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800Documenti announced in the Spring 1968 issue (VT 005 421) of
801"Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical
802Education" (AIM) with minor exceptions, are included in this
803microfiche set. The microfiche set is arranged in the following
804sequence--(1) a Vocational Technical (VT) number index to documents
805in the microfiche collection, (2) a VT number list of 60 documents
806which were listed in AIM but are.not in the microfiche collection,
807with a list of addresses from which these dOcuments are available,
808(3) the author and subject index from AIM and (4) the full text of
809dOcuments listed in the VT number index, The texts are filmed
810continuously in VT number, sequence. (8S)
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This collection of microfiche includes the documents announced in the
Spring, 1968 issue of Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and
Technical Education (AD) with minor exceptions. The microfiche set' is
arranged in the following sequence:

1. Vocational. Technical (VT) Ember Index to Microfiche
Collection of Documents Reported in AIM, Spring 1968.

2. VT Number List of Documents Not in Microfiche Collection.

Copies of these documents may be obtained from
the sources indicated in the citations on page 10.

3. Source List of addresses for documents cited on pages 3-9.

it. Selected indexes from MM, Spring 1968.

a. Author Index

b. Subject Index

The page numbers shown in these indexes refer to
the location of the abstracts in AIM, Spring 1968.

5. The full text of documents listed in the VT lumber Index on
pages 1-2.

The documents are arranged in numerical order according
to VT numbers. The texts of materiels in this microfiche
set have been filmed continuously in VT number sequence
thereby facilitating the purchase of the texts of all
documents on microfiche with one order. This filming
method also lowers the cost of the entire set as contrasted
to the purchase of individual titles on separate microfiche.
The frame Immediately preceding each document is used to
identify the document by VT number, and to present the
resume for that document.

The documents identified in this collection of microfiche- with an IMIC
Document (ED) =Aber are also available as separate documents from MC
Document Reproduction Service (EDIUTO by using the ED number: It with the
ED symbol but without the six numerical digits are unavailable from EBRO at
the time of inning until an RD umber is assigned and published in Redearch
in Education (111E). The issue of lIE in which the abstract is scheduled to
appear follows the ED prefix in the index on pages 1 and 2. This will enable
the reader to easily locate the appropriate six digit ED number by checking
the specified issue of RI& At the time the ED ntuiber appears in RIM,
individual, microfiche of the document will be available from EMS.

The documents identified in this collection of microfiche without an ED
number are titles in the MOW clearinghouse collection. Microfiche of these
items is obtainable only through purchase of this set or from agencies who have
this set, and who have the capability of reproducing microfiche.



Vocational Technical (VT) Number

Index to Microfiche Collection of Documents

Reported in AIM, Spring 1968

VT Number ED Plumber VT Number ED Number

VT 000 012
VT 000 596

ED (See Jun '68 RIB) VT on 214
VT ow. 215

ED 013 894
ED au 895

VT 000 632 ED See Near 968 RIB VT 001 216 ED 013 896
VT 000 633 ED See Near *68 RIB VT 001 217 ED 013 897
VT 000 634 ED See Nay 968 RIB VT 001 218 ED 013 098

VT 000 635 ED See Mew '68 En VT ow. 219 ED ou 899
VT 000 636 ED See Near 968 RIE VT 001 220 ED 013 900
VT 000 637 ED See Near 968 RIE VT 001 221 ED 013 901
V T 000 6 3 8 ED See Nay *68 Ric VT 001 222 ED 013 902
VT 000 639 ED See Near 968 RIE VT 001 230 ED (See Jun '68 RIB)

VT 000 640 ED See Nay *68 RIB VT 003. 295
VT 000 641 ED See Nay *68 RIB VT 001 296
VT 000 642 ED See Near '68 RIB 9T 001 297 ED ee Jul *68 RIE
VT 000 643 ED See Nay 968 RIB VT ow. 298 ED see Jul *68 RIE
VT 000 644 ED See May 968 RIE VT 001 299 ED See Jul. *68 RIO

VT 000 650 ED 014 532 VT 001 300
VT 000 689 ED (See Jim '68 Ric VT ova 301 ED see Jul *68 RIE
VT 000 690 ED See Jun *68 RIE VT 001 601 ED See Apr *68 RIR
VT 000 692 ED See Jun *68 RIE VT 001 662 ED See Jul. *68 RIB
VT 000 693 ED See A* *68 R331 VT 001 876

VT 000 698 VT 001 879 ED 012 783
VT 000 699 VT 002 024 ED 014 ,32
VT 000 70 3 VT OW002
VT 000 704 VT 002 043
VT 000 705 VT 002 056

vr 000 73.8 VT 002 256
VT 000 719 VT 002 261 ED (See) Nay '68 R333)
VT 000 721
W 000 722

ED (SeaJmn '68 RIE
ED (See Jun *68 RIE

VT 002 413
VT 002 607

ED 013 323

VT 000 723 ED (See Jun *68 RIE VT 002 644

VT 000 724 rt 002 674 ED o1l5,56='
VT 000 726 VT 002 762 ED 013.934
VT 000 727 VT 002 771
VT 000 728 VT 002 783 ED 014 557
VT 000 948 vz 002 784 ED 014 558

VT 000 950 VT 002 790 RD (See Jul *68 RIB)
VT 000 953 VT 002 795 ED 014 559
VT 001 189 VT 002 850
VT 001 192 VT 002 989 ED 014 562
VT 001 193 VT 002 992 ED 014 563
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VT Number List of Documental Not in

Microfiche Collection

VT 000 005
Principles of Merchandise Display. (Workbook). Kennith C.
Rogue. Texas University, Austin. Department of Distributive
Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive
Education Service. April, 1963. Price: $2.00.

VT 000 137
Distributive Education Drug Manual. Part I. Pauline W.
Burbrink. Texas University, Austin. Department of Distributive
Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive
Education Swrice. January, 1964. Price: $7.50 (includes
VT 000 138).

VT 000 138
Distributive Education Drug Manual. Part II. Pauline W.
Burbrink. Texas University, Austin. Department of Distributive
Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive
Education Service. January, 1964. Price: $7.50 (includes
VT 000 137).

VT 000 139
Toiletries Manual. Elaine Scott and others. Taw University,
Austin. Industrial andlausiness Training Bureau; "Texas
Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.
acme, 1965. Price: $2.00.

VT 000 1i0
Retail Credit Fundamentals. E. E. Cobb. Jean Pottle. Texas
University, Austin. Department of Distributive Education.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.
November, 1964. Price: $2.00.

VT 000 141
Stocldreeping for Cooperative Part-Mine Students in Nigh Schools
and Junior Colleges. Pauline W. Burbrink. Texas University,
**tin. Department of Distributive Education. Texas Education
Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service. July, 1965.
Price: $2.50.

VT 000 144
Feed and Yarn Supplltes. William Co Discus. Texas University,
Austin. Department of Distributive Education. Texas Education
Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service. January, 1966.
Price: $3.00.

VT 000 159
Paint and Wallpaper,. Carrel Click. Texas University, Austin.
Industrial and Businaes Training Bureau. Texas Education Agency,
Austin. Distributive Education Service. Arne, 1963. Price: $4.00.
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VT 000 171
Receiving, Checking, larking. Margaret Clarke. Texas
University, Austin. Industrial and Business Training Bureau.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education
Service. March, 1965. Price: $4.50.

VT 000 174
Men's Furnishings for Cooperative Part-Time Distributive
Education Students in High Schools and Junior Colleges.
Carrol Click. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Distributive Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin.
Distributive Education Service. April, 1965. Price: $5.00.

VT 000 179
Principles of Merchandise Display. Plasm O. Moore. Texas
University, Austin. Industrial and Business Training Bureau.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education
Service. January, 1965. Price: $3.00.

VT 000 182
Distributive Education Advertising Manual. Margaret Clarke.
Texas ttiversity, Austin. Department* of Distributive Education.
Texas Educationdgency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.

1963. Price: $1,00.

VT 000 164
Men's Wear for Cooperative Part-Time Distributive Education
Students in High Schools and Junior Colleges. Lovic Liston.
Texas University, Austin. Department of Distributive.Edncation.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.
Jay, 1965. Price: $3.00.

VT 000 186
Ploristry, Merchandising and Services. Lanis Gross, Texas
University's, Austin. Indu strial and Business Training ENVOSA.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.
August, 1965. Price: $3.50.

if 000 188
Let's Sell Reeky to Wear. Mary Van Lim Texas University,
Austin, Industrial and Business Training Bureau. Texas
Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.
August, 2905. Price: $3.50.

VT 000 ROB
Service Statttos Training Eft. Texas University, Austin.
Instructicumillhterials Laboratory. April, 1966. .Price:
$19.95 (includes kit of 19 parts).

VT 000 212
Lumber and Building Materials. Part One. Homer Bronstad.
Texas University, Austin. Industrial and Business Training
Bureau. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive
Education Service. April, 1965. Price: $6:75 (includes

VT 000 213 and VT 000 214).

4
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Address Code2

C VT 000 213
Lumber and Building Materials. Part Two. Homer Rronstad.
Texas University, Austin. Industrial and Business Training
Bureau. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Distributive
Education Service. April , 1965: Price: $8.75 (includes
VT 000 212 and VT 000 214).

VT 000 214
Lumber and Building Materials. Assignments. Texas University,
Austin. Industrial. and Business Training Bureau. Texas
Education Agency, Austin. Distributive Education Service.
April, 196). Price: $8.75 (includes VT 000 212 and VT 000 213).

B

B

B

B

B

B

VT 000 223
Supervised Study Guide in Furniture Finishing. Texas University,
Austin. Department of Industrial Education. Texas Education
Agency, Austin. Industrial Education Division. September, 1961.
Pricef $4.00 (includes unit tests publication).

VT 000 250
Stwcz-vised Study Guide, Automobile Mechanics. Bill Streator.
Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial Education.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. /nth:Atrial Education Division.
Deco:6er, 1965. Price: $5.00 (includes unit tests publication).

VT 000 253
Supervised Study Guide, Machine Shop. David E. Enderby.
Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial Education.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Industrial Educatiog Division.
February, 1966. Price: $4.70 (includes unit tests publication).

VT 000 265
Automotive Air Conditioning, A Supervised Study Guide of
Related Information for the Automotive Air Conditioning
Serviceman. A. T. Seymour. Texas University, Austin.
Department of Industrie/ Education. Texas Education Agency,
Austin. Industrial Education Division. Starch, 1966. Price:

$3.00.

VT 000 266
Automotive Air Conditioning Service Procedure Manual. A. T.
Seymour. Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial.
Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Industrial
Education Division. January, 1966. Prices $3.95.

VT 000 267
Student's Personal. Adjustment to Work, Suggested new for
Group Discussions in Vocational Industrial. Education. Volume I.
Cedar Parr. Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial
Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin. Industrial Education
Division. February, 1963. Price: $7.? -(includes VT 000 268).

VT 000 268
Student's Personal Adjustment to Work, Suggested Plans for
Group Discussions in Vocational. Industrial Education. Volume II.
Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial Education.
Texas Education Agency, Austin, Industrial Education Division.

February, 1963. Price: $irm (includes VT 000 267).
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VT 000 283
Elements of Work Simplification, Conference Leader's Guide.
James L. Cockrum. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. Texas Education. Agency, Austin.
Industrial Education Division. October, 1962. Price: $3.95.

VT 000 289
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 1, Instructor's Guide.
Jim Coekrum. Texas University, Austin. Department of

Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association,
Chicago, Illinois. February, 1960. Price: $3.75.

VT 000 290
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 1, Assitnment Book, The
Product, Standards and Regulations, Customer. Relations. Jim
Cockrum. Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial
Education. National LP-Gas Association, Chicago, Illinois.
April, 1966. Price: $1.50.

VT 000 291
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 1, Information Manual.
Jim Coc krum. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. NaV.onal LP-Gas Association, Chicago,
Illinois. My, 1966. Price: $1.50.

VT 000 293
LP-Gas Service Training Course. 8oc7-. 2, Assignment Book.
Jim Cockrnm. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association,
Chicago, Illinois. Neky, 1965. Price: $2.00.

VT 000 295
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 2, Instructor's Guide.
Jim Cockrum. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association,
Chicago, Illinois. March, 1959. Price: $2.25.

VT 000 296
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 2, Information Manual,
Basic lifformation, Bulk Plant Operations, Transportatiza.
Jim Cockrum. Texas ty, Austin. Department of Industrial
Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association, Chicago,
Illinois. November, 1961. Price: $2.00.

VT 000 297
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 3, Information Manual.
Jim Cockrust. Texas Universitl, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association,
Chicago, Illinois. Mew, 1965. Price: $3.00.

VT 000 299
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 3, Instructor's Guide.
Jim Cockrum. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association,

Chicago, Illinois. March, 1960. Price: $2.50.



Address code2

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

C

VT 000 300
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 3, Assignment Book.
Jim Marna. Texas University, Austin. Department of
Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas Association,
Chicago, Illinois. December, 2959. Pride: $2.00.

VT 000 301
LP-Gas Service Training Course. Book 4, Instructor's Guide,
Agricultural, Commercial and Industrial APFlicatione 12-0a8
Carburation Systems. Jim Cockrum. Texas University, Austin.
Deportment of Industrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Association, Chicago, Illinois. May, 1960. Price: $2.25.

VT 000 303
LP-rias Service Training Course. Book 4, Assignment Book,
Agricultural, ffommercial and Industrial Applications, 72 -Gals

Carburation tens. Jim Cookrum. Texas University, Austin.
Department of Andtwtrial Education. Liquefied Petroleum: Gas
Association, Chicago, Illinois. Keg, 1960. Price: $2.00.

VT 000 304
LP-Gas Service. Training Course. Book 4, Inforattion Minual

Ccem&vial and Industrial App litieAdous 72 -Gas
Varburstion Systems. Jim Cockrtm. Texas..University: Murtha
Department of Industrial Education. Liquefied Petro lama Gas
Association, Chicago, Illinois. My, 1960. Price: $2.75.

VT- 000 306
Information on Rand Tools for Metalsorking _Trades. Texas
University, Austin. Deportment of Znattstriiji Education.

Texas Education Agency, Austin. IndustigiVEducationTivision.
November, 1957. Price: $2.50.

VT 000 341
Elements of Work abiplification, Information Mammal. James L.
Cookrum. Texas University, Math. Department of Induetrial
Education. Texas Education, Agenoi.bAustin. Industrial Education
Division. October, 1962. Price: $3.95.

VT 000 443
Supervised St** Guide in Drafting. Texas University, Austin.
Texas Education Ageney, Austin. -Industrial Education Division.
July, 1966. Price: p.00 (includes unit tests publication).

VT 000 789
Supervised Study Guide in Sheet Metal. W.> C. Lindsey. Texas
University, Austin. Department of Industrial Education. Testes

Education Agency, Austin. Industrial. Education Division. NUN*
1966. Price: $5.00 (includes unit tests publication).

VT 001 091
Personal Development for Young Men. Robert R. Litter. Texas
Unimrsity, Austin. Instrustional Materials Laboratory. February,
1967. Price: $4.00.
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C

C

D

C

C
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VT 001 095
Fibers and Fabrics. Jane Craig. Janie Su3livan.Sullivan. Texar.

University, Austin. Instructional Materials Laboratory.
January, 1967. Price: $5.50.

VT 001 674
shoe Sales Training Kit. Texas University, Austin.
Instructional Materials Laboratory. September, 1966.
Price: $12.50 (includes kit of 5 parts).

VT ow. 685
Hardware Sales Training Kit. Texas University, Austin.
Instructional Materials Laboratory. August, 1966. Price:
$25.00 (includes kit of 16 parts).

VT Ora 910
Standards and lilormats for Industrial Instructional Materials.
Texas University Austin. Department of Industrial Education.
Texas Agrieultur:G. and Mechanical thiversity, College Station.
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College, Texas,
1966. Price: $3.00.

VT 002 162
Food Service Industry, Training Programs and Facilities.
Gertrude Maker. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
1961. GPO Number FS5.282--82007. Price: $ 665.

ler 002 499
Supervised Study Guide for Dental Laboratory Technician.
Jim Cockrum. Texas University, Atistin. Department of
Industria3. Education. Texas Education Agency, Austin,
Industrial Education Division. June, 1967. Prices $6.25
(includes unit tests publication).

VT 002 793
Personal Development for Girls. Lois Tzahan, Elizabeth
Bridges. Texas University, Austin. Instructional Materials
Laboratory. October, 1966. Price: $4.00

VT 003 181
Motivate for Profit, a Twelve-Hour Course for Management and
Supervisors Based on All of the Latest Research and Studies
of Motivation. Pauline W. Burbrink, comp. Texas University,
Austin. Instructional Materials Laboratory. April, 1967.
Price: $4.00.

VT 003 194
Supervised Study Guide for Automotive Machinist. David R.
Enderby. Texas University, Austin. Department of Industrial
Education. Texan Education Agency, Austin. Industrial
Education Division. December, 1966. Price: $7.70 (includes
unit tests publication).

. .9e.*
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LAIresm Code2

B

D

D

D

B

A

A

VT 003 391
Supervised rows, Guide in Carpentry. Tise Cookrum. Texas
University, Austin. Department of Industrial Education.
Texas Education Agency, Austin. Industrial Education Division.
My, 1967. Price: $5.35 (includes unit tests publication).

W CO3 507 le 014 572
Teach files to Lift. Patrick P. Cestrone. Bureau of Labor
Standards, Washington, D. C. 1965. OPecfiber L16.3-110.
Price: $ .15.

VT CO3 508 le Mk 573
Chemistry for the Safety Men. Patrici Cestrone. Bureau
of Labor Standards, Washington, D. C. 1965. GPO Fiber
L36.3 -222. Prices $ .15.

VT 003 513 IS 011t 574

Planning for Safety on the Tobsite. rituals L. Otto. P. A.
Van Atte. Bureau of Labor Standards, Washington, D. C. 1966.
GPO Ember L16.3-273. Price: $ .25.

VT CO3 827
Supervised Study Guide for Typewriter Serviceman. Texas
University, Austin. Department of Industrial Education.
July, 1967. Price: $3.15 (includes test booklet publication).

VT 004 lee ED 013 339
Microfiche Collection-of Documents Reported in Abstracts of
Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education,
Pall 1967. Ohio State University, Columbus. The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education. 1967. Price: $19.75.

VT 004 453 ED Oise May *68 RiE)
Microfiche Gellection of Documents Reported in Abstracts of
Instructional tisterlals in Vocational and Technical Education,
Winter, 1967. Ohio State University, Coleibusti Thai4aster for
Vocational and Technical Education. 1967. Pre: $40.25.

1Coples of these documents may be obtained from the source indicated in
the citation.

2Correct address to obtain cited item is given in the source list, page 30.



Source List for Documents

Not in Microfiche Collection

Address Code

A ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS)

The National Cash Register Company
4936 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 201114.

B

C

D

Industrial Education Department
Division of Extension
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Instructional Materials Laboratory
Distributive Education Department
Division of Extension
University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Superintendent of Documents
V. S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D. C. 20402

10
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AUTHOR INDEX

AWN, BRENTON E.
VT 001 601 ED

elr=eopng the Occupational Busi-
ness Education Program in the
Small High School.

Page

BLAKER, GERTRUDE.

406 VT 002 162
1Foovvice Industry, Training

Programs and Facilities.

ALABAMA STATE DEFT. OF EDUCATION,
MONTGOMERY. HONE ECONOMICS SERVICE.
VT 001 295 432

Outline for. Occupational Home Eco-
nomics Course in Floral Designing.

VT 001 296 %32

:0(71f=for Occupational Home Eco-
nomics Course in Child Development

Occupations.
VT 001 297 ED 433

Revised Outline for the Prepara-
tory Course in Occupational Home

Economics in the Field of Clothing,
Textiles, and Home Furnishings
Services.

VT 001 298 ED 433

7MMfor the Preparatory Course
in Occupational Home Economics in
the Field of Food Services.

VT 001 299 ED 434

7MM-for Occupational Home Beal
nomics Course in Commercial
Institutional Food Preparation. '-?; '

VT 001 300 434
Occupational Home Eco-

nomics Course in Serving Food Com-
mercially.

VT 001 301 ED 435
Ot==efor Occupational Boma Rep.
nomics Course in Commercial Sewing
and Alterations.

VT 001 662 ED 1.35

hook of Policies and Proce-
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Greenhouse Worker, Teachers Copy.

Fitts, James * Johnson, Johnny
Texas Agr and Mech Univ, Coll. Station, Teaching Mat Ctr
Texas Education Agency, Austin
Pub Date - 66
EDRS PRICE MF -$1.00 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 258p.

*STUDY GUIDES, TESTS, ANSWER KEYS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE,
*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, GREENHOUSES,
*GREENHOUSE WORKERS, GRADE 11, GRADE 12,

Designed for vocational agriculture students in a cooperative
part-time training program, this guide was developed by two
vocational agriculture teachers with interest, training, and
experience in horticulture and was coordinated and edited by a
subject matter specialist. Included are ten units, each divided
into topics. Each topic includes a student assignment sheet, a
topic test, an assignment answer sheet, and a topic test answer
sheet. Each assignment sheet includes unit and topic identification,
introduction, references to information sheets or other sources,
questions or activities, and a code identification. Units are
(1) Introduction to Horticulture, (2) Structures, (3) Plant
Growing Media, (4) Plant Growth and Classification, (5) Plant
Propagation, (6) Nursery Plant Production, (7) Floral Crop
Production, (8) Controlling Plant Insects, Diseases, and Other
Pests, (9) Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment, and
(10) Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies. A vocational
agriculture teacher may use the guide with high school boys over
16 years of age who plan to become greenhouse workers. Time required
is 180 .days. This document is-avallable for $4.50 from Agricultural
Education Teaching Materials Center Texas Agricultural and
Mechanical University, College Station, Texas 7;843, (JM)
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Assignment Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: ' Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Horticulture as an Industry

OBJECTIVE: To become aware of the importance of Horticulture
and to develop an understanding of the fields of study
involved.

INTRODUCTION: Horticulture is an important branch of agriculture.
The first definition of horticulture limited the field
to cultivation of gardens. Flowers, vegetables,
fruits, and ornamentals that were grown primarily
in gardens soon acquired the name of "horticulture
plants" in contrast to "field crops" such as corn and
co'.ton. We now think of horticulture as the product-
ion of flowers, vegetables, fruits, and ornamentals
in the garden on a large scale basis. It also includes
the many services which are auxillary to the prod-
uction and marketing of horticultural crops.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information sheet on "Horticulture as an Industry"

QUESTIONS 1. With what type of crop is the olericulturist con-
Or concerned?

ACTIVITIES:
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2. With what type of crop is the pomolgist concerned?

3. What four major types of crops are included in
horticulture?

4. In which group of fruits do grapes belong?

5. In which group of fruits do apples belong?

6. What caused the expansion of vegetable grr
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on

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

There are three major fields of horticulture. Floriculture is the cultiva-
tion and management of ornamental and flowering plants. Landscaping has
also become an important function of the floriculturist.

the
the

science and practice of fruit growing. Olericulturt is the production, pro-
cessing and distribution of vegetable crops.

Floriculture was well developed thousands of years ago by the civilisations
of Asia. Their beautiful gardens required much knowledge and skill. A
landscape designer must have a knowledge of the principles of design along
with a thorough understanding of plants. Plant breeding has become very
popular in the floriculture field. Patience and care are needed in this tedious
task of developing nor and improved plants.

P-..omology is a very demanding field. Fruit trees aft under constant attack
from diseases and insects. The fruit producer must be able to control these
pests effectively. The pomologist also has to have a thorough understanding
of plant growth. There is a great deal of specialised= in the field of fruit
growing. Many choose to work only with citrus, others concentrate on small
fruits such as grapes, and still others deal with deciduous tree frr*.te melt sos
apples. There are countless jobs to be found in the field of pomology.

Olericulture is a gigantic enterprise that is quite distinct from any other
phase of plant: production. The annual farm value of vegetable crops in the
United States is well over a billion dollars. The big expansion in the vegetable
industry was due primarily to an increase in production of outo&season
vegetables in the South and West. The production, processing, sad market-
ing of this huge crop requires a great number of personnel.

As we can readily see, horticulture is a giant industry. If you are interest-
ed in plant growing and are willing to work hard in gaining ner knowledge,
a good future awaits you.
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PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYECS IN HORTICULTURAL -OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities

01310CTIVE: To develop an understanding of the requirements of
some specific occupations and to determine the fac-
tors to consider in selecting an occupation.

INTRODUCTION: This lesson is designed to help you decide upon an
occupation in the 004 of horticulture. In this lesson
we will explore only five major occupations, all of
which are available to cooperative part-time students
in agriculture. In addition, instructional materials
have been prepared for these occupations to assist
you in developing into -a skilled worker with potential
for advancement in your chosen occupation.

In recent years the need for trained workers in these
occupations has increased greatly. If you like the
work and apply yourself on the job and in your studies,
a world of opportunity awaits you.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

290

4

1, Information Sheet, "Exploring Occupational Oppor-
tunitie s"

Supplemental:

2. "Handbook of Agricultural Occdpations", Hoover

1, List t he steps of advancement in a horticulture
career.

2. If possible, what is the best way to answer self
appraisal questions concerning a certain job?
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UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture
TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Assignment Sheet continued)

3. If you wanted a horticultural job which alloWed
you to work both inside and outside, which would
you choo-se?

4. Prepare a list of businei ;es in your community
which raise or sell hc,,:ticultural products.

5. Study the 18 factors to consider in selecting a
job and be prepared to apply these factors in
selecting your occupation.

J .
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

940-1-2

The selection of a vocation in horticulture is similar to that of other
fields. Basic questions arise in the mind of the person who is trying
to select a vocation. These questions or factors must be dealt with be-
fore a satisfactory selection can be made. The following list, points
up some of these questions.

Factors One Should Consider in Selecting a Job

29 3

1. What is the nature of the work? What kind of jobs will I be expected
. to do ?

2. Does the occupation require chiefly mental or physical effort?
my health allow mt. to do this work?

Will

3. Is the work inside or outside work, or both?

4. What are the working conditions? With whom v .11 I be working?

5. What personal qualifications are required for entry into the occupation?

6. What are the educational and training requirements for the job?

7. Is there opportunity for doing a variety of jobs?

8. Will the work require considerable travel and time away from home?

9. What financial earnings can one expect?

10. Are any fringe benefits provided by the ilubiness?

II. Is there a great deal of risk involved in performing the job?

12. What security and benefits are offered in the occupation?

13. Are there opportunities for advancement and self-betterment?
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Information Sheet continued)

14. Is the employment on a regular or seasonal basis?

15. Does one work regular hours? Eight, 'ten, or twelve hour day?
Day or night shift?

16. IE there stability of residence or must one make frequent moves?

17. Will the job necessitate that one get along well with others or will
one work pretty much alone?

18. How much personal expense is involved in clothing, transportation
and meals? .

Another very important question in the selection of a vocation is that of advance-
ment. Usually a person who cannot advance in his chosen field will become
unhappy and fail to do his best. This question should be investigated before
choosing a vocation in the field of horticulture.

The opportunity for advancement is fairly rood in this field. The following
sketch demonstrates an example of the possible steps in the advancement of
the horticulturist who applies himself to his work.

Advancement in Horti,:ultural Occupations

1. Laborer

2. Foreman or Supervisor

3. Assistant Manager

4. Manager or Owner

As you can see from this example, application, education and experience can
determine the speed and degree of advancement. r.

Probably the most important questiom of all is, "am I personally suited for b.
career in horticulture?" It can only be answered after you have investigated
the field and have a good knowledge of what it is and, what it .offers.' The answer
probably lies in self appraisal.

This self appraisal can be achieved by asking yourself the following questions:

1. Do I prefer working with things?
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(Information Sheet continued)

2. Do I prefer wozking with facts, figures, and ideas?

I Do I have a love for growing Ahings?

4. Do I like to work with people?

5. What kind of work experiences ha-re been most enjoyable to me?

6. What kind of work would I like to be doing five, ten, or fifteen
years from now?

7. Will my health permit me to make the choice I want?

Probably the best way to determine .the answer to these questions is by
actually working on a job for a while. However, this cannot always be
done. Circumstances do not always permit this.

There are other good ways to determine some answers. Your fondness
for certain subjects in school, your interest in certain activities, study
of the field of horticulture, talks with your teachers, guidance counselors
and others may indicate interests and abilities that will help you to par-
tially answer the questions. Such things as cooperativeness, willingness
to work, dependability, willingness to assume respon Ability, resource-
fulness and self-reliance are all basic qualifications that you will need in
ornamental horticulture as well as other occupations.

A cloie look at some of the jobs in horticulture will reveal many oppor-
tunities and requirements. As you look at eacb iqb try to decide if you
are interested and qualified.

Job Title - Greenhouse Worker (941)

Job Description

A greenhouse worker grows plants in an artificially heated glass or plastic
greenhouse. The plants grownmay be vegetables or flowers, and the work
may include the propagation of trees or ornamental shrubs from seeds or
cuttings. Greenhouse specialties include producting out-of-season vege-
tables such as tomatoes, cucumbers, or leaf lettuce, producing cut flowers
or pot plants, growing bedding plants for sale, or starting plants for out-
door nursery beds. In many cases a greenhouse is a part of a nursery op-
eration. In such cases, a worker may be performing the duties of a nursery
worker as well as those of a greenhouse worker. An employee in the
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Information Sheet continued)

greenhouse screens; mixes, sterilizes soil, and places it in growing
containers. He sows seeds, starts cuttings, and transplants seedlings
and plants. He waters, feeds, weeds, thins, prunes, and sprays growing
plants. He may control the greenhouse temperature and humidity. He
also maintains the greenhouse structure and equipment. He should know
tLa names Snd the culture of the plants with which he works.

Job Title - Nursery IN ork,lr (942)

Job Description

A nursery worker grows seedlings and plants for landscaping, fruit farming,
and forest replanting. He may work in one of several kinds of nurseries.
Some nurseries specialize in producing fruit trees and small fruit trans-
plants, some in ornamental trees and shrubs, and some in forest replanting
materials. Some nurserymen operate greenhouses and produce their own
seedlings and plants from cuttings. Some produCe planting stock of two or
more major lines of plants, trees, or shrubs.

A nursery worker prepares seedbeds, plants seedlings, weeds, cultivates,
fertilizes, waters, prunes, and performs other cultural practices such as
spraying and grafting. He digs, grades and packs plants for shipment. He
may cut, lift,' and lay sod. He transplants shrubs and trees, and in a tree :.
nursery, gathers and processes forest tree seeds. He helps with the main-
tenance and repair of buildings and equipment.

A nurserremployee assists customers in selecting plants for home land-
scaping. He also makes recommendations on maintenance to the customer
and may work at a nursery where he will be required to make periodic
checks on customer's lawns and to maintain the beauty of the landscape.

Job Title - Garden Center Employee (943)

Job Description

A garden center employee performs many jobs including caring for ornamental
plants, moving plants and supplies into selling areas, arranging plants and
supplies for display purposes, and selling the various products handled .by the
g... :den center. A garden center may be :part of a large retail store, a part
of a nursery or greenhouse operation, or a retail establishment separate from
any other business.
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Information Sheet continued)

The vark of a garden center worker includes cleaning, stocking, and
arranging garden supplies on shelves, counters, and in windows. He
cares for ornamental plants by watering, feeding, trimming, spraying,
and controlling temperatures. The worker unloads and unpacks sup-
plies as they arrive from wholesalers, loads orders on trucks, makes
deliveries, and loads orders lib customer's cars. He gives informat-
ion to custom rs un care of plants, care of lawns, plant varieties, and
merits of different garden supplies and equipment.

Job Title - Assistant Groundskeeper (944)

Job Description

An assistant groundskeeper cares for the area surrounding an industry
or business, church, school, airport, apartment building, private
estate, cemetery, or shopeng center. The employee plants and cares
for lawns and ornamental plants.- The work-Thvolves mowing grass,
reseeding, controlling weeds, andlilarting and spraying ornamental
plants. He rakes and disposes of leaves and other refuse. Year
round employment is provieted through maintenance and repair of
walks, drives, and equipment. The work may also involve making
minor repairs to buildings.

Job Title - Parks and Landscape Employee (945)

Job Description

A parks and landscape employee performs the work necessary for proper
maintenance of :landscapes and park area.

The work of this occupation includes mowing grass, trimming, the edges
of walks and driveways, planting, pruning and caring for trees, shrubs,
hedges, lawns, and flower beds; controlling insects, diseases, and weeds;
and caring for the soil. The work may also include such jobs as removing
trash or snow, maintenance of swimming pools, care of boating facilities,
general maintenance of buildings and equipment, and repair of roadways
and drives.

Material for this information sheet was partially taken from Ornamental
Horticulture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama.
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GREENHOUSE WORKER

Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC:, , Types of Greenhouses

OBJECTIVES: To learn how greenhouses are constructed, used, and
maintained.

INTRODUCTION: Greenhouse production of horticultural plants is an enormous
industry. Driving a few miles across Texas, one can usually
count several greenhouses that are in full operation. It is
interesting to note the various shapes of these structures and
the different materials used in construction

i U REFERENCES: Required:

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson p.19-32

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. Whitt are the two most used materials for greenhouse coverings?

186

..._.........,......1101

2. What time of year is best for repairing or replacing slipped or
broken glass ?

3. What properties should an ideal greenhouse plastic possess?

4. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of
polyethylene and vinyl?

5. How is the ventilation problem handled in greenhouses where
there are no ventilators?
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Size and Arrangement of Greenhouses

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to select the proper size and arrangement before
constructing the greenhouse. .

INTRODUCTION: A careful study of greenhouse arrangement should be made before
construction begins. The bench arrangement for the crops to be
grown should be considered first. Then the greenhouse that fits
this arrangement should be built. If these factors are done in
reverse and a structure is erected before working out bench plena 0
many inconveniences and headaches will be the result.

REFERENCES: Required:

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse Nelson , p.33-38

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: I. What should be considered first in deciding the size and type
of greenhouse?

2. Why should boiler rooms be centrally located?

3. What are the requirements of good greenhouse benches ?

4. What is the best height for pot plant benches ?

5. What should be the minimum depth of out flower benches ?
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining,. and Using Structures that
Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Cooling the Greenhouse

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different methods of cooling the greenhouse
and how to use these methods most effectively.

INTRODUCTION: The weather in Texas during the summer months is
usually very hot. This presents a problem to the
greenhouse owner. A successful producer must have
an effective cooling system or he may well lose every
plant he owns.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Greenhouse Cooling", Texas Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, MP-163.

Supplemental:

2. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson pp. 44-48.

QUESTIONS 1. What is plant respiration?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. How many CFM should be exhausted for a green-
house which is 40 feet wide and 70 feet long?

3. How many square feet of pad area would be needed
in the above greenhouse? (nearest tenth)

4. How can debris and trash be kept out of the drip
conductor and return gutter?
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and sing Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Heating the Greenhouse

OBJECTIVE: To become aware of the problems involved in heating the
greenhouse and how to handle these problems.

INTRODUCTION: There are two major systems of heating a greenhouse. Each
system has its advantages. All factors involved should be
considered before a choice is made.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson p. 39-44

2. Information Sheet, "Heating the Greenhouse".

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What Is the oldest and most conventional type of greenhouse
heating system layont?

430

2. What are the two sources of heat used ?stem?

3. Where are the coldest spots in a greenhouse?

4. What are the two classifications of heaters according to the
type of heating unit?

5. What are the two classes of heaters based on direction of
air flow?
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HEATING THE GREENHOUSE

Greenhouse Worker 941-11-4

A dependable heating system is second only in importance to the efficient design
and structural soundness of a greenhouse. Any heating system employed in a
greenhouse must be economical, efficient, and of sufficient size to maintain
desirable green .ouse temperatures during anticipated extremes inoutdoor tem-
peratures.

An important consideration for any greenhouse operation is to operate the
beating system at the lowest possible cost consistent with maintaining the tem-
perature desired. This requires that the heating system be designed correctly
for the purposes intended, that it be operated properly, and that careful and
intelligent maintenance of the system be provided.

GREENHOUSE HE! PIING DESIGN STANDARDS

The standard practice followed in the past has been to specify the design of a .

greenhouse heating system on the basis of a requirement to maintainlvgiven
temperature within the greenhouse at some given outdoor winter temperature
It is a comparatively simple matter to specify such a*differential.

Todsw, the temperature required for the production of various crops grown in the
. is general knowledge and is usually readily available.

Recorded temperatures in historical records in nearly every climatic area are
available and will provide considerable information on the outdoor wintertem-
peraturei, including both the extreme* winter temperatures that have occurred
in that particular area, and those that should be considered in regard to the
type of design that is economically feasible for the greenhouse heating system.

4(
The acceptable standard for the design of a greenhouse heating system should go
beyond this basic requirement however. A clarification of the greenhouse temper-
ature requirements of the crop to be grown is very necessary.

Greenhouse temperature requirements for the crop: should not mean the temperature
prevailing in the aisle space.

The common practice that now prevails in determining the temperature requirements
of-the crop is to-measure.the temperature at the point where the crops are growing.
One of the requirements of 'a well designed greenhouse heating system shotdd'imrthe
provision of a uniform temperatture Within allowable variations throughout the plant-
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growing area.

11 4
.4Zz1T q:18

rs*

s ; .1f. A r

t ;

These requirements are rather complex and the average greenhouse operator
is usuallydnotmelkeuoughiversed inheat engliwering to Ingicp.,fureilltPkipAnVi ,5 p
to have:the type..ofheating systemthatmeets.hisirequiremeqft.:,:ln.most
he does nothave. the skill nor: the,time-to plan such keystewandlie;#11041114530fii?..e..,
dependouporsomeone-well versed:initMetfieldw,t,

The most logical approach to the installation of a modern, up-to-daft, econom
ical and dePandab3 .e-tgreenhouselleating4YatelnJe tto.nee91.E..*9;!F0490g, ;49,4kA!.%.
experience 'that-As tavailablezfrom4,depsndable)greephouse, TAMP! *04.1111Ft: .

Heating4teenhottse!fi is fa 4Pecislised ;field winokYarktai
standardirusedtforlother type.buildings4,-.:p 13, 1: bt)bl'-;.M: ;.-.takcr.va tgrj ;a';

.:;we rIff -in )1a1
The National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association, a newly formed organi-
zation comprised of moat Otthe:..Maior 91,9000.4.014.411140.1ffirq,410,11
country has recognized this neiiianilie operator,
and has bilenispending,consitletable..timelleffortAxt fund.030#4 4tIA1F141( tke, +jest>, :in
knovdedgeranitonParience:available.;frAM:itla 151F1911111*.M.S.Tair A9#4tkntlarPittsol-41
establishlatandardsi atdesign-that arfaha Vef49.e00:VaelrAhf.':-Mtrit.
installations to meettitiwpartioulaz.xequir_e_prntet-31...;;;II "fite4131.,"itiqr1100 I:

fft reV-tfr, GREENHOUSE.; HEATINOILAYOUIS ,s, bITT

Dru: rygritkricna;:
PIPE COIL SYSTEMS

tww-rtii,) L:i.-1(v.)v.1., Ili.h..o.tatif 1;i ,--:,:01.1.47.0( ft:4 b9!=!,115ti
The mostoonventionaLand the Added itYPO.Vati0900.*141!*.8391.0*. .1°0tWii4tf.f,
the 01133100 eetilmeldPeeeePte4M00e1.*940tineYINt:#1,019.,PPRIC4PTOR.?1,:Iff

1.yugal ho j3II!t;i1P, % ?0.21..i brf.14 *infir-011.1:q :MA oi
This syatonkAPPloYS the .aile4E4Ittindal!.4 P1143-141.10TPATkettittiMrs-PPEARII) i()
hot water. The pipes are laid out around the greenhouse in various patterns to
distribitterthelteat.:: -%t abt.:4!-F OkkjiAxofto.c.

A `7: st4. t.11):14`!'. t.;.:14 brorod
In recent years the use=otextendedieurfacerpip?Aae..heepAt0011914i.11Aktplgutp,
is commonly referred to as "finned pipe". This uses the extended surface or
fins virthe-pipesfor,greater heat trangfer.4.#914:.03111M)01104;10011,1
pattern of behavior, however is similar to that of plaintpiptpOcie 7,*9)?..1,01rile,
the layout pat' -is fall into the same category.

:1;;)id 4 i!: 1 ea -,HY1±1 WOO ;1'147 e-t(t3t1 Iff ii(VarrOj eer
The prOpecalayOut ota pipe ,coil OJAI Alrattcntrki:#0,nclAnt #119.% tliater.k,f414PIAPA
of theiblisic; laws .At. mtturaLairinoyemeqt-toi:ftegre karattrif 0,11#4;10
tion'throughoutpw_greenhouse.., .AAwA4P9. 99)Xiagt**,,94/90001Mitiffitiritfrilio,
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concentrated heat source in the. immediate area of the pipe, and depends upon
convection currents of air moving past the pipe to pick up this heat and convey
it to all parts of the greenhouse.

The coldest spots in the greenhouse are the gable ends and the exterior side
walls, so .pipe coils are suspended in these areas. The warm air emitted
from the pipe coils raises and sweeps along the, glass, counteracting the
rapid_.loss of heat.through the glass. This movement sets up the basic con-
vection pattern of warm-air, movement throughout the greenhouse for uniform
heat distribution.

In narrow greenhouses coils located on the side and end walls may be suffi-
cient to provide the uniformity needed. In wider houses however , additional
piping is required across the house.

Experience over the years has proven that pipe coils suspended overhead
provide the uniform temperatures required.

The standard practice followed is to suspend the pipe coil overhead, with one
line of pipe running lengthwise over each bench. The coil shotdd be placed
higkenough so that the tips of the tallest plant to be grown will not come in
direct contact _with. the pipes. The rule of thumb standard used by most
greenhouse operators , is to suspend one third of the number of lines of pipe
required overhead and one third of the number along each side. In general
this has liven a satisfactory.unfform heat distribution.

0 ; ,

An older, method of installation, still preferred by many commercial growers,
is to distribute the cross how3e:piping by installing the pipe lines ,under the..
benches .., Such Installations keep the soil. in the,benches marmer, and for
this reason may be desiroble. for-those crops which require warm soil for
optimum growth.,

The amount of heat provided by a pipe coil depends in part upon the tempera-
ture difference between the air and the pipe surface and the rate of air move-
ment past the pipe. These basic facts should always be kept well in mind when
pipe coils are suspended along greenhouse side walls.. The pii...3 should be .

suspended far enough away, from the wall so that air can move.up freely on both
sides of the pipe. When side benches are installed in the greenhouse they should
be spaced at least six inches from the wall to allow free upward movement of
the warm air without "boingt,it in Ander the bench.

. ;.f; ' . , . .

The bottom pipe, of a pipe coil_ should be placed a minimum distance of four to
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six inches above the ground to permit the free flow of the cooler air in and under
the coil iiitebtiried in the ground or 'cove7ied with toil is practically Ineffee-
tive as triatitliii ''

When pipe coil heating systems are installed it is usually necessary to stack the
pipes vertically to 'obtain the necessary number of,Coila . This installation Makes.*
each pipe leaitiffeetive 'than it would be if installed 'Separately or alone.' :(This of
course, results in Usti teniperatiike diffekenee 'between the air and the pipe tsuib
face fort4nainitting'heitt. heórâ,wheüthe pipes can.be' iPaCed as' far aPart_.
as poss1614`iii the coils this reduction of heating effect can be kept at a"minimUnt..

When finned, or extended surface pipe is installed these rules of spacing, heibht
of pipe from the ground surface, and spacing of side benches fro fti 'the iv:tile-be-
come evenlfitire'importinkt. ' n; -.4, 4:. -' a

": 1:` n. % z, t

A finned pipe has the concentrated heat effect of several lines of bare pipe so that
any restriction of air niOienient Or 'redaction of telt perature-differende
magnified.

UNIT tiatirt. stStile
tr:/ : . - .; f0' .;1.1f:tr

In recent th se'OtOlt' heaiera 'for-letting greenhouses his:litereasedreotii:
siderably., Most Ot;tileile unit heaters are 'so deiligned that-they not Only :take Carel
of the heatlittretiaireinerifti bit iifr nidieinenfits t'.

f: ;..! ;.`"- :

One reason for the increase inlioPtilittitetTitair heitersliati,witliOut been, *'
the increasing interest in air movement within greenhouses. Many greenhouse

operatoraireottliii `t5Pinion Vf air In' the Sant 4oileinithe
loiiVOlbeity) hair the :EiffelcCbfrpitt-= .

venting thelinilding of etkeestfh'inifiditt
meat of ceitaiii(diseases: = ThereIiiiilso,considerable belief That 'carbon dioxide
nia$ reach lowflevels within the foliage under certain conditions. Air.movement
brings in and replenishes the supply of carbon dioxide. At the present time also,
there iieCtiidirabliihitefeiet in installations bet activate air/Movement anctibreakci-j

; ": ' !Jai: -4 rl1.;..1%
-:` ics 142,Y..;41-, t ; -te

Many types of it heater's are -available,. Basittdlyt they' all Contain:some -type .
of heating déiiIóé and 'a fen tO fore:tithe aereali thelleating garb** and out ;

intd tlie'ireif to beleittecti 4. i I. ri! ..t %1TC;g7 :'1A;11 cA.1*; - .;; ; .
1, ;1 ; . fr 1 1 ...e

These heating units are classiftedia diteibtqlred,OrLiriditieet4ired=; 'dependent 4 1).

upon the twe of the heating unit. Direct-fired units are those which contain a
combustion init. tight 'hi tli e. anit iffierhichifiteli0 suólt ati4S11; or gatitare blamed-0
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Heating :the Greenhouse
Information Sheet (continued)

Then this. type of unit-is used for greenhouse heating, the combustion chamber
should be totally enclosed and should be vented-to the outside air for the pro-
ducts of combustion.

. ,

Indirect-fired unit beaters utilize steam or hot water circulated through coils
as the heating elements.

Unit heaters are also classified according to the direction of air flow. This,
flow is designated as vertical blow or horizontal blow.

In vertical blow heaters the shaft is vertical and the fan blade is horizontal
and the warm,air is blown downward. Deflectors suitable for **Purpose-
spread the air out in a horizontal direction in a complete circle.. , Normally. . , ,

these units are mounted up near the peak of the sidewalls. This of course
is against.the.natural direction of werm:alr flow, and the distance ot-,flow.is ;
limited.. Frequently the warm air .does not move.down along the,stde .
where it is required. When this type of unit heater is installed a line or two
of perimeter.;piping.along all.walls exposed to the outside should be:installed.
to insure uniform heat distribution. . ; , -7,

In horizontal:blow heaters the :shaft is horizontal and the fan blades: are:.1.1 :

vertical position. The air is blown out of the face of the heater in a horizontal
directioniti-Wheniseveral of these..unittuaretused lathe same greenhouseithey,,:i:
should .beinotmted so they are. suspended overhead:near de
greenhouse. The units on one side should face toward oneendiand theston the
other side should face toward the opposite end. This will establish a pattern
of air movement around-the:greenhouse2.:-,Adjustabbrhorizontal louvres should
be installed on the face of each heater so the direction of air movement can be
adjustedAkpward:or downward to,,prevent direct drafts.or.air.blasts on the, plants, .,..f
and Vsprosridetproper.warmair.distrjibutton. ..,r . z:

eZP t 1:" ; 11*:. ; ) ;7:4;1 ,11,; ;. I;

Temperature control.with.unitheaters inthe greenhouse-is normallyiaccomplishe.dm
be leaving-the fans operating continualkwand:turning,the beat onianct off,so:tbatz:
there* a.contlnuousmoveMent ofair.. -,Whenever, the. fans are:pPerated
intermittently when the fans: are,.off. the. air <cakbeccme ;stratified., -This ,will result,
in conditIonsActrimental- to :good-plant growth.: ,ti; -,,-;

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
(.. !n- . 4i3. ' -40 ::) '

The trend.loward .the, use aautOmatic controls; in, greenhouse, operations to reduce
costs and increase efficiency has led tothejwide-spread adOPtiolk.of automatic
controls on greenhouse heating systems.

,,t



Heating the Greenhouse
Information Sheet (continued)

Automatic systems. also perform:Lbetter than manual controls since they control
temperatdre constantly rather than intermittently.

To perform the job effectively however, the control system must be properly
designed to fit the individual heating system or they may do more harm than
good. Therefore, in any Installation the location of automatic valves and:.
thermostats should be left to the discretion of a greenhouse engineer who has the
competence:10 }..djustthe controls to the system being employed.

HEATING ACCESSORIES

The accessories- installed are Important features in properly operating and -
maintaining an efficient heating system. .

Pipe hangers Should be installed to that the proper-grade cali;bit maintained .
in the pipet; to prevent pockets or sags that -reduce the flow of steam or hot Water..

s

Traps of of the' proper 'size and locitedin the correct place are essential to The"
effidient operation of a steam heating system. .

Air vents must be strategically located in the system-to- prevent air- loCks4f

The more 'extensive the heating system the more the list of accessorieS;Cotdd be
extended; "Wheiiittitothatic controls are used the -importance of proper accessokies%
and their location increases.-- . ;, , .-

i _ - ' - : . qi; "

EFFICIENCY AND MAINTENANCE ,i ';.- -31-:-

z

Unless, a sound, sensible and alniost constant-program of-proper maintenattce,isor;
installed as soon as a greenhouse is put into-operationfall of the time; and money
invested in the design and the Installation of an efficient greenhouse heating system
may belost. -Maintenance of heating systems is an iteth of greenhouse operation-,
that is-most oftetimeglected. 'Traps-moat be kept in_workingordery Pipe :hangers ,

kept tighto prevent-pipe sagging and air;vents`muat bekept-cleaned out or operating
costs will' ncreise and the heating,dystem will become. very inefficient.: A sOund.:;,.
maintenances program should be instituted in the overall greenhouse Operatioir::
program and should be adhered to in a very consistent manner.

. .

Material for this information sheet was taken from short course mimeograph
prepared by Floriculture Section,. Departthent ofloil -and Crop Sciencev -Texas
A&M University and presented by A. F. DeWer.th... ..t,

e. it-4 51% 1-' .110s.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M 'University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Winter Protection Structures

OBJECTIVES: To learn the various techniques involved in protecting plants
from winter damage.

INTRODUCTION: A hard freeze can ruin a whole year's work. Plants that have
been cared for and protected all year can be killed in just a
short period of time by the freezing winds of winter .

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 72-73

QUESTIONS
Or

ACTIVITIES: I. What should you notice during the first couple of light
frosts?

443

2. Why should soil be kept damp during a frost?

3. How do botcaps work?

4. How do you arrange outdoor beaters in a small orchard?

5. What are four telltale signs of a Coming frost?

.4,44? "1:;n---.:y-



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station , Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

UNIT:

TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

INTRODUCTION:

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

Structures for Summer Heat Protection

To learn how to protect plants from damage by summer heat.

The subject of shade for plants is often neglected by beginning
horticulturists. Many people who are said to have a "green
thumb" are excellent plant producers because they properly
care for their plants during the summer months.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

459

Basic Gardening Illustrated p. 70-71

1. What are the three main functions of shades?

2. Which direction should a permanent shade structure face
in hot summer areas?

3. What are two good materials that can be stretched over
lath frames to lean against walls to protect seedlings
in flats ?

4. What direction should the laths run on a sunscreen?

5. How can you stiffen the frame when making a lath screen?



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education AgEsncy
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-11-7

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Coldframes and. Hotbeds

,OBJECTIVES: To learn how to build, use, and maintain coldframes and
hotbeds.

INTRODUCTION: Coldframes and hotbeds are almost indispensable tools for
successful year-round gardening. Coldframes and hotbeds
are almost equal to greenhouses for growing plants out of
season.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Basic Gardening Illustrated, p. 74-75

Supplemental:

2. ",Hotbeds and Coldframes" USDA Bulletin 1743

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What is the major difference between coldframes and
hotbeds ?

2. At what temperature do most plants grow best?

3. How can one lower the temperature in a coldframe?

4. What size are standard flats?

5. What are two economical ways to heat a hotbed?

6. Why should coldfraynes have low walls ?

7. What is a hotcap?

475
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Origin, Composition, and Importance of the Soil

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how soil is formed, what
it is made up of, and its importance to horticultural
plants.

INTRODUCTION: From ancient times man has strived to understand more
about soil. No doubt the reason for this is that man's
very existence depends upon the soil. Look around you.
Probably you will see that not many items in your
room came from anywhere other than the soil. Even
this sheet of paper you are now reading is a product of
the forestry industry which depends on soil for tree
growth.

Once we take time to learn how soil is formed, what it
is made up of, and how it affects plants, we can do a
better job of making it work for us.

REFERENCES: Required:

106
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I. Information Sheet, "Origin, Composition, and Importanc e
of the Soil."

Supplemental:

2. Our Land and It's Care, National Plant Food Institute,
pp. 6-13.

3. Home Garden Leaflet No. LA 8, Department of Flori-
culture and Landscape Architecture, A&M University.

4. Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 43-51.



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Origin, Compsotion, and Importance ofAhe Soil
(Assignment Sheet continued) f;:1

I. Name the three layers of soil.. ;QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:
/rye: r4.

2. What causes these three horizons to develop?

3. Which of the three layers is usually darker in color?

4. When does young soi.lbegin to collect its plant
nutrients?

5. What factors are responsible for the difference in
soil colors?

6.- What three components does a good soil provide to
plants?

7. What are the three types of soil in regard to
particle size?

8. Which is the largest of the three Foil particles?

9. What governs the rate of soil development?

10. What is organic matter?
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-111-1

Information Sheet
on

ORIGIN, COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOIL

The climate, especially rainfall and temperature, indirectly controls
the rate of soil development. The climate acts slowly, taking thou-
snads of years for the soil to :each a stage of balance with its envi-
ronment.

A soil that has reached this degree of development usually has three
distinct layers or horizons. As you dig downward in soil, you can no-
tice differences in color, structure, and texture of the soil. This is
especially noticeable along road cuts.

The topsoil is the first layer. It is usually richer and is of greater im-
portance to plant growth. This layer contains most of the organic mat-
ter and is usually darker in color.

Next, we come to the subsoil. This layer does not contain as many nut-
rients as topsoil, but it is still important because of rocs development.

The third layer is the parent material and is generally 'less important
to plant growth. It usually is below the area of heavy root growth and
is seldom tilled.

These three layers are developed from weathering or wearing down of
rocks. Wind, water, ana ice break and crush the rocks. Eventually,
a small plant begins to grow in this young soil. When the plant dies,
it decays and gives the soil its first nutrients.

Other plants begin to grow and finally a rich soil is developed. Once
the soil becomes productive, it provides three important components
to a plant. These are fertilizer elements, air for the roots, and an
adequate water supply.

You have noticed probably that there are several different soil colors.
These are caused by different amounts of air biaing present as the soil
is formed, the amount of organic matter, (decayed'plant or animal
matter), and the types of rocks from which the soil is formed.

108
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Origin, Composition, and Importance of Soil
(information Sheet continued)

; grt.:(:
, :;'.1/::tt? -

4. 4:

7. "

You may havetalso noticed the different textures in soil. This is caused
by the size of the soil particles. Sand is the largest and, therefore,
is course to the touch. Silt and clay are the other two with clay being
the smallest. It feels like flour when rubbed between the fingers.

:
1.

: ",

f.

--_
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

****
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-111-2

UNIT: Plant,Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Moisture

OBJECTIVE: To understand the importance of moisture to plants
and how this moisture becomes available from the soil.

INTRODUCTION: Soil moisture can be a limiting factor in plant.growth.
No. matter how many minerals the soil contains, it will
not be productive unless it holds an adequate supply of
wat er for optimum (best) plant development. It should
be kept in mind that t--o much moisture can be as harmful
as too little, By learning more about soil moisture, one
can use his knowledge to change the environment of plants
in small areas such as in the horticulture industry.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information sheet, "Soil Moisture"

Supplemental:

Z. Soil:. Yearbook .of Agriculture, 1957, USDA pp. 49-60.

QUESTIONS 1. What part of the plant takes in water from the soil'?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. The process by which water leaves the plant in the form
of vapor is called what?

3. What material helps soil hold water?

4. When is water holding capacity of vital importance?

,, MO
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Moisture
(Assignrner:t Sheet continued)

17

.

5. What affects the speed at which capillary water can
move through the soil?

6. Why does it harm soil to work it-wheii '"

7. What can be added to soil to make it holdMote'Wate*?

8. WhyAvilk-civerviatering a.
grit .

9. What happens to rainfall
litiffeoe t*. '

st,

. /.

_rS

plant hill tl4trobt:i3Viiiein?
. .. ; 't*.: ';'5; ;.%'::

which falls to the earth's
:%';C..?:.T '))04).r:V.4.!.

t .

I ..;
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-111-2

Information Sheet
on

SOIL MOISTURE

4.; ; ;

,

e, A

. f .

PON-

" .

The moisture in the soil represents an importint'Pait of the.Plait' eh.;
vironment. It is common knowledge that many plants tend to wilt when
lacking in water.. -If water ii not- supplied to the-plaiits soon'iftertlii
wilting point is reached, they often die:. 'Water Iii-ifiedibY the
many ways. The needed water is 'taken from the Sea -If
plants are to remain healthy and grow well; water Must-be -2

stantly available to the plants.' The type of soil iiiivhich the-plahtis
grow has a definite influence upon the frequency Of watering. " ."- ' .*-"1"":"`t

Soil water is very important.

1. 'Large amounts of water lost by plants

2. Water acts as a solvent for dissolved minerals.

replaced (Transpiration-loss of water in'the foilvirtif

te
.

if (13. Water affects soil aeration. (Movement of air through; the ifoiD) ,
ro.

Ii4

:": " i >-u's"..41

J( -
- a

4. Water affects soil temperature.

What happens to rain which falls-to the earthse Surface?.

1. Runs off

2. Soaks in

3. Evaporates *. .

'?

Water absorption is very impoitant 'to the growth of plante. .., f-.; .L;

,.. ...... ., . .:, , , , . ' - . , (,.. ril

Rain water is absorbed and rapidly 'panties downward through a Porioui soil.'''.-
When the upper surface of the sUblioil hai a slope, much of the .ivater flosi-1 ' 'A'
ing over its surface seeps out of the hillsides in springi and- qUickly con:.
tributes to stream flow.
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Moisture
(Information Sheet continued)

Why do different soils have different capacities to hold or "soak up"
water? When organic matter is used up, soil packs together. Thus
a cloddy soil has fewer air spaces, its particles do not cling together
in granules, and the lack of organic matter means that it weighs more
than an equal volume of crumbly soil from a well managed plot.

A. crumbly soil can take in water faster than a cloddy one, and it can
hold more water. The thoroughly decomposed soil organic matter
(humus) in a crumbly soil, can hold lots of water. Organic matter
acts as a sponge in holding water. In addition, to the water held oy the
organic matter itself, is the water held in the pores between the soil.
particles and between the soil granules. Hundreds of very fine soil
particles are glued together by the organic matter to form granules or
crumbs.

The increased water-holding capacity of soils high in organic matter
under natural conditions makes a big difference in the intake of water.
This is extremely important during droughty seasons.

Moisture moves through the soil in all directions even against gravity
by capillary movement. This movement is caused by the attraction
water molecules have for each other as well as the attraction between
water molecules and soil particles. Water molecules cling together
and form droplets in the air or on a greasy surface where there is
nothing to interfere. But when a drop of water falls on soil particles,
it spreads out as a thin film over the soil particles, because the
attraction between the soil particles and the water molecules them-
selves. Water that moves through the soil in this way is known as
capillary water.

How far and how fast capillary water will move in a soil depends on
the size of the soil particles and the condition of the soil. If the spaces
around the soil particles are large, the attraction between the water .

molecules and the soil particles will not be enough to overcome the
weight of the water and it will not rise too much. The movement that .

does take place however, will be rapid because there is little friction..
This is true in sandy soils.



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Moisture
(Information Sheet continued)

Greenhouse Worker 941-111-2

sihalvl gaiwol0 Meg :TIVID

oulalott lio8 :0I(TOT
(banniinoo teen noilimmital)

In fine-textured soils, the particles are closer together and the
attraction between soil and water, is greater._ Water m5y be .ex-
pected to rise more iflowl7;:but higher 4n so s of fine. te ure..'t <wad_ al o,orti, a

two ..1is,,P,"0.....:140 DWI° Q1(1 acor.wq arab zLoa
;f1 cargo aitul ^.teisvriacto )i aiUnder field conditions; moisture mimes ftonx. Otter Oil drier .

opui 009 ',151 Ise*: o stsp elf0soil. The difference is iataisaytkivat merescpre, canu ar
.as1.4-1..origifrires4w-317Sig 33ffTIZ wrdifollawater moves slowly and not far. 'wren moisture moves a

short distance to tilsi?9t,ot ginginiktfult rThqcklijaajhjsyraclakti
plant-soil relations p1 , _enf l Toalztioo tr With 79M11, S'IOW WWI

;'/..z)-13,417y,011170.i.;TO-tligrq no safteuital Itta3loqrsaiMuch soil moisture can be lost wheii capillary water moves to the
surface and tes.evapora_iff...,0,;c;C; brig nolumee, :lac ;<3`2043b 8881380 -goy' stisvrtsvO

txt3 lo &gob bus. vooi) sowsAll living cells carry on respiration. Roots are made of living
cells. In order for respiration to occur oxygen must

/i1 *.)f.0.13 A rt)11/;:nPtailf; galfSICW -&-dagt%fRignilitaba
Oxygen is normally iii the air occupying the P.IERicniffogfisebsoils having good aeration. As water fills the pore space of these
soils, however, the air is forced out (no. two?

:-1,.;e-`01rAnt.) .fivl I ffiJil-SI 81111/ 1188edgillnigtie.01 Isilsjamsame space at-the-itameipmer and conseauen y, t * ?f
means ULM LI mitrley 'col

oxygen in the soil is lost:"--- -This-me hat-root- ant ,`The
root system decays away.

Some principles of understanding of soil-water relationships for
the horticulture service worker.

25

1. Many soils cannot be worked when wet except at the
expense of desirable soil structure. This is more true
for heavy clay-like soils, and is less important for sandy
soils. Structure is the arrangement of the soil particles.

Z. Plants can be easily overwatered or underwatered. Sandy
soilEi require more frequent waterings than heavy clay soils
especially during periods of prolonged sunny days.

3. If soils do not have desirable moisture-holding capacities,
they should be modified to make them more desirable.

, _. -



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Moisture
(Information Sheet continued)

4. It is more critical to overwater plants growing in heavy
soils during periods of prolonged cloudy weather than it
is to overwater plants growing in light soils , during
this type of weather condition. Soil type and the amount
of sunlight affect plant-watering practices.

5. Loose, porous soils having a good structure soak up and
hold more water than hard compact soils. This has an
important influence on plant-watering practices.

6. Overwatering causes decreased aeration and subsequent
root decay and death of the plant. .

. ,

7. Underwatering causes wilting, dehydration, and Subsequen
death of the plant.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horti-
culture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 79-81.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Mixtures

OBJECTIVE: To learn some of the most widely used soil mixtures and
to become familiar with the methods used to produce soil
mixes for growing horticultural plants.

INTRODUCTION: Not all plants grow best in the same type of soil mixture.
Waterholding capacity, aeration, and drainage of the soil
often determines a plant's value. By studying the different
types of soil and how to increase their productivity, we can
grow healthier and more profitable plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Soil Mixtures".

Supplemental:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

125

2. Plant Propagation, Hartman & Kester, Prentice Hall,
N. 3. , 1959, pp. 26.30.

1. What are the advantages of mixing organic matter and
other soil "lightening" materials with loam soils?

2. Name the characteristics of an ideal soil mix.

3. Why is soil screened before mixing?

4. What equipment is required for large scale mixing
operations?

5. What would be a good mixture for general container
grown nursery stock?

-
tzt s t.Pt.." *7. '
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Information Sheet
on

SOIL MIXTURES

The Significance of Soil Mixtures:

Greenhouse Worker 941-III-

1. Loam soils by themselves are generally unsatisfactory for growing
plants for various reasons:

a. Often "heavy"
b. Often poorly aerated
c. Often have a low moisture-holding capacity
d. Often tend to become sticky after watering
e. Often tend to shrink upon drying

2. Advantages of incorporating organic matter and soil "lightening"
materials with loam soils include:

a. Better aeration
b. Greater ease of working
c. Better drainage
d. Better moisture-holding capacity

Some typical soil mixtures:

1. For potting rooted cuttings and young seedlings:

1 or 2 parts sand
1 part loam soil
1. part peat moss OA leaf mold)

2. For general container grown nursery stocks:

1 part sand
2 parts loam soil
1 part peat moss or leaf mold
1/2 part dried or well-rotted manure

126



Soil Mixtures
(Information Sheet continued)
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3. For plants which do best under acid soil conditions:

-2 parts sand
2 parts loam soil
2 parts peat moss
1 part leaf mold
1/2 dried or well-rotted manure

127

The Univeriiti C.) mix
F : " *. .

`: 4.

50 per cent sand
50 per cent peat,moss
Fertilizer additives la or bkt: - .3 . "1,..). t:, ';` ,

a. If the mills tO be'itoied for an indefinite period,before
using. This -fuiniihes a moderate supply ot available nitro-
gen,. but the plants will spon,.require sVIPPIeKtrAt#1 feeding.
To each cubic yaid 0.6 the Mix add:rt. ; : -3 0.1: .-t-

4 oz. potassium nitrate
4 oz. potassium sulfate ,
2 1/2 lb. single superphosphate
7 1/2 lb. Dolomitelime, ,6
2 1/4 lb. calcium ecarb.onite-lime

4;

:

b. If the mix is to be planted within one week of preparation.
This available nitrogen as well as moderate nitro-,.

geri'ieserve. For each cubic yard of the mix add:
r,

2 1/2 lb. horn and hoof or bloo z meal nitrogen)
4 oz. potassium nitxate .

,..,4 oz. potassium sulfite
2 1/2 lb. single superphosphate - :: ..
7 1/2 lb.' doloMite lime
2 1/2 lb. calcium carbonate lime

!.. - ,f. f's

l.

5. In making the U.C. mix for:
-

a. Bedding plants and nursery container grown stocks use
--75 per cent sand
--25 per cent peat moss



Greenhouse Worker 941-M-

Soil Mixtures
(Information Sheet continued)

b. Potted plants use
- -50 percent sand
- -50 percent peat moss

,
This mixture, including the fertilizer, can be safely
sterilized by steam or chemicals without resulting in
the subsequent harmful. effects to the plants that often
occurs when other soil mixes are sterilized.

The ideal soil mix has these characteristics:

a. Uniformity
b. Freedom from disease
c. Low soluble salts
d. Good drainage
e. Good moisture retention
f. No shrinkage
g. Ease of preparation and storage
h. Complete availability

Equipment used in preparing soil mixtures includes:

1. Soil screen (may be a powered rotary screen)
2. Scoop shovel
3. Wheel barrow
4. Soil shredder (either gasoline or electric powered)
5. Cement mixer
6. Water hose

Steps in preparing soil mixture:

1. Screen the soil to make it uniform and to eliminate large particles.

2. Slightly moisten extremely dry materials (especially peat)

128

3. Mix smaller quantities by putting the ingredients in a pile in :dyers,
and turn the pile with a shovel until uniformity of the mixture is
attained.



Soil Mixtures
(Information Sheet continued)

4. For large scale mixing operations, use a power driven cement
mixer or shredder.

5. Prepare the mixture at least one day in advance of use so that
the moisture will tend to becOme equaiize' 'brougtout the mixture.
The soil mixture should be slightly moist at the time of '.se so that
it forms a ball when squeezed in the hand at the time .)f use.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from: Ornamental Horti-
culture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 81-84.
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GREENHOLSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Mulches

941-111-4

OBJECTIVE: To learn more about the kinds of mulches and how they
are used. Also, to learn some common mulches and
how to apply them.

INTRODUCTION: There are many places in the landscape where mulches
can and should be used. Ross and flower beds, trees
and shrubbery, and newly seeded lawn areas are good
examples of where mulches are needed.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Mulches."

Supplemental:

2. Soil, 1957 Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S. D. A.
pp. 151-156.

QUESTIONS 1. What are two basic kinds of mulches?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the disadvantage of asphalt paper mulch?

3. What fertilizer should be added to corncob mulch?

85
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4. When should mulches be applied to established garden
plants?

5. What is the most common mulch?
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6. What can be used as a mulch in areas where
organic material is scarce?

7. List the effects of mulches in the soil mix.

8. What is a mulch?

9. What is the disadvantage of straw mulch?
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Information Sheet
on

MULCHES

The landscape or greenhouse worker needs to know how to use mulching -.
materials. What kinds of materials are used as mulches? Which kinds
of materials make the best mulches? What are mulches used for? How
deep should mulches be applied? When should mulches be applied? A
mulch is any material applied to the surface of a soil primarily to con?
serve moisture, maintain a uniform temperature, and to help control
weeds.

Effects of mulches in soil mix:

87

Dilutes the soil and usually increases root growth
P..romotes soil granulation
Improves and stabilizes structure (suiface mulch)
Affects soil pH slightly
Adds some fertilizer materials
Leads to nitrogen deficiency in cases where carbonaceous materials

are added
Serves as food to micro-organisms
'Introduces weed seeds in the soil in some cases

Two basic kinds of mulches

Inorganic, or processed
Organic

Inorganic or processed mulch material

1. Aluminum Foil - Used to some extent in vegetable planting. _Re-
search work shows that growth of plants is increased markedly.

2. Asphalt - A light spray is used commonly by landscape, contractors
to hold soil in place on steep banks.

3. Ashpalt Paper - May be used but hard to keep in place. Can become
unsightly.
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4. Crushed Stone - Gravel Chips - Pebbles - This is a common
mulch in areas where organic mulch is scarce. Good in
plantings for effect. May be colored to blend in with the fea-
tures or the home, patio or landscape.

Black Polyethylene - Becoming a popular mulch especially in areas which
are not part of the foundation planting. This mulch is used in commercial
vegetable plantings.

Organic mulch material

1. Crushed Corncobs - Excellent mulch material. May be colored for use
in landscape plantings. Usually quite inexpensive. Additional nitrogen
should be applied.

2. Corncobs (whole) - Used to limited extent in farm gardens where the
material is available. Can be used in utility gardens where appear-
ance is not the main objective.

3. Lawn Clippings - This material is used to a limited extent. It should
be applied loosely because it mats. Heat must be produced during de-
composition.

4. Leafmold - Obtained from compositing fallen leaves in the fall of the
year. This partially decomposes by the spring. Good mulch but hard
to apply evenly and is not particularly neat looking.

5. Leaves - Used rather extensively in areas with many trees. The most
inexpensive material available.

6. Peanut Hulls - Can be obtained in some garden centers or in areas
where peanuts are processed. This is an excellent mulch and usually
quite attractive.

7. Peat Moss - This is probably the most common mulch. It is quite rich
looking when used correctly. The cost of this material is usually pro-
hibited when large areas are mulched.

88
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8. Sawdust - li:ry commonly used in areas where readily available.
Nittogen deficiency is almost certain if fertilizer is not applied
tegiiiarly. Reports Onoxic materials haVe not been substantiated,
by experiment stations.

9. Shredded Bark - In recent years, this material has become a
popular item in garden stores. The material makes an excellent
mulch and is very attractive In landscape plantings. Shredded
bark lasts as long or somewhat longer than peat moss and adds
valuable organic matter to the soil.

10. Straw - Used for winter protection and as a summer mulch. This
material is highly inflammable so should not be used where a
cigarette could be carelessly flipped into the material.

11. Wood Chips or Wood Shavings - In recent years this material has
become available in large quantities. Wood chips decompose
slowly and may be the cause of nitrogen deficiency if additional
fertilizer is not applied.

When to Apply Mulch

The time to apply mulch to the garden on established plants is in mid-
spring when the soil has warmed up sufficiently for active root growth.
If it is applied before this time, the mulch will keep the ground too
cool and root growth may be slow. If you are applying mulch to -newly
planted material, do so after the plants are put into place and watered-
in well. If you are planting material in the late summer or early fall,
apply the mulch immediately after watering so that the soil temperature
will be kept warmer in the cool nights of autumn. It is important that
there is sufficient root growth in fall planted stock so that the material
does not heave due to freezing and thawing during the winter months.

How deep to Apply Mulch

For best results, the mulch should be at least 2 - 3" deep over the whole
area during spring, summer and early fall. Tender plants which need
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winter protection may require an additional 1..2" during the winter months
around the crown or base of the plant. In the spring this additional mat-
erial should be fanned out away from the stems or crowns of the plants be-
fore additional material is added for summer mulching.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 84-86.
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Assignment Sheet
, : for
GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media
. -

TOPIC: Fertilizer Nutrients

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the fertilizer requirements of plants,
the function of different minerals, and how to apply
these minerals.

INTRODUCTION: Many of the materials used for mulching require an
addition of fertilizer to reduce the chance of nitrogen
deficiency or starvation of the growing plant material.
Woodchips, sawdust, crushei corncobs and shredded
bark need additions of nitrogenous fertilizers. A report
from the U. S. D. A. suggests that 1/2 - 1 pound of
ammonium nitrate. or ammonium sulfate be added to
each bushel of mulch material added to the plants.
Remember: without the proper amounts of fertilizer, a
lot of hard work can go to waste. Plants can not thrive
with an improper balance of nutrients.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Fertiliser Nutrients."

Supplemental:

1. CroLProduction in the South, pp. 65-77.

2. Soils and How to Improve Them, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service Bulletin B - 189.

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three primary elements?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. What primary element gives the dark green color to plants?

39

3. What primary element is missing when leaves become
mottled, spotted, streaked, and curled?
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4. What are three sure ways of misusing fertilizer?

5. When is the best time to fertilize a lawn?

6. What are the three nutrients obtained mostly from
air and water?

7. What are the two lime elements?
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FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

NUTRIENTS USED BY PLANTS

Greenhouse Worker 941 -III -5

Large Amounts Needed Rather Small Amounts Needed

Nutrients Obtained
Mostly From Air and
Water

Nutrients
Obtained
From Soil

Nutrients Obtained From Soil

Carbon Nitrogen Iron Zinc
Hydrogen Phosphorus Manganese Chlorine
Oxygen Potassium Boron Molybdenum

Calcium Copper
Magnesium
Sulfur
Hydrogen
Oxygen

SOME CONVENIENT NUTRIENT GROUPINGS

Grouping Nutrients

Primary Elements Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium (Potash)

Secondary Elements Calcium
Magnesium
Sulfur

Fertilizer Elements Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium (Potash)

Lime Elements Calcium
Magnesium

Trace Elements Iron
or Copper

Micronutrients Zinc
Boron
Chlorine
Manganese
Mot bdenum

46
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Information Sheet continued)

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Nutrient Form in Which
and Chemical Available to
Symbol Plants

Nitrogen (N) NH4+

NO2-

NO3-

Role in Plant Growth

Gives dark green color to
plants

Induces rapid growth
Improves quality of leaf
crops.

Increases protein content
of food and feed crops. A
constituent of all proteins.
(Note: an over abundance
of nitrogen leads to rank
vegetative growth and tends
to retard the date of plant
milurity.)

Deficiency Symptoms

A sickly yellowish
green color

A distinctly slow and
dwarfed growth

Drying up or firing of
leaves which starts at
the bottom of the plants
and proceed upward.
The firing starts at
top of the bottom leaves
and proceed down the
center along the mid-
rib.

Phosphorus
(P)

PO4-
HPO4-

H2PO4-

Stimulates easy root for-
mation and growth. Gives
a rapid and virorous start
to plants. Hastens matur-
ity. Stimulates blooming
and aids in seed formation.
Essential to the transfor-
mation of insoluble carbo-
hydrates to soluble carbo-
hydrates a constituent of
all proteins.

Purplish leaves,
stems, and
brinches. Slow
growth and maturity .

Potassium
(K)

K+ Imparts increased vigor
and diseased resistance to
plants. Increases plump-
ness of grain and seed.
Essential to the formation
and transfer of starches,
sugars, and oils. Imparts
winter hardiness.

Mottling, spotting,
streaking or curling
of leaves. Leaves
are scorched or
burned on the mar-
gins and tips. Firing
starts at tip of leaf
and proceeds down.

47
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HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Nutrient Form iii Which
and Chemical Avallable to
Symbol Plants Role in Plant Growth Deficiency Symptoms

Calcium (Ca) Ca++ Promotes early root for-
mation and growth.
Improves general plant
vigor. Influences the
intake of other plant
nutrients.

Young leaves in
terminal bud become
hooked in appearance
and then die at the
tips and along the
margins. Leaves
have a wrinkled
appearance. In cases
the young leaves re-
main folded. There
is a light green band
along the margin c
the leaves. Roots
are short and much
branched.

Magnesium (Mg)

48
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Mg ++ A component of the chloro-
phyll molecule. Essential
to the formation of fats,
aid3 in the transport of
phoaphorous from older
younger parts of the
plant.. Essential to fruit
production. Influences
uptake of other plant
nutrients. Plays a role
in the translocation of
starch.

A general loss of
green color which
starts in the bottom
leaves and later
moves up the stalk.
The veins of 'lie
leaf remain green.
The plant stem is
slender and weak
with long branched
roots. Leaves are
mottled or chlorotic
with dead spots.
The leaf tips are
turned or cupped
upwards.
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Nutrient
and Chemical
arrnbol

Sidfur (5)

11611=11

Greenhouse Worker

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Form in Whit,it
Available to
Plantb Role in Plant Growth

504=
SO3=

Essential to the format-
ion of proteins. Essen-
tial to all division and
fruit development, Pro-
motes root growth.
Stimulates seed prod-
uction. Encourages
more vigorous plant
growth.

Deficiency Symptoms'

The young plant leave
are light green in colo
and have even lighter
veins. The stalks
are short and slender.
Plant growth is slow
and stunted. Fruit is
imcs..ture and light
green in color,

Boron (B) B03= A deficiency of this
nutrient is associat-
ed with a decreased
rate of water absorp-
tion and translocation
of sugars in plants.

,m1,,110.1.11.1110,

The yo.ing leaves of
the terminal bud bei-
come light green at
the base, with final
breakdown here, In
later g.zowth the
leaves become twist
ed and the stalk
finally dries back to
the terminal bud.

Iron (Fe) Fe++
Fe+++

Essential to chloro-
phyll production acts
as an electron carrier
in enzyme systems
which bring about ox-
idation reduction re-
actiors in plants. Es-
sential to the synthesis
of proteins contained in
chloroplasts.

The young leaves are
chlorotic with the
principal veins re-
maining green. The
stalks are short and
slender.
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Nutrient
and Chemical
Symbol

Copper (Cu)

Greenhouse Worker 941-III-5

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Form in Which
Available to
Plants Role in Plant Growth Deficiency Growth

Cu+ Involved in plant res-
piration and the utili-
zation of iron. Acts as
an electron carrier in
enzyme systems.

The young leaves are
permanently wilted
without spotting or
marked chlorosis.
The twig or stalk
just below tip and
seedhead is often
unable to stand
erect in later stag-
es when the short-
age is acute.

Zinc (Zn) Zn++ Zinc is believed to be
concerned in the formation
of some growth hormones
and in reproduction
rrocesses of certain
plants. The element also
functions in enzyme
systems which are neces-
sary for important react-
ions in plant metabolism.

Generalized lea!: spots
which rapidly enlarge
involving areas be-
tween veins and even-
tually involving second
ary and even primary
veins. The leaves
are thick .ad the
stalks have shorten-
ed internodes.

Manganese (Mn) Mn This element functions in
enzyme systems which are
necessary for important
reactions in plant metab-
olism. The element is
also epsential for cer-
tain nitrogen transfor-
mations in plants.

Spots of dead tissue
are scattered over
the leaf. The
smallest veins tend
to remain green pro-
ducing a checkered
effect.
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HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Nutrient and Form in
Chemical Sy- which Av-
mbol ailable to

Plants
Role in Plant Growth

Deficiency
Growth

Molybdenum Mo4 Acts as an electron carrier
(Mo) in enzyme systems which

bring about oxidation re-
duction reactims in plants.
Oxidation reduction react-
ions are essential to plant
development and reproduct-
ion and do not take place in
the absence of rnicronutrie-
nts. The element is also
essential to certain nitrogen
transformations in plants.
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Information Sheet continued)
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If plant nutrient elements are to be available to plants, three basic
conditions must be met.

1. The nutrient must be in a chemical form that the plant root can absorb.

2. The nutrient must be in a position where it can be absorbed by the
plant root.

3. The nutrient must occur in the soil in proper proportions.

Soil fertility then, does not depend only upon the supply of nutrients in the
soil, but up on the form in which the nutrients are found.

Some fertilizers harm seeds and foliage if the material is placed in direct
contact with them. Inorganic fertilizers harm plant foliage more than
organic fertilizers. Often organic fertilizers are called non-burning
fertilizers.

If you are to avoid harming seeds and foliage with fertilizers:.

DO NOT

1. Apply dry fertilizers (particularly inorganic fertilizers when the foliage
is wet).

2. Plant seeds directly on a band or layer of fertilizer.

3. Spill the container of fertilizer contents and fail to remove the
material from the foliage by scattering or leaching. (Many times lawn
spreaders are filled on the lawn and spillage is not properly cared for.
It is best to fill the spreader on the sidewalk. )

DO

I. Fertilize just before a rain. (Lawns for example)

2. Place the fertilizer below and to the side of the seed.

3. Mix fertilizer materials thoroughly in the soil before planting.

Fertilizers can be applied to the soils of the greenhouse or the landscape as --

1. Liquid fertilizers

52

a. Hozon proportioners or fertilizer injectors (foliar or based appli-
cation)
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Information Sheet continued)

b. Applied in water solution with a sprinkling can (foliar ap-
plication)

c. Applied as a water solution around the base of the plant

2. Dry fertilizers

a. Broadcast over the soil surface by means of a spreader

b. Broadcase over the soil surface by hand (for small quantities).
This is not the most accurate method for applying fer-
tilizers, however.

c. Deep drilling

d. Side dressing

e. Banding along the row

Material for this Information Sheet was tal-ln from Ornamental
Horticulture for Vocational Agriculture, pp 86-92.

?
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Organisms

OBJECTIVE: To learn some of the major soil orginisms, their
importance, and their effect on soils.

941-111-6

INTRODUCTION: Soils are composed of broken and weathered rocks,
organic matter, water, and air. This material
serves as a home for many kinds of plant and animal
life. These plants and animals are both large and small.
in size. Some of these plants and animals are even so
small that a microscope must be used to see them. Even
though these organisms are small, they play a vital role
in the health of our plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Soil Organisms."

Supplemental:

2. Soil, 1.957 Yearbook of Agriculture, U. S.D. A.

QUESTIONS 1. Name three small forms of plant life that are found in
or the soil.

ACTIVITIES:

145
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2. How much of the soil consists of organisms?

3. What damage to plants can a nematode cause?

4. What harm to a plant may fungus cause?

5. In what way do bacteria help supply the plant with fer-
tilizer nutrients?
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6. What are three ways to promote growth of beneficial
soil organisms?

7. What are-the three basic ways to control soil
organisms which are harmful to seeds and plants?
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Information Sheet
on

SOIL ORGANISMS

Greenhouse Worker 941-III

Small plant life in the soil may be bacteria, fungi, or algae. The small
animals in the soil include one-celled animals, and tiny, round worms called
nematodes. The larger animals in the soil include worms, ants, snails,
spiders, and insects. Some of these animals, especially the earthworms,
help to make the soil better by burrowing through the soil, mixing it and
making it possible for water and air to move easily through the soil. Also
some of the organisms in the soil are able to take nitrogen from the air
and change it into a form that plant roots can absorb. Other organisms in
the soil are not so helpful and actually do harm to plants by eating parts of
the plant and causing various plant diseases.

Soil organisms make up about 1/1000 of the weight of an acre foot of soil.
The living things in the soil use soil minerals for living activities. The
minerals available to the plant then, are those that remain after the soil
organisms have consumed a certain quantity for their life processes.
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Soil Organisms
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Organism

Earthworm

Nematode

Greenhouse Worker 941-

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOIL ORGANISMS

Major
Activity

Mixes soil. Increases the
availability of plant nutrients.
(Especially nitrogen) Increases
aeration. Promotes drainage.

Penetrates plant tissue,
especially roots, and causes
extensive damage.

Beneficial to
Plant Growth

X

;

Harmful to
Plant Growth

X Only about 5
of the thousand
of nematodes
known are ha
ful to plants.

Algae Aid bacteria and fungi in the X
decomposition of plant tissue,
in making nutrients available
to plants, and in the synthesis
of humus.

... ,-
- - .-...or - ,-", ...-1,...,

Fungi Decompose organic residues. X X
Promote the formation of
humus. Cause many plant
diseases.

Actinomy- Decompose organic matter X X
cete s releasing plant nutrients,

especially nitrogen. Cause
plant disease.

Bacteria Decompose organic matter X X
releasing plant nutrients;
convert nitrogen from the air
into a form available to plants
(only certain bacteria are able
to do this). Cause many plant
diseases.

. ,
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Soil Organisins
(Information Sheet continued) 1.)

The soil organisms which are beneficial to plant growth can be encouraged
by adding organic, .triatter-,- Jand;moisture to, the. Soil.

Orgatiianielfarmful to plants.iieeato be controlled. It has been
.4- 4.. .eitaniateo'that-the' Yearly loss in farM in the United States- as.fave

billion-dollars. The. cost of-pesticides and required application .of_these...
expenditures is used to control harmful soil organisms.,.
Basically, there are three "ways tO control soil organisms which are harmful

. ..:to seeds and plants: . 4

A-SoiLsterilization.with_stearn._..
t 5 14.relri r Soil fumigation or drenehilig with` chemicals
Rik ebru:df,t ,i ic. t

Seed treatment -

ar trvIlF4: `VAR.

isia4rial for this Information Sheet was taken from: Ornamental Horticulture
for-Vocational-Agy icultur 92-94:
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for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-111-7

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Sterilization

OBJECTIVE: To learn the advantages and disadvantages of steam
sterilization (pasteurizing) and chemical treatment.

INTRODUCTION: The soil organisms harmful to plants need to be con-
trolled. It has been estimated that the yearly loss in
farm crops in the United States is five billion dollars.
The cost of pesticides and required application equip-
ment amounts to almost $350 million a year. A con-
siderable amount of these expenditures are used to
control harmful soil organisms.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Soil Sterilization."

Supplemental;

2, soil, Yearbook of Agriculture 1957, U. S. D. A.
pp. 157-164.

QUESTIONS 1. Why are soils treated?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are four sources of steam?

3. Why will soil that is too dry heat up slowly?

4. What is used to measure the soil temperature?

5. How can ammonia build-up in the soil affect plants?

6. What are the seven factors to consider when fumigating
soil?
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7. What are thrta precautions to observe in
usinesbil'Itiznigants?

8. atsthe "Citeiiest Method of sterilizing soil?
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ori

SOIL STERILIZATION

Greenhouse Worker 941-M.:.

This control measure is highly effective and is widely used in the
greenhouse for controlling the various soil-borne pests. Steam
sterilization is also used to some extent in outdoor areas and for
steaming bulk soils prior to use in growing plants.

Why are soils steamed?

1. To kill soil-borne insects

2. To kill all of the bai:teria, fungi, and virus organisms
that are harmful to commercial crops

3. To destroy weeds,

4. To promote soul granulation

Sources of steam:

1. Existing steam boilers

2. Portable oil-fired steam boilers

Z. Package steamers

4. Bricked it iermanent-type boilers

Preparing the soil for steaming:

1. Add = ..nAus or organic =titer.

267
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2. Water the soil lightly. Soil that is too dry will heat np slowly
because of poor heat conduction and distribution. Soil that is
too wet will also heat up slowly because it requires consider-
able heat to heat a large quantity of water. . . .

3.' Keep the' soil .moist aweek'Prifit-t. to itteathisitso
weed- seed germination. 'his will thke the Weedblias irAt kill.

.;
4. Rototill or otherwise loosen the soil. Be tilciiiiren-

ed and that all lumps are broken up. :-
5,_f Roik,inmksed benches is being sterilizek,unzoll the. canvas

itiiiiiinebOse '46Wit the length cirtheliali'ab.L.' tecipand beds may
,,,_ have buried the for sfeaffiliiiiitirpoi:Y. ' '1'

6. Cover the bench with a suitabliii coVeil?sisliiiel sclirlii ay be drap-
ed over the bench, weighted down with pipe or .helc),;,in place with
"C" clamps. : : 4:- -. :.i ,. ..:. ,., ar.,..:v.,.1 :..)-..' .. :^

......

.

The soil should be steamed at 180° F. for thirty minutes: 7' 53'111°13

KILLING TIME FOR VARIOUettilf. Ottdidifittite" I

WHEN USING STEAM STERILIZATION

Or anis=

Nematodes

Soil Insects

Soil Fungi

Soil Bacteria

Weed Seeds

Soil Virus

Time to Kill

-Instantly.-> .

Ten1)2ett*Be
04 r r .

Inctantly
, Ftlr Fiarr.E.CleriCi

An010 minutes . , , . i.
, .

10 minutes

10 minutes

30 minutes

140° , 160° F.

140° - 160° F.

180 F.

. .
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Greenhouse Worker 941-in-7

UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC! Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

The soil temperature during steaming is registered on a soil thermometer.

After steaming, it is often found that there are other problems which could
develop.

1. Nitrifying and other beneficial soil organisms are killed.

2. Ammonia build-up in the soil which may cause root burn.

Solving after-steaming problems

1. Use high quality, long lasting kinds of peat such as German
or Canadian sphagnum, peats or other forms of organic
matter that break down slowly.

2. Avoid sterilizing in hot water.

3. Don't feed the previous crop after it shows color, and Leach
it during the last waterings.

4. Keep soils cultivated during critical periods to encourage
air to enter the lower soil.

5. Keep soils medium dry when steaming; sterilizing wet
soils encourages the build-up of ammonia.

6. Adding 4 pounds of gypsum or 40% superphosphate per
100 square feet of soil immediately after steaming seems
to help tie up free ammonia.

7. Leach heavily after steaming.

Soil Fumigation

Conditions under vyilich chemicals are most extensively used for soil
pasteurization:

269

1. situations in which overhead costs are so low that the time
required for aeration is not expensive.
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

14N:

Situations where weeds and soil-borne insects
reasons for sterilizing.

t3. Situations in which steam boilers are not availableJorsteril-
izing.

Chemical fumigants effective against fungi, bacteria, and nematodes are:

1. Chloropicrin (tear gas) 5. ,Vorlex
74s.'",,i'

6. Trizone
-`1: *".r , ,,-,

24lethyl bromide

3. Mylone

. z :f

-14
"4 :

7. Formaldehyde
) t !.' %Pik'

4. Vapam or VPM
-.,;,",.

Chemical fumigants effective againstinernatodwarit::

-Diohloropropene-dichloropr,apanemixtpresi-;
4

5N;v4. -,,-;k:Us..k

2. Ethylene di-bromide
. citt40,1 ,s7

Other fumigant El rz7

113edrench-,
rxtV.R'IP 5t7;. tw-f - o

2. Zinophos

3. Trapex

4. Names

-5. :r,33*ozoner

Factors to consider in fumigating soil:

1. Soil temperature, , ; ;. ,

2. Soil moisture

. ..; : ai,:4:4;.a
1

2 :ft 9.,1

. "; 2-
..41 2.1i.rForle

-1

"7. id'ibtf. 0

t11.1.91 v* "'

-1.-A1:,..."-ta
) )1,1e,
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

3. Soil texture

4. Organic, mater content

5. Seals needed

6. Soil type

7. Depth of application

Forms in which chemical fumigants are applied:

1. Tractor-mounted equipment which lays a plastic film
and injects the fumigant under the plastic cover.

2. Liquid water-miscible materials which are metered into
Sprinkler irrigation systems.

3. Granules, liquids, and powders which can be worked into
the soil from equipment mounted in front of a rototiller.

4. Tractor-mounted chisel-tooth injection shands can be used.

5. Materials in pressure cylinders can be neleased under
plastic covers.

6. Hand-operated needle point injection guns can be used.

No plants should be planted into a fumigant-treated soil for a period of two
to three weeks.

Precautions to be observed in using soil fumigants:

1. Avoid inhaling the material.

2. Avoid contact of the fumigant with the skin.

3. Allow sufficient time for aeration after the ;material is applied.

271
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
STEAM AND CHEMICAL SOIL STERILIZATION

Treatment

Steaming

Advantages Disadvantages

A very effective job. Cost
of treatment is less per acre
than for chetriicals. ($350 =
500 per acre)

= .

.HighinitiaLicolit. Edges
of benches and growing

- areal may itoteveceive.:
steam. After steaming,
problems frequently occur.

Fumigation-

)

Useful when a source of
steam is not available.
Gives good control of in-
sects, weeds,. and Accagodep,:.

Cost .of treatment per acre
Mex.- --No very effective

against hard-to-kill organ-
great:deal of time

is required.for aeration af-
ter.treatznent

Mat3rial for this informathn sheet was taker from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 94 -18.
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Texas Education Agency
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UNIT:

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

Plant Growing Media

.2

TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil

OBJECTIVE:

941-III-8

rti

To become familiar with growing media other than
soil, to study their merits, and to learn how to ...se
these media in growing horticultural plants.

INTRODUCTION: Every plant grower has his own opinion on which
plant growing media is best. There are several
very good additives and experience is the best
method of selection.

REFERENCE& Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIE&

1

1. Information sheet, "Plant Growing Media Other
Than Soil. "

2. "Horticulture Perlite for Texas Gardens", Bulletin
TAP 256, Texas A&M LI..tension Service.

1. What is the most widely used media for reproduction
of plants?

2. What type of peat is most widely used in the United
States ?

3. How much water will sphagnum moss absorb?

4. What Imppens to vermiculite when heated?

*.ss"..'

...t I -
"1"

S
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil
(Assignment Sheet continued)

5. What leaves, when in a molded state, make the
best growing media?

6. What three media are probably the most readily
available fOr use by the horticulturist in the South?

7. Why have many people witnessed failures in plant
growth in a medium of sawdust?

It

2

What are.the advantages of perlite?

,

,,!:;;;Gyf. tkaiVi

1
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Greenhouse Worker 941-III-8

Information Sheet
on

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN SOIL

Many different growing media may be used for rooting cuttings taken
from desired plants. =These airy be used alone or in mixtures with soil.

SAND

Sand is probably one of the most widely used growing media in the re-
production of plants. It consists of small grain or rocks ground. into
a fine texture by weathering. This sand must be of a good qualltilinal,-.-L'.f..;2121'...
must not Contain silt. The recommended sand for use in rooting cuttings

cariis of the quartztype and should be washed. It can be the seine quality said -.1';"1..
. - ;- .-7szscrtsrf.used in masorair.

PEAT -; . .. .,:,-i-4,-k.:.urt.t.,',

---.,,.. :. " ...; , ,:,- : .-.,. .1' : - :;:f. -..... ; ::"..4r45-25 ., . .
Peat, commonly referred to as peat moss, is a niateibial

2

that has -ieSultv .R11` 5/
ed from the decaying of the remains of thick vegetation in Wet, iiitish;=-*15;"1 lail
swamp areas. It has been preserved over the years by being under water
in a partially decomposed state. Peat varies widely in it's state of ite44-71-4:'-t
position, acidity, mineral content and origin. Light brown peat has been
normally produced' by' a type or vegetatioL that results* in -S. -41iite:aold ltafel:'-'1 13'
Brown to blaakteit is of the ilia that is alkaline. This.isitlietiPe'iliat ii-f4-.443
desirable and most used in the United States. It has a very bYgli4i4ef..;.:-.;:".:,k1.E.*:'4..:,
holding Capacitif and COntalis'approxiinately I% nitrogaiu'l.z. 84;dflbdtell!:?;*M5*-P
assists in the "d4C6InTlosition. process *hich resulis.safte',iple.",.. i_..,..7,-....i.c.:.,,,,14:J:"-ipl{:17-;::.,.:

placed' in use. .)Vhen peat is used, it should be broken apt
:aft 1:11. bAt.st.,.,-.7-.-*.->,. a

s . . - . .

It,'....%V. .....,," :,. irsr11111 :::7 *.:4::

fa. ---4, r-7,

well before .addkiig to the growing media or.m.,.ixtu.._ re.,. ...,...,::;.,.44.4k,.,,,,;!_ez-_.:,577:..,.,;_-,:,.;.5-it;-..:e.,,,ix-44444
.

Itliff.i.tie?.-.!- :.
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC; Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil
(Information Sheet continued)

SPHAGNUM MOSS

Commercial sphagnum moss is a material that has been produced by
dehydrating certain acid-bog plants. The dehydrating results in a
relatively sterile material. :It is very light in weight and has a very
high water-holding capacity. It has been said that it will absorb 10 to
20 times its weight in water. After dehydrating the plant materials
have been shredded in order to make it more usable. This material
contains such small amounts of minerals that plant growth in it for
any length of time -will need additional ft:.rtilizer? ,

VERMICULITE
- . "

', 1:

This is a material that is micaceous in nature and is therefore a
mineral. It is composed of thin layers that expand or explode when
heated. It is heated in order to dehydrate it for use in horticultural
mixtures. It is light in weight and has a very high water - holding
capacity. Expanded vermiculite should not be pressed or compacted
in any way when wet. If this is done the desired porous structure,of.
the material will be destroyed.

LEAF MOLD

.

Certain leaves can be decayed and placed into a growing -

mixture and will-serve a very good purpose.- Maple,;:oak sycamorek;
:Ind elm are among the most suitable Ieay..s for this purpose. 41, ,

preparing, pucka compost the layers of leaves -should ,bealternated
with thin layers of soil; Small amounts of nitrogenous fertigzer,
should be used between the layers of leavesand soil.. This-pitrne1.1
assists in the decomposition of the leaves. The .mixture .should,
protected from the weather so that leaching of the mineral eleme.tits
will not result during heavy rainji-torms. To prepare suitable leaf
mold, I2 to 18 months should brallowed for proper decaying of the
leaves. A disadvantage ct. leaf mold is that it may contain nematodes>
weed seed or noxious insects and diseases. It should 1).3 sterilized be-
fore being used as a growing media for horticultural plants.

9
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
t..) :: :- . . % t t7:1sil)TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil ft

(Information Sheet continued)
, al %;(!:11.Li ;.. 1:42. . ri

.:I - ' . "SHREDDED BAR1,,,SAXT,IgISIND WOOD SHAVINGS
:;

.1 iop, it. vmo F.1 i"'1:1I't*1 '' AiIn the South these materials are probably meat available
for use by the hpgS-icx4tIorigt.i. Xhev Are.1:77.god.,tr.ta.?f,91_1Lf,JF,ITtf.7:-

J

industry and cal1J?, FiktAinnir,rt,fijAY.-4.!'
usually-of the hargmooltplitfli. /teT,Fi9fY,

-;_rmaterials is Blom fastRps.811Rawn fp* gto .they are'diCsip;tmq1:5111.,
before using then.1_414P4P1-1FPPIS4P?ii, 17 ;i!°add a nitrogenous fertilize?: tFttl?.ege.311"1r445911yAll.._,p

, , .1
AC)* I .0 14Ve.6P41

process.

USING SAWDUSTsa.)rmarrI ,11 :; t .. 1.2,1 1s ?r
.00 A -8 .S's . frf,sd 1 11 A C., : .0 V 0`11, 41: I 1.1 ri tiOffSawdust may be used to initsrave-tire-physical-conditions-of-soilir

as a mulch. As a mulch it insulates the soil against wide fluctuations
in temperature, discourages weed growth and reduces evaporation
of soil moisture. However, there is a difference of opinion as to
its merit.' Some operators have long used this easy-to-get forest
by-product in large quantity with complete success. 0thers have
hid unfortuLate experience with sawdust and have discarded it as
unsuitable to their neels.

Possibly a lack of understanding as to how to handle sawdust has caus-
ed some of these failures. When sawdust is incorporated with the
soil- -used in place of peat --it requires large quantities of nitrogenous
fertilizer if the plants growing in the soil are not to suffer from
nitrogen starvation. The organisms 3n the soil which break down
cellulose require appreciable amounts of nitrogen and will use up all
available supplies of this element.

It has been estimated that 24 pounds of nitrogen are required per
ton of sawdust from some species of pine to bring the nitrogen
content up to- 1. 2 to 1. 5 percent, the values needed for decomposition
without inducing nitrogen deficiency in plants. This would equal
115 pounds of ammonium sulphate or 72 pounds of ammonium nitrate
per ton of sawdust during the period of its decomposition, which
may be two or three years. A 4-inch layer of loose dry sawdust over
a space 20 X 30 feet weighs a little over a ton. A bushel of rawdust

10

eg.c-syd
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Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil

.-' (Information Sheet continued)

, ;.. ..- %.- 4

(10 to 15 pounds) requires 0. 8 pound of ammonium sulphate or
0. 5 pound of ammonium nitTate... Whenthe sawdustis used as
a mulch, nitrate fertilizatiOn-ii'-hOt reqUired tO--theE:ezioni
it is when the material. is incorporated with the soil.

.5;:. . -5 ,

' 1= eci ,APt Vi

Sawdust is wifelreiniAbyecl ai a-Plungintmateiial nheë1. bed's' '

in retail sales for which it has Unaniinoiaapp*OVal; des' ''';-
'Pita the fact th414sita.S1 1tdWd that it iii.4.0)"PoOi'ffiOhis'
use, vastly t,Tjiè .neectieli 60qt:silt-Watering ia"

. the chief diiiiiiiiie'ideltaisicR4heal'a
beds Becat,dië 'itgpiciiftlisirith'iiiiidi :Wailes,' it-is "7

,-necessary to soak thoroughly and often.
. .

Material -for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental:.
'Horticulture 'For. Vocational Agriculture In Alabama, pp. 966100.,
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GRE E NHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Introduction

941-1V-1

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of
studying the properties and life phenomenon exhibited
by a plant.

INTRODUCTION: There are over 350, 000 different kinds of plants in
--the world. No one poison can know all of them, but

he can learn the characteristics that are common to
all of them. Without a knowledge of botany a plant
grower is lost. If he does not know how plants grow,
how can he possibly be successful in raising them?

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 13-19.

QUESTIONS I. What is botany?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. How many different kinds of plants are known to
exist?

1.229

3. Name two carbohydrates.
. f

4. What is the major difference between plants and
animals other than the ability to move and to
think?

5. What was the wrong conclusion that Van Helmont
made after his experiment concerning plant growth?

.,

ea.Mm..waqi,
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College Station, Texas
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

'40
Assignment Sheet

for
GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and Clat, ification

TOPIC: Photosynthesis

OBJECTIVE: To learn how plants produce their food.

941IV-2

INTRODUCTION: Van Helrnont failed in his experiment to determine
why plants grow. He thought that water alone was
responsible for the growth. Van Helmont did not
know about photosynthesis; so his conclusion was
wrong.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 19-24.

QUESTIONS I. What does photo mean?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Define synthesis.

3. What is a more complete definition of photosynthesis?

4. What is a calorie?

5. What is a molecule?

6. What is the term used to describe the movement of
gas or liquid from an area of high concentration to
an area of low concentration?

____1464,_,
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-IV-3

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Respiration

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the process of respiration and to study
its relation to photosynthesis. .

INTRODUCTION: All cells must carry on respiration in order to stay
alive. Most of us understand less about the process
of respiration in the plant as compared When know-
ledge of respiration in the animal. Yet the processes
are very similar in the animal and plant cell.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South. Klingman, pp. 29-32.

QUESTIONS 1. Define respiration.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What two materials acre formed when food is de-
composed with the addition of oxygen?

1416

3. How much do the chemical equations for photo-
syntheiierand respiration differ?

4. What gas do plants release at night?

5. What are the raw materials needed for respiration?
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

941-IV4.

TOPIC: Water Absorption and Loss -- Nutrient Absorption- -
Movement of Water and Nutrients in the Plant.

OBJECTIVE: To understand how water and nutrients are absorbed
by the plant, to understand how water is lose, and to
study the transportation system of the plant..

-INTRODUCTION: One of the necessary functions of plants is to absorb.
water and nutrients from the soil. For proper manage-
ment, one must understand these absorption processes
and also the transporting of these materials by the
plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 32-35.

QUESTIONS I.
or

ACTIVITIES:

1569

What will happen to a plant if its inside pressure
'is greatly reduced?

2. What is the term used to describe cells that are
filled tight and result in plants standing straight?

3. Explain how an over supply of fertilizer around
a plant's roots affect. its water absorption process.

4. What is transpiration?

5. What are nutrients?

6. What two conductive tissues mnake-up a vascular
bundle?

7. Explain why girdling a tree causes it to die.
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

4

941 -IV- 5

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Plant Food

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different plant foods and their functions.

INTRODUCTION: A food is any substance which can be used as a source
of energy for carrying on the life processes. To really
understand plant growth, one must understand the basis
for life--food.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 24-29.

QUESTIONS 1. What is food?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the three foods used for energy and
growth?

3. What elements make up carbohydrates?

4. What is the primary function of fats?

5. Where in the plant are fats most commonly found?

6. What is the process called by which hydrogen is
added to oils?

7. What are the components of protein?

8. What four elements make up around 97% of the
dry weight of most plants?

1396
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-IV-6

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: The Plant Kingdom

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the system used to classify
plants.

le

INTRODUCTION: People in West Texas may call a certain plant "dove
weed" ..chile an East Texas farmer may call it "croton".
Names vary with localities. The only way to solve this
problem was to develop a unified method of classification.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 35-40.

QUESTIONS I. What is taxonomy?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the four divisions of plants?

1376

3. In which division do we find most of the disease.
causing plants ?

4. What are some examples of beneficial bacteria?

5. What plant causes smut, rust, mildew, and scab?
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

941-V-1

TOPIC: Introduction to propagation

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the basic types of
reproduction in plants and to learn the facilities, media,
soil mixtures, and containers used in plant propagation.

INTRODUCTION: Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants
in order that man can have selected plants which are of
specific value to him. Today with the many new advances
in science the propagation of plants has become one of
dm most fascinating aspects of ornamental horticulture.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Introduction to 7ropagation ".

Supplemental:

2. Handbook on Propagation, #24, Brooklyn, Botanic
Garden.

3. "Plant Procluctionit B 4 .178;.Florida:

4. Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hart-
mann and Kester.

5. "Controlling Environment with Plastic Structures
for Plant Propagation, " T. A.P. 387, Texas
Agriculture Extension Service.

QUESTIONS 1. What is meant by plant propagation?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Give two methods by which plants may be propagated.

19 56
-....................... .



UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Introduction to Propagation
(Assignment Sheet continued)

195?

Greenhouse-Worker 941-V-1

3. Give three structures used for the reproduction of
plants.

4. List three requirements of the ideal plant propagation
structure.

5. Give three requirements of a good media or mixture
used in propagation.

6. List five of the most common types of media.

7. What is used for chemical sterilization :of soil?

8. Give three types of containers used in the propagation
of plants.

9. What is the purpose of plant hormones?

10. What is a flat?
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Information Sheet
on

INTRODUCTION TO PROPAGATION

Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants in order that
man can have selected plants which are of specific value to him.

Plants may be propagated by two methods - sexual or asexual.

Seed reproduction in plants is basically a sexual process because it
involves the union of sperm and egg cell before the seeds are formed.
The seed has a supply of food sufficient for establishing a plant in a
new location.

The vegetative methods of propagation such as layering, division, cutting,
grafting, and budding are the asexual types of plant propagation.

There are a number of types of facilities and propagating structures for
the reproduction of plants.

Many styles of greenhouses are used; they are usually made of glass,
plastic, or similar material.

The hotbed is used for propagating, but it is generally smaller and less
expensive. Heat is provided by fermenting manure or electric heating
cables.

Many growers use a propagating case made of plastic to start young plants..
This case may have mist spray in it to control the environment.

The ideal structure for plant propagation should have the proper amount
of ventilation, temperature, and shade or light.

There are several media and mixtures used in propagation. All media
should be loose and of a light mixture so that the excess water will drain.
It should be fr....; from seeds, nematodes, and disease organisms.

Some common types of media are sand, peat, sphagnum moss, vermiculite,
and perlite.

If soil is used, sterilization is a must. It may be treated by steam or
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Introduction to Propagation
(Information Sheet continued)

chemicals. If chemicals are used methyl bromide is an excellent chemical
to use.

Flats are small rectangular containers used for germinating seeds or root-
ing cutting. Many types of containers such as clay pots, peat pots, and plant
bands are used.

Many plant propagators use a synthetic plane hormone to promote rooting of
cuttings. Various methods are used in applying these root-inducing
substances, but the most common is to dip the cutting in the hormone powder,
which is a chemical mixed with powdered talc at suitable concentrations.
Many of the rooting hormones contain a fungicide to give protection against
diseases.'

1959
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Cuttings

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the methods of re-
producing plants from cuttings.

INTRODUCTION: Cutting is one of the most important methods of
propagating ornamental plants. Many plants can
be started from cuttings in a limited amount of space.
This is an inexpensive, rapid, and simple method of
starting plants.

Cutting may be dafined as the process of propagating
plants by the use of vegetative parts, which when
placed under suitable conditions, will develop into
complete plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Propagation from Cuttings".

2. Basic Gardening Mustratee S - let, pp. 17-19.

Supplemental:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

893

3. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson, pp. 113-123.

1. List three reasons for producing plants from
cuttings.

2. When are hardwood cuttings usually made?

S. List three plants which would be considered as
herbaceous.

4. When are softwood cuttings made?



UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation from Cuttings
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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5. What temperature is 1.ecessary to root cuttings?

6. What is the function of the callus growth on cuttings?

7. List three characteristics of a good cutting.

8. What are the requirements of a good rooting medium?

9. Give four types of rooting media.

10. When are cuttings ready to transplant?

2
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Information Sheet
on

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

Producing plants from cuttings is often cheaper and faster than producing
them from seed, by budding or by grafting. The use of cuttings also
helps maintain the characteristics of the original plant. Many types and
varieties of plants will not produce the same quality or type of plant
from ,seed and be reproduced by cuttings, budding, or grafting.

, _,

Commercial plant producers use cuttings to secure large numbers of
plants faster than securing the same plants from seeds. Cuttings are
also used becuase they are easier and simpler to make than various

l 4

building or grafting operations.

Cuitings4re classified and named according to the part of the plant from.
. - ,

which they come; stem cuttings, leaf cuttings, or root cuttings.
. .._:. 0:.; _ .

, . . . .. .. -
stem cuttings are the Most iniptirtant more commonly used. They - ,

are made by cutting a segment or piece of a growing limb or shooffrom
the parent plant. These cuttings Are further classified or named. by the
type' of wood or growth, period from which the, cuttings are made..,.

.

. ..,,. .

1. Harwood cuttings are usually made in the winter months (or,, , -. ,

!

.
Fdormant O,ge).rorin,plants in trees which shedtheir,,leavea,

Plants-propagated by hardwood cuttings inalxidi and
Yews.

i

:.,
Semi7hardwOod cuttings are usually made from,:eitergreenplants

. bid are Out- froth newer growth on the plant after it has finished
the'reild summer groWth. Plant's propagated by 4;16i-hardwood
cuttings include euonymus, evergreen, aialeas, and holly.

.

'SoftWood:c4ti4gil are made from new growth in spring or early
summer Whileihat part of the plant is groWing rapidly. Plants., . .: ,propagated by softwood cuttings include pyracantha, magnolia,
end spires,.

.

-1
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4.. Herbaceous cuttings are made from plant materials which are
soft, rapidly giOwing,, and relatively high in water content.

. . _ .
Plants propagated by he-rbaceous cuttings include colepoi, chry.
santheinuM, geranium and carnation.a.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation from cutting
(Assignment Sheet continued)

The following environmental conditions are necessary for rooting cuttings:
high humidity; air temperature of 60 degrees to 70 degrees at night and 75
degrees to 85 degrees during the day. The temperature of the rooting medium
should be as close to 70 to 75 degrees as possible. Others are adequate
light and a good rooting medium.

After: cuttings have been made and placed under environmental conditions
favorable for rooting, a callus layer may develop at the basal end of the
cutting. The callus serves as a protective layer which retards the develop-
ment of decay on cuttings that are fairly slow to root. The formation of
callus and the formation of roots are independent of each other, although
they often occur at the same time. .,

The plant from which cuttings are taken should be healthy and moderate y
vigorous. The cuttings should come from average growth from poiticins of the
plant in full sun. The cuttings are usually three to five inches long with
two or more nodes. The cuttings should be made with sharp knife. making
the basal tut at about a 45 degree angle just below a node It is best to
take cuttings in the early morning and keep them moist, cold and turgid
(swollen) by wrapping in damp burlap or plastic bags until they are stuck in the
propagating bed.

_.

The lower 1/3 to 1/2 of the leaveS should be removed from the 'ciittinga.
Dip the base' of the cutting in a rooting hormone and insert in the rooting
medium, spacing so that the leaves barely overlap. The depth of sticking',
tlie'cuttingS is generally 1/3 of thefr'length. After the Cuttings are stuck,
the Medium should be thoroughly watered to wash the particles closely
around the base of the cuttings.

During rooting the medium must be kept uniformly moist, but never soggy., ..
Until the cuttings begin to root, they should be kept under partial shade.
After rooting, the shade should be removed for increasing periods of time
untifit li left off completely:' ,.

.

A good rooting medium is one which can be kept uniformly moist, but which
also provides good drainage and aeration. 'Some satisfactory ones are:

.

clean sharp sand (builders grade); vermiculite (hOrt'cuitural.grade), sand
and peat moss mixture, equal parts of each; peat moss andiperlite, equal
parts of each.

The propagating box' should be at least three to four inches deep. 'Usually
they are wooden boxes or flats with slatted bottoms. Standard size nursery
flats are usually about 15 inches wide. by 22 inches long. by 3 1/2 inches deep.
This size is convenient to handle when filled with the rooting medium and cuttings.

901
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation from cuttings
(Assignment Sheet continued)

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-2

To maintain the high humidity needed for rooting softwood cuttings, the
top of the flat may be covered with plastic. This may be done by placing
a wire or wooden frame over the flat to support the plastic 8 to 12 inches
above the rooting medium. After the cuttings have been stuck and
thoroughly watered, the flat is covered with a sheet of plastic, which
should be tucked under the bottom of the flat or tacked to the sides and ends
to hold it in place.

Cuttings should be properly managed after they have rooted. When the
cuttings have roots 1/2 to 1 inch long, they are ready to transplant either
into pots or directly to outdoor beds. If transplanted into pots, 2 1/4 to
3 inch pots are used. The potting mixture should contain about 1/3 organic
matter such as peat or leaf mold, and 2/3 sandy loam soil. The cuttings
should be partially shaded for 7 to 14 days after transplanting, then gradually
given full sunlight. Liquid feeding with a complete water soluble fertilizer
should be applied every 10 to 14 days after the cuttings are established. By
fall the cuttings will be ready to plant in the field to grow to a size suitable
for landscape use. If they were rooted late in the season, they should be
carried over the first winter in a covered cold frame.

*****
Material for this information sheet was partially taken from:

1. State Department of Education, Agricultural Education Service,
Montgomery, Alabama. "Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational
Agriculture."

2. The Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational
and Technical Educaxion. The Ohio State University. "Propagating
Horticultural Plants."

902
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Layering ,

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the different types of
layering.

INTRODUCTION: Many plants can be reproduced by layering. This is
the development of roots on a stem -vhile it is still
attached to the parent plant. The rooted plant is then
'detached or cut after it has developed roots and be-
comes a new plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Propagation by Layering".

Supplemental:

2 "Propagation of Ornamental. Plants", B- 81.6 -(l)
Agriculture Extension Service.

3. Plant Propagation Principles and Practices,
Hartmann and Kester.

4. "Plant Propagation", B-178, Florida.

QUESTIONS 1. Why do we wound plants that are to be layered?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What type of plants can be layered in a simple way?

3. What type of plants are air layered?

4. Why do we air layer plants?

5. What materials are used in air-layering plants?

6. When is the best time to air layer plants?

._2A3.LL.
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on

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-3

The production of a new plant by layering is one of the surest methods.
It is commonly used to propagate plants which are difficult to root.

A slit le way of layering is performed by bending a branch of a plant to
the ground and covering it with soil or a rooting medium, but leaving.,
the terminal end exposed.

It is usually best to wound branches that are to be covered with soil.
This helps to induce root formation. Many plants such as kw, philo-
dendrons, blackberries, and strawberries will root by this. method.

Air layering is a method used to increase many plants such as croton,
hibiscus dracaena, and rubber plants. Many tropical plants get leggy"
and shed their lower leaves; they cannot be sold as choice plants. This
is a method of securing good plants at a minimum cost.

Air layerIng is an excellent way to produce plants which do not come true
from seed. In some cases. a layered plant can be produced in a shorter
time. than by other methods of propagation.

One method of air layering is to select a spot just below the joint or node
of the plant to be propagated. t It may be necessary to remove a few leaves in
order to do this. Make a slanting cut upward. Be careful not to cut all the
way through. Take a toothpick or other small piece of wood and place
it in the upper end of the slit to keep it from sealing. Then sprinkle the
area which is to be propagated with a hormone. This will stimulate the
root growth. Wrap a small handful of moist apagnum moss sound this
area to keep the roots moist while in formation. Cover the moss with a
small piece of plastic film, polyethelyne, of kitchen-grade aluminum
foil to seal in the moisture. Tie the plastic with two pieces of garden
wire or plastic tie. In a few weeks, under ideal conditions, the roots should
be in formation and the stem may be ca from the parent plant and placed
in a pot.

Air layering is best practiced during the spring and summer months when
high temperatures and high humidity contribute toward quicker rooting.

2032
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Division

941 -V -4

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to increase plants
by division.

INTRODUCTION: The propagation of plants by division is an easy and sure
way of increasing plants such as chrysanthemums, day-
lilies, and some shrubs.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information sheet on "Propagation by Division. "

2. Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 14 - 16.

Supplemental:

B. Propagation of Ornamental Plants, Texas Agr. Ext.
Service, pp. 816.

4. Plant Propagation PrindEles and Practices, Hartmann
and Kester, pp. 419.

QUESTIONS 1. List four plants that cat be propagated by division.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. When is the best time to divide shrubs?

3. Why do you divide perennials?

4. When should you divide perennials?

5. How should you divide a daylily or other bulbous plants?
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Information Sheet
on

PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

Division is a simple form of plant propagation. Some plants which can
be propagated by division are daylilies, iris, chrysanthemums, geran-
iums, sanservieria, and shrubs such as primrose, jasmine and fig trees.

Most of these plants can be dug and shaken free of soil. Then the clumps
can be divided into units or small plants, each having roots; stems, buds,
and leaves. They can be planted in containers or as individual plants
where they are to grow permanently.

Plants are best divided after their season of blossoming, but with care
they may be so increased at any season of the year. Larger shrubs may
be divided in the same method as smaller plants, but in most cases they
will have to be separated with a shovel or hatchet. They should be divid-
ed when the shrubs are dormant for best results.

1545
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Grafting and Budding

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the methods and types
of grafting and budding.

INTRODUCTION: Budding and grafting is usually performed when certain
plants cannot conveniently be reproduced by cutting,
layering, or division. Also it is used when seeds do
not reproduce the characteristics of the parent
variety.

Experience is necessary to be successful.at grafting
and budding. One of the best ways is to study all you
can about grafting and budding and then practice until
you become skilled.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Sunset Basic Gardening illustrated, Lane Book Co.,
Menlo Park, Calif. pp. 20-25.

Supplemental:

2. "Propagation of Trees and Shrfibs", Bulletin No. 1567,
U. S. D. A.

3. " Topworking Pecan Trees by Inlay Grafting",
Brison, T. A. P. - 93 - Texas Agriculture Experi-
menting Station.

4. Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hart -
mann, Hudson, and Kester, pp. 266-398.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation _

TOPIC: Propagation by Grafting and Budding
(Assignment Sheet continued)

QUESTIONS 1. Explaiu the meaning of stock and scion.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the cambium layer ?

3. When .do ypti graft tcleciduoug,trees and shrubs?

4. Why should you have a sharp knife in grafting?
; . ;

5. List two kinds of budding.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Seed

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of producing plants
from seeds.

INTRODUCTION: The production of plants from seed is commonly used
by horticulturists. Many ornamental plants are pro-
duced by planting seeds in flats or other -containers
using the proper cultural methods.

Producing good plants from seed requires great skill
and knowledge. The grower must be able to determine
the requirements for many different plants. He must
know when seeds should be planted, how much space
should be allowed for each type of seed, how de ap to
plant them, and the proper cultural methods.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Propagation From Seed".

Supplemental:

2. " Propagation of Ornamental Plants", B-816,
Texas Agriculture Extension Service, pp. 2-3.

3. The Ball Red Book, pp. 3-12.

4. "Plant Propagation for Florida Homes:', B-178,
pp. 34-37.

QUESTIONS 1. Where does the average grower secure good seed?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What characteristics does a good growing media
possess?

854
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation from Seed
(Assignment Sheet continued)

859

3. What is the proper temperature to germinate
seeds ?

4. What will happen when a grower attempts to
germinate seeds at a cool temperature?

5. What is the best temperature to grow plants?

6. 'thy do you use a sterile moisture holding material
a planting seeds?

7. What information should the label on a seeded flat
contain?
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Information Sheet
on

PROPAGATION FROM SEEDS

Greenhouse Worker 941-V 6

s: 1'. ". , 1

There are: several basic principles that the grower must observe
to get good germination of his seeds and thereby besuccessf-41,inProduc-
ing new plants. These are:

1. Use, good seeds. For the average grower good seeds can be, obtained
from the commercial producer of seeds. These are growers.-who,are
not growing plants for the purpose of getting a flower but for the pur-

:pose of collecting and processing the seeds for sale tc, plant propagators.
. : :(

2. The grower must always use the best of growing media for germinating
the,keeds. A wide variety of materials can be obtained-for this purpose.
The media,- whatever his choice, must possess certain characteriptics.
It must be finely screened, porous, loose and have a good waterholding
capacity. It should be sterilized and in most cases lowAnr.thenutrients,
necpssary for plant growth. -.These nutrients can be ,added after germin-
ation-and after the plant begins its growth..

3. The germinator or grower must maintain the prci.,..kr temperature if the
seeds are ,to germinate properly. Different plant seeds zeqre differ-
ent temperatures, however, there are general principle* thatwillbe
helpful to the grower that will apply. to. most plants. Mostottilecom-
mon plants that the retail grower will deal with require aminir.,um of
65° for proper seed germination. In most cases chetemperatureshould
be about 70° F. This is very important because the grower who attempts
to germinate. seeds at a cool temperature will find that the seed will rot
befos7e having a chance to germinate.

.7,

4. The proper moisture level must be maintained and must be kept uniform.
If this is not done after the seed germinates or sprouts, the plant,will die,, - .1

5. After germination occurs most species of plants grow better in a slightly
lower temperatuse: and in a cooler house. The best temperature is usually
between 50 to 60 °.

.

To sum up these general principles, you could say that if you start with
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Propagation from Seeds
(Information Sheet continued)

good seeds, sow them in a good growing medium keep them warm and moist
until after germination, success is most likely to occur.

Reasons for failures in germination

If the seed is good and there are proper amounts of heat, moisture and air,
nearly all the seed will germinate. However, some factors are responsible
for seeds not germinating. The more important factors are:

1. Damaged seed - Seeds with broken seed coats, insect or rodent damage
or heat damage will not germinate properly or else will fail to germi-
nate at all.

2. Old seed - Seeds which are more than one year old will not germinate
as well as izesh seed, especially if the old seed was not stored properly.

3. Soil or media too wet - Too muc:_ water keeps air (oxygen) from moving
around the seed, causing it to rot before the plant can emerge.

4. Temperatures too cold - When soil and/or air temperatures are low,
the emerging plant develops slowly and uses up the stored food before
it can manufacture its own food. Cold temperatures also slow down
the absorption of water needed to start the germination process.

5. Hard seed - Some plants produce seed with a tough coat which will not
allow moisture to enter the seed. In such cases, it is necessary to
use a special process to weaken the outer seed coat. This special process
is called scarification, and is used to weaken the outer seed coat so that
water may be absorbed to begin the process of germination.

6. Disease - Many diseases which affect plants are caused by bacteria or
fungi carried to the young plant by air, water, or insects. These pests
are present on the seed itself or are present in the soil. Damping off
is one of the more common diseases affecting new plants. Many of thecae
diseases can be controlled by using various seed treatments and through
sterilization of the soil or media in which the seeds are planted.

7. Drying out of soil or media - It is necessary to keep the soil or media
well watered after seeds are planted. Care must be taken o keep the
soil or media moist enough so that the seed have a continuous supply of
moisture, but not so much as to encourage damping off or reduced aeration
of the media.

8. Planting too deep - Seeds which are placed too deep in the soil or media
may fail to produce a plant. These seeds will use all of their stored food
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and energy before reaching the surface and die befo"ri"thettaii'bekin
to make their own food. A. good rule to follow is to plant seed no
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Starting plants by seeding thickly in flats'is a coifitnotISkadtide.giThe
seed may be broadcast or planted along marked rows. The seed should
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moss as a seed bed to reduce the chances of damping off developing.
However, care must be taken that the sphagnum moss is not soggy wet.

A flat 2" x 4" board made to fit inside the flat or a brick can be used
for firming the top of the soil. In general, the smaller the seed, the less
covering is needed. For example, celery seed would require less covering
than either bean or corn.

Small seeds are often hard to handle and plant. To help distribute the
smallest seed, you can mix them with a small amount of sand or other
inert material.

After the seed are planted in the bed and covered, water the seedbed
gently. To prevent washout of fine and small seeds, use fine misting
nozzles, sub-surface irrigation or place burlap bagging over the seedbed
and soak the bed thoroughly. When misting nozzles or s..b- surface irriga-
tion is used to moisten the seed and media, the usual practice is to
cover the flat with a piece of glass or place the entire flat in a plastic
bag to converse moisture until germination occurs. After the initial
watering no additional watering is usually required prior to germination.

All seeded flats should be labeled. The label should include the following
information.

1) Name of plant or variety
2) Date seeded
3) Student's name
4) Special treatment, if .-.Lny
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Propagation from Seeds
(Information Sheet continued)

Using pot labels

1) Alarays_ start entries at the. blunt end of the label.
2) 1,11ow the lower 1/3 of the label to remain free of entries for insertion

into the soil of the flat for pot). This will permit reading of the inform-
atiOn on the label without lifting and wiping off the label.

3) The students should be taught that the seeding job is not complete
until the label containing the required information pertaining to die seed-
ing is in place in the container.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pages 54; and also from "Propagating
Horticultural Plants, Module No. 3, Ohio State University.
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Plant Propagation

Developing a Plant Breeding Vocabulary

OBJE;;TrVE: To become familiar with the words used when dis-
cussing plant breeding.

INTRODUCTION: It is next to impossible to understand any subject
if one does not have a working knowledge of the
terms involved. Reading will be meaningless if
you have to skip every third or fourth word because
you are not familiar with it.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", Circular 817,
University of Illinois, College of Agri,.;ulture,
page 32.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the process called by which stamens or
or

ACTIVITIES:

875

anthers are removed to prevent self-pollination?

2. What is a perfect flower?

3. What are the three parts of the female portion of
a plant?

4. Where do seeds develop?

5. How are generations numbered?

6. What part of the plant bears pollen?

7. Is it possible for one plant to pollinate -tself?

8. What part connects the stigma and ovary?



UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Developing a Plant Breeding Vocabul'ry
(Assignment Sheet continued)

9. Ask your science or biology teacher to explain
D. N. A. (Desoxyribonucleic acid) to you. The
discovery °I'D. N. A. has revolutionized the field
of plant breeding.
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Plant Propagation

Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with selection processes and to
develop an understanding of pollination and fertiliza-
tion.

INTRODUCTION: In order to breed plants successfully it is important
to understand the principles of plant reproduction.
A person does not have to be a scientist to understand
and do plant breeding. Many people make a hobby of
this field. Plant breeding, of course, is much more
than a hobby. It is th e foundation for developing
new and better plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1536

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", Circular 817,
University of Illinois, pp. 3-8.

Supplemental:

2. Practical Plant Breeding, W. J. C. Lawrence,
London, 1951.

1. What is meant by natural selection?

2. What are the two ways in which plants reproduce?

3. In what general section of a plant are reproduction
processes carried out?

4. What is the name of the total male reproduction
system?

S. What are flowers called that only contain the male
reproductive organs?
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding
(Assignment Sheet continued)

6. What is the majur difference between pollination and
fertilization?

7. Learn the parts of the perfect flower (figure 17 on page
5).

1538
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for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Heredity

OBJECTIVE: To understand how traits are passed on from
generation to generation.

INTRODUCTION: The study of heredity is not only one of the most
rewarding studies of man, it is one of the most
interesting. Heredity, like a lot of subjects, seems
complicated and dull at first, but with knowledge
comes interest. Once you understand basic concepts
you will want to look further into the subject. You
will find it interesting to actually try some of the
plant breeding experiments suggested in your
reference material.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", circular 817,
University of Illinois, pp. 8-13.

Supplemental:

Handbook on Breeding ornamental Plants, Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, Brooklyn, N.Y., 1959.

2.

QUESTIONS
or

1.

ACTIVITIES:

2.

3.

4.

883

If a dominant gene and a recessive gene come
together, which gene will show up in the outside
appearance?

What is usually necessary to develop new 'varieties?

How mangy genes does a germ cell contain?

Can genes be determined by looking at a plant's
color?

'.'":,...
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Heredity
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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5. What is meant by segregation as it applies to plant
breeding?
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for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: General Breeding Techniques

941-V4.0

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the equipment and techniques
necessary for successful plant breeding.

INTRODUCTION: Successful plant breeding is almost impossible unless
the proper techniques are used. It takes only a little
while longer to do the job right.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", Circular 817,
University of Illinois, pp. 14-20.

Supplemental:

2, Simple, Practical Hybridizing for Beginners,
D. Gourlay Thomas, John Gifford, Ltd., London,
1957.

QUESTIONS 1. Make a list of the equipment which is useful in
or plant breeding.

ACTIVITIES:

891

2. When -hould prepollination steps generally begin?

3. At what time of day does pollinating work lest?
Why?

4. If you want to cross pollinate a perfect flower, what
must be done to guard against self-pollination?

5. List the proper steps for labeling the seed parent
after pollination.
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

941-VI-1

/

TOPIC: Developing a Nursery Vocabulary

OBJECTIVE: To expand the vocabulary to include the terms used in
nursery plant production.

IRTRODUCTION: Without words we would be lost. How could you talk
to your employer about a particular problem if you did
not speak the same language? Nursery plant producers,
in a sense, hay . a language of their own.

The diseases, fertilizers, and techniques used in this
business are often iitt.e known by outsiders. To be
successful in your occupation, you must master this
terminology.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUZSTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

Flomtu an3 Plant Productit a in the Greenhouse,. Nelson,
pp. 313-325.

Define the following and study all of the words listed in 3
reference as they are all important.

1. Aerated 8. Floret

2. Alkaline 9. Hormone

3. Bract 10. Humidity

4. Budding 11. Internode

5. Callus 12. Lath Mouse

6. Cold Frame 13. Mylar

7. Dormant 14. ppm
2007
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

941-VI-2

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the major factors
involved in the proper planting of ornamental trees
and shrubs.

INTRODUCTION: Since trees and shrubs , re an important part of land-
scaping, it is essential to know how and when to plant

.,, them.

Proper cultural practices will provide the desired
effects after your careful selection of plants. These
practices include the care of the plants, preparing
the soil, setting the plants, and providing proper care
immediately after planting.

REFERENCES: Required:

'I. Information Sheet on "Planting Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs"

2. Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 31-32,
34-35

Supplemental:

3. Approved Practices in Beautifying the Home
Grounds, Hoover, pp. 143-171

QUESTIONS 1. When should bareroot shrubs and trees be planted?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What size hole should be dug for the correct planting
of shrubs and trees?

3. When planting a bareroot shrub or tree, how much of
the top should be pruned?

1827
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UNIT: Nursery Plant Production
TOPIC: Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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4. What does the nursery term B&B mean?

5. What size tree usually needs guy wires?

1828
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Information Sheet
On

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

Proper planting will benefit both the plants and you. If they are worth
planting, they are certainly worth the time and trouble to do it correct-
ly. Care and attention from the very beginning will be of value.

Container grown plants and those balled and burlapped (BB) can be
planted anytime. Early fall is a good time to plant as they should be
well established before summer.

Bareroot plants such as pecan and fruit trees, some shrubs, and roses
need to be planted as soon as they begin to arrive at the nurseries.
This is usually in late fall or early winter.

The size of the hole into which the plant is to be placed is very impor-
tant. It should be at least one to two feet wider and at least six inches
Or a foot deeper than the roots of the plant.

The soil in the bottom of the hole should be worked well and mixed with
organic matter. Unless barnyard manure is well rotted, avoid using
it. Do not fertilize newly set-out plants, especially bareroot (BR) ones.

After the hole has been dug, you can fill it with water and allow it to
soak into the surrounding soil. Place some of the soil mixed with
organic matter into the bottom of the hole; set the plant ozi; this.
Fill in around the roots with more top soil and pack well.

You could water again and complete filling the hole with soil. The
plant should be placed at the same level at which it was originally
growing.

If the shrub was bareroot, you can prune about one-third of the top to
compensate for the roots lost in digging. Generally balled and bagged
will need some pruning also, but container grown do not.

If the plant was in a metal, paper, or plastic container, this should be
removed before planting. If it was wrapped in burlap, this does not
need to be removed. It can be loosened around the top near the base
of the plant.

1829
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Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
(Information Sheet continued)

Plants in containers may need to be watered before remoying to prevent the
soil from crumbling.

Newly planted trees or very tall shrubs will usually need to be staked especial
ly if tliey'are'in a windy area. 'A stake: can be placed on the side of the pre--
vailini lifina: This'iitake.4ea:n be puts in before planting if the plant is bareroot.

If the tree is over five inches in diameter, it may need guy wires. The wood-
en stakes viouldbe placed some distance from the base of the tree and driven
about 1811'inio'llie grOund. Wires can be used from the tree to the atakes.

; .

The wire should not be tied directly to the plant. Rubber hose protectors
may be used around the wires. -If the plant is not too large, plastic ties may
be used.

1830
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941-VI-3

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Pruning

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the modern methods of
pruning ornamental shrubs and trees.

INTRODUCTION: Pruning of plants is the cutting off or cutting back of
parts of a plant for better shape or more fruitful growth.

Trees and shrubs may need to be pruned in order to
remove dead, diseased, or injured wood. Pruning
may be needed to remove a branch that overlaps another,
or to remove foliage right after plants are transplanted
in order to make up for the loss of roots.

Pruning also helps to improve the shape of the plant,
and wakes it fit into the general pattern of the landscape.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Pruning".

2. "Modern Pruning Methods", B-977, Texas Agricul-
tural Extension Service.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the cardinal rule to follow in pruning orna-
or mental plants?

ACTIVITIES:
2. Give 3 characteristics of pruning tools.

3. When can trees be pruned?

4. What two factors are important in pruning ornamental
shrubs and small trees?

1747



UNIT: Nursery Plant Production
TOPIC: Pruning
(Assignment Sheet continued)

1748

5. How much top growth should be removed from bareroot
dug plants?

6. Why do rose plants need to be pruned?

7. When should deciduous plants be pruned?

8. When is the proper time to prune shrubs which bloom
in the spring?

9. When should climbing roses be pruned?

10. Why is a rounded or pointed top hedge perferred over
a flat top hedge?
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Information Sheet
on

PRUNING

Greenhouse Worker 941-VI-3

Take stock of your yard and.check.on an important chorepruniag.
Are your sidewalks and driveways covered by overgrown, sprawling
shrubs? Are your doorways crowded and your windows hidden? Then
you should ,do some pruning.

Pruning, the removal of surplus or undesirable parts of the plant.to,im-
prove the remaining parts, reduces the leaf surface or buds that grow in-
to leafy shoots. This diverts the plant food from root production to shoot
production and increases .the leaf growth.

Deciduous plants; those which lose their leaves during cold weather,
should be pruned between leaf drop and first ,spring growth.: The ,skele-
ton is exposed and the plant is easier to work with. After pruning', the
plant should have a framework of well-shaped uncrowded branches.

Many evergreen shrubs need annual pruning. These Might include wax-
leaf ligustrum, pittosporum, eleagnus, yaupon, and vibUrium. They
may be pruned into midsummer as they have no donna.ut period.

Sometimes coniferous evergreens such as arbor vitae::: need to be
pruned to keep them withi'n a certain size. this can be done by shear7
ing the main branches and end branches with sharp hedge shears. Grad-
ually clip from the outside to almost where the brown foliage begins. This
foliage will turn green when the light reaches it.

The average pruning is from about one-fifth to one-third of the entire shrub.
Many shrubs should be pruned by thinning out rather than by severe pruning.

If a shrub is badly out of proportion to its surroundings, you can cut it
back to within a foot of the ground. Fertilized, watered, and allowed to
grow-naturally, you will have an attractive shrub again.

Shrubs grown for formal hedges need frequent cutting to keep them closely
sheared within definite dimensions. If a hedge is informal, it can be allow-
ed to grow more or less at will; it can be controlled to some extent.

1749
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Pruning
(Inforrnatial Sheet continued)

Shrubs which bloom in the 'spring should not be pruned until after their
flowering. Severe,pruning can be done then as the flowers are produc-
ed on wood grown the year before the blooms.

Pyracantha or other berry-bearing shrubs, should be pruned before the
blooms appear in the spring. The berries for next fall and winter will
be lessened by late or severe pruning.

Rose bushes produce flowers on wood formed the tiaine'season. There;;
fore, the more of last years' wood you prune, the better for your rose
bushes. Cut badk old, non-productive canes. Remove any dead or dis-
eased wood.

Climbing roses should be pruned after flowering: Floweri this spring
will be produced on canes grown last season; they will be much greener
looking and not as old appearing as the canes produced the season before.
Branches which are too: long may be cut back about one-third of their
total length.

Use the proper tools when pruning.. Be certain they are clean and sharp.
Make a clean, smooth cut and leave no jagged edges, bruised bark, or
stubs.

Always remove any dead, diseased or broken branches from planti.
If branches are rubbing, crowded, weak, or growing downward; they
should be removed. '-

.
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for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-V11-1

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Crop Production

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the field of floriculture
and to learn about sources of information on the subject.

INTRODUCTION: Floral crop production in the United States is a comparatively
young business which probably started during thc early
part of the nineteenth century in Pennsylvania. At that
tine, /Philadelphia Was considered the social center of
the country. The need fOr floral.,,arreuigements for
special occasions brought about the,beginning of the
production of floral crops.

Today the production of flowers is one of America's
largest industries.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

2243

Flower and Plant Production, Nelson, pp. 345.

1. Why is it necessary for flowers to be produced
throughout the year?

2. What are the three most widely grown cut flowers?

3. Where do most retailers of pot plants acquire their
plants?

4. What is the motto of the Society of American
Florizts?

5. What magazine on the floriculture industry is
available to the southern producer and can be
obtained from Ft. Worth, Texas?
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-VII-2

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Growing Annuals

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to successfully grow
annual plants

INTRODUCTION: Annuals are temporary plants in that they grow for only one
year. Beginners and professionals alike enjoy working
with annuals.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gaxe...0.,ing Illustrated, Sunset, pp. 102-103

QUESTIONS 1. When do most annuals bloom?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Which small seeded annual is simplest to grow?

2071

3, Give three examples of large seeded annuals which are
easy for beginners to grow.

4. What is the general rule for watering annuals?

5. What should be done to most annuals after they are
through blooming?

6 When do morning glories bloom?

7. Do hollyhocks produce blue flowers?

8, What color blooms are produced by the scarlet sage?

9, Where can the portulaca be used effectively?

10, What is one disadvantage of asters? ..
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941- VII - 3

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Perennials

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to successfully
produce perennial flowering plants.

INTRODUCTION: Perennials are long-time favorites of gardeners every-
where. Unlike annuals, they continue to flower year
after year. During the winter the plant goes into a
period of rest called dormancy. The following season it
begins growth and starts to bloom.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

2412

Basic Gardening Illustrated, Sunset, pp. 100-101.

1. What is probably the best plant for a new gardener
to grow?

2. What is one of the most common uses of the large
171111713 ?

3. How often should primrose clumps be divided?

4. How can one cause polyantha primroses to repeat
bloom in the fall?

5. If peonies are properly planted, how often will they
need dividing?
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-VII-4

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Bulbs

OBJECTIVE! To develop an understanding of how to properly use bulbs
in the floriculture industry.

INTRODUCTION: A bulb is an underground bud that sends (-win roots and has
a very short stem covered with leafy scales such as lilies
and onions,

It is both interesting and rewarding to plant a bulb and ob-
tain a beautiful flowering plant,

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardei,ing Illustrated, Sunset pp. 104-107

QUESTIONS 1- When do tuberous begonias bloom? *.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Why should first foliage not be cut until it turns yellow?

1916

3. What can be used to protect bulbs from soil insects and
rot?

4. What is at rue bulb?

5. What is a rhizome?

6. Study the terms on page 107.
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for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Characteristics, Identification and Use of Important
Pot Plants

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics, identification, and use
of twenty important pot plants,

INTRODUCTION: This assignment contains an information sheet with
some of the characteristics, uses, and cultural re-
quirements of twenty plants that are grown in many
greenhouses and garden centers in Texas. A student
studying for a horticultural occupation should be E.I.le
to identify the important pot plants and give their char-
acteristics and uses.

REFERENCES: Revired:

1. Information Sheet on "Important Pot Plants"

2. Seed catalogues

QUESTIONS 1. Locate pictures in catalogues and other references
or and study the picture as you study about each plant

ACTIVITIES listed on the information sheet.

2, As you study each plant, list it on the attached form
and determine its most important identifying char-
acteristics and use,
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-5

CHARACTERISTICS AND USE OF POT PLANTS

No Plant

1.

Characteristic s Use

2.

3.

.

g

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.'

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

1437
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-5

Information Sheet
on

IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

2. BEGONIA

.

3. BROMELIAD

4. CALADIUM

1438

-

Bright flowering plant from mid-December
through May Requires acid soil or peat moss
as a growing medium.,,arnple.moOture but ,good.
drainage. 60-65 degree temperature:

-Grown-for foliage and floviers, Grown in soil
that is porous and slightly. acid. Top soil should
become dry before watering. Water thoroughly.
lit-winter requires luiliunlight; in spring and
Summer place in Iilbared

- . c , f,

Thrive in" humid air and do well in a temperatUre
ot 60-70 degrees: Keei,,tOliage dry.

Exotic looking plant with showy spikes of blooms
^

whichinay be,attractive for several months.
Most store an einergenCy supply of water within
a natural vase shaped 'center formed by their
durable foliage in leaf base cups. They are
easy, to grow. and do well *shade. or sump:
leCations. the'OlOr'pitterns in the foliage
and tiniiimai-grOWth habM inalte the Bromeliadf:' T-1:an excellent and Interesting plant for the home or

Pio :"...r
Offic-e.

.

Colorful nfoliage plant grow from :OA.
ftibers which are sad in "grades expressed in
inches of diameter,; A ;I

'Plant' in loOse, well -drained soil. Need high
humidity and. ample ,water. , 80 -,85 degreep best,

e../ s-;;,;;;) -temperature to start Caliaiums.r,
Require light bni.nOifall. sun. Fertilize with
complete plant food alioui once a month.

i .-,. : - AK.31-The fancY-leaVed caladiump offer a variety of
form, Colors, and lead isatterns th.t.; few plants

.s



Important Pot Plants
(Information Sheet continued)

5. CHENILLE

Greenhouse Worker94l-VIII-5

can match. Grow to 2-2 1/2'. Can be used as
house plants or for outdoor planting.

Bright green, broad foliage. Flowers in hanging
cattails up to a foot long of a deep red color.
Needs semi -light and ample moisture.

6. CHRYSANTHEMUM- (Mum) Grows best in porous, well drained
sterilized soil. Rooted cuttings should be planted
as shallow as possible. They are heavy feeders and
need a regular supply of fertilizer. Disease and
insect control is very important. They have special
requirements such as timing, pinching, lighting,
and shading. Disbudding produces larger flowers.

7. COLEUS

8. CROTON

9. DEVIL'S IVY

Otitstanding foliage plant which is tender; requires
frequent pinching during growing season to produce
attractive, compact plant.

Needs loose, 'yell drained soil with ample moisture.
Requires partial shade in hot, dry areas of Texas.
Occasionally threatened with aphids and mealy bugs.
Easily rooted from cuttings.

Bright glossy leaves of many different colors on a
single plant, Leaves are various shapes. Require
strong sunlight to retain their high color. Needs
high humidity. Propagated usually by air-layering.--

Variegated yellow-splashed green leaves. Filt ered
light for best coloring. Requires high humidity,
but do not keep constantly wet. If on totem, moisten
for humidity. Needs rich loam soil. Feed with
complete fertilizer about once a month.

10. DIEFFENBACHIALarge decorative foliage plant. Needs well drained
soil high in organic matter. Filtered light. Com-
monly propagated by cutting sterns into sections
containing one or more eyes.

11. DRACAENA

1439

A versatile plant of various types. Most varieties
are large and showy; most have leaves that are long
and striped. Shade or filtered light. Moderately
moist, but good drainage, and high temperatures.
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Important Pct Plants
(Information Sheet continued)

12. FERNS------1-'-e--Various assortments usually called table :ferns:
All like cool, moist.shadrconditions. Rich com-
post soil and moisture, but well drained. Will
provide cool -greenery "background for other plants.

Many varieties excellent for basket growing.. i ;

13. tidus (RUBBER PLANT)- -Commonly used as 'large specimen plants,.
--'so:they do neecUspace: Have glossy green

" Win tolerate dry'air, and do well at 70
to 80 degrees. Da not overwater.

14. GERANIUM

15. GLOXINIA-

,,Filtered right ideal, but will take..a-great =deal: of
=.

Propagated mostly by air- layering.
4 ,?

Dueity;' ireenlollage, succulent stems. Large
clustered flowers in many colors.
Require plenty of sun to boom properly.
Allow to become quite dry between waterings.
Sandy loam high in organic ratter is best.
Temperature from 60 to 70 is ideal.

16. HYDRANGEA

Showy, velvety foliage and large bell shaped
blooms in assorted colors. Like high humidity,
moisture, rich well drained soil.
Water spots foliage and flowers, so avoid getting
water on them.
They need filtered light, and proper spacing.

Showy broad dark green foliage. Long lasting
flowering plant commonly grown for Easter and
Mother's Day. Flowers in pink, blue, or white.
Plant requires regular water during Ifowering and
likes high humidity.

17. PHILODENDRON---Most important tropical decorative plant family.
Tropical conditions best, but will tolerate dry air
and low lighting in homes.
Needs loose, porous soil, sufficient'water to keep
soil moist.
Many varieties and types. Some used on totems
and are strong climbers. 1141

1440



Important Pot Plants
(Information Sheet continued)

18. POINSETTIA

Greenhouse Worker 941-VU -s

Seasonal plant most popular at Christmas.
Small yellow flowers surrounded by striking
colorful bracts in red, pink, or white. Keep
warm, chills easily.
Requires moisture and strong light.

19. SANSEVIERIA (Snake Plant or Mother-in-law's tongue)
Among the sturdies of the foliage.. plants. Will; do
well in shade areas or in sunlight,.
Do need porous soil, adequate drainage. Do not
overwater.

20. SCHEFFLERA

1441

Attractive, fast growing umbrella shaped foliage
plant. Glossy green foliage.
Filtered light. Needs good drainage, and don't
overwater.
Large plant, needs space.
Usually propagated from seed.

1 Y. . ( :

- r ,
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Poinsettias

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the cultural procedures in
Poinsettia production.

INTRODUCTION: The Poinsettia is an important blooming plant which is
very popular at the Christmas season. They are a native
of Mexico and the tropical American countries.

The beauty of Poinsettias lies in the brilliant bracts
below the cluster of flowers. They are now being pro-
duced as reds, whites, and pinks.

Cultural practices are more important in growing
Poinsettias than most crops because they have to be timed
for the Christmas season only. The day after Christmas
the prices decline rapidly.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
_

Nelson, pp. 272-279.

Supplemental:

2. The Red Ball Book, pp. 299-310.

QUESTIONS 1. What nutrient should be supplied if cuttings are made
or under a mist?

ACTIVITIES:
2. Last three poinsettia colors.

3. What is the most common pest on Poinsettias?

(,) 4. What are the most common causes of leaf drop on

2118

Poinsettias?

5. What is the reason for poor root development in
Poinsettias?
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U.N17.": Floral Crop Production-, ; , .

TOPIC: Chrysanthemums

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of some important
cultural practices in chrysanthemum production.

INTRODUCTION: The Chinese began hybridizing or crossing varieties
of Chrysanthemums, or mums as they are more
commonly called, over 2,500'ygare ago. In the
years since, plant breeders from many lands have
done much to improve existing varieties. The Oriental
growers tried to win the approval of royalty; European
growers concentrated on magnificent showblooms;
the American hybridizers have improved mums for
florist trade.

In recent years, much has been done to cause mums
to flower on a year round basis. This is accomplished
in greenhouses by controlling temperatures, shading,
lighting, diseases and insects.

REFERENCES: Required:

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouses, Nelson,
pp. 237-244.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the natural blooming season for mums?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the most persistent pest of pot trams?

3. What is the correct night temperature for raising
mums?

4. What is the most popular color in mums?

5. Why is black cloth placed over mum plants?

2103 6. How and when do you pinch mums?

;
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production
TOPIC: Chrysanthemums
(Assignment Sheet continued)

2104

7. What may happen when mums are planted 2 to 3 inches
deep?

8. What is the proper schedule for misting of mums?

9. How long does the mum season last?

10. What should be done to the soil before planting mums?
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production' ,

TOPIC: Geranium

OBJECTIVE:: TO develop an under standing of the cultural procedures
in geranium production. .

INTRODUCTION: Few plants can equal the geranium for color, long
period of bloom, and simple care, They make a fine
showing as a pot plant or as a bedding plant,

Geraniums were once considered a.n old-fashioned
plant; today they are one of the most popular plants
for gardeners, indoors and outdoors.

REFERENCES: 'Required:

1. Flowers and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson, pp 256-264>

Supplemental:

2. The Ball Red Book, pp, 247-251,

QUESTIONS 1. Why must geraniums be shipped so rapidly?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is done to the plant several weeks before the
cutting harvest is to start?

2146

3. What color of geraniums is most in demand?

4. What system of watering has proved to be excellent for
geraniums?

5. Give two good management activities in the sanitation
program to prevent diseases from developing and
spreading.

st
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production
TOPIC: Geraniums
(Assignment Sheet continued)

2147

6. What is the second most pop ., color in geraniums?

7. What is the night and day temperature preferred by
geraniums?

8. How are most geraniums shipped from California?

9. In what size pot are most geraniums produced?

10. Why have geraniums not been widely grown from
seed?

- ......"
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC:, Hydrangeas

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the cultural methods in
raising Hydrangeas.

INTRODUCTION: The Hydrangea is usually raised as an Easter and k tiler's
Day plant. It is an excellent long lasting flowering
plant for late winter and spring season.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson,
pp. 264-267.

Supplemental:

Z. The Re Ball Book, pp. 259-269.

QUESTIONS I. What insect must be controlled on hydrangeas?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What will happen to hydrangeas if they are not
frequently watered?

3. When are stem tip or lea£ bud cuttings made?

4. For which two occasion are Hydrangeas commonly
shown?

5. What disease causes severe loss to Hydrangea
buds in storage?

.2091
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases ;end Other Pests

TOPIC: Causes of Plant Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn what causes plant disease and to learn to recognize
these diseases.

INTRODUCTION: There are probably about as many diseases as there are plants.
Mao must constantly strive to wird off these diseases. If all
research stopped, it is possible that man would be living in a
world of famine and hardship.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin--B--995.

Supplemental:

2. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects and Diseases",
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin--L--245, 1965.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What are the four most important causes of plant disease ?

2. What is photosynthesis ?

3. What is A vector ?

4. What is the best approach to controlling canker disease?

5. lifkat are fungi?
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941-VIII-2

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn to identify plant diseases and to become familiar with
the terminology used in connection with plant diseases.

INTRODUCTION: Better quality and higher yields at lower cost are possible with
better disease conte.431. Diseases cost producers -millions of
dollars each year. .4 large part of this expense can be prevented
by learning more about diagnosing and checking plant disorders.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. "Identifying Plant Diseases", Texas Agricultural Extension
Bulletin-MP-512

Supplemental:

2. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin-B-995.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: I. What is the key to effective control of plant disease?

2 . What is meant by blasting?

3. What is exudate ?

4. What is the best way to check nematode damage?

Activity:
I. Study the terms that discribe plant diseases on page 7 of

reference no. I.
2. Collect all the publications on plant diseases from your

county agent.
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941-VIII-3

UNIT: :Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and
Other Pests

TOPIC: Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural
Chemicals ,,

OBJECTIVE: To learn the safe use of the important horticultural
chemicals and procedures for effective application.

INTRODUCTION: There are numerous methods of applying pesticides,
fungicides and other horticultural chemicals. The
purpose is to completely cover the plant or pest with
the proper amount of control material. The first
factor to consider is the welfare of people using the
material, second is the welfare of the plants, and
then the effectiveness of the material in controlling'
the pest or diseases.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Production, Nelson, pp. 302-311.

2. Basic Garden Illustrated_ page 81.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the first factor to consider when using
or chemicals?

ACTIVITIES:
2. What is the second factor to consider?

3. What is the third factor?

582

4. What is one of the most common means of apply-
ing pest or disease control materials in the
greenhouse?

- , :
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pestd
TOPIC: Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural Chemicals
(Assignment Sheet continued)

5. How should you store a water hose to pre-
vent spreading of diseases?

6. What are the safety rules that should be fol-
lowed when a person is working with pest
control chemicals?

7. Why should a plant be completely covered
with contact poisons?

583
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects , Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Leaf Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to identify and control the major leaf diseases.

INTRODUCTION: A customer who wishes to buy a plant is usually looking for one
which has a lot of healthy leaves. A plant will not sale if its
leaves have wilted and turned brown. This will result in
decreased profits on the part of theproducer.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants"
Texas Agricultural Extensi A Bulletin-MP-574,pp 1043

Supplemental:

2. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin-B-995.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. How does one treat leaf scorch or scald?

2. What causes sooty mold?

3. What causes oedema?

4. What two chemicals are good for treating mosaic or leaf
curl?

5. When do you spray azaleas and camellias for galls?

6. How often would one spray to control bacterial leaf spots?

7. What usually causes chlorosis?

8. What type of disease is anthracnose?
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Stem, Branch, and Trunk Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn the major diseases that affect stems, branches,
and trunks of horticultural plants and how to control
these disorders.

INTRODUCTION: The stems, branches, and trunks of plants are necessary
for plant growth. They are the transportation system for
the plant since water and food move through them. A
disease affecting these systems can cause a definite de-
crease in plant vigor.

REFERENCES; Required:

1. "Diseases on Oranamental Plants", Texas Agricultural
Extension Bulletin - MP - 574, pp. 14-16.

Supplemental:

2. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin - B - 995.

QUESTIONS 1. How doei a person treat a plant that has gall?
or

ACTIVITIES; 2. What is the control for a dodder infestation?

3. How does moss damage a plant?

4. What part of a plant does green scurf attack?

5. What causes wood rot?

6. What is the treatment for slime flux.

7. How is miqtletoe spread?

8. What causes lich3ns?

627
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Root Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn to detect root diseases and how to control them.

INTRODUCTION: Roots are the storage organs of plants. If a disease
is present in the roots of a plant, growth and vigor
will be greatly affected.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Diseases on Ornamental Plants", Texas Agricultural
Extension Bulletin - MP - 574, pp. 17-21.

QUESTIONS 1. What is a good treatment for mushroom root rot?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. What is a good treatment for crown gall and hairy rot*

645

-

3. What is the first step when planning to fumigate for
mushroom root rot?

4. What is the minimum distance from live plants is it
permissible to use carbon bisulfide as a soil fumigate
on mushroom root rot ?

. -

5. In what sections of Texas is southern blight most C012111101i_
:

6. What temperature is required for southern blight develop
meat? .
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UNIT:. Contreling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

Controlling Diseases Affecting.the, Entire Plant
. . _ : .,TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE: , To learn the causes, ,symptoms, and control of diseases
tie' entire '" '

INTRODUCTION: Many diseases are not localized in the stems, roots , or leaves;
they damage the plant in all parts. There are various controls
for these diseases , but one must first be able to make a proper
diagnosis. Never assume that because a plant shows a symptom
of a known disease that you have diagnosed the disease properly.
Many diseases have some common symptoms. Don't make the
mistake of diagnosing a plant disease without studying all
symptomirvfall diseases common to the particular plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. "Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plante.'
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin-MP-574,pp. 22-23

Supplemental:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, page 80.2.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: I.

2.

3.

What symptoms would a chrysanthemum oxhibit that had aster
yellows that would not be present if it was affected by
verticillium wilt?

'That is an effective control for aster yellows?

What is an effective control for verticillium wilt?

533 ;.e
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941-V111-8

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Lawn and Turf Diseases

OBJECTIVES: To learn the major lawn, and turf diseases , and how to control
them.

INTRODUCTION: It has been said that a landscape can be no better than the
appearance of it's lawn. A house can be made into a beautiful
borne by maintaining a nice green lawn. There are several
diseases which can severely damage the appearance of the
turf if they are not controlled.

REFERENCES: Required:

"Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants",
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin -MP-574, pp. 24-26

QUEr,T1ONS
Or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What is the control for fairy rings or mushrooms?

2. What is the treatment for chlorosis?

3. What are the symptoms of fading out?

4 What is the treatment for slime mold?

5. What is the treatment for Piricularia leaf spot?

6 When should treatment for brown patch be applied?

7. When should treatment for rust on bluegrass be applied?

550
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Insects and Methods of Control

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to recognize the major insects of horticultural
plants. To understand the various controls for these insects.

INTRODUCTION: On any given shay, a producer may walk through his plants
and see numerous insects, Some of these insects and pests
are taking money from his pockets by damaging his crop.
A person who is depending on the proper growth and
development of plants needs to know which insects are of
economic importance and how to control them.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. Basic Gardening Illustrated, section to study: "Insect
Pests", pp. 78-79.

2. Information Sheet, "Identification of Plant Insects and
Methods of Control."

3. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects on Ornamental
Plants", Texas Agricultural Extension Aulletin-L499.
(Study list of insects, descriptions and types of damage.)

Supplemental:

4.

QUESTIONS
or

I.

ACTIVITIES: 2.

3.

678

"Texas Guide for Controlling Insects and Diseases",
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin-L-245.

What is the difference between a snail and a slug?

At what time of year do grasshoppers hatch?

What are the best methods of controlling borers?



UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Oiner:Pesks
TOPIC: Identifying Plant Insects and Methods of Cont,Dol
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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.

4. What part of the plant do grubs damage?

5. In what.type of soil are nematodes most active?
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-8

Information Sheet
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT INSECTS AN) METHODS OF CONTROL

Eternal vigilance and timely' applications of effective controls will reduce
losses to a minimum. Weeds in aisles under benches are breading places
for a number of pests, and cleanliness . imperative. A gev.erally overlooked
area is that outside the greenhouse. Weeds harbor many pests which can enter
through side or top vents and open doors at the ends of the greenhouses. Clean-
liness and proper attention to the outside areas as well as under glass will re-
duce the sources of infestation.

Great changes have occured in the field of insecticides, and there is a wide
array of materials which are useful in combating pests. New materials are
constantly being added, and the horticulturist must keep informed as better
insecticides are introduced.

Aerosol bombs have radically changed certain pest-control practices. Specific
directions for their use cannot be given in general terms because they vary,
and directions on the bombs should be followed closely. Alternation in the use
of1materials is suggested to avoid the rapid build-up of resistant strains of
pests.

Resistance of mites to insecticides is believed to occur by mutation, which
establishes populations that survive normal effective doses. This resistance
is inherited and does not retrogress. Purchasing plants or cuttings infested
with resistant mites can lead to considerable trouble.

Sprays and dusts are still used because in many instances they are just as efe
fective as aerosols and may be cheaper for local applications. Many insecti-
cides are deadly poisons, and pr ecautions regarding their use will be found on
the container and should oe followed.

680
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Nematodes

OBJECTTVE: To develop an understanding of nematodes as a serious pest.

INTRODUCTION: When leaves of plants are wilting, drying and falling off for
no apparent reason, nematodes may be the cause. Nematodes
are small, slender, worm-like parasites which cannot be
readily seen by the naked eye. These pests are smz..11., but
they can completely destroy a plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTION S
or

ACTIVITIES:

1184

1. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases:;' Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin, B-995, page 3, pp. 13-14.

2. "Identifying Plant Diseases", Texas Agricultural Bulletin
MP-512

1. List the steps involved in preparing a small plant specimen
as illustrated in bulletin MP -512.

2. What is the most common type of nematode?

3. What should be determined before a large amount of
money is spent on nematodes?

4. Knots and galls found on plant roots do not always indicate
root knot nematodes. Give at least two exceptions.

5. Name two plants that are very good hosts for root knot
nematodes.
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant DieAases, and
Other Pests

TOPIC: Control of Moles, Gophers, Birds, and Deer

OBJECTIVE:
es

14.

To become familiar with animals and birds that
are a nuisance to the producer of horticultural
plants.

INTRODUCTION: Plant damage by animals and birds can become quite
costly. The rural nurserymen usually have a big
problem with animals, and the small town producers
are plagued by flocks of birds.

REFERENCES: Required:

en
QUESTIONS I. How can a person detect the presence of moles?

or
ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the two most effective means of destroy-

ing moles?

to

3. Why should traps be used with caution?

4. How do gophers and moles differ in their digging,
habits ?

5. How do many gardeners who live in the co14, try
protect plant roots from gopher damage without _

using poisons or traps?



UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests
TOPIC: Control of Moles, Gophers, Birds, and Deer
(Assignment Sheet continued)

7. What is the best way to protect young seed-
lings from birds? ..

8. What is the best ioag term control for deer?

662 6-)
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Weeds

OBJECTIVE: lb learn how to get rid of weeds and to prevent their recurrance.

INTRODUCTION: Weeds grow well without proper water and fertilizer. If you add
these two ingredients, they will flourish and this produces a great
deal of trouble. If not controlled, they can crowd out annuals and
perennials and even small shrubs. Chemical, hand, and mechan-
ical methods of control are all effective if you start early and are
persistent.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 84-86

QUESTIONS:
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. Ii you are planning to pull up weeds in a bed, what should you
do to the soil several days before starting?

2. What has been the gardeners most useful tool for over
4,000 years?

3. What is a good device for weeding between paving blocks?

4. How does encouraging shrub growth reduce weed population?

5. After weeds have been cleared, what can be done to prevent
recurrence?

6. What precaution should be taken when mixing and applying
chemical solution where handling is required?

566
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941-IX-1

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Principles Used To Pre- Ant Persona: Injury

OBJECTIVE: To learn the techniques and principles involved in
horticultural work that will prevent personal injury.

INTRODUCTION: Gardening and growing horticultural plants can be
hard work. In many instances a little time spent
constructing a labor saving device can save several
hours of back-breaking work.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 90-93.

QUESTIONS 1. What part of the body should do the lifting when
or you are picking up an object from the ground?

ACTIVITIES:

1480

2. What effect does one pulley have on the force when
you are attempting to straighten up a tree?

3. What can be used to remove a stump if no heavy
equipment is obtainable?

4. What preparation should be made to clay soils
before attempting to do a lot of digging?

5. Tell how to make a handy device for blasting post
1 holes and planting holes.
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UNIT:

TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

INTRODUCTION:

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1500

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

94I-IX-2

Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

Selecting and Maintaining Horticultural Hand Tools

To learn to select the right tools for a job and to
keep these tools in good repair.

No situation is quite as distressing as trying to complete
a job when the proper tools are not at hand.

Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 88-89;94.

I. Why will asking different gardners for a suggested
tool list be of little value?

2. What type of shovel is effective for moving sawdust,
manure, and other light materials?

3. What is the most common size of hoe?

4. How often should one sharpen a hoe if the cutting
is not too hard?

5. What type of hoe is used by a pushing motion rather
than a chopping motion?

6. What are the two most common shapes of lawn rakes?
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-IX- 3

Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

Maintaining Small Power Equipment

To develop the ability to maintain small powered equip-
ment.

Value of small powered equipment quickly decreases
if proper maintenance practices are not diligently
followed. Preventing a breakdown is usually much
easier than repairing one.

Required:

Information Sheet, "Maintaining Small Power Equip-
ment."

1. What are the two factions of preventive maintenance?

2. What should an operator of equipment do at the end
of each work day?

3. Why should the fuel tank be filled at the end of the
day?

4. What may be used to clean the air filter ?

S. What two factors should be considered when checking
a belt?

uec

* -

slaws. -.., .4*
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Information Sheet
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

Small, engine-powered equipment quickly loses its value if it is not
carefully maintkined. Profitable use of the equipment depends on trouble
free operation on the job. While no equipment, no matter how well maintained,
can be.guaranteed not to break down on the job, "down time" can be ex-
tremely short if a careful maintenance program is followed. Human and live-
stock health care is of a preventative nature. Equipment maintenance should
be similar.

Preventive maintenance can be describe4 as consisting primarily of two
things:

1. Periodic equipment inspection to discover situations which may
lead to equipment breakdown.

2, Upkeep to minimize wear or to remedy potential trouble.

Regularly used equipment should always be checked by the operator.
Should he notice any slight malfunction, he should correct it before further
trouble develops. The operator should see that field maintenance is carried
out regularly.

Usually not enough horticultural equipment is operated by a horticultural
business to warrant hiring a full-time field mechanic or serviceman. The
operator has she responsibility to check oil, apply grease, and perform other
maintenance when needed. In some instances, this may be required every
few hours. At the end of the day, the operator should make an overall check
and properly service his equipment. This will make the equipment ready to
use the next day or on any future date it may be needed.

A regular program of shop maintenance should be carried out on each piece
of small engine powered equipment. Small engines have prt scribed periods'
of operating time after which oil should be drained and replaced. At that time
a general check of the equipment is in order.

Before beginning operation of a small, engine-powered piece of equipment,
the following should be checked:

2335



Maintaining Small Power Equipment
(Information Sheet continued)

.

1. Fuel

2. Engine oil level

3. Oil level and air filter
wx

4. Belt tension

5. Chains-, ..oil if necessary. . .
^^1^'

0 ' ' "

6:: Moving'parts requiring frequent applications, of greatfstgri 9p
,t!

T7 :.Gearboxes, . . t % ?'s

tr:gskt'r

8. Implement adjustments

During opetation, the operator-should constantly watch
function. Often a change in the sound of the machine when in operation,
indicate the beginning of trouble. A skilled operator can tell by the:_sOurt1,_

of theimachine.if;.everything is in-good:working order. ,A)110130 u* e,
for long periods during the day, regulaz.shutoownsjor:prementpre:inaintezianc.
practices are advisable. _

i .1 ) C: -

When equipment has been shut down for the day; it should 'carefully iA:=_chfec,_

and readiedIfor the follOwingfday'soperationi.,::, ;t7: .

r" s a : rf-e. ,..;/

71. :Fuel-,111.111 the, fueltank.sffbMoisturCOncl9nOC.7m9F.:A..41)L.
partially empty tank as the air cools.

;,01I743,check the, oillieveUantkadd) OiVasArt :1k* 9 lx
;t. chanted, peciadicallyii.: 4.itz .1th: 4 p;t:

i 014. . ',(14:3 C: vi
:"? '511. lid.

3.1.4r rammiesion. carte 7-chea..the,lubgioant I eyelt, addkag,u,Fhang
t^the ilubpicant as. nec.e_seary., -.3 L. ,...! WO.

Ski %.""37 "1:-%1 Tt:) `.? 'I. 1443`rit: -

4. Oil filter , ccteaniand 'check:the .011-1e3te:1.,,,,14.; SO tat= ,}C;11:".

; 5 Chains. -:-Apply.-:oilt o:ohains .at regula,s
-;- ,;.1 -of the . t bee nr;

1,! . 4, ; ( tia
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6. Belt condition - check - :belts for: p*o_elf4 #C4F,w_g4y -and #o pope terisioia

,M6Yingpayte grease Isy;;movipg
;*4 : 4,4444 -1¢i: 11,-* kill 5 41
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Maintaining Small Power Equipment
(Information Sheet continued)

8. Cutting surfaces - clean and check cutting surfaces of plows,
cultivator tines and mowers for sharpness. Cover cutting
surfaces:with used oil or grease if the machine is to sit out
in the weather or, not be used over a period of time.

9. Adjustment - check machine to be sure that all operating parts
are in correct adjustment.

10. Bolts - inspect the machine for missing and/or loose bolts.

11. Damaged or broken parts - determine if any parts have been
damaged to the extent that machine operation will be impaired.
Replace these and all broken parts to insure proper operation.

12. Machine cleanliness - clean off accumulated dust and dirt regularly.

When small, engine-powered equipment is put away for the off-season,
give special care to provide the maintenance necessary to insure rapid
starts the following r asOn".

Small engine-powered equipment is most valuable when operating properly.
Proper preventative maintenance helps insure proper operation.

The following general procedure should be used. However, check the
operators' manual for specific maintenance procedures which may be
needed for a particular piece of equipment.

2337

1. Before beginning the check, disconnect spark plug wire to elimina
a possible accident.

2. Using wire brushes, scrapers, rags, and chemical de-greasers,
clean the entire machine. Use chemicals only outdoors.

3. Clean air filter. Rinse with gasoline or other solvent, wipe
dry, and refill with oil. If the air filter has a dry element,
replace with new element according to manufactutaxa recommenda-
tions.

4. Check carburetor for sediment. Remove and check if necessary.

5. Re-connect spark plug wire and run engine for five minutes.
Stop the engine, remove the spark plug wire and drain the crank-
case oil. Fill with new oil as recommended by the manufacturer.



. A"; :

6. l?rain gas tank. Reconnect spark plug wire, start the engine, and
taitk--and carbUietor-'aie'freb.,(tif -

711.4.i. -1-

Reinciire,- ipark pluSg and pd.& a teaspOonfult of oil%ititb:-the cylinder.
Turi4lhe yIel to -divitribite óil RepUb*s-the" spark plug with
anew one.

8. Adjust and/or sharpen any hie-de-N.6f fitimildinents-P

,,v3 ; f?: .441117-1;+; "fi 11' 7attrial for th,is informaticin eet ,was takenlion% moitaelkc,b1-04
Ras-;alirlitc ti4i- er (Egli \'" At; t.erit Wetait'*4

. _
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits

OBJECTIVE: To understand how to increase sales. To develop
the proper personal habits and techniques requir-
ed to make a sale.

INTRODUCTION: No salesman is better than his personality. Act
enthusiastic and you will be enthusiastic. Think
happy thoughts and you will be cheerful. Smile,
even though you don't feel like it. Before long
these will become habits and your percentage of
sales will increase.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Developing Personal
Traits".

Supplemental:

Z. Sales Horizons, Haas and Perry.

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three basic ingredients of a salesman?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. What are the two best ways to learn how to sell?

276

3. What are two ways in which good habits pay off?
N

4. How does a person become a "scientific salesman"?

5. What is required for a would-be salesman to become
a tough, aggressive and effe_ sive salesman?
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...to.; i VtAIJ 143- e-20! bc--3, A . 7, "Thesthrecbilic ingredients, of salesmanship areiknov4edgeoof seUkuwfl

ledge of people and kriowledgez-Oithocploduit toimAOldi- .1144ex1cap Wat3tfk.,
to beeome. aealesmaiimuitl.arn tomse £éachIf the se baiiiccdSions4oroits
fuliwitIpOteatiat. r Bah** ban'yOutocarinmderetarifiqther444Wg
a good understanding of himself and how he relates to othiglifig-r-*A11041
necessary to understand the product or service' fully. .
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trlinitkxatid leaion.130leingi q This Titans- 1**Fizilw fr$01!;140.04.11449A14410,"-
this, it 4isnetessaty to gain employment lava
and horticultural supply store and make direct Sales to the customers..
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*eta 3444444:
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A salesman must develop a good sales attitude. This:isyery

ineevilitioarind'irly ,8:711yradin5g434404..97.."4:417.;:r40;"11,-;
--rifo- of 11.6.-i:re.ti -rin!iitit 3)-zcled 4 i .
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A good attitude means good sales habits. Old habits must be changed.- :
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Suppliei
TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits
(Information Sheet continued)

When the salesman learns good habits, they are his alone. No one can
share them. Good habits pay off in promotions and dollars.

A good attitude means selecting the right learning methods. These me-
thods are study, experience, and a combination of the two. Study means
lessons at school or constant review of material in the business. Exper-
ience means practice. With each successful sale, the salesman grows.
When study and experience are combined, the result is a good salesman
with a good attitued.

Constant analysis of the sale makes a "scientific salesman. " This anal-
ysis is done by getting the facts, analyzing the facts, drawing- conclus-
ions from the facts, and applying the conclusions. This means planning
and executing the sale inch by inch. It means reviewing the sale after it
is made. It means applying what you have learned to the next sale.

A good salesman realizes that salesmanship provides a mutual benefit
to himself and his customer. This makes it necessary to get the cus-
tomer's viewpoint and' help him get the most for his money. A good
salesman speaks the customer's language. If.possible, he determines
the customers needs, problems, business, and what the product Will
do for him. This is easily done by a salesman of agricultural products.

Developing the Right Sales Persona Litt
.

In salesmanship as in any field of work the personality-of the salesman
is of utmost importance. His ability to sell himself will be directly re-
lated to his ability to sell a product. Even before selling himself to oth-
ers he must sell- himself to himself. - This means being sure of what he
can do. Strong sales personality enables the salesman to apply scientific
training to the sale of the product.

Diligence and perseverance are necessary for a would-be salesman to be-
come a tough, agressive and effective salesman.-..

.

There are several qualities that make up the sales personality. Each will
be discussed briefly.

178

, prla :
1. Sincerity - Sincerity is a quality that creates an atmosphere of

confindence on the part of the customer in the salesman. Insincerity
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TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits
(Information Sheet .continued) --; 71/4- :"
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does just the opposite. Sincerity is, in the final analysis the
total of the salesman's attitude toward his work. The correct
attitude-causes the salesman to apply himsalf to hie. training
and do his job. ''. r

2. Tact - When a salesman meets a customer the opportunity for :=
- _conflict ordifferences of opinions is great. Tastis.the quality

of personality that can. smooth outthese-4cogittii.,-Itad bring .

about the :proper atmosphere for_paldrig ksalett,< Itmealis that
the salesman wilt not coptraclict.f: The injurid,prldie of a ".

7.

-customer will prevent him fr.ornmalun* 3--,purchase. If the
salesman wins an argument, he will OA. . _

3. ..EntltuOiesm,,,, This js he gu.alitX 414 Perk911114V4!1*Prr41.
putting everything you have into 4. 4tilny.9,417,0.07.#4.1,Yhol.e
the face, the voice, and theactionst,,To4meinthu'oiasm,

_ salesman must be, thoroughly familiar w,it.44-theXt*handie*.:0:?...,:-:',:,X1-',
_ be told-and be -.must OPPecieteitt- 1419re4tioi'

. about the product the more. eilthuitiastic,he'. wU4 'become.- A"*:

t 1- ; '4P-o-
.4. Courtesys - One cottici. never -saylock-mri* Pe§914A1APV°41441,sei<li4,3%

of courtesy to the Paleaman C9Wrell!Y-ilt.**114X.49:04'!*h4,1140:41,4Z-i*.:.good manners. It is the quality that gives good first unpreeklons:reiwa,-.,.
Many times that good first .impression malc,fte.:thessicol

... ..3. :Cheerfulness - It-,has been-- said that we-,,arpzi/hat4TAVtigult _we, tiel-; ..
.. , , -; ?-salesmamwill meet his customers with Al; fiincpak,-**,horlie40011-

f: .,.- . like smiling or not.:. :Cheerfulness can..ha.-m, ...ea..tiutad.,,:,.iiiiit0, j)91t101..,1''.,_;-,;,71-=-1,,.

If we.think.cheerfulthoughts, we. are

sales.. . , ; 14 ' .:. : - : f:,t ; .f ^ , ; ... , --,',-..., .. L ' ',.. .'",
. _ .

. - 7 -..

; " F .. f '-. --' "."' .....' I' ... - t - .: ...: ;IC.4 i W; f1:1.7' ettek;141. - ...-1! . ..,.,. -
6. _ Initiative - This characteristic ismotot-Aiital toi-ths,"sales-perseniatt

of the successful salesman. The alert mind of tliii' salesman who.';7:::::4.
......pool Be seek this quality:will -cause. him to get imvoeletf-tsj#00tii 'i,Iktke,4_... .......... .

,-,41-ticwill cause him to,operat.lq.ithout, any prO444.411(4f#28...17.41.11:1N
. ..- -. -..- .;-:. ,::.::4:.,,,,:.,:.,,f-_-_:-. :- ,:;--t,:7';,....4V.01*

7. Friendliness - Many a sale has been won by the frie#dly,"salesMiititaxt.z.o.
.,,i;...! ,

His friendly personality puts the customer at ease,. Tho.feelitiicOtt.4.-
.

. .
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies
TOPIC: Developining Personal Traits
(Information Sheet continued)

.

'the- customer can be described as a certain good friendly
feeling. The.:unfriendly salesman can be sure that his
customers willnever buy his product...
Persistence - This qiiality can suggest that in'some cases

'a salesman can become obnoxious. This is not what is meant
b/ being apersistant.salesman. This quality causes a sales-

- man to try again after failing to sell- a potential customer. He
. &II not admit defeat quickly. 'It simply means trying again
to make a sale; *Uising a.different 'method.

qUiCk memory' of the information nvolving the
;`. 'Wry iMportant-to the good salesman. A quick

Af8' tiatiii and othet.facts about the poten-
:j' very.---impottant.'1' has .been,said that

":' tcii6ttiiigz a persours nax ie iiia;firlan the lossof a sale. To
g1:1114nrethory',.-Tthe;:ialearoan*.ill'prietice-..contentration, as-
sociation and repetition. Concentration on the facts, associa-

thette"fact:i---to:sontething familiar and the repetition
fatti will:catlike the Mind. to

0-4 la nliAtzgy-t = rt

'ever truly-learned untilitlis put into
practice. The applying of any idea to making a sale is putting
thitideo, littolikactioe. The Only sales idea thatAiimisortant

t $ `the -itAt WiOiks. :The:Wise *ailesthati will .try`-hard to
applying :Wha he ha.slearne-d;-.- attrib''

7-4; .;. 4:4 iiteie to makr3 a sale-is4 goodiirocabulary,
a pleasant voice, shaking hands with the customer,: being vig-
orous and poised. All good sale stmsn are recognized as hay-

, e

..
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Displaying

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to increase sales of horticultural plants
and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: A grower may have an outstanding selection of plants
and supplies, but if the public does not see these items,
profits will be greatly reduced. No business will succeed
without a market. Ln most cases, the grower must create
or improve his market. One of the more effective ways -of'
increasing sales is to properly display items and create a
desire on the part oaf the buyer.

.

REFERENCES: Required:

Information Sheet, "Displaying".

QUESTIONS 1. Where should point-of purchase displays be placeci?
or

ACTIVITIE& 2. What is the basic reason for displays ?

3. What types of items are handled best in but displays?

4. What items should be placed at eye level?

5. What are three characteristics of a good floor display?.

6. What is the purpose of a sales floor window display?

7. Why should a single item not be displayed?

8. What should one consider-when arranging different dis-
plays around the store?

9. What is the most practical way to display nursery stn

10. What should be the maximum width of a display becl?-.

44fre; 1883
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:else where cue omers can 3letvb themselves. 4,

, L
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Greenhouse. Worker

Some Proven Principles of Effective Displays
(Information Sheet continued)

2. Use proper arrangement -- consider the traffic pattern. Locate
displays where the greatest number of people will pass them, Each
table and shelf, should have a relation to the others.. Establisl- a
"theme" for the entire area. Keep all displays well stocked; remove
a few items from the cartons, and do not make the display so orderly
that it wilLdiscourage the customer from picking up items.

3. Change display frequently -- as customers needs change, so should
displays. Many dealers establish a rule to change displays after
given number of weeks. This practice permits more items to be dis-
played and helps keep them current with the season. Even displays
of non-seasonal items should be changed because customersdo not
like to see the same thing on each visit. The change takes very little
time, but it improves the appearence on the department and pays off
in additional sales.

:

-fz.::t.''?(..

t..g..
< .;

4. Ileepclitipc lays clean and neat -- thiA is a problem at many businesses,
but all Agree good housekeeping is necessary.

!

nif:47: -..

' ' . -Point of sale display advertising takes advantage of the eugbmerisi presence
;-

,
..w.ity.at the store. Plan displays so that they will act as siient sales . - ..

- . .. . . ; A3-, -=

DISPLAYING PLANTS TO BE SOLD
. =t ;1441

- -;: -T it; t$dv:V--r
The most practical way to display nursery stpck ,Othei 44144 s:

. .bi sold qis to arrange them in beds. This should be done Wlieiher.the plantsvaie -

der a lathhouse for shade or whether they are in the open. The beds should'
be rectangular in shape and not more than,eight feet, wide. A walkway, ad- I

feet
.2 :; k 3/4$-71,Kliq

joining the bed should be_ at least three Wi4e. The plarits in the beats
-crl .

should all be the same type. They are arranged accOrding to Size and the
balls are covered to .prevent drying, out.

When arranging merchandise other than plants in the sales room, Usie'the-
same principles involved in displaying plants.- Small dipplays,Of.similar
items should be arranged. The customer should haVe access.iO these
plays at all times. He should. be encouraged to browse. AbOve ill; theist:
displays should be kept neat and.stocked with merchandise.... ;=;.42

..,111441. 14 444.4?

Material- for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, State Department of Education, 1966
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plant4 and Supplies

TOPIC: Advertising

941-X-3

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different methods of advertising horticultural
plants and supplies. Also, to learn the effective use of each
method and to become aware of the importance of advertising.

INTRODUCTION: If a business is making money, it can afford to advertise.
If it is losing money, it cannot afford to under advertise.
This statement Is often made to show the importance of
advertising. It has been said that advertising is the key to
sales. If customers are not motivated to buy, sales will
drop and profits will decrease.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Advertising".

Supplemental:

2. Fundamentals of Advertising, Rowse and Nolan.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the most rewarding type of advertising?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. In most cases, what type of advertising will take up
most of the advertising budget ?

3. :21 what section of the newspaper will advertising do
the most effective job?

4. What is the most important factor in direct mail
advertising?

5. What three factors should be considered in selecting
a method of advertising?
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Information Sheet
on

ADVERTISING

Greenhouse Worker 941-X-3

Experience has shown that most salesmen get the most out of their advertising
budget through point-of-purchase advertising, outside advertising, and special
promotions.

Point-of-P.4rchase Advertising consists of displays, within the place of business.
items well displayed 0. e half sold. Impulse buying results in millions of dollars'
worth of sales annual.,. as the growth of super-markets shows. Good displays
remind the customer of things he wants. If properly grouped, they will often
result in sales of related items. There should always be a tie-in with the various
specialties and service sales programs, and seasonal items should be displayed
several weeks ahead of season.

The trend in modern retailing is increasingly toward self-service merchandising
on a super-market scale. People are naturally interested in products. If it is
easy for them to satisfy their curiosity, it will also be easy for them to buy.
Farm businesses have always used bins, tri-plane tables, windows, counters,
and peg boards to display items. Now, however, it is realized that these devices
deserve to be the central theme in merchandising planning. Businesses who
have-tried self-service merchandising have been highly successful. Originality
and ingenuity in displaying merchandise will be reflected in increased sales
and profits.

Outside Advertisink, in most cases will take up the bulk of the advertising bud-
get. It includes newspaper, radio, T. V. , handbills, direct mail, and road signs.
The basic problem is selecting the most effective media to use. The media that
is E lected must produce noticeable results in the cash register. Don't: be satis-
fied with anything less.

In selecting the media, consider effectiveness, cost, and coverage. The sales-
man must have knowledge of all media, including their advantages and limitations.

Newspaper Advertising., includes both the display and classified. When you pre-
pare display ads, make sure that the layout is attractive and that the headline
will arouse interest. Usually, the most s -....cessful advertising is done in tho
classified section. A skillfully prepared, personalized classified ad in the news-

4..) paper will get results because classified readers are a voluntary audience. Be
sure to identify the business so there is no doubt who is doing the advertising.
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Greenhouse Worker 941-X-3

Advertising
(Information Sheet continued)

Many equipment dealers include in all their newspaper advertising a "Special
for the Week." This is a promotion in which one item is featured at a special
price. This takes very little space in an ad, and the results are gratifying.

Direct Mail Advertising, can be directed toward a given group of prospects.
The key is the mailing list. It must be up to date and broken down by- specific
groups, interested in specific items. New names must be steadily added and
old names dropped when mail pieces are returned undelivered. Salesmen .

should feed the list with names and addresses of new prospects and customers.

In a letter, postcard,: leaflet, or sales flyer, personalize :los message to the
customer. Make the story as detailed as you wish because space is not a fac-
tor.

Radio and T. V. have some definite advantages. They convey fait. hardhitting
messages. T. V. is high in cost but has the advantage that a machine or plant
can be demonstrated to the viewers. For both radio and T. V. , the time oft
presentation is vitally important. It should be when a large percentage of the
prospects may be listening or viewing; it should be tied into weather and news
forecasts, or other home audience programs. Many businesses use spot .'

announcements and obtain good results.

Road Signs on main roads leading to the store help in picking up transient
business. Signs should be erected in solo locations and kept clean and well
painted.

. _
Many dealers have.found handbills to be an effective, low-cost way to advertise
promotions, and parts and service specials. A handbill must have eye-catching
layout and a timely, interesting message.

Special Promotions. This area of merchandising is Almost unlimited. Use the
imagination and you will promote sales. In planning these slow-season specials,
consider advertising through the newspaper by direct mail, or with handbills.
The purpose is not only to announce the special, but also to use reduced pricing
to get the customer to purchase immediately.

Again these specials must be tied into promotional advertising, and put on dis-
play to get attention. Even though a special event is held primarily to advertise
whole goods, there's no reason why you can's, advertise parts and accessories
at the same tune.

Plan your merchandising program so it will attract buyers. Make them come to
your store. Include displays that will act as "sales clincher." Finally. broaden
your market with special promotions.
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Advertising
(Information Sheet continued)

Selling Plants

We have discussed what is needed by the salesman in the way of personal
knowledge of the product and his own personal ability to sell. These are
just as important in selling plants as in any other field. In selling, first
of all the customers must be induced to call upon you. This is commonly
called "getting traffic. "

Many methods have been used to "get traffic. " Advertising is one of the
best ways. Of course, advertising also takes many forms. One of the
best ways of advertising to sell plants is by the use of attractive well-
placed signs. They should be placed along the approaches to the sales
yard. These signs should be kept in good repair and the paint job should
be fresh. In some cases these signs may be landscaped themselves. Re-
member the principle involved in the uses of signs in that too much infor-
mation will not be helpful.

Another practice used by salesmen in nurseries or retail rooms where
plants are sold is for the salesmen to be dressed in attractive uniforms.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from; Ornamental Horti-
culture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 236-239
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-X-4

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Labeling and Pricing

OBJECTNE: To learn how to effectively label and price horti-
cultural plants and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: The very best of plant growing techniques and
practices will not pay off:: unless items are properly
labeled and priced. A short time studying this
phase of merchandising could pay off in larger
profits to the plant and supply businessman.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1901

Information sheet, "Labeling and Pricing"

1. What is the common fault of most beginners when
pricing plants?

2. What costs are involved in producing plants?

3. What percent mark up do most nurserymen use?

4. What items will not sell at a high percentage mark-up?

5. Upon what is the percentage mark-up based?

4



Agricultural Education

example if an item costs the operator 750 and is sold for $1. 50, the mark-
up would be 50% rather than 100%. This common misconception has

percentage. An example of this is that a $1. 00 item that costs only 30
or 400 will sell and a $15. 00 item will not sell if it is priced at $3G or $40

hidden in the production of plants, transplanting, salesman's salary, un-

proper method of determining the mark-up on the plant will be helpful.

caused many retailers to sell his plants too low. Normally a mark-up
of 50% on plants is too low. An average mark-up used by many retailers
is 66 2/3%. However, high priced merchandise will not sell at this high

1902

normally prices his plants too low. Much of the cost of production is

The percentage mark-up is based on the Bening price not on the cost. For

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Voc Ztional Agriculture in Alabama, page 242.

0

used for this. These are attached to the plaits or plant containers by the
use of small wires. When plants can be grouped together, the variety
and size may be identified by the use of a single sign placed in a con-

labels. The price of the merchandise may be also placed on these
descriptive labels.

When pricing plants and other merchandise for the first time,the beginner

sold stock, shrinkage in volume and overhead. These costs must be ab-
sorbed in the selling price.

There is no rule to follow in pricing nursery stock but to understand the

All plants should be well labeled so that the customer can ten what it
is without asking questions. Tags of various shapes and sizes have been

spicuous spot. By all means, if possible, use color photographs on the

(cooperating)

College Station, Texas
Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
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Assignment Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-X-5

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Understanding the Customer and Making Sales

OBJECTIVE: To understand customers and to increase sales
of horticultural plants and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: Without a market for the final nroduct, no business
will succeed. Beautiful plantb Jr excellent supplies
are useless if they are not sold. Production and
storing cost will become so great that the business
will operate at a loss if the products are not bought ;
and paid for by the customer.

Usually the amount of sales depends upon the ,sales-
man. Everyone working in a business should under-
stand customers and know how to make sales.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Understanding the Customer
and Making Sales."

Supplemental:

2. Popular Sales Techniques, Series, International
Harvester Co. , Chicago, Illinois.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the first thing for a salesman to think
or about after losing a sale ?

ACTIVITIES:
2. Which party should bring up the subject of financing?

3. Why do customers buy products?

4. Why should high pressure not be used in raking
sales ?

5. What is the first problem of a salesman when dealing
with a customer ?
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Greenhouse Worker 941-X-5

Information Sheet
on

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES

We generally come in contact with two distinct types of customers. The
first type is the customer who first has to be sold on the item or need for
the product you are selling. He may be a potential buyer of a piece of
equipment or a new and different type of fertilizer or a new and different
service which your organization can perform for him.

The second type of a prospective customer differs from the first type in
only one aspect, he has already decided he needs your type product. He
may be undecided about buying your brand or buying a similar product
from another salesman. In a case of this kind the customer must be sold
on the superior features of your product. This can be done by pointing out
a person in the area who is successfully using the product which you are
selling. Seeing is believing.

The buying interests that cause customers to buy products are:

1. Owners comfort and convenience.

2. Performance

3. Safety-This implies safety of the operator and protection of
the equipment or product

4. Appearance

5. Length of life

6. Economy-This implies to saving time, money, and lab-dr.

7. Service

S. Prestige-This interest implies that a new owner is proud of
his purchase.

Making the Approach to the Sale

Before a sale can be made, a plan has to be developed for getting the attention
of the potential customer in point-of-purchase selling. This approach is not
as difficult as it is in making a sale outside of the store. Farmers who come
into your store are normally in search of a particular product, and if given
the chameby a sales man with a pleasing personality, he will ask about the
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UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES
(Information Sheet continued)

product he has in mind. If he comes in with no particular product in nand but
just to browse, the salesman will need to make a sales approach if he hopes
to make a sale.

A salesman should put first things first. His first problem is to get the
attention of the customer. This is done in many ways and it is usually done at
the same time the salesman is selling himself. It is not enough to say that the
salesman must get a customer's attention, he must get his "favorable attention".
A salesman who is friendly, alert, courteous and has a confident approach to
the customer will usually get this favorable attention immediately. However,
his personality must be bolstered with a reasonable* conservative and well groom-
ed appearance. This appearance should never be .nderestimated in getting the
attention of the customer especially in the agricultural business. It is true
appearance does not make the man but it does make that part of the man that the
customer sees first. Many times this forms the total impression that the
customer has of the salesman.

Enthusiasm plays a definite part in making a successful approach and sale. It has
been saide that enthusiasm is contagious. If the salesman displays the idea that
he is "sold" on the product, this enthusiasm is likely to carry over to the customer.

The first few seconds of the sales are very important. In getting the attention of
the customer, the salesman has only obtained his temporary interest. During
these first few second, the salesman in some way, should reach the customer by
indicating what the product can do for him. If this is done the customer's atten-
tion or interest is aroused. You are then in a good position to hold his interest
long enough to prerent your product.

Holding the customer's attention or interest can be done in several ways. Usually
the best way is by doing something. This means showing the product or demon-
strating the product and by telling him about the product. In doing this the sales-
man will sell him the product. The customer's normal reaction is to look, to
listen, and if pleased with the product and presentation, to buy.

Makin and Sale

Although most salesman would like to close every sale, it isn't possible to get
that high of a batting average. After losing a sale though, a salesman should
become concerned about the reason he failed. Some of the reasons for his failure
to close may be found in this section on the do's and don'ts of closing sales.

1796
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Greenhouse Worker 941X-5

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING:SAL=
(Information Sheet continued)

Be Sincere

Make certain the -sateinents and actions are sincere when dealing with
prospectgi. If you make fictual statements during your sales presenta-
tion, your customers will have -confidence in your recommendations and
will be more inclined to buy.

If you believe a customer is purchasing equipment or supplies that will
not perform his job "satisfactorily, you are obligated to tell him so. Part
of your Job as a salesman is to recommend to the customer equipment
that is matched to the job. Customer satisfaction will result from sincere
opinions and efforts on your part in leading him to a wise and correct
buying decision. = He will gain confidence in what you say only if you are
sincere.

Don't High Pressure

People object to being pressured into buying. They like to believe that
they make up their own minds. Closing a sale without using high pressure
tactics is one of the greatest challenges of salesmanship.

It is easy to fall into the habit of speaking quickly, concentrating on key
points, and then attempting to force the prospect to make up his mind.
There is such a note of urgency in presentations of this type that the
prospect feels he is being high-pressured into something he is not sure
about.

His natural rig ction is to feel that something is wrong or that he should
be cautious.

Most people ill buy when the salesman has convinced them sufficiently
that the product wit! all their needs.

The prospect must be led to believe that the decision is entirely his own.
The skilled salesman implants his ideas carefully. He presents his pro-
position in such a way as to give the impression that he 1i helping-the
prospect solve his problems.

Sell When the Customer is Ready to Buy

In any favorable sales presentation, there are certain times when it is
logical to obtain the order. Experience indicates that there are certain
times when an opportunity to close seems to present itself naturally. 'One
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Greenhouse Worker 941-X-5

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES
(Information Sheet continued)

of these times is the point when the salesman and the prospect have reached
substantial agreement, and when the prospect appears to be reasonably satisfied
with the product. When a general agreement has been established, coupled with
a favorable indication toward the product by the prospect, a "psychological
moment" exists and the salesman should ask for the order at this time.

Don't Oversell

Many salesman have talked themselves out of an order because they continued
to sell after the prospect has decided to buy. Many times silence is the best
tool.

Certain questiws or reactions will indicate that the prospect is seriously con-
sidering the proposal. These indications are signals for the salesman to try
to close, regardless of when they occur in the sales presentatiGn. Here are
some typical indications that the prospect is ready to buy:

1. Favorable response to the reasons given for buying now.

2. Favorable attitude toward the benefits described on a special
trade allowance that is about to expire.

3. When he asks, " Is this the best price you can give me?" or
"Can you supply this product in a large enough quantity?"

Recognizing these and similar indications and answering to the prospect's
satisfaction may induce him to buy. Don't be so absorbed in the sales present-
ation that you miss buyi-__g signals. Remember, many -a salesman has lost an
order because he didn't know when to stop presenting features and ask for the
order.

Be Honest About All of Your Commintments

The surest and quickest way to lose a sale is to misrepresent the facts. You
can make this mistake without being conscious of doing so. For this reason,
you need to have a thorough knowledge of both your product and your competitor's
product so that the possibility of error or misrepresentation will be reduced to
a minimum.

If you come to a point in your feature-by-feature selling and the customer asks
you a direct question to which you do not know the answer, don't buff your way
through. Bluffing will kill any confidence he may have in you regardless of how
superior your produce may be.



Greenhouse Worker 941-X-5

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES
(Information Sheet continued)

The proper thing to do is to be perfectly frank with your prospect. Tell him that
you are not too sure about the information he is requesting, but that you will
obtain it for him immediately. Make sure you answer the prospect's questions
as soon as possible. The answer can skillfully be used as reason for calling
back on a customer who is offering stiff sales resistance.

Don't let a question keep you from continuing with your feature-by-feature selling.

Be Persistent

Many sales have been lost because the salesman was not persistent. Sales
Management magakine, March 2,1962, in an article entitled, "Giving Up Too
Quickly ", states:

1. Almost half of all salesman--48 percent--quit cold after a single
call on a prospect.

2. Another 20 percent make two calls before quitting.

3. Seven percent make three, and five percent make four calls.

4. The remaining 20 percent make five calls or more, and these are
the men who get from 75 percent to 80 percent of the business.

This same article points out that, "Discouragement is a luxury no salesman can
afford."

It is necessary to qualify each prospect and "sense" in your own mind how near
you are to closing the sale. If you feel an inn-vidual is going to buy, stay with
cum mail you sell him. Many saleb are lost because the salesman quite too soon.
Customers admire a salesman who has developed a degree of persistence. Pet-
sistence quite often wears down resistance. Persistent salesmen make it easier
for customers to buy.

Don't Sell Price - Sell Benefits and Advantages

A dangerous practice that many salesmen fall into is trying to arouse interest by
overstressing Flice. The weak salesman will quote price, argue price, and cut

Qprice at the drop of a hat. What he fails to realize is that many customers are
interested only ii a fair price,, and that more times than not they are more con-
cerned with quality and service than price.
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Greenhouse Worker 941-X-5

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES
(Information Sheet continued)

Your job is to convince your prospects of the true value of your product. People
will buy the most expensive items if they are convinced that they will receive their
money's worth. If you sell a high quality product that is priced higher than that
of competition, take every opportunity to describe the features in a way that justi-
fies the higher price. Sell the benefits that make your product worth its price.

Make It Easy For Prospects to Buy

There are many things you can do during the selling process that will make it
easy for the prospect to buy. You should practice all of them while making a
sales presentation. A few methods of making it easy for the prospect to buy are:

I. Know your product so that you are not required to secure additional
information. The lack of product information may cause you to make
an extra trip to see the prospect. By that time, he maybe out of the
mood to buy.

2. Know your prospect so that you can fill his needs and anticipate the
sales resistance you think he might bring up during your sales story.

3. Offer available financing. Do not make him ask for financing arrange-
ments. In addition, offer him a payment schedule that is possible
for Mm to complete.

4. Summarize all agreements of the sale with him so that there will be
no misunderstanding on the part of either you or the buyer.

5. Lead the prospect to a decision or an agreement at every opportunity.
Many prospects need assistance in making a decision; you can guide
them into makii.z a decision in your favor.

b. Stay with your equipment and the prospect while demonstrating to
make certain the equipment is working properly. Lou can answer
any questions he might have while using it. It is important when
making a demonstration to have the prospect operate the equipment
as soon as possible. Let him operate it and he will soon feel that
the equipment is his or that he would have a difficult time getting
along without it.

7. Make sure that you always have order forms, finance charts, litera-
ture, and other pertinent facts that yiu will need to close the sale.

8. Be ready to close at any time during your sales presentation.
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Greenhouse Worker 941-X-5

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAXING SALES
(Information Sheet continued)

Ther are many more techniques that make it easy for the prospect to buy.
Avoid statements, questions, or procedures that make it difficult for 'Aim
tl buy.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocaonal Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 231-236.
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Answer Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Horticulture as an Industry

1. Vegetables

Z. Fruits

3. a. Fruits
b. Vegetables
c. Flowers
d. Ornamental plants

4. Small fruits

5. The out-of-season production in the South and West
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

***sit**
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities

1. a. Laborer
b. Foreman or Supervisor
c. Assistant Manager
d. Manager or Owner

2. To work on the job

940-1-2

3. Garden center employee Probably others watch are diversified in
operation

4. This answer depends on the local situations.

5. No written answer is required. Coordinator should stress the importance
of the student becoming thoroughly familiar with the 18 factors to consider
in selecting a job.
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'Answer Sheet for Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

I. Refer to the eighteen factors listed in the information sheet. The
student should have listed at least 10 factors, in his own words, which
should be considered when evaluating the desirability of an occupation*

2. a. Greenhouse Worker
b. Nursery Worker
C: Garden -Center Employee
d. Assistant Groundskeeper
e. Parks and Landscape Employee

299
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

***mot
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941 41- I

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant
Growth

TOPIC: Types of Greenhouses

1. Glass, plastic

2. Fall

3. a. The claiity of glass
b. Easily installed
c. Inexpensive
d. Last for several years

4. Advantages:
a. Inexpensive
b. Easily installed

Disadvantages:
a. Not too durable
b. Moisture collects on underside and a vibration or gust of wind makes

the drops fall into the greenhouse

5. Exhaust fans

1.87



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station. Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

TYPES OF GREENHOUSES

Fill in the blanks:
1.. Exhaust fans
2. Fall
3. Humidity. oxygen

Gresub0)isib.-*nrker 941

. _

:, ._ V,..,-, -,
--A--

True or False:
.:

3. False - it ill difficult to prevent dripping in bowies constructed: frosn':: .:

plastic.
: -. -

. _

- -..- --,:-, ----4,----,--,

....17-1.7..,......,.-.1...,..-j,

1. True
4-- :..---itirt- -----1.';._

False needs to be painted about every t
.;

wo years: . -

..._,

.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-11-2

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant
Growth

TOPIC: Size and Arrangement of Greenhouses

I. Bench arrangement

2. So that the minimum lengths of mains and returns are needed between
the greenhouses and the boiler

3. Provide nearly level but freely draining units that can be sterilized
efficiently, not be recontaminated, and be the light height and width
for working with the crop.

4. 21/2 feet

5. At least six inches

194
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

-Grienhonsii.-.Wor4er 9*

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

I. False . 6 inches

2. True

3. True

4. False Wood expands when wet.

5. True
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

94141-3

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant
Growth

TOPIC: Cooling the Greenhouse

1. Breaking down of the foods manufactured by the plant.

2. 19, 600 CFM needed for this greenhouse
(70' x 40' 2800 sq. ft. in greenhouse, 2800 x 7 CFM needed per sq.
ft. = 19,600 CFM)

3. 130. 6 sq. ft. of pad area
19,600 t 1 50) 1 sq. ft. of pad area needed for each 150 CFM

4. Screens can be used

201



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station,. Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

COOLING THE GREENHOUSE

Greenhouse Worker 941.i

I. 4000 square feet (100' x 40')

2. 7000 square feet (1000 square feet x 7 CFM)

3. 50 square feet : (I square foot of padded area needed for each 150 CFI)_
(7500 CFM required.

150 CFM)

205



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Tex 3
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Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-11-4

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Heating the Greenhouse

1. Pipe coil system

2. Hot water and steam

3. Gable ends and exterior side walls

4. a. Direct-fired
b. Indirect-fired

5. a. Vertical blow heaters
b. Horizontal blow heaters
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

1. True
Z. True
3. False
4. True
5. True

441

Answer Sheet for Test
On

HEATING THE GREENHOUSE

Al

Greenhouse Works. 941414



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M Uliversity
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plar It Growing Media

TOPIC: Mulches

1. a. Inorganic or processed
b. Organic

2. Hard to hold in place and can become unsightly

3. Nitrogen

4. Mid-spring

5. Peat M688

6. Crushed stone, grkvel chips, pebbles

941-111-4

7. a. Dilutes the soil and usually increases root growth
b. Promotes sal granulation
c. Improves and stabilizes soil structure
d. Affects pH slightly
e. Adds some fertilizer materials
f. Leads to nitrogen deficiency in cases where carbonaceous materials

are added
g. Server as food for micro-organisms
h. Introduces weed seeds in the soil in some cases

8. Any rmaierial applied to the surface of a soil primarily to conserve
moisture, maint&in a uniform temperature, and to help control weeds.

9. Highly inflammable

91
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

PART I:

1. Peat moss

2. Mid-spring

3. Nitrogen

I. Heat

5. Asphalt

PART U:

1. b

2. c

3. P.

101

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MULCHES



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Fertilizer Nutrients

I. Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium (potash)

Z. Nitrogen

3. Potassium

4. a. Applying dry fertilizers when leaves are wet
b. Plahting seeds directly on a layer of fertilizer
c. Spilling fertilizer in heaps on the lawn

5. Before a rain or watering

6. a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen
c. Oxygen

7. a. Calcium
b. Magnesium

54
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Fill in the blanks:

1. Nitrogen

2. Calcium

3. Wet

4. Below

5. Broadcast

List:

1. a. Nitrogen
b. Phosphorus
c. Potassium

2. a. Calcium
b. Magnesium
c. Sulfur

65

%

Answer Sheet for Test
on

FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

Greenhouse Worker 941411.5
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Organisms

1. a. Bacteria
b. Fungi
c. Algae

941-M-6

2. 1/1000 of the weight of an acre foot of soil

3. Penetrate plant tissue and cause root damage

4. Causes a great number of diseases

5. Convert nitrogen in the air to available nitrogen for plants (only certain
bacteria

6. a. Add organic matter
b. Add lime
c. Add moisture

7. a. Soil sterilizatim with steam
b. Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals
c. Seed treatment

150
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Sterilization

1. a. To kill soil-borne insects
b. To kill harmful bacteria, fungi, and virus organisms
c. Destroy weeds
d. Promote soil granulation

2. a. Existing steam boilers
b. Portable oil-fired steam boilers
c. Package steamers
d. Bricked in permanent lype boilers

3. Because of poor heat conduction and distribution

4. Soil thermometer

5. Burns roots

6. a. Soil temperature
b. Soil moisture
c. Soil texture
d. Organic matter content
e. Seals needed
f. Soil type
g. Depth:of application

7. a. Avoid inhaling the material
b. Avoid contact to the skin
c. Allow sufficient time for aeration after the material is applied

8. Steam

273
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil

1. Sand

2. Brown to black

3. 10 to 20 times its own weight

4. Expands or explodes

5. a. Maple
b. Oak
c. Sycamore
d. Elm

6. Shredded bark, sawdust, and wood shavings

7. They failed to add nitrogen

8. a. Safe and easy to use
b. Chemically inert
c. Completely sterile
d. Excellent water retention
e. Long lasting
f. Specially graded

5
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

f*****
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941 -IV-1

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOI.,,C: Introduction

1. Study of plants

2. Over 350,000

3. Sugars and starches

4. Plants have the ability to produce food from carbon dicadde and water.

5. Van He knout concluded that plants produced wood almost completely
from water.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
TexasEducation Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-V-2

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Cuttings

1. Cheaper, faster, maintains the characteristics of the original plant

Z. Winter months or dormant season

1. Coleus, chrysanthemum, geranium, and carnation

4. From new growth in spring ..r early summer

5. 60-70° at night, 75-85° during the day. Rooting medium 70-75°

6. Serves as a protective layer which retards the development of decay on
cuttings that are fairly slow to root

7. a. Should come from a healthy and moderately vigorous plant
b. Should come from average growth from portions of a plant in full sun
c. Should be three to five inches long with two or more nodes

8. One which can be kept uniformly moist, provide good drainage and aeration

9. a. Clean-sharp sand
b. Vermicultir
c. Sand and peat moss irixture, equal parts of each
d. Peat moss and perlite, equal parts of eAch

10. Whet. they are 1/2 to 1 inch long

903
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-V.3

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Layering

1. To induce root formation

2. Ivy, philodendrons, blackberries, atxl strawberries

3. Plants such as crotons, hibiscus, dracaenas, and rubber plants

4. To produce plants which do not produce true from seed, also they may
be produced quicker.

5. Knife, toothpick or small piece of wood, growth hormone, spagnum moss,
and plastic film or aluminum foil.

6. Spring and summer months when high temperatures and high humidity
contribute toward quicker rooting.

2033
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
Collage Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

:inswer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Division

1. Primrose Jasmine
Fig Trees
Iris
Chrysanthemums
Sansevielia
Geraniums

2. Dormant season

941-V-4

3. They get too big for their space or they become weakened due to competi-
tion.

4. Divide in autumn or early spring when plants are dormant.

5. Divide with a hand fork, knife, or hatchet, if clumps are large. Some can
be soaked in water to loosen dirt from around roots. Pull apart and cut
old leaves back about one -half and be careful with young growth.

U
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas ALCM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagr+lon

TOPIC: Propagation by Grafting and Budding

94l-V-5

I. Stock is the name for the plant on which you graft. The scion is the piece
of stem which is grafted to the stock and becomes the new plant.

2. It is the soft layer of tissue on a stem or root that lies between the bard
and the wood.

3. Any time during the growing season. Usually it is more satisfactory is
done before buds begin to swell in late winter or early spring.

4. A sharp knife makes a clean slice, thereby insuring maximum contact
of cambium layers.

5. "T" budding and patch.budding
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Seed

1. From commercial producers of seeds

941-V.-6

2. It must be finely screened, porous, loose, and have a good water-holding
capacity. Also it should be sterilized and in most cases low in nutrients.

3. In most cases 70°F.

4. The feed will rot.

5. 50-60°

6. To reduce damping off

7. a. Name of plant or variety
b. Date seeded
c. Student's Name
d. Special treatment, if any

860
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
V.:I.

GREENHOUSE WORKER

Greenhouse Worker 94l-V-7

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Developing a Plant Breeding Vocabulary

I. Emasculation

2. A flower having both stamen and pistil

3. Stigma, style, ovary

4. Ovary

5. F1, F2, etc.

6. Anther

7. Yes

8. Style

9. Ask the student what he has learned about D.N.A. (desoxyribonucleic acid)

877
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Agricultural Education
Teach..ag Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-7

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING A PLANT BREEDING VOCABULARY

1. Anther

Z. Disc floret

3. Gene

4. Ovary

5. Ray floret

881



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(c oope rating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding

941-V-8

I. The process that occurs in nature whereby strong and well adapted
plants survive while weak and poorly adapted plants evettuaIly die out.

2. Asexually and sexually

3. Flower

__, 4. Stamen

5, Staminate flowers

U

1

6. Pollination is the transfer of polle.i. Fertilization is the union of the
germ cells. In other words, pollination is the trip over the fertilization
is the actual joining of the male and female germ cells.

1539



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas; A&M University
(cooperating)

PART I:

Greenhou;e Worker 941-V-8

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANT SELECTION AND FUNDAMENTALS
OF PLANT BREEDING

1. Pollination
Z. Fertilization
3. Stflmen, ristil or male and female parts
4. Sepal s

PART II:

1. Anther
Z. Filament
3. Petal
4. Sepal
5. Stigma
6. Style
7. Ovary
8. Ovule

1542



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Pnswer Shet.t
for

GREENHOUSE V ORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Heredity

1. Dominant

2. Cr oss-poll_nation

3. One

4. No

5. When a selt-pollinated plant produces plants unlike itself

885



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

HEREDITY

1. True

2. Segregation

3. Mauve

4 Pure lines

5. Ovule, trait

889

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-9



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(coope.'ating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: General Breeding Techniques

1. List of Equipment:
Magnifying glass (10 or 15 power)
Tweezers
Small sharp pointed scissors
Camel-hair brush
Small containers or vials
Tags
Alcohol
Rubber bands
Soft wire
Paper or cellothane bags
Paper clips
Notebook

Z. Just before the flower opens

3. Morning, as it is cooler

4. Stamens must be removed

941-V-10

5. Steps in labeling: Write.
a. The number that you have assigned or the variety name of the seed

parent
b. The letter X
c. The number or variety name of the pollen parent
d. The date the cross was made

Example on page 19 of reference

892
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Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Tey.as A&M University
(cooperating)

I. True

2. Falre

3. True

4. True

5. False

896

Greenhouse Worker 941-V- 1 0

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GENERAL BREEDING TECHNIQUES
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A& _ Univerey
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE 1NORKFR

941-VI-1

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Developing a Nursery Vocabulary

1. Aerated - Supplied with air

2. Alkaline - Above pH 7. Most greenhouse soils should be slightly acid-pH
6.0 to 6.5..

3. Bract - Modified leaf immediately below the flower of some plants, such as
the red bracts on poinsettia.

4. Budding - The vegetative reproduction of plants by placing a leaf bud of the
desired plant on the root stock of another plant in such a way that the two
unite and grow.

5. Callus - The first tissue that forms on the cut end of a cutting or at the union
of scion and root stock in a graft.

6. Cold Frame - An outdoor growing area that can be covered with glass or
transparent sash.

7. Dormant - Not in an active state of growth.

8. Floret - The individual flower of a flower cluster. The florets may be com-
pactly arranged as in chrysanthemum, or well spaced as in mapdragon.

9. Hormone - Growth substance thatinfluences. the growth and development of
plants.

10. Humidity - The amount of moisture in the air expressed as the percent of the
total amount possible.

11. Internode - The portion of the stem between two nodes.

12. Lath House - An outdoor growing area that is covered with lath spaced to
allow penetration about one half the light.

2009
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station. Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-VI-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING A NURSERY VOCABULARY

1. Condensation

2. Dormant

3. Fertilizer

4. Germination

5. Leaf axil

6. PVC o. Vinyl

7. Sgeciling

8. Sexual

9. Shoot

10. Stamen

2012
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOP1C: Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

941 -VI -2

1. As soon as they begin to arrive at the nurseries, or in late fall or early
winter

2. It should be at least one to two feet wider and at least six inches to a foot
deeper than the roots of the plant.

3. One-third

4. Balled and burlapped

5. One which is over five inches in diameter

1831



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-V14.

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

1. 1 to 2 feet wider, 6 inches to 1 foot deeper

2. Same level

3. 1/3

4- 5 inches or over in diameter

5. Bailee and burlapped

1833
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Nursery Plant Prorluction

TOPIC: Pruning

941-VI-3

1. If you have no good reason for pruning a plant, put the tools away without
using *hem.

2. High quality, sharp, and well adapted to the job on hand

3. At any time

4. a. Growth habit
b. Bloomingcharacteristics of the plant

5. About 1/3

6. To tidy up their appearance, to control size and to improve their health,
growth habits, and blooms

7. They should be pruned between leaf drop and first spring growth.

8. After they flower

9. After they flower

10. A flat-top hedge is more difficult to maintain and clip and is more easily
broken down by weather and other causes.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas AtitM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PRUNING

PART I:

I. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
5,, True

PART II:

Growth habit, blooming characteristics
2. Bareroot
3. Leaf drop, tlrst spring growth
4. Thinning out
5. Better shape, fruitful growth

1753

Greenhouse Worker 941-VI-3



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Crop Production

1. Flowers can not be stored for long periods of time,

2. a. Chrysanthemum
b. Rose
c. Carnation

3. Directly from the producer

4. "Say it with flowers"

5. Southern Florist and Nurseryman

2244

941-VIfl



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941.1/114

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL CROP PRODUCTION

1. Carnations

2. Floriculture

3. Light

4. Commission

5. Beltsville

2246



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

Ti 'IC: Growing Annuals

1. Summer

2.. Alyssum

3. a. Marigold
b. Nasturtium
c. Zinnia

4. Water annuals enough to keep the roots from drying out, but do not
"drown" them.

5. Pulled up and thrown away

6. Summer

7. No

0. Fiery red

9. Rock gardens, banks

10. Often subject to wilt

2072

941 - VII-2



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Ac-acy
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GROWING ANNUALS

True or False:

1. True

2, False

3. False

4. True

5. True

6, True

7. True

8. True

9. True

10. False

2074

Greenhouse Worker 941 -VII -2



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Perennials

I. Chrysanthemum

2. Corsages

3. Every two years

4. Cut them back after spring bloom and give them a feeding.

5. About every 20 years

2413



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PERRENIALS

1. 2

2. Loam

3. Chrysanthemum

4. a. Cut
b. Feeding

5. Fall

2415

Greenhoub.: Worker 941-VII-3



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
TexasA&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Bulbs

I. Summer

Z. Thafo liage i3 needed to restore energy to the bulb.

3. Fungicides e.nd insecticides

941 -VII -4

4. Short underground stem on solid basal plate, surrounded by fleshy leaves
that store food for future growth

5. A creeping underground stem often thick with stored food

f No answer required

1917



-4 Agricultur.11 Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

I. Bulb

2, Rhizome

3, Divide

4. Sun

5, Rot

1919

Answer Sheet for Test
on

BULBS

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-4



Agricultural Education
.teaching Materials Center
Cone ;e Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-111:14,

Answer Sheet for rest
ca

CHARACTERISTICS, IDENTIFICATION AND USE
OF IMPORTANT POT

PLANTS

PART:I.

1. Acid soil or pt.:H. moss

2. Shallow

3. Cuttings

I\_)
4. Christmas

5. 80-85°

PART II:

1. (b)

2. (a)

3. (c)

(d)

5. (a)

1443



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Poinsettias

1, Nitrogen

2. Red, white, and pink

3. White fly

4. Lack of nitrogen or lack of water

5. Poorly aerated soil

2119
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Texas Education Agency
Texas AIM University
(cooperating)

1. True

2. True

3. True

4. True

5. True

2121

Answer Sheet for Test
on

POINSETTIAS

941-VII-



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Chrysanthemums

1. Fall

2. Aphids

3. 600 (some varieties need 650)

4. Yellow

5. To make a short day which helps regulate blooming

6. All pinchss must be made into the soft growth, usually 7 days after planting.

7. A slow start, often trouble with rotting of cutting

8. They should be sprayed overhead lightly the first 3 or 4 days.

9. Entire year with proper day length control

10. Sterilized

2105



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

PART I:

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False

PART II:

1. Rooted cuttings or cuttings
2. Aphids
3. Fal:
4. Chinese

2107

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-7



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Geraniums

1. They are poor shippers and will lose foliage.

2. Pinched

3. Red

4. Plastic tube system

S. a. Use a fungicide on cutting.
b. Sterilize propagating materials.
c. Use disease free cuttings.
d. Sterilize soil.

6. Light pink

7. 60° night, 65-70° Day

8. Air freight

9. Four inch

10. The seed far most desirable varieties has not been available.

2148

941-VII-8



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas.....
Texis Education Agency
Texas _ELM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GERANIUMS

PART I:

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False

PART U:

1. Pinched
2. Red
3. Light Pink
4, Cuttings

2150

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-8
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
ColLege Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
TexasA&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Hydrangeas

I. Two spotted mite (red spiders)

2. Wilt severely

3. March to May

4. Easter, Mother's Day

5. Bud rot



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas AIIM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet to Test
on

HYDRANGEAS

1. Two spotted mite or red spider

2.. March, May

3. Easter, Mother's Day

4. Bud rot

5. Summer

2094

Greenhouse Worker 941-V11.9



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

****
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Causes of Plant Diseases

1. a. Fungi
b. Bacteria
c. Viruses
d. Nematodes

941-VII-1

2. .The manufacture of sugars from carbon dioxide and water with the aid of sun-
light and chlorophyll

3. An agent that transmits disease producing organisms

4. Prevention by careful pruning

5. Tiny, thread-like plants, commonly called molds.

c

486



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas AIIM University
(coope rating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-V131-1

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES

I. Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses, Nematodes

2. Vector

3. Prevention by careful pruning

4. Host

5. Virus

496



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
CollegeStation, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Disease and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Diseases

1. Proper identification

2. Failure to produce seed or fruit

3. Liquid discharge from diseases tissues

4. Microscopic examination of roots

502

941 -VIII -2



Agricultural EducIAtion
Teaching Mater/as Center
College Station, Texas

II le It***

rae.as Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

1. Identification

2. Scab

3, Canker

4, Gal/

5. Nematodes

6. hiunury

512

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII! 2

Ar..swer Sheet for Test
on

IDENTIFYING P14-4.44T VEASES



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Static -t, Texas

*Pm*
Texas Education Agency
1,..-az 'ILM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GRrJENHOUSE WORKER

941.1rL118

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural Chemicals

I. Welfare of the people

2. Welfare of the plant

3. Effectiveness of the materials in controlling the pest or disease

4. Hydraulic sprayers

5. Hang tut hose on a rack with nozzle pointing upwards.

u. a. Read label precautions.
b. Keep chemicals locked up when not in use.
c. Keep children away while using.
d. Don't smoke wviile spraying.
e. Don't spill material on skirt or clothing.
f. Wash exposed areas of skin immediately after job is completed.
g. Never spray when windy.
h. Spray edible plants with great caution.

7. The chemical must touch the insect before death occurs,

6

584



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 94I - VIII -3

Answer Sheet for Test
on

APPLICATION. AND SAFETY PRECAUSTLONS
OF HORTICULTURAL CHEMICAL E

I. Hydraulic

2. Contact

.3. Read

4. Toxic or poisonous

5. Bomb

594
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WCRKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Leaf Diseases

1. Water and fertilise properly and remove dead limbs.

941-VIII-4

2. Causes by fungi which live on secretions from aphids and immature stages of
white fly

3. Caused by excess rain or over watering

4. a. Malathion
b. Lindarie

5. Just before buds open and after flowering

6. Two to four weeks or as needed

7. Most often caused by lack of iron

8. Fungus disease

518



Agricultural Education
Teachirg Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-1,111.4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING LEAF DISEASES

1. Fungi

2. Iron

3. Rain or Overwatering

4. Malathion and Lindane

5. Watering and Fertilization

528



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941-V111-5

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Stem, Branch, and Trunk Diseases

1. Prune infected portions, sterilizing shears between each cut.

2. If little dodder is present, remove by hand. Destroy badly infected plants.

3. Reduces the amount of sunlight for trees

4. Twigs and limbs

5. Fungi

6. Install tuba in the infected parts of tree to drain the excess fluid and relieve
pressure.

7. By birds

8. Fungi and algae

629
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A WA University
(cooperaeag)

Greenhousa Worker 941..V1114

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING STEMS BRANCH, AND TRUNK DISEASES

1. Fungi and algae

2. Pruning

3. Destroyed

4. Slima Flux

5. 50% sixed copper and Bordeaux mixture

640



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseassar and Otter ''eats

TOPIC: Controlling Root Diseases

1. Carbon bisuliide oil fumigation

Z. Methyl bromide soil fumigatiou

3. Removing and destroying diseased roots

4. 10 feet

a East and Southeast Texas-

6. 75-95°

646

941-VIII-6
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

***tee
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941.1TD1.6

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING ROOT DISEASES

1. 75-95°

2. Methyl bromide

3. Carbon bisulfide

4. Nematodes

5. Sterilise

656



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Stitiou, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas ALCM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Diseases Affecting the Entire Plant

941-V111-7

1. Symptoms exhibited by aster yellows that are not exhibited by verticillium wilt:
a. Bushy with numerous secondary shoots
b. Leaves may develop a slightly reddish, brownish, or purplish tinge in later

stages.
c. Flower parts may develop into leafy structures.

2. DDT

3. Chloropicria

4, West

5. Commercial growers or trained personnel

6. Matt 1de

7. Zineb, CM-19

535



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Ce...ter
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-Y111-7

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING DISEASES AFFECTING THE ENTIRE PLANT

I. DDT

2. Chloropicrin

3._ Western

4. Zineb

5. Miticide

545



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Lawn and Turf Diseases

1. Handpick and destroy mushrooms or toadstools.

2. Iron sulfate or iron chelate

941-1/111-8

3. Irregular-shaped dead areas from a few inches to more than several feet in
diameter

4. Wash off with water applies as a spray with 20 to 30% pressure.

5. Zineb, Captan

6. 1 to 2 weeks before disease usually appears and a second application after
disease appears Then apply as needed.

7. Apply chemicals as need.td in early stages of diseases.

551
__....__.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Cc-Ler
College Statbn, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M Universibi
(cooperating)

1. Iron

Greenhouse Worker 941.V111.11

44.nswer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING LAWN AND TURF DISEASES

2. Zireb, Cavan

3. Needed

4. Handpick

5. Irregular-shaped

561
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

**See*
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: ,ontroiUng Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Insects and Methods of Control

I. Slugs have no shells.

2. Spring

3. Spray before eggs hatch and prune.

4. -toots

5. Sandy toils

685

941 -VIU.9
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
CollegeStation, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941 -VIII -9

Answer Sheet for Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT INSECTS AND METHODS OF CONTROL

I. Roots

2. Pilibug

3. Nematoder

4. Caterpillars

5. Plant lice

6. Scales

695



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
Col lime Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Nematodes

941 -VM- 10

1. a. Select a plant that is partly alive.
b. Dig the plant instead of pulling it.
c. Wash the soil from the roots and allow a few minutes for drying.
d. ".Place the specimen in a polyethylene container and tie it securely.
e. Fill out form D-418, available from your county extension agent.
f. Place bag and D418 in a box and send it to the research center.

2. Root knot nematode

3. Before spending a large amount of money for chemicals, determine if
nematodes are causing a significant amount of damage to justify the expense
and labor.

4. a. Crown gall
b. Nodules from nitrogen fixation

5. Tomato, okra

1188



Agricultural Education
Teaching IdAerials Center
College Station, Texas

*se***
Texas Education Agency
Texas AIIM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

NEMATODES

1. Knot root

2. Okra

3. a. Expense
b. Labor

4. Crown galls

5. Fertilizer

1187

Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII10



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

941 -VIII-11

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Control of Moles, Gophers, Birds, and Deer

1. By conical mounds of dirt pushed up from their main run

2. Baiting and trapping

3. Serious injury might occur to small children or dogs.

4. Gophers open their tunnels, moles do not.

5. Place chicken wire at the bottom and sides of planting holes.

6. Starlings

7. Portable bird protectors made of scrap lumber, chicken wire or cheesecloth

8. Fencing

663



1 Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Colter
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941.V111.11

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROL OF MOLES, GOPHERS, BIRDS, AND DEER

1. Mole

2. Baiting
Trapping

3. Starling

4. Fencing.

5. Closed

673
,
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Agriculturat zctucation
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Weeds

1. Water should be applied.

Z. Hoe

3. Ice pick or screwdriver

4. Shrubs form a shade in which weeds do not thrive.

5. Apply organic mulch 2 to 3" deep.

6. Wear gloves.

567

941-VIII-12



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING WEEDS

1. Gloves

2. Hoe

3. Sunlight

4. Chemical

5. Water

577

Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-12



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Principles Used to Prevent Personal Injury

1. Legs

2. One pulley only changes the direction of force.

3. Jack

4. Wet the soil 4 to 5 days before digging.

941-IX-1

5. Hook a 1/2" pipe onto a hose and beat the bottom end into a flattered or pointed
opening. This will enable you to stick the pipe down into the hole where the force
of the water through the small opening will loosen the soil.

1481



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
TIMILII Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-IX.1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PRINCIPLES USED TO PREVENT PERSONAL INJURY

1. Legs

2. Changes

3. Matting

4. Moisture. insects

5. Pulley

1483



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Edw.:al:ion Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticulural Equipment

TOi -iC: Selection all Maintenance of Horticultural Hand Tools

941-IX2

1.. Tools are very personal pieces of equipment and all experienced gardeners
have their favorites.

2. Scoop

3. 6"

4. Sharpen the hoe each time you take it into the garden.

5. Scuffle hoe

6. a. Fan-shaped
b. Rectangular

1 501





Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas Alibi University
(cooperating)

Auswer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WOF.XER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Maintaining Small Power Equipment

1. a. Periodic equipment inspection to discover situations which ,nr..-i lead to
equipment breakdown i

b. Upkeep to minimize wear or to remedy potential trouble I

2. Make an overall check and properly service equipment.

3. Water condenses more rapidly in a partially filled tank.

1

4. Gasoline or other solvents

5. Tension and wear

2339
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Agri. ulteral Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

***a**
Texas Education Agency
Texas AkM University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-IX4.

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

Tension, wear

2. Operator

3. Grease, oil

4. Gasoline

5, Preventive

2341
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

***a**
Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(coope rating)

Answer Sheet
for.

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits

1. a. Knowledge of self
b. Knowledge of people
c. Knowledge of product

2. a. Experience
b. Observing others

3. a. Promotions
b. Dollars (profits)

4. Analysis of sales

5. Dilignece and perseverance

941-X-1



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941.XaV

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

I. a. Rook ledge of v,

b. Knowledge of people
c. Knowledge of product

2. a. Promotions
b. Dollars (profits)

3. Experience (learn by doing)
Observing otters

4. Analyze each sale or failure.

5. a. Diligence
b. Perseverance

287
}terra
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Colder
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Edteation Agency
Teas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

941.X-2

TOPIC: Displaying

1. Where they can be seen by the greatest number of people

2. To put merchandise where customers can see it and serve themselves

3. Familiar products, bulk seeds, or other seasonal items

4. Items that are to be "pushed"

5. a. Well stocked
b. Safe
c. At a convenient height

6. To stop the customer and bring him into the place of business

7. It does not attract customers

8. The traffic pattern of the customers

9. In beds

10. 84



Agricultural Education
Teaching W1& ls Center
College Station, Texas

**sees
Texas Education Agency
Texas Alai University
`cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DISPLAYING

1. Floor window

Z. Bulk

3. Relationship

4. Impulse

S. Bin

1888

Greenhouse Worker-941-X.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Cente-i-
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

WIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and ::upplien

TOPIC: Advertising

I. Point-of-purchase

2. Outside

3. Classified

D 4. Keeping the mailing lie up to date

5. a. Effectiveness
b. Cost
c. Coveaage

)

1866

941 -X -3
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas Mal University
(cooperating)

PART I:

1. Point of sale
2. Impulse
3, T. V.

PART II:

1. a. Effectiveness
b. Cost
c. Coverage

2. Any 3.4f these:
a. Newspaper
b. Television
c. Radio
d. Handbills
e. Direct Mail
f. Road Signs

J 868

Answer Sheet for Test
on

ADVERTISING

Greenhouse Worker 941-X4



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas Mild University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Labeling and Pricing

1. Price plants too low

2. a. Transplanting
Salesman's salary

c. Unsold stock
d. Shrinkage in volume

3. 66-7'3%

4. High cost items

5. Selling price of the item

1903

941-X-4
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

LABELING AND PRICING

Work:

Greenhouse Worker 941-X..4

To the teacher: Markup is based on selling price. In othe: words, $1.00 is
50% of $2.00. Therefore, the percent markup is 50%.

Answer: 50%

1905



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

GREENHOUSE WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plante sn4 Supplies

TOPIC: Understanding the Customer and Making ogles

1. !kite failed

2. The salesman

3. -a. The owner's comfort and convenience
b. Performance
c. Safety

Appearance
. Length of life
f. Economy
g. Service
h. Prestige

941-X.5

4. People like to think they have made up their own mindr. Also, the customer
may think something is wrong Mth the product.

5. Getting the customer's attention

1802
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Teaching Materials Center
Canoga Station, Texas
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Tex,. Education Agencl'
Texas AIIM Univexsity
(cooperating)

Gruoahouse Worker 941-X4,

Answer Sheet for Test
on

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING '''ALES

1. Attne lion

h. Price

3. 48

4. Discouragement

5. Mixrepreseet the facts

1804

e
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Agricultural Education
Teacl-ing Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic 'lest
en

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

.1101,mm.
:hoot:

Score;

940-1-1

Place a check under T for True or under F for False:
I.

T F

1. Pomology iti the science of producing cut flowers.111,=b

tilllMmr.m.
2. Olericulturists are concerned with vegetables.1111.11.

3. The annual production of vegetables exceeds one
billion dollars.

t
MINII11IN IIIMIIMEMs

4. Apples are clasJed as small fruits.

5. Cotton is a horticultural crop.

6111

ill1M11.11111.1

IMMIVIMpbbm,
6. Grapes are classed as Citrus fruits.

WMb

melgl...1.1.

41.1111...10011MEMO ill1M111.1111.1

....m.... ......

.

7. Floriculture has developed in the past ten years.

8. Out-of-season production of vegetables is an important
indus,..y in the West and South.

Ornamental phnts are considered as horticultural plants.9.- -

30 3

10. Olericulturists are not concerned with marketing vegetables.
They deal only with production.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas IOW University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

1. List at least 10 factors, i I your own words, which one should con-
sider in selecting an occupation.
a.

, A

b.

4.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

2. List the five job titles for which descriptions were provided in the
assignment.
a,

b.

c.

d.

e.
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Agricultural Education
'reaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Topic Test
on

TYPES OF GREENHOUSES

School:

Date: Score:

Part Fill in the blanks:

ventilators.

Greenhouse Worker 941-II-1

I andle the ventilation problem in greenhouses with no

2. The is the seascn for repairing greenhouse coverings.

3. It is necessary to provide a good means of exchanging the greenhouse air with
outdoor air in order to regulate the greenhouse temperature, adjust the

, provide air movement around the plants, and introduce new
and carbon dioxide.supplies of

Part II: True or False

189

1. Vinyl film is more durable than polyethylene.

2. The exterior of a greenhouse does not need to be painted more often
than seven years.

3. Film plastic eliminates the problem of dripping water in the green-
house.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941-11-2

Topic Test
on

SIM; , ND ARRANGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

School:

Score:

True or False:

1. The depth of a bench for cut flowers needs to be at least twelve
inches.

2. The best height for pot plant benches is 2 1/2 feet.

3. Before the type of greenhouse is chr,sen and built, r careful study
should be made of the best bench arrangement for the crops to be
grown.

4. Wood contracts when it is wet; so boards must be fitted close together
when making wooden benches.

5. One of the best bench making -naterials for drainage and air circu-
lation is one inch by one inch welded wire fabric,

196



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
pn

COOLING THE GREENHOUSE

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Problems:

..-S

Greenhouse Worker 941-11-3

1. If a greenhouse was 100 feet long and 40 feet wide, how many square feet
would it contain? (answer).

2. How many C FM would need to be exhausted for a greenhouse containing
1000 square feet ? (answer)

3. How many square feet of padded area will be needed in a greenhouse that
requires 7500 CFM to be exhausted? (answer)

Work here:

203



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

'6

Greenhouse Worker 941-II-4

Topic Test
or_

HEATING THE GREENHOUSE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

True or False

439

1. In vertical blow heaters the shaft is vertical and the fan blade is
horizontal and the warm air is blown downward.

2. Direct-fired units are those which contain a combustion unit right
in the unit itself.

3. In recent years the use of unit heaters for heating greenhouses has
decreased cor.side fable .

4. The oldest and most conventional heating system is the pipe coil.

5. The coldest epots in the greenhouse are the exterior side walls and
gable ends.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 541-/1-5

Topic Test
on

WINTER PROTECTION STRUCTURES

School:

Score:

Fill in the blank:

1, gardens often have definite thermal belts and artic regions.

2. The most dangerous spots for frost damage are stretches of open ground exposed
on all sides , particularly to the sky.

3. Regardless of what kind of shelter you 1..2-e, keep soil around
plants.

4. soil holds and releases more heat than soil

5. , made of double strength glass aad available in several
sizes, are set side-by-side to protect large areas.

449



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station , _ ?,xas

****-*

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(coope ling)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 94141-6

Topic Test
OD

STRUCTURES FOR SUMMER HEAT PROTECTION

School:

Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. A lath sunscreen should be placed so the laths run in a
direction.

2. If you like to grow loving flowers such as tuberous begonias and
cyclamens, you may want a permanent.display atm:tire.

3. From sunrise to o'clock in the morning there is very little
heat accumulation.

4. The subject of in the garden is frequently ignored or mis-
understood--particularly by the beginner.

5. A, structure facing an direction is ideal, especially if you live
in a hot summer area.

465
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Agricultersa Education
'Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:.

Date:

Fill in the blank:

1.

Topic Test
on

COLDFRAMES AND HOTBEDS

school:

Score:

Greenhouse Worker 941-11-7

are domes of heavy waxed paper used to cover plants.

2. Most plants grow best at degrees.

3. Hotbeds are heated by auxiliary heat and coltiframes are ;tooted by

4. An control assures maximum efficiency when using

5.

electricity for heat.

I

can be used as the bottom layer of soil in a coldframe to
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas 'Sducation A gency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941-111-1

Topic Test
on

ORIGIN, COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOILS

School:

Score:

.I.

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. The largest of the soil particles is .

Z. Decayed plants and animal material is called

3. and determine the rate or scil
formation.

4. Clay feels like when rubbed betteen the fingers.

5. The difference in texture of soils is caused by the different sizes of
soil

PART II: List:

1. Three (3) layers of soil from top to botto-

b.

c.

Z. Thre., (3) factors that are responsible for differences in soil color:

a.

b.

c.

115

......11,M.
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
( coope rating)

Greenhouse Worker 911-111-2

Topic Test
on

SOIL MOISTURE

Student: School:

Lase: Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. Moisture moves through the soil in all directions even against
gravity by movement.

2. In textured soils, the particles are closer together and
the attraction between soil and water is greater.

3. Much soil moisture can be lost when capillary water moves to the
surface and .

4. All living cells carry on

5. Movement of air through the soil is called

PART U:

T F

Check T for true and F for false:

1. Soils should be worked while in a wet condition..110...

2. It is possible to change water4iolding capacity of soil..110...

3. Underwatering causes decreased aeration...,....

4. Sandy soils require more frequent watering than heavy clay soils..11....

.... 5. Oxygen must be present for respiration to occur.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas ACtM University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

SOIL MIXTURES

Greenhouse Worker 941-III-3

Fill in the blanks:

1. soils are a mixture of sand, silt, and clay.

2. increases aeration of soil.

3. Loam soils become after watering.

4. For large scale mixing operationgs, use a power driven cement mixer
or

5. Loam soils often after drying.

List:

6. The characteristics of a good mixture:

a. .

b.

c. .

d. .

e. .

135

f.

g.

h.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating;

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MULCHES

School:

Score:

Greenhouse Worker 941-111 -4

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. The most common mulch is

2. The time to apply mulch to the garden on established plants is
in

3. Additional
mulch.

should be applied to a crushed corncob

4. may be produced during decomposition of lawn clippings.

5. A light spray of may be used by contractors to
hold soil in place on steep slopes.

PART II: Multiple choice:

96

I. The cost of this material is usually prohibited when large
areas are mulched.
a. crushed corncob b. peat moss c. wood chips

2. This material should not be used in areas where a cigarette
may be dropped.
a. corncobs b. asphalt c. straw

3. Any mulch should be at least this deep:
a. 1/4" - 1/2" b. 1"- 2" c. 2" - 3"
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Agricultural Education.
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas AIIM University'
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-111-5

Topic Test
on

FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. is responsible for the dark green color in plants.

2. The two lime elements are and magnesium.

3. Do not apply dry fertilizer to plants when the foliage is

4. Place fertilizer and to the side of the seed.

5. Dry fertilizer can be
surface by means of a spreader.

List:

1. Three primary elements

a.

b.

c.

2. Three secondary elements

a.

60

b.

c.

(how applied) over the soil



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(coope rating)

Fill in the blanks:

1.

2. Moisture, lime, and

Greenhouse Worker 941-111-6

Topic Test
for

SOIL ORGANISMS

convert nitrogen in the air to available plant nitrogen.

stimulate soil organisms.
can be added to the soil to

3. feed on soil bacteria and contribute to organic con-
tent of the soil.

4. decompose organic residues and promote the formation of humus.

5. The mixes soil and increases aeration. Also it promotes
drainage.

List:

6. Three ways to control harmful soil organisms.

a.

b.

c.

I55



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

SOIL STERILIZATION

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

Greenhouse Worker 941411-7

I. sterilization is cheaper than using chemicals.

Ethylene di-bromide is especially effective against .

3. No plants should be planted into a fumigant-treated soil for a period
of to weeks.

4. Ammonia build-up in the soil may cause

5. Nematodes are killed when exposed to 140° F steam heat.

PART II: List:

I. ReZsons for sterilizing soils.

a.

b. .

c il.!1117
d. .

2. Three precautions to observe when using fumigants:

.
b.

c..

274

,1.1m,

.



Greenhouse Worker 941-11143

Topic Test
on

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN SOIL

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

1. _ is the most widely used medium for reproduction of plants.

2. Sphagnum will retain to times its own weight in water.

3. expands or explodes when heated.

4. Shredded bark, sawdust, and wood shavings are most commonly used
in the part of the Uaited States.

5. When sawdust is used, must be added to the medium.-..=
6. Brown to black peat contains approximately 1%

7. results from decayed remains of thick vegetation in
swampy conditions.

12



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
On

INTRODUCTION

....

Greenhouse Worker 941-IV-1

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. is the study of plants.

2. There are over kinds of plants found in the world.

3. and are carbohydrates.

4. Van Helmont did an experiment to determine what made plants grow. His
conclusion was that alone produced growth.

5. Plants differ from animals in that they produce food from



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station , Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Fill in the blank:

Greenhouse Worker 941-1V-2

1. is the process by which liquids and gases move from aE
area of high concentration to an area of low concentration.

2. means light.

3. All substances are made up of

4. Photosynthesis requires four components. They are $

$ _ , end

5. When atoms are combined, we call them a

1462
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******

Texas Education Agency
Texas M:11 University
(cooperating)

School:

Greenhouse' orker 941-1V-3

Topic Test
on

RESPIRATION

Student:

Date: Score:

and

ing photosynthesis.

dry weight. (increases or decreases)

at night. (whd gas?)

Fill in the blank:

1. Raw materials for respiration are

2. Enera is dur

3. Respiration

4. Piants xelease

5. is the release of chem'cal energy.

i418
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941-IV-4

Topic Test
CM

WATER ABSORPTION AND LOSSNUTRIENT
ABSORPTIONKOVEMENT OF WATER AND

NUTRIENTS IN THE PLANT

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. are elements, or groups of these elements, needed for plant
growth.

2. Each vascular bundle has two types of conductive tissue called the
and .

0 3. occurs from plant injuries.

4. is the loss of water from the plant as a vapor.

5. The principal water-absorbing structure is the .

1571



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PLANT FOOD

Stue.mt: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

Greenhouse Worker 941-IV-5

1. Examples of the carbohydrates include the sugars, starches, and

2. A pound of has about 2.1/4 times as much stored energy as a
pound of sugar.

0 3. is the principal part of lean meat.

4. , , , and
make up about 97% of the dry weight of most plants

5. The " elements" are those which the plant must have in order
to survive.

u
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

THE PLANT KINGDOM

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

Greenhotise Worker 941-W-6

1. plants cause many diseases of higher plants by attacking,
multiplying, and living in or on the higher plants.

2. The botanist classifies the seed-producing plants according to their

3. Helpful soil organisms and the nitrogen-fixing organisms found in legume nodules
are examples cf bacteria.

4.
sea water.

forms a green scum on ponds and lives in both fresh water and

5. The plant world has been divided into divisions.

1378



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*****
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-1

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO PROPAGATION

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. Two methods by which plants may be propagated are and

2. Three requirements of the ideal plant propagation structure are
, , and

3. I used for chemical sterilization of soil.

4. A good propagation media ahould be free of
and

5. M:ny types of containers are used in plant propagation such as
, , and .

PART II: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements:

T F
4* .011111.

.1IM.111MM 11=1110.

1961

1. If soil is used, sterilization is a must.

2. Many plant propagators use a plant hormone to promote rooting
of seeds.

3. Seed reproduction in plants is basically a sexual process.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING AND BUDDING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Answer the following questions:

1. Define stock.

2. What is the cambium layer?

3. List two kinds of budding.

PART II: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each
of the following statements:

T F

IM I./1.1.

I.INM 61411=

843

I. In all grafting methods, the tight union between stock and
scion must be sealed off from air with some kind of sealing
agent.

2. Evergreens can be grafted in early spring, just before plants
begin to grow actively.

.--...a
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Edimttion Agency
Texas A &M University
(coope rating)

,......-.......,-

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-2

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements;

T F

1. Many types and varieties of plants will not produce the same.1=I
quality and type of plant from seed and must be reproduced by
cutting, budding, or grafting.

.
2. Cuttings are more difficult to make than budding.

MMIMMEIM .1=I

3. Cuttings are classified and named according to the part of the.1=I
plant from which they come.

..011111

4. Herbaceous cuttings are made from plant materials which are
M.MIIM .1=I

hard.

5. Low humidity is necessary for rooting cuttings..11. 4.11.

PART II; Fill in the following blanks to make complete true statements.

1. The temperature of the rooting medium should be close to

2. Three requirements of a good rooting medium are;

a.

b.

c.

I

3. Cuttings are l'eady to transplant when roots are

4. Softwood cuttings are made (when)

5. During rooting the medium must be kept uniformly moist but
never .

908
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Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

Greenhouse Worker 941 -V -3

PART I: Place a check under T for true and under F for false for each
of the following statements:

T F

== ....1=1=.

.11 .11

.1!..M.IN 61

I. The production of a new plant by layering is one of theelowest
methods.

2. Air layering is an excellent way to produce plants which do
not come true from seed.

3. Air layering is best practiced during the spring and summer
months.

4. A growth hormone may help to stimulate root growth.

5. Under ideal conditionsiplants should root in a few months
when they are air-layered.

PART II: List.:

I. List four plants which can be air-layered.

2034
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Teaching Materials Center
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-4

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

T F

1547

School:

Score:

1. Plaits are best divided after their season of blossoming.

2. Larger shrubs should be divided when they are dormant
for best reeulate.

3. Each root segment or division is actually a plant in itself
or is capable of becoming a new plant.

4. Division is a slow way of increasing your supply of perennials.

5. Deciduous and semi-deciduous perennials may be cut back to
about four inches from the ground when you transplant.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M Universitj
(coope rating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-5

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING AND BUDDING

School:

Score:

PART I: Answer the following questions:

1. Define stock.

2. What is the cambium layer?

3. List two kinds of budding:

0 a.

. b

PART II: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each
of the following statements:

T F

1. In all grafting methods, the tight union between stock and-
scion must be sealed off from air with some kinc: of sealing
agent

843

2. Evergreens can be grafted in early spring, just before plants
begin to grow actively.
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(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 94I-V-6

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM SEEDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements:

T F

0 I. There are no bargains when obtaining good seeds. 1*

,m IIME=Mla

2. A good growing media for germinating seeds should be
high in the nutrients necessary for plant growth.

3. The minimum temperature fer seed germination is 70° F.

PART II: Fill in the following blanks to make complete true statements:

I. Some propagators use a layer of a sterile moisture holding material
as .

2. A
the soil.

can be used for firming the top of

3. To help distribute small seed, mix them with a small amount of

4. The label on a seeded flat should contain

a.

0 b.

c.

d.
865
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Student:

Fill in the blanks:

1. The

Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Date:

2. A

3. A

4. The

5. A

DEVELOPING A PLANT BREEDING VOCABULARY

stamens and a pistil.

a pistil but no stamens.

0

879

******

is the unit that carries hereditary traits.

is the part of the stamen that develops and bears iollen.

is an enlarged base of a pistil in which the seed develops.

Topic Test

is a small flower in a composite flower, having

is a small flower in a composite flower, having

on

School:

Score:
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College Station, Texas

0 ******
Texas Education Aroncy
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)
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Greenhouse Worker 941-V-8

Topic Test
on

PLANT SELECTION AND FUNDAMENTALS

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. is the transfer of pollen.

2. is the union of germ cells.

3. A perfect flower contains both

4. The which are often green cuplike structures. support the
petals and the floral parts.

PART II: Label the parts of the perfect flower:

1.

2.

3
a

8.

5.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
On

HEREDITY

Fill in the blanks:

Greenhouse Worker 941-V-9

School:-

Sr.:ore:

1. If a plant that is self-pollinated produces offspring identical to itself,
it is said to breed .

2. If the first-generation offspring are not all identical to the parent
plant, then it is said that has occurred.

3. When the red and yellow genes come together and both are incomplete,
the resulting color of the flower will be

4. Hybrids are recults of crosses between *wo .-.-
5. When the male and female germ cells unite in the , each

contributes one gene for each

887
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Greenhouse Worker 941-V-10

Tonic Test
co..

GENERAL BREEDING TECHNIQUES

Student: School:

Date: Score: .

True or False:

.01. .11111MI,

MEM

1. Only those composite flowers containing both disc and ray
florets can be self-pollinated.

2. Prepollination steps generally should begin after the flower
is well opened.

3. Extremely high temperatures or moist conditions are harm-
ful to pollen.

4. Some breeders use chicken bands for making the parent
plants.

5. Composite flowers can be easily closed with a string or
soft wire.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating )

Greenhouse Worker 941-VI 1

Topic Test
On

DEVELOPING A NURSERY VOCABULARY

Fill in the blanks with '...e words provided:

1. is the process by which water forms on cool surfaces.

2. means not in an acitve state of growth.

3.

4.

5.

A is a substance that furnishes chemicals that are
necessary

First start

The point

for good plant growth.

of growth in seeds is called ,.

where the leaf attaches to the stem is called the,

6. is film or rigid plastic for covering plastic houses.

7. A is a young plant that was produced from seed.

8. Propagation is the reproduction of plants by seed.

9. A is a young stem just starting in growth.

10. The is the male portion of the plant.

Words to choose from:

1. PVC 7.. Fertilizer 13. Pistil

2. pH 8. Leaf axil 14. Asexual

3. Condensation 9. Organic matter 15. Union

4, Dormant 10. Seedling .

5. Sexual 11. Shoot

6. Germination 12. Stamen

2013
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Texas Education Agency
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Topic Test
on

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

Fill in the blanks:

1. The hole into which the plants are to be set should be
wider and deeper than the roots of the plant.

2. The plant 'should be set at the
growing.

3. When planting a bareroot shrub or tree,
should be pruned.

4. Trees usually need guy wires,

5. The nursery term B&B means and

at which it was

of the top

1832
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Topic Test
on

PRUNING

Greenhouse Worker 941-VI-3

PART I: Pace a T for True or an F for False in the blank beside each
statement:

T F

4.111

...,,

I. Trees may be pruned at any time.

2. Climbing hybrid-tea roses look best when old blooms are
cut off just above the second bud in the axil of a leaf.

3. Many shrubs should be pruned by thinning out rather than
by severe pruning.

4. Shrubs which bloom in the spring should be pruned in the
fall.

5. Climbing roses should be pruned after flowering.

PART II: Answer the following to make true complete statements:

1. Pruning ornamental shrubs and small flowering trees depends on the
and of the plant.

2. When woody plants are dug without a ball of soil around the roots, they
are said to be dug

3. Deciduous plants should be pruned between and

4. Many shrubs should be pruned by rather than by
severe pruning.

5. Pruning of plants is the cutting off or cutting back of parts of that
plant for or more .

1752
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Student:

Date: I

Greenhouse Wcrker 941-VII-1

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL CROP PRODUCTION

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

1. The three most widely grown cut flowers are roses, chrysanthemums,
and .

2. The cultivation and selling of flowers is known as

3. Many greenhouses have been located in a particular area because of the
great amount of during the winter or the mild climate.

4. Most cut flowers are sold to the retail flower shops through wholesale
houses.

5. The U.S. D. A. does research in many phases of floriculture at
, Maryland.

2245
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Texas Education Agency
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Student:

Date:

.. -

Topic Test
on

GROWING ANNUALS

School:

Score:

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-2

True or False:

I. Annuals grow only one year or less.

2. Morning glories bloom only in the winter.

3. Asters are resistant to wilt.

4. There are many varieties of zinnias.

IMID

2073

t,. Some annuals take only six weeks from seed to flower.

6. Annuals can be produced in flats.

7. Pansies are biennials.

8. Asters make goad cut flowers.

9. Annuals do best in well prepared soil.

10. Hollyhocks are Hue in color.
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(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PERENNIALS

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-3

Student: School:

Date: Score:.111111.114.

Fill in the W.anks:

1. Primrose clumps need dividing every years, after bloom
season.

is ideal,2. Primroses like most soils, but rich

3. The is probably the best perennial for beginning0 gardeners.

4. Polyantha primroses will repeat bloom ..n fall if you them back-
after spring bloom and V.V. the:rn a. .

6 .

5. is a favorite sep.son for dividing and replanting as well as for
planting newly purchased perennials.

2 414
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperatingu)

Student: s.a.m..mresm.

Topic Test
on

BULBS

School':

Date: &ore:

Fill in the blanks:

Greenhouse Worker 941-lin- 4

tetaftm.......ms....rwra

l. The tern is one that is loosely applied to say plant that has a
swollen or thickened basal 7.)ortio.l.

2. A is A creeping undervourW stem. often thick with
Mambb

stored food,

3. Bldblets grow larger each year until it is time to and re-
plant them.

4. In early spring, cool air ild higher humidity enables i-ourig plants to
tolerate more

5. in mild-winter regione, tulips will if not dug.

1918
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Texas Education Agency
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VII- 5

Topic Test
on

CHARACTERISTICS; IDE,NTIFICATION'AND USE
OF IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

Student: Schr-31:

Date: Score:

PART I: Fill in the following blanks.

1. The Azalea requires
ing medium.

or as grow-

2. Rooted mum cuttings should be planted as as possible.

3. Coleus root easily from

4. The Poinsettia is a seasonal plant most popular at .

5. The best temperature to start Caladiurns is .

PART II: Underline the most appropriate answer.

1. Exotic looking plant with showy spikes of blooms which may be attractive
for several months. (a) Azalea (b) Bromeliad (c) Hydrangea
i,d) Poinsettia

2. Bright glossy leaves of many different colors on a single plant.
(a) Croton (b) Azalea (c) Ficus (d) Sansevieria

3. Showy, velvety foliage plant with large bell shaped blooms in assorted
colors. (a) Geranium (b) Caladium (c) Gloxinia (d) Begonia

4. Flowers in hanging cattails up to a foot long of a deep red color.
(a) Ferns (b) Hydrangea (c) Croton (d) Ch_Aille

5. Most important tropical decorative plant family. (a) Philodendron
(b) Dracaena (c) Devil's Ivy (d) Schefflera

1442
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Topic Test
on

POINSETTIAS

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-6

Student: School:

Date: Score:

True or False:

1. Poinsettia cuttings should be rooted under mist if possible.

2. Poinsettias should be staked.

3. Poinsettias are very sensitive to light, and great care needs to
be taken not to light them accidentially.

4. The market acceptance for Poinsettias is excellent at Christmas.

5. The most common cause of lack of roots is poorly aerated soil.

2120
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-7

Topic Test
on

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: True or False

1. The most popular color mum is yellow.

2. The ideal night temperature for mum is 95 degrees.

3. The pot mum grower can keep diseases under control by using
disease free stock and doing a good job of sterilizing potting
soil and handling equipment.

4. The grasshopper is the most persistent insect on mums.

PART II: Fill in the following blanks:

1. The method of propagation for mums is by

2. The most persistent pests on mums are .

3. Mums naturally bloom in the .

4. The began hybridizing varieties of mums mere than 2,500
years ago.

2106
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Topic Test
on

GERANIUMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Greenhouse Worker 941-VII-8

PART I: True or False

1. Geraniums are not commonly grown from seed because the
seed of the most desirable varieties are not available.

2. Geraniums are notoriously poor shippers.

3. Never pinch geraniums.

4. Blue is the color of geraniums most in demand.

PART II: Fill in the blanks:

1: Geraniums are sevei...1 weeks before the cutting harvest is--
to start.

2. is the most popular color in geraniums.

3. is the second most popular color in geraniums.

4. There are several serious diseases of geraniums, and some of these
can be transmitted with the .

2149
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

**VP***
Texas Educatior Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic T.dtt
on

HYDRANGEAS

Greenhouse Worker 941-V11.9

.

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Flit :,.: :he blanks:

1. The is the most con-talon insect enemy of the hydrangea._,--
2. Stem tip or leaf bud cuttings are made from - to .......,-.
3. The hydrangea is forced for and...

4. causes considerable damage during storage.

5. Hydvingeas are grown outdoors in the

2093
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College Station, Texas
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M Universit,,
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES

Student. School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. The four most importaiit causes of plant disease are
, and

2. An agent that transmits disease producing organisms is called a

3.
to controlling canker disease.

4. A is a plant on (in) which a parasite lives and obtains its food.

6. The smallesi. form of a plant disease i3 the .

is the "est approach
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 9411/111-2

Topic Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT DISEASES

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

I. The key to disease control is proper

2. is a rust-like disease lesion; a disease in which scab is a
prominent symptom.

3. A is an open wound or dead spot, often sunken, in a stem or
branch surrounded by living tissue.

4. A is an outgrowth, often more or less spherical, of organized cells.

5. Knots on roots usually indicate that are present.

6. A

507

is a dried, shriveled fruit , caused by certain fungus diseases.
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-3

Topic Test
on

APPLICATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS OF HORTICULTURAL CHEMICALS

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

I. A sprayer is one of the most common means of
applying pest or disease control materials in the greenhouse.

2. Some chemicals kill only on , therefore the entire plant
should be covered.

3. Always the label before using a chemical.

4. Many of the control materials are to human beings
and they must be used in such a way that they do not endanger anyone.

5. Fox an aerosol application the pesticides are purchased in a ready to
use container commonly called a

589
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-4

Topic Test
On

CONTROLLING LEAF DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

I. live on secretions from aphids and immature stages of the white
fly and cause sooty mold.

2. Lack of causes chlorosis.

3. Oedema is caused by excess

4.

or .

and are two chemicals good for treating
mosaic or leaf curl.

5 Proper

523

and are the best treatments
for scorch and scald.
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Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-5

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING STEM, BRANCH, AND TRUNK DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. and
mn

cause lichens.

2. Plants that have gall are treated by

3. Plants badly infected by dodder should be

4. Plants that have are treated by installing tubes in the
infected parts of the tree to drain excess fluids and relieve pressure.

5. Two chemicals used to control green scruf are and

635
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Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-6

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING ROOT DISEASES

Fill in the blanks:

School.:

Score:

1. A soil temperature of to degrees is necessary for development
of southern blight.

2. von fumigation is an effective treatment for
crown gall and hairy rot.

Q3. Mushroom root rot can be effectively controlled by fumigation with

0

4. Root knot is caused by

5. Always the soil where damping-off and seedling blight
are a problem.

651
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Topic Test
On

CONTROLLING DISEASES AFFECTING THE ENTIRE PLANT

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

I. is an effective treatment for aster yellows.

2. can be used to control verticillium wilt.

3. The part of Texas is affected mostly by. verticillium wilt.

4. and CM-19 are both effective controls for botrytis blight.

5. The general name for a chemcial used to combat mites is

540
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Greenhouse Worker 941 -VIII -8

Topic Test
OR

CONTROLLING LAWN AND TURF DISEASES

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

I. Lack of causes chlorosis.

2. and are controls for Piricularia leaf spot.

3. For control of rust on bluegrass apply chemicals as in early stages
of disease.

4. The control of mushrooms is to and destroy them.

5. The symptoms of fading out are ) dead
areas from a few inches to several feet in diameter.
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College St ation, Texas
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941 -VIII- 9

Topic Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT INSECTS AND METHODS OF CONTROL

Student'.

Date:

School:

Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

I. of plants are damaged by grubs.

2. rolls into a ball when disturbed.

3 are misc roscopic worms that attack roots and cause galls.

4. Leaf Rollers are small that wrap leaves around themselves
for shelter and food.

5. Aphids are sometimes called

6. are small, attached insects covered with shells of armor that
suck sap from the plant.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
I t- xas Education Agency
T. xas A&M University
(cooperating)

SI ardent:

Topic Test
on

NEMATODES

FIll in the blanks:

1. The

?. Toiratos and

School:

Score:

Greenhouse Worker 941-VIII-10

nematode is the most common type in Texas.

are very good hosts for nematodes.

. Before spending a large amount of money for chemicals, determine
if nematodes are causing a significant amount of damage to justify
the and .

1. and nitrogen nodules are often confused with knots
caused by nematodes.

so Nematode-affected plants have less ability to withstand lack of
, lack of water, or any adverse condition.

1186
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(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-VM-11

Topic Test
on

CONTROL OF MOLES, GOPHERS, BIRDS, AND DEER

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. Conical mounds of dirt pushed up from their main run indicates the
presence of a

2. and are the most effective means
of destroying moles.

3. A bird that has no friends and should be eliminated is the

4. is the best long term control for deer.

5. Moles are unlike gophers because they have tunnels.
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Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING WEEDS

Student: School:

Date : Score:

Fill in the tlanks:

1. should be worn while mIxing and applying chemit...... solution.

2. The has been the gardener's most useful tool for over 4,000 years.

3. Peat moss and other organic mulebs are applied to soil in weed control to cut
off

4. In areas where regxowth of persistent per.. finial weeds require frequent hoeing,
use a recommended weed killer .

5. should be applied to the soil several days before trying to pull
up weeds.
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Te:hing Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PRINCIPLES USED TO PREVENT

Greenhouse Worker 9414X-1

PERSONAL INJURY

Student: Schorq:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

The should do the lifting when a person attempts to
pick up a heavy object without using equipment.

2. One pulley only direction of force.

3. A 1 /2" pipe hooked onto a hose makes an effective for
post holes.

4. A wall rack for limber and pipe keeps the materials completely off the
ground and away from and

5. When you build bold rock walls and rock gardens, a system
suspended from a tripod is very" helpful.
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(coope rating)

Greenhouse Worker 941 -IX -2

Topic Test
on

SELECTION AND MAIN1ENANCE OF HORTICULTURAL HAND TOOLS

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blz.nks:

.chool:

Score:

1. A shovel is handy for moving sawdust, manure, and other
light materials.

2. The scuffle hoe wt-,rks best on packed, ground.

3. The two most common shapes of lawn rakes are
at d

4. The most common hoes have a inch blade.=11
5. The rake is a good tool for leveling soil or gravel and

collecting earth clods.
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(cooperating)

Student:

;?ate:

Grebnhousie Worker 941-IX-3

Topic Test
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

Fill in the blanks:

1.

School:

Score:

and should be checked when inspecting a belt.

2. Regularly used equipment should always be checked by the .

3. Cover cuttijig surfaces with used or
to sit out in the weather for a long period of time.

if a machine is

4. or other solvents may be used to clean an air filter.

5. maintenance consists of periodic equipment inspection
and upkeep.

2340
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Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

Student: School:

Date: Score:-
PART I: Short Answer:

1. What are the three basic ingredients of a salesman?

a.

b.

c.

2. What are two ways in which good habits pay off?

a.

b.

3. What are the be st two ways to learn selling?

1..

b.

4. How can a person become a "scientific salesman"?

5. What is required for a would-be salesman to become a tough,
aggressive and effeceve salesman?

a.

b.

284
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Texas Education Agency
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Topic Test
on

DISPLAYING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

Greenhouse Worker 941-X-2

1. displays are designed to stop the customer and bring him
into the store.

2. attracts attention and gives the impression of demand.

3. Each table and shelf should have a to the others.

4. Special racks, tri-plane and peg boa_ d tables are excellent for displaying
items and other small competitive items.

5. displays are more successful when used Lor familiar products.

1887
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Greenhouse Worker 941-X-3

Topic Test
on

ADVERTISING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1.

business.
advertising consists of displays within the place of

2. buying results in millions of dollars'worth of sales annually,
as the growth of super-markets show.

3. advertising is high in cost but is effective because the product
can be demonstrated.

PART II: List:

1. Three factors to consider when setecting an advertising medium are:

a. .

b. .

c. .....,...

2. Three methods of "outside of the store" advertising are:

a.

b. .-
c. .

1867 -
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Texas Education Agency
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Problem:

Greenhouse Worker 941-X-4

Topic Test
on

LABELING AND PRICING

What would be the percent nark -up.of a plant if the production cost
was $1.00 and selling price was $2. 00?

Work";

Answer:

1904
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Topic Test
on

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES

Student: School:

Date: Score:_
Fill in the blanks:

1. The first problem of a salesman is getting the
of the customer.

2. A dangerous practice that many salesmen fall into is trying to arcuse
interest by overstressing .

3. percent of all salesmen quit cold after a single call on a
prospect.

4. " is a luxury no salesman can afford. "

5. The surest and quickest way to lose a sale is to

1E03
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to include hours required, course descriptions, outline of major
divisions, and texts and references. The appendix includes -- (1)
examples of instructional materials, units, report writing
standards, sample laboratory reports, and educational materials, (2)
floorplans, and (3) a list of equipment and supplies with costs.
The instructor should have technical competence, industrial
experience, and professional acumen. Students need a good
educational background with some work in mathematics and science.
(See also revised ition VT 001 736.) Copies of revised eiition,
GPO Number FS 5.280--80009A, are available for $1.00 each from
Superintendent of Oocuments, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Foreword

DHENOMENAL technological advances have been accomplished by scien-
tists, engineers, mathematicians, and other technical. workers including

skilled craftsmen each with their specialized skills working together as a
team in developing new applications for scientific laws. Ever - increasing
need for the combined talents of such teams has resulted in an unprecedented
demand not only for the creative scientist and engineer, but also for technically
competent supporting personnel and skilled craftsmen with a good working
knowledge of the basic principles of mathematics and science. This group
of supporting personnel and skilled craftsmen is making an increasingly
grey -ter contribution to the technical team, and is in critical demand wherever
there is work in product development of a scientific or technical nature.

The technology of electronics has made dramatic growth since th early
days of World War II. Many of the electronic devices developed originally
for military purposes have been modified and adapted for commercial purposes.
The weatest number of training programs under title VIII of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958 is in the broad field of electronics. Many more
programs must be developed to keep up with the demand in this field.

This bulletin and a companion publication, "Electrical Technology"
have been prepared to suggest post high school curricdums in the broad
fields of electronic and electrical technologies. They are designed to illustrate
types of full-time, 2-year preparatory programs which can provide certain
basic education for entry jobs in these fields in support of engineers and scien-
tific personnel; entrance into apprenticeship programs with the possibility
of receiving some advance standing; or, other beginning work. They are not
designed to prepare students for a specific job, They contain curriculums,
course descriptions to develop the curriculums, and come suggested physical
facilities layouts.

The courses in the first year, basic mathematics, sconces, electricity and
electronics, and other subject mattersocial sciences and language arts, are
identical in both the electronic and electrical technology curriculums. Spe-
cialization, or branching into one technology field or the other, begins in the
second year in these schools which may offer both curriculums concus.ently.

The material contained in this bulletin should be helpful to administrators,
supervisors, teacher trainers, and teachers in the promotion and development
of new programs. It should also be useful as criteria for evaluating and up-
grading existing technology curriculum& It should be recognized that the
curriculum contained ber is a "suggested" curriculum. 'It must in most
instances be adapted to meet local needs and preferences.

The technical materials in this buietin were prepared by selected staff
members of the :technical. Institute Division of the Oklahoma State University
under a contractual arrangement between tile university and the U.S. Office
of Education. Tile social studies, communications skills, and shop processes
courses were :flowed by the staff of the Area Vocational Education Branch.
All of the materials in this publication were under continuous discussion and
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review between the selected stair members of the university and the Area
Vocational Education Brand. Many -faried suggestious and criticisms were
received by the branch from the university, consulting engineers, and the other
institutions and agencies which reviewed the publication in draft form.
Obviously, all views expressed could not possibly be incorporated into the final
document. However, every suggestion received was carefully analyzed by all
members of thb Branch staff and made part c I the final document wherever
p'ssible. In view of this situation, it should not be inferred that the final
curriculums are completely approved or endorsed by any one institution,
agency, or person.

The technical accuracy of the curriculum materials ie due largely to t!.e work
of a group of five outstanding electrical erqineering leaders who thoroughly
reviewed the materials. This review wa. ollowed by 2 days of ibItensie
conference sessions with these engineers, he staff of the Area Vocational
Education Branch, and Mr. Maurice r loney, acting director of the Techni-
cal Institute Division and director of the School of Industrial Education of
Oklahoma State University, Sawater, Okla.

The final draft of this publication was prepared under the- direction of
Walter M. Arnold, director of the Area Vocational Education Branch, by
members of the branch staff.

Jeans H. PEARSON
Assiotant Commissioner for Vocational lineation
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Electronic Technology
A Suggested 2-Year Post High School Curriculum

Introductiow

THE COURSES OUTLINED in this curricu-
lum guide have been arranged to provide opti-

mum specialized technical instruction in a 2-year
post high school program. The objective and the
emphasis throughout is on an understanding of
the engineering principles basic to the field of
electronics technology. The guide is orgtiLized
for use in a system of education quite unlike that
found in either the professional engineering school
or in the traditional trade school. The curriculum
is organized to provide a basic preparation for
entry jobs in a variety of occupations in the field
of electronics. The courses are arranged in
workable rluence suitable to the instructional
needs of tudents with an appropriate balance
between technology courses, general education
courses, and laboratory applications. It is not a
preeLgineering curriculum.

A graduate of this program will have a good
foundation in the principles of electronics and
coraiderable facility with the "hardware en-
countered in the electronics industry.

To be most successful in the program of instruc-
tion, enrollees in the curriculum should have rated
in the upper third of their high school graduating
class. In some programs which have operated
for a number of years, it has been found that a
significant number of enrollees have been attracted
to the program because of their interest in tech-
nical work and their inability financially, or for
other reasons, to take the longer, more costly
curriculums.

Ideally, the entrance requirements should in-
clude a year and a half of high school algebra, a
year of geometry, a half year of trigonometry, and
1 year each of biology, chemistry, and physics.
It is recognized, however, that many students will
enter this program having had not more than 1

or 2 years of high school mathematics and science,
and that institutions establishing programs may
have to temper entrance requirements in the light
of the conditions existing in the service area from
which students come, the graduation equirements
of high schools in the area, and State requirements.
It is not the purpose of this bulletin to elaborate on
the subject of student recruitment ar a selection.
It should be obvious even to the casual observer,
however, that a comprehensive guidance and
testing program is most desirable. The program
is rigorous and will require carefully selected
students and intensive effort on the part of
students and instructors. It is also based on the
assumption that students will have had a good
basic general education by the time they enter
this program. For that reason a minimum of
general education subjects are included.

Essential to the success of any curriculum is a
well qualified instructional stRff. Routine text-
book instruction is entirely inadequate in tech-
nology programs. Instructors must be qualified
to relate engineering principles to the industrial
applications of such principles. Entrance require-
ments are high because time is too limited in a 2-
year post-high-school program to provide all of
the basic training in sciences and mathematics
which should be prerequisites. Therefore, these
disciplines must be taught in very dose coordina-
tion with specialized course work.

To do this effectively the instructor must have
three salient attributes: (1) technical competence
(2) industrial experience, and (3) professional acu-
men. An absolute minimum educational back-
ground for instructors should be graduation from
a recognized technical institute, with additional
study required for those who are to teach advanced
courses. Industrial experience should include at

1
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2 ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY

least 2 years in the field of electronics and all in-
structors should have professional training in the
philosophy of technical education and teaching
methods and procedures.

Graduates from this 2-year curriculum should
be capable of performing some technical assign-
ments in entry jobs in the field of electronics.
These graduates should expect to continue their
training in industry sponsored programs as they
gain experience on the job. Such special training
programs are common throughout the electronics
industry and usually provide excellent opportuni-
ties for advancement.

The pattern of instruction outlined herein is
based upon several years of experience in special-
ized training out of which some guidelines have
been formula...4 to assist in curriculum planning
It cannot be too strongly emphasized, however,
that adjustment to local physical facilities, indus-
trial requirements, staff competencies, and other
such variables must be considered carefully, and
high standards maintained.

Perhaps the most difficult decaions to be made
in curriculum planing are those of placing time
limits upon each unit of instruction. Time is of
utmost importance in any 2-year technical pro-
gram. Because of %e broad requirements of oc-
cupations in the field of electronics it is difficult to
select the material to be covered and to spettit the
units of laboratory and lecture. To persons un-
familiar with this type of instruction it often ap-
pears impossible to cover adequately the material
contained in the curriculum in the time allotted.
Careful coordination of laboratory and lecture is
egsential if the instructional objectives are to be
accomplished within the time limits indicated for
each course in this curriculum.

Flexibility is also extremely important in de-
termining the relative emphasis to be placed upon
laboratory and lecture in technical courses.
It has been found to be most effective in programs
of long standing for both the lecture and the
laboratory work in a given course to be the
responsibility of a single individual. Since com-
plete coordination is nearly impossible where
separate instructors are used fo- laboratory and
for lecture, it is essential that much of the theory
be taught or at least reemphasized in the labora-
tory. Where a single fldividual covers both
phases of the instruction, the laboratory time can
be utilized, whenever necessary, to sbpplement

and extend theoretical concepts, while at the
same time used to anime and substantiate
these concepts.

The laboratory time shown for certain courses
of this e-orillulutr. has been extended to accomplish
this purpose. The aim is not to use the laboratory
time for lecture but rather to provide as much
time as possible for discussion, both formal and
informal, of the actual material being studied.
In the discussion on mathematics and science
found immediately following the curriculum
synopsis, developing mathematics and science
concepts is treated in greater detail. It is suffi-
cient for this liscussian to elk %seize that labora-
tory work in the first stages of the program may
involve application of mathematical concepts
that are ;lute new to the students. When this is
the situation, the laboratory may be devoted
almost entirely to mathematics applications built
around laboratory experiments. Because this
approach may often be necessary, it is obvious
that in order to use laboratory time for group
instruction, laboratories should inclrde both
demonstration and lecture areas. Ideally, these
facilities should ba arranged to permit group
instruction without requiring students to leave
their work areas. To the degree that local physical
facilities will not lend themselves to this method
of presentation, the curriculum will have to be
adapted to fit the facilities that do exist, and
another procedure developed for coordinating
concept presentation with practical application
,n the laboratory without at the same time sacri-
ficing quality or compromising standards.

The course outlines which follow t re short and
descriptive. The individual instructor will have
to prepare complete courses of study and arrange
the curriculum material in psychological order
before starting instruction. Sample instructional
sheets found in the Appendix may be helpful to
instructors in preparing units of instruction.

Surveys indicate that familiarity with technical
report writing and industrial relations are impor-
tant in certain technical work. Provision is made
in this curriculum for these subjects through the
social studies and communications skill courses.
A sample report and a guide for making written
reports may also be found in the Appendix.
Because the success e any technical training
program will depend ir, large measure on adequate
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equipment and laboratory facilities, some sug-
gested layouts are included in the Appendix.

In short, the material in this bulletin is not
offered to be applied to a given situation exactly

as outlined. It is rresented to illustrate how an
electrons I technology training program can be
organized. It provides a suggested framework
within which such training may be developed.

1r



Electronic Technology Curriculum

First Year
First Semester Class Lab. Total Page

ER 114 Technical Mathematics I (Algebra & Trigonometry)._ 4 u 4 9

ER 115 Direct Current Circuits and Machines 3 e 9 11

G 113 Sozial Science 3 0 3 14

G 123 Technical Drawing 1 6 7 17

G 133 Communication Skills 3 0 3 20

Subtotal 14 12 26

Second Semester
ER 164 Technical Mathematics II (Applied Analytical Geometry

and Calculus) 4 0 4 22

EA 185 Time Varying Circuits 3 6 9 24

ER 165 Basic Electronics 3 6 9 27

G 111 Shop Processes_ 1 2 3 33

G 161 Technical Report Writing 1 0 1 36

G 162 Graphic Analysis 1 3 . 4 38

Subtotal 13 17 30
--- ....-.' ....

Second Year
Third Semester
G 204 Engineering Science 3 3 6 41

R 212 Circuit Tracing 1 3 4 45
R 215 Special Electronic Circuit Design and Analysis 3 6 9 48

R 225 Transmitter Theory and Operation 3 6 9 53

Subtotal 10

..11
18 28

Fourth Semester
R 262 Research Report (Special Problem). 0 6 6 57

R 265 Ultra-High Frequencies and Microwaves 3 6 9 58

R 275 Television Circuits 3 6 9 61

R 285 industrial Electronics 3 6 9 64
1..11.11. ,,,,,,....ii

Subtotal 9 24 33

GRAND TOTAL 46 71 117

Course letters:
ERTechnical specialized courses common to Electronic and Electrical curriculums

GGeneral and related courses
RTechnical Electronic courses
4



Curriculum Synopsis

General and Related Courses "to
G iii Shop Processes 33

O 113 Social Science 14

ER 114 Technical Mathematics I (Algebra and Trigonometry) 9

G 123 Technical Drawing 17

G 133 Communication Skills 20

G 161 Technical Report Writing 36

G 162 Graphic Analysis 38

ER 164 Technical Mathematics II (Applied Analytical Geometry and Calculus} 22

G 204 Engineering Science 41

Technical Specialized Courses

ER 115 Direct Current Circuits and Machines 11

R 165 Basic Electronics 27

ER 185 Time Vo.-rng Circuits 24

Circuit Tracing 45
Special Electronic Circuit Design and Analysis 48

Transmitter Theory and Operation_ 53

Research Report (Special Problem) 57

Ultra-High Frequencies and Microwaves 58

Television Circuits 61

Industrial Electronics 64

B 212

R 215
R 225

R 262

R 265
R 275
R 285

5
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the Curriouluzu

'CIXTENSIVE PLANNING was given to the
awl arrangement and emphasis on subject matter
areas included in this curriculum. The suggested
scope and sequence of the courses in the curriculum
which is outlined an the preceding page is designed
to develop concepts in a spiral of increasing com-
plexity or difficulty. As each new concept or area
of knowledge is formally presented, it is given
practical application of increasing depth ae the
concept is built upon by each succeeding technical
course in the curriculum. In other words, subject
matter areas or concepts are presented both on a
nnit basis as they are in the traditional curriculum,
and as part of applications in laboratory experi-
ences and other courses. Once introduced a con-
cept is never dropped, but rather it is extended
and applied with increasing complexity by feed-
back principles in correlation with each new con-
cept introduced in subsequent courses. This is
particularly true in the introduction and develop-
ment of mathematics and science knowledge..
Mathematics and science are an integral part of
each technical course in the curriculum.

Mathematics and the physical sciences are key
disciplines in all technical study. The traditional
approach in providing the requisite facility with
these tools of learning is to concentrate them in
the first phases of the training program. With
this system the technical study must necessarily
be deferred to the latter stages of curriculum. In
a 2-year post - high - school program this kind of
arrangement is impractical, Deferring the tech-
nical study, even for one term, imposes serious
limitations on the total curriculum, The alterna-
tive approach and the one used in this curriculum
provides an integration of mathematics and se-
lected physical science with basic electrical
physics and ele..rical circuits. This method has
the added advantage of being a great des: Mtr3
interesting to the stude than the traditional
academic sequential treatment of subject matter
concepts.

In treating mathematics and science as an inte-
gral part ,of the program a high degree of coordi-

e

nation is required. This coordination involves
the teaching of mathematics by application in
technical courses concurrent with formal instruc-
tion mathematics classes. This is in sharp
contrast to the sequential course system and has
certain distinct advantages over the latter in a
Zear program. An example of such correlation
is found by an snalysis of the following courses:

IL the first semester:
ER 114 Technical Mathematics I, concurrent

with
ER 115 D.C. Circuits

In the second semester :
ER 164 Technical Mathematics II, concurrent

with
ER 185 Time Varying apatite, and
ER 165 Basic Electronic.

By devoting a major part of the laboratory tima
in the circuit courses to mathematical analysis,
a highly effcltive integration is achieved. With
the additional outside study requirement (2-hours
for each class hour) ti basic mathematics needs
of the student can be provided without deferring
his introduction to the specialised subject. The
net result of this two-semester study program is
a total of 23 semester hours of study devoted to
mathematics, basic electrical physics, and circuits.
The curriculum is balanced by 13 semester hours
of related technical and general subjects.

It should be recogniwee this system requires
instructional pan .tt well-defined com-
petencies in both teounical principles and maths-
made. Interdisciplinary feedback is essential
for the success of the system. It is an established
fact that the system is inherently sound and work-
able. It will attract and hold competent students
by being at the same time interesting and chal-
lenging. The first two semesters of the curricu-
lum outlined here will provide a solid base of
electrical knowledge on which to build the ad-
vanced course instruction. The subsequent study
can and should be circuit-based rather thab
equipment-based, requiring a continuation and
extension of mathematical merit, including a
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aigtiticant amount of "handbook" design. When
complix electrical and electronics equipment is
utilized for instruction, those special circuit appli-
cations that make the equipment unique can be
stuclied separately. This then becomes the heart
of the study programbroad applications of
basic principles well learned through mathematical
analysis.

The curriculum outlined herein has had inten-
sive review by representatives tf industry and by
educators in the field. It is the product of the
pooled suggestions of a large number of people,
and represents somewhat the middle ground of
the recommendations ',which have been received.
It brings together® th Jest features of time-tested
2-year post-high-achool curriculums, and the
suggestions made by industry into a program
which will serve the purposes to a accomplished
by title VIII of the National Defense Education
Act of 1958. Students who complete this basic
education and who then gain experience and
further specific training will be equipped to give
the engineer or scientist the technical assistance
he needs in his engineering or scientific we.a, or
will be able to fulfill the requirements of other
technical occupations,

This curriculum guide indicates the scope, or
breadth, of the concepts to be introduced and a
suggested sequence into which these concepts can
be arranged. It contains outlines of the courses to
be presented. The job of preparing course
instructional materials, teaching guides, units of
instruction. and making the curriculum fit local
needs an, ?" ions m the job of the instructional
staff of the .e.hu A which will utilize the curriculum.
In short, the individual laboratory or classroom
teacher with competent and expert advice, will
make the final determination of the actual units
of instruction, the time to be spent on each topic
which textbooks and references to use, and ivhai
supplementary materials will be necessary to
develop the best learning situation for a given
course.

The curriculum can only suggest those areas of
information which should be covered to give
students a fund of scientific knowledge which will
enable them to reform at a level of competency
in entry positions in industry which will be ex-
pected of them upon completion of the program
of studies. The instructor must determine the
learning situations, which will give proper applica-
tion to the coneeptt outlined in this curriculum.

7

He should seek the assistance of a representative
local advisory committee with both labor and
management membership, other faculty members,
local supervisors, and administrators and con-
sultants, all of whom can help him in developing
courses 3f study for the curriculum, and in
deterfaining local adaptations to meet the needs
and desires of industry.

Although "safety" is not designated as a special
subject matter area in the outline of courses, it is
an indispensable part of each learning experience.
Laboratory exercises should stress the accident
potential of each application and the preventative
measures to be taken to protect against possible
injury. Safety is actually a "philosophy" for it
is directly misted to the manner in which a person
performs functions or exposes himself to possible
injury and the attitude he has toward the objects
or materials with which he works. It is almost
impossible to "teach" good safety. Safety is
part of a way of life. Proper safe practices will
grow out of desirable personal values, attitudes,
and procedures in the use of materials or objects.
A student must be taught to perform each function
of his job safely.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the
need for technically trained people to be able to
communicate data and ideas clearly and
effectively. Basic ccureee in communication are
included in the curriculum to give students
refresher work as well as exercises in functional
English. As with mathematics and science con-
cepts, there is practical application of proper usage
of English in all comp. All laboratory reporte
and written assignments should be corrected for
grammar and for proper writing and reporting
procedures.

The list of suggested texts and references
includes only those books or reference materials
known to be utilized in one or more successful
training programs. In all probability there are
many other very fine texts or references in each
of the subject matter fields being used by training
programs but not known to the persons who
reviewed these curriculums and prepared the
course outlines. The lists for each course do not
attempt to cover the field and are by no means
complete.

In summary, this curriculum is the product of
the efforts of a large number of peopleeducators,
engineerv, university and institute directors, and
Office of Education staff. It is a suggested outline
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of learning experiences considered a necessary
part of the training of electronic technicians to
support engineers and scientists. It should not
be taken literally and imposed upon a community

but rather used as a guide in developing a curricu-
lum which is best suited for a given situation,
and one which will meet the national defense
needs for occupations in this field of work.

A



COURSE OUTLINES: FIRST YEAR, FIRST SEMESTER

ER 114, Technical Mathematics 1 (Algebra and Trigonometry)

Hours Required

Class, 4; Laboratory, 0

Description

Review of algebra, geometry, and the funda-
mental concepts of trigonometry; use of
tables; solution of right triangles; law of sines
and law of cosines; special products and fac-
taring; simultaneous equations; exponents
and radicals; quadratic equations; logarithms;
vector algebra including complex quantities
and "j" 'operator. Emphasis on the applica-
tion of mathematics to problems in electricity
and electronics.
Note: In order to cover adequately the mate-
rial outlined in this course it is necessary to
coordinate the instruction with the course and
laboratory work in ER 115, Direct Current
areal, and Machines. Laboratory time in
that course includes extensive mathematical
computation.

Major Divisions
Close hour*

I. Basic Algebra 8
IL Polynomials 8

ILL Algebraic Exponents_ 8
IV. Quadratic Equations 12
V. Miscellaneous Mathematics 3

VI. Logarithms 8
VII. Trigonometry of Right Triangles- - - 8

VIII. Vectors.. i 10
IX. Vector Algebra 10

Drnstox I. Basic Algebra-8 hours
1. Literal and explicit numbers
2. Algebraic expressions
3. Algebraic fractions
4. Equation with one unknown

551203 0-00-2

DIVISION IL Polynomials-8 hours
1. Two unknowns
2. More than two unknowns
3. Graphical solutions
4. Determinants

DIVISION III. Algebraic Exponents-8 hours
1. Laws of exponents
2. Fractional exponents
3. Reduction of exponents
4. Multiplitntion and division of exponents

Drnstax IV. Quadratic Equations-12 hours
1. True equations
2. Incomplete equations
3. Formula solution
4. Extraneous roots
5. Vanishing roots
6. Equations with radicals
7. Simultaneous solution
8. Solution by determinants
9. Graphical solution

10. Reduction of forms

DIVISION V. Miscellaneous Mathematics-3 hours
1. Ratio
2. Proportion
3. Variations of equations

DIVISION VI. Logarithms-8 bouts
1. Nature of logarithms
2. Application of logarithms
3. Different bases of logarithms
4. Application and use of logarithms

DIVISION VII. Trigonometry of Right Triangles-
8 hours

1. Basic trigonometric functions
2. Functions of angles in all quadrants
3. Special angles- 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°,

90°, 380'
4. Some identities
5. Right triangle laws

a
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6. Laws of sine and cosine
7. The inverse functions
8. Use of trigonometric tables
9. Applications of trigonometric functions

Dm Imola VIII. Vectors-10 hours
1. Vector representation of quantities
2. Positive and negative quantities
3. Angular motion and the four quadrants

Dry/taunt JX. Vector Algebra-10 hours
1. Graphic trigonometric functions
2. Averages of sine and sine* waves
3. Phase relationships
4. Complex notation, vector addition and

subtraction
5. Multiplication and division of vectors
6. Conversion of complex to polar forms

t

TECHNOLOGY

Texts and References

Select one or more books from the following list for
texts. Others may be used as reference books.

Coons, Nnuion M., Mathematics for Electricians and
Radiomen. New York; Mo Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

KIWI; MLR A., KUNZ, GROINS A. and MOILMATTIN,
DAVID A., Rtifil MKS, MOM WNW, New York; The
Blakiston Co.

Ric', HAROLD B. and KNICWIT, R. M., Toxienical Maths-
MONO* With Calculus. New York; McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc.

RIORARD8ON, M., Fundamentals of Mathematics, New
York; The Macmillan Co.

RICHMOND, 0. E., Cakutur for Blectronice. New York;
Me Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

BING'S, BZRTRAND B., Basic Mathematics for Bkctricity,
Radio and TV. New York; McGraw-MB Book Co..
Inc.

at



ER IA, Mort Current Circuits end likaoldnes

Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 6

Description

Basic physics of the electron, electric units,
and Ohm's law. Resistance combinations.
Meter connections. Magnetism and mag-
netic circuits. Electric power. Character-
istics of electric conductors. Inductance and
capacitance. Direct current generators, mo-
tors and controls. Use of common measuring
and metering equipment.
Note. Much of the laboratory time in this
course is devoted to mathematical computa-
tion, including the use of the slide rule.
Mathematical usage should parallel as closely
as possible the material covered in ER 114,
Technical Mathematics I.

bialor Miami
Chu
hour*

Labor&
tory

laws
I. Unita 6 12

IL Series Circuit. 6 12

III. Parallel Circuits 3 6
IV. Combination Circuits- - 3 6
V. Circuit Laws 3 6

VI. Electro-Chemical 3 6
VII. Conductors and Insula-

tors 3 6
VIII. Magnetism. 7 15

IX. Electro-Capacitance. 7 15
X. Electrical Machines-. - - 6 6

XI. Generator and Motor
Testing 4 12

DIVISION I. Units

A. Unite of instruction- -6 hours
1. Introduction of !aboratory rules, grading,

etc.

2. Electrical units
a. Electron theoryUnderstanding of di-

rection of current flow.
b. Volts
c. Amperes
d. Ohms
e. Watts
f. Prefixes to units (milli-mega, absolute

values)
g. Use of voltmeters, ammeter, and Ohm

meter
B. Laboratory projects -12 hours

1. Safety and artificial respiration
2. Slide rule (0 A D A 01 scales)

DIVISION IL Series Circuits
A. Unite of inst:uction-6 hours

1. Ohm's law
2. The series circuit
3. Conductance of series circuit
4. Voltage drops of lines
5. Voltage by proportion

B. Laboratory projects -12 hours
1. Ohm's law
2. Series circuit
3. Voltage by proportion
4. Problems on Ohm's law
5. Slide rule

a. Scales CF & DF
b. Scales AB-K

DIVISION III. Parallel Circuits
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Equivalent resistance,
2. Law of division of current in parallel

circuit
B. Laboratory projects-6 hours

1. Parallel circuit
2. Selected problems

DIVISION IV. Combination Circuits
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Reduction of combination circuits
2. Solution of combination circuits

B. Laboratory projects--6 hours
1. Combination circuits
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DIVISION V. Circuit Laws

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Superposition law
2. Kirchhoff's law

S. Mesh current method
b. Nodal current method

B. Laboratory projects-8 hours
1. Kirchhoff's law
2. Superposition law

DIVISION VI. Electro-Chemical

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Batteries-types

a. Y nary
b. I Andary
c. Capacity
d. Charging

2. Electroplating
3. Fuel cells

B. Laboratory projects-8 hours
1. Battery construction
2. Battery charging

DIVISION VII. Conductors and Insulators

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Conductors and insulators

a. Materials
b. Conductivity
c. Sizes
d. Methods a construction
e. Resistance
f. Current carrying capacity and Insula-

tion (electrical and thermal)
B. Laboratory projects-6 hours

1. Identification, size and measurement,
cam-liar-mil resistance

DIVISION VIII. Magnetism

A. Units of instruction-7 hours
1. Permanent magnets
2. Magnetic units

a. Forces between current-carrying con-
ductors and betwecr. such conductors
and magnetic fields

b. Eddy currents
c. Magnetic damping

3. Electro-magnet construction and use

TECHNOLOGY

4. Magnetic law (comparable to Ohm's law
for circuits)

5. Electro-inductors
6. Magnetic coupling
7. Types of inductances
8. LR time constants

B. Laboratory projects-15 hours
1. Permanent magnets
2. Electro- magnets
3. Magnetic coupling
4. LR time constants

DIVISION IX. Electro-Capacitanoe
A. unite of instruction-7 hours

1. Electra- statics
2. Capacitance laws and units
3. Types of capacitors
4. Measurement of capacitance
5. RC time constants
6. Series-parallel capacitors
7. Voltage rating of capacitors

B. Laboratory projects-15 hours
1. Capacitor types
2. Series and parallel capacitors
3. RC time constants

DIVISION X. Electrical Macbines
A. Units of instruction-6 hours

1. Generators
a. Generation of E.M.Ir.
b. Type windings of a generator

(1) Ring
(2) Drum
(3) Lap

c. Types of generators
(1) Series
(2) Shunt
(3) Compound

2. Motors
a. Motor action
b. Generator counter E.M.F.
c. Types of motors

(1) Series
(2) Shunt
(3) Compound

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
1. Generation
2. Voltage regulation efficiency

.1*
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DIVISION XI. Generator and Motor Testing
A. Units of instruction-4 hours

1. Voltage regulation of generator
2. Efficiency of generator
3. Heat of a generator
4. Motor performance
5. Speed regulation of motor
6. Efficiency of motors
7. Heat of motor

a. Commutation
b. Air gap

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Motor loadtest on dynamometer
2. Motor load teston prony brake
3. Motor temperature rise experiment

ouriaNza

Texts and References

13

Select one of following as a text. Others are to
be considead as possible reference books.

DAWES, CnzaTER L., A Course in Electrical Engineering
Vol. I. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., lac.

GRAHAM, KENNARD C., MCDOUOAL, W. L., RANSON,

R. R., and DUNLAP, C. H., Fundamentals of Electric-
ity. Chicago: American Technical Society.

JACKSON, HERBERT M., Introduction to Electric Circuits.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice - Hell.

VAN VALKENBUROR, HOOOEE and Minus, INC., Balk
Electricity, Vol. A Dim: Current Circuit*, Ohm's and
Kirchhoj7'a Laws; Electric Power. New York: John
F. Rider Publisher, Inc.



1 113, Social Menai

Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratoq, 0

Description

The course is oriented to the proposition that
each technician in a democracy has a re-
sponsibility to make a productive contribu-
tion toward the perfection end perpetuation
of the American way of life; and, that to do
so, he must know and understand his re-
sponsibilities and obligations to himself, his
family, his community, his State and Nation,
and the world. The salient elements of the
four basic social sciences (psychology, soci-
ology, economics, and government) are re-
viewed to help the student achieve a good
working understanding of his total environ-
ment and the forces which interact to form
the social setting in which he works and lives.
Time allotments to the various element*
within major divisions will depend upon the
background of the class.

Major Divisionti
Oass btu*

I. General Psychology_ 8
II. Sociology 8

III. Economics 24
1Y. American Government_ 8

Devisiox I. General Psychology

A. Basic human drives and motives
B. Heredity and environment
C. Psychology of decision making
D. Group dynamics

1. Conditions affecting group morays
2. Forming opinions

E. Human relations
F. Principles of learning

14

Deviator; IL Sociology
A. Our culture, its improvement and perpetua-

tion
B. Relationship of individuals to social institu-

tions
1. Home
2. Public and private educational institu-

tions
3. The community
4. Church
5. Organized social groupsfraternal, labor,

business, and professional
6. Government
7. Other

C. Forces of social disorganisation, such as mi-
gration, crime, mobility, subversive groups,
etc.

DIVISION III. Economics
A. Social, political and economic forces re-

sponeble for the growth and, development of
industry and technology
1. Pastoral stage
2. Handicraft stage
3. Machine stage
4. Atomic stage
5. Planned economy or laisses faire

B. Economic expressions
1. Land, resources (human and natural)

capital, management, and labor
2. Economic goods
-3. Economic wealth
4. Utility
5. Other

C. Comparative economic systems
1. Capitalismfree enterprise
2. Socialism
3. Communism
4. Other

D. Labor problems and legislation
1. Union policies and practices

a. Wages, hours
b. Closed shop
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c. Union shop
d. Seniority
e. Worker relationships
f. Worker benefitssickness, accident,

other
2. Industrial strife

a. Strikes
b. Boycott, lockout, slow down, sabotage,

picketing
c. Mediation

3. Labor legislation
a. Taft-Hartley law
b. Labor-Management Reporting and

Disclosure Act of 1959
c. NLRB
d. Wage-hour board
e. Safety legislation
f. Minimum-wage law
g. Fair Employment Practices Acts

E. Business law and management
1. Types of organizations and legal aspects

a. Single ownership
b. Partnership
e, Corporation
d. Trusts and holding companies

Security and commodity exchanges
f. Public utilities
g. Marketing co-ops
h. Chattels and real estate
1. Savings and loan associations

2. Our capitalistic systemprivate enter-
prises
a. Trust laws
b. Monopolies, franchises, fair trade
c. Banks and banking

(1) Bank insurance
(2) Discounting and loans

d. National incomesources
e. Gross national product
f. Personal income
g. Public debtlimits
h. Private debtlimits
i. Government grading and quality con-

trols
3. Finance, investment and taxation

a. Investments and securities
b. Stocks and bonds
c. Monetary system

(1) Coins, currency, legal tender, Fed-
eral Reserve System, fiat money,
etc.
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d. Credit buyingeffects of interest rate
e. Taxation

(1) Income taxes
(2) Personal and real property taxes

assessment, evaluation, equaliza-
tion, etc.

(3) Corporation taxes
(9 Capitation taxes
(5) Inheritance taxes
(6) Theories of shifting and incidence

in taxation
(7) Sales tax
(8) Other

f. Insurance

Division IV American Government

A. Constitutional bases for Federal, State, and
local governmental relationships
1. Federationconfederation
2. Compict of States theory

B. Political parties and pressure groups
1. Nominating conventions and election

camPaigns
2. Party discipline
3. Lobbies and vested interest groups
4. Other

C. Organization and function of legislative
branch
1: Minority and majority floor leaders
2. Whip
3. Committee organizations
4. Other

D. The organization and function of executive
branch
1. Cabinet
2. Executive staff and assistants

E. The court system
1. Federal courts

a. District
b. Appellate
c. Supreme
d. Special

2. State courts
3. Civil suits or actions
4. Criminal actions

F. Responsibilities of citizens in a democracy
1. Understanding propaganda
2. Becoming informed on public affairs
3. Voting
4. Running for office, etc.
5. Public welfare
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G. International relations and world problems
1. United Nations
2. Treaties
3. Mutual security pacts or agreements
4. Alliances
5. Current events
6. Technical assistance, such as mutual aids

in economics, agriculture, education, etc.

Texts and References

Select one of the following as a text for appro-
priate social science area being studied. Others
may be considered as possible reference books.

ALILIINAS, Lao I., Youth FOAM American Citizenship.
Chicago: Lippincott.

AIMS, JOHN, Economics. Chicago: American Technical
Society.

REINHARDT, HAIL S., Practical Psychology. New York:
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.

BIEBSTZDT IL, Tale Social Order. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc.

BLODOBTT, RALPH H. and KENNEP/11, DONALD L., COW
pontiff Economic Development. New York: Mc Grow-
Hill Book Co., Inc.

Boua, Hum A., American Politics and the Party System.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

BOBOAIDI7S, EMIT S. and Lavers, ROBERT H., Social Life
and Personality. New York: Silver Burdett Pub-
lishing Co.

TrAIHNOIOGIC

Hanna, J. M., All About Me. Chicago: American Tech-
nical Society.

DODD, JAMBS H., Applied Economics; Etementary Prin-
ciples of Economics Applied to Everyday Problems.
Cincinnati, Ohio: South- Western Publishing Co.

Foam., CHABLIS IL, Psychology for Life Adjustment.
Chicago: American Technical Society.

GAVIN, RUTH W., GRAT A. A., and GROVIPS, ERNEST, Our
Changing Social Order . Boston: D. C. H- :1 Pub-
lishing Co.

HAAS, EINEST B. and WHITING, ALLEN S., DynaMiCit of
International Relations. Rand Corp. New York:
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.

Joann% DONALD M., Essentials of Psychology. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

MAGRUP1114, FRANI A., American Government. New York:
Allyn & Bacon Publishing CO.

MORGAN, CLIFFORD T., introduction to Psychology. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Mumma, 0. F. W., Jr., Money and Banking. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Musoatva, RICHARD A., The Mom of Public Finance.
Johns Hopkins University, New York, MoGrem-Hill
Book Co., Inc.

McClung; Joan A., Rights of the American Worker.
Chicago: American Technical Society.

SCIINBIDER, RIMINI V., Industrial Sociology. New York:.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

SMIXEMAN, Sinsamin M., Labor Relations and Human
Relations. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Smug., Gnonon A., Government's Rolf in Economic Life.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Iuo.

YOUNG, DALLAS M., Understanding Your Labor Problems.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

4s,



0 183, Technical Drawing

Hours Required

Class, 1; Laboratory, 6

Description

An elementary course designed for students
having limited drawing experience. Use of
templates, including lettering templates; fun-
damentals of drawing and drafting room
practices; electrical circuit drawing, terms,
symbols and standards. All symbols used
are those established by the U.S. Bureau
of Standards. Students are cautioned that
adaptation of standard symbols to special
symbols used by future employers, may be
necessary. Emphasis is placed on construc-
tion and interpretation of typical industrial
drawings.

Major Divisions

I. Fundamentals
II. Shape Description

Class
hours

2
3

Labora-
tory

hours

12
18

III. Dimensioning Draw-
ings 2 12

IV. Pictorial Drawings__ _ 2 12
V. Threads and Fasteners_ 1 6

VI. Working Drawings 2 12
VII. Electrical Circuits 3 18

VIII. Electrical Layouts and
Equipment 2 12

DivisioN I. Fundamentals
A. Units of instruction-2 hours

1. Mechanical drawing equipment
a. Use and care
b. Special electrical symbol templates
c. Alphabet of lines

2. Sheet layouts
a. Papers, sizes, and bordk lines
b. Nameplate, blocks, and scales
c. Centering and procedure

3. Lettering
a. Types of alphabets
b. Freehand techniques
c. Use of lettering templates

4. Elementary geometrical constructions
B. Laboratory projects-12 hours

1. Construction of geometrical designs using
instruments. Emphasis on neatness and
line technique

2. Freehand lettering exercises stressing
simplicity of style and ease of reading

3. Lettering exercises providing przetice in
tile use of lettering instruments

DivisioN II. Technical Sketching and Shape
Description

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Techniques of freehand sketching

a. Measuring sub!ect
b. Blocking drawing, and proportions
c. Detailing

2. Theory of projection
a. Isometric
b. Oblique
c. Sketching

3. Multiview drawing
a. Principles of multiview drawing
b. Relationship of views
c. Selection of views
d. Treatment of invisible surfaces and

center lines
e. Auxiliary views

4. Sectional views
a. Types and purposes

(1) Symbolic lines
(2) Half sections and broken sections
(3) Full sections

B. Laboratory projects-18 hours
1. Freehand sketches of simple machine

parts. Designed to develop skill in esti-
mating distances, controlling proportions,
and in the use of freehand techniques for
constructing geometrical figures.
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2. Missing -hne and missing-view exercises
to provide practice in multiview pro-
jection.

3. Scale drawings of mach 1110 parts including
a requirement for sectional views.

Divrciox III. Dimensioning Drawings
A. Unite of instruction-2 hours

1. General dimensioning
a. Size and location dimensions
b. Fractional and decinial dimensioning
c. Do's and don'ts of dimensioning
d. Procedure in dimensioning

2. Formulation and placement of shop notes
a. Purpose of notes
b. Shop terms of processor
c. Row to make meson ate of shop

operations
3. Tolerancing

a. Purpose
b. Terminology
c. Classes of fits

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Construction of multiview drawings of

mscidne parts requiring simple dimen-
sions and shop notes

2. Construction of multiviow drawing of
more complex machine parts requiring
decimal dimensioning and determining
and indicating tolerances.

DIVISION IV. Pictorial Drawing
A. Units of Instruction -2 hours

1. Isometric drawing
a. Position of axes
b. Non-isometric lines
c. Steps in compunction
d. 4-center method of constructing ellipses
e. Advantages and disadvantages

2. 01 tun drawing
a. Choice of positions of axes
b. Steps in construction
c. Methods of reducing distortion
d. Advantages rand disadvantages

3. Perspective
a. General principles
b. One-point
c. Two-point
o Advantages and disadvantages

4. Shading
a. Shade lines
b. Surface shading with lines

TICIENOLOUT

c. Smudge shading
d. Stippling

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Isometric drawings of a transformer or

other electrical equipment stressing cor-
rect projection and position of axes.
Requ're suitable shading.

2. Oblique drawing of similar material.
Requires suitable shading.

3. Perspective drawing of a small building.
Use either one- or two-point perspective.

luvrinon V. Threads and Faaeners
A. Unita of instruction-1 hour

1. Screw thread types and nomenclature
a. Nomenclature of threads
b. Types of threads
c. Drawing and specifying *reeds

2. Representation of threads
a. Detailed
b. Schematic
c. Simplified

3. Fastener representations
a. Bolts and nuts
b. Screws
c. Springs
d. Rivets
e. Keys

4. Identification symbols for specifications
a. Use of shaplified drawings
b. Specifications and loads of fasteners

B. Laboratory projects-4 hours
Drawings requiring representations of
threads in the schematic and simplified
forms and including the necessary di-
mensioning.

DIVISION VI. Working Drawings
A. Units of instruction-2 hours

1. Detail drawings
a. Construction and purpose
b. nth and record strips

2. Assembly drawings
a. Types and uses
b. Parts lists
c. Sectioning practices

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. An amembly drawing of a simple machine.

Provides practice in the drawing of
.asemblies and sectioning procedures.

2. A pictorial assembly drawing providing
practice in pictorial construction and
shading.
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%vino); VII. Electrical Circuits
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Electrical symbols
a. Electronic symbols
b. Power symbols
c. Architectural symbols
d. Symbol guides
e. Relay nomenclature

2. Schematic diagrams
a. Schematic layouts
b. One-line oiagratas

3. Wiring diagrams
a. Industrial buildings
b. Power plants
c. Industrial controls
d. Communication circuits

B. Laboratory projects-18 hours
1. Symbols
2. Schematic diagram a radio receiver
3. Electronic industrial control

DivisioN VIII. Electrical Layouts and Equipment
A. Units of instruction-2 hours

1. Layouts
a. Chassis layouts
b. Panel layouts
c. Switchboard layouts
u. Laboratory layout

2. Electric equipment
a. Multiview drawings
b. Pictorial drawings
c. Sections
d. Details

t

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Make a layout for an electronics chassis

and panel
2. Make a multiview and pictorial view of

one of the following:
a. Transmitter in rack
b. Metalclad switchboard
c. Motor-generator set
d. Amplidyne generator

Texts and References

Select one of the following as a text. Other may
be considered as possible referen,,A 1,00ks.

BANE, Cuestas J., Electrical and Electronic Thawing.
New York. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Butner, COMM E., Ekotric Drafting and Design. New
York. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Faincn, T.- E., and Vicsacs, C. J., Graphic Science. New
York. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

GIESECHI, FREDERICK E., MITCHELL, ALVA, and SPENCER,

HENRY C., Technical Drawing. New York. The
Macmillan Co.

Hama, Gttanws M., and others, How To Read Electrical
Blueprint.. Chicago. American Technical Society.

Kocaza, STANLEY E., Electrical Drafting. Scranton, Pa.
International Textbook Co.

LUZADDER, WARREN J., Graphite for Engineers. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall Book Co.

LUZADDER, WARREN J., Fundamentals of Engineering
Drawing. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall
Book Co.

SPENCER, H. C., Basic Technical Drawing. New York.
The Macmillan Co.



133, Communication Mils

Hours Rewired

Class, 3; Laboratory, 0

Description

Course is prerequisite to Technical Report
Writing, G 161, and places emphasis through-
out on exercises in writing, speaking, and
listening. Analysis is made of each student's
strengths and weaknesses. The pattern of
instruction is geared principally to helping
students improve skills in areas where com-
mon weaknesses are found. The time allot-
ments for the various elements within major
divisions will depend upon the background
of the class.

Major Divisions
Mum hours

I. Sentence Structure 6
II. Using Resource Materials 4

III. Written Expression 20
N. Talking and Listening i2
V. Improving Reading Efficiency 6

Division I. Sentence Structure
A. Diagnostic test
B. Review of basic parts of epee&
C. What makes complete sentences
D. Use and placement of modifiers, phrases,

and clauses
E. Sentenc conciseness
F. Exercises in sentence structure

DIVISION II. Using Resource Materials
A. Orientation in use of school library

1. Location of reference materials, Readers
Guide, etc.

2. Mechanics for effective use
3. Dewey Decimal System

B. Dictionaries
1. Types of dictionaries
2. Row to use dictionaries
3. Diacritical markings and accent marks
20

C. Other reference sources
1. Technical manuals and pamphlets
2. Bibliographies
3. Periodicals
4. Industrial Arts Index

D. Exercises in use of resource materials
1. Readers bide
2. Atlases
3. Encyclopedias
4. Other

DIVISION III: Written Expression (emphasis on
student exercises)
A. Diagnostic test
B. Paragraphs

1. Development
2. Topic sentence
3. Unity and coherence

C. Types of expression
1. Inductive and deductive reasoning
2. Figures of speech
3. Analogies
4. Syllogisms
5. Cause and effect
6. Other

D. Written exercises in paragraphs
E. Descriptive reporting

1. Organization and planning
2. Emphasis on sequence, continuity, and

delimitation to pertinent data or infor.
'nation

F. Letter writing
1. Business letters
2. Personal letters

G. Mechanics
1. Capitalization
2. Punctuationwhen to use:

a. Period, question mark, and exclama-
tion point

b. Comma
c. Semicolon
d. Colon
e. Dash
f. Parentheses
g. Apostrophe
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3. Spelling
a. Word division--syllabication
b. Prefixes and suffixes
c. Word analysis and meaningcontext

clues, phonetics, etc.
H. Exercises in mechanics of written expression

D 'now; IV. Talking and Listening (emphasis
on student exercises)

A. Diagnostic testing
B. Organization of topics or subject
C. Directness in speaking
D. Gesticulation and use of objects to illustrate
E. Conversation courtesies
F. Listening faults
G. Taking notes
H. Understanding words through context clues
I. Exercise' in talking and listening

DIVISION V. Improving Reading Efficiency

A. Diagnostic test
B. Reading habits

1. Correct reading posture
2. Light sources and intensity
3. Developing proper eye span and move-

meat
4. Scanning
5. Topic sentence reading

C. Footnotes, index, bibliography, cross refer-
ences, etc.
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D. Tech ;Agues of summary
1. Outline
2. Digest or brief
3. Critique

E. Exercise in reading improvement
1. Reading for speed
2. Reading for comprehension

Texts and References

Select one of the following as a text. Others
may be considered as possible reference books.
/Wan, A. Casio and 'Noma, FRANKLIN H., Essentials

of General Speech. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc.

BAIRD, A. Casio nnti litiowza, FRANKLIN H., Mural
Speech; An Introduction. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co.. Inc.

Boannsux, Usti, How To Talk More Electively. Chicago:
American Technical Society.

Caovcn, WILLIAM G., and Sanaa, RORRRT L., Guide to
Technical Writing. New York: Ronald Press.

Chum, Csai, G., Gams and HOVER U., Report Writing.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice -Hall.

Taoursou, WAnha N., Fundamentalrq Communication.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., be.

WARRINGER, Iona E. and Gamma, Pasties, English
Glummer and Composition; A Complete Handbook.
New York: Harcourt, Brace ft Co.

Wrrrr, Patin., How to Improve Your Reading. Chicago:
Science Research Associates.

Youso, CHARLES E., and Ormolu; Elm F., Practical
English, Introduction to Composition. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
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xis Technical Mathematics II (Applied Analytical Seem tap and
Calculus)

Hours Required

Clam, 4; Laboratory, 0

DoscriptiOn

Mathematics used in solving problems involv-
ing vector and harmonic motion; complex
rotation and vector algebra; functions and
graphs; graphic methods used in solving prob-
lems relating to slope and rate of slope change;
basic calculus, including limits, derivations,
and integrations; mechanics of La Place oper-
ational calculus as related to the study of
control circuits; problem assignments illus-
trating applications; oscilloscope demonstra-
tions showing mathematical interpretations of
electric waveforms; differentiation and inte-
gration to provide an understanding of ex.
pressions frequently encountered in technical
literature. Prerequisite: ER 114 and ER 115.

No The earelatiom of mothematles instruction with Waged taws
hand la the ant term lo rains red here with perhaps eves water effective.
aew. sat 110, "Moe Vanilla eradte," bawls cetapietslY mathematical
12 mhos sad Is maned to parallel deeply the introduction it samosa
arthematiall tomb In this mow

Major Divisions
awe llown

I. Trigonometry a
II. Vector Algebra 11

Miscellaneous Mathematics 4
IV. Graphical Methods of Calculus 4
V. The Functions 2

VI. Differentiation 10
VII. Differentiation of Higher Order_ _ _ _ 2

VIII. Integration 10
IX. Additional Trigonometric Functions

in Calculus 3
X. Logarithmic and Exponential Func-

tions 4
22

MN UM
XI. Hyperbolic Functions 4

XII. Mathematical Series 3
XIII. La Place Transforms 3

DIVISION I. Trigonometry-8 hours

A. Identities
B. Trigonometric equations
C. Addition of sift waves (mathematical)
D. Amplitude and phase relationships
E. Harmonically related sine waves
F. Analysis of nonsine waves
G. Lissajous figures

DIVISION II. VectOr Algebra-11 hours

A. Complex notation
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Polar notations
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

G. Changing vector notations
D. Rotation of vectors
E. Eiler'a equation
F. Demoinre's theorem

DIVISION m. Miscellaneous Mathematics--4
hours

A. Addition and subtraction tricks
B. Short cuts in multiplication
C. Short cuts in finding square roots
D. Partial fractions
E. Relative errors
F. The graph paper as a calculator



COURSE OUTLINES

DivreroN IV. Graphical Methods of Calculus-4
hours

A. Slopes and rate of change
B. Increment+, work force diagrams
C. Nonlinear equationsslopes
D. The derivative graphically
E. Maxima and minima
F. Inflection point.
G. Areas graphically

DIVISION V. The Functions --2 hours
A. Variables and constanta
B. Dependent and independent variables
C. Continuous functions
D. Single value
& Explicit and implicit

DIVISION VI. Differentiation-10 hours
A. Algebraic methods
B. Limit.
C. Genrd rules
D. Where X=f(p)
E. Where X=f(p)n
F. Sum or difference
G. Maximum and minimum values,
H. Basic trigonometric functions
I. where ti=f(x)
J. Repeated differentiation

DivisioN VII. Differentiation of Higher Order--T.
hours
A. Second derivative
& Application to falling bodies

DIVISION VIII. Integration-10 hours
A. Introduction of integration
B. The integration constant
C. The mechanics of indefinite integral
D. EvaluatiOn of the constant of integration
E. Integrals
F. The integral applied to acceleration
G. Area determination with integrations
H. Average values by integration
I. Integration of basic trigonometric functions
J. Volumes by integration

DIVISION IX. Additional Trigonometric Functions
in Calculus-3 hours
A. Inverse functions
B. Electrical application of waves to differenti-

ation and integration circuits
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DtvisroN X. Logarithmic and Exponential Func-
tions-4 hours
A. Exponential function
B. Exponential functions in calculus
C. Natural logarithms
D. Electrical transient+,

DIVISION XI. Hyperbolic Functions-4 hours
A. The hyperbolic functions
B. Integration and differentiation
C. The hyperbolic function in electrical appli-

cations

DIVISION XII. Mathematical Soies-3 hours
A. MacLaurin
B. Taylor
C. Fourier
D. Wave analysis by .11bles and graph.

DIVISION XIII. La Plat Zransforms-3 hours
A. The mechanics of the Is Place tables
B. Electrical application of the La Place

Tests and Hamm
Select one of following as a text. Others may

be considered as possible refenence boobs.

Coons, Nnzeon M., Matheacelice for Maritime and
Radiomen. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Ina.

Fulonna, BIRRNARD end Jacons, Hamm Y. Bleep* 4
Mathseatics for Radio, TV, dad Illectronkt. New
York: The Macmillan Co.

Fassion, J. 8. end others, Alvaro for PMO, &Wag,
Book I and II. New York: Houghton MiMin Book
Co.

Ham, Malan O., Slide Rule Simplified. Chicago:
American Technical Society.

Haumr, Mums A.; Huns, Glows A. and Mckmaurin,
DAV/D A., Baginetwinp Mathsfaalics. New York:
The Blakieton Co.

Nossumn, H. M. and Sammy P., Megesnalics for Me-
*rooks with Applications. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.

Bios, HAROLD a and Mammy, RAYMOND M., Technieel
Mathematim with Calculus. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., Inc.

RICHARDSON, M., fundamentals of MathswAlits. New
York: The Macmillan Co.

Exonmoun, A. E., Calculus for Meeiroaks. New York:
The Macmillan Co.

Buses, %WAND B. Basic Maikessalies. N. 'fork:
McGraw-HIE Book Co., Inn

Torras, C. E., Basic Mathematics for rochaioal Lass.
Englewood ails, NJ.: Preutiee.Hall Book Co.



ER ilk Tinto Varying Circuits

Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 6

Description

Characteristics of alternating current waves
and time varying circuits; analyzing the oe-
havior of alternating current compraents;
phase and power factor; power measurement
under balanced and unbalanced conditions in_
delta and wye connected systems; two-phase
and three-phase systems; application of vector
algebra in the analysis of series and parallel
combinations of impedance. Prerequisites:
ER 114 and ER 116.
Note: The material in this course must be
treated as a mathematics-based science. The
mathematical principles required for the
analysis and understanding of these circuits
is introduced in the concurrent course, ER 164
Technical Mathematics. It will be necessary,
however, to assign laboratory time for addi-
tional applied mathematics instruction in
order to provide the depth of understanding
that is required in this course.

Major Divisions Mu
hour*

Labor&

hgoryours
I. Sine Waves 8 9

II. Circuit Fundamentals_ _ 9 21

III. Alternating Current
Phaeors (Vectors) 6 9

IV. Series and Parallel AC
Circuits 9 21

V. Polyphase Systems- - - - 9 21

VI. Two-phase Systems.- - - 9 21

VII. Integrating Circuits 1 3
VIII. Differentiating Circuits_ 3 6

1X. Miscellaneous Alternat-
ing Circuits 3 6
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Divannx I. Sine Waves
A. Unite of instruction-3 hours

1. Generation and equations
a. Wave shapes
b. Graphical plots
c. Equation of sine waves

2. Space, electrical degrees, poles, and RPM
a. Relationship space electrical degrees
b. Relationship poles and RPM

3. Radians, average and maximum values-
a. Radians and speed
b. Average and maximum sine waves

values
4. Effective values and effective resistance

a. Meaning of effective values
b. Finding RMS values
c. AC and DC resistances

B. Lahcratory projects-9 hours
1. Wave plotting and graphical addition of

waves
2. Calculations of average, effective values

of sine waves

Dtvistox II. Circuit Fundamentals
A. Units of instruction 9 hours

1. Inductors, inductive reactance, and phase
angles
a. Inductor effect
b. Mathematics
c. Time angles

2. Capacitors, capacitive reactance, phase
angles, and charging current
a. Capacitor effect on AC circuits
b. Mathematics
c. Time angles

3. Addition, subtraction, product of sine
waves; review

4. Volt amperes, power factor, reactive
power, power, and their importance
a. Ohm's law for AC circuit
b. Component resolution of volt amperes
c. Power factor improvement
d. Loading of circuits



B. Laboratory project. --21 hours
1. Effective resistance and DC resistance
2. Inductances, inductive reactance, and

current through inductors
3. Capacitors, capacitive reactance, and

current through capacitors
4. Selected problems

DMSION M. Alternating Current Pharos (Vec-
tors)

A. Units of instruction-8 hours
1. Vector representation. AC quantities

and *pp ications of mathematics
2. Polar and rectangular co-ordinates.
AC quantities and application of mathe-
matics

3. Addition and subtraction of vectors. AC
quantities and applications of mathe-
matics

4. Multiplication, division, and roots of AC
vector quantities

B. laboratory projects-9 hours
1. Voltamperes, power factor, reactive power

measurements
2. Selected problem

Drumm IV. Series and Parallel AC Circuits
A. Units of instruction-9 hours

1. Single - phase systems
a. Genentors working into loads
b. Effed on KW and KVA of generators
c. Voltage drop

2. Series circuits (2 element)
a. RR circuits
b. RC circuits
c. RL circuits

3. Series circuits (3 element) and resonance
a. BIZ circuit.
b. Voltage, current, and phase angles
c. Circuit resonance

4. Parallel circuits (2 elements)
a. RR circuits
b. RC circuits
c. RL circuits

5. Parallel circuits (3 element) and resonance
a. ;MC circuits
b. Voltage, current, and phase angle
c. Resonance

6. Serie* parallel circuits (Mesh laws solution)
a. Circuit simplification
b. Calculation using vectors
c. Mesh nets

551*. 0-60---S

B. Laboratory projects-21 hours
1. Plotting and obtaining instantaneous

values from scope (use electronic switch)
2. Seheted prnblems
3. Series circuits lab (nonresonance)
4. Parallel circuits lab (nonresonance)
5. Resonance lab (series and parallel)
6. Series --- parallel circuits

DIVISION V. Polyphase Systems
A. Units of instruction-9 hours

1. Polyphase generation and advantages
a. History
b. Contrast 1 phase, 2 phase, and 3

phase generators
e. Distribution of various phases

2. Power measurement in three-phase circuit.
a. Blonders theorem
b. Two- or three-wattmeter methods
c. Power factor and measurement

3. Double subscript notation vector repre-
sentation and phase rotation

a. Manipulations
b. Reversing vectors
c. Phase rotation and P.R. meters

4. Balanced wye systems. (3-wire and 4-wire)
s. Phase angle*
b. Thresphase power, law, and phase

slate
c. Uses
d. Grounds
e. Harmonics

5. Unbalanced wye system: (s -wire and
4-wire)-harmonics

8. Balanced delta systems (3-wire and
4-wire)--harmonics

7. Unbalanced delta systems (3-wire and
4wite)-harmonics

8. Mathematical lonvetsion delta to wye
and vies to delta
a. Formulas
b. Clearing networks

9. Systems using combination wye and
delta systems
a. Advantages
b. Commercial voltages
c. Zigzag connections

B. Laboratory projects-21 hours
1. Power measurement in three-phase cir-

cuits (3-wire and 4-wire)
2. Balanced lays and delta circuits (unity

and nonunity power factors)



3. Unbalanced wye and delta circuits (unity
and nonunity power factors)

4. Combination of Bella and wye circuits

Dmsrox VI. Two-Phase Circuits
A. Units of instruction-1 hour

1. History, use, and relationship
a. History
b. Advantages and disadvantages
c. Obsolete and residual

2. Three-wire Edison and two-phase circuits
a. Advantages of Edison's system
b. Measurement

B. Laboratory projects-3 hours
1. Two-phase measurements and vectors
2. Edison 3-wire system vs 2-wire systems

measurements of voltage regulation

Minnow VII. Integrating Circuits
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Electrical response to sinusoidal waves
a. The integrator
b. Influence of component value
c. Commercial twee

2. Electrical response to nonsinusoidal waves
a. Square wave
b. Pulse wave
c. Influence of component sizes

B. Laboratory projects-0 hours
1. Graphical plot of results to waves (.RC

and EL)
2. Scope measurement of integrators (RC

and EL)

Drnsrox VIII. Differentiating Conks
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Electrical response to sinusoidal waves
a. The differentiator
b. Influence of component value
c. Commercial uses

2. Electrical response to nonsinusoidal waves
a. Square waves
b. Pulse waves
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c. Sawtooth waves
d. Influence of component values

B. Laboratory projects -8 hours
1. Graphical plot of response to sinusoidal

waves
2. Scope measurement of nonsinusoidal

waves

Dint:now IX. Miscellaneous Alternating Circuits
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Methods of wave analysis
a. Scopes and graphical determination
b. Mathematical analysis

2. Electrical transients
a. Source and results
b. Mathematical treatment

3. Effects of harmonics
a. Source
b. Effect
c. Laws of analysis

B. Laboratory projects-4 hours
1. Wave analysis from scope picture and

prints
2. Make up laboratory for those who need

additional experience for advanced proj-
ects

Test and References

Select one of the books on the following list for
a text. Others may be used for references.
Amass, P. G., Basic Mathematics for Enfiniall. New

York: John Wiley & Bons.
D.twis, Cinema L., Illectricel Aylmer* Vol. 11.

New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Ise.
Prrce, SYLVAN and POTTIM, T. L.. Theory of A. C. Circuits.

Ensiewoud Cliffs, NJ.: Pres:lee-Hal Book Co.
Mosscocx, EARLS M., Alternotisweerest Circuits.

New York: McGraw -Hill Book Ca, Inc.
VAN VAsistunnia, N000sa and NsvnLa, INC.. Boole

Electricity, Volumes 8 & J. Algassues Cense*,
Resistance, Capacitance is A. C. . . . ," New Yolk:
John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.
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Disdripilon

, Introduction to the technical concept. of
Aisottemineompouente and circuits. Principles
of swum tubes and transistors; tuned circuits

:i and basic circuits for power supplies, detec
amplifims, and escalators; radio receiv-

ers; cathode-my oscilloscopes; use of basic
-..tesi`devices and measuring instruments. It
is 'irlatigned to follow the course Direct
Cdreist Circuits and Machines (ER 115) and
should be taken concurrently with Time
Vtryfirig Circuits (ER 185).
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Major Divisions

Chu
hours

Labors-
tory

hours

Introduction to Radio 4 8
liVacuum Tube Charm-it

teristics
6

III. Semiconductor Chime- 6 12
teristies

IV. Power Supplies 5 10
V. Audio Amplifiers 7 14

VI. Tuning Circuits 4 8
VII. Radio-Frequency Ampli-

fiers
4 8

VIII. Detector Circuits 5 10
IX. Receiving Circuits 6 12
X. Test Equipment 4 8

Mums I. Introduction to Radio
A. Unite of instruction-4 hours

1. History of radio communication
a. Early experimenters
b. Commercial and amateur uses of radio

2. Various uses of electronics.
a. Industrial controls and instrumenta-

tion
b. Microwaves and radar
c. Television
d. Medoal applications

3. Sound wave characteristics
a. Frequency, amplitude, and waveforms,

and the bnpressicma of pitch, loudness,
and timbre; beats

b. Characteristics of the ear; frequency
range, loudness response

c. Speed of sound; directional behavior
d. Electra-acoustic transducers; micro-

phones, phonograph pickups, speakers,
and ultrasonic crystals

4. Simplified radio transmission and recep-
tion system
a. Radio wave characteristicscompari-

son of sound waves in air and electro-
magnetic waves in space

b. Amplitude modulation and frequency
modulation (simple illustrations)

c. Functions of a receiver7antenna, tim-
ing, detection

B. Laboratory projects-8 hours
1. Introductory demonstration

a. Display of "antique" radio apparatus
that may be avi, %We

b. Communications receiver demonstra-
tionlistening to the signals of vari-
ous types of foreign, commercial and
amateur services using radio commu-
nications

c. Observation of training panels that
are connected to form a typical re-
ceiver. Rumination of electronic com-
ponents and identification of symbols.

2. Soldering, splicing, and cabling; practice
in making common splices and use of ter-
Millar. May include soldering for printed
circuits

X
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3. Construction of crystal receiver. Assem-
bly of a kit, or construction of simple
breadboard set, wired in accordance with
the procedures given in the preceding
laboratory project, to show essential func-
tions of a receiver that will be studied in
detail later

4. Transmitter demonstration, using in..
structional panels. May be cono 'acted in
conjunction with receiver demonstration
(1c)

5. Sound and hearing demonstration
a. Electrical outputs from a microphone

and electric waves from a phonograph
and from an audio oscillator may be
pictured on an oscilloscope at the same
time their sound is heard from a loud
speaker

b. Characteristics of the human ear may
be shown by variations of frequency
and intensity of the signal

c. Several oscillators may be used to
supply complex waveforms and show
harmonic relations. The phenomenon
of beats will be illustrated visually and
audibly

Divisrox II. Vacuum Tubes
A. Units of instruction-6 hours

I. Diodes
a. Edison effect; electron emission and

contact potential
b. Series and parallel filament connec-

tions
c. Characteristics curves; saturation,

rectification and detection
2. Triodes

a. Adam' of contro: grid
b. Characteristic curves
c. Amplification factor
d. Plate resistance; transconductance
e. Voltage amplification; equivalent

circuit
3. Tetrodes and Pentodes

a: Effect of screen grid
b. Characteristic curves, negative resist-

ance
c. Effect of suppressor grid
d. Beam power tubes
e. Characteristic curves of pentodes and

beam power tubes

B. Laboratory projects --12 hours
I. Tube dissection

a. Cutting apart piece-by-piece of several
discarded tubes (both metal and glass)
by each student

b. Freehand sketching of each element,
and of the tube's internal structure

c. Reference to published tube data for
symbol and manufacturer's description
of each tube

2. Diode characteristics
a. Voltage-current relationships taken

with equipment connected by student
crews and checked by instructor
With a duo - diode, curves may be com-
pared for one section and both sections
in parallel.

b. Informal report with graphs of experi-
mentally obtained data, comparison
with published characteristics, and
comments on any discrepancies

3. Triode characteristics
a. Data for transfer curves taken with

student-connected apparatus
b. Informal report, as in preceding experi-

ment
4. Pentode characteristics

a. Similar procedure as for triede atone..
teristics. Separate sets of data should
be taken for sharp cut4ff and for re-
mote cut-off types of pentodes

b. Informal report with data presented
on curves that may be compared' with
those in tube manual

5. Tube characteristics calculations
a. Calculation of amplification factor,

plate resistance, and transconductance,
from the curves plotted for triode.ani
pentode tubes

b. Informal report showing procedures
used, and evaluation of unite

6. Demonstration of special tubes if time
permits, attention may be given to special
tubes, such as electron-ray indicators and
power tubes for transmitters

DIVISION III. Semiconductor Characteristics
A. Units of instruction-6 hours

I. Semiconductor diode characteristics
a. Valence electrons
b. Crystal lattice



c. Donors and acceptors
d. P-N junctions

2. Semiconductor rectifiers
a. Crystal diodes
b. Power rectifiers

3. Transistors
a. Point-contact transistors
b. Junction transistors
c. Transistor parameters
d. Power transistors

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Semiconductor diode characteristics

a. Measurements for plotting forward
and reserve voltage-current relations

b. Informal report
2. Characteristics of junction transistors

and surface-barrier transistors
a. Examination of effects of changing

operating voltages and currents
b. Informal report

3. Common-base amplifier characteristics
a. Gain and frequency response measure-

ments
b. Biasing methods
c. Informal report

4. Common-emitter amplifier characteristics.
Procedure similar to experiment 3, above

.5. Bias and stabilization
Measurements in *mita with fixed bias
and with self bias

6. Supplement. If time allows, basic tran-
sistor receiver circuits may be connected,
serving as an introduction to details that
will be studied in advanced courses

DIVISION IV. Power Supplies

A. Unity cf instruction-5 hours
1. Rectifier circuits

a. Half-wave and fell-wave rectification
b. Bridge rectifiers
c. Metallic-oxide rectifiers
d. Peak inverse voltage

2. Voltage multipliers; transformerless power
supplies

a. Doubler circuits
b. Triplers and quadruplers

3. Filter circuits
a. Choke input; capacitor input; resist-

.pacitance filters
b. Voltage dividers; bleeders
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4. Other types of power supplies
a. Non-synchronous vibrators
b. Synchronous vibrators
c. Dynamotors
d. Inverter circuits

5. Voltage regulation
a. Ballast tubes
b. Glow-tube regulator
c. Electronic regulation
d. Saturable reactor regulation

B. Laboratory projects-10 hours
1. Transformer familiarisation

a. Examination of new or used power
transformerscanto student should
check several units

b. Ohmmeter measurements for lead iden-
tification

c. Voltage measurement of windings.
Reduced voltage may be applied to
the primary as a safety precaution

d. Informal report showing results, with
reference to standard transformer color
coding

2. Demonstration of typical power supply,
with student reports of observations
a. Waveforms at various points
b. Output voltages and ripple with var-

ious filters
c. Measurement of reguLaion with var-

ious filters
d. Comparison of full-wave and half-wave

rectific. *ion
e. Correction of faults in power supplies
f. Informal reports

3. Voltage regulator tubes
a. Connection of voltage regulator tube

circuit
b. Collectior d data for graphically show-

ing regulator action for conditions for
changing line voltage and for changing
values of load

c. Compare voltagecurrent curves of
56-51 and B2

d. Informal report
4. Voltage divider design

a. Problem in figuring resistance and
wattage ratings for a divider supplying
several loads with different voltages
and currents. Check of computations
by measurements on the actual circuit

b. informal report
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5. Ji:xatore and dynamotors
a, Examination and testing of a vibrator

power aup ply, such as found in car
radios

b. Examination of dynamotor, generc:or,
or motor, to note construction leetures
of rotating machines

c. Informal report
DIVISION V. Audio Ainp lidera

A. Units of instruction 7 hours
1. Alaplifier classification

a. Classification by usevoltage and
power amplifiers

b. Classification by biasClass A, Class
B, Class AB, and Class C

c. Ciatiaiestion by frequency response:
ftudio intermediate, radiu, video nd
broad band

2. Distortion in amplifiers
a. Frequency distortion
b. Phase distortion

Amplit-de distortion
3. Coupling method.-

a. Resistance -,:. pacitance coupling,
equip aai -t circuits

b. Impedance coupling
c. Transformer coupling
d. Direct couplingbalanced amplifier

4. Feedback amplifiers
a. Effects of positive and negative feed-

back
b. Advantages of negative feedback

reduction of noise and distortion, Im-
provement of frequency response, sta-
bility rid independence of load change

c. Negative feedback circuit.- current-
feedback and voltage feedback

I.. Phase inverters
a. Transformer invertersphase splitters
b. Paraphase amplifiersinverters

6. Power amplifiers
a. Ratings- maximum output, efficiency,

power sensitivity
b. Power diagrams; load line
c. Piwh -pull amplifiers; graphical anal-

Ygis
d. Output transformers; impedance

matching
B. Laboratory projects-14 hours

1. Resistance- capacitance coupled amplifier
a. Frequency response measurement
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b. Voltage amplificatioA meesuram, nt
c. Effe;:t of load resistance value
d. Effect of cathode by-pawng
e. Informal teport,

2. Impedance coupled amplifier
a, Gain and freoency response measure-

ment
b. Informal report

3. T. -neformor coupled amplifier
a. Gain and frequency measurements
b. Effect of turns-ratio (repeat part (a)

with a different transformer)
e, Informal report
d. Audio system testing. Demonstra-

tion of noise, distortion, and power
measurements

DiY!!-IION VI. Turfing Circuits
A. Units of irstruction-4 hours

I. Series resonal- circuits
a, Impedance variation with frequency
b. Applications in electronics

2. Parallel resonant circuits
a. Effect of frequency on voltsE v, current,

and impedance
b. Uses in tube circuits

3. Resonance curves
a. Circuit Q
b. Half-power points

4. Selectivity
a. Design characteristics
b. Fidelity
c. L/C ratio

B. Labs ,atory projects-3 hours
1. Analysis of capcitive and inductive re-

actances
2. Audio-frequency power amplifier

a. Measurement of output transformer
turns ratio and impedance ratio

b. Measurement of power output
c. Measurement of pow -r aensitivity
d. Informal report

3. Phaseplitter
a. Check of signs amplitude and phase

relations
b. Changes due to faults
c. Informal report

4. Push-pull audio power amplifier
a. Balance of the cit. uit
b. Output impedance witching
c. Troubleshooting
d. Informal report

aca
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5. Audio anitems
a. n-inoastration of institutional sys-

tems of Atercoiranunications and
sound distribution

b. Selection and interconnection of com-
ponent. of a high-fidelity system

c. Experimental mersurements showing
variations with frequency

d. Effects of series and parallel combina-
tions

6. Alternating current circuit analysis
a. Voltage measurements with capaci-

tance, inductance, and resistance con-
nected across the 60-cycle line

b. Informal report, with vector analysis
of voltages measured

7. Series resonance
a. Measurements of line current varia-

tions with frequency. Current from
an audio signal generator found with
vacuum tube voltmeter by measuring
the voltage across a 100-ohm series
resistor

b. Graph of curves for current variations
with capacitor only, inductance only,

zheir series comtination
c. Measurement P-t-i plot of response

with a different LIC ratio
d. Mot of series resistance on Q
e. Informal report

8. Parallel resonance
a. Measurements to show effect of par-

allel tuned circuit, with procedure
similar to that in experiment 2 above

b. Informal report

Drnsion VU. Radio-Frequency Amplifiers
A. Units of instruction-4 hours

1. Voltage amplification of tuned stages
a. Effect of coil Q
b. Gain calculations

2. Band-pass coupling
a. Critical coupling
b. Coupled intpelance

3. Multi-stage amplifiers
a. Overall response
b. Control of 113 ieehscl regeneration

B. Laboratory projects-8 bows
1. Construction of a tuned-radio-frequency

receiver. May be on breadboard or
chassis. Detector laboratory power sup-
ply and separate audio amplifier may be
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used, so that only the tuner need be
constructed.

2. Adjustment and operation of tuner
3. Informal report describing adjustments

and results

DIVISION VIII. Detector Circuits
A. Units of instruction-5 hours

1. Diode detection -- practical circuits
2. Plate detection

a. Operating point
b. Cathode bias

3. Grid detectiongrid lea-action
4. Heterodyne detectionbeat frequencies
5. Regenerative detectioncontrol of feed-

back
6. Autodyne detectionfrequency limita-

tions
7. Superregeneration

a. Separately quenched
b. Self-quenched circuits

8. Automatic volume control
a. Supercontrol tubes
b. Di. led control

B. Laboratory projects--10 hours
1. Diode detector

a. Waveforms of detector in training
equipment when fod with modulated
sign ial generator

b. Informal report of detector action with
various values of load

2. Superheterodyne construction
This project continues through Division
IX, and furnish& the receiver to which
test equipment procedures an applied in
Division X. The receiver luny be s kit,
or may be a typical superboterodyne
assembled with separately obtained parts.
Chassis construction should be used.
Laboratory power supply units may be
utilised, but a self-contained power supply
is preferable. Circuit wiring should begin
with tha power supply and the output
stage, working back to the antenna
terminals. Students should have a check

for testing their work themselves
before the instructor is asked to locate
any error. Demonstrations of typical
circuits for a superheterodyne, using
laboratory training aids, may be given by
the instructor at appropriate stages of
student progress.
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DIVISION IX. Receiving Circuits
A. Unite of instruction-6 hours

1. Receiver characteristicssensitivity, se-
lectivity, fidelity, stability, signal-to-noise
ratio

2. Tuned-radio-frequency receivers
3. Superheterodyne receivers

a. Frequency conversion local oscillator,
conversion gain

b. Converter circuitspentagrid tubes
c. Intermediate-frequency character-

isticschoice of value, image fre-
quency, tuningratio, opinions responses

d. Receiver alignmenttrimmers and
padders, signal generator connections,
output indicators

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
Continuation of receiver construction de-
scribed in Division VIII

DIVISION X. Test Equipment
A. Unite of instruction-4 hours

1. Measuring instruments
a. Multimeters for measuring resistance,

voltage, and current
b. Output meters
c. Effect of meter loading
d. Vacuum tube voltmeters
e. Circuits requiring high impedance

meters
2. Cathode-ray-oscilloscope

a. Principle of operation
b. Interpretation of patterns
c. Uses in electeouic circuit testing

3. Miscellaneous toipment
a. Signal penem %a
b. Sweep oscillators
c. Tube testes
4. Capacitor checkers
e. Signal tracers

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Testing of tubes and components, using

test equipment studies. Unite with mark-

o

%

ings removed may be used for practice,
and variations from color code markings
may be noted

2. Operation of oscilloscope
Use of panel controls. Observation of
signal waveforms and Lissajous figures

3. Application of test instruments to adjust-
ment and troubleshooting of superhetero-
dyne project

Texts and References

Select a text from one of the following books.
Others may be used as references.

Evnarrr, W. L, ed., Fundamentals of Radio and Elea
ironic*. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentiem.Hali, Inc.

13BZINGOLD, ABRAHAM B., FOO&ONOSidlif of Radio COMM"
tritation. New York: D. Van Noetrand Co., Inc.

SHBAO1111, R., Electronic Communication. New York:
McGrawalil Co., Inc.

8Lunsisno, M. and OSTBRIINID, W., Essentials of Radio,
New York: McGraw-Hill Co., Inc.

For transistor study, a supplementary text should be
used with one of the above texts, such as the following:
American Radio Relay League, The Radio Amateur's

Handbook (latest ,edition); West Hartford, Conn.:
American Radio Relay League, Inc.

Ds FRANC', J -, Electron Tubas and Semiconductors.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

EVANS, W. H. ed., Roperinsente in Electronic. Engle.
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Hinz, M. S., Trrossistors in Radio, Television, and Me-
ironic& V!'w lark: McGraw-Hill Co., Inc.

Ltworoan-Surru, 1., &Woken Designer's Handbook.
Harrison, N.J. Radio Corp. of America.

%OLS, R. L. and RISTINIATT, M. P., Transistor Alyea
and Circuits, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hail,
Inc.

RUM, J. P. and treLnw, S. D., Encyclopedia on Cathode-
Ray Oscilloscopes cord Their Uses. New York: John
P. Rider, Inc.

Tuarma, R. P., &Ade Electronic Ted lisetrinnenis. New
York: Rivilart Books, Inc.

ZBAR, P. B. one 8cururamttrr, 8., Basic Radio and Radio-
Receiver Resnick, . New York: McGraw-Hill Co., Inc.



111, Shop Prosossos

Hours Required

Class, 1; Laboratory, 2

Description

Course is designed to help the individual
student develop information in the use of
hand tools, machine tools, equipment, and
various types of materials which he will
encounter in his work as a technician.
Laboratory exercises are designed to intro-
duce students to tools, materials, and equip-
ment with which they are unfamiliar rather
than to give students opportunity to develop
proficiency only in one area. Shop safety is
stressed.

Major Divisions
Laboratory

hours
I. Shop Details 3

II. Shop Organization
III. Bench Work 15
IV. Machine Shop Tool, Equipment, and

Exercises 18
V. Miscellaneous Materials 9

DIVISION I. Shop Details-3 hours
A. Details from drafting room

1. Pencil sketches
2. Blueprints
3. Other

B. Templates and patterns
1. Paper
2. Wood
3. Metal
4. Plastic

Miriam" II. Shop Organization-3 hours
A. Work orders
B. Lists

1. Bill of material
2. Shipping
3. Inventory

C. Time study
1. Cards
2. Time and motion
3. Waste and salvage

Divisi ^x III. Bench Work-15 hours
A. Layout using scale, square, dividers, pro-

tractor, and scriber
B. Filing, polishing, and scraping

1. Types of files, chisels, and scrapers
2. Use and care

C. Hacksawing
1. Types of saws
2. Mounting of blade
3. Techniques in use

D. Drilling
1. Aland drills
2. Small power drills-uses

E. Threading-kternal and external
1. Types of taps
2. Size of tap to size of drill
3. Types of threads

a. Use of dies
b. Threading pip, and conduit

F. Exercises in the use of
1. Pliers
2. Wrenches-open, closed, adjustable
3. Clamps, vises
4. riles
5. Screwdrivers, punches, pry bars, etc.
8. Micrometer, vernier, gauge, protractor,

trammel, scale, and rule
7. Hacksaws
8. Other

DIVISION IV. Machine Shop Tool, Equipment,
and Exercises-18 hours
A. Lathe

1. Exercises in centering, facing, adjusting
centers, etc.

2. Turning and facing work held on man-
drels; arbors

3. Measuring with micrometers
4. Taper turning and boring

sit
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B. Drill press
1. Rough drilling
2. Types of drills
3. Cutting speed and feeding

C. Milling machine
1. Selection of cutters
2. Direction of feed
3. Squaring

D. Forming and shaping metal and plastic
1. Sheet metal

a. Types of sheet metals and their uses
b. Exercises in deeiga, layout and con-

struction of geometric forms used in
instrument chassis, raceways, and
junction boxes such as:
(1) Square
(2) Octagon
(3) Hexagon
(4) Pentagon
(5) Ellipse

c. Exercises in the use of sheet metal
tools and materials such so:
(1) Shears
(2) Folding, forming and shaping

equipment and machines
(3) Bench machines and stakes
(4) Groover, rivet sets, knock-out sets,

spot welder, nibbler, gas and elec-
tric soldering equipment, metal
screws, etc.

2. Plastics
a. Types of plastics and uses
b. Forming, shaping, and drilling
c. Casting and molding
d. Fasteners

(1) Special rivets, screws, and bolts
(2) Joining plastics to plastics; plastic

to metal
3. Heavy-gauge metals

a. Hand forging and heat treating
b. Presses, hydraulic and hand
c. Casting
d. Shaper and planer
e. Welding, gas and electric

4. Metal fasteners
a. Types of rivets and uses
b. Types of bolts, nuts and screws and

uses

c. Type; of holders, wire, pipe
(1) Insulated staples
(2) Insulated and noninsulated wire

and pipe straps
(3) Plastic, wood and fiber clamps and

separators
(4) Other

Division V. Miscellaneous Materials -9 hours
A. Wire

1. Wire nixes, types, and uses
a. Tapes of connectors
b. Soldering and splicing
c. Auction boxes
d. Raceways and panels

B. Conduit
1. Thinwall

a. Threadless connectors
b. Use of hickey, other benders
c. Cutting

2. Rigid
a. Types of connections and fittings
b. Cutting, threading, reaming and bend-

ing
c. Uses

C. Insulating materials
D. Wood, wood fiber, hard rubber, and mason-

ite
Students should complete one or two projects
applying as many of the machines, tools, and
processes as time will permit

Testa and References
Select one of the following as a text. Others

may be considered as pastille reference books.

Amain, Iota B., Rath* Are Wadi* Chicago: Ameri-
can Technical Society.

Baarca, Dawns F. and &arra, L. C., Metal Work for
Indedrial Arts &op. Chicago: American Technical
Society.

Balms, Liao: Forman, SAM Motel Skop ?ratios.
Chicago: American Technical &duty.

CAIN0161, loam M., MicAcaical Dm* for motes
Production. New York: Mcorsw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Dyson, J. H. and Psalms, W. I., Pimlico, Mold Saginaw-
Mg. Chicago: American Technieal Society.

litancip, Uwe PORT114 Priscipist of tho Properties of
Moterlo. New York: McOraw-HM Ca, Ina
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Fan In, low; L., General Metals. (second edition)
.vow York. McGraw-Hill Co., inc.

GRONIVAN, Claus H., Plastic. Made Practical. Chicago:
Brace Publishing Co.

KNORIAAVOR, Ramon R., Vodelmakitap for Industrial
Ire:; s. Harper Landoll and Associates, New York:
McGraw-Hill Co., he.

Miasma:Au, &mum, Foam, Revised by Been, Calvin G.
and Haldeman, Kenneth L., Materials of Industrv.
Fourth Ed, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Ca., Ina

35

Poini, MINOAN It, ONVICINIONSI T7dding. Chicago:
American Technical Society.

Smissans, Fanynnico, Practical Dash's of Skeet Metal
fileuspingt. Philadelphia: Chilton Publishing Co.

Turman, WILLIAM P. and °WIN, HAUNT F., Mathias-
Tool Work. Purdue University, second edition.

VAN DOZEN, HAROLD, A Practical Guide to Product
Design and Development. New York: McGraw-Hill
Co., Inc.
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Haw Required

Class, II Laboratory, 0

Description

Techniques of collecting and presenting
scientific data. Informal reports and formal
reports; special types of technical papers.
Forms and procedures for technical ritpurts
are studied and a pattern is established for
all formal reports to be submitted in this
and other courses. Prerequisite: 0 133 C*0171-
ninnication Skills.

Major Divisions
Ckes haunt

AI. The Scientific Method
II. Techniques of Exposition 6

III. The Report Form ,,

DIVISION 1. The Scientific Method--4 hours
1. Meaning of the method

a. Cumulative nature
b. Complexity of investigation

2. Characteristics of the scientific metblid
a. Reliance on observation .

b. The experimental process '
c. Objectivity

3. Essentials of scientific style
a. Clarity and precision
b. Conciseness an directness

4. The problem concept
a. Types of problems
h. Setting up a problem

DIVISION II. The Techniques of Exposition-0
hours -

1. Definitions
a. The formal definition
b. The operational definition
c. The informal definition

as

2. The expository paragraph
a. Length
b. Structure

3. Progression. Maintaining unity, coher-
ence, and emphasis

4. Elements of style
a. Sentence structure

(I) Relation of ideas
(2) Faulty references: pronouns and

modifiers
(3) Balance and parallelism
(4) Revision

b. Style problems
(1) Shoptalk and jargon
(2) Achieving readability

5. Analysis ples

Drams III. The Report Form-7 hours
1, enoracteristies of the report
2. ;port, functions
3. Inforrnai reports

a. Short-form repo: to
(1) NiemorAndont -zeporte
(2) Business letter reports
(3) O_dine reports

4. The formal report
a. Arrangement

(1) Cover and title pages
(2) Table of contents
(3) Summary of abstracts
(4) Body of the report
(5) Bibliography and appendix
(6) Graphs and drawings

b. Preparation
(1) Collecting, selecting, and arranging

material
(2) Writing and revising the report

5. Special types of papers
a. The abstract
b. Process explanations
c. The case history
d. The book review
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Texts and References

Select one of following as a text. Others may
be considered as possible reference books.

Bucata, M. D. and Hour, K. W., Repot* for Science and
Industry. New York: Henry Holt & Co.

Caoucn, WILUAN G. and Emus, Robert L., 4 Guide to
Technical Writing. New York: Ronald Press.

GOAM, CARL G., GRAVIES, HAROLD F., and HOFFMAN
LTHS S. S., Report Writing. Englewood Cliffe, N.J_..
Prentice-Hall.

Gummi°, Rosnwr. 77w Technique of Clear Writing. New
York: McGraw- -Hilt Book Co-, Inc.
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Huts, T. G., ffueeseefel Technical Writing. Now York;
McGraw -Hill Book Co.. Inc.

Panto THCHNOLOGICAL Cara, Technical Writing Guile,
Philadelphia 32, Pa.: The Center, Department 259.

'WOOL), Pans, and JOHNSON, IIHRSHRT F., TechniM
Report Writing. New York: McGraw-HM Book Co..
Inc.

SANT/1TM, SELBY S., Proctieal Report Wqiing. Swanton;
Pa.: International Tentt'.00n Co.

SOUTHSR, JANNS W., Techrvimi !?.er,lort lirriting. New
York: John Wiley & eons, ht.

INMAN, JOSEPA N., Jr., and GoT.o, .Y. K, Tack:ins:
Reporting. N?w York: Henly Hutt a Co.

1



1.2, Graphic Analysis

Hours Required

Chum, I; Laboratory, 3

Description

Graphic representation and graphic analysis.
Layout methods used in pattern and template
work. Graphs, chart*, and plots with an
introduction to descriptive geometry and
graphic calculus.

Major Divisions

Oast
hours

Labora-
tory

Ann
I. Symbol Drawings._ 2

IL Sheet Metal Layouts.. _ I
III. Dvswintin for Machine

Reproduction
IV. Graph Plotting 2 8
V. Field Survey Work_ - 2 0

VI. Charts 2 8
VII. Nomogrephs 2 6

VI:U. Basic Descriptive Ge-
ometry 2

IX. Graphic Calodus

Division I. Symbol Drawings

A. Units of instrtietion-2 hours
I. Electrical symbols (instruments and tem-

plates)
2. Electronic symbols (instruments and tem-

plates)
3. Control wiring symbols (instruments and

templates)
B. laboratory projects-6 hours

I. Trace and diagram the circuit of a piece
of electronic equipment using templates

2. Trace and diagram the circuit of a piece
of electrical equipment using drawing
instruments

3. Reproduce s complex control diagram
88

Division II. Sheet Metal Layouts
A. Units of instructionI hour

I. Layout methods
a. Layo-_t tools
b. Reference points
c. Arcs and curves
d. Holes

2. Cutting methods
a. Snips and shears
b. Machines
a Hole cutters

3. Bending methods
a. Bending in vise
b. Metal folders

4. Bending allowiinces
a. Allowable radius
b. How to bend radius

6. Fasteners and fastening methods
a. Metal screws
b. Spot melding
c. Torch fastening
d. Soldering

B. Laboratory projects-3 hours
Prepare full scale drawings showing all cuts
and bends for a complete chassis or subchamis

Division HI. Drawings for Machine Reproduc-
tion
A. Units of instructionI hour

I. Reproduction methods and machines
a. Blimint
b. Sepia
c. Mimeograph
d. Ditto
e. Multilith
f. Guild printer

2. Duplicating masters
a. Care of masters
b. Type masters
c. Storing masters
d. Corrections and chews of masters

B. Laboratory projects - 3 hours
Prepare a simple machine drawing for
reproduction and rvproduce as blueprints,
sepia, ditto, and multalith
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COURSE

DIVISION IV. Graph Plotting

A. Units of instruction-2 hours
1. Types of graph paper

a, Rectangular
(1) Inch scale
(2) Centimeter scale

b. Semi-log
c. Log log
d. Circular

2. Proper scaling of paper
a. Selection of scales
b. Broken scales
c. Double scales

3. Points and lines
a. Point plotting
b. Line identification
c. Name plate

4. Data from graphs
a. Proper data from graph and calcula-

tions
b. Error points

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
Plot and obtain information from the follow-
ing type graphs:
1. Rectangular
2. Polar
3. Semi-log
4. Log-log
5. 'Fri-linear

DIVISION V. Field Survey Work (with Applica-
tions to Radiation Patterns)

A. Units of Instruction-2 hours
1. Radiation field strength surveys

a. Measurements
b. Plotting

2. Contour maps
a. Elevation maps
b. Relative antenna height
c. Symbols

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
From information furnished, plot a radiation
pattern of a particular antenna arrangement.

DIVISION VI. Charts

A. Units of instruction-2 hours
Purpose and method of presenting data

1. Bar graph
2. Area graph

OUTLINES 39

3. Picture chart
4. Volume chart
5. Flow chart
6. Pie charts

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
From information furnished, the student
prepares one chart for each of the above and
two charts of own selection

DIVISION VII. Nomographs

A. Unita of instruction-2 hours
1. Nomographie use of charts

a. Chart use and purpose
b. Interpolation from chart

2. Selection of scales for charts
a. Use of formula
b. Parallel or Z chart
c. Limits
d. Scaling

3. Methods of plotting charts
a. Making divisions
b. Selecting spacing
c. The dependent variable

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
1. Construction of alignment parallel chart
2. Construction of Z alignment chart

DIVISION VIII, Basic Descriptive Geometry

A. Units of instruction 2 hours
1. Analysis of views in quadrants

a. The four quadrants
b. Folded box views

2. Projections in planes
a. Point

(1) Locating points in quadrants
(2) Distance between points

b. Line
(1) Measure' ment of lines with two

views given
(2) Two lines in different planes
(3) Intersecting lines

c. Plane
(1) Locating plane from three points
(2) Find angle of intersection

d. Intersection of planes
(1) Intersecting planes and missing

views
(2) Applied problems
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B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
1. Basic descriptive geometry problems
2. Problem in applied geometry

Diviatox IX. Graphic Calculus

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Graphic integration

a. Increments by blocks
b. Ray method of integration
c. Plotting the integral

2. Graphic differentiation
a. Graphic methods
b. Applied problems

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
Preparation of graphs showing iifferentia-
tion and integration of various curves

TECHNOLOGY

Texts and References

Select one of the following as a text. Others
may be considered as possible reference books.

Buater, Comm C., atedrio Draftily and Design. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., lne.

Pennon, T. E. & Vince, C. J Graphic Science. New
York: McGraw-HUI Book Ce,, Inc.

Gunmen, Fanamucx E., MricEsu., ALVA, and others,
Technical Drawing. New York: The Macmillan Co.

BOMB, STAKLIT E., Illetirical Drafting. Scranton, Pa.:
International. Textbook Co.

LUZADDER, WARBIN 3., Graphic. for Eigineers. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Heil Book Co.

LUZADDIM, WARRZK J., Pwadamenlele of Hagisearia.
011$106161 Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prenties-Hall Book
Co.



COURSE OUTLINES: SECOND TEAR, TRIED SEMESTER

0 204, Enginiteris, Seism.

Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 3

Description

Graphical and mathematical analysis of
forces; laws of motion, machines, mechanical
power, strength of material, fluid mechanics,
and thermal conductivity; basic principles of
physics; principles directly related to the
technician field of specialization will be cov-
ered in greater detail in subsequent specialized
courses. Course work is extremely practical
in nature with the emphasis on applied
problems.

3. Measurement
a. Scales
b. Torsion members
c. Destruction machines

4. Tension, compression, and shear
a. Forces on members
b. Limits of materials
c. Elastic limits

5. Center of gravity
a. Locating centers
b. Forces on

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
1. Metric system of measurement
2. Center of gravity (experimental)

C. Resolution and composition of forces-4
hours

Major Divisions

Mum
hours

I. Forces 21
II. Motion 8

III. Work and Power 8
IV. Simple Machines 3
V. Strength of Materials_ _ . 3

VI. Fluids_ 3
VII. Gases 3

VIII. Heat Elements 3
IX. Light and Lenses 3

Dzvisone I. Forces
A. Bub:: ":.mes--6 hours

1. De. cations
a. Definitions
b. Units of measurement
c. Metric units
d. Limits and safety factors

2. Action and reaction
a. Laws
b. Application of laws
c. Resultants
d. Vectors

Labora-
gory

/lours
21

8
8
.1

3_

3
3
3
3

1. Parallelogism of forces
a. Graphical solution
b. Mathematical
c. Force resolution

2. Two or more forces
a. Two concurrent forces
b. Couples
c. Multi-force

3. Rectangular components
a. Force resolution
b. Resultant .

4. Polygon of forces
a. Resultant
b. Equilibrant
c. Unknown force

D. Laboratory projects-6 hours
Forces and force resolution

E. Concurrent forces-3 hours
1. Computation

a. Parallel forces on members
b. Nonparallel forces
c. DistlibutA loads

2. Equilibrium
a. Conditions of equilibrium
b. Computing

I.. 41.

5612.3 0-40-4

41
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3. Resolution along axis
a. Method of solution
b. Results

F. Laboratory projects-3 hours
Polygon of forces

G. Parallel forces-3 houret
1. Momenta

a. Law of momenta
b. Application to forces
c. Application to rotation

2. Levers
a. Three types t.: levers
b. Application to forces

3. Couple
a. Definition
b. Effect on rotation
c. Practical pmi-leT4s

H. Laboratory projects-3 hours
*VMS

I. lionconcurrent forces-2 hours
1. Conditions of equilibrium

a. Laws
b. Forces

2. Solution of typical force systems
a. Graphical
b. Mathematical
c. Safety factors

J. 'busses and structures-3 hours
1. Shear legs

s. Forces :n legs
b. Free-body diagrams
c. Calculations of forces

2. Cranes and derricks
a. Typical units
b. Loads
c. Stresses

3. Bridge and roof trusses
a. Typical units
b. Types of static loads
c. Solutions of forces

4 araphic solutions of various trusses and
structures

7. Laboratory projects-3 hours
1. Forces in boom cranes
2. Forces in structures

DIVISION IT. Motion

A. Unity of instruction -6 hours
1. Linear motion

a. Speed, distance, acceleration
b. Free falling body
c. Projected bodies

TECHNOLOGY

2. Angular motion
a. Clears
b. Pulleys
c. Belts
d. Harmonic motion
e. Pendulum
f. and linkage motion

B. Laboratot, Irojects-6 hours
1. Projected body
2. Pendulum
3. Pulleys
4. Gears
5. Simple cams

DIVISION III. Work and Power
A. Units of instruction -6 hours

1. Units of work
a. Definitions
b. Formulas for problems
c. Friction of bugles

2. Work diagrams
3. Power and measurements

a. Measuremen` foot pounds per minute
b. Contrast to work
c. Prohy brake measuremint
d. cy

4. Dynamometer,
a. The machine
b. Formulas for use

B. Laboratory projecte-6 hours
Measurement of horsepower of motor

Dmerox IV. Simple Machines
A. Units of instruction-4-liours

1. Inclined plane
a. Asa machine
b. Mechanical advantage
c. Work done end work loss

2. Winch
a. The machine
b. Mechanical advantage
c. Commercial use

3. Belt and gear drives
a. Belt speeds
b. Pulley speeds and direction of rotation
c. Gear trains, mechanical advantage,

rotational direction and. differential
gears

d. Worm and worm wheel
4. Pulleys, block, and tackle
5. Differential pulley

a. Mechanical advantage
b. Use
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6. Screws
a. Mechanical advantage
b. Use
c. Friction

B. Laboratory project-3 hours
Inclined planelevers and linkage

DIVISION V. Strength of Materials
A. Unite of instruction-3 hours

1. Stress deformation, and elastic units
a. Ultimate strength
b. Yi id points
c. Deformation or material:
d. Elasticity

-2. Shear and ultimate strength
a. Unit shear
b. Applications
c. Failure of members

3. Factor of safety
a. Reasons for
b. Typical fact's'

4. Torsion of shaft transmitting power
a. Displacement angle
b. Shear action
c. Failures

5. Creep and fatigue
B. Laboratory projects-3 hours

Stress deformation, and strength of materials

ihvisiox VI. Fluids
A. Unite of instructIon-3 hours

1. Liquids, density, specific gravity
a. Definition
b. Temperature effects
c. Measurements

2. Pressure, transmission of pressure
a. Factors affecting
b. Gauge and absolute
c. Transmission and vessel pressure

3. Archimedes' principle and hydrometers
al Archimedes' principle
b. Application to industrial use, i.e.

boat;, and floats
c. Hydrometric :immurement methods

4. Flow in plies, friction loss of bad
a. Bernoulli's principle
b. Analcor to electric systems
c. Pipe friction, including heads
d. Discharge rates orifices, flow measure-

ments
B. Laboratory projects -3 hours

Ara' ilia& principle and hydrometers
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DIVISION VII. Gases

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Pressure of gases

a. Measurement methods
b. Flow of gasesBernoulli's principle
c. Pressure differential and gas how

2. Gas laws and applications
3. Flow of air

a. Compressors
b. Cleaning and water traps
c. Measuring

B. Laboratory projects-3 hours
Gas laws

DIVISION VIII. Heat Elements

A. Units of instruction-3 hours
1. Heat unite

a. B.T.U.
b. Measuring B.T.U. of fuels
c. Purchasing by B.T.U., fuels rates and

costs
2. Expansion anti contraction due to heat

a. Expansion coefficient
b. Bimetals
c. Expansion joints

3. Specific heat and temperatures of mix-
tures
a. Specific heat of matter
b. Heat of mixtures
c. Heat loss

'4. Heat transfer
a. Transfetthrough materials
b. Application to heat, loss snd

conditioning
c. Use of h,at transfer constants
d. Convection, conduction, and radiation
e. Diffusivity

B. Laboratory projects-8 hours
Specific heat and heat of mixture, transfer
heat

Divisrox IX. Light and Lenses
A. Units of instruction-3 hours

1. Nature of light
a. Light definitions and generation
L. The spectrum (ultra violet infra reds)
c. The eye

2. Transmission of light
a. Transmission, reflection, and aborption
b. Velocity, frequency, and wave length
c. Measuring

air
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3. Lens
a. Convex lens
b. Concave lens
c. Reflectors
d. Prisms

B. Laboratory projects.-1 hour
1. Light
2. Lens
3. Focal centers
4. Spectrum

Texts and References

Select one of following as a text. Others may
be considered as possible reference books

BRIM, FaRDINAND P. and Johnston, Rtisszu. E., Ms-
chanica for Engineers. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.

TECECNOLOGY

BLACK, NHWXON IIIINNY, and LIMA, ELBZUT P., Intro-
ductory Course in College Physics. New York: The
Macmillan Co.

BRIINNIIAN, Joan W., Mechanics. New York: McGraw.
Hill Book Co.

DULL, Ci,:ARLIS E., MIITCALVZ, H. CLAIM, and B11001%
WILLIAM 0., Modern Physics, New York: /181117
Holt & Co.

HARRIS, N. C., and Hmesizauno, F. N., Introductory
Applied Physics. New York McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc.

Ma'am, J. L, Mechanics Statics, Part I. New York:
John Wiley & Boas.

Omvo, C. THOMAS, and WATNN, Alan, Basic Maus,
Part I, Physics. Albany, N.Y.: Delman Publishing
Co.

WPM'S, R. L., Wiens, Mno, .and MANNINO, H. V.,
Physics for Ilcience and Engineering. New York:
uteGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

Wins, MARSH WILLIAM, MANNING, H. V., and WINN',
R. L, Practical Physic', New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.



R 212, Circuit Tracing

Hours Required

Class, 1; Laboratory, 3

)ascription
Study of layout and representation. Prob-
lems in circuit design involving switches, re-
lays, and electronic components. Schematic
representation following practices us. d in
G 123 and G 162. The selecting and proper
designation of standard complexities of mul-
tiple purpose circuits. Conceutration on
schematic representation of electronic equip-
ment apart from the specific characteristics
of each component. Simplifying schematic
diagrams for purposes of analysis and study.
Prerequisite B 185.

Major Divisions

Symbols and Diagrams__
Multiswitch Control Sys-

tems
Interoffice Communica-

tion Systems
Key Switch Circuit De-

sign
Phone Jack and Plug

Circuits
Relay Applications
Schematic Die gram Sim-

plification
Equipment Layout and

Sketching

LaboraCiats.toryi
hours hour*

2 6

2

3

2

2
2

2

2

6

9

6

6
6

6

6

Divniori I., Symbols and Diagrams
A. Units of instruction--2 hours

1. Standard symbols for electronic compo-
nents
a. Variations in industrial symbols
b. Examination of complex diagrams

showing uses of symbols and abbrevi-
ations

c. Checking diagrams made by others

B.

2. Techniqr es for drawing symbols
a. Use of drawing instruments
b. Use of templates
c. Use of tape on diagrams to be photo-

graphed for printed circuits
3. Characteristics of components represented

by symbols
a. Display of various styles of common

electronic parts
b. Catalog specifications for size, value

and rating of parte represented by
symbols

Laboratory projects -6 hours
1. Practice in the use of draviing instruments

and templates for making symbols. Em-
phasis on neatness and conformity to
standards

2. Examination of typical components, with
bisection of discarded parts, noting simi-
larities between the symbol and the
actual part

3. Use of catalogs
a. Exercises in finding and selecting

economical components to meet spec-
ifications and ranges of rated values

b. Informal report listing typical spec-
ifications, standard symbols, and per-
tinent comments

Divrami II. Multiawitch Control Circuits
A. Units of instruction 2 how

1. Simple switch circuits
2. Three-way and 4-way switches
3. Master light control circuits
4. Buzzer signaling system

B. Laboratory projects-4 hours
1. Circuit diagram design and drawing

a. Design- of switch circuits for con-
trolling combinations of lamps and
appliances

b. Circuit design for control by switches
in two or more locations

c. Design of master control circuits
45
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d. Design of buzzer signal system
e. Grading of work by student. Check-

ing each other's diagrams

DIVISION III. Interoffice Communica "on Systems
A. Units of mstruetion-3 hours

I. Types of systems
a. Master station with multiple remote

stations
b. All-master system
e. Wiring requirements
d. Push-button switches

2. Music distribution systems
a. "70 volt" lines
*b. Impedance matching connections for

transformer winding combinations
3. PBX telephone systems

a. Circuits for telephone sets
b. Circuits for PBX switchboard

4. Dialing and step-switching
B. Laboratory projecta-9 hours

I. Drawing of block diagrams for inter -
connecting master and remote stations

2. Design of switch circuits for selecting
various impedances by combining trans-
former windings

3. Tracing connections of actual equipment
a. Making circuit diagrams of apparatus

for which the diagram is not provided,
such as amplifiers or intercommunica-
tion units

b. Redrawing rough diagrams of equip-
ment conventional form

c. Tracing circuit of telephone set and
comparing with the manufacturer's
diagram

d. Grading of diagrams by student's
cross-checking

4. Inspection of telephone switchboard
a. Explanation by telephone company

employee
b. Discussion by telephone company tech-

nician dealing with wiring practices
and testing methods

DIVISION IV. Key Switch Circuit Design
A. Units of instruction-2 hours

I. Switch types
a. Catalog specifications

2. Sound studio circuits
a. Microphone switching
b. Monitor switching
e. Interlock arrangements

B. LaboratAry projects-6 hours
I. Design: of sound studio switching system

for several microphone channels, monitor
speakers, "talk-back," indicator lamps,
and electrical interlocking

2. Grading of circuit diagrams by student's
cross-checking

DIVISION V. Phone Jack and Plug Circuits
A. Units of instruction 2 hours

I. Types of jacks and plugs
a. Catalog specifications
b. Normal, lift, and multiple connections
c. Patching sequence

2. Use of "patch cords" for flexible switching
B. Laboratory projects-6 hours

I. Design of jack panel for a typical broad-
casting studio
a. Block diagrams
b. Diagram of panel layout and labels

2. Listing of steps for several emergency or
testing operations with patching

3. Grading of projects by student's cross-
checking

DiirisioN VI. Relay Applications
A. Unita of instruction-2 hours

I. Relay types
a. Exhibit of various styles
b. Contact arrangements
e. Time delay controls
d. Mechanical and electrical locking
e. Stepping relay

2. Relay uses
a. Power control
b. Overload and underload protection
c. Voltage and current regulation

3. Rating of relay contacts
B. Laboratory projects-6 hours

I. Design of transmitter power control cir-
cuits, using relays for time delay, over-
load, underload, low-high power control,
recycling reset, and safety interlock

2. Grading of diagram_ s by student's cross-
checking

.,

3. Inspection of typical electronic equipment
circuit diagrams showing relay uses

DIVISION VII. Schematic Diagram Simplification
A. Units of instruction-2 hours

I. Block diagramming methods
2. Use of service manualsconventional

practices in arranging sections of ache -.
matics
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3. Isolation of circuit functionsanalysis of
complex diagrams to show only paths
effective for power, control, direct cur-
rents, and alternating current signals

B. Laboratory projects-6 nours
1. Practice in using published files for locat-

ing service notes for certain models of
radio and electronic equipment

2. Examination of arrangement of diagrams
for several pieces of electronic equipment

3. Drawing of simplified circuits. On a
complex schematic diagram, such as a
commercial transmitter, show connections
of parts effective for power, control, and
signal. Colored pencils may be used, or
the diagrams may be traced

Divistorr VIII. Equipment Layout and Sketching

A. Units of instruction-2 hours
1. Discussion of freehand sketching

a. Perspective
b. Drawing circles and ellipses
c. Shading

2. Installation layout-- planning equipment
arrangement 011 building piling, using cut-
outs made to scale

B. Laboratory projects-6 hours
1. Pictorial representation practices, free-

hand sketching of several laboratory
equipment chassis, so that the arrange-
mept of parts will be clearly illustrated

I
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2. Layout of large installation of electronic
6:tiiiiiineilf , nsing scale patterns for trial
arrangements

Texts and References

Select one of following as a text. Others may
be considered as possible reference books.

BANS, C. 3., Electrical and Electronic Droving. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc,

Komar., STANLEY C., Electrical Drafting. Scranton, Ps.:
International Textbook Co.

Siam, FRITZ LANGFORD, Radietron Designers' Handbook.
London, SE1: RCA Institute, Me & Sons, Ltd.,
(Dorset Holes, Stanford Street).

Meanie, 3., and &LOW VIN Handbook 4 Industrial
Electronic Control Ciircuit:. New York: MoOraw-
Hill Book Co., Ina

Minimum, 3., and Tana, E., Pales and Digital area**.
New York: McGraw-EM Book Co., Inc.

Pawl) Tnos-Rig Division Electronic . Circuits and
*deo*, Vol. I Bolt Radio Circuits and Systems;
Vol. II Advanced Electronic Circuit l'acksolon;
Vol. III industrial and Microvaloe Electronic nth-
nologg (C and Ontario Streets) Philadelphia, Pa.:
The Division.

Parr, &MST indusirial Control Circuits. New York:
John F. Bider, Publisher.

Rama, WAVINDS, Fundamental. of Industrial Elatronle
Circuits, NewYork: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

ILTDDLI, K. L, and RIIITINDTI, M. P., Ihifliallar APAR
and Circuits. Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentiss -Rall
Book Co.



R 215, Special Electronic Circuit Design and Analysis

Hours Required

Theory, 3; Laboratory, 6

Description

Acoustics and electro-acoustic devices. Sound
recording. Design and testing of voltage and
power amplifiers. Inverse feedback. Tran-
sistor amplifiers. Computer circuits. A com-
posite course covering several special applies-
tions of electronics. The units covered are
common to many fields of electronics and
should be considered basic to the needs of an
electronics technician. Prerequisite R 165.

Major Divisions
Clan Laboratory
hours hews

I. Electro-acoustics 8 16
II. Magnetic and Disc Re-

cording_ 6 12
III. Vacuum Tube Amplifier

Design 10 20
IV. Transistor Circuit De-

sign 7 14
V. Transient Analysis 9 18

VI. Electronic Computer
Circuits 11 22

DIVISION I. Electro-Acoustics
A. Units of instruction-8 hours

1. Acoustics
a. Sound wave characteristics
b. Characteristics of human ear

2. Reverberation
ft. Calculation of reverberation time
b. Optimum time, articulation
c. Absorptive characteristics of materials
d. Sound diffusion, focusing, standing

waves
3. Control of noise and vibration

a. Effects of noise on people
48

b. Measuring instruments
(1) Sound level meter
(2) Spectrum analyzer

c. NOW and shock reduction
(1) Isolation methods
(2) Damping materials
(3) Filters and mufflers
(4) Shock mounting for equipment

protection
4. Decibel notation

a. Expression of ratios
b. Power level units: db, dbm, volume

units
5. Attenuator design

a. Insertion loss
b. Analysis of balanced and unbalanced

networks
c. Design of mixers: series, parallel, and

bridge types
6. Electro-acoustic transducers

a. Microphones
(1) Electrical ratings
(2) Effects of mass, friction, com-

pliance
(3) Acoustical and electrical charac-

teristics of microphone types: car-
bon, capacitor, dynamic, velocity,
and crystal

7. Loudspeakers
a. Types of units: moving iron, moving

coil, electrostatic
b. Baffles and enclosures
c. Design of horns
d. Cross-over network design

B. Laboratory projects-16 hours
1. Listerii.ig periods for the auditing of

recordings demonstrating acoustical phe-
nomena

2. Review of sound and hearing demon-
stration of Tech R 165, Division 1B

3. Measurement of absorption coefficient of
various materials. "Box method" for
comparing sboorption coefficients
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4. Sound survey
a. Use of sound level meter
b. Plotting of standing wave pattern in

a mom
c. Informal report

5. Attenuator design
a. Calculation of values for several con-

ditions of insertion loss and impedance
matching

b. Construction of attenuators according
to design values

c. Measurement of constructed attenu-
ate, characteristics

d. Informal report
6. Iron-core transformercharacteristics

a. Measurement of self and leakage
inductances (Use of inductance bridge)

b. Measurement of resistances and turns
ratio

c. Frequency response
d. Informal report

7. Microphone characteristics
a. Measurement of electrical output.

This may be by the comparison of
several units, using one as a standard

b. Effect of impedance matdung. Com-
parison of microphone operation under
matched and miemmtched conditions

c. Frequency range and response pat-
terns. These data may be compared
with those given in the specifi$ationi
of the microphones, remembering the
effects of enclosures and surrounding
objects and the limitations of the
measuring equipment

d. Informal' report
8. Loudspeaker Characteristics

a. Methods of measuring motional and
radiation impedances
(I) Impeder le bridge
(2) Comparison

b. Plotting of impedance variation with
frequency for several loudspeakers

c. Speaker resonance and acoustic loading
(I) Tuning of enclosures. Effect as

port size is changed
(2) Mess Bement of horn frequency

response
d. Plotting of frequency response and

distribution patterns for several types
of loudspeakers

e. Informal report
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DMMON II. Magnetic and Disc Recording

A. Units of instruction-6 hours
I. Magnetic recording

a. Review of magnetic principles
b. High-frequency bias
c. Recording heads

2. Tape recorders
a. Transport mechanisms
b. Equalization circuits
c. Test procedures

3. Disc recording
a. Factors requiring compromise in disc

systems

(I) Playing time
(2) Noise and wear
(3) Volume range
(4) Frequency limits

b. Recording characteristics
(I) Constant velocity
(2) Constant amplitude
(3) Characteristics in commercial use

4. Playback equipment
a. Turntable drives
b. Types of pickups, arms, and styluses
c. Stereophonic systems

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
I. Examination of tape recording equipment

a. Study of magnetic pattirns of tape
made visible by carbonyl iron solution

b. Comparison of frequency response at
various speeds

2. Test procedures in magnetic-recording
a. Test instruments, oscillator, output

meter, distortion meter
b. Physical characteristics of tape

(I) Tensile strength
(2) Blocking (adhesion)
(3) Curling and anchorage of oxide

coating
(4) Thickness and uniformity

c. Testing a magnetic recorder
(I) Frequency response
(2) Signal-to-noise ratio
(3) Flutter and wow
(4) Distortion measurements

3. Evaluation of record playing systems
a. Use of test records
b. Listening tests
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DivistoN III. Vacuum Tube Amplifier Dezign
A. Units of instruction-10 hours

1. Review of basic amplifier principles,
(8165)

2. Voltage amplifier
a. Factors affecting gain, frequency re-

sponse, bandwidth, and distortion
b. Methods of coupling; resistance-ca-

pacitance, direct, transformer
c. Practical compromise in the use of

4.1%lign formulas
3. The cathode follower

a. Calculation of gain
b. Calculation of impedance

4. Feedback
a. Positive and negative feedback appli-

cations
b. Feedback obtained from voltage or

current
c. Calculations for design of feedback

circuits
(1) Effect on internal impedance
(2) Power output calculations

5. Power amplifiers
a. Graphical design methods
b. Impedance matching; optimum load
c. Parallel operation of tubes
d. Push-pull amplifier design

(1) Distortion calculations
(2) Power output calculations

e. Phase inverter circuit design
B. Laboratory projects-20 hours

1. Amplifier design and construction prob-
lem
a. Assignment of this project should be

to individual students for the design
of a vacuum tube amplifier to meet
certain specifications, While specifi-
cations given to individuals may be
similar, each student should have op.
portunity for using his own judgment
in selecting tube types and component
values for his design

b. After the design has been checked, the
student should plan construction of
the amplifier. This may involve prac-
tical compromises in the theoretical
design, and two or more students may
agree upon a design and work to-
gether in the construction and trouble-
shooting of the amplifier

TECHNOLOGY

c. The amplifier should be analyzed by
means of these tests:
(1) Frequency response
(2) Harmonic distortion and inter-

modulation distortion
(3) Power output
(4) Square wave response. Changes

should be made in the amplifier to
correct deficiencies in the design.

d. After the original design has been built
and tested, modifications may be made,
such as the addition of feedback, phase
inversion, parallel and push-pull out-
puts

e. Formal report of amplifier design,
construction, and testing

2. The cathode follower
a. Demonstration
b. Testing

DivunoN IV. Transistor Circuit Design
A. Units of instruction-7 hours

1. Small-eignal transistor amplifiers
a. Review of transistor characteristics

(R 165)
b. Determination of operating point

(1) D.C. load line
(2) A.0 load line

c. Cascade amplifier
(1) Coupling losses
(2) Power gain

2. Transistor power amplifiers
a. Power transistor characteristics
b. Review of amplifier &unification and

bias stabilization
c. Load line and operation point con-

siderations
d. High power transistor audio amplifier

(1) Methods of bias stabilisation
(2) Gain
(3) Class A operation
(4) Class B operation

3. High-frequency transistor amplifiers
a. Effects of transistor characteristics at

high frequencies
(1) Input impedance
(2) Output impedance
(3) Alpha cutoff

b. Types of transistors for high-frequency
circuits

c. Impedance coupling advantages over
resistance-capacitance coupling
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4. Transistor oscillators
a. Review of oscillator principles (R 165)
b. Frequency determination and effects

of design values in typical types of
oscillators
(1) Armstrong
(2) Colpitts
(3) Hartley
(4) R-C phase shift

c. The crystal controlled transistor oscil-
lator

d. Tests for transistor oscillators
5. Transistor frequency converters and de-

tectors
a. Review of conversion and detection

(E 168)
b. Converter circuit requirements
c. Frequency limitation of alpha cutoff
d. Advantages of transistor detectors

over diodes
e. Generation of AGO voltage

6. Sensitivity to overload
B. Laboratory projects-44 hours

Each of the transistor laboratory projects
should follow substantially this procedure:
1. Transistor circuit design

a. Determination of component values
suitable for the circuit

b. Connection of the circuit
c. Measurement of the circuit operation

conditions
d. Changes in components and- observa-

tion of effects
e. Informal report

This treatment should be given to each of
the five basic circuits studied in theory
classes:

a. Small-signal transistor amplifiers
b. Transistor power amplifiers
c. High-frequency transistor amplifiers
d. Transistor oscillators -

e. Transistor frequency .converters and
detectors

2. The transistor superheterodyne receiver
a. Construction of an operating receiver

by combining individual circuits that
have been studied

b. Adjustment of receiver circuits, and
comparison with vacuum tube re-
ceivers

Drvisrom V. Transient Analysis
A. Units of instruction-9 hours

1. Examples of elementary transient
a. General equation for voltage equilib-

rium in series RL circuit. Solution
by separation of variables and int6-
gration

b. Basic equation for voltage in series
RC circuit. Differentiation for find-
ing current and charge

c. Time constant° and exponential equa-
tions

2. Sawtooth wave form produced by simple
transient effects

a. Equations for capacitor charge and
discharge

3. RL circuits energized with A.C. voltage
a. Solution of differential equations for

basic relationships, approached from
the physical viewpoint and Is, Place

4. RC circuits energized with A.C. voltage
5. RLC circuits with a constant D.C. volt-

age suddenly applied
6. Decay of current and charge in an RLC

circuit
7. RLC circuits with A.C. voltage suddenly

applied
8. Analysis of RL circuits when L varies

due to iron core
9. The method of finite differences for anal-

ysis of circuits with variable parameters
10. Use of LaPlace transforination for differ-

ential equation solution
B. Laboratory projects --18 hours

1. Demonstration of oscilloscope patterns
for transient conditions in simple circuits

2. Computation periods for working with
equations for transient conditions stud-
ied in theory class. Application of math-
ematics studied. in Tech ER 163 to the
analysis of transients

Divisrox VI. Elect:v.4r. Computer Circuits
A. Units of instruction-11 hours

1. Analog computer'
a. Electronic computing circuits

(1) Vacuum tubes as computer de-
ments

(2) Summing and difference amplifiers
(3) Multiplication, square-root, divi-

sion
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b. Operational amplifiers
(1) Basic functions
(2) integration and differentiation
(3) Sign changing
(4) Time scaling and amplitude scaling

e. System analysis and simulation
(1) Transfer functions
(2) Open and closed loop systems
(3) Form of solution and applications

2. Digital Circuits
a. Binary arithmetic
b. Pulse generating and shaping circuits

(1) Multivibrators and triggers
(2) Triggers in ring circuits

c. Switching circuits
(1) Relay switching
(2) Vacuum tube switching
(3) Diodes used in and/or circuits
(4) Latch circuits

d. Data storage
(1) Magnetic drain and tape systems,

with shaping amplifiers
(2) Ferrite core storage

(a) Hysteresis characteristics and
stable states

(b) Matrix arrangement of cores
with sense winding

(3) Other storage mediums
(a) Electrostatic storage tubes
(b) Bias capacitor storage cell

B. Laboratory projects-22 hours
1. Analog computer applications

a. Study of bl Jr diagrams showing
interconnection of power supplies for
reference and for initial conditions,
co-efficient potentiometers, opera-
tional amplifiers, and repetitive ma-
lators

b. Use of educational analog computer
for solution of system equations by
analogy

2. Arithmetic computation using the binary
test=

3. Construction and study of binary
counter
a. Drawing of block diagram
b. Voltage measurements at stage out-

puts

4. Modified binary counter. Addition of a
blocking tube to permit the counter to
progress from 9 to 0

5. Thyratron read out. Relay operation
control by output of modified binary
counter

6. Pentagrid switch. Control of trigger by
pentagrid tube

7. OverbelE ring circuit. Application as a
master tir ar

8. Diode switches
a. Study of block diagram, and constric-

tion of diode and switch
b. Modification of circuit to produce

and/or switch
9. Latch Circuit. Construction of latch

circuit using cathode follower, and
switch, and/or switch

10. Digital computer applications
a. Study of block diagram for circuits

of educational digital computer
b. Use of digital computer for problem

solution
11. Field trip to a computer installation,

preferably during a maintenance period
when components can be closely in-
spected.

Tests and References

Select one of following as a text. Others may
be considered as possible reference hooks.
liturn,11L L» MOBOAH, R. C. Ammer, M. H., Difeli

Tecknigues for amputation and Costroi. Pittsburgh,
Pa.: Instruments Publishing Co.

Maxim, M., Fundaments& of Digital Computers. Engle-
wood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall Book Ca

MILLMAN J. and T*vs, H., Palos and Digital Circuit&
New York: McGraw-MR Book Co., Inc.

Riga H. R., Thom, T. C. CI., and COROOSAN, G. P.,
Electrical Communications Brperiments. New York:
John Wiley & Eons.

1311%71A, B. H., Aronson L. T., and LPG'', R. M.,
Esperiments in Electronic* and Communication Bee-
oaring. New York: Harper & Bros.

&owner, W. E., Magnetic Recording Techniques. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc

Virmans, M., Handbook t f Round Reproduction.
N.Y.: Radio Magashm,

Wanton, C. 0, and Dien, R. P., Tape RecordersHow
They Work Indianapolis, Ind.: Howard W. Sams Co.



R 225, Transmitter Theory and Opole&

Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 6

Description

Amplitude modulation and frequency modu-
lation. Radio frequency oscillators and power
amplifiers, antennas, modulators, radio-fre-
quency measurements. Two-way communi-
cations. Requirements for Government radio
operator licenses. Electromagnetic transmis-
sion. Communications application. Pre-
requisite R 165.

Major Divisions

I. Oscillator Circuit Design_
U. Radiofrequency Power_ _ _

III. Modulation
IV. Radio-frequency Voltage

Amplifier Design
V. Electromagnetic Waves_ _

VI. Transmission Lines and
Antennas

Claes Laboratory
hours hours

9 18
10 20
9 18

7 14
6 12

10 20

DIVISION I. Oscillator Circuit Design

A. Units of instruction-9 hours
1. Review of fundamentals

a. Complex algebra and vectors
b. Series and parallel resonance, L/C

ratio
c. Reflected impedance, circuit Q

2. Transient response of tank circuit
a. Flywheel effect
b. Damping

3. Self-excited oscillator circuits
a. Feedback and negative resistance
b. Basic types of circuits

(1) Hartley
(2) Colpitts
(3) Armstrong
(4) Tuned plate-tuned grid

c. Calculation of circuit constants
(1) Tank circuit design and coupling
(2) Feedback and bias adjustments

4. Crystal controlled oscillators
a. Piezoelectric effect
b. Crystal characteristics

(1) Axes
(2) Temperature effects
(3) Care of crystali
(4) Crystal holders

c. Equivalent circuit of crystal
d. Types of circuits

(1) Tuned plate
(2) Tritet
(3) Pierce

B. Laboratory projects-18 hours
1. Demonstration of oscillator performance

showing measurements of power input,
output, and efficiency

2. Design ..nd construction of absorption
type wave meter. Calibration using
portable frequency meter (B(-221 or
equivalent)

3. Use of the Q meter
4. Use of grid-dip meter with resonant cir-

cuits. Measurement , of inductance or
capacity ice with grid-dip meter and cali-
brated coil or capacitor

5. Calculation of radiofrequency induct-
ances, using formulas, charts, and nomo-
graphs. Determination of distributed
capacitance

6. Construction and performance testing of
self-excited oscillator

7. Design, construction, and performance
testing of crystal oscillator
Note: This project is the beginnini, of a
two-stage transmitter thay may be com-
pleted in Division II. Therefore, it can
be built on a chassis to which an amplifier
stage may be added.. Data on the oscil-
lator performance to be part of the report
on the two-stage transmitter.

ss
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Unsung IL Radio-frequency Power Amplifiers

A. Units - f instructionL3 hours
1. Cl m>, C amplifiers

a. Basic circuits
(1) Biasing methods
(2) Neutralization

b. Design prooduie
(1) Load line and constant-current

curves
(2) Plate current wave-form analysis
(3) L/C ratio, load impedance, and

cirmit Q
c. Push-ptui circuits

2. Frequency multipliers
a. Design considerations
b. Adjustment of bias and excitation
c. Performance measurement

3. Class B amplifiers
a. Analysis of Class B operation
b. Linear amplifier adjustment

B. Laboratory projects-20 hours
1. Design, construction, anti Lusting os a

ige transmitter. Addition of Class
C amplifier stage to the crystal oscillator
previously constructed (Division I)

2. Formal report en two -stage transmitter,
giving design data and results of per.
formance test

2. Adjustment of unmodulated transmitter
(laboratory training units or a typical
amateur transmitter)

4. Study of license manuals In preparation
for Government license examinations

5. Field trips for inspection of radio-fre-
quency equipment in use : industries using
carrier control; industries using induction
and d....lectric hearing; broadcasting sta-
tions; two. 'vay b. : and mobile communi-
cation installations

Division m. Moduloion
A. Ur'.43 of instr1ctic4-4 hours

1. Amplitude modulation
a. Mathew Aced analysis of mm': rated

wise
(1) 4,,tiebands
(2) Voltage and power relations

b. Single sideband, suppressed carrier
2. Plate modulation of Class C amp!' r7 era

a. Modificatic.na in de. ign

TECNNOLOUT

b. Relations botween modulated and un-
modulated values of voltage, current,
and efficiency

3. Other types of modulation
a. Grid modulation
b. Miscellaneous types

4. Design of Class B modulator using graph-
ical methods
a. Dynamic load line
b. Driving power and input transformer

requirements
c. Output transformer calculations

5. Frequency modulation
a. Relation of phase and frequency

changes
b. Bessel's functions and sidebands

(1) Modulation index
(2) Bandwidth

c. Noise reaction
6. Frequency modulation systems

a. Reactance tube modulator
b. Armstrong system
c. Miscellaneous mehods
d. Freqnency n.altiplication

7. Frequency modulation receivers
a. Bandwidth requirements

(1) Methods- of broadeasting _

b. Limiter stages
(1) Bias and plate vales require.

mite t

(2) Limiters in-cascade
c. Discriminator circuiteveistoi analysis _

of phase
d. Ratio detectors

(1) -Convene:a 'With phase discriiii-

(2) Study of variations in commer-
cially owed circuit,

e. Alignment adjustments of FM receiver
circuits ".' '.`:'
.(1) Meter method ant*, deficiencies
0) Sweep frequency method

f. Twift-way FM conymmisition systems
(1' talliary -circuits
(2) Transmitter adjustments

B. Laboratory projects-16 hews
1. Demonstri-tion of- amplitude ir,sdulated

transmitter operstion and performance
test

2. Plotting of graph based on Bessel's time.
dons to show sideband relations at
va-ious values of modulation index_
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3. Reactance tube modulator
a. Performance measurements of labora-

tory unite
b. Informal report

4 Limiter and detector circuit, analysis
a. Tests of laboratory unite (limiter, dis-

criminator, and ratio detector)
b. Informri report

5. Visit to two-way equipment service sta-
tion, with observatio.: .3f equipment and
its adjustment

6. License study for Government examina-
tions

DIVISION IV. Radio frequency Amplifier Design

A. Unite of instruction-7 hours
1. Narrow-band tuned amplifiers

a. Single and double tuning
b. Gain-bandwidth relation
c. Selectivity and cascaded stages

2. Wide -band tuned amplifiers
a. Maximum r, fixable bendwidth
b. Methods of broadening response

3. Review of detection
a. Analysis of Zemodulation circuits for

amplitude modulation
b. Demodulation of single sideband, sup-

pressed carrier signals
B. Laboratory projects-14 hours

1. Demonstration of radio-frequency voltage
amplifier operation characteristics

2. Performance testing of several types of
amplifiers
a. Observation of adjustments and cir-

cuit changes using oscilloscope and
frequency-sweep

b. Informal report
c. Alignment of radio-frequency sections

of commercial receivers
3. Requirements for Government license ex-

aminatione

DIVISION V. Electromagnetic Waves

A. Unite of instruction-6 hours
Vect analysis and fundamental concepts
a. Vector calculus
b. Cylindrical and spherical coordinabes

2. Electric fields
a. Electrostatics
b. Conduction and displacement currents
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3. Magnetic 5eldt._
M s.rnPtornotive force

h. Magnetic flux
c. Electric and magnetic analogies

4. Radiation of eleettomagnetic waves
a. Wave equations
b. inwedance of free space
c.
d. Radiation &Id

B. Laboratory prsiecta-12 !won
1. Computation periods

a. Extension of -Tutthomatics for workinT
with electromagnetic waves

b. individual and group el7.kcises using
higher math-natics associated with
the topics studied in theory sessions

2. Study for Government license en3r4t.t.
tions

Drumm VI. Transmission Lines and Antennas
A. Unite of instruction-10 hours

1. Transmission line characteristics
a. Distributed constants
b. Delay Kne-
e. The infinite line

(1) Characteristic impedance
(2) Propagation constant

d. Voltage and current distribution
(1) Matched and unmatched lines
(2) Fault location methods

2. Simple antennas
a. Fundamental types

(1) Hertz
(2) Marconi
(3) LooP

b. Radiation resistance
(1) Measurement methods
(2) Effects of standing waves and

ways of measuring wave ratio
c. Polarization and refiecti.m
d. Coupling methods

(1) Series and shunt types
(2) Pi, L, end T networks

3. Antenna arrays
a. Phasing methods
b. Radiation patterns
c. Feed systems and power dividing net-

works
d. Field strength measurements

4. Propagation characteristics
a. Atmospheric strata
b. Sky and ground waves
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C. Skip distance and critical frequency
d. Sun-spot activity and its relation to

radio transmission
2. Tropospheric scatter

B. Laboratory projects --20 hours
I. Distribution of voltage and current on an

artificial transmimion line
a. Meats of various terminations
b. Informal report

2. Antenna radiation resistance
s. M 11 iaiwue by resistance variation

method
b. rviesatmement with radio-frequency im-

pedance bridge sadfor fulsaktanco
meter

c. Informal report on both of the above
1116681111111011I0

3. Deign of networks (PI, t, T) for antenna
coupling

4. Antenna patterns
t.. Use of small-scale antennas fed by an

ultrahigh frequency oscillator to plot
field patterns of various antenna
systons

1%. 104=1 report
S. Study for Government license examina-

TICELNOLOGY

Texts and References

Select one of following as a text. Others may
be considered as possible reference books.
Papaw. COMIIIINICATTONS Cornueelow, Study Guide sad

Rofersato Matcriok for Ceetrarcial 'Radio °pastor
Ikassitaationo. Washington 215,D.C.: &perintendent
of Doormen% II.B. 00TOIIIRIGNS Printing Mee.

HORNUNG, J. L. and Mogniran, A. A., Radio °pirating
Question and Annum New York: McGrawNIB
Book Co Inc.

floarcono lotJ. L., and rEmiers, A. A., Radio Operative,
QUeliiMIS and Asmara. New York: MoGrezwNill
Book Co., Ink

HAIIPMAN, MILTON, Radio Operator'. Liman Ovedios
and Amster Manisa New York: John F. Ridge,
Publieher.

KRA" J. D., Arkennae. 1.4ew Ye*: htearawBill Bc,k
Co., Inc.

LITE, A. N., Two-Way Radio. Now r:erkt IfeCkswHal
Book Co., Inc.

Maim, Gnomon, F., Ratio Meal ma Jr %Whim and
Radio. Englewood Oft, Prondro-Nall Book
Co.

Panto Tnon4tir Drumm Eladrook Oben& end
lystons, VoL I, Boob Radio Circuitry mad flyrisms,
and VoL !II, Industrial cool lairowars finis
richaeloot. Philadelphia, Pa.: ',Are MARION. (0
and Ontario Streets)

Morrow, M. H., sad Rayon, L. L., Radio 21,lookdry, New
York: John Wiley & Roes, Ina.

4
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R 264 Roseate L Report (Speekd Problem)

Hours Required

Class, 0; Laboratory, 6

Description

Rsignment to the development of
apparatus of special interest to the student
with the instructor's approval. A written
report of the work will be made. Frequent
conferences between student and an advisor
will sari 3 to guide the student's nrogress
and the preparation of his report. This
course may consist of library research, deal-
ing with the field of electronics of special
interest to the student and approved by
his advisor. The report should follow an
accepted form of presentation.

Major Divisions

I. Announcement and el-planation of the
assignment

II. Preparation of tentative topic
III. Compilation of tentative bibliography
IV. Reading and note-taking. Evaluation of

notes
V. Preparation of tentative outline

4111243 113-40--6

VI. Writing of report
VII. Evaluation of report. Revision as needed

VIII. Oral presentation of approved report to
class

Typical Research Report Subjects

Subjects typical of those suitable for research
reports are:

"Instrumentation in the Petroleum Industry"
"A Study of Methods Suitable for Electronic

Voltage Regulation"
"Generation of Electricity by Solar Radia-

tion"

Texts and References

Select one of following as a text. Others may
be considered as possible reference books.
BUCK'S, M. D., and Hoer, K. W., Reports for Science

and Industry. New York: Henry Holt & CO.
CIMICS, W. G., and Znmza, ROBOUT, Guide to Technical

Writing. New York: Ronald Press.
GLUM, C. G., Owns, H. H., and HOMEANt L. EL,

Report Writing. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall Book Co.

Mess, T. G., Successful Technic.: Writing. New York:
McGr iw -Hill Book Co., Inc.

Somata, 3. W., Tedinied Report Writing. New York:
John Wiley & Sons.
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Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 8

Description

Line sectior:s, wave guides, arv! cavities;
UHF tubes and oscillators; kylstrons, mag-
netrons, and traveling-wave tubes; micro-
wave antennas; principles of radar and micro-
wave systems. Prerequisite R 185.

Major Divisions

I. Introduction to Radar_
II. Time Base and Marker

Generators
III.. UHF and Microwave

Generators
IV. Transmission Lines and

Waveguides
V. UHF and Microwave

Antennae
VI. Radar and Microwave

Systeine

alit &bora*"
hours hours

12

7 14

8 18

11 22

9 18

10 20

Drretou I. Introduction to Radar
A. Units of instructiona hours

1. History of radar
2. Principles of mosoturing-range and bearing
3. Block diagram of basic radar
4. Tipss of presentation
5. Airborne, ground, and ship applications
II. The radar equation

B. Laboratory ;no:Acta-12 hours
1. Field trips

a. Observation of radar installation
b. Observation of microwave. system

2. Demonstrations
a. Constructioa and analysis of simple

rafir using laboratory demonstration
panels

se

b. Microwave system demonstration
using laboratory demonstration panels

DIVISION II. Time Base and Marker Generators
A. Units of instruction-7 hours

1. Multivibrators
a. Nee-running
b. Onoakot
c. *cies-Jordan
d. Others

2. Blocking oscillators
s. Frei-running
b. Driven

3. Sawtooth and trapezoidal generators
a. Hard tube generator

(1) Plantation
(2) Miller

b. Gas tube
4. Otbor *vase onerStors

a. Transition
b. Ringing oscillate"
n. Range-marker

B. Laboratory projects-14 howl
1. Analysis of shock-excited poking spear

later
2. Analysis of shock-excited ringing oscil-

lator
3. Anal*, of phantastron circuit
4. Themultivibrator.timar
5. The blocking oscillator timer
8. The range - marker chain .-

7. Trouble. shooting the range -marker chain
8. The raiginotch drain

Dorms III. UHF and vficrowave generators
A. Units of instruction-8 hours

1.- Limitations of regular tubes at UHF
a. Transit time
b. Distributed ca *tante

2. lighthouse tubes
3. The klystron

9.. Amplifier type
b. Reflex type

4. Crystal diodes
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5. The magnetron
a. Typical characteristics
b. Spectrum analysis
c. Performance diagrams
d. Rieke diagram

6. Radar transmitters
a. Carrier frequencies used
b. Modulators

(1) Rotary spark gap
(2) Hydrogen thyratron
(3) Hard-type type

B. Laboratory projects-16 bourn
1. Operating characteristics of circuits using

lighthouse tubes
2. Operation of the klystron oscillator
3. Characteristics of crystal diodes
4. Demonstration of magnetron perform-

ance and measurements in radar trans-
mitter

DIVISION IV. Transmission Lines and Wave-
guides

A. Units of instruction-11 hours
1. Traveling waves

a. Artificial lines
b. Cutoff frequency
c. Artificial line applications

2. CharacVnistic impedance
a. Velocity of propagation
b. Phase constant

3. Standing waves and resonant line sections
a. Open-end line characteristics
b. Shorted-end line characteristics
c. Applications of line sections

(1) Insulators
(2) Filters
(3) Reactors
(4) Impedance-matching devices
(5) Phase-shifters and inverters
(6) Oscillator frequejicy controls
(7) Line balance converters

d. Use of transmission line charts
4. Waveguides

a. Electromagnetic fields in waveguides
b. Modes of transmission
c. Phase and group velocity
d. Cavity resonators
e. Loop and probe couplers
f. Matching devices

OUTLINES 59

B. Laboratory projects -- -22 hours
1. Characteristics of an artificial transmis-

sion line
2. The Leecher line
3. Slotted-line measurements
4. Adjustment of microwave if units; the

echo box

DIVISION V. UHF and Microwave Antennas
A. Units of instruction-9 hours

1. Microwave propagation
2. Antenna principles

a. Dipole
b. Folded dipole
c. Reflectors and directors

3. Arrays, paraboloids, and lenses
4. Horn and slot radiators
5. Feeder systems

B. Laboratory projects-18 hours
1. Qualitative studies of reflection of micro-

waves
2. Interference of radiation from two sec-

ondary point sources
3. Interference of direct and reflected beams
4. Interference from two slot sources
5. Interference caused by dielectric films
6. Polarization
7. Field patterns of parabolic reflectors

DIVISION VI. Radar and Microwave Systems
A. Units of instruction-10 hours

1. &Asa receivers
a. Block diagram
b. Influence of a receiver's application on

its design
c. Considerations of i-f amplifier design

considerations
d. Noise considerations
e. Effects of transmitter and indicator

characteristics
2. Radar indicators

a. Types of displays
b. Block diagrams of indicator circuitry

3. Radar system testing
a. Power measurement
b. System sensitivity
c. Frequency measurement
d. Minimum discernable signal measure-

ment
e. Standing wave ratio measurement
f. Typical test procedures
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4. Radar equipment
a. Shipboard radar
b. Airborne radar

5. Study of requirements for FCC radar
license endorsement

B. Laboratory projects-20 hours
1. Adjustment of laboratory demonstration

microwave transmitter-receiver
2. An advanced radar system
3. Trouble-shooting an advanced radar

system

Texts and References

Select one of the following as a text Others mty
be considered as possible reference books.

FEDIRAL Comancrosiess CONIIIINION A Stay Chide
and Reference Natal& far Censaserclei Radio Operator
Ateawientiese (Element nettRadar), Veghingtal:
U.S. Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Mee,

Kivu, M. S., Introduction to UHF arenas and Com-
ponsets. Princeton, NJ.: D. Yen Nadrand Ca

TECHNOLOGY

Lrrn., A., UHF Practices and Priatijdee. New York:
John F. Rider, Publisher

NAVP11111, Radar Bractrosic Psasdamentak. Weeldngton:
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office

NAVIN" Radar Biectresit Fundamental*, 900.018. Wash-
ington: Superintendent of Documents, U.B. Govern-
ment Printing Office

Nivsnere, Radar System Fundamentals, 800.017. With
ington: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office

MaseAcnuarrat harm= or Tecanower STAPP
Principles of Radar. New York: McGraw-Hill Hopi
Co., Inc.

Pom% H. E., and BouLeato, L S. H., Principles and
Practice of Radar. Philadelphia, Pa.: Philoo Tech-
nical Center (C and Ontario Streets)

RenrEms, J. F., and Com G. J., IWiesipleo 4 Radar.
New York, N.Y.: MeOrtor-Ell Book Co., Inc.

RIDINOINI, L. N., Radar Speen Meginesriag, VcL I, MIT
Radiation Laboratory Serbia, Cambridge, -Mom:
Merembueette Institute of Technology.

USAF, Radar Circuit Analyses, Air Fore Manual Na.
52-8, 1951. Waebinyton: Superintendent of Dow-
meats, U.S. Goverkat at Printing Office

WIND, Man, aNIVILUPAPDAIT, HAZIOLD, MINISOOk 4 Mien-
wave Measaremonts, Vol I and U. Elizabeth, NJ.:
AC Book Co., Ina



R 275, Television Circuits

limns Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 6

Description

Principles of television transmission and re-
ception, --ith emphasis on circuits for pulse-
shaping that are used in other electronic
application*. Picture scanning and synchro-
nisation. Video amplifiers. Color television
and industrial closed-circuit systems. The
emphasis throughout this course is on circuit
analysis and the behavior of wave-shaping
circuits and not on TV servicing. Prereq-
uisite R 225.

Major Divisions (7ass Latoratorp
Ants hours

I. Picture Transmission _ _ _ _ 8 16
II. Pulse Circuits 20 40

III. Television Reception_ __ _ 9" 18
IV. High Voltage Power

Supplies 6 12
V. Color Television a 16

Dsvpoos I. Picture Transmission
A. Units of instruction-8 hours

1. Picture information transmission and
reception

a. Picture elements
b. Scanning; field and frame frequencies
c. Motion pictures
d. Synchronization requirements
e. Picture quality and transmission stand-

ards
2. Camera tubes

.-., Photoelectric effect
(1) Use of secondary emission

b. Flying-spot camera
(1) Limitations and applications

c. Camera pickups and others
(1) Iconoicope
(2) Image orthicon
(3) Vidioon

3. Electronic scanning
a. Comparison of electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetic deflection
4. The composite video signal

a. Camera sigma with picture informa-
tion

b. Synchrcinizing pulses
c. Blanking pulses

5. Test pattern interpretation
a. Frequency rceponse required in verti-

cal and horizontal resolution
b. Light value relations defined by .

gamma
6. The picture carrier signal

a. Negative transmission characteristics
b. Vestigal sideband transmission
c. Television channel structure

B. Laboratory projects-16 hours
1. Video signal composition; plotting of

waveforms representing "block". pattern
2. 27.31(1 trip to television broadcasting sta-

tion, or an industrial television installs-
, tion
3. Review 'of pulse generators and shaping

circuits previously studied

Division IL Pulse Circuits
A. Units of instruction-20 hours

1. Multivibrator circuits
a. Free-running
b. One-shot

2. Overdriven amplifiers
3. Diode limiters

a. Series type
b. Shunt type

4. Review of RC circuits
a. Differentiator circuit analysis
b. Integrator circuit analysis

5. Sweep generaton
a. Gas tube
b. iii.rd tube
0. Block...a wasters

(1) Fr 'a-running
(2) Synchronized

el
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6. Puke circuit applications
a. Delay and counting circuits
b. Clampers and divider circuits
c. Gating circuits

B. Laboratory projects-40 hours
Laboratory training circuits are used for
analysis of the action in each of the following
circuits. An informal report should be
written on each.

1. Square wave generator
2. R-C and R-L phase shifting
3. The differentiator circuit
4. The integrator circuit
5. The series diode limiter
6. The parallel diode limiter
7. The triode limiter
8. The diode damper
9. The Eccles - Jordan trigger circuit

10. The single swing blocking oscillator
11. The plate-coupled multivibrator
12. The one-shot multivibrator
13. The step counter
14. The Thyratron sawtooth generator
16. The vacuum tube sawtooth generator
16. Analysis of a wave shaping chain

DIVISION III. Television Reception
A. Units of instruction-9 hours

1. Picture tubes
a. Review of cathode ray tubes

2. Video amplifiers
a. Effects of frequency and phase distor-

tion
b. Series and shunt wiring
c. Practical design considerations
d. Square wave analysis

3. Video detection
a. Automatic gain control circuits

4. Pulse separation
a. Applications of differentiate:- and in-

tegrator circuits
5. Deflection generators

a. Review of :.,veep generators
b. Deflection amplifiers

6. nmers and I.P. amplifiers
a. Bandwidth requirements
b. Wave traps

B. Laboratory projects-18 hours
1. Demonstration cf performance and meas-

urements of a laboratory training televi-
sion receiver, or a commercial set

2. Adjustments of televic!on receivers-
class demonstration and individual stu-
dent familiarization

Dmsros IV. High Voltage Power Supplies
A. Units of instruction-6 hours

1. Review of low voltage power supplieb
a. Transformerlese supplies
b. Voltage multipliers

2. Radio-frequency power supplies
a. Rectifier tubes
b. Voltage-tripler circuits

3. Flyback power supplies
a. Corona and arcing
b. Safety precautions

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Inspection and measurements of voltages

of high voltage supplies
Drams V. Color Television

A. Units of instruction-8 hours
1. Color addition

a. Primary colors
b. Complementary colors

2. Color resolution
3. Composition of color signal

a. Chrominance modulation
b. Matrix circuits

4. Color receiver requirements
a. Synchronization and color bursts
b. Decoder circuits
c. Chrominance band-pass amplifiers
d. Chrominance detector circuits
e. Color kinescopes
f. Receiver adjustments

B. Laboratory projects-16 hours
1. Demonstration of adding primary COI"

using slide projectors and filter rs
2. Demonstration of color receiver adjust-

ment procedures

Texts and References

Select one of the following afd a text. Others
may be considered as possible reference booke.

E.1.S. BMW, Advanced Television amide, Teeltaguse.
New York; John F. Rider, Publisher.

Bois, Wawa; Pundasental of Color Mathias (Order
Number BA-1,), Irdlanapolle, Ind.; H. W. &ens
Co.,

GSPFPRT, DONOVAN V., Bade //Wren Tubes. New York;
McGraw -Hill Book Cc., Inc.
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GROB, B., Basic Television. New York; McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Ise.

KAVIPWAN, MILTON and Taoiva, HARRY E., Introduction
to Color Television. New York; John F. Rider, Pub-
lisher.

Kraut, Mwron 8., Color Television Fundamentals. New
York; McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.

IKANOL, MATTHEW, Television Service Course (and work-
bag:). New York; The Macmillan Co.
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81017112NRO, M., Offraglasto, T'S, and Vonermn, E. N.,
Essentials of Television. New York; MoGraw-Hill
Book Co., IRO.

VAN VALSNIODRO, Nooaan R Nrenza, INC., BM* Elea
ironies, Volume 3, Video Amplifiers, R1, Amplifiers;
Oscillators. New York; John F. Rider, Publisher.

ZDAR, P. E. and &Laureate?, 8., Basic TV and TV.
Receiver Servicing. New ork; McGraw -Hill Book Co.,
Inc .



28$, Industrial Electronics

Hours Required

Class, 3; Laboratory, 6

Description

Time constant and electronic timing circuits;
photoelectric controls; welder and motor
controls; saturable reactors and magnetic
amplifiers; synchros and servomechanisna;
induction and dielectric heating; radiation
detection; applications in the field of industrial
control and automation; combining of elec-
trical, electronic, magnetic, and mechanical
principles. Prerequisite R 165.

Major Divisions
Clan Laboratory;
hours hours

I. Time Delay 5 10
II. Gas Tubes 7 14

III. Rectifiers and Voltage
Regulation 6 12

IV. Photo-electric Circuits_ _ 5 10
V. Resistance Welding Con-

trols 6 12
VI. High-frequency Applica-

tions 7 14
VII. Electronic Motor Con-

trols 6 12
VIII. Synchros and Servomech-

anisms 9 18

DIVISION I. Time Delay Circuits.

A. Units of instruction-5 hours
1. Review of time constants

a. Calculations of R-C and R-L time
constants

b. Use of time-constant curves
2. Delay relay design

a. Direct current delay circuits
(1) Graphical design using tube

curves
64

b. Alternating cuivent delay circuits
(1) Analysis of weld tinier circuit

B. Laboratory projects-10 hours
1. Graphing of universal time constant

charge and discharge curves
2. Design and construction of direct current

time delay relay
a. Performance test
b. Informal report

3. Design and construction of alternating
current time delay relay
a. Performance test
b. Informal report

DIVISION II. Gas Tubes
A. Units of instruction-7 hours

1. Phanatron tubes
a. Arc drop
b. Glow and arc-discharge tubes

2. Ignition tubes
a. Ignitor firing
b. Alternating current switch circuits

3. Thyratron tubes
a. Action on D.C. and A.C.
b. Critical grid voltage .curves
c. Effects of temperature
d. Shield-grid thyratron action

4. Phase-shift control of thyratrons
a. R-L Grid circuits
b. Phase-shifting more than 90 degrees
c. Vector analysis of phase-shift circuits

B. Laboratory projects-14 hours
1. Thyratron characteristics

a. Plotting of characteristic curves
b. Informal report

2. Thyratron relay circuits
a. Design for D.C. voltages
b. Design for A.C. voltages
c. Informal report

3. Phase-shift circuits
a. Design of circuits for producing fixed

and variable amounts of phase shift
b. Checking of designs by circuit connec-

tion and meast ements
c. Informal report



Drumm M. Rectifiers and Voltage Regulators
A. Unitifof hours

1. Reviler Of tube rectifier circuits
2.-Metellic rectifier circuits

a. Dry rectifier characteristics
(1) Current capacity
(2) :-Psale inverse voltage ratings

b. Bridge circuit*
(1) Interpretation of metal readings
(2) Ripple factor

3. Large current rectifiers
a. Threa=pintee rectifier connections
b. Rectifier performance

4L) !tube loads and ratings
c. Six-phaseseetiller anntections
04).1inte*FhOe trandoimer

(2) Thing:ignition rectifiers
Voltigeregulators

,Oold-oatirode tube chtuits:
obt aleStrosiie reettlator circuits.

-B. L4ltsratOir"pittjecti-12 hours.
1. Design and construction, of Metallic no-

-tiffer circaite
a. Metallic rectifier characteristics
b Measurement SfregidittiOn

.17-M11144,1POOF0118 of transformers
!ii,4aiiroutat
-.-410;.-grauitutessuremeate
.Bifsemstreport

_

atlAkt,,Olg**eolf eathode Toltsgs regulator
"

--

Inge:-

4.4140iorg
regulating action of

_y circuits
Operation of D,C. circuit.
Oseration of, A.C. circuits

3. Ed light relsr
a. Effects of 'sudden changes
b. Long-distrence "slog
c. Modulated light

ovum= 85

B. Laboratory projects-10 holm
1 Photo-tube or solid state characteristics

a. Plotting of response for various levels
and colors of light

b. Informal report
2. D.C. light relays

a. Construction and testing
b. Informal report_

3. A.C. light relays
a. Construction and testing
b. Informal reports

Drvuuorr V. Resistance Welding Controls

A. Uni.a of instruction-- hours
1. Summary of control requirement.
2. Sequence weld timer circuits
3. Synchronous timing
4. Heat and slope control

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Emunination of commercial welding con-

trol circuits. Tracing and simplification
of schemntics

2. Field trip to plant employing electronic
welding controls

Thrums VI. High-Frequency,end Special Appli-
cations

A. Units Of instruction-4 hours
1. Review of oecillatvis. Power -oscillator

- *awe*
2. DieleStrishiSlinit _

a. Induction Lig*, ,
(1) Bdtireun'entlk and skin effect
(2) GtIrfaos hi/Awing.

b. Electrostatic heating
c. Applications -

(1) Bywood-treetment
(2) 'Tube gotta.
(3) Mastic hullos
(4) Sealers and molds
(5) iner _

3. Industrial X-Rays
a. X-Ray tubes
b. Wavelengths and voltage

(1) Powersupply opts=
c. Penetration of X-W

(1) Focal spots
(2) Protection atd safety practices

d. The electron microscope

j
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B. Laboratory projects-14 hours
1. Examination of manuals for high-fre-

quency industrial equipment. Circuit
tracing aryl simplification of schematic
diagrams

2. Field trips to plants utilizing high-fre-
quency indoistr;a1 apparatus

DIVISION VII. Electronic Motor Controls
A. Units of instruction--6 hours

1. Review of motor principles
2. Simple speed and voltage regulators

a. Phase shifting with D.C. signals
b. Tube control of field current
c. Phase shifting by saturable reactor

3. Thy-mo-trol circuit operation
a. Armature and field voltage controls
b. Effect of changing load on speed

B. Laboratory projects-12 hours
1. Demonstration of various types of

motors and controllers. Field trip for
observation of motor applicatious and
controls

2. Educational Thy-mo-trol
a. Demonstration of operation
b. Measurement of speed and voltages

under changed conditions
c. Informal report

DivisioN VIII. Synchros and Servomechanisms.
A. Units of instruction-9 hours

1. Synchro systems
a. Motor and generator characteristics
b. Synchro connections and effects of

changing connections
2. The differential synchro

a. Circuit connections
b. Effects of connection changes

3. Servomechanisms
a. Open and closed loop systems
b. Error detectors and transducers
c. Complete servosystem

(1) Loop gain
(2) Static accuracy
(3) Uns.able . peration

bo

TECHNOLOGY

d. The transfer function
(1) Equation of regulator loop
(2) The Nyquist approach
(3) Bode attenuation diagrams
(4) Stabilization

4. Servoamplifiers
a. Phase-sensitive rectifiers
b. Magnetic amplifiers

(a) Saturable reactor applications
(2) Feedback circuits

c. The amplidyne
d. Servo motor characteristics

B. Laboratory projects-18 hours
I. The synchro generator and motor
2. The differential synchro
3. The synchro control taansformer
4. The synchro resolver
5. Magnetic amplifier static characteristics
8. Magnetic amplifier load characteristics
7. Magnetic amplifier control characteristics
8. Magnetic amplifier self -saturating charac-

teristics

Texts and References

Select one of the following as a text. Others
may be considered as possible reference books.

CHUTE, G. M., Electronics In Inc Jacoby. New York:
McGraw-Hill Co., Inc.

Coexamz, W. D., Industrial Electronics Handbook. New
York: McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL STAFF, Industrial Electronics.
Chicago: Coyne Electrical School.

GEPPTIRT, DONOVAN V., Basic Electron Tubes. New York:
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.

KLOEFFLEIL R. G., Industrial Electronics and Controls.
New York: John Wiley lc Sons.

PLAIT, S., industrial Control Circuits. New York: John

F. Rider, Publisher.
VAN VALKENBIIRO, 14000ER, and NEVILLE, Inc., Basic

Synchros and Servomechanisms, Vol. I and II. New
York: John F. Rider, Publisher.

WELL...AN, WILLIAM R., Elementary Industrial Electronic*.
New York: D. Van Noatrand Co.

i



APPENDIXES

APPENDIX ASample Instructional Materials

The items included in this section are intended to gent
as guides in the development of instructional material.
The formal glasswork is usually organized around to tl
material to facilitate the coordination of outside study.
The laboratory work, by contrast, is almost entirely
custom designed. This is necessary for at least two very
practical reasons:

1. Little commercially published material exist, for this
type of instruction.

2. Laboratory work must be organize& to make maxi-
mum use of available materials and facilities.

It should be emphasized that material of this nature
requires careful preparation. It mud, be prepared by
persons with industrial experience in order to assure
its validity.

Typical Material for a Unit of Instruction

One of the primary advantages of the full-time day
program is in the coordination of classroom or theory
study with laboratory study. In order to illustrate this
coordination, a representative unit of instruction was
selected from a course (R 165 Basic Electronics) and the
following materials included:

Teaching Guide
Specific reading assignments
Problem assignments
Visual aids
Laboratory Units
Examination
Suggested standard frr laboratory report
Sample laboratory report
Samples of advanced instructional materials

In general, a laboratory project is selected to illustrate
a principle rather than an application. In many cases
the application provides an Efficient means of illustration;
nevertheless, the principle should be emphasized. Illus-
trative of this is the course, R 275 Television Circuits.
The emphasis throughout this course is on circuit analysis
not service or repair alcludques. Excellent laboratory
projects can be built around television receivers; projects
that illustrate the adapation of electronic circuitry to
special needs.

I. should also be recognized :hat much of the value
of laboratory work lies in 4'e substantiation of theoretical
concepts. For this reason mathematical analysis and proof
should be required in laboratory work wherever possible.
By a judicious use of the formal and informal reports it is
possible to elicit individual throught from each student.
In addition, this reporting technique provides a means
for improving the students' communication skills.

Additional Samples of busanctional Material

In the more advanced courses, after the students gain
familiarity with circuits and components, the emphasis in
laboratory work shifts to design. This might be properly
termed "handbook" design. It is representative of the
type of work commonly performed in a research and
development laboratory.

The objective of this instruction , is to develop the
student's ability to make a selection of circuit components
and to construco, test, anti report Vol functioning of an
electronic device. Two examples of this type of instruc-
tiona D.C. electronic timer project and an antenna
phasing problem are shown.

Sample Laboratory Report

Much of the effectiveness of formal training rests upon
the standards required in reporting. Employers stress
the importance of communications especially for the
liaison type jobr so often assigned to the technician.
Perhaps the most thorough approach to this in the instrue-
tIonal program is found in the formai and informal report-
ing of laboraory work. This includes not only the basic
"experiment" type laboratory project, but also design
problems, research studies, and field study of industrial
installations.

The form and style of the formal report should be
established early in the program in order to attain a
degree of uniformity. "The Suggested Standards for
Laboratory Reporting" included here are intended for the
student's orientation and follow accepted patterns of
reporting. A common deficiency is student work is in-

a7
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attention to detail. The guide used stould direct attention
to the importance of detail as welt as logical conclusion in
the reporting process.

The marking* of the report itself constitutes an important
part of the instmetion. Unless this is done carefully and
as objectively as possitik the student may be misled and
actually misinformed. An example of a report is included
to illustrate some of the marking requirements.

Text and Reference Material

Some very excellent text material for electronics study
has been developed during recent years. The books listed
with the course outlines are representative only and final
Gelation should be made alter carefid analysis of such
factors as available demonstration fatilities and equip-
ment., type and extent of laboratory equipment to be used,
instructional personnel, and the background of the students
entering the course.

The periodicals listed in the appendix often contain
valuable and up-to-date information that should be made
available to student.. it is suggested that copies of these
magazines be bound and placed in a technical library for
reference.

Sample Instruction Units

Teaching Guide

R 165, Basic Electronics
Topic: Division V. Tuning Circuits

Lecture Time: Four 50-minute periods
Laboratory Time; Two 3-hour periods
Test Time: 1 hour
Outside Study: 8 hours (minimum)

Lecture Outline

Lek-rune 1: Series Resonant Circuits

Reference: Shiesberg and Osterheld, Essentials of Radio,
Chapter Paragraphs 19 and 20. Chapter VI,
Paragraphs 1 and 2.

1. Calculation of impedances in R-L-C series circuit,
with vector diagrams.
(a) Resonant frequency formula development.

2. Frequency variation effects.
(a) Changes in voltage with frequency.
(b) Changes in current with frequency.

3. Applications of series resonant circuits in electronic
circuits.
(a) channels and ideal response curves.
(b) Meaning of sensitivity, selectivity, and fidelity.

Assignment for next lecture period:
Reading Assignment: Slurzberg snd Osterheld, Essen-

gals of Radio, Chapter II, Paragraph 21. Chapter
VI, Paragraphs 3 and 4.

Problem A ssignw.ent: Questions 32, 34, and 35; Prob-
lems 35 and 36, of Chapter II. Questions 2, 5, 6,
and 8; Problems 1 and 2, of Chapter VI.

LZCT17111; 2: Parallel Resonant Circuits

Reference: See previous reading assignment.
Visual Aids: 1. Cir.;uit response curve demonstration

using sweep signal generator and oseidoscope. Lis-
sajous presentation of pheee angle changes.

;. Classification of resonant circuits.
(a) Series or parallel circuits determined by source

connections.
(b) Relation between I., end f in parallel resonant

circuits.
2. Uses of parallel resonant circuits.

(a) Plate load impedance.
(b) Wave traps and equalizers.

3. Lissajous presentation.
(a) phase angle.
(b) Sweep.

Assignn....t for next lecture period:
Reading Assignment: Muria. erg and Osterheld, Essen-

tials of Radio, Chapter II, Paragraphs 22 and 23.
Chapter VI, Paragraphs and 6.

Problem Assignment: questions 9.i, 39, and 40;
Problems 43 and 44, of Chapter II. Questions
10, 11, and 12; Problems 10 and 13, of Chapter VI.

LzeTtraz 3: Resonance Curves
Reference: See previous reading assignment.
Visual Aids: Circuit response curve demonstration

using sweep signal generator and oscilloscope.
1. Development of curves for both series and parallel

resonant circuits.
, Plots of reactances, impedance, resistance,

current versus frequency.
(b) Repetition of part (a) for a different value of

resistance.
2. Circuit Q.

(a) Formula in terms of reactance and resistance.
(b) Effect of Q on voltages in series resonant

circuit.
(c) Effect of Q on currents in parallel resonant

circuits.
(d) Formula in terms of separation of half power

points.
3. Lissajous presentation review.

Assignment for next lecture period.
Reading Assignment: Slurzberg and Osterheld, Essen-

tials of Radio, Chapter II, Paragraph 24, Chapter
VI, Paragraphs 7, 8, and 9.

Problem Assignment: Questions 41 and 42; Problems
45 and 46, of Chapter II. Questions 27, 32, and
38; Problems 19 and 24, of Chapter VI.

Lisc-rtras 4: Selectivity
Reference: See previous reading assignment.

1. Summary and tabulation of characteristics
influencing tuned circuit design.

2. Effect of L/C ratio on selectivity and fidelity.
3. Effects of coupling tuned circuits.
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Laboratory I

R 165, Basic Eecironicks

Topic: Division V. Tuning Circuits: Use of the gassier

Purpose: To learn the use of the 0-meter in determining
the mutual inductance and coefficient of coupling in a
coupled circuit.

Discussion: The mutual inductance and coefficient of
coupling between two coils can readily be determined
by the application of the basic relation

(1)
Where ii=Primary impedance with secondary con-

nected,
i1=-Primary impedance without the secondary,

Reflected Impedance.

it the secondary is short circuited, equation (1) can be
written more specifically as

11:-I-jssLi= Ka-Falai
(1°1101

(2)
+14-1-jieLs

If the Q's of the coils are sufficiently high (Q>10), the
reeistames can be neglected, and equation (2) becomes

jell =heLit{fwln (3)

which can be simplified to

{In (4)

Solving for M

M= (S)
Where L:=Primary inductance with secondary

open.
14 =Primary inductance with secondary

shorted.
M= Mutual inductance.

Substituting 111.-aKVIT4 in equation (5), then

K,-FT (6)

Thus the procedure for determining the mutual induc-
tance and coefficient of coupling in a coupled circuit
resolves into measuring the primary inductance with
the secondary coil open and again with it shorted.
M and K are then computed from equations (5) and (6)
Respectively.

Refertmee: Electrical Communications aperimente, Reed,
Wagoner, and Corcoran.

Equipment Required: Instruction manual for Q-meter.
0-meter, Experimental coils.

Procedure: Measure and determine the mutual inductance
and coefficient of coupling for the several coils furnished
by the instructor.
One should be cautioned to make these measurements
very carefully and to read the scales on the 0-meter as
closely as possible.
At least four measurements should be made of each
quantity and the results averaged to arrive at a Vaal
figure.

69

Set No. I Set No. 2 Set No. $ Set No. 4
L:= _ _ uh Li= uh 4 =__ -- uh Li= _ uh
L':=____ uh L'1=____ uh L':=____ uh L'.=.--- uh
Ls= - ub uh 4=____ ub 4=_ uh
M=____ uh uh M uh M=____ uh
K=...- K=.... K=____

Informal Report: In your own words describe the principle
on which the "0"-Meter is based, and its use in this
experiment. Suggest additional uses for the instrument,
and comment on precautions to be used in "Q" measure-
ments.

Laratory II
ER 165, Basic Electronics

Topic: Division V. Tuning Circuits, SelscUvity of a Tuned
Circuit.

Purpose: To show the relationship between the "Q" and
the selectivity of a resonant circuit.

Discussion: A selective circuit is one that will select or
allow certain frequencies or sivals to pass, and at the
same time, reject all others. A circuit that possesses
these qualities is said to have selectivity. When the
selectivity of a circuit is made greater, it will pass a
entailer band of frequencies. these circuits are some-
times called Bandpas3 Circuits. The most common
type of selective circuit is a series resonant circuit.
Practically all of the selective circuits in a reoe:ver are
of this type. At the first glance of a receiver diagram
(figure 1), it might appear that these circuits are con-
nected in parallel. However, since the type of sonneo-
tion is determined by the placement of the signal source,
it will be realised that the signal source is the voltage
induced into the coil, hence the circuit becomes a series
circuit. T,.e connections to the grid and cathode of the
tube are ;he output terminals of the circuit. (See
figure 1.)

If the "Q" of a eeries resonant circuit is reasonably high
(10 or more), it can be shown that the current will be
70.7 percent of its resonant value when the applied
frequency deviates from the resonant frequency by an
amount of 1.120. (See figure 2.)

The number of cycles or kilocycles between the two
10.7 percent points on the selectivity curve would be
equal to f/.Q. This value of cycles or kilocycles is
termed the bandeau or bandwidth. Over a small range
of frequencies, the voltage variation across the capacity"
is, for all practical purposes, depene=4 only on the
variation of current in the circuit. T._ .41) if the capaci-
tor voltage is plotted versus frequency, it will trace out
a curve that is essentially the same shape as the current
curve. This means then, that the bandpass of a receiver
tuned circuit can also be expressed as:

Randpass=
Q
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Reference: "Electronic and Radio Engineering," Terman, ship between the current and the total applied
Fourth Edition, Chapter 3. voltage?

Equipment required: 6. Why are the 70.7 percent values sometimes re-
RF generator Variable capacitor fared to to half-power point'?

RF VTVM Resistor, 10 ohms.
Coil Resistor, 20 ohms.

Procedu-e:
1. Connect the circuit as in figure 3.
2. Set the frequency of the generator to 4600 he.
3. Connect the VTVM across the capacitor and tune

to resonance as indicated by maximum voltage, E..
4. Move the VTVM to the input terminals, X-X, and

r.djust the coupling to the RF generator for an input
voltage of approximately 4 to 5 volts.

5. Reconnect the VTVM across the capacitor.
6. Now set the RF generator at each of the frequencies

listed in chart I in turn and read the output voltage
at each of these frequencies. Record in chart I.

7. Repeat (6) but insert an additional resistance of
10 ohms in series with the coil.

8. Repeat (6) but insert an additional resistance of 20
ohms in series with the coil.

9. Plot the three curves, R. versus frequency, neatly on
& E graph paper 1358-5 (10 lines per inch). Use

a vertical scale of 50 volts/i..lch and a horizontal
scale of 100 kg/inch. Draw a smo-Ah curve through
each family of poin4. Use a French curve for this
PerPeee.

10. From the graph, determine the bandpass and Q of
each condition and record the results in chart II.
(Bandpass will be the number of kilocycles between
tha 70.7% points on the curve. Determine the
"Q" from the equation, Bandpass=fA

Informal Report

Describe the experiment in your own words, and account
for any discrepancies observed. Include comments
and explanations in answering the following questions:

1. Which condition has the higher selectivity, the
low Q or high Q?

2. Is the output voltage, 11., larger than the input
voltage E,*

3. In general, what is the ratio or relationship between
the output voltage (capacitor voltage) and the
input voltage of a series resonant circuit?

4. Name three factors that cause the coil to have
true resistance or true power loss.

5. In rehrence to the circuit of figure 3, when the
output voltage is equal to 70.7 percent of the
Input voltage, what would be the phase relation-

CHART I

Selectivity Responme of o Tuned Circuit

R=
I? =

R=
Ri=

R=
Bi-=

Frequency-kcl R. R. B.

4300

4400

4456

4500

4550

I 4575

4600

4625

4650

4700

4800

4900

CHART II
3andwidth vs ci

R Bandpass
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Examination

APPENDIXES

ER 165, Basic Electronics.
Topic: Division V. Tuning Circuits

Name Date

Part I. True or False (Mark "T" or "F" at left.)
_1. The effect of coupling a load inductively to a tuned

circuit is to lower the circuit Q. 13.

_2. The width of bandpass is inversely proportional to
Q. 14.

3. A series resonant circuit operated below its resonant
frequency acts like an inductance. 15.

_4. Fidelity of circuit response increases as selectivity
increases. 16.

_6. A parallel tuned circuit offers minimum impedance
at its resonant frequency. .7.

Part II. Black out the letter identifying the best answer.
6. An inductor may be tuned by:

(a) Charging the coupling between two series coils.
(b) Varying the permeability of the core.
(c) Changing the effective length.
(d) All the above.

lik7. The capacitance of a capacitor increases as:
(a) The frequency increases.
(b) The area of the plates is increased.
(c) The distance between the plates is increased.
(d) The voltage across the plates is increased.

8. At the resonant frequency:
(a) Coil voltage may exceed appliee voltage in a

series tuned 0- curt.
0:4 Coil voltage will exceed capacitor voltage in a

parallel tuned circuit.
(c) Coil voltage will equal appliei voltage in a series

tuned circuit.
(d) Coil current will equal Ene current in a parallel

tuned circuit.

Part III. Fill in the raining word or words. 27.
9. The channel width of a standard broadcast station

is kc.
10. An auxiliary capacitor connected across the main

tuning capacitor is called a (an)
11. The reason an all-band receiver does not use the

same coil-capacitor combination for its entire tuning
range is

Part IV. Complete this table with the formulas or charac-
teristics of tuned circuits.

12.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

1

I
i

28.

29.

Q- sntity Series
Circuit

Parallel
Circuit

At resonance:
Reactance (XLi=X0)

Frequency of resonance

Impedance

Ili..

IL

Ic

EL

Re

Phase angle between /n and
Elias

Angie between Emend Ec

Angle between h. and Ic

Desired value of Q

Desired value of R

Highest selectivity

When F is greater than F,
Reactance (XL- -lc)

Phase angle between hi" and
Aim

When f is less than f,
Reactance (XL Ic)

Phase angle betweeu his. and
En..
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Part V. A series resonant circuit has a resistance of 14
ohms and an inductive reactance of 400 ohms at
ha resonant frequency. (Show all work.)

30. What is the circuit Q?

31. With an applied voltage of 15 volts, what voltages
will occur across the coil, the capacitor, and the
resistor at resonance?

32. What is the impedance at resonance?

33. What is the current at resonance when the 15 volts
is applied?

i Suggested Standards for
Laboratory itopozi Writing

General Characteristics

Tests of equipment are usually summarized in the form
of reports. In most cases these reports are submitted to
those who have not been actively engaged in the tests:
hence the reports must be clear and concise enough to
leave no douot concerning the method of test and the
interpretation of the results.

The report should be written in the past tense and in
the third person. It should be impersonal throughout,
personal pronouns being avoided. The report must be
complete in itself so that it can be followed by a reader
without extensive knowledge of the test under considera-
tion. A good report is thorough, orderly, neat, and gram-
matically correct.

Specifications

1. Write with ink or use a typeweiter.
2. Use 8)4 x 11 inch paper. (Ruled paper for hand-

writing.)
3. Write on one side of the paper only.
4. Draw ail illustrations, circuit diagrams, and curves

neatly and carefully.
5. Letter or type all information on drawings, circuit

diagrams, and curves. Do not mix lettering styles.
O. Assemble the sheets in the order given in the follow-

ing report outline. Submit the material in a standard
report folder with the brads inserted through the
back cover only, with the heads on the outside.

Report Outline

The material should be arranged in the following order:

I. Title Page
II. Introduction

III. Method of Investigation

A. Procedure
B. Circuit diagrams

551298 0-60--.-6
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IV. Results
A. Data

1. Nameplate data of equipment
2. Observed and calculated data

B. Sample calculations
C. Curves

V. Analysis of Results
VI. Questions

(Not more than one of the above six divisions should
be included on a single page. Omit Roman
numerals.)

Discussion of Report Outline

I. Title Page
On this page should appear the name of the school,
the course number and title, the date per:..4med,
the date submitted, the name of the st.ident re-
porting, and the name of co-worker or co-workers.
This page may be omitted if the form printed on
the report folder includes these items.

Ii. Introduction
The introduction should be a concise statement
setting forth the aim and scope of the investigation.

!fl. Method of Investigation
A. Procedure. In this section a genera: description

of the procedure should be given. It sbould be
comprehensive but brief. The enumeration rind
detailed description of routine mechanical
operations and their sequencesuch as closing
switchos, reading instruments, turning knobs,
and so forthshould in general be avoided.
However, when a specific method of mechanical
operation is necessary to assure the validity or
accuracy of the test data, it is important that
the essential details be included in the descrip-
tion.

B. Circuit Diagrams. Each diagram should have
a figure number, and should be referred to in
the text material by that number Each figure
should have a descriptive title. Small diagrams
may be included in the body of the description,
or several may be drawn on one separate sheet
if the result is not crowded. Standard symbols
should be used.

IV. Results
A. Data. The first item under results should be

the nameplate dataor equivs. et identifica-
tionof the apraratus tested.
The original observed data and the calculated
data should be presented in tabular form. If
the observed data require corrections, these
should be made before tabulation. Instrument
identification numbers and ranges need not be
copies from the original laboratory data sheet.

B. Sample Calculations. This section should con-
sist of a sample of a complete calculation of
each type involved in the determination of
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calculated data and the solution of problems.
when a succession of c*'1ulations is required in

, order to reach a final result, the same set of
bserved data should be used in carrying

through the suaseive sample calculations; i.e.,
the same sample figures that are selected from
a data column should be used in all calculations
involving that set of data.

C. Curves. All curve sheets should conform to
the following specifications:

I. Use "twenty to the inch" corodinate paper,
x I I inches, for rectangular fame.

2. Plot in the first quadrant where oily one
quadrant is needed.

3. In general, make the axes intersect within
the sectimed part of the paper. Leave the
curve sheet margins blank.

4. Prot the independent variable as obscissa
and the dependent variable as ordinate.

5. In general, start the scale of the dependent
variable, but not necessarily the scale of the
independent variable, at zero.

6. Choose scales that are easy to use and that
do not allow points to be plotted to a greater
accuracy than that justified by the accuracy
of the data.

7. Indicate points plotted from data by visible
dots or very small circles.

8. Draw a smooth average curve tlsouarthe
plotted points except in cases in widen
discontinuities are known to exist. Use a
French curie in drawing the curves.

9. Place a title containing all pertinent infor-
mation on each curve sheet. The title
should be lettered or typed. Label the
axes and show the units in which they are
marked.

10. Draw only related curves on the same elw

Insert curve sheets in the report so that
they can be read from the bottom or right
side.

12. Use ink for everything on the sheet except
the curves themselves; these should be
drawn with a odors' pencil.

V. Analysis of results

The analysis of results is the most important section
of the report. AR the name implies, it should be
a complete discussion of the results obtained.
Part of the discussion should deal with the accuracy
or reliability of the results. It is suggested, where
applicable, thet this section consist of a careful
treatment of the effect on the results of the following:
(i) Errors resulting from the necessity of neglecting

certain factors because of physical limitations
in the performance of the test, (2) errors in
manipulation, (3) errors in observation, and
(4) errors in instruments.

A very important part 'f the discussion should be
a comparison of the results obtained with those
which would reasonably have been expected from
a consideration of the theory involved in the
problem. Whenever the theory is amarently
contrrdicted, the probable reasons should be
discu..

When results are given in graphical forms as curves,
the shape of each curve should be carefully ex-
plained. Such an explanation should state the
causes for the particular shape the curve may
have.
Any original conclusions drawn as a consequence
of de laboratory procedure and a study of the
results obtained should be included in this section.

VI. Questions
In this section should be included answers to any
questions which are given as a part of the test.
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Laboratory Report

An Ixperiment to Determine the Relationship
between the Q and the Selectivity of a Tuned Circuit

R 1(5 Basic Electronics Name Alt h.*
Division V Tuned Circuits Date 4141/4
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this experiment was to determine

the relationship between the q and the selectivity of

a tuned circuit.

The series resonant circuit is commonly used where

it is desired to have a m_xlmum value of current for a

certain frequency, or for a band of frequencies.

The factor Q may be defined either in terms of

the ratio of inductiye reactance to resistance,Jor in

terms of bandwidth. The latter le a ratio of the

resonant frequency to thi bandwidth, with the bandwidth

limits being taken

if

as the frequencies at which the current

has dropped to 70 0% of the maximum value.

Series resonant oircuite have many uses in electronic

circuits for communications and for control devices; merely

stating the resonant frequency of a circuit is not adequate

for indicating how the circuit wii. t over a range of

frequencies. The effect of Q considered here determines

the voltage, current, and bandpass behavior of a series

resonant circuit. With these oharacterletios known, the

circuit can be c.estgned for proper characteristics, or

the effects of modifications can be predicted.
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METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

Procedure:

A series circuit made up of a coil end capacitor

were connected to a variable radio frequency generator.

The circuit is shown in Figure 1.

The generator frequency was set to 4,600 kc. An

A.C. vac' im tube voltmeter was connected across the

capacitor and the circuit adjusted for resonance by

varying the cal._citor. Reeonance was indicated by a

maximum voltage across the capacitor (E6).

The output of the generator was set at 5 volts, (El).

The generator frequency was varied over a range from

4,300 kc to 4900 ko, and the values of Bo recorded et

suitable points.

Another set of data was taken it after a 10 ohm

resistor had been added to the series circuit.

The above procedure was repeated for the third time,

the only change being that the series resistor had been

increased to 20 ohms.

The sets of data were plotted on graph paper, and

calculations made for 4 and bandpass.

77
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FIGURE 1

COIL at 60 14 h ; 1 ..n.,

CAPACITOR ut 20 papf 4.
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RESULt'S

Nameplate data of equipment:

RF Generator, Hewlett-Packard, Model
7

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter, Hewlett - Packard, Model

Laboratory coil, No. 15.

Laboratory capacitor, No. 2.

Crrdela4tti grtCalculated da ta

4.3 1,850 1,620 230/0° 21.7
230/0°

4.4 1,805 1,658 147/:20° 34.40 147/e

4.45 1,790 1,675 wart' 43.5 115/45°

4.5 1,765 1,695 70a0° 710
7.4.0

4.55 1,750 1,715 35/
.0

-90 1434 36.5/12°

4.575 1,740 1,725 15/-85° 33247 164:26°

4.6 1,730 1,735 5.1/21° 98047 12/L5°

4.625 1,720 1,745 25fe 200.0 27/66°

4..65 1,710 1,755 45/ge 111.0 116/7

4.7 1,692 1,770 80/_22° 81/1.2°

1,660 1,810 152/22° 3:0 P0/90°

4.9 1,625 1,845 220/220

..111t

kJWI4rah Mir
"ntadahat

79

.

4 mu.

g sl.a./...=.4.=wl
X KW

21.7 230 /82° 21.7

34. 150/38° 33

43 119/a5° 42.

71. 78/66° 64.

137. 43/:2d° 116.

278, 34/46° 147.

415 31/2° 161.

18 11°/2° 125

109 Ode 93'

62. 67/ge

33. 153/1§! 33.

222/82a 22.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

With this arrangement of apparatus certain factors

should be kept in mind that might affect the accuracy

of the results. One of these is the shunting effect

of the voltmeter across the capacitor. In this case

the shunting impedance was high enough that itwas neglected.

All of the resistance or the circuit is not in Us

external resistor - the coil itself had one ohm. Thus,

with no resistance connected externally this setBthe

minimum value, and the one ohm is automatically added

to the resistance value of the added resistors.

From a study of the plotted results it appears that

the curves are in agreement with what should have been

expected.
1

The peak of Curve A was limited by the one ohm internal

resistance of the coil. The bandwidth was calculated to

be 28 ko. giving a figure of 165 for Q. It was stated above

that the shunting effect of the voltmeter was neglected - but

its effect should be realised: by calculation, the theoretical

voltage at resonance would have been 1,700 volts. 'Tre actual

measurt'd value was 340 volts! This shows why the conditions

of measurement must be kept in mind in checking theory; never-

theloass this does satisfactorily illustrate the voltage rise

at resonance in a series circuit.

Slurzberg, X. and Osterheld, W., Essentials of Radio, p.81.
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For Curve El the bandwidth was measured as 40 kc. Pith

aa, of 115. This shows the limiting effect of added resistance

and also the broadening of thq bandwidth. Thus, it appears

that bandwidth and the peak valUe of voltage vary inversely.

For Curve C, where total 'moles resistance was 31 ohms,

the 4 has been lowered to 51.1, wIth a bandwidth of 90 ko.

Since capacitors are considered to have negligible as

resistance oomponent (exoept for electrolytic types), that

is, they have a zero power factor, the total dircuit 4 may

be taken away as the ratio of the induotive reaotanoe to

the total resistance.

4 may also be oheoked as the ratio o f Cepaoitoricer coil

voltage to the applied line voltage. Discrepancies would be

found in making comparisons between these methods .n this

experiment;' however,. of equipment oharacterietics.

'
04. reet4eter,ri,040e0aZ

gli=m E

70titZ te:40.c.c.(044/.7:"

At 00w-it r4,4ezeoti2.
(s-ee 74wito/*/
Alc 1.39
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qVLSTIONS

L. Higher selectivity (narrower bandwidth) is found to be

obtained with the lower resistance. Thus if a circuit is,

to be sharply tuned the resistance should be low. This will

eliminate response to frequencies close to resonance which

would come through with a low Q circuit.

2. At resonance, the output voltage may be much larger than

the input voltage. This may be the case across either the

coil or capacitor, anl is known as the "voltage rise with

resonance". This gain is Q times the line voltage_ the phase

difference is 180 degrees between the coil and condenser, so

as far as p wer is concerned you don't get somethi for. /

nothing. /P40 4(

3. AR explained in question 2, the output voltage is Q times

the input voltage.

4. Coil losses may be due to (a) ohmic resistance, (b) skin

effect, and geeteir/171.
e AreP-44-ZA..i

5. lhlecurrent and voltage Mee relation when the dutput is

70,7 % of maximum (Fig.') would be 45 degrees. The current

would be leading below resonance and lagging above resonance

at the lf- power points. 7
.40

re et fr

1 4 I. fr
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lam& of Laboratory lustructioaat Material for Memos Courses

D.C. Electronic Timer

Purpose: To design, test, and calibrate an electronic timer.

Parts and Equipment:
Plate relay
6f3N7 tube
600K potentiometer
10-meg resistor
10K resistor
Octal tube socket
10-mfd oil condenser
110volt lamp and socket

PPOCAlliffit:

I. Select a suitable supply voltage with a load of ap-
proximately 10 ma. Determine a desirable grid
supply voltage.

2. Draw a load-line on the 68N7 characteristic curves
for the measured plate supply voltage and relay re-
sistance. Determine the bias at which the relay will
pull-in.

3. Using the formula, 44=11141 or the universal con-
denser discharge curve, calculate the expected time-
delay for IR of 6:01C and also of 10 megohms.

4. Wire the circuit as in figure 1 and measure the grid"
voltage and plate current at which the relay pulls in.
(See figure 1.)

& Calibrate the dial on the potentiometer for integral
second marks.

& Substitute a 10-megohnt resistor for the potenti-
ometer and measure the time delay.

Submit a neat and accurate report that includes the fol-
lowing: (1) is elm explanation of how the circuit works,
and possible applications of the circuit; (2) tabulated data
showing at a glance how the ealculated and measured quan-
tities compare; (3) possible reasons for any differences be-
tween calculated and pleasured values.

Chassis
0-prong power socket
Pushbutton switch, N.O.
260-volt power supply
24-volt DC supply
DC milllammeter, 26 ma.
DC VTVM

Questions:
1. If the bias voltage alone was ehanged from 24 volts

to 48 volts, what effect would this have on the time-
delay?

2. What effect would raising the plate supply voltage
alone have on the time- delay?

3. It the relay had been a 30,000.ohm, 600-micrompp
relay, would the time delay have been longer or
shorter?

t Is it possible for the human element to affect the time-
delay or the time the light is operated? If so, how
could the circuit be modified to eliminate it?

Antenna Phasing Problem

A certain 60,000-watt transraitter is
designed to work into a 150-ohm resin-
We load (figure 2). The load le to 'le
five towers. Tower 01 is to resolve 36
KW. Tower 2 is to missive 16 KW.
Tows. - 03 is to remive 6 KW. Tower
04, 3 K W; Towe: 06, 2 KW.

The pliaze riationships of the tower
are such the', the current in tower 01 is
to lag the transmitter by 30°. Tower 03
lags tower 01 *..or 80°. Tower if leads
tower 0814, 180°. Tower Meade tower
I by W. Tower 03 lags tower 04 by
20°.

Design a eoupling r Ad. phase shifting
system and determine all values of
74 and I. (The individual tower
Impedances are given in figum 3.)

house 1.

J
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1
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/II 25 KW

I
. 150 4 JO

//115 KW /1/2KW1
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Somme of Eduotadosol Matesfolo

Electronic Technology Periodicals

Audio, Poet Office Box 629, Mineola, N.Y.

CQ Margarine, 300 West 43d Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Electronics, 330 West 42d Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Electronic Design, 830 Third Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

Electronic Engineering, Morgan Brothers, Ltd., 28 Essex
Street, Strand, London, W.C. 2.

Electronic Equipment Engineering, 172 South Broadway,
White Plains, N.Y.

Electronic Industries, Chestnut and 56th Streets, Phila-
delphia 39, Pa.

Electronic and Radio Engineer, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, 8.E. 1.

Electronic Technician, 480 Lexington Avenue, New York
17, N.Y.

Electronics World, Park Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Box 12, _Old
Chelsea Station, New York 11, N.Y.

PP Reporter, 2201 East 46th Street, Indianapolis 6, Ind.

Popular Electronics, 1 Park Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, 1 East
79th Street, New York 21, N.Y.

QST, 88 Lo Salle 104 West Hartford 7, Conn.

Radio-Electannies, 154 Wart 14th Street, New York 11,
N.Y.

Sendoonductor Products, 300 West 43d Street, New York
36, N.Y.

Whalers World, Dorset House,. Stamford Street, London,
B.E. 1.

Companies Publishing House Organs
With Articles on Electronics

Aeronox Corp., New Bedford, Mass. (Amman Research
Worker)

The Boonton Radio Co., Boonton, N.J. (The Notebook)

CBS-Hytron, Denver, Danvers, Mass. (Tick trips)

Electric corp,, 1090 Hamilton Boule-
vard, South Plainfield, N I. (The Capacitor)

Allen B. DuMont laboratories, Inc., 750 Bloomfield
Avenue, Clifton, N.J. (The heir:wowed Journal)

EICO geetronie Instrument Co., WOO Northern Boule-
vard, Long felled City 1, N.Y. (EICO News Ballet*

EXIDE Industriel Division, The Electric Storage Battery
Co., Post Offiee Box 5728, Riming Bun and Adana
Avenues, Philadelphia 20, Pa. (BRIDE 71)Pice)
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General Electric Co., Electronic Components Division
1 River Road, Schenectady 5, N.Y. (T-hni.Talk)

General Radio Co., West Concord, Mass. (The Experi-
menter)

Hewlett-Packard Co., 275 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto,
Calif. (The Hewlett-Packard Journal)

International Rectifier Corp., 1521 last Grand Avenue,
El Segundo, Calif. (international Rectifier News)

The Leukurt Electric Co., San Carlos, Calif. (The De.
modulator)

Philo* TeohRep Division, C and Ontario Streets, Phila-
delphia, Pa. (TichRep Bulletin)

Sylvania Electric Products Co., 1100 Main Street,
Buffalo 9, N.Y. (Sylvania New)

Publishers of Sleeken= Books*
The Academic Press, 111 Fifth Avenue, New York 3,

N.Y.

American Radio Relay League, Wect Hartford 7, Conn.

American Technical Society, 848 East 68th Street, Chicago
37,111.

BobbeMerrill Co., Inc., 1720 East 38th Street, Indianapo-
lis 6, Ind.

Cowan Publishing Co., 300 West 42d Street* New York 36,
N.Y.

Coyne Electrical School, 1501 West Congress Parkway,
Chicago 7, 111.

Frederick J. Drake & Co., 9 South Clinton Street, Chicano

Editors & Engineers, Ltd., Summerland, Calif.

Engineering Publishers, Post Office Box 1151, New York 1,
N.Y.

Gumbo* Library, Ina., 154 West 14th Street, New York
11, N.Y.

Harper Bros., 49 East 33d Street, New Yorh 16, ICY.

Instruments Publishing Co., 845 Ridge Avenue, Pitte-
burgh 12, Pa.

McGrrw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 West 42d Street, New
York 36, N.Y.

The Macmillan 60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.Y.

Radio ktetinsines, Inc., Post Office Box 629, Mineola,
N.Y.

John F. Rider, Publieher, 116 West 14th Street, New York
11, N.Y.

(Iitorsastion on current books may be obtained by
writing the publishers.)
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Publishers of Electronic Books-Continued

Rinehart & Co., 232 Madison Ar±nue, New York 16, N.Y.

The Ronald Press Co., 15 East 26th Street, New York 10,
N.Y.

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 2205 East 46th Street, Indi-
anapolis 6, Ind.

St. Martin's Press, 103 Pa' Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Tap linger Publishing Co., 119 West 57th Street, New York
19, N.Y.

D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 120 Alexander Street, Prince-
ton, N..7.

Addison Wesley Publishing Co., Ice., RE., e, Mass.

John Wiley .1 Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Avenue, New York
1, N.Y.

Sources of EL_ tonic Training Films

Association Films, Inc., 347 Madison Avenue, New York
17, N.Y.

Bell Telephore Co. (Check with area office)

Channel Master Corp., Naponoch Road, Ellenvillo, N.Y.

Coronet Films, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Ill.

DeForest's Training, Inc., Film Service Department, 2533
North Ashland, Chicago 4, 111.

Alien B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., 750 Bloomfield
Avenue, Clifton, N.J.

General Motors Corp., Deportment of Public Relations,
Film Section, 3044 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit 2,
Mich.

Ideal Pictures, Inc., 58 East South Water Street, Chicago
1, Ill.

International Electronics Corp., 81 Spring Street, New
York 12, N.Y.

Libra Film Distributors & Producers, 6525 Sunset Boule-
vard. Hollywood, Calif.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Lac., Text-Film Department, 330
West 42d Street, New York 36, N.Y.

Mine Safety Appliances Co., 201 North Braddock, Pitts-
burgh 8, Pa.

Frederick Post Co., Box 803, Chicago 90, Ill.

Society for Visual Education, Inc., 1345 West Diveraey
Parkway, Chicago 14, Ill.

United World Films, Inc., 1445 Park Avenue, New York
19, N.Y.

Sources of Training Aids

DEMONSTRATION Suva RULES

Eugene Dietsgen Co., 2425 North Sheffield, Chicago 14,

Keuffel di Esser Co., New York, N.Y.

Pickett & Eckel, Inc., Chicago 5, :71.

Frederick Post Co., Box 803, Chicago 90, DI,

WALL CHARTS

CBS Electronics, 100 Endicott Street, Danvers, Mass.

General Radio Co., West Concord, Mass. (Reactance
chart.)

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., 1100 Main Street,
Buffalo 9, N.Y. (Set of seven colored charts on radio,
television and tubes.)

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., 618 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, h4vtark 5, N.J.

Kira AND DEMONSTRATION APPARATUS

Allied Radio Corp., 16:i North Western Avenue, Chicago
80, Ill.

Associated Products di Service Co., Labpower Division,
Long Branch, N.J.

EICO, 3800 Northern Betide% crd, Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Electrical Aids, Inc., 2118 St. Paul Street, Baltimore 18.

Electronics Kite Supply Co., 1727 Glendale Boulevard,
Los Angeles 26, Calif.

The Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.

Kell Engineering Products, 7160 West Park Avenue,
Richmond Heights 17, Mo.

Kelvin Electronics, 56 Warren Street, New York 7, N.T.

KEPCO Laboratories, Inc., 131-38 Sanford Avenue,
Flushing 55, N.Y.

P:..00 Electronics Co., Inc., 70-31 84th Street, Glendale
27, Long Island, N.Y.

Phileo TechEep Division, C and Ontario Streets, Phila-
delphia 32, Pa.

Progressive Electronics Co., 497 Union Avenue, Brooklyn
11, N.Y.

Radio Corp. of America, Educational Services, Camden
2, N.J.

Radio Corp. of America, Eklatron Tube Division, Hani.
son, N.J.

Radio Kits, Inc., 88-06 VanWyck Expressway, Jamaica
18, N.Y.

RCA Service Co., Inc., Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.
&knee Electronics, 195 Massachusetts Avenue, Cam-

bridge 39, Mass.

Teaching Aids, Inc., 200 Nieto Avenue, Long Beach 8,
Calif.

Tech - Master Products Co., 448-445 Broadway, New
York 13, N.Y.

Tranavision, Inc., X160 North Avenue, New Rochelle, N.Y.

UM- Products, Inc., 1737 DeSales Street NW., Wash-
ington, D.C.

Ira:1,meg Scientific Co., Inc., 1102 Shelby Street, Vin-
cennes, Ind.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 8-1Physicall l'uoilities Layouts

The class size selected for this phase of instruction was
arbitrarily set at 24 students. 11, general, it is advanta-
geous for students to work in teams of two, or not more
than three men, in performing the physical part of a
laboratory project. Accordingly the suggested laboratory
facilities and equipment we selected to accommodate
classes of 24 students by providing 12 w,-;flt stations and
sufficient basic equipment for these stations. Where cer-
tain relativel) expensive pieces of equipment are needed
it is expected that the work teams will be larger to avoid
the need for duplicating expensive unite.

Typical Laboratory Arrangement

An example of laboratory layout is included to illustrate
the minimum space requirements for a total of 48 students.
With a dovetail schedule these facilities would accommo-
date a total of 96 students in the curriculum illustrated in

89

this guide. It should be noted that in the arrangement
shown the rooms can also be used as a lecture or demon-
stration area; an important feature for those schools with
a shortage of classroom facilities.

Where suitable storage space is not available or where
checking out and in becomes a problem the equipped
work station system can be utilised (photographs of such
a station are shown). Basic test equipment consisting of
an oscilloscope, vacuum tube voltmeter, and a signal gen-
erator are semipermanent integral units of the work
station. Storage space is also provided at the station for
two sets of hand tools.

It is strongly recommended that a workshop area for
instructional staff be provided. A section of the storeroom
is usually adequate. This area should be equipped with
a complete set of hand tools and small machines.

Portlble demonstration tables are also convenient for
many demonstrations that require considerable preparation
and testing prior to the time they will be used.

EL C TRON/C$ L A BORA TORY
CSR Lae 44/AeSRS ONLY ONE LAS IS OESIRS03

561298

48' -o

OR/00 / 3411./Alte ,00?
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DEMONSTRATION

AREA

:

LECTURE AREA

Ift

It

S0'

110'

30'

KEY TO ELECTRONIC LABORATORY LAYOUT

A Store Rooms F Student Work Areas (12)
B Storage Cabinet II Instructor's Demonstration Table
C Work Bench I Storage Cabinets
D Staircase J Main Store Room
E Main Power Panel K Short Wave Radio Station
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`wrommers 1
--- . . -

Wash Bowl

Instructors Desk

'a

Book & .zine Rack

Fountain Instrument & Chassis Storage Shelves
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96 APPENDIXES

APPENDIX C-Equipment and Supplies

Equipment for electronic training can be extremely
expensive. This is particularly true where an attempt
is made to duplicate industrial applications. The equip-
ment listed here is in -..wo sections. A group of items is
suggested for the Met phases of instruction and an addi-
tional list is suggested for the more advanced courses in
the curriculum. Each of these listings represents a prac-
tical minimum for efficient instruction. They are intended
only to provide a guide for purchasing, representing as
they do, standard equipment items usable in any electron-
ics program. A skeleton requirement of consumable sup-
plies is also included. None of these listings should be
considered complete in any respect.

During recent years several manufacturers have devel-
oped excellent testing and measuring instruments in kit
form. Two advantages obtained from the utilisation of
kits are that the student can benefit from the experience
gained in assembly, especially through study of the design
and layout of the instruments; and the cost of these kits
is appreciably less than assembled instruments of compa-
rable quality. Repair and maintenance are greatly facil-
itated where multiple units are used by reserving one or
more kits for this purpose.

Suggested Equipment for Electronic Technology

(First Phase)

Item Decription

1 1

3
2 5

1

5
4

5
I

4 10

2
9 2

10
1101 2
12 4
as s
is
14

1$

rt
is

8
s

18 s
Is
to s

1
21 s
21
as s

s
21 s
36 13
26 13
21 is
as

2
5

31 13
32 13

1
34
32

133
35 13
36 13
37 a set

ds 2
ao 2
40

2
2

41
42 2
43 2

Tube teeter
Caper:ohmmeter eaa checker
WARM tube v
Vaoutnn be voltmeter
Master voituMmyst
Multiroeta

Wierpmerater

Audiee=entimgortur
Superior p

s.owerstat
(0-140V. Mamp.)

Wattmeter.
Ammon" 0-1 MA, D.0
Ammeters, 040 MA , D.0
Ammeters, 0-100 MA, D.0
Bleter 0014-
01dIttecope
Demodrdator probe
Low amity probe
Direct probe.
*Q" meter
Ans
B eliminator
Condenser substitution box.
Debtor substitution box

8oldaingati= 100 watt.
Power

og-nese lies,
D?ciagonal cutters,

r
Alignment tool Site
Alignment tool sets.
Screwdrivers, 3"

"
'

Screwdrivers, 8 )4 '
Sereydrivers, 3t"
Ph screwdriversr oll size, 6" ,le"Coraftetbe
Nut drivers, set_

Own end wrenches, sizes:
&

e"& 1541"
& "

W' &
TO
Me"

IV 2 41t
Adjustable wrench, r ,cog, 1414" capacity
Sall -peen hammers, 1 lb.
Bellseen hammers, 34 lb
Center punches. 14" r
siPltttsepuRinocneoe 14"5", W' point-

mated
cost

,Jan. 1
1900

OK 00
440.
116.0750
315.00
487.M
Mt 10
477. 00
484.00
340.00
MO80 O
M.
71 49
79.50

21
70.

46
50

499.
M.

0000
30.00
44. Si

131.70
M0.70
33.00
33.00

481.50
ft 01

21
24.

78
814

20.96
37.

36
95

3.
Ittee. 44

114400
ago

7.41
4.06t
3.84

42

46

72

Item
Quin-
tity Description

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
1

2

2
2
4
2
2
2
3
3

t
4
2
1

Pin punches 4,1" long. point
Cellehisels, ;4" cut, sleek .
Adlustabb hack saw frame blades,

Mee, 10", second cut beadles
Flat 81ek0", smooth sit with handles-
=kr. 3". 18" Mum, smooth cut with
Triangular Ines, ft', wits ........
Bound rat-tall Mee with handles
Offset saw& iron, 4" bug.
Machinist vise, 4" Sea, r opegns.awhelbeoe-
Bond 14 manse=
Portable *MU drill, W'
Portable electric drill, U'
Tap and die sets, sizes:

4-38 10-24
842 10-48 N-20
842

Ho
2412-le

punch, 1.4"
Hole moon, 54"

!Hole punch, le
Hole punch, 35"
Hole punch, 1"
Hole punch, , 1 eft
Bob punch 1
Hole much, 1
Circle artier, zdjvctelble 1" to aff"
Rotary hacksaw, 1W'
Square hole punch, 44"
Square bole punch, 4"
Square bole punch, 1"
Tin snipe, 12_;2" bug
FiezIble steel tapes, I n.
SWtudent

su
mippeicrometers, 1".

ire rs
Divider Calipers, 8"
Combination square sets, 111"
Audio analyzers.
Signal timers
Dem& resistance bra
Decade condenser

ge1.moe brid
Isozi transformers
Grid dip meter
latmditom r
Ali b and recemeteiver
Transmitter
Speakers
Speaker

$193
.98

811
I. NI

1
ni
32

.72
42.0

7.34
31 OS
46.05

42.58
1 00
3.00
3.00
1 00

201
& 20
& 47

47&
2. 41
6.96
4.81

150050
1102
1. gg

11.
1114
416

34
14916..86
70.50

117.00
ft 00

81
56. 50

110
00

M.
it 110
80. 75

11150
We.
0.96
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Item

SO 3
90
91
tro
93

0945

97
M 13

18
100
00

13
101 13
102 13
103 13
104 75
106 15
106 15
107 15
306
100

15
15

Ile 13
111 18
1 12
13

13
1 13
114 13
115 13
116 1
117
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(Second Phase)

Description

Est&
meted

Jen,
Item

Qtium-
ty Description

lusEst&ted
met,

1Jan. ,
IMOMicrophone

Electronics tundamentab unit
Lecture Demonstration unit
Laboratory circuit analysis unit
Laboratory circuit analysis troubleshooting kit_
Voltage regulator lecture demonstration unit_ _
Voltage review laboratory circuit analysis unit-.
Drill prees
Bench
Power transformers
Filter choke'
Output transformers
Electrolytic condenser
Electrolytic condenser
Speak er s, V'
Octal sockets.
Tubes, type 5Y3OT
Tubes, type 66A70T
Tubes, type 081C7OT
Tubes. type vaQ7CIT
Tu type 6FIKIT .

Lora , variable, two-section
I. . transformer
I. F. transformer_... ............... .....
R. F. transformer_
Oscillator coil.
Padder capacitors, .lrco
Transistor le4.o.ue lemonstretion unit ...
Transistor laboratory circuit analysis.. ......

.

20M10655
1,8710
472410 1

57.00 2
* 40 3

301100 4

6
07.85 7
26.35 8
17 31
I4.56 10
& 11

33.9053 12
6.00 1

1200 14
23.85

3521
19.90
26 115 16
30. 55 17
22 OS
2188 18
17.15
17.16 19
& 20

696. 21
5819350 23

OSCUIN
tkoye-Mobile.
Attenuator probe
Viewing hood.
Impedance bridge_
Test lig
Soundevel meter.
8ound4evel meter carrying Me-
Didortioa meter_
Electronicanalog computer, group C
Digital computer kit
Educational Thy-mo-trol kit
Magnetic maunder educational kit
Frequency modulation lecture demonstration

kit.
Frequency modulation laboratory circuit away-

&sunk.
Radar and mkrowave systems.
Ruler and

ys
microwave systems, Laboratory cir-

cuit analysis unit-
Radar and microwave system test equipment

trainer
ilynebron lecture demonstration, unit
Microwave optic apparatus. .
Double dipole antenna.
Polarkanon analyser grid.

MOO.

*

00
100.00

& 50

440100. 00
1

205. 00*0
MO0O
MOO

96NO.
705.00
12& 00

14&00

9960111 .0400

723.95

mg50&

35
30

V& 00
4.*
2. es

Suggested Supplies for Electronic Technology

Item
Qnsa-

Description

Esti-
meted
cost,

!an. 1,

1
2
3
4

6
7

9
10
11
12
13
14

16
17

Ube.

50018

10 sets
5 rolls

1*
1

1,009K. book-up wire, 038 stranded, black
1$100 It, book-up wire, #33 stranded, red

1 1,000 ft. hook-up wire, 938 stranded, yellow

Eosmn
1,000 ft. book-up wke, 133 stranded, green

core solder, 40(40
Assorted Omminalstrips
Lots- =Wei', assorted components

for student project.
Assisted
Scotch taus, (WI
Bectsaw blades,* pitch,
Hacksaw blades, 30 Ocb,
High speed twist drK 944
High speed twist drill, #36-
High speed twist drill, 933_
Iligh speed twist &IL MO
High speed twist d. _ , Mk
High speed twist drill,820.. I

.
66.88
6.*
5.88
5.88
5.75

30.00

456.00
3.
1.7305
2.66
2.66

.60

.75

.78

.96

.96
1. V

O

Item %a-

3
8
3
3
8
3

2 gross
1 pose
2 gross
1 gross

gross
2 gross
2 WWI;
2 gross
1 gross
3 gram

Description

Esti-
mated

Ai. I,

High speed twist drill, #19 pi1.46. 17
High speed twist drill, Olt
High speed twist drill, W' .96
High speed twist drill, 14,1 2.04
High speed twist drill, W' 4.*
nigh speed twist drill, IV' 7.80
D letter drill_ 2.15
Machine screws, binding bead, brass, 4-401 W'.- 110

Machine screws, binding head, mess, 6-12 x In--- 3. 00
Machine sows, binding head, brass, 8-32 1 134". 4. 20
Machine screws, binding head, bra*, 10-32 x 2".- 3.75
Machine screws, binding bead, braes, le-20 x 2._ 7. 90
Brass Bet Nuts, 4-40 .2180

Brass Hex Nuts, 6-32 .30
Bran Hex Nuts, & 311- 2. 70
Brass Bear Nuts, 10-32 70

loss Hex Nuts, $4-20 146
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Content of a Course for
AGRICULTULAL SUPPLY--FALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Teaching Modules Making Up This Course

Note: The following modules are listed in what is felt to be a logical
order for teaching. They should be arranged, however, as the
teacher deems best to meet the needs of the students labia
class.

1. Career Opportunities in Agricultural Sales and Service
2. Orientation to the supervised Occupational Experience Program
3. Human Relations in Agricu:'lral Occupations
4. Agricultural Salesmanship
5. Organizations and Functions of Agricultural Businesses
6. Business Procedures
7. Feed--Sales and Service
8. Crop, Lawn, and Garden Seeds--Sales and Service
9. Fertilizers- -Sales and Service

10. Agricultural Chemicals - -Sales and Service
11. Petroleum and Petroleum Products - -Sales and Service
12. Miscellaneous Agricultural Supplies and Snail Equipnent--Sales

and Service

1



Publications on Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations
Available From

The Center for Research and Leadership Development
in Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
980 Kinnear Road

Columbus, Ohio, 43212

This publication is one of a series relating to Off-Farm Agricultural
Occupations developed at The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education under a grant from the Division of Adult and Vocational
Research, U. S. Office of Education. Each of these publications was
designed for a specific purpose. However, they are designed to
complement and reinforce each other. It is suggested that persons
using any of these materials will want to familiarize themselves
with the other publications in this series. Following is a complete
listing of this series.

1. Policy and Administrative Decisions in Introducing
Vocational and Technical Education in Agriculture for
Off-Farm Ctcapations

2. Vocational and Technical Education in Agriculture :
for Off -Fan s Occupations

3. Summary of Research Findings in Off -Farm Agricultural
Occupations

4, Planning and Conducting Cooperative Occupational
Deperience for Off -Farm Agriculture

5. Occupational Guidance for Off -Farm Agriculture

6. Horticulture - Service Occupations
(Course outline and twelve modules)

7. Agricultural Supply gales and Service Occupations
(Course outline and twelve modules)

8. Agricultural Machinery - Service Occupations
(Course outline and sixteen modules)

9. Agricultural Chemical Technology
(Course outline and nine modules)
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PREFACE

This publication is one of a series developed by a national
task force at The Center for Vocational and Technical Education to
assist state and local vocational education leaders in developing
programs to prepare youth and adults for employment and/or aivance-
ment in off-farm agricultural occupations.

This project had its origins in the National Research Ccordination
Conferences on Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations sponsored by The
National Center for Advancud Study and Research in Agricultural
Education and the Agricultural Education Branch of the U. S. Office
of Education in May of 1963 and January of 1964. These conferences
were designed to assist states in undertaking studies of off-farm
agricultural occupations training needs.

Subsequently, the Center was given a grant by the Bureau of
AdUt arld Vocational Research to synthesize these studies,_develop
needed instructional and program materials, and conduct training
conferences on their use.

The task force of 30 people from l6 states has included
personnel with a wide range of backgrounds and responsibilities in
agricultural education, vocational education, agricultural technology,
and agricultural industry. Several project advisory meetings were
held to secure needed counsel from diverse, but relevant groups and
to help the task force maximize the potential benefits and uses of
these materials.

Primary leadership for the developmem of this publication was
provided by Dr. J.H. Lintner and Mr. William Becker. Assisting them
on the project were Mr. Howard trowels, Dr. William H. Hull, Mr. Robert

Steffy, Dr. J.R. W1,4rmbrod, Mr. Robert Kerwood, Mr. James Christiansen,
and Dr. George Luster.

In developing these instructional materials, prime consideration
was given to the data revealed by the studies of agricultural
business and employee training needs conducted in several states.
Current and projected employment opportunities dictated the areas
in which instructional materials were developed. In addition, these
studies identified those occupations which require knowledge and
skill in agriculture. They also contributed to the development of
the publication series through the identification of specific compe-
tencies needed by individuals for entry and persistence in agricultural
occupations.

Members of the task force were aided in the development of these
publications through personal visitations to outstanding existing
off -farm agricultural occupational programs. Frequent consultations
with trade association educational committees and agricultural
industry leaders concerned with personnel development were helpful



in further "keying" these materials to employment needs. Existing
materials were carefully reviewed and evaluated in terms of their
utility in the preparation of these workers and, when suitabIC were
recommended as a part of these publications. References are also
made to other instructional materials and sources designed to aid
teachers and supplement and reinforce project materials.

Following the first draft of each publication by the Center,
copies were sent to a wide range of knowledgeable individuals for
review and evaluation. Reviewers included experienced teachers in
-vocational agriculture and other vocational services, college and
university specialists in the appropriate subject-matter area,
supervisory and research personnel, and agricultural business and
industrial leaders. Many of their comments and suggestions were
incorporated into the revision. However, the final responsibility
for the content rests with the project staff.

It should be recognized that these materials are still
developmental in nature. Although considerable, time and effort
have been expended to bring them to this stage of development, it
is recognized that they are not the final answer in planning and
conducting off-farm agricultural education programs. We hope that
the experiences gained through the utilization of these materials
during the coming year will assist us in their further refinement.

Your attention is directed to the evaluation form which
accompanier each module. Persons using these materials are asked
to complete the form and return It to the Center. We believe
these evaluations, based on actual experiences, will provide a
valuable basis for further improvement and will help identify
voids in existing materials.

iv

ROBERT E. TAYLOR
Director
The Center for Research and
Leadership Development in
Vocational and Technical Education



INTRODUCTION

Agriculture is changing. This has always been true, but changes in
agriculture have been of gigantic proportions or the last ten to
fifteen years.

In the early history of our country, agriculture and farming were
synonymous. Both terms meant the production and basic distribution of
crop and livestock products. Today, however, the production of agri-
cultural products (farming) has become a highly specialized, complex,
and technical operation.

Farms are becoming larger and the production of agricultural pro-
ducts is becoming more and more efficient and competitive. With new,
bigger and better machines, improved crop varieties, better breeding of
farm animals, improved chemicals, and efficient soil-fertility materials
and techniques, our total need for agricultural products is being met by
a smaller and smaller segment of our population. Some experts predict
that it is possible that ultimately just two percent of our population
will produce all the agricultural products needed by all of our people.

With the tremendous increase in capacity to produce agricultural
products, other very significant changes in agriculture have been taking
place. The processing and distributing of agricultural products have
moved off the farm. Each of these functions has become a major aspect
of the total business of our nation. In addition, the supplying of
materials, supplies, and equipment for use by farmers in production has
become big business. In fact, it is a major segment of our total
economy.

cause processing and distributing agricultural products and
supplying production needs for farmers have greatly expanded, the need
for workers in these areas has also greatly expanded. These non-
production agricultural functions demand a different vocationally
trained person than does farming.

A farm background will be of much value to most workers in off -farm
agricultural occupations. However, these workers need additional
specialized training for their specific agriculturally-related vocation.

This course is to prepare workers for one of these phases of agri-
culture, other than farming. (The most common phrase used to designate
these vocations is "off-farm agricultural occupations.") The purpose of
this course is to prepare high-school students for job entry in busi-
nesses which sell agricultural supplies (primarily production supplies)
at the retail level to farmers.

The 1963 Vocational Education Act encouraged the developing of new
programs to train workers for offfarm agricultural occupations. It
presented a challenge to people interested in vocational education to
establish educational programs which would provide classroom, labora-
tory, and occupational experiences needed to develop the competencies
needed to succeed in off-farm agricultural occupations. It was in this



setting that the need for programs to train workers for businesses
which sell agricultural supplies and services to farmers developed.
Teaching for this purpose should be very challenging, stimulating,
exciting, and rewarding.

This course should be considered as developmental in nature. It

is among the first efforts to develop a course of this type. After the
course has been used and evaluated, adjustments and improvements should
be made.

Howevers within the limit of the time available every effort has
been extended to prepare a course which will be useful in preparing
worke :3 for agricultural sales and service businesses. to naturally,
the course has limitations. The Center sincerely solicits ccmnents and
suggestions for improvement from all teachers who use this course (as
a whole or a*y part of it) to help them prepare to teach.

vi
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Course FOr

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY - -SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Purpose of the Course

The purpose of the course is to prepare high-school students for
successful job entry in retail businesses that sell agricultural
supplies and services. (The course ie largely limited to preparing
students to sell production agricultural supplies, such as feeds, seeds,
fertilizer, Chemicals, and small items and equipment of a similar use.
The course is not intended to prepare workers to sell major agricultural
items or supplies such as farm machinery, tractors, heavy building
materials, etc.)

Major Occupations for Which the Course Is Intended

Salesman of agricultural production supplies
Salesman of mull items of equipment
Product salesman
Sales clerk
(Occupations associated with selling and servicing agricultural
products within the retail business establishment. There are
several types of such occupations. One example is the operator
of seed-cleaning equipment in a retail farm seed dealership.)

The primary emphasis of this course is job entry in retail businesses
selling agricultural, supplies and services. Some of the more capable
and ambitious trainees will use this training, with experience and
additional training, as a stepping stone to more advanced positions.
Some examples of these positions are on-the-farm salesman and advisor,
department manager, assistant manager or manager of a retail business,
advanced service or field man for a retail business.

Suggested Time Allotments

Many factors will determine the amount of time allotted to the course.
If the course is planned for a full year, inmost high schools the maxi-
mum time for teaching at school will likely be 180 hours (one hour a
day for the nine-month school year). Actually, it is unlikely that more
than 165 to 170 hours will be available !Cr teething, due to faculty
in-service days and other interruptioLl .4hith normally occur in most
high schools.

If the duration of the course is two years, then. a maximum of 360 hours
for class work will be available. If the course is for a year and a
semester (half year), the maximum teaching time at the school will
likely be 270 hours.

The amunt of time available for supervised occupational experience in
most cases will be somewhat more flexible than that available for class
work or at- school instruction. Sufficient time for occupational experi-
ence must be available, and scheduled, for each student if the course is
to be successful.
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The suggested times which follow are for the complete course. Teachers
should select and use only those modules which are needed by their
studenti-Inhe local training situation. Likewise, within each module,
teachers should select and secure only those competencies which they
need to develop in their students. This course then may be adapted to
different periods of time, depending upon the selection of content by
the teacher as dictated by the teaching time available, the opportuni-
ties for occupational experience, and the needs of the students in the
course.

At school

Class instruction 286 hours
Laboratory experience 97 ,hours

Total at school

Occupational experience on-the-job

383 hours

hours

Total for course 777 hours

The following table gives the suggested time allotments by modules.
These times are when each module is dealt with in its entirety.

MODULE
At School

HOURS

Career Opportunities in Agricultural Sales
and Service

Orientation to The Superii2ed Occupational
Experience Program

Occupational
ExperienceClass Work

10

5

10

Human Relations in Agricultural Occupations 24 12

Agricultural Salesmanship 30 36

Organizations and Functions of Agricultural
Businesses 12 6

Business Procedures 30 30

Feeds-Sales and Service e8 48

Crop, Lawn, and Garden Seeds--Sales and Service 70 70

Fertilizers - -Sales and Service 50 50

Agricultural ChemicalsSales and Service 36 72

Petroleum Products - -Sales and Service e8 4o

Miscellaneous Agricultural Supplies and Small
Equipment -Sales and Service 20 20
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It will be useful for the teacher if the time used to deal with each
competency (end timch module) is noted on the course. The noting of the
time devoted to competencies on the margin will be useful in evaluating
the course and in planning to teach the course in future years. In
additOn to noting the time required, a note on teaching method and
techniques used with each competency may be useful in the future.

Persons to be Served

This course was developed to help teachers prepare to teach high - school

students. (With adaptations, however, it may be used with other
groups.)

Suggested Supporting Education

It is desirable that students have completed at least two years of
vocational agriculture before enrolling in this course. More important
than the number of years of vocational agriculture that students have
taken, however, is their understanding of agriculture and the sciences
upon which it is based. They should have studied feeding livestock;
using fertilizer, and soil-building materials; seeding crops; using
chemicals to control insects, disease, and weeds; mathematics, and
other basic educational programs. Courses in speech, general business,
typing, and bookkeeping will be useful. In some cases some of these
courses may be taken concurrently with this course.

Personal work habits, neatness, dress, and the like are also important
in students. A good knowledge of farm people and farm life will be an
asset.

The capable, intelligent person, with proper motivation, 'will likely
succeed in the course and as a salesman even though he has a limited
background in some of the desirable supporting education.

Suggestions for Introducing the Course

The teacher, in introducing the course, Should explain thoroughly What
the course is to do. He Should make clear to students how the course
will benefit them. They should know what will be covered in the course.
The class and occupational on-the-job work schedules should be agreed
upon. The procedures and policies for occupational experience in local
businesses should be understood.

The students should know what they can expect from the teacher and the
teacher should inform students of what is expected of them. Clear and
complete understandings between the teacher and students early in the
course may avoid serious problems and misunderstandings later.



In order to succeed in selling agricultural products in retail busier...-
noises, certain desirable attitudes, understandings, and abilities must
be developed. The teacher and students should do whatever is necessary
to make the course succeed. There follow some student requirements for
a successful programs

1. A good attitude toward work and the business of selling

2. Good work habits

3. A safety consciousness

4. A desire to develop the personal qualities needed by a salesman

5. A good knowledge of the products to be sold

6. Skill in working with people--employer and supervisor, fellow
worker, and customer

Students should realize that they have these specific responsibiWies
in the course:

1. Being regular and prompt in class attendance

2. Being prepared to participate in each class session

3. Making up missed work

4. following instructions of teacher and employer

5. Being fair, hoest, and considerate of others

6. Being safety mlnilea

The modules "Career Optortunities in Agricultural Sales and Service" and
"Orientation to the Cooperative Occupational Experience Program" will
serve to further introduce the course.

The Nature of the Course

The purpose of the course is attained most effectively and most logic-
ally whea the major components of the course are properly identified,
analyzed, and arranged for teaching. These basic components of a course
are most often called major teaching objectives. A block of time is
needed to attain each major teaching objective. The amount of time
required to attain any major teaching objective, however, depends prier
molly upon the scope and difficulty of the objective, the ability of
the teacher to teach, and the ability of tee students to learn.
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This course is composed of teaching modules; each module to attain a
majar teaching objective. (Modules are furt'er :explained in the sec-

tion, "Suggestions for Using the Course.") .le titles of the eleven
modules making up the course follow:

1. Career Opportunities in Agri ltural Sales and Service
2. Orientation to and Planning ;.,r the Cooperative Occupational

Experi*nce Program
3. Human Relezions in Agricultural Occupations
4. Agricultural salesmanship
5. Organizetions and Functions of Agricultural Businesses
6. Business Procedures
7. Feed--Sales and Service
o. Crop, Lawn, and Garden Seeds - -Sales and Service

9. Fer.iXizers- -Sales and Service
IJ. Agricultural Chemicals - -Sales and Service
11. Petroleum and Petroleum Products- -Sales and Service

Some schools may wish to initiate some student o-ganization to give
identity to the class in agricultural sales and service. Perhaps some
kind of appropriate insignia suitable to be attached to the clothing
that students wear in their supervised occupatica work experience
would be desirable. This would give the trainees .and the school
identity as students work in the businesses which provide cooperative
on- the -job experience in selling. Teachers and persons who manage or
own the cooperating businesses should do all they can to make the
training programs good ones, to enable the students to have pride in
their work, and to acquaint the public with the training programs.

Suggestions for Using the Course

The major blocks of the course are teaching modules. A module is to
attain a major teaching objective (which contributes to the purpose of
the course). Each module should be selected and used by the teacher on
the basis of its major teaching objectives. If the major teaching obis

jective is a needed part of the local program, the module should be
used. If not, the module should not be used in the course.

Inch module has its being as a definite part of a course. It fits a
course. Modules are developed, however, as self»contained, independent

units. Any module may be taught completely by itself or it may be
used as a part of another course (if it fits the purpose of the course).

The major components of s teaching module are (1) the major teaching
orjective, (2) suggested time allotments for teaching at the school and
for occupational experience, (3) suggestions for introducing the module,
(0 the competencies to be developed, with appropriate content, (5)
suggested references and instructional natftrials, and (6) suggestions
for evaluating the teaching.
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Each competency includes subject matter content as needed to help the
teacher in lesson preparation, suggested teaching materials, suggested
occupational expe.lence, and suggested teaching-learning activities.

The subject matter content provides a quick, comprehenalve, overall
view of what is involved in developing the competency in students. It

may include information in any form, such ae topical outlines, declara-
tive statements, paragraphs of information, alerts, graphs, tables,
etc. The subject matter in the module is not intended to be all that
ttle teacher will need to prepare to teach -- but it will give the teacher
a good mtart toward lesson preparation. The teacher will need to con-
su,, the references listed and other available material for additiorPl,
information.

Most references suggested may be used by both the teacher and the
students. Some references may be too technical for students and are
designated as references for teacher use only. Where problem solving
is the teaching methoc used, students should read appropriate, well-
chosen references to give them the information needed to solve the
problem being considered.

Teaching - learning activities give the teacher suggestions of ways to
teach and handle the class. The vise use of the suggestions, adapted
to the local classroom situation, should make the teaching moll inter-
estiag and more effective. Varied techniques should be used in teaching.
Care should be exercised to avoid making the teaching in the classroom a
teacher-centered learning situation.

Suggested oc4.alv!*ional experiences are to guide the on-the-job
activities of the student. The classwork and the on-the-job occupa.
tional experiences Should be closely coordinated. The cooperating
business should know what is being taught in class on a weekly basis.
The teacher, likewise should know what experiences the student ie
getting in the business.

In this course the area of "store skills" has been integrated as a part
of other competencies, and is not dealt with as a module. lakeuise,
"displays," as such, have not been dealt with in the course materials.
It is suggested that the areas of "store skills" and "displaying
merchandise and advertising displays" be given special emphasis in the
occupational experience.

The key to the success of any course is the teacher. The teacher of
this course should have had experience in agricultural supply retail
businesses. It is desirable that he have had training in business
procedures, salesmanship, and human relations. If the teacher has not
had this experience, he should work closely with the cooperating
businesses in acqniring such knowledge. and skills in which he is defi-
cient. The help of persons in distributive education and resource
people from agricultural businesses is desirable where it is available.
Actual work experience in agricultural retail businesses by the teacher
wi31 be invaluable in teaching this course.
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Cooperating with Representatives of Business

It is imperative that representatives of local agricultural retail
businesses be involved in organizing and implementing this program in
a local school. These people can provide valuable advice as to the
structure of the course, suggesting equipment to be used in the instre
tional program, identifying training stations for anrollees, and helping
to place enrollees, upon completion of the course.

Provided Supervised Cooperative Occupational Experience

Supervised occupational experience is an integral part of this course.
Erperience gained on the job cannot be duplicated in the classroom
pr the school laboratory. The occupational experience program should,
if at P.11 possible, be carried on at the time the student is attending
classed. Classroom instruction should be implemented on the job. In
case occupational experience cannot be provided concurrently with
classroom instruction, other prwisions should be made to provide this
experience. Often occupational experience must be provided when the
business is most active and is engaged in a wide range of activities.
It would be highly desirable for students to have one-half day released
time from school during busy seasons to obtain this experience.

Cooperative occupational experience should be appropriate to the local
Frea. Careful attention Should be given to the selection of the
cooperative businesses that are to provide work experience. It may
be necessary for the teacher to educate the owners and managers of
the training ousinesses about the objectives of the program and their
responsibilities in cooperatively developing the best possible training
program for the student-trainee. Providing occupational experience for
off-farm occupations in agriculture is discussed in detail in the
publication entitled, Planning and Conducting Cooperative Occupational
Experience in Off-Farm Agriculture, prepared by the Center.

The Setting for the Development of the Course

It was a growing awcreness of the urgent need for more definite informa-
tion on occupational education involving competencies in agriculture
that brought leaders in agricultural education and representatives of
the United States Office of Education together in planning conferences
at the then National Center for Advanced Study and Pesearcu in
Agricultural Education at the Ohio State University in Nay, 1963, and
January, 1964. At these planning conferences, procedures were outlined
to use in studying the need for training in off -farms occupations in

agriculture. In January, 1965, and April, 1965, advisory conferences
were held at the National Center, at which preliminary research reports
were examined. The National Center was urged to develop curriculum
guide and courses that would implement these findings. Doe to the
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magnitude and variety of occupations found to involve competencies in
agriculture, those at this conference recommended that the National
Center prepare courses in four areas; horticultural service occupations
(high school levelt) agricultural supply--sales and service (high-
school and pest-high school level,) agricultural mechanization service
occupations (post-high school level,) and agricultural chemicals
(technician level.)

As a result of this committee's action and upon the receipt of a grant
from the Division of Adult and Vocational Research in the U. S. Office
of Education, Selected persons were brought to the Center to develop
program guides and course materials in the identified areas.

The selection id° areas, the occupations for Which the courses were to
be deve1:4ted, and the content of the courses, were determined by the
research reported to the Center by the states. Ibis information is
contained in the publication entitled, Summary of Research Findings in
Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations, prepared by the Center.

Involvement of Personnel from cultural Retail Businesses and
Agricultural Education

Throughout the development of the course materials, personnel from the
fields of agricultural retail businesses and agricultural education were
asked for advice and suggestions as to the content of the course and
ways of implementing the instruction.

As each module was developed, it was submitted to business representa-
tives, teachers, and university personnel in various states for
technical review and criticism. The suggestions made by these persons
were evaluated and incorporated into the modules wherever applicable.

The following list of persons evaluated selected modules of the course
materials within their area of specialization. Their comments and
constructive criticisms aided materially in strengthening the value
of these materials. However, the final respons: ' .ty for the course

rests with personnel at the Center who developed iese materials.

Mr. Hugh Aydelotte
Petroleum Manager
Franklin County Landmark
Milliards, ebio

Mr. Roy 0. Becker
Secretary - Manager

Ohio Seed Improvement Association

1001 W. Lane Avenue
Columbus, cbio
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V. A. Bergman, Manager
Salesman Training Division
Ralston Purina Company
CheckerlJard Square
St. Louis* Missouri

Mr. Charles Besse, Director
Vocational Department
Southwestern High School
Grove City, Ohio

Mr. Donald Brock
Vo-Ag Instructor
Highland Park High School
25th and California
Topeka, Kansas

Walter Callahan
Commercial Sales Manager
Petroleum Division
Landmark Cooperatives
245 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Dr. Daniel C. Chase, Head
Dept. of Agricultul Business
Management
California State Polytechnic

College
San Luis Obispo, California

Mr. T. P. Christen
Farm Sales & Home Heating Sales
The Standard Oil Company
Midland Building
Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. Harry L. Cook
Director of Research
and Technical Service
Seed and Fertilizer Division
Landmark Cooperatives
245 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Rex Cunningham
Vo-Ag Instructor
Arcadia High School
Arcadia* Ohio

Dr. Garry L. Dean
Product Manager Pesticides
Farm Supply Division
Landmark Cooperatives
245 N. High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Jack Devitt
Vo-Ag Instructor
Box 116
OttOVille; tiio

Dr. Alvin W. Donahoo, Secretary
Minneapolis Grain Exchange
41st and 4th Avenue
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Mr. James E. Dougan
Assistant State Supervisor
Vocational Agriculture
State Department of Education
State Office Bungling
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Hershel Drake
Springfield and Clark Caspany
Technical Education Program
701 EL Hone Road
Springfield* Ohio

Mr. Roger S. Dreyer
EXecutive Secretary
Ohio Petroleum, Marketers
41 South High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. H. EL Edwards
State Supervisor of Vocational
Agriculture

State Department of Education
Charleston,* West Virginia

Mr. Dale T. Friday
General Manager Farm Science
Review and Extension Agronomist
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
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Mt. Clarence A. Gehrig
Executive Secretary
Ohio Council of
Farmer Cooperator's Inc.
145 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. J. E. Girens
Assistant General Manager
Southern States Cooperative
Richmond, Virginia

Mr. George Greenleaf
Executive Secretary
Ohio Grain and
Feed Dealer's Association
5625 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. C. Neilsen Griffith
Vice President
Membership and Public Relations
Landmark Cooperatives
245 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Samuel G. Haler
Professor of
Agricultural Engineering
Ohio State University
Columbus, ado

Et. Jerry Halterman
Dean of Agriculture
Chico State University
Chico, California

Mr. Paul Hartsook
Vo-Ag Instructor
Bowling Green, Ohio

Mr. E. C. Ebbs, Manager
W. & H. Cooperative Oil Co.
Badger, Is:ova

Mr. Ray M. Kesler
Vo-Ag Instructor
Morgantown, West Virginia

sir. Elton Kile

Elevator Manager
Plain City, Ohio

Mr. Ralph E. Kunze
Manager of Seed Services
Seed and Fertilizer Division
Landmark Cooperatives
245 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio

Mt. Roy H. Lippert
Instructor Agricultural
Engineering
Modesto Junior College
Modesto, California

Dr. George Luster
Associate Professor
Agricultural Education
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Mr. Inward P. Moore
Laboratory Supervisor
Division of float Industry
Ohio Department of Agriculture
Reynoldsburg, Ohio

Mr. Howard Novels
Vo -Ag Instructor

Freemont High School

819 North 5th Street
Fteemont, Ohio

Mr. Harry Plank
Vo-Ag Instructor
Smithwille, Ohio

Dr. Awl F. Pulse
Director of Short Courses
in Agriculture
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Thomas Pulse
High School Student
Hillsboro, Ohio
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Mr. O. W. Randolph, Manager
Personnel and Public Relations
Moorman Manufacturing Company
1000 North 30th Street
Quincy, Illinois

Mr. Harlan E. Ridenour
Educational Materials
Specialist
Department of Agricultural
Education
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Clayton Riley
VO.Ag Instructor
Reidland High School
Paducah, Kentucky

Mr. Richard E. Wells
Assistant Program Director
Feed Division
Landmark Cooperatives
245 North Hit..1 Street

Columbus, Ohio

Mr. Jews. lbpp, Manager
Yopps Seed Company
Paducah, Kentucky

Mr. William Ruth
Distributive Education Coordinator
Whitehall High School
Whitehall, Ohio

Mr. Allan E. Settle
Director of Public Relations
Manufacturing Chemists'
Association, Inc.
1825 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

W. Paul Shoemaker
Distributive Education Coordinator
163 Sunbury
Chillicothe, Ohio

Mr. Ralph W. iblbert, Sales
Promotion Manager

Mr. Keith &um, field Manager
Geigy Agricultural Chemicals
Post Office Box 430
Yonkers, New York

Mr. Charles C. Wanke, Manager
Case Feed and Produce Company
922 Rockport Road
Janesville, Wisconsin
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Ismallag for Evaluating the Course

1. Student Evaluation

In making this evaluation, practical tests should supplement
written quizzes and examinations. !Valuate students in terms
of the objectives of the course. Perhaps the students should
be evaluated in terms of:

a. General outlook as reflected by attitude, cooperativeness,
and preparedness for work. (Teacher should be well aware
of progress in this area.)

b. Work habits (quantity and quality of work, safety minded-
ness, and dependability)

c. Results of practical tests

d. Written quizzes and examinations

2. Program /Valuation

The teacher should keep the following records of the program
for evaluation:

a. Number of students enrolled

b. Number of students completing the course

c. Reasons for students' dropping out

d. Number of students entering jobs in agricultural retail
businesses which they were trained

e. Nature of the jobs held

f. The type of jobs the students are holding after one year;
after five years

g. Enrollment trends in the course

h. Employer evaluation of the quality of work, being accom-
plished by trainees

3. Ultimate Evaluation

In the final analysis, the success of the course will be based
On:

a. Whether or not the students were successfully :,laced
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b. Their degree of success on the job, as seen by the employer

c. Their persistency and advancement in the agricultural
business

In order to evaluate, it will be necessary to conduct follow6up studies
of the students. Due to the tremendous mobility of our labor force,
it is suggested that the teacher develop such a working relationship
with the student that students will willingly report to the teacher on
their occupational status for at least three years following graduation.



Sources of Suggested Instructional Materials and References for the
Outline

Instructional. Materials

Posters

1. How Soil pH Affects Availability of Plant Nutrients, poster,
National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington,
D. C., 20006. Price $.17.

E. Lime Means More Mbney_for You, poster, National Plant mood
Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C., 20006. Price $.10.

Filmstrips, Slides and Films

1. "Dynamic Careers Through Agriculture," 16 so film, 28 minutes.
Farm Film Foundation, 1425 Ii Street, Northwest, Washington,
D. C., 20005.

2. "Feeding Farm Animals," film, 19 minutes, black and white.
Washington, D. C.: Motion Picture Service, Office of
Information, USDA.

3. "First the Seed," 16mm film, 27 minutes, color and sound,
Associated Seed Growers, Ind. Modern Talking Picture Service,
3. N. 54th St., New York.

4. "Getting Along With Others," 16 mm film, 29 minutes. Business
Education Films, 5113 16th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

5. National Pleat mood Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C.
20006, has the following films and slide sets available:
"Nutrient Deficiency Symptoms in Plants," 35 mm, 2" x 2"
colored slides, price $.25 each.

"How to Take a Soil Sample," 10 - 35 mm, 2" x 2" colored
slides, price $2.50.

"Soils, Plant Nutrition, and Fertilizers," 64 35 xx4 2" x 2"
colored slides, price $16.00.

"Making the Most of a Miracle," 27 minutes, color, free, return
postage.

"The Big Test," 15 minutes, color, free, return postage.

"What's in the Beg," 37 minutes, color, free, return postage.

"Weather or pot," 22 minutes, coior, free, return postage.

"The Land's Legacy and Promise," 27 minutes, color, free,
return postage.



6. "Personal Qualities fcr Job Success," Oklahoma State University
Film Library, 16 mm. Stillwater, Oklahoma.

7. "Points about Pesticides" and "Facts about Pesticides."
Colored filmstrips with 33 1/3 recordings. Order from Manufac-
turing Chemists* Association, Inc., 1825 Connecticut Avenue,
N. W.. Washington, D. C.

8. "The Rumen Story," film, 24 minutes, color. Ralston Purina
ComrlAY. Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, Missouri.

9. "Tae Safe Use of Pesticides," 21 minutes, color, 16mm, order
from your state library.

10. "Salesmanship Series," 16mm film, Sand W, 1959. Nom' work:

McGraw -Hill Bock Company Inc., kith titles as follows:

"The Approach," 10 minutes, $65.00 purchase price.

"Making the Sale," 17 minutes, $100.00 purchase price.

Note to Teachers: The films listed above may be available for
loan from libraries or audio visual centers. Other titles in
the series which are not particularly applicable to this module
are

"Prospecting," 10 minutes, 465.00 purchase price.

"The Pre - Approach," 10 minutes, $65.00 purchase price.

11. "A Step Ahead- -on Careers in Agriculture," 16mm zolor film, 14
minutes. Your local New Holland Machinery dealer.

12. "A Tree is Borg ", 29 minutes, color or black and white, Motion
Picture Service, Office of Information, USDA, Washington, D.C.

"Your Attitude is Showing," 35 1t sound filmstrip, 12 minutes.
Charles Steadman, Teacher- Trainer in Distributive Education,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Instructional Supplies

1. Representative tags or labels from:

a. feed sacks

b. seed sacks

c. fertilizer bags

d. chemical containers
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2. Different samples of:

a. Feed--dairy, poultry, rabbit, horse, pet, cattle

b. Seeds-field crop, vegetable, and ornamental plants

c. Fertilizer

d. Insecticides

e. Herbic.Ides

f. ftugicides

3. EMpty quart oil cans showing different A. P. I. service
classifications

4. Oil samples of different viscosities

5. Farm and garden supply catalogs such as:

a. Nasc >'s Faro Catalog

b. Montgomery Ward's Farm Catalog

6. Animal "health products" manuals and catalogs o: products
published by companies such as the following:

a. Franklin

b. Anchor

c. American Cyanamid

d. Hess and Clark

e. Pfizer

f. Dr. Salsbury

g. Ralston Purina

h. Wyeth

7. Materials on agricultural financing available from regional
offices of Federrl Land Banks

8. Copies of balance sheets of local businesses

9. Credit policies from local merchants

10. Copies of operating statements fran local businesses

Alt



1'.. copies of purchase orders, receiving records, bills of lad'rsg,
and invoices from local agricultural businesses

12. Copies of sales tickets for practice use by students.

13. Major chemical companies have educational ma7:,erials which may
be appropriate for class instruction in fertilizers and chemi-
cals as well as for teacher or student reference. These
materials are being updated continually and the companies are
willing to prrvide them upon request.

References

1. 'Lae ABC's of Lubrication, Ashland Oil and Refining Company,
Ashland, Kentucky.

2. Ntd.AAre:Ii:Iculttus1Chcemials-TowTheAreUsed.
Manufacturing Chemists Association, Inc., 25 Connecticut
Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.

3. Aviculture,: The Sextant Series for Wloring Your fUture.
MilUzukee: American Liberty Press, 1962. Price for copy with
soft cover is $4.00.

4. Amiggtgre is More than Farmi , The Future Farmers' Supply
0. Wm 11 0, Alexandria, Virginia.

5. Agricultural Machinery - Service Occupations, The Center for
Researca and Leadership Davelopment in Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road,
Columbus, Ohio, 43212, 1965.

6. American Petroleum Institute, 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New
York 20, New York has the following publications for sale:

a. Accident Prevention Manual Number 13, Clealaranks
Used for Transportation of Flammable zials.

b. Accident Prevention Manual Number 8, Safe Practices in Bulk
list,!erations.

c. Baletin 109, Drivers Bandbooks_1960.

d Bulletin 1608, Driver selection and Training Guide, 1960.

e. Bulletin 1614, Driver_'...1:1_11,,srWork....

f. Bulletin 1616, Petroleum Delivery Truck Operation and
Maintenance.

g. Publication 1535, BuLori Perfortgal 1959, no charge for
single copies.



h. Publication 1509A, Cladeificatior c Internal Combustion
Lagine Service (to guide thc, .7:1toice oflicv@GarariY:
1960. Price: 250.

i. Publication 1609; Driver N Haebook 1960. Price, 300.

j. Publication 1526, A Futurtfor You in PetrolevIltAELtal,
1965.

k. Publication 1545, OmistEILlizjkrounft the Cornar.

1. Publication 1950, Know Your Oil. Price: 250.

mt. Publication 1615, Installation of UndeximadGawline
Storage Tanks and Ming at Service StstioLs.

n. Student booklet, Careers in the Oil Industry.

7. AnimallandNutrition, Ralston Purina Company, Checker-
board Square, St. Louis, Missouri. No Charge.

8. titude pests for Occ and an Occ ational Interest
Iaventoarrrr, 19 ,California Test Bureau, 20b Bridge Street,
New Cum erland, Pennsylvania. Price of specimen set: 750.

O9. Barwick, Ralph P. Identification of Off-Farm Agricultural
0ssmg.on ,s School e Agriculture, University of Delavare,
Newark, Delaware.

0 10. Lail, Joe P. and Gordon, Nelson A., Choosing an Occulatiomp
Misc. Bulletin No. 45, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,
1963, 11 pages.

11. Better Feeding of Livestock, USDA Farmer's Bulletin No. 2052,
Office of Information, United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C., 1952.

12. Blume, George T. Career Exploration, Units I and II, Circular
864, 1962, Agricultural Extension Service, Blacksburg,
Virginia.

13. Brake, Beer, Kelsey, Hill, Nielson, and Wirth. Farm and Per-
sonal Finance, tuchigan State University Press, East Lansing,
gralon.

14, Brower, G. K. Neural E. F., and Eft, R. F. LP Gas Engine
Fuel--"lb be or not to bet that is tale question", reprint,

aingalimrention, 1962, international Harvester Company,
Melrose Park, Illinois.
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150 Bandy, C. E, et al. Livestock and Poultry Production, 2nd
edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
1961. Price: $4.90.

16; gram, Harold M. in ieultural The

Interstate and Illinois:

Price: $4.50.

17. Careers Ahead and Challenge in Agriculture. These two bulletins
may be ordered from your local land-gzant College of Agriculture.

18. Cassard, D. W., et al. Approved Practices in Feeds and Feeding,
the Interste,e Printers and TA:blishers, 19=17 N. Jackson,
Danville, Illinois: 1959. Prices $2.50.

19. Chemical Handbook on Economic Ibioons. Pubi. No. 476. Public

Washintton, D. C.

20. Choosing Your Occupations, 19°2. The Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. Price:
15st per copy.

21. Christopher, Everett P. Introductory Horticulture, HcGrawHiLl
Co., New York, 1961. Prices .95.

22. Cole, H. H. Introduction to Livestock reoduction, W. H. Freeman
and Company, San Francisco, California, 1962. Price: $8.75.

23. Conover, H. S. Grounds Maintenance Handbook. Second Edition,
F. W. Dodge Corporation, New York, New York, 1958.

24. Controlling Insects on Flowers. Information Bulletin No. 237,
Office of Information, United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. 1962.

25. Crabbe and Buterline. General Business. Southwestern Publish-
ing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

26. Cushman, Harold R. et al., Off-ParmAvicultural OcqomiagmE
in New York State, IBITaltaral Education Division, Dual
Education Department, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.

27. Delorit and Algren. Crop Production, New York: Machillen Co.,
1959. Wine: $6.84.

28. Dictionary of Plant Foods, Ware Bros. Co., Farm Chemicals Division
317 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 51 pages..

29. lielgs Made Ease, Distributive Education Service, Material
Laboratory. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.



30. Duncan, Clyde H. Find a Career in Agriculture, G. P. fUtmans
Sons, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York, 1961. Price: $2.50.

31. Education, an Investment in People, Education Department,
Chamber of Cannerce of the United States, Washington, D. C.
Prices $1.50.

32. Ernest and DaVall. Salesmanship Fundamentals, Second Edition,
New York: McGraw-Hill look Company, Inc.

33. Farm Chemical Handbook. Meister Publishing Company, 37841 EUclid
Avenue, Willoug6T-Mio. Price: $10, published annually.

34. Feed Additive Caoendium, Feedstuffs, 2501 Wayzata Blvd., P. O.
Box 67, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Price: $2.50 per year.

35. Prear, D- E. H. Pesticide Handbook - Entoma. College Science
Publishers, State College, Pennsylvania. Price: $2.50,
published annually.

36. Fuller, Gerald R., Education for Agricultural Occupations, The

Interstate P.inters and Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois,
1965, 42 pages, soft cover.

37. Getting Ahead in Retail Selling, The National Cash Register
Company, Dayton, Ohio, 17 pages.

38. Glossary of Terms Relating to the Lubricating Grease Industry,
National Lubricating Grease Institute, Kansas City, Missouri.

39. A Handbook for National FFA Officers bulletin, The National
Future Farmer, Alexandria, VirginfiT1964.

40. Hartman and Kester. Plant Propaegion - Principles and
Practice (teacher reference only. ) Prentice Hall, Englewood,
New Jersey. 1961.

41. Hedges. Iandscapi.syour Home, 1962. Vocational Agriculture
Instructional :;aterizels Service, Ohio Plpartment of Education,

2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus , Ohio. Price: $1.00.

42. Hemp, Paul E. and Altmd H. irebs. A Study Guidc for Placement-
Employment Programs is: Agricatural iziesnSrritryt
Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1964*

43. Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural Occupations,
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville, Illinois, 1963.
Price: $4.75.

44. Hoover and Juergeson. Approved Practices in Beautifying Hone
Grounds. Interstate Printing Co" Danville, Illinois, 1959.
Price: $3.50.
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45. Horkheimer, Mary F. and Fowlkes, John G., Educators' Guide to
Free Films, Educators Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin,
1964, 631 pages, soft back.

46. How to Get Good Soil Samples, American fbtash Institute, Inc.,
1102 Ibth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., 12 pages, no charge.

47. Improving Supervised Practice in Vocational Agriculture,
Bulletin No. 361, North Carolina State Department of Public
Instruction, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1963, 34 pages, soft
cover.

48. James, Gerald B. "Vocational and Technical Education,"
Using Current Curriculum Developments, Association for Super-
Vioi011 and Curriculum Development, National Education
Association, Washington, D. C. 1963.

49. Janick, J. Horticultural Sciencz. W. H. Freeman and Company,
San Francisco, California, 1963.

50. Jobs in Agriculture, Science Research Associates, Inc., 259
Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois, 1960. Price: $1.00.

51. Mil, P. Additives in Lubricants, SAE Journal, September,
1962, pp. 179-166:

52. Mineral. Feeding Facts) 1964-1963 edition, Darling and Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Illinois. No Charge.

53. Morrison, F. B. Feeds and Feeding, 9th edition, abridged,
The Morrison Publishing Company, Ithaca, New York: 1956.
1,P:ice: $4.75.

54. Motor Oil Additives anti Their Functions, Technical Notes Series,
The Ethyl Corporation of America, New York.

55. McLarney, William J. Manaementnncilfraim,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois. 1959.

56. McNaughton, W. 1,. Business Organization, Littlefield, Adams and
Company, Patterson, New Jersey. 243 pp. Price: $1.50.

57. McNaughton, W. L. Introduction to Business Enterprise, John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York. 538 pp. Price: $5.62.

58 Maickar, M. H., Using Commercial Fertilisers, 2nd edition, The
Interstate Printers and Publishers, 19-27 N. Jackson, Danville,
Illinois, 1961. Price $3.95.
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59. National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C., 20006, has the following publications available:

a. Our Land and Its Care, 1962. 72 pp. Price 0.16.

b. Be Your Own Corn Doctor, 4 pp. Price $.03.

c. What is Fertilizer?, 14 pages, Price 0.08.

d. How to Take a Soil Sample,, 2 pp. Price $.02.

e. Methods of Applying Fertilizer, 20 pp. Price $.10.

f. The Fertilizer Handbook, 3.963. Price $2.00.

60. Phillips, Richard. Managing for Greater Returns. Agricultural
Research, Inc., Manhattan, Kansas.

63.. Phipps, Lloyd J. Your Opportunities in Vocational Agriculture,
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville, Illinois.
1962. Price: $3.25.

62. Planning and Conductin& Cooperative Occupational Experience in
Off-Farm Agriculture, Center for Vocational and Technical
Educat4on, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road,
Columbus, Ohio, 43212. 1965, soft back.

63. Records of Supervised Occupational Erperience and Training in
VocationalWiculture, French-Bray Printing Co., Candler
Building, Baltimore, Maryland, 2202, 16 pages. Price $.50,
less if purchased in quantity.

64. Richert. G. H., Meyer, W. Gr,, and Haines, P. G, Retaili1
Principles and Practices, Fourth Edition, New York: Gregg
Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962.

65. Robinson, Blackler, and Logan. Store Salesmanship, Fifth
Edition. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc.,

1959.

66. Rowse and Nolan. Fundamentals of Advertising, Sixth Edition,
Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Company, 1957.

67. Sauter, N. A. Modern Farm Machines Need Modern Greases,
Agricultural Engineering Journal, January, 1956, reprints

available.

68. Schneider, G. W. and Scarborough, C. C. Fruit Growing._
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc410.
Price: $3.95.
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69. Selecting and Stori Tractor Fuels and Lubricants, Southern

Association of Agricultural Engineering and Vocational
Agriculture, Athens, Georgia, 1964. Price: $1.25.

70. Serif, Ned. How to Managyourself, Volume I, (paperback),
1961. Cities Service Coil Company, Business Research and
Education Division, Marketing Training Department, 6o Wall
Street, New York, New York.

71. Sferro, Wright, and Rice. Personalit and Human Relations,
Second Edition, Text-Workbook, Hightstown, New Jersey: Gregg
Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company. Price: $3.9$.

72. Shoemaker, James S. General Horticulture, Isippincbtt'Co.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 1952. (or similar standard work
of later date)

73. Stor e and Handling of Liquified Petroleum Gases 1965, NPPA
Bulletin No. 5 , National Fire Protection Association, 60
Batterymarch St., Boston, Massachusetts, 02110.

74. AlAy.elFVn_StGuideforPlacemeEmpA Prosmainicultural
Business and Ind..stry, Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Danville, Illinois, 1965.

75. Teacher's Guide for the Effective Use of Records of Supervised
Occupational Experience and Training in Vocational Agricupture,
French-Bray Printing Co., Candler Building, Baltimore, Marylan1,
21202, 9 pages. Price $.50, less if purchased in quantity.

Q
76. Technical Rducation Nees of Persons Engaged in Agricultural

Occupationsfr Divartment of Agricultural Education, The Pennsyl-
vania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania.

77. There's a Future in lctsFarallIsAA229A1," 1958. The National
Sales Executtes, Third New York, New York.
No Charge.

78. Seeds: Yearbook of the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Offic.

of Publication, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. 19A1.

79, Walker, R. W., Stevens, G. Z., and Hoover, N. K. Pen,..evlvania

Vocational Agriculture Interest Invent, Danville, Illinois:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Specimen Set. Price: $1.00.

80. Warsibrod, J. Robert. Workers Empkiedat Opportuni-
orkers ieedaKnoltiesforlfflee of Aviculture,

or Agricultural Education, College of Education, Universi.. of
711inois, Urban&, Illinois.
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81. Weyant, J. Thomas, Hoover, Norman K., and McClay, David R.
An Introduction to Agricultural Business and Industrx*
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Danville, Illinois.
1965. A student's text with a teacher's guide.

82. Wilkinson, E. C., The Sextant Series for Exploring Your Future
in Agriculture, Milwaukee, Wisconsin: American Liberty Press,
1962, 94 pages, soft cover. Price $4.00 per copy if ordered
through the National Future Farmer Magazine.

83. Wilson, Howard. Living with Yourself, (paperback), 1962.
Administrative Research Associates, Box 3, Deerfield, Illinois.
Approximate prices $1.00.

84. Wilson, Howard. Understanding People (paperback), 3962.
Administrative Research Associates, Box 3, Deerfield, Illinois.
Approximate price: $1.00.

85. Wingate and Nolan. Fundamentals ce Sella, Seventh Edition,
Southwestern Publishing eompany, Cincinnati, Ohio. 2959.

86. Wingate and Weiner. Retail Merchandising, Fifth Edition,
Southwestern Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. 1957.

87. Wittick, W. A., and Halstead, G. H., Educators' Guide to Free
Ta es Seri s and Transcri tIons Educators Progress Service,
Randolph, Wisconsin, 1 2, 211,pages, soft back.

88. Woelfel. Guides for Profit Planning, Small Business Administra-
tion, Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington: D. C.

, 89. Wolf, Willard H. Preparing Students for Non-Farm Agricultural

L.%
ossmamt, Department of Agricultural Education, The Ohio
State University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio, 43210.

90. Your Off-the-farm Business. Superior* Wisconsin: Central
Cooperative, Inc. 55 Tp.

91. Youth Wants to Know About Business Orlanization. Minneapolis:
Minneapolis Grain EMthange, 4th St. and 4th Ave.

Miscellaneous Materials

1. Career itformation available from major oil companies

2. Policy manuals of agricultural businesses

3. Publications from local distributors of oil companies pertaining
to safety

4. Rules and regulations for storage e-i transportation of liquid
petroleum ,,re available from the l*ste fire marshal's office
in the different states.

-17
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5. Some publications are usualW available through the Division
of Distributive Education of a state.

6. Yearbooks published ennuaily by the T.I. S. Department of
Agriculture are available from the Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D. C.
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COLUMBUS, OHIO, 43212

INSTRUCTOR NOTE: As soon as you have completed teaching each module, please record
your reaction on thin form and return to the above address.

1. Instructor's Name

2. came of school State

3. Course outline used: Agriculture Supply--Sales and Service Occupations
Ornamental Horticulture -- Service Occupations
Agricultural Machinery--Service Occupations

4. Name of module evaluated in this report

5. To what group (age and/or class description) was this material presented?

6. flow many s,_udents:
a) Were enrolled in class (total)
b) Participated in studying this module
c) Participated in a related occupational work

experience program while you taught this module

7. Actual time spent

.111=11Iir

teaching module: Recommended time if you were
to teach the module again:

hours Classroom Instruction hours
hours Laboratory Experience hours
hours Occupational Experience (Average

time for each student participating) hours

hours Total time hours

I
(RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS WITH A CHECK (y) ALONG THE LINE TO
INDICATE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE.)

VERY
APOOPRIATE

NOT
APPROPRIATE

8. The suggested time allotments
given with this module were:

I -

9. The suggesti is for introducing
this moduls were:

10. The suggested competencies to be
developed were

11. For your particular class situation,
the level of subject matter content was: I . . . .

12. The Suggested Teaching-Learning
Activities were:

I . . .

13. The Suggested Instructional Materials
and References were:

I
. . .

I

14. The C.4ggested Occupational Experiences
were:

I
. . .

I

(OVER)



15. Was the subject matter content sufficiently detailed to enable you to develop
the desired degree of competency JM the student? Yes So
Comments:

16. Was the subject matter content directly related to the type of occupational
experience the student received? yes No
Comments:

17. List any subject matter items which should be added or deleted:

18. List any additional instructional materials and references which you used or
think appropriates

19. List any additional Teaching-Learning Activities which you feel were
particularly successful:

20. List any additional Occupational Walk Experiences you used or feel
appropriates

21. What do you see as the major strength of this module?

22. What do you see as the major weakness of this module?

23. Other comments concerning this modules

(Mate) (Instructor's Signature)

(School Address)
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OPPORTUNITIES, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series of modules developed to assist teachers to prepare
high school students for agricultural supply occupations, this
guide is specifically for the purpose of orienting students to the
career opportunities in agricultural supply. It was developed by
a national task force on the bast* of data from state studies. The
four sections are (1) opportunities for employment, (2) specific
occupations (3) requirements for employment and advancement, and
(4) identification of products handled in agricultural supply
businesses. Activities for introducing the module, means of
evaluating outcomes, instructional materials, and references are
suggested. Each section includes subject matter content,
-teaching-learning activities, instructional materials, and
references. Designed for 10 hours of class istruction and 10 hours
of occupational experience, the material may be used by teachers
experienced in agricultural supply with students interested in
entering supply occupations. This document is available for a
limited period as part of a set (VT 000 632 - 003 644) for $7.00
from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio
State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (A)
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b) Participated in studying this module
c) Participated in a related occupational work

experience program while you taught this module
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.
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to teach the module again:
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Total time hours
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15. Was the subject matter content sufficiently detailed to enable you to develop
the desired degree of competency in the student? Yes No
Comments:

16. Was the subject matter content directly related to the type of occupational
experience the student received? Yes No
Comments:
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18. List any additional instructional saterials and references which you used or
tkink appropriate:
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appropriate:
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CAREER OPPORTUNITILS IN

AGRICULTURAL SALES AND SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Major Teaching Objective

To develop in the students a. understanding of the career opportunities in
agricAltural sales and serv-(!e occupations and the preparation needed to
cutel and advance in thc!se occupations.

SurTeste6 Time Allotment

Lt School

Class instruction
Laboratory experience

10 hours

0 hours

Dotal ct school 10 hours

Occupational expe2ieAce 10 hours

Total for module 20 hours
AMMO

3ugsc-tions for Introducing the Module

MI,: =dale should serve to introduce the coarse "Agricultural Supplies- -
Sale;: cud Service OccT.ations." Introducing the module should accomplish
the following:

1. Interest students in studying different occupations in agricultural
supplies and equipment.

2. Clarify the objectives of the module. (Note: In the course
outline there is a section on introducing the course. This should
be done before attempting to teach this module.)

Agriculture has changed rapidly in the past three decades. At one time
the practical goal of farm boys was to learn to farm and to own a farm
themselves. Farming opportunities wee numerous, the knowledge required
was not great, and the financial resources were within reach. The price

of success was diligence and hard work.

Technology has changed all this. The alowledge required and the capital
resources demanded make entry into farming much more difficult for today's
youth. In addition, rapid technological advances in agricultural pro-
duction have increased the productivity of our farmer to the point where
less than twenty per cent of present day farm youth can hope to find
gainful employment in production agriculture.



Along with this revolution in production agriculture, there has developed
an entirely new cluster of occupations in aviculture' sales and services.
While many farm boys have difficulty obwkining gainful employment in
farming, agricultural business and industries have problems

e

finding properly
prepared personnel to fill their vacancies.

Many of these occupations are best filled with young men with a background
in farming and agricultural training. It is the purpose of this course to
match farm boys and others interested in agriculture who da not have the
opportunity to enter production farming, to occupations in agiviCultIlral
supply--sales and service.

This module is designed to acquaint students with the opportunities
available in agricultural supply - -sales ane service occupations.

The following activities are suggested to introduce this module. The

teacher will also think of others.

1. In developing interest, the teacher may begin by asking questions
similar to the following. (Remember that the purpose of questions
here is to create interest and not to arrive at definite answers.
The students' responses to questions will give an indication of
what they know about occupations related to these businesses.)

a. What businesses in the community handle agricultural supplies?
What service do they provide? Consult the yellow pages of
your telephone book for the number, names, and types of
businesses.

b. What functions do these businesses perform?

c. Do you know persons employed
these people do?

d. Have any of you worked in an
business? What did you do?

in these businesses? What do

agricultural supply or service

e. How many people in this community work in such businesses?

f. What is the demand for persons to work in these types of
businesses?

g. What gratifications do these persons need in their jobs?
Point out that this question is so important that several
days will be spent exploring it in nodule No. 3 in "Human
Relations in Agricultural Occupations."
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2. Develop with the students a list of things they nqed to know
about agricultural supply--sales and service businesses. As
the list is developed, group related items. Have the students
record this list in their notebooks. (Note: For the teacher
they are objectives but with students it may be best to refer
to the objectives as "What we need to know," "Things we need
to know," "Items on which we spend tine," etc.)

3. Discuss the major items to be dealt with in the nodule. Any
goals set by the students may be recorded in their notebooks.
Student goals may be similar to the objectives for the module.
Draw out the competencies to be developed through a study of
this module. They are:

a. TO understand the opportunities for employment in agricultural
supply--sales and service businesses

b. To identify specific job titles for occupations in agri-
c.;.ltural supplysales and service businesses

c. To understand the requiremens for employment and advancemem,
in agricultural supply and equipment businesses

d. To identify the products handled by agricultural supply- -sales
and service businesses

Competencies to be Developer

I. To understand the opportunities for employment in agricultural
supplysales and service occupations

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

During the years 1964_65 almost thirty states conducted studies
to determine present and future employment possibilities for
workers in business and industry who need knowledge and skill
in agriculture. These major occupational areas were obtained by
grouping businesses which provide processing, sales, or service
functions, and which employ workers requiring agricr.J.tural

competencies:

1. Agricultural machinery

2. Agricultural supplier and equipment

3. Livestock and poultry



4. Crops, forestry, and soil conservation

5. Ornamental horticulture

6. Recreation and wildlife

7. Agricultural services

There are occupations in all these areas at all levels of
ability, from non- skilled positions to occupations requiring
advanced college preparation. There are occupations in all
areas for persons:

1. Wanting varying amounts of responsibility

2. Showing different degrees of leadership

3. Desiring indoor or outdoor employment

4. With varying mental capacities

5. With varying physical capacities

6. With wide ranges of ability in financial affairs

7. Having many types of interests

Data from most statLJ indicate that about 20 to 25 per cent of
the off-fare agricultural occupations are in agricultural supply--
sales and service. While a study of local or area conditions
may reveal that these figures are high or low, it will point out
the opportunities that do exist for yang people Mho are interested
in pursuing careers in agricultural sales and service. Other
studies indicate that the number of job opportunities in this
area increase by 5 to 25 per cent in the years just ahead.
If business and industry cannot find enough qualified personnel
to fill their vacancies now, they will have more difficulty in
the next few years as their businesses expand. Are there good
future job opportunities for qualified young men? Opportunities
are present for youth in &number of agricultural sales and
service occupations. It behooves them to make good decisions
according to their vocational desires. This study of occupations
will assist theft in making their choice more wisely.

tested Teas 4w,%;earni Activities

1. Have the students' determine all the off4ara agricultural
businesses which serve their community. The yellow
pages of the telephone book will serve as a good reference.



2. Catalog these businesses into the semen major occupational
areas listed in this module. Have the students list these
in their notebooks by occupational area.

3. Identify the businesses that deal, in sales and service.
The students might star these in their notebooks.

4. Attempt to determine the number of persons in each business
that deal, in sales or service activities. Assuming a four
percent turnover of employees annually, how many occupa-
tional openings would there be in a year?

5. Arrange field trips to business and industry to acquaint
students lath the types of occupations, working conditions,
and other important considerations found in agricultural
sales and service occupations.

6. Fran census data, Department of Labor data, industrial
surveys, bank surveys, Department of Agriculture data,
and other sources, show +hat opportunities exist outside
of the local community for persons contemplating careers
in agricultural supplysales and service.

Suggested Instructional. Materials and References

Instructional Materials

Local, area, and state data on employment needs and
opportunities in agricultural. supplysales and service
occupations.

References

I. Identification of Off-Farm Agricultural. Occupations,
University of relaware, 1965.

2. Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations in New York State,
Cornell University, 1965.

3. RunwIty of Research Findings in Off-Farm Aelcultukal
Occ ations, Center for Vocational and Technical
Educat on, The Ohio State University, 1965.

4. leliechnicalikhiciaionl nLILAIMMELAMOVAttilll

cul cups -ey varia
University, 1965.

5. Workers Employed and Employment rtunities for
Workers Nees a Knowl e of culture University
cf is
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Suggested Occupational. eriExperiences

1. Arrange with employers in the occupational experience
centers to have students spend two to ten hours at their
business to observe ant become familiar with the business.
This is for orientation on career opportunities and is
not to be confused with cooperative work experience under-
taken at a later date to gain proficiency in agricultural
supply--sales and service.

2. After students have had an opportunity to observe different
businesses, have a meeting of all, students and prospective
cooperative supervised occupational experience employers.
At this meeting, have the employers present their points
of view pertaining to career opportunities in their
respective fields.

U. To deval an underst of the cific oc tions
cultural supply--sates and service

!Lacher Preparation .

Subject Matter Content
%. . .

,

There have been several. efforts to catalog the iterioOs-t*o-of
occupations in agriculture. Borne lists identify aglow 011
occupations: in the field of agriculture; Weever, maAroethese.'..
occupations are nearly identical in their functioni,Ibevai
real difference being in the name of the ocametion. A suMiary
of recent state studies indicates that 41,supplyai-salep
and service occupations can be grouped iu.. ait.majortields,:at.
activity. There are occupations thit-can be classified &if.--

1. Managerial

2. Professional

3. Technical. . - .

-"

b. Clerical

5. ,Sales

6. Service

:,41-s,A.0,-7,

4.7
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same degree of competency in agriculture. Most, if not all,
occupations in agricultural supply--sales and service will fall
into one of these categories. The following summarizes these
fields of activity and specific occupations:

Occupations in Agricultural Supplies- -
Sales and Service Businesses

MIMMI6.

Field of
Activity Occupational Category and Specific Job Titles

Managerial Agricultural Supplies and
General Manager

Agricultural Supplies and
Branch Manager

Equipment Manager
President

Equipment Assistant Manager

VicePresident

n-^

.11

I -

Professional

. Technical

Clerical

Sales

Agricultural Supplies and Equipment Department Manager
Sales Manager Product Manager
Service Manager

Agronomist

.Agricultural Supplies and Eqapaeatrieldaaa
Feed Specialist Chemicals. Specialist
Seed Specialist Petroleum Specialist
Fertilizer Specialist Equipment Specialist

Agricultural Supplies and aluirskint:idea
Supervisory

Office manager Tr_llagAreT
Credit,Mager, Secretary...,

Agricultural Supplies and Equipment Saes
Supervisor

R
,t4.t

4

.1

Bead Salesman

Agricultural SuPilieis and
otitificui,SalesMan

Product Salesman

Services Agricultural Sepplies and
Service Persson:

AgricUlturilSuiplies and
Mill -Operator
Milliferker
Equipment Operator
Maintenance Man

es,

Iciniplint,Salamman

Oales:

soipment Service Supervisor'

Equilismat Serviceman

Mechanic -4

Welder
Electrician
Plumber

tz;

V4.

-
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Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

Reproduce the table "Occupations in Agricultural Supply
Sales and Service Businesses" for handout to the students.
With the class, attempt to identify individuals in your
community who would fit into each of the tbirtyspsix
specific occupations named. Were there any occupations
discovered that wruld not fit into this table?

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

1. Reproduced copies of the table "Occupations in Agri-
cultural Supply--Sales and Service Businesses."

2. Handbook of Agricultural. Occupations, pages 115-131.

III. To understand the requirements for employment and advancement in
agricultural supplysales and service occupation.

leacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Education is the primary qualification for occupational entry
and advancement. Obviously the qualifications vary among
occupations. Professional job titles are open mil4rtki persona
who have attained the baccalaureate degree. SOme professional
positions are limited to persons holding graduate degrees.
Probably many of the managerial and supervisory job titles will
be filled by persons with a baccalaureate degree or by persons
with some post-high school education, Who have the abaft* to
enthuse and motivate people towards a common goal. The educational.
requirements for entry and advancement lathe agricultural supply
and equipment area varies from firm to firm. This depends on
the size of the firm, functions performed and services. rendered,
and the firm's 'personnel policies.

Jobs open to persons immediately upon graduation from high school
may be somewhat limited. The majority oUpersons emplOyed in -44!
agricultural supply and equipuent businesses are working in jobs
which generally reqUire some poet-high school education. A study.
in Illinois showed that more than 70 per cent of the persons
employed in agricultural supply and-equipment businlisse
working in job titles which required post-high school education.
It was more significant that for each 100 persons aceremployed in
job titles requiring some "post-high school education, it was .

estimated that due to*business growth, 139 persons would be neededin
these job titles in the next tie years. Per each 100 persons
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now employed in job titles for which high school graduation
was considered to be adequate preparation, only 103 persons
would be needed in these job titles in the next five years
becauseof business growth. It is obvious that the greatest
demand for workers in agricultural supply and equipment busi-
nesses will be for persons who have received some formal
_training beyond the high school. This point should be emphasized
with students. Students finding employment in agricultural supply
and equipment businesses upon graduation from high school should
realize this need for further study while on the job, if they
are to advance in their work. The teacher can list schools
where such post-high school education can be received.

While education is a major requirement for occupational entry
and advancement, it is not the only factor. Maturity, is'required
for many occupations. We may argue that for many occupations an
18 year old boy may be as capable as =anymore mature persons
doing the same work; nevertheless, many busine ses or industries
will not hire younger people. Employers and soften.
expect certain occupations to be handled by mature persons.
Age commands a certain respect and develops eelinsof con-
fidence.

Experience is frequently required for-occupational-entry and is
generally demanded for advancement. One may ank,_Vicareen-one
gain experience if he can't get the job?" Trequently the et«

rience may, be obtained by .gaining employsient-vithle concern
that does not require experience and later changing yOur place
of employment to a concern that requires experience. Training
and apprentice programs are offered by some Waimea.***
industries to provide the experience and special training that
ds.required. Akdritout to the atudentallud;s0lidder"
advancement exists. Show that everybody iiidsliritait.at the
bottom but that not everybody can reach the top. .10int Out that
there is apiece for every person assas workthAiktiii,140a.-
pation is honest, meaningful indsvoiChill.re7W *tiers.

Emphasize that every job taken.by-an individuals
*ether he is responsible onlyto.himsalt or ithether-he is one of
many "cogs" in the machinery.. Each person, like utak:cog, is
needed to make a machine operate.

Physical abilities and skills are needed to obtainienployment in
certain occupations. Students will need. +2 analyze themselves to
determine if they have the physical strength, dexterity and
abilities the occupation requires. Health problems sight be -a -

limitation. Personal traits and characteristics need to be cow.
sideredwhen considering occupations. Amber in this course,
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considerable time will be spent on the module, "'Inman Relations
in Agricultural Occupations" in determining personal traits and
characteristics needed for successful employment. Among them
will be personal drive, character, service, loyalty, and motivation.

Students should study selected specific occupations to understand
the requirements for entry and advancement in these occupations.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. Have the students select a panel of agricultural supply
employees they would like to have speak to the class on
the requirements for entry and advancement in their
occupations. Invite three or four of these for c. class
period to discuss educational experience, physical
requirements, maturity, and other factors that influence
employment.

2. Have the students report on interviews they have con-
ducted with employers or employees. See Suggested
Occupational Experience Activity.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

Copies of "Guides for Studying Occupations in Agricultural
Supply -Sales and Service*

References

Handbook on Agricultural Occupations, pages 3-14; pages
79-166.

Suggested Occupational Experience

Have the students interview two or more employers or
employees in agricultural sales and service occupations.
Have them complete the form on the following page.-

3



High School
Department of Vocational Agriculture

Guide for Studying Occupations in
Agricultural SupplySales and Service

1. Name of business:
2. Occupational title:
3. Activities performed and/or duties of the job (list):

4. Educational requirements:

a. What level of education is needed to begin this job?

b. What level of education is needed to advance on the
job?

5. What previous work experience is needed for employment
in this job?

6. What physical abilities are needed to perform this job?

7. What age persons are employed in this job? (stria

and maximum)

8. Are there other special qualifications needed for this
job? (list)

9. Who is employed to perform this job?
in only; both men and women

10. Opportunity for employment:

a. Number of persons now working in this job: full
timek......part time

b. Number of persons expected to be employed in this
job five years from now based on business conditions:

full time; pert time

11. Salary and wage

a. What is the beginning salary or wage for this job?

b. What is the maxims salary or wage for this jOb?
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tV. To identify the products handled by agricultural supply -sales
and service businesses

Teacher Preparation,

Subject Matter Content

Each business dealing with agricultural supplies has as its
major function the selling and providing of services pertaining
to a product or group of products. Most agricultural supply
businesses deal in several of the following major products:

1. Livestock, small animal, and pet feeds

2. Field, garden, and lawn seeds

3. Fertilizers

4. Agricultural chemicalsherbicides, pesticides, fungi.
cides, insecticides, rodenticides, and molluscicides

5. Petroleum and petroleum products

6. Small equipmenthardware, lawn mowers, garden tools,
lawn tools and equipment for gardens, lawns, and the home

A review of the occupations found in agricultural suvply businesses
reveals that an employee must have a thorough knowledge of pro-
ducts handled by the business if he is to be successful. Each
employee from the agricultural chemicals specialist to the person
who delivers the fertilizer or feed to the farm must have sane
knowledge of the products with which he is dealing. Product
knowledge is especially important to the salesman. Students
should understand why much of this course will include instruction
on the products handled by agricultural supply- -sates and service
businesses.

Six of the modules in this course are product-knowledge modules,
and approximately three-fourths of the time will be devoted to
them.

Suggested Teachinglearning Activities

1. Arrange to have the class visit and study a variety of
local agricultural supply businesses. Classroom dis-
cussion should fallow such a field trip to draw con
elusions on these questions':

a. What agricultural supplies are handled by the
business?
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b. What functions and services are provided for each
product handled?

c. What are the occupations of persons employed in the
business who handle the products sold or serviced?

d. What are the responsibilities, activities, and duties
of the persons working in each job title?

2. Have students visit and study, individually or in small
groups, other agricultural supply businesses to help
answer the questions above. If students have been
placed in businesses for occupational experience, they
should make a study of the business in which they are
employed.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Mimeographed lists of all the agricultural supply...sales ,anA
service businesses servicing your community. This list should
have been developed in the first competency:

Suggested Occupational Experience

If students have been placed for occupational experience they
should become familiar with the types of products handled and
services provided by the business.

Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Module

The evaluation of this teaching module will largely be subjective.
Criteria which the teacher could use include the following:

1. The neatness and completeness of students' notebooks

2. Completeness and accuracy of studies cf local businesses
conducted by students

3. Participation by the student in the clueeroom plus his
occupational experience

4. The minimum outcome of this module should be a complete listing
of au. the agricultural supply businesses in the community, plus
businesses outside the community which serve people in the coo.
amity. A desirable outcome would be a complete study of the
agricultural supply businesses in the community.

5. Examinations on student understanding of career opportunities.
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Sources ofimsested Instructional Materials and References

3.. Barwick, Ralph P. Identification of Off -Farm Agricultural
Occupations, School of Agriculture, University of Delaware,
Newark, Delaware.

2. Cushman, Harold R. 214.1, Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations
in New York State, Agricultural Education Division, Rural
Education Department, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.

5. Hemp, Paul E. and Alfred H. Krebs. A Study Guide for
Placement-Employment Programs in Agricultural Business and
Industry, Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and
Publishers, 1964.

4. Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural. Occupations,
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1963.

5. Warmbrod, J. Robert. Workers Employed and Employment
Opportunities for Workers Needing a Knowledge of Agriculture,
Division of Agribultural Education, College of Education,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

6. Summary of Research Findings in Off-Farm Agricultural-Occ tions,
Center for Vocational andlechnical Education,TheOBioSta
University, Columbus, Ohio, 1965.

7. Technical Education Needs of Persons Engaged-in Agricultural
Occupations, Department of Agricultural Education, the
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania.
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ORIENTATION TO THE
SUPERVISED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAM

Major Teaching Objective

To develop iwthe students an understanding of and a wholesome attitude
toward the supervised occupational experience program which will prepare
him for employment in businesses which:

1. Distribute agricultural supplies and equipment.

2. Provide services pertaining to agricultural supplies and
equipment.

Suggested Time Allotment

At School

Classroom instruction hours
Laboratory experience 0 hours

Total at school Lb:oars

Occupational experience 0 hours

Total for module .2...hours

Suggestions for Introducing the Module

The techniques and activities used by the teacher in introducing the,
module should serve three functions: (1) develop students' interest
in supervised occupational experience invocational agriculture;
(2) formulate with students the objectives for studying the module;
and (3) develop with the students the content to be studied and compe-
tencies to be developed. The following are some suggested techniques
for accomplishing the above.

1. Creating interest. When presenting a new area of subject
matter it is important that teachers relate the new subject
to something with which students are familiar. The teacher
might introduce the topic of supervised occupational experience
in off-farm agriculture by comparing it to supervised practice
in agriculture with which students are familiar. Questions
can be used to get students "talking about" occupational
experience invocational agriculture. Remember that at this
stage of the teaching-learning process emphasis is placed an
"raising" rather than "answering" questions. A few sample
questions are:

3.



a.

2

What supervised occupational experiences have you had
in other courses in agriculture? Productive enterprises?
Farming programs? Others?

b. What types of occupational experience programs are there
in the school? Distributive education? Office education?
Other occupations?

c. Have you known any students enrolled in agriculture who
have been employed in an agricultural business while going
to school? What did these students do?

d. What attitudes are necessary for participation in supervised
occupational experiences as a part of this course?

2. Developing objectives. The teacher should lead a.class dis-
cussion helping students to know why it is important that they
study the supervised occupational experience program. The
"reasoner or objectives, developed by the class will.probably
be. Similar to the followift:

a. To became familiar with the supervised occupational experience
program in vocational agriculture

b. To develop a wholesome attitude toward a supervised occupational
experience program

3. Developing competencies to be studied in thiS:Module:- The .

teacher and students should develop a list of competencies
dealt with in this module. Atypical lead questiomwhich-
the teacher may use to begin this discussion is-,What
we need to knots or what abilities should we have *floe are going
to engage in successful supervised occupational experisicn,pro-
grams?" The teacher should list the students' responses on the
chalk board.

Questions which can be developed with the students have been
grouped =the following page under headings whichare _the
competencies to be developed in this module. rote the questions
are not stated as students would state, but are intended to
indicate to teachers the content of this module.

a. Understanding the supervised occupational experience program.

1) What is meant by supervised occupational experience in
vocational agriculture?

2) How is it related to classroom instruction?
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b. Developing in the student a who.lescoe attitude toward
$ supervised occupational experience program.

1) What are the important qualities that an employer
looks for in s prospective. employee?

2) Now does the supervised occupational experience pro-
gram develop a student's, interest in an occupation?

3) What are the values of a supervised occupational
experience program?

it) What are same of the concepts, or notions, that exist
concerning supervised occupations/. experience programs?

3) What are the student responsibiL.Aes in a supervised
occupational experience program?

Although this module is written from a general point of view,
its content may be helpful to a teacher establishing a super-
vised occupational experience proem" in the agricultural supply
and equipment business. For information concerning training
stations policies, standards, agreements, and responsibilities
of students, parents teachers, and employer*, the teacher is

ireferred to, Plannn; and Conducting Cooperative Occupational
Experience in Off -Farm Agriculture.



921petencies to be Developed

"The student must understand the purpose
of the supervised occupational experience programs"

I. To develop in. the student an understamding_of the Mem* of
supervised occupational experience programs

Teacher Pre

Subject Matter Content

Schools, through programs of vocational education in agriculture,
are charged with the responsibility for preparing students for
gainful employment in an occupation involving knowledge and
skills of agriculture. Traditionally, programs of vocational
agriculture in the high schools have integrated classroom and
laboratory instruction with supervised occupational experience.
Each contributes to the other. Classroom and laboratory instruc-
tion provide students with the basic knowledge, skills, and
understanding needed to perform well ova* job. Vocational
experience enables students to evaluate their need for additional
study, and provides an opportunity for students to develop under-
standing and acquire skills through "learning by doing." Apo-
gran can only be totally effective when it consists of classroom
and on- the -job training.

Supervised farming programs and related activities provide the
supervised occupational experiences in programs designed to develop
competencies in production agriculture. Similarly, supervised
occupational experiences in business and industry provide the
on-the-job training, which, when integrated with classroom instruc-
tion, develop the competencies needed by those preparing for
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employment in businesses and industries where a knowledge of
agriculture is needed.

Supervised occupational experience invocational agriculture
can be defined as those on-the-job learning experiences which
a student receives through pert-time employment in an agri-
cultural business. Occupational experience is an integral part
of a program of vocational education in agriculture which is de-
signed to prepare students for employment in off-farm occupations
involving knowledge and skills in agriculture. Classroom and
laboratory instruction is prOvidedby the school and the teacher
of agriculture provides the needed supervision and coordination
of the an-the-job occupational expiriences of the student.

The term "supervised occupational experience"loas chosen for
use in this module, however, other terms are being used by
various states. Supervised occupational experience is defined
as a system whereby students receive their occupational experience
under actual on- the -job situations. Teachers shodld select the
term considered to be most appropriate and use the term:through-
out to avoid confusion among students. Several of the terms
being used to describe what is labeled "supervised occupational
experience invocational agriculture" in this module are:

1. Agricultural occupations program

2. Agricultural employment training

3. Agricultural experience programs

4. Cooperative an -Job experience in nonfarm agricultural
occupations

5. Placement - employment programs in agricultural business
and industry

6. Supervised agricultural experience programs

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Use a former student who has participated in super-
vised occupational experience in an agricultural
business as a resource person to explain the benefits
received trot participating in occupational experience
programs.

A.1.11111011.1.011e
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2. Use an agricultural businessman in the comeunity who
is a cooperating employer as a resource person to
describe the program and answer questions.

3. Rave students record in their notetook, descriptions
of supervised occupational experience activities.

4. Rave students conduct individual surveys to determine
opportunities available to them.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Slides, newspaper stories, and any material. which
describe the supervised occupational experience
program of the school.

2. Mimeographed materials which describe the supervised
occupational experience in vocational agriculture.

References

S*1. AStuGutdetyiPlacement-tamsin
f Agricultural Business and Industry, Part I.

T 2. Fuller, Education for Agricultural Occupations,
Sample Teaching Plans I.

T 3. Planning and Conducting Cooperative Occupational
Experiences in Off-Fart Agriculture.

T 4. Pr....iniy,lents for Non -Farm cultural
Occupations, Report of Workshop, The Olio State
University, 1964.

S 5. Records of Supervised Occupational Elperience and
Training in Vocational Agriculture.

T 6. Teacher's Guide for the Effective Use of "Records of
algvised Ompational_Experience and Training is
Vocational Agriculture."

*The symbol T (teacher) or s (student) denotes those
references designed especially for the teacher or
for the student.





For a more comprehensive approach to human relations in sales
and aervic,a the teacher should refer to the module, "Relations
Between Persons in Agricultural Sales and Services."

According to Mr. H. N. Hunsicker,1 students in a supervised
occupations) experience program must be taught to:

1. Keep records

2. Be orderly in their work

3. Assume responsibility

I. Have a pleasing personality

The first two points are covered in the publication, planning
and Conducting Cooperative Occupational Experience Programs in
Of! -Farm Agriculture, %filch should accompany this module.

Therefore, this discussion will begin with the importance' of
the student's personality. A pleasing personality is essential
in the development of a wholesome attitude toward supervised
occupational experience programs. Some responsibilities, in
a general sense, will be discussed as it applies to the Student.

What does personality include? A rather lengthy list could
be developed which would include such qualities as:

1. Initiative

2. Courage

3. perseverance

It. Reliability

5. Cooperation

6. Warmth

7. Neatness

8. Courtesy

9. Sociability

10. Patience

(V71fronot a speech by Nr. H. N. Hunsicker, Head, Agricultural
Education Occupations Branch, Division of Vocational and
Technical Education, IL S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
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2. Weaknesses of which the student is not aware will
become evident during ws training period through
evaluations by employer, t,o4ber, or his classmates.

It has been pointed out that supervised occupational experience
programs provide opportunities for the improvement of personalty.
What are some other values in such a program?

1. It provides opportunities for effective guidance and
counseling through person-to-person relationships with
parent, student, employer, and teacher.

2. It offers opportunity for expluratoxo experiences in
agriculture.

3. It offers oppo mlity for achievement desired by teen-
agers.

4. It helps develop student reliability and willingness
to work and accept suparvision.

5. It offers youth certain immediate, satisfying and
visible accomplishments.

6, It gives the student a feeling that he is learning and
accomplishing something usfrul and that someone is
interested in him.

7. It provides an opportunity for students to prove their
capab&lities.

The supervised occupational experience program is the "heart"
of vocational agriculture. It is designed to provide broad and
varied opportunities for effective learning experiences. Leaders
in education and psychology have.indicated that the supervised
oi4upational experience concept is sound educationally, economically,
psychologically, and socially.

Educationally
The opportunities for firsthand experience that exist in
_tat programs make for lasting and more complete learning.
"Doing to learn" is the principle involved.

Economically
The opportunity to "earn and learn" through a supervised
occupational experience program provides young men with
limited earnings. Budgeting for future needs or contributing
to the family income provide valuable experiences for the
student. When the need for additional family income is
present, many students can make a real contribution.



Psychologically
There are t 'moral reasons why supervised occupational
experience programs are psychologically sound. Among
these are:

1. Success builds self-confidence.
2. Increased earning power enables a student to

grow realistically toward independence.
3. A feeling of accomplishment is attained.

Socially
The cooperative efforts of school (teacher), employer,
parent, and student provide the basis for a strong back-
ground in working with people. An important factor in
social acceptance is financial success which, to some
degree, is enjoyed by students enrolled in a supervised
occupational experience i Wins. Local banquets, organisa-
tional meetings, "recognition nights," etc., provide addi-
tional training in social maturity.

In preparing for a superivsed occupational experience progres,
it is necessary that certain responsibilities be accepted by
the student to insure proper working relations with his school
(teacher), employer, and parents. The following is a suggested
list of student responsibilities:

1. Be punctual
Report to work on time. Failure to do so may canoe
others additional work. Set a good example so that
your employer will be happy to have other students for
their occupational experience.

2. Be dependable
Do what you say you will do. Keep the employer informed
of your intentions. In case of illness, report it
immediately to the school and/or employer so that other
arrangements can be made.

3. Be honest
Honesty is necessary in all relationships in present
or future employment. Yost employers rank this first
in what they look for in a student.

4. Be meat
Proper dress is essential for any emploYme. Each
student is expected to dress according ' the require-*
meats of the Job and his employer.
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5. lecogerative
The student should remember that he is a representative
of the school in his supervised occupational experience
program. He is expected to perform tasks in a pleasant,
cooperative way. It should be emphasized that employment
involves work and supervised occupational experience pro-
grams are expected to require work.

6. Be a good listener
The student must learn that the employer and the customer
have something to say, and their instructions must be
followed.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Organize a panel presentation, "What Student Qualities
Are Necessary in a Supervised Occupational Experience
Program." Ask an employer, principal, parent, and a
senior student to serve on this panel.

2. Divide the class into groups to develop a list of
desirable qualities, questions for self-analysis,
and to make presentations to the class. Each group
should be encouraged to develop a bulletin board display.

3. Using charts, overhead transparencies, end other
instructional materials the major points within. the
"Subject Matter Content" should be presented with
additional points developed by the group committees.

4. Develop with the students a checklist of values to be
expected in a supervised occupational experience pro-
gram. Divite the class into groups according to agri-
cultural supply - sales and service occupations. Have
each team observe and evaluate a particular experience
program in progress. The following fora for evaluation
could be used.
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High School
Department of Vocations.' Agriculture

OCCUPATICIAL EXPERIENCS RATING FORM'

Several strong and weak points of the cooperative supervised occupational
experience program were observed in the visit to
Listed below are some values to be received from a supervised occupational
experience program. Please rate the program you observed using the follow-
ing scale.

0 =poor, 1 = fair, 2 = good, 3 = very good, 4 = excellent.

Circle One

1. Provides for employee- 0 1 2 3 4
epploywr relationships.

2. Offers opportunity for
exploratory experiences.

3. Offers opportunity for
management responsibilities.

4. Provides for the development
of reliability.

5. Offers opportunities for
visible accomplishments.

6. Provides for learning
activities.

O 1 2 3 4

O 1 2 3 4

O 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

7. What do you consider to be the best part of the program?

8. What do you consider to be the weakest part of the program?



5. Shoe a film on developing personality available through
a local or state film distributor. "Personal 4uslitiss
for Job Success" is an eximPle

Suggested Instructional and References

Instructional materials

1. Locally produced charts and overhesdprojectiams.

2. "Personal Qualities for Job Success." A leen
film available from Oklahoma State University Film
Library,

3. Bulletin board materiels such as local newapeper
clippings and display items.

References

1. The Sextant Series for Expiating Your Puterein

2. Improving Supervised Practice in Vocational Acricultizt.
A Bulaetin.

3. Mason, Methods in Distributive Education.

4. Planning and Conducting Cboperative Ocimpetiomal
Experience Programs in OffFars Agriculture. A
mimeographed publication.

5. Wittich and Halstead, Educators Guide to Free
Tapes: Scripts, and Transcriptions.

6. Norkheimer and Fe:mikes, Educators Guide to Free
Films.

7. mil and Nelson, "Choosing an Occupation." A
Bulletin.

8. "A RendboA for National TPA Officers:" A Bulletin.

Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Nodule.

The primery evaluation of the educational outcomes of this Module will be
in the observation of the student's change in behavior as they participate
in the occupational experience program. One means of evaluation could be
a short quilt at the conclusion of the module. Another method would be
through s questionnaire left with the employer in the first week of the
experience program. The employer whoulAl be advised by the teacher that
this form should be kept in confidence, and that the form will be picked
up by the teacher the following day, or shortly thereafter. An example
follows:
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High School
Department of Vocational Agricultare

Teacher

Telephone:
School
Home

Date Nene of Student

Training Statioa

The off-fara agri:ultural program in vocational agriculture is a cooperative
effort between the employer and the school. This evaluation sheet will be
used to help better prepare future students who are to be placed for their
supervised occupational experience. Would you please rate the above named.
student according to the following scale:

0 poor, 1 a= fair, 2 m good, 3 in very good, 4 is excellent.

Circle One

1. Understands what is meant by
supervised occupational
experience program.

0 1 2 3 4

2. 'Shows iatiative. 0 1 2 3 4

3. Is neat in his dress. 0 1 2 3 4

4. Is courteous. 0 1 2 3 4

5. Applies himself to the job. 0 1 2 3 4

6. Shows promise as a good
student.

0 1 2 3 4

7. Has the proper attitude
toward the work.

0 1 2 3 4

Additional comments or suggestions:

Note: This information is confidential and will be picked up by:

..IMElPMIMON.
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Source of Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

Personal Qualities for Job Success, Oklahoma State University
Fibs Library, 16 ma. Stillwater, Oklahoma.

References

1. A handbook for National TPA Officers, bulletin, The
National Future Parser, Alexandria, Virginia, 1964.

2. A Stuck/ Guide for Placement Es lip.tms in Aga-
cultural Business and Indus, Interstate Printers and
Publishers, 1 5.

3. Bail, Joe P. and Gordon, Nelson A., Choosing
Misc. Bulletin No 45, Cornell Univeility, MangoNew York,
1963, 11 pages.

Puller,*Gerald R., Education for ieulturst Ce tiers+
Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publisher%
Inc., 1965, 42 pages, soft cover.

5. Norkheimer, Mary P. and Powlkes. John G., Educators Guide
to Free Films, Educators Progress Service,
Wisconsin, 1964, 631 pages, soft back.

6. " rvised Practice in Vocational culture,
No. .1, North State -t of Public

Instruction, Raleigh, North Carolima,.1963, 34 pages, soft
cover.

7. Masco, Ralph Z., Methods in Distributive Education,
Illinois: lie Interstate Printers and Publishers,

Inc., 1964, 204 pages.

8. conduct owe AweProjwi.-----1emueOff -Farm Agriculture, Center for Vomit onal and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio, 1965, soft back.

9. Records of Supervised Occupational Experience and Training
in Vocational French -Bray Printing Co.,
Candler Building, Baltimore, Maryland, 21202, 16 pages.
Price $.50, less if purchases in quantit:.

4.7 4e,
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10. Teacher's Guide for the Effective Use of Records of
Supervised Occupational .4nceand Tsai Voca-
tional Agriculture, French-Bray Printing Co., Candler
Building, Baltimore, Maryland, 23.202 9 pages. Price $.50,
less if purchases in quantity.

11. Wilkinson, E. C., The Sextant Series Zo): 3aMi, Your
Future in Agriculture, Milwaukee, nacos:Lau kaerican
Liberty Press, 1952, 911 pages, soft cover. Price $14.00
per copy if ordered through the Rantoul Future Farmer
Magazine.

12. Wittick, W. A., and Halstead, G. H., Educators de
to Free Taxes, Scripts, and Transcriptions, ucators
Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin, 1962, 23.1 pages,
soft back

1.3. Wolf, Willard H., & emA.si_t_dents for Non-Farm
azicultura3. 0c sup The Ohio State University and
Chic Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio, 1119 pages.
Price $1.50.

ST
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Ml_000 635 ED (See May 1968 RIE)
1:1.7ruma<etions In Agricultural Occupations. Agricultural
Supply - Sales and Service Occupations, Module no. 3.

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Edw.
Pub Date - Aug65
EDRS PRICE MF-$D.25 HC-$1.64 41p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE *AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY OCCUPATIONS, *HUMAN RELATIONS,
*COMMUNICATION (THOUGHT TRANSFER), BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HIGH SCHOOLS,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare high school
students for the agricultural supply occupations, this guide aims
to develop in the student the personal qualities necessary for
advancement in a business. It was developed by a national task
force on the basis of research from state studies. Subject matter
includes employment opportunities and personal qualities,
communications and human relations. problem solving.
Teaching-learning activities, occupational experience, instructional
material , and evaluating educational outcomes are
suggested. Teachers should have experience in agricultural supply..
Students should have an occupational loal in agricultural supply.
Suggested time allotment is 24 hours class instruction and 12 hours
of occupational experience. This document is available for a
limited period as part of a set'(VT 000 632 - 000 644) for $7.00
from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio
State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212.,0M)
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MIKAN RELATIONS Di AGRICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

Major Teaching Ob4:2tive

To develop in the student an understanding of the qualities necessary
for employment advancement in agricultural occupations

is.estad Time Allotments

At school
:lass instruction 24 hours
Laboratory experience 0 hours

Total at school 24 hours

Occupational experience 3.2 '_curs

Total for module two hours

Suggestions for Intrnducin the Module

The students need to understand how relations with people influence the
selling proces... Selling remains the most tangible link in the Chain of
supplying agricultural products to customers. Each link in the =rotas-
dieing pros ees depends on the ability of people to communicate end thins
coordinate the businer- operations. The efficiency of a business enter-
prise is largely determined by the effectiveness of the reletiOns bew
tween people. This is the reason why human relations in a business are
so important.

A student who desires to become ompetent in an agricultural busifinie'
needs to realize that his personal traits and ability to work effOttOil*
with others will determine his value to the business. This in tureid1l
determine how well he will be paid for his duties and how reipidlielral

_ .

advance in his position.

There are Pour basic types of human relations situations that an employee
in an agricultural occupation will encounter. They are:

1. EMployer-employee relations

Supervisor-employee relations

3. Emplcyee employee relations

4. Customer-employee relations

The relationships ,etween employees add employers will differ fro& bust-
nemi to business. Jive the students an opportunity to suggest the human
relationship characteristics that employers desire in employees. Do
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these give any clues as to why seployees might be dismissed from their
occupations? Does this suggest realms thy employees way terminate
their employment voluntarily? Prep, 'e for classroom distribution the
following table on width students 111.4 categerize their responses.

Reasons Why laplayeea Lave Their Jobs

Student Reasons

Employees quit

1.

2.

etc.

Reeloyees Dismissed

MBM'ImReammLons

1.

2.
3. etc.

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. etc. 3. etc.

After the students have compiled their ideas on why employees are dis-
missed or have quit, invite local employers to speak to the class and
have the give their tizefes why employees are dismissed, or why emploYees
terminate their employment. Apenel of employers will be More effective
than a single employer.

When both lists are complete, note the number of instances in *Leh the
reason had to do with the personal relations of the employee. Discuss
the symptoms of dissatisfied employees and employers. Relate these
symptoms to real causes of personal problems in a business. The
employers might be willing to relate incidents of personal problems that
employees of their businesses might have experienced.

Supervisor-employee relations might be identical to employer-employee
relations. Indeed, the supervisor might be the employer. In many busi-
nesses, however, employees are responsible for their activities to an
individtal who is not the employer. Discuss with the class how these
relationships might differ from those with the employer. What are some
of the problems that can develop when the employer And the supervisor
are two different individuals? What should the supervisor erect from
the eOployees for whom he is responsible?

Point out to the students that they must develop a harmonious working
relttionship with employees as well as with the employer or supervisor.
Some employees can work with everyone; others cannot work with anyone.
Identify with the class those human .raits found in people that make
them easy or difficult to work with. SuceessfUl employees may be
invited to the class to discuss the problems they move encountered in
workingidt&ether employees and the techniques they have discovered



to be effective in helping them to "get along" with all employfts. Do
all employees need the same kind of human relation traits? Would
employees tend to have different reasons for dismissing employeecthan
would employers or supervisors?

Employee - customer relations are important to anyone employed in agri-
cultural business occupations. The salesman's dealings with the customer
are the most critical link in the chain of merchandising products. Ask
the clazs to give reasons why their parents purchased one product over
another, or at one business rather than another. Point out that many
products are purchased, because the buyer appreciates the salesman's per-
sonal traits and abilities.

Ask the oleos, "What agricultural commodities tend to be sold on the
strength of the dealer's reputation? Why?" Suggest factors which
influence the need for strong personal comaritsent between the buyer and
the seller of the product. How does the salesman's age and knowledge of
the product affect the personal relations between the sales eiployee and
the customer? Why?

If two products have almost identical technical properties, the reason
one sells and the other does not may be due to the salesman.

Product information and sales are beamed toward the Personal- needs of

customers. During a sale, product information should be made directly
applicable to the personal needs of the potential customer. Ask the
students to list hymn needs of every person.

A. H. Kaslow, as,a "preface to motivation theory," has listed human
needs from the most biological to the most social:

1. Those needs which are essential to sustaining life itself:
needs' for air, food, water, warmth, etc.

2. Those needs which are related to maintaining the physical
safety of the individual, such as the need for defense against
physical attack

The need, to be loved, cherished, 'and aided by others -

4. The need for esteem: the need to have worth and value as an
individual, to respect and value oneseltbecause one is
respected and valued by others

5. The need for self realization: the need to be creative and
nroductive, to cope with life effectively, to work for and
&attain worthwhile objectives

This module maybe introduced by viewing the .3513s sound filmstrip,
"Your Attitude is Showing."



ComPetencies to be Developed

I. To identikparticular occupations which offer the mostlEs
icing employment opportunities fora particular person

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Develop the idea that understanding people means being able to
differentiate among the many beliefs, attitudes, and abilities
Which different persons have. People may look alike, but their
thoughts and actions differ.

Discuss with the students the personal attributes needed by
employees before they will be accepted as suitable individuals
by their employers. What is meant by such terms as honesty,
loyalty, cooperation, etc.? Have them develop in their minds
individuals they know who possess these qualities. Are these
qualities lacking in certain business employees with whom they
are familiar?

In addition to being able to identify various degrees of 'obalac.;
terietice in people, prospective agriculture business employees
-need to understand that all behavior is caused by saiething.

Why do_persone cheat? Steal? Why do people help their neigh
bore?

_

We should defer judging other people's behavior until we hse
some understanding of the reasons for their behavior. A dirCet
application of this principle would be an employee who has
difficulty getting along with another employee. An employee
should attempt to understandwhytbe other person behaVes as he
does. mice the employee has this understanding, he will be more
capable of adjusting to the individual.

As an individual considers his environment and himself, he
begins to make plans for the ftsture. A person Who does not
plan his career can expect to be more directly influenced by his
environment than the person who examines the various directions
',for his future and sets a goal. Maw times a student can set
his goal and change the environment to fit his objective more
directly.

Consequently, we see students beginning to form habits and
- taking on definite personality charicteristice. Teachers are
in key positions to assist their pupils in evaluating their
past experiences and present attitudes, and in projecting
Changes in them toward career development.
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'best information provides a guide to career decision-making.
It is only one of several sources of information. Others ,

After helping each student evaluate himself, the next step is
the identification of occupations which offer prospective
employment for that particular student.

include parents' attitudes and personal considerations. Dis
cuss the purpose of giving the following tests when planning

T

a career:

The Aptitude Test
Tests ofSkills and Abilities
Interest Inventory
Personality Tests
Intelligence Tests

Consult with the guidance counselor in the school system.
Compile a folder for each student which contains test results
and prepare an interview for each student with the guidance
person.

Several films are listed in the references which offer a general
description of career opportunities in agriculture.

Career information pamphle are available from colleges of
agriculture, which describe opportunities for young persons in
agriculture. These pamphlets are listed in the references.

Place the Following information in chart form on the chalko
board. The relationship between education and income is a dra,.

natio one.

Median Annual Income for Male Persons, Fourteen Tears Old
and Over

(Based on 1961,earning levels)

Amount of Education
.

Median Income

Less than 8 years $2,090
8 years 3,452

1-3 year of high school 3,865
4 years of high school 5,052
1-3 years of college 5,246
4 years of college 7,261
5 or more years 7,691

'
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Present an outline of an occupations). brief to the students.
the following is an example:

Job title
P*sic qualifications (sex, age, marital status, military
etatus)

. .

Aysical qualifications (health, travel, etc.
Personal qualifications (interests, abilities
Skills, knowledge, and abilities required ,

Wage, hours, conditions of work, employee benefits
Avenues of entry and.pri.sotion
Educational and training requirements

Several of the lilted referencei provide tome for evaluating
careers in agriculture.

Information about careers is available from several sources:

1. Your Public Or school library

2. Interviewing friends, relatives, neighbors _r-

3. Personal visits to place of fork

4. .Observation Of the jobs arounstiva

5. newspaper ads

6. Classes in occupatiOns or soelal'studieu

7. Interviews in public eqployment offices

EL See vocational films

9. Send for government bulletins

Invite the local-employment security otflaii)botirmatlloadif#
41.eas to give information Omit his dnbi001104: of

-InfOrmtiemlihAokma be seared freW4440TOW "".

Suggested Teaching-Darning Activities

Ask the students in the following factors could .limit

employment opportunities:

Physical condition (health and Age)
Personal and home life (attitudes and beliefs)
Pest experiences (school and work)
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Students rimy went to rate themselves on the following person-
ality traits. Have the students ask themselves if they Always,
usually, or never have these personality traits:

Desirable Personality Traits

Accurate
Agreeable
Appreciative
Kieft
Careful
Confident
Cooperative

Conscientious
Dependable
Energetic
Enthusiastic
Efficient
Honest
Kind

Loyal
Mature
Patient
Realistic
Responsible
Tactful
Tolerant

Objectionable Personality Traits

Antagonistic
Argusentive
Artificial
Boastful
Critical
Defensive
Domineering

Greedy
Inattentive
Militant
Moody
Rebellious
Sarcastic
Selfish

Sensitive
Sulky
Timid
Untrustworthy
Vague
Vulgar
Vicious

Ask the students to consider the following factors which affect
their opportunity for employment:

Attitudes
Beliefs
Character
Coordination
Education
Gracefulness
Hobbies
Interests

Knowledge
*Intel abilities
Pest experiences
Physical condition
Reaction speed
Skills
Skin color
Skin disorder
Speech impediment

From this exercise, students should be able to make up
"Personal Data Sheet." Forms for a data sheet vary. Pram
reference to reference. General categories sight be:

Personal information
Job objective
Education
Work Experience
References

Discuss with the students how the above personality traits and
characteristics can influence their employment and chances for
success. Paint out that he, the student, is the only person
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who can change these traits and charaCteristics. Such a perion-

aUty profile should delineate those factors that will help or
hinder the student in seeking employment.

Present the following on the chalkboard. Show how employee
satisfaction is a direct result of matching employee needs with
occupational expectations.

An Ersployeets Disposition
and Needs

result

The Job
Expectations in

EIRPloYee

Satisfaction
or

Dissatisfaction

Por example, a person who likes to be with people, who is
friendly and likes to discuss ideas, should not plan to become
a truck driver. Why not?

Ask the 'Went, to list occupations -that would be acceptable
to en extrovert or to an introvert.

Ask the group to rate various volunteer members in the class on
some personality test items. Cooper* the group's rating with
the individual member's score. Point out that fries** relsr .

tines, sad associates evaluate one's personal traits WICeharec..1.
teristics. What other people think of you is going to ban mare
influence than what you think of yourself. This hes impli-
cations for ways to maintain wale in a work-force.

Discuss the meaning of a 'person's "need-disioilition." Do you
think that a person who hers always wanted to be a bookkeeper
would be happy being a salesman in a feed store? WW1

Before the students go out on their occupational experiences,
ask them to select occupations which are most likely to require
their most outstanding abilities. These should be the Job
descriptions which offer prospective employment..

After the occupational experience on the job is completed, . .

classify the discrepancies found between the requirements of
the job and the student's qialifications for the Job.

Ask the students to write a personality sketch of themselves
and a Job description of the position that they would like to
be in ten years from now.

f 5
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Below is a pyramid on building career success. It is .

suggested that this chart be duplicated, drawn on the chalk-
board, or shown to the class with an opaque projector. Discuss
with the class the sequence of events that lead to career
success.

Results

Job
Analysis

First
Step

Building Career Success

Career
Success

Occupational
Adjustment

Special Training

Occupational Decision

Necessary Basic Education

Formulation of Vocational Go

Weighing of Alternatives

Interest in a Career Area

Formulation of Life's Goals

Family Desires

Achievements and Hobbies

Personality Composition

Exploration of Career Desires
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Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. "A Step Ahead - -In Careers iliAgaculturm," Ammk.
color film, 14 minutes

2. "Dynamic Careers Through Agriculture," 16mm.
film, 28 minutes

3. "Tour Attitude is Showing," 35ma. sound filmstrip,
12 minutes

References

1. Blume, George T. Career Exploration, Unit I,
pages 11, 12, 24, and 28.

S*2. Duncan, Clyde H. Find a Career in Agriculture.

3. Hemp, Paul E. and Krebs, Alfred H. "A Study Guide
for Placement--Employment Programs in Agricultural
Basins,; and Industry," pages 17-20.

S 4. Hoover, Norman L. Handbook of Agricultural

Occupations.

5. Sferro, Wright, and Rice, Personality and Human
Relations.

T 6. Walker, R. W., Stevens, G. Z. and Hoover, N. K.
"Pennsylvania Vocational

Z.,

1 Agricultural Interest
Inventory".

7. Wilton, Howard, Understanding People, pages 27 and
32.

S 8. "Agriculture," The Sextant Series for Exploring
Your Future.

S 9. "Agriculture is !bre Than Farming".

10. "Aptitude Tests for Occupations and an Occupational
Interest Inventory "

* The symbol T (teacher) or S (student) denotes
those references designed especially for the
teacher or for the student.
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S 11. "Careers Ahead" bulletin.

12. "Challenge in Agriculture" bulletin.

13. "Choosing Tour Occupation."

14. "jobs in Agriculture."

15. "Ender Preference Recora."

S 16. "There's a Future in Your Farm Background."

Sweated Occupational Experiences

Ask students to prepare a detailed job description of the
occupational position they are holdings/1.a student trainee..
Fill out in detail a list of the: expected requirements of the
job. Have them fill out the list at the close of the
cooperative occupational experience. The cooperating employer
sh3uld evaluate this list with the student.

Build into the program a variety of experiences for the student
trainee on the job. For example, the student could spend. one
day with a selected employee from several different kinds of
positions. The student trainee would then make out an
occupational brief for that position.

Mx, the student do an occupational brief on a. position
business and compare the brief with the data. sheet of the
employee on the job.

II. To communicate effectively w,th a_Prospective employer

Leacher Preparation,

Subject Matter Content

It doesn't do much good for the student to Identify his
stronger. z personal characteristics and to describe the job
which *mould make maximum use of these characteristics unless he
is succeseful in obtaining the position. Consequently, this
section of the module concentrates on the employment interview.
The employment interview is discussed in a number of references.

Perhaps the most fundamental of all human skills is the ability
to communicate ideas, attitudes, and beliefs. This skill becomes

ge.
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critical during an employment interview when time is short and
the interviewee wants to make MICUMUM use of all available means

of conowtcation.

During a conversation such as an employment .nterview, the
complications process goes two woyi. When words do not mean
the same thingto the interviewer that they do to the inter-
viewee, misunderstmdingvoccur. Be precise with words!

Mother opportunity for misunderstanding in an employment
interview is the inattention of the receiver. To carry on an

effective conversation, the listener wet listen to what the
speaker is saying. Many tines during an employment interview,
the interviewee will want to respond to what the interviewer
is saying. Ask the students to list the number o ways a per-

son might respond when wanting to agree with his prospective
=player.

lixemple: A raised eyebrow, smile, nod of the head, etc.

Verbal complication is not the only important way to
.commticate with a prospective employer. A firm handshake can
tell a lot about a person.

Preceding the employment interview, the student will write a
letter of application. Discuss the p.rpose of a letter of
application.

The letter of application is it personal sales letter.. Its .

purposes are to:

1. Establish contact by indicating how the job became
known to you.

2. Create interest by.stating your personal qualifi-
cations, interests, and achievements.

3. Convince the employer that you* are-the man to fill
the position by indicating that the job is,_intergsting

to you as a career or by indicating that -you tea -this

is a steppingstone to mining greater responsibility
In the company. . .

. .

4. Interest t' :employer to atifficiently.senerite action
by including a. list of references who.know of.yotir
.work and ability and who aauld touch for IOU?
qualifications.

5. Interest the thiplaYer by requeiting interVi4ew to
personally relate your qualifications.
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6. .Supply the 1 rospective employer with enough infor-
mation 'for him to arrange the all-important interview
with you.

Letters of application should be typewritten, if possible;
if not, write in .e.nk. Tie letter should be written on a good
grade of standard ai x U bond stationery. Check the letter

mispelled words and gresmatical errors. Neat and ligible
copy with vo noticeable erasures or blots can create a good
impression. Be sure to fold the letter correctly and to place
it in an envelope of correct size.

The question of salary should be avoided until a prospective
employer 'specifically requests you, to state it. Your response
could then be, "While it is diffictillt"fer rae to say what salon,
I should receive, I would consider ,per month a fair
starting salary."

People communicate ideas and attitudes in a number- of ways.
How we look and dress reflects our attitude. A pair of shoes
in need of a shine Comma cates much to a prospective employer.

How do we acquire .the personal-snd social skills necessary for
success?

The process of maturing and rowing up has left its mark on
each of us. A person once said, ."We are a part of every person
we meet,"_ In a.very real sense thil is true: As we share
experiences with others, we Understand them betters arid._we learn
what is expected of us. What is expected of Us varies from
place to place.

.
.

An employer hiring an individiuil to pick tomatoes by hand would
not pect the same personal characteristics as he would in a
prospective employee selling tomatoes and representing his busi-
ness.to customers._

salespermor.; represaGing the busInei3s.end.product to the
cnstomer, is the last link in a char of employees. This
vutomer-orie.nted employee, who automatically becomes associ-
ated. with the biisii.ess prc..act, must be pleasing an 1. acceptable

to the buyer.

Impress upon the students that there are some pereonal charac-
teristics which everyone demands-cleanlineis as opposed to
dirtiness, for example.

Invite the hose economics teacher* or other. qualified persons
to discuss with tittr students proper grooming; eating habits,
now to make an introduction, etc.
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Introductions are a means of makir? people feel comfortable.
One person is introduced to the other such as, "Phyllis Lewis,
have 3m .t met Bob Jones," or "Father, this is Bill Smith."

Rules for introductions are:

1. Present a younger person to an older person.

2. Present a, boy to a girl or amen to a woman.

3. Present a less prominent pers:n to one of greater
importance.

Suggested Teachiearnina Activities

Invite a student frosi whom you expect to receive a mediocre
handshake to role-play being introduced to a, prospective
employer. Discuss the importance ox. a, handshake in commu-
nicating an individual's personality.

Introductions can be important. For example, a prospective
customer might want to meet the new school principal who hap-
pened to be in your store. The ability to introduce the
prospective customer to the principal could mean a future sale.

After discussing the suggestions for writing a letter of appli-
cation, ask the students to write a letter for a particular
job description. Analyze the student letters and suggest
changes for improvement.

Have each student prepare a personal data sheet describing his
personal characteristics, job objectives, education, work expe-
rience, an& references.

Fiet up a role-play ph.ne conversation of a student requesting
an appointment for an employment interview. Ask one student to
be.the employer and another to be the prospective employee.
The class should "listen in" on the conversation and analyze the
roles of the taro persons: Rate them on petiteness, articu-
lateness of voice, commente, etc.

Role-play employment interviews with the students dressed
appropriately. _Tape record the sessions and play them back to
the class. *. Discuss methods of *paving the interviews.

Compare the effectiveness of &phone interview-With that of ea
face-to-face interview in conveying impressions of personal
characteristics, such as voice inflection, drops, use of
English, etc.



Ask students to list items that they will want to learn from an
employment interview.

List items the employer vi1l want to know during an interview
that a prospective employee should be prepared to discuss.

List the personal attributes that each channel of communication
can best convey to a prospective employer.

Ccsmiunicating Abilities and Attitudes

Personal Social

A written letter (List characteristics you would want to
convey. Example: accuracy,

A face-to-face interview neat appearance, eta.)

Indirectly through a
reference

Telephone conversation

Ask students to list a number of different ways. ey. Can commu-
nicate their past experiences to an employer. Exiiple: Letter
of Application, Recommendations of Pant EmploYere, -eta:

-

Ask the class what factors influence the selection of a person
for an emPlayment reference?

. . _ .

Ask the students to rate themselves on the personol gibarac,
teristics checklist. The list below was compiled troiii the
results a hundreds of answers to the question: 14:0440144
traits keep people from presenting a good appearance and' hence .

hurt their personalities? Place a. champ? 1)0.0101144:*-1
that applies to you:

Dirty fingernails
Dirtly hands

Beard
--7-7 Yellow- or unclean teeth

Pimples on face
Dirty face
Greasy hair
Dandruff
Nair too long
Soiled clothes
Baggy .trousers

Number of checks

ttshined-thw's
.""- Bad breath

Too
-.2itapPropriite clothes

Awkward posture
not. combed,

Broken: skosstiiinit.- -

Buttons missing
Clothss..fittinglovAlt
Dirty haudkosiectileti--

-: .Run-over heels:
- , , ,f
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Even one check may be the difference between employment and

unemplwment.

If you checked more than six, yta are in pretty bad shape.
Drastic action is necessary.

Look over the items that you checked. Each one is a personality
defect in the eyes of other persons. Each defect can be elimi-
nated.

Suggested References

1. Blume, George T. Career Exploration, Unit II, pages
36 and 37.

2. Hemp, Pantie. and Krebs, Alfred H. "A Study Guide for
Placement -- Employment Programs in Agricultural Business
and Industry,'' pages 28-36 and 107.

3. Kelly, Helen J. and Walters, R. G. How to Find and
Apply for a Job, pages 48-51 and 76-13=--

4. Richert, G. H., Meyer, W. G., and Haines, P. G.
Retailing Principles and Practices.

5. Weyant, J. Thomas, Hoover, Norman K., and lIcClay,
David R. An Introduction to Agricultural Business and
Industry.

6. "Getting Ahead in Retail Selling"

Suggested Occupational Experiences

After preparing students in the classroom, send them for an
interview with their trospective employment cooperators "on
their own." Ask for a report cm the interview from the
cooperating employer. Timid students may require pore ettention
before they are'villing to "go it alone" during art interview.

Ask the students to report to the class on their general impres-
sions of the interview.

During the cooperating employment experience, each employer
should analyze the student's work record with the student
trainee and teacher present. Note any improvements made in
personal and social skills.
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solve clex problems of human relations in a business by
Wax t he problems, marina the. situations,

fat tentative elternative solutions, and di
axons solutions

Teacher Prerration

$ubiect Natter Content

Suggest to the class that there are two main categories of
factors which affect their interpersonal relations on the
job. The first is the kinds of tasks they are asked to do.
Early in the module, emphasis was placed on identifying Job
skills which were compatible with the individual's wants or

needs.

The second grow of factors affecting personal relations on the
job deal with the structure of the environment. The attitudes
of the other employees, the time requirements of the job, the

freedom to be your own boss, etc. , affect an employee's
relation to other persons.- Altholg we study thee categories
of factors separately, in practice, Qv/ are alma impossible
to separate.

Ow way to study interpersonal relations within agricultwal--
businesses is to examine relationships eisong emplo3r0u,,bettkien

employees and customers, and between the esi?loyee and the super-.
visor.

It a student develops a concept, an idea, or eertatmgen of the
relationship which should exist within ey brain be or eke
should be better prepared to cope with any eventultity-Vhen he

or she actually beanies employed.

Consequently, this section of the module presents ,:oncepts of
loyalty, honesty,- etc. Invite student mopping.' to the.,
descriptions Wen, 'and suggest solutions* Or'rolosplatilie dines
that follow a description of the concept.

Summated Teaching-LearninE Activities

Ask the students what factors would affect an aployee's.abilitY
to get along with his supervisor. Discuss the effect a, age,

tenure, education, etc., on human relations in an agricultural
business.

- ^-.:
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The structure of a bUsiness (the line-staff relationship) has
en effect on employees. Present the following diagrai and ask
the class to compare the relationships between employees A and
B with those between B and C.

Line-Staff Relationships

...1.01M11.1M
Direct command relation

- = Informal communications

Present the following table to the esss at the beginning of this
section of the module. These are examples of human relations
concepts that could be duplicated sad passed out for class.
discussion:

Implications of Human Relations Concepts in Three
Different Occupational Relationships

Relations with

,Concepts The Customer The Supervisor Another Employee

Loyalty
Respect for Authority
Willingness to Learn
Cooperation
Hotesty
Responsibility
Leadership
Morale

Ask members of the class to describe
the meaning of the concepts in thew:
three different frames of reference.
Most students will want to give an
example of what the terms mean.

Ask students to describe the negative
dimensions of the concepts.
Examples: A disloyal employee.

The following material in this module may be duplicated by the
teacher and passed out to the students for discussion.
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An employee faithful to the supervisor and .business firm who
employ him will always be an amt. lienw situations will ocCur
which are difficult to anticipate. An employee will find it

very difficult to hide his feelinp about the people and orpi-
settee for which he works. If he respects his supPrior and
enjoys working for the agricultural business firm, he is likely
to convey this attitude to his friends and prospective
custsere. Obviously, loyal members are highly desirable. Tie
real problem comes in trying to define "loyalty" and to develop
it in people.

Loyalty implies support of a c.ause ideal, practice, or custist
It includes an element of faithfulless to a person Or GM-7
nation.

People live-by faith and confidence in other 4-0,041-
zations. As you drive down a street approsching an inTAIre
section, you believe the car on your right will stop at the
stop sip. You expect the car to stop.

Loyalty in an agricultural business operates in such the same
way ar, is fith on a highway. The supervisor or other pewn.-
representing Management expects employees. to perform the $01110

assigned to their specific occikpation. In return, the Imeinees
agrees-to pay employees a salary. The employees become t4
of the business during the working day. 'Whether Or not
obligation to support the business extends into other *sty=
the day depends on how the employee feels about Ow begs:
If he has been treated fairy and honestly, he probagy #4.
continue to support the organization after working hour..4.

Loyalty taes time to mature and grow. It _is the product-- of
=tinned cOnteict with a.-Ierson air business over a length 0
time. New employees should not expect to receive it before
proving themselves worthy of their supervisor's faith *ad
confidence. Likewise, business firms must earn loyalty
their employees. The good -hill, and loyalty Which deyeloP.
between a supervisor and employees or among employee* are
valuable cosmodities, which are not to be treated Ughtlf
The Case

Norman Jones, an employee in a farm supply-store, has gold pod*
in thin store for a number of years. Re has come to Imow and
to appreciate his co-workers and the manager of the business
office. As far as he knows, the store has always atteeptedto
give good service to its cr.t.tomere.



This afternoon, Wayne Wilson, ordinarily an intelligent and mild-

mannered local farmer, came into the Store very upset: An insecti-

eide which he had purchased at the store and applied to his alfalfa
had seriously damaged the crop. Wayne believed the store asnager
delibeistely sold'him the wrong kind of insecticide.

Wayne And a group of neighbors have been going together and
ordering their protein supplement directly from a soybean processing
plant. it ordering a carload and splitting it among ate group,

they can purchase the supplement much cheaper than the store. can
affor* to sell it to them. Wayne believes . thic is the. reason the
store manager sold him the wrong insecticide for his alfalfa.

Wayne came up to the counter and demanded in a loud voice to see

the manager. Norm= looked for the manager but couldn't find
him. Wayne did not want to wait, so he left the store mumbling
to himself. When the manager came in, Norman related the story.
to him: They found the sales slip which gave the name of the
insecticide which was sold to Wayne Wilson. It was appropriate
for Ware,. They read the instructions and decided that Wayne

at have Made the spray mixture too strong.

Since the agricultural business didn't want to offend a cue;
tomer, the meager asked Norman to drive out to Wayne Wilson's
farm and ,explain the situation to him. When Norman arrived at
the fern, .he found a neighbor of .Weafne's helping .him &seeable

some aschinery. Norman carefully explained what must hive hap.
paned, showing Nayne the sales receipt. Like most or us, Wayne.

did not mint to admit the damage to his alfalfa -was his fault.
Wayne was critical of the store, and said, "The store manager
deliberately ga.'e me wrong information."

Assuming brain is a loyal employees, what should he do?

Discuss the statement, ,"A loyal employee should endorse.all
business. policies at all times." 53 what extent is this true?,

.

REOPECT Fdht AWE=

Authoritr. in agricultural businesses usually rests in adisinie-
trative positions which are responsible for prodUction pro-
ceases. For..e=ample, in large businesses there ma be a Tice-
president for Wes, one for production, another foi personnel,
and so forth. Each man has the right to make decisions for his
area of the business. Each person in an administrative position
is usually responsible to the manager or president of the cos.
para. The top management position answers to the Board of
Directors who have final control of the organisation. Each per-
son in a bilainess forms part of a chain.

Authority is the power or right to give commands, take` actions,
or make final decisions.
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In some businesses these lines of authority may be closely
drawn with each person carefully guarding his own domain.
Large -scale organizations controlling many sub-parts sometimes
becomes bureaucratic. Bch valuable company time and effort
may be lost by employees fearful of petty jealousies and status-
hungry co-workers. Most agricultural businesses are relatively
small and uncomplicated. Yet, the concept of respecting your
superior is an important one, even in a small business. Con-
sider the following case.

The Case

Mr. Renolds is the owner and operator of a poultry farm. The
largest enterprise on the farm is a flock of 25,000 laying
hens. He produces, grades, packs, and delivers eggs node/chits,
own farm brand. He retails some eggs to customers who are
willing to drive out to his farm, but most of his eggo.are
delivered to grocery stores and restaurants in an urban are*.

Mk. Renolds spends most of'his time delivering and selling
eggs. He seldom directly oversees the work of five employees
on the farm. Instead, he has appointed as foreman an eaployee
who has been with him a'long time, Tom Curtin. Ito makes all'
of the work assignments.

One of the men who bad been working on the farm took another`
job. Mr. Renolds contacted the local vocational agriculture
teacher and asked if any of the June graduates would Like
temporary or permanent work. He interviewed and consequently
hired Bob Max, an energetic young man with impressive grades--
and a desire to get ahead. After the interview, the vocational
agriculture teacher congratulated him and told. Remolds that
he had hired someone with a great deal of Faitiatiwe.
Mr. Renolds replied that he was looking for that kind' of parade;
because he vas very dissatisfied with the amount and quality ofc'
work produced by his farm crew. He hoped Bob could improwe'the'
work output.

Bob had been working about a week when he discovered the problem
mentioned Renolds. He was hauling 'wood chips from a nearby
small. By 2:30 p.m'. he had hauled three truck loads and
was planning to get another when the foreman, Ton Curtin, came
over to the truck and complimented him on his good day's work.
Bob explained that he had time to get another load before
5 o'clock and planned to do so.

"Now, Bob, you are new on this job," was ToWs reply, wand out
here on the femme work with each other. Mr.-Ranolds leaves
these kinds of decisions up to ma. Nobody works too hard and

mllmllrm..imwrIN "1111=11
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nobody accoMPliehet so'much that he -causes others to got, fired..
You are.not *lag to haul another' lead of wood -chips Warr.
If you *re ,Bob, what would you -dot

idundraBs Wet
One of the few certainties of life.is the likelihood of changes.
Everywhere we see new products aisd new techniques-teking- the
places of old ones. Business fines spend a great deal of money
on research to find new and better products.

Car mmitifectUrers can change a desi, foi a new model rather
esailift;peoplif are ,Much sere diffiCUlt to change. Once idea*
are e1tre0404..*" attitude* established, it is very -difficult
for indiifddats-tO accept new 41.4.. /lied patterns and, babitG
always tatep001sace over

Since "Wogs" change. are easily than people, empioyers usua/ly
proefective emPloyees iiillintonesii.tO learnt new

ideas .kperion who, accepts inevitable change* that'ocdur-.
during o probess or living will set spend* as "Ugh time:Settling:

as the individual. who does not. Preirieuily held__
assumptions need constant re-evaluation. filch energy is
espended,Jay.frustrated. dissatisfied employees. A willingplas
to change-1.nd- learn new ways of doing things is a chsraoteriltic
which we should. all, cultivate..

. -

The ek4ek4risk4andecaping Compsky is a large agr*Altural
buslaise Which employa-varlouatease of fly449 perpeus,7**?Wl.
al**. INOPN4W4( OSP CqUtriet*.for milLteflaflgo'otCOM,It
termigi 144.01 Oc A -4411:!: eft,4P.V101004 flew lawns
"c)1040, S. job. taAlts: or more Ailmic44/1664- -than S.411erf?-.k
Alvin Myers, the, foreman of one six-man work crew likes -4011,:men..,
to be filter with a variety of skills. When an individual ii
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last ,.oek, Alwim asked Jake Hansok :one of the older employees
in his growls.) learn tow to operate s surveyor's leVolv- The ;..."
instrument is end in determining field gredes,-drainage- ditch
routes, and Selecting and checking the level of the seed bed on
an area to be landscaped ,. debris a 35pyearoold employes Athe :
is married and has two school**. ,children. He has vez y. little,
initiative) in fact, he has had trouble .keeping's-jobi He. has -_--
been with the landscaping company for six months. 3o far, he
hasn't sad such to say, keeying to himself and doing only what
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was asked of him. When Alvin asked Jake to use the level, he
replied, "I'm not getting paid to rua that thing and do that
kind of work. I don't want anything to do with it."

Now do you feel about Jake's comment?

COOPERATION

Whenever one hump being finds himself in contact with another,
either on the job, at school, or in the home, personal relations
became a factor between the two personalities. Feelings and
attitudes between persons affect the goals of the social group.
In many cases, the goals of the social group-the church, the
family or the business--can be attained only with the help of
individual members. Agricultural businesses operate to Make
a profit for their stockholders and provide services to Cu..
toners. Employees should accept these goals and work to yard
their accomplishment. Whenever you engage in a cooperative
enterprise with others, you expect to lose a certain amount of
individual freedom in order to benefit the group.

Cooperation means joint action with others in pursuit of common
well being.

Cooperation in an agricultural business is similar to the
activities of a football, teem. Each individual has a job to
do. Without the efforts of the linemen, the quarWxrback or
fullback could do little to advance the ball. Likewise, the
salesmer must sell, the products before snowier can show a
profit. It takes the cooperation of all employees for a busi-
ness to operate smoothly and efficiently.

The need for cooperation extends into every business firm. 1$eh
employee is ameiber of a team--a business team. Ne has
responsibilities to fulfull which contribute toward the tee*
goals. Many occupations in a business, such as the- quality con*
trot personnel in a milk processing plant, are key positions.
If the employees in these positions neglect their jobs,' the
entire business suffers because the quality of the product is
lowered. To a greater or lesser extent, the business is affected
when any employee does not perform his job adequately.

Cooperation doesn't just happen; it has to be encouraged. An
employee who feels rejected by his employer or believes the.
business is taking advantage of him, is not likely to give :up
many personal privileges to contribute to coepanY goals or
policy. Fortunately, most people desire to belong to groups
and want to get along with their fellow employees. Some.of the
most satisfying employment experiences came from the warm
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standards to arrive at a definition of "honesty." Honest
behavior for some persons means doing whatever works; A per-
son who successfully gives a false statement in defending a
friend, has a, *ompletely different belief about honesty than
an individual who would never tell a lie, regardless of the
situations. Tha same personae/ use a different standard for
honest conduct depending on the situation.

Honesty is straightforwardness of conduct; it requires a sin-
cere effort from each of us to maintain integrity, fairness,
and truthfulness in all situations.

Since we do not always know other persons' past experiences and
beliefs, we have to be tolerant of their actions. A person may
commit a dishonest act unknowingly and be sorry for it later.
American people have emerged from.the peoples of many nations.
Consequently, our society contains persons with vastly different
values and ideals. When we see an act committad which we dis-
like or do not understand, we must try to comprehend why the
person did it and attempt to persuade him to change.

The Case

The Cox Implement Company has been located in a small rural
cummunity of 2,550 population for about ten years. They sell a
nationally advertised brand of agricultural tractors and

machinery Many times they are asked to service the machinery
of other makes both in their shop and out on farms. To do this
work, the owner and manager, Mr. Cox, employs five other per-
sons in addition to himself.

Ron Thomas is a young's= who has been employed by the company
for only two weeks. He is a good mechanic. He has had five
years' experience with an automobile garage in another town.
It bad been an unwritten policy among tbe employees at his
previous place of employment to take company supplies if they
needed them for their personal use. As far as Ron knew, no one
bad ever taken supplies or equipment to sell to other persons.

One day another employee, who had become a friend of Ron, saw

him put a handful or bolts and nuts in his lunch oox, apparently
to take home. If you were the employee who saw Ron do this,
what would you do?

RESPONSIBILITI

Like "honesty" and "loyalty," the term "responsibility"
any kind of comprehensive and precise description. The actions
of a "responsible" person vary with different situations. Many



factors influence the "total" personality a person's previous
experience, his attitude toward his supervisor, and so forth.
It is difficult to predict responsible behavior because it
varies with the motives and aspirations of persons.

A responsible person determiner his oun acts by careful/y con-
sidering the consequences of his decisions.

An effective business organization must hire trustworthy and
reliable employees, persons who Viva some obligation tc their
job and desire to complete work asr pants. Such "responsible"

behavior is necessary for efficient operation of a busiLess.

A responsible person is one who is capable of determining his
own actions. Responsibility implies an ability to foresee the
consequences of actions. When an employee is consistently late
for work, or takes a "don't care" attitude toward his job, or
behaves inconsistently so that he cannot be counted on to conk-
plete work assignments, we say he is irresponsible. A person
who is not responsible for himself will be a liability to any
business, regardless of the menial tasks he performs.

This instructional material is designed to develop responsi-
bility in the reader by asking him to consider the consequences
of his decisions. Learning how to make decisions will go ,a
long way toward developing responsible employee behavior in an
agricultural business.

A business firm hiring a large supervisory staff to make certain
employees are doing their jobs is maintaining an expensive
administrative structure.

The Case

Warren Smith is an employee at a feed store in a rural cola-
amity. Many farmers in the area buy feed on credit. There
are three employees in the office who do most of the sales
work. The customers like the informal atmosphere of the busi-
ness.

Warren usually locks the doors at closing time. This evening:he
noticed two Backe of feed to be on the loading dock next to the
storage room. The storage room is locked and the other employees
have left for the day. Warren examined the feed without finding
any reasons for it to be outside.

What would a responsible employee do?
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LEADERSIaP

In a damocratic organization, members of a group select the
persons to lead who best represent the majority's feelings and
beliefs. The majority of the FIA members elect a chapter presi-

dent. The person elected becomes an identified leader of the
local FEA chapter. *Albers expect him to make suggestions and
keep the FM chapter moving toward its group goals. If he does
this well, the leader is admired and respected. Sometimes
group leaders are appointed to positions of responsibility.
This often happens to committee chairmen. An appointed leader
may act just as effectively as an elected leader.

Leaders are expected to act in behalf of the group they
represent. For example, the person elected byFFA members to
represent them on the student couL2i1 should maintain the inter-
ests of the FFA organization. If a leader's earsonal interests
conflict with the interests of the group he represents, he should
resolve the problem. A group does not have the right to expect
its representative to act abainst his own wishes. Many times,
leaders will exhibit responsibility and seek to change the
group's view. In fact, this is the value of leadership; to
influence the group to action which they would not do without a
leader. Some of our most important leaders in history have not
agreed with the ruling majority. ColuMbus believed the world
vas round, but he had to sail across the ocean to prove it.

Leadership is exhibited by a person who directs, commands, or
guides a group or activity. A leader often ,xerts influence by
persuasive techniques rather than by force.

An important quality of leadership is accuracy. Few groups of
individuals will follow a person with false ideas. If you desire
to irfluence others, concentrate on facts and make definite
statements only when you are certain you are right. A leader
must accept responsibility for influencing other people. If a
leader directs a group to take certain action, he is more
responsible for the consequences of that action than are other
members of that group. Mhny persons do not like to accept
responsibility and shrink from tasks of leadership.

On the other hand, leaders are in the limelight and are usually
respected. This characteristic of leadership draws some people
rho are self-centered. The self-centered individual usually
does not make a good leader because he is more interested in
himself than in the people he represents. Persons being led
soon realize this and turn to someone who respects their interest.
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Al position of leadership satisfies the need for belonging in a

human being. What can build more self-confidence than people
asking you for help? Positions of leadership are likely to be
held by people who are interested in serving others.

Leaders are often classified into two different groups--formal
and informal. Formal leaders are those who are chairmen of
committees, or presidents of organizations. Persons who hold
office automatically have authority to influence other persons.
Informal leaders usually cone from members of the group. They
are selected by other members and act to sanction or "O.K."
proposals suggested by the group. Sometimes in a meeting you
will notice other persons asking a particular individual to
express his opinion on a proposal. If L4 agrees it is a good
idea, the members are for it; if he does not, they are likely
to turn it down. Informal leaders are present in erery group.
They are a very important influence in human relations, because
they gain their good will not by the office they hold but by
the willingness of the members to accept their advice. Smile-

times the formal end informal leaders of a group are the same
persons.

Leaders are found in all types of organizations. A group of
bu: newsmen in a civic organization directing a charity drive
has leaders; so does a street gang in a large city. Qualities
of leadership are varied and many, depending upon the kind of
group being led. In the previous example members of the
charity drive may respect law and order; a street gang usually
does not.

Leaders of both groups, however, must know the members they
lead. The leaders are aware of the goals and aspirations of
the group. Persons who are successfUl directing groups soon
develop skill in approaching individuals with requests. If
the task is difficult or unpleasant, a leader must Use all his
knowledge about an individual to select an approach which will
result in the person's agreeing to the request. Leaders who
can gain members' consent on actions and retain the good will of
the members are the most effective. To do this, a person must
acquire a knowledge and understanding of human relations. This
is one reason we are asking you to read this unit--to make you
more effective in leading members of your group. By extending
your influence with other people, you should be able to acme.
plish your goals.

The Case

Ron Thomas is an employee of the Cox Implement Company which
sells tractors and farm machinery in a rural community. Ron is
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the newest member of the five-man implement company employee
teem. He has been an employee for only one week. Naturally he
wants to make a favorable impression on Mr. Cox and the other
nonworking for him. Ron knows that his actions during the
first few weeks on the job will establish his reputation at the
business. No is eager to contribute to the employee team effort.

In order to get ne.ter acquainted with the men, Ron eats Ite
lunch at the implement company. Daring a recent noon break, the
employees and Ron were discussing a lift which one of the men
vas constructing to fit behind a tractor and operate off the
hydraulic system of the tractor. Th man responsible for the
job was not present. The lift was half finished and the men
were discuasing how ty t. ace it for maximum strength. Ron's
past experience told him that one brace on the lift was incor-
rectly placed. The horizontal brace should have been a diagonal
brace. This is an opportunity to exhibit leadership and show
his fellow employees how much he knows about lift-construction.

What should Ron do?

MORALE

People act from their hearts as well as from their minds. Some
persons are inclined to let their feelings decide issues rather
than make a judgment on logical and careful thought. We some-
times characterize persons who let their feelings and emotions
rule their actions as "impulsive" and "emotionally immature."

Mbrale is the prevailing mood and spirit which permits depend-
able performance and steady self-control. Someone has para-
phrased it as "how I feel about my job at any given time."

Morale is e. state of mind of employees, growing out of their
work conditions. It includes employee feelings toward super-
visors, the company, and other employees.

Each employee can contribute to the morale of the gr-up by
paying attention to good human relations principles. Fair and
honest treatment of persons as individuals promotes trust and
confidence in a group. If you inform people of decisions af-
fecting them, it will dispel doubts and fear of the unknown.
Abrupt treatment of groups of people creates m_spicion and
disregards individual differences.

Whenever possible, employees should be asked to help management
plan business programs. It gives employees a feeling of be-
longing to the group. AA orientation program ordinarily helps
employees become familiar with their environment and gives them
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a feeling of security. A counseling program which considers
the talents of the employee and matches them with the position
available, usually results in a satisfactory work experience
for the company and the individual. A happy and satisfied
person builds morale in the group. A. bright and cheerful physical
environment can set the tone for attitude in the group. When
you are employed in an agricultural business, show other

employees your appreciation by complimenting them for work well
done. Sometimes a free and easy flow of informal communication
can contribute more to good morale than any number of policy

statements.

Morale is very difficult to talk about, because it can only be
inferred from other persons' altions. You cannot see it, touch
it, or taste it. But you can determine if it is present in a
large quantity or in a meager amount. Consider the following
case:

The Case

Mr. William Bond is owner and operator of a large rural feed
and grain elevator. This elevator does considerable grinding,
mixing, and selling of feed to the farmers in the area. In
addition, farmers market their surplus grain through Mr. Bond's
elevator. Mr. Bond has two supervisors working for him, one
in charge of the feed activities and the other responsible for
the grain operations. Four months ago, Joe Johnson, the feed
supervisor, retired, and Mr. Bond hired a young man, Jess Smith,
to replace him. Jess Smith was a farm boy who was an outstanding
vocational agricultural student and had just recently graduated
as the top student from a two-year post-high-school course in
agricultural business.

Mr. Bond has been hearing comments that the men working under
Jess Smith are dissatisfied. They feel that one of them should
have been promoted to the position of supervisor, that Jess
Smith is making too many changes in the operations, and they
don't Like the.fact that this relatively inexperienced young
man is receiving a higher salary than they are.

How should Mr. Bond view this dissatisfaction? What should
Jess Smith do to improve the relations with his men?
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Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

"Getting Along with Others," 116mn film, 29 minutes

References

1. 146Larney, William J. Management Training, Cases
and Princiats.

2. Serif, Ned (Editor). How to Manage yourself.

3. Wilson, Holism. Living With Yourself.

4. Wilson, Howard. Understanding_Nople.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Whenever the opportunity presents itself, the cooperating employer
should invite the trainee to analyze incidents occurring on the
job and relate them, to the expectations of management.

Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Module

Evaluation of the instruction in this nodule can only come when the stu-
dent actually applies for a job, is successful in the employment inter-
view, and becomes a profitable employee. However, teachers most use
more tangible shortterm goals. Consequently, most of the ttme we resort
to paper and pencil tests and demonstrations.

Each competency has been stated in a manner which can be demonstrated
by the student. For example, competency number one may be tested by
presenting the student with a particular set of personal abilities and
asking him to select and justify a job which will make maximum use of
those personal skills.

Hopefully, students have gained some insight into reasons for behavior.
They should be able to answer the following questions:

Why do some customers purchase a new car every other year when
their used one has less than 12,000 miles on it?

Why do some employees insist on going to your supervisor with
problems ..'oat you could handle?

Why do some supervisors follow rules and regulations more closely
than others?
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The best criterion for competency two is a successful employment inter-

view. Msny cheek lists may be used for neatness of dress, evaluation of
letters of application, personal data sheets, etc. If the instructor
has concentrated on etiquette, perhaps a "formal" lunch is the best way
to evaluate this instruction.

Competency three presents a problem for evaluation because it deaJs with
the student's ability to solve problems. Perhaps the best way to test
this ability is to present the student with a problem-situation, and
ask him to solve it carefully, indicating each phase of the process. He
should be able to:

Identify the problem
Formulate possible solutions
Select the answer which best fits the situation
Justify the selection of the solution

Sources of Suggested Instructional Materials and Eeferences

Instructional Materials

1. "A Step Ahead - -in Careers in Agriculture," 16mm color
film, 14 minutes. Your local New Holland Machinery dealer.

2. "Dynamic Careers Through Agriculture," 16mm film, 28

minutes. Fars:Film Foundation, 1425 H Street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C., 20005.

3. "Getting Along With Others," 16ma film, 29 minutes.
Business Education Films, 5113 16th Avenue, Brooklyn,
New York.

4. "Your Attitude is Showing," 35mm sound filmstrip, 12
minutes. Charles Steadman, Teacher-Trainer in Distributive
Education, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

References

1. Blume, George T. Career Exploration, Units I and II,
Circular 864, 1962, Agricultural Extension Service,
Blacksburg, Virginia.

2. Byrum, Harold M. Guidance in Agricultural Education,
Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
1959 Price: $4.50.

3. Duncan, Clyde H. Find a Career in Agriculture, 1961:
G.P. Putmans Sons, 200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York.
Price: $2.50.
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4. Hemp, Paul E. and Krebs, Alfred H. "A Study Guide for
PlacementEmployment Programs in Agricultural Business
and Industry," Danville, Illinois: The Interstate
Printers and Publishers, 1964.

5. Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural Occupations,
Dsaville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers awl.

Pvblishers, 1963. Price: 44.75.

6. James, Gerald Ph "Vocational and Technical Education,"
Using Current Currictilm Developments, Washington, D. C.:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
National Education Association, 1963.

7. Natty, Helen J., and Walters, R. G. How to Find and ARRIK
fcr a Jib, Second Edition (paperbackr-fficinnati:
South-Western Publishing Company, 1960.

8. 14cIarney, William J. Management Trainingt,Cases an
Principles, Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1959.

9. Phipps, Lloyd J. Your Opportunities in Vocational
Agriculturo, Danville, Illinois: The Interstate
Printers and Publishers, 1962. Price: $3.25.

10. Richert, G. H., Meyer, W. G., and Haines, P. G. Retailing
Principles and Priotices, Fourth Edition, New York: Gregg
Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962.

11. Serif, Ned (Editor). How to Manage Yourself, Volume I
(paperbadk), 1961. Cities Service Oil Company, Business
Research and Educes ion Division, Marketing Training
Department. 60 Wall Street, Nev York, New York.

12. Sferro, Wright. and Rice. Personality and human Relations,
Second Edition, Text-Workbook, Hightstown, New Jersey:
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw -Hill Book Company.
Price: $3.95.

13. Walker, R. W., Stevens, G. Z., and Hoover, N. K.
"Pennsylvania, Vocetionul Agriculture Interest Inventory,"
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Specimen Set. Price: $1.00.

14. rant, J. Thomas, Hoover, Norman K., and *My, David R.
An Introduction to Agricultural Business and Industry,
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers,
1965. A student's text of approximately 200 pages, and
a teacher's guide.
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15. Wilson, &max& Living with Yourself, (paperback), 1962.
Administrative Research Associates, Box 3, Deerfield,
Illinois. Approximate price: $1.00

16. Wilson, Howard. Understanding People (paperback), 1962.
Administrative Research Associates, Box 3, Deerfield,
Illinois. Approximate price: $1.00.

17. "Agriculture," The Sextant Series for Exploring Your
Future. Milwaukee: American liberty Press, 1962.
Price for copy with soft cover is $4.0o.

18. "Agriculture is More than Farming," The Future Farmers'
Supply Service, P. 0. Box 1180, Alexandrial Virginia.

19. "Aptitude Tests for Occupations and an Occupational
Interest Inventory," 1956, California Test Bureau, 206
Bridge Street, New Cumberland, Pennsylvania. Price of
specimen set: 75i.

20. "Careers Ahead" and "Challenge in Agriculture." These two

bulletins may be ordered from your local land - grant
College of Agriculture.

21, "Choosing Your Occupation," 1962. The Superintendent of
Documents, U. S. Government Printing Mice, Washington,
D. C. Price: 154; per copy.

22. Education, an Investment in People, Education Department,
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Washington,
D. C. Price: $1.50.

23. "Getting Ahead in Retail Selling," The National Cash Register
Cow. any, Dayton, Ohio, 17 pages.

24. "Jobs in Agriculture," 1960. Science Researci Associates,
Inc., 259 Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois. Price: $1.00.

25. "Kuder Preference Record," 1954. Science Research
Associates, Inc., 259 Erie Street, Chicago,

26, "There's aFuture in Your Farm Background," 1958. The
National. Sales Executives, Inc., 630 Third Avenue, Jew
York, New York. No charge.
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AGRICULTURAL SALESMANSHIP

Npr Teaching Objective

To develop the abilities needed to begin selling agricultural supplies
and services effectively

togested Time Allotments

At school
Class instruction
Laboratory experience

30 hours
0 hours

Total Et school 30 hours
; .

Occupational experience 36 hours

Total for modile 66 hours

afir2112Es for Introducing the Module

This modulo is designed to develop the abilities neededby'empifeesj4v,
sell all types of agricultural supplies and services required by fermesiki....f.::-_. .

ranchers* sad homeowners. The following suggestions are offered for.
introducing the module.

.

1. Explain to the students that every agricultural
deals with customers is* in areal sense* a Mamas andlleedi-
the qualities of a good salesman. Becoming &good 8000*,;eins;:-',q
maybe developed through experience. This modnla,la
to acquaint students with the fundamentals of saIemimbdiOir. "-

2. Have the students identify the firm or firms they Or their p_
like to do business with because of 400d sales practie444 Aie
naming 'particular individuals but hare the students* LUAU*
practices and human or personality traits whiartalmreitisfac-'
tion to the customers when they do business with particular;firiar:
It will be natural for the class to recall instance; orpOor
sales practices and the teacher should tactful)* elution the
students that* while "true to life" examples are desired, it iS
better to concentrate on the good sales practices than list the'-'7'
poor sales practices or hnman shortcomings which cinsedissatis
faction ohm doing business with any certain firm.

3. Ask students to observe salesmen in a farm supply and Service
center* garden center* or agricultural machinery dealership
and attempt to identify those charactcristica'which sppatently
are common to successful salesmen. Don't attempt to analyse
these characteristics at this point.

4. Have students role-play the selling of a product in class. Fro*
the role-playing demonstration* identify with the students the 1:'A,
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problems and questions which will be studied. Emphasize the
difficulties likely to be encountered by an inexperienced salesman.
An alternative procedure would be to have a tape recording of a
person making a sale instead of having the students participate
in role-playing.

5. Develop with the students the list of competencies to be studied.
List these competencies on the chalkboard so students can get a
general overview of the content of the module. The competencies
included in this module are:

To learn how to meet the customer
To learn how to present supplies and services to the customer
To learn how to overcome resistance
To learn how to close the sale

Selling is the key function of all business activity. This is as true in
agriculture as in other areas. Selling is the act of assisting Rad
persuading individuals or groups to make a buying decision which is to the
mutual advantage of both the buyer and the seller.

Selling is really explaining to, persuading, and reminding the public of
a particular business concern and of the opportimities and values to be
gained from doing business with this concern.

The retailer's function is that of selling goods and services to the
ultimate consumer. This is the final step in the distribution of agri-
cultural goods and services.

Producing efficient salesmen is the purpose of this module. Efficient
salesmen realize that customers are lost because of:

1. Poor service rendered

2. Discourteous treatment received

3. Indifferent attitude exhibited on the part of the salesman

The salesman must know the psychology of selling if he is to become a
successfal salesman. In other words, be knows that a customer bugs
primarily because of need and desire. These are influenced by reason,
by emotion, or by a combination of these. A person may need something,
but does not buy it until he desires it, i.e., he feels ffig-need.

In summary, to be successful, the agricultural salesman must know the
selling process, the merchandise itself, and the firm, as well as under-
stand himself, his relations to the customer, and the customer.

Here is an opportunity for a salesmen to (a) deal directly with the public,
(b) help other people make decisions, (a) face something new everyday,

know that his worth is quickly recognized in terms of advancement, and
e) enjoy the prestige of big business. This big business is made up of
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over 1,700,000 retail stores where Americans spend 70 per cent of the
pail, boom* each year.

Good selling does not happen incidentally but is the result of sound
training.

Successful selling produces a satisfied customer who in turn .1%,icomes

the best fora of advertising.

The good salesman must realize that eve-rpm:benefits from efficient
selling. High sales volume not only insures the salesman's position,
but also lowers the pride of products Or services to the customer.

Good. seWng awakens and satisfies hums* waits. Selling is s,ohallenge
"and evety onstomer is an opportunity fcr a salaams to get a positive
reaction from the customer on five basic buying decisions, namely; the
!el) the thug, the agrat, the 2/1125 and the time. Selling is

helping the customer to-bukintellUently.

The customer will gain the most personal satisfaction trouble Purchase
if the salesmas makes sure that the product will best fit the customer's
lest. Sheathe sales.= demonstrates courtesy sad a sincere interest to
be of serriee, the result is a permaneat customer.

Competencies to be Developed

I. Tolesau Wirt° meet the customer

Teacher Frowstiest

Subject Matter Contest

The impression of the agricultural business that the (notelet
carries away often results from his first °outset withithe
saleamma. AM.:ranee sad actions ploy ace importaat pert in
farming this impression.

A well-groomed salesman attracts customers and inspires their
confidence. Undivided &testi." on the job is essential to
good salesmanship.

A good approach presupposes a proper attitude toward the iobi.
Love for one's mark Is expressed in the enthusiasm with Which
it is carried out. Isthmian is shows through words, *otiose,
and expression. If the samosa is not interested is and
enthusiastic Shoat the-merchandise, tow can the customer be
expected to develop inch interest?

Salesmanship is demonstrated through promptness, alertness,
and interest in the customer's problem.



Treat the customer like a guest. This means that good manners
and courtesy are practiced at all times; that the house is in
order, neat and clean; that the merchandise is conveniently
located; and that the salesman is trained in the fundamentals
of selling to maximize the opportunity of being of service to
customers.

Points to be considered when meeting the customer:

1. The Preapproach Preparation

a. Information needed about the customer

1) Name - Address

2) Personal characteristics
3) Mental make-up
4) Hobbies and interests
5) Common interests
6) Buying habits or policies

b. Sources of thin: information

1
2

3
4
5
6

7

Participation in community activities and events
Chamber of Commerce information
Comments made by other members of civic clubs
A personal notebook on customers
Past sale records, credit department records
Interview with people in the community
Local newspaper

c. Check of facilities and surroundings

1) Genev,. appearance of the store
Lighting

3 Equipment
It Merchandise arrangement
5) Personnel

d. Knowledge of benefits the customer will receive
from merchandise sold

1 Design or appearance
2 Quality of the source - trade name

It3

Composition and construction
Special features

5 Assortment of sizes, colors, and styles
available

6) Service available
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e. Preparation by the salesman

1 Neatness off' sprearence
2 Preparation of an appealing display arrengement
3 Knowledge of contents of the merchandise in

stock
4) Knowledge of the contents of newspaper adver-

tising being circulated
5) Knowledge of names, background) and interests

of customers
6 Preparation of a few selling sentences
7 Knowledge of the competitor's product
8 Preparation of a record of common customer

objections end development of methods of
meeting them

2. Timing the Approach

a. Importer -e of the impression created, by the

salesm, s appearance and actions

b. Suggestions for:

1) Promptness - clues for failure in being prompt:

b IStock aaties
Involved gwoup conversations of salesmen

a) Timidity in approaching customers
d) Indifference to the needs of the-customers

2) Alertness - based on accurate and careful
observation; look for clues on:
a) Haw and when to greet the customer
b) When to present merchandise
a) How to talk about merchandise

3) Interest in customer's problem
a) Take all the time necessary to understand

his problem
b) Probe to determine if problem is what

customer first says that it is
c) Determine the procedure to be followed to

assist the customer with his problem

3. The Proper Approach - Greeting the Customer

a. Types of salutations

I) Conventional
2) Question
3) Stating a fact about the merchandise
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b. Elements of a salutation

Courteous
2 Short

49
Requires no mental decision
Affirmative

5) Emphasizes the desire to serve

c. Tone of voice - pleasant, enthusiastic,
distinct, articulate, ordinary

d. Facial expressions

1) A pleasant smile
Cheerful expression

Explain that motivates customers to buy. Different physical
and psychological factors, operating alone or together,
motivate a customer to buy a product. Among them are comfort,
pieasure, appetite, possession, fear, devotion, curiosity,
ornamentation, imitation, construction, and loyalty.

Developing the proper attitudes necessary for success in
meeting a customer is important if the student is to develop
effective sales abilities. Among them ices

1. Developing professional feeling toward selling

2. Constant courtesy

3. Enthusiasm for selling

4. Interest in customer's problem

5. Willingness to develop self-confidence

6. Developing integrity

7. Developing sincere attitude of service

8. Appreciating proper psychology sue. as gaining the
customer's attention and interest, creating a desire,
and ending with desired action on the part of the
customer



Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Arrange for the class to observe a successful agri-
cultural salesman in action meeting a customer.

2. Develop with the students a list of personal. appearance
attributes of a good salesman in a farm supply or
service center, garden center, or agriculture.. aechinery
dealership. ,See page 301, Fun .13edamenta .)

3. Develop with the students a list of the attitudes
and actions of a good agricultural salesman.

4. Develop with the students a list of characteristics
of an agricultural center or machinery dealership
that attract customers.

5. Engage in role-playing, having students act out roles
of salesmen and customers and demonstrate how to meet
customers. Review each demonstration with the class
as to what was done correctly or incorrectly.

6. Using role-playing, demonstrate how a salesmen should
greet a customer on a telephone.

7. Invite the manager of a. successful agricultural
business to discuss with the class the attitudes
and actions exhibited by salesmen which have been
observed to be most effective in meeting potential
customers as well as those attitudes and actions
which are detrimental to success When meeting customers.

8. Develop with the students a list of the types of
customers they are likely to meet (decided customers,
undecided customers, casual lookers) and icing out
tips as to what would be the best way to meet each
type. (See Fundamentals of Selling, pages 324-338.)

9. Prepare a list of greetings to use with customers.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Demonstration telephones-local telephone eompsnies
will often supply.these for instructional purposes.

2. "The Approach," 10 minute film
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References

Tel. lliundamMalseclAaMML, Chapters 13 and lk.

2. Store Salesmanship, Chapter 2.

'The symbol T (teacher) or S (student) denotes those
references designed especially for the teacher or
for the student.

ftested °Oily:Mations' Experiences

1. Observe the salesmen in the training center and list
the appearance, ittitndeS, and action attributes they
have that make them anessot or liability to the
business. If you have students in varying types of
agriculturatrainisweenters, .leborate on common
characteristics of succiessfe sales employees in
agrictltural businesses*

2. Here the students analyze theneelverregelerly to
see if they are developing desirable appearance and
attitudes. Use the instruments aveilable fres, each
state's division of vocational guidance and testing.

3. See that the students have opportunities to serve
customers at the training center. In the Ilassroan,
discuss difficulties the students have encountered
in serving customers and discuss methods for
correcting them in the future.

4. Rave the student answer the telephone at the place
of business.

II. To learn how to present suppliesokdaervices to the customer

Teacher Preparation,

Subject Matter Content

Successful selling requires a careful presentation by the seller.
A salesman must recognize the importance of each of the psycho-
logical steps in a sale. He Iwo gain the attention, develop
interest, kindle.desire, and inimce action 3/7-airTipit of the
et 111W---omtr.

Attracting attention is one thing; developing interest is
quite another thing. Attention is mare or .less involuntary.
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Almost snything can attract attention; intermit is the remelt
of voluntary reaction on the part of the custosier. Interest
comes Only when attention is prolonged voluntarily and is
accomplished by concentration.

Next, one must combine the merits of the article with the needs
err wants of the customer to kiudle desire. Then, by dsmonstram
;Jag a complete understanding of the interest, needs, desires,
and motivating factors that case a customer to imp the salesman
will be ab.i.e to mike a successful sole. Saes firs made by showing
the former how to increase yields, make more profit, or redact,
the labor required, etc. The tearther sad the class cm readily
expand this list.
Dreg attention of customers to a amply or service. It cm be
achieved in many ways.

Reading an advertisement about a beef concentrate
Seeing a new .herbicide on a Tr commercial.
Talking to a neighbor about his new 5 -plow tractor
Mailing a circular on early fertilizer purchase discount
Meeting a new petroleum delivery truck on the road
Rearing from a friend about the good service on baler repairs
Reading in the newspaper about a new bulb shipment received
at the garden center
Viewing en attractive display of seed at the supply center

Develving interest in a product can be initiated by the customer,
the salesman, or serviceman.

Customers can move from the attention, interest, and desire
steps vary rapidly at times with little or no encouragement.
Example - the customer sees a new field sprayer just the size
and kind for which he has a preference--the desire is developed.
Ottani-however, the customer's interest in a product needs to
be kindled. This can be done by:

Taking to him about the new features on this plaster
Inviting him to a field day where the effectiveness of
newly developed herbicides will be shown
Showing him the results of this product in test trials
Demonstrating how simple it is to mount this new corn picker
Pointing out to the customer the.number of people in the
community who are already using this feed, lam seed, or
grease

Desire for a product mar be obtained by relating it to a need
of the customer.

Explain how this feed will increase net income by improving
an animal's rate of gain.
Show him, with proof from variety trials, how the new oat
variety will stand, thereby reducing all those combining
problems.

------.--,
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Show him that- the cheedeal -weed.ororey will reduce

cultivation, avowing tine to got the hier harvested,
go fishing, eta.- .

sell the merits -of theAriOtbi 404tonot.its cost.
Provide appointments for the Customer to 'try She
product on a trial. basis.

To be able to present items effeetiVe1Y40tildU need tot

Show the features of the item .

Be able to answer 'all tuestibms about the item
Demonstrate its use, .operation, value, advantages,
and dieadvanteges*

Suggested Teachima-leermisa.Aetivitila

I. Hays the 44404 tat** s .4.91.suot Ogricultural
iteu in the :VAilig,Citi or shrtko-
tive disP1117 0t a prodnat board.

2. Ikon students describe-am .attractive display to
which they have recently been emceed. Try tb list
those features that made the ,displays attrsetive.

3. Visit an egricultural supply center, garden center,
or machinery dealerahL, ent observe how..they use
displays, banners, ,etc.4.40"ilattramtzicKeitrtop.-;

it. Have the students give a prIesentation or demnstrep
tion that could be seed to obtain interest in an
sgricultaral business.,

5. Through ro3a-PU:4M hot* litaidgatil. show bow titer
would relate a supply or seteitte to a customer's
needs. (Desire) Thin fipulg alio be, effectively
accomplished through ielionateSicas

Suggested Instrmetional- ekd iteteibentra- w

Instruationail 10**14111

Gather needed supplies, well Charts glumly information
sheets, empty product cartons, product bulletins, and
samples so that the students can do the above activities
effectively. . .
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References

T 1. Fundamentals of Selling, Chapter 16.

2. Store Salesmanship, Chapter 3.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Have students observe how effective salesmen show, explain,
and demonstrate supplies or services.

Students should gain experience at the training centers by
showing, explaining, and demonstrating supplies or services
to customers.

III. To learn how to oNerommtliesistanne

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

It is natural for people to have sales resistance. Most of
them did not come by the money in their possession easily.
It is perfectly natural for people to want to get all that
they can for the money spent.

Each sale has two sides. The customer must sacrifice some-
thing in order to get something else. Since one cannot
have everything, each sale means a choice between one product
and another product or one product and another form of pleasure.

The customer must decide which of the choices will give the
most satisfaction or pleasure.

It is the salesman's job to convince the customer that his
product or service will provide this pleasure, satisfaction,
or need. If this cannot honestly be done, perhaps he should
not make the sale at all. Anything else is high pressure
selling that is unethical and cannot be classified as sales-
manship. It will invariably lead to ill will and dissatisfaction.

There are several reasons why customers ere resistant to.
purchasing.' Thefiret objection is rarelythe.actual objection.
Identify the real reason-for,such.resistance and-try to explain
sew the objection. To do this pm ere.gbing need to be well
informed on the supply or service. Types of objections ere;
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3.. Need - Objections to need are overcome by stressing
the usefulness and benefits of the product.

2. Quality - Objections to quality are overcome by:

a. Showing a better quality

b. Pointing out a specific feature

3. Source - Objections to the source are net by:

a. Providing names and experiences of satisfied
customers

b. Providing information about the cooper" or by
reference to national advertising

a. Courteously straightening out misunderstandings

d. Asking for a fair trial of this near firm or by
offering something another firm does not carry

e. Others correcting the .sbortcomings of the sales-
man if he is at fault

h. Price - Objections to Flat, are overcome by:

a. Revealing hidden values - building up Tallies

b. Naphasizing the quality or usefulness

c. Providing en article that is not as expensive
and doesn't have as many selling points

d. Knowing competitor's products so that eiw
question on different values can be explained

3. Time - Objections to time are overcome by:

a. Making a future appointment

b. Inviting the customer to look at additional
merchandise

a. Continuing to show a positive interest in the
customer 'whether the salesman is busy or not

d. Trying to handle objections promptly as they
arise
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e. Not trying to close a sale until all bonafide
objections have been satisfied. Make feelers
during the sales Presedtation to preclude objec-
tions to a reasonable closing of the sale because
of the time.

6. Thing - Objections to the ere overcome by:

a. Showing more suitable goods

b. Admitting the validity of objection but showing
another feature to offset the objection

c. Admitting that the objection is reasonable but
showing that it does not really apply

d. Changing the objection into a selling point in
favor of the article

e. Avoiding:

Generalizations which mean nothing
Contradiction of a customer's statement
Display of a negative or discouraging attitude

Again, do not pressure customers to purchase; they are not
likely to return if pressured.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Ask students to recall experiences of refusal to
purchase an item a salesman was attempting to sell.
List these on the board, then assign probable. reasons
for the refusal to bur (need - thing - quality -
source - price - time). Have them suggest methods
the salesman alight have used to try end eliminate
this resistance.

2.' Have students list Objections they load have to
purchasing some of the supplies or services they ere
trying to sell in their occupational experience
training centers. Work out methods of correcting
these deficiencies or objections.

3. Have students visit neighborhood stores to find out
what are the most common objections or item of sales
resistance encountered.

4. Have students role-plsr the sale of a familiar product,
emphasizing the overcoming of resistance exhibited by
the student playing the pert of the customer.



Suggested. References

T 1. Fundamentals of SellAigA.Chspter 17.

2. Store Salesmanship, Chapter 4.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

The student should have experience in attempting to overcome
the sales resistance of customers at the training center.
Suggest that he report in class how he handled it. Discuss
if he used the correct approach. Have his sufflervisor in the
training center critique his performance.

IV. To learn how to close the sale

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

To learn when to close a sae
To learn methods of closing a sale
To -learn why salesmen fail
To learn to stimulate buying
To successfully complete the transaction

Obviously, closing the sale is the most important of all the
steps in the buying process. Everything-that has been:4044_89
fee comes to naught, if the customer leaves without making a
purchase. Closing starts at the beginning of the sales presen-
tation add "trial" closes are appropriate as it proceeds.

Customers resent being hurried into making a purchase. The
sPlesasu-must take an active part in' inducing efamorable
action on the part of the'custcmer, but his attitude must be
one of helping the customer in making a wise-decision.

Sales are lost because the salesman fails to tailor the sales
presentation to the individual needs and requirements of the
customer.

A salesman is performing a useful service by offering sugges-
tions to customers who are not aware of their needs or to
customers who rely upon displays to remind them of what they
came to purchase.

Anybody can sell a customer something he wants. It takes a
salesman to sell the customer needed items of which he was
unaware.
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Closing the sale will be more or less automatic if the need
for the article has been definitely established. One of a
salesman's fictions is to help the customer decide by making
"trial" closures.

Don't trip on the lest'step. The time to close the sale is
just after the customer has decided to buy.

Indications that the cuAtomer is making up his mind occur when
the customer asIts the salesman to repeat the advantages of
each item and when he wants unwanted goods removed. This is
when the salesman should repeat the advantages of the item in
which the greatest interest was shown by the potential customer.

The decision to buy occurs after the following conditions have
been met:

1. The customer has exhibited attention, interest, and
desire in the product.

2. A relationship between need Ind the merchandise has
been established.

3. All important objections have been overcome.

4. The price is low in comparison with value.

5 The product meets the customer's approval.

6. The customer has the rover to make the purchase.

The above decision is reached by taking steps during the pre-
sentation to make buying "action" easy. Such steps include
leading the customer to make c. number of small favorable
decisions himself, making these decisions progressively more
forceful, seeking agreement more ft -uently as the presentation
progresses, and narrowing the selection.. This is done by con-
centreting upon items in which the customer is interested, by
removing merchandise in which the customer is not interested, by
repeating demonstrations in more detail, and by soliciting the
opinion of others. Always ask for the order. Use the "choice"
method in beginning the closing phase, i.e., 2 or 3 dozen.

Failure to close the sale may be due to

1. Assuming that the customer is not going to buy

2. Hurrying the customer

3. Fniling to help the cus =RI' decide



4. Stumbling over sales obstacles

5. Stressing the wrong selling points

6. Trying to force action

7. Being discourteous When the customer does not buy

When engaged in suggestion selling, the salesmen mint:

1. Make definite suggestions to the potential customer.

2. Give an acceptable justification for tra suggestion
made.

Demonstrate the merchandise thoroughly and unhurriedly.

Not overwhelm the customer with more facts, decisions,
etc., than he can face comfortabiY

Sales are often increased by displaying related merchandise,
handling larger quantities, comparing with higher priced
merchandise, introducing new merchandise, developing "special"
sales, demonstrating new uses for merchandise, and specializing
in merchandise for special occasions.

When recording the sale, the salesman, in preparing the sales
check, should:

1. Write legibly.

2. Be accurate with items, amounts, and price.

3. List the complete name and address if needed for files
or for delivery.

4. Write down ant- special directions needed to help the
customer.

When operating a cash register, make change accurately. L,..ver

put a bill away until the customer is satisfied that he has
received the correct change. Use the right compartment for
per money and change. Also, learn to count out change
properly.

Just because the register bangs shut does not mean that the
sale is completed. A proper, courteous farewell often meaz
repeat visits by the customer.
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Give the customer a friendly farewell whether or not he makes
a i.urchase and invite him back soon.

Suggeste. Teaching - Learning Activities

1. Demonstrate, by role-playing, the closing of a sale
including:

a. Packaging or wrapping

b. Making out sales slips neatly and accurately

c. Operating she cash registe_

d. Making Orange (using real money is most effective)

e. Closing remarks

Considerable time should be allowed to do this until
all students are able to do it correctly every time.
Shortchanged customers do not.return;,undersbarging

customers costs salesmen their jobs

2. Make tape recordings of all sales conversations of
students; play the recording back to point out
errors in technique old grammer which need to be
cor-Rcted.

Sugge.,tai Instructional Materials and, References

Instructional Materials

1. Standard cash register

2. Tape recorder

3. Books of sales 'Alps

4. Money

5. Telephone

Reference

T 1. Fundpmentals of Selling, Chapter 18.

2. Store Salesmanship, Chapters 5, 6, and 7.



3. "Wking the Sale," film, MbOraw-Hill

tooted Occupational Experiences

Have the students gain experience at the training center in
closing sales, inswing, making out sales slips, operPting
cash registers, mistaking change.

Nesstions for Evaluatini Educational OutoOmes of the Module

In the final analysis, the belt evaluation of the module is the :bin*
that the students exhibit in selling agricultural supplies and services.
Different techniques may be used to determine this.

An evaluation cheek list completed by the cooperating supervisor in the
occupational experisme center may be used. Self-rating by the'students
maybe used. Evaluation check lists completed by the former student's
first employer upon follow up by the teacher may be used.

Such cheek lists should emphasize each of the competencies inclwied in
this module.

Sources of sated Instructio al Matesri and References

Instructional Materials

"Salesmanship Series," 16ims film, B and W, 1959.
New York: No Oraw-Rill Book Company Inc., with titles as
follows

"The Approach," 10 minutes, $65.00 purchase price.
'Making the Bale,' 17 minutes, $100.u0 purphase price.

Note to Teachers: These tiles may be available for loan
from libraries or audio visual centers. Other titles in
the aeries which may be desirable to show after previewing
but are not particularly applicable for this module WO;

4

"Prospecting," 10 minutes,465.00 purchase price.
"The Pre - Approach," 10 minutes, $65.00 purchase price.

References

1. Ernest and DaVall. Salesmanahituttiamente14, Second Edition,
New York: NcOraw-Nill ITZE Compton Inc.

2. Richert, Meyer, and Haines. Retailins Principles end. ftenticet,
Fourth Editio,, New York: McOrem-Rill Company, Inc.



3. Robinson, Black ler, and Logan. Store Salesmanship, Fifth Edition,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959.

if. Rowse and Nolan. Fundamentals of Advertising, Sixth Edition,
Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern PublriaTg ampany, 1957.

5. Wingate and Nolan. Fundamentals of Selling, Seventh Edition,
Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Company, 1959.

6. Wingate and Weiner. Retail Merchandising, Fifth Edition,
Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Company, 1957.
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ORGANIZATIONS AND FUNCTIONS
OF AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS

Major Teaching Objective

To understand the functions and organizational patterns of agricultural
supply businesses.

Suggested Time Allotments

At school
Class instruction
Laboratory experience

12 hours
0 hours

Total at school 12 hours

Occupational experience 6 hours

Total for module 18 hours

Suggestions for Introducing the Nodule

High school students preparing for employment in service and supply busi-
nesses in agriculture should have a general knowledge of the functions
performed by these businesses and the organIzational patterns that permit
carrying out such functions. The high school-level course should be
limited, reserving in-depth study of the field until the student is more
mature and has had first-hand experience in business organization. In a

post-high school course in this area, the instruction should be thorough
enough to warrant separate consideration of business functions and patterns
of organization.

The teacher should base the instruction on the experience level of the
students, being careful not to exceed the students' ability to relate what
is taught to their own work experiences. Should he wish, the teacher may
omit Competency IV entirely or substitute simpler diagrams to show the
lines of authority in local businesses with which the students are familiar.

The teacher should also encourage open-mindedness to avoid reinforcing
individual prejudices during the study of controversial business organiza-
tions and practices; such as cooperatives, patronage dividends, and liability.

This module attempts to develop understandings in the following four areas:

1. The importance of business to a community

2. The functions of an agricultural supply business

3. The types of businesses

4. The organizational patterns of businesses

1



To introduce the module, develop with the students a list if reasons why
the local agriculture supply businesses identified during study of the
"Career Opportunities in Agricultural Sales and Services" module are
important to the community. Include more than the obvious reasons of
hiring local labor and supplying the products and services needed by the
customers of the area.

Although various farm supply businesses perform different functions, most
of them, regardless of size and organizational structure, perform the same
basic functions. Among these are the following:

1. Assembling supplies for customers to buy

2. Transporting supplies to other businesses and/or customers

3. Processing supplies for customers

4. Sorting, grading, or standardizing supplies not previously classi.
fled by the manufacturer or wholesaler

5. Storing supplies until customers desire them

6. Packaging supplies for customers

7. Advertising available supplies

e. Selling supplies

9, Providing information on proper use of products sold

10. Providing miscellaneous services, such as advising about planting
mad spraying

11. Providing the capital, to operate a business

12. Assuming the risks of operating a business

Use a well-known local agricultural supply business as the bssis for this
discussion. Challenge the students by telling them that this business
performs at least ten distinct functions.

Using the list of local agricultural supply businesses, next have the
students attempt to determine the type of ownership of each. Classify
each business according to the four basic types of business ownership common
in the United States.

1. The individual proprietorship

2. The partnership



3. The general-business-type corporation

4. The cooperative -type corporation

Within each of these four types of businesses are three basic organize-
tional patterns, each of which may have modifications. The three patterns
are:

1. The line, or military, pattern

2. The functional, or plural, pattern

3. The line and staff pattern

Cmpetencies to be Developed

I. To understand the importance of business to a community

Teacher Preparation

Subject Metter Content

The word business has several meanings, the most pertinent of
which isliTIBITvities involved in the production and exchange
of goods and servtdeo." In the agricultural supply business the
specific concern is the production, distribution, and sale of
agricultural supplies and services in order to satisfy the needs
of customers and smite a orefit for the business. To be success-
ful, the business must provide supplies and/or services at time,
in a form, and at the place desired by the customer. It must also
make a profit to continue operation and pay salaries or wages.

In primitive societies the material wants of man were met directly
and simply, for the family provided its own food, clothing, and
shelter and acquired any other wants by barter. There was no
mechanism for producing, transporting, financing, storing, or
.selling goods; for business did not exist.

Today our society is much different: the economy. of our nation

and of every modern state revolves around business. tech man is
dependent an others to provide the services of business for him.
He no longer catches his own fish to fertilize corn, collects and
saves his own seed, raises his "horsepower," or grows all his
lives6ock feed. Most of his needs are proauced by others and made
available to him by business at the time, in the form, and at the
place he desires.



Thus, as business in general is essential to modern living; so
also is the agricultural supply end service business to today's
agriculture. It provides *he following importe services:

1. Supplies a variety of the materials needed in modern
agriculture

2. Supplies many services needed by farmers, ranchers, and
homeowners

3. Supplies information about agricultural products and
techniques

4. Provides :oba

5. Supports schools, communities, and the nation throv%.
direct payment of taxes and indirect employee payment of
taxes

The consumer ultimately determines the success of a business.
...ay when the business can satisfy the customer by supplying his
wants and heeds in an effective and efficient manner is the
existence of that business. justified.

Samtecl'eaching-Ii Activities

1. Have the students determine the number
local agricultural supply businesses.
roll of these employees and the amount
businesses and employees contribute to
community.

2. Determine whether the local community could support any
new agricultural supply businesses and could do without
any present ones. Discuss the need for competition among

agricultural supply businesses.

of employees in
Estimate the pay.
of taxes these
the local

I.ageeted Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

List of agricultural supply businesses lathe local
r!`e&



References

l. Business Organization, pp. 1-11.

2. Xntroduction to Business Enterprise, pp. 3-38.

3. Ilan atasf-Greaterle.

Suggested Occupational Experience

Mr's each .student study the business at which he is obtaining
occupational experience to determine its importance to its
customers and the community, and be prepared to report his find-
ings to the class. Such a study or report should include

1. Geographical area covered

2, Types of people served

3. Services rendered

U. To widen*, the functions of an cultural supply business

Teacher Preparation

Ntleltb%Letr content

The purpose of the agricultural supply business is to provide the
supplies and services needed by t1 customer. To whir:0 this
purpose, it must heft commodities in a desirable place, and at a
reasonable price. The functions of business are involved with
form, time, place, and price problems.

Price, which influences profit, is established by the cost of
providing a product or service in the form and at the time and
Place 'what the customer desire*. For example, a farmer planting
corn does not want to purchase fertilizer in one-pound plastic
bags (form) in the middle of winter (time) at a, city department
strre (place). This form, time, and place may be entirely Betio-
kactbry to a housewife with a few house plants. Bbwever, the corn
producer would be 'more likely to purchase a ton of fertilizer in
bulk form at the local plant in the month of April. The relation
of form, time, and place to price should be understood by all
persons working in an agricultural supply business.
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The functions of businesses are many end varied, but several are
common to most agricultural supply businesses. Only the methods
of accomplishing them differ. These functions can be conveniently
divided into the following three groups:

1. Functions of exchange

a. Selling, creating demand, advertising

b. Assembling, bing, gathering supplies

2. Functions of physical supply

a. Transportation

b. Storage

3. Facilitating functions

a. Processing

t,. Packaging

c. Standardization, sorting, grading

d. Financing

e. Risk-taking

f. 14e.tket information

g. Providing service

These are the functions of a business. All deal with the place,
time, and form of a product, and all contribute to the cost of
marketing a product. Students who understand these functions of
a business will be better able to provide the type of sales and
service that makes them valuable employees of an agricultural
supply or service business.

Selling

Selling, or exchange of supplies and/or services, is the main
function of an agricultural supply business. The object of
selling is to tiopose of supplies or services at prices that
result in profit to the business. Selling can be accomplished by
various methods, such as displaying supplies at a convenient
place, informing prospective buyers about supplies or services,



and motivating them to buy. This would involve creating demand,
advertising, and aggressive salesmanship. The activities essential
to successful sales are as follows:

1. Study of the market for the supply or service

2. Development of the product or service in demand

3. Making the product or service available to customers

4. Development of en educational program to infora customers

Agricultural supplies and services are sold by different methods.
Lost are sold 1:7 informing the customer of the availability of the
supply or serviJe and having him come to the place of business.
Some supplies or services maybe sold by telephone or written
communications. Others may be sold by salesmen calling on the
customer.

Assembly

Assembly as a function of exchange involves the buying and
gathering together of supplies at a place convenient for sale or
distribution. An egricultdral supply or service business must use
judgment in determining the supplies or services its customers
will demand and then buy and assemble these materials at a time
and place and in a form that meets the needs of the customers.
Assembly of supplies and services by an agricultural supply busi-
ness that handles only one commodity line and only one brand name
is relatively simple, but the general agricultural supply business
that handles commodities of several brands must assemble supplies
from may sources. The effectiveness with which a business
assembles and distributes supplies can be measured by the rate of
inventory turnover. Ineffective assembly results in high inven-
tory volumes, slow turnover, accumulation of obsolete items, and
lowered. profits.

Transportation

The function of transportation, a place utility, is closely
related to assembly and selling. Agricultural supply businesses
are concerned with the transportation of materials to their places
of business and from there to the buyers. Agricultural supplies
move by all modes of transportation, but railroads and long distance
trucking account for the major tonnage of supplies shipped to retail
agricultural businesses. ShorthaultruCking is the major source
of transportation from the business to the ultimate consumer.
businesses must consider transportation When determining location
and assembling, since carload and truckload rates are lower than
less-than-carload or truckload rates. Thus, transportation is

closely related to the functions of assembly and r Drage.
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Storage

Storage, a time factor in marketing, is of prime concern in hand-
ling commodities of considerable volume and of seasonal demand,
such as commercial fertilizer. Since there is a heavy demand for
fertilizer in certain seasons and a lesser demand at other periods
of the year, it is difficult to have all the fertilizer delivered
to the business at the exact time that the customer will demand it.
Therefore, storage facilities are needed. Frequently businesses
give off-season discounts on supplies to induce customers to buy,
thereby evening out their nova supplies and reducing the
storage facilities needed. This same storage problem exists with
other supplies, such as feed, petroleum, and chemicals.

Processing

Proceasing, a facilitating fUnction of some, but not all, agri-
cultural supply businesses, is any activity that changes the fora
of the commodity. Examples of processing that are frequently a
fUnction of an agricultural supply business are

1. Feed grinding, mixing, and formulating

2. Seed cleaning and treating

3. Fertilizer mixing and blending

Packaging

Packaging, s function of same agricultural supply businesses, is
$ form function. It is an attempt to supply the product in an
attractive, convenient-sized container for the customer. Feed,
seed, and fertilizer are examples of commodities that an agri-
cultural supply business may buy in bulk and package before
retailing the products to the customer.

Standardizing

Standardizing, sorting, and grading are functions continuelly per-
formed throughout marketing channels. At the retail agricultural
supply business this involves assembling supplies of established
grades or by visual grading by personnel of the business or
representatives for the business. Many commodities are graded by
government inspectors and/or manufacturers or producers. Grading
is the division of goods into lots which have approximately the
same characteristics of type, size, or quality, or of two or three
of these factors. The object of this function is to prepare
supplies to better meet the demands of the market and bring about
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a better understanding between the buyer and seller. Customers
of any business also grade and sort whenever they make purchases,
since they frequently compare quality and price of supplies before
making their selections.

Financing

Financing is a function of all marketing operations. Considerable
capital is required to provide the buildings, equipment, and in-
ventory to operate a business, and to take care of the accounts
receivable. Whoever provides this capital expects to be paid
interest for the use of his money. Generally, businesses require
two forms of capital, long-tern and short-term. Long-term capital
is generally used for buildings and equipment, and short-term
credit is used for fluctuating inventory and other expense items.

Long-term credit needs for non-corporate businesses is most often
supplied by

1. The proprietors of the business

2. Silent partners of the business

3. Investment of the business profits

4. Funds obtained by various types of mortgages

Corporate types of businesses, both "old line" and cooperative,
obtain their long-term credit needs through the sale of securities
called stocks and bonds. Stocks evidence ownership and bonds
evidence ereditorship.

BuSinesses normally obtain short-term credit from commercial
banks. This is referred to as stand-by credit and is used when
businesses have a high demand for credit for a short time.
Examples of this in agricultural supply businesses are

1. Businesses need to hire labor and purchase materials for
seed'cleaning, treating, and bagging when the income from
this expense is two or three months later. This is a
self-liquidating loan, as it is repaid froa the proceeds
of the deed which cause the expense.

2. Businesses may purchase supplies at a bargain prim, in an
off season, and hold them in storage until the market
season. The additional profit on the product should be
in excess of the cost of borrowing the capital. Pur-
chasing chemical herbicides at a discount in December for
sale in !ley is an examEae.
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Risk-taking

Risk-taking is another facilitating function of businesses. It

is common to all businesses and contributes to the cost of doing
busines2. Same of the more common risks are as follows:

1. Risks involved in trading

a. Change in customer demands and loss if supplies do
not move

b. Adverse price changes

2. Risks involving damage to property

a. Fire, wind, rain, and other natural causes

b. Spoilage or deterioration of supplies in storage

3. Risks with employees and the public

a. Persons injured or killed while on the job

b. Injury or damage to customers

4. Risks from death of key personnel

5. Risks free political factors

a. Enactment of new laws; repeal of old ones

b. Changes in taxation, zoning, or other regulations

E4 Risks of dishonest employees

7. Risks of bad debts

Businesses can handle risks in three ways. They may assume these
risks and pay such costs as they occur; they can reduce or eliminate
their risks by superior management, caution and safety; or they may
have insurance, thus shifting the risks to professional risk takers
and sharing them among other businesses so as to substitute a
known cost for en unknown cost. Insurance can be purchased to
provide financial protection against most risks. A form of
insurance to protect against fluctuating prices of certain com-
modities is known as futures.

Note to teachers Consider briefly at the high school level, and
expand for fax; high school classes.



Market intonation

Market information that is accurate andreadily available is
useful to businesses and customers. It has the same kind of value
as standardization and grading. Each is important in the establish-
ment of%a.matket.price and.in determining the ease with which
products.can.be sold. When acommodity is graded and market
information about the amount on hand is available and the price
at various places is known, businesses and customers have more
confidence in the accuracy of the price and the commodity is
easier to sell. Persons are hesitant to buy when they lack
information about the quality and true market value of a product.

Suggested. Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have a panel of local agricultural supply businessmen
appear before the class to explain the functions of their
businesses. The teacher'say act as moderator and draw
from the panel the methods each employs to handle the
functions of his business. Point out how these functions
are similar and hcmithey differ.

2. Have teens of students study an agricultural supply _ ,
business or a function of it and explain to the class the
various_methoda used by agricultural supply businesses to
perform these functions. This should result in.4 rather
complete listing of the methods used locally to sell,
create demand, assemble, buy, transport, store, process,
package, grade, finance, reduce risk, sad gather market
information.

Suggested References

References ,

1. PPeineas Organizati0A4 pp. 51-64, 90-109, 190-235.

2. Introduction to inane's Enteprise, pp. 83-110,
135-164, 453-461.

Suggested Occupational Experience

Have eaeh'studegt study,tbe;fUictione that the business at which
he is obtaining eipirience-provides, and how it accomplishes these
functions.
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III. To understand the types of agricultural supply businesses

Teacher Preparation,

Subject Natter Contmt

There are various methods of classifying the types of businesses
in the United States: as "big" business or "small" business; or,
in agricultural supply; asfeed, seed, machinery, petroleum,
service, general fare supply, or garden center businesses. They
may also be classified by ownership structure, the four basic
types of which being

1. The individual proprietorship

2. The partnership

3. The general wbusineis type corporation

4. The Of:operative-type corporation

There are various modifications of these tour types of businesses
and also a number of other ownership structures, but they are not
common to agricultural imply businesses:

The major characterlitics, advantages and disadvantages of each
of the four majortypes of businesses are

1. Thelndividualproprietorahip

a. Characteristics

/

1 Business is owned by one person.
2 The owner generally manages it.
3 Owner retains all benefits and all the

responsibilities.
4) All the owner's property is lial)le in satisfac-

tion of the debts of the business.

b. Advantages

1

1 Simple to organise, manage, and dissolve
2 Pew requirements; noosed to aceount to anyone
3 Profits are taxed only once as inceme'of owner'
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4) Limited governmental regulation

b
63 No state charter or state reports required

Must observe child labor industrial codes,
witholding tax, social security laws, and
other state and federal regulation

5 Little or no organization costa
6 Freedom of action

7 Privacy in business affairs
8 De ',lively high credit ratings

c. Disadvantages

Difficulty in obtaining large amounts of capital
2 Responsibility for all decisions; generally lack

consulting partners or associates
3) Lacks incentive for best employee
4 Not permanent; business is dissolved when owner

dies
5) Unlimited liability of the owner

'2. The Partnership

a. Characteristics

1) Two or more persons own and operate a business
together

a1 Take advantage of complementary skills
b Able to raise more capital

2) Profits and losses are shared on basis of
agreement

3) Calmat° draw up a contract, "articles of
partnership"

4) All partners are liable for 100 percent of the
debts of the business.

5) Any act by one partner concerning the business,
is binding on the other imartners

6) Change of partners requires dissolving the old
firm and establishing a new business.

b. Advantages

1) Case of formation; may require filing "articles
of partnership" with the state

2) Permits specialization of duties among partners



3) Greater financial strength and better credit
rating than individual proprietorship

4) Less governmental regulation than corporations
or cooperatives

5) Desire of partners to "carry thefx share,"
often resulting in more profit

c. Disadvanteges

Danger of disagreements between partners
2 Possibility of weakened management from divided

authority among partners
3) Unlimited liability, making each partner

responsible for debts incurred by other partner
4) Limited life of business; possible dissolution of

business by death of one partner

d. Modifications of the partnership

1) Limited partnership: allowed in the states of
Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia

2) Syndicate or joint venture: a partnership de-
signed for a temporary or short term purpose

3) Joint stock company: important before the
development of the corporation

3. The generalbusiness-type corporation

a. Characteristics

1) Has a legal entity separate from those who comprise
its ownership

2) Continuing life; not determined by length of
owner's life

3) Ownership evidenced by shares of common stocks,
which usually carry voting rights

4) Ownership easily transferred by selling and buying
common stock

5) Management elected by voting stock holders
6 Need to be chartered by a state, but may do business

in other states
7) Liability of individuals for the debts of a cor-

poration only to the extent that they must own stecle.
8) Taxation of profits
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b. Advantages

29
Limited liability to owners
Relatively easy to obtain capital by selling
shares of stock

3 Has perpetual life
4 Considered a legal entity; owners cannot be sued

5 Rase of transferring ownership
6 Tendency of standard procedures to protect stock-

holders
7) Flexibility of business; can change its type of

business or operation

c. Disadvantages

1 Closely regulated by state and federal. government
0 Inability of large corporations to maintain secrecy
3 Generally beeviArtaxed; profits are taxed double

i.e., both corporation and stockholders pay in-
come tax

4) Lack of uniform state corporation laws
5) Have a lower credit rating in comparison to indi-

vidual proprietorships an partnerships, because
the assets of owners of a corporation.ers not
available as security

6) Tend to be impersonal; management generally does
not have as great interest as management in indi-
vidual proprietorship or partnership

4. The cooperative-type corporation

a. Characteristics

Most common to agricultural businesses
2 Three principles of cooperatives

a) Distribution of earnings to 'webers on basis
of patronage (Explain)

b) Toting on basis of one member, one vote,
rather than on shares of ownership

c) Limited returns on capital invested

Run by board of directors, elected by the members
4 Chartered by states
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b. Advantages

dames the bad effects of lack of competition
2) Often improves members' bargaining power
3) Does not have profits double taxed like

corporations
4) Permits close control if operations by members

c. Disadvantages

1) Frequent failure to pay adequate salartes to
attract and hold superior managers

2) Failure of members to patronize their coopers&
tives, thereby reducing volume and profits

:33

Usually takes too long to make decisions
Board of directors frequently nntraleed and
inexperienced for their policy making
r4sponsibilities

The tat_c on the following page gives the characteristics of the
fonr types of businesses and shows hoer they differ.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. To introduce this material to the class, have the students
review the prepared list or local agricultural supply
businesses, and ask then to determine the type of ownership
of each business. They will not be able to determine the
ownership structure of awl of than, but they may be able
to discern different fords of annership. Consider next
the reasons why all businesses do not follow the same
s:Tuctural pattern. The major factnrs are as follows:

a. LlaOility of the owner for business obligations
b. Meth, of taxation on business and mien;
c. Dept* of control of the business by owners
d Ease tif acquiring capital
c. irount of hover. control
f. tide for coeinuing the life of the bbeiness
g. 2840 of expansion
h. 3$4,:e of changing the nature of business operations

lase of movinr, int, other ...ates
j Ease of transferring ownership

tiiiiiittAIMINVIANS16029i19216PlitetragEMOI
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INDr. 7DUAL
PROPRIETORSHIP

How nim By owner

Controlled Owner

PARTNERSHIP

By agreement
among partners

Partners

Disposition,
of earnings, to owner All to partners

Taxed in the
business Nothing Nothing

All earnings All earnings
Taxed to
rep i

nakilmIBEE4 None None

Taxed oace All earnings All earnings

GENERAL iSINESS
TYPE CORPORATION

By invests). 3

Owners of majority stock
--one vote for each share
owned

Pay dividends to stock-
holders and retain re-
serves in the business

All earnings

Dividends

Dividends

Reserv's

COOPERATIVE TYPE
CORPORATION

By people needing goods
or services

W.ibers--one vote each

Pay interest or dividends
on shares; return patron-
age refunds to patrons
(What would he profit to
a corporation) and retain
reserves. Non-stock
co-ops do not have stores.

All earnings (except as
exampte4 by certain laws)

Interest or Akvideuds,
and patronage refunds
where they constitute
incase

Interest or dividends
Gn shares

Reserves and patronage
reeunds (to recipient)



2. After students have developed some knowledge, have a
panel of resource persons speak to than about the types
of business structures. Include on the panel an individ-
ual proprietor, a partner, and aselber of a general
business corporation, and a member of a cooperative board
of directors.

3. Designate one member of she class an individual proprie-
tor and two others partners. Divide the remainder of the
*less into equal groups of a board of directors for a
general business corporation and as a cooperative. mgve
each group act as a small business for &week or two,
actually selling such commodities as perk! is or caper, buxs
and operating the business as it should be conducted.
Provide some time each day to answer questions or give
directions.

4. Arrange a class visit to a board of directors meeting for
a cooperative or a corporation.

5. Develop the table on page 17, by placing the column and
side headings an the chalkboard and asking the students
to fill in the appropriate information.

6. Have a representative of a cooperative which pays
patronage dividends explain in detail how the amount of
money each patron receives is determined and why that
method is followed.

Aulagled Instructional Materials and References

InstrIctional materials

Reproduced copies of the table on types of businesses

References

1. Business Organisation, pp. 36-50.

2. 1...1-.0t*251E2B12:abduction MMELEI, pp. 43-78.

3. Your Off -the Farm Business.

8uggested Occupational Inerience

Have each student become familiar with the management and owner-
ship structure of the business at which he is obtaining occupational
experience.

_ . . ... -



IV. To understand the organizational patterns of agricultural Suva
businesses

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

When a business operated by an individual adds an employee, the
division of duties and responsibilities must be clearly formulated
and understood. If organization is desirable in the smallest and
simplest business it becomes a must in a large concern. Manage-
ment is able to accomplish more to reduce waste and improve
erriciency when the business is well organized.

Certain principles of organization are essential to an effective
business.

1. The orhanization should be designed to meet the needs of
the business. The size of the business, the typc of
work, and the ability of the personnel necessarily dictate
the method of organization.

2. The responsibilities of each personnel position ohould be
well defined and understood.

3. Personnel delegated to accomplish certain responsibilities
must have the authority to carry out the responsibility.

4. The organization should have provisions for insuring
adequate control of performance.

5. Communications are needed to keep personnel informed on
other phases of the buainess to insure smooth operations.

6. The organization should maintain liexibility to permit
transfer of functions to maintain highest efficienc7: as
conditions change.

7. The organization should permit advancement of gun:Li:Lod
personal.
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Probably as many types of business organizations exist as there
are businesses, but most. organizations have an organizational
pattern similar to one of the following types: .

1. Line or military pattern :. Every person in the organization,
except the lowest employees, has one or more subordinates
to supervise; no person has more then one supervisor; and
the top official has none. This pattern is most common in
small businesses: It is diagrested balm

Line Pattern Organization

2. Functional pattern: The advantages to business of the
division of labor were responsible for the development of
the functional pattern. The advantage of this pattern

is the increased efficiency resulting from changing all-
-around superViSors into specialist supervisors. This plan

has not been widely accepted, but it is used by some

agricultural supply businesses. It is shown lathe
following diagram

000 e

X Y x x f i l o c u s xx x x x x

Functional Pattern of Organisatton
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Workers, such as road salesmen, truckers, and warehousemen, work
for all divisions. The divisions are responsible to both the
Accounting and the Operation Departments for different activities.
There could be other departments and different divisions and
more or fever divisions. Divisions or some other titles could
be used for Department.

3. Line and Staff: This organizational pattern is most
widely used in today's business. It provides the line
authority of the line pattern, in addition to special-
ization of the functional pattern. It has the advantages
of both the other patterns and few of their li:vIcivantages.

This pattern is diagrammed below.

There can be any number of superintendents, foremen, staff officers
and workers in this pattern, depending on the complexity and size
of the business. Chain type agricultural supply businesses
normally have the line and staff form of organization. For example,
a large feed company with company-owned stores may have several
departments, each supervised by a superintendent, a vice-president,
or a man bolding any other title that indicates department head.
The department in charge of company store operations includes
accounting, shipping, and other personnel. In the diagram,
foremen might be company store managers and the staff might be his
office staff. Each worker might represent the head salesman or
head warehouseman. They might have additional worker: under
these supervisors.

Superintendent

xxx x x x x x x

Line-and-staff Pattern of organization
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Every employee of an agricultural supply business should become
laminar with the organizational ?attern of the business to
understand the line of command and the relationship between
employees.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have each student'diagram the organizational pattern in
a local business, being sure he understands what is meant
by:pattern before attempting this task. After the patterns
are finished,_have the students compare then for similar-
ities and differences. Perhaps they can fit them into
one of the three patterns.

2. Give the students a hypothetical case of a business with
8-15 employees with various responsibilities. gave them
diagram an organization for this business that they
think would be functional. Have the students dismiss the
various patterns the class developed.

Save the students diagram the organizational pattern of
the local school district.

4. Reproduce the three diagrams in this competency for hand-
out to the students or to show to the class with an
opaque or overhead projector.

Suggested Instructional Materials and Referee

-Instructional materials

Copies of the three diagrams included in the competency

References

1. BusineraizatiessOon, pp. 65-76,

2. Introduction to Business Enterprise, pp. 206-233.

Suggested 0ecupitional Experience

Have each student diagram the organizational pattern of the business
at which he is Obtaining occupational experience.
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Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Moans of the Module

Evaluation of the student.' understandings of the functions and organiza-
tional patterns of businesses should be done subjectively, as based on
written tests, class discussion, reports, and papers they are assigned to
prepare. There is little opportunity to measure then by sone type of
practical or objective inethad.

Soucescl !Awaited Instructional Materials and References

Reference.

1. McNaughton, W. L. Business Or Patterson, New
Jersey: Littlefield,Wany 243 pp. Price: $1.50.

2. MoNaughton, W. L. Introduction to Business Enterprise.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 538 pp. Price: $5.62.

3. Phillips, Richard. Managing for Greater Returns. Manhattan,
Kansas: Agricultural Research, Inc.

e. Your on-the-Fars Business. Superior, Wisconsin: Central.

Cooper v----Zr7.7M77np.

5. Youth Wants to Know About Business ionization.

Minn* s: eapo strain Exchange, th St. and 4th Ave.

.;.7.51:"P
xj
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BUSINESS PROCEDUBBS

!Wm' Teaching °Nestle

To develop in students the effective ability to use the ordinary business
procedures common to agricultural businesses

Suggestea Tie AUG nttme s

At school
Class instruction
Laboratury experience

.12. hours
0 hours

Total at seholl uo hours

Occupational experience 30 hours

Total for module 6 0 hours

Suggestions for introdutlisdlbe Module

There are two almnst diametrically Qposed approaches to introducing the
student to the use of business procedures in the agricultural suppl7 field
One approach is to begin Mr explaining the sales slip with which every stu-
dent is reasonably familiar and proceea to the operating statement and
balance sheet used by management. This follows the actepted principle of
going from the known or famili r to the unkncvn or unfamiliar.

The other approach is to start with the business forms and procedures
hich are new La the students, securing their interest at the outset.
These unfamiliar procedures should then be treated briefly at first,
relating them to the simpler procedures. They will be explained in detail
later in the module. Though the latter approach is used here, the teacher
may rearrange the teaching sequence of this module as he prefers.

Students who have had production courses in vocational agriculture will
reeogaize the similarity between the business operating statement and the
financial statement found in the supervised farming program record book.
The teacher should capitalize on the students' record-keeping experiences
in previous =urges in order to promote further understanding of business
forms and procedures.

Employees always have an interest in whether or not a imuiness is Biking
or losing money because this determines if there will be any money to pe,
salaries or wages. They may have only a remote idea of the function, of a
board of directors, but generally they have a reasonable concept of the
manager's role in running the business. But they as well as an employee
understands that business id run primarily for profit.

After establishing the class' present level of understanding and experi-
ence, the module may be introduced by asking the students by what means

1



the manager or the board of directors can tell if a business is being
properly conducted. The response will probably have something to do with
"records" permitting tne teacher to follow with the question, "What are
sops of the records u business needs to keep accurately to provide com-
plete information on its daily transactions?" These may be listed on the
chalkboard and should include the f.-#17owing:

1. The sales slip showing a complete record of tne cash and charge
sales made

2. Records of merchandise purchases made and expenses incidental to
securing merchandise

3. luientory records showing the type and amount of goods on hand

4. Records of merchandise to be received and records from transpor-
tation companies

5. A balance sheet or profit and loss statement portraying the
financial condition of the entire business including the weak -
nesses or "leaks"

Students may be introduced to the breadth of the module at this po3.t by
posing questions pertaining to pricing, credit, iqt., such as those below:

1. Ask the students mhott * eneriny must consider in deniding on the

price to charge for its products.

2. Ask the students how a company decides how mach and what kind
of credit to give to patrons.

However, care must be exercised that the questions are used only as
"attention" or "interestsigettere and are lot frustrating to the students
because of tilt:Jr lack of knowledge. After all, the purpose of the module
is to provide the student knowledge and understanding. It may be neces-
sary for the teacher to supply answers to some of the iueitions be asks
during his introduction, if it is apparent that the class does not knob
the answer. Often asking a related question which the students can an-
swer will trigger an answer to the first question. Rather than take too
long during the introduction to secure the proper response from the
class, the teacher should supply the answer explaining that this is some-
thing with which they will become familiar later.

Have an employee of a business selling to farmers 0200 to the class.
Ask the employee to explain specific duties he has in carrying out
necessary business procedures.
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Although in their occupational experience high school students may not
haveladauch responsibility as far as business procedure is concerned,
they should understand the procedure and its importance. The specific
phases of business procedures that will be considered in this modules are:

I. Use of sales tickets

2. Vse of credit -- credit policies

3. Determiniation of selling price

4. Use of business forms

5. Taking an inventory

6. Orderir.g merchandise (not in detail because students will
z.rdinarily not be responsible for this operation)

7. Receiving merchandise

8. Stocking merchandise

9. Summary records of the entire business

Explain to the student,: that this module should help them to understand
better the business part of the organization in which they are employed.
It should also acquaint them with some basic record transactions and
jobs related to proper business procedures.

Competencies to he Developed

I. To understand the importance of complete and accurate records
in the conduct of business

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

People are somewhat familiar with the sales ticket and some of
the other ordinary papers used in conducting business. These
papers and procedures are so important in helping to make an
operation successful that they need considerable attention.

To understand the importance of these items, an overview of the
entire records of a business is necessary. Management of a
business, to be successful, needs records of the business as a
whole, and of each deparhaent, in order to:



1. mow the financial picture of the business
at any given time.

2. Give proper information to board wi directors,
stockholders, and others involved.

3. Satisfy legal requirements.

4. Plan desirable changes in management and procedures.

5. Prepare state and federal tax returns.

One record needed by management is an "operating statement."
It is sometimes called a "statement of operations" or a "profit
and lost statement." These are prepared either annually,
blearily, quarterly, or monthly, whichever is desired. The
operating statement summarizes the receipts and expenses for a
given period of time and shows the profit or loss for that
period. Maw businesses have this statement broken dohs by
departments in order to ascertain the profit or loss of each
department.

The other standard overall record useilbybmsinesses is the
"balance sheet." The balance shows The financial condition of
the business st a giver time, but generally on the last day of
the period covered by the operating statement. The balance
sheet lists the assets, liabilities, and net worth of the busi-
ness. The liabilities and net worth show the methods of obtaining
capital for the business. Tht tuft of the liabilities and net
worth must "balance" with the assets of the business at any
given time.

The balance sheet and the operating statement make up the
financial report for a business. (Note attached sample forms.)

The daily, weekly and monthly records all help contribute to the
final make-up of the "balance sheet" and "operating statement."

A record of "cash sales" for the period desired (day, week,
month, or quarter) must be secured. In addition, the cash reg-
ister must be balanced daily to be sure that all cub is
accounted for and that all records are correct.

"Charge sales" must be correctly made and entered in appropriate
ledgers, according to the policies of the particular business.

Records mist beside of all "merchandise purchases," including
the cost of transportation and other incidental expenses.
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Periodic records of "stocks and inventories" must be made, both
for knowing the business' financial condition, and also for
determining stock needs and sales.

In addition to those its directly concerned with sales, the
costs of payroll, property expense taxes, supplies, services,
advertising, interest, depreciatior, losses and legal costs
must be paid before any profit is returned to the business.



SAIWIS STATISM OF OPERATIC/1B

FOR YEAR I8CEMBER 31, 1964

SALES $1562,702.44
Less Cost of Ocesodities Sold 1A1486914.33

Gross Selling Margin $ 83,788.41

OD R REVENUE
Grinding, Cleaning, etc.
Storage and Handling
Dividends, Patronage Reftuda, etc

* 8,701.31
10,893.03t_ffigia

Ibtal

MOOS MR=

EZSIGES

1.22,0,2:22

$ 1014,048.16

Salaries and Wages 00,247.18
Heat, Power and Water . . 4,597.79
Plant Repairs and Maintenance 3,737.88
Insurance 3,942.714
Interest 31.70
Telephone 728.43
Taxes 7,1117.10
Advertising 7,787.00
Deprecirtico . . 12,116.40
All Other Expenses . . . 3.71042

Total 78.316.6I

NET MG= 25,731.49

DISTRIBUTICIN GIP SET IS=
Provision for Dividend on Capital Stock- -

14 , 4 2,272.00
Patronage Refund to Stockholders- -

2 and 114 21,680.17
Provision for Federal Income Tax 234.611
Balance of Net Margin Retained

Total 425,731.49
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SAMPLE BALANCE SSET, DEMME 31, 1964

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash on hand and in bank

46

Accounts Receivable -- Patrons
Less Allowance for Doubtful

Accounts

Accounts Receivable Gain
Firms

Inventories
Prepaid Items

$ 26,060.54

2,302.20

Total Current Assets
INVESTMENTS:

Stock, Bloods and CredOsla Other Companies

PLANT AND EriaRENT:
Lend
Building'
Machinery and Equipment . .

Furniture and Fixtures . . .

Total .

Cost

$ 2,326 39
245,749,01
13,488.7o

4,538.78

$326,102.89

011,01EM
Total Plant and Equipment Net

Tern ANUS

$ 2e,173.70

23,758.34

3,787.41
42,016.76
6,319.38

$104,055,59

$ 10,667.15

Accumulated
Net

Depreciation

$

$ 2,326.39
87,007.97 158,741.05

39,452.33 34,036.37

3,921.09 617.69

$130,381.39

LIABILITIES

=RENT LIABILITIES:
Accounts Payable -- Trade and Others . .

Federal Income Tax Payable
Dividends Pay-41e on Capital Stuck
Patronage Refunds Payable for Year 1964 .

laployeest Taxes Withheld
Accrued Salaries, Property and Payroll Taxes

$ 15,649.42
254.64

2,272.00
2/9624.51

554.7?
8,522.75

Total Current Liabilities
STOCKHOLDERS' 140/TY:

Capital Stock Authorized, 750 Shares
Par Value $100.00, 641, Shares Issued
Including 731 Shares of Treasury Stock
Outstanding. 568 Shares $ 56,800.00

Additional maid -Is Capital 4,132.00

Retained Earnings 200,634.20

Total Stockholders' Equity

TOTAL LIAMILUBS AND STOCKHOLDERS' MTV

4195,721.50

$195,121.50

310, .2

$ 48,878.o4

$261,566.20

11075,1=1;



The extent to which an employee is able to increase the sales
and to reduce expenses is his value to this business.

1311/masted Teaching-Letuming Activities

1. Introduce same representative Jperating statements and
balance sheets for the class to discuss. Attempt to get
a general picture of the soundness of the business
from these statements.

2. Have the class suggest things that an employee might
do to improve the business situation.

3. Evaluate the students on their understanding of such
terms as:

Accounts payable Gross margin
Accounts receivable Ind_rect expenses
Assets Liabilities
Book inventory Net profit
Depreciation Net north
Direct expenses Inventory
Equity

4. Help students understand how these terms relate to the
business in which he is employed.

5. Take the class to a local agricultural business. Ask
the manager to explain and show examples of operating
statements, balance sheets, inventory statements* and
similar forms.

6. Have the bookkeeping teacher or a local natant
visit the class to answer questions the students 'My
have.

Suggested Instructional Materials and bferances

Instructional materials

1. Copies of balnec sheets of local businesses.

2. Copies of operating statements from local businesses.
(Cooperatives will share freely in the use of their
balance sheets and operating statements. However,
these any be difficult or impossible to secure from
other businesses.)
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References

T*1. Retail Yerchandisins, pp. 552.562.

T 2. Managing i`c.Greater Returns, pp. 162.466.

The symbol T (teacher) or S (student) denotes
those references designed especially for the
teacher or for the student.

/I. IlusgaitmsElpte sales tickets and make change for
purchases in agritAtural businesses

:Teacher Preparation,

sEitobvict Metter Content

The heart of the accounting system is the billing of
merchandise to customers. This is necessary to provide
accurate records of transactions. Many businesses have tripli-
cate sales tickets, one for the customer and two for the office
files. Sales tickets need to be numbered consecutively in
advance for filing and checking purposes 'alto avoid loss of
merchandise through carelessness. Sales tickets will provide the
company with the following:

1. Information necessary to make an analysis of the day's
business

a. Amount of cash taken in. This also serves as a
check on the cash that should be in the cash
register at the close of the day's business.

b. The amount of merchandise sold

c. The amount of sales tax collected

2. Information needed for the accounts receivtble ledger
for the customers who charged their purchases

3. A record of each transaction for future reference.
After the information contained on the sales ticket
has been recorded in the proper journals, the two
copies should be filed as follows:
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a. One in a. numerical file. Since all sales tickets
are accounted for in this file a sales person can
not accept cash from a customer, prepare a sales
ticket, give the customer his copy, destroy the
office copies and keep the money.

b. One in a client file. This will serve as a record
of the customers' business.

Many factors are important in the preparation of the sal 's ticket:

1. In spite of the importance of sales tickets, many nisi-
takes are made in their use. Some common mistakes are
as follows: Wee examples to show how important common
mistakes are to the net profit of a business, e.g.,
how much more is needed in sales to make up for en
order for a ton of feed not filled.)

a. The ticket cannot be read.

b. Some merchandise is not billed when wild.

c. Price list and discount policies are not followed.

d. Mistakes in arithmetic

e. Employees do not keep all of their sales tickets.

2. Although each business will have its own procedure for
completing sales tickets, the following shows one
procedure to follow in making out a sales ticket cor-
rectly: (A supple sales ticket is included.)

e. Enter the correct date.

b. Write the customer's correct name and address. If
a partnership, it should be noted. The name and
address becomes absolutely necessary if the purchase
is charged.

c. Oive a cogplete description of each article sold.
Quantity and unit should be thought of as one item
for ample, 100 lbs. of fertiliser or 10 gals.

of insecticide).
The description should clearly designate the type
of merchandise being sold, and not merely be a
commodity classification. Par example 1001, calf

manna, not 10011 feed. (On sales tickets, pounds
are usually indicated twit.) This is mammy for



checking price and for inventory controls. Show
the price per unit for all merchandise. (Same
sales tickets will have a column heading marked
"price.") Bill all merobandise et the retail price.
If the customer is entitled to a discount because
of volume, damage, etc., this amount is deducted
from the retail twice. Mentions met be mathe
matically accurate and legibly written.

d. Make a sub-total of the extension.

e. Calculate the sales tax on al1 taxable items, and
enter under the first total. (Sales tax policies
will vary according to state laws.)

f. Next, calculate any delivery, mixing, grinding, or
shelling charges, and enter under the sales tax
calculations.

g. Add the extension column to obtain the grend total
of charges for the sale.

h. Check the block on the ticket to indicate the
method of piquant (cash, check, charge, returned,
account).

i. If settlement is to begat* by a check larger than
the ticket total, it is necessary to note both the
amount of the check on the Pace at' the sales ticket,
and the change to be given. A similar calculation
is recommended when &large bill is given in papaw*.

J. Get the signature of the person receiving the
merchandise when the settleMent is other than cash.

k. Where customer pays on amount, make out a sales
ticket =lank:the items !cc which he is paying
(for example, fertilizer, feed, balance on note,
etc. ).

J. TA all cases where =employee ruins a ticket for
any reason, the word "void" should be written
across the front of the ticket, and the original
placed with the other tickets. Sales tickets
should are nurbered consecutively. Raab ticket
cent be accounted for at the nand of the day's
business.

AL The salesman initials the ticket in the appropriate
block.
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Properly prepared sales tickets giving Dill information about
the transaction provide the manager with the information he
needs in conducting the business. Sales tickets may prevent
many misunderstanding with customers when a transaction is
questioned.

SAMPLE FARM SUPPLY COMM
Parmerton, Ohio

Sold To

/4 196

ets- refeo-v-t.

a

lf=. b
Aedress

Witi Tr

2- 0 0

D Eligible D Ineligible

478'0

A
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Making change following a purchase can be done accurately by
using the following procedure:

1. Count from the cost of the purchase to the total amount
of payment. For example, if the cost is $2.98 and a
$5 bill is rendered, count "$2.99, $3.00, $4.00, $5.00."

2. Use the largest denomination of coins and bills
possible in making change.

3. Positively identify the amount (e.g. $5, $10, etc.) of
a bill or check and lay it on top of the cash drawer
until after the change is given in order to avoid airtakes.

4. If in doubt as to the correct change, or lf payment is
by check, the computation should be made with pencil and
paper. (See item "i" on page 11.)

5. Use a flannel board and proportionately enlarged coins
and bills to bring the class into a discussion and
demonstration on the change - making process.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. List the different items ordinarily used OD a sales
ticket. Ask the class the purpose of each item.
Demonstrate acceptable ways of entering these items
on sales tickets.

2. Set up a practice situation in which ten or more sales
tickets are completed by each student. Use tickets
which demonstrate various methods of completing
tickets. Emphasize the importance of consecutively
numbering sales tickets.

3. Set ups sales situation in the school practice store,
using bought or borrowed materials commonly sold.
Have students couplet* sales transactions, filling out
the sales tickets and asking chop for the purchases.
Begin with a demonstration by students in front of the
class and conduct critiques on procedures.

4. Use examples of sales tickets from different business
firms, noting similarities and differences.

5. Prepare a file of examples of customer ndmuiderstandings,
sale losses, illnrill, and inventory mistakes caused by
poorly executed sales tickets. Local agricultural bust..
mosses can provide these materials.
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6. Show similarity between business records, former
account books, and project records kept by students
on production enterprises.

7. Have the students practice filling out sales tickets
from telephone orders. Vise the telephone training kits
available through the local telephone company. Have
students critique the practice session.

.lugeee,d Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Copies of sales tickets for practice use by students

2. Sales registers and ticketed distribution boxes add
realism to the practice work and may be borrowed or
purchased.

Reference

Merchandising Products Used in Farm Business,

sjart2d Occupational Experience

Each student should complete accurately several cash and chars'
sales. He should use the sales ticket and make proper change
for the customer.

To understand the importance and use of credit in an
agricultural business

Teacher ?reparation

Subiect Matter Content

The capital required to finance modern farming operations is so
great that most farmers must either borrow money to pay for their
purchases, or charge their purchases, making use of credit plans
made available by businesses.

Credit is a very useful tool in conducting business. A vast
majority of business done anywhere in the world proceeds ,with
little transfer of actual cash. The retailer buys from the
wholesaler or the distributor on credit just as the farmer buys
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on credit frcsithe farm supply store. Limit the amount of time
spent at this point, exploring the ramifications of credit and
credit instruments for the students preparing to be retail
salespersons.

Credit may be extended for only a short time (30 days or less,
the same as cash) in which case the business establishment
may do the financing. Credit may be extended for several months
or longer, in which case a credit institution such as a bank or
loan association will usually finance the purchase. Large
amounts are secured by credit instruments such as commodity
notes and mortgages.

Each business will establish credit policies. These policies
will state the conditions under which credit will to extended,
the maximum credit to be allowed, and the payment plans and
penalties.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Each teacher should, to the best of his ability,
develop the students' understanding oft

a. Why customers use credit

b. Why business firms offer credit

c. What is considered in determining credit rating.
The discussion may center around credit advanced
by a business firm to a customer. This is a good
time to impress upon the students the importance
of their developing a good credit rating. Include
suggestions on how this way be accomplished.

2. Help students understand tko forma used in credit
transactions (checks bills of Bale, notes, mortgages,
warehouse receipts, etc.).

3. Review the credit policies o's business in which
various boys are employed. JeciGe why the policy is
used in each case. Be tactful ;n not revealing any
"trade secrets" or putting any single farm in a bad
light, but use specific examples whenever possible.

4. Use examples of "tine payment purchases" to compute
the actual interest charge on the purchases. Compare
interest charges used by banks and loan associations.
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5. Help students understand the credit policies of the
businesses where they are employed. (Ask each stu-
dent to secure a copy of his employer's credit policy
if one is available.)

6. Identify the types of credit extended by the businesses,
the interest charges, and payment plans. (Clerks in
stores cannot issue credit on their own initiative.)

7. Discuss fully the long-range credit plane used by the
businesses.

8. Collection policies on overdue bills are determined by
managers and boards of directors, but salespersons
should be trained and develop experience in collecting
overdue bills.

9. A class demonstration or role-play concerning how a
salesperson should handle a customer with no credit or
bad credit might be useful.

10. Develop with the students a display chart showing the
months when the average local farmer's income is low;
a time when he may not have enough cash to pay for his
needs. Another chart can be used to indicate the months
of greatest expenditure. If there are several types of
farming represented in the community, a series of
charts or a composite chart can be made to indicate the
probable seasons of peak demands for credit on a farm
supply store.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Credit policies from local merchants. Wee
fictitious names, if mimeographed.)

2. Materials on agricultural financing are available
from regional offices of Federal Land Banks.

References

1. Farm and Personal Finance, chapters 5 and 8.

2. Manasins for Greater Returns, chapter 20.
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SI/nested Occupational Experience

Have the student assist a customer or observe the manager and
customer conduct a credit trawection at his training station.

1Y. To understand how the selling price of products is determined

Teacher Preparation

Sub sect Matter Content

The original cost of merchandise is the actual purchase price,
including the cost of transportation. The selling price must
include the original cost plus merchandising costs, overhead
costs, and a reasonable profit.

The overhead costs may reflect some, or all, of the following
conditions:

1. Merchandise may become obsolete before sold.

2. Merchandise becomes shop -worn.

3. Some merchandise will be overstocked and will not sell.

4. The price of merchandise may drop before the stock is
sold.

5. Interest on investment in inventory items

6. Insurance on inventory items

7. The cost of warehousing the merchandise

8. Freight costs

9. Taxes on the merchandise carried in inventory

10. Theft of :merchandise

11. Shrinkage of merchandise

12. Damage to merchandise in stock

13. Wages and salaries

14. Office and accounting expenses
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Overhead costs may be grouped into areas of fixed costs
(insurance, interest, taxes, etc.) which will be constant per
$1,000 of inventory, and variable costs (raw materials, product
containers, packaging materials, etc.) which change according
to volume of business done, and the expenses of doing this
business.

Some companies may find the annual cost of keeping items in
stock as low as 10% of value while other companies may need an
increase in cost of 15% or more in order to pay the expense of
just keeping stock on hand.

In addition to overhead costs, some companies may provide free
services to their customers. Services like mixing or spreading
fertilizers will also increase the costs of doing business.

A graph may help explain to the students the need for increasing
the volume of business in order to cover both fixed and variable
expenses and make a profit:

2,000
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1,:r00

1,400

1 1,200

1,000
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600

rai 1400
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Note t the fixed expense line may go
up ightly as the volume of business

creases: but it will not go up as rapidly
as the variable expense line or the income
line. For example, the cost of insurance
would increase when the inventory increases

1 armiumtur.

J10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Units of Sales



The mmrchant must determine a selling price for his products
that is high enough to cover the cost of the item, overhead
expenses, service costs, and allow a reasonable profit.

There are two terms used to describe the difference 'ltman
the merchant's cost of an item and his selling price.

1. "Markup" The amount added to the cost to sake the
selling price. As a percentage, it is the relation
of the amount of markup to the cost. For example,

Cost Markup Selling Price
20 + 5 = $25

the markup is 25% of the cost.

Example: Merchant purchases vegetable dust $1.00
Merchant prices vegetable dust at 1.25
Cash markup .25

Percent markup....

Cash markup 2.2
Purchase price = 123

2. "Gross margin" Is determined by dividing the mmtkbp
by the selling price.

Example: Merchant purchases vegetable dust
from wholesaler for $1.00
Merchant prices vegetable dust at 1.25

Cash markup .25
Percent gross margin

1/1"--- "Car 20%Selling price 1.25

Markup and gross margin are often confused. They are always the
gam in dollars and cents; but never the same in percentage
because markup is figured on ^oat and margin on selling price.

Examples of the gross margins and markups used by one farA sup-
ply business to cover their expenses and to oscura' a reasonable
profit is as follows:

ea



Percent Gross min Percent Markup

Fertilizer 12.04 13.6%
Grain 6.0% 6.4%
Commercial Feed 18.0% 22.0%
Hardware 33.3% 50.0%

A rule of thumb that may be used to .40tersine gross margin is as
follows: In order to make a large enough profit to remain in
business, the number of times en item turns over in stock during
the year times the gr^es margin should equal 100.

Example: Refer vo the vegetable dust used in the
illustration for markup and gross margin.

Vegetable dust turnover 5 times in stock during
the year.

5 x X (gross margin) = 100
5X = 100
X = 20% gross margin

The suggested turnover goals for one business are as follows:

Feed 15 Seed 8.10 FUMIequipmeht 3
Fence 4 Oil 8: grease 4 Building material U
Paint 4 Tires & tubes 4 Electrical merchandise.4
Hardware 3 Miscellaneous Farm supplies,
Machinery 4 merchandise.. 4 general 4

Suggested Teaching - Learning Activities

1. Visit an agricultural business establishment to visualize
and list the additional costs needed to present products
for sale. Ask the store manager to explain the prices
received by the manufacturer, wholesaler, or other
retailer.

2. Determine wholesale costs and retail prices of several
products. Compute the gross margin and markup on
these products.

3. Calculate gross margin and markup percent needed for
specific item. such as feed and Jed.

4. Determine the procedures used by the students' cployers
to arrive at selling price.
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5 Secure a bill of lading or invoice and take two or
three cases of the item to the classroom for students
to figure markup and stamp or mark selling price on
each container. Have students from the co-op training
store check tefore placing on shelf at store.

Suggested References

1. Managing for GreaterRaturns, pp. 288-291.

2. Merchandising Products Used in the Farm Business,

pp. 17.19.

3. Guides for Profit Planning.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Determine and list the various merchandising costs in
the business where employed.

2. Have the student determine the markup for specific
products sold in the business where employed.

V. To understand the use of business forms for ordering and
receiving merchandise

Teacher Preparation

Sub3ect Matter Content

In purchasing and receiving merchandise in a business, the
following are typical. procedures and businesi. forms used

A decision is made on the type, amount, and cost of
merchandise to be ordered, and the company from which
it is to be ordered. Then, a "purchase order" is
completed.

2. A purchase order is completed.

3. Company policy usually assigns the responsibility in
ordering merchandise to specific employees. Duplicate
records or purchase orders are kept in order to check
them against the materials, the invoice, and bill of

er
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lading when merchandise is received. Note specifically
on the sample purchase order the complete items,
including the company's order number.

4. When the shipment is received, a "receiving record"
or "receiving report" are typical forms used to record
the receipt of merchandise. Other similar records may
be used.

5. The receiving record must be a complete record of the
merchandise received, including its condition when
received. (Note sample form included.) The primary
use of a receiving record is to check incoming mer-
chandise against invoices and bills of lading.

b. Commel:lal carriers, such as railroads and trucking
companies, will charge for hauling the products from
the originatilaz point to the delivery point. Prior to
placing the order an agreeamot should be made on who
pays the delivery charges, the shipper or the receiver.
Freight may be prepaid or sent C.O.D.

7. Forms used by the carriers are called "bills of lading"
or "shipping records." An employee should know how to
receive merchandise. He should understand the forms
used.

8. The final business form to be considerei in the ordering
and receipt of merchandise is the "invoice." An invoice
is a bill or statement due a company for merchandise
delivered. (Note sample form included.) Since the
payment for goods is mode from the invoice, it must be
accurate. The invoice should be checked against &Lp
previous palpora,*the purchase order, the receiving
record, and the bill or lading. A11 businesses have an
established policy as to the checking of invoices for
payment. The discount terms must appear on the invoice
and be used in outing the amount to be paid.

Suggested TeachinAtuLearning Activities

1. Conduct a class field trip to alma merchandise
establishment to have the business records explained.

2. Using a typical commodity in a local place of business,
have students fill in forms to complete purchase orders,
receiving records, bills of lading and invoices.
School supply or other maw may be used to secure
information an assumed purchases.
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3. Make sure the students can read and understand bills
of lading or invoices so that they will not allow en
error to unchallenged when they cheek in an order.
Text by checking school supplies as delivered.

Wpsted Instructional Materials and Befereucei

Instructional materials

Copies of purchase orders, receiving records, bills
of lading, and invoices from Local agricultural
businesses.

References

1. Pkrchandising Products Used in the Firm Business.

2. Retail Merchandising, pp. 279-289.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1, Have the student prepare a purchase order for merchandise.

2. Have the student prepare receiving records.

3. Have the student process bills of lading until he
becomes proficient.

4. Have the student check invoices for correctness before
payment is made.

5. Write a report on procedure followed in the proper use
of business forms in the company where you sre employed.

VI. To develoP_M ability to take an inventor[ of stock accurately

Teacher Preparation

Subiect Matter Content

An inventory is a correct count of a concern's merchandise,
including its value. An inventory is necessary for several
reasons:

1. An accurate account of value is necessary for year-end
Or periodic analysis of the business.



2. Periodic merchandise counts enable the business to
determine the freshness of its stocks, and to decide
whether some it are obsolete.

3. Inventory counts will show the extent to which items
are moving. They will show whether items are over-
stocked or understocked.

4. Physical count inventories are necessary to determine
possible losses. (These are different than book
inventories.)

Businesses will us's inventories in additional ways. "Inventory
control" is a system of keeping on hand adequate amounts of any
given merchandise. A business needs to be sure that the
customers' needs are met, but does not want to have surplus,
outdated merchandise on hand which frequently may be in poor
condition.

There are several types of inventories:

1. Perpetual inventories

Many businesses have some or all of their stock listed
so that they know at any given time the number of items
of merchandise on hand. This is done by systematically
adding the purchases to the inventory, and by sub-
tracting the sales taken from the daily sales slips or
totals which are then subtracted from these inventories.
This results in maintaining a "book" inventory level as
purchases and sales are made. To be sure it is correct,
Periodic physical counts must be made and checked
against the perpetual inventory,

2. Physical inventory

The physical inventory is an actual count of all mer-
chandise on hand at a given time. This must be done
at the end of the fiscal year, end is of considerable
value at other times during the year. Procedures in
making the count will vary but will include many or
all of the following procedures:

a. Arrange stock in an orderly fashion.

b. Check stock for condition; count only that which
is salable.
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c. Count and record every item, listing the cost
price unless the particular business prefers that
the selling price be used.

d. Keep inventories separate for different depart-
ments and types of goods.

e. Compute totals.

Businesses will have special forms used for taking the
inventory. These forms may includes

1. Location of merchandise

2. Department to which merchandise i. charged

3. Names of persons taking the inventory

4.' Information concerning age and/or quality of merchandise.

Suggested TeachinaglearninizActivities

1. If possible, locate a business in which perpetual
inventories are kept. Study the system they use in
maintaining this inventory record. Conduct a field
trip to obsarve inventory procedures at a local store.

2. Conduct an inventory of shop tools, books, supplies
and other school equipment. Rephasize meticulous
accuracy in nomenclature and size. Write legibly.

3. Have each student inventory the equipment and furniture
in at least one roam in his home.

4. Have students determine what types of inventories are
kept in the business where they are employed.

5. Have students determine what physical inventories are
taken in their place of employment, and when they are
taken.

6. Have students ascertain the fiscal year of the business
in which they are employed.

Suggested References

1. Retailing Meneeement, pp. 310-311.
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2. Managing for Greater Returns, p. 492.

3. Retail Merchandising, pp. 538-54l.

Sweated Om:national Experience

Have students conduct or aid a business in conducting
a phyzical inventory. This may be in only one
department or for only one type of merchandise for which
there is a current need for an inventory count. This
may be after school or on Saturd'., on a non-pay status
if necessary.

VII. To develop the ability to receive and store merchandise Proverb/

Teacher Preparation

Subiect Matter Content

One of the important functions of any agricultural business is
the receipt and storing of merchandise. To properly receive
merchandise, whether it be feed, fertilizer, chemicals or
miscellaneous merchandise, several steps must be followed:

1. A definite plan must be used in unloading, moving, and
storing items. This involves consideration of who
does the work, how various types of merchandise must
be handled (hy hand, fork lift, etc.), and how and
where it is to be stored.

2. Damage or breakage must be determined as the unloading
proceeds. Both damage and breakage must be noted on
the receiving form. Damaged merchandise must be
destroyed, returned, or kept and sold at a reduced
price. The person in charge should determine, at the
time of unloading, whether there is any shortage.

3. The possibility of shortage must always be checked by
exact count or weight at the time of receiving the
merchandise. The quantity of goods received must
always agree with the goods signed for on the bill of
lading, or other shipment record.

4 Policies vary on checking goods against the invoice to
check against substitutions. Invoices may be with the
goods or they mey arrive before the goods. Emphasise
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the importance of determining whether or not the
merchandise received is in accord with the purchase
order before signing the deliveryILLE. Many busi-
nesses will use a duplicate copy of their purchase
order to check against merchandise received.

5. The quality of the merchandise, insofar as it can be
determined by visual examination or by approved
testing procedures, should be checked at the time of
arrival. 'Quality must be checked against what vas
ordered to be sure it meets the standards specified
in the order.

6. The employee who receives the merchandise will usually
sign for it. He will also complete a receiving report
for his business. Note on the receiving report form
the fact that accurate count, condition of merchan-
dise= description of merchandise as well as other
pertinent facts, are listed. (Secure a copy of a
receiving report from a local business concern, to
use as an example.)

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Give the class several assumed situations concerning
the receipt of merchandise by a business. Assume
certain flaws in the merchandise. Have the students
complete receipt forms.

2. Conduct a field trip to an agricultural business at a
time when merchandise is being received. Have the
class observe and report on procedures.

Suggeste References

1. Retail Merchandising, pp. 283-285.

2. Retail. Management, pp. 502-504.

3. Policy manuals of local agricultural businesses.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Receive and store several items of merchandise in
store where employed, including the signing for mer-
chandise and completion of receiving report.
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2. Study and report on safety precautions to be followed
in handling merchandise received.

3. Study and follow procedures for unloading different
types of merchandise in business where employed.
Explain reasons for handling the various types of
merchandise differently.

4. Learn the general plan for storing merchandise in the
company where employed. Understand the plan used for
storage immediately after unloading. Also know the
procedures for opening, inspecting, storing, and
displaying merchandise.

5. Develop techniques in storing merchandise to avoid
deterioration.

VIII. To understand the need for stock control policies and to be
able to keep the business stocked Properly

i'reacher Prenaratiol

Sublect Matter Content

Businesses have numerous decisions Unlike in determining the
quantity of any certain Amato order. The quality of stock
and time to order are also important. Some factors which
businesses must keep in mind in ordering supplies are:

1. Will this merchandise have a slow or fast turnover?

2. Will it keep if some remains unsold?

3. What will be the probable demand for this product this
year or this season?

4. When will the demand come?

5. How long will it take to get replacement merchandise?

6. How much money mmy we have tied up in inventory stock?

7. Where can we secure quality merchandise at the lowest
cost?
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Although only certain employees will have the responsibility of
ordering stock, all employees must be responsible for calling
attention to low stocks and for keeping the stock neat and
orderly.

An employee should know the exact location of merchandise. He
should have a good working knowledge of the amount of &product
on hand at a given time in relation to the probable demand.

SumIted Teaching,Learninit. Activities

1. On a field trip to a store, observe the quantity and
quality of different merchandise on hand. Ask the
employee in charge of merchandise ordering what pro-
cedures he follows and what special problems he has
had in stock control.

2. Write a report on a visit to a place of business.
Report observations on neatness, arrangement, and
orderliness, as well as the problems in stock control.

Suggested References

1. Managing for Greater Returns, pp. 484.487.

2. Retail Merchandising, pp. 338-34l.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Have the student stock shelves and see that all of the
older merchandise is placed toward the front or Where
it will be moved out first.

2. Study the merchandise on hand, noting ate/ items Which
may 4e overstocked, understocked, in poor condition.

3. Aid in ordering merchandise, helping to complete a
purchase order for the business. (Secure a copy of
purchase order from a local business concern, to 11110
as an example.)

4. Have each student draw a diagram of the store where he
is employed, indicating location of each type of
merchandise.

5. Test students on their knowledge of the location of
merchandise in the store where they are employed.
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SWZge tit:411_._*iMEvaluatEducational Pit of the ule

The following evaluation procedures msyr be used to determine the effec-
tiveness of this module:

1. Test the students on their faiiilisrity with an understanding of
business records.

2. Evaluate students on their ability to complete sales tickets
and make change, both in classroom and business situations.

3. Test students on their understanding of credit principles and
an their ability to make interest calculations.

4. Test students on their understanding of price determinations and
the understanding of profit needs in a business.

5. Evaluate students on their familiarity with purchase orders,
receiving records, bills of lading and invoices.

6. Observe and evaluate students' ability to inventory stock, both,
in classroom and on- the -job situations.

7. Observe and evaluate students' ability to receive and store
merchandise.

8. Evaluate students on their attitudes and skill in properly
caring for merchandise and stocking of merchandise.

9. Have students complete a record of their occupational
experiences which relate to this module.

10. Ask students whether they enjoyed this mclule, and its related
work. Was it of value to them?

11. Ask the employers whether the learning experiences in this
module contributed to successful occupational experience of the
student.

12. Ask the students and their employers how this module could be
improved.

Sources of Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Materials on agricultural financi.ii, available from regional
offices of Federal Land Banks
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2. Copies of balance sheets of local businesses

3. Credit policies from local merchants

4. Copies of operating statements from local businesses

5. Copies of purchase orders, receiving records, bills of
lading, and invoices from local agriculuural businesses

6. Borrowed or purchased sales registers and ticketed
distributions

7. Copies of sales tickets for practice use by students

References

1. Brake, Beer, Kelsey, Hill, Nielson and Wirth. Farm and
Personal Finance, Michigan State University Press, East
Lansing, Michigan.

2. Crabbe and Enterline. General. Business. Cincinnati:
Southwestern Publishing Company.

3. Phillips. Msnastina for Greater Returns. Manhattan,

Kansas: Agri-Research, Inc.

4. Wingate and Weiner. Retail Merchandising, 628 pp.
Cincinnati: Soutbmesternftblishing CoMpanY.

5. Woelfel. Guides for Profit Plannm, Small Business
Administration, Superintendent of Zocuments,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

6. :fa..__MerchsParidioductsUsedinthelPHusiness,

Vocstionsl Agriculture Instructional Materials, the Ohio
State University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio, 43210.
62 pp.

7. Policy manuals of local agricultural businesses.
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FEEDS - SALES AND SERVICE

Ma3or Teaching Ob ective

To develop the understandings and abilities needed fcr employment and
advalcement in the retail feed business

Suggested Time Allotment

At School

Class instruction 36 hours

Laboratory experience 12 hours

Total, ac School 48 hours

Occupational Experience 48 hours

Total for Module 96 hours

Suggestions for Introd14:21ng the Module

With the students, prepare a list of business firms in the community
whic: deal with livestock feeds. This list need not inelUde ell the
business fixers in the community involved in the processing and distri-
bution of feeds, but should he complete enough to show all the functions
that pertain to feeds which are performed by business firms.

Develop with the students a list of functions performed by these busi-
ness firms. Examples of some of the major functions are:

1. To sell feed
2. To deliver feed
3. To prepare feed (grinding, mixing, pelleting)
4. To advise livestock producers about feeds

and feedinc problems

Discuss the types of f-alm livestock and other animals in the area for
which business firms handle feed. Point out to the students the various
types of feeds that firms handle.

I. Home-grown grains, such as corn, oats, and milo
2. Protein feeds, such as soybean meal and meat scraps

3. Mineral feeds, such as salt and bonemeal
4. Premix feeds, such as vitamins, antibiotics, and drug additives
5. Complete feeds, which contain all the nutrients needed by

livestock
6. Supplement feeds, such as protein concentrates with or without

drug additives

1
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Discuss briefly the differcnt requirements of fare livestock and other
animals for which the firms handle feed.

I. Dairy cattle
2. Swine

3. Beef cattle
h. Sheep
5. Poultry
6. Horses
7. Small animals, dogs; cats, mink, fish, etc.

Develop with the stlidents a list of understandings,, abilities, and skills
needed for employment in the retail feed industry. Ask what they should
know in order to work in a business that deals with teed. As the stu-
dents respond, list their answers on the board. Their wording will be
somewhat different, but the ideas should he Midler to the following list
of competencies,

1. To understand the basic economics of feeding
2. To understand basic animal nutrition
3. To be familiar wah the values of various Feeds
4. To be familiar with the regulations in lebeling

and using feed
5. To be able to balance rations
6. Tt= krair here to prepare feeds

4L To be acquainted with the methods and trends in
merchandising feed

Merchandising feed it) the persuading of a farmer 4o start and to continue
to use feed. Successful merchandising is deist-121=d by good results from
feeding that Teed Which you sell, availability of t.M feed, cost, servi-
ces provided, and relationships between customers and the feed business.
The better that atudents are prepared, the more valuable they will be to
the feed business and the customers they serve.

Feed is the major livestock expense, ranging from fifty per cent of the
cost of dairy production to eighty -five per cent of the cost of beef
production. In general, livestock producers spend more for purchased
feed than for any other farm supply. The feed industry presently handles
forty million tons of-feed, valued at over three billion dollars,
annually.

V.

A highly developed livestock industry is a rarity among nations.
Conversion of pleat materials .to meat, milk, and eggs supplies Americans
with a greater abundance and variety of food than any other country in
the world. Only more efficient livestock production will permit this
production standard to continue as the population expands.
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This module is designed to train students to assist in maintaining high
production standards by being better prepared for employment in feed
supply, sales, and service occupations. However, it is not designed to
prepare a person to advise customers on detailed and complex nutrition,
feeding, and management programs. This is best left to-a post-high
school course.

A pretest to determine the students' understandings ani:. abilities in this
area may be desirable for this module, so that the instructor may adjust
the material to the level of the students.

Competencies to be Developed

I. To understand the basic economics of livestock feeding

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

The major objective in livestock feeding is the production that
gives the maximum net income. This does not always require the
lowest feeding cost nor the most rapid rate of gain, but, rather,
a combination of proper feeding with the other factors of
production.

Feed, the major expense of all livestock production, generally
results in the following percentages of the total costs of
producing livestock and livestock products:

1. Whole milk 50-60%
2. Nhrket hogs 75-80%
3. Poultry 60-70%
4. Feeder calves 60-70%
5. Market cattle 75 -85%
6. Nhrket lambs 60-70%

Costs may vary from these averages, due to the individual
producer's ability, quality of livestock, feed prices, and the
producer's labor efficiency.

Feeding has an effect on rate of gain or production, feed effi-
ciency, and market quality of the finished product. In general,
the greater the rate of gain or level of production, the lower
the feed cost; and the higher the market grade, the great - the

net profit to the producer.

Minimal standards for rate of gain or production and feeding
efficiency are given in the following table.



Livestock or
Livestock
Product

Rate of Gain
Level of Production

Market hogs

Poultry--eggs

--broilers

Feeder calves

Market cattle

Market lambs

Whole milk

200 lbs. at
5 months

240 eggs annually

3 lbs. at nine
weeks

450 lbs. at
seven months

2.5 lbs. per day

Feed
Efficiently__

3.3-3.5 lbs.
feed per 1
lb. gain

3.8-4.0 lbs.
per dozen
eggs

2.3-2.5 lbs.

feed per
1 lb. gain

5-6 lbs. milk
and feed per
1 lb. gain

7-8 lbs. feed
on heavy grain
program per
1 lb. gain

.33 lbs. per day 6-7 lbs. feed
per 1 lb. gain

400 lbs. butter- 10-30 lbs. per
fat annually day - hay or

hay equivalent
6-25 lbs. per
day - grain

Ten dollars' worth of feed will produce about:

1. 600 pounds of milk
2. 100 pounds of pork
3. 50 dozen eggs
4. 65 pounds of beef

5. 60 pounds of lamb

These levels of production vary widely, due to climate, value of
home-grown feeds, management, and inherited characteristics of
the animals. The same is true for feed efficiency.
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Other economic losses result from the improper use of rations.
Among these are;

1. Proper rations fed at low levels result in nutritional
deficiencies, such as anemia, rickets, ketosis, and
other diseases that reduce production.

2. Proper rations that are overfed cause uneconomical
feed wastage and can result in other nutritional
diseases that reduce production.

3. Improperly prepared rations that are unpalatable or
difficult to digest are also inefficient.

Various rations may give evil rate of gain, feed efficiency,
and a uniform market product but have different costs, which
will result in varying net returns. The feed dealer needs to
sell a feed that will give the producer the highest net return
per animal unit. The success of the livestock producer
determines the success of the feed dealer. Only satisfied
customers continue as repeat customers.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Determine 'Mit value of various classes of market
livestock and livestock products common to your area.

2. Determine the feed costs of produciag these market
livestock and livestock products in your area. Stress
the Like behind differences in cost per pound of gain,
and explain the reasons for the economic losses listed
at the top of this page.

3. Visit a local feeding trial and determine its purposes
and validity. Have the students write a critique of
their observations and evaluations. Determine the
strengths and limitations of the trial.

4. Have each student determine how much feed is purchased
by the average customer at the occupational experience
centers where he works.

Sun Bested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. State College of Agriculture data on production
levels, rate of gain, and feed efficiency which
will give realistic information for the local area.



2. Results of local feeding trials which would be
good instructional material.

References

Feeds and Feeding, pp. 148-160.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Have students develop and assist a producer with an informal
feeding or trial program which will accurately measure rate
of gain, feed efficiency, and net income.

Have students gain experience in livestock feeding and
management by developing a livestock enterprise or by working
on a livestock farm.

11. To 'develop an understanding of animal nutrition

Teacher Predation

Subject Matter Content

The feed dealer has an important role in the proper nutrition
of livestock. No livestock producer can grow' economically all
the feeds which provide the needed nutrients in the correct
proportions for his livestock. Therefore, it is the feed
dealer's responsibility to supply those feeds that will properly
supplement the livestock pr'oducer's home-^rown feeds. To do
this with some accuracy, t.ie feed dealer must understand the
nutritional. requirements (af the producer's livestock.

Students need to know the basic nutrients and their use by the
livestock, why the various classes and ages of livestock
require different levels of the nutrients, and the value of
feed additives in livestock nutrition.

The nutrients required by livestock are:

1. Carbohydrates (sugar and starch)

2. Fats (concentrated form of carbohydrates)--One pound
of fat is equal to 2.25 pounds of carbohydrates.

Ca;bohydrates and fats are often referred to as
nitrogen-free extract (Nfl), or energy feeds.
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3. Proteins - -Their quality is determined by the amino
acid content.

4. Minerals- -Most of the basic req4irtm.asts are met by
supplying calcium, phosphorus, salt, and trace-mineral
elements.

5. Vitamins- -They are needed in small amounts, but are
essential for healthy livestock.

6. Water - -Clean water in adequate amounts is necessary.

7. AirPoorly ventilated buildings are a problem.

All nutrients are required by all classes and ages of livq-
stock, but theyere needed in varying amounts.

Livestock use basic nutrients for:

1. Body maintenance. -- Nutrients are necessary to carry
on the life processes, such as digestion, controlling
body temperatnre, respiration, and other vital body
functions.

2. Growth Young (Animals need nutrients for growth, in
addition to those needed for maintenance.

3. BeproductionNutrients are needed for the development
of unborn young, and, in the case of poultry, for tLs
production of eggs.

4. Production Only when nutrients are fed at-levels,in
excess of the needs of maintenance will livestock
produce the milk, meat, eggs, wool, and other products
that make their existence valuable to ran.

The various classes of livestock have different nutrient require-
ments, primarily because of differences in their digestive sys-
tems. For purposes of this coarse, it is adequate to know that
the ruminants have a larrle, compartment-type stomach that allows
them to consume and digest large amounts of fibrous, balky feeds,
such as he**, silage, and pasture. Depending on the quality of
these roughages and the production level of these ruminants,
taeir ration is stpplemented with the more nutritious grains and
protein feeds. Swine and poultry have a much smaller and simpler
stomach and therefore require a ration that contains less bulk,
but more nutrients per pound. They are fed more concentrated
feeds, such as grain, ,r.11 by-products, and protein supplements,
in addition to higher levels of minerals and vitamins. Most
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standard texts, bulletins, and other pub3ications pertaining to
animal production show photographs or drawings of ruminant and
single-stomach digestive systems to which the students can
refer, if necessary.

This graph shows how protein requirements vary by class and
age of livestock.

Class of Livestock

13dry 0817°S, two
weeks old

Total Ptstein Needs (Crudei

la% 15%

Dairy cows, lactating JOCXXXXX.

Beef feeders, 6co
pounds rapid growth

Beef cows, mature
non-lactating

Pigs, 20 pounds

Mari,ez hogs, 200
pounds

Gilts, lactating

Feeder lambs,
60-90 pounds

Chicks, two weeks
old

Hens, layers

There are similar variations of requirements for other nutrients,
also. A few of the more important considerations are:

1. The rations of young animals and single-stomach animals
(swine and poultry) need to be higher in energy, con-
taining more of thQ high carbohydrate and fat nutrients.

2. The rations high in grain usually require additional
minerals, especially calcium.

3. Minerals are critical in the ration of rapidly-grwing
animals and gestating and lactating animals.
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4. Vitamins, particularly Vitamin D, are required in all
rations, espec:ally in those for young animals and ani-
mals being fed low-quality feeds. Ruminants can
zymthesize the B-vitamins and do not need to have them
in their ration, but hogs and poultry do need them.

5. Clean water should be supplied to all animals in
vraimited amounts.

6. When animals are confined to buildings, proper ventila-
tion is required to supply adequate fresh air.
Insulation of buildings may be needed, but sanitation

must be provided.

7 Feed additives are a relatively new development in ani-
mal nutrition. Since the discovery in 1949 that
ant;-bioties are of value in improving the rate of gain
in chicks, the use of additives has expanded to all
areas of animal nutrition. Although there is no evi-
dence that these additives are essential to life, many
spectacular claims regarding their value hwre been
made, such as:

a. Increased rate of gain or production

b. Improved feed efficiency

c. Reduction in the incidence of disease

Feed additives are important to stockmen and can be grouped
into these categories:

1. Antibiotics (penicillin, aureomycin, streptomycin,
terramyein and others)-Generally most effective with
young animals; they are frequently sold as "pre-mixes".
in combination with vitamins, minerals, and hormones.

2. Hormones (stilbeatrol, thyroprotein, aria others)--Most
success has been obtained with beef, using stilbestrol
to increase feed efficiency air rate of gain. It can
be fed or implanted in the form of pellets under the
hide of farm animals. It should not be fed to
breeding stock.

3. Traniuilizers --These additives are still in the
expei_mental stage. Certain studies indicate their
value in improving thi rate of gain and feed efficiency
of steers.
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4. Others-Chemobiot,cs (Dynafac), arsenicals, rumen
cultures, and vermifUges are other feed additives.
Some of these have shown promise in improving over-
all feeding performance in certain feeding trials.

While improvements in nutrition can be credited with the over-
all imzzovement in livestock production, progress in animal
breeding is partially responsible. Selection of breeding
stook with the genetic ability to develop rapid gains, high
level of production, and increased feed efficiency must
receive more recognition than in the past.

On the negative side, however, is the inadequate management
which permits eisease and parasites to nullify the performance
that feeding and breeding might accomplish. The effect of
infectious scours, parasites, and other diseases is to lower
the effectiveness of feeds and increase costs. Peed dealers
can serve livestock producers by suggesting improvements in
management practices which, in turn, will bring good results
from the feed and please the customer. Peed dealers should
take the initiative in developing lasting working relationships
and understandings with local veterinarians so that both will
stress the importance of good management and feeding of live-
stock in the prevention and control of disease.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Collect feeds and feed additives and identify them.
Determine the nutrients supplied by the various feeds.

2. Have the students divide the sample feeds collected
into groups of high, medium, and low-energy feeds.
Make a list of the feeds in each group. With the same
feeds, follow the same procedure for protein, minerals,
and vitarins. Point out that feeds may at th me
time be high in some nutrients and low in others.

3. Calculate the nutritive requirements of various classes
of livestock.

4. Have students question feed dealers about the manage-
ment practices used by producers that reduce the effec-
tiveness of their feeding programs.

5. Have a feed dealer give examples of specific cases
where he has had to make management suggestions to a
customer and could not have done so if he had not had
some knowledge of animal nutrition.
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6. Visit a local slaughterhouse to permit students to
identify the four stomachs of a ruminant and note
differences in size, structure, and function.

7. If possible, visit an experiment station and see a
feeding trial, or nutritional trial, in operation. A
ruminant with a "window" permanently placed on the
rumen by surgery, for experimental work, maybe seen
at some experiment stations.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Better Feeding of Livestock, Farmer's Bulletin
No. 2052.

2. "Feeding Farm Animals." This film deals with
the six basic feed nutrients and how animals
use them.

3. "The Rumen Story." This film deals with the
process of digest:, in ruminants.

4. Samples of the various feeds

5. Cheats showing the digestive tracts of ruminants,
swine, and poultry

References

1. Feeds and Feeding, pp. 1-12, 48 -135, and 625-631.

2. Approved Practices in Feeds and Feeding, Tables 1-6.

3. Livestock and Poultry Production, pp. 2-10, 31-35.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Have students become familiar with the various feeds handled by
retail feed outlets and identify the nutrients they supply to
livestock.
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III. To understand the different livestock feeds and their values

Teacher Pre a1122

Subject Meter Content

The numerous kinds of feeds handled in retail feed businesses
are classified in many ways. The students should be familiar
with these common terms:

1. Roughages

2. Concentrates

3. Home-grown feeds

4. By-products

5. Complete feeds

6. Commercial feeds

7. Formula feeds

8. Supplements

9. Mash

10. Pellets

11. Cubes

12. Crumbles

13. Wafers

14. Additives

15 Premix

16. Medicated feeds

Feeds are given for their nutrient value. Most feeds contain
all the nutrients but are recognized for certain nutrients which
they supply in abt.dance.
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Carbohydrates and fats are the energy and fattening nutrients,
best supplied by the grains.

1. Shelled torn (80% TDN) is palatable, low in cost, and
abundant.

2. Oats (70% TDN) contain more fiber than corn.

3. Barley (78% TDN) has slightly more fiber than torn.

4. Wheat (80% TDN) is more costly than corn.

5. Rye (75% TDN) is unpalatable and may cause digestive
disorders.

6. Sorghums (80% TDN) have less fat than corn.

7. Bar corn (73% TDN) has more fiber and more bulk than
shelled corn.

Molasses furnishes a digestible supply of carbohydrates and is
valued for its palatability. It is often used to encourage
livestock to eat unpalatable feeds as well as to keep down
dustiness in feeds. It is a good source of sugar to promote
bacterial action in ruminants.

Roughages, such as hay and silage, are a low-cost source of
carbohydrates. When they are of good quality, they generally
supply all the energy required by ruminants for maintenance,
but they are inadequate for fattening, for high production,
or for feeding simple-stomach animals.

Certain feeds are excellent sources of fat and are in demand in
high-energy rations. Soybeans and peanuts may contain as much
as forty-five percent fat, whereas the small grains range from
two to five and one-half percent fat. Animal fats are becoming
more common in livestock feeds, but they can be unpalatable if
incorrect processing or storage causes them to become rancid.

Providing protein of the proper quality and '"antity is a
critical problem in feeding. It is the most expensive nutrient,
making feeding expensive and wasteful if too much, or the wrong
kind, is used. Likewise, feeding too little protein is false
economy. A feed-store employee must know the correct amount
and quality of protein for various classes of animals.

Proteins are complex substances, consisting of twenty-four or
more amino acids. Not all protein feeds contain all amino
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acids, yet all animals require most of the amino acids. Bacteria
in the rumen can synthesize certain amino acids, but this is not
possible in simple-stomach animals such as swine, poultry, and
other small animals. Special attention must be given to the
protein quality in their rations to provide the essential
amino acids.

Sources of protein:

1. Animal sources of protein are usually the highest in
quality and are the most expensive. For economical
feeding they should be used for only non-ruminant ani-
mals and young ruminants. Common animal proteins are:

a. Tankage

b. Meat scraps

c. Blood meal

d. Fish meal

e. Dairy products and by-products

2. Plant sources of protein, which are generally lower in
quality and price, can supply all the needed protein
for most ruminants and a large part needed by non,.
ruminants. Seed by-products, such as soybean,
cottonseed, linseed, and peanut meal, are the most
common sources. These are residues left after the
oil has been removed from the seed. Examples are:

a. Soybean meal (41-46% high-quality plant protein) is
equal to animal proteins for 75-pound or larger hogs.

b. Cottonseed meal (38-47% protein) is of limited
value for non-ruminants.

c. Linseed meal (31-36% protein) should be limited in
the amount given to non-ruminants.

d. Peanut meal (40-47% protein) is laxative in nature.

Legume roughages are an excellent source of high-quality
protein. They range from 10 to 20 percent protein content,
depending upon the stage of maturity and harvest and storage
methods. When properly fed to moat classes of livestock, they
can materially reduce the amount of purchased protein required.
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Urea is an economical, manufactured, nitrogenous substance that
can be substituted for a portion of the protein in the ration
of ruminant livestock and can substantially reduce the cost of
protein. It is combined with carbohydrates and fats by bacterial
action in the rumen to form protein. It must be fed in limited
amounts with additional energy feeds and thoroughly mixed with
the grain ration. Excessive amounts or improper mixing can
result in poisoning. Because urea is unpalatable, it must be
mixed with feeds that mask its flavor.

A common misconception is that home-grown small grains erg. a
good source of protein. This is not true. For example, corn
contains less then ten per cent protein of a low quality. Small
grains range from ten to fourteen per cent protein of average
quality. Grains should not be the sole source of protein as they
do not contain the proper amino acid balance.

Oil-producing seeds, such as soybeans and cotton, the two most
important crops generally raised, axe high in protein (37-4010,
but are too high in fat to be fed without processing. The
processing not only produces oil which is valuable in a number
of ways (e.g., butter substitute), but also improves the per
cent and quality of protein of the meals for livestock feeding.
Soybeans, which have a by quality of protein in the raw state,
are vastly improved by the heat of processing into meal.

Most feed companies market protein-supplement feeds for various
classes of animals. These feeds are mixtures of various pro-
tein concentrates in the proportions required to supply each
class of livestock with all the needed amino acids in proper
relationships. This protein supplement is either mixed with
grain in the correct proportion to supply the livestock with
the quantity needed, or sold as a protein supplement to be fed
separately.

Minerals are supplied to farmers either as a supplement to be
fed free-choice or as ingredients to mix into the grain ration.
Minerals are available as individual ingredients or as complete
or semi-complete mineral feeds. Following are some of the sources
of commonly-required minerals.
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Calcium (limestone, oystei shells). Dicalciumphosphatf
Bonemeal

Phosphorus (monosodium phosphate) J Defluorinated phosphate

Sodium
Common salt 1

Chloride Iodized
' salt

Iodine
Complete

Iron C mineral
Trace-mineral feed

Copper salt

Cobalt

Manganese

Zinc

Other minerals may be required in special situations. Mbst feeds
contain some or all of the necessary minerals, but at levels that
are frequently inadequate.

Following are same general rules in feedizg; minerals:

3.. Supply salt free-choice to dairy and beef cattle and
sheep.

2. Add one percent salt to the grain ration of dairy cat-
tle and sheep if not fed free-choice.

3. Add one-half of one percent salt to the grain ration
of beef cattle, swine, and poultry.

4. Loose salt is recommended for sheep since their smooth
tongues become sore from licking salt blocks and their
teeth are broken when they bite.

5. Legume feeds are relatively high in calcium and low in
phosphorus.

6. Grains are relatively high in phosphorus and lov in
calcine.

For livestock on a high-grain ration, supply calcium at the
rate of two parts limestone to one part salt. For livestock
on shighlegume ration, supply phosphorus st the rate of two
to three parts bonemeal to one part salt. When both calcitmi
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and phosphorus are low in the ration, supply three parts bone-
meal, one part limeeone, and one part salt.

There is a close relationship between the amounts of calcium to
phosphorus used in animal matabolism. The ratio in the entire
ration should be about two parts calcium to one part phosphorus.

Vitamins are equally essential in livestock nutrition. Good
sources of each are:

Vitamin Sourc...z

A Green and yellow feeds, fish oil, milk

D Direct sunlight, sun-cured feeds

E Grain, such a: corn and oats

B
2

(Riboflavin) Milk, milk by-products, by-products
of the fermentation industr

E12 Tankage, fish meal (Ruminants synthe-
size B12 in rumen.)

K Legumes

Bi (Thiamine) Small grain

Niacin Forages, soybean meal, dairy
by-products

Pantothenic
acid Small grains

Synthetic vitamins are available to fortify natural sources in
rations at an economical price.

Vitamin premixes, which are added to many commercial feeds, are
available to add to livestock rations.

With good feeding practices, vitamin nutritional problems sel-
dom occur. Housed poultry, however, require special protection,
since vitamins A, D, and riboflavin are likely to become
deficient. Cattle and sheep cn low-value roughages may be
deficient in vitamin A from late winter to early spring.

The effect of feed additives, antibiotics, hormones, etc., on
livestock nutrition is being reviewed with increased interest.
They can be added to livestock feeds as premixes, and are often
part of manufactured protein supplements. Government



regulations of the use of additives are rigidly enforced, and
only highly qualified personmtl should be allowed to prepare
feeds con:.aining additives.

Students should make simple value comparison. of feeds. They
should be able to compare feeds on a total digestible nutrient
(TDN), net energy (NE), total protein (TP), and digestible
protein (DP) basis, handling such problems as the following:

Problem: What is the value of oats as an energy feed when
shelled corn is selling for $2.40 per cwt.?

Shelled corn - -80% TDN-- price: $2.40 cwt.
Oats 70% TDNprice: $2.00 cwt.

80 $2.40
70 x x = $2.10

Oats are worth $2.10 when corn is valued at $2.40; therefore,
oats at $2.00 cwt. is a good buy, other factors such as protein
and fiber being equal.

Problem: Which is the better buy, soybean meal at $4.00 per
cwt. or linseed meal at $3.80 per cwt.?

Soybean meal-46% TPprice: $4.00 cwt.
Linseed meal - -37% TP--price: $3.80 cwt.

46 $4.00
x = $3.13

37 x

Here soybean meal is the better buy, since linseed meal is
priced at $3.80 but has a comparative %slue of only $3.13.

Problem: Which of the following is the better buy?

Meal scraps---45% DP-- price: 12.00 cwt.
Tankage- 50% DP--price: $6.50 cwt.

2.42 $6
5o x x z $6.67

Tankage is the better blot priced at $6.50 cwt. It has a

comparative value of 4...187.

Similar comparisons can be made on minerals.
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Problem: Which mineral is the better source of phosphorus?

Mineral A: 4% phosphorus-15.00 cwt.
Naneral B: 64 phosphorus-- 6.00 cut.

$51.9s

x x $7.50

Mineral B, worth $7.50 and priced at $6.00, is the better buy.
This illustrates Viet the cheapest buy per cwt. is not neces-
sarily the best buy.

Students should underztand nutritive ratios. As an example:

Feed TDN DP
Nutritive
Ratio (NR)

Shelled corn 80% 6.$ 11:1

Wheat 80% 11.1% 6:1

Cottonseed meal 72.6% 36% 2:1

Blood meal 60.44 60.4% .,:l

Problem: Shelled corn--80 % TDN
Minus 6. DP

73. NYE

73.3 4.6.7 = 11

Nutritive ratio: eleven parts nitrogen-free extract
(carbolvdrates and fats) to one part digestible protein

Net energy (NB) is another way of comparing feeds and developing
It is sometimes preferred to TDN or ER because it is

easier t- explain to feraers.

The nuvritive value of feed can very. For wi.ample, not all ear
corn has the sate value. Tn addit4in, identical feeds do not
have the same value f3r classes of livesfock. Factars
that ifect the value of feed are:

1. ilasture content of the feed

2. Stage of maturity

3. Fertility of soil on. which the feed was grown
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4. Climate conditions

5. Harvesting methods

6. Methods of storage of the feed

7. Preparation cf the feed

8. Palatability of the feed

9. Proportion of nutrients in the feed

10. Amount of feed fed. Excessive feeding reduces
digestibility.

0111Y Alen a student is familiar with feeds and their value for
the various classes of livestock can he expect to be of real
value to both the feed supply store and the customers.

8 wtsd Tea Activities

1. Collect samples of local grains fed to livestock. Have
students learn the TDff, NE, TT, and DP content of each,
and list special vales or limitations of each. Have
students find the market price of each feed and deter-
mine the best as well as the poorest buys in

2. Have students collect samples and tags of protein
supplements and then make feeding and cost value
comparisons. Be sure to bring out the aspect of
these comparisons.

3. Collect samples and tags of mineral feeds and compare
them,

4. have each student give a sales presentation of a
selected feed and compare it with another feed in
feeding value.

5. Visit a loca. retail feed business and become acquainted
with the feeds handled.

6. Assist the students in developing a list of "brand-name"
feeds.

7. Have students learn to identify common feedstrffs.

8. Have students review a tag frasacomplete feed and give
reasons why each ingredient is used. (Mote: The feeding
instructions and withdrawal information for a drug used
in the feed are printed on the tag.)
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5.. Have the students determine the amount of protein in a
feed furnished by urea.

10. Discuss the meaning of quality as applied to all feeds
but, in particular, to the number and balance of amino
acids in proteins. This may be done concurrently with
numbers seven and eigiv.. or as a separate class discus-
sion. Why are some protein feeds higher in quality
than others?

11. With the students, develop a chart on the chalkbor-A
to compare the various forms of protein s7oplemeuts and
their purposes (i.e., rations for groleh, fattenhig,
and milk) for different types of livestock.

amested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional mazerials

1. "Animals and Poultry Nutrition," pp. 14-26.

2. "Mineral Feeding Facts," pp. 1-13.

3. Samples of common feeds

4. Tags from commercial feeds

References

1. Livestock and Poultry Production, pp. 12-30, 36-40.

2. Feeds and Feeding, pp. 38-47, 269347, 580-607.

3. Approved Prectices in Feeds and Feeding, pp. 66.86 .

Suggested °CC at; oral erienCe8

1. Become acquainted with the location of feed stores,
the feeds handled, their prices, and velues.

2. 'etermine the policies of the business in promoting
feed products. These policies will probably be
concerned with those feeds that give customers
satisfactory results or are special profit items
for the business.

3. Gain experience in explaining the merits of various
feeds to the customers.
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N. To understand the re tions in the formulating& labeling,
and usinsLof fee s

Teacher Preaggia

Subject Netter Content

Regulation of the sale of ingredients and formula feeds began
prior to 1900, simultaneously with the development of the feed
industry. These restrictions, which vary somewhat from state
to state, were imposed by every state except Nevada which does
rot regulate the sale of feedstuffa. The feed industry is
promoting a uniform federal feed law.

Federal regulation in the feed industry was limited until 1958
when the Food Additives Amendment (Delaney Clause) was enacted.
This legislation states that additives which induce cancer can-
not be put into feed unless the material is proved safe for the
animal under the intended conditions of use and the edible
products of the animal (meat, milk, or eggs) are free from
residue harmful to man. The burden of proof that an additive
is safe is the responsibility of the manufacturer.

Federal regulations deal with:

1. The additives that can be added to feeds

2. The level of additives in the feed

3. How the medicated feed is to be fed

4. Proper labeling of medicated feeds

la addition to the information required frame non - medicated
feeds, tha following information concerning medicated feeds
must be clearly stated on the bag or label.

1. The purpose of the medication

2. Directions for use of the feed

3. The common names and amounts of all active drug
ingredients

4. A warning statement of &withdrawal period, when
required, for a particular drug in the feed
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5. Warnings against misuse

Example: stilbestrol for beef cattle

Purpose: fattening beef cattle
Directions: 10 milligrams per head per day

Required warning statement: Discontinue
us., of this feed 48 hours before slaughter.
Do not feed to breeding or dairy animals.

Labels for feed should contain the following information in the
following order:

1. Net weight

2. Brand or trade name

3. Product name (for example, medicated steer supplement)

4. Purpose of medication

5. Active drug ingredients, by common naves, expressed
in percentage or grew

6. Guaranteed analysis of feed

7. Peed ingredients expressed by their common names

8. Name and address of manufacturer

9. Detailed feeding directions:

a. Purpose

b. When to feed

c. How to feed

d. Precautions

e. Warning statement

State law* vary widely from the detaile4 control regulations
in As state8 of South Dakota and New York to the absence of
any direct feed 1a...1 in Nevada. Most states have the following
feel regulations:



1. Licensing or registration of each bread of feed

2. Labeling regulations:

a. Net weight -of the package.

b. Name, brand, or trademark

and address.OfminufecIurer or distributor

d. Minimum percent of crUde protein

e. Minimum percent of crude fat

f. Maximum percent of crude fiber..

g. Names of ingredients

3. Penalties for violation .

Certain states require other information on the -,labels:

1. Ninipmakpercent nitrogen-free extract

2. Percentage and kinds of minerals

3. Minima= amount of nutrient, if the feed in advertised
as a,special type of supplement (for example, "W-amin-
fortified supplement")

There are two types of formula feeds, closed and open. Closed
formula feeds list only the ingredients, !beret's open formula
feeds name the ingredients and the percent of each.

Roughages, whole seeds, and the unmixed meals lade directly
from entire grains generally do not need to bat registered)
licensed, or labeled for sale.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

.1

1. Obtain copies of feed regulations for your state and
revive them with the class,, CopiesAmmt be-obtained in
most states from the State Departiant of Agriculture.

2. Neve.stiidente.-co4ect,laieleafrcsi jowls end .identity
those.thinis,tilat are compn-to.e1101enels.

3. Review the labels to determine rich labels contain
information required by the Food Additives Ant.
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4. Determine with the students if the labels are from
closed or open-formula feed. Attempt to locate an
open-formula label Discuss with them why most
concerns nave closed-formula feeds.

5. Check to determine if any local feed mills manufacture
and label feeds. Visit this mill and have the Bawer
explain the process of registration, licensing, and
labeling.

6. Have the students learn to differentiate between the
terms name and brand of a feed.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

A wide assortment of feed labels

References

1. Copies of your state feed laws

2. Feed Additives Compendium.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Have students gain experience in reading and understanding feed
labels and in advising customers on the use of medicated feeds.

V To formulate grain rations

tem.41.41camnjWallaga

Subject Matter Content

The primary purpose of formulating grain rations is to provide
a palatable, balanced ration at the lowest cost. The grain
ration may be a complete feed for chickens and hogs, or it may
be a supplement to the roughages fed to cattle. In both cases,
the goal is a balanced ration that supplies all basic nutrients
in the proper amounts.

The factors to consider when formulating feeds are:

1. ProteinProtein is frequently the met limited nutri-
ent in a ration. All essential amino acids must be
supplied. Limitig.4 nutrients can be compered to the

,t4
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amount of water in a stave barrel. The barrel will
hold water only to the height of the shortest stave.
The extra length of the other staves is of no value.
Likewise, if protein is limited in a ration, production
will be limited, and additional carbohydrates, fats,
minerals or vitamins will be of no value.

When the grain ration is the complete ration, all the
protein is supplied by the ration. However,
frequently the grain ration is fed to supplement the
nutrients of less nutritious feeds, such as hay, silage,
and pasture. Then the grain ration needs to ':ontain
more protein than the complete ration.

Example: Assume dairy cows require 12 percent protein
in their entire ration, but 50 percent of
their ration is low-quality pasture containing
10 percent protein. Then the 50 percent of
their ration supplied by grain needs to be
14 percent protein.

10% Pasture
Equal amounts

124 Grain
24% ; 2 = 12% protein

2. Cost--Earlier it was pointed out that feeds containing
different levels of protein vary in cost. When formu-
lating a grain ration, the lowest-cost grains with the
lowest-cost protein concentrates which will result in
a balanced ration should be used. The mixture must be
adequate in other nutrients and palatable. Grain
rations equal in protein content and suitable in all
other respects may, however, vary as must as 25 percent
in cost.

3. Variety of feeds- -Most livestock producers prefer a
grain ration with a variety of feeds in order to make
the ration mare palatable, to obtain a better balance
of amino acids, and to haw.: a more uniform quality.
This will riot be the lowest -cost ration.

4. Palatability--Most comm.-...a grain ration ingredients are

palatable, but moldy feeds, rye, railed fats o..; oils,
and bonemeal are examples of food generally unpalatable.
A balanced grain ration will not balance the nutrient
requirements of an animal that fails to cot the feed.
Improper preparation and storage can make most feeds
unpalatable.



5. Fiber content--Caution must be taken to insure that

..s7:(14F rottioP Flq 4f:71iPti,.Pclat4i1A993mItch.tdike.or; fiber.
This is of particular cone-ern with youncentimals, swine,
and poultry. Rations for horses need a bulkier grain
rationt:askAgestive disorders see Aikely with
"heavy feeds.

eral conte4t1-Check to be sure that animals are being
fed the required minerals. If not, see that salt,

441, 0089,402_Ws :AtbeX .Aleaeineirt-tracelliner018
041.3414.4 *104,1504a ration:. 5. Borne Itrestock

producers do not include mil:Wile in.theltain4ation
but feed them separately, free-choice.

!)5:;':7;

7. Vitamin content--Giain rations accurately balanced for
protein and containing a variety of fsedvpneraLly
contain ample levels of vitamins. However, there are

wtoryoEzj
41444/k ftelkd iWbers A~Ice&mithisikamikstd cat.

: ACtrigieU99W itiqber$ rations-Ally nett vitamin A
:-.17!fuale41414 -.z9a2-v; arf::. al .-Tc:cti

sp;
.:-0137:sPillfrilkeROpett-AmilsAlaegssideuate liamdmrcirmitions

c.
-3=-114ChArgirSitirt eektarec halentek fort
norsialy recegyeslailAhcoarhohydrateir 4Thitxtieces-,

teary. Special attention may be necessary for high-
producing cows m yell as laying bens inMt produetion.

At'440kAt4.449?)13401019Wpte&calculate thilmOtile.4410it of a
feed. This can be donelthe7Yearsdn squiroistalreigiinal
in standord feeding handbooks. An illustration follows of both
the use of the Pearson square and the ratio formula for &awning
rations.

atp_uoci
,

Tou IriskAP IleVeleil a 35 meat crude protein ration for hop,
containing shelled corns, soybesi meal, and tankage. (Crude pro-
tein is used since purchased feed has the protein expressed as
crude protein.)

"jet4Pnkr;:..-

Keeping in mind the reIatiTe costa of the soybean meal and

lo 40%ewalWthaspampatdfitodeleacAP40111110144bisie is

tankage, and not considering mineral values at the wont

-1..5q0ceriellnatweerAor costAtaa 1 meal
to one part tankage. :Mint J.If.)..."
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Step 2

Calculate the average protein content of the soybeEl meal and
tankage.

Soybean meal

Tankage

9 lbs. x .457* 4.203

1 lb. x .5910t _L22L4 lbs.
10 lbs. 4.797 lbs.

Thus, ten pounds of this protein mixture contains 4.8 pouncis of
crude protein and 4.8 forty-eight percent crude protein in
the mixture. 10

*Percent crude protein expressed as a decimal,

Seep 3

Calculate the amount of shelled corn needed to be combined with the
protein mixture to produce a feed containing fifteen percent
protein. Construct a square; put the percent of protein con-
tent in shelled corn at the upper left-hand corner and the
percent of protein in the protein mixture at the lower right-
hand corner. Draw diagonal lines through the square and put
the desired protr'..n content (fifteen percent of the finished
product) in the center of the square.

Step 4

Subtract diagonally across the square, always subtracting the
smaller number from the larger one.

(Percent of protein
in shelled corn) 8.7

(Percent of_ otein 48
in protein mix) mix to use

15

33 pounds of shelled
corn to use

6.3 pounds of protein

Thus, a mixture of 33 pounds of shelled corn and 6.3 pounds of
the protein mix will result in a ration containing fifteen per-
cent crude protein.
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Step 5

Since leldce does anyone want 39.3 (33 + 6.3) pound& of feed,
use the same simple ratio formula .sed when cost comparisons
of feeds were made to figure what is needed with a ton of corn
a customer has provided.

2000
x

Step 6

x mg 382 pounds of protein mix

How much of the 382 pounds should be soybean meal and how much
should be tankage are still to be determined. If nine parts of
soybean meal and one raft tankage it; desired, use ratio formulas
for the correct amounts.

10.22 .

9 x

Therefore, we will have:

x se 342.8 pounds of soybean meal.

x ai 38.2 pounds of tankage

Sheller. corn---2000 pounds
Soybean meal-- 344 pounds
Tankage- _.,36 pounds

AIM pounds of a fifteen percent protein
hog feed

Many customers of a feed business are not aware of the protein
requirements of their livestock, nor are they capable of
balancing a ration. A feed store employee can be of service
in providing this type of assistance, thus creating a satis-
fied cur Amer who is likely to return.

.fisted Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have students gain experience in balancing rations
for various classes of livestock under different
feeding programs.

2. Have students analyze rations to determine if all
nutrients are supplied.

3. Have the students calculate the costs of the rations.



Su sted Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Mimeographed copies of examples using the
Pearson square

2. Mimeographed work copies of the Pearson
square for student use

References

1. Approved Practices in Feeds and "'Feeding, pp. 87-94.

2. allElelltIligfi, pp. 136447.

Ag12atiSestedOccnalences

1. The students should be given real ration-balancing
problems by the feed. business operator.

2. The students may work directly with customers in
balancing rations.

VI. To understand the methods used to_prepare feeds

TeaCher Preparation

Sub ect Matter Content

Feeds are prepared for several reasons:

1. To make the feed more palatable

2. To make the feed more digestitle

3. To make the feed easier to store, handle, feed

4,
. To mix feeds more accurately

5. To reduce the danger of weed contamination

6. To increase the amount an animal can COMM

7 To reduce digestive disorders

8. To improve or maintain the quality of the feed
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Peed' are prepared in several ways as follows: (In the strict
sense the makiag of silage, harvesting hay, combining grain,
etc., are steps in the preparation of feed for we by livestock.
Prom the point of view of the feed dealer and his employees,
however, the preparation process does not start until the teed
leaves the farm.)

1. Grinding

a. It increases digestibility in animals that fail
to chew feed thoroughly.

b. It is easier to blend or mix various feeds if they
are all ground to about the same particle size.

c. Fine grinding makes feed less palatable and is
more costly, since it requires more power.

2. Crushing, rolling, or cracking

a. Is preferred by some livestock producers as feed
for horses and calves. Many poultrymen prefer
cracked grain.

b. Requires less power than grinding

3. Mixing

a. Permits the inclusion of all nutrients in one
feed

b. Prevents animals tram eating selected parts of
the ration

c. Masks unpalatable feeds

d. Reduces the number of feeds

e. Makes self-feeding more feasible

4. falleting

a. Increases consumption by permitting more feed
intake

b. Frequently increases rate of gain

c. Generally improves feed efficiency
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d. Permits pelleting of the entire ration, or only a
portion, as desired

e. Reduces dustiness of feed

f. Reduces wastage by wind and animals

g. Reduces storage and handlim,

h. Increases palatability of xtain rations

i. Increases processing costs

Pellets are made by grinding the feed, mixing
ingredients together with some bonding agent (molasses,
fat, etc.), and the!. forcing the feed througi various-
sized-diameter dies (with heat) under pressure.

5. Crumbling

a. Reduces pellets to granular form for poultry,
rabbits, ana other animals

b. Creates characteristics similar to pellets,
but smaller in size

6. Cooking

a. Decreases feed value of small grains and roughages

b. Increases feed. value of beans and potatoes

c. Reduces disease incidence when feeding garbage
(usually required by state law) when feeding hogs

7. Soaking

a. Increases 4...gestibility of hard grain that are
not ground or crushed

b. Increases palatability of finely ground feeds

c. Adapts feed to liquid feeding methods

8. Fermenting, pre-digesting, malting, sprouting

Al]. these, and otherb, have been advocated from tiw to
time as methods of increasing gains and isproving feed
efficiency. Carefully conducted feeding trials have
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generally proved these methoels ineffective And costly.
Palatability may be improved.

The various classes of livestock require different methods of
feed preparation for best feeding results.

1. Dairy cows

a. Roughage:: ord:narily should not be ground.

b. Grain should be ground coarsely. Pelleting is
not required.

2. Dairy calves

a. Whole grain:, :.;f cracked, rolled, crushed, or
pelleted, are recommended.

b. Grinding is not recomMended because cf
unpalatability.

3. Sheep

a. Whole grain, if cracked, rolled, crushed, or
pelleted, is recommended

b. Complete pellet feeds for lambs are gaining
support.

c. Grain for old ewes with poor mouths should be
ground or crushed.

4. Beef cattle

a. Grains should be coarsely ground or crushed,
unless the cattle are followed by hogs.

b. Protein concentrates in pellets are popular.

5. Beef Calves

a. Grains should be treated the sate as for dairy
calves.

6. Swine

a. Whole grain is satisfactory for young pigs as soon
as they begin to eat solid food.
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b. Grain should be ground to medium coarseness
for sows.

c. Most producers prefer ground feed for all hogs.
It permits more accurate mixing of ration ingredi-
ents, and works well in automated feeding systems.

d. Pellets are popular for weaning pigs.

7. Poultry

a. All -mach program: feeds are ground and mixed and
may be ;bade into crumbles. This is generally a
complete 1 to 16 percent protein-level feed.

b. Grain-mash program:

1) Grain is fee. whole or cracked.

2) Mash is a 32 to 40 percent protein supplement
with ingredients which are ground, mixed, and
sometimes made into crumbles.

8. Other small animals

a. Generally, these are fed complete feeds with
ingredients which are ground, mixed, and made
into a pellet or crumble form.

There are certain terms that a feed store employee should know
to discuss feeds and feed preparations intelligently.

1. Commercial feed--all materials used for livestock feed
or for mixing in feed except:

a. Unmixed grain

b. Unground roughage

c. Individual chemical compounds

2. Teed ingredients--materials used in makinG up a
commercial feed

3. Formula feed--two or more ingredients proportioned,
mixed, and processed according to specifications

1. Commercial formula feed--feed processed to the
specifications of the manufacturer
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5. Customer formula feed--feed processed to the
specifications of the customer; may contain some
commercial formula feeds

6. Complete feed - -feed containing all the nutrients
(except aater) needed to sustain life, growth, and/or
production

7. Supplementcamercial feed that is not complete, to
round out or complete a radon

8. Concentr4;desame as supplement (supplement is the
recommended term); feed low in bulk and high in
feed value

9. Scratch grain--whole or cracked grain

10. Meal--ground ingredient

11. Mash -- mixture of meals

12. Pell3ts -- agglomerated feeds formed by compacting and
forcing feed trough die openings by a mechanical means.

13. Cubes -large pellets

14. Crumbles--pellets reduced to granular fora

15. Rolled grain--grain flattened by rollers

16. Crimped grain--grain flattened by corrugated rollers

17. Micro-ingredientsvitamins, trace minerals, drugs,
and other materials added in minute amounts

18. Additives--antibiotics, drugs, tranquilinrs, hormones,
chemobioties, and other substances that are not nutrients

19. Pre-nixcombinations of one or more micro- ingredients
and/or additives with an extender

20. Magnetic separating -- removing metal from feeds with
magnets

21. Cleaning -- removing foreign material from feed by
screens, air, or other methods

22. Proportioning -- measuring amounts of various ingredients
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23. Grinding-reducing to particle size by impact, shear,
or attrition

24. Pellet durability--ability of a pellet or crumble to
withstand size reduction during handling

25. Fines--in pellets, materials that will pass through a
sieve where openings are slightly smaller than tne
pellets; in crumbles, materials which will pass through
a 12 -mesh sieve

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have students collect samples of feeds prepared by
different methods, learn to identify them, detervine
the use of each, and give the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each.

2. Visit a feed ell and become acquainted with the
various types of ,Inipment used in preparing feeds.

Suggested Instructional Materials and Refertaces

References

1.

2.

Feeds and Feeding, pp. 38-42, 380-382, 420-421,

Feeding, pp. 113-129.

443-444, 488-489, 519 -520.

Approved Practices in Feeds and

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Give suggestions to customers on the preparation of
their feeds.

2. Learn to operate the carious machines used in
preparing feed.

VII. To understand the methods used and the common trends in feed
merchandising

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Loral feed firms use the same media for merchandising their prod-
ucts as do other business concerns. Although the methods used
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vary from area to area, brand name to brand name, and feed store
to feed store, there are basically four steps in merchandising.

1. Acquaint the potential customers with the supplies and
services available (advertising).

2. Develop customer interest in the supplies and services
by demonstrating or e4laining the product.

3. Overcome the natural resistanr., to purchase Relate
the supply or service to the customers' needs or
desires.

4. Make the sale.

Before an effective sale can be accomplished, however, certain
information must be known by the salesman. This should include:

1. Customer's need for the feed (amount, what kind, when
needed)

2. Customer's ability to pay, whether by cash or on credit

3. What feeds are handled for the different types of
livestock (co'aplete feeds, ingredients, supplements)

4. The sales methods used by the service-center (tele-
phone, standing orders, call at.farms)

5. Methods of delivery used by the service-center (bag
or bulk, special delivery, or regular routes)

6. Content of advertising used by media such as radio, news-

paper, mailers, displays, etc.

7. Services which may be provided (credit, delivery,
management advice, marketing or product merchandising)

8. Costs of services that can be provided, including hidden
costs (delivery, grinding, mixing, management advice,
etc.)

Some of the new trends in feed merchandising are as follows:

1. Pick-up and delivery service. The mill picks up
home-grown feeds at the farm, takes them to the mill,
adds the purchased ingredients, processes the feed,
and returns it to the farm. The charge for this ser-
vice ts small when the amount of feed purchased is
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great or the competition keen. Small dealers may have
to make a larger charge than the larger ones when a
part of the cost for this service contract cannot be
absorbed in other ways.

2. Bulk handling, with company trucks or customers'
trucks. In order to keep trucks busy at all times,
and facilitate scheduling, the telephone is used to
arrange for orders. The trucks used are usually
pneumatic or auger-equipped and require less labor
than the ordinary fern truck.

3. Keeping ''fill" services, where farmers' bulk bins or
feeders are regularly filled by the mill

11. Contract feeding in many forms, whereby the feed
business supplies the feed fr a particular feeding
operation for a given period ol time

5. Increased use of complete and formula feeds

6. Home-grown grain banks operated by feed businesses.
The harvested feeds are delivered to the feed business
in exchange for a warehouse receipt. The feed is pre-
pared and deliverer to customers as needed.

7. Road service, salesmen to contact producers, provide
feeding and management advice and obtain feed orders.
This is mnre applicable to larger firms than to
smaller dealers.

8. Increased farm grinding and mixing, with dealers

providing needed supplements

9. Large feeding operations where the producer may
buy directly from wholesale outlets, by-passing the
retail dealer

An employee of a feed business must understand not only the
services rendered and the merchandising methods used by the
concern, but also the rationale behind these services and
methods. He rust also know why other services and methods
are not used. Services provided by a feed business are expec-
ted to be economically profitab,e. Many mills, however, need to
provide certain services that are not in themselves profitable
to maintain customer satisfaction. These unprofitable services
must thus be supported by other activities. Two examples are:

1. The grinding operation may be a money-losing service,
but the grinding service brings customers that
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purchase supplements from which the profits offset the
losues of the grinding operation.

2. Providing credit costs m&mey, but the pyrchased items
have a price markup that covers the credit cost.

All employees of a feed business are salesmen, v..ether they
operate the cash register, write sales slips, drive a truck, or
grind feed. Everyone deals with the customer and provides a
service. All relationships with the customer help him decide
whether ne will continue doing business with the concern.

S est ed Activities

1. List on the chalkboard and discuss methods used by
feed industries to advertise feeds in your community.

. Evaluate the effectiveness of these modules.

2. List on the chalkboard the service; rendered by dealers
in your community. Discuss which are most used, the
reasons for their use, what new services are being
offered, and whether dealers should offer additional
services. Discuss the reasons why these services are
n.71, offered.

3. Have students determine the services and costs of the
different methods of advertising used by local firms.

4. Discuss local credit policies used by the feed busi-
ness, Explain those chat are used (net--30 days;
2% cash discount; i to 1% per month carrying charges).

Suggested Instructi,mal Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Samples of local feed store advertising for use
when discussing services offered and effectiveness
of advertising

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Students should gain experience in providing services
for which they have the adequate maturity and
training, such as:

a. Delivering feed

b. Milking farm calls with the accomplished sales-
service representative

c. Answering customer questions and making sales
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d. Providing ideas for radio and newspaper advertising

e. Arranging displays

auestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Module

Students should be evaluated on their ability to use the content of tnis
modulo effectively. Basic understandings of the principles of nutrition,
reedihg values, feed preparation, rations balancing, feed merchandising
and trends, and labeling may be evaluated in the classroom.

licAteve...., the ability to translate these understandings to particular
:Iroblem situations in an occupational experience situation is the best
measure of the effectiveness of this module. The employer-cooperator
should evaluate the student in these areas of competency. A form
questivnnaire is a useful tool for this. A suggested form follows:

Name of trainee

Name of cooperator

Please evaluate the trainee on his performance of the following
skills related to feed merchandising. Please check in the
appropriate column.

Kighly
Skill Competent Competent Incompetent

Understanding of basic nutrition

Understanding of feeds

Understanding of feed preparation

Ability to balance rations

Ability to advise customers

Ability to sell feed

Ability to read and
interpret labels

I
What essential understandings, skills, and abilities does the
trainee lack or need to develop further? 1=1
Does the trainee have the attitudes and appreciations necessary to
become a successful employee in the retail feed industry?



Sources of Su 'sated Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. "Feeding Farm Animals," film (19 minutes, black and white),
Washington, D. C.: Motior Picture Service, Office of
Information, mu.

2. "The Rumen Story," film (24 minutes, color), St. Louis:
Ralston Purina Company, Checkerboard 3quare.

References

1. Bundy, C. E., et al I vestock and Pou'try Production, 2nd
edition, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961. Price: $4.90.

2. Cassard, D.W., et al Plproved Practices in Feeds and
imam Danvi:le, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and
Publishers, 19.27 N. Jackson, 1959. Price: $2.50.

3. Cole, H. H. Introduction to Livestock Production, San
Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1962. Price: $8.75.

4. Morrison, F. B. Feeds and Feeding, 9th edition, abridged,
Ithaca, New York: The Morrison Publishing Company, 1936.
Price: $4.75.

5. Animal and Poultry Nutrition, St. Louis: Ralston Purina
Company, Checkerboard Square. Free.

6. Better Feeding of Livestock, Washington, 1" C.: USDA
Farmer's Bulletin No. 2052, Office _ration, USDA,

1952.

7. Feed Additive Compendium, Minneapolis: Feedstuffs, 2501
Wayzata Blvd., P.O. Box 67, issued quarterly. Price:
$2.50 per year.

8. Mineral Feeding Facts, 1994-1965 edition, Chicago: Darling
and Company, Thion Stock Yards. Free
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CROP, LAWN AND GARDEN SEEDS,
PLANTS, AND SUPPLIES -SALES AND SERVICE

CONTSNTS

Suggestions for Introducing the WAWA 1

Competencies to be Developed

I. To tscsrvhst products are offered for sale and usage
which can be made of these products by the purchaser 6

II. To understand the types and usage of various plant
materials 13

III. To be familiar with factors in plant material
production that benefit customers 20

IV. To become familiar with varietal names and
characteristics 26

V. To be able to interpret the information on tags or
labels on containers 29

VI. To be familiar with the services offered by a firm
which are /either beyond the skill of the customer or
which require the use of special equipment 40

VII. To be able to compare the strong and sneak points of
the products offered by the employee's company and
its competitors 46

VIII. To develop the ability to find product information
quickly from catalogs and other sources 53

To understand the basic economics of home
beautification, crop, and garden production in terms
of costs and expectations 58

X. To be able to hem*, customers solve their problems
through advice given related to plant production 63

Sulgestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of
the Module

Sources of Suggested Instructionalledmcials and
References



CROP, LAWN AND GARDEN SEEDS,

PLANTS, AND SUPPLIES- -SALES AND SERVICE

Major Teaching Objective

To develop the understandings and abilities needed to enter and advance
in employment in the retail outlets for farm and garden seeds, plants,
supplies, and related materials.

Suggested Time Allotment

At School

Classroom instruction
Laboratory experience

Total at School

Occupational experience

Total for Module

Suggestions for Introducing the Module

Introductory Material for Teacher

35 hours

35 hours

70 hours

70 hours

140 hours

Until recently, most farm crop seeds were sold directly by producers to
the farmer. Small quantities of garden and lawn seeds were handled by
hardware, grocery, or feed supply stores. In same areas, local eleva-
tors purchased seeds from growers and resold them to farmers. As
improved crop seed and plant materials have become available, the dis-
tribution of these items has changed. Companies which previously
dealt only in seed and plant materials have taken over the production
and distribution of many of these items. These companies and other
businesses handling crop, lawn and garden seeds, plants and supplies
are employing increasingly large numbers of sales personnel. These
developments and the growing need for trained salesmen provide the
background for the material presented in this module.

An employee in agricultural supplysales and service occteations will
usually have to handle more than one area or ;product. While he may
specialize in one or more lines and may team with another worker to
provide service to customers, he will be expected to have a broad
working knowledge of both sales and service. Although initially an
employee may do largely the work of unpacking and arranging stock, or
even sweeping and dusting, there is no reason why advancement up the
merchandising ladder of sales and service should not take place. The
usual progression is from clerk to product salesman, to head salesmans
or servicemen to positions on the managerial level.

1
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Undoubtedly, revised editions of the Dialosziaintjapljaagja
or similar works such as the Handbook of Agricultural OccumationaL will
clarify the job description of the workers in agricultural supply - .sales

and service occupations at the retail level. Until a more precise job
description is available, it is suggested that teachers use any or all
of those appearing in the current edition of the Handbook of Agricultural
Occupations es applicable, including the following:

Country Store Clerk u8

Farm Hardware and Equipment Store Employee 120

Feed Hill Employee 121

Farm Cooperative Seririce Store Employee 123

Farm Equipment and Supply Salesman 126

Grain elevator (Feed Kill) Employee 127

(Truck Driver Salesman) 127

Garden Center Employee 198

Landscape Gardener 206

Golf Course and lawn Worker 199

In many respects, the job description for a garden center employee most
nearly describes the employee to which this module applies. However,
there is no mention of sales which is a major feature of this course.
By adding and emphasizing the sales responsibility to the garden center
employee's job description or by adding this to other job descriptions
needing sales competencies, the teacher can better inform and train his
students for the jobs becoming available.

Work with the Students in Class

After the presentation of the introdiutowysatarial, the teacher can
develol: with the students two listings in adjacent columns showing the
different items, such as seeds, plants, garden and lawn materials, and
supplies needed by farmers, and the place or source of supply for each.

1Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural Occupations, 1963, Danville,
Illinois: The Interstate Publisners and Printers.
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Using these listings, help the class develop a list of business establish-
ments offering complete or partial coverage on items of local needs for
seeds and related plant materials. Using the chalk board and class dis-
cussion develop an understanding of the functions usually performed by a
business establishment in serving its clientele for seeds, plants, and
service. Such a list might include:

1. Sells both crop and garden seeds

2. Sells either field or garden seeds but not both

3. Sells lawn seeds as speciality as well as crop and garden seeds

4. Sells seasonal garden plants as well as seeds

5. Sells ornamental plants as well as garden plants and seeds

6. Sells trees (orchard, ornamental, forest) as well as plants and
seeds

7. Sells fertilizers (organic, inorganic, combination) as well as
seeds and plants

8. Sells mulching materials (plastic, peat, corn cobs, straw, as
well as seeds, plants, and fertilizers)

9. Sells garden tools and equipment, sprayers, dusters, pruning
tools, in addition tr, seeds and plants

10. Sells pesticides including rodenticides, as well as seeds and
plants.

11. Provides planning for application service* in addition to sales

12. Provides consultation service: at store

13. Provides consultation service lmluding detailed planning* at
prospective purchasers home

14. Provides complete sales and sn Ni( 8* for all aspects of the Agri-
cultural supply business

*Indicates the service for which a charge is made, if not included in the
cost of the material purchased.



As the list is developed the teacher should have the students consider
the type of agricultural business in which they would like to be employed.
The competencies which will be required for job entry and success should
also be considered. The students will likely suggest competencies deve-
loped in other modules. These should be recognized and related to the
special needs for those working with materials in this module.

The teacher should work with the students on the basis of their abilities
and interests. This work should encourage individual, students to appraise
themselves and help determine the major emphasis in this module. A form
such as the one illustrated here could be used by each student for self-
appraisal.

Competency
Required

For
Entry,

For
Success

Possesses
at Pres eut

Lteeds to be
veloped

What Can th:.8 Course
Do To Develcp

While it is recognized that students' concepts of specific cospetencies
and the wording or terminology they may use will probably be different
than the teacher's or as used here, in all probability they will include
the foliating:

Competency Number

I. To Mat ghat products are offered for sale and usage Which can be
made of these products by the purchaser
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II. To understand the types and usage of various plant materials

III. To be familiar with factors in plant material production that
benefits customers

IV. To become familiar with varietal names and characteristics

V. To be able to interpret the information on tags or labels on
containers

VI. To be familiar with the services offered by a firm which are
either beyond the skill of the customer or which require the use
of special equipment

VII. To be able to compare the strong and weak points of the products
offered by the employee's company and its competitors

VIII. To develop the ability to find product information quickly from
catalogs and other sources

IX. To understand the basic economics of home beautification, crop,
and garden production in terms of costs and expectations

X. To be able to help customers solve their problems through advice
given related to plant production

The order in which the competencies are presented may be varied. How-
ever, several factors were considered in developing the order in which

they are listed. Primary importance is given to starting with the
simplest competency and progressing to the more complex. This order
also reflects the probable job sequence that the new employee would
follow in can - the -job training. The adaptability and flexibility of
this outline for teacher use was also considered in developing the
sequence. A teacher may desire to delay presentation of scam coupe.
tencies or he may omit some of the last competencies in favor of
expanding those at the begizming. The needs of students should be the
basis on which the use of this module is planned.

No attempt is made in this module to teach such basics as (1) the
nature and properties of soils, (2) principles of plant growth, (3) the
chemistry of fertilizers and pesticides. Much of this material is
ordinarily covered in the early years of a conventional vocational agrii-
cultural course. It is presumed that most students in an Agricultural
SupplyBales and Service course will have already completed basic work
in these areas. Hower, there is no objection to including these mate-
rials, especially if the individuals enrolled can be homogeneously
grouped so that there will not be a repetition for those who have
already covered such material.
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A seed store or garden center exists to make a profit for the owner or
owners. The primary purpose of the employee is to insure this by increas-
ing the volume of business. Regardless of whether the retail sales or
service man is working for a fixed wage or is on a commission, or a com-
bination of both, there is a direct relationship between his voles..: of
work and what the employer can pay him. While many may enter this occu-
pational field, those who cannot produce on a long time basis will be
eliminated, while others will advance in earnings and positions of
responsibility.

It is important that the teacher help his students develop the abilities
they need to become the type of employee who will help increase the pro-
fit of the agricultural supply business.

Cc* etencies to be Developed

I. To know what products are offered for sale and usage which can
be made of these products by the purchaser

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

While not all seed or garden stores may offer all of the follow-
ing items. it maybe helpful to group them somewhat as follows:

Field or crop seeds
Garden seeds
Green plants
Shrubs or bushes
Trees
Bulbs and tubers

Miscellaneous plants

Mushrooms
DIM seed
Lawn sprigs or plants
Fertilizer materials
Herbicides

DESCRIPTION

Field or Crop Seeds

Dry materials, relatively non-
perishable, usually sold in bulk
or large quantities. Used for
the production of feed for live-
stock or commercial, quantities
of food for man.

Insecticides
Rodenticides
Inman lent s

Seed treatments
Mulching materials

CUSTMER USE

-Cereal grains; for feed and
and food. Forages; for hay,
silage, and soilage. Legumes
for hay, silage, soilage,
and soil improvements. Oil
seeds for oil and animal
feed.

- Cottom; for fiber and oil
seed.

-Tobacco; to plant in beds
for transplanting. Specia-
lity crops.



DESCRIPTION

Garden Seeds

Generally divided into flowers
for ornamental purposes and gar-
den crops for food production.
Usually sold in packages although
commercial producers may buy in
quantity lots.

Green Plants or Sets

For ornamentals or food. Pro-
duced from seed and sold to the
customer to shorten the growing
season or maturity time. Usu-
ally sold in "flats" or "pots,"
but maybe taken directly from
hotbed or coldframe.

Shrubs or Bushes

Usually perennial with woody
growth. May be in dormant
or growing stages depending
on the time of year and type
of plant. Shrubs are usually
for home beautification or
landscaping with the term
"bushes" usually denoting
food production.

Trees

Usually dormant or "balled,"
or dug on customers' order
for immediate replanting.
Maybe for fruit, seed, nuts,
or ornamental. Usually
several different heit,ats,
and posAbly several differ-
ent years of previous growth.

CUSTOMER USE

- Flowers for home beaut .fication
or commercial resale. Garden
crops for consumption or sale
in the green or perishable
state, mature fruits, or heeds.

-Flower plants may be for out-
side or inside use. Carden
plants maybe in smell lots
for home gardens or bulk quanti-
ties for market gardening and
machine settIng in field
production.

-Tor hone planting either for
beautification or food, or
commercial planting for resale.

-Variety of uses; for shade,
beauty, food, forest or
windbreak purposes.



DESCRIPTION

Bulbs, Tubers, Corm!

Underground plant parts used
for the production of new
plants either ornamental or
for food

Miscellaneous Pleats G
Ihnes

Hardwood cuttings teach have
been rooted and 'ossibly
grafted

Mushrooms

Bricks of spawn used to start
fruiting when spread upon
ccizpost material under proper
conditions for growing

fawn Seed

Individual varieties or combina-
tions to meet varying conditions:
shade, rapid growth, to stand
vsage, color, texture, home
lawns, or golf courses

EliaalTAM212215LIE

Creeping bent grasses or
Bermudagrass

Fertilizer Materials

For starting plants, liquid
or dry
For home garden, organics,
inorganic
For commercial gardens and
greenhouses
For lawns and golf courses
In combination with herbicides

CUSTCLMBR iEE

-Bulbs and corms usually for
flowers
- Tubers for flowers and shrubs,
or food

-Fresh fruit, juice, ant wine
production

-For limited home use or comer-
cial production

- Kentucky blue, best all round
-Fescue, rapid establishment
-Bermuda, stands hard treatment
- Marion blue, expensive
- Orchard groves, shade
-Ryegrass, fall seeding, turf
establishment

-Provides cushiogy turf when
established

-Small packages formatting starter
solutions for transplants
-Packages and smaller sacks for
house plants and gardens
-High analysis, heavy in nitrogen
-50-80 lb. bags

-FfeciaLized analysis and formula
for specific situations
-Turf building



DESCRIPTION

Herbicides

2, 4-D, liquid concentrate
2, 4-5, T liquid concentrate
Combination of 2, 4-D and
2, 4, 5, T
Various trade names for com-
plex chemicals for the control
of specific weeds or groups of
weeds either pre-emergence or
post - emergence

Insecticides

Spray or dust usually concen-
trated and sold in packaged
form for control of (1) chew-
ing insects, stomach poison;
(2) sucki insects, contact
sprays; (3)) gases, repellants
and complex chemicals.

Rodentic ides

Usually packaged material under
various trade names either
ready mixed or for mixing with
extender and bait =Aerials.

Innoculants

Symbiotic bacteria cultures
carried on an inert media.

Seed treatments

Chemical compounds, such as
'Irganic mercury, usually
applied in the form of dust.

CUSTOMER USE

-Control annual broad leaf weeds
-Control woods growth (poison

To eradicate undesirable plants
usually in small areas or in
lawns or for field crops.

-For control of garden insects,
flowers and ornamentals around
the home in small quantities,
and for commercial gardens and
field crops in large quantities.

-For control of rats, nice, and
similar rodents around the
`house or farm buildings.

-7nnoculate legrme seed to
!..ncrease nitrogen fixation from
the soil.

-Control certain seel-borne
diseases

At
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DESCRIPTION CUSTOMER USE

Mulching materials,

Peat moss by the bale -Provide protection, improve
Setaw by the bale tilth, add organic matter,
Ground corn cobs by the bag control weeds
Plastic
Compost, rotted manure, and
mixtures

These miscellaneous supplies are covered in detail in another
module of this series. The wide diversity of materials handled
in various areas and by different stores makes it difficult to
identify all of these items. The teacher should determine what
should be included in those modules based upon local use and
availability.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

An individual will have difficu3ty in knowing everything about
each item offered for sale in ab.icultural supply businesses
prior to starting work, and possibly even after several months
or years. For this reason, outlets with more than one clerk
usually develop sone departmentalization with one person concen-
trating on certain groups of products. However, there must always
be coverage over noon hours, evening hours, or vacation periods.
Therefore, each clerk should have a working knowledge of all items
and products, even though he specialized in just a few.

Initially, the goal should be to develop overall competency with
specialization developing at a later date according to interest
aptitude. While s. group visit to a representative farm supply
store when beginning this module maybe introductory and interest
arousing, many of the learning activities of this competency can
be carried out by students using their awn time as individuals
to develop their knowledge by Observation and discreet questioning
in various retail outlets for farm supplies.

The teaching- learning situation might be developed about as follows:

1. Start with the headings on the chalk board, as indicated
in the Subject Natter Content.

2. Make use of the knowledge already possessed by members of
the class to go as far as possible in developing the list-
ings under each heading. When terns or related scientific
concepts are used which seem unfamiliar to the class, the
teacher can "tie back" to other high school courses. Whea



it is obvious that specific teaching must be done to
bring the majority of the class up a level to be able
to understand this module, it is probably better to
allot a specific period of time for this, in addition
to the time planned for this competency. For example,
an understanding of the terms annual, biennial, and
perennial might need one class period, but an under-
standing of the classification of plants would take
several periods and should only be carried to the
degree needed for good agricultural sales and service.

3. Have the students develop their knowledge by visits to
retail outlets. This will help broaden their previous
knowledge by checking on specific matters and items
with which they are not famPlar.

4. Add to the material under the respective headings on the
chalk board as the students add to their knowledge about
various products.

5. Have the students read current and past issues of farm
and garden catalogs, magazines, special columns in
daily or weekly papers, listen to farm programs over
the radio, or watch television farm programs to further
increase their product knowledge.

6. Have each student record the material placed on the chalk
board in his notebook, leaving space for additional
material as it is developed.

7. Toward the completion of this competency, interest as
well as informal testing can be achieved by dividing
the class into the class into pairs for role playing.
One member of each pair plays the role of the customer
who has a problem which he describes in "piece meal"
fashion, and the other is the clerk who tries to sell
him the right product to overcome the difficulty. The
teacher or the class evaluates the performance based
on questions and responses which indicate a working
knowledge of products and capabilities. Running scores
might be kept to determine who "won", but care should
be exercised to prevent the consumption of too much
time, or allowing "fun" to become more important than
"learning."

8. Whenever possible, try to schedule this competency
when it is "seasonal" for scene major group of items.
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9. The suggested time allotment for teaching this competency:

Classroom instruction
Laboratory experience-

.,5. hours

.5. hours

Total 6 hours

Suggested. Instructional Materials and References

1. Seed and farm supply catalogs

2. Farm and garden magazines

3. Selected modules from the course on Ornamental Horti-
culture developed at the Center.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Work in a retail outlet is the best way to develop this
competency. This maybe part time or full time, during
the school year or summer vacation, and in either sales
or service capacities.

2. Work in the merchandising of products of the school farm,
greenhouse or individual home projects is also satis-
factory to provide the same work experience for this
competency.

3. Work in production or marketing phases of farming or
commerical gardening will be helpfUl in developing
certain aspects of this competency.

4. When actual experience is not possible, observation and
class reports may be substituted to help develop this
competency.

II. To understand the types and usafm of various plant materials

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

This competency may already by familiar to a class whose members
have had vocational agriculture or horticulture. In this cane,
it may be omitted from the teaching of this module or used briefly,
for review purposes. However, the time elapsed since the original
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exposure and sketchy treatment sometimes given this area in
teaching production agriculture make it necessary to review
this area before proceeding with other competencies in the
module. This can be determined subjectively by the teacher
or by pre - testing.

The subject matter content for this competency is outlined show-
ing the type of material and the significance to agricultural
supply -sales and service.

Seeds

I. Importance of size to livability, rate of seedling, cost
per acre

2. Importance of germination to live_ iity, rate of seed-
ing, cost per acre

3. Importance of uniformity of size to planting

4. parts of seed and function of each

5. Nile and female plants, flowers, sexual and asexual
reproduction

6. Importance of test weight per bushel to size, rate of
planting, ccst per acre

Transplanting Seedlings

I. Sowed in hotbeds, coldframes or flats

2. Transplanted to pots, cells made from "jiffy strips,"
flats or direct to garden or field

3. Method of handling at transplanting, sale, and shipment

Grafti or budding seedlings

I. Stratification, planting, digging, grafting, budding,
transplanting, preparing for sale

2. Grafting and budding usually a function of nursery,
rather)than farm or garden store which merely sells
the finished product

3. Application to roses, and ornamentals, as well sie "s uit
trees

4. Why used instead of seed



Hardwood cuttings

1. Selection, planting, transplanting, digging, preparation
for sale or shipment

2. Especially applicable to grapes, hedge plants, ornamentals,
and some trees

3. Why used in place of seed

Softwood cuttings,

1. Selection, planting, watering, transplanting, potting

2. Especially applicable to flowers, cactus, sugar cane,
and some ornamentals.

3. Why used in place of seed

layerits

1. Pr.ver time and method of putting tips under ground
while attached to parent plant

2. Time and method of transplanting

3. Particularly applicable to grapes or berries produced
on canes

4. Why used rather than seed

Stolen or Offsets

1. Taking advantage of nature's unique way of reproducing
some plants; spacing, removing runners and handling.

2. Application to ornamentals

3. Application to peanuts

4. Why used rather than seed

Division

1. Division of clumps of parent plants benefits both the
old and the new

2. Application to ornamentals, flowers and garden plants

3. Why used instead of seed

aft
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Rootstocks (Rhizomes)

1. Makes sod formation possible

2. Some sod grasses become weeds

3. Used in connection with seed or in place of seed

Bulbs, Tubers, and Corms

1. Taking advantage of nature's unique way of reproduction

2. Application to flowers and vegetables

3. Why used instead of seed

Other plant materials used in local areas

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

Much of this competency can be developed by capitalizing on
individual knowledge of class members. This can be guided and
stimulated by appropriate questions from the teacher. Signi-
ficant facts should be recorded in student notebooks under
each item as it is considered. Plant material, either fresh
or dried, will be especially helpful where it is readily
available from local sources. Demonstrations necetsary for
this module should irG biven by the teacher or a qualified
student to bring about specific understandings.

Start with a question such as: "What is the most common way
that a plant reproduces itself?" Then lead the class to
discover other types of reproduction by asking "What other
ways, besides seed, do plants reproduce?" The list above,
can then be developed, in the order in which the students
identify the types of reproduction.

Before proceeding to the next type of reproductive material,
the teacher should develop the points which are important to
an agricultural supply or service man. The teacher can do
this by asking questions to develop thinking, asking appro-
priate demonstrations and by encouraging discussion on the
questions. One question and one demonstration is listed for
each type of material to get the teacher started in develop-
ing whatever is needed to insure good class participation.
These should be considered as suggestions only, and the
teacher should elaborate as he sees fit. There is not neces-
sarily any connection between the question and the demonstration.
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Seed Question - Does it make any difference whether wheat
used for seed are large or small? (Student
response is always tested by the teacher
with why, or why not, followed by subsequent
questions to insure good class discussion.)

Demonstration - Test weight per bushel, if the students are
not familiar with it.

See Q. If you want some fresh green onions, would
you start with some seed, some seedlings,
or same of last year's onions?

Trona-
plantin4 D. Proper method of transplanting if the class

is not familiar with it.

Hardwood
Cuttings

Q. If seedling apple trees cost 10 each and a
two year old tree costs $1.25 at (insert
name) garden store, which would yOirMit

D. Grafting, and/or budding, if the class is
not familiar with it.

Q. If you want saes new grape plants, what
would you use: seeds, roots, or vines?

D. Make a hardwood cutting, and if material
is available have each student make several.
May be taken home for transplanting, if
desired.

Softwood
Cuttings 4. If you want some new geraniums, what part

of the plant would you start with? Why?

A)6

D. Make a softwood cutting, and if material
is available have each student make several
which say be taken hose for transplanting,
after planting in sand at the school for
easy observation.

Q. What is the easiest way for a person to
get more raspberry plants in order to increase
the size of his planting?
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D. Demonstrate layering on plants available
at the school ground. This may not be
important enough to make a field trip for
this purpose, but it might be worked in
with a field trip taken for another
purpose.

Runners or
Stolens Q. If you wanted same more strawberry plants,

would you use the seed, a cutting, layering,
or what?

D. Demonstrate how to tura runners in the row,
cut off, or stimulate with fertilizer to
control the width of the row and distance
between plants.

Division 4. If you want to buy some new rhubarb plants,
what part of the plant will you get?

Underground
Stems or
lhizomes

D. Use a space to divide an suitable plant
readily available on the school ground.

Q. Why does Kentucky bluegrass make a sod
and a grass such as Timothy does not?

D. If possible, dig some bluegrass which is
infested, with quackgrass and identity the
two root systems. This will showing,
quackgrass will crowd out bluegrass or
almost any other grass except johns= grass.

TliberIL

Corms Q. Potatoes and tomatoes belong to the same
family of plants. Why dove plant the
seed of tomatoes and not plant the seed
of potatoes?

D. Cut a potato into seed pieces to indicate
the importance of "eyes" in each. Plant
in a pot to show reproduction.
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Suggested time allotment far teaching this cosoetenci

Classroom instructions- hours
Laboratory experience- 0 hours

Total - -- 15 hours

Suggested Instructional Materials and leferences

Instructional materiel
Rant materials secured locally

References

1. Christopher, Everett P. Introductory
Horticulture,, Chapter 5.

2. Shoemaker, Zones S. General Horticulture,
Chapter 6.

T*3. Hartman and Rester. Plant Propecations
Principles and Practice.

4. State Extension Service Bulletins

5. Modules 3 and from course on Horticulture-
Service Occupation; published by the Center

* The symbol T (teacher) or S (student) denotes
. those references designed especially for the
teacher or far the student.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Work in a nursery is probe 'y the most desirable,
particularly if flowering annuals are produced.

2. Work in a commercial market garden, wall fruit
production enterprise, landscape center, or sodding
operation is satisfactory.

3. Work in a than stare, or garden stare, is satisfactory
from the point of view of improving the trainee's
recognition of the finished product, but mach of the
actual reprocbactice process may not be apparent.

4. Work in hone situations such as garden, ornamentals,
end learns, is satisfactory, particularly if on an
individual project basis under supervision.
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III. To be familiar with factors in plant material production
that benefit customers

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

While much of the following subject matter is of general
interest and knowledge in Agricultural Supply- -Sales and
Service, it is recognized that students planning to work
in the seed industry, particularly hybrid corn, will be
more interested in plant breeding and seed production as
applied to cereal grains than to ornamentals. By the
same token, those students who will work in garden centers,
where field seed may be of minor importance, will be more
concerned with plant breeding as applied. to garden seeds,
flowers, and ornamentals. Certain principles are "broad
spectrum," and a basic understanding of them is necessary
even though their application varies with the plant material
concerned. For example, "hybridization" and "pure line
selection" must be understood, not only in field seeds such
as wheat, soy beans, and corn; but also in garden seed such
as tomatoes and sweet corn, and ornamentals Riches roses.

Previous classroom experience must be considered in planning
for the development of this competency. In many schools,
courses in Agriculture I and II will have been fairly adequate
in this area, while in others it may have been introductory
or omitted entirely. If the former is true, the teaching at
this time should be to reinforce and go deeper while in the
latter case, the teacher should Btu: from the beginning to
insure understanding. Pre - testing will be a valuable guide

to the teacher and a "convincer" to. the students.

While some seed and plant material offered for sale is nothing
more than commercial reproduction of old line varieties with
some recleaning (bred), or culling (namentals), major suppliers
of retail outlets must continually develop and Improve stocks
in order to meet the competition for the discerning customer.
For this reason, the subject matter for development c_ this
competency is directed toward newer varieties and higher quality.

1. Pure Line Selection

This is the oldest method of seed improvement and
still has a major place in experiment station and
commercial producer's work. It is readily observable
that there are differences between fields of the
same variety and between plants in the same field.



However, this is largely work for a, plant breeder
working for an experiment station or a large cam -
mercial

The process of pure line selection involves:

a. Selection of a large numb, -._ of individual plants

which have most of the desirable characteristics
such as height, strength, test weight, color,
diease or insect resistance, harvesting qualities,
milling qualities, and flavor.

b. Field testing of each selection by growing them
separately in sma31 plants to determine the presence
of characteristics desired.

o. Elimination of less desirable varimm.es or selections
and re-testing.

d. Final selection -f desirable varieties which will
provide breeder seed for multiplication by select ad
growers who produce fouulation seed.

e. Foundation seed is Dubber multiplied by selected
growers to produce registered seed.

f. Registered seed is grown under inspection to produce
certified seed to be used for commercial production.

Pure line selection is most aprlicable to plants which
Are self-pol3inet.ld and have cAmplete flowers. It is
also widely used with plant materials which are repro-
duced asexually.

2. Hybridization

Hybridization has labie it possible to improve plant
yields and quality where pure lin* selection has failed.
The it teased use of hybrid seed makes it Important
for the student to know the f!Indition under which it
maybe used. He-will then be in a position to provide
sound advice to customers wh.) buy such seed.

Nybrides result frost the crossing of two or more separate,
:...related, pure lines. The "vigor" which carve as the
result of crossing such lines is inherent in the hybrid
seed the customer buys.



The salesperson needs to remind customers that hybrid
seed is good for only one crop. If the seed from such
a crop is saved: the offspring plants of the next
generation will revert to the original lines making
up the hybrid. These offspring will not have the
desirab3s characteristics of that hybrid.

Hybrid seeds or started plants available on the market
today are v.otables such as tomatoes and peppers; annual
and perennial ;lowers; corn sorghums, and oLher field
crops. The customer who uses hybrids should carefully
select that hybrid which will meet his specific
requirements.

The average salesperson will not need a detailed know-
ledge of the hybridization process to be successful.
The background of the students and local use of hybrids
should be the basis for selecting modular content relat-
ing to hybridization.

3. Mutations

The third way new varieties are developed is through
the discovery and selections of "mutants." These are
individuals with different characteristics from others
produced by the same parent. This is best illustrated
in the case of apples. Theoretically, every fruit from
a given tree is essentially the same. However, mutants
(bud sports in this case) may suddenly appear, produc-
ing apples with an entirely different appearance or
qualities from that of other apples on the same tree.
If theft have desirable characteristics and breed
true, either by self- fertilization or vegetative repro-
duction (grafting in the case of apples), a Ler variety
can be developed which provides increased sales to the
producer and increased satisfaction to the consumer.
A good illustration was the development of the Golden
Delicious apple from a tree of the conventional Delicious
variety.

In collecting seed plants in the field for pure line
selection, it is entirely possible that the outstanding
ones chosen are mutations which breed true but which
have a slightly different genetic make up than that of
their pereuts. There is nL objection to this, of
course, as the objective is improved characteristics
rathor than perpetuating genetic purity, so the plant
breeder does not attempt to differentiate between the
two.
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IMProved seed production

There are four classifications of seed used in produc-
ing quality commercial planting seed.

a. Breeder seed is limited in availability and is used
by the breeder to produce foundation seed

b. Foundation seed remains under the control of the
experiment station, either directly or through the
seed improvement association it sponsors. Foundam
tion seed is identified by a White tag. This seed
is used to produce registered seed.

c. Registered seed is usually one generation any from
foundation seed and is used for the production of
certified seed. It is produced under close super-
vision and inspection by seed improvement
associations. The yield of registered seed usually
does not justify paying its higher cost for commer-
cial field production. Registered seed is identi-
fied by a purple tag.

d. Certified seed is produced under supervision of a
seed improvement association. It is the high
quality seed used by most commercial producers.
It is identified by a blue tag. The salesperson
should encourage his customers to use this type
of avhd.

Standards for registration and certification differ
slightly from state to state but are readily obtain-
able for instruction or sales purposes from your
own state seed improvement association, department
of agriculture. or state university extension
service.

After meeting the requirements for certification or
registration, the seed is protected from contamina-
tion or substitution through special tags and seals
controlled by the certifying organization. These
tags indicate whether the seed is Registered or
Certified - -the state doing the certification- -the

crop and variety name, a number rich indentifiee
the grower and lot of seed so that records can be
traced. The certification tag helps insure that
the seed is good because: CO it is the variety it
is claimed to be, (2) it has been tested under
different environmental conditions and is satisfac-
tory for use as recommended, (3) it has been checked
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for such quality factors as germination and
purity, and (4) the parentage was known by the
plant breeders and cooperating growers so that
unsatisfactory performance can be traced if
necesssary.

The importance of the certification program in
the United States is indicated by the fact that 45
states operate programs. Over five billion pounds
of good seed are produced under such programs
every year. The certification tag is considered
the mark of acceptance just as are similar labels
applied by testing agencies in industry.

Suggested TeachingLearning Activities

1. Take students on field tripe to see crops produced from
pure line selected seed and iron hybrid seed.

2. If available, show students results of using seed saved
from growing hybrid craps. ftrplanning ahead, the
teacher can provide a demonstration by using seed from
hybrid annual flowering plants.

3. Use tags from each classification of registered seed
when discussing them.

4.. Use state seed laws and bulletins of the Seed Improve-
ment Association for background discussion.

5. Develop advantages and disadvantages of hybrids and
standard varieties used locally to familiarize students
with information they may use with customers.

6. Wherever possible, use a pla:it breeder, certified seed
grower, or seed company salesman as resource persons.

7. The suggested time allotted for the teaching of this
competency is:

Classroom instruction
Laboratory experience-

hours
hours

Total 8 hours
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Suggested Instructional Materials and References

1. Films and film strips available through state sources
(seed improvement associations; hybrid seed producers;
extension services, etc.) usually feature field seeds.

2. The film, "first the Seed," shows scientific development
of seed and how standards of vegetable seeds are man,
tabled (also latest methods of harvesting and packaging
vegetable and flower seeds).

3. The film, "A Tree is Bora," *hews techniques of /Crest
Service researchers to produce hybrid pines through
controlled pollination and selection processes.

4. The state standards for production and sale of certified
and regular seed maybe obtained from the State Seed
Improvement Association or the State Agricultural
Extension Service.

5. Publications of State Seed Improvement Associations and
major seed producers on improved varieties.

6. Seed and nursery catalogs from major producers and
distributors

7. Seeds - IDA Yearbook. 1961, pages 394-401 entitled
" Certification in the United States"

8. Application forms and production standards for certi-
fication seed fray the State Seed Improvement Association.

9. Visual, materials such as tags, descriptive brochures,
and pamphlets.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Work as a helper in some phase of seed improvement
program.

2. Work for a grower, seed house or distributor in a
service capacity.'

3. Assist a seed company fieldmen in his woritirith
cooperating growers and potential customers.

4. Work in a farm supply or garden store.
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IV. To become familiar with varietal names and characteristics

Teacher Preparation

Subject Natter Content

A retail sales person must be familiar with variety names and
characteristics to be cf service to the customer in helping
him decide on what varieties to plant. The person whose know-
ledge covers amide area of varieties can provide greater
service and he may avoid losing a sale beciNse of a lack of
such knowledge.

It is almost impossible for any single individual to know all
about every variety of field seed, garden seed, flower seed,
bedding plants, roses, ornamentals, and fruit and forest trees.
However, a person can begin by concentrating on the varieties
used locally and adding to this basic knowledge through study.
Numerous charts are available from major suppliers for ready
information on length of growing season, proper dates for plant-
ing, rates of seeding, methods of seeding, spacing of rows and
within the rows, cultural practices, insect and disease resis-
tance, and varietal characteristics. By referring to these
charts and seed catalogs, the sales person soon develops his
knowledge of the significant characteristics or qualities of
recommended varieties.

Since a complete listing of groups of plants, with improved
varieties recommended for each under varying conditions, is
beyond the scope of this module and would be of little value
on a nation-wide basis, none is included in this subject matter
content. However, in the teaching - learning activities sale

suggestions are given so that a working list for a local coo.
amity can be developed by the students as a basis for learning
about recommended local varieties.

Suggested Teachim-Learning Activities

1. Divide the class into groups according to the major
crop groupings found in the particular locality.
Examples: cereal crops, garden crops, flowers, and
ornamentals. These may be subdivided into smaller
groups if the size of the class permits. Example:
Divide cereal crops into corn, wheat, and oats. There
can be a further subdivision of class members, but it
is better to have students work in pairs rather than
singly.



If a class is moll it may be necessary for the group
to concentrate on one group of plants before starting
another.

2. Prepare a master chart on the chalkboard. Later it
may be done on heavy wrapping paper or chart material.
Headings are indicated on the following page. This

UV be developed in advance by the teacher or with the
students, so that each grow of students can select
the type of crop or material which they will study
and record the information pertinent to the recom-
mended varieties.

3. Provide swages of several recommended varieties for
identification study.

4. Use role -p .aying with pairs of atudents servb_ig as a
"salespert on" and the "custoaer." Discuss varietal
differences and recommendations. Have "salesperson"
emphasize the qualities of the recommended variety
and attempt to se32 this ova another product the
"customer" might desire.

5. Use quiz or contest to help students to evaluate their
knowledge of varietal characteristics.

6. The suggested time alloted for the teaching of this
comeetency is:

Classroom instruction 4 hours
Laboratory experience hours

Total- 8 horn

Suggested Instructional 149.teriaLs

3.. Catalogs from major seed houses and nurseries

2. Descriptive material and charts secured from crop
improvement organizations

3 Extension se -vice publications

4. Standard texts for ugreucmy, horticulture, and vege-
table gardeniw

5. Resource units available from miiversities and state
departments of education

Suggested Occupational. Experiences

3.. Work in a business that sells seeds and plant propa-
gating materials. This might be at any time of the
year but it is particularly valuable during spring
and fall planting seasons.

2. Work in acme phase of the production of seed and
plant material. This might include work with an
experiment station or with growers.
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3. Work on a Dann, particularly in the crop production
operations.

V. To be able to integret the informatAam 2RANE_Etjabele on
containers

TeaclIE=oasPren

_11...8UlectlEtterContlat

Besides the variety name, one of the =et important things for
a salesman in the retail seed and plant material business to know
is how to interpret the informayion found on the label or tag.
This information is amenable to the purchaser, but few custom:ea
are willing to search for, co. interpret, information which should
be readily known by a competent sales person. If the sole
does not know, the result is ehat se ms are frequently made based
on misinfcreation or unwerrantel assumptions yhich later cerase
poor customer relations. The buyer knew his need ane the per-
sonal circumstances under which the seeds will be used. He is
in abetter position to make decision than anyone else, but
often needs additional information. Most bufers get more infor-
mation from retailers (including catalog enppliere) than tram
any other source. A competent salesperson who can provide the
information needed Quickly and accurately is wpreeiated and the
process of a Bele is speeded up.

Tags and labels vary in the type of ird'oneation they cantata.
In general, four types are found;

1. Requirements of the federal laws and regulations.

2. The requirement's of state laws and regulations.

3. Information provided by the grower to induce the pur-
chaser to buy or assist him in proper usage. This is
usually cultural information.

4. Same sort of warranty or disclaimer of liability even
if this is not required under the law.

Lave and regulations by federal and state governments were passed
to protect both the customer and the reputable seller of high
quality seed or plant material.. The latter has a greater cost
of production than an unscrupulous or "get rich quick" type of
operator. Until such laws were passed, the precept of "caveat
emptor;" let the buyer beware, applied equally well to the seed
dealer as to the horse trade-.
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The loss to farmers and gardeners through fraudulent misrepre-
sentation of seeds and related plant material was formerly
tremendous, particularly in attempts to take advantage of the
public interest in some new crop developient, e.g., hybrid
corn or the "polyunsaturated" oil-producing seed crops. Federal
and state legislation has brought about greater control, parti-
cularly in prohibiting false advertising and mislabeling.

The farmer or grower who does not advertise, but merely sells a
relatively small, quantity of seed or plant material to his
neighbors, is not expected to meet the laws and regulations for
seed dealers who purchase seed for resale or shipment out of
the state. Presumably, the neighbors who purchase the seed
have seen it growing and are aware of the grower's ability and
reputation for producing good seed. However, when seed produce
tion and resale becomes a business instead of a biproduct, con-
formity to laws and regulations is expected, and penalties are
invoked for violations.

The basic purpose of state and federal laws is to insure that
seed which is sold is correctly labeled. It is perfectly legal
for a seed dealer to sell low quality or even dead seed as long
as it is correctly described on the label. Of course a reputable
seed man would not do this as he wants a custamartoreturn,
but it brings out the point that it is up to the customer to read
and understand the information on the label which, according to
law, must be attached. When a customer is not familiar with
the terms used or the interpretation of percentages, the retail
sales clerk should be in a position to explain. The only excep.
tion to the labeling requirement is in the case of vegetable
and flower seeds where no statement of germination is required
as long as it is not below an acceptable standard (see state law
or regulation). When this occurs the statement "below standard"
must be shown along with the percent of germination and the date.

Individual states have had laws pertaining to the sale of weds
since 1921, and there were several revisions of federal laws
leading to the current enforced Federal Seed Act of 1939. The
federal acts pertain largely to seedamed through interstate
commerce in the United States, or to importations from other
countries. The state laws apply to seed sold within the states,
that do not enter interstate commerce. The TADA and state
experiment stations, growers, processors, wholesalers, and
retailers' associations were a major influence in the pa 'age
of the rather uniform state and federal seed laws in existence
today. If a seed can comply with the requirements of the Federal
Seed Act of 1939, it normaLly will meet the labeling requirements
of the different states. The function of the state law is to
control the sales of seed which do not go across state boundaries
and therefore are not subject to federal control.
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Soybeans,

tweet
Corn

Tomatoes

Asters

Roses

Lawn
Grass

Ornamental
evergreen

Notes Add

Variety Major
name purpose

Harosoy Seed

Golden Fresh
cross food
bantam

Heinz Packing

Corn Cob Corners Consolidated High School
Vocational Agriculture Department

VARIETY INFORMATION STUDY CHART

Length of Time of Rate of
growing planting seeding
period per acre

Spacing Spacing
in rows between

rows

Stalk
character-
istics

Disease
Resistance

122 Late May- 65-80 lbs. thick 24"
early 40-60 lbs. thick 3A'

June 120 lbs. drilled 0
82 Late

May

76 June lst 2600
plants

Azure Ball Flowers 100
(outdoor)

Mister
Lincoln

Kentucky
babe

Pitzers
Juniper

Red
Pine

more columns

Hybrid
tea

Lawn

Tall

24-30" 6 - 9 Medium
tall

3-4 ft. 4-6 ft. Excellent
for field
use

60 degree sow trans- 1" ft.
Kin. nite plant put
temp. out (pkt.

1000 seeds)

Perennial Spring

1 ft. Excellent
(in beds)

Not 2 ft. 3 ft.
applicable

Perennial Spring 20 lbs.
Fall

Foundation Perennial Spring
planting Fall

Lumber Perennial Early
windbreak spring

1000
trees

Broad
cast

6 ft. 8 ft.

Dwarf

Susceptible
to root rot

Excellent

Resistant
(fusarium
verticil-
lium wilt)

Wilt
resistant

Excellent

Underground Medium
stems

Rapid
growing

as needed, but the last one should be wide enough for "special remarks."

Medium



The laws generally require seed packages to be labeled to
show:

1. Percentage of pure seeds present

2. Percentage of weed seeds present

3. Percentage of other crop seeds present

4. Percentage of inert material (dirt) present

5. Percentage of germination

6. Percentage of hard seeds present

7. Name and address of the shipper, seller, or person
who labeled the seed

8. The names and rates of occurrence (e.g., number per oz.
or 100 grams) of noxious weeds as specified by the state
in which it is to be shipped or sold. Most states pro-
hibit or limit the sale of seeds containing noxious
weeds even though their presence is correctly indicated
on the label.

9. Mixtures of seeds must show the percentage of each kind
it the mixture is 5 percent or more.

10. Most states require only that the kind of seed be indi-
cated since it is very difficult to determine varietal
purity. However, some states require both kind and
variety to be shown along with the percentage deter-
mination of the latter.

Certified seed carries two tags for two different purposes. If
a variety is named, al least 95 per cent of the seed must be of
that variety. The colored tag from the certifying agency indi-
cates on one side the name of the crop, the variety, and the
serial number by which the lineage can be traced. On the other
side is usually's. statement of the limited responsibility of
the seed improvement association and whether or not the seed
can be used for production of additional seed craps for
"recertification." The other tag, usually not the same color
as for registered or certified seed, is normally supplied by
either the grower or the marketing agency to provide information
on inspection and testing, including the purity, control of
crop and weed seed, germination, and date of testing. It
usually states the warranty or limit of liability in language
similar to the following: "The (name) warrants to the extent
of the purchase price that the seeds sold are as described
within recognized tolerances (due to sampling). The seller
gives no other warranty, express or implied."



The two tags make it possible for the distributor to re-label
as may be required by state laws without affecting the validity
of the certification. This double tagging places responsibility
where it properly belongs, since certifying organizations ordi-
narily do not buy or sell seed.

"Verified origin" tags are intended, as the name implies, to
indicate the place or origin of the seed and that the accuracy
of this has been originally determined and maintained by several
nuMbera as the seed changes hands froy the grower, through
brokers, wholesalers and retailers to the customer. These tags
are unnecessary on certified seed, which includes this as a part
of certification. However, it is ve,y important for of .r seed
in commercial channels, much of which is of high quality, to
show this information as the climatic conditions where the seed
was groan may be markedly different from those where it is to
he planted. As an example, alfalfa produced for southwestern
desert conditions will not over-winter well when planted in the
northern or eastern states. However, seed adopted for these
same states maybe produced in the Southwest for planting
elsewhere.

The federal law requires that all *ported alfalfa and red
clover medalist be "stained" to indicate their region of
origin and subsequent degree of adaptability for use in the
United States. This is done by permanently staining a small
percentage of the seed so that the entire lot may be visually
identified as it moves through trade channels; this does not
affect germination or growing ability. The percentages and
oolors are as follows:

1. Seed from Canada- -1 percent violet

2. Seed from South AmPrioss...10 percent orange-red

3. Seed from non-established origins or mixtures-10
percent red

Tags or labels must be Ascot on seed containers in most states
to indicate that the contents have been treated against disease
or inoculated if this has been done prior to male. Consequently,
it would, be possible for a bag of alfalfa seed to ::eve four
tags indicattngs 1) certification, 2) purity and germination,
3) seed treatment, and 4) inoculation.

In contrast with field seeds where the information is limited
to that required by law and is ordinarily placed on tags,
flower and vegetable seed are usually put in packages and
containers which are deeigned to catch the customers' eye and
provide same information on planting and culture. There is no
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requirement on shape, size, color, or wording: as long as it is
not false or misleading. Some firms conk. :e their colored pic-
ture of the product produced from the seed to smaller packages
(packets). This is particularly valuable in the case of flower
seeds where .. large number of var. tes exist, often with simi-
lar or difficult names. In the car. of vegetables, a picture
saves many wcrds in showing the customer what to expect.

The usual size for garden and flower seed containers are:
packet (pkt.), oz., 3 oz., l oz., lb., and l lb. Larger
seeds, such as beans and sweet corn, are also put in 5 lb.,
10 lb., 25 lb., and 100 lb. sacks.. It is cheaper to buy the
lger quantities.

,-'rural directions vary widely from company to company. Some
are very sketchy and others are rather complete. They usually
include information on: (l) whan and .:here to plant, (2) how to
plant, (3) how to thin or transplant, and (4) Harvesting
suggestions.

Every seed cc+mpany either places on the contai ° or makes plain
in its catalog or literature that it is not re4.nsible in case
the seed does not turn out as expected. This may be complete
disclaimer or responsibility, or a warranty 1imdted to the cost
of the a.. ad.. It is usually stated as a "warranty although the
term "non- warranty" is more descriptive.

Lawn grass seedy have long been difficult for the customer to
buy and. have been a source of great profit to the merchandiser
who was willing to take advantage of$ (l) the difficulty of
readily identifying different grass seeds once the; have been
placed in mixtures, and (2) the lack of knowledge of the charac-
teristics of different types of grasses without having to refer
to scientific names.

It is perfectly possible for a seed to be labeled as "General
Purpose ", "Sun and Shade ", etc., and still contain certain
grasses whim meet minimuara qualifications but which are not
the best types for specific purposes. Even if the reputable
firms do indicate the seeds used in the mixt'ire, they do not
(unless required by state law) state the percentage of each.
For exale, a "shady" lawn mixture my contain a large propor-
tion (s0 percent) of vrchard Grass which dcas well in shade,
but being a relatively cheap bunch grass rather than a sod
grass, will be unsatisfactory to the purchaser who desires a
nice finely textured lawn.

Kentucky bluegrass is an example of a standard lawn rasa,
but it has the undesirable habit of making seed and then
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becoming dormant during the_hot season regardless of the
amount of watering. Canada bluegrass is even less satisfac-
tory. Both are spread b.., underground stems but the former

makes a better sod. Annual bluegrass is worthless as a lawn
grass and should not be seeded because of leaving bare places
when it dies after making seed in the early part of the growing
season. The customer cannot be expected to know the scientific
names of these four grasses and the usual retail salesperson
has not been trained to this extent (more appropriate for post-
righ school, than high school students). A label may be high
sounding, but meaningless when it indicates the seed lassie
up of Poe 4retensis, Poe, compressa, Pea triviklis, of Poe
annual even though the pereferteSe of each may given, The
Pea annua is of no vslud, the 1344, smte's& le of little
value, and the Poa trivialis (rough bluegrass) is not worth
paying a premium. Improved varieties of bluegrass such as
Marion or Windsor are usually not found to any extent in mix«
tures selling at low prices.

Fieldmen of reputable lawn and turf seed houses are familiar
with their product and can interpret the labels for the retail
salesperson so that he can be of service to the customer.
Salo persons have a responsibility in encouraging the customer
to read the fine print on a package giving the seller's poeis
tion as well as to realize what he is buying. Reputable seed
houses believe their seed is good (at least as good as repre-
sented) and want to give satisfaction so they can sell more
seed to the customer eld to his friends in succeeding years.
However, they have siz .nntrol aver the weather, or the way
the seed is planted and cultivated, and accordingly cannot
guarantee the results. Althoigh Same firms disclaim an
responsibility, particularly those firms 'hich merely package
seed bought on the open market, the more custamery practice is
to assume liability for failures (usually germination) to the
extent of the purchase price. Even when con plainte are made,

it is difficult to tell whether the fault lien with the seed.
Consequently, the "racketeer" type of companies do not pew,
and the reputable ones do, as a public relations gesture, even
though the failure may not be their fault.

The physical appearance of seed containers and tags is frequently
iudicetiv:,-; of its age and the care received in handling and

stored*. Packages which indicate a slow turnover or which have
been damaged in handling are suspect even though the germination
appars satisfactory anl the date of testing is the current
year. Insect and rodent damage also cast unfavorable images
to the customer. Bulk seeds in adjacent bins frequently become
mixed unless great care is exercised by sales personnel. To
avoid these circumstances, farm supply "utlets mat make every
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effort to: (1) move stock quickly (at least during the cworent
season), (2) retest promptly to insure that old seed will germi-
nate (some seed houses mix unsold seed with the new crop as
long as the germination of the entire lot is satisfactory),
(3) prevent damage to containers in handling (labor saving eleva-
tors and conveyors mean less work and less damage (4) protect
the seed from damage fraa insects (weevils, etc.) and rodents
(rats and mice), and (3) avoid mixing or waste due to spillage
or broken containers.

Seed dealers are required by state laws to secure appropriate
licenses in order to do business. These must be renewed every
year with the fee set in accordance to the volume of business.
Wholesalers are ordinarily not required to secure retail licenses
to se...1 directly to customers, but a license must be secured and
roperly displayed at each separate place of business.

Agents for seed producers and dealers are usually required to
be registered with the State Department of Agriculture and are
issued a registration certificate which identifies theta to the
prospective customer.

While the subject matter for this competency has concentrated
on seeds, practically all of it applies to ornamertals, fruit,
and forest trees, which come under state and federal super-
vision. No attempt is made to refer to the specific state or
federal laws and regulations pertaining to plant materiel other
than seed, but it is believed that the teacher will have no
difficulty in pointing out their similarity to his students.
One thing spelled out in plant materials concerning regulations
is the importance of maintaining free stock and the description
of control measures which are enfored to protect the entire
public as well as the individual purchaser.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Introduce the ccepotency by raising the question with
the class "What should you knot/ about the information
on tags or labels on seeds to assist the customer and
protect the firs: for Wham you may be working?"

2. Display or pass around a variety of tags and labels
collected from different sources for examination by
the students.

3. Read, or write on the chalkboard, the information on
a label to the class. Ask them what it means.



h. Ask the students to generalize as to the types of informa-
tion commonly found on all tags and labels. (This is slightly
different for field seeds, flower, and garden seeds.) List
answers on the board and develop the four general types of
information as indicated on page 29 of the Subject Matter
Content.

5. Bring out the important requirements of both state and
federal laws and clear up in the students' minds why both
are necessary even though essentially the same. (Interstate
vs. intrastate commerce.)

6. Develop concepts of the implications of the percentage figures
(pure seed, weed seeds, crop seeds, inert material, gamine-
tion, and hard seeds! Wasting the students questions which
involve value judgewnts of more than one, such as:

a. One sample of seed has a purity of 99 percent with one
percent other crop seed while another Las no other
crop seed present, but the one percent is made up of
inert material. Which would you buy? Why? Use the
same question substituting weed seeds for crop and inert
material for other crop seed. (Note that the figures
may be taken directly from labels rather than be
hypothetical.)

b. One sample of seed has a germination of 85 percent
but contains five percent hard seeds. Another has a
germination of 86 percent but has no hard seeds--
which one would you buy? Why?

c. Which would you prefer, weed seeds or hard seeds?
Whit

d. Which would you prefer, high germination or high purity?
Why?

e. One sample of seed has two percent weed seed not
sidered as noxious, and another has only .05 percent,
which includes Canada Thistle seed. Which would you
prefer? Why?

f. Weed seeds are usually small in size can aced with
grains. Suppose a sample of oats contains 1/10 of one
percent of wild mustard seed while another has one
mustard seed in one ounce. Ask the students which they
would prefer and why? Develop in the students the
importance of knowing the relative size of weed seeds
when interpreting purity analyses.
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7. Develop with the class the °mar in which contamination of
seed other than the pure variety is objectionable, beginning
with the least objectionable type. This might be about as

a. Inert material if not too much to affect the stand

b. Hard seed if not too much to affect the stand

C. Dead seed but pure as to variety, if not too much

d. Other seed of the same kind but a different variety

e. Other crop seed

f. Non-noxious weed seed

g. Secondary noxious weed seed (can be controlled by
good cultural practice)

h. Primary noxious weed seed (difficult to control and
usue.U,y produced vegetationaLly as well as by seed).

8. Although not required on labeling, the notation of "pure
jive seed" expressed as a percentage of the sample that
is pure seed and .40 will germinate is a useful way to
compare lots of seed as to quality. It is easily deter.
mined by multiplying the percentage of pure seed as stated
on the label by the percentage of germination and dividing
by 100. Develop the understandings needed by students
pertaining to the concept of "pure live seed" by having
them esond.ne situations such as the followings

a. The percentage of pure live seed soy be exactly the
same as would happen if one maple had a purity of
99 percent with 90 percent germination, while another
was exactly reversed with 99 percent germination and
only 90 percent purity. Ask the students which they
would prefer and why. lasny will be like the ordinary
customer and tea that they are the same. Actually,
the second is such less desirable because it contains
ten percent of other than pure seed compared to one
percent for the first. Since this allows nine times
the chance for weed seeds to be in the sample which
may be noxious, it is better to take the high purity
with fair germination than the other way round.

b. Although the percentages of germination and purity
apparently have the same weighting to the casual person
who looks at the label, this is actually not the case



since the determinatica of purtty is more accurate
than that for germination. It is usual to allow
a variation of six percent on tests for germination
taken from the same sample compared to 1.5 percent
for purity. This is because of the smaller number
of seeds used for the germination test.

c. In row crops, particularly corn, where yield depends
on the number of plants per acre reasonably wen
spaced within the rows, lower germination is much
more objectionable than the presence of other crop
seed which is usually smothered out, or weeds which
maybe controlled automatically by the herbicide
which is used.

d. Rates of sowing should be adjusted to the percentage
of pure live seed rather than merely following the
rate indicated in a sowing table for seed that is
average or better in purity and also germination.
Seeds with low germination may not be a bargain When
planted unless the rate is increased to insure a
normal stand, since the additional amount of seed
may bring the price up to the cost of good seed.
However, if good seed is not available because of
a poor seed crop for a particular year, it is better
to use the low germination than buy unadapted seed,
particularly that from foreign sources.

9. Have the students identify seed from actual labels accord-
ing to whether it is certified, registered, verified
origin, imported Oran reiere7) or commercial. Have the
student who correctly identified a seed, tell or write
the purpose for which a purchaser would probably use it.

10. Review with the students the list of weeds which are
considered as "noxious" in your state. Although weed
seed identification is not a part of this competency,
and perhaps in some cases is beyond what is expected
of a retail clerk, there is no objection to teaching it
at this time if it has not been covered in earlier vocam
time). agriculture classes.

11. With the class, distinguish the difference between
guarantee and a warranty as it applies to seeds. Ask
them to interpret the warranty printed on various tags
or labels which have been collected or may be brought
in fp:ethane.

12. Training to be a "seed analyst" is beyond the scope of
this module or high school level students. It properly
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belongs in a post-high school course. However, teacher
demonstrations or the visiting of a laboratory where
commercial or official seed testing takes glace is
desirable for developing understandings and appreciations.

13. Show samples of seed with inert material, weeds, hard
seeds, and/or different varieties present when taking
up each of these points.

A. The suggested time allotmett for teaching this competency
is:

Classroom: instruction-
Laboratory experience-

4 hours
In= hours

Total hours

Note: Class and laboratory time need not be differ-
entiated as they may be mixed as the teacher
sees fit.

Note: It is believed that this competency can be ads-

guately developed at the school and field trips
would only be desirable to visit a nearby seed
testing laboratory or a seed cleaning or grading
plant. Any field trips would be included as a
part of the laboratory time except fbr that lost
in travel.

ftIgested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. Educational materials from State Seed /improvement
Associations and Departments of Agriculture are
probably more applicable to local use than publica-
tions prepared for nation-vide distribution. The
former usually includes films and film strips as
well as brochures on methods of seed improvement,
variety descriptions, and adaptations.

2. labels, tags, seed packages and catalogs either
collected by the teacher or brought in 1.77 the
students to provide visual and theoretical. cover-
age as well as authentic data for student inter-
pretation and practice
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3. Seed samples which bring out a specific point in
the subject matter such as stained foreign alfalfa
seed

4. Reports of seed testing laboratories, particularly
those of the state testing laboratory

References

- Yearbook of S. De -tment of culture,

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Although this competency is fundamental., it is believed students
can develop it concurrently in connection with the occupational
experience allotted for other competencies of this module, parti-
cularly competencies III and IV.

VI. To be familiar with the services offered by a firm which are
either the_ skill of the customs or which require the
use o- spe Pnen

Teacher

Subject Matter Content

Service in connection with the agricultural supply business has
been growing rapidly in recent years and promises to continue
growing as more and more people want things done for them and
have the money pay for them rather than doing the work for
themselves. At one tine, the customer bought his seeds and
plants from a seed store or nursery and expected to do the
rest of the work himself, using hand equipment which he owned.
The only exception was in the case of the aged or handicapped
who might hire someone to mow the yard, plow or spade the
garden, and perhaps trim or prune the shrubs.

When people began to came to the seed store or nursery and
indicated they wanted to buy, but only if they could get some-
one to do the work which was arduous (e.g., fertilizing lawns),
or which they condsidered beyond their skill (e.g., pruning),
it was logical for the firms to maintain initially a referral
list of people who the customer could hire and eventually to
hire the service people themselves and charge the customer a
fee for the work.
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The rapid advances in technology, particularly in the control
of insect and disease pests, weeds, fertilizing, etc., require
knowledge. and skills beyond the ability of the usual local
handyman. The cost of power machinery for application (which
was used for only a relatively few hours each year) precluded
each person front owning his own.

Most twin supply dealers would still prefer to make a profit
from merchandising rather than supplying service. Some still
attempt to get along by renting tools or referring a customer
to someone who will do the work. However, some machinery,
particularly in field crop production (spraying liquid ferti-
lizers, etc.) :s too complicated and expensive to rent to
individuals and it works out better to make arrangements for
the machinery, operator, and material to be made available
on a custom, rather than a rental basis.

The rapid growth of garden centers which supply everything frail
trees to mulching materials meant delivery and setting was
necessary in order to meet competition. These costs were often
included in the purchase price in contrast to the referral
practice where the customer paid initially for the material
and later on paid for its handling. The interst in high quality
lame and the stake of the seed merchant on the success of his
product due to fertilizing and the control of weeds made it
desirable for many firms to develop complete lawn services.

At first, the service end of a business might be taken care of
on a part-time basis by employees who had other helpers who
would do the planting, fertilizing, spraying, etc. Now, large
establishments have specialized personnel, so the functions of
the salesperson/4.th. dolivsnisen, end the men who will do the
work on the customer's site are entirely separated and clearly
delineated.

While all services must be paid far in some form, there are
some advantages to including the coat as a part of the sales
price rather than attempting to make an extra charge. This
is not only to meet competition but also because there are
fewer replacements necessary under "livability guarantees"
when material is properly installed and given a good start
by competent workmen.

The plan for supplying Berrie.e differs with each eincleasy an
varies frau none at all to a complete service for every aspect
of the basic material sold. However, one of the following
patterns tend to exist.

1. No formal service is provided, but informal referral
is made to someone who must be contacted by the customer.
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2. Providing delivery service with the customer Tasking
his own arrangements for service, possibly using
informal referrals as in No. 3. above.

3. The company assuming responsibility for securing
the serviceman and sponsoring his work, but the
customer paying him independently of the cost of
the material purchased.

4. The =Mani employing the serviceman on a salary or
wage basis and either absorbing the cost of the service
in the price of the material or making a separate
charge.

5. The company providing a service, independent of .

whether or not any materials are purchased (e.g.,
for spraying), for which a fee is charged.

Another aspect of the development of the present day service
business is illustrated by the indivictualinho may start on a
small basis, but who develops a reputation for his knowledge,
work, and dependability so that his clientele call him first
rather than the suppliers. He may only do the work, or provide
the equipment; but it is not unusual for him to quote a price
including all the materials which he may get from a single
supplier or from multiple sources whenever he believes he gets
the best quality for the lowest cost. A. good example is the
sodding business.

The ability of an individual to build his own service business
attests to the fact than there is an inherent profit in this
activity. In general, this profit should also be available to
the agricultural supply firm whose main business is in supply -
ing materials. However, frequently whets a large firm attempts
to hire someone tl do this kind of work for wages or salary, it
has difficulty in making it pay (which is a tribute to the
"entrepreneur" type of email business). For this reason, many
firms prefer to sponsor "associates" who use their products
and on whom both the firm and the customer can rely, but who
operate on their own. A good example of this is the man who
provides a complete lawn service.

Regardless of the kind and extent of ese services offered by a
firm, the retail sales person should know what 's available,
how it may be secured, and about how much the cost should be.
He should be familiar with the company policy as to whether the
customer should be encouraged to use elaborate services When
available or "play it down" when the company wishes to keep
the service aspect at a minima.



The cost of services asy be standardized and all the sales-
person needs to do is refer to a *hart, such as spraying
tthavge per sore, or it mar be on a job basis with or without
an estimate hewing been made in advance. In the latter oases
the estimate may be the responsibility of the lialesPersent
the service person, or some specialized person who does
nothing but make estimates.

A listing of all service activities to be found in connection
with the agricultural. supply business is beyond the space
limitations of this module. A suggestion for developing such
a list is made under teaching-learning activities. However,
examples under different groupings may be of interest and
include the following:

L. Field crop production -- seed cleaning and treatment
(seed born diseases)

-- liquid fertilizer application
(or granular)

-- spraying or dusting (herbi-
cides, insecticides, fungicides)

2. Vegetable and flower gardening; small fruits
-- same as field crops except that

equipment used is probably
smaller and less powerful

3. Ornamentals, forest, and tree fruits
planning, planting, fertilizing,
pruning, trimming, etc.

Lawns -- grading, seeding, fertilizing, mulching, spray-
ing, mowing, (as a part of ccaplete lawn service);
sodding when indicated.

5. Complete service for large hosesestates, etc.,
including planning, planting, fertilizing, care and
pruning, control of pests, etc.

Suggested Teaching-LearningActivities

1. Develop with the class a concept of the "service"
aspects of the agricultural supply business as pre-
sented in the subject matter content.
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2. Work with the class to ilevelop a list of the services
which are frequently available through agricultural supply
firms based on the product they supply. It is realized
that no one firm will probably provide for an of the
services. The teacher should place the be 0 on the
board and give one example under each. The Audents can
list the material under its common trade name and then
indicate the service; or list the service and then
indicate the trade names of the material used.

Name of crop

Wheat
Soybeans
Corn
Ttmatoes
Raspberries

Small fru:Its

Evergreen shrubs

Roses

Ease

Golf course
Tree removal

Pence building

Rumples

Material used

Mercury dust
Amaben
Atrazine
Plant setter
Tools on applicator

Ortho Fungicide
"Pipron fungicide"
Labor and tools
Complete dust

"Turf builder"

"Treflan"
Chain saw

Tools

Service _performed

Seed treatment
Pre-emergence spray
Post-emergence spray
Available for rent
Available for rent
for pruning-spraying
Custom spraying

SPraY
Reset when overgrown
Insect and disease
control

Fertilize end weed
,ontrol
Crab grass control
Available for rent
or complete service
Available for rent
or complete service

3. It is realized that farm supply stores oi smaller towns may
not provide as broad a coverage of services as those in or
near large cities. For this reason it is believed the list-
ing under teaching - learning activity No. 2 should precede
the identification of the services available through local.
retail outlets. This maybe done by adding another column
to the listing to show the name of the firm that provides
such service. An alternative way would be to first identify
the names of suppliers of services and then list what they
do.

4. A field trip for fire :and observation of the service
activities of a large firm may be illuminating but should
not be a repetition of what is already known or what has
been seen on previous field trips conducted for other
purposes.



5 Individuals who like to work for themselves should
consider the costs end possible returns from self -
employment. This would involves (1) developing a
list of equipment needed and its initial cost,
(2) developing depreciation schedules on the equip-
ment needed, (3) finding out what the "going rate"
is for the various kinds of services which can be
performed, and (11) cciaputing the possible annual
income after ex ranges Lave Caen considered.

6. The suggested time allotment far teaching this
competency is:

Clam** instruction.
Laboratory experience.

wromMaslo

hears
hours

hours

Field trip time included with those taken for other
cceepetencies.

Suggested nstru nal Materials and References

1. There are no specific instructional materials or
references.

2. Advertisements, particularly in local papers, way
indicate services which are available and should be
brought to class.

3. Periodicals and trade literature per stimulate the
thinking of both the teacher and the students toward
service activities, eepeciaLly the articles written
along this line.

4. Nodules In the courses in Farm Ifachinerylervice
Occupations and Ornamental Horticulture consider
service aspects and may be referred to by the teacher
wises; appropriate.

Suggested Oceukstional Emerience,.

1, Way saes and potential soanag,tement pert ousel set their
start through service antivitiee. Students sight begin
at a very low level and then advance to greater responal-
bility for service or transfer into the lotus fields.

2. Work experience in service activities of large fans
supply stores or garden zonters initially in a helper
capacity teculd trt quite satisfactory.



3. Work experience in production (f5e1 d %zaps, garden
crops, ornamental, etc.) would helpful. in develop-
ing this cappetency partieulariy if use is made of
sev:icss (e.g., liquid nitrogen salication).

4. Students contemplating developing thabc, own sce-rice
business for haseowers, golf courses, etc., can
start by working for imal wages fors person already
established who needs relatively unskilled help se he
exp.nds frau a one-men operation.

5. Part-time work after school, or during the smemertims
is quite satisfactory for developing occupstional
experience in this ccupetency.

ra. To be able to cower* the strait and veakinbs of the
products offered bir the solulOireei s comanY ab.d its ccuppetitors

Teacher Prep/notion)

Lub_ii_ect. Vatter Content

Ivey, ca geny would like to believe and have the euebaeer believe
that it is the best in the field and that every one of their pro.
ducts is the best of its kind. Unfortunately, this is lavbably
never true or at least not true to the discerning person.

There is no excuse for making palpably false claims for your
products, or maLiciously running down the competitor or his
product; but the successful retail salesperson in agriculture
supplies should not hesitate to point oat strengths and at
Irelands weaknesses in varieties or products. This does not
am that he should 'eke a fetish of this; but rather that his
Imo: Ledge strnegthens his position with tie customer when a
question is asked, a statement is made, or a problem is unsolved.
Strengths and weaknesses are usually value judgments made by an
Individual on the basis of his specific situation. The salsa.
person who is waU acquainted with the customer or who can elicit
informaial as to his particular situation is in a better posio-
tion to point oat strong and weak points which gill assist that
customer in slaking the right decisions on what to %Vs when to
buy, and where to buy at this firm. When a vesicles. in a pro.
duct is recognized, the salesperson should also states if possible,
what is being done by the producer to overtime that weakness.

Situations arise when it is best for the salesperson to Worn--
the ousbaser that he en' his fits are not in a position to pro-
vide the desired product or service to meet a particular need,
but =other firms which say be a keen competitor in acme areas,
stocks a particular it* or brand or can give service, and is
conveniently located so that the oustmer could try there, This
saves the custom's times creates a friendly feeling towal the
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broad-minded firm, and in all probability will be reciprocated
by the firm recommended at some other time under similar
conditions. For example, a salesperson in a garden center which
carries a limited stock of vegetable seeds could well recommend
a nearby competitor who handles a comprehensive stock, with the
full knowledge the latter would send customers to Wafer orna-
mentals which were not carried in stock. Of course, this pre-
supposes that the quality of products is comparable or satis-
factory as it woull be a doubtful favor to direct someone to an
unsatisractory source.

As in the case of other competencies, particularly Noll, it
is manifestly impossible to cover the strength or wakness of
every service or product availaole whetter it in stock: is
available by ordering, or frac a compeUtor. Far this reason,
only one example of a strength and one of a wi.z.kness will be
indicated for each aspect of the retail outlet taken as a whole.
This is followed later by ove strength and one v-akness for
specific examples in the product groups.

1. Planning services,

Strength lies in having competent peop.- to do this in
all of the areas (field crop production, vegetable gar-
dening, ornamentals, etc.). Competency must be related
to the scope and difficulty of the situation concerned.
A high school graduate with vocational agriculture
experience should be able to plena home vegetable
garden, but it takes a person more highly trained in
landscape architecture to plan for the beautification
of a large estate or a public building; even this man
posseasivg general knowledge may not be able to plan a
golf properly.

Weakness in planning services lies in the fact that
a plant by an untrained or partially trained person
mey mot cost very much to produce, but it may not be
of great value to the customer or sell very much for
the firm. Reputable firms who will send some competent
person to view the situation and draw up a comprehensive
plan on the site either have to receive a fee for this
plan or sell enough me,terieis to cover its cost in time
and travel. A common arrangement is for no fee to be
charged if the order for material and services result-
ing from it costs over a previously established 111.LAISMEI

figure. The man with the technical competence to do
professional, planning is usually too valuable to be
used in service capacities; smaller firma, especially
those trying to cover a variety of products, may not
be able to afford such a person to wait on the trade
part of the time or do the work of planting, etc.,



after the plan is completed. The small operator with
a truck who cares for lawns and grounds may be comp
potent to make simple plans far items such as founds,.
tion plantings for mail hoses. This is usually the
typo of plan provided when requests are telephoned into
a nonspecialized supply center.

2. main%

Strength lies in having plant materials which can be
planted with the least effort end the least possible
chance for error in location, depth, watering, etc.
The use of Jiffy" strips, pots and trays is a marked
advantage over ceramic pots, wooden flats or no con-
tatter: at all.

Wellness lies in that any special preparation of materials
to be sold must be Justified by increased sales or less
lzbor (e.g., sowing seeds in a hotbed or colfreme and
then selling slants by the 100 rather than singly or in
dozens).

3. Cultural practices

Strength lies in having salespersons competent enough
to inform the customs on both simple and advanced
aspects (e.g., pruning); making equipment available
for rent to those who do not care to invest or will have
little need for extensive use (e.g., electric hedge
trimmer); or providing same 020 to do the work if the
customer would prefer to pay rather than doing it him.
self (e.g., fertilizing lemons).

Weakness lies in hyling only clerks who check out the
customer (self-serve principle) after he blindly searches
for what he wants end finally selects something he is
not sure will be satisfactory or solve hi.. problem.

13. Insect and disease control

Strength lies in a store's having a complete line of
materials to cope with all known pests in a variety of
sizes to suit the needs of the very mall producer
(housewife) to those of the ccarsereial grower. The
tendency is to provide materials in the form easiest
to apply even though this miky run up the cost for
packaging, etc., (e.g., aerosol sprays). Some customs
ow prefer dusts to sprays which taut be mixed, but do
not went to buy read,v-mixed dusts if they have a Aarge
area to cover because it is cheaper to buy the concen-
trate and mix it with the carrier at home.
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Weakness lies in having to sell for higher prices to
cover the cost of stocking so many different items and
sizes with the inherent danger of slow-marling items
becoming out of date ar having to be closed out at a
loss. There is a profit in spray and materials only
when the volume of business is sufficient to keep prices
competitive with those of other stores, many of whoa
sell in bulk. Many people would prefer hiring persons
for pesticide control work, but the cost may be pro-
hibitive if the size of the job is small, even if the
film provides this service.

5. Harvestinc

Strength lies in demonstrating the yield and quality of
seeds and plant materials at harvest time. Many seed
commies, such as hybrid seed corn firms, identify
plantings by their trade aszOS or offer valuable prizes
for achieving the highest yield or the largest specimen.
Flower and garden shows are becoming more common with
farm supply and garden centers offering prizes or serving
as sponsors.

Weakness lies in the fact that the cost of promotional
events, like all. advertising, sat be justified in the
end by incroased sales. Well thought out and imaged
contests, and shows are expensive end may be risky.
The firm that does the most promotion may not get the
most business if prices asked are out of line with
those who do not promote.

Examples of strengths and weaknesses of product items
are:

a. Field crop production

A new variety of wheat is 'very resistant to loose
smut, but has no resisteace +94, seal,. It scab is
a disease problem for the area and a dale, does
not stock it for this reason, but a competitor does
because of its "newness," the salesperson most be
able to explain why he cannot supply it when a cus-
tomer asks for it.

b. Vegetable gardening

Spen,cross is the earliest hybrid seed corn produced
(71 days) but is susceptible to bactertal wilt.
74iis usually makes Spanaross a disappointment to

anyone except the person who likes to have first
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'roasting ears" in the neighborhood. What should
a salesperson do if a customer asks for gpancross
and the firm does not stock it because of its
known unsatisfactory performancel

c. Flower gardening

Marigolds are perhaps the most popular and easiest
raised flowers in the home garden and came in a
variety of shades, including same that are not pure
white. One variety, "agate," is almost white and
to the ordinary person appears white, especially
at maturity. This variety lacks uniformity in color
and its flowers very in size. If a firm does not
stock it for these reasons, what should a sales-
person say to a customer who is aware that a coup
petitor doest

d. Dame

Seed can be treated at the time of cleaning to pro-
tect spinet decay, damping off, blight, and root
rots, but the expense increases the cost by 10# per
pound. Is a farm supply center in abetter competi-
tive position to offer both treated and untreated
seed than another firm which carries only the
=treated seed but sells the seed treatment eepeo.-
rately for those who desire itt

e. Home beautification

A competitor in a north.irn state advertises Boxwood
plant: fcr less than a firm's cost price. In all
probability, these are "Carlon Box" plants which
are fast growing but will not live over winter
except in the south. How cats a salesperson explain
why his ft= sells only "English Box" which are
winter hardy and are more expensive because they
are slot growing, when to the eye both plants swear
to be the Barnet

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. After the introduction to the competency is given by the
teacher an the general subject ratter content, he should
differentiate between strength and weaknesses of services
offered by a firm (planning, planting, etc.) and strengths
and weaknessea of individual it in the product line
(seeds, plants, etc.). This should only take enough time
to indicate the reason for the consideration of examples
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under separate general headings rather than follow the
format used in the previous module, although the noises
are similar.

2. The teacher may present the examples indicated under the
various h ngs, which could be placed on the chalk-
board, or use maples of his own choosing. The purpose
of these examples is to stinulate the class to cage up
with others which naturally involves thinking and at the
some time broadens the coverage. After consideration
of the "services," the same procedure could be used for
the "products." It will be noted that the examples in
the section of Subject Matter Content are often worded
to lead up to a teacher-learning situation rather than
to mere statements of fact.

3. Role-playing can be effectively used as in the following
examples:

a. Field crop production--There are advantages and dis-
advantages of seeds developed and offered for sale
by state improve-'- t associations vs. cassercial or
proprietary companies. One student can represent a
Harmer who is satisfied with the seed he is using
frost one source and another take the part of a sales-
man from the ccmpetitor.

b. Vegetable gardening-8cm seed houses grow their
seeds on their own farms while others buy theirs on
the open market. Cue student can represent a
customer who wants justification for this practice
from another stud,..at representing a mamma from
one type of seed house. This would be repeated with
different students for the other type of seed house.

c. Flower gardenireSame seed houses amd nurseries me7
have exbensive plant breading programs and bring out
new and presumably better varieties each year while
others handle only standard iteam. Cue student may
represent a salesperson for the forme in trying to
sell another student acting as a customer who merely
vaili.s a standard variety which sells for a lower

ce. Another pair of students can t!ke the z --arse
position of a salesperson in a first with only stan-

dard varieties attempting to placate a customer who
inquires for a new, and perhaps experimental,
variety which is not in stock.
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d. lawns -Seed mixtures may specify the amount of each
kind or variety (open formula) or merely indicate
that it is designed for satisfactory use in the
specific situations implied in the name, e.g., Shady
Mixture-(closed formula). One student can repre-
sent the salesperson defending the closed formula
to a customer who insists on knowing the percentage
of the contents in order to compare costs if be
adzes his own seed.

Another pair of students could play the roles of the
customer Mho does not know how much of each kind of
seed he should use for a specific situation and a
salesperson who does not know either. (They oast
both use tlisir combined knowledge and check one
another as they read labels, catalogs, or talk with
other salespersons.

e. Home beautification--Ornamentals can be grown in the
southern states much faster and cheaper than in the
northern states which have shorter growing secsons
and more expensive labor. The result is many firms
esa buy plant materials from the South and sell them
for less than they can be produced for in the North.
One student can take the part of the salesperson in
the garden center offering nbergainaft and another a
customer who wants justificatic.- for the low prices
before bo3ring. Another pair of students can reverse
the roles with the salesperson representing the firm
whose prices seam high to the customer who wants to
be awe he is getting the most for his money before
buying.

fe. Use of notebooks as suggested for coaretencyNo. X.

5. The suggested time allotted for the teaching of this
competency is:

(Mauro= instruction hours
laboratory experience U hours

hours

Meld trips are not ucsssidared appropriate or necessary
for this ccopetency, but irdividual contacts end observa-
tions on the st7dent is own time will be helpful.

/
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Suggested Instructional Materials

Those listed for competency X are pertinent to this compe-

tency. However, they axe listed here in a descending order
of probable importance.

1. Trade publications - catalogs and sales manuals

2. Educational. materials put out by the various trade
associations (not individual firms)

3. Paz.. and garden magazines featuring timely articles

le. Special articles or weekly columns in newspapers

5 The usual publications in bulletin fora from state
agricultural agencies and the LT.S.D.A.

6. Yearbooks at the United States Department of
Agriculture

Suggested Occupational Experiences

The types of occupational experiences to be gained for mastery
of this competency would be the sale as for competency X
listed on page 63.

VIII To devel the ability to find rinf rastion ui
catcatalogs and otLher sources

Teact.1.211

Subject Matter CoLtent

Circumstances will always arise when a customer inquires tor
some item, has a need but does not know exact3.y for what to ask,
or the store will not have it in stock for the foLloving
reasons:

1. It may be usually carried but temporarily out of stock
because at unusual. demands or delay in shipment of
regular ordert, or it may be "back ordered" by 1,44:
supplier

2. It may have been discontinued because of lack of
demand.

3. It may have been replaced or svperceded by an improved
product.
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4. The demand may be so little that keeping an item in
stock is not justified, but it can be readily obtained
frail the supply channels already established by the firm.

5. It is not in the general line of business of this firm
and the potential demand is too small tc justify either
stocking it or establishing a source of .apply for
special orders.

Retail outlets probably have a policy covering the above cir-
cumstances and a salesperson should acquaint himself with it
before a customer makes an unfillable request.

The salesperson should also know the usual supply channels of
the firm for the different products which are stocked; which
are made available on an order basis; or to which firms the
customer can be referrsd if there is no business in prospect
because of lack of demand, service required, or other rumbas.

r supply houses, wholesalers, and manufacturers have sales
representatives or "fieldmen" who call upon retail outlets
regularly whenever the yob= of sales justifies orders and to
provide information on new developments. Catalogs, price lista,
etc., are left with the retail outlets for re-ordering between
visite e to encourage ordering by smaller firms not regularly
contacted. The ease of doing business over the telephone has
reduced the need for personal contacts brat field en and has
made it easier for the little firm to secure its supplies with-
out having to make out order blanks or submit orders an a
regular basis.

Few retail outlets in the egricultural supply field attempt
detailed inventory control with autasetic re-order "hen the
stock dwindles to a certain number of days' supply. The more
usual procedure is for a p Tson to be designated for each group
or phase of the business to keep under observation the turnover
of a product and to reorder so that under normal coalitions the
new supply arrives before the old one is exhausted. This say
be done on a daily basis When shelves, bins, etc., are resupplied
from bulk or warehouse stocks on on a weekly, monthly, or
..aeonsl basis, using an order form provided by tilt supply house.
Multiple operations of the chain store type usually have a
detailed procedure and form to foliar.

Most retail outlets maintain an "order book" in which hurried
entries are made by anyone who feels the stock is getting law
or who, all too often, discovers it has been *Amsted. The
same book my also be used to indicate the date of reordering
so that in case of inquiry, ease ird'orse.tion can be given as

to the probable date it will be available, 'cooping in mind the
nasal delivery time.
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The usual procedure in case of inquiry for an item ordinarily
carried in stock but suddenly exhausted is to: (1) consult
the order book or other source of information as to when the
new stock is expected, (2) offer to make a special order either
by phone or mail with the possibility for speeding up delivery
by special handling or shipment direct to toe individual, etc.,
(3) provide the customer with an order which will permit him
to pick up the item personally at the supply house. The billing
in the latter case will be to the retail outlet rather than to
the individual since a wholesaler ordinarily protects its
customer by refusing to sell at retail. In either of the last
two instances, it is helpful and speeds up the sales process
if the salesperson knows exactly-where to locate the item in
the catalog and/or price list, and can turn to it readily or
can locate it through the index in order to get the proper
serial number, size, quantity, etc.

When the item desired is not ordinarily carried in stock but
it is good business to order it for a customer, facility in
locating and using the appropriate catalog may mean the differ-
ence between reeking a sale and losing one. Rather than wait
for the occasion to arise before learning how to use a catalog,
a salesperson should be generally familiar with its contents,
the method of indexing, the data which can be expected to be
found, whether pictures of items will be found, what informs,
tion, must be placed on order blanks, what provision can be
made for delivery including the billing of the charges, and,
last but far from least, what are the terms of payment inclu-
ding discounts for larger orders and penalties for late

payments. This may be done anytime when there is a lull in
the business routine, or the manager may specify that it be
done early in the employment experience as a specific part of
the employee's orientation.

Before offering to check an delayed shipments or to order
it not normally carried in stock, an adroit salesperson will
try to find out whether there is something else which is in
stock that may satisfy the customer's needs. Frequently this
may involve a substitution of size or quality, but irony times
it is a matter of switching from one brand to another or from
one form to another, e.g., dust instead of spray and vice-
versa. Price maybe a controlling factor, but a scampered
must be aware of the store's policy before offering to
substitute something which markedly lowers the profit margin.
For example, it may be quite proper to substitute two half.
gallons of sheep dip at the gallon rate when the larger
containers are out of stock but questionable to sell large
trees for smaller ones selling for half the price.

A salesperson must be judicious in deciding how far to go in
pressing for the immediate use of a substitute or excusing
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defy caused by re-ordering before suggesting an alternative
local source who may be a competitor.

Since no two supply houses or companies have the same wey of
preparing or indexing their catalogs, this will not be con-
sidered in the subject matter but will came out in the
laboratory work proposed in the teaching-learning activities.

Suggested Teaclinat-Learning Activities

1. The teacher can start the class discussion by posing
the question, "What should you as a retail salesmen
in (insert local mane) Farm Suoply Center do if a
customer asked for (insert it and you found it
out of stock?" Stress to the students that fans
supply store managers consider failure in- this
competency as one of the biggest weaknesses of
employees in inch stores. Following time for reflec-
tion by the students, it should be possible to
develop the various points presented in the subject
matter content frts the class. When understanding
has developed, the teacher can go to the second as-
pect and ask the state general question but
substituting the awe of an item which is not
normally carried in stock but which can be easily
ordered.

2. A field trip is not warranted in case the class does
not have sufficient knowledge to properly answer the
above question, but a resource person (manager or
owner) night be invited to come to the school to
discuss these natters with the clue after proper
orientation by the teacher.

3. Simples of catalogs frog major supply houses and pro -
ducers, (seed) manuf acturers, (spray materials) should
be collected (borrowed if necessary, although au or
out-of-date ones 'Which have been discarded are aatis-
'factory for the purpose) by the teacher for laboratory
use by the class in developing ability to locate and
interpret information. After a reasonable timid for
amoral "getting acquainted" with catalogs has
elapsed, the teacher can ask a general question in
the role of a ~tow and conduct a contest among
the students to locate the answer speedily and cor-
rectly. Such a question for a garden store aright be,
"I want to get a Japans* Maple like the cue I gif
here last year, or thought I saw here but it say have
been somewhere else, and I do not see it now," or for
a fare supply stare, "I want to get sane Piperasene
to get rid of tapeworms, cot ilia, and roundworm
when I drench my shop neat week."
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4. Since there may not be enough of any one catalog or
catalogs for similar supply courses for every member
of the class, or even pairs of students, the teacher
might make up a list of several questions for each of
the tyres of catalogs be has, which could be type-
writven and pasted on the front. Then the students
could tind the answers as a laboratory or homework
assignment. By rotating the catalogs, coverage of
all types will remlt. Cure should be taken not to
expend too much time on this activity.

5. The teacher an&his class may prepare a catalog for
their own locality by collecting materials from sev-
eral sources and combining it into ono publication in
a three-ring notebook using the "scissors and paste"
method.

6. The suggested time allotment for teacaing this
competency is:

Classroom instruction 2 hour.s

Laboratory experience- 3 hours

Total---- hours

Suggested Instructional Materials

1. Catalogs as indicated under the teaching-learning
activities. These may be quite comprehensive and
expensive to produce, so care should be exercised in
making requests, especially for multiple copies.
However, old copies which have no further value should
be easy to secure and are just as satisfactory for
laboratory use as current ones.

2. Large companies and cooperatives may have instructional
material they use in the training of their fieldmen,
managers, etc., which may be helpful if available.

3. Apparently, books or pamphlets pertaining to this
competency are not available.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

L. On-the-job experience in any retail outlet will help
to develop this competency with a farm supply store
ranking highest followed by a garden supply store.

2. Production experience in nurseries, greenhousie, or
on the fermis of very little value in developing
this particular competency and can hardly be consid-

ered as satisfactory for this purpose.
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3. For students who cannot secure any appropriate on-the-
job experience, additional work on the students' own
*ime, with the catalogs as envisaged in No. 3 of the
teaching-learning activities might be considered
satisfactory. However, this may become boring and
of doubtful value of measured purely on an hourly
basis.

IX. To understand the basic economics of home beautification
crop, and garden production in terms of costs an stations

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

The two questions usually uppermost in the mind of a customer,
whether he be an actual or a potential purchaser, are, "How
much does it cost?" and "What will it do for me?" These some
two questions are probably asked of a retail salesperson in a
farm supply center more than any othtrs. The salesperson who
anticipates these in the minds of his customers is in a much
better position to be of service and close a sale than one who
does not.

It is too much to expect every salesperson, to have a broad and
comprehensive knowledge of the economics underlying the use of
all the products offered for sale, but some of tne basic as-
pects as indicated below will be helpful. The salesperson who
appreciates the importance to the customer of such questions
of basic economics will be in abetter position to serve the
clstomer more effectively. The teacher will undoubtedly think
cf better examples than those listed, while some students will
have a carry-over from Agriculture I and II.

1. Field crop production

a. There must be a balance in expenditures among
cost items (seed, fertilizer, etc.) and this is
usually more important than the total cost in
determining the profit; examples include:

1) Should a farmer buy certified seed every year?

2) Should a farmer plow down large amounts of
fertilizer as well as apply at planting time?

3) Should a farmer use "Amsben" (generally
acknowledged at the present time as the best
but most expensive herbicide for soybeans) to
control weeds on all of his soybean acreage?
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b. The greater the expense invested in a crop, the
more important it is that things get done on
time. Examples iisclude:

1) Preparing the seedbed at night with two
operators alternating when the season is late
because of excessive rainfall

2) Applying pre-emergence spray before the weed
seeds germinate

3) Applying the post-emergence spray when it
will get tne weeds a14. not hurt the crop

4) Harvesting before weather conditions cause
10118 of quality and yield

c. Labor-saving and specialized equipment which
costs a lot money may be necessary in order
to get things done on time, but is of no value
if it is not ready to go when needed or if the
operator is unable to repair it if something
happens at the critical time during its use.
Examples include:

1) Seed drilla and sprayers not calibrated

2) Sprayers with plugged lines lr worn-out
nozz3 es

3) Mowers needing cutter bar overhaul or
adjustment

4) Balers that will not tie

d. Low cost of production per unit is important, but
the selling price frequently is more important in
determining profit cr loss. Farmers should have
in mind where and when they will find &market at
the time they invest the money for its production.
(seed, fertilizers, spray, etc.). Examples include:

1) Corn fed through steers rather than sold on
the open nerket.

2) Certified wheat for seed rather than sold at
market price

2. legisble gardening

a. The size of the operation most envisage what will
be done with the vegetables raised so they will

not be wasted if for a home garden or sold for
loss in a commercial operation. Examples include:
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1) All the sweet corn maturing at the same time

2) Too many strawberries for hone consumption but
not enough for commercial or roadside marketing

3) Beans can be used for food by shelling, if there
are too many for use as peen beans when
mature, but peas cannot (satisfactorily)

b. Labor must be available to harvest the vegetables
when they are ready and should be planned for
ahead of time. Examples include:

1) Too large a pickle acreage means less No. 1
pickles, ..liere the profit is made, if it can-
not be picked every day during the peak season.

2) Sales may be lost if the roadside stand
operator has veg .tables ready for harvest
but cannot leave the stand to get than when
the customer canes to buy.

c. Early plantings mean high prices for early markets,
but the possibility for frost must be anticipated.
Examples include:

1) Covering tomato plants (hot caps)

2) Covering melon seeds in boxes (under protec.
tion) and setting than as "hills" will gain
two weeks.

3) Planting over a limited acreage (but not entire
field) if sweet corn is damaged by a late frost

3. Lean culture

a. The more grass you grog, the more there is to mar,
so one must decide when the personal satisfaction
(or increased sale potential) outweighs the labor
involved.

b. There is little use in applying fertilizer* seed,
etc., if the ground needs leveling or grading,
Which should be done first.

c. Weeds grow because they can ctinpete with the grass
which is limited by the fertility or environmental
circumstances, (e.g., shade). Digging out (or
using herbicides) will not remove weeds permanently
but fertilizer and reseeding will, e.g., dandelions.
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d. Whether or not to use sod or to reseed may depend
on the area, the necessity for grading, relative
cost, and satisfaction of immediate growth.

e. A. riding mower will not replace a hand mower f-As
geti-4-qg close to fences, etc.; viler: a ;ersort can

afford to own both varies Istith the individual

situati on .

4. Home beautification_Iflowers and ornamentals)

a. Flowers are more colorful but require =lee work
than Evergreens.

b. Annuals are cheaper when raised from seed 'out
more work is required than by purchasing plants.

c. Potted plants and bedding plants in porch or win-
dow boxes often satisfy a need (when space is
limited) for flowers, but not all plants are
suited for this type of planting (3.g., tall
growing plants or vines).

d. Perennlals crAt pyre initially but may be more
satisfactory in the long run because of less labor
involved.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. MUch of the economic side of the use of seed and
plant materials will came out at the time other
competencies and mod-tiles are taken up. However, it
is believed a slefinite time .`could be set aside for
generalization toward the end of this module so the
potential retail saler:ersom can more easily under-
stand the customers' point oZ view or point out
factors which may have been overlooked. The items
indicated in the subject matter content are only a
few which may came up during the class discussion.

2. The teacher should challenge the students to do
original thinking by pointing out what may be right
for one individual may not be right for another. It
is better to consider the different divisions of this
competency separately, although much of the economics
of one applies to all. For example, net income is
more important to crop and vegetable production with
personal satisfaction paramount for lawns and home
beautification.

3. Role-playing may be a good technique to bring more
reticent members of the class into the discussion.



Assign pairs to take the parts of customers and clerks
and bring out actual or hypothetical situations based
either on the examples in the subject matter content
or others experienced or thought out by the individuals
concerned.

4. The suggested time allotment for teaching this compe-
tency is:

Classroom instruction
Laboratory experience-

hours
1 hours

Total - - - 4 hours

Suggested Instructional Materials

1. There are no instructional materials which may be
considered specific Pwr the teuahing of this compe-
tency although such of which have been used previously
will be contributory. In essence, this ,ompetency is
an individual development of judgment growing out of
other factors.

2. Erm-Jouraging the students to read farm and garden
periodicals with a critical eye on the economic as-
pects of articles read should be helpful.

Nasted Ocovational Experiences

Almost any kind of work experience either in production or
sales (preferably both) of plant materials will be helpful
in developing this competency. The students' projects and
supervised work experience programs in Agriculture or
Horticulture I and II and their experiences with their own
home situations may be contributory toward a basic understanding
of the competency.

Same competencies require specific occmpatt4cal experience to
develop, while others are outcomes of generalized experience.
This competency belongs in the latter eater:4, awe it would
be difficult to pinpoint a particular work experience to
develop it by itself.
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X. To be able to help custcaers solve their problems through
advice given related to plant production

Teacher Preparation

Subjeci; Matter Content

Many customers seek more information from the retail salesperson
than From any other person, and in a sense, the latter is in a
poor position to advice because of his usually limited education
and training in specialized fields. It is recognized that a
person cannot be a specialist in all fields; however, the
teacher reeds to point out that because of the cont..et between
the customer and salesperson, the latter is called rum to
give advice in mew areas. Mach of tale competenq may have
been developed in previous courses in vocational aviculture or
horticulture before embarking on the course in Agequltural
SupplySales encl. Service, or iii]. be developed in the other
modules in this :aurae, particularly those on Fertilizers and
Agricultural Chcaiols. Modules from the course in Horticulture,
especially module VT., on "Recognizing and Controlling Float
Pests," vii]. be helpful and should be included if time permits.

No attempt is made here to treat exhaustively the subject
matter content which is as broad as agriculture itself.
Rather, it will be limitei to whet the teacher needs to Indio*
date to the ...tudent regarding his opporhmity and responsibility
in handling inquiries which may arise in his retail sales work
and the prcmotion of increased business and "good will" because
of the service provided.

Customers may arrive with a very detailed plan either
in their heads or on paper, or no plea at all. The
salesperson needs information on the individual or
home situation but must use good Judgment in securing
it before offering advice. When there is no plan at
all, he must decide= (1) how much time to spend with
the customer in developing cue, (2) whether he can
develop a proper plan or refer the customer to sane-
one who can, either in or outside the firm, (3) who
he should suggest to draw up the specific plan
according to its size or scope, and (4) whether or
not a fee is involved.

When a detailed plan exists, the salesperson may save
the customer time, money, and possible embarrassment
by pointing out discrepancies, omissions, or possibly
incorrect information. He may also make timely sug-
gestions for subsequent action of which the matt:seer

7
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may not think and which may bring him back to the
store as a satisfied cuotomer for additional purchases.

The extent to which a retail salesperson can go in
planning depends on his ovni ability and training, the
time involved, whether it is necessary to visit the
site, and the store policy (they may have special
sales personnel assigned to do this work, especially
if it involves travel).

The planning may be in any of the following areas:

a. Field crop production

1) Rotations - (feed, soil improvement, government
programs, etc.)

2) Succession of crops (especially pasture, hay,
soilage, etc.)

3) Seed or feed production (certificaton procedures)

4) Canning crops (requirements, etc

b. Vegetable gardening

1) Planning the home garden to provide a suc-
cession of crops in accordance with the size
of the family and the space available (small
fruits as well as vegetables)

2) Planning the commercial garden to meet the
known or anticipated needs for roadside stand
or resale (kind of crops, varieties, planting
schedule, etc.)

c. Flower gardens

1) Planning for a succession of outdoor flowers

2) Planning for flowers for indoor situations or
limited space (potted plants, porch boxes, etc.)

d. Lawns

1) Planning a complete program for establishment
or renovation (preparation, seed selection,
fertilizing, mulching, watering, etc.)

2) Planning remedial programs for special
situations (shade, weeds, etc.)
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3) Planning for golf courses and special uses

e. Home beautification

1) Making a complete plan for all outside areas

2) Modifying or enlarging an mdsting

3) Making aminimmtplan for initial planting
with provision for later additions

4) Making specialized plans for specific purposes
(foundations, specimen, trees, plant screens,
rose gardens, etc.)

2. Plant

The rapid increase of the number of people who nave
had no previous experience in "raising th'sgs" but
are avid to learn at buying time means increased
questions to the salesperson. (The information pro-
vided on the label may not be sufficient for the
neophyte.) Even if not asked, it is good practice
for a salesperson to assure (reasonably) himself
that the seeds or plant materials will be handled so
there is a reasonable chance for them to grow and
live to produce a crop or bring satisfaction to the
customer.

The salesperson is rarely caUed upon to provide a&
vice .on all planting and culture, but usually there
are critical or "%ey" items which he should be con-
cerned about checking with the purchaser. No attent
will be made to catalog all of these for all of the
plants, but one example is given under each group to
stimulate the teacher.

a. Field crop production

Sudan grass sorghum crosses make abundant feed
for green chop but pasturing the aftermath fol
lowing the last cutting maybe dangerous,
especially if there has been frost (prussic acid
poisoning).

. Vegetable gardening

Cucumbers and cantaloupes will mix (cross pol-
linate) and must not be planted close together
unless they will bloom at different times because
of damage to the flavor.
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c. Home beautification

Some ornamental evergreens may look small and
appear attractive for foundation plantings at
the time of setting out but will eventually grow
tall and either spoil the effect or have to be
removed. (Example-- Norway Spruce or Arbor Vitae)

d. Lawns

Applying lime may be necessary if a customer
wants white clover but is unnecessary for lawn
grasses and encourages weeds,

e. Flower garden

Choosing the location and providing somethiug
for standard sweet peas to climb on SO that they
will not become a problem when other flowers are
planted. (Another solution, if you would like
sweet peas, would be to use dwarf varieties.)

3. CalttuVzjEmItm!

Disappointment to the customer is even keener when
crops fail after they start growing than it is if
they do not came up at all. Timely advice on criti-
cal factors proviled by the salesperson for those
customers who need it will often avoid failure due
to poor cultural practices. Examples of this are:

a. Field crop production

The necessity of breaking tbe crust formed by
rain to permit soybeans to emerge because of the
presence of the "dicotyledotas" making it dif-
ficult for the plant to pull through the surface
af,Jr sprouting; the importance of the inoculation
of legumes.

b. Vegetable gardening

The value of starting seeds (melons) under "hot
caps" and protecting tendx.r plants, e.g.,
tomatoes, from possible frost

c. Flower gardening

"Pinching" back terminal shoots to induce more
abundant flowering (e.g., roses)

1
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d. lawns

Mowing to avoid seed production of crab grass
and annual bluegrass

e. Hams beautification

Avoid "shearing" when pruning ornamentals, such
as Boxwood.

4. Insect and disease control

While complete treatment of this subject is beyond
the scope of this mate ial and more complete coverage
is presented in the nodule No. X on Agricultural
Chemicals, people who have problems want solutions
quickly or appreciate warning in adTince so the prob-
lem can be prepared for or avoided. As with planting
and cultural practices, only examples will be given
under the several groups.

a. Field crop production

Mercury compounds will control stinking (covered)
smut but not loose smut in wheat.

b. Flower gardening

Aphids cause leaves to curl and frequently carry
disease so that controlling the aphid with
Mslathion will prevent the spread of a disease
(virus).

c. Vegetable gardening

Stomach poisons (e.g.') arm: tad are

of no value agaiLat sucking in200....s.

d. Lawns

Damage from pests usually does not show until
the turf dies in spots. DOT orMalathion gets
most of them (grubs: webworms, etc.).

e. Home beautification

Practically all roses suffer from disease
(powdery mildew and black spot) Si well as insect
attacks (spider, mite-sucking, curculio-chaming).
Many companies offer en all-purpose rose dust
containing both a fungicide audio insecticide to



control all rose pests (available in aerosol
spray for easy but Lted application).

5. Harvesting

Certain crops must be harvested at a certain time or
in a particular way for best results. Sane lend
themselves to particular methods of preservation.
Planting time Jr a long way trap harvesting, but
satisfied customers are the result when they know in
advance and can plan accordingly. Examples include:

e. Field crop production

The time of ccek.iming oats is ,;ritical. They
must be ..Att "the day before they are ready, the
day they are ready, or the day after they are
ready", to get the greatest yield. The man who
uses a custom combine must plan in advance.

b. Vegetable gardening

Tomatoes may be preserved by canning but not by
freezing (at lest not at the present time).

c. Flower gardening

Keep in mind the buds frail which the next flowers
will come when taking off blooms which are ready
for cutting. In this way the maldszia crop of the
choicest flowers will result. Indiscriminate
cutting may remove buds which will not open or
leave stem with no flower buds to produce later
cuttings, e.g. , roses.

d. Lawns

Clippings allowed to remain on the ground at
mowing time make good mulch, but those with
mature crab grass seed should be removed and
burned.

e. Moe beautification

Seed cones from evergreens should be gathered and
saved for Christmas decorations at the time they
fall rather than be exposed to the weather, des-
troyed by lawmaowers, or raked up with the trash.
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,
Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

It is realized that no one can provide good advice on all
technical matters pertaining to agricultural supplies and
that advice on specific items should be backed by as much
scientific knowledge as possible. Advice is usually based
on the application of scientific principles so that the greater
the amount of previous education in the sciences (including
agriculture and horticulture) the easier it will be for an
individual to develop this competency. With this orientation
and that indicated in the subject matter content, the teieher
might proceed as follows:

1. Develop examples of "key" items with the class in
addition to those offered in the subject matter con-
tent under the various groupings. When listed on
the chalkboard, one example will lead to another.
However, no attempt should be made to develop a com-
plete listing because of the time involved.

2. When an example indicates that a scientific principle
is involved which is new to the class, or on which
they need refreshing, special assignments and reports
by the most interested and qualified students are
appropriate, provided they are not beyond the scope
for a high school course. Much material may be more
appropriate for a post-high school course.

3. Students should be encouraged to keep a personal note-
book or reserve a part of their class notebook for
the recording of critical information not readily
retained in their memory or found in source docu-
ments. An example would bes Sock brussels sprouts
in salt water to remove aphids before cooking.

4. Use role-playing to stimulate half of the class to
be customers seeking advice and the other half to be
the salesperson who zest respond. This should be as
realistic as possible with the imitations growing out
of the students' true-to-life experiences and the
responses made in as professional a manner as pos-
sible. A pair of students can enact their roles in
front of the class with appropriate scores or grades
awarded by the teacher after critiquing by the rest
of the class.

5. Have students report observations made in their occu
pational experience centers as cuataaers seek advice.
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6. The suggested time allotment for the teaching of
this competency is:

Classroom instruction- hours
Laboratory experience- 2--- hours

Total-- 7 hours

Suggested Instructional Materials

This competency embraces the entire gamut of agriculture and
horticultural science so that away textbooks, reference books,
bulletins, and trade literature would apply to same extent and
maybe needed for teacher preparation, the following, maybe
assembled for ready reference as needed:

1.

2.

State publications of the Extension Service and
Agriculture Experiment station

Trade publications, particularly sales manuals and
catalogs

3. Educational materials put out by various trade
associations, e.g., Seed Improvement Association
and/or commercial companies

4. Yearbooks fro& the United. States Depot-bleat of

5.

Agriculture

Bulletins of the USDA, particularly those pertaining
to Insects and Diseases, e.g., USDA Agriculture
Information Bulletin No. 237, "Contraltos insects,
on Timers."

6. Farm and garden magazines which feature timely
articles

7. Special articles of weekly columns pertaining to
agriculture, home landscaping, etc., as they are
read by students (with much encouragement from the

teacher)

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Almost any occupational experience in production and mr-:han-
dieing agricultural supplies will be of value in developing
this competency because of its degree of broadness which can
be developed only over a period of years. It is envisaged
that s student would start inane area, probably in a helper
capacity to someone with more experience, and then slowly,
and sometimes painfully to his ego, learn the degree to which
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he has the ability to provide appropriate advice to customers.
Complete competency in one area is not necessary before
broadening to other areas, since much information anima
principles will apply to more than one, e.g., control of in-
sects in field crops as well as garden crops.

Occupational experience should be broad if the student plans
to work in a farm supply or garden center which features many
lines. On the other hand, the student who will be working
solely in landscaping would be better off to secure his occu-
pational experience with a firm specializing in chemicals.

Occupational experience in a roughly descending order of
acceptablity could be gained in: (1) farm supply stores,
(I garden centers, (3) nurseries, (4) vegetable gardens,
(5 landscaping firms, (6) greenhouses, and (7) farm work.
The latter is contributory and possibly satisfactory, but not
high-ranking, because it is largely in field crop production.

Suggestions for Evaluating the Educational Outcomes of This Module

It is hoped that all students will be able to find gainful employment
in some capacity which will permit the development of as many of the
competencies of this module as possible before the end of the course or
during the following summer. 1:t is believed it is both the teacheria
and the students' responsibility to find these employment possibilities
and that both should share in the evaluations of (1) the opportunities
for the development of the competencies needed for this module, and
(2) the degree to which the students make use of these opportunities.
It might be possible to defer giving a grade for the course, or awarding
credit until after the summer vacation to permit a more accurate
evaluation if such a procedure is agreeable with the school administration.

The cooperating employer should join the `Ascher and the student in
evaluating the attainment of the student, both in overall competency
(satisfactory or not) and/or in considering each competency separately.
Taken individually, this might be done in connection with the following
competency check list:

1. Does the student "know the
stock"?

2. Does the student understand
how different plant mate-
rials enter into the
reproductive process?

highly
eompe-
tent

Comps-
tent

Income.

,

Not a
part of

his ties
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Not a
camps- Compe- Incas- part of
tent tent netent his duties

3. Does the student understand
methods of plant improvement,
including Pure Line selection
Hybridization, and Mutation?

h. Does the stleent know variety
namea and characteristics?

5. Can the student interpret la-
bels and tags (terms and
figures used)?

6. Can the student provide
appropriate advice to the
customer when needed?

7. Does the student know the
strcng and weak points of
products in stock as wales
those of competitors?

8. Is the student capable of
ordering from a catalog when
an item is not in stock?

9. Does the student understand
the basic OCOMAMieS under-
lying use of an item or a
group of items?

10. Is the student familiar with
the services offered by the I

firmt
1

The teacher would not be obliged to accept the consensus of the three
evaluators (student, teacher and employer) or give the judgment of the
employer a higher weighting than that of the student. It is believed
that an evaluation is a part of the learning process and the student
should be familiar with the above check list reasonable early in the
course with the employer oriented at the time considered most auspicious
by the teacher.

Failure to find gainful employment for occupational experience does
not necessarily mean unsatisfactory attainment of the competencies of
this module. All students should be evaluated at the close of each
competency and at the end of the course. This evaluation must neces-
eerily be largely subjective by the teacher with a heavy weighting on
"Attitude" (how the students looks at vbat he is expected to do) and
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"Industry" (how hard the student works at what he is expected to do).
These criteria would apply to both occupational and nchool experience.
For example, a student who refused to accept employment in a service
capacity because there were no openings in sales could not be considered
as having a very goad attitude. Conversely, a student who was doing
excellent work in occupational experience but refused to engage actively
in school-learning activities would also have a poor attitude.

One basis for grading might be:

Attitude and industry (taken together)
(Some teachers might allow 29% for each.)

school learning activities

Participation in class discussion,
and laboratory work

Grades on written quizzes or practical
tests at the close of each-competency'

Grade on the student notebook

Grade on the final examination

2O

10%

10%

lO
--- --100%

The best evaluation of the appropriateness of the subject matter snd
the effectiveness of the teaching-learning activities will not be pos-
sible until after the students have been out of school several years
and engaged in career work experience. At that time, the effectiveness
of this particular module may be determined as a part of the evaluation
of the course as a whole.

Sources of %/meted Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. "Met the Seed," color/seend tilm, 27minutes.
Associate Seed. Ormwers, Inc., Modern Talking Picture
Service, 3 last 54th Street, 'Neer York. .1/

2. "A Tree is Born," color or black and white film, 29
minutes. Motion Picture Service Office of Information
USDA, Washington, D. C.

3. "Controlling Insects on Flowers," information Bulletin
No. 237 (example, send for complete list). Office of
Information teDA, Washington, D. C., 1962.
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Much of the teps:.!_ng of this module grows out of the

observation and previous experiences of the teacher and
students rather than out of specific text or reference
books.

State publications available to the teacher from the
State Experiment Station, College of Agriculture,
Department of Agriculture, Seed Improvement Associations,
etc., are often more valuable and applicable than USDA
publications for the teaching of this module because of
their specific applicability to local conditions.

Catalogs and trade publications available frau many
sources locally or by mailed requests will be most
helpful.

Farm and garden periodicals and magazines should be sub-
scribed to by the school for ready access and use by
the students.

References

1. Christopher, Everett P. Introductory Horticulture,
McGraw -Hill Book Company, New York, 1961. Price: $7.95.

2. Delorit, Algren. Crop Production, New York: The
CanpaaY, 1959. Price: $6.84.

3. Hartman and Koster. Plant tion Princi les and
Practice (teacher reference : sew ersey:
151W-Hall, 1961.

4. Hedges. LandscsIginsUnr Rome, 1962. Instructional
materials service, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio.
Price: $1.00.

5. Hoover, JUergeson. &proved Practices in Beautiftes
Home Grounds, The Interstate Printing Ind Wgishing
Company, Danville, Illinois, 1959. Pr. ce $3.50.

6. Knott. Handbook for Vegetable Groaners, Net York,
New York: Prentice-Hall, 1957. Price' $1.95.

7. Shoemaker, James S. General Horticulture, Philadelphia,
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FERTILIZER - SALES AND SERVICE

Major Teaching Objective for a High School Course

To develop the understandings and abilities neeLld for initial employment
as an "inside salesman" in the agricultural supply business* which includes
fertilizer among its sales and services.

Major meaching Objective for a Post-Nigh School Course

To dfvelop the unlerstaudings and abilities needed for entry and advance-
ment in the agricultural supply business, which includes fertilizer among
its sales and services.

Suggested Time Allotments

At school
Class instruction 24 hours
Laboratory experience Whours

Total at school 50 hours

Occupational experience 50 hours

Total for module 100 hours

Suggestions for Introducing the

This module is applicable to two types of courses, the two.year high school
course preparing students upon graduation for entry in the agricultural
supply business which handles fertilizer along with its other products,
and the peat-high school course preparing older, amore mature students for
entry and advancement in the same business.

The levels of competence expected of the graduates of the two courses are
different, however. At the high school level, this module is designed to
help the person entering agricultural supply-sales and service occupations
understand and use readily available information to assist customers in
making their own decisions. As a result, the competencies to be developed
are primarily at the understanding and appreciation levels, not those
affected by age, maturity, or necessity for detailed technical preparation.

At the post-high school level, average students will be in a position to
develop the effective abilities a salesman needs; for example* to interpret
a soil test report, to determine basic fertility needs of soils, to make
accurate fertilizer recommendations, and to understand the basic principles
of fertilizer manufacture and plant operations.

1
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In either case, the purpose of this module is to provide the student with
the general background needed for sales and service in an agricultural
supply business. It is not the purpose of this module to develop a tech-
nically trained fieldman who can make recommendations on complex fertil-
izatim problems involving environmental factors. A whole course in
agricultural chemical technology is needed for such preparation.

When introducing the module, develop with the students a list of the local
business firms which handle fertilizer materials for retail sale. This
list should be complete enough to show both the types of fertilizer avail-
able as well as the service functions pertaining to fertilizers that are
performed by them.

1. To sell fertilizer

2. To deliver fertilizer

3. To spread or apply fertilizer

4. To formulate, mix, and manufacture fertilizer

5. To advise customers on their fertilizer programs and problems

Display samples of the various types of fertilizer materials that are
available to farmers and homeowners. Fertilizers come in the following
forms:

1. Solid, liquid, and gaseots forms

2. Single element, mixed,.and complete types

3. Chemical, organic

Crettim interest in problems to be considered by holding up a sample or
two and asking the class such questions as:

1. Where would you recommend using this?

2. How much would you tell a farmer to put on his crop?

3. Which one i:: the best for the housewife's roses?

h. Which one provide the greatest value at the lowest cost?
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Ask the students why the fertilizer industry is so important. Point out
that twenty percent of the agricultural production in the United States- -
equal to all the crop production in the States of Iowa, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Delaware--is credited to the use of
fertilizer. The cost of cultivating this much land would be more than
three times the annual expenditure for fertilizer. Without fertilizer,
this would be a nation of food scarcity instead of a land of plenty.
This abundant crop production permits us to feed a livestock industry
that provides the milk, meat, and eggs which supplies the American
people a luxury diet second to none. To maintain this enviable position,
however, crop production must keep pace with the exploding population.
This means that the fertilizer industry needs to expand to supply the
necessary plant food. The fertilizer industry has quadrupled its pro-
duction in the past twenty-five years (1940,-1960 and is expected to
double it again by 1985 at an increase of five percent a year.

Since the future in the fertilizer industry is promising, so also is
that in retail service and sales of fertilizer. How does a young man
enter this area of employment? List with the students those under-
standings, abilities, and skills needed by employees in businesses
selling fertilizers.

1. To appreciate the economic value of fertilizer in crop
production

2. To understand how plant groWth ie related to the availability
of plant nutrients and other environmental conditions

3. To understand how fertilization is affected by the basic
physical, chemical, and biological properties of soil

4. To understand the characteristics of commonly used fertilizer
materials

5. To interpret fertilizer formulas

6. To understand the methods used to determine the fertility needs
of soils and to develop the ability to take soil samples

7. To interpret a soil test report

8. To ma!e fertilizer recommendations

9. To understand the basic principles of fertilizer manufacture and
plant operations

10 To understand how to advise customers about the selection,
calibration, and maintenance of fertilizer equipment
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11. To merchandise fertilizer effectively

12. To understand the importance of the fertilizer industry and its
future trends

To be an effective employee at any level of employment iin businesses
handling fertilizers, one must have a working knowledge of these under-
standings and abilities. A young man's chances for employment in ferti-
lizer seles and services and his opportunity for advancement are based
on his lability to sell fertilizer. Customers buy primarily because they
want such benefits as higher yields, reduced costs, saved labor, and
early maturity. The sales employee needs to appeal to the basic needs
of prospective customers in order to show how the use of fertilizers will
be beneficial. Proper sales and service insures satisfied customers,
increases the sales volume of the retail fertilizer outlet, and should
result in advancement for the employee.

A test given at the beginning of this module could achieve two purposes:
giving the instructor an indication of the students' level of understanding
in this area, and motivating the students by showing them what they do
not know.

Competencies to be Developed

I. To appreciate the economic value of the use of fertilizer in
crop production

Teacher Preparation,

Subject Matter Content

Fertilizer is one of the best buys of all the agricultural
supplies a farmer or rancher needs. Whereas prices of all
agricultural supplies have risen over 125 percent, commercial
fertilizer prices have increased only about 15 percent in the

. past twenty -five years. This is shown on the chart on page 5.

Fanners and homeowners now are more aware of the economic value
of fertilizer. The fertilizer industry, state land-grant colleges,
and the U. S. Department of Agriculture have made considerable
progress in educating the buyer in the proper use of fertilizer
and its value in crop, lawn, and garden production. There is a
growing realization that the proper use of fertilizers is of
crucial importance in an era of narrow farm income production ratios.

0,
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The economics of crop production should indicate the value of
proper fertilization, but students should first understand fixed
costs and variable costs. Fixed costs are those that cannot be
reduced or eliminated. The yearly cost of land ownership or
rental is always a fixed cost, unless the operator disposes of
the land. Other costs are variable until the operation or
purchase'is made, then they become fixed. An example of a
variable cost is plowing. Money can be spent to plow or not
spent to plow; but, after plowing, the expense is fixed and
must be paid, whether or not a crop is planted.

All costs listed in the example below are fixed. These are
realistic figures taken from field trials with corn in Ohio.
The teacher could develop more appropriate examples from his
own state to make the point more pertinent to the students.
The fixed costs of growing an acre of corn mere:

Land $ 9.50
Machinery 12.00
Labor 14.00
Supplies (seed, weed spray,

and others) 8.00
Miscellaneous costs 1.50

Total, costs, except for

fertilizer $45.00 an acre

Three levels of fertilizer were applied with the following costs
and results.

Level of application Bushels of cor
per acre Cost of fertilizer per acre

Low-100 lbs. 45.0
Average - -228 lbs. 51.3
Recommended --700 lbs. 76.5

The economic results are apparent in the following tables. Note
that at $1.00 per bushel, fertilizer levels below the recommended
level result in a net loss.

$*4.00'

I 9.12.28.00.

Level of application
per acre

Low
Average
,Recommended

Total costs, fixed Value of corn at
plus fertilizer at:Lo gal $1.3d

$49.00

04.12
473.00

$51.75

51.30 $59.00 66.69
76.50 $87.98 99.45



Level of application
per acre

Profit or loss per acre
$1.00 $1.15 $1.30

Low
Average
Recommended{

$4.00
- $2.82

$3.50

$2.75
$4.88

_t.4.98

$9.50
$12.57
$26.45

Three factors relate to the provit from growing a crop.

1. The total costs of production

2. The level of production (bushels of corn)

3. The market value of the product (corn)

The recommended level of fertilization can best be determined
by accurate soil fertility tests and carefully controlled test
plots conducted in the farmer's fields. Developing an under
standing of how these procedures are used is the subject of
Competency No. VI.

Limited capital frequently prevents the application of
fertilizer at recommended levels. Research shows that return
per dollar invested in fertilizer is higher at low fertilization
than at high, but high fertilization brings the greatest total
return per acre per dollar spent.

Nationwide studies show that crop producers are using less than
forty percent of the recommended levels of fertilizer. This is

an indication of the sales potential at the retail level and the
service that can be provided to crop producers to enable them to
increase their production and profit.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. Have students study their ommunity and locate the
concerns that handle fertilizers to determine the types

and volume handled.

2. Help students determine how much crop production must
increase by the year 2000 to feed our expected population.

3. Have each student interview a farmer to determine the
amount of fertilizer used per acre and his expected use
of fertilizer in the future.
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4. Develop with the students comparisons of yields and
production costs for local crops.

5. Review state college of agriculture publications showing
the results of fertilization demonstrations.

6. Take a field trip to a local fertilization demonstration
plot.

7. Invite a resource person from a local fertilizer dis-
tributorship to discuss with the class actual examples
of crop production economics based on cases in the
community.

Suggested Instructional. Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Data collected on the results of local fertilization
demodstrations

2. Slides or films, such as Profit in Forage Pasture,
showing crop yield response to fertilization.

References

1. Our Land and Its Care, pp. 63-67.

2. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 133-198.

3. Using Commercial Fertilizers, pp. 237-249.

Suggested Occupational Experience

'Have students develop in cooperation with their employers,
or as a class project, a fertilizer test demonstration to
show the economics of crop production.

XI. Ta_ understand .how lent growth is related to the availabilit
of _plant nutrients and other environmental conditions

Teacher

Subject Matter Content

Before one can understand plant responses, one should review the
life processes of plants. Students should have been exposed to
these principles in earlier agriculture or biology classes.



1. Photosynthezis: combining of carbon dioxide and water
to mcem sugar by a plant

2. Transpiration: the movement of water through a plant
cue out into the air

3. Respiration: combination of sugars and oxygen to provide
energy, carton dioxide, and water

4. Assimilation: changing of simple sugars into the more
complam carbohydrates, fats, and proteins

Growth and reproductions the results of photosynthesis,
transpiration, respiration, and assimilation, which results
in the desired. crop or plant production

Students interested in employment in sales and service involving
fertilizer materials should concern themse1 4les mainly with aow
plants use fertilizer, but they must also be awale of the effects
of other environmental conditions on the growth and reproduction
of plants.

Sixteen nutrients must be s4plied for plant life. The soure.:s

of thc:.se L.-;ential nutrients are air for carbon, oxygen, and

nitlognn in the case of legumes; water for hydrogen and oxygen;
and soil for all other needed nutrients. Under most growing
conditions, water and air provide adequate amounts of hydrogen,
oxygen, and carbon; but the remaining thirteen essential plant
nutrients must be supplied by the soil. One or mix.: of these is

present in limited amounts in most soils. The fertilizer dealer
should assist the customar in determining which nutrients are
lacking and then supply than for the fa. mer or homeowner.

Students should realize that all crops require the same soil
nutrients, but in varying amounts. Some examples are given in
the table belau. See Tae Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 54-55, for a
complete list of crops and their nutrient
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THIS BARREL WILL HOLD NO MORE THAN
THE LEVEL OF THE LOWEST STAVE.
LIKEWISE, THE YIELD OF A CROP
CAN BE NO HIGHER THAN THE LEVEL OF
THE LOWEST PLANT NUTRIENT.

FREQUENTLY, NITROGEN IS THE NUTRIENT
WHICH IS AT THE LOWEST LEVEL.....AND
THEREFORE, LIMITS THE LEVEL OF PRO-
DUCTION AS IN THE ILLUSTRATION AT
RIGHT. ADDING NITROGEN WILL INCREASE
THE YIELD IN THIS CASE UNTIL POTASSIUM
BECOMES THE LIMITING FACTOR AND SO ON
UP THE BARREL.

.Students should realize that all crops require the same soil
nulzients, but in varying amounts. Some examples are given in
the table below. See The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 54.55, for
a complete list of crops and their nutrient requirements.

Pounds of Nutrients Re uired Per Aere b or Cr 's
C rots Yield A Nitrogen, Phosphorus-Potassium

Corn 100 bu. 90 36 26
Oats 80 bu. 50 20 15
Wheat 40 bu. 50 25 15
Alfalfa 4 ton 180 4o 180
Soybeans 4o bu. 150 35 55
Cotton 1,500 lbs. -40 20 15

Tomatoes 20 ton 120 4o 160
Sugar Beets 20 ton 80 27 66

Primary, secondary, and micro or trace elements are the three
recognized classes of essential soil elements. Following is a
brief discussion of their functions in plant growth.

1. Primary plant nutrients (N, K) are called primary
because soils normally cannot provide them is the large
amounts needed for healthy growth.



a. Nitrogen (N)

1 Gives dark green color to plants
2 Promotes rapid growth
3 Improves quality and protein content

b. Phosphorus (P) is expressed in fertilizer as
available phosphate (P205).

1 Stimulates early root development and growth
2 Hastens maturity, promotes seed. production
3 Improves winter hardiness of legumes

c. Potassium CO is stated in terus of potash (K20).

1 Increases vigor and disease resistance
2 Aida in food formation

3 Stiffens straw and stalk parts

2. Secondary plant nutrients (Ca, Mg, S), are required by
plants in substantial quantities. Soils are adequate
in some areas and lacking in others.

a. Calcium (Ca)

1 Promotes early root formation and growth
2 Encourages seed production
3 Neutralizes poisons produced in plants

b. Magnesium (Mg)

1) Maintains chlorophyll and photosynthesis
2 Forms sugar, fats, and oils
3 Plays apart in translocating food within the

plant

C. Sulfur (S)

1) Is essential ingredient in protein
2) Maintains dark green color
3) Promotes module formation on legumes

3. Miero nutrients (M6 Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo, Zn, C1) ere required
by plants in trace amounts. Sandy soils, ;eats, and
mucks are most often deficient in them.
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a. Boron (B)

1) Increases yield and quality
2) Is associated with calcium utilization

b. Copper (Cu)

Important in citrus and vegetable production

c. Iron (Fe)

Is'associated with formation of chlorophyll
2 Aids in plant respiration

d. Manganese (Mn)

13 Accelerates germination and maturity
2 Aids in photosynthesis

e. Molybdenum (Mo)

Is used by legumes in nitrogen fixation

f. Zinc (Zn)

Is necessary for chlorophyll formation
2 Is vital as a growth regulator

g. Chlorine (Cl)

Function8 not understood

Excessive amounts of minor nutrients can be as harmful as
inadequate amounts. Micro-nutrients are usually deficient
in. the following types of soils

1. Muck and peat soils

a. Boron

b. Copper

2. Alkaline soils

a. Iron

b. Manganese

c. Zinc
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3. Acid soils

Molybdenum

Acute deficiencies of nutrients reveal themselves in visual
changes in color and structure of the plant or plant parts.
Students should become acquainted with the common hunger
symptoms of plants in their area by comparing actual plants
or plant parts with color photos or drawings of healthy and
deficient plants. Caution should be taken in positive identi-
fication because

1. It is difficult to distinguish among symptoms when
more than one nutrient is lacking.

2. Damage from disease and insects and other factors may
mask or resemble certain deficiency symptoms.

"HiCden Imager" of crops is more widespread and is much more
of an economic problem than are acute nutrient deficiencies
because it limits yields and affects auality. Farmers are
unaware of its damage since it cannot be seen. Ridden hunger
cannot be corrected in the current crop, but with appropriate
means can be largely eliminated in succeeding crops.

0

PRODUCTION CURVE
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Hidden Hunger
Limits Yields

Increasing Fertility-)
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Factors other than elements in
Environmental conditions, such
weeds, light, soil conditions,
quality and production.

1. i:lects of water

the soil can affect crop response.
as moisture, disease, insects,
and temperature, can influence crop

a. The rate of plant growth is related to the amount of
available water. Crops vary in the amounts of water
needed to produce high yields,

b. Crops grown on fertile soil make better use of the
available water supply.

c. High temperature, low humidity, and wind increase
water requirements of plants.

d. Proper tillage and weed control conserve water for crops.

2. Effects of light

a. Plants have varying requirements for day length.

13 Peas, asters, and others prefer short days.
2 Clover, corn, beets, and others prefer long days.

b. Intensity or amount of light received

1) Plant spacing,and the trend to narrower corn and
soybean rows make better use of light.

3

IDensity of companion crops with legumes
Weed control in young crops is necessary for
provision of adequate light.

3. Effects of temperature

a. Excessive cold

1 Winterkilling, dehydration
2 Late frost damage to buds and flowers
3 Early frost damage to late maturing crops

k.). Excessive heat

1) Wilting, dehydration
2 Poor pollination and fertilization
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4. Effects of soil conditions

a. Poor soil aeration

1 Increases toxicity of Boils
2 Impairs drainage
3 Can be corrected by addition of organic matter

b. Soil acidity

3. Reduces availability of soil nutrients
2 Increases toxicity of soil
3 Can be corrected. by liming

a. Soil Salinity or alkalinity

13 Reduces availability of soil nutrients
2 Is caused, by low 3.,ainfall and high evaporating,

poor drainage or poor irrigation practices
3) Can be corrected by leaching of toxic materials

from soil by irrigation
4) Treatment of soils with residue/ly acid fertilizers

or acid.formers

5. Insects and diseases

a. Prevent plants from absorbing nutrients

b. Prevent plants from tranalccating nutrients

0. Damage leaf area and reduce photosynthesis

d. Remove sap and plant food. frzm plant

6. Weeds

Compete for plant food, water, sad sunlight

Low crop yields can be calmed by factors other than plant food
and environmental ccniiitions.

1. Improper plant population

2. incorrect time and cultural methods

3. Vse of low quality seeds
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Fertilizer alone cannot produce a 100 bushel corn crop) 20 tons
of sugar beets) 6 tons of alfalfa, or 4 bales of cotton per acre.
Proper cultural practices are needed along with proper ferti-
lization: Before seeking employment in the retail fertilizer
business) students need. to understand the relationship of crop
production to plant nutrients and other environmental conditions.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. Set up demonstrations with plants to show the principles
of photosynthesis, transpiration, and respiration. Most
biology texts.give procedures for these demonstrations.

2' Grow a common crop in sand-filled rots, one lacking
nitrogen) one lacking phosphorus, and another lacking
potash. See if typical deficiency symptoms appear.
One control pot should supply all necessary nutrients.

Golleet.samples of specimens or colored slides of plant
deniciency symptoms for class display.

4. Show: the. Host which tells
the story of basic plant nutrition.

5. Arrange afield trip so that students may observe several
conditions that might limit crop response. have them
attempt to identify the unfavorable conditions limiting
crop growth..

fugoalp Instructional Materials and References...M......0.
Instructional Materials

1. Pots, sand) fertilizers, seed) and water necessary
to conduct the demonstrations

2. Samples of plant specimens showing nutrient defi-
ciencies) disease, and insect damage

3. Film Ma jAmIlltMost of a Miracle

4. Sets of color slides of nutrient deficiency symptoms
in plants (can be obtained from the National Plant
Food Institute)
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References

1. Be Your Own Corn Doctor.

2. Hunger Signs in Crops.

3. Our Land and Its Care, pp. 22-39.

4. Profitable Soil Management, pp. 99.122.

5. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 39-57.

6. itis Commercial Fertilizers, pp. 1-5.

Sug gested Occupational. Experience

The student should visit farms with fertilizer field men to
view crops and assist in determining the conditions that might
be reducing crop response.

III. To understand how fertilization is affected by basic physical,
chemical, and biological properties of soils

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

A complex interrelationship existing between the physical,
chemical, and biological characteristics of soil influences
fertilization and crop response. Before effective sales and
service can be performed by employees of the retail fertilizer
business, problems concerning soil and water relationships must
be understood.

Certain, physical characteristics create problems in the use of

commercial fertilizers.

1. Texture of the soil

a. Leaching is a problem in coarse, textured soils, or
in soils affected by excessive rainfall or irrigation.
Plant food moves down and out of the root zone.

b. Heavy textured soils may be waterlogge, cold, and
slow in releasing nitrogen for plant growth.
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c. Texture of soil can be tgproved by addition of
organic matter.

d. Soil drainage causes soils to warm up.

2. Structure of the soil

a- Compacted soils are likely to be wet and cold and
lacking in air, as well as slow in releasing nitrogen.

b. Structure of the soil can be improved by the addition
of organic material.

3. Plant nutrients available to the soil

a. Nitrogen per acre of plow layer

1) Total or 1,400 to 7,500 pounds
2) About 2% available, 28-150 pounds
3) Nitrogen is contained only in the organic portion

of the soil

b. Phosphorus per acre of plow layer

Total of 9,000 pounds
2 About 1% available, 0-90 pounds
3) Contained in organic and miners/ portions of

the soil
4) Clays are high in phosphorus, may be unavailable

c. Potassium per acre of plow layer

1) Large amounts, 30,000 pounds
2) About oh available, 75.-150 pounds
3) Contained in mineral and organic portions

d- Soils high in said and low in organic matter have
low natural fertility.

4. Temperature of soil

a. Low temperatures retard the decomposition of organic
natter and cause nutrients to be released slowly.

b. Warm soils, year around, hasten decomposition and
cause possible leaching of nutrients.
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5. Water content of the soil

a. Saturated soils reduce bacterial action and organic
matter decomposition.

b. Excessive percolation causes leaching.

c. Contrary to certain opinions, high fertility with
lack of water will not "burn" crops. Crops make
better use of water when fertility is high.

6. Organic matter content of soils

a. Contains all the nitrogen and large percentages of
the phosphorus and potassium available for plant growth

b. Improves the tilth of the soil

c. Improves the water holding capacity of the soil

Biological conditions within the soil can affect the results
obtained from fertilizer. The types of living things in soil
are

1. Microorganisms round in the soil

a. Bacteria -make nitrogen available

b. Actinomytetes-digest cellulose

c. Fungidecompose organic matter

d. Algae.-add organic matter to soil and improve structure

e. Protozoa -active in moist soils

2. Higher forms of animal life in the soil

a. Slugs and snails

b. Arthropods, such as ants, mites, springs tails

c. Nematodesboth helpful and harmful

d. Earthworms -- aerate soil and improve structure
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3. Higher forms of plant life

a. Roots

1) Improve structure
21 Aerate the soil
3 Add organic matter

4. Effects on crop response

a. Break down organic matter into plant nutrients

b. Changing of minerals from insoluble to solubl
font by acids formed by microorganisms

c. Change free nitrogen into plant nitrogen

li Symbiotic, with legumes
2 Non-symbiotic, free living

d. Improve soil tilth

5. Factors affecting action of soil organisms

a. Flood must be in balance. When nitrogen is lacking,
organisms decompose cellulose, such as in corn stalks
and wheat straw, slowly. Organisms may "tie up"
available nitrogen and cause a temporary nitrogen
depletion.

b. Temperature gnat be favorable f -r soil organisms to
be active enough to release plant food.

c. Moisture range, i.« wide, but activity is low in dry
or saturated soils.

d. Acidity must be present because nitrogen-fixing
bacteria require a range of 6.0 - 8.0 pH.

e. Air is necessary, since most soil organisms are
aerobic and thus inactive in compact or saturated
soils.

Chemical properties of a soil affect the response of crops to
the application of fertilizer. Our primary concern is the
relative number of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions, expressed as
pH, of the soil present.

4..
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1. The soil reaction

10 8 7
pif

5 4

,000 1,000 100 10

More .Alkaline

10 100 34000,19400

ion concentration

More Acid
Neutral

a. pH 7 is a neutral soil containing equal numbers of
free 14.6.scogen and hydroxyl ions.

b.. below 7 is acid. and.contains more free hydrogen ions.

c. pH above 7 is alkaline and contains more free hydroxyl
ions.

d.. pH of 9 is 10 times more alkaline than a pi,: of 8 and
100 times more so than a pH of 7.

2. Effects of pH on plant nutrient availability

a. Sce graph "How Soil pH Affects Availability of Plant
Nutrients," page 20, of The Fertilizer Handbook.

b. Primary and secondary nutrients become less available
below a pH of 6.5.

c. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and several trace nutrients
become less available over a pH of 7.5.

d.. The best availability of nutrients is in the range
of 6.5 to 7.0 pH.

3. Soil reaction favored. by selected. crops

a. See the table, page 19, of Our Land. and Its Care, for
the pH requirements of many crops and ornamentals.

b. In general, crops favor a pH that is slightly acid..

c. Extremely high pH is as bad as extremely low pH.
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Correcting acidic conditions when necessary

a. Determine pH with soil test

b. Types of liming materials

1) Ground limestone (Ca) or dolomitic limestone
(Ca + Mg) most common

2 Burned or hydrated lime

3 Oyster shell meal
4 Marl
5 Blast furnace slag

c. Criteria for determining kind of material to use

1) Availability and cost
2) Ute for which it is Intended; burned lime corrects

reaction rapidly; dolomitic limestone adds magnesium
3) Total neutralizing power of material

Common Liming Materials
Name Analysis Neutralizing Power,

Lime
Ground. Limestone

Ground Dolomitic
Limestone

Hydrated Lime
Marl

CaC0q

80-95% CaCO3

4 Me%
CaC0q

65% Ca° '
6o% CaCO3

4) Fineness of the liming material

Particle Size

Material passes a 60 mesh
sieve

Material passes a 20, not a
60, mesh sieve

Material passes an 8, not a
20, mesh sieve

100
85-100

95-108

120-135
50-90

Efficient,
(Percent

100

60

20

Liming materials must be finely ground to avoid
reacting too slowly with the soil to be effective.
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d. Amount of liming material to use

1 Varies by material used
2 Varies by type of soil
3 Varies by organic matter content of soil

Approximate Amounts of Different Liming Materials
Required to Raise the pH Value One Unit on Various Soils.

Soil

Ground Lime-
stone or marl
lbs. per acre

Hydrated Line
lbs. per acre

Lig..it sands 1,500 1,100
Sandy loans 2,000 1,480
Loans 3,000 2,220
Silt and clay 3,500 2,590

loans

For soils low in organic matter, reduce the above amounts
by 25 percent. For soils high in organic matter, increase
these amounts by 100 percent.

e. Values of liming

1 Corrects soil acidity
2 Supplies calcium and magnesium
3 Speeds decay of organic matter and liberation of

plant food
11 Increases availability of phosphate

5 Increases fixation of nitrogen

71
Improves crop yields
Improves physical properties of soil

8) Reduces toxic substances in the soil

5. Correcting saline and alkaline soils when typical of local
conditions

a. Production problems

Serious in arid and semiarid areas
2 Problem on 7 million irrigated acres and extensive

non.irrigated acres in U. S.

xts



b. Salinity, alkalinity, and pH

1) Alkalinity refers to soils with a pH in excess
of 7.0.

2i Saline soils are high in soluble salts.
3 Alkaline soils are likely to be high in soluble

sodium salts.

c. Saline soils

1) Excessive soluble salts results from:

a Low rainfall and high evaporation
b Inadequate drainage
c Poor irrigation practices
d Use of poor quality irrigation water

31
pH of 7.0 to 8.5; few sodium salts
Measured by chemical or electrical conductivity
tests

4 Reduce water absorption by roots

5 Have toxic effect on plants
6 Require high quality irrigation water

7 Planted with salt tolerant crops

d. Alkaline soils

1) Possible range of pH from acidic to pH of 8.5
or more
May be high in exchangeable sodium ions

3 Have poor filth, swell when wet, shrink, crack
and become compact when dry

e. Correction of alkaline soils

1) Determine by a soil test the amount of exchr 7 :ale

sodium
2) Determine the kind and amount of soil amendment

to use, based on soil characteristics, desired rate
of replacement, and economics
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Types of Amendments

Soluble calcium salts:
Calcium chloride
Calcium sulfate (gypsum)

Calcium salts of low solubility:
Calcium carbonate (limestone)

Acids or acid-formers:
Sulfuric acid
Sulfur
Lime-sulfur
Iron sulfate
Aluminum sulfate
Ammonium sulfate
Ammonium polysulfide
Ammonium thiosulfate
Ammonium nitrate
Sulfur dioxide

Sulfur Equivalents of Various Soil Amendments

Amendment Tons to Equal One Ton of Sulfur

Sulfur 1.00
Sulfur dioxide 2.00

Sulfuric acid 3.06
Gypsum 5.38
Iron sulfate 8.96
Aluminum sulfate 6.94

a) In general, to correct every three milli-
equivalents per 100 grams of exchangeable
sodium requires one ton of sulfur or five
tons of gypsum.

) One acre foot of irrigation water will
dissolve one ton of high grade gypsum.

cd)

Acids .and acid formers lower the
One pound of sulfur requires three pounds of
calcium carbonate to maintain the same

e) Sulfur and gypsum generally are the most
economical amendments.

f) Soil structure can be improved by crop growth,
adding-organic matter, alternate wetting and
drying, and freezing and thawing.
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Only after the physical, chemical, and biological conditions
of the soil axe properly corrected and controlled can the full
effectiveness of a fertility program be achieved. Indeed, on
many soils using fertilizer would be futile unless all soil
conditions were balanced for proper plant growth. However, an
employee should be capable of educating customers on improving
sal conditions and crop response with fertilizer.

1. Fertilizer enables plants to make more effective use
of available water.

2. Fertilizer encourages microorganism activity in the soil.

3. Feitilizer improves the structure and tilth of a soil.

4. Fertilizer (calcium, magnesium, sulfur) improves the
soil reaction.

5. Fertilizer provides plants with the needed nutrients.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Demonstrate how soil texture and structure can affect
water movement and influence plant growth and fertilizer
usage by leaching. Demonstrate the leaching of nitrates
through sandy soil and explain its implication to crop
production.

2. Demonstrate how aeration, water, and temperature can
influence decomposition of organic matter.

3. Plan a field trip to show students local soil problems
that can influence crop response to fertilizer usage.

h. With demonstrations, show the effect acidity and /or
alkalinity can have on the response of local crops.
Barley seeds planted in quart jars containing the some
loam soil but with different artificially introduced
PH runCes from pH 5 to pH 10 will vividly illustrate this.

5. Have students collect, identify, and become familiar with
the available amendments used for acid, alkaline, or saline
.conditions, their values and their coots.

6. Plan a field trip to an industry that manufactures or
processes materials for correction of pH or alkaline
conditions.

7. Show colored slides (64) Soils, Plant Nutrition and
Fertilizer.
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Lagested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Obtain for demonstrations samples of soil showing
structure, texture, and other qualities. Collect
samples of materials used to correct soil reaction.

2. Display posters, "Lime Means More Money for You,"
and "How Soil pH Affects Plant Food. Availability."

3. Slides, Soils, Plant Nutrition and Fertilizer

References

1. Our Land and Its Care, pp: 16-19.

2. Profitable Soil Manageffientltpp. 3342; 123-158.

3. The Fertilizer Handbook,. pp.. 13-68.

Suggested Occupational Experience

_ft

Rave each student participate sclut'a.Saleime4 in several
farm calls where farmers have4iftioult soil problems.
Have him report on these visits.. ' 7:4dicate.the problem(a)
and recommendations given to the 'farmer. .Have a capable
student working with a training center cooperator assist a
farmer with a test plot with a soil reaction problem. Have

students make simple soil pH and primary'elemenlests in
the field.

IV. To understand the characteristics of commonly used :fertilizer
materials

Teacher Preparation.

Subject Matter Content

Sales and service employees in the retail fertilizer business
should be familiar with the various fertilizer materials and
their characteristics that will, or will not make them suited to
the various needs of customers. The materials available for the
three major plant foods -- nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium- -

should be studied.
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Nitrogen is an abundant, inert gas found in the atmosphere.
Before it can be used by most planes, it mast be combined with
oxygen or lotrogen.

1. Nitrates (NO3): one atom of nitrogen plus three atoms
of oxyeen

2. Ammonia (NH3): one atom of nitrogen plus three atoms
of hydrogen

Three groups of nitrogen-carrying materials are used in the
fertilizer industry.

1. Inorganic nitrogenous materials

a. Sulfate of ammonia

b. Anhydrous and liquid ammonia

c. Nitrate of soda

d.. Ammonium nitrate

e. Ammonium phosphate

f. Calcium nitrate

g. Nitric phosphates

h. Nitrate of potash

2. Natural organic nitrogen materials

a. Plant and animal by-products

b. Guano

3. Synthetic organic nitrogen materials

a. Urea

b. Calcium cyanamid
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The major nitrogen materials, their analyses, and 1961 production
in tons are given in the following table. Use current figures as
they become available. These figures present a picture of the
vast amount of nitrogen materials used by the fertilizer industry.

. .
Material Percent Nitro , -n 1961 Tonnage

Anhydrous ammonia
Ammonium nitrate

82

33.5

679,000
498,000

Nitrogen solutions 21-49 281,000
Amme.nium sulfate 21 118,000
Ammonium phosphates 11-21 102,000
Aqua Ammonia 16-25 84,000
Sodium nitrate 16 66, 000

Urea 46 90,000
All others 37,000
Total, separate materials 1,955,000
Nitrogen used in mixtures 1.0)40AN
Total, nitrogen fertilizers 31003,000

The characteristics of the major nitrogen materials must be
understood before intelligent sales and service can be made.

1. Anhydrous ammonia

a. Toxic, hazardous gas, difficult to store and handle

1) Can cause serious burns
2) Can cause death by asphyxiation
3) Is flammable and explosive
4) Is stored in steel tanks with a strength of

265 pounds per square inch

. b. Anhydrous ammonia

I) Is 99.5% ammonia, 81.8% nitrogen (82%)
2) Is 5% water
3) Weights 5.14 pounds at 60°P.

c. Application

1) Applied "into" soil at a depth of 4-8 inches,
depending on soil conditions

2) Develops its own pressure

3) Rate of application controlled by valves
4) Requires special handling and application equipment
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d. Retention and behavior in soil

1) Little or no loss under normal soil conditions
2) Some losses in exceptionally sandy, dry, or wet

and cloddy soils
3) Retention of ammonia on clay and organic particles

in the soil
4) May make clay stiffer and more compact, but

probably not enough to be significant
5) Increases pH in zone of application; improves

solubility of phosphate slightly
6) Less leaching than with nitrates

2. Ammonium nitrate

a, Solid chemical compound containing 33.5% nitrogen

1) Water soluble, quick acting
2) Approximately one-half of the available nitrogen

in nitrate form and one-half in the ammonia form

b. Has an affinity for moisture; will cake

1) Has protective covering to decrease absorption
of water

2) Is stored in water-proof bags

c. Safety precautions with ammonium nitrate

11 Don't smoke or expose to open flames.
2 Keep away from steam pipes, electrical wiring, and

combustible materials.
3) Store in well-ventilated buildings.

5

IClean up and discard spilled material.
Promptly destroy empty bags.

d. Application with a dry fertilizer applicator, surface
or subsurface

e. Retention and behavior in soil

1 Rapid solubility; rapid uptake by plants
2 Possible leaching of nitrate portion in sandy soils

:; Reduces pH slightly
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3. Nitrogen solutions

a. Nitrogen materials that dissolve in water

1) Ammonium nitrate
2) Urea
3) Ammonia

b. Low-pressure and non-pressure type

1) Free ammonia in low pressure type
2) Crystallization (salting out) problem in cool

weather (See table)

Properties of Selected Liquid Nitrogen Fertilizers
Total

Total Composition of Liquid Campo- Crystal».

Nitrogen Fertilizer by Percent sition lization'

Available
in Solution

Free Ammonium
Ammonia Nitrate Urea Water

in Per
cent

tempera,
tune of

41.0% 22.2 65.0 12.8 100 210
41.0 19.0 56.0 11.0 12.0 100
32.0 44.3 25.4 20.3 100 32°
20.0 57.3 42.7 100 42
20.0 24.3 75.7 100 -70°

a. Storage and application

1) Non-pressure no special storage problems
2) tow pressure.stored in sealed tank with pressure

gauge
3) Corrosive to steel; aluminum or fiber glais tanks

recommended
4) Possible application of non - pressure to soil

surface
5) Necessity of putting low pressure into the ground
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4. Ammonium sulfate

a. Dry material containing 21% nitrogen, 24% sulfur

b. Does not absorb water or cake

c. Leaves acid residue, lowering soil pH

d. Should be applied to land in bands or broadcast,
surface or subsurface

5. Ammonium phosphates

a. Types

1) Mono-almoni..:m phosphate contz.4ning 11 to 16%

nitro:;en
2) Di-ami.loaizn phosphate containing 16 to 21% nitrogen

b. Dry. watcrial fertilizers, well suited for top aressing
grasses and legumes

c. Lo;7ers the soil pH

o. Aqua amaonia

a. 20-26% nitrogen, ammonia dissolved in water

b. Similar to anhydrous ammonia; less hazardous

c. bo numoed, does not supply its omn pressure

d. Is qp-olied two or more inches deep with special
eouipment

7. Sodium nitrate

a. 16% nitrogen, mined or manufactured

b. Dry material; applied in bands or broadcast; surface
or subsurface

c. Rapidly available; water soluble

d. Slight increase in soil pH

e. Absorbs meter; sh)uld be stored in dry place in water-
proof bags; will cake
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f. Should not be used on heavy clay soils possessing
a high pH; may produce a "black alkali" condition

8. Calcium nitrate

a. 16% nitrogen, dry material.

b. Absorbs water, should be stored in dry place in
waterproof bags

e. Slight increase in soil pH

9. Nitric phosphates

a. 12..20% dry material

10. Natural organic nitrogen materials

a. Largely insoluble in water, 2-9% nitrogen

b. Nitrogen released slowly as organic matte,' decomposes

c. Favored in some lawn fertilizers

d. No danger of leaching

e. Relatively high pricad

11. Wet

a. Dry material, containing 46% nitrogen

b. Mater soluble, favored for foliar spraying

c. Urea combined with formaldehyde is slow releasing
(urge corm)

12. Cyanamil

a. Jrymmterfal:, 21-22% nitrogen

b. Water soluble

Most pb-sphorous fertilizers are processed products from vast rock
phosphate resources mined largely from Florida, Tennessee, and the
western mountain states. Abuut two percent come from other sources,
inclLdiag bone meal, basic slag, and colloidal. phosphate,.
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The major phosphorous fertilizers, their analyses, and 1961
tonnage are given in the following table.

Material
Percent

Phosphoric Oxide
l9 l

Tonn e

Ammonium phosphates
Superphosphates
Superphosphates
Phosphate rock
All others

20-53
Over 22
18-20
30-36*

188,000
202,000
96,000
24,000

57.000

Total, separate materials 565,000
Phosphates used in mixtures 2,032,000
Total, phosphates all fertilizers 2,597,000

*The phosphorus in rock phosphate is largely insoluble on
mos' soils.

Characteristics of the major phosphorous fertilizers and their
uses must be understood. Most of the phosphorus in soils is in
a comparatively insoluble form. Even soluble phosphates are often
transformed into less soluble phosphates, called "fixed," in manY

soils. The type of phosphorus to use and method of application
are important factors to consider. In general, more phosphorous
fertilizer should be added than is required by the growing crop.
However, this additional phosphorus is held in the soil for
sy,Iceeding crops.

1. licA:k phosphate

a. Relatively insoluble; slowly available to crops

b. Can raise the phosphorous in soil

c. Effectiveness improved by fine grinding

d. Best results on acid soils high in organic matter

2. Superphosphate

a. Most widely used source of phosphorus

b. Does not change pH of soil
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c. Phosphorus is soluble in soils

d. Two types of superphosphate

1) Single strength, 18-20 percent phosphoric oxide
2) Triple superphosphate, 40-50 percent phosphoric

oxide; often called double, treble, or concentrated
superphosphate

3. Ammonium phosphates

a. Contain nitrogen and 15..53 percent phosphate

b. Phosphorus nearly all water soluble

c. Commonly used in complete fertilizers

d. Common types

1 Mono-ammonium phosphate-48%, trade name Ammo»phos A
2 Die.02100111.12Mphosphaten..48..53%, trade new-. Ammo-phos 13

',3 Ammoniated superphosphate-18-20%
4 Anmionium phosphate-nitratea%
5 Ammonium phosphate sulfate-- 20 -39%'

4. Nitric phosphates

a. Contain nitrogen plus 10-22 percent phosphate

b. Relatively new materiel; increase in use

5. Liquid phosphoric acid

a. As indicated, a liquid, 52-54% phosphate

b. Used in irrigation water or directly sprayed on soil

c. Lowers pH on alkaline soils

d. Superphosphoric acid, 75% phosphate

e. More costly than other recommended phosphorous
fertilizers

f. Strong acid, should be handled with care
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6. Colloidal phosphate

a. Trade mark for a low-grade rock phosphate or phosphatic
clay

b. Relatively insoluble, seldom recommended

7. Calcium metaphosphate

a. Is 62-65 percent available phosphate in acidic aoils

b. Not recommended on alkaline soils; is insoluble

Other phosphorous fertilizers are available, but in limited or
local areas. Their valte should be determined by their solubility
and relative price as compared to the more common, recommended
phosphate fertilizers.

Potassium deposits in this country are sufficient for several
genorations. Principal known deposits are in New Mexico,
California, and Utah; and recently more were also located in
Canada. The potash in fertilizer is supplied by four important
compounds: over ninety percent is muriate of potash (KM, the
remainder is sulfate of potash, sulfate of potash magnesia, and
nitrate of potash.

Material
Percent

Potash ( o) 1961 Tonnage

Potassium chloride (muriate) 6062 247,000
Potassium magnesium sulfate 22
Potassium sulfate 50 34,000
Potassium nitrate 45

Total, separate materials 281,000
Potash used in mixtures 1,884,000
Total potash all fertilizers 21_165,000=========

...=111/.111011.110oliM

The characteristics of the various potash materials in soil
fertility are similar.

1. Muriate of potash (potassium chloride)

a. 50-62% potash, water soluble

b. ..cost common source of potash fertilizer

_
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2. Sulfate of potash (potassium sulfate)

a. Contains less chlorine than muriate and is favored
by tobacco growers

b. 50% potash, water soluble

3. Nitrate of potash (potassium nitrate)

a. Contains nitrogen plus 45% potash

b. Little commercial importance; imported from Chile

4. Potassiummagnesium sulfate

a. Contains magnesium and 22% potash; both water soluble

b. Sold under trade name "Sulpo-mag"

Tobacco by-products, potassium phosphate, and potassium-sodium
nitrate are other potassium-carrying materials, but their use is
limited.

Soils contain large quantities of potassium, but it is largely
unavailable tc plant growth. Liming increases the availability
of potassium and reduces potassium leaching.

Fertilizers are sold in three formswdry, liquid, and gaseous.
Anhydrous ammonia is the only gaseous fertilizer. They may be
straight materials, containing only one major nutrient; mixed
fertilizers, containing two or more nutrients; and complete
fertilizers, containing all three major nutrients of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium. Over 60% of all fertilizers sold are
mixed fertilizers. Dry fertilizers can be granulated, mixed,
chemically blended, or made as a combination of the three.

1. Granulated fertilizers are converted into granules of
uniform size, each containing the ingredients in the
same proportion. This is called pelleting.

2. ChemicallprUended materials, which are made into granules,
chemically react to form materials of homogenous composition.

Fertilizers differ in their grade analysis. The common classi-
fications are

1. Ordirary grade, containing a total value of less than 20
percent nitrogen, phosphate, and potash
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2. High grade, containing 20-30 percent total plant food,
such as 6-1212

3. Concentrated grade, containing over 30 percent total

nutrients, such as 12-12-12

The trend is to concentrated grade fertilizers for several
reasons.

1. Economical transportation, handling, bagging, and
storage

2. Reduced salt toxicity and less material needed to supply
the needed amount of plant food

Lover grade fertilizers, however, generally contain more
secondary and trace-elements and have a better physical condition.
Concentrated liquid fertilizers are more likely to crystallize
or "salt out."

Caking, the cementing together of fertilizer particles, is an
undesirable characteristic of many fertilizers. It can be
caused by

1. Recrystallization (chemical bonding of particles)

2. tbisture as the fertilizer takes on water

3. Pressure

'.:110 presence of fine materials, such as nitrogen materials, w!-1,ch

are most likely to cake, accelerates the caking process. Several
aethods are used to prevent or reduce the degree of caking.

1. Drying below one percent moisture content and storing in
low humidity buildings in moisture-proof containers and
bags or bins controls caking.

2. Granulation l'educes the surface area exposed to the
atmospllere, thus permitting the absorption of less moisture.

3. Coating the granules reduces absorption of water and
recrystallization.

u. Habit modifiers change the crystalline structure of the
fertilizer to reduce recrystallization.
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Other methods are also used to prevent caking. Fertilizers
that resist caking appeal to users, and any anti caking feature
of a fertilizer is a major sales tool. Employees of the industry
should be able to give advice on handling and storing fertilizer
to prevent caking. Caked fertilizers require extra work in
pulverizing and plug fertilizer applicators; and, in severe cases,
the fertilizer may become unusable.

SugstedTeachinangActivrniitiel

1. Collect samples of available fertilizer materials- -
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium--and have students
learn to identify the ones with specific physical
characteristics.

2. Secure samples of elemental phosphorus and potassium and
present demonstrations to show their properties.

3. Collect samples of mixed, taended, and granulated
fertilizers to show and discuss the differences present.

4. Expose various fertilizer materials to humidity and
heat and observe those that cake.

5. Obtain samples of liquid fertilizers. By temperature
control demonstrate crystallizations or "salting out."

6. With litmus paper, demonstrate the acidic or basic
nature of various fertilizer materials.

7. With a fan, demonstrate separation of a mixed. fertilizer
and discuss this principle as it applies to fertilizer
applications.

8. Place samples of the various fertilizer materials in tin
cans in humid places. Note how some begin to react
(rust) with the metal. Discuss how this affects the
type of metals used for storing certain fertilizers and
the care needed to protect fertilizer equipment.

9. Demonstrate the solubility of various fertilizer materials.
Add fertilizer to water, permit time for it to dissolve,
then filter it .nto clean petri dishes; allow water to
evaporate. *ate the accumulated salts. This may be done
by using slightly acidic or basic water to show the
effect of pH on solubility of certain fertilizer materials.
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10. Collect caution or warning signs or labels used with the
more toxic or dangerous fertilizer materials. Display
them on a bulletin board, indicating to which material
they apply.

11. Using local prices, have students work out a problem
of recommending to the customer the strength of fertie.
lizer solution to be used, based on the table of
properties of selected nitrogen fertilizers on page 31,

ested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional. Materials

1. Samples of fertilizer materials

2. /litmus paper, beakers, petri dishes, glass funnels,
filler pager, tin cans, small fax

3. Signs or labels with fertilizer precautions

4. Film, What's in the. Bag?

References

1. Dictionary of ?lent Foods.

2. Our Lead and Its Care, pp. 26-31; 44-45.

3. Profitable pp. 188-193.

4. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 7340; 212.219.

5. U61-ffrelannteltilizer, PP. 32..72399.105.

LvtimiaBarstsgsaio

1. Have each student become familiar with the fertilizer
materials handled by his training center. This should
include knowing names, analysis, form, use, price, and
watehouse location.

2. each student should gain experience in warehousing
fertilizer correctly to avoid waste, and accurately filling
orders for customers.

3. Each student should learn the volume and. seasonal. move-
ment of the various fertilizers handled. by Hs training
center.



V. To interpret different fertilizer formulas

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

The ability to evaluate the probable effectiveness of a
fertilizer is one of the basic skills needed by an employee
in occupations pertaining to fertilizer sales and service.
The student needs to know

1. The meaning of the numbers on a bag of fertilizer

2. The use of fertilizer ratios

3. How to compare values of various fertilizers

4. How to change plant food percent to elemental percent

In addition, students at the post-high school level should
know how to formulate fertilizer, such as 5-20-.20, 0-15-451

and 6-24-12.

The numbers on the bag refer to the percent of the three
primary plant nutrients -- nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium- -

in that order and is the guaranteed analysis. A 6-24-12
fertilizer contains

1. 6 percent nitrogen (Ni

2. 24 percent available phosphoric oxide (P205)

3. 12 percent soluble potash (K20)

This is a 42 unit (6+24+12) fertilizer and has a 1-4-2 ratio,
determined by dividing all the numbers by the smallest, A
4.16-8 fertilizer uould have the same 1-4-2 ratio but would
contain 28 units of fertilizer. Assuming a customer, wanted to
apply 300 pounds of 4.16.8 per acre, but found that it was not
available, 200 pounds of 6-24-12 would supply the same amount
of primary nutrients--12 pounds of nitrogen, 48 pounds of
phosphoric oxide, and 24 pounds of potash.

Mixed fertilizers often contain secondary or trace elements in

addition to the primary elements. When a certain level is
guaranteed, the amount must be stated on the bag. A. popular

Bade in the orange country is 4-6-8-3-1-1i, with the last three
numbers standing for magnesium, manganese, and copper, Where
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the amount is not guaranteed, just the fact that the nutrient
is added is sufficient. In certain areas 015-45 B is a popular
alfalfa fertilizer, with the B indicating that boron is added.
Other fertilizers are sold as trace element fertilizers, such
as "5-20-20 with trace elements added."

Pesticides -- including insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, and
rodenticides-have recently been added to some mixed fertilizers
for farmers and gardeners. Insecticides have been widely used
and accepted. Such a combination is advantageous in time and
labor saved by applying both at, once. They have, however, the
disadvantage of not always being placed effectively when Applied
with the fertilizers. There will be an increased use of pesti
tides mixed with fertilizers, and sales persons or field men
should know which materialE can be used with specific crops.
They should be familiar with the tolerances allowed so that they
can caution the customers who use them. care should be
exerci3ed in recommending the use of these materials.until
experience is gained, especially on home gardent..

Economics is an important consideration. Assume that 4-164 is
priced at $60 per ton or $3 per hundreds and 6..24-12 is 480 pei
ton or $1' per hundred. This is a reasonable price relationship.
Applying 200 pounds of 6-24-12 per acre would cost $8; whereas
300 pounds a 4-16-8 per acre would cost $9. Generally a high
analysis fertilizer is the best buy; but sales.wise, there is
likely to be more profit in selling 3 tons of 4-16-8 than there
is in selling 2 tons of 6-24.-12. The analysis to sell presents
a problem in sales and service to the dealer. The best solution
apparently is to sell the 6-24-12 and sell more tons.

The principal ratios and grades of mixed fertilizer sold in the
United States are listed be1,4. These make up over seventy
percent of the mixed fertilizer tonnage used annually.

Ratio Grades

5- 10.10; 6-12-12; 8-16-16
4-16-16; 3-12-12; 5-20 20; 6-24-24
12-12-12; 10-10-10; 8-8-8
5-10-15; 4-8-12

5-10-5; 10-20-10
6-24-12

3-9-9
0-204.20

0-30-30; 0-15.45;. 0-12-36
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There is a trend toward higher analysis and varied ratio
fertilizers since new processing methods have made ferti»
liters of higher analysis possible, and they are generally
more economical for the dealer and the customer. With
present manufacturing methods, a 54 unit (6.24.44) fertilizer
is about the hi#hest analysis possible for a complete
fertfizer. Most liquid fertilizers contain fewer units.

Varied ratio fertilizers are being developed to meet special
crop needs and certain soil requirements. Many fertilizer
manufacturers, formulate fertilizers to a farmer's own pre
scription, which creates a problem. Students should under-
stand why there are no 80 or 90 unit fertilizers. If
demonstrations showing the properties of elemental phosphorus
and potassium were presented in the fourth competency, they
should understand why 100 unit fertilizers are not available.
One simple method of demonstrating fertilizer formulation is
mixing basic fertilizer materiali together in a class demon-
stration and then calculating what is present in the mixture.
Weigh out

1. Three pounds of ammonium nitrate, 33.5% N
33,9% x 3 = 1.05 pounds of N

2. Four pounds of treble superphosphate, 45% p205

3. Three pounds of muriate of potash, 60% X20

This mixture composes ten pounds of mixed fertilizer, containing
1.05 pounds of 10110.5%) 1.8 pounds of P205 (18%) and 1.8
pounds of N000 ), or a 10-18.18 fertilizer. To make a ton
would require 600 pounds of ammoniummitrate, 800 pounds of
treble superphosphate, and 600 pounds of muriate of potash.

Development of a fertilizer formula is more than mere arith
metical calculation. Consideration must also be given to

1. The physical end chemical properties of the materiale

2. Their *oat and availability

3. Their physical state in relation to handling problems

4. The crops on which the fertilizer is to be used
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There- is comiderable demand ark some. iadice...t4oi that the.

numbers on fertilizer bags will, be changed to lint the
percent of available phosphorus and available potessiuM rather
than the phosphoric oxide and potash percents now given.. Some
companies have begun to make this change, ,students should be made
aware of these changes, how such changes would, affect the inter
pretation of numbers appearing on the bag, and the task of
customer education which would follow.

:,- c ...... .- ..

2 Conierilon factOrs for changing from
..,,xilant food, to elemental basis

.,:,PhosphOric oxide to phosphorus
lihosphorousi to ',phosphoric cixtde.,

4botash,0 potassium
POtassium to- pOtash.

-

e

*BiliktiPXY )g . 04469
1";1113.ti S31 t 2.2886
:r344$1:94 10'.00302
.multPly. by 3_...20#6

Titiatio*is ise000
'649.449.9: fertilizer:

Each eta te. controls the manufacture and. sale of fertilizer
"rithin that State-. .atu. state laws retitir#

Registration and-accurate labeling 'sit .brands 'and grades.,
:Bulk muisi-InClude' a islets 4i indicates the brand
arA4 zigrOes ; - z- . ;

GUaraYket3 of nitrogen, phosphoric 904'1'1: potash
-

peiCentage and (race bilisenttlibeitq lited "

3 :Astiessmeigt pettaltieis for failisid to meet the.guirantee

Fertilizers Containing iesticides must OAS-state' and. federal
4regulatiotas and be labeled to show

t;pa'of:"istiade oontaf nad.
e-- . e. -

2. Amount of pepticJae contained:

Explicit instruction for use
. .

it. mere students determine the grades, ratioi, and prices
of loce14 available fertilizers.

2. Have students calculate the fertilizer at ee-h ratio
that would be the most economical to buy.

,
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In either case, the purpose of this module is to provide the student with
the general background needed for sales and service in an agricultural
supply business. It is not the purpose of this module to develop a tech-
nically trained fieldman who can make recommendations on complex fertil-
itatim problems involving environmental factors. A whole course in
agricultural chemical technolo!ff is needed for such preparation.

When introducing the module, develop with the students a list of the local
business firms which handle fertilizer materials for retail sale. This
list should be complete enough to show both the types of fertilizer avail-
able as well as the service functions pertaining to fertilizers that are
performed by them.

1. To sell fertilizer

2. To deliver fertilizer

3. To spread or apply fertilizer

4. To formulate, miz, and manufacture fertilizer

5. To advise customers on their fertilizer programs and problems

Display samples of the various types of fertilizer materials that are
available to farmers and homeowners. Fertilizers come in the following
forms:

1. Solid, liquid, and gaseos forms

2. Single element, mixed, .and complete types

3. Caemleal, organic

Creui,e interest in problems to be considered by holding up a sample or
two and asking the class such questions as;

1. Where would you recommend using this?

2. How much would you tell a farmer to put on his crop?

Which one Ls the best for the housewife's roses?

h. Which one will provide: the Irestest value at the lowest cost?
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3. Her, students gain experience with changing plant
food composition listed in per cent to the elemental
basis.

4. Give students problems in formulating various mixed
fertilizer grades using various basic materials.

5. Plan a field trip to a fertilizer industry to observe
how fertilizers are calculated and mixed.

Suggested Instructional. Materials and References

Talstructional materials

1. Collection of fertilizer bags to show analysis

2. Fertilizer materials to demonstrate formulation
of fertilizers

3. Copies of state fertilizer laws, available from
the State Department of Agriculture

References

1. Our Land and Its Care, pp. 56.59.

2. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 81-82, 199-209.

3. Using Commercial Fertilizers, pp. 87-119, 217-224.

Suggested Occupational Experience

1. Have each student learn the grades and uses of the
various fertilizer materials handled at his training
center.

2. Have each student gain experience in recommending or
substituting grades of fertilizer for customers.

3. If feasible, give each student experience in formulating
grades of fertilizers.
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VI. To understand the different methods used to determine the
fertility needs of soils and to develop_the ability to take
soil samples

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

List with the students the methods used to determine the
fertility needs of a soil, such as

1. Visual observation of soil and growir. plants

2. Soil testing

a. Farm testing
b. Commercial testing laboratories
c. State testing laboratories

3. Tissue testing

a. Farm testing
b. Commercial testing laboratories
c. State testing laboratories

4. Field test plots

a. Individual farm plots
b. Industry demonstration plots
c. State and federal agricultural experiment station

test plots

Visual observation of soils to determine fertility needs is
difficult, even for a soils scientist. True, the organic matter
content and mineral matter content of a soil can be determined
with some degree of accuracy by observation; but many soils
vhich appear fertile are unproductive because of adverse pH or
the lack of one or more essential nutrients, which are not
visible. The keen student of plants can obtain some idea of
plant needs by visual observation of such characteristics as
color, leaf, shape, and growth habits. Many hidden hunger signs
cannot be obaerved and usually cannot be corrected, since
fertility problems causing them cannot be observed until late
in the growing season.

Soil testing is the accepted method of determining the level of
existing soil fertility. Annually, over two million soil tests
are conducteC by public and commercial laboratories in the
United States. These chemical tests are valuable aids in
planning a fertility program, but can be no better than the



soil samples submitted for testing. Employees in the retail
fertilizer industry need to be able to take accurate soil
samples, give instructions, and demonstrate to customers the
proper procedures for taking representative samples. The
sample is small but must represent the entire field or area
which is to be tested. A plow layer of soil on one acre
weighs about two million pounds; and since most samples
represent a field of five acres or more, the one-or two-pound
soil sample must adequately represent ten million pounds or
more of soil.

Rules for sampling soil vary from state to state, but the
following are basic procedures generally followed.

1. Take soil samples to a depth of 2-3 inches for lawns
and pastures and to a deptn of 6-8 inches fer field
crops.

2. If the subsoil is to be sampled, that sample should
not include any topsoil.

3. Do not include surface litter in the sample.

4. Use a sail probe or auger to obtain a uniform slice
of soil down to the proper depth.

5. Include 12-.20 slices or cores per sample, representing
not more than 5-10 acres.

6. Use clean pail, tools, and containers for samples.

7. Sample separately each area which differs in crop,
Son, or pest management.

8. Do not take sample slices from areas too small to
fertilize separately, such as terrace channels, fence
lines, dead/fUrrows, tree areas, old manure piles,
and others.

9. Mix the 12-20 slices or cores thoroughly.

10. Air dry the sample; do not heat it.

11. Number the sample, keeping a record of the location
where it was taken.

12. Pill out completely an information sheet about the
era sampled, including
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a. Soil type

b. Previous crops and yield

c. Recent fertilization and liming programs

d. Irrigation practices

e. Crop to be grown

On the following page is a copy of a typical soil sample
information sheet.

Soils are generally tested for pH, nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium. However, tests are available in most states for
checking the level of secondary and trace nutrients. Students
will probably not be responsible for conducting sc:I1 tests; but
since some retail fertilizer concerns do conduct tests for their
customers, knowing a few basic principles of soil testing is
detirable.

The first step in soil testing is thorough mixing and pulveriEing
of the soil sample. From that sample a measured sub-sample is
taken, to which an extracting solution is added and then agitated.
This material is then filtered. Calorimetric, turbidity, and
electrometric methods are used to measure the level of pH and
other available plant nutrients. One must have considerable
knowledge to intrepret soil tests intelligently, and they should
be done only by highly trained personnel.

(Al testing kits are available and are usually quite reliable.
'ore using such a kit in a specific area, check the results by
.din;; identical soil samples to an official testing laboratory

to see if the results are the same. Certain wecautions must
be followed when using these testing kits.

1. Be sure that the samples of soil are representative.

2. Check the reagents in the kit for shelf life and accuracy.

3. Use recommended laboratory techniques.

4. Read results accurately.

5. Interpret results by considering field conditions, and
other factors affecting crop growth.
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Soil test results are no better than the accuracy of the soil
sample and the testing procedure. An inaccurate test result is
Probably worse than no test at all. Accurate soil testing
sells fertilizer and can be a fertilizer dealer's most
profitable service. Evidence indicates that

1. Over 90% of the farmers who test soil buy fertilizer.

2. Soil testing leads to greater customer profits, since a
satisfied customer returns to do more business.

3. Testing soils and making fertilizer recommendations
establishes the dealer as a "fertilizer consultant";
customers return for this type of service.

A third method of determining the fertility needs of soils and
crops is plant tissue testing. Several plant tissue test kits
are on the market. Most of these are colorimetric tests, since
the nutrient content of the plant tissue is indicated by the
changes in color caused by adding a chemical. It indicates
whether the nutrient concentration in the plant is low, adequate,
or plentiful. Instructions included with the hit must be carefully
followed if the test is to be meaningful. These tests are called
green-tissue tests. A second type of tissue test which is relatively
expensive is the plant analysis test, made in laboratories by
highly trained _specialists. They are used most often by growers
of high-value frait and vegetable crops.

Green-tissue tests are advantageous because they

1. Revoal hidden hunger

P. Point up the need for soil tests

3. Verify observed deficiency symptoms

4. Determine the adequacy of plant nutrients

5. Serve as a guide to midneason fertilization for :sem
crops

Tissue tests can be of real value to a fertilizer dealer, as they
afeord him an opportunity to serve mis customers by better educating
them and becoming better acquainted with them. This inel.euf;en

the confidence of the customer in the dealer, assists, the customers
in planning future fertilizer needs, and, in turn, results in
(--tra fertilizer :;ales for the dealer.
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Field test plots or demonstration plots are the most reliable
methods of determining fertilizer needs and results. Visual
observation, testing soil samples, and making tissue tests are
all good guides, but the best way for a customer to find out
whether he is using enough fertilizer is to make a test on his
on land. This must be done carefully to avoid misleading results.

Demonstration plots are a valuable sales and service tool for
the fertilizer dealer. They offer these advantages:

1. Proof is a strong selling point; seeing is believing.

2. Plots located and labeled on a well-traveled route are
constant reminders to customers of the value of a sound
fertility program.

3. Demonstration plots -viewed. by the customer develop
confidence in a dealer and his product.

4. Interest is developed, which leads to sales.

5. Local plots bring broadly recommended practices to a
local basis where they can be evaluated. They should
be located as close to the. farm supply store or fertilizer
dealership as possible, to make it easy for salesmen to
show a potential customer at the proper time.

Test or demonstration plots should be big enough to be represen-
tative, but small enough so that harvesting and checking the
yield is not too difficult.

Probably from an ideal standpoint, an acre would be the smallest
test that should be made, but mary farmers want to test only a
fraction of an acre. If very careful plans are followed, these
fractional plots can be of considerable value. Information which
follows assumes a test plot of 1/5 or 1/10 of an acre, or, as is
sometimes done with row crops, 1/100 acre.

A test plot laid out near the center of the field or across a
field, rather than along a field edge, is preferred. If a
combine or mower is going to be used to harvest a plot, the test
plot should be wider than the swath to be harvested. Check plots
on which to base comparisons should always be established. Several
test plots with.different revels of fertility are desirable.
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Area to Fertilize to Equal 1/5 Acre

Make the strip this long

872 feet
436 feet
290 feet
218.feet

For pant%we and forage crops, beca.ise of their large bulk, plots
of about one-hundredth acre, located well away from fences are
practical. If the field is to be grazed, these plots must be
fence:: tmtil after yields are checked.

Nark each location with stakes so that it will not get lost, and
complete a sketch in an account book to which to refer as a safety
precaution. This sketch should include measurements of each
location as well as rates used and other 'pertinent data.

Spread fertilizer as evenly as possible; double check to be sure
the aaount is what is desired. For example, if the test plot is
1/5 acre, the increased fertilizer applied on this area should be
1/5 the total amount desired per acre.

Plant in the normal manner, making no change In the planting done
in the test area. The planting rate, however, must be sufficient
to make use of the increased fertilization rate; otherwise,
planting rate may cause no significant increase in yield.

Harvesting methods vary according to the crop tested, but two
important rules should be followed on all crops.

1. Layout accurately the area to be harvested near the middle
of the test plot.

2. Lay oat and harvest an area of equal size near the test
plot for control purposes.

For ray crops:

1. Measure accurately the area to be harvested in each plot.
(See table on following page.)

2. Harvest by hand. or by machine.

3. Weigh the amount harvested from each plot separately and
record the results.

4. When computing the actual yleld increase, be sure to
consider moisture in grain crops.
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ibal Len 1/10 Acre

Row spacing

28 inches
32 inches
36 inches
40 inches
42 inches

Length of row

2,008 feet
1,632 feet
1,450 feet
1,320 feet
1,240 feet

NOTE: 1/100 aciv is 1/10 these lengths.

For small grains and flax:

1. According to the header width of the combine, determine
length of swath necessary to equal the acre to be
harvested. (See table below.)

2. Harvest a swath the designated length in each strip and
on the same length adjacent to the test st-ip as a
control. Be sure the bombine is clean before starting
to harvest each swath. On bulk combines, put a sack
over the elevator spout to catch the grain.

3. Weigh the amount harvested from each plot separately and
record the results.

Length of Swath to Equal 1/10 Acre

Width of swath

5 feet
6 feet
7 feet

8 feet
10 feet
12 feet

4. Check for moisture content.

Length

870 .feet

725 feet
620 feet
545 feet

435 feet
365 feet

Hay crops may be harvested by mowing a one-hundredth acre or
smaller strip in the middle of the test plot, and another adjacent
to the test strip. Divide lengths shown in the table above by
10 to determine proper length for one-hundredth acre. Cure like
hay in the rest of the field. Weigh cured hay from each plot
separatel and record results.
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To determine pasture yields, every two or three weeks during the
crowing season; harvest an area of one square yard in the middle
of each test plot. Weigh green and record. results.

To make economic comparisons of the fertilized plots with the
check plots, do the following:

1. Find the yield difference between the plots.

2. Multiply the amount of increased yield by the value
per unit of the crop.

3. Subtract the cost of the extra fe.e-dlizer.

4. Determine the most profitable fertilizer level.

5. Use the results as a guide to fertilization Of the
following year's crops.

Greater net profit for a customer from the optimum use of ferti-
lizer is the most effective sales tool available. Employees
mho make effective use of these methods of determining fertility
neeft; make use fertilizer recommendations, and assist in
establishing test plots to prove the results of the decisions
mill be effective in the fertilizer industry.

Suggested. Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Show the slide set, How to Take a Soil Sample, and follow
with demnstrations and student wactice in collecting soil
samples.

2. Shaw the film, The Big Test.

3. Arrange a field trip to permit students to take soil
sample,. Have them obtain and fill out a field 51:ermation
sheet. Have students "guess" the pH, nitrogen, phosphorus,
and. ratassium levels. Compare their visual jude,,ents
mith the soil test results.

4. Demonstrate soil testing to the class or visit a soil
testing laboratory.

Demonstrate plant tissue testing to the students.

G. Arrange a field. trip to a well -- planned set of fertilizer

test plots. Attempt to show visual differences in the
plots.
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Suggested Instructional Materials and Reference;

Instructional Materials

1. Soil saiapline equipment, including locally used
information sheets

2. Soil tenting kit

3. Tissue testing kit

4. Results of local fertility test plots

5. Colored slides, How to Take a Soil Sample

6. Film, The Big Test

7. Paster, How to Take a Soil Sample

References

1. HOW to Get Good Soil Samples,

2. How to Take a Soil Sample,

3. Hunger Signs in Crops

4. Our Land and Its Care, pp. 35-36

5. Profitable Soil Management, pp. 159.176.

6. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 84-101; 145.198,

7. Using Commercial Fertilizer, pp. 132-141.

Suggested Occupational. Experiences

1. Have students take soil samples and fill out information
Sheets on lawns, gardens, and fields, at their home or
school, or through the training center.

2. Have students assist in soil and/or tissue, testing.

3. Have students gain expee.ence with fertilizer test plots
at home, school, :r the training center.
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VII. To interpret a soil test report

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Soil test results normally report the following:

1. The pH of the soil

2. ?le organic matter. and /or nitrogen content of the soil

3. The available phosphorus in the soil

4. The available potassium in the soil

More specialized soil tPsi, reports may contain information on
these and other soil characteristics;

1. Secondary and minor element content in the soil

2. Color and texture of the soil

3. Soluble salt content ofthe soil

The pH test indicates the soil rJaction of acidity or alkalinity.
The desirable Orange for most crops on mineral soils- is between
6.5 and 7.0:, A pH range of 6.0-8.9 is adequate for most permanent
grasses, and a pH' of 5.2 or more is adequate for organic soils.

organic matter, or nitrogen content, in the soils istreported
in various ways by different public and commercial soil testing
laboratories. Methods of reporting these results are by

1. Percent of organic matter in the plow layer per acre
.14

2. Pounds or tons of organic matter in the plow layer per acre

3. Pounds of total. nitrogen per acre

4. rounds of available nitrogen per acre
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The trawl is toward reporting the amount of organic natter per
plow layer acre either as a percent or as a weight figUre.
Notice that each one percent of organic matter in the plow layer
equals ten tons of organic matter or 1000 pounds of total nitrogen
per acre. This nitrogen is largely unavailable to the growing
plant. In silt and clay foams, about two percent and, in sandy
soils, about five percent of the total nitrogen is available for
the coming year's crop.

Organic Matter in Boils

Levels,
low to
high

Organic matter_2.w.lo
.percent

in the
. r Total, nitrogen

pounds per aorper acre

Very low 1.0 10 3.,000

Low 1.5 15 1,500
Med. low 2.0 20 2,000
Medium 2.5 25 2,500
Med. high 3.0 '30 3,000
High 3.5 35 3,500
Very high iho 40 4, 000

Phosphorus is reported on soil test reports as available
phosphorus or as available phosphoric oxide. The trend
toward reporting it as available phosphorus, in part, is
evidence of the trend and interest in changing grades of.
fertilizer to the elemental basis.

Phosphorus in Soils

Levels,
low to
high

Amount available
pounds

in the plow layer
er acre

Phosphorus Phosphoric Oxide

Low . 5 12
Med. low 10 25

Medium 25 6o
Med. high 35 8o
High 40+ 90
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The availability of phosphorus in the soil is closely related
to the pH of the soil. Correcting the reaction of soils which
are highly acidic or highly alkaline tends to make phosphorus
more available. In like manner, adding phosphorus to soils too
high or too low in pH does not substantially improve the available

phosphorus content within the soil.

Potassium is reported as available potassium or available potash.
Again the trend is to report available potassium on the elemental
oasis. Soils are generally high in total potassium, but only
small amounts are available. The pH level in the soil is critical,
as potassium becomes most available at a pH range of 6.5 to 7.5.

Potassium in Soils

Levels,

low to
high

'Amount available in the plod layer,
pounds per acre

Potassium I Potash

Low 100 ).20

Med.-low 125 150
Medium 150 180
Med.-high 175 210.

High 200 240 1

1

Secondary and minor plant nutrients are'normally not included
in the soil test. On sands, mucks, and other soils where crop
response appears to be limited, however, this type of test should
be made. Results of these nutrient levels are generally reported
as total pounds, available pounds per acre, or as parts per
million. Care must be taken when recommending the use of some
minor elements, as excessive amounts maybe toxic. See Our Land
and Its Care, .page 34, for am* and information relative to
minor element deficiencies in the United. States.

Color and texture on a soil test report give an indication of a
soil's potential productivity. Dark-colored loam soils are
usually characteristic of a soil possessing high yield potential;
light-colored sands normally are near the lower end of the
productivity scale.

Testing soils for soluble salts is common in certain areas. The
term soluble salts refers to the total soluble mineral element
content of the soil. When the soluble salt content of the soil is
very low, plant growth is poor because there is not enough ferti-
lizer in the soil. Excessive soluble salts are associated with
poor plant growth. The amount of soluble salts in a soil can be
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measured by electric conductivity tests. Since the scales used to
measure the soluble salt concentration vary, one must know the
scales to interpret the results.

Once a student can interpret a soil test report, he is ready to
learn how to make a fertilizer recommendation to a customer.

Suggested Teaching.-Learning Activities

1. Obtain copies of local soil test reports,, and give
students experience in

a. Physically locating information on the report form

b. Determining the methods used to report informationper
cent, pounds, phosphorus or phosphoric oxide, and
others

c. Interpreting the report to determine the level of
fertility of the field covered by the report

2. The opaque or overhead projector is effective in showing
those parts or columns on the report sheet on which you
want the student to concentrate.

bested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Blank copies of soil test report forms

2. Completed copies of soil test report forms

3. Overhead projector transparencies

References

1. Our Land and Its Care, pp. 33.36.

2. Profitable Soil Management, pp. 168.169.

3. Most states have publications to assist in inter
preting soil tests which maybe obtained from the
state's agricultural experiment station.

Suggested Occupational Experience

Students should gain experience at the training center
interpreting soil test reports for customers.
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To make fertiLizer recommendations

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Several factors should be considered when making fertilizer
recommendations even after an accurate soil test report is
available. Determine with the students what these factors
are. Among them are the following:

1. Desired yield. Will the customer always desire
maximum yield or maximum profit, or is he satisfied
with a lesser goal?

2. Nutrient requirement of crops. As an example, see
The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 54-55.

3. Capability of the soil. Not all soils are capable of
producing 100 bushels of corn, 40 bushels of wheat,
or 4 bales of cotton per acre.

4. Climatic conditions, such as rainfall, temperature, and
length of growing season.

5. Previous crop history of the field will provide helpful
information. Find out about

a. Previous fertilizer response

b. Recent applications of lime, fertilizer, and manure

c. Use of legumes in the previous rotation

d. Visual observations, tissue tests, and test plot
results of previous year's crop.

Since all this information is seldom available, crop yield goals
are established by using the customer's suggestions and experience,

in addition to available information.

There are two major'types of fertilization programs;

1. Corrective application. This can be a rather heavy
application of fertilizer.to,brinesoils up.t0'.a
level of fertility. Some states and cmmercial companies
recommend that this be a rapid one- or two-year treatment;
others reconnend a more gradual fertility correction prOgram.
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2. Maintenance application. This is a fertility program
whereby the level of fertility is maintained by adding
to the soil nutrients equal to the amount removed by the
crop each growing season.

The first step in all fertility programs is adjusting the soil, pH
to the desirable range. This is accomplished witY4 lime or liming
materials on soils with a low pH. Lime requirements vary by soil
type and relative acidity of the soil. The approximate amounts
of finely ground Grade A agricultural limestone needed to correct
the pH of various soils is indicated in the following table.

oil regions and
texture class

Limestone requirement per Aare-In tons

pH k.5 6.5 pH 5:5 - 6.5

larm-temperate regions

Sands & loamy sands .7 .4

Sandy loans 1.2 .7
Loans 1.8 1.0
Silt loess 2.6 1.4

Clay loans 3.5 2.0
Mucks 7.1 3.8

Cool-temperate regions

Sands & loamy sands 1.1 .6

Sandy loans 2.1 1.3
Loans 2.9 1.7
Silt loans 3.5 2.0
Clay loams 4.1 2.3
Mucks 8.1 4.3

Sulfur or sulfur compounds are used to lower the pH of alkaline
soils. The approximate amount of sulfur (95% S) needed per acre
to lower the soil to a pH of 6.5 is given in the f011owing table.

Existing Soil pH

Broadcase application of sulfUr. needed to
bring soil pH to 6.5
Sandy Soils Clay Soils

7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0 1

500#/A
1200
1700
2500

. _

90C#/A
1700
1700
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Once the soil reaction has been corrected, correcting the levels
of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium in the soil can be
accomplished by adding manure or commercial fertilizer and/or by
plowing under green manure or crop residues. One ton of manure
adds approximately the equivalent of 100 pounds of 10-5-10 ferti-
lizer. Addition of fifty pounds of 0-20-0 per ton of manure
reduces the loss of nitrogen (ammonia) and provides more balanced
fertilizer.

Plowing under a good stand of legumes makes available about forty
pohnds of nitrogen for the next crap, but plowing under organic
matter low in nitrogen, such as straw and corn stover, reduces
the amount of nitrogen available to the next crop. It is rec-
ommended that at least thirty pounds of nitrogen be plowed down
with each ton of nonitiogenouS organic matter.- Ninety-pounds
of nitrogen should be applied: to the stover from,a good corn crap
weighing about three ions:

Not all the plant food available in the soil, whether added ,by
means of organic matter or commercial fertilizers, is usable by
the next growing crop. The following table givesthe approximate
percentages of nitrogen, phosphate, and potash present in avail-
able forms in soils, available as manure and fertilizer that may
be. obtained by the first crap grown.

Sources of the three Percentages.of available nutrients
primary nutrients obtained by first giovn

Nitrogen Potassium Potash

Soil (of available preient) ' 14 40%
Manure (of total present) - 30 30 50
Fertilizer (of available .present )60 30 50/111Mlml.

: ana %,,, . 8.

A typical fertilizer recommendation problve f'llotts. Paat liistooy
and alienable information indicate that a capab3.e iof

produbing 'Of- wheat per acre. T e crop nutrient-table
(pie 'Fertilizer 411andbbok, pages 54.55) indleat that .growing this
crap requires
. ....V., .6

?0 pounds of nitrogen

30.4aunda_of...phosphate,

3;)!'.,50 pounds a potash.

Ob.
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For the problem, the soil test reads

1. 120 pounds of available nitrogen

2. 30 pounds of available phosphorus*

3. 150 pounds of available potassium*

*Note that the crop requirements are given as phosphoric
oxide and potash, whereas the soil test reports them as
phosphorous and potassium. One must be converted.

30 x 2.2886 = 69 pounds of available phosphate

150 x 1.2046 = 181 pounds of available potash

With the needs of the crop determined and the results of the soil
test available, formulation of the fertilizer recommendation can
be made.

1

Source of
'Nutrient

Element

Fertilizer Prescription - 40 Bushel Wheat
Nitro en

Soil (by test)

200 lbs. of Aqua
Ammonia 20-04.0

otal Crop May Obtain

120 44-80

0,63-24

tal Cr Needs

72

hate Potash

'o

69

vw

14.28 181 40%-72

28

30

72

50

Notice that the nitrogen and phosphate are nearly balanced, whereas
the soil contains more potash than the wheat crop requires. There
is a shortage of two pounds of phosphate. Should phosphate fertilizer
be added to correct this?

The Fertilizer Handbook, page 118, gives another typical fertilizer
recommendation; this one is for a yield of 100 bushels of corn.
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The tables included in this competency should be reproduced and
the students given experience in formulating fertilizer prescrip-
tions for local crops with typical soil tests and fertilizer
materials.

In the previous example aqua ammonia was used to balance the
nitrogen requirement. If aqua ammonia were not available, how
would the amount of a different nitrogen fertilizer to be'used
be determined?

Material
Percent
Nutrient

Pounds
Needed Calculations

Aqua Ammonia
Ammonium Nitrate
Urea

20
33.5

46

40
40
40

1

.

404- 20 = 200 lbs.
40 4.33.5 = 119 lbs.
Ito 4- 46 = 87 lbs.

These procedures suggested to formulate recommendations are not
always necessary. Frequently, the soil testing laboratory will*
have determined those recommendations, or the fertilizer dealer
will have tables to which to refer that have standard recommendations
listed for varioas soil fertility levels and yield potentials.
A competent employee, however, should be able to make these
recommendations for customers when requested.

Making fertilizer recommendations without soil tests is hazardous,
at best. Nevertheless, this is frequently' required. If a
customer does not have a soil test, usually other information is
also lacking, such us:

1. Previous yields

2. Visual observation w: crop response

3. Soil type and productive' potential

About all the information available is

1. Crop to be fertilized

2. Desired yield

3. General knowledge of the potential of the soil and the
customer's ability
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In the absence of state experiment station recommendations, the
following general recommendations may serve as guidelines and
maybe used by the students:

1. The customer normally uses less than the desired amount
of fertilizer.

2. For established legumes, fertilizer ratios of 0.1-1,
0-1-2, and 0-1-3 are most common.

3. For establishing legumes, fertilizer ratios of 1-6-6 or
1-4-4 are recommended.

4. For grasses, pasture, and lawns, a 2.1 -1 ratio is most
often used.

5 For small grains where legumes are not seeded, many
fruits and vegetables, and flowers, a 1-21 ratio is
recommended.

6. For a corn starter, 1-4-4 or 1-3-3 ratio is most common,
with 50-100 pounds of additional nitrogen plowed down or
side-dressed.

7. Root crops require a 1-2-2 or 1-2-3 ratio.

The best information a fertilizer salesman can give a customer
that has not made a soil test is how and where he can obtain soil
tests. The fertilizer salesman also can offer to take a soil
sample for the farmer and send it to an independent laboratory for
analysis. Fertilization without soil tests is much like running a
clock without hands: neither makes much sense.

Employees in the retail fertilizer industry can expect to be asked
for advice on fertilizer application. The questions-will deal with

1. Methods

2. Time

3. Placement
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Applying fertilizer depends on the crop, soil, climate, date,
rate of growth, kind of fertilizer, and equipment used. The aim
is to apply the correct amount at the correct time and place it
where it will do tho most good. Methods change as the rate of
application increases. Common methods of application are:

1. Banding along the row

2. Broadcasting or top dressing

3. Side-dressing

4. Drilling

5. Deep drilling

6. Bedding

7. Plowsole application

8. Foliar application

9. In irrigation water

The time of application varies widely by crop, soils, and area.
Certain principles that relate to time are as follows:

1. Apply as late as possible before the plant needs the
nutrient as is feasible if leaching or fixation is a
problem.

2. Where leaching or fixation is not a problem, apply
during the slack labor season.

3. Apply lime or sulfur one to two years ahead of major
fertilization programs.

Placement of fertilizer is a critical

1. Band Application of phosphorus and potassium reduces fixation.

2. Place starter fertilizer near the root zone.

3. Excessive amountsof fertilizer in contact with seeds or
young seedlings can be toxic.

4. Phosphorus and, to a lesser extent, potassium,.are immobile
in the soil.
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5. Gaseous fertilizers must be deep placed to reduce losses
to the atmosphere.

6. Broadcast application is lost in areas of erosion.

The pamphlet, Methods of Applying Fertilizer, is an excellent
reference for ;p1..ncijiirrertilizer use and recommendations
for fertilizer application for most commercially produced crops
in the United Sates.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. The sttoents should gain considerable experience in
formed-. .ng fertilizer recommendations: Hypothetical
problems should be developed for the students to work.
Their recommendations should be checked for accuracy mid
logic. Duplicate the forms on pages 63-64 for class use.

2. Use local cases to prepare actual fertilizer recommendations.

3. A local dealer may explain to the class methods used in
formulating fertilizer recommendations.

4. Use role playing to develop competition and confidence on
the part of the students.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Copies of local soil test reports

2. Blank work copies of the form on page 118 of The
Fertilizer Handbook

3. A large locally-made chart showing nutrient needs of
the major local crops

References

1. Methods of Applying Fertilizer

2. Our Land and Its Care, pp. 24-25, 36, 46-49

3. Profitable Soil, Management, pp. 179-188.

4. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 18, 36, 83, 101, 108, 118.

5. Using pp. 139, 142-162.
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Suggested Occupational Experience

Students should gain experience making general fertilizer
recommendations for customers. They should also gain
experience in determining when to not give advice to a
customer, but instead, refer him to a more technically
trained. person qualified to_do so.

IX. To understand basic principles of fertilizer manufacture and
plant operations

Introduction

The extent to which this competency should be used with
high school classes should be determined by the teacher in
the light of the individual abilities of the students and
their employment potential.

Teacher Preparation

Subject Platter Content

Before the discovery of an economical method of manufacturing
ammonia, the major sources of nitrogen fertilizer were mined
nitrate of soda (i11. W03), organic nitrogen umterials, and the
ammonia recovered as a by-product of the coke industry. Today
most nitrogenous fertilizers are the result of the synthetic-
ammonia industry. Ammonia is manufactured by combinining nitrogen
and hydrogen under pressure in the presence of a catylst. Ammonia
is the "start" to nearly all of onr nitrogenous fertilizers.

[

Phosphate rock - Nitric Phosphates
Ammonia - Ammonium Nitrate

Oxygen - Nitric Acid--- Sodium Carbonate - Sodium Nitrate
Calcium Carbonate Calcium Nitrate

Carbon dioxide-. .

-Sulruric Acid

Urea

Ammonium Sulfate

Ammonium NiLrate + Water- --Ammonium Solutions

0 Ammoniwa Nitrate + Urea Water Ammonium Solutions
4

-Ursa 4 Water - » - ---Ammonium Solutions

Phoaphoric Acid Ammonium Phosphates

Under Pressure Anhydrous Ammonia

- tauter- Aqua Ammonia
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Ammonia (163) is "burned" by the presence of oxygen (02) to form
nitric acid (HNO3). In turn, nitric acid reacts with various
materials, i.e., phosphate rock, to form some of the common

fertilizer materials. Ammonia can also react with certain
materials to form other nitrogenous fertilizers in very simple
or very complex processes. Ammonia is manufactured by fewer
than one hundred large companies, it is used to manufacture other
nitrogenous fertilizers by approximately 1,500 fertilizer
manufacturers across the nation.

Rock phosphate is a.mined material, most of it coming from
Florida. It is mined, washed, concentrAted4 dried, and shipped
to manufacturing plants. The phosphate rock is then finely
ground and processed into the various fertilizer materials. Note
that certain phosphate fertilizers can be manufactured in more
than one way.

124

0a

[

Excess Sulfuric Acid - Phosphoric Acid - Ammonia - Ammonium
Phosphates

Concentrated Super-
phosphate

Nitric Acid Nitric phosphates

Sulfuric Acid Superphosphate

N Electric Elemental
°.Furnace - Phosphorus -

Rock Phosphate

Phosphoric
Acid - Ammonia - Ammonium Phosphate

Phosphoric Acid

(Phosphate Concentrated

Rock - Superphosphate

Phosphate Rock - Calcium Metaphosphate

Air + Water Superphosphoric Acid

Crude potash salts, varying in composition, are either mined or
recovered from lake dunes. These materials are then processed in
large refineries into various potash materials. Muriate of potash
can be used as it is mined; but it is generally refined or concen-
traded by a process requiring dissolving in water and recrystall-
ization. Muriate of potash or potassium chloride is sold as a
solid material but is also the most common potassium material used
in formulating liquid fertilizers.
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Potassium nitrate is a natural product mined, in Chile, but most
United States production is manufactured by treating potassium
chloride with ammonium nitrate or sodium nitrate.

Potassium sulfaie is made by treating potassium chloride with
sulfate of magnesia or sulfuric acid. It is also manufactured
by burning sulfur; the sulfur dioxide reacts with potassium
chloride to form potassium sulfate.

Potassium-moanesium sulfate is found as a mineral called
longbienit... It is processed to remove undesirable minerals by
washing and centrifuging, and is then dried and marketed under a
trade name such as "Sul-Po-Nrag."

Liquid fertilizers are manufactured in two general ways. The more
simple, but more costly, method is the batch process, whereby solid
plant foods are dissolved in water to obtain the desired grade.
Heating is desirable to hasten the dissolving of the solids. The

neutralization process is more common and is based on neutralization
of phosphoric acid with ammonia or with an ammonium product.
Additional nitrogen and/or potash is added to obtain the desired
grade.

Fertilizer plants can be described as being of two types.

1. One type is for the processing or manufacture of raw
materials into concentrated fertilizer materials. These
arc generally located near the source of raw materials
to reduce bulk handling and costs of transporting.

2. Finished fertilizer plants are best located close to the
market area. These plants usually manufacture 10,000 to
50,000 tons annually. They require

a. Access to good receiving and shipping facilities

b. Storage facilities for raw materials

c. Nixing and blending facilities

d. Ban and/or bulk storage facilities for finished products

e. Curing or conditioning facilities

f. A quality-control laboratory

g. An office
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Al plant manufacturing fertilizer for the consumer must use care in
selection of ingredients. These ingredients must

1. Give satisfactory plant growth

a. Contain the correct plant nutrients

b. Have the correct nutrient form, such as nitrate or
ammonia

c. Be free of toxic compounds or other undesirable
materials

d. Contain as little "filler" material as possible

2. Have a reasonable cost per pound of nutrient

3. Be available in adequate quantities

4. Have the proper physical and chemical characteristics
relating to

a. Moisture content

b. Hygroscopicity

c. Reaction with other ingredients

d. Heat of reaction

e. Particle size

f. Specific gravity

g. Conditioning properties

The fertilizer industry operates on a critical yearly cycle which
creates problems in manufacture and merchandising. In addition,
many fertilizer materials are by- products of other industries.
There is a peak demand for fertilizer at the time of planting and a
lower demand during the other seasons. The young employee who
realizes thidand other attendant' problems which are imposed on the
manufacturer and dealers, can be of real value to his employer by
making off-season sales op obtaining fertilizer orders to even out
seasonal danand. Profits in the fertilizer business are determined
by inventory turnover, ranging from one to three times, and by
volume. Both of these are controlled by sales.
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Suggested Teaching -Learning Activities

1. Arrange a field trip for the caasf to a fertilizer plant
where manufacturing or processing methods can be shown.

2. Determine the source of the basic fertilizer materials used
in your locality and the location of regional fertilizer
plants. Determine how phosphate, potash, and nitrogen
arrive in your area.

3. Make a map of the United States, showing the source of
fertilizer raw materials and the routing of these materials
to your area.

4. Use the overhead projector to show the steps in the manu-
facture of the various fertilizer materi, 1. See The
Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 74 and 77.

5. Show the film, What's in the Bag?

6. Have each student determine the source, mode of trans-
portation, tonnage hanaled, and invektory turnover of the
fertilizers handled at his training center.

X. To understand how to advise customers about the selection,
calibration, and maintenance of fertilizer equipment

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Much of existing fertilizer equipment is outdated or is so poorly
maintained that maximum results from fertilizer cannot be obtained.
Fertilizer application equipment must

1. Provide even distribution

2. Place the fertilizer properly

It is not enough that the applicator put on the desired amount per
acre; it must put on the desired amount for each plant and in the
right place. Only then will the fertilizer be able to provide best
results.
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Amide variety of application equipment exists because of

1. Types of fertilizer materials used

2. Varying rates of application needed

3. Varying placements desired

4. Areas to be fertilized

There are fertilizer applicators for

1. Applying fertilizer alone

2. Applying fertilizer and seed in one operation

3. Tilling and applying fertilizer in one operation

4. Applying fertilizer in liquid, solid, or gaseous forms

5. Applying fertilizer through irrigation systems

6. Applying fertilizer by airplane

Types of equipment available to apply fertilizer are

1. Hand.operated machines, both wheelless and wheeled

2. Broadcasters

a. Fullp-width trailers

Is, Trucks, trailers, tractors, and wagons with spreading
attachments; such as

1) Rotary fans
2) Full«width hoppers
3 Anger spreader tubes

3. Row distributors and drills

4. Machines with fertilizer attachments, such as

a. Drills

b. Planters

c. Tillage equipment
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5. Liquid and gaseous fertilizer equipment

a. Anhydrous ammonia

b. lour pressure solutions

c. Non-pressure solutions

d. Foliar sprays

6. Airborne fertilizer equipment

When advising a customer on the type of applicator to buy, consider
the following factors:

1. The applicator should be flexible in operation to meet
the requirement of most fertilizer application.

2. The ariPlicator should be easy to fill, and should carry a
large load.

3. The applicator should apply large or small amounts accurately
and be easily adjusted.

4. The applicator should correctly place the fertilizer.

5. The applicator should be of sturdy construction and easy
to maintain, and should resist corrosion. Newly-developed
alloys and fiber glass products have aided in reducing
problems of corrosion.

6. The applicator should be easy to empty and clean.

To be of service to customers, students should know how to calibrate
fertilizer applicators. TLe following is a simple procedure which
may be used to calibrate fertilizer applicators and nearly all
other solid and liquid applicators.

I. Adjust applicator to the estimated rate.

2. Catch discharged fertilizer in a can, bag, or canvas.

3. Travel 40 rods (660 feet) at normal speed.,
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4. Weigh the amount, caught and compute as follows:

Pounds caught x 66 pounds per acre
Width of application in feet

Example:

40# x 66 330 pounds per acre
8'

5. Readjust the applicator and follow the same procedure
until the desired rate of application is achieved.

Both high and low pressure liquid and gas applicators hive
metering devices to control the rate of application They mot
be checked periodically for accuracy. according to the operator's
manual.

Since fertilizer applicators are normally used only a few days a
year, they seldom wear out. The chief enemies are rust, corrosion,
and decay. They should always be

1. Stored in a clean, dry shed

2. Thoroughly cleaned, including washing, before storage

3. Well coated with grease on annoying parts

4. Completely inspected and conditioned

Before using the applicator the following season, the operator
should

1. Remove the coating of grease with solvent or kerosene

2. Check to see that all moving parts are moving freely

3. Check all operating adjustments

4. Lubricate the implement thoroughly

Consult the operator's manual for specific instructions on the
care and operation of a particular applicator.

8 est" TeaciTirni Activities

I. Determine with the students the types of fertilizer appli-
cators used in the area. Discuss the characteristics of
each type and the reasons for the varying types.
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2. Arrange a visit to a farm machinery dealership to become
acquainted with the various types of applicators available..
Have the dealer explain the advantages and disadvantages of
each type.

3. Give students experience in calibrating various types of
applicators.

4. Bring a couple of the common types of applicators into the
school shop and give students experience in making needed
repairs and adjustments.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Wall charts, pictures, and colored slides of various
types of applicators

2. Applicators for shop instruction.

3. Operator's manuals for fertilizer applicators

References

1. The Fertilizer Handbook, p. 101.

2. Using Commercial Fertilizer, pp: 163-181.

Occupational "i"e"

1.. Have students gain experience at the training center,
school, or home in maintaining and calibrating fertilizer
applicators until they are proficient.

2. Have each student gain experience at his training center
in the care, repair, cleaning, adjustment, and operation
of all applicators the training center might have.
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XI. To merchandise fertilizer effectively

Teacher Preparation

Subject terCrltent

The retail fertilizer business, like other retail businesses,
depends on customers- -old customers, new customers - -but most of
all, on satisfied customers. Why do customers change dealers?
Survey results show that the reasons for change are as follows;

1. Three percent move away.

2. Five percent take their business to friends that are
competitors.

3. Nine percent change because of'price.

4. Eighty-three percent of all customers take their business
elsewhere because of shortcomings on the part of sales
personnel. These include

a. Poor service

b. Discourteous treatment

c. Indifferent dealer attitudes

These statistics give a clue to effective merchandising of
fertilizer. Little can be done to hold the business of customers
that move or patronize friends, but effective sales and service
programs can keep the other 92 percent of the customers and gain
many new customers.

There are four basic areas it fhich effective sales and service
in the fertilizer business can be accomplished.

1. Keep current on new technology.

2. Use effective advertising ideas

3. Strengthen your sales and service ability

4. Create enthusiasm for the product or service being sold
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Become the best informed person in your business in your community.
Be able to sive advice to instill customer confidence in your
ability. You keep current on new technology through a continuous
self-education program as long as you merchandise fertilizer or
any other product.

1. Study and know your products and those of your competitors.

2. Deep current on the results of recent college of agriculture,
local, and U.S.D.A. fertilizer trials. Be able to report
these findings to customers.

3. Keep your ears open. Learn what customers like and dislike
about your products and services.

One should never run out of effective advertising ideas. The
business with the new, novel, and progressive techniques attracts
new customers and maintains the old as long as the service and
attitude of the business to the customer are also superior.
Advertising aids a fertilizer dealer by

I. Identifying products and services with your firm

2. Selling ideas

3. Making consumers aware of needs

4. Increasing your sales of products and services

Several advertising media can be used to help merchandise
fertilizer.

1. Direct mail
usually a cooperative arrangement

2. Newspaper ads with the Manufacturer

3. Radio commercials.

4. Television commercials

5. Signs

a. Billboards

b. Fence hangers

c. Field signs
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d. Building identification

e. Truck and equipment decals

6. Handouts

a. Information folders

b. Sample bags

7. Specialties

a. Pens and pencils

b. Rain gauges and other small items

8. Demonstration plots and field days

9. Open house activities

10. Farmer meetings

Metiotla f promoting and developing interest in the fertilizer
bqainess are nearly unlimited, but what is effective in one
community may fail in anothe. ' ustomers should become
acquainted with products and services by the most effective
advertising media available.

Advertising alone does not sell products or services. In addition,
a strong sales and service program must be provided. Earlier it
was suggested that employees should be current on new technology.
This it a "must" to provide the effective sales and service the
present-day customer demands. Additional ways of strengthening
sales and service ability are

1. To be aware of the customers' needs

2. To offer assistance in the proper use of products and/or
services

3. Te provide a soil testing and prescription service for
customers

4. To develop programs to increase "off-season" sales

5. To provide educational programs to enable customers to
oetter understand. products awl services and :heir correct use

6. To make the kind of sale and provide the type service

that makes money for the customer
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An enthusiastic salesman or serviceman is the best means of creating
an enthusiastic customer. Certainly a sales or service person that
is not excited about his product or work will not develop much
interest in the customer.

1. Know the advantages your product and service has for the
customer.

2. Show the farmer the succes- he has had with your products
or service.

3. Compliment the customer on his wise decision in using your
product or service.

Nothing generates enthusiasm like enthusiasm. An employee can
develop this when he knows that he is providing products or service
that can benefit the customer.

A characteristic of the fertilizer industry the% complicates
merchandising is the present seasonal use of fertilizer.

To merchandise fertilizer effectively, one must understand the
customer. The average customer uses less than 50% of the ferti-
lizer he could effectively and economically use. Three main
factors keep fa.uners from using the correct amount of fertilizer.

1. Lack of knowledge

'4. Fear of adverse effects

3. Lack of money or credit

To overcome the problem of lack of knowledge, the following
suggestions should be helpful:

1. Talk about fertilizer in simple terms.

2. Interest the farmer in the results of properly using
fertilizers. Talk about additional income, not additional
costs.

3. Sell the right kind of fertilizer, not just fertilizer.

4 Use authoritative information from a source the customer
respects. Do not oversell. Farmers haw- minds of their
own and must be shown, rather than coerced..

alliiip&A,ttd
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The fear of adverse effects from the use of fertilizer may be
difficult to overcome. The customer fears that higher levels
of fertilization may be lost in years of adverse climatic con-
ditions and even reduce crop yields. Recent research indicates
that this is untrue. Fertilizer is almost the only crop expense
that is not lost in years of low moisture, since it will be
available for subsequent crops. In years of low moisture, properly
fertilized crops make better use of the available moisture than do
crops that are grown on soils lacking in fertility.

Customers, especially farmers, use the argument that they lack
the money or credit to purchase additional fertilizer. This is
largely a self-imposed psychological limitation based on handed-
down attitudes and lack of knowledge. The principal reasons are

1. Lack of understanding of the economic benefits to be
obtained

2. Reluctance to go into debt

3. Lack of knowledge of the availability of loans and the
wise use of production credit

Understanding his customers should help an employee develop better
techniques in advertising, sales, and service which will make him
a more effective employee for the retail fertilizer business and
of value to his customers.

S fmted Teaciearn i Activities

1. Develop methods by which an employee in the retail ferti-
izer business can keep current with new technology as it

c.lvalops.

2. Have students collect examples of advertising used by
local concerns.

a. Determine the main point of the advertisement.

b. Discuss how the advertisement could be made more
effective.

3. Have students develop sample advertisements for the use
of XYZ brand fertilizer. Discuss the effectiveness of each
advertisement. (The development of comprehensive adver-
tising programs and display materials is more appropriate
for post-high school courses.)
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1t Considering the natural resistance that customers have for
purchasing fertilizer, discuss the methods that would be
effective in overcoming this resistance.

5. Have students obtain results front recent fertilizer studies
and explain how they could be effectively used in merchan-
dising fertilizer.

6. Visit a test plot or field demonstration that is desizned
to educate customers in the use of fertilizer. Discuss
how these plots or demonstrations can be used to obtain
maximum effect.

7. Have a resource person from a credit agency discuss the
availability and the use of credit for purchasing fertilizer.

8. Have the students take or collect pictures of local
producers out in their fields where test plots are being
used to provide material for sales presentations.

9. Have students develop lists of persons who are using a
particular fertilizer product or formula to be used in
discussing sales with potential customers in their
cooperative occupational experience center.

akesestcd Instructional Materials and References

Instructional Materials

1. Several examples of advertisements used by local
retail fertilizer concerns

2. Copies of the results of state or local fertilizer
trials

3. Copies of local credit instruments used for financing
the purchase of fertilizer

Reference

The Fertilizer Handbook, pp. 142

SuC7estnalBerience
1. Have students assist in development of advertisements

at their training centers.
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2. Have students gain experience in selling fertilizer to
customers.

3. Have students gain experience in working with demonstration
days, farmer meetings, and other activities used to inform
customers of the products and services of their training
centers.

XII. To understand the importance of the fertilizer industry and its
future trends

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

The introduction to this module states that twenty percent of the
agricultural production in this country can be credited to the use
of commercial fertilizer. Yet, the crop farmers of this nation are
using less than 50% of the fertilizer that should be used according
to studies conducted by the U.S.D.A. Thus, there exists a real
challenge in educating farmers to expand the use of fertilizer.

The fertilizer industry is one of the largest industries in the
chemical field, having doubled in size in the past twenty years and
expected to double again in the next twenty years.

Directly or indirectly, the fertilizer industry can be credited
with much of the advancement in crop production on our nation's
farms, without which this would be a nation of want rather than a
land of plenty.

Predicting future trends is hazardous, but indications are that in
the fertilizer industry these trends will continue or develop

1. Expanded use of fertilizer per acre of farm land

2. Expanded use of fertilizer on non -farm land, such as

a. Home lawns

b. Parks

c. Cemeteries

d. Highway sides

e. Golf courses
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f. Athletic fields

g. Fish ponds, etc.

3. Use of higher analysis fertilizers

4. Larger demand for balk fertilizers.

5. More analysis fertilizers and special mixes for pre-
scription applications

u. Better informed customers requiring better trained sales
and service representatives

7. Decentralization of the fertilizer industry, with increased
numbers of local mixing, blending, and distribution outlets

8. Increased services provided by fertilizer distributors

9. Improved application techniques, permitting higher levels
of Application, more even distribution, and more effective
utilization by the crop

10. Better understanding of soil management, which will assist
in more accurate fertilizer recommendations

The growth and future of the fertilizer industry appear to be
limited only by the promotional activity of the industry. The
need for additional .le of fertilizer is present; now the personnel
within the industry are responsible to acquaint the customer of
his needs and the benefits that can be derived from additional use
of commercial fertilizer.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. With the class, make an estimate of the fertilizer tonnage
that could, be effectively used by farmers and non-farmers in
your community's service area. Compare this with the approxi-
mate tonnage currently used. What does this indicate about
the potential of the retail fertilizer industry in your
community?

2. Have a panel consisting of the county agent, a leading
farmer, and a person from the fertilizer industry discuss
with the class the future and the trends of the retail
fertilizer industry's role in the community in the next feu
years. What additional services do they anticipate providirk;
to customers?
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Suggested References

1. The Fertilizer Handbook, pp..112.

2. Using Commercial Fertilizer, pp. 6-15.

Suggested Occupational Experience

Have each student conduct a study to determine the additional
products and services customers desire front the training center
at which he is employed..

.Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Module

Students should be evaluated on their ability to use the content of this
module effectively. Basic understandings of the various competencies can be
evaluated, by classroom discussion and testing.

The ability to translate these understandings to particular problem
situations in an occupational experience situation can best measure the
effectiveness of this modules The employer.cooperator should evaluate
the student in these areas of competency. form questionnaire, such as
the one on the following page, is e. useful tool.
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Name of Trainee

Name of Cooperator

Please evaluate the trainee on his ability to accomplish the following
tasks in the retail fertilizer business. Please check. the appropriate
column.

Skill

fferstanding of fertilizer
USG

I

'Understanding of the nutrient
Irequirement of crops

hbility to "read" hunger
signs

Understandings of the prop-
erties of. soil

1.fteoGnition of fertilizer
materials

Ability to read and interpret
fertilizer labels

Ability to take a soil sample

Ability to read a soil test
report

ailzty to make Good
recommendations

,t.bility to advise customers.

:..bUity to sell fertilizer

..,../+I
(continued on page 87)
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What essential understandings, skills, and abilities does the
. trainee lack or need to develop further?

Does the trainee have the attitudes and appreciations necessary to
become a successful employee in the retail fertilizer industry?

If an opening in your firm existed, would you hire him?

Sources of Suggested Instructional Materials and References

1. Knuti, L. L., et al. Profitable Soil Management. Englewood Cliffs,

New Jersey. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962. Price: $6.16.

2. Wacker, M. H. Using Commercial Fertilizers. Second Edition.
Danville, Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 19-27 N.
Jackson, 1961. Price: $3.95.

3. Be Your Own Corn Doctor. 4 pages. Price $.03.

. Dictionary of Plant Foods. Philadelphia: Farm Chemicals, Ware
.Bros. Co., 217 N. Broad Street. 51 pages.

5. How to Get Good Soil qaJsples. Washington, D. C.: American Potash
Institute, Inc., 1102 16th Street, N. W. 12 pages. No charge.

6. How to Take a Soil Sample. 2 pages. Price $.02.

7. Methods of Amlying Fertilizer. .20 pages. Price $.10.

8. Our Land and. Its Care. Fourth Edition. Washington, D. C.: National
Plant Food institute, 1700 K Street N. W., 20006, 1962. 72 pages.
Price: $.16.

9. The Fertilizer Handbook. Washington, D. C.: National Plant Food
Institute, 1700 K Street, N. W., 20006, 1963. Price: $2.

10. What is Fertilizer? 14 pages. Price: $.08.
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Visual aids

1. How Soil pH Affects Availability of Plant Nutrients.
tPosterj National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street,
Washington, D. C., 20006. Price: $.10.

2. How to Take a Soil Samplft. (10 - 35mm. 2" x 2" colored
slides) National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street,
Washington, D. C., 20006. Price: $2.50.

3. Hunger Signs in Crops. Washington, D. C.: American
Society of Agronomy and The National Fertilizer Association,
1963.

4. Lime Means More Toney for You. (Poster) National Plant
Food Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C. Price: $.10.

5. Making the Most of a Miracle. .(27 minutes, color film)
National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington,
D. C. Free, return postage.

6. Nutrient - Deficiency Symptoms in Plants. (35mn 2" x 2"
colored slides) National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street,
Washington, D. C., 20006. Price: $.25 each.

7. Soils, Plant Nutrition, and Fertilizers. (64 - 351mn 2" x,2"
colored slides) National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street,
Washington, D. C., 20006. Price: $16.

6. The Big Test. (15 minutes, color) National Plant Food
Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C., 20006.
Free, return postage.

9. The Land's Legacy and Promise. (27 minutes, color) National
Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C.,
20006. Free, return postage.

10. Weather or Not. (22 minutes, color) National Plant Food
Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C., 20006.
Free, return postage.

II. What's in the Bag. (17 minutes, color) National Plant Food
Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C., 20006. Free,
return postage.

12. Profit in Forage and Pasture. (29 colored slides). National
Plant Food Institute, 1700 K Street, Washington, D. C. 20006.
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AGRICULTURAL CHENicALS - SUES AND SERVICE

ki2Jor Teaching Obit wive ::x a ii hh School Course

To develop the understandings and abilities needed for initial employment
as an "inside salesman" lathe agricultural supply business, which includes
agricultural chemicals among its sales and services.

Nor Teach in Obicctive for a Post-High School Course

To develop the understandings and abilities needed for entry and advance-
ment in the agricultural supply business, which includes agricultural
chemicals among itn sales and services.

gated Time Allotments

At school
Class instruction 30 hours
Laboratory experience hours

Total at school 36 ''hours .

Occupational mperience 72 houri

Totql roe pOdu)e. 10a hours

Saggestions for Introducing the Module
. .

This module is applicable to two types of courses, the two -year' high_
school course preparing students upOn ,graduation for entry, in the agri-
cultural supply business which handlet agricultural chemicals -tionevitk,
its other products, and the post-high school course preparing older, '," ' .

mature students for entry and -advancement in the same bOsinesi.

The levelslevels of competence expected of the graduates of the two courses ere
different, however. At the high school level,, this module, p;$,,,desigark.
to help the person entering agricultural supply--sales, and sertice...-.
occupations, understand and use readily- available inforiatt7n"-te,asSi#
the cUstomers making their own decisions. This modu,ii 's)10451 also
make the student realize that he can give only limited, OlViCeLsinee hid
lack of specialized training prohibits his making extensive iikosisiiidaz
tions for the selection and use of agricultural chemicals. Theoustoper
in farm supply centers usually has problems' involving
reducing costs,: improving quality, and weighing the,relatiVe'merif.k.Of
different prodicts. The salesperson. provides. seivi cc by, helping too_
cus;.omer identify'his needs and -by satisfyinc these need./ thtetigli, the
sale of appropriate products. However,- because of the dangerk of"
potentially poisonous chemicals and, the hazards of improper. use on.
growin6 plants,, the level. of employzient far the high salvia .graduat.e.
in sales will be that of 'an" "inside" sales person Working under
lirect supervision of a manager.; Consequently',, the codpetinileio,b,

1
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developed are primarily those at the understanding and appreciation levels,
not those ability levels affected by age, maturity, or necessity for
detailed technical preparation.

At the post-high school level, average students will be in a position to
develop the effective abilities a salesman needs vim is working under
much less supervision. In either case, the purpose of this nodule is
to provide the student with the general background needed for sales and
service in a agricultural supply business. It is not the purpose of
this nodule to develop a technically trained fieldman who can make recom-
mendations on complex problems involving agricultural chemicals. A whole
course in agricultural chemical technology is needed for such preparation
and as been developed by Center staff personnel.

As with all good teaching, tr.; instructor should proceed from the "known"
to the "unknown." In teaching this material, the teacher has two choices.
lie may start with the brand seen on the shelf and work back to basic
chemical concepts,, or he may begin with chemical characteristics and work
toward trade names which are usually =Auditor at first and which vary
widely with the different companies. Trade names have been kept to a
minima in this module and are used only for illustrative purposes.
Their use does not imply endorsement of any particular product. When-

e r possibe, it is desirable to teach oh a class" basis, e.g., chlorin
ated hydrocarbohs or organic phosphates. Concepts taught on this basis

capji. over even though Specific., chemicals Zell into dial's, as newer.
and better ex* developed. This'ipproach may be more appropriate. for
post-high school classes as experience indicates that high sbhool'sthdents
pick up different trade names when working in agricultural supply centers
and learn their geifiral uses eVen'though the chemical background is not
understood._

iliscusi""iiiii the students the types of agricultural chemicals pied, ybaub"
area and. *At" the farmer profits-from them.. Attempt to develop. Id.* them,

complete u list as their experiences permit. Attempt to group thole
chemicals in a logical arrangement to assist the ethdetts ih datalOgiii
the virioukthemicals in their minds.

Agricultiir'ai chemicals, in the context of this isodUle iiscludee testis
tides and Plaht growth regulators but dots not inClide chemical; ferti-
lisers.. The sale Of these materials .ham fieveloped into an iMpoitent Phase
*f the operation of agricultural. ,supply businesses. /iidicatiche are
that it will:continue to weir in impOrtance.

_ ..
Attempts oh'the part of man to "balance nature" in his favor, are*folind in
the harnessing of fire, the don isticatialk- off aniscals,. est the giihilhapf
crops. As inn began to control his ehvirohmeitt by~ bringing together basin,
of livestock and "gi.owing large acreages of crops.; he developed s conditiona paradise for the insects, fling., and other pests that lived on these
animals and plants. To maintain a "balance of nature" in 11110'sfavor, he
needed to combat these pests. The US* of chemicals have proven to be
a most effective method.
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The use of chemicals in agriculture in not something new in man's
.rsensl of weapons in fighting disease =dimmer. From the early uses
of sulfur and arsenic in the control of human, livestock, and crop pests
to the modern day "wonder chemical," man has been striving to find
methods of adjusting the "balance of nature" to better mast his needs.
Many people date the modern era of agricultural chemicals from the 1940's
with the development of DDT. Since then there have been more advances in
chemical warfare against man's pests then in all previous history. The
development of organic phosphates, systemic insecticides, selective herbi-
cides, sterilants, attractants, repellents, plant growth regulators, and
other chemicals are all new advancements in man's attempt to control his
environment.

Without the use of chemicals to control pests, man could not control the
perils of disease and hunger that still prevail in immar parts of the
world. The World Health Organization estimates that two.thirds of the
world's population still do not have enough to eat. How critical will
this problem become by the year 2000 when the world's population is
cxpected to be doubled? The increases use and development of agricul.
'aural chemicals is one of the major tools of man in his fight against
meds, insects, diseases, and other pests that limit his ability to pro -

inc: food.

Ia the United State alone, it is estimated that two billion dollars are
lost annually due to disease in livestock, five billion dollars 4mto
veeds, and another three billion dollars due to crop insects. Thia
lotals ten billion dollars in losses to American agriculture alone with
additional losses due to rodents, funi14, nematodes, and ell the other
t7pes of pests that invade the farms, ranches, and warehouses of our
epicultural industry.

Unce the advent of DDT, Abe chemical industry has developed into one
of the largest farm supply areas, and indications are that its growth
will be at an ever increasing rate as new products are developed and
the demand for food becomes more critical.

There are many persons in your calamity 'ho need an understending'of
agricultural chemistry. Develop a list of persons that students in your
r.lacs know who need a knowledge of agricultural chemicals in their work.
Dsvelop a list of the skills, abilities, and understanding these People
reed concerning agricultural chemicals. Same items that should be listed
f.0601A

4.

1. What types of chemicals are available

2. How to use chemicals safely

31 When to use chemicals

4. What chemicals to use



5. Proper methods of application

6. Being able to read and interpret chemical labels

7. Being able to identifytify Pests and their dames

Other itesicOuldiaSily be added. to the above list, but these are
fey of the Important competencies that will need to be understood.
At this time the teacher can emphasise that the high school student
entering an :gricultiaral supply business upon graduation trot high
school cannot possibly become proficient in all of the areas 'revealed
by this lilt.
The field of 'agricultural cheiicals is so broad and changes so rapidly
that this ;Wale will need to deal only with broad understandings and
principles that are characteristic of many chemicals. It does not attempt
to -discuss the use of individual products that vary trot area to area
and year to year.

This module will need to be supplemented with current InformatiOn from .the
II. 8. D. A., your state land grant .colleges and consertial. concerns.

Cametencies to*bos Deiveioned

I. To aieredate the importance of agricultural chemicals in
modern agriculture

,
Teacher Preparation

Sub ectilitter Content'

The .value of agricultural., chemicals cannot be pat in terms of
dolls* . It is 'difficult to measure the additional production
* dal* fiat the'time of ,chesiicals and mare difficult yett_
_to detalmine of prOduction lost by inideipate or
impioper:up olcheliolls. 'Ike of Chaiipals,assists',us in
pritsetine harvest while in storage. Urge mounts of
food and fiber are still lost by failure to use adequate
amounts of chemicals. Even more.isportants, how do you mea-
sure the lives of thousands of the world's starving people
lost daily' because chemicals were not used or not used
effectively?
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The following figures should startle and arouse an Intern in
agricultural chemicals among your students.

1. By the year 1975 the United .States population will
increase by approximately 50 million people. This will
require la billion more pounds of milk, 16 billion more
pounds of meat, 20 billion more eggs and 31 million more
tons of fruits and vegetables. At present levels of
production this would require 200 zillion serse.of farm
landland we don't have. Will we need chemicals to
reduce the losses of food and fiber due to disease,
insects, and weeds?

2. Thy the year 2000 we will need to produce more food On
One acre than we presently produce on two acres to feed
the exploding population. Will pesticides help do the

Job? .

3. Two out of every three World citizens do not have a
sufficient diet. Will man fight disease and hunger with
chemicals or go to war with other men in a fight for
food?

4. In Africa it is estimated that forty per cent of the
harvested crops are destroyed by pests while thousands
of people starve. Are we going to feed pests or Oople?

5. In the United States, it is estimated that rodents' alone
destroy enough food annually to feed the entire popula-
tion of Chicago for a year. Can we continue this
wastefulness?

Sconomic losses due to insects, diseases, weeds, and other pests
are numerous and affect us as follows:

1. Reduce yields from crops

2. Reduce production from livestock

3. Lower quality of crop and livestock products

4. Destroy food and fiber in storage

5. Infest and contaminate our food and water supply

6. Reduce manes ability to work effectively

7. lacrosse our costs of production



8. Reduce our land values

9. Limit our crap choices

10. Damage our buildings end equipment

Specific examples of these types of economic lessee' are common
in all conmunities. Tying these general types of losses to
common problele in your area will make these losses more mean-
ingful: to your ,students.

Nan's propene hati been the result of his succeseful efforts to
understand and control his environment. Had men shot been blessed
with this ability to bend nature to serve his needs, he might
still be living in caves, the tel.pleis victim of famine and
'disease;

In waging his battle for survival, man has developed pesticides
designed to meet his needs and today we have no substitute for
them. In./America, we -have developed chemical aids to the point
where starvation and 'disease "are effectively', "contr011ed . It is
only in the areas of the world where these chemical* tools are
used that starvation and epidemic disease are not a Serious daily
fear...

.

This eheatictil technoloa has' crested lithe prehlegni." In winning
tte isr on disease, population and man's life span -lift've been
expanded. In India, with the aid of pesticides, the malar, ia

casiii were reduced on 75 to 5 million amen ampitegy in ten
years with the life span of men increasing from-32:iteare to 147
yeari-in the sale period. Each year, more mouths:0MM be fed
and more people protected from the perils of natir4 Agricul-
tural chemicals will playa majors role in this effort.

. :;:...:-

While some people still abhor use Of pici-
duction of food and fiber in our war against disease, the use
of agricultural chemicals is Of 'our main bridges from
disease and famine to plenty and peace.

There is much that can still be accomplished with the use of
sgriculturel chemicals' in the Milted States. Soli' of the
important areas where chemicals can be used more effectively
area

1. :ifeecis, the major pest in liMiting crop yields inmost
areas, often reduce yields by. 25. percent., .



2. Ten per cent of all crops are destroyed annually by
insects.

a. Cotton insects did 900 million dollars damage in one
year.

b. Corn borer caused 350 million dollars damage in a
single year.

c. Insects cause more damage to our forests than fire.

d. Cattle grubs alone cause two million dollars damage
to cattle hides annually.

3. Stem rust has reduced our total wheat yield over 25 per
cent in serious years.

These are but examples of the amount of damage that weeds,
insects, and diseases can cause. It is estimated that if no con-
trol was used on the pests of man, crop and livestock production
would drop to ten per cent of its present level.

The field of agricultural chemicals offers expanding opportunities
for young men interested in sales and service occupations. It
is a challenging, ever changing field where today's modern chemi-
cal may be as out-dated as theborse and carriage by tomorrow as
chemical scientists continue their search for new, more effective,
and safer chemicals to helps= wage his war against dinette* and
hunger. Because of the rapid advances being made in this area,
young men entering this field will be forced to study constantly
to keep up with new products and techniques in the industry.

Elviasted Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Have an agricultural chemical representative discuss
with the class the changes and opportunities avail-
able to young men in the industry.

2. Arrange a class trip to a firm that does considerable
business in agricultural chemicals and became familiar
with the types of products and services the business
provides.

3. Discuss with the class the major pest problems encount-
ered by tamers, ranchers, gardeners, home owners and
others in your connatty.

4. Have a local farmer discuss with the class the amount
and purpose of chemicals used each year.
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5. Develop with the class a list of businesses in your cosi-
simity that deal with agricultural. chemicals in same
owner. Have different students' interview 'various per-
sonnel in these businesses to determine the type of
services they provide and the scope of their activities.
Have the students report the results to the class.

6. Show the film strip, "Facts on Pesticides" frames 1-53.

7. Arrange a field trip to an experimental station or con.
mercial test plot to compare chemical. control. versus no
control on plants.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

Film strip, "Facts on Pesticides," with recording.

References

1:- AgEiculturalChemicals pp., 715, 1948.

2. Agriculture in Our Lives, pp. 355 -360, 509.514,

5142-54,4s 571-574.

Suggested Occupational Experience,

Otrie the student develop a small test plot with' e'oropStAii
susceptible to damage by pests -of e./.1 types-. Use, no chemic
controls on a pOrtlon of the *plot and reecamendit ioatrolit*
-the iaminder. Have the ittidenteriontiOue tO.:obeeive'thieligte

and note the advantages of 'the "chi:Abide used. 4 Thii
be helpful in understanding other competencies in this module.

d

II. To develop' ideiti6 'the -"Vitious tivii of pests in
your area and the damage done by 'each

Tiacher Preparation

Subject Hatter 'Content

No attempt will be made at this, time ,to list and _identify the
thousands of types of peas which' attack 'our', peOplej; 114ostock,
and craps, nor to ideitify thelikor:5103.0*. toe' vii* Of damage
each can do. Rather, an outriniriiill be Protiideeinto which
pests of your area can be cataloged and thy', toe of ,fienette they

.. "
41- r: 44
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do can be fit. It is suggested that the teacher and the students
collect for study purposes samples, colored slides, or pictures
of both, of the coma rots* in your area and the damage they
cause. It is realised that not all pests can be studied and that
it will be is :possible to collect or see all pests or examples
of the damage done by them. However, before a student can be
effective in a chemical sales or service occupation, be viii
first need to be able to identify the peat problem and secondly,
reommend a realistic controlprogram. Certainly the more pests
and pest control problemi with which he eta be familiars the
more valuable he will be to the business in which he is employed
aid to the customers he serves.

Mist pest that are of concern to farmers, ranchers, gardeners,
orchard men, homeowners, and others, can be grouped into six
major areas.

1. Weeds

2. Insects and insect-like creatures

3. Diseases

a. Bacteria

b. Viruses.

c. Fungi

4. Rodents

5. Nematodes

6. Mollusks -- snails and slugs

To effectively control these pests chemically, it is important
to know something about the characteristics of them.

The basic characteristics of weeds that assist us in developing
chemical eradication program are:

1. Life span of the plants

2. Method of reproductiOn

3. Type of leaf structure
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:Weeds are PentraLty classified by lit.

1. Annuals

a. Complete lite cycle in cue per

b. Reproduce omly'be seed

c. -Are lousily broad-leaved pleats (Ariwel
pass is not considered brialeaf "plant ft*
ample.)

-2. biennials

a. Caplets lite cycle in two pars

b. Reproduce only by seed

c. Are broad-lowed plants

3. Perennials

-

a. Live three or more years

b. Reproduce by seed or vegetatively

a. Bide (grass) or broad-leaved klente.,

Annuals and biennials can be cottrollad by.elinymsting seed
production; however, perennials can reprodiOrty seeds, roots,
rhizomes sod/or stolens, ,and create mon difficult control
problems.

: -

.7 %. 7'1' 44404 -..1* ;, *,*) -*len t,

Bisects that are troublesome to pleats on best be ostelogned
as follows for chudGal satiate Certain pests that are not
trite insists are considered here as such bepenet,tobeir*dsmoge
atitibt"erel to :that it _Otthris

are lice, mites, spiders iIvsia
the tan insect includes all inseetslike,yests. ,; 1Vti:1 ":

1. Chewing insects, surface. or boring !Oda attack the
root, foliage, flower'seedi .

2. Sucking insects witicttietie 'Mims/
seed, or fruit.



3. Seed insects say be insects that attack the seed in
the soil at planting, on the Maturing plant, and in
storage.

h. Animal insects and insect-like creatures that are
canon problems can be classified a:

a. Internal parasites including worms, flukes, and
*At).* grubs.

b. External parasites including flies, maggots,
moseiltos, ticks, mites, and lice.

5. Another large group of insects, or insect-like creatures(
are those that affect ran or his personal belongings.
These includes

a, Annoyance insects such as cockroach', and ants

b. Health Ward and disease transmitting insects
such as flies, mosquitos and fleas

c. Property damp insects such as inths or
termites

Diseases

Diseases of plants and salmsle tin be classified as bacteria,
viruses, and fungi. AU these types are serious pests to modern-
day agriculture.

1. Bacterial diseases of plants attack most types of field
and horticulteral'Onnts. These can - celled micro-
copic OrganiMag are a low tots of plant lite and have
three form coccus, round; spiriLlus, spiral; bacillus,
rod-lilte. They gain entrance to plants through wounds
and natural. openings. Bacterial infections may attack
all parts of a plant and the typipos of damsge can be
clAssified as follows:

a. Gail! &Moral ,,iotiths on a plant part

b. Wilts b normally congest the vascular sYstonit and
*West the entire plant

a. Conkers time doatrastion, osoofai lost or
tissue legions
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d. Rots ties* part .niplusts, (isticar; fruit* *NO
'beans soft and slim/ .

a. Abnaval growth Snak ups& dyad parts.
IM color *hinges. .

2. Dissaisc.ot livestock are caused by beeterla nud ens be
clessitid ea takers*

a. Respirator,

b. Disestival.

e rarcuUt4r,
d. Reproductive

4). Tissue and bone
,4

3. virus disease, ere Isis, aquas Atiplants and minis.
They are frequently' *4:emitted by insets and ean

-attad;,...sSarlyAlklarts bplents..end.orgess at Meals.
liCplants, *ye- lloesnInid trciesses problems.
Little viii be said aunt this ar-asi".' 'ot dissens alum
*ideals available Agentrol or treat than an
lmited. Chsidealt eee'be used to sestrut the Sweets

0141R440 arre.A4 111,1-41.11.01W
se 4 Ate.;

h. Fungi, *Leh are a low tees of pleat .litea,gasest spay
plant disease*. Mt l'asei develop threadliki'itrue

:.2.,.,:,1111.4.411,1.4111.#.14191".11a4b9.4nAgg,10,ittA4f.tlant toktch
7;;:m .devolopsent.

1:rittj.1 , $10011a Alhirte OIPPR.Ar aft
.1.-e,A91414!:1P't ; thernmy.etteek cplant tissue.

.0. '7:4", 1;:a.O.r."10410.1! P *t,!rte. -ess be elessiti, ed as
1.1.,44: -. ;. 4.4. g.i.;1. ..AtItt 7

' .

es Scabs. r;" 111.0

,W.,plery minden

.. .0. ..:

d. bats h. kat spots
!..t4We IeLef,--S1..?.;:`,.--.111* ti*O'

1PUIV4 o 04111104/113,01 di.sorgers with livestock but
they ITS not as prevalent is is pleats. "The on3p
canon diseases are skis or tissue and respiratory
diseases.

: i
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Ala:lents,

Rodents are another comon post that can be effectively control-
led with agricultural chemicals: ''Thsy-tre fretniently problems
in connection with:

Crog storage

2. Horticultural crop pioductiOn

3. Amen food storage

. Health hazards to humans

5v, Building destitailtion -" `-

;.

6. Human suatiygice
... . ,, . *.,..se; ;

= .9 lientodel °- . ti;c:

An increasingly serious: pest in may areas of the ;kited, States
Ave' In theeitlitantr freittionuflaitei, thirtainte 1hjI 8. They

Uve onl the :plantittictif- aid atkcittilaiiirt ic fats :
;,..tvo0e5t.!

. .r..;14:, Produce:gall; ci; knoti
, .

2. Stunt or deform plant growth

f.tf,A. 3. Violet laijoily' *hid peiliti âiiiiLtsá -a plant
5 414;

.. yk s
-- mle. SI 4,Nsuatodetiare tot an,insectcand. idatietitest #do --time -ins

dim. they are not ocintrollifFetteatiiiit Iy thaeç4cides.

Mollusks
,

Mollusks .:are the:it:neat: 'Nur- ilits that aiiiiin-iniietione sight
to gardeners. They do their greatest damage .b.y.,0114,ti:n.6
and fruit. 1 ," ; t".414::,...f.C.44!;;X;Y:44.Y.,:,;;;;'A. , I. ,` .

Ilifie

The pests diecussediardishildtiodikulesitabil tar one or Ere
of the following reasons. They:

t-, ;_c.0 v7, ni

Rediumilields ittatopii, or '1011Aiiiiik'
."!

2. Compete for food, gators epees and 'sunlight

rs
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3. Dastroy property such u teed, clothing, and buildings.

4. Cause or trmnsnit,dissese

5. Cause poisoncus or toxic conditions

6. Are an SOMOUSO to man or animal
...

7. Lover the quality of desired products

Suggested g1ctivities

1. Collect specimens of localloseds, insects, diseases
rodents, nematodes, sad aolinekt-that Are of economic
importance to your community. here specimens are
unavailable collect colored pictures. .The,studemts
should learn to identity as easy at these pests as
possible. (A band lens ii-h.1 pful for identifying
insects and a microscOpelfor" identifying bacteria.)-

2. P14401/04i, betvn yliuisviknipactarts brithavitig.;,
under a microscope.-.'.11xplaisk.thativiruseif-n$

cannot be seea.-undsr,.aa: ordinaryomicroseeps, oNkt
mist" be isolated by means of a porcelain filter.
Melt a Laboratory .O1: 0413mksoi.the.:elasr1ill
understand the filtering of viruses.)

3. Collect specimens of amp caused by the various pests.
Leern.toilde,utgy these..., The students should 1)0 able
to identity pleat specilias as to whether the dans.

. is osused:.byAlmesee, insest,Atcy, end further-dater?
atoeif the.laseCtldensge:Isciused by obemdsg
sucking.

4. Develop a table with the sudent categorising the
-411161119;c0101.1,9A01.d ofteoto.:ot different pestsi.,,

&ideated tikirnatioidll;:4rialii and ,

Instructional *starlets. ,.:,.

1. 81MMO*001,44,1041001.1it4NMOIS:_,-.
'to

2. Colored slides and/or charts end pictures of pests
sad teat 4PCL.,,,,161111. Swim/twit chimical coop
ponies have colored Charts available.

44J i `4. ,
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References

-1; aviculture inOur Lives, pp. 361.3629,509,516,
-535,....5k1), 571.579. .

2. U. 8. D. A. Tearboolts.

sftional sxas Yiencs
Students at their training. caw should- pin:experience in
helping customers identity their pest problem.

:: k.

III. To in:deist:ad fie resaonsibility involved in
correct ire

,Teacher Preparation .

8ubiect fiat* Content

Onelp.the flASOPt:cia ,,.1;91,1.414.4dentit, the.-11418kfrehles he can
intelligently consider the control procedgres.;Itouevirr, beitre
reccasending a pesticide, tiro questionemet be considered.,

':4- ""

10 ti the problem seyereAnqught.,tolorit he cost of
treatment?

, ,f
2. Is chemicale''011541 4'^ the' hest treaiment;

,

control
--- 1- .,

tbe.seseer ts,:0414,ttekstions4s.,yees. then deter
mine the best pesticide to use: *lactose to consider here eve:

1. Cost of the various pesticidal' suitable for treating
this

2. Beret/ of the various. pesticides as tom

'Resit left. silrelleet A

b. Persons handling insecticides

c. Side effects on crops, livestock, birds, beneficial
lesectes;11te*,..., "41

It is only desirable to use pesticides lellia it is 0102 that the
benefits cutlet* the disadvantages end atm pesticides are a
better tiny of boning the problan than are alternative sethoit.
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Pesticides can be divided into major categories mob like the
pests themselves.

1. Herbicides - weeds

2. Insecticides and miticides - insects

3. Bactericides and fUngicides diseases Obese are
no effective chemicals for the control of viruses.)

Ii. Ilodenticides - rodents

5. Nematocides - nematodes

6. Molluscicides - mollusks

Herbicides

Three types of herbicides depending on their effects onWants
exist:

1. Contact materials

a. Part of the plant covered by the chemical is
killed.

Little or no 'movement of chemical in the iilent
tates place;

.

c. Effective on annuals and will not kill roots of
biennials or perenniftlii- - .

(1. Examples - dinitro butplphenol and penta Moro.
'phenol

2. Growth regulators (systemic herbictides)

a. Absorbed by foliage or .roots
- .1-.

b. Translocated to all plant parts '"

c. Chronic - kills gamely

d. Overdose on loaves say ktll cells sod Prevent
translocation

e. Effective against annual, biensiala and perenslals

f. Examples - 2, 4-D and strati:if
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3. Boil sterilants

a. Pre;ient eroWth,. all, giro= planis

b. Varying rosidualtoxicitl.

Herbicides wity-14 noillalectifire. A selective
herbicide iitu"oniy be toxic to spectitte plot spotlit *1110' .

non-selective herbicide will. be toxic to all plant,speciei. The
ideal herbicide is ,ope that la. nearX7. tre-seXeotirk ii,. it

controlivaillilinit'eneetr the dsaird Plant oPooist ""

SeleCtjve 'diffirently'on yarioni
They aar *94c:1440:"Ondailtar or in OceAlgiet0 with, titkes 1 i
control veedi

.... . t,; 14 -I, .
/10 :. .. .

. .

1. Amount of obemical wiled
2.'". Tine or wpp.lication

3. Method of application'

Cheidcal"lind physi "
_ _.
f. ;

.k Y,iet

the ic

Clerietical: ea. physi f tp -Tss o.-ha
_ .

. -7;3" Mttil
0c-o i0 S.

5.% 777 fr.4 It1:414,4

"

-

Insect control can be achieved by several methods of idiich
.ch buntsoa3. control. is one. To ccetrol with-the e ofne!-chemicals, At is'neceee to:

. -: N:41

1: Use the correct chemical,

2. Apply it at the corrEt tile
-

3. Apply it in the right.way, .

There are four types of .insectioides lohich kill or control
. ,...insects. :VW are:

1. Stcsiach poisons

2. Content poisons
; ,

3. Repellant:0

Attractants..AA1,-

-

-

-

:6

.1=11116.11111.



Stomach poisons mist en ter the digestive tract of the insect
before they are effective. For insects pith chewing meth
parts, applying the poison to the stwitaii on which the insect
feeds is adequate. Before stomach polizons can work on insects
having sucking or syphoning mouth parts, systemic poisons.sr*
needed. These are chemicals that become part of the plant_ or
anima tissues froze which the insect extracts the. juices on which
it lives.,

Contact. poison/ are chenicali tilt can enter the insect by
mesas other than the digestiVe tract. They nay inter throb*
surface tissue. or the respiratory tract. These csksisleals are
most frequently used against insects with making month parts:
however, they are generally as effective on Inflate with chewing.
mouth parts. Fuxdgates normally act as contact polecat..

Chemical insect repellant, actually do not kill most insects
although they may injure certain. types. They are used to keep
insects away from places where they will do horn or cause
annoyance. t

An insect attractant, or lure, is a material whose- vapor, when
reaching the insect, draws 'the inflect to it. There Sr. basically
three types of attractants; sex, food, end ovipositio lures.
These lures may be of synthetic or. natural oriel. Slifinres
seem to be the most effective but considerably sore research
will be needed before this method-a controlling insects.
becomes of widespread. value.

There are i.iy.chiamidal insecticides available. Some are_ fer:....4.
general application and others for specific uses.

1. Arsenicals

a. Stomach poison

b. Newer chemicals are reducing their iortanie.

c. Examples « lead. arsenate, Paris grim* whits
Vita:

2. fluorine Compounds

a. Stowell poison

b. Commonly used to control animal lutists

0. Ibruplas goal= fluoride, waits
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3. Clorinated Hydrocarbons.

a. Large groups of synthesized insecticides

b. Stomach poisons, some contact toxicity

C. Eazardous to use

d. Examples - aldrin, dieldria, chordane, Undone
toxaphene, astbeilyohlors DDT

4. Phosphates

a. Generally more hazardo.s to use
- ..

b. Contact or stomach poison
., .... 4.... .:

C. Exixplei -.parathiOn ; iiklathion liystox'4' dilikiiiiiiir:
.:. ...It:: ,:,.6.4..

5'... -' phosdrin .,

ait,otine, compounds

One of the older, iniectiaidal mat§rials
e4; Z. ..} - . 4

.-; !1%..:)." 47 e
b. Deadly stomach- poison

C. Examples - nicotine ailltste- Mack Leaf 110),
nicotine bentonite

;.-.

6. 011 aprow

a. '.used alone or as carriers of other ilaidicidils

. b. Contact poison

c. Petroleum oils are the source of ft*

7. hiSreury'compounds

a: Estseaiely Undo

b. Stomach poison and rspoLlant
V%

c. i*Xcies - calomel, corrosive sublimate

e

8. Pyrethrum

a. One of the oldest and safest materials

b. Botanical innetiaide, derived from germs
chrysant?aems -
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a. Contact poison

d. Examples pyrethrum, 40.1ethrig!

9. Rotenone

a. Botanical. insecticide, derived rrak the darts or
timbo plant

b. Contact poison

*. Toxic.to animal, very toxic to fish

10. Phenothiasine and piperesine to control internal
parasites of livestock

Maass Control

Disease pests are controlled with bactericides an4 fungicides.
Vlore are no effective chemicals on the Market for the Control of
plant viruses; however, certain viruses. are tranad.ttbd by insects;
therefore, use of inlecticides that control insects indirectly
controls viral diseases. fumigation of seed beds laic reduced
viral diseases in Use plants, but it is questioned whether rust-
gat.1..:a kills the virus organisms or kills the insects that trans-
mit the virus.' gulfs drugs and

organises,
will control certain

viruses in livestock

Bactericide

Bactericides are rather common for control of bacterial diseases
in animals. They can be classified as tollowst

1. _./eatiblotics

2. Sulfa Drugs

3. liNtrasolidon.

There is more Limited use of .bacteriados in sontmelLing
bacterial' infection in plants-. Generally the treetamts have
been of Limited success sad costly. The antibiotic streptomycin
has provides some Control ors .

1. Pireblight in miles and peers

2. walnut blight
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3. Prevention of blight, knots, galls and sot of certain
plants

PungiCidee

Itngicides are used to control fungus diseases- in 'animals and
plants. Few fungi bother animals. The following are three
that do, :however.

1. Foot Rot - controlled by Y-COpper Sulfite

2. Dopy jaw - controlled by potassium PerMinginate

3. Ringworm - controlled by tinctiire-oilOdina

Plants of nearly iieaies ire attacked by 'Reeds,
roots, stems, leaves, flowers .and fruit parts are.all susceptible
to fungi infection-."" .Considerable progress' bag Made to
control' these diseases by the development of resistant varieties
and improved 'cultural spractices: Still, the means
of controlling tingi on many plant species rie'*iiiiound fungi-
cide,program. As, with, other pesticide", .the chasical to, use and
time and Mithet apiliesiieti are critical.* *5'0: fungi
diseases. Frequently several -applidatione'lf Itifiiiides must be
applied.

There are, five basic types of fungicides.

c

g.

b. Tend to be caustic to plants when

1) heavy appliCatioise are used
2) humidity, is gib
3) tioPeratitie is high'

Matiteial 'should be" fine* gro

Copper

,,,zo!-.IttAp7bfoog

:

5.4 bre

-g44 ,leffkl!

f..

".1

a. Bordeaux mixture - one of the earl", feng#Ven4

b. Other
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3. rcrawidehyde

4,toattv. titiluestAfacti

be Formerly used to treaty stied,Makipte storage
buildinp and soil, libit41rliiiry replaced by never

.

Xtrai.::S14.$0algl

14"lergeti
fittaii 41440v1
'1- co <aiiaLse . .

,
d.4 .

-

117ArtIK 4N ...if 0.111t0d:pgalg:tztar..2
. .

,
°

-

...) ,c,1107

-.40.44

-34krC

'. 4* 4";yY ,era

jrgetrita SIA;111*46.:'
a

I 1:714
Vii.

1.

' to-t.2.,41id to control rats, mice* end

the
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3. Zinc Phosphide

a. Used to control rats, mice, ground squirrels, 'Ind
prairie dogs

b. Offensive odor to humans

h. Strychnine

Chiefly used to control squirrels, gophers, and
rabbits (very poisonous and not sold at farm supply
centers)

5. Sodium Flunroacetate

a. Used only by licensed pest control,operators

b. Fast acting, affects heart and nervous system

c. Used on rodents and warm blooded pests such as the
coyote

6. Pivalyl

a. Tasteless, odorless - rodents do not become bait shy

b. Mixed with grain

7. Diphacinone

Anticoagulant rodenticide

8. Calcium cyanide

a. Fumigant - used to control rodents in seed houses,
elevators, etc.

b. Toxic gas to hums

9. Thallium salts

a. No taste or smell

b. Used with grain

c. Used for rodents, ground squirrels, and prairie dogs
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This is a partial list of the materials used to control rodents
and other's's= blooded. pests. The anticoagulant materials are
most commonly used. Yost rodenticides are toxic to all warm
blooded animals and therefore care moot be taken to protect
domestic animals and hymens from them.

Nematocides

Nematocides are used to control nematodes These small animals
are a type of r000lworsithat gem *ly live in the soil and
cause damage to seeds, seedlings, IN )ts and occasionally' to
above-ground parts of plants such as moms. Control is generally
accomplished by fumigation. Four basic materials are used:

1. Methyl biocide

2. Chloropicrin

3. Dichloropropene

4. Ethylene dibromide

These materials are effective in controlling other pests at the
same time they are controlling nematodes. Soil temperature
should be above 55° F. and the soil should have good tilth when
fumigating.

Molluscicides

Molluscicides are used to control snails and slugs. The only
material generally recommended is metaldehyde. Calcium arsenate
is mixed with it particularly if metaldehyde is used snider humid
cloudy conditions.

Mixing Pesticides

Frequently pesticides are mixed togethertomske composite mate.
rials. Two insecticides may be part of one "trade name" product
or possibly an insect4.2ide and fungicide are caibbineC,I Many of
-these combinations are available containing two or more pesti.
aides. Before attempting to mix various pesticidetlogether, it
is necessary to check their compatibility. Refer to compatibility
tables brough up to date each year by State Extension Services
or available trom major chemical firms.
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Non-Pesticides

There are some agricultural chessicalS used that are not pesti-
cides. Two of these are:

1. Desiccants and defoliants that speedup the drying of
plant tissue for easier harvesting of certain crops.
An exampleis the use of endothal, magnesium chlorate,
or calcium cyanamide as a defoliant of cotton.

2. Hormones or growth ragmlants. &maples of these are:

a. CycoceL used on poisettas to shrTteh the plant and
give brighter color

b. Disitro compounds used to thin blossoms on fruit
trees

c. Gibberellin used to induce elongation of internodes
and create other effects on both ornamentals and
vegetables

d. Moleic hylrozide which retards sucker growth on
tobacco plants

e. Naphtbaten acetic acid which inhibits preharvest
apple and pear drop

f. Naphthyl acetomide which is used to induce plant
cuttings to root

Materials Mixed with Pesticides

Pesticides frequently have various ingredients added to or mixed
with them which make them more effectve and/Or easier to handle
*ruse. Several of the more important types of materials are:

1. Carriers, Diluent or Extendors. This maybe any liquid
or solid material added to a pesticide to facilitate its
preparation, storage, Shipment, or use. Some of these
materials are:

a. Allapulgite

b. Calcium carbonate

c. Talc

d. Koolinite



e. Vermiculite used for granular pesticides

f. Cora cobs used for granular pesticides

2. Surfactants, surface active agents or idjuvants

a. Wetting agents

thesb compounds increase a liquid's ability to
moisten a solid. You have seen droplets of water
"stud". c a plant lea! and not "spread" out.
Wetting agents cause them to spread and ray
increase eftectiveneas of the pesticide. isimples
of wetting agents are detergents, clays, long
chain alcohols, aid others.

300

With wetting agent

b. limilsifying agents

1) materials that facilitate the suspension of
one liquid in mother

2) are needed when mixing oil bum pesticides
in water

3) several. hundred types available

a. Dispensing agents

1) materials that reduce the cohesive attraction
between like particles

2) assist in keeping powdered pesticides in suspen-
sion and reduce mule blockage

d. Adhesive agents

1.) materials that increase the retention of the
pesticide on the surface to which they were

an aiad
2) similar to wetting agents
3 casein, oils gums, and resins are examples

of materials used

135°

No wetting agent
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3. Activators and deactivator.

a. Activators are materials that increase the effective-
ness of the pesticide by chemical, physical, or
mechanica means.

b. Desativators are materials that decrease the
effectiveness and should be avoided.

4. Safeness are materials added to certain pesticides to
reduce the denim' ead act as buffering agents in form-
ing less harmful chemical combinations by:

a. Adding lime or zinc sulfate to arsenicals

b. Adding sulfur to toxophene

S ested Teacharni Activities

1. Have the students collect labels of common pesticides
used in your community. It is recommended that full
or empty pesticide containers not be collected due to
the toxic conditions of mny o- the materials.

a. Determine the type of each pesticide, fungicide,
herbicide, etc.

b. Determine the active ingredient of each pesticide.

Determine the specific use of uses of each pesticide.

2. With a "spell-down" type of approach have the students
answer these types of questions.

a. What product would you use to control annuel. weeds

in corn?

b. When would you use organic phosphate chemical?

c. What type of pest would lead arsenate control?

d. Cattle grubs can be controlled by the use of -what
specific, pesticide?

e. What fumigate is good for controlling nematodes?

3. Compare the costs of various chemicals designed to
accomplish the same purpose. prepare a table showing
the cost per acre against the loss expected from the
insect or disease.
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Ccnduct a demonstration to show the effect of contest,
*Otago and soil sterilant herbicides on annual sad
perennial weeds.

5. Dewnstrate the tranalmation of systemic herbicides by
treating susceptible perennial plants in MUM MS*
such as leaf sprays, soil treatment, atcc.

6. View healthy'plant stem tissue and Omit stem tissue
that has been affected by a systemic barticide.

7. Arrange field trip to same commerical fruit or imp-
table farm and have the manger explain the use et
pesticides in his operation.

8. If possible collect embers of several common insects
and demonstrate the effectiveness of stomach and.
contact insecticides on each.

9. Obtain some soil containing berate,. soil organisms.
Pill two flats, fumigate one, and plant both flats with
a highly susceptible plant, such as tobacco, and observe
the results.

10. Have a veterinarian speak to the class about the canon
pests of local livestock and the pesticides used to
'ontrol each.

U. Demonstrate the use of hormones or growth coolants on
plants. Cycocel, gibbere.Uin, and naphtyl acetad.de
could be used for effective laboratory demonstrations.

12. Denonstrate how a wetting agent will Improve the spread-
ing a spray on waxy leaves.

LI, Use role plying. Use one student as clerk sales person
recommending and selling pestialle, to another student
as a customer.

Busented Instructional Materials and Ltiorences

Instructional eatarisle

1. Labels obtsined of all salmon pesticides used in
your etammnity.

2.. Xnessavy soil, seeds, plants, cuttings, pesticides,
and containers collected to conduct the amenity'«
tions that via assist the students in understanding
the wee of the various pesticides.
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References

1. Pesticide Handbook - Eutaw. pp. 19-21, 55.302.

2. Para Chemical Handbook, Section on Dictionary of
Farm Chemicals.

3. Weed Control: As a Science, pp. 21-23, 52-63,

4. &impure in Our Lives, pp. 527.531, 557-541,

"3"593

5. The best and most up-to-date references will be your
state bulletins on pests and pesticides.

Suggested Occupational Experiences,

1. Have the student become familiar with all the pesticides
handled by his training center including their location
in the store, size of containers, price, and use of
each.

2. Give student experience in recommending and selling
pesticides to customers.

N. To deve an understandincul involved in
sec correct racticestoft:ITIFCithiii-Eitioz, of

Teacher Preparation,

Sub ecter Content

Once the specific pest for which treatment is desired is identi-
fied and the correct chemical is determined for it's control,
consideration must be given to applying the pesticide. There
are four basic factors to consider:

1. The form of physical properties of the pesticide

2. The time to apply the pesticide

3. The method of applying the pesticide

4. The Mount of pesticide to apply
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Pesticides are available in three basic physical forms - solid,
liquid, and gas. Each is for various purposes, requires differ-
ent application methods, end has specific advantages and
disadvantages

Pesticides in Solid rotsg

There are different forms of pesticides available as solids.

1. Dust, the comion type of solid pesticide, has the
following characteristics:

a. Lighter than liquids

b. Less work in preparation for application

c. Difficulty in obtaining even application

d. May lose effectiveness faster than sprays

e. Certain pesticides cannot be sandactured as
dusts; oils are an example

f. Danger of dust and vapor drift

g. Examples of the use of dust are:

1 seed treatment to control ftusgus
2 seed flats to control damping oft
3 vegetables and fruit dusted by airplane
14) power dusters mounted on tractors to dust fruit

trees .

5) hand dusters for ham gardeners, sale with CO2
rechangeeble

/i dusting livestock for mites, lice, grubs, etc.
aerosol bombs for moth proofing .

2. Granules a solid type pesticide

a. Small, free flowing particles

b. Often mixed or combined with a carrier to provide
enough bulk fbr even distribution

c. Applied by hand. or asolsoleal spreaders

d. Applied as granules, no water needed

a. Pall or roll off leaves* Preventing plant injury
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f. Difficult to apply as uniformly as sprays

g. Examples of the use of granules are:

1) insecticides used to control soil root worms
2) systemic herbicides applied tti soils
3) insecticides that catch in core whorls for corn

borer control

3. kits - grain mixtures, pellets, cubes, etc.

a. Various solid forms - not dusts or granules

b. Placed by hand where pests are loccted

c. Hay be used with but boxes

d. Act as stomach poisons

Pesticides on Liquid Porn

Liquid materials are the most column form of pesticides. These
materials are available in the following forms:

1. Wettable powders

a. Sold as powders or dusts

b. Nixed with water for application

c. Powders do not dissolve, stay in suspension.
(Demonstrate with quart glass jar of water.)

d. Agitation'requircid with some to maintain suspension

e. Improper susputsion can cause

1) nozzle clogging.
2) uneven application

f. Wetting agents assist in a aintaining suspension

g. Many pesticides are available as wettable powders.

2. Inalsions

a. Oil base or oil-like pesticides

b. Nixed with water for IPPlication
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C. One 1L gelid anted in another, each maintains its
viru identity

d. May require agitation to prevent separation

e. Mixture generally has a "inky" color

f. Zmullifying agents facilitate suspension

3. Salts

a. Sold as dry materials, dissolve in water. (Demon-
strate with quart glass.jar of water4

b. Become homogeneous mixture of the water and salt

e. Spray is clear; maybe colored, not cloudy

d. Salt cannot be separated from water by mechanical
means

e. Uniform spray is assured

4. Solutions

a. Bold as clear liquids, maybe colored

b. Become homogeneous mixture with water

C. Materials frill rot separate

d. Uniform spray is assured

Pesticides in the Form of Gas

Limited amounts of pesticides are sold as gases. They are used
as fumigates to ,control nearly all types of pests. Certain
solid and liquid materials also vaporise and are used as fumi-
gates also.

Time of APplicatimn.

Several factors vill.influeace the time to apply chemical pest-
icides. finder certain conditions these factors trill tend to
conflict with each other and then Moot is needed to determine
the most appropriate time for appLying the materials. The
inexperienced isles person cannot make this decision but must
realise that be should defer to the jUIVOt of an experienced
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field sea or storeleanager. Factors of timeliness which should
be considered when asking a sales presentation or conditioning
the,bustomer to ueek expert advice from °theri within. the

orgemisation ares

1. -Nast be based on pest prevention rather than cure .

a.. *at be applied before the pest can do damage 0-.

3. Leval ofresieue,rmaining on or in edible producits
mist be considered

-

a. Chemical residue say be .hansfUl. to humans,
animals, subsequent crops, and beneficial flora.

b., Cheaical residue siust be resoved.or 'destroyed in
processing.

I. Mist be applied when the pest is moat susceptible

5. Huai be wpplied at a time wheal it IdU do the least
dung* to the plants Sad animals

6. Mot As applied at a-vtimatwb.-0..the least ilemige
result to beieficial organisms or to the environment

Generally, when symptoms of pest dump appear, it is too late
to,obtoth-OttOet.ivo.O.941191:, Therefore.,,,:pest..experiente "bet be
the basis for determining the time to use pasticidegr ,:lexemples
of these ares

1. When "damping off" iiiefliedi it is too late
to fuigate. ;;;*.rt

;

S. When cattle show the symptoms of grubs it 4 late

to coo#Olftho hall fly.

3. Vies .,icabs already have formed on: tbo
late to Use fluicides.

8.. .

are Eme s when it is possible to control- the probing"'
atter signs of it appear. Wimples of these ares

.*) Pt.
Y. Spraying for army lorme when the population-tbegins to

multfply.
- vrit - t-361

S. ,Ansting...cattle with 'rotenone .whiniptub iymptoria, appar,,

"PP th.#121104, stf;31.1.1

1,45,

':;;;" ,:jr*
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3. Spraying the corn field with herbicide as the annual
weeds appear

It will be necessary for each instructor to develop with the
students a time table of pest control for all the major pest
problems in your calsemity. Just Si it was impossible to
aevelop a list of all pests, or pest damson, it is impossible
to make a listing of all pesticides to use.

game of the more cantor times to apply pesticides are given.

1. Pre-plant - soil pesticide treatment

2. Pre-emergence - between planting mid emergence

3. Post-emergence - after weeds and/or crops are up.

h. geed, corns, tubers, etc., before planting

5. Dormant vegetative treatments

6. Pre-bud, bud, blossom cover sprays or dusts

7. :Foliage or cover sPeaYs

8. Storage applications to control insects, disease and
rodents

Method of Application

The method to use in applying pesticides will be determined by
the following factors:

1. Type of material used; solid, liquid, gas

2. Location of the pest; soil, foliage, greenhouse, grain

3. Size, storage, etc. of the pest problem; one rose bush
or hundreds of acres of cora

h. Type of pest; rodent, fungi, sucking or chewing insects,
etc.

The method of applying pesticides mast be considered also. There
are situations *or* the correct method may conflict with a time-
liness factor or with another method consideration. Factors to
consider when determining a method are:

1. The method usqd must not result in residues that emend
the tolerances established for the pesticide.
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2. The method used mast not leave residues that gill be
harmful to following crops.

3.. The method used should provide complete coveresge or
protection of the plant or anima from the pest.

h. The method used should be safe to the person applying
the material.

5. The method should be economical.

6. The method suit do minimal damage to the crop, animals,
or. the _biological flora that Sr. beneficial.

7. Compatibilities:of various -.chemicals must be considered
then determining methods. of application.

OnlY:s- misery of the,sethods of applying pesticides is 'presented
in this iodine. ; Method; of applying the cosmos Oesticidel in
yowk area should le- sore fully discussed. s: . _ --...,......-, ., ...: ;.

i;,...., ,..:.,: ..: -..:.:,..:-....,,,, :2t, ..a:., i$,,- ,,,.:-, -, ,-..:.."..,-,03

Dust Application
; sYt.,r1

Dusting of plants and =till-a= be' 'fir= a very simple to a
hilgbag, aeobestsed Operation-. ;

k 14:4 ,ase twrfrd

--Alisyle abater .can:... ; - AV

tvt ' ='

a. Container with holes, at one. end.

b. Quite unsatisfactory,: tote*/ only' upper a1u'fsc of
leaves. (Demonstrate using flour or other cheap
non-toxic dust.)

2. had duster with a bellows or plunger pkilip4to-6reate an
air blast. (Demonstrate using flour or other non-toxic

4.24;0/-ey

3. Power 'air blast dusters mounted on tractors or trailers
Yec

e. Airplanes with dusters

Various duet pesticides my be applied;

1. To the soil

;

' : p.n.; . "*.

2. To seeds, bulbs, corms, tubers, etc.

3. To plant folios

4=1,. a.
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h. To livestock to control external parasites

Granular Application

Granular pesticides can be applied by:

1. Hand shattering

2. Broadcast applicators of many sizes end kinds

3. Band applicators to place the pesticide in the row or
to the side of the row. Granular pesticides may be
applied at the pre-smargence stage or to foliage at
the post-emergence stags.

Granular applicators need to be carefully calibrated and
accurately designed to unitornly apply the small amounts .nor-
Rally required. Insecticides and herbicides are frequently
applied as granules, most frequently on or in the soil.

Liquid Application

Liquids are the most meson type of pesticide and spraying is
the most popular method. Water is the common diluent or carrier
of the pesticide. Spraying has the advantage of more uniform,
complete coverage, varying in amount tram one gallon to hundreds
of gallons, and keeping spray drift to a minimum.

Sprays can be applied with:

1. Sprinkler cans

2. Aerosol bobs

3. Wand pump types of sprayers, acme of these use recharge-
able CO2 cylinders to elininate hand pumping

1. Power sprayers

a. Portable units

b. Tractor mounted

c. Truck or trailer mounted

d. Airplane type
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over sprayers can be:

1., lair volume type

4. Apply 1.30 gallons per acre. .

b.. Drops are large; little or no drift

2. High velum type
.

a. Apply 30400 gallons per acre

b. Urge drops tomist size drops determined by
pressure and *pule vise : -

. 3. Air blast sprayers carry spray by high
currents, cause a tine Mist or tog, and ktat,:litOlent
coverage to all 'surfaces.:

:

,.,Sprayers can be used- to spray soily,--plants 1n al/litiga$ of
maturity, and livestock. Spray can be directed to specific
areas' where needed. Itzereles are when drop notsiet âuud
to control weeds in row crops and when control. of grouiutirepta-
tion in orchards is desired.

,)
Liquid pesticides can be applied in manners other thsz bysprayer.. 4

,Pour on- soilto 'control apest or in,sts-a-si

2. Pour over grain in bins. to:contrOt.

13. Dip or soskvarious plait:Patti end Seeds Lin

4. Set out, liquid baits for rodenti:':: -

5. Give drenches to livestock to Controlliternal
parasites.

..
6. .Dip livestock to control. externkl. lisresites.

7. Treat seed by the- 'slurry produs.-*

8. !lush °it *ride. ot110.4.4.3W-Aontrol..tace:',hies.
14 4%4. -I; :,'17
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Gaseous Awlication

Gaseous pesticides are either forced or allowed to drift into
the areas in which they are desired. If the gaseous pesticide
is volitaLised from a solid or liquid material it might be
applied as a solid or liquid. Nest gaseous pesticides are
heavier than air, end will rave down into soil, grain, etc.
These materials are generally extremely toxic to humans and
mast be used with utmost caution. Enclosures ant be sealed
to prevent the gases from escaping and seed beds must be covered
with a plastic tarpaulin.

Safety with PesticiAti,

If one statement could be given to remember about this com-
petency on application of pesticides it would be, "Pollow the
directions accurately and don't use or apply any pesticide until
you are sure you know when and how to use it.' Pesticides are
dangerous to handle and should only be used by qualified people.

Two rules are given to follow in regard to the amount of pesti-
cide to apply.

1. Read the directions.

2. Apply the stated amount - no more or no less:

The soma of material used to control pests should always be
the least amount necessary to control the pest effectively. This
1111Ctlat is frequently difficult to .determine, however, due to the
variations in methods of application, climate, soils, or other
factors that tend to control the effectiveness of a chemical.
Pit:oblate that may develop by using the incorrect amount are:

I. Ineffective control of the pests

2. Damp to the plant and animals

3. Products containing chemicals in excess of the tolerance
.limitetions.

I. Destruction of beneficial, orientate

Dstszsdaisit the' Amount- of Pesticide to Use

The *mount of material to use is expressed as an active ingredient.
Active ingredient is that part of- the the al tessellation which
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is directly responsible' tor the effects of the pesticides.
Insoles of this are: 1. s% : ;1( .1 t i( ft ;` ,-; - "

,or

1.: A sell,o4,0t ,:peptig14. Neighs; ten =pounds, &Ads :rftrty t";
-moire ,AnitottiOnt..4mlberefore-it iroad .htvelit;

,,:*--.,JRAtfouP4113.0401V0,ingregllent.04.-
S.La4,17: aws

;AMOS Pti.ve0144401rder sq410411ifi4yitIllittpa1e: pOn±:.
170)141.R00.00r0tOreV:013:trpotirtsit of, file:

.P.WI:Ye#44.4.:POW4Or Con tAin' 4.; tote.tOf ione)24F0At
pound active ingl,,edient.ovx -10"1

gatPrt.,et pesticides :arether, mine
lug of the pesticide-and the calibration of. the.applicator.
Most labels on pesticides give directions on mixing and on the

--411P9AIt:::#-S701:0141.t4:01-(0tql;kirtilli:1;1007:::eiiiIiiirdetermine holt

AglakP?!1*IPare ik9006in gisk-PtolkOndisoit liatyouAttirital
minet33.1 are applyin&the pesticidulat the correct rate?

:14P0A9.40/04 ittfalcatur;.0 and many nossercial companies pub-
tins or IsAphletezon mixingland-39alibratibmq tittidentW
this type oflAnkisma... tics foraeference, slncedtDiazei

`..;f-tapirs.'""efeali "tic to refep.:tothese than3touattempt to memorise
thi raffia and formals needed to nix various quantities of

:zpestioldworzealllirstiFVOITefintlitiffizisirigerrroripsnair
applicator,. blup141Skj, .t ty .i..q .1

tWigiiiiing,ftbies and 4044 for the :tniggr5
inriii14:igt'lliiirtaliiiiitOt-them on the,Val if these tables in
Waif *Obis= wifiliv4 the studatirthe experience necessary

zo.:toussrtbeavaccuratelybuThisuis*especlelfirappreprittentville
post-high school- level.

t4.ro olsgitta .e.rld.ta A
.L1).0.&:.; gitettittivitvairm off." .,*tst gtasinit

.e.r.atx.ta bertiDqe
1 ounce per sq. it.
1 ounce per 100 sq. ft. 7.:Vgaltit.tiiir-414,

= 29722.5,PlAitartr )acrd

1 pound per 100 sq. ft. = 4354.6 lbs. acrev,sittut e;:efn:petulit per 10bOtteetts...c=4
74m.11:,41.pstuidgyfiri bare tit a 41%, ,fit.b irrAS

5 gallons per aerioril°'; -EY="14Q-itiatie" gbeili; .ge
n laUbniit ikeo .6141 109 sq.1 .

tt..........l.CSE" sio-....1 3111r51.
-1-.9-44,!;84. tisz: 0;i110.; :040:tirtablasisfiroi oa Igegoq

2 tablsspoons = 1 fluid ounce..
.8 fluid ounces . - : ;1 :1-(-4.:. ,.. ..,. ,,.. --: e.k4:3

j RPF2 cups : :4 -It. I joint::r :., !-.14;.,;

,.. 2 pints --...,.... ii.,>:.yittiiitl :.;..-,:.,.,..! .,;(: :.....: ,,, -,... ti.i,,.;

, ,-,....,- ,,,- zil r...1,:it ousts = 1 isi..104
1: tali = 43,560 sq. It., ,:..... ,..,i--7.$.1.



Pesticide Dilution Chart

To weigh mall amounts of pesticides is not practical for most
people, 'theliefore, the canon household measuring equipment of
a cup, tablespoon, and teaspoon are suggested. All dilutions
are saftioienti,y accurate for the small grower. There may be
slight variations in weights per vellum of various materials.
This is a general dilution chart which shies the amounts or
pesticide for 100 gallons of spray into proportionate amounts
for 21 gallons and 1 gallon lots.

For 3gallon compressed sir sprayer, make up 21 gallons of spray.

Quest ity of
Type of Material material for material for

pound
Wettable Powder 2 pounds
Pesticides 3 pounds

pounds

03tablespoons

1/2 cup
2/3 cup

Quantity of
material.' for
1 gauss

1 tab/espoOn
2 tablespoons
3 tablespoons
h tablespoons

Liquid
Pesticides

1 int
1

p
quart

2 quarts
2 gallons

2 1/2 teaspoons 1 teaspoOn
5 teaspoons. 20,8PF.A9w.s

3 1/2 tabl,espoonsii teespotes
3/4 cuP 313

A little simple arithmetic can take the head-scratching out of
figuring Just the right of pesticide to use to obtain a
specified mixture. Rerss how:

Exssiale: Wettable powder

The mass of pounds of wettable powder vtol.sit in mixing any
given quantity of *say or dip of a given ptsreentage toxicant
oan be figured by the foLlowing toraula:

NO. or gal.x 8.345 % toxicent -desired
wettable of slaw in sway

powder to use percent toxicant in wettable powder

Example. 500 gailoni of Spray con-
taining 0.25 percent NM is needed.
The wettable powder to be used con-
tains 50 percent DOT.

500 x 8.34 x 0.25= 21

wettable
powder

Water is then added to
make 500 gallons of spray.



Example: Liquid Pesticides

Use the formula below to'determine the gallons of concen-
trate .tc be used in asking up an emulsion of a given per-
centage of to:del:to by weight.

No. of gal. % toxicant
of s raw desired in

concentrate gal. of concentrate

Example. 2.5 gallons of spray
containing 2 per cent chlordane
by weight is to be prepared from
a concentrate containing 110 per
cent chlordane. The amount of
concentrate that will be ,needed is:

2.5 x 2 = .125 gallons

.125 gallons = 1 pint

Isms le: Dust]

Use the following formula to determine the weight of pesti-
cide =Aerial to be used in preparing a dust containing a
given percentage of toxicant. .

% of toxicant lbs. of dust

material needed
Quin. of pesticide = desired x to be =AO

4 toxicant in insecticide mtl.

Example. 100 pounds of duet
containing 0.5 per cent of 0.5 2 100 = 12.5' lbs.

rotenone is needed. The
powdered root to be used con-
tains 14 of rotenone. The Sufficient dilutent
quantity of powdered root is added to make 100 lbs.
needed is:

Calibration when spraying or dusting four roses, ten hills of
melons, or one apple tree is nearly impossible. The best sug-
potion. is to follow the directions given on the label of the
pesticide. With dusts the recommendations say read, dust
lightly or dust with * teaspoon per plant at bud stage. Liquid
sprays sy suggest, spray thoroughly until droplets roll off
leaves; spray till foliage is entirely wet; or spre7 lightly
with fine iat. These recommendations are vague at best, but
follow than as accurately as possible, using pesticides of the
correct. strength. Do not attempt to double the strength and
apply one-half as slob.
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With larger areas, dust ppm and granular applicators can be
adjusted accurately in gallons or pounds. There are three
factors that enter into the calculations when calibrating
spplicators

1. *Speed at which applicator moves

2. Rite of pressure or axe of applicator openings

3. Width the applicator covers

Calibrating Equiteent

There are several methods used to' calibrate applicators.-- Three
of these are discussed here. . .

1. Tables are prepared by the manufacturer ot,,thet
applicator. These tables indicate that at a ipeci-
tic pressure and/or. applicator opening,' it designated
number of gallons or pounds-will be: applied, to a
specific area.

.

Spec41 measuring or metering devices- areidrailable
-whine the applied' materials- are collected" in .containers
toi ii"Preicribed time'or distance' and this material
is measured or weighed and, the rate of application is
then ,determined :from prepared

3. Measurement of gallons or Ponads ot:16.6tieide deiiiered
is a procedure that can be amid witheut-epeCtiViibles

equipmeat. Steps in till _proceduri'are:'

a. rill applicator to a measured mark or

Travel 6, measured distance 0 '10140* OPPeett,
c.' applicator to the ileasureti mirk Or 146y61- '

and determine e-pouads or _gallons used.

d. Calculate area covered iu number, ot ikiiirofter0

e. Dtit4e 434650 square feet *tar*
Covered and 'multiplir ansierlf 'gill* or
weed. This will give* iiii'answer in &IMO' or0.4
pounds per acre.

", ,

f. Adjust the rate of speed or applicator it the rate
applied was wrong. It may be necessary to recall-
brats the applicator.



This method may be used to calibrate for acres or for smaller
plots.. Following are wimples using this method.

ample: Sixty gallons of herbicide are desired per acre. The
applicator is filled to a predetermined level and pressure
and we begin to *pray at a unifora speed. Distance trav-
elled was 20 rods, width of applicator was 20 feet, amount
of material used was 9 gallons.

20 rods x 16.5 x 20 a 6,600 sq. ft.

144 a 6.6 6.6 x 9. plIons %lied
59.1 gallons per acre

Example: It is desired to dust, with a hand duster, a straw-
berry bed with a fungicide. Recommendations call !coo five
pounds per 1000 sq. ft. We walk at a slow pace for 25
feet and dust an area I feet wide, and fine we used one
pound. Are we applying at the correct rate?

25 3c It is 100

mix-or = 10 se10 pounds/1000 sq. ft.

The fungicide is being applied at twice the desired rate. We
can correct the application by:

1. Walking twice as fast

2. Dusting an area twice as wide at the same pace

3. Using a diluent to reduce strength of fungicide by
one-half.

when *Vibrating any applicator, the calibration should be done
with:

1. The actual material to be used or a 'material of the
same consistency or viscosity. (Water may be used for
water-like spray.

2. Use as large en area ior calibration as feasible to
reduce the possibility of error. Calibrating a field
sprayer on one tenth acre when 500 acres are to be
sprayed is. not realistic.
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3. Do the calibration On a waste or open area, not in the
strawberry bed, etc., unless the pesticide is known to
be non-toxic to the material on which it is sprayed.

'1

Calibration' ihaild be done frequently, as equipment ,may become
tiara and Out of .sQustaiit and the consistency or viscosity of
pestfcidei change. Some, of the more common problems are:

1. Nozzle critices may change size.

a. Clogging may reduce orifice opening.

b. tear may increase orifice opening.

, 2. Pumps sew became less efficient as they beam worn.
-.

Pressure gauges say give incorrect readings.-
- - "

4. Dust or granule orifices way become wen, clogged, or
corroded.

5. Moisture may cake dusts and granules. Applicators
should always be cleaned imeediately Lifter use. Many
materialikmay cause corrosion to the eigicator, settle
and/or cake in tanks, pumps and nozzles, or evaporate
_anchtora guar-like.residues. DustAw-gramlepapplicators
should be emptied, washedv and -coated with. a ,light,oll
to prevent rust. Spray applicators should be rinsed
with an oil solvent to.:reteove all .oil-base sprays and

then' rinsed with a wetting agent to remove the solvent.
solutions.or wettable :powders.:-.Were.nded, a

thorough rinsing with water is all that' is required.

Concluding .Statement

Ivory peat problem requires its. own specific cure determined by
many factors. Same' of these are:

1. mid soil conditions. (Sam _herbicides are
i_eftective on heavier- soils but not .on sandy soils.)

.
2. Use of .the crop or livestoci

. . '

3. , Crap.rotation.,:of the field

4.. Value of the. crop

5. Maturity of the crop or livestock
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6. Concentration of the crop or livestock in the area

7. Severity of the pest and the damage

bested Teaohing-],earning Activities,

1. Collect samples or have the students collect samples of
the various forms of pesticides, dusts, granules, baits,
wettable powders, salts, oils, solutions, end gases, etc.
Suggest that less materials be collected and itist

they be kept in safe storage.

2. Demone,ate in small amounts the mixing of various pesti-
cide& shoe emulsions, solutions, and dissolving of
salts. Point out the cloudy or Silky emulsions and clear
solutions. Demonstrate the effectiveness of wetting,
agents and emulsitiera.

3. Demonstrate the need for timeliness with the use of
herbicides on weed control. Treat an area of weeds
with the same material at the same rate at emergence,
at rapid growth stage, and at itILI bloom, and note the
variation in effectiveness.

4. With field trips, laboratory, or field demonstrations,
acquaint the students with caisson pesticide applicators
used in your area.

5. Develop several problems with common pesticide products
used in your area to give the students experience in
calculating active ingredients and amount to apply per
acre.

6. Develop several problems in mixing various pesticides
in your area. The problems should involve mixing small
amounts, enough for a garden, and commercial amounts at
varying concentration levels.

7. Have the students gain experience in calibrating common
dust, granule, and spray applicators. Demonstrate how
speed, pressure, and orifice or opening can change the
rate of Application.

8. Give the students the opportunity to properly clean dust,
granular, and spray applicators.

9. Arrange a field trip(s) where students can observe a
commercial operation in application of pesticides.



10. Arrange a field trip(s) to a dealer that sells and
zervices several types and sizes of applicators.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional wisteria's

1. Samples of the various forms of pesticides plus
diluents, emulsifiers, and wetting agents

2. Bawl= of the various forms of applicators or
pictures or colored slides of the larger
attars used in your area

Copies of available bulletins", pamphlets, charts,
tables, end devices used in your area to assist
in mixing pesticides and calibrating applicators

Reterencei

1. Fruit Growing, pp. 123426, 135-144.

2. Grautd Maintenance Handbooks pp. 159-166..

3. Horticultural Science,' pp. 255-259.

4. Weed Control: As a Science, pp. 104-121.

Suggested Occulati=a1.110eriences.

1. Haiti the students became familiar with :a11 the forms
of pesticides handled by his training cezter and how
each is.to. be applied.

2. Wes* the close supervision ofthe store manager, the
student should be expected to live, customers advice
on how to apply the pesticides he sells properly.

3. The should be expected to give =stria's** 'advice on the
mixing of the pesticides and on how to calibrate the
applicators which the customer wall be using.



V. To develop the ability to advise customers in the safe bancUingh
storage and use of agricultural chemicals

Teacher Preparation

Sub eat Matter Content

Before a student can be expected to advise customers about
safety regulations in regard to chemicals, the student suet know
the safety regulations himself. Showing the filmstrip "Facts
About Pesticides" or the film "Sate Use of Pesticides" cited in
the references at the end of this competency would be a good
method of introducing this competency.

Federal and state legislation has been enacted covering pesti-
cides to protect persons from the dangers of improper use of
these materials. However, the final decision as to whether the
materials will be used correctly and with the proper care rests
with the user of the materials.

Students shotld be familiar with the statutes covering the use
of pesticides. These statutes are of two general groups:

1. Covering the interstate and intrastate marketing of
pesticides

a. All insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, rodenti-
cides, plant regulators, defolients, and desiccants
must be registered with the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, to be marketed in interstate oceraerce.

b. The manufacturer wit prove that the material is
not a public health hazard when used in accord
with good agricultural practices.

c. Signal words OMER, CAUITON, WARNING, etc.) must
appear on labels of all poisonous pesticides.
(Correlate with the lethal dose at the level at
which 5O of test animals will die conreinly
called ID 50.)

d. The words "Keep out of reach of children" mint
.appear on labels of all poisonous pesticides.

e. Most states have adopted a "Uniform State Pest aide
Act" to control pesticides used within the state.



2. Statutes covering use of pesticides

a. The Miller Amendment (1950 provides that any raw
agricultural seemeditY lay be condemned if it con-
tains any pesticide that is not approved or if it
contains more pesticide than the tolerance permits.

b. The Delaney Clause stipulates that no material
capable of causing cancer under any condition ray
ever be permitted in any food.

Agricultural chemicals are classified into eight groups according
to their use and the amount of tolerance permitted. To Urines
refers to the amount of pesticide thtt a food product way contain
and still be considered safe for use. Tolerance is expressed in
parts per million (ppm) of the pesticide in or on the food pro-
duct. These tolerances vary fru zero or no tolerance to speci-
fied limits. An example of how tolerances may vary can be
illustrated with DDT, a common insecticide.

Milk and milk by-products zero tolerance in 1965.
Potatoes - tolerance of 1 ppm
Apples - tolerance of 7 Plat
Peppermint Oil 7 tolerance of 100 ppm

Shen pesticides are used at the rate, in the method, and at the
time ruossiended, the harvested product should be free of any
residue thtt would exceed the tolerance levels. Probably the
best advice that can be given on the use of pesticides is to
read the label and then follow the precautions.

Safety Rules

Following is a summary lifting of safety Precautions in the use
of pesticides as they night affect crape, livestock, and food
products.

1. 'Betbreusing awy pesticide, read the precautions.

2. Use pesticides only *en necessary.

3 Use pesticides only at recommended dosages.

h. Time the use of pesticides to keep residues within
the limits set by law.

5. Avoid spray and dust drift to other crops.
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6. Prevent livestock from consuming feed that might
result in Undo affecti to them or result in resi-
due of the pesticide in animal products.

7. Cover food and water containers in livestoik areas.

8. Do not contaminate streams, ponds, or other water;
sources.

Safety precautions for the storage of pesticides can be sum-

merited as follows.

1. Always store pesticides in their original containers.

2. Store pesticides out of reach of children, preferably
in locked cabinets or store rooms.

3. Store pesticideC where pets and livestock Cannot reach
them.

IL'. Store pesticides away from food, feed, fertilizer, and
seed.

5. Store in well-ventilated; cool, dry, well-lighted room.

.6. Store glass containers near floor so they will not fall
and break.

7. Certain petiticidesmist not be stored with*4or 'Meer
other pesticides. Read the label about,warnings.

8. Certain pesticides are explosive. Do not store them
near electrical wiring or other areas where fire is a
potential. hazard.

9. Some pesticides are destroyed by-low temperatures.
Again read the 'labels.

10. Destroy all empty pesticide containers.

a. Break or puncture all glass and metal containers.

b. Burn nu paper or cardboard containers and avoid
contact with the "stoke:

c. Bury Al ashen, unburned residue, and Woken
contiAneik:. 4''s

11. Discard containers without labels. Do not guess at
contents. Advise customers to follow this practice.
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Safe Handling

The greatest danger with pesticides is to the person who
handles and applies them. Many pesticides are toxic and
extreme caution must be used when working with them kw of
the more common methods in which persons can be poisoned or
otherwise harmed by pesticides are as follows.

1. Inhaling pesticide spray, dust, or vapors of pesticides

2. Swallowing pesticides that mat* csi food or in drink,
by handling food with contaminated hands, or by using
contaminated containers, etc. .

3. Certain pesticides can cause skin irritation or actually
nova through the skin and enter the body causing poison-
ing. This is how contact insecticides work.

Precautions to prevent this type accident am:

1. Wear protective masks and clothing if so directed by
the label. Rubber gloves and boots, goggles, respira-
tor or even a gas mask with highly toxic materials,
such as the hydrocarbons and the organic phosphates.

2. Never eat or smoke while spraying, dusting, or doing
other work with pesticides.

3. Avoid. spilling pesticides on skin or clothing.

It. Bath or shower and change to clean clothing after work-
ing with pesticides.

5. Wash clothing after each dors use.

6. Beep *U other persons away during spraying and dusting
operations and out of the treated area for a safe period
of time after application.

7. Mix pesticides only where there is adequate ventilation.

Accident Procedure

Despite all warnings and precautions between one and two hundree,
persons are accidentally poisoned each year. Incidentally, theca
are about the same number of persons poisoned annually from over-

doses of aspirin. These poisonings usually are of two types.
The majority include those that consume the material accidentally,
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such as children getting into improperly stored materials. The
other group are those that handle and apply-these chemicals in
their daily work.

Persons dealing with chemicals should be well informed on what
to do in case or accidental polioning.. Call -a doctor isnedi-
ateV or rush affected zerson to a hospital. If this is twos.
sib.le.i:folalow first -aid-treatment, ' 4

,.<1, 7 , Al 7 7, .7,)7; .;*t.. ;.

the polson'har-been swallowed

P'

_

.a. Induce vomiting unless the patient is unconscious

. 1) . put finger. or. tongue depressor down the atient's
throat -,-. -

2) give a canton Naetic such as a strong -soap; salt,
moistard,.or syzup of ipecac solution in warm
water

After the stomach is emptied...give' the patient-raw
eggso.milk, or this flour paste to absorb poison-
and sooth irritated membranes. thst
patient oil.

c. lave the patient lay down and keep him comfortable.
If patient-is ,.cold. cover with;b1sakets. -MO:tient
is wane cool with cold, compresses. e*.

d. Make every attempt to get medical attention and take
the container of thaloAson consumed t9 the .doctor:

2.' If the poison has been inhaleds"-,-.

a. Move patient to the open ale;

b. Give south to mciutivartitioial- respiration if the
patient is not breathing

c.- Get medical attention immediately

.3. If the poison has been spilled, on the skin:

a...Ramove clothing and scrub Skin .thoroughly with
plenty of warn water and soap

*b. Get medical attention
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k. If the poison has gotten into the eyes:

a. Wash out the eyes. for at least fifteen minutes

b. Get medical attention

Always be prepared to give the doctor the name of the peiticide,
the strength of the material* and the approximate amount of the
material the patient has consumed or to which he has been
exposed. Most chemical coispanines have safety charts available
that list the precautions and actions to take should an *accident
occur. These should be available wherever pesticides are stored,
handled, or used. The warnings or precautions printed on the
label of toxic materials should be read and understood before
working with any materials.

There is a nation-vide network of poison control centers that
have staff members specially trained in the treatment of poison
cases. Persons working with pesticides should be aware of the
location, telephone number, and person in charge of the nearest
center to eliminate any unnecessary deley or misunderstandings
should rapid treatment be required. /nformtion about theme
centers is available for most hospitals or medical centers.

Showing the filmstrip "Points about Pesticides" cited in the
references at the end of this competency would be a good way of
summarizing the material in this competency.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities,

1. Show the filmstrips "Facts about Pesticides" end
"Points about Pesticides" available from the Manu-
facturing Chemist's Association, Inc.

2. Have the students review the available pesticide
labels for the:

*a. Warnings, cautions, and dangers they include

b. First aid instructions in case of poisoning

c. Determine if there are tolerances established
for the pesticide.

3. Arrange a visit to a wholesale or retain pesticide ware-
housing area. Observe what safety precautions are
being observed'and if any hazards to safety are evident.
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4. Nave the students memorise the steps in first aid

::47.;41'41111,11,1&.0144.w 5440 SWIPads theik.oia
mritt,en-presentation bear...they' are,.aPpioved tor.
supervised occupational experience training.

5. Develop a chart ski:Mile tie raj...aie. toxicity of
wools phosphates, carbonates, chlorinated-hOio--
carbons, etc.

./
onallisterials atul.References

Instructional- materials

Labels: of pesticides for review.

2. Post the. Safety Chart from the Meister Publishing
Company, 37841 Euclid Avenue, Willoughby, Ohio.
No charge. .

Plinstriis '!Points-about' peaticidesi'altd "Facts :c"
about Pesticides" available-irom the.Hautaiturige'
Chemists* Association, Inc. 1825 Cameaticut
Avenue, N.W., Washington D. C.

Film, "Safe" Use of Pesticides,,' color, .1963,
16Rw 21.ninutes,.°11. S., D. A. Order from your
state film library.

References

1. Handbook on Economic Poisons.

2. Pesticide Handbook !Intone. pp. 3.17.
t .

3. Cooperate.). publications available locally.

Suggested Occupation]. Experience

.1." The students should gain experience, under the super-
vision' of an informed. individual, on the safe storage,

7C' t'll.sattnisi- and: use. of pesticide" atteriale.

2. The. students should advise customers on the safe Use
of the products *Lich their ars.



VI. To develop the ability to understand information onipesticidt
labile and other literature pertaining to pesticides

TeacheisPrevaratiol

Subject Matter Content

The sources of information @bout the correct material to use for
a specific pest and how to use the pesticide are:

1. The labels on the pesticide containers

2. Catalogs, charts, table:: and -other materials prepared

by the manufacturers of the'chemicals

3. Pamphlets and bulletins that are prepared anXually by
most colleges of agriculture

The label on the container of pesticide is' generally the best
source of information. Regulations require that the label
contain:

I. Name and address of manufacturer or distributor

2. Net contents in weight and/or measurement

3. Technical name or common name of the ingredients

4. Per cent by weight of the active and inert ingredients

5, Directions on use of the material including

a. 'Crops or livestock on which it maybe used

.b. Recommended dosage - rate of application

a. Recommended method of application

d. Instructions on when and 'when not to use the .

material, such as "Do not apply within 10 days
of harvest."

6. Signal words (Danger,- Caution, warning, Etc.) if the
material is poisonous

7. Instructions on treatment should apneas swallow, .

inhale, or get the material =his person
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Students should: become aware of the catalogst,charts, tables,, ,and

other-Materials provided"for salespersons and instructed on
how to use these. It will, be necessary to. accumulate winch of
this type of material as possible to teach this effectively.

The students should became ware of the kinds of information
these catalogs contain and ho.rto find. the inforOztipn they
desire. Most of the catalogs contain indexes.that cress-
reference the.plants orjinimals.infected with the pest involved.
and the materials available to control or treat the.probilm.

By using the index, find the crop or livestock that is im ques-
tion or the specific pest problem if it is knoin. dace this is
located in the index, the index will refer you to i'page or a
section in tba catalog that wil.t contain informationi on materi-
els that are available for control or treatment of the Pett.
Frequently the catalog will have labels, sample labels, or pages
that- contain the same, information that -would be found, on the
originel container labels. Often these same catalogs Will. con-
tain information on price of prOducts, calibration, and other
questions related to the sale and use.of the materials. ConzidekA
able class time should be spent 1.n teaching bow to use tilise.eits-
lagues and the index, not in learning the technical content the
catalog contains.

Chemical companies also piavide charts that iseist in identifying
pests and pest problems. -An example of their-use could be when
a customer comes to the store and wants a spray to control: the-

weeds in his lawn. By referring to the chart you might,be able:;
to identify the weed or weed probleMhi'has, and
better able to recosinend,the correct, herbicide.. .

-

Nearly every state publishei bulletins rimuS3.3.r that lief end
identify the Major pest problems within stite.,elong, with

the re:amended pesticides end methods to mast effectively con-
trol thele,peits. ,,Every student should, become well. acquainted
with the use of these

. ..
Suggested'Teaching-tearning Activities

3.. Hand out the collected labels to the class and have
them determine the common types of information all
labels contain. Then.have them discover what addi-
tional information is found on the labels of the
Poisonous pesticides. What active inkgredients appear
to be the most hazardous? List the discoveries on .

the chalkboard. as they are letermined and have the
students copy them in their notebooks.



2, Provide the students with the mailable pesticide cata-
logs, charts, etc. Then with the teacher acting as a
customer, give the students problem that are came,
such as:

a. I need a fly spray to use on ny dairy cows. What
should I use?

b. I have same "bugs" chewing ay melons. that should
I use!

0. What do you have to keep ay apples from getting
scabs?

Have then use the references. available to find the
MINIM

When a student finds the correct answer, have hia explain
to the others how he located the answer.

8u/tested Instructional Materials and References

1. Labels frau pesticide containers

2. Chemical capsny catalogs, charts, etc.

3. College of Agriculture pesticide bulletins

Meted °mutational Experience

1. Have the students become !Godlier with the catalogs,
charts, bulletin., etc., available at his trainieg
center so that he le able to use .them correctly When
dealing with customers.

2. The teacher can take the lead with the owner or sea -
agar to work out an armament for ready reference
by sales persons if this has not been done already.
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VII. To uodorsterruadththotlausedinoirchandisieultural

SubTeacher
Preparation

ect Natter Content

Advertising

Have the student collect advertisements for agricultural chemicals.
Discuss with this the types of advertisements and the accuracy and
effectiveness of this. Most advertising of chemicals is does by
the manufacturers with:

1. Space in popular national or industrs publinations

2. Purchased time for radio and television advertisements

3. Fliers and pamphlets # be distributed by retail
2nt!

Millers that are sent to Isomers of agricultural
chemicals

5. Window posters, lancers* and displays for use in
retail outlets

Retailers gat rally do little advertising other than using the
advertising 'aerials provided by the menu acturers or distribu-
tors of the chemicals. Larger retailers *Ay purchase some adver-
tisement space in local newspapers or time on radio and television,
but these ads often put more emphasis an seed* fertilisers* and
other it they have to sell.

Advertising must be considered a fan of aUcation. Agricultural
chemicals tend to sell themselves when a customer recognises /Is
need through some fame education. Once the need for the chei-
cal is understood* the advertisement informs the customer that
yourbusiress can supply the product.

Oise of Containers

Chemicals are sold in varying steed containers. It is risible
to buy the 'Iwo herbicide in 8 ounce containers at a prick of
$1.19 or in five gallon containws at $6.50 per gallon. This
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aeons that the sun container costs. three times owe per unit.
This any eels unreasosable but there are justifications.

1. The swan coat User costs more proportionally to the
material it cosweins than doss the larger container.

2. Packaging and ban ling costs of the smell unit say
nearly eqtal that of the larger unit.

3. It required as much time to sell a small container as
to sell a large unit.

Principles of Merchandising

In merchandising chemicals there are few important prinelpite
to keep in mind.

1. By advertising, remind customers shortly before the
time it is required that you "4.,,ire the product they

will need.

2. Display your products neatly and prominently to attract
and remind customers.

3. Have the required products available at the time of
demand.

4. sell the correct chemical tar the problem amil advise
the customers of proper use. This will improve the
chances of a satisfied customs, who will retura.

Future Outlook

It mould appear that the chumical. Industry mill continue to be
a rapidle Bruiting industry with opportunities for many quali-
fied young an in sales and service occupations. The industry
is pawing at rate of 5.10 per cent annually with indicati ons
that this rate might accelerate.

In ream* years there has been mm=b publicity, biased and other-
mise, about the indiscriminate and faulty Use of pesticides,
parttollarly insecticides. This public reaction has undoubtedly
slowed the acceptance of pesticidal; and ha& been the impetus tor
many of the trends now developing in the industry. Sons of these
Ores

1. Substitution at less toxic ocwounds for non poi- sous
materials. Par ample, the intstitutice at carbaryl
for parathion in any cases.
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Development of nor compounds that leave less persistent
residues.

3. NW pest control research, resulting in

a. Hundreds of new products

b. Selective pesticides designed for mare specific
probity's

a. Systemic action pesticides

d. Nee methods of pest control

3. attractants
2 chemosterilants to prevent reproduction
3 antimetabolities
4 anti-fading compounds

I. Products that are less hared to crops, livestock, .and
the beneficial biological. environment

5. **lomat of application methods that provide better
pest control With minimys hazards

%.

.

'The Ise -of agriatitural chalice/a 'is as Inch a part of todaes_.:
agriculture as the riefjPS and livestock on *lab they are used.
In a weld tth sounting food requirements, agricultural chemi-
cal: viii Play *jar role in assisting tamers to supply the
toot and fiber l'aelt air. pelage demand.,

3.. Save the students make an attractive display of agricul-
tural chemicals at school or if arrangements can be made,
a local retailer may permit the class to arrange a as
play at his business.

2. Save the students calculate the cost of various pesti-
aides on a pint or pound comparison maen purchased in
various sited containers.

3. Have the students do same out-ot-school research and
determine the number and kind of new pesticides that
have come into use.in your community in the pest five
years.
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Suggested Instructional *Aerials and References

instructional materials

3.. Printed advertisements for agricultural chemicals

2. Tape recording of a good aid bad radio commis'
for agricultural chemicals

3. Banners, posters, etc. of agricultural chemicals

References

Pesticide Handbook into*. pp. 21-23:

Suggested °coalitional Experience

The student should gain experience'id developing bind maintaining
displays of agricultural chemicals at his traiaing center.

stionsftp for Zvaluating BducattOsil Outwit' of this Nodule

Students should be evaluated on their ability to, use etfective3y:the con-
tent of this module. Bide recognition of types of Pesti"' pest. damage,
types of pesticides, action of pesticides, methods of application,
tante of agricultural chemicals, reading and uederstandinc labels, cite-
*logs, etc., nay be evalusted-by'Classross testing.

However, the abilitY to translate tile, infiiiitioato'part iciilir, pis3blem
situations in an occupational experience,sitiation will beit,messure the
effectiveness of this module. The aq)loyer.ctooperator should elialuite
the student in these areas of competency. A fors, questionnaire would be
valuable in measuring the competency of the A suggested fors
is on the following page.
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Name of trainee

Name of cooperator

Please evaluate the trainee on his pertbraince in these skills
related to agricultural chemicals. Please check in the appro.
relate colwan.

Competency

Ability to identify parts
Ability to identify pest damage
Ability to recommend pesticides
Ability to advise on application
Ability to read and interpret

labels
Ability to use catalogs, charts, etc.
Ability to calibrate applicators
Ability to mix sprays accurately
Safe wort habits with chemicals
Ability t chemicals

USW Needs
comps- Coupe- further
tent tent training

=1.
What essential understandings, skills, and abilities does the trainee
lack or need to develop further!

Does the trainee have the attitudes and appreciations necessary to become
a successful employee in the retail chemical industry?

Source of Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. "Points about Pesticides" and "Pacts about Pesticides."
Colored filmstrips with 33 1/3 recordings. Order from
Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., 1823 Connecticut
Avenue, LW., Washington D.C.

2. "The Safe Use of Pesticides," 21 sdnutes, color, 16 en
order from your state fps library.



3 Nsjcs, chamical computes. have educational materir.a which
smy :a appropriate for class instruction as well as for
teacher or student reference. These materials are being
dated continually and the companies are willing to pro-
vide them upon request.

References

1. Conover, N. S. Grounds Naintenance Handbook. Second
Edition, New York: P. Dodge Corporation, 1958.

Freer, D. B. H. Pesticide Handbook - Edam. Published
annually, College Science Publishers, = Collage,
Pennsylvania. Price: $2.50.

3. Janick, J.. Horticultural Science. San Francisco, California:
W. H. Freeman anUpany

le. Magian, G. C. Weed Control: As A Science. John Wiley
and Sons, leth Avenue, New

5. 'Debut A. H. Agriculture in Our Lives. Second Edition,
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 19-27 N. Jackson,
Danville, 17111nois. Price: $4.40.

6. Schneider, G. W. and Scarborough, C. C. Fruit Growing.
Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, 196o.
Price: $3.95.

7. cultural. Chemicals - What Th Are: How Are' used.

A1800111 on,'

Avenue,. N. W., Washington, D. C.

8. Chemical Handbook on Economic Poisons. Publ. No. 1476. Public
. t o Health, Washington, D. C.

9. Fara Chemical Handbook. Published annually, Meister Itblithing
Company, Nal Euclid Avenue, Willoughby, Ohio. Price: $10.

W.' U. B. D. A. Yearbooks.
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a) Were enrolled in class (total)
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the level of subject matter content was, I . 1

£2. The Suggested Teaching-Learning
Activities were:
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were:
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PETROLEUM ADD PETROLM PRODUCTS - SALES AND SERVICE

Major Teaching Objective

To develop the understanding and abilities needed to become emloyed
and to advance in the petroleum. phase of figricultvanil Supply - Sales

and Service Occupations.

Suggested Time Allotments

At school
Class in:34.1.-1.1.1tion 38 hours
Laboratory experience 3.0 hours

Total at school

Occupational e=pe-ience

Total for module

Note to teacher:

48 hours

ho hours*

88 halms*

It :Li realized that the subject matter content of this module is writ
ten on the "high side" for high schoo3, students. This we.s done to take
care of the high school students and also to serve the post-high school
groups. Ate tc the Lack of °pp:at-unity for occuWional. experience un-
til. after a student reaches his eighteenth birth r, only a brief
coverage during the senior year with a more complete treatment at the
post-high school level, is indicated. Maturity, as a requirement tor
this occupation, is most important and cannot be overstressed.

It is suggested that te.,ll of the competencies listed for the module be
covered at the high school level. The technical material or related
science material beyond easy comprehension, of the students should be
deferred, to post-high school courses. The teacher should aPPreiae his
class and determine how deeply to go into the sub3ect matter content.
In the teaching of additives, for example, it may be sufficient for
high school groups to identify them by name and general function. This
nay be illustrated by tetraethyl, lead and its anti-knock- function.

Suggestions for Introducing the Module

Petrci .un and its products are handled by niezY agricultural supply
businesses and its distribution to farmers peTz'orras a much needed

* The figures for occupational experience are minimal, in view of the
limited opportuniti 3 for wage-eeirning employment in the petroleum
product sales and service divisions of eexicultural. businesses Itlhile
students are in high school.

3.
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service. Because of this, there is a limited, but definite, need for
persons either in sales or service occupations. Unless a business is
-unusually large, retail sales are carried on by non-specialists and
orders for delivery are handled as a part of the general work load.
The jobs of delivering to and servicing farmers es well as operating
any storage facilities usually require men with some experience rather
than young men just graduating from high school.

Very few agricultural supply businesses, except in some midwestern
states, operate service stations comparable with those of the major
oil companies. in most states, young men must be at least 18 years of
age before they can secure a license to operate a tank truck, and the
is practically no need for a "helper." Company policy may preclude
riding as an observer. However, the willingness of rural youth for
hard work, their reputati un for reliability, and their ability to speak
the farmers' language, gives them an advantage when being considered
for employment as salesmen, or in some cases, as driver salesmen.

The major portion of the petroleum business in a farm supply center is
in products delivered to the farm such as gasoline, heating oil, and
lubricants. Store sales are largely confined to kerosene, oils, lubri-
cating greases and accessories. While the ability to drive a truck
properly is often a major consideration for employment, the eventual
value to the company and the amount of individual earnings will depend
upon the individual's sales ability and the rapport he establishes with
his customers. This module emphasizes the sales and service aspects of
the delivery of petroleum products to the farmer and retail sales work
in the farm supply store.

An informal survey of the opportunities for employment in this field
with the class will be a good way to introduce the module. The stu-
dents should immediately become aware that they cannot hope to become
deliverymen servicing farmers until, they are mature enough to assume
the responsibility associated with such a job. They will not be driv-
ing a large truck loaded with potentially explosive products, and making
recommendations as a business man immediately upon graduat: .rom high
school.

State research studies to supplement the local survey may be helpful in
identifying the opportunity for employment in concerns handling petro-
leum products. It is entirely possible that the potential for

employment in this particular area of agricultural supply - 88).es and
service occupations may not justify the teaching of this module on the
high school level. In that case, selected area vocational schools may
provide the training at the post-high,. school level for students who

have a positive interest in beccaaing outside salesmen to meet the needs
of the farm supply business.

At this point it would be helpftsl. to identify the occupational, title of

workers in the petroleum area of agricultural supply occupations. It
the current edition of the Dictionary of Occupational Title all workers
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are included under the petroleum industry. However, in the revised
edition soon to be available, it is understood that a different method
of grouping will be followed. The October, 1964, draft of The
Occupational Classification structure for the revised. Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, indicates a classification for "Salesmen and
sales persons, fuel and petroleum products."

Hoover, in his H4#s,10ctio:andbookofcttur:s2 lists the title.
"Truck Driver for a Rural Gasoline and Oil Distributor," which seems
to accentuate the delivery and service aspect andl plays down the imporu?
lance of sales. However, in the career brief, the author indicates
that although the driver loads his truck, makes deliveries, prepares
sales slips and keeps records, he is also a salesman and works to
establish good customer relations and to secure new customers. It will
be helpful for the teacher and his students to go over this career
brief to be found on page 130 of this handbook to see how the inform-
tion applies to the local situation. This information is presented
under the headings of: (1) Description and Nature of Work, (2) Working
Conditions, (3) Educational and Personal Qualifications, and (4) Nov to
Enter and Advance in the Occupation.

Practically all driver-salesmen operate under some kind of an incentive
plan which rewards the individual who has initiative, ability to learn,
and ability to sell his services as well as his product. A person who
is content to remain a truck driver or - -duct delivery man will make a
satisfactory Living. The individual who is willing to develop his sales
technique to the level where his volume increases and the route shortens
may develop the job into a lifetime career at a higher income.

Advancement maybe from a route man to a full-time outside solemn or
directly to petroleum manager for a farm supply center or petroleum
distributor. Some individuals may have the ability and capacity to pro,
press in management to assistant and then to general manager of an
agricultural supply business. A few individuals may establish their awn
business, buying wholesale and delivering to retail customers on the
farm or in rural. communities. Since this involves a tremendous invest.
went in storage facilities and trucks, this person is probably better
off working for a company for several years rather than attempting an
individual business which is under-capitalized.

The occupational title of Petroleum Engineer pertains to the profes-
sional field of activity for which a college degree is necessary. The
title of Petroleums Specialist growing out of the research study now in
progress at the National Center for Vocational and Technical Education

1 Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Volume II, U. S. Department of
Labor. U. S, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

2
Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural Occupations, Danville,

Illinois: The interstate Printers and Publishers, inc., 254 pages.



envisages technical activities of a sub professional nature not
requiring a B.S. degree, but for which -cost-high school training
would be necessary. While it would be possible for a high school
graduate to advance from driver-salesman to a petroleum specialist by
additional training, this module considers only the competency
required of a driver-salesman or inside salesman.

,There is limited ^pportunity for working initially as a helper and
eventually as the person responsible for the delivery and installation
of storage tanks to farms. This is usually done by someone other than
the driver-salesman, since it requires a different kind of truck and
usually requires more additional time than a man with a full schedule
has available. However, small businesses or drivers with routes which
do not require fUll time might combine delivery or service of the tasks
with normal. deliveries.

After the class understands the general nature of the work and the
possibilities for employment, the next step in the introduction of the
module would be to develop a list of the understandings, abilities,
and skills they would need for employment. This can start with the .

simple question, "What do you need to know, or be able to do, in order
to become a petroleum driver-salesman?" The students' answers can be
listed on the chalkboard as they give them, and then re-worded into
the competencies which maybe stated as follows:

I. To be able to select lubricating oils correctly

II. To be able to select and store gear oils, greases, and
hydraulic oils correctly

III. To be able to select tractor end power equipment fuels
correctly

N. To be familiar with other products usually available to far-
mers through the salesman of petroleum products

V. To understand the design and placement of proper storage
facilities for fuels on farms

VI. To understand the proper selection and storage of heating oils

VII. To understand and apply the safety laws and regulations per-
taining to the delivery and storage of petroleum products

VIII. To understand the contractual relationship of the company to
the delivery driver and the driver to the customer

IX. To be able to meet the requirements for a chauffeur's license
and for operating a truck carefully and safely

X. (The class or teacher should
add to this list as they see fit.)
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Since no specialized, inside salesperson in petroleum products will be
needed in the usual farm store operation, the teaching material
of the module is directed primarily toward the driver-salesman.
However, all inside salespersons should be familiar with each of the
competencies and as well qualifiee as the driver-salesman in competency
No. XXI, competency No. IV, and ' ompetency No. VI. These are the poli-
cies concerned with lubricatint; oils, gear oils and greases, and
accessories such as tires.

While it is not intemie.that this module be used Aor the training of
filling station atter_ants, achievement of some of the competencies
will qualify an iri*.vidual in these products regardless of where he

works. Competer -3.es I, III, IV and VI pertain to tractor fUels,
lubricating o!;; gear oils and greases, and other products available
to farmers ,./in the same way, the competencies regarding storage facili,
ties and,XXety, which are No. II and No. VIII are applicable to filling
station Attendants although they are written for farm delivery personnel.

srjess in Petroleum Products - Sales and Service can be achieved IX the
Auer can be persuaded to start, and continue to use your products.

To do this you must (1) know-whatym have to offer, (2) discover what
the farmer needs, (3) arrange for ordering and delivery in the most
efficient manner and (4) build confidence in the customer that you are
knowledgeable and reliable in-meting his needs. If you can do this,
he will stay with you rather than try your competitors.

Competencies to be Developed

I. To be able to select tractor and power equipment fuels
correctly

.T2112112nr2212.221

Subject Matter Content

The major source of income to the driver-salesman is room
delivering tractor fuels to farmers. He has almost as great
a stake as the farm= in being sure that the right fuel is
used for a given tractor. A. poor recommendation, or a mis-
take in delivery, might lose a customer and cut the volume
which helps determine the paycheck.

Today's tractors are designed to operate best on one type and
grade of fuel. In the operator's manual, the manufacturer is
specific as to the fuel to use, and farmers should read these
manuals and follow the recommendations. However, same farmers
discard the manual soon after receiving it and tend to forget
it, especially if they have several different tractors on
their farms. Operator's manuals rarely accompany sussed 'brad..

for when it changes hands, and the new owner expects that the
deliveryman will lmow the type of fuel he should use. Most
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major oil companies provide their drivers with handbooks or
reference sheets so they can be accurate in recommending the
exact feel which should be used with every model of tractor.
Production and distribution of these sheets involves consid-
erable expense which is justified only if the driver uses the
information to promote his sales with farmers.

Students may have acquired a general knowledge of fUels for
tractors from other high school courses, particularly voca-
tional agriculture. It is suggested that the teacher
determine haw deeply he should go into the subject of

tractor fuels before finalizing his teaching plan for this
competency.

Tractor fuels are treated under modules 14, "Gasoline Tractor
Engine Systems," and 15, "Diesel Engine Systems," of the course
outline for AGRICULTURAL MAGIC - Sales and Service
Occupations. This is available from The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear
Road, Columbus, Ohio, 43212. However, it is believed that the
following brief presentatioll will assist the teacher of this
course in his specialized treatment for driver-salesman and
also serve as a review outline for students whose competency
has been ascertained. previously.

1. Selecting fuel for gasoline tractors

More tractors use gasoline than any other type of
fuel, even though it costs more per gallon, contains
less energy per gallon, and gasoline engines run at
higher speeds with increased resulting wear. Kero-
sene, "distillate" and other lower-grade fuels can
be successfaly used in tractors and have relatively
more energy in them, but their popularity has
decreased as the spread in prices has decreased.
This is due to the increase in the supply of gasoline
as the result of improved tedmiques in refining,
known as "catalytic cracking." It is now possible to
make 57% of a barrel of crude oil into gasoline cow-
pared. to 23% before the use of the "cracking" process.
This has enabled refineries to keep the cost of gaso-
line down so that the price spread. between gasoline
and distillates is much less than five cents per
gallon and gasoline can be economically used in
tractors.

Along with improved refining came the increase in the
development of anti-knock properties for gasoline which
has a normal octane rating of E0690. Manufacturers ad-
just their product according to the seasons of the year
to give the most satisfactory servize.
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twice and usually four times a year This may be
done to increase the "volatility" or tendency to
evaporate more readily and promote easier starting
in the winter when the weather is cold. This might
also be done to reduce the volatility in the sir-
mer, which causes difficulty in re- starting after
stopping, sometimes caused by volatile gases
blocking the passage of gasoline through the lines.

The manufacturer does not usuaLlyintamithe customer
of the seasonal changes in blending, but the delivery-
man can provide this information. He should advise
his patrons in case they are stocking up too heavily
at the time of the year changes are being made. It
is never advisable to hold gasoline too long because
of the loss of the "lighter ends" through evaporation.
The farmer should not, therefore, carry a full tank of
summer gas over for use in the cold months.

ii farmer wants his tractor to start easily, =I with
normal power and continue to run dependably. If it
does not, he immediately suspects dirt or water in the
gasoline. Menthe valves "hold open," he suspects
that goon. has been deposited on the valve stems from
poor gasoline. In reality, the manufacturer and
distributor are not responsible for any of these
conditions, but it takes a tactful driver-salesman
to explain that the manufacturer is not at fault
because of the following:

a. The precautions taken to keep dirt out of the
gasoline until it goes into the farmer's tank

b. The precautions taken to control moisture in
bulk tanks and removal of moisture, when neces.
sexy, before it is pumped into the delivery truck

c. The addition of Chemicals during the refining
process to prevent the accumulation of gum

d. That any dirt or moisture contamination
probably occurred on the fann and can be con-
trolled by proper storage tank installation and
use (See competency No. I/ of this module.)

2. Selecting Juels for Diesel Tractors

Diesel tractors have a higher initial cost, but are
becoming increasingly popular because they provide
more power from a cheaper fuel. They have a reputation
for running on "anything" and were originally designed
to use pulverized coal, but adequate performance is



The regular grade of gasoline should be satisfactory
for tractors regardless of the time of the year, as
the reliable producer sees to it that it has three
qualities:

a. Proper octane rating

b. Easy starting properties

c. Freedom from dirt, gum and foreign matter

The term "octane rating" or "octane number rating" is
the method established by the American Society for
Testing Materials (ASm), for comparing the anti-
knock qualities of fuels used in spark ignition
engines. Zero was the value arbitrarily assigned to
a fuel known as Nbrmal Heptane, that has vary poor
anti -knock properties. When mixed with another fuel
known as Iso-Octane, having excellent anti -knock
properties, which was assigned the value of 1C), it
was possible to develop a graduated scale of anti-
knock properties according to the proportion of
Iso-Octane to Normal. Heptane. When a given fuel is
run in a test engine and the proportion of the two
testing fuels is varied until the anti -knock quality
is equal, the proportion of Iso-Octane determines the
octane number. Thus, if a fuel being tested gives
the same anti-knock performance as 80 parts Iso-Octane
and 20 parts of heptane, the octane number is 80.
While the anti -knock properties of gasoline have been
improved by advances in the refining industry, it is
always necessary to add some additional material to
economically raise the octane rating.

The additive most usually used for this purpose is
tetraethyl lead, although other lead compounds are
now being used as physical mixtures of chemical com-
pounds of lead. The physical mixtures of bad
compounds are Tetra-ethyl lead, abbreviated TEL, and

tetra methyl lead, abbreviated L. The chemical
compounds of lead are lead. &Melo. The addition of
very small amounts of these chemicals brings a marked
improvement in the anti-knock qualities. Three milli-
liters of TEL per gallon of gasoline will raise the
octane ratingby10.

Nothing is more provoking to the farmer than hot being
able to start his tractor in the winter, or haring it
be hard to re-start in the summer. To avoid these
difficulties, the producer changes specifications or
"blending" for the regular grade of gasoline at least



highly dependent on using the right quality of
fuel.

Fuel inject vs on diesel tractors replace the
spark plugs and conventional carburetors of gaso-
line tractors and ignition takes place because the
compress:on in the cylinder is great enough to in-
crease the temperature to the degree that the fuel
will burn spontaneously when splayed into the
cylinder. This is a high compression ratio of about
16:1 compared to 8:1 for gasoline tractors and 4:1
for the tractors that used kerosene. The average of
53 diesel tractors used in the 1960 debraska tests
was 16.3:1. Although high compressiol. means harder
starting and usually noisier operation, it makes it
possible to make better use of the energy Lithe fuel.

The manufacturer has certain qualities in mind when
designing a particular engine with a specific
compression ratio. Fuel recommendations areinade in
relationship to these qualities. The farmer should
rollowthe recommendations of the manufacturer when
selecting diesel fuel. The driver should be readY
to help with recommendations if the farmer does not
know which fuel to use or if the farmer is using the
wrong fuel. In selecting a diesel fuel, the following
should, be considered:

a. The grade of the fuel needed

b. The "Cetane" rating

c. The sulfur and water content

Individual producers previously determined their own
,cedes of diesel fuel, although they have recently
-Leen standardized by the American Society for Testing
Esterials (ASTM) into the two grades which have
desirable combinations of fuel properties.

Number One diesel fuel is better for cold weather
because it has a lower viscosity which allows easier
starting, and contains somewhat fewer chemical
impurities. This is co only abbreviated as No. 1-D.

Number Tiro diesel fuel is slightly cheaper than
No. 1-D, supplies more energy per gallon, and has a
higher viscosity. The higher viscosity provides
better lubrication of the injectors, but also causes
harder starting in cold weather. Number two fuel is
abbreviated as No. 2-D.
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The standards for these two fuels set the minim=
"cetane rating," which for diesel fuels is roughly
equivalent to, but not identical to octane rating for
gasolines. These standards also provide =LEA liM»
its on 'impurities such as water and sulp?-1.

Refineries usually provide a fuel which c eds the
minimum standards, which a farmer can pumnase
according to the recommendations in the operator's
manual and be confident that he is using the best
del for his tractor.

In diesel engines, "knocking" is caused by the fuel
igniting too slowly. It should burn as soon as injec-
ted into the cylinder, and if there is much delay in
burning, the fuel overloads the cylinder until it
eventually burns with explosive force. This not only
causes excessive noise but causes more wear on engine
parts. This delayed burning in diesels is the exact
opposite of the cause for knocking in gasoline trac-
tors which is caused when the air fuel mixture burns
too rapidly, resulting in pre-ignition.

The octane rating system cannot be used for diesel
fuels, since good quality diesel fuels provide for
early spontaneous combustion, which is exactly
opposite to what is wanted in good - quality gasoline.

The rating scale for diesel fuel of r to 100 and
the method of testing established by the ASTM is
similar to that for gasoline, but different test-
fuels are used, including cetane.

A cetane rating of from 40 to 60 is suitable for
diesel tractor fuel and since ASTM specifies a mini-
mum cetane rating of ko, both fuels fa within this
range. The farm tractor manufacturer not only
indicates the grade but also recommends &minimum
cetane number. As with gasoline, the driver-salesman
should know the cetane number o each of the diesel
fuels he sells, and should be to check that
they are suitable for the particular .- and model
of tractor owned by the farmer.

Next to the cetane number, a farmer may want to know
the amount of sulphur arYwater contaminants in the
fuel. Sulphur burns 'n the combustion process and
combines with moistuLe to form acids which can cause
rapid wear and assist in the formation of deposits.
These deposits occur in the cylinder and on pistons
and rings. Water by itself may cause rust and inter-
fere with the lubrication of the injectors. It
collects on the filter screens and will freeze in
cold weather. ASTM standards permit more sulphur in



No. 2-D fuel than No. 1-D, and farmers should see
that halide effects are counteracted by proper
selection of lubricating oily.

See competency mber III of this module.

3. Selecting Fuels for Two-Ruel Tractors

Tractors which start on gasoline and then switch to
a lower -grade fuel for r Inning Ere raerred to as
"two-fuel" tractors and were very popular at one time.
They were less expensive to purchase than diesels and
would met kerosene, distillate tractor fuel, number
one fuel oil, and even furnace oil, but they have
largely been discarded when worn out, or converted to
use gasoline.

There are few tractors operating today en'two fuels,
therefore distributors rarely handle the variety of
fuels that may be used for this purpose. Gasoline
and kerosene should not be mixed in an attempt to
provide a "grade" of fuel. Any given grate of farm
tractor fuel is a chemical confound and not a physi-
cal mixture.

4. Selecting Fuels for 12-Gas Tractors

Liquified petra:.em as (abgreviated LP or LPG) must
be kept under pressure at all times in order to keep
it in a liquid form until introduced into the cylinder.
This requirement fvr high pressure storage tanks at
the terminal., and high pressure tank trucks for
delivery usually causes LP-gas to be handled through
different channels than gasoline or diesel fuels. The
same high pressure tank can be used for crop drying
and household heating or tractor fuel. The distribu-
tor of LP-gas also provides portable tanks on an
ex...Anse basis to provide gas heating for cooking,
broxling, water heating, and other uses when natural
gas is no"; arsdlable.

A tractor especially equipped to t : LP-gas means a,
mounted pressure tank to replace the gasoline tank,
and a compression ratio _igher than 8.5:1. It i-
impossible to converc existing tractorf, to the use
of LP, but this is usually done in a specialized shop
rather than by tzLe farmer. Modification is relatively
expensive when the compression must be changed, but
without this th.. economy of using Lt-gas is iraproved.

Some distributors prefer to own the large 500 to 1000
gallon tanks rather the sell them to the farmer.



This permits better control and fever operating or
safetyhaurds, A modest "lease fee" is charged at
the time of instaLlation, which hardly ravers the
labor and fittings involved.

The cost for LP-gas decreases materially as the amount
consumed irf year increases. Itr this ree.gou the
farmer who uses LP-gas for tractor power IIEtieal$ rises

it for crop drying, household heating, and °the:.
purposes. One campagy's rates in 1965 were:

1400 gallons or less per year---176 per ga31-_4n

1400 " to 2000 gallons-- -160 " "

2000 ° to 3000 gallons----150 tf

Over 3000 per year 140

While the use of LP-gas for farm tractors is increasing,
the farmer must depend on the distributor for the
slant, of the product. The reliable distelbutAx. makes
sure 'Lie product he secures from the refinery is rale.
tively free from Sulphur and other contaminants mhich
might cause difficulties including ,regulator failures,
filter plugging, and other problems.

LP-gas is wave dangerous than gasolinelirimIctP--
erly handled. Distributors make every effort to
properly instruct the farmer iu operation of the
tanks and equipment, especially in refilling opera-
tions. Storage tanks are all fitted:mith astety
valves to permit burning rather than exploding in
cases of improper handling. &mover, even these mill
not suffice for careless operation.
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The following summary of iNiels may be helpful:

Type o: Fuel
ark Ignited

Anroximate
Octane Compression
Rating Ratios Critical Points

Kerosene or
No. 1 fuel oil 0-30 4:1 supplies lots of power-relativ'ely

high priced

iiitrrn tr., otor

fuel 35-70 1 4:7-1 replaces the old "distillate,"
"all fuel " " e fuel " et ..

Low grade
gasollne 170 -75 5-6:1 can be used, out 'poor t_onomy for

low compression engines using
tractor fuel

Ret-ular grade
as)line 80-93 7-8:5-1 standard for most tractors

Premium grade
gasoline '5-105 10:1 suitable for automobiles

Liquid. petroleum:

95-100 7:8-1 invited we (..n farms because of

higher cost; mostly used in the
chemical indust

Butane

Propane UO-U5 _ 1 srrplies economical power because
of higher compression even though
it contains less energy per galloi

Diesel P.tel: Cetane
Number

Compres-
sion ratio Critical Points

No. 1-D 40-60 14-20:1 use in winter for easier starting

No. 2-D 40-60 61,:trerage

16:i)
requires .different lubrication
oil because of more sulphur



5, Gasoline Additives

Materials added to fuels or lubricating oils Which

improve performance or increase eccatomical yields at
the refinery are referred to as "1ditives."

Major oil companies can produce a good gasoline with
fair anti-knock properties through regular refining
processes, but the yield would be so small that the
gasoline would be too expensive. It is much cheaper
to secure greater yields from crudes and at the same
time create a higher performance fuel by the addition
of additives. However, additives will be taken vp
under each product rather than being considered as a
separate subject.

Small amounts of additives are used, and their cost
is relatively Chap compared to their effect and the
improved quality of the resulting product. All refitb
eries use them and most gasoline sold today contains
at least six or seven additives.

Note to teachers: It is not necessary to go too
deeply into the related chemistry of additives with
high school classes, but post-high school students
shouldknowthe names of the compounds and know a
little of the Chemical reactions involved.)

a. Anti-Knock Additives

The first additive used was tetraethyl lead (TEL)
introduced 1211932 to combat the knocking of
ordinary gasoline due to pre-ignition. It is still
the major anti-knock additive, although today
refineries use other lead compounds admix:hams.
No one knows for sure how= and other lead com-
pounds control or prevent knock, although extensive
research is going am. We do bum that gasolines are
made up of many hydrocarbons with slightly different
burning rates. fteathese hydrocarbons are compressed
and heated in the presence of air, as in the cylinder,
they react rapidly. When ignition takes place, the
flame spreads rapidly in the combustion chamber and
further compresses and.heats the fuel-air mixture
ahead of it. Soma of the hydrocarbons in the unburned
part of the gas may undergo Chemical reactions prior
to normal combustion. The products of these reactions
may self-ignite and burn at & rate 5 to 25 times the
normal combustion of the rest of the gas-oil mixture.
This rapid burning sets up a high»frequency shock wave
that produces the sharp metallic "knock."
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A knocking engine gives less power with resulting poor
fuel economy. Severe and continu'us knock increases
wear and life of valves, Plugs, pistons and bearings.

Present evidence indicates that a fine dispersion of
solid lead oxide or lead metal is what prevents or
overcomes the knock by slowing down the reaction rate.

Tetra, methyl lead (1146) increases the octane number of

some modern gasolines more than TEL and does a better
job of overcoming the knock resulting from fuel segre-
gation and manifold lag. When this happens, the more
volatile fractions with lower octane numbers fill one
or more cylinders and "knock" while others receive
charges with higher octane numbers and more anti-
knock additives than are necessary. IA, being more
volatile than TEL, tends to distribute itself more
uniformly to all of the cylinders when mixed with
gasoline. The process by which TML prevents knocking
is probably the same as for TEL.

Mixed lead alkyls were developed to provide an addi-
tive intermediate between TEL and TIC both in
composition and volatility. This was actomplished
by enabling TEL and TML to react in proper propor-
tions and under proper conditions.

Custom blends or mixtures of TEL and TM are also
available for providing air degree of volatility
between TEL and TM.

The customer is more interested in the result of the
anti-knock additive than its physical or chemical
composition. The salesman should have some overall
knowledge of the kinds of anti-knock additives and
how they work, but the customer and the salesman must
depend on the producer to use the proper additive in
the proper amounts.

b. Scavenger Additives

It is a characteristic of additives that as soon as
one is added to improve an existing condition, another
must be added to counteract the original additive.
For this reason, scavengers are added to leaded gaso-

line to remove the non-volatile combustion nrodnas
resulting from the b-"Ting of the anti-knock additive.
Ethylene dibromide and /or dichloride are waded to

change combustion products into forms which vaporize
from the hot engine surfaces. This is a major

reason why "white" gas is preferred for gasoline
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lanterns. Such scavengers are always included
whenever a lead =wound is used for anti-knock
purposes.

c. Promoter Additives

Another additive to an additive is a cceplicated
manganese compound which greatly improves the anti-
knock characteristics of leaded gasoline when used
is very' small quantities. This manganese compound
is used. in most gasolines.

d. Deposit Modifier Additives

Deposits in the combustion chamber can cause pre -
ignition by glowing at temperatures high enough to
ignite the incoming fuel-air mixture. Phosphorus
or boron is added to gasoline to change the deposits
to forms which have both higher electrical resistance
and more resistance to glow. The SOW phosphorus or
boron additives prevent deposits on the spark plugs
during light duty or low temperature operation of an
engine. This results in cleaner spark plugs and more
reliable performance.

e. Antioxidant Additives

Gum formation is caused by the oxidation of some of
the unstable hydrocarbons in gasoline. This gun re
sults in varnish-like deposits which clog fuat lines
carburetor jets, intake manifolds, and buildup on
intake valve stems, causing than to stick. It is
influenced by many factors, including the length of
th4 storage period. Phenol compounds are used as
antioxidants and are added to gasoline to retard this
gun formation. Because the gun formation still oc-
curs, but at a slower rate, gasoline should not be
stored over six months.

f. Metal Deactivator Additives

Copper contamination results during gasoline manu-
facture and storage in smaLl amounts and results in
increased oxidation. This situation is overcome by
adding small amounts of "chelating agents" which
stabilize the copper compounds and overcome the effect
of copper contamination.

g. Anti-Rust Additives

Hydrocarbon soluble compounds are used, which co:.;:,
metal surfaces with a thin plrotective coverizog, and
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thus prevent water in the fuel Bran coming into
direct contact with metal surfaces. These agents,
usually fatty acids, inhibit rust and carburetor
jet clogging. These additives also help to prevent
carburetor icing and avoid buildup of deposits within
the carburetor.

h. Anti-Icing Additives

Farmers usually blame ice in carburetors on water in
the gasoline. This May happen when storage tanks are
not properly handled to prevent accumulation of
water due to condensation. However, it is frequently
caused by the freezing of the water vapor in the air
which is drawn into the carburetor independently of
the moisture in the gasoline. This soy happen when
a cold motor is started with atmospheric conditions

of above 65% relative htmddity and a temperature of
30 to 50 degrees Fahrenheit. The fuel vaporizing in
the carburetor creates a cooling effect which in turn
causes the moisture in the air to condense and tome
ice in the carburetor. At idling speeds, ice can
bridge the small gaps in the throttle mechatient thus
cutting off the air supply and stalling the engine.
Carburetor icing can also take place during constant
speed operation resulting in "missing" because the
mixture is too rich. This rich mixture occurs when
the ice has built up in the venturi end acts as a choke.

Anti-icing agents maybe either freezing point depres-
seats ,or surface-active agents. Freezing point
Aepresilants act in the same manner as anti-freeze acts
in radiators to prevent the formation of ice. They
are usUally alcohols or glycols. "Surface-aative
agents coat the ice particles after they are formed
and prevent thimaidKx sticking together. Phosphate
compounds serve as surface-actiVe agents and also es
anti-rust agents.

i. Carburetor Detergent Additives

Deposits in the carburetor sometimes cause rough
idling or stalling resulting in poor performance and
poor fuel economy. These deposits result frvaithe
non - violative fuel components and contaminants from

crankcase fumes being drawn in through the air
cleaner. These deposits interfere with the normal
flow of and with air-tuel ratios. Detergents are
added to most fuels to prevent the buildup of deposits
and reduce those already in place. The usual detergent
additives are phosphate compounds which work because of
thc:r surface-active prortrties.
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j. Upper Cylinder Lubricant Additives

A number of products were developed and are still
sold at filling stations to prevent piston ring arid
valve sticking. These are usually unnecessary in
today's gasolines which have these additives

incorporated into them at the refinery. The upper
cylinder lubricants are usually light mineral oils
or naphenic distillates of low viscosity which func-
tion by dissolving the deposits sad rinsing them out
during engine operation.

k. Dye Additives

Dye is included in leaded fuel to identify the use of
such fuel for motor fuel only and not for heating or
cleaning purposes. They may also be added to pr.:mote
sales appeal or identify the product or the grade of
a product. All dyes are soluble in petroleum fuels,
and vary in intensity according to the refiner's
standard. They have nothing to do with the perform-
ance of a gasoline.

Some states require that gasoline sold for off-
highway use be dyed a different color than that used
by vehicles on the roads. In some states, misuse of
the dye is a serious offense.

Suggestedft Teaching-Le arming Activities

1. Give either en oral or written pre-test to determine
how much knowledge the members of the class already
have concerning tractor motor functioning and fuels.
The questions should include tandmeantals and nomen-
clature of internal combustion engines. The teacher
can refer to modules of the course in Agricultural.

Machinery Occupations, particularly numbers 13, lit,
and 15, if he has difficulty in developing a suitable
list of key questions. It is vital that a sa3.esman
know at least as much about the mechanical functioning
of the power etiaipraent for which the ilia will be used
as the farmer. Nothing will cause a loss of confidence
faster than fcr a salesmen to indicate his lack of
knowledge by making as inaccurate or inappropriate
remark.

2. Use class discussion to bring out the points indicated
by the pre-test with particular emphasis an information
a salesman shoula have to be of service 1.1 the farmer
customers. The teacher should go as far as necessary to
ensure that potential salesmen understated meening of
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such terms and processes as catalytic cracking, anti-,

knock volatility and vapor lock, water or dirt
contaminants, impurities, and "additives." This can
be introduced under the heading placed on the chalk-
boards "What should a driver-salesman know about
selecting tractor fuels?"

3. Visit a refinery so the students can visualize the
process which starts with crude oil, and is capable
of producing so may products by the refining process
with a high degree of flexibility. In place of this,
visit or have brought to school a display of a for
oil company, showing the variety of products avails
ble, and including samples.

4. Identify the type of fusel each member of the ciass
uses in his home tractors by type, octane or cetane
number and compression ratio. Amplify, if necessary,
by including the information pertaining to their
neighbors' tractors in *order to have ann, types
presented.

5. List on the chalkboard the types of fuel available from
local astributors and assign individual students or
pairs of students to secure the Information needed to
complete a chart similar to the one found on page 23.

6. Visit a laboratory equipped for determining octane
numbers or cetane numbers and observe the testing
process. Alternatively, try to get a representative
of the laboratory to visit the school and demonstrate__
the testing process.

7. Role...playing can be used to bring out the relative
advantages of one type of tractor fuel ewer another,
with one person representing a farmer and another a
salesman for each type of tie]..

8. Use a film or film strip to show the use of "additives"
in gasoline or have a representative of a major oil
zompany present this orally to the class, exhibiting
saseles of the materials used.

9. The suggested time allotment for this competency is:

Mass instruction - 5 haws
Meld trip or laboratory.. 1 hours

Total-,----- 6 hours
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Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. "Selecting and Storing Tra Otor Fuels oral
Lubricants," color filmstrip, Southern Association
of Agricultural Engineering and Vocatit.3.1
Agriculture, Athens, Georgia.

2. Films or filmstrips availaale from major oil
ccapanies.

3. Samples or charts available from major oil
companies.

References

1. Selecting and Stor Tractors and
Lubricants, Southern AssottioofAgOiculturat
Engineering and Vocational. Agriculture.

2. Motor Gasoline Additives and Their Functions,
Ethyl Corporation of America, New York, Nevark.

3. Drover, Mezera, and Nast LP Gas Engine Puel--"To
Be Or Not To Be...That is the Question,
lute-national Harvester Company.

4. Publications from major oil. companies.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Working in any capacity that brings the student into
contact with the dist:era& kinds of motor fuels And
the people who buy or sell them. This may be at the
terminal, riding with a driver-salesme, or in a
retail filling station.

2. Working as a tractor operator preferably on a faX
*Lich has more than one tractor and uses more than
one kind of fuel.

3. Wor. -ng in a situation where livid petroleum gas is
used for brooding or crop drying.
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II. To understand the Drover storage facilties for tractor fuels
on the farm

aac121tion
Subioct Matter Content

Ordinarily the salesperson will not be directly involved lin
installing storage facilities for tractor fuels. However, he
plays en important part in (3.) assisting and advising the
farmer on proper location and installation and (2) in reporting
to his supervisor such conditions as improper or unsafe
installations and the need for maintenance of estipment. For
these reasons, he should be as fusilier with proper farm
storage as the persons who do the actual installation. Some
experience in working with storage installations would be
excellent for a route man. The matter of proper storage
facilities may arise when the salesman is developing new
customers. He should be able to give positive answers con-
cerning company policy in providing and maintaining storage
facil:ties.

Most standard sizes for tanks for on-farm storage of tractor
eels are 3.50, 200, 300, 550, and 3.,000 gallons and may be
designed for above- ground or underground izatallation. The
type the company wi3.l instaLl will probably be determined by
the normal delivery cycle, and the necessity for underground
storage as a safety factor. Almost any farm can have a 300-
gallon or 1.,ss capacity, above-ground, gravity flow tank.
Customers who use enough fuel on a monthly delivery schedule
to justify a 300 or 550 - gallon tank can have an above-groun.t
tank mounted on skids equipped with an electric pump for till»

ling. Such tanks are nally preferred to the gravity flow .

typo as they are near the ground, which makes the* less 00-
ject to upsetting when empty, and less conspicuous. However,
they must be situated fairly close to a source of electricity..

Undarground storage is usually preferred by farmers 'because

et: (3.) sect'', (2/ appearance, since only the low silhow-
ette pt rap appears, (3) reduced losses due to evaporation, end
(0 ability to place closer to buildings with safety.
However, there use two minor disadvantages: (1) tanks must be
hand-pAmped periodically to remove water which has accumulated
in the bottom and (2) while leaks we rare, they we harder to
detect and much more difficult to repair or replace. Loss of
fuel and slight contamination of a nearby well may go on for
a long time.

In some areas pumping of the tank may be the supplier's
responsibility. Farmers who need a 1,000 galleons tank usually

choose between burying It because of its size, and having two
550 gallon tanks placed above-ground to provide more

flexibility as to location.



Tanks are customarily leased to the customer by the company
for a nominal fee to make the agreement legal. This amount
sometimes is as little as $1.00. This lease is for the life
of the tank, and permits the company to pick up and remove a
tank whenever a customer ceases to use the product or pay his
bills. Corapanies are understandably reluctant to insta1l
underground tanks until they are reasonably sure of customer
volume, loyalty, and credit. In most states anything placed
beneath the ground becomes an appurtenance and legally goes
with the land when it is /pad. In cases Where a customer
changes suppliers, the industry practice is for the new sup-
plier to reimburse the previous one for the value or the tank
based on the number of years it has beer used. The clginal
costs of the tanks are usually standardized throughout a given
service area, and reference tables have been prepared so the
previous supplier merely bins the new one for the depreciated
value of the tank. However, if a farmer sells his fax and
the new owner does not desire to use the storage tank for
fuel storage, the company which installed it cannot come in and
dig up the tank unless this is agreeable to the land owner.
Bven if agreeable, the company may not care to remove the
tank because the cost involved may be more than the salvage
value of the old tank.

Each state has laws concerning the storage of fuels, including
the handling and use of each type of fuel. Driver-salesmen
should become acquainted with state laws and regulations, not
only for their own safety, but also to be able o advise their
customers regarding safety and insurance. The state fire mar-
shal is responsible for the enforcement of state laws
concerning the manufacturing, storage, handling, sale, and
transportation of fuels. Copies of the rules and zegulations
published should be secured to determine the responsibilities
of-the firm, the driver, the salesman, and the farmer for the
safe handing and storage of fuels. These regulations will
differ free state to state, but are usually based on the stan-
dards and codes established by the National Fire Protection
Association or the National Board of Fire thiderwriters. In
general, state regulations will include the following items
pertinent to farm storage:

1. Definition of flash point at which a petro.leus
Liquid mill give off flammable vapor. That is the
mintmla temperature in degrees Fahrenheit that the
vapors given off will ignite when near an open flame.

2. Division of fuels into classes determined by Math
point. &ampler; of these are:

.010.0../...,....
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Class I - flashpoint 20° F. or belowgasoline

Class II - flaahpoint above 20° F. but below
70°F.--kerosene, No. 1 diesel,
No. 1 feel oil

Class III - flashpoint above 70° F.--No. 2 diesel,
No. 2 fuel oil

3. Limits on the amounts of fuels which may be stored
above-ground unless a special tank is provided.
Usually this limit is 60 gallons or less, which allows
the use of 55-gallon drums. While such drums may be
stored outside, they may not be inter-connected or
pumped under pressure. Under certain conditions, 55*
gallon drums maybe stored inside a building used
solely for storage and located at least fifteen feet
from any other building.

4. Limits on the distance of the site from buildings,
haystacks, or other ccabustible structures. These
limits vary from state to state. A generally-acceptcd
safe distance for above-ground tanks of 60-550 gallon
capacity is forty feet. For underground tanks regard-
less of capacity there should be aminimemiof one foot
between the foundation and the tank with the fuel pump
located aminimumtdistance of fifteen feet from the
building. This pump should be located so that no
vehicle or equipment being filled will be closer than
fifteen feet to &building.

5. L'ecifies the standards for above-ground containers
of 6O, to 550 gallons;

a. 14 guage metal or heavier, single compartment
welded or equivalent, made vapor -tight

b. filler opening which can be locked .

c. a. free o22ning of l} inches to relieve
v or pressu:a which may develop during

r.:4Nuai o2czation or czposure to a fire

4. :Levated containers :or gravity discharge must
.,...)ports of adequate strength and stability.

r..7;10 bottom opening mast have an internal safety

valve for automatic shut-off in case of fire.
This valve may also be operated manually
(operates by means of a heat-releasing device).
The delivery hose should be of approved design
with a selfclosing valve at the discharge end,
which canimimdlocked to its hanger to prevent
tampering.
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e. Skid tanks for pump discharge should be six in.
ches off the ground and supported in a sable
manner; equipped with an approved type of pump
and hose capable of being padlocked to prevent
tampering, and provided with an anti-siphoning
device.

f. Containers should be conspicousiy marked with
the name of the contents and the notice
FLANMABLE--KEEP FIRE AND FLAME MAX.

g. Above-ground containers of 60 ) 550 gallon
capacity' should be spaced at last one ciameter
apart.

h. Tanks of 1,000 gallon capacity' or more are

usually placed underground except for LP-gas.

i. Under; g-round tanks must have a minimum cvering
usually consisting of three feet of mrth or
eighteen inches of earth and six incis of
reinforced concrete; they ;mast be ven.;ed with a

pipe not less than 111. inches in diameter which
discharges in a genera/2y upward direction not
less than 12 feet above the filler opening.
Vent pipes must be laid so they drain toward the
tank without any sags or traps.

Arrangements should be made for filling an underground tank
immediately after installation to prevent its buoyancy
"floating" it upward out of the soil. Even after continued
use it should never be eniurely emptied except for cleaning,

and then not for long periods of time. A six-inch layer of
clean washed sand will provide a proper bed for an under
ground tank, and w`...11. cut down the corrosion if it is used to

cover the entire surface of the tank and the 'underground,

filler, and vent lines. Care should be exercised when instal
ling underground tanks not to damage the rust-preventive
protective coating.

Suction lines within tanks should not extend to the bottom;
this prevents water accumulated from condensation from being
pumped out with gasoline or fuel oil.

Both farmer and salesmen are interested in other aspects of
gasoline storage not specified in laws and regulations.
These include (1) control of losses through evaporation, (2)
avoiding gtmt deposits, (3) protection from dirt and water)
and (Is) protection against theft.
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1. Gasoline Storage

Not only axe evaporation losses expensive, but they
frequently cause starting difficulties. Gasoline
which is lost to the air is of no value. Sumner
blonds of gasoline do not evaporate as readily as
those provided for winter u,st. if the temperature is
the same, because of different blending at the
cranking plant. Sumer blends held over to winter
months will, cause tractors to be hard to start be-
cause they are not so volatile. Winter fuel will
cause hard starting in cold weather if held for
several mor.ths. A general rule is that gasoline
should never be held longrr tan six months in an
above - ground vented tank.

The following r.lethods maty be used to prevent
evaporation losses:

a. Isstallin,; tanks underground

b. Paintins above-zround tanks white or aluminum to
aid in reflection of the sun's rays

c. Installing a shade which protects from the direct
of the sun and also cuts down on evaporation

caused by the soil

d. Installing a pressure-vacuum relief valve in an
above-ground tank if permitted by state
regulations.

Pressure-vacuum relief valves may be Installed in
place of the standard vented cap, but the tank must
be airtight for it to work properly. Such devices
operate throuch a pressure valve which opens when
the tank heats and a vacuum /rave which opens during
cooling. The pressure valve is forced open when a
pressure of three pounds per square inch is reached
because of heating and allows enough vapor to escape
to maintain safety. The vacuum valve also aids in
controlling evaporation by maintaining a constant
inside pressure. One should never attempt to prevent
evaporation by sealing the vent without installing a
pressure-vacuum valve. It may blow up when heated,
or collapse if sealed while hot, because of the vacuum
which develops as it cools.

The percent:ze of loss by evaporation per month from
above -g: ours tanks is approximately as foLlowst
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a. Tanks painted red. without protection of a
pressure vacuum valve 3.2%

b. Tanks painted white but without protec-
tion of valve-

c. Tanks painted %rhite and protected from
sun and wind - - --

d. Tanks painted white, protected, and
equipped it valve

2%

.8%

Gum deposits result from oxidation viaen gasoline is
stored. for a long time. Most manufacturers Put an
inhibitor in the gasoline to retazd gum deposits for
six months to one year. The life of this inhibitor
is reduced wIlen the gasoline is exposed. to sunlie;nt

and hish temperature. Our. deposits can be avoided. by
not ord::ring more ;:aso2Ine than w.:11. be consumed in
about onc: nonth's

Moisture fro.. red --lts from variation
of tcrarper.....ture around the above-ground st4,:age

tanks. Fresh warm air is %Teethed" into the tank and
may contain more moisture than it can hold when the
temperature goes down. This excess moisture con-
denses on the inside of the tank at.d collects as
water in the bottom. Gravity tanks must be so that
this water will be held. in the tank rather than
being drained into the tractor. Suction lines in
above-ground skid tanks should not allow pumping the
tank dry which would suck up the moisture accumulated
in the bottom. Water should. be removed periodically
frara e.3ll tanks whether l?ry draining cc by using a
hand num. Never attempt to use the same pump for
water remora that is used for the gasoline.

Dirt is avoided. by using care when filling the tank,
by keeping caps in place, and by careful fueling of
the tractor.

2. Diesel and Tractor Fuel Storage

Evaporation in diesel fttel or any tractor fuel which
is similar in volatility will not be a problem because
its low volatility.

Dirt end v..:.ter are more serious in diesel fuels than
in gasoline 1:.,cause they interfere with the injector
system. Any dirt, even the very fine particles,
interferes with the moving parts of the injectors



because of tolerances measured in millionths of an
inch. Water causes corrosion even when present in
small quantities, thus ruining the highly polished
surfaces of the injector.

Water settles out of diesel fuel very slowly because
both are about the same weight. Storing diesel fuel
in t.1 tanks and using each on alternate days will
allow 48 hours Co.:* tie water to settle out, resulting
in Little difficulty Prat moisture.

If it is not feasible tv have two tanks, fill the
fuel tank on the tractors before refilling the
stores:: iw.uc. If possible, allow the tank to settle
24 hours after :filling, before refueling the diesel
tractors. Never fill the tractor immediately after
a diesel fuel tank is re- suppled as the filling
action stirs up the water and dirt that maybe prese*.

Careful distributors deliver a product which Israel.
Lively free from dirt. Nbst of the contamination
comes rrmn improper handling or s;:orage on the farm.
This happens when:

a. Open contelnerr.: are used to transfer fuel rather

than the proper kind of hose.

b. Diescl fuel is stored in a galvanized tank. Vbile
satilifactory for gasoline storage, the diesel fuel

reacts with the zinc used in the galvanizing
reducing 'II; to power.

e. Tanks --5ed for zasc"...ne ztor,,A

used :or 2inc rust and dirt parti-
cle5 have settled out of the gasoline
and ac,..4:4131,tod on the bottom, are picked up and

held in wuspenoion by the diesel fuel.

d. Tha sv-Aor pipe extends closer than 3" to 4" to
the 1-;tto-., or the tank slopes toward the outlet

valve cc chat dirt and water are picked up during
the pul.2ing action. In underground installations,
mater Al:_ accumulate if the suction pipe is not
equipped uith a foot valve to eliminate "drain-
back." The difference in the temperature of the
store. pr%nct and the fuel in the feed line may
cause ab,.)rption from the ground moisture.

e. Fatlt:3 to drain the tank to remove the 2CCIAMUr

lat5.011 water and dirt in the bottom.
Above-clounkl. tanks should be drafted at least
twice a yeas and thoroughly cleaned with clean
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diesel fuel to riase out the loose sediment.
Draining once a year is usually sufficient for
underground storage when a handing* is used.
Diesel fUel used in rinsing tanks may be set
aside in a closed container for 24 hours to allow

- the dirt to settle out. The top portion can then
be used for fuel purposes, but the remainder
should be discarded.

Shading above-ground tanks is desirable to keep down
the gum and varnish-forming tendencies as well as to
reduce the effects of condensation. Gun inhibitors
placed in diesel fuellnrtbe refiner usually last
about three months.

Diesel fuels may be stored up to three months
out loss of qualiv so that diesel storage capacities
maybe larger than gasoline storage capacities, to
take advantage of lower prices from off-seasons or
price variations.

Diesel fuels are .;:onsidered, as Clews II fuels because
they are much serer than gasoline from the standpoint
of flashpoint. However, there is ever-present danger
from tractor filling operations. The same precautions
in locating tanas should be taken as with gasoline.
(See section II, number 4 of this unit.)

3, Storage for LP-Gas

LP-gas must be stored in pressure tanks. This presents
some problems while eliminating others, since the gas
is under pressure. There is no loss from evaporation,
and chemical changes do not occur, therefore allowing
the farmer to have large tanks and to keep fuel as
long as he wishes. While underground storage is
possible, it is better to have the tanks above ground
so that leaks can be easily detected. A soapsuds
solution applied at connecti:= will indicate leaks,
but never under any conditions trom to use a flame to
detect leaks.

The pressure tanks for LP-gar are more expensive than
than those for liquid fUels, but this is a concern of
the distributor rather than the farmer when fUel is
provdded on a loan or lease azrangment. Standards
for LP-gas teaks have been set by the Underwriters
Laboratories and anyone can easily tell whether or
not they have been approved by looking for the
distinctive label on the nameplate attached to the
tank. This nameplate usual3y provides the following
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information: name of company, maximum allowable
working pressure in psi at 650 degrees F., serial
number, date built, surface area, length, outside
diameter, head thicimess, shell thickness, whether
for above-ground or underground use, 't.ater capacity
in gallons, and a statement as to the type of product
which may be stored with the limit on the vapor pres-
sure in psi at 100 A.egrees F.

LPgas tanks must be sited not less than 50 feet from
buildings and not less than 20 feet from storage
tanks for other types of liquid fuels in order to
comply with the National. Board of Fire Underwriters
standards or N.F.P.A. standards.

Great precautions must be taken with LP-gas tanks to
avoid possible accidents t filling-time which damage
the tank or fittings. Installing buffer posts will
prevent vehicular damage to the tank, sittings, or
hose. This is especially necessary if a tank is
usel to fill tractors.

Ccasion tank sizes for LP-gas are 250, 500, and 1,000
gallons, but they should not be filled to more than
80% capacity. This will allow for expansion during
hot days 'without exceeding the tank pressure limit.
It is customary to allow about 25% more tank capacity
for LP-gas thin for gasoline and to refill not
'ftener than once a month.

Since the cost of LP-gas decreases with the amount
used and since LP-gas is well. suited for heating as
well as for tractor fuel, it is usual for a farmer to
use this fuel as =oil as possible. This includes 1113e5
for crop drying, brooding, water heating, household
heating, and cooking. ia..41:4 entirely new instal-
lations or converting old ones may be expenrive for
the farmer even though the distributor supplies tanks
on a relatively cheap basis. The salesman should be
in a position to advise the customer on installation
and use, but in complicated situations the planning
should be done by a more specialized person, usually
the distributor. Rather than one large 1,000 - gallon
tank, it may be better to have two 500-gallon tanks.
These may be placed so that one will serve for tractor
refilling, milk house heating, and for crop drying,
with the other serving the house for heat ;-,.g, hot
ater and perhaps brooding. Lines extending from

large tanks are relativel,y. expensive and must be
properly installed to avoid leaks and sags since
gas liquifies and collects in low places and may
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freeze in cola weather. If freezing occurs, two-
stage regulation may be used in order so assure proper
service. `there is no standard, it is common
practice to add another tank if lines are longer than
200 f'set from the main tank.

Unless the demand for LP-gas at some particular
point justifies the expense of the line, it may be
better to use a bottle which can be carried by one
man. Such a 'bottle can be used for refilling a trac-
tor which becomes empty in the field. Using two
portable tanks would permit one to be replaced with-
out interrupting the flow of gas. Parraers usually
have to buy these portable tanks when they do their
own refilling from a main tank which must be equipped
for this purpose. Tanks are considered portable when
mounted on a chassis which can be taken into the
field for refueling tractors or other temporary
locations. These are sometimes called skid. tanks.
When full tanks are provided on a replaceable basis
by the distributor, there is usually no charge ex-
cept for the gas. However, a farmer should alms
have one bottle on hand ready for use in emergencies.
Farmers can easily determine the proper amount of
gas to put into a bottle by placing it on a scale and
cutting off the flow when 60 pounds is reached.

Storage tanks should be equipped with both a liquid
filler hose and a vapor return hose. The latter
allows the vapor accumulating in the top of the

tractor tank to be saved and returned to the main
tank during filling operations.

When properly handled, LP-gas is no more hazardous
than gasoline. However, being under pressure and
requiring; many fittings where leaks can develop, it

is extremely important that everyone who uses the
system observe safety precautions, especially when
making the connections. The new customer must be
given a thorough orientation when the tanks and
lines are installed, preferably by someone better
qualified to do this than the laborer making the
installation. The driver-salesman may do this if
properly trained, unless the time required disrupts
his delivery schedule. However, he should be
responsible for observing and correcting any improper
techniques practiced by the farmer. He should also
report any situations to his superior which he thinks
are hazardous or that may become hazardous.

All large LP-gas storage tanks have built-pin safety
relief devices which release gas to burn relatively
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harmlessly in c:-:e of fire, rather than exploding,

Ir case of fires involving the tank, it is better to
allow the contents to burn away through a limited
opening rather than risk an explosion because of
amateur handling. Special fire extinkettiaher equip-
ment and instruction for handling emergencies should
be provided before the tank is first filled.

Su earningin Activitis e

Class discussion should be used to bring out the subject mat
tar either prior to or during any of the teaching-learning
activities listed below:

1. The relative advantages and disadvantages of above-
ground and underground storage can be brought Jut in
a. discussion. Have students deter.sine the type and
capacity to use in their home situation and defend
their choice. Many factors will be involved in the
correct choices. The students should be able to
identify the fallowing advantages of aboye-ground
tanks:

a. They cost less to purchase.

b. There is no danger of ground-water seeping into
fuel.

c. Leaks are easily detected.

d. They are easily lamed.

The advantages for underground tanks should include
the reason; that:

a. Less fuel evaporation occurs

b. Less condensation of water inside the tank occurs

c. The pm-depositing tendency is slowed

d. Fewer fire hazards exist

e. Tanks may be placed closer to buildings

f. Tanks are hidden and do not detract from the
appearance of the farmstead,

2. As the students to bring in lease agreements their
parents or neighbors have for comparison purposes.
Bring out the general, aspects of a contract, including
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the legal terms used and specific stipulations.
Alternatively, the teacher can secure copies of
blank lease agreements tram several companies to
serve the same purpose. Re can also develop typi-
cal agreements with the class, using blank
instruments.

3. Secure copies of the state laws and regulations per-
taining to fuel storage and have the students pick
out those items pertinent to farm storage. After
assembling the list on the chalkboard, each student
should record the key items in his notebook.

4. Ask the students to assize that they are salesmen.
Then ask them to work in pairs and to prepare a lis-
ting of every item they should cover in discussing the
farm storage of fuels with a customer. They should
know the facts and figures for each type of storage
without using references. These lists may be sepa-
rate for (1) gasoline, (2) diesel Axel, (3) two-fuel
tractors, and (4) LP-gas. They should cover evapora-
tion losses, gum deposits, moisture and dirt, tank
plAzement, tank cleaning, safety factors, and others
from personal experience.

5. Role-play with students working in pairs in the
foam/111g situations:

a. A farmer presently using gasoline tractors wants
to change to diesel and asks the salesman many
questions about the new storage necessary, or
the conversion of the old.

b. A salesman for LP-gas approaches a farmer who is
mildly interested in changing over from gasoline
ra,ctor fuel. Repeat the same situation for a
farmer who is presently using diesel Awl.

c. A farmer is getting ready to buy a crop dryer
and approaches the LP-gas salesman to find out
the cost for service and requireaents for storage
tanks.

6. A field trip to visit a farm where an underground
storage tank is in the process of being installed
for sato:all:le, and another farm where the installation

is an above-ground tank for LP-gas.

7. A field trip to visit a farm which has an almost
ideal setup for Awl storage and one which is not
desirable. Have the students make notes to prepare
a written or oral report analyiing the differences
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and suggest ways for improving the storage situ,
tion on the poorer farm.

8. Have the students copy the information on the manu
fecturer's nameplates on the storage they have at
home, or copy the nameplates from tanks observed on

field. trips. One or more students can be asked to
copy the nameplates from tanks at a distributor..
When this informati 2 is brought to class, each stu-
dent should be asked to interpret the meaning of the
various items and abbreviations.

9. A suitable test would be for t7 teacher to prepare
a schematic layout for a hypothetical farmstead and
have the students draw in the storage facilities
needed by that farmer.

10. The suggested time allotment for this competency is:

Class instruction
Laboratory including field trips
(not including travel time)

4 hour*

..1.. hour=

hours

Suoested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

1. "Selecting and Storing Tractor Fuels and
Lubricants," color filmstrip, Southern Association
of Agricultural Engineering and Vocational
Agriculture.

2. Films or filmstrips availr aimajor oil
companies.

References

1. Selecting and Storing Tractor Fuels and
Lubricants, Southern Association of Agricultural,
Engineering and Vocational Agriculture.

2. Publication 1615 Installation of Underground
Gasoline Storage Tanks and Piping at Service
Stations, American Petroleum Institute.

3. Storage and Handling of Liquified Petroleum
Gases, 1965, National Fire Protection Associatiom
PUblication No. 58.

k. LP-Gas on the Farm, National LEGas Council.
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zgested 0.0pational Experiences

1. Working in a helPerle capacity during the installation
of tanks particularly for underground storage a14 for
LP-gas. fit work for wages is not possible, informal,

observation would be of some value.

2. Biding with sales or service specialist calling.pn
farmers desiring changes in storage faciLitieti or
wanting new installations.

3. vlorking on a farm and being involved in ordering,

filling tractors, and observing the filling of
storage tonics.

4. Working in a terminal and being involved in gauging
tanks, and calculating shrink, as well as observing
safety precautions.

3. Working in a filling station would be of some value
for this coulpittencY.

I. To waderstand the proper selection of mot lubricat oils

Teacher .cai

Note to teachers:

Module muter 7 of the course In Agricultural Machinery

Service Occupations covers lubrication in connection with
agricultural machinery assembly. The teacher might well
review this module in his preparation for the teaching of this
competency and the following one on gear oils and greases.
While there is some duplication of the enhJect matter content,
en attempt has been made in this coverage to focus the
presentation toward the human aspect of the daliveryman.-farmer
relationship rather than the machinery aspect.

Subject Natter Content

To develop his sales of oil, the salesman must first persuade
the farmer to try out his product and then get hin to order in
s4c.moreth supply quantities for lamer and winter service.
ge must know what lubricating oil is expected to do end hos
his product accomplishes this. He should be able to assist
the farmer even though the operator's manual has been lost.
Distributors usually provide their salesmen with information
or all makes and types of tractors.
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Lubrication oil is used in the crankcase to:

1. Reduce the friction and wear between surfaces

2. Remove the heat caused by the friction of moving parts

3. provide a seal against escaping gases

4. Keep the engine clean by keeping the carbon and
sludge-forming materials in suspension so they
will be removed when the oil is drained

5. Protect against rusting and action resulting from
the combustion process

As tractor motors have advanced in complexity and performance,
the oil refineries have had to keep pace by developing newer
oils capable of doing many things not expected in earlier
mechanized farming. In early days, "oil was nil" with no
specifications or mbthod of comparison provided. Today, the
manufacturers have brought about many improvements lathe
product during the refining process. They have developed
"additives" which make the current product much superior to
an natural oil. These additives are chemical compounds not
ordinarily found in pbtroleum, but used to improve the chemical
and physical properties.

In selecting the proper crankcase oil, the farmer and the
salesman both must consider (1) the viscosity as expressed by
SAE numbers, and (2) the type of oil as expressed by
American Petroleum Institute (API) letters. The viscosity is
usuaLly expressed by numbers such as SAE No. 30, connunlar
referred to as 30 "weight" oil. The type of oil is referred
to API Service Classifications such as W, MS, =din.

Viscosity nudbers were developed by the Society for Automotive
Engineers (SAE) to guide the buyer in selecting the proper
viscosity oil to use (in different engines) and under different
winter and Ammer temperatures.

Using "too light" an oil will result in high oil consumption
and may result in excessive heat because of the oil film being
squeezed out from between the bearing surfaces. Using "too
heavy" an oil will cause bard starting in coLa.lmtivgr and
may cause excessive wear because it is difficult to circulate
to moving parts such as remote piston rings. Oils differ
greatly in viscosity or resistance to flow and in their
ability to maintain a uniform viscosity under different
temperature conditions. The same oil whim:h was satisfactory
for starting might become thin and lose its lubricating
property when the crankcase temperature rises above 180 degrees.
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A Saybolt viscometer can be used to determine the number of
seconds required for a certain quantity of oil to pass through
an opening of a certain size at a standard tezperature. By
establishing a standard, any oil can be classified as to
viscosity. The SAE numbers originally begun at 5 and proceeded
through 10, 20, 30, 40, and so on, up to 60 weight for lubri-
cating oils. Oils bearing such identi'leation are known as
single viscosity oils.

For year -round tractor operation, it became necessary to have
an oil which would flow readily for starting purposes in cold.
weather, but which retained. its lubricating qualities at high
temperatures. To identify these oils having those properties,
the letter "W" was added. to indicate their suitability for use
in winter.

The single viscosity oils presently available are 5W, 10W,
20W, 20, 30, ito and 50. Winter grade oils are satisfactory for
sinner use Vier, the manufactures specifies 5, 10 or 20 we ,ht.
Winter grade oils are ordinarily not made heavier than 20

weight since they are not needed in milder climates.

Advances in the refining process have resulted. in oils which
will retain their viscosity over a wider range of temperatures
than single viscosity oils originally developed. Such oils
are called "multi-viscosity" when they meet the SAE viscosity
requirements for more than one number. By the use of addi-
tives, some oils can meet the specifications for as many as
four single grade oils and are so marked. on cans or labels.

Multi- viscosity grade oils cost more than single viscosity,
but they may save the farmer money because:

1. They provide greater protection over a wider tempera-
ture range with less changing frail one weight to
another.

2. The tractor vi11 start easier in cold weather with
less danger of scoring cylinder walls end burning
bearings during the first minute of operation.
However, the oil will be heavy enough to stand. up
under normal operating temperatures.

3. There may be lower oil contraption because it is
light enough for starting bve will not thin too much
at higher temperatures.

It. Only one oil needs to be stocked to serve several
different engines.

As tractor engines improved, it became necessary to improve
the oils used.. This resulted in developing "Premium" and
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"Heavy Duty" EXadeo about 1947 and provided a guide in aodi-
tion to the viscosity numbers. These oes contained additives
but generaLly have been superceded by newer oils. The terms
"Premium" and "Heavy Duty" should not be used an a buying
guide now that API service classic.ations and letters are used.

Bninang in 1952 and in current use are the API letter desig.
nations indicating the type of service for which an oil is
designed. There are always two letters, and since the letter
"W" is not used there is no confusion with winter viscosity
oils. In selecting letters, the API attempted to pick those
which would describe the oil and the type of service for which
it was intended. The first letter is either "M" for Motor or
"D" for Diesel to indicate the type of engine for which it is

intended. The second letter is either I., M or S for spark
igation motor oils or G, M, or S for Diesel tractor oils.
This second letter indicates the severity of service undo'
which the engine operates. In this way there are six combi-

nations of letters which cover all oils.

The possible combinations and the use designations are:

ML Motor 'eight

- Motor moderate

MS - Motor severe

DG Diesel general.

DX - Diesel moderate

DS - Diesel severe

The API has defined the service classifications as follows:
(The key words have been underlined for emphasis.)

"Service W. for spark-ignited engines used under 1.4941
ail favorable operating conditions, the engines having
ZO special lubrication reguirements and having no design
characteristics sensitive to deposit formation."

This is the least severe service condition and XL oils
are no longer recomraended for tractor or automobile use,
In fact, most manufacturers warn against their use. The
use of this quality of oil should never be recommended
unless expressly specified by the manufacturer.

"Service MX for spark - ignited engines used uncler moderate
tu severe operating conditions but presenting Probs 0
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deposit or bearing corrosion control when crankcase
temperatures are high."

Moderate operating conditions include prolonged operation
at moderate speeds and heavy load or high speed operation
during summer temperatures for only short periods of time.
It does not include severe low engine temperature service
such as stop-and-go driving or prolonged idling.

"Service MS for spark ignited engines where there are
unfavorable or severe operating conditions and where
there are medial lubrication requirements to control
deposits, wear, or bearing corrosion control the to
operating ? onditions or engine design or fuef=tcter-
istics."

Severe operating conditions axe normal for tractors under
continuous heavy load operation intermixed with stop-and-
go driving and idling.

"Service DG for diesel engines in any operation where
there are no severe requirements for the control of wear
or deposits due to the characteristics of the fuel,
lubricating oil, or engine design."

This oil is intended for the least severe of all diesel
engine services under normal-rated loads, atmospheric
temperature conditions .and continuous or intermittent
operations with fuels of low sulltr content and no special
engine design requirements.

"Service rOlfor diesel engines operating under very severe
conditions or using fuel of a type normally tending to
promote deposits and wear but where there are design
characteristics or operating conditions which make the
engine either less sensitive to fuel effects or mare
sensitive to residues from lubrication oil."

This oil is intended for use with fuels high in sulfur
but with less than 0.5% and where the engine design is
critical to lubricating oil residues in the combustion
chamber. It contains more detergent and oxidation-
corrosion inhibitor -Aditives than DG oils.

"Service DS for diesel engines operating under ym
severe conditions and having design characteristics or
using fUel tending to produce excessive wear or deposits."

This oil is intended for use under the most severe operations
including continuous heavy loads at high operating temperatures
or intermittent operation at low temperatures and using fuels
which are higher than 0.5% in sulfur and in engines with
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special design characterics sensitive to deposits. They'

contain the most additives, particularly detergents.

Manufacturers and distributors have distinctive brand names
to prcuote sales and identify their different oils. Mom of
these oils are adequate for more than one service classifi-
cation. For this reason it is desirable for the salesman to
know the service classifications for brand names without .

having to refer to references. Most companies would prefer
to have the customer buy on the basis of the brand name, rather
than the service classification, but a well-informed farmer
should buy on the basis of service classification regardless
of brand nerve ii there is a substantial difference in price.
However, this assumes that he knows the meaning of the
different service classifications. As mould be expected,
the ML oils are the cheapest while MS and DS oils are the most
expensive. The wise farmer will compare prices for oils
capable of equal services because he knows that the manu-
facturer would not place the AP/ classification on his product
unless it met the appropriate specifications. The prudent
salesman will help the farmer =ware prices to help him save
money and also to make sure that he does not mistakenly buy
oil unsuitable for the needs of his equipment.

Oils with higher service classifications may be used in place
of lower grades. Unless the cost is much greater, farmers
may prefer to buy one oil which v1.1.1 service all or most of
his tractors and his automobile.

Modern tractors have design characteristics that must be
matched with the oils used. To accothplish this, the manu-
facturer who is not in a position to recommend a specific
company or brand name of oil, makes positive recommendations
using the APT service classifications. These reccumendations
are always found in operator's manuals and usually cover nor-
mal. tractor operation and severe service requirements. These
recomm.endations will also indicate the viscosity rating (SAE
No.) which should be used under different temperature ranges.

It should be stressed that SAE numbers and API service
classification letters are two different aspects of oils and
should not be confused with each other. The former refers to
the 'viscosity of oil and the API classification refers to the
severity of the operating conditions. Each oil is identified
by using them in combination. For every classification there
is a range of viscosity numbers. Almost all major oil comps-
hies indicate both the SAE numbers and APT service,
classifications on the cans or labels so that they can be
readily seen. The SAE number is usually imprinted on the top
of the cans. The AP/ service classification may also appear
on the top near the SAE number but often it is in smell print
on the sides of the cans or containers and amiaLler than the

brand name.
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The use ...f "additives" in present-day oils has improved them
by creating qualities not attainable by refining methods alone,
just as modern gasolines have been improved. Additives to oils
are used (1) to prevent undesirable changes from taking place
during its use in a tractor, (2) to improve the original. prop-
erties of an oil, and (3) to impart new characteristics to an
oil.

The salesman should know of the many chemicals which may be
added to oils to improve them; but that the development and
testing is quite difficult, costly, and time-consuming so that
the number actually used is limited. However, when more than
one additive is used it is necessary to consider compatability
and balance. In some situations it may take two or three
additives to bring about a single desired effect, but at the
same time, one additive may contribute to more than one
objective. In general, the more additives used, the higher
quality the oil; however, this complicates the testing and
increases the time and cost required far its development.

Motor oil additives have been developed over the years to
solve specific engine problems or to improve the quality of
the oil. Each time the manufacturer has improved the design
of an internal combustion engine, the number and concentration
of additives for the oil has increased. The first additive
was used in 1932, and since that time many additives have been
used.

The development of additives is a continuous process with new
and better ones being used to meet the needs of improved en-
gine design and the varying composition of crude oils from
different fields. It was originally thought that good motor oil
could only be made from crudes with a paratinnic base, but it _

is now possible through the use of modern refining processes
and the incorporation of additives to use many types of crude
oils. This is one reason for the development of the API Service
Classifications since what is deg ired is an oil which will per-
form under a specific set of c ircumstances regardless of the
source of the base oil.

*Note to teachers:

Far high school classes it is probably sufficient to limit the
discussion to the trade names of the additives and their
general function. The sources of the additives and the chemi-
cal. names and composition is probably more appropriate for
post-high school classes. In general., the teacher should use
his judgment a the degree to which this section should be
brought out in class.
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Additives in modern motor oils include:

1. Oxidation and corrosion inhibitors that down
protective films on bearing surfaces to cut down the
corrosion and prevent catalytic action of the metal
promoting the oxidation of the oil. These additives
usually are organic compounds of phosphorus and sul-
fur.

2. Detergent-dispersants keep the engines clean and pre-
vent sludge or varnish deposits by holding the
insoluble products of oil oxidation in suspension.
Sludge and deposits are then removed as the oil is
drained. All of these organic soap additives func-
tion as true detergents with some neutralizing acids
and consequently reducing wear; and others combatting
low temperature sludge.

3. Viscosity index Improvers are used to increase the
viscosity index (VI) which indicates an oil's
resistance to change in viscosity as the temperature
changes. A VI of 100 to 104 is desirable and the
number can be secured from a VI alignment chart for
thoie who desire to blow. Organic compounds (poly ,Vs)

with extremely high viscosities are used far these
additives.

4. Wear-reducers are necessary because the extreme pres-
sure (RP) of certain engine parts exceeds the
lubricating load-carrying capacity ability of natural
oil. Cam and tappets may operate vender pressures
exceeding 100,000 pounds psi. These additives are
sometimes termed anti-wear agents or oiliness agents,
and are also organic compounds but contain chlorine,
in addition to sulfur and phosphorus plus zinc or
lead. While it is not exactly known how these P2
agents function, it is believed that they react
chemically with the metal bearing surfaces to form
new compounds which have improved friction properties.

Certain animal, and vegetable oils (oiliness agents)
when added to the base oils reduce the friction be-
tween moving parts by changing the friction character-
istics of the oil itself rather than reacting
chemically with the bearing metal.,

5. Rust Preventatives have been discussed under gaso-
line additives, and function is the same way. Many
are multi-purpose, as far gasoline.

6. Pour point depressants make it possible for oils to
flow at lower temperatures, probably by coating the
wax crystals with a thin film as they form when the
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temperature is reduced. This film, separates the
crystals and prevents coagulation. The same addi-
tives used for VI improvers may also serve as pour
point depressants and are effective in very small
cone entrations

7. Anti-foam agents prevent excessive foaming when the
oil is mixed with blow-b1 gases and air drawn in .

through the breather system. Foaming may cause
vapor locking in the oil pump or reduce the amount of
lubricating oil available at some critical. point. It
may also cause an incorrect reading of the oil level
in the sump. Anti -foamy agents are primarily silicone
polymers or alcohols and only trace amounts are needed.

8. As in gasoline, dyes are used essentially to identify
the product and promote its use through eye-appeal.

"Ashless" additives differ from conventional ones since they
do not contain metallic compounds which tend to form engine
deposits. They are presently available for asbless dispers-
ants, ashless anti-rust agents, and asbless antioxidants.
Oils with ashless additives have an application to heavy
tractor operations to combat pre-ignition and reduce both the
octane requirements and sludge deposits in light-duty vehicles.

The higher the viscosity index and the acre severe the API
service classification, the greater the total. additive content.
Some MS grade multi-viscosity oils contain as much as 20%
additives by volume. Three additives are essential.. The
additive content of SS oils is approximately as follows:

Viscosity index (VI) improver 4.5% - 1211

Detergent-dispersant 3.0 - 6.5

Oxidation-corrosion inhibitor 0.5 - 1.5

Other additives, although in very small quantities, are
necessary because* their contribution to performance is very
high in proportion to their concentration. When detergent
oils first became available there was apprehension about
their use in old motors, for fear that the dislodged deposits
would clog oil lines. These can be used safely, and even
gradual changeover is no longer necessary.

The salesman should be informed that oil companies test
their newly developed oils for compatability with other
oils of their own make and with those of competitors. This
is to insure that the additives used will not interact unfav-
orably. A responsible oil company will not use en additive



until and unless it can be blended in a way that will make it
cogpatib.le with other brands. However, a Baling point is for
the customer to stick with the seams brand, and most oil compa-
nies will not guarantee oils to give their best service when
mixed with other brands.

Oils wear out in quality even though they are still in..sent in
sufficient quantity. This is true for the additives as wall
as the base oil. Hence, the necessity for changing oils as
well as filters. The latter May remove solid material until
its capacity is reached, but it cannot improve the liquid
portion.

As with gasoline, additives can be purchased separately to add
or supplement those already placed in an oil. These are usually,
sold to accomplish some special purpose such as Improving valve
lifter action or temporarily stopping the rattle of loose
connecting bearings. These should not be used when the cost
is excessive or if they are used in lieu of buying good oil in
the first place.

Manufacturers always recommend changing oils at periodic
intervals, but fortunately sane farmers don't follow this
practice. Some farmers never change the oil, particularly in
old tractors. Others change the oil only when they change
the oil filters. The salesman can increase his sales volume,
and perhaps save the farmer money, by inducing him to change
oil mare frequently. Casual conversation when filling the
fuel tank might lead to an order for a six month's supply.
The advantage to the farmer in ordering a six month's supply
is lower cost.

Suggested TeachingLearning Activities

1. Students may have previously had varied experience
with lubricating oils, so a pre-test would be in
order to indicate which aspects of the subject mat-
ter content to stress.

2. When introducing this competency, yeas empty cans of
different brands and API classifications around the
class and raise the question, "Which oil would you
use?"

3. Class discussion can be used to insure understanding
concerning: Why use a lubricating oil? What consti-
tutes a good motor oil? What are SAE numbers and
APT service classifications, and of what value is
this information to the farmer and the driver- salesman?

What is meant by "additives" and why are they added to
oils? Historical aspects of the development o modern
oils will develop interest when interspersed with the
other points of the subject matter.



4. Special individual reports fram students with
specific interests will, hold interest, but may be
time-consuming.

5. Have the students bring the operator's manuals for
their home tractor to school and each interpret
orally the manufacturer's recommendation on lubri-
cating oils. Alternatively, exchange the manuals so
the students will be unfamiliar with the one th4
will Interpret. The teacher might secure old manuals
or other literature frora tractor manufacturers to
augment those brought from haw.

6. Use role-playing to bring out the pertinent points
of viscosity numbers and service classifications,
between a farmer and a driver-salesman who is supposed
to be able to answer questions. Also bring out the
significant points for additives using different
pairs of students.

7. Have the students check the labels on the cans of oil
they use a': hone and report on the SAE number and
API service letters they find. Have each student
explain the meaning to the rest of the class.

8. Invite an oil company representative as a resource
person to explain testing of oils, determining what
additives are used, and the blending process. It may
be possible to arrange a field trip if an oil refinery
or laboratory is close.

9. The teacher can improvise a Saybolt viscometer which
wi31 illustrate to the class that oils do differ in
viscosity one frcat another at the same temperature
and within themselves at different temperatures. See
page 32 of Tractor Fuels and Lubricants.

10. List the headings on the chalkboard as indicated on
the font:nen page, and have the students provide the
infoimaticzi under tnem for each service classification.
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Type of
API Class OiDeration Remarks or Critical Points

XL

1414

XS (Note to teacher: See page 36 of
Tractor Pixels and Lubricants.)

Da

DM

DS

11. Have students secure the prices in various size con-
tainers for all the brands of oil available through

a single distributor from each of the rims doing
business in the school service area. Place these on
the ckalkboard in tabular form with the service
cicssifications along the top, and brands along the
left-hand sides and the prices in the body. Challenge
the students to care these prices to determine
whether there are marked discrepancies between the
costs of the brand names of a single distributor.
Complete the chart for one distributor before going
to another. Students should be able to pick out the
best bys of any given service classification.

12. The suggested time allotment for this competency is:

Class instruction 7 hours
Laboratory instruction hours

Total-- =ru hours

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional. material

"Selecting and Storiog Tractor Fuels end
Lubricants," color filmstrip, 134 frames,
Southern Association of Engineering and
Vocational Agriculture, Athens, Georgia,
1964, 48 pages. Price: $1.25.

References

1. Tractor Fuels and Lubricants (Selecting and
rtoring S Southernern Association of Agricultural
Engineering and Vocational Agriculture, Athens,
Georgia, 1964, 48 pages. Price: $1.25.
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2. Agricultural Machinery Assembly and Lubrication,
Module Nc. 7 of course in Agricultural Machinery --
Service Occupations, Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
1965.

3. Lubricating Oil Classifications, Technical. Notes
Series, The Ethyl Corporation of America, .

New York, New York.

4. Motor Oil Additives and their Functions, Technical
Notes Series, The Ethyl Corporation of America,
New York, New York.

5. Publication 1509A, Classification of Internal.
Combustion Engine Service.

6. Publication 1950, Know Your Oil, American
-Petroleum Institute.

7. Publication 1535, Buy on Performance, American
Petroleum Institute.

8. The ABC's of Lubrication, Ashland Oil and
Refining Company, Ashland, Kentucky.

9. Publications and illustrative materials of major
oil companies usually obtainable through local

distributors.

10. Ke.hil P. Additives in Lubricants,' SAE Journal,
September, 1962, pp. 179-1116.

Suggested Occupational fteriencee

1. Working in a farm supply star% where lubricating
oils are sold over the counter.

2. Riding with a driver-salesmen calling on farmers at
the time they order six -month supplies of oils.
This probably would be a non-paying situation.

3. Working on a farm or at a truhking company and be
responsible for checking, adding and changtmg oils.

4. Working around terminals end helping to fill. orders
for oils.

5. Any kind of work around filling stations which brings
the attendant in contact with the selection, qualities
and uses of the different lines of lubricating oils.
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6. Working in an oil refinery or testing laboratory
would be the most desirable occupational experience
for Students with a keen interest in oils, even on
an unskilled labor basis, but probably nab possible
except for schools located close to such installations.

IV. To understand the selection of gear oils, lubricating greases
and hydraulic oils

Teacher Pre!aration

Note to teachers: The grouping of these products is somewhat
arbitrary since they are essentially three different products
used for three entirely different purposes. However, from
the point of view of a salesman, they logically fan together
as he normally considers all of than at the same thus. Gear
oils and greases are considered under MOdule 7, "Agricultural
Machinery Assembly and Lubrication." Hydraulic oils are con-
sidered under Module 9, "Hydraulics Power Transfer Systems"
in the course in Age lltural Machinery Service Occupations.

Subject Matter Content

In trade circles, lubricating oil and motor oil are synonymous,
but this product more accurately should be described as crank-
case oil. OrigSructly, lubricants used in transmissions and
differentials were referred to as greases because they more
nearly resembled the greases used in wheel bearings than they
resembled crankcase oils. The greases and heavy lubricants
available at that time were satisfactory for early tractors,
since they had large gears and poor seals.

Tractors today use lighter-weight lubricants which resemble
crankcase oils, except for heavier viscosity and the use of
different additives. These lighter-weight lubricants are
necessary because the, greatly increased tooth pressure and
the increased wiping action associated with smaller gear sizes
tends to remove the oil layer separating the gear surfaces as
they mesh. Modern seals have no difficulty in retaining the
oil. Practically every tractor manufacturer recommends a gear
oil for transmission and differential use rather than a grease,
and some indicate that the heavier weights of crankcase oil
may be used.

Greases which are properly referred to as lubricating greases,
continue to be used for wheel bearings and other moving rants
not really enclosed in oil-tight compartments. Transmission
and differentials are examples of this. Like lubricating
oils, the lubricating greases have improved in quality.
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The major difference between an oil and a cease is in its

physical properties rather than its chemical properties.
Grease is defined as "a solid to semi-solid product of a
thickening agent in a liquid lubricant; other ingredients
imparting special properties may be included."* Although
these other ingredients are essentially the same as for
oils, they differ in selection and proportion.

Greases may be made synthetically as well as from natural
petroleum. The function of au lubricating oils and greases,
whether natural or synthetic, is to reduce friction and wear
by 1peventing metal-to-metal contact of moving parts.

1. Gear Oils

In selecting the proper gear oil, the user must
consider the viscosity and the service conditions.
To avoid confusion, the SAE have designated a higher
series of numbers to indicate the viscosity standards
for gear oils. The series for gear oils is from 80
to 140. However, these are not projections from
those used for crankcase oils, and there is sale
overlapping. For example, SAE 80 gear oil, has the
same viscosity as SAE 20-30 crankcase oil. end SAE 90
gear oil is similar to SAE 40-50 crankcase oil.

Service classifications for gear oils have been
established by the American Petroleum Institute.
They are similar to those established for crankcase
oils. To avoid confusion they are referred to as
"types" of service rather than "classes" of service.
There are four types, and they are identified by names
rather then by letter combinations. Farmers are
usually concerned with only two of these types,
"regular" and unnati-parpose," and these are the ones
the salesman should know most about. The entire
classification is indicated below for familiarization
purposes:

a. Regular-type gear lubricant--A straight mineral
gear oil, used where tooth pressure and gear speeds

ere relatively low. Used in many farm tractors
when recommended by the manufacturer.

b. Worm-type lubricantnot used in farm tractors

c. lda-type extreme pressure (EP) gear lubricant- -

usually contains antioxidant and anti foam

* The ABC's of Lubrication, National Lubricating Grease
Institute.
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additives plus addltives to reduce friction
under heavy loads. Recommended for only a few
farm tractors.

d. Multi-purpose type gear lubricanthas more load-
carrying ability than mild-type Wand is suitable
for the most severe service conditions. It is
canmamly recommended for farm tractor transmfis-
sions and differentials and is frequently
identified as GL 4 gear oil.

As with crankcase oils, the farmer should follow the
manufacturers' recommendations on gear lubricants.
The gear oil type has been selected because the
manufacturer knows that it will provide the best
lubrication for the type of.gears and conditions
under which they This applies to both
viscosity and service types.

Some tractor manufacturers make recommendations in
terms of the Military Specifications Numbers
(MD - 1 - - - -) rather than API service classification

types. Oil companies usually provide tables equating
the Military-Specifidation Numbers with the API
classifications. Occasionally these are valuable in
talking with farmers about their lubrication problems
and needs.

Gear oil has the proper viscosity when it has body
enough to hold the moving surfaces apart so that
there is no metal-to-metal contact. When too heavy
a gear oil is used, the engine power is wasted, gears
may be hard, to shift, and in cold weather the oil
may "channel" and provide little or no lubrication.
Toc light a gear oil causes rapid wear because the
high points on gears come into direct contact or
those gears operating in an oil bath do not pick up
enough oil to carry to the next gear.

Gear oils also contain additives similar to crank-
case oil, although they usually differ in number and
content. These include antioxidants rust preven-
tatives, and foam inhibitors. Most important of all
additives for modern tractors are those which develop
a coating on the gear teeth protecting the metal from
"welding" at high temperatures.

The terms "welding" and "spelling" frequently are
used in describing bearing war.. When pressure and
heat are great enough, thin metal contacts can actually
"stick" or "weld" together. The forward movement of
turning gears usually prevents a complete weld, but
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excessive wear takes place. This wear may be hard
to detect with the unaided eye, but when very small
pieces of metal come off, the effect is known as
"spelling" and can be observed visually.

Special gear oils not covered in the API types must
be used with acme types of tractors, particularly
those where the oil used in the hydraulic systemis
supplied from the transmission case. Occasionally,
tractor makes specify a special additive to be used
along with a standard gear oil which already contains
additives. Tractor dealers normally stock these
special oils and additives, and it may be better to
direct the farmer to the tractor dealer in such
cases. While all standard brands of gear oils are
compatible, it is usually better not to mix them as
less benefit *am the additives may lat. Gear
oils, without any or fewer detergents, will reduce
the detergent action of the entire transmission case
when a little is added at a time.

2. Lubricating Greases

Unlike fuels and oils, there has been little standard*
isation in lubricating greases. The National
Lubricating Grease Institute of Kansas City has been
working in this field, and while some progress has
been made, there is nothing comparable to SAE numbers
or API letters and type names. Without these, it is
difficult for farm equipment manufacturers to make
positive recommendations in terms which can be easily
followed.

Possibly because of this lack of standardization,
operator's manuals are not nearly as specific con-
cerning the kind of grease to use as they are for
oils and motor fuels. The farm equipment manufac-
turers do indicate where the grease is to be used,
such as "ball and roller bearing grease," "wheel
bearing grease," or "water pump grease." Formerly,
it has been necessary for a farmer to have on hand
three different kinds of greases for the 620,2SiS,
for wheel bearings, and for the water pump. At
times, such greases have been described as "No. 1
and No. 2 pressure gun grease," "all purpose grease,"
or "raulti-purpose grease." Improvements in grease
manufacture have resulted in a multipurpose grease
superior to and not to be confused with the old
"multiple purpose" or "all purpose (pease." Experi-
ments have proved that this grease is satisfactory
for every purpose In farm tractors and machinery.
This eliminates con'usion as to which type of grease
to use, since only one needs to be stocked.
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A good 1:m11:4-purpose grease nust exhibit the following
characteristics: (1) purapability when cold and over
a wide range in temperatures, (2) suitability at
temperatures as high as 150-160° F., (3) suitl.bility
for plain bearings, (4) suitability for high speed
anti-friction bearings, (5) maintenance of the physi-
cal consistency and not softening or leaking out of
bearings but excluding dirt and water, (6) prevention
of rust, and most of all, (7) reduction of friction.

Manufacturers make several different grades or
consistencies of greases for use in different
geographical areas. Usually, only the one with the
proper consistency for a given locality is stocked.

Salesmen should caution farmers about adding or
mixing new multi-purpose grease to wheel bearings
containing ordinary greases, as they are not physi-
cally compatible. This is particularly true when
multi-plepose grease containing lithium soap follows
ordinary lime soap grease. The proper procedure is
to clean out all of the old grease from bearings and
repack with the new. The old pease will squeeze out
the new grease when used together in ordinary pease
fittings.

Modern pease manufacture is quite complicated, but
in general, only two types are manufactured, one
using metallic soaps with a lubricating oil base and
the other using inorganic gels as thickening agents
in a natural or synthetic lubricating fluid.

Metallic soaps may be compounds of calcium, aluminum,,
sodium, barium, and lithium. Many claims are made
far the advantages of various greases made from the
different metallic soaps with lithium and barium
enjoying popularity at the present time. However,
good multi-purpose pease can be made from any of the
metallic soaps by reliable manufacturers, and the
fact that the company guarantees its product is more
important than the exact ingredients used.

Formulation and testing of lubricating greases is a
specialized function of the lubrication engineer.
This may be of interest in a post-high school course.
Some of the tests are:

a. Penetration and shear stability to determine the
consistency (hardness or softness)

b. Dropping point to determine the temperature at
which a grease becomes soft or fluid enough to
flow
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c. The shell-roller test to determine ohm. stability
(resistance or breakdown trader operating
conditions)

d. Water resistance test to insure suitability under
humid conditions and proximity to later

e. Extremewessure test to determine the film
strength under EP

f. Viscosity tests performed on the base oils rather
than the finished greases to determine the
suitability ifor use in greases

g. Wheel bearing test to measure the leakage of a
lubricant from the hub, curd any tendency of the
grease to farm varnish-like deposits on the
bearing

The method of grease manufacture and the selection
of ingredients is determined by each manufacturing
firm. The reliable manufacturer selects and combines
the metallic soaps or thickening agents to make a
product which will stand up in a highly competitive
field. A manufacturer may play up the use of a
particular material by name to provide an advertising
advantage.

There is no clear-cut advantage of non-soap greases
over those made from soaps and good multi-purpose
grease can be made frau either type of material.

a. Non-soap thickened greases have no dropping
(melting) point and are widely used as high
temperature lubricants. However, the base oils
will deteriorate, and the usual regular lubri-
cation schedule should be maintained. This will
avoid the formation of a thick, sticky, or hard

granular mass possessing few lubricating qualities.

b. Non-soap greases have low temperature and papa-
bility characteristics when compared with the
lithium greases which they may resemble in
appearance.

c. Non-soap greases do not "wet" the bearing surfaces
as is necessary for good lubrication and this is
their chief drawback. Additives correct this to
some degree although this remains their main
drawback.
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d. Non-soap greases have only fair mechanical or
shear stability. This characteristic is
undesirable for grease used for bearings xmnning
at high temperatures. Their stability is also
rather poor in storage.

Synthetic lubricating fluids are used in place of
petroleum oils to meet special requirements such as
in jet engines, but these fluids are too expensive
for use with farm machinery.

Additives are used in grease manufacture, but to a
lesser extent than for oils or gasolines. The fol-
lowing are some inhibitors used in greases and their
use:

a. Oxidation inhibitors especially prolong the life
of a grease placed in storage and used for pre-
greased bearings. When bearing temperatures
reach 275 degrees F., the heat dissipates the
oxidation inhibitors so there is little merit
in using them for other than preservative values.

b. Extreme pressure (EP) additives are used in the
better quality greases and fUnction lathe same
manner as for oil.

c. Rust or corrosion inhibitors are necessary in
non-soap greases and to a lesser extent for soaps
based greases, depending on the raw materials
used.

d. "String" agents are occasionally used to provide
additional adhesives, but are not ordinarily
found in multi-purpose grease. Greases containing
such agents tend to be hard to Dump at low
temperatures.

e. Solid lubricants or "fillers" are added to greases
to protect against metal-to-ometal contact when
the lubricating material is squeezed away under
very heavy loads or shock loads. They also help
to fill in the depressions present on rough
bearings. Graphite and molybdenum disulfide are
the most commonly used solid lubricants, however
the latter is too expensive for multi-purpose
greases.

3. Hydraulic Oils

These oils are especially blended for use in the
hydraulic implement control system and in the power

steering mechanism. Some manufacturers use the same



oils to operate these systems as for crankcases and
gear oils. The manufacturer's operator manuals
list recommendations for both viscosity and oil type.
These recommendations should be closely followed to
avoid trouble, as the hydraulic oil, must be matched
to the hydraulic system design.

Hydraulic oil which is too heavy may cause excessive
heating and thus increase oil oxidation. This
creases its viscosity and causes gummy deposits to
form on the pump surfaces and heavy sludge to settle
in the low parts of the system. Using oil which is
too light may cause loss of fluid through leakage.
Oils of the wrong type tend to cause ribber seals to
swell and deteriorate.

The additive usually placed ,in hydraulic oils are
(1) antioxidants to keep oil from thickening, (2)
rust and corrosion inhibitors, (3) anti-foaming
additives, and (4) mild EP materials to prevent
rapid wear of hydraulic pimps.

Storage' for lubricants is relatively simple compared
to that of gasoline and heating oil. All that is
necessary is that they be kept free from dirt, mois-
ture, and excessive heat. Manufacturers provide
sealed containers in various sizes and a suitable
size should be used to help prevent contamination and
should be specified so that the contents will be used
before the antioxidation inhibitor has lost its effec-
tiveness. Greases in cartridge form may be desirable,
as the is little chance for contamination. However,
cartridges may be practical only for consumers of
relatively =au amounts of grease. Salesmen should
note the manner in which oils and greases are stored,
and tactfully suggest improved ways of storage. If
canned oil is used, he can suggest keeping the tapper-
f1mnel in a screw-top quart jar when not in use. ca
measures for transferring frum, bulk containers should
be kept as dirt-free as physically possible.

Suggested T.;E:L;arn Activities

The separation of gear oils, greases and 17draulic oil from
the previous competency embracing crankcase oil was, as stated
before, done largely because they are separate in the minds
of the customer and may require a different sales approach.
However, the teaching-learning activities suggested for the
previous competency on lubricating oil will apply equally well
to gear oils. For this reason, they will not be repeated in
this competency. There may have to be some improvisation where
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there are no API classifications as in the case of greases,

perbicularly in price comparisons.

The suggested time allotment for this competency is:

Class instruction 3 hours

Laboratory instruction would be included with crankcase
oils.

A field trip to a grease manufacturing plant or laboratory
would be valuable if within driving distance.

Total class instruction -- it hours

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

References

1. The ABC's of Lubrication Lablend Oil and Refining
Company. Note: This reference contains a large
number of excellent illustrations suitable for
class use with an overhead projector. The ones
on testing procedure and manufacturing process
for greases will suffice if a trip to a plant or
laboratory is not possible. Others include:
types of bearings, gears, ball and socket joints,
etc., and their lubrication. The illustrations
on wheel bearing troubles and repacking procedure
are quite coaXPlete and Informative.)

2. Agricultural Machinery Assembly and Lubrication,
Module number 7 of course in Agricultural
Machinery -- Service Occupations, Center for
Vocational a& Technical Education, The Ohio
State trniversi,I.

3. Glossary of Terms, relating to the lubricating
grease industry--National Lubricating Grease
Institute.

4. Kahn, P. Additives in Lubricants, SAE Journal,
September, 1962, pp. 319-06.

5. Lubricating Oil Classifications, Technical Notes
Series, The Ethyl Corporation of America.

6. Sauter, N. A. Modern Pa= Machines Need Modern
Greases, aisticulture Engineering Journal, 1956.
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7. Tractor Fuels and Lubricants (Selecting and Storing),
Southern Association of Engineering and Vocational.
Agriculture, Athens, Georgia.

8. Publications and illustrative materiels of major
oil companies, usually obtainable through local
distributors.

Suggested Ocmational Experiences

1. Working in a grease manufacturing establishment or
testing laboratory would be a very good occupational
experience.

2. Biding with a route driver who can explain greases to
his customers. This would probably be a non - paying

situation.

3. Working on a farm with responsibilities for the
checking and changing of gear oils, Pilling and
operation of pressure grease guns, and daily lubri-
cation of equipment.

II-. Working in terrainals or warehouses storing greases
and being responsible for filling orders.

3. Work at filling stations which brings the attendant
in contact with the different kinds of gear oils and
greases and their application to lubricating problems.
Lubricating passenger cars will not contribute much
to development of this competene:v.

V. To understand the proper selection, delivery, and storage of
heating oils (This competency is best suited to post-high
school courses.)

Teacher Pr9aration

Subject Matter Content

Tractor fuel deliveries reach their peak during the summer
months. Without the opportunity to deliver heating oil
during the winter months, a driver-salesman would have his
uork load end income fluctuate with the seasons of the year.
:he same refineries make heating oil and tractor fuel; the
..ame trucks can be used to deliver both, and the same driver-
salesman can contact the same customers. In actual practice
the volume of heating oil delivered on a year-round basis may
exceed that of tractor Axel for many rural areas. This is
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because many suburban homes do not have tractors or other
power equipment. Since driver-salesmen usually receive incen-
tive payments based on gallons delivered, it is to their
advantage to increase their volume of heating oil as well as
tractor fuel.

Some tank trucks can carry more than one type of fuel on the
same lout Because of compartment construction, these tracks
may carry all gasoline in the summer and all heating oil in
the winter or both of tnem at 44u.: same time when indicated. by
the seasonal demand. Care mint be exercised to prevent
mixing, particularly to prevent the more volatile and ermgerous
tractor fuels from mixing with heating oil. Gas mixed in with
fc.el oil would be very dangerous. To avoid this, some tusk
trucks have two inner walls between compartments and separate
pumps. The double inner walls prevent mixing if one springs
an undetected leak. The two separate pumps and delivery
hoses make accidental mixing impossible. Separate delivery
hoses are important, because delirry hoses may not be
drained between stops.

It is absolutely necessary to remove thoroughly the liquid
contents and also t.i4 J. des from a tank or compartment before

it for another kind of fuel. This is accomplished by
tnarough washing and may be performed. by a specialized person
other than the driver-qalesman. If the deliveryman is assigned
this duty, he must be very careful to follow the standard
instructions.

The petroleum manager or dispatcher usually determines when
a truck will be used for gasoline, heating oil, or part of
moll. He would prefer solid loads and regular delivery sched-
ules but will use combined lea 3 when the distance between
stops and the size of :off- .load.; becomes too small. There is
an advantage in having the same driver service a route since
he knows the customers and they know him. If this is not
possible, the dispatcher must weigh the advantages of delivering
solid loads with eifferent drivers over that of hauling combined
loads by the same river. He must also determine when and how
to provide the best service with the greatest ecInomy. A driver -
salesman should be aware of what ;he problems are and make
suggestions when appropriate.

The selection of the proper beating oil is a relatively simple

decision. Home heating appliances are built for either No. 1
or No. 2 fuel oil. No. 1 fuel oil, which is about the same
consistency as kerosene, is more volatile and costs slightly
more than No. 2 fuel oil. It is used primari:Lf in "pot- type"

furnaces and heaters or stoves where the fUel must be volatile
enough to support its own combustion. No. 2 fUel oil makes up
the largest volume of saes for heating purposes and is used
in "gun" or nozzle-type burners. A spark is needed. to ignite
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the fuel, because it will not support its awn combustion.
Taere is actually more potential heat per gallon Lirthe No. 2
fuel oil, but the No. 1 oil is cleaner and contains fewer
impurities. These impurities may clog burners when No. 2 is
used in burners designed for No. 1 heating oil.

This is another situ ion where a deliveryman should set up
a schedule to reduce the number of stops while maintaining
each customer's supply.

Delivery problems are the same as for tractor fuel, with the
addition of two minor and one major problem. The minor ones
are: (1) the small capacity of home storage tanks for heating
oil, and (2) the longer hose needed because of the off-
drifeway location of many storage tanks. The major one is the
variation in the weather conditions, particularly temperature.

Most trucks have 150 feet of hose on self-winding reels
mounted on the trucks, and if the storage tank is too far
away it will take another section of hose. Storage tanks
situated in basements may be ltaitee in size. However, 275
gallon heating oil tanks may be used in pairs above ground
with inter-connections that allow 550 gallons capacity.
Monthly refilling is usually adequate for the average rural
home. The usual Ilnderground tank size is 500 gallons.

The problem of anticipating the arrival of cold weather is
handlad through the calculation of "degree days" using the
ne factor and helps prevent emergency deliveries to empty
tanks.

In large firms, this is normally done in the office from
information supplied by the driver or customer. In smaller
firms, this may be the responsibility of the driver. Cereful
study and experience with degree days and the K factor causes
its calculation to become routine. Different commies may
have slight variations, but it is essentially as follows:

1. The standard unit of temperature to predict the
customers' needs is the "degree-day." This unit is
&measure of the accumulated deficit in the tempera-
ture (in degrees F.). Some companies use 700 for
spring and fan with 65° for winter.

2. The company calculates, or semres, the mean
temperature for any 24-hour da and determines the
difference between this and 65v or the figure set.
This difference represents the number of degree -days
for the 21i-hour period. For example, if the v* .n
(average) temperature for the 24-hour period is 50° F.

and 65 is the base temperature, the difference is 15
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degrees or 15 days. Most companies use a "degree-
day clock" which costs very little and gives the
number of degree-days from. the start of the season,
usually September 1.

3. The supplier needs same experience to know the parti-
cular customers' ordinary oil consumption rates at
the base temperature (65 degrees) and gets this by
dividing the total number of degroe-days during the
previous heating season by the number of gallons of
oil used during the same period. This will give the
number of Aegree-days for which one gallon of oil
will heat a customer's home and is called the "K"
factor. Dwelling houses vary in insulation, glass
exposure, etc., and customers vary in habits, with
respect to room temperatures.

For new customers without previous records, the
driver-salesman would calculate the "X" factor after
the second delivery for the period elapsed between
the two deliveries, and repeat again as necessary to
get a more accurate "X" factor for the first year.

An example of working out the "X" factor wou34 be:

Number of degree-days for the period 6,000

Number of gallons of oil used by a customer 3,000

The "X" factor for this particular home is:

2(6,000 4-3,000)

If "" is less than 1.00, work it out to two deci-

Pals. If "K" is between 1.00 and 4.00, work it out
to one decimal. If more than 4, re-check the
calculation.

4. Areserve is set up for each customer's tank to
insure that a custamm.will always have fuel. This
is usually 75 gallons for a 275 - gallon tank. The
number of gallons on hand after the last filling is
always recorded, by the driver-salesman on the form'
provided. (See driver's delivery card sample--
this competency.)

5. The next delivery date is calculated by subtracting
the reserve from the amount of usable oil at the last
filling and multiplying this by the "X" factor which
givee the number of degree -days which can elapse
before the next delivery. For example, If the supply
in a 215- gallon tank at the last filling was 265



gallons and the reserve was 75 gallons, there would
be 190 gallons of usable oil. When this 190 is
multiplied by a "K" factor of perhaps 2.5, you have
475 degree-days before the next delivery date.

6. The number of degree-days before the next delivery
is added to the degree-4710g (column 6 of Customer's
Control Card, page 61) for the season and gives the
next degree-day point at which the delivery should be
made. When this date comes up on the degree-day
log, the delivery should be scheduled. It is obvious
that some customers must be serviced more often than
others. It is better to follow the calculated pattern
of making sizable dumps for each stop rather than to
make every stop and pump only a few gallons.

7. Companies usually maintain two sets of cards for use
in delivering heating oils using the degree-day and
'T' factor system. The customer's control card is
kept in the degree-day fill in =erica order
according to the number of degree-days shown on the
card. The driver's delivery card for the same cus-
tomer is kept in a separate file and pulled for the
driver's use whenever the control card comes up
for delivery. The amount to be delivered is figured
from the control card and entered on the driver's card
before it is given to the driver. The iriver must
fill in the information concerning the exact date of
delivery, the number of gallons delivered, and the
quantities in the tank before and after filling.
When this card is returned to the office, the new
information is transferred to the control card and
the entire process repeated to calculate the next
delivery date.

8. When using the degree-day system, there are no
regular routes or uniform intervals of time due to
the unpredictable weather. The degree-days auto-
matically compensate for the differences in
temperature and are recorded on the customer's control
card as the D.D. Log (column 5. -page 61) beginning
from September 1 through the following spring.

Customer control cards are used for purposes other
than computing the next delivery date. They usually
contain data on customer credit, size of tank, type
of heating oil used, "Ku factor, amount of reserve,
whether summer fill is made or not, and special
instructions in addition to the usual name, address
and telephone number.
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Column headings on customer control cards are usually as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Date
19

Credit
Date

Gallons
Deliv-
ered

Gallons
in

Tank

D.D.*
Log

to date

DZ.*48
f usable

oil

.D.* Log
next

delivery

* D.D. Degree-Days

The driver's delivery card shows the location of the tank, the
size of fill and vent pipes, type of connection, rate of Plow,
credit date, as well as information on each of the deliveries
made. The column headings are usually as follows:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Date
19

Credit
Instruc-
tions

D.D. Log
for

Del'y

Quantity
Ordered

Gallons
Deliv-
ered

quantity Driver-
Salesmanbefore lett

A degree-day chart will save time and computation in determining
the degree-days before the next delivery or to calculate a new
"IV factor. However, no one will understand the system unless
they can do the individual problems.

Storage tanks for heating oil must meet the NFPA Standards and
the State Fire Marshal's Rules and Regulations. Mach of the
teaching material for gasoline storage is pertinent for heating
oil storage and will not be duplicated. However, two major
aspects of heating oil which differ from tractor fuels follow:

1. The flash point rating of No. 1 fuel oil is bless II,
and for No. 2 fuel oil is Class III; both of which
are higher than for gasoline. Because of this, oil
tanks maybe placed adjacent to buildings or even
inside than if the size is not more than 275 gallons,
and they are properly installed. Heating oil tanks in
the 275 gallon size usually used for above-ground stor-
age havea characteristic flat-sided shape and screw-in
legs. This makes it possible to pass through ordinary
doors for installation inside a building.

2. It is customary for the consumers to buy the tanks
rather than use than on a loan or lease basis. The
distributor may install heating oil tanks and bill
the customer for the cost of the tack and labor, or
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the customer can do this on his own. Before the
initial filling, the installation must meet neces-
sary safety standards. If an inspea.V.on has not
been made by a municipal or state inspector the
deliveryman should check the installation. The tanks
used for heating oil must not be used by gasoline and
vice versa because of safety.

Heating oil deliveries are practically always made with me-
tered pumps which provide accurate records and are especially
valuable for deliveries when no one is at home. The meter
slip left at the tank or door shows that the delivery has
been made and the amount.

The driver-salesman has a major responsibility in refilling to
see that the tank does not overflow, either because of miscal-
culation or too rapid filling. He must also be very careful
not to damage driveways, yards, fences, shrubs, etc., either
while trying to get close to the storage tank or when moving
the hose. If tanks are not equipped with a device to indicate
a full tank, the driver must remain close to the cut-off valve
at the filler end of the hose. All new tank trucks have pumps
which can be set to deliver a given amount and shut off auto-
matically when this is reached, but this is of no help if the
tank overflows before the set amount is reached.

Heating oils are low in volatility and have practically no
loss from storage tanks situated in the open when the fuel is
kept over the summer period. It is to the company's advantage
to fill the tanks during the summertime whenever convenient.
Most companies offer customer inducements for filling the
tanks in the summer. These may take the form of a slightly
reduced price, guarantee against a rise in price, or in de-
ferred payments until after September 15. This is usual-17
referred to as the "summer fill program."

Delivering heating oil involves slightly more paperwork for
drivers than delivering tractor fuel. In addition to the
customer delivery cards, there are usually trip or shift sumo
maries which include record of gallons loaded, sold, and left
on the truck; meter readings, miles traveled laden and unladen,
remittance analysis, consumption record, mechanical condition
of vehicle and,driver time analysis. Each company will have
its own forms and requirements for doing paperwork. A simple
method would be as follows:

1. Use the loading ticket as a trip summary on which
the driver records the terminal rack meter readings,
the track meter readings, the gallonage analysis,
time record, speedometer miles, and laden and un-
laden miles.
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2. Use the invoice sunnary to record the remittance
analysis showing cash, credit card sales, discounts,
credit memos and checks.

3. Make both the loading ticket and the invoice summary
the same size so that they may be stapled together
and conveniently filed.

LP-gas can be considered as a heating oil and is liquid under
pressure; however, the subject matter content for this compe-
tency is largely for the conventional types of heating oils.
The distribution of LP-gas is usue.'L1y done by different
companies or with different equipment than for ordinary gaso-
line and oil, and storage of LP-gas for heating was considered
with storage for LP tractor fuel.

The suitject matter content of this competency can be adapted
by the teacher to LP-gas for areas where it is used for most
household heat.

Activities

1. The teaching of this competency logically follows
those pertaining to tractor fuel selection and stor»
age. It is intondea to help train driver-salesmen
who will be expected to handle all types of products.
However, in case a teacher elects to teach the
heating oil 0ml:sate:Icy before the one on tractor f*iel,

he should incorporate mw ets the material from fuel
selection and from fuel storage in the teaching.
In this coetency, the mriter has grouped selection,
delivery, and storage problems together and concen-
trated on these aspects pecular to heating oil. It
is suggested that the teacher bring out in the class
discussion the major points -of difference between
heating oil and tractor fuel operations. These may
well be listed on the board as they are developed
and recorded in student's notebooks. Such a list
would include:

a. Heating oil deliveries concentrated in winter
months

b. Compartmented trucks needed to carry both heating
oil and tractor fuel at the same time. (Stress

safety factor of non-mixing.)

c. Difference in flash points and effect on loca-
tion of storage tanks

d. Necessity for a longer hose to service heating
oil tanks
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e. Difference in method of planning deliveries
(regular intervals or extended delivery for tree.-
t9r fuels, and an the basis of weatherfor
heating oil)

f. Tractor fuels burn rapidly to produce heat and
power while heating oils burn relatively sloif
and produce heat

g. Others

2. It may be desirable to cons:Lder the factors itsolved
in the selection of oil burning furnaces or other

si hew heating appliances, particularly in "pot types"
vs. "gun type" burners.

4 3. The concept of "degree-days" and "E" factors should
be thoroughly developeds es it is basic to satis-
factory and economical distribution et heating oil.
The teacher should secure a supply of forms from
local distributor for practice, or he may raimeovaph
the samples shown for this competency. If t'ce teacher
has difficulty in explaining the detwee-day "r fac-

tor system or with the forms, a pa:Irv/elm manager or

a distributor could be used as a resource person.

4. The students should be familiar with the forms used,
regardless of whether tractor fuel or heating oil is
delivered. It would be ve.11 to secure a supply of
report forms used by drivers from one or two distribw,
tors and have the students practice filling them out.
he teacher can make iv hypothetical figures to use
or borrow an actual report frcs one of the local
distributors.

5. A field trip to see an installation for household
heating fuel will be valuable for teaching: (1) the
location of the tank, (2) the method of pumping' (3)
type of burner used, (II.) pipe fittings used, (5)
venting, and (6) safety.

6. The suggested time allotment for this competency is
as follows:

Class instruction .2- hours

Laboratory instruction 3 hours
(including field trips) -----

Total 8 hours
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Suggested Instructional Materials and References

References

1. Bulletin No. 1616. Petroleum Delivery Truck
°aeration and Maintenance, American Petroleum
Institute.

2. Bulletin No. 1614. Drivers' Paper Work,
American Petroleum Institute.

3. "Rules and Regulations for the Storage and
Transportation of Liquid Petroleum," published
by the State Fire Marshal's office for respective
states.

4. Publications from major oil companies handling
heating oils.

5. Copies of forms used by local distributors such

as: (1) customer control cards, (2) driver
delivery cards, (3) sales tickets, (4) driver
trip reports or daily sales summaries, (5) petro-
leum prospect cards, (6) grease order blanks,
(7) tax exemption certificate forms, and (8)
liquid fuel shrinkage reports.

6. A copy of the storage equipment sales and security
agreement covering purchase and installation costs
for heating oil tanks purchased on a time payment
plan.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Riding with a driver-salesman when making deliveries
of heating oil and doing routine paper work.

2. Work in the office on either a paying or an Observing
basis to get practice in figuring "degree-days" and
"K" factors.

3. Work around a terminal plant which handles beating
oils and tractor Awls.

4. Work in a filling station would probably be of little
value.
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VI. To be familiar with other products usually available to far-
mers through petroleum salesmen

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Distributors and many farm supply stores carry a rather com-
plete line of items for tractors. These axe sometimes
referred to as "accessories" and include tires, batteries, oil
filters, live belts, spark plugs, grease dispensers, and anti-
freeze. The salesman naturally receives a commission from
sales of such items, and it is to his advantage to let his
customers know what he can provide. Aside from anti-freeze,
which is carried on the truck during the season, most items
would have to be ordered and delivery made the follawipg trip.

The function and use of most accessory items in considered in
the course in Agricultural Machinery Service Occupations. IA
this module, only the informatica the salesman should know in
dealing with customers is included.

Anti-freeze

Following tractor fuel, heating oil, oils, and greases, anti-
freeze probably makes up the greatest volume of sales. It is
seasonal with most sales occurring in the fall, and to some
extent throughout the winter months. With several tractors
and other engine-driven equipment, and automobiles on a farm,
the decrease in price re6ulting from quantity purchasing makes
it worthwhile for the farmer to order enough at one time to
carry :him through the winter.

The farmer has three choices in anti-freeze. The cheapest is
ordinarily good alcohol sold without a rust preventative.
When used in the proper concentration, it will protect the
engine fran freezing. This methyl alcohol will evaporate,
however, and constant testing and adding of alcohol will be
needed throughout the winter. Most tractor manufacturers
recommend 180° P. thermostats to insure high enough operating
temperatures to result in minimum kear on engine parts.
This precludes the use of alcohol, as alcohol will boil away
J.:: a thermostat of" higher than 160° P. is used. Alcohol-
type anti-freeze should not be used in diesel engines.

Another choice, which is slightly more expensive, is the
methanol based anti-freezes. These are more highly refined
methyl alcohols containing an anti-corrosion agent and pos-
sibly other additives such as dye to make it more attractive.
The boiling point, while slightly higher that for ordinary
alcohol, is still below that of water, so again there is the
need for checking and adding as necessary.
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The so-called "permanent" types of anti-freeze cost more pea'
gallon but shonld last all winter without addition unless
leaks develop, and may be cheaper in the long run.

Although they last throughout a season, they are really not
permanent in the sense that they should be left in the radio..
tors over summer. This is not because the anti-freezing
properties are lost, but because the corrosion and rust
inhibitors are broken down and thus do not provide this type
of protection. It is not even a good practice to attempt to
use theme second year as it is difficult to know whether or
not the stabilizer which has been added is still effective.

All permanent anti-freezes are glycol-based solutions, usually
ethylene glycol. These contain at least three additives:
(1) a stabilizer to prevent changes in the glycol, (2) an
anti-corrosion adOitivel and (3) an anti-foam agent. A new
type of glycol base anti-freeze an the market ignore nearly
a "permanent" one than the older types in that it can be
left in the radiator until it changes color. This type con
tains an indicator which changes to a yellow color to indicate
when the glycol has lost its stability. When this happens, the
radiator should be flushed out amino? material used.

The big weakness of glycol-based anti-freezes are that they
tend to leak through weak places. When the glycol leaks into
the crankcece through a head gasket, it remains and will
damage the bearings. In contrast, the alcohol anti - freezes
volatilize in the crankcase and pass out through "blow -by" cr
through the crankcase breather system. For this reason, the
farm:: must check to be sure everything is tight before using
glycol-based anti-freeze. If he suspects it is getting Into
the crankcase he should immediately change the oil.

Tires

Tractor tires have undergone some changes in recent years to
improve traction, floatation, and to reduce road. wear. All
tractor tires are now broad-based in design, although they
fit on the same rims or wheels. If a farmer needs a
replacement for his old 10" x 38", he now gets a 11.2" x 38".
There is no trouble !Amounting, and the floatation and tree..
tion are Improved. Tire manufacturers provide tables
correlating the old and me:razes. Practically all modern
tires are now open- centered for better cleaning and traction.
They are usually built with curved treads or lugs to decrease,
their wear when used on the highway. The angle of the lugs
is now about 32° which increases the traction over the older
45° of straight-across lugs.
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Batteries

Batteries are competitively priced according to the guaranteed
length of service. They are rated according to the number of
ampere hours of service that may be expected. This depends
largely on the amount of lead used, and this is affected by the
number, length, and thickness of plates. Replacement batteries
must be of the correct voltage.

Oil filters

Oil filters contain either "paper" type elements or "sock" type
elements made from cotton waste. The filtering elf Lents may
be replaceable or non-replaceable. If the filtering element
is non-replaceable, this indicates a "throwaway" filter end
requires a completely new filter.

The manufacturer's recommendations for replacement should be
followed. Conversion numbers should be checked to make ewe
that the right one is used in case the salesman does not han-
dle the same make as the original equipment.

Grease dispensers for farm use are either head pressure-gun
type or the pail pressure-hose type. The former may be suited,
for hand filling or may be capable of also using grease car-.
tridges. The salesman should know what his company carries im
stock and know what can be supplied.

Spark plugs

There are many varlatons of spark p?-vs, and the manu-
facturer's recommendations should be followed.' Unless the
salesman can be certain be can provide en exact duplicate, he
should be carettl aeinit suggesting that his customer change
brands. Manufacturers make a range of plugs in the various
sizes to cover the di.teerence in operating conditions. This
range is from "cold" to "hot" and the driver-salesman shoe$
be able to select the proper number when a customer wants
"the next hottest plug or the next coldest plug" for his
operating conditions. This competency is covered under the
course in Agricultural Machinery Service Occupations.

Vee-belt3

Sizes for Vee-belts are determined by the width across the
back in inches and the outside diameter in inches, such as
1." x 24". If the old belt is not available, the number in
the operator's manual can be equated with the conversion nu*.
bers, to provide the right size of another brand. This
information is usually printed on the labels of replacement
belts or found in handbooks provided by the company.
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Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. Understanding of the subject mat'- , content of this
competency can be developed throuisa class discussions
focused on the question, "What should a salesman know
about the accessories avb.12able through his company?"

2. Cut vertically through a used, non-replaceable filter
so the class can see that regular changing is neces.-
sary. This makes a convincing demonstration.

3. Place 'bright, clean nails and small pieces of brass
in two pint glass jars. Pill :me jar with new
ethylene-glycol-based antifreeze containing rust and
corrosion inhibitors. Fill the other with old anti
freeze of the same type. Place both jars in a 'warm
place or beat the periodically. After several days,
noticeable corrosion of the br.-..ss and rusting of the

nails in the one jar 1411 be evident.

4. Have students practice determining belt sizes needed
in a tractor or other piece of equip 4 hen no
operator's manual ccr 1d belt is availaC.e.

5. The suggested time allotment for this competency is:

Class instruction

Laboratory instruction

hours

0 hours
menzim

Total-- 4 hours

Stz7r.ested Instructional Materials and References

Information and sales brochures usually obtainable
from local distributors.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

1. Work as a clerk in a farm supply center or other
establishment stocking the accessory items.

2. Work in e; filling station where accessories are

handled.

A
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VII. To understand the contractual relationship of the c
the driver-salesman and the driver-salesman to the customer

Teacher Preparation,

Subject Matter Content

In most instances there is a 'written contract between the.
conpa.ny and the driver. Some contracts specify working hours,
salury, or wages for regular time and overtime; retirement
and 1-pspiteli%ation; workmen's compensation; unemployment

insurance; responsibility in case of accident and other items.
Companies usually bond the driver-salesman if collectione are
made in cash. A contract;, whether written or oral, is done to
insure a positive understate:the, between the two interested

parties. Lf man's work is unsatisfactory or the work falls
off, the usual procedure is to terminate employment at the
end of the contract period.

Of greater importance than the contract terms is an under-
standing of the job. The company profit is largely determined
by the amount of products it sells over a year's, time. It cart

provide work and pay driver-salesmen only to the degree that
it makes a profit. The overall goal is to deliver products
with the least possible expense. Management can do much of
the planning for the operation and the analysis of day-to-day
and month-to-month business, but in the final analysis much
depends on the driver-salesman. His ability to increase the
number of customers and improve the efficiency of service to
those already non the bcoke is most important. When the
salesman and management work as a teem, the gallonage and
sales volume increases and everyone benefits.

To accomplish a good team effort, the salesman should be
provided with three things: (1) an incentive for more volume,
(2) an efficient delivery method, and (3) a plan for sales.

To proviae an incentive for more sales, most companies deter-
mine a route ma'n's monthly salary based on a predetermined
number of gallons delivered, and pay an incentive for all
gallons over the base. Base figures and incentive payments
rimy be made on averages for the company if it is large
enough, or on industry figures for a state by small companies.

The monthly salary is based on gallonage with an addit.Lona1.
straight cca=ission paid for sales of oil, grease, anti-freeze,
and accessories. The commissions due the driversaleman are
paid monthly in addition to a regus.ar salary. The incentive
payments on gallonage are usually computed each month with
payment deferred until the end of the year. At that time, if
the 1:lor cost If delivery per gallon exceeded the average
lal?or cost per gallon delivered, management should sit down

4



with the driver to determine the reason. If the same situ-
ation continued over the years, it would be difficult to retain
an individual driver. On the other hand, if the gallonage times
the factor exceeded the annual salary by a comfortable margin,
there would be every reason to increase the monthly salary.
For salesmen just starting who have no past record of gallonage,
a base figure would be established, determined by past company
experience.

thi).:T the incentive plan, it is absolutely necessary to have
a written contract so that there will be no mistake as to the
monthly salary, the base on which incentive pay is determined,
and the factor used for the alldwable labor cost per gallon.

To inc-vase the volume and improve the efficiency of delivery,
some system must be set up to reduce excessive mileage per
gallon delivered. This situation will arise under systems
where the delivery man depends on the farmers to call in for
service or where he "tops-off" the tank each time around
regardless of the quantity needed.

Almost any system requires understanding on the part of the
farmer as well as the driver-salesman. It is a major responsi-
nifty of the driver-salesman to convince customers that it is
to their best advantage to have tractor fuel delivered on an
"extended delivery" basis, and heating oil on a degree-day
basis. Companies changing from an old haphazard system to
an extended delivery or automatic refilling system will have
some difficulty until it is in full operation, but the acomaRY
and efficiency of this type of operation will make money for
all, concerned.

An extended delivery system for tractor fuel works in the
following manner:

1. The driver-salesman maintains a card for each
customer, showing dates of delivery and quantities
of tractor fuel, or other products delivered. This
provides a basis for determining the date of the
next delivery.

2. At the time of a delivery, a notation is made on the
sales ticket and customer's record card for the date
of the next delivery. This is based on the customer's
usage, the time of year, and weather conditions.

At the end of each day, all of the cards are turned
in showing the next delivery date. These are filed-
alphabetically in folders by week of the next
delivery.



4. At the end of each week, the petroleum manager or
distributor pulls the cards scheduled for delivery
the following weekend checks them for credit. A
sufficient number of "prospect" cards will be added
to provide a full week's work.

5. The salesman sorts his week's work into loads for
each of the days and the cards are put in order into
a binder for handy reference.

6. The process is repeated each week.

7. In case the custoner "calls in" for additional gaso-
line, the office personnel locates the customer's
card in the file folder and informs the customer and
moves up the scheduled date,of delivery. "Call in"
loads not already with the truck are pulled fran their
regular sequence and put in a spedial folder so that
the driver can give immediate attention if needed.
They may be integrated into the current week's schedule
or into the following week if that is soon enough, and
if be has already passed the customer during the cur-
rout week.

To make an extended delivery system work effectively it must
be followed "to the letter" by all parties concerned. The
following are important points:

I. The driver-salimum must make the delivery during the
week marked on the last sales ticket no matter What
the weather has been so that the customer will have
confidence in his regularity.

2. Customer cards must be filled out at the time of
delivery and returned to the office daily. ln this
way the office personnel will etIheo have the card
o r be Able to tell t h e c u s t o m e r ;he is scheduled
for the current week. Delivery can be rescheduled
for the next day if necessary.

3. Tractor fuel cards must be kept separate from heating
oils at all times.

4. Deliveries must be made only to those du:stoners
scheduled for a particular dgy.

5. Tanks must be ccapletely filled, except for expansion
room at each delivery. Less than fUll tank deliveries
throws the entire system off, and requires that credit
arrangements be worked out in advance.



6. Whenever existing storage tanks are too small to
permit off-loading enough iael at one tine to last
at least a month, arrangements should be made for the
installation of a larger or an additional tank. The
prozpect of using a tank with an electric pump or an
underground tank is usually sufficient inducement to
the farmer. Such changes are warranted as long as the
gallonage and customer credit are favorable.

7. Eight weeks should be themaldmmtime between deliv-
eries. This will insure that gasoline refined for a
particular season will not be carried over. Customer
contact on at least a bi-monthly basis helps develop
good company customer relations.

8. There must be an understanding about credit and about
discounts for cash payments. The usual plan is to
set a delivery date to coincide with the normal cash
payment date. The most convenient system. is for the
farmer to pay a fixed amount based on an average
predicted consumption. Adjustments are then made
at the end of each six-month period. A route-man may
help a customer to improve his credit rating by
mentioning advantages of a good credit rating. A
driver may also find it necessary to tactfully remind
a. customer if I. has not paid when due. It might be
necessary to gradually upgrade a customer from smiler
gallonage at fairly frequent intervals to high gallonage
when warranted, by his payment record.

sZaz;re will probably not be any written contract between the
cc=arAy and the customer covering the extended delivery sis-
ta: and none is needed.

f..:o=e smaller distributors avoid using en extended delivery oar

autazatic refilling system by equipping their trucks with two»
'tray radios to supplement regular time interval deliveries. In
this Van "call in orders are relayed to the driver on the
route. This is an improvement with a corresponding increase
in eficiency, but it does not avoid having many small deliv-
eries. However, it does tend to serve small quantity
customers whose needs do not fit the extended delivery system
or those who must buy on a cash basis because of poor credit

ratings.

There are many responsibilities between the company and the
salesman and between the salesman and the customer which are
not written, but are important. Examples include:

1. Driver-salesman responsibilities to the company

a. The driver's responsibility for servicing his
own truck
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b. The driver's responsibility for profitably using
his slack time around the terminal for CO paper
work, (2) improving product knowledge, and (3)
assisting in maintenance of facilities and
equipment

c. Scheduling and using time properly for calling
on prospective customers

d. Developing new prospects and maintaining a cur-
rent prospect file

e. Representing the company in a good manner at all
times

f, Being alert to the efficiency of his truck and
keeping the truck assigned up to standard

2. Driver-salesman responsibilities to the customer

a. The driver's responsibility for knowing where
the keys to the customers' tanks are kept and
replacing them properly after refilling. This
is a major reason for keeping the same driver on
the same route.

b. The driver's responsibility for opening and
shutting gates when necessary

c. The driver's responsibility for leaving the
metered slip showing amount of delivery made so
that the farmer will find it

d. The driver's responsibility for picking up the
cash or check when necessary because a limit has
been placed upon credit deliveries, or when the
farmer insists on paying at time of delivery.
The trust which exists between Mae driver-salesmen
and their customers is evidenced by the fact that
they leave cash or signed checks in a place known
only to the driver. The cash may or may not be
inmahlybudget envelopes. Often the amount
on the signed check must be written in by the
driver.

P. The driver's responsibility for handling the truck
to prevent damage to the customer's property

f. The driver's responsibility for avoiding safety
hazards or taking corrective action when safety
rules are violated



g. Informing the customer when it is to his advan-
tage to buy in quantities but not to the extent
of becoming overstocked

h. Informing the customer about product information
so that the customer can safely and wisely buy
with confidence on the recommendation

i. Informing the customer concerning time limit and
form to use to secure refund for retUndable fuel
taxes paid. Some drivers handle all this for
customers, who merely sign their names.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. C3-ass discussion will bring out the points presented
in subject matter content. Individual students will
undoubtedly be ab3.e to provide examples or offer
supplementary information front their own experience.
Copies of employment contracts may be used for
examination during the discussion.

2. Ask the class to give possible objections to the
extended delivery system and list them on the chalk-
board. Challenge the class to provide rebuttals to
the objections that would be made by a good salesman,
and list these In another column.

The merits and objections of this system should be
simi3ar to the following:

Objections by Farmer

No money to pay- for more
than 3,00 gallons every

two weeks.

2. I don't want a full tank
as I think someone is
stealing it.

Answers of Salesman

We will keep your
tank full and every
two weeks you send
us a check for the
usual amount. We
will settle vp at
the end, of the year
and it will mean
less bookkeeping and
less wear and tear
on the driveway.

Perhaps we can move
the tank nearer to
the house, but if
not let's put some
locks on it and only
you and I will know
where the key is kept.
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3. Gasoline gets stale 'when
it stands.

4. I don't want to run out
of Ala, and ray work
varies from week to week.
How can you be sure there
will be gas when I need
it?

5. How does this new system
help me?

6. I don't like someone til»
ling the tank unless I
tell them to I prefer
to phone in rlY Order.

4.

We put additives in
the as to prevent
this and there is
no trouble unless
you keep it more
than three months.

From past records,
I know about how
much you use each
week in busy and
slack time, good
weather and bad.
It would be rare
for you to run out,
but if you do, just
call in and I will
deliver Immediately.

You will have fewer
tax records to keep
and less chance of
missing any refund
dates. There will
be fewer deliveries
and less chance for
cutting up the
driveway in bad
weather.

You may continue to
phone in if you
want to, but almost
everyone prefers to
be served auto-
matically. This
saves them, the

bother of phoning
and the worry about
forgetting to phone.
Try the new system
and if you do not
like it, you can
change back.



7. What will I do for oil
and grease if I need some
and you will not be stop-
ping for three or four
weeks?

8. If I cannot pay for a
full, tank, I will lose

my casn discount.

9. I'll never Inlowyben
you are coming.

We have special pri-
ces twice a year in
the spring and fall,
and you can save
money by ordering a
six-month supply at
that time so you
will always have a
supply on hand.

If you pay once a
month on a regular
basis, you get the
same discount as
cash on delivery.
I will leave a set
of envelopes, one
for each month, and
you can send it in
or I wiLl pick it
up on delivery. At
the end of the year,
we will balance out.
If you have paid for
more fuel than you
received you will
get credit, and if
it is the other way
around we will bill
you for it. We can
even adjust the pay-
ments next year to
take care of it.
This is known as the
"deferred payment"

plan.

I will always mark
the week of 1 next
delivery on the
ticket I leave. If
you need something
or want me to pick
up the payment
envelopes, just put
a note in the tax
record booklet that
I will hang in the
shed (or wherever
you designate).
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10. Other objections as
offered by the class.

Other responses as
suggested by the
class or provided
by the teacher.

3. The time allotment suggested for this competency is:

Class instruction 3 hours

Laboratory instruction 0 hours

Total-- 3 hours

Sagested Instructional ifiaterials and References

References

1. Nhjor comnanies usually have some printed or
mimeographed sales plans indicating (1) how their
systems operate for extended delivery of tractor
fuels and their use of degree-days for heating
oil, and (2) the basis of incentive payments to
driver-salesmen. These would be useful for class
use.

2. Copies of sample contracts from major oil, compa-
nies for class use.

3. Publication 1609. The Driver's Handbook, American
Petroleum Institute.

Suggested Occupational Experiences

Occupational experience is not needed to develop this compe-
tency. However, all of the occupational experience suggested
for previous competencies would contribute to some extent to
this competency.

VIII. To understand and appreciate the safety laws and regulations
pertaining to the delivery and storage of liquid petroleum

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Safety cannot be segregated and taught successfully in a
Separate module any more than it can be legislated or ensured
by the publication of a set of rules from the state fire mar-
shal. Safety has been brought up repeatedly in the teaching
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of the competencies of this module and the best time to teach
it is when it comes up in connection with other aspects of the
subject matter content. However, certain aspects which may not
have been discussed during the previous teaching are presented
here. By considering safety as a separate competency at the
end of the nodule, the teacher has an opportunity to again
reinforce the earlier teaching of safety.

Many people pay "lip service" to the iraportance of safety wi1Lh
respect to liquid petrol= when talking with others, and then
proceed to take chances. themselves. More than a. mere apprecias
tion of factors are in-rolved and the ttacher should strive for
an understanding of the personal and prQerty hazards involved..
For a driver- salesman, safety must become a habit. He must be
continually alert to what he is doing and yet at the same time
perform safety checks without fail, such as checking the ground.
strap before filling each tank and before mounting the cab each
time he moves the truck.

The major hazards in liquid petroleum'deliveries are traffic
accidents awl fire. Prevention is much better than remedial
action.

Fire protection may have been considered in other classes.
The students should understand the basic principles of extin'
guishing a fire and how this is accomplished by the several
types of fire extinguishers. While the tank truck driver is
primarily concerned with gasoline and oil fires, he should
also blow about the other classes of fire In case adjacent
buildings or electrical fires are involved. The following
can be used as a review for students or classes who have ,

studied it previously.

Fires are classified.** follows:

Class A - Fires in ordinary coMbastable materials such

woods pates weeds, etc.

Class B - Fires au flammable liquids and greases

Class C Fires in "lives electrical systems or
equipment

in order for a fire to occur three elements are needed. These
three essential elements are fuel, oxygen, and a source of
ignition. The fuel must be in the vapor stage and omen is
supplied from the air. The source of ignition mar be supplied

from the air. The source of ignition may be supplied either

from an existing flanle trait en electrical spark, or from

some sourceof heat. In order to extinguish a flame it is
necessary to remove the oxygen or the fUel. Once a fire oc-
curs, it is very difficult to remove the fuel, but cooling to
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inhibit vaporization may be effective. Usually fires are
controlled by smothering the fire, which prevents resupply
of oxygen needed to support combustion.

Portable fire extinguishers may be 4, the following types:

Type 1 - Dry chemical, which is effective for Class B and
Class C fires. This can be used against Class A
fires if a quenching agent such as water is also
supplied.

Type 2 - Carbon dioxide (COO, which is effective for
Class B and Class C fires only

Type 3 - Foam, which is effective against Class A and
Class B fires

Type 4 - Vaporizing liquid (carbon tetrachloride), which
has some effect on Class B fires. This type is
rapidly becoming obsolete because of danger from
fumes and possible damage to the skin.

Type 5 Water which is effective in aay form for Class A
fires and against Class B fires in the farm of a
fog. It may be used to cool equipment and pro-
tect personnel and adjacent buildings, but should
never be directed ..ato a petroleum blaze. It
mill spread the fire without putting it out.

All tank trucks carry portable extinguishers and the drivers
should be responsible for knowing where they are located at
all times, and how to use them. The usual types carried are
types 1, 2, or 3. Fire extinguishers must be inspected and
serviced according to state regulations. This is not usually
a driver's responsibility other than to report when they need
service.

In case of fire while loading, the procedure is:

1. Stop the flow of gasoline or oil.

2. Call for assistance but remain with :yourInehicle.

3. Close dome cover if possible.

4. Do not attempt to move vehicle.

5. Fight the fire with portable extinguisher until it
is exhausted, and then by any other available
means. Fires in open domes may be smothered with
a jacket or blanket.



6. Notify your supervisor.

In case of fire while en route, the procedure is:

1. Move the vehicle off the highway and away from
buildings end trees if possible.

2. Shut off the engine.

3. flight the fire with the portable fire extinguisher.

4. Remain with the vehicle but have someone call the
fire department.

5. Notify your supervisor before moving the vehicle,
even though the fire is out.

In cane of fire while making a delivcry, the procedure is:

1. If the fire invzlves the vent or fill pipe, stop the
flow of gasoline or heating oil, end shut off the
truck motor if it has been used for pulping.

2. If the fire involves the vehicle, fight it with the
portable extinguisher but do not attempt to move it.

3. If the fire involves buildings or automobiles, close
valves, disconnect or reel up hose and move truck
out of range. Remain with your vehicle and have
someone else call the fire department, and notify
your supervisor.

Trefic accidents are always possible, but good drivers: may
go through en entire working career and never have a serious
one. However, in case of accident, the procedure is:

1,, Stop at canoe sad turn off the motor.

2. Take all possible precautions to avoid other acci-
dents including the setting of signal, flags and
:Light lights.

3. Assist Wured arsons if necessary, bt do not
cvtenpt to move an injured pi .son until the d,:etor
arrives except to mot-a him out of danger. Have
someone else call a doctor or ambulance and do not
leave the vicinity of your vehicle.

Obtain names and addrer3es of person or persons
involved and witnesses. Get the license number
whenevw possibia.
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3. Have someone pilone for a policeman and notify your
employer.

6. Be courteous and show your license readily do
not argue or discuss tie accident. Do not make any
statement until authorized. by your employer.

7. Report every accident to your emmlo:;er as soon as
practicable no matter how small or who is at fault.

8. Do not stop for an accident which doeb not involve
your truck unless your help is absolutely needed,
and then only after you place -.".; in a Safe position.

Drivers are sometimes assigned the responsibility of eleaning
a tank vinen changing from one proo...cct to another. There is
an increasing trend to have this done by special companies
who do nothing but stem out and repair tanIzs. In case the
driver does nothing more than drive his truck to the specialized
place of business, he should still observe safety precautions
while in the vicinity.

Tank cleaning must be done in the open, away from other
vehicles or sources of ignition, and it involves the following:

1. Removing all of the existing contents by opening
draw-off faucets, draining all compartments, piping
and hoses, an. cleaning out any depressions or pockets
where the product may have collected.

2. Dry-mopping the inside of each compartment through
the dope opening.

3. Inspection by mirror and approved flashlight or
extension light to insure that the interior is
clean, valve sups and lines have been drained,
strainers removed and check valves open.

It. rilling with water to overflowing or using low pres..
sure stews, when necessary. Steen is chiefly used for
the removal of heavy products such as asphalt, and
care must be exercised. to avoid static electricity
generated when it enters the tank. This hazard dic-
tates that the truck be kept yroperly grounded.

3. The tank must .be ventilated by an air blower, or by
:sutural wind currents.

When repair work does not need to be performed on the tank, the
cleaning process may consist of merely draining out the old
product, filling and draining out a tank full of water and then
refilling with the new product. When this is Cone, every
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effort should be made to go from a higher octane product to a
lower octane except in the case of heating oil. With heating
oil, there is always the possibility of explosion if a small
quantity of gasoline gets to the burner.

Driver-salesmen will ordinarily not do shop repairs. If arty
mechanical work the driver does takes place in the open with
the truck grounded, there is little danger ct'sparking or
static electricity.

St1,7gested Teaching-Learning Activities

1. The teacher should emphasize that the practice of
safety should become a habit.

2. Bring to class newspaper clippings off" accidents
involving petroleum products. Use these to start
class discussion based on the general castion,
"What should a driver-salesman know and do for his
personal safety as well as that of others?" This
will involve the three classes of fires, the five
types of extinguishers, and principles of fighting
fires.

3. The procedures for driver-salesmen to follow in case
of fire involving loading, en route, travel, or in
delivering may be mimeogreq)hed and passed out; or
written en the chalkboard and copied by the students.
The same applies to the procedure to fallow in case
of accident. These should be taken up in class
discussion zo answer questions which the students
may have,

4. The steps in tank cleaning would be best handled by
class discussion. A trip to see tank-cleaning in
progress may be hazardous with a large group.

5. Demonstrations of fire fighting and fire fighting
equipment may be arranged with fire officials at
nearby sites.

6. The suggested time allotrtteuz for this competency is:

Class instruction

Laboratory work field trip-

Total

3 hours

1 hours=Mt
hours
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Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

"Tank Truck Fires," 16nmi sound color film,
American Petrat.eum Institute, New York.

References

1. Publication 160, Driver's Handbook, American
Petroleum Instutate, New York.

`Z. Accident Prevention Manual No. 13,
Mobile Tanks Used for Traaspartation of Flammable
Liquids, American Petroleum Institute.

3. Accident Prevention Manual No. 8, Safe Practices
in Bulk Plant Operations, American Petroleum
Institute, New York.

Publications from state fire marshal's office
and local sources pertaining to safety and
petroleum fires.

Suggested Occupational Exp_eriences

Safety is something for which competency cannot be developed
independent of other work. Any of the previously cited
occupational experiences can contribute to the developm,ent
of this competency.

able to meet the requirements for a chauffeur's license
drive a trick carefully and safely (This competency is

best suited to the post-high school level.)

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

Before an indivudial can perform the service of delivering
petroleum products to a farmer or function as a salesman
after he gets there, he must be able to handle a truck and
hold the proper kind of driver's license.

The different kinds of driver's licenses and tae requirement
for each vary between the states. Generally there are two
types -an operator's license which may be secured at age 16
and is valid for driving privately-owned vehicles not "for
hire"; and a chauffeur's license which cannot be secured un-
til age 18 and is required for the operation of vehicles where
a fee is charged for transporting people or products.
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In most states, a chauffeur's license is mandatory for driving
tank trucks, other than those self-:necked. The rules and regui-,
'cations for obtaining one should be familiar to the teacher
and to many of the students. The biggest additional revire»
vent for passing the examination over that for securing an
operator's license is to bow the truck-driving regulations.
Mile there may be some variation between states, the regu-
lations pertaining to trucks usually include:

1. Requirements on overtaking another vehicle

2. Rev repents for crossing a railway grade crossing

3. Requirements for use of flags or lighting at night
on loads extending beycad the bed of the truck

4. Requirements for safety equipment (flags, fusees,
fire extinguishers, etc.)

5. Steps which must be taken in the case of a breakdown
al the highwa.Y

6. Requirements for mechanical turn-signals

7. Prohibition against driving a vehicle if cargo is
leaking its contents

8. Requirements for flaps on the rear wheels to prevent
throwing dirt and water on following vehicles

9. Requirements for marking of explosive contents

10. Width limitations (usually eight feet), height
limitations (usually 13 feet 6 inches), and length
limpations (usually 35 feet)

U. Maxim= weight per axle, total loaded weight (malciann
gross weight, maxima wheel load per inch of tire
width)

32. Although not applying to the trucks a driwer..saiesqan
wou3.4. normally handle in farm deliveries, he mast

know the limitations on other types of vehicle
dimensions in order to pass the chauffeur's test.
These include:

a. Length of a passenger -type bus (usually 40 feet)

b. Length of a mmicipa). bus (usually 48 feet)

c. Length of a commercial tractor and semii-trailel:
(usually 55 feet)



d. Length of any other combination (usually 60 feet)

Farm boys usually learn to drive a truck even before age 3.6
while engaged in farm operations off the highway and will
probably come to this aass with an ability to handle the
usual two-and-one-half ton truck with a long wheel base and
two different ranges of gears. With this background, the
transition to driving a(petroleum truck safely is not too,
ditficult. This may explain why some farm, bays secure
chauffeurs s licenses soon after graduation from high school,
and in employment as tank truck drivers.

Although it is legally possible for a an 18 years of age to
drive a tank truck, most companies would not care to entrust
an expensive vehicle and its potentially explosive contents
without assuring themselves that he can handle it carefu3.1y
and safely. There is no difference in the rate for insurance
coverage because of the age or experience of the tank truck
driver, but every company wants to keep its claims by to
avoid increase in rates or cancellations. It is the usual
practice of companies 'when hiring Isew drivers to provide some
sort of "breaking-in" training to be sure .the.t. the new man
can handle the type a equipment they operate. This may be
merely a "check out" with an empty vehicle. The usual

goperations involve: p. etting the vehicle into position
at the loading dock, 2) negotiating the usual starts, stops,

)

back-ups and turns necessary to safe operations, and (3) safe
operation on the road, including overtaking, speed limit, and
grade crossings.

While some companies rig' hire drivers with a minima of
"checking out," others have a very complete mad thorough
procedure to inn= that they are (1) honest, (2) have auto
ticsial stability, (3) are physically fit, (10 capable of
doing the work, and (5) bare the proper attitude toward work,
safe driving, and meeting the public. The American Petroleum
Uisttbute recommends the fo.UOvang:

3.. Pre - employment evaluation including: the coewletion
of application forms to provide basic information and
previous experience, the checking of possible traffic
offenses against his license, the checking xlith pre -
vtous on honesty, emotions]. stability,
etc., and a complete physical. examination by a
competent physician.

2. Qualifying -tests to determine traffic kaowLedge,
legible handwriting, and sufficient arithmetic ability
to handle paper work.

3. Behind-the-wheel testing, 'Including at least two
tests in each of the falowing situations:
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a. Left turn f. Traffic now

b. Right two. g. Backing

c. Traffic lights h. Ascending steep hills

d.. Stop signs is Descending steep hills

e. Railway crossing j. Parking

II-. Determining driver attitudes which are considered
more important than knowledge of traffic regulations,
sound driving practices, and mechanical skill in
avoiding accidents. (This must necessarily be a

subjective judgment and cal well be made by several
persons as they talk with or observe an solicant.)

Poor driver attitudes include the following:

a. Overconfidence that transcends good judgment
and cord= sense

b. Willful disregard for the rights and feelings
of others (discourtesy and poor driving manners)

c. Impatience with resulting loss of good judgmeit.

d. Worry over domestic or financial matters that
impairs ability to concentrate on the job

e. "Daydreaming" and :failure to keen the mind on the
job

f. Disregard for company rules which may prohibit
unauthorized passengers, reporting or working
under tb,. influence of liattors or narcotics,
falsifying records or time sheets, smoking or
carrying matches (other than safety matches)
near a delivery unit, leaving the vehicle while
unloading, or using company equipment for other
than company business

The training of drivers once they have been hired varies from
the bare minima to a complete program including:

1. Orientation to familiarize the new driver with the
equipMent and the people in the areas where he vi.1.1

work, emphasizing the purpose of his work
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2. Product Inlowt.l.edges,particularly the meaning of
flash points*, what products flash below normal
atmospheric temperatures, the Importance of not
mixing liquids with icy and high flash points,
specific information concerning the company's
brands and names of products

3. Appearance, courtesy, and public relations which
have a strong influence on the company's reputation
with clients

4. Driving to correct deficiencies obt. aired during the
initial driving tests and to emphasize "defensive
driving", (The defensive driver is constantly alert
and makes allowances for the mistakes of others so
as to be able to take preventive action in dangerous
situations.)

3. Safety equipment which is carried on tank trucks with
instruction on how to use it in emergencies. This
w-ILI be covered in detail under competency. muaber VIII
of this module.

6. Loading procedwes should include :

a. Determination of the proper loading location far
each product

b. Keeping clear of a spin-area until clearance is
received

c. Positioning the truck with engine and electrical
equipment shut off, parking brake an,. and truck
in gear

d. Identification of calor codes on pipes or other
methods for making sure the right product is
being loaded

e. Connecting the ground cable before opening.the
dome cover to reduce hazard of static electricity

f. Making sure that loading instructions acre clear,
and correct products are loaded in the right
quantities

* The flash point of a liquid is thc: minimum
temperature at Nrhich 1 gives off fl 2simeale

vapors ii sufficient quantity to bum.
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g. &king sure that all compartmentsvlines, meters,
etc., are empty in order to avoid mixing

h. Making sure that the stop meter is set at the
proper quantity far each compartment

i. Keeping the truea's cab unoccupied during loading
operations

a. Remaining near the truck during loading operations
to insure prompt action in emergencies

x. Kc.iping all dome covers and all valves closed
except the ones being used during loading

1. Carefully inserting the .downspout it a vertical
position into the compartment to minimize release
of wpor and being carebil to avoid static
electricity

m. Never tying or blocking the loading valves and
be careful to prevent overflows when manual
valves are used

a. Never exceeding the loading mark an a compartment
and drawing off any excess through the doper
=loading valve before leaving ;lent. Dispose
of as prescribed by the company directive.

o. Never inserting tools or taking samples during
filling operations because of danger Fran static
alectridty

p. Looking to be sire that the loading arm is
retracted properly, and all dome cc:mars are closed
and securely fastened

q. Disconnecting the bonding or ground cable before
moving the truck

r. Using clay, sand, or earth to absorb any spill,
and removing this to a safe location but not
into a sewer or on surrounding property

s. Never attempting mechanical. or electrical adjust-
ments while truck is at the loading rack

t. Loading dry cargo so it will not shift in transit

u. Being careful in loading batteries to not damage
terrainals or cause leakage. Be sure to wash
down. with water and baking soda in case of
spilled acid.

iv



vo Protecting agaoinst weather when necessary 17 use
op a tarpaulin

7, Delivery procedures to include;

. Positioning the truck niar the tank without

damage tQ driveways, 3,a us, 1440404 eOc.

bo Making sure that the tank contains the same kind
of product that is being delivered to avoid mixing

c. Making sure that the tank has surficiemt capacity
to the amount ordered

a. Checking against fire hazards and not =loading
until corrected, e.g., smoking, open flames, etc,

eo Making awe that the proper delivery hose conneel
Lion is made before openine the valves or staxting
t,he deliVerY Pm*

f. Checking for leaks and stopping ismaediatai
until repairs are made

go liemaining near the track, watching the filler
opening, and being able to Ont of the flow
quickly i n an emergency

h. rpeping dome covers closed

it Being alert to isscoPer venting and repcgr4n8
improper I.Ata3.3.ation to superior

J. comPlete4r dr:442144 the hose be fore removing tQ
avoid spillage

k, Should a spill occur, stopping flow of prodteto
obtaining fire extinguishers,. warnng people
4waY, notice policy and Are departments,
keeping vehicle shut off: remaining close tQ the
scene until the area is sda safe

1. Msconnecting hope pram tank when delivery is
completed and replacing till cap and cover

Closing and checicing 41 valves end dome covers
before deParbitng

p, Reporting any delay, hazardous conditiopi or
diasatipfaCtion g customer to superior
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o. Never delivering directly onto a at tractor or
other equipment on which the motor is running

8. Fire protection (See competency VIII of this module.)

9. Invoicing and accounting procedures in accordance
with company directives including time cards or logs,
loading tickets, tax rebate forms where applicable,
invoices, delivery receipts, fire and accident reports
in vehicle, maintenance reports, and trip summaries
when required (Companies differ in procedure, but all
should have some way of checking on the complete
history of each trip to include, gallons loaded,
gallons sold, gallons left on truck, meter readings,
driver time, miles traveled laden and unladen,
remittance analysis showing cash, credit card sales,
checks, etc.)

Company policy may dictate the driver's responsibility for the
proper maintenance of the vehicle to which he is assigned.
Unless there is fleet maintenarce, the driver will be expected.
to do the usual serving, including: washing, lubrication,
checking the tires, and reportiug e needed repairs which are
beyond the usual tightening of bolts, etc. Tank cleaning to
remove dirt at periodic intervals or when changing from one
type of Awl to another such as gasoline to fuel oil. 5.13

Usually a responsibility of the driver.

Before starting to load or drive a truck, the driver has a
responsibility for vehicle inspection even if the maintenance
work has been done by others. This includes checking on the
foLlowing:

1. That the fuel tanks to supply the truck stator are Atli

2. That the oil level in the crankcase is adequate

3. That the radiator has enough water in the summer and
has adequate anti-freeze in the winter

4. That tire pressures are correct and the wheel lugs
tight

5. That the wheel chocks, fire extinguishers, emergency
flags, electric lanterns, etc., are in order

6. That the water is drained from the air tanks for
all trucks equipped with air brakes

7. That hoses and tools are all. in place and serviceable
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4. That any evidence of previous damage to the vehicle
or equipment has been reported

9. That the license plates and signs are clean

10. That the brakes are working properly, including the

low pressure alarm for air brakes

11. That all lights including stop and turn signals,
horn, and windshield vipers operate properly

12, That the stee3,ing-mec.hanism and dash instruments
operate properly

13, That the windshield, cab windows and mirrors are
clean and ;;hat the side-mounted rear-view mirrors

14. That any leaks in tanks, valves, and piping have
been reported

15, That tire chains are carried if requi3ed. (The
industry prefers not to use them, and in some states
they may be prohibited, just as the grounding chain
is no longer used, It bts been replaced with a
rubber-covered metal atrap,) The weight of the truck
and the design of the tire tread is considered suf.
ficient for traction under most driving conditions.

rating operations at the bulk plant are generally under the
supervision of a terminal or petroleum manager. However, the
tank truck driver is usually involved to insure that he gets
the right amount of the proper material and that his personal
safety and that or his truck are nit jeopardized. In small
organizations, the driver often mimes full responsibility
for the entire loading operation. Cooperation and underir
standing between personnel, around a bulk plant is vital to
smooth and safe operations,

Prior to leaving the plant, the driver should plan his route
to avoid congested areas. He should then make all of the
delivery stops, and return to the terminal with the least
number of gallons remaining ix& the tanks and the fewest nub,
ber of miles driven with an empty vehicle. In addition to
all of the other points of good driving which should be ob-
served, the tank truck driver should be careful never to pass
fires pn or near the road without first assuring himself that
this can be done without hazard of 3.gnit: 3 vapors.

ra the event of a breakdown on the road, the driver should
(1) get or: the road. as far as possible, (2) set out flags,
markers, or lights in accordance with state regulations.
This is usually 100 feet J4 front, 100 feet in rear, and
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usually at 'least 10 feet on the traffic side of the truck.
To park the truck, cut the front wheels toward the curb, set
the hand brake and block the wheels. The driver can then try
to deterxrdne the cause of trouble and send. word to his
supervizcz.

The operation of the %atered pump for pumps) which are mounted
on the truck and tau: proper use of the hose reeling devices
are the responsibility of the driver and must be learned
before he works on hid own. Although all: of his equipment
follows about the same pattern, there is enough variation
between different makes to require some orientation and super-
vision before the driver starts making deliveries. In all
probability, an experienced operator wiLl ride with a new
driver long enough to insure that he can properly operate all
features of the truck and observe all safety precautions.

Since distribution to farmers usually does not involve cros-
sing state lines and NCO licensing would. not be involved*
it is omitted. in this competency.

Activities

1. The points taken up in the subject matter content
should. form the basis of a class discussion led. by
the teacher rather than be given as a lecture.

2. The student must be encouraged to take the requisite
action to secure a chtvAfeur's license on his own*
in preparation for the time when he must qualify as
a chauffeur in order to be employed.. This includes%

a. Learning to operate a large truck if he does nas
already know how. Local trucking firms will
sometimes loan a truck for this purpose.

b. Preparing for the chauffewriii-examination,

c. Observing the operation of truck operators
Whenever possible. Testing is really accom-
plished at the time of taking the chauffeur's
examination. Informal testing by the teacher
or other waif-led person for greid.in. g purposes
11197 be in order.

3. L. field trip to see the operation of a bulk plant,
including the filling and operation of a tank truck
may be helpful. It may have to be done in small
groups because of safety.

4. If a field. trip is not possible, a competent driver-
salesman might be invited to the class as a resource



person to answer questions arising Fria the class
discus: ion. However, as in the case of field trips,
this may be done in connection with the other
competencies.

5. Students may have been enrolled in driver education
classes and know the fundamental rrixt,:iples of motor
car operation on the road. While truck driving is
similar, there are certain additional items and some
modifications which are peculiar to truck driving.
The teacher should consider these in a class discus-
sion following the question, "What -7e the steps in
truck operation on the road coverit all situations
from the time the driver boards the loaded truck in
daylight until he returns after ..a.%7k?" List on the
board the students' responses and adjust the sequence.
An alternative way would be to assign this topic for
individual or committee written work with possible
collation on the board after they have finished.
Note that this sequence would generaLly follow that
beginning with number 4 on page 16 of the Driver's
Handbook (API publication 1609) referred to at the
end of this module.

6. Laboratory instruction could well be centered around
the practice of filling out forms used in the
industry. These forms are:

a. Usually required prior to employment

b. Usually encountered &Irina the course of delivery.
The forms could b' taken from the appendixes of
API Bulletin 1608: Driver Selection and Training;
Guide, and includes

1) Typical earployment application forms

2) Typical physical examination forms
f000peration with school aurae)

Typical tragic and driving knowledge
questionuaixes

4) Typical questions on characteristics of
petroleum products and emergency controls
(This may have been covered under competency
No. VIII, Safety.)

3)

(in

5) Typical driver-performance check by qualified
driver
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7. Unless there is an unusual opportunity for placement,
time for considering icis compet?ncy should be limited.
ma suggested time allotmeat for this cempetencY iss

Class instruction 3 hours

Laboratory instruction 1 hours

Totarl

===
hours'

Sur vested Instructional. Materials and References

Instructional materiala

1. Practically all major oil comoanies have career
iuteirmation material available, with some of it
bearing directly on this competency. (This can
be sicared and made available for browsing by
the student on his own time if he is interested.)

2. Publications of the American Petroleum, Institute

a. Publication 1526, A Future for You in
Petroletum Marketing 1965.

b. 1Fub3.4.cation 1545, Opportunity Around the
Corner.

c. BIlletin 1608, Driver Selection and Training
ode 1960.

d. Bullean 1609, Driver's Handbook 1960.

e. Bulletin 163.6, Petroleum Delivery and Truck
,Operation and Maintenance.

f. Student bookl.et, Careers in the Oil Industry.

3. Marketing filmstri; Number 1, available from the
American Petroleum Institute, is of interest to

teachers but of daub-LAU. value for use With classes.
It was prepared largekv for distributive education
teachers for use at cc any and association sales
meetings to show how the .aart-work, part -study Fro-
mm operates in training roung men for careers in
petroleum marketing. This may be available on
loan frexa a distributive adtoe,tion teacher or

supervisor. They are intende.' to be :purchased by
the companies at a cost of $5.k 0 and given to
distributive education teachers ifter the initial
showing.
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The filmstrip includes 20 frames in color and
requires 23-25 minutes for presentation. There
are two scripts which come with the filmstrip,
one for oil marketing personnel use and the other
for general audiences. (Note to teachers: after
previewins, it should be easy to select the framea
most applicable for either the introduction of
th5.s module or in connection with the teaching of
this competency.}

SuggeJted Occupational Experiences.

1. Bonafide occupational experience will be Zifficult to
secure for this competency because of the licensing
requirements and the absence of need for a helper.
Not only do companies consider that only one roan is
necessary both to drive and Qperate a tank truck,
but many have the policy of prohibiting an extra per-
..;o1 in tie cab even thouth he is on the payroll.
This is ate to insurance and liability laws in case
of e.ccident. 3 may be desirable for the teacher to
arrange with the company for permission to have stu-
dents ride ith drivers to become familiar with the
operation of the truck, even though they do not re-
ceive remuneration. It may-a:so be possible for the
students to observe loading operations, and then
drive in personal cars_to follow the truck and observe
delivery proce4iures.

2. Pataozzh not contributing to the development of
driving competency, any kind of work around a bulk
plez..t or installing tanks on the farm will contribute
to this competency. This may be performed on a part-
time or summer job basis before graduation.

3. Any kind of driving of large trucks with heavy loads,
such as milk collection trucks, will assist in this
competency even though it will not provide occupa-
tional, experience in the operatics of the pumps and
safety precautions and regulations.

Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Module

It will be extremely difficult to evaluate the educational outcome of
this module on the desirable criterion of whether or not the student
is putting into practice what he has learned from his school experience.
It may be five or more years before the effectiveness of this module can
be objectively evalu:ited.

Although only a few of the members of a class may eventually earn their
living as successful salesmen, it is believed that the development of
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the majority of the c.orapetencies will be useful to all the students
because of the minor or indirect relationships to many off-farm occu-
pations. Probably every member or the class will eventually own and
operate an automobile and many will use trucks. This module was writ-
ten from the point of view of la= tractor operation, but there is
application for anyone who comes in contact with the products of the
petroleum industry. Because of these circumstances, evaluation at the
time of completing this module or upon graduation after completirg .the
course in A67eicatural. Pirpply--Sales and Service Occupations may have
to be more subjective than desired.. However, it should include ap-
praisals by the students and by someone vklo may be in a position to
observe the effect of the training upon the student, as well as the
student. Such appraisals might be made by easing the check list
indicated below:

Check List for Evaluatiag the Educational Outcomes of the Module on
Petroleum. and Petroleum troducts--Sales and Service

Question Pertaining to Com:petency

1. Can the student anply the following
in selection of tractor fuels?

Octane and catane =bars
Compress
Additives
Promoters
Deposit modifiers
Metal deactivators
Detergents
Dycis

To Serge Not
Yes No Degree Observed

2. Can the student corapare LP-gas to
gasoline and heating oil with re-
spect to storage, application to
tractors, application to heating,
water, crop drying, household
brooding, etc.?

3. Can the student compare additives
used in lubricating oil with those
in tractor fuel?

k. Can the student orgy the following
in the selection of gear oils and
greases?

SAE nuMbers
Metallic soaps
Shear stability
DrqpIng point
Eillti-purpose grease
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Question Pertaining to Competency :Yes No
To Some' Not
Degreet Observe).

5.

6.

7

8.

9.

.0.

Can the student explain the delivery
of heatinG oils on the "degree -day"
basis including the calculation of
"K" factor?

Can the student explain the
"extended delivery" or automatic
refill system for tractor fuels
showing the advantages to the far-
mers as well as to the conmanies?

Can the student explain how the an-
nual salary of a driver-salesman is
determine,. under an incentive elan?

Can the student explain what items
are covered in written contracts and
what items are the rermonsibility of
the driver to the company, and his
mgeonsibilities to the customer?

Can the student recall and explain
the critical points he should know
as a salesman in talking to the
farmers a;bout tires, batteries,

anti-freeze, oil filters; and other
necessary items?

Can the student recall, without
reference to notes, the salesman's
procedure .n case of fire or
accident?

The teacher is not expected. to include either the student's on
evaluation of his abilities listed on the check list, or the evaluation
of others. It is believed that the student will have a much better
appreciation for the grade he receives if he has an opportunity for
self-appraisal. There is no objection to using this check list at the
end of the teaching of each competency for grading or as a basis of
transition from one competency to another.

It is not intended that this check list be all-inclusive, and both
teachers and students are encouraged to add pertinent questions.

Reactions of parents and school officials will be helpful in evaluating
the educational outcomes of this module, since there wilt be only a few
instances where the appraisals of employers can be secured.
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Mzewase of the limited opportunities for employment in the area of this
module Ifaile in high school, it will be di:ficult to have this aspect
reflected in the course grade. Sone credit should be given to the
individuals who develop opportunities for observation and some vartici
potion even though on a non-paying basis. This Way well be reflected
by the "attitude" of the individual toward the subject matter content
and the occupational experience.

A basis of grading for this module might be:

Attitude toward the subject matter and occupational experience-- 30%

Participation in class discussion, laboratory work, etc.- 30%

Grades on written quizzes at the close of each competency 15%

Grades on the students' notebooks and special reports (one
could terell be assigned to each student during this module) 1$

Grade on the final exandnation 10%

Total 100%

Socrcos of Surre,,c3ted instructional 2.1terials and References

Instructional materials

1. "1:ar.cating FilmstripT=ber 1," available from the American
Petroleum Institute, is of interest to teachers, but of
d o u b t f u l . v al u e f o r using:with _classes, u n l e s s i t is care-

1111.1y edited to i n s u r e t h e r i g h t effect. I t s se.:s prepared

for distributive :ducation teachers to use to shag/ how the

part- stud program orates to train yotrag men
for careers in petroleum marleting. This may be available
on loan from a distributive education teacher or super-
visor. These were intended to be purchased at a cost of
?5.00 by a cempany or association, and given to distributive
education teachers after the first shoeing. The filmstrip
includes 20 frames in color and requires 23-25 minutes for
presentation. There are two scripts which cane with the
Zilmstrip, one for oil marketing personnel use and one for
general. audiences. 1271 Avenue of the Americas,
New York 20, New York.

2. "Tank Track Fires," 16m sound color film, 15 minutes,
American Petroleum Institute, 1273. Avenue of the Americas,
New York, Nr, York. Available for purchase (490.00) and
possibly for loan from a major oil company which produced it.

3. "Selecting and Storing Tractor Purls and Lubricants,"
color filmstrip, Southern Association of Agricultural
Ettaineexing and Vocational Agriculture, Athens, Garcia.
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4. Films or filmstrips available from. major oil companies.

5. A copy of a local distributor's storage equipment sales
and security agreement covering purchase and installation
costs for heating oil, tank purchases on a time-payment plan.

6. Copies of forms used b-,f local distributors for:

a. Customer control cards

b. Driver delivery cards

c. Sales tickets

d. Driver trip reports or iia.3)y sales inpimaries

e. Petroleum prospect cards

f. Grease order bionics

g. Tax exemption certificate forms

h. Liquid fuel shrinkage reports, etc.

7. Major companies usually have some printed or mimeographed
sales plans indicating (1) how their systems for extended
delivery of tractor fuels and use of degree-days for heating
oil operate, and (2) the basis of incentive payments to
driver - salesmen including examples of how annual salaries
are determined.

8. P-.7:o7.ications and illustrative materials on heating oil,

cxe usually Obtainable through local distributors of Wor
oil campatt.es.

References

1. The following publications can be ordered from the
American Petroleum Institute, 1271 Avenue of the Americas,
New York 20, New York.

a. Accident Prevention Manual Number 3.3, Cleaning Mobile
Tonks Used for Transportation of Flammable Liquids.

b. Accident Prevention Manual Number 8, Safe Practices
in Bulk Plant Operations.

c. Bulletin 1609, Drivers Handbook, 1960.

d. Bulletin 1608, Driver Selection and Training Guide, 1960.

e. Pulletin 1614, Drivers Paper Work.
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f. Bulletin 1616, Petroleum Delivery Truck Operation
and Maintenance.

g. Publication 1535, Buy on Performance, 1959, no charge
for single copies.

h. Publication 150914 Classification of Internal
Combustion Engine Service (to guide the choice of
crankcase oils), 1960. Price: 250.

i. Publication 1609, Drivers Handbook, 1960. Price: 300.

j. Public-scion 1526, A Future for You in Petroleum Marketing,
1965.

k. Publication 1545, Opportunity Around the Corner.

1. Publication 1950, Know Your Oil. Price: 2556.

m. Publication 1615, Installation of Underground Gasoline
Stora°e Tasks and Piping at Service Statiins.

n. Student booklet, Careers in the 011 Industry.

2. The ABC's of Lubrication, Ashland Oil and Refining
Company, Ash2t:nd, Kentucky.

3. Glossary of terms relating to the lubricating grease
irslustry, National Lubricating Grease Institute,
Kansas City, Missotr-4.

lt. Brower, G. K., Mezera, E. F., and Najt, R. P. LP Gas
rIngine Fuel--"To be ar not to be: That is the Question!,
reprint, 41st NGPA Coivention, 2, International
Harvester Company, Melrose Park, Illinois.

5. Hoover, Borman K. Handbook of Agriculture: Occupations,
The Interstate Te.nters and Publishers, Inc., Danville,
Illinois.

6. Kahil, P. Additives in Lubricants, SAE Journal,
September, 1962, pp. 179-7. b.

7. Lubricating Oil Classifications, Technical Notes Series,
The Ethyl Corporation of America, New York 20, New York.

8. Moto- _Oil. Additives and Their Functions, Technical Notes
Series, The Ethyl Corporation of America,
New York.
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9. Sauter, N. A. Modern Farm Machines Need. Modern Greases,
Agricultural Engineering Journal, January, 195 , reprints
available.

10. Selecting and Storing Tractor Fuels and Lubricants,
Southern Association of Agricultural Engineering and
Vocational Agriculture, Athens, Georgia, 1964. Price: 4.25.

21. .Agricultural Machinery - Service Occupations, The Center
for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio, 1965.

12. LP Gas on the Farm, National LP Gas Council, 79 W. Monroe St.,
Chicago, Illinois.

13. Storage and Handling of Liquified Petroleum Gases 1965, NFPA
No. 5 , National Fire Protection Association,
60 Battencarch St., Boston, Massachusetts, 02110.

14. Career information available from major oil companies.

15. Rules and regulations for storage and tran.:;ortation of
liquid petroleum, available from the state fire marshal's
office for respective states.

16. Publications fxbora fire marshal's office and, local distribu-
tors of oil. companies pertaining to safety.
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The purpose of this guide is to assist teachers planning a unit
on the sale and service of miscellaneous equipment and supplies for
high school students preparing for agricultural supply occupations.
One of a series of modules in agricultural supply, it was developed
by a national task force on the basis of state studies. Sections
are (1) range of supplies and equipment carried by agricultural
supply businesses (2) specific characteristics of selected
miscellaneous equipment and supplies, and (3) services provided
with miscellaneous equipmen, and supplies. Suggestions for
introducing the module and evaluating educational outcomes and
sources of instructional materials are given. Each section contains
subject matter content, teaching-learning activities, and
instructional aids and references. Teachers should have a
background and students an occupational goal in agricultural
supply. This document is available for a limited period as part of
a set (VT 000 632 - 000 644) for $7.00 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road,.Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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SUpplementary Information on Instructional Material

Provide information below which is not included in the publication. Mark N/A in
each blank for which information is not available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for fUrther
instructions.

(1) Source of Available Copies:
Agency The Center for Vontionnl T,-,!h=i4.cn1 Education

Address 9130 Kinnear 13,:"1, CrAymbi, Ohir 4='212
Limitation on AvallaaVOopies Lir:t Price Unit t7.00./set

(quantity prices)

(2) Means Used to Develop Material:

Development Group National Task 7or.ce
Level of Group lintinnnl

Method of Design, Testing, and Trial pp -t of atundji_pzpiLfdrlfiliz

0E-5-86-009; mater_rtrefug_tatestucialsbasedonresearchfro/liesor
material in the, course outline.

(3) Utilization of Material:
Appropriate School Setting Hi" school.

'Type of Program General hifil school class in a icultural sunnl
Occupational Focus Job entry in retail business that sell arilcultural supplies
Geographic Adaptability Nationwide
Uses of Material_Instructor course planning
Users of Material _Teachers

(4) Requirements for Using Material:

Teacher Competency Background in agricultural supply- -sales and services
Student Selection CriteriallgijmelnaljallsklgAIITLauly:-
in the area of sales or service.

Time Al otmen
4M Estimated time listed in module. P

aN.

Supplemental Media
Necessary x
Deli.

(Check Which)

Describe Suggested references given in module. (P)

Source (agency)
(address)
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INSTRUCTOR NOTE& As soon as you have completed teaching each module. please record
your reaction on this form aud return to the above address.

1. Instructor's Name

2. Name of school State
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MISCELLANEOUS AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES AND
SMALL EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE

Major Teaching Objective

To develop an understanding concerning the merchandising and service aspects
of "miscellaneous" supplies and small equipment handled )y agriculture.).

supply centers.

Suggested Time Allotments

At school
Class instruction
Laboratory experience 8 hours

Total at school 20 hours

Occupational experience 20 hours

Total for module 40 hours

Setting for the *Ju

The objective of this module is to develop an understanding of retail
sales and service work associated with miscellaneous supplies and small
equipment sold in agricultural businesses. Persons training for employ-
ment in general farm supply stores need product knowledge for the miscel-
laneous items carried by such businesses. This module is not intended
to develop specialized sales or service personnel.

Three competencies are inclued in the module. They Bare:

1. To become familiar with the wide range of supplies and small
equipment which may be carried by the agricultural supply
business

2. To know specific characteristics of selected miscellaneous small
equipment and supplies useful to a salesperson.

3. To know that services can be provided pertaining to miscellaneous
supplies and small equipment handled by an agricultural supply
boainess

The modern farm supply store or service center handles many lines of pro-
ducts and offers almost any service needed by a farmer or rural resident.
Not all phases of a farm supply business are of equal magnitude or contri-
bute equally to the volume of business or net profit. An analysis of
yearly sales may reveal that more than 50 percent of the business trans-
acted is in one or two major lines such as feed or fertilizer. Many minor
lines will make up the remainder. In some cases, a minor line will show
no profit at all, or if a profit is made, the volume of business is so
small that the total effect on the yearly business is insignificant.

1

3*
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Separate modules could be developed to take care of all minor product
lines found in an agricultural. supply store but would be somewhat meaning-
less since specialized sales or service personnel are not usually hir4C
to take care of each line. For example, if a garden center added pet
food and supplies to their major lines of seeds and plant materials, they
might expect the salesperson who handles garden seed to also take care
of the pet foods. If lawn mowers were added to the farm supply business,
a specialized person might be necessary to handle the service while

other salespersons took care of the selling. However, if this firm
added a line of chain saws, the man who services the law mowers would
probably take care of the chain saw work.

Some items which have been included in the miscellaneous group may be
worthy of separate development to meet local situations. This is parti-

cularly true for hardware and paints when a number of students are obtain-
ing cooperative work experience and are likely to be employed in these
areas upon completing the course.

A farm supply business with major lines in feed, seed, fertilizers, chemi-
cals and petroleum would need one or more persons specialized in these
lines. Sales and service personnel, although specialized in one line,
may also work in other areas. when necessary. This is particularly true
with minor miscellaneous supplies or equipment where a salesperson's
general training enables him to serve the customer either because little
specialized product knowledge is necessary or because the volume. Of busi-

ness is so small that a person 'having specialized product knowledge is
not justified.

A single job description for the retail sales or service person who might
handle miscellaneous supplies does not exist. Career briefs found in
the Handbook of Agricultural Occupations* for Country Store Clerk, Hard-
ware and Equipment Store Employee, Farm Cooperative Store Employee; and
Garden Center Employee are applicable in same degree to the salesperson
who would handle the miscellaneous supplies.

In viten areas, the preparation for sales work in :onlection with the
miscellaneous supplies might be handled through prt gruas of distributive
education. However, for farm supply stores arid sit 13.6 businesses, the
rural background and familiarity with agriculture t sve..oped by students
in the first two years of vocational agriculture will. rake it easier
for a retail salesperson to handle the variety of items included ,under
"miscellaneous" supplies or equipment.

*Hoover, Norton K. Handbook of Agricultural Occulations. Danville,
Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers.
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Suggestions for Introducing the Module

to Bring in several smallitascalaneous" items and have the students
avtempt to sell them to the teacher. Do they know enough to do
so? Ex ales might include: (1) irrigation siphons, (2) +" manila
rope, (3) polyethylene plastic pipe, (4) a rototiller, (5) roll
of barbed wire fencing, (6) a fence charger, (7) veterinary blood
stopper, (8) worming pills, (9) an emasculator, and (10) a block
of mineral salt.

2. Show the class a small, Barnes type, calf dehorner. Ask them
what type of dehorner they would recommend that a customer buy
for use on "long" yearlings.

3. Ask the class to name items sold besides feed, seed, and ferti-

liser in local fans supply stores in the community. Point out
that product knowledge for each of these items is needed by the
salesperson if he is to be successful in selling these items.
Then point out that one person in a farm funky store or garden
center may need to know how to sell and service more than one
"line" of equipment or supplies if he is to be successfUl.

4. Much of the presentation in the introduction to Module No. 8 may
be reviewed by the teacher with the class when introducing this
module.

CaametenciesAo be Developedd

I. To become familiar with the wide range of supplies and mall
equipment vhich may be carried by the agricultural supply
);Iusiness

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

There apparently is no Limit to the number of miscellaneous
supplies which one agricultural supply firm may handle. Visits
to several such businesses makes a person aware of the variety
and =wiper of such items. When an establishment is re-visited
after several years, a person can observe additions in both
nether of products and variety of items offered. However, from
the practical point of view, the decision to continue en exist-
ing line or add a new one is usually made for one or more of
tbz following reasons.

1. The opportunity to make a greater profit exists.

2. Customers demand it.

3. It will meet competition.



Other question which a business firm answer before making a
decision on adding an additional line include:

1, Is sufficient space available at reasonable cost to
handle the product?

2. Can the new line be handled by existing personnel or
will additional employees be needed?

3. Can present employees be given special training if
necessary?

4. Will service have to be provided if a new line is
handled? If so, will it be self-supporting?

5. Will additional operating capital be required? Can
initial stock be secured on "open account" or handled
on a commission basis?

6. What advertising will be necessary?

Many of these factors will be evaluated on the amount of "mark
UM and the anticipated volume of sales. Product lines which
are "high profit" items and which require little space and no
service, yet have great customer appeal and need little advertis-
ing, are easy to add. This is especially true if these lines
can be handled on a commission basis where unsold goods can be
returned after a reasonable period of time. No assurance exists
as to how many units can be sold. The high profit realized on
the early sales may evaporate as speciality items become over-
age and must be closed out at a loss. In contrast, product lines
which have to be sold on a "low profit" margin largely because
of competition, may be better money makers if the demand is
steady sad a sizeable volume is sold aver a period of time.

Although patterns vary across the country, the following are
common lines of miscellaneous products found either in agri-
cultural supply or garden centers.

1. Veterinary supplies and equipment

Catalogs such as those published by Nasco; Sears, Roebuck,
and Company; Montgomery Ward; or the Franklin Company will
provide detailed lists of such supplies. The following
are among those more comraonly called for by customers:

a. Thermometers

b. Veterinary syringes
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c. Balling guns

d. Nose syringes

e. Trocars

f. Mouth speculums

g. Calf pullers

h. Mastitis control and detection equipment

i. Stockmen's knives

j. Hardware disease magnets

k. Castrating equipment and supplies

1. Dehorning equipment and supplies

16 Animal health products such as:

1 Phenothiazine boluses
2 Piperazine wormer
3 Screw worm medicine
4 Scour medicine
5 Sulfa drugs
6 Penicillin preparation
7 Pinkeye treatments
8 Udder ointments
9 Milk fever remedies
10 Blackleg bacterin
13. Mange, lice and tick treatments
3.2 Fly killers

Bloodstop powder

111 Bloat remedy
15 Drenching kits

2. Large animal supplies and equi.pment

Among such items commonly sold in agricultural supply
businesses are those listed below.

a. Neck chains and tags

b. Ear tags

c. Tattoo markers

d. Branding irons



e. Cattle nose leads and neck straps

f. Leather and rope halters

g. Grooming supplies such as curry coMbs, brushes,
soaps, polishes, coat dressings, and clippers

h. Horn weights and horn trainers

i. Hoof trimmers

3. Hombridles and bits

114 Saddles and related tack

1. Horse shoeing supplies and equipment

m. Hog ringers

n. Feed carts

o. Calf weaners

p. Electric cow prods

q. Milking supplies and equipment

1) Milk filters
2 "'Milker inflations
3) Cleaning supplies such as scouring sponges,

toweling, brushes, and pipeline cleaners

61

Pails

5 Dairy scales
Milk thermometers

r. Hobbles

s. Nose twitches

t. Creep feeders

u. Farrowing crates

V. Hog troughs

Some of the larger equipment sold through supply centers would
be beyond the technical ability of the salesperson just entering
the business. Examples of such items sold would be automated
feeding and watering equipment, slatted floors, farrowing stalls,
gutter cleaners, bulk tanks, and pipeline milker systems.
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The following are eamsonly sold over the counter in
farm supply stores.

a. Egg candlers

b. Egg graders

- Egg scales

d. Egg baskets

04 Egg washers and washing compounds

f. t * hovers and brooders

g. Small incubators

ht. Wing bands

i. Electric debeakers

J. Poultry scales

k. Poultry waterers

1. Poultry feeders

X6 Poultry nesting units

Larger equipment, lied.ohemst be adapted to individual
fans situations would probably be beyond the Capacity
of the retail salesperson without speCiel trething
Examples would include caged layer systems, fogging
systems, and =Wasted feeding systems.

4. Agricultural hardware

Soma hardware items are pronrily used on the farm,
ranch, or horticultural operation and thus are found
in nay agricultural supply businesses. They include

a. Fence stretchers

b. Wire pliers

c. Wire splicers

d. Gate irons



e. Mower repair blocks

f. Portable air tanks

e. Feed chopper and mowing machine knives

b. Shear bars and mower guards

i. Husking hooks and corn knives

j. Grassboards

k. Soil sampling augers and tubes

1. Soil testing kits

m. Seed cleaners and graders

n. Hand sprayers, dusters, and their repair parts

o. Grass, tree, and hedge shears or trimmers

p. Pruning shears and lopping shears

q. Pruning saws and pole pruners

r. 'awn and garden rakes, hoes, and trowels

s. Root feeders and waterers

t. Budding, grafting, and pruning knives

. u. Brush hooks, mattocks and grab hoes

v. Axes, sledges, and saw wedges

w. Rain or sprinkler gauges

x. Hame pasteurizers

y. Shallow and deep well pumps and replacement parts

z. Butchering supplies such as hog scrapers; butcher's
saws, meat pumps, and skinning knives

ea. Irrigation siphons, sprinkler heads and sprinkler
systems

bb. Stock tank heaters

cc. Animal traps



dd. Corn cribs and cribbinz materials

ee. Farm levels and transits

Basic:

Other hardware items often sold by agricultural supply
centers are also found in the regular hardware store.
The salesperson working in farm and garden supply centers
will need to be able to sell these items. Among the
more common items sold are the following:

a. Hand and power tools such as hammers, saws, electric
drills, carpenters' squares, braces, levels and planes

b. Bolts, sercvs, nail:3, and builders' hardware

c.

d. Screenin,

e. Smooth barred, Lnd poultry
fencing

f. Snaw fencing

g. Electric fencing

h. Rope, chain, block and zackla

i. Tarpaulins and poly.I.L:ly:e;:e .5heeting

j. Wood preservatives

k. Wood and aluminum la,. Nero

Replacement Wheels

Plumbing supplies

n. Electrf.z.al supplies

o. o metal paints, enamels, varnishes, lacquers,
. or pri.L.ars

p. materials
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6. Small equipment

This term is generally used to describe small horsepower
gasoline engine equipped, wheeled implements used in
farm, lawn, and garden work such as garden tractors,
steam cleaners, rototillers, lawn mowers, brush cutters,
power sprayers, and small centrifugal pumps. However,
included in this category for sales purposes, are hand
powered lawn mowers, seeders, fertilizer spreaders,
wheel cultivators, and sprayers. Also included for sales
purposes are small, power operated, hand tools such as
hedge trimmers, sidewalk edgers, lawn sweepers, and
chain saws. Stationery equipment sometimes included in
the small equipment category are compost mills, power
grinders, and air compressors.

The sales of small equipment in an agricultural supply
or garden center are usually seasonal. A sizeable
volume of sales is usually possible in such stores where
the sales and service of small equipment is organized
as a separate department stressing service and acceptance
of "trade ins" as standard policy. When grouped as a
separate department, a specialized salesperson wtth a
greater knowledge of capabilities and "product knowledge"
is highly desirable. Such salespersons maybe taken
from other departments during a slack time if they have
the "feel" for this type of work and can demonstrate
competence as well as,"talk about" merchandise being
handled.

7. Tires batteries oils and accessories.

The product knowledge,needed for these items which are
usually stocked in a farm supply center as well as made
available through route salesmen is fully coverer'. in
Module No. 11 of this course on Petroleum and Petroleum
Products, Sales and Service.' The entire module need
not be covered to train retail salespersons where such
accessories are likely to be of secondary importance,
but competencies IV, V, and VII are applicable. The
subject matter of these competencies is arranged so
that the minimum product knowledge needed by a retail
salesperson is presented first under each heading.

8. Lumber

Some farm supply centers handle a complete line of lumber
usually separated from the main business in about the
same manner as petroleum. Others may stock only a few
items such as treated poles and timbers for pole barn
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construction. The retail lumber business is highly comr
petitive and most farm supply businesses do not willingly
embark on it.

9. Builders' supply materials,

Many items, such as steel sashes, windows, and doors are
carried in farm supply centers with the hardware line
LA it is rare to find one that provides bricks, concrete
blocks, cement, aggregate or ready mixed concrete.

10. Pet supplies and equipment

The large number of suburban residents who own pets of
kinds such as birds, rabbits, guinea pigs, tropical

fish, cats, and dogs have created a market for many
accessory items with sizeable "mark ups." Such items
include feeds, cages, beds, blankets, grooming tools,
deodorants, feeders, waterers, leashes, muzzles, and
medicines for parasite control. Practically all garden
centers handle pet supplies. An increasing number of
farm supply stores also stock them. The salesperson
working in centers handling such lines will need to have
considerable product knowledge about these items if he
is to be successful. t

Outdoor livinst equipment

Increasrd interest in outdoor living both at home and
in nearby park or recreation areas has caused many garden
centers and farmvsuppli centers to stock such itemr as
lawn furniture, grills, patio paving blocks, swimming
pools, outdoor lighting, insect repellents, swings, sand
boxes, boats and outboard motors. any stores feature
these with garden display* lathe spring and summer
seasons. Special displays are often built and every
effort is made to catch the "Impulse" buyer. As with all
seasonal merchandisepthe profit to the store is high
if the stocks are moved before the end of the lisUal
buying; period.

12. Athletic and sports equipment

Not all farm supply stores or garden centers carry scam»
plate line of sports equipment but an increasing muiber
stock same of these items. Firearms, shotgun shells,
simple fishing Oquipment, and bicycles are frequently
found but it is. not unusual in suburban areas to find
such items as sit equipment also being sold.



13. Other miscellaneous items

There will, be other items of local importanoe which have
not been covered,in this module. The teacher should help
students develop a sound product knowledge about such
items. This knowledge should be broad enough to help
the student answer common questions which customers ask.

Niestsd Teaching-Learning: Activities

1. Take the class on a field trip to a large general farm
or garden agricultural supply center to become acquainted
with the diversity and quantity of "miscellaneous" supplies
and equipment handled.

2. Have on display a wide variety of sales catalogs and pro-.
duct specification sheets to create S 'erest when intro-
ducing the competency.

3. Have each student develop a "product knowledge" notebook
made up of representative manufacturers' hpecification
sheets and sales brochures pertaining to each category,
of miscellaneous supplies or equipment of local importance.
These notebooks should be used to identify key factors or
features vhich,a student needs to know to help him wake
a sale. Instruction in this module should be based upon
the type of activity listed above so that the student
gainsa working knowledge of the products he may eventu-
ally sell.

4. 'itch of the product knowledge of miscellaneous agricul-
tural supplies can be developed through class discussion.
Special reports by interested students will be appropriate.
These should be short and answer specific questions raised
by the class. i

5. Role playing following class discussion will be a good way
to make sure the class members understand the advantages
of different forms of a product. The teacher canine
several kinds of fencing which one student would try to
sell to a student customer.

6. Miscellaneous agricultural supplies offer unusualoppor-
tunities for students to develop their abilities in build-
ing,floor and window displays. After the principles of
merchandise display have been considered in the classroom
and a field trip taken to see several different types of
displays, arrangeients maybe made with cooperating
chants to have small groups of students build displays un

their own.



Suggested Time Allotment for this Competencz

Class instruction 3 hours
Laboratoryhaurs

Total 5 hours

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Instructional materials

Catalogs, brochures, and trade magazines available from
the major manufacti,Ters of the different products.

References

T 3.. Logan, William and Moont Helen M. Pacts about
Merchandise, pp. 173.198.

T 2. Robinson, 0.1 Bla0.1cler, W. L.; Logan, Willieza B.
Store Salesmanship, pp. 235.250.

T 3. Displays Made Easy. Material Laboratory, Distributive
bcitication Service, Ohio State University, Columbus,

Ohio. ,

TS 4. Catalogs, brbchures and trade magazines available
through major manufacturers of different products.

TS 5. State publications, available from the Distributive
Education Service ionother vocational divisiops.

The symbol T (teacher) or El (student) denotes those
references designed especially for the teacher or
for the student.

Suggested Occupational Experience

1. Employment in a farm supply store preferably as d sales
person, stock boy, or in building merchandise displays.

2. Work as a helper in a farm imply store.

3. Work in a school practice store using borrowed merchandise
when necessary if it is impossible to gain .experience in
an actual store operation.



II. To know specific characteristics of selected miscellaneous small
equipment and supplies useful to a salesperson

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

The teacher will have to decide which specific pieces of equipment
cr types of supplies he needs to emphasize when teaching this
nodule based oa his knowledge of their importance in the community.
This is true because the importance of some of these items will
vary from locality to locality and the student who sells or ser-
vices these "miscellaneous" items needs to know something of their
use, sales and service features, advantages, and disadvantages.

The teacher also has a responsibility for preparing studehts who
are aware of the need for differentiating to their customers the
differences in quality of items sold. It is difficult to cover
all of the sales points for all types of miscellaneous equipment
and supplies because of the variety of types and the range of
sizes available. Therefore, the following are examples of the
choices which are available to the customer.

1. Dehorners
4

Neat dehorning irons may be used At any time of the year
since the horn inzttm..* or stub will slough off with no
loss of blood a* without creating an open wound. Conse-

quently, chances of disease arkrifezTew-wons infection are

reduced. Itlectr)te dehorners may be used to about. four

months of age. The customer should buy an electrp
dehorner c at Iffast 250 watt capacity if he wants the

surest results. The head on dehorning irons heated in a
branding fire should be large to hold the heat and should
have smoothly curved edges or caps on the dehorning end.

Dehorning paste may be used on unattached horn buttonS oq
young calves up to ten days in age if it is applied after

scrapping the horn button. However, dehorning pfiste
should not be used if the animal's hair is wet or if there

is chance of rain falling within a few hours after
application.

Tube calf dehorners may be used for removing horns on
sma31 calves up to about four months of age. Barnes
type dehorners work well on young stock up to ten months
or a year in age as long as a ring of skin about 1/8"
below the hair line is removed at the base of the horn.
Blade or shear dehorners and saws are used on older
animals.
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R. Castrating equipment

Advantages of bloodless castration can be cited by the
salesperson to the customer for elastrators and Burdizzo
eznasculatomes. Crushing of blood vessels prior to
cutting, reducing blood loss is an advantage of using
an emasculator over a knife that the salesperson should
know. Highly polished chrome plated emasculators are
also easy to clean or sterilize. All-metal castrating
knives are easy to immerse and sterilize and will not
be damaged as are other knives.

3. Animal health products

The students will need to know which types of products
need to be kept. refrigerated and which type can be kept
on open shelves. He will need to know which products
have expiration dates which Limit their use and he
should be Instructed to bring such information to the
attention of the customer. He will need to know which
types of medications are slow-acting and which types are
fast-acting.

4. Veterinary inmates
6,

The prospective salesperson will need to know which
types of plastic syringes are reusable and sterilizable
and which types are disposable. He should know the
gauge of syringe needles to use on different classes
of stock. He should know which size of balling gun is
used with horses, cattle, swine, or sheep. He should
know the difference between hypodermic syringes and dose
syringes. He should be able to demonstrate or tell
customers how to sterilize veterinary equipment. He
may need to explain ,why sane pinkeye remedies work on
one occasion but not on another occasion.

5. 1,1s.r e animal...I...limiter:,

In sane areas, it may be Important for the salesperson to
know the size of'horn weights ttt mainland to customers.
Calves up to six months of age use i pound weights; six
month old to year old animals use 1 to 14 pound weights.
Animals over a year old should have at least 2 pound
weights.

In some areas the salesperson should know whether or not
& particular saddle sold has been built so that it can
be used for roping. It may be necessary to know the
difference between horse bits and pony bits. In sane



areas, it may be necessary to know about types and sizes
of horseshoes and horseshoe nails.

The salespersoniwyneed to be able to explain how, to
use mastitis test kits or the advantages of using trace.
element mineral salt over sulfur or plain salt. He may
need to justify the difference in price between com-
mercially manufactured calf or lamb creep feeders and
homemade feeders. He silo shoubllasowidlyit is recant-
mended that customers busy canvas clappers for driving
cattle rather than using stock whips.

6. Field and poultry fencing

Field fence comes in 20 or 4o rod rolls while poultry
fence is available in 10 rod rolls. It is handled in
tam supply stores and is often handled by elevators
and builders' supply firma which ordinarily do not
carry a complete line of hardware. Ornamental fenc-
ing and chain link fence wAy also be handled along
with field fencing.

The instructor will. need to teach students what consti-
tutes a legal fence in his state. The old rule of
being "horse high, pig tight, and bull strong" may not

04)P37!

Fencing is made from low carbon steel wire containing,
some copper and coated with aim to prolong its life.

Woven fencing is described in catalogs and an the label
tag by a series Of numbers which every salesperson
Should know how to interpret to prospective customers.
Such a number might be .10117-6-9. These numbers can be
interpreted, es follows:

a. 10 There are 20 line wires.

b. 47 - The fencing 30 47" high.

c. 6 . The stay wires are 6" apart.

d. 9 - The wire Used is #9 gauge. When the top and
'nonce wires are of heavier gauge wire an addi-
tional number is used to indicate this.

The height of the fence, the number of line wires, the
spacing of the stay wires and particularly the gauge of
the wires would be considered by the customer in relation
to (1) the type of animals he wishes to fence against,
(2) the permanency, desired, and (3) the initial cost.
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"poultry netting" differs from woven field fence since
the former has 1", 11" or 2" hexagonal spacing. It
oemes in heights varying from 2' to 72" and may be
used for a variety of purposes such as cages for small
animals, garden fencing, guards over window and door
openings, and protection for poultry. Although much
lighter in gauge and shorter in life when subjected to
severe use, poultry netting is more expensive than
field fencing. It is sold in rolls of 50, 100, and
150 feet rather than the usual 20 rod rolls in field
fencing.

Many stores carry only "hinge joint" fence in stock
while the "stiff stay" type has to be ordered. The
salesperson should be familiar with the advantages and
disadvantages of each type when advising customers.
The hinge joint will bend or fold when an animal
crosses it and if well stretched will spring back to
a nearly normal position. The stiff stay is harder
to bend under similar circumstances but must be
straightened by hand if bent. The stiff stay fence
will generally turn livestoa -better than the hinge
joint type.

Barbed wire for use on top of woven wire or for range
fencing comes in 80 rod rolls or spools. The fhrmer
has to decide on:

a. Gauge of wire

b. Spacing between barbs

c. Number of points on barbs, i.e., two or four points

The heavier gauge wire with more barbs costs more but
will last longer and will stand more stretching.

Imported wire fencing is generally available through the
same outlets as fencing of domestic manufacturers. It
contains less copper than American made wire and usually
has poorer quality galvanizing. Although made to
American specifications, much foreign-made fence apparu.
ently does not stand as much stretching or last as long
as that of domestic manufactures; thus, the customer
must weigh initial savings against length of life.

Aluminum is being used more often in fence manufacturing
either as wire or as surface treatment in place of
galvanizing. Although aluminum coating will last
longer than ordinary ravanizing, its higher cost may
limit its use.
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Most farm supply stores carry steel posts and many also
stook wooden poets. Steel posts are more expensive but
have the advantage of being easier to install or to move
when used for temporary fencing. Weighted cylindrical
steel post drivers are usually carried for sale, rental,
or loan to customers. Special anchors are available for
end posts although moat farmers prefer to set them in
concrete. Several designs of steel fence posts with
different methods of fastening the wire are available
but the critical sales point is the weight per post as
this has a direct bearing on its strength and length
of life. Steel posts fail because they rust off at
ground level. Light weight steel posts may last 15
to 20 years with the heavier weight lasting up to 30
years with good care. Wooden posts are available in
meets farm supply stores. They are cut from several
varieties of trees according to the region of the
country. The usual diameter of 3" or 3" determines
the cost of the standard line post of 7* to Ti* lengths.

End posts are usually six or more inches in diameter
at the small end and are priced by the width across the
top for the standard length of nine feet.

Untreated soft woods such as pine or fir will not last
longer than 10 to 15 years under most conditions but
when treated with either creosol or "petits" (penta
chlorophenol) will often last up to 30 years and will
have the added advantage of being resistant to fires.
Many farm supply centers carry wood preservatives for
Mee treatment of fence posts. Students should know
how to mix and apply these wood preservatives.

Gates may be made of several, types of materials or combine
tions of materials. Solid wooden gates are rarely manu-
factured but wooden slats in combination with mild steel,
galvanized sheet metal and aluldnum are popular end cheaper
than all metal construction( Todayts farm gates; are
usually 14t to 16' in length in contrast with the 12'
standard of former years .cause of the increased width
of farm machinery. Next to the length and the cost of
the gate* the customer is interested in the number and
spacing of the "slats" or rails. The usual member is
six, but cheaper gates may have four or five slats and
are Less satisfactory for all uses. A frequently over-
looked sales point is the miter of bolts or rivets used
to fasten the slats to the uprights. Cheaper gates use
only a ilinilaan number of bolts and rivets which decrease
the length of life and increase sagging.
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,electric fence is a cheap and efficient Nay of turning
livestook but may not be legal for line or roadside
fences in some nate,. It is more satisfactory for
cattle, horses, or hogs than for sheep since wool acts
as an insulator. Almost any type of wire may be used to
carry the current. Eighteen gauge smooth wire is cheap-
est and most onerally used. Lightweight barbed wire
with sharp points is preferred by some farmers for
electric fences. Special light weight steel posts may
be used and thsre are many stl 3 of insulators avail-
able for attaching the wire to either steel or wooden
posts. The number of wires used depends on the type
of livestock to be turned. One is sufficient for cattle
and horses but at least two are necessary for calves.
When hogs are to be fenced against, two strands may be
sufficient but must be spaced closer to the ground. If
cattle and hogs are in the same field, the minim= number
of wires must be there.

Controllers, often called fence Onagers. for electric
fence are either battery operated or are power line trans-
former operated. The advantages of battery operated con-
trollers is that they c4n be used anywhere on the farm or
ranch while the 115 31t. type must either be located -tear

source or have a special insulated wire run out from
the power source to the field where it is to be used. Either

style is safe when prop..rly manufactured and installed.
Only those bearing Underwriters Laboratory ayprmnal are
authorized for sale inmost states. The battery ,type is
cheaper for Initial cost but the replacement of batteries
prdbalAymakes total operating costs about equal. All
safe electrical fence installations operate without cur-
rent running continously in the wire. The controllers or
r)gulators break the current ai4er a fraction °fie second
of contact so that there is no danger of electrocution.
The animal completes the circuit to the ground. Instal-
lations operating on 115 volt current with lamp bulbs as
control devices are not safe, and the salesman should
point this out to his customers. Some states still
require that electrtc fences have markers placed at inter-
vals to warn people of possible danger. However, she
possibility for a human fatality when electric fence is
properly installed is practically nil.

The safe electric fence shocks because of high voltage and
low amperage delivered to the fence for only a short period
of time in pulses to permit release of the person or animal
before receiving a second shock.
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The amount of current, time of flow, and the path of flow
throuuh the body determines the severity of a shock. In
addition to electric fend wire and cOatroLlers, tars
supply stores often carry a complete line at light weight
steel posts and accessories for attaching the wire and
making gates.

Electric fences are cheap so install and economical to
operate, but have the major'digadvantage of requiring
frequent line repairs. West' causing a short circuit
used to cause trouble until controllers where developed
which would burn the weed- tips and prevent this shorting.
Such controllers allow the current to run for a longer
period of time, burning the plant to remove the short
circuit.

7. Agricultural hardware

The following are examples of the type of questions faced
by sales personnel in this area. Construction differences
which affect quality may be pointed out when selling hand
or backpack sprayers and dusters. Stud, ..ts need to under-
stand the differences in use and type of cut made between
blade and anvil type shears. They should be able to recom-
mend to customers, pruning saws to buy after considering the
type and /number of teeth (points) available in different
saws. .

Students should be able to point out the advantages of
several season use that can be expected from plastic hot
caps versus single season use of :over hot caps when
selling the more expensive items. They should be able to
tell the difference between high quality garden trowel,`

and those of inferior quality. Students should be able
to distinguish between silage forks, immure forks, and
pitch forks. They should understand why pitch forks
require longer handles when they sell replacement handles.

They should know that wails rope is better than sisal
rope for most purposes but they should also know the
advantages of thit new polypropylene ropes.

8. Ic.51...ire

Roofing carried by farm supply centers usually includes
metal, either galvanised steel or aluminum, and asphalt
materials, either in rolls or strips or shingles. Prices
for all roofing is quoted per "square" or 100 square feet.

Metal sheets came in different lengths and are wide enough
so that they will "lay" 24 inches when over-lapped. Steel
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roofing is made of 28 gauge with quality and price deter-
mined by the amount of galvanising. Alumtman roofing
Is lighter weight than steel and is available in Sheets
which will "lay" 48.inches. Aluminum roofing has a higher
initial cost than steel and does not need painting as
often, but is easily dented when used on the sides of
buildings. Any metal roofing must be securely fastened
with special roofing nails. Lead nails, for example,
help to seal the hole made by the nail and prevent rain
from leaking through. Care must be exercised where nails
are driven to allow the water to drain away from the hole
rather than into it. Nails should be placed on top of
the corrugations, "V's" or "channel drains." The older
style corrugated pattern depends on lapping to make it
tight, while the newer "5V" or channel drain provides
a trough for water which to drain which might blow under
the edge Sr cane over by capillary action.

Asphalt roofing is cheaper per square than metal roofing
but will not last as long. The sheeting must be solid
which, is not necessary, although desirable for metal
roofs. The price is determined by the kind of materials
used with ,he weight per roll or bundle being an indica..
tion of the quality and probably length of life. A
major advantage of asphalt roofing over metal is its
suitability for placing on roofs with little pitch.

9. Garden tractors

These vary from fractional horsepower, walking types to
multi- horsepower riding tractors capable of pulling heavy
:pads.

1:z garden tractors can be bought with a line of attach-
ments for plowing, discing, seeding, griding, mowing,
and cultivating. Most manufacturers use V belts for
drive whenever possible rather than &eine or gears since
they cost less and provide a "built-in' safety feature,
i.e., they will 811p4hen overloaded. Most riding types
have several forward gears and a reverse gear. The larger
riding types of tractors are equipped with battery- powered
starters and lights.

In addition to working in gardens and mowing lamps, the
larger tractors in this group can be used for snow removal;
some can be equipped for loading manure, dirt, or gravel.

Customers usually decide which tractor to buy on the basis
of money available, the amount of work to be done, and
type of tractor needed. A fourth factor is "status";
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this has became increasingly important. Many people
bey higher priced units with more attachments then
necessary merely because of appearance or because
a neighbor has one. The vise salesperson soon learns
which of these factors are most important to the cus-
tomer and uses these factors to assist the customer
in a sale.

"Trade-ins" are usoiLly accepted by a dealer in garden
tractors in order to increase sales volume. Noy sales
are based on the amount which the dealer can allow for
the trade-in. Since the margin of profit on the higher
priced models is larger, the trade-in allowance can be
more liberal. This encourages the customer to "trade.
up" to a higher priced model.. However, the sales person
must always keep in mind that trade -ins which cannot be
sold for as much as was allowed, will result in lower
profit. When this happens too often, the business and
the salesman's salary may be adversely affected.

10. Lawn mowers

Regardless of whether attached to garden tractors or built
for the single purpose of mowing lawns, there are three
types of cutting mechanisms. Each of these have their
own sales points. Each of these can be purchased either
in hand operated, gasoline, or electric powered models.

The reel type is the oldest and is still 'referred for
close cutting and smooth work. The reel type mower is
usually more expensive when compared to similar sizes of
other types. They should not be operated at extremely
high speeds. They are also more expensive to sharpen
and maintain.

The rotary blade type may be a single blade directly
attached to either an electric motor or gasoline engine.
There are also multi -blade types with two, three, or
possibly four blades either belt or gear driven from a
gasoline engine. All rotary mowers have power-operated
blades and many use the same power source to drive the
power operated unit. However, the smaller sizes are
usually pushed by the operator for forward travel.. The
single blade mowers do not exceed 21 inch cut. When
widths of cut in excess of 21. inches are desired, more
blades are added within the power linlits of the tractor.

Rotary mowers are lower in initial. costs and are cheaper
to sharpen and maintain than other mowers. They are
capable of cutting teller gram: and an operate over
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rougher ground. However, they will not cut as km as
reel type mowers. There is always danger in any type
of power operated lawn mower, but the rotary type,
because of the high speed of the blade, may injure
others besides the operator if the blade hits stones
or metal. Although warnings are always placed on
machines by manufacturers, the hidden blade of rotary
mowers can cause' serious accidents when people thought-
lessly or carelessly put their hands or feet under the
housing while the blade is operating.

Cutter bar -type mowers will cut a heavy growth of grass
and weeds as well as lawns. Boma will cut low but will
not do as smooth a job as a reel type or rotary type
unless the cutter bar is kept in fine adjustment. All
cutter bar type mowers tend to vibrate because Of the
reciprocating action by which they operate.

11. Rototillers

These machines, intended for preparing ground for culti-
vation, are usually of two types. One type is a walking
tiller, though usually gasoline engine powered. The
other type is an attachment far riding-type garden
tractors. Rototillers are of value to most gardeners
when the soil is not too hard and can be worked easily.
The customer should be informed of the nature of soil
structure problems that can develop from. extensive use
of these machines.

32. Brush cutters

These machines are of two types either of which may be
equipped with a saw blade for felling brush or small
trees. One type is pushed on two light weight wheels
with the rotary blade driven by belt from a four-cycle
gasoline engine. It is suitable for cutting brush on
level land and along fence rows. The second type, often
referred to as a "bushwhacker," is powered by a two-
cycle gasoline engine which drives the blade through a
flexible shaft with the entire machine suspended from
the shoulder of the operator. Its advantage is that it
can be used on very uneven ground and in places where
a wheeled cutter cannot travel. Its initial cost is
about one half that of the two wheeled type, but greater
physical effort is required by the operator.

Ar
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13. Snow blowers

These ars available as separate machines or as attachments
to garden tractors. They are usually more satisfactory
than the "dozer" or blade attachment for removing snow.
Heine used only seasonally, it is especially important
that they be stored properly after proper maintenance
if they are to remain useful.

A. Chain saws and reciprocating over saws

Chain saws are powered either by small electric motors
or two cycle gasoline engines. Electric powered saws
have a lower initial cost and are preferred where
electric current is available if they are of suitable
capacity for the work to be done. Gasoline powered
saws can be used wherever a man can walk and are avail-
able in various horsepower ratings depending upon the
type of work. Different length bars and types of chains
for difficult cutting purposes are available.

Reciprocating saws can be operated under sandy or wet
conditions with less danger of damage to the blade than
other types. Special blades for fine cutting are also
available for these awe* Consequently, this type is
finding favor among tree care specialists for pruning.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. Have students read and analyze manufactures' catalogs,
specification sheets, and advertisements. Ask them to
discriminate between factually and impartially presented
information and information slanted toward one particu-

lar product. Show them how much reliable up-to-date
information may be obtained fray manufacturers'
publications.

2. Demonstrate some of the differences between high quality
and poor quality equipment and supplies as well as differ-
ences in techniques or operating principles. For examples

a. Demonstrate the difference in characteristics between
liquid and paste type dehorners.

b. Demonstrate the difference in warm.!up times between
low-wattage and high-vattage electric dehorners.

c. Demonstrate the difference between syringe needles
in the number of times they may be used without
resharpening.

i

Ag9
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d. Demonstrate the physical differences between wooden
posts properly and poorly treated with preservatives.

Demonstrate differences in finish and workmanship
which are reflected by different prices and which
must be considered by the salesperson in his sales
presentation.

3. Bring fence tags to class and have students interpret
them.

SuggestO TlitAlleteldgt2L2LWLIErla

Class instruction 5 hours
Laboratory or field trip ----2--'-'hours

Total

Sur,d Instructional Materials

Instructional materials

7 hours

Catalogs, brochures, and trade magazines available through
major manufacturers of agricultural supplies and equipment.

aramted Occupational Experience

I. Employment in a farm supply store, preferably as a sales-
person or stock boy.

2. Wakes a helper in a fails supply store.

3. Work in a school praatice store using borrowed merchandise
when necessary if ib is impossible to gain experience in
an actual store operation.

III. To know whit services can be provi led prtainir_g to miscellaneous
supplies and small handled by an agricultural sampAy
business

Teacher Preparation

Subject Matter Content

A labor-saving device such as a power lawnmower is of no value
when it will not start or will not cut grass properly. The same
is true of an electric iron which will not heat or a percolator
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which will not "perc." When a Zero supply store cannot refer the
customer to a reliable person who can provide service at a reason-
able cost, it must provide the service in order to got the business,
In today's competitive market, it is not enough to sell an item
and then refer the customer to a competitor to have it serviced.
Future purchases by the customer will be made where the item can
be purchased and serviced at the same place or business. This
practice has given rise to the policy of "we service yhat we sell."

It is difficult for service operations to make money. Mamy firms
are happy to break even on this aspect of the business. Sales of
merchandise are the major sceirces of income. Parts, with a 30%
or more mark up, will usually provide a small prelt euove the
handling scats. Most store managers prefer to sell parts to out-
side servicemen rather than do the work and depend on the service
charge to pay skilled labor. If the parts are small, the'customer
expects installation to be gratis. If repairs are extensive, they
wonder about the large labor charge.

Small businessee which carnet justify a fulltime serviceman, either
have to send their service work out or have someone available who
can do other types of work when not Ivey with repair work. Saes
and service are sometimes handled by one individual but it is rare
for a really good repairman to also be a to flight salesmae and
vise versa. More often the repair man also handlea the deliveries,
assembling machines, or equipment rather thannajor sales work. A
good repairman commands high enough 'wages so that the store can-
not afford to use him for other types of work. As a result, indivi-
duals now seeking emplctjment win find most jobs mcre specialized
than in earlier years.

A good servicemen in a farm supply store must be capable of doing
e variety of repairs. These may range treat simple adjustment or
replacing of parts to major overhauls. Sharpening and recondi-
tioning "trade-ins" is a major function of a repairman. The volume
of this work is a prime factor for full employment since such of
this store work can be performed when the repairman is not engaged
with a customer's repair job.

Vocational agriculture graduates frequently became excellent ser-
vice repairmen. Those who do not feel comfortable in sales work
or do not want to prepare for farm machinery service occupations,
could well begin preparing for employment in service work while
enrolled in offfarm agricultural occupations. Module No. 12
of the course in Agricultural MachineryeService Occupations
entitled "Adjustment, Maintenance, and Repair of Small. Gasoline
Engines" may well be included in the farm supply course where a
number of the students prefer service to saleswork.
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The teacher will have: to..decide when the individual abilities
and employment possibilities: of, his students. warrant, curtailing
some of the modules in the agricultural. supply course in order
to incorporate modules from the Farm Machinery Service ccupa-
tions course which will be-,-valuable in preparing. servicemen for
farm supply stores.. .

. .

1. No. 2 - AgrioUltural Machinery Service Department
'Operating- Procedures

2. No. 6 Metal Fusion and Fabrication Welding

3. No. 8 Mechanical Power Transfer Systems

4. No. 12 - Adjustment, Maintenance, -.and Repair of small
Gasoline Engines

When the farm machinery course in service occupations is offered
in the seine high school as one in'agricultural supply--sales and
service, it may be possible for students interested in the ser-
vice aspects to be integrated into farm machinery classes when
appropriate modules are ,being taught.

The farm machinery_ teachirjraight -hendledome.modules .for the agri-
cultural supply class while the agricultural supply teacher teaches
one or more of the common modules to th8.- farm.naohinert class.

Suggested Teadhing-Idaining Activities
. I t Lill . ;4 %.1 11.: 1

1. Develop with the class a list of the various types of
service activities performed by the farm supply centers

.14 tfie4locilACOMmUditrviiclicare:pertitieht%to.the mis-

cellaneous items covered in previous modules. Indicate
whether these are handled by specially trained personnel.
or by employees who.have other duties. Ask the students

eind.i.ctsatietence. Of local farm
supplyositoTh 1pettionnet tfek"lirOVidint tertice on miscel-
laneous supplies.

2. Invite a farm storegiatiager_ifiti-a'spe4ialited
department to visit the class as a resource person.

: sat.; 1, t Jr.. Vs.) 'o

3. 't itavi the Stift:Until* 'gait '.eirstorience E.*: making cab service
ord,drs,'ifitiniiti*.pitrte; 'and 'risking I1 boy estimates on

" Ctisie ' thie-nctual Service forms drArtickets"
secured 'Troia bisirietis firms Or titillipt tholie sug-
gested in Module No. 2 of the farm machinery Amrse on
Service Department Operating Procedures.
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4. Have the students practice saleiman.customer relations
by wing role paying techniques.

5. Demonstrate both in front of the class and by simulated
telephone conversation, the proper way to take care of
a complaint on previous service which has not been
satisfactory. Follow the "store policy" for such
circumstances it one can be secured from one or more
local farm supply stores. Teach the students to find
out what is expected of them in this respect when they
go on the Job.

6. Be alert to opportunities for teaching service techniques
when supervising students during their supervised occupa-
tional work experience.

7. The suggested time allotment for this competency is:

Class instruction 4 hours

laboratory hours

Total 8 hours

Suggested clst Otto 1, and Referenced

Instructional. materials

1. Service work; order forms and job tickets secured
from local business firms or mimeographed for student
use

2. Telephone kit and tape recorder for role playing

References

None, other than those listed for other modules,
especially the ones indicated from the Farm Machinery
course.

Suggested Occum#donal Work Experience

1. Supervised occupational experience in farm supply stores
having swell developed service department is the best
possible training situation for developing this competency.
This may have to be in a helper capacity at first depend-
ing on individual ability and experience.
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2. Work in or around the service department of a farm supply
store will permit observation and sometimes involvement
even thc,440 a student does nOt actually perform the work.
Unpacking and assembling will be of more value then clerk-
ing for this competency.

3. Experience in repair, adjusting, or overhauling household
appliances, garden tractors, and power equ....iment will be
of value regardless of whether it is performed at the
store, school, or home;

Suggestions for Evaluating Educational Outcomes of the Module

The sales techniques for miscellaneous supplies are generally similar to those
presented in other modules so that "product knowledge" is the main objective
of Competency No. II and can be tested by either written or oral examination
if desired.

Tr.* student choice as to whether his place in the agricultural supply business
is primarily in the sales field or the service field is more important than
the acquisition of product knowledge or the development of service skills
through the teaching of this module. If a student can make a positive deci-
sion by the time he completes the course in high school, other considerations
are probably of lesser importance.

It is believed that the appraisals of cooperator-employers, and individual
students should be incorporat.d with the instructors' evaluations using the
following check list:

NEEDS NOT PART
HIGHLY FURTHER OF HIS
COMPETENT COMPETENT TRAINING DUTIES

1. To what degree does the student
know the different kinds of
miscellaneous supplies?

2. To what degree does the student
possess the "product knowledge"
to intelligently answer inquiries
pertaining to miscellaneous
supplies?

3. Can the student properly handle
situations beyond his product
knowledge by referral to superiors
or the service department?

k
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4. Does the student know the store
policy with respect to service and
can he handle properly a complaint
because of poor service?

5. Can the student properly fill out
a service order including entries
for parts and labor?

6. To what degree is the student
competent to perform service
activities as follows:

a. Replacing electrical cords,
replacing (uses, tubes, etc.

b. Cutting and replacing
broken glass

c. Assembling merchandise
received "knocked flown"

d. Checking rental tools in
and out

e. Sharpening rental or customer
tools

f. Testing and replacing plugs,
points, and condensors on
small gasoline engines

g. Testing for compression and
grinding valves, if neces-
sary, on small gasoline
engines,

h. Testing electric motors for
shorts

i. Disassembling and cleaning
electrical motors

j Completely overhaul small
gasoline engine

NEEDS NOT PART
HIGHLY FURTHER OF HIS
COMPETENT COMPETENT TRAINInDUTIES
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k. Sharpen and adjust or replace
teeth on chain saws

1. Use a paint sprayer and keep
track of small parts in th3
service center

m. Order, unpack, and keep track
of small parts in the service
center

n. Keep too la Li order to do the
usual housekeeping in the
shop properly

NEEDS NOT PART
HIGHER FURTNER OF HIS
COMPETENT COMPETENT . tAINING DUTIES

o. Others

9511. of Sumeted Instructional Materials and Reference*

Instructional materials
.4

1. Catalogs, housu, and trade magazines available through major
manufacturers of the different products.

2. Service work order fo,..ns, may be secured from local business
firms or mimeographed for students use.

3. Telephone kit and tape recorder for role playing

References

1. Hoover, Norman K. Handbook or Agricultural Occurtions: The
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc., Danville, Illinois,
1963. Price: $4.75.

2. Logan, William and Moon, Hflen M. "asp about Mqrchandise.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1960. Price:
Price: $7.75.

3. Robinson, O. P.; Mockler, W. L.: Logan, W. B. Store,
SalesLanshi2. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall,

1965. Price: $4.88.

4. Diszla,y3 Made Bev. Columbus, Ohio: Material Laboratory,,
Distributive Education Service, Ohio State University. p. 46.

State publication.. 'mealy available through the Distributive
Edw.ational Service.
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Procedures or determining student interest in a vocational
education program are described. A planning check sheet, an
orientation check sheet, a tabulation procedure, and a report
form are included for use of school system personnel engaged in a
vocational survey. The appendix includes a student vocational
interest 'uestionnaire, an interpretation key, suggestions for
using the questionnaire, and an overview of the procedures for
conducting a vocational education community survey. A newspaper
article, an announ.:ement, and speech out are incluJed for use
in promoting and administering a survey. (JM)
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C D
PREFACE

One of the major concerns of school administrators and
boards of education today involves the development of vocational
education curricula which will provide for tha needs, interests, 0
and capabilities of students and, concurrently, provide training R
which is realistic in terms of anticipated employment needs and 1

opportunities in the community, area, or state. Certain identi- E
fiable conditions need to be met before the initiation or expan- N
sion of any vocational education program can be justified. Ques- T
Lions such as the following must be satisfactorily answered in A
order to determine whether program development is feasible and T
the direction it should take: 1

1. What is the occupational pattern of the community
(or the labor market served by the schools in
question) and what shortage occupations exist or
are anticipated which might be met by vocational
education?

P
2. Will area employers hire graduates of vocational L

courses? Will they hire cooperative part-time A
students during training? N

N
3. Does the school possess, or can it acquire, the 1

necessary facilities, staff and equipment for -N
vocational courses under consideration? G

0
N T

A
& s

U
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T 0
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0
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4. If tocational courses are added to the curriculum, S A R
is there an adequate supply of qualified, interested

H
, a. E

students to enroll in the courses offered?
E R P

E 0
The Division of Vocational Education, in cooperation with E

R
the Division of Guidance anti Testing, has developed procedures T

A T
for conducting Vocational Education Community Surveys. It is D Iintended that such Surveys be utilized by interested communities

M N,or areas to help answer the above questions and thus determine
I 0the feasibility of initiating or expanding vocational education
Nservices.

S
T

A
T
I

0

This publication has been developed by the Division of
Guidance and Testing for the specific purpose of describing pro-
cedures for gathering information relative to the fourth question
above -- that of determining student interest in a vocational
education program.

JGO:mk
November, 1965

John G. Odgers, irector
Division of Guidance & Testing
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INTRODUCTION

This publication is imendee to serve as an aid in helping

schools plan for, administer, and report the results of the Stu-

dent Orientation and Student Vocational Interest Questionr.aire

phases of the Vocational Education Community Survey. Each

participating school will receive a copy of this booklet which it

may retain to use as a guide, as well as to serve as a permanent

record of the results of its school survey.

Procedures and suggestions for conducting the Student

Orientation and Questionnaire phases of the Survey are explained

in separate sections. It is recommended that school counselors,

or other school officials, assigned the respoasibility for these

aspects of the Survey be thoroughly acquainted with them.

In the Appendix is an overview of the various aspects of

the Vocational Education Community Survey. This overview shows

hcw the Student Orientation and Questionnaire phase fits into the

total effort. Also included are some suggestions for using the

results of the Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire in

counseling with students, a copy of the Questionnaire, and public

relations materials that may be used by local counselors.
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PLANNING CHECK SHEET

The following check sheet has been designed to insure that
all necessary steps are taken in the planning of this survey. 0

R
I. STATE DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR I

Div. of Guidance & Testing, 75). N.W. Blvd. , Columbus, Ohio E
43212 Phone: (614) 469-2103 N

T
COUNTY CHAIRMAN A
Address T
Home Phone: Office Phone:

1

II. IMPORTANT DATES
a) Survey dates. From to N T

b) Final date that all reports must be returned to Division A

of Guidance and Testing by local chairman. & B

c) Location and date U

of first orientation meeting. Q L

d) Dinner meeting date. U A
E T

III. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CHAIRMAN S I

a) To arrange meeting dates and schedule of schools to be T 0
visited. I N

b) Coordinate selection of local counselors for Survey 0
Team. N &

c) Reproduce survey questionnaires in quantity sufficient N
for all tenth and eleventh grade students in survey. . A R

d) Hold pre-planning meeting (if necessary) to acquaint i E
counselors with purpose and procedures of this study. R p

e) Prepare summary sheets for survey dinner presentation. E 0
IV. STUDENTS

,
.

R
A T

a) All sophomores and juniors will be given orientation and
will complete the questionnaire. D I

M Nb) Some students may be asked to assist in questionnaire
tabulation. I G

c) A qualified projectionist should be available to show N

filmstrips. I

d) A student should be responsible for operating the tape S
recorder or record player. T

e) If possible projectionist and operator of tape recorder/ R
record player should make a trial run to help insure a A
smooth operation. T

I

V. TIME REQUIREMENTS 0
a) Orientation will take approximately 45 minutes. N
b) Completion of the questionnaire will take approximately

35 minutes. Note: The school should allow 1 1/2 hours
for the entire presentation.

1



c) Orientation program should begin first period in morn-
ing or first period after lunch.

C D

VI. PHYSICAL FACILITIES
a) A room or auditorium large enough to seat all juniors 0

and sophomores at one time R
b) If writing space is not available students should be

1

asked to bring notebooks and soft lead Pencils to pre- Esentation.
N

c) Table for filmstrip projector.
Td) Electric outlet and extension cord if necessary.
Ae) Microphone (if necessary) .

0 Filmstrip projector. T

g) Tape recorder and arrangements to connect to P.A. sYstem I

if necessary. 0
N T

VII. FIRST DAY'S SCHEDULE A
Morning - Selected counselors will observe state represen- & B
tative present orientation, administer questionnaire, and U
tabulate results. A brief discussion will be held following 0. L
the morning session to discuss procedures with counselors. U A
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ORIENTATION CHECK LIST

I. Prior to Presentation

---1. Space large enough to seat all sophomores and juniors.

.2. Table for filmstrip projector.

3. Electric outlet (and extension cord if needed).

4. Microphone (if needed).

5. Screen.

6. . Tape recorder or record player tested for volume.

7. Filmstrip placed in projector and focused.

8. If Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire is to be
administered in the orientation area, students should
be notified to bring notebooks or other suitable writing
surface if writing space is not available.

9. A plan for passing out and collecting questionnaires
should be thought through.

II. Presentation (Discussion Points)

I. Survey requested to determine needs for vocational education
in this area.

2. We would like to motivate you to think about your future occupa-
tional choice. This morning we will show you filmstrips about the
five vocational areas to stimulate your thinking.

3. There is a real need for more people to obtain vocational training.
a) There is a greater demand for technicians.
b) By 1970 one third of the labor force will be women--one

half will be married. Presently 20 million women are
working.

c) New products and production methods :ncracise the need
for better trained people in the labor real:e`..

d) Population and knowledge explosion is knr..?easing need
for better trained people.

4. Look at this filmstrip closely and be thinking how one of these
vocational areas may be able to meet your educational needs. .

5. Show filmstrip and play tape.
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Suggestions for Administration of the Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire

1. The administration of the Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire
should follow the orientation program.

2. Make certain the group is at ease and that the students understand
that the questionnaire is not a "test". It is an inventory of their
interests and vocational plans.

3. Point out that there are no "right" or "wrong" answers - that every-
one should express their interests and choices as sincerely and
carefully as possible.

4. Stress that it will be necessary to move right along in order to com- T
plete the questionnaire during time available. A

B
S. Pass out the questionnaire and answer sheets. U

L
6. Have the students check to see if they have all pages of the A

questionnaire booklet. T

7. Read the purpose of the questionnaire (top of page 1 of question-
I

mire booklet).
N

8. Read the Directions for completing the questionnaire (Use item 1 on
&page 2 for an example).

9. Explain the Training and Vocational Choice Record (back side of R

answer sheet). E
P

a. Describe how to check appropriate answers under 0
the "What Are Your Plans?" section. R

T
b. Cover item 6 and emphasize that if they answered I

"Yes" they are to indicate the vocational course N
they would like in high school by marking a "1" G
for first choice and a "2" for second choice. If
they checked item 6 "No" they are NOT to select
any courses.

10. Indicate that if they have any questions during the completion of the
questionnaire, raise their hand for help. Questionnaires will be
collected when all students have completed them.

11. Collect questionnaires from Junior and sophomore classes separately.

2



VOCATIONAL SURVEY TABULATION INSTRUCTIONS

ISeparate questionnaires by grades 1

I

Sort into a YES and a NO stack for

Question 6 on the Training and Vocational
Choice Recoxl. (Back of Answer Sheet)

.------

If YES, sort
into three stacks

If NO, sort
into three stacks

1_,
STACK A STACK B

__..
STACK C STACK D STACK E STACK F,

Answered Answered Answered Answered Answered Answered
Ques 4 &5 NO, Ques 4 YES Ques 5 YES Ques 4 YES Ques 5 YES Ques 4,5 , 6 NO

After sort is completed:

1. Count the number of questionnaires in each stack (A,B,C,D,E,F) and
record on the Student Educational interest report form.

2. Check the appropriate group letter (A,B,C,D,E.,S) in the box at the top
right-hand side of the answer sheet.

3. Stacks D, E, and F may be set aside as no further tabulation of them is
necessary.

Repeat the entire above process if
only six students are involved and
if only one grade level was tabulated

4. Combine sophomore and junior A, B and C questionnaires.

5. On the Training and Vocational Choice Record side of the answer sheet,
students have indicated first and second choices of vocational courses
by a "1" and "2". Record these (by number) in the box on the front
side of the answer sheet.

6. Separate into stacks for appropriate courses indicated as first choice.

7. Use scoring stencil to check the consistency of student interests with
course selection. Course selection is considered consistent with
interests where half or more of the interest items are marked "L". The
number of "L" responses needed for interests to be rated as "consist-
ent" will be indicated on the scoring stencil.

8. In the box on the front of the answer sheet, circle "C" if consistent
or "I" if inconsistent. _

9. For each vocational course, tabulate tha number of Consistent or Incon-
sistent first choice selections on the Vocational Course Selection
report form.

I



STUDENT VOCATIONAL INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE REPORT FORM
School

Student General Interest

Student Choice
10th

Grade
Ilk

Grade Total

A. Vocational Training 11.111=w mIMEMMOmb MIMM.P

B. Vocational Training and College Plans

C. Vocational Training and Educational or Training
Plans other than College 1Im mIONIMIftlo

D. College Plans 11.1.11 1MMb mIMM41

E. Educational or Training Plans other than College ..m..,.

F. Undecided or no Preference for a Particular
Course of Study .I 40.1.1MMb MIMM.P

Totals .. mIMEMMOmb

Group Analysis of Vocational Course Selection

CHOICE !SECOND I

Vocational Course Consistent
Total

Inconsistent
Total

FIRST CHOICE
Total
"C" No consistent
and check needed
ors Tctal

BUSINESS & OFFI
1. Bookkeeping & Acctg.
2. General Clerical
3. Stenographic
4. Data Processing

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
5. Retail
6. Wholesale
7. Ser. Establishments

8. Child Care
9. Food Service

10. Clothing Service
_

11. Nursing& Rest Home Aide
12. Homemaker's Asst.

OVER
2

4'



Group Analysis of Vocational Course Selection (Continued)

I

Vocational Course

FIRST CHOMP. SECOND CHOICE,

Consistent
Total

Inconsistent
Total

Total
"C"
and
"I11

No consistent
check needed

Total

13. Production Agriculture
14. Agric. Equip. & Mech.
15. Agric. Business & Ser.
16. Prod. Horticulture
17. Prod. Proc. & Marketin
18. Greenhouse Operation
19. Florlir
20. Landscaping & Nursery
21. Turf Management
22. Garden Center OPs.

a .vn =1 om .N. .6510...aml V ft, Ner mr

23. Auto Mechanics
24. Auto Bod &FenderReair
25. Beauty Operator
26. Bldg. Mainten. Mech.
27. Carpenter
28. Commercial Art
29. Com. Cooking& Baking
30. Dental Assistant
31. Diesel Engine Mech.
32. Draftsman
33. Electrician
34. Fabric Service
35. Furn. Upholstery &Repair
36. Indust. Laboratory Asst.
37. Machinist
38. Mach. Main. &Ser. Mec
39. Medical Laboratory Asst.
40. Nurse's Aide&Practical
41. Printing
42. Refrig. &Heating Ser.
43. Radio&TV - Electronics
44, Tailoring & Dressmaking
45. Utility & Appli. Mech.
46. Weldin & Sheetmetal
47. Other
48. No Second Choice



` STUDENT VOCATIONAL SURVEY REULTS
School -- School
S Si T

A. Vocational Training r,1 rieOrIrmwmps.

.....
Ia.d1 ll rR. Vorational Training, and College Plans .rIrIM.............. ,,

C. voc. Tr. and Non-Colleg' Educ. Plans r r .r ryym.4mi ..wom.
B. College arm. r ,. ar/rw rwirqmwww 44m,

rryrre.E. Educ. and Tr. Otht. than College .r4mi ,
F. Undecinod or No Co4ree Preference ...1 ,. ria wrerwre/r4mi rI.

Total a.r rrr I,,
Voceionai Course Selection _Lt choice 2nd It Choice 2nd

L. _T_ 20/20 _1_ T Choice_
1. Bookkeeping and Accounting I

..0.
?.

2. General Clerica!

.MM.F.W

MEMIi ri
rrr

/
3. St'.nographic Ma .WMV

rro
. 1I

4. Data Processing r4IrOordrrdr 11= I
5. Retail

r,r1W6. Wholesale ri.
r4Ir7. Service Establishments Orer r.w Ir .. If Child Care . r.w rrnamNrIerr

9. Food Service r romer r.
r

,,
10. Clothing Service rr.

O.MMr

.. ,,
wml

P..I11. Nursing and Rest Home Aide rdrr ,I.r. 112. Homemaker's Assistant rbrr111r ,..... ..10
13. Production Agriculture

14. Agriculture Equipment and Mechanic. MOMm

rrirraMir M MM/

4M.
Awl/dm.

Im =

Ml
,..1. ../.P. /l15. Agriculture Business and Service.; I

16. Production Horticulture wwlw .W140.
17. Produce Processing A Marketing . .......,

rIrp ..,18. Greenhouse Operation rirr
IIA ..,, ..,19. FloristrY

.1.m.

YY.EM.
rrIr olerbr Irr20. Landscaping and Mummy

11121. Turf Management Yl.r. ..,4ftwImA.

r.rir22. Garden Center Operations w1=M addrrwr .IMOw r....11M1M.0.

romarb

...Orr

rMr,23. Auto Mechanics Aml e. .olIW al.
ramir24. Auto Body and Fender Repair ..PIM..1I ml ,,...s.. rirmw

40O4Wr

r.rr
rIrp rhrr25. Beauty Operator (Cosmetology) ,.a, ..1I

26, Building Maintenance Mechanic

27. Carpenter

...,,,
mME

r rlmb rilMrawINI 1 - - ..rd./../. reMrOMMinr.

28, Commercial Art WOdm MIW.,111 rmlw

29. COmmereal Cooking Baking

30. Dental Assistant

...M. .,,m
.n.

0.M.MVPIPM ..,, 1I/. IOim M1 MII rhr
31. Diesel Engine Mechanic mlm,, ,. AOM.M M. rmlw

32. Draftsman rmlw rrir diOMMEM61 II? -M...
33. Electrician rIMM r.rir

/mr
.. .. ,rimre

34. Fabric Service ,, F?1WwWd. r.rir rrp
35. Furniture Upholstery and D 41/ V. .,, wi .rimMimaM OrMr

rirrb
..
rirrb rrr.36. Industrial Labr:atory AseistLat 4.. .. .

37. Macilnint . rarrIr MIl. rhr rirrb
Oftwr MM0r38. Machiner4 Maintenance andS-Iv.icelfechanic i.. ..1I

39. Meelical Laborator. Assistant .,.. MIMIMSO addrrNYO. ,M,,10 rIIWO

40. Nurse's Aide and Pritot, 41 Nursing rftMO ..1.11 ram.*.I... .PIY 4110 NAMM ,
OMOMAMd/MOM I41 Printing addrrq.M ..

4.41.

e. I
WWW Im,refrigeration and Heating service e. vIMM.=.14. mbilm

43. Racio and Televisioa-Eiectronice vertMFM r 0.4.MO 4m0M1WOwi
44. Tailoring and Dressmaking olMAW WiteWW. .
45. Utility and Appliance Mechanic .,, . .0 MMMIMm mmO.V.U.-

Fm.MMM ..,..
46. Welding and Sheetmetal dr........1 ..ii
47. Other

48. No Second Choice

3
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STUDENT VOCATIONAL INTEREST SUMMARY
(Banquet Rept- TO

. The opening phase of the study was the administration of the Student
Vocational Interest Questionnaire to all tenth and eleventh grade students. The
purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain an estimate cf (1) students' plans for
ev.yloyment or further schooling after high school; (2) vocations which students
think they might like to enter; and (3) the number of students who would have
desired specific vocational courses if they were offered as part of their high
school curriculum.

Preliminary to the administration of the questionnaire, orientation pro-
grams were presented to the students for the purpose of acquainting them with the
specific areas of vocational education and the purpose of the survey questionnaire.

The questionnaires were administered and tabulated. The results were
compiled to show the distribution of interest in vocational education courses and
the educational plans of students by grade level, local su:hool, and total. The
following table presents the information provided by the students surveyed.

STUDENT VOCATIONAL INTEREST

I. students ( %) indicated interest in vocational education.
a) students ( %) indicated a desire for voca-

tional training and have no plans to attend college
or further education after high school.

b) students ( %) indicated a desire for voca-
tional training and also have plans to attend college.

c) students ( %) indicated a desire for voca-
tional training and also have plans for further educ-
ation or training other than college.

2. students ( %) are planning to attend college.
a) students ( %) indicating interest in voca-

tional training, are making college plans.
b) students ( %) indicates college plans and

have no desire for vocational training.

3. students ( %) indicated plans few further education or
training after high school other than college.

a) students ( %) indicated a desire for voca-
tional training and also have plans for further educ-
ation or training ether than college.

b) students ( %) indicated plans for further
education or training after high school other than
college and have no desire for vocational training.

4. students ( %) were undecided or had no preference for a
particular course of study in high school.

4
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1

1

I

1_182 CHOICE 1 2ND CHOICE]STUDENT COURSE SELECTION

1. Bookkeeping and Accounting
2. General Clerical

.

3. Stenographic _
4. Data Processin

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION,
5. Retail
6. Wholesale
7. Service Establishments

H a v a,

8.
,IV . V674..,
Child Care

9.
--

Food SSe.-vice
-

o
10. Clothfne Service
11. Nursin and Rest Home , de
12. Homemaker's Assistant

AGRICULTURE
13. Production Agriculture
14. Agriculture Equipment and Mechanics
15. Agriculture Business and Services__
16. Production Horticulture
17. l' duce Processing and Marketing
18. Greenhouse Operation
19. FloristrY
20. Landscaping and Nursery
21. Turf Management
22. Garden Center OPerations

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
23. Auto Mechanics
2t!. Auto Body and Fender Repair
25. 3eauty Operator (Cosmetology)
26. Building Maintenance Mechanic
2- Carpenter
28. Commercial Art
29. Commercial Cooking and Baking
30. Dental Assistant
31. Diesel Engine Mechanic
32. Draftsman
33. Electrician
34. Fabric Service
35. Furniture Upholstery and Repair
36. Industrial La*,vratorY Assistant
37. Machinist
38. Machinsw Maintenance and Service Mechani
39, "Medical Laboratory Assistant
40. Nurse's Aide and Prectical Nursing
41. Printing

4:3. Radio and Television - Electronics
42. Refrigeration and Heating Service

44._ Tailoring and Dressmaking
45. Utility and Appliance Mechanic
46. Welding and Sheetmetel

No Second Choice
47. Other
48.

-.I.-
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STUDENT VOCATIONAL INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE

Your school and community are interested in helping students do the best

possible Job of choosing and preparing for a field of work in line with their

abilities and interests and in which they will have a reasonable opportunity for

employment. With the information you furnish and information about Job opportu-

nities, your school should be able to do more to help students make wise voca-

tional choices and plans.

This questionnaire is divided into two parts, the Activity Interest Section

and the Training and Vocational Choice Record. The purpose of the Activity

Interest Section is to determine what activities you like, dislike, or are unsure

about. The Training and Vocational Choice Record is to obtain information about

your educational and vocational plans.

INSTRUCTIONS

A. A separate answer sheet should be used to mark responses to
interest items included in this questionnaire booklet. Please
do not mark in the booklet.

. Read carefully each interest item listed and respond to them
on the separate answer sheet if you:

L ? D

1. 0 0 0 like the activity

2. 0 0 0 are not sure if activity is liked or disliked

3. 0 0 0 dislike the activity

C. Aber you have responded to the 200 interest items, complete the
Training and Vocational Choice Record on the back of the answer
sheet.



1. Working with business records,
such as sales slips, receipts,
bills, records and amount of
goods purchased or work done.

2. Helping in the supervision of
children's activities.

3. Buying merchandise to be resold
in a retail or wholesale business.

4. Operating adding machines and
calculators.

5. Helping to care for an elderly
person in performing personal
services.

6. Acting as a receptionist.

7. Displaying horticultural plants
including flowering ornamental
and vegetable plants.

8. Planning and organizing house-
hold activities and managing a
home.

9. Taking the responsibility of car-
ing for children while parents
are at work.

10. Working in a print shop or
publishing company.

11. Sorting, indexing, and assembl-
ing papers and other written
records.

12. Operating a sewing machine.

13. Collecting information to compile
reports.

14. Selecting, storing, and display-
ing of fresh fruits and vegetables.

15. Arranging food so that it is
attractive and appetizing.

16. Accepting deposits or loan pay-
ments as a teller in a bank<

2

17. Taking apart mechanical things
and putting them back together
again.

18. Reading instructions or inter-
preting rough sketches to help
plan sheetmetal objects.

19. Treating animals for diseases
and parasites.

20. Cleaning a house.

21. Contracting many retail and
wholesale businesses to show
merchandise.

22. Working on engine ignition and
carburetlon systems.

23. Laying out designs on sheet-
metal.

24. Carrying trayb, cleaning utensils
and assisting nurses in caring
for patients.

25. Working with ideas such as
planning, designing, drawing,
or writing.

26. Studying ways of increasing the
profits from farm crops.

27. Finding out what profit or losses
a business makes.

28. Setting a table and serving food
correctly.

29. Managing a retail, wholesale, or
service establishment.

30. Serving meals to persons who
are ill.

31. Cleaning, pressing and mending
clothing.

32. Figuring out arithmetic problems
using multiplications, divisions,
squares and square roots.



33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

Advising customers on the use of
chemicals for weed and insect
control.

Leading groups of children in
their activities such as games,
crafts and sports.

Operating a printing press.

Teaching simple games and songs
to young children.

Working on furnaces and air
conditioners,-

Writing letters for and reading to
an elderly or ill person.

Grading fresh fruits and
vegetables.

Taking dictation in shorthand or
on a shorthand machine.

41. Helping children to get along with
other children.

42.

43.

44.

Examining mechanical equipment
for wear or damaged parts to
determined repair needs.

Helping to prepare and serve
foods.

Cutting and shaping metal objects
or parts tieing handtools and
machines.

45. Helpinu people to choose new
merchandise wisely.

46. Greasing and oiling machines.

47. Selling various items of merchan-
dise or service such as automo-
biles, clothing, electrical appli-
ances, insurance, etc.

48. Planning an electx:cal system for
buildings.

3

49. Working ona job that requires
strength and active movements.

50. Taking orders and serving
food in a restaurant.

51. Planning menus and preparing
meals.

52. Helping prepare special diets
for a patient.

53. Copying long lists of numbers
and checking to be sure they
are copied right.

54. Helping in the care of young
children in a nursery school.

55. Supervising other employees
in a retail, wholesale, or
service establishment.

56. Copying figures or words neatly
and orderly.

57. Setting type by hand or machine
for printing or working with
sizes, styles and spacing type.

58. Visiting persons who are ill.

59. Advising concerning identification
of plants, insects, and diseases.

60. Working with people.

61. Working in an office.

62. Planning the arrangement of
pictures or printing articles on
a page to make it look attractive.

63. Reading stories to children.

64. Preparing fruit and vegetables for
marketing including trimming,
washing, and packaging.

65. Operating keypunch machines.



66. Baking pies, cakes, and pastries.

67. Interviewing people applying for a
charge account in retail or whole-
sale businesses.

68. Repairing or replacing worn or
damaged motor or other mechanical
parts of an automobile or diesel
truck.

69. Operating welding equipment.

70. Sewing by hand.

71. Reading about new developments in
textiles and new fashions.

72. Giving permanents and other treat-
ment for women's hair.

73. Informing customers what an
article of merchandise or service
will do for them.

74. Caring for children in a private
home.

75. Making clothes for others.

76. Working with doctors and nurses
to help sick people.

77. Typing letters and reports.

78. Arranging attractive displays of
merchandise.

79. Helping farmers in preparing an
economical feeding program for
their livestock.

80. Filing written reports alphabetically
or according to subject matter.

81. Using electric household appliances.

82. Proof reading printed copy.

133. Explaining uses of new products or
services to people.

4

84. Displaying and selling home
and garden plants, shrubs,
and equipment.

86. Operating office machines.

86. Typing from a dictation
machine.

87. Selecting seed and maintain-
ing turf grasses.

88. Fitting and altering garments.

89. Receiving, inspecting,
weighing, and handling fruit
or vegetable products.

90. Figuring out logical and orderly
steps to work problems.

91. Shopping for food.

92. Tuning up motors to see that
they are running right.

93. Helping people to select
goods or services.

94. Working with decorators.

95. Reading and trying out new
recipes.

96. Giving manicure and hand
care treatments,

97. Developing advertisements to
sell merchandise or services.

98. Doing laundry and ironing.

99. Working with my hands.

100. Shopping for patterns and fabrics.

101. Receiving, checking purchase
(Divers against invoices and stor-
thy supplies for resale.

102. Testing radio anc television sets.



103. Working outdoors.

104. Constructing and using plant
growing structures such as
greenhouses.

105. Making chemical laboratory
experiments.

106. Working in a scientific
laboratory.

107. Using hand and power tools.

108. Making calculations to deter
mine angleso curves, or shapes
of small wooden parts.

109. Repairing and maintaining
garden tractors and lawn
equipment.

110. Changing fuses and fixing short
circuits.

111. Keeping machinery in a factory
in operation.

112. Studying the theory of electri-
city including direct and alter-
nating current, volts, amperes,
ohms, etc.

113. Supervising crews in the sodding
and seeding of lawn areas.

114. Studying consumer preferences.

115. Working in a dentist's laboratory.

116. Working in factory, garage, or
workshop.

117. Running machines that cut or
grind small shavings from metal
parts.

118. Keeping experiment records,
charts and graphs.

119. Supervising the preparation and
sale of floral products.

5

120. Working with a microscope to
study minute objects.

121. Operating metal working machines
such as engine lathes, milling
machines, power hacksaws,
grinders and shapers.

122. Feeding and caring for livestock.

123. Repairing furniture.

124. Studying ways of increasing the
profits from livestock.

125. Shaping medal parts from blue-
prints and specifications.

126. Finishing or refinishing fine
wood surfaces using shellac,
stains, varnishes, and other
wood finishing materials.

127. Working in a bakery.

128. Helping farmers to determine
the machinery needs for their
farm business.

129. Selecting or designing hair
styles.

130. Maintaining and repairing
gasoline engines.

131. Creating posters and show cards
to advertise products or events.

132. Cutting, tinting, and dyeing hair.

133. Studying soil characteristics.

134. Displaying garden store products.

135. Repairing bus, truck, tractor and
heavy duty diesel engines.

136. Operating and maintaining special
turf equipment such as mowers.

137. Growing and marketing flowers.



138. Assisting a dentist during treat-
ment of patients.

139. Preparing and packaging flowers
for sale.

140. Working in a service station or
garage.

141. Developing and drawing up plans
for the construction of a bridge
or building.

142. Studying how plants grow.

143. Working with lumber, paints,
masonry, building materials, etc.

144. Preparing landscape plans for

145.

146. Working the mathematical prob-
lems necessary to draw things
to scale.

home or public grounds.

Working in a cleaning and
pressing establishment.

147. Working with wood, fabrics
and leather.

148. Operating machinery or equipment.

149. Giving first aid treatment.

150. Pruning, fertilizing, and caring
for ornamental shrubs and shade
trees.

151. Using carpenter's tools to per-
form general carpentry work such
as erecting wood building frames,
laying floors, *id installing wood
trim.

152. Working from exact tracings or
copies of plans or designs made
by someona else.

153. Assembling or adjusting machinery
and explaining to customers how a
machine works.

6

154. Repairing or replacing defective
parts in radio or television sets.

155. Giving skin beauty treatments.

156. Recognizing and controlling
plant insects and diseases.

157. Designing and preparing diagrams
and sketches for publications and
exhibitims.

158. Designing lawn areas for commer-
cial concerns such as golf course,
parks g factories g etc.

159. Identifying shrubb and trees.

160. Working on a job that is active
and requires the use of math
problems, formulas and book-
keeping procedures.

161. Repairing damaged automobiles
by replacing broken body parts
and pounding out dents.

162. Working with projects that control
soil erosion.

163. Assisting in the preparation of
foods in quantity.

164. Designing and making floral
displays.

165. Working with gauges eine: tools
that make very fine measurements.

166. Running lathes, drill presses, and
other mchine shop equipment.

167. Working with laundry and dry
cleaning equipment.

168. Studying the effect of different
fertilizers.

169. Supervising the selection and
plantIng of ornamental shrubs
and shade trees.



s.
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170. Working on a job that requires
very delicate hand movements
and very close inspection and
precision.

171. Assembling electrical equip-
ment or motors.

172. Growing and marketing of nursery
and greenhc Ise produce.

173. Drawing things to exact scale.

174. Working as a nurses aide in a
hospital or as a practical nurse
at home.

175. Advising customers concerning
fertilizing and control of insects
and diseases of plants, shrubs,
and trees.

176. Giving shampoo and scalp treat-
ments.

177. Replacing or repairing worn or
damaged parts of wooden
structures, such as window or
door frames, steps, beams or
scaffolds.

178, Working from blueprints.

179. Wiring, splicing, soldering and
installing electrical connections.

180. Supervising the transplanting of
nursery crops.

181. Installing and adjusting auto-
matic equipment.

182. Illustrating stories, advertise-
ments or articles in books.

183. Designing and installing drainage
syst4ms for lawn areas or golf
greens.

184. Developing new kinds of flowering
plants through controlled breeding
techniques.

7

.....

185. Lettering signs or posters and
advertising copy for magazines
or newspapers.

186. Taking and developing dental
X-rays.

187. Designing machinery and mechan-
ical or electrical equipment.

188. Improving livestock production
through animal selection and
breeding programs.

189. Making corsages.

190. Paintim and refinishing auto-
mobiles or repaired body sections.

191. Laying out and caring for flowers
and shrub gardens.

192.. Repairing electrical stoves,
vacuum cleaners, fans and motors.

193. Working with cooking ingredients.

194. Making an analysis of soil to
determine specific fertilizer
needs.

195. Planning wiring diagrams and
installing electrical wiring
circuits, outlets and fixtures.

196. Making experiments using principl
of physics.

197. Working in cloth and fabrics.

198. Identifying anclusing plants for th
landscaping of homes and public
buildings and grounds.

199. Repairing buildings.

200. Using drafting tools to prepare
detailed plans and drawings of
things to be built.
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TRAINING AND VOCATIONAL CHOICE RECORD

The main purpose of vocational courses in a high school is to help young people prepare for beginning employment in a
particular field of work. Your answers to the following questions will help your school to plan the best possible
high school courses for students whether they plan to go to work immediately after graduation or go on to college
Please answer them as completely and accurately as possible.

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS? In each of the
following, check the one answer which
best applies to you.

1. t have:

- a. A definite plan for my life work.

- b. Sort Of a plan.

- c No idea of what I want to do or be.

2. My parents:

_ a
b

c

Know of my plans and agree.

Know of my plans but disagree.

Do not know of my plans.

3. 1 plan to

graduate.

s t a y I n high school until I

a. Yea.

- b. No.

4. I am planning to go to college:

a Yes.

b No.

5. I am planning some further training after

high school other than college. (Examples:

nurse's training, business school, technical

school. etc.)

a Yes.

b. No.

6. 1 would like lo have the loportunity to We

sone vocational training in high school.

.._ a Yes.

--b Mo.

If your answer to question 6 is "Yes." indicate your course choice by writing "1" on the line
in tront of your first choice and "2" on the line in front of your second choice.

r;? .na:cate oore than one

BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION

I. Bookkeeping and Accounting

2. General Clerical

- -- 3. Stenographic

4. Data Processing

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

-_-- 5. Retail

6. Wholesale

7. Service Establishments

first choice and one second civice,i

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL FDUCATION

23. Auto Mechanics

---- 24. Auto Body and Fender Repair

- 25. Beauty OPeiatiir (Comietolegy)

-- 26. Building Idaintonance Mechanic

----.27. Carpenter

26. Commercial Art

29. Commercial Cooking and Baking

- 30. Dental Assistant

NOME ECONOMICS 3t. Diesel Engine Mechanic

32;
6. Child Care Draftsman-----

9 Food Service 33. Electrician_
1G Clothing Service -34. Fabric Service

-II. Nursing and Rest Nome Aide

---_ 12. Homemaker's Assistant

AGRICULTURE

Production Agriculture

Agriculture Equipment and Mechanics

Agriculture Business and Seivices

Production Horticulture

Produce Processing and Marketing

-16. Greenhouse Operation

Floristry

Landscaping and Nursery

Vanagemen1

Garden Center Operations

I would be interes in takin a vo

----- 35. Furniture Upholstery and Repair

-.36. Industrial Laboratory Assistant

37. Machinist

38. Machinery Mainten.aCe and Service
Mechanic

- 39. Medical Laboratory Assistant

----.40. Nurse's Aide and Practical Nursing

4t. Printing

42. Refrigeration and Heating Service

----.43. Radio and Television - Electronics

----- 44. Tailoring and Dressmaking

45. Utility and Appliance Mechanic

- 46. Welding and Sheetmetal

ZA. _AS



STUDENT INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE INTERPRETATION KEY

VOCATIONAL COURSE ITEMS PERTAINING TO COURSE

Business and Office Education

1. Bookkeeping and Accounting- 1, 4, 27, 53, 56, 61, 85, 160.
2. General Clerical - 1, 6, 11, 13, 56, 60( 61, 77, 80, 85, 86.
3. Stenographic - 1, 6, 40, 60, 61, 77, 85, 86.
4. Data Processing- 1, 11, 13, 32, 53, 61, 65, 85, 90, 160.

Distributive Education

5. Retail
6. Wholesale
7. Service Establishments

Home Economics

1, 3, 6, 14, 1, 29, 45, 47, 55, 60,
64, 67, 7-, 78, 83, 93, 97, 101, 114,
119, 131, 140.

8. Child Care - 2, 9, 27, 29, 34, 36, 41, 54, 60, 63, 74, 90, 182.
9. Food Service - 6, 15, 27, 28, 29, 30, 39, 43, 50,51, 52, 55, 60,

66, 78, 83, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95, 99, 101, 114, 127, 163, 193.
10. Clothing Service - 1, 12, 26, 27, 29, 31, 48, 60, 70, 71, 75, 78, 88, 90,

99, 100, 114, 126, 131, 145, 167, 170, 197.
11. Nursing & Rest Home Aide - 5, 24, 27, 29, 30, 38, 52, 58, 60, 76,

99, 127, 149, 174.
12. Homemaker's Assistant - 8, 20, 27, 60, 90, 911.94, 99, 124.

Agriculture

13. Production Agriculture - 19, 26, 48, 49, 59, 90, 99, 103, 105, 107, 110,
118, 120, 122, 124, 130, 142, 148, 156, 162, 168,
179, 181, 188, 194.

14. Agri.o. Equip. & Mech. - 17, 22, 32, 42, 46, 69, 90, 92, 99, 101, 107, 116,
128, 130, 148, 153, 181, 196.

15. Agric. Bus, & Ser. - 1, 27, 33, 59, 60, 73, 78, 79, 83, 93, 99, 101, 109,
156, 160, 168, 175, 194.

16. Production Horticulture - 9, 99, 103, 104, 118, 120, 133, 142, 150, 156,
168, 172, 184, 194.

17. Produce Processing & Marketing - 14, 39, 64, 89, 99, 114.
18. Greenhouse Operation- 59, 99, 104, 105, 137, 142, 156, 168, 172, 184, 194.
19. Floristry- 99, 119, 137, 139, 164, 184, 189.
20. Landscaping & Nursery - 59, 99, 103, 107, 109, 130, 144, 148, 150. 156,158,

159, 169, 172, 175, 180, 191, 198.
21. Turf Management - 87, 99, 103, 113, 130, 133, 136, 156, 158, 183, 194.

.:: 22. Garden Center Operations - 7, J3, 73, 84, 99, 109, 130, 134, 159, 175.

I

9

iii



STUDENT INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE INTERPRETATION KEY (Continued)

VOCATIONAL COURSE ITEMS PERTAINING TO COURSE

Trade and Industrial Education

23. Auto Mechanics- 17, 22, 42, 46, 49, 68, 92, 99, 107, 116, 130,140, 148.
24. Auto Body and Fender Repair - 49, 99, 107, 116, 140, 148, 161, 190.
25. Beauty Operator (Cosmetology) - 60, 72, 96, 99, 129, 132, 155, 176.
26. Building Maintenance Mechanic - 18, 23, 49, 99, 107, 110, 126, 143,

148, 151, 152, 17,, 178, 195, 199.
27. Carpenter- 49, 99, 3+7,7, 108, 126, 148, 151, 152, 177, 178.
28. Commercial Art - 25, 99, 131, 1.7, 182, 185.
29. Commercial Cooking and Baking - 15, 51, 60, 66, 99, 127, 163, 193.
30. Dental Assistant - 49, 60, 99, 115, 138, 186.
31. Diesel Engine Mechanic - 17, 22, 46, 49, 68, 92, 99, 107, 116, 1176

135, 165, 166.
32. Draftsman- 25, 99, 141, 146, 152, 173, 178, 187, 200.
33. Electrician- 99, no, n2, 170, 171, 179, 192, 195.
34. Fabric Service - 31, 49, 99, 116, 145, 167, 197.
35. Furniture Upholstery and Repair - 25, 94, 99, 107, -16, 123, 126, 147.
36. Industrial Laboratory Assistant - 99, 105, 106, 118, 120, 196.
37. Machinist - 49, 121, 125, 165, 166, 178.
38. Machinery Mainten. & Service Mechanic- 17, 44, 46, 49, 69, 92, 99,

107, ill, 116, 117, 152, 165,
166, 178.

99, 105, 106, 118, 120.
24, 38, 49, 52, 58, 60, 76, 99, 149,
174.

46, 49, 69, 110,

39. Medical Laboratory Assistant - 76,
40. Nurse's Aide & Practical Nursing -

41. Printing - 10, 35, 57, 82, 99.
42. Refrigeration and Heating Service -

Lae Radio and Television - Electronics

17, 18, 23, 37, 42,
165, 179.

-99, 102, 110, 112,
179.

44. Tailoring and Dressmaking - 12, 25, 71, 75, 99, 116.
45. Utility and Appliance Mechanic - 17, 42, 49, 99, 107, 178, 179, 192,

195.
46. Welding and Sheetmetal- 18, 23, 44, 49, 69, 99, 116, 117, 121, 125,

178.

154, 160 170,

6
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SUGGESTIONS FOR USING
THE

STUDENT VOCATIONAL INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE

The Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire has been developed as a pro-
posed pattern which schools may wish to adapt for local use. It should not be con-
sidered as a substitute for standardized Vocational Interest Inventories. However,
it may be used;

1. As an aid to students in thinking about vocational interests pre-
paratory to selecting their high school courses. In this instance,
it is primarily a guidance tool which can be used for individual
counseling or group discussion with students interested in con-
sidering vocational courses.

2. As an instrument for simple research to determined vocational
curriculum needs as indicated by student interest in fields
of work wHch might be included in the local vocational educe-
ricri program.

It Is not planned to reproduce the Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire
in quantity for local school use, since the items in the check list and also the
vocational courses listed in the choice record should be modified to fit local
situations, depending on courses which may be available or under consideration.

Although the technique may be worthwhile, the content of the Student
Vocational Interest Questionnaire does not make it of particular value for use by
students who are definitely planning to go to college. The addition of check list
items covering professional and technical vocations would be necessary for this
expanded use:

I. Use as an Aid in High School Course Selection

A. Administer the Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire
to all students interested in ccnsidering a vocational
course in high school.

1. This should normally be done as one part of
an organized school program to help students
in their educational planning - during their
last year in junior high school or at the time
they normally make their choices concerning
majors and minors.

2. It can also be used on an individual basis with
the boy or girl who want to change his course
of study.

3. The questionnaire can be administered.

11



a) As a group project - to be completed during
a class perLod and used as a basis for groups
discussion prior to course selection.

b) As a "take-home" project - to be completed
by the student and returned for individual
counseling or group discussion.

B. Interpret the questionnaire, either through group discussion,
individual counseling, or both. Major factors for consideration
in interpreting the questionnaire are:

1. It is not a standardized interest inventory but merely
a means of rs.A.o.jing felt interests. Its chief values
are:

a) to stimulate further investigation,

b) to serve as a basis for group discussion,

c) to provide background information fir educa-
tional and vocational counseling prior to
course selection.

2. Groups of items generally point in the direction of certain
fields of work or vocational courses. To the extent possible,
items relating to a specific field are grouped. However,
there is some overlapping. The Interpretation Key indicates
all items having major significance for each vocational
area covered.

3. The pattern of items checked within any group is important.
Not all items need be checked since several areas are
quite broad.

4. Strong patterns in several fields can be expected frequently,
since many pupils have interests in more than one field.
This questionnaire will not do the selecting. It is only
one means of stimulating thinking as a basis for decision
making.

5. Care should be taken to locate inconsistencies and to
utilize them in discussion or counseling sessions. For
example, a boy who checks Welding in the Training and
Vocational choice record and fails to check interest items
related to Welding (see Key) definitely needs further
information and assistance in his final course selection.

12



6. Consistency between interest checked and vocational
course desired is no guarantee that the choice is a
wise one. Many other factors must be considered,
including the students' school record, aptitudes, and
other evidence of ability to profit from the instruction,
and reasonable opportunity for employment. Although
it may be an important one, this instrument is only
one of many factors which must be used in helping
the individual plan his school program.

II. Use as an Instrument to Aid in Determining Vocational Curriculum
Needs.

Various factors must be considered by any school planning to
expand vocational course offerings. Important among these are
(1) the occupational pattern of the community, (2) long range
local employment trends and other indicators of "reasonable
opportunity for employment", (3) the jobs held by former stu-
dents as determined by follow-up studies, (4) the feasibility
of high school vocational training for thct occupations in
question, and (5) the interest of high school pupils in securing
such training.

This technique will ;urnish information only on the last of these
five faItorc. and may be employed as follows:

A. Administer the Student Vocational Interest Questionnaire
to all students in selected classes.

1. Groups to be covered would normally be the 10th
and 11th grades.

2. The 12th grade might also be included in order to
increase the number of responses available for
study.

3. Schools offering or considering courses in vocational
agriculture or homemaking which are open to high
school freshmen may wish to include the 8th and 9th
grades in such a survey.

B. Interpret group data obtained. At best, the data obtained from
an analysis of this type can be considered only a very rough
predicator of possible candidates for a vocational course.
Several cautions must be kept constantly in mind:

1. Some students will check more than one course
and cannot enroll in more than one.

13



2. Students who check courses which are not con-
sistent with their checked interests may change
their response when given an opportunity for
group discussicn or individual counseling.

3. Even some of those whose course choices are
consistent with check list items, may alter their
choices, particularly if a sound information and
guidance program has not preceded their com-
pletion of the questionnaire.

4. When a number of school classes is included in
such study, the time factor between completion
of the questionnaire and actual e. rollment in a
course will alter individual choices. Vocations
or vocational courses which lcok particularly
interesting to freshmen or sophomores may no
longer be of interest to them as they enter their
senior year. On the other hand, the student who,
as a freshman or sophomore, planned in terms of
going on to collE.ge, may find by his Junior year
that personal reasons, interests, or a change of
vocational choice make it logical for him to
transfer to a vocatirnal course.

C. Utilize Questionnaires on an individual basis. Although the
primary purpose fcr using the Student Vocational Interest
Questionnaire may, in some instances, be for research
purposes as outlined above, the individual questionnaire
still has significant guidance value and may be put to
several other uses. It may be:

1. Returned to the student for discussion in group
guidance courses or other classes or groups set
up for the purpose of course planning or guidance.

2. Turned over to the counselor or other persons
responsible for the educational guidance of the
student in question.

3. Filed in the individual's cumulative record folder
for subsequent use in course planning and guidance.

As a final caution, it is again stressed that stated interest on the part of
student is only one of the factors which should be considered when planning to
increase vocational course offerings. Other important considerations have
been identified in the first paragraph under B above.

14



AN OVERVIEW

PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING A VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION COMMUNITY SURVEY

All surveys are individually tailorJd for each school system and will include
Guidance and one or more of the services of the following vocational education
areas:

1. Agriculture
2. Business
3. Distributive
4. Home Economics
5. Trade and Industrial

I. STEPS IN INITIATING A SURVEY

A. Expression of local interest by Superintendent of Schools
1. Communication of this interest on form provided and

referred to the State Director of Vocational Education
by the local Superintendent of S:7,hools.
a) Director of Vocational Education, to notify the

Vocational Services involved.

B. The Director of Vocational Education to designate a vocational
staff member to serve as Survey Coordinator and to assume the
State's responsibilities for the arrangements and details of each
survey.

C. A briefing meeting will be held to inform administrators about
vocational education programs in Ohio and the procedures of
making a local survey.

D. Administrators are responsible for informing their boards of
education.

E. A planning meeting will be scheduled for the districts request-
ing a vocational survey. This request should be made by the
board of education.

II. -;URVEY PLANNING MEETING

A. Initial planning meeting with the local Superintendent
1. In attendance will be:

a) A State representative from each Vocational Service
participating, inclucNng the Survey Coordinator and
a member of the Guidance Services staff.

b) Key personnel from the local vocational, guidance,
and administrative school staffs.

c) If desired, community representation.
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2. Orienta',on of school faculty.
a) Responsibility of the local school administrationt,,

State staff services available upon request.

B. Tor Is for Discussion at Initial Meeting
1. Schedule of dates:

a) Student Orientation
b) Administering Student Interest Questionnaire and

follow-up study (conducted under direction of
Division of Guidance and Testing)

c) Scoring of Questionnaire
d) Summarizing results
e) Dinner meeting and survey session

2. Number of schools and classes involved
3. Method of student orientation
4. Administrative, scoring, and evaluating procedures

for Student Interest Questionnaire
5. Occupational areas to be included
6. Reporting of Questionnaire summary results
7. Names of local industries, businesses, establishments,

and other services to be involved in the survey:
a) Letter of invitation and follow-up

8. Organization of survey tears
9. Dinner meeting

a) Facilities and methods of finance
b) Rooms needed for individual meetings

10. Informing the public
11. Designation of local person to serve as local survey

coordinator for t' a local participation in the survey
program

III. LOCAL STEPS PRIOR TO SUEVEY MEETING

A. Guidance functions:
I. Local school authorities administer Stud..?nt Interest

Questionnaire with the help of the Division of Guidance
and Testing, State Department of Education.

2. If included in survey, graduate follow-up study is con-
ducted by local staff and coordinated by business
education with analysis by State Guidance staff.

B. Letters are sent to representatives of the community businesses,
industries, and organizations selected to participate in the
survc. . Included in this letter will be survey sheets on which
the person contacted can list statistical information needed by
the survey team.

C. Follow-up by post card, if time permits, and again by phone
on the day of or before the survey dinner meeting to assure
attendance at the meeting of the participants from the community.

16
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D. Arrange for the dinner meeting and rooms needed for the
-individual meetings following the dinner.

E. Select and notify local staff personnel who will partici-
pate in the survey.

N. SURVEY DINNER MEETING

A. Orientation session following dinner. (Under leadership
of local school administrator.)

1. Introductions

2. Report on purpose of survey

3. Report on summary of Stude. t Interest Questionnaire
and follow-up study. (Representative of Division of
Guidance and Testing will make this report.)

4. Direct group to divide according to the areas of
vocational education

B. Sessions by Vocational Services (Vocational Division personnel
will conduct these sessions).

-:...\,............

1. Description of program under consideration

2. Conference group sessions to obtain information needed
from community representatives. (A representative of the
State staff and local school staff will meet with each
group.)

V. COMPILATION OF THE FINAL REPORT

A. Each individual service is .responsible for preparing its section
of the report.

B. A tyned copy of the report is to be submitted to the Director's
office for approval, prior to the cutting of stencils before publi-
cation of the final report. A meeting may be called by the
Director to discuss recommendations.

C. Each service is responsible for preparing memorandum stencils of
its approved report.

D. The State Survey Coordinator is responsible for compiling the
introductory material and publication of the final report to be
completed approximately one month after the date of the survey.

FURTHER INFORMATION: Refer to 1960 Reprint, "Let's Find Out," published by The
Division of Vocational Education, State Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio.
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(Newspaper Article)

VOCATIONAL SURVEY - COUNSELOR ORIENTATION MEETING

School counselors from (surveTareal met with representatives

of the Division of Guidance and Testing at Alocation) school for

a training session in the use of the Student Vocational Interest Survey which is

designed to reveal the vocational interests of students. After viewing a filmstrip

explaining vocational education, students in the 10th and 11th grades completed

the Student Vocatioaal Interest Questionnaire. Following lunch in the school

cafeteria, the counselors learned the mechan'cs of scoring and tabulating the 'results

of the questionnaire. name school counselor at

(school) ,, who is responsible for coordinating the

guidance activities of this survey, distributed to the counselors the materials

necessary for this research. Plans have been made to complete the survey by

(date)



(Newspaper Article)

VOCATIONAL SURVEY - PLANNING SESSION

Educational leaders from (survey area) met today with renresentatives

of The Division of Vocational Eaucation and The Division of Guidance and Testing of

the State Department of Education to arrange for a joint vocational school survey

which will be conducted luring the next several months. (name)

was selected as the local chairman for the community survey and Jnamel

was appointed as the coordiantor of the student interest survey. (name)

a the Division of Vocational Education, State Department of Education, described

the vocational survey procedures and explained to those present the importance of

cooperation between school and community leaders.

The first step in the survey will be the assessment of the vocational

inter tenth and eleventh grade students. Then, local resources will be

analyzed to determine the vocational needs of the community. A banquet for civic

leaders will be held on (date) to give an overview of the survey, to

report student interest results, and to gain additional information about local

businesses and industries. Following the survey a report, including recommendations,

will be made by the State Department of Education.
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VOCATIONAL SURVEY - ANNOUNCEMENT
(to be made on public address system

the day of, or the day before the survey)

Our board of education has requested the State Department of Education

to conduct a community survey to determine the need for vocational education in

this county. As part of this survey, a vocational education orientation program

will be presented to all sophomore and junior students (today) (tomorrow) .

At the close of this program each student will be asked to complete a question-

naire concerning his or her interests and career plans. With the information you

furnish, and information about job opportunities which we can obtain from

people in the community, your school should be better able to do more to help

students make wise vocational choices and plans. It will also help us to deter-

mine if additional vocational courses should be offered in our high school.

All sophomores and juniors should meet in the (location)

beginning at (time) Don't forget to bring a soft lead

pencil. (If a writing surface is not available ask students to bring a notebook or

other suitable writing surface.)

,
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VT 000 689 ED (See June 1968 RIE)
rTE77,7cavement Officer Training, Basic Course, Unit I, A Unit of
the Ohio Law Enforcement Officers' Training Program, Learner's
Manual.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - Jul66
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$6.52 163p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *POLICE, *LAW
ENFORCEMENT, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Students may use this manual in a training program for inservice
law enforcement officers and recruits. It was developed by a
statewide committee of state law enforcement training consultants,
specialists,' and an advisory committee and was tested by a
subject-matter specialist in a pilot-class study. The training
program is designed to provide law enforcement officers with a
better understanding of the many problems involved in providing
good law enforcement services. Some of the 13 instructional units,
training procedures, are (1) patrolling on foot during day or night,
(2) handling misdemeanors witnessed by officer, (3) handling
traffic accidents, (4) testifying in court, and (5) shooting a
revolver. Each training procedure contains an, introductory

statement, a list of necessary equipment, general safety practices,
and a detailed outline of procedural steps. S'idents are to use
the material under the supervision of a selected and trained police
officer. The document is illustrated with line drawings and
photographs. Twenty-seven appendixes contain items such as the
Bill of Rights, Canons of Police Ethics, and examples of report
forms. An instructor's manual (VT 000 690), a learner's manual
(VT 000 692), and an instructor's manual (VT 000 693) are
available. This document is available for $2.25 from Ohio Trade and
Industrial Education Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory,
The Ohio State University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
(HC)
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The State Department of Education has been instrumental in providing training in
skilled and technical occupations to the citizens of Ohio since 19 l8, through the
Trade and Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrial education enables individuals, both male and female,
to prepare for initial employment in a trade, technical or service occupation. In
addition, it enables employed workers to upgrade themselves and advance in their
chosen occupations, and retrains those who are temporarily unemployed.

In the adult category, special emphasis is placed on training for public service per-
sonnel, such as fire fighters, rescue and emergency personnel, school bus drivers,
custodians, hospital housekeepers, electric linemen and law enforcement officers.
The purpose of this training is to upgrade the services rendered to the citizens of a
community by improving and providing additional skills and/or knowledge, thereby
resulting in more efficient and effective services.

The cost of crime and traffic accidents, including the human suffering resulting
therefrom, is an enormous waste of every community's resources. A well trained
and efficient law enforcement officer is probably the most effective means of reduc-
ing this human toll and suffering.

The Law Enforcement Training Program of the Vocation al Trade and Industrial Edu-
cation Services in Ohio is intended to provide training to officially designated law
enforcement agencies. The purpose of this manual is to supplement this organized
training program planned to provide the law enforcement officer with the skills and
technical knowledge essential in carrying out his duties. It outlines methods of ef-
fective operation which will enable each officer to recognize the importance of his
position within the law enforcement agency and to stimulate the officer in performing
his service with pride.

The Law Enforcement Officers Training Program and this publication are provided
through the cooperative efforts of the Trade and Industrial Education Services, Vo-
cational Division, State Department of Education; College of Education, The Ohio
State University; and the public schools of Ohio.

E. E. Holt, Superintendent of
Public Instruction

Byrl R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education
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The Law Enforcement Officers Training Program was developed by the Trade and
Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education, to meet the needs
expressed by the Buckeye State Sheriffs' Association and the Ohio Association of
Chiefs of Police, for an effective training program.

This training program is designed to provide law enforcement officer's with a better
understanding of the many problems involved in providing good law enforcement
services. It presents practices which have been used successfully in organized
training programs in various sections of the country.

In former years, law enforcement services were primarily concerned with enforc-
ing a few state and local laws, controlling a comparatively small number of ve-
hicles, and effecting the arrest of local violators . New officers were often placed
on duty w:',,hout receiving adequate training, necessary supplies and equipment.
This frequently resulted in ineffective law enforcement services. Fortunately to-
day, ineffective practices are not as prevalent as they once were. The recent in-
crease irs the number and varietyof laws, increase of ownership and use of vehicles,
the growth of urban areas, and the demands of a better educated public has led0hio
to recognize the need for training in the knowledge, skills and services of a spe-
cialized nature . The Ohio Law Enforcement Officers' Training Program should help
communities provide more effective and efficient law enforcement services.

The objectives of this training program sponsored by the Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation Services are as follows:

1. To determine local, county, regional and state needs and to im-
plement a program to adequately meet these needs on a continu-
ing basis .

. 2. To improve the competencies and skills of local law enforcement
personnel.

The state supervisor and the law enforcement training staff within the Trade and
Industrial Education Services utilized a State Law Enforcement Advisory Committee
in order to determine the previously mentioned objectives; the principles and policies
for the taw enforcement training program; and the manner in which it is conducted
in Ohio. This advisory committee is composed of representatives from The Buck-
eye State Sheriffs' Association and The Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police,
Incorporated.
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A comprehensive training program for law enforcement officers is being imple-
mented. The following types of training are now available:

Basic Training
Advanced Training
Regional Law Enforcement Institutes'
State Law Enforcement Institute
Arson Investigation

Officer Leadership Training:
Instructor Training
Conference Leadership
Effective Speaking
Human Relations
Job Methods

The intent of this manual is to provide the necessary instructional material, which
will serve as an up-to-date and comprehensive source of information, covering the
practices and techniques of the procedures included in the Basic Course - Unit I.
Instructional materials of this type are the key to conducting an effective and efficient
training program.

It is our sincere desire that law enforcement officers throughout the state will re-
alize the ultimate benefits to be gained in the organized state training programs
utilizing this manual and its procedures.

Harry Davis, Supervisor
Trade Industrial Education Services
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Training Procedure No. 1

UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

.

Law enforcement officers wear uniforms in order to perform their duties more
effectively Fend safely.

The officer in uniform is the government's symbol of law and order. The very
sight of an officer, in most instances, stops the potential law violator from com-
mitting a crime for fear of apprehension. In this respect, the uniform serves
a crime preventive function. Since the prevention of crime is the officer's primary
responsibility, the uniform which is seen most oftet by the most people is the
most effective.

The uniform identifies the officer as a member of that arm of government which
is responsible for ensuring compliance with the law. Due to the hazardous
nature of the duties involved, such as, the use of firearms in arresting a crim-
inal, it is imperative that not only the person being arrested recognize the officer,
but spectators as well. This is necessary in order that the criminal have no
excuse for non-compliance and the law abiding no misunderstanding as to what is
taking place--an arrest or a robbery. In this respect it aids the officer's
personal safety.

Because the law enforcement officer will be required to wear a uniform he must
concern himself with quality, economy, and appearance. Since there is no sub-
stitute for good quality, the officer should accept nothing less. Whether the offi-
cer personally purchases or is issued a uniform does not alter the fact that it
costs money to purchase and to maintain. By following a few simple procedures
the officer can extend the life of the uniform thereby saving money and at the same
time maintaining a neat appearance. The neat appearing officer finds it less
difficult to have people comply with his requests and creates a favorable impres-
sion in the eyes of the public for himself and his department.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Clothes hangers, Wooden
Fabric Cleaning:

Cleaning fluid
Cloth, Soft white
Clothes brush, Hard bristle
Hat brush, Soft bristle
Lint remover

1

Leather Polishing:
Brush
Cloth, Polishing
Metal polish daulir (wish st.r.inci
Seld le soap
Shoe polish, Black
Sole dye, Black



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Revolver Cleaning Kit, 38 Caliber:
Bore brush, Brass wire
Bore cleaner
Car wax, Fine grade
Course cloth or fine steel wool
Cylinder brush, Nylon or

fibre bristle
Gun grease, Fine grade
Lightweight oil, Fine grade
Patches
Rod with detachable tip
Screwdriver, Small
Toothbrush or 1/2" to 1" stiff

bristle paint brush

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Metal Polishing:
Cloth, soft
Metal poli..h

Shoe trees, Wooden
Trouser hangers, Wooden

clamp type

Follow proper safety procedures in hr dling weapon and ammunition
Avoid inhaling dangerous cleaning fluid fumes
Use cleaning fluid in well ventilated room and away from open flames

1.

DES
Acquiring uniform 1.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

2

JOEY POINTS

In accordance with departmental
regulations

If purchasing, only from reputable
dealer

Tailored properly for fit
Permitting proper freedom of

movement
Placing items to be carried in the

field into pockets during fitting
Wearing belts used in the field during

fitting
Testing fit by standing, bending. sit-

ting, crouching, walking, and
running

Having band of rubber sewn inside the
trouser waist

Having piece of cloth sewer into front
and rear trouser leg creases at
the bottom on the inside
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

:
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.

.

.

.

.

.

:
.

.

.

.:

.

.
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.10

2.1
.2
.3
.4

3.1
.2

4.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

.6
.7

5.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

6.1

.2

.3
.4

7.1
.2

STEPS KEY POINTS

Dry clean woolens

Launder cottons

Brush clothing

Shine leather

Shine metal

Dry out wet uniform

Having snaps sewn on both ends of
all pocket flaps of jackets and
shirts

Regularly
Selecting a reputable firm
Identifying stain by attaching note
Requesting military crease in shirts

After each wearing
Ironing military creases into shirts

Frequently
Before and after wearing
Outdoors in sunlight
Brushing hats gently using soft

bristle brush
Using hard bristle brush on clothing

and caps .

Brushing clothing vigorously
Removing lint with lint remover

,
Shoes daily
Other leather at least once a month
Cleaning with saddle soap regularly
Preventing excessive accumulation

of polish
Avoiding a hard finish (high gloss)

on leather parts that flex

Daily, using correct polish for
particular metal finish

Following instructions on polish
containers

Avoid scratching of surface
Avoid handling polished metal

Promptly
To prevent mildew and maintain

shape

3
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.
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:

:
.
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.
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.
.
.
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.
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7.a.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7
.8

7.b.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15

7.c.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

4

.
STEPS 172.Y POINTS

7.a. Caps or hats

7.b. Clothing

7.c. Shoes and overshoes

Shaking off excess water
Blotting visor with soft absorbent

cloth
Wiping metal buttons dry
Removing cap badge
Turning leather liner down
Removing all size adjusting material
Placing on flat surface
Setting on visor and brim

Removing belts
Emptying all pockets
Removing all metal insignia
Shaking off excess water
Wiping all metal parts dry
Fastening buttons
Closing zippers
Hanging shirts and coats on wooden

hangers
Using wooden clamp hangers for

trousers
Placing on hangers carefully
Removing and smoothing wrinkles
Allowing adequate air circulation
Allowing to dry naturally
Keeping away from heat
If excessively wet, have dry cleaned

after drying

Wiping off excess water outside and
inside

Using wooden shoe trees to retain
shape

Lacing and tying shoe laces to retain
shape

Laying shoes on sides on protective
covered flat surface

Allowing to dry naturally
Keepidg away from heat
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7.d.

8.

9.

10.

:

:
..

.

.:

.

: .

.

:

:
.

.

.

.:

.

:

:

:

:

.
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:
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:

:
:
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:
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:
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:
: .
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.

:

:

7.d. I
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6
>
.7

.8

.9

.10

.11
.12
.13

.14

.15

8.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6
.7

9.1
.2

.3
.4
.5
.6

10.1
.9
.3.

,STEPS KEY POINTS

Wiping off water
Removing equipment from holster

and cases, following safe weapon
procedures

Removing cartridges from revolver
Hanging belts and straps from

buckles - straight
Wiping dry all metal
Emptying pockets or leather jacket
Hanging jacket on wooden clothes

hanger
Placing on ha-Rer carefully
Buttoning butts
Closing zippers
Removing wrinkles
Turning collars up
Placing glove on upright stick to aid

circulation
Allowing adequate air circulation
A llov.fing to dry naturally

Remaining isolated
Rechecking cylinder to make certain

it is empty
Handling to prevent damage
Inspecting for serviceability
Completely
Using proper materials and equipment
Securing weapon after cleaning

When thoroughly dry
Working in area covered with

newspaper
Using clothes brush on clothing
Brush with and against nap carefully
Using scraper on.shoes
Avoid scuffing of leather

Promptly
Avoid damaging the fabric
Placing clean absorbent cloth under

stain

Leather, weapon and
foul weather gear

Clean revolver

Remove loose dirt

Remove stains

5



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRfriNING

STEPS KEY POINTS

II. Wash rubber

12. Repair of damage

: .4 Brushing outward from the center
.5 Spot-cleaning small stains only

11.1 With water, mild soap, and soft
cloth

.2 Avoid scratching surface

.3 Rinsing thoroughly

i. i.2.1 As soon as possible

13. Store uniforms

:
.

.

.

:
: .

.

.

...
: .

:

:

.

.

.

..

..

..
:

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

13.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

Tears, replacing buttons, or worn
parts

By qualified persons
Replacing shoelaces, heels, and soles

when necessary
Replacing irreparable or frayed

items
Dyeing worn leather

When not in use
After cleaning
On hangers in plastic bags
In dustfree location
Allowing sufficient room between

garments
Placing moth balls in plastic bag and

garment when stored for long
period

Folding unstarched and unironed
cottons

Placing footwear in closed cloth hags
Placing caps and hats in a crushproof

: box

6



Training Procedure No. 2

PATROLLING ON FOOT DAYTIME *NIGHTTIME

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The officer is responsible for guarding persons, their rights, and property in a
designated area by requiring all people therein to obey the law. This guard duty
is performed best when the officer goes about his designated area (beat) inspect-
:Jig persons and property as often as possible. Performing this duty is called
patrolling. The officer enforces the law on all persons on his beat by persuasion
if possible, by force if necessary.

Patrolling, when properly performed, is the best method by which the law en-
forcement officer can carry out his primary responsibility of preventing crime.
The basic method of patrolling is on foot. Its chief advantage over other methods
is the officer's daily intimate contact with the people and the property on his
beat. It is from these contacts that the officer learns who resides, earns a
livelihood, and engages in recreation on the beat. By careful observation, he
soon learns who and what is usual or unusual.

The law enforcement officer can become more proficient and effective during the
time he is on duty (watch) by the constant application of the proper patrolling
techniques contained herein.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Baton, Riot
Belt, Sam Browne
Card, Identification (See

Appendix M, page 235)
Cards, Business
Cartridges, 12, Extra Revolver
Case, Cartridge, Double
Case, Handcuff
Chain, Whistle
Citation Book, Traffic
Dimes
Flashlight, with extra bulb

Forms:
Business Security Survey Report
Information on Personalities

Persons Report
Preliminary Investigation Report

(See Appendix N, page 236)
Handcuffs
Holster, Closed Revolver
Key, Handcuff
Keys, Other (as required)
Knife, Pocket
Lanyard, Revolver
License, Operator's
Map, Local
Notebook, Pocket
Pen, Ball Point
Pencil, Mechanical
Radio, Portable Two-way Transisto
Revolver, Loaded Service

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nighttime patrolling only.

7



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Ring, Baton (with strap)
Ruler, 6" Plastic
Schedule, Local Commercial

Transportation

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Stick, Yawara
Timepiece
Uniform of the Day
Whistle, Traffic

Maintain physical fitness
Wear six inch duty shoes with protected toes and rubber heels
All eye glasses, including sunglasses, should have hardened lens and be pre-

scribed by an oculist
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Stop and listen before turning corners
Weapons must never be given to anyone in the field
Secure all equipment from rattling
Approach all persons and things with caution'
Use prescribed whistle and flashlight signals
Carry change in watch pocket
Hold flashlight in weak hand
Keep flashlight away from body when in use
Check flashlight for serviceability .

*Night duty should never be performed with a cold or persistent cough
*To maintain night vision, avoid heavy smoking and use of intoxicating beverages
*Loud talking, singing, or whistling should be avoided
*Close one eye when a bright light appears, to maintain night vision
*Maintain your sense of direction
*Run only when absolutely necessary
*Avoid smoking when walking the beat
*Secure all equipment from reflecting

I.

STEPS

ON DUTY RELIEF

1.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

KEY POINTS.

Inspecting personal equipment for
serviceability

Reporting in well groomed
Wearing uniform of the day
Reporting before prescribed time
Avoid loitering in business offices
Checking bulletin board
Recording date, day of week, watch,

beat, weather condition, super-
visor's name on Note Book Log
Sheet (See Appendix D, Page 225)

Prepare for watch

8



LAW ENFORCEMENT

STEPS

OFFICER

1.8

.9

TRAINING

KFY POINTS

Receiving orders and pertinent in-
formation from watch commander

Recording necessary law enforce-
ment intelligence in notebook
(See Appendices E and F, pages 226 and 227

.10 Standing inspection for watch
commander

.11 Discussing beat activity with super-
visor (See ApPendixG, page 229)

2. Proceed to watch relief 2,1 At pre-determined location
point .2 Arranging for transportation with

supervisor
.3 Varying time and route pattern
,4 Handling violations witnessed enroute
.5 Arriving early
.6 Being inconspicuous

3. Meet with beat officer . 3.1 Recording:
.1. Name
.2 Number
.3 Time
.4 Location

: .2 Obtaining pertinent information:
: .1 Cases requiring follow-up
.

:

.2 Requests for law enforcement
intelligence

: .3 Law enforcement hazards
.4 Previous information

: .5 Safety haza:ds
.6 Changes in trafficways

. .3 Selecting next watch relief point:
: .1 Having good view of beat

.2 Should be inconspicuous
.

.

.3 Sheltered location during inclement
weather

. *.4 Should be lighted and safe
.5 Varying the location

. .6 Recording location
:

.

.4 Notifying dispatcher when unable to
make contact

9



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

REM

4. Relieve beat officer

,,KEY POINTS

: 4.1 Taking charge of beat
. .2 Leaving beat only for required duties
: .3 Requesting supervisor's permission
. to leave
: .4 Notifying dispatcher of location
: . .5 Recording all absences from beat
: and reasons therefore
. .6 Acting on pending assignments re-
. quiring immediate action.

. *.7 Inspecting pedestrian or other
: hazards requiring lighting

RECONNAISANCE PATROL

5. Proceed to area to be
reconnoitered

:

:

:

.

.

: .

5.1

.

6. Reconnoiter the area

.

.

:

.

.2

6. 1

Selecting area with:
.1 High criminal, pedestrian, or

vehicle activity
.2 Larger proportion of law enforce-

ment or safety hazards
.3. Activity which is to take place

during watch
41.4 Bright lighting first
*.5 Little or no lighting last

Varying time and route pattern

Being systematically unsystematic
in patrolling.

.2 Covering selected areas fairly
. . pidly
: . .3 Constantly utilizing peripheral vision
. .4 Stopping and listening for unusual
.. activity before turning corners

.5 Be alert to present and future activi
: . .6 Noting activity that may occur ring
: . watch
: . .7 Handling only thos oblems re-
. quiri. ediate attention
. *.8 Dar piing eyes by closing them
: momentarily before entering dimly

lighted areas
: s.9 Avoid direct bright lights

10



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

7.

8.

:

.

.

:

:
:

'6.10

7.1
.2

8.1
.2

3

STEPS

Talk with sources of
information

Observe persons, places,
and things

STANDARD PATROL

JOEY POINTS,

Stand and look into darkened areas

Having vantage occupations
Learning of activity that may occur

during watch

Anything unuslial
indicating activity that may occur

during watch
Observing distance reduced and

distorted during nighttime and
certain weather conditions

9. Proceed to location to be . 9.1 Walking slowly and erectly
inspected . .2 Letting yourself be seen

3 Grasping strong hand with weak
hand behind back

: .4 Unofficial objects must not be
.. carried
.. .5 Using heel to toe methodon out-
. side edge
. .6 Walking on ball of fcot when using
. stairs
: .7 Avoiding surveillance by others
: .8 Stopping and looking back over route
. traveled
: .9 Being aware of physical background
.. .10 Looking at opposite side of street,
. upper floors, and roofs of

buildtags
. .11 Stopping and listening for unusual
. activity before turning rnrners
: .12 Being aware of changes in trafficways
. .13 Handling problems as they occur:
. .1 Within jurisdiction and capabilities
. .2 Requesting departmental assistance
.. from supervisor or dispatcher
.. when necessary

11
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY mina

z

.. t..

10.

lt.

Inspect puLlic property

Conduct business security
survey

.

.

..

..

.

.

.

:
.
.:

.

: .

.

.

.

.

.
: .

.

..

.

.

.

.

.:

..

.

: .

: .

.

.

: .

.:

.

.:

9.13.3

.14

.15

.16

.17

*. 18
*.19
*.20
*.21

41.22

10.1
.1
.2
.3
.4

.2

.3

.4

11.1

.2

.3

.4

Criminal, traffic, juvenile, and
special requests in that order

Time and place of patrol inter-
ruptions should be recorded

Teel*, ...: service should be avail-
able at location of interruption

Varying time and location of perm:nail
breaks and meal period

Covering beat as often as possible
until time of relief

Walking quietly
Standing and walking in shadows
Avoiding be;- g seen or silhouetted
Crossing streets where there is least

amount of light
Being alert for potential assaults in

dimly lighted areas

Recording time and location of:
Unsafe conditions
Damaged property
Improperly functioning equipment
Dead or injured animals

Correcting unsafe conditions immedi-
atelr when within authorization and
capability

Notifying dispatcher when immediate
corrective action beyond capability,
is necessary

Reporting, in writing, unsafe conditions
and recommendations for improve-
meta to supervisor

Contacting businessme periodically
arK1 leaving business card on f2rst
contact (See Appendix H , page 230)

Assuring periodic inspection
Inspecting business secu: 'ty measures
Completing Business Security Survey

Report form (See Appendices I and J,
pages 231 and 232)

12



12.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

:
.

:
.
.

.

.

:

:

.

:

:

:

.:

.

.

.:

.

:

.

.:

..

.

.

.

.

11.5
.1

.2

.3

.4
.5
.6

.6

.7

12.1

*a,1
.2

.3

4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

b. 1

js EY POINTS,

Recording current information:
Name, address, and telephone

number of business, manager,
and assistant manager

Type and amount of security
equipment

Security measures taken in
operations

Security hazards
Selected employees
Recommended improvements

Requesting beat officer on night
watch to check nighttime security
and to make recommendations

Giving completed form to supervisor

Those closed for special reasons

At close of business day
Locating security alarms, knowing

type and nature of installation
Checking security equipment to be

in place, original, and serviceable
Remaining inconspicuous to anyone

inside
Trying all accessible means of entry

and exit, especially rear and roof
Looking for indications of attempted

and completed forced entry from
without and within

Looking and listening for movement
from within

Checking interior physical arrange-
meat for alterations

Recording inadequate security
measures

Recommending adequate security
measures, if requested by owner

Recording time building found
unsecured

,SrEPS,

Inspect security of buildings

12.a. Exte,or

12. b, Interior

13



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICE:4 TRAINING

=EEL KEY POINTS

: 12.b.2 Recording name and address of
. occupying firm
: . .3 Notifying dispatcher of name of firm,
. building, and location
. .4 Requesting assistance for interior:
.. inspection
.. .5 Requesting dispatcher to notify owner,
.. request his presence, and deter-
. mine his estimated time of arrival

deter-
:

. .6 Determining if authorized person is

.. inside

.. .7 Checking authorized person's identity

. with owner
: . .8 Recording name, position of employee,
. home address, and telephone
. number.
. .9 Recording name and position of per-.
.. son responding in place of owner
. .10 Entering building with another officer
. .11 Avoiding being silhouetted
.. .12 Carrying revolver in strong hand
. .13 Carrying flashlight in weak hand, if:

. interior dark

. .14 Holding flashlight to side and slightly:

ahead of body when in use
. .15 Keeping other officer or flashlight in:
. view at all times
. .16 Using proper flashlight signals:
. .17 Avoiding cross fire:
. .18 Checking one room at a time:
. .19 Looking up as well as on floor level
. .20 Starting on lowest floor, working up
. .21 Closing all doors after entering each
.. room

.22 Locking all doors after searching
. each room:
. .23 Walking quietly, using short steps:
. .24 Stopping and listening for movement

sounds:

.25 Completing search of building even if
. one suspect apprehended

14



13.

14.

,

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

. 13.1
:
. .2:
.:
.. .3
.:

.4
.

. .5

..

..

. 14.1
.I.
.2

. .3
.4:

. .5:
: .6
. .7:
. .8:
.:
. .9:

.2:
. .3

.4.
.

.5
. .6
..
. .7:

.8
. .9:
.:
. .10
.

TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

Inspect security of property

Inspect parked vehicles

Checking security equipment to be in
place, original, and serviceable

Checking physical arrangement of
property

Recording inadequate security
measures

Notifying owner of inadequate
security measures

Recommending adequate security
measures, if requested by owner

Selecting those that are unusual as to:
Area
Beat
Location in which parked
Manner in which parked
Time at which parked
Length of time parked
Neglected care or condition
Altered or absence of required

identification
Contents

Approaching from rear cautiously
Checking for occupants cautiously
Checking license number against

Wanted Vehicle list (See Appendix
F, pages 227-228)

Determining if stolen or abandoned
Determining if wanted--with or with-

out occupants
Determining if being or has been used

in committing crime
Determining ownership
Recording license number, description,

and location of suspicious vehicles
File checking with dispatcher at first

opportunity

15
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.LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

15.

16.

='S

..

.

.:

: .

.

.

.
.

.
..

.

: .

.:

.:

.:

.

.

.:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.:

14.11

.12

.13

15.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

16.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15

. lb
. 17

SRI( POINTS

Inspect transient lodging
facilities

Inspect establishments con-
sidered a saw enforce-
rent hazard

Marking rim of tire with pencil for
future identification

Citing flagrant parking violators
Maintaining wanted vehicle list

Hotels, motels, and trailer courts
Including parking facilities
Talking with employees regarding

guests
Reviewing registers
Noting ncz guests
File checking selected guests and

vehicles
Having employees look at photographs

of wanted persons
Walking quietly around corridors

Including hangouts of known or sus-
petted criminals

At time of opening and closing
At time of peak activity
At time violations most likely to

occur
Frequently
Locating all entrances and exits before

entering
Varying points of entry and exit
Pausing and listening before entering
Dark-adapting eyes by closing them

momentarily before entering dimly
lighted establishments

Using caution in entering
Carrying flashlight in weak hand
Observing activity, especially the

unusual, throughout establishment
Noting employees and clientele
Noting changes of employees and

clientele
Noting potential violin ions: and

violators

Noting changes in physical faci lit les
Avoid I i eige r tug

16
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS,

17. Inspect locations considered
a law .-forcement hazard

17.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

18. Develop sources of information : 18.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

19. Interrogate suspicious persons : 19.1

.2

.3
.4

17

KEY POINTS,

At time violations most likely to
occur

More frequently and intensively
where crime rate is high

Varying avenue of approach, points
of entry, and exit

Checking physical arrangement,
entrances, and exits

Talking with persons who frequent
the location

Keeping known criminals away,
legally, or under surveillance

Advising clientele and attendants
of crime preventive procedures

Noting potential violations and pre-
venting them from becoming
actual

Determining how the hazards can be
reduced

Reporting recommendations to
supervisor

Selecting persons with vantage
occupations

Recording data about source on In-
formation on Personalities form
(See Appendix K, page 233)

Building confidence
Gathering law enforcement

intelligence
Determining conspicuousness by

source and circumstances

When time, place, appearance,
and/or actions of a person appears
to be out of the ordinary

To know unusual people or criminals
on the beat

Approaching with caution
Remaining at a discreet distance



1

1

1

1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

20. Report in

: 19.5 Asking as few questions as possible
.6 Keeping strong side away from person

: being interrogated
.. .7 Speaking in conversational tone

.8 Recording all field interrogations

.9 Completing Persons Report later
(See Appendix E, page 226)

.10 File checking selected suspicious
persons

.11 Maintaining wanted persons list

.12 Determining if wanted, runaway, or
lost

20.1 As ordered or scheduled
.2 To dispatcher

: e3 For security check
.4 Within 10 minute leeway of designated

: time
. .5 Varyinf; time and location
: .6 Selecting sheltered location during

inclement weather
.7 Identifying location and telephone

. number
.8 Using identifying code
.9 Having pen and notebook ready for

: . note taking
.10 Obtaining pertinent information
.11 Arranging for information pick-up.

. point, when necessary
: .12 Keeping conversation brief and to

official business only
.13 Recording dispatcher's name.

.14 Recording time and location of
report in.

. * .15 Closing call box door quietly
*.16 Keeping outdoor public phone booth.

light off by leaving door open
. * .17 Dialing onerator only if silence

required.
. *.18 Cupping flashlight head with hand:

18



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

21.

22.

23.

DUTY RELIEF

: 21.1
.. .2
: .3
. .4
: .5
: .6
.

22.1
.2

.1
.2. .h

. .3

. .4

. .3:
.1

. .2
: .

. .3

. .4

. .5
.6

. .4

. .1

. .2

. .3

..
.4:

.5
. .6
: . .5

.6
.

23.1:
.

.2.

. .3
.4:

19

Mal
OFF

Proceed to watch relief point

Meet the relief officer

Proceed to headquarters

KEY POINTS

Meeting the relief officer
At end of (hay hours
At pre-determined location
Varying time aid :oute pattern
Handling violations wicriessed enroute
Arriving after relief officer

To be properly relieved of beat
Recording:

Name
Number
Time
Location

Providing pertinent information:
Cases requiring P.:How-up
Requests for law enforcement

intelligence
Law enforcement hazards
Previous information
Safety hazards
Changes in trafficways

Selecting next watch relief point:
Having good view of beat
Should be inconspicuous
Sheltered location during

inclement weather
Should be lighted and safe
Varying the location
Recording the location

Turning beat over to relief officer
Notifying the dispatcher when unable

to make contact

Completing and turning in required
reports

Varying time and route pattern
Handling violations witnessed enroute
Reporting off duty to supervisor or

dispatcher upon arrival



24.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.

.

.

.

.

.:

.

.:

23.5

24.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6
.7

STEPS KFY POINTS

Complete required reports

Avoid loitering in business offices

Recording activities and law enforce-
ment intelligence

Before leaving headquarters
Using pen or typewriter
Properly and legibly
Officer's Watch Activity Report

(See Appendix L, page 234)
Turning in reports to supervisor
Retaining a copy of all reports for

personal file

20



Training Procedure No. 3

PATROLLING IN AN AUTOMOBILE - DAYTIME - *NIGHTTIME

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Since the uniformed officer is more effective in preventing crime when con-
stantly patrolling, it also follows that a properly and conspicuously marked
automobile is more effective when kept constantly on patrol. The law enforce-
ment officer must realize that a patrol car is an expensive piece of equipment
and only when properly used can it aid him in performing his duties more ef-
ficiently and safely, while at the same time providing economical law enforce-
ment services to the community.

Proper patrolling in an automobile is by far the most efficient method of providing
law enforcement services to a large area. An officer can check a beat involving
a greater area more often and with less fatigue with a patrol car than by foot.
The patrol car radio affords constant and instant contact with headquarters and
other patrol cars should assistance be required for the officer's safety. Calls
and assignments can be answered more rapidly, thereby, increasing the officer's
efficiency and improving the services rendered. It provides protection during
inclement weather and in gun battles. It permits carrying and having readily
available a variety of equipment, thereby, making the officer practically self-
supporting. The transporting of officers, prisoners, and other authorized per-
sons are more easily and rapidly handled. A patrol car provides the officer
with as element of surprise due to the patrol car's speed and mobility.

There are many other advantages in the use of a patrol car than those listed
above, however, the real value of patrolling in an automobile is dependent upon
the officer using the car properly and effectively.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Accident Investigation Kit
Crayon, Marking (yellow lumber)
Paper, Graph
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring Steel

.4. (white surface)
Template, Accident Investigator's

Bags, Evidence
Baton, Traffic (red)

Belts, Safety Seat
Bulb, Traffic Baton (extra)
Camera Kit

Bulbs, Fladh
Camera
Flash Unit (battery condenser

type)
Film

Clipboard
Code Book, Motor Vehicle

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nignttime patrolling only.

21
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Code, Radio
Compass, Magnetic
Credit Card, Gasoline, Departmental
Desk, Patrol Car
Fire Extinguisher, Carbon Dioxide
First Aid Kit
Forms, Prepared Report (as required)
Gloves, Driving
Helmet, Safety
Holder, Riot Baton
Holder, Traffic Baton
Holder, Fire Extinguisher
Holder, First Aid Kit
Holder, Flashlight
Holder, Electric Lock Shotgun
Holder, Shotgun Shell
Keys, Patrol Car
Light, Interior (Manually operated

only)
Light, Emergency Beacon
Light, Plug-in Spot (with 100' cord)
Lights, Two Spot

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICE?:

Mirrors, Outside Rear View (2)
Panel, Switch
Radio, Three-way
Raincoat
Rescue Kit

Bar, Crow and/or wrecking
Blanket
Crash-axe, Shock Proof
Fusees, Red, 30 Min-
ute (12)
Gloves, Cloth (plastic

coated)
Holders, Fusee (12)
Rope, 1/2" Polypropylene

or Nylon (100 ft.)
Stands, Fusee (2)

Screen, Folding Plexiglass
Dividing

Shotgun, Riot
Signal, Recall
Siren, Vehicle (Electronic)
Speedometer, Calibrated (with

lock button)
Tags, Property

Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Maintain physical fitngss
All eyeglasses, including sunglasses, should have hardened lens and be pre-

scribed by an oculist
Use safety seat belts
Do not drive %ten ill
Maintain proper vehicle ventilatiou
Keep the vehicle under control at all times
Obey all traffic laws
When leaving vehicle, notify dispatcher as to location
Park properly
Approach all persons and things with caotton

*To maintain night vision when driving, focus eyes slightly away from bright head
lights

*Cl.)se eye nearest bright light, in order to maintain night vision
Effectiveness of senses is impaired during vehicle oper3t

22



LAW ENFCACEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

DUTY RELIEF

STEPS KEY POINTS

ON

1. Prepare for watch . 1.1 Obtaining assigned patrol car at
headquarters

. .2 Inspecting patrol car:
(See Appendix 0, page 231)

. I Serviceability of vehicle and

. equipment
: .2 Condition of exterior and interior
.
.

.3 Recording and r porting damage
to supervisor

.4 Quantity of fuel and oil

.
.5 Testing electrical equipment and

brakes
. .6 Verifying performance of radio
. .7 Counting quantity and determining serv-

iceability of auxiliary equipment
. .8 Searching interior for discarded

weapons, evidence, and lost
. or forgotten property

.9 Removing all unofficial objects
.. .10 Recording patrol car number,

starting mileage, and time
.11 Signalling "On Duty' to dispatcher,

using approved radio code

2. Proceed to watch relief poirz : .

.

2.1 Requesting beat officer to designate
location

.. 2 Securing safety seat belt
: 3 Obeying all traffic laws

4 Being a courteous driver
. .5 Keeping both hands on steering wheel
. 6 Parking properly
.
..

.7 Parking patrol car facing exit when
using off-street facilities

. 8 Being inconspicuous
*.9 Turning off all lights

: . *.I0 Keeping foot off brake pedal
: *.I1 Turning radio volume down

.12 Setting emergency brake
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

*2.13
.14

: 3.1
:
.
.

, 2.

. 4.1

5.1

..
6.1

. 7.1

..

..

.. 8.1

STEPS KEY POINI..;

Meet with beat officer

Relieve the beat catcer

RECONNAISANCE

Proceed to area to be
reconnoitered

Reconnoiter the area

Talk with Fources of in-
formation

Observe persons, places,

Covering expe-ld interior lights
Turning off trir, )r

Inspecting assigned patrol car when
obtained from beat officer (See
Appendix 0, page 237)

Recording pertinent information re-
garding patrol car

Signalling "In Service" to dispatcher

PATROL

Selecting area
(Varying avenue of approaC, nd exit)

Driving in 'Lane offering best view

Alighting from patrol car

Realizing that effectiveness of senses

9.

.

and things

Proceed to location to be
inspected

. is impaired during vehicle operation

STANDARD PATROL

. 9.1 Driving slowly, safely. and courteously
. in lane offering best view
. .2 Obeying all trafft' laws
. .3 Avoid starting a caravan
. .4 Using rear view mirrors
. .5 Reducing speed at all intersections
.. .6 Watching for traffic violations,
. criminal offenses, and suspicious
: . vehicles
. .7 Anticipating and being ready for the
: unusual or unexpected
. .8 Using peripheral vision
.. .9 Looking down side streets and he-
. tween windings
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

10.

.

.

.

:

:

:

:

.

:

.

:

:

s

.

.

:

:

.

:

.

.

:

.

.

:

.

.

MEM

Patrol on foot

JSEY2011iLl

.10 Looking for traffic hazards before
taking eyes off roadway

.11 Checking buildings in the distance
from roof down to street level

.12 Being aware of changes in trafficways

.13 Parking occasionally to observe

.14 Alighting from patrol car

.1S Avoiding surveillance by others
*.16 Using high beams on headlights

when traffic condition* permit
.17 Avoiciing unnecessary and improper

use of spot light
*.18 Using spot light in short flashes
*.19 "Sweeping" with spot light when

complete coverage required
.20 Reducing speed mhen using spot

light and observing
.21 Handling pending assignments o

gather information and/or com-
plete disposition of complaint

.22 Handling problems as they occur:
.1 Within jurisdiction and capabilities
.2 Requesting departmental assist -

ance from supervisor or dis-
patcher when necessary

.3 Criminal, traffic, juvenile, and
special requests in that order

.23 Recording time, location and reason
for patrol interruption

.24 Telephone service should be avail-
able at location or interruption

.25 Varying time and location of personal
breaks and meal period

.26 Practicing techniques of observation

.27 Covering beat as often as possible
until time of relief

10.1 Making all inspections
.2 Improving observations

. I Talking with sources of information
.2 Interrogating suspicious persons
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

11. Stop selected moving
vehicles

: 10.3
.

. .4

. .5

. .6
:

.1

.8

.9

.10
:

: .11
.

: .12
.

: .13
:
: .14
.. .15

I1.1

: .3
: .1
: .2

1

Selecting safe location to park
patrol car

Parking near outdoor public telep
Parking properly
Signalling "Out of Car", location

and reason to dispatcher
Notifying dispatcher of telephone

number:
Keeping unit available for assign-

ment
Waiting for clearance from dis

before leaving patrol car
Recording time "out of" and "back

in" service, location, and reason
Removing patrol car keys from

ignition
Taking required equip cent when

leaving patrol car
Opening patrol car door and alighting

with caution
Closing patrol car door quietly, care-

fully, and safely
Locking patrol car
Signalling "Back In Car" to dispatcher

he

To interrogate occupants
To check contents or search vehicle
Selecting vehicles that are unusual:

To area
To beat:

: . .1 Location in which driven
.. .2 Time at which driven
.. .3 Manner in which driven
.. .4 Length or number of times
. observed in area
. .5 Altered or absence of required
. identification
: .6 Neglected care or condition
.. .3 To occupants
.. .4 To contents
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

. 11.4 Recording license number on patrol
: . car desk pad before taking any
. action
: .5 Checking license number against
. wanted vehicle list
. .6 File checking license number with
.. dispatcher

.7 Requesting departmental assistance
. from dispatcher:
. .1 Notifying dispatcher of pursuit
: . and route
. .2 Using beacon and siren during
. pursuit
. *.8 Selecting parking place for stop--:
. well lighted at night
. .9 Avoiding busy location
. .10 Watching for discarding of weapons
. or evidence
. .11 Noting possible avenues of escape
. open to occupants

.12 Driving patrol car to the left of and.
about two feet behind driver of

. selected vehicle
: . .13 Turning on emergency beacon light
. .14 Attracting driver's attention with
: . series of short horn signals
. *.15 Attracting driver's attention by
. flashing or sweeping spotlight or
. flashlight across mirrors at night
. .16 Avoid blinding driv-
. .17 Using siren as last ..t.....art
: . .18 Ordering driver where to stop and
.. park in loud clear voice
. .19 Using hand signals to designate cor-
: . rect stopping place
. .20 Avoid "overshooting" vehicle:
. .21 Keeping alert to erratic movement
. of vehicle
. .22 Falling in behind vehicle to be
.. stopped
. .23 Maintaining assured clear distance
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

rEITS- KEY POINTS,

:
:
.

11.24
.25

$.26
.27

.28

Parking vehicles out of traffic lanes
Stopping and parking 8 to 15 feet be-

hind vehicle and about 2 feet to the
left

Turning on left and right spotlights
Notifying dispatcher of vehicle stop,

description of vehicle, location
of, and reason for stop

Watching occupants and interior of
vehicle through rear and side
windows

:
:

.29 Keeping alert for any quick or furtive
movements by occupants

. .30 Paying particular attention to hands
and shoulders of occupants

.

.
.31 Looldng in rear view mirrors for

approaching traffic
.32 Unfastening revolver holster flap

. .3:4 Taking required equipment

. $.34 Carrying flashlight in weak hand

.

.
.35 Alighting from patrol car after re-

ceiving reply on file check and
..
.

clearance from dispatcher -with
caution

:

.

.36 Approaching vehicle from left side--
slowly and carefully

. .37 Using caution when passing vehicle's
blind spot

. .38 Stopping at the rear of the vehicle's
front door

: .39 Keeping back to approaching traffic
.. when one occupant only

:
.40 Facing side of vehicle when front, and

and rear seats occupied
.

Search selected vehicles : . 12. 1 Selecting vehicles:
. .1 Wanted in connection with a crime

.
.2 Similar in description to wanted

vehicles
.
.

.3 With indications of having been
used in crime
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

II= k EY POINTS

: 12.1.4 Having suspicious occupants
.5 As a result of questioning occupants.

: .2 Arresting occupants first
.3 Requesting permission of driver, if

no arrest made.

.4 Checking contents or gathering.

. evidence
: .5 Notifying dispatcher of location of

wanted vehicle
. .6 Verifying identification of wanted
. vehicle with dispatcher

.7 Requesting dispatcher to:.

: .1 Nccify responsible investigating
. officer of find
: .2 Ascertain further instructions
. regarding disposition

.8 Requesting departmental assistance.

. from dispatcher if:
: .1 Any occupant is wanted for or
.. suspected of a felony

.2 Any occupant is known or sus-.
: petted of being armed or
: dangerous
: .3 Vehicle is occupied and is to be
: searched in the field

.9 Removing all occupants
. .10 Watching for approaching traffic

. 11 Requesting or ordering driver to get.

out first -- slowly
.. .12 Keeping out of range of open door

. 13 Keeping driver between officer and.
. occupants until all have alighted
. from vehicle
. .14 Selecting and moving to safe position
. on right side of vehicle

.15 Walking behind vehicle
. .16 Requesting or ordering passengers
. to get out right side of vehicle in
.. following order: right front seat,
: right rear seat, and left rear seat

29
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

ME KEY POINTS

13. Stop selected pedestrians

:
.:
.:

:
.:
.:

:
.:

:
:
:
.:
.:

: .

:
.

:
.

..,
..
.
:

.

.

.:
:
.:

:
.:
.

:
.
.:
.:

12.17

.18

.19

*.20

.21

.22

.23

.24
.25

.26

.27

.28

.29
.1
.2
.3

.30

13.1
*.2

.3

.4

.5
*.6

dis-Watching passengers to prevent dis-
carding of evidence

Having passengers face away from
officer

Keeping passengers in view at all
times and away from vehicle

Re-aiming right spot light on
occupants

Standing outside of spot light beam
behind opened right front door of
patrol car

Examining every part of vehicle,
systematically

Searching left then right side of
vehicle, front to rear and back
again

Searching logical places
Avoid unnecessarily damaging vehicle

or contents
Collecting all evidence and items of

value as law enforcement intelli-
gene

Looking for objects foreign to
occupants or vehicle

Calling the attention of witnessing
officer to found evidence

Recording:
Description of evidence
Circumstances under which found
Name of witnessing officer

Avoid overlooking any possible hiding
place

Those waste" or suspicious persons
Selecting well lighted location for

stop at night
Avoid busy locations
Noting possible avenues of escape
Approaching pedestrian from the rear
Stopping patrol car at slight angle to

curb to illuminate area
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

14.

15

16.

11.

: 13.7
.8.

*.9.
.
.

. .10
.11.

.

.

.12:

:

.

. 14.1
.2:

.3

.4

RELIEF

: 15.1
.

. 16.1
.2

. .3:

.

.

.4.

.

.5

.6
.

. 17.1

31

STEPS KEY POINTS

Inspect unoccupied homes

OFF DUTY

Proceed to watch relief point

Meet with beat officer

Proceed to hear:Innen;

Avoid violating traffic law
Avoid "overshooting" pedestrian
Stopping ahead of pedestrian when

approaching from front making
certain he cannot pass patrol car
before officer alights

Unfastening revolver holster flap
Watching for any quick or furtive

movements when alighting from
patrol car

Paying particular attention to
pedestrian's hands

Temporarily unoccupied
Upon request
Removing evidence of non-occupancy
Completing Unoccupied Home Report

(See Appendix P page 238)

Notifying relief officer of designated
location

Recording ending mileage
Removing all personal equipment
Notifying relief officer of any damage

or desired repairs to patrol car
and shortage of auxiliary equipment

Turning patrol car over to relief
officer

Signalling "Uut of Service" to dis
patcher when patrol car not turned
over to relief officer

Signalling "Off Duty" to dispatcher
when patrol car turned over to
relief officer

Turning in patrol car at garage

A



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

18. : .

.

.

18.1

.2

STEPS

Complete required reports

JOEY POINTS

'Turning in found property and evidence
to property officer

Completing Property Tag (See
Appendix Q, pages 239 - 240)
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Training Procedure No. 4

MISDEMEANORS WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

There are a great many laws regulating a person's behavior. Violation of these
laws, in the majority of instances, constitutes a misdemeanor. Because these
laws tend to regulate behavior they present a constant challenge to an officer's
Judgement and analyzing ability. The perpetration of a misdemeanor knows no
social status. Persons on any rung of the social ladder may inadvertantly or
deliberately commit an offense.

Community security is almost entirely dependent upon officers assigned to the
area. Witnessing an offense and the subsequent proper handling by the officer
serves the community and officer to the best advantage. Anything an officer does
legally to deter offenses will certainly receive the approval of the public and the
officer's supervisors.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Camera Kit

Bulbs, Flash
Camera
Film
Flash Unit (battery condenser

type)
Citation Book
Clipboard
Compass, Magnetic
Crayon, Marking (lumber

yellow)
Form, Preliminary Investigation Field

Report

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Handcuffs
Knife, Pocket
Notebook, Pocket
Paper, Graph
Pen, Ball Point
Pencil, Mechanical
Ruler, Architects'
Tags, Evidence
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring Steel

(white surface)

Be calm
Under all circumstances, notify dispatcher of location before leaving patrol car
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Smoking should be avoided
Be certain you understand and are understood
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

1.

2.

3.

.

..

: .

.

.

.

:

.

: .

.:

.

.

.

:

.

:

.

..

.

.

.:

1.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

2.1
.2
.3

.4
.5
.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

3.1

.2

. 1

.2
.3
.4

.3

.4

srEPS KEY POINT*

Witness the misdemeanor

Apprehend perpetrator

Identify arrestee

Using the senses
Recognizing the elements that con-

stitute the offense
Noting general identification charac-

teristis of perpetrator
Noting time, dace, and other

witnesses
Requesting, w1,411 possible, other

witnesses to remain

As soon as practical
Approaching with caution
Keeping arrestee away from strong

hand side
Speaking clearly
Commanding, "Don't move!"
Ordering perpetrator to move only

as told
Informing, "You are.uncier arrest!"
Preventing violence
Using only that amount of force

necessary to overcome resistance
Using special care with women,

juveniles, and mentally ill
Notittg what is said by arrestee
Answering inquiries courteously and

concisely

Being certain it is same person that
committed the offense

Noting particular identification
characteristics:
Clothing worn
Body features
Speech
Mannerisms

Requesting arrestee pronounce and
spell name and give present address

Requesting or searching for identi-
ficationfication documents
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

3.5

.6

STEPS KEY POINTS

When requesting, accept only
identification documents

Checki :rbal information against
docu, ,nt

.7 Noting discrepencies

.8 Questioning arrestee further, de-
pending on answers given

4. Issue citation (If not 4.1 According to departmental policy
A ?resting) .2 When reasonably certain perpetrator

will appear
.3 Filling out form while standing in a

safe location
.4 Using prescribed form (See

Appendix R, page 241)
.5 Establishing time and date mutually

agreeable, for court, officer, and
perpetrator, when possible

.6 Printing information legibk,

.7 Rechecking information on citation
for accuracy

.8 HE ding citation and all documents
to the perpetrator

.9 Asking perpetrator if information on
citation is understood clearly

.10 Having perpetrator sign citation

5. Secure arrestee 5.1 Handcuffing hands behind back,
palms out, key holes up, double
lock pins away from arrestee

.2 Handcuffing to fixed object
.3 Assuring arrestee that his rights

will be protected
.4 Keeping all unauthorized persons

away
.5 Preventing arrestee from injuring

himself or others
.6 Preventing others from injuring

arrestee
.7 Isolating arrestee from exits, when

possible
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

J511....."1 KPY POINTS,

6. Search arrestee

7. Gather evidence

5.8 Refusing requests of arrestee and/or
persons wishing to see or speak to
him at the scene

6.1 After arrest
.2 After handcuffing
.3 InforrAng arrestee that search will

be made
.4 Isolating searcher and arrestee
.5 Adhering strictly to laws of search

for weapons and evidence
.6 For safety
.7 Using spread-eagle method
.8 Removing all metal objects that may

be potential weapons
.9 Completing bodily search evert though

weapon or evidence fo'ind
.11 Using female officer or trusted adult

woman on females
.11 Calling for assistance, when

necessary

7.1 To legally substantiate facts
.2 Completing Preliminary Investigation

Field Report (See Appendix S,
page 242)

: . .3 Before or after removal of arrestee,
: as appropriate

.4 Contacting other witnesses for:
.1 Name

: .2 Address
.. .3 Information about offense

.4 Availability to testify
. .5 Searching scene systematically
: .6 Observing minute c detail

.7 Including area adjacent to crime
scene

.8 Collecting sufficient amount of
. specimens for scientific examination
.. .9 Placing in appropriate containers
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TR, ''.PIING

8.

9

,
.

:
.

:
.

.:

.
.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.:

.:
:
.

.

:
.:

.

.

.

.

.:

.

7. 10

.11

.12

.13

.14

8.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
.10

.11

.12

9.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

StEPS KEY

Remove arrestee from
scene

Process arrestee

Avoiding contamination by :.sing
separate containers

Recording description and location
found

Recording names and addresses of
persots having knowledge or
possession of evidence

Initialing in suitable place on
evidence

Avoiding damage for scientific
t xamination

Taking to jail
Walking to jail, if practical
Calling supervisor to arrange for

transportation
In patrol car or patrol wagon
Removing high or spiked heel shoes

from females
Refusing requests for unauthorized

means of transportation
Placing arrestee on front seat, when

alone and without screen
Placing arrestee on rear seat, if

screen provided
Locking doors
Refusing requests to smoke, get out

of or change positions in patrol
vehicle

Noting statements made by arrestee,
for later recording

Keepingconstantly alert against
personal attack

Upon arrival at jail
Consigning arrestee to jailer
Furnishing necessary information
Assisting or filling in all forms as

required
Removing handcuffs where and when

designated

o7



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

10. Submit evidence

9.6 Keeping constantly alert against
attack or escape

10.1 Maintaining legal chain
. .2 To property officer

.3 Filling in forms as required

.4 Recording:
.1 Tirie
.2 Property officer's name and number
.3 Location stored

11. Submit reports
.
:

:
.

.

.

:

.

.

.

:
.
.
.
.

.

.
.

.

.
.

11.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15

.16

To supervisor
To complete dispc:iLion
Before going off duty
For department information
For use in prosecution
Using Preliminary Investigation Field

Report form (See Appendix T,
page 243)

Typed
Referring to notes
Including who- what -why- when - where-

and how (See Appendix U)
Spelling correctly
Choosing words carefully
Avoiding legalistic words, phrases,

or slang
Being objective in information
Using only widely accepted

abbreviations
Using quotation marks for exact

words spoken or written by
persons

Reviewing and editing the report
before submitting



Training Procedure No. 5

MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Three major considerations must be given to the handling of any criminal law
violation. First, the law must be complied with; second, that the departmental
regulations be adhered to; and third, that a disposition which is satisfactory,
within the above requirements, to the complainant be achieved.

There are many times, when an offense is committed, that the complainant will
desire or demand that action be taken by the offic-:,r. But, because of the type of
offense the officer will be unable to act due to the requirements of the law. It is
difficult to convince the complainant under such circumstances that there is
nothing the officer can do to enforce the law.

Most law enforcement departments are operating under the handicaps of man-
power shortage and ex:essive case and work loads. Departmental regulations
which limit the extent of handling in certain cases are a justifiable result of such
handicaps.

The complainant, on the other hand, still has a problem which is of the utmost
concern and has sought the assistance of the officer in solving the problem. A
satisfactory disposition still may be achieved, even though the officer is limited
by law and departmental regulations, by performing the proper handling
procedure.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Camera Kit:

Bulbs, Flash
Camera
Film
Flash Unit (battery condenser

type)
Citation Book
Clipboard
Compass, Magnetic
Crayon, Marking, (lumber yellow)
Form, Persons Report
Farm, Preliminary Investigation Report

"

39

Handcuffs
Knife, Pocket
Notebook, Pocket
Paper, Graph
Pen, Ball Point
Pencil, Mec hanica 1
Ruler, Architects'
Tags, Evidence
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring

Steel (white surface',



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Be calm
Notify dispatcher of location, before leaving patrol car, under all circumstances
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Smoking should be avoided

1.

2.

3.

4.

.

.

.

:
.
.

.

.

.:

.

.

..

..

.:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

:
.:
.

: .

.

.:

:

STEPS, IC EY POINTS

Receive assignment and
information

Proceed to scene

Arrive at scene

i :

Observe scene and situation

1. I From dispatcher
.2 From citizen, notifying dispatcher
.3 Recording on Patrol Car desk pad:

.I Time received
.2 Location of scene
.3 Type of crime
.4 Person to be contacted and/or

complainant and address
.4 Repeating location to dispatcher
.5 Stopping patrol car before writing
.6 Requesting verification for accuracy

2.1 Driving safely
.2 Immediately, unless otherwise in-

structed
.3 Using extreme caution when disobey-

ing traffic laws
.4 Avoiding use of red light and siren

unless otherwise instructed

3.1 Parking properly
.2 Notifying dispatcher of exact location
.3 Signaling dispatcher "out-of-se-Nice"
.4 Removing ignition key
.5 Recording time o; arrival
.6 Taking required equipment
.7 Alighting from patrol car with caution
.8 Locking patrol car
.9 Entering all premises with caution
.10 Approaching all persons and things

with caution

4.1 To determine course of action
.2 Selecting safe location for officer
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5.

6.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

: 4.3
. .4
: .5
.
.. .6
. .7

.8

.. 5.1

. .2

..
.3

. .4
: .5
.
: .6
: .7

. b.1
.2.

: .3
. .4

.5

.6
: .7
.

: .8
: .9
.

: .10

.

. .11
:.
.. .12
.

. .13

.

TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

Preserve the peace

Identify participants

Scanning persons present for weapons
Scanning area for potential weapons
Physical and mental condition of persons

involved
Mood and state of by-standers
Being alert to conversations
For future information

To prevent violence
Requesting or ordering all concerned to

desist
Separating combatants
Quieting or calming persons present
Removing or isolating complainant and

perpetrator
Calling for assistance when necessary
Requesting assistance of persons present

Complainant
Victim
Perpetrator
Witnesses
Tc assist in gathering facts
Directing questions
Observing which persons seem most

concerned
Listening to conversations
Requesting complainant to identify

perpetrator
Requesting complainant and/or perpetra-

tor to identify witnesses so bystanders
may be dismissed from scene

Requesting perpetrator to identify him-
self

Recording names, addresses ane tele
phone numbers

Gathering information about perpet- um'.
if not at scene



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

ELEEI K EV POINTS

7. Interview participants : . 7.1 Getting all sides of the story
: .2 Determining if necessary elements of
. offense are present
: .3 Allowing each to give his own version
. uninterrupted

.4 Being impartial
.. .5 Requesting witnesses to remain
: .6 Requesting witnesses not discuss the

case with each other
.7 Separating and interviewing each per-

son concerned
.

:
.8 Recording pertinent informai:on in

pocket notebook or on appropriate
form

.9 Determining if complainant or victim
will initiate steps for prosecution

8. Inform persons involved 8.1 Complainant
.2 Victim
.3 Perpetrator
.4 Witnesses
..5 Complainant or victim of necessary

elements to prove offense
.6 Informing all persons involved to

aprear before magistrate at court
of jurisdiction and venue

:
.7 Informing complainant or victim of

location for signing affidavit for

.
.

.8
warrant

Informing witnesses what will be
expected of them

.9 Recording names, addresses and
telephone numbers of persons for
possible court action

.10 Answering other questions of in-
volved persons

COMPLETE FOLLOWING STEPS IF PROSECUTION WILL RESULT

9. Preserve scene : 9.1 Guarding scene at all times
.2 Removing ail persons
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

aria KEY POINt3

9.3 Staying out of scene as much as
possible

.4 Roping off or locking-up

.5 Keeping unauthorized persons
away

.6 Keeping everything in place

.7 Determining if crime scene has beers
altered

.8 Checking with person who knows
crime scene intimately

10. Photograph scene

.9 Calling for as when necessary

10;.1 As soon as possible
.2 Getting over-all view first without

altering scene
.3 Taking over-all view with identification
.4 Taking pictures of physical evidence

without identification
.5 Taking pictures of physical evidence

with identification
.6 Recording photographic data:

.1 Type of camera

.2 Lens opening

.3 Shutter speed

.4 Type of film

.5 Accessories used

.6 Time taken

.7 Location of camera for each
photograph

11. Sketch scene 11.1

.2

.3

.4

.5
.6

.7

43

Locating the position of pertinent
items

Providing a permanent iecord to
supplement word description

Using Field Sketch Sheet (See
Appendix 3, page 232)

Obtaining general impression of
zeene before starting sketch

Locating mirth at top of sketch
Using magactic compass to deter-

:e north
Determining fixed base line or fixed

p0 its



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.SEEPS KEY POINTS

12. Gather evidence

.. 11.8 Determining what is to be included
.9 Determining scale used
.10 Determining when in the investigation

. sketch should be made.

.11 Recording on sketch:
.1 Brief descriptive statement

. .2 Address or location
.3 Type of offense

.. .4 Case number
. .5 Scale used

.6 Arrow indicating north
.7 Name of person making sketch.

.8 Legend.

.9 Names of persons assisting with
. measurements

.10 Date sketch
. ..12 Measuring accurately,,

. .13 Using rectangular coordinates or
triangulation from fixed points for
locating items on sketch.

. .14 Using the words "feet" and "Inches':

. in recording distance in notebook

. .15 Confirming all measurements:
.16 Including all details pertinent to:

offense
17 Using standard symbols when possible

.. 12.1 Substantiating facts
.2 Searching systematically clockwise.
.3 Observing minutest detail.
.4 Including area adjacent to crime

scene.
.5 Carefully.

.6 Handling as little as possible

.7 Collecting sufficent amount of spec-.

. amens for scientific examination

. .8 Avoiding contamination by using
: separate containers

.9 Placing in proper containers
: .10 Recording its location

.11 Recording description
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

:

.:

.

.

: .

.

.

.

.:
.
: .

: .

.:

.

..

.

.

.:

:

:

:

:
..
.:
.:

12.12

13.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

14.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

.6

15.1
.2

-.3
.4
.5

16.1
.2
.3
.1
.5
.6

17.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

STEPS KFY POINTS

Mark evidence

Preserve evidence

Follow-up

Book evidence

Submit report (See Appendix
M, page 101)

Recording names and addresses of
persons having knowledge or
possession of evidence

For future it. antification
lnitialiig in suitable location
Using metal scribe, pen, tag, tape.

as appropriate
Avoiding damage for scientific

examination
Recording in notes where and how

marked

Keeping in personal possession
Preventing loss. damage, removal
Releasing only to proper authority
Handling with gloves, when

appropriate
Allowing natural drying of wet items
Using appropriate containers

Completing unfinished details
Locating and arresting perpetrator

after warrant issued
Recovering property
Gathering additional facts
Leads furnished or discovered

Maintaining legal chain of evidence
Turning over to authorized officer
Securing to avoid tampering
Receiving receipt
Recording location
Recording names of all persons

handling

After step 8 - if no prosecution
As required
Completing disposition
B,:fore going off duty
For department information
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STEPS KEY POINTS,

. 17. o Air use in prosecution
.7 Using prescribed form
.1? Typed
.9 Referring to notes
. 10 Including who-what-why when wlrte

and how
.11 Spelling correctly
.12 Choosing words carefully:

: . .13 Avoiding legalistic words or phrases
.. and slang

.14 Being objective in information

. IS Using only widely accepted abbreviations
. lh Reviewing and editing the mporr

ix-lore submitting
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Training Procedure No. 6
- .

FELINES. HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The beat officer has many splendid opportunities to render service to the public,
but none so impresses the members of a community with the efficiency of the
officer and the department as the investigation and apprehension of a felon. The
building of a solid case, getting and checking out leads, and concluding with the
perpetrator's apprehension is viewed with awe and pride when the citizen origi-
nally thought the case w:s unsolvable due to the apparent lack of clues and facts.

The officer who knows how to perform his duties in a quiet, efficient, and pro-
fessional -like manner inspires the confidence of the public in law enforcement,
ultimately acquiring the community's backing in the further prevention of crime
and increasing sources of information.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Clipboard
Compass, Magnetic
Containers. Evidence
Crayon, Marking (yellow

lumber)
Forms:

Field Interrogation Report
Injured Prisoner Report
Preliminary Investigation

Report .

Prisoner's Property Receipt
Property Tag
Ft rmat for Statement (Sample,

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES

Handcuffs
Knife, Pocket
Paper, Graph
Pen, Ball Point (black)
Pen, Ball Point (red)
Pencil, Mechanical
Ruler, 12"
Tape, 100 ft. Metal Reinforced

Cloth Measuring
Tape, 10 ft. Spring Steel Measuring

(White surface)

Appendix T, Page 243)

Consider every felon as armed and dangerous
Always keep arrestee in view
Keep arrestee away from officer's strong hand side
Be certain that you understand and are understood
Refuse all of arrestee's requests in the field
Be constantly alert for personal hazards
Notify dispatcher of any change in location
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

ECAEL K FY POINTS

1.. Receive assignment and
information

1.1
.2

From dispatcher
Acknowledging .nitial call immediately

: .3 Identifying unit and giving location
: .4 From citizen, notifying dispatcher

.5 Stopping patrol car before writing
: .6 Recording on patrol car desk pad:
. .1 Location of scene
. .2 Type of crime
.
.

.3 Person to be contacted and/or
complainant and address

.

.

.4 Description of perpetrator and his
vehicle

.. .7 Noting:
.1 Situation at scene

.

.

.2 Actual or potential hazards to
persons involved

.3 Type of weapon used by perpetrator
. .4. Route of escape of perpetrator
.. .8 Requesting:
: .1 Additional required information

.2 Departmental assistance
:
.

.9 Notifying dispatcher of personal
knowledge

.

.
.10 Repeating location of scene for

verification by dispatcher
. .11 Acknowledging receipt of transmission

2. Proceed to scene . 2.1 Immediately
.2 Driving safely

.. .3 Using extreme caution when disobey-

. ing traffic laws
. .4 Avoid using beacon light and siren,
.. unless otherwise instructed
. .5 Using most expeditious route
I

.
.6 ConsideriPo, the perpetrator's route

of escape
..
:

.7 Watching for the perpetrator and/or
his vehicle

. .8 Considering the possibility of error

. and/or change
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3.

.

.

.

..

:
:
:

:

.

.

:

.

:

2.9

.10

.11

3.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

STEPS KEY POINTS

Arrive at scene

Participating in department's
tactical operations

Planning personal operations
based on known information

Turning off beacon light and/or
siren

1 eking properly
Signalling dispatcher "out-of-

service"
Giving dispatcher exact location
Recording time of arrival
Removing ignition key
Taking required equipment
Unfastening holster flap
Alighting from patrol car with

caution
Locking patrol car
Entering all premises with

caution
Approaching all persons and

things with caution
Selecting location for personal

safety

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION PRIMARY PHASE

46 Observe scene and situation :

.

.

: .

..

: .

.

..

..

..

..

4.1
.2

.1

. 2

.3

.4
.3

.1

.2

.4
.1
.2

49

Appearing and keeping calm.
Gathering information to

determine:
Personal safety
Participants' safety
Security of perpetrator
Course of action

Noting:
Mood and state of assembly
Physical and mental condt.ion

of participants
Scanning:

Assembly for weapons
Area for potential weapons

.



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

4.4.3

TRAINING

KEY POINTS

Possible escape routes for perpetrator
.5 Being alert to conversations
.6 Fastening holster flap

5. Preserve the peace 5.1 Preventing violence and/or further
injury

.2 Performing duties objectively

.3 Requesting or ordering all conccincd
LC stop

.4 Separating combatants

.5 Quieting or calming persons present
.6 Requesting bystanders to leave
.7 dandling other situations as they arise
.8 Removing or isolating victim and

perpetrator
,9 Canty for ass:statre when necessary
.10 Requesting assistance of persoui

present

6. Care for injured 6.1 As soon as possible
.2 Reqnesting citizen to summon

appropriate assistance
.3 Rendering appropriate first aid
.4 Requesting4Atizen to stand by injured
.5 Arranging for transportation to

medical facility

7. Identify participants 7.1 By
.1 Observing which persons seem

most concerned
.2 Listening to conversations

.2 Contacting personally:
.1 Victim
.2 Perpetrator
.3 Complainant
.4 Witnesses

.3 Requesting:
.1 Victim to identify perpetrator and

witnesses
.2 Perpetrator to identity himself

50
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

..

7.3.3

.4

.5

.6

STEPS tc PV PnttsITS

Witnesses to identify themselves,
victim, and perpetrator

Witnesses to remain near the scene
at location designated

Witnesses not to discuss matter
under investigation

Bystanders to leave

8. Preserve crime scene . 8.1 Removing and keeping all persons
. away from scene
. .2 Guarding scene at all times

.3 Placing civilians at approaches

.4 Roping off or locking up

:
.5 Permitting access to authorized

persons only
: . .6 Keeping everything in place
. .7 Determining if crime scene has
. been altered
:

.

.8 Checking with person who knows
crime scene intimaely

. .9 Requesting departmental assistance

9. Interview participants . 9.1 Establishing elements of offense
. .2 Getting accurate information
. .3 Separately:

.1 Victim

.2 Perpetrator

.3 Complainant

.4 Witnesses
v .4 Recording:

.1 Name - first, middle initial, and
last

.2 Race

.3 Sex

.4 Age
.5 Occupation
.6 Add-eesses of home and glace of

employment
.7 Telephone number of home and

place of employment
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STE,P KEY POINTS

. 9.5 Allowing participants to tell, unin-
terrupted, own version of event. .6 Asking as few questions as possible

. .7 Completing Preliminary Investigation.
Field Report (See Appendix S , page 242). .8 Recording statements (See Appendix. T, page 243)

. .9 Use abbreviations (See Appendix X, page 252). .10 Describing perpetrator's method of. oieration:
. 1 What he did and said
.:I How he did it and said it

. .11 Describing perpetrator:
.1 Name including aliases

. .2 Color:

. .3 Nationality
.4 Sex

. .5 Age
.6 Height.

. .7 *eight

. .8 Build
. .9 Hair - Color, amount, type, and:
. manner of wearing
. .10 Eyes, including glasses - type. and color:
. .11 Beard including mustache - color,:
.

amount, type and manner of
. wearing:

.12 Complexion - color and appearance. .13 Physical deformities, disfigurations,
: and their effects
.. ..12 Remembering perpetrator may be
.. simulating or feigning physical

condition and appearance.

.13 Describing clothing:.

. 1 Headdress - type, color, material,.
. and manner worn

. 2 Disguise - facial and other

.3 Shirt - type, color and material:

.4 Neckwear - type, color, material.
. and manner worn



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEW KEY POitsa'S

9.13.5 Overcoat - type, color, and
.. material
. .6 Outer ilarment - type, color, and
. material

.7 Gloves - type, color, and material
. .8 Jewelry - type, color, and metal

.9 Trousers - type, color, and
.. material
. .10 Socks - type, color, and material
: .11 Footwear - type, color, and material
. material

.14 Remembering perpetrator may dis-
card or chavge clothes

.15 Describing perpetrator's vehicle:
,1 Color - from top to bottom
.2 Year
.3 Manufacturer
.4 Body type
.5 License number - including state
.6 Accessories
.7 Distinguishing features - includ-

ing stickers
. 16 Remembering vehicle or license

plates may be stolen, borrowed,
or altered

.17 Describing weapon used:
.1 Color
.2 Metal
.3 Make
.4 Type
.5 Caliber
.6 Distinguishing features

.18 Remembering it may be a toy

. 19 Describing loot:
.1 Total value
.2 Quantity of each item
.3 Each item, going from major

categories to specific items
.20 Describing route of escape
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KEY POINTS,

SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS FOR COLD CASES

.10.a. Request departmental
assistance

b. Turn -over investigation

: 10.a.1 Through supervisor
.2 Keeping out of hearing distance

of participants
.3 Using radio or telephone
.4 Identifying yourself
.5 Giving exact location
.6 Indicating type of assistance needed
.7 Giving a summary of the case and

what physical evidence is known
and/t. believed to be present

.8 Answering questions

.9 Identifying statements vhich are
opinions

.10 Notifying other law enforcement
agencies, as ordered

b.1 Upon arrival of:
.1 Criminal investigator and/or

physical evidence technician
.2 Keeping out of hearing distance of

participants
.3 Briefing investigator or technician
.4 Introducing and identifying invest'-

: gator to participants
.5 Assisting as requested

SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS FOR HOT CASES
(The following seeps and key points on Hot Cases

are preceded by Steps 1 through 9)

10.a. Notify dispatcher

54

Furnishing information from Pre-
liminary Investigation Form

As soon as possible
Talking slowly and clearly
Using telephone, preferably
Stating exact offense committed and

location
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

WM KEY POINTS

: 10.a.6 Using phonetic alphabet in spelling
(See Appendix Y , page 253)

. .7 Describing:

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

..

.
.

.

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5
.6

.8

.9

.10

Perpetrator
Clothing
Vehicle
Weapon
Loot
Route of escape

Giving warning regarding officers'
safety

Checking accurate reception of
information by dispatcher

Checking that allied law enforcement
agencies have been notified

.

b. Request departmental . . b. 1 As required
assistance . .2 Through supervisor

.

.

.3 Keeping out of hearing distance of
participants

.. .4 Using radio or telephone

. .5 Identifying yourself

. .6 Giving exact location

.. .7 Indicating type of assistance needed

.

.

.

.8 Giving a summary of the case and
what physical evidence is known
and/or believed to be present

.. .9 Answering questions

.

..

.10 Identifying statements which are
opinions

. .11 Notifying other law enforcement
. agencies, as ordered

c. Turn-over investigation . .c. 1 Upon arrival of:
.. .1 Criminal investigator and/or

physical evidence technician
.2 Keeping out of hearing distance of

: participants
.. .3 Briefing investigator or technician
: .4 Introducing and identifying investi-

gator to participants
.5 Assisting as requested
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MEI
10.d. Pursue pertrator

KEY POINTS

: 10.d.1 Within jurisdiction and capabilities
: .2 Following leads to their conclusion

.3 Participating in intra-departmental
tactical operations

SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS FOR PERPETRATOR IN CUSTODY OF CIVILIAN
(The following steps and key points on Perpetrator in Custody of

Civilian are preceded by Steps 1 through 9)

10.a. Arrest Perpetrator

b. Secure arrestee

c. Search arrestee

:
:
:

10.a.1
*-.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

. b.1
.2
.3

.4
5
.6

.7
.8
.9
.10
.11
.12

.c.I

Stating reason
Taking into physical custody
Using only that amount of force

necessary to overcome resistance
Always recording physical condition of

perpetrator (See Appendix W, page 251)
Recording mental condition
Bringing physical and mental condition

to the attention of selected witnesses
Recording witnesses-name

Preventing escape
Isolating arrestee as soon as possible
Handcuffing hands behind back, palms

out, key holes up, double lock pins
away from arrestee

Handcuffing to fixed object
Preventing arrestee from injuring

himself or others
Preventing others from injuring

arrestee
Refusing arreztee's requests
Keeping in view
Staying at discreet distance
Blocking exits
Using civilian assistance
Keeping all unauthorized persons

away

After handcuffing
.2 For the safety of all concerned
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REILS KEY POINTS

: 10.c.3 For weapons and/or evidence
: .4 Choosing well lighted location at

night
.5 Choosing location away from people
.6 Telling arrestee he will be searched
.7 Using "spread-eagle" method .

.8 Methodically from head to toe

.9 Using grasping motion of hand
against garment and body

.10 Feeling for objects, not patting

.11 Removing all metal objects that may
be potential weapons

.12 Examining objects carefully tc deter-
mine if converted to weapon

.13 Noting aid recordinj location where
weapon or evidence was found

.14 Completing body search even though
one weapon found

.15 Requesting departmental assistance
.16 Using female officer or trusted adult

woman for females
.17 Providing security for female

searcher

d. Request departmental .d. I Through supervisor
assistance .2 Keeping out of hearing distance of

participants
.3 Using radio or telephone
.4 Identifying yourself
.5 Giving exact location
.6 Indicating type of assistance needed
.7 Giving a summary of the case and

what physical evidence is known
and/or believed to be present

.8 Answering questions

.9 Identifying statemetrs which are
opinions

.10 Notifying other law enforcement
agencies, as ordered

e. Turn-over investigation .e. 1 Upon arrival of:

TelW;e ',IR. r
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KEY POINTS

: 10.e.1.1 Criminal investigator and/or
physical evidence technician

.2 Keeping out of hearing distance of
participants

.3 Briefing investigator or technician

.4 Introducing and identifying investi-
gator to participants

.5 ..4sisting as requested

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
(To be followed when not performed by criminal investigator or technician)

11. Photograph scene

12. Sketch scene

11.1 As soon as possible
.2 To substantiate position and location

of pertinent objects
.3 Avoiding alteration of scene
.4 Adding nothing to first photograph
.5 Adding law enforcement agency's

identification to second photograph
.6 Picturing the initial appearance of

evidence
.7 Recording photographic data:

.l. Type of camera

.2 Type of lens

.3 Shutter speed

.4 Lens opening

.5 Type of film

.6 Time taken

.7 Location of camera

.8 Light conAlti

12.1 To substantiate position and location
of pertinent objects

.2 Determining when it should be made
in the course of the investigation

.3 Obtaining a general impression before
starting

.4 Using Field Sketch Sheet and straight-
. edge (See Appendix j, page 232)

.5 Locating directions with a magnetic
compass
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MU KEY POINTS

12.6 Determining scale to be used
.7 Determining fixed base line or

fixed points
8 Determining what must be included

.9 Adding nothing superfluous

. JO Making preliminary sketch in
pencil, lightly

.11 Using black ink

.12 Identifying pertinent objects with
letters in red ink

..13 Measuring accurately
.14 Using "feet" and "inches" to

designate distances
.15 Locating and indicating "North" at

top of page
.16 Recording information in lower

right corner

13. Search for physical evidence : 13.1 According to laws governing search
.2 To substantiate facts
.3 Proving elements of the offense
.4 Examining scene clockwise
.5 Regina' ag with the perimeter
.6 Proceeding spirally
.7 Examining scene minutely
.8 Completing one area before going

to another
.9 Examining adjacent area and route

of approach

14. Collect physical evidence 14.1 Carefully, with minimum handling
.2 For preservation
.3 Apprising witness(es) of find
.4 Photographing where found
.5 Recording description and location
.6 Including it in sketch
.7 Getting sufficient quantity of known

sample
.8 Giving receipt to owner for valuable

property
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STEPS KEY POINTS

15. Mark physical evidence 15.1 For future identification
.2 Initialing and dating in suitable location

avoiding damage for scientific
examination

.3 Using appropriate marking devise
.4 Recording mark and location
.5 Attaching completed evidence tag
.6 Starting and maintaining the chain

: . of evidence

16. Preserve physical evidence 16.1 Maintaining it in its original state
.2 Keeping in personal possession
.3 Packing in suitable container
.4 Separating to prevent contamination
.5 Preventing damage
.6 Preventing excessive handling

e .

.,3

17.

MIK

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION - SECONDARY PHASE

Take written statements

18. Transport arrestee

: 17.1 From participants (See Appendix Z Page 243)
.2 At suitable time and location.

.3 Using separate sheets for each and
: . one side only
. .4 Using permanent writing material
.. .5 Identifying with case number and
.. person making statement
.. .6 Chronologically
.. .7 Have closing verification paragraph
.. included
.. .8 Having statement signed by:
.. .1 Maker

.2 Recorder.

: . .3 Witnesses

. 18.1 To appropriate confinement facility

.. .2 Personally or by arrangement with
supervisor

: .3 Using caution when placing in patrol
. car

.4 Driving safely

.5 . Locking doors securely
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STEPS KEY POINTS

18.6 Using most expeditious route
.7 Maintaining alert for:

.1 Persona' attack

. 2 Escape attempt
.8 Notifying dispatcher and recording

starting and ending location and
odometer reading for females

.9 Recording starting and ending time

19. Process arrestee for 19.1 As required by facility
confinement .2 Preparing documents

.3 Having physician examine injured
perpetrator

.4 Completing Injured Prisoner Re, art
form

. 5 Providing custodian with necessary
information

.6 Removing handcuffs from arrestee

.7 Removing and giving custothan all
personal property and potential
weapons of arrestee

.8 Verifying arrestee's property
. 9 Issuing receipt to arrestee for

personal property taken as
evidence

.10 Obtaining receipt of confinement
from custodian

.11 Apprising custodian of arrestee's
physical and/or mental condition

. 12 Recording confinement time, facility,
and custodian

20. Submit evidence 20.1 To property officer
.2 For, safeguarding
.3 Maintaining chain of evidence
.4 Completing Property Tag form

and receiving receipt (See Appendix Q,
pages 239 - 240)

. 5 Recording:
.1 Time
. 2 Property officer's name and number
. 3 Location stored
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STEPS, KEY POINTS,

21. Follow-up leads

22. Submit reports

23. Follow-up case

21.1
.2
.3
.4

22.1

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15

.16

.17

23,1

.3

.4

.5

62

As soon as possible
Within jurisdiction and capabilities
Gathering evidence
Interviewing informants

To supervisor
A s required
To complete disposition
Before going off duty
For department's information
For use in prosecution
Completing Preliminary Investigation

Report form (See Appendix N, page 236)
Typing information
Referring to notes
Including who, what, wny, when,

where, and how
Spelling correctly
Choosing words carefully
Avoiding legalistic words, phrases,

or slang
Being objective in information
Using only widely accepted

abbreviations
Reviewing and editing the report

before submitting
Attaching pertinent forms

Transmitting known information to
other interested law enforcement
agencies

Requesting their assistance
Having physical evidence examined by .

the criminalistician
Checking available law enforcement

agency records
Interviewing new sources of information
Contacting the victim personally at

periodic intervals, informing him
of developments



Training Procedure No. 7

TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS, HANOUNG

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

One of the most pressing problems facing the public and law enforcement agencies
is finding additional ways and means of reducing deaths, injuries, and amount ef
property damage that are occurring daily on the nation's trafficways. Law enforce-
ment officers contribute substantially towards this reduction when they detect,
apprehend, and take enforcement action against the traffic law violator.

A great number of an officer's personal contacts with the public is due to the
large number of traffic violations which must be handled. It is under these
circumstaaces that an officer will affect the public image of the department and
the service rendered. either favorably or unfavorably. An officer creates the
hest impression for the department by exhibiting exceptional judgement and con-
ducting himself above reproach while handling the traffic violation.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Citation Book Pencil, Mechanical
Pen, Ball Point Traffic Code Book

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICE&

Notify dispatcher of location before leaving patrol car, under all circumstances
Be extremely cautious in pursuit driving
Use safety seat belt
Keep constantly alert for erratic movements of vehicle or person
Keep alert to moving traffic
Know the condition and limitation of patrol car

1. : .

:

..

.

1.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

STEPS KEY POINTS

Witness violation Of driver
Recognizing elements of the offense
Determining action to he taken
Noting general identification

characteristics of violator
Noting time and place

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nighttime only.
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REEL

2. Apprehend violator

IFFY POINTS

: 1.6 Noting vehicle make. year, model.
color, license number, and any
unusual appearance

. 2.1 As soon as practical

. .2 Being certain safety seat belt Is
. fastened before pursuing
. .3 Moving into traffic safely

.4 Pacing violator's vehicle properly on
.

.
speed violations

: .5 Selecting location to stop violator
. *.6 Selecting well lighted location at
. night, when possible
: .7 Driving patrol car to the left of and
: two (2) feet behind driver
.
. .8 Be careful not to overshoot vehicle
: .9 Using second gear or low range in

heavy traffic
. .10 Attracting driver's attention with.
. short horn signals-daytime
: *.11 Flashing spotlight across inside
. and/or outside rearview mirror
. .12 Avoid blinding driver
: .13 Keeping constantly alert for erratic

vehicle movements
. .14 Using hand signals to designate
: selected stopping place
. .15 Falling in behind vehicle to be stopped
: .16 Maintaining assured clear distance

.17 Using red beacon light and siren in
: high speed pursuit

.18 Keeping dispatcher informed when
. pursuit Is involved

.19 Notifying dispatcher if assistance
: . required
. .20 Watching for items that might be
: . thrown from pursued vehicle
: .21 Parking patrol car about 8 to 15 feet
.. behind and a little to the left of
. violator's vehicle
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EEL§ XELECIIILCS.

2.22

.23

.24

Notifying dispatcher before leaving
patrol car

Turning or leaving on red beacon
light to warn motorists

Recording license number on car
desk pad before alighting

.25 Removing sunglasses

.26 Unfastening Mister flap

.27 Approaching violator and vehicle
with caution

.28 Observing interior of violator's
vehicle through rear and side
windows

.29 Noting occupants and contents
.30 Noting escape routes
.31 Noting available cover

3. Make identification 3.1 Taking a position to the rear of
driver's door and out of range of
other door for conversation

=1111.1.1

.2 Keeping alert to occupant's movement
.3 Keeping flashlight beam out of occupants'

eyes
.4 Greeting courteously using "Sir" or

"Maam"
.5 Requesting violator remain seated

in the vehicle
.6 Informing violator of reason for

stooping
.7 Using tone of voice indicating state-

ment of fact
.8 .,slettg for driver's license and vehicle

.agistration
.9 Lccepting only requested documents
.10 Lxamining documents for validity
.11 Requesting verbal pronunciation, spelling ,

t. -

of name, and present address
.12 Addressing by proper title and name

thereafter
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS JCEY POINTS

. 3.13 Comparing apparent physical and

. verbal information against document
: .14 Noting discrepencies

.15 Questioning violator further, depend-
.. on answers given
. .16 Answering inquiries courteously and
. concisely
.. .17 Being especially careful in speech
: . and actions with women
: . .18 Noting speech and mannerisms of
. driver to detect abnormal condition
: .19 Avoid discussing fines and/or costs
.

4. Take enforcement action : . 4.1 One of the following:
.. .1 Giving verbal warning
.. .2 Issuing written warning
: . .3 Issuing citation
.. .4 Arresting when justified
: .2 Using only that amount of force
. necessary to overcome resistance
.. .3 Establishing appearance date and time

mutually agreeable for violator.
court, and officer

.. .4 Standing on berm-shoulder or curb near

.. patrol car to fill in information on
citat)an

: . *.5 Using flashlight for illumination
. .6 Using patrol car to sit in during
.. inclement weather

.7 Requesting violator stand in safe
.. position, if out of vehicle
: . .8 Avoiding use of violator's vehicle to
. prop feet on or as a desk

.9 Printing carefully and legibly
: . .10 Recording accurately:
. .1 Date of violation

.2 Time-a.m. or p.m.
.3 Place of violation
.4 Date of appearance
.5 Car and driver identification

.11 Describing violation
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS.

4.12 Recording section number of
violation

.13 Having violator sign citation

.14 Comparing signature with that on
driver's license

Release violator 5.1 After enforcement action
.2 After rechecking citation for

accuracy and legibility
. .3 After ascertaining if driver under-

stands information on citation
.4 Returning all documents
.5 Noting where driver pits documents
.6 'Thanking driver for cooperation
.7 Asking driver if he would like

assistance to return to trafficway
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Training Procedure No. 8

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

A traffic accident defies a rigid set of chronological steps for prope-- handling.
The urgency of any one of its aspects will govern the officer's course of action.

Confusion, hysteria, injuries, fire, foul weather, bad location, high speed,
traffic and poor visibility are some of the things encountered at the scene. The
need and ability to make sound decisions quickly and see to it that they are carried
out are imperative. The officer must control the situation.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Accident Investigation Kit:
Crayon, Marking (lumber yellow)
Paper
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring Steel

(white surface)
Template, Accident Investigators

Motor Vehicle Accident Form
Form, Statement

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Drive safely
Park properly
Be constantly alert for hazards, personal and others
Place all civilian help as safely as possible

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Receive accident information : 1.1 From dispatcher
.2 From citizen, notifying dispatcher
.3 Recording:

.1 Name and address of citizen
reporting

.2 Type of accident:

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nighttime only.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

SEEM KPY POINTS

e

2.

3.

4.

5.

Proceed to scene

Arrive at scene

Observe scene and situation

Protect scene

.

.

.

..
:
:

:
..
:
: .

..

.

..

..

:
..
..
..
.

.

..
..
..
..
..
: .

..

1.3.2.1 Personal injury
.2 Property damage only

.3 Time received
.4 Location

.4 01.4 4i fining as much information as
possible

2.1 Planning action
.2 Using extreme caution when disobey-

ing traffic laws
:3 Driving safely
.4 Using shortest and quickest route
.5 Using siren and emergency lights in

accordance with departmental policy
.6 Observing weather and road conditions
.7 Being alert for cars leaving scene

3. 1 Parking car at wife distance from
nearest object to be protected

.2 Leaving emergency lights operating
.3 illuminate accident scene with car

lights when necessary
.4 Using off -street faciIkties when avail-

able and accident is not serious
.5 Parking car crosswise to road to pro-

tect scene when necessary
.6 Recording time arrived

4.1 By quickly scanning area
.2 To determine course of action
.3. Traffic flow
.4 Congestion
.4 Rout blockage
.6 Urgent matters needing immediate

action
.7 Hazards which could compound the

accident
.8 Positions of victims if thrown from car

5. 1 To preserve evidence
.2 Warning approaching traffic
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

6. Care for injured

KEY POD'S

5.3 . Setting fusees
.4 In locating warning device, consider

speeds, visibility and road
condition

.5 T prevent further damage and other
accidents

.6 To prevent theft from vehicles or
injured persons

.7 Re-parking patrol car if necessary

.8 Roping off scene area

.9 Detouring traffic

.10 Requesting assistance from by-
: standers:

.1 Using professional drivers when
possible

Directing activities of assistants
.11 Requesting assistance needed from

headquarters - be specific
.12 Using tow trucks or other emergency

vehicles and their lights when
necessary

.13 Turning off ignitions and lights of
vehicles involved

.14 Guarding spilled gasoline or other
inflammables

. 6.1 Moving occupants ONLY if life

.. endangered
.2 Calling for rescue sqUad, ambulance

.. and/or medical help when necessary

. .3 Stop bleeding
, .4 Preventing shock or exposure by

keeping injured warm
: .5 Assisting minor injured persons
.. from vehicles safely
.. .6 Preventing theft of personal belong-
.. trip from injured persons
. .7 Noting unusual condition of injured
: while aiding them, such as
: evidence of alcohol
: .8 Keeping onlookers away from injured

71
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

3r )3PS LLYISMES

7. Locate and q.:estion drivers
and witnesses

8. Photograph scene

9. Sketch scene

.

:

:
.

6.9

7.1
.2
.3
.4

Using best help available when
necessary

To establish ownership and identity
By observing

1

By inquiring
Recording license numbers of vehicles

at accident scene - possible
: witnesses

.5 If driver cannot be located, assume it
. is a hit and run case

.6 Examining driver's condition

.7 Obtaining names and addresses

.8 Having drivers or owners assist in
caring for their property

.9 Ascertaining number of people involved
and possible injuries

: . 8.1 When necessary
. .2 As soon as practical
. .3 To record things that We re not noticed
.. .4 To record original scene before changed
. .5 To show damage before vehicles are
: moved
. .6 To prove statements
: .7 Being selective in photographs taken
. .8 To preserve evidence or clues which
.. may disappear
..

.

:

.
9.1 Using Field S.etch Sheet (See Appendixj,

page 232)
.2 To show general relationship of things

: .3 Making as neat and complete as
.. possible - avoid erasing or altering
. .4 Sketch should be identified, day and

hour of accident, names of roads,
. direction of north, names of people
.. who took measurements and made
. .drawing
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

10. Measure distances 10.1 Making measurements with tape.
.2 At all accidents
.3 Locating point of impact by trian-

gulation with permanent objects
.4 Of ,211 skidmarks and gouges

: .5 Locating final position of vehicles
from point of impact

.6 Location of dead or injured from
point of impact

.7 By marking various points with yellow
crayon after deciding what is to
be measured

.8 Using tape cautiously near electrical

a

: . wires
.. .9 Stopping or warning traffic if necessary.. .10 Being accurate as possible
. .11 Locating temporary objects or things
. as soon as possible

.12 Locating any possible traffic hazards
..

11. Gather physical evidence : . 11.1 By systematic search from point of
approach to scene to point of
departure

.. .2 By collecting adequate specimens
.3 Marlcing or tagging for identification
.4 To verify or disprove statements of..

.

.

12. Take written statements :

.

..
.

..

:

drivers and witnesses
.5 Determining condition of vehicle both

mechanical and otherwise

12.1 From drivers
.2 From witnesses - first from those

who may leave or be hard to reach
.3 At the scene - or the most convenient

.4 Be sure statement contains necessary
information

.5 When possible, have signatures
witnessed
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

13. Complete Motor Vehicle ..

Accident Report form .

(See Appendix V, pages 247- :
250)

1

14. Make arrest or issue citation

15. Clear roadway

..

KEY POINTS

13.1 Printing information legibly
.2 At scene
.3 To systematically gather information
.4 For departmental records'
.5 To record, who-what-why-when-where

and how
.6 To furnish information to related

government agencies and others
.7 To be used in planning and research
.8 Information must be complete
.9 Names ar addresses should be ver-

ified for spelling and correctness .

14.1 To take enforcement action
.2 After analyzing accident
.3 Where elements of violation can be

proven in court
.4 According to departmental policy
.5 For violations not directly contribut-

ing to accident
.6 For violations contributing to accident
.7 Be specific in charging violation
.8 Follow-up arrest or citation by ex-

plaining to citizen reason for
enforcement action

15.1 As soon as practical
.2 Restoring normal traffic flow
.3 Utilizing towing service
.4 By hand pushing vehicles
.5 Recording name of towing service
.6 Requesting owner or driver to select

tow truck service, when possible
.7 Removing or having removed hazardous

material from trafficway
.8 Avoiding unnecessary damage to vehicle
.9 Being alert to dangers from cables

used in towing or rif;hting vehicles
.10 Being alert and in a safe position

while tow truck is maneuvering
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MAZE KEY POINTS

16. Answer inquiries 16.1 Of involved persons only
.2 Telling drivers what reports they

must file and where obtained
.3 Giving reliable and helpful

information
.4 Being courteous
.5 Concerning local and state traffic

laws
:

17. Follow-up 17.1 Gathering facts not obtained at scene
'.2 Obtaining medical reports from doc-

tor or hospital
: :3 Questioning drivers or witnesses

that left the scene
.4 Arranging for or notifying relatives

of dead or injured
: .5 Completing necessary reports

.6 Requesting departmental assistance
.7 Notifying dispatcher 'upon completion

of handling accident
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Training Procedure No. 9

ARRESTING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Law enforcement agencies are given the responsibility and authority to arrest in
order to protect society from the'criminal. Upon the law enforcement officer is
conferred the power to arrest, to use it justly and wisely is the officer's duty.

Accompanying arrest are the inherent potential dangers of physical injury or
death and civil liability. Every arrest situation demands diagnosis by the officer.
No two arrests are alike, they are only similar in certain phases. Each officer
must be knowledgeable in both the practical and legal aspects of arrest. In the
practical aspect, to develop techniques for deterring or combatting violence and
to overcome the mental resistance of an arrestee. the legal aspect, to assure
compliance with the requirements of the law and to preclude legal and depart-
mental discipline as a result of unlawful or improper handling of the arrest.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Baton, Riot Revolver
Handcuffs Stick, Yawara
Injured Arrestee Field Report

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Maintain physical fitness
Be constantly alert
Approach all persons and onto and into all premises with caution
Request assistance when judgment indicates
Watch arrestee's hands

STEPS jCEY POINTS

1. Approach suspect : 1.1 As soon as possible
. .2 Unfastening holster flap
. .3 Scanning surrounding area
. .4 Planning action
: .5 Selecting spot for arrest
: . .6 Moving in from rear and /or side
: .7 Calmly
.. .8 Quietly
: . .9 Cautiously
: . .10 Cutting off escape route
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LAW ENFORCEMENT' OFFICER TRAINING

: 1.11
.. .12
:
. .13
: . 14

15
: .16
.
. .. .17

.12X101111

Expecting escape attempt
Using peripheral vision to detect

physical or other hazards
Using available cover or shadows
Avoid being silhouetted

. Noting dress for

.

.

..
..

.18

.19

2. Apprehend suspect . 2.1
. .2

.3
. .4

.5
. .6
.. .7
. .8
: .

.. .9

.

. .10

.. .11

.

.12
..
. .13
.3. Arrest suspect : 3.1

.2

identification,
Watching suspect constantly -

especially hands
Watching for objects that suspect

may discard
Noting his physical and mental

condition
Noting personal physical character-

istics for identification

As soon as possible
Taking by surprise
Stopping actions
Pursuing. as required
Using force as a last resort
Restraining physically, as required
Adhering strictly to the laws of arrest
Keeping suspect away from strong

hand side
Standing slightly to the rear and right

of suspect
Using only that amount of force

necessary to overcome resistance
Using special care with women,

juveniles, and mentally ill
Using revolver for protection of life

or preventing escape of felon
Requesting assistance

Commanding "Don't move"
Identifying self as law enforcement

officer.. .3 Ordering to move only as told
.4 Stating "You are under arrest".. .5 Stating reason for arrest

. .6 Speaking clearly
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

.. 3.7 Using authoritative tone of voic a
.. .13 Noting statements by arrestee for later

recording

4.

S.

Secure arrestee

Search arrestee

.

.

.

.

..

.

..

.

.

:
.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

:
.

.

.

.

..

.

: .

.

..

.

.

:

.

.

..

.

:

.

4.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

5.1
.2

.1

.2

.3
.3
.4
.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

79

Preventing escape
Ordering arrestee to assume spread-

eagle position using vertical surface
Removing handcuffs from case with

weak hand
Handcuffing hands behind back, palms

out, key holes up, double lock
pins away from arrestee

Double looking handcuffs
Isolating arrestee as soon as possible
Handcuffing to fixed object, when

appropriate
Keeping in view
Blocking exits
Preventing arrestee from injuring

himself or others
Preventing others from injuring arrestee
Refusing request of arrestee and/or

persons wishing to see or speak
to him at the scene

After handcuffing
Select location:

Away from people
Well lighted
Away from avenues of escape

For weapons \ (See Z)
For evidence '
Keeping arrestee in spread-eagle

position with head against
vertical surface

Methodically from head to toe
Using grasping motion of hand on

garment and body
Feeling for objects
Noting any peculiarities of garments
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LAW ENFORCEMENT

: 5.10

.11
.12

. .13
:

: .14
.

: .15

. 6.1

. .2

. .3

.

.4

.. .5
:

. .6

.

. .7
:

: .8
:
. .9
:
.

-: .10
: .11
:

. .12
:

.

: 7.1
.. .2
:

: .3
.
. .4
:

*

OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

Remove arrestee from
scene

Process arrestee for
confinement

Using female officer or trusted adult
woman for females

Providing security for female searcher
Removing all metal objects that may

be potential weapons
Examining objects carefully to deter-

mine if converted to weapon
Completing bodily search even

though weapon or evidence found
Calling for assistance, when necessary

Immediately from a belligerent crowd
As soon as possible 1

Taking to confinement facility or magistrate
Walking arrestee to confinement

facility, if practical
Holding handcuff chain at all times

when moving arrestee
Requesting departmental assistance

for transportation
Placing arrestee in safest location

within vehicle
Taking purse and spike heeled shoes

from female arrestee
Notifying dispatcher and recording

the starting and ending location
and odometer reading for females

Refusing requests of arrestee
Keeping constantly alert against

personal attack or attempt to escape
Noting statements made by arrestee

during transporting

Providing required medical treatment
Completing Injured Arrestee Field

Report (See Appendix W, page 252)
Delivering to custodial officer at

appropriate institution
Adhering to institution's confine-

ment procedures
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

o-41%.-4"44MATIrsv.,r4c-4,::-'er,

7.5 Having necessary commitment
documents

.6 Supplying necessary information

.7 Searching arrestee:
.1 In presence of custodial officer
.2 Removing all property
.3 Giving property to custodial officer
.4 Retaining possession of evidence
.5 Giving receipt for evidence taken
.6 Accounting with custodial officer

for arrestee's property
.8 Signing required forms
.9 Removing handcuffs
.10 Keeping constantly alert:

.1 Against personal attack

.2 Attempt to escape
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Training Procedure No 10

TESTIFYING IN COURT

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The arrest of a suspect after the investigation of a crime does not necessarily
close the case or end the officer's responsibility.

Under our system of government, any case involving an arrest may be put to a
test. This test is a court trial, which is the right of any person charged with a
crime. A trial is the examination of evidence by a jury, the evidence being
presented through witnesses by the attorneys for both sides of an action, according
to the rules of law as interpreted by the judge. The officer must handle every
case, in all its aspects, with this ultimate test in mind, since he connot foretell
which investigation will result in an arrest and which of these will result in a trlal.

Due to the fact that the officer is neither judge nor jury, he will not pass on
legal matters nor determine the guilt or Innocence of the defendent, 'The officer
is not an attorney, therefore, he will not defend or prosecute the accused. This
leaves the officer but one role in the court trial, that of a witness.

As a witness the officer is sworn to present his testimony to the court concern-
tog his personal knowledge regarding the case. The purpose of this procedure
is to assist the officer in testifying truthfully, objectively, and effectively,
thereby contributing to the impartial administration of justice.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Appropriate notes
Notebook, Pocket

GENERAL CAUTIONS IN TESTIFYING:

Assuming the public prosecutor's responsibilities must be avoided
Have confidence in the public prosecutor's handling of the case
Follow the public prosecutor's instructions
The officer's bearing and physical appearance must be above reproach
Testify impartially
Maintain an impersonal attitude
Tell the truth
Avoid guessing
Avoid arguing with the defense attorney
Be courteous
Sit erect
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

:

:
.

1.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

KEY 17gOINT

Prepare for court appearance Reviewing case reports
Placing only pages pertinent to case

in notebook
Checking personal appearance
Wcaring proper uniform (or conserv-

ative business suit and accessories)
Avoiding the wearing of any fraternal

insignia on civilian clothes
Nothing in breast pocket of civilian

Coat
..
.

.7 Contacting public prosecutor, if
prosecutor has not contacted
officer, to discuss case and

.. coordinate activities

.

.8 Assembling physical and documentary
evidence

.
:

.9 Providing for transportation of
physical evidence

2. Proceed to courthouse . 2.1 With evidence and notebook
.. .2 Attending correct court on day and at

time specified
.. .3 Arriving early
. .4 Maintaining respectful demeanor at
.. all times
..
: .

.5 Checking with appropriate court
personnel, as required

.
: .

.6 Discussing case privately only with
authorized persons

..

.
.7 Directing all other persons wanting

to discuss the case to the public
.. prosecutor

3. Confer with public
prosecutor

..

.
3.1
.2

Regarding changes
Receiving instructions

.. .3 Providing physical and documentary
evidence

. .4 Avoid the borrowing of prosecutor's
copy of the case reports

.. .5 Reviewing last minute details
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

SI 9PS KEY POINTS

4. Attend court 4.1 Taking no items not relevant into
.. the courtrlom

..

.2 Giving bailiff Sam Browne belt and
revolver in accordance with
court policy

.3 Selecting seat which affords basiest
.. ..nd most direct route to witness
.. stand
. .4 Seating self before judge arriv-ls
.. .5 Avoiding all talk
.

.

.6 Writing note when necessary to
communicate with prosecutor

.. .7 Paying attention to proceedings

.. .8 Noting friends and associates of

. defidant

5. Take the witness chair . 5.1 When summoned
.2 Be calm

.
.3 Maintaining erect posture, dignified

carriage, and impersonal attitude
. .4 Standing at attention and raising

right arm when being sworn in
.5 Looking at person giving the oath
.6 Sitting erect in witness chair

.. .7 Avoiding unusual mannerisms or
gestures

.

6. Answer questions
.

6.1 At iced by public prosecutor, defense
attorney, and judge

.. ./ Maintaining an impersonal attitude
.3 Listening to, hearing, and under-

:. standing the question
.4 Requesting that a question be repeated

wly:n not understood
.. .5 Thinking about the question

.6 Furmulating the answer mentally and
: logically before replying
.. .7 Answering only the question
. .8 Telling the truth
. .9 Avoid guessing
. .10 Confining testimony to relevant

matters
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1..-LW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEP; KEY POINTS

.. 6.11 Volunteering no other information

. .12 Choosing words carefully:

. .13 Repeating conversations verbatim

. .14 Avoiding use of technical law enforce-
: meat terms, criminal jargon., and
. slang:
.. .15 Looking at the judge or jury, as

: . appropriate, when replying
. .16 Speaking clearly in a conversational
. voice
. .17 Using plain and direct language
. .18 Answering "I don't know", as

appropriate
. .19 ioswering one question at a time:

.20 Stating "I cannot answer that question.
.. wit' a 'Yes' or 'No' ", as

appropriate
. .21 Referring to notes, as required:

: .22 Refreshing memory by using notes
. .23 Avoiding arguments
.
.. 7.1 When excused

.2 Receiving Sam Browne belt and
revolver from bailiff

.. .3 Avoiding the expression of any opinions
: concerning the trial
. .4 Refusing to discuss case with im-
: authorized persons
: .5 Avoid loitering about the courthouse
: .6 Leaving courthouse when dismissed
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Training Procedure No . 11

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Safety in handling firearms is fundamental to the protection of
life . There is no margin for error in determining whether or not
a firearm is loaded. These statements are particularly true in
a training situation. Too often we read or hear abooq the officer
Inadvertently shot by a brother officer or see the department floor
or ceiling with a bullet hole in it. Each officer must strictly
adhere to all safety rules concerning firearms.

Every officer should know, generally, the names of the most important
parts of firearms. By doing this an understanding of the mechanical
operation is more easily achieved. Knowing the parts and their function
in the operation of the weapon better prepares the officer to detect a
possible malfunction or unsafe condition. To detect a malfunction or
unsafe condition and subsequently repair it ensures dependable operation.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Departmental or personal weapon used on duty - sidearm
Revolver cleaning kit
Shotgun 12 gauge, riot
Shotgun cleaping kit
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

Learn Safety Rules

II

KEY POINTS

Treat all guns as though they are loaded.

Point a firearm olz at a person you are
justified in killing.

Allow only an expert to repair your weapon .

All firearms training must be properly and
adequately supervised by someone in authority .

All safety precautions must be adhered to and
enforced.

Strictest discipline must be maintained.
Carelessness and thoughtlessness cannot and
must not be tolerated during firearms training.

Immediately on picking ap.a firearm, open the
cylinder or action and check to see that it is
unloaded--check it again.

A firearm is given to or received from another
person mil when the cylinder or action is open.

Never anticipate a command.

Check for obstruction in barrel of a firearm
before loading.

Load only after position is taken at the firing .

point and the command to load has been given.

Unload when and as instructed.

Keep the firearm pointed down range at all
times.

Draw a revolver from the holster or reholster
with the finger outside the trigger guard.

When shooting single-action, place your finger
on the trigger only after the firearm is pointed
toward the target and the cocking action has been
completed.
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STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

No smoking on the firing line.

No talking on the firing line or to shooters
on the firing line, except by instructors.

Always keep the muzzle of a firearm from
touching the ground.

Place thumb in front of the hammer before
releasing the trigger when letting hammer
down on a live cartridge.

In case of a misfire, keep the firearm pointed
down range at least ten seconds before opening
the cylinder.

After a malfunction unload and check the
barrel for obstructions.before firing a
succeeding shot.

Unload firearm before leaving the firing line.

Leave firing line only when command is given.

A loaded firearm is allowed only on the firing
line.

Dry fire on the range only under the supervision
of an instructor.

Pay strict attention to the range officer.
He will instruct you as to exactly what you
are to do.
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STEPS

2. Learn "arts of Revolver
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING TARGET -COMBAT

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Target shooting offered through an organized training situation by a
qualified instructor provides the best method to learn the fundamentals
of revolver shooting. The use of a revolver as a weapon requires expert
training and regular practice. Expert training is necessary to acquire
the basic knowledge and skill necessary to develop proficiency in handling
the weapon and regular practice is required to maintain arid increase
proficiency.

Once the officer acquires the basic knowlete and skill of handling the
revolver he must then proceed to develop as much skill as possible in
reacting to a combat situation. Combat shooting requires firing rapidly
and accurately.

Concomitant with skillful use of the weapon is the equally important
criterion of determining the justifiable use of the weapon. Not knowing
under what circumstances the weapon may be used places the officer at a
decided disadvantage. Use of the weapon in any situation must be based
on sound judgment with the ever present thought that hanging in the
balance of a decision is life or death.

EQUIPMENT:

Revolver Cleaning Kit .38 Caliber:
Bore Brush. Brass wire
Bore Cleaner
Carwax, fine grade
Cloth, Polishing
Coarse cloth or extra fine steel wool
Cylinder Brush, Nylon or Bristle
Gun Grease, Fine Grade
Lightweight Oil, Fine Grade
Patches, Cleaning
Rod. Cleaning with detachable tip
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Screwdriver, small
Toothbrush or 1/2" to 1"

Bristle Paint Brush
Sidearm. Departmental issue

or personal
Target. Silhouette
Target. Pesters. Black & White
Uniform of the Day



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Review Safety Practices Training Procedure No. 10

REVOLVER SHOOTING - SINVLE ACTION BULLSEYE TARGET.

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Assume offhand stance 1. Any one of three positions:

1.1 Face target
1.2 Blade target
1.3 450 angle to target

2. Feet ir to 18" apart

3. Weight evenly distributed

4. Stance should be practiced till it
becomes natural

Stances, left to right: facing target directly; "blading" target; compromise
position at 45 degree angle to target.
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STEPS

2. Draw Revolver

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

2.1 Face target
.. . .2 Place strong hand on butt of weapon

. .3 Grip firmly
. .3.1 Place webbing between thumb and

forefinger high on back strap
.3.2 Keep trigger finger out of

. guard.

. .3.13 Thumb high on frame, no pressure
.3.14 Maintain grip
.4 Snap weapon out of holster

:

:



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

3. Load Revolver 3.1
. 2

.3

.4

. 6

.7
8.

.9

. 10

. J.1

.12

. 13

Keep weapon pointed down range
Place revolver in palm of weak hand
Releasing cylinder latch with thumb
of strong head
Push cylinder out with middle two
fingers
Obtain six cartridges
Lower muzzle to 45° angle
Hold cartridges in palm of strong hand
Grasp rim of cartridge with tips of
thumb, index and middle finger
Insert cartridge into cylinder chamber
Revolve cylinder with thumb of weak
hand
Bringing empty cylinder to the tap
Load all cylinders
Close cylinder, gently
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

4. Sight on Target

6:00 O'CLOCK HOLD
BULLSEYE TARGET

. 4. 1 Extend arm and revolver at shoulder
level toward target

.1.1 Lock shoulder-elbow-wrist in position
. .2 Concentrate vision on revolver sights
.. .2.1 Top of front sight even with top of

rear sight an equal amount of light
. on either side of front blade
.. .2.2 Target al-luld appear fuzzy or gray,
. sights clear and sharp
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KE POINTS

5. Fire at target

WEAK HAND - SINGLE ACTON

STRONG RAND - SINGLE ACTION

S.1 0 k revolver
.1.1 Use tip of thumb oil spur of hammer

.. .1.2 Do not relax grip
. 2 Recheck for correct sight picture
.3 Take a breath, exhale some air,

hold rest
... .4 Squeeze trigger
. .4.1 Centering pad of end joint of index

finger on trigger
.4.2 Squeezing straight back
.4.3 Maintaning constant even pressure on

trigger
.5 Repeat for number of shots required
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LAW ENFC...ZMENT OFFICER TRAINING

REVOLVER SHOOTING - COMBAT - DOUBLE ACTION

1.

STEPS

:

..

1.1

1.1.1
.1.2
.1..3
.1.4
.1.5

KEY POINTS

Assume Position The position best suited to the
situation
Crouch-hip or point shoulder shooting
Standing - offhand or barricade shooting
Kneeling - Point shoulder shooting
Sitting - using knee as rest
Prone - using free hand as rest

VARIOUS FIRING POSTURES

Ifearr&tr

PINE MIN KNEELING

11iI6

STANDING IIP SWIG

DEFENSE SHOOTING WITH A HANDGUN

W UMW NW
Ws OW418 SWUM NMI

WE WI
WS We
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

2. Draw Revolver

WEAK HAND - DOUBLE ACTION

KEY POINTS

. 2.1 While assuming position
. 2 . Lock hand on butt thumb clown
. 2.1 Keep trigger finger out of trigger guard
.3 Snap 'revolver out of holster

. . 3.1 Insert trigger finger when revolver
clears holster

. 4 Maintain firm grip

STRONG HAND - DOUBLE ACTION
100



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

3. Fire at target

A. Hip shooting

CROUCH POSITION

KEY POINTS

. 3.1 Concentrate vision on target at
distances 0 to 15 yards.

3. a. 1 Point revolver at target as you
would index finger

a. 2 Upper arm 45° angle, forearm and
: hand parallel to ground

a.3 Elbow in front of body (tucked in)
.2 Trigger finger inserted to first joint

or further
.3 Stroke trigger back, smoothly

. .4 Maintaining firm grip



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

b. Standing or
offhand

STANDING POSITIONS
WITHOUT SUPPORT

OFF -HAND

KEY POINTS

b.1 In the open or from behind object
: .2 Feet 12" to 18" apart or best balanced

position
.3 Holding revolver straight out at shoulder.. height
.4 Locking shoulder, elbow, wrist
.5 Focusing vision on revolver sights so

target appears fuzzy or gray
.6 Stroke trigger back, smoothly .
.7 Maintaining firm grip
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LA* ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

c. Kneeling

KNEELING POSITION

KEY POINTS

3. c.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

Dropping down to strong knee
Holding revolver straight out at
shoulder height
Locking shoulder, elbow and waist
Focusing vision on revolver sights
so target appears fuzzy or gray
Stroke trigger back, smoothly
Maintaining firm grip
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

d. Sitting

SITTING POSITION

V

..

KEY POINTS

3. d.1 Place weak hand behind back and
sit down

.2 Extend revolver straight out from
shoulder

.3 Lock shoulder, elbow and wrist
.4 Focus vision on sights so target

appears fuzzy or gray
.5 Stroke trigger back, smoothly
.6 Maintaining firm grip
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS LEY POINT

e. Probe e. 1 Fall to knees and then rest of way down
.2 Use weak hand to break fall
.3 Extend revolver um out and lock in

position
.4 Use palm of weak hand to rest revolver

butt (optional)
.5 Focus vision on revolver sights so target

appears fuzzy, or gray
.6 Stroke trigger back, smoothly
.7 Maintain firm grip
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Training Procedure No. 13

FIREARMS, SHOTGUN SHOOTING (12GAUGE)

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The shotgun is a versatile weapon that commands a tremendous psychological
respect because of its effectiveness. At close range, loaded with shot,
the shotgun is formidable. Actual aiming is not required and the officer
can literally spray any given area. Loaded with the rifled slug and
at ranges to 100 yards its penetration and stopping power is more than
adequate in most instances. It lends itself well to a law enforcement
combat situation both psychologically and through effective firepower.

The law enforcement officer who resorts to the use of a shotgun by assign-
ment or choice must be trained in its use. Placed in the hands of an untrained
officer the shotgun is dangerous to all involved and its effectiveness is
doubtful.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Riot Shotgun, 12-Ga. Pump or Automatic
Shells, 12-Ga. 00 Buck Shot
Shells, 12-Ga. Rifled slug
Shotgun, 12 Ga. Cleaning kit
Target, Bobber

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Make certain safety is on at all times other than actual firing
Never load until instructed to load
Keep shotgun pointed down range at all times
Check shotgun shells to make certain they are proper gailge and

load - pellet - slug
Visually check barrel and receiver for obstruction
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

1. Assume stance
a. Hip

Top of woof ohos14 bo Veto 61
Above Iowa of green&

is" 11101

SHOTGUN soseaR TARGET
(fordboord or similar m000rief)

b. Shoulder

2. Load shotgun
a. pump

b. Automatic

-r

KEY POINTS

1.1
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Facing target
Lock stock against side just above hip
Use forearm parallel to stock for locking
Pointing shotgun at target
Using peripheral vision to line up barrel
and target
Place weak hand on fore-end

108

1.b.1 Bring shotgun to shoulder height
.2 Fit stock tight against shoulder on

muscular portion
.3 Point shotgun at target
.4 Place weak hand on foremend

2.a. 1 Make certain safety is in "on," position
a. 2 Turn shotgun over so trigger guard is up
a.3 Check shells for damage, proper gauge,

proper load
a.4 Insert shells in magazine loading port
a.5 Start shell in by using thumb, index and

middle finger
a.6 Use thumb on base of shell to push shell

in rest of way
a. 7 After magazine loaded return shotgun to

firing position
a.8 Pull back quickly and firmly on fore-end

to load shell in firing chamber

2.b.1 Follow above procedure except pull
back on operating handle to load shell in
firing chamber



3.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

.. 3.1
.2

.. .3
.4
.5
.6

.. .7

..

b. 1

TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

Fire shotgun

a. pump

b. AutOmatic

Release safety with index finger
Recheck sight alignment
Slueeze trigger back firmly and rapidly
Release trigger completely
Readjust shotgun on target if necessary
Pull back quickly and firmly on fore-end
to reioad chamber
Repeat trigger squeeze and reloading as
often as necessary

Trigger may he squeezed till all rounds
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are expended then reloaded.
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APPENDIX A

THE BILL OF RIGHTS
Original Ten Amendments to the Constitution with Preamble

We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect Union, establish
justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity,
do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of Americp.

ARTICLE I. Freedom of Religion, Speech, and the Press; Right of Assembly and
petition. Congrees shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or a/ ridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Govern-
ment for a redress of grievances .

ARTICLE U. Right to Keen and Bear Arms. A well regulated militia, being neces-
sary to the security of a free State, the right of di people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.

ARTICLE III. 0.NLttering of Soldiers. No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered
in any house, without the consent of the owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to
be prescribed by law.

ARTICLE IV . Right of Search and Seizure Regulated. The right of the people to
be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly destribing the
place to be searched, and the persons or things to 'cle seized.

ARTICLE V . Rights of the Accused in Criminal Proceedings . No person shall be
held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment
or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces,
or In Ur militia, when in actual service in time of war or public danger; not shall
any person be subject. for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life Cr
limb; no shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself,
nor be depraved t - life, liberty, or property, withoui due process of law; nor shall
private property be tiken for public use, without just compensation.

AP TICLE Sleedy Trial, Witnesses, Etc. In all criminal prosecutions,
the accuse.. shall enjoy the right to a speedy and pub .c trial, by an impartial jury
of the State a district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which dis-
trict shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be infor :ted of the
nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against
him; to have compulsory procesi. for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have
the asaistance of counsel fcr his defense.
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APPENDIX A (coat .)

ARTICLE VII. Right of Trial by jo . In suits at common taw, where the value
in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved, and no fact tvied by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any
clurt of the UnitedStates, than according to the rules of the common law .

ARTICLE VIII . Protection Against Excessive Bail and Punishments. Excessive
bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishment inflicted.

ARTICLE IX. Rights Retained by the Pe . The enumeration it the Constitute
tion, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained
by the people.

ARTICILE X . Rights of States Under Constitution. The powers not delegated to
the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it tiG the States, are ro-
served to the States respectively, or to the people.
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APPENDIX B

LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS

As a Law Enforcement Officer my fundamental duty is to serve mankind; to-'
safeguard lives" and property; to protect the innocent against deception, the weak
against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and
to respect the Constitutional rights of all men to liberty, equality and justice.

I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain courageous
calm in the face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop self- restraint; and be constantly .

mindful of the welfare of others. Nonest in thought end deed in both my personal and
official life, I will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of
my department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is confided to
me in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless revelation is necessary in
the performance of my duty.

I will never act officiously or permit personal feelings, prejudices, animosities,
or friendships to influence idly decisions With no compromise for crime and with
relentless prosecution of criminals, I will enforce the law courteously and appropri-
ately without fear or favor, malice or ill will, never employing unnecessary force or
violence and never accepting gratuities.

I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as _

a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the ethics of police service. I will
constantly strive to achieve these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself before God_
to my chosen profession....law enforcement.
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CANONS OF POLICE. ETHICS

ARTICLE 1. PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF JOB

The primary responsibility of the police service, and of the individual officer, is
the protection of the people of the United States through the upholding of their laws;
chief among these is the Constitution of the United States and its amendments . The law
enforcement officer always represents the whole of the community and its legally ex-
pressed will and is never the arm of any political party or clique.

ARTICLE 2. LIMITATIONS OF AUTHORITY

The first duty of a law enforcement officer, as upholder of the law, is to know its
bounds upon him in enforcing it. Because he represents the legal will of the community,
be it local, state or federal, he must be aware of the limitations and proscriptions
which the people, through the law, have placed upon him. He must recognize the genius
of the American system of government which gives to no man, groups of men, or in-
stitution, abs 'lute power, and he must insure that he, as a prime defender of that
system , does not pervert its character.

ARTICLE 3. DUTY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH THE LAW AND WITH RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SELF AND OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS

The law enforcement officer shall assiduously apply himself to the study of the
principles of the laws which he is sworn to uphold. He will make certain of his respon-
sibilities in the particulars of their enforcement, seeking aid from his superiors in
matters of technicality or principle when these are not clear to him; he will make
special effort to fully understand his relationship to other public officials, including
other law enforcement agencies, particularly on matters of jurisdiction, both geo-
graphically and substantively.

ARTICLE 4. UTILIZATION OF PROPER MEANS TO GAIN PROPER ENDS

The law enforcement officer shall be mindful of his responsibility to pay strict
heed to the selection of means in discharging the duties of his office. Violations of law
or disregard for public safety and property on the part of an officer are intrinsically
wrong; they are self-defeating in that they instill in the public mind a like disposition.
The employment of illegal meshes, no matter how worthy the end, is certain to encourage
disrespect for the law and its officers. If the law is to be honored, it must be honored
by those who enforce it.
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APPENDIX C (cont .)

ARTICLE 5. COOPERATION WITH PUBLIC OFFICIALS IN THE DISCHARGE OF
THEIR AUTHORIZED DUTIES

The law enforcement officer shall cooperate fully with other public officials in
the discharge of authorized duties, regardless of party affiliation or personal prejudice.
He shall be meticulous, however, in assuring himself of the propriety, under the law,
of such actions and shall guard against the use of his office or person, whether know-
ingly or unknowingly, in any improper action. In any situation open to question, he
shall seek authority from his superior officer, giving him a full report of the proposed
service or action.

ARTICLE 6. PRIVATE CONDUCT

The law enforcement officer shall be mindful of his special identification by the
public as an upholder of the law. Laxity of conduct or manner in private life, express-
ing either disrespect for the law or seeking to gain special privilege, cannot but re-
flect upon the police officer and the police service. The community and the service
require that the law enforcement officer lead the life of a decent and honorable man.
Following the career of a policeman gives no man special perquisites. It does give
the satisfaction and pride of following and furthering an unbroken tradition of safe-
guarding the American republic. The officer who reflects upon this tradition will not
degrade it. Rather, he will so conduct his private life that the public will regard him
as an example of stability, fidelity and morality.

ARTICLE 7. CONDUCT TOWARD THE PUBLIC

The law enforcement officer, mindful of his responsibility to the whole commu-
nity, shall deal with individuals of the community in a manner calculated to instill
respect for its laws and its police service. The law enforcement officer shall conduct
his official life in si manner such as will inspire confidence and trust. Thus, he will
be neither over-bearing nor subservient, as no individual citizen has an obligation to
stand in awe of him nor a right to command him. The officer will give service where
he can, and require compliance with the law. He will do neither from personal
preference or prejudice but rather as a duly appointed officer of the law discharging
his sworn obligation.

ARTICLE 8. CONDUCT IN ARRESTING AND DEALING WITH LAW VIOLATORS

The law enforcement officer shall use his power of arrest strictly in accordance
with the law arid with due regard to the rights of the citizen concerned. His office
gives him no right to prosecute the violator nor to mete 3ut punishment for the offense.
He shall, at all time,;, have a clear appreciation of his responsibilities and limitations
regarding detention of the violator; he shall conduct himself in such a manner as will
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APPENDIX C (cont.)

:minttnize the possibility of having to use force. To this end he shall cultivate a dedi-
cation to the service of the people and the equitable upholding of their laws whether in
the handling of law violators or in dealing with the law-abiding.

ARTICLE 9. GIFTS AND FAVORS

The law enforcement officer, representing government, bears the heavy respon-
sibility of maintaining, in his conduct, the honor and integrity of all government in-
stitutions. lie shall, therefore, guard against placing himself in a position in which any
person can expect special consideration or in which the public can reasonably assume
that special consideration is being given. Thus,.he should be firm in refusing gifts,
favors, or gratuities, large or small, which can, in the public mind, be interpreted as
capable of influencing his judgment in the discharge of his duties.

ARTICLE 10. PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE

The law enforcement officer shall be concerned equally in the prosecution of the
wrong-doer and the defense of the innocent. lie shall ascertain what constitutes evi-
dence and shall present such evidence impartially and without malice. Li so doing, he
will ignore social, political, and all other distinctions among the persons involved,
strengthening the tradition of the reliability and integrity of an officer's Word.

The law enforcement officer shall take special pains to increase his perception
and skill of observation, mindful that in many situations his is the sole impartial tes-
timony to the facts of a case.

ARTICLE 11. ATTITUDE TOWARD PROFESSION

The !aw enforcement officer shall regard the disehargv of Ms duties ds a public
trust and recognize his responsibility as a public servant. By diligent study and sincere
attention to self-improvement he shall strive to make the best possible application of
SLICila: to the solution of crime and, in the field of human relationships, strive for
ctfec tivt.. leadership and public influence in matters affecting public safety . He shall
appreciate the importance and responsibility of. his office. hold police work to be an
honorable: profession rendering valuable service to his community and his country.
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APPENDIX E

PERSONS REPORT

.

Suspicious Wonted Missing

Nome.

Mils:-
...

Adam:-
City. St .

I.
Tolopkono.

PERSONAL:

Son. Color-
Nationality. .

eirenisto.
Birthplace-

Wit °. " Woi ht,q, lbs.
Build.
Noir.

E es-
11..

Complexion.

0 Board.
CI:wadedOf es.

0 - °lion-

Emitters..

Notgout.
il

.--
Front Side

DRESS:

Hoodeoss.
Moak.

Outer Comsat-
Neckwear-

Lipper Gorrsont-

Lower Garment.

Stockings.

Footwoor.
owolry.

VE14IQ.E:

Model-

Body-

Year*

Color-

Learns*.

Stet.-

Chirac

REMARKS:

PERSONS REPORT
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APPENDIX P (cont.)

Atoned WANTED VEHICLE LIST

0 2

1

0 0

'Aimed 0
7

VIP

-r

11
yr. am.

Back Sides

WANTED VEI Ifr..:LE LIST

:.1W01010V,W
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SECURITY SURVEY

..._.

H

BUSINESS

-1..)
REPORT

Business Name:

Address:

Tel hone:

1_0 Mvnager:

Residence:

Telephone:

Assistant Monacier:

AlResidence:

Telephone:

Kind of Business:

PHYSICAL SECURITY INSPECTION

c
u.

..!
...ve OK

Designote: x Defective
NS.E.W

e

I 4 3;

Doors: Locks
Bars

Hoses

Windows: Lock s0 Bars i
Entries: Security 4__Qther

Accessibility
Ni 10.1..11Safe

Exterior

Interior

View: Shades

Displays

Safe: None Ci
Visible. easily 0 poorly 0 concealed 0

Can officer easily reach all means of entry without

climbing fences, etc.? Yes 0 No 0

Front Side

APPENDIX I

Location of interior light switches on ground floor:

Night Watchman: Name.

None CI Private Petrol 0
Al arm System:

Other Protective De* ices:.

Precautions taken against holdup:

Did u make ersonal invagi ation of points
covered? Yes 0 No 0 If note why?

SUGGESTIONS MADE:

Doerr..
Windows.

Roof.

Safe.

Night Light.

Shop Lifter =.

Check Passers. Q
Hold Up:
Other.

Did mu give manager copies of Department's

brochures? Yes 0 No 0
Will your suggestions .n followed?

Yes 0 No Ci' Doutaul 0
I Officer: Dam

BUSINESS SECURITY SURVEY REPORT
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INFORMATION ON
PERSONALI'T'IES

1
TR. K. Ma It.e. Pat C.

0 Name
Address

Telephone

ODew of Birth.

Birth PIIMI

Marne Status.
Date Married..

2o aducatioe
2

Business..:
5
i
i Robby.

..
Likes.eh

r Die likre

Special Talon.

IWhere introduced

4,10
Rasairks.

0

.

(Oyer)

Front Side

APPENDIX K

1

.

Name of Spouse..

Address.

....

........

Telephone »

Date of Birth
Bing Place
Vducation ....... ....

Business

Robby

Likes. .. .....

Dhlikes

Special Tabun

Where Introduced

Remarks

V *
v.... *N...

.6qm*

NO NO

.44100

..... or ......... .....

Courtesy Letax

INFORMATION ON PERSONALITIES
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Back Side
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OFFICERS WATCH ACTIVITY REPORT

To ......, Dote Day
(Supervisors title and noso0

Officer Watch: From
MIZ
Officer Assignment

eminent

Volsiclo No.

To . Odomoten In

Oat.

DISTRIBUTION

U:ZI
IIIIII

MM

TO HOURS

LOCATIONLOCATION AND ACTIVITY
SUMMARY NO.

TOTAL MILEAGE

MENEM to
us
toI= =11

MilallINIMEM
111.11.11

6

ARRESTS

.1111
III.InIN-8

VI

0I-4
o
5
zu

m

MEM tOz
8
Cg4

.111

M Z 111111

MII==MOM=ME=
=I

EM 4
IT

1.11
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17.1:

NMINsz
42
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.111

Eli
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us

ti u
IT.

444
.8

tu
-I-a MNElME iii
4/1

4.11=11,........

OFFICER'S WATCH ACTIVITY REPORT Actual size 8- I/2"x I l"
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..,
Deportment

Is a duly oppointci member of the
Department

Signature Signature
Dept. Heed Gov't. Hoed

Front Side

I

Fingerprint
Right Index

Finger

Rest
Photograph

Heir Eyes
Weight Height

Signature Dote

Back Side

IDENTIFICATION CARD
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....1101,11.

APP FNI)1 X N

Census Trost

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

Deportment
City-County PolIcaeteriffs

Type ul Gime:

Name of Victim

Ad dress

Report Case NO..-

City State

Phone

Reported

Home Addiess:

Ph.

Ooto & Time Report Recfi

Roportei To ,

Assigned To

Dote Committed

TOMO Committed

Per son Attacked
(Noce--SoxAgeType of Occiopotion)

What was $ victim doing at vime of attack?

Property Attacked
rrrpe of Premises end/or Location)

How Attacked

Meals of Attack
(Weapons or Tools Used)

Ate. of Attack
(Who Was Token or Why Committed)

f 'tidemark

Vehicle Used
(Give Available Description)

Name

SUSPECT AND DESCRIPTION

AI ices , .
Address

Nationality

Color Sex Age Eyes Holt Height Weight

Build Complexion Seers or Marks

Characteristics_

Headdress

Disguise or Mask

Outer Garment

Neckwear

Upper Garment,

Lower Garment

Gloves

Stockings

Footwear

Jewelery

Occupation

Employer

Hangout

Remark s

DRESS

OTHER IDENTIFICATION

m,

Name

Address

I By Officer

Dot.

PERSON ARRESTED

Age

00.13.

Officer Making Report
(Sign in ink)

Dote Time

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION REPORT na I size 8- I /2" x 11"
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PATROL CAR AND
EQUIPMENT FIELD CHECKdUXILIARY LIST

Patrol Car No.: Dates

Previous Driver:
OPERATION

1. OKm0 oo..
-- x- Defective ai t

.s.

a L
t
4

I. Cleanliness
2. Damage0 3. Identification

4 Leaks

S. Tiros

6. Auxiliary Equipment
7. Safety Seat Belts

8. Weapons and Security

9. instruments

10. **odometer Check

11. Nei, Oil, Water
12 Lubrication & Srvit*
r. Siren

413-74. Lights & Reflectors

15. Engine Operation

16. Untosuel Noises

17. Brakes

18. Clutch

19. Steering

20. Radio

-"'' Officers

Supervisor

Remarks: (Can% on bock)

PATROL CAR AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT FIELD CHECK LIST



APPENDIX P

HOME REPORTUNOCCUPIED

Dote of Departure: Return:

Name:

Address:

O.Telephone:
Forwarding Address

Reported By:

Address:

Reported To: .
In emergency, notify:

Address:

Telephone:

D ortment brochure:
HAZARDS UNCORRECTED:

Doors. Front 0 Rear 0 Side 0 Garage 0
Other

Windows. Front 0 Rear 0 Side° Geroge°
Other

el Services discontinued. Yes 0 No 0
Deliveries discontinued. Yes 0 No 0
Lawn care. Yes 0 No 0
Pet core. Yes 0 No 0

0 Night hot. Yes 0 No 0
Shades. Yes° No 0
Neighbor contacted:

Address.

OPer sons authorized on premises:

Rambo: Won't. on bock)

...-

. UNOCCUPIEDEICAIE REPORT

132



APPENDIX Q

PROPERTY TAG NO. CASE NO.

Property: Evidence 1:1 Found 1:1 Per sonal 1:1 Recovered 1:1

Owner,

0 Address:

Claimed by: Dates

Address:

Mothud a Disposals

To:

Address:

Turned in by:

Turned in to: Date: Time:
...................................DETACH HEEE........1.0...~.=M1100dEMOM.

PROPERTY RECORD CARO NO. CASE.N0._
Property: Evidence Found 1:1 Pm son& 1:1 Recovered 1:1

Owner:

Address:

Claimed by;

Address:

Method of Disposal;

To:

Address:

Turned in by:

Turned in to: Dater Timm

Front Side

PROPERTY TAG
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APPENDIX Q (cont .)

ITEM QUANTITY I DESCRIPTION STORED

.........................

ITEM QUANTITY

.................................. -.....................................

. - .- . x STQREQ

I

Back Side

PROPERTY TAG
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APPENDIX R
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UNIFORM TRAFFIC TICKET AND COMPLAINT

Quadruplicate form Actual size 4-1/8" x 8" .
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FIELD REPORT

1-----
PRELIMINARY

INVESTIGATION-0-
Type of Crime:

Beet: CT: RAs

VICTIM;

0 Address-City-
Pismo-

REPORTED BY:

OAddress-

City.
Phone.

Dote R .. :teas Times

R rted To:

Dote Committed:

Time Cormoifted:

Per son Attacked:

Pro or Attacked:

How Attacked:

Meats of Mocks

Object of Mocks

Trademark;

Vehicle Used:

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION FIELD REPORT
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fr

0

--..... Deportment
City, State

Location
Date
Time

I (first, middle initial, last name), make the fol .
lowing statement to (rank, name of recorder),
known to me to be a member of the (name of de
partment). I have been advised that prior to time

O of confinement, or removal from the county, I
hove the right to communicate with an attorney,
or with a relotive or other person, for the pur
pose of obtaining counsel or arranging boils
that thereafter I hove the right to confer with

O my attorney privately, or with another person
to arrange bails and that I have o right to com
municate with my attorney, or other person, for
purpose of obtoining counsel by reosonable
number of telephone coils. I have been advised
that the police, or other arresting officer, may
not require me to make a statement, but that if
I do, it 'may be used in evidence ogoinst me.

My name Is (first, middle, last name). I ore
(number) veers old, live at (number and street
address) in 041 (state). I attend (number) grade
at (name) school. I am employed as a (00.
eugubies) by (name of firm) at (number and street

O address) in (city), (state).

(Write details in chronological order.)

I have reed this statement which consists of
(number) pages, initialed ell corrections which

O have been mode, and signed each pole. I have
given this statement freely and voluntarily. No
throats or premises of any kind have been made

. to or used against are to make this statement end
It is the truth. I hove nothing further to add.

O Signed: WS middle, last name)
Date: Time:

Witnessed by:
(Signed .first, middle initial, last. name -rank)
(two)

SAMPLE FORMAT FOR STATEMENT
137
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APPENDIX U

GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING WHO, WHAT, WHY, WHERE, WHEN AND HOW

1. Who?

2. What?

Who was the victim?
Who made the report?
Who discovered the crime?
Who saw or heard st..iething of importance?
INho had a motive for committing the crime?
Who committed the crime?
Who helped him?
Who'will sign the complaint?
Who was talked to?
Who worked on the case?
Who marked the evidence?
Who received the evidence?

What was the nature of the crime committed?
What actions were taken by the suspect?
What happened?
What do the witnesses know about it?
What evidence was obtained?
What was done with the evidence?

. What tools were used?
What action did the officer take?
What further action is needed?
What knowledge, skill, or strength was needed to

commit the crime?
What othet agencies were notified?
What was reported but did not occur?
What witnesses were not contacted?
What time was the crime committed?
What time was the crime reported?
What was the time of your arrival?
What time did you contact witnesses?

:3. Where?
Where was the crime discovered?
Where was the crime committed?
Where were the tools or weapons obtained?
Where was the victim?
Where was the suspect seen?
Where was the witness?
Where dW the criminal live?
Where did the criminal hang out?
Where is he now?

138



4. When?

5. How?

APPENDIX U (cont. )

Where would he most likely go?
Where was he apprehended?
Were was the evidence marked?
Where was the evidence stored?

When was the crime committed?
When was the crime discovered?
When were the authorities notified?
When did the authorities arrive at the scene?
When was the guilty party arrested?
When was the victim last seen?
When did help arrive?
When will the complaint be signed?

How was the crime committed?
How did the criminal get to the scene?
How did the criminal get away?
How did the criminal obtain information in order to

commit the crime?
How was the crime discovered?
How were the tools obtained?
How did you get your information regarding the

crime?
How did you manage the arrest?

6. With What?
With what tools was the crime committed?
With what weapons was the crime committed?
With what means did the criminal travel to and from

. the scene?

a . Auto
b. Bicycle
c . Train
d. Bus
e . On foot
f. etc.

With what trade or profession are the tools associated?
With what other crime is this crime associated?

139



APPENDIX U (cont.)

7. Why?
Why was the crime committed?
Why were the tools used?
Why wt._-e certain weapons used?
Why was the crime reported?
Why were witnesses reluctant to talk?
Why was the witness anxious to point out guilty

parties?
Why so much time before die crime was reported?
Why did the criminal use a certain MO of entry?

8. With Whom?
With whom did the criminal. associate?
With whom was the victim last seen?
With whom are the witnesses connected?
With whom did the criminal commit the crime?
With whom did you talk at the scene and at other

places?
With whom did you work on the investigation?
With whom did you expect to locate the suspect?

How Much?
How much damage was done?
,How much property was taken?
How much knowledge was necessary to commit the

crime?
How much money was taken (denominations)?
How much did the victim claim was stolen?
How much trouble was it to carry the property away?
How much information are the witnesses not giving out?
How much is the victim withholding?
How much additional information do you need to help

solve the crime?
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APPENDIX V (coin. )

C ON FIDENTIAL THIS INFORMATION TO BE RETAINED UNTIL AFTER PROSECUTION IS COMPLETED
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CONFIDENTIAL THIS INFORMATION TO BE RETAINED UNTIL AFTER PROSECUTION IS COMPLETED
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XI
r--

INJ URED ARRESTEE FIELD REPORT

Arrests.:
Alcoholiv breath?

Nature and extent of injuries:

0 Treatment Given

In your opinion is the physical condition of this
Arrests, such that he moy be held in custody

in Lou l without eadongeielg his

life or health? Yes a No a
MP

Signed:

(M. D.- Interne)

Hospital:

Time Entered Hospital:0 Dota-
l.--

Brought In Est Officer:

Nurses in Atteridence

II

0 Time Discherved:

0 Officer:

INJURED ARRESTEE FIELI) REPORT
.....,
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C - Complainant

V - Victim

* - Number

S - Suspect

W - Witneis (when used alone or with *)

W - White (only when used with another letter designating sex)

tM - Male ". " - exact words used

F - Female t - up (or raise)

N - Negro 49 - down (or lower)

n - north + - together with (intersection) plus

s - south - without (or removed) less

e - east & - and

w - west 4) - at

414 1 - left c/a - carried away

Allio r - right c/t - carried to

f - front c/u - carried up

II - parallel to c/d - carried down

I - perpendicular ea - each

L - right angle

.. - stated

SAMPLE ABBREVIATION CHART
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A - Adam

B - Boy

C - Charles

D - David

E - Edward

F - Frank

G - George

H - Henry

I Ida

J - John

K - King

L - Lincoln

M - Mary

APPENDIX Y

N - Nora

0 - Ocean

P - Paul

Q - Queen

R - Robert

S - Sam

T - Tom

U - Union

- Victor

W - William

X - X-Ray

Y - Young

Z - Zebra

PHONETIC ALPHABET CHART
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APPENDIX Z

LAWS OF SEARCH AND SEIZURE

B. NECESSITY; SEARCH WITHOUT WAIWIANT

§ 8. Genera W.A search warrant is not necessary to the
legality of searches in all cases." Police officers acting in good
faith and upon information which induces in them an honest
belief that a person is in the act of violating the law may make
a search and seizure without a warrant." An officer may, with-
out a search warrant, seize contraband goods which he sees."

16. RC 12938.31 (CC 1.13480-1).
17. RC § 2983.30 (CC 313430 -10).

18. United States v Pierce. 124 P
Sapp 264, 56 0 Ops 44, 70 OL Abs
140, aid 224 P2d 281.

Aaaotatioa: Search and seizure,
without warrant on suspicion or in-
formation as to unlawful possession
of weapons. 92 ALR 490.

Search of automobile without
warrant by officers retying on de-
scription of persons suspected of
crime. 60 ALR 299.

Right to search or seise vehicle
containing contraband u affected
by the fact that it was stationary at
the time 61 ALR 1002.

Entry and search of premises
for purpose of arrest without search
warrant. 6 ALR 263.

19. Houck v State, 106 OS 195,
140 NE 112; %Tell* v State, 121 05
280, 108 NE 135: Walsh v State
(App) 35 OLR 216 Il OL Abs 28:
Hartenstine v State, 24 ONP NS I. :;.
Cincinnati v Wagner, 27 014P inS
445.

In Houck v State, supra, the court
notes the similarity between the
statutes authorising an *treat with-
out a worrant (see 5 0 Jur 2d 31,
Allan El 19 et se(i) and those re-
lating to unfelt and seizure.

Aaaotallons Accused's right le,
and prosecution's privilege against,
disclosure of identity of informer
when issue is legality of search
without warrant. 76 ALR2d 327.

20. Podner v State, 19 0 App 82,
3 OL Abs 228, m e o 20 OLR 611,
dismd for want of debit q 107 OS
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SEARCH AND SEIZURE 48 0 Jur 24

Where property held illegally is not in sight of the officer.
however, there must be probable cause for the search' In the
absence of such probable cause, the search is illegal,* even though
it results in the discovery of contraband. An officer cannot act
on a mere venture or exaggerated suspicion,' and after-acquired
knowledge cannot legalize a search which was unlawful when
made.* There must be such suspicious circumstances or such
surrounding conditions that a reasonably prudent man would
believe the person passing guilty. of crime' Officers without
previous knowledge and without any information that would
induce an honest belief that the defendant was violating the
law cannot seize and search a person unless they have a search
warrant and have previously arrested him,

632, 141 NE 92; Dunning v Cincin.
nati, 21 ONP NS 468, 29 ODNP 474
affd by et of app, ineo,ad peer
sustained 18 OLE 24.

1. 1)15, infra.
2. Bock 'v Cincinnati, 43 0 App

257, 10 OL Abs 436, 183 NE 119,
error disind f24 OS 667,181 NE 888.

The search of a person without
probable cause or reasonable ground
to believe that the person searched
was committing a violation of law
is unlawful unless the requirements
of the statute, regulating the isle.
ante of a search warrant have been
ecmplied with. Stets v Chick, 31
ONP NS 313, 15 OL Abs 629.

3. Cincinnati v Wagner, 21 ONP
NS 445. In this case, the view is
taken that the act of an officer, upon
seeing a person under the influence
of liquor and staggering and with
the proverbial "bulge," in taking
hold of his arm and feeling of the
"bulge," which proves to be in.
toxicants, is not on probable cause.

4. Cincinnrt: v Pay, 27 ONP NS
520.

5. Rasey v Ciecelino, 1 0 App 194,
OCC NS 331, 34 OCC 294. in

this ease, it appeared that the offi-
cers were warned that a certain
fugitive was expected to get of of
train, and a police officer subsequent.
ly saw a man peaceably walking

along the railroad track, but who did
not answer the description of the
fugitive, and there was nothing sus-
picious about him, and no indication
that he even got of the train, and
the court held that the police officer
had no authority to stop him.

6. Cincinnati v Pay, 27 ONP NS
520, wherein it appeared that the
OffiCin entered a cigar store and
saw the defendant talking with sev.
eras men, and after he left them
they seized him and searched his
pockets and found a memorandum
of a wager upon a horse race, with-
out having previously placed him
under arrest and without intending
to place him under arrest unless they
found the slip of paper, and wherein
it appeared that they had no previous
knowledge of the fact that he was
carrying a race horse slip or any
information that would induce an
honest belief that the defendant was
in the act of violating the law.

An officer is not entitled to search
a person or premises without a
search warrant unless he has in-
formation concerning a violation of
law or sees the violation, and where
officers arrest a person who had not
violated any statute, law, or ordi.
sante, or done anything which would
give a reason to make an arrest, the
arrest and search are unlawful.
State v Mendel (Nun) 6 0 Ops 311.
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The legality of a search without a warrant must be raised in
the trial court."

Searches for dead bodies without a warrant, but with the same
power as officers executing a warrant, are authorized by statute
under certain conditions'

§ 9. Search Incident to Arrest.Often, a search warrant is
used for the purpose of procuring evidence of crime only and
at a time when the offender is in custody' and the right, without
a search warrant, to search a person after a valid arrest, is well
recognized." Officers who have lawfully arrested a person may
remove contraband property from his person, and if police off.
cers find a person in possession of that which ccAstitutes a viola-
tion of law and he puts the things unlawfully possessed in his
pocket, they may, upon arresting him, forcibly take such prop.
erty from his possession." Thus, officers who have arrested one
on the charge of carrying a concealed weapon may remove a
revolver from his person." Likewise, a person arrested without
a warrant for having in his possession horse-racing slips, may
be searched and the forbidden papers seized." Intoxicating
liquors on the person of one lawfully arrested may be seized with-
out a search warrant." However, it seems that the search of
the person of one unlawfully arrested is illegal.*

110, Search of Vehicles and Persons in Control Thereof.If
officers see a person in or about a motor vehicle illegally possessing
contraband goods, they may search him and his automobile with.

7. Manley r State (APP) 7 01. Abs
45.

5. 1 7, supra.
9. Kovacs r State. 24 ONP NS 1.
10. Cardinal v United States, 79

F2d 825; United Rtates v Pierce, 124
F Supp 264, 56 0 Ops 44, 70 01. Abs
140, slid 224 F2d 281.

Annotation: Right of search and
seizure incident to lawful arrest.
without a search warrant. 32 ALR
680, s. 51 MLR 424, 74 ALR 1387.
$2 ALR 782.

Illustrations of distinction, as
regards search and seizure, between
papers or other articles which mere-
ly furnish evidence of crime, and the

actual instrumentalities of crime.
129 ALR 1296.

11. Dunning v Cincinnati, 21 ONP
N$ 465, 29 ODNP 412, alfd by et of
app. m e e. in d P err sustained 1$
OLR 24; Cincinnati v Bush. 24 ONP
N5 61.

12. Walsh v State (App) 35 OLE
210, 11 OL Abs 28.

13. 25 0 hr 2d 660, GAMBLING
1 45.

14. Phillips v State, 105 OS 541,
138 NE 54. See also Rationed'',
v State, 24 ONP NS 124.

15. State v Smith (CP) 19 0 Op.
454.33 01. Abs 272.
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out a search warrant," An officer acting in good faith and upon
information which he believes to be true may lawfully search an
automobile or other vehicle without first obtaining a search
warrant therefor, and having found property the possession of
which is a violation of law, he is warranted in confiscating the
goods and arresting the person in charge." Such a search is
authorized, even though the officer has no previous knowledge of
such violation, provided he acts in good faith and upon such
information as induces an honest belief that the person in charge
of the automobile is in tha act of violating the law; the search
and seizure under such circumstances Is not unreasonable and
does not transgress Article 1, § 14 of the Ohio Constitution."

1)11. Search of Buildings.Ordinarily, a search of a building
cannot be lawfully made without a warrant," and this includes

N. Decker v State, 113 OS 512.
150 NE 74, 42 ALR 1151; United
States Hilsinger, 284 F 585, 1 COL
Abs 324.

With reference to violation of fed-
eml laws relating to taxation of
intoxicating liquor, it has been held
that where circumstances present
facts within the personal knowledge
of investigating officers, sufficient to
lead a reasonably discreet and
Prudent man to believe that liquor
is illegally possessed in as ....torno-
bile, a search and seizure of such
automobile, although without war-
rant, is not unlawful. Scher v Unit.
ed States, 95 F2d 64, affd 305 US
251, 83 L ed 151, 59 S Ct 174.

17. Houck v State, 106 OS 195,
140 NE 112; Porello si Stste, A21 OS
280, 168 NE 135; Frazier v Semoff,
21 0 App 6, 4 01. Abs 701, 152 NE
780.

Where it appeared that the person
whose automobile was searched with-
out a warrant had the reputation of
being a bootlegger and bad at-
tempted to conceal his identity and
that of Ma automobile, and the officer
knew of his alleged persistent rtels-
thms of the law in transporting and
selling liquor, and knew the license
number of his automobile, and
where at the time of the search he

was in the act of transporting liquor
for Bale contrary to lawa search
under such circumstances is not un.
reasonable and does not violate the
constitutional provision. Houck v
State, 16 0 App 209, affd 106 OS 195,
140 NE 112.

In a case in which officers stopped
a person driving a truck, thinking
that he was transporting slot ma.
chines, and he was found to be trans-
porting intoxicating liquor in viola-
tion of law, the court said that the
seizure of contraband liquor was
justifiable. Dworken v State (App)
29 OLR 52, 7 AL Abs 218.

18. Houck State, 106 O 195, 140
NE 112.

It. Hendershot v State. 14 0 App
430; Knipp v Cincinnati, 29 ONP NS
209.

It has thin been held generally,
and without referring to the exist.
ence of probable cause, that a polite
officer without a warrant has no au.
thority to search a junk shop for
stolen goods. Neifeld v State, 3
OCC NS 551, 23 OCC 246.

Annotation: Searches and sei-
zures by health officers without war-
rant. 13 AL1t2d 969.

Premises temporarily unoc-
cupied as dwelling within provision
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48 0 Sur 2d SEARCH AND MEMO Ill
a closed garage in the rear of the defendant's home." However,
there may be circumstances under which the search of a build-
ing without a warrant is permissible. If police officers are fairly
certain that a house is being used for unlawful purposes, they
may enter it, by force, if necessary, and make arrests therein
without first securing a search warrant.°

If an officer is informed that there is a disturbance at a par-
ticular residence and he goes there and is admitted and finds
therein 'contraband property, which he confiscates, the residence
ceases to be a bona fide private residence, and the fact that the
officer did not have a search warrant is not fatal to the pro-
ceeding! Officers lawfully in a house for a particular purpose
may arrest for other crimes they see being committed and seize
the evidence-of crime which they see,* but they have no authority
to search the whole house, without a warrant, for 0, 'Ince of
other crimes.*

In a number of cases decided under a former intoxicating kuo *.
statute, the opinion was expressed that when a house had lost
its character as a bona fide residence it might be searched without
a warrant. Prohibition officers under the formic intoxicating
liquor laws were held justified in entering, without a warrant, a
brewery engaged, under a permit from internal revenue, in the
manufacture of near beer, a taxable product, and also in searching

forbidding unreasonable search of
dwelling. 33 ALR2d 1430.

20. Antonewski v State ( App) 5
0 Ops 264, 21 OL Abs 345, 31 NE2d
881.

The constitutional guaranty is not
limited to dwelling houses proper;
it extends to a garage on the res.
idence property. Antessewski v
State, supra; United States v Sins
ow, 270 P 818.

1. Davis v State (App) 36 CAR
194, 10 OL Abs 660.

L Podner v State, 19 0 App 82,
3 OL Abs 228, one e o 20 OLR 611,
and dismd for want of debat q 107
OS 632, 141 NE 92.

& Cincinnati v Mills, 27 ONP NS
473.

4. Cincinnati v Mills, supra.
Where an officer was lawfully in

one room of a residence for the pus.
pose of executing a warrant of ar.
rest of a person for disorderly eon-
duet he has no right, upon smelling
the odor of beer in the house, to
search other rooms thereof without
a warrant. Cincinnati v Mills, supra.

Officers at a residence for the
purpose of investigating a particular
crime have no authority to search
the residence for intoxicating liquor.
Nekruta v State (App) 31 OLR 320,
8 OL Abs 11.

6. Horned; v State, 39 0 App 201,
10 OL Abs 113, 177 NE 244; Raw
crick v Youngstown (App) 7 OL
Abs 251; Wade v State (App) 31
OLR 104, 8 OL Abs 95; Pima v
Cleveland (App) 34 OLR 464, 9 OL
Abs 469; Alderman v Lakewood
(App) 11 OL Abs 163.
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for contraband. and in seizing any contraband they found there.*
But premises cannot be searched without a warrant and without
circumstances indicating illegal trafficking in liquor merely be-
cause at a prior date the occupant of such premises was found
guilty of unlawfully possessing intoxicating liquor on such prem-
ises,

$12. Consent to Search.-.An officer may search premises with-
out a warrant if it is done with the owner's consents or if the
owner assistsin conducting the search . The fact that a search
warrant was based upon ft.. insufficient affidavit is immaterial
where the officers did not enter the building in question by reason
of 'the search warrant. but were admitted by the occupant,*
and a suspected person waived his constitutional rights by telling

S. United States v Hilsinger, 284
F 585, 1 OL Abs 324.

7. Strauss v Cleveland ( Apm) 11
OL Abs 268, wherein the court said
that merely because the owner of a
residence had been found guilty of
unlawfully possessing intoxicating.
liquor in such residence did not mean
that the residence had perpetually
lest its bons fide character.

8. Minton v State. 16 0 App 432;
Podner v State, 19 0 App 82, 3 OL
Abs 228, m e o 20 OLR 611, dieted
for want of debat q 107 OS 632, 141
NE 92: Veal v State, 32 OCA 281,
45 OCC 744.

Agents and employees of the De-
partment of Liquor Control are ex-
empt from the provisions relative to
search warrants in connection with
violations of the liquor laws. More-
over, if it could be said that a liquor
pennittee's constitutional rights
were invaded, it is such a constitu-
tions: right as could be waived, and
by securing permit and electing
to operate under the Liquor Control
Act, he has waived the constitutional
Protection. if any, of the Ohio Con-
stitution as to the right to search
his premises and seize property if
found to be in violation of law.
Eyries, v Department of Liquor
Control (App) 73 OL Abs 161, 136
NE2d 736. dismd for went of debat
q 184 OS 492, 58 0 Ops 331, 132 NE

2d 107, end reh den 75 OL Abs 70,
142 NE2d 667.

In Hahn v State. 38 0 App M.
176 NE 164, error dismd 123 OS 675,
177 NE 585. a prosecution for mur-
der, where the defendant, before the
jury was impaneled. moved the eert
to require the sheriff and prosecut-
ing attorney to return to him cer-
tain property which they bad soloed
at or about the time of his arrest.
the property seised consisting of
parts of the sato:nubile in which it
was claimed by the State that the
murdered man was conveyed to a
creek, and where it was shown that
the automobile belonged to the de-
fendant's father and was seized upon
a search by the officers with the con-
sent of the owner of the premises
011 which the automobile was found,
it was held that there was no error
in overruling the motion for the re-
turn of the property taken, the court
station; that the dc!endant certainly
would not have the right to demand
the return to him of articles which
he did not own, and which were not
in his possession at the time of
seizure.

9. Carmosino v State (App) 27
01.1t 623, 6 OL Ain 688 (gambling
machines).

19. Rends v State (App) 14 OL
Abs 639.
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the officers to search him and his car if they so desired as he
had nothing illegal in his possession." But the mere failure to
resist the officer does not show consent." For example, the state.
wont of the owner, when told by the officers that they were there
to search his premises, to "go ahead," is not a waiver of the
owner's rights, but a peaceful submission to officers of the law."

Consent of one person, such as an employee, does not waive
the necessity of a warrant as against another person, for ex-
ample, the employer." Also, even assuming `,hat a wife in the
absence of her husband may waive his constitutional immunity
against search of his dweiiiag aa granted by § 14, Article 1, of the
Constitution of Ohio, such waiver cannot be said to have occurred
where the testimony as to the wife's assent is conflicting, and
there is a probability that any assent given was by reason of
the coercive influence of an officer or officers of the law."
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AOstructors may use this manual in conducting a law enforcement
training program for inservice law enforcement officers and
recruits. It was developed by a statewide committee of state law
enforcement consultants, specialists, and an advisory committe and
was tested by a subjectmatter specialist in a pilot class study.
The .training program is designed to vlvide law enforcement officers
with a better understanding of the man, problems involved in
providing good law enforcement services. This manual contains the
training procedures which make up the learner's manual (VT 000 689)
and the teaching guides for each of the training procedures. Time
allocations for each training procedure and information for
introducing and presenting each outlined lesson are given. The
fourstep instruction method of preparation, presentation,
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arc (1) patrolling on foot during day or night, (2) handling
misdemeanors witnessed by officer, (3) handling traffic accidents,
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(VT 000 692) and an instructor's manual (VT 000 693) are available.
This document isiavailable for $3.25 from-Ohio Trade and Industrial
Education Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio
State University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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The State Department of Education has been instrumental in providing training in
skilled and technical occupations to the citizens of Ohio since 1918, through the
Trade and Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrialeducation enables individuals, both male and female,
to prepare for initial employment in a trade, technical or service occupation. In
addition, it enables employed workers to upgrade themselves and advance in their
chosen occupations, and retrains those who are temporarily unemployed.

In the adult category, special emphasis is placed on training foi public service per-
sonnel, such as fire fighters, rescue and emergency personnel, school bus drivers,
custodians, hospital housekeepers, electric linemen and law enforcement officers.
The purpose of this training is to upgrade the services rendered to the citizens of a
community by improving and providing additional skills and/or knowledge, thereby
resulting in more efficient and effective services .

The cost of crime and traffic accidents, including the human suffering resulting
therefrom, is an enormous waste of every community's resources . A well trained
and efficient law enforcement officer is probably the most effective means of reduc-
ing this human toll and suffering.

The Law Enforcement Training Program of the Vocational Trade and Industrial Edu-
cation Services in Ohio is intended to provide training to officially designated law
enforcement agencies. The purpose of this manual is to supplement this organized
training program planned to provide the law enforcement officer with the skills and
technical knowledge essential in carrying out his duties . It outlines methods of ef-
fective operation which will enable each officer to recognize the importance of his
position within the law enforcement agency and to stimulate the officer in performing
his service with pride .

The Law Enforcement Officers Training Program and this publication are provided
through the cooperative efforts of the Trade and Industrial Education Services, Vo-
cational Division, State Department of Education; College of Education, The Ohio
State University; and the public schools of Ohio.

iii

Martin Essex, Superintendent of
Public Instruction

Byrl R . Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education
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Buck-
eye State Sheriffs' Association and The Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police,

Industrial Education Services utilized aState Law Enforcement Advisory Committee

for the law enforcement training program; and the manner in which it is conducted

Incorporated .

The state supervisor and the law enforcement training staff within the Trade and

in order to determine the previously mentioned objectives; the principles and poll cies

on duty without receiving adequate training, necessary supplies and equipment.
to-

day, ineffective practices are not as prevalent as they once were. The recent in-
crease

growth of urban areas, and the demands of a better educated public has led Ohio
to recognize the need for training in the knowledge, skills and services of a spe-
cialized

objectives of this training program sponsored by the Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation Services are as follows:

in Ohio. This advisory committee is composed of representatives from The Buck-

The Law Enforcement Officers Training Program was developed by the Trade and
Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education, to meet the needs
expressed by the Buckeye State Sheriffs' Association and the Ohio Association of
Chiefs of Police, for an effective training program.

understanding of the many problems involved in providing good law enforcement

training programs in various sections of the country

In former years, law enforcement services were primarily concerned with enforc-

hicles, and effecting the arrest of local violators. New officers were often placed

This frequently resulted in ineffective law enforcement services . Fortunately to-

crease in the number and variety of laws, increase of ownership and use of vehicles,

nature. The Ohio Law Enforcement Officers' Training Program should help
communities provide more effective and efficient law enforcement services.

This training program is designed to provide law enforcement officers with a better

services. It presents practices which have been used successfully in organized

enforc-
ing a few state and local laws, controlling a comparatively small number of ve-
hicles,

2.
personnel.

1. To determine local, county, regional and state needs and to im-
plement a program to adequately meet these needs on a continu-
ing basis.

To improve the competencies and skills of local law enforcement

iv



A comprehensive training program for law enforcement officers is being imple-
mented. The following types of training are now available:

Basic Training
Advanced Training
Regic al Law Enforcement Institutes'
State Law Enforcement Institute
Arson Investigation

Officer Leadership Training:
Instructor Training
Conference Leadership
Effective Speaking
Human Relations
job Methods

The intent of this manual is to provide the necessary instructional material, which
will serve as an up-to-date and comprehensive source of information, covering the
practices and techniques of the procedures included in the Basic Course - Unit I.
Instructional materials of this type are the key to conducting an effective and efficient
training program .

It is our sincere desire that law enforcement officers throughout the state will re-
programsthe ultimate benefits to be gained in the organized state training programs

utilizing this manual and its procedures .

v

Harry Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Services
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7. 74 Toomet43

This Law Enforcement Officer Training, Basic Course-Unit I is contained in two pub-
lications, namely, the Learner's Manual and the Instructor's Manual.

This Instructor's Manual contains the training procedures which make up the Learn-
er's Manual, and in addition the teaching guides for each of the training procedures.
In this manual the training procedures are contained on the left side pages (even num-
bered pages) throughout the manual and the teaching guides ou the right side pages
(odd numbered pages). Therefore, this publication contains both the learner and in-
structor material. The teaching guideo have teen developed to serve as a teaching
plan and to provide additional ideas and methods for you in instructing the course.
They will be an indispensable aid to the new instructor and of great help to the expe-
rienced instructor in guiding the instruction.

THE STARTING POINT

The training procedures, contained in the basic Course-Unit I, are very basic and
fundamental. Therefore, all of the procedures must be covered completely in this
first course. Only in this way, with the complete coverage of these training proce-
dures, can your instruction result in maximum value aad benefit to the learner.

PROPER PREPARATION

In teaching the content of each training procedure the "Four Step Method" of Instruc-
tion, as taught to you in the instructor training course, sraould be utilized. As pointed
out in each teaching guide under the heading of Presenting me Lesson, you are re-
minded as follows: "In presenting each teaching unit in a procedttre which requires
student participation, follow the Four Step Method, namely: Preparation Step; Pre-
sentation Step; Application or Tryout Step; and Checking and Follow Up Step (as ill-
ustrated on page xii of this manual). Utilizing this method of instruction will result in
the best possible teaching.

In group instruction it is recommended that you give consideration to the following:

The instructor should provide the necessary materials, equip-
ment, and supplies .

Introduce the lesson (Step I) in an interesting and inspiring
manner .

vii



Present the lesson (Step U) utilizing the teaching aids as listed
in each teaching guide, and any others; such as movies , charts ,
models, cutaways, and etc . , which will assist in effectively
teaching the content . Each instructor is encouraged to deve-
lop teaching aids for their instructional use .

Have learners perform and practice (Step ill) each procedure
immediately after each demonstration, as indicated in the
teaching guide.

Check and follow up (Step IV) each participant as-he performs
the procedure taught .

THE CLASS SESSION

The class session should run smoothly and follow a definite, pre-arranged pattern
or plan. The following method has proven quite successful:

it, Take attendance and make announcements

Introduce and present the lesson from the Instructor's Manual .
Follow the step-by-step procedure to insure complete cover-
age of all key points .

Have learners participate by practicing those steps or skills
indicated in the teaching guide. Caution: Do not devote exces-
sive time to this, so that sufficient time is available for pre-
senting balance of lesson.

Answer learner's questions and discuss items not clearly un-
derstood.

Announce topic for next class session and make assignments,
as appropriate, including any necessary materials or equip-
ment the learners are to bring to class .

KEY FOR USING THE INSTRUCTOR' S MANUAL

The teaching Guide portion of this Instructor's Manual is keyed for your convenience
anti to readily assist your instruction. In addition to the information given and the
suggestions for its presentation, space has been provided in the right margin of
each Teaching Guide for you to "pencil in" notes . Such notes Ill assist you im-
measurably in elaborating and adding clarifying information of your own . The key-
ing of the Teaching Guides are as follows:

Plain typing
Italics

- Instructor says in his own words
Instructions to the instructor

viii



CAPITALS - Key words such as EXPLAIN, SHOW, etc.
"Quotation marks" - Definitions to be read verbatim
Material in box - Place on chalkboard or chart pad

Please note the decimal system employed to "key in" each teaching point in the
Teaching Guide with the corresponding Key Point or Step in the Training Procedure.
In almost every case the teaching point will be horizontally across from the Key
Point or Step to which it relates.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING

LEST WE FORGET the suggested effective teaching methods learned in the instructor
training course, the following series of self-explanatory cartoon illustrations will re-
mind you of "what it takes" to do an effective Job of teaching. Even the experienced
instructor will want to review these reminders from time to time and the new in-
structor should study them in detail. An attendance record is also included, which
is sipplied to the instructor in the instructor training kit for each class he will
teach.

/witedataa TEACHER liefg4t4i
HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT SOMEONE:

1. ion pi44

A. HOW TO SWIM allOW TO THROW A CURVE

ay

&HOW TO MAKE A OE tHOW TO CHANCE A TIRE

ix



TEACHINCwa NEW JOB

YOUR SKILLS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE ARE YOUR TOOLS

Pr't

TO YOUR SKILLS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

YOU SHOULD ADD THE TOOLS OF TEACHING.

THE INSTRUCTORS 4iiiorat QUALITIES

aP

es.

SOME PERSONAL QUALITIES

1 PERSONAL APPEARANCE

2 COURTESY
3 SELF CONTROL
4 TACT

.a111

3 VOICE
S SPEECH

7 CHEERFULNESS
I ENTHUSIASM

YIN PERSONALITY WIWI YOUR AelSOIMI QUALITIES



STEP NI

APPLICATION OA

TRY OUT STEP.

PRESENTATION STEP:

TEP rE

rA
.11III,

CHECKING TESTING
ezdFOLLOW UP STEP.

KINDS OF QUESTIONS
INFORMATION QUESTIONS- coil ?Cr imOrAreliew.

6taarS: irkt araivvirk errarea" arils erliitgaither, Jelm?

THOUGHT QUESTIONS - novegfre tiMilif Bird jgdfemeoZ
&mil*: Wip kit efrayeran ad azoefe to ice a soda acid

extixfuiskos or ea electrical /ire?

SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS-woos enweltriorWor direr/4414
swills*: k i first lie/kis erlirfaiskir &rim amore bar fir filet

MO sada and arid or 'sof b cloy, hi?
ioaa#: Kew litre midi" Me, ea r ante soda withal, irk, eke

foesar frier sid/ ?

COMPARISON QUESTIONSweer for ell fords of tomierisPolls.
foimafrcauriwir skate ed Aig sfreed **el as a tom* 1,01.



cla7kot4 OF ASKING QUESTIONS
THERE ARE TWO METHODS:

i DIRECT Need A?0markt
4e/Ar ass;
4,0 inswaiim Ant afloat
# last.

Example: How many degrees are there
in a right angle, Jo* ?

INRECT MEMO
:

I Stimrlotes 041.1.79 ofoll marivrr
of the offrt.

a &tic* strerftheo VW co.rtrol.
lisegoth--itfrt:

1 Tera;. to dor aft tie itroir.
skids to *troy cooldeffee of timed
leentert.

OVERHEAD METHOD
2 OVIRITAD Avila to tif Jikertieven

afire cuss.
Example: Witt! is it necesory to

lubricate the dead center
of a lathe ?

[ FOLLOW THE RULES ON

ire's& to speed tif the lesson.
2Ideol for AreAorelloo step.

lisadowthigess
ilia's, to distrof roil? cm/rd.
u7ist0ossyes tlioliv of Arc
Mimi laws.

ORAL QUESTIONS

TEACHING AIDS

MODELS ale MOCK-UPS

-Jimmr-
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

INSTRUCTION SHEETS
*TEXT BOOKS

SERVICE MANUALS

xii



THE BLACKBOARD OR CHART PAPER

i

2

4
3
g

STAND TO ONE
SIDE WHEN USING
THE POINTER.

USE FOR SKETCHES
DIAGRAMS OUTLINES etc

YOUR aialmatIRESPONSIBILITIES
IQ GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 4>E7c,

® HEAT, EIGHT AND VENTILATION

(0,')
S"

T,),I114 SAFETY E>

. <3 ® GROUP CONTROL
;

(r 0 ()RECORD KEEPING

i<i® SEATING

1
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ORIENTATION SESSION

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

OBJECTIVES:

I. To acquaint the learner with his role in the maintenance of law and order.
2. To acquaint the learner with the Ohio Law Enforcement Officer Training

Program - Basic Course.

TEACHING AIDS:

Attendance record
Black china marking pencils or crayons
Cards, registration
Chalkboard, chalk and eraser or chart pad
Constitution of Ohio
Constitution of United States
Declaration of Independence
Law Enforcement Officer Training, Instructor's Manual - Basic Course, Unit I
Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual - Basic Course, Unit I
Name sheets
Ohio Criminal Code
Pointer

A few minutes before the session starts, re-check seating, heat, light, window blinds, and ventilation.

PRESENTATION OF ORIENTATION INFORMATION:

5 min. I. Official welcome and introduction of instructor by host.,

2. Thank the host for the introduction.

20min.

Instructor's Notes

3. On behalf of the Trade and Industrial Education Service
I would like to welcome you to "The Ohio Law Enforcement
Officer Training Program."

a. "In order to put everyone at ease and to assist us in
becoming better acquainted let's start by introducing
ourselves and giving a little background information."

I'



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

PRINT on chalkboard:

NAME
RANK
DEPARTMENT
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
FAMILY

b. INTRODUCE yourself and have each learner introduce
himself, giving the above information.

ERASE chalkboard when intruductions are complete.

c. TELL the group that rank will not be used in order
to help promote discussion, training, and friendship.

4. SHOW registration cards.
"Please COMPLETE the requl!ed information on these
registration cards and return them to me at the end of
this session."

5. SHOW name sheets.
"To help us learn each others names, please COMPLETE
the required information on these name sheets."

a. DISTRIBUTE a registration card, a name sheet, and
a black china marker pencil to each learner.

b. "FOLD the name sheet along the dotted lines."

c. DE/UIONSTRATE using your name sheet, show to class.
"It should look like this when folded."

d. 'PLACE it in front of you at each session."

COLLECT black china marking pencils.

6. DISTRIBUTE Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's
Manuals to learners. REQUEST that they not be opened.

20 min. 7. "We are ALL law enforcement officers, but I wonder how
many of us know:

2

instructor's Notes



U. S. CONSTITUTION!

ORIENTATION SESSION

Instructor's Notes

a. WHAT part do we play in our communities?

b. WHY do we play this role?

c. HOW do we play this role?

d. ARE we playing this role?

e. CALL upon a few learners, by name, to give their
IDEAS."

8. EXPLAIN how and why our nation was founded.
PRINT on chalkboard: (Arrange so that you develop this ending up as in 174)

PEOPLE

a. SHOW a copy of The Declaration of Independence.

b. READ and EMPHASIZE underlined selections which
ILLUSTRATE your points.

PRINT on chalkboard:

[DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE]

9. EXPLAIN why certain provisions were included in the
Constitution.

a. "The Constitution is our country's BASIC LAW."
.

b. SHOW a copy of the U. S. Constitution.

c. READ and review the Bill of Rights (See Appendix A)

PRINT on chalkboard:

10. EXPLAIN how Ohio is bound by the U. S. Constitution.

a. SHOW a copy of the Constituion of Ohio

3



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING
Instructor's Notes

b. READ underlined selections which illustrate your points.
PRINT on chalkboard:

1CONSTITUTION OF OHIO

11. SHOW a copy of the Revised Criminal Code of Ohio.

a. POINT OUT how laws come down to the citizen through
the above steps.

b. EXPLAIN how counties and cities are bound by the
Constitution of Ohio.

c. READ Section 1 of Article X and Section 3 of Article
XVIII to illustrate your points.
PRINT on chalkboard:

COUNTIES CITIES

12. EXPLAIN why counties and cities are given the power to
ENFORCE the laws.

PRINT on chalkboard:

LAW ENFORCEMENT

13. EXPLAIN why the Law Enforcement Code of Ethics was
adopted by the law enforcement community.

PRINT on chalkboard:

I CODE OF ETHICS]

14. Have the group TURN to Appendix B in the manual,.

a. Have each learner READ-a paragraph from the Code
of Ethics.

b. CLEAR UP any misunderstanding learners might have.

';" ::*

4
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PRINT on chalkboard:

ORIENTATION SESSION

[CANONS OF POLICE ETHICS1

Instructor's Notes

15. EXPLAIN what the Canons of Police Ethics accomplishes.

a. Have the group TURN to Appendix C in the manual.

b. Have each learner READ an article from the Canons.

c. CLEAR UP any misunderstanding learneis might have.

12 min. 16. EXPLAIN and EMPHASIZE the need for training.

a. ILLUSTRATE the shortcomings of training now in use

PRINT on chalkboard:

O. L. E .0 . T .P .

17. EXPLAIN how the Ohio Law Enforcement Officers' Training
Program came about.

a. ILLUSTRATE how the program will benefit the learner,
his brother officers, his department, and his local
government.

PRINT on chalkboard:

YOU

b. EXPLAIN how the program will benefit the people
of Ohio.

PRINT on chalkboard:

PEOPLE

3 min. c. SUMMARIZE and REVIEW by tying up the words on
the chalkboard.

d. DRAW a line from the word above to the word below
as you make the connection in your summary.

5



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Instructor's Notes

PEOPLE

DECLARATIO1 OF INDEPENDENCE

U. S. CONSTITUTION

CONSTITUION 017 THE STATE OF OHIO

CONIES

SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT POLICE DEPARTMENT

LAW ENIORCEMENT

LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS

CANONS OF POLICE ETHICS

THE OHIO LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS' 'TRAINING PROGRAM

PEOPLE

18. "From the discussions we have had we can set for
ourselves the following OBJECTIVES."

a. Increasing the officers operational efficiency

b. Raising the operational efficiency of tae department.

c. Implementing safe practices which will promote
personal and public safety

d. Advocating those principles which will elevate
standards in local law enforcement.

19. Requirements for granting certification card upon completion of course:

a. Satisfactory participation and performance as a learner.

b. Attendance of 90%.

c. A grade of 70% or better on the final examination.

-6..hrs04414.-
r4,
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Training Procedure No. 1

UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Law enfomment officers wear uniforms in order to perform their duties more
effectively and safely.

The officer in uniform is thl government's symbol of law and order. The very
sight of an officer, in most instances, stops the potential law violator from com-
mitting a crime for fear of apprehension. In this respect, the uniform serves
a crime preventive f-/action. Since the prevention of crime is the officer's primary
responsibility, the uniform which is seen most often by the most people is the
most effective.

The uniform identifies the officer as a member of that arm of government which
is responsible for ensuring compliance with the law. Due to the hazardous
nature of the duties involved, such as, the use of firearms in arresting a crim-
inal, it is imperative that not only the person being arrested recognize the officer,
but opectators as well. This is necessary in order that tb criminal have no
excuse for non-compliance and the law abiding no misunderstanding as to what is
taking placean arrest or a robbery. In this respect it aids the officer's
personal safety.

Because the law enforcement officer will be required to wear a uniforr_ he must
concern himself with quality, economy, and appearance. Since.there is no sub-
stitute for good quality, the officer should accept nothing less. Whether the offi-
cer personally purchases or is :ssued a uniform does not alter the fact that it
costs money to purchase and to maintain. By following a few Ample procedures
the officer can extend the life of the uniform thereby saving money and at the same
tinx: lnaintaining a neat appearance. The neat appearing officer finds it less
difficult to have people comply with his requests and creates a favorable impres-
sion !a the eyes of the public for himself and his department.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Clothes forgers, Woviev...
Fabric ..:leaning:

Cleanir, fluid
Cloth,- Soft white
Clothes brush, Hard bristle
Hat brush, Soft bristle
_hat remover

Leather Polishing:
Brush
Cloth, Polishing
Metal poll' h dauber (with scraper)
Saddle soap
Shoe polish, Black
Sole dye, Black

8



Teaching Guide No . 1

UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

OBJECTIVES:

I. To acquaint the group with a proper method of maintaining the uniform in
serviceable condition.

2. To demonstrate the caring for and cleaning of those items of equipment
upon which the learner's safety depends .

3. To stress the safety and financial saving factors of properly maintained
uniforms and equipment.

TEACHING, AIDS:

The bllowing items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Ball point pens, with retractable
and non-retractable point

Coins
Cigarettes, -Package of
Cigarette lighter or matches
Clothes hangers, Wire
Fabric Cleaning:

Cloth, Clean white (hard finish)
Flaiblight
litindkerchief
Keys
Leather Polishing Kit:

Handkerchief, Old clean cotton

Metal Polishing Kit:
,Steel wool, Extra fine grade

Newspaper, 6 double size sheets
Note paper, 3" x 5"
Notebook, Pocket
Paper clip or safety pin
Pencil, Mechanical
Pencil, Wooden
Trouser belt
Uniform of the day
Uniform regulations, Department's
Wallet
Yawara stick

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Mrlual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 1, pp. 1-6.

9



Training Pocedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Revolver Cleaning Kit, 38 Caliber:
Bore brush, #rass wire
Bore cleaner
Car wax, Fine grade
Course cloth cr fine steel wool
Cylinder brush, Nylon or

fibre bristle
Gun grease, Fine grade
Lightweight oil, Fine grade
Patches
Rod with detachable tip
Screwdriver, Small
Toothbrush or 1/2" to 1" stiff

bristle paint brush

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Metal Polishing:
Cloth, soft
Metal polish

Shoe trees, Wooden
Trouser hangers, Wooden

clamp type

Follow proper safety procedures in handling weaponand ammunition
Avoid inhaling dangerous cleaning fluid fumes
Use cleaning fluid in well ventilated room and away from open flames

1. 1.1

.2

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

ZEES

Acquiring uniform

JCEY POINTS

In accordance with departmental
regulations

If purchasing, only from reputable
dealer

Tailored properly for fit
Permitting proper freedom of

movement
Placing items to be carried in the

field into pockets during fitting
Wearing belts used in the field durt4

fitting
Testing fit by standing, beading, sit-

ting, crouching, walking, and
ru..ning

Having band of rubber sewn inside the
trouser waist

Having piece of cloth sewn into front
and re rrgrouser leg creases at
the bottom on the inside

10



Teaching Guide No. 1

UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:
5 min.

Use the Introductory Information from the procedure.
CITE an example where an officer's unserviceable personal equipment

proved fatal.
EMPHASIZE safety and savings involved throughout this unit.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

1.1

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student par-
ticipation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

Instructor's Note. -

SHOW a copy of departmental regulations.
INFORM the group it will be available for closer examina-
tion during break period.

.4 EMPHASIZE learner's safety and comfort.

.5 SELECT a learner and have him empty all his pockets to
ILLUSTRATE what an average officer might carry.
SHOW other items learner is not carrying from your
materials.

.7 Have group PRACTICE these movements at their present
location to TEST the At of uniform.

.8 ASK for a learner volunteer to SHOW it on his trousers.
ASK the learner what function it pOrforms and if it works.
COMPLIMENT the learner on some factor of his appearance.

.9 ASK for a learner volunteer to SHOW it on his trousers.
ASK the learner what function it performs and if it works.
COMPLIMENT the learner on some factor of his appearanLe .

11



Training Procedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

- STEPS

1.10

ICE17--CPOINT

Having snaps sewn on both ends of
all pocket flaps of Jackets and
shirts

2. Dry clean woolens 2.1 Regularly
.2 Selecting a reputable firm
.3 Identifying stain by attaching note
.4 Requesting military crease in shirts

3. Launder cottons 3.1 After each wearing
.2 Ironing military creases into shirts

4. Brush clothing 4.1 Frequently
.2 Before and after wearing
.3 Outdoors in sunlight
.4 Brushing hats gently using soft

bristle brush
.5 Using hard bristle brush on clothing

and caps
.6 Brushing clothing vigorously
.7 Removing lint with lint remover

5. Shine leather 5.1 Shoes daily
.2 Other leather at least once a month
.3 Cleaning with saddle soap regularly
.4 Preventing excessive accumulation

of polish
.5 Molding a hard finish (high gloss)

on leather parts that flex

6. Shine metal 6.1 Daily, using correct polish for
particular metal finish

.2 Following instructions on polish
containers

.3 Avoid scratching of surface

.4 Avoid handling polished metal

7. Dry out wet uniform 7.1 Promptly
.2 To prevent mildew and maintain

shape

12



20 min.

Teaching Guide No. 1

UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

1.10 ASK for a learner volunteer to SHOW it on his trousers.
ASK the learner what function it performs and if it works.
COMPLIMENT the learner on some factor of his appearance.

2.1 EMPHASIZE the rapid deterioration of =cleaned woolens.
EXPLAIN that perspiration can cause it.

.2 EXPLAIN by SHOWING the placing of a little tobacco in a
pocket. A good cleaner turns all pockets inside out and
brushes them before cleaning.

.3 SELECT a learner wearing a shirt with military creases.
COMPLIMENT the learner on some factor of his appearance.

3.1 POINT OUT that the same reasons apply to cottons as woolens.
REMIND the group of body odor and/or personal hygiene.

4.7 DEMONSTRATE using masking tape.
5.1 EXPLAIN that shoes should be changed daily and therefore

the same pair would not be shined every day.
.3 EXPLAIN why this must be a matter of judgment.
.5 EXPLAIN how leather will crack.

DEMONSTRATE and have group PRACTICE shining their holsters.
PREPARE the work area by laying out newspapers in double
thickness.
airac the learners individually and CORRECT their more,
ANSWERING their questions.
LEAVE the work area covered.

EXPLAIN why this is necessary even though not handled.
DEMONSTRATE and have group PRACTICE shining their brass.
CHECK the learners individually and CORRECT their errors,
ANSWERING their questions.

6.1
10 min.

13
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Training Procedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAiNING.

STEPS KEY POINTS

7.a. Caps or hats : 7.a .1 Shaking off excess *water
.2 Blotting visor with soft absorbent

cloth
.3 Wiping metal buttons dry
.4 Removing cap badge
.5 Turning leather liner down
.6 Removing all size adjusting material
.7 Placing on flat surface
.8 Setting on visor and brim

7.b. Clothing : 7.b.1 Removing belts
.2 Emptying all pockets
.3 Removing all metal insignia
.4 Shaking off excess water
.5 Wiping all metal parts dry
.6 Fastening buttons
.7 Closing zippers
.8 Hanging shirts and coats on wooden

hangers

.9 Using wooden clamp hangers for

trousers
.10 Placing on iangers.carefully
.11 Removing and smoothing wrinkles
.12 Allowing adequate air circulation
.13 Allowing to dry naturally
.14 Kell:ling away from heat
.15 If excessively wet, hmie.dry cleaned

after drying

7.c. awes and overshoes : 7,c.1 Wiping off excess water outside and
. inside
. .2 Using wooden shoe trees to retain
. shape
.
..

.3 , Lacing and tying shoe laces to retain
shape -,

.4 Laying shoes on sides on protective
: covered flat surface
. .5 Allowing to dry naturally

.6 Keeping away from heat

14-



UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

7.a .5 A piece of paraffin, rubbed on the inside of the leather
sweatband of a hat, will keep the hat and silk band free
of perspiration.

7.b.8 DEMONSTRATE on wire hanger and also on wooden
hanger.

7.c.5 Mildew on leather shoes can be removed by tubbing
with petroleum jelly. When it is absorbed; rub wit:
a chamois.

15
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Training Procedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

7.d. Leather, weapon and
foul weather gear

8. Clean revolver

9. Remove loose dirt

10. Remove stains

11,44

jCEY POINTS,

7.d.1 Wiping off water
.2 Removing equipment from holster

and cases, followingsafe weapon
procedures

.S Removing cartridges from revolver

.4 Hanghig belts and straps from
buckles - straight

.5 Wiping dry all metal
.6 Emptying pockets of leather jacket
.7 Hanging jacket on wooden clothes

hanger
.8 Placing on hanger carefully
.9 Buttoning buttons
.10 Closing zippers
.11 Removing wrinkles
.12 Turning collars up
.13 Placing glove on upright stick to aid

circulation
.14 Allowing adequate air circulation
.15 Allowing to dry naturany4-

8.1 Remaining isolated
.2 Rechecking cylinder to make certain

it is empLy
.3 Handling to prevent damage
.4 Inspecting for serviceability
.5 Completely
.6 Using proper materials and equipment
.7 Securing weapon after cleaning

9.1 When thoroughly dry .

.2 Working in area covered with
newspaper

.3 Using clothes brush on clothing
.4 Brush with and against nap carefully
.5 Using scraper on shoes
.6 Avoid scuffing of leather

10:1 Promptly
.2 'Aveid damaging -the IOW
.3 Placing clean absorbeni dab- under

stain

16



Teaching Guide No .1

UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAINTAINING

Instructor's Notes

10 min. 7 .d. 2 EMPHASIZE: SAFETY
DEMONSTRATE and have group FOLLOW you.
TALK the group through the removing of weapons from Lolsters and
removal of cartridges.
DON'T LET ANYONE GET AHEAD OF YOUR DIRECTIONS.
INFORM the group that such safe practices will ALWA.'S be &flowed
during this training. "We don't want anyone injured or killed"

20 min. 8. DEMONSTRATE cleaning revolver.
REQUEST grudp to PRACTICE cleaning revolvers.
CHECK each learner individually and ANSWER their questions.
COMPLIMENT the group on the cooperation and attention they are
giving to the training.
EMPHASIZE that what the learner does in training is what he will
do out in the field
STRESS the necessity of buil i'ng good training habits for good
operational results.

8.7 DEMONSTRATE use of handcuffs to secure weapon .

17



Training Procedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

.

.
.4
.5

11. Wash ru.Jer .: 11.1
.
. .2
.. .3

12. Repair of damage . 12.1
: .2

. .3

.. .4
.
. .5

. .6

13. Store uniforms . 13.1
.. .2
.. .3
. .4
. .5

. .6

.. .7

Illif POINTS

Brushing outward from the center
Spot-cleaning small stains only

With water, mild soap, and soft
cloth

Avoid scratching surface
Rinsing thoroughly

As soon as possible
Tears, replacing buttons, or worn

parts
By qualified persons
Replacing shoelaces, heels, and soles

when necessary
Replacing irreparable or frayed

items
Dyeing worn leather

When not in use
Atte' cleaning
On homers in plastic bags
In dustfree location
Allowing sufficient room between ,_,.

garments

,:i

Placing moth bells iiipliefillc.bag and
garment Whenstated1O0ong
period .

Folding unstarched and unixoned
: . cottons
.. Placing footwear in closed-cjoth bags
. Placing caps and hats in a crushproof
.. box

18



UNIFORM, ACQUIRING AND MAIN'iAINING

10.5 Spots on clothes that resist a clothes brush or whisk
broom will often come out when rubbed with a rubber
sponge

INFORM the group that as long as they are training they are
"on parade" and can expect an inspection at any time.
EMPHASIZE how they are being observed by brother officers
who are not ,getting the benefit of this training.
STRESS the weight their department administrators place on
the results observed.

19
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Training Procedure No. 2

PATROLLING ON FOOT - DAYTIME - *NIGHTTIME

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The officer is responsible for guarding persons, their rights, and property in a
designated area by requiring all people therein to obey the law. ills guard duty
is performed best when the officer goes about his designated area (beat) inspect-
ing persons and property as often as possible. Performing this duty is called
patrolling. The officer enforces the law on all persons on his beat by persuasion
if possible, by force if necessary.

Patrolling, when properly performed, is the best method by which the law en-
forcertent officer can carry out his primary responsibility of preventing crime.
The basic method of patrolling is on foot. Its chief advantage c ter other methods
is the officer's daily intimate contact with the people and the property on his
beat. It is from these contacts that the officer learns who resides, earns a
livelihood, and engages in recreation on the beat. By careful observation, he
soon learns who and what is usual or unusual.

The law enforcement officer can become more proficient and effective during the
time he is on duty (watch) by the constant application of the proper patrolling
techniques contained herein.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Baton, Riot
Belt, Sam Browne
Card, Identification (See

Appendix M, page 235)
Cards, Business
Cartridges, 12, Extra
Case, Cartridge, Double
Case, Handcuff
Chain, Whistle
Citation Book, Traffic
Dimes
Flashlight, with extra bulb

Forms:
Business Security Survey Report
Information on Personalities

Persons Report
Preliminary Investigation Report

(See Appendix N)
Handcuffs
Holster, Closed Revolver
Key, Handcuff
Keys, Other (as required)
Knife, Pocket
Lanyard, Revolver
License, Operator's
Map, Local
Notebook, Pocket
Pen, Ball Point
Pencil, Mechanical
Radio, Portable Two-way Transistor
Revolver, Loaded Service

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nighttime patrolling only.

20
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Teaching Guide No. 2

PATROLLING ON FOOT DAYTIME - *NIGHTTIME

TIME ALLOTTED: 10 hours

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint the learner with the proper meth of patrollhig on foot.
2. To stress the importance of patrolling on foot.
3. To stress the importance of the beat offic_,..'s responsibilities.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Ammunition, Dummy rounds
Battery tester
Brush, Stiff bristled
Chalkboard, chalk and eraser,

or chart pad
Flashlight battery, Used
Index, Alphabetical

- REFERENCE:

Map, City-with beats
Map, County-with beats
Models, House and building
Oil, Can of
Paper, Pocket Notebook.
Wristwatch with strap

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit 1,
Procedure No. 2, pp .7-20.

EXPLAIN that each learner will use his own equipment during training since that is what be will use
in the field.

DISCUSS every general safety practice EMPHASIZING its importance to the learner.

21



Training Procedure No. 2

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Ring, Baton (with strap)
Ruler, 6" Plastic
Schedule, Local Commercial

Transportation

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Stick, Yawara
Timepiece
Uniform of the Day
Whistle, Traffic

Maintain physical fitness
Wear six inch duty shoes with protected toes and rubber heels
An eye glasses, including sunglasses, snot& have hardezed lens and be pre-

scribed by an oculist
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Stop and listen before turning corners
Weapons must never be given hi anyone in the field
Secure all equipment from rattling
Approach all persons and things with caution
Use prescribed whistle and flashlight signals
Carry change in watch pocket
Hold flashlight in weak hand
Keep flashlight away from body when in use
Check flashlight for serviceshility

*Night duty should never be performed with a cold or persistent cough
To maintain night vision, avoid heavy smoking and use of intoodelting beverages
Loud talking, singing, or whistling should be avoided
*Close one eye when a bright light appears, to maintain night vision
*Maintain your sense of direction
Run only when absolutely necessary
*Avoid smoking when walking the beat
* Secure all equipment from reflecting

STEPS

1. Prepare for watch

ON DUTY RELIEF

1.1

.2
.3
.4
5

.6

.7

KEY POINTS

Inspecting personal equipment for
cerviceability

Reporting in well groomed
Wearing uniform of the day
Reporting before prescribed time
Avoid loitering in.business offices
Checking killetin board
Recording date, day of week, watch,

beat, weather condition, super-
visor's name on Note Book Log
Sheet (See Appendix D)
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Teaching Guide No. 2

PATROLLING ON FOOT - DAYTIME - *NIGHTTIME

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information from the procedure.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student
participation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

I. "A watch is a designated lenge.' of time (usually eight hours)
during which time the officer is on duty,"

.1 PRACTICE inspecting uniforms, shoes, flashlight and
batteries, revolvers, and handcuffs.

.2 POINT OUT by giving EXAMPLES of being well grGomed:
Haircut, shave, teeth (bre,ath), bath (body odor), fingernails
(clean and trim), jewelry.

.4 EXPLAIN*why this is important.

.5 EXPLAIN by illustrating the poor impression loitering can
make on the public and superiors.

.6 Give EXAMPLES of information the learner may get from
bulletin board regarding: (1) Individual employee, (2) Member
of the department, (3) Beat officer.

.7 PRINT on chalkboard and EXPLAIN why this information is
necessary.

V/7417/ _J.
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Training Procedure No. 2

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

siE7P KEY 7TNTS

:

1.8

.10

.11

Receiving orders and pertinent in-
formation from watch commander

Recording necessary law enforce-
ment intelligence in notebook
(See Appendices E and F)

Standing inspection for watch
comnander

Discussing beat activity with miner-
visor

2. Proceed to watch relief
point

2.1. At pre-determined location
Armnging for transportation with

supervisor
: .3 Varying time and route pattern

Handling violations witnessed enroute
.5 Arriving early
.6 Being inconspicuous

3. Meet with beat officer : 3.1 Recording:
1 Name

. .2 Number
.3 Time

. .4 Locaticn
. .2 Obtaining pertinent information:

-.1 Cases requiring follow-up
: .2 Requests for law enforcement

intelligence
.3 Law enforcement hazards

. .4 Previous information
.5 Safety hazards

: .6 Changes in trafficways
. .3 Selecting aegi: watch relief point:
. . 1 Having good view of beat
. .2 Should be inconspicuous

.3 Sheltered location during inclement
weather

. *.4 Should be lighted and safe
.5 Varying the location

. .6 Recording location
.4 Notifying dispatcher when unable to

make contact

24
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Teaching Glide No. 2

PATROLLING ON FOOT - DAYTIME - *NIGHTTIME

1.8 Give EXAMPLES: (1) Change in regulations, (2) Change in
or new standard operating procedures, (3) Change in law
enforcement activities, (4) Stolen vehicles, (5) Wanted persons .

.9 DISCUSS the advantages of a pocket ring binder type of note-
book, how it is arranged, and where carried(weak hand hip pocket).
SHOW examples and have them PRACTICE.

.10 DEMONSTRATE and have group divide to PRACTICE.
11 Give EXAMPLES of usual beat problems.

2.1 Explaining how this is predetermined will be explained later.

.3 EMPHASIZE why this is important by giving examples of
personal habits; i.e., putting on shoes, M.O.

3.1 "Recording as we use it means that it is written."

.3 PRINT on chalkboard;

EXPLAIN military time and ita advantages.
Illustrate on chalkboard and have group PRACTICE converting time
to military time.

.3 DISPLAY city and county maps with beats drawn in.

." DISCUSS alternatives. What to do when the officer
is not at the watch relief point.
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Training Procedure No. 2

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

4.
.:
..

.
.:

.

.

.

4.1
.2
.3

.4
.5

.6

*.7

STEU 12X-Main.

Taking charge of beat
Leaving beat only for required duties
Requesting supervisor's permission

to leave
Notifying dispatcher of location
Recording all absences from beat

and reasons therefore
Acting on pending assignments re-

quiring immediate action
Inspecting pedestrian or other

hazarderequiring lighting

Relieve beat officer

RECONNAISANCE PATROL

5.

6.

Proceed to area to be
reconnoitered

Reconnoiter the area

.

.

:

.
..

..

.

:

.:
:
.:

.

:
..
.

.

.

.:

.:
:
.:

5.1
.1

.2

.3

*.4
*.5

.2

6.1

.2

.3

.4

.5
.6

.7

*.8

.9

Selecting area with:
High criminal, pedestrian, or

vehicle activity
Larger proportion of law enforce-

ment or safety hazards
Activity which is to take place

during watch
Bright lighting first
Little or no lighting last

Varying time and route pattern

Being systematically unsystematic
in patrolling

Covering selected areas fairly
rapidly

Constantly utilizing peripheral vision
Stopping and listening for unusual

activity before turning corners
Be alert to present and future activity
Noting activity that may occur during

watch
Handling only those problemi re-

quiring immediate attention
Dark-adapting eyes by closing them

momentarily before entering dimly
lighted areas

Avoid direct bright lights
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Teaching Guide No. 2

PATROLLING ON FOOT DAYTIME - -*NIGHTTIME

Instructor's Notes

4.2 EMPHASIZE importance of not leaving beat unguarded.
.3 EXPLAIN supervisor's responsibility to look out for officer's

safety.
.4 EMPHASIZE learner's safety.

.6 EXPLAIN and ILLUSTRATE examples. Warrant to arrest, Follow-up leads,
Dances, etc .

5. DEFINE Reconnaissance Patrol: "Reconnaissance paplikis a
search made for useful law enforcement information &tde in
the field ."

5.1.5 EXPLAIN how the eye sees, based on available light.
Pupil adjusts to light, adjustment to darkness requires time.
Eyes can be dark adjusted.
In darkness line of sight must be above object.
Movement of eyes or of object aids seeing in darkness.
PRACTICE in darkened area with group.

6. I EMPHASIZE that this is the secret of successful patrolling.

.3 Have selected learner DEMONSTRATE by standing and looking
directly at you.. Ask him to DESCRIBE what else he sees including
up, down, and to the sides, without moving eyes.

.8 Pk CTICE in darkened area with group 1001-1015 count.

.9 Use flashlight to DEMONSTRATE on learner. Shine light into
his eyes and have him describe the result.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS JOEY POINTS

7. Talk with sources of
information

8. Observe persons, places,
and things

*6.10 Stand and look into darkened areas

7.1 Having vantage occupations
.2 Learning of activity that may occur

during watct

R.1 Anything unusual
.2 Indicating activity that may occur

during watch
*.3 Observing distance reduced and

distorted during nighttime and
certain weather conditions

STANDARD PATROL

9. Proceed to location to be 9.1 Walking slowly and emetly
inspected .2 Letting yourself be seen

.3 Grasping strong hand with weak
hand behind back

.4 Unofficial objects must not be
carried

.5 Using heel to toe methodon out-
side edge

.0 Walking on ball of foot when using
stai_s

.7 Avoiding surveillance by others

.8 Stopping and looking back over route
traveled

.9 Being aware of physical background
.10 Looking at opposite side of street,

upper floors, and roofs of
buildings

.11 Stopping and listening for unusual
activity before turning corners

.12 Being aware of changes in trafficways

.13 Handling problems as they occur:
.1 Within jurisdiction and capabilities
.2 Requesting departmental assistance

from supervisor or dispatcher
when necessary
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Instructor's Notes

6.10 Learner must PRACTICE on his own, outside of training
class, to experience what he can see under various lighting
conditions.

7.1 DEVELOP list on chalkboard by QUESTIONING learners.
Examples: meter reader, salesmen, bartender, waitress, etc .

.2 Examples: Dance or theatre leaving out, Fire sale, Parade, etc .

8.1 EMPHASIZE and DEVELOP understanding of up,..sual. TELL group
the usual must be known before the unusual can be determined.

.3 DISCUSS with group by questioning.
See page 47 for details in setting up reconnaissance patrol situation.

9. EXPLAIN that once Reconnaisance Patrol is acs .nplished Standard
Patrol is assumed to carry out the remaining time on watch.

9.1 Have group PRACTICE walking in accordance with 9.3.

.4 Have group supply EXAMPLES. Newspapers, Grocery Bags, Library Books, etc .

.5 Have learner examine shoes to see wearing points and
PRACTICE walking individually.

.8 TELL group not to make this a habit, so that a pattern
is established.

.11 Have learner DEMONSTRATE.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POltsin

9.13.3 Criminal, traffic, juvenile, and
special requests in that order

.14 Time and place of natrol inter-
ruptions shoulu be recorded

.15 Telephvae service should be avail-
able at location of interruption

.16 Varying time and location of personal
breaks and meal period

.17 Covering beat as, often as possible
until time of relief

*. 18 Walking quietly
*.19 Standing and walking in shadows
*.20 Avoiding being seen or silhouetted

. *.21 Crossing streets where there is least
: imount of light

*.22 Being alert for potential assaults in
dimly lighted areas

10.

11.

Inspect public property

Conduct business security
survey

:
.

:
:
:
.

:
:
:
.
..
:
..
..

.

.

..
:

:
.

.

10.1
.1
.2
.3
.4

.2

.3

.4

11.1

.2

.3

.4
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Recording time and location of:
Unsafe conditions
Damaged property
Improperly functioning equipment
Dead or injured animals

Correcting unsafe conditions immedi-
ately when within authorization and
capability

Notifying dispatcher wl immediate
corrective act :4 A4 capability,
is necessary

Reporting, in writing, unsafe conditions
and recommendations for improve-
meat to supervisor

Contacting businessmen periodically
and leaving business card on first
contact (See Appendix H)

Assuring periodic inspection
Inspecting business security measures
Completing Business Security Survey

Report form (See Appendices I and J)
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Instructor's Notes

9.13.3 EXPLAIN that criminal activity is our primary responsibility.
The others are important but are secondary .

9.15 EXPLAiN its use as a recall system if no transistor radio
is used .

.18 Have group PRACTICE being alert for key and loose coin
sounds

.21 POINT OUT and EMPHASIZE learner's safety.

. 22 EMPHASIZE learner's safety.

10. DETERMINE types of public property by questioning learners.
. 1.1 EXAMPLES should be supplied by learners.

QUESTION learners as to why.
.2 Same as above.
.3 Same as above.
.4 Same as above.

.2 QUESTION learners: LIST on chalkboard those that
can be handled.
EMPHASIZE the importance of limiting their participation
in this type of work because it consumes time.

.4 EXPLAIN the memo form and its headings of:
To; From; Subject.

11. EXPLAIN, using EXAMPLES, so that the learner becomes
familiar with the hazards on his beat in performing this
task and where to put his patrol efforts to best use within
the time available.

. 4 Forms are found in Appendix. EMPHASIZE that through the
completion of these forms by the officer he becomes familiar
with the physical layout of the building, thereby providing
a safety margin should he have to enter the building because
of finding it open or broken into. The Field Sketch Sheet (Graph Paper)
is utilized for sketching the building layout.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Z2§, KEY POINTA

: . 11.5 Recording current information:
.

: .

.

.1 Name, address, and telephone
number of business, manager,
and assistant manager

. .2 Type and amount of security
equipment

. .3 Security measures taken in

. operations

. .4 Security hazards
: .5 Selected employees
. .6 Recommended improvements
.

:
.6 Requesting beat officer on night

watch o check nighttime security
. and to make recommendations
: .7 Giving completed form to supervisor

12. Inspect security of buildings : 12.1 Those closed for special reasons

12.a. Exterior *a. I At close of business day
.2 Locating security alarms, !wowing

type and nature of installation
.3 Checking security equipment to be

in place, original, and serviceable
.4 Remaining inconspicuous to anyone

inside
.5 Trying all accessible means of entry

and exit, especially rear and roof
.6 Looking for indications of attempted

and completed forced entry from
without and within

.7 Looking and listening for movement
from within

:
.8 Checking interior physical arrange-

ment for alterations
.9 Recording inadequate security

measures
.10 Recommending adequate security

measures, if requested by owner

12.b. Interior b.1 Recording time building found
unsecured
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Instructor's Notes

11.6 EMPHASIZE cooperation between officers resulting in
making learners work easier.

.7 EXPLAIN supervisor's role in handling of form.

PRACTICE survey alter making arrangements with a store located close by.

12.1 CITE examples: Bankruptcy, Foreclosure, Fire, etc .
12.a. DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE entire step at nighttime.

e

.3 CITE examples of various types of alarms. (Identify later
in the field.) "A .D .T .", "Regiscope" , Tape on windows, Electronic, etc .

.6 DEMONSTRATE and have group PRACTICE checking
doors and windows.

.7 SHOW PHOTOGRAPHS of attempted and completed entries
through doors and windows.

.10 EXPLAIN that information is passed on to beat officer
on appropriate watch.
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7.1W1.*tWTyn
nn, n .

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

: 12.b.2 Recording name and address of
occupying firm

.3 Notifying dispatcher of name of firm,
building, and location

: . .4 Requesting assistance for interior
.. inspection
.. .5 Requesting dispatcher to notify owner,
.. request his presence, and deter-
.. mine his estimated time of arrival
: . .6 Determining if authorized person is
.. inside
.. .7 Checking authorized person's identity
.. with owner

.8 Recording name, position of employee,
. home address, and telephone
: . number

.9 Recording name and position of per-.

. son responding in place of owner
.10 Entering building with another officer.

. .11 Avoiding being silhouetted.

.12 Carrying revolver in strong hand.

.13 Carrying flashlight in weak hand, if
interior dark

. .14 Holding flashlight to side and slightly:
ahead of budy when in use.

.15 Keeping other officer or flashlight in
view at all times .

. .16 Using proper flashlight signals:
.17 Avoiding cross fire

. .18 Checking one room at a time
.19 Looking up as well as on floor level

. .20 Starting on lowest floor, working up:
. .21 Closing all doors after entering each
: room

.22 Locking all doors after searching
. each room

.23 Walking quietly, using short steps.

.24 Stopping and listening for movement
: . sounds
. .25 Completing search of building even if
.. one suspect apprehended
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Instructor's Notcs

12.b.3 EMPHASIZE learner's safety.

.4 EMPHASIZE learner's safety. INFORMING the class
that interior security check is always made by two officers.
Ideally there should be at least six officers to check out
building. One at each corner and two to enter. Draw on
chalkboard or chart pad and explain position of officers to
avoid line of fire of each other.

.6 INFORM class that dispatcher will telephone establishment
and will request individual in building to appear ac designated
exit and identify himself to officers.

.10 SELECT learner to enter class room through one of its doors
as though a burglar were inside. DISCUSS the pros and cons
of his entrance.

.12 EXPLAIN use of weak and strong hand.

.16 DISCUSS setting up of system of signals between officers.

.25 CITE examples of suspect being overlooked or ask learners
to cite.
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LAW ENFORCEMPNT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

13. Inspect security of property 13.1 Checking security equipment to be in
place, original, and serviceable

.2 Checking physical arrangement of
property

.3 Recording inadequate security

14. Inspect parked vehicles

measures
.4 Notifying owner of inadequate

security measures
.5 Recommending Adequate security

measures, if requested by owner

14.1 Selecting those that are unusual as to:
.1 Area
.2 Beat
.3 Location in which parked

.4 Manner in which parked

.5 Time at which parked

.6 Length of time parked

.7 Neglected care or condition
.8 Altered or absence of required

identification
.9 Contents

.2 Approaching from rear cautiously
: .3 Checking for occupants cautiously

.4 Checking license number against
Wanted Vehicle list (See Appendix
F)

.5 Determining U stolen or abandoned

.6 Determining if wanted--with or with-
out occupants

.7 Determining if being or bas been used
in committing crime

.8 Determining ownership

.9 Recording license number, description,
and Iccation of suspicious vehicles

.10 File checking with dispatcher at first
opportunity
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PATROLLING ON FOOT - DAYTTIME - *NIGHTTIME

ARRANGE with a store owner to use premises.
DEMONSTRATE AND PRACTICE inspecting security of interior of building
at nighttime.

13. SHOW pictures of used car lots, roadside stands, and
other examples peculiar to the area.

14.1 DEVELOP list of those that are unusual by questioning
learners.

.1 .1 Beat-up jalopy in rich residential area
.2 Vehicle not seen before
.3 Next to business place for quick getaway
.4 Looks abandoned
.5 2:00 a.m. next to bank
.6 Dirt and debris accumulated on and underneath
.7 Beat-up jalopy - broken windshield, a door missing, etc.
.8 Bent plates, off color plates, wired on plates
.9 Tool chest, typewriter in old jalopy

.4 SHOW a sample of Wanted Vehicle list kept in the pocket
notebook.
EXPLAIN how it is set up and maintained up-to-date.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MX JOEY POINTS

15.

16.

Inspect transient lodging
facilities

Inspect establishments con-
sidered a saw enforce-
meat hazard

.

..

.
..

..
.

.

..

:
.

..

..

.

.

.
: .

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

: .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

:

14.11

.12

.13

15.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

16.1

.2
.3
.4

.5
.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

13

.14

. 15

.16

.17

Marking rim of tire with pencil for
future identification

Citing flagrant parking violators
Maintaining wanted vehicle list

Hotels, motels, and trailer courts
Including parking facilities
Talking with employees regarding

guests
Reviewing registers
Noting new guests
File checking sel...ted guests and

vehicles
Having employees look at photographs

of wanted persons
Walking quietly around corridors

Including hangouts of known or sus-
pected criminals

At time of opening and closing
At time of peak activity
At time violations most likely to

occur
Frequently
Locating all entrances and exits before

entering
Varying points of entry and exit
Pausing and listening before entering
Dark-adapting eyes by closing them

momentarily before entering dimly
lighted establishments

Using caution in entering
Carrying flashlight in weak hand
Observing activity, especially the

unusual, throughout establishment
Noting employees and clientele
Noting changes of employees and

clientele
Noting potential violations and

violators
Noting changes in physical facilities
Avoid lingering
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Have group PRACTICE inspecting a vehicle on a two-way street and on
a one-way or simulated one-way street.

15.4 SHOW a hotel and motel register and POINT OUT informa-
tion available.

16. DEVELOP by questioning class to supply EXAMPLES of
such establishments.

.9 EXPLAIN usanis 15 second count. In some situations keep
one eye open to see while dark adapting other eye.

.12 Ask group to CITE examples of the unusual.

Take group to dimly lighted establishment to PRACTICE inspecting.
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19. Interrogate suspicious persons :

18. Develop sources of information : 18.1 Selecting persons with vantage

40

19.1 When time, place, appearance,

.3 Approaching with caution

.4 Remaining at a discreet distance

.4 Gathering law enforcement

.5 Determining conspicuousness by

.2 To know unusual people or criminals

.9 Determining how the hazards can be

.2 Recording data about source on In-
formation

Building confidence

.10 Reporting recommendations to

(See Appendix K)

reduced

occupations

formation on Personalities form

and/or actions of a person appears
to be out of the ordinary

on the beat

intelligence

supervisor

source and circumstances

Training Procedure No. 2

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEYIOINTS

17. Inspect locations considered 17.1 At time violations most likely to
a law enforcement hazard occur

.2 More frequently and intensively
where crime rate is high

.3 Varying avenue of approach, points
of entry, and exit

.4 Checking physical arrangement,
entrances, and exits

.5 Talking with persons who frequent
the location

.6 Keeping known criminals away,
legally, or under surveillance

.7 Advising clientele and attendants
of crime preventive procedures

.8 Noting potential violations and pre-
venting them from becoming
actual
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PATROLLING ON FOOT - DAYTIME - *NIGHTTIME

17. DEVELOP examples by questioning class. (Parks,
alleys, outdoor theaters, etc .)
QUESTION learner WHY he selected the location.
EMPHASIZE the importance of notebook in gathering law
enforcement intelligence for study.

. 8 CITE examples: Quarreling, Drunk going to car to drive , etc .

. 10 Have each learner PREPARE and SUBMIT a memorandum
on this step using information from his experience.

18.2 SHOW and EXPLAIN how Information on Personalities
form (Appendix K) is used. TELL group information
may be recorded over a period of time , not necessarily
from one interview .

19.1 EMPHASIZE the importance of thoroughly knowing people
on the beat.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

19.5
.6

STEPS K.EY POINTS

Asking as few questions as possible
Keeping strong side away from person

being interrogated
.7 Speaking in conversational tone
.8 Recording all field interrogations
.9 '-.npletiiig Persons Report later

(See Appendix E)
.10 File checking selected suspicious

persons
.11 Maintaining wanted persons list
.12 Determining if wanted, runaway, or

lost

29. Report In 20.1 As ordered or scheduled
.2 To dispatcher
.3 For security check
.4 Within 10 minute leeway of designated

time
.5 Varying time and location
.6 Selecting sheltered location during

inclement weather
.7 Identifying location and telephone

number
.8 Using identifying code
.9 Having pen and notebook ready for

note taking
.10 Obtaining pertinent information
.11 Arranging for information pick-up

point, when necessary
.12 Keeping conversation brief and to

official business only
.13 Recording dispatcher's name
.14 Recording time and location of

report in
.15 Closing call box door quietly

*. 16 Keeping outdoor public phone booth
lb 'A off by leaving door open

:
*.17 Dialing operator only if silence

required
*. 18 Cupping flashlight head with hand
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Instructor's Notes

19.5 EMPHASIZE how this is done and why it is done in this
manner. EMPHASIZE officer's courtesy.

.8 SHOW and EXPLAIN Persons Report form. (Appendix E)
DEMONSTRATE how it is filled in.

.9 EXPLAIN how the information is used later by other divisions.

20.3 EMPHASIZE learner's safety.

.7 EXPLAIN and give EXAMPLES.
TELL WHY this may be necessary.

.10 EXPLAIN and give EXAMPLES.

.13 Have group PRACTICE making such an entry in their
notebooks while standing.
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21.

22.

23.

DUTY

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

:

: .

.

: .

:

:

.

.

STEr.a

OFF

Proceed to watch relief point

Meet the relief officer

Proceed to headquarters

KEY POINTS

RELIEF

21.1 Meeting the relief officer
.2 At end of duty hours
.3 At pre-determined location
.4 Varying time and route pattern
.5 Handling violations witnessed enroute
.6 Arriving after relief officer

22.1 To be properly relieved of beat
.2 Recording:

. 1 Name
.2 Number
.3 Time
.4 Location

.3 Providing pertinent information:
.1 Cases requiring follow-up
.2 Requests for law enforcement

intelligence
.3 Law enforcement hazards
.4 Previous information
.5 Safety hazards
.6 Changes in trafficways

.4 Selecting next watch relief point:
.1 Having good view of beat
.2 Should be inconspicuous
.3 Sheltered location during

inclement weather
*.4 Should be lighted and safe
.5 Varying the location
.6 Recording the location

.5 Turning beat over to relief officer

.6 Notifying the dispatcher when unable
to make contact

23.1 Completing and turning in required
reports

.2 Varying time and route pattern
.3 Handling violations witnessed enroute
.4 Reporting off duty to supervisor or

dispatcher upon arrival
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22.3 EMPHASIZE the necessity and importance of cooperation
on patrolman's level.

23.1 Have the group supply EXAMPLES of reports they are
required to turn in at the end of a watch.

45
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

JCPY POINTS

23.5 Avoid loitering in business offices

24. Comp let required reports .
.

24.1 Recording activities and law enforce-
ment intelligence

: .2 Before leaving headquarters
. .3 Using pen or typewriter

.4 Properly and legibly
: .5 Officer's Watch Activity Report
: (See Appendix 14
.. .6 Turning in reports to supervisor
: .7 Retaining a copy of all reports for

personal file
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23.5 Standing around in the office creates a poor impression to
the public.

24.5 SHOW an EXAMPLE and EXPLAIN its value to supervisors
and commanders for planning purposes and their use in .

completing required reports.

Instructor's Notes

DETAILS FOR SETTING UP nECONNA1SSANCE PATROL sITUATION
(for Steps #5 through #8)

Adjacent to the training site, locate a two block area to be
used for a reconnaissance patrol which is to be completed
in four minutes.

The desirable features should include at least one large off
street parking facility.

Select a vehicle or place it there yourself, being certain it cannot
be associated with you. Record the necessary information to be
given the officers:

I. Vehicle's manufacturer
2. Type
3. Year
4. Color
5. License Number
6. Distinguishing features
7. Contents

Supply the officers with the necessary information.

Explain the boundaries of the two block beat.

Emphasize the importance of selection and the time element.

Have the officers go out into the field to locate the vehicle
reminding them of the four minute limitation. Observe and
note the group's performance.

When all officers have returned to class, review what they did
and accomplished. Point out errors observed in their performance
and explain the errors.
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Since the uniformed officer is more effective in preventing crime when con-
stantly patrolling, it also follows that a properly and conspicuously marked
automobile is more effective when kept constantly on patrol. The law enforce-
ment officer must realize that a patrol car is au expensive piece of equipment
and only when properly used can it aid him in performing his duties more ef-
ficiently and safely, while at the same time providing economical law enforce-
ment services to the community.

Proper patrolling in an automobile is by far the most efficient method of providing
law enforcement services to a large area. An officer can check a beat involving
a greater area more often and with less fatigue with a patrol car than by foot.
The patrol car radio affords constant and instant contact with headquarters and
other patrol cars should assistance be required for the officer's safety. Calls
and assignments can be answered more rapidly, thereby, increasing the officer's
efficiency and improving the services rendered. It provides protection during
inclement weather and in gun battles. It permits carrying and having readily
available a variety of equipment, thereby, making the officer practically self-
supporting. The transporting of officers, prisoners, and other authorized per-
sons are more easily and rapidly handled. A patrol car provides the officer
with an element of surprise due to the patrol car's speed and mobility.

There are many other advantages in tne use of a pastel car than those listed
above, however, the real value of patrolling in an automobile is dependent upon
the officer using the car properly and effectively.

EOUIPMENT NEEDED:

Accident Investigation Kit
Crayon, Marking ( yellow lumber)
Paper, Graph
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring Steel

(white surface)
Template, Accident Investigator's

Bags, Evidence
Baton, Traf'ic (red)

Belts, Safety Seat
Bulb, Traffic Baton (extra)
Camera Kit

Bulbs, Flash
Camera
Flash Unit (battery condenser

type)
Film

Clipboard
Code Book, Motor Vehicle

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nighttime patrolling only.
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INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

TIME ALLOTTED: 10 hours

OBJECTIVES:

TEACHING AIDS:

REFERENCE:

ASK if there are any questions about this equipment.

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

China marking pencil or black crayon

Model, (steel or plastic) patrol car (1)

that this represents the ideal.

Cars, Civilian (2)
Cars, Patrol (2)
Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser, or chart pad

Model, (steel or plastic) civilian car (1)

Models, House and building

Use the Introductory Information from the procedure.

READ list of equipment in Procedure, at conclusion explAin to learners

2. To stress safety factors in the operation of the patrol vehicle .

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,

1. Ti promote those methods and techniques of automobile patrolling

PATROLLING IN A PATROL VEHICLE - DAYTIME

Procedure No. 3, pp. 21-32.

which increase the effectiveness of the officer.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Code, Radio
Compass, Magnetic
Credit Card, Gasoline, Departmental
Desk, Patrol Car
Fire Extinguisher, Carbon Dioxide
First Aid Kit
Forms, Prepared Report (as required)
Gloves, Driving
Helmet, Safety
Holder, Riot Baton
Holder, Traffic Baton
Holder, Fire Extinguisher
Holder, First Aid Kit
Holder, Flashlight
Holder, Electric Lock Shotgun
Holder, Shotgun Shell
Keys, Patrol Car
Light, Interior (Manually operated

only)
Light, Emergency Beacon
Light, Plug-in Spot (with 100' cord)
Lights, Two Spot

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Mirrors, Outside Rear View (2).
Panel, Switch
Radio, Three-way
Raincoat
Rescue Kit

Bar, Crow and/or wrecking
Blanket
Crash-axe, Shock Proof
Fusees, Red, 30 Min-
ute (12)
Gloves, Cloth (plastic

coated)
Holders, Fusee (12)
Rope, 1/2" Polypropylene

or Nylon (100 ft.)
Stands, Fusee (2)

Screen, Folding Plexiglass
Dividing

Shotgun, Riot
Signal, Recall
Siren, Vehicle (Electronic)
Speedometer, Calibrated (with

lock button)
Tags, Property

Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Maintain physical fitness
All eyeglasses, including sunglasses, should have hardened lens and be pre-

scribed by an oculist
Use safety seat belts
Do not drive when ill
Maintain proper vehicle ventilation
Keep the vehicle under control at all times
Obey all traffic laws
When leaving vehicle, notify dispatcher as to location
Park properly
Approach all persons and things with caution

*To maintain night vision when driving, focus eyes slightly away from bright head
lights

*Close eye nearest bright light, in order to maintain night vision
Effectiveness of senses is impaired during vehicle operation
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REVIEW general safety practices. ASK class if there are any questions
concerning any of the safety practices.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

1. Prepare for watch

KEY POINTS

ON DUTY RELIEF

: . 1.1 Obtaining assigned patrol car at
. headquarters
. .2 Inspecting patrol car:
.. (See Appendix 0)

.1 Serviceability of vehicle and
. equipment
.. .2 Condition of exterior and interior
.. .3 Recording and reporting damage

to supervisor
.4 Quantity of fuel and oil
.5 Testing electrical equipment and

brakes
.6 Verifying performance of radio
.7 Counting quantity and determining serv-

iceability of auxiliary equipment
.8 Searching interior for discarded

. weapons, evidence, and lost
or forgotten property

.9 Removing all unofficial objects
. .10 Recording patrol car numbers
. starting mileage, and time

.11 Signalling "On Duty" to dispatcher,
: using approved radio code

2. Proceed to watch relief point : . 2.1 Requesting beat officer to designate
.ocation

. .2 Securing safety seat belt
.3 Obeying all traffic laws
.4 Being a courteous driver
.5 Keeping both hands on steering wheel
.6 Parking properly
.7 Parking patrol car facing exit when

using off-street facilities
.8 Being inconspicuous

*.9 Turning off all lights
. *.10 Keeping foot off brake pedal

*.11 Turning radio volume down
. .12 Setting emergency brake
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PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student
participation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

EXPLAIN that there are several methods of relieving, but it is essential that
the one adopted answers the two critical requirements: that of never leaving
the beat unguarded; and passing along information to the relief officer so he
does not go onto the beat uninformed.

1.1 EXPLAIN this is your regularly assigned patrol car or
one designated by your supervisor.

.2 CITE example of the importance of inspection. Lack of
inspection can result in either embarassment or endangering
of life.

.2 EXPLAIN that officers are very reluctant to admit to damage
on a patrol car.

.3 EXPLAIN that by doing so, the supervisor can take steps to
cure or remove the chronic crash artist.

.4 CITE example of running out of gas or oil on the beat.

.5 CITE example of failure.

.6 EMPHASIZE before leaving headquarters.

.7 CITE example of shortage causing embarassment or en-
dangering life. EXPLAIN also that officers may swap
equipment from car to car. INFORM them it is a good
idea to mark equipment with patrol car number or your
initials if it is personal.

.8 EXPLAIN that in the haste to go home or get a prisoner
into jail things may be left in the car.

.9 CITE examples such as, newspapers, coat hangers, fusees.
STRESS safety objects may be potential weapons.

.10 EXPLAIN that this is done to provide information to
administration for planning.
lake class outside and have them inspet: a patrol car following tlr: key points.

2.1 EXPLAIN if this has not been predetermined have the
dispatcher ascertain.

. 2 STRESS as a safety factor for the officer.TELL learners
to do this before starting the patrol car.

. 3 EMPHASIZE to learners that even under emergency conditions
the law is clear on this.

. 4 EXPLAIN that courtesy is contagious.

.5 This is done for two reasons, for safety and looks best to
the public .

.6 This is governed by the point selected.
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SIfirT

3. Meet with beat officer

4. Relieve the beat officer

IMMLITS

: 2.13 Covering exposed interior lights
: .14 Turning off motor

3.1 Inspecting assigned patrol car when
. obtaii. tt from beat officer (See
.. Appendix 0)
. .2 Recording pertinent informatiOn re-
. garding patrol car

4.1 Signalling "In Seivice" to dispatcher

R ECONNAISANCE PATROL

S. Proceed to area to be
reconnoitered

6. Reconnoiter the arep

7. Talk with sources of in-
formation

3. Observe persons, places,
and things

9. Proceed to location to be
i-spected

.

.

.

..

5.1 Selecting area
(Varying avenue of approach and exit)

6. 1 Driving in lane offering best view

7.1 Alighting from patrol car

8.1 Realizing that effectiveness of senses
is impaired during vehicle operation

STANDARD PATROL
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Driving slowly, safely, and courteously
in lane offering best view

Obeying all traffic laws
Avoid starting a caravan
Using rear view mirrors
Reducing speed at all intersections
Watching for traffic violations,

criminal offenses, and suspicious
vehicles

Anticipating and being ready for the
unusual or unexpected

Using peripheral vision
Looking down side streets and be-

tween buildings
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Instructor's Notes

3. EXPLAIN this is the same as in Step 1 and the inspection
and recording are the same whed :r obtaining patrol car
at headquarter.3 or on the beat.

5.1 EXPLAIN not just getting behind the wheel and driving,
but have a plan and purpose.
CITE examples of changing routes to and from.
EXPLAIN the value of being systematically unsystematic.

6.1 May be either inside or outside lane depending on what is
beinF viewed.

7.1 Done as a courtesy to the person, for the safety of the officer,
and the officer is at eye level with the person.

8.1 EXPLAIN that the vehicle body restricts sight, motor and
radio affects hearing, exhaust fumes affect smell.

9.3 If cars begin to form a line behind the patrol car, pull off or
change course so cars may string-out.

.4 To observe behind for vehicles lining up or unusual activity.

.5 EMPHASIZE for safety and to set a good driving example.

.7 EXPLAIN that as a driver you should constantly watch for a
place to drive the patrol car should the unusual happen.
EXAMPLE turning down side street to avoid collision of
patrol car 9nd civilian car.

.8 DEMONSTRAITE by having learner look directly at you and
tell what he sees besides you. ASK group to practice at the
same time.

.9 For the unusual.
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10.

.

:

:

:

.

:

:

.

SLR&

Patrol on foot

JKEY EXIiiht

.10 Looking for traffic hazards before
taking eyes off roadway

.11 Checking buildings in the distance
from roof down to street level

.12 Being aware of changes in trafficways

.13 Parking occasionally to observe

.14 Alighting from patrol car

.15 Avoiding surveillance by others
*.16 Using high beams on headlights

when traffic conditions permit
*.17 Avoiding unnecessary and improper

use of spot light
*.18 Using spot light in short flashes
*.19 "Sweeping" with spot light when

complete coverage required
.20 Reducing speed when using spot

light and observing
.21 Handling pending assignments to

gather information and/or com-
plete disposition of complaint

.22 Handling problems as they occur:
.1 Within jurisdiction and capabilities
.2 Requesting departmental assist-

ance from supervisor or dis-
patcher when necessary

.3 Criminal, traffic, juvenile, and
special requests in that order

.23 Recording time, location and reason
for patrol interruption

.24 Telephone service should be avail-
able at location or interruption

.25 Varying time and location of personal
breaks and meal period

.26 Practicing techniques of observation

.27 Covering beat as often as possible
until time of relief

10.1 Making all inspections
.2 Improving observations

.1 Talking with sources of information

.2 Interrogating suspicious persons
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9.10 EMPHASIZE being certain you won't run into anything.
TELL group if necessary stop patrol car to view.

.11 To pick out the unusual which may be a person on roof,
fire, ladder against building, etc.

.12 EXPLAIN that officer should try to learn of these before-
hand, particularly near new road construction where
changes occur daily. Knowing these-may save precious
minutes.

.13 This is a particularly good technique at night to listen
and look for the unusual.

.15 Being systematically unsystematic and alert for persons
watching.

.17 STRESS by advising group that improper use is just like
sending a telegram to the criminal that all is clear, it is
a dead giveaway as to location.

.18 EXPLAIN that this is the best technique because light is
hard to locate particularly when the patrol car is moving.

.19 For example when a quick double back is made or area is
large and you want to pick out the unusual to inspect.

.21 CITE examples, checking dances, school activities, after
hours, executing warrant, information about person, place
or thing.

.22.1 EXPLAIN handling the problem legally and not tackling more
than is physically or mentally possible. CITE example of
officer exceeding jurisdiction or capability.

.3 QUESTION group why in this particular order.

.23 Be able to account for your actions during your tour of duty.

.25 EMPHASIZE and CITE examples of how.

.26 EXPLAIN this includes more than just seeing, it includes
the other four senses, also, following a hunch at times
based on an observation.

.27 This means covering the beat properly, not just driving
around.

10.1 ..- Those that are required or those that are a result of an
observation.

.2 Certain observations were made while approaching with
the patrol car, now a closer inspection can be made.
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.

:

10.3

.4

STEPS KEY POINTS

Selecting safe location to park
patrol car

Parking near outdoor public telephone
. .5 Parking properly
.
.:

.6 Signalling "Out of Car", location,
and reason to dispatcher

.
.

.7 Notifying dispatcher of telephone
number:

.

:
.1 Keeping unit available for assign-

ment
:
:

.8 Waiting for clearance from dispatcher
before leaving patrol car

:

:
.9 Recording time "out of" and "back

in" service, location, and reason
:

.

.10 Removing patrol car keys from
ignition

: .11 Taking required equipment when
. leaving patrol car
:

.

.12 Opening patrol car door and alighting
with caution

: .13 Closing patrol car door quietly, care-
fully, and safely

.14 Locking patrol car
.15 Signalling "Back in Car" to dispatcher

11. Stop selected moving 11.1 To interrogate occupants
vehicles .2 To check contents or search vehicle

.3 Selecting vehicles that are unusual:
.1 To area
.2 To beat:

.1 Location in which driven

.2 Time at which driven

.3 Manner in which driven

.4 Length or number of times
observed in area

.5 Altered or absence of required
identification

.6 Neglected care or condition
.3 To occupants
.4 To contents
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10.6 EMPHASIZE and EXPLAIN this is for the officer's safety.

.8 If aclaiowledgmetet not received, do not leave the patrol car,
keep transmitting until dispatcher replies .

.9 REMEMBER you must account for your time and actions.

.10 QUESTION group as to how many of them have had or know
of a patrol car that was stolen.

.11 This will be governed by the situation to be hat:died.
CITE example: taking shotgun or riot baton ac a disturbance,
flashlight at night.

.14 Particularly if you 'has/ be where you cannot see the car.

.15 Keeping dispatcher informed and not dispatch other units
to search for you, or he may have an emergency assignment .

11.3 CITE EXAMPLES from personal experience or knowledge for
each of key points 11.3.1 through 11.3.4.

.:,
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STEPS KEY POINTS

. 11.4 Recording license number on patrol
: car desk pad before taking any

action.

: .5 Checking license number against
wanted vehicle list:

. .6 File checking license number with

. dispatcher
. .7 Requesting departmental assistance
: from dispatcher:

.1 Notifying dispatcher of pursuit
. and route
. .. Using beacon and siren during-;

. pursuit

..: *.8 Selecting parking place for stop--

. well lighted at night

. .9 Avoiding busy location
: . . le Watching for discarding of weapons
. or evidence
: .11 Noting possible avenues of escape. 11

. open to occupants

. .12 Driving patrol car to the left of and

.. about two feet behind driver of
. selected vehicle
.. .13 Turning on emergency beacon light
. .14 Attracting driver's attention with
. series of short horn signals
: *915 Attracting driver's attention by
. flashing or sweeping spotlight or
: flashlight across mirrors at night
. *.16 Avoid blinding driver
: .17 UP4.ng siren as list resort

.18 Ordering driver where to stop and
: park in loud clear voice
. .19 Using hand signals to designate cor-.

. rect stopping place

. .20 Avoid "overshooting** vehicle
: .21 Keeping alert to erratic movement
. of vehicle
. .22 Falling in behind vehicle to be
. stopped
: .23 Maintaining assured clear distance
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11.4 QUESTION group as to why they think this should be done.
EMPHASIZE license number should be recorded accurately.

. 6 STRESS giving accurate information to dispatcher.

i If for a sound reason you think this vehicle and driver 11111St..,

be apprehended, CITE examples.

.2 Done during high speed pursuit, particularly to cover the
officer should an accident result from the parstit.

.8 QUESTION group as to why a well lighted area should be
selected.

,12 DEMONSTRATE using model cars, SHOWING top view by
placing on vertical surface. SHOWING side view by placing
on table top .

.18 EXPLAIN that the officer may need to roll down the
opposite window during the pursuit.

.19 DEMONSTRATE proper hand signals .

.21 SHOW what happens when driver suddenly applies brakes

.21 or tuns, using model cars on a vertical surface.

#
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12.

.

.

: .

.

.

.

:

:

: .

.

:

:

:

:

:

:
:

.
:
.

:
.

:

11.24
.25

*.26
.27

.28

.29

.30

.31

.32

.33
*.34

.35

.36

.37

.38

.39

.40

12.1
.1
.2

.3

STEPS KEY POINTS

Search selected vehicles

Parking vehicles out of traffic lanes
Stopping ,And parking 8 to 15 feet be-

hind vehicle and about 2 feet to the
left

Turning on left and right spotlights
Notifying dispatcher of vehicle stop,

description of vehicle, location
of, and reason for stop

Watching occupants and interior of
vehicle through rear and side
windows

Keeping alert for any quick or furtive
movements by occupants

Paying particular attention to hands
and shoulders of occupants

Looking in rear view mirrors for
approaching traffic

Unfastening revolver holster flap
Taking required equipment
Carrying flashlight in weak hand
Alighting from patrol car after re-

ceiving reply on file check and
clearance from dispatcher--with
caution

Approaching vehicle from left side--
slowly and carefully

Using caution when passing vehicle's
blind spot

Stopping at the rear of the vehicle's
front door

Keeping back to approaching traffic
when one occupant only

Facing side of vehicle when front and
and rear seats occupied

Selecting vehicles:
Wanted in connection with a crime
Similar in descriptitig to wanted

vehicles
With indications of having been

used in crime
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11.25 SHOW using model cars .
The two feet to the left provides a safety lane
to walk in.

.26 Alining left light parallel to violator vehicle, right
light through rear window.

.27 STRESS this is for officer's personal safety .

.28

.29

.30 EXPLAIN this is done while still seated in the patrol car.

.31

.32 This should be done for the officer's safety and not
obvious to the person stopped.

.33 CITE examples, flashlight, citation book, etc .

.34 To keep strong hand free, TELL group they must practice
this all the time.

.35 Being certain it is safe to alight.

The learners will practice the application of Step 11 alter receiving the
presentation on Step 13.

12.1.1 CITE examples - recent bank robbery - burglary.
.2 CITE examples - hit and run - stolen. EXPLAIN that

many times descriptions are vague or inaccurate.
.3 CITE examples from experience or such as car heavily

loaded, welding tanks obvious , bullet holes , etc.
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STEPS, KEY POINTS

1

. 12.1.4 Having suspicious occupants

. .5 As a result of questioning occupants

. .2 Arresting occupants first
: .3 Requesting permission of driver, if
. no arrest made:

: .4 Checking contents or gathering
.. evidence
: .5 Notifying dispatcher of location of
. wanted vehicle
. .6 Verifying identification of wanted

vehicle with dispatcher
. .7 Requesting dispatcher to:
. .1 Notify responsible investigating
. officer of find
. .2 Ascertain further instructions
. regarding disposition
: .8 Requesting departmental assistance
: from dispatcher if:
. .1 Any occupant is wanted for or
. suspected of a felony
. .2 Any occupant is known or sus-
. pected of being armed or
. dangerous
.. .3 Vehicle is occupied and is to be
. searched in the field
. .9 Removing all occupants
: .10 Watching for approaching traffic
: .11 Requesting or ordering driver to get
. out first--slowly
. .12 Keeping out of range of open door
: .13 Keeping driver between officer and
: occupants until all have alighted
.. from vehicle
: .14 Selecting and moving to safe position
. on right side of vehicle
: .15 Walking behind vehicle
. .16 Requesting or ordering passengers
: to get out right side of vehicle in
: following order: right front seat,
: right rear seat, and left rear seat
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12.1.4 Those whose occupants indicate the unusual.
.5 Should their answers be vague or inconclusive.

.2 EXPLAIN this is in accordance with the laws of evidence,
so any evidence found is admissable in court during prose-
cution.

.3 EXPLAIN the officer should explain the situation to the driver
or owner, telling him why he should allow the searching of
the vehicle.

.7.1 EXPLAIN if the responsible investigating officer wants you to
stand-by at the scene.

.2 You will get instructions to do so, thereupon, the investigating
officer will assume further action.

.8 DISCUSS balance of Key Points through 12.30.
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MI Krff POilo""1

. 12.17 Watching passengers to prevent dis-
carding'," Ividence

: .18 Having passe:-.bers face away from
officer

. .19 Keeping passengers in view at all

.. times and away from vehicle

. *.20 Re-aiming right spot light on

.. occupants

.. .21 Standing outside of spot light beam

. behind opened right front door of

.

. patrol car

. .22 Examining every part of vehicle,
. systematically

.23 Searching left then right Gide of
.. vehicle, front to rear and back
. again
.. .24 Searching logical places
.. .25 Avoid unnecessarily damaging vehicle
.. or contents
.. .26 Collecting all evidence and items of

value as law enforcement intelli-.
.. gene
.. .27 Looking for objects foreign to
: occupants or vehicle
.. .28 Calling the attention of witneLsing
.. officer to found evidence
. .29 Recording:
.. .1 Description of evidence
: . .2 Circumstances under which found
.. .3 Name of witnessing officer
.
. .30 Avoid overlooking any possible hiding
: place

13. Stop selected pedestrians : . 13. i Those wanted or suspicious persons
a . *.2 Selecting well lighted location for
. stop at night
.. .3 Avoid busy locations
. .4 Noting possible avenues of escape
.. .5 Approaching pedestrian from the rear
. *.6 Stopping patrol car at slight ang.e to

curL to illuminate area.
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12.22 EXPLAIN start with exterior first by raising hood and
examining left side of motor area.

.24 EXPLAIN this is a field search, for a detailed search, the
vehicle should be impounded.

ASK group if they have any questions and answer same.

Take class outside for the application phase of STOPPING VEHICLE
according to the Key Points in Step 11. Use two patrol cars, with all
learners in the cars and one being driver in each. Perform once, then
change drivers and perform again. Other learners will observe the two
performances.

At the conclusion of the above, return to parking area and select one
learner for each car to SEARCH VEHICLE according to Key Points
12.22 through 12.30, others will observe.

13.5 DEMONSTRATE Key Points 13.5 thru 13.9 by using model car.
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: .

..

: .

:
.

13.7
.8

*.9

STEPS KEY POINTS

Avoid violating traffic law
Avoid "overshooting" pedestrian
Stopping ahead of pedestrian when

approaching from front making
certain he cannot pass patrol car
before officer alights

I .10 Unfastening revolver holster flap
: .

:

.11 Watching for any quick or furtive
movements when alighting from
patrol car

. .12 Paying particular attention to
pedestrian's hands

14. Inspect unoccupied homes 14.1 Temporarily unoccupied
.2 Upon request
.3 Removing evidence of non-occupancy
.4 Completing Unoccupied Home Report

(See Appendix P)

15.

16.

17.

OFF DUTY RELIEF

Proceed to watch relief point : 15.1 Notifying relief officer of designated
location

Meet with beat officer : 16.1 Recording ending mileage
: .2 Removing all personal equipment
: .3 Notifying relief officer of any damage

or desired repairs to patrol car
. and shortage of auxiliary equipment
: .4 Turning patrol car over to relief
. officer
: . .5 Signalling "Out of Service" to dis-

patcher when patrol car not turned.

. over to relief officer

. .6 Signalling "Off Duty" to dispatcher
: . when patrol car turned over to

relief officer.

.

Proceed to headquartn*s 17.1 Turning in patrol car at garage
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.9 DRAW on chalkboard 4 --. x = Pedestrian
Patrol Car

Patrol Car ii

DRAW fines indicating street and sidewalk on chartboard or chalk-
board. DRAW pedestrian and SHOW correct position of patrol car to
pedestrian.

15.1 EXPLAIN if this has not been predetermined.

16.2 EMPHASIZE partkularly when car is to be used on another
watch.
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STEPS, JCRY POINTS

18. Complete required reports 18.1 Turning in found property and evidence
to property officer

.2 Completing Property Tag (See
Appendix Q)
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18.1 EMPHASIZE being certain the evidence or property is
properly handled.
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

There are a great many laws regulating a person's behavior. Violation of these
laws, in the majority of instances, constitutes a misdemeanor. Because these
laws tend to regulate behavior they present a constant challenge to an officer's
judgement and analyzing ability. The perpetration of a misdemeanor knows no
social status. Persons on any rung of the social ladder may inadvertantly or
deliberately commit an offense.

Community security is almost entirely dependent upon officers assigned to the
area. Witnessing an offense and the subsequent proper handling by the officer
serves the community and officer to the best advantage. Anything an officer does
legally to deter offenses will certainly receive the approval of the public and the
officer's supervisors.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Camera Kit

Bulbs, Flash
Camera
Film
Flash Unit (battery condenser

type)
Citation Book
Clipboard
Compass, Magnetic
Crayon, Marking (lumber

yellow)
Form, Preliminary Investigation Field

Report

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

rftepi.;r4...a-

Handcuffs
Knife, Pocket
Notebook, Pocket
Paper, Graph
Pen, Ball Point
Pencil, Mechanical
Ruler, Architects'
Tags, Evidence
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring Steel

(white surface)

Be calm
Under all circumstances, notify dispatcher of location before leaving patrol car
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Smoking should be avoided
Be certain you understand and are understood
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TIME ALLOTTED: 5 hours

OBJECTIVES:

1. To lay a solid foundation for the learner so that he might build a
sound case.

2. To point up and emphasize safety factors to avoid personal injury.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Chalkboard, chalk and eraser, or chart pad

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 4, pp. 33-38

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in the procedure.

READ and DISCUSS General Safety Practices. CITE examples of why.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student
participation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

Inform the class that the majority of cases they will handle will be misde-
meanors and these will provide valuable experience.
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1.

.2.

3.

:
.

:
:
..

.
.

:
:

:
.

.

:

:

.

.:
:

.:
:

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.:
:

1.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

2.1
.2
.3

.4
.5.-
.6

.7
.8
.9

.10

.11
. 12

3.1

.2

.1

.2

.3

.4
.3

.4

STEPS KEY POINTS,

Witness the misdemeanor

Apprehend perpetrator

Identify arrestee

Using the senses
Recognizing the elements that con-

stitute the offense
Noting general identification charac-

teristics of perpetrator
Noting time, place, and other

witnesses
Requesting, when possible, other

witnesses to remain

As soon as practical
Approaching with caution
Keeping arrestee away from strong

hand side
Speaking clearly
Commanding, 'Don't mover
Ordering perpetrator to move only

as told
Informing, "You are under arrest?"
Preventing violence
Using only that amount of force

necessary to overcome resistance
Using special care with women,

juveniles, and mentally ill
Noting what is said by arrestee
Answering inquiries courteously and

concisely

Being certain it is same person that
committed the offense

Noting particular identification
characteristics:
Clothing worn
Body features
Speech
Mannerisms

Requesting arrestee pronounce and
spell name and give present address

Requesting or searching for identi-
fication documents
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Instructor's Notes

1.1 EXPLAIN this is when the five senses come into play.
IDENTIFY the five senses.
CITE examples of how each may be used to detect offense or
ASK learners to cite examples.

.2 CITE examples of elements of offense by selecting misdemeanor
statute and identifying the elements.

.3 QUESTION learners as to what they think your general
identification characteristics are. (Examples: white-male-adult)

.4 EMPHASIZE importance in building solid case and requires
only a second to glance at your watch and the area around you.

.5 Also assists in building a solid case.

2.3 ASK learners why.

.4 DEMONSTRATE and EMPHASIZE.

.5 DEMONSTRATE and EMPHASIZE.

.9 CITE examples of using only necessary force.

.10 EXPLAIN that courtesy and patience are a must.

.11 EXPLAIN that the comments made may be used in evidence.

3.1 REVIEW general identification characteristics.
CITE example how they help identify the offender in a
crowd.

.2 ASK learners to identify particular characteristics.

.1 From top down.

.2 Heavy -light -one arm - broken nose - scars -heavy eyebrows -
etc.

.3 Accent-impediment-cultured-effected from alcohol or
narcotics - sloppy.

.4 Nervous habit-motions .
.4 ASK learners "What documents would be acceptable?"

EXPLAIN that all documents are subject to forgery or
theft.
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4.

5.

.

.

:

.

..

.

.

.

.:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

:

.

..

..

.

.

.:

.

.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Issue citation (If not
arresting)

Secure arrestee

3.5 When requesting, accept only
identification documents

.6 Checking verbal information against
document

.7 Noting diserepencies
.8 Questioning arrestee further, de-

pending on answers given

4.1 According to departmental policy
.2 When reasonably certain perpetrator

will appear
.3 Filling out form while standing in a

safe location
.4 Using prescribed form (See

Appendix R)
.5 Establishing time and date mutually

agreeable, for court, officer, and
perpetrator, when possible

.6 Printing information Legibly

.7 Rechecking information on citation
for accuracy

.8 Handing citation and all documents
to the perpetrator

.9 Asking perpetrator if information on
citation is understood clearly

.10 Having perpetrator sign citation

5.1 Handcuffing hands behind back,
palms out, key holes up, double
lock pins away from arrestee

.2 Handcuffing to fixed object

.3 Assuring arrestee that his rights
will be protected

.4 Keeping all unauthorized persons
away

.5 Preventing arrestee from injuring
himself or others

.6 Preventing others from injuring
arrestee

.7 Isolating arrestee from exits, when
possible
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MISDEMEANORS WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

instructor's Notes

3.5 NEVER accept entire wallet or purse . Only documents.

.6 LOOK at document carefully. Especially those with phys
description information.

4.1 DETERMINE from learners if the citation is used for
violations other than traffic. -
HAVE learners cite examples of violations.

.3 ASK learners to describe safe location. Examples: shoulder of road,
back to wall, etc.

.6 EMPHASIZE.

.7 EMPHASIZE.

.10 EXPLAIN that this provides verification that the offender
has received the citation.

5.1 DEMONSTRATE using learner and by following key point.
REQUEST learners to pair off and practice.
CHECK and CORRECT mistakes as learners practice.

.2 CITE examples and EXPLAIN why.

.3 Telling arrestee that his rights may be asserted at the
proper time and place.

.6 CITE examples .

.7 ILLUSTRATE by using the room you are instructing in.
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LAW ENFORCE/AE/1F' OFFICER TRAINING

6. Search arrestee

7. Gather ev:ience

-

JCPY MINTS

. 5.8 Refusing requests of arrestee and/or

. persons wishing to see or speak to

. him at the scene

.

. 6.1 After arrert
: .2 After handcuffing

.3 U forming arrestee that search will
. be made
. .4 Isolating searcher and arrestee
.. .5 Adhering strictly to laws of search
. for weapons and evidence
.. .6 For safety
.
. .7 Using spread-eagle method.
: .8 Removing all metal objects that may
.. be potential weapons
.. .9 Completing bodily search even though
. weapon or evidence bund
. .10 Using female officer or trusted adult
. woman on females

.11 Calling for assistance, when
.. necessary

. 7.1 To legally substantiate facts
.2 Completing Preliminary Invectigation

. Field Report (See Appendix S)

78

.3 Before or after removal of arrestee,
as appropriate

.4 Contacting '..,ti..zr witnesses for:
.1 Name
.2 Address
.3 Information airout offense
.4 Availability to testify

.5 Searching scene systematically

.6 Olrerving r-"nutest detail

.7 Including area adjacent to crime
scene

.8 Collecting suffic ent amount of
specimens for scientific examination

.9 Placing in appropriate containers

.. I .
`..
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MISDEMEANORS WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HAW)! 'NG

instructor's Notes

6.1 QUESTION learners, "Why after arrest?"
.2 QUESTION learners for reasons.

.5 12XPLAZI these are complied with when it is ascertained
that you are going to arrest and the reason for it has ben
established.

. 7 DEMONSTRATE by using learner.
RAVE Iearnrs pair off and practice.
CRICK and COL.ZECT mistakes of 101111141S.

.9 CITE examples of more than one weapon or overlooking
evidence.

7.3 EXPLAIN arrestee may have been removed by another
officer.

.5 ILLUSTRATE by using classroom.

4 8 EXPLAIN too much is better than not enough.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

8.

9.

:

.

: .

.

:

..

.:

..

.

.

..

:

.

: .

..

..
..

:

: .

..

.

.

..

.

.

:

.

..

.

7.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

8.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
.10

.11

.12

9. 1
.2
.3
.4

.5

STEPS KEY POINTS,

Remote arrestee from
scene

Process arre ,tee

Avoiding contamination by using
separate containers

Recording description and location
found

Recording names and addresses of
persons having knowledge or
possession of evidence

Initialing in suitable place on
evidence

Avoiding damage for scient.;ic
examination

Taking to jail
Walking to jail, if practical
Calling supervisor to arrange for

transportation
In patrol car or patrol wagon
Removing high or spiked heel shoes

from females
Refusing requests for unauthorized

means of transportation
Placing arrestee on front seat, when

alone and without screen
Placing arrestee on rear seat, if

screen provided
Locking doors
Refusing requests to smoke, get out

of or change positions in patrol
vehicle

Noting statements made by arrestee,
for later recording

Keeping constantly alert against
personal attack

Upon arrival at jail
Consigning arrestee to jailer
Furnishing necessary information
Assisting or filling in all forms as

required
Removing handcuffs where and when

designated
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MISDEMEANORS WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

....

- .100tructer's Notes

7.13 ILLUSTRATE suitable places on selected pieces of evidence, such
as: a hammer, a stone, revolver, etc .

8.6 CITE examples - pleading mother - female wanting to call
taxi - etc., or from own experience.

.10 EXPLAIN for safety of officer and to prevent affecting
chemical tests.

.11 EXPLAIN this may be "RES GESTAE" - information or
statements made to the first person - spontaneously -
may be admitted in evidence , when they pertain to the
act and facts in the situation.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

10.

:

.

.

.

: .

.

9.6

10.1
.2
.3
.4

STEPS KEY POINTS

Submit evidence

Keeping constantly alert against
attack or escape

Maintaining legal chain
To property officer
Filling in forms as required
Recording:

.

.1

.2
Time
Property officer's name and number

.. .3 Location stored

11. Submit reports .. 11.1 To supervisor
. .2 To complete disposition
: .3 Before going off duty
. .4 For department information
.. .5 For use in prosecution
: .6 Using Preliminary Investigation Field
: . Report form (See Appendix 5)
.

.7 Typed
. .8 Referring to notes

.
.9 Including who-what-why-when-where-

and how (See Appendix U)
.10 Spelling correctly

. .11 Choosing words carefully

.

..

.12 Avoiding legalistic words, phrases,
or slang

. .13 Being objective in information

.

.14 Using only widely accepted
abbreviations

.

.15 Using quotation marks for exact
words spoken or written by
persons

. .16 Reviewing and editing the report
before submitting
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MISDEMEANORS WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

Instructor's Notes

10.1 DEFINE legal chain of evidence as "Being able to account
for the evidence from the time of its discovery to its appearance
in court as an exhibit."

II. TELL learners: "It is easiest to compile report in chronological
narrative form. Start with the call from dispatcher and relate
everything you did during investigation, being certain every inclusion
is factual and the answers to who, what, why, when, where, and now
can be found in the report .

11.9 EMPHASIZE.

.10 USE the dictionary when in doubt.

.12 CITE examples. Res Gestae, Party of the Ftrst Part, Narco, Queer
Fairy, etc.

.16 EMPHASIZE by telling group their reports reflect their personal
ability or intelligence.
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MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Three major considerations must be given to the handling of any criminal law
violation. First, the law must be complied with; second, that the departmental
regulations be adhered to; and third, that a disposition which is satisfactory,
within the above requirements, to the complainant be achieved.

There are many times, when an offense is committed, that the complainant will
desire or demand that action be taken by the officer. But, because of the type of
offense the officer will be unable to act due to the requirements of the law. It is
difficult to convince the complainant under such circumstances that there is
nothing the officer can do to enforce the law.

Most law enforcement departments are operating under the handicaps of man-
power shortage and excessive case and work loads. Departmental regulations
which limit the extent of handling in certain cases are a justifiable result of such
handicaps.

The complainant, on the other hand, still has a problem whica is of the utmost
concern and has sought the assistance of the officer in solving the problem. A
satisfactory disposition still may be achieved, even though the officer is limited
by law and departmental regulations, by performing the proper handling
procedure.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Camera Kit:

Bulbs, Flash
Camera
Film
Hash Unit (battery condenser

Me)
Citation Book
Clipboard
Compass, Magnetic
Crayon, Marking, (lumber yellow)
Form, Persons Report
Form, Preliminary Investigation Report

84

Handcuffs
Knife, Pocket
Notebook, Pocket
Paper, Graph
Pen, Ball Point
Pencil, Mechanical
Ruler, Architects'
Tags, Evidence
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring

Steel (white surface)



Teaching Guide No. 5

MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 4 hours

OBJECTIVES:

I. To instruct the officer in the ways and means of achies. ing a disposition
which can be satisfactory to all concerned.

2. To indicate to the officer to what extent he may have to go in the handling
procedure.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Chalkboard, chalk and eraser, or chart pad

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course, Unit I,
Procedure No. 5, pp. 39-46.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

5 min. Use the Introductory Info:-mation in the procedure.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Be calm
Notify dispatcher of location, before leaving patrol car, under all circumstances
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Smoking should be avoided

1. and .

: .

1.1
.2
.3

STEPS KEY POINTS,

Receive assignment
information

From dispatcher
From citizen, notifying dispatcher
Recording on Patrol Car desk pad:

.1 Time received

.2 Location of scene

.3 Type of crime

.4 Person to be contacted and/or
complainant and address

.4 Repeating location to dispatcher
.5 Stopping patrol car before writing
.6 Requesting verification for accuracy

2. Proceed to scene 2.1 Driving safely
.2 Immediately, unless otherwise in-

.. structed

..

..

.3 Using extreme caution when disobey-
ing traffic laws

: . .4 Avoiding use of red light and siren
unless otherwise instructed

3. Arrive at scene . 3.1 Parking properly
. . A, Notifying dispatcher of exact location
.. .3 Signaling dispatcher "out-of-service"
. .4 Removing ignition key
: .5 Recording time of arrival
.. .6 Taking required equipment
: .7 Alighting from patrol car with caution

.8 Locking patrol car
. .9 Entering all premises with caution
. .10 Approaching all persons and things
.. with caution

4. Observe scene an situation : 4.1 To determine course of action
: .2 Selecting safe location for officer
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Teaching Guide "1. 5

MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student
participation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Ur .

The handling of a misdemeanor not witnessed by the officer is a test of his
personal contact ability, plus the ability to analyze the problem posed; then to
ultimately dispose of the problem satisfactorily.

1.2. EXPLAIN being certain to obtain clearance before handling.

2.4 ASK learners why?

Instructor's Notes

3.2 EMPHASIZE .

.3 EMPHASIZE .

.4 STRESS.

.5 EXPIAB1 this starts your timetable concerning the investigation
and fits into the chronological seqaence of events in the handling
procedure.

.6 Notebook, flashlight, riot baton, or whatever is necessary depending
on the type of s-omplaint.

.9 CITE EXAMPI.,:. of officer being attacked because he was not
cautious upon entering.

4.2 One location is usually safer than others. EXAMPLE-Back to wall,
next to door, so whole room may be scanned.

Al
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Training Procedure No. 5

5.

6.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

.. 4.3

.. .4
: .5
.

. .6

. .7

.. .8

. 5.1
. .2
: .

. .3
: .4
: .5
.

: .6
: .7

. 6.1

.. .2

. .3
.. .4
. .5
. .6
.. .7
..
. .8
. .9
.
.. .10

:
.. .11
..

. .12
x .

. .13
:

TRAINING

SEEPS

Preserve the peace

Identify participants

KEY P O1NT

Scanning persons present for weapons
Scanning area for potendal weapons
Physical and mental condition of persons

involved
Mood awl state of by-standers
Being alert to conversations .

For future information

To prevent violence
Requesting or ordering all concerned to

desist
Separating combatants
Quieting or calming persons present
Removing or isolating complainant and

perpetrator
Calling for assistance when necessary
Requesting assistance of persons present

Complainant
Victim
Perpetrator
Witnesses
To assist in gathering facts
Directing questions
Observing which persons seem most

concerned
Listening to conversations
Requesting complainant to identify

perpetrator
Requesting complainant and/or perpetra-

tor to identify witnesses so by-standers
may be dismissed from scene

Requesting perpetrator to identify him-
self

Recording names, addresses and tele-
phone numbers

Gathering information about perpetrator,
if not at scene
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MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

Inettuctor's Notes

4.4 Chairs, lamps, fireplace poker, ball bat, and etc.
.5 ILLUSTRATE by citing examples of how alcohol, narcotics,

or emotions affect physical and mental condition.
.6 EXPLAIN that bystanders will take sides and can easily

become involved.
.7 These can provide vital information.

5.2 EXPLAIN that this must be done, then if the request or
order is not complied with an arrest can be made. Read
Sect. 2923.41 O.R.C. to class and discuss.

.6 CITE examples.
.7 CITE examples.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

ITELI KPY POINTS

7. Interview participants 7.1 Getting all sides of the story:
.2 Determining if necessary elements of.

. offense are present
.3 Allowing teach to give his own version.

uninterrupted
.4 Being impartial:
.5 Requesting witnesses to remain.

.6 Requesting witnesses not discuss the.

case with each other.
. .7 Separating and interviewing each per-.

son concerned.
. .8 Recording pertinent biformation in:

pocket notebook or on appropriate
form.

: .9 Determining if complainant oz victim
will initiate steps for prosecution.

:

8. Inform persons involved . 8.1 Complainant
: .2 Victim

.3 Perpetrator.

.4 Witnesses.
. .5 Complainant or victim of necessary

elements to prove offense:

.6 Informing all persons involved to:

appear before magistrate at court:

of juris4iction and venue
. .7 Informing complainant or victim of:

location for signing affidavit for
. warrant:
. .8 Informing witnesses wnat win be:

expected of them:
: .9 Recording names, addresses and
: telephone numbers of persons for

possible court action:
.10 Answering other questions of in-

: volved persons.

COMPLETE FOLLOWING STEPS IF PROSECUTION WILL RESULT

9. Preserve scene

t
1
4

: 9.1 Guarding scene at all times
: .2 Removing all persons
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MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

7.2 Most civilians know little about law and confuse civil and
criminal offenses .

.3 Don't put words ihto their mouth.

.8 DETERMINE from learners their ideas of pertinent
information.

8.6 EXPLAIN this is done in the event that the persons involved
are not satisfied and a preliminary hearing would more
satisfactorily answer their problem.

.7 ASK learners where they would send complainant or victim
to have this done.
SELECT learner from each of the following: police department, sheriff's
department, and marshal, if present.

DISCUSS Steps 9 thru 27 and the Key Points thereto, answering questions
as you progress. Steps 9 thnr 17 are similiar to those in the Handling
Felonies procedure, and will be covered in greater detail there.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Mil liCEY POINTS

10.

11.

Photograph scene

Sketch scene

.:

.:

.

..

.:

.

:
.:
.:

.
-

:

:
:
:
:
:
.

:
:
:
.

:

.:
:

:
:
.

: :

.:
:

9.3

.4

.5

6
.7

.8

.9

3C.1
.2

.3
.4

.5

.6
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7

lt. 1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

Staying out of scene as much as
possible

Roping off or locking-up
Keeping unauthorized persons

away
Keeping eve:.-thing in place
Determining if crime scene has been

altered
Check ag with person who knows

crime scene intimately
Calling for ass tance, when necessary

As soon as possible
Getting over-all view first without

altering scene
Taking over-all view with identification
Taking pictures of physical evidence

without identification
Taking pictures of physical evidence

with identification
Recording phr ,ographic data:

Type of camera
Lens opening
Shutter speed
Type of film
Accessories used
Time taken
Location of camera for each

photograph

Locating the position of pertinent
items

Providing a permanent record to
supplement word description

Using Field Sketch Sheet (See
Appendix j)

Obtaining general impression of
scene before starting sketch

Locating north at top of sketch
Using magnetic compass to deter-

mine north
Determining fixed base line or fixed

points
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MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

instructor's Notes

t

9.7 QUESTION learners as to ways it may have been altered.

.8 QUTSTION learners as to who these persons might be.

10.2 EXPLAIN to learners that first picture should be taken as
is - unaltered.

.3 Agency's identification is introduced here.

11.7 ILLUSTRATE examples by drawing on chalkboard.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

Mil Zia1121a1

11.8 Determining what is to be included
.9 Determining scale used
.10 Determining when in the investigation

sketch should be made
.11 Recording ou sketch:

1 Brief descriptive statement
.2 Address or location
.3 Type of offense
.4 Clse number
.5 Scale used
.6 Arrow indicating north
.7 Name of person making sketch
. 8 Legend
.9 Names of persons assisting with

measurements
.10 Date sketch

.12 Measuring accurately

.13 Using rectangular coordinates or
triangulation from fixed poLts for
locating items on sketch

.14 Using the words "feet" and "inches"
in recording distance in notebook

.15 Confirming all measurements

.16 Including all details pertinent to
offense

.17 Using staigdard symbols when possible

12. Gather evidence 12.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

.6
.7

.8

.9

Substantiating facts
Searching systematically, clockwise
Observing minutest detail
In4-1-...cling area adjacent to crime

scene
Carefully
Handling as little as possible
Collecting sufficent amount of spec-

imens for scientific examination
Avoiding contamination by using

separate containers
Placing in proper containers

.10 Recording its location
.11 Recording description
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MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

11.8 EXPLAIN only those items pertinent to case.
CITE examples .

.10 At any time during the handling of the investigation.

.13 ILLUSTRATE by drawing example on challtboarci .

12.2 Use classroom to demonstrate.

.9 DETERMINE from class what are proper containers.

Instructor's Notes
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

.

..

.

.
:
..

.

.

.

.

.

: .

:

.

:

:

:

.

.

.

: .

.

: .

.

.

: .

.

: .

.

.

:
.
.

.

..

12.12

13.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

14.1
.2
.3
.4

.3

.6

15.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

16.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

17.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

STEPS KEY POINTS

Mark evidence

Preserve evidence

Follow-up

Book evidence

Submit report (See Appendix
N)

Recording names and addresses of
persons having knowledge or
possession of evidence

For future identification
Initialing in suitable location
Using metal scribe, pen, tag, tape,

as appropriate
Avoiding tramage for sciedtific

examination
Recording in notes whe--, and how

marked

Keeping in personal Possession
Preventing loss, damage, removal
Releasing only to proper authority
Handling with gloves, when

appropriate
Allowing natural drying of wet items
Using appropriate containers

Completing unfinished details
Locating and arresting perpetrator

after warrant issued
Recovering property
Gathering additional facts
Leads furnitthed or discovered

Maintaining legal chain of evidence
Turning over to authorized officer
Securing to avoid tampering
Receiving receipt
Recording location
Recording names of all persons

handling

After step 8 - if no prosecution
As required
Completing disposition
Before going off duty
For department information
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MISDEMEANOR NOT WITNESSED BY OFFICER, HANDLING

13.2 SELECT two or three items of evidence and INDICATE
proper place.

14.2 CITE examples how this might occur.
.3 DEVELOP by QUESTIONING learners.

16.1 SELECT item and have each learner pass from one to
the other, EXPLAIN to learners that each must now testify
because they are part of the chain.

17.4 EMPHASIZE and EXPLAIN that line of communication
remains intact.

-a IV r
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

.

17.6
.7
.8

For use in prosecution
Using prescribed form
Typed

: .9 Referring to notes
: .10 Including who - what -why -when-where

and how
.11 Spelling correctly

: .12 Choosing words carefully
: .13 Avoiding legalistic words or phrases
: and slang
: .14 Being objective in information

.15 Using only widely, accepted abbreviations

.16 Reviewing and editing the report
before submitting
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Instructor's Notes

17.16 EMPHASIZE.



Training Procedure No. 6

FELONIES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The beat officer has many splendid opportunities to .nder sevvice to the public,
but none so impresses the members of a Immunity with the efficiency of the
officer and the department as the investigation and apprehension of a felon. The
building of a solid case, getting and checking out leads, and concluding with the
perpetrator's apprehension is viewed with awe and pride when the citizen origi-
nally thought the case was unsolvable du- to the apparent lack of clues and facts.

The officer who knows how to perform his duties in a quiet, efficient, and pro-
fessional-like manner inspires the confidence of the public in law enforcement,
ultimately acquiring the community's backing in the further prevention of crime
and increasing sources of information.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Clipboard
Compass, Magnetic
Containers . Evidence
Crayon, Marking (yellow

lumber,'
Forms:

Field Interrogation Report
Injured Prisoner Report
Preliminary Investigation

Report
Prisoner's Property Receipt
Property Tag
Format for Statement (Sample, Appendix T)

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES

Consider every felon as armed and dangerous
Always keep arrestee in view
Keep arrestee away from officer's strong hand side
Be certain that you understand and are understood
Refuse all of arrestee's requests in the field
Be constantly alert for personal hazards.
Notify dispatcher of any change in location

100

Handcuffs
Knife, Pocket
Paper, Graph
Pen, Ball Point (black)
Pen, Ball Point (red)
Pencil, Mechanical
Ruler, 12"
Tapes 100 ft. Metal Reinforced

Cloth Measuring
Tape, 10 ft. Spring Steel Measuring

surface)P



FELONIES, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: (0 hours

OBJECTIVES:

Teaching Guide No. 6

1. "") acquaint the learner with the proper methods of handling felony calls
under all circumstances.

2. To stress the importance of the preliminary investigation.
3. To stress ie importance of properly handling physical evidence.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Camera
Graph paper, Pocket notebook size
Marking devices, Physical evidence (various types)
Note pad, Plain white paper - 4" x 6" (for patrol car desk)
Notebook, Pocket
Pencil, mechanical (for patrol car desk)
Ruler, Plastic - 6 inch
Statement form

P F 2NCE:

ing Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 6, pp. 47-62.

INTRODUCING THE. LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in the procedure.

DISCUSS with and QUESTION learners on each general safety practice, being
certain they understand.
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aREit _KEY POWS_

1.

2.

Receive assignment and
information

Proceed to scene

.

:

.

.

.

.

.:

.

:
.,
.

.

.

.

.

.:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

..

.

.

:

.

.:

:

.

1.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

.1

.2

.3

.4

.7
.1
.2

.3

.4
.8

.1

.2
.9

.10

.11

2.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

From dispatcher
Acknowledging initial call immediately
Identifying unit and giving location
From citizen, notifying dispatcher
Stopping patrol car before writing
Recording on patrol car desk pad:

Location of scene
Type of crime
Person to be contacted and/or

complainant and address
Description of perpetrator and his

vehicle
Noting:

Situation at scene
Actual or potential hazards to

persons involved
Type of weapon used by perpetrator
Route of escape of perpetrator

Requesting:
Additional required information
Departmental assistance

Notifying dispatcher of personal
knowledge

Repeating location of scene for
verification by dispatcher

Acknowledging receipt of transmission

Immediately
Driving safely
Using extreme caution when disobey-

ing traffic laws ,

Avoid using beacon light and siren,
unless otherwise instructed

Using most expeditious route
Considering the perpetrator's route

of escape
Watching for the perpetrator arid/or

his vehicle
Considering the possibility of error

and/or change
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FELONIES, HANDLING

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

Teaching Guide No. 6

Instructor's Notes

In presenting each teaching unit In this procedure which requires student
participation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

BEFORE proceeding, SHOW the group how this procedure is arranged.
EXPLAIN the necessity for changing operations for "Cold," "Hot," and "In
Custody" cases. QUESTION group making certain they understand when
they would by-pass one of the above.

1.. DEVELOP by QUESTIONING group.
Make certain that all key, points are covered.
DO NOT devote too much time on this, learners have had
this material previously.

.7.1 EMPHASIZE public's and learner's safety.
2 EMPHASIZE safety.

.3 EMPHASIZE safety.
.4 POINT OUT possible apprehension enroute to scene and

STRESS learner's safety.
.8.1 Give EXAMPLES.

.2 EXPLAIN and EMPHASIZE that although you are teaching one
man.patrol, the learner can and should request assistance
when necessary.

.9 Give EXAMPLES.

2.3 EMPHASIZE safety. POINT OUT that learner still has re-
sponsibility of being careful. (Ref: RC 4511.03 and
4511.24). Read and discuss these sections.

.4 EXPLAIN how and why beacon light and siren have lost most
of their usefulness.

.5 EXPLAIN and give EXAMPLES.

.6 Give EXAMPLES from known criminal's method of operation.

.8 EXPLAIN possible inaccuracies of information frok. complainant.
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3.

: .

..

.

.

.

: .

..

.

: .

: .

: .

: .

:
:

.
: .

.

:

2.9

.10

.11

3. 1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

STEPS KEY POINTS

Arrive at scene

Participating in department's
tactical operations

Planning personal operations
based on known information

Turning off beacon light andiar
siren

Parking properly
Signalling dispatcher "out-of-

service"
Giving dispatcher exact location
Recording time of arrival
Removing ignition key
Taking required equipment
Unfastening holster flap
Alighting from patrol car with

caution
Locking patrol car
Entering all premises with

caution
Approaching all persons and

things with caution
Selecting location for personal

safety

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION - PRIMARY PHASE

4. Observe scene and situation :

..

..

.

..
: .

.

..

..

.

..

.

4.1 Appearing and keeping calm
.2 Gathering information to

determine:
.1 Personal safety
.2 Participants' safety
.3 Security of perpetrator
.4 Course of action

.3 Noting:
.1 Mood and state of assembly
.2 Physical and mental condition

of participants
.4 . Scan.)ing:

.1 Assembly for weapons

.2 Area for potential weapons
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Teaching Guide No. 6

Instructor's Notes

2.9 EXPLAIN , lat a departmental tactical operation is and give
EXAMPLES.

.11 EXPLAIN why this is done under most conditions and give
EXAMPLES.

3.1 EXPLAIN why parking location should be selected with care.

.3 CITE examples where locations of offenses were actually
different than broadcast indicated.

.4 If circumstances permit.
.6 EXPLAIN the necessity for using a pocket notebook instead

of clipboard. EMPHASIZE keeping hands free.
.7 BEFORE alighting from patrol car. EMPHASIZE learner's

safety.

.10 EMPHASIZE the handling of every felony as if the perpetrator
was present at the scene, armed, and dangerous.

.12 ILLUSTRATE and give EXAMPLES using doors, stuffed
furniture, walls, etc.
DEFINE preliminary investigation and primary phase. "This is done to establish that
a crime has been committed and to determine the who, whet, why, when, where and how."

4.1 EMPHASIZE importance of keeping calm for learner's
safety and ease of handling problem .

.3.1 EXPLAIN and ILLUSTRATE how trouble can be avoided when
this is done.

.2 EMPHASIZE safety and evidence value of this.

.4.2 KEEP suspect AWAY from these areas.
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5.

6.

7.

.
..
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.

.

..

..
..
.

.

.

:

.

..

.

..
:
..
.

STEPS Iiireiii.LN:a.

4.4.3 Possible escape routes for perpetrator
.5 Being alert to conversations
.6 Fastening holster flap

5.1 Preventing violence and/or further
injury

.2 Performing duties objectively.

.3 Requesting or ordering all concerned
to stop

.4 Separating combatants

.5 Quieting or calming persons present
.6 Requesting bystanders to leave
.7 Handling other situations as they arise
. S Removing or isolating victim and

perpetrator
.9 Calling for assistance when necessary
.10 Requesting assistance of persons

present

6.1 As soon as possible
.2 Requesting citizen to summon

appropriate assistance
.3 Rendering appropriate first aid
.4 Requesting citizen to stand by injured
.5 Arranging for transportation to

medical facility

7.1 Br
.1 Observing which persons seem

most concerned
.2 Listening to conversations

.2 Contacting personally:
.1 Victim
.2 Perpetrator
.3 Complainant
.4 Witnesses

.3 Requesting:
.1 Victim to identify perpetrator and

witnesses
.2 Perpetrator to identity himself

Preserve the peace

Care for injureci

Identify participants
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Instructor's Notes

4.4.3 APPROACH from these routes or CAUSE suspect to look
away from these routes.

.5 EMPHASIZE evidence value.

.6 EMPHASIZE learner's safety.

5.2 EXPLAIN objectively and EMPHASIZE its importance in the
field and POINT OUT how it may be used in court.

.4 EMPHASIZE the importance and responsibility of protecting
prisoner.

.5 EMPHASIZE the importance of doing this courteously and
DEMONSTRATE.

.8 EMPHASIZE removal of suspect from scene under certain
circumstances, telling WHY. Give EXAMPLES.

6. EXPLAIN that in the majority of cases the injured can and
will be taken care of by medical personnel.

.2 ILLUSTRATE how this saves the officer's time.

.5 ILLUSTRATE how this can be done by a citizen, again
saving time for the learner.

7.1.1 ILLUSTRATE by giving EXAMPLES.

.2 ILLUSTRATE by giving EXAMPLES.
.2 EXPLAIN that this order is not set, but cm an everyone in

every case. EXPLAIN that this includes tilt' witaesses for
the suspect. Not recording at this time.

.3 DEMONSTRATE how these requests are mi ie. EMPHASIZE
courtesy and calmness.
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STEP§

.

.
:

.

:

7.3.3

.4

.5

.6

ICRY PAINTS

Witnesses to identify themselves,
victim, and perpetrator

Witnesses to remain near the scene
at location designated

Witnesses not to discuss matter
under investigation

Bystanders to leave

8. Preserve crime scene 8.1 Removing and keeping all persons
away from scene

.2 Guarding scene at all times

.3 Placing civilians at approaches

.4 Roping off or locking up

.5 Permitting access to authorized
Persons only

.6 Keeping everything in place

.7 Determining if crime scene has
been altered

.8 Checking with person who knows
.. crime scene intimately

.9 Requesting departmental assistance

9. Interview participants . 9.1 Establishing elements of offense
. .2 Getting accurate inform ition

.3 Separately:
.1 Victim
.2 Perpetrator
.3 Complainant
.4 Witnesses

.4 Recording:
.1 Name first, middle initial, and

last
.2 Race
.3 Sex
.4 Age
.5 Occupation
.6 Addresses of home and place of

employment
.7 Telephone number of home and

place of employment
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Instructor's Notes

7.3.4 EXPLAIN how and why this saves time.

.5 Give EXAMPLES of how witnesses alter stories of what
they saw when they discuss matters amongst themselves .

.6 These are people who have no bearing on the case.
8. DEFINITION of preserve - "to keep in the same condition"

as the learner found it.
. 1 EXPLAIN why this is done and why the officer should

explain to all persons the reason for his request. EMPHASIZE
courtesy.

.2 EXPLAIN that learner can do this while continuing with
his case.

.5 DEVELOP by QUESTIONING learners who might be considered
authorized persons. POINT OUT that these are persons who are
departmentally connected with the handling of the case.

. 7 EXPLAIN - from its usual appearance.
.8 DEVELOP by QUESTIONING group who these persons might be.
. 9 EXPLAIN that the learner is to follow departmental regulation

first, if it exists. If not, EXPLAIN how the learner can deter-
mine whether he should request assistance.

9. DEFINITION of interview "getting information without questioning."
EXPLAIN why this is better than questioning.

I DEFINITION of elements - :an outline containing the fundamental
features of a crime." ILLUSTRATE with an EXAMPLE. Show
class Ohio Criminal Manual and where to locate "Analysis of
the Elements and Penalties in Major Offenses."

.2 EXPLAIN the necessity for using care in receiving information.

.4 DEVELOP by QUESTIONING group how this should be written
in notebook.
PRINT on chalkboard.

JOHN J. DOE, WM 36, 256 Main
St ., 123-4567, bricklayer, Jones
Const. Co., 847-8th Ave., Podunk,
987-6543.
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STEPS

.6

110

. 13 Describing clothing:

. 12 Remembering perpetrator may be

.11 Describing perpetrator:
.1

.6 Asking as few questions as possible
.7 Completing Preliminary Investigation

.9 Use abbreviations (See Appendix X)

.10 Describing perpetrator's method of

.2

.13 Physical deformities, disfigurations,

. 1

.3

.4

.1

T)

Nationality
.4

Height
.7 'Weight
.8

condition and appearance

Headdress - type, color, material,

Disguise - facial and other

Neckwear - type, color, material
and manner worn

unin-
terrupted, own version of event

operation:
What he did and said

.2 How he did it and said it

Name - including aliases
.2 Color
.3

Build
.9 Hair - Color, amount, type, and

Shirt - type, color and material

Field Report (See Appendix S)
.8 Recording statements (See Appendix

Age

simulating or feigning physical

Sex
.5

and color
. 11 Beard, including mustache - color,

and manner worn

amount, type and manner of
wearing

.12 Complexion - color and appearance

and their effects

manner of wearing
.10 Eyes, including glasses - type

KEY POINTS

9.5 Allowing participants to tell, unin-
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9.5 EMPHASIZE the importance of not interrupting.
EXPLAIN and ILLUSTRATE why.

.6 TEST individual learners on how to get information without
asking questions.

.7 Have the group RECORD necessary information on the
Preliminary Investigation Field Report while STANDING.

.9 Give EXAMPLES of most often used abbreviations and
SHOW how learner can make up his own.
Appendix X.

Teaching Guide No. 6

Instructor's Notes

C - Complainant # - Number
V - Victim S - Suspect
W - Witness (when used alone or with #)
W - White (only when used with another letter designating sex)

6 m- Male.
9 F = Female

N - Negro
n - north
s - south
e - east
w - west

4-1 - left
Pr - right

f - front
11 - parallel to

-I= - perpendicular
L - right angle

t, .. - stated

"--," - exact words used
T - up (or raise)
4, - down (or lower)
+ - together with (intersection) plus
- - without (or removed) less
& - and
@ - at

c/a - carried away
c/t - carried to
c/u - carried up
c/d - carried down
ea - each

SAMPLE ABBREVIATION CHART

.10 Have group PRACTICE record,. i this information while standing.
SUPPLY infortuatbn to learners as a victim would - not M Orden

.1I EXPLAIN and/or ILLUSTRATE each sub-point.

.13 DEMONSTRATE by limping (make one leg "shorter"), carrying
"disfigured" arm.

.13 Have group PRACTICE recording this information while standing.
SUPPLY information to learners as a victim would - not in order.
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STEPS IFFY POINTS

9.13.5 Overcoat - type, color; and
material

.6 Outer garment type, color, and
material

.7 Gloves - type, color, and material

.8 Jewelry - tyne, color, and metal

.9 Trousers - type, color, and
material

.10 Socks type, color, and material
.11 Footwear - type, color, and material

material

.14 Remembering perpetrator may dis
card or change clothes

15 Describing perpetrator's vehicle:
. 1 Color - from top to bottom
.2 Year
.3 Manufacturer
.4 Body type
.5 License number - including state
.6 Accessories
.7 Distinguishing features - includ-

ing stickers
.16 Remembering vehicle or license

plates may be stolen, borrowed,
or altered

.17 Describing weapon used:
.1 Color
.2 Metal
.3 Make
.4 Type
.5 Caliber
.6 Distinguishing features

.18 Remembering it may be a toy
.19 Describing loot:

.1 Total value

.2 Quantity of each item
Each item, going from major

categories to specific items
.20 Describing route of escape
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Teaching Guide No 6

9.14 EXPLAIN, ILLUSTRATE with examples and DEMONSTRATE
by adding and removing various items of clothing or changing
those worn, such as a hat, a cap for a hat, roll up hat, re-
versible coat or jacket.

.15 Have group PRACTICE recording this information while
standing.
SUPPLY information to learners as a victim would not in order.

.16 EXPLAIN, ILLUSTRATE with examples and DEMONSTRATE
by removing top license plates, changing numbers by removing
tape, painting over numbers or letters .

.17 Have group PRACTICE describing a revolver, automatic
(both blue and chrome), shotgun, rifle, and knife.

.19 Have group PRACTICE describing a wristwatch by going from
general to the particular.
PRINT on chalkboard.

Item Quantity Description Value
1. 1 Watch, wrist, man's,

Yellow gold, 17 jewel, round
faced, Elgin "DeLuxe, " black
strap, case #24678, movement
#284386. 72.50
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STEPS KEY POINTS

SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS FOR COLD CASES

10.a. Request departmental
assistance

b. Turn -over investigation

:
: .

.

.
.

.

.

:

.

..

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

10. a .1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

b.1
.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

Through supervisor
Keeping out of hearing distance

of participants
Using radio or telephone
Identifying yourself
Giving exact location
Indicating type of assistance needed
Giving a summary of the case and

what physical evidence is known
and/or believed to be present

Answering questions
Identifying statements which are

opinions
Notifying other law enforcement

agencies, as ordered

Upon arrival of:
Criminal investigator and/or

physical evidence technician
Keeping out of hearing distance of

participants
Briefing investigator or technician
Introducing and identifying investi-

gator to participants
Assisting as requested

SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS FOR HOT CASES
(The following steps and key points on Hot Cases

are preceded by Steps 1 through 9)

10.a. Notify dispatcher : 10.a.1 Furnishing information from Pre-
liminary Investigation Form

.2 As soon as possible
.3 Talking slowly and clearly
.4 Using telephone, preferably
.5 Stating exact offense c Jmmitted and

location
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DEFINE Cold Canes: "Those in which a lot of time has elapsed. Example:
DdiE three days ago, body discovered and decomposition has set in, etc."

10.a. PLAY the role of a supervisor and have a learner request
assistance from you, simulating the crime and telephone.

b. PLAY the role of an investigator and have a learner
turn over an investigation making certain all key points
are covered.

EXPLAIN that the steps in "Not" cases are followed when the crime

has just been committed and there is a reasonable chance of appre-

hending the suspect. Give EXAMPLES.

10.a .2 EMPHASIZE the importance of time.
.3 EMPHASIZE the importance of clarity.
.4 EXPLAIN that radio is being used to broadcast information

to other units.
.5 EXPLAIN that learner's brother officers are going to take

action on the basis of his information.
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:

.

.

.

.

.

:

:

.
:

:

.

: .

.

.

: .

.

: .

:

: .

.

.

10.a.6

.7
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

.8

.9

.10

.b. 1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

-.9

.10

.11

STEPS KEY POINTS

b. Request departmental
assistance

Using phonetic alphabet in spelling
(See Appendix Y)

Describing:
Perpetrator
Clothing
Vehicle
Weapon
Loot
Route of escape

Giving warning regarding officers'
safety

Checking accurate reception of
information by dispatcher

Checking that allied law enforcement
agencies have been notified

A s required
Through supervisor
Keeping out of hearing distance of

participants
Using radio or telephone
Identifying yourself
Giving exact location
Indicating type of assistance needed
Giving a summary of the case and

what physical evidence is known
and/or believed to be present

Answering questions
Identifying statements which are

opinions
Notifying other law enforcenforcement

agencies, as ordered

c. Turn-over investigation . .c. I Upon arrival of:
.1 Criminal investigator and/or

: physical evidence technician
: . .2 Keeping out of hearing distance of
.. participants
: .3 Briefing investigator or technician
. .4 Introducing and identifying investi-
. gator to participants
. .5 Assisting as requested
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10.a.6 EXPLAIN what it is and how it is used.
'Refer to Appendix Y.

A - Adam H - Henry 0 - Ocean V - Victor
B - Boy I - Ida P Paul W - William
C - Charles J - John Q - Queen X - X-Rdy
D - David K - King R - Robert Y - Young
E - Edward L - Lincoln S Sam Z - Zebra
F - Frank M - Mary T - Tom
G - George N - Nora U - Union

PHONETIC ALPHABET CHART

.8 EMPHASIZE safety.
.9 Have a learner FURNISH the group with part of the

information from the Preliziinary Investigation Field
Report in order to POINT OUT the necessity of care in
transmitting information.
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SIFS KEY POINTS

10.d. Pursue perpetrator : 10.d.1 Within jurisdiction and capabilities
.2 Following leads to their conclusion:

: .3 Participating in intra-departmental
tactical operations

SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS FOR PERPETRATOR IN CUSTODY OF CIVILIAN
(The following steps and key points on Perpetrator in Custody of

Civilian are prec.:.ded by Steps 1 through 9)

10.a. Arrest Perpetrator : 10. a.1 Stating reason
.2 Taking into physical custody
.3 Using only that amount of force

necessary to overcome resistance
:

:
.4 Always recording physical condition of

perpetrator (See Appendix W)
.5 Recording mental condition
.6 Bringing physical and mental condition

to the attention of selected witnesses
. .7 Recording witnesses name

b. Secure arrestee . b. 1 Preventing escape
: .2 Isolating arrestee as soon as possible

.3 Handcuffing hands behind back, palms
out, key holes up, double lock pins
away from arrestee

.4 Handcuffing to fixed object
.:

.

.5 Preventing arrestee from injuring
himself or others

: .6 Preventing others from injuring
. arrestee
: .7 Refusing arrestee's requests

.8 Keeping in view

.9 Staying at discreet distance

.10 Blocking exits

.11 Using civilian assistance
:
:

.12 Keeping all unauthorized persons
away

c. F arch arrestee . c. 1 After handcuffing
.2 For the safety of all concerned
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I0. d.1 EXPLAIN by using EXAMPLES.
.2 EXPLAIN and ILLUSTRATE by using EXAMPLES.
.3 ILLUSTRATE one or two types of infra departmental tactical

operations; i.e. , quadrant search, roadblock.

EXPLAIN that these steps are performed when the

perpetrator is in custody of civilian.

10 . a . I EXPLAIN why giving EXAMPLES.

.3 EXPLAIN and give EXAMPLES. EMPHASIZE only
NECESSARY force.

.4 EMPHASIZE protection of learner.

.5 EXPLAIN how this may be of value later in prosecution.
Give EXAMPLES.

.6 DEMONSTRATE how this can be done.

.b. Have a learner DEMONSTRATE before the group, making
certain he covers key points as previously taught.

.3 Then DEMONSTRATE by "spread-eagling" a learner
against wall. Have learners PRACTICE same.

.c .1 EMPHASIZE learner's safety.
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d.

e.

:
:

.

:
:

:
:
:

.

:

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.
-.
:

: .

.

-:

.

.

:

.

:
.

10.c.3
*.4

.5

.6
.7
.8
.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15

.16

.17

.d. 1
.2

.3
.4
.5
.6
.7

.8
.9

.10

.e. 1

STEPS KEY POINTS

Request departmental
assistance

Turn-over investigation

For weapons and/or evidence
Choosing well lighted location at

night
Choosing location away from people
Telling arrestee he will be searched
Using "spread-eagle" method
Methodically from head to toe
Using grasping motion of hand

against garment and body
Feeling for objects, not patting
Removing all metal objects that may

be potential weapons
Examining objects carefully to deter-

mine if converted to weapon
Noting and recording location where

weapon or evidence was found
Completing body search even though

one weapon found
Requesting departmental assistance
Using female officer or trusted adult

woman for females
Providing security for female

searcher

Through supervisor
Keeping out of hearing distance of

participants
Using radio or telephone
Identifying yourself
Giving exact location
Indicating type of assistance nee-led
Giving a summary of the case and

what physical evidence is known
and/or believed to be present

Answering questions
Identifying statements which are

opinions
Notifying other law enforcement

agencies, as ordered

Upon arrival of:
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10.c.3 EXPLAIN that these are the things that must be taken away,
at this time, and kept while in custody.
DEVELOP by QUESTIONING group on possible items found
on a person which may be used as weapons and where they
might be concealed.

.7 DEMONSTRATE this according to the key points, through
10.c.14.

Teaching Guide No. 6

.16 POINT OUT that female arrestee would be handcuffed.
EXPLAIN that it is permissible, under law, for a male
officer to search a female arrestee, but not advisable
under most circumstances.

.17 EXPLAIN that security provided can be a woman but may
be the learner himself. This is especially so when the
searcher does not know how to search and must be instructed
or "talked through" the procedure.
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10.e.1.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

MM KEY POINTS

:

.

:

:

.

Criminal investigator and/or
physical evidence technician

Keeping out of hearing distance of
participants

Briefing investigator or technician
Introducing and identifying investi-

gator to participants
Assisting as requested

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
(To be followed when not performed by criminal investigator or technician)

11.

12.

Photograph scene

Sketch scene

.

.

:

:
.:

.

.

.

.

:

:

.

:
.
.
.

:

:

11.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
6

.7
.8

12.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

As soon as possible
To substantiate position and location

of pertinent objects
Avoiding alteration of scene
Adding nothing to first photograph
Adding law enforcement agency's

identification to second photograph
Picturing the initial appearance of

evidence
Recording photographic data:

Type of camera
Type of lens
Shutter speed
Lens opening
Type of Man
Time taken
Location of camera
Light condition

To substantiate position and location
of pertinent objects

Determining when it should be made
in the course of the investigation

Obtaining a general impression before
starting

Using Field Sketch Sheet and straight-
edge (See Appendix ,j)

Locating directions with a magnetic
compass
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EMPHASIZE that the learner can gain much experience in
accomplishing this task by performing it when handling mis-
demeanor cases.

11.5 EXPLAIN and ILLUSTRATE different forms, i.e., ruler, agency identification
plaque.

.7 DEMONSTRATE by taking a photograph of a simulated crime
scene.

12. DEMONSTRATE the entire step covering all key points.

.2 EMPHASIZE that the time selected to make the sketch is
very important.
SHOW an EXAMPLE of a completed one.
EXPLAIN the sketch with photographs and without.
EMPHASIZE and ENCOURAGE the sketching of every crime
scene.
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STEPS KEY POINTS

: 12.6 Determining scale to be used
.7 Determining fixed base line or

fixed points
: .8 Determining what must be included

.9 .. -ling nothing superfluous

.10 Making prr-liminary sketch in
pencil, lightly

. 11 Using black ink

. 12 Identifying pertinent objects with
letters in red ink

. 13 Measuring accurately

. 14 Using "feet" and "inches" to
deignate distances

. 15 Locating am indicating "North" at
top of page

.16 Recording information in lower
right corner

13. Seai.-ch for physical evidence : 13.1 According to laws governing search
.2 To substantiate facts
.3 Proving elements of the offense
.4 Examining scene clockwise
.5 Beginning with the perimeter
.6 Proceeding spirally
.7 Examining scene minutely

.

:
.8 4.ompleting one area before going

to another
.9 Examining adjacent area and route

of approach

14. Collect physical evidence 14.1 Carefully, with minimum handling
.2 For rreservation

.. .3 Apprising witness(es) of find
. .4 Photographing where found
.. .5 Recording description and location
: . .6 Including it in sketch
. .7 Getting sufficient quantity of known
.. sample
: .8 Giving receipt to 6wner for valuable
. property
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12.6 When graph paper is used one block equals so many inches,
feet, yards, etc.

.7 CITE examples of fixed based line: wall, curb, fence line,
retaining wall, etc.

13. EMPHASIZE the importance of this step whether suspect
is apprehended in the act or makes a confession.

.6 DRAW on chalkboard

End

CRIME SCENE IN ROOM

14. EMPHASIZE that this must be done in every case.
.1 EXPLAIN why and SHOW how physical evidence may be

damaged or destroyed by careless handling.
DEMONSTRATE the proper method of picking up a
revoNer and automatic.
DEMONSTRATE how to unload a revolver ami automatic.

.7 EXPLAIN why this is necessary. Give EXAMPLES.

.8 Using Memorandum, To:, From:, for thispurpose.
EMPHASIZE .
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

t

15.

16.

.

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

:

15.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

16.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

STEPS KEY POINTS,

Mark physical evidence

Preserve physical evidence

For future identification
Initialing and dating in suitable location

avoiding damage for scientific
examination

Using appropriate marking devise
Recording mark and location
Attaching completed evidence tag
Starting and maintaining the chain

of evidence

Maintaining it in its original state
Keeping in personal possession
Packing in suitable container
Separating to prevent contamination
Preventing damage
Preventing excessive handling

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION - SECONDARY PHASE

17. Take written statements 17.1 From participants (See Appendix T)
.2 At suitable time and location
.3 Using separate sheets for each and

one side only
.4 Using permanent writing material
.5 Identifying with case number and

person making statement
.6 Chronologically
.7 Have closing verification paragraph

included
.8 Having statement signed by:

.1 Maker

.2 Recorder

.3 Witnesses

18. Transport arrestee 18.1 To appropriate confinement facility
.2 Personally or by arrangement with

supervisor
.3 Using caution when placing in patrol

car
.4 Driving safely
.5 Locking doors securely
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Instructor's Notes

15.2 SHOW where to mark bullets and EXPLAIN why.

.3 SHOW various types.

.4 POINT OUT value of this for use in court.

.5 EXPLAIN that this is done at headquarters . See Appendix Q.

16.1 USE blood as an EXAMPLE.
.2 ILLUSTRATE by passing a revolver to a number of learners;

EXPLAINING how this extends the chain of evidence, in-
creasing the difficulty of control, possibility of loss, alteration
of the evidence, and increases the cost of prosecution.

17. Have class use Statement form, Appendix T, as a guide.
.1 ILLUSTRATE by EXAMPLE how persons often change their

testimony.
.2 Give EXAMPLES of cases which ILLUSTRATE the success

and failure of this point.
.3 EMPHASIZE the utility of the loose leaf notebook.
.4 EMPHASIZE the importance of permanence.

ILLUSTRATE how pencil writing can be smudged by handling
or water.

.5 SHOW case number written in upper right hand corner of all
sheets pertaining to that case.

.6 ILLUSTRATE by using a case with dates first, time next, and
actions or facts last.

.7 ILLUSTRATE how this is added to statement of the suspect.

.8 DEMONSTRATE using one learner as maker , and one learner
as a witness.

18.1 Give EXAMPLES of various confinement facilities; i.e., county
jail, city jail, juvenile hall.
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19.

20.
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18.6
.7

.1

.2
.8

.9

19.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

20.1
.2
.3
.4

,5
.1
.2
.3
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STEPS KEY POINTS

Process arrestee for
confinement

Submit evidence

Using most expeditious route
Maintaining alert for:

Personal attack
Escape attempt

Notifying dispatcher and recording
starting and ending location and
odometer reading for females

Recording starting and ending time

As required by facility
Preparing documents
Having physician examine injured

perpetrator
Completing Injured Prisoner Report

form
Providing custodian with necessary

information
Removing handcuffs from arrestee
Removing and giving custodian all

personal property and potential
weapons of arrestee

Verifying arrestee's property
Issuing receipt to arrestee for

personal property taken as
evidence

Obtaining receipt of confinement
from custodian

Apprising custodian of arrestee's
physical and/or mental condition

Recording confinement time facility,
and custodian

To property officer
For safeguarding
Maintaining chain of evidence
Completing Property Tag form

and receiving receipt (See Appendix Q)

Recording:
Time
Property officer's name and number
Location stored



FELONIES, HANDLING

18.7.1 SHOW how Yawara Stick can be used when driving a
patrol car.

.2 DEMONSTRATE securing a prisoner with safety seat belt.
.8 EMPHASIZE learner's protection.

.9 EMPHASIZE learner's protection.

19. COVER key points QUICKLY. EXPLAIN that this step will
be covered more thoroughly in the procedure on Arresting,
Procedure No. 9

20.4 SHOW how to complete a Property Tag and Index Card
form and EXPLAIN its use .

.5 ILLUSTRATE how this entry is made.
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STEPS KEY POINTS

21. Follow-up 'Leads . 21.1 As soon as possible
.2 Within jurisdiction and capabilities

. .3 Gathering evidence
.4 Interviewing informants

22. Submit reports 22.1 To supervisor
. .2 As required
. .3 To complete disposition
. .4 Before going off duty
. .5 For department's information
. .6 For use in prosecution
. .7 Completing Preliminary Investigation
. Report form (See Appendix N)

.8 Typing information

.9 Referring to notes

.10 Including who. what, why. when
where, and how

.11 Spelling correctly
. .12 Choosing words carefully

.

.13 Avoiding legalistic words, phrases,
or slang

.14 Being objective in Information
.. .15 Using only widely accepted

abbreviations

..
.16 Reviewing and editing the report

before submitting
: . .17 Attaching pertinent forms
.

23. Follow-up case 23.1 Transmitting known information to
other interested law enforcement
agencies

.. ..- Requesting their assistance
.3 Having physical evidence examined by

.. the criminalistician

: .

A Checking available law enforcement
44.agency records

.. .5 Interviewing new sources of information

..

..
.6 Contacting the victim personally at

periodic intervals, informing him
of developments
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21. DEFINITION of lead - "any information, physical evidence,
or suspicion wimli indicates in what direction the investi-
gation should go."

.1 EMPHASIZE the importance of time.
.2 Have learners furnish EXAMPLES and DISCUSS.

22.10 REVIEW Appendix U with learners

22.14 EXPLAIN what "third person" is how it is used, and how
it helps the report in being objective.

23.1 Give EXAMPLES of other interested law enforcement agencies.
F .B.I B.0 , Treasury Dept., Nearby Depts. etc .

.3 DEFINITION of criminalistician - "that law enforcement
official (officer or civilian) who examines physical evidence
in the laboratory, and is an identification expert':

.4 Give EXAMPLES of available records and EMPHASIZE their
importance.

.6 EXPLAIN how and why this is done.
EMPHASIZE its importance.
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TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

One of the most pressing problems facing the public and law enforcement agencies
is finding additional ways and means of reducing deaths, injuries, and amount of
property damage that are occurring daily on the nation's trafficways. Law enforce-
ment officers contribute substantially towards this reduction when they detect,
apprehend, and take enforcement action against the traffic law violator.

A great number of an officer's personal contacts with the public is due to the
large number of traffic violations which must be handled. It is under these
circumstances that an officer will affect the public image of the department and
the service rendered, either favorably or unfavorably. An officer creates the
best impression for the department by exhibiting exceptional judgement and con-
ducting himself above reproach while handling the traffic violation.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Citation Book
Pen, Ball Point

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Pencil, Mechanical
Traffic Code Book

Notify dispatcher of location before leaving patrol car, under all circumstances
Be extremely. cautious in pursuit driving
Use safety seat belt
Keep constantly alert for erratic movements of vehicle or person
Keep alert to moving traffic
Know the condition and limitation of patrol car

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Witness violation 1.1: Of driver
.2. Recognizing elements of the offense

. .3 Determining action to be taken

.
.4 Noting general identification

characteristics of violator
.5 Noting time and place

Note: Items identified by an asterisk pertain to nighttime only.
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TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES:

1. To instruct the officer in accepted methods of taking enforcement action.
2. To impress upon the mind of the officer that the handling of a violator

should not be an unpleasant experience for either person.
3. To emphasize personal safety practices with regard to the officer and

vehicles involved.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Car, Civilian (1)
Car, Patrol (1)
Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser,

or chart pad
Driver's license

REFERENCE:

Flashlight
Model, (steel or plastic) civilian car (1)
Model, (steel or plastic) patrol car (1)
Vehicle registration

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 7, pp. 63-67.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in the procedure. Most of the adverse or
derogatory criticism levied upon the law enforcement officer or the department
is a result of the improper handling of a traffic violator.
DISCUSS the General Safety Practices.
ASK if they have any questions.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student par-
ticipation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

Instructor's Notes
1.1 EXPLAIN the driver commits the violation not the vehicle.

.2 ILLUSTRATE examples of elements by selecting more common
traffic law violations and point out elements.

.3 This is the time you start planning apprehension and enforcement
action so that a positive approach will be made.

.4 ASK learners to point these out.

.5 These are necessary to preclude alibi of violator.
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STEPS,

2. Apprehend violator

K am=
1.6 Noting vehicle make, year, model,.

color, license number, and any.

unusual appearance

2.1 As soon as pra. ical
.2 Being certain safety seat belt is

fastened before pursuing
. .3 Moving into traffic safely

.4 Pacing violator's vehicle properly on.

speed violations.
. .5 Selecting location to stop violator

* .6 Selecting well lighted location at
night, when possible.

. .7 Driving patrol car to the left of and
two (2) feet behind driver

. .8 Be careful not to overshoot vehicle
.9 Using second gear or low range in

heavy traffic.

.10 Attracting driver's attention with
short horn signals-daytime

*. 11 Flashing spotlight across inside
: . and/or outside rearview mirror

*. 12 Avoid blinding driver
: . .13 Keeping constantly alert for erratic

vehicle movements
.14 Using hand signals to designate

selected stopping place
. 15 Falling in behind vehicle to be stopped
.16 Maintaining assured clear distance

t .17 Using red beacon light and siren in
high speed pursuit

. 18 Keeping dispatcher informed when
pursuit is involved

. 19 Notifying dispatcher if assistance
required

.20 Watching for items that might be
thrown from pursued vehicle

.21 Parking patrol car about 8 to 15 feet
: . behind and a little to the left of

violator's vehicle
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Instructor's Notes

1.6 ASK learners why this is critical.

2. Much of this Step has been covered in Procedure No. 3, Step No. 11,
Stop selected moving vehicles.

.1 ILLUSTRATE.

.2 EMPHASIZE .

.3 STRESS .

DEMONSTRATE by using model cars.
.4 EMPHASIZE and DEMONSTRATE by using model cars

SHOWING maintenance of equal distance during clocking.
.5 Have learners list proper locations.
.6 ASK learners why.

.8 DEMONSTRATE with models what happens when violator
suddenly applies brakes or swerves .

.11 DEMONSTRATE using flashlight.

.14 DEMONSTRATE .

.15 DEMONSTRATE using nitso.iel cars.

.16 EMPHASIZE.

.18 EMPHASIZE officer's safety.

'0 If items are thrown from vehicle it may be an indication that
a felony has been committed. These items may be evidence .
Note location where thrown out.
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2.22

.23

.24

.25

.26

STEPS Jur 'O_INTS

Noti:ying dispatcher before leaving
pat. 1 car

Trnint, Jr leaving on red beacon
light to warn motorists

Recording license number on car
desk pad before alighting

Removing sunglasses
Unfastening holster flap

.27 Approaching violator and vehicle
with caution

.2R Observing interior of violator's
vehicle through rear and side
windows

.29 Noting occupants and contents

.30 Noting escape routes

.31 Noting available Co _

3. Make identification 3.1 Taking a position to the rear of
driver's door and out of range of
other door for conversation

.2 Keeping alert to occupant's movement
*.3 Keeping flashlight beam out of occupants'

eyes
.4 Greeting courteously using "Sir" or

"Maam"
.5 Requesting violator remain seated

in the vehicle
.6 Informing violator of reason for

stooping
.7 Using tons of voice indicating state-.

ment of fact
.8 Asking for driver's license and vehicle

registration
.9 Accepting only requested documents
.10 Examining documents for validity
.11 Requesting verbal pronunciation, spelling

of name, and present adoress
.12 Addressing by proper title and name

thereafter
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2.22 This is critical to the officer's personal safety.

.25 People like to see whom they are talking to.

3.7 DEMONSTRATE by using a learner to simulate this.

.6 EXPLAIN that this is a positive, appxoach and removes
doubt in the mind of the driver.

.9 EMPHASIZE accepting documents with weak hand.
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4.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
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OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POTI

Take enforcement action

3.13 Comparing apparent physical and
verbal information against document

.14 Noting di screpencies

.15 Questioning violator further, depend-
on answers given

.16 Answering inquiries courteously and
concisely

.17 Being especially careful in speech
and actions with women

.18 Noting speech and mannerisms of
driver to detect abnormal condition

.19 Avoid discussing fines and/or costs

4.1 One of the following:
.1 Giving verbal warning
.2 issuing written warning
.3 issuing crotion
.4 Arresting when justified

.2 Using only that amouni: of force
necessary to overcome resistance

.3 Establishing appearance date and time,
mutually agreeable for violator,
court, and officer

.4 Standing on berm-shoulder or curb near
patrol car to fill in information on
citation

.5 Using flashlight for illumination

.6 Using patrol car to sit in during
inclement weather

.7 Requesting violator stand in safe
position, if out of vehicle

.8 Avoiding use of violator's vehi-le to
prop feet on or as a desk

.9 'Tinting carefully and legibly

.10 Recording accurately:
.1 Date of violation
.2 Time-a.m. or p.m. , E.S.T. - D. S. T.
.3 Place of violation
.4 Date of appearance
.5 Car and driver identification

.11 Describing violation
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TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS, HANDLING

Instructor's Notes

3.14 ASK learners to CITE examples.

.17 ASK learners to CITE examples of words or actions
that might be misinterpreted .

.19 EXPLAIN that drivers who insist on an answer should
be advised of the minimum and maximum fine only
for the particular offense .

4.11 EXPLAIN that verbal and written warnings must be
.2 considered in the light of departmental regulations

concerning them .

4.1.4 Have learners CITE examples and discuss them as to
why they are Justified. (Driving while intoxicated, hit
and run, stolen car , etc .)

.8 DEMONSTRATE this to group when outside, including
foot on bumper, pad on hood.
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5.
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4.12

.13

.14

5.1
.2

.3

.4

.5
.6
.7

STEPS KEY POINTS

Release violator

Recording section number of
violation
Having violator sign citation
Comparing sigh.ture with that on

driver's license

After enforcement action
After rechecking citation for

accuracy and legibility
After ascertaining if driver under-

stands information on citation
Returning all documents
Noting where driver pits documents
Thanking driver for cooperation
Asking driver if he would like

assistance to return to trafficway
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Instructor's Notes

Looking up the specific section number in Traffic Vehicle
Code Book. No guessing. Check section to be certain it
covers the violation .

.13 If he or she will not sign, issue the citation anyhow.

.6 Politeness and concern by the officer are key elements in

.7 the satisfactory disposition of a traffic violation.

At conclusion of classroom session take learners outside and have them
perform Steps 3, 4, and 5, using patrol car and civilian car.
SELECT two learners, one driver for civilian vehicle and one to play
role of officer.
Answer any questions learners may have.
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

A traffic accident defies a rigid set of chronological steps for proper handling.
The urgency of any one of its aspects will govern the officer's course of action.

Confusion, hysteria, injuries, fire, foul weather, bad location, high speed,
traffic and poor visibility are some of the things encountered at the scene. The
need and ability to make sound decisions quickly and see to it that they are carried
out are imperative. The officer must Control the situation.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Accident Investigation Kit:
Crayon, Marking (lumber yellow)
Paper
Tape Measure, 100 ft. Metal

Reinforced Cloth
Tape Measure, 10 ft. Spring Steel

(white surface)
Template, Accident Investigators

Motor Vehicle Accident Form
Form, Statement

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Drive safely
Park properly
Be constantly alert for hazards, personal and others
Place all civilian help as safely as possible

STEPS ICE? POINTS

1. Receive accident information : 1:1 From dispatcher
. .2 From citizen, notifying dispatcher
.
. .3 Recording:
.. .1 Name and address of citizen

reporting
. .2 Type of accident:

Note: Items identified by an asterisk .pertain to nighttime only
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hours

OBJECTWES:

1. To assist the officer in better determining action to be taken on the scene.
2. To provide guidelines for the officer to follow, in more effectively handling

an accident.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Cars, Civilian (2)
Cars, Patrol (2)
Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
Traffic code book - state, city
Vehicle accident report form (in use in each learners department)

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 8, pp. 69-75.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in the procedure.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student par-
ticipation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.

Fxplain that the majority of accidents are not witnessed by an officer, but he is
given the assignment to handle them. Therefore, it is obvious that a knowledge
of accident handling procedure is imperative.

Instructor's Notes
1.2 EXPLAIN this is done in order to obtain clearance to handle

the accident.
.3 EXPLAIN recording is critical, it provides necessary information

for the officer to follow -up either the accident or a false report.
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2.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

3.1

.2
*.3

.4

.5

.6

4.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

.7

.8

5.1
.2
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_Etna

Proceed to scene

Arrive at scene

Observe scene and situation

Protect scene

_KEY a)1NTS

._
Personal injury
Property damage only

Time received
Location

Obtaining as much information as
possible

Planning action
Using extreme caution when disobey-

ing traffic laws
Driving safely
Using shortest and quickest route
Using siren and emergency lights in

accordance with departmental policy
Observing weather and road conditions
Being alert for cars leaving scene

Parking car at safe distance from
nearest object to be protected

Leaving emergency lights operating
Illuminate accident scene with car

lights when necessary
Using off -street facilities when avail-

able and accident is not serious
Parking car crosswise to road to pro-

tea scene when necessary
Recording time arrived

By quickly scanning area
To determine course of action
Traffic flow
Congestion
Road blockage
Urgent matters needing immediate

action
Hazards which could compound the

accident
Positions of victims if thrown from car

To preserve evidence
Warning approaching traffic
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Teaching Guide No. 8

Instructor's Notes

This assists in better planning of action to be taken

2.1 CITE examples - planning route, approach to scene,
possible assistance required, etc .

.2 EXPLAIN that the officer is subject to obedience of the
law when responding to an accident scene, emergency
response is not a shield of immunity against having an
accident. Read and discuss Sections 4511.03 and 4511.24
from Traffic Vehicle Code Book.

.4 This is one of the reasons for having determined the
condition of trafficways on your beat.

.6 These may be contributing factors in the accident, also
for your personal safety.

.7 Doing this may lead to the apprehension of person respon-
sible for hit and run, manslaughter, etc.

3.1 EXPLAIN this is determined by considering several factors;
speed, visibility, road conditions.

.4 EXPLAIN this is done to ease the handling, it tends to
eliminate the curious from stopping, thereby not causing a
traffic congestion problem.

.5 This is particularly true at the personal injury accident, but
should not be abused.

.6 This covers you and the department should any question arise
about response time.

4.1
.2

EXPLAIN some scanning can be done while approaching.
EXPLAIN there is no set procedure, only after determining
the situation can action result.

.6 EXPLAIN urgency may be victim care or protection of scene
to prevent another accident.

.8 EXPLAIN these should be noted, recorded and photographed
when possible.
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5.3
.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

6.1

.2

.3
.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

STEPS KEY POINTS

Care for injured

Setting fusees
In locating warning device, consider

speeds, visibility and road
condition

To prevent further damage and other
aczidents

To prevent theft from vehicles or
injet.ld persons

Reparkii.g patrol car if necessary
Roping off scene area
Detouring traffic
Requesting assistance from by

standers:
.1 Using professional drivers when

possible
.2 Directing activities of assistants

Requesting assistance needed from
headquarters be specific

Using tow trucks or other emergency
vehicles and their lights when
necessary

Turning off ignitions and lights of
vehicles involved

Guarding spilled gasoline or other
inflammables

Moving occupants ONLY if life
endt.ngered

Calling for rescue squad, ambulance
and/or medical help when necessary

Stop bleeding
Preventing shock or exposure by

keeping injured warm
Assisting minor injured persons

from vehicles safely
Preventing theft of personal belong-

ings from injured persons
Noting unusual condition of injured

while aiding them, such as
evidence of alcohol

Keeping onlookers away from injured

-_,
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Instructor's Notes

EXPLAIN caution should be used particularly where
flammables are concerned. Take wind direction into
consideration .

CITE examples: People traveling, Salesman, Debit Collectors, etc .

.10 Taxi, bus, truck drivers, etc.

10.2 EMPHASIZE being specific in directions or instructions.

.13 By doing this a fire may be prevented.

.14 EMPHASIZE, to prevent fires.

6.1

.5

.6

EXPLAIN the reason is to preclude the possibility of
compounding an injury.

If the injured person insists, otherwise they remain in the
position they are.
Should personal belongings come into your possession be
sure a witness can testify as to what you received.
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STEPS

. 6.9

..

.

7. Locate and question drivers : 7. 1
and witnesses : . .2

. . 3

. .4

.

..

: .5
..
.. .6

.7
.. .8
..
.. .9
.
..

8. Photograph scene : . 8. 1
. .2
. .3

.4
. .5

. .4.#

. .7

. .8

. 9. 1

.

.2
: .3
..

.4

Ku POINTS

Using best help available when
necessary

To escablish ownership and identity
By observing
By inquiring
Recording license numbers of vehicles

at accident scene - possible
witnesses

If driver cannot be located, assume it
is a hit and run case

Examining driver's condition
Obtaining names and addresses
Having drivers or owners assist in

caring for their property
Ascertaining number of people involved

and possible injuries

When necessary
As soon as practi;a1
To record things that were not noticed
To record original scene before changed
To show damage before vehicles are

moved
To prove statements
Being selective in photographs taken
To preserve evidence or clues which

may disappear

Using Field Sketch Sheet (See Appendix i)

To show general relationship of things
Making as neat and complete as

r. sible - avoid erasing or altering
Sketch should be identified, day and

hour of accident, names of roads,
. direction of north, names of people
: who took measurements and mime

drawing
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, HANDLING

Instructor's Notes

6.9 EXPLAIN certain persons on the scene are better qualified
to assist, SELECT them.

7.7 Being certain these are accurate.

.9 'lb correctly establish persons involved, there may have
been walkaways or persons removed from the scene.

8.7 To substantiate facts. Make certain photos have evidentiary value.
.8 CITE examples, radiator fluid, gasoline, "erase marks" of tires,

point of Impact, debris .

Q0g1t;lasa _

... ...,. I.,.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

10. 10.1
.2

.. .3

.

.4
. .5

. .6

.7
.

. .8

. .9
.10

. :II

. .12

STEPS

Measure distances

KEY POINTS

Making measurements with tape
At all accidents
Locating point of impact by trian-

gulation with permanent objects
Of all skidmarks aid gouges
Locating final position of vehicles

from point of impact
Location of dead or injured from

point of impact
By marking various points with yellow

crayon after decidik, what is to
be measured

Using tape cautiously _Lear electrical
wires

Stopping or warning traffic if necessary
Being accurate as possible
Locating temporary 'bjects or things

as soon as possible
Locating any possible traffic hazards

11. Gather physical evidence .

.

11.1 By systematic search from point of
approach to scene to point of
departure

. .2 By collecting adequate specimens
../ Marking or tagging for identification

. .4 To verify or disprove statements of
drivers and witnesses

.

.
.5 Determining condition of vehicle both

mechanical and otherwise

12. Take written statements : . 12.1 From drivers

.

.2 From witnesses - first from those
who may leave or be hard to reach

:

.
.3 At the Lcene - ox the most convenient

place

.

.41 Be sure statement contains necessary
information

: . .5 When possible, have signature.
witnessed:
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENT, HANDLING

10. COMPLETE STEPS 8, 9, 10 and 11 following key points .

Take class Outside, simulate accident scene with patrol car and civilian
car or two civilian cars (examples: front to rear, sideswipe, broadside,
right front fender to left front fender). Select ?earners to perform, each
Step 8, 9, 10 and 11.

.1 EMPHASIZE officer must verify proper location of zero
end of tape and read measurement personally.

11. SIMULATE physical evidence in STEP H.

.5 EMPHASIZE. Cite examples of what should be physically
checked.

12.4 DEVELOP by asking learners and list on chalkboard.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TL MING

13. . 13.1

STEPS KEY POINTS.

Complete Motor Vehicle Printing information legibly
Accident Report form .

. .2 At scene
(See Appendix V) . .3 To systematically gather information

. .4 For departmental records

.

.

.5 To record, who-what-why-when-where
and how

: .6 To furnish information to related
government agencies and others

. .7 To be used in planning and research
.8 Information must be complete

.. .9 Names and aduresses should be ver-
ified for spelling and correctness

.

14. Make arrest or issue citation : 14.1 To take enforcement actin
: .2 After analyzing accident

.3 Where elements of violation can be
proven in court

.4 According to departmental policy

.5 For violations not directly contribut-
ing to accident

.6 For violations contributing to accident

.7 Be specific in charging violation

.8 Follow-up arrest or citation by ex-
plaining to citizen reason for
enforcement action

15. Clear roadway . 15.1 As soon as practical
.. .2 Restoring normal traffic flow

.3 Utilizing towing service
: .4 By hand pushing vehicles

.5 Recording name of towing service

:
.6 Requesting owner or driver to select

tow truck service, when possible
. .7 Removing or having removed hazardous

material from trafficway
.8 Avoiding unnecessary damage to vehicle

. .9 Being alert to from cables
: used it towing or righting vehicles
.. .10 Being alert and in a safe position

while tow truck Is maneuvering
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, HANDLING

13. Have learners use form in use in their department.

.8 EMPHASIZE.

14.2 EXPLAIN that the officer must first have all the facts
available, tLen make the decision.

.3 Unless this can be done, there is no reason to issue a
citation.

'.5 CITE examples - improper registration, swinging license
Ades, no driver's license, etc.

.6 CITE examples - left of center, improper backing, no
brakes, obscured vision, etc.

.7 SELECT the law which specifically regards the offense,
SHOW copy of traffic code book.

15.6 EXPLAIN that should the owner or driver fail to do this
then request the dispatcher to select the tow truck service.

Teaching Guide No. 8

Inatmctor's Notes

.7 READ and discuss Paragraph 3 of Sect. 4511.74 of Motor Vehicle Laws of Ohio.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

16.

17.

.

..
:

:
.

:
:
.

.

..

.

..

.

..

..

..

.

..

.

16.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

17.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.STELI

Answer inquiries

Follow-up

KEY POINTS

Of involved persons only
Telling drivers what reports they

must file and where obtained
Giving reliable and helpful

information
Being courteous
Concerning local and state traffic

laws

Gathering facts not obtained at scene
Obtaining medical reports from doc-

tor or hospital
Questioning drivers or witnesses

that left the scene
Arranging for or notifying relatives

of dead or injured
Completing necessary reports
Requesting departmental assistance
Notifying dispatcher upon completion

of handling accident
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, HANDLING

16.1 EXPLAIN that the officer should not be distractedfrom
promptly concluding the handling.

.2 Primarily the financial responsibility law.

.4 EMPHASIZE.

17.4 This may be done by the officer, or request the dispatcher
to do it.

.6 CITE examples - additional help for traffic direction,
photographer on a fatal, physical evidence technician.

.7 EMPHASIZE.

Teaching Guide No. 8

Instructor's Notes
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Training Procedure No. 9

ARRESTING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Law enforcement agencies are given the responsibility and authority to arrest in
order to protect society from the criminal. Upon the law enforcement officer is
conferred the power to arrest, to use it justly and wisely is the officer's duty.

Accompanying arrest are the inherent potential dangers of physical injury or
death and civil liability. Every arrest situation demands diagnosis by the officer.
No two arrests are alike, they are only similar in certain phases. Each officer
must be knowledgeable in both the practical and legal aspects of arrest. In the
practical aspect, to develop techniques for deterring or combatting violence and
to overcome the mental resistance of an arrestee. In the legal aspect, to assure
compliance with the requirements of the law and to preclude legal and depart-
mental discipline as a result of unlawful or improper handling of the arrest.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Baton, Riot
Handcuffs
Injured Arrestee Field Report

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Revolver
Stick, Yawara

Maintain physical fitness
Be constantly zi;ert
Approach all persons and onto and into all premises with caution
Request assistance when judgment indicates
Watch arrestee's hands

1. .
.
.

..

:

..

:

1.1
.2
.3
di
.5
.6
.7
.3
.9
.10

STEPS KEY POEMS

Approach suspect As soon as possible
Unfastening holster flap
Scanning surrounding area
Planning action
Selecting spot for arrest
Moving in from rear and/or side
Calmly
Quietly
Cautiously
Cutting off escape route
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ARRESTING

TIME ALLOTTED: 4 hours

OBJECTIVES:

Teaching Guide No. 9

1. To promote a constant awareness of personal safety of the officer.
2. To implant in the officer's mind the legal aspect of an arrest.
3. To learn the proper techniques of making an arrest.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.
Belt, Sam Browne
Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser, or chart pad
Ohio Revised Code - Criminal
Vol . 48 Ohio Jurisprudence 2d

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 9, pp. 77-81.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in the procedure.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student par-
ticipation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application Or Tryout; and Follow Up. .

Inform the learners that arresting is one of the met critical duties an officer
will perform. During the arrest it may become necessary to perform the most
critic 1 act, that of taking a human life. Therefore, it is very important that
the offizer be well infornied on the procedure of making an arrest.

instructor's Notes

1.6 SELECT learner and DEMONSTRATE in classroom.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

2.

3.

STEPS

:

.

:

:

.

.

..
:

.

:

.

.:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

:

: .

:

:
:
..
..
: .

.

.

.

: .

.

..

..
:
..
:

1.11
.12

.13

.14

.15

.16

.17

.18

.19

2.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

3.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

KEY POINTS

Expecting escape attempt
Using peripheral vision to detect

physical o: other hazards
Using available cover or shadows
Avoid being silhouetted
Noting dress for identification
Watching suspect constantly -

especially hands
Watching for objects that suspect

may discard
Noting his physical and mental

condition
Noting personal physical character-

istics for identification

As soon as possible
Taking by surprise
Stopping actions
Purs'iing, as required
Using force as a last resort
Restraining pbysically, as required
Adhering strictly to the laws of arrest
Keeping suspect away from strong

hand side
Standing slightly to the rear and right

of suspect
Using only that amount of force

necessary to overcome resistance
Using special care with women,

juveniles, and mentally ill
Using revolver for protection of life

or preventing escape of felon
Requesting assistance

Commanding "Don't move"
Identifying self as law enforcement

officer
Ordering to move only as told
Stating "You are under arrest"
Stating reason for arrest
Speaking clearly

Apprehend suspect

Arrest suspect
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ARRESTING

;
r. - instructor's Notes

1.14 EXPLAIN that any amount of light from behind tends to
outline objects .

. 18 ASK learners to illustrate some of these condition,' .

.19 ASK learners to point these out.

2.2 CITE examples, ASK learners to suggest others.
.4 READ Sect. 2935.29 of O.R .0 . to class and discuss.

.5 REMEMBERING, BY PERSUASION FIRST - FORCE LASTS

.7 EXPLAIN that, if a warrant has been issued, a probable
cause exists, or the offense was witnessed by the officer,
the arrest is legal.

. 3 ASK learners why?

. 10 This also is a part of the law of arrest.

. 11 READ and discuss Sections 2151.02 and 7151.25 of the Ohl" Revised Code.

. 12 EMPHASIZE and EXPLAIN to group that these are the
only circumstances that justify the use of the revolver.

3. SELECT learner as suspect, DEMONSTRATE by following Key Points
3.1 through 3.8. Read and discuss Sect. 2935.03.

.5 . Read.Sect. 2935.07 and 2935.04 of O.R.C. to class P-d discuss.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

4.

.

:

.

.

..

3.7
.8

4. 1
.2

STEPS

Secure arrestee

11/4EY POINTS

Using authoritative tone of voice
Noting statements by arrestee for later

recording

Preventing escape
Ordering arrestee to assume spread-

eagle position using vertical surface
.:

.

.3 Removing handcuffs from case with
weak hand

.

.:

.

.4 Handcuffing hands behind back, palms
out, ley holes up, double lock
pins away from arrestee

. .5 Double locking handcuffs
. .6 Isolating arrestee as soon as possible
. .7 Handcuffing to fixed object, when
.. appropriate
.: .8 Keeping in view

.9 Blocking exits
. .10 Preventing arrestee from injuring
.. himself or others

.11 Preventing others from injuring arrestee

.12 Refusing request of arrestee and/or
.. persons wishing to see or speak
. to him at the scene

5. Search arrestee . 5.1 After handcuffing
.2 Select location:

.1 Away from people
. .2 Well lighted
. .3 Away from avenues of escape

.3 For weapons (See Appendix 2)
. .4 For evidence
.

.

.

.5 Keeping arrestee in spread-eagle
position with head against
vertical surface

. .6 Methodically from head to toe
.7 Using grasping motion of hand on

garment and body
',..

.8 Feeling for objects

ie .9 Noting any peculiarities of garments

C
-t\
v\s
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ARRESTING

Instructor's Notes

4.2 RETAIN learner from Step 3 and DEMONSTRATE Key
Points 4.2 through 4.5.
Divide learners into pairs, have them PRAT CE 9bove. CHECK
learners and correct mistakes.

COMPLETE balance of key point .

.12 READ and discuss Sections 2935.13 and 2935.20 of O.R.C.

...

. 3 READ and discuss Sections 9, 10, 11, 12 of Vol. 48 Ohio Jurisprudence 2d,
. 4 / (See Appendix Z)

5.5 DEMONSTRATE Key Points 5.5 through 5.8 using learner.
20mM. DIVIDE learners into arresters and affestees, have them PRACTICE

above. CHECK learners and correct mistakes.

.9 Ask group to CITE examples.
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Z.A1)1.1 ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

6.

7.

:

.

:

.

.:
.

:

.

:

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.
.

: .

.

.

.

.

..

..

.

: .

.

.

.
..

"

5.10

.11

.12

. i3

.14

.15

6.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10
.11

.12

7.1
.2

.3

.4

STEPS KEY POINTS

Remove arrestee froin
scene

Process arrestee for
confinement

Using female officer or trusted adult
woman for females

Providing security for female searcher
Removing all metal objects that may

be potential weapons
Examining objects carefully to deter-

mine if converted to weapon
Completing bodily search even

though weapon or evidence found
Calling for assistarce, when necessary

Immediately from a belligerent crowd
As soon as possible
Taking to confinement facility or magistrate
Walking arrestee to confinement

facility, if practical
Holding handcuff chain at all times

when moving arrestee
Requesting departmental assistance

for transportation
Placing a.T...estee in safest location

within vehicle
Taking purse and spike heeled shoes

from female arrestee
Notifying dispatcher and recording

the starting and ending location
and odometer reading for females

Refusing requests of arrestee
Keeping constantly alert against

personal attack or attempt to escape
Noting statements made by arrestee

during transporting

Providing required medical treatment
Completing Injured Arrestee Field

Report (See Appendix W)
Delivering to custodial officer at

appropriate institution
Adhering to institution's confine-

ment procedures
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ARRESTING

Instructor's Notes

5.10 EXPLAIN if you suspect the female is armed, she may be
searched. Read Sect. 2923.01 of O. R. C.

.11 CITE examples.

.12 cm. examples, cigarette lighter to pistol, comb, razor
blade, leather glove, etc.
ASK learners to CITE other examples.

.14 EMPHASIZE that more than one weapon on the person is the rule rather than
the exception.

6.1 EXPLAIN that the officer must protect the accused or suspect.

.3 READ and discuss Sect 2935.05 of O.R.C.

.5 DEMONSTRATE.

.9 EMPHASIZE.

.10 EMPHASIZE , until arrival at confinement facility where additional help can be acqu

.11 EMPHASIZE.

.12 CITE some examples of statements the arrestee might make.

7.1 ASK learners what procedure their departments follow.
.2 SHOW form and EXPLAIN. EMPHASIZE for cfficer's

protection .
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

7.5 Having necessary commitment
documents

.6 Supplying necessary infor.nation

.7 Searching arrestee:
In presence of custodial officer

.2 Removing all property

.3 Giving property to custodial officer

.4 Retaining possession of evidence

.5 Giving receipt for evidence taken
.6 Accounting with custodial officer

for arrestee's property
.8 Signing required forms
.9 Removin handcuffs
.10 Keeping constantly alert:

.1 Against personal attack

.2 Attempt escape
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ARRESTING

7.5 EXPLAIN that if the institution requires these, have them
prepared and take them with you, to preclude violation of
the law or institution policy.

.7 EXPLAIN that you may have only conducted a field search,
a more detailed search is made at the confinementlacility
removing all personal possessions.

.4 To maintain the legal chain.

9 This may be designaivi by the jailor as to where and
when according to jail procedure.

Teaching Guide No. 9

Instructor's Notes

Upon completion of this lesson advise the class that they should study
Chapter 2935: Detection; Arrest, of the Ohio Revised Code .
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Training Procedure No. 10

TESTIFYING IN COURT

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The arrest of a suspect after the investigation of a crime does not necessarily
close the case or end the officer's responsibility.

Under our system of government, any case involving an arrest may be put to a
test. This test is a court trial, which is the right of any person charged with a
crime. A trial is the examination of evidence by a jury, the evidence being
presented through witnesses by the attorneys for both sides of in action, according
to the rules of law as interpreted by the judge. The officer must handle every
case, in all its aspects, with this ultimate test in mind, since he cannot foretell
which investigation will result in an arrest and which of thes,_ will result in a trial.

Due to the fact that the officer is neither judge nor jury, he will not pass on
legal matters nor determine the guilt or innocence of the defendent. The officer
is not an attorney, therefore, he will not defend or prosecute the accused. This
leaves the officer but one role in the court trial, that of a witness.

As a witness the officer is sworn to present his testimony to the court concern-
ing his personal krowledge regarding the case. The purpose of this pror,edure
is to assist the officer in testifying truthfully, objectively, and effectively,
thereby contributing to the impartial administration of justice.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Appropriate notes
Notebook, Pocket

GENERAL CAUTIONS IN TESTIFYING:

Assuming the public prosecutor's responsibilities must be avoided
Have confidence in the public prosecutor's handling of the case
Follow the public prosecutor's instructions
The officer's bearing and physical appearance must be above reproach
Testify impartially
Maintaia an impersonal attitude
Tell the truth
Avoid guessing
Avoid arguing with the defense attorney
Be courteous
Sit erect
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TESTIFYING IN COURT

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES:

Teaching Guide No. 10

1. To acquaint the learners with the proper method and procedure of testifying
in court.

2. To stress the importance of testifying truthfully and objectively.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Bible
Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
Physical evidence, Piece of marked
Statement, Signed

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-Unit I,
Procedure No. 10, pp. 83-86.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in the procedure.

Discuss each of the General Cautions In Testifying with the learners. Clear-up
any misunderstanding. Question selected learners to test their understanding.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

In presenting each teaching unit in this procedure which requires student par-
ticipation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Prepare 'the Group;
Present the Lesson; Application or Tryout; and Follow Up.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

_

1. 1.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

'STEPS

Prepare for court appearance:

KEY POINTS

Reviewing case reports
Placing only pages pertinent to case

in notebook
Checking personal appearance
Wearing proper uniform (or conserv-

alive business suit and accessories)
Avoiding the wearing of any fraternal

insignia on civilian clothes
.6 Nothing in breast pocket of civilian

coat
.7 Contacting public prosecutor, if

prosecutor has not contacted
officer. discuss case and
coordinate activities

.8 Assembling physical and documentary
evidence

.9 Providing for transportation of
physical evidence

2. Proceed to courtli5use 2. 1 With evidence and notebook
.2 Attending correct court on day and at

time specified
.3 Arriving early
.4 Maintaining respectful demeanor at

all times
.5 Checking with appropriate court

personnel, as required
.6 Discussing case privately only with

authorized persons
.7 Directing all other persons wanting

to discuss the case to the public
prosecutor

3. Confer with public 3.1 Regarding changes
prosecutor .2 Receiving instructions

.3 Providing physical and documentary
evidence

.4 Avoid the borrowing of prosecutor's
Copy of the case reports

.5 Reviewing last minute details
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TESTIFYING IN COURT

Instructor's Notes

1.1 EMPHASIZE reviewing until facts can be recalled readily.
.2 EMPHASIZE suitability of loose leaf notebook for this

purpose. SHOW by removing excess pages from notebook.
.3 REMIND the learners they will be the center of attraction

and the jury will be examining them.
.4 EMPHASIZE wearing type of clothing worn when arrest made.
.5 EXPLAIN prejudice of individual jurors.

.6 DEMONSTRATE using cigars, pencils, note paper, cigarettes.

.7 EXPLAIN when this might be done.

.8 CITE errors in presenting physical evidence in court due to
failure in taking this action.

.9 Give EXAMPLES of large items; i.e.: doors, slot mach'nes,
and etc.

2.2 Give EXAMPLES of cases being dismissed due to failure to
appear.

.3 Arriving late may cause officer to become unnerved.

.4 EMPHASIZE the dignity of the court.

.5 QUESTION group regarding proper personnel , Clerk of Courts, Bailiff, etc .

.6 DISCUSS who these might be.
.7 EMPHASIZE.the case is now the responsibility of the prosecutor.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING.

4. . 4.1

STEPS KEY POINTS

Attend court Taking no items not relevant into
the courtroom

:
:

.2 Giving bailiff Sam Browne belt and
volver in accordance with

court policy
:

: .

: .

3 Selecting seat which affords easiest
and most direct route to witness
stand

.4 Seating self before judge arrives

.5 Avoiding all talk
: .

:
.6 Writing note when necessary to

communicate with prosecutor
.7 Paying attention to proceedings

: .

:
.8 Noting friends and associates of

defendant

5. Take the witness chair : . 5.1 When summoned
. .2 Be calm
:
:

.3 Maintaining erect posture, dignified
carriage, and impersonal attitude

I ,4 Standing at attention and raising
right arm when being sworn in

: .5 Looking at person giving the oath
.6 Sitting erect in witness chair

: .7 Avoiding unusual mannerisms or
gestures

6. Answer questions :
:

6.1 Asked by public prosecutor, defense
and judge

.2 Mai..._ ...ing an impersonal attitude
: .3 Listening to, hearing, and under-

standing the question
.4 Requesting that a question be repeated

when not understood
: .5 Thinking about the question
: .6 Formulating the answer mentally and

logically before replyirg
.. .7 Answering only the question
.. .8 Telling the truth
: .9 Avoid gues sing
: .10 Confining testimony to relevant

matters
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

7.

.
..

.

..

.

.
:

.

.

:

:

:

:
: .

..
:

.

:

.

.

..

..

..

6.11
.12
.13
.14

.15

.16

.17

.18

.19
.20

.21

.22

.23

7.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

STEPS KEY POINTS

Leave the courtroom

Volunteering no other information
Choosing words carefully
Repeating conversations verbatim
Avoiding use of technical law enforce-

ment terms, criminal largori, and
slang

Looking at the judge or jury, as
, appropriate, when replying

Speaking clearly in a conversational
voice

Using plain and direct language
Answering "I don't know" , as

appropriate
Answering one question at a time
Stating "I cannot answer that question

with a 'Yes' or 'No' ", as
appropriate

Referring to notes, as required
Refreshing memory by using notes
Avoiding arguments

When excused
Receiving Sam Browne belt and

revolver from bailiff
Avoiding the expression of any opinions

concerning the trial
Refusing to discuss case with un-

authorized persons
Avoid loitering about the courthouse
Leaving courthouse when dismissed
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Teaching Guide No. 10

Instructor's Notes

6.13 To the best of learner's knowledge.
. 14 EMPHASIZE people don't understand, the jury cannot ask

questions, therefore, learner's testimony is ineffective.
.15 DEMONSTRATE. therefore, how defense attorney will ask

questions to draw learner's remarks away from jury.
PRACTICE by calling upon selected learners to take witness chair - move
around room in order to accomplish the above.

. 16 CHECK learners while on witness chair. DISCUSS with
group. EMPHASIZE keeping mouth free of chewing gum,
snuff, candy, etc.

. 17 EXPLAIN that jury must understand. Use of big words will
cause attorney to catch learner off guard on a definition or
its improper use.

.18 EMPHASIZE. Don't be afraid to use it.

.19 DEMONSTRATE rapid fire technique of questioning.
REMIND group it is not a good technique for officer
interrogations.

.20 EMPHASIZE. Don't be afraid to use it.

.21 DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE with learners performing.

7.2 Putting on belt, outside of courtroom.

1 hr.
1 hr.

.3 EMPHASIZE. Including brother officers, since reporters may
use them as a "reliable source." This does not include superiors.

.5 Jury or public may see you and think you have an unusual
interest in the outcome of the case.
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Training Procedure No. 11

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Safety in handling firearms is fundamental to the protection of
life. There is no margin for error in determining whether or not
a firearm is loaded - These statements are particularly true in
a training situation . Too often we read or hear about the officer
inadvertently shot by a brother officer or see the department floor
or ceiling with a bullet hole in it. Each officer must strictly
adhere to all safety rules concerning firearms .

Every officer should know, generally, the names of the most important
parts of firearms . By doing this an understanding of the mechanical
operation is more easily achieved. Knowing the parts and their function
in the operation of the weapon better prepares the officer to deter a
possible malfunction or unsafe condition . To detect a malfunction or
unsafe condition and subsequently repair it ensures dependable operation.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Departmental or personal weapon used on duty - sidearm
Revolver cleaning kit
Shotgun 12 gauge, riot
Shotgun cleaning kit

- :isvt -...1.,31Zrz 'e -
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Teaching Guide No. li

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 1/2 hours

OBJECTIVES:

1. To thoroughly indoctrinate the officer with the safe handling
of weapons.

2. To familiarize the officer with the weapons and their parts;
to better understand the weapons and how they operate in
order to preclude a malfunction.

TEACHING AIDS:

Same as equipment needed.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-
Unit I, Procedure No. 11.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use introductory information in training procedure No. II, also tell
officers that strict adherence to all safety rules must be complied
with, any deviation and the guilty officer v.rill be subject to discipline.
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Training Procedure No. 11

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS. KEY POINTS

1. Learn Safety Rules Treat all guns as though they are loaded.

Point a firearm or& at a person you are
justified in killing.

Allow only an expert to repair your weapon.

All firearms training must be properly and
adequately supervised by someone in authority.
All safety precautions must be adhered to and
enforced.

Strictest discipline must be maintained.
Carelessness and thoughtlessness cannot and
must not be tolerated during firearms training.

Immediately on picking up a firearm, open the
cylinder or action and check to see that it is
unloaded--check it again.

A firearm is given to or received from another
person at when the cylinder or action is open.

Never anticipate a command.

Check for obstruction in barrel of a firearm
before loading.

Load only after position is taken at the firing
point and the command to load has been given.

Unload when and as instructed.

Keep the firearm pointed down range at all
times.

Draw a revolver from the holster or reholster
with the finger outside the trigger guard.

When shooting single-action, place your finger
on the trigger only after the firearm 18 pointed
toward the target and the cocking action has been
completed.
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Teaching Guide No. 11

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

1. Read each rule Promote discussion of each rule by asking officers why
this particular rule?
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Training Procedure No. 11

IREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

STEPS KEY POINTS

No smoking on the firing line.

No talking on the firing line or to shooters
on the firing line, except by instructors.

Always keep the muzzle of a firearm from
touching the ground.

Place thumb in front of the hammer before
releasing the trigger when letting hammer
down on a live cartridge.

. In case of a misfire, keep the firearm pointed

. down range at least ten seconds before opening
. the cylinder.

. After a malfunction unload and check the:

.. barrel for obstructions before firing a
: succeeding shot.

Unload firearm before leaving the firing line.

Leave firing line only when command is given.

A loaded firearm is allowed only on the firing
line.

Dry fire on the range only under the supervision
of an i tstalctor.

. Pay str.ct i (tendon to the range officer.

.. He will instruct you as to exactly what you
are to ....io.
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Teaching Guide No. 11

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

Continue discussion

179
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Training Procedure No. 11

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

STEPS

2. Learn Parts of Revolver
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Teaching Guide No. 11

FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

Instructor's Notes

2. REVIEW and question learners about various parts of the revolver

Select a part on the weapon and ask an officer whet function he thinke it performs. Do this
until each part on the weapon has been explained. De certain correct part names are used.
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FIREARMS SAFETY AND NOMENCLATURE

Teaching Guide No 11

instructor's Notes

3. Select a pert on the weapon and ask an officer what function be thinks it perform. Do this
until each pert on tie weapon hes been explained. Be certain correct part name are used.

At the conclusion of this lesson unit (Training Procedure No. 11) advise the class that
the next two 'Amon units (Training Procedures 12 and 13) will take place at (Local Amory or
Firearms Range). You as the instructor must make arranger:seam kw use of appropriate
facilities.
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Target shooting offered through an organized training situation by a
qualified instructor provides the best method to learn the fundamentals
of revolver shooting. The use of a revolver as a weapon requires expert
training and regular practice. Expert training is necessary to acquire
the basic knowledge and skill necessary to develop proficiency in handling
the weapon and regular practice is required to maintain and increase
proficiency.

Once the officer acquires the basic knowledge and skill of handling the
revolver he must then proceed to develop as much skill as possible in
reacting to a combat situation. Combat shooting requires firing rapidly
and accurately.

Concomitant with skillful use of the weapon is the equally important
criterion of determining the Justifiable use of the weapon. Not knowing
under what circumstances the weapon may be used places the officer at a
decided disadvantage. Use of the weapon in any situation must be based
on sound Judgment with the ever present thought that hanging in the
balance of a decision is life or death.

EQUIPMENT:

Revolver Cleaning Kit .38 Caliber:
Bore Brush, Brass wire
Bore Cleaner
Carwax, fine grade
Cloth, Polishing
Coarse cloth or extra fine steel wool
Cylinder Brush, Nylon or Bristle
Gun Grease, Fine Grade
Lightweight Oil, Fine Grade
Patches, Cleaning
Rod, Cleaning with detachable tip
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Screwdriver, small
Toothbrush or 1/2" to I"

Bristle Paint Brush
Sidearm, Departmental issue

or personal
Target, Silhouette
Target, Pasters, Black & White
Uniform of the Day
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( Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

TIME ALLOTTED: 7 1/2 hours

1. To develop a degree of proficiency with a revolve,.

2. To provide determinations for the justifiable use of .

the revolver

TEACHING AIDS:

Same as equipment needed plus local armory or firearms range.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training Learner's Manual: Basic Course-
Unit I, Training Procedure No. 12.

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES'

Review safety practices Training Procedure No. 11.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use Introductory information in Training Procedure No. 12.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Review Safety Practices Training Procedure No. 10

REVOLVER SHOOTING - SINGLE ACTION BULLSEYE TARGET

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Assume offhand stance 1. Any one of three positions:

1.1 Face target
1.2 Blade target
1.3 45° angle to target

2. Feet 12" to 18" apart

3. Weight evenly distributed

4. Stance should be practiced till it
becomes natural

Mp

Stances, left to right: facing target directly; "Wading" target; compromise
position at 45 degree angle to target.
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET COMBAT

Instructor's Note.

1. Demonstrate position and have officers practice - note each officer's

stance and correct if necessary.
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING TARGET - GMAT

STEPS

2. Draw Revolver

KEY POINTS

: 2.1 Face target
. . 2 Place strong hand on butt of weapon
: .3 Grip firmly
: .3.1 Place webbing between thumb and
: forefinger high on back strap
. .3.2 Keep trigger finger out of
: guard..
: .3.13 Thumb high on frame, no pressure
: .3.14 Maintain grip
. .4 Snap weapon out of holster
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

2. Demonstrate and explain each key point - make certain each man is
facing down range.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

3. Load Revolver 3.1 Keep weapon pointed down range
.2 Place revolver in palm of weak hand

. .3 Releasing cylinder latch with thumb

. of strong hand

.

.4 Push cylinder out with middle two
fingers

. .5 Obtain six cartridges
. 6 Lower muzzle to 45° angle

. .7 Hold cartridges in palm of strong hand
.8 Grasp rim of cartridge with tips of

thumb, index and middle finger
.. .9 Insert cartridge into cylinder chamber
:
.

.10 Revolve cylinder with thumb of weak
hand

.11 Bringing empty cylinder to the top

.12 Load all cylinders

.13 Close cylinder, gently
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PROCEDURES IN LOADING AND RELOADING THE REVOLVER
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

3. Demonstrate and explain each key point - Have each officer practice-
check for correct procedures.
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

STEPS

4. Sight on Target

6:00 O'CLOCK HOLD
BULLSEYE TARGET

KEY POINTS

4.1 Extend arm and revolver at shoulder
.. level toward target
: . .1.1 Lock shoulder-elbow-wrist in position
. .2 Concentrate vision on revolver sights
. .2.1 Top of front sight even with top of
.. rear sight an equal amount of light
.. on either side of front blade
. .2.2 Target should appear fuzzy or gray,
. sights clear and sharp



Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

4. Demonstrate each key point - emphasize concentrating vision on sights,
not target.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

5. Fire at target

cAr""Fri

WEAK HAND - SINGLE ACTION

STRONG HAND - SINGLE ACTION

KEY POINTS

5.1 Cock revolver
.1.1 Use tip of thumb on spur of hammer
.1.2 Do not relax grip
.2 Recheck for correct sight picture
.3 Take a breath, exhale some air,

hold rest
.4 Squeeze trigger
.4.1 Centering pad of end joint of index

finger on trigger
.4.2 Squeezing straight back
.4.3 Maintaining constant even pressure on

trigger
.5 Repeat for number of shots required
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

Demonstrate and explain each key point - upon completion have class practice by dry firing
5 to 10 times. Use one short blast on traffic whistle to commence and two short blasts to
cease fire. Assist officers not hitting the bullseye. At least 30 rounds must be fired single
action.

,..1,.1...*"................s..s..
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

REVOLVER SHOOTING - COMBA',' - DOUBLE ACTION

STEPS

1. Assume Position

VARIOUS FIRING POSTURES

KEY POINTS
0

1.1 The position best suited to the
situation

1.1.1 Crouch-hip or point shoulder shooting
.1.2 Standing - offhand or barricade shooting
.1,3 Kneeling - Point shoulder shooting
.1.4 Sitting - using lcnee as rest
. 1 . 5 Prone - using free hand as rest
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - COMBAT - DOUBLE ACTION

Instructor's Notes

1. Demonstrate each position - Have each officer practice each position.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

2. Draw Revolver

WEAK HAND - DOUBLE ACTION

KEY POINTS

2.1 While assuming position
. 2 Lock hand on butt thumb down
. 2.1 Keep trigger finger out of trigger guard
.3 Snap revolver out of holster

: . 3.1 Insert trigger finger when revolver
clears holster

.4 Maintain firm grip

STRONG HAND - DOUBLE ACTION
198



Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Inatructoes Notes

2. Demonstrate -Make certain Weapon is unloaded-Have each officer
practice-Inspect weapon cylinders making certain Weapon-is _empty
before practice-use whistle signals to draw and holster weapon.
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

STEPS

3. Fire at target

A. Hip shooting

CROUCH POSITION

KEY POMM5

3.1 Cmizentrate vision on target at
distances 0 to 15 yards.

3. a.1 Point revolver at target as you
would index finger

a. 2 Upper arm 45° angle, forearm and
hand parallel to ground

a.3 Elbow in front of body (tucked in)
.2 Trigger imager inserted to first joint

or further
.3 Stroke trigger back, smoothly
.4 Maintaining firm grip
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

3. Demonstrate - Make certain weapons are empty-Have each officer practice
by drawing and dry firing at target (silhouette) 5 to 10 times. Use whistle
signals. After dry firing practice have officers load one round and fire on
signal. At least 50 rounds must be flied from hip position. Assist officers
not hitting "K" area of target. Follow same procedure for all remaining
firing positions a thru e.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

b. Standing or
offhand

STANDM1G POSITIONS
WITHOUT SUPPORT

OFF-HAND

KEY POINTS

b.1 In the open or from behind object
.2 Feet 12" to 18" apart or best balanced

position
.3 Holding revolver straight out at shoulder

height
.4 Locking Moulder, elbow, wrist
.5 Focusing vision on revolver sights so

target appears fuzzy or, gray
, o Stroke trigger back, smoothly
. I Maintaining firm grip
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

b. At least 30 rounds weak hand and 30 rounds strong hand.
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Training Procedure No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

STEPS

c. Kneeling

KNEELING POSITION

:

204

KEY POINTS

3. c. 1 Dropping down to strong knee
. 2 Holding revolver straight out at

shoulder height
.3 Locking shoulder, elbow and waist
.4 Focusing vision on revolver sights

so target appears fuzzy or gray
.5 Stroke trigger back, smoothly
. 6 Maintaining firm grip



Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

c. At least 30 rounds from kneeling position.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

d. Sitting

SITTING POSITION

3. d.1 Place weak hand behind back and
sit down

.2 Extend revolver straight out from
shoulder

.3 Lock shoulder, elbow and wrist

.4 Focus vision on sights so target
appears fuzzy or gray

.5 Stroke trigger back, smoothly

.6 Maintai tng firm grip
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instructor's Notes

d. At least 30 rounds from sitting position.



Training Procedure No. 12

PS

e. Procne

Ina

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET COMBAT

KEY POINTS

e. 1 Fall .to knees and then rest 4 way down
. 2

: .3

.4

: .5

.6

.7

208

Use weak hand to break fail
Extend revolver arm out and lock in
position
Use palm of weak hand tp rest revolver
butt (optional)
Focus vision on revolver sight target
appears fuzzy or gray
Stroke trigger back, smoothly
Maintain firm grip I

--.......-....-
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Teaching Guide No. 12

REVOLVER SHOOTING - TARGET - COMBAT

Instrwtoes Notes

e. At least 30 rounds from prone position.

Tell officers to bring the shotgun and 25 shells (20.00 Buck; 5 rifle stags) used
by their department for the next lesson Unit (Training Procedure No. 13).

209
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Training Procedure No. 13

FIREARMS, SHOTGUN SHOOTING (12-gauge)

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The shotgun is a versatile weapon that commands a tremendous psychological
respect because of its effectiveness. At close range, loaded with shot,
the shotgun is formidable. Actual aiming is not required and the officer
can literally spray any given area. Loaded with the rifled slug and
at ranges to 100 yards its penetration and stopping power is more than
adequate in most instances. It lends itself well to a law enforcement
combat situation both psychologically and through effective firepower.

The law enforcement officer who resorts to the use of a shotgun by assign-
ment or choice must be trained in its use. Placed in the hands of an untrained
officer the shotgun is dangerous to all involved and its effectiveness is
doubtful.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Riot Shotgun, 12-Ga. Pump or Automatic
Shells, 12-Ga. 00 Buck Shot
Shells, 12-Ga. Rifled slug
Shotgun, 12 Ga. Cleaning kit
Target, Bobber

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Make certain safety is on at all times other than actual firing
Never load until instructed to load
Keep shotgun pointed down range at all times
Check shotgun shells to make certain they are proper gauge and

load - pellet - slug
Visually check barrel and receiver for obstruction
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Teaching Guide No. i3

FIREARMS, SHOTGUN SHOOTING (12-gauge)

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop a degree of proficiency in ,-te use of a shotgun

2. To acquaint the officer with the versatility of the shotgun

TEACHING AIDS:

Same as equipment needed plus firearms range or suitabie location
for firing shotgun.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training Learner's Manual; Basic Course -
Unit I, Training Procedure No. 13.

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Read and discuss each practice

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use introductory information in Training Procedure No. 13 .
Instruct officers that strict adherence to instructions and Safety
Procedures is mandatory.
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Training Procedure No. L3

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

1. Assume stance
a. Hip

Top of forget should be sie to 6'
above level of ground.

SHOTGUN BOBBER TARGET
{cardboard or similar motorist)

KEY POINTS

1.1 Facing target
2. Lock stock against side just above hip
3. Use forearm parallel to stock for locki
4. Pointing shotgun at target
5. Using peripheral vision to line up barn

and target
6. Place weak hand on fore -end

b. Shoulder 1.b.1
.2

.3

.4

2. Load shotgun 2.a.1
a. Pump a.2

a.3

a.4
a.5

a.6

a.7

a.13

b. Automatic 2. b. 1

212

Bring shotgun to shoulder height
Fit stock tight against shoulder on
muscular portion
Point shotgun at target
Place weak hand on fore-end

Make certain safety is in "Qui: position
Turn shotgun over so trigger guard is
Check shells for damage. proper gau
proper load
Insert shells in magazine loading port
Start shell in by using thumb, index
middle finger
Use thumb on base of shell to push she
in rest of way
After magazine loaded return shotgun
firing position
Pull back quickly and firmly on fore -e
to load shell in firing chamber

Follow above pro. edure except pull
back on operating handle to load shell
firing chamber



FIREARMS, SHOTGUN SHOOTING (12-gauge)

Teaching Guide No. 13

Instructor's Notes

1. Demonstrate-Follow each key point-Have officers face dow.. range. Inspect
shotguns making certain they are empty- Have them practice positions
(hip-shoulder). Check each to make certain weapon is properly positioned.

2. Demonstrate-Follow key points - Have officers practice loading on
whistle signal one shell at a time.
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Training is-its..ctare No. 13

FIREARMS, SHOTGUN SHOOTING (12-gauge)

MPS KEY POINTS

3. Fire shotgun . 3.1 Release safety with index finger
. .2 Recheck sight alignment

a. pump .3 Squeeze trigger back firmly and rapidly
: .4 Release trigger completely
. .5 Readjust shotgun on target if necessary
.

.
.6 Pull back quickly and firmly on fore-end

to reload chamber
.

:
.7 Repeat trigger squeeze and reloading as

often as necessary

b. Automatic .

:

13,1- Trigger may be squeezed till all rounds
are expended then reloaded.
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FIREARMS, SHOTGUN SHOOTING (12-gauge)

Teaching Guide No. 13

Instructor's Notes

3. Demonstrate-Have officers fully load shotgun and fire at bobber target
from hip position and shoulder position - alternate firing use whistle
signals.

1 hr.
i hr.

ADMINISTER final examination.
REVIEW final examination with class after all exam papers have been
turned in.
Have learners complete evaluaion sheet.
Inform learners that pocket certification cards and certificates will be issued
to those having succesofully completed the requirements of the course
(attendance and achievement).
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APPENDIX A

THE BILL OF RIGHTS
Original Ten Amendments to the Constitution with Preamble

We the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect Union, establish
justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
senvai welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity,
do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of America.

ARTICLE I. Freedom of Religion, Speech, and the Press; Right of Assembly and
Petition. Congress shall make no law respecting e.i establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to asserr.Sle, and to petition the Govern-
ment for a redress of grievances .

ARTICLE II. Right to Keen and Bear Arms. A well regulated militia, being neces-
sary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.

ARTICLE III. Quartering of Soldiers . No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered
in any house, without the consent of the owner , nor in time of war , but in a manner to
be prescribed by law.

ARTICLE IV . Right of Search and Seizure Regulated. The right of the people to
be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation , and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

ARTICLE V . Rights of the Accused in Criminal Proceedings. No person shall be
held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment
or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces,
or in the militia, when in actual service in time of v.ar or public danger; nor shall
any person be subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life or
limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself,
nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall
private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

ARTICLE VI. Right to Speedy Trial, Witnesses, Etc . In all criminal prosecutions,
the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury
of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which dis-
trict shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the
nature and cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against
him; to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have
the assistance of counsel for his defense .
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APPENDIX A (cont .)

ARTICLE VII. Right of Trial by jury. In suits at common law, where the value
in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be
preserved, and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwi-e re-examined in any
court of the United States, than according to the rui L the common law.

ARTICLE VIII. Protection Against Excessive Bail and Punishments. Excessive
bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishment inflicted.

ARTICLE IX. Rights Retained by the People. The enumeration in the Constitu-
tit..., of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained
by the people.

ARTICLE X. Rights of States Under Constitution. The powers not delegated to
the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are re-
served to the States respectively, or to the people
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APPENDIX B

LAW ENFORCEMENT CODE OF ETHICS

As a Law Enforcement Officer, my fundamental duty is to serve mankind; to
safeguard lives and property; to protect the innocent against decertion, the weak
against oppression or intimidation, and the peaceful against violence or disorder; and
to respect the Constitutional rights of all men to liberty, equality and justice.

I will keep my private life um- tithed afl an eitample to all; maintain courageous
calm in the face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop self-restraint; and be constantly
mindiul of the welfare of others . Honest in thought and deed in both my personal and
official life, I will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of
my department. Whatever I see or hear of a confidential nature or that is confided to
me in my official capacity will be kept ever secret unless revelation xs necessary in
the performance of my duty.

I will never act officiouily or permit personal feelings, prejudices, animosities,
or friendships to influence my decisions. With no compromise for crime and with
relentless prosecutioa of criminals, I will enforce the law courteouslr and appropri

ely without fear or favor, malice or ill will, never ealploying unnecessary force or
violence and never accepting gratuities.

I recognize the badge of my office as a symbol of public faith, and I accept it as
a public trust to be held so long as I am true to the e..-aics of police service. I will
covitantly strive to achive these objectives and ideals, dedicating myself before God
to my chosen profession....law enforcement.
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CANONS OF POLICE El HICS

ARTICLE I . PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY OF JOB

The primary responsibility of the police service, and of the individual officer, is
the protection of the people of the United States through the upholding of their laws;
chief among these is the Constitution of the United States and its amendments . The law
enforcement officer always represents the whole of the community and its legally ex-
pressed will and is never the arm of any political party or clique.

ARTICLE 2. LIMITATIONS OF AUTHORITY

The first duty of a law enforcement officer, as upholder of the law, is to know its
bounds upon him in enforcing it. Because he represents the legal will of the community,
be it local, state or federal, he must be aware of the limitations and proscriptions
which the people, through the law, have placed upon him. He must recognize the genius
of the Araeriran system of government which gives to no man, groups of men, or in-
stitution, absolute power, and he must insure that he, as a prime defender of that
system, does not pervert its character.

ARTICLE 3. DUTY TO BE FAMILIAR WITH THE LAW AND WITH RESPONSIBILITIES
OF SELF AND OTHER PUBLIC OFFICIALS

The law enforcement officer shall assiduously apply himself to the study of the
principles of the laws which he is sworn to uphold. He will make certain of his respon-
sibilities in the particulars of their enforcement, seeking aid from his superiors in
matters of technicality or principle when these are not clear to him; he will make
special effort to fully understand his relationship to other public officials, including
other law enforcement agencies, particularly on matters of jurisdiction, both geo-
graphically and substantively.

ARTICLE 4. UTILIZATION OF PROPER MEANS TO GAIN PROPER ENDS

The law enforcement officer shall be mindful of his responsibility to pay strict
heJa to the selection of means in discharging the duties of his office. Violations of law
or disregard for public safety aad property on the part of an officer are intrinsically
wrong; they are self-defeating in that they instill in the public mind a like disposition.
The employment of illegal means, no matter how worthy the end, is certain to encourage
disrespect for the law and its officers . If the law is to be honored, it must be honored
by thosc! who enforce it.
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APPENDIX C (cont .)

ARTICLE 5. COOPERATION WITH PUBLIC OFFICIALS IN nig DISCHARGE OF
THEIR AUTHORIZED DUTIES

The law enforcement officer shall cooperate fully with other public officials in
the discharge of authorized duties, regardless of party affiliation or personal prejudice .

He shall be meticulous, however, in assuring himself of the propriety, under the law,
of such actions and shall guard against the use of his office or person, whether know-
ingly or unknowingly, in any improper action. In any situation open to question, he
she'! seek authority from his superior officer, giving him a full report of the proposed
service or action.

ARTICLE 6 PRIVATE CONDUCT

The law enforcement officer shall be mindful of his special identification by the
public as an upholder of the law. Laxity of conduct or manneA in private life, express-
ing either disrespect for the law or seeking to gain special privilege, cannot but re-
flect upon the police officer and the police service. The community and the service
require that the law enforcement officer lead the life of a decent and honorable man.
Following the career of a policeman gives uo man special perquisites. It does give
the satisfaction and pride of following and furthering an unbroken tradition of safe-
guarding the American republic. The officer who reflects upon, this tradition will not
degrade it. Rather, he will so conduct his private life that the public will regard him
es an example of stability, fidelity and morality.

ARTICLE 7. CONDUCT TOWARD THE PUBLIC

The law enforcement officer, mindful of his responsibility to the whole commu-
nity, shall deal with individuals of the community in a manner calculated to instill
respect for its laws and its police service. The law enforcement officer shall conduct
his official life id a manner such as will inspire confidence and trust. Thus, he will
be neither over-bearing nor subsets lent, as no individual citizen has an obligation to
stand in awe of him nor a right to command him. The officer will give service where'
he can, and require compliance with the law. He will do neither from persona:
preferehze or prejudice but rather as a duly appointed officer of the law discharging
his sworn dbligation.

ARTICLE 8. CONDUCT IN ARRESTING AND DEALING WITH LAW VIOLATORS

'Lie law enforcement officer shall use his power of arrest strictly in accordance
wit: i the law and with due regard to the rights of the citizen concerned. Hia office
gives him no right to prosecute the violator nor to mete out punishment for the offense.
He shall, at all times, have a clear appreciation of his responsibilities and limitations
regarding detention of the violator; he shall conduct himself in such a manner as will
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APPENDIX C (cont.)

minimize the possibility of having to use force. To this end he shall cultivate a dedi-
cation to the service of the people and the equitable upholding of their laws whether in
the handling of law violators or in dealing with the law-abiding.

ARTICLE 9. GIFTS AND FAVORS

The law enforcement officer, representing government, bears the heavy respon-
sibility of maintaining, in his conduct, the honor and integrity of all government in-
stitutions . He shall, therefore, guard against placing himself in a position in which any
person can expect special consideration or in which the public can reasonably assume
that special consideration is being given. Thus, he should be firm in refusing gifts,
favors, or gratuities, large or small, which can, in the public mind, be interpreted as
capable of influencing his judgment in the discharge of his duties .

ARTICLE 10. PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE

The law enforcement officer shall be concerned equally in the prosecution of the
wrong-doer and the defense of the innocent . He shall ascertan what constitutes evi-
dence and shall present such evidence impartially and without malice. In so doing, he
will ignore social, political, and all other distinctions among the persons involved,
strengthening the tradition of the reliability and integrity of an officer's word.

The law enforcement officer shall take special pains to increase his perception
and skill of observation, mindful that in many situations his is the sole impartial tes-
timony to the facts of a case.

ARTICLE 11. ATTITUDE TOWARD PROFESSION

The law enforcement officer shall regard the discharge of his duties as a public
trust and recognize his responsibility as a public servant. By diligent study and sincere
attention to self-improvement he shall strive to make the best possible application of
science to the solution of crime and, in the field of human relationships, strive for
effective leadership and public influence in matters affecting public safety. He shall
appreciate the importance and responsibility of his office, hold police work to be an
honorable profession rendering valuable service to his community and his country.
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APPENDIX E

PERSONS REPORT

Suspicious Wanted Missing

Name-

O Alias-
Address-

City. State-

Telephone-

0
PERSONAL:

Sex- Color.
Nationality-

Birthdatm

Birthplace-

Height.

Build-
Hair.

Eyes-

Compiexion-

Beard.
Characteristics.

0 0,:eupation.
Employer-

Hangout.

Front Side

DRESS:

Headdress.

Mask.

Outer Garment-

Neckwear.

Upper Garment.

Lower Garment.

Gloves.

Stockings-

Footwear-
J ewelry.

VEHICLE:

Make.

Model.

Body-

Year-

Col or.

License.

State.

Character tstics-

REMARKS:

Back Side

PERSONS REPOR1
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APPENOIX F (cont.)

*Aram! 0
5

Back Sides

WANTED VEHICLE -SST
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PERFORATED MEMO
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APPENDIX G





I

0
BUSINESS SECURITY SURVEY REPORT

Business Nano

Address:

Tel honos

Manager:

Residence:

Telephone:

Assistant Monamws

Residence:

Telephone:

Kind of Business:

PHYSICAL SECURITY INSPECTION

OK
Designate: x Defective

N.SE.W
.

4
li 4

a
I

IL og

Doors: Leeks

Bars

Ha s
Windows: Locks

Bars

Whs. es Sec

Accessibility

Night Lighr Safe
13 Exterior

interior

'flows Shades

Displays

Safe: None 0
Visible. easily 0 poorly 0 concealed 0

of entry withoutCan:011m easily reach all means

climbing fences, etc.? Yes 0 No 0

Front Side

APPENDIX I

O
Location of interior light switches on ground floor.

Night Watchman: Nano.

None 0 Private Patrol 0
Alma System:

Other Protective Devices:

Precautions taken against holdups

Did you make poisoned investigation of points

covered? Yesliet ?

SUGGESTIONS MADE:

Doors.

Windows.

Roof.

We-
Night Light.

Shop Lifters.

Chock Passers.

Hold Ups.

Other.

Diefyou give manager copies of Department's

brochures? Yes 0 No 0
Will your suigestions be followed?

Yos Ci No 0 Doubtful 0
Officers Dotes

Back Side

BUSINESS SECURITY SURVEY REPORT
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INFORMATION ON
PERSONALITIES

TIMM MO. u.s. MT. NC

0 Name..
Addeese.

Telephone

Date of Birth.
Birth Place.

Marital Status.
d Date Married

Ethacrtion .

Business

Hobby

3
4 Likes.

Dislikes

Special Talent.

1
Where Introduced

270
Remarks.

0

0

(Over)

Front Side

APPENDIX K

Name of Spouse.

Address.

Telephone

Date of Birth
Birth Place 0
Education.

Bushiest.

Hobby

lakes

Disilkes.

Special Talent..

Where Introduced

Remarks.

wo

Names of Children Bulb Date Meth Place

wo

Courtesy Lefax

INFORMATION ON PERSONALITIES

233
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APPENDIX L

.....

:: :o

Mns

lir

MO*

MED

MI

Mb.

NM.

OFFICERS WATCH ACTIVITY REPORT

Department

To Date Doy Vehicle No.
(Supervisors title oed name)

Officer
and
Officer Assignment

Watch: From To Odometer: In

Out

DISTMITION LOCATION AND ACTIVITY
SUMMARY NO.

FROM TO HOURS TOTAL MILEAGE

0
tal

U

, I
1

ARRESTS

cs
us

ri
m
te0

--.
0)
z00
CC
<<

0
5
u
ii.
ii.

<i

re .._

sn
fez
F4N.
re
Q
US

US

0
I L O

iji.'

Z0n
U4C

T.
or
10)<J
U

J
in
.J
US
V) '

OFFICER'S WATCH ACTIVITY REPORT
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APPENDIX M

SEAL

Hanle

Rank

Department

is a duly appointed member of the
Department

Signature
Dept. Head

Signature

Gov't. Head

Front Side

Fingerprint
Right index

Finger

Bust
Photograph

Hair Eyes. AS*
Weight Height

Signature Date

Back Side

IDENTIFICATION CARD
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APPENDIX N

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION REPORT

Beat No. Census Tract

Deportment
City-County Pol iceSheriffs

Type of Crime:

Name of Victim
(or Firm)
Address

City State

Phone.

Reported by

Home Address:

Phone

DO. & Time Repo.t Recsd.

Reported To

Assigned To

Date Committed

Time Committed

Per son Attacked
(IWceSex-Age-Type a Occupation)

R000rt Area Case No .111.1MPW

'What was victim doing at time of attack?

Properly Attacked
( (f of Premises and/or Location)

How Attacked

Means of Attack
(Weapons or Tools Used)

Object of Attack
(What Was Token or Why Committed)

Trademark

Vehicle Used
(Give Available Description)

Maxie

Alias

SUSPECT AND DESCRIPTION

Nationality

Address

Color Sex Age Eyes Hair Height Weight

Buil d Complexion Scars or Marks

Characteristics

Headdress

Disguise or Mask

lOuter Garment

Neckwear

Upper Garment

Lower Garment

Gloves

Stocking s

Footwear

Jewelery

Occupation

Employer.

Hangout

Remarks

DRESS

OTHER IDENTIFICATION

PERSON ARRESTED

Name Age
Address

By Officer

Date

D.O.B.

Officer Making Report
(Sign in ink)

Date Tim:

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION REPORT Actualsize 8- I/2" x II"
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PATROL CAR AND
EQUIPMENT FIELD

E
UXILIARY CHECK LIST

Petro. Cat No.: Date:

,__ErnuistuaL.1.1
OP ERATION

76) C3,41`k1 x. Defective 6 I04 j r. )<
1. 0.4h,...

. 2 Damage

3. Identifica t.,
4. Leaks

5. Tires

6. Auxiliary Equipment
1. Safety Seat Belts

& Rearms and Security

9. Instruments

10. Speedonseies Check

11. Fuel, Oil, Water

12. Lubrication & Service

13. Siren0 14. Lights & Reflectors

15. Engine Operation

16. Unusual Noises

11. Brakes0 18. Clutch

19. Steering

20. Radio

Officer

oSupervisor

Remarks: (Con't. on back)

PATROL CAR AND AUXILIARY EQUIPiviENT FIELD CHECK
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APPENDIX P

HOME REPORTUNOCCUPIED

Dote of Departure: Return:

Now
Address:

OTelephone:

Forwarding Address"

Reported By:

I) Address:
Reported To: Date:

In frnerfseti :

Address:

Telophone:

Deportment brochure:

HAZARDS UNCORRECTED:

Doors- Frent0 Roar 0 Sid. 0 Geroge 0
Other

Windows- Frent0 Rea 0 Side 0 Gm *is 0
Other

Services discontinued- Yes 0 No 0

Deliverios discontinued. Yes 0 No 0
Lawn cars- Yoe 0 No 0
Pet cam Yoe 0 No 0
Niel* light- Yes 0 No 0
Shod's- Too 0 No 0

. Neighbor contacted

Address-

0 Per sons authorised on premises:

Remotion iron% on bock]

UNOCCUPIED HOME REPORT
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APPENDIX Q

PROPERTY TAG NO. CASE NO._

Property: Evidence 0 Found 0 Per tonal 0 Recovered 0

Owner

Address:.._

Claimed by: Dote:

Address:

Mesisod of Disposal:

To:

Address:

Turned in by:

Turned in to: Data Thee:1*OTACH HERE........00.1=
PROPERTY RECORD CARD NO. CASE NO.

Property: Evidence 0 Found 0 Per sonol 0 Recovered 0

Owner

Address:

claimed by; Date:

Address:

Method of Disposal:

To:

Address:

Turned in 1y:

Turned in tot Data Times_

Front Side

PROPERTY TAG
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APPENDIX Q (coat .)

ITEM QUANTITY DESCRIPTION STORED

ITEM QUANTITY DESCRIPTION STORED

Back Side

PROPERTY TAG
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APPENDIX S

PRELIMINARY
INVESTIGATION FIELD REPORT

Type of Crime:

Beat: CT: RA

VICTIM:

Address-

City-

Phone-

State-

REPORTED BY:

IDAddress-
City.
Phone.

Date Reported: Time:

Reported To:

Date Committed:

Time Committed:

Per son Attacked:

Property Attacked:

How Attacked:

Means of Attacic:

Object of Attack:

Trademark:

Vehicle Used:

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION FIELD REPORT
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I

I

i

I!

City, Stott

O

Department

Location
Date
Time

I (first, middle initial, last mime), make the fol..
lowing statement to (rank, name of ?reorder),
known to me to be a moralist of the (name of de.-
partment)..1 have boon advised that prior to time

O of confinement, or removal her the :ounty, I
hey. the right to communicate with on attorney,
of with &env* or other person, for tit* pur
pose of obtaining count., or arranging boil;
that thereaftor I hove th right to confor with

O my attorney privately, or with another parson
to orronqo boils and that I hay. right to com
municate with my ottotooy, or other person, for
purpose of obtaining counsel by a reasonable
number of telophone cells. I ay. been advised
that the police, or *Air arresting *Mew, may
not require me to molt* a statement, but that if
I do, it may bo used in ovieence egoinst me.

My nem* is (first, middle, last now). I aim
(number) years old, live at (number and street
atkiress) in ((ity), (slate). I attend (number) grad.
of (name) school. I am employed a.. a (oci-
cupagian) by (name of firm) at (number and street

a address/ in (city), (state).

(Write details in chronologies: order.)

I heye rood this stotomont which consists of
(number) pages, initialed all comections which

0 have been mod*, and signed each page. I have
given this statement freely and voluntoriiy. ti
threats or promises of tiny hind hove boon mode
to or used orsino me to mak* this statement and
it it the truth. I Nave nothing further to odd.

O Signori: (first, middle, last name)
Dares Timis

Witnessed bye
(Signedfirst, middle initial, las; name rank)
(Two)

SAMPLE FORMAT FOR STATEMENT
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APPENDIX U

GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING WHO, WHAT, WHY. WHERE, WHEN AND HOW

1. Who?

2. What?

Who was the victim?
Who made the report?
Who discovered the crime?
Who saw or heard something of importance?
Who had a motive or committing the crime?
Who committed the crime?
Who helped him?
Who will sign the complaint?
W was talked to?
Who worked on the case?
Who marked the evidence?
Who receivE I the evidence?

What was the nature of the crime committed?
What actions were taken by the suspect?
What happened?
What do the witnesses know about it?
What evidence was obtained?
What was done with the evidence?
What tools were used?
What action did the officer take?
What further action is needed?
What knowledge, skill, or strength was needed to

commit the crime?
What other agencies were notified?
What was reported but did not occur?
What witnesses were not contacted?
What time was the crime committed?
What time was the crime reported?
What was the time of your arrival?
What time did you contact witnesses?

3. Where?
Where
Where
Where
Where
Where
Where
Where
Where
Where

was the crime discovered?
was the crime committed?
were the tools or weapons obtained?
was the victim?
was the suspect seen?
was the witness?
did the criminal live?
did the criminal hang out?
is he now?
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4. When?

5. How?

APPENDIX U (cont.)

Where would he most likely go?
Where was he apprehended?
Where was the evidence marked?
Where was the evidence stored?

When was the crime committed?
When was the crime discovered?
When were the authorities notified?
When did the authorities arrive at the scene?
When was the guilty party arrested?
When was the victim last seen?
When did help arrive?
When will the complaint be signed?

How was the crime committed?
How did the criminal get to the scene?
How did the criminal get away?
How did the criminal obtain information in order to

commit the crime?
How was the crime discovered?
How were the tools obtained?
How did you get your information regarding the

crime?
How did you manage the arrest?

6. With What?
With what tools was the crime committed?
With what weapons was the crime committed?
With what means did the criminal travel to and from

the scene?

a. Auto
b. Bicycle
c . Train
d. is
e. On foot
f. etc .

With what trade or profession are the tools associated?
With what other crime is this crime associated?
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APPENDIX U (cont.)

7. Why?
Why was the crime committed?
Why were the tools used?
Why were certain weapons used?
Why was the crime reported?
Why were witnesses reluctant to talk?
Why was the witness anxious to point out guilty

parties?
Why so much time before the crime was reported?
Why did the criminal use a certain MO of entry?

8. With Whom?
With whom
With whom
With whom
With whom
With whom

places?
With whom
With whom

did the criminal associate?
was the victim last seen?
are the witnesses connected?
did the criminal commit the crime?
did you talk at the scene and at other

did you work on the investigation?
did you expect to locate the suspect?

9. How Much?
How much damage was done?
How much property was taken?
How much knowledge was necessary to commit the

crime?
How much money was taken (denominations)?
How much did the victim claim was stolen?
How much trouble was it to carry the property away?
How much information are the witnesses not giving out?
How much is the victim withholding?
How much additional information do you need to help

solve the crime?

r i.e..010
. .. "ettf.4-4:470
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APPENDIX V
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APPENDIX V (coot. )

CONFIDENTIAL THIS INFORMATION TO BE RETAINED UNTIL AFTER PROSECUTION IS COMPLETE°

MARK aaNOT Q. PRINT, DON'T WRITE

BSSO FORM AR$ INv
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APPENDIX V (coat. )

CONFIDENTIAL TIES INFORMATION TO If RETAINED UNTIL AFTER PROSECUTION IS COMPLETED

MA11CORNOTIR PRINT, DON'T MITE
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APPENDIX W

INJ URED ARRESTEE FIELD REPORT

Aaestee:

Alcoholic breath?

Nature and extent of injuries:

Treatment Given

In ur el pittiorpyhe h Weal condition ot this
Asrostee suer that he us", be held in custody

In I oil without endangering his

life or health? Toy CI No Ci

Signed:

(M.D.-Intern

Hospital:

Time Entered Hospital:

O Date-

Brought In By Officer:

Nurses in Attendance

Time Discharged

nom..

Officer:

INJURED ARRESTEE FIELD REPORT
251



APPENDIX X

'2'1 1re--"7-,

C - Complainant * - Number

- Victim S - Suspect

W - Witness (when used alone or with *) ,.71.

W - White (only when used with another lei ter desigrating sex)

tM - Male

RF - Female

N - Negro

n - north

s, - south

e - east

w - west

AG- I - left

-410. r - right

f - front

0 - parallel to

..1. - perpendicular

L - right angle

" " ,. stated

"..... " - exact words.-used

T- up (or raise)

4 - dowi (or lowei)

+ - together with (intersection) plus

4... - ithout:(or removed) less

& - and

@ - at

c/a - carried away

c/t - carried to

c/u - carried up

c/d - carried down

ea - each

SAMPLE ABBREVIATION CHART
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A - Adam

B - Boy

C - Charles

D - David

E - Edward

F - Frank

G - George

H - Henry

I - Ida

J - John

K - King

L - Lincoln

M- Mary

N - Nora

O - Ocean

P - Paul

Q - Queen

R - Robert

S - Sam

T - Tom

U - Union

- Victor

W - William

X - X-Ray

Y - Young

Z - Zebra

PHONETIC ALPHABET CHART



APPENDIX Z

LAWS OF SEARCH AND SEIZURE

B. NECESSITY; SEARCH WITHOUT WARRANT

§ 8. Generally.A search warrant is not necessary to the
legality of searches in all cases." Police officers acting in good
faith and upon information which induces in them an holiest
belief that a person is in the act of violating the law may make
a search and seizure without a warrant." An officer may with-
out a search warrant, seize contraband goods which he sees.*

16. RC § 2033.31 (GC § 13430-1).

17. RC § 2933.30 (GC § 13430-10).

12. United States v Pierce, 124 F
Sapp 264, U 0 Ops 44, 70 OL Abs
140, affd 224 F2d 281.

Assetatioa: Search and seizure,
without warrant on suspicion or in-
formation as to unlawful possession
of weapons. 92 ALE 490.

Search of automobile without
warrant by officers relying on de-
seription of persons suspected of
crime. 60 ALE 299.

Right to search or seize vehicle
containing contraband as affected
by the fact that it was stationary at
the time 61 ALE 1002.

Entry and search of premises
for purpose of arrest without search
warrant. 6 ALE 263.

2S4

11. Houck v State, 108 OS 195,
140 NE 112; Potato v State, 121 OS
2k 0, 168 NE 135; Walsh v State
(App) 35 OLR 216, 11 OL Abs 2S;
Hartenstine I, State, 24 ONP NS 1 !;.
Cincinnati v Wagner, 27 ONP siS
445.

In Houck v State, supra, the court
notes the similarity between the
statutes authorising an arrest with-
out a warrant (see 5 0 Jur 2d St,
Amager 11 19 et seal and those re-
hating to search and seizure.

Annotation: Accused's right to,
and prosecution's privilege against,
disclosure of Identity of informer
where issue is legality of search
without warrant. 76 ALR2d 327.

Podner v State, 19 0 App 82,
2 OL Abs 228,m co 20 OUR 611,
dismd for want of debat q 107 OS

F

-wrtesy The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Convany
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APPENDIX Z (cont. )

BRACE AND Smuts 48 0 Jur td

Where property held illegally is not in sight of the officer,
however, there must be probable cause for the search.* In the
absence of such probable cause, the search is illegal,* even though
it results in the discovery of contraband. An officer cannot act
on a mere venture or exaggerated suspicion,* and after-acquired
knowledge cannot legalize a search which was unlawful when
made* There must be such suspicious circumstances or such
sun 3unding conditions that a reasonably prudent man would
believe the person passing guilty of crime" Officers without
previous knowledge anl without any information that would
'willies an honest bollef that the defendant was violating the
law cannot seize a search a person unless they have a search
warrant and have previously arrested him.*

632, 141 NE 92; Dunning v Cincin-
nati, 21 ONP NS 468, 29 ODNP 472,
affd by et of app, me eon d p err
sustained 18 OLR 24.

1. .15, infra.
L Bock V Cincinnati, 43 0 App

257, 1.0 OL Abs 436, 183 NE 119,
veer dinned 124 OS 667,181 NE 888.

The search of a person without
probable cause or reasonable ground
to believe that the person searched
was committing a violation of law
is unlawful unless the requirementa
of the statute. regulating the kW'
WM of a search warrant have been
complied with. State v Chick,
ONP MS 313, 15 OL Abs $29.

3. Cincinnati v Wagner, 27 ONP
NS 445. In this 011110, the view is
taken that the act of an officer, upon
seeing a person under the influence
of liquor and staggering and with
the proverbial *Ulan," in taking
hold of his arm and feeling of the
"bulge," which proves to be in-
toxicants, is not on probable cause.

4. Cincinnati v Pay, 27 ONP
520.

5. Rasey v accolino, 1 0 App 194,
18 0CC NS 331, 34 OCC 294. In
this ease, it appeared that the offi-
cers were warned that a certain
fugitive was expected to get off of a
train, end a pollee officer subsequent-
ly saw a man peaceably walking

along the railroad track, but who did
not answer the description of the
fugitive, and there was nothing sus-
picious about him, and no indication
that he even got of the train, and
the court held that the police officer
had no authority to stop him.

6. Cincinnati v Fay, 27 ONP NS
520. wherein it appeared that the
officers entered a cigar store and
saw the defendant talking with sev-
eral men, and after he left them
they seised him and searched his
pocketa and found a memorandum
of a wager upon a horse race, with-
out having previously placed him
under arrest and without intending
to place him under arrest unless they
found the slip of paper, and wherein
it appeared that they had no previous
knowledge of the fact that he was
carrying a race horse slip or any
information that would induce an
honest belief that the defendant war
in the act of violating the law.

An officer is not entitled to search
a person or premises without a
search warrant unless he has in-
formation concerning a violation of
law or sees the violation, and where
officers arrest a person who had not
violated any statute, law, or ordi-
nance, or done anything which would
give a reason to make an arrest, the
arrest and search are unlawful.
State v Mendel (Man) 150 Ops 311.
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APPENDIX Z (cont.)

48 0 Jur 2d SEARCH AND SSiZIURE II 9,10

The legality of a search without a warrant must be raised in
the trial courts

Searches for dead bodies without a warrant, but with the same
power as officers executing a warrant, are authorized by statute
under certain conditions.'

§ 9. Search Incident to Arresto-!-Often, a search warrant is
used for the purpose of procuring evidence of crime only and
at a time when the offender is in custody,' and the right, without
a search warrant, to search a person after a valid arrest, is well
recognized." Officers who have lawfully arrested a person may
remove contraband property from his person, and if police offi-
eers And a person in possession of that which constitutes a viola-
tion of law and he puts the things unlawfully possessed in his
pocket, they may, upon arresting him, forcibly take such prop-
erty from his possession." Thus, officers who have arrested one
on the charge of carrying a concealed weapon may remove a
revolver from his person." Likewise, a person arrested without
a warrant for having in his possession horse-racing slips, may
be searched and the forbidden papers seized." Intoxicating
liquor; on the person of one lawfully arrested may be seised with-
out a search warrant s° However, it seems that the search of
the person of one unlawfully arrested is illegal"

§ 10. Search of Vehicles and Persons in Control Thereof If
officers see a person in or about a motor vehicle illegally possessing
contraband goods, they may search him and his automobile with_

7. Hanky v State (sep) 7 OL Abs
45.

8. 7, supra.
9. Koran r State, 24 ONP NS 1.
N. Cardinal v United States. 79

F2d 825; United States v Pierce, 124
F Sapp 264, 56 0 Ops 44, 70 OL Abs
140, Mid 224 F2d 281.

Annotation: Right of search and
seizure incident to lawful wrest,
without a search warrant 32 ALE
680, s. 61 ALE 424, 74 ALE 1387.
82 ALE 782.

Illustrations of distinction, u
regards search and seizure, between
papers or other articles which mere-
ly furnish evidence of crime, and the

256

actual instrumentalities of crime.
129 ALE 1296.

11. Dunning v Cincinnati, 21 ONP
NS 468, 28 ODNP 472, ad by et of
app, m c o, m d p err sustained 18
OLR 24; Cincinnati v Bush, 24 ONP
NS 81.

12. Walsh v State (App) 35 OLE
216, 11 OL Abs 28.

13. 26 0 Jur 2d 660, GAMBLING
45.
14. Phillips v State. 105 OS 641,

138 NE 54. See also Harteastine
v State, 24 ONP NS 124.

15. State v Smith (CP) 19 0 Ops
454, 33 OL Abs 272.



*11 SEARCH AND SEIZURE 48 0 Jur 2d

out a search warrant." An officer acting in good faith and upon
information which he believes to be true may lawfully search an
automobile or other vehicle without first obtaining a search
warrant therefor, and having found property the possession of
which is a violation of law, he is warranted in confiscating the
goods and arresting the person in charge." Such a search is
authorized, even though the officer has no previous knowledge of
such violation, provided he acts in good faith and upon such
information as induces an honest belief that the person in charge
of the automobile is in the act of violating the law; the search
and seizure under such circumstances is not unreasonable and
does not transgress Article 1, § 14 of the Ohio Constitution."

ill. Search of Buildings. Ordinarily, a search of a building
cannot be lawfully made without a warrant," and this includes

16. Decker v State, 113 OS 512,
150 NE 74, 42 ALR 1151; United
States v Hilsinger, 284 F 585, 1 OL
Abs 324.

With reference to violation of fed-
eral laws relating to taxation of
intoxicating liquor, it has been held
that where circumstances present
facts within the personal knowledge
of investigating officers, sufficient to
lead a reasonably discreet and
prudent man to believe that liquor
is illegally possessed in an ,..tomo-
bile, a search and seizure of such
automobile, although without war-
rant, is not unlawful. Scher ye Unit-
ed States, 95 F2d 64, *Rd 305 US
251.83 Led 151, 59 S Ct 174.

17. Houck v State, 108 OS 195,
140 NE 112: Forel° v State, 121 OS
280, 188 NE 135; Frazier v Sono',
21 0 App 6, 4 OL Abs 701, 152 NE
780.

Where it appeared that the person
whose automobile was searched with-
out a warrant had the reputation of
being a bootlegger and had at-
tempted to conceal his identity and
that of his automobile, and the officer
knew of his alleged persistent viola-
tions of the law in transporting and
selling liquor, and knew the license
number of his automobile, and
where at the time of the search be

was in the act of transporting liquor
for sal -outrary to lawa search
under such circumstances is not =-
reasonable and does not violate the
constitutional provision. Houck v
State, 18 0 App 209, add 106 08195,
140 NE 112.

In a case in which officers stopped
a person driving a truck, thinking
that he was transporting slot ma-
chines, and he was found to be trans-
porting intoxicating liquor in viola-
tion of law, the court said that the
seizure of contraband liquor was
justifiable. Dworken v State (App)
29 OLR 52, 7 OL Abs 218.

18. Houck v State, 106 OS 195,140
NE 112.

19. Hendershot v State, 14 0 App
480; Knipp v Cincinnati, 29 ONP NS
209.

It has thus been held generally,
and without referring to the exist-
ence of probable cause, that a police
officer without a warrant has no au-
thority to search a junk shop for
stolen goods. Neifeld v State, 3
OCC NS 551, 23 OCC 248.

Annotation: Searches and sei-
sms by health officers without war-
rant. 13 ALR2d 969.

Premises temporarily unoc-
cupied as dwelling within provision

257
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APPENDIX Z (cont. )

48 0 Jur 2d SRARCN AND SEIZURE 111

a closed garage in the rear of the defendant's home." However,
there may be circumstances under which the search of a build-
ing without a warrant is permissible. If police officers are fairly
certain that a house is being used for unlawful purposes, they
may enter it, by force, if necessary, and make arrests therein
without first securing a search warrant.'

If an officer is informed that there is a disturbance at a par-
ticular residence and he goes there and is admitted and finds
therein contraband property, which he confiscates, the residence
ceases to be a bona fide privatt residence, and the fact that the
officer did not have a search warrant is not fatal to the pro-
ceeding.* Officers lawfully in a house for a particular purpose
may arrest for other crimes they see being committed and seize
the evidence of crime which they see,* but they have no authority
to search the whole house, without a warrant, for evidence of
other crimes.'

In a number of cases decided under a former intoxicating liquor
statute, the opinion was expressed that when a house had lost
its character as a bona fide residence it might be searched without
a warrant.' Prohibition officers under the former intoxicating
liquor laws were held justified in entering, without it warrant, a
brewery engaged, under a permit from internal revenue, in the
manufacture of near beer, a taxable product, and also in searching

forbidding unreasonable search of
dwelling. 33 ALR2d 1430.

20. Antossewski v State App) 6
0 Ops 284, 31 OL Abs 345, 31 NE2d
381.

The constitutional guaranty is not
limited to dwelling houses proper;
it extends to a garage on the res-
idence property. Antonewski
State, supra: United States v Mus-
ses, 270 F 818.

I. Davis v State (App) 35 OLR
104, 10 OL Abs 660.

3. Podner v State, 19 0 App
3 OL Abs 228, m c o 20 OLR 811,
and aloud for want of debat q 107
OS 832, 141 NE 92.

3. Cincinnati v Mills, 27 ONP NS
473.

4. Cincinnati v Kills, supra.
Where an officer was lawfully in

one room of a residence for the pur-
pose of executing a warrant of ar-
rest of a person for disorderly con.
duet he has no right, upon smelling
the odor of beer in the house, to
search other rooms thereof without
a warrant Cincinnati v Mills. supra.

Officers at a residence for the
purpose of investigating a particular
crime have no authority to search
the residence for intoxicating liquor.
Nekruta v State (App) 31 OLR 320,
8OLAbs11.

5. Horns& y State, 39 0 App 208,
10 OL Abs 118, ITT NE 244; Ham -
crick v Youngstown (App) 7 OL
Abs 251; Wade v State (App) 31
OLR 104, 8 OL Abe 96; Flores v
Cleveland (App) 34 OLR 484, 9 OL
Abs 469; Alderman v Lakewood
(App) 11 OL Abs 163.
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for contraband, and in seizing any contraband they found there!
But premises cannot be searched without a warrant and without
circumstances indicating illegal trafficking in liquor merely be-
cause at a prior date the occupant of such premises was found
guilty of unlawfully possessing intoxicating liquor on such prem.
is..,

I 12. Consent to Search. An officer may search premises with-
out a warrant if it is done with the owner's consent or if the
owner assists.in conducting the search. The fact that a search
warrant was based upon an insufficient affidavit is Immaterial
where the officers did not enter the building in question by reason
of the search warrant, but were admitted by the occupant.*
and a suspected person waived his constitutional rights by telling

6. Unit Id States v Hilsinger, 284
F $U, OL Abe lad.

I. Strauss v Cleviiiand (App) 11
OL Abs 286, wherein the court said
that merely because the owner of a
residence had been iound guilty of
unlawfully possessing intoxicating
liquor In inch residence did not mean
Nat te residence had perpetually
lost its bona fide character.

8. Gilmore v State, 15 0 App 432;
Pedas v State, 19 0 App 82, 3 OL
Abs 221, m c o 20 OLR 611, dismd
for want of debat q 107 OS 632,141
NE 92; Vaal v State, 32 OCA 281,
45 OCC 744.

Agents am! employees of the De-
partment of Liquor Control are ex-
empt from the rrovisions relative to
search warrants in connection with
violations of the limos laws. More-
over, if it could be :held that a liquor
permittee% constitutional rs.ghte
were invaded, it is raeh a constitu-
tional right as could be waived, and
by securing a permit and electing
to operate under the Liquor Control
Act, he has waived the constitutional
protection, If any, of the M. Con.
stitution as to the right to search
his premises and seize property if
found to be ht violation of law.
Hurless v Department of Liquor
Control (App) 73 OL Abs 161 135
NE2d 796, dismd for want of debat
q 164 OS 492, 68 0 Op. 331, 132 NE

2d 107, and reh den 75' OL Abs 70,
142 NE24 567.

In Helm v Stet*, 38 0 App 461,
118 NE 164, error dismd 128 08 675,
177 NE 585, a prosecution for mar
der, where the defendant, before the
jury was impaneled, moved the court
to require the sheriff and prosecut-
ing attorney to return to him cer-
tain property which they had seised
at or about the time of his west,
the property seized consisting of
parts of the automobito in which it
was claimed by the State that the
murdered man was conveyed to a
creek, and where it was shown that
the automobile belonged to the de-
fendant's tether and was seised upon
a search by the officers with the con-
sent of the owner of the premises
on Which the automobile was found,
it was held that there was no error
in overruling the ;notion for the re-
turn of the property taken, the court
stating that the defendant certainly
would not have tho right to demand
the return to him of articles which
he did not own, and which were not
in his possession at the time of
seizure.

9. Carmosino v State (App) 27
OLR 623, 6 OL Abe 688 (gambling
machines).

16. Rends v Stete (App) 14 01.
Abs 639.

259.
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48 0 Jur 2d SEARCH AND SEIZURE I'S
the officers to search him and his car if they so desired as he
had nothing illegal in his possession." But the mere lab_ e to
resist the officer does not show consent." For example, the state-
ment of the owner, when told by the officers that they were there
to search his premises, to "go ahead," is not a waiver of the
owner's rights, but a peaceful submission to officers of the law."

Consent of one person, such as an employee, does not waive
the necessity of a warrant as against another person. for ex-
ample, the employer." Also, even assuming that a wife in the
absence of her husband may waive his constitutional immunity
against search of his dwelling as granted by § 14, Article 1, of the
Constitution of Ohio, such waiver cannot be said to have occurred
where the testimony as to the wife's assent is conflicting, and
there is a probability that any assent given was by reason of
the coercive influence of an officer or officers of the law."
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VT 090.69% ED (See June 1968 RIE)
Law Enforcement Officer,Trainingi Basic Course, Unit II; A Unit
of the Ohio Law Enforcement Offiters' Trainirg Program, Learner's
Manual.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - Jul66
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$3.84 96p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *POLICE, *LAW
ENFORCEMENT, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Students may use this manual in a law enforcement training program
for inservice law enforcement officers and recruits. It was
developed by a statewide committee o law enforcement training
consultants, specialists, and an advisory committee and was tested
by a subject matter specialist in a pilot-class study. The program
is designed to provide law enforcement officers with a better
understanding of the many problems involved in providing good law
enforcement services. Some of the 12 instructional units, training
procedures, are (1) dealing with civil complaints, (2) handling -.
fire scenes traffic congestion, suspicious persons, and
dead-on-arrival, and (3) administering emergency care-first aid.
Each training procedure contains an introductory statement, a list
of necessary equipment, general safety practices, and a detailed
outline of procedural steps. Students are to use the material under
the supervision of a selected and trained police officer. The
document is illustrated with line drawings and photographs. Nineteen
appendixes contain formations to disperse gatherings, defense
techniques, commercial restraint devices, examples of report forms,
and sources of prepared crime-prevention materials. An instructor's
manual (VT 000 693), a unit-one learner's manual (VT 000 689), and
an instructor's manual (VT 000 690) are available. This document
is available for $2.25 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education
Service Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State
University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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The State Department of Education has been instrumental in providing training in
skilled and technical occupations t o the citizen' of Ohio since 1918, through the
Trade and Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrial edu. Ition enables individuals, both male and female,
to prepare for initial employment in trade, technical or service occupations. In
addition, it enables employed worker- to upgrade themselves and advance in their
chosen occupations, and retrains those who are temporarily unemployed.

In the adult category, special emphasis is placed on training fdr public service per-
sonnel, such as fire fighters, rescue and emergency personnel, school bus drivers,
custodians, hospital housekeepers, electric linemen and law enforcement officers.
The purpose of this training is to upgrade the services rendered to the citizens of a
community by improving and providing additional skills and/or knowledge, thereby
resulting in more efficient and effective services

The cost of crime and traffic accidents, includinp the human suffering resulting
therefrom, is an enormous waste of every community's resources. A well trained
and efficient law enforcement officer is probably the most effective means of reduc -
ing this :omen toll and suffering.

. The Law Enforcement Training Program of the Vocational Trade and Industrial Edu-
cation Services in Ohio is intended to provide training to officially designated law
enforcement ,agencies. The purpose of this manual is to supplement this organized
training program planned to provide the law enforcement officer with the skills and
technical knowledge essential in carrying out his duties. It outlines methods of ef-
fectie operation which will enable each officer to recognize the importance of his
position withindie law enforcement agency and to stimulate the officer m'performing
his service with pride.

The LawEnorcement Officers Training Program and this publication are provided
through the cooperative efforts of the Trade and Industrial Education Services. Vo-
cational i3iviiiion, State Department of Education: College of Education. The Ohio
State UniveTsiv; and the public schools of Ohio.

E. F . Holt, Superintendent of
Public Instruction

Byr1 R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocation 2 ucatio.i

.. /` ' .f... '



The Law Enforcement Officers Training Progiam was developed by the Trade and
Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education, to meet the needs
expressed by the Buckeye State Sheriffs' Association and the Ohio Association of
Chiefs of Police, for an effective training program.

This training program is designed to provide law enforcement officers with abetter
understanding of the many problems involved in providing good law enforcement
services. It presents practices which have been used successfully in organized
training programs in various sections of the country.

In former years, law enforcement services were priniarily concerned with enforc-
ing a few state and local laws, controlling a comparatively small number of ve-
hicles, and effecting the arrest of local violators. New officers were often placed
on duty without receiving adequate training, necessary supplies and equipment.
This frequently resulted in ineffective law enforcement services. Fortunately to-
day, ineffective practices are not as prevalent as they once were. The recent in-
crease in the number and variety of 7aws, increase of ownershipand use of vehicles,
the growth of urban areas, and the demands of a better educatedpublic has led Ohio
to recognize the need for training in the knowledge, skills and services of a spe-
cialized nature. The Ohio Law Enforcement Officers' Training Program should help
communities provide more effective and efficient law enforcement services.

The objectives of this training program sponsored by the Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation Services are as follows:

I. To det-rmine local, county, regional and state needs and to im -
plernent a program to adequately meet these needs on a continu-
ing basis

2. To improve the competencies and skills of local law enforcement

The state supervisor and the law enforcement training staff within the Trade and
Industrial Education Services utilized a State Law Enforcement Advisory Committee
in order to determine the previously mentioned objectives; the principles and policies
for the law enforcement training program; and the manner in which it is conducted
in Ohio. This advisory committee is composed of representatives from The Buck-
eye State Sheriffs' A s s oc i at i on and The Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police,
Incorporated.

iv



A comprehensive training program for law enforcement officers is being imple-
mented. The following types of training are row available:

Basic Training Officer Leadership Training:
. Advanced Training . Instructor Training

Regional Law Enforcement Institutes' Conference Leadership
. State Law Enforcement Institute Effective Speaking

. Arson Investigation . Human Relations
Job Methods

The intent of this manual is to provide the necessary instructional material, which
will serve as an up-to-date and comprehensive source of information, covering the

. practices and techniques of the procedures included in the Basic Course - Unit U
Instructional materials of this type are the key toconducting ineffective and efficient
training program.

. .

It is our sincere desire that law enforcement officers throughout the state will re -
alize. the ultimate benefits to be gained in the organized state training programs
utilizing this manual. and its procedures.

. Harry F. Davis, Supervisor

,

-__

Trade and IndustrialEduzationSezvices
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Training Procedure No. 1.

CIVIL COMPLAINTS, DEALING WITH

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Ministering to the needs of the public is an integral part of an officer's
duties. The "need," as identified by a person, usually is in the form of a
complaint, request for assistance, or protection. Often these complaints or
requests are totally unrelated to the primary or secondary responsibilities
of law enforcement. Yet, they must be dealt with because the itrWtvidual has
indicated a "need." The nature of the complaint or request, may a: times,
be vague thereby requiring personal response or contact by an officer. On the
other hand the "need" may be resolved by the persoi, receiving the information
via telephone or personal contact at the agency. Either instance aecessitates
the proper disposition by the officer. The proper disposition can be satisfactor-
ily accomplished when the officer learns how to effectively deal with this "need."

Acceptable performance by the officer helps to create the public support of
law enforcement which is absolutely necessary if Imy enforcement it to Mall
its primary and secondary responsibilities.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Notebook, Pocket Field
Pens Ball,Ppint

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Avoid takiitg sides in any issue
Entering all premises and approaching all persons and things with caution

1.

STEPS

..

..
.

.

:

:

1.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

.6

.6.1
.2
.3

KEY POINTS

Receive assignment or
information

From dispatcher
Acknowledging call immediately .

Identifying unit and location
From citizen, notifying dispatcher
Stopping patrol car before
writing

Recording on patrol car.desk
pad:

Location of scene
Type of complaint
Person to be contacted and/or

complainant and address.

1
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.
I

.r

r

KEY POINTS

.6.4 Time received
Repeating location to dis-

patcher for verification
.8 Acknowledging receipt of

. transmission
.9 Requesting required information
.10 Understanding assignment

2. Proceed to scene. :
.

2 . 1

.2

.3

.4
..5

3. Arrive at scene

4. Observe scene and
situation

As soon as possible, unless
otherwise instructed

Using most expeditious route
Driving safely
Obeying all traffic laws
Planning operations within

known information
. .6 Notifying dispatcher of
. personal knowledge
.
. '3.1 Parking safely .

. .2 Giving dispatcher exact

. location
, .3 Signalling dispatcher "Out

of Service"
.4 Recording time
.5 Removing ignition key
.6 Taking required equipment

: . .7 Alighting from patrol car
. with caution
: .8 Locking patrol car
: .9 Entering onto all premises

with caution
.10 Approaching all persons and

things with caution

4.1 Appearing and keeping calm
.2 Determining personal safety
.3 Gathering information
.4 Determining future action

: .5 Noting:
. .5.1 Mood and state of participants
. or complainant

.2 Physical and mental conditions
. of participants or complainant

.6 Scanning area for potential
. weapons

2



LAW. ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

5. Preserve the peace

6. Identtf participants
or complainant

.

.

.

.

KEY POINTS

.. 5.1 Greeting complainant or
.. 'participants with a smile
.. .2 Asking, "May I be of service?"
.. .3 Speaking in soft conversational

. tone
: . .4 Quieting persons present
. .5 Removing participants to
: . secluded area .

.6 Separating participants
. .7 Rendering personal service
: impartially

. 6.1 Contacting complainant first.
: by name
.. .2 Contacting witnesses in
.. logical order .

.3 Requesting participants to
. identify witnesses
: .4 Recording in notebook:
: . .1 Name
: . .2 Age

.
: .3 Address. .
.. . .4 'Telephone number

.5 Occupation
.. .6 Employer:
: . .1 Address
.. .2 Telephone number
:

7. Interview participant 7.1 Individually and privately
.2 Obtaining accurate information

. .3 Allowing interviewees to tell
own version of event

.. .4 Asking as few questions as

. possible
.. .5 Recording required notes

at completion
.

:
.6 Repeating intervieweeststatements

for verification
.7 In logical order, depending

on circumstances

8. Verify cause of 8.1 Those against government
complaint

s

.2 When possible and within
capabilities

.3 Determining that complaint
is civil
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

Those against government
When possible and within

capabilities
Writing memorandum to

department concerned when
unable to correct cause

Addressing memorandum to
department

'9. Take corrective 9.1
action' .2

. .

. : .3

:

: .4
head.

: .3
.6

:
. .7
. .8
.
..

10. Explain jurisdiction . 10.1
limitations . .2

.

: .3
.

.
.4

..

11. Inform atid direct . 11.1
complainant .

: .2
: . .3

. . .1
.

.4
.

.5
.

.6

.7
:

.8

.9

Routing it through supervisor
Completing memorandum before

going off duty
Keeping a copy for reference
Making recommendation when

advisable
. .

Regarding civil matters
Between local goverdment

departments
Concerning law enforcement

agency's regulations and
policies

In a courteous manner

Avoid taking sides in any
issue

Avoid giving legal advice
Of possible courses of action
Avoiding the suggestion of any
possible results
Regarding the name, address,

and business hours of the
proper agency to contact

Stating what officer can or
will do to assist

What complainant can do to
assist in solution of
complaint

Asking if instructions and
directions are understood

Writing them out. if necessary
Thanking the complainant

4 .



Training Procedure No. 2

FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Fire fighting is a fireman's task but many times-thelaw enforcement
officer is first on the scene. Some of the problems which involve an
officer at a fire scene are usually spectators, vehicular traffic con-
gestion and emotional instability. If the officelicnows and identifies
the problems which may arise and then takes effective measures to
prevent or handle them, this materially assists the fire service and
citizens of the community. On the other hand, when these problems
are not effectively handled, fire fighting efforts may be hindered,
personal injury and death multiplied ani additional property image
incurred. Through effective handling lives may be saved and govern-
ment service is definitely improved.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Blanket Flashlight, Safety Approved
Fire Extinguisher, CO2 Notebook, Pocket Field
Fusees Rope

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICE:

Do not enter a burning structure except to save lives

1. :.
:

:

.

.

1.1
.2

.3

.4

5TgPS TIN POINTS

. Receive assignment

.

From dispatcher
Acknowledging initial call

immediately
Identifying unit and gis 1.g

location
Stopping patrol car before

. writing
: .5
.

Recording on patrol car desk.
pad:

.1 Locatiun of scene
.. .2 Person to be contacted

.3 Time received
.6 Noting situation at scene
.7 Noting actual or potential

. hazards to persons involved
: .8 Noting personal hazards

.9 Noting avenues of approach
.. .10 Understanding as signmerit

.11 Requesting required information



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

el'EPS !My P01NTS

. 12 Repeating locatit of scene
for verification by

. dispatcher
. 13 Ascertain g if fire department

has been notified

2.
.

Proceed to scene
a

.

.

.

.

2.1
. .2

:3
.4
.5

Promptly
Driving safely
Using most expeditious route'
Considering avenues of approach
Avoiding use of patrol car siren

and beacon unless otherwise

:

.
4.

.

.6

.7

03

.9

.10

.11

.12

instructed
Planning operations within known

information
Requesting information and/or

as sistance--av reqe. red
Notifying dispatcher oi : ersonal

knowledge
Observing traffic problems

in vicinity of scene
Watching for persons leaving

: the immediate scene
Watching for fire apparatus

responding to scene
Yielding right-of-way to f re

apparatus

3. Ob3erve scene and
situation

.

.
:

.

.

..

..

.

..

:

.

:
:

3.1
.2
.3
.4

.5

.
.,..

.7
..8

9
.10
.11

6

While approaching
Gathering information
Determining personal safety
Noting vehicles blocking fire

lane .

Determining presence of fire
fighting apparatus

Noting color and amount of
flames and smoke

Noting number of fires
Noting rapidity of flame spread

. Detecting flammable odors
Noting direction of wind
Dete:mining if neighboring

structures are in danger



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

4. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

r

.

..

4.1.
..)

.3
.4

.5
.6
.7
.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

STEPS

Arrive at scene

KEY POINTS

Noting time
Turning on patrol car beacon
Packing safely
Avoiding interference with

fire fighting apparatus
Usi-ig patrol car as barricade
Keeping calm
Extinguishing incipient fire
Notifying dispatcher of

state of fire
Giving exact location
Notifying dispatcher of presence

of fire fighting apparatus
Alighting from patrol car

with caution
Locking patrol car .

Determining if there are occu-
pants in burning
structure

Uetermimng if there are occu-
pants in neighboring.
structures .

.15 Determining if anyone has
been killed or injured

.16 Directing fire fighting apparatus
to scene

Removing parked vehicl.:.:s only
upon request of fire service
officer-in-charge

Requesting assistance--as
required

. .17
:

.18

. .
5. Rescue occupants 5.1

.2
.
.. .3
.. ..4

.5

7

Only if fire fighters are not
present and conditions
permit

Warning inhabitants by use of
siren and horn

Assisting occupants physicnily
Preventing exposure
Deter occupants from re-entering

burning structure



LAW ENFORCEMENT' OFFICER TRAINING

MpLS KEY POIRI'S

6.

7.

6 .
..

.

Care for victims

Cor_trol traffic
. -

.

..

.

..

..

.

.

..

.

.

.
1.

:
:
.

.

:

.
.:

:
.:

.

..

.

.
..

.

.

.

.

..

:
: .

.

-. .6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

.14

.15
.16

..17

.18

6.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

. 7.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

.6

Determining if all occupants
have escaped

Avoid the wearing of raingear
-. into burning structure .

Using wet blanket for protection
Covering nose and mouth with

wet hankerchief '
Entering burning structures

with extreme caution
Feeling door to determine

heat
Opening door only if hand

can withstand heat
Opening door wide, standing

to one side .
Closing door after passing

through
Stooping to knee height
RemeMbering hot and toxic

gases rise fast
Realizing entrance route may

not be safe exit route
Avoiding the use of.flashlight

not safety approved

Promptly
Requesting appropriat3

assistance
Notifying dispatcher
Arranging for care of homeless
Contacting appropriate service

agency or relatives

"ehicular and pedestrian
Keeping fire lane open
Until properly relieved
Courteously and firmly
Preventing damage to fire

fighting apparatus
Preventing interference with

fire fighting operations

8
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

.. .7. Removing those vehicles
: indicated by fire service
: . officer-in-charge

.8 Warning and diverting
. vehicular traffic
: .9 Selecting and directing to
: alternate route
: .10 Setting up fire lines
: .11 Using patrol car, barricades,

and lighting
: .12 Using bystanders temporarily
: for assistance
: . .13 Permitting authorized vehicles
: only inside vehicle fire line
. ;14 Permitting fire fighting
: personnel only inside: pedestrian fire line
: .15 Facing crowd to control
: bystanders
: .16 Checking with fire service
: officer-in-charge prior to
: . opening additional lanes
: of traffic at scene .

.17 Allowing and assisting traffic

...

: to regain normal flow when
: emergency is ended
: .18 Assisting fire fighting
: apparatus in leaving scene
.. .19 Leaving scene after securing
: . clearance from fire-service
.. officer in-charge

8. . Guard property .. 8.1 Until arrival or ....limant
: . .2 Until arson investigation is
: completed
. .3 Until properly relieved

. .. .4 Keeping unauthorized persons
. away
: ..5 Securing building
: .6 Barricading area
. .7 Placing all property in one place
: .8 Determining ownership

9
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.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.9

.10
.11

.12

. 13

.14

. 9.1
:
.

: .2
.

.

. t
: .4
:
. .5
..
.. .6
.

.

10.1
.

:
.2

. .3
: .4
. .5

.6.

STEPS KEY POINTS

, Assist fire service

Submit reports

Segregating according to
ownership

Identifying claimant
Releasing property to owner

or authorized ciatmant only
Recording time property

released and identification
of claimant

Receiving receipt for released
property

Informing, if requested,
claimant of available security
arrangements

Looking for evidence of
incendiarism and/or other
offense

Arranging for photographing
scene and spectators, in
color preferably

Noting and observing spectators
Identifying habitual fire

spectators .

Checking with fire fighting
personnel

Notifying supervisor of
suspected offense

Whenever incendiarism and/or
evidence of other offense
is indicated or when fire
department did not respond

Promptly
Using appropriate forms
Constituting permanent record
Completing at headquarters
Submitting to supervisor

10



Training Procedure No. 3

DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Natural disasters are oftentimes predictable, fir example, those
created by weather. .Consequently, operations can be pre-planned
by law enforcement so that this type of disaster, may be effectively
handled. On the other hand, another type of disaster, the un-
predictable occurs as a result of violent forces erupting to create
destruction of life and property. Even though this type of disaster
seldom occurs, law enforcement must still pre- plan for it.

The primary role of law enforcement is coordination of all efforts
at the disaster scene. Control exercised by law enforcement at the
scene will most effectively achieve the necessary coordination.

The first officer upon the scene will be the key to the successful
implementation of the departments pre-planned disaster operation.
Among other duties, he will provide vital information to the
communications center so that any emergency or rescue operation
can be undertaken promptly and efficiently. Because of the very
nature of a disaster it is extremely easy for an officer to be caught-up .

in the panic. The officer must know the duties at the scene and
fulfill them. Above all he cannot become a part of or party to the
panic.,

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Blanket
Flashlight, Safety Approved
Fusees
Notebook, Pocket Field
Rope, Polyproplyene or nylon

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

1.

Be calm
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards

STEPS

Receive assignment Pnd
information

KEY POINTS

1.1 From dispatcher
.2 Acknowledging initial call

immediately
.3 identifying unit and giving

location



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.4
:

.5

.I

.2
. .3

.6

STEPS KEY POINTS

Stopping patrol car before
writing

Recording on patrol car desk
pad:

Location of scene
Person to be contacted
Time received
Noting situation at scene

. .7 Noting affected and potential
. affected area
. .8 Noting avenues of approach

.
.9 Noting actual or potential

hazards to persons involved
.10 Noting personal hazards
.11 Understanding assignment
.12 Requesting required information

.
:
:

.13 Ascertaining what other
emergency service units have
been dispatched

. .14 Repeating location of scene for

. verification by dispatcher

.
2. Proceed to scene Promptly

.2 Driving safely

.3 Considering avenues of approach

.4 Using most expeditious route

.5 Avoiding use of patrol car beacon
and siren unless otherwise
instructed

.6 Planning operations within
known information

.7 Requesting information and/or
assi,tance - -as required

.8 Notifying dispatcher of personal
knowledge

.9 Watching for and yielding right-
of-way to other emergency
vehicles responding

.10 Exercising care when driving in
danger areas

12
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STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

.

.

3.1
.2

3. Make reconnaissance

. .3
..

. 3.3.1
. .2
. 3.4

.1
.. .2
. .3 Sewer systems
. .4 Buildings
. .5 Determining number of persons:

. .2 Injured
; . .

. .3 Homeless

. .4 Panic stricken
. .6 Determining bw enforcement

. . hazards which afford
: possibilities of looting

.7 Determining number, location,
and stage of fires .

: . .8
. . : .9

.

: .10

4. Report information

.

. .11
:

.12

: 4.1
: .2
: .3
.
.. .4
. .5
.

. .6
:
. .7
: . .8
:

. 13

Rapidly and calmly
Gathering accurate information

.

Determining perimeter of
Theater of Operations:
Immediate disaster area
Potential areadisaster
Determining serious damage to:
Trafficways
Public utilities

Determining direction of wind
Obtaining information desired

by dispatcher. .

Determining emergency vehicle
lanes

Locating and identifying
unexploded ordinance

in towards center ofWorking
Theater of Operations

To dispatcher
Immediately and calmly
When radio is free for

transmission
Identifying unit and location
Indicating results of

reconnaissance
Labeling statements that are

opinions
Keeping transmissions brief
Breaking long transmissions

periodically
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: 5.I
: . .2

.3
. .4
: .

: .5
. .6

. .7.

.. .8
: .9

STEPS KEY POINTS

Arrive at scene Observing while approaching
Stopping siren, if used.

leaving on patrol car beacon
Parking properly
Watching for toppling buildings.

streetcave-ins. and downed wires .
Requesting assistance
Alighting from patrol car with

caution .

Avoiding interference with
emergency apparatus

Locking patrol car
Rescuing victims

6.

7.

Observe scene and situation

Establish law enforcement
lines

.

.
.
:
:

:

.

.

.

..

.
:
.

:

.
.

:
.

:

.10

.6.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

7.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6
.7

Administering first aid

Gathering further information
Determining personal safety
Determining number and degree

of personal injuries
Determining amount and degree

of property damage
Noting type and amount of

emergency and/or rescue
equipment and personnel
required

Noting danger to neighboring
property

As ordered by supervisor or
dispatcher

Preventing further injury and
damage

Keeping unauthorized vehicles
and pedestrians away from
scene

Keeping emergency vehicle lanes
open

Preventing interference with
rescue operations

Using patrol car as barricade
Controlling traffic

14
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8.

.

.8.

.

.9

.10

8.1
.2

.3

.5

.6.

.7

STEPS KEY POINTS

Guard property

Selecting and directing
traffic to alternate
routes

Maintaining lines until
emergency .is ended or
until properly relieved

Assisting traffic in returning
to normal flow

. .

Preventing looting
Keeping unauthorized persons

away
Issuing receipt for found

property to finder
Turning in found property to

property officer
Determining and identifying

owner
Recording information learned
Until properly relieved

. .

15



Training Procedure No. 4

UNLARFUL GATHERING, NANNING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The beat officer will.occasionally be called upon to handle various
types of public gatherings. These assignments may range from
school-aged children playing in the street, to thousands of adults
rioting in a community. A riotous mob is an example of what a
community would be like without law enforcement services. The
law exists prohibiting such conduct; but it is not effeccive without
the officer's enforcement.

Any public gathering is a potentially explosive situation.
Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to determine who or what
will light the fuse. Certain elements. that are clues to a
potential mob or riot can be detected. When these are recognized
and handled it may well be that a potentially explosive situation
can be controlled.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Baton, Riot
Form, Field Interrogation Report
Form,, Preliminary Investigation Report
Ford, Request to Disperse
Gas Masks

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Grenades, Tear Gas
Helmet, Safety
Riot Statute, Prepared Copy in

Pocket Notebook
Shotgun, Riot

Be calm, fir , and objective
Concentrate on dispersal
Maintain vigilance

. Wearing safety helmet properly secured at all times
Watch for objects thrown from behind front ranks of gathering
Avoid encirclement
Maintain position in formations
Guard officers and other departmental equipment
Riot equipment must be in good order
Remove wrist watch, badges, glasses, and neckties

17
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

. . STEPS KEY POINTS=110IM

1. Receive assignment : . 1. 1 From dispatcher
and information . .2 Acknowlerlqi 7 call immediately

.. .3 Identifyint .t and giving
.. location
.. .4 Stopping patrol car before
. writing
.. .5 Recording on patrol car desk
: pad:
: . .1 Location of scene
.. .2 Type of offense
: . .3 Person to be contacted
.. .4 Time received
: .6 Noting situation at scene
: . ;7 Noting actual or potential
: hazards to persons involved

.8 Noting estimated number of
. persons involved
: .9 Noting kind and numbet of
: weapons involved
: .10 Noting personal hazards
.. .11 Notip- avenues of approach
: .12 Understanding assignment

.13 Requesting required information
. .14 Repeating location of scene
. for verification by dispatcher

Proceed to scene area . 2.1 Quickly as possible
. .. .2 Driving safely

. .3 Using most expeditious route

. .4 Considering avenues of approach
.. .5 Using patrol car beacon and/or
: siren-as required
.. .6 Planning operations within
.. known information

.7 Notifying dispatcher of
. personal knowledge
. .8 Observing traffic problems in
. vicinity of scene
. ,9 Stopping patrol car at selected
.. vantage point
.. .10 Allowing avenues of escape

for crowd.

4 2.

. .11 Turning off patrol car beaton
and stopping siren

18



3.

4.

5.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

:
:
..
:
:
:
:
:
.:
.

:
.
:
: .

..
:,

.

..
: .

: .

:
: .

.
:
.

:
: .

:
.
.
:

: .

.

.
:
: .

.
:
: .

:
: .

3.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

.

.8

..9

.10

.11

.12

4.1
.2
.3

.1

.2
.3

.6
.7
.8

5.1

I

.3

.4

STEPS KEY POINTS

Observe scene and
situation

Request assistance

,.

*Ian tacties

From selected vantage point
Keeping out of sight
Keeping calm
Gathering information
Determining personal safety
Determining mood and state

of gathering
Noting type and direction of

movement
Scanning group for weapons

or potential weapons
Scanning area for avenue of

departure for crowd
Identifying leaders
Noting offenses and identifying

perpetrators
Determining future 'action

As required
Using radio
Notifying dispatcher of:
Situation at scene
Number of persons involed
Weapons being or liable

to be used
Asking that supervisor be sent
Designating sufficient personnel,

weapons, and equipment to
insure success

Designating assembly point
Designating routes of approach
To photograph for other units.

scene and participants

Witt supervisor, dispatcher,
a ..i assisting personnel

Selecting avenues of officer's
apprctch and escape for crowd

Selecting formations (See App. A.
B, C, D)

Designatinl positions, weapons,
and equipment

19



6.

7.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRA1NINC

.5

.6

.7
..
. .8

. 6.1.
: . .2
. .3
: . .4
. .5
.. .6
..
.. .7
.
.. .8
. .9
.. .10

. .11

.. .1

. .2
: .3
.
. .12
.

. 7.1

. .2
.3

. .4

:
: .5
: .1
..
:
:
.. .6
:

STEPS KEY POINTS

J
.

.. Request dispersal

. Order dispersal

Assigning duties
'Assigning guard to law enforce-

ment agency's equipment
Selecting method of handling

prisoners and injured
For remnving cause of dissension

From discreet distance
Protectil,, speaker
Keeping calm
Maintaining military bearing
Remaining courteous but firm
Speaking in conversational

and understandable tone
Request cooperation (See

Appendix Et )
Explaining reasons for request
Avoiding arguments
Thanking participants for

cooperation
Notifying gathering of:.
Actual and potential offenses
Possible injury
Allotted time and avenues of

departure
Using loudspeaker to insure

hearing

At end of allotted time
Keeping calm
According to law (See Appendix

F)
Identifying self as a law

enforcement officer, by
name and agency

Reading the riot statute
Placing an officer on
opposite perimeter of
assembly to test and
insure hearing

Designating time allotted
for compliance

20



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MPS '. KEY POINTS
. .

8. Approach assembly : 8.1. At expiration of allotted time
: .2 To physically disperse crowd
.. .3 Removing wrist watch, shoulder
. strap, glasses, tie, and badges
: .4 Wearing prescribed equipment
: .5 Carry prescribed weapons
: .6 Fearlessly
: . .7 Keeping calm
: .8 In prescribed formation
: .9 Maintaining position in formation
: .10 Advancing at slow, steady pace.
: .11 Avoiding conversrifm
: .12 Listening for commands

.. : .13 Being alert to potntial
: hazards .

: .14 Using peripheral vision
:

.

.15 Watching for objects thrown
: from behind front ranks of
: assembly

. : .16 Executing orders ,,,,th snap,
: confidence, and precision
: .17 Caring for injured officers

9. Aired Wolators . 9.l Objectively and impartially
.2 Selecting leaders and agitators

: . .3 Removing them quickly from
: view and scene
: .4 Protecting arresting officers
: .5 Guarding against escape or
: liberation attempts
: .6 Gathering physical evidence
: .7 Protecting weapons and/or
: evidence

.8 Using only necessary force

10. Follow-up . . 10.1 To pr-vent recurrence
: . .2 Gathering information and

,..,

evidence for reports and
: prosecution
: . *.3 Determining cause, instigators,

and method of operation
. .4 Identifying participants
.. .5 Breaking up large segments into
. ever smaller groups

21



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

11. :
:

.
..

11.1.

.2

.3

.4

STEPS KEY POINTS

Submit reports Completing Preliminary
Investigation Report Form

Atheadquarters
To supervisor
Rz:ording injury to persons

and damage to property
..
.

...
:
:

..

22



Training Procedure No. 5

TRAFFIC CONGESTION, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The motoring public expects to travel the trafficways with a minimum
of interruption. Should an interruption occur it usually creates an
irritated driver. The irritated driver can easily become an accident
going somewhere to happen.

An officer handling traffic congestion can and must rapidly and
effectively restore traffic to its normal flow. This is best
accomplished by identifying the problem and correcting it. A
system of distinct gestures and signals make drivers respond,
thereby, providing for a minimum. of interruption which the motoring public'
appreciates.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Whistle, Traffic
*Baton, Traffic, Red
*Flashlight, Clear lens
Gloves, White or Yellow Cloth

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

*To be used at night

Being constantly alert to moving traffic and pedestrians
Always selecting best position to. see and to be seen
Using Traffic Baton at night or during adverse weather conditions

STEPS KEY POINTS

Observe scene and situation 1.1 After parking properly
.2 Selecting safe position while

. standing or walkiag
.3 Quickly scanning area to

. determine:

.. .1 Cause of congestion

. .2 Urgent matters requiring

. immediate action

.. .3 Course of Action

2. Relieve cause of congestion 2.1 Taking action to:
. .1 Remove obstruction
. .2 Effect temporary or
. permanent repairs
.. .2 Route traffic around cause
.. temporarily

23



3.

a.

b.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

:. . .3
.

Direct traffic .. 3.1
. .2

. .1
.2

.3

.

.
Assume ready position a. 1

. Replace signal control with
officer control

Before or after relieving cause
Selecting officer control point:

(See Appendix GI
Safest
Clearly seen

BEING CONSTANTLY ALERT.
TO MOVING VEHICLES -
AND PEDESTRIANS

Standing erect
.2 Keeping feet 8" to 10" apart

. .3 Letting arms hapg naturally:

.4 Balancing weight on both feet.

.5 Having traffic whistle ready

0

0

0
0

:
Start traffic using hand gesture, : b.1 Standing walk_ or at alight

. angle to traffic.
: .2
. .1
: .

.2
..

.

.. .3

: . .4
.5

.. .6

.. .7

Attracting drivers attention by:
Pointing index finger at driver

from shoulder height
Blowing two (2) short blasts of

traffic whistle only if
necessary

Turning wrist so palm is up
after pointing

Using elbow as pivot point
Swinging forearm in an upward

arc
Bringing hand to position in

front of chin, palm down,
forearm parallel to ground

Repeating if driver does not
respond.

24



STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

.8 Making movement of arm
deliberate

c. Start traffic using traffic
baton

d.. Stop traffic using hand gesture :

.

e. Stop traffic using Traffic Baton :

25

c.1 Positioning body at slight angle
facing traffic

.2 Pointing traffic baton at driver
from shoulder height

.3 Using elbow for pivot

.4 Arcing traffic baton upward and
across to front of body

d.1 Standing parallel to moving
traffic

.2 Looking right and left carefully

.3 Thrusting one arm or both upward
so hands are slightly above
head

.4 Palm (s) iacing approaching
traffic fingers joined

.5 Repeating for stopping traffic
in all directions

e.1 Facing traffic to be stopped
.2 Keeping firm grip on traffic

baton with strong hand
.3 Upper arm parallel to ground
.4 . Forearm vertical to ground
.5 Arc baton across body, slightly

above head, from shoulder to
shoulder



STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

f. Turn traffic using hand : . f.1 Stopping opposing traffic
gesture

Turn traffic using traffic
baton

: . .2 Moving back towards stopped
.. . traffic
. .3 Allowing room in front of you
.. for turn
. .4 Keeping arm and hand at stop
. gesture
: .5 Using free arm and hand to point
: at driver to mike turn
: .6 Lower arm in arc across body .

.7 Pointing in direction of turn .-
am.

.

: g.1 Stop opposing traffic (see Step
.

. .2 Reposition body at slight angle
: . facing traffic to turn

.3 Point traffic baton at driver
.. from shoulder height
. .4 Use straight arm motion
: .5 Arc baton downward, about

stomach height
.. .6 Point to area driver will turn
. to

26



'Trining Procedure No. 6

PUBLIC INQUIRIES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

qa

The uniform worn by law enforcement officers is distinctive. It is
easily identified by the person seeking information and at almost any
hour this person can find an officer. Most persons assume that there
is little an officer dries not know. They recognize the wide range
and variety of tasks performed by an officer. .

Each officer soon learns that inquiries, will range from the ridiculous
to the sublime, but one element is present in the majority of inquiries,
that is, sincerity. An officer may not always have an answer but there
must always be the earnest desire to assist in finding it for the
inquiring person.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

City or county map
City Directory, County

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Being constantly alert against personal attack
Avoid giving misinformation

STOTe KEY POINTS

I. Meet Inquirer : 1.1 Getting out of patrol car to
converse and notifying

. dispatcher
.2 Greeting courteously by time

using "Sir or "Ma'am"
.3 Standing at a safe distance
.4 Keeping strong band side away
.5 Asking "May I help your'
.6 Using tone of voice indicating

sincerity

Paying close attention2.

3.

Listen

Answer

..
.. ..

.

.

..

2.1
.2

.3

3.1

1- r - ".*

Allowing inquirer to state
question fully

Asking inquirer politely, to
repeat parts not understood

Using clear voice just loud
enough to he heard



STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TF.AININC

.

. :

%..._

:

:

.
.

.3 Referrh ; to proper authority or
g

.2 'Accurately after understanding

.4 Giving directions most easily

.6 Following up answer by showing

Eency if answer is not known

Saying "I don't know but will

KEY POINTS,

qquestion

understood
.5

the way, according to
departmental policy

.7 Refraining from selling a person, .

place or thing,

you to find the answer"
find out for you" or "help

28
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Training Procedure No. .7

MENTALLY ILL PERSON, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

.

Mentally ill persons come to the attention of law enforcement .

officers usually because of their actions: Their behavior is
unpredictable. The officer handling the situation acts accordingly
but must r 'sort to persuasion fiist. A technique to handle %tricot's
behavioral patterns must be devised by the officer. This is not an
easy task: Duty requires that the public be piotected, at the same
time the officer must safeguard his own life while also treating the
mentally ill person as being sick. The tecimique which provides for
the greatest margin of safety to all concerned, and assures the safe
arrival of the mentally ill person at the designated facility, is the
one officers must strive towards.

An officer can help himself in becoming better equipped to handle
mentally ill persons by acquiring a knowledge of the various types of
mental illness. Mental and physical action or reaction vary, with
type and person. A better understanding of mentally ill persons may
provide the officer with the necessary forewarning to successfully
accomplish handling the task.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Restraint device (s) (commercial) (See Appendix K)

GBNPRAL SAFETY PRAM:ICES:
.

Be constantly alert
ticitify dispatcher and give exact location when leaving patrol car
Approach all persons and things with caution
Isolate person or reposition potential weapons
Be careful to use only necessary amount of force to bring person
under control
Use appropriate restraint device for mentally ill

1.

STEPS .

0

1.1
.2 .

.3

.4

11.1.=1.

Receive assignment and
information

KEY POINT'S

From dispatcher
From supervisor
From observation, notifying

dispatcher or supervisor
Recording CA patrol car desk pad:

.1 Date and time received or
observed

.2 Location

29
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 'RAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

Proceed.to scene'

Arrive at setae
._ .

..:

... ..

Observe: scene and
titillation

. . ..
.

...

:

: .

.
.

:
:
..

: .

.

.

.

.

..
:
.
.
.

: .

.

..
:
:
.
.
:
.
.:
.
: .

: .

: .

.

.

;

.3

.5

2.1

.2

.3

.4

3.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

4.1
.2

.1

.2

.3

.4
.3

.4

.5

.Person to be contacted or
complainant and address

Requesting repeat of information
not understood

Arranging for pick-up of
restraint equipment

.
Driving safely
Avoiding use ci red light

and siren unless otherwise .

instructed
Pluming persona! operations

from known information

Selecting parking place
Parking properly
Giving dispatcher exact

location
Signalling "out-of-service"
Recording time of arrival
Removing ignition key
Taking required equipment
Carrying restraint eqeipment in

weak hand behind beck
Entering all premises with

caution
Approaching all perst_is and

things with caution

From a selected safe location
Noting:
Actions of mentally ill person

awl others
Potential weapons
Exits
Conversation(s)
Determining and calling for

assistance. at required
Planning future action
Watching mentally ill person

constantly

30
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

5,

.
:
..
.
: .

:

.6

5.1
.2

STEPS

Gather snformation

6.

*I

.

'Yoke into custody

.

.
..
: .

:
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
.
.
: .

..

.

.
:
.
..
:
:
.

.
: .

:
.
.
.
:

.

.3
.1
.2

.3
.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
.

.10

.1

.2

.3

6.1
.2

.3

.4

.3

KEY POINTS

Taking immediate. action to
protect life or preserve the

. peace

To assist in planning approach
Watching mentally ill person

constantly
Talking to:
Persons present
Relatives or friends having

personal knowledge I
Mentally ill person
Using gentle voice 'and calm

approach
Avoiding controversy
Finding out who-what-when-where-

how and why.*
Determining, when possible if

physical injury or illness is
cause of mental illness

Requesting person (s) not
involved to leave

Keeping strong hand sidelweapon
side) away from person being
spoken to

Isolating mentally ill person
from:

Potential weapons
Exits
Other persons, as appropriate

Searching for weapons
Using gathered information to

plan approach
Having assistance from female

officer or trusted adult
woman for females

Using restraining devices as
needed

PERSUASION FIRST - FORCE

1

i

. LAST
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

a. Persuasion

Force

KEY POINTS

: . i..1 Approaching slowly, cautiously
: and calmly
: .2 .Taking position out of arm and
: leg reach
. .3 Using gentle voice
: .4 Watching constantly

.5 Avoiding sudden movements
. .6 Assuring person you will help
.. 1 Answering questions honestly
. . Ignoring insults, profanity, or
. actions, that will not do

bodily harm
.9 Refraining from use of words

: such as, hospital, crazy,
. nuts, looney,' etc.
. .10 Requesting that he pr she

accompany ydu
.. .11 Showing kindness and understand-

ing
.12 Keeping restraining device out

. of sight
.
. b.1 Using ONLY that amount
: necessary to bring person
. under control
: .2 Maneuvering person into best
: . position to apply physical
.. restraint
. .3 Using take down hold (see

Appendices H,I,J )

.4 Securing with restraining device
. (see Appendix K)
.. .5 Handcuffing as a last resort or

until able to get appropriate
restraint device

.6 Using blankets, sheets, rugs,
stretchers to hold violent
persons

.7 Indicating type of physical
.. action used and reason on
. appropriate report form

32
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8.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

:

: .

.

..

.

.
,.
.

: .

..
.

:
:
..

: .

.

.

:

.

: .

: .

.
..

.

.

:

:

.

.

.

:
:

:
.

.

.

.

.

.

:

7.1
.2

.3

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

8.1
.2

.3

.4
.1
2

.5

.6

..7
.8

.9

STEPS KEY POINTS

Remove mentally ill person
from scene

.
Process person .

!

,

After searching for weapons
Transporting to appropriate

facility or authority
Placing person in safest

location in vehicle:
. Front seat when alone
Rear seat if safety screen

provided
Right rear seat next to .

brother officer if accompanied
Requesting relative or frier.d

who is tritsted by mentally
iI. person to accompany you
if alone

Removing purse and spike by fled
shoes from females

Having sedative administered by
doctor when person is violent
and great distance to be
traveled

Keeping constantly alert
against personal attack

Watching person constantly
Being careful when alighting

from patrol car
Holding or watching, as

appropriate, person after
removal from patrol car

Escorting to proper authority:
Committing magistrate
Admitting office of appropriate

facility
Detaining at jail facility only

as last resort or according to
departmental procedure

Transporting to facility
designated by magistrate

Following procedures of facility
Having necessary commitment

or admission papers, as
required

Providing information and
signing forms as appropriate

33



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MPS

9. Submit reports

,

.10
:
.. .

.11

.12

.13

44%. 1):

KEY POINTS

Acquiring necessary forms
for return to department
or committing magistrate

Accompanying attendant to
assist, as needed

Recording all personal property
removed

Having person removing property,

. sign list
..

. 9.1 To supervisor as required
.2 Before going off duty

.3 Including all required documents
and information. ,
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Tiaining Procedure No,

THE SERVICE AND RETURN OF COURT DOCUMENTS, HANDLING'

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The courts in order to function in accordance with our system of
jurisprudence use various documents. These documents either notify
or have brought before the court persons or things for the purpose of
administering justice.

Couredocuments issued for. service are either criminal or civil in
context. The documer.:.., are varied and the handling procedure is based
on the type of document. Once the dccument is drawn by the court it
then, usually, in an assignment for an officer to "serve and return" it.
State statute governs the document from its inception. It also fixes
responsibility and provides the penalty for improper service.

Special knowledge and certain skills are required to properly handle
this assignment. When this knowledge and these skills are acquired,
the officer is then better prepared to handle the assignment. Proper
service reflects the efficiency of the officer and eds in the smooth
functioning of the court in its administration of justice. .

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Directory, City and/or County Pen
Handcuffs Pencil
Map, City and/or County Uniform of the day
Notebdok; Pocket

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Being certain all documents are executed in accordance with the law
and departmental procedure.
Be constantly alert for potewial personal hazsrd6
Approach all persons and things with caution
.Notifying dispatcher before leaving patrol
Keeping arrestee under control and in view at all times
Constantly watching person being served document
Park properly
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. . ..

STEPSLAW

ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

2.

and information

and type of service
Identify document (s) .

.

.

:
:
:

:

.

.

:

:
.

..

.

:
.

1.1

2.1 Criminal or civil (See App. L)

.2.

.3 te

.2 Personal or residential service

.3 Check for:

.3 Proper seal of court

.2 Proper signature

.1 Name of person a) serve and

.4 All blanks are properly filled in

Asking if there are any special

From supervisor or person in

Recording dam and time assignment
received

1. Receive assignment

(See App. M)

charge of document service

instructions

return

3. Plan service . 3.1 Using county or city directory,
. phone book and Post Office
.. as sources for checking..

addresses
..

3.ii criminal , . a. 1 Gathering necessary information

__.

. .

.1 warrant to *arrest

: about person named in warrant.
: . such as:
: . .1.1 Name and alias if used
. .1.2 Physical description from head to

toe.

. .1,3 Location of arrestee:

. .1.3.1 Residence:
.. .1.3.2 Place of employment
. .1.3.3 Places often frequented

.1.3.4 Relatives or friends homes.
: . a. 2 Background information
. .2.1 Past record and arrests:

.2.2 Behaviorial pattern
a. 3 Requesting assistance as needed

. a.4 Consulting with nroper authority
: when in doubt



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING
. '

STEPS . KEY POINTS

civil . b. 1 Selecting and arranging documents
to save miles and time on the

. . basis of:

. .1.1 Priority
.1.2 Location to be served
.2 'Arranging for necessary

assistance

4. Execute service . 4.1 After checking validity of
.. docume...t

.2 According , 1 document being
served

.3 Greeting recipient courteously

.4 Being constantly alert to
: personal attack

.5 Answering questions politely and
: . referring to proper authority
. when answers not known
. .6 Using persuasion first to obtain
: compliance with court
: . document, force only as last

resort .

.. t7 Handcuffing as appropriate
., .

.ii Personal .. 4.a.1 Establishing identity of recipient
: .a.2 Following instructions according
.. to type of document, EXAMPLES:

.8.2.1 Reading injunction clauses
.a.2.? Padlocking establishment

. .a.2.3 Attaching property
: .a.2.4 Collecting monies

.a.3 Handing document to person named
therein

.8.4 Recording:

.a.4.1 Time - E.S.T. - D.S.T. or other
. .8.4.2 Date

.a.4.3 Place if different than address
. listed
. .a.5 Selecting safe place to stand
: .0.6 Avoiding legal advice
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING
-.

STEPS .. KEY POINTS

.b Residential . : 4.b. I 'Establishing if person named actua
. resides at the address listed
. . on document, by:

.b. 1.1 Checking with neighbors
. .b.1.2 Checking with person
. answering door
. .b. 2 Recording data according.to
. State Statute and departmental
. procedure
..

5. Record and return data : . 5.1 , According to State Statute and
. departmental procedure
. .2 Including:

.1 Date served .

.2 Time served.

.3 Address (if different)
. .4 Mileage

.5 Service by whom
. .3 Returning all information and
. records to appropriate person

, : .4 Including information -useful to
: department
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Training Procedure No. 9

CRIME PREVENTION PROCEDURES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTOP If INFORMATION:

A fundamental objective of every police agency is that of crime .

prevention. The procedures developed, adopted, and implemented
to attain this objective helps to partially contain the crime problem
facing our nation. Crime has shown an insidiously steady increase
down through the years. Combating it is a tremenddus task requiring

. . the efforts and resources of all persons. However, the law enforcement
officer is directly.charged with this task. Subsequently, the aid of
persons and things, enlisted by the officer, will contribute substantially
to making his task a little easier. Education of the public in safeguarding
each other and their property by reporting any incident-which may be
criminal will contribute most to this combat. Therefore, it can be
readily noted that each officer must strive to convince the public, that
law enforcement is concerned with their welfare ar4 property. Furthermore,
that through cooperation, life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
will have more meaning. The criminal element of our society will soon
realize that total war has been declared, when crir le prevention procedures
are employed by the public as advocated by law enforcement.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Brocktres, pamphlets, etc ., crime prevention techniques (see App. Al)
Card;, Business (officers)
Log, Field Notebook
Report, Security Survey
Report; Unoccupied Home

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICE&

Be certain that information is offered only to reputable persons

Making certain any quotes of the law are correct and.clearly understood
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LAW ENilORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

1.1
.

.2

.3

I

.4

.5

. .6

.
:I 2.1
. .2

.3
: .4

.5

.6

3.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

1.1MMI .

STEPS . . KEY POINTS

Learn techniques
(See App. 0)

Approach person (8)
.

Advocate technique

..!.
Studying specific crime and

literature concerning it
.Devising ways and means of

preventing or deterring
the criminal act

Referring to the law to
substantiate technique
for prevention

Utilizing all available
resources for already
prepared materials
(See App. N)

Committing technique to
memory or recording
step-by-step procedure

Discussing with brother
officer (s)

Greeting courteously
Speaking confidently
Explaining "why" you're there
Offering to meet with them

another time if too busy
Determining their interest by

questioning
Allowing person to offer their

views

According to departmental
procedure

After obtaining necessary
clearance from supervisor

Offering ONLY to reputable
persons

Motivating person to want to
participate

Including detailed discussion
so that it is clearly under-
stood
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS
.

KEY POINTS

. ..6 Including any civil or
: physical dangers
. involved.
: . .7 Learning 'necessary printed
: . information, material, etc. .

.A. .8 -Recording name, address,
: telephone number, of
: person, date contacted

Follow-up

and technique advised. .

.9 Using appropriate departmental
forms.

4.1 Returning periodically to
: . person advised.

2 Advising of =Tom ideas
or changes in technique.

,

41
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.3 Checking on any items thatthat
;7 k,

may need repleneinent.--;,1=,-..,.ty .0arts
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Training Procedure No. 10

SUSPICIOUS PERSONS, HANDLING

INTRODUCtORY INFORMATION:

Prevention of crime is one of the primary reappnaibilities facing a
law enforcement offiCer. Ideally, the lack of crime on the beat is
the goal towards which the officer strives. One of the yardsticks of
measuring an oft' er's ability in patrolling is the incidence of crime
on his beat.

A method of suppressing crime on the beat is to handle suspicious
persons. Many times the so called "routine stop" will deter the
c.anmission of a criminal act. However, it must be remembered
that the individual enjoys the freedom of coming aid going as be
chooses. The determination of whether the individual is suspicious or
not is critical. It must be based on sound procedure from the stand-
points of legality and personal safety;

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Flashlight
Notebook, Field
Pen, Ballpoint
Pencil, Mechanical
Report, Persons (See App. P)

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Assume defensive stance while talking
Keep alert to movements of person
Keep hands free
Watch for associates

43
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

Appiroach person

Stop Person

'

1

1.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7

.8

.9

..10
.1
.2
.3

2.1

.2

:3

.4

.5
.6
.7

.8

.9

.1

.2

.3

44

KEY POINTS

As soon as possible
Unfastening holster flap or strap
Scanning area
Selecting spot for interview
Moving in from rear and/or side
Constantly watching for movement*
Using peripheral vision to detect

approach of associate
Using available cover to protect

back or side
Watching for objects person may

discard
Noting:
Dress, for identification
Physical and mental condition
Personal physical' characteristics

Addressing courteously as "Sir"
or "Ma'am"

Stating "I would like to talk to
you"

Using only enough voice volume to
be heard

Standing to the right of and slighdy
sideways ,_

Keeping out of arms or legs reach
Assuming defensive stance
Isolating person by moving to

doorway, around corner, etc.
Identifying self by rank, name, a

department
Explaining "I would like you to

identify yourself"
Requesting person verbally give

name, address, alio to spell
name

Asking for identification documents
Noting any discrepancies from -

verbal to document
.10 Keeping constantly alert to

personal attack
.11 Noting any unusual appearance or .

action '.



STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

:

KEY POINTS

.12 Having person assume spread-
eagle position against
vertical surface if dangerous
or known felon

Question person : 3.1 Politely
. .2 Determining:

.1 Why person is in area
. .2 Method of travel: walking, riding
.. .3 How long in area

.
. .4 Coming from whera and going
. where
. .5 Employed by whom and where

.3 Maintaining defensive stance
: .4 Keeping hands free
.. .5 Obtaining character check
. from dispatcher, as
: appropriate at the time

.
4. . Record information . 4.1 After or during interview, as

. appropriate
. .2 Being certain all information
. on Persons Report is obtained

5. . Submit report (8)

.: .3 Using form contained in field.
. notebook when necessary
. .4 Location of interview including
: . date, time, day of week
. .5 Using notebook log if satisfied
: person is law abiding
.

5.1 To supervisor
: .2° Using supplemental report for

further explanation
: .3 Being certain reports are

detailed and correct
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Training Procedure No, 11

DEAL) ON ARRIVAL, HANPLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Death reported to a law enforcement agency must be investigated.
The handling of a death by an officer is a task that leaves no margin
for error. There are facts and determinations to be made that will
present a serious challenge to the officer's ability to reconstruct
what happened. The office:: shall investigate by patient inquiry,
observation and examination. Facts surrounding' any death must be
ascertained and oftentimes further corroborated by the coroner and/or
a pathologist before it is listed in one of the following categories of
death: natural causes, accidental, suicide or homicide.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Camera
Clipboard
Compass
Containers
Crayon, Marking (yellow lumber)
Flashlight
Handcuffs

GENERAL SAFE TV PRACTICES:

- Be calm .
Be constantly alert for personal hazards
Keep dispatcher properly informed
Be sure that you understand and are understood

1. ReceiVe assignment
and information

1.1
.2
.3
.4
S
.6

1

.2
3

.7

47

Knife, pocket
Notebook (with forms)
Paper, graph-
Pen, Ballpoint
Pencil, Mechanidaf
Ruler
Tape. 1001 "- Metal Reinforced,

cloth
Tape 10' - White Surface

SPrafic °Pia tape

KEY POINTS

From dispatcher
Acknowledging call immediately
Identifying unit and give location
From citizen, notifying dispatcher':
Stopping patrol car before writing;
Recording on patrol car deal! Pec4:!
Time call received .

Location of scene
Person to be contacted and/of-

complainant and address
Requesting additional information,



2.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.. .8
: .

.: .9

..

STEPS KEY POINTS

Repeating location of scene
for verification by dispatcher

Acknowledge receipt of trans-
mission

Proceed to scene . 2.1 immediately
: .2 Driving safely
.. .3 Using most expeditious route
..
..

.4
.

Using beacon light and siren
as instructed

.5 Planning personal operations
based on known information

.6 Watching for persons or
vehicle fleeing scene

Arrive at scene 3.1 Park properly
.2 identifying cars parked near

the scene-record license
number f.$)

.3 Giving dispatcher exact location

.4 Signaling dispatcher "Out of
Service"

.5 Recording time of arrival'
p .6 Removing ignition key from

patrol car
.7 Taking required equipment
.8 Unfastening holster flap
.9 Alighting from patrol car with

caution
.10 Locking patrol car, as appropriate
.11 Approaching and entering scene

with caution
.12 Being alert to personal safety

hazards
.13 Requesting everyone to remain

at scene
.14 Identifying self if in plain clothes
.15 Determining if medical help has

been summoned
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

4. .

.

.

.
:

4.1
.2

.1

.2

STEPS

Observe scene and situation

:
. .3
. .4
. .5

5. 'lake action . 5:1
..
. .1
.
. .2
. .3
. i

. .2

.

. .3

.: .1
1

. .2. . - .3

.
. .. .4

. .
. .5
.

.6

KEY POINTS

Appearing and keeping calm
Noting;
Unusual conditions or

activities in area
Physical and mental condition

of persons pre3e4t
Weapons in the area
Being alert to conversations
Determining course of action

,

Determining if victim is
....

apparently dead:
Feeling for pulse or heart .,

beat
Observe for breathing
Looking for obvious apparent

cause of death ' .

Remembering to preserve the
scene

Summoning Coroner:
By notifying Dispatcher . -

. By radio i -.il.si-
By public service

4 44
Selecting person to call c---,-

. . 4.4.: 41-..-

dispatcher
Standing by till coroner arrives, .,-:-'7,

if death appears natural
.4....

Arresting perpetrator if on
and evidence warrants

Continuing action if death appears
:4.'4.,

. unnatural continue action by: - ::;,p-i

I ...,-
. . . Photographing scene . ,-

. .2 Sketching scene
.3 Collecting and. . . preserving

.. evidence
. .4 Interviewing persons at scvne
. .5 Requesting bystanders to leave
. .6 Recording data about witnesses

.7 Requesting witnesses to write
account of incident .

49
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

6.1 Completing unfinished details
6 .1.1 Bing certain next of kin has been

notified
Locating and arresting

perpetrator after warrant
issued

.3 Gathering additional facts

.4 Leads furnished or discovered
:5 Recording exact cause learned

from corceer or pathologist,
as, appl-opriate

7.1 According to departmental
procedure

.2 To supervisor

.3 Including all pertinent information
.4 Using Report of lieltb form (See

App. R)
Editing and reviewing before

submitting

,
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

EMERGENCY CARE - FIRST AID

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

A law enforcement officer administers emergency care usually
because he is the first person of authority to arrive at the scene. The
officer should be able to give proper care until such time as profess
sional medical help is acquired.

Emergency care procedures require special skills, techniques and
knowledge. When these are learned and practiced the officer in
certain instances may be able to restore breathing or heart beat,
check the loss of blood and prevent shock. The saving of a human life
by an officer administering proper care will win the admiration of all
concerned.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Blankets
Fir,st aid kit
Tourniquets
COmpresses
Airways (infant and adult)

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Keep 'calm'
Be alert for potential personal hazards.

=iC-0
:̀
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CONTROL OF BLEEDING

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Examine injured person : 1.1 Look for obvious bleeding
.2 Check for blood stains on

clothing

Identify type of bleeding
a. Arterial

b. Venous

:

2. Each type of bleeding has
symptoms which identify
the type

2. a. 1 Blood spurting
a.2 Bright red in color

c. Capillary

3. Stop Bleeding .

a. Arterial digital
pressure .

- Tow er°

4 - SeIrelehnt

&

b. 1

b. 2

c. 1

Blood flows steadily from
wound
Dark red in color

Blood oozes from wound

3.a. 1 Select pressure point

a. 2
between heart and wound
Exert pressure with fingers of
on one of the following prom-
sure points as appropriate to
location of bleeding:

Temporal
Facial
Carotid
Subclavian
Axillary
Brachial
Brachial at bend of' elbow
Radial and u1nar
Femoral groin (heel
of hand)

. 10 Femoral = thigh
. 11 Popliteal'..- back of

knee

2 Peed
3 Carotid

Astifor

: 3. a. 2.1
2.2
2.3

. 4

.5
. .6

.7

.8

.9

7 gh etrochial-4
(At *owl of elbow, S Redid

:
Ater

10 ./remorale
061.10

11 Peoliteel
let bookof Some

FIGURE 1
Cayce of Arteries; Prosser,* Points

52
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CONTROL OF BLEEDING

STEPS KEY POINTS

3.b Direct arterial : 3. b. 1 Use sterile compress if
compress pressure : . available

: .2 Use clean folded cloth if
: compress is not available
: .3 Placedirectly over wound
: . 4 Apply pressure with h ad or
: tie compress over wound
: .5 Exceptions ...- not over frac
: tures, eyes, nose or mouth

3. c Apply tourniquet
(only as last resort)

II

: 3. c Any of the following:
: c. 1 Neckties

c.2 Belts
.3 Handkerchiefs
.4 Towels

: .5 Suspenders
.6 Rubber tubing
.7 Commercial
.8 Other

: 3. c.2 Encircle arm or leg with
tourniquet at pressure point

: .3 Place hard pad or object of
suitable size over the artery

.at pressure point
.4 Apply pressure by tightening

tourniquet

4. Venous Bleeding
a. Direct pressure

:

:

:
a

.

:.
:
i

:

: .

.

.

.5

.6

4.a. I
.2
.3
.4

Once tourniquet is applied and
tightened it should not be
loosened or removed until
victim is under proper medi-
cal care
Tag victim indicating a tour«
quit has been applied, time
and place of tourniquet

Use sterile compress if
Use cleanest cloth available
Place directly over wound
Apply pressure with hand or

. tie knot directly over wound

53



4. b. l Elevate injured portion of
body by placing rolled
blanket or any article at
hand under head, arm or
leg depending on location
of injury

Apply to body in region of
injury

.2 Not into the wound

.3a Use ice bag if available
. b Cold pack - commercial

item, comes in plastic bag
that when squeezed causes
chemicals to mix -and bag
becomes cold

. e Cloth soaked in cold 'water

. d Any cold object metal,
etc. , wrapped in cloth



...

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

PHYSICAL SHOCK

STEPS .

1. Look for symptoms of shock 1. 1
: ..
: .2
:
: .3
.

: .4
. .

:
.5

:
.

.
: .6
: .7

,

.. .8

.
:
: . 9
:
:
:, .
: .10.
:

. 11

:

2. Treat usual form of shock : 2. 1

KEY POINTS

Face pale, with anxious or
dull expression
Eyelids droop if open; eyes
are dull and pupils dilated
Patient may be partly or
totally unconscious
Skin is cold and covered
with clammy sweat, par-
ticularly hands and forehead
Patient feels cold and may
have a chill; temperature
subnormal
Pulse is weak and rapid
Breathing is shallow and may
be irregular
Patient is stupid and takes
little interest in things about
him
If internal bleeding is present,
patient will be restless; if
conscious, he complains of
cicrided vision, dizziness
and thirst
He may answer questions
slowly or apparently fail to
understand
Nausea and vomiting often
occur

Position victim:
: .1.1 Place victim in a comfortable
: position
: .2 Lying down if possible
: .3 Head level with rest of body
r .4 Elevate feet of victim
: .5 Remove all foreign bodies
: from the victim's mouth,
: false teeth, gum, etc.
: .6 Loosen tight clothing from
. neck, chest and wa:at
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. PHYSICAL SHOCK
,

.

..
_ .

, ,:,!:-.STEPS KEY POINTS , ..I.4. .. ,

Y

l t .. 2. 4 Conserve body heat: .-. .,

:... . : , 1, Cover victim with blanket or. . , ..
... :-::.

: . othet Material, placing
blanket under victim as well.

as over him
-

2.3.1 Use stimulants:
.1 Aromatic spirits of ammoni,, %.
.2 Coffee or tea if possible and .

victim is conscious

,



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

STEPS KEY POINTS

I. Check Breathing

2. Position victim

3. Clean victim's throat

4. Open air passage
(preferred method)

FIGURE 1

5. Open air passage
(alternate method)

\ FIGURE 3

..-----

i

1.1 Victim unconscious and not
breathing

:2 Victim gasping for breath
.3 Choking and blocked air

passage

2.1 Move victim cautiously
2. 1. 1 Place on back if possible.

1.2 Turn face up

3. 1 Turn head to side
.2 Insert finger(s) in mouth
.3 Scoop matter out (see

figure 1)
.4 Grasp hard object with

: fingers to remove'

57

4. 1 Place head in sniffing
position, as far back as
possible so the neck is
extended

.2 Hold lower jaw up

.3 Insert thumb between the
victim's teeth and grasp the
lower jaw at the midline
(see figure 2)

.4 Lift lower jaw forcefully up»
ward so that the lower teeth
are higher than upper teeth

.5 Hold the jaw in ,this position
as long as victim is uncon-
scious

5. 1 Place head in sniffing position
as far back as possible so the
neck is extended

.2 With both hands grasp the
angles of the lower jaw just
beneath the ear lobes (see
figure 3)

.3 Lift lower jaw forcefully
upward so the lower teeth
are higher than the upper
teeth

4



LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MOUTH.TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

STEPS KEY POINTS.

5.4 If the lips are shut, push the
lower lip down gently with the
thuinbs, but never drop the
chin

.5 Hold the jaw in this position
as long as victim is =Icon..
scious

. .

Administer mouth to mouth. 6.1 Make certain the passagewiy
breathing (preferred method) is open

.Z Squeeze nostrils shut

.Z.1 Use thumb and index finger
of free hand (see figure 4)

.3 Take a deep breath

.4 Place your mouth over
victim's mouth .

.5 Exhale your air into
victim's mouth

.6 Watch victim's chest to make
certain it rises

.6.1 Stop forcing air into vic:inss
mouth when chest rises
Quickly remove your mouth
and let victim exhale

FIGURE 4
.7 Repeat inflations 15 to ZO

times per minute

7.1. Make certain air passageway
is open

.Z Place your moue over vic*
times nose and mouth (see

. figure 5)
6' .3 Take a shallow breath

I .4 Gently exhale air into vic-// , times mouth
At.

t .4.1 Be careful not to force air
- too hard

.5 Repeat inflations 15 to ZO
times per minute

Administer mouth to mouth
breathing
(Method for infants)

en.

FIGURE 5
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

STEPS

7.a. Insert Breathing Tube : 7.i. a
. ..
. .2Child

. . 3
.
. .4
. .5..

FIGURE 6
. .6

KEY POINTS

Infant, child or adult as
appropriate (see figure -6)
Take position behind the
victim's head
Tilt head back (sniffing
position)
Open victim's mouth
Check mouth for any
obstructions and clear
Pull tongue to lower lip with

-: thumb and index finger and.
: hold while inserting breath»
. ing tube

Insert breathing tube with
contour following roof of

: . mouth
. 7.1 Adult victim, long end of

: breathing tube
: .2 Infant or child, short end
: of breathing tube
: .3 Flange resting on victim's
. lips. .

: ..8 Press victim's nostrils (see
: figure 7) together with large
: part of thumbs
.. .9 Seal victim's mouth by press-

ing down on flange of breathing
tube with fingers or thumbs

. .7
, .

FIGURE 7

Administer mouth to Labe
breathing .........,

1

I

1

FIGURE 8

: 7.b. I Take deep breath
: .2 Place your mouth o ger
: breathing tube
: .3 Blow your air into breathing

tube
.. .1 Forcefully for adults
: .2 Gently for children
: .3 Small puffs from cheeks
: for infants
: . .4 watch for chest rise
: .5 Repeat inflations 15 to 20
: times per minute
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Examine victim

2. Position
victim

3. Open air
passage

4. Inflate
lungs

5. Locate
victim's
heart

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
Examining for oven eaten.

irska-4.iiaU.
FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4
Measuring the sternum, or chest bone,

(Photos comatose Sharon Tug.
Iforthiaston, 0100

1.1 Check for breathing and/or
pulse by:

.1 Place hand on diaphragm to
detect motion

.2 Feel carotid artery on neck
for pulse (see figure 1)

2. Check pupils of eyes for
dilation and reaction to
light (see figure 2)

2.1 Place victim on a hard
surface:

.1 Floor

.2 Grour-I

.3 Backb..trd if available

3. 1 Place one hand under back
of neck and lift

.2 Place other hand on forehead
and tilt the head backward to
maintain fully extended
position

4.1 Use mouth to mouth resusci-
. tation (see figure 3)

4.2 Make two or three inflations

5, 1 Place index finger of one hand
top of chest bone. (Sternum)

.2 Place index finger of other
hand at bottom of chest bone.
(Sternum)

.3 The heart is located directly
under the lower half of chest
bone. (Sternum) (see figure 4)

60
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

STEPS KEY POINTS

6. Position hands : 6. 1 Kneel beside victim
: .2 Place butt or heel of one

hand on lower half of chest
bone

.3 The butt of hand should be
along chest bone with fingers
extending toward the ribs

.4 Fingers should be extended
up and not touching the ribs

.5 Place second hand on top a
first hand

7 Apply pressure
a. one man operation

FIGURE $
Placing the hods.

7.a. I Position hands
a. 2 Keep elbows straight
.3 Bend forward til shoulders

are directly over hands
.4 Use weight of upper body to

exert pressure
.5 Depress chest bone one and

a half to two inches
.6 Release pressure as soon as

chest bone is depressed
.7 Repeat 15 times
.8 Administer two (2) mouth to

mouth inflations after every
15 compressions

.9 Maintain rate of 60 compres-
sions per minute

b. two man operation : 7. b. 1 Same procedure as step 7
except one man administers
mouth to mouth, the other
closed chest compression

.2 Maintain cycle of 5 cornpres-
. sions and 1 mouth to mouth

inflation
.3 Mouth to mouth should be

started immediately during
release of 5th compression

(P1OS01 COMM SUM TWP
P.D., IllodUngtoo, OM.)

:
4.7, At; ,VAt -

a...".;',.,,5-e.,41Sittg..0,LI-
4.,
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

STEPS . KEY POINTS

c. Infant or child : 7. c.1 Same as step 7 except use.
: one hand or finger for
: compression
: .2 Compress chest at rate of
: . 80 to 100 times per minute
: .3 Maintain cycle of S corn-.
. pressions to I mouth to
. mouth inflation. or IS to I
.. if alone
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REVIEW AND EXAMINATION GUIDE

THE EXAMINATION WILL COVER ALL THE MATERIAL INCLUDED
IN THIS MANUAL AND WILL LAST ONE HOUR..

. CLASS TIME WILL BE PROVIDED FOR REVIEW . AT THAT TIME
YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO ASK ALL QUESTIONS ON ANY OF THE
.MATERIAL COVERED IN THIS MANUAL.
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APPENDICES



9.
, ,

FORMATION TO DISPERSE GATHERING

S.

3.

11.

Squad Wedge

2.

1.

Captain or
Lieutenant

about 12 paces'

4.

6.

12.

APPENDIX A

a
Sergeant or Corporal

.

10.

The squad wedge should be used when the gehering is small enough not to
require more than a squad. This is used in splitting a gathering to apprehend
a ringleader or Just to split into smaller groups.

Squad = 12 officers - 1 command officer - 1 supervisor - (Sgt.-Cpl.) 10 Ptl.

Space between men - 1 pace to right or left - 1 pace rear - odd numbers to
left - even numbers to right.
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FORMATION TO DISPERSE GATHERING

Squad Diagonal Right or Lett

Ei

CAptola or
USINGIU

Diagonal Left

0
0

o ®

0

EJ

E ra
/.. 1

Diagonal Wilt

a
In a

0
0 in

Series* or
Coward

ID 0 C-ptala or

0 Uoutoosat

13

G

Sergeant or
Corporal

13

10.

.

- The squad diagonal is to be used for dispersing small. gatherings. Its
purpose is to move peoole away from a wall, building or to clear a street,
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FORMATION TO DISPERSE GATHERING

Squad Side Wedge

I

ri
a

a
Captain or
lieutenant

\

. e

r .

IF; t,

Sergeant or
Corporal

APPENDIX C

Direction Squad
Advance

This movement will prevent people from closing inside and in rear
of squad. It is a variation of the squad wedge and diagonal.



FORMATION TO HOLD'- DEFENSIVE

The purpose of the squad skirmish deployment is to hold an objective
taken. It is used strictly as a defensive measure.



SAMPLE FORMAT FOR REQUEST FOR DISPERSAL

This is officer of the
(name) (Police-Sheriff's Dept.)

may I have your attention and cooperation. This gathering
is requested to disperse so as to avoid possible injuries or arrests to any
or all persons involved. You have been participating in a gathering which
is in violation because it is no longer a peaceful assembly. Serious injury
or a crime may result from your actions. You have ,minutes

(number)
'to leave. Yeu may leave by

(Name (s) of streets-exits)
I wish to thank you for your cooperation.

SAMPLE FORMAT FOR ORDER FOR DISPERSAL

"I, officer of the
(name) (Police-Sheriff's Dept.)

acting under authority of Section 3761:14 of the Ohio Revised Code, do
command you in the name of the State of Ohio to disperse and depart to
your several homes or lawful employment." You have minutes
to disperse. (number)

ANY PERSONS REMAINING ARE SUBJECT TO ARREST.
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APPENDIX C

INTERSECTIONS & OTHER TYPE TRAFFICWAY CONTROL POINTS

INTERSECTION 'TRAFFIC CONTROL POINT FOR OFFICER
- minas on

ASSISTANT

Obstruction Civilian or Second Officer

Traffic Flow. Nip.
. .,..... ...surp
.Traffie Ilse

POSITION FOR STRAIGHT-MAT CONTROL IT OFFICER

Civilian or Second Officer

Obstruction

TRAFFIC CONTROL POINT FOR OFFICER ON =ADE OR CURVE
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1.

1.
2.
3.

4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Rear Strangle Lock - Take Dewn

Get behind person
Place forearm around throat
Strike sharp blow with palm of free hand
to kidney (if necessary)
Lock hands
Step forward
Jerk person backward onto hip and small of back ,

Flex muscles of lower and upper arm around throat
. Hold till under control
Take down to floor or ground
Apply restraint device

WARNING: Blood circulation is blocked from this hold
thereby causing a blackout or death if held
too long.
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APPENDIX J

Rear Kick to Knee Take De-n

1. Grasp shoulders or arms
2. Kick back of knee
3. Pull backward and downward
4. Stepping back and to side opposite foot used
5. Continuing pull backwards and downwards to

ground or floor
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APPENDIX K

COMMERCIAL RESTRAINT DEVICES

STRUT JACKET ANKLETS WITH LOCK ON EACH CUFF

WAIST STRAP WITH BUCKLE LOCK
I

ammo's orro WAIST STRAP
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PARTIAL LIST OF COURT DOCUMENTS

Summons Money Only
Summons On Answer and CrossPetition
Summons In Action for Divorce and Alimony
Summons - On Answer and Cross Petition in Divorce
Notice to Petit Juror
Subpoena - Grand Jury
Subpoena - Duces Tecum
Subpoena - Petit jury .

'Subpoena - Criminal Cases
Order of Attachment
Inventory and Appraisement of Property Attached
Affidavit for Order of Delivery - In Replevin
Verdict - For Plaintiff - In Replevin
Verdict - For Defendant - In Replevin
Order of Sale
Certificate of Release and Satisfaction of Mortgage
Journal Entry. Order Approving Appraisement and for Bond
Order of Appraisement
Writ of Partition
Writ of Dower
Notice (General Form)
Warrant to Arrest on Indictment
Warrant to Arrest on Information.
Warrant to Arrest

. Bench Warrant
Indictment for
Petition for Habeas Corpus
Writ of Habeas Corpus in custody
Writ of Habeas Corpus - not in custody
Notice of Application for Temporary Alimony
P.niecipe for Subpoena . Civil Case
Praecipe for
Waiver of Notice or Summons and. Appearance
Waiver of Summons and Appearance - civil action
Summons - Probate Court
Subpoena - Probate Court .
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APPENDIX M

GLOSSARY:

Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

1. Amercement - usually monetary penalty imposed
by a court upon its own oft. :ers for
neglect of duty, or failure to pay
over moneys collected. In particular,
the remedy against the sheriff for
failing to levy an execution or make
return of proceeds of sale.

2. Answer - in pleading, under the Codes of Civil
Procedure, the answer is the formal
written statement made by a defendant
setting forth the grounds of his defense.

3. Attachment The act or process of taking, apprehending,
or seizing persons or property; by virtue
of a writ, summons, or other Judicial order,
and bringing the same into the custody of the
law; used either for the purpose of bringing
a person before the court, of acquiring.
jurisdiction over property seized, to compel
an appearance, to furnish security for debt
or costs, or to arrest a fund in the hands of
a third person who may become liable to pay
it over.

Bench Warrant

Capias - Latin

Process issued by the court itself, or
"from the bench," for the attachment or
arrest of a person; either in case of
contempt, or where an indictment has been
found, or to bring in a witness who does not
obey a subpoena.

"That you take." The general name for
several species of writs, the common
characteristic Gf which is that they require
the officer to take the body of the defendant
into custody; they are writs of attachment
or arrest .
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APPENDIX M (Con

Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

6. Constructive service of Any form of service other than
process - actual personal service: notification

of an action or of some proceeding therein,

of

given to a person affected by sending it
to him in the mails or causing it to be
published in a newspaper.

7. Defendant the person defending or denying: the
party against whom relief or recovery

. is sought in an action or suit.

Demurrer - the formal mode of disputing the - .

sufficiency in law of the pleading of
the other side. An objection made by
one party to his opponent's pleading.
alleging that he ought not to answer it.
for some defect in law in the pleaciing.

9.. Duces Tecum Latin the name of a certain species of writs,
''to biing with you" which the subpoena duces tecum is the most

usual, requiring a party who is summo ned
appear in court to bring with him some
piece of evidence, or other thing to be used'
or inspected by the court.

. 10. Habeas Corpus - (you have the body) The name given to a
variety of writs, (of which these were
anciently the emphatic wore- -) having for
their object to bring a party before a court
or judge.

11. Indictment - An accusation in writing found and presented
by a grand jury. legally convoked and sworn,
to the court in which it is impaneled, chargi
that a person therein named has done some
act, or been guilty of some omission. which.

onby law, is a public offense. punishable
indictment.
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APPENDIX M (Con't)

Civil Process Service - Terms C imonly Used .

12. Injunction - . A prohibi ye writ issued by a court of equity,
at the eui. of a party complainant, directed to
a party defendant in the action, or to a party
made a defendant for that purpose, forbidding.
the latter to do some act, or to permit his
servants or agents to do some act, which he
is threatening or attempting to commit, or
restraining him in the continuance thereof,'
such act being unjust and inequitable,
injurious to the plaintiff, and not such as
can b..? adequately redressed by an action
at law.

.13.. Mandamus - We command. This is the natne of a writ
which issues from a -t act of superior
jurisdiction, and is directed to a private
or municipal corporation, or any of its
officers, or to an executive, administrative
or judicial officer, or to an inferior court,
commanding the performance of a partic-
ular.act therein specified, and belonging_to
his or their public, official, or ministerial'
duty, or directing the restoration of the
complainant to rights or privileges of
he has been illegally deprived.

14. Personal service - Personal service of a writ or notice
is made by delivering it to the person
named, in ,erson, or handing him a'
copy and informing him of the nature
and terms of the original.

. 15. Plaintiff a person who brings an action:
the party who complains or sues in a
personal action and is so named on die
record.
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APPENDIX bf(Coke

Ci Yil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

16. Praecipe - An original writs. drawn up in the
alternative, commanding the defendant
to do the thing required, or show the
reason why he had not done it. Also an
order, written out and signed, addressed
to the clerk of a court, and requesting
him to issue a particular writ.

17. Replevin - A personal action from a delict, tort,

18. Residential Service

fault, crime or misfeasance brought tr
recover possession of goods unlawfully
taken.

leaving the writ or notice it the usual
residence of the person named therein
only after diligent effort has been put
forth to establish that the person named
therein does aen..ally reside at the
residence.

19. Rule to Show Cause A rule commanding the party to appear and
. show cause why he should not be compelled ,.

to do the act required, or why the object or:
the rule should not be enforced.

20. Subpoena The process by which the attendance of a
witness is required is called a "subpoena.".'
It Is a writ or order directed to a person,
and requiring his attendance at a particular
time and place to testify as a witness.

21. Summons - A writ, directed to the sheriff or other
proper officer, requiring him to notify
the person named that an action has been
commenced against him in the court whence
the writ issues, and that he is required to
appear, on a day named, and answer the
complaint in sut b seam.
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APPENDIX M (Coast)

Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

22 . Warrant - I. A writ or precept from a competent
authority in pursuance of law,
directing the doing of an act, and
addressed to an officer or person
competent to do the act, and affording
him protection from damage, if he
does it.

2. Particularly a writ or precept issued'
by a magistrate, Justice, or other
competent authority, addressed to a
sheriff, constable, or other officer,
r6quiring him to arrest the body of a
person therein named, and bring him
before the magistrate or court, to
answer, or be examined, touching some
offense which he is charged with having
committed.

2 . . Writ - A precept in writing, couched in the form of a
letter, running in the name of the king,
president, or state, issuing from a court of
Justice, and sealed with its seal, _addressed to,

.... , 'a sheriff or other officer of the law, or
. ., , directly to the person whose action the court

desires to command, either as the commence
meat of a suit or other proceeding or as
incidental to its progress, and requiring dit
perfoimance of a specified act, or giving
authority and commission to have it done.

(Courtesy of West Publishing Company, Black's Law Dictionary)
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APPENDIX N

POTENTIAL SOURCES FOR PREPARED CRIME PREVENTION MATERIALS

This is not a comprehensive list of all nailable sources. It should be borne
in mind that this also provides a guide to sources of information and safety
materials.

Automobile Club
Bankers Association
Better Business Bureau
Chamber of Commerce
Civil Defense
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Post Office Department
Federal-State-Local Departments of Health
Federal Treasury Department
Insurance Companies
National Auto Theft Bureau
National Safety Council
Police and Sheriffs Departments
Publishers - Newspaper and others
State Bureau of Motor Vehicles
State Department of Agriculture
State Department of Commerce

. State and Federal Narcotics Bureau
State Fire Marshal,,4

State Highway Department
State Department of Liquor Control
State Department of Natural Resources

r Telephone Company
Utilities



APPENDIX 0

SUGGESTED LIST OF CRIMES FOR WHICH PItEVENTION
SHOULD BE LEARNED AND ADVOCATED

This is not an exhaustive list but rather one that includes those crimes
usually occurring most often. You may add your list to these.

Auto Theft
Bogus Check
Burglary
Child Molestation .

Confidence Rackets
Counterfeit Money
Employee Theft
Larceny
Robbery
Shoplifting

. Till-tapping

- IFP-41774777 '
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PERSONS REPORT

Suspicious Wanted MI saint

Name.

Alias.
Addrass.

City. Stat.. .

Telephone.

0
PERSONAL:

Sam Wee
Nationality.

Birthdete.

Birthplace.

Neigh* " Ittilti 0. lbs.

Build.
Wit.
Eyes. -

Complasioe.

.13 Bawd.
Char octal sties.

,

9 Ocametiep
.19 er

Piut

.

Front Side

APPENDIX P

Sack Side
PERSONS REPORT
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APPENDIX 0

reed: NOTES
aml

eVr . I, ,:_.

Z

IL Ot

44.

FIELD NOTEBOOK LOG

TIME NOTES
4

:MENN
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(FRONT)

APPENDIX R

(BACK)NM= REPORT OF DEATH

Accidental Suicide Homicide Lower Garments

.

Natural

Name:
Alias:
Address: Neekwear;
City: State:

Gloves:
StocEinl ... ,PERSONAL: .

Sex: . .A.

It Nationa itv: ewe ry:
Birth Date
Birtli_Plar c.
Height: Weight: .

Personal Be o n s:Build:

Com . xion:
Beard:
Characteristics: Coroner or Doctor:

0 Ruling of Cause of Death: .

... I 1

Employer:

Dress.
0 Headdress: Circumstances:

Outer Garments:

.
Unner Gi rments:

REPORT OF DEAT1I
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VT 090 693 . ED (See June 1968 RIE)
Law enforcement Officer Training, Basic Course, Unit II,
Instructor's Manuel. .

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub. Date - Dec65'
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$6.56 164p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *POLICE, *LAW
ENFORCEMENT, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

I

Instructors may use this manual in conducting a training program fOr
inservice law enforcement officers and recruits. It was-developed:4y
a statewide, committee of state lem, enforcement consultants,
specialists, and an advisory committee and was tested by a
subject- matter specialist in pilot-class study. The training program
is designed to provide law enforcement officers with a better
understanding of the_many problems involved in providing good 1mi
enforcement services. This manual contains the training procedures
which make up the learner's manual (VT 000 692).and the teaching ;*

guides for each procedure. Each guide contains time allocations and
information for introducing and-presenting the lessons. The four
step instructional method of preparation, presentation, application
or tryout, and checking'orfollowu0'is suggested for units Witch:-
require student participation. Some of the 12 procedures, units, :are
(1) dealing with civil complaints, (2) handling fIre-Stenes, traffic
congestion, and suspicious persons, and {3) administering emergency

care--first aid. The instructor must be a selected and trained police
officer. The document is illustrated with line drawings and
photographs. The 19 appendixes include items such.as diagrams of
formations to disperse gatherings, drawings of commercial restraint
devices, illustrations of defense tactics sample-report forms,
terms commonly used in civil process service, and sources of crime*
prevention materials. The unit-one learner's manual (VT 000 689)
and instructor's manual (VT 000 690) are available. This document.
is available for $2.25 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education
Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory, The.Ohio State
University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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MEMORANDUM

TO: The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and leghnical Education
The Ohio State UniversitY
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

FROM: (Person) W. F. STOVER
,A4'W

(Addressum Neil Avenue_ Cratirnhom Ohin 412111_

DATE: October 2,1967

RE: (Author, Title, Publisher, Date)

BASIC UNIT II INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL OHIO TRADE AND INDUSTRJAL EDUCATION

INSTRIIC.TIO&U, MATRA'

Supplementary Information on Instructional Material

Provide information below which is not included in the publication. Mark N/A in
each blank for which information is not available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for further
instructions.

-

(1) Fource of Available Copies:
AgencYmmufraxNAL-MtatLAH-LAWORY
Address 1885Ne Avenue,Coum

t
US, kW 3M

Limitation on Available Copies No limit Price/Unit
(quantity pr C."11 von request

(2) Means Used to Develop Material:
Develop rent Group State Law enforcement Training Consultant & Specialists & Advisory Commi
Level of Group State wide
Method of Design, Testing, and Tria3 610041444.

(3)

(4)

Utilization of Material:
Appropriate School Setting Adult education at Law Enforcement Training facilities
Type of Program In- service training officers and recruits - extension
Occups.t3.01.11,1 Focus Law Enforcement - S
Geographic Adaptability Internation
Uses of Material ide
Users of Material Law n orcement Agencies

Requirements for Using Material:
Teacher Competency Selected and Trained Police Officers
Student Selecti on Criter ervice Polio Officers

Supplemental Media

Desirable (Check Which)
Necessary.

Describe Law Enforcement Officer Training, Basic Unit II, Learner's Manual
**
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The State Department of Education has been instrumental in providing training in
skilled and technical occupations t o the citizens of Ohio since 1918, through the
Trade and Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrial education enables individuals, both male and female,
to prepare for initial employment in trade, technical or service occupations . In
addition, it enables employed workers to upgrade themselves and advance in their
chosen occupations, and retrains those who are temporarily unemployed.

In the adult category, special emphasis is placed on training for public service per -
sonnel, such as fire fighters, rescue and emergency personnel, school bus drivers,
custodians, hospital housekeepers, electric linemen and law enforcement officers.
The purpose of this training is to upgrade the services rendered to the citizens of a
community by improving and providing additional skills and/or knowledge, thereby
resulting in more efficient and effective services

The cost of crime and traffic accidents, including the human suffering resulting
therefrom, is an enormous waste of every community's resources. A-well trained
and efficient law enforcement officer is probably the most effective means of_reduc -
ing this human toll and suffering.

The Law Enforcement Training Program of the Vocational Trade and Industrial Edu-
cation Services in Ohio is intended to provide training to officially .designated lair
enforcement agencies. The purpose of this manual is to supplement this organized
training program planned to provide the law enforcement officer with the. skills and
technical knowledge essential in carrying out his duties. It outlines methodical ef-
fective operation which will enable each officer to recognize the importance of his .*
positionwithin the law enforcement agency and to stimulate the officer in performing
his service with pride.

1.'11

2-

The Law Enforcement Offic.zs Training Program and ;ills publication sze provided .

through the cooperative efforts of the Trade and Industrial Education Setttces. Vo-
cational Division, State Department of Education: College of Edie.tation. The Ohio
State University; and the public schools of Ohio.

Iii

E. E. Holt, Superimendent of
Public Instruction

Byrl R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocation Education

air..1.11.15025; .
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The L.aw Enforcement Officers Training Program was developed by the Trade and
Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education, to meet the needs
expressed by the Buckeye State Sheriffs' Association and the Ohio Association of
Chiefs of Police, for an effective training program.

This training program is designed toprovide law enforcement officers with abetter
understanding of the many problems involved in providing good law enforcement
services. It presents practices which have been used successfully in organized
training programs in various sections of the country.

In former years, law enforcement services were primarily concerned with enforc-
ing a few state and local laws, controlling a comparatively small number of ve-
hicles, and effecting the arrest of local violators. New officers were often placed
on duty without receiving adequate training, necessary supplies and equipment.
This frequently resulted in ineffective law enforcement services. Fortunately to -
day, ineffective practices are not as prevalent as they once were. The recent in-
crease in the number and variety of laws, increase of ownership and use of vehicles,
the growth of urban a-eas, and the demands of a better educated public has led Ohio
to recognize the need for training in the knowledge, skills and services of a spe-
cialized nature. The Ohio Law Enforcement Officers' Training Program should help
communities provide more effective and efficient law enforcement services.

The objectives of this training program sponsored by the Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation Services are as follows:

1. To determine local, county, regional and state needs and to im-
plement a program to adequately meet these needs on a continu-
ing basis

2. To improve the competencies and skills of local lawenforcement

The state supervisor and the law enforcement training staff within the Trade and
Industrial Education Services utilized a State Law Enforcement Advisory Committee
in order to determine the previously mentioned objectives; the principles and policies
for the law enforcement training program; and the manner in which it is conducted
in Ohio. This advisory committee is composed of representatives from The Buck-
ey- State Sheriffs' A s s oc i at i on and The Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police,
Incorporated.
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A comprehensive training program for law enforcement officers ;is .being hnplq-
mented. The following types of training are now available:

Basic Training
Advanced Training
Regional Law Enforcement Institutes
State Law Enforcement Institute
Arson Investigation

Officer Leadership Train,I4:...
Instructor Training
Conference Leadership
Effective Speaking
Human Relations
Job Methods

The intent of this manual is to providg: the necessary instructional material, which
will serve as an up-to-date and comprehensive source of information, covering the
practices and techniques of the procedures included in the Basic Course - Unit U
Instructional materials of this type are the key to conducting an effective and efficient
training program,

it is our sincere desire that law enforcement officers throughout the state will re-
alize the ultimate benefits to be gained in the organized state training programs
utilizing this manual and its procedures,

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Services

v
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This Law Enforcement Officer Training, Basic Course-Unit II is contained in two pub-
lications, namely, the Learner's Manual and the Instructor's Manual.

This Instructor's Manual contains the training procedures which make up the Learn-
er's Manual, and in addition the teaching guides for each of the training procedures .

In this manual the training procedures are contained on the left side pages (even num-
bered pages) throughout the manual and the teaching guides on the right side pages
(odd numbered pages). Therefore, this publication contains both the learner and in-
structor material. The teaching guides have been developed to serve as a teaching
plan and to provide additional ideas and methods for you in instructing the course.
They will be an indispensable aid to the new instructor and of great help to the expe-
rienced instructor in guiding the instruction.

THE STARTING POINT

The training procedures, contained in the Basic Course-Unit II, are very basic and
fundamental. Therefore, all of the procedures must be covered completely in this
first course. Only in this way, with the complete coverage of these training procw-
dures: can your instruction result in maximum value and benefit to the learner.

PROPER PREPARATION

In teaching the content of each trainingprocedure the "Four Step Method" of Instruc-
tion, as taught to you in the instructor trainingcourse, should be utilized. As pointed
out in each teaching guide under the heading of I-resenting the Lesson, you are re-
minded as follows: "In presenting each teaching unit in a procedure which requires
student participation, follow the Four Step method, namely: Preparation Step; Pre-
sentation Step; Application or Tryout Step; and Checking and Follow Up Step (as ill-
ustratedon page xii of this manual) . Utilizingthis method of instruction will result in
the best possible teaching.

In group instruction it is recommendec that you give consideration to the following;

The instructor should provide the necessary materials, equip-
ment, and supplies.

Introduce the lesson (Step I) in an interesting and inspiring
manner.
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Present the lesson (Step II) utilizing the teaching aids as listed
in each teachingguide, and any others, such as, movies, charts,
models, cutaways, and etc., which will assist in effectively
teaching the content. Each instructor is encouraged to deve-
lop teaching aids for their instructional use.

4 Have learners perform and practice (Step III) each procedure
immediately after each demonstration, as indicated in the
teaching guide.

Check and follow up (Step IV) each participa it as he performs
the procedure taught .

THE CLASS SESSION

The class session should run smoothly and follow a definite, pre-arranged pattern
or plan. The following method has proven quite successful:

Take attendance and make announcements .

Introduce and present the lesson from the Instructor's Manual.
Follow the step-by-step procedure to insure complete cover-
age of all key points.

He,.: learners participate by practicing those steps or skills
indicated in the teaching guide. Caution: Do not devote exces-
sive time to this, so that sufficient time is available for pre-
sentingbalr.nce of lesson .

Answer learner's questions and discuss items not clearly un-
derstood.

Announce topic for next class session and make assignments,
as appropriate, includi 3. any necessary materials or equip-
ment the learners are to bring to class .

KEY FOR USING THE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

The teaching Guide portion of this Instructor's Manual is keyed for your convenience
and to readily assist your instruction. In addition to the information given and the
suggestions for its presentation, space has been provided in the right margin of
each Teachi. ti Guide for you to "pencil in" notes. Such notes will assist you im-
measurably in elaborating and addingclarifying information of your own. The key-
ing of the Teaching Guides are as follows:

Plain typing
Italics

Instrue*or says in his own words
Instructions to the instructor

ix



CAPITALS - Key words such as EXPLAIN, SHOW, etc.
"Quotation marks" - Deflnii.lons to be read verbatim
Material in box - Place on chalkboard or chart pad

Please note the decimal system employed to "key in" each teaching point in the
Teaching Guide with the corresponding Key Point or Step in the Training Procedure.
In almost every case the teaching point will be horizontally across from the Key
Point or Step to which it relates.

SUGGESTIa FOR TEACHING

LEST WE FORGET the suggested effective teaching methods learned in the instructor
training course, the following series of self-explanatory cartoon illustrations will re-
mind you of "what it takes" to do an effective job of teaching. Even the experienced
instructor will want to review these reminders from time to time and the new in-
structor should study them in detail. An attendance record is also included, which
is supplied to the instructor in the instructor training kit for each class he will
teach.
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Training Procedure No. 1

CIVIL COMPLAINTS, DEALING WITH

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Ministering to the needs of the public is an integral part of an officer's
duties. The "need," as identified by a person, usually is in the form of a
complaint, request for assistance, or protection. Often these complaints or
requests are totally unrelated to the primary or secondary responsibilities
of law enforcement. Yet, they must be dealt with because the individual has
indicated a "need." The nature of the complaint or request, may at times,
be vague thereby requiring personal response or contact by an officer. On the
other hand the "need" may be resolved by the person receiving the information
via telephone or personal contact at the agency. Either instance necessitates
the proper disposition by the officer. The proper disposition can be satisfactor-
ily accomplished when the officer learns how to effectively deal with this "need:"

Acceptable performance by the officer helps to create the public support of
law enforcement which is absolutely necessary if law enforcement is to fulfill
its primary and secondary responsibilities.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Notebook, Pocket Field
Pen, Ball,Point

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Avoid taking sides irk any issue
Entering all premises and approaching all persons and things with caution

STEPS KEY POINTS

I. Receive assignment or
information

. 1.1 From dispatcher

. .2 Acknowledging call immediately
Identifying unit rnd location
From citizen, notifying dispatcher
Stopping patrol car before
writing

Recording on patrol car desk
pad:

Location of scene
Type of complaint
Person to be contacted and/or

complainant and address.

: .

.

: .

.3

.4

.5
.

.

.

.

.
..

.6

.6.1
.2
.3

2
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Teaching Guide No. 1

CIVIL COMPLAINTS. DEALING WITH

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hrs.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To promote the techniques which will best serve the department, officer,
and complain.aat .

2. To create within the officer an awareness of the necessity for a prompt
disposition.

3. To make each officer an educator of the public in terms of civil and
criminal complaint variances.

TEACHING AIDS:

Notebook, Pocket
Pen, Ball Point

REFERENCE:,

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course - Unit
II, Training Procedure No. 1.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use Introductory Information in Training Procedure No. 1

1. QUICKLY review Step 1 and key points.

ANSWER any questions learners might ask.

3



Training Procedure No. 1
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAININGs

STEPS KE Y POINTS

.6.4 Time received

.7 Repeating location to dis-
patcher for verification

.8 Acknowledging receipt of
transmission

.9 Requesting required information

.10 Understanding assignment

2.

3.

4.

Proceed to scene

Arrive at scene

,

Observe scene and
situation

.

.

:

:

.

.

:

-

:

.

: .

.

.

.

.

.

-:

.

.

2 . 1

.2
..

.4

.5

.6

3 .1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

4.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.5.1

.2

.6

As soon as possible, unless
otherwise instructed

Using most expeditious route
Driving safely
Obeying all traffic laws
Planning operations within

known information
Notifying dispatcher of

personal knowledge

Parking safely
Giving dispatcher exact

location
Signalling dispatcher "Out

of Service"
Recording time
Removing ignition key
Taking required equipment
Alighting from patrol car

with caution
Lacking patrol car
Entering onto all premises

with caution
Approaching all persons and

things with caution

Appearing and keeping calm
Determining personal safety
Gathering information
Cevermining future action
Noting:
Mood and state tf participants

or complainant
Physical and mental conditions

of participants or complainant
Scanning area for potential

weapons

4
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Teaching Guide No. 1

CIVIL COMPLAINTS, DEALING WITH

2. QUICKLY review step 2 and key points.
ANSWER any questions learners might ask.

3. QUICKLY review step 3 and key points.
ANSWER any questions learners might ask.

4. QUICKLY review step 4 and key points.
ANSWER any questions learners might ask.

5



Training Procedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

5. Preserve the peace : 5.1 Greeting complainant or
: participants with e smile
. .2 Asking, "May I be of service?"
: . .3 Speaking in soft conversational
.. tone
: .4 Quieting persons present

.5 Removing participants to
secluded area

. .6 Separating participants

. .7 Rendering personal service .

. impartially
..

6. Identify participants .. 6,1 Contacting complainant first,
or complainant : . by name

. .2 Contacting witnesses in

. logical order
: .3 Requesting participants to

identify witnesses
. .4 Recording in notebOok:.
.. .1 Name

.2 Age
.. .3 Address
. .4 Telephone number
. .5 Occupation
.. .6 Employer:

.1 Address

.2 Telephone number ..i

7.. Interview participants . 7.1 Individually and privately .-
..-,,..

.2 Obtaining accurate hiformadon
. .3 Allowing interviewees to tell
. own version of event .;,.

.4 Asking as few questions as 07'

possible
5 Recording requirednotes ...

..

8. Verify cause of
complaint

rd44r010.4,.--
k;474.7.4,X131,.

4 W0,-
v4.

at completion-
.6 Repeating intervieweeestatenients

foriverificadon
.7 In logical order, depending

on circumstances

8.1 Those against government
.2 When possible and within

capabilities
.3 Determining that clmplaint

6 is civil
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CIVIL COMPLAINTS, DEALING WITH

Teaching Guide No. 1

5.

.2 EXPLAIN that this statement should indicate true concern on the officer's part.

.4 REMEMBERING BY PERSUASION FIRST-FORCE LAST.

.6 REMEMBERING BY PERSUASION FIRST-FORCE LAST.
.7 Being careful not to indicate friendship with any of the participants even though

it may exist. Cite examples.

6.1 This is done to gather first hand information and establish authenicity of the
complaint.

.2 SELECT learner and ask for his view concerning logical order to interview
witnesses. Discuss his views pro and con.

.3 This is done to expedite the handling, particularly where more than two persons
are involved.

.4 QUESTION learners on the necessity of recording all this information.

7.1 EXPLAIN when possible interviews should be conducted out of hearing of
participants. QUESTION learners why this should be done.

.6 Where necessary or if there is a possibility of a misunderstanding, clarify the
information received.

.7 Logical order: I. Complainant, 2. Perpetrator, 3. Witness

8.1 In those instances where complaints arise pertaining to government the
officer needs to gather any and all factual information to substantiate or
discredit the complaint. TIME spent for verification of causes in civil
matters cannot be justified.

.2 CITE EXAMPLES: Complaints about brother officer or department-
discourteous treatment by some department of government.

.3 DEFINE CIVIL COMPLAINT: "Any complaint in which there is no violation of criminal law".
room the definition it can be determined that the officer must analyze all
the facts to arrive at the conclusion whether it is a civil or criminal matter.

7
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Training Procedure No. 1

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

9.

10.

.

:
.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9.1
.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

10.1
.2

.3

.4

STEPS

Take corrective
action

Explain jurisdiction
limitations

KEY POINTS

Those against government
When possible and within

_capabilities
Writing memorandum to

department concerned when
'unable to correct cause

Addressing memorandum to
department head

Routing it through supervisor
Completing memorandum before

going off duty
Keeping a copy for reference
Making recommendation when

advisable

Regarding civil matters
Between local government

departments
Concerning law enforcement

agency's regulations and
policies

In a courteous manner

11. Inform and direct 11.1 Avoid taking sides in any
complainant issue

.2 Avoid giving legal advice

.3 Of possible courses of action
.1 Avoiding the suggestion of any

possible results
.4 Regarding the name, address,

and business hours of the
proper agency to contact

.5 Stating what officer can or _

will do to assist
.6 What complainant can do to

assist In solution of
cfmplaint

.7 Asking if instructions and
directions are understood

.8 Writing them out, if necessary

.9 Thanking the complainant

8



Teaching Guide No. 1

CIVIL COMPLAINTS, DEALING WITH

9. REQUEST learners to select a situation from their experience and write
a memorandum. Upon completion have each learner read his memorandum.
SELECT two or three and DISCUSS.

To: Chief
From: Ptl. Doe
Subject: Hole in street corner 4th and Main Sts.

10. EXPLAIN this should be done by assuming positive approach plt being
apologetic. It is not the officers fault that he is limited in handling a
civil matter.

ILLUSTRATE EXAMPLES of positive approach; e.g."Mr. Smith, there is
no criminal violation involved in this matter: *Mrs. Jones, this is a matter
for an attorney or the Probate Court. .

11. UPON COMPLETION of Step 11, set up a role playing situation by stating the nature
of the complaint, then selecting one learner as the complainant and one as the respond
ing officer. Let them act out the situation, then have the class evaluate the handling.

9
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Training Procedure No. 2

FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY L .FORMATION:

Fire fighting is a fireman's task but many times the law enforcement
officer is first on the scene. Some of the problems which involve an
officer at a fire scene are usually spectators, vehicular traffic con-
gestion and emotional instability. If the officer knows and identifies
the problems which may arise and then takes effective measures to
prevent or handle them, this materially assists the fire service and
citizens of the community. On the other hand, when these problems
are not effectively, handled, fire fighting efforts may be hindered,
personal injury and death multiplied and additional property damage
incurred. Through effective handling lives may be saved and govern-
ment service is definitely improved.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Blanket Flashlight, Safety Approved
Fire Extinguisher, CO2 Notebook, Pocket Field
Fusees Rope

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICE:

I.

Do not enter a burning structure except to save

. 1.I

. .2

.

. .3

.

. .4

.

. .5

. 1:

. .2
3

.6
: .7
:
: .8
: . .9
. .10
: .11

lives

STEPS KEY POINTS

Receive assignment From dispatcher
Acknowledging initial call

immediately
Identifying unit and giving

location
Stopping patrol car before

writing
Recording on patrol car desk
pad:
Location of scene
Person to be contacted
Time received
Noting situation at scene
Noting actual or potential

hazards to persons involved.
Noting personal hazards
Noting avenues of approach
Understanding assignment
Requesting required information

10



FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs .

OBJECTIVE&

--7..--fase 1-

Teaching Guide No. 2

I. To make the officer an asset to the fire service in terms of expediting
fire fighting efforts.

2. To indelibly impress on the officers' minds those safety factors vital
to himself and others at the fire scene.

3. To implement the cooperative effort by the law enforcement agency and
the fire service for more effective government service .

TEACHING AIDS:

.Chalkboard, chalk and eraser;
or chart pad

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training Learner's Manual: Basic Course-
. . Unit II, Training Procedure No. 2.

.

GENERAL SillEsTY PRACTICE:

EMPHASIZE AND DISCUSS what can happen

IIiTRODLICING THE LESSON:

Use the Introductory Information in Training Procedure No. 2.

I. QUICKLY review key points of Step I.
ANSWER any questions the learners might. ask.

II



Training Procedure No. 2

2.

3.

LAW rINFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

: .12
:
.

: .13

: 2.1
. .2
. .3
.. .4
. .5
.

:
.6.

. .7

.

: .8
.

. .9
:
: .10
:
.. .11
.
: .12
.

. 3.1

. 4

. .3
: . .4

. .5

.

. .6

.

. .7

. .8
. .9
. .10
: .11

STEPS KEY POINTS

Proceed to scene

,

Observe scene and
situation

Repeating location of scene
for verification by

. dispatcher
Ascertaining if fire department

has been notified

Promptly
Driving safely
Using most expeditious route
Considering avenues of approach
Avoiding use of patrol car siren

and teacon unless otherwise
instructed

Planning operations within known
information

Requesting information and/or
a s si stance- -as. required

Notifying dispatcher of personal
knowledge

Observing traffic problems
in vicinity of scene

Watching for persons leaving
the immediate scene

Watching for fire apparatus
responding to scene

Yielding right-of-way to fire
apparatus

While approaching
Gathering information
Determining personal safety
Noting vehicles blocking fire

lane
Determining presence of fire

fighting apparatus
Noting color and amount of

flames and smoke
Noting number of fires
Noting rapidity of flame spread
Detecting flammable odors
Noting direction of wind
Determining if neighboring

. structures are in danger

12
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Teaching Guide No. 2

DIRE SCENES, HANDLING

2.
.3 QUESTION learneis, have expeditious route explained.
.4 DETERMINE why this is done.
.5 EXPLAIN that responding fire units use their sirens and those drivers

may not hear the patrol car siren which may result in an accident. Also
question learners to determine other reasons for avoiding sirens use .

.6 QUESTION learners "What kind of plans would you make?"

.8 . Anything the officer may know about the situation, area, etc., which is
pertinent to the handling of the incident

.10 ASK learners why?

.12 These are key points concerning, primarily, the safety of the service
personnel responding to the scene .

3.1 Certain observations are better made from a distance.
.2 ASK learners what kinds of information?

.4 DEFINE FIRE LANE "It is that lane which will provide the best access to
. the fire scene for the fire vehicles and personnel".

.5 This assists the officer in determining his course of action.

.6 Each of the key points 6-9 pertains to the possibility of incendiarism.

.7 QUESTION learners to determine how and why incendiarism

.8 may be detected through these observations .
.9
.10 To determine spread of fire to other property also for the officer's safety.

13



Training Procedure No. 2

4.

5.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFI..;ER TRAINING

4.1
.2

'.3
.4

.

: .5
.6
.7
.8

.9
.10

.11

. .12
: .13

.: .14
:

. .15

..

: .16
:

: .17

.

. .18

. 5.1

.

: .2
.

.3
. .4
. .5
:

STEPS KEY POINTS

Arrive at scene

.

Rescue occupants

Noting time
Turning on patrol car beacon
Parking safely
Avoiding interference with

fire fighting apparatus
Using patrol car as barricade
Keeping calm
Extinguishing incipient fire
Notifying dispatcher of

state of fire
Giving exact location
Notifying dispatcher of presence

of fire fighting apparatus
Alighting from patrol car

with caution
Locking patrol car
Determining if there are occu-

pants in burning
structure

Determining if there are occu-
pants in neighboring
structures

Determining if anyone has
been killed or injured

Directing fire fighting apparatus
to scene

Removing parked vehicles only
upon request of fire service
officer-in-charge

Requesting assistance--as
required

Only if fire fighters are not
present and conditions
permit

Warning inhabitants by use of
siren and horn

Assisting occupants physically
Preventing exposure
Deter occupants from re-entering

burning structure

14



Teaching Guide No . 2

FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

4.1 Which can be recorded immediately or later when necessary.
.2 If determined that traffic must be warned or the patrol car cannot be

safely parked.
.3 As determined by the circumstances and being certain not to create

a traffic hazard or blo :k fire lane
.4 Both vehicular and pedestrain
.5 QUESTION to determine under what circumtances this would occur.
.7 DEFINE AN INCIPIENT FIRE "An incipient fire is one that an officer can

safely put out and is positive that it has been extinguished".
.8 This keeps him abreast of the situation and serves as an indicator of

future activity.
.9 This is particularly true in rural areas where miles instead of feet

are the case, whether city or rural, pinpointing the fire scene expedites
all services to be rendered.

.12 If away from view and not to be utilized as barricade or for communications

.13

.14 ASK learners to offer their views on how this may be done.

.15

.16 EXPLAIN that this assists the driver and quicker action will result.

.17 The fire service officer in charge determines which vehicles are
interfering.

5.1 EXPLAIN that firefighters are trained for fire rescue and are better
equipped to carry out this task.

.2 This is particularly true at night.

.3 Being expecially careful where injuries are noted.

.4 Keeping the body temperature from falling through use of blanket
or garment.

.5 PERSUASION FIRST - PHYSICAL RESTRAINT IF NECESSARY

15
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Training Guide No. 2

Tt.i4

5

4.

6.

7.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

: .6
.

. .7
.
. .8
. .9:

: .10
..
. .11

.12:
:
. .13
..

.14:

. .15
: .16
.
. .17:
.:
.. .18
:

. 6.1
.2

..

. .3
.4:
.5

7.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

KEY POINTS

Care for victims

Control traffic

Determining U all occupants
have escaped

Avoid the wearing of raingear
into burning structure

Using wet blanket for protection
Covering nose and mouth with

wet hankerchief
Entering burning structures

with extreme caution .

Feeling door to determine
heat

Opening door only if hand
can withstand heat

Opening door wade, standing
to one side.

Closing door after passing
through

Stooping to knee height
Remembering hot and toxic

gases rise fast
Realizing entrance route may

not be safe exit route
Avoiding the use of flashlight

not aafety approved

Promptly
Requesting appropriate

assistance
Notifying dispatcher
Arranging for care of homeless
Contacting appropriate service

agency or relatives

Vehicular and pedestrian
Keeping fire lane open
Until properly relieved
Courteously and firmly
Preventing damage to fire

fighting apparatus
Preventing interference with

fire fighting operations

16



FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

.7 EXPLAIN that raingear retains heat and steam may form between the
body and coat causing. severe burns.

.11 DEMONSTRATE by using classroom door-touch with tip of finger first,
then palm if necessary.

.12 DEMONSTRATE

.15 EXPLAIN this is safer than erect or crawling particularly when
contents of building are not known.
DEMONSTRATE by waddling like a duck.

.16 CITE EXAMPLES

.18 QUESTION to determine why.
Tell them gases may be present.

6.2 Have learners CITE EXAMPLES - ambulance - emergency squad -
doctor, etc.

.5 DETERMINE what agencies may assist. Examples: Aid For Aged, Red Cross,
Welfare, Salvation Army, Etc .

7.6 CITE examples or ask learners to cite same .



Training Guide No. 2

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

8. Guard property

KEY POINTS

.7 Removing those vehicles
indicated by fire service

. officer-in-charge
.8 Warning and diverting

vehicular traffic
.9 Selecting and directing to

alternate route
. 10 Setting up fire lines
.11 Using patrol car, barricades,

and lighting
. 12 Using bystanders temporarily

for assistance
.13 Permitting authorized vehicles

only inside vehicle fire line
.14 Permitting fire fighting

personnel only inside
pedestrian fire line

.15 Facing crowd to control
bystanders

.16 Checking with fire service
officer-in-charge prior to
opening additional lanes
of traffic at scene

.17 Allowing and assisting traffic
to regain normal flow when
emergency is ended

.18 Assisting fire fighting
apparatus In leaving scene

.19 Le* .ring scene after securing
clearance from fire-service
officer in-charge

8.1 Until arrival of claimant
.2 Until arson investigation is

completed
.3 Until properly relieved
.4 Keeping unauthorized persons

away
.5 Securing building
.6 Barricading area
.7 Placing all property in one place
.8 Determining ownership

18
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Teaching Guide No. 2

FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

.7 ASK how this might be accomplished.

.9 EMPHASIZE being specific about alternate routes.
Select the easiest and explain it clearly to the motorist .

.10 DEFINE FIRE LINE "that line which designates NO unauthorized traffic
beyond, vehicle for vehicle :in° zrdci pedestrian for pedestrian line."

lin-. location
vehicle line
pedestrian line

CITE examples of setting up fire lines, using chalk board to illustrate. TAKE LEARNERS

outside and set up a simulated fire emery Select officer to tell and show how he would
handle it; allow group discussion.

.12 EMPHASIZE officer telling bystander (s) specifically what they are to do.

.15 DEMONSTRATE - have learners stand-up, turn your back to them and
point out that they cannot control spectators in this manner.

.16 This is clone in the event additional units may be r.q.sponding and also
that the fire fighting efforts will not be hampered by moving traffic.

.18 Halting traffic if necessary and then guiding fire service driver.

8. EXPLAIN that it is most embarrassing to have property stolen from a
fire scene particularly if the law enforcement officer is present.
This happens because the officer plays the role of fireman instead of
confining himself to preventing crime. Read Section 737.11 of the
laws governing Ohio's Fire service to the class and discuss.

.8 This should be done when the fire involves more than one person's
property.

1')



Training Guide No. 2

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

9.

10.

.
.
..
.
..

:

.

..

..

.

.

.

..
..
..

.

:
..

.

:

.

.

.9

..10
.11

.12

13

.14

9.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

10.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

STEPS

Assist fire service

Submit reports

KEY POINTS

Segregating according to
ownership

Identifying claimant
Releasing property to owner

or authorized claimant only
Recording time property

released and identification
of claimant .

. Receiving receipt for released
property

Informing, if requested,
claimant of available security
arrangements

Looking for evidence of
incendiarism and/or other
offense

Arranging for photographing
scene and spectators, in
color preferably

Noting and observing spectators
Identifying habitual fire

spectators .

: Checking with fire fighting
personnel

Notifying supervisor of
suspected offense

20

Whenever incendiarism and/or
evidence of other offense
is indicated or when fire
department did not respond

Promptly
Using appropriate forms
Constituting permanent record
Completing at headquarters
Submitting to supervisor



Teaching Guide No. 2

FIRE SCENES, HANDLING

.9 This is best accomplished by having the owners or persons having
knowledge about property identify the items.

.10 QUESTION as to how this might be done.
EMPHASIZE proper credentials and identification

.11 EMPHASIZE

.12 EMPHASIZE

.13 EMPHASIZE and ASK why.

.14 EXPLAIN that this protection may be provided by several sources, e.g.
Private detective agency, moving & storage companies, friends, auxiliary
police or deputies, etc.

9. It should be EXPLAINED to the learners that "herein lies an area demanding
close coordination and harmonious work relationships because sometimes
at least three or more governmental service agencies may be involved, fire
serce, law enforcement, state fire marshal's office. When more than one
agency is involved the working relationships (investigative procedure)
should be clearly established by the supervisor or administrator of the
department."

,

10. EXPLAIN: Reports ara required by state law whenever a fire is handled
by other than the fire service. Section 3737.08 Ohio Revised Code, read
and discuss.

21



Training Procedure No. 3

DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Natural disasters ere oftentimes predictable, for example, those
created by weather. Consequently, operations can be pre-planned
by law enforcement so that this type of'disaster may be effectively
handled. On the other hand, another type of disaster, the un-
predictable occurs as a result of violent forces erupting to create
destruction of life and property. Even though this type of disaster
seldom occurs, law enforcement must still pre- plan for it.

The primary role of law enforcement is coordination of all efforts
at the disaster scene. Control exercised by law enforcement at the
scene will most effectively achieve the necessary coordination.

The first officer upon the scene will be the key to the successful
implementation of the departments pre-planned disaster operation.
Among other duties, he will provide vital information to the .

communications center so that any emergency or rescue operation
can be undertaken promptly and efficiently. Because of the very
nature of a disaster it is extremely easy for an officer to be caught-up
in the panic. The officer must know the duties at the scene and
fulfill them. Above all he cannot become a part of or party to the
panic.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:.
Blanket
Flashlight, Safety Approved
Fusees
Notebook, Pocket Field
Rope, Polyproplyene or nylon

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Be calm
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards

STEPS

I. Receive assignment and :
information

.

22

KEY POINTS

1.1 From dispatcher
.2 Acknowledging init.. :311

immediately
.3 Identifying unit and giving

location
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Teaching Guide No. 3

DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To establish clear guidelines by which the officer
may effectively perform this task.

2. To bring into proper focus the duties on the scene so
that the officer does not become a party to the panic.

TEACHING AIDS:

City or county map
Chalkboard, chalk (red-white-blue) and eraser
or chart pad with black, red and blue china marking pencils or crayons

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training Learner's Manual: Basic Course
Unit H, Training Procedure No. 3.

INTRODUCE LESSON:
,

Use the Introductory Information in Training Procedure No. 3

1.1 QUICKLY cover Step 1 and Key Points.
Advising officer to ASK QUESTIONS on any points not understood.

23



Training Procedure No. 3

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

..

.

.4

.5

.1

.2

.3
.6

KEY POINTS

Stopping patrol car before
writing

Recording on patrol car desk
pad:

Location of scene
Person to be contacted
Time received
Noting situation at scene

.7 Noting affected and potential
affected area

: . .8 Noting avenues of approach

: .

.9 Noting actual or potential
hazards to persons involved

: . .10 Ilottng personal hazards
. .11 Understanding assignment
. .12 Requesting required information

: .

: .

.13 Ascertaining what other
emergency service units have
been dispatched

: . .14 Repeating location of scene for
. verification by dispatcher

2. Proceed to scene . 2.1 Promptly
.2 Driving safely

: . .3 Considering avenues of approach
.. ,4 Using most expeditious route
: .

: .

:

.5 Avoiding use of patrol car beacon
and siren unless otherwise
instructed

.6 Planning operations within
.. known information
: . .7 Requesting information and/or

assistance--as required
: . .8 Notifying dispatcher of personal

knowledge
: .

:

: .

.9 Watching for and yielding right-
of-way to other emergency
vehicles responding

.. .10 Exercising care when driving in
: danger areas

24



Teaching Guide No. 3

DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

2.3 QUESTION to determine what might be considered. Examples:
changes in traffic ways, one-way streets, traffic congestion, etc .

.8 ASK what personal knowledge might help to better understand the
problem?

25



Training Guide No. 3

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

3. Make reconnaissance : 3.1 Rapidly and calmly
: .2 Gathering accurate information
: .3 Determining perimeter of
: Theater of Operations:
. 3.3.1 Immediate disaster area
: .2 Potential disaster area
: 3.4 Determining serious damage to:
: .I Trafficways
: .2 Public utilities

.3 Sewer systems
. .4 Buildings
: .5 Determining number of persons:
. .1 Killed
. .2 Injured
: .3 Homeless
. .4 Panic stricken
:

:

:

.6 Determining law enforcement
hazards which afford
possibilities of looting

:

:

.7 Determining number, location,
and stage of fires

: .8 Determining direction of wind
:

:

.9 Obtaining information desired
by dispatcher

:

:
.10 Determining emergency vehicle

lanes
:

.

.11 Locating and identifying
unexploded ordinance

: .12 Working in towards center of
: Theater of Operations

4. Report information : 4.1 To dispatcher
. .2 Immediately and calmly
. .3 When radio is free for
. transmission
. .4 Identifying unit and location
:
:

.5 Indicating results of
reconnaissance

. .6 Labeling statements that are
: opinions
. .7 Keeping transmissions brief
. .8 Breaking long transmissions
. periodically

26



3.
.2
.3

Teaching Guide No. 3

DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

DEFINE "RECONNAISSANCE" "A search for useful law enforcement information in the field".
EMPHASIZE
Use city or county map to illustrate.

MAP

41: red 0= immediate disaster area
blue = potential disaster area

3.3.1 DEFINE "That area in which actual disaster has taken place"
.2 DEFINE "That area into which the disaster may spread or further complicates

the actual disaster area."

3.4 DISCUSS types of damage and how damage may be determined.
Examples: Explosion - cave-in - escaping gas or water.
Determining: By observation and questioning.

.6 DISCUSS to determine places and things most susceptible and type of
person capable of looting.

.7 EXPLAIN that this is an assist to the fire service in dispatching proper
equipment and personnel, also indicates potential rescue operations.

.10 To allow faster response to the scene and avoid accidents by
responding equipment.

4.3 EXPLAIN that other emergency traffic may be taking place and it will be
a matter of fitting in your traffic when indicated by the dispatcher.

.4 EMPHASIZE because other units may be on same assignment.

.6 Indicate by saying that it is opinion.

.7 Stick to the necessary pertinent information .

Ice

.8 To allow for questions or other transmissions.

;Pif
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Training Guide No. 3

5.

6.

7.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

. 5.1
: .2
.
: .3

.4.
.:
. .5
. .6:
: .

.7
..

.8.
. .9:
. .10:
.
. 6.1
: .2

.3.
.

.4:
.
. .5:
.
: .

: .

.6:
.
.

: . 7.1
.

.2:
.

: .3
: .

: .

.4:
..

.5:

.6.

.7.

STEPS

Arrive at scene

Observe scene and situation

Establish !aw enforcement
lines

KEY POINTS

Observing while approaching
Stopping siren, if used,

leaving on patrol car beacon
Parking properly
Watching for toppling buildings,

street cave-ins, and downed wires
Requesting assistance
Alighting from patrol car with

caution
Avoiding interference with

emergency apparatus
Locking patrol car
Rescuing victims
Administering first aid

Gathering further information
Determining personal safety
Determining number and degree

of personal injuries
Determining amount and degree

of property damage
Noting type and amount of

emergency and/or rescue
equipment and personnel
required

Noting danger to neighboring
property

As ordered by supervisor or
dispatcher

Preventing further injury and
damage

Keeping unauthorized vehicles
and pedestrian_ -Nay from
scene

Keeping emergency vehicle lanes
open

Preventing interference with
rescue operations

Using patrol car as barricade
Controlling traffic

28
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DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

Teaching Guide No. 3

5.1 Bringing into play as many of the five senses as possible to aid in
the observing.
HAVE learners identify the senses.

.5 Remember to be specific and accurate as to the type and amount
of assistance required: Examples: Two more officers for traffic;
Two ambulances; Two tow trucks; Two 100' lengths of rope, etc.

.9 REMEMBERING-ONLY IF LIFE IS ENDANGERED.
.10 Within capabilities.

6.2 Being careful not to become a :aim .

.4 EXPLAIN that amount, in this instance, is not a question of cost; but
rather is the question, "Is the whole building collapsed or just a portion?"
For determining degree - "Is a wall cracked, and about to fall or collapse?"

.5 This assists related agencies in dispatching proper equipment and personnel.

7. Refer to TEACHING GUIDE No. 2,
Handling Fire Scene, pp. 19.
Use fire line drawing to illustrate.
Point out that the same principles
are applied, the only difference
alight La in that a larger area is
involved plus more manpower, equip
ment, etc.
DRAW on chalkboard or chartboard
a familiar area of city, village, or
county, designate the immediate and
potential disaster area.
Use street names familiar to the erotic.
HAVE learners establish linewhere
they would be and reason why it would
be there.

29
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Training Procedure No. 3

LAW ENFORCE MFNT OFFICER TRAINING

MPS

.. .8

.

.

. .9

.

:

. .10

8. Guard property .. 8. 1
: . .2
: .

.. .3
. property to
. .4
:

. .o

.6
. .7

30

KEY POINTS

Selecting and directing
traffic to aL:ernate

,routes
Maintaining lines until

emergency is ended or
until properly relieved

Assisting traffic in returning
to normal flow

Preventing looting
Keeping unauthorized persons

away
Issuing receipt for found

finder
TUrning in found property to

property officer
Determining and identifying

owner
Recording information learned
Until properly relieved

-



8.1 DISCUSS with group how this may be best accomplished---techniques
used.

DISASTER SCENE, HANDLING

Teaching Guide No . 3

.

.
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Training Procedure No . 4

UNLARFUL GATHERING, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The beat officer will occasionally be called upon to handle various
types of public gatherings. These assignments. may range from
school-aged children playing in the street, to thousands of adults
rioting in a community. A riotous mob is an example of what a
community would be like without law enforcement services. The
law exists prohibiting such conduct; but it is not effective without
the officer's enforcement.

Any public gathering is a potentially explosive situation.
Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to determine who or what
will light the fuse. Certain elements that are clues to a
potential mob or not can be detected. When these are recognized
and handled it may well be that a potentially explosive situation
can be controlled.

EQLTIPMENT NEEDED:

Baton, Riot
Form, Field Interrogation Report
Form, Preliminary Investigation Report
Form, Request to Disperse
Gas Masks

,
GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Grenades, Tear Gas
Helmet, Safety
Riot Statute, Prepared Copy in

Pocket Notebook
Shotgun, Riot

Be calm, firm, and objective
Concentrate on dispersal
Maintain vigilance
Wearing safety helmet properly secured at all times
Watch for objects thrown from behind front ranks of gathering
Avoid encirclement

. Maintain position in formations
Guard officers and other departmental equipment
Riot equipment must be in good order
Remove wrist watch, badges, glasses, and neckties



Teaching Guide No. 4

UNLAWFUL GATHERING, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 6 hrs.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To aid the officer in a better understanding of
public gatherings.

2. Tc advocate techniques best employed for handling.
3. To acquaint the officer with limitations of his abilities .
4. To teach the officer how to detect and remove those

persons inciting or agitating the gathering.

TEACHING AIDS:

Chalkboard, chalk and eraser;
or chart pad and china marking pencils
Ohio Revised Code, Criminal

EXAMINE each safety practice and DISCUSS with group

REF ?RENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic
Course - Unit II, Training Procedure No. 4.
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Training Procedure

1.

2.

No. 4

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

1.1
.2
.3

.4

.5

.1

.2

.3

.4
.6
.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12
.13
.14

2.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

STEPS KEY POINTS

Receive assignment
and information

Proceed to scene area

From di 3patcher
Acknowledging call immediately
Identifying unit and giving

location
Stopping patrol car before

writing
Recording on patrol car desk

pad:
Location of scene
Type of offense
Person to be contacted
Time received
Noting situation at scene
Noting actual or potential

hazards to persons involved
Noting estimated number of

persons involved
Noting kind and number of

weapons involved
Noting personal hazards
Noting avenues of approach
Understanding assignment
Requesting required information
Repeating location of scene

for verification by dispatcher

Quickly as possible
Driving safely
Using most expeditious route
Considering avenues of approach
Using patrol car beacon and/or

siren--as required
Planning operations within

known information
Notifying dispatcher of

personal knowledge
Observing traffic problems in

vicinity of scene
Stopping patrol car at selected

vantage point
Allowing avenues of escape

for crowd
Turning off patrol car beacon

and stopping siren

34



Teaching Guide No . 4

UNLAWFUL GATHERING, HANDLING

INTRODUCE LESSON

Use introductory information in training procedure No . 4.

1. QUICKLY cover Step 1 and Key Points, Answer any questions asked.

2.9 ASK for description of a vantage point and what helps in the selection.

.10 Do not block their only exit for this can lead to panic from the fear
of apprehension.
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Training Procedure No. 4

3.

4.

5.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

. 3.1

. .2
. .3
. .4
.. .5
. .6
.
. .7
.
. .8
..
. .9
.
.. .10
.. .11
.
: .12
:

4.1
. .2

.3
.. .1
. .2

.3
..
.. .4
.. .5
.
.
: .6
.. .7
.. .8
..

. 5.1

.
.2

.
.3

..

: .4
.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Observe scene and
situation

Request assistance

,

Plan tactics

From selected vantage point
Keeping out of sight
Keeping calm
Gathering Information
Determining personal safety
Determining mood and state

of gathering
Noting type and direction of

movement
Scanning group for weapons

or potential weapons
Scanning area for avenue of

departure for crowd
Identifying leaders
Noting offenses and identifying

perpetrators
Determining future action

As required
Using radio
Notifying dispatcher of:
Situation at scene
Number of persons involved
Weapons being or liable

to be used
Asking that supervisor be sent
Designating sufficient personnel,

weapons, and equipment to
insure success

Designating assembly point
Designating routes of approach
To photograph for other units,

scene and participants

With supervisor, dispatcher,
and assisting personnel

Selecting avenues of officer's
approach and escape for crowd

Selecting formations (See App. A,
B. C, D)

Designating positions, weapons,
and equipment
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Training Guide No. 4

6.

7,

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.5

.6.

.
.7

.8
.

6.1
.2:

.3.

.4

.5

.6
:

.7.

.8:

.9

.10
..

.11.
. .1:

.2.
. .3
.

.12:

.

7.1:
.2:
.3:

. .4:

:

. .5
.1:

.

.

.6:
.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Request dispersal

a

Order dispersal

Assigning duties
Assigning guard to law enforce-

ment agency's equipment
Selecting method of handling

prisoners and injured
For removing cause of dissension

From discreet distance
Protecting speaker
Keeping calm
Maintaining military bearing
Remaining courteous but firm
Speaking in conversational

and understandable tone
Request cooperation (See

Appendix E )
Explaining reasons for request
Avoiding arguments
Thanking participants for

cooperation
Notifying gathering of:
Actual and potential offenses
Possible injury
Allotted time and avenues of

departure
Using loudspeaker to insure

hearing

At end of allotted time
Keeping calm
According to law (See Appendix

F)
Identifying self as a law

enforcement officer, by
name and agency

Reading the riot statute
Placing an officer on
opposite perimeter of
assembly to test and
insure hearing

Designating time allotted
for compliance
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Teaching Guide 1:*.o. 4

UNLAWFUL GATHERING, HANDLING

.6 Any equipment in the area of the problem gathering should
primarily against damage and theft. -

.7 Certain officers should be designated to remove prisoners
They may be removed to a patrol car or wagon or isolated
possible until transportation can be provided.
The method adopted for the injured should provide
injured officer, secondly the victim offender .

.8 Determining what the cause is person or thing, then eliminating or
isolating it the best way possible.

be protected

from the scene .
as much as

care first for the

6.7 REFER learners to Sample Format For Request for Dispersal
(Appendix E) to illustrate key points 6.7 through 6.12.

7.3 READ and DISCUSS Sample Format for Order For Dispersal.
REFER /earners to (Appendix F j.

7.5 READ Section 3761.14 of Criminal Code.
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8.

9.

10.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

. 8. 1

. .2
: . .3
:
. .4
. .5
. .6
: .7
. .8
. .9
: .10
: .11
: .12
. .13
.
.. .14
. .15
.

:

. .16
:
. .17

. 9. 1

. .2

. .3

.

. .4

.. .5

..

. .6

. .7

.
: .8
.
: 10.1
.. .2
:

.
: .3

. .4

. .5
:

STEPS KEY POINTS

Approach assembly

Arrest violators

Follow-up

At expiration of allotted time
To physic ply disperse crowd
Removing wrist watch, shoulder

strap, glasses, tie, and badges
Wearing prescribed equipment
Carry prescribed weapons
Fearles sly
Keeping calm
In prescribed formation
Maintaining position in formation
Advancing at slow, steady pace
Avoiding conversation
Listening for commands
Being alert to potential

hazards
Using peripheral vision
Watching for objicts thrown

from behind front ranks of
assembly

Executing orders with snap,
confidence, and precision

Caring for injured officers

Objectively and impartially
Selecting leaders and agitators
Removing them quickly from

view and scene
Protecting arresting officers
Guarding against escape or

liberation attempts
Gathering physical evidence
Protecting weapons and/or

evidence
Using only necessary force

To prevent recurrence
Gathering information and

evidence for reports and
prosecution

Determining cause, instigators,
and method of operation

Identifying participants
Breaking up large segments into

ever smaller groups
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UNLAWFUL GATHERING, HANDLING

8.1 EXPLAIN that action must be taken at the end of allotted time or the
gathering will assume your order meant nothing,

.2 Physical dispersement should not take place unless sufficient
personnel are there to ensure success.

.4 EMPHASIZE wearing properly - e.g. safety helmet chin strap, worn
on point of chin and fastened.

.5 These will be designated in accordance with the severity of the
situation e.g. shotgun, riot baton, tear gas, etc.

.11 People in the crowd may know you, don't be distracted.

.13 Have group identify some of the hazards .

.17 Officers will receive this duty assignment prior to actual
dispersement, so that the formation(s) will not be broken
to care for injured.

9.1 Without regard to ziocial status, minority group affiliation.
.2 Usually the loudest, up front on the "soapl-^x" or may be

intermingled in the gathering moving about agitating.

.8 READ and DISCUSS Section 3761.15 of Ohio Revised Code to
learners. "Emphasize the fact that this is a misdemeanor, yet
extreme force may be used, even to the taking of a human life
as a result of using necessary and proper means to disperse
the gathering".

10.3 This may occur after the situation is quieted and through
a meeting with the principals involved.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

11. 11.1

.2

.3
.4

STEPS KEY POINTS

Submit reports impleting Preliminary
Investigation Report Form

At headquarters
To supervisor
Recording injury to persons

and damage to property



UNLAWFUL GATHERING, HANDLING

II . At COMPLETION of Step IL have the group practice the four riot
formations, preferably outdoors using a nearby street. SELECT
and alternate learners to role-play officer in charge of formation.
Be certain that each officer is familiar with all formationi.

I

r
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Training Procedure No. 5

TRAFFIC CONGESTION, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The motoring public expects to travel the trafficways with a minimum
of interruption. Should an interruption occur it usually creates an
irritated driver. The irritated drivel-can easily become an accident
going somewhere to happen.

An officer handling traffic congestion can and must rapidly and
effectively restore traffic to its normal flow. This is best
accomplished by identifying the problem and correcting it. A
system of distinagestures and signals make drivers respond,
thereby, provking for a minimum of interruption which the motoring public
appreciates.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED.

Whistle, Traffic
*Baton, Traffic, Red
*Flashlight, Clear lens
Gloves. White or Yellow Cloth

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICE&

* To be used at night

Being constantly alert to moving traffic and pedestrians
Always selecting best position to see and to be seen
UsingTraffic Baton at night or during adverse weather conditions

1.

2.

.11MB.
STEPS

and situation

of congestion

.
.

.

.
.:
.

.

.

.:

:
.

.

.

1.1
.2

.3

.1

.2

.3

2.1
.1
. 2

.2

KEY POINTS...m.
Observe scene

Relieve caus

After parking properly
Selecting safe position while

standing or walking
Quickly scanning area to

determine:
Cause of congestion
Urgent matters requiring

immediate action
Course of Action

Taking action to:
Remove obstruction
Effect temporary or

permanent repairs
Route traffic around cause

temporarily
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TRAFFIC CONGESTION, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs.

OBJECTIVE&

1. To promote a uniform system of hand gestures and whistle
signals to be used by officers.

2. To make the officer constantly alert to his personal safety
in handling traffic.

TEACHING AIDS:

Whistle, 'Traffic
*Baton, Traffic, Red
*Flashlight, Clear lens
Gloves, White or Yellow Cloth or Fluorescent

* To be used at night

Reference - Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learners Manual: Basic
Course II, Training Procedure No. 5.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Directing traffic is a difficult task because of the confusion usually
surrounding traffic congestion. An officer can ease the situation if
a system of signals and gestures made by him are easily understood by
the drivers. Many of us know of brother officers or have seen some
directing traffic that resemble a monkey with an overload of fleas or
sound like a whistle tester at the factory. Any extra noises or
gyrating motions by an officer only compounds the problem.

1.1 ASK group to cite examples of how and where to park.
.2 TELL group that generally speaking the shoulder or curi. ...ie is safest.
.3.1 CITE examples; accident, faulty traffic signal, trafficway defect,

human error, others.
.2 EXAMPLES: heart attack victim, injuries, fire, hazardous location, others.
.3 EXAMPLE& calling for assistance, warning traffic, temporary care for

injured, what agencies to notify, etc.
2..1.1 CITE examples of obstructions, accident, storm damage, etc., and ASK

selected learner "how he would handle it?"
.2 EXPLAIN that on a minor cause, bent sign, barricade down, limb in the road,

the officer can handle this, major problems must be handled by the proper
authority upon notification.

2.2 This is done to minimize the interruption time.
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STEPS

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

KEY POINTS

: . .3 Replace signal control with
: . offict control

3. Direct traffic . '3.1 .Before or after relieving cause
: .2 Selecting officer control point:

(See Appendix G)
. .1 Safest
: .2 Clearly seen
. .3 BEING CONSTANTLY ALERT
: . TO MOVING VEHICLES
. AND PEDESTRIANS

. a .1 sanding erect
: .2 Keeping feet 8" to 10" apart
: .3 Letting arms hang naturally
. .4 Balancing weight on both feet

a. Assume ready position

: .5 Having traffic whistle ready

.

.

.

b. Start traffic using hand gesture :
.

b.1 Standing parallel or at slight
angle to traffic

. .2 Attracting drivers attention by:
: .1 Pointing index finger at driver
: from shoulder height
: .2 Blowing two (2) short blasts of
: traffic whistle only if

necessary
. .3 Turning wrist so palm is up

after pointing
.4 Using elbow as pivot point

: .5 Swinging forearm in an upward
: . arc
: .6 Bringing hand to position in

frc-it of chin, palm down,
forearm parallel to ground

.7 Repeating if driver does not
respond
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TRAFFIC CONGESTION, HANDLING

.3 Faulty signals must be reported to the proper authority and the officer
assume control to alleviate congestion.

3.1 This depends on the situation involved: zraffic may be moved, for example,
around a minor accident. At a fatality it might be rerouted temporarily.

.2 EXPLAIN and EMPHASIZE that in order to direct traffic the officer must
be clearly seen, recognizing his personal safety. (See Appendix G)

.3 EMPHASIZE and tell learners that here is where using peripheral vision is
a must.

3.a thru g.
DEMONSTRATE each of the Steps 3a through 3g. FOLLOW
the key points and EXPLAIN what you are doing and why.
EMPHASIZE deliberate movement. ALLOW group to practice.
CHECK performance.

3.a.1 EMPHASIZE good posture so the officer looks his best,
.2 or whatever is a comfortable distance for you
.3 Arms in any other position can be interpreted by the driver as a sign

to do something.
.5 EMPHASIZE. and EXPLAIN that if the officer must search for the whistle

his movements may be misunderstood.

.b.1 In certain instances standing at slight parallel angle assists officer and
driver in seeing more clearly.

.2.2 EXPLAIN that a combination of pointing and whistling may be necessary but
the whistle should be used as a last resort.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

c. Start traffic using traffic
baton

.8 Making movement of arm
deliberate

c. 1 Positioning body at slight angle
facing traffic

.2 Pointing traffic baton at driver
from shoulder height

.3 Using elbow for pivot

.4 Arcing traffic baton upward and
across to front of body

d. Stop traffic using hand gesture : d.I Standing parallel to moving
traffic

.2 Looking right and left carefully
.3 Thrusting one arm or both upward

so hands are slightly above
head,

e. Stop traffic using Traffic Baton :

48

.4 Palm (s) facing approaching
traffic fingers Joined

.5 Repeating for stopping traffic
in all directions

e. 1 Facing traffic to be stopped
.2 Keeping firm grip on traffic

baton with strong hand
.3 Upper arm parallel to ground
.4 Forearm vertical to ground
.5 Arc baton across body, slightly

above head, from shoulder to
shoulder



TRAFFIC CONGESTION, HANDLING

c . AT CONCLUSION, DISCUSS STEP WITH GROUP.

d. AT CONCLUSION, DISCUSS STEP WITH GROUP.

e. AT CONCLUSION, DISCUSS STEP WITH GROUP.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

f. Turn traffic using hand
gesture

g Turn traffic using traffic
baton

50

KEY POINTS

f. I Stopping opposing traffic
.2 Moving back towards stopped

. traffic
.3 Allowing room in front of you

for turn
.4 Keeping arm and hand at stop

gesture
.5 Using free arm and hand to point

at driver to make turn
.6 Lower arm in arc across body
.7 Pointing in direction of turn

g.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

Stop opposing traffic (see Step
3e.)

Reposition body at slight angle
facing traffic to turn

Point traffic baton at driver
from shoulder height

Use straight arm motion
Arc baton downward, about

stomach height
Point to area driver will turn

to



of directing traffic. NOTE technique of each learner and
compliment or correct.

Upon COMPLETION of lesson unit, take group to a selected
intersection and have each learner perform about 10 minutes

AT CONCLUSION OF STEP, DISCUSS WITH GROUP.

,

TRAFFIC CONGESTION, HANDLING
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PUBLIC INQUIRIES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION.

The uniform worn by law enforcement officers is distinctive. It is
easily identified by the person seeking information and at almost any
hour this person can find an officer. Most per-sons assume that there
is little an officer does not know. They recognize the wide range
and variety of tasks performed by an officer.

Each officer soon learns that inquiries will range :rom the ridiculous
to the sublime, but one element is present in the mt4ority of inquiries,
that is, sincerity. An officer may not always have an answer but there
must always be the earnest desire to assist in finding it for the
inquiring person.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

City or county map
City Directory, County

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Being constantly alert against
Avoid giving misinformation

personal attack

MPS KEY POINTS

1. Meet Ir-uirer : 1.1 Getting out of patrol car to
converse and notifying
dispatcher

.2 Greeting courteously by time
using "Sir or "Ma'am"

.3 Standing at a safe distance

.4 Keeping strong hand side away

.5 Asking "May I help you?"

.6 Using tone of voice indicating
sincerity

2. Listen 2.1 Paying close attention
.2 Allowing inquirer to state

question fully
.3 Asking inquirer politely, to

. repeat parts not understood

3. Answer 3.1 Using clear voice just loud
enough to be heard
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PUBLIC INQUIRIES, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: '3 hrs.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To infuse courteousness and sincerity as proper
attitudes for the officer.

2. To promote the officers acquiring comprehensive
governmental and geographical knowledge of his
community.

TEACHING AIDS:

City, county, and/or state maps
Directories - city-county-telephone-hotel-industrial-etc.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learners Manual:
Basic course Unit II, Procedure No. 6

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use introductory information,

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

READ and DISCUSS

1.1 REMEMBERING safety precautions under any and all situations.

.2 EXPLAIN time as being morning-afternoon-evening and CITE
appropriate greetings.

2.1 Not only listening to words but also watching face of inquirer.

.3 It is only logical that if Ju do not understand the question you cannot
answer it intelligently.
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ta
a -

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS ICE? POINTS

.. .2 Accurately after understanding

.. question

. .3 .Referring to proper authority or

.. agency if answer is not known

. .4 Giving directions most easily

. understood

.. .5 Saying "I don't know but will
.. find out for you ". or "help
.. you to find the answer"
. .6 Following up answer by showing
.. the way, according .o
. departmental policy
. .7 Refraining from selling a person,
.. place or thing

7'7-77',7-77'7,7*-TY
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PUBLIC INQUIRIES, HANDLING

Teaching Guide No. 6

.3 CITE examples of proper authority e .g. dog warden-library-chamber of
commerce etc . In the case of inquiry pertaining to classified depart-
mental information refer inquirer to your supervisor.

.4 Sometimes the shortest route may be the most difficult to explain.

.7 The officer should always, when possible, refer the inquirer to the
proper agency to determine, best of anything, e.g. Better Business
Buret i, Chamber of Commerce, Automobile Club, Drivers Club.

At conclusion of lesson select an officer as inquirer and another
officer to answer his question; then discuss the answering officer's
technique and answer .

Question examples: Inquirer: Can you tell me where to go? I am
having a problem with my neighbor
trespassing on my property.

Inquirer: What restaurant would you recommend?
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MENTALLY ILL PERSON, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Mentally ill persons come to the attention of law enforcement
officers usually because of their actions. Their behavior is
unpredictable. The officer handling the situation acts accordingly
but must resort to persuasion first. A technique to handle various
behavioral patterns must be devised by the officer. This is not an
eP$3.7 task. Duty requires that the public be protected, at the same
time the officer must safeguar.-1 his own life whil3 also treating the
mentally ill person as being sick. The technique which provides for
the greatest margin of safety to all concerned, and assures the safe
arrival of the mentally ill person at the designated facility, i4 the
one officers must strive towards.

An officer can help himself in becoming better equipped to handle
mentally ill persons by acquiring a knowledge of the various types of
mental illness. Mental and physical action or reaction vary with
type and person. A better understanding of mentally ill persons may
provide the officer with the necessary forewarning to successfully
accomplish handling the task.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Restraint device (s) (commercial) (See Appendix K)

GEMERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Be constantly alert
Notify dispatcher and give exact location when leaving patrol car
App:vach all persons and things with caution
Isolate person or re-position potential weapons
Be careful to use only necessary amount of force to bring person
under control
Use appropriate restraint device for mentally ill

STEPS

1, Rece:m assignment and
information

1.1
.2
.3

.4
.1

.2

56

KEY POINTS

From dispatcher
From supervisor
From observation, notifying

dispatcher or supervi3or
Recording on patrol car desk pad:
Date and time received or

observed
Location

'111rte-* it. 4.1

Iill{eO u. -1.1-
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MENTALLY ILL PERSONS, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 5 hrs .

OBJECTIVIES:

I . To provide the officer with the information necessary to
devise a technique best suited to the situation.

2. To stress personal safety.
3. To promote further study by officer.

TEACHING AIDS:

Forms for mentally ill (acquire from Probate Court)
Restraint Device (s) (commercial) (Appendix K)
Illustrations of take down holds (Appendix H, I, 3)
Blankets-Rugs-Sheets
Before step 6.5.b Announce to Leorners to bring old blanket

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learners Manual:
Basic Course-Unit U, Procedure No. 7)

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

READ and DISCUSS each safety practice.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON

Request show of hands of learners who have actually handled a
mentally ill person. ilSK learners which used pelduasion, which force.
Have one of each relate experience.

"Inform the class that the technique which provides for the greatest
margin of safety to all concerned and assures the safe arrival of the
mentally ill person at the designated facility is the one they must strive
towards ."

I . QUICKLY review Step I and Key Points, Answer any questions.
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2.

3.

4.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

STEPS

OFFICER TRAINING

.3.
:

.5
.
. 2.1

.2
: . .3
.
..
. .4
.

. 3.1
: . .2

.3.

.. .4

. .5

. .6

. .7
. .8

: .9
..
: .10
.

: 4.1
.2

.1
:
: .2

.3
. .4
: .3

. .4
: . .5
.

KEY POINTS

Proceed to scene

Arrive at scene

,

Observe scene and
situation

_Person to be contacted or
complainant and address

Requesting repeat of information
not understood

Arranging for pick-up of
restraint equipment

Driving safely
Avoiding use of red light

and siren unless otherwise
instructed

Planning personal operations
from known information

Selecting parking place
Parking properly
Giving dispatcher exact

location
Signalling "out-of-service"
Recording time of arrival
Removing ignition key
Taking required equipment
Carrying restraint equipment in

weak hand behind back
Entering all premises with

caution
Approaching all persons and

things with caueon

From a selected safe location
Noting:
Actions of mentally ill person

and others
Potential weapons
Exits
Conversation (s)
Determining and calling for

assistance, as required
Planning future action
Watching mentally ill per on

constantly
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MENTALLY ILL PERSON, HANDLING

2.1 CITE examples of how this may be accomplished or ASK class
for examples.

.4 CITE examples of known information: changes in trafficways,
personal knowledge of person involved, best approach to
location, etc.

3.1 EXPLAIN that the selection should provide for easy access to
the patrol car over the least distance possible.

.2 So as not to create a hazard.

.3 EMPHASIZE

.8 This is done just in case the mentally ill person is watching -
this device may be the spark to st.i. off violence.

4.1 ASK learners to cite examples of locations better than others .
.2.2 ASK learners to cite examples of potential weapons.

.4 ASK learners what might be learned from conversations-be certain
identification and what happened are brought out.

.3 EMPHASIZE when it is not within the officers capability to handle
he must request assistance.

.4 This is what you will do, according to what has been observed.
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5.

6.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

STEPS

OFFICER TRAINING

.6.
: .

: .

5. 1
.2:

:
. .3

.1
. .2
:
. .3:

.4:
.

.5:

.6.

.

: .7
:
:
: .8

: .9

. .10:
:
. .1:
. .2:
: . .3

: 6.1
.2:

:
.3

.4

.5

KEY POINTS

Gather information

Take into custody

Taking immediate action to
protect life or preserve the
peace

To assist in planning approach
Watching mentally ill person

constantly
Talking to:
Persons present
Relatives or friends having

personal knowledge
Mentally ill person
Using gentle voice and calm

approach
Avoiding controversy
Finding out who what-whenwhere-

how and why.
Determining, when possible if

physical injury or illness is
cause of mental illness

Requesting person (s) not
involved to leave

Keeping strong hand side (weapon
side) away from person being
spoken to

Isolating mentally ill person
from:

Potential weapons
Exits
Other persons, as appropriate

Searching for weapons
Using gathered information to

plan approach
Having assistance from female

officer or trusted adult
woman for females

Using restraining devices as
needed

PERSUASION FIRST - FORCE
LA ST
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MENTALLY 1LL PERSON, HANDLING

.6 Even if the officer cannot devote time to observing he can still
observe as he approaches and react accordingly.

5. EXPLAIN that to gather information provides the officer with
critical information needed for devising a technique which
will be best for the problem at hand.

.2 EMPHASIZE
5.3 thru Talking to people can provide the officer with what he needs to
5.3.3 know particularly in meiving a clue as to how to approach the

mentally ill person.

.4 EMPHASIZE

.5 Controversy only addis to the problem and may cause violence.

.7 Sometimes medical care may have to be provided - particularly
if person is confined to jail temporarily .

6.1 Every mentally ill person should be searched for weapons as soon
as possible.

6.2 ASK learneks to illuutrate how particular information might guide their
approach: finding out they have never been in a patrol car-interested in
baseball - football -golf, etc .

.4 There are times when the mentally ill person will submit voluntarily
and a restraining device is not needed, but the officer should still
pr -)test himself by having someone the person trusts go along with them .
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a.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

. a.1

..

: .2
: .

: .3
: .4
. .5
: .6
. .7
. .8
.

:

: .9
:

.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Persuasion Approaching slowly, cautiously
and calmly

_Taking position out of arm and
leg reach

Using gentle voice
Watching constantly
Avoiding sudden movements
Assuring person you will help
Answering questions honestly
Ignoring insults, profanity, or

actions, that will not do
bodily harm

refraining from use of words
such as, hospital, crazy,
nuts, looney, etc.

. .10 Requesting that he or she

b. Force

.

.:

..

:

.

.

.

:

.

:

:

.

:

.

.

.

:

.

:

.

..

.

:

:

accompany ydu
.11 Showing kindness and understand-

ing
.12 Keeping restraining device out

of sight

b.1 Using ONLY that amount
necessary to bring person
under control

.2 Maneuvering person into best
position to apply physical
restraint

.3 Using take down hold (see
Appendices H,I,J )

.4 Securing with restraining device
(see Appendix K)

.5 Handcuffing as a last resort or
until able to get appropriate
restraint device

.6 Using blankets, sheets, rugs,
stretchers to hold violent
persons

. 7 Indicating type of physical
action used and reason on
appropriate report form
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MENTALLY ILL PERSON, HANDLING

ARRANGE fora demonsiration of step and key points by selecting
a learner beforehand and going over key points with him. You as
the instructor play the role of the mentally ill person. Have learner
officer follow key points to No. 7. Then upon your calling him some
vile name, have him resort to physical restraint on you.

POINT out to class and EMPHASIZE that this is not the right way, that
as officers we must accept verbal souse as part of the job.

..b.I EMPHASIZE?

.2 Using class room, point out locations in room best suited
EMPHASIZE NOT ALLOWING PERSON TO GET INTO CORNER
OR ON TOP CF ANYTHING.

.3 Refer to Appendices HAI. Br VONSTRATE and have class
practice by teams.

UPON COMPLETION of practice of 6.5.b.3, allow class to remain
in teams; cover key points 6.Sb.4 then 6.46.7. Then demonstrate
handcuffing (Be sure to emphasize that this is the last resort with
mentally ill), putting on straitjacket, using leather anklets and wrist
lets, using rug, blanket, sheet.
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7.

8.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

: 7.1
. .2

: . .3
:
.. .1
: .2
:
: .3
.
. .4
:

:
..

: . .5
:
.. .6
:

:

.

: . .7
:
..
: . 8. 1

.2:

.3

.

.4.

.1
. .2
.

.5
: .

.

. .6

. .7:

. .8:

.:

.9
.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Remove mentally ill person
from scene

Process person

After searching for weapons
Transporting to appropriate

facility or authority
Placing person in safest

location in vehicle:
Front seat when alone
Rear seat if safety screen

provided
Right rear seat next to .

brother officer if accompanied
Requesting relative or friend

who is trusted by mentally
ill person to accompany you
if alone

Removing purse and spike heeled
shoes from females

Having sedative administered by
doctor when person is violent
and great distance to be
traveled

Keeping constantly alert
against personal attack

Watching person constantly
Being careful when alighting

from patrol car
Holding or watching, as

appropriate, person after
removal from patrol car

Escorting to proper authority:
Committing magistrate
Admitting office of appropriate

facility
Detaining at jail facility only

as last resort or according to
departmental procedure

Transporting to facility
designated by magistrate

Following procedures of facility
Having necessary commitment

or admission papers, as
required

Providing infwmation and
signing fo- 1 appropriate
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MENTALLY ILL PERSON, HANDLING

7.1 EMPHASIZE
.2 This is predetermined by department procedure - It may be to a

hospital facility - jail or committing magistrate.

. U the individual comes along voluntarily and no restraint devices
are used it is advisable to have someone else along just in case.

This serves a very practical function by making the person easier to
handle and the trip more pleasant. .

8.1' -.EMPHASIZE
EMPHASIZE

the- instance where the person has voluntarily submitted, careful
attention must be paid at this time for upon sight of the facility
or -authority they may break and run.

OBTAIN sample copies of various forms used for rnentalty
persons.
SHOW and allow group to pass them around far viewing.
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9.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.10.

.

. .11

. .12

.. .13

.

.

.. 9.1

. .2
.3:

STEPS KEY RANTS

Submit reports

Acquiring necessary forms
for return to department
or commuting magistrate

Accompanying attendant to
assist, as needed

Recording all personal property
removed

Having person removing property,
sign list

To supecvisor as required
Before going off duty
Including all required documents

and information

ba.
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Teaching Guide No. 7

MENTALLY ILL PERSON, HANDLING

8.10 EMPHASIZE: These documents must be handled properly to
preclude a possible civil suit.

8.12 EMPHASIZE
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Training Procedure No. 8

THE SERVICE AND RETURN OF COURT DOCUMENTS, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The courts in order to function in accordance with our system of
jurisprudence use various documents.. These documents either notify
or have brought before the court persons or things for the purpose of
administering Justice.

Court' documents issued for service are either Criminal or civil in
context. The documents are varied and the handling procedure is based
on the type of document. Once the document is drawn by the court it
then, usually, is an assigninen.: for an officer tc, "serve and return" it.
State statute governs the document from its inc :ption. It also fixes
responsibility and provides the penalty for improper service.

Special knowledge aizi. certain skills are required to properly handle
this assignment. When this knowledge and these skills are acquired,
the officer is then better prepared to handle the assignment. Proper
service" reflects the efficiency of the officer and aids in the smooth
functioning of the court in its administration of justice.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Directory, City and/or County Pen
Handcuffs Pencil
Map, City and/or County Uniform of the day
Notebook, Pocket

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES

Being certain all documents are executed in accordance with the law
and departmental procedure.
Be constantly alert for potential personal hazards
Approach all persons and things with caution
.Notifying dispatcher before leaving patrol car
Keeping arrestee under control and in view at all times
Constantly watching person being served document
Park properly
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Teaching Guide No. 8

THE SERVICE AND RETURN OF COURT DOCUMENTS, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To make the officer aware of the complicated nature of court
documents and their handling according to law.

2. To make the officer performing this task an efficient arm of
the court and the department.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the
Procedure.

Blank copies of as many as can be obtained of the following forms:
(Contact local Sheriff-Clerk of Common Pleas, Municipal, or
Probate Court and request forms). (See App. L)
Refer the following Chapters and sections to learners for study,

Ohio Civil Manual (Study Chapters 2703-2317Sections 2317.11
through 2317.15 inclusive, 2329Sections 2329.09 through 2329.58
Section 2331.01Section 2309.68 and 23C9.69Section 2713.05
through 2713.08.
Ohio Crigainal Manual (Sections 2941.36 through 2941.38-2941.47,
section 2939.43Sections 2313.25-2313.30.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual: Basic Course-
Unit II, Procedure No. 8.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Use and discuss the Introductory Information in the procedure.
Also inform learners that constructive service by publication or
mail will be defined only. (See App. M)

DISCUSS with and have learners CITE exa-nples of why for each general
safety practice.
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Training Procedure No. 8

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFF ICER TRAINING

1.

2.

3.

3.a

1.1

.2

.3

2.1
.2

.3
.1

.2

.3

.4

3.1

a. 1

STEPS

Receive assignment
and information

Identify document (s)
and type of service

Plan service

criminal

.1 warrant to arrest

70

KEY POINTS

From supervisor or person in
charge of document service

Asking if there are any special
instructions

Recording date and time assignment
received

Criminal or civil (Sec= op. L)
Personal or residential service

(See App. M)
Check for:
Name bf person to serve and

return
Prope r signature
Proper seal of, court
All blanks are properly filled in

Using county or city din story,
phone book and Post Office
as sources for checking
addres ses

Gathering necessary information
about person named in warrant,
;Itch as:

.1.1 Name and alias if used
.1.2 Physical description from head to

toe
.1.3 Location of arrestee:
. i. . t Residence
.1.3.2 Place of emplornent
.1.3.3 Places often frequented
.1.3.4 Relatives or friends homes

a.2 Background information
.2.1 Past record and arrests
.2.2 Behaviorial pattern

a.3 Requesting assistance as needed
8.4 Consulting with proper authority

when in doubt

11.1.1.sa eittgatiliitaiMatitaiWatisrk4.



Teaching Guide No . 8

THE SERVICE AND RETURN OF COURT DOCUMENTS, HANDLING

I. Quickly REVIEW - learners have had this material before.

2. DEFINE each type of service from Glossary (Appendix 10,
then explain that if the officer is in doubt as to type of
servicr4he should consult wids person in authority or the
Criminal or Civil Code Section pertaining to the document
and its service.

.1 SHOW and distribute court documents to learners
identify and define Criminal and Civil. ILLUSTRATE by
referring to Chapter 2703 of the Ohio Civil Manual.

.3 EXPLAIN that if the document does not appear to be proper it
should be returned to the supervisor or person giving assignment and
attention called to the error before serving.

3. SHOW various directories and EXPLAIN that the postmaster or
employee is not obligated to reveal addresses but will do so if
properly approached by an officer.

.a . I TELL learners the more information gathered about potential
arrestee the better prepared the officer is for the arrest - ASK
learners to CITE examples of sources of information-records-other
officers-friends-etc .

.a.I.3 EXPLAIN that oftentimes the arrest will not take place at the
residence of the person. Have learner CITE examples.

.a.2 ASK learners how this information will help.

.a .3 CITE examples-armed felon-known fighter .

.a .4 EXPLAIN that if there is any doubt as to the validity of the
warrant questions should be asked.
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Training Procedure No. 8

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

.b civil

KEY POINTS

b.1 Selecting and arranging documents
to save miles and time on the

. basis of:
Priority
Location to he served
Arranging for necessary

assistance

4.

.a

Execute service

Personal

:

: .

.

.

-

.

.

:
.

.

.1.1

.1.2

.2

4.1.

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

4.a.1
.a.2

After checking N .lidity of
document

According to document being
served

Greeting recipient courteously
Being constantly alert to

personal attack
Answering questions politely and

referring to proper authority
when answers not known

Using persuasion first to obtain

.

.. .a.2.1 Reading injunction clauses

. .a.2. 2 Padlocking establishment

. .a .2.3 Attaching property
: .a.2.4 Collecting monies
: .a.3 Handing document to person named

therein
. .a.4 Recording:
.. .a.4.1 Time - E.S.T. - D.S.T. or other

.a.4.2 Date
: . .a.4.3 Place if different than address
. listed
.. .a.5 Selecting safe place to stand
. . a.6 Avoiding legal advice

compliance with court
document, force only as last
resort

Handcuffing as appropriate

Establishing identity of recipient
Following instructions according

tc type of document, EXAMPLES:
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Teaching Guide No. 8

THE SERVICE AND RETURN OF COURT DOCUMENTS, HANDLING

3.b.1.1 CITE examples of priority-injunctions, divorce and other, order
of attachment, etc.

.1.2 EXPLAIN that documents should be arranged in order which they
are to be served.

.2 CITE examples - appraisers-watchman-etc.

4.1 Making certain document is in good order and you know the type
of service involved: SNOW document and indicate things to be
checked

.2 This is either Personal or Residential and including any special
instructions.

.3 ASK recipient to identify self so that proper name may be used.

.4 CITE examples or have learners CITE examples of incidents involving
physical violence while serving documents.

.5 The person may have pertinent questions that you may not have the
answer to, REFER the person to the proper source, who may be;
Clerk of Courts, attorney, Civil Chief Deputy, prosecutor, etc:

.6 CITE examples of persuasion and uncle-: what circumstances force might
be used: EXAMPLES: Appealing to persons sense of moral right;
physically restraining on a warrant to arrest or attachment of
property, etc.

.7 It may become necessary to physically restrain this person to prevent
injury or preserve the peace: EXAMPLE: Reading an injunction in divorce
action may cause the husband to go berserk.

4.a.1 EMPHASIZE that proper person is being served: HAVE learners bring out
how this identification might be obtained.

*.a.2.1. DEMONSTRATE by having learner read injunction.
.a.2.2
.a.2.3 DISCUSS and CITE examples of these occurances or have learners CITE
.a. 2.4 examples from their experiences.

.a.4 DISCUSS the recording procedure and EMPHASIZE that this is critical to
the proper service and permanent record concerning the document.
Key Points 4.a.4 .1 thru 4.a .4.3.

.a.5 EMPHASIZE and discuss situations and what places would an officer
stand-in a home. business, outdoors, etc.

a6 EMPHASIZE and TELL learners that they should confine their advice to
the type of document only i.e. tell tne person it is a summons and what it
means: refrain from discussing points of law or naming attorneys to
consult.
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Training Procedure No. 8

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS
... _....

.b Residential . 4. b.1 Establishing if person named actuall
. resides at he address listed
. . on document, by:

.b.1.1 Checking with neighbors
. .b.1.2 Checking with ;arson
. answering door

5. Record and return data

.

.
.

.

.

..

.

.

..

.

:

.

.

. b.2

5.1

.2
.1
.2
.3
.4
.5

.3

.4

74

Recording data according to
State Statute and departmental
procedure

A' cording to. State Statute and
departmental proceaure

Including:
Date served
Time served.
Address , if different)
Mileage
Service by whom
Returning all information and

records to appropriate person
Including information useful to

department
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Teaching Guide No. 8

THE SERVICE AND RETURN OF COURT DOCUMENTS, HANDLING

4.b.1 DISCUSS Key Points 4.b.1 thru 4.b.2 and have learners CITE examples from
experience.

5.1 DISCUSS

.2.1 EMPHASIZE correct date.

.2.2 EMPHASIZE correct time and what time zone E .S,T . or D.S.T.

.2.3 Sometimes the address is different than uu the document, future
documents may be addressed properly if the right address is
included ,)n the return.

.2.4 Correct mileage is necessary for the fees and departmental records

.2.5 EMPHASIZE that identification of the officer is important, especially
for future reference should any questions arise as to the document
and its service.

.a This is established by departmental procedure .

.4 EMPHASIZE that an officer assigned the task of serving papers has
access to many homes and businesses and his powers of observation
may provide useful information for the department e.g. unusual
activity, business security survey information, changes in ownership
of home or business, etc .
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Trai Procedure No . 9

CRIME PREVENTION PROCEDURES, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

.11hilIMIa

A fundamental objective of every police agency is that of crime .

prevention. The procedures developed, adopted, a 1 implemented
to attain this objective helps to partially contain, the crime problem
facing our nation. Crime has shown an insidiously steady increase
down through the years. Combating it is tremendous task requiring
the efforts and resources of all persons. However, the law enforcement
officer is directly charged with this task. Subsequently, the aid of
persons and things, enlisted by the officer, will contribute substantially
to making his task' a little easier. Educ ition of the public in safeguarding .
each other and their property by reporting any incident which may be
criminal will contribute most to this combat. Therefore, it can be
readily noted that each officer must strive to convince the public, that
law enforcement is concerned with their welfare and property. Furthermore,
that through cooperation, life, liberty,, and the pursuit of happiness
will have more meaning. The criminal element of our society will soon
realize that total war has been declared, when crime prevention procedures
are employed by the public as advocated by law enforcement.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Brochures, pamphlets, etc ., crime prevention techniques (see App. N)
Card, Business (officers)
Log, Field Notebook
Report, Security Survey
Report, Unoccupied Home

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Be certain that information is offered only to reputa.... .arsons

Making certain any quotes a the law are correct and clearly understood

t'-',:t.'.e.-7,2.1,
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CRIME PREVENTION PROCEDURES, HANDLING

Teaching Guide No. 9

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs.

OBJECTIVES:

1. To assist the officer in becoming better acquainted with
persons on his beat.

2. To stress the value to be obtained through a crime prevention
grogram.

TEACHING AIDS:

Same as those Listed in Learners Manual plus those you may develop or
obtain.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learners Manual:
'Basic Course-Unit II Procedure No. 11

GENERAL-SAFETY PRACTICES:

Discuss each safety practice - Ask learners to interpret in their own
words".

INTr WING THE LESSON:

-Inform learners: "The cooperation of the public is mandato-ryto a crime
prevention program undertaben by a law enforcement agency. The eyes
and ears of law enforcemea is every officer and every person on his
'heat. Without mutual aid crime will continue to win thereby defeating
the moral fiber of our society."



Training Procedure No. 9

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Learn techniques
(See App. 0)

.

..

1.1

.2
.

..

..

..

2. Approach person (s) .
.

.

.

..
, .

Studying specific crime and
literature concerning it

.Devising ways and means of
preventing or deterring
the criminal act

.3 Referring to the law to
substantiate technique
for prevention

.4 Utilizing all available
resources for already
prepared materials
(See App. N)

.5 Committing technique to
memory or recording
step-by-step procedure

.6 Discussing with brother
officer (s)

2.1 Greeting courteously
.2 Speaking confidently
.3 Explaining "why" you're there
.4 Offering to meet with them

another time if too busy
.5 Determining their interest by

questioning
.6 Allowing person to offer their

views

,

3. Advocate technique .. 3.1 According to departmental
procedure

. , 2 After obtaining necessary
: clearance from supervisor
. .3 Offering ONLY to reputable
. persons
. .4 Motivating person to want to
. participate
. .5 Including detailed discussion
: so that it is clearly under-.

stood
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Teaching Guide No. 9

CRIME PREVENTION PROCEDURES, HANDLING

1.1 The more known about the crime the better prepared is the officer to
combat it. This will mean searching departmental records at times to
determine the M.O. (modus operandi) of the criminal and the manner in
which a specific crime is committed.

.2 Once the majority M.O. is discovered then ways can ...)e determined to
offset the criminal's method of operation: e.g. the criminal enters a window
in most instances, advise owner to tape window with alarm, place steel
mesh or bars over window, etc. HAVE learners CITE other examples.

.3 It must be remembered that any prevention technique developed must be
within the legal requisites of the law.

.4 SELECT a few'of the various sources for materials from Appendix N
. ASK learners what type of materials these sources may offer.

.5 Many techniques covering a wide field of crime would be almost
impossible to remember. It would be best to record them in the field
notebook for reference.

.6 It goes without saying that, "two heads are better than one."

2.3 Saying something to the effect that your department is genuinely
interested in their welfare and property and that you are working
toward a crime prevention program for the department, that will
benefit all concerned.

.4 There will be times that the merchant or person is too busy to talk and
if you push the information onto them, they are too busy to listen
therefore your time is wasted - call back at another time.

.5 EXAMPLE: "Do you have any specific problems that we may possibly
assist you?" or "Have you noticed anything which seemed out of the
ordinary for our neighborhood or community?"

.6 This provides the person with an opportunity to unload and oftentimet
inadvertently divulging valuable information.

3.1 Departmental procedure may set forth the regulations covering this type
of activity.

.2 Each officer knows his beat and workload, consequently the time that can
be devoted, by permission, to this detail. ASK learners what procedure is
followed by their department?

.3 ASK learners whom they would consider reputable persons?
This is best accomplished by appealing to their self interest and
community welfare. Have learners CITE other E:.AMPLES of
how a person might be motivated to participate.

.5 REMEMBER that if the procedure or technique is not clearly presented the
individual cannot be expected to follow throagh.
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Training Procedure No. 9

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

STEPS

4. Follow-up

KEY POINTS

.6 Including any civil or
physical dangers
involved.

.. .7 Learning necessary printed
.. information, material, etc.
. .8 -Recording name, address,
. telephone number, of
. person, date contacted
: and technique advised.
.. .9 Using appropriate departmental
.. forms.

4.1 Returning periodically to
person advised.

.2 Advising of any new ideas
or changes in technique.

.3 Checking on any items that
may need replacement.
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Teaching Guide No. 9

CRIME PREVENTION PROCEDURES, HANDLING

.6 CITE EXA IDLES: fire arms kept by person for protection, civil and
legal liability is involved if improperly used: what may happen during
a robbery should the persor, frustrate or anger the robber, etc .

. 8 This information should be submitted on a departmental form and/or
contained in the field notebook for future reference and follow-up.

. 9 EXAMPLES: Business security Survey Report - Unoccupied Home Report.

4.1 Explain that by following-up, the person contacted is assured that this
is not a one-shot deal or fly-by-night program. It also provides a means
of evaluating the crime prevention program or specific procedure for the
department.

.2 The department and officer should keep abreast iy constantly searching
out and evaluating new ideas or techniques.

.3 Items such as posters, pamphlets, brochures, identification cards, etc. ,

may deteriorate or be used-up.

Upon conclusion of this lesson unit advise the learners that each of them is to make a contact
with a person and advocate a crime prevention precedes. This is to be done before themext
meeting so the: each may describe to the class what they did and the response of the person
contacted.
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Training Procedure No. 10

SUSPICIOUS PERSONS, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Prevention of crime is one of the primary responsibilities facing a
law enforcement officer. Ideally, the lack of crime on the beat is
the goal towards which the officer strives. One of the yardsticks of
measuring an officer's ability In patrolling is the incidence of crime
on his beat .

A method of suppressing crime on the beat is to handle suspicious
lersons. Many tines the so called "routine stop" will deter the
commission of a Criminal act. However, it must be remembered
that the individual enjoys the freedom of coming and going as he
chooses. The determination of whether the individual is suspicious or
not is critical. It must be based on sound procedure from the stand-
points of legality and personal safety.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Flashlight
Notebook, Field
Pen, Ballpoint
Pencil, Mechanical
Report, Persons (See App. P)

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Assume defensive stance while talking
Keep alert to movements of person
Keep hands free
Watch for associates
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Teaching Guide No. 10

SUSPICIOUS PERSONS, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs .

OBJECTIVES:

1. To improve the officers ability to patrol more effectively.

2. To advocate sound procedure to aid in the suppression of crime.

3. To alert the officer to the inherent dangers both physical and
legal involved in stopping persons.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following items are needed in addition to those listed in the
procedure.

Holster - shoulder or hip
Weapons, two - .38 Cal. or .45 Cal. Also .25 Cal. or .38 Cal. Snub Nose

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learners Manual: Basic Course -
Unit II Procedure No. 10.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Tell learners there are no set rules which will determine who and when to
stop a person for an interview. Rather the decision to stop the person is
based on the circumstances surrounding each case. Usually the circum-
stances will involve the place, time appearance and/or actions of the person.

GENERAL. SAFETY PRACTICES:

DISCUSS each with learners

-A
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Training Procedure No. 10

1.

2.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

. 1.1
.2
.3

. .4:

. .5:
.6
.7.

: .

: .8
..

.9
:
. .10:

.1

.2
. , .3

. 2.1

.
.2

.3

.4

5
.6
.7

.8

.9

.1

.2

.3

.10

.11

STEPS KEY POINTS

Approach person

Stop person

As soon as possible
Unfastening holster flap or strap
Scanning area
Selecting spot for Interview
Moving in from rear and/or side
Constantly watching for movements
Using peripheral vision to detect

approach of associate
Using available cover to protect

back or side
Watching for objects person may

discard
Noting:
Dress, for identification
Physical and mental condition
Personal physical characteristics

Addressing courteously as "Sir"
or "Ma'am"

Stating "I would like to talk to
you"

Using only enough voice volume to
be heard

Standing to the right of and slighil
sideways

Keeping out of arms or legs reach
Assuming defensive stance
Isolating person'by moving to

doorway, around corner, etc.
Identifying self by rank, name, and

department
Explaining "I Would like you to

identify yourself"
Requesting person verbally give

name, address, also to spell
name

Asking for identification documents
Noting any discrepancies from

verbal to document
Keeping constantly alert to

personal attack
Noting any unusual appearance or _

action
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Teaching Guide No. 10

SUSPICIOUS PERSONS, HANDLING

1. QUICKLY review the key points as the learners have had this material
previously. ALLOW learners to ask questions about any of the key points.

.7 DEMONSTRATE by selecting three (3) learners. -- instruct one
to be the officer, one as suspicious person, the alter as an assoc
iate of suspicious person. Have learners go outsa, (Ise inside
during inclement weather) and observe approach by officoo.
DURING demonstration have associate approach officer from blind
side of officer to emphasize danger involved.

2.1. EMPHASIZE

.2 DEMONSTRATE

.4 SELEOT learner and DEMONSTRATE correct position

.9 Tell officers, "That the mere accosting and making inquiries of a
person by an officer does not constitute an arrest" The precedent
is Hopper V . Mabley & Co . , Vol. 14, Ohio Decisions Nisi Prius,
p. 236.

.11 Have learners CITE EXAMPLES - bulge in pocket, overcoat in summer,
nervousness, hesitant speech, gloves in warm weather, perspiring
profusely, turning into alley on sight of officer or patrol car, carrying
large bundles, suitcases, toolbox, shopping bags, etc.
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Training Procedure No. 10

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

.12

01PIMI.
STEPS KEY POINTS

Having person assume spread-
eagle position against
vertical surface if dangerous
or known felon

3. Question person 3.1 Politely
.2 Determining:

.1 Why person is in area
.2 Method of travel: walking, riding
.3 How long in area
.4 Coming from where and going

where
.5 Employed by whom and where

.3 Maintaining defensive stance

.4 Keeping hands free

.5 Obtaining character check
from dispatchet, as
appropriate at the time

4. . Record information 4.1 After or durhig interview, as
appropriate

.2 Being certain all information
on Persoas Report is obtained

.3 Using form contained in field
notebook when necessary

.4 Location of interview including
date, time, day of week

.5 Using notebook log if satisfied
person is law abiding

5. Submit report (s) 5.1 To supervisor
.2 Using supplemental report for

further explanation
.3 Being certain reports are

detailed and correct

t.
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Teaching Guide No. 10

SUSPICIOUS PERSONS, HANDLING

3. TELL learners that "the questioning process should contain the necessary
elements in determining the who, what, why, when, where and how."
TELL learners that if they record information as received from the
person, they can tell the person that they keep personal notes on everyone
talked to; and this information is strictly confidential to the department .

.5 EXPLAIN that it may or may not be appropriate during the interview to
obtain the character check, the °ricer must decide this - have learners
CITE EXAMPLES.

4.1 EXPLAIN: Persons being interviewed generally are reluctant to give
information if they are aware of its being recorded, however, the officer
cannot memorize all the information so it becomes necessary at sometime
during the interview that the officer brings out the notebook. Other
explanations that can be offered the person to dispel the reluctance,
could be; this is not a criminal record; this is not an indication of
arrest; this is for your benefit as proof of your whereabouts.

.3 The "when necessary" is based on circumstances surrounding the interview
that would lead the officer to believe it necessary to submit a report.

.5 Explain that if the Persons Report is not used the officer should still
record pertinent information in his notebook log.

5. TELL learners that when a system of maintaining these reports is
initiated they become an invaluable asset to the department in many
ways, for example: learning who has been in area of crime occurrence;
officers on each watch may scan them and learn who to watch for
on their beat; associates are made known; a valuable asset in interrogation
of suspects.

Upon conclusion of lesson unit, have learners pair off to
practice handling suspicious person. Do this outside, if
practical, simulating field conditions. CHECK learners,
being certain they are following steps and key points.
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Training Procedure No. 11

DEAD ON ARRIVAL, HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMAT!ON:

Death reported to a law enforcement agency must be investigated.
The handling of a death by an officer is a task that leaves no margin
for error. There are facts and deterthinations AO be made that will
present a serious challenge to the officer's ability to reconstruct
what happened. The officer shall investigate by patient inquiry,
observation and examination. Facts surrounding any death must be
ascertained and oftentimes further ,:orroborated by the coroner and/or
a pathologist before it is listed in one of the following categories of
death: natural causes, accidental, suicide or homicide.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Bags, Evidence
Camera
Clipboard
Compass
Containers
Cayon, Marldng (yellow lumber)
Flashlight
Handcuffs

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

.4

Be calm
Be constantly alert for personal hazards
Keep dispatcher properly informed
Be sure that you understand and are understood

1. 1.1
.2

.4
S
.6

1

.2

.3

.7

STEPS

Receive assignment
and information

88

Knife, pocket
Notebook (with forms)
Paper, graph.
Pen, Ballpoint
Pencil, Mechanical
Ruler
Tape 100' - Metal Reinforced

cloth
Tape 10' - White Surface

Spring steel tape

KEY POINTS

Prom dispatcher
Acknowledging call immediately
Identifying unit and give location
From citizen, notifying dispatcher
Stopping patrol car before writing
Recording on patrol car desk pad:
Time call received
Location of scene
Person to be contacted and/or

complain.snt and address
Requesting additional information



Teaching Guide No. 11

DEAD ON ARRIVAL, HANDLING

TIME ALLOTTED: 3 hrs .

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint the learner with the proper method of handling
dead on arrival cases.

2. The importance of the preliminary investigation.

TEACHING AIDS:

The following item in addition to those listed in the Procedure.

Gun - issued or approved by department.

REFERENCE:

Law Enforcement Officer Training, Learner's Manual; Basic Course-
Unit II Procedure No. 9

INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

EXPLAIN to the learners that each investigation of a death will be .

different. The circumstances and officer's observation will determine
to what extent the investigation will be conducted.

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Discuss each with learners

1. STRESS the importance of getting the information correct.

.6 REVIEW all key points stressing the importance of accurate records.
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"r-aining Procedure No. 11

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 'TRAINING

.. .8
:

.9
..

STEPS KEY POINTS

Repeating loca;.ion of scene
for verification by dispatcher

Acknowledge receipt of trans-
mission

2. Proceed to scene .. 2.1 Immediately
: . .2 Driving safely
. .3 Using most expeditious route
..
:

.4 Using beacon light and s irei.
as instructed

: .

: .

.5 Planning personal operations
based on known information

: . .6 Watching for persons or
. vehicle fleeing scene
.

3. Arrive at scene . 3.1 Park properly

: .

.2 Identifying cars parked near
the scene-record license
number (s)

.3 Giving dispatcher exact location
: .4 Signaling dispatcher "Out of

Service"
. .5 Recording time of arrival
.. .6 Removing ignition key from

patrol car
.. .7 Taking required equipment
. .8 Unfastening holster flap
.. .9 Alighting from patrol car with
.. caution
: .10 Locking patrol car, as appropriate
:
: .

.11 Approaching and entering scene
with caution

.12 Being alert to personal safety
hazards

: .

: .

.13 Requesting everyone to remain
at scene

: .14 Identifying self if in plain clothes
: .15 Determining if m idical help has
.. been summoned
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DEAD ON ARRIVAL, HANDLING

2.1 STRESS the importance of time.
.2 STRESS importance of the officer arriving at the scene.

Teaching Guide No. ii

. 4 EXPLAIN that the dispatcher in receiving the call can often determine
if red light and siren should be used. The known circumstance will
govern the use of light and siren.

.5 EXPLAIN that this saves the officer time and permits him to take
immediate action.

.6 EXPLAIN that this may be an important witness or the perpetrator.

3.1 EXPLAIN the importance of proper parking and having the patrol car
ready for further emergency. .

.2 One or more vehicles may belong to parties involved or to witnesses.

.3 CITE example where locations of incident are different than broadcast.

.5 EXPLAIN the importance of time element.

.6 EXPLAIN this protects your equipment.

.11 STRESS officer's safety also the preservation of evidence and the
crime scene.

.12 CITE examples.

.13 EXPLAIN that this keeps witnesses and participants available till
information has been obtained.

.14 EXPLAIN the importance that the individuals involved know that you are
an officer.

.15 EXPLAIN this can save time and CITE examples.
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4.

5.

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

4.1
.2

.1

.2

.3
.4
.5

5.1
:
: .1

. .2
: .3
.
.. .2
.
: . .3
.. .1
: .1

.2
.. .3
:
. . 4

.

. . 5
..
. . 6
:
.. .1
. .2
.. .3
..
: .4
.. . 5
: . 6

: . .7

STEPS KEY POINTS

Observe scene and situation

Take action

Appearing and keeping calm
Noting:
Unusual conditions or

activities in area
Physical and mental condition

of persons present
Weapons in the area
Being alert to conversations
Determining course of action

Determining if victim is
apparently dead:

Feeling for pulse or heart
beat

Observe for breathing
Looking for obvious apparent

cause of death
Remembering to preserve the

scene
Summoning Coroner:
By notifying Dispatcher
By radio
By public service
Selecting person to call

dispatcher
Standing by till coroner arrives,

if death appears natural
Arresting perpetrator if on scene

and evidence warrants
Continuing action if death appears

unnatural continue action by:
Photographing scene
Sketching scene
Collecting and preserving

evidence
interviewing persons at scene
Requesting bystanders to leave
Recording data about witnesses
Requesting witnesses to write

account of incident
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DEAD ON ARRIVAL, HANDLING

4.1 EMPHASIZE the calming effect this will have on persons involved.
Also will permit more efficient handling of incident.

.2.1 CITE some of the unusual conditions. How the activities can effect
your course of action.

.2 CITE how this can avoid further problems.

.3 CITE different types of weapons. Guns, knives, clubs, gases, etc.

.4 This is valuable as evidence and will contribute to the solution of the
case.

5.1 Very important to be sure subject is dead and beyond help.

.2 Review crime scene presentation step 8 of Training Procedure No. 6
Learner's Manual Basic Course Unit I .

.3 It is required by law that the coroner rule on all deaths other than natural.

.6 . 1 Review from Basic Course I Learner's Manual, Handling Felonies, Crime
Scene Investigation step 11 key points.

.2 Refer to Basic Course I Learner's Manual, Handling Felonies, Crime
Scene Investigation step 12 key points.

.3 Refer to Basic Course 1 Learner's Manual, Handling Felonies, Crime
Scene Investigation steps 13 thru 16 key points .

.4 Refer to Basic Course I Learner's Manual, Handling Felonies,
Preliminary Investigation Primary Phase step 9 key palms.

.5 STRESS that this will reduce confusion.

.6 ASK class what data will be recorded.

.7 Point out how valuable this will be in the record of the case.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

6.

7.

.

:

.

.

.

.

:

:

.

6.1
6.1.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

7.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

STEPS KEY POINTS

Follow-up

Submit reports

Completing unfinished details
Being certain next of kin has been

notified
Locating and arresting

perpetrator after warrant
issued

Gathering additional facts
Leads furnished or discovered
Recording exact cause learned

from coroner or pathologist,
as appropriate

According to departmental
procedure

To supervisor
Including all pertinent Information
Using Report of bead) form (See

App. R)
Editing and reviewing before

submitting

,
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DEAD ON ARRIVAL, HANDLING

6.1 Important to recheck to be sure that ali points are covered.
.2 Point out the various methods of locating the perpetrator and the

proper method of arrest with a warrant.

.4 STRESS the importance of following up all leads.
.5 Point out that coroner or pathologist are the only ones that can give

the exact cause of death. A police officer is not a doctor.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

EMERGENCY CARE - FIRST AID

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

A law enforcement officer administers, emergency care usually
because he is the first person of authority to arrive at the scene. The
officer should be able to give proper care until such time as profes-
sional medical help is acquired.

Emergency care procedures require special skills, techniques and
knowledge. When these are learned and practiced the officer in
certain instances may be able to restore breathing or heart beat,
check the loss of blood and prevent shock. The saving of a human life
by an officer administering proper care will win the admiration of all
concerned.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

Blankets
First aid kit
Tourniquets
Compresses
Airways (infant and adult)

,

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Keep calm
Be alert for potential personal hazards.
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EMERGENCY CARE - FIRST AID

TIME ALLOTTED: 12 hours

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint the learner with the proper methods to administer
emergency care.

Z. To strt.ss the importance of administering emergency care only
when a life is endangered.

3. To develop within the officer the assurance that he can capably
handle a situation in which a human life is at stake.

TEACHING AIDS:

Same as those listed in Learner's Manual plus those you may develop
or obtain. Certain aids may be acquired from the local Heart Asso-
ciation and the Red Cross.

Movie - "Pulse of Life" - Available usually at local Heart Association
Re susci-Anne - Available usually at local Heart Asdociation

Red Cross - Fire Department

GENERAL SAFETY PRACTICES:

Discuss t ach practice.

PRESENTING THE LESSONS:

Use the introductory information.

"Tell Learners that the next 12 hours will be devoted to instruction in the proper methods to
control bleeding. restore breiJAng and heartbeat and prevent shock. Mu are the occurren-
ces most frequently encountered by an officer. It is not the intent of this Mine SO teach
basic First Aid. Each officer concerned with saving of life should acquire as much training
as possible through the department or on his own. But. it must be remembered that ms officer
is not a doctor of medicine, consequently any unfamiliar physical injury or problem is beyond
the officer's capabilities.

EXPLAIN the heart is a hollow muscular organ, about the size of an
individual's fist, is located directly under the lower half of the sternum,
leaning toward the left in the chest cavity. By its pumping action it keeps
the blood circulating, under constant pressure throughout the body.

Arteries: Carry the blood from the heart to all parts of the body.
Veins: Carry the blood from the body back to the heart.
Lungs: Purify the blood.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CONTROL OF BLEEDING

STEPS

1. Examine injured person

2. Identify type of bleeding
a. Arterial

b. Venous

c. Capillary

3. Stop Bleeding
a. Arterial digital

pressure

1 Temporal

4 Subclavian

6 Brachial

7 Brachial
(At band of elbow)

2 Facial

3 Carotid

5 Axillary

9 .... Femoral

Radial
a

filmy

:

2.

2. a.1

KEY POINTS

Look for obvious bleeding
Check for blood stains on
clothing

Each type of bleeding has
symptoms which identify
the type
Blood spurting

a. 2 Bright red in color

b. 1 Blood flows steadily from
: wound
: b. 2 Dark red in color

c. 1 Blood oozes from wound.
:
: 3.a. ! Select pressure point

between heart and wound
a. 2 Exert pressure with fingers or

on one of the following pres-
sure points as appropriate to
location of bleeding:

.
:
:

:

:

.

..
:
.

10 Femoral,
(thigh) '

:
:

11 Pop Weal
(at back of knee)

FIGURE 1
Course of Arteries; Presclre Points
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3. a. 2.1 Temporal
2.2 Facial
2.3 Carotid
.4 Subclavian
. 5 Axillary
.6 Brachial
.7 Brachial at bend of elbow
.8 Radial and ulnar
. 9 Femoral - groin (heel

of hand)
. 10 Femoral - thigh
. 11 Popliteal - back of

knee
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CONTROL OF BLEEDING

Discuss amount of blood in the body and the time it takes to bleed to
death.
a. Persons weighing 150 lbs. have 10 to 12 pints of blood, I/12 to

1/15 of body weight is blood.
b. Loss of two pints of blood by an adult is usually serious. Loss of

three pints may be fatal.
c. Cutting of the two major vessels in neck (carotid artery) or arm

(Brachial), or thigh (femoral), can cause hemorrhage that will be
fatal in one to three minutes.

d. Rupture of main trunk artery of chest or abdomen (aorta) may
cause fatal hemcirrhage in less than thirty seconds.

1.2 Blood soaking through clothing indicates bleeding under the
clothing.

2. Describe symptoms of arterial, venous and capillary bleeding.
2.a.1 Arterial-blood spurting from wound due to pumping action cf

heart and is bright red in color - high in oxygen.
b.1 Venous-blood flows from wound in steady stream and is dark

red in color - high in carbon dioxide.
And waste materials.
Blood is returning to heart from pressure of circulatory
system.

c. 1 Capillary - Blood just oozes from wound.

3. T3sed to control 90% of bleeding.
3.1 This stops the blood flowing to and out of the injury.
3.2 Usually the fingers are used where the blood supply is close to

the 'surface and may be shut off by depressing against bone. The
heel of hand is usually used when additional weight of body is
required to shut off blood supply because of deep seated supply
vessel, such as femoral artery at the groin.

3.a:2.1 Discuss pressure points figure I.
The location of these pressure points are at a point where the
artery is close to the surface and can be compressed against
a bone. Each of the pressure points as shown are also on the
other side of the body making twenty-two pressure points.
Digital pressure - use finger to apply pressure on pressure
point.

Have learners break up into teams and practice applying digital pressure to each pressure point.
Have them follow diagram 1. name eacb point and apply actual pressure. Be careful that pressure
is released immediately during practice.
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LAW EINWORCEMENT OFFI CER TRAI NI NG

CONTROL OF BLEEDING

3. b

3,c

.

.

.

:

.

3. b. 1

.2

.3

.4

.5

3.c
c. 1
c.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8

3. c.2

.3

.4

.5

STEPS

Direct arterial
con-:oress pressure

Apply tourniquet
(only as last resort)

4. Venous Bleeding
a. Direc. pressure
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KEY POINTS

Use sterile compress if
available
Use" clean folded cloth U
compress is not available
1 -;aye directly over wound
Apply pressure with hand or
tie compress over wound
Exceptions --not over frac-.
tires, eyes, nose or mouth

Any of the following:
Neckties
Belts
Handkerchiefs
Towels
Suspenders
Rubber tubing
Commercial
Other

Encircle arm or leg with
tourniquet at pressure point
Place hard pad tIr object of
suitable size over the artery
at pressure point
.,pply pressure by tightening
tourniquet
Once tourniquet is applied and
tightened it should not be
loosened or removed until
victim is under proper medi-
cal care

.6 Tag victim indicating a tour-
quit has been rnplied, time
and place of tourniquet

4. a. 1 Use sterile compress if
.2 Use cleanest cloth available
.3 Place directly over wound
.4 Apply pressure wan hand or

tie knot directly over wound
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CONTROL OF BLEEDING

3.b. 1 Direct pressure - can be applied by hand or tied in place.
3. b. 2 Victims handkerchief if nothing else available.
3. c. 1 Discuss types of tourniquets. .

Emphasize - do nr ". use wire or cord that may cut or bruise
skin.

.3 Date any hard object, roll of gauze, smooth stone, piece of
wood, etc. Should be padded to prevent bruising the skin.

.4 Insert a stick, piece of wood thr tgh loop and twist 'al pres-
sure is applied. Anchor stick ...o prevent untwisting.

.5 Emphasize.

. 6 If tag is not available mark T. K. on victim's forehead with
iodine swab.

4. a. 1 Use any compress, handkerchief or any piece of cloth that can
be folded and used to apply pressure.

.4 Place '2:not directly over wound for more pressure. Exceptions
not over fractures, eyes, mouth or nose.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CONTROL OF BLEEDING

STEPS

b. Elevation s 4. b. 1
.
:
:
:

c. Cold applications .. 4. c. 1
.
.. . 2

KEY POINTS

Elevate injured portion of
body by placing rolled
blanket or any article at
hand under head, arm or
leg depending on location
of injury

Apply to body in region of
injury
Not into the wound

: .3a Use ice bag if available
1 .b Cold pack - commercial

item, comes in plastic bag
that when squeezed causes

. chemicals to mix and bag
becomes cold

: . c Cloth soaked in cold water
: . d Any cold object - metal,

etc. , wrapped in cloth
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CONTROL OF BLEEDING

4. b. 1 Example: Hold both hands at sides then raise one hand over head
for thirty seconds then show class the difference in the color of
the hands. Holding the hands at waist level. Gravity will assist
in retarding the flow of blood.

4.c. 1 Used particularly in case of internal bleeding.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

PHYSICAL SHOCK

STEPS

1. Look for symptoms of shock : 1.1
:
: .2
..
: .3
:
: .4
:
:
: .5
.
: .

: .6
.: .7
:

. .8

.

. . 9
:
:
:
:
: .10
:
.
: .11

2. Treat usual form of 'heck : . 2.1
.: . 1.1
.
: . .2
. . 3
. .4
: . .5
:
:
: . .6
:
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KEY POINTS

:Face pale, with anxious or
dull expression
Eyelids droop if open; eyes
are dull and pupils dilated
Patient may be partly or
totally unconscious
Skin is cold and covered
with clammy sweat, par- e

ticularly hands and forehead
Patient feels cold and may
have a chill; temperature
subnormal
Pulse is weak and rapid
Breathing is shallow and may
be irregular
Patient is stupid and takes
little interest in things about
him
If internal bleeding is present,
patient will be restless; if
conscious, he complains of
clouded vision, dizziness
and thirst
He may answer questions
slowly or apparently fail to
understand
Nausea and vomiting often
occur

Position victim:
Place victim in a comfortable
position
Lying down if possible
Head level with rest of body
Elevate feet of victim
Remove all foreign bodies
from the victim's mouth,
false teeth, gum, etc.
Loosen tight clothing from
neck, chest and waist
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PHYSICAL SHOCK

Definition: "Physical shock is a state of collapse or prostration that
interferes with the normal action of the heart, ..espiration
and circulation; due to the lack of proper balance within the
sympathetic nervous system that controls these vital
functions."

Discuss causes, and tell learners that examination might
include questioning victim or other persons having personal
knowledge of what happened.

Causes:
1.1 Examine victim for:
. 2 Severe or extensive injury
.3 Severe pain
.4 Loss of blood
.5 Severe burns
.6 Accidents due to electricity or gas
.7 Certain illnesses
.8 Poisons taken internally
.9 Exposure to extreme heat or cold
. 10 Seeing own injury or injury to others
. 11 Fright
. 12 Anger
. 13 Joy
. 14 Other

Explain: Shock is a dangerous condition that should be given prompt
attention; medical aid should be obtained as soon as possible.

1.1 Any or all symptoms may be present, or they may develop
gradually and become apparent after an hour or so.

Key points, 1 through 11, these symptoms are usually due to
a drop in blood pressure, caused by the loss of control by the
sympathetic nervous system over certain blood vessels. All
organs of the body suffer from decreased blood supply and the
organs will not function normally.

2.1.1 Stress: that care should be exercised in moving victim to
prevent complicating injuries or causing new ones.

2.1.3 Exceptions: Head should be raised in case of skull fracture.
.4 severe hemorrhage from head or sunstroke.

. 5 Stress: Victim is in need of all the air he can get.

. 6 Permits easier breathing and more comfort to victim.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

PHYSICAL SHOCK

STEPS KEY POINTS

: 2.2 Conserve body heat:
.1 Cover victim with blanket or

other material, placing
blanket under victim as well
as over him

2.3.1 Use stimulants:
. I Aromatic spirits of ammonia
.2 Coffee or tea if possible and

victim is conscious
.3 Oxygenif available

2. a Skull fracture or hemorrhage 2. a. I Note bleeding or swelling of:
.1 Nose
.2 Ears
. 3 Mouth
.4 Eyes
e 5 Other part of head

Z. Elevate head above level of
feet

3, Apply cold compress to swell-
: ing or internal bleeding

.b Sunstroke or heat prostration 2. b. I Examine victim by:
. I Observing to see if face is

flushed
.2 Feel forehead for abnormal

temperature
.2 Place in shade or cooler

location
.3 Apply cold application body

OP
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PHYSICAL SHOCK

2.2 Move victim with suspected fractures only if life is in danger. ,

Have learners bring old blanket And practice rolling blanket 1/3
and place side of victim. Roll victim on side placing rolled
blanket next to victim then roll victim onto blanket. This places
blanket under victim and victim can be wrapped in blanket
Stress: Keeping victim warm is of prime importance.

2.3. 1. 1 CAUTION: Aromatic spirits of ammonia is a rapid stimulant, but
its effect lasts only a short time.

. 1.2 Coffee or tea requires a longer time fcv absorption, but will have
a mote prolonged effect.

2. a. 1 Tell learners that skull fractures, hemorrhaging, or internal
bleeding require certain variation in treatment from usual shock
treatment and these will be discussed.

. 2 This is done to slow down the supply of blood to the h.sad, making
the heart pump the blood uphill and gravity drains the blood from

I the veins.

.3 Note edma or swelling which indicates internal bleeding. The cold
compress to the area cools the blood thereby slowing down its
movement.

2. b. I The sunstroke victim is usaally prostrate as a resujt of too much
am or heat and the lack of salt from excessive perspiration.

.2 Being careful that victim is suffering from sunstroke or heat
prostration and not a physical injury.

. 3 This may be wrapping the entire body in wet sheet, blanket, etc.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

STEPS

1. Check Breathing

2. Position victim

3. Clean victim's throat

4. Open air passage
(preferred method)

FIGURE 1

5. Open air passage
(alternate method)

FIGURE 3

: 1.1
:

: .2
: . .
:

: . 2.1
. 2.1.1
: . 1.2

KEY POINTS

Victim unconscious and not
breathing
Victim gasping for breath
Choking and blocked air
passage

Move victim cautiously
Place on back if possible,
Turn face up

: . 3.1 Turn head to side
: .2 Insert finger(s) in mouth
. .3 Scoop matter out (see
.. figure 1)
. .4 Grasp hard object with
: fingers to remove

4.1 Place head in sniffing
position, as far back as
possible so the neck is
extended

.2 Hold lower jaw up

.3 Insert thumb between the
victim's teeth and grasp the
lower jaw at the midline
(see figure 2)

.4 Lift lower jaw forcefully up-
ward so that the lower teeth
are higher than upper teeth

.5 Hold the jaw in this position
as long as victim is uncon-
scions

5.1 Place head in sniffing position
as far back as possible so the
neck is extended

.2 With both hands grasp the
angles of the 1' ver jaw just
beneath the ear lobes (see
figure 3)

.3 Lift lower jaw forcefully
upward so the lower teeth
are higher than the upper
teeth
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MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

Describe an unconscious person, one who is not breathing.
Describe a person who is gasping for breath;
Examples A football player with the wind knocked out of him.
Describe a person choking and objects that may be blocking the
air passage. i.e. , false teeth, gum, chewing tobacco, food or any
object that can enter the throat accidently or otherwise.

2.1 EMPHASIZE

3.2

3.3
3.4

4.1

Index and middle fingers are usually used - small mouths just the
index finger.
Examples: Blood, vomit, mucus, etc.
Picking matter out of mouth with fingers, i.e. , false teeth, gum,
chewing tobacco, food or any object that can enter the throat
accidentally or otherwise.
This should be completed in a very few seconds as little time
should be lost in getting air to victim's lungs.

The chin must project upwards and the neck be extended.

.3 Use left
if from

.4 Stress:
open,

thumb if you approach victim from his left, right thumb
right side.

This position is very important in keeping air passage

.5 Stress: Used only on small child or when victim's mouth cannot
be opened.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

STEPS

6. Administer mouth to mouth
breathing (preferred method)

FIGURE 4

7. Administer mouth to mouth
breathing
(Method for infants)

FIGURE 5

KEY POINTS

: 5.4 If the lips are shut, push the
lower lip down gently with the
thumbs, but never drop the
chin

.5 Hold the jaw in this position
as long as victim is uncon-
scious

6.1 Make certain the passagewiy
is open

.2 Squeeze nostrils shut

.2.1 Use thumb and index finger
of free hand (see figure 4)

.3 Take a deep breath

.4 Place your mouth over
victim's mouth

.5 Exhale your air into
victim's mouth

.6 Watch victim's chest to make
certain it rises

.6.1 Stop forcing air into victim's
mouth when chest rises.

.6.2 Quickly remove your mouth
and let victim exhale

.7 Repeat inflations 15 to 20
times per minute

7.1 Make certain air passageway
is open

.2 Place your mouth over vic-
tim's nose and mouth (see
figure 5)

.3 Take a shallow breath

.4 Gently exhale air into vic-
tim's mouth

.4.1 Be careful not to force air
too hard

.5 Repeat inflations 15 to 20
times per minute
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MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

6.1 Double check mouth for obstructions.

6.2 This prevents air leakage through the victim's nose.

6.3 Stress air tight seal is necessary to inflate the lungs. Do not
hold the victim's mouth open too far as you must form an airtight
seal with your mouth.

6.5 Caution: On babies use only small puffs from cheeks, on
children gently -force air into mouth.

6.6 Stress: if chest does not rise, the lungs are not receiving air
and the air passages may have to be straightened and recleaned,
also more force used in exhaling air into victim's mouth.

6. 6. 2 Allow victim to exhale by the elasticity of his lungs and chest.

7. For children under three.years or for any victim whose.mouth
cannot be opened.

7.2 The right cheek of your face may be used to seal the nostrils 01
the victim.

7.3 For infants very little breath is needed.
.

7.4 An infants lungs car be damaged by too forceful mouth to mouth
breathing.
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Training Procedur-.1 No 12:

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

STEPS KEY POINTS

7 a Insert Breathing Tube : 7. a. 1 Infant, child or adult as
: app»opriate (see figure 6)

2 Take sition behind i4..Child
; victim's head
.. .3 Tilt head back (sniffing

Adult position)
: 4 Open victim's mouth
. .5 Check mouth for any
: obstructions and clear .

: .6 Pull tongue to lower lip with
. thumb and index finger and
: hold while inserting breath-
. ing tube
.. .7 Insert breathing dbe with
. contour following roof of
: mouth
. .7.1 Adult victim, irtii end of
: breathing tube
: .2 Infant or child, short end
. of breathing tube
. .3 Flange resting on victim's
. lips
. .8 Press victim's nostrils (see

, . figure 7) together with large
. part of thumbs
.. .9 Seal victim's mouth by press-
: ing down on flange of breathing
. tube with fingers or thumbs

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7

7 b Administer mouth to tube
breathing

Com.. ......\\.

( diew,N. t
+ / 1.-. e/ `;' '

e

FIGURE 8

:
.
.
.

7. b. 1
.2

.3

Take deep breath
Place ytur mouth over
breathing tube
Blow your air into breathing

: tube
. .1 Forcefully for adults
: .2 Gently for children
: .3 Small puffs from cheeks
: for infants
.. .4 watch for chest rise
.. .5 Repeat inflations 15 to 20
: times per minute
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MOUTH TO MOUTH RESUSCITATION

7. a. 1 Explain: use of breathing tube is preferred as it k4eps tongue in
place and air passage open.

.2 Stress: this places rescuer in proper position to give mouth to
tube resuscitation.

.3 Explain: This extends the neck, so the air passage is then open.

.5 Stress:

.6 Grasp tongue from tcp to bottom, tongue can be held easier this
way.

. 8 Do fo:ce breathing tube into victim's mouth, insert with a
gentle, steady pressure.

. 9 Explain: you may pevent air leakage through the victim's

. 10 nose and corners of the mouth by proper position
of thumbs and fingers.

7. b.4 Stress: If chest does not rise, improve position of head
(sniffing positic.n), prevent air leakage, and blow
more forcefully.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Examine victim

2. Position
victim

3. Open air
pas sage

5. Locate
victim's
heart

...1=0..
ANA.. e,

; -
ilk _.._

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
Examining for pupil action.

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4
Manicuring the sternum, or chest bone.

(Photos courtesy Sharon Twp.
F.D.. Worthington, Ohio)

: 1. 1 Check for breathing and/or
pulse by:

.1 Place hand on diaphragm to
: detect motion
: .2 Feel carotid artery on neck
: for pulse (see figure 1)
: . 2. Check pupils of eyes for
: dilation and reaction to
: light (see figure 2)

: 2. 1 Place victim on a hard
: surface:
. .1 Floor
: .2 Ground
: .3 Backboard if available

: 3. 1 Place one haLd under back
: of neck and lift
: .2 Place other hand on forehead
.. and tilt the head backward to
. maintain fully extended
. position

: 4. 1 Use mouth to mouth resusci-
. tation (see figure 3)
: 4.2 Make two or three Inflations

. 5. 1 Place index finger of one hand
: top of chest bone. (Sternum)
. .2 Place index finger of other
. hand at bottom of chest bone.
: (Sternum)
: .3 The heart is located directly
: under the lower half of chest
: bone. (Sternum) (see figure 4)
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Teaching Guide No. 12

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

1.1 Explain: if victim is breathing motion can be felt in the area of
the diaphragm (just below the chest).

.2 Have learners practice feeling for neck pulse, by placing the four
fingers of one hand between the large muscle at the side cf the neck
and the windpipe. If the heart is not beating there will be no pulse.

2. Explain: to examine the pupils of the eye, open the eyelid quickly
and direct the light of a flashlight, for a few seconds, at the pupil.
If the pupil does not react, closed chest heart compression is
indicated.

2.1 Explain: if victim is on a soft surface, the rescuer will be pushing
the victim into the soft surface and not compressing the heart.

3.1 Stress: This helps to straighten air passage.
.2 Permitting air to flovi, into lungs.

5.1 Have learners divide into teams and practice locating the haste
on each other.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

STEPS KEY POINTS

6. Position hands

7. Apply pressure
a. one man operation

FIGURE 5
Placing the hands.

b. two man operation

FIGURE 6

(Photos courtesy Sharon Tarp.
F.D. , Worthington, Ohio)

: . 6. 1 Kneel beside victim
.2 Place butt or heel of one

: hand on lows_ half of chest
: bone
.. .3 The butt of hand should be
: along chest bone with fingers
. extending toward the ribs
.. .4 Fingers should be extended
: up and not touching the ribs
: . 5 Place second hand on top of
: first hand

. 7. a.1 Position hands
: a. 2 Keep elbows straight
: .3 Bend forward til shoulders
: are directly over hands
: .4 Use weight of upper body to
: exert pressure
: .5 Depress chest bone one and
. a half to two inches
: .6 Release pressure as soon as

chest bone is depressed
: .7 Repeat 15 times
: .8 Administer two (2) mouth to
: mouth inflations after every

15 compressions
: 9 Maintain rate of 60 compres-
s sions per minute

: 7. b. 1 Same procedure as step 7
. except one man administers
: mouth to mouth, the other
. closed chest compression
: . .2 Maintain cycle of 5 compres-
s sions and 1 mouth to mouth
: inflation
: . .3 Mouth to mouth should be
.. started immediately during
: release of 5th compression
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Teaching Guide No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

Stress: Position of hands and weight of rescuer's body on hands
causes compression of the heart.

Explain: Misplacement of hands may cause internal damage.

.4 Fingers should be kept off the ribs as pre.ssure in this area
would restrict breathing.

7. a. 2 Straight elbows will form proper body pressure

.5 Caution: exert only enough pressure to depress the chest bone not
. more than two inches.

.7 Explain: closed chest heart compression and

.8 mouth to mouth breathing must be administered together to be
effective.

7. b.1
.2
.3

Preferred method of operation. Operators can change position and ,

cycle of compression and resuscitation is more easily maintained.
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Training Procedure No. 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

STEPS KEY POINTS

c. Infant or child : 7. c. 1 Same as step 7 except use
: one hand or finger for
. compression
: .2 Compress chest at rate of
: 80 to 100 times per minute

.3 Maintain cycle of 5 com-
: pressions to 1 mouth to
: mouth inflation or 15 to 1
.. if alone
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Teaching Guide No, 12

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER TRAINING

CLOSED CHEST HEART COMPRESSION

7. c. 1 Extreme care should be exercised as too much pressure may
injure the infant.

REVIEW AND EXAMINATION GUIDE

REVIEW - TIME ALLOTTED I-1/2 hrs.

EXAMINATION - TIME ALLOTTED 1 hr.

DISCUSSION OF EXAMINATION QUESTIONS - TIME ALLOTTED 1/2 hr.

TOTAL TIME ALLOTTED FOR REVIEW AND EXAMINATION 3 hrs.

REVIEW: TELL LEARNERS TO ASK QUESTIONS CONCERNING ANY OF THE MATERIAL
COVERED IN THE MANUAL.

EXAMINATION: INSTRUCT LEARNERS ON HOW TO TAKE THE EXAMINATION AS
INDICATED ON FRONT PAGE OF EXAMINATION.
HAVE LEARNERS REPOSITION THEMSELVES TO PROVIDE NECESSARY
SPACE TO TAKE EXAMINATION.
EMPHASIZE READING QUESTIONS CAREFULLY.

DISCUSSION OF QUESTIONS: ALLOW LEARNERS TO ASK QUESTIONS PERTAINING
TO EXAMINATION.
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9.

7.

FORMATION TO DISPERSE GATHERING

5.

3.

Squad Wedge

2.

1.

Captain or
Lieutenant

about 12 paces

4.

6.

12.

APPENDIX A

8.

Sergeant or Corporal
10.

The squad wedge should be used when the gathering is small enough not to
require more than a squad. This is used in splitting a gathering to apprehend
a ringleader or just to split into smaller groups.

Squad = 12 officers - 1 command officer 1 supervisor - (Sgt. -Cpl.) 10 Ptl.

Space between men - 1 pace to right or left - 1 pace rear - odd numbers to
left - even numbers to right.
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APPENDIX B

FORMATION TO DISPERSE GATHERING

Squad Diagonal Right or Left

N

Co Plain or
Lieutenant

Diagonal Loft

0

N

Diagonal Right

O

a.

3.
Sergeant or

Corporal0 @captain or

0 Lieutenant

N

Sergeant or
Conlon'0

10.

The squad diagonal is to be used for dispersing small gatherings. Its
purpose is to move people away from a wall, building or to clear a street.
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FORMATION TO DISPERSE GATHERING

Squad Side Wedge

U
U

Captain or
Lieutenant

Sergeant or
Corporal

II

APPENDIX C

Direction Squad
Advance

*This movement will prevent people from closing inside and in rear
of squad. It is a variation of the squad wedge aid diagonal.
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APPENDIX D

FORMAI ION TO HOLD - DEFENSIVE

in

El

Squad Skirinish

Ei

0
Capta.n or
Lieutenant

Ei 6. Es

2J
,

Sergeant or
Corporal

The purp"se oi the squati skirmish deplopreat is tr- hold an objective
taken. It is used strictly as a defensive measure.
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APPENDIX E

SAMPLE FORMAT FOR REQUEST FOR DISPERSAL

This is officer of the
(name) (Police-Sheriff's Dept.)

may I have your attention and cooperation. This gathering
is requested to Asperse so as to avoid possible injuries or arrests to any
or all persons involved. You have been participating in a gathering which
is in violation because it is no longer a peaceful assembly. Serious injury
or a crime may result from your actions. You have minutes

(number)
to leave. You may leave by

(Name (s) of streets-exits)
I wish to thank you for your cooperation.

APPENDIX F

SAMPLE FORMAT FOR ORDER FOR DISPERSAL

"I, officer of the
(name) (Police-Sheriff's Dept.)

acting under authority of Section 3761.14 of the Ohio Revised Code, do
command you in the name of the State of Ohio to disperse and depart to
your several homes or lawful employment." You have minutes
todisperse. (number)

ANY PERSONS REMAINING ARE SUBJECT TO ARREST.

127
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APPENDIX G

INTERSECTIONS & OTHER TYPE TRAFFICWAY CONTROL POINTS

I L__

POSITIN FOR STRAW! -AWAY COMM U OFFICER
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APPENDIX H

/1.

Rear Strangle Lock - Take Down

1. Get behind person
2. Place forearm around throat
3. Strike sharp blow with palm of free hand

to kidney (if necessary)
4. Lock hands
5. Step forward
6. Jerk person backward onto hip and small of back
7. Flex muscles of lower and upper arm around throat
8. Hold till under control
9. Take down to floor or ground

10. Apply restraint device

WARNING: Blood circulation is blocked from this hold
thereby causing a blackout or death if held
too long.
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APPENDIX I

Hands to Heel and Knee - Tape Down

1. Feign blow to head
2. Drop quickly to one knee
3. Grasp ankle or heel with strong hand
4. Place weak hand on kneecap
5. jerk ankle or heel towards you
6. Push knee away

130
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APPENDIX 3

Rear Kick to Knee - Take Down

1. Grasp shoulders or arms
2. Kick back of knee
3. Pull backward and downward
4. Stepping back and to side opposite foot used
S. Continuing pull backwards and downwards to

ground or floor
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PARTIAL LIST OF COURT DOCUMENTS

Summons - Money Only
Summons - On Answer and Cross-Petition
Summons - In Action for.Divorce and Alimony
Summons On Answer and Cross Petition in Divorce
Notice to Petit Juror
Subpoena - Grand Jury
Subpoena - Duces Tecum
Subpoena - Petit jury'
Subpoena - Criminal Case!
Order of Attachment
Inventory and Appraisement of Property Attached
Affidavit for Order of Delivery - In Replevin
Verdict - For Plaintiff In Replevin
Verdict - For Defendant - In Replevin
Order of Sale
Certificate of Release and Satisfaction of Mortgage
Journal Entry. Order Approving Appraisement and for Bond
Order of Appraisement
Writ of Partition
Writ of Dower
Notice (General Form)
Warrant to Arrest on Indictment
Warrant to Arrest or. Information
Warrant to Arrest
Bench Warrant

5 Indictment for
Petition for Habeas Corpus
Writ of Habeas Corpus - in custody
Writ of Habeas Corpus - pot in custody
Notice of Application for Temporary Alimony
Praecipe for Subpoena. Civil Case
Praecipe for
Waiver of Notice or Summons and Appearance
Waiver of Summons and Appearance - civil action
Summons - Probate Court, Subpoena - Probate Court

133
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APPENDIX M

Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

GLOSSARY:

1. A mercement usually monetary penalty imposed
by a court upon its own officers for
neglect of duty, or failure to pay
over moneys collected. In particular,
the remedy against the sheriff for
failing to levy an execution or make
return of proceeds of sale.

2. Answer - in pleading, under the Codes of Civil
Procedure, the answer is the formal
written statement made by a defendant
setting forth the grounds of his defense.

3. Attachment - The act or process of taking, apprehending,
or seizing persons or property; by virtue
of a writ, summons, or other Judicial order,
and bringing the same into the custody of the
law; used either for the purpose of bringing
a person before the court, of acquiring
Jurisdiction over property seized, to compel
en appearance, to furnish security for debt
or costs, or to arrest a fund in the hands of
a third person who may become liable to pay
it over.

4. Bench Warrant - Process issued by the court itself, or
"from the bench," for the attachment or
arrest of a person; either in case of
contempt, or where an indictment has been
found, or to bring in a witness who does not
obey a subpoena.

5. Capias - Latin 'That you take." The general name for
several species of writs, the common
characteristic of which is that they require
the officer to take the body of the defendant
into custody; they a-:e writs of attachment
or arrest.
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Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

6. Constructive service of Any form of service other than
process - actual personal service: notification

of an action nr of s _ale proceeding therein,
given to a person affected by sending it
to in the mails or causing it to be
published in a newspaper.

Defendant

8. Demurrer -

Duces Tecuin Latin
"to bring %Alb you"

the person defending or denying: the
party against whom relief or recovery
is sought in an action or suit.

the formal mode of disputing the
sufficiency in law of the pleading of
the other side. An nbjection made y
one party to his opponent's pleading,
alleging that he ought not to antiwei it,
for some defect in law in the pleading.

the name of a certain species of Writs
which the subpoena dUces.tecum. die.po0
usual, requiring a- party who is Sum
appear in court to bring with -1"-

piece of evidence, or other thing to be used is
or inspected by the court.

10. Habeas Corpus - (you have the body) The Millie given- to a
.-_,..-...

variety of writs, (of which these-Were ;,.4

anciently the emphatic words,) having for
their object to bring a party before a courti:::1
or judge. .7;*.'4'

- -.LW- -'
s .

11. Indictment - An accusation in wilting found and preselifed,
by a grand jury, legally convoked and
to the court in which it is impaneled, charging!:
that a person therein named has done some
act, or t len guilty of some omistdon, which,
by law, is a public offense, punishable On
indictment.



APPENDIX M

Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used.

12 . Injunction - A prohibitive writ issued by a court of equity,
at the suit of a party complainant, directed to
a party defendant in the action, or to a party
made a defendant for that purpose, forbidding
the latter to do some act, or to permit his
servants or agents to do some act, which he
is threatening or attempting to commit, or
restraining him in the continuance thereof,
such act being unjust and inequitable,
injurious to the plaintiff, and not such as
can be adequately redressed by an action
at law.

13. Mandamus - We command. This is the name of a writ
which issues from a court of superior
jurisdiction, and is directed twit private
or municipal corporation, or any of its
officers, or to an executive, administrative
or judicial offii.er, or to an inferior court,
commanding the performance of a partic-
ular act therein specified, and belonging to
his or their public, official, or ministerial
duty, or directing the restoration of the
complainant to rights or privileges of which
he has been illegally deprived.

14. Personal service Personal service of a writ or notice
is made by delivering it to the person
named, in person, or handing him a
copy and informing him of the nature
and terms of the original.

15. Plaintiff - a person who brings an action:
the party who complains or sues in a
personal action and is so named on the
record.
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APPENDIX M

.civil Process Ser'tce - Terme Commonly Used.

PraeciPe -

? Algdendal Service
; _. ;'="r:-.Ff*Ftc,=- 4

dii* )if,;615:1, f:d "

CaUSS

-Summons -

irr4AY'V4
;W.* -

An original writ, drawn up in the
alternative, commanding the defendant
to do the thing required, or show the
reason why he had not done it. Also an
order, written out and signed, addressed
to the clerk of a court, and requesting
him to issue a particular writ.

A personal action from a delict, tort,
fault, crime or misfeasance brought to
recover possession of goods unlawfully
taken.

leaving the writ or notice at the usual
residence of the person named therein
only after diligent effort has been put
forth to establish that the person named
therein does actually reside at the
residence.

A-rule commanding the party to appear and
show cause why he should not be comOelled
to do the act required, or why the object of
the rule should not be enforced.

The process by which the attendance of a
witness is required is called a "Subpoena."
It is a writ or order directed to a person,
and requiring his attendance at a particular
time and place to testify, as a witness.

A writ, directed to the sheriff or other
proper officer, requiring him to notify
the person !Lined that an'action has been
commenced against him in the court whence
the writ issues, and that he is required to
appear, on a day nemedi and answer the
complainin such action.
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APPENDIX M

Civil Process Service - Terms Commonly Used .

22. W errant - 1. A writ or precept from a competent
authority in pursuance of law,
directing the doing of an act, and
addressed to an officer or person
competent to do the act, and affording
him protection from damage, if he
does it.

2. Particularly a writ or precept issued
by a magistrate, justice, or other
competent authority, addressed to a
sheriff, constable, or other officer,
requiring him to arrest the body of a
person therein named, and bring him
before the magistrate. or court, to
answer, or be examined, touching some
offense which he is charged with having
committed.

23.. Writ - A precept in writing, couched in the form of a
letter, running in the name of the king,
president, or state, issuing from a court of
justice, and sealed with its seal, addressed to

. a sheriff or other officer of the law, or
directly to the person whose action the court
desires to command, either as the commence-
ment of a suit or other proceeding or as
incidental to its progress, and requiring the
performance of a specified act, or giving
authority and commi.aion to have it done.

(Courtesy of West Publishing Company, Black's Law Dictionary)
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APPENDIX N

POTENTIAL SOURCES FOR PREPARED CRIME PREVENTION MATERIALS

This is not a comprehensive list of all available sources. it should be borne
in mind that this also provides a guide to sources of information acid safety
materials.

Automobile Club
Bankers Association
Better Business Bureau
Chamber of Commerce
Civil Defense
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Post Office Department
Federal-State-Local Departments of Health
Federal Treasury Department
Insurance Companies
National Auto Theft Bureau
National Safety Council
Police and Sheriffs Departments
Publishers - Newspaper and others
State Bureau of Motor Vehicles
State Depttrtment of Agriculture
State Department of Commerce
State and Federal Narcotics Bureau
State Fire Marshal
State Highway Department
State Department of Liquor Control
State Department of Natural Resources
Telephone Company
Utilities
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APPENDIX 0

SUGGESTED LIST OF CRIMES FOR WHICH PREVENTION
SHOULD BE LEARNED AND ADVOCATED

This is not an exhaustive list but rather one that includes those crimes
usually occurring most often. You may add your list to these.

Auto Theft
Bogus Check
Burglary
Child Molestation
Confidence Rackets
Counterfeit Money
Employee Theft
Larceny
Robbery
Shoplifting
Till-tapping
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PERSONS REPORT

0
Suspicious Wonted Missing_s--
None.

.W.
Address.

City. State.
Telephone.

PERSONAL:

Sou- Color-
Nationality-

Birthday..

law.ti
Hei I.__ " Mewl* Ilw.

Build.
Wit-

Eyes-

rempleiden.

I.. 0 B." '5;
OWoddities-

i....

V CleCillitiell.&

IMP IWO,.

OUNin11.3494
A

In

i

Front Side

...1M1,=R

DRESS

APPENDIX P

I

hooddtess-

Mod-

Outer Gement-
Neckwear-

Upper Gannets-

Lows. Garment-

Cloves-

Stociti

Powwow-
Jewelry-

VEHICLE;

Mae-
Model-

Bod.'
Yew
Color-
ikons..
Skew

Olterocteristice-

REMARKS:

PERSONS REPORT
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APPENDIX R

(BACK)

DEATH

Suicide

.

Lower Garments 0
HREPORT OF

() Natural Accidental Homicide

Name:
Alias:
Address : Neckwear: ()-...0
City: 80---

Gloves:
PERSONAL: Stockings:

Footwear:oe\- w e a r :Sex : Color:
0-Nationality:

Birth Date
Birth Place.
Height: ' Weight:
Build: Persona' Belongings;
U._El=
Complexion:
Beard:
Characteristics: Coroner or Doctor:

Ruling of Cause of Death:(:).
Occupation:.
Employer:

Dress.
Headdress: Circumstances: 0
Outer Garments:

1-

CL
. Upper Garments

REPORT OF DEATH
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VT 000_698
Machine Trades II, Learner's Manual.

Ohio State Dep of Educ, Columbus. Trade and Ind Educ Serf
-2MTLM

Pub Date - 65
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 337p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION; *METAL MACHINING
OCCUPATIONS; HIGH SCHOOLS, APPRENTICESHIPS, POST SECONDARY
EDUCATION, TESTS.

The assignment sheets in this study guide were developed to assist
apprentices, vocational high school and post-high school students in
preparatory programs for the machine trades with the study of
related technical information and to assist the teacher in
presenting the material using group or individual instruction
methods. The material was developed by a state-wide committee of
teacher educators, state and local supervisors, instructors, and
subject matter specialists. The units of instruction are -- (1)
Shaper Work, (2) Milling Machine Work, (3) Planer Work, (4) Grinder
Work, (5) Metallurgy, (6) Heat Treating, and (7) Gears and Gearing.
Each unit contains assignment sheets with objectives, textbook
references, and study questions and objectiva-type, review test.
The material is designed for use by teachers who are skilled
tradesmen. A suppl. ental manual-

by
Instructional Units for

the Machines Trades" (VT 000 719), provides outlines of
manipulative-preparatory steps and basic and supplementary
manipulative operations correlated to this study guide. Answers to
the study guide and review questions are available in "Machine
Trades II, Answer Book" (VT 000 696). This document (study guide)
is available for $2.35 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education
Service Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State
University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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The machine trades area consdtutes a large portion of the Trade and Industrial Education immune
in the State of Ohio. The Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service as far back as 1949, under
the direction of John Doughman, Consultant, Instructional Materials Laboratory, developed a series
of mimeographed units consisting of assignment sheets far the learner and units of instruction plans
for the instructor. The members of the committee who worked on this material included, P. R.
Anderson, I... Botosage, It. H. Desgrange, C. A. Felker, L. It. Hillier. M. F. Hughes, C. B.
Rust. W. C. Kelly, B. B. Kistler, H. B. Outman, and F. B. Stewart. These materials were used
effectively throughout the state and greatly facilitated the improvement of both manipulative and
related instruction. Evaluating committees of machine trades insinictors have been called upon
frequently to make concrete suggestions for the improvement of the materials.

During the summer of 1954. a group of fourteen machine trades instructors. who represented a
complete coverage of the state, were assembled at the Instructional Materials Laboratory on the
campus of The Ohio State University. to make revisions and clarifications in light of the past five
years' evaluation. This special Machine Trades Insductional Materials Advisory Committee worked
under the direction of Carl J. Schaefer. then Instructional Materials Consultant and consisted of
B. A. Bonsor, L. It. Hillier, H. James, Jr., 0. H. Leffel, R. B. Judd, A. B. Moody, R. C. Neal,
C. W. Nichols, C. H. Rensch, A. L. Rader, T. J. Spider, G. R. Weiler, A. L. Rhodes and
G. H. Schwalm.

During the summer of 1955, three machine trades instructors, L. R. Hillier, R. A. Miller and
C. H. Ranch spent one week each working with Merle Strong, Inaductional Materials Consultant,
to complete the writing of the material.

Spacial mention is also extended to the State-Wide Instructional Materials Committee for their
guidance in recommending that continued emphasis be directed towards this area of instructional
materials development. This Committee was composed of Dr. 0. L. Bandon, former Teacher
Educator, Trade and Industrial ilducation. The Ohio State University. Columbus; W. W. Climbs/a,
Supervisor, Trade and Wm:trial Education, Lima; F. M. Dennenfeleet, Principal, Macomber
Vocational High School, Toledo. 0. M. Gwinn, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Ports-
mouth; T. Johnson, Assistant Executive Sersettry, Ohio Manufacturers Associadon, Columbus:
C. A. Meister, Smuvisor, Tiede and Industrial Education, Ashtabula; 0. G. McMahon,. Coordi-
nator, Trade and Industdal Education, Massillon: C. D. Pierson, Sapervisor, Trade and Indus-
trial Education, Middletown; Dr. It. M. Reese, fame( State Supervisor, Trade and Industrial
Education, Columbus; R. L. Wagner, Educational Director, Ohio Federation of Labor, Colurshee;
and C. J. Schaefer, *Miter Consultant, Instructional Matedals Laboratory, Trade and Industrial
Educatioa, Columbus.

The Mowing manufacturers and publishers supplied pictures and other valuable Information used is
this publication: American Machinists' ilsndbook, F. H. Colvin and F. A. Stanley, Copyright 1945,
McGraw Hill, New York, New York; Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Company, Providence, Rhode
Wand; The Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cinchmad, Ohio; Delta Power tool Division. Rockwell
Manufacturing Company, Pittsbutgh, Pennsylvania; Machine Sbop Technology, C. A. Felker,
Bruce Publishing Company. Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin; Norton Company, Worchester 6, Massachusetts;
Pratt and Whitney. Division of Mies-Bennet-Pond Company, West liudorci, Connecticut.

Grateful acknowledgement for the development of this manual is extended to all the efotementioned
persons and to Merle B. Strong, Head of the Instructional Materials laboratory. Trade and
Industrial Education Service, The Ohio State University.

In the Second Edition of this manual the Metallurgy section was added to the original publication
and consists of fifteen assignment sheets . W. C . Kelley and B . J . :ever developed the original
material which was reviewed and revised by a committee consisting of W. C. Kelley, A. B.
Moody, E. Chirila and W. M. Berndt, the present Consultant, Instructional Materials Development.

syr1 R. Shoemaker, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service



Machine Trades I

PART I CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:

Bench Work
Drilling Machine Work
Engine Lathe Work
Turret Lathe Work
Power Saw Work

Machine Trades II

PART II CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:

Shaper Work
Milling Machine Work
Planer Work
Grinder Work
Metallurgy
Heat Treating
Gears and Gearing
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20 Indexing 107
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22 Circular Milling 115
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The Machine Trades I and II Learner's Manuals have been designed to assist you, the
instructor, with the teaching of the related technical knowledge for the machine trade.

The Learner's Manual will be of assistance when using group instruction methods. It
will be of even greater value when using individual instruction procedures. A comprehen-
sive objective review, or test, follows each unit to provide a "check" on individual progress
and ability.

In general, the course is based on the first three assigned text! Ilisted. Any one of these
three will answer most of the questions. However, lack of information on some units in
the assigned texts made it necessary to write related information for some assignments
and to add additional assigned texts in a few cases. It is suggested that copies of the
assigned texts, which are in addition to any one of the three assigned tents, along with
the books listed as additional references be made a part of die class library.

Neatness as well as accuracy should be stressed throughout the related course. The progress
chart in the back of the manual will aid in keeping an accurate record of each student's
progress.

1111111111111111

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Pans
I and II, New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1953.

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, Milwaukee, Wisconsin:
The Bruce Publishing Company, 1952.

Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, Chicago, Illinois: American
Technical Society, 1947.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook,
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Outman, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual, Chicago, Illinois:
American Technical Society, 1944.

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Comet Vol. I and Vol. II,
New York: The Industrial Press.

111111M111111
Barrett, J. W., Machine Shop Operations, Chicago, Illinois:

American Technical Society.



Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1953.

Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice,
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1943.

Felker, C. A., Sh Mathematics, Milwaukee: Bruce
Publishing Company, 1941.

Heat Treatment of Metals, Albany: Delmar Publishers, Inc.

Johnson, C. G. and Weeks, W. R., Metallurgy,
Chicago: American Technical Societg67

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. II,
New York: The Industrial Press, 1944.

Felker, C. A. and Paine, H. W., Milling Machine Indexing,
Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Company, 1942.

Oberg, B. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook,
New York: The Industrial Press, 1949.

Palmer, F. A., Tool Steel Simplifiede Chicago: Carpenter
Steel Company, 1941.

Shaper Set LIjas, Cincinnati Shaper Pamphlet, Cincinnati:
The Cincinnati Shaper Company.

Slade, S. and Margolis L., Mathematics for Technical and
Vocational Schools New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1946.

'Treatise on Planers, Cincinnati: Cincinnati Planer Company.

Wagener, A. M. and Arthur, H. R., Machine Shop Theory
and Practice, New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1942.
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This manual contains a series of assignment sheets designed to assist you in the
mastery of the related technical knowledge for the mazhine trade. Each assign-
ment sheet has been written to provide you with a study guide to the most import-
ant and essential information. In general, the course is based on the first three
assigned tests listed. Any one of these three will answer most of the questions.
However, lack of information on some units in the assigned texts made it necessary
to write related information for some assignments and to add additional assigned
texts in a few cases. Books listed as additional references will give supplemental
information.

How To Study - Proper study techniques have to be practiced in order to get the
most from any course. Study can otherwise become a time-consuming task with
very little result. It is suggested, therefore, that the following procedures be prac-
ticed when completing the assignments in this manual:

110 Read the entire assignment sheet and get clearly in mind whit
information is needed to answer the questions.

111. Next, the assigned reading in the textbook should be studied.

110 Lay the textbook aside and answer as many of the assignment
questions as you can. Write legibly, keep your sheets neat,
and pay particular attention to the drawings and diagrams.
Do not hurry.

0 Refer back to the text if you cannot answer all of the questions.

110 Never copy answers directly from the text itself, but write the
answers in your own words.

110 Any points that are not fully understood should be reviewed again
or brought up for discussion at . nova class meeting.

Your success or failure in the mastery of this material depends greatly upon your
ability to study; therefore, the above steps should be followed and practiced to the
best of your ability.
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SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assipment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

#
y.if __w4411.

Objectives: 'Ib study personal safety and the safe operation of the shaper.

Assigned Text: Graman, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual.
pp. 5-8 Personal Safety, pp. 72-74 Shaper Safety

Additional References: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I.

a.

b.

d.

e.

WHAT'S WRONG HERE? OP.

Note to Student: After studying personal safety
in the Industrial Safety Manual, Graman, list
the faults depicted in the cartoon.

.stions: Personal Safety
1. What precautions should be taken before starting the machine



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet *1

2. An apron tied to the operator with tough rawhide or wire is a dangerous
practice. Why?

3. Should the machine be stopped before measuring the wodd

4. Why is internal shaping a dangerous operation?

5. Why is basic knowledge of the shaper important to personal safety before
using it?

Machine Safety
1. Why should a lead hammer ae used to set the wok on parallels?

2. What would you do if the machine appears to have been damaged by the
preceding operator?

3. Why is it important to remove the handle from the stroke-change before
starting the machine?

4. The tool and tool holder must be clamped in the tool post
before starting the machine.

5. The gib bolts must be after raising or lowering the table.

6. The cutting tool can be chipped or broken by stopping the machine in the
of a cut.

7. The machine must be if the operator goes to another part of
the shop.

8. Shaping cast iron requires that the first cut be under the scale to preserve
the tool's

4



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

9. Make absolutely sure there is sufficient between the
ram and the work before starting the shaper.

10. The of the work vise must be kept clear of hammers, files,
wrenches and other tools.

5



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *2 Name

#-Iftv..43g 7.0.*'.1.4.4:447
.

Date

110t

4.,

Guide

Objectives : To study types and sizes of shapers, how they are constructed, the
names of the parts and what kind of work they will do.

Assigned feu: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Pait II, pp. -19 and 15.23, or
Shuman, John T., Machine Shop Wodc
pp. 317-320 322-323, or
Felker, C. A. , Machine Shop Technology
pp. 287-290 294- 300

Additional References : Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. U.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.

Questions: 1. What is a shaper?

2. How is the size of a shaper determined?

3. What is the difference between a plain and universal shaper?

4. How does the clapper block fit the clapper box?
Does it shake? Does it bind?



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #2

5. Sketch the principle of the table feed mechanism.

6. What is meant by rapid traverse?

7. Does the hydraulic shaper have any advantage over the crank type?

8. Which one of the following types of shapers is in most common use
today; crank, hydraulic, gear or vertical? (Underscore one).

9. What is meant by reciprocating motion?

10. Which stroke of the shaper is faster, forward or backward and why?

8



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet 82

Directions: Identify
the parts.

31

30

24
as

84
2

25-

4

1.

Shaper
Courtesy of The Cincinnati Shaper Co.

11. 21.

2. 12. 22.

3. 13.

4. 14. 24.

5. 15.

6. 16. 26.

7. 17. 27.

8.

gM

18. 28.

9. 19. 29.

10. . 30.

31.

9



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name Date Grade

Objectives :

Assigned Text:

To study various shaper attachments, how they are made, and how
they are used.

Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 37-52, or

Shuman, John T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 325-326, or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 301-305.

Additional References: Wagener, A. M., and Arthur, H. R., Machine Shop
Theory and Practice.

Related Information:

Clamp

Angle Plates

Questions: 1. Describe the shaper vise.

Double Screw Vise



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #3

2. What is a universal vise?

3. Which jaw is tested when squaring and aligning the vise?

4. How is the vise fastened to the table?

5. What provision is made on the table for clamping the wink?

6. What is an angle plate and how is it used?

7. How are shaper centers used to support wait?

8. Name some jobs for which centers are convenient.

9. Describe a hold dowr. or "gripper.

10. What are parallels and how are they used?



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet *3

11. How may work that is thin or particularly difficult to hold in the vise be
more firmly gripped while shaping?

12. What is the purpose of a toe-dog and a stop?

13. Explain how to test the work seat.

14. What causes a bun on the work and what should be done about it?

15. Can a ground finish be put on shaper work?

13
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SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date

Objectives :

Assigned Text:

.

To study various work holding devices, how they are made and how
they are used.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,

Shuman, John Shop7 T. Machine
or

Work, pp. 325-327, or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 301-304.

Related bformationl

Angular parallels are similar to the regular
parallel except that one side of each parallel
is machined at an angle to the adjacent side.
Used in pairs they hold work for shaping
specific angles. They make set-up uch
easier and quicker.

Angular parallels

Finger Clamp Double Finger Clamp Gooseneck Clamp

Questions: 1. What is the most common method of clamping work while shaping?

2. State the purpose of the T-slots on the top and sides of the table.



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #4

3, Name the various types of clamps used in shaper work.

ef.

4. What are parallels and why are they used?

5. What are the advantages of hold-downs or "grippers"?

6. Sketch the proper set-up for using grippers, showing vise, parallels*
work and grippers,

7. When is it advisable to use a small Jack in connection with work set-up.

16
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment &set #4

8. Why should clamp bolts be placed closer to the work Ilan to the support
block? Show proper positioning of clamp, work and blocks with a
sketch.

9. Sketch a job showing the use of angular parallels.

17



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study the cutting tools used on the shaper, how to grind them and how they
are attached to the mat Aine.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H.D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 2S-33,

or
Felker, C.A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 168-169, 305-306,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 151, 329-330.

Additional References: Wagener, A.M. and Arthur, H.R., Machine Shop Theory and
Practice.

Related Information:
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Shaper cutting tools for mild steel
Courtesy of The Cincinnati guiper Co.

After machine grinding, off-hand "biding, orre-sharpeningof tool bits they should be oil
stoned on the cutting edges to remove any burrs. This will increase the life el the tool
P-4 produce a better quality of work.



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #5

Carbide tipped tools can be used economically on the shaper for machining chilled cast
iron, die steels, etc. However, the machine must be capable of speeds exceeding 100
feet per minute and produce uniform feeds. The shaper should also be equipped with a
good tool lifter attachment. The cause of carbide tool breakage is usually improper
grinding and shock. This can largely be overcome by proper grinding and smooth machine
operation.

Questions : 1. Sketch the following tools showing cutting angles, clearance angles, and
rake for each. (a) Roughing tool. (b) Finishing tool. (c) Slotting
tool.

2. In what respect does a shaper tool bit differ from the lathe tool bit?

3. ShoCti shaper teals be pound with a side rake?

4. Explain how to re-sharpen a square nose tool bit.

20



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #5

5. How is the shape of the tool bit determined?

6. Why is the tool holder and tool bit the most popular combination for
cutting metal on a shaper?

7. Why are clearance angles important?

8. What would happen to a tool bit with an angle of 15° front clearance if
the operator attempted a heavy cut?

9. What are some of the important factors to be considered when using
carbide tipped tools?

10. Name several shaper tools and holders.

II. How are tools and tool holders generally held in the shaper head?

21



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 116 Name Date Grade

Objective: To learn how to figure cutting speed, feed, strokes per minute, and how to
set the shaper correctly.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 34-37,

Of

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 292-296,
Of

Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work. pp. 327-330.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A American Machinists' Handbook.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
Slade, S. and Mnrgolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schools.

Related Information: A safe rule to follow in speeds and feeds is: "As muchspeed as
possible to get the surface finish desired and all the depth of cut
that the machine and tool will stand."

Questions: 1. Distinguish between "speed" and "feed".

2. How is the speed designated? How is feed designated?

3. What is the ratio of the cutting stroke to the return stroke in relation
to speed of the ram?

4. Is a coarse feed or a fine feed used in finishing a medium fine surface?

5. Why does the table feed movement occur on the return stroke?

6. A crank shaper with a two to one return makes 28 strokes of l'
length per minute. Find the cutting speed.

Nly -
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #6

7. Find the cutting speed of a crank shaper making 25 rpm. with a
reverse of three to one, if the length of stroke is 10" .

8. With a return stroke of two to one and a speed of 27 rpm., what is the
cutting speed of a crank shaper if the length of stroke is 15 '?

9. What is the cutting speed of a crank shaper making 32 rpm. with a
two to one return, if the length of stroke is 14"?

10. A crank shaper having a three to one let= makes 28 rpm. and the
length of cut is 9". What is the cutting speed?

11. Find the strokes per minute to machine a piece of steel whose cutting
speed is 60 fpm. and the stroke is set for 6" .

24
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SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *7 Name Date Grade

0111stives:

Assigned

' 4 '
. _ AL. ha. de 'AL,' -; 4

!ites.,114;41,1
11. Otto wA. e- 4, I $::'-resj

, 4, - ,41,

To study proper ways and methods of setting up jobs and adjusting
the shaper to do the work.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, .Pert
pp. 37-54.

Additional References: Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work.
Fellor, C. A., Machinerechnolo .
Barra, J. W., MachinationSho , American Technical Society.
Shaper Set-ups, Cincinnati Shaper Pamphlet.
Graman, H. R. , Industrial Safe Manual.

Related Information:

stions: 1.

Each job in the shaper presents its own set-up problem.
Only the more common set-ups will be consi&red in this
sheet.

How much longer than the length of the cut is the length of stroke
set on the shaper?

2. What should be checked before starting a cut on the shaper?

3. What is the danger of having the tool-slide down two cr three
inches below the head?

4. Why is the clapper-box made so that it can be swiveled on the
head?
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #7

5. What is meant by "cutting air"?

6. Why is it important to keep the table, vise, parallels, etc., free of
nicks and burrs?

7. What damage may occur if the work is too low in the %lee?

8. State three ways in which the vise may be out enough to cause
in-accurate work.

9, How can the work seat be tested?

10. What causes burrs on the work?

11. How can the solid Jaw be set parallel to the ram travel?

12. How may the vise be set at a right angle to the direction of the cut?

13. What is meant by tool "overhang" and what must be done to over-come
it?

26



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #7

14. Can indexing be done on the shaper and what type of work could be indexed?

15. What precautions should be observed when fastening work directly to
the table?

16. Why should a soft hammer be used when seating finished work in the vise?

17. Sketch the application of various clamps when bolting work directly to the
table. Finger, double finger, plain, U, gooseneck and C-Clamps.

18. Is proper clamping Important to accurate work?

27



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet 87

19. When would angular parallels be found useful?

20. Why is it good practice to use paper shims between the work and its
support?

21. How can the angle plate be lined up on the table?

22. Why is it important to clamp the table support firmly when roughing
or taking heavy cuts?

23. State briefly how to adjust the ram for position and length of stroke.

24. How is the table adjusted?

25. How is the table feed adjusted or regulated?

26. How is the ram speed, strokes per minute, set?

28



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name

,

Date Grade

..4:,. e...
1.

W.

.

,_.Sor 111.?

Objectives t To study the operation of cutting horizontally and vertically on the shaper.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 54-62, 65-66, or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technologb pp. 308-315.

Additional References: Shuman,. John T., Machine Shop Work.

Related Information:

;
Vertical Shaper

Horizontal Shaper
Courtesy of The Cincinnati Shaper Co.

The apron is swiveled for a vertical cut. On the return stroke, the tool block will rise
in a plane zy, at right angles to ab. Since the plane is tipped away as illustrated, the
tool will tend to raise in a direction away from the surface "s" and will not rub. If the
plane were left vertical, the tool would rub on surface "s" on the return stroke.



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #8

Questions: 1. Explain the difference between horizontal and vertical cuts.

2. How are parallels used in horizontal shaping?

3. What is the general differenc4 in the position of ilk. ,00l holder for
horizontal and vertical shaping?

4. Why is it important to make certain the clapper is free while cutting?

5. When machining a piece of steel 4 z 9 should the stroke be set at 5"
or 10"?

6. When machining a piece of cut iron 12 x 14 should the stroke be set at
13" or 15"?

7. When machining s_ piece of flat bass 3 x 8 should the machine be fed
across the r or 8" surface?

Directions: Complete the following sentences:
1. Although we have shapers which lower the head automatically when taking

vertical cuts, most shapers require that the operator lower it by .

2. In vertical shaping on the side of the work care must be taken to be sure
the head is not to a place where it is damaged by striking
the vise.

3. Horizontal cutting requires, in most instances, a
a finishing operation.

30
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SHAPER WORK

Asotignment Sheet #8

4. The tool slide must not be lowered .1r too much.

5. Squaring the end of a piece of steel can be ,lane in the vise either
horizontally or vertic..11y depending upon the of the
piece to be machined.

31



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #9 Name

of Stop*

Date Grade

Objectives: To study the operations necessary to machine accurately a square or
rectangular piece in the shaper.

Assign& Text Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part L',
pp. 63 -65.

Additional References:

Related Information:

Wegener, A. M., and Arthur, H. R., Machine Sh'p Theory
and Practice .

Barritt, J. W., Machine Shop Operation.

The following is the order or sequence of turning stock clamped in a ihaper vise or on
the table to produce an accurate square or rectangular piece:

1. Rough r.J.chine-top 7. Finish machine-bottom
2. Rough machine-side #1 8. Finieh machine-side #2
3. Rough machine-bottom 9. Rough machine-end #1
4. Rough machine-side #2 10. Finish machine-end #1
5. Finish machine-top 11. Rough machine-end #2
6. Finish machine-side #1 12. Finish machine-end #2

Note: In all cases the machined furfar:e must be moved to the solid Jaw of the vise.
The piece should be checked several times during the process. to mak. ^ertain it
is squaring up properly. It may also be necessary to use a parallel and a square
to set up the end of the piece in operations 9 and 11. The kind of finish will de-
pend upon the Job specification.

Questions: 1. What is the difference between rough and finish cuts?

2. Why is it necessary to use a lead hammer when tapping the work to set
it on parallel':?

3. What is the effect of dirt under the parallels or in the jaw % of the vise
when machining?
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #9

4. How can the completed job be checked for squareness?

5. Considering a job to be complete with one rough and one finish cut to

to each surface, how many cuts are required to square up a piece of

stock on all sides?

6. Why is the mace that has been machined placed against the solid jaw
of the vise?

7. Why t a small strip of steel eiometimes Placed between the inevahle
jaw and the work?

3. When is paper used between the work and the wcrit seat or movable
jaw on the vise?

34



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Date

reactiges Font 4t Cont akOping

Objectives:

Assigned Texts:

Grade

To study the operations necessary for machining concave and convex
surfaces.

Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 11,
PP. 66-67, or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 313-315.

Additional References: Wagener, A. M., and Arthur, H. R., Machine Shop Theory
and Practice.

Barritt, J. W., Machine Shop Operation.

Related Information:

With skill and practice the machinist, by us-
ing the head feed and automatic cross feed
at the same time can cut concave or convex
surfaces into the work with the shaper. Pro-
per tooling is important, hand co-ordination
is needed and a complete understanding of
the machine by the operator. Shaping Contours

Courtesy of The Cincinnati $u per Co.

estions: 1. What benchwodc operation usually Precedes the set-up and work
of contour shaping?

2. Why are prick punch marks sometimes placed on the scribed lines
for contour shaping?

35



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #10

3. Why is it necessary to have complete control of the shaper while
contour shaping?

4. Which is easier, feeding the head of the shaper up or down?

5. Why is it better to rough cut to 1/16" or 1/32" above the scribed lines
in contour shaping than finish to the line?

Pio Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The cutting tool is raised or lowered by hand.

T F 2. The table can be operated only by hand when contour shaping.

T F 3. Form or contour shaping is slow work and requires skill and
patience.

T F 4. In contour shaping consideration must be given to the position
of the work in relation to the top of the vise jaws to prevent
damage.

T F 5. It is not necessary to grind special tools for form shaping.

36



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name Date Grade

Principles of Angular Shaping end Dovetailing

Objective : To study the shaping of angles and how to cut an internal and external dovetail.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part U,
pp. 50-62, 73-79,

or
Felker, C.A., Machine Shop Thclmology, pp. 298, 309-313, Fig. 363.

Additional References:

Related Information:

Wagner, A. M. and Arthur, H. R. , Machine Shop Theory and
Practice.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F.D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F.H. , and Stanley, F.A., American Machinists' Handbook.

Position of the slide when cutting a dovetail.
Courtes. of The Cincinnati Shaper Co.

Angular cuts can be made on the shaper by swiveling the head of the machine to the pro-
per angle and arranging the apron of the clapperbox to relieve the tool on the ram stroke.
The angle is then cut by moving the head down on the work. This method is not the onl
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #11

way to cut an angle because the work piece may be placed on an angle in the vise or with
angular parallels. With a universal shaper vise the vise can be angled in two ways to per-
mit compound angles.

SPECIAL NOTE: Always set the top of the clapperbox apron in a direction
away from the =dace of the cut. Proper setting of the
clapperbox in angle cutting is very important to prevent
tool drag and machine damage.

Questions: 1. Name several ways to set up wodc for angular cutting.

2. What is an angular surface?

3. How may the clapperbox be swiveled? How much?

4. What deckles the position of the head in angular or dovetail cutting?

5. What decides the position of the clapperbox in relation to the tool,
cut and wodc?

la Directions: Complete the following sentences:

1. A set of tapered parallels will speed up setting up a job for a standard
cut.

2. A universal shaper permits the cutting of angles.

3. Dovetails require accuracy in construction because they usually
support the part of the wodc which must slide, such as the
and of a shaper.

4. The shaper tool head is graduated in

38



SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #11

5. The vise can be swiveled to give a greater range of
cutting angles.

6. There are two kinds of dovetail cuts. They are

7. Dovetails can be by the use of wires, micrometers and
caliPers.

Note to Student: Formulas, tables and charts are provided in the additional
references for information regarding standard dovetails and
how to measure them.

39
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SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date Grade

Principles of Cutting Internal and External Sots and Keyways and Cutting Off Stoult

Objectives : To study the fundamental procedures required to cut slots and keyways
and cut-off in the shaper.

Assigned Texts: Bieghardt , H. D. and Axelrod, A, Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 67-73, or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 306, 315-317.

Additional References: Baffin, J. W., Machine Shop Operation , American Technical
Society.

Related Information:

Narrow keyways and slots are generally cut at one setting, the tool being the proper width
and of sufficient length. The tool is fed down into the work. Wider slots require several
cuts.

Cutting of internal keyways usually requires a special tool holder. This may be similar
to a boring bar used on the lathe and made to fit into the tool post of the shaper.

Parting or cutting off in the shaper requires some skill in setting up the work and on
some occasions the clapper-box must be clamped down with a set screw in the apron of
the clapper-box. This will permit the tool holder and tool to be turned around and pulled
into the work on the return stroke giving a more solid and smoother cut. The work must
be clamped so it will not bind the tool bit.

NOTE: Watch out for the back lash of the head of the shaper when doing this type of
work and always take up the slack of the screw controlling the down feed.

estions: 1. What type tool is most commonly used for cutting small keyways
and narrow slots?

2. How may internal keyways be cut?

.7' ,
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #12

3. If the slot or keyway (external) does not cross the entire work piet,e
how is the cut made?

4. What can be done about "play" or back-lash in the down feed screw
of the head?

5. Cutdrig-off in the shaper requires what procedure?

6. If a short keyway must be cut by shaper in the middle of a shaft, how
is it done?

7. Cutting a keyway on a round shaft presents a problem of getting proper
depth in relation to the rounded surface of the shaft; how can this be
over-come?

8. Why is front and side clearance very important in the grinding of
the squaring or keyway cutting tool?

42



SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #13 Name

000 lam* and Cutting Compounds,.

Date Grade

Objectives: To study the use of coolants and cutting compounds in shaper
work.

Assigned Texts : Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 627-636, table 16, p. 668,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 480-481.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F . H., and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.

Related Information: Cutting compounds keep the cutting tool cool and reduce
the wear of the cutting edges . Lard oil is one of the most
widely used compounds, either in its original form or mixed
with oil or sulphur.
Coolants perform a similar operation and one of the most
common in use is the soluble coolant, called soluble be-
cause it mixes with water.
Although coolants and cutting compounds are not used
extensively on the shaper there are some occasions when
they may be used to an advantage.
(Chart showing Cutting Lubricants on following page)

tic. jils: 1. What effect will coolants have on the tool in the shaper?

2. Why do we use cutting compounds or coolants?
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SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TP ADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #14 Name Date Grade

Lubricants and ()teases

To study the proper use of lubricants and greases when operating the shaper.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machination Pert 11,
pp. 10-12.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Special Note: Always use Manufacturers' Lubrication chart as guide.

Related Information:

Proper lubrication is the most important factor in the life of any machine. Daily lubri-
cation is necessary at sone points on a shaper, while other moving pares need attentlun

only weekly or monthly. Using the manu-
facturers' lubrication charts as a guide, you
should become familiar with the lubrication
points on the shapers you have in your shop.
This will enable you to properly care for
them.

Keep Mach;,,e Well Lubricated

Questions : 1. When should the shaper be
oiled?

2. What parts require grease?

3. What moving parts should be
oiled often?

Why is it important that the
shaper be lubricated?

5. Undetcore the following shaper parts that require lubrication: Ram guard, vise,
bearings, crankpin, feed screw, clapper-boa, toolpost, crossrail, tool-slide,
motor guard.
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SHAPER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To study briefly the types, sizes, and construction of the slate: and its
general operation.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machin, Tool 02eration Part U
pp. 7879, or

Shumark, J. T., Machine Shop Wet: . pp- 30-320.

AriCtional References: Wagener, A. M. and Arthur, H. R. Machine
and Practice.

Related Information:

Vertical Shaper or Slater
Courtesy of Pratt & Whitley, Div. Niles-Bennet-Pend Co., Nest Hartford, Cann.
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SHAPER WORK

MACHDIE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #16 Name Date Grade

Objective: To review information about shaper work

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: Directions: Each of the following statements is either true or false.
If the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter T, if the
statement is false, draw a circle around the letter F. If a statement
is false in part, it is entirely false.

T F 1. The shaper is primarily used to machine contours.

T F 2. The clapper block must have a snug fit in the clapper box.

T F 3. The clapper block must swing free on its hinge pin, but should not
shake.

T F 4. Parallels are always made of cast iron.

T F 5. The table of the vertical shaper can be moved three ways.

T F 6. Lubrication is not important in shaper operation.

T F 7. The shaper is the only machine that will cut keyways.

T F 8. Shaping contours requires good hand co-ordination.

T F 9. Work-seat surfaces of the vise and parallels must be kept clean.

T F 1G. Generally the stroke of the shaper is set three to four inches
longer than the work piece.

T F 11. Proper clamping is the first consideration for accurate work.

T F 12. An indexing head and center is used extensively on the shaper.

T F 13. The angle plate is used primarily for cutting angles.

T F 14. Paper shims can be used to check proper workseat.

T F 15. It is important that the table support beclampedtightwhenroughcuttin.



SHAPER WORK

A/magma.At Sheet #16 - REVIEW

Directions : Fill in the blank or blanks with word or words that make the statement
correct.

1. Keep your hands from under the of the shaper.

2. Stop the machine when

3. Use a lead or soft

work.

to set a job on the parallels.

4. Never stop the shapet tool in the of a cut.

5. Keep the top free of tools .

6. Reciprocating action means the and movement of the ram.

7. T -slots in the table are provided for the work.

8. The clearance angles for regular shaping tools are
tool bits.

than those on lathe

9. The tool lifts to prevent

10. Too long a stroke results in air.

11. The workseat of the shaper vise should be before setting up tits job.

12. Burrs are a problem in shaper work because they
finishing square.

13. The vertical shaper is also called the

on the return stroke.

14. *Parallels are used to the work in the vise.

the work from

15. The shaper is a tool used primarily for ana rectangular work.
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SHAPER WORK

Assignment Sheet #16 - REVIEW

Directions; The words and phrases in the left hand column are significant in
connection with an expression in the right hand column. Match
them properly by placing the figure proceeding the item in the left
hand column in the brackets at the right of the matching item.

1. Cutting an angle

2. Clapper box

3. Tool holder

4. Movable and solid jaw

5. Indexing on the shaper

6. Parallels

7. Movement of ram

8. Table feed

9. Keyway

10. Cutting oil

11. Knee

12. Hydraulic

a. Tool bit

b. To set the work square

c. Horizontal movement

d. Squaring the tool bit

e. Head set-over

f. Tool lubrication

g. Special shaper set-up

h. Clapper plate or block

i. Reciprocal motion

j. Vise
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Assignment Sheet #16 - REVIEW

Directions: Each statement needs a word. a figure, or a phrase to make it correct.
Only one of the choices listed is correct. Place the number of the choice
you make in the space provided at the right edge of the sheet.

1. Clearance angles on shaper tool bite are (1) not important to the life of the tool,
(2) i.should be ground properly to prevent drag, (3) are ground on the same angles
as lathe tools, (4) in all cases are ground to 90°. )

2. A shaper vise should be (1) used on the drill press, (2) used for round work only,
(3) checked for square before using, (4) clamped loosely until after the first
cut. )

3. Before starting the shaper the operator should be sure (1) the lights are turned
on, (2) his hands are away from the tool head and work, (3) the print for the
job is handy, (4) he has a stool to sit on. )

4. It is unsafe to use the shaper without knowing something about its operation
because (1) there is danger of overheating the machine, (2) the crank handle
may fall off, (3) the operator can be seriously Injured, (4) the ram will not
return properly. )

5. The tool and toolholder must be clamped tight or (1) the machine will not start,
(2) the job will be .002 out of square, (3) the vise will move, (4) the ram
and head may be damaged if they slip. )

6. The shaper is (1) a machine tool, (2) a turning machine, (3) a precision tool,
(4) used for off -hand grinding, sometimes. )

7. The vertical shaper (1) is similar in its range of work to the horizontal shaper,
(2) can be used in a vertical or horizontal position, (3) is more prevalent
in industry, (4! has a revolving head and ram. )

8. Parallels are placed under the work to (1) make the vise level, (2) give the set-
up a nice appearance, (3) set firework square in the vise and above the jaws,
(4) protect the movable vise jaw. )

9. To properly cut a keyway tor slot the shaper operator (1) must know a little about
lathe work, (2) needs some knowledge of threading, (3) should speed up
strokes per minute, (4) must understand tool bit clearance angles. )

10. Coolants are used in shaper to (1) keep the machine cool, (2) cool the tool bit
for longer life, (3) give the operator something to do while the machine is work-
ing, (4) give the work a harder finish.
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Assignment Sheet #16 REVIEW

31

30-----
29

29
26 27

25
24

23

22

21

20

19

Shaper
Courtesy of The Cincinnati Shaper

Directions: Identify the parts.

co.

1. 11. 21.

2. 12.

.1111=MMINwm

22.

3. 1Z. 23.

4. 14. 24.

5. 15. 25.

6. 16.

MO.

26.

7. 17. 27,

8. 18. 28.

9. 19._ 29.

10. 20. 30.

31.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name

Objective:

Date Grade

0 .

--Adhl""fflialMailab*,
14: ty. tb' IS ;2

d.Tr 4ito

e

To study the different types of millint machines .

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. Machine Tool Operation, Part lit
pp. 127-169,

Related Information:

or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technftir, pp. 331-336,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 335-344.

Plain Milling Machine, Bed Type Plain Milling Machine

Courtesy of Brows & Shape Manufacturing C.napany



MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

Vertical Milling Machine Universal Milling Machine

Courtesy of Brost: & Sharpe Manufacturing Cospany

Questions: Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The column and iriee milling machines may be subdivided as filllows:

a.

b.

milling machines,

milling machines,

c. milling machines.

2. The table has three movements: a.

b. , c. .
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet 4#1

3. The table on a universal milling machine in a
horizontal plane.

4. The universal milling machine is the most
machine made.

5. The vertical milling machine is similar to the plain machine with one
exception; instead of the spindle being , it is

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE puce a circle ar-und the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F I. The plain milling machine is essentially a production machine.

T F 2. The plain milling machine table may be swiveled in a
horizontal plane.

T F 3. The operation of drilling, reaming, along with end milling,
may be performed with the vertical mill.

P. rections: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

Name three well-imown manufacturers of milling machines.
a.
b.

c.

2. In what way does the vertical milling machine differ from the 1%.orizontal
milling machine?

3. What are some of the advantages of the vertical milling machine?

4. For what type of milling is the vertical milling machine necessary?
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Assignment Sheet # 1

rk
3

5. Explain the use of a rotary table.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet &I Name Date Grade

4....ae

Objective: To inform the learner of good practice and procedure in the
lubrication, care and maintenance of the milling amchice.

Assigned Text: Related Information, Lubrif .tion, Care and Maimenance.

Additional Reference: Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 387.388.

Related Information: LUBRICATION, CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Protecting all machine surfaces of the milling machine is very important. Damaged
surfaces make it impossible to mount and machine work accurately.

Proper lubrication is essential. Modern machines are provided with peep glasses on
spindle bearings which show the oil level at these bearing points . For satisfactory
performance, the proper oil level must be maintained.

Work may be spoiled by not keeping the spindle hole clean. Do not fit rough or burred
arbors into a spindle hole. Burrs and chips will damage the spindle so that cutters will
not run true.

Caution should be used in runping the table to the extreme right or left, also in running
the knee up or down to its extreme limit. Damage to the machine may also be caused by
running the saddle against the column.

Speeds should not be changed while the machine is running as this will damage the gears.

The cutter must be keyed securely to the arbor so that the arbor will not be damaged.
Work must be securely clamped to the table, vise, or whatever other holding device is
used. Cutters may become brokra-or damaged if work becomes loose. For work that
is to be sawed into two pieces, it is necessary to clamp it in such a way that both pieces
will be held securely. Clamping bolts malt be chosen that will clear the arbor as the
table passes under it Bolts that are too long may rub against the arbor, and will groove
the collar or break the cutter. k is also possible that the arbor might become bent.
Collars may also be damaged.

Even though a milling machine is not a dangerous machine to operate, certain work
precautions are very necessary. Never attempt to remove chips at the point of contact



MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #2

of the cutter and work with your fingers . There is always the possibility of having your
fingers caught between the cutter and the work. A brush should be used. Eyes should be
protected with goggles to protect them from flying chips

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why should the operator take great care not to nick or burr machined
surfaces?

2. How is the oil level checked on a modern milling machine?

3. What two Slings should be carefully checked when mounting arbors?

a

b

4. When should gears be shifted?

5. Why should cutters be keyed to the mill arbor?

6. What may be the result U work is not securely clamped?

7. When should the operator check the tightness of the holding device?

8. How should a piece of work be held when it is to be cut into two parts?
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

Aesignn*ent Sheet #2

9. What may happen if the part slips?

10. What effect may extra long clamping bolts have on the arbor collars
and/or grbors?
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name Date Grade

.."7"412".477ry

::,;41F27:4777.- S'y , 777c;
.."3` ,/

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the personal and ptach:ae hazards of milling.

Assigned Text: Gutman, Industrial Safety Manual, pp. 65-70,
and

Burghardt, H. D. and Aelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 157-158.

Related Information: HAZARENS AND SAFETY PRACTICES

'.4

0
r.

sV

416::616411-4.11:

11;

1. When starting machine 1. Make sure all guards are securely in place.
2. Automatic feeds 2. Release before starting or stopping machine.
3. Chuck wrenches 3. Remove chuck wrench from chuck every time

it is used.
4. Revolving machine parts 4. Do not stand in direct line of revolving machine

per.



MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #3

5. Revolving mill arbors 5.
6. Mill arbor nut 6.

7. Mill cutters 7.
8. Clamping work 8.

9. Projecting setscrews 9.

10. Loose materials 10.
11. Operating milling machine 11.

12. Control levers 12.

Do not reach ecru's revolving arbors.
Arbor nut should be adjusted by hand and
not by machine power.
Handle carefully so as not to cut your fingers.
See that work is clamp:od surely before
starting machine.
Do not have projecting setscrews on revolv-
ing parts of machinery.
Keep loose materials away from machine parts.
Do not operate machine without the instnict-
ofs permission.
Do not play with control levers, or idly turn
the handles of a milling machine even if it
is stopped.

Questions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE plat la circle around the T if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T P 1. Use a steel scale or ruler to brush away chips.

T F 2. Stop the machine before cleaning chips, checking work or changing gears.

T F 3. Apply the lubricant just as the cutter enters the work.

T F 4. The chief use of saw dust is to cushion your walking area.

T F S. Always watch what you arc doing.

T F 6. If the foreman is busy when you are in doubt, go ahead on your own.

T F 7. Use a steel hammer to drive the cutter free of the arbor.

T F 8. If a personal accident is slight, there is no need to report it.

T F 9. Use a ball peen hammer to i.ecurely bump the part down on the parallels.

T F 10. The arbor nut should be tightened by hand, never by machine power.

T F 11. A cutter may run in the same direction, regardless of the direction of the
table feed.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #3

T F 12. Place a cutter as near to the spindle bearing as possible,

T F 13. Never use rags to remove chips when the cutter is in motion.

T F 14. Never wipe chips off the table with your hands.

T F 15. Don't fasten the work securely to the table because time is lost in remov-
ing the finished part.

T F 16. Make sure the cutter is engaginii the work before turning on the power.

T F 17. The arbor support ann must always be in osition when the arbor nut is
tightened or loosened.

T F 18. Neva permit another person to stop or start the machine for you. Do it your-
self.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or words
in the blank spaces.

1. It is practice to stand in the line of revolving machine parts.

2. An arbor nut should alv.ays be tightened or loosened by

3. Always consult your before operating machines.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date Grade

it t /'

CALt_lecve: To inform the learner about using the different milling machine attachments.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 145-156,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 379-381,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 345-347.

Related Information: UNIVERSAL MILLING ATTACHMENT

Mel

Courtesy of Brom & .arpe Manufacturing Coscany

The universal milling machine attachment as shown above is common in shops that have
a great versatility of work. The spindle may be set accurately tc any desired angle :1 any
plane. This attachment is rigidly supported by being clamped to both overarms and to the
face of the column as well.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

4-1"
1. .1 ; .; :$ 't

Objective:

Assigned Text:

To inform the learner about the use of milling machine cutters and
the methods of holdiag the various cutters.

Burghardt, IC D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Toolaxration, Part II,
pp. 170-205,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 343-346,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 348-361.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the L if it is FALSE
Place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The helix-tooth (plain) cutter produces a better and smoother finish.

T F 2. Staggered-tooth cutters are employed when large amounts of metal are to
be removed.

T F 3. The slitting saw is commonly used for straddle milling.

F 4. A concave cutter produce an external radius.

T F 5. A saw type cutter has cutting action on the sides and ends of the teeth.

T F 6. A convex cutter will machine an internal radius.

T F 7. High speeds, not coarse feeds, usually ruin cutters.

Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. When is an and mill used?



MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #5

2. What ie a shell end mill?

3. What is the most common method of holding and driving a milling cutter?

4. How are small end mills held?

S. For what are tap and reamer cutters used?
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name Date

v
42k

y

Grade

aiscrive: To acquaint the learner with the different work holding and clamping
doviceu.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 215-231,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 347,

or
Shunt 1, 3. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 345-347.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the most commonly used method of holding work on the
milling machine?

2. What advantages are found in the flanged vise over the plain vise?

3. When is the swivel vise used?

4. When is the cam-action vise used?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The toolmakers' vise is used when various complicated
milling operations are performed.

2. Large pieces of work requiring heavy cuts are clamped directly to the
making use of the slots.

3. The slots rim lengthwise along the table.



MILLING MACHINE WORK

AssIpment Sheet # 6

T F 1. The plain vise Is more versatile than the swivel vise.

T F 2. The cam-action vise Is a production vise.

T F 3. Fixtures are commonly used in production milling.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date Grade

Lai cesou ;," ;4.44' s'=-01; $.,,010

pbiective: To study cutting speeds and feeds for milling machine work.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 206 -210,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 337-342.

Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics, pp. 258-268.

Questions: 111. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What factors determine the cutting speed?

2. What causes cutters to become dull?

3. How much is left on the work 1:::r the finish cut?

4. Find the number of R.P.M. of a milling cutter 4 1/2" in diameter if
the cutting speed is 65 feet per minute.

5. Which has the greater cutting speed, a 1/2" or a 1" end mill, if
they are rotating at the same. rate?

6. What is the reason for having various different spindle speeds on
a milling machine?



MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #7

7. Give the formula for obtaining the cutting (surface) speed of a milling
cutter.

8. What is the general practice in the direction in which the cutter is fed
against the work?

9. What factor must be considered when determining the feed to be used when
end milling?

10. An W' diameter milling cutter is to be used on mild steel at 90 S.F.M.
How many R.P.M.'s must the spindle revolve?
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name Date Grade

Objective: To learn about the coolants and cutting compounds used on the milling machine.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. A. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 627-637,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p.480,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 371-375.

Related Information: COOLANTS AND CUTTING OILS

Cutting oils have a general usage in the machine shop to aid the tools in cutting by cooling
the tool and the work, washing away the chips, and lubricating the cntdng edge. This aids
in lengthening the life of the tools. The finish on the machined surface is greatly improved
with the use of proper cutting oils. The two general types of cutting oils are soluble and
sulfur base. The soluble oil is emulsified with water at a ratio of one to thirtr.

Questions: lo Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. List two major groups of cutting oils.
a.
b.

2. Mineral oils are composed of what ingredients?

3. What is the composition of the water-soluble oils?

4. In soluble oils, what ingredient furnishes the cooling action?

5. What is the duty of the cutting fluids?



MILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #8

6. On what kinds of metals are cutting oils most widely used '1

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the

T F

statement is TRUE place a circle around the T if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

1. Viscosity is adddness, or rapidity of flow.

T F 2. A good grade of soluble oil or lard oil is used in milling of tool steel.

T F 3. Steel castings are never milled without a cutting lubricant.

T F 4. The use of cutting fluids causes the material being cut to heat up.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACIIINE TRADE TECIINOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #9 Haw. Date Grade

A4,, ,- f ' ,: , ,,49, .'
..

, ,;:. ,i.,:re..,, ",,4,.

-, .7, stv.

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and methods of plain milling.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 170-184,

OE

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Teclmology, pp. 343-349,
OE

Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 350-351.

Questions: PP. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What are the advantages of helical tooth cutters for plain milling
operations?

2. How Is the standardized spindle-end arbor driven?

PP. Directions: Complete the following statements by filling the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The cutter and sbould be carefully cleaned before
mounting on the arbor.

2. The amount of used in ple.-: milling depends or how securely
the work is held.

3. The new style arbor has a taper of inches taper per foot.

4. The purpose of the taper is to center the arbor in the spindle, not to
drive It because the taper is too to drive effectively.
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Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Plain milling is the production of contour surfaces with plain milling
cutters.

T F 2. The use of large plain-milling cutters to take deep cuts with coarse feeds
is often called straddle milling.

T F 3. Arbors are used to hold and drive milling cutters.
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *I0 Name Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles of side milling.

Asslitned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 183 -186,

or
Felker, C.A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 35i -357,

or
Shuman, I. T., Machine Shop_Work p. 362.

Questions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or
FALSE. If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around
the T. If it is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F I. Side milling is the machining of a vertical surface on the side
of work with a side milling cutter.

T F 2. Side milling is the machining of horizontal surface on the side of
work with an end milling cutter.

T F 3. The side milling operation is usually perforated by using an
angular cutter.

T F 4. A staggered tooth aide milling cutter will remove larger-
mounts of metal with little or no chatter.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

cutter(s) are used to perform side milling.

2. The milling machine should be stopped before
the size of the work.

3. The work must always be securely clamped or held to avoid

4. The amount of for side milling depends upon
how the work is held, toughness, and the kind of material
and depth of cut.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name

Pace lvtilling

Date

Abjective: To acquaint the student with the principles and methods ^* face
milling en a horizontal machine.

Assigned Text:

111.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Maclaine Tool Operation,

Questions:

Part II, pp. 244-245,
or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 349-351,

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or
FALSE. If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the
T . If it is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Face milling is the machining of flat surfaces with a face
milling cutter.

T F 2. The face milling operation is used chiefly as a mass production
operation.

T F 3. Left -hand face milling cutters rotate counterclockwise.

T F 4. Right-hand face milling cutters rotate clockwise.

T F S. Face milling is performed on all types of milling machines.

Po. Directions: Complete the following statements by filling in the
blank spaces with the correct word or words.

1. The speed used for face milling is dependent upon the
of the cutter, and the kind and toughness of the material.

2. Face milling is often done using the
attachments on an end mill.

3. The advantages of teeth on a face milling cutter
are that they can be easily replaced and they can be sharpened
individually.

4. Face milling cutters range from to inches in
diameter.

f
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5. A dull face milling cutter will produce a finish when used.

Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name two ways that face milling cutters may be mounted on a milling machine,
a.
b.

2. What advantage is there in using tungsten - carbide teeth in a face milling
cutter?

3. What is the name often used for the teeth on a face milling cutter?
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Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date

Fonn Milling

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and methods of form milling.

Assigned Text: I3urghardt, H. D. and .Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part U,
pp. 179-181,

or
Felker, C. A.,Machine stwp Technology, p. 371,

or
Shuman J. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 357.

Related Information:

Convex Cutters
For Milling Half Circles

FORM MILLING

Comeave Cutters
For Milling Half Circles

k

Courtesy of BMW & atarge Manufacturing Ompany
Form milling is the machining of irregularly shaped surfaces by the use of form cutters.
Form cutters may be secured to groove taps and reamers, cut teeth in gears, cut sprockets,
or cut a convex or concave radius. The work may be held in a vise, index head, jigs or
fixtut , or clamped to the table depending on the situation. The steps necessary for
setting up and carrying out the form milling operation are as follows:

1. Secure a well-sharpened cutter of the proper form.

2. Mount the proper size arbor in the spindle. Be sure the taper on the arbor and
spindle are clean.

3. Mount the cutter on the arbor. Special at' action should be given to keys and
keyways of the proper size.
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4. Secure the overarm support as dear the cutter as possible.

5. Secure the work to the machine by any acceptable method of work-holding
devices. Be certain the work is square with the machine.

6. Position the work to the cutter in the desired position.

7. Determine the depth of cut.

8. Set the depth of cut, take the first cut and check the cut.

9. Reset if necessary to proper depth and securely lock the knee. This is done
to prevent the table from moving up or down during the cut. The same may
be done with the saddle cross slide to prevent transverse movement.

16. Finish machining the work to desired form. The spindle speed for form
mining should be about the same as that of a plain milling cutter of the same
diameter and type of steel. The feed which is expressed in inches per minute
should be less for form milling than for plain milling as the form cutters have
coarser teeth. The coarser the teeth, the less the feed so that each tooth will
not be overworked.

estions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around them if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.,

T F 1. Form milling is the machining of irregularly shaped surfaces by the use of
form cutters.

T F 2. A convex cutter is used in milling half circles.

T F 3. A concave cutter is used in milling half circles.

T F 4. The feed for a form milling cutter should be more because the teeth are
coarser.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. An improperly sharpened form cutter will not produce a true
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2. The
permit.

should be placed as near the cutter as the work will

3. the for form milling cutters is the same as that used for
pi., in milling cutters.

4. After the depth of cut has been established, the and should
be securely locked.

IP. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What procedure is followed when setting up a milling machine to do the form
milling?

2. Name two jobs for which form cutters are used.

a.

b.

8?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #13 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and methods of angular milling.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
p. 187,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p.370,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 353-354 and 362.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is angular milling?

2. What are some of the angles of the angular cutters?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The angular cutter is commonly used when milling of

2. Double angle cutters are used for cutting teeth in milling cutters.

OP° Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the T U it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The teeth of angular cutters parallel to the axis of the cutter.

T F 2. The teeth of angular cutters are perpendicular to the axis of the cutters.

T F 3. When an angular cutter is used to cut dovetails the hole in the cutter
is threaded.

T F 4. The dovetail cutter has helical teeth.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #14 Name Date Grade

Gong MI Thug

ObJec .ve: To acquaint the learner with the principles and methods of gang milling.

As lined Text: Liurghatdt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 172-177 and 283-2J35,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 369-370 and 357-360,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 353-356.

Related Information: GANG MILLING

Gang milling is used for production-type jobs. The set-up is more complicated than
most ordinary milling machine set-ups. However, the set-up time is often made up
in the making of the first dozen parts. If a particular group of cutters is used periodical-
ly they may be stored in a set, thus speeding up set-up time.

Several factors must be considered in the selection of cutters to be used in gang milling.
The most important factor is the diameter of the cutters. If the amount of stock to be
removed varies over the surface to be cut, the wearing and dulling of the cutters is uneven
and the whole set has to be sharpened the same amount to maintain the proper diameter.
The steps in the part to be milled are controlled by the diameters of the cutters. If the
step is one inch, the difference in cutter diameter must be two inches. The second factor

that we should consider in the selection of cutters is the side or end pressure. In using

helical teeth cutters, the selection should be made from both right and left hand helix cutters
so the side pressure of cutting is equalized within the set. The third factor to be considered
is the rigidity and power of the machine. Gang milling takes a great deal of power. There-
fore, the operator should make certain that th.. machine is capable of handling the set-up.

Questions: OP. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. Gang milling tis the machining of surfaces by means of or
cutters mounted on the arbor.

2. Gang milling is generally used as a operation.

3. The work should be placed as near the as possible
for gang alining.
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4. The should be supported as much as possible to avoid vibration
due to the multiple cutters.

So. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1. A gang milling operation set-up might include plain, side, angle and form
milling cutters all in one set-up.

T F 2. In some cases the teeth on the cutters are interlocked.

T F 3. Gang milling consists of severaloperadons performed at the same lime on the
same machine.

T F 4. Straddle milling is a form of gang milling.

IS
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15 Name

End 11,1401ing

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and methods of end milling.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 183-186,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 363-366,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 356.

Questions: IN- Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around their
if it is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F 1. End milling is the machining of flat surfaces, either vertical, horizontal,
or at an angle to the vertical or horizontal.

T F 2. The end mill is designed to cut on its periphery (circumference) only.

T F 3. End mills are obtainable with straight shanks only.

T F 4. End mills are obtainable in diameters from 1/8" up to 3/4" and are
recommended for heavy work.

T F 5. Most end mills have a taper shank which fits into a collet.

PI- Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank epaces.

1. End mills are supported by the only.

2. End mills are commonly used for cutting and

3. End mills over two inches in diameter are made detachable from the
shank and are known as end mills.
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lo. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. How are shell end mills mounted on the spindle?

2. What is an important advantage in the use of shell end mills?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #16 Name Date

01_,22_e: To study the principles of drilling, boring and reaming on the milling
machine.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 243 and 297,

or
Shuman, I. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 361.

Related Information: DRILLING AND BORING ON THE MILLING MACHINE

There are many dines when the milling machine has to be utilized for machine shop
operations other than milling, such as drilling, boring, and reaming. Because of the
accuracy with which the table can be used in a longitudinal movement, the milling
machine can be adapted for drilling, boring and reaming either horizontally or vertical-
ly. The use of an expensive milling machine for this purpose makes possible an accurate
location or positive alignment.

There are three distinct advantages involved when drilling a hole with a milling machine .

One is the accuracy obtained when the part is set up and aligned with the axis of the
machine. The second is the degree of accuracy that is possible In centering the spindle
of the machine in direct alignment with the axis of the desired hole plus the acutal instal-
lation of the drills and the process of rotating the drill and feeding it into the work. 'Third,
and of equal importance, almost without fail, parts requiring a milling machine to produce
a hole will have some other machined or smooth surface combination square when placing
the work on the table.

The boring operation is the enlargi2g of a hole or cavity by means of a single point
tool which is held in a revolving rigid bar. This operation presents two different areas
of study, one being the mounting of the work piece on the machine and the other the
installation of the boring bead and tool. The most general application of boring on the
milling machine is when the location and alignment of the hole are of great importance
or the diameter is an odd size and no reamer is available.

If the work is not already mounted on the machine's table, caution should be taken so as not
to nick or mar the finished base surface. The alignment of the part to the axis of the machine
creates a problem and should be indicated with a test indicator upon another finished surface
that would be parallel or at right angles to the hole to be bored.
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Is- Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What method can be used to hold a drill or reamer in a milling machine?

2. How can a boring bar be mounted in the milling machine?

3. What governs the speed of drill and reamer when used in the milling
machine?

4. Why can drilling be done more accurately on a milling machine than on a
drill press?

5. What operation is necessary before boring can be performed?

6. What is the purpose of a rose reamer?

7. What size drill would be used for a 7/8" reamed hole?

Is- Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

I. Boring may often be accomplished in a milling machine especially in
and fixture work.

2. When reaming follows boring on a milling machine, the hole should be
bored undersize.

3. The reamer should never be run as its cutting edges will be
damaged and an undersize hole will usually result.
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Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement Is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F I. Drilling speeds are the same as reaming speeds.

T F 2. A cathon steel drill 110.11 outlast a high speed drill.

T F 3. The operation of boring may be performed on the vertical mill only.

T F 4. Fine feeds should be used when boring.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #17 Name Date Grade

-/A:::!3:!"k;"- ;4: --

Objective: To study the principles of sawing, slitting and cutting off on the milling
machine.

Assigned Text: Butghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operations Part II,
pp. 182-183,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 360-363 and 377,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 350-351 and 352-353.

Questions: ar. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F I. Sawing off stock is the parting of stock by the use of a saw.

T F 2. Slotting and parting operations are the same.

T F 3. Saws with aide-chip clearance are used when deep cuts are necessary.

T F 4. A metal slitting saw is thicker at the outer edge than it is near the
center.

Directions: Com?lete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Slitting saws used on milling machines range in diameter from
to

2. Metal - slitting saws with side-chip clearance range from to inches
in diameter and and inches in thickness.

3. Saws over 8 inches in diameter are considered
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11P. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What to gang sawing?

2. What two considerations should be observed in sawing to prevent jamming
or breaking the saw?

loo
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
A,: eignment Sheet #18 Name

Objective: To acquaint the student with the principles of T-slot milling.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. J. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 186-187, 244-248,

or
Felker, C A., Machine Shop Technolo , pp. 367-368, 371-376,

Or

Shuman, J. T. , Machine Shop Work, p. 358.

Related Information: T-SLOT MILLING

There ale many Jobs in which the milling machine excels over all other machines in
producing some fine work, and one of the best exwmples of this is the cutting of a
T- lot. As you might guess, the T-slot gets its name from being in the shape of
the letter, "T".

The surfaces or the slat marked, "A", are very accurately machined, as this opening
serves as a keyway in mast parts to align such things as vises and index heads and
other work-holding devices parallel with the travel of the table or base of the work piece.
The width of this slot would necessarily need to be machined to it close dimension
if it is to fit a key mounted on a work -hod ding device. The usual allowable tolerance
is plus or minus one half of a thousandth from the standard key size. T-slots are made
in nine (9) standard sizes and there are nine standard sizes of commercially made 'r as
cutters ranging from 1/4 to 1 1/2 bolt diameter. A table of standard measurement is
shown on page 186 in Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part U.
After the operator has chosen the proper size cutter for the size T-slot required the cutting
of the keyslot is next considered. If the slot to be milled is not too long or perhaps only
one slot to be cut, the operator may proceed weU enough by using an end mill to cut the
key slot. After finishing the keyslot to the exact size with the end mill the installation
of the T-slot cutter in the spindle can mill the wings of the slot without changing or
realigning the work piece on the milling machine. Generally this type of milling T-slots
on the horizontal mill is limited because of the large amount of stock that is removed
from the slot. The other practice is to mill the key slot using a side cutter of the corref:t
width mounted on a true naming arbor, Cautionmust be taken to check the width of a slot
the cutter actually does make by cutting into the piece Just far enough to measure the
width of the slot. A micrometer and adjustable parallels or a telescope or ball gauge
can give an accurate measurement of the slot if the operator has had experience in using
these measuring inszruments . When all of the slots have been milled vertical attach-
ment is mounted and aligned and the collets placed in the spindle holding a pin or piece of
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stock the same diameter as the width of the slot just milled. This pin is located in the
slot to position the spindle centrally over the slot.

Questions: to Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. T- slot milling is the cutting of

2. T- slot cutters are inserted in
in the spindle.

or and then moue

3. T-slot cutters are made in nine different sizes to cut T-slots for bolts
ranging from to inches in diameter.

4. Slotting is the cutting of with vertical sides, in either flat
or cylindrical work.

S. Half side milling cutters are mounted in pairs for milling.

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If it
TRUE place a circle around the T if it is FALSE place a
circle around the F.

T F 1. The feed w use when milling T-slots is determined by the material to be
mac!dned.

T F 2. T- clts are used for bolting work or work-holding devices.

taw Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What cutting tool is used in T-slotting?

2. What cutting tool is used before the T-slotting operation?

3. How are shell end mills held and driven?
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4. Milling key seats is similar to what operation?

5. What kinds of cutters are used to cut key seats?

6. What should be the size of a T-slot cutter for cutting a T-slot for a square
bolt head the following sizes:

a. 3/8" diameter bolt

b. 5/S" diameter bolt

c. 1" diameter bolt
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #19 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and methods of grooving and
fluting.

Assigned 'Text: Burgher*, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
p. 177,

or
Shuman, J. T. , Machine Shop Work, pp. 376-378.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information: GROOVING AND FLUTING

When the milling machine operator faces the problem of milling flutes in stock for a
drill, tap or reamer, he should study a machinery handbook about standard spacing of flutes
on reamers, desirable cutting or rake angles on drills and taps . The first thing the
operator must determine is whether the flutes are to be straight or helical. If they are
to be helical, additional setting up and milling information is required over and above
the milling or straight flutes. We shall discuss the milling of the straight flute first;
then w' will be oxcemed with the additional information about the helical flute.

The work piece to be milled will necessarily be turned between centers. The indexing head
Is placed on the mill table, making aura the key blocks are in place in both the head and the
tail stock. These keys align the center line of the head stock and the tail center parallel
to the movement of the table. When a universal indexing head is used, the spindle of the
head is capable of being inclined and the tailstock is adjustable to meet and align with
the inclined setting. With steep inclines, a riser block may be placed under either
the headstock or tailstock. The purpose of inclining the headstock or tailstock, when
milling the flutes in a tapered reamer is to make the depth of the flute uniform throughout
its length. The method of setting the index dividing head either paralleled or inclined is
quite simple. If the reamer to be milled is tapered, use a bevel protractor on the surface
plate and determine the included angle of the taper. Set the graduation on the universal
index head at one half the included angle, place the work piece between centers and with
a surface gauge on the table surface, mount a test or dial indicator. The point should
touch the top surface near one end of the reamer to be milled. Slide the surface gauge
base back and forth and across the diameter noting the highest indicator reading and then
sliding to the other end, adjust the tailstock so that the highest reading across the
diameter on each end is the same.
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If the reamer to be fluted is a straight diameter reamer, the procedure for paralleling the
center line of the reamer and the table surface is much the same with the exception of the
setting of the spindle of the universal index dividing head at zero.

The cutters used in milling flutes are of a special shape. This type of milling cutter has
two angles on the diameter with a small radius where the angles intersect. The cutter is
placed on tote milling arbor so that the pressure of the cut will be toward the headstock.
The work piece with a lathe dog clamped on it is placed between the centers and the locking
screw is tightened on the tail of the dog. The odd spacing of the reamer flutes gives a
smoother finish when the reamer is used. If a reamer has eight flutes and is reaming a hole
eiery one-eighth of a revolution the chip of each flute lightens as it approaches the starting
place of the chin the preceding flute is cutting, vibration or chatter is set up and the hole
appears like tha rifling in a gun barrel. By odd spacing, one flute causes the lightening
of the chip pressure while another one is reaching its mid-cutting point and an even, smooth
hole -le-the result.

Questions: O. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Explain how a reamer is held during the fluting operation..

2. How is a reamer cutter set on center line with the work?

3. Why is a universal milling machine required to cut spiral flutes on cutters

4. What is meant by the lead of a spiral flute?

5. What is the purpose of odd spacing flutes on a reamer?
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Assignment Sheet #20 Name to Grade

Indexing ts e'y. .04, a` 4,4, Or A 4
" **. 4.-'41116 "

01211ctij,: To study methods of indexing.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine 'Tool Operation,
Part Ii, pp. 250-301,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Thclmolssx , pp. 379-397.

Additional References:
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics
Felker, C. A. and Paine, H. W., Miilfng Indexing .

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Define the tern, "indexing".

2. How is the wort support..' while indexing?

3. List four methods of indexing.
a. C.

b. d.

4. What method of indexing would be used in milling hexagons, squares,
and in fy_ _dng taps?

5. What type of indexing would be used to obtain divisions 600 and 300
on the index plate?

6. State the direct indexing to mill a square with a 24-hole circle.
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7. State the direct indexing to mill a square with a 36-hole circle.

8. State why it is impossible to mill a square with a 30-hole circle by
direct indexing.

9. If flutes are milled or. a reamer, state thelirst indexing required.

10. State the simple indexing requited to di le the work into nine equal
divisions. The indexing plate 4:ordains/ 24, 40 and 36 hole°.

11. Is it possible to use direct Jude:icing to cut 32 teeth on a par blank if the
indexing slate has three circler( cons ning 24, 30 and 36 holes?

It What is the purpose of the threaded nose spindle on the headstock of the
index head?

13. What is the ratio of the hypoid-indexing heall by Ramey and Ttew.ker Co.?

14. What is the ratio of the beadle to spindle on the 8401411C and Sharpe index
head?

15. What are high-number index plates?

16. What is the purpose of the adjustable center rest?
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Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The index milling head is used when machining helical gears, flutes
in drills and milling spiral cutters.

T F 2. The index head is used to equally space grooves in work of circular form.

T F 3. The index head is made solid to the milling machine, with the use of
the mill vise.

T F 4. The indexing head stock and tail stock are aligned in the T-slot by keys
mounted in their bases.

T F 5. When squares and hexagons are milled, direct indexing can be used to
good advantage.

T F 6. Simple indexing involves a crank, worm shaft, worm, index plate
and worm wheel.

T F 7. Direct and simple indexing are the most common methods used.
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Assignment Sheet #21 Name

or*

Date Grade

J v. ?
'",? +_ate- p

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and setup for helical and spiral
milling when generating curves for cutting gears, drills, reamers and milling
cutters.

Assigned Text: Burghatdt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine alonTbo Part II,
pp. 303 -342,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 398 -406,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 412-422.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
(berg, R.. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information: HELICAL INILLING

The gearing setup or train of gears for cutting helical or spiral work such as drill flutes,
gears, reamers and mill cutters is quite complicated for the inexperienced workman.

The helix-curve is generated in all threading
operations that are cut on a milling machine.
There are points of similarity in cutting a thread
in a lathe and in milling a spiral. When cutting
a thread, the tool moves a certain distance while
the work revolves once. This distance is the
lead of the thread and is regulated by the change
gears on a lathe or a mill.

The lead of a spiral or helical angle is in propor-
tion to the diameter and length of the angle. The

Courtesy of Bross & Sharpe Manufacturing Ca. lead represents the distance that the work travels
in one tam. This distance of trawl can be transferred to degrees.

Since the helix- may be cut on milling machines, that penults the work to be rotated on
its axis and at the same time be moved longitudinally in the direction of the axis. The lead

s the amotmt of the movement of the mill table and work per one revolution of the work
piece.
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The spiral is a line generate by *he progressive rotation of a point around an axis. When the
path of rotation is in a plane, it is called a plane spiral. A watch spring is an example of a
plane spiral.

If the epiral does not lie in a plane but forms the shape of a cone, it is known as a conical
spiral. If this line is wound around a cylinder, it is called a helix.

The teeth of a spiral gear require only a small part of a complete turn, but the teeth of the
gear are formed on a curve of the helix angle. When cutting helical or spiral gears, the
universal milling machine is used, as it is provided with suitable devices for rotating
the gear blank at the same time that it is fed toward the cutter. The machine is provided
with an indexing device or dividing head and also with change gears by whichany length
of lead of the spiral may be obtained. The milling machine table must be set at the angle
of the helix or spiral with the axis of ti.e work. The center of the cutter is directly above the
point of intersection of the axis of the mandrel, carrying the blank gear and that upon which
the cutter is mounted.

Most helical or spiral gears are cut in a gear cutting machine of the br:Ibing type for manu-
facturing purposes. When cutting a right or a left hand spiral in a milling machine, the
right hand spiral turns or twists to the right as it advances, or clockwise. The left hand
spiral turns to the left or counterclockwise. The right-hand or left hand spiral can be
obtained by inserting an idler gear in the train of gears on the dividing head which changes
the rotation of the work.
Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. Explain how the "natural lead" is determined for a milling machine to cut
spirals.

2. Name four precautions that are necessary when cutting the teeth in a
helical gear while it is forced on a mandrel.

a.

b.

c.

d.
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3. Name six different spiral or helical jobs that are cut on the milling machine
dividing head.

a.

b.

c.

4. Give the reason why a regular slitting cutter cannot be used t, cut a spiral
groove a rectangular shape.

5. Why is it necessary to set the mill table at an angle when milling spirals?

6. How is the work caused to revolve while it is being fed into the cutter?

7. What is meant by the lead of a spiral?

8. How is the table of the ndlling machine set at an angle?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #22 Name Date

pbJective: lb acquaint the Witmer with circular milli i practice and procedure.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. I), and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part IL p. 148.

Related Information: CIRCULAR MILLING

Circular milling oa die horizontal mill is accomplished usually with the aid of a rotary
table and a vertical head sitt.antent. This setup is shown in the following pictures.

Universal Milling
Attachment

Slotting Attachment

Circular Milling or Rotary
Attachment

Courtesy of Bros n & Shatpe Manufacturing Company

The table is graduated through its entire circumference in degrees for a total of 360°.
The hand wheel is also graduated and since it is geared by a worm and worm wheel to
the slotted table, these graduations give a fineness of adjuvment in direct proportion to
the gearing rath. In one Brown and Sharpe table, one turn of the hand wheel moves the
table through ten degrees. The handle moves one turn while the table moves ten degrees
which is 10/3e0 or 1/36 of a turn. Thus, the gearing ratio is 1 to 36 or 36 turns of the.
nand wheel gives one complete tont of the table. The hand wheel graduated collar on
this table is bather divided into 1/4° or 14 minute waits.

The ro.ery table is clamped in the center of the milling machine table and the work is
mounted on the surface of the rotary table by means of clamp bolts in "T" plots. "T"
slots are usually provided in the table although some tables are of the magnetic type.
The cutter is asually an end mill although this depends on the form of milling to be
done. ?or arcs or cams the wt.( is clamped flat on k:arallels on the table and the cutter
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is rotated around a vertical line. The side of the cutter is usually used although this again
depends upon the nature of the job. Parallels are used to elevate the work above the face of
the rotary table so that the end mill will not cut into the table. The arc radius is controlled
by feeding the milling table right or left or in or out, whichever is possible or more conven-
ient. After the radius of arc is set, the milling machine table is locked and the rotary table
hand wheel turned by hand or power, thus gesteradng the desired arc.

The rotary table is .also useful for positioning holes, cutting radius type slots or groov,:s and
for some inci _icing work. In fact the rotary table is one fe...In of indexing head.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following do ;::+; ,.fly as possible.

1. What two avAdunents are u3ually needed to do circular milling on the
norizonml mill?
a.

b. ayillMIIMMI..11mil

2. What advantage is gained by using the vertical type milling machine?

3., Through how many degrees may the rotary table be indeed or turned?

4. How is the table turned?

S. How is a rotary table like a dividing or indexing head?

6. live one standard gearing ratio of a notary table.

7. How is work secured on the table?
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S. Why should wcrk not be clamped flat against the table when circular milling
with the side of an end mill cutter?

9. How is the length of radius of the desired arc controlled?

10. Why is the milling table locked once the arc radius length is set?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #23 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles of graduating and marking on
the horizontal mill.

Assigned Text: 13Inghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, , A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 213 and 276-278.

Related Information: GRADUATING AND MARKING

The term, "scribing and madcing", as used in a milling machine operation, is the process
of cutting witness marks or equal graduation on either flat or cylindrical surfaces, such as
machinery dials, rulers, micrometer spindles or any object where graduations are necessary.
The process of marking can be done by either the vertical or horizontal mill by the use of a
scribe point or ground tool mounted in the spindle.

On the horizontal mill, the tool is generally mounted in the arbor between the arbor spacers.
Caution should be taken to mount a spacer such as a piece of steel key stock, equal to the
thicloiess of the tool on the opposite side of the arbor spacer before the arbor nut is tightened
so as to keep from springing the arbor. The tool should be ground to the shape and size
of the desired marking.

For marking on flat surfaces, the spindle is locked in position and a hand feed is employed
to give the correct marking. By the use of the mill graduations, the depth of cut, length
of cut and spacing can be obtained as desired. The work must be mounted solidly on the
machine and at a parallel position to the table travel. The cutting tool has a scraping action
similar to that of a shaper as the hand wheel is moved. For cylindrical objects, the same
principle is employed with one exception. The work is mounted in the index head (for details
refer to Assignment Sheet #20) and is indeXed to give the number of graduations desired.

It is very seldom that the table movement must be in finer or smaller movements than the
original one thousandth graduation, but should this be the case, a finer movement can be
obtained by gearing the dividing head to lead screw of the mill with a 6 1/4 to 1 ratio. By
moving the index crank one complete turn, the index head spindle will move 1/40 of a turn
and thus move the mill table .001 of an inch. 'Ms .001 of an inch of table travel can thus
be broken down according to the number of holes in the index plate. To further explain
the dividing head and mill lead screw combination, the average lead screw of a mill is four
threads per inch or a lead of .250 of an inch. The standard dividing head has a ratio of 40 to
1 between the index crack and the spindle. Thus with an even (1-1) gearing between the ind
spindle and the mill lead screw, one turn of the index crank will revolve the spindle 1/40 of
one turn and move the mill lead screw 1/40 of a turn, or 1/40 x .250, being .00625 inches.
Therefore, a gear ratio of 6.25 to 1 between the index head and the mill table will reduce
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the .00625 movement to .001 inches. This, in turn, may be broken down to any desired
amount of movement.

Questions: Ur- Directions: Answer the following as briefly ...4 possible.

1. What type of tool is used for marking when using a mill?

2. How is the tool held?

3. Is the spindle power used when marking?

4. What would be the result if a spacer was not installed opposite the
cutting tool?

5. How may the length of the scribed madc be regulated?

6. When a wry fine table movement is required, what attachment may
be employed?

7. How may cylindrical parts be held while making to insure the correct
spacing?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #24 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the profiling operation and procedure.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 132-133,

or
Shuman, I. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 342 and 363.

Related Information: PROFILING

Profiling on the mill may be the following of a precut template by band feed. The more
complicated automatic system in which electrical or hydraulic "muscles" tura the controls

at the signal from the master template or
form is also used. The "Cincinnati 'Hydro-
Tel" Is one example of this type machine.
It is a modified or specialized milling machine.
These specialized machines are beyond the
scope of this work.

ipurtesy of Brain & Sharpe Manufacturing Co.

Simple profiling is accomplished by first
cutting out a pattern or temp/ate of the shape
desired. This template is made from a thin
piece of sheet metal clamped to the face of the
work to be outlined. The operator then moves
the table laterally and in or out by hand. Care
must be taken not to cut the template. The
actual manipulation of the controls calls for
good coordination of band and eye as well as
much practice for good results. Large machines
are apt to be clumsy because their controls may
not be centralized or may be too close to work
simultaneously. The work must always be fed
into the cutter rather than with the cutter at the
line of contact. Failure to follow this rule will
cause the work and table to be pulled along by the

cutter until the slack or back-lash is out of the table nut and screw. The greater the back -lash,
the more violent the action, which on worn machines may cause gouged, bent, or broken work,
a broken cutter, or a bent collet chuck, spindle, or other cutter holding device. It is a good
policy to clamp the table gibs medium tight to prevent the cutter from gouging the work.
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Where more than one piece of work is involved, the template may be made from sheet steel,
case hardened and be securely clamped to the work in such a way that the shank of the end
mill contacts the template rather than the sharp edges. Lubrication is added and the opera-
tor can "feel" when the shank is riding the template. In practice, if much stock is to be
removed, the operator will rough out according to the ability of the machine, cutter, and
work leaving 1/32" or less as a finish cut.

It is not goad practice to rough too close to this type of template, as thdifeel" will be lost
due to the increased cutting pressure. In production work, relatively thin work may be stack-
ed on the table, securely fastened with the template on top and all pieces machined at one
time.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Give the name of one specialized milling machine for efficiently producing
irregular shapes or profiles.

2. What device is used to aid the operator to produce irregular shapes on the
common milling machines?

3. How is a template used?

4. What care must be exercised when working close to the template?

5. Why is practice necessary for good profiling results?

6: What three harmful effects may result i.om feeding the work in the same
direction as the cutter is moving at the line of contact?

a.

b.

c.
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7. What advantage is gained by using a hardened template?

8. Why is it not a good idea to rough cut in direct contact with the hardened
template?

9. How is production work speeded on relatively thin pieces of work?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #25 Name Date Grade

Objective: 'lb review information about milling machine work.

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

dory: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T if it is
FALSE, plate a circle around the F.

T F 1. The vertical milling machine is necessary for circular milling.

T F 2. The rotary table of a vertical milling machine is used for facing work.

T F 3. The oil level is checked on a modern milling machine by means of a sight
glass oil cup.

T F 4. Cutters should not be keyed to the mill arbor.

T F 5. Wipe chips off the table with your hands.

T F 6. It is good practice to have another person stop and start a milling machine
for you.

T F 7. The purpose of a tilting table is to make possible the milling of angles.

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T

8. An end mill is used for machining flat surfaces.

9. A tap and reamer cutter is used to mill flutes in taps and reamers.

10. T slots run lengthwise along the milling machine table.

11. Running the cutter backwards causes it to become dull.

12. In soluble oils the cooling action is provided almost entirely by the water.

13. Contour surfaces are produced by using plain milling machine cutters.

14. The purpose of the taper on the arbor spindle is to drive the cutter.

15. Work should always be securely clamped to avoid chatter.
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T F 16. Angular milling is the machining of surfaces other that 90 degrees to
the arbor.

T F 17. Gang milling cutters are mounted on the dividing head.

T F lft , The speed of a drill or reamer when used on a milling machine is of
little importance.

T F 19. The parting operation is the same as slotting.

T F 20. The teen" indexing" means to divide the work into the desired number
of divisions.

T F 21. Pour equal parts can be divided by direct indexing.

T F 22. A slitting saw is used for cutting spiral grooves.

T F 23. A single point tool is used for graduating on the milling machine.

T F 24. The spindle power is used when graduating on the milling machine.

IP. Directions: Each statement needs a word, a figure, or a phrase to make it
correct. Only one of the choices listed is correct. Place the
letter of the choice you make in the space provided at the right
edge of the sheet.

1. A vertical milling machine differs from a horizontal mill (a) because it has a
vertical spindle, (b) because it has a horizontal spindle. ( )

2. A (a) steel (b) lead (c) bronze hammer should be used to drive a cutter
free from the arbor. ( )

3. Place a cutter as near the (a) middle, (b) nut end (c) bearing as possible.
( )

4. The slitting saw is commonly used for (a) slab milling, (b) straddle milling,
(c) parting material. ( )

5. 'The tungsten carbide tooth cutter enables (a) faster cutting, (b) slower
cutting. ( )

6. The angular cutter is commonly used when milling (a) T-slots, (b) side
milling (c) dovetails. ( )
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7. Keyways and slots are cut with (a) gang mills, (b) spiral mills, (c) end
mills. )

B. Shell end mills are &e'en on the arbor from a (a) key, (b) pin, (c)
screw. )

9. Drilling can be done more accurately on the (a) drill press, (b) milling
machine. )

10. A (a) high speed steel, (b) carbon tool steel, makes the best boring
tool. )

11. A slitting saw is used for (a) side cutting, (b) cutting off, (c) end
milling. )

12. T-slot milling is used for (a) reamers, (b) bolt heads, or (c) drill
shanks. )

13. A reamer cutter should be sharpened on the (a) outside diameter,
(b) face of the tooth, (c) side. )

14. The index head is located on the milling machine table by (a) bolts,
(14 keys, (c) clamps. )

15. Profiling on the milling machine. is used for (a) form cutting, (b)
angular cutting, (c) cutting screw threads. )

ID. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. A milling machine table can be moved
and

2. A table on a universal milling machine in a horizontal plane.

3. The two things to check when mounting arbors are the
hole and the shank.

4. The machine should be before checking work, cleaning chips, or
changing gears.

5. , are attachments
that can be used on the vertical mill.
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6. A
machine.

is the most common method of holding work on a milling

7. A swivel vise is used for tit.

8. are commonly used for production milling.

9. What four (4) factors determine cutting speed? 1.
2. 3.
4. .

10. A tooth cutter gives a better and smoother finish.

11. The cutter is used to perform side milling.

12. Face milling is the machining of surfaces .

13. Fam milling can be performed on types of milling machines.

14. An cutter is called a slab mill cutter.

15. A cutter is used for milling half circles.

16. A form cutter is used for machining shapes,

17. Gang milling cutters are used mostly for manufacturing.

18. A spiral cutter is used for machining surfaces.

19. The and are two attachments
needed to do circular milling on the horizontal mill.

20. A is used to aid the operator when profiling on the milling
machine.
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PLANER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Dar, Grade

Objective:

Assigned Text:

:41 -11;:avarairloe.140/-
fro" , , :*1 ,.;

To become familiar with planers and types f %TA that can be machined
on them.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine To4 Operation,
pp. 81-87,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp:, '319-322,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 293-298.

Additional Reference: Tteatise on Planers, Cincinnati Planer Co.

Questions 1. Name the various types of planers.

2. How is the size of a planer determined?

TT.44 say

3. What type of work is a-morally done on a planer?

4. What is the advantage of the open-side planer?

5. What is the platen?

6. How is the table or platen made to travel back and forth on the ways?

, P r ...

; 5 ,. 4i."' ':`" ." 1:,::. 2;4, ,

, '.;i. .44, ."...' '.4:ti", ,: .- ,, N.- ev: /,, ,4r,t1,,,,;±Nr` , .,r ,
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7. How does the planer tool head compare with the shaper tool head?

8. Why are modem planers helical-gear driven?

9. What in the purpose of the cross-rail?

10. How many tool heads are located on most planers? How many of them
may be operated at the same time?

11. How does the length of the platen compare with that of its bed?

12. Why is the hydraulic driven planer preferred for some types of work?
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

13. Identify the parts on the following sketch:

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Shea #2 Name Date Grade

Objective: To become aware of dangers in machine work and help to develop work
habits that will lead to safe practices at all times.

Assigned Text: Gramm, H. R. , Industrial Safety Manual, (A Good Machinist Seldom
Gets Hurt), pp. 73-78,

and
Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part IL

p. 92,
or

Shuman, J. T. , Machine Shop Work, pp. 314-316.

'4:
* /

allk i` r l, . ...

c?vi .,.,...., ..;......4_. ,,_ ....;., ....,t., -.. e i'd 4;4.7.- .*-.-- ..7.:;_ ^,......
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Questions: 1. Why should care be used when placing work on the platen?
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Assignment Sheet *2

2. Why should one not stand in front of a planer during operation?

3. Why is it important to wear goggles?

4. Why is it necessary to check the entire machine and work set-up before
starting the machine?

5. Is it wise to remove chips with the hands?

6. List at least six safety precautions concerning personal and machine safety.

a,

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name

Objective:

Assigned Text:

Date Grade

To become conscious of i.e fact that if the machine is to continue to per-
form first class it must be well cared for

Burghanit, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part U, p.91,
or

Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 314-315,
and

Manufacturer's Lubrication Chart (for the type planer in your shop).

1. What specific care must be given the V-ways of a planer?

2. How often should the planer be oiled?

3. What type of lubricant should be used on the gears?

A!,A1
,

Afrekra,".L.PrIA,.1X1,4 .
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PLANER WORK

MACHINE "''BADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date Grade

0° 0 i. 10 " rf:-
VaMdscit.,.

Objectives: To learn of the various work holding and clamping devices and how to
apply and use them.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Mad rine Tool ation,
Part II, pp . 93-105,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 3.2 -326,

or
Shuman, J. T. , Machine Shop Work, pp. 302-307

Additional ft-sference: Treatise on Planers. Cincinnati Planer Co.

Questions: I. What holding devices are used to hold down long thin pieces?

2. How should step blocks be used?

3. When sze V-blocks used?

4. What is the advantage of a T-head bolt?

5. What is a planer jack?

6. What Is the general use of a parallel strip?

7. What is a poppet?

,e
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PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet #4

S. How does a planer vise differ from a bench vise?

9. Sketch the following:

(a) Stop (b) Poppet

(c) Toe-dog (d) T-bead bolt

(e) Step -bock (f) Angle plate



PLANER WORK

Assignment Sbeet #4

10. Sketch proper application of flat clamp showing:

(a) Table (b) Work (c) Step-block (d) Clamp (e) Bolt

11. When are planer centers used?

12. When are angle plates employed?
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NER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name Grade

Objectives: T1 become familiar with mating tools and how they are held for various
types of cutting procedures.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 111-119,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Techaokizb pp. 328-329,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp, 307-314.

Additional Reference: Treatise on Planers, Cincinnati Platiter Co.

Questions: 1. What is meant by tool "over-hang"?

2. Wh 3n is the spring or gooseneck tool used?

3. Why is it necessary to cool the tool when grinding?

4. Should the high ot the low side of the tool touch the work first?

5. Why are planer tools given some side rake?

6. How does a gang tool differ from a regular tool?



PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet #5

7. For what is a planer gage used?

8. What is the difference between a forged tool and a tool bit?

9. What is the effect of too much clearance on a tool?

10. Sketch the following tool shapes:

a. R414 and left-hand round nosed roughing tool.

b. Round nosed roughing tool for cast iron.

c. Square nosed finishing tool for cast iron.

d. Right and left-hand dovetail cutting tool.

e. Gooseneck tool.
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PLANER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *4 Name Date Grade

Objective: To lebm how to set the machine for proper feeds and speeds as determined by
the type and size of work.

Assigned Tarts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axe 1p-d, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 91, 119, 120 and 639,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology: pp. 326-327,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 295.

Additional Reference: Treatise on Planers, Cincinnati Planer Co., pp. 41-45, and
128-130.

Related inform.ation: To find the speed of the table, in feet per minute, divide the
length of the stroke of the table, in feet, by the number of sec-
onds required to make the stroke, and multiply the quotient by
60.

Questions: 1. How do you interpret "cutting speed"?

2. What do you understand by the tfwm "feed"?

3. What must be taken into account when setting the depth of cut?



PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet ti6

4. Using the charts in your text list the cutting speeds for various metals.

5. Should more or less feed be used for the finishing cut?

6. What is the speed of a planer table when it makes a stroke of 8 feet
in 10 seconds? Shaw all arithmetical work.

7. A planer table has a full stroke of 16 feet and requires 24 seconds to make
the stroke. What is its speed?

8. What is the cutting speee for average work?
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PLANER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date Grade

40,t, 'foe
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Objective: To become familiar with planer work and how to meet some of the problems
related to it.

Assigned Takt: Burghardt, H. D, and Axelrod, A., Machine The; Operation, Part II,
pp. 88-90, and 93-111,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 327-330,

or
Shuma:t. J. T. , Machine Shop Work, pp. 299 307.

Additional Raferences: Treatise on Planers, Cincinnati Planer Co., pp.26-40.

Related Information: PLANER SET-UP AND OPERATION

After a surface has been planed and the piece is turned over to be reset on the table, it
may be found to be sprung slightly, so that it will rock on oppo' Ae comers. A strip of
tissue paper should be placed under each corner and pulled gently. If all are held with
the same pressure, the work is bedded properly. If two opposite strips are loose, and
two are tight, stripe of the same thickness should be added under the loose corners
until all are held equally. It is possible to get a perfect bearing in this way, if enough
care is taken.

The planer should not be stopped while the finishing cut is being taken, or there will be
a line or streak where the stop occurred.

When planing the undercut sides of the T slot, the stroke is made longer at each end,
and when the tool runs at the end of the cutting stroke, it is lifted by hand while the
*able makes the return, to prevent damage to the tool or work. A tool lifter may also
be used.

If the work is to be bedded on blocks on the planer table, there should be a parallel block
tinder the work at each point over which a clamp is set, to prevent springing.
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PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet 87

It is well to bevel the edge A, at which the cut starts, as the tool will then start cutting
without shock or jar. The bard corners and scale are removed
by leveling and the tool remains sharp longer. When taking a
roughing cut, the tool will break out the metal at the edge of
the work just as the cut is being finished, and U the broken
portion extends below the level of the sudace being planed, a
ragged unsightly edge will be produced. To preyent this, the
metal should be beveled off with a cold chisel to an angle of
450 as shown at 8, to a depth equal to the depth of cut.

Questions: 1. Why should the cross-rail be checked for perfect alignment?

2. Why is L objectionable to rim the tool head slide down too far?

3. What is the difference between "blocking" and "shinuning"?

4. List three important uses for the surface gauge in planer work.
a. c.

b.
5. Why is the apron set over when tiring a vertical or angular cut?

6. What adjustment is made to regulate the length of travel of the table?

7. For vertical cuts how is the head "A perfectly square with the *able?
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PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet #7

8. Why is it important that the planer be operated at its maximum feed and speed?

9. What is the reraon for beveling the work on the end where the tool ends
its cut?

10. Why should the work be beveled on the ens. that the tool starts its cut?

II. Why is it necessary to make all the roughing cuts before doing any finish
cutting?
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HER WORK

Objective: To review information about planer work.

Qaestiuns:
arn Directions: Each statement needs a word, a figure, or a phrase to make it correct.

Only one of the choices listed is correct. Place the number of the choice
you make in the apace provided at the right edge of the sheet. _

1. The size of a planer is determined by: (1) horsepower rating, (4 r.p.m. of
motor, (3) number of tool heads, (4) overall size of work that can be planed,
(5) length of crossrail. )

2. Generally speaking the table is: (1) 3/4, (2) 7/8, (3) 1/2, (4) 3, (5) 2,
(6) 1/8, times the length of the bed. ( )

3. Which one of the following is not a planer accessory? (1) Poppet, (4 Toe-dog,
(3) Vise, (4) Face-plate, (5) Angle plate. )

4. Planer centers are used to: (1) locate centers of round work, (4 center the
work accurately on the table, (3) hold work that must be turned in the planing
process, (4) ma* the center of the table. )

2. What kind of work is generally done on a planer?



PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet #8 - REVIEW

3. Why are helical gears used in modern planer construction?

4. By sketch show application of step-block in use.

5. How and when is the Planer Jack used?

6. What do you under-itand by shear cut?

7. Can too much clearance be put on a tool? Explain.

8. What difference is there between "feed" and "speed"?

9. What is the purpose of "tripping dogs"?



PLANER WORK

Assignment Sheet #8 - REVIEW

110. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the statement
is TRUE place a circle around theli if it is FALSE place a circle around
the F.

T F 1. First class planer hands are hard to find.

T F 2. The planer head is similar to the shaper head.

T F 3. The bullwheel is driven by a rack on the under side of the platen.

T F 4. It requires four to five inches of stroke to operate the feed.

T F 5. The smaller size planers have only one tool head.

T F 6. Ibe planer as a whole is built very rugged.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *1 Name

:

Assigned Text;

Related bformation:

Date Grade

To become familiar with the types, sizes, and construction of
bench grinders.

Related Information, The Bench Grinder,

THE BENCH GRINDER

Delta Paw- Tool Division,
Rockwell Manufacturing Conpany

A floor beach grinder (see Figure 1) consists
mainly of an electric motor mounted on a base with
a motor shaft extended with a grinding wheel mounted
on each end. The only difference between the floor
and bench type is the base upon which the machine
is mounted. The common bench type (see Pure 2)
is faster."1 to a sturdy bench top. The floor type
sits ar a pedestal or floor stand. Heavy duty
grinders are usually of the floor type and after the
wheel shaft is mounted in bearings which are an in-
tegral part of the base casting. Such grinders taw!
be belt driven with the motor in the base and ttL
belt connecting the wheel shaft pulley.

The bench or floor grinder is used for sharpening tool hits, planer tool), boring tools,
drills, grinding cadtinp, etc. For grinding cutting tools these machines should be
equipped with fine grain wheels and for coarse or neavy work with coarse cutting
wheels.
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

Eye shields should be a standad part of all floor or b Ada graders. These shields
should be made from safety glass and the operator should, in addition, always wear
goggles.

It is sometimes customary to find one end of these grinders equipped with a buffing
wheel. These buffing wheels consist of se. xl canvas, which is coated with a
suitable abrasive so as to give a high polish to the metal being buffed.

Questions: lob Directions : Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Eaplain the difference between a floor and a bench grinder.

2. The bench grinder is used for what general type of wok?

3. Should goggles be worn when operating the grinder? Why or why not?

4. What can a heavy duty grinder be used for other than for grinding
tool cutters?

5. What, in ailittion to grinding, can bench or floor grinders be used for?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sleet 4t2 Name

Objective

Assigned Text:

Date

lb study safe practices of bench grinder work.

Gilman, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual, pp. 3C 2, 42.
and

Ihnshardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Malting Tool Oxration.
Part II, p. 457.

Questions: Directions: The follow tag statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T. If it is
FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F I. It is not important to wear goggles on a small grinding job.

T F 2. It is good practice to stand at one side of the grinding wheel when
it is starting.

T F 3. The tool rest should be kept close to the wheel.

T F 4. If the Iwo of the grinding wheel is rneven, always use the side.

T F 5. You should not be concerned if you get a small piece of emery in
your eye.

T F 6. The operator should not wear loose or ragged clothes.

T F 7. For a small job it is all right to use a slow wheel on a fast grinder.

T F 8. In using a diamond dresser, you must be careful not to overheat the
diamond.

T F 9. Two people should never use the machine at the same time.

T F 10. Emery wheels should be force fit on the shaft.

T F 11. The emery wheel shoild be tightened very tight.

T F l2. The ring teat is a method of testing the grinding wheel for cracks.
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #2

T F 13. Guards and hoods are not important on bench grinders.

T F 14. It is dangerous to wear linger rings, wrist watches, or arm bands
while operating grinders.

T F 15. The machine must be stopped to adjust the tool rest.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY

Assignment Sheet 413 Name Date Grade=11.1111111.110 .MMOMIle

`` 1,1411..7,
_

Objective: To study types, selection and care of grinding wheels.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 426-445,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 448-456,

or
Shulman, J. T., Machine Shoo Work, pp. 272-278.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1.

2.

The size of the particles making up a grinding wheel
1.=g

is spoken of as
size.

The material which holds the abrasive
wed' is called

, -

-;
-

particles together in a grinding

3. Grinding wheels which strongly resist the breaking amp of their ,
abrasive grains are spoken; of as . _-- ...

--.44

4. Explain what is meant bygrade.
3

5. Why are grinding wheels speeci-teitadf

6. Name at least four standard types 'of grinding wheels.

a.
C.
e.
S.

;:t

'
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Pirections: 11i following statements are either TpE or-
FALSE. If die stitenie*Ii-TRIVP1i.ra:;L:
TT. 'If it is FALSE, Place a Circle
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY

Assignment Sheet #4 Name

Assigned Text:

Date Grade

To learn the importance of dressing and tilling grinding wheels.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II. pp. 462-466,

Of

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology= pp. 456-459,

or
Shuman, J. T. , Machine Shop Work, pp. 279-283.

Questions: r Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Describe what happens when a grinding wheel becomes loaded or
glazed.

2. Explain the difference between dressing and truing.

3. Name two different kinds of commonly used dressing tools.

a. b.

4. A dressing wheel consists of cutters.

5. A truing tool consists of a mounted in
holder.

6. The truing operation also the grinding wheel.

7. k is necessary to true a grinding wheel when it loses its
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GRINDER WORK

Objective : To identify the different kinds of steels by the spark test method.

Ajpiped Text: Related Information, VadcTest for Steel.

Related bformation: SPARK TEST FOR STEEL

When picking up a piece of steel, the mechanic has no way of knowing what kind it is.
This is especially true if it has lost its identification or marking. The only safe way
to identify this piece of steel is to have a complete chemical analysis, which is very
time consuming and costly. A good way to check the kind of steel is by the "spark
test". This method is not always true to form unless you are thoroughly acquainted
with the various kinds of comma and tool steels.

The spark test is conducted by holding a piece of steel lightly against a medium grain
grinding wheel. The faster the wheel, the larger and longer the spark stream will be.
It is important that the wheel be clean and not loaded with steel particles as these mixed
sparks can seriously confuse the test. *mot lAild Toot *CM,. ishapilionernse Win* Nognet

Iron Sled Sled Sled Seel innerSted Steil gerl
1 2 3 4 6 7 1The surface of the steel to be tested

should be ground first to eliminate the
decarbonized or "bark" on the surface.
It is pftd practice to do the grinding on
the end of the bar.

By permission from ''Americon Machinists'
Handbook," by Colvin , F. /1. and Stanley,

. A., Copyright, 1945, McGraw-Hill Book
Gwen', Inc.



GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #5

Tool steel, whether hard or soft, will show practically the same spark. (See Figure 1).
Some steels throw off just red streaks and very little spark. Some throw off a few stars
and others a lot of stars, according to the different alloys in the steel. A beginner should
not trust his own judgment at first but should practice grinding different known steels and
compare them with the spark grinding chart.

Questions: Pi. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Explain the most efficient way of checking for the kind of steel.

2. What is the most common way of checking for the kind of steel?

3. Name four different kinds of steel.

a.

b.

c.

d.

4. Describe the spark flow of mild machine steel.

5. Describe the spark flow of wat er I udening tool steel.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name

A

Date Grade
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Objective: To review information about the bench grinder.

No text is to be used for the review.

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T . If it is
FALSE, place a circle &Ruud the F.

Assigned Text:

Questions:

T F 1. Goggles are hot necessary for grinding small work.

T F 2. It is dangerous to stand in line of the grinding wheel when
grinding.

T F 3. Cracked grinding wheels can be very dangerous.

T F 4. Guards are not important on bench grinders.

T F 5. The tool rest may be adjusted with the grinder in operation.

T P 6. By grade in a grinding wheel, we mean the size of the abrasive
particles.

T F 7. In ordering,a grinding wheel, the only real important information
that must be given is the diameter of the wheel and the size of the
hole.

T F 8. Diamond grinding wheels are used for sharpening carbide-tipped
tools.

T F 9. Dressing and truing are the same thing.

T F 10. A glazed grinding wheel does not affect the quality of the work
produced.

T F 11. An experienced machinist can make use of the spark teat method
for testing steel with reliable results.

T F 12. A mild steel gives off white sparks.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 7 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with some of the precautions to observe
in order to avoid injury or damage to property .

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H . D. and Axelrod, A . Machine Tool Operation,
Part If, pp, 457, 460-462,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 4S4 -455,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work,. pp . 265-266.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H., and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.
Graman, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual.

Related Information:

..
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet * 7

estions: low Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

2. Why should the wheel guard be kept in place when grinding on a
surface grinder?

5. Why is the wearing of goggles considered a "must" when operating
the various types of surface grinders?

Why is it a good practice to put all of the machine levers in
neutral after completing the work on a surface grinder?

Contact of the hands against a revolving grinding wheel produces
which are hard to heal.

10. clothing, and long
flowing neckties should not be worn by an operator of a grinding
machine .

11. Work should never be or
handled on a magnetic chuck since the accuracy of the chuck surface
may be ruined.



GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet * 7

12. All grinding wheels should be carefully and
when not in use to prevent breakage.

13 . Grinding wheels should be
mounting.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment bneet # 8 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with a. better understanding of the
different styles, types and functions of surface grinders .

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 414-415, 461,

or
Felke7, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 432434, 453,

OT

6- aunt J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 260-267.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., Grinding riactice.
Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. II.

Quest...tuns: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. What are the two major classifications of surface grinders?

a. b.

2. What type of wheel feeds are used on surface grinders?

3. What types of wheel mountings are used on surface grinders?

Directions: Complete the following sentences by writing the
proper words or word in the blank spaces.

4. Several types of surface grinders use a rapid
to move the wheel to and from the work.

5. Some types of surface grinders have a
as a permanent wyrk table .

6. The general construction of surface grinders is heavy and rigid
to avoid

:NZ 4,
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 9 Name Date

4E.'" '*evfv: 'ift
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Objective:

Grade

To study the types, nomenclature, sizes, and specifications of
special equipment used in the operation of a surface grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. C. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 490-491,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Tedmologyl pp. 432-434,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work pp. 260-266.

Additional References:

Related Information:

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. C., Machiurse, Vol. U.

PERM. 'ENT MAGNETIC CHUCK

The electric current is self-contained within the chuck. No wiring is necessary. The
lever handle releases or grips work.
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet # 9

USE OF ANGLE PLATES ON MAGNETIC CHUCK

Questions: to. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What attachment is used to hold flat work on a "planer" type
surface grinder?

2. What attachment is used to true the wheel on a surface grinder?

3. What attachment is used to hold work either parallel or at right
angles to the grinding wheel on a surface grinder?

4. What is a permanent. magnetic chuck?

Directions: Complete the following statements by wilting the
correct word or words in the blank spaces .

5. Work which has faces at 90° is clamped to an
for surface grinding.

6. Round work, such as a shaft, is held for grinding on a surface
grinder with the use of a
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet # 9

7. Work having angular faces is held on an
angle plate when grinding on a surface grinder.

8. Non-magnetic fiat parts are held for surface grinding in a

9. Castings may be to the table or held in a
for surface grinding.

10. Thin flat work held on a magnetic chuck must also be
with steel

to keep it from slipping while being ground-

11. Thin work often must be turned several times too keep it from
especially when held on a magnetic chuck.

12. Work the height of which greatly exceeds the area of the holding
surface should be carefully to prevent

when being surface ground.

13. When a magnetic chuck with a back rail has been removed from the
grinder, the back rail must be when the
chuck is returned to the machine.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Grade

Objective: To study the materials of which grinding wheels are made,
their types, shapes and characteristics.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 426-429, 436441, 449, 461,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 448 -459,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Wol' pp. 266, 272-277.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Colvin, F. H., and Stanley, F . A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course.
Ober& B - and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

4

ons: 1 Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. What are the standard wheel shapes used on surface grinders
of the small planer type?

2. What wheel abrasive is used for grinding hardened steel on
a surface grinder?

3. The flaring cup wheel is identified by what type number?

4. List the five types of bonds used in the manufacture of grinding
wheels.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

11M.
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #10

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces .

S. Cast iron and materials a low tensile strength require wheels
made of abrasive.

6. Grinding wheel sizes vary from to in
diameter for surface grinders because of the different types of
machines.

7. A grade wheel is one in which the abrasive
grain breaks away from the bond easily.

8. List the five characteristics in the selection of grinding wheels.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

9. Fine finishes require a selection of a grinding wheel with the
correct and size.

10. Standard grinding wheel shapes are identified by
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 11 Grade

Objectivs: To study methods of selecting and adapting grinding wheels to
a specific operation.

AJAatd Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part li, p. 468,

or
Shuman, 3. T., Machine Shop Wort, pp. 245-246.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists*
Handbook.

Oberg, E . and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information: FACTORS GOVERNING THE USE OF GRINDING
WHEELS

The amount of feed and depth of cut of a grinding operation depends to a large extent
upon the condition of your machine, the type of material worked upon, and the class
of finish desired. There are many lesser factors sum as size of wheel, wheel speed,
use of solution, material that wheel is made of (abrashe, bond), size of grain, etc.

It is generally considered that a soft wheel is used for hard material and a hard wheel
for soft material and the heavier the cat the larger the grain size of the abrasive.

.71:..4.ene: SIP Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What factor governs the kind of abrasive to be used for surface
Pinang?

2. What effect does wheel speed have upon the selection of grinding
wheels for surface grinding?

3. What effect does the amount of feed per pass have on the selec-
tion of grinding 'wheels for surface grinding?
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Assignment Sheet # 11

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

4. The and of the machine is a
factor in selecting the grinding wheel for surface grinding.

5. The speed is a factor which must be considered
when selecting a grinding wheel for surface grinding.

6. The amount of to be removed is a factor in
determining which wheel should be selected for surface grinding.

7. A wheel of should be selected for
surface grinding materials of high tensile strength.

8. Steel which has been hardened requires wheels of
grade than soft steel when surface grinding.

9. When excessive heat is generated In surface grinding, a wheel with
grain is required.

10. A surface grinder with badly worn working surfaces should limit the
depth of cut to no more than
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet d 12 Name

Objective:

Date Grade

To inform the learner of the purpose of dressing a grindirz
wheel and the equipment to be used.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 462466,

or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technologyt pp. 456459,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Wort, pp. 280-282.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Co! vin, F. H. and Stanley, F . A., Grinding Practice.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.

Quest ons: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What is the most accepted type of truing tool used for grinding
wheels on the small planer type of surface grinder?

2. Dressing is performed with three distinct types of tools.

a.
b.
c.

3. The three most common reasons why a wheel must be dressed
are:

a.
b.
c.

4. How much material should be removed from the face of a grinding
wheel when finish truing on a surface grinder?

9.

.4k. Nt,

,.... I
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Assignment Sheet # 12

Ir Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
proper word or words in the blank spaces.

5. Precision grinding requires the wheel to be dressed with a

6. Rough grinding requires the wheel to be dressed with a

or .

7. The truing tool is held in an which
clamps to the table.

8. Immediately after a wheel is , it must
be dressed.

9. Dressing a wheel is making the circumference of the wheel
to spindle.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 13 Name Date Grade

Ob ec oe: To acquaint the learner with the ability to choose the correct
grinding wheel and its operation on syciftc jobs.

Assigned Tex Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part ll, pp. 450, 456460,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 442-443,445-446,

or
Shuman, j. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 247.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F . A., Minding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol II.

Questions: low Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as poesible.

I. What is the recommended speed for grinding wheels for surface
Sending?

2. The amount of trawl per mini.-e of a point on the circumference
of a grinding wheel is known as what?

3. The loading of a grinding wheel is cause by:

4. What method is used to increase or decrease the grinding wheol
feed on surface grinders?

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
proper word or words in the Mani: spaces.

5. One factor which governs the selection of work speed is the
area passing under the wheel.

t

fy
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6. A second factor governing work speed is the
of metal removed per pass .

7. The desired and
speed required have a direct bearing on the amount c feed used
ou a surface pine -.r.

8, The method of Or
the wort: is a factor which must be considered in selecting the
work speed and feed.

9. When the wheel wears rapidly, a
work speed will cause the wheel to last longer.

10. Small surface grinders hi> .e only wheel
speed and work speed.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 14 Name

:litefOek,

Objective:

Date Grade

fr

To give the learner a better understanding of the speed that
- grinding wheels travel and the application of that speed to

respective Jo-4 .

Assigred Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Oeration,
Part II, pp. 466-470,

or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technology pp . 442-445,

or
Shuman, 3. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 245-247.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., Grinding Pracie .
Felker, C. A., S*--i) Mathematics .
Slade, S . and Margolis, L .1 Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational Schools.

Questions: 10 Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible .

1. How is surface speed or rim speed indicated?

2. Why is the surface speed important ca a surface grinder?

3. A surface grinder uses a wheel of 12" diameter and a spindle
speed of 1200 R.P.M. What is the surface feet per minute
of the wheel?

4. A Blanchard grinder using a wheel of 18" diameter runs at
1100 R.P.M. What is the surface speed in feet per minute?

5. A surface grinder with a 16" diameter wheel is to run at 5000
S. F. per minute . What is the R.P.M.

.'S','.°';?, *)..
,;44.4.g.
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Assignment Sheet # 14

6. What must be the diameter of a grinding wheel which is to run
at 4800 S.F. per minute at 975 R.P.M.?

7. A surface grinder, using a grinding wheel of the diamond type,
36 inches in diameter, runs at 4800 S.F. per minute. How
many R.P.M. is the spindle of the machine running?

8. What is the wheel diameter, which is to run at 550 S.F. per
minute, when the machine spindle revolves at 1150 R.P.M.?

9. A grinding wheel which has an allowable surface speed of 5250
S.F. i per minute makes 1200 R.P.M. What is its diameter?

10. What is the diameter of a grinding wheel which runs at 6000
S.F. per minute when the spindle runs at 750 R.P.M.?

1i . How many R.P.M. must a grinding wheel of 18 inches in
diameter rim to revolve at a rate of 4750 surface feet per
minute?

12. What is the surface speed in feet per minute of a grinding wheel
20 inches in diameter which runs at 850 R.P.M. ?
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Assign it Sheet # 15 Name

Objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the principles and procedures
involved in the use and operation of surface grinders.

Assk;ned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 450, 468-469, 490-491,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technoisy, p. 434,

or
Shuman, J. T. Machine Shop Wort p. 466.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F . A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. II.

Questions: lo Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. What is the most universal method of holding flat work on
a surface grinder?

2. Why must thin work be turned over several times when
flat grinding on a surface grinder?

3. If difficulty is experienced in holding thick work parallel,
how may this be owroon.....?

4 . How can non-magnetic work be held on a magnetic chuck
for surface grinding?

5. What are "witness" marks?

; .. 4
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6. What determines the table speed and amount of feed to use
when plain surface grinding?

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces .

7. The of the work depends on the holding
force of the magnetic chuck.

8 , The grinding wheel must be kept clean and sharp to avoid
the work.

9. Because of the large area of when
surface grinding, it is necessary that the grinding wheel be
kept true and sharp to work efficiently.

10. Thin work and work with a small surface area must be
with steel strips to keep it from moving

on the magnetic chuck.

11. The ability to hold the work on the chuck without
often determines the depth of the cut when surface grinding.

12. Work which is warped or bent must be
before gripping on a magnetic chuck for grinding the first side.
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Assignment Sheet # 16 Name

0111440* j
4,4400Sitt

Objective

Date

To study the accessory tools and the principles implied in their
use for face grinding on a surface grinder.

Assigned Teat: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part it p. 492,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 434,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 265-266.

Additional References: Colvin, P H. and Stanley, F. A. , Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'Mining Course, Vol. U.

Questions: 10- Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

`."14,
9'- '"

1. What accessory is used to support and hold work which has
faces at right angles when surface grinding?

2. How may bushings be held while the faces are being ground on a
surface grinder?

3. What is the purpose of an adjustable angle plate when surface
gdhdlsgft

4. What is one of the most important precautions to be taken before face
grinding on a surface grinder?

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. When face grinding with the side of the wheel, the wheel should be
slightly to present a narrow winding
face.

11.91
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Assignment Sheet # 16

2. When an angular face is to be ground, the wheel should be
dressed to the angle of the face only as a last resort because
of the involved.

3. The accuracy of the work depends upon the accuracy of the holding
face of the

4. A magnetic chuck is used for
holding work having either fiat or angular faces requiring surface
grinding.

5. Face grinding is often done on work held in a special work holding
designed for that purpose.1141M11111=1........10.1.1.6

6. After removing the work from a magnetic chuck, it should be
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 17 Name_ Date Grade

Objective:

Arie_Vps Text:

To acquaint thq learner with a better undexstanding at the problems
involved in grinding keyways and siniaar types of opfaatiors

Burghardt, D., and Axelrod, A Macklne r..maseer
Part II, pp, 445-448, 491-492,

Additional References: Colvin, F, 14. and Stanley, F. A4 GriEcksyqszttce.

sus: i Direction: Answer the followbg questions as Wel as pmsible.

1. What type of griniing wive). is best for grooYe trad slog: grind/lig
or a steam piker?

2. What conditions nay be a mice of r.onsiderable ttaatle when
slot grinding on a sndace grinder?

3. What is the cause of this condition?

4. What precautions can be taken to overcome thin condition?

S. If sharp corners are requited in tae bottom of the groove, what
grade and grain of grinding -wheel will produce the desired result?

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. Flutes may be ground on a surface grinder by dressing the wheel to
the of the flute and providing a means of
holding the work .

2. One of the most important factors in grinding slots or grooves
is the selection of the proper

' R..." - <4 4.. .'f ''' 01 ,. __,.y Acp....1%.... .'
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3. It is often necessary to the sides of a
wheel used for groove or slot grinding to produce straight sides.

4. Round work in which slots or grooves are ground can be held by
using a on the magnetic chuck.

5. The grinding of grooves and slots on the surface grinder requires
considerable and

6, Slow speed and cuts should
be taken when grinding slots or grooves on a surface grinder.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 18 Name

Objective:

Assigned Text:

Additional References:

Questions:

1.

Date Grade

To acquaint the student with the accessory tools and the principles
involved in form grinding on a surface grinder.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, p. 492,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 265.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.

Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

How is form grinding done on a surface grinder?

2. How can work having angular faces be held for grinding on a
surface grinder?

3. What attachment is used to true the wheel for grinding convex or
concave radii on a surface grinder?

4. What method is used when grinding a piece of work which has
an intricate form on a surface grinder?

5. What are the requirements for a grinding wheel which is to be used
for form grinding?

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. It is very important when dressing the wheel to a shape for form
grinding to set the diamond on the vertical
or the wheel will be dressed to the wrong form.

o .
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Assigmnent Sheet * 18

2. When setting up a surface grinder for form grinding, it is
essential to check the spindle for

3. When form grinding on a surface ponder, it is not desirable
to have a wheel that the entire work.

4. It is the best practice to grind the various forms with narrow
wheels because the necessary or

can be easily produced.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 19 Name Date

Stub Pk 0 0':4'1114) 011* -;,At O., csa

Cade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the method of doing step grinding on
a surface grinder.

Assigned Text: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.

Related Information: METHODS OF CHECKING A STEP BLOCK

Surfaces that are ground parallel and square to each other and have a given distance between
them may be ground accurately on a surface grinder. A step block may be ground and
then taken to a surface plate and checked for exactness with a vernier height gage with
indicator attached. Another means of checking would be by using gage blocks, indicator

'leight gage.

Questions: IPA. Directions : Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What type of grinding wheel is used for step grinding on a surface
grinder?

N.
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2. What methods of holding the work are used when step
minding on a surface gOrier?

3. What two characteristics are required of a grinding wheel
used for step grinding?

4. What precaution must be taken in regard to wheel spindle
adjustment before step grinding on a surface grinder?

Directions: Complete tne foLowing statements by placing
the proper word or words in the blank paces.

I. The travel of the machine table Lhould be
with the cutting surface of the whed U.. void any drag on the
cut when step grinding.

2. It is often necessary to produce corners
when step grinding.

3. Step grinding requires and
the use of the proper wheel,

and a machine which is in good working cc...gib:ion.

4. Light cuts should be taken and the wheel
after the roughing operation in order to prescrve accuracy.

5. A step block should be removed from the surface grinder
to a and
checked with a
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 20 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the student with the uses, ingredients, preparation and method
.3f application of coolants for a surface grinder.

Asked Ter: Burghardt. H, D.and Ase hod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Pan II,
pp. 627-639,

or
FrAcr, A., Machine Shop Technology, o.480,

or
Shuman, J T., MachineShoglYinir. p. 271-272.

Additional Itefez.T.zo.n:
Colvin, .?. . and Stanley, F. A. American Machinists' Handbook.
0.1=erg, aild Jones, F. D., Machinery's Hary.lbcok.

F. H. and Stanley, F. A. , Grinding P.actice.

question- lar- Directions; Answer the following as briefly as possible.

. Why are coolants used on most grinding operations?

2. What an: the properties of a good coolant?

3. What is an ernult,ion.

4. Tiaat methods are used to supply a coolant to work on surface grinders?

What !,3 the pilipme a sal-soda when used in water ac I!. coolant?
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Assignment Sheet #20

6. When is a coolant espeLially necessary on a surface grinder?

11 Directict..s: Complete the following statements by placing the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. A good solution for grinding is of water to of soluble oil.

2. A clean supply of coolant tends to the life of the wheel.

3. The coolant should be kept sterile to prevent in cuts and scratches .

4. The volume of coolant must be sufficient to keep the work and the wheel
face ..Mi

5. A soluble oil which has animal fats in its composition becomes
used for a period of time.

6. Solutions containing soluble oil prevent rust and improve the quality of the
_produced by the grinding wheel.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 21 Name Date Grade

Objective: To review basic information on a surface grinder.

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review .

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T

T F

T F

...M1111=mwr

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

1. The wheel guard is used to protect the operator.

2. To keep the dust out of an operator's eyes it is necessary to wear goggles.

3. It is not necessary to warm up a grinding wheel.

4. A loaded wheel is one in which the abrasive has been filled
with fine particles of metal.

5. Gage blocks are never used on a magnetic chuck.

6. A white diamond is used for dressing a grinding wheel.

7. Magnetic chucks are both wired and non-wired..

8. Angle plates are sometimes made adjustable.

9. '11-uing the wheel is making the circumference concentric with the spindle.

W. A wheel that is impregnated with metal is glazed.

11. The second grinding operation in forming a 90° angle, the work must
be clamped to an angle plate.

12. The spindle of surface grinders are horizontal and vertical.

13. The vitrified bond is used in making about 75% of all grinding wheels.

.
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T F 14. Drill rod is placed in a "V" block in order to face grind the end.

T F 15. Vertical spindle surface grinders usually have round tables.

T F 16. The abrasive in a grinding wheel cola:es from a quarry.

T F 17. Form grinding may require angles and radii on the wheel.

T F 18 . Soap is one of the ingredients of a good cooling solution.

T F 19. When a wheel wears away it stays sharp.

T F 20. The speed of a surface grinder is how fast it will grind a given are

T F 21. The table travel of a planer type surface grinder may be adjusted
for length.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY

Assignment Sheet #22 Name Date Grade

TOol and Cattet p!rinder 4*0:011,cattong tad Itspe*Misuic_

Objective: To acauaint the learner with the specifications and range work for
the tool and cutter grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part 11, pp. 4 16-4 17,

Or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 442-443.

uestions: 1 Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the purpose of a tool and cutter grinder?

2. How is the movement of the table of a tool and cutter grinder
controlled?

3. What is the range of work done on a tool and cutter grinder?

4. How is the grinding wheel raised and lowered on a tool and cutwr
grinder?

5. How is the work usually held?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #23 Name Date Grade

111,1 4'114 evA,

.

. . 1.

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the safe practices and work precautions of
tool and cutter grinders .

Assigned Text: Graman, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual, pp. 38-44, 46-47, 5 -10,
and

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part 11, pp. 379, 389-90.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why should all grinding wheels be checked before mounting?

2. What precaution should be taken before the grinding machint L3
started?

3. Why should "good housekeeping" be a must around a tool and cutter
grinder?

4. Why should work never be inserted or removed while the wheel is
running?

5. What precautions should be taken when dressing or truing a grind -
ing wheel?

6. What precautions should be taken while handling sharp tools such as
reamers, drills and cutters?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in *he blank spaces .

1. The should be firmly held against
the tooth when grinding a cutter.

2. should always be worn while grinding on
a tool and cutter grinder.

5
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3. should be correctly and solidly mounted before
grinding.

4. A grinding wheel should fit on the spindle and
should never be on the spindle.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #24 Name Date Grade

Objective:_ To acquaint the learner with the types sizes, and selection of grinding
wheels for the tool and cutter grinder.

Assigned Text Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 426-462,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 448-459,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 272-278.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: III. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. How many standard types of grinding wheels are there?

2. What standard types of grinding wheels are commonly used on tool
and cutter grinders?

3. What method is used when specifying a grinding wheel as to size
and type?

4. What are the three abrasives used in toolroom grinding?
i.

2.
3.

5. Why are grinding wheels made in various grain sizes?

6. What effect does the bond have on the grinding action of a wheel?

A
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7. What determines the type of abrasive to be used on a tool and cutter
grinder?

8. What factors govern the selection of the grain size of a grinding wheel?

9. What factors determine the grade of a grinding wheel?

10. What effect does the condition of the machine haw', on the selection of
a grinding wheel?

11. What effect does the speed of the wheel have on the selection of a
grinding wheel for a tool and cutter grinder?

12. What factor determines the shape or type of grinding wheel to be used
on a tool and cutter grinder?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The hardness of a grinding wheel is determined by the type of
used.

2. The
of the grains.

3. Wheels of
grinding.

of a grinding wheel is determined by the spacing

grade a:e. preferred for tool and cutter

4. A grinder which is in poor condition requires a grinding wheel of a
grade than one in good condition.
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Q

5. A high wheel speed has the effect of the wheel acting
than under proper c...aditions.

6. A fine finish requires a wheel of structure.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment 51-1...et #25 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learntr with wheel speeds and grinding feeds of the
tool and cutter grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H.
Part II, pp.

Felker, C. A

Shuman, J. T

D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
467-471,

Or
., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 448-

Or
., Machine Shop Work, pp. 245 -246.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., American Machinists'
Handbook,

Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. II.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. If a grinding wheel appears to soft, what can be done to
increase the hardness?

2. What is the formula for determinhig the surface feet per
minute of a grinding wheel?

3. Give two methods of keeping the surface speed of a grinding
wheel constant as its diameter decreases due to use.
1.
2.

4. What effect does an incorrect speed have upon grinding wheel
action?

5. What factors dewrmine the amount of feed used grinding
operations?

;# ,
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I> Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. Cup wheels, by cutting on the face, maintain a surface
speed.

1 A grinding wheel whose action appears to be too hard can be made to cut
properly by the speed.

3. It is good practice to operate a grinding wheel as near to the
speed as possikle.

4. The formula for R.P.M. of the wheel spindle., when surface spertel and
diameter of wheel are given is .
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Assignment Sheet #26 Name Grade1,.. -
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Oblective: To st . the types and propci use of i.-,rairig and drtn:.:-. tug ecr/Vrni.--:-.nt.

Assigned text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Maciurie Tool Operatip-,
Part II, pp. 462-466,

or
Felker, C. A. Machine Shop Technology, pp. 456-459,

or
Shuman, I. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 279-2.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
;landbook.

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. II.
Oberg, E. and !ones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook .

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I . What is meant by "truing a grinding wheel?

2. What is meant by "dressing" a grinding wheel?

3. Name three kindi of dressing tools used on tool and cutter grinders.
a. c.
b.

4. What dressing tool is used most frequently on tool and cutter grbiders?

5. Why is it importart to take light cuts when truing or dressing a grinding
wheel?

10. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
%. :,rd or words in the blank spaces.

1. A is used in the dressing of radii on grinding wheels.

+4
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #26

2. Dull diamonds crush and glaze the wheel face, causing it to act

1. The
coarse grinding wheels.

type of dresser is used on large and

4 A new wheel. oi one which has been removed :had remounted, should
Hiways De 144ore using.

.S .
f..
4 lic; type of dresser is used for
forming profiles and on wheels If Thin section$ -

6. may : a done with any _ype of dressing
tool, provided it Is rigidly fixed in relation to the point of contact with
the wheel.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #27 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study the principles of grinding plain cylindrical milling cutters on a
tool and cutter grinder .

Assigned Text: Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, pp. 371-376.

Additional References: Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., American MacLInists'
Handbook.

and
°berg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's

Questious; Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Give the name of the part of a plain cutter that is ground.

2. Explain what is meant by "land".

3. What is the advantage of having the land ground straight rather then
concave?

4. Briefly explain the advantage of having the wheel rotation from front
to back relative to tht tooth being ground.

S. How is a cynakrical cutter traversed past the grinding wheel?

6. What two forms of wheels may be used to grind cylindrical cutters?
a.
b.

7. How many thousands cut may be taken on a milling cutter?

8. What may happen if too large a cut is taken?

9. What the purpose of a tooth rest?

,;. .0
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #27

10. In grinding cylindrical cutters having helical teeth, is the tooth -
rest in a fixed position relative to the cutter or the grinding
wheel?

11. What type grinding wheel is preferred for grinding cylindrical
cutters with helical teeth?

12. How should the cutter be mounted?
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GRINDER WORX

MACHINE TRADE TEC1/NOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #28 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To study the principles of sharpening or clearance grinding.

Assigned Text: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. U, pp. 347-377.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

est?' P.
.1,74

1. What determines the clearance angle when sharpening a milling
cutter?

2. What types of grinding wheels are used to sharpen milling cutters?

3. In what relative position are the cutter, the grinding wheel, and the
tooth rest placed when sharpening milling cutters?

4. What determines whether tile grinding wheel is raced or lowered
to produce the clearance required?

5. What factor is used to determine the amount the table or head is
raised or lowered when a cup wheel is used to sharpen a milling
cutter?

Directions: Corrplete the following statements by writing the cor....ct
word or words in the blank spaces.

i. A clearance angle on a milling cutter which is too large causes

. ,' ,..
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment # 28

2. The clearance recommended for cutting steel with milling
cutters is from degrees to degrees.

3. Lie!~ cuts are necessary when sharpening cutters to prevent
the cutter.



GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #29 Name Date Grade

, 1..4.
V

V

Objective: To study principles of grinding radial teeth on side and face milling
cutters, angular cutters, form cutters and hobs.

Assigned Text: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'flaking Course, pp. 379-390.

Questions: Directions : Answer the following questions as britiy as possible.

1. In grinding radial teeth on side milling cutters, where is the tooth
rest set in relation to the cutter?

2. Explain how each tooth is indexed.

3. How are corners rounded on milling cutters?

4. What faces are ground on a form cutter when sharpening?

5. How should the tooth faces of the radial faced type form cutter be
ground with regard to the axis of the cutter?

d. What is rake as it refers to formed cutters?

7. How are hoils ground?

S. How can a metal slitting saw be held for face grinding?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #30 Name Date Grade

Objective_ To study the principles of grinding reamers on a tool and cutter grinder.

Assigned Text: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course! pp. 390-395.

Questions; Directions: t-swer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. Why is the grinding of reamers a more delicate operation than the
grinding of milling cutters?

2. What happens if a reamer has too much clearance?

3. How may the taper of a reamer be tested?

4. What are two advantages of helical and spiral flutes and teeth on
reamers?
a.
b. 1...

5. Name two reasons why very lien cuts should be taken when grinding
rumen.
a.
b.

6. What type of wheels may be used in grinding reamers?

7. Are all reamer flutes righthanded or lefthanded?

...
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #31 Name Date

X400.4: t

t r./A

Grade

Objective: To review information concerning tool and curt grinders.

Assigned Text: No text is to be used for the review.

Directions: The following statements are eithrr TRUE or FALSE
If the statement is true, place a circle around tne T. If it is
false, place a circle around the F.

Questions:

T F ; . The grinding wneel on a tool and cutter grinder is raised and lowered
by power.

T F 2. Work is usually held by a magnetic chuck for grinding on a tool and
cutter grinder.

T F A. A diamond-type dressing tool is usually used to dress a tool and
cutter grinder wheel.

T F 4. Heavy cuts may be taken when truing or dressing a grinding wheel.

T F 5. The hardness of a grinding wheel is determined by the type of bond
used.

T F 6. Very hard wheels are preferred for tool and cutter grinding.

T F 7. Work may be Inserted or removed while the wheel is running.

T F 8. Goggles should not be worn while operating a tool and cutter grinder.

T F 9. Grinding wheels should be force fitted on the spindle.

T F 10. Disc and cup type wheels may be used for grinding cylindrical
otters.

T F 11. A ten- tho*!zandth cut may be taken on a milling cutter with a tool
and cutter grinder.
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #31 REVI7W

T F 12. A tooth rest is used whe.1 sharpening milling cutters.

T F 13. Taking too heavy of cuts may cause the work to become bent or
distorted by heat caused by friction.

T F 14. A radius attachment is used to round the corners of milling
cutters.

T F 15. I, metal slitting saw should be held in a chuck for face grinding.

T F 16. The grinding of reamers is a more delicate operation than the
grinding of milling cutters.

T F 17. The taper of a reamer may be tested by the use of a taper gauge.

T F 18. Reamers are made with only right-hand flutes.

T F 19. Helical fluted reamers have no advantage over reamers with
straight flutes.

T F 20. A form grinding wheel is necessary to sharpen a form cutter.

Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. For what operations is a tool and cutter grinder used?

2. Explain what is meant by truing grinding wheels. .

3. Name five standard types of grinding wheels.
a.
b.
c.
D.
e.

4. What determines the type of abrasive to be used on a tool and cutter
grinder?
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I GRINDER WORK

.

Assignment Sheet #31 - REVIEW

5. What is the formula for determining the surface speed per minute of a
grinding wheel?

6. What factors determine the amount of feed used on grinding operations?

7. Why should all grinding wheels be checked before mounting?

8. What part of a plane cutter is ground in sharpening?

9. What may happen if too large a cut is taken in tool and cutter grinding?

10. What may happen if the clearance angle on a milling cutter is too large?

11. Where is the tooth rest set in relation to the cutter in grinding radial
teeth on side milling cutters?

12. What faces are ground on a form cutter when sharpening?

13. What part of hobs are ground in sharpening?

14. 'What are the advantages of helical add spiral flutes in .eeth on reamers?

15. Why should very light cuts be taken when grinding reamers?
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GRINDER WORK

WACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY

Assignment Sheet #32 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the leaner with the typ...a, sizes and nomenclature of the
cylindrical grinder.

Assigned Text: Burgbardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 397-408.

10. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name two ways the wort is held in a plain cylindrical grinder.
b.a.

2. How does the wheel grind the full length of a part?

3. How much of an in-feed is used?

4. Give an example of a large cylindrical grincia and its size.

,

Cburtesy of the Norton OrnowlY
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #32

Directions: Sore of the following statements are TRUE and some are FALSE. If
tke statement is TRUE place a circle around the T if it is FA LSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The cylindrical grinder wheel reciprocates along the work surface.

T F 2. The table of a cylindrical grinder can not be swiveled.

T F 3. The headstock can be moved longitudinally along the table.

T F 4.. The front lip of the table is used align the head stock and foot stock.

T F 5. The footstock is equipped with a hand wheel to allow movement of the
center.

T F 6. There are three scale graduations or the table swivel.

T F 7. The reverse dog is similar to a lathe dog.

T F 8. The cross feed can be moved either. itutauany or automatically.

T F 9. Cylindrical grinders are equipped vith mechanical in-feed stops.

T F 10. Most grinders have the spindle gear driven by the motor.

T F II. Coolants are not used on grinders because they will cause rust on the
parts and machine.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #33 Name Date Grade

Objective.: To acquaint the learner with the hazards and the necessary precautions for
safe operation of the cylindrical grinder.

Assigned Text: Graraan, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual, pp. 38-43,
and

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation Part II,
p. 457.

estions:

F

F

F

10. Directions: The following statements a--e either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T if it
is FALSE place a circle around tivk

1. Goggles should be won (Ally when truing tbe wheel.

2. Guards need not be replaced when using new wheels.

3. Roll Up your sleeves before starting to work.

T

T

T

T F 4. If you must wear a de make it a bow tie.

T F 5. Wearing a cap while doing grinder work is safe than not wearing one.

T F 6. leave "horse play" to the horses.

T 17 7. The wheel blotter is used to soak up excess spindle oil.

T F 8. It is good practice to rim a wheel at its tested speed.

T F 9. Always stand squarely in front of the wheel (in line) when operating
a grinder because you can see wre.

T F 10. Work should be undercut when shoulder grinding.

T F 11. Grinding wheels are balanced for life.

T F 12. When mounting wheels always tighten the mounting screw or screw
Is tight as possible.

T F 13. Always "ring test" a wheel with a ball peen hammer.

:!
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GRIINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY

Assignment Sheet #34 Name Date

"4-4-to! '*° **+< 4.<

Grade

Objective: To learn how to care for the 1711n1rical grinder.

Related Information: CARE AND MAW! SNANCE

The cylindrical grinder is an ultra precision machine, like the surface, centerless, cutter
and tool room grinders. Its useful life will depend largely upon the care and attention it
receives as well as the amount of work done. Besides prolonging the life of the grinder
good care will keep it precise and easier to control with better work results.

The precision of the grinder is largely due to the close setting of its spindle bearings. For
this reason it is of the utmost impeAance that the recommended spindle oil be used. If the
hydraulic controls are to function properly the hydraulic oil recommended by the manufactur-
er must be used. This oil has .;u inhibitor added to help cut down foamkg which would cause
irratic traaRverea fiction. &title grinders us the vane type pump while others use a gear
type. In general the vane type pump 118. s tie lighter viscosity oil. Most hydraulic systems
have built in oil cleaner:, knobti of which should be turned several times daily.

Cleanness is imperative. The operator can not be too careful. Oils and greaseR mist be
kept clean and not allowed to become contaminated with grit, water or dust. Use a clam
Hiltless rag to clean gun type grease fittings and 'iv clean around filler plugs before they are
removed.

Grinding produces very fine chips both from the work and from the wheel. The chips are ex-
tremely abrasive and a ill quickly ruin a grinding machine if not removed periodically. Never
move a part of the machine on its sliding surface without first cleaning and oiling its sliding
surface unless this surface is sealed with slide caps or other protecting devices. Likewise
replace all cracked or damaged seals and clean them regularly.

Perhaps the greatest single source of contamination is the coolant and its sump or settling
basin. F.:I this reason the sump should be cleaned regularly. It should be thoroughly dent-
ed and the coolant changed at least once each month.

Where large numbers of grinders are used and the cost merits 1.t, special piping is used to
collect, filter and return the coolant to each individual machine. Precision bearing grinding
machine departments use this system.

ti
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #34

Questions: Ir. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. What two factors largely determine the life of any grinder?
a.

b.
2. Give two eons why good care and maintenance of a cylindrical

grinder is important.

a._ b.
3. Why must spindle oil be carefully selected?

4. Why are foam enhibitors added to hydrauDc oils?

5. What two types of pumps are used on grinders?
a. b.
Which type uses the lighter oil?

=0.11=.

6. What should be used to clean oil openings and grease fittings?

7. What is the greatest single source of contamination?

8. When are large mass coolant systems used to collect and return the
coolant?

9. What is the operators' daily duty in regards to the '-,draulic fluid cleaner?
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GRIMM WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 35 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the use, types and care of grinding wheels.

Assigned Text: Burgit'arrit, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Thai Coerauon, Part
pp. 426 -455,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop "Mvhnology, pp. 448-459,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Slug) Work, pp. 272-282.

O Note to Learner: Grinding wheel nomenclature is covered in surface grirder work and is
therefore not repeated.

Questions: IP. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. What are the different materials used to hold abrasive partieBs together
called?

2. What is the difference between hard and soft grinding wheels? Explain.

row?

3. Which is the better wheel to use, are which is hard or one which is
soft? Why?

4. Name two types of abrasive grains.
a. b.

S. What manufactured abrasives are product. of the electric furnace?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #35

6. Name five principal bonds used in the manufacture of grildirig wheel.
> >

and

7. What is the first factor to be considered in grinding wheel selection?

8. What are four variable factors to consider when one is making the selection
from grinding-wheel specifications?

, : nd

9. What is the recommended wheel speed for ylindrical grinding?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement it TRUE place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE
glace a circle around the F .

T F I . Grinding wheels are breakable, handle them carefully.

T F 2. To transport a large wheel from place to place you should roll it along
the floor.

T F 3. Storage bins for wheels aid hi keeping the wheels safe to use.

T F 4. Cracks in grinding wheels may be detected by tapping the wheel with
a wooden block.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 4t36 Name Date Grade

i

40 4. A

1 " .' A

Objective: To acquaint the learner with truing devices and their uses.

Assigned Text: Beirghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Ooeration, Part
pp. 462-466,

or
Felker, C. A Machine Shop Teanology, pp. 456-459,

or
Shuman, 3. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 279-282.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is meant by truing a wheel? Dressing a wheel?

2, What type of dresser is used to true wvision grinder wheels?

3. Give three !dads of diamonds.
a. b. c,

4. Which one is used in wheel dressing? Why?

5. Should the wheel be dressed by traversing the table by hand?

6. Should any dressing diamond be used on any wheel? Explain.

7. How is a diamond prevented from becoming dull?

8. What precaution should always be taken when approaching the wheel with
the diamond?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #36

9. Is it desirable to use coolant when dresuing? Explain.

10. What is the maximum depth of cut recommended when wheel dressing?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 07 Name

,

Date Grade

92jecte: To acquaint the learner with work holding devices and their uses.

ing? f Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machi:e Tool Part
pp. 397-413 and 472-474.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as bifefly as possible.

1. What are two common ways of hol. work in the cylindrical grinder?
a. b.

2. What modifications are used to support rolls in the roll grinder?

3. In the piston grinder how is work held?

4. NV < is the piston grinder work mounting 30 made?

5. How is the center retracted on most cylindrical class grinders?

6. How is work mounted in the crankpin grinder?

7. How is work mounted in the vaingdiaft grinder?

8. How is work mounted in a gear grinder?

9. 711.= :Ls a back er steady rest used?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #38 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the lamer with wheel speeds and 'eds.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Part U,
pp. 467 -475,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Sho, Technology, pp. 425-431.

Related Information,

There is not much information given as to wheel r eeds for cylindricaligrind4 work.
Generally, there are only about two speeds available to compensate for different wheel
..3ameters. Surface feet per minute is the governing factor on grinding wheel speed.
Surface speeds should be between 5,500 feet and 6,500 feet per minute. New o; full
sized wheels are generally run on the slow speed andafter the wheel has been worn
and the diameter decreased the belts are shifted to a faster R.P.M.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the difference betwee7 S.F.P.M. and R.P.M.?

2. How much "infeed" should be used for each traverse of the table?

3. Should a vitrified or silicate bond wheel ever ger 6500 S.F.P.M?

4. If the work speed is 1.-'creased will the wheel "break down" faster and act
softer?
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Gn:ADER WORK

Assignment Sheet #38

5. What should be done if the wheel acts too hard and glazes or overheats the
work?

6. Whenever possibl , how should the rimmrse dogs be set in relation to the
wheel travel on the work.

7. What are two of the usual faults in infreding?
a.
b.

S. Name six (6) factors that cause a wheel to wear too rapidly.
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

9. Name five (5) factors that cause wheels to glaze.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #39 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with general practice and procedure in plain
cylindrical grinding.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tpol Operation. Part II,
pp. 478-480.

Note: The following questions pertain to the Brown and Sharp #2 Universal Cylindrical
Grinder and are not intended to include all types of cylindrical grinders.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. Before starting a plain grinding job what must be done to the wheel
stand platen?

2. How must the counterweight be set before plain grinding?

3. How is the wheel speed adjusted?

4. How is the wheel slide travel distance checked?

S. To what degree is the swivel table set? How are final adjustments
made?

6. Name three ways in which the headstock may be arranged.
a.
b.
c.

.



GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #39

7. Should the footstock center be compressed when grinding?

8. How should the footstock be adjusted in regard to the dead center operating
lever?

Should the power feed be disengaged during set-up? Why?

10. Should the back rest shoes be adjusted before grinding? Why?

11. Is the coolant started before, during or after grinding is started? Why?

12. Mould the wheel be trued before starting to grind during the set-up period?

13. How is the table traverse travel controlled?

14. When are the backrest shoes adjusted?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #40 Name Date Grade

?1,ftfrir4 474:t1

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the different methods of angular and taper
grinding: done on the cylindrical grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation. Part II,
pp. 480-486,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Thchnelogy, pp. 428 -43L

Additional References:
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.

Related Information:

Generally the cutting of tapered and angular objects is discussed as being different operations.
Actually they are the same operation because any taper is an angle, although we generally call
a small angle a taper which may be cut by use of taper attachments or swiveling tables. The
steeper tapers are generally called angles because they can only be cut by an angular wheel
face, tool bit, by moving the compound .42 an angle or by moving the grinder head at an angle.

For grinding tapers each graduation on the Norton cylindrical grinder represents 1/4 inch taper
per foot. On Brown and Sharpe grinders each graduation represents 1/16 " taper per foot. Tapers
given in decimal form must be converted to fractional form to use the graduations on the end
of the table. To find the number of graduations use the following formulas:

Number of 1/4 inch graduations a taper in inches per root x 4.
Number of 1/16 inch graduations *taper in inches per foot x 16.
Standard tapers may be found in any machine handbook.

Questions: 110- Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. How many graduations Is the table on a Norton Grinder swiveled to grind
a Morse #1 taper?

2. The taper ground on a lathe mandrel is .006 in. per foot. Approximately
how much Is the table on a Brown and Sharpe Grinder swiveled to grind a
mandrel?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #40

3. Are the calculations computed the same for grinder table swivel as they are
for lathe tail stock offset? Explain.

4. Name thee (3) ways in which tapers may be cut on a cylindrical grinder.
a.
b.
c.

5. Is there any similarity between gdadilig tapers and turning tapers on a lathe?

6. Do the graduations on the end of the table insure the :orrect taper?

7. Give two (2) ways in which tapers are measured.
a.
b.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #41 Name

..ww=a

Date Grade

ItiffiOrpal Oa* AILA41-14'4cialSatz2:1''

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the procedure in shoulder grinding.

Assigned Text: Burghazdt, H. D. and .Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Put II,
pp. 480-481.

Questions: IP, Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

L What style of wheel is used in shoulder grinding work?

2. How are the wheel stand assembly, head stock, foot stock and swivel
table arranged in shoulder grinding as compared with cylindrical grinding?

3. Should the operator select power or manual cross and table feeds during
set-up? Why?

4. When is the wheel trued during set-upi

5. Should the wheel be moved forward and backward while grinding? Why?

6. What two motions are combined after the work has been ground to clear
for reloading?
a.
b.

7. When shoulder grinding which unit should take the end thrust? Why?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #42 Name_ Date

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the procedure in Internal grinding.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part U,
pp. 484-486.

Note: This work uses the Brown and Sibape #3 grinder as its basis.

son : OPP Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What type of work may be ground internally on the cylindrical grinder?

2. How is the cylindrical grinder adapted for internal grinding?

3. How is the work held?

4. How is the head stock rotated?

S. How is the Internal grinding attachment brought into position?

6. What must be done to the counterweight pall when changing to internal

7. What is the difference between straight and taper hole grinding as far as set-up
is concerned?

8. How is the work centered?

9. How are the table dogs adjusted?

10. When is the wheel trued?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #42

11. Why is manual cross feed selected?

12. How is the hole checked for straightness while in the machine without the
use of measuring devices?
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GRINDER WORK

Belated Information:

The picture shows form grinding with
a wideface wheel. With the table
stationary the wheel is fed into the re-
volving work until the work is ground
to an accurate diameter. Comparatively
narrow faced wheels may also be used
in form grinding.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. How are forms ground by use of the cylindrical grinder?

2. How is the wheel usually fed into the work for form cutting?

3. What type of wheel face is generally used for form cutting?

4'
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GRINDER WO,K

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. How is the swivel table set for face grinding?

2. How is the head stock set?

3. Is coolant used when face grinding?

4. Is the traverse feed used for face grinding?

5. How should the work move in relation to the wheel?

6. Where should the coolant stream be directed?

I
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #45 Name Date Grade,

Objective; To provide the learner with some basic information of coolants and cutting
compounds.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Oeration, Part
p. 475,

or
Shuman, J. T.. Machine Shop Work, pp. 271-272.

1110. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. Is coolant necessary for good work on the cylindrical grinder?

2. What are three good reasons for using coolants or cutting compounds?
a.
b.
c.

3. Where can you obtain recommendations for good coolants?

4. How is the coolant supplied to the work area?

S. Where should the coolant be directed?

6. How should the coolant flow rate be adjusted?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #46 Name Date Grade

0121mtive: To review information on cylindrical grinder work.

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions_ low Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement Is TRUE place a circle around eke T if It
Is FALSE place a circle around the P.

T F "a . The cylindrical grinder wheel reciprocates along the -Nark surface.

T F 2. The table of a Illindrical grinder can not be swiveled.

T F 3. The headf4 k can be moved longitudinally along the table.

T F 4. Cylindrical grinders are equipped with mechanical in-feed stops.

T F S. Most grinders have the spindle gear driven by the motor.

T P 6. Goggles should be worn only when dressing the wheel.

7. Guards need not be replaced when using new wheels.

T F S. Wearing a cap during grinder work Is safer than not wearing one.

T F 9. The wheel blotter Is used to soak up tlxcess spindle oil.
I

T F 10. It Is good practice to run a wheel at ita tested speed.

I

T F II. Always stand squarely in front of the wheel (In line) when operating
a grinder because you can see more.

T F 12. Grinding wheels are balanced for life.

T 13. To transport a large wheel from place to place you should roll it along
the floor.

T Q 14. If a wheel Is tapped with a wooden block cracks may be detected.

T F IS. Always "Ring Test" a wheel With a ball peen hammer.
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #46 REVIEW

is- Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What two factors largely detetrame the life of any grinder?
a.
b.

2. What two types of hydraulic pumps are used on grinders?
a.
b.
Which type uses the lighter n41?

3. What is the operator's daily duty in regards to the hydraulic fluid cleaner?

4. Name five principal bond types used in the manufacture of grinding wheels.
a. d.
b. e.
c.

5. What are the four variable factors to consider when one is making the selection of
grinding wheel specifications?
a.
b.
c.
d.

6. What type of dresser is used to true precision grinder wheels?

7. Should the wheel be dressed by traversing the table by hand?

8. Is it desirable to use coolant when dressing? Explain.

9. What is the maximum depth of cut recommended when wheel dressing?

10. What are two common ways of holding work in the cylindrical grinder?
a.
b.

11. How much "in-feed" should be used for each traverse of the table?

12. What should be done if the wheel acts too hard and glazes or overheats the work?
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Assignment Sheet #46 REVIEW

13. What are two of the usual faults in in-feeding?
a.
b.

14. Name five factors that cause wheels to glaze.
a. d.
b. e.
c.

15. Should the footstock center be compressed when grinding?

16. Should the power feed be disengaged (Airing set-up? Why?

17. Is the coolant started before, during, or after grinding is started? Why?

18. When are the backrest shoes adjusted?

19. Do the graduations on the end of the table insure the correct taper?

20. What style 1?...beel is used in shoulder grinding work?

21. Should the operator select power or manual cross and table feeds during set-up?
Why?

22. How are forms ground by use of the cylindrical grinder?

23. How is the wheel usually fed into the work for form cutting?

24. What type wheel face is used to form cut? an cut with?

25. How is the swivel table set for face griming?



GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #46 REVIEW

26. What are three good reasons for using coolants or cutting compounds?
a.
b.
c.

27. How is the coolant supplied to the work area?

28. Where should the coolant be directed?



GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #47 Name Date Grade

1.477-rir-M47. 115_
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Objective: To To study basic principles of the centerless grinder.

Assigned Te : Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation Part II,
pp. 492-497,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 436-438,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 252-255.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
(berg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Explain the principle of the centerless grinder?

2. How is the work supported on a centerless grinder?

3. What is the purpose of the regulating wheel?

4. Which wheel rotates at the highest speed, the regulating wheel or the
grinding wheel?

5. In addition to =eight grinding what other types may be done on a centerless
grinder?

6. What advantage does the centerless grinder have over the cylindrical grinder?

o."
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #47

111. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. The grinding wheel is trued by a mounted in an
adjustable truing device which is attached to the wheel head.

2. The regulating wheel may be set to or at an
to the grinding wheel depending on the type of operation to be done.

3. The may be adjusted to suit the
diameter of the work to be ground.

4. The grinding of cylindrical bar stock or shafts is known as
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #48 Name

0111111111111.11111.

I

Cler!tertess Giliditt -

Date Grade

Objective: To study safe practices and work precautions when using centerless grinder.

Assigned Text: Graman, H. R., Industrial Safety Manual, pp. 38-43,
and

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
p.457.

Questions: Directions: Answer the folk- an, as briefly as possible.

1. Why is it dangerous to op -rate a grinding wheel without a guard?

2. Why should a grinding wheel be tested before mounting on a machine?

3. What may be the result of operating a grinding wheel at a speed greater
than that recommended by the manufacturer?

4. Why must the floor surrounding a centerless grinder be kept dry and free from
materials and stray parts?

5. Why should the coolant be kept clean and sterile?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. The diamond twed to true the grinding wheel should be kept gilder a constant
flow of coolant to prevent

2. Long bars should be machine before grinding on a centerless
grinder to prevent whipping.

.. ,
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #48

3. resulting from the hands coming in contact with the
grinding wheel are had to heal, and should be avoided whenever possible.

4. An operator of any type of grinder should avoid clothing.

5. Work shotd never be passed through a centerless grinder before making
certain the set-up is correct and the is clamped
and adjusted properly.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *49 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study attachments used on the centerless grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation Part
pp. 492-497,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 436-438,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 252-255.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. How is the work supported for the through-feed method of grinding on a
centedess grinder?

2. What attachment is used to supply a continuous supply of small straight
parts for centerless grinding?

3. What attachment is used to true the grinding and tegulating wheels for
form grinding on a centerless grinder?

4. What attachment is used when grinding by the in -feed method on a
centerless grinder?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet # 49

OPP Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. An in-feed is used whci grinding by the automatic in-feed
method on a centerless grinder.

2. Long shafts are supported on stands while grinding on 0 center-
less grinder.

3. The reciprocating spindle attachment is used to produce a fine
grinding work on a centerless grinder.

4. The operator may use either the Of ejector when
grinding by the in-feed method on a centerless grinder.

5. The proper positioning of the swivel plate for straight or taper face of wheel is
obtained by means of an attachment ,
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #50 Name Date Grade

sve

Objective: To study work holding and clamping devices used on the centerless grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operatic t Part II,
pp. 492-497,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 252.

Additional References:
Colvin, P. H. and Stanley F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, P D., Machine Shop 'Mining Course.
Oberg, E. and Jones, P. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as --4efly as possible.

I. What device is required to support the work when using the through -feed
method on a centerless grinder?

2. What is the method of holding the work when grinding by the in-feed
mehtod on a centerless grinder?

3. What special devices are depended upon to support log bare when grinding
on a centerless grinder?

4. How is work of a special form held for grinding on a centerless grinder?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet # 50

Directions: CGmplete the following statements by writing the correct word or words
in the blank spaces.

1. Work to be ground by the automatic method on a centerless grinder is held and
fed into the machine by means of a

2. When grinding work by the in-feed method against a shoulder, the work is held by
the and wheel.

3. A special fixture developed for grinding large bars on a centerless grinder uses
a which employs anti-friction rollers.

4. Another special fixture uses and to support the
work while grinding on a centerless grinder.

i
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GRINDER WORK

MACIT;i4E TRADE TECHNOLOVY
Assignment Sheet #51 Name_ Date Grade

Objective: To study selection of grinding wheels for use on the centerless grinder.

Assigned Text: Burghatoit, H. D. and A-.elrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 11,
tP. 426460,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shopgymolu .2 . 448-456,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. V2-278.

Additional Reierences:
ColvLi, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'flainIna Course.
Oberg, ttand Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: to Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Vat determines the type o' ,tinsive required when selecting a grinding
wheel ' a centerless grimier?

2. What type of abrasive should be selected for grinding hardened steel?

3. What effect does the amount of stock tc he removed have on the selection
of a grinding wheel?

4. What effect does the construction of the centerless grinder have upon the
selection of a grinding wheel?



GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #51

5. How doe he area of contact between the grinding wheel and the work influence
the selection of a grinding wheel?

6. What effect does the wheel speed have .pon the selection of a grinding wheel?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. A factor which has an influence on wheel selection is speed of .

2. Materials of a low tensile strength are most efficiently ground with a wheel of
abrasive.

3.
structure.

and can be governed by grain size and

4. A high work speed tends to the grinding wheel more rapidly than
a slow work speed.

A grinding wheel of closely spaced fine grains will the work
less 1.4-:.1 one of widely spaced coarse grains.

6. A fine finish can be produced with wheels of open and
grains .

7. The of a grinding wheel denotes its hardness or strength of bond.

8. Wheels of bond are required for grinding parts made of steel on a
centerless grinder.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 52 Name Date Grade

9101#314.01 Gd 1100,14140441040* 4*:

Objective: To stud, wing and dressing of grinding wheels.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 464-466,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 456-458,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine r.b.ziop Workt pp. 280-282.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'Paining Course.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. What type of truing tool is commonly selected for truing the grinding wheel?

2. Explain the difference between truing and dressing.

3. How :c ;he truing tool passed across the face of the grinding wheel?

4. What is a glazed wheel?

5. When is a coolant used to dress a wheel?
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Assignment Stiet

Directions: Con., 'ote :.Mowing statements by wilting the correct word or
words in me blank spaces.

I. An rotary type of dresser prenides an inexpensive method of
truing a grinding wheel.

2. An irlicator attachment will permit truing the face of a wheel either
or to a desired

3. Rotary type dressers used on a cen.erless grinder are set at an angle of
to ° to the axis of the grinding wheel.

4. Accurate adjustment of the truing tool is made possible by a

5. A wheel face can be trued to any desired form by using a which is an
exact duplicate of the piece to be produced and the profile truing device.
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #53 Name

Objective:

Date

To study factors governing wheel weeds and grinding feeds on a cuteness
grimier.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 11,
pp. 466-471 and 492-497,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 436-438 and 442-455,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 245-247 and 252-254.

Additional References :
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Grindings Practice.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the formula for determining the surface feet per minute of a
grinding wheel?

2. What governs the feed on a centerless grinder?

3. How many feed changes are standard on a centerless grinder?

4. What effect does the grain of the wheel have in grinding?
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GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #53

5. If a wheel becomes loaded, what would this indicate?

DIP. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. By increasing the of the regulating wheel the rate of feed is increased.

2. Increasing the of the regulating wheel also incre,Aes the feed.

3. The first factor to consider when determining the maximum feed to be used is
of cut.

4. The second factor is the of the grinding wheel to remove metal.

5. The surface speed of the regulating wheel should be the same as the speed of the

6. The desired finish determines the depth of cut, and for a good finish under average
conditions, this is to per pass through the machine.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 54 Name
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Date Grade
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Objective: To study through-feed method of grinding on a centerless grinder.

Assigned Text: Surghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
494,P

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 252-255.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. America:. Machinists' Ihindbook.
Oberg, E. and jInes, F. D., Macbinedbook.

estions: Pa- Directions: Answer the following ea briefly as possible.

I. What types of work can be ground by the through-feed method?

2. How is the rate of feed determined for Winding by the through-feed
method?

3. How is the size of the work maintained when using the tbrmigh-reed
method of grinding?

4. How is the work-rest adjusted to permit work of different diameters to
be ground by the through-feed method?

5. How is the rate of feed changed?

;°,>14.
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Assignment Sheet # 54

PP Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. To round up a short part, a small per revolution is required.

2. The speed of the determines the revolutions per minute of
the work passing through the machine.

3. The number of passes which must he used to produce ate paa v the establi$hed
standard is determined by vadabie factors.

4. The work stip-putt blades must be kept in good condirian or work. will74M 1.......
result.

5. There is a proper work and _for every job Vdeik
is determined by the Choractvriatics of zhe Jol- when gr.ndisg by the throw ...I.-feed
method.
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That; Grade

Assigned Text: Burgbardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 401-405,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology= P- 438,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 252-255.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F.A., American. Machinists' Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F.A., Grinding Practice.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'asking Course, Vol. U.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

END
STOP

Plain la -feed Grinding

The in-feed method of grinding is used for work that has a shoulder, head, or some part that
is larger than the rest of the piece. The width of the wheel limits the length of the section
that can be ground at any one time.

For in-feed grinding the regulating wheel is set with its axis almost parallel to that of the
grinding wheels. A slight angle is maintained to feed work against the end stop.

,
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Assignment Sheet # 55

The end-feed method is used only for taper work. The work is fed into the grinder from the
front either manually or automatically. The grinding wheel, regulating wheel, and block
are set in a fixed relationship to one another.

Questionr3: bi- Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What type of work is ground by the in-feed method on a centerless grinder?

2. How is the work moved and held against the grinding wheel when using the
in-feed method of grinding?

3. What type of work is ground by the end-feed method on a centerless
grinde.?

4. What method of feeding the work may be used when grinding by the end-feed I
method?

5. How is the regulating wheel set for in-feed grinding?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 56 Name
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Date Grade
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Objective: To study tile purpoee and use of coolants on a centedess grinder.

_Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
p. 475,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 271-272.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information: COOLANTS

Coolants are used in grinding to dissipate the heat generated by friction and the abrading
action. In precision grinding the use of a coolant is particularly necessary to keep the
work from being distorted because of heat and to make accurate size taking possible during
or soon after the grinding operation.

Plain water has proper cooling properties, but it is not used becaudoe it causes rusting of
the machine and work. Soluble oil euulsions are valuable as coolants because in addition
to being rust preventatives they have lubricating qualities which tend to reduce the heat
generated and tend to improve the finish.

Grinding fluids also help keep the face of the grinding wheel from loading, thus improving
cutting action . An ample supply of fluid should be famished directly to the grinding points.

Questions: MD- Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. Why are coolants necessary when machining parts, especially when
grinding?

2. Why isn't water used as a coolant?
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Assignment Sheet # 56

3. Where should the coolant be supplied to the wale/

4. In addition to dissipating heat, what other purposes do coolants serve?

5. How does a coolant increase grinding wheel life?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TFADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #57 Name Date Grade

Objective: To review information about the centertess grinder.

Aealgued Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

1019_11:10111.1: IP. Directions: The folivosing statements are eit TRUE or FALSE If
the statement is TRUE place a elide around the T if it
19 FALSA place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The Zith purpose d the regulating wheel is to support the work against
horizontal thrust.

T F 2. The regulating wheel rotates at a higher speed than the grinding wheel.

T F 3. Form grinding may be done on a ctentedess grinder.

T F 4. The regulating wheel is always set parallel to the grindt wheel.

T F 5. The reciprocating spindle *attachment Is used to prothr-s a fine finish
when grinding work on a cfmtetless grinder.

T P 6, The truing wheel may be held by hand to sue the centerleos grinder wheel.

T F 7. A template le used to true a grinding wheel to any desired form.

T F 8. increasing the angle of Ale regulating wheel increases the speed.

T F 9 . The surface speed of the regulating wheel should be the same as the
speed of the grinding wheel.

T F 10. Shoulder-type grinding can be done by the through-feed method.

T F 11. The in-feed method of grinding is used for work that has a shoulder, head,
or some part that is larger than the rest of the rece.

T F 12. The width of the wheel limits the length of the section that can be "maid
at say one time using the 1n-feed method.

T F 13. A slight angle is maiutained Seed work against the end stop when grinding
wits the In feed method.

1
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Assignment Sheet #57

T F 14. Coolants are seldom used in precision grinding.

T F 15. Plain water is very often used as a coolant.

T F 16. Water coolants shou.vi contain rust preventatives.

Ir. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possbile.

1. Explain how work is supported in the centerless grinder.

2. What ma; be the result of operating a grinding wheel at a greater spe:K1 than that
recommended by the manufacturer?

3. Why ['honk% thi diamond used to true a grinding wheel be kept under a constant
flow of coolant?

4. What attarAntent may be used to supply a continuous supply of small straight
parts for a cezterless grinder?

5. What attachment is used when grinding by the in-feed method?

6. What type of abrasive stored be selected for grinding hardened steel?

7. Expleir, the difference bctweert truing and dressing.
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Assignment Sheet #57

8. What is a glazed wheel?

9. How is the size of the work rraintained when using the through-feed method?

10. What determines the revolutions per minute of the work passing through the
machine?

11. What is the purpose of using coolant when grinding?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #58 Name
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Date Grade
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Objective: To study the operation of lapping by machine or hand and the material
and methods used.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, li. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 497-500,

Of

Simian, J. T. Machine Shop Work, pp. 283-235.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. li. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Jones, F. D. , Machine Shop Training Course.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

Oxtrtesy of the Norton °warty

283;7,

I. For what purpose is lapping done?

2. What is flat lap?

3. What is an internal lap?

4. Of what materials are laps made?

5. What does the word "charged" mean in
lapping?



GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet #58

6. How is charging done?

7. What shape are laps made?

8. Describe a diamond lap.

9. What work generally requires lapping?

10. When lapping a bushing, how long should the lap be?

11. What speed is generally used when lapping?

12. Name some materials in lapping compounds.

13. How much material is generally . ...oved by lapping?

14. How can you avoid bell-mouthed work when lapping?

15. Scetch an internal lap.
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16. Sketch an external lap.

17. How is a lead 1:.p made?

18. What operation usually preceeds lapping?
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #59 Name Date Grade

';4';' ps

Objective: To become acquainted with honing equipment, materials and methods.

Assigned Test: Colvin, F H. and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinists' Handbook.
(use index)

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop "'Veining Course, Vol. II, p.415.

Additional Reference:
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. What speed is recommended for honing a 9 to 10 inch bore?

2. What traverse speed in feet per minute is recommended for a 2 1/2 to 3 inch
bore?

3. In what respect does a hone compare with a grinding wheel?

4. Describe the construction of a hone.

5. Compare honing to lapping.

6. Name a lubricant used for honing.

bw
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7. What class of work generally requires honing?

8. How much material can be removed by honing?

9. Lard oil may be used on what materials as a coolant?

10. Can oilstones be classed as honing tools?

11. Name two classes of materials used for oilstones.
a.

b.

12. What is the object of honing?

13. What sizes and diameter work can be honed?



GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 60 Name

tby

Date

To study polishing and buffing of metals and how they *ply to the machine
shop.

AstAfe--ext: Colvin; P. H. and Stanley. lt A.. American Machinistellaneioolt.

Oberst and yaw D. Niaobiliandboolr.. (Use in.dex).
(use laden)

Shuman. J. T.. lvia,,t.--11"lja..---.
Additional BetesenCe:

W_Li is* Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Compare poliebin to WM.

wOf -what iaterials are polishing heels rode?2. n

the construction of a canvas wheel.3. Outline

4. what type of work axe wool wheels d?useOn

5. Of what niaterial would a general utility wheel be made/

6. What speed is recommended for general use with polishing and buffing wheels?

7. Neute four dperaticea regv.ired to polish work that in not to be plated.
a.
b.

.
d.
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8. Explain the exhaust system used when polishing and buffing.

9. How is the degree of "fineness" designated in abrasives?

10. What is a "flour grade"?



GRINDER WORK

MLCHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #61 Name

. ,rcvasta,-.4.0.--012Mela

Date Grade

.4.14 1- ,,;tv

Objective: To study the process of producing a superfine finish.

Nr.
4.414. ,

Assigned Text: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Americo Machinists' Handbook,
(use index).

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. A., Machinery's Handbook, (use index).
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'Training Course, Vol. II, pp. 418-420.

ft.edons: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possiKe.

1. Explain the tens "lay" in regard to surface finish.

2. Explain the term "surface flaw" in regard to surface finish.

3. On super finished work, does the surface have a definite lay?

4. What is super-finishing?

5. Is there a precise method of indicating quality of finish?

6. What kind of instrument measures the degree of surface roughness?

7. What is the value of a micro-inch?

8. Name two other methods of checking surface quality.
a. b.

9. Can the profilometer measure any shape surface for finish?

10. What materials are generally used for super-finish work?

;',2* tite
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GRINDER WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #62 Name Date

Objective: To review taw-nation about honing aad lapping work

Grade

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: No Directions: Complete the following sentences by placing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. A very smooth and accurate finish can be obtained oy or

2. Lead, brass, copper or cast iron are materials used to make

3. Lapping is usually preceded by a operation.

4. Precision tools, gauges, surface plates are generally

5. For honing aluminum is generally used as the lubricant.

6. The decimal .000001 equals a in value.

.1111

T F

10. Directions: The foUowing statements are eidter TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circk around theIt if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

1. A lap is charged by imbedding abrasive in the lap surface.

T F 2. Laps are made in various stripes and sizes.

T F 3. A hone is the same as a lap.

T F 4. Work to be honed must be limited as to length and diameter.

T F 5. Polishing and buffing produce the same degree of polish.

T F 6. Canvas is the most common material for buffing wheels.

T F 7. Super-finishing is the finest r Ash in the trade.

293 ;;-
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Assignment Sheet 4162

T 1( 8. It permissible to leave .010 in. of material for lapping.

T F 9. Lapping lubricants include lardoil and kerosene.

T F 10. The proper speed for a polishing wheel is 7500 F.P.M.

754
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECENOLOGY
. Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

"

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the making and uses of cast iron.

Asi.iknect Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Fart TT,
.1MM=NIM

Additiortai Reference: Tobr.scin, G. and Week W. R., I.letillurgy.

Questions: 111. Directions. ATIF,E..- the fallowing as briefly as possible.

2. Name four principal types of cast iron castings.
a.. c .--
b. d.

3. How are all processes of making cast iron started?

4. Name three uses for malleable -iron castings.
a. c..
b..

5. How do malleable-iron castings differ from other castings?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces .

1. A considerable arrount of pig iron is used for a variety of
products.

2. The type of furnace used to melt cast iron is called a

3. Foundries pig iron into a variety of castings .

11:*,
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name Date Grade-
Objective: To acquaint the learner with the various alloy cast irons and their

uses.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Ma shine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 577-579.

Additional References: Johnson, C. G. and Weeks, W. R. Metallurgy.

Questions:

I.

Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

Describe cast iron?

2. What is alloy cast iron?

3. Name four elements used in making alloy cast iron.
a. _ c.
b d. ..
In what industry is alloyed cast iron used extensively?4.

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F I. Cast iron is a product of the Bessemer Converter.

T F 2. What is alloy cast iron?

T F 3. Molds for alloyed cast iron czetings o_re made from patterns.

T F 4. Cast iron can be forged, rolled, or ternt.ered.



METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name Date Grade

Objective: Tc acquaint the learner with the making and uses of cast steel.

Assigned Texts: Burgliardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 11,
pp. 578-582.

or
Oberg, E. and Jones, F.D., Machinery's Handbook, pp. 1576-1578,

1580-1583, 14th edition.

Questions: Is* Directions: Answer tile following as briefly as possible.

1. For what conditions are steel castings especially adapted?

2. now is the steel for steel castings produced?

3. Name three mat -rials used in making steel by the open hearth process .

a c.
b.

4. What type of furnace is used for production of high tonnages of steel
for castings?

5. Name five uses of steel castings.
a.
b.
c.

4..
e.

11,* Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. if
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Steel castings are used where they will not be subjected to high strains.

T F 2. Scrap metal is used to make steel castings.

T F 3. The open hearth furnace is used to produce small amounts of steel.

T F 4. Steel castings are of special importance in the mining industry.

T F 5. The high frequency induction furna-e is used to produce large tonnages
of steel.

3
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Assignment Sheet #3

T F 6. Knowledge of shrinkage is not an important factor in the making of
patterns .

T F 7. Blowholds and cracks are good indications that casting will be perfect.

3L..
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TFCHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date Grade

.ne.1. .1=M

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the Bess -per Process of steel refining.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 582-584.

Questions: Il Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.=!
1. How are the impurities removed by the Bessemer process?

2. Who was credited with the success of the Bessemer process?

3. Describe the process to start the Bessemer converter.

4. Explain "Blowing".

111. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F

T F 1. The Bessemer process burns out the impurities .

T F 2. The converter is ioided in a verticle position.

T F 3. Bessember steel is free-machining.

T F 4. Air is blown into the converter from the top .

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces .

1. The vessel is tilted to a horizontal position, the air is turned off, and
the steel is paured in a



METALLURGY

Assignment Sheet #4

2. Open-hearth and electric furnace processes are more
more - -than the Bessemer converter.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the open hearth process of producing steel.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H . D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Part II
pp. 584-589.

Questions: PP' Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Why is the name open .,earth applied to the open hearth process of
making steel?

2. What is the purpose of the checker brick arrangement?

3. How and where is the charge introduced into?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces .

The first operation in the open hearth process is to



MACHINE TRADES TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name

Objerti,r(.. To acquaint the learner with the electric process of n king steel.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Fart
pp. 589-592.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible .

1. When was the first electric furnace built in this country?

2. Which form of making ;peel replaced the crucible process?

3. What is the average production of an electric furnace?

What is the percentage: of electric process steel made in the United
Stites today?

5. Wb- is the quality of the steel produced by this process?

6. Which process for making steel has the best control of temperature?
Explain why

IP Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces .

1. The electric process prot.aces a ...grade of steel.

2. The electrodes in the electric furnace are about

of the electrode from the charge controls the heat.



MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name

Objective: To acquaint he learner with carbon steels and their uses.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 11,
pp. 581-582 593-594.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

2. What is one of the most important elements in steel?

What physical properties result when carbon is added?

Why cal low carbon steels not be hardened?

Name the three types of plain carbon sceel and give the percentage of
carbon in each.

6. What range of carbon content is necessary in a plain carbon steel to
be classified as a tool steel.

7. What is the effect of overheating a carbon steel?

8. What is an important characteristic of low carbon steels?

1.1--



METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name Date

Objective: To acquaint the learner with alloy steel and their uses.

Grade --

Assigned Text Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part
pp. 593-598.

Questions: i Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Why are steels alloyed?

2. What alloying elements are used in alloy steels?

3. Define alloy steel.

4. Should alloy steels be heat treated? Why?

5. Name five properties increased by alloying.

6. Why is less alloy steel used in automobile construction today than in
previous years?

7. Why 0 it difficult for the tool designer and machinist to select an
alloy steel that will satisfy their requirements t
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #9 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acqut int the learner with the S.A.E. numbering system.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
595-596.PP.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What does S.A.E. stand for?

2. What kinds of steels are covered by the S.A.E. numbering system?

3. Make a list of the kinds of alloy steels and their numbers.

4. What does one point of carbon equal?

Directions: Identify the following S.A.E. steels:

1. S.A.E. 71360 - 1.

2. S.A.E. 1020 - 2.

3. S.A.E. 61235 - 3.

4. S.A.E. 2340 - 4.



MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *10 Name

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the fact that there are various color systems

Assigned Text: Color Charts (Manufacturer's 0

Related Information: Specifications are not andard and vary with different shops
and manufacturers.

Questions: 111. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name three advantzges of a color code system of markiug steel.

2, Develop a color code system for your school shop.



METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with stock shapes.

Assigned Texts: Steel Manufacturer's catalogs.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name the fallowing shapes:

2. Give several advantages of having different shape stock.

3. If you were making a hex headed bolt, 1" across the flats, what size
and shape stock would you use?
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METALLURGY

MACHINE: TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date Grade

ajective: To acquaint the learner with many kinds of brass and bronze alloys.

Assign( d Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Oeration, Part II,
pp. 606-609.

Questions: low Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

Braus

Brass is alloyed in varying percentages with what elements?

2. Why should all cuts or abrasions receive medical attention immediately
when working with brass?

3. When brass is annealed what temperature is it heated to?

4. What effect does bending or drawing operations have on brass?

S. What type of acid is used to remove the scale or oxidation on brass
after annealing?

6. What. is the specific gravity of brass?

7. What is the weight of brass per cu. ft.?

8. What is the melting point of braes

Bronze

I. Bronze is mainly composed of what elements?
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Assignment Sheet #12

2. Name four other elements that may be found in bronze.

3. List five types of bronzes and their spec "fic uses.

4. Why is it difficult to tern or bore a good surface in some types if
bronze?

5. What type of lathe tools work best for cutting bronze?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T,
if i_ is PALSE place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Bronze is a :petal composed mainly of copper, zinc, and tin.

T F 2. Bronze is used extensively for ba'l bearings.

T F 3. Cast bronze can be machined with great ease.

T F 4. Bronze is a corrosive material.

T F 5. Brass is basically an alloy of copper and zinc.

T F 6. The color of brass usually is a bright red.

T F 7. Brass may not be relied, cast, drawn, or formed.

T F ,0. Frequently, brass parts must be annealed before a drawing or
forming operation can be done.

T F 9. Quenching has a great effect on brass.
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #13 Name Date nrarta

Objective: To acquaint the learner with aluminum alloys and their uses.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 609-610.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possitl?..

1. Name an aluminum alloy.

2. Name five commonly used alloying elements for aluminum.

I

4. Name five methods of processing aluminum.

5. What is the chemical composition of duralumin?

6. What is the weight of duraIumin compared with steel?
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #14 Name Date Grade

Oblective: To acquaint the learner with the production and uses of magnesium alloys.

Assigned Text: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook, pp. 1587,
1690, and 1692.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briel_y as possible.

1. Describe pure magnesium.

2. Why must magnesium be alloyed?

3. List three alloying elements for magnesium.

4. What is one t bade name of magnesium alloy?

5. Name three uses of magnesium alloy.

6. Can magnesium be heat-treated?

7. How do the physical properties of magnesium alloy castings change
when heat-treated?

8. What magnesium alloys are best suited for sand castings?

9. What magnesium alloys are best suited for extruded shapes?

10. What is S.A.E. standard 500 best suited for7
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METALLURGY

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15 Name Date Grade

::
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiimairmiiiiiiiiiiii

Objective: To review information about metallurgy.

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If1I the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The principal task of the blast furnace is to supply steel to be later
made into pig iron.

T F 2. All processes of making cast iron are started by melting the solid pig
iron in a furnace.

T F 3. Malleable-iron castings differ from _`her castings in that they are more
ductile.

T F 4. Malleable-iron castings can be easily machined.

T F 5. Chilled-iron castings are most widely used of all cast-iron forms.

T F 6. Alloy cast iron contains varying amounts of certain alloys, such as
nickel, chromi,.m, silicon and molybdenum.

T F 7. Alloy cast iron is produced in the open hearth.

T F 8. The three principal methods, or processes, for making steel in use to-
day are the bessemer, the open-hearth, and the electric process.

T F 9. The open hearth furnace is used to produce large tonnages of steel.

T F 10. In the Bessemer process, the "blowing" of the furnace is when air is
introduced to burn out the impurities in the molten metal.

F 11. The Bessemer converter process is more flexible and more easily
controlled than the open hearth or electric furnace process.

T F i2. Fuel for the open hearth furnace may be natural or artificial gas,
powdered.coal, oii, or tar, or a combination of two or more of these
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T F 13. The crucible process is the principal medium for the production of
high-grade alloy and tool steels to-day.

T F 14. The electric furnace process is more expensive to operate than any
of the other modern steelmaking processes .

T F 15. A small percentage of carbon added to steel will greatly increase its
tensile strength.

T F 16. Due to the proper carbon content in steel, it can be hardened by
heating to a bright red and quenching quickly in cold water.

T F 17. To secure the full properties of alloy steels they shoal not be heat-
treaLed.

T F 18. An alloy steel is a steel to which elements other than carbon are
added in sufficient amounts to impart dee-rable properties.

"I P 19. The first figure in the S.A.E. numbering system refers to the amount
of carbon present.

T P 20. There are sixteen kinds of alloy steels in the S.A.E. numbering system

T F 21. The only purpose of color coding steel is for inventory reasons.

T F 22. Copper, zinc and lead are the main alloys in brass.

T F 23. Bending or drawing operations have a hardening effect on brass.

T P 24. Cast bronze, as a rule, machines very well

T P 25. Duralumin is comparatively hard and stiff and has considerable use in
light metal framework.

T P 26. Pure magnesium is the lightest commercial metal.

T F 27. Magnesium can be heat-treated successfully.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. Cast iron is so named because it is
mold.
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Assignment Sheet #15

2. iron is usually remelted and suitably treated when used to
make castings .

3. A is used to make the desired impression, and the
entire compacted sand forming the impression is called a .

4. Alloyed cast iron is used extensively in the industry.

5. Knowledge of is an important factor in the making of
patterns.

6. Castings which contain gas or , ........ will indicate a poor
and weak casting.

7. Heated air is fed to the open hearth furnace with the .

8. per cent of all steel is produced in the open hearth furnace.

9. The daily output of the process is small compared to that
of the open-hearth or Bessemer process of steelmaking.

10. Only the ......._ grades of steel are produced by the electric furnace
process.

11. The amount of in steel largely determines the type of steel
to which the metal belongs.

12. The three types of plain carbon steel are , ,
and .

13. is an important characteristic of low carbon steel.

14. and steels are covered by the S.A.E. number-
lag system.

15. 3.A .E. 1020 indicates a plain carbon steel containing from -to
0.25 per cent carbon.

16. Five common shapes of steel stock are
, _., and .

17. The metal used chiefly for machine bearings is
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18. is an alloy of aluminim .

19. Three alloying elements for magnesium are
p and
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

Objective: To emphasize the importance of safety when performing any heat treating
operation.

Assigned Text: Graman, H. R., Industrial Safe Manual, (A Good Mechanic
Seldom Gets Hurt), pp. 25-28.

Questions: II, Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. Should goggles be worn when lighting a furnace?

Ao

k

M164

2. Which is turned on first, gas
or air?

3. Which is turned off first,
gas or air?

4. Outline the procedure
for lighting a furnace.

S. What safety equipment should the operator use when working around
liquid baths?
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the various types of furnaces used in the field
of heat treating.

Assilaed Text: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinists' Handbook,
(use index) , or

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook, (use index) .

Questions: 10. Direaions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name the fuels used to heat furnaces in which heat treating is
performed.

2. What general types of furnaces are used for heat treating steels?

3. What type of furnace do you have in your school shop?

4. What fuel is used to heat the furnace used in your school shop?

IF. 41+ : Y.
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRACE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with various types of liquid baths, their purpose
and use.

Assigned Text: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook,
(use index),

or
Oberg E . and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook, (use index),

or
Palmer, F. R. , Tool Steel Simplified, p.245.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. Why are molten baths often used for heat treating steel?

2. Name at least two materials used in liquid baths.
a.

b.
Why are high temperature lead baths inadvisable?

4. In the lead bath, is pure lead used? Why?

S. What is the useful range of the metal bath?

.
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6. What is the melting point of lead?

7. What is the pre-requisite operation in lead hardening?



HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRAIM TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study the methods used in recording the degree of heat involved
in beat treating.

As aimed Teatt: Oberg E. P.ad Jones F. D., Machinery's Handbook, (use index),
or

Palmer, F. R., Tool Steel Simplified, pp. 220-223.

2ut Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible:

1. List several types of pyrometers.

2. When are pyrometers of greatest value?

3. What is the most commonly used pyrometer?

4. Whst does the pyrumetez consist of?

5. Are pyrometers accurate?
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TEZHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name

Objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with and to point out the necessity of hardening
steel and the process used in hardening.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, p. 6:.2,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Sho Tee nolo , p.471.

Related Information: HARDENING AND TEMPERING

There are many kinds of steel u3ed in the construction of machinery and tools which
must be subjected to further treatment known as hardening and tempering (sometimes
called drawing). This process imparts hardness and toughness by giving added strength
and resisting excessive wear. Hardness is produced in cutting tools to provida a cutting
edge which will not wear away through use.

s: 10. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. List the two steps involved in the operation of hardening steel.
a.

b.

2. The degree of hardness depends on what factor?

3. Do all steels have the same rat ?es i critical temperatures?

4. What elements change the range of critical temperatures?
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Assignment Sheet #5

5. Define the term of "critical temperature" .

6. Is it possible to harden low carbon steel?

7. What temperature is used in hardening high carbon tool steel?

8. What temperatures are used in hardening high speed steel?

9. What quench is used for high speed steel?
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the various quench mediae used in hardening
steel.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 617-618,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 471-473.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D. , Machinery's Handbook.

estions: 110. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible,

1. List at least three quench media.
a. c.
b.

2. List the advantages of the brine quench over the water quench.

3. Which quench media will produce the hardest structure?

4, When is air used as a quench?

5. At what temperature should water be kept during quenching?

6. Why should the work and quench be agitated during quenching?

341'
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NEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date Grade

Objective: To explain and point out the necessity of tempering the steel f 'lowing,
the hardening operation.

Assigned 'fr..xt: Burghardt H. D. and Axelrod, A. Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 618-621,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 472.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.
Palmer, F. R., Tool Steel Simplified.

Related Information: TEMPERING

Thmpeiing is the reheating of he hardened steel to a temperature lower than that re-
quired for Is ',ening and cooling. Tempering relieves hardening strains and brittleness
at the same time adding toughness.

%!) ations: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the purpose of tempering?

2. What is the recommended tempering temperature in tempering drills,
and milling cutters?

3. Is it necessary to quench the steel after tempering?

4. What color is recommended when tempering cutting tools for the lathe?

5. What color is recommended when tempering center punches and cold
chisels?

vS,
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name Date Grade

Oblectives: To study methods and purposes of annealing steel.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 612 and 625,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 471.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Palmer, F. A., Tool Steel Simplified.

Related Information: ANNEALING

In annealing, the steel is heated up to the hardening temperature (dull cherry-reds and
allowed to cool slowly either in the furnace or by covering it in a poor conductor of heat,
such as lime, asbestos, or cast iron chips.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I 0

1. What is the purpose of annealing?

2. Briefly explain the procedure in annealing.

3. What is the annealing temperature for low-carbon steel?

, : 345
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Assignment Sheet #8

4. What is the annealing tempeattrue for high-carbon steel?

5. What is the purpose of packing steel in carbonaceous material
when annealing?

6. What is the difference between tempering and annealing?
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
.1.ssignment Sheet #9 Name

PtiliffriPiee of NOVeslieing &eel

Objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the methods and purposes of normalizing
steel.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, p.612,

Of

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Palmer, F. A., Tool Steel Simplified.
Heat Treatment of Metals, Delmar Publishers, Inc.

Related Information: NORMALIZING

Normalizing is the process of heating the steel to a temperature above the hardening
temperature (approximately 1525° - 1550° F) and cooling in air. Steel so treated
will not be as soft as if it had been annealed, but forging and welding strains will be
removed. The removal of strains by normalizing will help prevent warpage during
subsequent machining operations.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is normalizing?

2. What is the purpose of normalizing steel?

3. What temperatures are involved in normalizing steel?

4. Is it possible to normalize a hardened piece of steel?
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5. Is it impossible to harden a piece of steel after it Ixs been
normalized?

6. How is the steel cooled in the normalizing operation?



HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Date Grade

Objective: To explain the reason for casehardening by means of cyaniding, and
acquaint the learner with the methods used.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool °per-, lion,
Part II, pp. 623 and 624,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 471.

Additional References:
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Palmer, F. A., Tool Steel Simplified.
Heat Treatment of Metals, Delmar Publishers, Inc.

Related Information: HARDENING ELEMENTS

Carbon is the chief hardening element in steel and will be found in varied amounts
in different kinds of steel. When
it is desired to harden low carbon
steel, it is necessary to add more
carbon to the surface so that it
may be hardened. This process
is termed casehardening. Cyanide
of potassium and other patented
carburizing materials are used
for casehardening.

Case and Core Uniform Structure

Caution: Use care when handling cyanide of potassium as it is deadly poison.

Questions: OA- Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the best known casehardening compound on the market?

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages in using cyanide in
casehardening?
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3. On what steels is casehardening (cyaniding) performed?

4. What is the purpose of casehardening?

5. What are the recommended cyanide hardening temperatures?

6. What factors govern the depth of penetration when cyaniding?

7. What quench produces the hardest case in cyaniding?

8. What pre-requisite operation is necessary before placing metal in
in molten cyanide?

9. What is the purpose of the pre-heating operation?

10. What is the recommended soaking time when cyaniding?

11. How deep will the cyanide penetrate when soaked 15 to 20 minutes?

12. What is the purpose of pack hardening?

13. What materials are used in pack hardening?

14. What are the recommended pack hardening temperatures?

15. What determines the depth of penetration?

16. What type of steel is usually pack hardened?

17. What is one disadvantage of pack hardening?
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 4111 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study the types, specifications, construction, range of work for hardness
testing instruments.

Assigned Teat: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 621-624,

or
Felker, C. A., Macidne Shop Technology, pp. 470-475.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., erican Machinists'Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.
Palmer, F. R., Tool Steel Simplified.

Questions: sp. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name four methods of testing the hardness of a piece of steel.
a. c.
b. d.

2. Explain the file system of testing hardness.

3. What does the Brinell Tester measure?

4. For what types of steel is the Brinell system best suited?

5. Explain the Rockwell system of testing hardness.
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Assignment Sheet #11

6. When is the Rockwell C scale used? The Rockwell B scale?
What is the difference between the C and B scale?

7. Explain the Shore's scleroscope system of testing hardness.
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HEAT TREATING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date

PbJective: To review information about heat treating.

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

pillow: 110. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
words in the blank spaces.

1. It is always important to wear when lighting a furnace.

2. The should be turned off first win turning the furnace off.

3. The most common types of furnazes are and IpmIn

4. The most common materials used in liquid baths are and .

5. The useful range of the liquid bath is '2 to o .

6. Lead vaporizes at Fahrenhei:

7. The melting point of lead is Fahrenheit

8. It is necessary to before placing metal in molten lead.

9. The most commonly used pyrometer is electric type.

10. The pyrometer consisting of a thermo couple is made of two
made of metals.

11. Two major steps involved in hardening are O. and .

12. The degree of hardness depends on the rate of .

13. The temperatures used in hardening high carbon tool steel are to

14. The hardening temperatures used in hardening high speed steel are
and

15. High speed steel should be quenched in and never in .
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Assignment Sheet #12 - REVIEW

16. The most commonly used quench media are
and .

17. The hardest structure is obtained by using the quench.

18. The temperature of water during quenching should be kept at
to

19. The purpose of tempering is to remove and to add

20. Tempering relieves hardening .

21. The purpose of annealing is to so that material can be machined
easier.

22. In annealing the steel is heated up to the temperature,
allowed to cool slowly either in the furnace or placing it in a poor
of heat.

23. Poor conductors of heat are * , or cast iron chips.

24. The annealing temperature for low carbon steel is

25. The annealing temperature for high carbon steel is .

26.

101.

Normalizing follows or operations.

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the L if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Normalizing is hardening.

T P 2. Normalizing temperatures are approximately 1325° to 1400°.

T F 3. Normalizing temperatures are approximately 1525° to 1550° F.

T F 4. The normalizing operation returns the steel to its original condition
(Normal State).

T F 5. It is impossible to normalize a hardened piece of steel.

T F 6. A piece of steel that has been normalized should be quenched in air.
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Assignment Sheet #12 - REVIEW

T F 7. Normalizing and annealing are the same operation.

T F 8. The same results are obtained in casehardening as in hardening.

T F 9. The core is fully hardened in case hardening.

T F 10. Casehardening is performed on low or medium carbon steels.

T F 11. The case hardening temperatures at which best results are obtained are
between 1632° and 16500 F.

T F 12. The purpose of casehardening is to produce wear and shock resistant
surfaces.

T F 13. Casehardening by means of cyaniding is the cheapest and most
commonly used method.

T F 14. The file method is the most accurate method of testing for hardness.

T F 15. The Brinell system is used in testing of soft materials.

T F 16. The Rockwell C scale should be used when testing soft materials.

T F 17. The Rockwell C scale should be used when testing hard materials.

T F 18. A diamond point penetrator is used when testing hard pieces of steel
(on the Rockwell Tester).

T F 19. A ball penetrator is used when testing soft materials (on the Rockwell
Tester).

T F 20. The B scale is used when testing soft materials (on the Rockwell Tester).

T F 21. The meuiod of testing hardness on Shore's szleroscope is the same as
on Brinell and Rockwell.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

-444 A
"Artf,,,241.44 4

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the different types of gears.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part U,
pp. 344-349,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 407 -409.

Questions: PD. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name the seven (7) types of gears most commonly used in industry.
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
S.

2. When the two spur gears are rim in mesh and when one is much
larger than the other, what is each' of the gears called?

3. What is the most common gear found on industeal machinery?

4. Why are bevel or miter gears sometimes used instead of spur gears?

5. Why are some bevel gears classified as miter gears?

PD. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. A straight gear or one with no circumference is called a

2. A ger-r that resembles a screw thread is called -4
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GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet #1

3. The herringbone gear will neutralize thrust.

4. When helical gears are used, a bearing must be installed
to absorb the end force.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 1 Name Date Grade

Ob ective: To acquaint the learner with the working parts of the spur gear.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. 1). and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 350-351,

Felker, C. A., Sho pp. 409-410,
or

Shtunan, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 392-396.

aRcuLAR WORKING OEPTH
PITCH

ADDENDUM je.11EPTII OF
TOOTHi

fpG C401
0)144'

44'

"°

Spur Gear

CHORDAL
THICKNESS

Questions: low Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

i. Define addendum of a spur gear.

' :
may
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GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet #2

2. Define pitch diameter.

3. What is the dedendum of a gear tooth?

4. What is meant by the term "diametral pitch"?

5. What is the general accepted pressure angle of the spur gear?

6. What is the face of a gear tooth?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. The two systems used to designate spur gears are the - and
pitch systems.

2. The number of teeth per inch of the pitch diameter is the

3. The is the line of contact of two cylinders which
would have the same speed ratios as the gears.

4. The is the length of a gear tooth from the outside to the
pitch line.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name

the
Q1.440, IOUS "

.7 1
,

Date Grade

,
,

Objective: To aid the learner with machining and calculating gear parts.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 352 and 360-361,

or
FelLer, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 409-411,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 395.

Questions: 10. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the term used for circular pitch as applied to rack gears?

2. How is the circular pitch of a gear measured?

3. Give the formula to obtain circular pitch when given the diametral pitch.

4. Give the formula for circular pitch. givenpitch diameterand number of teeth.

5. Find the circular pitch of the following gears:
a. 2 diametral pitch

b. 8 diametral pitch tr.

c. 14 diametral pitch

d. 7 diametral pitch
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Assignment Sheet #3

6. Find the circular pitch of a gear which has:
a. 60 teeth and a 7.500" pitch diameter

b. 42 teeth and a 5.250" pitch diameter =

c. 55 teeth and a 3.4375" pitch diameter =

d. 54 teeth and an 18.000" pitch diameter =

7. What is the pitch diameter of the following gears:
a. 46 teeth and a circular pitch of 1/2 =

b. 53 teeth and a circular pitch of 7/8

8. Give the outside diameter of the following gears:
a. 68 teeth and a circular pitch of 1.500 =

b. 76 teeth and circular pitch of 1 1/4 =

c. 98 teeth and a circular pitch of 3.000 =

d. 32 teeth and a circular pitch of 2 1/8 =
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MACHINE ''r4ADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment She. . :-.ame Date Grade

co Diametral Pitch

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the diametral pitch of spur gears.

_Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 353, 357 and 360,

or
Felker, C. A. Machine Shop Technology, pp . 409 and 411,

or
Shuman, 3. T. , Machine Shop Work, pp. 394-395.

glestions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is diametral pitch ?

2. Why is the diametral pitch system generally used for spur gearing?

3. Give the formula to find the diametral pitch when the circular pitch is given.

4. What is the formula for diametral pitch when the number of teeth and the
pitch diameter are known?

5. What is the diametral pitch of a gear which has the following circular pitch?
a. 6.2932 = .

b. 1.500 =

c. 1.250

d. 0.1309=
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Assignment Sheet #4

6. '.Tat is the diametral pitch of the following gears:
a. 63 teeth and a pitch diameter of 5.250 inches.

b. 51 teeth and a pitch diameter of 6.375 inches.

c. 66 teeth and a pitch diameter of 4.714 inches.

d. 22 teeth and a pitch diameter of 3.667 inches.

e. 16 teeth and a pitch diameter of 5.333 inches.

f. 68 tr,eth and a pitch diameter of 4.250 inches.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

OIxtrn frotraulits
Objective: To acquaint the learner with the various sy.1-1.7ls used in gear tooth formulas.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. and Axelrod. A., Maihin5. Tool .;)2.eratioa, Part II,
pp. 360-361,

Felker, C. A., Machine Shopischaolf..si, 410-413,
or

Slott/eat, J. T., Machine Shoff ` #o * *, pp, .:194-';',45.

Le_st- ns: Directions: Answer the foilovdnE as blierly are possible.

1. What el aniu.-As ifre toe to ciesigna:e:

a. Circular pitch

b. Diametral pitch

c. Thickness of tooth

==r011.4., Maw

=lf.1601..141Lo...17:.=

2. What symbols aril used is dssignate the iollowing:

a. Pitch diameter Ner...1
h, Outside diameter

C. Number of teeth

d. Addendum M1.401!
e. Dederidum

3. Give the formula for diametral pitch when given the number of teeth and
the outside diameter.
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Assignment Sheet #5

4. Give the formula for the whole depth (W.D.) of a diametral pitch gear.

5. Give the formula for the addendum (a) of a diametral pitch gear.

6. State the formula for the number of teeth, given the pitch diameter and the
diametral pitch.

7. Cive the formula for the thickness of a gear tooth of circular pitch.

8. What is the formula for the pitch diameter when the outside diameter and the
addendum of a diametral pitch gear is given?

9. Give the formula for the thickness of a diametral pitch gear tooth.

10. The formula for diametral pitch, given the circular pitch, is .

11. The formula for the center-to-center distance of two diametral pitch gears, given
the pitch diameters, is .

12. Give the number of teeth in a gear of 7.500" pitch diameter and 8" diametral
pitch.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the formulas and calculations for determining
pitch diameters.

Assigned Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part
p.360,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 409 and 411,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 394-395.

eLLi dons: low Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Gives: the formula for finding the pitch diameter, given the number of teeth
and the pitch.

2, Give the formula for finding the pitch diameter, given the winter of teeth
and the addendum.

3. What is meant by the term, "pitch diameter"?

4. State the definition of a pitch circle.

5. What is the formula for finding the pitch diameter when given the outside
diameter and the pitch?

6. Find the pitch diameter of a pinion having 16 teeth and a diametral pitch of 8.
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Assignment Sheet #6

7. Give the pitch diameter of a gear having 49 teeth and a diametral pitch of 7.

8. Find the pitch diameter of a gear which has a 14.000" outside diameter and
a pitch of 3.

9. What is the pitch diameter of a gear having 26 teeth and an addendum of 1/8.

10. Find the pitch diameter of a pinion which has an outside diameter of 7.000
inches and a diametral pitch of 3.
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GEARS AND GEARIAG

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date Grade

Tt..).4.9ears A.
v

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the stub tooth gear.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Madiine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 366-367,

Of

Felker, C. A., Machine Mop Technology, pp. _12-413,

Additional Reference:
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

(Index under Stub Tooth Gearing)

Questions: 110. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the pressure angle of the stub tooth gear

2. How does this pressure angle affect bearings that hold the gears in place?

3. What are the two systems of stub tooth gears that are now inuse?
a.
b.

4. How are stub tooth gears designated as to pitch?

5. How is the clearance determined?

110. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. The addendum and dedendum of the stub tooth gears are based upon the
of the fractional pitch.

2. Since the 20° stub gear tooth is , it is stronger than the 14 1/2°
gear tooth.

3. The pitch diameter of the stub toothed gear is based upon the diametral pitch
which is the of the fractional pitch.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name Date Grade

Objective: To give the learner a workirg lae, ledge of bevel gears.

As signed Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool ration,
Part if, pp. 366-377.

Additional Reference: Felice:, 0. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 421-424.

OUTSIDE DIAMETER

PITOI DIAMETER

Parts of a Bevel Gear

Questions: 111. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possibl.

1. What are bevel gears?

2. When are bevel gears called miter gears?
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Assignment Sheet #8

3. What is meant by the term "pitch cone"?

Directions: The following statements are either TRIM or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T. U it is FALSE,
pace a circle around the F.

T F 1. The angle that the cone distance makes with the center line is
called the pitch angle.

T F 2. In general practice, the pitch diameter is figured from the stn. end
of the bevel gear.

T F 3 < When cutting bevel gears, the teeth are cut on the whole pitch cone.

T F The distance equal to the length of the tooth is called the face width.

T F 5. The face width of a bevel gear tooth is tever longer than one-thire.
of the cone distance.

T 6. The terms "toe" and 'heel" refer to the small and large end
respectively of the bevel gear tooth.

T F 7. The root circle of bevel gears is taken at th., point called the
Pddendum on a spur gear.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
;issignment Sheet #9 Name

objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the formulas for determining parts
of bevel gears .

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Mac
Part II, pp. 377-378 .

Additional Reference: Felker- C. A., Machine Shop Technology; pp. 421 -422.

Questions: 1P. Directions: Answer 4.1!.e following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. State the formula for determining the pitch diameter of a
bevel gear when the number of teeth and diametral pitch are
given.

2 . Give the formula for finding the dedendum when the diametral
pitch is known.

3. What is the cone distance of a miter gear?

4. When a 4DP, 20 tooth miter gear is used, what is the outside
diameter?

S. How is the dpiendum angle obtained?

6. How is the cutter selected to cut miter gears?

7. Is the same shape cutter used for miter gears as that used for
spur gears? Explain.

.

-
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GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet #9

8. Can an accurate bevel or miter gear be cut on a milling
machine? Why?

9. How is the cutter selected to cur a bevel gear that is not a 450 angle gear?
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #10 Name

Objective:

Assigned Text:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the process of -owning the teeth of bevel
gears by offsetting the dividing head.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 11,
pp. 382-384,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 422 -424.

Additional References:

estion :

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. What is the purpose of offset when cutting bevel gears?

2. Approximately how much offset is required in relation to the
tooth thickness at the large end?

3. What is the formula for obtaining the offset when cutting bevel
gears on the milling machine?

4. What measuring instrument is used to measure the thickness
of a gear tooth?

5. Find the offset necessary to mill a bevel gear of 4 pitch
36 teeth which meshes with a 4 pitch 16 .eeth pinion when
t = .271.

6, Find the offset necessary to mill a bevel gear of 24 teeth,
6 pitch, 300 pitch cone angle and face width of 1-1/ 4 inches
when t = 0.1745.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name

Objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the setting of the angle required
to mill bevel gear teeth.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, pp. 373-376,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 422,

or
Shuman, 3. T., Machine Shop Work, p. 412.

Questions: ir Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. Explain the meaning of the cutting angle of a bevel gear.

2. Give the formula for finding the addendum for a bevel gear.

3. State the formula for finding the face angle of bevel k,4ars.

4. Give a formula for determining the pitch cone radius.

5. Determine the dividing head setting to cut a bevel gear of
26 teeth, pitch cone radius of 1.186; dedendum, .144; And a
pinion of 13 teeth.

6. Calculate the pitch cone radius of a bevel gear having 36 teeth
and a pitch of 8 . and a center angle of 45°.
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #I2 Name

Objective:

Assigned Text:

Date

'A 0" t!es,, .cf ty4.
PiOntigge_

Grade

To acquaint the learner with the use of worm gears.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part II, p. 349,

Of
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 409 .

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information: WORM GEARS

Simple Worm Gear



GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet #12

Little is said in the references about the worm gear and the worm. Yet they are
very common where large reduction ratios are necessary or where a given applied
force must overcome a comparatively high resistance to motion. The action of
the worm upon the worm wheel or worm gear is a sliding of the incline plane effect
similar to that of a screw jack. Naturally, where two surfaces rub, there is a
bearing surface, and as we have learned, steel acting against steel will gall and
wear rapidly. For this reason the worm gear is usually made of phosphor bronze,
which is very tough, yet will slide against steel. The teeth of the worm gear are
of a different shape than those of the spur or bevel gear. They are set at an angle
on the gear face like a helical gear , with the angle being the same as the angle of
lead on the worm. The tooth face is a radius surface to correspond to the minor
diameter of the worm circumference.

Worm gears have the same terms as the other gears we have studied, such as
addendum, dedendum, major and minor diameters, pitch diameters, pressure angles,
etc. The reduction ratio of the worm and worm gear are directly proportional to the
number of teeth on the gear. One complete turn of the worm will move the worm
wheel one tooth. As an example, a single thread worm will make 40 revolutions to
turn a 40 tooth gear one complete turn. This is the same principle applied in the
dividing or indexing head. The indexing crank is fastened to the worm, and the spindle
is fastened to the gear thus giving a 40 to I ratio.

Questions: IP. Directiors: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible

I. What shape is the tooth face of worm gear teeth?

2. Are the teeth of the gear the same as those on the spur gear?

3. Of what material are worm gears generally made?

4. What is the material used in making the worm?

5. Give an example in your shop where the worm gear and wheel are
used.

6. What is the purpose of worm gearing?

7. What is the purpose of a double or triple worm?
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #13 Name Date

objective:

Grade

Lsze,thelnieltit 4Y7,

To acquaint the learner with the calculations applied to the
worm, as used in worm gearing.

Assisted Text: Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 423-427.

Related Information:

The worm is similar to an acme thread and the lead is figured in the same manner.
The lead is the distance the gear tooth advances along the worm in one revolution. The
linear pitch is equal to the lead divided by the number of threads . The addendum is
equal to .318 x linear pitch. The worm gear is often cut on an engine lathe when the
proper lead can be obtained. When grinding the lathe tool, the width of the small end
of the tool is ground to 0.31 times the linear pitch. The pitch diameter of the worm
thread is equal to the outside diameter minus two times the addendum. Another consid-
eration that must be given to tool grinding is to grind enough clearance on the tool so it
will not rub on the bottom of a coarse lead thread or worm. This tool should be ground
to he threadI slant which is known as a helical angle. The co-tangent of the helix
angle is equal to 3.1416 times the pitch diameter divided by the lead. The helix angle is
sometimes referred to as the gnashing angle of the worm wheel. When we refer
to the number of threads on a bolt, we consider the number of threads per inch,
but in the worm the number of threads means single, double, or triple leads.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1e)

1. What is the linear pitch of a single worm with a lead of
5 inches?

2. What is the linear pitch of a triple worm with a lead of
5 inches?

3. Give the addendum of a single worm with a lead of 1.5.

4. Give the pitch diameter of a 2" worm with a linear pitch of
.750.

1. ,,, ".
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Assignment Sheet # 13

5. State the helix angle of a worm with a 2.5
outside diameter q.nd a lead of .875.



GEARS AND GEARING

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #14 Name Date Grade

Objective: To Inform the learner how to determine parts of the worn'
wheel.

Assiwted Text: Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 423-427.

Related Information: THE WORM WHEEL

The worm and worm wheel are designed to run together. Therefore, the teeth of
the worm gear or worm wheel are cut to the same angle as the helix of the worm.
The circular pitch of the worm gear is found in the same way as the axial pitch of the
worm . Divide the lead by the number of threads or "starts" on the worm to obtain
the axial pitch of the worm which is equal to the circular pitch of the worm wheel. The
face width of worm wheels for single and double "starts" is equal to 2.38 times the
pitch phis .25. The face width for triple and quadruple thread worms is equal to
2.15 times the pitch plus .2.

To find the pitch diameter of the worm wheel, multiply the number of wheel teeth
by the aicial pitch of the worm and divide the product by 3.1416. The throat diameter
is twice the addendum plus the pitch diameter. If we refer to addendum as (a),
dedendum as (d) and whole depth as (w), then (a) equals .318 times pitch (P), single
or double thread worms, and (w) equals .686P. For triple and quadruple threads
(a) equals .286P and (w) equals 0,623P.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

o

I. What is a stocking cutter?

2. How is the relative speed of the gear and the vomit found?

3. What is the enclosing angle of a worm gear?

4 . What is the throat of a worm gear?
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GEARS AND GEARING

Assignmant Sheet #14

I

5. What is the circus itch of a worm gear of 24 teeth 1

which runs with a ..40 lead double thread worm?

6. Find the pitch diameter of a gear of 24 teeth which
runs with a .500 lead double thread worm.

OP

1.

2.

3.

4.

Directions: Complete the follmving statements by
writing the correct word or words in the blank spaces.

The pitch of a single-threaded worm is equal to the
pitch of the worm gear

The standard worm has a thread angle of
degrees.

The teeth of the worm gear must be cut at such an
angle as to be to the
curved line ( the thread.

The calculations for the worm gear are made the same
as for the pal.

386
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GEARS AND GEARING

MACtiiNE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15 Name Date Grade

Ob To review information about gears and gearing.

/Itgalext: No text is to be used for the review.

Questions: op. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Name seven (7) types of gears most commonly used in industry.

a. e.
b. f.
C. g.

d..

2. Why are bevel or miter gears sometimes itsed instead of spit gears?

3. Define addendum of a spur gear.

4. What is diametral pitch?

5. What are the tso systems used to designate spur gears?
a,
b.

6. Give-17 formula to cbtain circular pitch when given the diametral pitch,

7. Phut the circular pitch of a gear with a 7 diametral pitch.

3. If circular pitch is equal to pitch :meter divided by 0.3183 times the
number of teeth, what would be the circular pitch 01 the following gears:
(a) 42 t 4.1d a 5.:.."J pitch diameter, (b) 54 ter th and tui 18.000
pitch diameter?
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GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet #15 - Review

9. Give the form is foT dlameitral pitch when given the aiimb-...-..r
of teeth and the outside ,Ilameti.lr.

10. Give the formula far the thicienes3 a a ei':,:r.e.ral. pitch gear
tooth.

11. Give the formula for the center to certtcz distance of two
4iametral pitch gears when -,iven the pitch diametc- a .

12. Give the formula for =ding the pitch diameter when given
the number of teeth and the addendum.

13. How does the face width of a bevel gear tooth compare with the
cone distance?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The number of teeth per inch of the pitch diameter is the

2. The
is the line of contact of two cylinders which would have ;be
same speed ratios as the, gears.

3. The
is the term used for circular pitch as applied to rack gears.

4. The formula for determining the pitch diameter of a bevel
gear is when the number of teeth
and the diametral pitch are given.
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GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet #15 - Review

lo, Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or
FALSE. If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T.
If it is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The same shape cutter is used for miter gears as that used for
spur gears.

F ft
G a Nn accurate i- -vel gear car be cut on a milling machine.

L .L F 3.. A goal° tooth vernier is used to measure the thickness of e. gear
tooth.

T F 4. The purpose of offsetting a bevy: gear is to mak., helical teeth.

T F 5. The formula for finding the asidendum of a be.-I gear is:
1 divided by diametral pitch.

T F 6. A worm gear is used where a great reduction in speed is
desired.

T F 7. The worm is made of steel.

T F 8. Gearing is a more positive drive than belting.
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VT co 699,
Machine Trades Jobs and Job Sheets, Series 100..

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - Feb66
MF AVAILABLE IN VTERIC SET 138p.

*WORKSHEETS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *METAL MACHINING
OCCUPATIONS, HIGH SCHOOLS, POST SECONDARY EDUCATION,
APPRENTICESHIrS, ASSIGNMENTS,

Detailed working drawings and job sheets for 24 jobs are
presented in this manual for use *.n high school, post-high school,
or apprenticeship machine trades training programs. The mate,ial
was developed by a state-wide committee of teacher educators,
subject matter specialists, instructors, and sta. a and local
supervisors. The purpose of the manual is to assist the instructor
in planning job assignments and to provide the student with the
necessary information and instructions to carry out a complete
trade job. The job sequence progresses from the simple and less
complex operations to the more complex and includes repetitive
practice for developing the desired skills and teaching logical
and seoueotial order necessary for success on the job. The
dra,ings are printed on vellum -aper so that blueprints can be made
for shop use. An operation chart relates various bench and lachine
operations to the jobs presented to assist the instructor in
selecting the most sult,51e job for an individual student.
Indivi,4 11 copies of each job are availthle packaged in separate
envelopes. The instructor should be a skilled tradesman. This
document is available for $2.75 from Ohio Trade and Industrial
Education Service, In'tructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio
State University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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Training in the machine trades area constitutes a large ortion of the Trade and In-
dustrial Education programs in the State of Ohio. Var is instructional materials,
for both the learner and the instructor, have been nrovic d through the Instructional
Materials Laboratory for this trade since 1949.

One specific type of instructional material made available to local machine trade pro-
grams in the past were the instructor procedure sheets, including assembly and detail
drawings. This teaching aid was prepared and made available over a period of years,
especially for instructors in the in-school program. In order to improve the selection
of machine trades jobs included in the original set, a committee wos organized in 1958
to revise and expand the joris fiat would provide a wider and more representative group
of operations involved in the new jobs to be made available.

This committee, workingundei the direction of Merle E. Strong then the Instructional
Materials Consultant, consisted of the following machine trades instructors: J. M.
Blythe, Zanesville F. B. Drake, Toledo; C. H. Hites, Lima; E. J. Keener, Warren;
D. B. Neimelster, Marion; and C. H. Rensch, Canton. Grateful acknowledgment is
extende.: ,,o these machine trades instructors for their efforts and cooperation in com-
piling and selecting the revised listing of jobs and job sheets to be included in this
new publication.

Acknowledgment is extended to the following staff members of the Trade and Industrial
Education Services who reviewed the jobs and job sheets, namely, G. G. McMahon,
C. W Nichols and G. E. Williams, working with William M. Berndt, Instructional
Materials Consultant, during 1959 and 1960.

Special mention is also extended to the State-wide Instructional Materials Advisory
Committee who over a period of several years provided guidance and made recom-
mendations regarding this teaching aid.

Special commendation is extended to the supervisors and instructors in the various
local schools who submitted one or more of their machine trades jobs and job sheets
to tie selection committee for inclusion in this publication.

Special mention is extended to Elton E. Kistler, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation, Norwood, Ohio, R.r the many jobs whic.i he provided and particularly for his
cooperation in making the castings required for certain jobs available to any vocal
program. Mr. Kistler has devoted considerable time z d effort in making this teach-
ing aid a successful one. He developed many of the jobs and the patterns for those
requiring castings. In addition, he made or had made the matched plates required

iii



for thi: waking all of the castings. Considerable time and effort was devoted by him
in dealiLe, with foundries, storing the numerous castings, lining orders, invoicing,
and making shipment of castings upon requests hom local schools.

Acknowledgment is extended to H. R. Seaman, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation, and to R. E. Crabbe, foundry instructor, Springfield, Ohio, for making
some of the wood patterns for some of the added jobs which required castings.

Acknowledgment is extended to H. L. Berger, Massillon, Ohio, for his cooperation
in providing some of the drawings of certain of the new jobs added to the original set.

Acknowledgment is also extended to C. H. Rensch, Canton, Ohio, for reviewing and
checking the drawings and job sheets on all the jobs and developing the job sheets
for cermin of the jobs.

Grateful acknowledgment for the development of this manual is extended to William
M. Berndt, Head of the Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation Services, College of Education, The Ohio State University, and to the capable
staff of the Laboratory of the composition and production of this manual.

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Services
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT iii
TO THE INSTRUCTOR v i
OPERATIONS CHART ix

Job No.

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

_123
,

124

Name of Job

Drill Point Gage
Center Gage
Tool At Gage
Double Pointed Scriber
Parallels
Clamp Strap
U Clamp Strap
Step Block
Drill Press Vise
Drill Press Vise
V-Block, 4 Inch
C Clamp
Heavy Ser!ice C Clamp
Angle Clamp V Block
C Clamp (cast iron frame)
Parallel Clamp
Bench Block
Trammel Points
Fly-Cutting Adaptor
Standard Lathe Mandrel
Drill Press Tele
Angle Plate
Surface Plate-
Surface Plate

v



The two Machine Trades Jobs and Job Sheets manuals, Series 1.00 *TA; Series 200,
have been prepared to assist you, the instructor, in the machine, trade, especially
in the in-school program. In trade education, students are usually. assigned: one or
more production skills (operations) in the form of jobs, which.rieeesSarily are less
complex for the beginning student and gradually t oming more complex as the stu-
dent gains skill and technical knowledge.

..;1

The jobs and job sheets contained in the two manuals are of great value to the:instruc-
tor. They will be of great aid, partictgarlY in starting new students on die:more el-
ementary skills at the start, of the school year, and will be of great assistance in
classes where diiferent levels of instruction are being given at the same time. They
will alsogreatly assist the instructor in facilitating the assigidn'orwork to students:

. , s"
throughout the school year.

- - .. . . :?.'..f.t

The references made herein, regarding the use of these job sheets, in no way implies
that a student will. complete all operations on one particular job as one asSignipent. In-

order to develop the desired level of skill on any one Operation, the studelc'essigir
ment may well inclUde theperforminee of only one Ora .feW operationsi*ithin, the
total job on a pre-determined number of pieces. This will provide thk- gepitifive
practice necessary to develop-the required skill by utilizing the'ProduCtiOii;*ethod:

% . .4 4,

. .

A job sheet, with,its accompanying drawings, is a sheet containing the:necessary. in=o,
formationind instructions for carrying out .one of the 'aforenientiOned.com letetracie
jobs. It consist!. of the steps_ and key points in a procedure upon which: e 'student
must place special emphasis, to prOperly complete .the job. As such; 0:#1.j:ob.:sheet
is one of the, family of instruction sheets. 'The job sheet, as uSed'iwatrs.ining sit-
uation, is desiinedto help *student learn how to pert Orin the operadOriCwithiri the
job. Job sheets, complete in all aspects,. are a, must -f0 .all begi*fig.itOiritP,, but
as the student advances the jiziii sheetcan'graduallY assume a simpler iuiCless de-_
tailed form. Eventually, it may, approach that of a job dcket,, work order, or simple

. .
. .- . .4,. .

shop print. '4. .

-.:

As stated before, beginning students may work from prepared job sheets, but-as soon
as practical and when skills and knowledge are gained, students should be requiredtO :
develop their own job sheets for each job. Later on they may be required to develop
only a job plan sheet, after the student has acquired sufficient ability to plan. his own-
work. The student shoUld definitely not be permitted .to use the prePared job -sheets. ,.
throughout his learning period. Instructors permitting this to occur would be denyr.,s4,.!
ing the students the very important experience of planning. assigninente in 4,1

. ., ,..

'1 .

and
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and sequential order, which is so necessary for success on-the-job. The previous
statements cannot be emphasized too strongly.

The prepared detailed job sheet will serve as a check sheet for the instructors use in
approving the job plan skim prepared by the student or when giving oral instructions
to the student on a particular assignment.

Some form of job sheet should be prepared by the instructor for each assignment con-
tained in the course of study. A complete set of job sheets (covering the operations
and skills to be learned) constitutes the working outline of your course of study. They
offer an efficient and practical way of making assignments and are generally used in
the trade for the same purpose.

The jobs contained in the Series 100 and Series 200 manuals progress from the simple
to the more complex and cover the complete range of basic operations in the machine
trade. Each job consists of drawings and job sheets which provide det'.iied informa-
tion about the job.. The drawings are printed on vellum paper so that blueprints can
be made for shop use. The bound copies of these manuals are intended for instructor
use only. individual copies of each job are available packaged in separate envelopes,
eliminating the necessity of removing same from the bound copies due to the difficulty
of replacing them. The individual copies are recommended for student use or for the
purpose of making reproductions for student use,. thus permitting the original-individ-
ual copy to be retained as an original. master copy.

The following jobs require castings which are available from. our supplier:

Mj - 110 .MI-122. -.
.MI-114 MI-123,
MI-115 MI-124
_MI-121

MI-211 MI-218
MI-212 MI-221
MI-213 MI-224
MI-215 MI-225
MI-216 MI-226

.., _

The Series 200 jobs make excellent advanced production type jobs. Request informa-
tion for purchasing the castings required in the above listed jobs by writing to: Con-
sultant, Instructional Materials Laboratory, 1885 Neil Ave., Columbus 10, Ohio.

The following jobs require round or square (bar stock) castings, but our supplier can-
not furnish them:

Mj -108 ,Mj....111

.. N

vii.



These can be secured through a local foundry or made in your school foundry.

Prior to assigning a job which requires the use of castings, it is suggested that the
drawings be studied carefully before starting the job to make certain that dimensions
and related parts of the job will work-out properly. This precaution should be taken
to avoid ruining the castings.

Only the drawiigs are provided for the following jobs, job sheets are not included:

MI-115 MI-123
1ti1J-121 MI-124
MI- 122

NU-242
NU-224 NU-226

Tin folliwing pale contains an Operations Chart for the particular set of jobs con-
tained in this manual. It indicates the operations which are included in each job and
will assist the instructor in selecting the most suitable job to meet the needs of an
individual student, thus providing the student a well-rounded training in the variety
and frequency of operations leading to success on-the-job. Many operations may be
performed on more than one machine, depending on the machines available in the shop
or by preference of the instructor and/or student for the purpose of learning a specific
type of operation. It is realized that each instructor may not completely agree with
the operations as specified in the Operations Chart, due again to personal preference
and to equipment available. Please note that there are additional spaces on the Op-
erations Chart for you to add some of your own jobs and also space provided to add
additional operations under each of the major headings of machine shop work.

It is suggested that both the jab sheets and drawings to be used by students in the shop
should be protected by some suitable means, such as, mounting on cardboard or sheet
metal and a protective coating applied or placed in a cellophane or vinyl envelope.
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

There are several styles and shapes of gages of this type, but the simplicity of this
one was a deciding factor in its selection. The gradpations along the angular edge

of the point. However, the graduations may be omitted if desired and the tool still

STOCK:

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

enables the trainee to check the sides of the drill and determine the correct position

serves its intended purc3se.

This tool is an essential and convenient one to use when grinding twis4 drills.

2. Check piece for warpage after case hardening.

3. Observe all shop safety rules.

16 Ga. (.0598) x 1-11/16" x 5-1/16" C.R .5 .

1. Make sure angles are laid out correctly.

DRILL POINT GAGE

Job Sheet aud Drawing No. 101 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 101



Job No. 101 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 101 Al
Page 2

Drill Point Gage

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:
,

6" Steel rule 1/8" Drill 1" Micrometer
Scriber 10" Mill ftle Center punch
Bevel protractor Triangular sr.:Jim Square
Hammer Layout dye Hacksaw

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off C.R.S. 1/16" x 1-11/16", 5-1/16" long.

2. Lay off as per drawing.

3. Drill 1/8" hole.

4. Saw approximately 1/64" on the outside of lines.

5. File to lines.

6. Clamp piece on holding fixture and cut graduations approximately .020" deep.

7. Remove all burrs, break all sharp edges.

8. Case harden.

9. Check piece for warpage and straighten if necessary.

10. Stone edges with triangular stone holding 590 angle.

11. Inspect 100% as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service job No. 102
job Sheet aria Drawing No. 102 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

CENTER GAGE

INTRODUCTORY INFO MATION:

This gage is used in grinding and setting thread-cutting tools. Its design is simple
but effective and the tool serves a very definite and practical purpose. It is another of
those essentials in the machinist's tool box. It may be case hardened and polished or
semi-finished as desired.

STOCK:

16 Ga. (.0598) x 1" x 2-5/16" C. R. steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Make sure angles are correct when laying off piece.

2. Make sure piece is straight after hardening.

3. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 102 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 102 Al
Page 2

Center Cage

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule Scriber 1" Micrometer
Center gage 10" Mill file Triangular stone
Bevel protractor 60 Degree V-file Layout dye

Hacksaw

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 16 Ga. x 1" C. R. S., 2-5/16" long.

2. Lay out center lines - lightly.

3. Lay out angles as per drawing quite heavily.

4. Saw approximately 1/64" on outside of lines.

Finish file to lines, use 10" mill file.

6. Carburize and harden.

7. Straighten piece in case of warpage in heat treating.

8. Hold piece on magnetic chuck on surface grinder, grind .010" off one
side, use sufficient coolant to prevent piece from warping.

9. Turn piece over, grind other side to .040" thickness as per drawing.

10. Stone edges of all 60° angles with a triangular stone to fit 600 angle
center gage.

11. Inspect 100% as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Indtistrial Education Service job No. 103
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 103 Al
Machine Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

TOOL BIT GAGE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This tool bit gage is a combination tool which serves the purpose for accurately
grindin; of front and side clearance on lathe tool bits. This gage is also used to enable
on to accurately grind a 55° facing tool, a 60° threading tool and an offset 10° facing
tool. To accurately grind a specific tool a tool bit gage is a must.

STOCK:

15 Ga. (.0673") x 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" C. R. S.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Exert utmost caution when laying off angles and when stamping or engrav -
in the degrees and letters.

2. Make sure piece is straight after case hardening and before grinding the
two sides.

3. Use sufficient coolant to prevent warping when grinding sides.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 103 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 103 Al
Page 2

Tool Bit Gage

6" Steel rule Prick punch 3" Dividers
6" Cant file 3/16" Drill 1" Micrometer
Triangular stone Flat mill file Scriber
Bevel protractor Hacksaw Number stamps

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 15 Ga. (.0673") x 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" C. R. S.

2. Lay out as per drawing.

3. Drill 3/16" hole.

4. Saw approximately 1/64" on outside of lines.

S. Finish file to lines.

6. Stamp all degrees and lettering.

7. Break all sharp edges and remove all burrs.

8. Straighten if necessary.

9. Carburize and harden.

10. Straighten if necessary.

11. Grind side with lettering to clean up.

12. Grind other side holding .048" thickness.

13. Stone all finished edges of angles.

14. Inspect 100%as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 104
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 104 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

DOUBLE POINTED SCRIBER

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The scriber is one of the "must have tools" in any machinist tool kit. This particu-
lar one is of simple design and offers the learner hard grinding practice, heating and
bending, hardening and drawing of tool steel.

STOCK:

3/16" square oil hardening tool steel 8-7/8" long.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Always wear eye protection when grinding.

2. Keep sleeves rolled up when operating machines.

3. Always wear heavy leather or asbestos gloves when working with hot
metal.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 104 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 104 Al

Page 2

STOCK:

T .S.

TOOLS:

12" Steel rule
Monkey wrench

Double Pointed Scriber

Bench or pedestal grinder
Gas torch or furnace

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 3/16" square oil hardening tool steel 8-7/8" long.

2. Lay off length of point on each end as per drawing.

3. Heat the 4" section to be twisted to approximately cherry red.

4. Hold one end in bench vise, use monkey wrench, twist han.:11,?, af; Der
drawing.

5. Grind point on one end.

6. Grind point on other end.'

7. Heat long end to cherry red, approximately 1450°, bend 3/4" hook on
long end.

8. Heat entire piece to cherry red, approximately 1450°, quench in oil.

9. Polish length of points on both ends.

10. Heat center of handle and draw to strav col )r on both points.

11. Inspect 100% a s per drawing.

If desired, a sleeve of proper length may be made from a piece of 1/8"
pipe and inserted over the stock to keep the handle straight when making the
twist. Small sizes of steel may be twisted without heating.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 105
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 105 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

PARALLELS

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Parallels are necessary for supporting work in vises when machining and also
used on bench layout work. Parallels should not be bent or damaged and are as essen-
tial to a good mechanic as a pair of micrometers.

STOCK:

The material should be oil or water hardening tool steel and size selected from
the drawing and chart.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Clamp work tight in drill press vise while drilling.

2. Follow dimensions on drawing and chart.

3. Allow material for grinding all over.

4. Grind in pairs.

5. Wear eye protection.

6. Observe all shop safety safety rules.



Job No. 105

STOCK:

T.S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
12" Steel rule
10" Mill file
Layout dye
Scriber

Parallels

Center punch
Hammer
Square
Shaper tools

Job Sheet and Drawing NO. 105 Al
Page 2

1" Micrometer
2" Micrometer
Center drill
Drills as listed on chart

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock from chart and drawing size.

2. Saw to lengths plus 1/8".

3. Lay out for shaper.

4. Shape to drawing size plus .010" on all sides.

5. Layout for drilling.

6. Drill holes as per drawing size.

7. Burr holes and file sharp edges.

8. Inspect 100% according to drawing.

9. Harden and draw temper.

10. Grind to desired chart sizes.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 106
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 106 Al
Machine - Manipu:ative
rage I of 2 Pages

CLAMP STRAP

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Clamp straps are designed in various Egiapes and sizes, for different type& of
clamping requirements. This particular clamp is of simple design and verj easy to
make. It is asenerally used on the milling machine, planer, and radial drill for clamp-
ing work in position.

STOCK:

VI" x 2" x 4-3/4" C.R.S

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Keep sleeves rolled at all times when operating machines.

2. Always be sure tools are sharp and in good condition.

3. Never lay measuring tools on machine.

4. Keep chips from accumulating around machine and on floor.

5. Always lubricate machines before starting.

Wear eye protection at all times.

7. Observe all shop safety rules.

,
1

1



Job No. 106 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 106 Al
Page 2

Clamp Strap

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Rule Center punch Scriber
Fine mill file Ball pein hammer Combination square set
Dividers 5/8" Drill 5/8" End mill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Saw off 1/2" x 2" x 4-5/8" long C. R. S.

2. Square ends to 4-1/2" length.

3. Lay out as per drawing.

4. Center punctifor drilled holes.

5. Clamp piece in drill press vise using parallels.

6. Start holes with center drill.

7. Drill two 5/8" holes as per layout.

8. Use 5/8" end mill to mill slot between holes.

9. File off all sharp edges.

10. Inspect 100% as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 107
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 107 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

U CLAMP STRAP

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The U clamp strap is somewhat similar to the clamp strap. Its greater flexibility
of usefulness is suggested by its name and the design of the object. This particular
clamp is a simple design and easy to make. A quantity A U clamp straps can be very
useful in any machine shop. The simple design of this clamp suggests that it can be a
bench job and it offers excellent filing practice.

STOCK:

5/8" x 1-5/8" x 4-5/16" C. R. S.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Follow all shop safety rules.

2. Check all tools for sharpness.



Job No. 107 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 107 Al
Page 2

U Clamp Strap

STO' iC:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Rule 12" Fine mill file Scriber
3" Dividers Hand hacksaw Center punch
12" Flat bastard file E-2 Center drill Smooth half-round file

5/8" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 5/8" x 1-5/8" x 4-5/16" long, C. R. S. on the power hacksaw.

2. Lay off as per drawing. Center punch for drilling.

3. Hold piece in machine vise on drill press table, center drill with an
E-2 center drill, then drill 5/8" hole as per drawing.

4. Saw 5/8" slot to break into 5/8" drilled hole on the contour saw if one is
available; otherwise use a hand hacksaw.

5. Hold piece in bench vise, use flat bastard file and rough file to lines.

6. Hold piece in bench vise with soft jaws, use flat mill file and draw
file all surfaces to a smooth finish.

7. Use smooth half round file and break all sharp edges.

8. Inspect 100% as per drawing.

9. Carburize and harden. Note carbon to penetrate C. R . S. to approximately
1/32" depth.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 108
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 108 Al
Machine - Manipulative

IPage 1 of 2 Pages

ISTEP BLOCK

IINTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Step blocks are used primarily ...) shim or build up under strap clamps. The

I

steps on this particular block vary on each face of the block, giving various combin-
ations in height. This block, being simple in design, makes it an excellent milling
machine job for the trainee. It is common practice to make step blocks in pairs.

ISTOCK:

I2-1/8" x 4-1/8" x 6-1/8" cast iron.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I 1. Keep sleeves rolled up when operating machines.

I2. Oil machines daily before starting.

3. Never allow chips to accumulate on or around machines

1 4. Be sure tools are sharp and in good working condition.

1 5. Follow all shop safety rules.



Job No. 108 job Sheet and Drawing No. 108 Al
Page 2

STOCK:

Cast iron

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
4-1/4" Dia. shell

end mill

Step Block

1-1/4" Dia. end mill Combination square set
Scriber Fine flat mill file

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Saw off 2-1/8" x 4-1/8" x 6-1/8" cast iron in power saw.

2. Clamp piece in machine vise and mill 4" x 6" surface.

3. Hold machined surface against solid vise jaw and mill 1/16" off adjoining
surface.

4. Lay out lines 2" and 4" for width and thickness on two surfaces just milled.

'5. Roll piece in vise and mill to lines and the 2" wide x 4" thickness.

6. Place in vise one end up and square from one side, mill 1/16" off one end.

7. Lay off to 6" length, square up in vise and mill to 6" length on opposite end.

8. Cover one face with blue dye.

9. Lay out steps as per drawing.

10. Hold in mill vise and mill to layout lines.

11. File all sharp edges.

12. Inspect as per drawing.
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01111) Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 109
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 109 Al - A2
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 12 Pages

DRILL PRESS VISE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This is a useful and well designed vise for holding small work on a drill press.
The round bars hold the jaws in alignment. The top and the two sides can be used
without removing the work, and drills can pass through the work without drilling into
the vise base.

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel is used for all parts except two T.S. insert jaws.

ASSEMBLY PRECAUTIONS:

1. Make sure the 5/8" reamed holes line up in Item #1 Solid Jaw with
Item #3 - Movable Jaw, and Item #9 - Rear Support.

2. The 1/2" screw hole in Item #9 - Rear Support must line up with the 3/8"
drilled hole in Item #3 Movable Jaw.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Clamp all we'' securely in machine vise.

2 . File off all sharp corners.

3. Wear eye protection.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 109

STOCK:

C.R.S. or Machine Steel

TOOLS:

Combination square
Scriber
Center punch
Hammer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

job Sheet and Drawing No. 109 A3

Page 2

kern 1 - Solid jaw

#9 Drill
5/16" Counterbore
#7 Drill

1/4" - 20 NC Tap

3/8" Drill

39/64"Drill

5/8" Machine reamer
Layout dye

1. Secure C.R.S. or machine steel 3/4" x 1-5/8" x 2-5/8'.

2. Machine 1/16" off of 1-1/2" x 2-1/2" surface.

3. Machine 1/16" off of 5/8" x 1-1/2" adjacent surface.

4. Lay out the two sides 5/8" wide x 1-1/2" thick.

5. Machine to layout lines by turning in vise and cut to 5/8" thick x 1-1/2"

wide.

10. Lay out top surface for 5/8" and #9 drill holes.

11. Lay out the two sides for 1/2" - 20 NC tapped holes .

m12. Place vise, drill and ream two 5/8" holes (use 3/8" and 39/64" drills

8. Lay out 450 x 1/2" corner and machine to line.

9. Lay out and cut the 1/8" x 3/4" notch in one side.

6. Place In vise, one end up, and uare from one side, cut 1/16" off of one

opposite end.

end.

7. Lay out 1-1/2" length, square up in vise and machine to 1-1/2" length on

first).



Job No . 109
Job Sheet and Drawing No . 109 A3

Page 3

Item 1 - Solid Jaw (Cont .)

PROCEDURES OR STEPS: (Cont.)

13. Drill and counterbore for the two - 5/16" holes.

14. Drill and tap two 1/4" - 20 NC holes on the sides.

SUGGESTION:

The 5/8" reamed holes on the solid jaw, movable jaw, and rear support couldbe drilled 39/64" and reamed at one setting so that the 5/8" bars will line up. Foraccuracy, drill 1/4" hole and the 1/2" hole in each piece separately before drillingthe 39/64" hole.
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STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

1/4" *}rill
6" Mill file

Item 4 Keeper Washer

Center drill
Layout dye
Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 3/4" dia. CR steel.

2. Chuck crue in lathe chuck.

3. Face one end.

4. Center drill.

S. Turn dia. to 5/8".

6. Drill 1/4" hole.

7. Cut off to 3/16" thickness.

8. File sharp corners.

9. Layout 1/4" slot.

10. kw and file 1/4" slot. Ii

U

0

0

Combination square
Hammer
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C.R.S.

Combination square
#9 Drin

Item 5 - Thrust Washer

3/8" Drill
Center punch
Hammer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select CR steel 1/4" x 1" x 1-3/8".

2. Machine to size 1/4" x 7/8" x 1-5/16".

3. Lay out for 3/8" hole.

4. Lay out two #9 holes .

5. Drill 3/8" hole.

6. Drill #9 holes .

7. Pile all sharp corners .

Layout dye

Scriber



Job No. 109 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 109 A4

Page 6

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Combination square
Scriber
Center punch
1/2" 13 NC Tap

Item 9 - Rear Support

#7 Drill
39/64" Drill
27/64" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock 3/4" x 1-5/8" x 2-5/8".

2. Square stock to 5/8" x 1-1/2" x 2-1/2".

3. Layout as per drawing.

4. Machine 1/4" x 9/16" angles.

5. DrIP 47 holes.

6. Drill 27/64" hole.

7. Tap 1/4" - 20 holes.

8. Tap 1/2" - 13 holes.

9. Drill 39/64" holes (use 1/2" pilot drill).

10. Ream 5/8" holes.

11. Break all corners.

1/2" Drill
1/4" - 20 NC Tap

5/8" Machine reamer
Layout dye



Job No. 109 Job Sheet and Drawing No 109 A4
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STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Combination square
Scriber
3/8" Drill
39/64" Drill
#21 Drill

Item 3 - Movable Jaw

5/16" Counterbore
Layout dye
5/8" Counterbore
1/2" Drill
5/8" Machine reamer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock 3/4" x 1-5/8" x 2-5/8".

2. Square stock to 5/8" x 1-1/2" x 2-1/2".

3. Layout as per drawing.

4. Drill #21 holes and tap 10 - 32 NF.

5. Drill #9, two holes.

6. Drill 3/8" hole.

7. Drill 39/64 holes (use 1/2" pilot hole).

8. Ream 5/8", two holes.

9. Counterbore 5/16" x 3/16" deep, two holes.

10. Counterbore 5/8" x 3/16" deep.

11. Machine 1/8" x 3/4" step.

12. Break all corners.

Center punch
Hammer
#9 Drill

#10-32 NF Tap



job No. 109 job Sheet and Drawing No. 109 A5
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Item 7 - Vise Ways

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Scale
Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select two 5/8" dia. x 5-1/4" long CR steel shafts.

2. Chuck in lathe and face 1/16" off of both ends to 5-1/2" length.

3. Bevel ends to 1/16" x 450.

4. Polish 5/8" diameters.



Job No. 109 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 109 A5
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kern 10 Screw

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Combination center Hammer Layout dye
head Lathe cut-off tool

Center punch

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 3/4" dia. x 5" CR steel.

2. Chuck true in lathe, face ends to 4-15/16" length.

3. Center drill both ends.

4. Turn 11/16" dia. x 3/4" long.

5. Turn 1/2" dia. x 4-3/16" long.

6. Turn 3/8" dia. x 11/16" long.

7. Notch at large end 1/2" x 27/64" dia.

8. Notch at small end 1/4" dia. x 3/16" wide.

9. Cut 1/2" - 13 NC threads on shaft.

10. Turn 1/16" x 450 angle.

11. Layout 17/64" hole with combination center head.

12. Drill 17/64" hole.
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STOCK;

C.R .S .

TOOLS:

3/16" Reamer
Scale

kern 11 - Knob, Handle

1/32" Drill 11/32" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" dia. x 5/8" long CR steel.

2. Chuck true in lathe.

3. Face both ends to 1/2" long.

4. Center drill.

5. Drill with 11/32" drill x 3/8' deep.

6. Ream 3/16" x 3/8" deep.

7. Drill 1/32" hole in end.

8. Bevel edge /16" x 45°.



Job No. 109

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Layout dye
Combination square

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 109 A6
Page 11

Item 2 - Jaw Insert

Hammer 5cribfa
Center punch t 29 Drill
#10-32 NF Tap

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Select stock 3/16" x 7/8" x 2-5/8" tool steel.

2. Machine to 3/16" x 7/8" x 2 -5/8".

3. Lay out for two #10 - 32 NF tapped holes.

4. Drill with #29 drill.

5. Tap C41:0 holes with #1C 3214` tap.

6. Harden and draw temper.

7. Tapped holes should be transferred from kern #1 - Solid Jaw and Item
#3 - Megabit jaw.
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STOCK:

C.R.S .

TOOLS:

Scale

Item 12 Pin Handle

Micrometer Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/4" dia . x 2-7/8" long, CR steel.

2. Turn both ends to .1885" x 7/16" long.

3. Bevel both ends.

4. Polish 1/4" dia.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 110
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 110 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 6 Pages

DRILL PRESS VISE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

A drill press vise is essential for holding work while performing various machine
shop operations when drilling, reaming, spot facing, and counterboring.

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel and necessary castings.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Wear eye protection at all times.

2. Oil machine daily before starting work.

3. File all sharp corners off of machined surfaces .

4. Keep sleeves rolled up above the elbows .

5. Don't wear loose clothing or neck tie.

6. Do not wear gloves around machinery.

7. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 110 job Sheet and Drawing No. 110 A2
Page 2

Item 1 - Body

STOCK:

Casting for body of drill press vise.

TOOLS:

Combination square set
Scriber
17/32" Drill
Mill cutter

5/8" - 11 NC tap

Hammer
Center punch
Mill file

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select the proper casting for this job.

2. Shape 1/16" off bottom of base.

3. Machine 1/16" off one side.

4. Layout for 3" height x 3" wide x 7" long.

5. Machine top surface to 3" height.

6. Machine other side to 3-1/8" width.

7. Machine both ends to approximately 7" long, not necessary - can be done if de_s _

8. Lay off opening to 1-3/4" high x 5" long.

9. Scribe lines for bottom of vise grooves according to end view.

10. Lay off end for 5/8" - 11 NC tapped hole.

11. Mill vise opening to layout lines.

12. Mill grooves on end as per layout.

13. Drill with 17/32" drill for screw.

14. Tap hole with 5/8" - 11 NC tap.

15. File all sharp edges.

16. Inspect as per drawing.



Job No 110 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 110 A3
Page 3

Item 2 - Jaw

STOCK:

Casting for jaw of drill press vise.

TOOLS:

Combination square set
Hammer
Center punch
15/32" Drill

1/4" Drill
S/16" - 18 NC tap

1/8" Drill
Mill file

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure the proper casting.

2. Shape 1/16" off front large surface.

3. Machine 1/16" off top.

4. Lay off all surfaces according to drawing.

S. Machine bottom surface to 2-3/8" height from top.

6. Machine tongue 1" wide x 5/8" long and jaw 1-3/4" high.

7. Machine both ends to 3" wide.

8. Layout for all drilled holes.

9. Drill 15/32" x 5/8" deep hole.

10. Drill two 1/4" holes for S/16" - NC screws.

11. Tap two S/16" - 18 NC bolt holes.

12. Locate and drill 1/8" pin hole at assembly.

13. File all sharp corners.

14. Check 100% as per drawing.



Job No. 110

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 110 A4
Page 4

Item 4 - Screw

Ruler Drill for No. 2 taper pin
Center drill R ain't:- for No. 2 taper pin

MillMicrometer file
5/8" - 11 NC tap Hammer

Center punchThread center gage

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/8" dia. x 7-1/4" long C. R. steel.

2. Chuck true in lathe, face both ends to 7-5/64".

d bevel 1200.

3. Center drill both ends.

4. Turn end to .465 dia. x 49/64" long an

5. Turn 1/8" groove according to 1/8" drill mark.

6. Cut 5/8" - 11 NC thread in lathe.

7. Drill hole for #2 taper pin, with hand blob assembled.

8. Bevel pin end of screw 45°.



Job No. 110 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 110 A4
Page 5

Item 6 - Jaw Guide

Combination square set Hammer
Center drill 7/16" Counterbore
Scriber Mill file
Center punch Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

1. Secure 3/8" x 1-3/4" x 2-5/8" C. R. steel.

2. Machine to 3/8" x 1-13/16" x 2-1/2" long.

3. Layout and drill two 21/64" drilled holes.

4. Counterbore two holes 7/16" dia: x 1/4" deep.

5. File and polish all sharp edges.



Job No. 110 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 110 A4
Page 6

Item 8 - Hand Wheel

STOCK:

Casting for hand wheel of drill press vise.

TOOLS:

Ruler 39/64" Drill Hammer
Outside caliper 5/8" Reamer Center punch
Center drill 5/8" Mandrel Scriber
1/2" Drill Dividers

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure proper casting for hand wheel.

2. Chuck true in lathe, face 1-1/8" shoulder and true 1-1/8" diameter.

3. Center drill.

4. Drill 1/2" hole.

5. Drill 39/64" hole.

6. Machine ream 5/8" hole.

7. Place hand wheel on 5/8" mandrel.

8. Face opposite side co 13/16" width.

9. Layout for four 5/16" holes x 3/8" deep, equally spaced.

10. Drill and ream taper pin hole at assembly.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Jot, No. 111
job Sheet and Diawing No. 111 Al
Machine Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 rages

V- BLOCI(, 4 INCH

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

V-blocks are very useful tools for machine shop work. They are used for drilling
holes, holding round material in mill and shaper vises, and for lynch and assembly
work.

STOCK:

Cast iron.

SAFETY ANP PRECAUTIONS:

1. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 111 job Sheet and Drawing No. 111 AI
Page 2

V-Block, 4 Inch

STOCK:

C.I.

TOOLS;

Combination square set Hammer
Layout eye Center punch
1/6" Cut-off tool or 10" Mill fire

1/8- Mill saw bevel protractor
Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Place casting in machine vise.

2. Machine 1/8" off one side.

3. Machine 1/8" off adjacent side.

4. Cover two surfaces with layout dye.

5. Lay out for 4" width and 4" length.

6. Lay out the four 90° - V's as per drawing.

7. iay out the four 1/8" x 1/8" grooves.

8. Machine the other two sides 4" square.

9. Machine the four 90° - V's as per drawing.

10. Machine the 1/8" relief grooves.

11. craw file and polish all over.

12. File all corners.

13. Inspect as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 112
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 112 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 6 Pages

C CLAMP

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The C clamp is a very useful tool for machine shop work while clamping work
without marring the surface, and is used to clamp duplicate work while drilling, mach-
ining, filing and welding.

STOCK:

Machine and cold rolled steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Keep sleeves rolled up above the elbows.

2. Always keep a file handle on file tang.

3. Clamp work securely while drilling and machining.

4. File off all sharp edges of work.

5. Make sure that drill is sharpened correctly.

6. Follow all shop sataty rules.
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Job No. 112 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 112 A2

Page 2

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Item 1 - Body

Layout fluid Center punch 3/8" - 24 NF Tap
Combination square set Center drill 10" Mill file
Scriber 1/2" Drill Steel rule
Hammer Q Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1" x 2-1/8" x 4-1/8" cold rolled or machine steel, rough saw to
length.

2. Shape 1/8" off top surface.

3. Machine 1/8" off adjacent side.

4. Cover the two surfaces with lay ut dye.

5. Scriber lino on top and side 3/4" wide x 2" thick x 4" long.

6. Layout 1-1/4" x 2-3/8" lines for clamp opening.

7. Scribe two circles for corner fillets.

8. Layout the three beveled corners 1/2" x 45°.

9. Prick punch lightly on all sides.

10. Machine to 3/4" thickness and 2" width.

11. Square up one side in vise, machine 1/8" off one end.

12. Machine 1/8" off other end to 4" length.

13. Center drill for two 1/2' fillet holes.

14. Drill two :/2" holes.

75. Mill or shape 1 1/4" x clam opening.



Job No. 112 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 112 A2
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Item 1 - Body (Continued)

PROCEDURES OR STEPS: (Continued)

16. Machine the three beveled corners to 1/2" x 450.

17. Layout for 3/8" - 24 NF screw.

18. Center drill for hole to be drilled with a Q drill.

19. Drill Q bole, (If Q drill is not available, use 21/64" drill.)

20. Tap hole for 3/8" - 24 NF screw.

21. File sharp corners off all edges.

22. Inspect as per drawing.
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Item 2 - Button Tip

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule 3/8" Drill
Center drill File
1/4" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 3/4" C. R. S.

2. Hold stock in lathe collet.

3. Faye one end.

4. Drill 1/4" hole x 1/2" deep.

5. Drill 3/8" x 1/8" deep.

6. Form chamfer 1/2" dia. x 26° 0'.

7. File sharp edges.

8. File and polish.

9. Cut off 3/8" long.

10. Rivet button to screw when assembled.



I
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STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Item 3 - Screw

Steel rule Layout fluid Hammer
Center Drill Combination square set Center punch
Micrometer Scriber 11/64" Drill
File 3/16" Machine ream

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 1/2" dia. C. ft. S. x 4" long.

2. Hold stock in lathe collet, face one end.

3. Center drill, allow 1/4" length to cut out center.

4. Support end with lathe tail stock center.

5. Turn 3/8" dia. x 3-5/16" long.

6. Turn .240" dia. x 9/32" long.

7. Chase 3/8" - 24 NF threads in lathe.

8. Cut off 1/2" dia. x 9/16" long.

9. Saw off 1/4" on end to eliminate center .

10. File and polish crpwn on end of 1/2" dia.

11. Lay out 3/75' hole on 1/2" dia.

12. Drill 17/64" hole.

b. Ream with 3/16" machine reamer.

-.a.;,-------______.------.--- ------ ---7.-----7-----



Job No. 112

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule
File
Emery cloth

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 112 A3
Page 6

Item 4 - Pin

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 3/16" dia. x 2" long C . R. S.

2. File crown on both ends.

3. Knurl 3/8" length in center of pin.

4. Polish ends.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 113
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 113 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 3 Pages

HEAVY SERVICE C CLAMP

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The heavy service "C" clamp will stand the most rugged use found in the shop. It
is a sturdy, well designed clamp yet does not have the appearance of excessive bulkiwss.
The design is good in proportion and is easy to layout. The outline drawing with tab-
ular dimensioning provides a reasonable range in sizes. It is recommended that the
screw be purchased, however, draw No. 113 A3 provides a set screw in a range of
sizes for this heavy service "C" clamp,

STOCK:

One of each part, namely 113 A2 and 113 A3 C. R. steel.

ASSEMBLY PRECAUTIONS:

1. Inspect parts carefully to see that threads are mating properly.

2. Merely insert screw into body.

3. Final inspection, 100% as per drawing.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Observe all shop safety practices.
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Item 1 - Body

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

12" Steel rule 1/4" Drill 6" Steel rule
Bastard file 3" Dividers Fine mill file
Scriber Tap drill (check Prick punch
Tap (see tabular tap chart) Hammer

drawing) Layout dye Tap wrench

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off stock 1/16" oversize.

2. Apply layout dye to one side of piece.

3. Layout as per drawing.

4. Drill three 1/4" holes to form 1/8" radius fillets.

5. Saw approximately 1/64" on outside of lines.

6. Rough and finish file to lines.

7. Break all sharp edges.

8. Lay off tapped hole.

9. Drill and tap hole as peg drawing.

10. Case harden.

11. Polish all over if desired.

12. Inspect 100% as per drawing.



j..)13 No. 113 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 113 A3
Page 3

Item 2 - Screw

STOCK:

Square C. R. S. bar stack (if screw is not purchased)

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
Forming tool
Necking tool
600 °center gauge

R. H. Turning tool
1" Micrometer
Thread gauge

3" Outside caliper
Fine mill file
Threading tool
Cutoff tool

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Hold square C. R. S. bar stock in collet or 4-way chuck and face end to
clean up. Center drill one end.

2. Turn thread diameter. Leave 3/8" plus material on small end.

3. Turn taper on end.

4. Cut neck as per drawing.

5. Chase threads as per drawing.

6. Cut off center hole after threading.

7. Cut off to over all length.

8. Hold piece in collet on thread diameter and form radius on head end.

9. Case harden.

10. Inspect 100% as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No . I tat
Job Sheet and Drawing No e 114 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 3 Pages

ANGLE CLAMP V BLOCK

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This V block is unique in design. The angle clamping arrangement is out of the
way when holding round work while drilling, milling, and for layout work. It can also
be used in pairs while machining long bars.

STOCK:

V Mock base is cast iron and clamps are C. R. steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Never lay measuring tools in dirty surroundings.

2. Always wear eye protection.

3. Keep sleeves rolled up above the elbows.

4. Make sure tools are sharp.

5. Clamp &dl work securely while machining.

6. Remove finger rings.

7. Observe all shop sarzty rules.



job a. 114

STOCK:

Cast iron V-Block

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 114 A2
Page 2

kern 1 - Base

Steel rule !kvel protractor 3/8" Drill
Combination square set Layout dye 3/8" End -.till
Center punch 5/16" Tap drill Cut-off tool
Hammer Tap wrench 10" Mill file

3/8" - 16 NC tap

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure the molded cast iron V Block.

2. Shapc 1/8" off bottom.

3. Machine 1/8" off one side.

4. Lay out and machine opposite side to 3" wide.

5. Lay out side surface according to drawing.

6. Prick punch on lines lightly about 1/8" apart.

7. Shape one step end to layout lines.

8. Shape opposite step end to 3-1/2" and 4-1/2" width,

9. Rough out both V surfaces and top 450 angles.

10. Finish machining both V surfaces and top 45° angles.

11. Notch center of 450 V, 1/8" wide x 1/8" deep.

12. Lay out circles for two 3/8" screw holes,

13. Drill two 5/16" holes x 1" deep.

14. Tap two holes 3/8" - 16 NC for screws.

IS. File all sharp corners.

16. Check work for sizes according to drawing.

1



Job No. 114 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 114 A3
Pro 3

item 2 - Clamp

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule Hacksaw 5/16" Drill
Combination square set File 3/8" - 16 NC tap
Scriber Center punch Tap wretutt
Layout fluid 3/8" Drill Hammer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" x 1-1/8" x 2-7.'8" C. R. steel.

2. Machine two sides to 1" wide.

3. Machine both ends to 2-1/2" length.

4. Lay out 3/8" slot, 45° bevel edges and 3/8" screw hole.

5. Machine or file bevel 45° beveled edges.

6. Drill end hole 3/8" and the rest of slot with 5/16" drill.

7. End mill or hack saw and file 3/8" slot to line.

8. Drill screw hole with 5/16" drill.

9. Tap hole 3/8" - 16 NC threads.

10. File all sharp edges.

11. Inspect as per drawir3.

I
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Job - 115
C-CLAMP (Cast iron frame)

(Job sheets not included)
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 116
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 116 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 6 Pages

PARALLEL CLAMP

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Parallel clamps are used extensively in the machine shop to hold two or more
pieces together while machining, drilling, filing or laying out lines. The two jaws
must be parallel to each other and tightened on the work by the clamping screw .

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. When drilling the two jaws, they must be drilled in pairs so the holes
will line up.

2. When tapping the large screw holes the threads must be perpendicular
to the top surface.

3. Threads on the screws should be cut on a lathe, :lot by use of dies.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.

i
[



Job No. 116 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 116 A2
Page 2

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Center drill
Micrometer
File

Item 1 - Clamping Screw

Drill for handle in screw
Drill chuck

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure cold rolled steel according to chart.

2. Place bar in lathe collet.

3. Face one end and center drill.

4. Support work with center (allow 3/8" to cut out center).

S. Turn out side dia. of thread according to dimension L.

6. Turn small pilot end as per dimension H. Turn radius K.

7. Knurl head, medium knurl.

8. Cut threads in lathe to size L.

9. Cut off head to proper length D.

EL Machine or crown head with file and polish.

11. Layout hole on knurled head J.

12. Drill hole in head, holding screw in V block.

13. Cut off 3/8" center end, bevel end as per drawing.

14. Case harden all over.



Job No. 116

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Center drill
Thread center gage
File

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 116 A3
Page 3

Item 2 - Adjusting Screw

Drill for handle in screw
Drill chuck

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure C. R. Steel according to chart.

2. Place bar in 'lathe collet.

3. Face one end and center drill.

4. Support work with lathe center (allow 3/8" to cut out center).

5. Turn outside diameter of thread as per drawing J.

6. Turn A diameter and notch H groove.

7. Medium knurl head.

8. Cut threads on lathe to drawing size J.

9. Cut off head to proper length D.

10. Machine or file crown on head and polish.

11. Layout hole G on knurled head.

12. Drill hole in knurled head, holding screw in V block.

13. Cut-off 3/8" center end, round end with file.

14. Case harden all over.



Job No. 116 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 116 A4
Page 4

Item 3 - Threaded Jaw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Layout fluid Tap
Center punch File
Combination square set Hammer
Tap drill

PROCEDURES OK STEPS:

1. Select square C. R. Steel according to chart.

2. Square both ends.

3. Lay out two tapped holes.

4. Shape bevel to F length.

5. Drill two screw holes with the proper tap drill.

6. Tap two threaded holes according to drawing.

7. Machine or file large radius on rounded end.

8. Draw file and polish all over.

9. Case harden all over.



Job No. 116 inb Sheet and Drawing No. 116 A5
Page 5

Item 4 - Loose Jaw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Layout fluid Tap drill and tap
Center punch File
Countersink FieJr.rner

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select square C. R. Steel according to chart.

2. Cut ryff and square both ends to proper length.

3. Lay out holes and angle as per drawing.

4. Shape bevel to F. length.

5. Transfer J blind hole from Threaded Jaw on drawing 116 A4.

6. Transfer K screw hole from Threaded Jaw on drawing 116 A4.

7. Countersink K hole as per chart.

8. Drill and tap L hole as per chart.

9. Machine or file large radius on rounded end.

10. Draw file and polish -11 over.

11. Case harden all over.



job No. 116 job Sheet and Drawing No. 116 Ab
Page 6

Item 5 - Straight Clip

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Layor: luid File
Cente "unch Hammer
Drill for hole G

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/16" soft sheet steel.

2. Layout and saw or cut to drawing size.

3. Drill hole G as per drawing.

4. File radius H and F as per chart.

5. File all sharp corners and polish.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 117
job Sheet and Drawing No 117 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 3 Pages

BENCH BLOCK

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The bench block contains lathe, drill press, bench layout and shaper operations and
is very useful for drill press work, knocking out pins and bench assembly.

STOCK:

Carbon Tool Steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Clamp work secure while drilling.

2. Use oil while drilling holes.

3. Roll sleeves up above the elbows.

4. Neck ties must be tucked into shirt.

5. Never wear gloves while working on machines.

6. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No 117 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 117 Al

Page 2

STOCK:

T. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
4" Caliper
Center drill
Knurling tool
10" Mill file

Bench Block

Layout dye
Combination square set
4" Dividers
Center punch

Hammer
1/8" - 5/52" - 3/16'

7/32" - 1/4" - 5/16'

3/8" - 1/2" - 5/8"

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select tool steel 3-1/8" dia. x 1-5/8" long.

2. True work in lathe chuck and face one side.

3. Center drill.

4. Drill 9/16" hole (pilot hole).

5. Drill 39/64" through the 9/16" hole. (Back up the 39/64" drill to keep it
running true.

6. Use 5/8" machine reamer, run slow, use oil.

7. Bore inside cavity to 2" and 150 wall x 1" deep.

8. Place on lathe mandrel.

9. Turn out side dia. to 3",

10. Face opposite side to 1-1/2" thick.

11. Medium knurl O. S. diameter.

12. File all sharp edges.

13. Cover top surface with layout dye.

14. Layout complete as per drawing.



Job No. 117 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 117 Al
Page 3

Bench Block (Continued)

PROCEDURES OR STEPS: (Continued)

15. Center drill all holes.

16. Drill all holes as per drawing.

17. Ream all holes as per drawing.

18. Shape or mill 900 V.
3/16"
i/16" 19. File all burrs and polish.
9$"

20. Inspect as per drawing.

21. Harden and draw temper.

22. Surface grind top and bottom.
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Job No. 118
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 118 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 7 Pages

TRAMMEL POINTS

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This tool is practical as a beam compass or as dividers for drawing arcs or
circles. It can be used for inside and outside dimensions by substituting caliper legs
for divider points or a pencil can be inserted and used on the drawing board.

STOCK:

Point holders are brass.
Scriber and caliper points are drill rod.
Beam is cold rolled steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Wear eye protection.

2. Roll sleeves above elbows.

3. Grind negative rake on all tools for brass.

4. Never shift tools in lathe tool post while machines are operating.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.
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Job No. 118 Icb Sheet and Drawing No , 118 A2
Page 2

STOCK:

Brass

TOOLS:

Steel rule
Center drill
Center punch
23/64" Drill
10-32 NF Tap

item 1 - Leg

19/64" Drill
5/16" Reamer
Scriber
3/8" Reamer

Tap wrench
0. D. 17aliper
File and emery L. th
Hamrler
#9 Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

Secure 3/4" Dia. x 3-3/8" long brass, two required.

2. Place in lathe collet, fare both ends, observe total length of 3-5/16".

3. Center drill on end.

4. Drill 19/64" hole x 1" deep.

5. Ream 5/16" hole x 1" deer

6. Bevel end 1/4" x 450.

7. Place other end in collet.

8. Turn 5/8" ball and radius as per drawing.

9. Case 3/4" - 16 NF threads.

10. File and polish all over.

11. Lay out cross hole 3/8" and 10-32 NF hole.

12. Drill 23/64" hok. in leg.

13. Ream 3/8" hole.

14. Drill with #9 drill for 10-32 NF screw in leg.

,Thread hole with 10-32 NF tap.

over.



1.1.43 No. 118

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

36" Rule
Pile
Emery cloth

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 118 A2
Page 3

Item 2 - Beam

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 3/8" dia. x 28" long C. R. S.

2. Chuck in lathe collet and file round ends.

1. Polish 3/8" bar .

4. Machine 1/32" flat on entire length of beam.

5. Draw file and polish flat surface.
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Job No. 118

STOCK:

Brass

TOOLS:

_ ....._.

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 118 A3
Page 4

Item 3 - Binding Nut

Steel rule 3/4" - 16 NF tap
Center drill Tap wrench
1/2" Drill File
11/16" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Sect!Ae 1-1/4" dia. x 4" long, brass.

2. Chuck true in lathe chuck.

3. Face one end.

4. Center drill, support work with tail stock center.

S. Knurl outside diameter, medium knurl 3/4" lcng.

Drill 1/2" hole x 3/4" deep. (Pilot hole)

7. Drill with 11/16" drill 3/4" deep.

8. Tap 3/4" - 16 NF threads, support tap with tail center.

9. Cut off 2 pieces 1/4" long. Bevel edges with file.

10. Bevel edges of tapped holes with file or scraper .

11. Clean burrs out of threads with 3/4" - 16 NF tap.
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Job No. 118 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 118 A3
Page 5

Item 4 - Point Lock Screw

STOCK:

Brass

TOOLS:

1" Micrometer Hand die
Steel rule File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" dia. x 2" long, brass, two screws required.

2. Chuck true in lathe chuck.

3. Face one end.

4. Turn 3/16" dia. x 3/8" long.

5. File or turn 45° bevel on end of screw

6. Cut threads with hand die, 3/16" - 32 NF.

7. Knurl.

8. Cut-off knurled head 3/16" long, bevel edges with file.



Job No. 118 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 118 A3
Page 6

Item 5 - Divider Point

STOCK:

Drill Rod

TOOLS:

Steel rule
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/16" x 3" long drill rod, two required.

2. Machine or file taper to point 1" long.

3. Bevel opposite end with file.

4. Polish all over.

5. Harden and draw temper, 3/8" on point end.



Job No. 118 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 118 A3
Page 7

Item 5A - Caliper Point

STUCK:

Drill Rod

TOOLS:

Steel rule
File
Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/16" dia. 3" long, drill rod, two required.

2. Machine or file taper 1" long, round end.

3. Bevel opposite end with file.

4. Polish all over.

5. Bend taper end as per drawing.

6. Harden and draw temper, 3/8" on small end.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 119
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 119 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

FLY-CUTTING ADAPTOR

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The 0-cutting adaptor is used on a milling machine for rough and finished flat
surfaces. The inserted high speed steel tool bits make this an efficient cutting tool.

STOCK:

Machine steel 3-1/8" dia. x 4" long.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Stop machine before measuring job.

2. Don't wear loose clothing or ties.

3. See that all safety guards are on machines.

4. Wear eye protection.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.
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Job No. 119

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

Combination square set
Layout dye
Scriber
1" Micrometer
3" Outside caliper

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 119 Al
Page 2

Fly-Cutting Adaptor

Center punch Center drill

Hammer 10" Mill fil
13/64" Drill Tap wrench
1/4" - 20 NC Tap
3/8" Wide mill cutter

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 3-1/8" dia. x 4" long machine steel.

2. Chuck true in lathe chuck.

3. Fac_t end and center drill.

4. Face other end to 4" length and center drill.

5. Turn shank to 3/4" dia. x 2" long.

6. Turn shoulder 1-7/16" dia. x 1/4" long.

7. Turn large 3" dia. x 1-5/8" long.

8. Round all edges to a 1/16" radius.

9. File and polish all over.

10. Cover with layout dye, layout for 3/8" square tool bits and screw clearance
notches.

11. Place in mill dividing head, mill notches and 3/8" slots.

12. Layout for two 1/4" screw holes.

13. Drill two #7 screw holes.

14. Tap two 1/4" - 20 NC screw holes.

15. Inspect for sizes according to drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 120
Job Sh. t and Drawing No. 120 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 2 Pages

STANDARD LATHE MANDREL

TNTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The lathe mandrel is a very valuable tool in the machine shop; it is used to turn,
face and grind bushings, pulleys, collars and gear blanks true with the center hole.

STOCK:

Carbon tool steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Use special center drill for recessing both ends of mandrel.

2. liways keep center holes clean from chips and dirt.

3. Use tail stock center lubricant when turning.

4. Do not twist lathe tail stock center off due to lack c' lubrication.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 120

STOCK:

T. S.

TOOLS:

12" Steel rule
1" Micrometers
2" 1.3crometers
10" Mill file

Job Sheet and Drawing NO. 120 Al
Page 2

Standard Lathe Mandrel

Center drill (special)
3/4" End mill
Emery cloth
Brass head center
Loose emery and oil

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Saw off tool steel 1/8" larger in dia. aid length.

2. True work in lathe chuck, face and center drill.

3. If special center drill is not available, bore E recess in end.

4. Turn opposite end, face to length and center drill.

5. Turn outside diameter, elus .025" for grinding.

6. Turn both ends to C diameter aad B length.

7. Round both ends.

8. Place on mill index head, mill flat on ends at G.

9. Harden and draw temper.

10. Lap centers in line on lathe, with brass head center.

11. Grind to size as per drawing, note information on drawing.
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Job - 122
3-3/8" ANGLE PLATE

(Job sheets not included)
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Job - 123
3-3/4" x 5-3/4" SURFACE PLATE

(Job sheets not included)
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Job - 124
8" x 10" SURFACE PLATE
(Job sheets not inctuded)
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VT 00Q 703
School Bus Driving, Learner's Manual.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - Mar66
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 87p.

*TEXTBOOKS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, BLS DRIVERS, *DRIVER
EDUCATION, *STUDENT TRANSPORTATION, MOTOR VEHicLES, ADULT VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION,

This learner's manual is for student use in an adult extension
course. It was developed by a committee of transportation
specialists and instructors for use in Ohio. The unit on pre-driving
fundamentals includes discussion on essential qualities for a
successful bus driver, relationships with parents and pupils, and
state regulations. The unit on driving fundamentals has procedure
sheets which present introductory information, tools and equipment,
steps and key points of stc.h procedures as starting engine,
shifting gears, emergency evacuatiJn, and daily bus inspection.
re material is to be used by individual students under teacher

supervision. The teacher should be a qualified school bus driver
and students should be employed as school bus drivers. Supplementary
materials include (1) medical examination forms, (2) a bus time
schedule, (3) a job application form, (4) a driver's monthly
report. (5). a vehicle accident report form, (6) a discipline report
form (7) information sheets relative to adverse driving conditions,
and (8) an examination on Ohio rules and regulations for safe pupil
transportation. This document is available for $2.00 from Ohio Trade
and Industrial Education Service, Instructional Materials
Laboratory, The Ohio State University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio 43210. (EM)
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The State Department; of Education has been instrumental in providing training in skilled
and technical occupations to the citizens of Ohio since 1918, through the Trade and Indus-
trial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrial education enables individuals, both male and female, to
prepare for initial employment in a trade, technical or service occupation. In addition,
it enables employed workers to upgrade themselves and advance in their chosen occupa-
tions, and retrains those who are temporarily unemployed.

In the adult category, special emphasis is placed on training for public service personnel,
such as fire fighters, rescue and emergency personnel, school bus drivers, custodians,
hospital housekeepers, electric linemen and law enforcement officers. The purpose of
this training is to upgrade the services rendered to the citizens of a community by improv-
ing and providing additional skills and /or knowledge, thereby resulting in more efficient
and effective services.

In the United States an estimated 13,500,000 pupils are being transported. inapproxemately
187,000 vehicles to approximately 45,000 schools. Of these vehicles, 141,000 are buses,
the balance are cars, station wagons and other vehicles . Approximately one third of all
pupils now attending public elementary and secondary schools are being transported at a
yearly public expense of more than $500 million or $37.00 per pupil.

Transporting Ohio's boys and girls to the public schools has emerged as an integral part
of the states total educational program. In Ohio 40 percent of the state's total school en-
rollment is transported to school. Bach school day, 8,458 buses with an average of 87
pupils per bus are on the highways, the highways have also grown more crowded and more
school buses have more miles to cover with more stops to make. In spite of the fact that
student injuries have declined during the past five years, every effort should be made t',
prevent& reversal in this trend. A sound school bus driver training program is necessary
to maintain Ohio's position as one of the nation's recognized leaders in school bus safety.

It is the desire of the Trade and Industrial Education Services, that this manual will aid
the school bus driver in realizing his responsibilities and better fulfilling his job of trans-
porting boys and girls safely to school. It is a resource reference to he used in conjunc-
tion with the organized School Bus Driver In-service Training Program, provided through
the cooperation of the Vocational Trade and Industrial Education Services, State Depart -
ment of Education; The Ohio State University; and the public schools of Ohio.

iii

E . E . Holt, Superintendent of
Public Instruction

byrl R . Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education



The School Bus Driver Training Program was eveloped by the Trade and Industrial
Education Services, Division of Vocation& Education, to meet an evident need. In the
past, little has been done to teach the proper skills, safety practices and knowledge
necessary for an individual to become a competent driver.

The school bus driver must be better informed and must further develop his abilities
if he is to reach maximum competence as a driver . Drivers responsibilities are ever
increasing because of school reorganizations, new trends in school transportation, lar-
ger buses, and larger number pupils being transported. The bus driver's guiding prin-
ciples must be based on safety and economy. He must develop the sills and knowledge
necessary for the safe operation of his vehicle and the ability to deal with children and
parents. The economy of the transportation program is directly related to the manner
in which each individual driver cares for and handles his assigned vehicle.

This School Bus Driving manual has been designed to give drivers a better understand-
ing of the many responsibilities involved in providing safe and economical pupil trans-
potation services . It brings together; inanorganizedprogram, many ideas, practices,
and suggestions, which are being used in other parts of the country. Numerous state
manuals, conference reports, and professional literature, were reviewed for ideas and
discussions were held with many experienced people in the field of pupil transportatio...

In former years driver training resorted to the trial and error method of learning with
few, if any, standardized procedures. This type of learning is dangerous particularly
where human lives are involved. The driver was handed a set of keys to a vehicle and
told to pick up students 'n a certain area and be back to the school at a specified time,
in most cases, he had no previous bus driving experience or training.

Fortunately, these former practices are not as prevalent as they once were. The re-
cent emphasis beingdirected at thepupil transportationprograms has brought anaware-
ness to the public of the need for training drivers who are to accept the responsibility
of transporting boys and girls to school.

The bent of this manual is to provide the necessary instructional material, which will
serve ca. an up-to-date source of driver information and proper procedures necessary
for driving a school bus.

iv

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Services -
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UNIT I

PRE -P' VING FUNDAMENTALS

INTRODUCTION

The first laws governing the transportation of children tcr school in the United States
were legalized in the year 1869. The city of Quincy, Massachusetts provided the first
transportation facilities for students in 1874.

Ohio's pupil transportation program
Kingsville was initiated in Ashtabula County in 1892,
Township witha proposal to consolidate some of the

school distric;..:, Kingsville Township,
Ashtabula CoL my, and other small dis -
tricts in the area decided to transport their
students to a villages _tool rather than
build a new school building.

In order to legalize this procedure a bill was introduced into the General Assembly
of Ohio, and it became a law April 17, 1894. The first state-wide law providing for pupil
transportation was passed in the General Assembly April 5, 1898.

Ohio's pupil transportation program, in existence over seventy years, has under -
gone many significant changes. The first type of vehicle to be used was horse drawnand,
in some cases, the Board owned the wagon and hired a driver with a team. The most com-
mon practice was to contract with an individual for the service of a driver, conveyance,
and team of horses.

i ;
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

From these early horse-drawn vehicles to our modern automatic transmission
power-assisted buses, there has been a constant increase in the number of students being
transported to school for their education. The most rapid growth, however, came with
development of the automobile and the building of hard-surfaced roads. At the present
time in the State of Ohio, reorganization of school listricts, people moving to the out-
lying suburbs, mechanization in farming, the manufacture of larger buses, and the
building of better roads have all expanded the transportation area of school districts.

With the increased square miles of area to be covered by larger buses, responsi-
bilities of the school and particularly the school bus driver have grown tremendously.
Some interesting growth patterns can be revealed by comparing the school year 1941-42
with the school year 1961-62.

Schcol Year School Year Percent of
1941-42 1961-62 Increase

No of buses 6,800 8,908 31
No. of pupils transported :,90,000 795,411 174.3
State cost of transportation $6,998,150 $23,309,583 233 1

Tnt growth of the total transportation program has brought about many changes in
the stet, county, and local school educational programs. Bus service can no longer be
classified as an auxiliary service but has become an integral part of the total school
program. The number of piople involved and the amount of money expended greatly
increases the demand for better trained supervisory personnel and trained school bus
drivers. Throughout the years of pupil transportation four general objectives have
emerged ,in the organization and administration of pupil transportation, these are:

1. kat2
2. Economy

3. Adequacy
4. Efficiency

ESSENTIAL QUALITIES FOR A SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

The driver of a school bus transporting boys and girls to school should know the
qualifications which are essential for him to fulfill his job safely and efficiently. The

2



PRE-DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

driver should take a personal inventory of his own qualities in relation to those outlined
in this chapter. It is not expected that every driver will measure up te all of the qualifi-
cations, but each driver should be aware of his limitations in terms of these qualities.
He should determine and observe the necessary safety precautions which he must take
to compensate for any deficiencies .

DESIRABLE PHYSICAL QUALI run

Vision

The driver's reactions are primarily dependent upon his vision. Unless the eyes
give the true picture of a situation, they are likely to be the cause of accidents. The
following functions of the eye affect a person's ability to operate a motor vehicle safely.

Clearness of Vision

It is extremely important that the driver see clearly, quickly, and comprehensively.
A school bus driver must have his vision checked thoroughi; by a licensed examiner,
annually, since many persons actually do not know their sight is defective. Eyes
should be checked frequently 'Jr as the need dictates because they tend to weaken with
age or excessive strain. Most visual defects can be corrected. A person should not
be permitted to drive a school bus until such defects have been corrected.

Field of Vision

The distance to the left and to the right that a person can see when looking straight
ahead is known as field of vision. A normal fiellof vision is between 170° and 190°.
A person with less than 1400 is said to have tunnel vision.

Color Blindness

Color blindness involves the inability to distinguish different colors . A driver must
be able to distinguish colors in the following situations:

Traffic lights (green, amber and red)
Stoplights and directional signals (red, amber and white)
Truck and bus lights (red, amber and green)
Traffic signs (red, yellow and white)

3



SCHOOL BUS DRWING

Depth Perception

The ability to judge the size, shape, distance, and rate of motirn of an object is
known as depth perception. Judgment of depth and distance is required in important
situations sucn as:

Overtaking and passing another vehicle
Turning in traffic
Parking in restricted spaces
Judging relative sizes and distances of objects and spaces ahead

Night Vision

The effects of darkness and glare on an individual's eyes determine the Lbility to
drive safely at night. Three qualities necessary for good night vision al -e:

Dark adaptation - the ability of a person to see well after his eyes
hstve adapted to darkness

Glare recovery - the ability of a person's eyes 'o readjust normally
after passing glaring lights

Glare resistance - a measure of a driver's ability to see when
facing the glare of lights trom an approaching vehicle

Hearing

A school bus driver should have at least normal hearing to enable him to hear warn-
ing bells, signals, mechanical trouble, and other sounds related to traffic or safety in
driving.

Muscular Stability and Strength

The school bus driver should be of sufficient size and have sufficient strength to
handle the bus confidently and safely. The driver should have muscular stability to
insure complete control of the vehicle at all times and to insure coordination of his
movements.

Reaction Time

The reaction time is the length of time it takes a driver to recognize a hazard,
determine evasive action, and perform the necessary action.

4
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PRE-DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

A school bus driver is required to pass a physical examination when obtaining a bus
operators license and before the beginning of the fall term cif each school year. Refer to
Appendix A, page 55 , fora copy of the Medical Examination Report for school bus drivers.
Refer to Appendix S, page 57 , fora copy of the Physicians School Bus Driver Disqualifica-
tion Sheet.

MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL QUALITIES

A school bus is no safer than its driver. A person may meet all the physical re-
quirements but still be a poor risk as a driver. Is order to be a safe driver, it is
necessary to possess certain personality traits and mental attitudes .

Self Control

A good giver realizes that fits of temper can easily influence his driving and that
good driving and a bad temper are rarely, if ever, good companions. The driver who
cannot control his temper cannot be trusted with the lives of innocent passengers ,

Foresight
I

The good driver develops the mental habit of seeing and thinking ahead. He stays
constantly on the alert and sizes up each event that unfolds before him. He compensates
for anything that might spell trou'ie and does not allow the actions of other drivers and
pedestrians to involve him in an accident. The school bus driver's responsibility to the
students prohibits him from taking any risks which would jeopardize their safety.

Attention

The good driver realizes that if he allows distractions to pull his eyes away from the
road ahead, he decreases his margin of safety. If a warranted distraction occurs within
his vehicle, such as undue noise on the part of passengers, he pulls to the side of the road
and stops before attempting to focus his attention on the incident. The driver's center of
attention should be the place of greatest potential danger - the road ahead.

Judgment

Good judgment is more the result of a background of proper habits than inborn talents.
The driver who is willing to listen to others, to learn from his own experiences, and to
correct his errors, soon becomes a driver with good judgment.

Power Control

Basic to the development of a good driver is the realization of the potentials of the
power at his command. The good driver, instead of letting this sense of power "go to

5



SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

his head," learns that it is necessary for him to accept the responsibility of controlling
this power.

CHARACTER TRAITS AND HABITS

It must be remembered that the school bus driver sets an example for the pupils
he has on his bus, just as the teacher does in the classroom. It is necessary that a driv-
er be above reproach in his personal habits and character. The school bus driver should:

1. Refrain from using profane or indecent language
2. Be clean, neat, and suitably attired
3. Have a good moral character and good reputation
4. Refrain from smoking while driving a school bus carrying children

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR SCHOU BUS TRANSPORTATION

School transportation is a cooperative program in which certain duties are assigned
to different agencies. Each agency must recognize its relationship to the total program
and perform its respective duties if the transportation 9e, vice is to reach maximum
efficiency, safety and economy.

The school bus driver is the key person in carrying out the policies and regulations
of school transportation. A training program for school bus drivers should give recog-
nition to the bus driver and should show realistically how his work affects the operation
of the school system. It should develop the implications of a daily routine, deepen the
bus drivers understanding, interest, and pride in his work . The training should increase
his efficiency and sharpen his desire to refine his skills and competence.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

St ate Board of Educationl

ILocal Board of Education I

School Administrator

STATE RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Adopt specifications and regulations for the use of buse*s.

2. Require certain reports from each district to facilitate the effective and eco-
nomical transportation of pupils.

6



PRE-DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

3. Have vehicles inspected and approved. (In cooperation with State Highway
Patrol's yearly inspection of school buses.)

4. Allocate sta aid for approved legal school transportation.

5. Provide information and service materials pertaining to pupil transportation.

6. Provide consultant services to the school districts through the Transportation
Section and training through the Vocational Trade and Industrial Education
Service within the State Deparbnent of Education.

LOCAL SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITIES

Board of Education

1. Provide the necessary policies and regulations for the bus transportation
program.

2. Budget local and state monies necessary for the operation of a safe, economi-
cal, and efficient transportation program.

3. Appoint an individual to be directly responsible for the pupil transportation
Program.

4. Local schools, under cAinty jurisdiction, sitould cooperate with the county
board cf education for the general improvement of the transportation program.

5. Provide safe buses which meet approved standards.

6. Provide adequate insurance coverage.

Local Supervisor of Transportation

1. Determine transportation needs of the district within the framework of the
board of education policy.

2. Plan routes and schedules which will render adequate and efficient service.
(See Appendix C, p. 59 )

3. Prepare rules and regulations for the safety of pupil passengers.

4. Prepare necessary records and reports whidi the drivers are required to
submit.

5. Keep a record of pupils transported.

6. Determine the total cost of the transportation program.

7



SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

Prepare and submit pupil transportation reports as required by his administra-
tor and by the State Department of Education.

8. Recommend qualified drivers for employment. (See Appendix D, p. 61)

9. Provide a training program for drivers.

10. Check each bus for safe and sanitary conditions periodically.

11. Develop and put into effect a regular and systematic maintenance program for
the buses.

12. Make decisions affecting the safer/ of pupils during inclement weather.

The Bus Driver

1. Maintain discipline and report violations to the proper authority.

2. Must know the laws and regulations for vehko_s transporting passengers and
specifically the "Ohio Rules and Regulations for Safe Pupil Transportation."

3. Give time to self-improvement by attending training sessions, institutes, and
other school functions.

4. Be responsible for accurate records and reports and submit all reports at the
specified time. (See Appendix B, p. 63 )

5. Report to the appropriate authority, all bus accidents regardless of how small
they may seem. The State Highway Patrol maintains records on bus accidents
for statistical reasons. (See Appendix F, p. 65 )

6. Responsible for the safe operating condition and cleanliness of the bus. Driver
must make necessary inspections and report any necessary maintenance prob-
lems to the proper authority.

7. Should maintain routes and schedules as planned by the transportation
supervisor.

8. Report any hazardous conditions exists:ig on the route to transportation
supervisor.

8
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BUS DRIVER'S RELATIONSHIPS WITH PARENTS AND PUPILS

The transporting of pupils to and from school is a more I. portant part of the total
school program than many people realize. In many instances it may be the only means of
interpreting the schools to the public. Parents hear pupils relate their experiences on
the school bus and many adults observe the conduct of pupils on the bus as it travels
along its route. From these observations many parents are influenced in their evaluation
of the entire school program. ;os--

THE DRIVER AND PARENTS

The parents of the pupil passengers on each bus
expect a safe trip to and from school each day. It is
the Job of the driver to establish in the minds of the
parents a feeling of security in the transportation at
their children. This feeling of security can be ex.
tablished and maintained through proper safe driving
procedures and pupil cooperation on the bus.- En-
deavor to know the parents and commend their
children on good bus behavior. The driver is a pub-
lic relations agent for the school and in performhg
his Job must be polite and never lose his temper in dealings with parents . Do not attempt
to handle pupil problems With a parent through the door of the bus, but make arrange-
ments to visit, call by phone, or refer the parent eo person in charge of the transporta-
tion program for a conference.

THE DRIVER AND PUPIL PASSENGERS

The driver is an employee of an educational institution whose Job is training the
minds of children. The driver can be classed as a "teacher of wheels." Children get

their first educational contact of the day
On the bus ride to school and the last con-
tact on the ride home f-f 'Tit school. The
impressions they , lie driver and
the atmosphere and attitudes on the bus
have an effect on the child in the class-

te room. The driver, too frequently, ex-u.41
pects his passengers to be finished pro-
ducts with adult attitudes.

The bus driver should have a sym-
pathetic understanding of the problems,
moods, and individual differences of
pupils. The driver should try, in the
beginning days of school, to memorize

the names of each of his passengers and a simple "hi" or "good morning;" stated with a

9
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smile, goes a long way in getting cooperation from pupils. All people like to bs recog-
nized, this is a basic law of human relations. A greeting getting on or off the bus or
"nice game last night, Joe" or I enjoyed your part in the class play" are methods of
supplying this recognition.

The bus driver can conduct a self-analysis on himself to see if his personal problems
are reflecting this mood, attitude, or judgment in dealing with children. The day-to-day
experiences with youngsters can be pleasant.

SCHOOL BUS DISCIPLINE

Proper school bus discipline is the good conduct necessary for safe school bus oper-
ation for the wag ..ng of all who ride. Discipline is not a method of gaining this condi-
tion but is the condition itself, that is, good order. Excels for ordinary conversation,
classroom conduct is required on buses. Good pupil dizcipline grows largely from the
confidence and respect, especially the latter, which the driver earns from his passen-

gers. Fairness and firmness in governing the pupils helps to establish control. Fa-
miliarity with the requirements strengthens the driver's confidence and setting a good.
example strengthens his reputation, while consistency and impartiality heighten his in-
fluence. A basic knowledge of child behavior increases his skill in controlling pupils.

Responsibility for pupil discipline on the bus rests directly on the driver. The
driver must have authority to enforce the board of education policies and regulations.
The manner in which the driver uses this authority is a measure of his success disci-
pline-wise. A primary index of his acceptasce of this responsibility is that he learns to
solve and handle his own disciplinary problems. When the supervisor of transportation
is habitually summoned, the driver quickly loses the respect of his pupils and surrenders
hi- control of discipline.

of education must adopt policies and regulations pertaining to discipline'
on school buses and this in turn becomes the source of the driver's authority. These
regulations must clearly state the behavior necessary to maintain good conduct. Disci-
pline is not achieved by a magic formula but is a result of constant and consistent
application of a common sense effort. (See Appendix 0, p. 67)

Some guiding, principles for the driver which will assist him in maintaining good
discipline are:

I. The driver must have respect for his responsibilities and identify himself as
a staff member of the school system.

2. Know the policies and regulations relating to his duties.

3. Conscientiously obey rules governing drivers, because setting a good example
will demand respect.

4. Respect your pupils and teach them to respect you.
5. A sense oi humor is essential.
6. Delay punishment when angered and upset.

. 7. Listen and observe carefully for trouble making situations.

10
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8. Prevention forestalls real trouble. When conditions causing trouble are
found, correct them immediately.

9. Explain to the pupils at beginning of school term the rules which govern
them.

10. Let students know obedience is expected. Correct in positive terms, such
as, "Do this" or "Stop that."

11. Take a personal interest in each pupil.
12. Assigning seats aids control and in cases of vandalism aids in the investi-

gation.
13. A problem child on the bus may be a problem in the classroom; a talk to

teacher or principal might help.
14. Accept each child as he is and try to help him to greater things.
15. Give authorized punishment where it is merited. In most cases, a warning

is sufficient but don't threaten unless prepared to carry out the threat.

Riding a school bus is a privilege. Those who, in using this privilege, do not
respect the driver or the rights of others forfeit their own claim to it until they learn
and practice such respect.

When the pupils realize the driver is working for their well- being, they will become
the driver's best allies in keeping good order. They must first be aware of this through
the driver's own conduct and leadership.

STATE REGULATIONS FOR SCHOOL BUSES

"Ohio Pupil Transportation Rules and Regulations, " adopted by the State Department
of Education by and with the advice and consent of the Director of Highway Safety, shall
apply to all buses operated under contracts with boards of education and to all board
owned buses. No person shall operate a school bus in the State of Ohio in violation of
the regulations of the State Department of Education.

OHIO PUPIL TRANSPORTATION RULES AND REGULATIONS

Safety in Operation

1. Operators of school buses shall at all times operate such vehicles in a safe,
prudent and careful manlier. (See Appendix H, p. 69)

2. Have due regard for the traffic and use of highway by others.

Speed

1. No school bus shall be operated on the highways at a speed in excess of the
Rafe and legal speed for the driving conditions prevailing.

2. Legal speed limit for school buses is 50 m.p.h. (Sec. 4511.21, Motor
Vehicle Laws of Ohio.)

11
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Turnarounds on Curve or Crest of Grade

No school bus shall be stopped, or shall be turned so as to proceed in the opposite
direction (turn around), upon any curve or upon the approach to or near the crest
of a grade, where such vehicle cannot be seen by an approaching driver for a dis-
tance of 500 feet.

Railroad Crossings

1. Flasher lights shall be operated when stopping at crossings, and turned off
before proceeding across tracks.

2. Bus must come to a stop at all crossings with or without passengers.

Allow Others to Paig

1. Be considerate of other motorists when a long line of traffic" develops behind
bus.

2. Pull off to the side of roadway.

3. Turn off flashers.

4. Signal motorists to go around.

LuNa.

A school bus shall not be parked on the highway right-of-way when not in use.

M1 il3 Betweentween Vehicles,

1. Bus shall remain at least 100 ft. from the preceeding vehicle when on school
grounds.

2. Bus shall maintain at least a 400 ft. assured clear dist- ace from the vehicle
in front of it at normal highway speeds.

12
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Divided Highway (Physical barrier separating lanes in each direction.)

1. Children shall be received and discharged on their home side.

2. Traffic moving in same direction as the bus shall stop when the signals for
a stop.

3. Traffic moving in the opposite direction may move without stopping.

School Grounds

I. Bus shall not be driven backward on the school ground where children are
being loaded or unloaded.

2. Bus shall not leave parking formation to pass other buses while loading or
unloading.

Entrance Door

I. Driver shall be sole operator of the entrance door.

2. Check traffic in both directions before door is opened.

3. Door shall remain open until pupils crossing in front of bus have reached
residence side.

4. Doors shall be kept closed while the bus is in motion.

Driver Leaving Bus

I. Stop the engine.

2. Remove the ignition key.

3. Set the emergency brake.

4. Shift transmission into reverse or low gear.

Fueling the Bus

Driver shall not permit the gasoline tank to be filled while students are on the bus
or while the engine is running.

13
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TRAFFIC SIGNS AND THEIR MEANING

Regulatory Signs

The OCTAGON -SHAND
sign is need esti fin the
atop sign, wItkii seem yin
must 00011* 10 a fell step,
and make sure the was is
clew before proceeding.

Warning Signs

Ike CROSSIIICK sign is used only to nark
highway-n*4mi aossiogs. II moat re-
duce the speed of your vekido, look and
listen before alining the flecks.

NO
RIGHT
TURN

11
Ike IKTANOINAII.SMAND
sign informs yea of certain
lens and regelalions for Ilis
purpose of Wel and goo..
violence. luck signs skew
speed Nein, nov1111486 es-
terase toning nevonnas
and poising, keeping to the
right. Peale& *Alai an
Ike left, eft.

Ike ROUND-SNAPID sign conies only
ion message: it coition driven of a
reikeed crossing kin °heed.

Guide and Informational Signs

Signs erected along the highway to inform
motorist of route being traveled, and route
junctions, and of direction and distance.

14

Ike TRIANSIIIARfilAfIll
sign mesas Met roe mint
yield Ike rigld-of-vray to
traffic ea the bleary/ you
%de crossing or ontering.

Ike DIAIAOMSNAPTO sign al-
ways castles e warning of sew
knead or enasuel condition %end
en there'd Ghost,. II calls for caw
Nest and smelly for reduced spend.
SomeNines Of 11101d11141111 advisory
vent Is skews on moanr sign
displayed hest bolos.
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UNUSUAL ROAD AND WEATHER CONDITIONS

(Detailed Procedure, (Appendix I, p. 71)

Bad roads and the weather present the driver with some additional hazards. The
good driver must realize the problems involved and take the necessary precautionary
measures to cope with the hazards.

Driving in Rain

The driver must:

1. Be prepared with good wiper blades that are operating efficiently.

2. fikay_dora as visibility is reduced and braking distance extended.

3. B ke with pumping action to avoid skidding.

4. Give signals in advance of usual time.

5. Watch for wet leaves and mud as these create added hazards.

6. Try to keep fog from windshield and windows.

7. Turn on lights if visibility is reduced drastically.

Controlling Skids

The driver must:

1. Slow down by releasing pressure on accelerator.

2. Remain calm!

3. Not jam on brakes.

4. Turn front wheels in same direction that rear of bus is skidding.

5. Reverse steering as bus comes under control.

6. Accelerate slightly to regain traction on rear wheels.

Running Off Roadw Berm

The driver must:

1. Slow down by releasing pressure on accelerator.

15
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2. Drive along berm of .0.13ad until bus in under control.

3. Turn abruptly back onto roadway.

4. Keep a firm grip on the steering wheel.

S. Reverse steer to line up bus in proper lane of roadway.

Driving in Fog

The driver must:

1. Slow down and if fog is too dense, get bus off road.

2. Turn on low beam lights for added visibility.

3. Sound horn at dangerous intersections, hills, and curves.

Driving on Rough and Muddy Roads .

The driver must:

1. Slow down.
UliD OMMOIMM

2. Shift to lower gear for added traction.

3. Avoid quick acceleration.

4. Avoid sudden change of direction to prevent skidding.

S. Keep bus moving steadily without riding clutch.

6. Change bus route if conditions warrant.

Driving on Snow and Ice

The driver must:

1. Remove all ice and fog from windows.

2. Make starts slowly to prevent skidding.

3. Slow down.

4. Brake steadily and with a pumping motion to prevent locking wheels.

16
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5. Keep clutch engaged as long as possible to use engine's braking force.

6. Allow more distance for stopping.

7. Give signals in advance of usual time.

NOTES
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OVERTAKING AND PASSING

(Detailed. Procedure, Appendix J, p. 75)

Although overtaking and passing other vehicles is not performed too often, it still
must be considered as an important function for the skillful driver.

The driver must:

1. Have a minimum of 500 feet (15 bus lengths) assured clear distance ahead.

2. Check traffic front and rear.

3. Turn on left tarn indicator to warn traffic following.

4. Sound horn to warn overtaking vehicle.

S. Pass with assured clear distance of vehicle ahead.

6. Tura on right Win indicator when clear of vehicle passed, and return into
proper lane.
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DEVELOPMENT AND TRANSMISSION OF POWER

The fundamental ideas underlying the development and transmission of power should
be reviewed. The driver should know that the engine under the hood, is known as an in-
ternal combustion engine because it produces power by burning mixture of gasoline and
air inside a cylinder. The driver should also know that the power is produced when the
fuel-air mixture burns and the hot gases which are formed expand rapidly, forcing the
piston downward, which turns a crankshaft. The turning of the crankshaft transmits the
power from the engine to the rear wheels which sets the bus in motion. Drivers .could
be encouraged to do some outside reading about the various systems of the gasoline en-
gine such as cooling, lubrication, fuel and ignition systems.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

To assist the bus driver in diagnosing bus trouble, it is recommended that each bus
carry a check list which briefly describes the things to look for and action to be taken when
the driver feels, smells, hears, ur sees anything unusual in the operation of his bus.

TROUBLE

SHOOTING:
Lot Your Somas Help You

Mobs for Trouble
Win* Wm Pasta* Cams

Sharp knock when picking up speed.

Light knock when engine is running
idleknock coming regularly at end of each
connecting-rod stok.

Distributor not set properly for grade of fuel used.

Loose wristpin.

Dull regular knock in engine in time
with crankshaft speed. .

Loose connecting-rod bearings"

Da, heavy pound in time with Worn or burned out main bearings.'
crankshaft speed. Clutch disc not running true.

Light clicking or tapping noise.

TAtermittent squeal zr squeak.

Continuous squeal and 04uesk.

Valve tappets out of adjustment.

Loose fan or accessory belt.

Lack of lubrication in generator, water pump,
distributor, or other parts.*

Loud exhaust noise. Muffler or exhaust pipe broken.

Engine backfiring.

*VeMcie should not be driven until exemineri
or repaired by competent meehonic.

Spark-plug porcelain cracked or broken.
Sticky :ave.
Crossed spark-plug wires.
Lean mixture.
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Popping, spitting, and spark lack. Too-close valve adjustment.
Exhaust valve head too thin, causing hot sections.
Excessive carbon in engine.
Weak valve springs.
Hot spot in cylinder bead, usually caused by

water passages.
V not seated properly.
Valve timing early.
Poor fuel.

Running engine misses. Cracked, short-circuited, or fouled spark plugs.
Distributor points out of adjusbnent
Rotor contact corroded.
Battery terminals loose or corroded.
High-tendon cable grounded, or loose connection.
Loose and abort - circuited wiring connection to
coil and distributor.

Steaming and hissing.

Steady hum.

Insufficient water in radiator.

Lack of oil in transmission or axles.
on is units too heavy or too light
Differential gears worn or not adjusted properly.

Dull thud timed with running speed of bus. Stone wedged between dual rear tires.
Broken gear tooth in axle.

Wailes Nein heals Was
Engine overheats. Late timing.

Water pump not working.
Lack of oil.
Mr cleaner dogged.
Radiator too heavily covered.
tiver-supply of anti-freeze.
rugged or restricted cooling system.
L lose or missing fan belt.

Engine will speed up but vehicle will not. Clutch slipping.

Engine stalls when roaming idle.

Distinct revolutionary click when turning
COMM

:.old engine. The reaction will be the same with a
lean mixture.
Retarded spark.
Carburetor throttle lever set too low.
Spark-plug gaps too large.

Loose wheel.

Fee fir Trouble

wank" Medea hullo toms
Excessive vibration in engine. -Ise engine mounting support.

Several cylinders not firing properly.

Lack of power. Loss of compression, valves not seating.
Late spark, causing sluggisbn....4 and overheating.
Plugged muffler.
Incorrect valve 'lining.
Hand-brake applied.
Air leaks at intake manifold.
Slipping clutch.
Dragging brakes.
Low or poor compression.
Fuel pump not functioning properly.
Air cleaner restricted
Cylinders scored or worn excessively.
Weak or broken valve springs.
Valves sticking in guides.
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Hard shifting in cold weather. Oil too heavy in transmission.

Jerky motion in slow speeds or when
stoPPing

Engine needs tuning, or drive line needs !Art-
cation.

Vehicle swerves when stopping. Oil or water on brake lining.

Hard steering. Tires underinflated.
Excessive friction in tie-rod or drag-link Mob
Abnormal friction in steering-gear assembly.

Low-speed shimmy. Tires underinflated-
Too much or too little caster.
Loose steering lcnuclde bearings.
Loose front-wlml bearings.
Loose or worn steering mechanism.
Eccentric wheels.
FrOnt - hanger loose on frame.
Unequal fa ont-ul camber.
Weak or sagged front springs.
Drag-link out of line.
Front brake drums out of round (shimmy only on
application of brake).

W. Medals Fusible Conn
High-speed shimmy. Front wheels wobble.

Front wheels out of balance.
Ruptured or weak spot in tire, resulting in distor-
tion due to centrifugal force.
Dragging front-wheel brakes.

Steering wander. Tires underinflated.
Zero or reverse caster.
Excessive error in toe-in.
Axle shifted in springs.
Tight steering assembly or gear.
Loose wheels.

Wag for Trouble

MMus illissrvethes Fatale Cases
Sudden drop in oil pressure. Insufficient oil.*

Engine overheated, causing thinning of oil.

Excessive oil consumption. Piston rings broken, worn, or stuck.
Piston ring slots clogged with carbon.
Cylinder bore out of round or having excessive
taper.
Cylinder bore scored or badly worn.
Improper grade and viscosity of oil.
Oil level too high.
Oil leaks at gailcets and seals.

Low oil pressure. Improper grade and viscosity of oil.
Oil pump screen clogged.
Excessive bearing clearance.
Oil pump worn excessively.

No oil pressure. Not enough oil in engine.'
Oil too heavy to go through screen on pump.'
Ice formed on sr--en in oil pump.'

Black smoke coming from exhaust pipe. Excessive carbon in engine, or too rich a mixture

Blue smoke coming from exhaust pipe.

'VOW. Avoid not be *inn tr til ezeadeed
or revolted by e competent oecesek.

Too much oil in crankcase, or excessive piston-ring
wear.
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Smoke coming from under hood. May be a short in the wiring, or a loose fan belt.

Scuffed tires. Wrong pitch or toe-in.
Bent or twitted axle.

Spotty wear of tires. Underinflated tires.
Dragging brake drums.
Eccentric or unbalanced tires or wheels.

Swellles Tres*

Warship 04sre aoli@ Goss
Odor of gasoline Leaky lines or carburetor.

Odor of burning rubber. Short circuit in wiring.'
Wiring fallen on manifold.'
Clutch slipping.'

Odor of burning ed. Overheated entine.
Dry bearings for example, on the fan')

Odor of burning rags. Handbrake applied; brake shoes improperly
adjusted.

*YAW. sksvki NI b. *Iwo will *MAW isprodwal am. Ow wafer/ of VAIN Mow Compaq.
w molted by ample., mostels.

NOTES
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UNIT II

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

INTRODUCTION

The school bus driver has entrusted to him the lives and safety of A human cargo
that cannot be measured in terms of dollars and cents. The purpose of this unit on Dri-
ving Fundamentals is to teach the driver the basic skills necessary for him to transport
this valuable cargo safely and efficiently.

The individual driver must not only learn these basic driving skills, but he must
practice each correctly in order to become proficient. In this manner, each basic pro-
cedure will become a habit to the driver and contribute to the safe operation of the bus.
Experienced drivers who have not had the benefit of organized instruction must be made
aware of their faults, and each must make a concerted effort to correct any such poor
driving practices.

Ohio's 615 bus accidents in 1961-62, of which 53% were caused by the driver, can
be traced in a large part to the absence of organized instruction for the driver . Some
accidents involving school buses can be traced to the poor mechanical condition of the
bus . This unit will develop a routine method of giving the bus a daily inspection before
it is put into operation. The daily inspection gill provide the students with a safer ve-
hicle and also uncover small maintenance problems before they become major.

This unit on Driving Fundamentals will also outline procedures to follow in case
of an emergency such as a fire, mechanical breakdown, or an accident. The driver
must know how to ca-7e for his passengers, his vehicle, and other traffic during such
emergencies .

The instructions which follow have been developed to assist the driver in correctly
performing the task of driving a school bus. Each training procedure in this unit is
based on sound driving practices and, if properly learned and adhered to, should result
in improving the performance of the bus driver.
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DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

Training Procedure No 1

STARTING ENGINE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The procedure used in starting a bus engine must become a matter of routine. It
must incorporate principles of safety, and be performed in keeping with good engine
starting practices.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved school bus

srzps

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Set band brake

Depress clutch pedal

Shift gear lever into neutral

Turn on ignition key

Engage starter switch

4.
4.
.
4

4.
..
4.
..

.
4

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Release clutch pedal

4.

25

KEY POINTS

To insure safety

To disengage engine

To release added strain on starter
Checking position by moving lever

from side to side

To close electric circuits

With clutch depressed
By depressing foot switch or
By twisting key switch or
By pushing starter button
Releasing pressure when engine

starts to run
Use hand choke if necessary
Use foot accelerator sparingly

6, Slowly
Allowing transmission gears to start

rotating
Permitting engine warm-up at fast idle
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Training Procedure No. 2

SHIFTING GEARS

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Gear hitting is a phase of bus driving which requires skill and practice. The
dri r must Iearr the best range of acceleration to use in changing gears upward
ana downward. Shifting the gears must be accomplished with the eyes on the road
ahead. Syncro-mesh transmissions have alleviated most of the gear clashing but
a good driver must know how to properly shift gears. Most buses have four or
five speed transmissions.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

I.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

One state rpproved school bus
An adequate practice area

.

.

.

.

.
.

:
.
:

:
.
..

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Depress clutch pedal

Shift gear lever into starting
Sear

Release clutch

Release hand brake lever

Depress accelerator

Release clutch

Depress clutch pedal

Depress accelerator

To disengage transmission

Using either first or second gear
depending on terrain and transmission

To increase power

Gradually to friction point
Holding at friction point

Pulling hand brake slightly back to
release pressure

Slightly
To increase power
To prevent stalling

Slowly and gradually
Remainder of pedal travel
Removing foot from clutch pedal

To disengage engine from transmission
Preparing to shift to higher gear range

Slightly
To increase R.P.M. of engine
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Shift to intermediate gear

(second or third gear range)

Release clutch

Depress accelerator

Shift to cruising gear

Release clutch pedal

To increase speed

Smoothly
More quickly than in starting
Removing foot from pedal

To increase engine R .P.M.
To increase speed

To establish cruising speed

Depress acceinator

Training Procedure No. 2a

DOUBLE CLUTCHING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Shifting the gears on all types of nokiautomatic bus transmissions is done
faster and smoother with double-clutching. This process attempts to coordinate
the engine and transmission speed for smooth shifting. The gears for shifting
upward and downward are in better alignment for an easier shift. The gears

should never be forced by improper timing of the shifting process but reclutching
and speeding up the engine will in most cases prevent excessive clashing.
The engine should never be allowed to pill heavily going up grade, on a turn
or curve, nor should it be permitted to over race down grade.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved school bus

Double-Clutching, Up Shifting

STEPS

Depress clutch

Shift gear lever to neutral

Release clutch pedal

1.

2.

3.

28

KEY POINTS

Releasing accelerator

Permitting engine speed to drop

To engage clutch
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4. Depress clutch . 4. Disengaging clutch plates
.

5. Shift to next hiper gear 5. Quickly
Smoothly

.
6. Release clutzii 6. Speeding up engine at same time

Double-Clutchinc!, Down Shifti.1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

: .

.

..

: .

: .

..

.

.

..

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Depress clutch

P.ift gear lever to neutral

Release clutch pedal

Accelerate engine

Depress clutch

Shift to next lower gear

Release clutch pedal

Releasing acceterator

Preparing to shift to lower gear

To engage clutch plates

Above original speed

Disengaging clutch plates

Quickly
Smoothly

Gradually
Speeding up engine to absorb shock
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Training Procedure No. 3

STOPPING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Stopping a school bus smoothly and within the limits of safety is one of the signs
of an expert bus driver . A good driver has his vehicle under control at all times
and knows that braking distances increase greatly as the speed and the weight of
the vehicle increases. With a reaction time of one second the driver must realize
that at 20 m.p.h. the average stopping distance is 59 feet, and at 40 m.p.h. the
stopping distance is 179 feet or almost three times greater . The skillful driver
also knows dim by using correct stopping procedures the maintenance costs on
the braking system will be less .

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

One state approved school bus
An adequate practice area

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

STEPS

WHEN IN LOW

1.

2.

3.

4.

.

. 5.

.

: 6.

IN HIGH

1,
.
.
..
. 2.

KEY POINTS

Depress clutch pedal

Release pressure on accelerator:

Apply brakes

.Reduce brake pressure

Shift gear lever into neutral

Release clutch

WHEN

Release pressure on accelerator:

Depress brake pedal

GEAR

To disengage engine

To reduce engine speed

Using a gradually increasing pressure

Slightly, but not completely
Before coming to a complete stop
To prevent jerking

To disengage engine
To insure safety

Removing foot from pedal

GEAR

To reduce speed
Permitting engine compression to

assist in speed reduction

Using a gradually increasing pressure
Until speed is approximately

31
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

STEPS

3. Depress clutch pedal

4: Reduce brake pressure

5. Shift gear lever into neutral

6. Release clutch

KEY POINTS

3. To disengage engine
To prevent stalling

4. Slightly, but not completely
Before coming to a complete stop
To prevent jerking

5. To disengage engine
To insure safety

6. Removing foot from pedal

Maximum Safe Stopping Distances
for

TRUCKS and BUSES
in Accordance with ICC Regulations

VC!
Per
Neer

Feet Per
Saud

Pebble
Trey*

01061***
1/0.91.11

Time

Braking
Obtuse

Wei
Stepping
Mew

20 29 29 30 59

30 44 44 87 111

40 59 69 120 179

50 73 73 108 281

80 88 6$ 270 358

sow
ot
111.

Ude.

th. of tat
arand rer
mead let
allele.

Mara taw
dal la on

woad Wilt
Ink an la
gifeedzIterr

(la feet).

Oletaose re.
wired to stop
after Mete Is
applied wit)
meartaliatir

kites (i
fat).

Taal Net m-
KW afar Mlle
iteraria fat).
maw fala
Idosbre.as
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Training Procedure No. 4

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

STEERING AND TURNING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The school bus driver, to be classified as an expert driver, must be able to as-
sume the correct steering position and make all the turning maneuvers correctly
and smoothly. He must learn the correct procedures necessary to prepare for
the turn, making the turn, and re-entering the traffic pattern. The driver who
is confronted with an unusual turn-around, should get approval of the safest
method from a law enforcement official.

The raising of speed limits and the super highway system in Ohio, on which the
school buses must travel, has forced the driver to use added skills and Judgment
in making turns properly and safely.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved :school bus
An adequate practice area

STEERING POSITION

STEPS KEY POINTS

I. Grip steering wheel 1. Using both hands
Left hand at approximately 10 o'clock

. position
Right hand at approximately 2 o'clock

. position
. Hands on outside of wheel
. Thumbs on tot. or outside of wheel

2. Focus eyes on road ahead 2. Continuously
To obtain "big picture"

PREPARING FOR TURNS

I. Check traffic . 1. Approaching and following
. Using rear view and side mirrors
. 200 to 300 feet in advance of turn

2. Give proper signal 2. Using turn indicator
At least 200 feet if possible
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

san"r-ff

3. Move 'vehicle into proper lane

CEY POINTS

3. For right turn
Right side of road

For left turn
a. On two lane road

Left wheels near center
b. Multiple lane road

Extreme left lane of travel

MAKING RIGHT TURN

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

Reduce speed

Give proper signal

Check for clear rightof-way

Sbfft to proper gear

Make right turn

Reverse steering

.

Reduce speed

Give proper signal

Check for clear right-of-way

1.

2.

3.

a
a 4.

5.
a
a

6.
a

MAKING LEFT

1.

2.

3.
a

34

To make turning maneuver with
safety

To mate a smoother turn

Using right turn indicator
To warn traffic

In accordance with traffic, traffic
signals and signs, or pedestrians

Using mirrors on both sides

Depending on situation
To prevent engine strain
To make a smoother turn
To lower gear in most cases

At safe speed
When approximately 1/3 of bus is

passed the intersecting Curb
Using firm grip on steering wheel

Gradually
To normal position
To position in proper lane

TURN

To make turning maneuver with safety
To make a smoother turn

Using left turn indicator
To warn traffic

In accordance with traffic, traffic
signals and signs, or pedestrians

Keeping front wheels straight if stopped



DRIVING FUNDAMENTA LS

Erd KEYBPOINT

4. Keep brake pedal engaged . 4. To operate rear stop lights
. To prevent drifting
:

5. Shift to proper gear . 5. Depending on situation
To prevent engine strain

: To make smoother turn
: To lower gear in most cases

6. Malce left turn : 6. At safe speed
Turning only into proper lane

.. When front wheels approach inter-
secting lane

:
7. Reverse steering . 7. Gradually

: To normal position
: In position in proper lane

MAKING TURN-A-ROUND

1. Give brake signal : . 1. Applying brakes well in advance of
: turn-a-round

2. Stop the bus 2. Using approved stopping methods
One bus length ahead of road to be

backed in

3. Signal traffic : 3. Waving arm for traffic in rear to
coin* around

Watch for vehicles up close to rear
of bus

4. Depress clutch pedal : 4. To release engine from transmission

5. Put gear shift lever in reverse : 5. Using proper shifting methods

6. Release clutch : 6. Slowly
To start bus backwards

7. Back into sideroad . 7. To get clear of main road
: Using rear view mirrors

8. Re-enter roadway : 8. With front of bus forward
After checking traffic
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DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

Training Procedure No. 5

CROSSING RAILROAD

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Railroad crossing accidents have accounted for more deaths than any other phase
of school bus travel. Most railroad bus acc.ient are from carelessness and over
familiarity with a particular crossing. Modern railroad travel is fast and a school
bus driver must know and use the correct procedures in crossing the tracks to in-
sure the safety of his passengers and himself. In case of doubt on procedure at
unusual railroad crossings, ask for advice from law enforcement officials.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved school bus

SI_Ila KEY POINTS

1. Look in all directions : . 1. Approaching the crossing
: . Moving head and eyes side to side

Using rear view mirrors
: Watching crossing signals

2. Request silence 2. Listening for approaching train
Keeping pupils silent at crossing

3. Turn on flasher tights 3. In advance of stopping
: Wa ning motorists of bus stop

4. Stop the bus 4. Using approved stopping procedure
. Making sure of clear distance ahead

In a position to see tracks in both
directions

:

5. Look in both directions 5. Opening front door or window
Listening for approaching whistles and

sounds

6. Shift into first or second gear 6. To be sure of enough power
. Depending on terrain and transmission

7. Close the door 7. To turn off flasher lights
Only after railroad signal stops

operating
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

STEPS KEY POINTS

8. Take a second look

9. Move bus across

SAW

8. Being absolutely positive nothing is
approaching

Unlawful to cross ralL.aad if signals
are operating

.

96 Quickly
Shifting gears on tracks is forbidden

NOTES
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Training Procedure No. 6

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

LOADING AND UNLOADING PUPILS

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The loading and unloading of pupils presents the driver with more responsibilities
and the use of judgment than any other phase of driving) The driver must learn the
proper procedure for controlling traffic, for pupils crossing roadway, entering bus
and seating themselves.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved school bus

STEPS

1. Check traffic : 1.

2. Release pressure on accelerator:
:

3. Turn on flasher lights

4. Apply brakes gradually

5. Depress clum.

6. Put gear shift lever in neutral--. --... --
7 Re-check traffic in front

and rear

8. Open front door

KEY POINTS

On-coming
Behind using rear view mirrors

2. Approximately 300 feet before stop

: . 3. To warn traffic in front and to the rear
In sufficient time, depending upon con-

ditions

..

.

4. Keeping clutch engaged

5. When speedometer registers approxi-
mately 10 m.p.h.

6. After bus comes to a stop

7. Make certain all traffic has come to a
stop

8. Stop in area where pupils will have
good footing

9. Signal pupils when safe tocross : 9.
in front of bus

39

Pupils should be taught to cross at
least 10 feet or 5 paces to the
front of bus

Safety-cross mirrors are helpful in
front crossings



SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

STEPS

10. Pre:eed when pupils are in corn-:
plete safety

10. Clear of the bus
On the right side of roadway
Are safely across roadway
Safely aboard

NOTES
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Training Procedu.'e No. 7

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Every driver dislikes to have a breakdown of equipment or be involved in an acci-
dent. In spite of all precautions taken by the driver, a breakdown may occur or an
accident may be unavoidable. The important thing is to know the proper procedure
in case an emergency occurs. It is recommended each driver have training in a
recognized first aid course.

The proper use of the standard emergency equipment as provided on each bus and
the knowledge of its exact location is important in time of crisis. The lighting and
placement, of the fusees and the proper use of the fire extinguisher may save many
lives and valuable equipment.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

Fusees or Flares

Six thirty minute fusees, encased in a metal case provided for mounting in the
driver's cmpartment, shall be standard equipment. (Some of the older buses may be
equipped with three kerosene pot torches, encased in a metal box under the last rear
seat of the bus.)

Red Flags

Three twelve inch square flags, for daylight use, shall be standard equipment
and stored in driver's compartment.

Fire Extinguisher

All new buses purchased after January 1, 1961 shall have at least one two and one-
half pound dry-chemical type fire extinguisher, mounted in an automotive type bracket,
and located in driver's compartment. Buses purchased prior to January 1, 1961 may
still have the original carbon-tetrachloride extinguishers. Carbon-tetrachloride extin-
guishers create a toxic condition, chlorine and phosgene gas, when applied in a closed
area.

Wrecking Bar

All new buses purchased after January 1, 1961 must have a 24 inch wrecking bar
located in an accessible place, usually on the firewall. Older buses may be equipped
with a small axe.
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

First-Aid Kit

A first-aid kit should be located in driver's compartment, be dustproof, well la-
beled, and conform to U. S. Engineering Department standards. Strv standards require
a sixteen unit kit for buses carrying up to forty-two passengers and a twenty-four unit
kit for larger buses.

OPERATING DRY CHEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER

I. Remove extinguisher from
bracket

I. Snapping open clip on bracket

2. Hold extinguisher vertical 2. To make it operate properly
To get full pressure

3. Pull safety pin 3. Located on handle
To release pressure handle

4. Raise handle 4. To break seal on container

5. Squeeze handle 5. To discharge chemical

6. Direct chemical discharge 6. To the base of the flame

LIGHTING OF FUSEE

I. Grasp fusee in left hand (left
handed person use opposite
hand)

I. Holding near bottom at spike
end

2. Twist and lift off cap with right :

hand
2. To expose igniting surface

3. Rub abrasive cap across top
fusee

3. To ignite fusee
Pointing igniting end away from body
Keeping fusee a safe distance from

inflammable material
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STEPS

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

KEY POINTS

PLACEMENT OF WARNING DEVICES

1. Place first fusee or warning
device

2. Place second fusee or
warning device

3. Place third fusee or warning
device

.
..
.
..

.

..

.

.

..

,
..

.

..

.

.

.
.
..

.

.

1. To protect roadway side of bus
Placement at center of bus
Placement by spiking in road or laying

fusee down
To insure safety of pupils

2. Placement is 40 paces to rear of bus
Placement is in center of obstructed

lane
Fusee 15 to be spiked or lain in road-

way
Do not throw fusee

3. Placement is 40 Nces to front of
bus

Placement is in center of obstructed
lane

Fusee to be spiked or lain in
roadway

Placement distance will be greater
on a MI, curve, or in poor
visibility

MECHANICAL BREAKDOWN

1.

2.

3.

4.

Move bus off roadway

Place warning devices

Request assistance

Keep pupils on bus

.

.

.

.

.

6.

.

.

..

.

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

To protect the bus
To protect pupil passengers
To prevent accidents

To alert other vehicles
To protect breakdown area

Notifying school administration through
passing motorist or sending older
male student

Informing of bus location and possible
difficulty

To protect from possible danger
Until school authorities make

proper transfer arrangements
Unless conditions warrant their

removal
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Turn off ignition

Place warning devices

Keep pupils on bus

Account for pupils

Notify state highway patrol or
al-gar legal investigating
officer

Notify school administration of
location

Provide accident report data

Make arrangements for pupil
passengers

Prepare necessary written
reports

ACCIDENT

1.

2.

3.
.

.

. 4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
.1

1. Turn off ignition

KEY POINTS

To help prevent possibility of fire

To warn other Iriotorlats
To protect tock:ent scene
To- prevent accidents

Unless conthtious warrant their
removal
To protect pupil's safety

Accounting for all puptl passengers

For sesistance
Complying with legal obligation
By flagging down passizg motoria
By sending older male pupil to near-

est phone

By flagging down passing motorist
By sending older male pupil to near-

est phone

Be accurate and compicte
To investigating officer ONLY

In accordance with school policy
Safety and protection

Listing alt passengers names,
ages and addresses

Listing of injured pupils
Makiag other reports as school admin-

istration requires
Try to secure witnesses

ACCIDENT INVOLVING INJURY

: L To help prevent possibility of fire
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DRIVING FUNDAMENTA LS

Mil
2. Notify proper authorities

3. Place warning devices

1. Check for fire or other
dangerous situation

5. Check the pupils who are
injured

6. Direct on-lookers away from
injured

7. Keep injured lying down

..

.

.

.

.

.

8. Check injured for stopinge of :
breathing or extreme bleeding:

9. . Keep Injured warm and com-
fortable

10. Prevent injured from seeing
own injuries

.

..

.

KEY POINTS,

2. By giving message containing location
and number injured to passing
motorist

Sending message by older male stud-
ent to nearest phone

Message is to notify School Adminis-
tration

State Highway Patrol or other legal
investigating officer

Emergency Squad or ambulance service

3. To protect accident scene

To warn other motorists

4. Looking at engine and gas tank area
Be ready to evacuate bus

5. To determine seriousness of injuries
Do NOT move injured unless fire or

other dangerous condition exists

6. To prevent shock
To promote better breathing

7. To help prevent shock and fainting

8. Direct attention to these first

9. To help prevent shock
Use sweaters, coats, jackets or other

items for warmth

10. By covering up in
To prevent hysteria
To prevent additional shock
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Training Procedure No. 8

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

EMERGENCY EVACUATION

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Bus drivers may become involved in an accident while the bus is loaded with pupils.
Since the bus driver is responsible for the bus and its passengers, he must know
exactly what procedures to follow in case an emergency situation arises. The
saving of many lives may result if both the driver and pupils know the proper pro-
cedures to follow in evacuating the bus Students are not to waste time taking
personal belongings off bus.

The front door unloading procedure should become a routine habit through daily
use of this method. The rear emergency evacuation procedure should be practiced
at the start of the school year and repeated two or three times during the year.

The driver may become incapacitated, either from sickness or injuries, making it
necessary for pupil bus captains to temporarily take charge. These captains also
assist in other duties involving emergency evacuation. Bus drivers should check
windshield and other windows to see if they are pop-out type.

The driver is responsible for the selection and training of four older and
responsible pupils to serve as bus captains. The captains should be among
the first on in the morning. Bus captains should get written permission from
their parents to perform these duties. Bus drivers and bus captains should
study the rules, regulations, and responsibilities for bus evacuation in regular
classroom training sessions.

Responsibilities of the school bus driver are:
a. To oversee and conduct evacuation drills.
b. To conduct drills periodically.
c. To be responsible for safety of passengers.
d. Not to use captains as disciplinarians.

Seating of bus captains will be:
a. Front captains - one on each front aisle seat.
b. Rear captains - one on each rear aisle seat.

Duties of bus captains are:
Front captains -

Captain behind driver will turn off the ignition, steer the bus, and stop
the bus if driver is incapacitated.

Captain on the door side will lead pupils out front door to a point of safety.
Rear captains -

Captain on driver's side, will open rear door and get off first.
Captain across aisle, will get off second.
Both rear captains will assist the children in getting off.
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i SCYQOL BUS DRIVING

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved school bus

STEPS KEY POINTS

FRONT EMERGENCY EVACUATION

I. Stop the bus

2. Open the front door

3. Driver stands

. I. Using correct stopping procedures

2. After bus has stopped

. 3. Facing pupils
Beside driver's seat
Giving command "Emergency Drill"

.

4. Command "Unload at Front" . 4. Front captainonright moving out first
Standees follow captain.
Seated pupils follow startingwith pupils on.

door side and alternating side to side
Driver faces forward and back through.

aisle as children move off

5. Follow children off bus

6. Pick up fire extinguisher

I. Stop the bus

2. Driver stands

.
5. Moving forward

Checking seats making sure bus is empty

6. In case of fire.

On way out of front door.

REAR EMERGENCY EVACUATION

I. Using correct stopping procedures

2. Facing students
. Beside driver's seat

Giving command "Emergency Drill"

3. Commands "Unload at Rear" . 3. Both rear captains exit first-
Standees move out firsi.
Rear pupil on driver's side starting fi rat

.
4. Open rear emergency door . 4. By rear captain on driver's side

5. Driver picks up extinguisher .. 5. In case fire develops

6. Driver follows pupils . 6. Checking seats to be certain bus is
. empty
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Training Procedure No. 9

DRIVING FUNDAMENTALS

DAILY BUS INSPECTION

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Each bus, before it is put into operation for that day's work, must have an inspec-
tion by its driver. Such an inspection will help insure the safety of both the pupils
and the driver. This practice will also decrease the maintenance costs of the pupil
transportation program. The daily inspection should become a matter of routine and
the few minutes invested will pay rich dividends in the saving of lives and property.

Regardless of the engineering skill or workmanship incorporated in s school bus it
cannot continue to deliver maximum safety, economy, and depeu.gability unless it is
adequately maintained. Although the repair of school buses is wisely left to a skilled.
mechanic, the individual drivei can do much to aid the mechanic in loce.1.-114
any trouble and often prolong the life of his vehicle by periodic and frequent inspec-
tions. This phase of the program should he developed only to the extent necessary
to provide basic understanding and stimulate interest.

Every driver should have a basic knowledge of the school bus in order for him to
know generally how it will affect it's operation. There will be times when this
knowledge will be useful to the driver in diagnosing trouble while he is on the
route. Proper diagnosis of mechanical trouble will increase the efficiency and
economy of the operation.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

One state approved school bus

STEPS

PRE-STARTING INSPECTION

KEY POINTS

I. Check
a. Oil level
b. Radiator liquid
c. Fan belt tension
4. Ignition wires .

I. Opening hood
a. Keep above "add oil" line
b. Within 2" of filler cap
c. Tightness
d. All caps oil tight

2.

3.

Close hood

Start engine
..

2.

3.

Being positive it is locked

Using proper engine starting pro-
cedure

Allowing for engine warm-up
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SCHOOL BUS DRIVING

STEPS

FIRST OUTSIDE INSPECTION

I. Turn on switches

a. Left directional signal
b. Marker Itghts
c. Headlights (high beam)

2. Check and inspect
a. Left directk.,a1 signal
b. Marker lights
c. Headlights (high beam)

I. Turn on switches

..

..
.

ifigy POII

I. Checldnt 'rom inside of bus
Operating condition of switches
a. Dash mounted turn indicator

signal
c. High beam indicator

2. Outside of bus
Checking a, b, c, for:

Intensity
Condition of lens

Checking c f,r:
Dark spots on se, ad beamed unit

SECOND OUR SIDE INSPECTION

a. Right directional signal
b. Flasher lights
c. Headlight; (low beam)
dt Passenger compartment lights :

2. Check and inspect
a. Right directional signal
b. Flasher lights
c.' Headlights (low beam)

d, Tires

e. Wheel bolts
f . Emergency door
g. Windows

h. Mirrors

i . Oil or grease leaks
J. Body

I. Checking from inside of bus
Operating condition of switches
a. Dash mounted

d. Dome and step lights

2. Outside of bus
Checking a, b, and c for:

Intensity
Condition of lens

Checking c for:
Dark spts on sealed beamed unit

. d. For inflation and general condition
Using hammer or bar

e. Visually for tightness
f . Opening and closing
g. For cleanliness

For cracks or breaks
. h. For cleanliness

For cracks or breaks
. i . Spots under bus

J . General condition
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DRIVING FINDAMENTALS

INTERIOR INSPECTION

14 Inspect
a. Emergency equipment
b. Horn
c. Windshield

d. Dashbosed gauges
e. izakes

f Steering

g. Cleanliness of interior

KEY POINTS

1. Inside of bus
a. For security and content 3
b. Loudness and operating condition
c. Condition of blades

Operating condition
Operating condition
Emergency brake holding power
Full pedal on foot brake
Pedal holds position under continued

pressure
f . W!'/C11 leaving parking area

For free movement
Condition of seats and floors
Scribbling on seats and inner skin

NOTES
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

PHYSICIAN'S SCHOOL BUS DRIVER DISQUALIFICATION SHEET

Because of the immeasurable value of the cargo transported, applicants should
be disqualified if:

(a) Applicant's heart and /or circulatory system are ab, rmal.

(b) Applicant has confirmed diabetes.

(c) Applicant's hearing must be a minimum of 10/15 by whispered voice.
Hearing aid is permissible.

(d) Applicant's vision is less than 20/30, corrected in both eyes. (Suellen
Test).

(e) Applicant cannot distinguish red, green, and yellow.

(f) Applicant has binocular horizontal peripheral vision of less than
140 degrees.

(g) Applicant does not have reasonable use of four extremities with
thumb and at least two fingers on each hand.

(h) Applicant is mentally deficient.

(i) Applicant is epileptic.

(j) Applicant has speech defect which would make it impossible to give
clear directions or commands.

(k) Applicant has other defects or chronic diseases which would affect
his ability to drive a school bus.

(1) Applicant is taking drugs with sedative or other untoward side re-
actions.

(m) Applicant shows evidence or is known to have mental disorder,
drug addiction or alcoholism.

(n) Applicant shows evidence of active pulmonary tuberculosis, or
other communicable diseases.
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Dare

BUS TIME SCHEDULE

Trip Sheet No._
Route Color Code

Driver No. Kdg. Pupils No. pick-up stops A.M. Total miles A.M. & P.M.
School No. Elem.Pupils Student Travel Time A .M . Driver Time A.M._
Bus No. No. Jr. Hi. Pupils Student miles A.M. Chassis
Bus Capacity No . H. S. Pupils Miles to 1st pick-up A .M. Body
Max. Trip Load Total Pupils Miles back to storage A . M.- Model Year

Stop
No.

Pupil's
name Grade A .M . P.M.

Stop
No.

Pupil's
name Grade A.M. P.M.

Stop
No.

Pupil's
name Grade A.M. P.M.

A

. .



SCHOOL BUS DRIVER APPLICATION

1. Full Name
Address

(No. and Street)
2. How long have you lived here?
3. Date of Birth
4. Height
5. Single Married

Number of Children__ Ages
6. Indicate highest grade completed in school:

APPENDIX D

Date

(Town) (Zone)
Telephone No.

Age Months
Weight

Separated Widow

Elementary High School College
7. Own home? Rent Board
8. Now employed? No Yes-. Self employed

Type work done No. of years on job
Name of Company
Address

9. If not employed, name of last employer
Address No. of years on job--
Type of work done

10. Number years experience driving car, _.Truck Bus
Type license now held? Operator's Chauffeur's
Operator's license number
Chauffeur's license number
Expiration Date

11. Have you ever been involved in a traffic accident?
Has your operator's of chauffeur's license been revoked?
Have you ever been arrested for traffic violations?

12. Have you ever been convicted of a felony?
13. Are you willing to attend a School Bus Driver Training Course?
14. Person to be contacted in case of an emergency:

Name
Address
Telephone No. Relationship

15. References: Complete the following for three persons who are not related
to you by blood or marriage who will give character references:

Name Address Phone No.

16. Information supplied in this application is correct.

Signature
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DRIVER'S MONTHLY REPORT

(Send to: Transportation Office the last day of each month)

Month Bus No. Route No.

Date

Chassis

APPENDIX E

Driver's Signature

Directions: Complete the following report when gasoline or oil is purchased.

Date 'Odometer
Reading

Gals. Gas
Purchased

Qts . Oil
Purchased

Date Odometer
Read

Gale' Gae
Purchased

Qt8 ' °il
Purchased

I

.---

,

COMPLETE FOLLOWING:

Odometer Reading Last Day. of Month.
Odometer Reading First Day of Month
Total Miles Operated This Month

Bus Lubricated This Month Date Mileage
Oil Changed Date Mileage
Oil Filter Changed Date Mileage

LEAVE BLANK: Total Gals. Miles Per Gal. Total Qts. Oil

63
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APPENDIX E CON'T

SUBSTITUTE DRIVER INFORMATION:- REGULAR DRIVER
Date A .M . P .MP.M. Name Address Deduct from Sick Leave

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

ROAD HAZARDS THAT SHOULD BE REMEDIED
GIVE NATURE OF HAZARD AND LOCATION:

BUS REPAIRS NEEDED:

EXPLANATION OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR TRIPS:

Date of Trip Place and Purpose of Trip Round Trio Miles

EXPLANATION OF DELAYS ON ROAD:
Date of Delay Reason A.M. P.M.
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APPENDIX F CON'T
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SCHOOL BUS OISCIPLINE REPORT

Bus No. .------

Name of Student

School Attending

Principal

Violati ..,

AFPENDDC G

Date.----------

Violation No.

Action Taken:

Conference with principal

Phone call to parent or guardian

Letter to parents or guardian

Refusal of transportation

Signature of Driver

Ate

67

Signature of Principal



APPENDDC. H

BUS DRIVERS' TEN COMMANDMENTS OF SAFETY

1. Know and obey the traffic laws and regulations set forth in "Ohio Rules
and Regulations."

2. Obey ell traffic control devices as though they were an actual flesh-and-
blood officer.

3. Know that the STOP sign means a complete stop.

4. Do not cross railrotd tracks when lights, bells, or other warning devices
are operating. A slow freight may screen a fast passenger train. You
nrasi be certain that all tracks are clear before you proceed.

5. Stay in your correct lane, and heed the yellow line no-passirig zones.

6. Be positive that your vehicle is mechanically safe.

7. Drive defensively, always expect the other driver or a pedestrian to do
the unexpected.

8. Avoid sudden starts and stops.

9. Never take any risks.

10. Always be courteous in your respect for the rights, lives, and property
of others.

Fe!
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APPENDIX

DRIVING PRACTICES FOR UNUSUAL ROAD AND WEATHER CONDITIONS

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The school bus driver. has very little choice of road conditions or weather conditions
through which the bus must be driven. Therefore he should be able to recognize the
conditions which present additional hazards to safe driving and -know what safety pre-
cautions to take to counteract these hazards.

STEPS

DR WING IN RAIN

1. Turn on windshield wipers

2. Slow down

3. Brake with pumping action

4. Give signal in advance of usual :
time

5. Watch for wet leaves and mud

6. Clear fog on inside of window

7. Turn on lights

It

KEY POINTS

Check operating efficiency

2. Visibility is reduced
Be alert and cautious

3. Never brake suddenly
Efficiency of brakes has been reduced

4. Stopping distances are greater

5. Extremely slippery
Create an added hazard

6. Use defroster
Open window

7. Depending on visibility

CONTROLLING SKIDS

1. Release pressure on acceler-
ator

2. Turn front wheels in same
direction of skid

1. Remain calm
Do NOT jam on brakes
Engine will help slow bus

2. Cautiously
Do NOT turn too abruptly
Do NOT turn too far
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APPENDIX I CON'T

STEPS KEY POINTS

3. Accelerate slightly

4.

1.

. 3. Gradually

.. To regain traction do rear wheels
: Will aid getting bus into correct
. position
:

Return bus to normal control and : 4. By driving on proper roadway
speed Using proper speed according to

conditions

RUNNING OFF SLIPPERY ROAD SHOULDERS

Release pressure on accelerator : I. Gradually
To Ow down

2. Drive short distance along
shoulder

3.

2. To regain control
Keep slight traction on rear wheels
To prepare for return to roadway

Turn abruptly back on roadway : 3. Only after speed permits
To prevent sliding of fr . it wheels

4. Straighten front wheels to
normal position

: . 4. Immediately after from: wheels
.. return to pavement
. To remain in proper lane
..

5. Me.intain a firm hold on steering : 5. lb maintain control
wheel .. To prevent crossing center line

1. Slow down (or atop bus)

2. Turn on dim lights

3. Sound horn

,.. Reduce speed

DRIVING IN FOG

.. I. In relation to visibility

.. (If conditions are unsafe)

.. (Off roadway)

..
2. To make bus visible to other drivers

: 3. On curves, hills, or other dangerous
: places

Depending on visibility

DRIVING ON ROUGH AND MUDDY ROADS

1. To maintain control
.. Tc prevent damage
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

:

.

.

.

.

.

:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

APPENDIX I CON'T

STEPS KEY POINTS

Shift to lower gear

Avoid quick acceleration

Avoid sudden change in
direction

Keep bus moving slowly and
steadily

Change hus route as conditions

To reduce engine strain
To increase power

To prevent loss of traction

To prevent skids

To maintain traction
Avoid riding clutch

Safety is first consideration
Wal1:41Mt

DRIVING ON SNOW AND ICE

Start the engine .

.

Remove all ice from windshield :
.and windows
:

Remove steam and fog from :

.interior windows
:

Start slowly :

.Drive at reduced speed

Change speed gradually .

.

Brake steadily and easily
:

:

Keep clutch engaged ,

Reduce speed on curves and :

turns

Stop.bus :

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

73

Warm up engine
Longer during cold weather

To provide complete visibility

Use defroster
Open window slightly
Wipe off with cloth

To prevent wheels from spinning

To maintain control
To allow safe stopping distance

To maintain control
To prevent skidding

To maintain control
To prevent skidding
Avoid locking wheels

To utilize braking power of engine
To conserve brakes

To maintain control

Gradually
Safely



APPENDIX J

OVERTAKING AND PASSING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Passing other vehicles on the road is one of the most hazardous tasks confronting
a driver. Accuracy in Judging speed and distance is fundamental in overtaking
and passing slower vehicles. It has been reported 25 percent of the drivers reg-
ularly involved in accidents are poor Judges of distance. When school buses are
passing slower vehicles, t!-.4y must have greater assured distance than other
motor vehicles that are passing because of the precious cargo being transported.

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I

2.

3.

4.

5

75

STEPS KEY POINTS

Check approaching traffic

Check rear traffic

Sound horn

Give proper signal

Pull out into passing 14..le

A minimum of 500 feet clearance is
required

Keeping assured clear distance from
vehicle ahead

Judging speed of oncoming vehicles
Observing potential hazards:

Curves, hills, intersections,
railroad crossings, double center
lines, specifically zoned areas

Using rear and side view mirrors
Keeping assured clear distance from

vehicle ahead
For vehicle starting to pass
Remaining in proper lane near center

line

To warn vehicle ahead of intention to
pass

Turning on left directional signal
Warning vehicle to rear

Turning out gradually
Keeping safe clearance from vehicle

being [named



6.

7.

8.

STEPS

Pass vehicle

Give proper signal

Turn back into right lane

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

6.

7.

8.

APPENDIX j CON'T

KEY POINTS

Rechecking for safe passing zone
ahead

Increase speed
Pass quickly

Turning on right directional signal
Warring driver being passed

Checking mirror for assured clear
distance

When entire vehicle being passed is
visible in rear view mirror
Smoothly but quickly
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SKILL DRIVING PRACTICE

.

.

I. STRAIGHT LINE DRIVING AND FRONT AND REAR BUMPER POSITIONING

PRACTICE DRIVING LAYOUT (Combined layout)

El.

I.--- 50'

PRACTICE DRIVING LAYOUT (Utilizing this portion of layout)

Zio C
T

Front Bumper Limit

h.

4" wide lines .....a

Cy
T

11

1 24'

.0000'
dep....

100'

4'
F.

B

50'

/4

D

Rear Bumper Lim

CLT
IL--- B

OBJECTIVES:.
1. Driving on a straight line, forwaid and reverse.
2. Judging the exact position of front and rear bumpers when stopping.

DIRECTIONS:
1. Line up front bumper on line I! with left front wheel on line B .
2. Drive down line B keeping left front wheel en the line.
3. Shift to a higher gear as bus moves down the line.
4. Stop the bus smoothly -mit! front bumper positioned above line C.

Driver check accurac; 'f front bumper position.
5. Line up rear bumper on line C with left rear outside wheel on

line B.
6. Drive in reverse gear down line B keeping left rear outside wheel

on the line.
7. Stop the bus smoothly with rear blmper positioned above line A.

Driver checks accuracy of rear bumper position.
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II. CLOSE LIMITS DRIVING AND FRONT AND REAR WHEEL POSITIONING :I
PRACTICE DRIVING LAYOUT (Utilizing this portion of layout)

Forward Starting Line

*Reverse Starting Line I ...
_.... _ _. _ _. __ _ _ DL7--

E I IIMMO Mw .... II a

A A

OBJECTIVES:
1. Driving bus forward and reverse through close limits.
2. judging the exact position of front and rear wheels when stopping.

DIRECTIONS:
1. Line up front bumper of bus on line D, forward starting line.
2. Drive bus forward through offset.
3. Stop the bus smoothly with front wheels centered on line E .

Driver checks accuracy of judgment.
4. Line up rear bumper of bus on Line E, reverse starting line.
5. Drive the bus in reverse through offset.
6. Stop the bus smoothly with rear wheels centered on line D.

Driver checks accuracy of judgment.
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Examination on

OHIO RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR SAFE PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

DIRECTIONS: Mark the letter of the correct answer in the blank.

C Example: Students who cross the roadway to :Joard the bus should do so

a. Six feet to the front
b. Eight feet to the front
c. Ten feet to the front
d. Twelve feet to the front

Correct answer is C, ten feet to the front.

1. The adoption and enforcement of regulations relating to construction,
design, equipment, and operation of public owned, contracted, or
privately owned school buses falls into the hands of:

a. County Board of Education
b. State Department of Education
c. Local Board of Education
d. National Safety Council

2. The general operation of school transportation is by law the
responsibility of:

-7 a. City, Exempted Village, or Local Board of Education
b. County Board of Education
c. State Department of Education
d. State Director of Transportation

3. The school transport :ion supervisory duties may be delegated to an
individual perse... Dui. the final responsibility rests with the:

.
a. Business manager
b. Superintendent
c. Board of Education
d. Supervisor of transportation

4. Tc Jai:oily as a school bus a vehicle must carry:

a. More than 9 passengers
b. More than 12 passengers
c. More than 18 passengers
d. More than 22 passengers
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5. An authorized driver must have a certificate issued by the:

a. County Board of Education, or Exempted Village
Superintendent or City Superintendent

b. State Highway Patrol
c. State Department of Education
d. Local transportation supervisor

6. To drive a school bus in Ohio you must have attained the age of-

a. 25
b. 18
c. 21
d. 16

7. In anyone day, a school bus driver should not be behind the wheel
more than-

a. 6 hours

b. 10 hours

c. 8 hours

d. 4 hours

,8. The driver should check headlights, tail and stop lights, warning
lights, and directional lights-

a. immediately upon finishing route
b. on the route
c. before starting the first run of the day
d. at least once each week

The following is responsible for discipline on the bus:

a. driver
b. supervisor
c. principal
d. parents

10. Unreasonable discipline problems on the bus should be handled
first by-

a . putting student off the bus immediately
b. reporting it to principal or bus supervisor
c. ignoring it
d. calling the parents
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, _1 When a bus is on schedule and student doesn't .-pear to board
the bus the driver should-

a. go and knock on door of student
b. blow horn four times
c. stop momentarily then go on
d. wait three minutes

12 . A bus is overloaded when standees equal more than -

a. five percent of rated capacity
b. ten percent of rated capacity
c. fifteen rlrcent of rated capacity
d. twenty percent of rated capacity

Ile school bus shall. not be stoppd or a turn-ar,md executed
where the bus cannot be seen by approaching motorist for a
distance of-

a. one thousand feet
b. five hundred feet
c . three hundred feet
d. two hundred feet

k is legal to cross railroad tracks without stopping:

a. whentrainman signals bus across
b. when railrOad lights-aren't flashing
c . never under any circumstance
d. when another Motorist signals you on

. On the highway at normal speed the distance between the bus and
any vehicle ahead should be:

.

a. 400 feet
b. 100 feet
c. 300 feet
d. 200 feet

16. In case of a breakdown or accident, waning devices to the front
and rear of the bus should be placed approximately:

a. 500 feet
b. 300 feet
c. 100 feet
d. 40 feet
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17. Board owned buses may be used for out-of-state trips provided the
round trip from the sending school does not exceed:

-18

a. 80 miles
b. 100 miles
c. 120 miles
d. 61 miles

One of the following groups could be classifed for an approved
educational field trip:

a. School Glee Club
b. 4-H Club
c. P. T .A . Boy Scouts
d. Band Boosters Club

19. On divided or four-lane highways the procedu7e for discharging
pupils is:

a . pull in left lane and let student cross highway
b. stop on the center dividing line
c . stop in right lane on home side
d. pull off highway completely

20. The county, exempted village, or city superintendent having control
over the buses must issue a permit or trip ticket:

a. when the bus crosses township line
b. when the bus goes out-of-county
c. when the trip entails more than 15 miles
d. for all extra-curricular trips

True or False

Mark in the blank a T for the statement if true, and an F for the statement if false.

.111
1. A list of pupils transported shall be available on e-acn Luiz.

2. Time schedule shall be adopted and put into force no later tkazin
30 days after beginning of school.

3. The driver for a private school or contract bus driver does not
have to be certificated.

4. It is recommended not to hire a driver who has reached his
65th birthday.

5. The driver shall follow the established route and make stops.'
thereon as designated by the Board of Education.
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6. In no event shall a bus be driven backward on the school grounds
where children are being loaded or unloaded.

7. The driver may let an older student sitting on the front seat operate
the door for him.

8. The doors of a school bus must be kept closed while the bus is in
motion.

9. When fueling the bus, the students must all move to the rear of
the bus.

The State Highway Patrol must in :a each bus at least twice a
year.

Pupil or adult spectators, going to or from athletic events, will in
no case be permitted Ws transportation.

Pupils may pay bus driver for field trips if the fare does not
exceed ten cents per atadent.

13. Band instz uments and athletic uniforms which cannot be held by
students shall be stored on rear seats of bus.

--14 The three times when flasher lights tare used are when loading
students, unloading students, and at railroad crossings .

15. In making a right turn it is beat to swing the bus out to or left
of center line.

16. When making turnarounds it is best to pull ahead, back in, and
mill out head first.rill

-17. Driver should commit to memory all emergency telephone numbers
he will need.

18. Each bus or driver is required to have a time piece.

19. It is the responsiiAlity for the driver to make a daily maintenance
check of his bus before going out on the route.

-20 Bus driver must hold a current Ohio Chauffeur's license, stamped
"School Bus Driver" to be legally qualified to drive.
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VT 000 704
Understanding Radio, Instructor's Manual.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - 64
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 90p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *ELECTRICAL
OCCUPATIONS, *RADIO, HIGH SCHOOLS, APPRENTICESHIPS, POST SECONDARY
EDUCATION, *ANSWER KEYS,

This guide presents an abbreviated course outline to aid in
teaching related technical information for the radio trades in
vocational high school, apprenticeship, post-high school
programs. The material was developed by a statewide committee of
teacher-educators, state and local supervisors, and instructors and
had extensive classroom validation. Some of the 26 units are (1)
Radio Waves and Wave Travel, (2) Principles of a Vacuum Tube, (3)
Alternating Currents in Radio Circuits, (4) Power Supplies, (5) The
Superheterodyne Receiver, and (6) Frequency Modulation. The content
of each lesson outline is arranged with key points or instructional
tasks in one column and related references from two textbooks,
instructional aids, assignment sheet numbers, and an equipment
list in a parallel column. Answers are included for the assignment
sheets which are for "Understanding Radio, Learner's Manual" (VT 000
705). The teacher using this material in group instruction should be
a skilled tradesman. The students should be planning to enter or
presently working in an electrical trade. This document is available
for $1.28 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State University, 1885
Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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The development of this Understanding Radio, Instructorta Manual, is an out-growth
of cooperative thinking on the part of a number of individuals. The necessity for such ma-
terial was first emphasized by the Ste to -Wide Instructional Materials Committee composed
of W. E. Barnhill, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Youngstown, Ohio; W. W.
Chambers, Supervisor, Trade and industrial Education, Lima, Ohio; j. H. Clark, Coordin-
ator, Trade and industrial Education, Loon, Ohio; C. A. Meister, Supervisor, Trade and
industrial Education, Ashtabula, Ohio; C. D. Pierson, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial
Education: Middletown, Ohio; E. E. Kistler, Assistant Principal, Norwood, Ohio; and
G. E. Williams, Assistant State Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Marion, ado.

The problem was then turned over to a group of trade specialists known as the Elec-
trical Curriculum Committee and consisting of S. E. Abell, Electrical Apprenticeship In-
structor, 'Sandusky, Ohio; H. A. Drace, Electrical Trades Coordinator, Cincinnati, Ohio;
L. G. Galamboo, Radio Instructor, Toledo, Ohio; C. A. High, Rural Electrification Co-
ordinator, Cola:7121ms, Ohio; R. T. iamiscn, Elecirictl instructor, Ashtabula, Ohio; 0. D.
Maiming, Rural Electrification Instructor, Columbus, Ohio; D. A. Valk, Electrical Instruct-
or, Toledo, Ohio; C. A. Felker, Teacher Educator, Toledo, Ohio; and E. B. Kistler, Assis-
tant Principal, Norwood, Ohio. This grow determined course content and selected the basic
text material.

Tine actual writing was done by Henry Drace, Electrical Trades Coordinator, Cen-
tral Vocational High School, Cincinnati, Ohio. Extensive validation in actual classroom
situations, including both in-school and adult classes, was carried on by L. G. Galamboa,
Radio instructor, Macomber Vocational High School, Toledo, Ohio; and Henry Drace, Elec-
trical Trades Coordinator, Central Vocational High School, Cincinnad, Ohio. Appropriate
revisions were then made and the manual reproduced.

All of the sore mentioned people and Carl J. Schaefer, Head of the Instructional
Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial_ Education Service, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, are deserving of much credit for the the thinking and many hours of work which
have made this manual possible.

Mr. Robert M. Reese, SuPerviser
Trade and industrial Education Service

; " Poor,.''t
4'Y
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The purpose of this manual is to give the instructor an abbreviated course outline
when using group-instruction methods for the teaching of Understanding Radio . This out-
line is correlated with the assignment sheets found in the Learner's Manual, and a combin-
ation of both will greatly aid in the teaching of related information for the radio trade.

The following is, in reality, a series of "guide posts" to help you, as the instructor,
keep on the right track. It includes reference readings so that you will be well founded in
the topic which you are going to teach and calls attention to visual aids, models, and assign-
ment sheets which will aid in the presentation of the lesson. Room has been left in the mar-
gin for any detailed notes or additional "key points" y' may wish to write in. No rigid time-
table is recommended for each assignment, but each lesson should be taught to your satis-
faction.

Although the following units of instruction and the assignment sheets are numbered
numerically, this should not be interpeted as the only possible order of presertation . In
other words, you may want to have your students, "re-shuffle" the assignment sheets in the
Learner's Manual to fit your own preference and present the material from this manual in
that order.

Naturally, this manual can only be used effectively when taking advantage of the
group instruction approach. In such a situation, it is suggested that the class period include
the following:

First Part of Period

a. Attendance taken and announcements made.
b. Instructor presents the lesson using the abbreviated outline as his

"guideposts" or "key points" .
c. Lesson is augmented with riovies, slides, models, charts, etc.

Second Part of Period

a. Instructor has leamers work out appropriate assignment sheets .

b. Instructor circulates around class helping with individual problems.
c. Assignment sheets are handed in for "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory"

grade.
d. Assignment sheets are retuzaed at next class meeting and a short re-

view is conducted before new lesson is presented.

The checking of assignment sheets may be accomplished by a mere 'spot check", or
a "self-check" by the student. The answer sheets, found in the back of this manual will aid

,v.

6161-11.1.--, if.11. ...mammadadlik.



in this checking. A progress chart is also Included for the instructor's use and will be
found helpful in keeping track of class or individual progress.

Although this course deals primarily with the chuological aspect of training, it also
has direct application to the manipulative or shop phase. The manipulative jobs that the
instructor selects will undoubtedly depend on the facilities and equipment that are avail-
able and the exact technique of construction (breadboard or chassis method) be wishes to
use. Suggested jobs to accompany each unit of int Tuction may be found in the basic text,
Understanding Radio. Correlation of the technology and manipulative is, however, a prob-
lem of prime importance and should be given due consideration by the instructor(s) Involv
ed.

The responsibility of an instructor is not an easy one. However, by organizing your
program and making maximum and effective use of all available tools of teaching, your job
will be made easier and the results more fruitful.

* * v..
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INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Unit #1
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATIONS Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To acquaint the learner with the processes involved in modern radio
broadcasting; the nature of sound waves; and how radio waves are
produced.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Tell the history of radio 1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby

2. Describe radio waves Understanding Radio
Chapter #1

3. Discuss how distance waves travel b. Marcus and Horton

4. Discuss sound waves
Elements of Radio,
Chapter #1

5. Discuss briefly microphones 2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio p. 695.

6. Discuss briefly transmitters
3. Blackboard and chalk.

7. Relate how the telephone played its part
4. Topics:

8. Describe how radio replaced the tele-
phone

1-10. Assignment Sheet #1

9. Describe the contributions of the
pioneers

10. Define technical terms

1



2 UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Unit *2
RADIO WAVES AND WAVE TRAVEL

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn how radio waves travel.

KEY POINTS

Technology

TEACHING AIDS

I. Describe the ldnds of waves

2. Explain theory of heavyside layer

3. Describe sunspots

4. Define skip distance

.5. Discuss fading

6. Define technical terms

7. Explain length and frequency

8. Describe heat and light waves

9. Discuss static

10. Describe ultra short waves

11. Define technical terms.

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio
Chapter #2.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters #2 and #3.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 696.

3. Blackboard and chalk

4. Topics:
1-6 Assignment Sheet *2
7-11 Assignment Sheet #3



INSTRU CTOR'S MANUAL

Unit #3
SOMETHING .ABOUT ELECTRICITY

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn about the basic factors common to radio.

KEY POINTS

1. Explain the nature of atoms

2. Explain the nature of molecules

3. Define electrons

4. Explain voltage

5. Discuss current

6. Explain resistance

7. Define ohm

8. Define volt

9. Define ampere

10. Discuss and show a conductor

11. Describeand show an insulator

12. Explain a charge

13. Define technical terms

1

TEACHING AIDS

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #3.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding hadio, p. 696.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Topics:
1-13. Assignment Sheet #4



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Unit #4
ELECTROMAGNETISM AND D. C. METERS

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the causes and effects of electromagnetism.

KEY POINTS

1. Examine a meter

2. Discuss the principles on which
simple magnets work

3. Show the use of a moving coil

4. Explain meter coils

5. Define technical terms

6. Show how a meter measures current

7. Show how to use a milliammeter in
a radio circuit

8. Show how a meter measures voltage

9. Show bow to use a voltmeter

10. Define technical terms

TEACHING AIDS

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #4.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
pp. 37-39, 365-369,
and 731-733.

2. visual Aids:
Understanding_Radio,
p. 696.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Topics:
1-5. Assignment Sheet #5
6-10. Assignment Sheet #6



INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Unit #5
OHM'S LAW Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the remits of the application of the factors involved in
Ohm's Law.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Discuss the nature of voltage

2. EXpadirl how Ohm's Law relates
current flow and voltage

3. Define technical terms

4. Show how series connections affect
resistance

5. Show how parallel connections affect
resistance

6. Show a practical way to measure
resistancf:

7. Discuss 4:urrent flow

8. Define technical terms

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter *6

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
pp. 333-336

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio,
p. 697

3. Blackboard and chalk

4. Topics:
1-3 Assignment Sheet *7
4-8 Assignment Sheet #8



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Unit #6
HOW TO BUILD AND WIRE THE TUBE CIRCUIT BOARD

CONNECTING AND SOLDERING

DESIRED RESULTS: To connect radio apparatus as shown in a circuit drawing.

Technology

KEY POINTS J TEACHING AIDS

1. Show how the circuit Is wires

2 . Discuss the reasons for tinning a
soldering iron

3. Tell why soldering fluxes are
used.

4. Explain the theory of soldering

5. Define technical terms

Unit #7
PRINCIPLES OF A VACUUM TUBE

1

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #6.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
pp. 748-750 and 756.

2. Equipment:
a. Blackboard and chant
b. Soldering iron
c. Fluxes
d. Solder

3. Models
a. Tube
b. Circuit board

4. Topics:
1-5 Assignment Sheet #9

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the basic operations 01 a 1 .cuum tube.

KEY POINTS

I. Tell how the vacuum tube was
developed.

Technology .

TEACHING AIDS

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understandint Radio,
Chapter #7



INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

2. Explain how to examine the tube and
its elements

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters #14-I5.

3. Define technical terms
2. Visual Aids:

4. Discuss how the electron can be made
to flow through a vacuum tube

Understanding Radio,
p. 697.

5. Explain the construction of tube 3. Blackboard and chalk.

6. Define technical terms 4. Models:
a. Vacuum tube

5. Ibpics:
1-3. Assignment Sheet #10
4-6. Assignment Sheet #11

Unit #8
WAVE FORM PICTURES

DESIRED RESULTS: 'Lb study electron flow In wave form pictures.

Technology

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Describe and show an oscilloscope

2. Examine the electron flow

3. Show how to use an oscilloscope to
study akf.mating current

4. Explain how to read and draw wave
form pictures

5. Define technical terms

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #8 .

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
pp. 692-697, and 708-709.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 697.

3. Blackboard and chalk.



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Discuss how strength, or amplitude
is shown on the oscilloscope

Describe high end low frequencies
on the oscilloscope.

Discuss pulsating current on the
oscilloscope

Tell how wave forms of rectified
alternating current are shown

Define technical terms

4.

5.

Models:
a. Oscilloscope

Topics:
1-5 Assignmcat Sheet #12
6-10 Assignment Sheet #13

Unit #9
THE SIMPLE DETECTOR

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn how a detector operates

Technology

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Show and explain the crystal 1. References:

2.

3.

4.

detector

Discuss radio and audio frequencies

Show and explain earphones

Define technical terms

a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,
Understanding Radio,
Chapter #9

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
pp. 48-49, 95-96, 100,
and 716-717

5. Describe a vacuum tube detector 2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 698

6. State the difference in the action of
a diode and a triode 3. Blackboard and chalk

7. Explain the production of sound 4. Models:
a. Crystal detector
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KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

8. Define technical terms 5. Topics:
1-4. Assignment Sheet *14
5-8. Assignment Sheet *15

Unit 4/10
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the basic principles of tuning.

KBY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Show how a voltage can be induced 1. Refereaces:

2.

3.

in a coil

Demonstrate inducing a voltage in
a coil

Define technical terms

a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,
Uneerstanding Radio,
Chapter 4110.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters tt6, 12, and 16.

4. Explain how condensers are 2. Visual Aids:
constructed and used Understanding Radio, p. 698.

5. Explain condenser capacity 3. Blackboard and chalk.

6. Describe variable condensers 4. Models:
a. Coil

7. Define technical terms b. Condensers

8. Show how choke coils work 5. Topics:
1-3. Assignment Sheet #16

9. Discuss impedance 4-7. Assignment Sheet *17
8-13. Assignment Sheet #18

10. Tell how coils are used

11. Demonstrate the action of condensers



10 UNDERSTANDING RA DIG

KEY POINTS TEACHLNG AIDS

12. Explain the principles of induction

13. Define technical terms

Unit #11
RESONANCE AND TUNING Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the function and action of the apparatus when used for
resonance and tuning.

KEY POINTS

1. Show how the length of the antenna
affects tuning

2. Describe the effect of loading coil
in the antenna

3. Explain the effect of various sizes
of wires and tubes

4. Describe and demonstrate the
effect of variable condenser

5. Explain resonance

6. Discuss tuning

7. Define technical terms

8. Explain the tuning process

9. Discuss effect of coupling

10. Define technical terms

TEACHING AIDS

1.. References:
a . Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #11.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters 4 and 6.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 698.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Models:
a . Tuning and resonance set

5. Topics:
1-7. Assigninent Sheet #19.
8-10. Assignment Sheet #20.
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Unit #12
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the application and operation of D. C .

KEY POINTS

Technology

Tubes

TEACHING AIDS

1. Tell how sound is produced

2. Explain the action of gr"

3. Describe how radio frequency
surges cause audio frequencies
in ear phones

4. Define technical terms

5. Describe the action of grid leak
detector

6. Define technical terms

7. Demonstrate the action of regenera-
tive receiver

. Show feedback

9. Explain oacilktion

10. Show the action of R. F . chokes

. Show the action of by-pass condenser

12. Define technical terms

13. Discuss inductive coupling

14. Explain capacitive coupling

15. Define technical terms

I. References:
a. Watson, Welch, r.nd Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #12

b. Marcus and 'Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters #14, 15, 16, and 17.

2. Black board and chalk

3. Demonstration transformer.
Coupled audio-frequency
transformer.

4. Mode14:
a. Triode detector
b. Regenerative circuit.
c . Transformer coupler.
d. Resistance coupler.

5. Topics:
1-4 Assignment Sheet #21
5-6 Assignment Sheet #22
7-12 Assignment Sheet #23
13-15 Assignment Sheet #24
16-17 Assignment Sheet #25



12 UNDERSTANDING RADIO,

KEY POINTS TEACHING ADDS

16. Demonstrate action of amplifiers
a. Transformer coupler
b. Resistance coupler

17. Define Technical Terms

Unit #13
THE DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKERS Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To understand the operation and performance of loudspeakers.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Explain the purpose of loudspeakers

2. Point out the:
a. Speaker cone
b. Voice coil
c. Spider
d. Speaker field

3. Show the action of the speaker:
a. Voice coil
b. Output transformer
c. Baffle

4. Discuss matching impedance

5. Show quality of sound

6. Define technical terms

Z. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Raft
Chapter #13.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters #7 and #22.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 698.

3. Bloc...board and chalk

4. Models:
a. Dynamic loudspeaker

5. Topics:
1-6 Assignment Sheet #26
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Unit #14
POWER SUPPLIES

13

Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To understand the theory and application of power units as used in
radio work.

KEY POINTS

1. Explain the purpose of supply

2. Point out the use of supply

3. Describe the action of a neon tube

4. Diagram the pattern of waves

5. Define technical terms

6. Show the action of a transformer

7. Show the action of a condenser

8. Show the action of a choke

9. Explain bleeder resistances

10. Define technical terms

11. Discuss the action of tube

12. Explain the action of filters

13. Demonstrate the types and capacity
of apparatus

14. Define technical terms

15. Demonstrate transformerless power
supply

16. Discuss what rectifier tubes are used

TEACHING AIDS

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

standing
Chapter #14.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters #21, 29 and 33.
pp. 725, 729, and 733.

2. Blackboard and chalk.

3. Models:
a. Transformer power supply
b. Vibrator power supply

4. Topics:
1-5.. Assignment Sheet #27
6-10. Assignment Sheet #28
11-14. Assignment Sheet #29
15-20. Assignment Sheet t30



14 UNDERSTANDING

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

17. Demonstrate how it works

18. Show the vibrator power supply

19. Discuss the action of vibrators

20. Define technical terms

Unit #15
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING TUBES

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the application and operation of A .C. tubes.

Technology

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Explain in detail the action of
cathode type tube

2. Define technical terms

3. Point out tube characteristics

4. Describe the amplification factor

5. Define technical terms

6. Show the action of grids

7. Explain plate current

8. Explain electron emission

9. Define mutual conductance

10. Discuss multi element tubes

11. Define technical terms

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #15.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapter #27, p. 739.

2. Blackboard and chalk.

3. Models:

a. Hook-up for taking grid curve.

4. Topics:

1-2. Assignment Sheet #31
3-5. Assignment Sheet #32
6-11. Assignment Sheet #33
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Unit #16
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To understand the operation of simple basic receiving circuits
using A .C. tubes .

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Describe how an A.C. detector
differs from the D.C. detector

2. Demonstrate how a one tube A.C.
detector set is constructed and
operates.

3. Define technical terms

4. Demonstrate the A.C. audio ampli-
fier and explain how it operates

5. Explain the importance of "grid
bias"

6. Define technical terms

7. Demonstrate the "push pull" amplifier

8. Show power transferred between
stages (method of coupling)

9. Define technical terms

10. Demonstrate the frequency amplifier

11. Explain how the R.F. amplifier is
constructed

12. Discuss how it differs from the A.F.
amplifier

13. Define technical terms

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #16.

2. Visual Aide:
Understanding Radio, p. 699.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Models:
a. One tube A.C. receiving set
b. Audio "push pull" amplifier
c. Single control receiver using

A.C. tubes
d. Volume control circuit
e. Radio frequency amplifier

5. Topics:
1-3. Assignment.Sheet #34
4-6. Assignment Sheet #35
7-9. Assignment Sheet #36
10-13. Assignment Sheet 437
14-17. Assignment Sheet #38
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KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

14. Discuss he power detector circuit

15. Explain the operation of the power
detector

16. Point out and explain the vclume
control

17. Define technical terms

Unit #17
THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the principle of operations of the superheterodyne
receiver.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Show the action of the detector

2. Discuss the action of the inter-
mediate transformer

3. Explain the action of the mixer

4. Point out the action of the oscillator

5. Define technical terms

6. Demonstrate the action of the
amplifier

7. Discuss the action of the automatic
volume control

8. Define technical terms

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #17.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapters #26, 28, and
pp. 727 and 728.

2. VisualAids:
Understanding Radio, p. 699.

3. Blackboard aad chalk.

4. Models:
a. Superheterodyne receiver

5. Topics:
1-5. Assignment Sheet iii.9
6-8. Assignment Sheet #40
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Unit # 18
SHORT WAVE SET

DESIRED RESULTS: To adjust and operate a short wave receiver .

Technology

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Describe the features of short wave
set:
a. Tuning
b. Adjusting
c. Operating
d. Shielding

2. Explain the construction of a two-
tube short wave set

3. Show the short wave plug-in coils

4. Define technical terms

5. Explain the construction of the tuned-
radio-frequency amplifier

6. Point out the metal chassis and
"shielding:

7. Define technical terms

Unit #19
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

1. references:
a Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #18.

2. Blackboard and chalk.

3. Models:
a. Two-tube short wave set

4. Topics:
1-4. Assignment Sheet #41
5-7. Assignment Sheet #42

Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To understand the performance and operation of the public
address system.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Desc. _oe the characteristics of
microphones

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby, Under-

standing Radio, Chapter #19.
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KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

2. Show the types of microphones:
a. Carbon
b. Crystal
c. Dynamic
d Condenser
e. Velocity

3. Define technical terms

4. Demonstrate the public address
system

5. Discuss phono pick up

6. Explain phase inverter

7. Define technical terms

8. Examine the loudspeaker

9. Point out the inter-office circuit

10. Examine the tone control

11. Show classes of amplifiers

12. Define technical terms

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 699.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Models:
a. P.A. set
b. Amplifiers, class A and AB

5. Topics:
1-3. Assignment Sheet #43
4-7. Assignment Sheet 4144
8-12. Assignment Sheet #45

and #46
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Unit #20
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To understand the function and operation of oscillators In
transmitter circuits.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Demonstrate the oscillator

2. Point out the crystal control

3. Show tank circuit

4. Explain radio frequency

5. Explain grid excitation

6. Define technical terms

7. Demonstrate the dummy antenna

8. Explain absorption type of
frequency meter

9. Demonstrate the tuned-plate, tuned
grid oscillator circuit

10. Define technical terms

11. Show crystal controlled oscillators

12. Discuss quartz crystals

13. Explain wiring of crystal oscillator
circuit

14. Demonstrate the operation of crystal
oscillator

15. Define technical terms

I . References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #20.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
pp. 244-247 and 621-631.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p 699

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Models:
a. Model of oscillator
b. Model of dummy antenna
c. Model of absorption type

metercallbrator
d. Model of tuner plate and

tuner grid oscillator
e. Model of radio frequency

power amplIfiei.
f. Model of frequency doubler

circuit
g. Model of push-pull final

power amplifier

5. Topics:
1-6. Assignment Sheet #47
7-10. Assignment Sheet #48
11-15. Assignment Sheet #49
16-19. Assignment Sheet #50
20-23. Assignment Sheet #51
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KEY POINTS TEACHING ADDS

16. Show power supply

17. Explain the schematic circuit

18. Describe neutralization of the
amplifier

19. Define technical terms

20. Demonstrate the "push pull"
amplifier

21. Explain link coupling

22. Point out the "Push pull" circuit

23. Define technical terms

Unit #21
RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER

6. Safety:
Watch for shocks and burns

Technology

DESIRED RESULTS; To learn the operation and use of radio telegraph transmitters.

KEY POINTS

1. Explain the purpose of a radio
telegraph transmitter

2. Point out the wiring circuit

3. Demonstrate how it is operated

4. Define technical terms

5. Describe the adding amplifiers

6. Explain the master oscillator

TEACHING AIDS

1. Referent's;
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio
Chapter #21.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements at Radio,
Chapter #40, p. 741.

2. Blackboard and chalk.

3. Models of:
a. Simple transmitter
b. 6L6-807 transmitter
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KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

7. Describe the "zepplin" antenna

8. Explain the adjustment of the
oscillator-amplifier transmirer

9. Relate the federal communications
requirements

10. Define technical terms

Unit #22
RADIO TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS

4. Topics:
1-4. Assigurnent Sheet #52
5 -10. Assignment Sheet #53

Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the operation and use of radio telephone transmitters.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Explain the construction of a radio-
telephone transmitter

2. Discuss the two tube set

3. Explain principles of modulation

4. Define technical terms

5. Examine other types of modulator
circuits

6. Show the low power radio telephone
transmitter

7. Discuss how it is operated

8. Relate the federal communications
requirements

9 . Define technical terms

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #22.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio, pp. 742-743 .

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 699.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Samples of:
a. Oscillator
b. Modulator
C. Transformer
d. Batteries
e. Microphone
f. Amplifier
g. Power supply

...''................=
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KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

Unit #23
ANTENNAS

S. Topics:
1-4. Assignment Sheet #54
5-9. Assignment Sheet #55

Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To understand the purposes and functions of various types and
Installation of antennas .

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Show types of antennas

2. Explain general construction of each

3. Point out the theory of "half wave"
antennas

4. Define technical terms

5. Explain how energy is fed

6. Show methods of coupling

7. Discuss antenna loading

8. Point out the construction of
antenna systems

9. Show and explain co-axial cable
construction

10. Define technical terms

1

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #23.

b. Marcus and Horton,
Elements of Radio,
Chapter #36, pp. 300-303,
650-651.

2. Blackboard and chalk.

3. Models of:
a. Mertz antenna
b. Maroni antenna
C. Doublet antenna
d. Half wave antenna
e. Radar antenna

4. Topics:
1-4. Assignment Sheet #56
5-10. Assignment Sheet #57
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Unit #24
THE VERY UGH FREQUENCIES Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the actions of radio waves in the V.H.P. band.

KEY POINTS

1. Demonstrate the action of V.H .F .

waves

2. Discuss problems of V.H.F.

3. Draw a diagram of a V.H.F . trans-
mitter

4. Explain the use of a "lecher device"

5. Define technics! -rms

6. Show the directional antenna

7. Explain the use of field strength
test meter

S. Describe the superregenerative
receiver

9. Relate the federal communications
rc4uirements

10. Define technical terms

TEACHING AIDS

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and 'MY.

Understanding
Chapter #24.

2. Blackboard and chalk.

3. Models of:
a. V.H.P. transmitter
b. Model of oscillator
c. Model of modulator
d. Model of test meter
e. Model of directional antenna
f. Model of receiver

4. Topics:
1-5. Assignment Sheet #58
6-10. Assignment Sheet #59

. Safety:
Caution - High Voltage
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Unit #25
FREQUENCY MODULATION

UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology

DESIRED RESULTS: To learn the orinciples of frequency modulation radio circuits.

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

I. Explain what is meant by frequency
modulatien

2. Compare F.M. to A.M.

3. Define technical terms

4. Show P.M. circuit

5. Flint out the F.M. transmitter

6. Describe the "limiter circuit"

7. Discuss the discriminator circuit

8. Define technical terms

Unit #26
LOOKING AHEAD

I. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understanding Radio,
Chapter #25.

b. Marcus and Horton;
Elements of Radio,
pp. 655-656, 670-678.

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 699.

3. Blackboard and chalk.

4. Model:
a. F.M. receiver

5. Topice:
1-3. Assignment Sheet #60
4-8. Assignment Sheet #61

DESIRED RESULTS: To take a quick look at the overall field of radio.

Technology

KEY POINTS TEACHING AIDS

1. Discuss the standard rarflo broad-
casting industry

1. References:
a. Watson, Welch, and Eby,

Understandine, ,ladio,
Chapter #26.
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KEY POINTS

2. Broadcasting today
a. F.M. broadcasting
b. Mobile two-way communications

3. Discuss television

4. Discuss automatic repeater stations

5. Discuss carrier equipment

6. Discuss radar

7. Point out the opportunities in radio

TEACHING AIDS

2. Visual Aids:
Understanding Radio, p. 700.

3. Assignment sheet #62
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Answer Sheet #1
RADIO-SOUNDS SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS Technology

Broadcasting Sound by Means of Radio Waves

QUESTIONS:
Page 14 1.

2.

Sound waves are produced when the molecules of air are set in motion by
the voice, by noJaes, or by musical instruments .
Electrical currents which surge rapidly back and forth in a radio antenna
produce an effect in the space around the wires which is known as a radio
wave.

3. 186,000 miles per second.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Sound waves travel only short distances, while radio waves travel many

thousands of miles.
2. The radio tower of a broadcasting station serves as the antenna from

which the radio waves are sent into space.
3. To prevent undesirable noises from reaching the microphone and to

eliminate "echos".
4. Broadcast station studios are located in the cities as a matter of con-

venience to the people taking part in the broadcast programs.
5. Sound travels 1180 feet per second.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer pp. 14-15.

Answer Sheet #2
RADIO WAVES AND WAVE TRAVEL Technology

The Action of Radio Waves
4.111,461111MP

QUESTIONS:
Page 18 1.

2.
Page 20 1.

2.
Page 22 1.

3.
5.

No.
By use of the mathematical formula.
It reflects radio waves.
Yes.
Ultraviolet.
Yes . 186,000 mlles per second.
Concentrations of ionized air at various heights above the earth.
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Page 24 1. Skip distance is the distance between points where the wave leaves the
earth and where the reflected wave returns.

3 Waves which are sent nearly straight up will eittier be returned to places
near their point of origin or will pass through the ionized layers and not
return.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Pig. 1, p. 18.
2. Ground waves are stronger than sky waves.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
I. Refer pp. 33-34.

Answer Sheet *3 Technology
RADIO WAVES AND WAVE TRAVEL

How Waves Travel

QUESTIONS:
Page 26 1.

2.
Page 29 1.

Page 30

Page 32

Page 33

Interference between the "sky wave" and the "ground wave".
Billowing of the "ionosphere.
A wav ength is measured from crest to crest. Therefore, one which
is measured and expressed in terms of the metric system as being 400
meters long would also be equal to a length of 1312 feet, since a meter.
is equal to 39.37 inches or about 3.28 feet.

6. 550-1600 k. c. or 187.5 to 545.4 meters.
2. Conversion from frequency to wavelength, or from wavelength to fre-

quency is accomplished by use of the formula; wavelength equals speed
of the wave divided by the frequency.

1. The shortest visible ray is 41 millionth of a centimeter long.
2. Yes. No. Yes.
1. a. Atmospheric electricity.

b. Man made static.
2. a. Use of suppressor resistors.

b. Use of condensers.
c. Use of f-m system.

QUESTIONS:
Northern lights are caused by ionization due to sun spots.
Ionization at the earths magnetic poles creates strong magnetic forces
which create radio and telegraph interference.

TERMS:
1-2-3 Defined pp. 33-34.

ADDMONAL
1.
2.

TECHNICAL
1.
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Answer Sheet RA
SOMETHING ABOUT ELECTRICITY Technology

The Nature of Electricity and Its Movement

QUESTIONS:
Pages 1. Direct current flows in one direction, while alternating current changes

41-42 its flow In the circuit first in one direction and then reverses its flow in
the other direction .

2. Compare the definitions for the terms given by referring to "Technical
Terms", p. 47-48.

3 An electrical circuit consists of a source of electrical energy and a con-
ductive path, through which the energy flows from the source through the
path and back to the source.

5. The movement of any single electron is not necessarily ;r: the direction of
current Dm nor Is It probably that It would ever travel thecomplete path
of the circuit.

Page 47 1. Static electricity is electricity at rest. Dynamic (current electricity)
electricity Is electricity in motion.

2. The flow of electrons through a wire Is the result of electrical pressure;
(volts) acting against the resistance of the conductor,

3. Increasing pipe size and/or pressure and decreasing length causzts an
increase in the flow.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Metals have more free electrons than other materials.
2. Several sources are:

a. Dry cells
b. Storage batteries
c. "A" and "B" batteries as used in portable radios
d. Genera ors

3. a. Disconnect main supply Flurce .

b. Don't totk.h metal parts carrying current.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1, Refer p. 47-48.
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Answer Sheet #5
MAGNETISM AND DIRECT CURRENT METERSi

UNDERSTANDING RALIO

Technology

Principles of Operation of the VArsonval Meter

QUESTIONS:
Page 57 I.

2.
Page 62 2.

Page 63 4.

5.

AMITIONAL
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.

TECHNICAL
1.

I
Permanent
A horeshoe magnet
Becense the total strength of the coils magnetic field is equal to the sum
of the magnetic strength of the single Z41118 .
The current flow in amperes and the number of turns in the coil .
(Ampere-turns).
a. 2 amperes flowing through 50 turns produces 100 ampere turns.
b. 2 amperes flowing through 100 terns produce 204 ampere tures.
c . Magnetic strength of "b" is twice that of "a".

QUESTION&
Sketch similar to that shown in Fig. 19, p. 53.
Sketch similar to that shown hi Fig. 20, p. 54.
Sketch similar to that shown in Fig. 21, p. 55.
North magnetic to South magnetic pole.
"Like" poles repel; "Unlike" poles attract.

TERMS:
Refer pp. 72-73.

Answer Sheet 46
MAGNETISM AND DIRECT CURRENT METERS

Iyil Immow. ...mi.. =.,. __
Use of Direct Current Meters

Technclogy

QUESTION&
Page 69 1. Information gives in tube chart p. 650, shows the filament current of a

1H4G tube to be 60 milliamperes or .060 amps.
4. Information from the tube chart shows a plate current of 2.5 mils. A

meter reading 0-5 mils would be selected to read this amount of current.
Page 72 3. The range of any meter should be selected so that the maximum expected

reading will fall near the center of the meter scale, thus off scale read-
ings will be avoided and the meter will be protected from damage.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 31, p.66.
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2. a . 8 mlls. b. 165 mlls. c. 1000 mils .
3. a . .750 amps b..001 amps . c. 1. amps.
4. Refer Fig. 35, p. 70.
S. a. Current flow is measured by placing the proper meter in series with

portion of the circuit in which the current flow is to be determined.
b. Voltage is measured by connecting the proper meter in parallel, or

across the portion of the circuit at a point where the voltage is to be
determined.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer pp. 72-73.

Answer Sheet #7
OHMS LAW BY SIMPLE MATHEMATICS Technology

llImaimtft.r.
Ohms Law and Its Application

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
/. a. Refer Fig. 39, p. 76.

b. Refer Fig. 40, p. 76.
c. Refer Fig. 41, p. 77.

2. Ohm's Law is written as, I equals E/R, where I equals current in
"Amperes" and E equals pressure in "Volts", also R equals resistance
in "Ohms".

3. The voltage of a series of cells is equal to the sum of the voltages of the
individual cells, while the voltage of a parallel connection.of cells is
that of a single cell.

4. The.advantage of the series parallel circuit is that it affords means of
obtaining a higher voltage and greater available current.

5. An increase or decrease of voltage applied to a circuit of fixed resistance
will cause corresponding changes in current flow in the circuit.

6. The available current is greater in the parallel connection of cells.
. _ZHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer p. 93.
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Answer Sheet #8
OHMS LAW BY SIMPLE MATHEMATICS Technology

Conditions of Circuit Resistance and Its Movement

QUESTIONS:
Page 92 1. a. By use of the ohrruneter.

b. The voltmeterammeter method.
3. The purpose of the variable resistor is to compensate for resistance

loss in the ohmmeter circuit.
Page 90 1. Rule p. 87 indicates that the total resistance of two parallel resistors of

equal value is half that of one alone. Since the resistance of a IH4G tube
is 33.3 ohms, the total resistance of two tubes in parallel would be
33.3/2 or 16.6 ohms.

3. If the filaments of the tubes are operating in series, the total resistance
will be equal to the sum of the individual resistances of the tubes.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Rule stated p. 75.
2. Total resistance: Rt equals I + I + I etc.

R1 R2 R3
3. Total resistance: Rt equals RI x R2

RT-1.1 R2
4. Voltage lost in forcing current through a resistance.
5. Refer Fig. 51, p. 90.

Since the ohmmeter is a closed circuit, the variable resistance is adjusted
to allow a full scale reading of the voltmeter. If external resistance is
introduced at the test leads the resulting drop of voltage will be indicated
by the meter. As a result the meter scale may be calibrated in ohms and
the added circuit resistance read directly.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Defined p. 122.
2. A "Variable" resistor is a device for changing the resistance of a circuit

in which it is connected.
3. The term "cold resistance" applies to the resistance of a heater element

(lamp or other heat producing device) when it is not in operation. "Hot
resistance" is the resistance of the same device measured at its maximum
operating temperature.
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Answer Sheet #9
HOW TO BUILD AND WIRE THE TUBE CIRCUIT BOARD Technology

Construction of Typical Circuit Boards

QUESTIONS:
Page 102 2.

3.

4.

6.

ADDITIONAL
1.
2.

To prevent oxidation of the copper and furnish a surface that will hold
solder.
Chemicals which remove surface oxides and permit solder to adhere to
the clean surface.
Resin flux is preferred for radio work since it is not a conductor of
electricity.
Radio connections are soldered because:
a. A greater area of contact is provided.
b. Oxidization of the connection is prevented.
c . Greater mechanical strength is obtained.
QUESTIONS:
Refer Fig. 57, p. 96.
The three circuits are:
a. The "filament" circuit.
b. The "plate" circuit.
c . The "grid" circuit.

3. a. The Joint must be clean.
b. The soldering iron must be clean and well tinned.
c . The iron and the Joint must both be hot enough to melt solder so that

it flows easily.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

I. Refer p. 103.
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Answer #10
PRINCIPLES OF THE VACUUM TUBE Technology

The Vacuum Tube

QUESTIONS:
Page 110 1. A purplish glow appears around the elements of a gassy tube.

2. After the tube is exhausted, remaining air on the surfaces of the
elements is released by the heat of induction and absorbed by the
"getter" which ignites at a high temperature.

Page 113 1. Faulty operation.
2. Within the grid structure .
3. The "grid".
4. The "plate".
5. Tungsten and carbon.
6. Operates at lower temperature and is a better "emitter" of electrons.

It has longer life.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. A weak current was found to flow between the filament and a metal
plate through evacuated space when the filament was heated.

2. Flemings "valve" lacked the sensitivity of the cry.stal detector.
3. a. Detector b. Rectifier
4. "Diode"
5. The "triode" contains a "filament", a "grid", and a "plate" positioned

in the order given.
6. a. amplify b. detect c.generate radio waves
7. Refer to Fig. 66, p. 109.
8. To prevent the presence of air and gasses which would ca.-te ionization

and consequent faulty operation.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer pp. 122-123.
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Answer Sheet #11
PRINCIPLES OF THE VACUUM TUBE Technology

Controlling Electron Flow In A Tube

QUESTIONS:
Page 117 1. Refer Fig. 73, p. 115.
Page 118 3. Dangerous shocks wad damage to equipment may be avoided if

batteries are left discondegted until needed.
6. The electrons in the space charge would return to the filament .

Page 122 1. II). An increase of grid voltage causes a decrease of plate current.
2. Biasing the grid to cut off and then doubling the plate voltage would

again cause a plate current to flow.
3. Since the plate is more positive than the grid more -,lectrons flow to

it. Make the grid more positive or the plate less positive.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. An increase of filament current causes more heat ant. produces
greater electron emission.

2. Electrons will only move to the plate when It is positive in respect to
the Zilamehi.

3. Yes
4. Yes
5. Unlike charges between plate and filament cause electrons to flow to

the plate . Like charges of the grid and filament restrict or prevent
electron flow to the grid.

6. Plate current may be reduced by: a. Reducing plate voltage
b. Increasing grid voltage c. Reducing filament current

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer pp. 122-123.
2. Refer pp. 122-123.
3. Biases to cutoff refers to the point at which plate current flow ceases

as the result of increased negative grid voltage.
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Answer Sheet #12
WAVE FORM PICTURES Technology

Reading Wave Form Pictures On An Oscilloscope

QUESTIONS:
1/1ge 133 I. A beam of electrons strike the fluorescent willemite screen making

a greur. spot of light
a. The "sweep circuit" is connected to the horizontal plates caueng the

beam to move across the screen.
5. One which changes its direction and amount at regular intervals of

time.
7. No. The direction changes at every alternation.

Page 138 1. The horizontal line measures elapsed time.
2. The vertical line measures amplitude or strength.
3. Above the Lae.
4. Below the line.
S. A "positive" alternation.
6. A complete cycle.
7. They are at rest.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. a. cathode b. focus c. intensely d. vertical plates

e. horizontal plates f. filament or heater g. fluorescent screen.
2. Adjusts the sweep control (horizontal) so that the spot is always in

motion.
3. Four controls used for adjustmeia are:

a. Focus
b. Intensity
c. Horizontal sweep
d. Vertical gain.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Rc..er p. 147
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Answer Sheet #13
WAVE FORM PICTURES

Using The Oscilloscope To Analyze Wave Form

QUESTIONS:
Page 143 1. Picture "B" .

2. "Plus" refers to a "positive" direction and "minua" refers to a
"negative" direction.

3. 60 cycles per second.
5. Pictur "B".
6. The vertical line.

Page 146 1. The direction of the pulsation depends on which alternation is being
passed by the rectifier.

Page 147 3. Pulsating currents are ones which rise and fall in amplitude at
regular intervals and flow in the same direction.

6. Increasing or decreasing the applied voltage T increase of resistance
due to temperature change will affect the quantity of electron flow.

8 . No.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 101, p. 145.
2. Refer Fig. 90, p. 138.
3. Refer Fig. 103, p. 146.
4. A set of evenly spaced lines, printed on a transparent plastic cover

act as vertical and horizontal references to the heavy lines which are
known as the "X" and "Y" axis.

TECHNMAL TERMS:
1. Refer p. 147 and 148.

Technology

Answer Sheet #14
DETECTORS Technology

Use Of A Crystal Detector In A Simple Receiver

QUESTIONS:
Page 153 1. An a Vilna and a ground, detector and earphone.

2. A #14 wire.
3. The "lead in" is We wire leading from the antenna to the receiver.
4. Higher antenna produce stronger singals.
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Page 160 2 . The radio frequency changes too fast to be heard.
3. Waves with a frequency above 20,000 per second.
5. No. The rectifying action of the crystal allows current to flow only

in one direction .

8. Permanent.
9 . What is detection? Detection is the process of separation of radio and

audio frequency voltages in the detector circuit.
10. a. Difficult to adjust b. Sensitivity too low c . Limited current

capacity d. Not adaptable to modern circuits
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 106, p. 152.
2. Consists of a wire suspended between insulators and having an

insulated "lead in" which connects the antenna to the receiver.
3. Oil of the skin causes a film of grease which interferes with the

operation of the crystal.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer p. 167.

Answer Sheet #15
DETECTORS Technology

Use Of A Vacuum Tube In A Simple Receiver

QUESTIONS:
Page 167 1. The "Fleming valve" acts as a diode rectifier allowing current to

pass in one direction.
2. The word "diode" refers to a tube having two electrodes.
3. The word "triode" refers to a tube having three elements.
4. A negative signal on the grid causes a decrees% the current flow to

the plate, while a positive signal on the grid increases the plate
current. ..

5. A relatively weak signal on the grid causes a large plate current to
flow.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. The "diode tube" and the "crystal" are both rectifiers in that they

will pass current only in one direction.
2. Refer Fig. 123, p. 164.
3. The vacuum tube is regarded by the English to be similar to a valve

inasmuch that only a little energy is needed to control a large flow of
energy. Their vacuum tubes are therefore known to them as valves.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer pp . 167-168.
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Answer Sheet #16
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS Technology

Transfer Of Electrical Energy By Induction

QUESTIONS:
Page 179 1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6. No.
7. Refer to "Technical Terms" p. 205: (Mutual Inductance).
8. No. It is in the oppositc direction.
9. Induced voltage may be increased by:

a. Increasing the number of lines of force which cut through the coil by:
(1) Choice of "core" materials.
(2) Increase current through primary coil.
(3) Increasing the turns ratio.
(4) Increased cutting rate.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 128, p. 171.
2. The "antenna coil" because it is the first to be energized.
3. The magnetic field remains stationary and no output voltage would be

present after the initial build up, nor until the field collapsed at the
time the applied current was reduced to zero.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer p. 205.

Refer to technical terms p. 205: (Transformer) .

Refer to technical terms p . 205: (Induction).
Voltage may be induced by:
a. The magnetic field of a permanent magnet as it passes through

a coil.
b. Mutual induction:

(1) A primary coil energized by alternating current produces
voltage in secondary.

(2) A primary coil energized by pulsating or interrupted direct
current produces voltage in secondary.

No.
Current is applied to the primary .
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Answer Sheet #17
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS Technology

Characteristicsteristics nf The Condenser

QUESTIONS:
Page 187 1. Storage of an electrical charge.

2. A condenser is two or more conducting surfaces separated by a

dielectric.

3. Oue in which the capacity may be varied by changing the relative
position of the plates.

4. A dielectric is the medium which serves as an insulator between
the plates of a condenser.

S. A condenser may be tested with a source of direct current and a
test lamp (neon) in series with the condenser in question.

6. The quantity of electrons that can be forced into a condenser by a
given voltage.

7. The capacity of a condenser may be changed by:

a. Changing dielectric thickness.
b. Changing dielectric materials.
c. Changing area of conducting surface or plates.

8. The value of "K" the dielectric constant refers to the quality of
insulating mediums with references to air which has an assigned
"IC value of 1.000.

9. . 786 mfd.
10. The capacity would be halved.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 128, p. 171, and Fig. 136, p. 182.
2. Refer Fig. 134, p. 180.
3. The formula is: C * O. 224KA

T
where C means total capacity in mmf.
K means Dielectric constant
A means Area of a conductor sq. In.
T means Thickness of dielectric

4. Decrease
S. An insulator.

TECHNICAL TERNS:
1. Refer pp. 234-205.
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Answer Sheet #18
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS Technology

Inductance-Reactance-Impedance

QUESTIONS:
Page 294 1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Defined page 205.
Defined page 204.
a. Inductance refers to the properties of a coil which make back

voltages possible .

b. Reactance refers to the opposition that the inductance of a coil or
the capacity of a condenser offers to the current flow.

c. Impedance is the combined effect of the resistive and reactive
opposition to current flow.

Inductance occurs when a voltage is induced in a conductor from an
external magnetic source, while self induction occurs as the result
of magnetism produced by the current flow in the conductor.
Defined p. 204.
Since time may be measured in degrees it may be said that the
current and voltage reach their peeks at different times when 90
degrees of phase difference exists. When both reach a peak at the
same time no phase difference exists and they are considered to be
"in phase".
Substituting the values given, the formula is:

(1.5 x 1.5) x (35 x 3a
( 9 x 1.5) + (10 x 3)

877.0 Ohms.
9. Z equals 50.0 Ohms .

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. All three.
2. In the formula for calculating inductive reactance, it is seen that the

unknown is the product of the other terms. Raising the value of any
of the terms would also increase the product of the terms. Therefore,
an increase of frequency would cause a greater inductive reactance.
In a circuit an increase of frequency produces a greater cutting rate
and a greater resulting inductive reactance.

3. b. A stronger magnetic field is present when an iron core is used.
The increase in the field strength would cause more inductive
reactance resulting in a higher impedance.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer pp. 204-205.
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Answer Sheet #19
RESONANCE AND TUNING Technology

Methods Of Tuning

QUESTIONS:
Pap 210 1.

3.

Page 212

Page 213

S.

Energy picked up by the antenna would be diverted to ground.
Yes. When sufficient wire has been unreeled to equal the stations
wave length, maximum volume will result.
Yes. This method of toning is not selective enough to discriminate
against signals of slightly different wave length.

1. In the opposite direction.
5. Diagram similar to "A" (Refer p. 211, Fig. 153).
3. A tight winding prevents movement of the coil turns and prevents

changes in the inductive value of the coil.

The insulation prevents contact between adjacent turns.

By the use of a sliding contact along a path where the insulation has

been removed from the turns.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 151, p. 207.
2. Yes .
3. Refer Fig. 155, p. 214.
4. Refer Fig. 157, p. 216.
5. The variable condenser adjusts the electrical length of the timed

circuit to agree with that of the desired incoming wave. Resonance
occurs when the timing of both are the same .

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1 -3. Defined p. 229.
4. A "Tuned circuit" is one which is resonant to a given frequency,

determined by the characteristics of the circuit parts.

4.

S.
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Answer Sheet #20
RESONANCE AND TUNING

Conditions of Resonance and Coupling

Technology

QUESTIONS:
Page 228 1. An electron surge is the flow of electrons during each alternation of

the received signal.
2. A cycle is composed of two successive alternations.

Page 229 3. "Off resonant Buttons" are "out" of phase with the back voltage of the
tuned circuit and their response is relative to the phase difference.

5. Increasing the capacity increases the time constant and times the
circuit to a lower frequency than would resonate with the unwanted
stations frequency.

7. Loose coupling decreases signal strength.
8 . Loose coupling.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Each alternation of the passing wave causes an induced voltage to

appear across the terminals of the coil in the tuned circuit and
charges the condenser. If the circuit is resonant with the frequency
of the passing wave, an exchange of energy will occur between the
coil and the condenser, producing oscillation which is sustained by
the energy induced from the passing wave .

2. When the back voltage of the condenser and the coil are equal and
opposite in direction.

3. The frequency Is decreased.
4. By increasing or decreasing the effective turns of the coil.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Energy transfer between the primary and secondary of a tuned circuit

is termed "coupling". (No coupling exists between coils whose axis
are at right angles to each other.)
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Answer Sheet #21
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES Technolor

Operation Of The One Tube Receiver

QUESTIONS:
Page 238 1. Alternating current will produce a hum.

2. No. Radio frequencies are too fast to be heard.
Page 240 3. A negative grid opposes electron movement from the filament to the

plate, consequently any increase of negative grid voltage would cause
a decrease, or weakening of the plate current.

4. If no "grid return" is provided, the electrons would accumulate at the
grid and would reduce, or atop, the plate current flow.

5. The "diaphragm" is too heavy to respond to the rapid impulses of the
radio frequency surges.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Stationary plates of a condenser are referred to as the "stator".
2. Diagram similar to Fig. 183, p. 239.
3. A triode.
4. The rule is stated on p. 237.

TEr,IINICAL TERMS:
1, 2, 3, and 4 are defined on p. 283.

Answer Sheet #22
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES Technology

111=OMMII
Operation Of The Grid-Leak Detector Circuit

QUESTIONS:
Page 247 1. The grid-leak acts as a release valve to permit excess electrons to be

returned to the filament circuit 7141 the coil and grid-return wire.
2. The grid condenser acts as a reservoir to store electrons each time

the grid is positive.
3. No. Removal of the grid-leak would permit the grid to become nega-

tive and the cutoff point would soon be reached.
4. Two million ohms. (2 megohms.) '.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 185 (New circuit), p. 241.
2. .00025 microfarad. (250-micromicrofarad). .'
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3. a. Increased volume
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1-4 are defined p. 183.

b. Greater sensitivity

Answer Sheet #23
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES Technology

Operation Of The Regenerative Receiver

QUESTIONS:
Page 253 2. Before

3. When the hand is brought near the condenser its capacity is affected
by the capacity of the hand and detuning of the circuit results .

6. Oscillations which are too strong may be produced by having too many
turns on the plate coil or by too high plate voltage.

Page 264 1. A voltage induced in the grid coil from the plate coil reinforcing the
signal voltage to produce greater plate current flow.

2. An out of phase voltage will be induced in the grid coil opposing the
signal voltage causing degeneration.

3. When enough energy is supplied to a timed circuit to overcome 'ts
losses it will oscillate at its resonant frequency.

4. A variable resistor in series with the "B" battery.
5. The inductive reactance of a choke coil at high frequencies will not

permit the passage of radio frequency surges .
6. The "by pass condenser" acts to pass the high frequencies and cause

`':e audible frequencies to pass through the choke and headphones,
producing sound.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. "Shielding" is used to prevent the dettming effect of "hand capacity".
2. Refer Fig. 196, p. 249.
3. It separates the radio frequency from the audio frequencies .
4. a. By using an adjustiible plate coil.

b. Shunting the plate coil with a variable resistor.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

I. Terms defined on p. 283.

11.1..
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Answer Sheet #24
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES Technology

The Transformer Coupled Audio Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 269 1. Transformer coupling requires fewer parts and is simpler to install,

requires lower "B" voltage, while "resistance coupling" is freer from
distortion, uses cheaper parts.

2. Coupling serves to connect two circuits together in such a manner that
the output circuit on one stage will control the Input circuit of the
following stage without direct wire connections. Coupling also serves
to isolate circuits supplied by different voltage sources, and prevent
inter-action of these voltages.

3. Transfer of energy between circuits by a magnetic field.
ADD1TONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Transformer amplification is preferred because it requires no adjust-
ment, is stable in operation and offers possibilities of unlimited
volume.

2. Inductive and capacitative.
3. Refer Fig. 219, p. 268.
4. Refer Fig. 221, p. 270.
5. a. Pulsating direct.

b. Alternating
6. In the circuit discussed, amplifier plate current was 3 milliamps or

twice that of the detector plate.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Terms defined on page 283.

Answer Sheet #25
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES Technology

The Resistance Coupled Audio Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 277 1.

Page 283 1.
3.
4.

The detector "B" battery would make the amplifier grid highly positive,
causing possible damage.
A speaker, headphones may be damaged by high current.
By use of proper grid bias.
Decreases plate current.
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ADDITIC7AL QUESTP)NS:
1. Non-inductive.
2. Low frequency response is limited.
3. Three
4. Poor voltage regulation of supply voltages.
5. Refer Fig. 228, p. 276..

. Refer Fig. 234, p, 281.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Non-inductive resistors are those !Irving minimun of inductive

reactance. For example: Carbon and special wire wound.
2. Negative voltage applied to a grid,
3. "Motor buathig" occurs when voltage regulation is poor. The name is

similar to sound effect of the speaker during periods of poor voltage
regulation.

4. "Distortion" is the deviation from the original Input signal as observed
in the output of an amplifier. In the audio amplifier we are mainly
conceried with the causes of distortion which affect the fie :My ot
sound.

Answer Sheet #26
THE DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKERS Technology

Converting Ictrical Energy to Sound

QUESTIONS:
Page 288 3. A few thousandths ot an inch.
Page 293 1. A cone is made of light durable paper. The edge of the cone rim is

crimped for attachment to the speaker frame, in a manner permitting
free movement in response to the action of the voice coil., which is
CST tinted to it

2. The motion of the cone causes alternate compression and rare-faction
of the air, producing sound waves .

3 High fidelity. reproduction occurs when the speaker produces sound
waves that ore faithful reproductions the original sound waves
actuating the nitcrophone.

Page 298 1. The tiny vibraticn.: of the Aver unit, create air molecule movement
which are expanded at a rate determined b: the size and Map: of the
horn and are released as sound waves which in their expanded condition
couple most efficiently with the surrounding air.
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2. The purpose of a "baffle" is to increase the length of the sound path
from the back of the spmker to the front. Doing this promotes base
response and avoids cancellation of other interferance between rardied
and compressed air wave.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. TV, operation of a "dynamic" speaker depends on the prtrsiple of

reaction between a coil carrying current at audio frequencies and a
magnetic field of fixed density and polarity.

2. a. Permanent magnetic field produced by "Alnico" magnet.
b. Magnetic field produced by electromagnet.

3. To efficiently couple plate output to the volt. coil. Fig. 242, D. 290,
4. When an impedance match exists in the primary circuit and also in the

secondary circuit of the output transformer.
5. A system of baffles designed to accentuate base tones.
6. a. 200-5000 cycles. b. 200-15000 cycles.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1 4 Refer page 298.
5. "Overtones" are tones over the fundamental. These overtones produce

richness or quality of tone.

Answer She3t #27
POWER SUPPLIES Technology

Alternt.Jng and Direct Current Sources of Supply

QUESTIONS:
Pap 304 2. The flow of one plate of the neon tube indicates a flow of direct current.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Long life dry batteries for both low and high voltage supply.
2. The heater filaments are connected in series across the 115 volt a-c

line.
3. The "B" is supplied by "rectifying" and "filtering" the alternating

current line voltage, to produce a direct current at slightly less
voltage.

4. The "transformer" is used to supply the different voltages needed by
the set, namel: a. Low voltages for filaments and beaters.
b. High voltage for rectifiers.

5. A "Vibrator" is needed to provide a pulsating direct current which
will operate the step-up transformer from a low voltage direct
current supply.

6. Schematic diagram shown on page 301.
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TECHNICAL TERMS:
1 & 2. Refer to page 331.
3. An "AC-DC" type of radio receiver is one equipped with a switch so

that it may be used on either an alternating or a direct current line
voltage.

Aneve., Shc.,. #26
POWER. RIIPPLMS Technology

The Transformer Type Power Supply

QUESTIONS:
Page 312 1. By testing the resistance of the windings to determine if they are short

circuited or open circuited.
2. a. Byconsulting the manufacturers diagram.

b. By reference to color coding standard for transformers.
c. By comparing wire size of windings.
d. By applying rated voltage to a secondary winding and reading

other winding voltages until primary voltage 1;; found.
e. A primary winding is usually next to the core.
f. Comparative resistance measurement.

3. Reduces core loss caused by "eddy currents".
4. Lines of force of the magnetic field of a coil.
5. The two 6F6 tubes require 6.3 volts parallel. The turns per volt

ratio of the primary would be 100 turns / 115 volts or .87; hence, 6.3
volts would require (6.3 x .87) or 5.5 turns.

Page 317 ... No.
2. Effective voltage is average voltage and is equal to peak voltage x .707.
3. Since peak voizage is 1.41 times that of effective voltage, the condc.lser

voltage will be at this value, and not that of the effective voltage as
shown by a meter.

4. A choke consists of a single winding while a transformer consists of
two or more windings.

ADDMONAL 0 AISTIONS:
1. Materials needed are: 1-Audio Transformer, 1-Output tube type 56,

1-tube socket.
2. a. Voltage changer b. Rectifier c. Filter d. Voltage divider or

bleeder.
3. Graph shown Fig. 263, p. 315.
4. Since a voltmeter reads effective volts, the effective voltage is 112 volts.
5. Turns per volt ratio equals Turns/Volts.
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TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer to page 331.

Answer Sheet #29
POWER SUPPLIES Technology

Circuit Analysis Of A Full Wave Rectifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 319 1. Three: One 4 mfd and two 8 mfd. (600 working volts)

3. The transformer voltage.
5. 125 milliamperes.

Page 321 2. The plates are connected to the high voltage ends of the winding.
4. Because it is the only lead from the high voltage winding which is

negative at :11 times.
6. Because at this point, an cantered 120 cycle pulse would be present

which would produce an objectionable hum.
Page 323 1. To provide for additional tube load.

2. Proper polarity should always be observed when the "electrolytic
condenser" is connected to a circuit .

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer: Schematics shown Fig, 267, p. 320.
2. Filter chokes may be placed in either lead.
3. Lower voltages may be obtained by tapping the bleeder resistor or by

the use of separate resistors connected to the high voltage output
terminal.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. A "bleeder resistor" with low voltage taps.
2. Refer page 331.

. "Current rating" refers to the maximum permissable current flow
during a stated operating period under safe temperature limits.
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Answer Sheet #30
POWER SUPPLIES Technology

How Other Forms Of Power Supplies Are Wired

QUESTIONS:
Page 331 1. Low plate voltage, and filament voltage that is hi01, also cathode type

tubes.
2. A "ballast" type tube is an enclosed resistor, used to drop the voltage

from the line to that of the voltage required by the sum of the "series"
filaments.

3. Due to the fact that low frequencies are more difficult to filter than
high frequencies, larger inductance and capacity is needed in the
filter circuit.

4. a. Pulsating direct current b. Alternating current.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

I. Refer Fig. 274, p. 326.
2. The plate current carrying capacity is doubled.
3. To avoid dangerously large current flow, and also to prevent personal

injury from shock and burns.
4. The lower operating frequency requires a greater degree of filtering

to minimize hum.
5. Refer Fig. 277, p. 329.

TECHNICAL TEEMS:
1. A "vibrator" is an electromagnetically driven contactor used to pro-

duce pulsating current flow from a direct current source.
2. An "electrolytic" condenser is made of two thin aluminum sheets

separated by a gauze soaked with an electrolyte. When a direct
current is applied to the sheets, a polarization occurs and forms a
dielectric film on one plate. The condenser has high capacity due to
the thinness of the dielectric film.

3. "In time with".
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Answer Sheet #31
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING TUBES Technology

Tubes With Indirectly Heated Cathodes

QUESTIONS:
Page 334 1. The tube filament will heat properly, but a loud hum or roaring sound

is heard in the receiver .
2. The electron emission from the filament varies as the result of the

changing current flow of the alternating current.
3. Increasing the "thermal inertia" by increasing the size of the filament

wire, so that it would not heat and cool so quickly.
Page 336 3. The "thermal inertia" of the "cathode sleeve" is very high and is not

affectel by the rapid changes of temperature of the heater filament.
Page 339 2. Refer to standard base diagrams in a tube manual.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
I. The filament is used to produce the heat needed by the cathode to

promote electron emission.
2. Increased electron emission results from the use of a coating of

alkaline-earth oxides on the outer surface of the cathode sleeve.
3. Refer P4. 282, p. 337.
4. Because radio service men and ottms work with a set upside down

when wiring or repairing it.
5. Clockwise, as viewed iron. below.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer pp. 357-358.

Answer Sheet #32
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING TUBES Technology

Vacuum Tube Characteristics

QUESTIONS:
Page 343 I. Opposition to the electron surges from the cathode to the plate is

termed "plate resistance".
2. The low "plate resistance" is due to the large cathode, and the

relatively close distance separating it from the plate.
3. Power-audio-amplifier circuits.
4. High (I meg. as shown by tube chart).
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5. The ability of the tube to amplify, based on the amount of plate current
change when a one volt positive change occurs on the grid.

6. The grid is placed close to the cathode and the grid wire spacing is very

close.
Page 350 1. When the grid becomes positive, its pull adds to that of the plate, and

more electrons pass through the grid to the plate.
2. The flow will be diminished.
3. The point where plate current ceases to flow as a result of Ancreased

negative grid voltage.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Because it is measured with an alternating instead of direct current.
2. Refer Fig. 291, p. 345.

3. "Mutual conductance" is equal to the "amplification factor" divided by

the "plate resistance".
4. It is increased.

5.,By increase of the negative grid voltage.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer p. 358.

Answer Sheet #33
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING TUBES Technology

Multi-Element Vacuum Tubes

QUESTIONS:
Page 357 1. a. The "control grid" which is negative becomes more negative or less

negatite when influenced by the signal voltage. This causes an in-
crease and decrease i the electron flow to the plate, and a conse-
quent change in plate output.

b. The "screen grid" reduces interelectrode capacity by preventing

surges of secondary emission from reaching the control grid. The
screen is made positive at about half the voltage supplied to the plate.

c. The "suppressor grid" is made negative and repels electrons on the
plate so that nr, secondary emission occurs. It is placed between ._,e
plate and the screen grid.

2. "Secondary emission" is the electrons emitted from the plate as a result
of the impact of the electrons which travel at high speed from the cathode
to the plate.

3. To prevent blocking of the grid by strong signals.
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4. The cathode emits electrons which are drawn to the plate . The "grid"
controls the plate current flow in response to the signal voltage. The
"screen grid" being positive accelerates the electron flow to the plate.
The "beam forming plates" are negative and due to their placement,
they beam the electrons in a direct path to the plate.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 296, p. 352.

2. a. (Screen grid tube)
1. Cathode 2. Control Grid 3. Screen Grid 4. Plate

b. (Pentode Tube)
1. Cathode 2. Control Grid 3. Screen Grid 4. Suppressor
Grid 5. Plate

c. (Beam Power Tube)
I. Cathode 2. Control Grid 3. Screen Grid 4. Beam Plates
5. Plate

3. a. Refer Fig. 299, p. 356.

b. Refer Fig. 298, p. 354.

4. Spacing of turns of the control grid are greater near the center, prevent-
ing blocking of the grid by strong signals ._

5. In the "Pentode".
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer p. 358. (1-4)

Answer Sheet #34
BASIC ar.CEIVING CIRCU'i rs USING A.C. TUBES Technology

Applying The Alternating Current Type Tube

QUESTIONS:
Page 361 1. The grid return wire and the negative "B" are connected to thy: cathode.

The beater filament Is connected to the secondary of a filament trans-
former V the proper voltage and current rating.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 303, p. 362.

2. Refer Tube Manual.
3. Octal
4. 115 volt primary - 6.3 volt secondary.,
5. The "heater circuit" consists of the 6.3 volt secondary of the transformer,

the heater filament, and the Wires .connecting them. Increased circuit
length involves additional loss and hum.



6. The circuit would be inoperative for several reasons, foremost of which
are that the indirectly heated cathode would not be connected and would
act as a shield to prevent electron flow to the plate.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. A "step-down" transformer which reduces the 115 volt line to 6.3 volts

to operate the heater filament .
2. The "cathode wire" connects the cathode to the negative "B" and the

grid return.
3. An " indirectly heated cathode" is the cathode of a heater type tube used

on alternating ':urrent.
4. A "directly heated" cathode is the filament of a tube which is operated

by an "A" battery. The terms direct and indirect, refer that the
cathode is self-heated or that it receives its heat frm another source,
as the case may be.

Answer Sheet #35
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES Technology,

The Alternating Current Audio Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 373 2. Negative.

4. The paths are: the one through the cathode resistor and the other to the
cathode by-pass condenser (See Fig. 315, 372) .

Page 374 6. Twisdng the wires carrying alternating current to the filaments causes
cellatum of the magnetic field about the wires and prevents induced
currents in nearby coils or circutt wiring of the equipment .

8. By use of a cathode resistor and by-pass condenser .

10. Plate current aurges are by-passed around the bias resistor hence no
alternating bias voltage occurs.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 305, p. 364.
2. a. Refer to a tube manual and find the required negative bias cones-

pancling to the plate voltage intended for use. AIR* find the plate
current flew at the required values of plate voltage and bias

b. Use "Ohm's Law" R equals Ell.
c . Substitute the values of plate current (changed to read ampe...es)

and bias voltage.
e . Solve for R.

3. Refer Fig. 317, p. 375.
4. By the sum of the screen and plate currents. -
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5. Refer Fig. 312, p. 369.
6. When improper grid bias is used the grid may become less positive

causing a distorted wave shape due to the interference of the negative
space charge. (Fig. 310-311, p. 367.)

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer p. 402.

Answer Sheet #36
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES Technology

The Push-Pull Audio Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 381 1. The "grid bias**.

2. No. It alternates in direction.
3. No. Every other cycle .
4, Yes, since the center tap is positive, electrons from both plates will

have to flow through it to complete the circuit.
5. Push-pull tubes run cooler and require less grid-drive.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. a. Less grid voltage is needed from the preceding stage.

b. Because more power is produced.
c. Distortion is diminished.

2. Because each tube rests during alternate half-cycles.
3. The bias resistor used in the push-pull circuit should have half the

resistance you wcrild use for the same tube In a single-tube circuit.
4. Refer Fig. 323, p. 379.
5. a. Watts; equal volts x amperes.

b. Watts; equal current squared x resistance.
6. a. By coupling condenser, Refer Fig. 328, p. 388.

b. By transformer, Refer Fig. 329, p. 388.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. and 3. Refer p . 402.
2. 'mar is expressed in "watts" or power equals voltage times current

(17 . E x I) .
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Answer Sheet #37
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES

59

Technology

The Radio Fre uency Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 395 2. Maximum energy transfer can not be expected unless conditions of an

impedance match exist.
3. To determine the electrical rating of the circuit parts and tubes needed

and to compute the output power and efficiency.
4. Alignment of a sink controlled tuned radio frequency receiver for the

550-1800 kc broadcast band is done by first timing in a 1000 kc signal
from a signal generator at reduced volume. The padder condenser of
each stage is then adjusted foi maximum response beginning with the
detector condenser padder, and then proceeding to the two radio
frequency stages .

More accurate alignment will result if the received signal volume is
kept at a low level by means of the manual volume control of the
receiver.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIOIsS:
1. a. Increased signal strength.

b. Improves sensitivity of receiver.
c . Prrmits recepilon of signals at greater distances.
d. Makes nearby weak signals readable.

2. The 6j7 and 6K7.
3. So that the zero grid-voltage point falls near the center of the grid curve.
4. Refer Fig. 331, p. 390.
5. Refer Fig. 333, p. 393.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer p. 402.
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Answer Sheet #38
RADIO RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A .C. TUBES Technology

The Power Detector Circuit

QUESTIONS:
Page 400 1. A grid bias voltage produced by means of a cathode resistor which is

shunted by a by-pase condenser.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Because "grid blocking" would =cur in other "pea of detectors due to
the strong signal resulting from the gain of the preceding stages

2. It delivers a greater output to the audio amplifier and is not subject to
grid blocking.

3. Since the plate voltage is higher, the grid bias voltage must be greater
to produce "cut off" .

4. Almost all oft he negative half of each radio frequency surge is cut off .

5. Refer Fig. 336, p. 396.
6. Refer Fig. 340, p. 401 (Radio frequency volume control).

Refer Fig. 341, p. 402 (Audio amp. volume control).
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1-3. Refer p. 402.

Answer Sheet #39
THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER Technology

The Superhetrodyne Principle Applied

QUESTIONS:
Page 411 1. Lattice wound. To reduce interturn capacity.

3. The coils are loosely coupled.
5. Yes . Many different intermediate frequencies are used in different

receivers, e.gA65, 456, 940, etc.
Page 415 2. Two beat notes are produced; one equal to the sum, and tie other equal,

to the difference of the two r.f. waves.
4. The oscillator would have to produce a 1465 kc. signal to produce a

465 kc. if signal when a broadcast signal o:1, 000 )00 or 1,000 kc. was
received. The beat notes generated would be 246, kc. (the sum) and
465 kc . (the difference).
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6. A test r.-znillator is a calibrated signal generator which emits a radio
frequency wave whose frequency and intensity may be controlled at will.

8. To prevent change of capacity of the circuit due to the added hand
.rapacity.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer to Fig. 342, p. 404.
2. The received signal is amplified and mixed with a signal from an

oscillator to produce an intermediate frequency which is also amplified
and then rectified by the detector to produce an audio signal. This
audio signal is then amplified and changed to sound by the speaker.

3. a. Refer Fig. 345, p. 408.
b. Refer Fig. 347, p. 409.
c. Refer Fig. 349, p. 410.

4. The "Hartley oscillator curcuit". The 6C5 Labe.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer p. 420.

Answer Sheet *40
THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER Technole,gy

Rectification and Control of the I. F. Output

QUESTIONS:
Page 420 1. The automatic volume control serves to niaintain a predetermined

volume of sound, suppressing the overly strong signal, and building up
the weaker ones.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. The diode acts as a half wave rectifer delivering a rectified pulsating

current through a condessor and a resistor which groups the surges
into audio frequency groups, and forces electrons cow the amplifier-
cube grid, causing the amplifier to produce an aulible sound in the
speaker.

2. Refer Fig. 355, p. 418.
3. By reducing the annoying blasts of sound experienced when tuning over

the dial. Weak signal volume is increased by automatic volume control.
4. By varying the bias voltage of the R. F. tubes.
5. Refer Fig. 357, p. 420.
6. Refer Fig. 357, p. 420.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. and 2. Refer p. 420.
3. A multi-purpose tube combining two diode and one triode tube elements

in the same envelope.
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Answer Sheet #41
SHORT WAVE SETS Technology

Receiving High Frequency Continuous-Waves

QIY,STIONS:
Page 428 2. The "grid coil" is placed z the top of the coil farm to keep it away from

the metal parts of the base. (Metal affects the 4nductance of the coil.)
5. "Space winding" reduk.ds distributive capacity (the capacity between

turns of a coil) .
Page 429 1. The "grid coil".

2. The "plate coil".
Page 431 2. The set will Lot oscillate .

4. When the antenna is of the right length to be resonant with the grid coil,
a loss of energy occurs which stops oscillation. Changing the antenna
length will allow the set to function properly.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer Fig. 359, p. 424.
2. The principle difference is in the size of the coils and condensers used.
3. By use of a small variable condenser called a "band spread" or fine

tuning adjustment.
4. The use of a large coil to cover all bands is inefficient, and altogether

unsuitable for the Ugh frequencies. By the use of separate smaller
coils. selected band widths may be efficiently covered, and better
separation of stations obtained.

5. Solder all joints-mount all parts solidly - use proper shielding -
observe rules concerning inductive relation.

6. False.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. Refer p. 437.
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Answer Sheet #42
SHORT WAVE SETS Technology

The High Frequency (Short Wave) Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 434 I. 'rube shields should be vounded to the chassis.

3. Coils of differenk. stages shc:Ict be shielded from each other to prevent
feedback.

5. Yes. Aluminum is better for "rf" shielding.
Page 437 I. To shield them from the wiring bele. the z'ilassla.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. The effect of tody capacity and stray fields is greater at high frequencies

than at low frequencies.
2. The metal envelope of the tube acts 6S its own sheild and is connected to

one of the socket pins so that it may be grounded to the chassis.
3. If a coil sheild is too small in diameter, it will absorb energy from the

coils field and effect the signal strength. (The coils inductive reactance
-sill he increased and the frequency of the tuned circuit will be lowerede)

4. Refer Fig. 364, p. 436.
5. Refer Fig. 363, is. 435.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. The open metal pan on which the parts of a set are mounted.
2. The metal chassis is the ground connection.
3. The metal "front" of the radio set on which the controls are mounted

is referred to as the "panel."

Answer Sheet #43
PUBLIC ADDRESS UNITS Technology

The Microphone

QUESTIONS:
Page 445 1.

4.
5.

The crystal microphone is suitable for ordinary use but is subject to
damage from severe mechanical shock and extremes of heat.
It has excellent frequency response. .

No. The impact of sound waves on the crystal, causes a mechanical
distortion of the crystal generating a small voltage.
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Page 449 i.
5.

Very rugged.
No. Sound waves cause the ribbon to move in the field of the periaanent
magnets, inducing currents of varying strength in the ribbon circuit.

7. In both cases vintage is generated by conductor's moving in a magnetic
field.

ADDMONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Refer to Fig. 366, p. 440. The units axe discussed in order at bottom

of p. 439.
2. a. Cost b. Sensitivity c. Frequency response d. Ruggedness
3. The purpose of a "microphone transformer" is that of a coupling device

to match the impedance of the microphone to the high impedance of the
preamplifier tube.

4. The schematic diagrams are:
a. Refer Fig. 368, p. 443.
b. Refer Fig, 371, p. 445.
ct Refer Fig. 373, p. 446.
d. Refer Fig. 375, p. 447.

5. The "velocity" and the "dynamic" microphones.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1 1. A device for converting sound waves to weak electrical voltages and
current.

2. The device which amplifies the voltage generated by the microphone to
a level sufficient for the operation of a power amplifier.

3. A "power amplifier" is the final unit in a public address system. It
furnishes the audio currents which are converted into sound by the
loudspeaker.

Answer Sheet #44
PUBLIC ADDRESS UNITS Technology

Electrical Circuits of a Public Address System

QUESTIONS:
Page 451 1.

2.
Page 457 2.

3.
Page 459 1.

t

The transformer primary resistance should match that of the microphone.
The secondary resistance should must the grid resistance of the tube.
The "microphone" is fed into the first amplifier and the "phonograph
pickup" is fed into the second amplifier.
It is relatively inexpensive and has excellent quality.
A resistance coupled amplifier that does the work of a push-pull
circuit is called a "phase inverter."

:1"
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2. The phase inverter acts to keep the grids of the output tubes 180 degrees
out of phase. Refer Fig. 390-391, pp. 458-459.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. By adding preamplification and using a more powerful final amplifier.
2. A "fader" is a center tapped potentiometer used to simultaneously

increase 'lie output of a pickup and decrease the output of a microphone
in the mixer circuit of th e erelo amplifier.

3. Refer Fig. 387, p, 455.
4. Refer Fig. 389. p. 458.
5. By the use of resistance coupled circuits.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Increase in signal strength.
2. A "fader" is a potentiometer which is used to adjust the proportion of

mixing of two signal sources to an amplifier, usually a microphone and
a phono pickup.

3. The "Rochelle-salt crystal" assembly mounted in the tone arm of a
record player.

4. A "speech amplifier".

Answer Sheet #45
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM Technology

Multi-Loudspeaker Installations

QUESTIONS:
Page 467 1. Feedback occ ors when a magnetic field in one circuit induces an unwanted

voltage in another.
2. As "feedback" usually affects the "grid circuits", such circuits may be

isolated from the inductive effect by the use of "shielded" wires and
proper placement of parts and wiring.

3. "Hum" is usually caused by the changing field of the power supply
wiring. Its effect may be minimized by proper shielding methods
described in the text.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. A transformer with a primary impedance equal to that of the plate of

the output tube and a tapped secondary which offers several impedance
values, one of which is used to match the impedance of the speaker or
speakers connected to it.

2. The "cones" of the speakers must move in the same direction at the
same time to obtain the best quality of sound.
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3. Operation of a switch causes the speaker coil to be connected to the
grid of the input circuit; sound waves of the voice move the cone and a
voltage is generated in the voice coil as it moves in the field of the
strong permanent magnet.

4. "Hum" may be reduced several ways:
a. By the use of shielded wire in the "grid circuits".
b. 3y the use of metal bottom plate on chassis.
c. Twisting the filament leads to "heater-type" tubes.
d. Proper placement of wiring and parts.
e. Interstage shielding.
f . Other methods not discussed.

5. Refer Fig. 400, p. 466.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

I. Circuit interaction as the result of induction from stray magnetic fields.
2. The conditions existing which affect the reflection of sound and the

production of "echoes".
3. A contraction of the term "intercommunication".

Answer Sheet 4t46
PUBLIC ADDRESS UNITS Technology

Classes of Audio Amplifiers

QUESTIONS:
Page 474 I. a. Used in broadcast work where high quality of music is of first

importance (Class "A").
b. Class "AB" or class "B" are used where a higher power output is

required than that furnished by class "A".
c. Class "C" amplifiers are used only for radio frequency amplifiers,

mainly in transmitters.
2. The class "AB" circuit delivers approximately 50 per cent more power

than a class "A" circuit.
3. a. The class "A" amplifier is biased so that the grid is always negative

and no grid current flows.
b. The class "AB" and class "B" differ from class "A" in the amount of

bias used and the strength of the signal.
4. Radio frequency amplifiers.

.ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
I. Refer to Fig. 401, p. 468.
2. Class "AB" and class "B".
3. Because it produces serious distortion.
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4. Amplifier efficiency increases from "A" the lowest, to class "C" the
highest.

5. Several tubes are: (2A3-6A3-triodes), (6F6-42-pentodes), (6V6 -6L6-
beam power).

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. A tone control circuit is comprised of a variable resistor in series with

a condenser connected across the output circuit of the first audio amplifier.
2. A "push pull" circuit is one in which the tubes are operated 180 degrees

out of phaLe.

Answer Sheet it47
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Technology

The H.artley Oscillator

QUESTIONS:
Page 485 1. Increased.
aid 486 2. The plate current increases.

3. a. Plate meter reads less when set oscillates.
b. A "neon" lamp will glow when touched to the plate end of the 'tank"

coil.
4. Any part of the B positive wiring.

Page 486 (bottom of paw)
1. The power input would be 300 volts times 20 milliamperes divided by

1000 (6 watts).
2. No.

Page 491 2. Electrons will be forced onto the grid.
Z. The plate current flow will be decreased.
6. The grid condenser and grid leak.
7. The grid voltage decreases and the plate current increases.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. a. Refer schematic diagram Fig. 405, p. 477.

b. Refer schematic diagram Fig. 410, p. 481.
2. By multiplying the plate voltage of the output tube by the current flow of

the output plate circuit in milliamperes and dividing the product by 1000.
3. Because the output power of an amateur transmitter is limited by rules

of the Federal Communications Commission.
4. By connecting the grid-cathode circuit across a portion of the tank coil.
5. Radio frequency burns will result from touching the parts of the tank coil

circuit in either circuit and direct current shock will result from touch-
ing any part of the "B" positive wiring.

.1,66...



TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Refer to p. 533.

UNDERSTANDING RADIO,

Answer Sheet 448
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Technology

The "Teed- Plate ", "Timed-Grid" Oscillator

QUESTIONS:
Page 496 1. Yes, but only the fundamental frequency will give the strongest signal.

2. When the oscillator signal operating the receiv6r is also heard at the
greatest volume on the wave meter .

Page SA 1. Negative. Positive
2. Positive

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. By means of the resistive load in the "dummy antenna" the power of the

°oscillator is dissipated without radiating radio waves . hich would
otherwise create interference in radio receivers. .

2. 6000 kc.
3 . 2 . Refer Fig. 422 (upper diagram), p. 494.

b. Refer Fig. 422 (lower diagram), p. 494.
4. Refer schematic diagram Fig. 425, p. 497.
5. Read the setting of the tuning condenser . Then run up to the curve

above this setting and across to the frequency.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1-2-3. Refer to p. 533.

Answer Sheet 449
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Technology

'2.e Crystal Oscillator Circuit

QUESTIONS:
Page 307 1. No.

2. The thicker the crystal the lower the frequency.
3. No.
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Page 5, 1. High--nu tubes are used.
2. High grid current wit cause the crystal to heat and break.

Page 511 1. Feedback from the plate circuit through the interelectrode capacity of
the tube to the grid circuit.

2. The feed back from the plate will reach the crystal out of time and the
crystal will stop oscillating.

3. The choke prevents the alternating current gen...zated by the crystal
from shorting through the grid leak resistor, and allows it to force the
surges on and off the grid.

4. The grid leak prevents current to the plate except at timed intervals.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Three crystals are: a. Quartz b. Tourmaline c. Rochelle-salt
2. Federal law requires that signals be of a definite and unvarying frequency

as those regulated by a crystal controlled oscillator .
3. Frequency drift occurs with a change of temperature.
4. Refer to schematic diagram Fig. 438, p. 508.
5. To serve as an indicator of current and also as a fuse.
6. Yes.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Displacement of molecules in a crystal by a compression generates

voltage surges at its termitals.
2. A crystal blank cut at right angles to the two flat crystal surfaces is

known as an "X" cut.
3. A dust -proof holder in which a crystal is placed between metal plates

which are wired to terminal pins for external connection.
4. Flat thin slabs cut out of large crystals.

Answer Sheet *50
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Technology

The Radio Frequency Power Amplifier

QUESTIONS:
Page 522 1. To prevent the generation of unwanted frequencies caused by the "feed

back" effect of the tube elements.
9. Twice the interelectrocie capacity of the tube.
3. Adjust the neutralization by means of the condenser and the position of

the "B" plus tap until the glow disappears in the "neon" lamp.
Page 524 1. Capacitive coupling of the tube elements between the grid and plate
and 525 circuit causes feedback.
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5 Cancellation of the "feed back" to allow normal operation.
Page 528 1. Output and efficiency will be low .

2. Loss of grid excitation.
3. The grid of the doubler becomes positive due to the loss of grid bias

voltage produced in the oscillator.
4. Only during the time that as driving voltage becomes positive enough

to overcome the grid bias .
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 439, p, 512,
2. The "pentode".
3. The power handling capacity is determined by the heat the tube can

dissipate and also by its ability to prociuce or emit electrons.
4. Refer Fig. 441, p. 514.
5. Class "C".
6. Refer Fig. 447, p. 521.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. A "neutralizing condenser" is a small variable condenser used to

couple a neutralizing voltage from one part of the tank coil to the grid
circuit .

2. "Transmitting power tubes" are tubes specially constructed with heavy
filaments and large plates so that more power may be bandied.

3. A "buffer amplifier" is used as a frequency doubler usually between the
oscillator stage and a final amplifier.

Answer Sheet #51
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Technology

The PushPull Final Amplifier

QUESTIONS;
Page f 30 1. Some advantages of the push-pull amplifier are:

a. Higher "8" voltages may be used and the tubes will not heat.
b.Since the capacities between tke grid and filaments of the two tubes

are in series, the capacity to ground is lowered and the loss of
radio frequency energy is reduced.

c. The second harmonic generated in a single tube amplifier circuit
is cancelled out in a push-pull circuit.

d. Other advantages not discussed.
Page 533 1. Link coupling.

2. Refer Fig. 456, p , 531,
3, The amplifier is biased to twice cut off value.
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11

4. Because current flows through the plate circuit only at the time that
maximum current of the positive surge is on the grid.

li
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 454, p. 529.

Ii

2. Grid excitation may be increased by moving the coupling link toward the
top of the amplifier plate coil.

3. The efficiency of a pushl II amplifier is much better.

11
4.

The length of the connecting wires is not important.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

I. Refer to p. 533.

11

2. A method of inductive cc 91ing between stages using coupling links of
equal size and an equal number of turns connected to each other by
twisted pair of conductors which connect the links in series .

II

3. Usually a milliammeter connected in the grid circuit to measure grid
current flow.

Answer Sheet #52
RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS Technology

I

I

I

I

The Crystal Oscillator Transmitter

QUESTIONS:
Page 539 I. Because the crystal oscillator maintains a fixed frequency whereas the

Hartley circuit is apt to change frequency.,
2. Higher voltage may cause damage to the crystal.
3. Resonance with the crystal frequency is indicated by a dip of the plate

meter when the tank condenser is tu- 'ugh the resonant point.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Radio transmitters may be operated only by persons who hold valid
licenses issued by the Federal government. The class of the license
determines what frequencies may be used by the licensee.

2. Code transmission is better suited to transmit messages through static
and other disturbances. Also greater distances are covered.

3. Refer paragraph (The radio amateur) pp. 534-535.
4. Refer Fig. 458, p. 538.
5. The brightness of the lamp indicates maximum output for the antenna

being used.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

I. An "amateur" operator is a person interested in radio technique with-
out pay. He must be duly licensed by the Federal government.
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2. A hey" is a devict used to make and break the circuit of a telegraph
transmitter circuit and make the dots and dashes of the radio code.

3 . "Amateur bands" !Ire groups or bands of frequencies set aside for
amateur use by the Federal government.

4 . "Radio code" is a system of dots and dashes used for telegraphic
communication.

Answe Sheet tt53
RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS Technology

The Oscillator-Amplifier Transmitter

QUESTIONS:
Page 544 1. a. Tune the oscillator for dip.

b. Tune the amplifier for dip.
c . Loose couple the antenna to the amplifier tank coil.
d. Tune antenna to produce maximum brilliancy of lamp.
e. Recheck oscillator and amplifier tuning.
f. Maintain grid excitation for the 307 tube at 5 milliam:neters or less.
g. Use minimum antenna coupling tc provide. maximum plate load and

avoid harmonic radiation.
2. The antenna may be coupled by tapping on a coil placed at the ground

(B negative) end of the plate coil, or by use of an adjustable link by
means of which any degree of coupling may be obtained.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. The buffer action reduces the likelihood of frequency shifting. Also

a stronger signal is put on the air .
2. Refer Fig. 461, p. 542.
3. Refer Fig. 462, p. 543.
4. Refer Fig, 460, p. 541.
5. Little or no energy is radiated from the feeders of a zepplin antenna,

consequently no loss of energy occurs in the wire from the operating
room to the antenna proper.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. The term "feeders" refers to the wires leading from a zepplin antenna

into the operating location.
2. A "variable coupling coil" is one whose inductive relationship to another

coil may be changed by variation of the coils relative position.
3. "Harmonics" are frequencies produced by a fundamental radio wave .

The second harmonic is twice the frequency of the fundamental
frequency, etc.
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Answer Sheet #54
RADIO-TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS Technology

Voice Modulation of Radio Frequency Waves

QUESTIONS:
Page 551 1. Yes .

5. The process by which voice currents control the strength or amplitude
of a radio-frequency carrier wave.

6. The radio-frequency choke confines the radio-frequency surges to the
oscillator circuit.

Page 554 1. Complete modulation of the carrier wave.
2. No.
4. A condition of modulation existing when the speech currents do not

double the carrier current .
7. When speech currents more than double the carrier current, A condition

of "overmodulation" exists.
9. Yes. It also produces broadening of the carrier with resulting inter-

ference to other stations.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 464, p. 547.
2. Refer Fig. 465, p. 548.
3. Refer Fig. 467, p. 549.
4. Refer: a. Fig. 469, p. 552.

b. Fig. 471, p. 553.
c. Fig. 470, p. 552.

5. Frequencies added to and subtracted from the "carrier wave".
TECHNICAL TERMS:

1. A strong steady radio-frequency wave sent out by the transmitter .
2. The process whereby the strength of a carrier wave is controlled by

voice currents.
3. Degrees of modulation percentage greater and less than 100 per cent.
4. "100 per cent modulation" occurs when speech currents double the

amplitude of the radio-frequency carrier.
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Answer Sheet #55
RADIO -TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS Technology

The Low-Power Radio-Telephone Transmitter

QUESTIONS:
Page 556 1. Variations of voltage in the secondary of the modulation transformer

are added to and subtracted from the normal operating voltages of the
plate or grid circuit depending on the type of modulation desired.

2. Up.
Page 558 1. Less.

2. Increases .

Page 561 1. The tuning must be adjusted to frequency within the "mate, bands".
2. Because a slight change of frequency might result in an Illegal or "out

of band" signal.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. in plate modulation the transformer primary impedance matches that
of the modulator plate and the secondary impedance matches the plate
resistance of the final radio frequency amplifier.

2. Plate modulation is more costly and also more efficient than grid
modulation.

3. Refer Fig. 473, p. 557.
4, Refer Fig. 475, p. 560.
5. Only by duly qualified persons licensed by the Federal government.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. A transformer used to match the output of an audio amplifier to a grid

or plate circuit of a radio frequency amplifier.
2. A choke used in the Heising system of modulation.
3. Radio Telephone
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Answer Sheet #56
ANTENNAS Technology

The Half-Wave Antenna

QUESTIONS:
Page 565 The half-wave antenna.

2. Special strain insulators with long leakage paths should be used on
transmitting antennas. Regular types serve well for receiving
antennas since high voltages are not present in the antenna system.

3. A distance not less than one-quarter wavelength.
4. The antenna should be placed at right angle to any power line.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. The Marconi and the Hertz.
2. The formulas are:

a. 300, 000
Frequency equals wave length in meters.

b. 300, 000
Wavelength in meters equals frequency in kilocycles

3. They require better insulators.
4. One that is one-half the length of the transmitted wave.
5 . The "feeders" or "transmission line" carries the radio energy from the

set to the antenna.
6. The antenna is energized by the radio wave causing a surge in the

entwine which oscillates in time with incoming wave.
7. If an antenna is more than the proper length, the surge set up in It by

the signal will be late on arrival at the far end creating interference
between the surge and the incoming wave.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
I. A "meter" is equal to approximately 3 1/4 feet.
2. A "feeder" which carries radio energy from the set to the antenna.
3. An antenna which is one-half the length of the radiatei wave.
4. An antenna 67tem using a ground connection which acts as one-half of

the antenna.
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Answer Shoat #57
ANTENNAS Technology

Forms of Antenna in Common Use

QUESTIONS:
1. The same .

Page 582 1. One quarter wave long, the ground being used as the other part to form
a half wave.

2. The actual wire length of the antenna is one fourth of the length of the
transmitted wave.

3. Although frequently used when space is at a premium, other types of
antennas are better suited for high frequency use.

4. The coaxial cable and the transmission line are both used as feeders.
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:

1. Refer Fig. 484, p. 571.
2. By adjustment of the coupling of the pickup coil.
3. The only difference is the location of the point at which the llama is fed.
4. Refer Figs . 491-492, p. 580.
5. Five forms of a half wave antenna are:

a. Hertz center fed.
b. The doublet.
c. End fed Zepplin.
d. End fed Hertz.
e. Marconi

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. A shielded transmission line.
2. A device used to carry energy from the set to the antenna.
3. An antenna which has the feeders connected at a voltage point is said to

be "voltage fed" .
4. A wire used to replace the ground connection.
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Answer Sheet #58
THE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES Technology

The Action and Uses of Very High Frequency Waves

OUESTIONS:
Page 590 1. a. Higher frequency sets use smaller tuning coils.

b. Higher frequency sets use smaller tuning condensers.
c. Higher frequent' sets use smaller antennas.
d. Higher frequency sets are more difficult to tune.
e. Higher frequency sets require special tubes.

Page 596 1. Because other types of solder flux are conductors of electrical current at
high frequencies.

2. One-half wave-length.
3. The distance between two modes or two loops is a half wave-length..

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. 30-300 mc. (p. 84).
2. Because the size and spacing of the tube elements of tubes in low frequency

sets is too large and affects circuit tuning when they are used at very high
frequencies.

3. Qualities of reflection are similar.
4. Refer Fig. 500, p. 593.
5. Refer Fig. 501 and 502, p. 595.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. Two long parallel wires used for measuring the wave-length of a high

frequency oscillator.
2. Points of maximum and minimum current, or voltage, found along a

transmission line.
5. "Transit time" refers to time required for electrons to crone from the cathode

to the plate of a tube.
4. A point of minimum voltage or current.
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Answer Sheet #59
THE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES Technology

Transmitting and Receiving V.H.F. Waves

QUESTIONS:
Page 606 3. Record readings ac definite distances so that they may later be plotted on

polar-coordinate or graph paper for further study.
4. Slightly less than 1/4 wave length.
5. A test meter for checking power is of the absorption type while the field

strength meter acts as a small receiver having a tuned circuit connected
to an antenna.

Page 608 1. By a strong hiss heard in the receiver.
2. a. Change "B" voltage.

b. Check wiring.
c. Change size of antenna coupling condenser.
d. If other than rosin core solder has been used, see if surplus flux or

solder has run down into parts or onto insulation.
Page 611 1. No.

2. No.
3. The quench oscillator is coupled to the receiver so that its output

(20-50 kc) reduces receiver plate current to a value below the oscillation
point 20,000 times per second.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS;
1. The "director" is placed ahead of the antenna and the "reflector" behind

the antenna.
2. Refer Fig. 512, p. 605.
3. Refer Fig. 513, p. 607.
4. a. Because of the added capac ity cnd the possibility or oscillation.

b. Adjacent turns act as a con ten seer, therefore coils are space wound to
decrease this effect.

TECHNICAL TERMS;
1. Refer to p. 611.
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Answer Sheet #60
FREQUENCY MODULATION Technology
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Advantages of Frequency Modulation

QUEST(ONS:
Page 616 I. a. Elimination of static.

b. Unusual sound and volume range.
c. High fidelity of reproduced music and speech,

2. a. Range limited to "line of sight distance".
b. Requires a wider frequency band than can be accommodated by present

"a-m" frequency allotments of the F.C.C.
3. a. Long distance transmission possible.

b. More broadcast stations may be allotted to a narrow band of frequencies.
4. 88 to 108 megacycles.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Edwin H. Armstrong.
2. Line of sight distance (50 miles).
3. Low bass sounds are reproduced by a "woofer", high frequency sounds by

a "tweeter".
4. 10 kc., or 5 kc. on either side of the station frequency.
5. 1315 to 1325 kc.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. and 2. Refer p. 627.
3. A "megacycle" means one million cycles,

Answer Sheet #61
FREQUENCY MODULATION Technology

Basic Differences of "A-M" and "F-M"

QUESTIONS:
Page 621 1.

2,

a-b-c-d. Volume of sound causes a change of amplitude in an "a-m"
carrier and a change of frequency in an "f-m" carrier,
Surges caused by static are suppressed by the limiting action of the grid
bias developed in the limiter stage,

mi*
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3. Since an "a-m" system used a band width of only 10 kc. it will not
accommodate the 200 kc. band width needed for an "f-m" signal.

Page 627 1. The feature of the "limiter" in preventing reception of static is that low
voltage and the use of a grid leak bias allows the tube to saturate when
voltage peaks occur on the grid thereby preventing corresponding peaks of
plate current.

2. Sharp tuning would allow the passage of only a narrow band of frequencies
and the quality of speech and music would be impaired by the loss of the
rejected frequencies.

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. a. Refer Fig. 515, part a, p. 617.

b. Refer Fig. 515, part b, p. 617.
2. Refer Fig. 517, p. 620.
3. The microphone acts as a variable condenser actuated by sound waves.

Being connected to the tuned circuit, any change in the microphones
capacity will change the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit.

4. Sound is heard only when grid voltage of the audio amplifier is changing
in strength due to deviation of the frequency actuating the two discriminator
tubes.

TECHNICAL TERMS:
1. and 3. Refer p. 627.
2. A microphone whose diaphragm acts as a moveable plate of a two plate

variable condenser.

Answer Sht.ttr #62
LOOKING AHEAD IN RADIO Technology

Radio and Electronic Applications

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:
1. Seven or more major fields are:

a. The standard radio-broadcasting industry.
b. Mobile two way communication.
c. Television.
d. Facsimile.
e. Carrier communication.
f. Industrial electronics.
g. Atomic energy and nuclear physics.
h. Radar.
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2. 'Things needed to get and hold a job.
a. General knowledge.
b. Ability to get along with people.
c. Other "personal" considerations.

3. Some benefits of amateur radio are:
a. Keeping one abreast of new developments by readir 7 and experimenting.
b. Keeping one in touch with others interested in the same field.
c. Training one for better jobs.
d. Enables one to assist in times of disaster.

4. Some job opportunities are:
a. Commercial installation and maintenance.
b. Operators and technical help in television and raAlio studios.
c . Servicing home television and radio sets.
d. Sales personnel - all types of equipment.

5. Future training should include:
a. Procure a good general education.
b. Finish high school and junior college.
c. Procure as much college training as is consistent with regard to

personal ability and finances.
TECHNICAL TERMS:

I. The wide spread transmission of radio and television programs all over
the country.

2. A station which picks up a signal and tansmits it to another similar
station at a slightly different frequency and with increased power.

3. The combined use of light beams, photocells, and a photographic process
to transmit photographs or other printed or written material by radio or
wire service.
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*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *ELECTRICA..
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EDUCATION,

This study guide presents assignment sheets to assist the vocational
high school, apprenticeship, or post-high school student in the
related technical study of radio fundamentals. The material was
developed by a state-wide committee of teacher-educators, state and
local supervisors, and instructors. It has had extensive classroom
validation. The 62 assignment sheets are correlated with the units
of instruction as outlined in "Understanding Radio, Instructor's
Manual" (VT 000 704). Units include Radio Waves and Wave Travel,
Ohms Law by Simple Mathemaics, Detectors, Resonance and Tuning,
Short Wave Sets, and Frequency Modulation. Each sheet provides
objectives, an assignment from the textbook "Understanding Radio,"
questions, and technical terms for definition. These assignments are
designed to be used for individual instruction or to direct student
study after group instruction. The students should be planning to
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The development of this Understanding Radio, Learner's Manual, is an out-growth
of cooperative thinking on the part of a number of individuals. The necessity for such
material was first emphasized by the State-Wide Instructional Materials Committee
composed of W. E. Barnhill, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Youngstown,
Ohio; W. W. Chambers, Supervisor,. Trade and Industrial Education, Lima, Ohio;
J. H. Clark, Coordinator, Trade and Industrial Education, Logan, Ohio; C. A. Meister,
Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Ashtabula, Ohio; C. D. Pierson, Supervisor,
Trade and Industrial Education, Middletown, Ohio; E. E. Kistler, Assistant Principal
Norwood, Ohio; and G. E. Williams, Assistant State Supervisor, Trade and Industrial
Education, Marion, Ohio.

The problem was then turned over to a group of trade specialists known as the
Electrical Curriculum Committee and consisting of S. E. Abell, Electrical Apprentice-
ship Instructor, Sandusky, Ohio; H. A. Drace, Electrical Trades Coordinator, Cincinna-
ti. Ohio; L. G. Galambos, Radio Instructor, Toledo, Ohio; C. A. High, Rural Electri-
fication Coordinator, Columbus, Ohio; R. T. Jamison, Electrical Instructor, Ashtabula,
Ohio; 0. D. Manning, Rural Electrification Instructor, Columbus, Ohio; D. A. Valk,
Electrical Instructor, Toledo, Ohio; C. A. Felker, Teacher Educator, Toledo, Ohio;
and E. E. Kidder, Assistant Principal, Norwood, Ohio. This group determined course
content and selected the basic text material.

The actual writing was done by Walter Leatherman, former Electrical Instructor,
Van Wert, Ohio. Extensive validation in actual classroom situations, including both
in-school and adult classes, was carried on by L. G. Galambos, Radio Instructor,
Macomber Vocational High School, Toledo, Ohio; and Henry Drace, Electrical Trades
Coordinator, Central Vocational High School, Cincinnati, Ohio. Appropriate revisions
were then made and the manual reproduced.

All of the fore mentioned people, and Carl J. Schaefer, Consultant Instructional
Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial Education Service, The Ohio State Univer-
sity, are deserving of much credit for the fine thinking and the many hours of work
which has made this manual possible.

Mr. Byrl R. Shoemaker, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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The following Learner's Manual has been correlated with the Instructor's Manual so as
to aid in group instruction. However, in cases where group instruction is impossible be-
cause of individual differences found within the class, the Learner's Manual becomes the
key to good teaching.

In such cases this manual becomes a study guide and a self-check on.the mastery of
subject matter for the individual learner. The section, "To The Learner" should be empha-
sized and the following steps should be pointed out as a recommended study technique:

The assignments should be completed by first reading over the list of questions
to get clearly in mind what information is needed to answer each question.

Next the assigned reading should be studied and the appropriate answer written
after each question.

The entire list of questions and answers should be reviewed to assure thorough
understanding of each.

The assignment sheet should be handed in to be checked.

Upon return of the assignment it should be reviewed and any points not fully
understood should be discussed with the instructor.

Periodic reviews should be made up by the instructor and given either on an individual
or group basis . Sets should be assigned and built either by the "breadboard" or kit method
Application of the fundamental principles of radio should be continually emphasized when
teaching this shop work.

Individual instruction is by far the hardest to teach, but by making proper use of the
learner's manual and an adequate progress chart the instructor can perform ^ highly satis-
factory job. The teaching of individuals is also the most uninteresting form of instruc-
tion for the learner; therefore, it is essential to plan for some group instruction for a part
of every class. Such group instruction may be in the form of movies, slides, conferences,
discussions, trade speakers, visitations to industries, etc.

The responsibility of an instructor is not an easy one. However, by organizing your
program and making maximum and effective use of all the available tools of teaching your
job will be made easier and the results will be more rewarding.
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For the person who masters the understanding of the fundamentals of radio there
awaits opportunities of unlimited possibilities. The field of radio and electronics plays
an ever increasing part in our daily life and the need for a supply of qualified technicians
is quite apparent.

This manual, Understanding Radio, has been designed to present what seems to be
a complicated subject, in small, easily understandable lessons. It has taken as the
basic text a very fine book which has been written for the beginner who wishes to become
well founded in the underlying fundamentals of understanding radio, Fundamental radio
and electrical facts are explained simply and clearly. In addition to these explanations
there are practical experiments in building, operating, and studying simple and practical
equipment. Mathematics, which to some becomes quite a stumbling block, is kept to
the minimum and up-to-date terms are briefly and simply defined.

This manual contains a series of assignment sheets to assist you in the mastery of
the related knowledge or theoretical part of your training. These assignments have been
written to make your class work as individual and self-teaching as possible. It is, there-
fore, suggested that the following procedure be practiced when studying the assignments
in this manual:

Read the entire assignment sheet. Pay particular attention to the questions
for which you must find the answers.

Secure a copy of the text, Understanding Radio, Second Edition, by Watson, Welch.
Eby, McGraw Hill Publishing Company, New York. Read the required pages.

While reading, concentrate on the material, refer to the pictures and diagrams,
and attempt to grasp the meaning of definitions and terms.

Lay the text aside and answer as many of the assignment questions as you can.
Write legibly, and keep your drawings and assignment sheet neat. Take your
time and do not hum!

Refer to the text or additional references if you cannot answer all of the questions.

Never copy answers directly from the text itself, but write the answers in your
own words. Such a procedure will help you greatly in learning the material.

If there is information that you do not understand do not hesitate to ask your
instructor for help.

Hand your assignment sheet in for checking.

When you receive your assignment sheet back, check it over for errors and make
sure you understand all corrections.

Your success or failure in this course depends mainly upon your ability to study, there-
fore, the preceding steps should be followed and practiced to the best of your ability.
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One who is working with electrical equipment must be ever cautious of the dangers
of electrical hazards. Electrical shocks occur without warning and may result in serious
burns or even death. The average person thinks of electric shock in terms of high voltage
and does not realize that it is primarily the current that causes serious accidents and not
the voltage. Consequently, the person who is working around low voltage very often lets
his guard down and takes unnecessary chances.

KNOW THESE SAFETY RULES

0 Consider every circuit alive until proved otherwise.

0 Use proper instruments when testing.

0, Never touch any circuit until you are sure it is dead.

0, Never bridge a fuse with wire or other metal.

1), When using a soldering iron be careful of burns

* THE SAFE WAY IS THE CORRECT WAY *
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A schematic radio circuit diagram is an electrical drawing which serves to show how
the different electrical and radio devices, which operating as a unit, are connected. A
schematic diagram is necessary because a "pictorial" diagram will not, as a rule, show
the interior wiring circuits of deviees.

The "schematic diagram" shows both the interior circuits of the devices used, and
also the wires connecting the circuits of the various devices to each other. Therefore,
symbols representing the most commonly used parts of a radio have been selected and
standardized, in order that schematic diagrams may be readily understood.

Since most electrical and radio handbooks contain a list of standard symbols, only
those most commonly used are shown in the following list:

Antenna

Ground

Condenser
(Fixed)

Condenser
(Variable)

Coils
(Mi-
t:ore)

Coil (Iron-
core Choke)

Transformer
(Iron -core)

R.F. Trans-
former (Air-
core)

Resistor
(Fixed)

Resistor
(Variable)

Resistor
(Tapped)

Wire Connect

Wire Cross

Wire
Twist

-1VVVV\J-L.

-600005050.061

Cable or
Shield

Switches

m.

I 2 3

(1) S.P.ST .
(2) S.P.DT
(3) D.P.ST
(4) Multipoint Rotary

Ke-1

Jack

Plug

Microphone

Loudspeaker

es A/

- '

,

."
r

/ ", ssAd.Xi " :.0 .
. t±4:4

;+ ,
-*

er`



Crystal
Headphone Detector

Piezoelectric
Relay Crystal

N.O. N.C.
Tubes

Meter 0
(1) DIODE

Rectifier

Battery

Cell (2) TRIODE

T

Panel Lamp
(Dial)

(VW Tube

Memorization of the foregoing symbols will save the learner much time when reading
and drawing schematic diagrams. By practice in tracing the circuits of simple circuits used
in the shop and by copying diagrams found in radio and electrical textbooks or magazine
articles, the commonly used symbols will be readily memorized and one will become pro-
ficient in their use.

Preliminary sketches should be made in rough form and thoroughly checked for errors
before attempting a finished schematic drawing. A beginner is usually given practice work
of rather simple form; therefore, most such drawings may be clearly drawn on the standard
8-1/2" x 11" page simply by a neat sketch. The use of a ruler, compass, and sharp pencil
will greatly improve drawings and make them more legible. More refined schematic draw-
ings would of course be made by instruments and inked, so as to facilitate reproduction by
"blue printing" or other processes. Commercially, schematic drawings are first drawn to
a large scale and then reduced in size by photography to make them a suitable size for the
printed page.

The following suggestiolz are offered to assist he learner in the drawing of schematic
diagrams;

I. Select proper symbol for the components to be used. (See lit._ 4 standard symbols.)

2. Make sure that all terminal markings are clearly designated, regarding polarity
(+ or, pos. or neg.), voltage (125v, 50v D.C., E=75, etc.), Terminal numbers
(TI' T2' etc., 1,2,3,4, etc., a,b,c,d, etc.)

t

,,.



3. Make a rough sketch showing the symbols in the proper order, such as:

P

3 AA, G 0
1.

Fil

4 HI 1/111H÷

4. Draw lines to represent the wires connecting the component pans such as:

10111.

5. Ose a uniform system of sh( wing crossed and connected lines:

E-1-- -4)
System (b) is preferrea where many Otherwise the diagram may be
crossings are to be made, such as: confused, such as:

i t

6. Check and re-check the continuity and correctness of the diagram to insure proper
electrical current flow.

7. Be equecially sure that all connections indicated by dots
i

and that all necessary ground symbols .7 are sh:wn. These symbols
may be used at several points in a circuit and are often mistakenly omitted.

are dotted,

8. Eliminate all unnecessary lines and rearrange and simplify for claiity of reading.



9. Indicate "shielding" by the use of properly placed dotted or dashed lines.

s
s
I
I
1

1
(b)

10. Explore the possibility of cabling parallel conductors between remote points
on the diagram, such as:

i
I .iL§ I

1

(b)

1 Red
2 Yellow

3 White
4

Brown 4 Wire Cable

11. Whenever possible identify circuit components in tabular form as follows:

CI

RI

LI Chl

(0

R1 750 ohm w.w. resistor 1 watt
---.

Cl .005 MF of 600 W.V. Fixed condenser

Chl 12 H.Y. 20Mil choke

1..1 4.2 M.H. inductor

12. Wiring between electronic tube "heaters" and their supply may be eliminated
if the heater or filament is coded similarly to its supply. See ex,-i.iple on tl e
next page.

xi v
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V1 V2 V3 V4

(a) Before

V4

LI XX YY ZI ZI
120] 6.31

x

L2 3 AMP.
X

Y
12.6 V

3 AMP.
Y

4

lf
AMP.

(b) After

13. While the use of different colors may make a schematic drawing more readable,
it should be kept in mind that all colors reproduce alike when blue printed.
Consequently all lines should be drawn black, with notations of the color
to be used in the actual wiring system .

Most cables are color coded with a solid color, or a base color and a tracer of a
different color. Examples are: black, white, yellow, orange, etc. The combina-
tions might be red-yellow tracer, black-white tracer, and would be denoted by
abbreviations as B-wh tr, R -bwn tr, etc.

14. Liberal use of foot-notes or tabulations will conserve space needed within the
drawing, thus making it easier to read.

15. All draw ergs should include a title strip showing the name of the circuit, the
initials c the person making the drawing, the date drawn, and such other perti-
nant infoniation as needed for its identification.

16. All work should be neat and clean. Frequent hand washing and pencil sharpening
save much time otherwise spent in scrubbing and eraFing "smudges" from the
sheet.

17. Sufficient border space should be reserved so that the sheet may be handled
without damage to the drawing, and also to permit the placement of several
drawings in book form.

18. A drawing should be as large as is necessary to make it legible. Like
symbols should be of uniform size, and all letters and numerals should
follow a given style and be readily readable .

19. In addition to the information that a schematic diagram offers to the reader
it also serves as a record of the electrical connectiz.ns and equipment
identity that such &drawing portrays.

XV,
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RADIO-SOUNDS SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

Broadcasting Sound By Means Of Radio Waves

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with:
1. The processes involved in modern radio broadcasting.
2. The nature of sound waves.
3. Radio waves and how they are produced.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 5-15.

Text Questions: Page 14, Questions 1-3.

Additional Questions:

1. Compare the distances covered by sound waves and radio waves.

2. What is the purpose of a radio tower?

3. Why is a special accoustically treated room needed as a studio?

4. Why are broadcast studios located in the city rather than in the
country where the transmitter is located?

5. What is the speed of sound waves?

Technical Terms:

1. "Accoustics" is a term related to

1



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

RADIO-SOUNDS SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS - Assignment Sheet #1

2. A "broadcasting station" is

3. The term "radio operator" means

. 4. A "radio wave" is

USE REMAINDER OF SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS

2



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

ki.07.

2121sctives:

Technology
RADIO WAVES AND WAVE TRAVEL
Assignment Sheet #2 Name

The Action of Radio Waves

Text Questions: Page 18, Questions 1,2,

Additional Questions:

Assi._gnment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understandin_g Radio, pp. 16-24.

Technical Terms:

1. Make a sketch showing WI

4. How sunspots affect radio reception.

To learn:

2. How the Ionosphere reflects radio waves.
3. How the Ionosphere layer heights vary.

5. The meaning of "skip distance."

Page 20, Questions 1,2.

Page 24, Questions 1.3.

1. What are radio waves.

Page 22, Questions 1,3:5.

2. Indicate on the sketch which of the two waves is the stronger.

4. "Skip distance" means

2. 'Broadcast bands" are

3. A "radio wave" is

1. Define the term "cycle-

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS

a broadcasting station.
radio waves travel away from

3

0)

Date Grade

i:21
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RADIO WAVES AND WAVE TRAVEL
Assignment Sheet #3 Name

How Waves Travel
I .
Objectives: To study:

1. Why night reception is better than d4ytime reception.
2. What causes "fading."
3. How wave length varies with frequency.
4. How the Ionosphere affects broadc,Ist ftequencie.s.
5. Other electromagnetic wavec., _

6. Causes of static.

Date
.4 *174.

Grade

'Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Und,erstanding Radio, pp. 24-33,

Text Questions: rev 26, Questions 1, 2.
Page 29, Questions 1-6,
Page 30, Question 2.
Page 32, Questions 1.2.
Page 33, Questions 1,2.

Addirioral

1. Explain the cause of the northern lights (aurora borealis) .

2. Why is radio reception affected during display of the northern lights?

Technical Terms:

1. "X-rays" are

2. "Ultraviolet rays" are

3. The term "in phase" means

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
SOMETHING ABOUT ELECTRICITY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date Grade

The Nature Of Electricity And Its Movement

Objectives: To study:
1. What electricity is.
2. Measurement of voltage, current, and resistance.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 35-47.

Text Questions: Pages 41-42, Questions 1,2,3,5.
Page 47, Questions 1,2,3.

Additional Questions:

1. Why are metals good conductors of electricity?

2. Name several sources of electricity.

3. What precautions should be taken when working with electrical
circuits and equipment?

Technical Terms:
1. "Atoms" are

2. The term "charge" means

3. A "circuit" is

4. An "element" is

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
MAGNETISM AND DIRECT CURRENT METERS
Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

Mae* lee of Opoietion of the D'Areonvei Meter

!Objectives: To learn:
1. How meters corm-rally used in radio work are constructed.
2. Magnetic principles.
3. Why a moving coil is used.
4. Why a meter coil turns.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 50-65.

Text Questions: Page 57, Questions 1,2.
Page 62-63, Questions 2,4,5.

Additional Questions:

1. Make a sketch showing the position of the molecules in an unmagne-
tized bar and also in a magnetized bar.

2. Make a sketch of the field of force about a bar magnet.

3. Make a sketch of the field of force
about a horseshoe magnet.

9



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

MAGNETISM AND DIRECT CURRENT METERS - Assignment Sheet #5

4. What is the direction of movement of magnetic force?

5. State the rule for "like" and "unlike" poles.

Technical Terms:
1. A "D'Arsonval" type of meter is

2. A "Galvanometer" is

3. An "Electromagnet" is

4. Direct-current meters are

USE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
MAGNETISM AND DIRECT CURRENT METERS
Assignment Sheet #6 Name Date Grade

Ise of Direct Current Meters

Objectives; To learn:
1. How the meter measures the current flow in a circuit.
2. How to use the milliameter in a radio circuit.
3. How a meter measures voltage.
4. How the voltmeter is used in the circuit.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 65-73.

Text Questions; Page 69, Questions 1-4.
Page 72, Question 3.

Additional Questions:
1. Make a sketch showing how a shunt resistor is used to accormodate

the milliameter to greater amounts of current measurement.

2. Express the following current flow in amperes as milliamperes:
a) .008 amps; b) .165 amps; c) I amp.

3. Change the following current flow expressed in miiiiarneres to
amperes: a) 750 mils; b) I mil; c) 1000 mils.

4. Make a sketch showing how a series resistor is used to permit the
D'Arsonval meter to be used as a "voltmeter."

5. How are meters applied to a circuit to measure:
a) current flow; b) voltage?

I I



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

MAGNETISM AND DIRECT CURRENT METERS - Assign.nent Sheet # 6

Technical Terms:
I. A series connection is

2. A shuns connection is

3. Voltage drop is considered to be

4. The milliampere is

5. The volt is

6. A resistor is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
OHMS LAW BY SIMPLE MATHEMATICS
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date Grade_

Ohms Law and Its Application

or..91es To study:
I. The nature of voltage.
2. How Ohms Law relates current flow and voltage.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 74-85.

Addit anal Questions:
I. Connect the following in: (a) Series, (b) Parallel, (c) Series-

parallel

000

O 0

a. Series

b. Parallel

13

c. Series-parallel



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

OHMS LAW BY SIMPLE MATHEMATICS Assignment Sheet #7

2. State Ohms Law by formula.

3. Compare the voltage of a series connection of cells to that of a
parallel connection.

4. What is the advantage of the series parallel connection?

5. How may the current flow be changed in a circuit of fixed resistance?

6. Is the available current greater in a parallel or series connection of
cells?

Technical Terms:

L. A "battery" is considered to be

2. A "dry cell" is

3. The term "open" means .

14



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
OHMS LAW BY SIMPLE MATHEMATICS
Assignment Sheet #8 Name

Conditions Of Circuit Resistance And Its Measurement

Date Grade

Objectives: To learn:
1. How series" connections affect resistance.
2. How "parallel" connections affect resistance.
3. A practical way to measure resistance the Ohmmeter.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 85-93.

Text Questions: Page 92, Questions 1-4.
Page 90, Questions 1-3.

Additional Questions:

1. State a rule relating to the total resistance of a series of resistances
in a circuit.

2. Write the formula for computing the total resistance of two or mom
resistors in parallel.

3. What formula is used to find total parallel resistance when only two
resistors of different sizes are used?

4. What is meant by "voltage drop"?

5. Draw and label a sketch
showing the circuit of
an "Ohmmeter" and ex-
plain its operation.

15
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

OHMS LAW BY SIMPLE MATHEMATICS - Assignment Sheet #8

Technical Terms:

I. A "filament"is

2. A "variable resistor" is

3. The terms "hot" and "cold" resistance mean

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
HOW TO BUILD AND WIRE THE TUBE CIRCUIT BOARD
Assignment Sheet #9 Name Grade

Coast luction Of *I'ypical Circuit }bards

Objectives: To study:
I. How the tube circuit board is built.
2. How the parts are fastened to the baseboard.
3. How the circuit is wired.
4. How the soldering iron is tinned.
5. What soldering fluxes should be used.
6. How a wire joint or wire splice is soldered.
7. How wires are spliced.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 94-103.

Text Questions: Page 102, Questions 2,3,4,6.

Additional quesdons:
1. Rearrange symbols and wire the schematic diagram of the tube circuit

OUTPUT --/W` -..-.1
+

I INPUT 11111+
0

*A" BATTERY iir BATTERY

2. Name the thee circuits used on the tube board.

17



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

HOW 10 BUILD AND WIRE THE TUBE CIRCUIT BOARD - Assignment Sheet *9

3. State three things to be observed when soldering.
a.

b.

c.

Technical Urms:

I. Schematic diagrams are,

2. Soldering flux is

3. Tube sockets are

4. Plate circuit is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
PRINCIPLES OF 'THE VACUUM TUBE
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Date Grade

The Vacuum Tube

Objectives: To study:
1. The development of the vacuum tube.
2. The vacuum tube and its elements.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 104-113.

Text Questions: Page 110, Quesdons 1,2.
Page 113, Questions 1-6.

Additional Questions:

1. Describe the "Edison effect".

2. Why was the crystal detector used in preference to the "Fleming
valve" in early radio receivers?

3. Name two principle uses of "Fleming's principle" in tubes of the
modem radio receiver.

4. What is the name for a tube having only two elements?

S. Briefly describe and name the vacuum tube developed by Dr. Lee
DeForest.

6. List three things which the DeForest tube will do.
a.
b.
c.

19



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

PRINCIPLES OF THE VACUUM TUBE Assignment Sheet #10

7. Name the parts of the following De Forest Triode tube.

8. Why should a tube be completely evacuated?

Technical Terms:
1. A "getter" is

2. A "C" battery is

3. A "vaccum" is considered to be

4 , The "elements" of a vacuum tube are

S. A "diode" is

6. A "grid" is



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
PRINCIPLES OF THE VACUUM TUBE
Assignment Sheet #11 Name Date Grade

Coniro fling Mecum Flow In A Tube

Objectives: To lean':
1. How electrons can be made to flow through a vacuum tube.
2. How the grid is used as a control element.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 113-123.

Text Questions: Page 117, Question 1.
Page 118, Questions 3-6.
Page 122, Questions 1,2,3.

Additional Questions:

1. How is electron emission affected by the amount of current flow
in the filament circuit?

2. Why is the plate always connected to the positive terminal of the "B"
battery?

3. Is it true that the "C' battery always has its megative terminal
connected to the grid?

4. Does a space charge still exist when the "C" and "B" batteries are
both disconnected and the filament remains heated?

5. How does the rule of like and unlike charges apply to the movement
of electrons in a vacuum tube?

6. State three ways that plate current may be reduced.
a.
b.
c.

21



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

PRINCIPLES OF THE VACUUM TUBE - Assignment Sheet #11

Technical Terms:

1. A "space charge" is considered to be

2. A "thoriated filament" is

3. "Biased to cutoff" means

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Tedmolagy
WAVE-FORM PICTURES
Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date Grade

Reading Wave-Form Pictures On An Oscilloscope

Objectives: To learn:
I. The study of electron flow by wave-form pictures.
2. Hoy: to use the oscilloscope to study an alternating current.
3. How to read and draw wave-form pictures.

Msignmen!: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 124-138.

Text Questions: Page 133, Questions 1,3,5,7.
Page 138, Questions 1-7.

Additional Questions;
1. Name the elements of a cathode-ray oscilloscope.

2. What precaution should ha observed to prevent damage to the
fluorescent willemite coating or screen?

3. Name four controls used to adjust the pattern of the screen.

a.

b.

c.

d.

23
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lEIDERSTANDING RADIO

WAVE- FORM PICTURES - Assignment Sheet #12

Tecimical Terms:

1. "Amplitude" is

2. "Cycle" is cortdered as

3. A "nodepoint" occurs

4. "Negative loops" are

t..i5E THE REMAINDER OF TM'S SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
WAVE-FORM PICTURE
Assignment sheet #13 Name Date Grade

Ming The Oscilloscope TO Analyze Wave Form

Objectives: To learn:
1. How strength or amplitude is shown on the oscilloscope.
2 . How high or low frequencies are shown on the oscilloscope.
3. How a pulsating direct current is shown on the oscilloscope.
4. How rectified alternating current is shown on the oscilloscope.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 139-147.

Text Questions: Page 143, Questions 1,2,3,5, 6.
Page 146-7, Questions 1,3,6,8.

Additioraliots:
1. Sketch a wave-form picture to show ideating direct current.

2.

3.

0

Sketch a wave-form
complete cycle

Sketch a wave-form

EFEENEammmEm..1.
Il11111IImimmommo

picture to show a
of alternating current.

0

picture of a pure direct

imii
1111M1111111

current.

4. Describe the graduated screen used to cover the tube.

Technical Terms:
1. Define "intensity control"

25
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

WAVE-FORM PICTURE - Assignment Sheet #13

2. What is "pulsation"

3. Define "sine wave"

4. Explain "surge"

USE THE REMAINDER OF '11 SHEET FOR TEA a' ANSWER!
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Technical Terms:

Additional Questions;

DETECTORS

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp.149-160.

Text Questions: Page 153, Questions 1-4.

Assignment Sheet #14 Name

Use OfrA (kraal Detector In A Simple Receiver

Objectives: Tb learn:

UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology

4. "Radio frequency waves" are

3. "Demodulation" is

3. Why should crystals not be handled by the fingers?

2. A "crystal" is

2. Briefly describe the construction of an antenna.

1. "Audio frequencies" are

4. How the ear phone is constructed.

Page 160, Questions 2,3,5,8, 9,10.

2. How and why the crystal detector circuit works.
3. Antenna and ground connections.

1. Complete the diagram to show a crystal receiver connected to an

1. How to wire the crystal detector circuit.

antenna and ground.

27
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
DETECTORS
Assignment Sheet #15 Name Date Grade

Use Of A Vacuum Tube In A Simple Receiver

Objectives: To learn:
I. The operation of the diode as a detector.
2. How the three-element tube (triode) is used.
3. How the signals from an antenna produce sound in a vacuum tube

receiver.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 160-168.

Text Questions: Page 167, Questions 1-5.

Additional Questions:

1. How is the "diode" similar in operation to the "crystal"?

2. Arrange symbols in proper position and connect as a diode detector.

3. Why do the English regard the vacuum tube as a "valve"?

Technical Terms:
I. "Radio frequency" waves are

29



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

DETECTORS - Assignment Sheet #15

2. "Audio frequencies" are considered to be

3. A "diode" tube is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #16 Name Date Grade

Transfer Of Electrical Energy Ry Induction

Objectives: To study:
1. How coils are constructed and used.
2. How a voltage can be induced in a coil.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 169-179.

Text Questions: Page 179, Questions 1-9.

Additional Questions:
1. Wire the following diagram to show how a radio frequency transformer

or coil is connected to one radio circuit.

2. Which coil shown in your diagram is the "primary"?
Explain.

3. If direct current is applied directly to the primaty of a transformer,
when will voltage be present at the secondary terminals?

a. NiAlile the primary current is being turned "on" and "off"?

b. All the time that the primary current is flowing?
Explain your answer.

Technical Terms:
1. A "transformer" is a device comprising

Z'1
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS - Assignment Sheet #16

2. 'Inductance" is considered to be

3. "Mutual induction" occurs when

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEAT ANSWERS



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #17 Name Date Grade

Characteristics Of The Condenser

Objectives: To study:
1. How "condensers" are constructed and used.
2. Review of factors which influence the capacity of a "condenser."
3. How to determine the capacity of a condenser by formula.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 179-187.

TexAkest ions: Page 187, Questions 1-10.

Additional Questions:

1. Show on the following diagram how a condenser receives a charge
in the tuning circuit of a radio receiver.

Power Supply

2. What is the simplest form of a condenser?

3. Complete the formula for calculating the capacity of a condenser.

C=
T

4. Does an increase of thickness of the dielectric increase or decrease
the capacity?

5. Is a "dielectric" an insulator or a conductor of electric current?

33



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #18 Name Date Grade

Inductance -Reactance-Impedance

Objective?: To learn:
1. Now choke coils work. (Ind ictance)
2. What "reactance" is and how it is found.
3. How to determine alternating current resistance. (Impedance)

Assignment Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 189-205.

Text Questions: Page 204, Questions 1-9.

Additional Questions:
1 . If alternating current is flowing through a straight wire six inches

long, which of the following effects are present?
a . Resistance
b. Impedance
c. Reactance

2. Why does increasing frequency increase the inductive reactance in:
a. the formula

b. a circuit

3. Would the Impedance of a coil operated by alternating current be
greater with (a) an air core or (b) an iron core? Explain your answer.

Technical Terms; I. "Inductive reactance" is

2. "Impedance" is considered as

3. "Capacitive reactance" is

4. "Phase" means

LSE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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1. Complete the wiling of the set board wired for use with the "antenna

2. Does an antenna have a critical length for each frequency?

3. Wire the following diagram to show how a

reel". f:\

"loading coil" is connected to a simple
single tube receiver.

ft,

(;))
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RESONANCE AND TUNING
Assignment Sheet #19 Name Date Grade

Methods Of Tuning
MMINIMI4VrAr

Objectives: To study:
I. How changing the antenna length affects tuning.
2. How tuning may be accomplished with a loading coil.
3. How to tune by weans of a "variable condenser".

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 207-220.

Text Questions: Page 210, Questions 1,3,5.
Page 212, Questions 1,5.
Page 213, Questions 3,4,5.

Additional .81...L_ions1



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

RESONANCE AND TUNING - As6ignment Sheet #19

Technical Terms:

4 . Draw a schematic circuit diagram of receiver using a condenser-
coil tuned circuit.

5. Explain briefly how tuning is accomplished by the use of a variable
condenser.

1. "Tuning" means

2. "Resonance" is

3. A "loading coil" is

4. A "tuned circuit" is

LEE THE REMAINDER OF THS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
CONDITIONS OP RESONANCE AND COUPLING
Assignment Sheet *20 Name Date _Grade

Conditions of Resonance And Coupling

Objectives: To study:
1. The tuning process.
2. How coupling affects tuning.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 220-229.

Text Questions: Page 228, Questions 1,2.
Page 229, Questions 3, 5, 7, 3.

Additional Questions:
1. State briefly the effects produced in a resonant circuit as the result

of it being tuned to the frequency of a wave passing through the
antenna.

Technical Terms:

2. Under what condition of resonance is resistance the only opposition
to current flow in the tuned circuit?

3. What effect does increadmg the capacity of a condenser in a tuned
circuit have on the circuit frequency?

4. In what way could a circuit be timed if a fixed condenser was used
to replace the variable condenser?

1. "Coupling" means

USE THB BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT AIEWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES
Assignment Sheet #21 Name Date Grade

Operation Of The One -Tube Receiver

Objectives: To study:
I. How a complete one-tube receiving set wodcs.

Assignment Watson, Welch, Eby, Undeistanding Radio, pp. 230440.

Text Questions: Page 238, Questions 1,2.
Page 240, Questions 3,4, S.

Additional Questions:
I. What is meant by the "stator" side of a variable condenser?

2. Complete the following schematic diagram and label the purpose
of each circuit.

(4))

111111-- IF-

4

7

0
3. Is the tube used in this receiver a diode, a triode, or a pentode?

4 . State the rule that explains how the strength of the plate current
is controlled.

41



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

RECEIVINS SETS USING DIRECT CURP.ENT TUBE!. - Assignment Sheet #21

Technical Terms.
1. A "grid coil" is

2. "Grid return" means

3. A"signal" is considered t be

4. milansformer coupling" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERZ
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES
Assignment Sheet #22 Name Date Grade

Operation of the Grid-leak Detector Circuit

Objectives: To study:
1. How the grid-condenser and the grid-leak detector circuit work.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 240-247.

fext Questions: Page 247, Questions 1-4.

Additional Questions:
1. Supply the missing symbols in the following diagram of a single

tube recei er using a grid-leak detector.

NEW /

NEW CIRCUIT

2. What is the value in microfarads of the fixed condenser which shunt,:
the grid-leak?

3. State two ways that the efficiency of the receiver is improved by
the use of a grid-leak detector.

Technical Terms: 1. The "cutoff point" refers to

2. Ategrid-leak" is

3. A "grid condenser" is

43



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES - Assignment Sheet #22

4. "Amplification" means

USE 'CIE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FuR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES
Assignment Sheet #23 Name Date Grade

Operation Of The Regenerative Receiver

2_11tectives: To study:
1. How amplification results from regeneration.
2. How regeneration is produced and controlled.
3. How regenerative receivers respond to weak signals.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 247-265.

Text Questions: Page 253, Questions 2, 3, 6.
Page 264, Questions 1-6.

Additional Questions:
1. Why is "shielding" necessary?

2. Supply the missing symbols and correct the diagram of the regener
ative receiver shown below.

Antonna
coil ..

4vas 45 wits 54000ohms

3. What is the purpose of the coil-condenser filter?

4. Suggest two ways that regeneration might be controlled which ate
not mentioned in the lesson.
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Technical Thrms:

1. "Oscillation" is

2. "Regeneration" refers to

3. "Zero beat" is
.._._

4. "Shielding" is

S. "Hand capacity" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIP

Technology
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRPCT CURREN:1 TUBES
Assignment Sheet #24 Name Date Grade

The Tansformer Coupled Audio Amplifier

Objectives: To study:
1. Forms of coupling.
2. Advantages of transformer coupling.
3. Transformer- coupled amplifier circuits.

,.....Aessignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 265-274.

Text Questions: Page 269, Questions 1-3.

Additional Questions:
1. Why is audio amplificztion by means of transformer coupling pre-

ferred to amplification by means of regeneration?

2. What are the two types of coupling discussed?

3. Show by diagram how an antenna circuit is coupled to a tuned
circuit by means of a capacitor.
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RECIlivING SETS JSING DIRECT CURRENT 'TUBES - Assignment Sheet #24

4. Connect the schematic circuit of the transformer coupled amplifier
shown below to insure proper operation.

5. What kinds of voltage flow in audio transformer:
a. primary winding

b. secondary winding .

6. Compare current flow of detector plate and amp. piate.

Technical Terms: 1. A "stage" refers 1.1

2. "Mansformer coupling'` is

3. "Amplification" is

4. "Resistance coupling" means

USE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES
Assignment Sheet #25 Name Date Grade

The Resistance Coupled Audio Amplifier

Objectives: To study:
1. Advantages of resistance coupled amplifiers.
2 . The resistance coupled amplifier circuits.
3. How bias voltage is applied to the power amplifier to mininfte

distortion.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 274 283.

Text Questions: Page 277, Questions 1.
Page 283, Questions 1,3,4.

Additional Questions:
1. What kind of resistors should be used in a resistance coupled

amplifier?

2. What undesirable effect results from the use of a "t6o small
coupling condenser?

3. How many stages of resistance coupled amplifiers are needed to
equal two transformer coupled stages?

4. What is the cause of "motorboating" in a resistance coupled
amplifier?
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RECEIVING SETS USING DIRECT CURRENT TUBES Assignment Sheet #25

5. Supply the missing symbols in the incomplete coupled amplifier
shown below.

6. Show by k graph the undesirable effect of a positive mod.

Technical Terms: 1. "Non-inductive resistors" are

2 "Grid bias" is

3. "Motorhoating" occurs v

4. "Distortion" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO.

Technology
THE DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKERS
Assignment Sheet #26 Name Date Grade

Converting Electrical Energy To Sound-
Objectives: To learn:

1. The purpose and construction of dynamic loudspeakers.
2. How the dynamic speaker is connected in a circuit.
3. How the dynamic speaker produces sound.

. The quality of sound and ways it may be improved.

Assigt...kent: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 284-298.

Text Page 288, Questions 3.-
Page 293, Questions 1-3.
Page 298, Questions 1,2.

Additional Questions:
1, What is the principle of operation of the dynamic speaker?

2. Briefly describe the two types of magnetic fields used in dynamic
speakers.

3. Using the symbols given below show the proper connection of an
output transformer and explain its purpose.

51
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THE DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKERS - Assignment Sheet #26

4. Under what condition will the greatest current flow in the windings
of the output transformer?

5. Explain the labyrinth baffle.

6. What is the frequency range of
a. dynamic speakers

b. high fidelity speakers

Technical Terms:1. A "baffle" is

2. A "cone" is

3. A "permanent-magnet speaker" is

4. A "dynamic-speaker" is

5. "Overtones" are

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO.

Technology
'POWER SUPPLIES
Assignment Sheet #27 Name Date Grade

Alternating And Direct Current Sources Of Supply
1=MINir'

Ob,ctives: To study:
I. The power requirements of different types of radio receivers,

and review the different types of power supply needed to produce
the alternating and direct currents and voltages required for their
operation.

2. How direct current may be obtained from an alternating current
source by means of the vacuum tube rectifier.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 299-304.

Text Questions: Page 304, Question 2.

Additional Questions:
I. What is the simplest type of power supply as used in portable

receiving sets?

2. How are the heater filaments connected in a table model receiver
which operates directly from the 115-volt alternating-current line?

3. How is direct current for the "13" supply obtained for the receiver
in the question above?

4. What is the purpose of the transformer mentioned in the discussion
of the "Console" model?
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Technology
POWER SUPPLIES
Assignment Sheet #28 Name Date Grade

'Me Transformer Type Power Supply

Objectives: To study:
1. The construction of the various parts of the supply.
2, How the circuit components are arranged in the circuit.
3. How the windings of a transformer are identified and tested.
4, Facts regarding "peak voltage" and "effective voltage".
5, How a "voltage diVider" functions.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 304-317.

Text Questions: Page 312, Questions 1-5.
Page 317, Questions 1-4.

Additional Questions:

1. Label the values of all components of the schematic drawing on
the following page,

2. Name the four main sections of die power supply,
a.
b.

c.
d.

3. Maw a graph showing the relationship between "peak" and "effective"
voltage.

4. An alternating current voltmeter reads 112 volts. What is the
effective voltage of the circuit to which it is connected?
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POWER SUPPLIES - Assignment Sheet *28

Technical Terms:

5 . Write a formula for determining "Turns per volt ratio".

I. A "bleeder resistor" is

2. A "center tap" is

3. A "filter" is considered to be

4. A "power pack" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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115 volts
ac

110-4e#4P
Switch

Power
Transformer

5 volts ea

350
volts

Filter Chokes
30 tenrys 30 hinri,

Type80 9 pr t4

Rectifier 600 6C'

Tube

Bleeder Resistor
Voltage Divider
531.000 one's 10 matte

350 volts Switoh Filter 1 pf each

Condensers 600 volts

6,3 volts so
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
POWER SUPPLIES
Assignment Sheet #29 Name
IMOMPIN.

Date Grade

Circuit Analysis Of A Full Wave Rectifier

Objectives; To study;
1. The selection of components of the full wave power supply.
2. The movement of electrons in the rectifier circuit.
3. How voltages below the value of the output may be obtained.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 317-324.

Text Questions; Page 319, Questions 1,3,5.
Page 321, Questions 2,4,6 .
Page 323, Questicls 1,2.

Additional Questions;

1. In the twc part schematic of a full wave rectifier shown below
indicate the direction of electron flow during each pan of a cycle
by arrows and show proper polarity.

A B

2. Should filter chokes be conneczed in the positive or negative lead
wire?

3. How are voltages below that of the output voltage obtained?
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

POWER SUPPLIES - Assignment Sheet #29

Technical Terms:

I. A "voltage divider" is

2. A "bleeder resistor" is

3. "Current rating" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
POWER SUPPLIES
Assignment Sheet #30 Name Date Grade

Hew Other Forms Of Power Supplies Are Wired

Objectives; To study:
1. How the transformedess power supply operates and how it is

connected.
2. How the vibrator type of power supply operates and how it is

connected.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 324-331.

Text Questions: Page 331, Questions 1-4.

Additional Questions:

1. What important section of a transformedess power supply is
missing in the diagram shown below.

ial
tubsfbe

115 whis cc

liVetifier
tub*

eeeee
4201,f

Chassis

8

I.
8.

8.

d 8-
Bleeder resistor alt;)
used *r NM** dok

irlbution

2. What is the advantage gained by connecting the plates of the
rectifier tube together?

3. Why should extreme care be exercised when handling transformer-
less circuits or parts?
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POWER SUPPLIES - Assignment Sheet #30

4. Why is a larger filter choke and condenser needed in the trans-
formerless supply than in the transformer type of supply?

5. Briefly describe the operation of a vibrator-type power supply as
related to the five main circuit parts.

Technical Terms: 1. A "vibrator" is

2. An "electrolytic condenser" iv

3. The term "synchronous" means

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING MBES
Assignment Sheet #31 Name Grade=10111, .
Tabu, With I,directly Heated Cathodes

Objectives: To study:
1. How tubes for alternating-current are constructed.
2. How the heater-cathode type of tube is constructed.
3. What tube bases and tube sockets are used.

.11.=11IMMIPP

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Re.dio, pr. 332-339.

Text Questions: Page 334, Questions 1,2,3.
Page 336, Question 3.
Page 339, Question 2.

Additional Questions:

1. What is the purpose of a filament in a cathode7type tube designed
for alternating current operation?

2. What material is used to coat the cathode sleeve, and how is the
tube operation improved by its use?

3. Illustrate the numbering system of the base prongs of the following
four different types of tubes,

swam,

Typo as
4 pins

Typo 27 or56
5 pins

Typs 57
6 pins

Typ* 12A5
7 pins

4. Why are tube socket diagrams drawn as viewed from the bottom?
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ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING TUBES - Assignment Sheet #31.

Technical Terms:

5. Does pin numbering progress in a clockwise or counterclockwise
direction?

I. A "cathode" is

2. k "loctal" type tube is

The word "octal" means

4. The term "thermal inertia" refers to

5. lit* tear "key" means

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING TUBES
Assignment Sheet #3 2 Name Dare

WORM Tithe Characteristics

Objectives: To learn:
1. How to understand tube characteristics.
2. What is meant by "plate resistance", "amplification factor ", and

"mutual conductance".
3. How to draw a "grid voltage"-"plate current" curve.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 340-350.

Grade

Text Questions: Page 343, Questions 1,2,3,5,6.
Page 350, Questions 1,2,3.

Additional Questions;
1. Why is "plate resistance" also called "plate impedance"?

2. Draw on the following sheet, using instruments, a schematic
diagram of the circuit used for plotting a "grid curve".

3. Write an equation defining "mutual conductance".

4. How is plate current flow affected by a "positive" grid?

S. How may plate current be reduced without reducing plate voltage?

Technical Terms: 1. The term "mutual conductance" means

2. "Amplification factor" is

3. The term "plate resistance" refers to

4. The symbol "mho" expresses

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
ALTERNATING CURR4T RECEIVING TUBES
Assignment Sheet #33 Name Date Grade

Male-Ebtment %mum Ivbes

Objectives: To learn;
1. How the "screen grid" tube is made to reduce the "inter-electrode

capacity effect", and prevent "feedback".
2. How the construction of the "pentode" tube allows greater power and

amplification by the use of a "suppressor grid" which prevents
'secondary emission".

3. How the "beam power" tube makes high efficiency and high output
power possible.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 350-358.

Text Questions: Page 357, Questions 1-4.

Additional Questions:
1. Complete the schematic diagram to show how a screen grid tube

is connected in a circuit.

.1.
To next
%Ave

2. Starting from the cathode, state the relative position of the elements
of the following tubes:
a. screen grid

b. pentode

c. beam power tube
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ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVING 1UBES - Assignment Sheet #33

Technical Terms;

3. Draw a base diagram or t./mbol for the 6L6 beam power tube; also
the 6SK7 pentode.

'w./ 1 /
I I I I

/\pi.... # /
6L6 6SK7

4. Why is the remote cut-off tube better adapted to the reception of
strong signals than the screen grid tube?

5. In which tube discussed in the lesson does the screen grid, and the
plate, bear the same positive charge?

1. A "screen grid" is

2. "Secondary emission" refers to

3. The "suppressor grid" is

4. rae symbol "Gm" stands for

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A. C. TUBES
Assignment Sheet #34 Name" Date Grade

Applying tie Atte:Wing Current Type Tube

01pcsives: To learn:
I. How the alternating current-tube detector circuit differs from the

direct current tube circuit.
2. How a one tube-alternating current detector set is constructed and

operated.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 359-363.

Teat Questions: Page 361, Question I.

Additional Questions:
I. In the schematic diagram of a single tube receiver using a 6C5

tube shown below, the tube has been omitted from the unfinished
diagram. Insert the proper symbol and complete the diagram.

N H 8- 5+
63 volts ac a te/00 wits

2. Draw a standard base diagram of a 6C5 as given in the tube manual.`\/
1

/
N....../

6C5
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BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A, C , TUBES - Assignment Sheet #34

3. What type of tube socket is required for the 6C5 tube?

4. What should the primary and secondary voltages of the filament
transformer be?

5. Describe the "heater" circuit and tell why it should be short in
length,

6. Why is it necessary to change the "grid return" wire?

Technical Terms: I. A "filament heater" transformer is

2. The cathode wire is

3. An indirectly heated cathode is

4. A directly heated cathode is a

USE THE REMAINDER OF 71 05 SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES
Assignment Sheet #35 Name Date Grade

The Alternating Current Audio Amplifier

Objectives: To study:
I. How the alternating current audio amplifier is built.
2. The importance of "grid bias" and how it is produced.
3. The use of the power-audio-amplifier circuit.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 363-377.

Text Questions: Page 373-374, Questions 2,4,6,8,10.

Additional Questions:
1. Draw on the following page, using instruments, a schematic

diagram of an audioamplifier using a 6C5 tube with cathode biasing.

2. List the steps necessary to determine the proper cathode resistor
value needed to produce a given bias voltage.

3. Draw a schematic of a pentode power amplifier. Use attached
page for drawing.

4. How is the current flow through the bias resistor of the pentode
power amplifier determined?

5. Show by a graph how grid bias may be used to keep the grid from
becoming positive.
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LAU

BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES - Assignment Sheet #35

6. Why is the quality of music distorted when improper grid bias is
used?

Technical Terms:
I. "Gaid'means

2. The term "grid bias" refers to

3. "Distortion" is considered to be

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. TUBES
Assignment Sheet #36 Name Date Grade

The Push-Pull Audio Amplifier

Objectives: To study:
1. How the "push-pull" amplifier acts to decrease distortion.
2. How the "push-pull" power audit, amplifier is built.
3. How power is transferred between stages (methods of coupling).

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 377-389.

Text Questions: Page 381, Questions 1-5.

Additional Questions:
1. Name several advantages gained by the use of the "beam" power

pentode in a push-pull power amplifier circuit.

2. Why do tubes tend to operate "cooler" in push-pull circuits than
in other types of amplifier circuits?

3. What difference, if any, is there in the resistance used to bias the
two tubes of a push-pull circuit, and the bias resistance needed for
the same tube in a single zircuit?

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a push-pull power audio amplifier
using 4F6 tubes. Use attached sneet for drawing.

5. How is power calculated? Give two formulas.

6. Show two methods of coupling, by schematic diagrams.
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BASIC RbCEIVING CIRCUITS USING A. C. TUBES Assignment Sheet.#36

Tecinical Terms:
I. A "watt" its defined as

2. "Power" is

3. "Distortion" is produc-a by

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A.C. 'TURES
Assignment Sheet #37 Name Date

The Radio Frequency Amplifier

Objectives: To learn:
1. How the radio frequency amplifier is used.
2. What tubes are commonly used in arr. "R.F." amplifier.
3. How the R.F. amplifier differs in construction and operation from

an A.F. amplifier.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 389-395.

Text Questions: Page 395, Questions 2,3,4.

Additional Questions:
1. Name several advantages resulting from the use of a radio frequency

amplifier .

2 . Name two tubes that are suitable for use in a radio frequency ampli-
fier stage.

3. How is the R.F. amplifier biased to produce similar wave shapes
of the plate current at greater amplitude, as a result of the voltage
change on the grid?

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a radio frequency amplifier. Use
attached sheet for drawing.

5. Draw a simple schematic circuit showing how a "padding" condenser
is connected in a circuit.
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BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A,C. TUBES - Assignment Sheet #37

Technical Terms;
I, A "padder" is

2. A "signal generator" is used as

3, "Tracking" means

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS





UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
BASIC RECEIVING CIRCUITS USING A, C. TUBES
Assignment Sheet *38 Name Date Grade

The Power Detector Circuit
abemdroty.

Objectives., To study:
1, How the power detector is connected in the circuit.
2: The operating characteristics of thepower detector.
3. How a volume control may be applied to circuits preceding and

following the detector stage.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 395-402.

Text Questions: Page 400, Questions 1.

Additional Questions;
1. Why is a "power detector" necessary in a receiver with more than

one stage of radio frequency amplification?

2. What is the chief advantage of the power detector?

3. Why is a higher resistance needed in the cathode of a power detec-
tor than in the grid leak detector?

4. In what way does the power detector act as a half wave rectifier?

5. Draw a schematic circuit of a power detector. Use attached sheet.

6. Show by schematic diagram on the supplied sheet, the difference
between volume control in a radio frequency and an audio frequency
circuit.

Technical Terms: 1, An "attenuator" is

2. The term "gain" means

3. The steady negative voltage on a grid is called
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
Assignment Sheet # 39 Name Date Grade

The Superheterodyne Principle Applied

Objectivesi To study
1. What the "superheterodyne" principle is.
2. How "intermediate transformers" are aligned.
3. Simple mathematics of "beat note" reception.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 403-415.

Text t2nionsi Page 411, Questions 1, 3, 5.
Page 415, Questions 2, 4, 6, 8.

Addition
i . Draw a block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver and

name the units in the proper order.

2. Describe in brief the operation of a superheterodyne receiver
which is tuned to receive a broadcast signal of 1200 k.c .,
if the receiver has an intermediate frequency of 465 k.c.

3. Draw the following schematic diagrams:
a. A "mixer" circuit using a 6J7 tube .
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THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER - Assignment Sheet #39

b. An "intermediate frequency amplifier" using a 610.

c. A "diode detector" circuit using a 6H6 tube.

4. Name the oscillator circuit and the oscillator tube used.

Technical Terms: 1. The "mixer" is

2. The term "second detector" refers to

3. An "intermediate-frequency transformer" is part of

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS



UNDERSTANDING rtALII0

Technology
THE SUPERI-IETERODYNF RECEIVER
Assignment Sheet #40 Name Date Grade

Recdfication And Control Of The "I.F." Output

Objectives: To study:
1. How the "diode" detector operates.
2. How "automatic volume control" acts.
3. The application of a "multipurpose" tube.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio. pp. 415-420.

Text Questions; Page 420, Question I.

Additional Questions:
I. How does the "diode" detector work?

2. Draw a schematic circuit of a diode detector with an automatic
volume control circuit added. Use attached sheet for drawing.

3. In what way does "automatic volume control" improve the reception
from a receiver?

4. How does automatic volume control the grids of the R.F. tubes?

5. On another sheet of 8-1/2" x 11" paper, draw a schematic diagram
showing the application of a multipurpose tube (6Q7G) as a diode
detector, an automatic volume control, an audio amplifier.

6. Draw the base diagram for a 6Q7G tube.
40....
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THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER - Assignment Sheet #40

Technical Terms:
1. "AVC" is the abbreviation for

2. A "diode" detector is

3. A "duodiode-tdode" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
SHORT WAVE SETS
Assignment Sheet #41 Name Date Grad*

Reeeiving Ugh Frequency Condnuous- Waves

011__.iv es: To learn:
1. The features of short wave sets.
2. How a two-tube short wan receiver is built.
3. The construction of short wave "plug in" coils.
4. Why short wave sets should be carefully mule.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding_Radio, pp. 421-431.

Text Questions: Page 428, .Q.ixestiow 2,5.
Page 429, Questions 1,2.
Page 431, Questions 2,4.

Additional ons:

1. Draw a schematic diagram of a two- tube short-wave receiver. Use
attached sheet for drawing.

2. What is the principle difference in short-wave and long-wave
receivers?

3. How is fine tuning done in a short wave receiver?

4. What purpose is served by the use of "plug in" coils?

5. What precautions should be observed when wiring a "snort wave"
set?

6. le this statement true or false: (C-W) Telegraphy can be heard
on simple non-oscillating detectors?

Technical Terms: 1. The term "band set" means
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2. The letters "C-W" stand for

3. "Plug in" coils are
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
SHORT WAVE SETS
Assignment Sheet #42. Name Date Grade

The High, Frequency (Short Wave) Amplifier

Objectives: To study:
1. The construction and operation of the "Tuned Radio Frequency

(trf) Amplifier".
2. How receiver performance is improved by the use of a metal

"chassis", and "shielding".

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 431-437.

Text Questions: Page 434, Questions 1, 3, 5.
Page 437, Question 1.

Additional Questions:
1. Why is shielding more important in short wave receivers than

in long wave receivers?

2. Why is it unnecessary to surround a metal tube with a shield?

3. Under what cwwition will a coil shield interfere with the
coils proper operation?

4. Make a layout drawing of a metal sheet, suitable for bending
into a "chassis".

5. Draw a schematic diagram of a radio frequency amplifier
using a 6K7 tube.
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SHORT WAVE SETS - Assignment Sheet #42

Technical Terms:

I. A "chassis" is

2. The term "ground" refers to

3. A "panel" is

USE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
PUBLIC ADDRESS UNITS
Assignment Sheet #43 Name Date Grade

The Microphone

Objectives: To study:
I. The units of a "public address system".
2. "Microphones" and their characteristics.
3. Electrical circuits requited by different microphones.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 438-449,

Text Questions: Page 445, Questions 1, 4, 5.
Page 449, Questions 1, 5, 7.

Additional Questions:
.1. Draw a block diagram of a public address system and briefly

discuss the purpose of each unit.

2. Name four things to consider in the selection of a microphone.
a) c)
b) d)

3. What is the purpose of a microphone transformer?

4. On another sheet draw a schematic diagram of the following
microphone circuits; a) The "single buttou" carbon microphone.

b) The "crystal" microphone.
c) The "dynamic" microphone.
d) The "condenser" microphoni.,

5. What two microphones have identical circuits?

Technical Terms:
1. A "microphone" is

. 2. "Preamplifier" is a term relating to

3. A "power amplifier" is

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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Technology
PUBLIC-ADDRESS UNITS
Assignment Sheet #44 Name Date Grade

-:-71':94

Electrical *mite Of A Public-Address System

CIWctIves: To study:
1. The circuit of the simple public address set.
2. The three tube public address set circuit.
3. The circuit of the push-pull public address set.
4. The "two-input" preamplifier circuit.
5. The circuit of the "phase - inverter ".

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 449-460.

Text Questions: Page 451, Questions 1,2.
Page 457, Questions 2,3.
Page 459, Questions 1,2.

Additional Questions:
1. Name two ways that the operation of a public address system may

be improved.

2. What is the purpose of a "fader"?

3. Draw a schematic diagram of a "two- Input" preamplifier.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

PUBLIC-ADDRESS UNITS - Assignment Sheet #44

Technical Terms:

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a "phase-inverter" circuit.

5. How may "high fidelity" reproduction be obtained at the lowest
cost?

1. The term "gain" means

2. A "fader" is a

3. The term "phonograph pickup" refers to

4. A "preamplifier" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
PUBLIC -ADDRESS UNITS
Assignment Sheet #45 Name

Multi-loudspeaker Installations

Objectives; To learn:
1. How to connect distant loudspeakers.
2. Proper placement of microphones
3. How loudspeakers serve a dual purpose in intercommunication

systems.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 460-475.

Text Questions: Page 467, Questions 1, 2,3.
Page 474, Questions 1,2,5.

Additional Questions:

1. What is a "universal" output transformer, and how is it used?

2. Why is it necessary to "phase" speakefs that are in the same
room?

3. Explain how a "p-m" speaker may be used as a microphone?

4. Give se7eral suggestions for reducing "

5. Draw a schematic diagram of a complete intercommunication sys-
tern which includes the power supply. Use attached page for drawing.
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PUBLIC-ADDRESS UNITS - Assignment Sheet #45

Technical Terms:
I. "Feed-back" means

2. "Acoustic properties" are

3. The term "intercom" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO.

Tertmo logy
PUBt IC-ADDRESS UNITS
Assignment Sheet *46 Name

Cassell o$:" Audio A mpliilets Vd,Isra
Objecdves: To learn:

1. How different "classedsof audio amplifiers are "biased".
2. The uses of class "A" and class "AB" amplifiers.
3. How the "tone" of an amplifier is controlled.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 468-474.

Text Questions: Page 474, Quesdons 1, 2,4 , 5.

Additional Questions.
I Draw a schematic diagram of a "tone control" cirwt,

may be incorporated in the output circuit of an audio amplifier.

2. W.lat fuses amplifiers always have a "push-pull output"?

3. Win. is cA.4ss "C" ..mpiification not used for at lio amplification?

4. What class of amplification has the highest efficiency?

I i



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

PUBLIC-ADDRESS UNITS - AssiAnment Sheet #46

S. Name several tubes that are suitable for use as class "AR" ampli-
fier tubes.

Technical Terms:
1. A "tone control circuit" is

2, A "push-pull circuit" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #47 Name Date Grade

The Hartley Osegletor

obia..,tives. To study:
1. The circuit of the "Hartley" oscillator, and how it generates a°

radio frequency oscillation.
2. Two methcds of "B" voltage supply to a Hartley oscillator: (a4 The

"shunt .feed (b) The "genes feed".
3. Power measurements and circuit adjustments of the oscillatcr.
4. The need of safety precautions to avoid persona:. injury.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Undstanding Radio, pp. 475-491.

Text Questions: Page 485-486, Questions 1,2,3,4.
Page 486, Questions 1,2.
Page 491, Questions 2,3,6, 7.

Additionrons:
1. Draw a schematic diagram of a Hartley oscillator circuit showhg:

a. A "shunt feed circuit"
b. A "series-feed" circuit.

2. How is the input power of a Hartley oscillator measured?

3. Why is the measurement of "power input" important to radio
amateurs?
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POWER OSCILLATORS AN) AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS - Assignment Sheet #47

4. How is grid voltage obtained in a Hartley oscillator?

5. What injuries may lx received by touching the "tank circuit" of:
a. A ""Series-feed"
b. A "shunt-feed"

Technical Twat.: 1. The term "series-feed" means

2. "Shunt" or "parallel-feed" is

3. A "tank circuit" is considered to be

4. The term "oscillator" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #48 Name Date Grade

The "'Med-Plate" "Tuned-Grid" Oscillator

Objectives: To study:
I. The construction and operation of a "dummy antenna".
2. The construction and operation of an "absorption-type" of frequency

meter and means of calibrating it.
3. The "tuned-plate. tuned-grid" oscillator circuit and its operation.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 491-502.

Text Chalons: Page 496, Questilns 1,2.
Page 502, Questions 1,2.

Additional Questions-
I. Why is it necessary to use a dummy antenna instead of a regular

antenna when experimenting with oscillators?

2. If an oscillator has a fundamental frequency of 2000 be what is
the frequency of the third harmonic?

3. On a separate sheet of paper, draw a schematic diagram of:
a. Absorption type frequency meter With an indicating lamp.
b. Absorption type frequency meter with headphones and detector.

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a "tuned-plate, tune' - grid" oscillator.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS - Assignment Sheet #48

Technical Terms:

5. How is a calibration curve used to determine the frequency of a
random setting of the frequency meter?

1. A "dummy antenna" is

2. A "frequency meter's is a term meaning

3. The term "excitation" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO.

Technology
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet 449 Name

,

Date Grade=.
The Crystal Oscillator Circuit

..1..1.1111%.

Objectives: To study:
1. The need for crystal controlled oscillators.
2. The characteristics of quartz crystals.

3. How the crystal oscillator circuit is wired.
4. How the crystal oscillator circuit operates.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 503-511.

Textguestions: Page 507, Question 1.
Page 509, Questions 1,2.
Page 511, Questions 1,2,3,4.

Additional Questions:
1. Name three crystals which produce the "piezo-electric effect".

2. Why is crystal control needed?

3. How does temperature change affect "crystal" operation?

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a crystai oscillator circuit on the
attached sheet.

5. What is the purpose of the "dial lamp" that is placed In the crystal
circuit?

6. Is it trt..e, that the "thinner" a crystal is cut, the higher its ,_per-
ating frequency will be?

Technical Terms: I. The term "piezoelectric" refers to

2. The term "X-cut" means
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POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS Assignment Sheet #49

3. A "crystal holder" is

4. The term "crystal blank" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OP THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #50 Name Date Grade

The Radio Frequency Power Amplifier

Objectives: To study:
I. Details of a "power supply" suitable for the operation of a "radio

frequency power amplifier".
2. Two uses of the R.F. power amplifier.
3. The schematic circuit of a radio frequency power amplifier and

its operation.
4. How a power amplifier is "neutralized".

Assignment: Watson, telch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 511-528.

Text Questions: Page 522, Questions 1,2,3.
Page 524, Questions 1,5.
Page 528, Questions 1,2,3,4.

Additional Questions:
I. *Draw a schematic diagram of a "high voltage" power supply on

the attached stheet.

2. Name a type of tube which does not require "neutialization" when
used as a power amplifier.

What is meant by the "power handling capacity" of a tube?

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a pentode power amplifier.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS - Assignment Sheet #50

5. Does the R.F. amplifier operate as a class a, b, or c amplifier?

6. Draw a schematic diagram of a neutralized power amplifier.

Technical Terms: I. A "neutralizing condenser" is

2. "Transmitting power tubes" are

3. The term "buffer-amplifier" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIQ

Technology
POWER OSCILLATORS AND AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS
Assignment Sheet #51 Name

Ilie'FushPolil Final Aleel
Mum

Grade

Objectives: To study.
I. The advantages of the "push-pull" amplifier.
2. How "link coupling" is used to couple between stages.
3. The circuit of the push-pull amplifier and its operation.
4. How the amplifier is built and wired.

Assignment; Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 529-533.

Tex:stilions: Page 530, Question I.
Page 533, Questions 1,2,3,4.

Additional _Slue Mons:

1. Draw a schematic diagram of a push-pull radio frequency amplifier.
Use the following sheet for the drawing.

2. How would you adjust the coupling link to increase grid excitation?

3. How does the efficiency of the push-pull amplifier compare with
that of the single tube (single ended) amplifier?

4. What statement can you make relative to the length of the wires
connecting the coupling links?

Technical Terms: 1. "Excitation" is a term meaning

2. The term "link coupling" means

3. A "grid meter" is
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RADIO TELEGRAPH 'TRANSMITTERS
Assignment Sheet #52 Name Date Grade

The Crystal OSolnator 41tansmitter

Objece!ves: To study:
1. The purpose of a radio telegraph transmitter.
2. The circuit wiring and construction of a simple transmitter.
3. How the simple transmitter =s ad,austed and operated.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 534-539.

It Questions: Page 539, Questions 1,2,3.

Additional Questions:
1. Who is permitted to use a -idio telegraph transmitter?

2. In what ways are telegraph transmitters better suited to communica-
tion needs than voice transmitters?

3. In what ways does the radio amateur contribute to our present sys-
tems of radio communications? Name two prominent Radio Engi-
neers who are "Ham's".

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a complete "simple transmitter", on
the attached sheet.

5. What is we purpose of the dial lamp that is connected in the
antenna circuit?

Technical Terms: 3 The term "amateur" means

2. A "key" is
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RADE) TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS - Assignment Sheet #52

3. "Amateur bands" are

4. "Radio code" is a term referring to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIQ

-7111MON=ME1=11.Mill

Technology
RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS
Assignment Sheet #53 Name Date Grade

The Oeciliatot-AmPliffef 7tangsnitlet

Objectifies: To study:
1. Ways that amplifiers -Pay be added to tte crystal oscillatoY, as

shown by block diagrams.
2. A complete schematic circuit of a 'master-oscillator power ampli-

fier".
3. How a"zeppelin" antenna is coupled to the uansmitter.
4. Adjustment and operation of the "oscillator-amplifier" transtrdaer.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 539544.

Text Questions: ?age 544, Questions 1, 2.

Additional Questions;
1. What two advantages result from the use of an'oscillatc- amplifier

comhination?

2. Draw a block diagram of a 6L6 crystal oscillator, and a 807 push-
pull amplifier with a power supply.

3. Draw a block diagram of a 6L6 crystal oscillator, an 807 doubler,
and a 807 push-pull final amplifier. Show two power supplies.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

RADIO TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTERS - Assignment Sheet. #53

4. On a separate sheet of paper draw a schematic diagram of a 616-
807 transmitter.

5. In what way is a"zeppelin"antenna superior to an "end fed single
wire" antenna?

Technical Terms: I. The term "feeder" refers to

2. A "variable coupling coil" is

3. The term "harmonics" pertains to

USE THE REMAINDER OF TITS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RADIO-TELEPHONE 'TRANSMITTERS
Assignment Sheet #54 Name Grade

VoloeMPAuliktion 01 Radio rioquency Wows

9tpcItIlvi: r. study:
J. . The units of a radio-telephone transmitter.
2. The two tube radio telephone set.
3. The principles of modulation.

1_881am-tient: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understandindlo pp. 545-554.

T e x . g u e s t i o n n : Page 551, Questions 1,5,6.
Page 554, Questions 1,2,4,7,9.

Additional Questions:
1. Complete the block diagram of a simple radio - telephone set.

Cryeite/ Oscilkdor

lifoduloltrI
hfkrophono

Power Suotply

2. Draw a block diagram of a good
lc 7 powered radio telephone
transmitter.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

RADIO-TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS - Assignment Sheet #54

3. Draw a schematic diagrart of a "Heising modulator" connected to
a "Hartley oscillator". Flace drawing on attached sheet.

4. Show by diagram:
a. 100% modulation

b. Overmodulation

c. Undermodulation

5. What are "side band frequencies"?

Technical Terms: 1. A "carrier wave" is

2. "Modulation" refers to

3. The terms "overmodulation" and "undermodulation" refer to

4. "100% modulation" is a term applied to indicate that
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
RADIO-TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS
Assignment Sheet #55 Name Date Grade

The Low` -fit Radio-Telephone Transmitter

Objectives: To study:
1. Other types of modulator circuits.
2. The circuits of a low power radio telephone transmitter.
3. How the low power radio telephone transmitter is operated.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Un:-.irstanding Radio, pp.554-561.

Text Questions: Page 556, Questions 1 and 2.
Page 558, Questions 1 and 2.
Page 561, Questions 1 and 2.

Additional Questions:
I. In what way is a modulation transformer used to match impedance?

2. Make a statement relative to the cost and efficiency of "plate
modulation" versus "grid modulation".

3. On the attached sheet, draw a schematic diagram of grid modulation
of a final amplifier.

4. Draw a schematic diagram of a low powered, plate modulated radio
telephone transmitter .

5. Who is permitted to operate a radio telephone transmitter?
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RADIO-TELEPHONE TRANSMITTERS Assignmen. Sheet *55

Technical Tams:
1, A "modulation transformer' is

2, The term "modulation choke" means

3, The term "radloplma" means

USE TIE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RAM

Technology
ANTENNAS
Assignmat Sheet #56 Name Date Grade

Objectives; To study:
I. General construction information concerning antennas.
2. Fundamental operating theory of "half-wave" antennas .

Aar Watson, Welch, Ebb Understanding Radio, pp. 562-570.

Twit Quefttions : Page 565, Questions 1,2,3,4.

Additional Questions:
I. What are the names of two basic types of antennas?

2. Give the formulas for:
a . Changing wavelength to frequency.

b. Frequency to wavelength.

3. Why is a transmitting antenna constructed differently from a
t veiving antenna?

4. What is a half wave antenna?

5. What purpose is served by "feeders" or "transmission

6. Explain the action of the current flow in a "half wave" antenna
when it is energized by an incoming wave.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

ANTENNAS - Assignment Sheet #56

Ter mica]. Terms:

7. What happens when an antenna is more than a half wave long and
less than a full wave?

1. A "meter" is equal to

2. A "transmission line" is

3. The term "half wave antenna" means

4. The term "Marconi antenna" refers to

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Forms Of Antenna In Common Use

Objectives: To study:
1. Different ways that energy is fed to the antenna.
2. Methods of coupling the antenna to the set.
3. Measurement and adjustment of the antenna loading.
4 . Construction detail of several forms of antenna systems.
5. How one form of "coxial" cable is constructed.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 570-582.

Text Questions: Page 574, Question 1.
Page 582, Questions 1, 2,3,4.

Additional Questions:
1. Show by diagram, the constructional features'of a "center fed"

half wave "Hertz" antenna and the means employed for coupling
and tunic, the feeders so that it will respond to an 80 meter wave.

2. How is the loading of a "doublet" antenna adjusted? Why is this
. antenna particularly adapted to use as a receiving antenna?



;*.

UNDERSTANDING RADIO

ANTENNAS - Assignment Sheet #57

4. Show by diagram how the electrical length of an antenna may be
changed.

5. Name five forms of a half wave antenna.
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

Technical Itnns: I. A "coxial" cable is

2. The term "feeders" means

3. The term ',ohne fed" refers to

4. A "counterpoise" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWER;
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
THE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
Assignment Sheet #58 Name Date Grade

The Attion And Uses Of Very High Frequency Waves

Objectives: To study;
1. The ection of radio waves at different frequencies.
2. Problems peculiar to high frequency operation.
3. The circuit diagrams and construction of a very high frequency

radio telephone transmitter.
4. Construction and use of a "lecher wire" device.

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Uaderstanding Radio, pp. 583-5%.

Text Questions: Page 590, Question 1.
Page 596, Questions 1,2,3.

Additional Questions:

1. What band of frequencies are allotted by the F.C.C. as being
very high frequencies?

2.* Why are differently designed tubes required for very high frequencies;
than for low frequencies?

3. In what way do very high frequency waves act like light waves?

4. On the attached sheet, draw a schematic diagram ofa v.h.f. trans-
mitt er that will operate on 112 megacycles (Radiophone).

5. Complete the construction of a "Lecher wire" board anu also the
shorting bars used in its operation.

tfSQiOb beard

Technical Terms: 1. "Lecher wires" are
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THE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES - Assignment Sheet #58

2. "Standing waves" are

3. The term "transit time" refers to

4 . A "nodal point" is

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
THE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES
Assignment Sheet #59 Name

Tionsmitting and Receiving V.H.F. Waves

Date Grade

Objectives: To learn:
1. Facts concerning the directional antenna.
2. The schematic circuit diagram and use of the field strength

test meter.
3. The circuit diagram and operating characteristics of the super-

regenerative receiver.

Assisiment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 596-611.

Texl: stions: Page 606, Questions 3,4,5.
Page 608, Questions 1, 2.
Page 611, Questions 1,2,3.

Additional Questions:
1. What are the relative positions of the elements of a directive

antenna?

2. Draw the schematic diagram of a "field strength" meter.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

THE VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES - Assignment Sheet #59

3. Draw the schematic diagram of a simple super-regenerative re-
ceiver,

4. Why should the connecting wires between the parts of a V.H.F
receiver be kept short?

Technical Terms: I. Describe an "acron tube",

2. A "director" is

3. "Microwaves" are

4. A "reflector" is
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
FREQUENCY MODULATION
Assignment Sheet #60 Name

Advantages Of Frequency Modulation
menlilmlMImpmlee

0_ O 1:_tstives: Tb study:
I. What is moult by "frequency modulation".
2. How "frequency modulation" compares with "amplitude modulation".

Assignment: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 612-616.

Text Questions: Page 616, Questions 1,2,3,4.

Additional Questions:

1. Who developed the practical circuit for "f-m"?

2. What is the dependable range of the "f-m" transmitter?

3. What purpose is served by the "woof" and the "tweeter"?

4. How many kilocycles are allotted as band width for an "a-m"
transmitter?

S." What would be the band width limits be for an "it-m" transmitter
operating on an assigned frequency of 1320 kilocycles?

Technical Terms: 1. The term "a-m" re "~trs to

2. The term "f-m" means

3. A "megacycle" is a term meaning

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR TEXT ANSWERS
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technology
FREQUENCY MODULATION
Assigmnent Sheet #61 Name Date

Basic Dittetences Of "A -M" and "F-M"
ekiiltkia.

Objectives: To study:
1. How the basic f-m circuit differs from the a-m cir..atit
2. How a simple f-m transmitter works.
3. The purpose and operation of the "limiter circuit".
4. The "discriminaw. circuit" and its alignment.

Amyment: Watson, Wcich, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 616-e27.

Text Questions: Page :1, Questions 1,2,3.
Page 627, Questions 1 and 2.

Additional Questions:
1. Draw a Nock diagram of:

a. The ain transmitter.

b. The f-m transmitter.



UNDERSTANDING RADIO

FREQUENCY MODULATION - As3ignment Sheet #61

c. The f-m receiver.

2. On the attached sheet draw a schematic diagram of a frequency
modulated "Hartley oscillator" .

3. How does the microphone act to change the frequency of the
oscillator in an f-m transmitter?

4. Explain briefly how sound is produced by the action of the
"discriminator".

3

1

I. The term "discriminator" refers to

2. A "condenser microphone" is

3.' The "limiter" is defined as
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UNDERSTANDING RA.1310

Technology
LOOKING AHEAD IN RADIO
Assignment Sheet #62 Name Date Grade

Radio And Electronic Applications

Objectives: To study:
1. Ways in which radio principles and circuits are used in business,

industry, and science.
2. Job possibilities in fields of radio and electronics.
3. The need for further study and training.

Assignment:: Watson, Welch, Eby, Understanding Radio, pp. 628-646.

Text Questions: None

Additional Questions:
1. Name seven or more major fields in which radio and electronics

are in present day use.

2. What is needed beside technical training to help you get a job in
radio and keep it?

3. State several ways that amateur ratio is of benefit to the person
working in the electronic or radio field.

4. Name several job opportunities suggested for persons interested
in construction.
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UNDERSTANDING RADIO

Technical Terms:

3. "Facsimile" is a term referring to

2. A "repeater station" is a

6. Outline chapter #26 for future reference, on a separate sheet of

I. A "network" is a term meaning

5. Whit should be planned with regard to your future radio

Paper.
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Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - Feb66
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 19Sp.

*TEXTBOOKS, *REFERENCE MATERIALS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION, *JANITORS, *SCHOOL MAINTENANCE, ADULT VOCATIONAL,
EDUCATION,

This resource reference is for teacher and student usein adult
extension courses in custodial training. It was developed by a -,-,

statewide committee of building superf!sors and trade and
industrial consultants. Chapters are (1) Work Schedules, (2)
Operational Tasks (3) Floor Types and Care, (4) Floor
Maintenance Material, (5) Care of Maintenance Equipment and
Materials, (6) Purchasing Maintenance Materials and Equipment,
and (7) Maintenance and Inspection of Sewage Treatment Plants.
Introductory information and detailed procedural instructions are
iven for eacji chapter. The teacher should be a qualified and

experienced custodian and students should be employed as
custodians. The document contains line drawings and photographs.
Supplementary materials include a bibliography of books, manuals,
and bulletins and 15 work sheets for the individual learner. This
document is available for $2.25 from Ohio Trade and Industrial
Education Service, Instructional Materials.Laboratory, The Ohio
State University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (EM)
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The Custodian holds the responsibility for providing clean, healthful, safe and
attractivephysical surroundings in which people maywork, play or attend school.
It is anticipated that this manual may help to correlate the housekeeping require-
ments with the operational functions of any particular building.

Buildings utilized for their various functions and purposes represent an eaormous
private and public investment. Their life spa-i of adequate service probably is
influenced more by the quality of custodial work thanby any other factor. It is the
hope of Trade and Industrial Education Servi, is that this manual will serve as an
aid in adequately preparing those responsible for the care and sazitatioa of such
buildings to assume more than just the basic responsibilities. This manual has
been aimed at both pointing up methods of operation which will enable each cus-
todian to recognize the importance of his position within the organization and
stimulating pride in doing his job well

This publication is intended primarily as a resource reference to be used In
with the organized Custodial In-Service Training Program, provided

through the cooperation of the Vocational Trade and Industrial Education Service,
State Department of Education; The Ohio State University; and the public schools
of Ohio.

E. E. Holt, Superhitendent of
Public Instruction

Byrl R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education
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The Trade and Industrial Education Services, Division of Vocational Education, have
developed the custodial training program because little is being done, except in a few of
the major cities, to teach proper techniques and procedures in building care.

Custodial Training has been designed to give building custodians a better understanding
of many of the problems involved in providing adequate building services. It brings to-
gether, in an organized program, many ideas, practices, and suggestions which have
beenused with success in various parts of the country. These have been collected from
numerous magazine articles, conference reports, proceedings of professional organiza-
tions, professional literature, and from reported experiences of qualified people in this
field.

In former years custodial services were primarily concerned with sweeping floors,
dusting furniture, tending furnaces and similar chores. To a large degree, the methods
were haphazard and unproductive. The custodians often were given the job without ade-
quate training, materials and equipment. Inadequate custodial services contribute to
premature obsolescence of buildings.

Fortunately, the practices referred to above are not as prevalent as they once were.
The recent increasing emphasis on adequate facilities, coupled with newer concepts of
property preservation, learning-working environment, safety and a greater utilization
of building facilities by the public has led us to recognize that these custodians require
training in the knowledge, skills and services of a specialized nature to be able to pro-
vide these buildings with adequate custodial services.

The materials contained in this manual now can serve as an up-to-date source of infor-
mation covering the practices and techniques of building care.

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Services
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C1143)TER I

WORK SCHEDULES

INTRODUCTION

The work of a custodial force consists of many tasks. The sum of these tasks will result
in all areas of the building being properly and adequately cared for

Having a schedule of the tasks done by the operational force of the building is a prime
responsibility of the custodian. These schedules should list the jobs done and the order
in which they are done. The time required to do each job should also be listed. A
separate schedule for e.tery person on the budding's custodial staff is required.

.0

A carefully planned work schedule aids in making economical use of the time and effort
spent by the staff and serves as a checklist of items or tasks that might be neglected.
These prepared outlines are also valuable to the substitute who takes the regular employee's
place in case of absence They may also serve to assure a more even and fair distribution
of work.

GROUPING

Various operations can often be grouped together; this grouping in many ass Will save
time and effort.

Example: 1. Open building
2. Turn on lights
3. Clean drinking fountains

In the example cited, the drinking fountains should be cleaned while the custodian is
moving from one switch to another for the purpose of turning on lights. He should open
the required doors as he omen to them. One trip will accomplish what normally would
require three trips without coordinated planning.

The building itself will dictate the order in which jobs can be grouped. To be economical
with his time is the responsibility and the trademark of a capable custodian.

ROUTINE JOBS AND FREQUENCY

The frequency at which an area of a building should be cleaned is based upon the degree of
soil and the sanitation level desired. The desired sanitation level is, of course, affected
by the degree of effectiveness of the personnel. Personnel effectiveness is based upon the
training, the desire to do a good job, and the recognition of a need to eliminate inherent
unsanitary conditions.

1



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

With these facts in mind, the suggested cleaning frequency of specific areal; is noted on
the following pages. Liiited under each area are the various operational tasks which
make up the completed job.

The use of these lists, along with the required frequency and the average time all:An-lent
for each operational task, will result in a schedule of daily c:)utine. They wiIi also serve
as a checklist for each staff member.

A careful study of the entire cleaning requirem-ants will enab]e tht, head custodian or the
custodial staff to establish a fair work load for each man.

Remember, the butlekng in which the total work lota is ,.-wei5ly d:strilax::ed arnoag the
entire labor force will foster a smoother operation are! more efliclency. Empl:.,yee
morale will be definitely improved.

The routine operational tasks 'ox each area 'id the suggestee frequency for cl-Aning are
listed on the following pages,

2



WORK SCHEDULES

FREQUENCY

CLASSROOM CLEANING

DUTIES

4
eao

a,
1-4
ctir
03o0'

I;
1e 0 r

*4 Og

Dust horizontal surfaces

Dust mop floor X

Empty pencil sharpeners X

Empty waste baskets X

Adjust shades or drapes X

Secure windows X

Wash: sink & fittings X

windows X

lockers, wardrobes X

furniture X

piano keys X

finger prints I X

doors and frames X X

woodwork and trim X X

lighte and fixtures X

wainscot, dada X

window sills X X

Clean: chalkboards, tackboards X X

drapesXshades,

Damp wipe: clock
I

X

window frames X

Dry clean floor X

Spot mop X

Dust walls & ceiling X X
.

Regular floor maintenance X

3



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KINDERGARTEN CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

X

74
tv
0

.o
o02

'f...

00
0'

1

Z*,

2
a

-g

-a0
i.,

=
03

AC c4

XDust horizontal surfaces

Dust mop floor X X

Empty pencil sharpeners X X

Empty waste baskets X X-

Adjust shades, drapes X

Secure windows X

Wash: sink & fittings X X

windows X

lockers, wardrobes

furniture X X

piano keys X X

finger prints X

doors & frames X

woodwork & trim X X

lights & fixtures X

wainscot, dado

window sills X X

Clean: chalkboards, tackboards X

shades, drapes X

Damp wipe: clock X

window frames X

furniture X X

Dust walls & ceilings X X

Damp mop floor X

Spot mop floor

1 X

X

itcgular floor maintenance

4



WGRK SCHEDULES

FREQUENCY

CORRIDOR & STAIRWAY CLEANING

DIMES t
3

o..

0o
2

"4

oA

5'
a
.4

To

.4
Go X

cc

Dust horizontal surfaces X

Dust mop floor X
I

Adjust shades, drapes X

t Secure windows
.4

Wash: fountains & fittings X

windows & sills X

lockers X

finger prints X

woodwork & trimN,--___ X

doors, frames, glass X

entrance doors & glass X

dado, wainscot X

.statuary
A

liege & fixtures X

stair treads X

stair risers X

Dust: walls & ceilings X X

banisters X

Clean: exhibit cases X

mats X

Damp wipe: banisters X

exit lights

walls X

screens X

hardware X

Dry clean floor X X

Spot mop floor X

Regular floor maintenance X

5



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

TOILET, LOCKER & SHOWER ROOM
CLEANING

DUTIES

1
FREQUENCY

>,
S700
3

'S=0
2

.
04-
I./00

>,

00e
<

-e

7
0 .,1

< ee

EllDust horizontal surfaces X

Clean whintiseptic solution:

urinals & fittings RIM
toilet bowls & fittings X Ell
lavatories & fittings X

drinking fountains X IIIDamp wipe: partitions X

walls X Ell
seats

1
Clean: windows X

shower heads

111
X

soap dishes

House clean lockers X

Wash and wax lockers
J

X

Fin receptacles: towels X

toilet paper X

sar ttary napkins X

Secure windows X 11--
X

Wet mop floors X

Dispose of trash X

Regular floor maintenance MEM
6
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WORK SCHEDULES

FRLQUENCY

KITCHEN & CAFETERIA CLEANING

DUTIES
e0o
2

a..

t
ei=

a..

2

4c
V

.

Z
=
17ta 0

..c c4

Wash: overhead hoods, pipes, etc.
X

garbage cans X X

windows & sills X

woodwork & trim X

doors & frames X

dado, wainscot X

nights OX fixtures X

Dispose of garbage & trash X

Liean: grease traps X

ventilating tans X

tray slides X

metal fixtures X

shades, drapes X

Dust mop floor X

Set shades, drapes X

Se "ure window? X
---,--...

Wet mop kitchen floor X

Wet mop cafeteria floor ` X

Spot mop Door X

Clean drinking fountains X

Regular floor maintenance X

7



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

LUNCHROOM CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

r.

0

T

OS=
Z

.14

o
45 8.
4C rz

Dispose of garbage & trash X

Clean waste cans X

Damp wipe eating surteCZ.E. X

Wash eating surfaces X

Wax eating surfaces X X

Dust mop floor X

Spot mop floor X

Wet mop floor x

Clean windows X

The above duties are extra work involved when a classroom
is used as a lunchroom. These duties do not replace those
listed under Clt_ssrocm Cleaning,

I
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WORK SCHEDULES

FREQUENCY
GYMNASIUM AND MULTIPURPOSE

ROOM CLEANING

DUTIES

1

..t'
...t

ig "

U

g a
]

.4
1

Dust horizontal surfaces
X

Clean under bleachers X

Damp wipe: bleachers X

exit lights

the work X

Wash: drinking fountOns X

doors & triunes X

dodo, ex inscot

door glass X

,lights & fixtures . _ _

windows, stile X
....

Dust M. P. seating X - _

Wash M. P. seating X

Wax M. P. seating X

Wash seat tier risers Xr-
In act equipment

Dust mop floors X

Dust walls X X

Regular floor maintenance X



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

AUDITORIUM & STAGE CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

?ft
.c
Va2

a.
hi

4.4:1

$4
ei

a.
74
M

=
iC

ci
V
hi

1
0 V
4 c4

Dust: horizontal surfaces X X

seating X X

Dust mop floor X X

Brush stage curtains

Wash: windows & sills X X

piano keys

railings

lights & fixtures

footlights

doors & frames

door glass

dado, wainscot

woodwork, trim

Adjust shades, drapes

Clean shades, drapez X

Regular floor maintenance X

10
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WORK SCHEDULES

1.-
OFFICE, LOUNGE, & CLINIC CLEANING

DuTiEs

FREQUENCY

8a 4 1 4 I
Dust; desks

Wes, cabinets, etc. X

tables x

chairs X

window sills X

mail boxes & desk baskets

bulletin boards

open book shelves X

telephones

walls & ceiling

Oust mop floor X --
Scrub & wax floor X .

Empty waste baskets X .

Wash: furniture'

IIM
0::

windows & sills .,1;._ .:,

door glasir

doors & frames

woodwork & trbn -1 ,.
spot Waif) walls

Lights & fixtures .

wainscot, dodo x . :

Damp wipe:" telephones

ash trays

clock .

window frames

Service windows x
Adjust shades, drape _ x ._.,_._

Clean shades, drapes
.

=111.111:011.
x

Regular floor maintenance

Vacuum rugs X



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

FREQUENCY
MISCELLANEOUS INTE RIO R

DUTIES 740
a) c

:2

.
$.0c
0'

0cc
<c

S
co< it

Unlock & lock building X

Start heating plant X X

Start fans, equipment X X

Turn on lights as needed X

Check for burned out lights X

Check exits, entrances X

Check door closer adjustment X

Remove writing, marks, etc. X

Turn urinals on & off X

Clean service sinks
F X X ,

Inspect for fire hazards X
4

Inspect motors, fans, etc. X

Inspect for leaks, etc. X

Clean door mats X

Check and spray for bisects X

Check and adjust fountains X X

Polish bright metal X

Burn trash X

Clean incinerator X

Clean clnvectors, heaters X

Clean air grilles X

Clean univent filters X

12



WORK SCHEDULES

FREQUENCY -..
MISCELLANEOUS INTERIOR

DUTIES 11 0

ilt

2

o..
SI

o0

>

. t
A t4

Check fire extinguishers X

Relamp fixtures
r

-
X

Check interior equipment 4-....X . i--,
Check supply rooms, closets X

Requisition supplies X i

Dust blinds X

Wish out mops X

.
i

-
ElLush out dry mops X

.

Treat dust mops: X
.

:

Treat hand dusters X . .

Wash out cleaning cloths X
,.:

Spot mop
- It J

X ...

Take gum off surfaces X

. ..

Houseclean lockers X-
.........,

Wash lockers X .

Secure windows X

Shut down heating plant X
1----.-

XTurn out lights, except security

Clean boiler & equipment X X

Clean boiler, fan rooms, etc. X -
Answer calls

Scour chalkboards X

13



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

MISCELLANEOUS EXTERIOR

DUTIES

FREQUENCY
I

fea 0
0

a.

&

a.

i
-4

To

rA 1
..t cc

Sweep entrances & walks X

Remove snow & ice X

Check playground equipment X

Pick up trash about building X

I

X.
Remove loose dirt, play area, etc .

.
X

Rake grounds X

Remove leaves
.

X

Water grounds X

- .

X

Mow lawn x
- .

X

Sweep blacktop X

Flush blacktop x

Fut up flag X

Take down flag, fold properly X

Remove marks, exterior X

Hose off entrances X

Clean draw grating X X

Clean roof draws x X

Check building before leaving X

14



WORK SCHEDULES

JOB TIME REQUIREMENTS

There is a considerable amount of information
available from a number of different sources
which deals with suggested approximations for
time involved to accomplish various individual
cleaning Jobs . These time tables serve only as
a general guide because the layout of the building,
construction, sanitation level required, and the
number of obstacles, will cause considerable
variance in any time standard.

The standard Operations Time List,
shown on the following pages, approximates
average working times of skilled people
under average conditions. Refer to it as
a guide when working out schedules for
your building.

IS

1.%'4



OPERATIONS TIME LIST

Time in Minutes per Time in Minutes per Time in Seconds
1,000 sq. ft.

Clock, Desk 8
Sweeping Vacuum--Wet Pick-up Wall 20

Unobstructed 7 Unobstructed 20
Slightly Obst 9 Slightly Obst 27 Desks
Obstructed 10. Obstructed 31 Large 48
Heavily Obst 14 Heavily Obst 35 Medium 43

Small 38
Dust Mopping Vacuum-dary Pick -up

Unobstructed 8 Unobstructed 14 Desk items, Misc 3
Slightly OW 9 Sligildl OWE 17
Obstructed 10 Obstructed 19 Doors (2 sides)
Heavily Obst 12 Heavily Chat 23 Without glass 25

With glass 40 0
Damp Mopping Strip and Rewax

Unobstructed 16 Unobstructed 100 Files
gSlightly Obst 23 Slightly Obst 120 4 drawer 22

Obstructed
Heavily Obit

Wet Mop and Rinse

27
32

Obstructed 140
Heavily Obst 180

Combination Scrub and Wet Pick-Up

5 drawer

Fire Extinguishers

27

16

IR
PI.r
.-3

Unobstructed 35 Automatic Machine . . . 5,000 to 20,000 Lamps and Lights
Slightly Obst 45 Sq. Pt Per Hour Vali Fluorescent 8 9
Obstructed 50 Desk Lamp Fluorescent 18
Heavily Obit 55 DUSTING Timainaisgask Table Lamp with Shade 35 0

Floor Lamp with Shade 35
Machine Scrub - 16" Machine Bookcases

Unobstructed 27 13" x 35" x 12" 22 Partitions. Glass
Slightly Obat 38 36" x 30" x 8" 33 50 Sq. Ft. Per Min.
Obstructed 44 36" x 40" x 12" 36
Heavily Obst 49 42" x 24" x 11" 49 Pictures

3' x 5' 45
Machine Buffing - 16" Machine Cabinets Medium 15

Unobstructed 16 36" x 77" x 18" 106 Small 12
Slightly Obst 27 30" x 66" x 18" 42
Obstructed 33 Radiators and Window Ledge
Heavily Obst 38 Chairs 124" x 15" 45

Um. 63
Medium 35 Radiator (Flush with Wall)

Ii" 22 40" x 30" x 6" , 21



Tables
Large
Medium
Small

Time in Seconds Time UL,Secondo.

Wainscoting
60 75-100 Ft. Long 90
35
22 Wash Basin

(Complete) 120
Telephone 9

Typewriter (Covered)

Vending Machine 60

Venetian Blinds (Standard Size) . . . 210

Waste Baskets

7

LAVATORY ITEMS

Cleaning Commode
(With Partitions)

15

180

Door (Spot Wssh) 50

Mirrors
25" x 49" 20
60" x 21" 20
88" x 31" 40

Napkin Dispenser 13

Napkin Disposal 10

Paper Towel Dispenser 7

Paper Towel Disposal 10

Shelving
20" Long 8
126" x 6" 60

Urinals -- Complete 60

WASHING

Glass
Clear
Opaque 20 Sq. Ft. Per Min.

8 Sq. Ft. Per Min.

MISCELLANEOUS

Door (Washing)

Drinking Fountain (Clean)

150

90

This OPERATIONS WIC LIST was adopted
free STANDARD JOE TRIES is prepared for
Advance Floor Nechlato Campo* * one of the
nation's Width( eagleeering Enna . . . Alden
Fishes Associates . . . credited with having
pioneered and developed the ase of weasared
techniques is imildiag cleaning and maintesance
emotions.



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

The various tasks which are required to make up a complete job, in all areas of a
building, have been listed, along with required frequency, on pages 3 through 14 of this
chapter. Using the Operational Time List as a basis of measurement, the following
times for the cleaning of average size building areas I )een determined. These
represent complete daily cleaning.

Custodians of special types of buildings should also develop an appropriate list to meet
their particular need.

TIMES IN
MINUTES

CLASSROOMS (Average) 15

KINDERGARTENS (Average) 30

CORRIDORS (3, 000 Sq. Ft ) 34

STAIRWAYS (Each Flight) 5

TOILET ROOMS (Average) 30

LOCKER ROOMS 28

SHOWER ROOMS 20

KITCHENS (Cafeteria) 25

EATING AREAS (Cafeteria) 120
(Lunch Room) 25

GYMNASIUMS (Floor Only) 24

MULTIPURPOSE (Includes Balcony) 39

AUDITORIUM AND STAGE (300 Seat) 60

OFFICE, REST ROOMS, CLINIC 12

ota.>. . "E. VW:L.7c .

18
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WORK SCHEDULES

SCHEDULING

The various casks to be performed and the frequency with which they are to be done, have
been previously defined. This int.rmation must now be translated into specific individuals
doing specific tasks at specific times.

The work schedule is a written assignment of daily routine for each member of the
custodial staff. Proper scheduling offers the following advantages:

1 Jives the employee a clear idea of what is to be done and how long each Job
should take .

2. Eliminates necessity for oral instructions, which are often misunderstood or
forgotten.

3. Insures 3a even distribution of work to be performed and saves prod .ion
time.

. ;

4. Takes Pito account areas needing regular cleaning which could easily be over-
looked, and assures operational frequency in those areas.

Work schedules, to a certain extent, must remain flexible. An inflexible, rigid schedule :-

would not allow for emergencies that are bound to arise from tine to time. However, it't*
is recommended that a schedule should be followed with enough accuracy that a attOPOkUt
could be easily located by consulting his schedule.

In developing work schedules, the sequence of operations must be kept in mind. 'tie =:'._
cleaning sequence should not necessitate a ....hanging of tools or materials,- nor ehlitadlt-

..:be necessary to return at intervals to pick up special supplies and equipment. ..._,.; ,...g

Sample schedules are shown on the following pages to aid in the planning of schedules fox=_
any building.

15



NAME

CUSTODIAL TRAININC

WORK SCFUOIJLE

I Iea t ing Season

.1.1 . SG I 1111!

L TIME

TIME MON . TUES. WED . THURS. F lt1 . .aNS f RUC 111INS

7:00 aelsie OOM 5Ap.1s JAM SAME fm,sic

' 30 g:rs: 14"46=sass "
Si t.

9: 00 °arse's CLAN-UP " is i6 II

:30
Sig/WON ROINITANN

EN7WINCe CUMWI/P
II ill Si

9:00 Coning SUPERVISOR u H H

:30 'View Assistswitas n II to Is

10 :00 ilon.se toom H II /I 11311
: 30 LuArcm II II II MI

MOO 44/NCH 15 SI MU 88 11.11.11M
:30 CLEAN tAti 101 -102 IS II IS as

121,00 CLEAN 10Nateiltriti 11 II 11 II

AO CLAW, 4111Vell seAf 11 II Al 11 4.
b ICLEAN Farces Cs AUSS eteittsitedr ?rev" C

O

:30 BOILER ROOM 54me 3AME len 3Amet ...,

2:00 0 wax, foam s 1 u 111 II

:30 601A.me ifoom H Is II IS

3:00 BOILER ROOM sr IS II SI

13e
04174IN Pei/ea-4v
I' Stelae Skip*. ea II SS 11

4:00 3hIN Our .. n H SS

20

APPROVED:



WORK SCHEDULES

WORK SCHEDULE

Non-Firing Season

NAME SHIFT TIME

Tiiv8i-1 MON. TUES. WED. THII FRI. INSTRUCTIONS

00
00.7.14 SUct00144

c.v.. lAN APPROACIMS SA ME 5AMC SAME SA AIE

:30 Cezew 20014$ All -/OZ ' ' 01 , es

8:00 Oursioe- CLEAN-11P 01 Is fi le

t30 ENrAANCE
GLASS CLEANiNS

n 11 fi II
t

li: 00 CONTACT SU PE RVSSOR " t I i to

:30 SPEc IAL WORK
NALL &An CALAMINE

0 i 1 1 e I Is

0:00 Eqvumisemr e
Swept Y SEN vies Cl3Pe. AIL': 641**4$58 SA me 5Ame 5AmE

:SO LUNCH SAME i I 0 0 tt

11:00 LUNCH It I t tt ti

:30 CLEAN 41 0A9S /03-lei 11 I, e u

II CLEAN LUNCH ROOM II ii .0 00

:30 CLEAN AINNTOZIIIM 10 pi e 0 1

1:00 CLEAN GYMNASIUM it =f 1 s 11

:30 OUTSIDE CLEAN-OP se IS Is i

2:00 CONTACT SUPERVISOR

:30 CNA S S Cid rreNes
Ad e se. WORN

ii 0 I i i

3:00 WINDOW CLEANING
M/SC. WO R X

I I I I i I 1 I

:30 .ceiRE aLOG. u so 88 88

4:00 5/4/v Ovr 16 II II

21

APPROVED:



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

WORK SCHEDULE

NAME SHIFT TIME

TIME MON. TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. INSTRUCTIONS

3:00 CLEAN WINDOWS it,Nes 'R
Aft" . ud

..
4,
E. ',MOONS CL. WINDOWS 14,4;,,At se,

:15 CLEAN WINO0WS ILVW OOM" "4".IWI R a ' WINDOWS SAME IMAW MO Afte
S

:30 CLEAN WINDOWS L Wowores gr.=
CLEAN WINDOWS ct,:`=7 CL WINDOWS CI' 4.4414:11,4

4:00 CLEAN ROOM 201 SA ME 5A A4 E SAME
a z r ' . - 0 A M 0000 202 16 IS II

:30 CLEAN ROOM Z03 91 11 II 0

:45 CLEAN ROOM 201 11 I. s 56

5:00 CLEAN ROOM ZOS to
miswatia...
1I 51 II

:15 a Gres Rfisr Room 11
11

:30 Ct. Boys Resramm .. lo so

:45 Cc. TituuLts Loom- .s n is n

6:00 CLEAN CLINIC II II II 10

:IS LUNCH 11 II 15 ft

:35 CLEAN RGom 206 II N U Is

1:05 CLEAN ROOM 207 11 N H II

:20 CLEAN Room 208 if so lo
,_

II
.

:95 VERTICAL Dusmo "w",:' 82,..LArP "ar ra Burp iiweLs

:50 VERTICAL DUSTING 8W, Oirms irt,i:srlea ~ire .P Burr MAMA

8:05 CLEAN ROOM 209 5441.4e SAME SAME

:20 CLEAN ROOM 210 11 et es

:35 CLEAN ROOM ell II ft Si 1.

:50 CLEAN ROOM 2/2 so Is 11 II ..-s.-:

9:05 CLEAN ROOM 2/3 Is II 11 II

:20 CLEAN ROOM 214 ,. II N fil

:35 CLEAN laDOM 2/5 11 N 16 11

:50 CLEAN HAIL Of STEAs
es it MM.=

10:05 CLEAN HALL i saws i I I t Is 55

: Zv CLEAN 760IS fe EQI.i/Ar

MIRA/ PAPER
se

H
1111=1.111.

11

II

siMEE:35

:50 5Ecia.et aced. N

22
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CHAPTER II

OPERATIONAL TASKS

INTRODUCTION

The old saying, "anyone can swing a mop" is totally out of date. The fact is anyone can-
not swing a mop, and observation would show a number of persons ineffectively pushing
mops. The custodial staff must have a knowledge of working effectively, or a low output
will result even though considerable effort has been expended.

Observation would also reveal custodians do a great deal of unnecessary walking because
they do not know the correct procedure for cleaning various areas. To work effectively,
the custodial staff should follow consistent work patterns in order to assure the economi-
cal use of time and to insure a thorough job.

Custodians can be foLnd who do not know how to "dry clean" a floor, or how to feather-in
when spot waxing. The expenditure for tools, equipment, and material is being wasted
by improper use. The tools and equipment furnished to custodians must be used properly
to bring full productivity to each man.

The instructions which Follow have been developed to assist you in correctly performing
your custodial tasks. Each job training procedure in this chapter is based on sound oper-
ating principles and experiences and should result in the proper maintainance of buildings,
while economizing on time and effort.

In any of the tasks performed by the custodial staff, a close inspection will reveal the
difference between a thorough job and one which is slipshod and poorly done.

Some of the more important qualifications of a good custodian are:

1. Be in good health and physically able to do his work.
2. Be of good moral character.
3. Must like people.
4. Be neat and clean in appearance.
S. Be mentally alert and interested in self-improvement.
6. Be dependable.
7. Be immune to gossip.
8. Re orderly
9. Be able to and willing to learn special skills required.

10. Be courteous and accommodating.

23



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

PUBLIC R2LATIONS

The custodian is in a position to be an important factor in the development of good public
rektions. He should, at all times, recognize his responsibility for developing a favorable
reaction on the part of those who use the building daily and of tikl3e who occasionally visit
the building. The promotion of public relations is as much a part of his job as maintaining
high sanitary standards.

A good custodian will cultivate effective relationshirs with the various public service
people, such as the fire department, police department, and public utilities employees.
Cooperation from these various groups can make for better understanding and acceptance
for your company or institution.

SAFETY

Safety is a state of mind and must be developed to its highest degree if the custodian is to
be most effective as the guardian of the physical plant as well as for those who use the
facilities. This is accomplished by being alert at all times to possible hazards such as
fire, electric shock, broken windows, loose flooring, proper exit closures, improper
storage of equipment and flamables, slippery floors, ice and snow, etc.

Cold drafty rooms endanger the health and comfort of those using the building, therefore,
proper heat and ventilation are important.

24



OPERATIONAL TASKS

Job Training Procedure

DUSTING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Dusting is important not only for appearance's sake, but also because accumulated
dust can soil clothing as well as irritate eyes and lungs.

The dusting process should be one that removes the dust from a surface, not one
that simply stirs it up and moves it from one place to another.

Proper dusting will include both horizontal and vertical surfaces, Vertical surfaces
will need less frequent dusting, but should be done at least monthly in each room
and corridor.

Horizontal dusting should be.done prior to floor cleaning and only with a treated
duster.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Treated dust cloth
Treated hand duster
Cloth (untreated) for cleaning chalk-trays

STEPS

I. Fold dusting cloth

DI , GENERAL

Plastic whisk broom or lint brush
Wall duster and extension

KEY POINTS

. I. To provide as many dusting surfaces as
possible, yet large enough to i)e effec-

. tive
Properly treated see page 142 Ors hand
dusters and dust cloth

25
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STEPS

2. Dust furniture

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

2. Begin with high furniture and work down
to lower, see illustration
Use straight overlapping strokes
Stroke should cover length of desk or
other surfaces

. Refold cloth 3. When side used becomes dust filled
Never use circular motion

4. Move objects on furniture
to duet under them

5. Continue dusting routine
until completed

6. Return and store equipment

1. Dust horizontal surfaces.

2. Dust window sills

Slide heavy non-marking objects
Raise light objects and replace as you
dust

5. Follow routine vihiCbc will .prevent heck-
tracking

6. Except when this procedure la to be
continued immediately in atiother area

CLASSROOM DUSTING

). Begin on side at entrance
Dusting all furniture across end
We toward windov- war.

2. WoL.Ing to opposite end of room
-e and trim shades as you go

26
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS KEY POINTS

3. Dust horizontal surfaces 3. At this end of room and along entrance
side to starting point

4. Dust inside face of door

5. Clean chalk trays 5. Use dry cloth
Empty into waste basket

6. Empty waste basket 6. Into debris receptacle

I.

OFFICE, CLINIC AND LOUNGE DUSTING

Dust all horizonta/ surfaces I. Use routine similar to classroom
Work systematically, do not backtrack-

2. Vacuum all upholstered
furniture

2. To remove all accumulated dust

3. Pull chair from under knee-
hole desk

4. Dust chair s 4. From top down, see illustistise

5. Dust knee-itole 5. Thoroughly

6. Replace chair

7. Dust inside face of door

8. Empty waste basket 8. Into debris receptacle

z

27
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CUSTODIAL TRAINING*

STEPS KEY POINTS

TOILET ROOM DUSTING

1. Dust all horizontal surfaces 1. Highest a: eas first
Tops of pt titions, convectors, flush
tanks :, winuow ledges and sills
Use routine which prevents backtracking

AUDITORIUMS AND MULTIPURPOSE ROOMS
(WITH SEATS) DUSTING

1. Dust articles and seat backs ..
across rear of room .

..
2. Dust front of back rest of seat : 2. In between rows

in la it row : Prom top down

3. Dust seat ..

4. Raise sea and dust : . 4. Leave seat standing and dust to floor
: . Catch arms and sides

5. Dust rear of baci-rest . 5. In row ahead
. From top down

6. Advance to next seat and . 6. Each seat to end of row
continue dusting ..

7. Advance to next row .. 7. Work - toward front of room
..

8. Dust all other horizontal . 8. Pianos, window sills, moldings, and
surfaces . etc. ,

-.,

CORRIDOR DUSTING

1. Start dusting routine

2. Continue dusting items along
next will

: 1. At most convenient place
: Along one wall

Include all surfaces, picturls, moldingi,
. lockers, trophy cases, statuary, window
.. sills, and etc.

2. Until a complete circuit of the corridor
has been made

Note! This procedure is always followed 1,y the corridor sweeping procedure.

28



STEPS

I. Start lusting routine

2. Continue dusting routine

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

OPERATIONAL TASKS

KEY POINTS

STAIRWAY DUSTING

I. Banisters, handrails, window sills,
rnd etc.
Going up one side of stairway

2. Down other side of stairway

WALL AND CEILING DUSTING

Dust walls 1.

Move to next position 2.

Continue wall dusting
until completion

Dust ceilinr 4.

Return and store equipment 5.

r4:1- :4401t
Atle :L

29

Use duster and extension
Start where ceiling meets wall
Use full length vertical stroke .

Include ceiling and picture molds,
trim, grill work and hoods

FoLow same routine as above
Use overlapping strokes

As required
Use same equipment and
above
Including light fixtutes

Except when this procedure la to
continued immediately in !Mother-a'
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Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

DUST MOP, TECHNIQUES IN HANDLING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The importance of ki,owing the proper techniques of handling a treated dust mop
will enable the custodian to use this tool effectively, efficiently, and safely.
Every custodian should learn the proper handling techniques of the dust mop oo
that its use may become an asset instead of a liability.

tooLs AND MATERIALS:

,. Dust mop

STEPS

1.. _CitxrY mops from place
to place

:Positien on floor for sweeping

-

KEY POINTS

I. Handle vertical to floor
Head of mop about 8 tidies from floor
Head parallel_ to stride.

2. Yarn dowa and spread flat
Head resting on floor

rasp handle with both. hands . 3. Power band cupped over end ..-- --

. Guiding hand upderneadi handle at
arm's length, palm up

it. -..---::,-Holifhandle loosely__...:

Staid erect with feet about
8_ inches apart.

6. Walk forware as you sweep

7. Hold body erect

4. Permits handle to slide freely throuji
guiding hand

6. Keep mop on floor except for shaking
Do not bear down or ride mop while
mweeping

7. Permit* tireless sweeping

31



STEPS

8. Sweep corners carefully

9. Shake I lop

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

8. As you Lome to them

9. Lightly
As required.
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

Job Training Procedure

DUST MOPPING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMA'TION:

The purpose of dust mopping is to remove dust, litter, and light soil from a smooth,
finished floor. This operation should be performed after hand dusting has been com-
pleted so that anything brushed to the floor can be picker! up.

Dust mopping is the recommendeo rperation for normai floor cleaning. After dust
mopping, the custodian should inspect the floor carefully to make certain that a
thorough job has been done. L.-1st mops should be kept clean. Do not dust mop
(sweep) with a dirty or soiled mop-head.

Corridors must be maintained at the highest possible level of cleanliness since.all
traffic must use these corridors to pass from one area to another within the build-
ing and their condition leaves an immediate impression on both employees and
visitors. If corridors are not kept clean, soil will be tracked to all other areas of
the building and will increase the required cleaning of these other areas. This
procedure follows the Corridor Dusting section in the procedure on Dusting.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

-mgW1441.ssiss°1.6111156.1$161
4:16494ftXl"AVNik-4"

18" or 36" treated dust mop Dust receptacle or vacuum
Dust pan and counter brush Putty knife

STEPS KEY POINTS

ROOMS, DUST MOPPING

I. Proceed to work area with all . I. Make certain dust mop is properly
tools needed . treated, see page 137

2. Start dust mopping floors, . 2. Keep mop head flat on floor with strands
walking forward . spread evenly, see illustration

: Use a push stroke
: Do not lift mop from floor except for
. shaking

33



STEPS

nUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

3. Pivot and mop in opposite
direction at end of path

44144.670

3. Make a slight overlap
Apply only enough pressure on mop to
retain debris and dust
Keep piles of dust and debris small
Do not try to cover too large an area
before shaking mop
Use care in mopping along baseboards,
under Ares and behind doors
Use counter brush in hard-to-get-at areas

4.

S.

Mop under stationary equipment :
having legs

Move all rolling or movable :
equipment or furniture :

4.

S.

Carefully

As it is approached, see illustration

34



6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS

Mop that area

Return equipment or furniture
tz, original position

7.

Shake mop as necessary 8.

Remove gum or other matter 9:
with putty knife

Pick up piles of debris and
dust with counter brush and
dust pan and deposit .n pick-
up receptacle

Clean dust mop 11.

Return and store equipment 12.

KEY POINTS

Before leaving that area

Lightly over undusted area

Pry the material loose gently, work-
ing around edges
Use care not to gouge floor

Before beginning next area or storing
Use stiff brusli or vacuum

Except when this procedure is to be
used immediately in another area

ROOMS WITH STATIONARY FURNITURE, DUST-MOPPING

1. Sweep first aisle across room,
see illustration "a"

14I 41111==

a

1. Starting at door
Progressively from under and between
first row of furniture
Leave brush and dust pan near door
Always push debris ahead of mop

irp
b
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STEPS

2. Sweep second aisle by re-
versing direction, see
illustration "b"

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

:
3. Repeat sweeping routine for :

entire room, see iii-stration "c":

4. Sweep small piles of debris .

from aisle to first pile near .

door

5. Pick up and deposit debris .

into receptacle .

6. Clean dust mop :

KEY POINTS.

2. Under and between second row of furni-
ture
Lightly shake mop at end of second rove

3. Keep all dust and datris at door side
of room

5. Use counter brush and dust pan

6. With brush or vacuum

ROOMS WITH MOVABLE FURNITURE, DUST MOPPING
First Method

I. Move first row of furniture . I. On the first trip through room
away from window wall side .

2. Sweep across front of room . 2. Leave debris at the rear of room
and down window wall side .

3. Sweep space cleared of furni- . 3. Toward front of room
ture .

4. Return each piece of frrniture . 4. Working toward the rear of room
to its original position and
sweep aisle space as each
piece is moved .

5. Repeat steps 1, 3, and 4 to
complete room

.
..

6. Sweep debris at rear of room .
to corridor door

7. Pick up and deposit debris in
receptacle .

.

.

8. Clean dust mop
.

7. Use dust pan and counter brush

8. Use brush or vacuum

36



IMPS

OPERATIONAL TASKS

Alternate Method

I. Sweep debris from entrance
to rear corner of room

2. Make return pass to front
of room

3. Reverse direction and sweep
next aisle to rear of room

4. Repeat step 2

5. Continue routine until room is
complete

6. Sweep small piles of debris to
first pile

7. Pick up and deposit in dust
receptacle

8. Clean dust mop

KEY POINTS

1. Begin at corridor side
Keep close to base of wall
Lightly Etsake mop at end of first pass
Leave dust pan and brush at this point

2. Overlap previous pass slightly
Lifting or tilting furniture as you
sweep

3. Lightly :shake mop

6. Lightly shake mop over collected
debris

7. Wits counter brush and dust pan

8. With brush or vacuum

CORRIDOR, DUST MOPPING

1. Proceed to area with tools '.
and materials .

.

2. Place dust receptacle or .
vacuum in convenient place ..

3. Sweep lengthwise along
corridor wall

37

2. For cleaning dust mop as it accumu-
lates dust and debris

3. Use standard procedure for Rooms,
Dust Mopping, page 33
If extra long begin in center and sweep
1/2 of corridor at a time
Carefully clean each corner



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

: .

..

:

.

-.

:

.

.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Shake dust mop

Remove gum or other material

Continue routine

Brush or vacuum doer mop

Return and store equipment

MM1.01.8.

In dust receptacle after each pass

Use putty knife
Do not gouge floor

Until corridor is clean

Thoroughly
Before storing

Except when this procedure is to
continue immediately in another area
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Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

STAIRWAY CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Normally stairways require two types of cleaning operation, namely dry cleaning
or wet cleaning. It is usually scheduled along with corridor cleaning.

When it is necessary to clean steps during the working day, dry cleaning should be
used. Care should be taken to keep the operation as quiet as possible, by not bang-
ing cleaning tools against the corners and risers. However, the preferred time to
clean stairways, except for necessary spot cleaning, is when they are not being
used.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

.r.sowNo

419,44a610

Dry Cleaning

11111111T'

Counter brush
Dust pan
Putty knife
Dust cloth or hand duster
Dust mop

39

Wet Cleaning,

Wct mop
Mop bucket and wringer
Cloths C-.7 sponges (2)
Neutral cleaner
Hand scrub brush
Buckets (2)

. ,,,w2fferr-r_9;,rsp..;r7



STEPS

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

DRY CLEANING

I. Proceed to area with tools
and materials

.

.

:

2. Sweep treads . 2.

.

.

3. Place dust pan one step below
work area

3.

.

.

..

4. Pull soil from one corner

5. Sweep lengthwise 5.

6. Pull soil from this corner

KEY POINTS

Use counte'- brush
Start at top of stairway
Stand three steps below tread being
swept

On extra wide or open stairs, set pan
in middle of the tread
On stairs open on °lie side or closet-A,
place pan in corner

To opposite corner, see illustration

6. Into dust pan
On extra wide stairs sweep from both
sides to center, see illustration
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

7.

8.

9.

.

:

.

7.

8.

9.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Repeat steps #4 thru #6

Empty dust pan

Clean and store equipment

Do two treads, then move down two
steps
Follow this routine until stairs are
cleaned
Include landings-

into dust receptacle

Except when this procedure 'a to be
continued immediately in another area

WET MOPPING

I. Mix cleaning solution
.

I. As outlined under Wet Mopping,
page 45

2. Proceed to area with tools
and materials .

3. Sweep stairway : .

.
3. As outlined under Dry Cleaning Stair-

ways
: To remove excess dust and debris
.

4. Set mop bucket on landing

5. Churn mop in solution .
.

6. Wring mop . 6. Carefully
: To remove excess solution
.

7. Start mopping operation .

.

7. Standing two steps below tread being
mopped

.
8. Grasp mop strands . 8. With hand nearest starting corner

Hold mop handle vertical with other
: hand
.

9. Clean corner of tread 9. By hand, fee illustration
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10. Mop lengthwise to oppo
side

11. Raise handle to vertical
position ,z.d clean corner

12. Turn mop over and place on
next lower step

13. Clean corner area

14. Mop lengthwise to opposite
side

Same side of stairs
Permits using clean side on next tread

15. Clean corner 15.

16. Repeat steps #5 thru #15

17. Continue routine by cleaning 17. Until
two treads at a time Include 1

18. Rinse out mop and bucket 18. Before stori

19. Return and store equipment 19. Except when this procedure is to be
continued immediately in another area
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STEPS

OPERATIONAL TASKS

WET CLEANING (BY HAND)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Mix cleaning solution

Fill second bucket 3/4 full
with clear water

Proceed to area with tools
and materials

Sweep stairway

Dip sponge in cleaning solution

Apply cleaning solution to
tread

Scrub tread

Pick up cleaning solution with
sponge

Apply rinse water to tread

Rinse sponge

Pick up rinse water

Repeat steps #5 thru #11

Continue routine by cleaning
two treads at a time

Rinse out sponges, brush
and buckets

Return and wore equipment

..

.

.

.

.

:

.
.
.

..

.

.

.

.

..

: .

.

:

.

.

.

: .

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

13.

14.

15.

43

KEY POINTS

In one bucket
Follow directions on container

For rinsing

Follow procedure in Dry Cleaning
Stairway

Squeeze out excess

With sponge
Standing two steps below tread being
cleaned

With hand scrub brush
Clean corners carefully

Use same sponge
Squeeze thoroughly

Use other sponge

Squeeze thoroughly

This completes two-tread routine

Until stairway is completed
Include landings

Before storing

Except when this procedure is to be
continued in another area



OPERATIONAL TASKS

Job Training Procedure

WET MOPPING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Wet mopping is used to insure maximum cleanliness of the floor. Mopping the
floor to remove vomit, or excess mud, sand, etc., which may be detrimental to
health or flooring material is called "spot mopping."

Wet mopping removes medium soil from the floor by chemical action of the cleaner
and by the physical action of the operation. If heavy soil is present, floors should
be machine scrubbed.

In wet mopping, a minimum amount of water should be used. Excess water,
allowed to remain on the floor for any length of time, will ultimately damage
nearly all types of r coring material.

Proper rinsing techniques are important to insure the removal of cleaning agents
and diluted soil from the floor.

TOOLS AND MATERIAL&

STEPS KEY POINTS

I. Pill solution bucket I. Sufficient water to do the job

2. Fill rinse bucket 2. Not over 3/4 full

3. Add cleaning solution to first 3. Follow directions printed on container
bucket



STEPS

4. Proceed to work area with all
tools

5. Dust mop area

6. Completely fill mop

7. Grasp mop landle

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

:

KEY POINTS,.

4. Standing behind buckets, place mop in
bucket against far side, and push buckets
straight ahead

5. Before wet mopping
To remove loose debris and soil

6. By churning mop in the solution, excess
. is removed by pressing slightly in wringer

: . 7. One band near the end and the other in a
position most favorable to produce desired
action

: This will vary with each individual depend-.

: ing on his height and the length of mop
: handle

8. Cut in section to be mopped : 8. First pass parallel and about 18" from
wallwith first strokes
Second pass close to wall but not touching
it, see illustration
Do not splash walls or equipment
Cover strip approximately 9' wide by 12'
long or maximum of 150 sq. ft.
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS KEY POINT.;

9. Mop section with side to side 9. Wiry feet spread and one foot slightly
strokes : behind the other

,. Back straight to prevent tiring
: Swing mop to secure maximum floor

coverage on each side
Use a continuous open figure 8 motion,
see illustration
Always pass mop close to your feet
Step backwards as the mop approaches

.. forward foot
Keep solution containers in a position
that will prevent walking over a clean
area

.

or.

--.. ...

....s Ma* air

10. T11112 mop over occasionally, : 10. Two or three times per mopful
see illustration At end of stroke away from furniture

or baseboard
Instead of making turn, lift mop head
and loop it over the strand

47
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STEPS

11. Remove gum and other
insoluble material

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

12. Churn mop thoroughly in
the solution and wring out

13. Turn mop over at end of
each stroke

14. Apply rinse water

15. Wring out rinse mop in rinse
bucket

16. Change rinse water

11. As mopping progresses, use putty knife
Do not gouge floor

12. To remove heavy soil
if ring frequently
Use the same routine in picking up
solution as when applying
To pick up solution the first stroke should
be run along the wall

13. To utilize the full absorption of the mop

14. To areas where cleaning solution has been
picked up
Use same routine in rinsing as for applying
cleaning solution

15. After churning mop in rinse water, make
first pass close to wall
Continue rinsing in each area as floor is
mopped

16. Changing rinse water frequently prevents
accumulated soil from getting back on
floors
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS

17. Continue mopping and rinsing
each area

18. Clean equipment

19. Return and store equipment

KEY POINTS

17. Cut in wall area in each section as job
progresses
In one-man mopping jobs the length of
the area may be reduced so that the
rinsing operation may be completed
before the flow dries
In two-man jobs the cleaning solution
is layed down and picked up by one
man, the other lays down the rinse
and picks up following the first man
Work runs smoother if an even num-
ber of men are mopping (2, 4, 6, etc.)

19. Except when this procedure is to be
continued immediately in another area

SPOT MOPPING (Vomit)

I. Cover the vomited matter with
dry sawdust

2. Pick up sawdust

3. Lay down cleaning solution

4. Agitate the solution on floor
with a push-pull stroke of the
mop

5. Churn the mop in the cleaning
solution

6. Wring out mop and pick up
solution

7. Lay down clear water rins,

8. Churn mop in rinse water and
wring dry

717
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I. To absorb the moisture in the matter

2. Use dust pan and counter brush

3. Add disinfectant to solution

4. Use heel of mop

5. To remove all soil in the mop for
picking up the solution

6. Use standard mopping procedures

1' t



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

9. Pick up rinse water 9. Leaving floor as dry as possible

10. Return and store equipment : 10. Except when this procedure is needed
.
. in another area

SPOT MOPPING (General)

1. Remove loose matter with 1. In cases of food spillage, tracked mud,
broom or brush and dust pan . dirt, etc.

:

2. Damp mop area 2. When light soil is present

3. Wet mop area 3. When heavy soil or mud is present
Use wet mopping routine as described
previously

4. Return and store equipment 4. Unless procedure is to continue
immediately in another area
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Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

LAVATORY CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The proper care and cleaning of lavatories is one of the most important jobs of
the custodial staff. A thorough job performed at least on a daily basis is essential
and absolutely necessary. Every lavatory should show evidence of careful atten-
tion by reflecting a high degree of sanitation and respectability. No other clean-
ing operation receives a closer inspection and furnishes a greater sense of security
to the persons using the facility.

Proper methods and procedures for cleaning lavatories are necessary. The cletin-...
ing operation should always follow the same routine, so that upon completion all
surfaces have been thoroughly and properly cleaned.

A recommended routine for lavatory cleaning is as follows:

1. Dust horizontal surfaces and remove paper wads, etc.
2. Clean partitions and walls
3. Clean urinals
4. Clean toilet bowls
S. Clean wash bowls
6. Clean mirrors
7. Fill all dispensers
8. Sweep out room
9. Wet mop floor

Sources of Bad Odor

i
1

1. Odors usually result from the following sources: Soiled fixtures, urinal
traps, and urine - stained floors and partitions.

2. Ring of soil immediately under inside rim of toilet bowl.
3. Spattered urine on floors, particularly those which are improperly sealed.
4. Heavy encrustations of crystals in urinal traps.
S. Improperly cleaned grooves and crevices

Use of Deodorants

A deodorant merely substitutes-one odor for another- and is not recommended. thitial '
blocks, drip cans, and other similar materials are unnecessary in a well-kept toilet ..
room. In most cases the use of these materials only reveals the fact that the lavatory
is unsanitary.
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CUSTODIAL TRAINING

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Buckets (2)
Buckets and ringers (2)
Wet mops (2)
mange
Cleaning agent
Long handled trap brush
Neutral sanitizing cleaner
Rubber gloves
Hand mirror

STEPS

1. Wipe outer surface of urinal

2. Sprinkle cleaning agent on
sponge and clean inside of
urinal, see illustration

Putty knife
Plumbers friend
Wet cloth
Dry cloth
Necessary replacement supplies:

Paper towels
Toilet paper
Sanitary napkins
Hand soap

URINAL CLEANING

:

KEY POINTS

1. Wear rubber gloves
Partially wring out sponge to prevent
dripping

2. Make sure all surfaces are clean
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS

3. Flush urinal 3.

4. Wring out sponge 4.

5. Continue this routine to com-
plete battery of urinals

6. Clean exposed tanks 6.

7. Damp wipe exposed piping
and valves

7.

8. Polish with dry cloth 8.

9. Return and store equipment 9.

KEY POINTS

A hand mirror may be used to check
hidden surfaces

In sanitizing solution

Same as outer surface of ur....z1

Do not use abrasives

To keep chrome and/or brass fixtures
bright and clean

Except when this procedure is cow-
tinued immediately- in another area -:

Note: Urinal traps may frequently be flushed with a hose where conditions permit.

'TOILET CLEANING

1. Damp wipe all pipes, valves,
and fittings

2. Polish all pipes, valves, and
fittings

3. Flush toilet

4. Wash top of seat

5. Dry top of seat

I. Wear rubber gloves
Use san itIzingisohitIOW:Oilt
cloth

2. Use dry cloth

53

. ._'To check proper operation
1 If stoppage is found, use plumbers
friend .

If stoppage is not cleared, place out
of order sign on fixture and submit
report for repair

4. Use sanitizing solution on sponge Or:-
cloth

-5. Use wrung out sponge or cloth

=



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

STEPS

6. Raise seat and wash underside :

7. Dry underside of seat

8. Clean outside of bowl and floor
area around base of fixture

9. Clean inside of toilet bowl,
see illustration

KEY Poins

6. Same as #4 above

7. Same as #5 above
Leave seat standing

8. Same as #4 above

9. Sprinkle cleaning agent on sponge or
cloth while held over bowl
Use circular scrubbing motion over
entire inside surface

Ell MI IN
III

AMU

10. Scrub under inside rim of
toilet bowl

10. Working down to trap 'opening

11. Check under rim with hand 11. Be certain all stain and soil is removed
mirror, see illustration
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OPErcATIONAL TASKS

STEPS

12. Reapply cleaning agent and
scrub inside of trap

13. Squeeze out sponge or cloth

14. Flush toilet

15. Continue this routine to
complete battery of toilets

KEY POINTS

12. Reach as far as possible into opening

13. Into bowl

WASH BOWL CLEANING

1. Dampen cleaning cloth or
sponge under faucet

2. Sprinkle cleaning agent on
cloth or sponge

3. Clean inside surface of bowl

4. Rinse bowl

5. Dry the cleaned surface

6. Wipe and polish exposed pipes :

and faucets, see illustration :

1. Wring lightly to prevent dripping

2. Small quantity

3. To remove the soil
Do not clean metal parts with abrasive
cleaner

4. Use cloth or sponge and faucet water
Remove all trace of cleaning agent

S. With dry cloth

6. Use damp cloth to wipe
Use dry cloth to polish

7. Continue this routine to com-
plete battery of wash bowls
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STEPS

1. Damp wipe mirrors and trim

2. Wipe dry and polish

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

MIRROR CLEANING

1. Use damp cloth

. 2. Use dry cloth working from the top

. downward

PARTITION AND WALL CLEANING

1. Damp wipe partitions and walls, : 1. With sponge squeezed dry
Beginning at top and working down
One section at a time

see illustration

2, Dry and polish cleaned section : 2. With dry clo.h
Begin at top and work down

: Catch all hinges and trim

3. Continue routine 3. Until all partitions and walls are washed
: and polished dry

FLOOR, WET MOPPING

1. Wet mop floor 1.

:
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Follow procedure of Wet Mopping,
page 45
Last operation in lavatory cleaning
Done on a daily basis



OPERATIONAL TASKS

Job Training Procedure

DRINKING FOUNTAIN CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Drinking fountains normally do not appear too offensive with even a minimum
amount of care, however, unless they receive exacting care they can be a most
dangerous source for the spread of infection. Drinking fountains must be cleaned
at least twice daily.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Bucket
Sponge
Dry cloth
Antiseptic cleaning solution

STEPS KEY POINTS

I. Check water flow I. Adjust if required

2. Dip sponge In cleaning solution : 2. Partially wring out to prevent dripping

3. Clean bubbler and inside Bur-
faces

3. Use care to cover every surface

4. Re-dip and wring out sponge

5. Wash outer surface 5. Cover exposed piping, fittings, handles,
etc.
Do not use abrasives

6. Polish outer surfaces 6. Use dry cloth
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Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

SERVICE SINK CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

A cleaning routine must be established for service sinks to prevent excess soil
from accumulating, due to the heavily soiled water and dirty equipment to which
they are exposed. Usually a semi-weekly cleaning will maintain these sinks,
except when subjected to unusually heavy soil.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Scrub brush
Cleaning agent
Sponge and/or cloth

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Wet brush or sponge

Sprinkle brush or sponge
with cleaning agent

Scrub inside of sink

Rinse brush or sponge and sink

Damp wipe outer surfaces

Polish outer surfaces, pipes,
faucets, etc.

Under faucet

Use small quantity
Follow direction on container

One side at a time
Use circular motion

Same as above

Use cloth or sponge
Partially wring out to prevent dripping

Use dry cloth
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Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

FLOORS, DRY CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

"Dry cleaning" the floor is a reconditioning process which restores the appearance
of the floor and protects the surface by buffing. The procedure of dry cleaning
floors contributes to the s..-Aution of the overall problem of floor maintenance by
removing fine surface soil and renews the protective wax film. Generally, a
cleaning solution is not used, however, in some cases damp mopping, hand strip-
ping and spot machine scrubbing may be necessary.

The condition of the surface determines whether a steel wool pad or a polishing
brush is used in the buffing operation. A polishing brush will produce a higher
gloss but will not remove deep scuff marks. A steel wool pad, however, will
remove most scuff marks by cutting away a thin layer of wax. It is necessary,
after reconditioning with a steel wool pad, to dust mop the area reconditioned to
remove the wax dust and steel wool particles.

Patch waxing is to be used on areas where traffic has removed wax in small areas
and the remainder of the floor is in good condition. Do not try to patch wax when
entire area needs re-waxing.

Hand stripping is used when accidental spills soil the floor or for some other
reason small areas in a room need patching.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Dust mop
Polishing brush

Hand scrub brush
Wire brush and steel wool pad
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Floor machine
Putty knife



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

In hand stripping and patch waxing the following additional tools and materials are
needed:

Buckets (2)
Cleaning solution
Rinse water
Two sponges

Steel wool pad
Shaker bottle with wax solution
Wax
Cloth (dry)

1.

2.

3.

4.

(WAXED

1.

2.
4.

: 3.

4. 4.

STEPS KEY POINTS

BUFFING

Dust mop area to be buffed

Plug machine into most
convenient outlet

Tilt machine back on its wheels

Secure brush to drum of
machine, see illustration

FLOORS)

Refer to procedure on Dust Mopping,
page 33
'. remove excess dust and debris

Make sure switch is off

Handle resting on the floor

Turn counterclockwise

5. Stand machine on the brush 5.
4.

6. Raise wheels 6.

7. Place cord over left shoulder 7.
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Adjusting handle to proper height for
comfort and ease of handling

Allows weight of machine to rest on
brush

To keep cord out -., the path of brush



STEPS

8. Begin buffing operation,
see illustration

OPERATIONAL TASKS

KEY POINTS

8. To establish control. start machine
directly in front of qperator

9. Move machine to right 9. By applying slight downward pressure
to handle

10. Move machine to left 10. By slightly raising the handle
Direction change should be made slowly
to avoid digging brush into surface
Note: Above directions are for machines
which rotate in a counterclockwise
direction
For machines which rotate in a clock-
wise direction reverse #9 and #10

11. Walk backward 11. The machine will follow the pattern
more readily and move easier
Operate machine with care
Avoid bumping walls, doors and
equipment

12. Damp wipe and polish machine 12. Before storing

13. Remove brush and store
machine

13. Never store on brush
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STEPS

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

RECONDITIONING (WAXED FLOORS)

1. Follow directions for Buffing
Waxed Floors

Attach wire brush or steel
wool holder

3. Center steel wool pad on wire
brush, see illustration

1. Except for brush

2. In same manner as for buffing brush

3. If not centered, it will cause the machine
to bounce, throwing the pad
Steel wool is best for reconditioning

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Begin operation

Heel machine slightly

Continue buffing area until
completed

Dust mop reconditioned area

Damp wipe and polish machine

Remove steel wool pad and
wire brush and store machine

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

64

Same as steps #7 thru #11 in buffing

Tt. remove deep scuff marks

Periodically turn pad to keep it sharp
Occasional shaking will remove wax
dust

To remove wax dust and steel wool
fragments

Before storing

Never store on steel wool pad and wire
brush



OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS

PATCH WAXING

1. Dust mop area

2. Prepare solution

3. Sprinkle small quantity of
solution on floor and buff

4. Sprinkle and buff next area,
as required

5. Turn steel wool pad

6. Rebuff entire area

7. Damp wipe and polish machine

8. Remove brush and store
machine

1. Fill solution bucket

2. Fill rinse bucket

3. Dip steel wool hand pad

:

KEY POINTS

1. Refer to procedure on Dust Mopping,
Page 33

2. Use half water and half water-emulsion
wax
Put into shaker bottle for application
Wrap bottle in cloth to prevent drip-
ping

3. Just ahead of floor machine
Use only enough solution to be certain
it can be buffed
Buff immediately

4. Until all visible soil and wax have
been absorbed into steel wool pad
Wax solution will dissolve old wax if
allowed to stand on the floor, causing
unsightly spots

5. To clean side

6. Same as steps *7 thru *11 in Buffing
Waxed Floors
Until uniform gloss appears

7. Before storing

8. Never store on brush

HAND STRIPPING
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I. 1/2 full
Add recommended amount of cleaner
as per directions

2. 3/4 full of clear water

3. Into cleaning solution



STEPS

4. Apply to area to be cleaned

5. Rub well and feather into
surrounding area, see
illustration

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY rams

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

Pick up soil

Rinse area

Apply wax

Buff rewaxed area

Damp wipe and polish machine

Remove brush and store
machine

.

.

.

.

.

.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

With sponge or cloth
Deposit in solution bucket

Use sponge in rinse water
Rinse thoroughly

Thin coat, after floor is dry
Use cloth or applicator to apply wax

After wax is thoroughly dry
Use buffing brush and blend newly
waxed area into surrounding areas
Same as steps #7 thru *11 L Buffing
Waxed Floors

Before storing

Never store on brush
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

SCRUBBING, MACHINE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Machine scrubbing is not often required on properly maintained floors. This
method of cleaning is used to prepare the floor for refinishing and is called9t

Machine scrubbing cleans in two ways: (1) by the chemical action of the cleaning
solution, and (2) by the action of the brush or steel wool pad attached to the floor
machine

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Buckets and wringers (2)
Cotton wet mops (2)
Floor machine (with scrub brut or

wire brush and steel wool pad)
Putty knife
Cleaning solution

STEPS

1. Clear area to be scrubbed

67

Abrasive powder
Hand steel wool pad
Dust mop
Dust pan
Counter brush

KEY POINTS

1. Move furniture in an orderly fashion
so that it may be replaced easily
Lift furniture, do not drag across floor
Unplug all electric appliances



CUSTODIAL TRAINING

STEPS KEY POINTS

2. Dust mop area to be scrubbed 2. To remove excess dust and debris
Refer to procedure on Dust Mopping,
Page 33

3. Prepare cleaning solution 3. Mix solution according to directions

4. Apply cleaning solution to
floor

4. Reter to procedure on Wet Mopping,
page 45, for proper method of
application
Refer to procedure on Reconditioning
(Waxed Floors), page 64, for proper
equipment and technique of floor machine
operation

5. Cut in and scrub floor 5. Area to which cleaning solution has been
applied, see illustration
Travel slowly but continuously
Use overlapping pattern
Carry solution on floor with motion of
the machine

6. Heel the machine 6. For hard to remove spots

7. Apply small amount of
abrasive powder

7. For spots that persist
On spot only
Close to the floor to prevent flying about
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

STEPS

8. Make second pass at right
angle to first pass

9. Scrub corners and along base-
boards

10. Wive spattered baseboards,
bases, and stationary equip-
ment

11, Pick up cleaning solution and
soil

:

:

:

:
:

11. Rinse scrubbed area thoroughly :

13. Continue entire rout'ne until
completion

14. Damp wipe machine and
polish dry

15. Return and store equipment

KEY POINTS

8. To insure complete coverage

9. Use hand pad of -tee; wool
Clean these areas as you come to
them
Avoid spattering if possible

10. Use damp cloth if spattering does
occur
Wipe immediately, do not let dry

11. Use well wrung out mop
Same as in Wet Mopping procedure,
page 45
Use care in corners and other
difficult areas
If vacuum is of ?A, mop is not needed

12. As in Wet Mopping procedure,
page 45
Floor should be as dry as possible
after rinse
Vacuum may be used to pick up rinse
water

15. Except when this procedure is to be
continued immediately in another area



Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

FURNITURE CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFOR*4ATION:

in cleaning furniture use only a neutral cleaning solution. Harsh cleaners and
abrasives will damage the finish on any type of furniture and the wood on wood
furniture. Excessive amounts of water should be avoidea and the cleaning solution
should be used sparingly. Washed furniture should be rinsed carefully and wiped
completely dry.

After the furniture is dry, a thin coating of solvent or spirit type furniture wax
should be applied to all surfaces. This thin coat of wax will prevent undue abrasion
and wear. The wax will also produce a durable surface by filling and sealing the
pores and will enhance the natural beauty of the furniture. Furniture polish may
by substituted for spirit wax depending on local preference.

Since water is used in furniture cleaning, such cleaning should be completed be-
fore the floors in that particular area are re-conditioned.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Buckets (2)
Sponges (2)
Hand duster

or dust cloth

STEPS

47
Furniture wax or polish
Neutral cleaner
Dry cloth
Putty knife

KEY POINTS

1. Mix neutral cleaning solution . 1. In one of the buckets
. According to directions for light clean-

ing

2. Dust furniture
.
..
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2. To remove excess dust
Use putty I. *fe carefully to remove gum



STEPS

3. Dip sponge into cleaning
solution

4. Wash all surfaces

5. Rinse all surfaces

6. Dry all surfaces

7. Wax all surfaces

8. Polish all surfaces

9. Return and store equipment

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

3. Squeeze out excess to prevent dripping

4. From the top down
Avoid use of excess water
Use only enough pressure to remove
soil
Use straight overlapping strokes
Do not use abrasive cleaner on furniture

S. Work from the top clown
Avoid use of excess water

6. Use dry cloth
Remove all moisture

7. Apply thin coat
Furniture polish may be used

8. Use dry cloth
Rub briskly

9. Except when this procedure is to be
continued immediately in another area
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

GLASS CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

All glass should be cleaned peLiodically to assure a good appearance. A properly
maintained, up-to-date schedule of glass cleaning is required to insure cleanliness.

The characteristics of glass make it a special cleaning problem. Its hard, non-
porous surface makes the removal of soil different from that of other surfaces.
In cleaning surfaces other than glass, the ability of the cleaner is augmented by
scrubbing or other agitation. However, for glass cleaning, there is seldom a
need for scrubbing, since the cleaner can lift the soil and grease into suspension
readily. The transparency of the glass makes cleaning more difficult, since any dirt
which remains is immediately obvious. This makes it necessary to remove all
soil when washing glass.

Windows require more attention in cold weather because condensation and tempera-
ture fluctuations encourage more dust accumulation and consequently more streak-
ing.

Streaked glass can be caused by the following:

I. Hard water will leave deposits of minerals on the surface.
2. Use of abrasive powder.
3. Use of an over-concentrated solution.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

40
Buckets (2)
Sponge or brush
Chamois
Window Squeegee
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Dry cloth
Neutral cleaner

or water softener
Ladder



STEPS

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

SPONGE (OR BRUSH) AND CHAMOIS METHOD

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Prepare cleaning solution

Clear window sills of all
obstructions

Dip sponge or brush into
cleaning solution

Hold sponge in one hand and
chamois in the other

Apply solution to window pane

Wipe pane dry

4.

1.

3.

5.

6.

Mix according to directions
Too much cleaner will cause streaking

Squeeze out excess solution

One pane at a time
Start at top of window
Use continuous side to side motion
If heavily soiled repeat with continuous
up and down motion

Immediately with chamois
Chamois must be thoroughly wrung out
after rinsing in clear water, see illustration

.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Continue routine on remaining
panes of window

Wipe sill and frame,dry

Rinse and wring chamois

Change water

0

0

0

0

8.

9.

10.

As job progresses
Use dry cloth

Frequently

As required
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11.

12.

OPERATIONAL TASKS

12.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Continue this routine until
all windows are cleaned

Clean and store equipment Except when this procedure is to be
continued in another area

SPONGE AND SQUEEGEE METHOD

1. Apply cleaning solution with
sponge or brush

2. Remove soiled water with
squeegee

3. Overlap each cleaned strip

4. Continue routine on remaining
panes

5. Wipe sill and frame

6. Change cleaning solution

7. Continue this routine until all
windows are cleaned

8. Clean and store equipment
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1. Partially wrung out
One pane at a time
Use continuous side to side motion
If heavily soiled, repeat using con-
tinuous up and down motion

2. While glass is wet
Use either squeegee method "top to
bottom" or "side to side," see
illustrations
Wipe blade dry each time contact with
glass is broken to prevent streaking

3. When squeegeeing

5. Use dry cloth
As Job progresses

8. Except when this procedure is to be
continued in another area



Job Training Procedure

OPERATIONAL TASKS

ACOUSTICAL TILE CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Acoustical tile aids in absorbing noise, but to be most effective it must be care-
ful17 maintained. While grease and dirt can greatly reduce the noise absorption
effeciency of the material, one careless cleaning can virtually destroy its use-
fulness.

Acoustice materials are made of a variety of substances and in a variety of forms.
They fall into four Triain groups: (1) The perforated or slotted tile of cellulose
fibres, (2) the fissured tile of mineral wool which resembles a slab of flawed stone,
(3) the perforated mineral tile, (4) the perforated metal pan or drilled asbestos
sheet supporting a bat of sound absorbent mineral wool or fibre glass. Each of
these materials serve the same purpose because their porous composition absorbs
sound much the same way as a svonge soaks up water.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

For Dry Cleaning Method:

Vacuum with brush attachment
Wallpaper cleaner
Gum eraser
Ladder
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For Washing Method:

Damp sponges or cloths (2)
Buckets (2)
Neutral chemical cleaner
Gum eraser
Ladder or scaffolding



STEPS

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

=1110

KEY POINTS

DRY CLEANING METHOD
(For all types)

1. Proceed to work area with
tools and materials

1.

2. Vacuum ceiling 2.

3. Remove difficult spots or
stains

?O.

4. Re-vscuum area spot cleaned

5. Repeat steps #2 through *4 5.

6. Clean and return tools and 6.
Materials

Upholstery or wail brush
Proper length extension wand

Start fin a corner
in one direction only
Work 4` strip across room with grain
of material

standing cm ladder
Use ladder safely
Use wallpaper cleaner or gum eraser
Wipe with grain of material

On remainder of 4' strips
To complete ceiling area

Except when this procedure is to be
continued immediately in another area

WASHING METHOD
(Limited to perforated metal pan, fissured mineral
wool, perforated mineral t :e and drilled asbestos
sheet type)

1. Proceed to work area with tools
and materials .

2. Vacuum ceiling . 2.

.

.

3. Set up ladder or scaffolding . 3.
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Start in a corner
In one direction only
Work 4' strip across room with grain
of material

Safely
Ceiling should not be more than eight
inches above head when standing erect



OPERATIONAL TASKS

4.

5.

..

.

.

..

.

.

4.

5.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Mix cleaning solution

Wash ceiling, see illustration

Use neutral cleaner
Follow directions on container for
mild solution

Wringing sponge or cloth dry to
prevent undue absorption
Limit area size to prevent drying
before rinsing

6. Rinse area washed
immediately

7. Move scaffolding or ladder

8. Repeat steps #5 and #6

6. To remove cleaning solution
Wringing sponge or cloth dry as

: possible
.. For removal of stubborn stain or
: spots use gum eraser

7. To next area to be washed

.. 8. On remainder of 4' strips

.. To complete ceiling area

9. Clean and return equipment .

and materials
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9. Except when this procedure is to be
continued in another area
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

ALUMINUM CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Aluminum surfaces, polished or unpolished, present a bright silvery surface
which is less inclined to become dull or discolored than most other metals. Any
aluminum surface is protected by a thin, tough film of oxide which forms on ex-
posure to air. This natural oxide film shields and protects the surface because
it seals out dampness and other atmospheric conditions.

Aluminum looks better and serves longer if properly cared for. Aluminum can
be cleaned by several methods, some of which will work under certain conditions,
therefore, it is necessary to test which method will meet a particular situation.
Those methods should be first tried on a small, unnoticable area; if the method
produces the proper results, then use it on other similar areas.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Sponge
Dry cloth
Buckets (2)
Paste wax

Steel wool pad (stainless)
Neutral cleaner
Solvent cleaner
Abrasive cleaner

I.

METHOD NC). I

STEPS KEY POINTS

Proceed to area with tools
and materials

2. Damp wipe surface 2. Use neutral cleaning solution
Sponge partially wrung dry

3. Rinse surface 3. Rinse in clean water
Sponge wrung dry

4. Polish dry 4. Use clean dry cloth
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l.

METHOD

..

:

.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Proceed to area with tools and
materials

NO. 2

2. Wash surface : 2. Use neutral cleaner and small amount of
. mild abrasive cleaner
. Sponge partially wrung dry
.

3. Rinse surface .. 3. Rinse in clean water
.. Sponge wrung dry
.

4. Polish dry . 4. Use clean dry cloth

METHOD NO. 3

I. Proceed to area with tools
and materials

.
2. Scour surface . 2. In direction of grain

.

:
Use steel wool pad (stainless) grade 00
or finer

. Pad dipped in liquid solvent

. Removes heavy soil or wax build up

3. Remove all traces of solvent 3. Use dry cloth
..

4. Polish surface 4. Use clean dry cloth

Note: Avoid the use of strong alkalis as these materials are highly corrosive to aluminum.
Aluminum surfaces may be waxed to protect the surface and make them easier to
clean. Paste type wax is recommended for these surfaces. If paste wax is used the
surface must be polished immediately with a clean soft cloth.
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CHALKBOARD CARE AND CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The chalkboard is a most useful piece of educational equipment and should receive
proper care.

The custodial requirements 'or keeping the chalkt ards in best condition are rela-
tively simple, however, the work must be done thoroughly and regularly. Proper
care will result in better visibility, better service, longer life and conserve main-
tenance time. Rooms with clean chalkboards contribute to the overall appearance
of the room.

There are three general types of erasers available today. One type is made of a
combination of rubber and chamois (or leather), the second is a new type 4.1 ser-
rated cow hide, both of which clean with the cre- Ion of static elect.. icity. The third
and best known type is the felt eraser. A good felt eraser, made up of a series of
individual erasing felts, does a thorough job by trapping and absorbing chalk dust.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Buckets (2) Dry cloth (2)
Sponges (2) Chamois

Window s.,..ieegee

Clear water (warm or cold)
Abrasive cleaner

STEPS KEY PC . ;TS

CHALKBOARD WASHING

I. Proceed to area with tools
and materials

2. Wipe off all excess chalk dust
..

2. Use dry cloth

3. Remove chalk dust from chalk : . 3. Carefully push dust from one end to
trough . the other

: . Use dry cloth
.

4. Einpty into wastebasket
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4. Holding wastebasket at end of trough
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CUSTODIAL TRAINING

STEPS

5. Apply clear water to board

6. Remove wash water from
board

7. Dry the board

8. Dry trough

9. Continue proc.e&re on remain-
der ni boards

10. Clean and store equipment

KEY POINTS

5. Use sponge partially wrung out

6. Tse window squeegee

7. Use clean dry cloth
Do not allow board to air dry

8. With dry cloth

9. Until all boards are cleaned

10. Except who- this procedure is to be
continued immediately in another area

CHALKBOARD SCOURING

1. Proceed to area with tools and
materials

2. Dry clean board to be scoured

3. Remove chalk dust from
troughs

4. Empty dust into wastebasket

5. Apply clear water to board

6. Apply abrasive cleaner to
board

7. Scour board

cs. Apply rinse water

9. Remove rinse water

..

.

.

2. Thoroughly with dry cloth

3. Carefully push dust from one end to the
other
Use dry cloth

4. Holding wastebasket at end of trough

5. Use sponge partially wrung out

6. While board is wet
Abrasive sprinkled on sponge

7. Use circular motion

8. Immediately (do not let dry)
Use second sponge partially wrung out

9. Use window squeegee
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STEPS

10. Dry board

11 Dry trough

12. Continue procedure on re-
mainder of boards

13. _Am and store equipment

1.

2.

KEY POINTS

10. Use clean dry cloth
Do not allow board to air dry

11. Thoroughly with dry cloth

i2. Until all boards are cleaned

13. Except when this procedure to be
continued immediately in an, _der area

ERASER AND C.MA LK IROUGH CLEANING

uteri erasers 1.

Clear. troughs 2.

Clean daily
Felt erasers are best cleaned with a
mechanical eraser cleaner or a vacuum
Leather and/or rubber erasers are
cleaned by thoroughly wiping with a
dry cloth over wastebasket

Clean daily
Use dry cloth only

Note,: There are a number of cleaners and chalkboard cloths ou the market. Unfortunately,-
most of these materials contain an oil or other substance harmful to the surface az
chalkboards. Their I se is not recommended. Oil in any form should not be applied'
to a chalkboard. It fills the pores, reducing the "bite" wh;.4 ultimately results
a glaring, highly polished surface.

55
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

LIGHT FIXTURE CLEANING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

There are many different types of lighting in buildings today. A systematic clean-
ing schedule should be established in order to maintain efficient lighting levels.
FixtLres should be cleaned often enough to maintain proper illumination. Generally,
the cleaning of light fixtures can be accomplished most efficiently with a two-man
crew.

A repla,:ement schedule should be considered for all lamps during the diminishing
effectiveness period, prior to complete failure. This schedule will depend on
quality of lamps and the amount of use

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Step ladder or scaffold
Buckets (2)

Chemical ci aner
Dry cloth
Dust cloth

Metal polish
Sponge or cloth

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

..

..

.

..

..

.

.

..

.

..

..

:
..
..

2.

3.

5.

6.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Put two gallons warm water
into first pail

Add 1/3 pint neutral
chemical cleaner

Put 2 gallons of warm water
into second pail

Proceed to area with tools
and materials

Turn off electricity

Set up ladder or scaffold

To first pail for cleaning solution

For rinse

At main switch

Have container fastened to platform
Near one side of first fixture in first
row
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STEPS KEY POINTS

7. Climb ladder or scaffold . 7. Use precaution

8. Loosen set screws holding 8. Use screwdriver or pliers if too tight
shade or egg crating .

.
9. Remove shade or egg crating . 9. Place in container on platform

and lamp .

.
10. Dust fixture, see illustration . 10. With treated dust cloth

11. Polish fixture : 11. If discolored
. Use good grade of metal polish

Follow directions on container

12. Carry shade or egg crating and :
lamp down ladder or scaffold

12. Handle carefully
Do not drop

13. Dip and wash shade or egg
crating and lamp

13. In cleaning solution

14. Rinse shade or egg crating
and lamp

14. In rinse bucket

15. Dry shade or egg crating and
lamp

15. With dry cloth

16. Climb ladder or scaffold with
shade or egg crating and lamp

..

:
16. Use precaution

17. Place in container on platform : 17. Carefully
For convenient replacement
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STEPS KEY POINTS

18. Replace lamp .
..

19. Replace shade or egg crating : . 19. To original position

20, Tighten set screws : . 20. Snugly

21. Climb down ladder or scaffold
and move it to next fixture

22. Continue routine . 22. Work progressively to end of row
: . Start second row from end just com-
. pleted
: Until all rows are completed
.

23. Change water 23. As it becomes soiled

24. Clean and store equipment : . 24. Except when this process is to be
continued immediately in another area
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

GYMNASIUM FLOOR CARE

INTROZUCTORY INFORMATION:

Gym floors require special attention due to the type of traffic and to the varied
uses to which they are subjected. Wax should never be applied to wood gym floors
and the dust mops used in the gym must not be used in any other area. Dust mops
used in hallways and classrooms pick up wax particles and if used in the gym will
deposit the wax particles on the gym floor, causing it to become slippery. Once
wax gets on the gym floor, machine scrubbing is necessary to remove it. ,,

When possible, gym floors should be swept after each activity to prevent accumu-
lation of dust and soil which tends to mar the finish.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

48" or 72" treated dust mop
Dust pan

I
Counter brush
Putty knife

STEPS KEY POINTS

GENERAL CARE

1. Proceed to area with tools ..

2. Sweep gym floor, see illustra- .
tion .

.
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2. After each activity
Use procedure for Dust Mopping,
Page 33
Keep all dust and debris at end of
gym nearest exit
Follow routine illustrated



STEPS

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

3.

1.

2.

3.

Courtesy of Huntington Laboratories, Mo., Huntington, Indiana

Clean and store equipment . 3. Do not use this dust mop in any other
. area

PREPARATION FOR DANCING OR STREET SHOE ACTIVITY

Treat approximately 2 gallons 1. Use sufficient dust mop treatment to
of clean sawdust thoroughly moisten (moist not sloppy)

. Allow to stand in container for 2 to 3
: !"urs to permit treatment to permeate

each particle of saw dust

Proceed to area with tools
and materials

Dust mop 3. Use procedure for Dust Mopping,
. Page 33

See previous illustration for routine
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STEPS

4. Scatter treated sawdust
on floor

5. Dust mop gym floor

6. Clean dust mop

7. Return and store equipment

:

:

KEY POINTS

4. Before activity
Thinly and evenly
Do not use corn meal or sweeping
compound

. 5. After activity is completed
Use standard dust mopping procedure
referred to above
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6. By brushing and vacuuming
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OPERATIONAL TASKS

GYMNASIUM FLOOR REFINISHING

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Gym floors usually require refinishing once each year. Due to the high cost of
replacement of gymnasium floors, they must be maintained and periodically re-
finished to prolong their life and prevent soil and discoloration from penetrating
into the wood fibres.

Special techniques are required to achieve the best results. The following pro-
cedure will give the best results on maple floors.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Mop bucket and wringer (2)
24 or 36 oz. wet mop (2)
Neutral cleaner
Scrubbing machine (equipped with #2

steel wool pad or abraided nylon pad)
Vacuum for wet pick-up

1.

2.

3.

4.

.
4..

2.

3.

4.

STEPS

Proceed to area with tools
and materials

Dust mop floor

Machine scrub floor

Pick up soil
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Putty knife
Lambs wool applicators (2)'
Shallow pan for seal and finish
Penetrating seal
Gymnasium finish (light in color)

KEY POINTS

Follow procedure for Dust Mopping.
Page 33

Follow procedure for Scrubbing,
Machine, page 67
Cover an area not over 100 sq. ft. at
a time
Do not flood floor
Use #2 steel wool or abraided disk on
machine

Use a wet and dry vacuum if available,
if not use a mop
Before it dries
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CUSTODIAL TRAINING

STEPS

5. Apply rinse water

6. Pick up rinse water

7. Wring out rinse mop thoroughly :

8. Mop area

9. Repeat steps #3 that #8 until
all areas are cleaned

10. Lock all doors

11. Pour seal into shallow pan

12. Dip applicator into sealer

13. Apply sealer to badly worn
spots

14. Touch up worn lines by
painting

15. Pour finish into shallow pan

16. Dip applicator into finish

KEY POINTS

5. Use mop
Do not flood floor

6. Use vacuum if available, if not, use
mop

8. To pick up any water left by vacuum or
first mopping
Prevents streaking and spotting

9. One area at a time
Working up and down floor
Allow to dry thoroughly, usually 12
hours

10. To prevent soiling

11. Of suitable size to permit easy dipping
of applicator
Use an approved penetrating wood sealer

12. Remove excess sealer by wiping on edge
of pan

13. Feather into unworn area
Paint brush may be used
Let dry 12 hours

14. Use recommended paint and proper color
Use care, masking tape prevents uneven
lines
Let dry 12 hours

15. Of suitable size to permit easy dipping
of applicator
Use an approved gymnasium finish

16. First man of two man team
Remove excess finish on edge of pan
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STEPS

17. Apply finish

18. Pull finish

19. Squeeze excess finish from
pulling applicator

20. Continue applying and pulling
finish

KEY POINTS

17. First man
Across grain on area 4' x 8', see
illustration
Use a push-pull motion

Courtesy of ihsatington Laboratories, trio., litottiagtes., tediak

18.
..

.

: . 19.

..

. 20.

Second max.
Use dry applicator
Pull with grain, pulling motion only
See above illustration

On unfinished floor in next area to be
finished
Keep inner edge of finish straight to
prevent lap marks

On successive 4' x 8' areas
. Down floor until strip is finished
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

.

..

:

.

.

..

.

..

..

22.

23.

24.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Return to starting end for
second strip

Apply finish to first 4' x 8' area
in second strip

Complete floor using steps
#16 thru #20

Lock all doors

Clean and store equipment

../erlap about 1 board width into
finished area
Keep inner edge as straight as po&sible

Continuous application is necessary to
prevent lap marks
Do not stop until floor is finished
Allow at least 72 hours to dry

To prevent damaging of finish
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CARPET CARE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Carpets will give excellent service, provided they receive reasonable
care and attention. Failure to exercise the basic rules of good main-
tenance shortens the service We of carpets.

The amount of cleaning of maintenance a carpet requires depends
upon the amount and type of traffic to which it is exposed.

TCOLS AND MATERIALS:

Floor sweeper
Hand t,rush

Straight suction vacuum cleaner (Tank Type)
Motor driven brush vacuum clear. (Beater
Bar Type)

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DAILY CARE

2.

3.

4.

5.

STEPS

Proceed to area with tools

Use floor sweeper

Use straight suction vacuum
cleaner

Use three stroke method

Keep brushes riean Ind du
bag not over half full

6. Clean and properly store
CI* prn eat

,1".:.?Weg
. .

KEY POINTS

If soil is light, this type of
cleaner is intended to remove
surface lint and dust where
traffic is light

Where traffic is heavy and
soil is heavy

Slowly forward-backward-for-.
ward The last stroke iorwa
moves the cleaner into the next
area

Follow dir lotions of the
asnufacturer

6. Upon completion of the job

_

ss

060.amiarssna.s.w. 0 ...1.:610-0 ..



CARPF:T CARE

WEEKLY CARE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

s

3.

4.

5.

STEPS

Proceed to area with
equipment

Start sweeping operation

Care for spots immediately

Keep brush clean and dust bag
not over half full

Clean and properly store
equipment

100

KEY POINTS

Motor driven brush (beater
bar type) is best for tho-ough
cleaning

to 7 strokes per aree. is
found to be best for removing
penetrated st.il cuad thorough
cleaning

Follow directions given by the
carpet manufacturer

Follow directions of the
manufacturer

Upon completion of the job



STEPS

CARPET CARE

SEASONAL CARE

Dry or Absorbent Method

1. Proceed to area with
equipment and material

C1 as entire area

3. Pre-spot area

4. Sprinkle absorbent material

5. Brush absorbent material into
carpet

6. Repeat step 3 and 4 for entire
area

7. Pick up soiled material

8. Clean and properly store
equipment

2.

pile

3.

4.

5.

KEY POINTS

With power driven brush type
vacuum to remove all loose
dirt in

Using naul.hoda recs.mmended
by manufac.Tarer

Uniformly over 10' x 10' area--
approximately 5 lbs. per 10' x
10' area

Use power driven brush or atIff
hand brush to force material
into pile of carpet

6. Allow material to dry completely,
or a minimum of 3 hours
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7. Using power driven brush
vacuum

8. Upon completion of job



CARPET CARE

The Wet Method

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The wet or detergent type of "on location" cleaning requires some
judgment and skill. Every step of this recommended procedure should
be followed.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

1. Portable rotary brush 5. Hard bristle brush
2. Mechanical pile brush 6. Two plastic rails
3. Wet pickup vacuum

^1,._$ier
7. Pan or drop cloth for rotary

brush
4. Rubber rake 8. Neutral, synthetic, copious

foaming, slow wetting detergent

1.

2.

STEPS

Proceed to area with tools and
materials

Clear area of furniture
a

3. Vacuum entire area

4. Remove spots

5. Begin in area farthest from
door

6. First bucket filled 3/4 full of
of water

7. Second bucket for mixing
detergent

8. nu tank on rotary brush
machine
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KEY POINTS

2. To permit free movement of
equipment and to prevent
furniture standing on damp
floor

3. To remove all loose soil. Use
motor driven brush vacuum

4. Using prescribed procedures
recommended by manufacturer

5. Place evitoment on drop cloth,
placed adjacent to starting area

6. Use for water only

7. Follow mixing directions

8. With premixed detergent



CARPET CARE

The Wet Method (continued)

STEPS KEY POINTS

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Hand shampoo with bristle
brush

Run rotary brush

Apply the suds uniformly

Continue brushing

Drop down about half brush
width

One working alone

Two working together

Lay the pile

Allow carpet to dry

Clean and properly store
equipment

:

:

:

..

..

.

.
:

..

: .

: .

.
.
.
: .

.
:

..

.
.

.

.

:
:

:

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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The corners along the wall and
around fixtures that can't be
moved

On drop cloth until proper suds
form

Along one and one half times the
width of the brush. Operate the
brush in a small spiral -- cut
off detergent feed at end of path

And return to starting point

And repeat the sudsing - cut
off the feed and return -- con-
tinue this brushing pattern

Cover 10' x 10' area and
vacuum immediately. Set brush
on drop cloth - never let it set
on the carpet when not in motion

Ono operate the rotary brush,
the other vacuum as close as
possible to the brush

With rubber rake if necessary

U ;ally about 4 hours avoid
walking or replacing furniture
on carpet

Upon complexion of job
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HEATING AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

In most cases the care of heating and ventilating equipment is covered by the
manufacturer's instruction book and if this information is lost or mislaid it is
necessary to obtain another copy from the manufacturer.

Many types of heating and ventr.ating equipment will be found in the various build-
ings and it would be impractical to try to cover each type; however, a few simple
rules should be followed regardless of the type of equipment.

A written record on all operating equipment is necessary to assure the custodian
that he has not missed or skipped any of the equipment and a record is available
to protect him if any of the equipment should fail for reason other than proper
inspection and maintenance. This record should include the date of inspection,
lubrication or adjustment of each motor, fan, control and pump.

A routine schedule also serves to help your assistant or substitute in case of:
illness, vacation or other reasons for being away from the job.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Oil can Spare filters
Wiping cloth Flashlight

STEPS

CLEANING

I. Clean equipment (exterior 1.
and interior)

2, Clean room 2.

3. Inspect filters 3.
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KEY POINTS

On scheduled basis follOwing
facturere' inr7uctions

On a daily schedule
Periodically clean walls. windows,
pipes and ducts

For cleaning or replacement
Follow manufacturers' recommenda-
tions

04V
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INSPECTION

STEPS KEY POINTS

1. Inspect all electric motors 1. With motor running
For overheating
For unusual sounds
For loose mounting bolts
For arcing

With motor switch off
For loose electriCal connections
For brush wear
For loose mounting bolts

2. Inspect all fans 2. With fan running
For unusual sounds
For loose mounting bolts

With fan control switch off
. For overheating of bearings immedi-

ately after fan stops
For condition of belts
For loose mounting bolts
For condition of blades

3. Inspect all pumps 3. With pump running
For unusual sounds
For leaks
For loose mounting bolts

With pimp control switch off
For overheating of bearings immedi-
ately after pump stops
Far condition of belts
For loose mounting bolts
For conditiot of bearings

4. Inspect all controls 4. With control switch on and equipment
operating

For unusual sounds
For arcing
For proper operation

With electricity to control off
For loose mounting bola
For loose electrical ct:Ineck.ions
For condition of contact poir...4
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5.

1.

2.

3.

LUBRICATION

2.

3.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Repair or report all items
needing attention resulting
from steps #1 thru #4

Turn off control switches

Lubricate motors, fans
and pimps

Turn on control switches

Use p. 3per lubricant
Follow manufacturers' recommenda-
tions
Wipe fitting before and after lubrica-
tion

After lubricating

107
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INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Millions of dollars are lost each year due to damage and contamination of materials,
equipment and food by insects and rodents. Preventative measures, as well as the
elimination of incv.cts and rodents when present, are required to prevent these loses.

The incidence of insects and rodents in buildings is a common occurrence. If
definite measures are taken to prevent their entrance iLto the building, no other
measures are generally required. But if they are present, definite measures must
be employed to remove them. By applying the following instructions, adjusted to
meet the need in any local situation, the problem can be solved within a very short
time.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:

Traps Paint brush
Powder spray gun Containers for poisons
Liquid spray gun

STEPS

1. Remove all food and waste
materials

ANT CONTROL

2. Place poison for grease and .
sweet eating ants ..

3. Coat floor for small red ants

KEY POINTS

1. Helps control and prevent

2. For grease eating ante use parts green
on beef tallow
For sweet eating ants use equal amount
of pails green and brown sugar
Follow directions and precautions on
package

: . 3. For small red ants us.1 DDT in water
Follow directions
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STEPS

I. Remove all food and waste
materials

CUSTODIAL TRAINING

KEY POINTS

COCKROACH CONTWIL

I. '-'elpe control and prevent

2. Dust area (or see step #3) 2. Use podium fluoride or boric acid

3. Coat area 3. Openings where floor and wall meet
4" to 6" on floor and wall
Use 24 solution DDT or 2% chlordane
and kerosene
According to directions
Should provide several months' protec-
tion

SILVERFISH CONTROL

I. Ventilate room : I. Keep dry, well aired andlots light.

2. Just or spray area 2. Use pyrenthum powder, DDT or
chlordane
According to direction

MOSQUITO CONTROL

1. Destroy breeding places I. By eliminating stagnant water or coat
surface with film
Oil may be used for coating

2. Dust or spray 2. Around windows, doors and lights
Use 5% DDT
According to directions

I.

2.

3.

MICE CONTROL

Close all openings 1. To prevent entrance
Use suitable rodent resistant material

Or place poison 2. Use poison grain
Follow instructions or package for
proper placement

Set traps 3. Use covton ball for bait
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1.

2.

RAT CONTROL

1.

2.

STEPS KEY POINTS

Close all openings

Or place poison

To prevent entrance
Use suitable rodent resistant material

Use poison grain or Red Squill properly
mixed
Follow instructions on package for
proper placement



CHAPTER III

FLOOR TYPES AND CARE

INTRODUCTION

During recent years, the many developments in the building field have led to changes
in flooring materials. These new flooring materials have presented countless mainte-
nance problems. The maintenance of floors has become a science.

Each type of floor and its usage has made standardization of floor maintenance materials
and procedures impossible. The cost of the flooring materials in your building repre-
Seinf a Sizable percentage of the tote building cost. This large investment is subjected
to:teiOre abuse Oen any other part of the building; therefore, careful consideration

Uld.bit'siyesi. to its .protection.

e and long life of the floor reflect the efficiency of the maintenance
rearyone instinctively watches where he is walking--he sees the floor first.likittractive, and well-kept floors lead to the best of public relations. Un-

attractivek, the beauty of walls, ceilings, and fixtures is lost.

tops in his work, must know floors. He must be able to recog-.

tint solite'various floor maintenance problems. This chapter of your
bas been written to help you select proper materials, methods, and prt. -:e

in the solution of your individual problems.

RESILIENT F LOORS

is-made out of asphalt-
s fibers with an-inert

lithetitone) to give it_
darker colored tile,

14040ieji ephalt lts used. In the lighter
re:i.".0attar resins are used for

edients are mixed
'tiimsferied to hot

0 the mix is rolled into
citAtiliford:kfillclaiess., The

4 el...., .

cut into the desired

Pictures in MU *hooter
(wiriest 01 Ifillywar Chemical Co.
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RUINOL EFFECTS OF IMPROPER
MAINTE4ANCE ON ASPHALT TILE
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Asphalt tile flooring contains ingredients which are damaged by petroleum solvents.
Oil, grease, gasoline, naphtha, turpentine, carbon tetrachloride, and kerosene are
natural enemies of asphalt tile. These solvents soften the tile and will eventually ruin
it. Soaps or synthetics which contain free oil, pine oil, or organic solvents are also
very harmful to asphalt.

Special Precautions in Mairrenance oe Asphalt Tile

I. Never use varnish, spirit waxes, or floor sealers (solvent type) on asphalt
tile. The solvents used in these floor finishes are enemies of asphalt tile
and will soften and eventually break down the tile. Oils, fats, and all min-
eral solvents will weaken and ruin standard asphalt.

2. Do not sweep asphalt tile floors with sweeping compounds containing free
oil or petroleum distillates. Use of these compounds will break down the
stnicture ,A the tile by chemical action.

3. Never use hot water on asphalt flooringit will soften the die. When it is
necessary to use water in cleaning, use only cool or lukewarm water.

4. Avoid excessive use of water on asphalt tile. If water is allowed to remain
on it too long, it may seep between the joints separating the individual
tiles and work underneath, loosening the tile from the floor.

Maintenance for Asphalt Tile Floors

If an asphalt tile floor becomes dull and overcast from improper cleaning or from an
accumulation of old floor wax, a stripping will be needed to restore the brightness of
the colors. An asphalt tile floor should never be flooded. HoWever, using a minimum
of water, it should be thoroughly scrubbed with a neutral chemical solution. The
cleaner may be either a soap or a detergent, depending upon type of soil.

When an asphalt tile floor is very dirty or has a heavy coat of wax which has accumu-
lated over a period of time, machine scrubbing is required.

VINYL TILE

The manufacture of vinyl tile, as with asphalt tile, is a highly mechanized and exacting
process.

Vinyl plastic (or resin) is a definite material. Vinyl flooring is made of a mixture of
this material along with color pigments and fillers.
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Vinyl plastic flooring has all the advantages of asphalt tile, plus being more flexible.
It is also nearly impervious and immune to damage by the petroleum solvents.

Maintenance for Vinyl Tile Floors

In the maintenance of vinyl plastic floors the directions given for maintenance of
asphalt tile should be followed closely.

"Dry cleaning" this type of floor is probably the most common procedure, and makes
frequent mopping unnecessary. Dry cleaning vinyl, as with asphalt tile, restores
polish to the floor and removes excessive wax accum Won.

Solvent-type waxes can be safely used on vinyl floors, but self-polishing water emul-
sion waxes will provide the necessary protection to cut down abrasive actions.

Rubber flooring is generally made from
synthetic, reclaimed, or pure rubber;
color pigments; and inert fillers. The
mix is fused and cured like other rub-
ber products, molded under pressure
to a required thickness, then made into
sheets of tile.

Rubber tile has the advantages of asphalt
and vinyl floors, plus being the most
pliable. Other advantages include its
ability to recover from indentation and
its resistance to cracking. Rubber
tile offers beauty of color and a fine,
glossy finish which will last the life of
the tile if properly maintained.

Special Precautions in Maintenance of Rubber Tile

RUINOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPER
MAINTENANCE ON RUBBER TILE

The maintenance of rubber tile offers no special problems; it can be treated like other
types of resilient flooring. Howeve., as with the others, there are certain cautions
to be observed:

1. Oil, grease, naphtha, and similar oily substances cause dete..:oration and
should not be allowed to come in contact with rubber flooring. They will
soften the tile.

2. Do not sweep rubber the floors with sweeping compounds containing oils or
petroleum distillates. Use of these compounds will break down the struc-
ture of the tile by chemical action.
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3. Air and sunlight cause rubber the to crack or check. This can be pre-
vented somewhat by using a light emulsion wax on the surface.

4. Do not use shellac, varnish, lacquer, alkaline soaps, or abrasives on
rubber tile floors.

Maintenance for Rubber Tile Floors

For maintaining waxed rubber tile floors, usually sweeping and/or dust- mopping will
suffice. Clear mopping is also effective in daily maintenance. When the wax file* be-
comes dingy due to embedded traffic dirt, the floor should be cared t6r, using the
directions given for asphalt tile, page 108.

Waxing rubber tile, as with other types of floors, is recommended. Spirit-type waxes
shouid not be used as they will injure the tile. Only watex wax emulsions are ...) be
used on rubber tile.

LINOLEUM

Linoleum is made of oxidized linseed
oil, resins, and other filler material
thoroughly mixed with ground cork and
color pigments. The mixture is
pressed out on a backing material by
running the mix through. large wringer
rollers. The material is then cured at
high temperature before being rolled
or cut into tiles.

Linoleum is a porous material and is
flexible and pliable. Two heavy-duty
types are available. One type, Battle-.

ship Linoleum, is a dense mixture of
solid color clear through. The other
type is similar, except that it is usually laid in tile form. This type, subjected to
greater pressure in manufacture, is less porous.

RUINOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPER
MAINTENANCE ON LINOLEUM

Special Precautions in Maintenance of Linoleum

1. Never use a harsh alkaline cleaning agent on linoleum. Excessive alkali
will combine chemically with the oil used in making linoleum to form a
soap-like mixture which breaks down the structure of,linoleum. More
linoleum is "washed out" than worn out.
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2. Avoid excessive use of water in mopping linoleum. As in other resilient
flooring, the water may seep underneath and loosen the linoleum from its
b4cking.

3. Never use hot water on linoleum--heat is injurious to this flooring material.

4. Exercise care in buffing linoleum. Harsh brushes should not be used nor
should bilfing be carried to the degree of abrading the surface.

S. Penetrating seals or varnishes should never be used on linoleum which is
in good or fair condition. These solvent type finishes should be used only
on linoleum that has deteriorated to a point where it will net respond to
ordinary care.

Maintenance for :Anoleum Floors

Alkaline cleaners used on linoleum deteriorate the oils in the material. Non-alkaline,
or neutral snips; or neutral liquid detergt.nts that will not cause deterioration should
be used In its maintenance. Abrasive cleaners should not be used on linoleum. Rubber
heel marks can be removed by rifting the marked area with fine steel wool which has
been dampened with a good concentrated floor cleaner.

Solvent-type waxes can be used on linoleum; in fact, most people prefer them to the
water waxes. However, the additional work involved in application makes the use of
solvent waxes less popular.

MASTIC FLOORS

Mastic flooring is similar to asphalt tile in composition, but the ingredients are heated
on the job and troweled on the floor or stairs to form a seamless flooring material.

Maintenance for Mastic Floors

These floors are subject to the same cautions as asphalt tile and should be maintained
as indicated on page 108.

Oils, grease, gasGline, naphtha, turpentine, and kerosene are natural enemies of mas-
tic flooring. These solvents soften the material and will eventually ruin it.

CORK FLOORS

Cork floors are easily identified because of their beauty and quietness. They are made
by either compressing and baking cork curlings and ground cork or by adding synthetic
resin binders. The baking causes natural gums and resins in the cork to liquefy, thus
cementing the cork particles together.
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Maintenance for Cork Floors

These floors are closely related to linoleum in maintenance requirements and problems
which occur. Cork flooring material should be sealed and maintained with solvent-type
wax. Water emulsions can also be used if the cork has been properly sealed.

GOOD PRACTICES IN MAINTENANCE OF ALL RESILIENT FLOORING:

1. All resilient flooring material should be cleaned and waxed as soon as the
floor has been allowed to set up. Unless these floors are cleaned anti waxed
regularly throughout their life span, they will rapidly become brittle and
hard, fade in color, and gradually chip and crack. Providing a floor is
properly cleaned at regular intervals, frequent waxing is tne key to long and
good appearance.

2. Resilient flooring is a semi-soft material and must therefore be kept free
of sand and dirt, which may scratch this soft surface or discolor it.

3. A thorough brushing with a properly treated dust mop is important since it
will reduce the number of scrubbings necessary. However, care should be
taken to avoid compounds or dressings which contain oil, sand or grit.

4. Buffing can add much to the beauty of resilient floors. It will create an
exceptional satin finish and will keep exects_ sive wax deposits at a minimum.
This is absolutely necessary for those areas where traffic is slight.

S. The legs of chairs, tables, desks, etc., should be equipped with coasters
or glides which will keep the legs from denting or marking a floor. These
glides or casters should be inspected frequently for signs of wear. If worn,
the glides should be replaced.

HARD FLOORS

CONCRETE

Concrete floors are mixtures of cement with varying proportions of rand and gravel.
The porosity and smoothness of the surface depends upon 'the mix and the hardening and
finishing process. Color pigments are often added to the topping mix when concrete is
used as a decorative floor material.

Maintenance for Concrete Floors

Concrete floors protected by concrete sealer anc1 wax will require only dust mopping,
ca floor brushing, to keep them clean and attractive. Concrete floors may be cleaned
with any mild cleaning solution; however, care should be taken in proper rinsing.
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If a concrete floor dusts excessively, it should be scrubbed with a neutral soap and
sealed. Proper sealing will greatly lengthen concrete floor life, prevent dusting, and
make maintenance easier and more economical. When traffic lanes begin to show, the
floor can easily be touched up. Properly done, this treatment will not show a lap.

Concrete floors can be waxed rather than sealed. Howevet, better results will be
achieved by first sealing the floor and then applying a coat of wax. After this treat-
ment, periodic buffing, using a fine steel wool disc, will greatly reduce maintenance
time and decrease the frequency of stripping and refinishing.

Terrazzo is one of the oldest flooring
naterials. It was used in pre-Christian
times in many palaces and mansions of
ancient rulers and merchants.

Terrazzo is a hard, durable composition
material. made up of marble chips and a
cement matrix. This surface, after
hardening for a time, is wet ground, on-
der pressure, with stone grinders.
Because of its pattern, terrazzo does not
rea '1ily show soil and stays presentable
longer than floors of one color.

Special Precautions in Maintenance of Terrazzo

RUINOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPER
MAINTENANCE ON TERFAZO

1. Cleaning materials containing acids or alkalises should be avoided, since
the acid or alkali eats into the cement and loosens the marble chips.

2. Avoid abrasive powder cleaners because they encourage "dusting." This
type of cleaner actually wears away the floor, and its ill effects are notice-
able within a short period of time.

3. Cleaning crystals of a phosphate nature should never be used. A residue
remains after the water has evaporated and acts in much the same way as
water when it is allowed to stand in a concrete formation and is then frozen.
In other words, the crystals fill up porous spots in the cement; and as they
dry, they expand. The expansion loosens the marble chips; this ie called
"spalling."

4. Avoid sweeping compounds containing oil. These will penetrate and dis-
color terrazzo.
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Maintenance for Terrazzo Floors

In scrubbing a terrazzo floor, do not use steel wool. It is beet to use a brush for scrub-
bing because the steel wool is softer than the terrazzo and may become abraded. Bits
of the wool left on the floor will rust and stain the terrazzo. Also, the use of steel wool
on terrazzo can result in black carbon marks. Clean terrazzo with a neutral. synthetic,
free-rinsing liquid detergent. These detergents will leave no unsightly residue that
often necessitates special work and materials to remove it.

Terrazzo floors should be mopped frequently and rinsed thoroughly. Dirty water will
stain if left too long; it leaves a gummy hardened accumulation of film which is not
easily removed.

The use of a solvent type "water white" sealer on terrazzo will prevent dusting and
spalling. However, a heavy surface film of this material, allowed to build up, will
result in severe traffic laming. Color variations in the floor may also appear.

Properly applied, colorless, buffable-type terrazzo seal, well-rubbed-out, tends to
harden ie surface, helps hold the marble chips together, and virtually stops penetra-
tion of water, stains, oils, gums, and other damaging materials. The finish will have
a satin-like sheen.

Either solvent or water emulsion-type wax can be used on terrazzo. However, only
waxes manufactured from lighter color products should be used. Solvent-type wax
manufactured from waxes having a very dark color, or solvent waxes to which artifi-
cial coloring matter has been added, would definitely cause a discoloration of terrazzo.
Serious discoloration could also occur if a water wax emulsion made from dark
colored waxes is applied to a terrazzo floor,

MARBLE

Marble is a natural product of crystal-
lized rock, composed of carbonate of
lime. Generally, marble used in the
interior of buildings for decorative
purposes is of the polished, finished
type which reflects light becase of its
glossy surface. This also emphasizes
color and marking. Marble used for
interior floors may have a "honed" or
a "sand" finish.

Travertine marble, recognized by
its small pits and tarnish-colored
surface, requires only cleaning, as
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does polished marble. Travertine is used generally as a wainscot or other trim
material.

On all types of marble, except the Travertine, sealing is recommended. The primary
purpose of this treatment is to provide maximum protection to the marble itself, which
is very soft and porous. Ordinary dirt and grease are sealed out of the floor, and be-
cause the pits and voids have been filled, the soil is held on the surface and is easy to
remove through usual maintenance methods.

Marble floors sealed and finished with a good, colorless, buffable type, terrazzo
sealer can be maintained dry with only occasional mopping. Sealers of solvent cut
resin or lacquer nature, used on marble floors, result In traffic laving, uneven appear-
ance of the floor surface, and over a period of time, discoloration of the surface.

Special Precautions in Maintenance of Marble

1. Never use an acid cleaner . It will destroy polish and eventually burn.
The end result will be discoloration and disintegration of the marble.

2 Do not use scouring bricks or harsh abras:ves. These materials will
destroy polish and mar the surface.

3. Bar, powder, or liquid soaps should not be used on marble surfaces. They
may form insoluble deposits which accumulate on the surface. This dis-
coloration cannot be readily removed and will become; a slip hazard when
wet.

4. Never use oily sweeping compounds on marble surfaces. Their use will
eventually discolor the floor.

S. Quick action "lightening" cleaners are apt to be acid in action. The life
and finish of the marble will be sacrificed for immediate results.

Maintenance for Marble Floors

The secret to beautiful marble is merely keeping it clean after the original sealing
treatment. Complicated cleaning agents and procedures will rarely be needed if the
marble surfaces are maintained properly and regularly. When complete cleaning is
necessary, use a neutral, free-rinsing detergent that will not leave a slippery or
unattrsztive residue

Marble si. .ling and deterioration can be caused through neglect. Marble is not inde-
structible, and when neglected the accumulated dirt and grease can completely deterio-
rate and damage the surface beyond repair.
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the fillers, and will also attack the magnesium oxychloride binder and deteriorate it.

Solvent-type wax should be used on this flooring. Oily floor dressings should not be

compound could result in the scratching and abrading of the rather soft oxychloride
floor .

SpPcial Precautions in Maintenance of Oxychloride

tion procedure is listed under asphalt tile.

easier.

When excessively soiled, oxychloride floors should be scrubbed with a floor machine,
using a scrubbing brush. However, the excessive use of water will damage some of

For this reason, oxychloride floors should be Beale(' and waxed.

used as they could result in serious discoloration. Sweeping compounds containing
organic dyes and free oil could also cause discoloration, and any sand present in the

In cleaning, a neutral soap or a non-alkaline detergent shculd be used. The applica-

Oxychloride flooring is porous and may be sealed with a penetrating-type sealer.
Sealing will fill the pores of the floor covering, and maintenance work will become

1. Avoid the use of strong alkalie for cleaning.

2. Acids used in some cleaning materials terd to dissolve oxychloride due to

3. Avoid excessive use of water. This material is ever-thirsty, and

chemical reactionreaction and should not be use-7..

ration of the binder will result.

i22
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OXYCHLORIDE

Oxychloride, sometimes called magna
site, is similar to concrete. It can be in-
stalled with two types of finish. It is
produced in many colors, and one type
of finish is trowelled on. The other type
of finish is ground and gives the appear-
ance of being terrazzo. It can be laid
over nearly any type of sub-floor and
produces a surface which is rsIther resili-
ent yet dense and strong. However,
magnasite is a somewhat porous and
soft material as compared to terrazzo or
concrete
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HARD TILE

Ceramic tile or "hard tile" is made of
finely ground clay and baked to the hard-
ness of stone. ,The various types include
ceramic mosaic, quarry and clear
glaze.

Hard tile is naturally durable and resis-
tant to soil defacement; but to get full
value from a large investment, it has
to have the same care as more suscepti-
ble flooring materials. Hard tile can
be either glazed or unglazed. Tile used
as a flooring material is usually unglazed.
The glazed types are normally used as
wall surfacings.

RUINOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPER
MAINTENANCE ON HARD TILE

Special Precautions in Maintenance of Hard Tile

1. Avoid solutions of strong alkaline cleaners, such as tri-soett4n phosphate,
sal soda, etc. These cleaners penetrate the cement grout between the tile
and upon drying leave crystallized deposits. Continued use of alkaline
cleaners will cause the crystallized deposits to accumulate aid swell,
causing disintegration of the grout.

AIL

DAMAGE RESULTING FROM USE OF
STRONG ALKALINE. CLEANERS

2. Do not use steel wool for cleaning hard tile. The tile is harder than the
steel wool and will abrade the wool, causing discoloration of the tile. Abra-
sive cleaners should never be used on the glazed surfaces.
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3. Do not use acid cleaners, not because they will injure lie tile, but because
they will tend to destroy the cement grout. They may also dull glazed or
ceramic tile.

4. Oily dust mops and sweeping compounds should not be used for maintenance
of hard tile floors.

Maintenance for Hard Tile Floors

About the only maintenance process for glaz!.,1 tile walls consists of dusting and spot
washing. Non-alkaline synthetic cleaners recommeNled for cleaning.

Tile used as a flooring material resists mo.tr traffic st ins, but it can suffer from the
erosive action of abrasion. This means me only the wear and tear from traffic but
also from abrasive cleaners which in time will scratch or dull the finish.

A penetrating sealer, such as the type uscr..4. for terrazzo, will prove to be a protection
for the surface and will also protect the c2.aent grout from undue deterioration. Sur-
face sealers which leave a heavy film of non-buffable nature should not be used.

Waxing a hard tile floor is act recommended because wax may become a safety hazard.
Where safety is not a factor, either the water emulsion or solvent wax can be used.

WOOD

The use of hardwood floors is as old as
civilization. Their dwiaility has been
an important factor in their 34de-use.
Wood floors, properly maintained, are
capable of retaining their, siatuial good
looks for a long period of time. Wood
can laa a lifetime and longer.

Special Precautions in Maintenance of
Wood

1. Use a minimum amount of
water to maintain wood RUINOUS EFFECTS OF IMPROPER
floors. Excessive water MAIN :ENANCE ON WOOD FLOORS

may enter through the ends
of the wood and cause swelling or warping.

2. When wood floors are set in mastic, exercise extreme care in the use of
sealers, spirit waxes, solvent cleaners, and water.
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3. Select and use a maintenance method which eliminates or minimizes the
necessity for resanding.

Maintenance for Wood Floors

Any good soap, except those strongly alkaline, can be used for cleaning wood floors.
However, scrubbing or even wet mopping will ultimately damage a wood floor.

k is most important to understand the adverse effects of water, oil, and alkali soaps
on wood. Water raises the grain on wood floors, causes swelling and warping, and in
general creates a rough surface Ziat is difficult to maintain. Where wood floor' are
bonded to a sub-floor, penetrating water will weaken the bond and cause loosening. In
addition, water discolors wood, gives it a musty odor, and causes it to rot. Oil
softens wood, dar! it, and creates a sticky surface that picks up and holds dirt.
Alkali cleaners can stain and darken wood floors .

Wood floors of any type recp; ze positive sealing. Seals, manufactured specifically for
wood floor application, protect against penetration of moisture and, properly formu-
lated, are resistant to acids, alkalies, and oils.

The two general classifications of wood sealers are called surface seal and penetrating
seal. The type used depends upon the floor usage.

Surface sealers are used for floors which are not subjected to heavy traffic. This type
forms a perceptible film on top of the wood while penetrating it to a certain extent,
and sealing. The surface seals are preferred for the sake of appearance.

The true penetrating sealers proxect the wood surface by filling the pores but leave
Ifitle actual surface. The penetrating seal is better for areas of heavy traffic since
its "satir" cinish is less subject to marking.

Traffic idmes, which show up in time, can be resealed without treating the entire area.
The worn areas need only be steel-wooled and given a light coating. If sufficient care
is used in doing the patching, the former worn spots will not be noticeable.

Waxing, after the seal application, is an ideal treatment to provide maximum appearance
and protection, Use of a solvent-type wax is highly recouunended. It will prolong the
life of the wood surface by reducing the need for mopping. Fine steel wool used under
the floor machine will do an effective cleaning job. This process is called "dry cleaning."
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FLOOR CLEANING DATA

FLOOR COMPOSITION TO CLEAN AVOID USE OF

Asphal rile Pigments held together with a binder
of asphalt and asphaltic resins.

Mild synthetic detergent. Do not allow to remain
on floor longer than necessary. Rinse with clean
water, dry promptly.

Oils, greases, solvents,
strongalkalis, abrasives
and excessive water.

Linoleum
and

Linoleum Tiles

Ground cork, fine sawdust and pig-
ments held together with binders of
linseed oil, resins and gums.

Same as asphalt tile. Need for prompt rinsing
and drying even more important.

Same as asphalt tile.

Rubber Tile Vulcanized and cured natural and/or
synthetic rubber reinforced with min-
eral compounds and/or fibers.

Same as asphalt tile. Rinse and dry promptly. Oils, greases, and sol-
vents particularly.
Strong alkalis and strong
soaps.

Plastic Tile Vinyl plastic. Mild synthetic detergent. General resistance very
good.

Hardwood Maple, oak, birch, beech and various
hardwood boards.

Sweep, dry mop, or vacuum for daily maintenance.
Use damp atop with dilute solution of mild syn-
thetic detergent for wax removal.

Water, oils, greases,
strong alkalis.

Marble Marble, a natural stone product. Neutral soaps or synthetic detergents in soft water;
synthetic detergents only in hard water. Precede
by wetting with warm clear water. Rinse and dry
thoroughly to avoid streaking.

Acids, ammonia, aKa-
Lis, alkaline salts such
as trisodium phosphate,
sodium carbonate. etc.,
abrasives.

Terrazzo Marble chips set in concrete and
ground to a uniform finish.

Neutral synthetic detergents, preceded by wetting
with clear water. Rinse and dry thoroughly.

Alkalis. alkaline salts,
abrasives. soaps.

Ceramic Tile Baked, glazed clay. Mild synthetic detergent preceded by wetting with
clear Water. Mild abrasive powder occasionally.

Alkalis, alkaline salts.
harsh abrasives, soap*.

Concrete Portland cement sand, gravel and
water.

Synthetic detergent preceded by wetting with clear
water. Strong alkalis for very heavy grease and
oil removal. Mild solution of synthetic detergent
on painted concrete.

Acids, alkalis, alkaline
salts, soaps.
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STAINS AND REMOVAL

This section has been written to aid you in the removal of stains not only from floor
surfaces but also from walls, partitions and wainscotting. Stain removal is a method
of removing soils which cannot be removed by normal cleaning methods. The method
used depends on the nature of the stain and the type of material the stain is on. Remem-
ber that while the recommended procedure for a given stain may be effective on the
stain, it might be injurious to the floor or wall material itself. Fc instance, most
solvents will dissolve asphalt tile; acids will dissolve marble and terrazzo; alkali will
destroy linoleum and cork and damage the grout in ceramic tile floors.

Stains are Tcore difficult to remove if allowed to stand for any length of time. Stains
should be treated at once. The following steps should be kept in mind:

1. If stain is in a liquid state, absorbent materials should be used to pick up
all excess liquid before attempting any treatment. (Blotters, absorbent
cloths, sawdust, calcium carbonate, etc.)

2. Use the treatment in an inconspicuous area, on the same type of surface,
to determine whether any color fading or other damage results from the
removal technique. There is never any assurance that a recommended
stain remover is going to perform satisfactorily. Therefore, it is always
advisable to make a limited test before proceeding to cover the whole
stain. If the procedure fails to work in a small way, it will not serve the
purpose.

3. Before treatment of the stain, wet the area around it with clear water.
This tends to stop the spread of the cleaners. Always work from the out-
side toward the center to prevent leaving a cleaning ring.

4. Several applications may be necessary before the stain can be completely
removed.

S. Water is considered a good solvent. When possible, its use is recommended
first. In any case, it is always best to use the simplest procedure first.

Where stains occur on vertical surfaces and in other instances, it is often necessary
to use a poultice. Whenever this procedure is recommended it is often necessary to
use a poultice over an area larger than the actual stain. A poultice consiets of a
paste made with a specified powder and warm water or, in some cases, with a solvent.
In making the poultice, the dry chemical or cleaner is mixed with the recommended
solvent or water and stirred to a thick paste. This pasty maters"' is placed over the
area approximately 1/2" thick and allowed to remain until dry. Poultices, in drying,
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absorb the moisture which has penetrated the stain and draws the latter out with the
moisture. Always remove a poultice with a wooden paddle to keep from harming the
surface to which it has been applied.

USING PEROXIDE

Apply ordinary hydrogen peroxide to the stained area by dropper or careful pouring.
and add a few drops of ammonia. When peroxide is used as the poultice wetting agent,
add the ammonia after the poultice is in place. When bubbling stops, remove and
wash area thoroughly. Hydrogen peroxide may also be effective when applied in a
soaked strip of cotton batting, over which another strip, soaked with ammonia, is laid.

JAVELLE WATER

Javelle water may be prepared as follows: Dissolve 3 pounds of washing soda in 1 gal-
lon of water. Mix 12 ounces of chlorinated lime to a paste in a shallow enameled pan
by adding water slowly. Mash lumps. Add the paste to the soda solution, make to
2 gallons by adding water, and place in a stoneware Jar to settle. Use the clear liquid
when required, diluting with six times its volume of clear water. Use as a soap or
other scrubbing solution, first rinsing the surface with clear water . Javelle -"eater is a
strong bleaching solution, and should not be allowed to drop on colored fabrics. It is
not recommended for general cleaning purposes, but its occasional use on the materials,
as recommended, is believed to be entirely safe.

FLOOR STAINS

STAIN

BLOOD

HOW TO TREAT

Wash with cold water first, then with a few drops of ammonia.
Allow to stand a few minute! and rinse with clear water.

On Terr-tzzo and Marble: A penetrated blood stain can be
removed with hydrogen peroxide used full strength.

On Concrete: A penetrated blood stain can be removed by
thoroughly cleaning with a salt solution. Rinse with clear
water.

CANDY
(Other than chocolate) Wash thoroughly with warm water and cleaner. Then rinse

with clear water.

CHOCOLATE Scrape off excess. Wash with warm suds to which ammonia
has been added.

On Wood: If stain persists, sponge with wood alcohol.
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STAIN HOW TO TREAT

COLA DRINKS Same as candy.

CHEWING GUM Scrape off carefully with a putty knife. Ice will cause gum
to become brittle and break off easily on surface that can-
not be scraped.

COFFEE Same as candy. Stains which are persistent may be bleached
out with cotton batting saturated with peroxide laid on the
stain.

CRAYON Scrub with hot water and cleaner. Rinse with clear water.

On Wood, Terrazzo, Marble, and Glazed Tile: Brush with
carbon tetrachloride to remove stain. Rinse with clear
water .

FATS Scrub with hot water and cleaner. Rinse with clear water: --

FRUIT Scrub with hot water and cleaner. Rinse with clear water.

On Wood: Javelle water will remove stain.

On Marble and Terrazzo: Hydrogen peroxide applied full
strength will remove stain.

CREAM Same as fats. Stain may -be bleached out with cotton bat-
ting saturated with hydrogen peroxide laid over the stain.
Place a second layer of cotton saturated with ammonia
over the first.

GLUE Scrub with hot water and cleaner. Vinegar may be used.

HEEL MARKS &
RUBBER bURNS

INK

Scrub with concentrated cleaner, then with hot water and
cleaner. Agitate with steel wool or brush dependent upon
the surface to be cleaned.

On Wood, Concrete, Terrazzo, Marble: Brush with car-
bon tetrachloride.

Apply ink remover. Brush out with water and neutralize
with ammonia. Wash with hot water and cleaner . Rinse
thoroughly.
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STAIN

ICE CREAM

LIPSTICK

CUSTODIA L TRAINING

HOW TO TREAT

Wash with cleaner and warm water, allow to stand a few
minutes. Agitate the solution and rinse thoroughly. Per-
sistent stains may be bleached out with hydrogen peroxide
and ammonL.

Wash with cleaner and warm water. For residual stains
wash with permanganate of potash in water and allow to dry.
Then apply 10% oxalic acid, allow to stand a few minutes
and rinse with clear water.

On Terrazzo and Marble: Use the peroxide-ammonia
method.

MILDEW Wash with sanitizor cleaner in warm water, rinse well
with clear water.

RUST Apply a 10% oxalic acid solution. Allow to stand, then
rinse with hot water. For deep penetrating stains, add one
part sodium citrate crystals to six parts water. Add an
equal portion of glycerin. Make into a poultice with
whiting and detergent. Allow two or three days for the
poultice to dry.

TAR Use a rag saturated with dust mop treatment. Wipe off
with a clean rag. Wash with warm water and cleaner.
Rinse well with clear water. Road tar may be removed
with a poultice of naphtha (or T.S.P.) and whiting.
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CHAPTER IV

FLOOR MAINTENANCE MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION

These are many materials on the market today to be used in operational maintenance.
Familiarity with all of these items is an impossibility, but basically they can be lumped
into three groups: cleaners, sealers, and finislieJs. This chapter will acquaint you
with the properties and the use of the materials in these three basic groups.

CLEANERS

As the importance of good maintenance practices has increased, so has the need for
better cleaners. There are many varieties of cleaners and they are the basis for any _

maintenance program. Their primary purpose is the ability to clean effectively without
injuring the surface cleaned or harming the skin of the operator.

With the advent of modern flooring it was found that the old stand-bys, such as bar soaps,
powdered soaps, and paste or liquid scrub soaps did not perform as quickly, safely, and
as efficiently as was necessary for good maintenance. In many cases, the ingredients
used in the manufacture of these materials severely damaged costly flooring materials.
It was also found that even the finest waxes and finishes would not perform properly Un-
less the surface was properly prepared. In addition, other surfaces such as walls, trim,
and woodwork require cleaning which will not damage their surface or finish. The need
for special cleaners for maintenance purpose.- was apparent and through chemistry,
basic cleaner design has been accomplished.

SOAPS

Soaps consist of oils and fats saponified (reacted) with an alkali. The fats used are acid
by nature and may be either of animal or vegetable origin. The fatty acids and the added
alkali are chemical opposites, and struggle to overcoim eaz:i other when reacted; this
struggle results in a water soluble fat or soap.

Soaps clean i)y the process of emulsification. This pros' as mikes use of the cleaner's
soil-carrying property, and consists of surrounding way r-irnoluble particles with water-
tolerant soap, thereby making the dirt or soil water-soluble so that it can be washed or
"carried" off.

Soap solutions are favored by many operators for cleaning that involves removal of
heavy soil and dirt, but the chemicals contained in hard water reduce the efficiency of
the solution. Soap solutions in hard water tend to precipitate "hard water soaps" or scum,
that may cling to floor surfaces and must be removed by careful and thorough rinsing.
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It is even possible for soap to react with calcium salts in concrete or terrazzo floors
forming a "seal" that is difficult and costly to remove.

Scrub soaps, or floor soaps as they are called, are made from potash and vegetable oils.
Many types of vegetable oils can be used for this purpose. However, corn oil is probably
used more extensively because it rarely develops an offensive odor. Hand soaps are
generally made of coconut oil.

Chip soap is made by pouring the hot melted mixture onto a cooled revolving cylinder
and then scraping it off of the cylinder. Powdered soaps are usually made by the spray-
ing-drying process which consists of spraying a hot melted liquid soap solution into the
top of a drying tower. Powdered soap is then carried off from the bottom of the tower
by means of a conveyor. Bar soap is made by running the hot melted soap, to which
color and perfumes have been added, into a frame or a slab. After cooling, it is cut
and pressed into the desired bar form.

SYNTHETIC DETERGENTS

Synthetic detergents, in clear liquid and powdered form, greatly resemble soap. How-
ever, they are not eoaps and are produced by one of several chemical processes. Syn-
thetic detergents are powerful wetting agents and they not only emulsify dirt (surround
it) but also soak under the soil to loosen it from the surface being cleaned. Neutral
cleaners of this type have been found to be more effective in the removal of oily soils
than any other cleaning preparation.

These modern cleaners, properly formulated, are safe to use on any washable surface
and they work instantly with no hard scrubbing. They prevent a fiim from accumulating
on the floor surface and can be used effectively in hot or cols' water.

Formulation of these cleaners, developed through chemistry, prevents minerals in the
water from combining to form a soap-like scum similar to the "ring in the bathtub."
These cleaners leave no surface film and are the so-called "rinseless" type. However,
in preparing the floor for finish coating, it is always preferable to follow the cleaning
operation with a thorough rinse.

Rinse less cleaning could leave a slight trace of the detergent or soil on the floor. The
amount remaining may or may not be sufficient to impair the bond of coating material.
However, since floor finishing is done infrequently, a costly operation, and time con-
suming, it is more desirable to devote a short time to rinsing rather than risk failure
of the finish tecause of improper bun Sing.

ABRASIVE CLEANERS

The abrasive cleaner (kitchen cleaners) usually consists of powdered soap and a gritty
substance, such as fine silica or powdered pumice stone. In some cases, the cleaners
are nothing more than a mild alkaline powder, no soap or grit is present. 'These abrasive
cleaners are sometimes useful for scouring very dirty or badly stained floors, however,
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when used excessively they may erode and coireletely ruin certain types of flooring
material.

The highly alkaline cleaners, sometimes combined with abrasive materials, are capable
of attacking and removing the most difficult of soil deposits. Their corrosive action is
detrimental to certain materials and should be used with extreme caution. The use of
regular alkaline cleaners such as ammonia, tri- sod1um phosphate, soda ash, etc., is
not recommended.

When it becomes necessary to use these alkaline cleaners the precaution of rinsing
thoroughly should be particularly observed. Many of the soluble alkaline salts are crys-
talline in nature and a dissolved crystalline material again becomes a crystal when the
water dries out. When a cleaning solution of this nature remains in the cracks or fis-
sures of a floor such as terrazzo, concrete, or marble, the crystals are ultimately re-
formed. During this formation the crystals expand and exert tremendous pressure which
can lead to deterioration of the flooring material. A thorough rinsing will prevent the
occurrence of these conditns.

THE pH SCALE

A neutral cleaner is one which contains no free alkali or free fatty acids. During the
mixing (reacting) process the acid and the alkali have neutralized each other. This
material is normally harmless to the skin and to the surfaces cleaned. For all practical
purposes a cleaner with a pH of 10 may be considered neutral. The pH value is a number
expressing the relative degree of alkalinity or acidity of a liquid.

In the following pH scale, the figure 7 represents an exact neutrality. This is the pH of
chemically pure water. If an alkali, such as caustic soda (lye) is added to pure water;
the pH value of the solution is increased and may rise to values as high as 14. If, on
the other hand, an acid such as hydrochloric (muriatic acid) is added, the pH value de-
creases as more acid is added.

The following table shows the relative pH of various commonly known materials and the-
relative acidity or alkalinity of these materials in termo_of pure water. Referring to
the table it can be seen that a pH of 6 means that a solutim has an acidity 10 times that.
of pure water, while a pH of 5 denotes the value as 100 times that of water.

Material

1% Muriatic Acid
1% Oxalic Acid
Vinegar
Soft Drinks
1% Boric Acid

Relative Acidity or-
=r12Irate Alkalinity in Terms

pH Value, ,of Pure Water,

0
1

2
3
4
5
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10,000,000
1,000,000
100.000
10,000
1,000
100

_

(Table continued on next page)
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AEproximate
Material pH Value

Cow's Milk 6
Chemically Pure Water 7

1% Sodium Bicarbonate 8

1% Borax 9
Neutral Liquid Cleaner 10
1% Ammonia 11
1% Trisodium Phosphate 12
.1% Caustic Soda 13
4% Caustic Soda 14

SEALERS

Relative AcidiVE
Alkalinity in Terms

of Pure Water

10
1

10
l')0
1,000
10, 000
100, 000
1,000,000
10, 000, 000

Sealers are another basic maintenance item. By using a sealer, floor surfaces which
are porous, dull, or easily stained can be transformed into attractive, impervious, and
stain resistant floors in a matter of hours. Sealers can also provid, a bonding base for
various type finishes and in some cases are useful in restoring color =4 wearability.

There are two types of floor sealers. One is a penetrating type whicil penetrates into
the floor, leaving no apparent surface film. The other is a surface type. which results
in little penetration and leaves a substantial amount of film on the floor. Oftentimes,
surface sealers are called floor finishes.

Certain types of floors such as wood, terrazzo, concrete, and other porous materials
require a sealer plus a finish to give them full protection and make their maintenance
easier. Surface finishes alone, without a sealer base, a:e not satisfactory on these
floors because they have a tendency to wear, chip, or scratch off, leaving the flooring
material vulnerable to traffic. Sealing these floors prevents the absorption and trapping
of dirt, moisture, and other foreign matter, protects the surface, and makes the finish
application more effective and decorative.

To properly prepare a floor of this type, the pores must be sealed and a protective bond
formed at the surface. Finishes may then be effectively applied and the floor will be
easier to maintain and its beauty retained while remaining in top condition.

There are several types of sealers. Those for wood are of a different physical make-up
than those manufactured for use on asphalt tile, terrazo, cork, or linoleum.

WOOD SEALERS

Conventional wood sealers are divided into classifications such as oleoresinous, phenolic,
alkyd, nitrocellulose, and acrylic base. These are, in some cases, divided into pene-
trating and surface sealers, both of which are adapted for the same kind of floors but
with different objectives.
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Oleoresinous sealers are made from natural resins, synthetic resins, or combinations
of natural and synthetic resins. These materials arzb heated to the melting point along
with drying oils, then thinned to desired consistency. The drying oils can be tong or
such substitutes as oticica and soya. Floor sealers of this type have often been com-
pared to Spar varnish; however, the sealers tend to contain less oil (shorter oil length)
and a higher resin content. A high oil content produce.; a softer and more flexible film.
Floor sealers are of a shorter oil nature and a high resin content which produces a
harder surface and a more durable finish.

There ore many types of synthetic resin sealers on the market today. The Phenol type,
however, is probably one of the most widely used. This sealer is made from phenolic
(carbolic acid) resins reacted with drying oils of various kinds, and is manufactured by
the same process as the oleoresinous type. An excellent wood sealer, the phenolic resin
based seals are also used on concrete because they are practically immune to the natural
alkalinity of the cement.

UNSEALED WOOD

After sealing, note how seal has filled
cells and canals and closed wrbod pores,
binding each of them together so that dirt
cannot penetrate, thus providing a smooth
foundation surface to receive the surface
treatment. See illustration.
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Raw wood showing porous nature of un-
treated maple, see illustration. Just as
a blotter soaks up a drop of ink; dirt,
molds, and bacteria w"' seep into the
pores of this unsealed floor, causing un-
sightly appearances and deterioration to
the wood fibers, necessitating untimely
replacement and ever mounting mainte-
nance costs.

SEALED WOOD
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FINISHED WOOD

Finished surface cushions the floor, giving
it a tough, flexible long wear surface to
absorb the beating of traffic wear and brings
out the natural beauty of the wood grain.
Smooth polished gleam would not have been
possible without preparatory seallAg. See
illustration.

Alkyd and acrylic based sealers also made from certain types of synthetic resins
add various kinds of drying oils. It has beer. found that sealers made from alkyd oils
and resins do not have as good a water or alkali resistance as the phenolic types.

Lacquer sealers are nitrocellulose based and dry quickly, forming a hard top coating.
This type is not recommended for scho:.11 floor use because they tend to be brittle and
break, scratch, or abrade easily.

ASPHALT TILE SEALERS

Sealers for asphalt tile have been approved by the floor tile manufacturers: It Is felt
that a seal coat on these floors will act as a filler, plugging the pores snd protecting
the surface against dirt, animal and vegetable fats, and traffic wear. Tile which have-
been discolored may be brought "back to life" with this treatment. Vinyl is less porous
than asphalt tile and a seal would be of less value. Seals for resilient floors are
especially prepared for use on the various materials. Regular floor seals, which are
varnish or lacquer based, should not be used.

The microscopic photograph shows asphalt
tile in its untreated form, see illustration.
Note how the surface is made up of a series
of file like points and deep depressions
which can act as dirt and soil retainers.
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SEALED ASPHALT

TERRAZZO SEA LE RS

The microscopic photograph shows the
same piece of asphalt tile after the seal-
ing operation, see illustration. Note that
the pores have been plugged and the sur-
face smoothed out for ease of maintenance.
The surface has been sealed against dirt
and other soil retention.

A special type sealer is used to seal terrazzo floors. The best sealers are colorless
and are made of certain plastics and drying solvents. Terrazzo penetrating sealers are
recommended by the National Terrazzo and Mosaic Association to fill the pores of this
material.

A coat of colorless, buffable type terrazzo seal, well rubbed out, seals out dirt, water
and grease. This does not give a shiny effect but rather a satin-like sheen, which pro-
tects against the stains of traffic and makes the floor easier to maintain.

Terrazzo sealers may be used on ceramic tile floors to penetrate and protect the cement
grout between the tiles. The sealer will not penetrate the surface of the tile and should
be removed to prevent the floor from being slippery.

FINISHES

WAX

Wax is a finish which has prevailed for centuries. Waxes contai Ang a large percentage
of high grade carnauba wax have produced the most satisfactory results nrer a period of
many years. This is due to the fact that wax produces the most desired results with the
least amount of labor and materials. Wax provides four essentlal qualities that are not
combined in any other material:

1. It supplies a film of sufficient lubricating value to protect the floor surface
from abrasion.

2. When the film becomes marred or dull from use, wax, being pliant, can be
rebuffed, the mars removed, and the polish restored.

3. A wax film produces a rich glow rather than a high gloss

4. Good floor wax may wear off, but it never wears out.
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With a wax finish, trauic scuffs can be removed by the proper maintenance method. In
addition to removing the scuff marks, the polishing action of this operation often improves
the over-all appearance of the floor.

With a wax-type finish, traffic lanes and worn areas can be patched in and the floor buffed
t- a uniform appearance. Stripping or removal of the old finish is not necessary. Lap
marks and heavy build-up will not occur on a properly maintained waxed floor.

A solvent wax, in paste form, was the only type available for a number of years. The
time and labor necessary for the application of this material greatly curtailed its use,
and was seldom used for the maintenance of large floor areas.

The first liquid waxes produced were of a solvent type and their use was increased due
to easier application. In order to produce a polish, however, it was necessary to buff.
These waxes are made with petroleum spirits, and are detrimental to certain types of
flooring.

The solvent waxes, paste and liquid, were originally used exclusively on wood floors and
are still recommended as the best type for the maintenance of wood. However, modern
solvent waxes are equally suitable for other surfaces such as linoleum, cork, vinyl, and
hard surface floors. Solvent waxes have the advantage of being tough, long-lasting,
pliable and the solvent in them offers a cleaning t_ at that cleans the floor as the wax is
applied.

Solvent type waxes require buffing because, in the manufacturing process, they must be
allowed to cool while the solvents are mixed in. The fine wax particles have a tendency
to combine prematurely ,nd the texture of the finished product is much coarser than the
water emulsion type. These coarser grains create a dull surface and must be buffed to
soften and spread the coating to a desirable sheen.

WATER EMULSION FLOOR FINISHES

Water emulsion floor treatments can be divided into two general types; those with high
wax content and those with high resin content.

The better type, having a high wax content, are made from carnauba wax while the resin
type finishes are made from natural or synthetic resins. Both types are water emulsions
of wax or resins dispersed in a water carrier.

These finishes are suitable for use on composition flooring such as rubber tile, asphalt
tile, and linoleum. They do not contain spirit type solvents which would be injurious to
these flooring materials.

Water emulsion finishes are made by a chemical process which treats and disperses the
normally water-proof material to make it "water-tolerant." This is done by In Ilting the
waxes or resins, thereby separating them into the finest particles possible. Before the
materials have a chance to re-combine in cooling, each particle is surrounded with a
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film of "water-tolerant" chemical ingredient called an emulsifier. This process makes
it possible to hold the waxes and resins in water suspension indefinitely.

Buffing is not necessary with a water emulsion wax because the wax particles are sur-
rounded by an emulsifier. The coating dries with a gloss to form a tough, elastic film
in which the wax particles are tightly overlapping. Light is reflected evenly by its uni-
form smoothness.

Water waxes are "temperamental." They have a tendency to "set-up" (turn thick) under
certain conditions. There can be several causes for the "setting-up" of water emulsion
wax, which is technically called "reversed." By being reversed, the wax content, instead
of remaining in tiny capsules of emulsifier, has broken out and the water has gotten in.
In this case the particles of water are surrounded by emulsifier and wax, instead of the
intended opposite. When such a condition exists, the product is usually ruined beyond
reclamation. Freezing may cause a reverse of water emilion wax, but more often it is
caused by pouring unused wax back into the original wax. In no case should left-over
water wax be poured back into the original container because it has been exposed to bac-
teria from the floor. The bacteria will reverse the good wax, rendering it useless.

Slip resistant waxes have, in many cases, become of prime importance.. These waxes
are usually a special formulation built around a collodial silica additive that gives a slip
retardant action underfoot. Collodial silica is a microscopic type of sand that surrounds
the wax particles to achieve this slip-resistant finish.

The high resin content water emulsion finishes differ from the wax type in many ways.
The resin content finish usually dries with a higher gloss than wax type finish. They are
of a rather hard and brittle nature and tend to scratch very easily. Scuff marks, scratches,
and areas dulled by traffic will appear readily and cannot be restored by polishing.
Traffic lanes and worn areas cannot be recoated and then polished-out to blend in with the
uncoated portion of the floor. If the entire floor is recoated in an attempt to produce a
uniform appearance, a heavy build-up will occur in the non-traffic areas over a period of
time.

When the floor requires recoating, the usual procedure is to strip or remove the old
finish and apply a new coat of material to the floor surface. This requires considerable
labor and additional material.

High resin type finishes are often very difficult to remove from composition flooring.
Sometimes it is necessary to use strong cleaners for removal and the flooring may be
seriously damaged. For these reasons, it is believed the use of high resin content
finishes should be limited almost entirely to small floor areas which are exposed only to
light traffic.
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BUFFABLE TYPE WATER EMULSION RESIN FINISHES

Water emulsion resin finishes, of the buffable type, possess practically the same charac-
teristics as the non-buffable type. These finishes are being sold under the classification
of waxless finish or synthetic finish. This type is composed of synthetic resins, or
modified synthetic resins, dispersed in a water vehicle. The finish is applied to a floor
surface in the ame manner as a water wax. Generally speaking, these finishes usually
contain a pe. antage of ox441zed polyethelene, which could be considered a type of wax.
They can be cuffed or polished to remove scuff marks.

This resin finish shows black heel marks very readily. Buffing with steel wool removes
the finish from the floor surface and produces a dull appearance. Polishing with a polish-
ing brush removes some of the surface film and produces a white dust on the floor. This
of course, serves as a means of dry cleaning. Such polishing reduces the amount of
coating on the surface and necessitates premature recoating.

Most of the resin films become progressively more difficult to remove with age. A few
can be removed with plain water while others turn white upon contact with water and then
return to a clear film after a few minutes of drying. The amount of possible discolor-
ation produced on a floor surface would be about the same as normally expected from a
#3 refined carnauba wax.

Complaints from field usage of resin finishes have been high soil retention, heel marking,,
difficult removal, undesirable appearance after traffic, poor water resistance, dusting or
powdering upon polishing, and low durability as compared to water wax emulsion finishes.

In comparison to resin finishes, wax finishes practically eliminate the abrasive action of
friction because of their natural film. They can also be buffed, when they become marred
or dull from use. Even though they wear off, it is much quicker, easier, and more
economical to restore a wax coating than it is to replace a hard coat resinous finish.
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CHAPTER V

CARE OF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

AND MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION

The custodial staff is responsible for the proper care and use of equipment and materials
entrusted to them. The responsibility distinctly rests upon the custodial staff to see that
supplies, materials, and equipment are all used for the purpose intended and used in an
economical manner.

Custodial equipment is an aid to faster, easier, and more efficient ork. Mechanized
equipment represents a large investment and proper care must be given it to make the
job of using it easier and more effective. Use equipment and materials as if they were
your own.

Equipment that is out of action and sitting in a storage room, no matter for how short a
time, cannot play a full part in getting the job done quickly and easily. The same principle
applies to matted floor brushes which have not been turned or combed often enough; to
mopheads which have not been rinsed out anti are giving off objectionable odors; to dry mops
which have been over-treated; to mop wringers which have not been oiled systematically
or tightened when necessary; and to other tools which have been mistreated that were pur-
chased to help save time and effort.

Still another area of concern is the improper use and handling of materials. Again the
direct waste of the material is important, but equally serious is the lost productivity.
Contaminated and deteriorated materials, curdled wax, lost labels, and improperly
followed directions all have an effect on building operations. These all stem from the
lack of Interest on the part of the custodian and will affect his ability to produce more
efficiently.

The care of equipment and materials is the direct concern of each member of the custo-
dial staff. The minimum suggested care for maintenance equipment and materials is
presented in the balance of this chapter.

EQUIPMENT

FLOOR MACHINE

The floor machine should never be put away without having been cleaned up. It is a mark
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of carelessness to leave it covered with soap, wax, or dirt, and indicates laxness on the
part of the custodial staff.

KEEP MACHINE TILTED WHEN NOT IN USE

When storlig the machine al.var, remove
the brush and keep it tilted when not in use,
see illustration. The only time ine weight
of the macbine should be allowed on the
brush is when it is in operation. Hang up
the brushes aid keep the machine clean,
shined, and polished at all times. The cord
should be wiped clean and neatly wound on
the lugs after each use.

It is advisable when operating the machine to wear rubber overshoes. This not only pro-
tects wearing apparel of the operator, but will also eliminate the chance of electrical
shock. Rubber gloves are also good protection.

Inspect the rubber bumper periodically. Its purpoee is to protect walls and furniture
from undue damage.

Vacuum Cleaners

Vacuum cleaners should never be left full of dirt and dust. They should be cleaned out
every time after each use. It is much easier to clean Just after use, rather than to let
the dust and dirt harden and cake in the bag or tank. Keep the brushes free of hair and
lint.

The vacuum cleaner should be loept clean and polished at all times. The electric cord
should be carefully wound around the lugs to keep it from being kinked and damaged.

Wet and Dry Pick-ups

Wet and dry pick-ups should be thoroughly cleaned and polished after each use. Remove
all traces of dirt and debris and wipe thoroughly dry.

Illustrations in this chapter
courtesy of Dayton Board of Education
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After using, the motor unit should be lifted
and run in order to dry out the unit. Clean
the cord and wrap it carefully around the
motor unit to keep it from being kinked and
damaged. When placing motor unit back on
the tank, make sure to leave the lid loose.
If speck: permits, store the motor unit
separately from the container unit, see
illustration.

STORE MOTOR UNIT SEPARATELY
FROM CONTAINER UNIT

The hose used for wet pick-up should be flushed with clear water after each use and dried
out. Store in a well-ventilated place after coiling it carefully.

DUST MOPS

Prior to putting new cotton dust mops (sweeping) into service, they should be placed into
very hot water for 10-15 minutes, turning them two or three times before hanging to dry.
This sets the cotton fibers and prevents the mop from shedding lint.

-7-T Dust mops should always be hung up, see
illustration. It is felt that if the heads are
downward, evaporative action of the treat-
ment will penetrate the strands more read-
ily. If dust mops are allowed to rest on
the floor, they are likely to get dirtier and
may become matted.

f 1
Dust mops should be combed or curried
with a stiff fibre brush before they are
treated and hung up. The heads of duet
mops should be laundered before they get
excessively dirty. Clean mops make the
job of dusting much easier.

STORE DUST MOPS WITH HEADS DOWN

In order to do a good job of dust mopping, the mop-heads must be treated properly. The
application of an excessive amount of treatment can lead to dingy looking floors. The
excessive treatment, deposited on the floor, will attract and hold soil readily and it may
also be detrimental to certain flooring materials.
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Treatment

Initial - A new mop-head, or one which has been cleaned, should be treated as follows
before using:

TREATING MOP-HEAD

ROLL MOP-HEAD

1. Lay mop-head on its Mac on treatment
board, pour approximately 2 oz. of treat-
ment, per foot of head, on the strands,
see illustration.

2. Roll mop-head into ball, see illustration,
and store in a closed metal container
for at least 48 hours before using.

3. Wipe off treatment board and store.

Retreatment - The expired time between treatments depends upon its use. Dust mops
should be cleaned by combing with a stiff fibre brush after each usage, and before retreat-
ment. To retreat mop-heads after they have been used, the following method is suggested:

I. Place mop-head on treating board so that the strands are up. Part the strands
in the middle.

2. Using a sprayer, direct the treatment vapor into mop strands. Do not dampen
completely, this indicates overtreatment.

3. Wipe off treatment board and store.

4. Store mop-head overnight before using.

5. Spare mops that are clean may be treated and stored in a covered metal
container for future use.
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CARE OF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

It is impossible to do a good job of mop-
ing with dirty mops. Wet mops should
be rinsed out each time they are used,
wrung as dry as possible and then, after
shaking the strands apart, hung up in a
well ventilated place for drying, see
illustration. Wet mops should not be
stored in a damp place, because they
will mildew and develop an odor that
will make them unfit for use

RINSE WET MOPS CAREFULLY
AND WRING DRY

STORE WET MOPS IN A WELL
VENTILATED PLACE

Cotton mops used for waxing operations,
or for mopping finished wood floors,
should be immersed in Clean water and
wrung out before using, see illtistration.
This will eliniinate the adheren-ce of
lint or fuzz to the floor surface. Mops
used for the application of floor wax
should not have been used for any other
purpose.

Excess pressure is not necessary when wringing out a wet mop. Care Mould be exercised
when removing it from a squeezer type wringer; the pressure should be released before
removing the mop.
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CUSTODIAL TRAINING

When using a roller type wringer, exert
only enough pressure to remove water,
see illustration. Excessive pressure
used on tbis type wringer can completely
ruin wet mops.

MOP BUCKETS AND WRINGERS

KEEP MOP BUCKETS AND WRINGERS CLEAN

WITH ROLLER WRINGERS USE ONLY ENOUGH
PRESSURE TO REMOVE WATER

Mop buckets should be emptied, rinsed,
and wiped dry as soon as the mopping
job is completed, see illustration. They
should be stored with the bottom up.

Dirty water, especially soap suds, allowed
to stand in a bucket develops a foul odor
that requires a great deal of work to elim-
inate. Ammonia and strong alkaline
clean. , allowed to stand for some time,
may damage the galvanized lining of the
bucket.

Wringers should also be rinsed and wiped dry after each use. These units are classified
as permanent equipment, and a dale- taogram vl -sling the casters and moving parts
should be followed. When a wringe a. unit is in need of a, ,air, inform the building main-
tenance manager. Avoid the use ( caensions on wrings - ?vers. The excess pressure,
made possible by the extension, II% ill deteriorate and ruin ,e gears.
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CARE OF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

FLOOR BRUSHES

Floor brushes are made to serve a specific
purpose. Misuse of this tool leads to pre-
mature deterioration. Bristle brushes
should be used only in areas free of excess
moisture and for inside work. Brushes
for outside work are made of a rugged
fibre material. In using a bristle brush
do not lean on the handle, see illustration.
This pressure will break down the bristles.

ROTATE BRUSH FREQUENTLY

DON'T USE FOR A CRUTCH

For maximum wear and effectiveness,
the direction of the brush should be
changed periodically. This can be a-
chieved by changing the handle from
one threaded hole to the other, see
illustration. Direction of the brush
should be changed each week.

Bristle brushes can be cleaned by conwing with a stiff fibre ;,rush. This type should
be cleaned each time the direction of the brush is changed.
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HANG-UP FLOOR BRUMES FOR STORAGE

PORTABLE SCAFFOLD

Floor brushes should never be stored
with the wlight on their bristles. When
not in use, fA..or brushes should be hung
up, see illustration. 14' dismantled, the
brush should be stored with the bristles
facing up.

Scaffolds should be cleaned e' .r using and if room is available, they should 'le
dismantled before storing. len they are again assembled, they should be inspected for
safety. Casters should Le oiled periodically. The platform should be protected with a
clear finish.

When in use, guard rails, if furnished, should be installed. Rolling, which is often re-
quired to expedite work, should be controlled. Casters should be kept in a locked Posi-
tion when the scaffold is in or 011t of use. When rolling scaffolds from place to place,
care must be exercised to protect walls, door frames, furniture, etc.

LADDERS

Ladders should be cleaned and carefully inspected with each use. Wood ladders should
never be pained. A coat of pain: can hide cracks, joint separation, and various other
defects. Treat wood ladders with linseed oil to prevent then' from drying out.

Ladders should be carefully store? to prevent damage to them by falling. It is advisable
to have a laddar stored on each floor.

CORN BROOMS

Corn brooms, even though rQstricted in use, are none the less an effective tool. Proper
use and care will lengthen their life. Avoid excessive pressure in their use a.id reverse
races frequently. When used for sweeping of water or snow, allow broom to dry before
re-use. In storage, these brooms should be hung up or stored on the handle end.
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CARE OF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

HAND DUSTERS AND DUST CLOTHS

Yarn hand dusters and dust cloths, in order to function effectively, must be clean and
properly treated. A soiled or overtreated hand duster or dust cloth will spread rather
than pick up dust. hand dusters can be cleaned by vacuum, vigorous shaking, or comb-
ing with a stiff fibre 'orush. Soiled dusters and dust cloths should be laundered as
necessary.

Treatment

A hand duster or dust cloth requires only one treatment. A light spray is aii that is
required between launderings. This should be done at least 12 hours before use. When
not in use this tool should be hung up separately in an accessible, well-ventilated place.

Cloths used for dusting should be clean and free of buttons, hooks, and eyelets. The
treatment is identical to that used for yarn hand dusters.

METAL BUCKETS

Metal containers should be emptied, rinsed, and wip dry as soon as the cleaning job
is completed. They should be stored with the bottom up.

Dirty water, especially soap suds, allowed to stand in a bucket, develops a foul odor
that requires a great deal of work to eliminate. Ammonia and strong cleaners, allowed
to stand for some time, may damage the galvanized lining of the bucket.

WASTE CONTAINERS

Waste containers should be kept clean at all times. They shouls: be washed, rinsed,
dried and waxed once each month. A cardboard disc cut to the size of the container
bottom will make the maintenance easier.

Canvas liners used in pick-up carts and baskets should be washed frequently. The ideal
time to do the washing is on a Friday at the end of the shift. This will give the liner
adequate time to dry.

WOODEN HANDLE

Handles used with various custodial tools require care to prolong their life and to
prevent their sp!intering. Handles should be carefully waxed with a solvent wax to
prevent undue per of moisture.
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MATERIALS

The materials furnished r-r the operational care of buildings represent a rather large
investment. The proper storage and use of these materials depends a great deal upon
the common sense of the custodial staff. However, there are certain precautions which
should be adhered to.

LIQUID

It is important when storing liquid materials to make sure the cap or lid is secured.
All liquid materials should be stored as air-tight as possible in an area where they will
not freeze, and out of the direct sunlight.

CAUSTIC OR POISONOUS

All materials which are caustic or poisonous should be kept under lock and key. These
materials should be accessible only to authorized personnel.

FLAMMABLE

Flammable materials should always be stored away from open flame. They should always
be stored in metal containers and in fireproof areas.

GLASS

Glass and other breakables should be stored as near the floor as possible. Light bulbs
should be kept in their containers. In storage these materials should be placed where
danger of accidental breakage is mirtimized.

PAPER

Paper products should be stored in a dry, cool area. They should be kept out of the direct
sunlight, if subject to deterioration.

FABRIC

All fabric materials and equipment should be clean and free of soil before any long term
storage. These materials should always be stored in a dry, cool area.
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CHAPTER VI

PURCHASING MAINTENANCE MATERIALS

AND EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Building managers or purchasing agents, who expert uniformity and high standards of
performance in the care of buildings, grounds and equipment, have an obligation to
provide custodians with the n Bcessary materials and equipment to accomplish this end.
The details regarding the purchase of these items should be handled by officials respon-
sible for managing the custodial program.

PURCHASING PROCEDURE

The responsibility for procurement of satisfactory materials and equipment cannot be
taken lightly. People in charge of these purchases should be able to determine what will
serve the needs of the building economically and efficiently. The recommendations of
the custodians should be favorably considered since they are the people who must use
these items to meet the sanitary standards set for each building. However, testing and
the on-the-job performance of these items will insure that the materials and equipment
meet the need of the custodians' particular situation.

Several things must be considered to insure the purchaser that he is receiving the hest
materials and equipment at a minimum of cost.

SPECIFICATIONS

Purchasers may prepare their own specifications for products and equipment or they may
use those prepared by the National Bureau of Standards, which are available to everyone.
They should be brief, yet broad enough to permit wide competition, and they may be
established by trade names or equal. Specifications should describe precisely what is
expected. They should require manufacturers to certify that the materials supplied are
guaranteed to comply with the requirements and tests stated in the specifications. When
this procedure is followed, performance bonds should be required.

COMPETITIVE BIDDING

To protect the purchaser against unwarranted criticism of purchasing practices, com-
petitive bidding assures the purchaser the best quality at the lowest cost. Some pur-
chasers prefer to use performance as a basis for competitive bids with established
manufacturers, thus assuring quality as well as low cost. Underwriters Laboratory
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approval will assure the purchaser that the material is approved by this independent
testing laboratory and safe for use as designated. Competitive bids must include the
following: (1) Bidders Agreement, which obligates the bidder to furnish all materials on
which he submits bids in accordance with certain stipulated conditions; (2) General Con-
ditions, which contain legal provisions and general instructions to be followed by all
bidders; (3) Instructions to Bidders, which tell when and how bids are to be submitted,
give delivery instructions, indicate when bids are to be opened and how contracts are to
be awarded; and (4) Bid Items, which list materials, supplies and equipment desired,
giving specifications and quantities of each and providing definite spaces for unit and
extension price of each.

STORAGE

Ample space for storing custodial supplies and equipment is essential if the building
maintenance program is to be administered effectively and efficiently. This storage
space enables the purchaser to buy in quantity and thereby take advantage of quantity
discounts allowed by most manufacturers. It also provides for fast and effective dis-
bursement of materials. If central storage is desirable, it can aid the purchaser in
maintaining an adequate inventory and proper disbursement records.
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CHAPTER VII

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

INTRODUCTION

The information in this chapter is presented for the custodian who is responsible for
sewage treatment plant operation.

The sewage treatment plant must be given regular and proper attention. It is a substitute
for municipal sanitary sewers and sewage treatment plants.

Proper maintenance and operation is necessary. Neglect or improper maintenance may
necessitate complete reconstruction of the plant in a relatively short time. Objectionable
odors and unsanitary conditions will result from improper operation.

SEPTIC TANK

A septic tank removes solids from sewage. These solids settle to the bottom and form
sludge. Heavy scum forms on top of the liquid.

MAINTENANCE

Inspect

At least twice per year.

Check

Baffles or pipe fittings. They should be
in place at inlet and outlet. These baffles
or pipe fittings prevent scum and solids
from entering the outlet sewer and pre-
vent currents across the tank.

When total depth of scum and sludge ex-
ceeds 1/3 the liquid depth, it must be
cleaned. Frequency of cleaning depends
upon the size of the tank and the daily flow.
Garbage disposals increase cleaning fre-
quency. No chemical or digesting yeast
will completely clean a septic tank. Sludge
can be removed only by special cleaning
equipment. Call the health department for
help in obtaining this service.
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CUSTODIAL TRAININC

DOSING CHAMBER

Sewage drains from the septic tank and accumulates in the dosing chamber, then a siphon
automatically discharges sewage onto one of the filter beds. Siphons flood the sewage
onto the filters and distribute it over the entire surface of the beds. There may be one
or two siphons in the dosing chamber.

If there are two siphons that work alternately, one siphon discharges at the first filling
of the chamber, the other siphon discharges at the second filling.

INSPECTION

Inspect siphon operation at least twice each
week. The dosing chamber must =ill to a
level about 3" below the overflow pipe and
then empty rapidly. Otherwise, siphons
are not operating properly.

Siphons must operate automatically and
alternately. They should discharge from
one to four times daily depending on the
flow.

OPERATION FOR STARTING SIPHON

1. Remove the bells.

2. Make certain the main traps
are clean.

3. Fill the traps of both siphons
with water

4. Make certain bells are re-
placed tightly on traps to pre-
vent the escape of air.

CHECK TRAPS

DOSING CHAMBER WITH ALTERNATING SIPHONS

1. The idle trap may refill when the other siphon operates. There are several
possible causes:

a. A leak in the floor or discharge line.
b. Backing up of sewage into the discharge line from the manhole or filter beds.
c. Clogged discharge line.
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MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

2. Make certain the outlet from each siphon is free.

PUMP CHAMBER

Sometimes alternating pumps are substituted for siphons in a wet well. This is neces-
sary when gravity fall through the plant cannot be obtained. Alternating purrios may alsi:
be used to lift the flow from any facility to the plant level if drain by gravity cannot be
obtained, Dual pumps are operated alternately by P. float controNed automatic switch.
Sometimes only one pump is installed when the daily sewage flow is small, in this case,
the pump is usually controlled by a float.

MAINTENANCE OF CHAMBER

Pumps and Motors

1. Follow manufacturer? Jubrica
don instructiong.

2. Allow good ventilation for
motors to prevent condensation.

3. Check daily for over heating
of the motors.

Check Float Controls

1. Inspect the float control daily.

2. Rep lac.° if the float or float
rod is badly corroded.

Clean

3. If switch is out of adjustment,
a skilled workman may be
needed to make repairs.

PUMP CHAMBER WITH ALTERNATING PUMPS

I. Clean the screen if clogged with grease and suspended matter.

2. Clean the chamber as required.
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SURFACE SAND FILTERS

Surface sand filters have a sand and gravel bed without a cover over it. The bed is
flooded by discharges from a pump or dosing chamber. The sewage filters down to the
under-drainage system. Here it is collected and carried to a stream or ditch. This
process removes solid matter and oxidizes the sewage.

CHECK DAILY

Clogging

1. Clogging is indicated when
sewage remains on the surface
of the sand longer than 30
minutes.

2. Clogging is caused by solids
and grease from the septic tank.
Clean the septic tank regularly.

3. Observe the sewage in the in-
fluent chamber. Liquid should
be fairly clear and free from
visible solid matter.
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SURFACE SAND FILTER DOSED BY FLOODING

CHECK FOR CAUSES OF PONDING

Debris

1. Clogging may be cal.,:d by weeds, leaves and other surface debris.

2. If necessary, build a fence around filters to prevent trespassing and dumping
of rubbish.

3. Pave the slopes of surrounding banks or build a tight wall to keep and
other surface wash off the beds.

4. Pull out weeds and roots.
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Uneven Sewage Distribution

1. Large volumes of sewage must be dosed into the filter beds.

2. Don't allow sewage to trickle into the bed continously. In this way only a
small part of the filter is used.

3. Keepthe sand raked level and adjust the inlet for even distribution. Dis-
tribution troughs, tile, or pipe are needed for even distribution.

Overloading

1. Clogging may be caused by applying too much sewage to the filters. Filters
are designed to take only a certain volume of sewage.

2. Loading rates and estimated flows may be found in Ohio Department of
Health Manual, "'Water Supply, Sewage and Sewage Treatment for Public
Buildings in Ohio."

Improper Sand

1. The wrong kind of sand will clog filters. Use only state department of
health- approved sand.

REMEDIES FOR PONDINC

1. U sewage is not absorbed, remove stop plate from center shear gate in the
influent chamber and place it in shear gate to flooded filter. This diverts
the floe, to the second filter.

2. Allow the sand to dry thoroughly.

3. Scrape the thin crust off the surface after filter bed has dried. This waste
material may be used in flower beds to loosen clay soils and serve as a
fertilizer.

4. Do not use rake or rotary tiller before all foreign material is removed.

5. U sewage still ponds, take the filter bed out of service again and allow sand
to dry completely.

6. Remove an inch or two of incrusted sand with a flat shovel. This should be
done about once per year.
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7. When s:.ad has been reduced by about four inches, add clean, approved filter
sand to original depth. The state department of health will furnish specifi-
cations for the sand and test it for suitability.

TRICKLING FILTERS

A septic tank is necessary ahead of the
trickling filter in order to prevent clogging
of filter nozzles. A trickling filter is a
bed of stone or slag over which sewage is
distributed by rotating arms or fixed spray
nozzles. Sewage trickles through the stone
or slag and is collected in the under-
drainage system. The under-drainage
system also provides ventilation.

Sewage is oxidized by passing over the
stones. It is then digested by bacteria
which grows a gelatinous film on the stone.
There is little purification at first, since
it takes some length of time for this growth
to form.

Ordinarily a trickling filter will slough,
that is, the sewage solids will break away
in the spring and fall of each year. A sep-
tic tank is needed to collect these solids.
These solids must be removed from the
final settling tank daily, either by pump-
ing them to the first settling tank or by
pumping them to a sludge lagoon.
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MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

ROTARY DISTRIBUTORS

Rotary distributors are used on some sur-
face sand or trickling filters. A rotary
distributor consists of two or more arms
which rotate around the center supporting
column. The sewage is evenly distributed
over the filter through holes or nozzles
in the arms.

INSPECT FOR PONDING REGULARLY

Causes of Ponding

1. Sewage on the filter must con-
tain dissolved oxygen to encour-
age growth of bacteria. Over-
loading sometimes destroys
oxygen, causing ponding and
odors.

2. An accumulation of leaves on
the filter.

3. Unsatisfactory stone or slag.

4. Excessive amounts of grease
and solid matter from the
septic tank.

5. Improper care of septic tank.
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ROTARY DISTRIBUTOR

Clean it regularly.

REMEDIES FOR PONDING

1. Rake or fork the surface.

2. Punch holes in the top layer.

3. Rest the filter several days.

4. Flush the surface with a high pressure stream of water.

5. Replace small size stones with approved stone or slag.
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MAINTENANCE

1. Check the turntable for binning

2. Follow manufacturer's rec. ~emendations for lubri. ion and for cleaning the
mercury.

3. Inspect and cl-an nozzles
daily. If holes are clogged,
distribution of sewage will be
uneven, and result in clog-
ging stone and sand filters.
It may lead tc the breeding of
insects in trickliqg filters.

NOTE CLOGGED NOZ2..ES

4. Open the covers at the ends of the arms and flush the arms datl' ,hile the
equipment is operating.

5. Keep die septic tank in good condition. Clean it regularly.

LEACHING WELL

A leaching weli is a hole in the ground, walled with brick, concrete block, or stone. It
allows liquid from the septic tank to seep into the subsoil. See illustration on following
Page.

MAINTENANCE

Causes of Clogging

1. Clogging way be caused by solids and grease from the septic tank. This may
zventually cause complete failure of the leaching well. This will require the
construction of a new leaching well.

2. Proper septic tank care is excremel., vital. Clean it regularly.

3. When the subsoil becomes so saturated with sewage that leaching will no
longer take place, it is necessary to build a new one. See illustration on
following page.
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AEROBIC DIGESTION PLANTS

An aerobic digestion plant preforms a combined primary and secondary treatment of raw
sewage which is accomplished by the activated sludge process. In such plants, almost
complete oxidatic n of sewage solids take place in the aeration unit in the presence M
excess air and aerobic bacteria. In this process the air is bubbled up through the sewage
which causes the oxidation.

These plants consist of a screening device, an aeration tank, and a settling tank The
screening device traps the coarse materials that are detrimental to the operation of the
process. ere are two basic types of aerobic digestion plants, namely the diffused
air type and the mechanical aeration type. See illustraticiis on following page.
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AEROBIC DIGESTION
DIFFUSED AIR TYPE

AEROBIC DIGESTION
MECHANICAL AERATION TYPE

In the diffused air type the aeration tank is equipped with an air compressor and in the
mechanical aeration type with a mechanical aerator. The settling tank allows the sewage
solids to settle to the bottom of the tank. These solids must continuously and quickly be
returned to the aeration tank to complete the oxidation of these solids.

Generally, a 24-hour aeration period and a 4-hour final settling tank detention period are
required. Wastes stronger than average domestic sewage, such as those from food
service operations, require special consideration. Laundry wastes which exceed 20 per
cent of the total flow should not be run into aerobic digestion plants.

When these plants are first placed into operation, the sewage in the aeration tank is a
grey color. After aeration for several days, the color will change to a light brown and
the sludge will appear granular. It is important that the brown color be maintained and
that there be ample visable solids in the liquid because tney contain the bacteria that
accomplish purification.

MAINTEN,'ICE

Daily Maintenance

1. Follow manufacturers' lubrication instructions.

2. Check motors ff. overheating.

3. Remove and bury grease balls and other floating materials.
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4. Remove and bury screened materials.

5. Check air pattern; if irregular, clean diffusers.

6. Clean tank walls and effluent trough.

7. See that sludge return or air lift is functioning properly. Sludge in settling
tank will become septic if not operating properly.

8. Note color of liquid in aeration tank.

9. Check plant effluent for clarity and lack of odors.

10. Keep a log of operations (maintenance, power outage, etc.)

Check Weekly

1. Fill out report if your plant is under permit. (Report No. 0DH-10-S39-61)

2. Check stream above and below plant for water contamination according to
health department directives.
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HANDOUTS

(The following handouts are work sheets for the individual learner.)

Handout No.

1 Classroom Cleaning
2 Kindergarten Cleaning
3 Corridor and Stairway Cleaning
4 Toilet, Locker and Shower Room Cleaning
5 Kitchen and Cafeteria Cleaning
6 Lunchroom Cleaning
7 Gymnasium and Multipurpose Room Cleaning
8 Auditorium and Stage Cleaning
9 Office, Lounge and Clinic Cleaning

10 Miscellaneous Interior
11 Miscellaneous Interior (Continued)
12 Miscellaneous Exterior
13 Work Schedule (Heating Season)
14 Work Schedule (Non-Firing Season)
15 Work Schedule



Custodial Training Handout No. 1

CLASSROOM CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY
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Dust horizontal surfaces

Dust mop floor

Empty pencil sharpeners

Empty waste baskets

Adjust shades or drapes

Secure windows

Wash: sink & fittings

windows

lockers, wardrobes

furniture

piano keys

finger prints

doors and frames

woodwork and trim

lights and fixtures

wainscot, dada

window sills

Clean: chalkboards, tackboards

shades, drapes

Damp wipe: clock
.111

window frames

Dry clean ri:tin

Spot mop
-1

Dust walls & ceiling
..

Regular floor maintenance

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service



Custodial Training Handout No. 2

KINDERGARTEN CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY
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Dust horizontal surfaces

Dust mop floor

Empty pencil sharpeners

Empty waste baskets
,

Adjust shades, drapes

Secure windows

Wash: sink & fittings

windows

lockers, wardrobes

furniture

piano keys

finger prints

doors & frames

woodwork & trim

lights & fixtures

wainscot, dado

window sills

Clean: chalkboards, tackboards

shades, drapes

')amp wipe: clock

window frames

furniture

Dust walls & ceilings

Damp mop floor

Spot mop floor

Regular floor maintenance

Ohio Tra _d and Industrial Education Service



Custodial Training Handout No. 3

FREQUENCY
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CORRIDOR & STAIRWAY CLEANING

DUTIES

0+

8

.
JGa
so

Dus: horizontal surfaces

Dust mop floor

Adjust shades, drapes
=1N

Secure windows

Wash: fountains & fittings
, ..

windows & siUs

lockers

finger prints ,--.
woodwork & trim

doors, frames, glass

entrance doors & glass

dado, wainscot

statuary

lights & fixtures

stair treads

stair risers

Dust: waUs & ceUings

banisters

Clean: exhibit cases

mats

Damp wipe: banisters

exit lights

waUs

screens

hardware

Dry Glean floor

Spot mop floor

Regular floor maintenance
, _

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service



Custodial Training Handout No. 4

TOILET, LOCKER & SHOWER ROOM
CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

>. >.
7N'e iio 0
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111
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ag

Dust horizontal surfaces

Clean w/antiseptic solutior_

urinals & fittings

toilet bowls & fittings

lavatories & fittings

drinking fountains

Damp wipe: partitions

11111walls

seats

Clean: windows

shower heads

soap dishes

House clean lockers

Wash and wax lockers

Fill receptacles: towels

toilet paper

sanitary napkins

Secure windows

Wet mop floors

Dispose of trash

Regular floor maintenance

sf

Ohio Trade ane Industrial Echmation Service



Custodial Training Handout No. 5

FREQUENCY

KITCHEN & CAFETERIA CLEANING

DUTIES o..

S

r
T4'

C

Wash: overhead hoods, Pipes, etc.

garbage cans

windows & sills

woodwork & trim

doors & frames

dado, wainscot

lights & fixtures

Dispose of garbage & trash

Clean: grease traps

ventilating fans

tray slides

metal fixtures

shades, drapes

Dust mop floor

Set shades, drapes

Secure windows

Wet mop kitchen floor

Wet mop cafeteria floor

Coot mop floor

Cle.o drinking fountains

Regviar floor maintenance

Ohio Trade and Irdustrial Education Service -



Custodial Training - Handout No. 6

LUNCHROOM CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

a%
712:
0

0

a..
11et
ed
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Ti

ie

2
$4

u te td
Dispose of garbage & trash

Clean waste cans
.

Damp wipe eating surfaces

IIWash eating surfaces

Wax eating sue es

Dust mop floor

Spot mop floor

Wet mop floor

Clean windows

The above duties are extra work involved when a classroom
is used as a lunchroom. These duties do not replace those
listed under Classroom Cleaning.

Ohio Trade and industrial Education Service
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Custodial Training Handout No. '1

rREQUENCY
GYMNASIUM AND MULTIPURPOSE

ftOOM CLEANING
k

2 t
DUTIES 0 4 r4

Dust horizontal surfaces

Clean under bleachers .

Damp wipe: bleachers

r.......---
exit lights

tile work ,
1.....

Wash: drinking fountains

doors P -rames - '

dado, wainscot ,, ,
--;

_ OA

door glasr;
.,-

.,% , ,_:
lights & fixtures ,

..
windows, sills

_. --t-

",_
Dust M. P. seastvg

._*

Wash M. P . seating
4

,

Vi P.X. M. P. seating 1111 I:

Wash seat tier rise"
,

...

.1 %Tea equipment 1111...Ow . ow aoremwm ;
.

Dust mop On s
,-.

Dust walla

Reralar floor maintenlace i MI NM
-0**.oismem unialoraosimummmen.



Custodial Training Handout No. 8

O
AUDITORIUM & STAGE CLEANING

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

..4

-.0:4
s.0
0

11.
a
P

...
W,

Dust: horizontal surfaces

seating

Dust mop floor

Brush stage curtains

Wash: windows & sills

11111111
1.11

1
piano keys

railings

III
lights & fixtures

footlights

doors & frtmes

IIIM
door ease

dado, wainscot

woodwork, trim

Adjust shades, drapes

Clean uhades, drapes

Regular floor Maintenance

0

7

Ohio Trade and industrial Education Service



Custodial Training Handout Nn. 9

FREQUENCY

OFFICE, LOUNGE, & CLLNIC CLEANING

DUTIES

Z
I
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7;
I0
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co r
44 g

Dust: desks

1 1I

files, cabinets, etc.

tables

wavinv Jill*

mall boxes & Gess baskets

bullag boards

open bocc shelves I I
telephones 11.1

IM12:11.111
=

walls & ceiling Ell
IlliDust mop floor

....rub & wax floor'

Empty waste baskets

Wash: furniture

. windows & sills

door glass =MEBIEdoors & frames

woodwork & trim

spot wash walls

M
lights & fixtures lliwainscot, dado

Damp wipe: telephones

ash trays

clock
111
1111111.11M11111

==11
window frame

Service windows

Adjust shades, drapes MEMNMI
1111111111

Clean shades, drapes

Regular floor maintenance

IIIIMVacuum rugs

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Seliiiff
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Custodial Training Handout No. 10

FREQUENCY
.1

MISCELLANEOUS INTERIOR

DUTIES a
a0
2

a.
T14et
es
=0.

Ts

me cd

Unlock & lock building

Start heating plant

Start fans, equipment

Turn on lights as needed I.
Check for bunted out lights

Check exits, entrances

1111Check door closer adjustment

Rename writing, marks, etc. .
'Awn urinals on & off

. -

11.1
Clean service 8:11103

Inspect for fire hazards

Inspest motors, fans, etc.

Inspect for leaks, etc.

Clean door mats
- .

Check and spray for insce

Check and adjust fountains

Polish bright metal

,

111

Burn trash
1--

.
Clean incinerator -

Clean convectors, heaters

Clean air grilles .

Clean univent filters

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service



Custodial Training Handout No. 11

FREQUENCY

MISCELLANEOUS INTERIOR

DUTIES

.?... 4'

sii

Z`

to fr
& 4 g

Check fire extinguishers

Re lamp fixtures

II
Check interior equipment IM
Check supply rooms, closets -.I.
Requisition supplies II MIME=
Dust blinds II.

IIIII

III
Wash out mops

Brush out dry mops

1
Treat dust mops --
Treat hand dusters

Wash out cleaning cloths

Spot mop

Take gum off surfaces 111111 Ell 1111
Houseclean lockers 11.111Wash lockers

Secure windows 1.1 .Shut down heating plant NM
111111.11Ill
1111111
11111

MM

111.

WWII
Turn out lights, except security

Clean boiler & equipment

Clean boiler, 'm rooms, etc.

Answer calls

Scour c;:alkboard MN III
Ohio Trade and Industrial Education &orrice



Custodial Training Handout No. 12

MISCELLANEOUS EXTERIOR

DUTIES

FREQUENCY

o-.
.-E
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I
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coz
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==c
-4

S
co g4 ig

Sweep entrances & walks
c

Remove snow & ice

Chec 4 playground equipment
4

Pick up trash about budding

Remove loose dirt, play area, etc .

Rake grounds I.
Remove leaves

Water grounds

Mow lawn

Sweep blacktop

Flush blacktop

Put up flag

Take down flag, fold properly

Remove marks, exterior

Hose oft entrances

Clean drain grating

Clean roof drains

Check building before leaving

0
Ohio Trade and Industrial Edgier tie Service
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NAME

TIME MON.

WORK SCHEDULE

TUES.

Heating Season

WED. THURS.

Custodial Trohdng Handout No. 13

SHIFT TIME

INSTRUCTIONS

IM

=wwl!
APPROVED:

-
_ =5'4-



NAME

TIME MON.

WORK SCHEDULE

Non-Firing Season

Custodial Training Handout No. 14

SHIFT TIME

TUES. WED. THURS. FRI. INSTRUCTIONS
'=1111=111r2==11MM

mom=
11111

APPROVED:

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Servioa



WORK SCHEDULE

NAME

Custodial Training Handout No. ILS

SHIFT TIME

FRI. INSTRUCTIONS

APPROVED:

Ohio Trade fad indvatrial Education Seri*.
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SIC INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT

CHINE TRADES
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00%

0.6
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Manipulative - Preparatory Steps
Basic and Supplementary

Trade Technology

Manipulative
Chart
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BENCH WORK

Layout-Measuring & Inspection-
Hand Tools, Fitting & Assembly

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Basic and Supp10-nentary Operations for Manipulative %kirk

Layout Work

Basic Operations:

1. Preparing Surfaces for Layout
... Scribing and Marking
3. Using and Caring for Surface Plates;

Supplementary Operations:

1. Using Templates
2. Using Jig Buttons
3. Using the Sine Bar
4. Using Angle Plates

Measuring & Inspection Work

Basic Operations:

1. F,eading and Using the Steel Rule
2. Reading and Using the Center Indicator
3. Using 'ThrtA Gauges
4. Using Fillet Gaups
5. Using Radius Gauges
is. Reading and Using the Micrometer
7. Reading and Using the Universal Bevel Protractor
8 . Reading and Using the Dial Indicator

Supplementary Operations:

1. Using the Ring, Plug, and Snap Gauges
2 Reading and Uriing the Vernier Caliper
) . Reading and living the Height Gauge
4. Reading and Using the Vernier Gc..ar Tooth Gaugc
5. Reading and Using the Speed Indicators
6. Using Johansson Gauge Blocks



MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
BENCH WORK

Hand Tools, Fitting and Assembly Work

Basic Operations:

1. Using Hammers
2, Using Screw Drivers
3. Using Wrenches
4. Sawing
S. Filing
6. Cutting Threads with Taps
7. Cutting Threads with Dies
8. Hand Reaming
9. Chipping and Gouging

10. Hand Assembling and Fitting
11. Checking and Inspecting Work
12. Using the Elcctric Hand Drill
13. Plain Hand Polishing

Supplementary Operations:

1. Hand Browhing
2. Soldering
3. Scraping
4. Babbitting
S. Riveting and Peening
6. Hand Grinding - With Portable Grinder
7. Hand Polishing - With Portable Grinder
8. Hand Lapping
9. Hand Stamping

10. Etching with Acid
11. Etching with Electric Etchers

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology)

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

1 Layout And Scribing
2 Jig Buttons

I From: achine Trades I. distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education
Service, Instructional Materials I aboratory

4



MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
BENCH WORK

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

3 Sine Bar
4 Bevel Protractor
5 Steel Rule
6 The Micrometer
7 The Vernier Scale
B Dial Indicator, Center Tester, And Speed Indicators
9 johansson Gage Blocks, Ring, Plug, And 'nap Gages

10 Hand Hack Saws
11 Abrasives
12 Files
13 Scraping Metals
14 Hammers And Screw Drivers
15 Wrenches
16 Bench Vises And Clamps
17 Chipping
18 Hand Taps, Dies, And Hand Reamers
19 Portable Power Tools
20 Assembling And Fitting
21 Screws, Bolts, And Nuts
22 Thread, Fillet, And Radius Gages
23 Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings For Manipulative Work

Layout Work

Headings:

1. Preparing Surfaces
2. Scribing and Marking
3. Use & Care - Surface Plates

Measuring & Inspection

Headings:

1. Steel Rule
2. Center Indicator
3. Thread Gauges
4. Fillet Gauges

5



MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
BENCH WORK

5. Radius Gauges
6. Micrometer
7. Universal Bevel Protractor
S. Dial Indicator

Hand Tools, Fitting & Assembly

Headings:

1. Hammers
2. Screw Drivers
3. Wrenches
4. Sawing
5. Filing
6. Taps
7. Dies
8. Hand Reaming
9. Chipping & Gouging

10. Hand Assembling & Fitting
11. Checking & Inspecting
12. Electric Hand Drill
13. Plain Hand Polishing

6
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Drilling Machine
2. Operating of the Controls
3. Setting Speeds
4. Setting Feeds and Stops
5. Changing Chucks and Sleeves
6. Mounting and Using Vises and Fixtures
7. Grinding and Sharpening Drills
8. Setting up and Adjusting for Use of Coolants

Basic Operations:

1. Straight Drilling
2. Reaming
3. Counters inking
4 . Spotfac ing
5. Counterboring

Supplementary Operations:

1. Angular Drilling
2. Boring
3. Buffing and Polishing
4. Honing and Lapping
5. Tapping
6. Recessing
7. Rotary Filing
8. Rotary Sawing
9. Spotting

10. Center Drilling

U



MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
DRILLING MACHINE WORK

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology)

Assignment Sheet
i (77-- Title

1 Drilling Machine Construction
2 Safe Practices And Work Precautions
3 Work-Holding Devices
4 Drill And Tool IL,ding Devices
5 Drills
6 Cutting Feeds And Speeds
7 Principles Of Straight Drilling
8 Coolants And C. _tins Compounds
9 Lubricants And Greases

10 Grinding And Care Of Drills
11 Mitt Drill Gages
12 Drill Grinding Machines
13 Machine Reamers
14 Principles Of Machine Reaming
15 Principles Of Counterbortng
16 Principles Of Spot Facing
17 Principles Of e;ountersinking
18 Taps
19 Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Straight Drilling
2. Reaming
3. Countersinking
4. Spotfacing
5. Counterboring

1 From: Machine Trades I, distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education
Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory

10
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ENGINE LATHE WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Engine Lathe
2. Operating Controls
3. Setting Speeds
4. Setting Feeds with Loose Change Gears and Quick Change Gear Boxes
5. Removing and Replacing Chucks
6. Removing and Replacing Centers
7. Removing and Replacing Dog Plates and Face Plates
8. Chucking and Centering Work in Independent Four-jaw Chucks
9. Chucking Work in Scroll and Other Universal Chucks

10. Chucking Work in Collets
II . Holding Work between Centers
12. Using A Mandrel
13. Clamping Work on Face Plates
14. Clamping Work on Angle Plates ,
15. Grinding and Sharpening Turning Tools
16. Grinding and Sharpening Boring Tools
17. Using Steady Rests
18. Using Follow Rests
19. Aligning Centers
20. Using A Center Indicator
21. Using A Mal Indicator

Basic Operations:

1. Rough Turning Straight Work
2. Finish Turning Straight Work
3. Turning to Shoulders and Flanges
4. Turning to Radii or Fillets
5. Knurling
6. Turning and Boring Angles Using the Compounds Rest
7. Turning and Boring Tapers Using the Taper Attachment
8. Turning Tapers Using the Tailstock Offset Method
9. Facing Work in Chucks

10. Facing Ends between Centers
11. Facing to Square Shoulders
12. Facing to Radii Of Fillets
13. Drilling Holes

13



MAC HINE Manipulative & Technology
ENGINE LATHE WORK

14. Reaming Holes
15. Tapping Holes
16. Boring Straight Holes
17. Boring Multi-diameter Holes
18. Boring and Facing Blind Holes
19. Boring Angular Holes
20. Boring Taper Holes
21. Cutting-Off
22. Necking and Grooving Outside Diameters
23. Recessing and Grooving Inside Diameters
24. Form Turning Using A Templet
25. Form Turning Using A Form Tool
26. Filing
27. Polishing
28. Chasing Internal Threads - Right Hand and Left Hand
29. Chasing External Threads - Right Hand and Left Hand
30. Grinding and Sharpening Chasing Tools
31. Drilling Center Holes

Supplementary Operations:

1. Form Boring Using a Templet
2. Form Boring Using a Form Tool
3. Scraping
4. Free Hand Forming
5. Eccentric Turning

B Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology)

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

1 Safe Practices And Work Precautions
2 Engine Lathe, Types And Sizes
3 WorkHolding Devices
4 Cutting Tools
5 Principles Of Tool Grinding
6 Measuring Tools
7 Attachments

1 F rom: Machine Trades I distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education
Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory

14



MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
ENGINE LATHE WORK

Assignment Sheet
No.

8 Cutting Speed And Feed
9 Determining The R. P. M.

10 Principles Of Centering Stock
11 Principles Of Facing
12 Mandrels
13 Principles Of Knurling
14 Principles Of Chucking
15 Chucks
16 Draw-In Collets

Title

17 Principles Of Cut Off
18 Principles Of Drilling
19 Principles Of Boring
20 Principles Of Reaming
21 Machine Reamers
22 Principles Of Taper Turning And Common Tapers
23 Cutting Taper By Offsetting The Tailstock
24 Computing The Taper
25 Measuring Short Or Abrupt Tapers
26 Gaging Inside And Outside Tapers
27 Boring Or Turning Taper Angles
28 Setting The Taper Attachment Swivel Bar
29 Face Plate Work
30 Coolants And Cutting Compounds
31 Lubricants
32 Threads And Thread Cutting
33 Thread Defir'qons
34 Fits Of Screw Threads
35 Cutting Threads, Even-Geared Lathe
36 Cutting Threads, When Lathe Is Not Even-Geared
37 Cutting Threads With Compound Gearing
38 Cutting Threads, Quick-Change Gear Lathe
39 The Anm...Acan National Thread Standards
40 American National Thread
41 Sharp V-Thread
42 Thread Micrometers
43 Three Wire Method
44 Acme Thread
45 Acme Tap And Tap Drill Sizes
46 Square Thread
47 Determining A Tap Drill Size
48 Review

15



MAC HINE - Manipulative & Technology
ENGINE LATHE WORK

C Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

1. Tool Grinding
2. Using Center Indicator
3. Using Dial Indicator
4. Drilling Center Holes
5. Straight Turning
6. Filing and Polishing
7. Turning to Shoulders and Flanges
8. Turning to l adii or Fillets
9. Drilling

10. Knurling
11. Cutting-Off
12. Turning 81. Boring Angles - Compound Rest
13. Turning & Boring Tapers - Taper Attachment
14. Turning Tapers Tailstock Offset Method
15. Facing
16. Reaming
17. Tapping Holer
18. Plain Boring
19. Boring Angular Holes
20. Boring Taper Holes
21. Undercutting & Recessing
22. Form Turning
23. Chasing Internal Threads - Right Hand and Left Hand
24. Chasing External Threads - Right Hand and Left Hand

16
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TURRET LATHE WORK

- Manipulative & Technology

A Titles of Preparatory Steps, Byte and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Turret Lathe
2. Operating Controls
3. Setting Speeds
4. Setting Feeds
5. Removing and Replacing Chucks
6. Removing and Replacing Collets
7. Chucking and Centering Work in Four-Jaw Chucks
8. Chucking Work in Scroll Chucks
9. Chucking Work in Collet

10. Clamping Work on Face Plates
11. Mounting Angle Plates and Fixtures
12. Clamping Work on Angle Plates or Fixtures
13. Grinding and Sharpening Tools
14. Setting Box Cutter Tools

Basic Operations:

1. Rough Turning Straight Work
2. Finish Turning St.aight Work
3. timing to Shoulders and Flanges
4. Knurling
5. Facing Work in Chucks
6. Facing to Square Shoulders
7. Facing to Radii or Fillets
8. Drilling Holes
9. Reaming Holes

10. Tapping Holes
11. Extemal-Threading Using Tai :ead
12. Boring Straight Holes
13. Boring Taper Holes
14. Cutting-Off
15. Necking and Grooving Outside Diameters
16. Recessing and Grooving Inside Diameters
17. Form Turning Using a Form Tool
18. Thread Cutting with Head Screw

..
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MACHINE Manipulative & Technology
TURRET LATHE WORK

Supplementary Operations:

1. Turning Ra2ii and Fillets
2. Boring Multi-Diameter Holes
3. Boring and Facing Blind Holes
4. Boring Angular Holes
5. Form Turning Using a Templet
6. Form Boring Using a Templet
7. Form Boring Using a Form Tool
8. Filing
9. Polishing

10. Taper Turning with Taper Attachment
11. Taper Turning with Compound Cross Slide

B - Tides of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology'

Assignment Sheet
No. Tide

I Types, Sizes, Specifications And Nomenclature
2 Safe Practice And Work Precautions
3 Care And Maintenance
4 Work-Holding Devices For Bar Stock
5 Work-Holding Devices For Chuck Work
6 Work-Holding Devices For Fixture Work
7 Tools And Their Holding Devices
8 Tool Grinding
9 Cutting Speed Selection

10 Coolants And Cutting Compounds
11 Principles Of Facing
12 Principles Of Face Plate Work
13 Principles Of Forming
14 Principles Of Timing
15 Principles Of Cut-Off
16 Principles Of Drilling
17 Principles Of Boring
i8 Principles Of Reaming
19 Principles Of Taper Tuming
20 How To Compute Tapers

1 From: Machine Trades 1, distributed by the Trade and industrial Education Service,
instructional Materials Laboratory
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
TURRET LATHE WORK

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

21 Principles Of Chamfering And Grooving
22 Threading
23 Thread Forms
24 Thread Fits And Measurements
25 Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Wcrk

Headings:

1. Straight Turning
2. Turning to Shoulders and Flanges
3. Knurling
4. Facing
5. Drilling Holes
6. Retuning Holes
7. Tapping Holes
8. External Threading Using Turret Head
9. Boring

10. Cutting-Off
11. Grooving & Recessing
12. Form Turning
13. Thread Cutting with Lead Screw



POWER SAW WORK
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POWER SAW WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps and Basic Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling the Power Saw
2. Caring for the Power Saw
3. Changing Blades on the Power Saw
4. Operating the Controls of the Power Saw
5. Setting Speeds and Feeds
6. Clamping Work
7. Engaging Coolant Pump and Adjusting Coolant Line

Basic Operations:

1. Starting and Making Cuts

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technologyl

Assignment Sheet
No, Title

I Safe Practices And Work Habits
2 The Power Cut-Off Saw
3 Work-Holding Devices For Cut-Off Saw
4 Saw Blades For Cut-Off Saw
5 Speeds, Feeds And Coolants For Cut-Off Saw
6 Straight And Angular Sawing On The Cut-Off Saw
7 Metal Band Saw
8 Coolants And Lubricating Agents For Band Saws
9 Saw Blades For Metal Band Saw

10 Cutting Feeds And Speeds For Band Saw
11 Review

I From: Machine Trades I, distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
POWER SAW WORK

C - Suggested Progress Chart Heading for Manipulative Work

Heading:

1. Starting and Making Cuts
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SHAPER WORK

MACANE - Manipulative & Technology

A Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

I. Oiling and Caring/ for the Shaper
2. Operating Controls
3. Adjusting Ram for Length and Position of Stroke
4. Sharpening Shaper Tool Bits
5. Adjusting Tool Height
6. Setting Speeds
7. Setting Feeds

Basic Operations:

I. Shaping Horizontal Surfaces
2. Shaping Angular Saces
3. Shaping Grooves and Keyways
4. Shaping Internal Keyways
5. Shaping Vertical Surfaces
6. Form Shaping

Supplementary Operatiors:

I. Shaping T-Slots
2. Shaping External Gears Using A Dividing Head and Fenn Tools
3. Shaping Male Splines Using a Dividing Head and Form Tools
4. Shaping Internal Gears Using a Dividing Head and Form Tools
5. Shaping Internal Splines Using A Dividing Head and Form Tools
6. Cutting Off
7. Internal Shaping
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
SHAPER WORK

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology'

Assignment Sheet
No.

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Title
.

Safe Practices And Work Precautions
Types, Sizes, Construction, Specification, Nomenclature And

Range Of Work
Attachments, Types, Construction And Range Of Work
Holding And Clamping Devices, Types, Construction And

Range Of Work
Shaper Cutting Tools And Their Holding Devices Types,

Construction And Rance Of Work
Strokes Per Minute, Cutting Speed And Feed
Principles Of Shaper Set-Up
Principles Of Horizontal And Vertical Shaping - Specifications

And Range Of Work
Principles Of Shaping A Rectangle Or A Square
Principles Of Form Or Contour Shaping
Principles Of Angular Shaping And Dovetailuag
Principles Of Cutting Internal And External Slots And Keyways

And Cutting Off Stock
Coolants And Cutting Compounds
Lubricants And Greases
Vertical Shaper Or Slotter
Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Horizontal Surfaces
Angular Surfaces
Grooves and Keyways
Internal Keyways
Vertical Surfaces
Form Shaping

1 From: Machine Trades Eft-distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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MILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Horizontal Milling Machine
2. Oiling and Caring for the Vertical Milling Machine
3. Operating Controls
4. Setting Speeds
5. Setting Feeds and Stops
6. Removing and Replacing Vises and Fixtures Aligned with Table
7. Removing and Replacing Arbors
8. Removing and Replacing Cutters
9. Clamping Work in the Vise with and without Parallels

10. Clamping Work to the Table by Use of T-bolts and Clamps
11. Clamping Work on Angle Plate
12. Mounting Work between Centers
13. Engaging Coolant Pump and Adjusting Coolant Line
14. Setting and Using Calibrated Dials

Basic Operations:

1. Plane Milling a Horizontal Surface
2. Plane Milling a Vertical Surface
3. Slotting and Sawing
4. Keyseating
5. Form Milling
6. Angle Milling with Angle Cutters by Inclination and Swivel
7. Drilling
8. Boring
9. Reaming

10. Direct Indexing
11. Plain or Simple Indexing
12. Gang Milling
13. Straddle Milling
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
MILLING MACHINE WORK

Supplementary Operations:

1. Helical and Spiral Milling
2. Cam Milling
3. Marking and Graduating
4. Using the Tutu Table or Rotary Table
5. Differential Indexing
6. Milling a T-slot
7. Thread Milling
8. Rack Milling

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology"

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

1 Milling Machine, Types And Construction
2 Lubrication, Care And Maintenance
3 Safe Practices And Work Precautions
4 Attachments
5 Milling Cutters And Their Holders
.6 Work Holding And Clamping Devices
7 Cutting Speeds And Feeds
8 Coolants And Cutting Compounds
9 Plain Milling ,

10 Side Milling
11 Face Milling
12 Form Milling
13 Angular Milling
14 Gang Milling
15 End Milling
16 Drilling, Boring And Reaming
17 Sawing, Slitting And Cutting Off
18 T-Slot Milling
19 Grooving And Fluting
20 Indexing
21 Helical Or Spiral Milling
22 Circular Milling
23 Graduating And Marking
24 Profiling
25 Review

1 From: Machine Trades 11, distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory.
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MACHINE Manipulative & Technology
MILLING MACHINE WORK

GEARS AND GEARING

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

1 Types, Nomenclature And Uses
2 Spur Gears - Definition Of Gear Parts
3 Calculating The Circular Pitch
4 Calculating Diametral Pitch
5 Gear Tooth Symbols And Formulas
6 Formulas For Determining The Pitch Diameter Of Spur Gears
7 Stub Tooth Gears
8 Bevel Gears
9 Formulas For Determining Parts Of Bevel Gears

10 How To Calculate Offset On Bevel Gears
11 How To Determine Cutting Angle, Face Angle, And Addendum

Of Bevel Gears
12 Worm Gears, Definition Of Parts, Purpose And Use
13 Formulas For Determining Parts Of The Worm
14 Formulas For Determining Parts Of The Worm Wheel
15 Review

C Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Plane Milling a Horizontal Surface
2. Plane Milling a Vertical Surface
3. Slotting and Sawing
4. Keyseating
5. Form Milling
6. Angle Milling with Angle Cutters by Inclination and Swive!
7. Index Milling Using Chuck and Between Centers
8. Drilling
9. Boring

10. Reaming
. Direct Indexing

12. Plain or Simple Indexing
13. Gang Milling
14. Straddle Milling





PLANER WORK

TechnologyMACHINE - Manipulative ft

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

tY

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Planer
2. Operating Controls
3. Adjusting Tripping Dogs for Length and Position of Stroke
4. Sharpening Planer Tool Bits
5. Adjusting Tool Height
6. Setting Speeds When Applicable
7. Setting Feeds

Basic Operations:

1. Planing Horizontal Surfaces
2. Planing Angular Surfaces
3. Planing Slots and Keyways
4. Planing Vertical Surfaces

Supplementary Operations:

1. Planing T-slots
2. Planing External Gears Using a Dividing Head and Form Tools
3. Planing Male Splines Using a Dividing Head and Form Tools
4. Planing Internal Gears Using a Dividing Head and Form Tools
5. Planing Internal Splines Using a Dividing Head and Form Tools
6. Planing Internal Keyways
7. Form Planing
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
PLANER WORK

8 Titles of Assignment Sheets fo: Trade Technology'

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

I Types, Sizes, Construction And Range Of Work
2 Safe Practices And Work Habits
3 Lubricants, Greases And Care Of Planer
4 Work Holding And Clamping Devices
5 Cutting Tools And Holders
6 Cutting Speeds And Feeds
7 Planer Practices
8 Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Horizontal Surfaces
2. Angular Surfaces
3. Slots and Keyways
4. Vertical Surfaces

I From: Machine Trades Ili distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
instructional Materials Laboratory
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BENCH GRINDER WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A Titles of Preparatory Steps and Basic Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

I . Oiling and Caring for the Ilehial Grinder
2. Selecting and Mounting Grinding Wheels
3. Dressing and Truing Grinding Wheels
4. Selecting and Setting up Work Holding Devices

Basic Operations:

I . Sharpening Work
2. Chamfering Work
3. Snagging/
4. Form Grinding

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology!

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

i The Bench Grinder
2 Bench Grinder - Safety
3 Bench Grinder - Grinding Wheels, Types, Care And Use
4 Bench Grimier - Drese .ng And Truing Grinding Wheels
5 Bench Grinder - Spark Test For Steel
6 Bench Grinder - Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

I From:

Headings:

I . Sharpening
2. Chamfering
3 Snagging
4. Form Grinding

Machine Trades distributed by the Trade & Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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SURFACE GRINDER WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Avianipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

I. Oiling and Caring for the Surface Grinder
2. Operating the Controls of the Surface Grinder
3. Selecting, Mounting, and Balancing Grinding Wheels
4. Truing and Dressing Grinding Wheels
5. Selecting and Setting Up Work Holding Devices
6. Setting Feeds and Table Travel
7. Engaging Coolant Pump and Adjusting Coolant Line

Basic Operations:

I. Plain Surface Grinding
2. Face Grinding Work
3. Step Grinding Work
4. Angular Grinding Work
b. Taper Grinding Work

Supplementary Operations: .1t.

I. Cut-off Grinding Won:
2. Form Grinding Work
3. Grove and Flute Grinding

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology)

Assignment Sheet
No.

7 Surface Grinder -
8 Surface Grinder -
c9 Surface Grinder -

10 Surface Grinder -
I I Surface Grinder -
12 Surface Grinder -I

Title

Safe Practices And Precautions
Types And Sizes
Attachments And Work Holding Devices
Grinding Wheels
Selection Of Grinding Wheels
Truing And Dressing Equipment

1 From: Machine Trades 11. distributed by the Trade & Industrial Edu,..tion Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
SURFACE GRINDER WORK

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

13 Surface Grinder - Speeds and Feeds
14 Surface Grinder Finding The R.P.M. _

15 Surface Grinder - Principles Of Plain Grinding
16 Surface Grinder - Principles Of Face f3rinding
17 Surface Grinder - Groove And Flute Grinding
18 Surface Grinder - Form Grinding
19 Surface Grinder - Step Grinding
20 Surface Grinder - Coolants And Cutting Compounds
21 Surface Grinder - Review

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work ...

Headings:

1. Plain Slrface Grinding
2. Face Grinding Work
3. Step Grinding Work
4. Angular Grinding Work
5. Taper Grinding Work
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TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDER WORK

MACHINE Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

I. Oiling and Caring for tht. Tool and Cutter Grinder
2. Operating Controls on Tool and Curter Grinder
3. Selecting and Mounting Grinder Wheels
4. Dressing, Truing and Forming Grinding Wheels
5. Selecting and Setting Up Work Holding Devices on Grinder
6. Selecting and Adjusting Tooth Rests
7. Selecting and Setting Wheel Speeds and Table Travel

Basic Operations:

I. Sharpening Work
2. Backing Off Work
3. Chamfering Work
4. Cutting Off Work
5. Fluting Work
6. Face Grinding Work
7. Taper Angular Grinding Work
B. Form Grinding Work
9. Radial Grinding Work

Supplementary Operations:

I . Carbide Grinding Work
2. Cylindrical Grinding Work
3. Internal Grinding Work
4. Surface Grinding Work

46
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDER WORK

B Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology'

Assignment Sheet
No.

22 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
23 Tool and Cutter Grinder -
24 Tool And Cutter Grinder -

And Selections
25 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
26 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
27 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
28 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
29 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
30 Tool And Cutter Grinder -
31 Tool And Cutter Grinder -

T.

Specifications And Range of Work
Safe Practices And Work Precautions
Grinding Wheels - Types, Sizes,

Wheel Speeds And Grinding Feeds
Truing And Dressing Equipment
Cylindrical Milling Cutters
Clearance Grinding
Radial Teeth, Form Cutters And Hobs
Reamers
Review

C Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

I . Sharpening Cutting Tools
2. Form Grinding Work
3. Radial Grinding Work

I From: Machine Trades II, distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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CYLINDRICAL GIINDER WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operat.ons for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Cylindrical Grinder
2. Starting and Stopping Headstock
3. Starting and Stopping Grinding Wheel
4. Mounting Wheels
5, Balancing Wheels
6. Dressing and Forming Wheels
7. Setting Work and Wheel Speeds
8. Setting Feeds
9. Installing and Removing Centers

10. Mounting Fixture for Center Grinding
II. Mounting Steady Rests
12. Adjusting Table Dog to Suit Work
13. Engaging Coolant Pump and Adjusting Coolant Line

Bask Operations:

1. Straight Grinding
2. Shoulder Grinding
3. Taper Grinding by Adjusting the Table
4. Plunge Grinding

Supplementary Operations:

1. Angle Grinding Using a Formed Wheel
2. Form Grinding Using Formed Wheel
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
CYLINDRICAL GRINDER WORK

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Techno!ogyl

Assignment Sheet
No.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical
Cylindrical

Title

Grinder - Types, Sizes And Nomenclature
Grinder - Safe Practices And Work Precautions
Grinder - Care And Maintenance
Grinder - Grinding Wheels
Grinder - Truing And Dressing
Grinder - Work Holding Devices
Grinder - Wheel Speeds And Feeds
Grinder - Plain Grinding
Grinder - Taper And Angular Grinding
Grinder - Shoulder Grinding
Grinder - Internal Grinding
Grinder - Form Grinding
Grinder - Face Grinding
Grinder - Coolants And Cutting Compounds
Grinder - P,eview

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Straight Grinding
2. Shoulder Grinding
3. Taper Grinding by Adjusting the Table
4. Plunge Grinding

I From: Machine Trades 11, distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education
Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory
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CENTERLESS GRINDER WORK

MACHINE Manipulative & Technology

A Titles of Preparatory Steps and Basic Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

I. Cleaning, Oiling, and Care of Centeriess Genders
2. Operating the Controls of a Center less Grinder
3. Selecting, Mounting, and Balancing the Crinding and Feed Wheels on

a Center less Grinder
4. Truing of Grinding and Feed Wheels
S. Selecting and Mounting Work Holding Devices and Gat( le Bars
6. Setting Work Feed

Basic 'Operations:

I. Using the Through-Feed Method of Cenrociess Oilnftg
2. Using the In-Feed Method of Center less finding
3. The End-Feed Method of Centeriese Grinding

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology'

Sheer
Ho,dwiR

47 Center less Grinder
48 Center less Grinder
49 Center less Grinder -
50 Center less Grinder -
51 Center less Grinder -
52 Centerless Grinder -
53 Centeriess Grinder -
54 Centerless Grinder
55 Center less Grinder
56 Center less Grinder
57 Center less Grinder -

Ti le.

Non, saclature And Range Of Work
Sale Practices And Work Precautions
Attachments
Work Holding And Clamping Devices
Grinding Wheels
Truing And Dressing Equipment
Wheel Speeds And Grinding Feeds
Through-Feed Method
In-Feed And End-Feed Method of Grinding
Coolants And Cutting Compounds
Review

Machine Trades II. distributed by Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
CENTERLESS GRINDER WORK

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

I. Using the Through- Feed Method of Centerless Grinding
2.. Using the In- Feed Method of Center less Grinding
3. The End-Feed Method of Center less Grinding
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HONING AND LAPPING WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps, Basic and Supplementary Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

I. Oiling and Caring for the Home
2. Operating Controls
3. Adjusting for Length of Stroke
4. Select, Clean and Adjust Hone Stones
5. Prepare Coolants and Cleaning Compounds

Basic Operations:

I . Honing Straight Bores
2. Lapping Straight Bores
3. Hand Lap a Flat Surface

Supplementary Operations:

I. Make a "Lap" for Doing Cylindrical Lapping
2. Make a "Lap" for Internal Thread Lapping
3. Make a "Lap" for External Thread Lapping
4. Lap an Internal Thread
5. Lap an External Thread

B - Titles of Assignments for Trade Teclmologyl

Assignment Sheet
No.

58 Honing And Lapping
59 Honing And Lapping
61 Honing And Lapping
62 Honing And Lapping

I From:

Title

Internal, External Rotary And Hand Lapping
- Principles Of Honing
- Super Finish
- Review

Machine Trades II., distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Tachnology
HONING AND LAPPING WORK

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Honing Straight Bores
2. Lapping Straight Bores
3. Hand Lap a Flat Surface
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BUFFING WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps and Basic Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Oiling and Caring for the Buffer
2. Selection and Use of Buffing Wheels
3. Selection and Use of Buffing Compounds
4. Mounting Buffing Wheels

Basic Operations:

1. Buffing Cylindrical Surfaces
2. Buffing Flat Surfaces
3. Buff to a Square Shoulder
4. Buff Contours
5. Polish Flat Surfaces
6. Polish Contours

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology'

Assignment Sheet
No. Title

60 Honing And Lapping - Polishing And Buffing
61 Honing And Lapping - Super Finish

C - Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Buffing Cylindrical Surfaces
2. Buffing Flat Surfaces
3. Buff to a Square Shoulder
4. Buff Contours
5. Polish Flat Surfaces
6. Polish Contours

1 From: Machine Trades II. distributed by the Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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HEAT TREATING WORK

MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology

A - Titles of Preparatory Steps and Basic Operations for Manipulative Work

Preparatory Steps:

1. Caring for the Heat Treating Furnace
2. Starting the Heat Treating Furnace
S. Checking and Preparing Cooling and Quenching Liquids
4. Caring for and Operating Pyrometers and Thermo..r4ters
5. Caring for and Operating Draw and Temperature Pots and Ovens

Basic Operations:

1. Runnins Heate and Draws by Color Scale
.-.. Hardening and Tempering Carbon Too! Steels
3. Hardening and Tempering High Speed Steels
4. Annealing
5. Normalizing
6. Carburizing Low Carbon Steels
7. Case Hardening
3. Testing Hardness

B - Titles of Assignment Sheets for Trade Technology)

Assignment Sheet
No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Title

Safe Practices and Work Precautions
Heat Treating Furnaces Types, Sizes and Nomenclature
Liquid Baths Used in Heat Treating
Pyrometers
Principles Of Hardening
Principles Of Quenching Steel
Principles Of Tempering Or Drawing Steel
Principles Of Annealing Steel
Principles Of Normalizing Steel

a.

1 From: Machine Trades 11, distributed by the Trade & Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory
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MACHINE - Manipulative & Technology
HEAT TREATING WORK

Assignment Sheet
,LI24 Title

10 Principles Of Casehardening Steel
11 Hardness Testing Instruments
12 Review

C Suggested Progress Chart Headings for Manipulative Work

Headings:

1. Panning Heats and Draw. by Color Scale
2. Hardening and Tempering Carbon Tool Steels
3. Hardening and Tempering High Speed Steels
4. Annealing
S. Normalizing
6.. Carburizing Low Carbon Steels
7. Case Hardening
8. Testing Hardness



VT 009 721 ED ( :se June 1968 RIO
Fire Service Training.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - May65
EDRS PRICE MF-$1.75 HC-$16.80 420p.

*TEXTBOOKS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *FIRE FIGHTERS, ADULT
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Students may use this revised manual in fire station or training
center extension programs for improving the competencies and skills
of local fire personnel in the specialized field of fit wvice. It
was developed by a statewide committee of fire-fighting .asultants
and advisory groups. The 26 chapters provide both basic and advanced
technical information on particular principles and practices of fire
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PREFACE

The State Department of Education has been instrumental in providing trade and industrial training
to the citizens of Ohio since 1918, originally through its State Hoard for Vocational Education and
presently through the Trade and Industrial Education Service of the Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrial education enables young men and women to prepare for initial
employment in trade or industrial occupations. In addition, it enables adults who are already employed to
upgrade themselves and advance in their chosen occupations, and retrains those who are temporarily
unemployed.

In the adult category, training is also provided for public service personnel such as fire fighters,
rescue and emergency personnel, peace officers, school bus drivers, custodial employees, baspitel
housekeepers and electric linemen. The purpose of this training is to upgrade the service rendered to the
general public by increasing and providing additional skills and /or knowledge.

In the field of public service occupations, Ohio can be truly proud of the aid given local com-
munities for the training of their volunteer and paid fire fighters, including the industrial brigade fire
fighters, by the Trade and Industrial Education Service. The training received by local firemen has
certainly increased their operating efficiency end no doubt has saved countless lives and thousands of
dollars in property losses since the program started in 1939.

It has long been the policy of the Trade and Industrial Education Service of the Division of
Vocational Education, whenever possible, to utilise the personnel and services of the universities and
colleges of the state and local boards of education in providing needed training in the local communities.
We appreciate the services of Kent State University, University of Cincinnati, The Ohio Raft University,
University of Toledo, and the many local boards of education who for many years have cooperated with
the Division of Vocational Education in providing fire department training to hundreds of cassamities in
the State of Ohio.

E. E. Holt, Superintendent of
Public Instruction

Ralph A. Howard,
Director of Vocational Education

ill



FOREWORD

The Trade and Industrial Education Service, Division of Vocational Education, has sponsored a
program of fire department training since 1939. The training, over a period of 23 years, has been pre-
sented to 64,800 paid and volunteer fire fighters in 2,061 training classes in the State of Ohio.

The objectives of fire service have not changed greatly over the last decade. Increased emphasis,
however, has been placed upon them in v'ew of mounting fire losses in life and property throughout Ohio
and the nation. The primary objectives of this training program as they apply to the local community are
as follows:

1. To determine local, county, regional and state needs and to implement a program to ade-
quately meet these needs on a continuing basis.

2. To improve the competencies and Allis of local fire personnel in the specialized field of
fire service.

The state supervisor and the fire service training coordinators of the Trade and Industrial Educa-
tion Service utilize the services of the State Fire Service Advisory Committee in order to effectively
achieve the above-stated objectives and to determine the principles and policies of the fire service
training program and the manner in which it is conducted in Ohio. This advisory committee is composed
of representatives of International and statewide organizations interested in fire protection and fire
fighting. The organisations represented are as follows:

Association of Ohio Fire Fighters

Fire Marshal's Office

International Association of Fire Fighters

Ohio Fire Chiefs Association

Ohio Inspection Bureau

Ohio State Firemen's Association

A comprehensive training program in all areas of fir fighting is currently in effect. The following
types of training are now being conducted:

Basic Training Emergency and Rescue Training

Advanced Training Radiation Hazards Training

Officer Leadership Training Special Training

Human Relations Regional Fire Schools

Conference Leadership State Fire School

Effective Speaking Fire Prevention

Instructor Training Arson Detection

Industrial Brigade Training Public Service Employees



The intent of this revised manual is to provide the aces's:), instructional material which will
serve as an upto-date and comprehensive sonic* of information covering the practices and techniques of
fire fighting in order to conduct an effective and efficient fire service training program.

It is our sincere desire that fire fighting personnel, officers and fire fighters, throughout the state
will realise the ultimate benefits to be gained by use of this manual and adaptation of it to local training
situations.

Byd R. Shoemaker, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service

c. .
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INTRODUCTION

Only through adequate and up-to-date instructional materials can the fife fighter become ac-
quainted with the skills of fire fighting and the trade technology necessary to perform these skills.
Recognizing this problem, the Ohio Vocational Trade and Industrial Education Service presents this
revised fire training manual.

An examination of the table of contents reveals that the material consists of a series of twenty-
six chapters. Each chapter deals with particular principles and practices involved in fighting fires.
Pilhues and diagrams are used throughout the manual to simplify the evolutions and procedures.

The material contained in the manual covers both basic and advanced training and was written by
firemen who have had years of experience in the occupation. In presenting the information an attempt was
made to make it simple and, in every case possible, to avoid the use of technical terms and data. At
times, however, the reader will encounter words and phrases not normally used in everyday conversation.
Such words and phrases are trade terms universally used by firemen, and the icerner must master them
if he is to become an efficient fire fighter.

A workbook accompanies this manual which is titled "'Learner 's Workbook - Basic Course."
This workbook consists of a series of assignment sheets which will enable each department to "tailor
make" the basic training course to fit its equipment and fire protection needs. The workbook also be-
comes a study guide and a seif check on the mastery of the subject matter when used by the individual
learner.

Each assignment should be completed by first reading the list of questions
to get clearlyF mind what information is needed for answering the questions.

Next, the assigned reading should be studied and the appropriate answer
written after each question.

The entire list a questions and answers should then be reviewed to assure
thorough understanding of each.

Any points that not fully understood should be brought up for discussion
at the next class session.

The utilisation of the manual and its corresponding workbook will vary with each instructor, but
use illy the learner is even the assignment in the workbook which will cover the plc to be discussed
in the next class session and is asked to study it and master the questions. This leasing procedure
provides the fireman with an opportunity to ask his instructor to review those points in the material
that he does net thoroughly understand. It also provides a basis upon which the instructor can build his
instruction and make the course better meet the needs of individual departments. lit preparation before-
hand, the learner also has some knowledge about the topic to be discussed, thus making it easier for the
instructor to present additional information that may not be contained in the manual. This previous pre-
paration by the learner will provide him with a much better understanding of the demonstrations given
by the instructor covering the skills that sunst be mastered if he is to become a proficient fire fighter.

The information contained in this manual should not be considered complete or fine'; it is, and
always will be, subject to change. Some methods and procedures used by firemen a few years ago are
now considered obsolete by present-day fire fighters. Newer types of building mnstruction, the activities
sing carried on in them, and new types of equipment Five all brought about many of these changes.

It is only by continually making revisions and changes that fire training programs can remain np-to.&
and effectively meet the needs of the local community.

It might be said in conclusion that one's success in the mastery of the contest of this manual
will be in direct proportion to the effort that he pats forth. The entire manual is within the comprehension
of anyone who his a sincere desire to become a proficient fire fighter.

xv



CHAPTER 1

COMMUNITY FIRE DEFENSE

INTRODUCTION

Fire protection is not the simple problem tent it was in past years. The fact that a community has fire
apparatus and various tools and equipment at its disposal does not shield its people from the possible ravage
of fire. A well organized and well trained fire department must concern itself with many factors which are in-

, portant to their Overall plan of operation for fit. defense. Any department, fully paid, part-paid, or volunteer, is
responsible for protecting life and property. Tiro successful perfotaance of this obligation depends Oldie de-
partment's willingness to use all its means in a proper manner. Each member must have an equal share in the
respens ibllity Of -contributing to an overall plan, of operation which will give the community the hest possible_ ,

defense service. 4

But, lie preceding is not the entire pictire. The focal community has definite responsibilities to its fire
( department.' The best manned department cannot do a good job unless it receives the consideration and support
of the citizen* and their local governing body. Whether or not these groups are willing to contribute moral and
financial support, can mean the difference between, a good or a poor fire department.

For all 'practical purposes, the good will of the people can usually be gained by maintaining the beat
poisible public 'Wadden Ind showing a willingness- to be of service.

When it comes to finances, the solution is not that simple. Governing bodies control allotments for Ohre
department operation and sometimes these governing bodies fail to recognise their oblige lion tp protect thellle
and propsrty of their citizens. This situation binders the efforts of fire department possession, perf-Fign their
duties willingly and to the best of their ability.

For those who serve The public and are responsible for safeguarding lives and Roperly **last the.de-
structiye force* of fire, a grading schedule is used as a means of evaluating the colimuailiiiidifenseeind
physical ton** ee.,

_ .

In aides iiiidcommwdtids with a mobiles of over 25,060, the NationalBoard of Fire thslerkittera-mokes
the primary inspection And evaluation work. Where a pciPulation of leis than 25,000 is involv4,the ObiO,fn-
speedos Bureau makes the inspection and evaluation. The ate bond" air the nithe'ritinri sclnedslti used
by the NI.F.U. This inspection service is. available to each community withoafehargiCIn &Make; cimitidtant
services ai'available to communiifie planning -lister sylthin liaprevestirat or the inkiest of new *off**,
equipment In cases; it is advisable-to make- fall utilization of this service. -" ;,7;

.

GRADING SCHEDULE more then 4,500 points 4 dellcisupY Or -iroor 1,1.1119.4-11
co070,40,--wries supply *ad hey* a teetkclafisAss

TABLES . departure* gradiag,,or one with, a water supply and
110,410-floPorksilort or one with 40-firelVito009t1.*

As this cannot go into all the i'S;:ets in- In. brief, this Wore** will it least point Alm
corporated in a grading schedule, it is advisable to wry. for, a,cormannto conceraek presently catrin
contact.,the .11.13.F.U. eed/ar the Ohio Inspection futakk-with plans for reducing their fire insure*.
Bureau for available informatics and materiel on the rotes .lry enable; a bettor clasitillcation... _

gaming schedule tables. In order to eumine: each of the futures listetin
In this text we will ortline the micas features Table 1 for farther study, it will be necessary, ot

considered.40 fire defense, on Table 1, with the rela- there to be *operated into urban and rural claesifica-
:We value and deficiency .points allocated to each. does. The urban classification includes the mord-
TAU 2 shoe* the noisily.- grading for etch chime- cipalities having a population of 25,000 or ...Inv. The
cation. 7: ^ Mad classification includes conuounitfle and areas

A ninth claps municipality is, one receiving 4,001 having a population of less than 25,000.
to 4,500 poinZs of deficiency or one ?scaing less As previously stated, eve- :adios of every item Mn
than 4,001 points but having no recognized water these schedules would be impossible too- it, ode inn
supply. A tenth class municipality is one receiving this text Only those items which pertain to both 0.*
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TABLE 1

RELATIVE VALUES
AND MAXIMUM DEFICIENCY POINTS

TABLE 2

RELATIVE GRADING OF MUNICIPALITIES IN
FIRE DEFENSES AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Feature Per Cent Pointe Points of Relative Class of
Deficiency Municipality

Water Supply 34 1,700
Fire Department 30 1,500 0- 500 First
Structural Conditions 14 700 501-1,000 Second
Fire Alarm 11 550 1,001-1,500 Third
Fire Prevention 6 300 1,501-2.000 Fourth
eilding Department 4 200 2,001- 2, 500 Fifth
Police Department 1 50 2,501 -3,000 Sixth

3,001-3,500 Seventh
Totals 100 5,000 3,501 -4,000 Eighth

4,001 -4,500 Ninth
More than 4,500 Tenth

urban and rural classifications win be discussed.
Conclusions and comparisons CM be subsequently
determined by the reader.

URBAN GRADING SCHEDULE

Water supply - There are 32 items listed under this
feature in the Grading Schedule used by the Nati.thal
Board of Fire Underwriters when making as evoke-
tlon and 'tinny. Since an adequate and reliable water
supply is an essential part of fire fighting facilities,
this item is rated highest on the schedule percentage-
wise end draws fae greatest number of deficiency
points. Obvieugy, the cr....cern here is with reliable
water supply system and provision of sufficient water
for normal use and maintenance of s sufficient re-
serve for fire fighting operations. Thus, every one of
the thirty-two items concerned in the schedule plays
an important part in summing up the total effective-
ness Of the system. Their relative value is based on
the predetermined percentages of the deficiency scale
for that area. Therefore, in terms of importance, each
item is relative and can uot be arranged or placed in
any specific order. Sortie of these Items are as fol-
lows:

Employees
Plans and Records
Electric or Power Supply
Condition of Equipment
Pumping Station
Supply Mahn

Muriel System
Dead Ends
Hydrants
Size of Hydrants

For information on additional items it will be nec-
essary to consult the N.B.F.U. Staedaid Schedule For
Grading.

Fire Department - In reference to ,the.,14.11.F;ff.
Standard Schedule For Grading, 34 items are actually
involved in the evaluation procedure. The ones most
important to the fire department are:

Personnel (Firemen, officers, and chiefs)
Apparatus, tools, and equipment
Hose and hose stream appliances
Radio CommunicaSons
Training
Pin Methods (Fire fight's' tachninaes)
Building Inspections
Record System

!-

At this time, it will not be -secant:5,4e ssidyge
each cf these items. Some of them will beettnefteil is-
dividually in other chapters of- the' to The lile a
he is to call attention to these items in the i'arly
stages of the manual. This lei done PO #hey *ill std
be overloolted In the general plan of

Structural Conditions - Fourteen item* are involved In
this area of the N.B.F.U. Grading Schedule. This
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subject rates third is the listing and is important in
the overall evaluation for determining the conditions
which might jeoperlise positive fire control. This
section oi'flthe N.B.F.U. Schedule should be eicamined
carefully. hi it. are many factors which can be used
as a guide for determining an adequate community fire
defense when plepning future fire department opera-
lions. Some of the items are listed as:

Street Widths
Heights of buildings other than fire resistive
Wall and floor openings
Areas of ivood frame or unprotected construc-

tion.
Conflagration breeding blocks p block ex-

tremely susceptible to fire)

Fite Alarm - A good fire' system is a must for
any nyEre dePartment operation. Failure to answer a
fire call promptly usually results in heavy fire losses
and even loss of life. The fire department must get to
the emergency as quickly and as safely as possible.
The only way the department can lean of the fire is
by means of its fire alarms. Therefore, everyone
involved is community fire defense must have 'the.
type' of alarm which will serum, the cosiminity in the
best possible- way. There are many kinds of alarm
systems is use today. Telephones, ;302eS, and radios
are a few that card be 'named. Looking into ill the
vadat* typeeilif approved Systeme is important when
plashing a -system for your community. Afier all,
load -needs eust be considered the first stepping
atone when pleasing for community fire defense.
Alarm systems! are Jorpensire; therekes, it Is Me*
important to carefully select a system which -win be'
most suitable to the community.

In the N.B.F.U. Schedule, 23 items are listed for
consideration. =Some of these are:

fieedrinarters -
Operators
Current Supply
Boa Locations
Fire Alarm Boxes
Radio
Telephone
Tests and Recr.Als

Fire ProventioeLIn recent years fire prevention has
developed to a 'A where it is directly interrelated
to the fire fightbg activity of a well organized fire
department. Thew sin very few paid deoartmente to-
day who are operating without a fire prevention
barest or a systematic fire inspection service. In
the pelt, fire prevention was regarded as a fringe

benefit afforded only by Isere departments. 'foam
this service is provided not only by fire ineeeetke
bureau personnel, but by all fire deportment members
is terms of "is service" f.ompany inspections. There
are no specific standards which con. be adopted to
set up a foolproof plan of operation. Organisation
must be geared to fit and comply with local steeds
and available manpower. The N.13.11:11.1. Grading

Schedule requirements are based on seven items,
namely:.

Electrical Wiring and Equipment
Establishment and Eriforomnent Reglatidall

of the Bureau
Control; ofhliscelleneous inieerda
Manufacture, storage, #iMapnttatine, and[ is

of flammable Gases
Manufacture,' sto-age, timmportetioe, end use

Of liquid gases._
FAfoicesent Agency fur 'r'lze Pi+eventon
Electdad "end FirSPreeefioti Reeenle...1

Firesnen should be laintin?'isidi the teplicae.
dons included is the N.B.F.U. Schedule on _this
ject. Fire preverition is ''hiqioiteit 'Untie* of it
draws deficiency 'polite :walik:iiitidif the
evaluation -serVei for the comae*:

Buildins Deteettolei a The'firliditit
Saforcennitit agency aritherf

iiideiroicinestruOuird
the safety and welfare of= tier ittikeeir
ity. Fire fighting tactics in restricting the 11Preed.
fire CIO be greatly facilitatiertesifizigibi fading
codes and the proper enforcement of emit It is theft*
Lore tOpiteat that an *OH Sighdkitirdik4='
inedepartment Is an bomb& factoi'hiAlie 1#11111-
Hon erogram. As' there are only.five sibiain-incledtd
in &lama, all of them ate lilted be

.

-Supervisios
Fire Limits :

AtieileenY and Befeteement of BnildingLeeer
Reef Ceeettaert 4.1.

Rea?rds - .4*`-s!t:

should be Pile* Ott: beweelt& tint leveAleel
of the number of laws enacted trobtein ,propetietatc-
turd requirements, lack of subsequent enforcement
is considered equivalent to absence e! such leas:

Police Department As the introduction to. this per-
Haden feature a the N.B.F.U._ Guiding Scheib& is
brief but conclusive, the entire eareiteat fa provided.
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here for further examination.
"From the standpoint of fire protection, the

duties of the police are: the discovery and report-
ing of fires, the preserving of order at fires, in-
cluding control of traffic, and the reporting of
build! ig construction, alteration, or repair without
a permit.

"Adequate service requires proper communica-
tion systems, of telephone, teletype, or radio,
singly or combined, including street boxes, such
ea to meet the needs of the municipality. Provi-
sion should also be made for quickly concentrat-
ing police at fires.

"Municipalities of less than 2,000 population
should have a watchman on duty day and night in
the high value district, and for over this popula-
tion there should be an adequate number of patrol-
men on duty day and night. For over 15,000 popu-
lation, a signaling system shall be orovided and
also sufficient vehicles for transportation and
ropes for fire lines."

The items thus included are:

Cooperation with the fire department
Signalling and erne.gency service
Cooper° .4r with building department.

The police department has an important pat in
community operations and good results can be ob-
tained by establishing mutual understanding of their
problems end responsibilities.

Water Supply - If the community or area to he served
has a public water supply system, the t se require-
ments for that system will prevail au those recom-
mended for a municipality or urban area. Thus, every
item in the water supply factor must be recognized
and included in the evaluation survey of that commu-
nity for protection against fire.

In determining fire insurance classification in
rural areas where there are no public water supply
systems, the Ohi %pectic& Bureau has established
Class A and B specifications. These are now in ef-
fect and were established by the Bureau in the re-
print of June 1, 1958. They are as follows:

I. Farm Property
The A and B fire insurance rate credits to
which these fire department specifications
are related a:/ply to farm property only aNI not

to dwellings and other classes of properlp.
Farm property is rated under the Ohio Farm
Seaedule contains certain fire insurance
rate credits which apply when a Class A or B
fire department has been recognized in the
appropriate rate publication. The Class B
credit is based on booster stream service and
a small quantity of water. The Class A credit
is some drat greater than Class B and is based
to larg pumping capacity and water supply.
For Class A credit, the total amount of water
transported to any fire must be 1,300 gallons
on two or more pieces of apparatus. Additional
credit is in order if the property comes under
Eighth Class protection (see below).

2. Dwelling and Mercantile Property
Ninth Class rate credit for other than fare
property requires at least a Class 13 fire de- ,
partmeat responding.

Eighth Class rate credit requires an acceptable
public waterworks with hydrants suitably located rod
a fire department having a piece of apparatus with.,
500 g.p.m. pump, 1,000 feet of VA" hose and othot*,
wise meeting at least Class fl are department speck
fications.

Where water must be transported to the scene ot
the fire, the following requirements are stipulatods.

To be eligible for Class, A ten* credit, the:tau*
should be of at least 1,09 gallon capacity, should be;
mounted on a suitable chassis, and shall respond_
regularly with pumper apparatus. A portable booster
pump shall be carried or an engine drives Peer M-
olded on the tanker.
NOTE: The recommended tanker capacity is based on
the minimum pumper booster tank cavaelty of 300.
gallons. The final criterion is a total of 1,300 gallons
of water transported to a fire on two at more pieces
of apparatus.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLASS "A" RURAL
FIRE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

An organised volunteer' or call fire department'
shall consist of not less than IS 'limbers. Thew
Atoll be a chief, en assistant chief, and at least &if
other members who are appointed drivers sad des
capable of operating the' pump. The department .heft'
have completed the course in firemanship offetni
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the State Department of Vocational Education. 'The
response to fire calls shall not be made with less
than five men.

Full paid departments responding rural areas
shall mid at least three men.

FIRE STATION

Apparatus shall be suitably Noosed is a building
reserved for but department, municipal, or township
use only. Hose -.ling facilities are required.

RECORDS

Complete records shall be kept of all fires cov-
ered is the district. The fire department shall have
a record of the significant water supplies at each
farm risk is the district The rural Fire Safety Pro.
gram, sponsored by the State Fire Marshal's office,
is the recommended standard for 'compilation of farm
records.

CLOTHING

Fire clotldn,; (hats, coats, and boots) for all
weathei conditions shall be part of the fire depart-
ment equipment.

APPARATUS

The %mat" shall have a mishaum pump capita.
ty of 500 g.p.m. at 150 p.a.i. and shall be of a type
having a 12 kora teat list.ng by the N.B.F.U. Booster
tank capacity shall be at least 300 gallons. Total
weight of the apparatus when loaded for service must
not exceed the chassis manufacturer'smiutisyris gross
vehicle weight. Computation of the probable load to
be carried will be based upon a full booster tank plus
3,500 pounds, hose, men, and misilelleneotw, equip.
meat _

The following major items of equipment are ,re-

Hose:

2-1/2"c4.I.(cotton-nibber-linedX1,000'
of 2.1/2" required for eighth class credit.
See Paits

300 - 1-1/r c.r.L

$40' 1" Ix-Wet on reels

40' - Hard suction 00' of 44/2" Of *poi with
strainer and mud bucket or equivalent strainer
protective devices-

Nozzles:

1 2-1/2" shutoff

2 - 1-1/2" combination fog and straight stream,

1- 2-1/2" x 1.1/2" gated vie

Extinguishers:

r -

2-5 gallon water, fire department pomp 41,(Class A fires)

1-24/2 adlon foam, 15 pounds CO2, 10 pounds
dry chemical (Class B fires.)

1-10 pounds CO2, 10 pounds dry chead_csl,
two 1-1/2 quarts vaporising liquid.;:Msee
fires.)

.

Ladders:

1 12' roof

30' extension
.1 -tifi!**Ve-

-=ii*f±'
Portable Booster Pump:

.tJ r
.2044f$ -

A portable boasts: pump, dtireft *ft 0_01410
and having a capacity of .less?

100 g.p.m. at 60 ,

, Minor epplissaes-sbalkisc154x,

1- The Axe

1 . 10' pike pole

2 Electric bead lights; Me depertment-ippe

1- 3' crowber

1- shovel

100'. 5/8" manila rope

2 - pitchforks

1- pair heavy duty sibe et bolt MOM
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AA rope bole4oals or the equivalent

SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLASS "B" RURAL
FIRE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

An organized volunteer or call fire department
shill consist of net lessthan15 members. There shall
be a chief, an assistant chief, and at least five other
members who *role violated drivers and are capable

_of operating the pump. Not less than five men shell
respond to fire calls.

his awl be suitably housed in a building
for fire departreesit,municipal, or towonbip

use only.

-

Complete records should be kept of all fires in
the district covered.

CLOTIUM

The' clothing Oats, coats, and boots) for all
smoother shall be part of thef,fire- iferiufierst equip-
ment.

APPARATUS

Apparatus shall be of a design suitable for fire
iiSivisMi-ziktiqUIPped with. a minimum' pimp capacity
of=404-ibut. 4t'120 The -booster tank capacity
:ball be at least 300 gallons.

The foil wing major Mesas of equipment are re-
quired:

Hose:

Cataangnakilses of 1" booster, attached
to the pump (300' - 1-1/2" c.t.L is also ac-
ceptable.)

20'. Hard.suction, with strainer

Nozzles:

2 - Combination fog and straight stream for boost-
er hose

2 - 1 -1/2" ,nutoft if 1-1/2" hose is carded

Extinguishers:

2 - 5 gallon water, fire department 'pump type
(Class A fires)

1 . 2-1/2 gallon foam, 15 pounds CO2, 10 pounds
dry chemical (Class B fires)

1 -10 pounds CO2, 10 pounds, dry chemical, or
two 14/2 quarts vaporizing liquid (Class C
fires)

Ladders:

1- 12' roof

1 p 30' extension

Minor appliances shall include:

1- Fite axe

2 - Electric hand lights, fire department type

1 - 10' pike pole

1- 3' crowbar

1 - Fair heavy duty wire or bolt cutters

STRUCTURAL. CONDITIONS

This area IOW not be overlooked by rural fire
depertments when planning their camminity fire de:
'tense program. Although i. slat seem that the poten-

tial hazards, obligations, and problems are not in
'obvioui as those in a large Community, they era
present just the same. Farr properties present wady
varieties of structural (=dittoes. For example, large
barns used for cattle and stooge of grain and hay
create a problem similar to a wood frame building in
an urban area. Problems caused by heights of build-
ings may be compared to a grain elevator (*feed mill
and a multi-story building in _the city. The close prox-
imity of a highly cembustible boa and farm dwelling
creates the same MOM* hazards as buildings built
closely together b. srban developments. Consequent-
ly, the Ohio Inspection Bureau, when in the process
of wiring its evaluation satiny, observes the same
pattern as outrined in the N.B.F.U. grading schedule.
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FIRE ALARM

Specifications established by the Ohio Inspection
Bureau are broken down into two areas for evaluating
04 factor.

sui "A" Rural Fire Depart meats - hi electric si-
ren (at least three h.p. size) shall to provided with
reliable arrangements fen receiving fire calls by
telephone and sounding the siren from he point of
receipt. There shall be provision for transmitting fire
locations to the fire station. The fire station shall
be provided with a telephone.

cassue2=EgiglikcjkagdalLQ - An electric si-
ren (at least three h.p. size) shall be provided with
reliable arrangements for receiving fire cells by tele-
phone, sounding the siren, and transmitting the fire
location to the fire :Lotion.

For rural areas, these specifications might infer
that there is not too much to be expected or too
much to be done in respect to prosilding proper facili-
ties for handling fire alarms. Yet, this is one of the
most important phases of community fire defense.
Fortunately, in recent years, great strides have been
made in developing fire alarm systems for rural areas.
Due to expansion of outlying areas, the telephone
has been a boon in providing more adequate alarm
notification. Recently, radio has entered this field
and much is being done to incorporate this feature in
alarm systems. Consultation with the Ohio Inspection
Bureau and with local utility or private companies
for information on this subject is recommended whet'
considering the installation of any type of alarm
system. A dependable communication system is the
only guarantee the fire department has at its disposal
when the need is greatest for the saving of life and
property.

FIRE PREVENTION

Generally, a rural community does not have the
facilities nor can it provide the means of operating a
fire prevention bureau on the same lines as a large
municipal fire department. Still, this should not be a
deterrent to the efforts of a rural fire department to
give the community fire prevention service.

Through the efforts of the Fire Marshal's Office,
rural inspection program: have expanded to a point
where they are an accepted factor in the operation of
the local fire department. When the ordinances are
not available for enforcement, the State Building

Code, State Rules and Regulations governing and
controlling the manufacture, storage, handling, sad
use of flammable liquids and gases, state laws rela-
tive to inspection practices, etc., are available.

By enforcing these state laws, private fire de..
partments excepted, it becomes apparent that the ru-
ral fire department can do a tremendous job in fire
prevention.

BUILDING DEPARTMENT

Small communities are often handicapped because
the local government does not provide the services
of a building department. Yet, this should not deter
from activity in this field because state laws can be
enforced by the fire chief. There are state building
codes to guide in the enforcement of state minimum
building construction requirements. State laws are
very definite in their ipplication to school buildings
and places of public assembly. Special requirements
concerned with building construction are recommend-
ed in bulletins available from the State Department of
Industrial Relations.

Ia some areas of the state, county wide building
codes have been developed to fill the gap between
municipalities and rural areas. By enforcement of
these county codes, the smallest community or rural
area can do a good job in protecting the life, property,
and welfare of the people.

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Though this feature is not specifically mentioned
in the Ohio Inspection Bureau Grading Outline, it
must not be overlooked in the rural area of operation.

It is suggested that reference be made to page 4,
(Police department under the urban schedule) and
study be given to the information incorporated there-
in. Results will indicate that the same general prin-
ciples are involved. Possibly, the inclusion of the
sheriff's office, the state patrol, etc., will indicate
in which direction the police powers must be cone-
lated. This factor is vital in alleviating fire fighting
problems on highways and is rural communities. Lo-
cal officials must strive for close cooperation be-
tween these agencies in any fire defense plan of
operation.

CREDITS AND ADDITIONAL DEFICIENCIES

Credits for superior construction and protection in
the high value district are applied in the form of di.
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sections from the total number of points obtained
under structural coaditions. Items under this include:

Supedor construction and protection
kaintaining pumpers in service with full fire flow

available as direct hydrant stamens. (This
means that even though a full fire flow stream
is available from the hydrant supply, fire en-
gine pumpers in the district add additional
credits to this feature)

High pressure fire system
Deficiencies are created by unusual situations,

characteristics, or disadvantages which may exist in
any area. These items include:

Adverse climatic conditions
Other unusual ordr exceptional occurrences
Divergence in class between water supply and
fire department
The N.B.F.U. schedule must be consulted for a

further breakdown and explanation of these features,
which may be applicable to either the Ile s= or rural
evaluation. Knowledge of the reasoning and implica-
tions for considering them by the inspecting agency
is obvious. Therefore, any community, whether it be
classified as urban or rural, should be acquainted
with the present or potential circumstances which
might create favorable or adverse results affecting
the promotion of an adequate community fire defense
program.

ADDITIONAL FACTORS IN COMMUNITY
FIRE DEFENSE

SELECTION OF FIRE DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL

The successful operation of any fire department,
whether it be paid, part paid, or volunteer, depends
upon the efforts of every member. With this theaght
in mind, it becomes apparent that personnel should
be carefully considered when structuring a fire de-
partment organization.

The following list. of qualifications ca.. be used
to determine the capability and potential of a person
being considered as a fire fighter. This list is by no
means complete, nor are the items listed in any spe-
cial order of importance. It should be used compre-
hensively and collectively in the selection of an in-
dividual who will contribute the most to the depart-
meat.

1. He must be available. There is no point in
having a man on the department when his pres-
ence may be questionable at the time of the

alarms A man whose private work. takes him out
of the community would not be a wise choice.
However, if there are a number, of men involved
in the same situation, it might be well to .dive
some thought to the idea of placing these area
on a day or night platoon system. In doing so,
fire department personnel would be available
on a round- the -clock basis. This situation
would not prevail in a paid department.

2. He must be dependable. Dependability is of the
utmost importance. This virtue gives anus,

ce th,t the individual twill carry out assign-
ants to the beet of his ability.

1 HO, must have a good reputation. A person's
good name and standing in public esteem must
definitely be considered in the analysis. The
public must have confidence in the fire fight-
ing personnel, In shod, is the roan under con-
sideration a good citieen?

4. He must present a good appearance. A sloven-
ly, dirty, unkempt individual will cause the
general public to look with disfavor on &Pub-
lic servant whether he be in or out of mitosis.
A firemen is often called upon to take part in
civic functions, parades, events, inspections,
etc. A well groomed 'appearance is always a
walking advertisement of the position a man
holds.

S. He mod have a pleasant personality. Arrogsmie
and superiority shown by an individual will be
quickly teamster:. There have been instances
where a general dislike for all fire department
personnel has been caused by the actions of
one individual. The ability to be canteen. and
understanding will always open the door for
better relationship.

6. He must be cooperative. This characteristic
calls on a person's ability to harmonize, pull
together, work shoulder to shoulder, and go
along with others. People do not always thick
dike but nevertheless should act together
under emergency situations. There is no time
for bickering at the scene of an emergency.
Orders and methods must be canted out even if
they are not to individual liking.

*7. He must be definitely interested In- the jab.
Fundamentally. this is a specialized field and
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there will always be new and different ap-
proaches, techniques, and procedures advanced
in fire fighting. If he has the desire to team,
study, and keep abreast of the times, such en
individual will definitely be an asset to the
department.

8. He must have initiative. A person's ability to
determine for himself what has to be done, and
then to be able to go ahead and do it, is an
important qualification for fire department
work. The necessity to deal with unusual situ-
ations, conditions, and circumstances make it
imperative that fire department personnel have
this qualification.

9. He must be cool, level headed, and have the
ability to use common sense. Emergency situ-
ations call upoa the individual to use these
qualities because of the acute excitement,
stress, and turmoil which exists during the
time of a fire. The situation, when handled
wisely and propedy, will wake matters easier
for everyone concerned.

10. He must have an aptitude for training. The
study and training time involved in ,earning to
be a rookie fireman is not always a long term
indoctrination of practice cad knowledge.
Therefore, the ability to learn quickly and
have a natural talent to apply this training is
an important factor in personnel selection.

11. He should have leadership ability. "As ye
lead, so shall they follow" may be a safe axiom
to apply in this case. Emergency situations
always call for immediate use of authority and
command. When used wisely, this quality will
make it easier to control the situation.

12. He must be in good health and physical condi-
tion. One never knows exactly what is involved
when responding to a fire alarm. He may have
to climb, run, pull, push, or do other types of
physical exertion. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant that the selectee be blessed with the
normal good health and physical abilities
needed to perform his duties in a way that will
not be detrimental to the people involved, his
fellow firemen, or himself.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

The creation and maintenance of good public rela-
tions between the fire department and the people of
the community has a powerful and beneficial !nfiu-

once an whatever results use established by this
relationship. The operation of a fire department is no
different from the operatiOn of a business or industry
whose keynote to success is based on its ability to
sustain a glad relationship with the public. The
extent with which the public accepts and condones
the services of its fire department depends on the
efforts of the department to esta'alish itself as an
integral part of the everyday way of life in the com-
munity.

When such a relationship is established, the
morale of the department will increase. This will tend
to attract a higher end hotter qualified type of in&
vidual into the fire et.rvice. Each individual fireman
plays an important part in the establishment of a good
reputation for his department. He must be willing and
cheerful in his efforts to render the services essen-
tial for the protection of life and property in his com-
munity.:: people are aware of th,:se intentions, they
will appreciate end env. _rage the members of tha de-
partment to perform their duties to the ultimate satis-
faction of everyone concerned.

An efficient fire department must consist of
ble and well trained pereconsel if it desires to receive
the moral and financial support of the people it
serves.

An understanding public is always willing to
furnish the financial support necessary to equip and
educate fire personnel so that they can perform their
essential duties more efficiently.

A community acqua' .ted and on good terms with
its fire department will always encourage its pro,

fess. However, such a situation will not prevail un-
less a good public relations program is in existence.
Thus, every fireman on the department has an equal
share in the responsibility of securing the confidence
and respect of the public to strengthen their relation-
ship. It must be remembered these relationships,
whether good, mediocre, or bad, are determined by
the effort extended. In many instances, the depart-
ment is collectively judged on the basis of individual
contact. The identifying stamp of approval or die-
approval for the entire department is based an the
action of each individual. Thus, each fireman has
the key for opening the door to success co? failure.

Truth, knowledge, confidence, courtesy, under.
standing, and a sincere desire to get along are the
basis for good public relations. In this respect, the
little things that are done are just as important as
the big ones and should never be underestimated.
People think differently, end what may be minor to
one person may be important to another.
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A direct, satisfactory answer cannot be given in
terms of how to promote a public relations program.
It may be wise, however, to begin in the department
itself. Internal strife or discord cannot result in
good public reletime. In many cases, even the alight -
Est hint of internal difficulties can cause public
criticism end dissatisfaction. Problems within the
department should be settled by the department and
not by uninformed citizens. Fire department gossip
is exactly what the name implies. It should remain
in the department and not lat heard at the fire scene,
the neighbodtood store, or on the street comer. The
bragging, blotting, gossiping, argumentative type of
firemen never makes the kind of impression that goes
along with promoting good public relations.

Efficient fare administrators and chiefs know the
value of good public contacts. In moot years, de-
partment members have been brought own: and mom
in close contact with the public. Fire prevention
activities, emergency sad operations, and company
inspections are erkmples of modern fire department
responsibilithgc. P3COUSO of this, the role of ti e
individual fireman in the field of public relations
becoming more important. Nis =tic is ant the pat-
tern of judgment by the people. It has been said
many times that "good mill, like a good name, is won
by many good acts and lost by one bad act." A
single wrongful act by one fireman may require many,
many good deeds by the fire department to overcome
and outweigh the one mistake.

In recent years, the phrase "mutual aid" has be-
come a by-word in fire department organisation and
operation. Asa result of studies of conflagrations
throughout the country, it has become apparent that
conditions could arise in practically any community,
large or small, that might result in a conflagration.
When one occurs, it is quickly apparent that the lo-
cal fire fighting facilities are not sufficient to han-
dle the elastic*. More apparatus, more equipment and
more manpower is the only solution to this emer-
gency. The means the movement of men and equip-
ment from neighboring communities, either to the
scene of the fire or to "fill-in" positions in stations
vacated by those already an the Pre scene.

Examination of the N.B.F.U. Grading Schedule
indicates many references to supplementary help
which affects the evaluating procedure. The Ohio
Inspection Bateau also bases its evaluation on the
auxiliary aid prcmided for each community. In the
publication titled "Laws Governing Ohio's Fire Ser

vice," available from the Division of State nimbler-
shal, reference la made to statutes which legally
authorize contracts between municipalities for addi-
tional emergency protection. It contain. samples of
various contracts dealing with this subject.

In this text, no attempt will be made to enter into
every phase of involvement which does or could
exist in the application of a contract for mutual aid
or outside help. The furnishing of fire protection
service beyond corporate limits has long been a
major problem from an administrative, legal, finan-
cial, an local policy standpoint. Many factors in-
cluding arrangements, costs, physical limitations,
running schedules, manpower, apparatus, etc., must
be considered by local administrators and fire
officials when planning this service. The in Tertant
point to consider In that mutual aid plays a valua-
ble part in commurity fire defense and mast not be
ignored in the overall plan of operation.

Surveys of cities made periodically by the
N.B.F.U. show that most cities is the United States
amid men and file apparatus beyond the city limits
under one condition or another. By this method,
communities throughout the United States have suc-
cesafully strengthened their fire fighting facilities
to the mutual advantage of the people in their rues.
But, regardless of the size of the castaway; effec-
tive mutuai aid must be predicated upon a well
.bought out and laid out plan in order to operate
effectively. Some of the factors to be considered
ate:

1. Signaling or notification Bram

2. Apparatus responding

3. Manpower available

4. .7.anning cards
a. Fire scene

b. Stand-in

S. Availability of radio

6. Egnipment available

7. HOPS co.plings and adapters (watching
threads)

W. Water supply

a. Water system

b. Portable (Tanker)
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9. Authority to call for aid

10. Distance responding

11. Time of travel

12. Cooperation of assisting organizations

a. Law enforcement agencies

b. Public utilities

c. Public service department

d. Construction companies

Other agencies can also be utilized. Local con-
ditions and policy will have a great deal to do with
effecting a mutual aid plan.

Another reason for considering and using mutual
aid for emergencies is the swift development of
atomic weapons and guided missiles. With this new
concept of warfare, disaster will be swift and with-
out warning. Furthermore, the blast caused by these
weapons will primarily result in fire. Thus, a unity
in organization will have to be expedited to provide-
service and protection for the people. It is recom-
mended that now is the time for every community,
large or small, to reappraise its fire defense capa-
bilities. The objective is to insure the most effec-
tive use of its facilities, not only in terms of an
emergency within its own borders, but also in terms
of one confronting the department's neighboring com-
munities.

EMERGENCY DISASTER PLANNING

Each year hundreds of lives are lost and million
of dollaa in damage is caused by sudden disaster
inflicted on communities all over this country. Ex-
plosions, floods, conflagrations, tomadoes, and
many other forces of devastation which strike sud-
denly or with very little warning create a situation
which cannot be handled by routine operations. Com-
munity fire defense planning must encompass these
conditions if it desires to insure the protection,
safety, and welfare of the inhabitants in disaster
situations.

Mutual aid is a correlating factor in this respect
but does not cover every area of need and protec-
tion. It is apparent to everyone involved in fire de-
partment operations that regardless of the type of
emergency, the fire department will be called upon
to alleviate the crisis. Therefore, it would be well
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to explore the potential meaning and responsibilities
of emergency disaster planning. For example, refer-
ence can be made to the Texas City Disaster which
involved ammonium nitrate explosions, the Brighton
gas fire and explosion, the East Ohio Gas Company
disaster in Cleveland, earious floods, tornadoes,
and many other emergencies of a similar nature.
In all of these, the fire department had the leading
role but had to rely on the valuable service provided
by other agencies. A random listing of such agencies
includes the:

Electric company
G3R company
Telephone company
Excavating or road equipment source
Wit, and television stations
Red Cross
Hospitals, doctors, nurses
Sheriff's office
Highway patrol
Municipal or county service departments
Radiation monitoring service

There are others that could be included in this
list, depending on the local situation.

Evidently, if a complete disaster plan is to be
feasible, out of sheer necessity it must include all
qualified agencies that can lend a hand when need-
ed.

Local fire departments should come to the front
and make their desires clear and purposeful. They
should contact qualified agencies and discuss this
problem in terms of community planning. It is amaz-
ing how efficiently and easily a plan can be put into
operation if the ground work for same has been pre-
viously structural. The fire personnel will have
their hands full in dealing with the conflagration end
of a disaster. Their job and responsibilities at the
scene will be made a lot easier if they know that
other agencies are handling the other problems. It
should be the fire department's responsibility to
make wheLve, contacts are necessary to assure the
development of an overall emergency disaster plan.
Cooperation of city officials may sometimes be nec-
essary or even mandatory in order to keep in line
with legal procedures. This should be no stumbling
block, because government personnel are usually
willing to lend aid to an enterprise which will pro-
mote good relations with their citizens.

The important point to remember is the fire de-
partment's responsibility in the promotion and de-
velopment of a community emergency disaster plait.
A better public relationship is always gained when
the people realize that efforts are being made in their
behalf.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT RECORDS

Records, whether they pertain to climatic condi-
tions, water consumption, fire losses, or many other
subjects too numerous to mention. are identified
as statistics and play an important role in most of
our daily enterprises. Although there is no direct
relationship between the ability to keep good rec-
ords and the ability to fight fires, comprehensive
records are an essential part of good fire depart-
ment *madams. Facts from such records provide
supporting data to a city administrative head or
council when discussing the need for additional
personnel, the apparatus, or equipment. Records
have also proven most helpful and valuable in many
(..lier respects.

The extensiveness of any record system will de-
pend upon the size of the fire department and the
adequacy of personnel assigned to its maintenance.
Basica ly, the records of any department should
cover all the following items:

I. The department files should include:

a. A complete personnel file showing mem-
bers' blood type, full name, address,
personnel data, date and place of birth,
date of joining the department, date of
promotion, disciplinary action, salary,
company assigned to, and leave of ab-
sence and military data. This file should
be kept as confidential data in the de-
partment.

b. A file showing dates when members were
off sick or absent fo: other reasons.

c. A folder for each member with personal
data, original application, civil service
information, merit marks, and correspon-
dence. (Usually confidential.)

d. A file of inactive members.

e. A file of department correspondence.

f. Copies of payrolls, invoices, etc.

g. A chart showing assignment of members
to companies. It is important that this be
kept daily for the large department..

b. A master fire report book showing all
alarms by date, time, type of alarm, name
of person reporting alarm, address, owner,

occupant, cause of fire, fire companies
and chief responding, how the fire was
put out, insurance and loss data, and
evaluation of building and contents.

2. The compely records should consist of:

a. A company journal. The most common
arrangement is in diary form. Daily en-
tries should show roll call and reason for
any absences, details of members, battery,
gasoline, city water pressure readings if
taken daily, fire or emergency suns made,
hose used or changed, time and type of
drills or uchool held, special operations,
inspections madc, any repairs of appals-
tus or station and any unusual events
such as visitors to the station, accidents,
etc.

b. A posted shee), showing vacation and
working schedule.

c. A sheet showing address and telephone
numbers of all men assigned to the station.
posted in front d company journal or wall
mounted.

d. Bound notebook containing equipment sad
hose inventories, notices of streets,;
bridges, and railroad crossings dined
and hydrants out of **tyke, fuel and asp.
plies received, etc.

e. Copies of fire report sheets and hazard
inspection blanks.

f. A special book with full data on all emer-,
gooey Ms.

3. The training officer's records should consist
of:

a. A log or journal of the daily events apply7i
ing to the work of the drill school.

b. A roster of company anthem showing
dates of attendance and drills covered tn
gether with a list of straggle's. Sake
schools even keep grades of coraliddss
and members and assign efficiency rat.
ings.

c. An inventory of equipment assigned to the
school.
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d. A complete reference library

4. The repair shop or the master mechanic should
ken, the following records:

a. Apparatus records, showing basic data in
regard to cost, date of purchase, serial
numbers, size of motor and pump, extent
of repairs, replacements, routine mainte-
nance, battery and tire information.

b. Hose records showing purchases, costs
and tests.

c. A master inventory of equipment assigned
to companies and stations, with special
notes for parts and rep;acements.

d. An inventory of spore parts and spare
equipment.

e. A time sheet for shop personnel.

f. Records of pumper tests.

S. The fire prevention bureau she.4Id keep ex-
tensive records which are summarized as
follows:

a. A correspondence file. (Co.nbined with
department files in the smaller depart-
ments.)

b. An inspection schedule for bum, c inspec-
tors and company members.

C. Copy of inspection blanks for all inspec-
tions made, either by the bureau or com-
pany members.

d. Plans of hazardous buildings, for study
at company training sessions.

e. A file of incendiary fires and arson sus-
pects

f. Miscellaneous cross-file records for quick
reference as to previous fire locations,
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where inspections have been made, haz-
ards found and corrective measures taken,
and other important information applying to
buildings such as construction, size, own-
er, and occupant.

FIRE DerniktMENT RECORDS Ah'D REPORTS

In order to properly set up any type of record sys-
tem in a fire department, it will be necessary to
correlate it with some means of reporting the desired
information to the proper person or office. Usually,
the d.partment will devise a form based on its own
needs. The person who has the responsibility for
making such rep .-is is determined by the fire chief.
It is his duty to designate who shall make out these
reports, to see that they are properly handled, and to
make certain they are forwarded A the correct per-
son or office or filed for future referens:e.

In some departments. are reports are handled in
the following manner Each officer or person in charge
of the apparatus has a pad c steward forms made np
by the department. These forms note the information
to be obtained at the scene of the emergency. The
information is then transferred to a "run report"
after the run has been concluded and the officer has
returned to the station. The run reports are then sent
to fire headquarters and kept on file. This, however,
is only one method of obtaining and expediting a
report. There are countless othei methods that. can
be used to accomplish the same results. Proper pro-
cedure rests with the department.

Record and report forms can also be devised for
many other items pertinent to fire department opera-
tions. This matter can be carried out as far as it is
practical and feasible by the local department. The
problem may increase as the size of the department
decreases because of shortage of personnel and fa-
cilities for handing such data. Yet, this problem
should not deter efforts to maintain the required
records and reports. It is important, it is sound oper-
ating procedure, and it has a great deal of value in
the general structure of the fire department to main-
tain adequate records and reports. Sample record and
report forms are shown in Figures 1 through 7 on the
following pages.
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DAILY REPORT

Division of Fire

PEitSONNEL RECORD
PlatoonOn Duty From 8:00 a m.-------to 8:00 a rn

Cause of Absence .
tion _Present_ Abnnt Sic Vac. Ic..11nr Others

Chief Officers
I,

1

---,
-

P. P. Bureau
Maintenance
Alarm Office
Mulct *1
District *2
District *3

FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU

Inspections Today Carried Forward_.-Total to Date

ALARM STAT§TICS

For 24 Hours Ending Midnight

Number of Alarms
Today
Carried Forward
Total to Date
Total Last Year

Alarm Office Personnel
On Du rator

1 : M. -8:00 A . M.
8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
4:00P.M. - 12:00 M.

Record of Marino

Time Location Dist. Apparatus L Type Cause Loss

___ ,L ."....... I _ l''''''N.- -
/**-----1.----/-"--"-----s---,-"`"'%-,,---..."..........J.,"---."--../---ci%1--b.4

Chief of Fire Department
Fig. 1- Scorpio Daily Report
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Name

Address Where Disability Occurred

Station

Duty Off Duty

Company

Division of Fire

Date,

hank.

Disability Occurred On Du

16 Fire Snrvice

DISABILITY REPORT

Type of Disability

Doctor Hospital

Witnesses

Officer in Charge

Remarks

Reported by
(Signature)

Fig. 3 - Sowle Disoloi thy Report
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TRAINING REPORT
Division of Fire

Instructor.

Subject

Start Rinisb,?'otaL

Company No.

Location.

Date

So_.....70fficere and Men Pres. Rea Remarks

Instructional Data

Remark

Approved by

F. 4 - %mph, Training Repoli
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COMPIEW 110.11M1

Dbtder---_

Date 0--
Imosdon of fire, or alibi of alarm (most and umber)

Fill Dimensairs

COMPANY RUN REPORT

Typo of Mfg--

Itspart NA

Ito oforot was r000load

Hew Reed -Aura ay

triad No. d No.of

Stodge N.

lemma to cow Company NO se_ Oa POWs, of

Ortioroi Mose by quart= ar.--M. trowdoi----
Mr. le WAN Mans Moro Notrumrr RISPONDIO

CLAIM 13 Piro In brink Ot sum limo Was No PIN WITH
IFICATIG 13 Fin io Wig& our bolas 0 Rum at soma*
OF ALARM 13 Fire in MINA Is waft lot 13 MAN. con

Ottok the 0 Pro io damp 0 Aorklootol Mona Wort trodt
inter WON 0 Odor IN outdoors

0 Fke as oda* io gout
0 Fobs twin Wr.11111 stow

woortgroof tevoro--.

RITINOUISHIRS UM 110$11 LIfll$ DUD SAMOS COVIHS HUD
1171 -'7WM11171. 1.. Total a._ 2

III Tomb
Write11 Loaded. Strom : . bloi

Cob= ToIrselgorito LADD US=
Corks =odds N - Typo - Tog! Fut
Da Cboraird
Water Pall VA' , ,

Sod

Wallis dm el
Moo low

= 1114---fIL ball.--fo6000d% tow -

--ft pall= I floo,---fa.hot000deoo...
Waldo( doe of oomourbro.--tola.

INiforst lost ar

. _

Told amoost mew lad OpplualM10)
.

Ikompol
.or dostroyii.'

bloc toopoodlog to oforro

Nom d pesoond Wood co alum

61nji sombsrs rompoulloo (oomoo)

41.

Fig. 5. - Seroplo Gunplay Run Report (front side)
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DETAIL OF OPERATION

&noes
Own - , Address -
000191114 Ilia oiled
Volvo ot Illdg. Value of Conon 1 Auto Yoko

Imo. on Bldg. In. on Contest* .. TM
LOU Loss. ... . -Vol. In.
am of ms. Co. NUM Of UHL CO.

Cob.

Moor th Glum

Fig. S. %nolo Company Run Report (beak older)

grr 71.:Aa

t1412..re#A15
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DISPATCHER ALARM REPORT

DIVISION OP FIRE

Addams Deb

Rem Mo. A Rea B. Rua

Apposes* 'flea Oct Thss la Moo

&slash
A.Y.
P.M.

A.N.
P.M.

Rastas 82
M

P
A

A.
. AAM.

.P.

Eagles 83
A.M.
P.M.

A.M.
P.M.

Took 11
A.M.

P.M.
AA.

Tuck 12
A.N.
P.M.

A.Y.
P.M.

0Rom101

a A.N.
P.M.

A.M.
P.M.

Ramo
AA.
P.N.

A.M.
P.M.

Ilsts.1 AM
A.M.
P.M.

Al.
P.M.

Msel. ay Nov Recd.

Pella
tiatintal Asps

Uelitottited
Gee Eleotde Tsleplosse

lesd Vii. lsd Dkeeticso

Meador
Caleb@

I

Fig. 6 - Dispatcher Ahem Report

...........................................

DATA OBTAINED AT FIRE

Location

Who
Coiled

Ovouvr

Nines
Manse

Occupant

Now
Occupied

Construction

Roof

No.
Stories

No.
hits

Ne.
Stores

Vdve of
Bldg.

Ins. on
Bldg.

Nam of
Ins. Ge.

Vdue of
Contents

ins. on
Contents

Nos* of
Ins. Co.

Auto
tAtke

Tow 1.1e.

Cause



ClIAPTER 2

CHEMISTRY OF FIRE

INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of the chemistry olf fire is an important factor in the development of an effective and well
twined fire-fighter. Fires have many characteristics which have a direct effect on the method used in their ex-
tinguishment. Therefore, the fire-fighter must be able to recognize these characteristics as well as how to use
the proper extinguishing agent end equipment.

HOW THINGS BURN

Combustion or burning may be defined as a chem-
ical process accompanied by the evolution of hest.
This process is a special form of union with two
other substances, one of which is oxygen. In most
cases, our conception of a substance burning is that
it gives off heat and exhibits a glowing mass.

Everyone is brainier with the fact that coal can
generally be ignited by first building a wood
fire, and that the wood must in turn be ignited by
paper, which in bun is ignited with a match. In this
series, the hinting of each material raises the tem.
pander. of the next material until it, ;ir turn, finally
is ignited and burns. The temperature at which a sub-
since will catch on fire and condone to burn is
called the iodate temperature. However, temp...s-
tare is only ode of the necessary elements (t1111Paili.
tare, lames and fuel) which produces combustion.
The chemical -union referred to does not take place
until the substances involved are heated to their igni-
tion temperatures. For example, phosphorus, as in a
match, ignites when heated through friction. Sulphur
will ignite from a small spark. Carbon must be heated
to a siccing temperature before it burns, sadmagpes-
lam must be heated to an even higher temperature.
One cai readily see that before a substance bums,
it must be bested to its ignition temperaurre and this
temperature modes for different materials.

Another important factor involved in the ignition
of a substance is the size or mess of the substance
to be heated. A page of a boo!' is ignited easily, but
the book itself, a compact mass of pages, 'gait,
slowly. A needle and a bar of steel are of the same
reated"d, but the former is so small that when placed
in a flame, it is quickly raised to the temperature of
the flame. When the same amount of heat is applied
to the steel bar it will become heated slowly. Like-
wise, a wood shaving, presenting a small mass for
heating, will ignite more cericIdy than the block of
wood from which it was cut. It is necessary that a

b.

solid must first be heated sufficiently to cause it to
change into a combustible gas before it will ignite;

The previously described principle also applies
to flammable liquids. The temperature at which a
flammable liquid gives off vapor sufficient to form an.
ignitable mixture with the air near the surface of the
liquid or within the vessel. containing the liquid is
called the "flash point." This temperature varies
according to the density of the Wild: A -burning
match thrown into cold kerosene will be extingeisted,
but if the kerosene is *inverted into a gas, the Wirt .
ing match will ignibrii/The great danger of gasoline.
lies in the fact thatitopasses off a combustible. vapor
at ordinary temperature? and is then in a.state tiport.
able for ignition.

Sponteneous igiition of a material is caused by
the gradual development of heat die to a cheiriciet
change within the material., It continues. to irearsti,
heat until the ignition temperature reSCI471(.)
cloths soeked- in limed oil ass racked thilithoki.,
they present a Hie Weibiburfty for spontenemajgaii
Lion to occur. The Oakwood over the ander:C.4 the ,

cloth absorbs eirygear,. and if_the conditions SriSlitt
that the heat via:Med-1s not dissipated, the
results in further oxidation. which,rahas the tempexp.
&true nail the whole mass is hot es ugh to hirat into
flame.

There are away other flammehle Products. Liquids::
with a flash point lower than -200° tarn etruddered...
flammable, but any cinitbustible when irgets4
above its flash point, will produce flammable weirus;,,
For example, heavy fuel oil whenheated above 300c9R.
may release vapors as flammable as those of gasoline
at its flashpointtemperabra, which is leis than 0° F.:

Flemish'e liquids are divided into three dasses.r
Class I includes those having flash point@ at or be-

lour 20P. F. Class II includes those having .flaw

points above 20° F., but at or below 70° F. Class III

includes those having flesh points above 70° F. but

below 200° F.

21
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Flash point, though the commonly accepted cd-
terion of the relative hazard of flammable liquids, is
by no means the only factor in evaluating the hazard.
The ignition temperature, explosive range, rate of
evaporation, density, and rate of diffusion of the va-
por also have an importr -t bearing. The flesh point
and other factors which determine the relative sus-
ceptibility of a flammable liquid to ignition have
comparatively little influence on its burning charac-
teristics after the fire has burned long enough so
that the liquid is thoroughly heated.

For sources of additional data and information on
flammable liquids' and gases, it is suggested that
firemen contact such agencies as The National Board
of Fire Underwriters, The Division of the State Fire
Marshal, The Factory Mutual Insurance Company and
the Ohio Inspection Bureau.

For an element to burn, it must first unite with
oxygen. For a compound to burn, each element must
first unite separately with oxygen. Whenever a com-
pound of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, or nitrogen is
oxidized, either by rapid burning or by the slower
process of decay, the final result is the same. This
result is minx: dioxide, water and free nitrogen.
Therefore, burning is the final wry of disposing of
organic materials.

Due to the fact that gasoline is made up of two
elements, carbon and hydrogen, the burning of gaso-
line Is more complicated. Both of these elements
have an affinity for oxygen when heated; hence, a
combination of them bums rapidly. Each element pre-
heat unites with oxygen as readily as it woad if it
were by itself.

Smoke is always the result of incomplete combus-
tion. When compounds such as coal, wood, fats, and
petroleum bum, the heat of the fire expels hydrogen
and oxygen along with carbon, and these burn as
gases. As they burn, they do not meet with suffirient
oxygen, and besides, they are cooled. The hydrogen
in these gaseous combinations burns more quickly
than the other gases; therefore, some =burnt carbon
is liberated as soot and carbon monoxide. This is
called smoke.

In other words, fire is a rapid chemical change in
which combustible substances burn and give off heat.
Substances which easily combine with oxygen to form
new substances and produce a high degree of heat in
the process are classed as combustibles. Three
things necessary to support combustion are:

1. A combustibiz substance, fuel.

2. Sufficient oxygen to support combustion.

3. Sufficient heat to ignite the substance.

Normally, air is 217. oxygen. When the oxygen
content of the air around a flame is reduced below
16%, the flame is extinguished. The percentage of
oxygen around a flame may be reduced in two ways:

1. By cutting off the supply of oxygen through
smothering so that the flame will consume
or exhaust all of the oxygen around it.

2. By displacing air with a noncombustible gas
such as carbon dioxide or water vapor.

Oxygen does not necessarily have to be supplied
by sir. It may be furnished for combustion artificially
as in chlorates, nitrates, thennite, etc. Substance* -

which furnish their own oxygen, such as pyroxylin
plastics, will burn under water. Also, hot coke and
many hot metals will burn brighter when water in
applied because the tremendous heat decomposes;
the water, freeing oxygen and hydrogen. The 'oxygen
supports the combustion and the hydrogen itself burns,
being very combustible and explosive.

When firemen are able to determine the charactir=
istics of a file they CILI decide which method of riz=
tingnishment to use.

EXPLOSIONS

Explosions are of four principle kinds: .

1. Release of heat energy by rapid oxidetioa.
(gasoline vapor-air explosion).

.
2. Release of energy by decompusitiou (dyna-

mite explosion).

3. Release of energy by release of preteens.,
for example, a fluid which is under pressure,
at a temperature above its normal boiling
point, (boiler explosion).

4. Release of energy by atomic fission, ( atomic
bomb explosion).

All are characterised by the release of energy so
rapid as to be substantially instantaneous. Ite,force
of an explosion depends upon the rate of release of
energy even more than upon the amount of energy rer
leased.

The fireman is principally concerned with firm
explosions, which are caused by the release of heat

,T

energy through rapid oxidation. There is ao.ahatp
line of demarcation between an explosion, and a very
rapidly spreading fire, such as those in gasoline,
which are often described as explosions. "Flash
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fires" would, be- a more accurate description. Explo-
sions occur where flammable vapors, gases, or com-
bustible dusts are mixed with air in proportions inch
as to produce very rapid oxidation of the entire mass
when a source of ignition is provided, Tice violence
of the explosion usually depends upon the rate of
oxidation. There is a considerable difference in the
rate at which explosions propagate, though the bntire
phenonemon is so rapid that it can be measured only
by special instruments. In a detonating explosion, the
rate of travel is very high as compared with ordinary
flame travel through combustible mixtures.

Finely divided particles of nearly all combustible
materials can produce violent explosions if the par -
tides are auspend-1 in air in the proper concentra-
tion and ignited. other or not a dust cloud will
ignite is governed by the particle size, dust concen-
tration, uniformity of dispersion, amount of impurities
present, and strength and duration of the source of
ignition. As is true with gases and vapors, there are
limiting concentrations of dusts (explosive limits)
within which an explosion can occur. The generally
accepted figures for lower explosive limits range from
0.015 oz. per cu. ft. forlight readily dispersible dusts
to 0.5 oz. per cu. ft. for some ui the heavy powders.
but ignitions at concentrations well below 0.015 oz.
per cu. ft. have been reported. Minimum explosive
concentrations and ignition temperature of clouds of
typical dusts are shown below:

Minimum
Explosive
Concentration
(Os. Per. Cu. Ft.)

Ignition Temp.
op.

Aluminum 0.025 1190
Magnesium 0.020 965
Zirconium 0.040
Phenolic Resin 0.025 925
Coal 0.035 1125
Sulphur 0.035 370
Cornstarch 0.045 875

*Zirconium powder dispersed in air at room
temperature was ignited in certain instances
apparently by static electrical Mecham be-
tween particles In the dust cloud.

Dust explosions usually occur in pairs. The first
explosion. involving dust which is already in suspen-
sion. dislodges dust from beams. ledges, etc.. and
forms a second cloud through which the secondary
explosion propagates. The nature of the dust, degree

of confinement, amount of explosion venting provided,
and quantity of dust in auspension.(or in the case of
secondary explosions, the aracont stili remaining to
be thrown into suspension) are factors influencing
the intensity of the explosion.

Explosions have been most prevalent in grain
elevators, flour and feed mills, and cereal plants.
Mir duo explosion hazard, however, is not confined
to grain-Est:Ming plants. It also exists in a wide
range of industries such as starch manrircturing,
sugar raining, woodworking, sulphur crushing and
pulverizing, bard rubber recovery, cork grinding,
aluminum, magnesium and other metal powder plants,
fertilizer plants. powdered milk plants, chocolate,
cocoa and candy factories, and plastic and textile
works.

There is no sharp line of demarcation between.
flammable liquids and gases. Liquids become gases
at elevated temperatures, and gases become liquids
at lower temperatures. Strictly speaking, flammable
liquids are not a fire cause. though often referred to
as such, for a spark or other source of ignition which
might otherwise be harmless may cause fire in the
presence of flammable liquids. Some liquids, such as
mime disulfide, ignite at temperatures considerably
lower than required for the ignition of ordinary com-
bustible materials. However, the improper use and
handling of flammable liquids doss cause many fires
with resultant loss of property and life.

It is the vapor from the evaporation of a flammable
liquid rather than the liquid itself which bums or
explodes when mixed with air in the presence of a
source of ignition. The hazard lies in the evaporation
of the liquid when exposed to the air or under the
influence of beat. Gases or vapors from flammable
liquids are combustible and. when mixed with air in
certain proportions, are explosive. For gasoline,
these proportions range from slightly over 1% to
about 6% by volume. One gallon of gasoline. if com-
pletely vaporized and mixed with air, will form ex-
plosive mixtures in volumes of from about 500 cubic
feet to well over 2000 cubic feet. The explosive or
flammable limit is that which includes the concentra-
tion of a mixtAre of flammable vapor or fps in air by
yllurre, in .ohich a flash will occur or a flame will
traml d the mixture is ignited. The lower percentage
%A which this occurs is the lower explosive limit.
and the highest Percenttle, the upper explosive limit.
If such a mixture is :Garbed and ignited. an explo-
sion results. Many cowls flammable liquids and
gases hsve very wide explosive ranges. Mixtures
outside these limits are either too "lean" to ex-
plode or too "rich" to explode. The too "leas"
mixture is below the lower explosive limit since it
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does not have sufficient flammable vapor or gas in
proportion to the amount of sir, 'Ale the too "rich"
mixture has too much flammable vapor or gas is pro-
portion to the available air. hail lierity with the
properties and characteristics of these flammable
liquids and gases is important to the fire service

hems* with such knowledge firemen can fight fires
more effectively, reduce property dame and save
lives. As it would be impossible to list every flam-
mable liquid or gas, Figure I will lhatetbsrixe some
of the most common ones encountered by the firemen.

,

, -.
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CHAPTER 3

CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

INTRODUCTION

That lid fire-fighting appliances are essentially portable first aid devices used to extinguish fire. The
ease of handling, the abilliy to provide the necessary extinguishbag agent to put out the fire quickly and effi-
ciently, the fact the extispishers are ready for use when nee 'ad, make the extinguishers a necessary part of
fire-fiehting operations. Nowt-vex, the extinguishers are designed to cope with fires in their infancy and are net
intended to act as a substitute for automatic sprinklers, standpipe and hose, or the fire department. Various
types of that aid fire extinguishers will be described here. Each type is of value, but all are not equally effec- '
tive _upon all classes of fires. Therefore, consfderation must be given to the class of fire involved, and the
proper type of extinguisher to be used. As fires are classified, fire ezdnguishess are also classified. This is in
accedence with the ability to extinguish the particular material or substance on fire.

CLASSIFICATION OF FIRES

For all practical purposes, there are three peer-
II classes of fires.

CLASS :"A" FIRES - defined as fires is ordinary
combustible "snterial.: as wood, cloth,. end pa-
per where the "quenching- cooling" effeCt of quan-
tities of water or solutions containing large 'retract-
ages of, weber is most effultve in reducing-the tem-
peratuni of the burning material below the ignition
temperature.

CLASS ; "B" FIRES. - defined' as fires in flammable
petroleum products or other flammable liquids, pens-
es, etc., where the' "blanketing smothering" effect
Of oxypn-enrcludingmedia Is moat effective.

CLASS 1"C" FIRES 1. defined as fires involving elec-
trical equipment where the electrical nonconductivity
of the eutOpislting media is of first importance.

3

CLASSIFICATION OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

Based upon the inecedigig classification of fires
and also upon fire extinguishment potentials as de-
termined by physical .testintqf fire extinguishers by
Underwriters' Laboratories, inc., classifications
have been established for first aid fire extinguish-
ers.

This classificatiosi consists of a NUMERAL and
a LETTER. It appears on the label affixed to the
appliances labeled by Underwriters' Laboratories,
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Inc., and Underwritere Laboratories, of cited&
fonowing explains the use of this system.

NUMERALS

Class "A" EkiuguiShers - The NUMERAL ill_
active of the approximate relative fire_ extinstish
potential of various dze Class "A". fire =tin
era, for example, a 4-A appliance can besexplantai.
est*** approximately_ *co as entcharre
appliance.

class "a" Butieguiebers SittAIRIERAL: fs
indicative of the appioxisate relatlie
gulshing potential of various size iClass
extinguishers; and ini*dition, the NUMERP4. is
approximate *diddle of the square fooe:ares
deep-layer flammable liquid fire which an.'avesagel
operator can ad:1W*, Iktr
can_be expected to extinguish tie, iquarafieet of demi,
layer flammoble limdd fire ilhen.:useld by *evangel"-
operator.

-

Class :.C" Extinguisher's. No 10.81Eltia.' bloat,
since Class "C" firel are essentially either Masi
"A" or "8" fires iniolving energised electrical
ing and equipment. The size of the Clap "C"'es-t
tingniaber..inetidled should be cosi:ensue* with the-
sis* and extent of the. area involving the electrical'
hazard or containing -equip sat being poteded, con;
sidering that it suit be dieted or blanketed by the
Class "C" extinguishing media for effective fire ex-
tinguishment
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Trite
Chemical Solution 1

(soda-acid)
17-gallon
33-gallon

Water and Antifreeze 154-gallon
(Calcium Chloride 2%-gallon

Stgution) 17-gallon
(Expellant-G) as 33-gallon

Operate

sue

Aparoodmats
Classification ClinifiC14301111

.11nder Preset*
Method

1-A
2-A

10-A
20-A

1-A
2-A

10-A
20-A

Water
(Pruni Tank)

(Pails in 'Tanks)

Loaded Stream

154-gallon
254-
4gai1
5-gallon

Under Old
Method

A-2
A-1
A
A

A4

A

.....

AA*

Six 10-quart pails and 25-gallon cask or
tank (minimum) ......

..1- gallon
134-gallon
254-gallon
17-gallon
33-gallon

..154, 154-gallon
254-
5-
10-gallon
17-gallon
33-gallon

Vaporizing Liquid 1, 154, 154-quart
(carbon tetra- 2, 2y2-tuart
chloride base) 1, 1549 4 3, 354-gallon ......>..........

Vaporizing Liquid 154, 2-quart ..*....amseesee
nart .....(chlorobromo-

methane) 1- gallon

Carbon Dioxide ...... or less hounds of (=bon dioxide
7$
10 pxmds of carbon dioxide
12 pounds of carbon dioxide
15 and 18 pounds of carbon dioxide
20 pounds of carbon dioxide
25 and 26 pounds of carbon dioxide
50 pounds of carbon dioxide
75 pounds of carbon dioxide
100 pounds of carbon dioxide

Nora: Carbon dioxide extinguishers with metallic horns do not carry

Dry Chemical ................6g or less pounds of dry chemical
7$ pounds of dry chemical
10 and 12 pounds of dry chemical
15 pounds of dry chemical
20 pounds of dry chemical
30 pounds of dry chemical sees..
75 to 350 pouMs of dry chemical ____. ...........

A-2
A-1
A-1
A-1

1-A
2.A
3-A
4-A

A-1 _ 2-A

1- A
A-1,13-2 2-A4L-B
A-LB-2 2441-B
A 10-A
-A 20.A
A-2,B-2 14,243
A-1,131-1 2-AA-B
A-1,B-1 ,4 44,6-B

6-A,11-B

--

C

`A,B " 10-A0B
A,B 20-A.20-B

BAC-2 *DX

LAC
. .

B-ZC-1 2-11,C"

8-te2 1-B,C
B-ZC-I 2-B,C

4.84
BAC-1 _ 4-B,C

'4-13.0
114-1 4B;C

6434C
B-1.C-1 10B,C

1241,C
B,C ": 1244C

11-2,C-2 4-B.0
B2,C-1 : 613,C -
B-1,C-1 R-B.0
B-1.C-1 -8-11.C*
B4,C-1 16-B,C
B-LC-1 20-B4

-___ B,C 4011C-,

1:1c Z*4

Wetting Agent ..._ ...... _10 gallons --....... 4,B 6-A

45 gallons _________-____......-- Ali 25-A
20 gallons ....- .. 12-A

50 gallons .304

L'ourksy Nadeau; Bland of iieetvlerivitire

F. 1- Conversion of Extinguishes Classifications
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The LETTER refers to the class of fire on which
the use of the particular appliance Is approved for
most effective fire extinguishment.

Eva" lee - A foam extinguisher, rated 2-A, 4-B
should extinguish approximately twice as much Class
"A".fire as w 1-A appliance, and four times as much
Class "B" fire as a 1-2 appliance. Also, the ex-
tinguisher should extinguish a fire in a deep-layer
flammable liquid, such as a dip tank having a sur-
face area of four square feet, when used by an aver-
ege operator.

A dry chemical extinguisher, rated 6-B, C should
extinguish six times as much Class "B" fire as a
1-B unit and should successfully extinguish a deep-
layer flammable liquid fire of six square feet area
when used air average operator. It also is safe to
use on fires involving electrical equipment.

TABLE FOR CONVERSION 'OF
CLASSIFICATION OF OLDER EXTINGUISHERS

TO APPROXIMATE PRESENT
CLASSIFICATION

The medic' of classifying extinguishers used in
the 1955 and earlier editions 'of NBFU No. 10 differs
from the presently described method. The object of
this table is to enable Cognition of older extinguish-
ers in terms of the present method of classifying
portable fire extinguishers._

Under the present method of classification it is
possible for. units of the sciire size to have differeat
classifications. For example, 15 11); carbon dioxide
extinguishers -may have a classification of 4B:C.
6-B:C, or &Ike,. ancordieg to the fire extinguishing
potential of the individual units as determined by
the Underwdtep' Laboratories, Inc., and the Under-
writers' Laboratories of Canada. Theirefine; an exact
conversion from the old method to new method of
classification'', not possible.

Wherever fire extinguishers are found with the
present classification on the label, this table should
not be used.

Wherever fire extinguishers are found with the old
classification on the label, use this table for approx-
imate conversion and use the resulting classification
value. For example, e 15 lb. carbon dioxide extin-
guisher has the classification B-1, C-1 on the label.
From this table, it in found that the approximate clas-
sification under the present method' is .4-B,C. See
Figure 1.

TYPES & USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

In accordance with the preceding classifications,
a number of fire extinguishers have been developed
for use in fire - fighting and fire protection. As it
would be impossible to mention every type now in
use, or now on the market, reference is made only to
thorw norms* used in fire-fighting operatio. .. But
regardless of the type used, it is well to keep in
mind that only those extinguishers which carry the
Underwriters' Laboratories Seal of Approval are guar-
anteed for capability and performance. It is also ex-
tremely important that instructions regarding main-
tenance are fully adhered to, Fire extinguishers
must .always be fully charged and in a condition
which will permit efficient operation at any moment
without delay.

WATER EXTINGUISHERS

These appliances are effective on small fires in
ordinary combustiLle 'materials midi as wood, paper,
textiles, rubbish, etc.. that is, Clears "A" fires
where the gnomish% and cooling effect of water or a
solstice containing a large percentage of water is of
first Importance. The extinguishers are not effective
in fires in fiammeole liquids, greases, etc., in vats,
tanks, open vesieli, or any other Class "B" fire
where the birmketing.effect br.eseeatiaL These sp.
pliances coil* Used, boirever;.eu fires te
floors made of nombistible:matedals soaked with
oils, greeees,, etc., -where the cooling aid quenching
effect of water is important.

The use of these appliances in connection with
Class "0* fires in electrical equipment such as
paelboards,' switchboards, motors, etc., is not leo-
meiended. -Whilethe stream is usually most 'Mee-
live it close the fire, in case of necessity it can
be directed from a diskece of 30 to 40 feet hodson-

Where freezing temperatures- ay be encountered,
extinguishers should be filled with an anti-hews
solution consisting of granulated asked calcium
chloride (free from magnesium chloride) dissolved in
water. Figure 2 idr-,s approximately the temperature
at which the resultant solution will freeze.

Anti-freeze solutions shall be mixed *roughly
in exact accordance with proportions given in Figure
2. Common salt inset not be used as it may cause
corrosion and make the extinguisher dangerous for
use.

Extinguishers shall be kept full (to filling mark)
at ill times and recharged immediately after use. Re-
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Proportions of
Calcium Chloride & Water

to Make 2-1/2 Gallons
of Anti-Freeze Solution

loc'
o

0
- 100

-20°
-30°
-40°

Water

2 gals., 1 qt.
2 gals., 1 pr.
2 gala.
2 gals.
2 gals.
2 gals.

5 lbs.
6 lbs., 4 02 .

7 lbs., 6 oz.
8 lbs., 6 oz.
9 lbs., 2 oz.

10 ". '.

Fig. 2 Proportions of Calcium Chloride and
Water to Make 2-1/2 Gallons

welching is the only method of determining whether
or not the cartridge (of cartridge operated extinguish-
eW is fully che:ged. In recharging, all parts shall
be thoroughly washed with water and the water
flushed through the hose.

Extinguishers mould be examined at regular in-
terval, to detect deterioration, damage, clogged ori-
fices, condition of hose, gaskets, and to see that the
appliances are filled to the proper level. Pump op-
erated extinguishers should be tested by operating
with several strokes, then putting a drop of thin lu-
bricating oil on the piston rod packing. At least
semi-annually the cartridges of cartridge operate3 ex-
tinguishers should be removed, examined, and
weighe; on an accurate scale to detect loss of weight
caused by leakage.

li a loss of % ounce or more from the original
weight stamped on it is indicated, the cartridge
should be replaced with a new one. Extinguishers of
the stored-pre: ire type should be examined regu-
larly to determine that the pressure as indicated on
the extinguisher gauge is in the operable range.

Four types of water fire extinguishers most com-
monly found in the fire service are shown in Figures
3 through 10.

SODA -ACID EXTINGUISHERS

These appliances are effective on small fires in
ordinary combustible materials, such as wood, pa-
per, textiles, rubbish, etc., that is, Class "A" fires
where the quenching and cooling effect of water, or a

solutioc =staining a large percentage of water is of
first isrportance. The extinguishers are not effective
on fires in flammable liquids, grease, etc., in vats,
tanks, open vessels, or any Class "B" fire where
the blanketing effect is essential. The appliances
can be used, however, on small fires on floors made
of combustible materials soaked with oils, greases,
etc., where the cooling and quenching effect of wa-
ter is important. The use of these appliances in con-
nection with %lass "C" fires in electrical equipment
such as penelboards, switchboards, motors, etc., is
not recommended.

Courtesy The Far.Frrier nonparty
Fig. 3- Pressurised Water Extinguisher

Ingredients such as common salt, calcium chlo-
ride, wetting agents, etc., must not be used in ex-
tinguishers of this type as these may either reduce
the effectiveness of the discharge, or may corrode
the extinguishers so as to make them dangerous for
use.

The chemicals used are bicarbonate of soda and
sulphuric acid. In the most common 2V gallon sine,
1% pounds of the soda are dissolved in 2% gallons of
lukewarm water and placed in the shell, and 4 ounces
of commercially (CP) pure sulphuric acid are placed
in the acid bottle. To operate, the extinguisher is
inverted causing the chemicals to mix. The result-
ant ch..nical reaction creates carbon dioxide gas
which exerts a pressure of about 123p.s.l_ within the
container and expels the liquid from the tank. While
the discharge does contain products of the chemical
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HOW TO OPERATE

(1)
Keep extinguisher in
uptight position. Pall
safety pin to break
seal wire.

Fire Service Veining

HOW TO OPERATE

(2)
Aim nossle and squeeze
operating lever down to
release stream.

(3)
Direct Stream at base of fire.

Fig. 4 . Haw to Use firissurited Water Extinguisher

Courtesy The Ayr-Fytor Company

Fie. 5. Pump Operated Water Extinguisher

A05,- 7

(I)
Raise and lower pump
handle. Use foot-rest to
hold tank steady.

(2)
Direct stream et
base of fire.:

Fig. 6. How to Use limp Operated der Extinguisher

7"

Courtesy The FpFyior Company
Fig. 7 - Cartridge Operated Wetes Extinguisher -
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HOW TO OPERATE

(1)
Grip hose and ring with
one hand. Grasp handle
at bottom with other han-
dle.

(2)
Invert and tap plunger
on floor or ground. Keep
grip on hose.

(3)
Direct stream at base of fire.

Fig. . How to Use Cartridge Operated Water Extinguisher

Courtesy D. B. Smith 6 Company

Fig. 9 . Indian Fire Pump
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Courtesy Loudonville, Ohio Fire Department
Fig. NI Indian Hu, Pump In Use

reaction, the extinguishing agent Is principally wa-
ter. Although the stream is usually most effective If
used close to the fire, In case of necessity it can be
directed effectively from a distance of 30 to 40 feet
horizontally. The force, range, and duration of the
stream are not dependent on the operator. The 251
gallon size discharges an effective stream of liquid
for approximately one minute.

Extinguishers should be kept full (to the filling
mark) at all times, and recharged immediately after
use. In recharging, all parts should be thoroughly
washed with water, and water flushed through the
hose.

Extinguishers should be examined at regular in-
vals to detect deterioration, damage, clogged ori-
fices, condition of hose gaskets and to be sure of
filling to the proper level. Extinguishers or parts
which are not in good condition should be replaced
immediately. It Is important that tic' t bottles, stop-
pies and cages, when replaced, should be duplicates
of those originally provided with the extinguisher.
Otherwise the discharge may be impaired or the ex«
tinguisher rendered inoperative.
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If not used, sodsiacid extinguishers must be amp-
tied and recharged annually. The appliances must
also be protected against freezing. A conventional
sodfrecid extinguisher and its various parts are
shown in Figures 11 and 12.

TANK
OR

SHELL

CAP

GASKET

ir'PRESSURE
RELEASE HOL E

CAGE FOR
ACID BOTTLE

ACID BOTTLE

ACID LINE

LEAD STOPPLE

Fig. 11- Seek-Acid Extinguisher

HOW TO OPERATE

(0)
Grip hose and ring with
one bend. Grasp handle
at bottom with other
band.

(2)
Thin upside down. Keep
grip on hose.

(3)

Direct stream at base of fire.

Fig. 12 - Hew to Use Sade-Acid Extinguisher

FOAM EXTINGUISHERS

Maw appliances are effective on fires in small
quantities of flammable liquids, poises, etc., in vats,
tanks, open vessels, on floors, or any other Class
"El" fire where the foam may be retained as a blanket
on the burning material. Unless specifically noted on
the name plate, these extinguishers are not to by used
on fires involving alcohol, ether, acetone, lacquer
thinner or carbon disulfide, because without the prop-
er additive the foam bubbles are broken down render-
ing the smothering action ineffective. While these ex-
tinguishers are primarily intended for use on Class
"El" fires, these are somewhat effective on incipient
fires in ordinary combustible materials, such as wood,
paper, textiles, rubbish, or other Class "A" fires.
This is because 85% of the weight of the extinguish-
ing ages is water. Therefore, it has some value in
controlling fires where the cooling and quenching ef-
fect of water or solutions containing large percent-
ages of water is- import nt.

The use of these extinguishers in connection with
fires in electrical equipment etch is panelboards,
switchboards, motors, and other Class "C" fires is
not recommended.

Anti-freeze ingredients such as common salt, cal-
cium chloride, etc., Must not be used in extinglish.
ere of this type, as these chemical's may either re-
duce the effectiveness of the .discharge or, may -cor-
rode extinguishers so as to make them dangerous for
OS

Chemicals used to recharge this exiingaisher are.
bicarbonate of soda and a foal* sabilizislrt die."
solved in water for the outer cmOperfmant, and alum-
inum sulphate dissolved in water inner cylin
der. To operite, the entingnishir Sint-tatted causing
the chemicals to adz:- The resultatot.chemical mac- --
Lion produces a foam extingaishing -gent, and also
creates a pressure within the container which *spelt .
the foam through the hose. While the etre* isnenal-
ly most effective when directed from a -stance, it
may be used dose to the fire. In WI* 040CMISity
it can be directed effectively from distal:4.6f 30 to
40 feet bodsontally.

On flammable liquid fires, best results are ob-
tained when the discharge from the extinguisher is
played against the fat inside wall of the vat or tank
just above' the burning surface, so as to permit the
natural spread of the foam back over the blaming liq-
uid. The stream should not be directed into the buss-
ing liquid.

Where possible, the operator should walk around
the Me while directing the stream, so as to pt ma*
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mum coverage during the discharge period.
The force, range and duration of the stream are

not dependent upon the operator. The 2% gallon ex-
tinguisher discharges an effective stream of foam for
approximately one minute.

Ex tinguishers should be recharged immediately
after use. la recharging, all parta should be washed
thoroughly with water, and water flushed through the
hose.

Extinguisher should be examined at regular inter-
vals to detect terioratios, damage, clogged orifices,
condition of 3e, "gaskets; and to see that the appli-
ances are filled to the proper level. Extinguishers or
parts which are not in good condition should be re-
placed immediately. If not used, foam, extinguishers

C.m

Sample

Outer 'Container

Fig. 13- Feeds Extinguisher

Gasket

Relief Hole

Inner Container

must be emptied and recharged annually. Only
charges supplied by the manufacturer should be used.
The chemicals must be thoroughly stirred and dis-
solved in water and in'exAct accordance with the in-
structions glien on the charging units. They also
must be protected against freezing. .

Generally, about a 50% water solution of aluminum
sulphate Is used in the Inner chamber; 8% bicarbon-
ate of soda, 89% water and 3% stabilizer is used in
the loge outer container. The stabilizer may be of
secondary extract of licorice, saponin or chicle, etc.
Its purpose is to make the bubbles smaller in size
and more tenacious. It takes no part in the reaction
other than a purely physical one. The principal ex-
tinguishing agent consists of minute bubbles of car-
bon dioxide entrapped in walls of insoluble aluminum
hydrate which form a strong, tough, elastic, and ad-
hesive foam. It is composed of 90% carbon dioxide
gas by volume, and forms a blanket of bubbles which

excludes the oxygen, and, at the same time cools the
surface. The maximum pressure generated is about
100 pounds, and the common 2% gallon size will pro-
duce about 20 gallons of foam when properly charged.
A conventior foam extinguisher and its various
parts and use is shown in Figures 13 and 14.

HOW TO OPERATE

(1) (2)

Grip hose and ring with Thor upside down. Keep
one hand. Grasp handle grip on hose.
at bottom with other
hand.

Aim foam against inside
of container above
quid, never into liquid.

For Wood, Paper,
Textiles, etc.

Direct stream at base of
fire, and spread foam
over bunting surface.

Fig. 14 - Now to Operate Fosse Extingsisher

VAPORIZING LIQUID EXTINGUISHERS

These extinguishers are effective on fires in
small quantities of flammable liquids, greases, etc.,
in vats, tanks, or other open vessels or on floors or
surfaces involving Class "B" fires where the gas
formed by the vaporization of the extinguishing liquid
may be retained as a blanket on the burning material.
These are also effective on small fires in electrical
equipment such as motors, panelboards, switchboards,
or other Class "C" tires, where a nonconducting ex-
&wishing agent is of importance. These appliances
are also suitable for use on automobiles.
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Cotateest Waiter Kidde G Company, Imo.

F. - Ono Quart Pomp-Typo Carbon Trarachlorido Extinguisher

The estinguisherie are not effective on deep-seat-
ed fires of ordinary- combustible materials such as
wood, paper, textiles, rubbish, or other class' -"A"
fires which require the quenching and cooling effect
of water for complete: extinguishment. These may,
.however: be of some value on surface fires in small
quantities of such material where the 'smothering ef-
fects of the gas may be utilized.

Inasing extinguishers of this type, especially_ in
unventilated spaces, firemen should take precautions
to avoid the effects cased by breathing the gases or
vipers liberated or -produced. Studies made of the
effects of these vaporizing liquids indicate the gasses
are toxic both before and after decomposition. In the
presenee of flame or hot surfaces carbon tetrachlo-
ride may decompose and form hydrochloric acid, phos-
gene, and free chlorine. Chiorobromomethane, like
carbon tetrachloride is a halogenated hydrocarbon,
whose vapors are toxic and eves have a higher nar-
cotic action. When used on a fire Mid decomposes
and produces traces Of hydrochloric acid, phosgene,
bromoplsosgene, and in some cases free bromine and
chlorine. It is recommended that gas masks be worn
when using these types of vaporizing liquid extin-
guishers.

These extinguishers are either of the band-oper-
ated type, where the liquid is expelled by means of a
manual pumping action, or, the stored-pressure type
where the liquid is expelled by pressurized moisture -
free dry air or nitrogen. While the stream is usually

OW TO OPERATE

Unlock handle with
quarter turn to left
or right. .

41.'. _Pk

Pull out handle,
push in. Stream
starts immediately.

FOR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Turn off current, if
possible. Aim stream
inig- burning part.

OS

Aim stream against stream at near-
insf&.* of container; **eat flames. Sweep
above liquid, never iflvt. fire while ad-
into liquid.

Fig. 16- How to Usieiferp«TypirtOtarbon

_Teiraohloride.gliepeishor

most effective if used close to the fire, it can be di-
rected from a distance of 20 to 30 feet horizontally.

On all fires the states*, should be directed
base of the flames. On- flammable liquid fireskhopet,
results are obtained when the discharge from dies*.
tinguisiter is played against the inside of the.wag4
the container, just above the ibarging aurface,,Ao sk,
to break up the stream near the burning surface. ;Tim
stream should pale direited,into the burring liquid.
Where possible, the operator shiadil walk around the
fire while directing the stream, so as to get "minium
coverage during the discharge period. , The lon?,
length, and duration of the stream are dependeut.upcm
the operator, but under average uses, the liquid will
be completely discharged in 3/4 of a minute..Of.onn-
tinuous operation in the mealier size*.

The extinguishing age:it used la s specially treat.,
ed, nonconducting liquid, having,. "axing point: of
at least 500F below zero, and a cos. .orre inhibiting
ingredient. Do not use water in extOist.ieheta of ti,)ie
type. Liquid other than that furnished by the satin-,
guisher manufacturer should not be used in therie ex-
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Covetrisav Fr-Fykr Company
Ft* 17. Manually Operated Pressurised Carbon

Tetrachloride Emingulshor

tiaguisheni because it is liable to render the extin-
guisher inoperative or make it dangerous for use.

Extinguishers should be kept full at all times and
be refilled after use. Extinguishers should be exam.
toed at regulir, intervals to detect damage, corrosion,
condition of pump or pressure, and to see that the ori-
fice of the nozzle is not clogged. If an extinguisher
of the stored pressure type shows evidence of corro-
sion or mechanical damage, it may be unsafe for fur
then use and should be returned to the manufacturer
I ,r ezar.dnsdon. Manually operated pump type extin-
guishers should be tested by discharging a portion of
the liquid with the stream directed alternately upward
and downward. Those bi poor condition or operating
improperly should be replaced or returned to the man-

Pis. 16 Hew to Use Pressurized Carbon
Tetrachloride Extinguisher

doctor.' for examination. Two types and bow to rise
them are el wn in Figures IS to 18.

CARBON DIOXIDE EXTINGUISHERS

These extinguishers are effective on fires in
small quantities of flammable liquids, greases, etc.,
in open vessels. tanks, vats, or on floors or any other
Class "B" fires where a smothering action is re-
quired t extinguish the flame. These are also effec-
tive on small fires in electrical equipment or Class
"C" fires where a nonconducting extinguishing agent
is of importance. The extinguishers are suitable for
use on automobiles, motor boats, etc., but are not
recommended for use on deep-seated fires of ordinary
combustible materials such as wood, paper, textiles,
rubbish, or other Class "A" fires which require the
quenching and cooling effect of water for complete
extinguishment. The appliances may. be of value for
surface fires in smaller quantities of such material
where the smothering effects of the gas may be atll-
iced.

When the trigger or lever on the extinguisher is
operated, a cloud of carbon dioxide gas with some
snow is expelled from the container through the hon.
As the gas is rued and does not supped combustion,
the flame is smothered for lick of Or and the fire is
extinguished. This type of extinguisher contains li-
quid carbon dioxide under a pressure of 800 to 900
p.s.i. at normal room temperahme. The 'pressure will
vary at different temperatures. See Figure 19. The ex-
pension of the liquid carbon dioxide as it escapes
from the orifice in the born chills it to low tempera-
tures so that approximately 30% of the liquid carbon
dioxide is converted into eolidcarbondiozide"snow"
or "dry ice". Although the cooling effect of this
snow is a factor in preventing flashback, it is negli.
Ole sad unimportait in the extinguishment of the
fire compared to the smothering action of the gas it-
self. This gas when it leaves the container expands
at a ratio of 450 to I. One pound of liquid carbon
dioxide converted to gas at room temperature will oc
cupy approximately 8.6 cubic feet. Carbon dioxide
at ordinary temperature and atmospheric pressure is
one tad one.half times heavier than air.

The force, range, and duration of the discharge
age independent of the operator when the valve is
open. On flammable liquid fires best results are ob-
tained when the discharge from the extinguisher is
employed to sweep the flame off the burning surface,
applying the discharge first at the nest edge of the
fire and gradually progressing forward, moving the
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Pressures in CO2 Fire Extinguishers
at Varying Temperatures

Temp. 0F . Pressures, P.S.I.

Minus 10
Zero

Plus 10
20

11 32
11 40

50
60

11 70
80
90

It 100
110
120

11 130
ft 140
ft 150
It 160

245
295
345
400
489
550
635
729
834
960

1190
1450
1710
1980
2250
2530
2810
3090

Fig. 19 - Pressures in CO2 Fire Extinguish 's:
at Varying Temperatures.

discharge cone slowly from side to side. The 20 and
25 pound size usually found in the are service has
an effective range of approximately 8 feet and a yeti-
iod of discharge of about one minute. One of the ad-
vantages of this type of extinguisher is that there is
no residue from the extinguishing agent. Carbon di-
oxide like any inert gas, may produce sdfocation due
to oxygen deficiency if high loncentrations of the gas
are breathed for extended periods of time. Thus,
when extinguishers of this type are used in confined
spaces, firemen should take precautions to avoid the
effects which may be caused by breathing the vapors
or gas liberated or produced.

While the extinguisher is being used, it must re-
main in an upright position to eliminate the possibil-
ity of liquid carbon dioxide entering the expelling
tube. Care should also be taken when directing the
discharge to keep it away from the eyes. Before op-
proaching the fire, it is recommended that the extin-
guisher be tested by briefly squeezing the grip to
check for workability.

Extinguishers should be kept full at all times.
Reweighing is the only method of determining mike&

Cetre40 rhg FS*PYter Caro*
Fig. 20 - Carbon Dioxide Extinguisher

til Lift extinguisher on puileut safety lock
"i from bracket sad pia.

carry near to fire.

Grasp handle
discharge horn.
pull kora out

Fig. 21- How to Use

of Squeeze grip to
(. . 4) open valve. Aim

of discharge at base
of flames, toting a
sweeping motion.

Carbon Dioxide Extinguisher
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er or not the extingai4her is fully charged. It is rec-
ommended by the /IBM that extinguishers be re-
filled immediately after use even though only partly
discharged. At regular intervals extinguishers should
be examineto detect damage, deterioration, or leak-
age. Extfaidshers and parts which are not in good
condition .should be replaced. Any extinguishers
which show* loss of 10% or more of the sated capac-
ity stamped on it should be recharged. Extinguishers
of this type must be sent to the manufacturer, an
anthafsed agent of the manufacturer, or a producer
of cabal dioxide for recharging unless recharging
facilities ale available. These appliances do not
need to be protected against freezing. A 15 lb. car -
boa dioxide extinguisher is shown-in Figures 20 and
21.

LOADED STREAM EXTINGUISHERS

These eniisitirrhers are effective on small fires
is ordinal* .00mbustible materials sack as wood, pa-
per, textiles, rubbish, or other Class "A" fires where
the quenchirig =end cooling effect of quantities of
water or a uolitica containinua large percentage of
water is of first importance. The appliances are
somewhat.,-effective on fires in- small quantities of
flammable liquids, greases or other Class "B" fires
in vats or open vessels, or on floors made of com-
bustible:mataisle soaked with grease or oil. The
use of these appliances in connection with electrical

Corassay The Psurytor Company
Fig. 22 Pressurised Loaded Stream Extinguisher

(1

Keep extinguisher in
upright position. Pall
safety pin to break
seal wire.

(3)
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Aim nozzle and squeeze
operating lever down to
seam strewn.

Direct Stream net basi of fire.

F. 23. Movie tisePressutised Loaded
Shoat Extingaishei#' -

fires suck as panelboards, switchboards, motors, and
-other Class "C" fires in not recommended.

The chemical used is .a solution of. elkeli-metal-
salt, which has a hewing point of OF below sera.
Pressure to expel the liquid is produced either by a
carbon dioxide gas 'cartridge ivitichis4leteed. when .

the extinguisher is inverted and bumpetra-the Root,
or, by air pressure' is the cylinder which is ietiluotid
by squeseing a handle or lever on the top of the snit;

Ode the alkali-metal-salt' solirtiOn:produces
chemical reaction which tends to tidbit or reared'
oxidation, it doessot "porkier: a smothering vapor in
blanket the lire: The abletbut ad* as i fireproofigi
agent coating the material, thus preventing MidrAi
ling. The force, range add duration of the itteminte
not dependant upon the operator. The effective rage
is approximately 30 to 50 feet, and the 2% gallon
size will discharge an -effective stream for appals-
imately one minute. On all fires, the stream should
be directed at the base of the flame. On fiemiablo
liquid fires, best results- are obtained when the dis-
charge from the extinguisher is played against the
inside wall of the container, just above the basing
surface. The stream should not be directed into the
burning liquid. Where possible, the operator should
walk around the fire while directing the strewn se as
to get maximum coverage during the discharge period.
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t-

, '

Courtesy T4. irstr.lryter Company

Fig. 24 - Cartridge Operated Loaded
Stream Extinguisher

Extinguishers should be kept fully charged at all
times and recharged immediately after use. Weighing
is the only method of determining whether the car-
tridge (of cartridge-operated units) is fully charged.
In recharging these extinguishers, all parts should be
thoroughly washed with water and the water flushe4
through the hose. All water should be removed frog
the hose to prevent clogging of the t-me and /103.21f
due to freezing In the pressurized type, the pros,
sure gauge should indicate an air charge of 125
pounds. Chemicals and cartridges other than those
furnished by the manufacturer should not be used in
these extinguishers, because these are liable to ren-
der the extinguishers inoperative or make them dan-
gerous for use.

At regular intervals extinguishers should be exam-
ined to detect corrosion, deterioration, damage,
clogged orifices, condition of hose gaskets, and to
see that they are filled to the proper level. Extin-
guishers or parts which are not in good condition
should be replaced or returned to the manufacturer for
examination and correction. The cartridge should be
removed and weighed. If it shows a loss of weight

HOW TO OPERATE

(1)
Grip brae and ring with
one hand. Grasp handle
at bottom with other
head.

(2)
Invert and tap plunger
on floor or ground.Reep
grip on hose.

(3)
Direct stream at base of general combustible -fires.

Fig. 25- Hew to Operate Cartridge Operated
Loaded Stream Extinguisher

of 1/2 ounce or more from the original weight stamped
on the cartridge, it should be replaced with a new
cartridge. In the cartridge or pressurized type, no
recharge is required annually, -only the cartridge
weight or correct pressure must be maintained. Pic-
tures of loaded stream extinguishers can be seen in
Figures 22 through 25.

DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHERS

These extinguishers are effective on fires in
small quantities of namable liquids, greases, and
other Class "B" fires in open vessels or on floors
where the cloud of chemical may be employed to
smother the flame. These are effective on small fires
in electrical equipment such as Panelboards, switch-
boards, motors, and other Class "C" fires where a
nonconducting extimprishing agent is of importance.
These appliances are also suitable for use on fires
involving automobiles, boats, etc. Dry chemical ex.
tinguishers are not recommended for deep-seated
fires in ordinary combustible materials such as wood,
Paper, textiles, rubbish, and other Class "A" fires
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which require the quencl4ng and cooling effect of
water for complete extinguishment The extinguish-
ers may be of some value for surface fires in small
quantities of material where the smothering effect of
the extinguishing nest may be effective. The fire
extinguishing agent used is a specially treated so-
diem bicerbceate in dry powder form with components
for producing free flow and water 'repellency.

When the pressurized extinguisher Is operated,
gas or air expels the dry chemical from the chemical
chamber ID a cloud from the nozzle. la the cale of s
"cartddgelaperated extinguisher, release of 0 a gas
lien the. Cartridge is accomplished- by pushing the
handle down which punctures a sealed disc in the
cartridge. This released gas pressurizes the dry
doodad chamber ant expels the dry chemical. The
discharge is controlled by the shut-off nozzle at the
end of the base. With a pressurized .dry chemical
extinguisher, both the dry chemical and expellent are
stored in a single timber under a pressure of about
150 squeesingor gdppiag the extinguisher
valve, the valve is opened allowing the stored air
pressure to expel the dry chemical from the chamber
through the hose. Release of the extinguisher valve
provides a shut-off feature.

Beat results are obtained by attacking the near
edge of the fire and.iirogrerising -forward, moving the
nozzle raptly with side4o-side striniping motion.
Some extinguishers hive relatively MO velocity
troszlesi: and to prevent Splashing wherl used on
dsaths'a flammable liquid, care' should haiiaken to
direct the *Wel Alain from a distancestot clos-
er than 6 tp.fl ferk warning is vapidly promi-
n ently marked on the extinguisher's name plate. On
surface flees involving, textiles, the dist:Barge should
be. directed at least ratil.feet above the flame from
a distance of 8 to *feet. By ibis proCedure, the dry
chemical provides' a coating on sulfide areas, pre-
venting rekindling. w.it also Melts the material, thus
retarding progress of the fire. With the nozzle open
end the extinguisher in -full operation, the force,
range and duration of the swami are not dependent
on the operator. An effective continuous discharge
is obtained for appredmately one mints. The ex-
tinguisher must kw& in an upright position when
being discharged taprevent the possibility of the
powder not being expelled properly. Before approach-
ing the fire, it is recommended that the extinguisher
be tested by briefly squeezing the grip to check
workability.

Extinguishers should be kept full with the speci-
fied quantity of dry chemical at all times. In the
case of cartridge operated extinguishers, cartridges

Court44; The iPsek-FyiS, ChngleOff

Fig. 26- Pressurised Dry Chetiesi Extinguisher

shall be kept fully charged, Weighing is the priefery
method of determining whether or not. the cartr1 0.40'is
fully charged.. la the case of preisurised
ers, proper expelling preesaitilinit be' mafitaialtl.
Examination of the pressureimage buintes whether
or mat the extinguisher is propoily Pressurieled. Ex-
tinguishers should be refilled immediately after sae,
even though only partly discharged. - *fore recharg-
ing, the hose should be cleaned of all dry chemical.

Extinguishers should be examined at regular in-
tamale, to detect injuries, clogged orifices, and to
see they are filled. At leasimmi-inualli cartri4ges
should be removed and weighed to deka...any ion of
contents by leakage;- If The lots oi;listiht. is In ex-
ca of that permittid_by the maanfriCitrit,.iiie cart-
ridge should be repiried. Gasket., hose, the
tightness of the threaded connectios must also be or-
arained to make certain the extinguisher will operate
proPerly.

The powder in these extinguishers should be
stirred frequently to keep it from packing.

Extinguishers or parts which are not in good con-
dition should be replaced or returned to the manu-
facturer for examination end repair. Chemicals or
cartridges, other than those furnished by the manu-
facturer, Should not be used in these extinguished,
and manufacturers' recharginrinstaretites should be
carefully followed. Extinguishers of this type dila
need to be protected against fianinf. it,stO*0
trap is recommended to b. used when recharging pas-
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Courtesy. The FyrPyter Company
Fig. 27. Cartridge Type Dry Chemical Extinguisher

(1) Pull out safety pia
' on handle.

(3)
!gateexe valve to
release discharge.

Push handle down
to puncture cart-
ridge.

Sweep off neoost
(4) flames by moving

nozzle rapidly from
side to side while
advancing.

Fig. 28 - How to Use Cartridge Type Dry
Chemical Extinguisher

surized type extinguishers. These extinguishers are
illustrated in Figures 26 and 27. The use of the
pressurized dry chemical extinguisher is the same as
shown in FiVre 18, Page 35. The use of the car-
tridge type dry chemical extinguisher is shown in
Figure 28.

A, 13 AND C DRY CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHERS

These extinguishers are a new development in the
area of fire extinguishment and only recently have
been approved by the N.B.F.U. Due to their newness
in the field, a thorough description of their use and
operation is somewhat limited. However, in keeping
with the content. of this chapter, they are described
as follow.:

They are approved for all classes of fires, and
are available in tlee sizes 5 lb., 15 lb., and
25 lb. The poundage denotes the weight of the powder
contained in each unit. The chemical action of the
powder, upon contact with fire, has the following
effect on the various classes of fire:

Class A. Insulation is provided automatically by the
deposit formed by the powder ee the heel-
ing material. Cooling is effected because
the change from powder to deposit utilises
and absorbs heat.

Courtesy Aim Corporation
Fig. 29- ABC AU Class Extinguisher
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Claus B. The powder hen a saw Arming and cooling
effect on fires of this classification.

Class C. 7Ite powder is A non-conductor of electric-
ity and is approved for live electrical fires
**guide% a non - conducting extinguishing
agent.

Magnesium (combustible metal). The pone- foams a
cooling, insulating armor on burning ma-
teriels which require a heavy smothering
and cooling extinguishing agent.

Units are pressurised with nitrogen at 19) p.s.4.
Powder contents are discharged by squeesing the
grip or the operating lever. The powder cloud is
non-toxic and non- abrasive. The unit is operable to
-40° F. This extinguisher is shown in Figure 29.

GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Every five (5) years extinguishers which have
been in service should be subjected to a hy-

drostatic pressure test to determine whether
the appliances IP t a capable of safely with-
standing the erosions which might be gener-
ated during operation. The National Board of
Fire Underwriters' Bulletin #10 outlines, in
Section 71, the recommended test procedures
for determining the safety of the extinguisher.

2. Department records should be maintained for
each extinguisher, Ind:eating date of purchase,
date seed, inspectien dates, recharping, re-
placements, repairs, etc. for &tore reference.

3. Li s me cases, fires in electrical equipment
may be such that the cooling and quenching

effect of water or a epistler containing a lame
percentage of water is necessary. In suer
cases, the main power supply to the electric*.
equipment involved should be turned off before
applying water or water soistruns.

4. All extinguishers should be examined at least
once a year to positively determine if they are
in proper operating condition.

5. First old fire extinguishers are designed for
use on Ares in the early stages and cannot be

*spectre: to be adequate if applied after a fire

- .
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hat spread to a large quantity of combustible
materiel.

6. Each type of fire extinguisher described in
this chapter is of value. The eztlagidsher
should be of the correct type and size to ex-
tinguish the class of fire involved.

7. Tice instructions of the manufacturer of the
extinguisher regarding charging, maintenance
and operation should be followed * ractly.

8. hatinstrishers containing stored gases or acids
should not be kept in an ores subjected to
fleeting or where the temperature wall ennead
1200 F.; these conditions will damage the ex-
tinguisher.

9. In regard to foam compatible dry chemical-, it
bas been fairly well established that Sodium
bicarbonate base dry chemicals and mechani-

cal fat., are incompatible. The ordiaseg, dry
chemicals contain stesrates or silica* Which
are intended to impart fere flaring ruitiron-
caking characteristics 0 the powder. It is
these stearates and silicones -*hick are' the
bed actors is the breakdown or mechanical
foam. It has been well established that if a
fire is attacked with dry chemical extinguish-
ern and then followed up with mechsigaik,Aiaa,
the foam will break down so rapidly_fiiiitthe
ordinary recommended rates of discharger swill
not be sufficient to extinguish the firs: _There
have been a few exceptions in experiments,
but in generaiit can be regiudedtbst the appli.
-etion of mechanical foam will be ineffective
After a fire has been attacked with dry chemi-
cal.

TYPES, SIZES AND USES OF
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

The various types, sizes an saes cif fire extin-
guishers are shown in the chart in Figure 30.
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rrilitrA 71
VAPORIZE; !SODA ACID Pt,,AM CO2 WATER LOADED f DRY

LIQUID STREAM POWDER--.
TYPES AND t .wart to 1-1/4 Sall= 1-1/4 gallons 5 to 1-1/2 to 1 ito 5 to 20
SIZES USED 3-1/3 gallons

-
2-1/2 gallons 2_1/2 gallons 25 posed, 5 gallons 2-1/2 gallons pounds

Pump type Invert Invert Open valve Pump gas cartridge Gas cartridge
OPERATION Air pressure air cartridge air pressure

Sas pressure
Inspect for Recharge Recharge Inspect for Keep full Inspect for Inspect for

MAINTENANCE leakage annually anc ily leakage W Inspect for leakage leakage
weighing leaksge

795P1511C1'OR OF ,_
Yes Yes No Yes Yer NoELECTRICITY ""

Approximately Approximately Approximately Approximately Approximately APPeoximat-!Y , Approximately
20 - 40 feet SO feet 30 feet il feet 30 feet 50 feet 5 to 8 feet

TIME REQUIRED Rate of Approximately Approximately Approximately Rate of pump- Approximately Approdmately
TO EMPTY pumping l/ 2 to 1 minute 1 minute I minute lag 1/ 3 10 1 minute 1 minute

3-1/2 minutes 2-1/3 Minutes

CHEMICALS CCI, Alum sal. Liquid CO, Water Solution of Chemically

USED
CBM Bicarboqate of phate - him- alkali metal processed dry
CB soda boogie of soda salts powder

=ironic acid foarows agent
acid

NEED OF
FREEZING i No Yes Yes No Yes No No
PROTECTION.

EXTINGUISH- Smothering Quenching Blanketing limotherina, , Quenching Quenching Blanketing
DIG EFFECT cooling cooling cooling cooling cooling cooling smothering

EFFECT ON
CLASS *A* Poor Excellent Fair Poor Excellent Excellent Poor
FIRES

EFFECT ON
CLASS *V Fair Poor Excellent Good Poor - should Good Excellent
FIRES not be used

EFFECT ON Excellent Poor - should Poor - should Excellent Poor - skald Poor - shadd GoodCUES V' not be used not be used not be used not be usedFIRES

_

Courtaay Natiortat Board of Fire Undsrorritora
Fig. 30- Typos, Sixes, and Us*. of Fir. ExOnovIsheat



CHAPTER 4

WATER AS USED IN FIRE FIGHTING

IN', ZODUCTION

Due to its high heat absorption cwt.:4.j-, water is the most widely used extinguishing agent Many cities,
villages and some townships have water systems that are used for fire fighting purposes, while other COMOUtli-
ties depend upon wells, cisterns. ponds, rivers, teak wagons and booster tanks to provide water for fire extin-
guishment. Regardless of the source of supply, the local fire department must be equipped to transport this
water through suction hose, pumps, fire hose and nozzles to the place where the water can best be used to
extinguish the fire.

All firemen should know the loss that can occur when water is improperly used to extinguish a fire.
Because watering principal extinguishing agent. all firemen must know its extinguishing powers and the amounts
available in each community.

Successful fire fighting depends upon an adequate fire stream, which may be defined as one that cools
the material below its ignition point. One individual type of fire stream, at a common presence, will not always
meet the demand. Consequently. there are different types of fire streams used to meet different conditions.

When used as an extinguishing agent, water must be applied properly to achieve the highest extinguishing
effect with the least amount of water damage. Therefore, firemen should know bow to use modem fire fighting
equipment in order to obtain the most efficient fire streams possible.

HEAT ABSORPTION OF WATER

The function of water in extinguishment of fires
is to absorb heat from both the burning material and
the heated gases until the temperature falls below
its ignition point. This cooling effect can be ex-
plained as follows: When cool or cold water concocts
the burning material, the temperature of the water
rises rapidly to the point where sieani is produced.
As the heat from the burning material is absorbed by
the water. the temperatsr, the burning material
falls below its buten to iiterature. The steam,
formed by the rapid absorpu...7., of hest from the burn-
ing material, also helps to extinguish the flame by a
smothering action cutting off the supply of oxygen in
the air.

In the laboratory the standard measurement of
heat is the British Thermal Unit, (generally expressed
as the B.T.U.), and is defined as the amount of heat
required ki raise the temperature of one pound of
water one degree Fahrenheit. Another point to be re-
membered is that 970 B.T.U.'s are required to bun
one pound of boiling water into steam. It has also
been demonstrated in the laboratory that in order to
bring one pound of water at 60° F., (which might be
considered the average temperature of water used for
fire fighting), to the boiling point, (2120 F.), it
would require 152 B.T.U.'s (212° F. minus 60° F.
equals 152° F.). Therefore. to bring this pound of
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water from 60° F. to steam. it would require 152
B.T.U.'s plus 970 B.T.U.'s for a total of 1,122
B. T.0 .'s

152 B.T.U.'s + 970 B.T.U.'s =1,122 B.T.U.'s

This illustration shows the enormous heat absorbing
capacity of water; and from it, it can easily' be sees
that the nozzleman should direct the water in a
manner that will come it to change to slew as
quickly as possible. This can best be accomplished
by the indirect application method.

INDIRECT APPLICATION OF WATER

Ignition Temperatures - In order to understand the
indirect application of water method of extinguish-
meat, it is necessary to review a few facts COMM-
kg the ignition temperatures of materials usually
found in a bullfrog fire. See Figure 1.

From this chart it can be seen that ordinary cora
buatibles, found in the average building, have igni-
tion temperatures ranging from approximately 325° F.
to 887 °F. Once the temperatures have reached 887° F.
it can be expected that most combustible materials
will be found burning. When this occurs, additional
heat develops and the temperatures continue to rise,
sometimes reaching 2000° F. Tice best known actin-
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Material

Hard pine shavings
White pine shavings
Paper
Cotton cloth
Cotton batting
Nylon cloth
Synthetic rubber
Matches (head)
Paint film
Oxidized linseed oil

op. ignition
Temperatures

442
507
446
464
401
887
824
325
864
864

Fig. 1 Ignition Tomporoturos

gobbing agent for class A fires is water. In addition
to this, water is the most readily available, as well
as the least expensive agent. Therefore, most of the
extinguishment of fires is done with water.

9"

5"

Volume = approx. 1 gal.
water

5x 5.25x 2,50sq.in.
5x9= 45 x 4*180sq. in.

230 sq. in. of exposed surface

Fig. 2 - Exposed Surface of a V' x 5" x 9" Cub.

Exposed Surfaces To understand bow we can better
accomplish complete heat absorption and vaporization
of the water, it is necessary to know this principle:
The rate of the heat absorption of water is increased
in proportion to ia exposed surface.

As shown in Figure 2, a cube nine incheshigh and
five inches square, representing approximately one
gallon of water, (231 cu. in.), has six exposed sur-
faces. Using the rule that the rate of heat absorption
of water is increased in proportion to its exposed
surfaces, this cube can only absorb water through its
six exposed surfaces. These six sides comprise a
total of 230 square inches. Thus, there are 230
square inches of exposed surface to absorb heat.
Break this cube into one inch cubes and there will
be 225 cubes. See Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Expend Swift. of 225 Oneinch Cubes

Each of these 225 cubes have six exposed sin-
faces, having a total of six equate inches of exposed
masce with which heat can be absorbed. Multiply
these six square inches of exposed surface times the
225 cubes and this will equal 1350 square inches of
exposed surface capable of absorbing beat. This is
six times the original surface. By dividing each of
these one-inch cubes into 1/8 inch cubes there will
be a total of 512 in each of the one-inch cubes. Refer
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to Figure 4. Multiply 512 cubes times the original
225 cubes and there will be 115,200 cubes. Each of
these cubes has an exposed surface of 3/32 of a
equate inch. By multiplying this exposed surface
115,200 cubes there will be 10,800 square inches of
exposed surface capable of absorbing water or 46
times the exposed surface of the original gallon of
water before it was broken up.

Fig. 4' Exposed Seefeeeof512 VS Inch Cubes

Applying this same principle of heat absorption to
fire fighting methods, the water may be broken up into
many miller particles by using equipment designed
for this purpose. This will increase the beat absorp-
tion ability of water, not 46 times but probably sev-
eral hundred times.

When approaching a burning building, the approxi-
mate amount of beat involved must be considered to
determine the method of extinguishment to be applied.
The ability to make this decision with a fair degree
of accuracy is best gained through practical experi-
ence. When using tbe Indirect method to apply water
to extinguish a fire, the hot air and gases will cause
the water to turn to steam. This increases the atmos-
pheric pressure inside the confined area because each
cubic foot of steam demands a cubic foot of space,
thus the smoke and gases are forced out through the
openings of a building. As the steam condenses, the
atmospheric pressure decreases allowing fresh air to
enter the building. When all the steam has condensed,
the space within the building will contain normal air
and the building will have been ventilated.

THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER

Sometimes fires are encountered after they have
gained considerable headway. In these instances, it
may be impossible for the firemen to fight the fire
from close range because of emota and heat, possible
explosions, collapse of the building, etc. In such
events, large amounts of water are used, but only
part of this water is effective in extinguishing the
fire. The water remaining in the building absorbs
some heat, but it could also create a dangerous situ-
ation because of the added weight and the weakened
structure. For safety reasons, firemen should be
concerned with the weight of water.

L The vertical pressure of a liquid is pro-
portional to the height alone and is not in-
fluenced by the size or shape of the con-
tainer.

2. There are 1728 cubic inches in one cubic
foot.

3. There are 231 cubic inches in one gallon.

4. Then are 7.5 gallons of water in one cubic
foot.

5. One cubic foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds.

6. One gallon of water weighs 8.3S pounds.

7. Pressure is a measurement of energy re-
ferred to in pounds per square inch, (p.a. i.).

8. A column of water one foot high and one

inch square exerts a pressure of .434 p.s.i.
on its base.

Example: Height x .434: p.s.l. on its base
1' x .434 .434 p.s.i. on its

base

9. A column of water 2.31 feet high exerts a
pressure of 1 p.s.l. on its base.

Example: Height x .434 = p.s.i. on its base
2.31 x .434 = 1.00 p.s.l. on its base

10. Static pressure is the pounds pressure per
square inch exerted by a body of water at
rest, either horizontally or vertically.

11. Back pressure is the pounds pressure per
square inch created by a column of water
on its base. See examples under 8 and 9.
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to Figure 4 Multiply 512 cubes times the original
225 cubes and there will be 115,'00 cubes. Each of
these cubes has an exposed surface of 3/32 of a
square inch. By multiplying this exposed surface
115,200 cubes there will be 10,800 square inches of
exposed surface capable of absorbing water or 46
times the exposed surface of the original gallon of
water before it was broken up.

. .
Fig. 4 Noosed %rise. of 512 1/8 inch Cube:

tft

Applying this sine principle of heat absorption to
firefighting methods, the water may be broken up into
many simillet particles by using equipment designed
for this purpose. This will increase the heat absorp-
tion OW, of water, not 46 times but probably sev-
eral bundled times.

When approaching a burning Wilding. the *Pine al-
mate amount of heat involved must be considered to
determine the method of extinguishment to be applied.
The ability to make this decision with a fair degree
of accuracy is best gained through practical experi-
ence. When using the indirect method to apply water
to extinguish- a fire, the hot air and gases will cause
the water to ton to steam. This increases the atmos-
pheric pressure insidethe confined area because each
cubic foot of steam demands a cubic foot of space,
thus the smoke and gases are forced out through the
openings of a building. As the steam condenses, the
atmospheric pressure decreases allowing fresh air to
ester the building. When all the steam has condensed,
the space within the building will contain normal al:
and the building will have been ventilated.
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fomethees fires are encountered after they have
considerable headway. Is these instances, it

may be impossible for the firemen to fight the fire
from close rangebecause of smoke and hest, possible
explosions, collapse of the building etc. In such
events, large amounts of water are used, but only
part of this water is elective in extinguishing the
fire. The water remaining in the building absorbs
some heat, but it could also create a dangerous situ-
ation because of the added weight and the weakened
structure. For safety reasons, firemen should be
concerned with the weight of water.

1. The vertical pressure of a liquid is pto-
portional to the height alone and is not in-
Hummed by the else or shape of the con-
tainer.

2. There are 1728 cubic inches in one cubic
foot.

3. There are 231 cubic inches in one gallon.

4. There are 7.5 gallons of water in one cubic
foot.

5. One cable foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds.

6. Oue gallon of water weighs 8.35 pounds.

7. Pressure is a measurement of energy re-
fatted to in pounds per square inch, (p.a. i.).

8. A column of water one foot Idgh and one
inch square exerts a pressure of .434 p.s.i.
on its base.

Example: Height x .434 on its base
x .434 .434 ps.i. oa its

. .horPor

9. A column of water 2.31 feet Idgh exerts e
pressure of 1 p.s.i. on its hese.

Example: Height x .434 = p.s.i. on its buss
2.31 x .434 =1.00 p.s.i. on its base

10. Static pressure is the pounds please:e per
square inch exerted by a body of water at
rest, either horizontally or vertically.

11. Back pressure is the pounds pressure per
square inch created by a column of water
on its base. See examples under 8 and 9.
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12. The area of a square or a rectangle is equal
to its length times its width.

Example: Using a 4' x 6' rectangle

Area tt t, x W
= 4' x 6'
= 2, square feet

13. The area of a circle equals diameter times
diameter times .7854.

Example: Using a 4' diameter

Area =DxDx.7854
4' x 4' .7854

= 16x.7854
=12.56 square feet

14. The volume of a cylinder ecals the area of
its base times the height z4 the cylinder.

15.

Example: Using a 12' tank having a 4' di-
ameter

Volume= Area of be.se x height
= (D D x .7854) x
=-(4 x 4 .7854) v 12

(16 x .7854) x 12
= 12.56 x 12
= 150.72 cubic feet

(volume of tylinder)

For all practical purposes, it mat be un-
derstood that water cannot be compressed.
Since water remains at a constant volume,
it can be said that a given weight of water
will occupy the same amount of space at
all times regardless of the shape of its
container.

16. The hose size, its gallon content, and the
weight of the water in each r -cam of hose
is indicated in Figure 5. A 90 foot section
of dry, 2W' double-jacket nylon or dacron
hose and a 50 foot section ol dry, 2W'
single-jacket cotton hose with forged coup-
lings weigh approximately 38 pounds each.
Add to these figures the weight of the water
within the hose to obtain the approximate
total weight of the hose and water. This
item must be considered when hose is ele-
vated up the side of a building or ladder.
This emphasizes the need for a supporting
means, such as a :eve. hose tool or hose
strap, to relieve some of the weight from the
hose couplipgs in the elevated hose line.

A 50 toot section

fol:E=e=
of this shoe hose

2male2
contains the amounts
of water as indicated

2.01 gal. - 171b.

4.39401. - 38 lb.

12.75 sal. - 106 lb.

Fig. 5- Volume and Weight of Woks in 1 Inch, 1- V2 Inch
and 21/2 Inch Hose

WATER FROM DRAFT

When water is supplied to a pumping unit by means
of an operation known as "drafting water", a vacuum
reading is recorded on the vacuum-pressure gauge,
Figure 6, and is identified in terms of inches of mer-
cury or feet of lift. It must be understood that a
column of mercury one inch high ax4ret approximately
the same pressure per Innate inch (p -s.f.) on Its base
as a column of water one foot high; therefore, either

611.111411111111414611

AT la) 2" 2163"

Fig. 6- Vacuum Plenum Owes

expression is accepted as correct. In most cases,
when pumping water from draft, the actual measured
feet of lift may numerically exceed the inches of
vacuum recorded on the vacuum gauge. This differ-
ence is partially caused by friction loss within the
suction hose and the pump. To lift water a specified
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amber of feet requires an amount of pump energy
equal to that amount required to force en equal quan-
tity of water upward an equal rumba of feet at an
equal velocity.

YAW= BULB

A

7- -Dotonstration of Section Lift

DEIDtetSTRATION OF SUCTION LIFT

Exhaunt denote bottle B through tube D by means
of bulb O. As the atrecaphetic pteasure in bottle B is
treaened, the normal atmospheric pressure. hearing
upoa the surface of the water in bottle A tleough
nose H coulee the water to rise *moil tbe G into
bottle B. The degree of =mans in bottle B mast be
great enough to overcome the diffwence in elevation
of bottles A d h3. Who" the water level in bottle B
rises to the bottefe of titre D, the "pimp" key be
said to be pehaed and diee,here:og from draft.

DEMONSTRATION OF PRESSURE LIFT

The energy output of any pimp and its power unit
is limited. Therefore, the higher the suction lift the
more energy is requited to obtain water Into the pump
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate that the' same amount of
energy is required to force water up a given distanc:e
as is required to lift or draft tLn equal anemia of water
an squid distance.

Air pressure Is coated by fotoe.pump *lb 0,
entering through lobe D and exertiag itsei on the
surface of the war is bottle A, causing It to rise
through tube G into bottle B. The opening l3 in battle
B allows the air to eacepe from bottle B se it ens
with orator from ixettIe 'Me &wee of air preemie
on the euriace of ate water he beetle A mat be great
enough to memo= the differs:tee elevetion
in additluc, rust atitri a teintsW zombi left to oveee
come frictiee lose.

Watrg, heing dratted from any body of waters is'
caused to rise throve: the heel suctioa bane by eve'
Wane the sir from the pump helloing an the ettachei;
hard sib:tie-1. When sir is expeilei from the pump oat
auction nose, a vacuum is created. The abmepheric
peasant puetring .lown on the =dace of the belly of
water brcea the water to rise through the hard sac-
Hon and into the vamp. upon tosoldnajkie etagis,.ther
pump begins to feece the watt& throne) hose Bier
connected to the osa diecherge odes. -Menzel at-
mospheric pressure at. sea Wei is sproeUtately.
14.7 pounds pet scams tech, -1.e -theme wheel
vacuum pump could draft mate: 33.5 ft, at sea letvalei
In the am "evicts, a pump text win iltaftwatet fie en
eopescheate height of 25.feet .is muskier= to -be in
gold operating conditicu. _

Other petals that must be .consideted mhen daft-
lag -eater are the Ore sad depth of the auction bob*
air leaks, voile= of mater to be discharged, conditiort-
of both the peep and the engine plan thelinowladete
and ability of the pimp operator.

Pim% 9 show, the Fire Engine Toga -and Fire:
Stream Tables by the National Board of Fire Under-
;miters. By studying this table it can be seen Alit
where a high lift is necessary, small auction" will
restrict the capacity of a pumper. This table cleadi
indicates what tile suctions are sacessary. pads:.
different-conditions. These figures are based on the
ability of a fire pump to maintain 23" of vacuum. This .

table shows the maximum lift in feet elk= dridapt,
quantities of water alas a pumper is good condition.

Race everything must be perfect to create the
most perfect vacuum possible, it can easily- betaeot
that any air leakage in the suction connection of the
pumper may prevent the drafting of igniter. An air
leakage after the pump has taken suction may-mule
the pump to lose its water. With positive displace,'Fig. 8 Downstream of Pressers Lift
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TABLE SHOWING MAXIMUM LIFT, IN FEET,
WHEN DRAFTING VARIOUS QUANTITIES

OF WATER WITH A PUMPER IN

GOOD CONDITION

Quantity of
Water,

Wore pr
Waste

Nazism Lift la Peek Peeper Drafting

Mach
Suntan

3%-Inch
Section

44acir
Section

45lacir
Section

Mack
Section

Mack
Section

300

400

500

600

700

1100

900

1.000

1.100

1.200

1.300

1.400

1.500

16

8% 20 22%

24%

24

23

21

19%

gali

2451

24

23 /
22%

22
as

21

I length

204

19%

17

14%

4

of entire

19

17

14%

12

9%

6%

6

n

11%

0% 19%

18% 1

It 11
1734

1734

IS ti

794

4

Fie. 9. Table of Maximum Lift With Pumper Drafting

merit type pumps a small leakage of air may not be
sufficient to p-event the drafting of water, but it will
create defective streams and cause the pressure gauge
needle to vibrate. This makes it necessary for the
pump to turn more r.p.m.'s in order to supply the
g.p.m. required.

Under normal conditions, a 1,000 g.p.m.(rated
capacity) centrifugal pump at 150 p.s.i. (rated pump
pressure) working from a draft of ten feet, is capable
of discharging 1,000 g.p.m. at 150 p.s.i., pump pref-
igure. However, the rated pump pressure of 150 p.s.i.
may be exceeded when the desired g.p.m. la-propor-
tionately reduced below 1,000 g.p.m.

WATER SUPPLY FROM HEAD PRESSURE

Head measure is the term used to describe the
opera of supplying water to a pumping unit when
such wets are connected to a fire hydrant or when
connected in relay with one or more pumpers. The
maxim m pump capacities at maximum pump pressures
are Filially dependent upon the quantity of water
and its pressure per square inch as it enters thepump.
Low intaka pressures with a sufficient volume are
more efficient than high intake pressures with insuf-
ficient volume.

With a positive displacement pump (piston or ro-
tary gear) it is theoretically impossible to discharge
more waterthan the rated capacity of the pump, either

from draft or from a bead pressure. When working from
a head pressure the pump may exceed its rated F.:7%v
pressure but not its maximum rated capacity. How-
ever, in practical application, the maximum rated
capacity may be exceeded due to the manufacturer's
efficient design and construction of such positive
displacement pumps to assure complete efficiency of
their pumping units.

TYPES OF FIRE STREAMS

SOLID STREAM

A solid atream for fighting fires is one which dis-
charges water through an orifice at an effective pros-
sure, developing a stream having impact and range.

BROKEN STREAM

A broken stream is one which discharges water
from a nozzle as a solid stream, then breaks it into
parts by an outside force such as a wall, a partition,
a ceiling, materials, etc.

SPRAY OR VAPOR STREAM

A spray or vapor stream is one that has many jets
of water being discharged through a specially designed
nozzle. It is used mainly in the extinguishment of
fires by means of the indirect application method.

WATER CURTAINS

A water curtain is any stream or spray of water
uaed to protect interior sad/or exterior exposures.

MASTER STREAMS

A maater stream is any heavy duty atream that is
formed by connecting two or more big lines into a
single heavy duty water diatributing tool.

USES OF TYPES OF FIRE STREAMS

SOLID STREAMS

Firemen should fight fires r` as close range sae
possible. This will enable them to locate the fire,
apply water efficiently to extinguish the fire, sad
avert unnecessary water damage. Conditions at every
fire will not always permit firemen to fight the fire at..
close range. They are often kept back due to the
amount of heat, smoke and gases thrown off by the
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fire. This makes the use of solid shoos necessity.
Solid streams are obtained from nozzle tips normally
ranging in size from 1/8" to 2" In diameter and in-
creasing in size by 1/8" graduations. In instances
where larger streams are desired, the larger tips are
used, providing there is a sufficient amount of water
available to fulfill ita obligation. Here, too, the
limitations of a pumper which is controlled by He
rated capacity and its rated pump pressure must be
considered. This broad range of tip sizes permits
firemen to select the size best suited to bridge the
gap between the nozzle and the fire. An efficient,
solid stream is considered to be one having approxi-
mately 90 per cent of the water passing through an
Imaginary circle having a 15 inch diameter at the
break-over point. See Figure 10.

For example, one use of a solid stream might be
to direct it through a window 40 ft. from where the
nozzle is stationed. In this case it is evident that the
stream must hold together until it has passed through
the window It should be directed against ceilinp,
partitions, and other matedOs in order to break the
shears into small parts to gain greater absorption of
beat from the fire. If the stream should break before
entering the window, much of the water would be
wasted. Another objective of a solid stream is to
direct it in an efficient manner to accomplish deep
penetration when required.

Penetration and Deflection - Penetration refers to an
effective fire stream reaching into the building a
desired distance. Deflection refs= to what happens
to the stream after it strikes an object. The idea of
penetration and deflection is to achieve the highest
efficiency of a fire stream. As an example, suppose a
fire stream is being directed into a 3rd floor room
involved in fire. If this stream penetrates to the cell-

Fig. 11- Penetration and Deflection

12'

4TH FLOOR

3RD FLOOR
tr

DID FLOOR

1ST FLOOR Y.

Fig. 12- Poor Fanolletlf0',_

mg, then deflects to the wall, and than runs down to
the floor, the water will have been used three flies.
Figure 11 illustrates this principle.

Figure 12 shows street streams being directed
into the windows of a building at the first, second,

Ilisakmer Pout

Fig. 10 - An Effective Solid Stream
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third end fourth floors. All of these streams are at a
450 angle, figuring the nozzle to be three feet above
the ground. These streams would not be very effec-
tive if there was a large floor area involved in fire
because they could not penetrate far enough the
building. Therefore, in order to obtain maximum effi-
ciency, the angle'of the stream should be less than
450. See Figure 13.

4111 FLOOR

IRO FLOOR

2NO FLOOR

Fig. 13- Good Fenestration

From our study It can be assumed that streams
directed from the street would not be very effective
for penetration purposes above the fourth story. To
reach a higher story necessitates moving the nozzle
farther away from the building in order to keep the
angle of the stream less than 450. By moving the
nozzle farther away, the stream has to travel farther
before it reaches the building. Due to this, the possi-
bility of its breaking into spray is greater, and in-
creasing the range of the stream necessitates more
nozzle pressure to work effectively.

e./ ....e e
..ee ee

40'e ,, ...,.. .0.
31 e," ...,a A e. .....

4TH FLOOR

C 3RD FLOOR

8 2110 FLOOR

1ST FLOOR

Fig. 14 - Good Penetration of Ne

In Rime 14 it is evident that effective penetra-
tion is secured by directing the stream from the noz-
zle through the window at B on the second floor. A
considerable amount of good penetration can also be
secured at the third floor window at C.

A stream crossing the sill at point B passes into
the building at a sufficient distance before it strikes
the ceiling. This allows the water to deflect down-
ward to the opposite wall. Due to the additional
height of the third floor, elm stream thrown here is
approximately at a 300 angle. For this reason, while
beneficial results will be obtained, the stream will
not be as effective as that thrown on the second
floor because of the shorter distances of penetration
at the third floor. Above the 1.ird floor less penetra-
tion is obtained, resulting in less effective fire
stream. Therefore, only in exceptional cases, or for.
special purposes, should solid streams be used for
penetration purposes where the angle formed by the
stream is greater then 450. Deep penetration is some-
times impossible and a large amount of the stream's
effectiveness is lost. To remedy the situation, it
would be necessary to elevate the nozzle above
street level and direct the streams from water towers,
ladders, other buildings, etc.

A quick method used to determine the approximate
distance of penetration that can be expected from a
street stream directed into upper stories of buildings
is as follows: Divide the horivontal distance the
nozzle is from the building by the story into which
the stream is to be directed. For example, Figure 15
illustrates a eve story building having a street stream
being directed into the fourth story just above the
window sill. This tatream originates from an approxi-
mate horizontal distance of 33 feet from the building.
Through the process of dividing the horizontal dis-
tance of 33 feet, by the story (4), it is possible to
arrive at an approximate distance of penetration that
can be expected, which, in this case, is 3 feet.

I
.0e

411, Ildnee

Rod

4

2

Float 1

Fig. 15- Calculating Penetration From Ground Level

When the nozzle is elevated to an upper story or
roof of a nearby building, aerial ladder, or a water
tower, the story that is horizontally on a line with
the nozzle shall be considered the ground level and
all calculations made from that point. See Figures
16 and 17.
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2

Floor 1

Fig. 16- C.dcoloting Penetration Mien Noss!. is
Elevated in Another Dui Ulna

Moot 1

Fig. 17- C.olotdming Penetration %en Noss le is
Elevated on Aerie, Ladder

When penetration is desired from a horizontal
stream, the nozzle pressure is determined by allow-
ing one p.s.i. for each foot the stream must travel,
keeping it within the accepted range of a good fire
stream.

Master Streams - Master fire streams are solid streams
of greater capacity than those that can be controlled
mancel:. Other than having a greater capacity, they
have the Jame characteristics as the mobile or por-
table solid stream. I.arge volume requirements may be
augmented with higher pressures if additional water
is supplied. This combination makes it necessary to
use stationary equipment, such as turret pipes, deck
guns, deluge sets and water towers. Such equipment
should have sufficient adjustment to allow for both
vertical and horizontal operation.

Deluge or monitor-type nozzles, as shown in

51

Courtesy Akron Brass Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Fig. 18- Waiter Type Nossle

Figure 18, are often used for producing master streams.
The back pressure developed is absotbedby the cross
stream arrangement in tk nozzle base and by, the
anchoring device. Some monitor nozzles have a ver-
tical adjustment only, while others have, in addition,
a swiveled base which provides a horizontal adjust-
ment. The Mule uses a range of tips from1-1/4" to
2" and in some Inatomes tips of larger sizes are
used. Figure 19 shows a deck pipe or turret nozzle
used for developing master abeam. The mechanical

Courtesy Wooster Brass Die., Ties loselPyter Co.

Fig. 19 - Deck Pipe
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principle is the lame as used in the monitor-type
exceV that the nozzle is permanently mounted on the
apparatus; hence the term "deck pipe." An advantage
of elevation for stream penetration and deflection is
provided in this form of installation.

BROKEN STREAMS

It has been determined that it is advanta,dous to
divide the water into smaller parts for application on
the fire. To accomplish this objective, the -eater is
deflected from the ceilings, walls or materials. OA-
ditions where these deflections can be used for break-
ing up the fire stream do no, prevail at all fires. A
similar effect can be obtained by partially opening
the shut -off valve on the nozzle. By doing this, the
water will strike the partly-oeened valve and be de-
flected to the aide of the tip. Here it will be broken
into smother parts and coca through the tip as a
"broken stream." Other mechanical means of pro -
ducin' broken streams are aometmes used. These in-
clude the distributor or rotary nozzle, the partition
nozzle and sprinkler heads.

1. Diatdbutor or Rotary Nozzle - The distribu-
tor nozzle, regardless of type, operates on
...re same principle as the ordinary garden
or lawn spray. The pressure of the water in
the lime crntes a turbine affect on the
nozzle, causing it to rotate at high speeds
as it delivers water in a shower effect. The
nozzle Is lowered through et hole cut in the
floor. Most eftective results are obtained
by raising and loaning the nozzle while in
operation. See Figure 20.

fig. 20. thing a Cellar Ness.

When placing the nozzle that is directly
attached to the hose in the hole, it should
be lowered far enougt to find if there are
any obstructions. It can then be raised high
enough to sprf.-- any ling within reach. If a
hose clamp is milable,it should be placed
approximately eight feet directly behind the
operator, because one type of distdbutcr
Ronal beg not have a shat-off. This noz-
zle c,,,erage is limited to approximately a
20ft. radius. Therefore, in certain instances,
holes must be cut in the floor about every
30 feet apart in order to get good coverage
of a basement or cellar. An exception to
this is when a good vapor spray would be
more effective.

2. The Partition Nozzle - Partition nozzle is
a term applied to a group of nozzles which
affords method of obtaining a broken stream
inside * partition or other similar spaces.
These nozzles usua. y consist of a pointed
nozzle with lateral holes or alots back of
the point. The sharp painting's it possible
to drive the nozzle f. ski partition, thus
distdbctingthi broken arias into the MIL
See Figure 21.:

Cotteteey Weft**, Braes Die., The Pyr-Pyier Cs.

Fig. 21- Partition Nozzle

3. Sprinkler Heads Sprinkler heads are a type
of broken stream nozzle and illustrate the
principle of a broken stream in fire exile-
gaishment.

Use of Broken Strewn in Basement Fires - A base-
meat re it--1-con red one 0 e worst types of fire
to control. In acme instances the lament is used as
a catch-all which 'aids in the spread of arc. Beause
ventilating basements is difficult, it is considered
good practice to use a broken ameam at some such
fires. .

Use of Brei-en Streams for Coolin Efir,_fect Snafefirei
generate a large amount of heat. Heat rises and, if
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not cooled by some means, it will ignite combustible
material- *di which it comes in contact. There have
been many cases where heat from a low building has
risen alongside an adjoining building and without
previous warning, the fire has extended to the upper
floors of the second building. It is necessary, there-
fore, when directing fire streams on these heat waves,
to direct them as high as possible and move them
around in all directions. This forms a broken stream
and provides an excellent cooling effect. The smal-
ler the particles of water, the more quickly the heat
will be absorbed, thus indicating that the broken
stream.is better fx this operation.

Use of Broker Streams Azoluid Electrical Equipment -
he fact that 'a fire stream is a cook...tor of electri-
city is wellknown to fire..en. If the stream is broken,
it is evident that its ability to conduct an electrical

current is lessened. Consequently, if water must be
used at a fire where elect Leal equipinent is involved,
a broken stream would be such less hazardous than
a solid one.

Use of Broken Streams in Chemical Firms Fires in
buildings where chemicals are stored, such as hos-
pitals, drugstores and chemical warehouses, create a
very dangerous hazard for those fighting the blaze.
To direct a solid stream into a room where chemicals
are stored may cause a greater hazard due to the
effect of the stream's velocity. Therefore, a broken
stream played upon the chemicals would be much
more efficiert. Water soluble gases may result front
chemical fires, such as escaping ammonia. These may
be dispersed with a broken water stream. The finer
the water particles, the more readily the gas will be
absorbed and the tore rapidly the sir will be cleared
of gas.

Courtesy Wooster Brass Die., TAP Pyr-Pyter Co.

P. 22 Vapor or Fog Kr isles
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Use of Stokes Streams in Overhauling - Broken
streams can also be used to excellent advantage when
overhauling; whether the stream is to be used Inside
or outside of buildings. By getting close to the fire
and twang a broken stream, the department can apply
only the amount of water required, thus eliminating
unnecessary water loss.

The purpose of the vapor or fog stream is to in-
crease heat absorption by dividing the water Into
smaller particles than can ere obtained by any other
method. In the study of fire streams, we have learned
that a solid stream takes Its shape In the nozzle tip.
Ague 22 shows a variety of vapor nozzles.

Facts substantiate the use of water vapor in the
extinguishment of fires. It Is sop Jot that very little
water loss will result as compared with solid or even
broken streams. However, to change water to vapor,
soma of the stream velocity must be sacrificed to
mechanical resistance and the stream, therefore,
(*mot ba expected to reach a long distance.

Use of Vapor or Fog Streams on Confined Fires -
Vapor fire streams can be used very efficiently won
confined fires, which include fires in spaces such as
attics, basements, psrtlt!cas, clothes closets, floors,

Use of Vapor or Fog Streams: on Flammable Liquid
Fires - Vapor streams are also vezy effective upon
flammable liquid fires, such as the average filling
station, cleaning plant, automobile, restaurantkItchen
and grease sack fires.

a of Vee per or Fog Streams on Chemical Firet The
danger of cbeericallires shouldeot be underestimated.
Vapor vireoss are effectivein absorbing water soluble
gases is ibis type of fire. In fact, on tiOlt".tirert that
can 'be approsched-at close ratims, a vapor riffeam is
even more effective than a broken stream.,

Pump Pressure for Vapor and Fog streams - A much
gem prim:. pressure must be maintained for an ef-
fective vs. c stream than for end affective solid or
broken stream. When using a conveitional low pres-
sure of 140 to 136.p.s.l . on 1-112" hose sad 200-
p.s.l. on the 21/2!' hose- will, in most situations.
produce an effective vapor stream.-' It is apparent,
therefore, that effective vapor streams cannotalways
be produced from ordinary by ''eat flow, pressures.

Use and Purpose _Vater Curtains - The prevention
of heat communication, whether it be conduction,

convection or radiation, is one of the main obji-;t4.ves
at every fire. Water curtains can be used to an ex-
cellent advantage to check the danger of fire spare.
Radiated heat travels In a straight line and 's radi-
ated equally in all directions.

A great deal of damage can be caused from radi-
ated heat at major fires where the exposures are net
Iected. This matter should receive the immediate
attention of the slse-up officer and steps should be
taken to combat the danger from radiated beat. A
water curtain provides a good way to overcome this
emergency.

A water curtain Is a sheet of water, the purpose
of which is to protect a building close to one that is
involved in fire by breaking' down the heat waves.
Regardless of whether the water curtain is a panne-
"sent installation ur is one derived from fire streams,
it still a water curtain and used kr the same
purpose.

Ways to Form Water Curtains - A simple means of
obtaining a water curtain to cover exposures is the
use of a permanent installation as shown in Figure
23. The heads are elthert-epen or fused, and the
system operates automatically or manually,
mule the same as a so.-Isideeitystem. Figure 24
Atka bow the curtain is formed when in operation.

-
Fig. 23. Law Curteitig!ritoltailon

;

Fig. 24 External Wow Cumin
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An efficient water curtain may also be formed with
one or more solid streams. 'lb form a curtain using
this method, it is necessary to raise and lower the
stream from a vertical plane to a horizontal plane,
alternately. When it is necessary to have two srch
streams operating, one should be placed at both ends
of the building being protected. Figures 25 and 26
illustrate both methods.

Fig. 25- Water Curtain Using One Stream

Fig. 26 - Water Curtain Using TWo Streams

EQUIPMENT FOR FIRE STREAMS

The following equipment is necessary to produce
a fire stream:

1. adequate water supply under pressure

2. sufficient hose line

3. proper type and size of nozzle

If a even volume of water is supplied to a line of
hose, that same volume may be expected to flow or

SS

be discharged from the hose since water is non-
compressible. If a pump is producing 500 g.p.m.
through a line of hose to a fire, exactly 500 g.p.m.
will be discharged from the nozzles. Likewise, if a
hydrant has sufficient pressure and size to put 500
g.p.m. into a line, the same volume can be expected
from the nozzle. The size of the hose will be the
principle factor to determine the velocity of the water
in the hose. The smaller the hose the greater the
stream velocity.

With an unlimited source of water supply, any
volume, within the limits of the combined apparatus
and equipment, may be obtained by controlling the
velocity of the water. If the supply is from a hydrant,
the size of the main, the hydrant, and the hydrant
pressure will determine the amount of water that can
be put into the hose. However, if the main is of suf-
ficient size, the pregame may be increased by a
pump. Therefore, a greater volume flow is possible.

It is imperative that all departments make a com-
plete study of their entire water system in order to
know the size of the various mains, the amount of
water obtainable from then, and the pressure, both
static and flowing, at the fire hydrants. These factors
must be given serious consideration if firemen are to
obtain effective fire streams.

. CAUSES OF DEFECTIVE STREAMS

The following are causes of defective streams:

1. Insufficient Nozzle pressure - Insufficient
nozzle pressure may be caused by insuffi-
cient pump )or hydrant pressure or t hose
lay too long for the size tip -being stied.

2. Too Much Pressure - Using too Smalls tip
with high pressures Often -ceases streams
to break into a spray within, sr few feet of
the tip whereby the- elifictivedess of the
stream is lost.

3. Nozzle Elan - A boitX10.41p,havin0 small
burr will break the striker la the Orifice and
cut down its effective .

4. Bend in Hose Near Nozzle - An unnecessary
bend in the line within approximately 10
feet of the nozzle causes a whirling motion,
which.* turn results ins defective stream
as it leaves the beagle. The remedy is to
have the line f hose leading -up to the
nozzle have but one bend behind the nozzle.

5. Wind -; The velocity and direction of the
wind will affect the distance the stream
will travel.
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6. Obstructirns - There are two types of ob-
structions -- internal and external. Internal
obstructions result from foreign materials
entering the hydrant, pump, hose line,
nozzle, or may be caused by defective
lining or protruding hose gaskets. External
obstructions OM caused by wires, sirs,
trees, etc., which might be in the path of
the strewn.

7. Defective Shut -Off - In the use of nozzles,
care should always be taken not to twist or
bead the handle of the shut-off. Either of
these conditions may prevent the valve from
opening fully or may permit the valve to go
past the full opening. In both instances,
the waterway would not be fully open and
the effect would be a broken stream.

8. Protruding Nozzle Gaskets - Should the
gasket in the nozzle protrude into the wa-
terway, it would tend to divert part of the
water and break up the fire stream. See
.Figure 27.

RACEWAY UPON WHICH
'4VASKET SITS

WIDE DIAMETER
OF WATERWAY

Fig. 27- Protruding Hoag. Ceske

9. Untrained Personnel - This is the major
cause for defective and ineffective fire
streams. Each person who performs a part
of the duties necessary to obtain efficient
fire streams must be a well-trained fireman
who understands what he is doing and why
it is being done. Proper training will reduce
errors that cause defective fire streams.

HYDRAULICS

Successful fire fighting depends upon ideqiiite
fire streams, properly applied. The water, from the
point wt. .e it leaves the nozzle until it reacheethe
desired point, is called a "fire stream."

The information presented in this sectIcii`wail
prepared with the knowledge that there are Invalid
approved, practical methods used by firemen to arrive
at approximate ans, us for fire department hydraulic
problems. Also, throughout this study of simplified
fire department hydraulics it inlet be accepted that
the calculations presented herein will give only ap-
proximate soletiow, yet-these are satisfactory for all
practical fire department problenis.

After receiving an order to supply water throsilkd
fire hose' line connected to the disoharge ofaisiy
the pump operator shall immediately start aMinklIpti
flowing within that hose line sio,:safe pun*
of 50 to_75 0.2.1: This procedureirhall take
over any and all suggested fire dePartarett,
formulas used to calculate pump pressurell
situation. The prime purpose is to sispplr.weter id&
mediately.

Pump operators oust have a complete understand-
ing of fire department hydraulics in addition to being
fortified with a good working knowledge of the pump.
This will enable the operator to discharge the desired
quantity of wetter.Vesired slis94fie
nozzle-ia *tit*

TERMINOLOGY;

trite
function that should be understood--
4es,,

2. g.p.in. - gallons per minute

3. p.s.i. peuride psi agnate inc*

4. FL -friction loss

S PP - pumppressure

6. NP nozzle pressure

7. EL- elevation

8. ft. - feet (measurement)

9. - plus (addition)

1

^". '4'fity:
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10. - - minus (subtraction)

11. + - divided by (division)

12. x - times (multiplication)

13. Story - 12 feet, the space from the floor to
the ceiling

14. Floor- that part which is walked upon

15. Width of streets - a 40 toot span (for com-
mon understanding)

16. Width of sidewalks - considered to be 13
feet

17. Back pressure - (elevation) the water pres-
sure being exerted against a pumper dis-
charge. This pressure is overcome by add-
ing five p.s.i. for each 12 feet the nozzle
is elevated above the pumper.

18. Hydrant pressure - flowing pressure from a
hydrant

19. Static pressure - pressure of water at rest

20. Residual pressure - the amount of pressure
remaining on the intake side of a pumper
while water is being discharged from pump
outlets

21. Pull-bed: pressure - the backward pressure
created by the velocity of the water flowing
from a nozzle. For general information the
following chart may be used:

tt 0
Hydrant Flow
Pressure 75 p.s.i.

Pull-back pressure for:

7/8" tip equals approx. 1 times the
NP

1" tip equals approx. 1-1/2 times
the NP

1-1/8" tip equals approx. 2 times
the NP

1-1/4" tip equals approx. 2,1/2
times the NP

1-1/2" tipequals approx. 3-1/2 times
the NP

1-3/4"tip equals approx. 41/2 times
the NP

2" tip equals approx. 6 times the NPilliiI1.-
The chart concerning how to determine pull-
back pressure is not intended for use while
working at fires but is offered as general
information to increase the safe pump oper-
ating pressures for all persons concerned.

FRICTION L055

Friction loss in fire hose, nozzle tips, nozzles,
etc., is the resistance encountered by the free flow
of water. To farther explain friction loss as it per-
tains to fire department operations, the following
hose layouts will be considered:

Nozzle Flow
Pressure 60 p.s.i.

11111,

1001
2-1/2" Hose

Flip. 28- Flouring Nation Loss ir One 100 Ft. Line
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1. A straight line of hose is stretched over a
level surface with one end connected to a
hydrant and the other end connected to an
open nozzle. Figure 28 indicator a hose lay
from a fire hydrant having a hydrant flow
pressure of 75 p.s.i. and a nozzle pressure
of 60 p.s.i. Thus, there is a difference of
15 p.s.i. In the two pressures, Aids is the
wont of friction loss (resistance) created
within this layout.

2. In a second illustration, Figure 29, a pumper
is discharging a specific amount of water
at a specific pressure through 300 feet of
good fire hose. This illustration indicates
that within each hose-lay (single line from
pumper to nozzle) each 100 feet of hose of
the same diameter will have an equal amount
of friction loss. Any additional increase of
hose in the hose-lay will require a propor-
tional increase in,the pump pressure.

3. Through our study of Figure 29 we learn
that pump prewar equals nozzle preterite
plus frictionless when the hose is stretched
over a level surface with the nozzle level
equal to the pump level. However, when

. Ovation (El,) becomes a factor in deter-
mining the necessary pump pressure, 5 p.s.i.
is added to the pump pressure for each 12
feet the nozzle is elevated above the pump
discharge. Also, 5 p.s.i. is subtracted from
the pearp.pressure for each 12 feet the noz-
zle is below the primp.

.1

PP=NP+FL+ EL
=60+.2A+0
= 84 p.s.i.

4. Regarding friction lass in fire hose layouts,
it must be realized that when separate hose
lines of equal size (diameter and length),
having equal nozzle pressures are used, the
hose line having the larger tip will be dis-
charging more wider, sad therefore will
create a pester amount of friction loss per
100 feet than the line with the smaller tip.
See Figure 30.

S. When firemen arrange the physical set-up of
any hose layout, the friction loss, the ele-
vation, the hose size, the nozzle tip size and
the approximate gallons-per-minate to be
discharged must be considered. Such facts,
when used properly, will *Wet firemen in
doing a good Job. There are, however, cer-
tain limitations that must be coriskiered to
have an efficient hose layout and water
discharge. See Figure 3L . .

Combating Friction Loss - There are several ma&
ods used to overcome excessive friction loss in hose
lines while working fat a fire. 'They. are:

1. Reduce the nozzle pressure.
1; *lo

2. Reduce the size tip and maintain the

2.1/2" fire hose

nozzle +pressure.

.1

vir tip
60 p.s.i. NP
176 g.pm.

-100 ft. 200 ft.

per 1001

Toth' FL per 1008
8 p.s.i. FL

.8 p.s.i. FL
per 1001 8 p.5.1. FL

24 p.s.i. (all figures are approximate)

Cserrjau.

Fig. 24- Figuring Friction Loss When Linos Are Added
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FL 13 per 100'

#2 Jumper

400' of 2/1/2" fire hose

1" tip
60 p.s.i. NP
229 g.p.m.

FL 29 p.s.i. per 100'

Total FL in #1 line 4 x 13 or 52
Total FL in #2 line 4 x 29 or 116 p.s.i.

#1 PP=NP+FL+EL
=60+ 52+0
= 112 p.s.i.

#2 PP = NP + FL + EL
= 60 + 116 + 0
= 176 p.s.i .

Fig. 30- Friction Loss With Different Sire Nozzle Tips

3. Siamese the hose lines; i.e., arrange two
lines from_the pumper feeding one line to
the fire.

In number one, if the nozzle pressure is reduced
the g.p.m. will be less; therefore, the friction loss
will be less. This may not permit the stream to per-
form the required task.

To reduce the size tip, as indicated in number 2,
and maintain the same nozzle pressure would reduce
the g.p.m.; then the quantity of water being discharged
might not be sufficient to cool the fire in order to
accomplish the extinguishment effectively.

When using the third method to combat friction
loss in hose lines, with all other factors remaining
constant, the friction loss will be reduced to approx-

For 21/2" Sise Hose
AU Answers Are Approximate

Elevation Is Not included

Length
of Line

Ma=
S TipTip

Recommend 4

Realm= gra
Recommended

for these
Layouts

FL per
100'

Short Line
0' ro 400'

Nadi= Line
400' to SOW

Long
o
Lin

150e800' t 0'
Over a

Long Line
1 1500' to 2000'

1-1/4"

1-1/8"

I"

7/8"

360 gpm

300 gpm

230 spin

180 gpm

30 psi

21 psi

13 psi

8.5 psi

Fig. 31- Considerations in Hose Layouts

1-1/4" tip
60 p.s.i. NP
357 g.p.m.

imately one-fourth (1/4) that indicated for the corres-
ponding single 2-1/2" hose line. Referring to Fig-
ures 32 and 33, a comparison of the two hose lay-
outs can be evaluated. In Figures 32 and 33, it can
be noted that all the component parts are identical
except the hose and the FL/100 feet. Here it is
indicated that by changing the hose layout from a
single line layout to a siamesed layout, (two into
one), friction loss per 100 ft. is reduced from 23.8
p.s.i. to 6.6 p.s.i., which is approximately one-fourth
the friction loss in the single layout. in addition to
this, the pump pressure was reduced from 145 p.s.i.
to 77 p.s.i., a drop of 68 p.s.i.

Friction Loss in 1-I/2" Hose - Due to the smaller
quantities of water normally discharged throne), 1-1/2"
hose, a very simple calculation can be applied. For
example, consider all nozzle pressure on 1-1/2"
hose nozzles at 50 p.s.i. Using a. 1/2" nozzle tip
provides a discharge of 53 g.p.m., creating in a sin-
gle 1-1/2" hose line approximately 8 p.s.i. friction
loss per 100'. Assuming there is a 300' - 1-1/2" hese-
lay, the PP would be calculated as follows:

PP = NP + FL + EL
50+(3 z8)+0

=50+ 24+0
r- 74 p.s.i.

For simple calculations it can be estimated that a
nozzle pressure of 50 p.s.i. on a 1/2" tip attached to
a 1-1/2" hose will provide a friction loss of 10 p.s.i
per 100 feet. This will provide a good working pres-
sure in most all situations.
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60 Fite Sortie* Ttabing

SINGLE 2-1/2" HOSE LINE SIAMESE LINE TWO 2-1/2" INTO ONE

Niizzle Pressure 50 p.s.i. Nozzle Pressure 50 p.s.i.

Size Tip 1-1/4" Size Tip 1-1/4"
g.p.m. 326 g.p.m. 326
Hose Line 400' Hose Line 400'

(one

FL (pet 1009

2-1/2" hose)

23.8 p.s.i.

(two 2-1/2" hose Uses

siamesed into one)
FL (per 1009 6.6 p.s.i.

Employing the above foots in both situations we learn that in the

SINGLE LINE

PP = NP + FL + EL
=50+(43t 234+0
= 50 + 95

= 145 pal. approximately

SIAMESE LINE

PP=NP+FL +EL
SO + x 6.6) + 0

= 50 + 27
= 77 p.s.i. approximately

145 p.63.

PP

pumper

Fig. 32- Comparison of Slag's? ad Shama Liao:

single 400' 2-1/2" hose

siamesed 2 into 1 unit

400' - 2-1/2" hose

tti,

. ,
NP.

-1/4";-.tigt
326

Fig. 33 - Stogie and Siam's. Linos into 134tiart Hanle

-c,cbu7

NP 50 pts4.
1-1/4"
326 g p.m.
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Example #1: 800' of 1-1/2" hose; 1/2" noz. tip,
50 p.s.i. NP.

PP = NP + FL + EL
=50 +(10x8) +0
= 50 + 80 + 0
= 130 p.s.i.

Example #2: 150' of 1-1/2" hose; 1/2" noz. tip;
SO p.s.i. NP.

PP =NP + FL + EL
= 50+(10x 1.5)+0
= 50 +15 +0
= 65 p.s.i.

When two 1-1/2" hose lines are siamesed into
one, here, too, the friction loss per 100 ft. will be
reduced to approximately one-fourth the friction loss
in a single line of 1-1/2" hose, while discharging an
equal c.o.s.

If a lay of 1-1/2" hose is supplied by a 2-1/2"
hose line, the friction loss in the 2-1/2" hose can
be calculated on the basis of fdction loss for 1-1/2"
hose, using the figure of 10 p.s.i. FL per 100 ft.

DETERMINING G.P.M. DISCHARGED

Much has been said about friction loss and how
the increased or decreased amounts of water passing
through a hose Ilse, suction and pump haves direct
bearing on the g.p.m. being discharged. For these
reasons, it is important that a simple formula be ac-
cepted whereby it is possible to mentally calculate
the quantity of water flowing from a nozzle rather
Alen using a complicated one requiring paper and pen-
cil. To further explain this, we must start with the
morn complicated formula; g.p.m.. equals (29.7 x D2)

The first step is to multiply 29.7 times D2
for each straight nozzle used by the department,
ouches 7/8", 1", 1-1/8", 1-1/4", 1-1/2", 1-3/4"
and 2". This will determine the factors to be used
in the simple formula. These tip sizes and their
g.p.m. factors are as follows:

Size Tip
Factor 20

7/8

Size 'Hp
Factor

lip

30
1-1/8" 1-1/4"

40 50

1-1/2" 1-3/4" 2"
70 90 120

With the sid of these factors a mental calculation to
determine g.p.m. discharge can be easily made.

Example: 1-1/4" noz. tip; 65 p.s.i. NP

g.p.m. = Factor x r-Nr
= so 3, rgr

= 50 x 8
= 400 g.p.m.

The symbol 1171r. indicates the square root of
nozzle pressure which, in this problem is 65 p.s.i.
The square root of any nozzle pressure in fire depart-
ment hydraulics is calculated to the nearest whole
number and used to obtain an approximate answer.
Examples of this are as follows:

The square root of 64 is 8

The square root of 70 is 8

The square root of 50 is 7

The square root of 55 is 7

The square root of 80 is 9

The square root of 90 is 9

It can be recognized that the g.p.m. flowing from any
given straight stream nozzle is dependent on two
things:

1. The size tip

2. The nozzle pressure employed

The following example further explains this g.p.m.
formula:

Example: 1" nozzle; SO p.s.i. NP

= F x W417 (square root of nozzle
pressure)

=30 x
=30x 7
=210 approximately

DETERMINING REQUIRED PUMP PRESSURES

Pump pressure equals FL plus NP plus EL. Be-
fore proceeding with this study, a review of the
"Friction Loss in The Hose" table from the Fire
Engine Test and Fire Stream Tables booklet by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters is in order.
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The friction loss for:

200 g.p.m. flowing through 2-1/2"
hose is 10.1 p.s.i. per 100 feet.

300 g.p.m. flowing through 2-1/2"
hose is 21.2 p.s.i. per 100 feet.

400 g.p.m. flowing through 2-1/2"
hose is 36.2 p.s.i. per 100 feet.

500 g.p.m. flowing through 2-1/2"
hose is 55.0 p.s.i. per 100 feet.

Fire Service Training

For mental cal-
culations use:

10 p.s.i.

20 p.s.i.

40 p.s.i.

50 p.s.i.

Example: What pump pressure is required for a
300 ft. 2,1/2" hose line having a 1-1/8"
nozzle tip with 60 p.s.i. NP at no ele-
vation?

(Factor for 1-1/8" nozzle tip is 40)

g.p.m. = F :ARV
= 40 rigr
= 40 x 8
= 320 approximately

PP = NP + FL + EL
=60+(3x 20)+0
=60+60+0
=120 p.s.i.

Note: When elevation (the vertical distance that the
nozzle tip is above the pump) is involved, add to the
pump pressure an additional five p.s.i. for _each 12
feet of elevation or subtract S p.s.i. for each 12 feet
the .nozzle is below the pup.

It is most important for pump operators to be able
to determine friction loss, nozzle pressures, gallons
per minute, etc., by means of mental calculatioe, but
it is more important, while working at fires, that some
water be supplied through hose lines to the nozzle-
man at a safe (50.75 p.s.i. PP) pump pressure im-
mediate'', upon receiving orders to "start the water."
Altz. the water has been started, the pump operator
should check the pump pressure and the pump oper-
ating position and then make any changes necessary.

As an aid to the pump operator, it is recommended
that a N.B.F.U. Fire Engine Test and Fire Stream
Tables book or its equivalent be available for quick
and accurate reference by the pump operator. Follow-
ing this procedure will enable firemen to accomplish
accurate results.

Pum Pressure Formula for Two Into One Siamese
Lines - It has been established that the friction loss
created within the siamese lines is approximately
one-quarter the friction loss created within a single
line layout, discharging an equal g.p.m. To determine
the pump pressure for a siamese layout, using 2-1/2"
hose, the following equation may be used.

Single line layout versus two into one layout:

Single lit a layout 1-1/8" tip; 400' of 2-1/7' hose;
SO p.s.i. NP ; no elevation.

g.p.m. = F itNW
= AC xtr
= 40 r 7
= 280

Friction loss for 280 g.p.m. is approximately 20 p.s.i.
per 100' of 2-1/2" hose; therefore,

PP = NP + FL + EL
= 50+ (dix 20)+
=50+80+0
=130 p.s.i.

Siamese line layout - 2-1/2" hose; 1-1/8"ip; 400
of 2-1/2" hose in each line joining into one 210
g.pm; 50 p.a.i. NP FL per 100' of 2-1/2",hese,in
a siamese line is approximately ese.fenigi "(1/4): ,
that in the single line .discharging an equal fr4411.

PP = NP + FL + EL
50+E(1/4 x 20)x 4'3+0

=50+ (5i4) +0
=50 + 20 +0

. 44.

From die above coital:time it is determined_
there is a reduction of 60 p.s.J. pump pressure; *,
siamese layout vs. the single line. In each *Mt
the same nozzle pressure and the same size nozzle
tip were used.

Other Siamese Line Layouts - When using two or awe
pumpers to supply a siamese: layout, each pepper
discharges a quantity of water in direct relation to
the number of hose lines connected to that pumper,
such as:

1. When using one line from each of two
pumpers, each pumper will discharge--in
equal amount of water, (approximately in
the total amount discharged).

2. When using two lines from one puriperand
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=slings Wm another, the g.p.m. discharged
from each pumper is approximately 2/3 from
the pumper with the two lines end approxi-
mately 1/3 from the pumper having only one
line when both are supplying the same
nozzle or other water distributing tool.

ExamPle: Size tip 1-3/4" NP - 80
g.p.m. 810 (total).

Using two pumpers - one with two 21/2"
hose lines from pumper to nozzle, and one
having one line from pumper to nozzle. See
Figure 34.

#t pumper
300.

pumper'
1-3/4" tip
OD p.o.i. NP
810 g.p.m.

Fig. 34 -Ti. Pumpers Wilts 3 Linos ions 1 Nozzle

Pumper #l;

g.pm =1/3 of 810 (total g.p.m.)
= 270 g.p.m.

7L/100' in a single line
for 270 g.p.m. = 20 p.s.i.

Therefore:

PP = NP + +EL
-=80+(3x 20)+0
=80+60+0
=140 p.s.i. approximately

Pumper #2

g,p,m, 1= 2/3 of 810 (total g,p.m.)
= 540 g.p.m. - two lines into

one

Therefore:

PP= NP + FL + EL
80+(3x 20)+0

=80+60+ 0
=140 p.s.i. approximately

Refer to the Fdction Loss Table in Figure 35 to
determine the FL por '0 ft of various hose eizes,
calculated in loss nmds per square Inch. For
example, with a flow 280 g.p.m. through a 2-1/2
inch hose the FL will be 18.7 p.8.1. However, if two
lines of 2-1/2 inch are slipknot*, then at 280 g.p.m.
is only 5.2 (approximately 1/4 the loss of a
single limo layout). Mao, it is soted boom the table,
that a flaw of .550 g.p.m. is possible from two Isla-
mised 2.1/2 inch lines with a FL of 18.1 p.s.i.
(approximately double the flow in * single line 2.1/2
inch layout at the same FL).

Relay of Pumpers (Head Pressure) - In some in-
stances, when a fire department aniveguat a fire, it
finds that the fire is several thousand feet away from.
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Based on tests of bestquality rubber lined fire hose.
FE, per 100' is a two line amine Rough rubber lining is liable to increase the losses
for 540 g.p.m. equals 20 p.s.i. per given in the table as much as 58per cent
average 100' of 2-1/2" hose from
the pumper to the nozzle. teie. 33 - FrieUen Lou in Fire Hose
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the nearest source of water supply. The water supply
ay be a fire hydrant, well, cistem, creek, river,

etc. The total friction loss that nu:4 develop in the
Nose line to transport the water to the fire scene
would be envanous. In order to overcome friction, two
or more pumpers are connected in line to eliminate
subjecting the hose and pumpers to excessive pres-
sures.

There are several things to be considered:

1. length said size of hose between pampers

2. capacity of pumpers

3. gallons ptir minute that will be discharged
from the pumper closest to the fire

4. friction loss in the hose from toe pumper
to the next

5. difference in elevation between the pumpers
and the elevation of the nozzle

Example: A fire is 2400 feet iTont the nearest source
of water. Three pumper& are available and each
contains "30 feet of 24/2" hone. If a one-inch
nozzle is used with 50 p.s.l. nozzle pressure,
the pump pressures required on pumpers one, two
and three are as follows: (no elevation Involved)
1" nos. tip; se p.s.l. NP; 200 g.p.m. creating
faction low. of 10.1 p.s.l. per 100' of 2-1/2"
hose.

HYDRANT

PUMPER #2

Therefore: With ill pump connected to the hydrant
and discharging 200 g.p.m. to pump #2, the pump
meson on #1 shod.. be FL plus NP plusEL.

Pump #2, having the same layout, shall proceed
in the same manner as pump ill, which is also
discharging water at 150 p.s.l. pump pressure.

Pump #3 has 400 feet of 2-1/2" hose to nozzle;
therefore, that problem will be x 4) plus NP
plus Ei..See Figure 36.

Wher workilg iu relay, every pumping unit must
overcome the total friction loss within the hose be.
tween that pumper and the next one. To that pressure
add the nozzle pressure desired at the fire. The
pumper nearest the fire can be operated the same as
if directly connected to the hydrant. Should the miler
clones: to the fire discharge water through a second
or third line and.an increase in the g.p.m. *apt* bi
created, the pump' Orgasm* for each pumps in the
relay must be ;ncreased proportionately. Wk. re-sld
of Figures 37 and 38, a pump operator-caa detest-As
the pump pressure required.

1. Locate in column 1, SO p.s.l. NP

2. Locate g.p.m. column for '1"

3. Locate the g.p m. figure that is vertically
in line milt the 1" tip an4 horlsontally in
line with the 50 p.s i. NP, g.p.m.)

01 tip

50 p s.l. NP
210 g.p.s.
10 p.s.l. FL

DUMPER .113 Per 100'

1000' 2-`,'2" hag

. NP + FL + EL

'MY 2-1 boast -

PP = NP + FL + El

400; 2-1/2" how,

PP = NP + FL + EL
=50+(10x
=80+ 1C0
= 150 p.s.i

10)+0 =50+(10x
= SO + 100
= 150

10)+0 = 50+(4x
= 50 +40-
= 90

10)+0

FP:. 36- MU*. Pumper!, For 2400 Foot of Hose
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4. Referring to Figure 38, locate in the first
*Phias; 40Ps ficvingl the figure 200
g:p.m.

Then, ender the vertical 'wham that indi-
cates til hose layout which in this case is
a mi..ite line of 24/2" hese, locate the
friction loss that is horizontally in fr

with the 200 g.p.m.

6. Now multiply the FL per 100 feet times the
number of 100 foot lengths between the sup-
plying and receiving pumper. This will
indicate the total FL in the 2-1/2" hose

.
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Fig. 38- Friction Loss is Ls. Per 1E10 Ft. of Kola

between pumpers. To this FL must be
raid approximately 30 to SO PLi. NP,
which will be the- operating PP for the
relaying pumper.

Pump Pressures for kinde' Equipment Each of --
these special tools present individual problems men
figuring the necessary pump pressures requited to
obtain en efficient service. In sane cities; a number
of deluge nozzles of tin-same &sir, having been
purchased from the same manufacturer at the same
time, each have different degrees of fdetion.loss
when tested under. identical.-ciscisestancen. For this
ati average friction low:must be'detensined that is
applicable to each situation. (The insmiecturer can
often furnish the department with this information.)
These special tools are .filustratect. in 18,
19, 39 and 40. .

Suggested pump pressures with corresponding
gp.m. ,

1. Ladder pipe -

14/4" noses tip attached to a short lino

$O8 NP 1008 PP approx. 326 g.p.m.
751# NP 1208PP epproic. 100

1-1/4"nossis tip attached to a Medium line

50# NP I 3 # PP 1 . _appron; 324 &p.m.
758 NP siptoi.' 400 g.itst.
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Courtesy Columbus, Ohio Fire Deportment

Fig. 39- Using Deck Pipes or Mont Musks

1-1/2" nozzle tip attached to a short line

50# NP 130 pp approx. 472 g.p.m.
75# NP 160# pp epprox. 578 g.p.m.

1-1/2" nozzle tip attached to a atodinse line

501 NP 1601 PP approx. 472 g.p.m.
751 NP 2001 PP approx. 578 g.p.m.

2. Jumbo vapor nozzle approximately 400
g.p.m. with 0' to 800' lines

pp = 100 p.s.i. plus 10 p.s.i. FL per sec.
plus EL .

3. Rotary cellar nozzl. approximately 400
g.p.m.; DP =number of sections of (2-1/2"
hose times 20) plus 40 p.s.i.

4. Sprinkler systems maintaut 150 p.s.i.
pump pressure at all times.

5. Stand pipe systems -- maintain 56 p.s.i.
nozzle pressure on the fire floor.

PP = NP r.i.
SC e.s.14 + 5 p.s.i. for each story of
elevation

Courtesy Nati id Foals Bribekieafteti

Fig, 40 - Clemnicel Foms Gamma

be determined with a i.Pitot Gauge. .Thaie-i
are usually visually chacke4 by firemen to. deli
a pump pressure that will glee good relight vai

.operating at a. fire, R.1

A new type vapor tionFle tiar"Spiti411!"..
Figura 41. .By pressing -It buttes, Allies tYpar1010_
demi itself Of familia material* that bill".4ifkr.
the nozzle from within the hose line: No
of hose, lines is required while cleaning the -1,
This nozzle is designed for use 'on 14/2" ix_ -=

hose.

6. Foam generator - (see Figure 40) -- main-
tain 100 p.s.i. on the intake gauge of the
generator.

Fog and Vapor Streams - Nozzles that will produce
fog and vapor streams are not designed so that the
nozzle pressure and the ig.p.m. being discharged can

ottli

.Curtsey Nino" Bras. Mantsfootroiag Co.. MO:

Fig. 41- "Spits-Ail" Vapor Noss:os

^4.
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The following is a list of various fog nozzles and
their operating pressures used in the Ilia servico.
(Courtesy of the Toledo Fire Dept.)

2-1/2 inch Elkhart Mystery Nozzle

Stream
or

Cone

g.p.m. discharge at:

50/1 NP 100# NP 150 NP

Straight 90 135 170
30 deg. 110 160 190
60 deg. 114 170 210
90 deg. 123 194 230

1-1/2 inch Elkhart Mystery Nozzle

Ibis nozzle has been adapted to a 2-1/2 inch
berm!. It can be identified by the shut -$f handle
an the barrel.

Stream g.p. m, discharge at:
or

COOS L i0# NP 100# NP 150 NP

Straight .57 71 83
30 deg. 62 - 90 118
60 deg. 64 98 125
90 deg. 74 113 145

2-1/2 inch Rockwood S.Q. 48, 1 inch straight stream,
60 degree fixed cone

Nozzle Pressure

50
100
150

dischurie

.44 415
.135

2-1/2 inch Akron "Peg tog " --- Plittgiry recommended
nozzle pressure: 100 lb.

Stream
Or

Straight
CCP..

101°
30 deg. . 400
60 deg.: 100
90 deg:- 100

&PAL
367
446
470
560

1.1/2 inchReskiitedS.G, 48- 1/2 or 5/8 inch straight
stream 60 ilignke *one

*Oil Pressure

50
100

.

8411

38
50
58

1 inch Booster Rockwood S.G. 48 1/4 inch straight
stream

Nozzle Pressure TePil

50 12
100 16
150 20

Akron Fog Applicator

A minimum of 60 lbs. pressure at the fog heed is
necessary to produce effective fog. Pressures
below 60 pounds will be considered water spray.

Nozzle PlOOMISO g. P51;

20
40
60
80

1-00
120
140
160
180
200

24
36
45
54-
58
43
-46
67
69

10

- It woo- previously stated that -the,tabli dist:barge
from a pumper must he kept withist-dre, halt of
the pump, capacity and-the safe opessaisgssatory_
speed is addition -to the avetbablietterallM9b1
If - ibis is not dose; pot, madjineffectiva .fise.
-strews will result'

. -

Fire Hose vs. Suction Hose - Supplying water to *
peeper by a 21/21 fire -hede "W. a4-1/2" unction
hose is as follows:

Aida of 2-1%r, hose !genie (2.S"'s 2.1") s .7E54
equals 4.9 square inches. '

Area of 4-1/2" suction hoes ocioils(4.5": 4.5")
x .7854 equals 15.9 square inches.

%_
=.

15.9 eq. in. divided by 4.9 sq. in. equals 3.2
times greeter; therefore, one 41/2" Meth& hose con-
nected to a hydrant will supply a pampsuwith approx-
imately -three to four times-more waist-thin can be
supplied through one 2-1/2" fire hose from the same
hydrant.

FOAM EQUIPMENT

Chemical Foam Equipment Foam generating equip-
meat and supplies are used to combat fires in i,..ake
of oil, gasoline and other volotiloo.--illooy bulk oil

ti-
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and gasoline installations and similar industries
have fixed foam systems that are placed in service
manually by either a trained group of employees or
fire department personnel that respond to extinguish
the fire. Firemen should have a thorough knowledge
of the location, construction and operation of such
installations.

The principle on which these generators work is
one of a chemical action. A foam substance is pro-
duced when the ingredients are mixed with water.
This operation consists of feeding a pre -mixed pow-
der into shopper and forcing water, at 100 p.s.i .pres-
sure, through an injector type device which draws
the powder into the generator and mixes the powder
with the water in proper proportions, e.:als producing
foam.

The weight of the generator is approximately sr
pounds and can be handled very easily by one man.
To prevent clogging, the powder should never be
pushed down in the hopper. The hopper must he kept
well filled during the discharge period.

Foam will be, available in 10 to 15 seconds after
the generator is put into operation. The intake of the
generator is equipped with a pressure gauge which
enables the operator to observe the water pressure as
it enters the generator.

Not over 150 feet of 2-1/2" hose or 100 ft. of 3"
hose should be used from the generator to the nozzle.

Foam generator powder is slimly ground material.
It is packed in sealed cans, each containing about
45 pounds, k generator operating at 100 p.s.i. intake
pressure will consume about two cans of powder per
minute. The approximate results am listed as follows:

1. Pressure at generator intake gauge - 100
pounds.

2. Maximum length of 2-1/2" hose - discharge
to nozzle - 150 feet (3 sections)

3. Type of nozzle -smooth bore nozzle and tip

4. Size of tip - 1 -3/4" /
5. Pressure at generator outlet - 34 pounds

6. Pressure at base of nozzle tip - 6 pounds

7. Amount a water used - 53.4 gallons

8. Amount of powder used - 100 pounds

9. Quintity of foam produced - 515 gallons

10. Quality-4g foam - very Ei,IPM.

11. Pounds of powder per gallon of water - 1.87
pounds

The following steps should be followed in putting
the generator into service:

1. Place the generator about 100 feet away
from the fire and, if possible, on the wind-
ward side.

2. Connect 150 feet of 2-1/2 inch hose to the
discharge side of the generator. The nozzle
would not be equipped with a shut-off, and
the size of the tip should be 1-3/4 inches
or larger.

3. Lay a line of hose from the pump discharge
to the generator. The length of this line
does not make any difference as long as
100 pounds intake pressure is maintained
at the generator.

Mechanical Foam Eqttipment - A method of producing
foam mechanically rather than chemically is often
used. The foam is produced by the combination of
water, foam solulon and air passing through a ape-
cially constructed play pipe. See Figure 42.

1. , .

Courtesy Akron Brass Nonufaoturtne Co., Inn.

Pig. 42. Mechanical Foam Play Pipe
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The equipment necessary for producing zilches"-
cal foam consists of a foam compound and a foam
nozzle designed for mixing the water and foam solu-
tion. The foam nozzles are so constructed that they
can be used on a hose size from 3/4 inch to 2-1/2
inches and will operate efficiently at nozzle pres-
sures ranging from 75 to MO pounds. The manufac-
turers furnish detailed information on the proper
premieres to be maintained for various else hose.
These instructions should be followed when operat-
ing the equipment.

-f.

0

1714foem solution is generally packer' In 5 gal-
lon Cori:driers, with mob gallon producing approxi-
mately 350 gallons of foam. This equipment is oper-
ated by coupling a specially constructed nozzle to a
hose line. This nozzle is fitted with a tube through
which the proper amount of foam compound is auto-
matically drawn into the water stream. The water
and foam compound mixture Is then' 'forced through
several openings; air is &own ieliwough larger open-
ings, and the foam is pnyilcirily-prodrited.

1:
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CHAPTER 5

FIRE HYDRANTS

INTRODUCTION

A fireman must know the fire fighting tools available for effective extinguishment with none being more
important than an ample water supply. It is necessary, therefore, for every member, and especially the officers,
to know the water supply and distribution system of use city.

Each fire station should have a map showing mains, hydrants an valves within the district. Mews should
show the main to which the hydrant connects. In many cases one hydrant on a large main may give an ample
supply while another, connected to a small mein, will give a small supply.

Fire flow tests made by the water department or by the underwriters should be studied. Hydrants which
have been proven not to have an ample supply should be so indicated on the map.

The size of all hydrants should be known; many old hydrants' capacities are too small for present day
fire apparatus. In general, hydrants with barrels less than six inches in diameter and those without large outlets
cannot supply engines of more than 600 g.p.m. capacity.

The ability of the water supply to feed automatic sprinkler systems is important. Unless pressures are
high and the main to which the sprinklers are connected are 12 inches or larger, the pumpers cohnected to these
hydrants will usually draw pressures down to a point where the sprinkler system may be without water. Under
these conditions, one or more pumpers should be connected to and supply water to thesprinkler system exclu-
sively.

Firemen should know the mend range of pressure and the location of dividing gate valves between
different services or supplies. The officer in charge should determine whether it would be advisable to have a
heavy user of water temporarily shut down and if advisable to restrict lawn sprinkling.

As an emergency provision, the fire department should have knowledge of all other sources of water which
could be used in case the normal water supply is interrupted. These would include private wells, duets, canals
or ponds.

CODING HYDRANTS

In order that fire department personnel may know
the quantity of water available at a hydrant, various
methods of marking have been devised. One method
is to indicate on each hydrant, by means of a color
code, the size of the main supplying it and its pres-
sures. Also paint of a distinctive color on the next
tc. the lest hydrant on each dead end main indicates
that only one mare hydrant can be expected beyond
that point.

Although this method of hydrant markicgs pro-
vides needed information, it gives no assurance when
a considerable number of pumpers are working that
these hydrants will be able to deliver the necessary
quantity of water. A potential condition of this kind
should be tested ay tannins fire flow tests on groups
of hydrants. Where it is found that these hydrants are
not supplying a sufficient amount of water, the grid
should be strengthened.

HYDRANT PRESSURES

When using normal nozzle pressures while dis-
charging water from two hose lines, each with an
1-1/8" tip or each with 1-1/4" tips or three lines
each with 1" tips, they gill deliver between 500 and
600 g.p.m. of water. The more common sizes of pump-
ers are those of 500, 750 and 1,000 g.p.m. rated
capacity. It is thus seen that deliveries of SOO to
600 g.p.m. may be required from any hydrant.

Many water systems, installed years ago, contain
considerable 4 inch pipe for street steins. Some der:
and towns continue to install 4 inch pipe, but it is
recommended that a minimum size of 6 inch pipe ore
laid for mains supplying hydrants. For flows of 500
to 600 the fried= loss in a 4 inch OP with good
interior condition is 10 to 15 pounds per 100 feet.
From this it can be readily seen that with 40 tr 50
ts.s.i. a 4 inch dead-end main more than 31/0 or AO
feet long will not deliver a sufficient supply to a

70
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pumper. if the main is fed f ii both ends the pumper
will be able to get 600 gp m. even though the total
length is up to 2,000 feet; but if two pumpers are put
to work, one or both will get an insufficient supply.
Where 4 inch pipe is in use, more than one pumper
can seldom be used to advantage. Other pumpers
should go to hydrants on larger mains even though
longer hose lines might be necessary.

This chapter would not be complete without con-
sidering the industrial plants' private yard hydrant
system. If there is such a system in the community
each chief end company officer should become thor-
oughly familiar with it. Most of these have hydrants
and standpipes so located and under suck pressures
as to permit good operation direct from the hydrants.
Pumpers should never be connected to one A these
hydrants if the private system has its own pumps and
is Intended to be operated as a hydrant stream sys-
tem. Ifs pumper takes supply from such a system the
result may be an inadequate sprinkler supply in addi-
tion to poor hand lines, from the ether hydrants.

EXPLANATION OF ITEMS
ON HYDRANT RECORD CARD

See Figure .1.

1. Location - Record street address and be-
tween what two streets it is located, such
as: 1212 Beacon Street, between: John and_
Allen Streets; or other geographical fea-
tures describing the location.

2. Date installed - Record date hydrant was
Installed.

& Main - Record size of main supplying hy-
drant.

4. Lead-In - Record size of lead-in tom main
to hydrant

S. Street Valve - Record type of key necessary
to operate valve, such as "fork key,"
"water works key," etc.

6. Opens - Reco:d whether street valve opens
clockwise or counter-clockwise.

7. ;.umber and Si.-. of Outlets - Recorti number
and size of discharges on hydrant.

S. Static Pressure - Record last ctatic pres-
sure reading - p.s.i.

9. Flow Pressure - Record last flow pressure
reading - p.s.i.

10. Outlets Used. Record the number of out-
lets and the sizes used in flow test.

11. Gallons Per Minute - Record rpop.m. flow-
ing on test.

12. Dead End - If dead end hydrant place an
eery.

13. Valve Locations - This means the street
valve that is used to turn off the hydrant
supply because the hydrant is not service-
able. Sometimes these valves are covered
by a street surfacing material and cannot
be easily lecatedlbereforef a record of
the distance of the i..treet valve from the
center of- the hydrant stem 'to the center of
the valve lid should be recorded. These
measurements are detersdned by the person
making this survey while facing directly
forward into the street with his back to the
hydrant, thereby positively detefilitkil
the "front, rear, right and left" - teems
used When a hydrant is:saved, the-niee-
ointments for the street valve waif be
conected.

14. Survey Date Record the, date the last
rating survey was made. .

15. Nature of Neighborhood .; Record ivhcher
it is a district ef factorise; smaiple
lags, one-family residences, eta.

4

16. Last Survey Inspection Mode_ By - Record
name of pens= making inspection.

17. Repairs Made - Figaro VarItindris the
skirt -of Figure 1, suggests a staple ktY-
diem titian record chart.

Figure 3 is for use in recording incpectioa of
hydrants.

TYPES OF FIRE HYDRANTS

GENERAL TYPES

There are two general types of fire hydrants hi
use today: (1) The "break" type hydrant sad (2) the
"standard" type hydrant. See Figures 4 and S. The
prisuple difference between these two types of by-
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HYDRANT

Hydrant No

INSPECTION RECORD

Division of Fire

. .

Location

Arent Size 4" 6" ----2-1/2" to 4"
4"No. of Openings-2-1/2"

. , Tested Out of Service Maintenance & Repairs .

'te suit I te Reason Date .-,--,.
1-

-.. -- _ .

_ .

--...
... .

,

. --
_ .,:.? ; ,,,_.

Fig. 3- Hydro,* inspietion Rimed Cord

deeds is that in the "break" type hydrant the stand-
pipe -lad stem ens each is two sections joined slew
lichee above the ground level by eipecial rie, care-
fallf deetjased *withstand all ordinarylgows. A will
break dal* lamoet csies" if the hydrant is struck
by a. !mashies blew which would normally canes
serious damage to a standard hydrant, which is cos-
:tooted in one section.

SELF-DRAINING HYDRANTS

Many hydrants are u ItTucted to permit the water
remaining in the hydras', tend to drain out through
the drain ports from within the hydrant to the sur-
rounding underground drainage area after the hydrant
has been used and fully closed. See Figure 6.

Special consideration must be given to hydrants
located where tie, surface ester surrounding the
hydrant is higher dna the drainage ports within the
hydrant. When this situation continually Wets it is

recommended that these dale- peke be plugged to .

prevent the surface weteilrom estedng the hydrant
barrel. This hydrant then him:clam a non-self draining
hydrant. In rare-situations; I few beadfulz *salt
can be beetled in din *drat to prevent freezing.

HIGH PRESS TIRE HYDRANT

These hydrants its genandly supplied by a spe-
del water system itrereby, the WI Pensule *do"
veloped when needed, with the ii Of a irpeciat MO
pressure pumping unit loaded in. a nose* pumping
station. In emergency situations Giese high pressure -
system( are often supplied with high pressure by
utilisation of fire boats when such boats an avail-
able. Figure 7 indicates One type of Ugh aer111,
hydrant.

One example of a high pressure pumping- Malkin .

and equipment consists of four 10 inch Sctage-kod-
festal centrifugal pumps, each with a rated cigeteify
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Courier* Kennedy Valve Manufacturing Co.

Fig. -4 .-Coustnoction of Safety Brookable Section of the
Komi* Sofetop Fire Hydrant

17'

.4

Orrurtorry Kennedy Valve Monufacturing Co.

, Fig. 5. Kenninlkefetop Fire Hydrant After Rupture of
Safety Breekoble Section

of 2,000 pilaus per min, te at 300 pounds pressure.
It receives its water 'supply from a nearby river.

On receipt of an alarm . of fire in the district
served by the system, one pump is started raising

Courteag Kennedy Volvo manufookoiose Co.

Fig. 6. Seif-Dreining Hydrant Valve .

AB.

t,

e

Courtesy Toledo, Ohio Pigs, Department
- ,r: 117

Fig. - High Pressure Hygoott

4 4. : . .,' ;43

the pressure lo 175 pounds. -Thiewpreesnte -csa ha
raised or lowered at the request -of the. officer*
charge at the fits. Two 4 inch Wee. ocenactionatfigtn.
a headgear:charging. to the river ire weetiellsel
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Med to control. the pressure . The system is -kept full
at 15 pomade -pressure flows tank under the roof of
the unties end: supplies 66 Mathews High Pressure
hydrants.

To Operate a Mathews High Pressure Hydrant - Be
positive that all discharge valves ate closed. Place
the hydrant wrench an -the main operating nut and turn
counter-clockwise five tuns. The main hydrant stem
travels downwardi<closing the drain orifice and then
opening the :Wird *vet permitting water to enter the
hydrant barrel and equalising the pressure below and
above the main' -valve. After -five tuns ate given,
remove** cap on the hydrant and "connect hose to
the outlet. Open the, main valve all the ay. When
water Is central slowly turd the:independent valve
counter-clockwise until water begins to enter the
hint:: Then coatings opening the valve kit the ser-

,=abie
and fourth Lies, operating from a

Wend has 'die 'Hite already in operation, are
cantiolled by the independent shut -off valves which

-sit directly over eaelioutlet .
To shit-denainy line on the high pressure hy-

drant, turn the independent valve, directly above the
lice to be efifiiii,-mbiaiwise until dee valve is
closed. Remove the iniseirOm tin
the *haat- Cap. .

:4,4116161140Wit' the hdrantm all four
cloaed-fitilt., Then the

Yonlig-WidiSis dosed W uttering the-main orienting
.

thilliiirittaildtbesdrahred after run, -espechilly in
.11iiiiiiiiteirihdloAftirthelialri valve iai closed remove
5rItt tap 4- =cure: 4f' the lidependent 'Valves
-74liglit(fitr **Fide to entir the hydriatiniwel. That

thehydrant' bowel to
iiMbillierittfille open dieli valve.- After the by-
biiiikArniikaPplePerler clone the indiniendeet

valve sad replace dui cap on the hydrant.
hi a few allui dons, gravity flow is sufficient to

Maintain a reasonable amount of high pressure (160-
rall-flifOlOstited --sembetuf *Se lines working

at 0 fir. This system, like other high pressure fire
receives eridistributes the water

Ott._ doweistiol#ater supplies. Also,
-1/ftsfigft:IktiOn-V1010464.11 a fire P"Pet

serlitte4410i1400-31dithlinsiure rWriteei and distribut-
ing die water how, the highimeerate system through
the PU red hose. Huse is the fie:

TURNAk.FIRE,HYDRANT
4 7E, ON-AND OFF

_."

A specially desired hydrant wrench, having

75

fixed dimensional o- ening -.pal in else and shape
to fit the- operating nut on rap of the hydrant, should
be readily available for this purpose. No adjustable
or open -end wrench of any design ,Aould be seed to
tam any fire hydrant on or off. The purpose of this
policy is to eliminate the possibility of damaging the
top nut on the hydrant to an extent that prevents
use of the hydrant when needed.
, Before any fire hydroid is turned on, the hydrant
caps on the discharges not being used should be
tightened to prevent water discharge from these
points. Also, the direction of the arrow on the hy-
drant bonnet should be noticed to learn which Nee-
liar to nun the stein to open the hydrant. When turn-
ing on a hydrant that opens against the pressure, the
first turns will be the hardest. After the valve has
been removed the valve seat, latesisill flow to
the top of the oldie equallsissii the water pressure
on both sides. Now the hydrant valve stem will nor-
mally tam freely. There are many other hydrants in
novice that open with the .preisare and are equally

'efficient when in good older. r
When -tuning off a fin; hydrant, case must in

'exercised not -to '"pull down" the-hydrant valve stem
-so tightly that the Steel operating -stem damages the
bronze stem -nut, which world make the hydrant in-
operative. --Quite -often' the damage to the valve stem
was-caused by' glut usage, such damage was not
terdised et the time: - ,:=

Whew *mink off irsellidraistat hydrant the Valve
should harpulled dews *efficiently: to -stop the fit*
of water. The hydrant man anntireitwi- few minutes
to allowthe-viier to resede.throulk-theudintri ports
intothe ground. Themlbeltydrasit meet be tested with
a mentarlas 41*p.m-hydrant pumpkin. to determine
if all the water has drained frail the hydrant. Wm*
then an .additional pull must be made on the valve
stem torfirdni Ante the'`-valve. It** the danger
point to 0.0 *panting stem, as it k then damaged
at this time. When Nadas off a hydrent.that does not
have-Operating.dnda porta; the hydrant item should
be palled down far enough to stop the flow of water
from the, lowest hydrant diechngefIlki speed up ow-
:done at this Obit, the hydraiii men can, with his
hand, drag out the water testing on lie Inside of the
hydrant dineharge_eipple and waits few seconds to
see whether the `water builds up mg* :Cr before, or if
it remains dry-. The results of this venting will in-
racate whether or not the hydrant valve is completely
closed. If it is not, die hydrant stem must be turned
to the closed position sirectly .core, being careful
not to .ttrip the hydrant 4te nut threads while per-
familia this operation. -

when it difficiut to stop die 'ripping of -water
-from tit-. lowest discharge of the hydrant, beat -malts
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are often obtained by opening the hydrant sufficient17
to flush obstructing particles from the valve neat.
After flowing the hydrant for a few minutes (this
need not be a maximum flow) the procedure to close
the hydrant should be repeated. After a reasonable
number of attempts fail to accuruplish what is de-
sired, the hydrant should be reported to the proper
authority as is defined by local policy.

When turning off m st hydrant.: that close with
the pressure, the hydrant operating Alive stem will
tune freely until it reaches a near-closed position.
Then an added resistants is often net for approxi-
mately one-half turn.

INSPECTING AND TESTING
FIRE HYDRANTS

In some communities, fire department personnel
do not have the responsibility of routine inspecting
and testing of fire hydrants located within their
territory. In these cases, it is a responsibility of
another department. The best procedure to follow can
be determined only by those in charge at each in-
dividual community. However, the success of a fire
department in extinguishing fires is often dependent
on the quantity of water available. It is, therefore,
advisable for the fire chief or a representative of the
chief to keep a close check on the fire hydrant sys-
tem end make certain that these hydrants will be
ready for emergency use.

For those fire departments who do inspect and/or
test the in-service fire hydrants, the following should
be helpful. There are five hydrant inspection pro-
cedures.

I. The semi-annual inspection (April and
October)

2. The winter daily inspection (October to
April)

3. The summer weekly inspection (April to
October

4. The new installation inspection, including
annexation

S. The after repair inspection, including floods

THE SEMI-ANNUAL INSPECTION

The objective for the semi-annual inspection is
to check the operating features of each individual
fire hydrant following six months of winter and again

after six months of summer. Also, a visual inspection
is made of the hydrant barrel, caps, chains and secon-
dary valves for any defects that may have occurred.

THE WINTER DAILY INSPECTION

The objective for the winter daily inspection is
to make certain that these hydrants are hot frozen or
filled or partially filled with water which may freeze.
Also, these daily inopecUons are a "follow-up pro-
cedure" to determine it those people having a "hy-
drant use permit" are reporting the use of these
hydrants according to policy in each local community
during the winter Beasts.

THE SUMMER WEEKLY INSPECTION

The objective for the summer weekly inspection
is to observe the condition of the hydrant and its
component parts, to remove any weds for a radius of
at least four feet around the hydrant, and to make
certain that the secondary valve lid is not covered
with mud, cement or road surfacing materials that
would make it difficult to lozate if needed.

THE NEW INSTALLATION INSPECTION
(INCLUDING ANNEXATION)

The objective of the new installation inspection
is to test the water flow from the hydrant to ascertain
if this hydrant is ready for use by a fire company
during fire extinguishment operations. This hydrant
should be flushed to clear the main of atones and
other foreign materials. Also, the threads should be
matched with corresponding thread adapters to chock
thread type and size. The discharges must be Ob.
sem,: for proper positioning and should be .reported
if incorrectly installed. 'Ike setae procedure slropfd
be adopted for all bydrants inherited through the pro-
cess of annexation.

AFTER REPAIR AND AFTER FLOODINSPECTION

The objective for the after repair inspecfice it to
determine whether or not the secondary valve la bib
open and the hydrant ready for service. The other
objective is to follow up on the defects reported and
determine if repairs have beep made.

During a flood situation the supply of water to the
hydrant should be turned off at the secondary valve
whenever it is evident that the flood waters will
reach the hydrant. After the flood waters recede the
secondary valve must be opened to restore normal
operation.
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FIRE HYDRANT INSPECTION RECORD

Date

Location

Manufacturer
Size Sumner Opening

Thread Size - 2-I/2" Openinge..
Turn to Open - Clockwise--Counter Clockwise
Taming Nut on Head - Square Pmtagon

Turning Nut on Caps - Square Pentagon

Did Grease Cap Threadsyou

Are You Sure Cape Are Just Hand Tight

Is There Asy Leakage When Closed
Are There Any Obstructions Near Plug.
Did You Flush.

Does Drain Function Properl
Static Pressure
Flow Pressure

G. P. M.
Remarks ...

Recommendations to Water Des

Signed

Fig. 8 - Sampla Fir. Hydrant Inspection Record

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES USED FOR INSPECTION

1. One 8 inch crescent wrench

2. One medium size screw ddver

3. A one quart oil can filled with due. parts
lubricating oil to one part coal oil

4. Regulation size hydrant wrench

S. Hydrant pump

6. Extra top nuts and top screws

7. Hydrant caps and chains

8. Notebook or prepared inspection form. See
Pigmy 8.

9. Rag of medium size and stiff scrub brush

SERVICING HYDRANT

1. Remove top-nut or oil screw (if either is
provided) with the crescent wrench cr the
screw driver. Replace with new one when
required.

2. Pour a small amount of oil into oil hole and
replace the top-nut or the oil screw, which-
ever applies. If /donne fitting, lubricate;
see Figure 9.

3. Remove all discharge caps rind clean all
thrt.ads with rag and Miff brush.

4. Replace all hydrant C1136 tightly except one
from which water will test flow.

S. Use regulation size hydrant wrench to flow
test the hydrant. This need not be the full
flow from the hydrant, especially when this
operation might result in damage to proper-
ty. Also, consideration must be given to
the fact that this function most generally'
muddies the water in the main, making it
unfavorable for domestic use.

6. Ike hydrant pump is used after the hydrant
has been flow tested in October to prevent
the water from freezing during the cold
weather months. This is not necessary in
the April servicing.

7. Where required, broken hydrant caps and
missing chains should be replaced.

PRESSURE TEST

After flushing, the hydrant should be subjected to
a pressure test. To do this a tapped hydrant cap with
gauge attached should be placed on one outlet, the
caps on other outlets drawn tightly, and the hydrant
opened wide. The pressure should be recorded and
the hydrant ohecketi for leaks. After these observa-
tions have been noted, the hydrant should be shut
down and observations made as to whether it is a
self-draining hydrant and functioning properly.

Where hydrants are set so that the drain port is in
ground water, this port should be plugged; or If they
have previously been plugged the hydrant should be
pumped out immediately after each use in freezing
weather.

A female hose coupling should be screwed on
each outlet to determine if a connection can be made.
Chains, if provided, should be freed of excess paint
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and shoult: be straightened to insane free aoventent
on the hydrant cap.

INSPECTING HYDRANTS WITH GATE VALVES

Some hydrants are equipped with gate valves. See
Figure 10. These valves are manually moved to close
off a discharge port and mast be inspected for pos-
sible defects. Sometimes a part of these gate valves
are broken off and fell to the bottom of the hydrant
barrel. Should this occur, such parts should be flushed
out if possible. Otherwise, some other means must
be employed to remove it. In either cars, a repairman
must be notified to take the necessary action to
correct this situation.

The Natliews High Pressure hydrant, shown in
Figure 11. has an 8 inch gated branch L-ow. the main
to the hydrant and a 12 inch barrel with four indepen-
dently gated 3-1/2 inch outlets, reduced to 2-1/2
inches.

Fig. 10 - Hydrant With Gate Valk,

INSPECTING DEFECTIVE HYDRANTS

Leaning Hydrant - Very often s hydrant inspector
encounters s leaning hydrant. This is an indication
that the hydrant was damaged and. in most cases, it
is advisable to turn off the secondary valve located
near the hermit and identify it as (0.0.S.) out of
service. This should be reported to all parties con.
caned. After repairs are completed it should be
reported "in service" again.

Stripped Bronze Stem Nut This defect - stripped
stem - is easily recognised because the operating
stem will turn freely and it will neither open nor close
the hydrant stem valve. See Figure 9. If this occurs

while in the process of opening s hydrant, the hydrant
that opens against the pressure generally remains
closed. A hydrant that opens with the pressure will
remain open and require the closing cf the secondsty
valve located nearby to stop the flow of water from
the hydrant.

After the source of water supply has been elimin-
ated by closing the secondary valve, the hydrant
should be reported (0.0. S.) out-ofrae rvi ce immediately.

Courtesy Toledo, Ohio Fire Department

Fig. 11- Madams High Pressure Hydrant

Hydrant Valve Defects - A normal situation is one
where the hydrant valve-seat is damaged. It not oper-
ated, the valve sometimes sticks and is often damaged
when it is pulled away from the valve seat. Some-
times s piece of foreign material goat lu3tween the
valve and the valve seat which allows the hydrant to
fill with water and in many cases will leak through
the discharges. In the latter situation, when flushing
the hydrant fails to remove the foreign material, the
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hydrant supply should be closed at the secondary
valve and reported as (O.I.S.) off-instreet. Some fire
departments have small metal tags, like those shown
in Figures 12 and 13, which are attached to a defec-
tive hydrant to indicate the disorder.

MIDVALE FIRE DEPT.

(04 0.0.5.

FIRE HYDRANT

bec344''''

Fig. 1? Mold Tog for OutofSorries Hydrant

MIDVALE FIRE DEPT.

L

FIRE HYDRANT

00"

(
b 0.'.s.

Fig. 13- Metal Tog for Off-inStroot Hydrant

Frozen Hydrant - When an inspector locates a frozen
hydrant it should be thawed out immediately. One of
the methods of doing this is to pour hot water on the
operating nut and stem through the discharges and on
top of the hydrant stem. This is a long process is
severe cases. With the aid of a hydrant wrench (span-
ner) maintain a slight pull toward the open position.
When the ice within the hydrant begins to thaw, the
valve stem will turn slightly, permitting the water to
swirl internally, eventually freeing it of all ice.

After thawing the hydrant should be inspected for
leaks. If found to be leaking, the necessary proce-

dures, as outlined by the local fin department, should
be followed.

SECONDARY HYDRANT VALVES (STREET STOPS)

It is equally important that firemen inspect the
secondary hydrant valves and the chambers as well
as the hydrants. The firemen must look for defects
that would prevent f.Ne use of this secondary valve
should it be needed to shut off an inctvidual hydrant.

Hydrants that are located in flood territory should
be recorded in a logbook along with the water height
that ;aiects each hydrant. Whim the height of the
flood waters near the point where it will involve the
hydrant, that hydrant should be tuned off at the
secondary valve until the flood waters have receded.
The purpose of this is to eliminate the danger of a
boat, log or other object breaking the hydrant, caus-
ing the water from the hydrant system to escape. This
would be a hindrance to the rot ter supply in other
parts of the system not afinted by flood waters.

For many years the engineers conne-ted with the
fire insurance agencies have conducteri the fire flow
tests on the water distribution Bram of the cities
sad towns in the United States. The informatics ob-
tained has been of considerable value since the quan-
tity of water available for fire department use can he
determined from such tests.

The tests are made by flowing water from one or
more hydrants. Since a hydrant represents a pumper
working at a fire, it is good practice to flow not less
than 600 g.p.m. from each bydrant and me` as many
flowing hydrants, usually not in excess of six, as the
delivery strength of the system will permit. The
quantities discharging are measured simultaneously

obse:,,ing the velocity pressure at each hydrant
flowing in the group. The pressure in the main before
and during the flow test is observed at a hydrant
reserved for this purpose located near the center of
the group. From the aggregate quantity flowing and
the drop in pressure in the main, the quantity of
water that would be available for any drop in pressure
can be calculated.

These fire flow tests can be of great value to fire
citicts and company officers. From these tests -It is
ossii,te to determine whether there is an aerie.

supp:; c f water for fires of the magnitude which might
0=1.

When schools, hospitals, shopping centers, ware-
houses and industrial plants are built in the outskirts
of a city, as is now very common, a fire chief will do
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well to see that a flow test in made to determine the FLOW TESTS USING P1TOT TUBES AND GAUGES
quantity of water available.

Open 2-1/2-inch
Hydrant Butt

..sauge
Showing
Flow
Pressure
in
Pounds

Fig. 14 - Determining Flew Pressure

In making fire flow tests engineers of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters and the various fire in-
surance rating boards and bureaus use Pitot tubes
and gauges to measure the velocity pressure at the
flowing hydrants. If Pitot tubes are not available,
the discharge from a hydrant can be determined by
flowing one outlet of a hydrant and observing the
pressure on a gauge attached to another outlet. See
Figure 14. Te do this, a hydrant cap must be tapped
to permit a gauge to be screwed into it. This cap is
then placed on one outlet of the bydrant. Another
outlet is uncapped and the hydrant opened fully. Case
should be taken so that the flowing water will not
damage surrounding property. When the hydrant is
flowing the gauge Is read and the discharge can be
determined from the chart in Figure IS.

DISCHARGE TABLE FOR CIRCULAR OUTLETS'

Outlet 'MUM Moisorwl by Pitot Goode

OUTLBT D1A81211111 IN I1IC111111
riot* iff 331 IN Off 1 931 sff 4 Of Of 414

N. Nob II. 0. Gaon yer Dflosie

1 130 170 100 100 IN 340 200 400 MO 510 110 UO
310 SO SOO SOO 310 340 370 170 410 738 770 $10

$ 100 UO 3r9 SIO SOO 410 450 700 740 ON 940 SOO

4 100 340 170 410 440 00 5141 SW NO 100 1000 110
$ SW ISO 610 450 SOO 140 100 100 90 no 1220 UN

070 410 410 500 140 100 440 100 1050 1210 INC 1410
T 400 NO 00 SO 090 440 NO 1070 1140 UN 1440 1110

410 MO 100 810 NO saw 740 1140 1300 1410 1140 1430
0 410 SOO SOO 010 670 710 700 1310 UN 1140 1640 1710

10 410 810 US 040 700 700 510 120 MO 1410 1710 MO

11 SOO SOO 010 170 730 SOO STO 11140 1410 1710 1110 1910
110 1110 NO NO 700 770 040 910 1400 1400 1110 100 1900
1$ 510 010 470 730 SOO $70 1100 100 1110 1140 1960 1070
14 170 010 NO 740 030 900 SO 1110 1010 1910 SOO 1110
15 SOO 510 710 750 SOO 90 1010 1100 1000 1900 3110 UN

10 010 070 70 110 190 970 1010 1010 1730 9300 2150 SOO
17 NO NO 70 $40 910 NO 100 1680 1770 2130 3010 2370
1$ 60 710 700 NO 940 1000 1110 1710 1010 NO 3010 2440
19 6813 710 110 ate 900 on no 170 1070 2140 3170 UN
10 000 710 1110 010 090 1050 1170 100 1030 MO 11410

I* 710 710 570 NO 1 040 1140 14310 1100 ION 3400 MO 3700
Al TO 530 010 1000 1000 1110 1290 1070 3110 MO SIN MO
SS 770 SOO 940 1010 1130 USA 1140 ION 2100 1130 3000
U SOO SOO NO 1070 1170 120 an 2110 2210 07110 2400
30 830 920 1010 1110 1110 UN 140 3310 1110 30110 11160 3110

SO SOO 010 1010 1150 1300 1370 14114 UM IUD IWO SO SO 1110
Si SOO NO 1010 1120 1200 1410 1590 INC 2810 1000 3170 3900
116 910 1010 1110 UN 1110 140 1150 3410 UN SOSO MO NOo 910 1 040 110 1240 1570 no on 2450 1450 1170 1156 3840
40 NO 1 000 1170 1100 1400 1150 1950 2519 2710 3150 840

Fig. 15 Discharge Table for Circular Outlets
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A sufficient number of Pitot tubes or tapped hy-
drant caps with gauges will be needed for each hy-
drant flowed during a test. See Figure 16.

In order to observe the pressure in the main before
and during the flow test, a tapped hydrant cap and
gauge will be needed for the central hydrant at which
this observation is made. The gauge and cap are
flaced on one of the outlets and the hydrant is opened
and kept open during the entire test. No flow, however,
takes place from this central hydrant. See Figure 17.
In connection with fire flow tests it is well to bear
in mind extreme accuracy is not a factor. The purpose
is to determine how many fire streams can be ob-
tained. Since the average fire stream discharges 250
to 300 g.p.m., fire flow test results are usually (iven
to the nearest 50 g.r.m. for quantities of less than
1000 g.p.m. and to the nearest 100 g.p.m. for quanti-
ties above 1000 g.p.m.

Closed
Hydrant
Butt

Fig. 16- Pitot Tube anti Gout.

Gauge
Showing
Static
Pressure in
Pounds

Fig. 17- notormining Stage Pressure

VISUAL FIRE HYDRANT FLOW TEST
Sometimes a visual hydrant flow test can present

a satisfactory result without the aid of Pitot tubes
and gauges of any kind. This test is especially ef-
fective on dead-end water mains having one hydrant
at the end and another on the same water main within
500 feet. To make this test, one man stations him-
self at the dead-end hydrant and the second man at
the hydrant located within PO feet of the dead end.
Both men remove the largest discharge cap from the
hydrant and tighten all other caps. The man at the
dead-end hydrant opens the hydrant fully (using all
precaution previously mentioned) and allows it to
flow for a couple minutes to relieve any air within
the main. This man then signals the other men to
tree-fiow the other hydrant by turning it on fully. The
hydrants are now ready for the visual inspection
which is ae

1. Did the dead-end hydrant continue to flow
at near capacity a. did the flow drop off by
a considerable amount?

2. Should this dead-end hydrant continue to
flow at near ipacity, a third hydrant on the
same water main can be opened fully and
then by observing the quantity flowing from
each hydrant the firemen will present a
fairly accurate conclusion whether or not
there is a sufficient water surly for the
area involved.

Note: Before making any hydrant flow tests, con-
sult the water department superintendent for special
information pertaining to the local water system.



CHAPTER 6

STANDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS,
SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT AND AUTOMATIC ALARMS

INTRODUCTION

Standpipe and hose systems, sprinkler systems and automatic alarm systems epithet* the first line of
defense against fires wherever they are installed. Suck installations provide firemen with a ready means and
accurate method to approach the seat of the fire while, at the genie time, they protect the exposures; than they
prevent the spread of fire.

The basic knowledge of how these systems operate, along with the "know-bow'' of what to do and how to
do it, is essential for all firemen. Thus, the material presented herein is instruction for all fire departmentper-
scrawl, not for only a select few.

For supplemental study material pertaining to the subject matter of this chapter, the following publication
is recommended: N.P.P.A. No. SP -I-1961 titled "Fire Department Operation in Protected Properties."

ST eiNDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS

Next to the, automatic sprinkler equipment, a well
designed, properly equipped, end reliably maintained
standpipe system constitutes the best means for the
extinguishment of fire in buildings. Each of then
systems is capable of furnishing a class of service
of which the other is incapable, and, in most cases.
they should be made to serve as complements to
each other. The standpipe system provides the only
reliable means obtaining effective fire streams to
the upper stories of tall buildings and supplying
these streams in the shortest possible time.

Standpipe and hose systems provide readily all
that is required for the class of service intended,
such as:

I. For use by file departments and others trained
in handling heavy fire streams required during
the more advanced stages of fire on the in
side of buildings, or for exposure fires.

2. For use by the occupants of buildings as
Past aid fire protection, for the control of
email fires by the occupants of buildings dat-
ing we erg hours, and by watchmen and
those p. mitt during the night time and holi-
days.

Standpipe systems are classified as follows:

I. wet standpipe system having supply valve
open and water pressure maintained at all
limes.

2. Dry standpipe having no permanent water
supply.

Standpipes properly located and maintained are
of value to a public fire department in reducing the
time required to put hose lines into action on upper
floors of tall buildings whete the. the department is
equipped with pumping engines, or where other ade-
quate high pressure supplies are available through
hose lines from high pressure water works, systems,
etc.

The site of standpipes in a given case is gov-
erned by the size and number of fire downs likely
to be needed simultaneously and by the distance of
the outlets from the source of water supply.

STANDPIPES Al e HOSE CONNECTIONS

The =other and atrangiesent of standpipe quip -
went necessity for proper protection is governed by
the local conditions Seel as occupancy, citarac..2
and cons:suction of building, actedor exposures and
accessibility.

The number of standpipes for 2-1/2 lack hose in
each building end in each swami of a building di-
vided by fire walls are determined so that all por-
tions of each story of the building are within 30 feet
of a sleight stream mule attached to not mote than
8.80 feet of 2-1/2 inch hose.

When buildings are within 78 feet of exposing
buildings, staadpipes for large streams are located
to sifted protection spinet exterior exposures as
well as to the interior of the buildings.

83
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In buildings divided by numerous partitions,
standpipes are so located that the streams can be
brought to bear in any room.

Standpipe hose cr ections for 2-1/2 inch hose
are provided with a 2-1/2 inch hose connection on
each floor.

The equipment at hose stations constitutes the
working end 'if the system and furnishes the means
for the application of water upon the seat of fire in
the shortest time. This equionent should, there-
fore, be complete and at all times ready for instant
use. These hose stations are located within easy
reach of a person standing on the floor and in no
case should be over six feet from the floor.

Closets and cabinets used to contain fire hose
are of sufficient size to permit the installation of
the necessary equipment at hose stations and so
designed as not to interfere with the prompt handling
of the hose and apparatus at the time of the fire.

t2t-'. "ipy:

Courtesy Elkhart Brass Manufacturing Co., inc.

Fig. 1 Fir. Hos. Cabinets

These cabinets should be used for fire equipment
only, and each should be provided with a conspic-
uous sign reading, "Fire Hose." See Figure 1.

Valves of approved type are provided between
the main riser and the branch lines to hose outlets,
so that in the event that the first aid branch is bro-
ken during the fire, the fire department may shut off
this branch, conserving the water.

Where a standpipe system is supplied by a sta-
ticnary fire pump, one 2-1/2 inch hose outlet for
each 250 gallons pump cap-^ity may be provided in
the form of an outside wall hydrant (see Figure 2)
located at the ground level, from which the fire de-
partment may take water for use on exposure fires.
Each outlet is controlled by a separate valve end
should be properly capped when not in use. These
control valves should be accessible to the fire d4
pertinent only.

Courtesy Elkhart Brass Manufacturing Co., inc.

Fig. 2- Wall Hydrant Control

When required, each standpipe outlet provided for
the use of those trained in handling large fire
streams should be equipped with not more than 100
feet of approved 2-1/2 inch fire hose attached and
ready for use.

Each hose outlet provided for the use of occu-
pants shall be equipped with not more than 75 feet
of approved small fire hose, attached and ready for
use.. (See Figure 3)

As 2-1/2 inch fire hose can only be effectively
handled by several persons, automatic or partially
automatic racks are unnecessary. The rack should
be of substantial construction, of the swinging type,
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Courtesy Elkhart Brace Manufacturing Co., Inc.

M. 3- Mr. Homo for Use by Occupants of Building

and so designed that the hose can be quickly laid by
those at the nozzle without its catching in the rack
or falling to the floor in a tangle. Water should nev-
er be turnelinto 2-1/2 indr hose until it is laid and
the signal is received from the pawn at the nozzle.

With hose tacks of the "semi - automatic" or
"one-man" type, the hose Wire should be opened
fully. The nozzle.should then_he grasped firmly and
the hose line draw toward the fire. The water is
automatically released as the last few feet of hose
are Pilled from the rack. Where reds are of the
non-automatic type the services of two men are
likely to be required. One man should grasp the
nozzle firiely and draw the hose line toward the ire.
When the hose is fully extended the base valve
should be opened by the man 'stationed at the valve
for the services required.

Each rock for 2-1/2 inch hose should be pro-
vided with a conspicuous, durable, and permanently
legible sign reading, "For Fire Department Use
Only." Each rack for small hose should be provided
with a similar sign reading, "Fire Hose for Use by
Occupants of Building." Signs shall bc. securely
fastened in position.

Where the hydrostatic pressure at any standpipe
outlet for 1-1/2 inch hose exceed 100 lbs., an ap-
proved device should be installed at the outlet to
reduce the pressure to such a value that the nozzle

pressure will be approximately 80 lbs. Where the
hydrostatic pressure at any standpipe outlet for
24/2 inch hose exceecti 55 lbs., an approved de-
vice should be installed at the outlet to reduce the
pressure to such a value that the nozzle pressure
will be approximately 50 lbb.

Reducers ale not required on standpipe outlets
for 2-1/2 inr 'iose when the persons likely to us*
them are trained in handling large fire streams.

Hose valves on wet systems are provided with a
suitable open or automatic drip connection so in-
stalled that any slight leakage past the valve seat
will be carried off and prevented from entering the
fire hose. The fire hose is the most perishable part
of the equipment and every precaution should be
taken to prevent its deterioration by the leakage of
wat. into it.

Hose valves on standpipes provided for those
trainea in handling large fire streams should be pro-
vided with threads compatible with those of the fire
department.

Nozzles shall be of an apyroved type. Size af
nozzles for small' hoae shall be not over Ali inch.
Size* of nozzles kir large bore are 1 inch to 1-1/8
Lech.

Shutoff nozzles may be desirable where water
damage is of major consideration.

, -
Combination nozzles which give a splay or-

solid stream are advantageous in certain locations
where the use of a solid stream may contribute to
the spread of fire by scattering the bunting material
or where the existence of flammable liunids makes
the use of a spray stream desirable

Each hose connection on dry standpipes is .pro-
vided with a conspicuous, durable and permanently
legible sign reading, "Dry Standpipe for Fire De-
partment Use Only."

The water supply for standpipe systems is de-
pendent on the size and number of fire streams
likely to be required at any fire and the length of
time such streams will have to be operated.

CHARACTER OF WATER SUPPLIES

Standpipe systems other than dry standpipes
should have an approved water supply, preferably
from two independent sources. A single source of
supply may be need where it .s capable of automat-
ically supplying all of the fie streams required for
the full protection of the property.

Acceptable water supplies may be:

1. PAH,: waterworka system where pressure is
adequate.
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2. Automatic fire pumps.

3. Manually controlled fire pumps it' combination
with pressure tanks.

4. Pressure tanks.

S. Gravity tank&

6. Manually controlled fire pumps operated by
remote control devices at each hose station.

Minimum supplies for standpipe systems for use
by fire department or specially trained men (2-1/2
Inch hose and 1-1/11 inch nozzle) shall be sufficient
to provide at least 250 gallons per minute for one
standpipe, and at least 500 gallons per minute in
buildings where two or more standpipes are required,
for a period of at least thirty minutes. These sup-
plies should preferably be such that a pressure of
40 to 50 lbs. per square inch will be maintained at
the topmost outlet (not lac', ling roof outlet) while
water is being discharged through the 50 feet of
2-1/2 inch fabric rubberaned hose with a I-1/8
inch nozzle. A water supply which provides less
then 20 lbs. per square Ina flowing pressure at the
topmost outlet (not including roof outlet) is con-
sidered inadequate. The water supply or combina-
tion of supplies shall be sufficient to comply with
the requirement.

At least one fire department connection should
be provided for each standpipe system. The fire de-
partment may pump into the system from its pumpers
to maintain a sufficient supply at all times.

Connections to each water supply, accept fire
department hose connections, are provided with an
approved gate and check valve located close to the
supply, as at tank, pump, and in connection from
waterworks system.. Where the water supply feeds
the shindpipes in more than are building or section
of a building, the check valves are placed in a safe
position in the underground connections, or where
not exposed to danger from fire or falling buildings.

Sufficient stop valves or check valves should be
provided to permit cutting off any standpipe riser
without interrupting the supply to other risers from
same source of supply.

Connections to public waterworks systems
should, where feasible, be controlled by post indi-
cator valves of an approved type, placed where they
will be readily accessible in case of fire and not
subject to damage. Where post indicator valves can.

)t readily be used, as in a city block, underground
gates should conform to the above as far as possible
and their locations and directions to open shall be

plainly marked on the buildings. All post indicator
valves shall be plainly marked to indicate the eerve
ice they cont-11.

Fire depA. went hose connections shall be pro-
vided with an approved straightway check valve
located in the building or valve pit, but not with a
gate valve. See Figure 4. Piping between the check
valve and outside hose connections is arranged to
drain automatically.

Courtesy Elkhart Brass Manufacturing

Fig. 4. Standpipe or Sprinkler Sidewalk Siamese
Connection

The systems should be provided with a :lumber
of drain pipes large enough to carry off the water
from the open drains while they are dischargingim
der pressure. The drains should be so arranged as.
to be free from the possibility of causing water
damage and not exposed to freezing. If practicable,
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the drains are so arranged that the discharge will be
visible hour the point of operation of the drain valve.

An approved 3-1/2 inch dial spring pressure
gauge is connected with each discharge pipe from
fire pump and public waterworks, at the pressure
tank, at the air pump supplying pres .re tank, and
at the top of each standpipe. Gauges are located in
a suitable place where water will not freeze. Each
gauge is controlled by a valve, having arrange-
ments for draining.

The valves in th, main connections to the auto-
matic sources of wafer supply shall be open at all
times. The hose valves at the hose stations should
be frequently examined to see that they are service-
ablp. Leakage at the hose valves may be detected
by inspection of the drips at the valves, and care
should be taken to r that these drip holes are pct
clogged with dirt or sediment. lire hose stations
should be frequently' inspected to see that the fire
hose is in proper position on the acks, and that all
of the equipment is in place and in good condition.
The hose should be removed and re-racked at 60day
intervals changing position of the folds and ar
gaskets installed when required. Where counliigs
are polished, make sure that the polish used has not
touched the fabric ef the hose. If this occurs, notify
management to have such practices discontinued.

When a standpipe is out of service for any rea-
son, notice should be given to the local firedepert-
meat and a *lea should be posted on each fire
department connection indicating that the standpipe
is out of service.

-7ANDPIPE INSTALLATIONS IN BUILDINGS
UNDER ''''ISTPUCTION

Tall 'undress while is the process of mottoes.
dm offer a very serious problem to the fire depart-
meat intfighting fires at the Wirer levels. A stand-
pipe system, either temporary or permanent in nature,
should be installed before the building has reached
the height of approximately 70 feet or, six stories
above the (UK* grade mad carried' up with each
floor. Suitable means, other than interior stairways,
shall be provided so that the fire department may
quickly reach all parts of the .building. Other factors
to be considered ere:

, .
1. Standpipe sierra be securely and adequately

supported at each alternate floor.

. 2. At the ground level there shall be, ptovidied at
least two 4Ainek, two-way connections for
attaching 244 inch hose lines from fire de-

v.

't
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partment pumping engine or other source of
high pressure water supply. Connections
shall be readily and easily accessible to the
fire department at all times. They shall be of
sufficient strength to withstand the pressure
to which they may be subjected.

3. At each floor level there shall be provided at
least one approved hose valve for attaching
fire department hose. Valves should be kept
closed at all times and guarded against me-
chanical injury. All threads on hose connec-
tions shall conform to the local fire depart-
ment hose thread.

4. Standpipe shall be carried up with each floor
and securely -capped, at the top. Top hose
outlets should at all times be riot more than
one floor below the highest forms, staging,
etc.

S. At the highest hose outlet there should be
maintained a substantial box, preferably of
metal, in which should be kept a sufficient
amount of hose to reach all parts of the floor,
e 1-1/8 inch nozzle, spanner wrenches and
hose straps.

6. Temporary standpipes @ball remain in service
until the permanent standpipe Installation Is
complete.

7. Where fire ;:epaitment corraigiorte ;tre-` rroti,,,
readibeviiible' from the *beet, a-laignshoi*V
be posted hi I Voispicsims4iiice.1114:7.
the fire department to same.

8. Telephone -*atoned ot:ethei risking-4
cgmmunication sheild be provided In bull&
ings of large area and great height, while
under constructiotr. 4-'11

SPECIAL TYPES OF DRY -PIPE StrTF:16

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate two potential uses.of
dry -pipe systems. . .

Figure 5 illustrates a comb:nation foam and water
system that Is sometimes Installed at bulk perdue
service stations._ This inusttstion portrays an auto-
matic operating system,that can be,augmented through
the use of fire pepsin connected to hydrants from
which water Is pumped into the system through
2-1/2 inch hose lines connected to a battery. of
intakes.
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Pio. 5. Combination Foam and Water System

Figure 6 illustrates a thy-pipe system having
Intakes on both sides at the bridge with division
valves and discharges inserted for efficient opera-
tion and US.

FIRE DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES AT BUILDINGS
EQUIPPED WITH STANDPIPES

Pre-Firs Planning and Inspection

1. Identify and locate all standpipe systems In
the district, village, city, etc.

2. Locate the hydrant and other water supply
facilities that may be used in an emergency.

S. Confer with we maintenance supervisor and
map out an inspection program, as an sid to
keeping the standpipe system in good condi-
ti

4. Develop a training program within your fire
department that will include instruction and

ED

practice in fighting fires with the aid of a
standpipe system.

S. Be observant of all structural changes that-
may have been made, and such changes should
be reported to all persons concerned.

6. Inspect the siamese intake connections and
clapper valves. Threads on the female Intake
must conform with that used on the firs de-
partment hose. If not, proper adapters shall
be provided to compensate for this situation.
Caps for the siamese Intakes should be pro-
vided and be free for easy removal. Do not
confuse the "siamese intakes" for the apdak-
ler or standpipe system with "wall hydrants."
Read the description co the fete piece attached
to the outside wall.

During the Fire When fighting a fire in a building
equipped with a "standpipe system" from which a
hose line can be attached, the following procedure
may be applied. The officer-in-Aargo of the fire
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Fig. o Dry Standpipe System ono Bridge

ms alter these metructions at any time in order to
fulfill a need to aid in the extinguishment of the fire.

I. One or two 2% inch supply lines shell be laid
from the pumper and connected to the intake
of the standpipe. Other hose lines may be
laid from the pumper direct to the fire, if prac-
tical. The order of procedure to be taken must
be left to the judgment of the officer-in-charge
of the fire.

2. Water is started into a standpipe system on
orders of the commanding officer, whose judg-
meat of procedures is governed according to
existing conditious.

3. When so ordered, the pump-operator shall com-
pute the pump pressure by allowing 50 p.s.i.
NP plus elevation.

4. When preparing to work from the standpipe
system, the fire deparbeest .pernanael should
enter either the fire building or an exposure
building equipped with a standpipe system,
with two sections of,234,14,hose,...plpy pipe
with shutoff and proper else tip, one or two
sections of 1-inch or 13: inch hose and, maces:
sag fittings to make the desired connections.
This equipment may be advanced toward the
fire by means of an inside stairway, fire es-
cape, of on en elevatrA if one is available.

Should an dent- . be used to transport firemen
to upper stories of a fire building, the elevator
should stop at the floor below -the fire to dieassits
the firemen, from which point they will advance to
the fire floor via inside stairway or fire escape.

CAUTION: A firemen who elects to use the ele-
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vator as a means of reaching the fire floor should
never rush out of the elevator cab until he has had
sufficient time to site up the situation and until he
is certain another means of exit is available.

It is recommended that the connection to the
standpipe discharge be made to an outlet EC the floor
below the fire when the fire floor outlet is not ac-
cessible.

As soon as the fire department hose line is ready,
the "house-line," if in use, shall be shut oft and,
where necessary, disconnected from the standpipe
discharge and replaced with fire department hose.

After the Fire

1. Close the control valve being used.

2. Disconnect fire department hose and replace
with house lines where this applies, this to
be done after water has been drained from the
house hose line.

3. With the aid,of maintenance personnel, drain
the dry standpipe system.

SPRINKLER, EQUIPMENT

Sprinkler equipment Consists of a series of pipes
connected and interconnected, filled with water or
compressed air, and equipped with automatic devices
to release water for fire fighting purposes from one
or more sprinklers. See Figure 7.
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The value of sprinkler protection in safety to life
and in safeguarding property is receiving increased
recognition on a nationwide scale. Along with this
swing to sprinkler protection, there are the need
for greater appreciation by fire departments of the
tremendous value of protection by sprinklers in the
Planning and actual fire fighting operations. The
trend for relocation of plants in suburban areas
makes it essential that all fire departments (village
and township as well as metropolitan) be thoroughly
familiar with sprinklered properties-and the methods
which can be followed to utilise the sprinkler equip-
ment for maximum protection.

WATER SUPPLIES

Siamese Connections for Fire Department Use - While.
the siamese connection is not an automatic water
supply, in this text it is mentioned first under "Wa-
ter Supplies" because it is the most important fea-
ture which should be given rompt consideration and
attention by a fire department when responding to an
alarm from a sprinklered property. Normally a srrink-
les installation is connected to an automatic water
supply such as city water mains, gravity and pres.
sure tanks, and/or fire pumps installed on the prem-
ises.

A few fundamental principles should always be
kept in mind. Generally, a sprinkler system movers
an entire property and, therefore, affords the most
ready and effective means of delivering water at the
seat of the fire. Sprinkler system piping is perm*
*styled on the assumption that a fire will be con-
trolled by the operation of a relatively small number
of sprink:^-e. If a considerable number of sprint'
tees should be opened, the normal water supply may-'
be less effective; however, the full effectivenesapa'
the system usually can be approached simply by re.
inforcing the water supply throngs pumping into the
siamese connection, urns permitting the sprinkler
system to distribute the water where it is most need-
ed. See Figure S.
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Fig. 7 Sprinkler System
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Fig. $ Siamese Connection
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These slameso intake connection( through which
a fire department can pump water into the sprinkler
system make a desirable auxiliary supply. For this
purpose, one or more fire department connections
are provided in most cases. See Flom 9.

CHECK VALVE

HEADER'
IN

VALVE
ROOM

FIRE
DEPARTMENT

HOSE
CONNECTION

AUTOMATIC D

Fig. 9 - Fire Deportment ConneetIon

Ca wet-pipe systems having a single riser, the
connection to the system is normally made on the
system side on the gate, check and alarm valves in
the riser. On dry-pipe systems having a single riser,
the connection to the system is made between the
gate valve, check valve, sad the dry -pipe valve.

An approved studghtway check valve is installed
in each fire department connection and located as
near as practicable to the point where it. joins the
system.

Siamese intake boss connections should be of the
approved type, conforming to the standards for the
local fire department hose connections., They We
located on the outside of the building to permit
prompt and easy connection of hose kora the pumper.
They are equipped with standard caps, properly se-
cured and arranged for easy removal by fire depart-
ments. Hose consectkes are marked an the face
plate by raised letters at least one led§ in size,
cast on plate or fitting reading for the service desig-
nated: Viz. "AUTO.SPER", or "OPEN SP1CR."
Many of these types of connections are marked
"Standpipe", or "Wall Hydrant." They should be
avoided when it le the intent to reinforce the sprink-
ler system.

Other Water Supplies - These are normally auto-
matic in character (Viz. ready to supply water at all
times). These supplies are briefly described tb ac-
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quaint fire department personnel with their general
nature as well as their relation to the system. These
"other water supplies" constitute the primary and
secondary supplies which maintain automatic pro-
tection around the clock and, therefore, are highly
important. They should be given attention by the
fire department when responding to an alarm from a
sprinklered risk. This attention consists of check-
ing control valves to see that they are open by first
checking the control valves of the system that is
protecting the area in which the fire is located, and
second, the control valves of all water supplies to
the sprinkler system.

1. City Water
Figure 10 shows a cross sectional view
of a building equipped with automatic
sprinklers connected to a city water sup-
ply main. With this type system, the wa-
ter supply control valves are "Post-Indi-
cator Valves" (P.I.V.) or "Outside Screw
and Yoke Valves" (0.S.6Y.). The P.I.Y.
valve is generally located outside the
building at ground, level while the 0.S.ILY.
valve is located is a pit or in the base-
ment. The laspectorsi. Test. Connection
shown at 111e left top. corner of the drawing
is ins Med :for Ike use -of accredited 40-
spectors of the Underwriters having Alit-
diction over the risk andlinvedodic tests
of the alarms on the sprinkler equipment
by the maintenance personnel.

Fig. 10 - aty Worms Supply
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2. Gravity Tank
Figure 11 shows in detail a sprinkler sys-
tem having a gravity tank as a source of
supply.

proof easing shown about the riser lading
from the gravity tank is to Confine the
heat from the tank heater end help prevent
the freezing of ;eater 'in the tank riser.
Care should-be taken to "see that it in-
tact. The filling pipe shown is used to
provide water for the gravity tank, and
supply ,for the same is taken either from
city pater, where pressure is sufficient,
or from a tank Ailing pump.

3. Pressure Tank

While mason tanks are quite mania*,
they are of limited capacity; therefore,
they ire only used in conjunction with
other water supplies for ,the protection of
smaller ,properties. Seer iilone)12.. Pres-
sure tanks are swift biato0 on tiartop
Boot or in a -heated .enclospre on the roof
and are catiok50 to lie Tilii.iiiilir/systers
under" ground Nivel. The water 'level and
the air pressure for these tanks are main
tamed at predetermined leyel, and pres-
sure through the instiflation lend use of
special water pump' and air comprespor
iquiPment

- f . -
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11. Gravity Tank

Special, precautions are necessary in
the winter to see that the gravity -tank does
not freeze. Provisions for adequately
Siatine the water la tile tank and riser
leading from the tank to _the underground
valve pit, or to the top story of a building
when the tank is above the roof, are usu.
ally provided by the installation of a tank
beater. Special pre actions should be
taken to see that tank Usages of any
sort are started up before freezing vmatiwr
sets in, so that it will *lit be necessary
to heat e large body of rioter at freezing
temperature. The temperature of .the water
is indicated by a thermometer installed
near the base of the tank 'direr,' and the
temperature of the water should never be
allowed to fall below forty degrees F.

in addition to open valves, a full tank
properly heated is important. The frost

Virril11,

.c VAI.VS

: ;,

Fie. 12. Praisers TanklupPlY
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4. Fire Pumps in Buildings

These pumps may be the "steam-driven
reciprocating-type" which most com-
mon in years past, with some still in serv-
ice in many sprinkler protected properties.
The "centrifugal-type" fire pumps that
are electrically driven are more commonly
used today although their source of power
may be provided by diesel or gasoline
engine or a steam turbine power unit. Fig-
ure 13 illustrates a steam driven pump
connected as a supply to the sprinkler
equipment.

TIPES OF SYSTEMS

Wet-Pipe - A wet-pipe system operating procedure is
a simple one; that is, if for any reason the (usable
link in the sprinkler head is released, water will
instantly flow from the open head and at the same
time cause the automatic alarm valve to function,
signaling that an emergency problem is in progress.

Dry-Pipe This system empl.tys automatic sprinklers
attached to a piping system containing air under
pressure, the release of which, at: from the opening
of e sprinkler, permits the water pressure to open a
valve known as a "dry-pipe valve." The water then
flows into the piping system and out the opened
sprinklers.

A dry-pipe system is installed where a wet-pipe
system Its impracticable, as in rooms or buildings

INSPECTOR'S-.'"
TEST VALVE

ALAINI GONG

EXHAUST PIPE

ilALAINS VALVE
GATE VALVE

GATE VAL
HOSE

CONNECTION

GATE VALVE A

SPRINKL SUPPLY PIPE

Fig. 13- Fir. Pumps in Buildings
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which cannot be properly heated.
Air pleasure should be maintained on dry-pipe

svetems throughout the year. The compressed air
supply should be from a reliable source avallage
at all times which has a capacity of restoring the
required air pleasure in the system within a period
of thirty minutes. An approved relief valve is pro-
vided between the compressor and the check valve
and is set to relieve at a pressure five pounds in
excess of the maximum air pressure carried in the
system:

ectioa sad Pre action and deluge spa-
tesit; ---.77arrealmost i Real in construction and opera-
tion. They receive their source of water supply in
the same manner as a wet or dry system The main
difference is that is the prwectIon system the sprink-
lers are not &med, therefore water cannot flew from
these sprinklers until the temperature in the area
protected has risen sufficiently to release the fusi-
ble link in the sprinkler heads._ is the deluge system
no links.** installed on the sprinkler heads; them-
fore, whenever a sprinkler alarm la received from an
tufa protected by a deluge system, the water begins
to flow rninedistely from each open sprinkler. Both
of these *riskier systems are actuated by the
"rate-of-rise" principle, and each is without water
in the piping under nomad conditions. The water
supply is coat:oiled by an automatic valve operated
by a heat respossiverbvioe whenever, rapid increase
is presen heat rise of 15 degrees Sit one
minute. generally, tiddler systems of this rate-of-
rise design are supervised by an outside supervisory
agency (or the local fire department) by means of an
strum dotal installed in their quarters.

Antifreeze - Antifreeze solutions are sometimes
used automatic sprinkler protection
in small indointed areas :which _would otherivise be
shut off *d drained during freezing weather. And;
freeze solutions are recommended only for systems
not exceeding 20 sprinklers. The cost of refilling
the system or even of replenishing caused by small
leaks makes it more advisable to use small dry
valves where more sprinklers are suppl.A.

Special Trees and Dulles - There are mazy types
and designs of sprinkler systems used today, but
only one of the following five will be described
here:

1. One capable of making a water curtain around
an escalator in a department store.

3. Foam systems.

4. Systems installed within transformer stations.

S. litilsifyer systems installed outside trans-
former stations.

Figure 14 portrays a large outside. transfonser
station having 6 to 8 transformers =staining 2400 to
3000 gallons of oil protected by approximately 140
projectors placed at different angles, each throwing

single vapor stream toward the transformers at a
nozzle pressure of 40 to 70 p.s.i. This is spray-type
protection designed primarily to cool *etre:reformers
and hold the temperature of the oil contained therein
below its ignition temperature.

OTHER FEATURES

Ccahroldvalve sealing - As a pert of a molar in-
spection procedure, all control valves not sealed in
an open position should be reported for attention.
Mast insurance organization maintain a valve seal-
ing service on the iirlaciple control valves of a
system: Absence &aide seals may indicate a con-
dition requiring prompt attention.

boitlal-valve identification

1. Post Indicator Valve (12.LV.)

where sprinklers are supplied front a water
Main .servICe 'Aside the building, es
approved outside poet indicator valve
will ginentliy be found at a safe distance
from the.billiflet;The glass windows st
the top of the post indicator valve will
show the word "bpiiir When the valve is
prOperly setts allow a Maximinaliateast of
water to flow. into the system 4900W
mak.

nr

2. Outside Screw.and Yoke Vkve & Y.)

Moth* type 41gontrol valve is the ap-
proved outside scell!'; and yoke valve
commonly - mfemednt0 is the O.S. & Y.
Valve. When an O.S. & Y. Valve shows
maximum length of the threaded stem, the
valve is wide open to permit a maximum
amount of water to flow into the system.
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' Cou'tsay Cifectintiaiti Gaeond itisotrio Company
. -

Fig. 14 "Mei sifyr" System 1p:tailed Outside
Transformer Station

3. Floor Contra! Valves

In some special situations floor control
valves may be required in manufacturing
and mercantile buildings or where con-
tents are more than ordinarily susceptible
to damage. They are sometimes placed
just outside the operating room of a hos-
pital

4. Standard Identification Signs

Control valves, drain valves, test and
alarm valves should be identified with the
aid of standard designed signs adopted by
the automatic sprinkler industry. Each

IR

should be securely fastened and visible in
all situations.

. ,

Sprinkler Equipment Subjected to Flood Waters -
Where sprinklers are installed in buildings subject
to recurring floods, special attention 'ball be given
(1) to the arrangement of piping and location of
valves so that valves will be accessible doting
high water, (2) to the location of ahem dairies's and
equipment no as to keep as -muck of, eillequipMent
as possible Opeiable during "high wfltOti-!,:00 to
the location and protection of pumps' kit-* Com-
pressors and their power supply so as klprovide
every reasonable safeguard spinet interruption.
Firemen should note these conditions on routine
inspections and record them for use in such emer-
gencies.
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SPRINKLER HEADS

Temperature Ratings and Color - The standard tem-
perature ratings of automatic sprinklers are as fol-
lows: (The frame arms only are colored to show tear-
permute rating.)

Rating
r= tail

TemOperature, °F. Color
Maximum Ceiling
Temperature, °F.

Ordinary 135° 150° -160° - 165° Uncolored* 100°

Intermediate 115° - 212* White* 150° F.

High 250° 2800 286° Sue 225° F.

Extra H. gh 325°- 340° - 360° Red 300° F.

Very Extra High 400° - 415° Green 395° F.

4500 Orange 425° F.

so& Orange 475°F. , 00.

nihs 135° sprinklers of some manufacturers are
half black and half uncolored. The 115° sprinklers
of the same manufacturers are yellow.

Where higher temperature sprinkliss are "neces-
sary to meet extraordinary conditions special sprink-
lers as high as 600° are obtainable.

From fire department viewpoint it is Important
that beads in all areas be of proper temperature rat-
ing. Failure to observe this can lead to premature
operation and consequent water flow and water dam-
age, where a head of low rating may have been used
in as ass of high temperature. Conversely, the im-
proper use of a high temperature head in an area of

ordinary temperature will delay the operation t*Alte
head and permit a Ate to gain greeter Medley; Simi
Figure 15 for effect of hest deem spdakles. A ads
of thumb-the fusing temperature of the heads eloabl
be at least 50 ° over the .maxiiiiin temperature bind
in the area in which-It is located.

Special Situations

1. Painting Spdnklered Areas

When the sprinkler piping is gives any
kind of a coaling, such as whitewash or

Courtesy The Waits Automate Sprithio Co" Mo.

15. Hoot Ms. Affocting a Sprinkler
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print, care must be exercised to see that
no portion of the automatic sprinkler is
covered. Painting sprinklers after install-
ation interferes with the free movement of
parts and may render the sprinkler inoper-
ative. Sprinklers so painted should be
replaced with new sprinklers. When paint.
log sprinkler piping or in areas near
sprinklers, they may be fully protected by
covering with a paper bag which should
be removed immediately after painting is
finished.

2. Special Purpose Sprinklers

Sprinklers used for special purposes and
locations are of types specifically ap-
proved for inch use. Special care should
be taken is the handling and installation
of was coated sprinklers to avoid darner
leg the costing. CO1201101 resistant coat-
ings should not be applied to the sprink-
lers by anyone other than the manufacturer
of the sprinkle= being used. Spenklers
-having special discharge characteristics
may be =risked where either a fine spray
or directtonal discharge of water is need-
ed. Mews 11 sprinklers may be used where
preserved= of limited headroom under
low decks and ceilings is necessary, or
where special types of apparatus or occu-
pancy conditions such as coal conveyors,
mg racks, etc., require directional water
flow.

Supply of Extra Sprinklers - There should be a
supW7extra spdaklers fer less than six) on
the premises of a sprinkler risk so that any sprink-
lers that have operated or have been damaged may
be promptly replaced. Such sprinklers must corre-
spond with the types and temperature ratings of the
sprinklers in service. A special sprinkler wrench
should also be provided for the removal and install-
ation of "pinkie:a.

A small stock of replacement sprinkler heads
should be carried as fire apparatus so that replace-
ment of fused heads can be started even when the
plant stock cannot be located.

SPRINKLER ALARMS

A local alarm unit is an assembly of apparatus
approved for the fire service and so constructed and
installed that any flow of water from a sprinkler
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system equal to or greater than that from a single
automatic sprinkler will result in an audible alarm
signal on the premises.

WHERE REQUIRED

I. Water flow alarms should be provided on all
sprinkler installations. Central station yr 'er
flow alarm service F. desirable but does not
necessarily waive the local alarm requi:e-
mod.

2. Either an outdoor water motor or electric
alarm gongs should be installed In every case
where a sprinkler system is not provided with

an approved water flow alarm to a central
station.

3. Under conditions where central station alarm
service is not available, it is advisable to
connect electrical alarm units to public fire
department heaci'quarters or tz the nearest fire
department station or other suitable place
where aid may be readily secured.

PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR:

Wet-Pipe System Alarm - The alarm apparatus for a
wet-pipe sprinkler system consists of an approved.
alarm check valve, having the necessary attachments
required to give an alarm. See Figure 16.

MIN

Courtesy Rockwood Sprinkler Company

Fig. 16- Wet-pipa System Alarm Volvo

When water flows from a wet-pipe sprinkler
system, the pressure on the sprinkler side of the
valve marked "A" is reduced, thereby permitting
water pressure in chamber "B" to force sprinkler
clapper "C" to open, thus allowing the water to
flow thratzh alarm port "D" to sound the water
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motor or electric alarm. Under "water hammer" con-
ditions, excess pressure builds ap on the system
aide and escapes through a small ball check "E"
which eliminates the opening and closing of the
clapper.

Dry-pipe System Alarm - The alarm apparatus for a
diPpiPe sprinkler system is illustrated in Figure 17.
It has a pivoting counter-weighted clapper "A" and
a latch "B" to hold it in open position as shown at
"C". The clapper is a differential type which per.
mite 15 pounds of air 'c !told back 80 pounds of wa-
ter. (This 1, an approximate six to one ratio.) When
a sprinkler head opens, an air mihauster empties
system of air immediately, (this .elease takes place
at the vale not at the fire), and the water flows
straight *rough with no 'xstructices and with
minimum hydraulic friction _ 3. The latch release
"D" is used when resetting the valve.

AIR

MOM

Courtesy Rockwood Spinkier Company

Fig. 17. Dry-pipe System Alone Valve

Pre-action and Deluge System Alarms - Tire dam
apparatus for a pre-action and/or deluge system con-
sist of approved electric alarm attachments actuat-
ed by thermostatic controls using the rate-xi-rise
principle, (temperature rises 15 degrees in one min-
ute, approximately) and acts independently of the
water flow.

OTHER ALARM DEVICES

Rate-of-rise Alarm - Sometimes rate-of-rise alarm
systems are installed in buildings as separate and
independent alarm systems. This is done in such
places as art museums, china stores, etc., where wa-
ter would in most cases do more damage than the
fire itself. Insteeied on such a system is an instru-

mt known as an "annunciator" which indicates

the area of the building involved: This eaves time
and permits quick access to the fire by firemen. An
annunciator is often installed on a.. outside wall
which indicates the location of the alani. See Fig.
um 18.

COOrtesy Notiiier Corporation

Fig.-18 Asooseistor

Alma Device Identification Signs. - It is desirable
and esO rma---stWgo,,pro approved identifies.-
Hon sips for outside alarm devices. The sip
should be located near the device in a conapicudus
position and should be worded, for example, `SptIalc!'
Ier Fire Alarm When "alarri:seandis call fire'rreitiF
meat or police."

FIRE DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES

A,

The scope of fire department traiaing should*
broad(med at all levels to include .a need for-adjt st.
meat of procedure and practices to take m_iximiun
advantage of sprinkler equipment for maxhn.mi
Warm. Toward this sod, the planning and opera-
tions of any firs department could beJdeveloped
through the application of the following checklist. ,

Pre-Fire Pluming

1. Identify and locate all sprinklered property.

2. Know all areas and structures not protected
by automatic sprinkler!.
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3. Record the location of fire department sia-
mese connections.

4. Locate the hydrant or hydrants which may oc
used to supply additional amounts of enter to
the sprinkler system through the siamese
sprinkler intakes with the aid of a 1....raper.

5. Determine for each sprinkler location who is
responsible (what local person or persons)
for replacing fused sprinkler heads and also
for resetting the way valve of a dry-pipe sys.
tem.

6. Develop a training program that will include
instruction on proper procedure when fighting
fires in sprinklered properties within the lo-
cal community.

A considerable number of the instances of in-
operable sprinkler systems have been due to the
water being shut off. This demonstrates the inmor-
tense of notifying fire department personnel when-
ever the sprinklers are to be cut off for any reason
so that the fire del:ablest can plea alternate mea-
sures of control. Fire department personnel should
emphasise this point to management at all sprinkler
installations. A quick opening of the control valve
may be possible, thus putting the system back into
service, or the insertion of a plug in a leaking or
ruptured pipe may permit the restoration of the water
supply to at least a portion of the plant.

Sprinkler Inspection Procedures

1. Determine that the sprinkler equipment is in
operating service.

a. By observation, determine that all control
valves are open (where required), and
valve seals intact.

b. See that the gauges are recording the pro-
per pressures.

c. Such inspections should be made in the
presence of an assigned company employ-
e..

2. Inspect all &leas to determine where sprink-
ler protection is and is not provided.

3. Inspect for obstructions to sprinkler distribu-
tion such as partitions, beams, high stock
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piling, etc. Where found, request the condi-
tion be corrected.

4. Look for structural and stock storage changes
made since the lartt inspection. Such changes
should be discussed with all fire department
personnel and recorded on the inspection re.
Port.

5. Inspect the siemens intake connections and
dapper valves. Do the threads on the female
intake conform with that used on the fire de.
partment hose? If not, are the proper adapt.
era provided to compensate-for this situation?
Are caps for the siamese intakes Provided,
and can they be removed easily?. Is there a
hydrant of sufficient value from which water
may be supplied through a pumping unit to in.
crease the efficiency of the sprinkler system
when required?

6. Request management to have available an
extra supply of sprinkler heads with the right
fusing temperatures for their respective lona.
dons. Also with each each supply of sprink-
ler heads there should be si.;akler wrenches,
sprinkler wedges and/or sprinkler tongs.

7. Encourage management to report to the fire
department all instances when the 'Odder
protection is out service. Ifeeogomed
should also be requested to report when the
sprinkler system is at normal operation again.
The fire department personnel in charge
should assign someone to make an immediate
inspection of this situation and direct an al.
tomato fire fighting procedure' during such a
period.

For suggested Inspection Form, see Figure 19.

Sprinkler Installation and Maintenturce - Sprinkler
system layout and installation should be entrusted
to *Cy fully experienced and responsible par.
ties. Sprinkler system installation is a trade in it-
self; therefore, fire department personnel cannot be
expected to vet as working superintendents or be
expected to correct errors of maintenance.

When thanes involve shutting off the water from
any considerable number of sprinklers for more than
a few hours, temporary connections should be made
to sprinkler systems so that reasonable Protection
Can be maintained. The members of the private -fire
brigade, as well ss the public fire department, should
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Name of Beadles
Firs lespectios Distdct No.

Leceasi ______ Firs Alms Code Wo
Dee of Newt,
Pleat Official Respossibla for tkodaidees

°Wet)
Typed Aulavgdo Slorbikka *slam (Fat. Dry. Daggs. etc.}

Wag 4.46

No. SWAM- rieeds.__Sise of Comscties to Weia..-....
Aglow.* Wain Whew
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eeee.0,roedN.eeeeel.e.s..............g..........avawveo..Mee...e.eeo

bruirveldri bY ----Apposed by ----Date ....

Fig. 19 - Inspection Form for Sprinkisred Properties

be familiar with these conditions and how they will
affect fire fighting operations at rich locations.

Water Distribution Improvements During the years
1952 and 1953, sprinklers were redesigned which
resulted in greatly improved ureter distribution. As
a result of these changes the water is discharged in
all directions below the plane of the deflector. The
spay pattern is roughly that of a half sphere com-
pletely filled with water spray. Little or no water
is discharged upward to wet the ceiling. The dis-
tribution pattern for approved standard sprinklers is
more uniform than from the old type sprinklers. At

a distance four feet below the deflector there is a
useful intensity of water discharged with a diameter
of about fifteen feet when discharging at fifteen p.s.i.
at the head.

The new sprinklers may be used on old installa-
tions, but the old type sprinklers cannot be I-4 on
new installations, simply because the sprinkler out-

lets are spaced farther apart, thus leaving much of
the area unprotected.

During the Fire - Most sprinkler systems in build-
ings are provided with outside fire department con-
nections throne: which the fire department can pump
water into the system repL4ess of the condition of

her supplies. Therefore, it is essential that a hose
line from a pumper be connected to the sprinkler sys-
tem of the building on fire and also to the sprinkler
system of any building seriously exposed to the fire.
Whether this is the first or second line to the fire or
from the first or second engine company to arrive at
the fire depends upon the situation at band. The
proper order or sequence in which this operation is
to be performed. is a responsibility of the officer in
charge.

A set of operational rules will not always apply
when confronted with a fire involving a spdnklered
building. or buildings because of the many *ideal
differences encountered. Therefe* the office', in
charge at a fire involving sprinkles; equipment most
follow the same fire fighting prin i lea as heivoula
at any other fire, such as:

.1. What are the life hazards?

2. Where and how did it start?

3. What is involved?

. (

4. Where is it going?

5. What is in its vigil'?

6.

7.

How can it be reached?

What equipment and personnel are available
to remove the life hazard and to extinguisn
the fire?

8. How can the officer get what he needs?

The answers to these questions are different at
most fires, thus changing the procedure of operation
at the time and location of each emergency.

Where the fire involves a large area, additional
pumpers should be connected at a siamese intake.
A 750 gallon pumper can supply only about 35 sprink-
lers and a 1000 gallon pump./ 'about 50 sprinklers.
This is also dependent on a sufficient water supply.

Many departments carry appliances known as
sprinkler tongs which are used to stop the flow of
water from an individual sprinkler prior to closing
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the valve. See Figure 20. Another ',mediae's:Sibs
to close the riser or floor control valve. It is of
prime importance, however, that no "cutting off" of
the sprinkler systems by closing the control valves
be done until there is positive assurance that the
fire is out and that it has not extended to any other

"art of the

Fig. to - Uso of Sorinklor Tongs

Despite sppreciatiOn"-of the value of sprinklers
in the control of fires, cases continue to arise in-
volving poor judgMent by the fire departments or
their lack of adequate knowledge in failing to imme-
diately connect up to the outside ,idemese connec-
tion and maintain sufficient supply, or In robbing
systems in order to supply hose lines, or in pre-
mature shutting off of tpdnkler 'systems.

The practice of not iihuttlig off sprinklers, ex-
cept when convinced that further operation will sim-
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irtrikte water and serve to produce heavy vv
damage, should be one of the cardinal rules in every
set of lire department regulations. When a shutoff
is made by the fire department at the riser valve, the
same_ person, when possible, should be left st the
sprinkler valve until the sprinklers can be replaced
and the water supply restored to normal. If the sys-
tem cannot be put beck into service, a watch ser-
vice should be maintained on each floor, in addition
to a, men at the control valve, until all danger of re-
kindling has past.

After the Fire

1. Close the doer control valve. (This valve is
usually an outside screw and yoke valve, re-
ferted to as an & Y. *Iv*. When this
valve is open, the stem threads can be seen;
when closed, the stem threids'OarinOt be
seen.)

2. Drain the system involved by mesas. of the
drain valve located at the spdskierelsee..

3. Replace (or have mektagement,mplacm),all
fused sprinkler heads and equipment,: and ,re-
set the dry valve, if any. Note: _ Some -situa-
tions may require the fire department to re-
turn to its quarters before the dry air *
imonted to normal operation. When this oc-
cars doting the winter !motets, a finale -or
other responsible person shield be detajled
to remain at the riser locatisi for the pupae
of plachig the system into operation 'should
another fire develop. if this situation-irises
in the 'summer months, the system may be g-
lowed to fill with water and operate as a wet-
system until the dry valve can be reset by
those responsible for such action.

In case of an accident to the system, the
gate valiw, just below the alarm Valver;"hheald
be immediately closed and the draie-off valve
opened, so as to draw off the Water from the
system as quickly as possible: The arse
thing applies In case of fire, lint this gate
yoke should not be dosed until some re-
sponsible person has so 'authorised It to be
done, and then only after being sure That the
flee in completely eithipishedi Att'sonn his
the systeni is spin In order, the draw-off
valve should be closed.



CHAPTER 7

FIRE PUMPS

INTRODUCTIOs:

The fire pump has become so important that it is considered an absolute "must" in the construction of a
fire truck and is one of the main factors upon which any fire service oust depend. The pomp serves the impor-
tant fh an of increasing pressure when streams are furnished from bYdreete Where water MVO be drafted or
taker 20M the booster tank of a truck, the pump becomes the sole source of pressure. Many departments
now eve portable pu...kis that are used to supply water from creeks, ponds, and cisterns for small fires. In many
localities, where tankers are used, a portable pump is mounted on the truck and used to draw from and refill
the tanker with water. The pump on a fire truck, mounted either amidaldp or in front, is operated by the track
engine.

The operation and care of the pump is the responsibilitu of the pump operator. In order to operate the
pump efficiently, the operator should have a good nude:standing of its construction and working principles.

TYPES OF PUMPS USED IN FIRE SDIVIE

There are dine types of standard Nave. 'They
are as follows: piston pump, rotary gear pump and
centdfnal pump.

While these three types me designed for the same
purpose, they operate on different rmcitanical and
scientific principles which are either: (1) the posi-
tive displacement of a liquid, or (2) the imparting of
velocity to a liquid by the use of a moving blade or
impeller.

Piston and rotary gear pumps operate on the first
named principle and are, therefore, called positive
displacement pumps. The positive displacement pump
does not need priming. The centrifugal pump oper-
ates on the second principle and creates possum by
velocity. This type of pump requires some form of
positive displacement or vacuum priming.

DOUBLE-ACTING SUCTION AND FORCE PUMP

The development of the double-acting suction and
force pump has eliminated most of the pulsation
caused by the outmoded single action suction and
lift pump.

The double-acting pump was devised to provide a
discharge on every directional stroke, thereby pro-
ducing a more continuous stream. Figures la and lb
show diagrams of the operation of a typical double-
acting suction and force pump. A stody of the dia-
gram will reveal that this type of pump closely re-
ambles two common suction and force pumps placed
end to end with a common piston moving within a
common cylinder. Piston (P) divides the cylinder
into two suction and force chambers, (P-1) and (P2).
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Pi le Double Action &map, ulid Nei. pump
guraird Strobe

111111111

Fig. lb - Could* Arlen Suction sad Puree Pump
Imwerel Seek.
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Branches (S-1) and (S-2) of common suction tube (S)
connect with chamber. (F-1) and (F-2) through valved
openings at (y-1) and (y-2) respectively. Discharge
from either chariber takes place through valve open-
ings at (.-1) and (x-2) into discharge manifold (D).
Figure la shows valve action with piston (P) moving
to the left. As explained in the common suction and
force pump, compression in (F-1) closes valve (Y-1)
and opens ( -1), permitting air or water therein to be
discharged from (f-1) through (D-1) into (D). At the
same time the expansion of (F-2) causes atmospher-
ic pressure to raise the water in (S) and (S-2), open-
ing valve (y-2), and filling (F-2) at the same time the
discharge pressure from (D-1) is transmitted into
(112), closing valve (x-2). In Figure ib, the piston
is traveling to the right. As the action in Figure ib
reverses, discharge takes place from (F-2), and suc-
tion is taken in (F-1).

MULTIPLE CYLINDER PUMP

By connecting tisSituctios and discharge branches
of two or more pumps -Into a common suction tube and
discharge manifol4..),14 multiple cylinder types of
piston pumps as ivied* fire service are obtained.
The object in doinelldtia to increase the capacity
performance without involving excessive size, speed
or unnecessarily bulky machinery. Multiple cylinder
pumps are built for fire service, utilizing from two to
six cylinders. These double-acting pumps have cyl-
inders in pairs in which the operational direction of
stroke in the cylinders also staggered. Here again,
the objeOt is to get proper balance and a more contin-
uous stream.

ROTARY GEAR PUMP

Rotary gear. pumps, like piston pimps, are of the
positive displacement type. However, they differ
greatly in appearance and in general operation from
the piston pump. Figures 2 and 3 show, by diagram,
cut-away sections of the interiors of two of the more
typical rotary pumps used in the fire service. Al-
though the two types shown differ in appearance,
their actions in operation are practically identical.
All rotary pumps consist of two meshing gears or
cams revolving in opposite directions within a close-
fitting casing. Variations occur mainly in the shape
of the rotors and in the transmission of power to
gears or cams. Fig. 2 shows the pump with its two
eight-tooth rotors. Rotors "R-1" and "R-2" inter-
mesh to resemble a conventional gear train and re-
volve within their casing (C). Suction inlets (S-1)
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2. Rotary Goer Pump "Gear Teeth"

Fig, 3. Wary Owl** "Clover Leer

and (S-2) Connect with a suction simiffold (0), open-
ing into the bottom of the pump casing below the
'rotors. A discharge manifold, (D), at the top of the
casing connects with discharge* outlets (D-1). and
(D-2) in a counter-clockwise-direction so thit both
rotors move awe); from each other-on the suction side
and toward each other011 the diecharge side, each
moving from suction side to discharge side along the
wall of the casing. In operation, `sir or 'rester trap-
ped in the suction side in the pockets fouled by the
two adjacent teeth and the casing wall. As the teeth
pass by the suction inlet, the water Of tar is carried
along the wall of the casing toward the discharge
outlet. As each tooth leaves the casing "al neer the
discharge outlet, the air or water trapped in the
pocket between the teeth is released; and the pres-
sure. is again built up by the meshing of the rotor
teeth as they return toward the suction side, squeez-
ing the air or water out through dirwharge manifold
(D). The meshing of the rotor teeth a prevents the
air or water, which is under pressure ;;Ice discharge
side of the casing, from returning to the section side.
Although discharge from each rotor is intermittent,
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the rotors are so arranged that as discharge is being
completed from the space between the two teeth on
the one rotor, the corresponding space on the other
rotor is just beginning to discharge. This produces a
more continuous discharge from the pump and reduces
pulsation. Fig. 3 shows a threetooth or "clover
leaf" shaped rotor in which the action is similar to
the gear tooth pump. This diagram also shows a
method whereby sliding gibs, (g), backed by springs,
(k), are frequently introduced at the tips of the rotors.
The springs behind these gibs serve to maintain con-
tact between the rotors and the casing, thus compen-
sating for any wear that might take place.

It may be well to note that although there are no
valves in the rotary pump proper, the waterways are
not continuous as they are blocked off by the ..eth
of the rotors. Since these papa are of the positive
displacement type, they are capable of expelling air
as well as water from the pump; therefor, the pump
can produce sufficient vacuum for self priming.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Single-Stage Centrifugal Pump - The centrifugal
pump, tmliise the piston and rotary pumps, is not of
the positive displacement type, and there is no defi-
nite discharge taking place with each revolution of
the pump. In theory, the operation of the centrifugal
pump is based on the principle that a rapidly revolv-
ing disc will throw water introduced at the center
toward the outer edge of the disc. This principle may
be easily demonstrated by swinging a pail of water
in a circular motion over the head. The centrifugal
action holds the water to the enclosed bottom of the
pail, which performs the outer arc of the circle, and
no water is spilled from the open end of the pail
which performs the inner arc of the circle. If a small
hole is cut in the bottom of the pail, the stream of
water emerging through the hole gains in intensity and
distance as the pail is swung faster or, in other
words, as the velocity of the pail increases.

The single-stage centrifugal pump (Pig. 4a), con-
sists of a single disc-like impeller (EYE) mounted
on a shaft within and usually eccentric to a pump
casing, (C), as shown. Figure 4b, with a cut-away
section to show the waterways, shows more clearly
the construction of a typical impeller. As the impell-
er revolves in the direction shown by the arrow, wa-
ter from suction tube (S) enters through the center of
the impeller at (0). The water is then picked up by
the curved Ines (v) as they revolve with the impell-
er, and it is thrown to the outer edge of the impeller
by centrifugal force. It is then hurled through open-
ings (p) into the open space in the casing. Since the

Fig. 4a - Centrifugal Pump

Fig. 4b - Centrifugal Pump ImPener

1

circumference of the impeller disc is greater at the
outer edge of the blade-like vanes (v) than at the
inner edge (0), the outer edge of the impeller travels
at a rate of speed greater than the speed at (0). Thus
the velocity of the water is increased as, it passes
through (p) and is hurled into the pump casing from
(0) to (p). Likewise, as the rate of rotation of the
impeller incrlases the velocity with which the water
is thrown from (p) into the pump casing increases. It
will be noted that the cross sectional aces between
the outer edge of the impeller and the 'wall of the
casing is constantly increasing as it approaches the
discharge outlet. This increase produces what is
known as "volute." This is necessitated by the fact
that water is thrown from the impeller around the en-
tire circumference, and the total quantity of water
passing through the casing is increasingly greeter
toward the discharge outlet. The action of the volute
is to enable the pump to handle this increasingly
greater quantity of water and, at the same time, per-
mit the velocity of the water to remain constant or
decrease gradually and maintain continuity of flow.

In some forms of centrifugal pumps, the volute
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principle is not used, and the flow of water is direct-
ed toward the discharge outlet by a aeries of station-
ary diffusion vanes fastened to the inner wall of the
pump casing. The movement of the impeller creates a
velocity in the water, and the velocity is converted
into pressure as it approaches the confining space of
the discharge pipe. Water under pressure in the dis-
charge side of the pump casing is prevented from
flowing back into the pump by the rapid movement of
the impeller developing pressure in the pump casing
and the close fit between the pump casing and the
impeller.

Attention is called to the fact that, since the
centrifugal p amp is not the positive displacement
type, there are no valves or other blockades within
the pump proper. A continuous waterway is presented
through the pump' from the suction intake to the dis-
charge outlet. Passageways through the impeller are
frequently small and may clog if foreign matter is
permitted to p through the pimp. Since dogging of
the impeller will seriously affect the operation of the
pump, extreme care should be taken that a proper
screen is provided in the intake to catch foreign ma-
tends. .

Multiple-Stage Series Centrifugal Pump By connect-
ing two or more single-stage centrifugal pumps in
series, with the discharge of the first pump connect-
ed directly * the auction of the second pump, there
results what is known as the multiple-stage centrifu-
gal pump. Figure 5 shows the typical arrangement of
a two-stage centrifugal pump. Since the quantity of
water passing through the second pump is limited to
the amount delivered to it by the first pump, the
quantity passing through both pumps will be the same.

C-1 C-1

ad if they are of identical design end operating at
the same speed. For instance, in Figure 5, the first
pump delivers at a rate of 500 gallons per minute and
creates a pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. At
the entrance to the suction of the first Pawn. the
flow will be 500 gallons per minute, and there will be
no effective pressure; however, when pumping from a
hydrant, the flow pressure into the suction side will
proportionately reduce the effort of the pump to pro-
duce the desired pressure. The first pump will deliv-
er to the suction of the second pump at a rate of 500
gallons per minute at 100 pounds pressure. The

second pump, since its water supply comes from the
first Pia will also deliver at a rate of 500 gallons
per minute, but an additional 100 pounds of pressure
will be created in going through the sewed prep and
the final discharge will be at 200 pounds pressure.

The advantage of this pump over the single-stage
type lies in its ability to deliver greeter quantities
of water at higher pressures without involving exces-
sive speed, particularly in pumps of larger capacity.
In actual practice, multiple -stage pumps are general-
ly built as single units with all,the impellers mount-
ed on a single divided casing Each impeller unit
division represents an additional stage of pumping.

Multi -Sta ParallelSades Centaifugal Pa."! - This
-series type ak pump means that both pumps

operate ait'e by side from a'coramon -suction and dis-
charge into a common discharge for Pendia operat-
ing. These pumps may then be changed so that the
first impeller discharge's into the second -impeklerlor
sodas operation. This type of pump will givir'grester
efficiency over a wider range lime is Obtained by
either single stage or multi-stage straight series
pumps. For example, a 750 gallon ritiallel-series
pump will deliver 375 gallons per minute from each
of the two impellers or 750 gallons per minute at 150
p.s.i. when parallel volume position. then the
pump is switched to series it will deliver 375 gal-
lons per minute at 300 p.s.i. or half of its parallel
capacity at twice its pressure. In Fig. 6a, the dia-
gram shows the flow of water in the parallel position.
l'he water entering the section is divided, *half Weil
to one impeller and half to the other, and the die-
charges from each join in the discharge passage.
Fig. fib shows the flow of water in the series posi-
tion. All the water enters the first *elle and is
discharged into the sactioir passage leading to the
second impeller and into the discharge. The panels
easily and quickly changed from parallel to series
operation by moving the control bob of the change-
over valve shown in Figure 6c. This change is ac-
complished hydraulically by means of presto* devel-

Fig. 5- Multiple Stapp Centrifues1 Pump

In other words, the quantity taken in through the suc-
tion of the first pump will be the same as the quanti-
ty discharged hos the second pump. However, each
pump will add an equal amount to the preSsite crest-
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Diagram of Piston Valve Operation
(Shown in Parallel, or Volume. Position)

c

Series (Pressure) Position

b
Parallel (Volume) Position

0

Schematic Section of Pump Showing Water Flow in
Series and Parallel Positions

Fig. 6- Multiple Stage Parallel-Series Centrifugal Pump

oped in the pump and applied to the piston valve. The
valve controlling the piston and the lines leading to
the piston are all built into the pump and cannot be
seen; however, other types of change-over valves
operate manually or electrically. The piston valve,
(6c), shows the pump is in parallel or low pressure
position.

The advantage of this type of pump lies in its
ability either to operate at maximum volume or maxi-
mum pressure within a comparatively close range of
speed. This type of pump can be operated in series

with little more speed than is required for the paral-
lel operation. Other types of centrifugal pumps re-
quire quite an increase of motor speed to increase
the pressure.

HIGH PRESSURE PUMPS

These pumps develop a pressure of from 800 p.s.i.
to a much higher pressure in some instances. High
pressure is usually gained by a four stage centrifu-
gal pump either as a quantity pump or a separate unit
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COMMON PUMP CONTROL MECHANISMS
AND PRINCIPLES OF THEIR OPERATION

PRIMING

As previously stated, the centrifugal pump is in-
capable of creating its own vacuum; therefore, it is
unable to prime itself for suction. In view of this
fact, it can readily be seen that other means must be
used to peiree the centrifugal pump. There are two
methods in general use for accomplishing this pur-
pose. One method is to provide a pump of the dis-
placement type to create the vacuum al shown in
Figure 9. The other method is to utilise the vacuum
naturally- created in the operation of the gasoline
engine, as in ,Figure 10. In using the latter method,
the most eifictive vacuum is created at slightly
above idling speed with little load on the motor.
Many difficultiet experienced in imbuing can be
traced directly to excessive speed of the motor.

PRIMING CONTROL HANDLE

Fig. 9 Displacement Type Priming Pump, Exposed View

PRIMING
VALVE
RESERVOIR

`IN

PUMP

CARBURETOR

DRAIN

Fig. 10 - Vacuum Type Priming Pump

CHURN VALVE
When the flow of water is stopped in the positive

displacement pump, such as shutting down a hose
rise, the pump stein, since the discharge is directly
proportional to the pump speed. In order to eliminate
stopping the pump, a churn valve is provided on dis-
placement type pumps. The churn valve is simply a

manually controlled by-pass between the suction aid
discharge side of the pump. When this valve
opened, water from the discharge side passes into
the suction side. Since the centrifigal pump is-not
of the displacement type, the churn valve is not a
necessity on such pumps although it may sometimes
be provided.
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AUTOMATIC RELIEF VALVE

The pump operator seldom knows in advance when
a hose line is to be shut off. If a single line-is oper-
ating from a positi4 displacement pump, sudden
closing of the line will result in stalling the pump
Won the operator can open the chum valve. Before
this takes place, however, a momentary "backing-
up" of pressure' in the pump may be sufficient to
blow the hose liner.- pump casing or connections and
may be injurious to the motor. If several lines are
operating and one line is suddenly closed, the pump
will usually continue to run, but the pressure built up
may be sufficient to dangerously affect the operating
lines. The consequences of such an action may be
serious, particularly if a line is being operated from
a precarious position. To prevent this an automatic
by-pass around the chum valve is provided. Such a
valve is known as an automatic relief valve. There
are several different types of modem automatic re-
lief valves in common use, but all operate upon the
same general principles. In brief, the relief valve
consists of an arrangement of valves end springs.
When the pressure on the discharge side exceeds the
pressure at which the controlling spring is set, the
valve is opened by the pressure and permits water to
flow into the suction side of the pump, thus relieving
the discharge pressure. When the pressure drops be-
low the setting of the spring, the valve closes and
the flow from the discharge to the suction side is
interrupted. Figure 11 illustrates one type of dhum
and relief valve.

A

Fig. 11- Churn and Relief Valves

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE REGULATING GOVERNOR

Sudden shutting off of the nozzle on a hose line
on a centrifugal pump will not cause the pump to
stop rotating or the motor to stall as it will with a
positive displacement type pump, since there is a
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continuous passageway through the pump between
the suction and the discharge sides. However, shut-
ting off of the nozzle will stop the flow of water
through the pump and will chr.m the water in the
pump casing. When the flow of water is stopped, the
pump, and consequently the motor, will be relieved
of a great portion of this load. When the load is re-
lieved the motor's speed will increase greatly, and
since the pump speed is propottilnal to the motor
speed, the speed of the pump impeller will also in-
crease. This can be illustrated readily by releasing
the clutch of an ordinary automobile when the car is
in gear and the throttle depressed. It has already
been stated that there's a direct relationship between
the speed of the centrifugal pump and the resultant
pressure. Theoretically, the pressure will increase
at a rate equal to the square of the speed increase;
therefore, it may be earlly seen that even a slight
increase in speed would result in an appreciable in-
crease in pressure.

If such pressure increases were permitted to take
place every time a nozzle is shut off, the results
might be quite similar to those described under the
discussion of relief valves. For this mum, centrifu-
gal pumps are frequently provided with automatic re-
lief valves similar to those used on positive dis-
placement-type pumps. If there is no relief valve,
some other bna of an automatic pressure regulator
should be provided, such as a pump pressure gover-
nor. -

The pump. pressure pvemor is of the spring load-
ed diaphragm type hydraulic remote control and is
illustrated in Fig. 12. The gpvemor proper is mount-
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ad on the vagina under du, carburetor, and consists
of a throttle box and shaft, the latter having a gear on
the outer end Ode is engaged by teeth turned on the
gove.at: piston. The piston is heid against the gov-
ernor diaphragm by the governor spring which normal-
ly holds the throttle wide open. Pump pressure enters
the tweeter head through the connection shown and,
if sufficient to overcome the spring pressure, it will
force the diaphragm and piston back an ' thereby close
the throttle until the pump pressure corresponds with
the governor setting.

GAUGES

The installation of direct reading gauges on the
pump is necessary to provide the operator, at all
times, with first hand information es to the Intake
and discharge 'ressures while his pump is in opera-
tion. Gauges used on fire department pumping engines
are what are known as the Bourdon type, named after
their in motor While less sensitive than the compli-
cated mercury tube gauges used to indicate pressure
kr more painstaking experimental work, the Bourdon
type of gauge is sufficiently accurate for all normal
pumping operations. For fire department service,
Bourdon gauges .onsist of two general types,s e:y,
the pressure gauge indicates the amount of
positive pressure, ana _se compound gauge which is
used to indicate 5coth the positive and vacuum prey-
sores at points which may, under different condi-
tions, be subjected to either. Bourdon gauges are also
of two types of construction, the single-spring and
the doable - spring. The latter is user almost exclus-
ively for fire r.seps because of its more rugged con-
struction and greater stability.

fig. 13 shows the face markings of pressure and
compound gauges as well as the internal ..onstruc-
tion of both single and double spring types. All
operie on the same principle. Pressure enters
through the threaded rage finks and passes; into
the Bourdon tubes, which consist of single or
double thin, curved, hollow metal tubes closed at
their upper ends. Pressure Inside these tubes :mates
a tendency for the tubes to straighten out slightly,
causing a slight movement L the upper ends of the
tubes which are flee. This movement is transmitted
and multiplied by a series of levers connecting to
a rack and pinion which controls the movement of
the indicating hand. A hair spring attached to the
pinion shaft holds the assembly together tightly and
serves to modify the movement of the needle. Posi-
tive pressure in the Bourdon tube causes the rnedle
to move clockwise over the calibrated gauge face.
Vacuum pressure in the tubes tends to increase the

curvature of the tubes and causes the needle to mow
in a counter-clockwise direction.

Compoun4 Gauge

Double Spring Simi* Spring

Fig. 13- Pressure snit Compound Ganges

Pressure gauges are installed on the discharge
aide of all positive displacement pumps. A coal=
pound gauge is installed on the suction side of all.
pumps and is usually provided in place of the Straight
pressure gauge .an the discharge side of cestdiagsl.
pumps. The reason for this is that'the cent:IMO
pump normally presents a continuous' 'weterriay and
when a vacuum is applied to the pump, such 02 when
taking suction, it applies to the entire pump until the
ramp is primed. Under ordinary cis:n=40001e a'
&eight pressure gauge would he drunaged4y;:sudr

limy of the modem -day- rumpus, oak
with ladividually ganged pump .:dischsage
These individually gauged eschew outlet; Ole
operator Slitter control otthe inflow Una for'
see control. There is k yLantly a vadstio* at
pressure from one side of the poop to the other
due to friction loss within the pump.

Gauges are usuc'y provided with valves in their
-Annection with the pomp. Theo, valves should be
closed to a point whore the gauge gives a good
steady reading without undue vibration. Drains are
also provided and should be opened after use. Bout-
don gauges are calibre. id and marked in comparison
with a standard master gauge or mercury column
gauge. Due to mechanical failures, they should be
tested and re-calibrated at frequent intervals' by

:1=2...111,-1+IMM11
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means of a master gauge or ueecial deadweight test-
er.

TACHONL

To enable the pump operator to know st all times
the conditions under which the motor is operating, a
permanently attached speed indicator or tachometer
should be provided. The function of the tachometer
is to register the approximate direct speed itt evo-
lutions per minute at which the motor is operating.
In some types of pump .assemblies, where power to
turn the pump is provided through normal road trans-
mission gears, suitable markings on the speedome-
ter are substituted for the direct reading tachometer.
These markings indicate the proper equivalent miles
per hour when the pump is operating within the ca-
pacity range st the different pressure requirements.
While this method serves to give warning and guards
against excessive motor speeds, it has the disadvan-
tage of not giving the direct motor speed st all times.

BOOSTER TANKS ON FIRE APPARATUS
PORTABLE PUMPS

PURPOSE A...1) USE

The booster tank and pump on fire apparatus have
almost entirely taken the place of the former chem-
ical tank in supplying small fire streams. Such
streams are of great value in controlling smell fires
without causing undue water damage. The capacity of
booster water tanks has a wide range, but for normal
service a minimum capacity of 200 gallons is recom-
mended for municipalities. Where circumstances war-
rant, such as in rural areas and in the forest service
where any potential source of water is lacking, tanks
of much larger capacity, ranging in general from 200 to
500 gallons, can be provided. :a determining the size
of a tank, it is well to remember that water weighs
approximately 8 1/3 pounds per gallon and that 100
gallons will weigh 833 pounds. The weight of the
booster tank must be considered.

Tanks may supply water either to the main fire
pump, which is operated at a slow speed, or to an
independent high prarprure booster pump. Where inde-
pendent high pressure booster pumps are provided,
they are usually the previously discussed small ro-
tary or centrifugal types having a capacity of from
40 g.p.m. to 100 g.p.m. Rotary pumps for priming
r' old not be used as booster dumps. These priming
pumps should be subjected to a minimum of wear in

order to maintain them in good condition. Their use
for booster service will subject them to damage.

PORTABLE PUMPS

The portable pump has come into its own in the
fire se.vice. See Figure 14. This type of pump is
used extensively to supply moor to, and withdraw
from, the water tanker used in rural areas. Many of
these pumps are able to produce up to 100 p.s.i. us-
ing 1W' hose with W' tips or fog nozzles. They are
driven by a gasoline motor and have an exhaust prime
for the centrifugal pump. Normally this pump will de,
liver water within % minute from time the prime
is started. This type of pump is used to supply water
by a relay method to the fire pumper from a pond,
stream, or well. The importance of this piece of
equipment is shown by the fact that many departments
have two or more of these portable units, most of
which are of the single-stage centrifugal type.

f

Courtser The Corson-Rupp Company

Fig. 14- Portable Pump

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED
IN OPERATING PUMPERS

The proper procedure to follow in operating fire
department pumpers, either from draft or from hy-
drants, will depend largely upon the type, make, and
model of the pumper being used lanufacbmers pub-
lish an instruction manual which accompanies each
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apparatus when it is delivered and experienced me-
chanics are usually provided to give detailed in-
structions in the proper methods of operation and
maintenance. The manufacturer's manual should be
studied carefully and rigidly followed in operating
pumpers.

To pump water Into a fire hose, there are three
needs: power, water and open valve.

POWER

1. The motor of the apparatus must be running.

2. The appestat must be in pump gear.

3. The apparatus clutch mast be engaged.

4. The throttle must be controlled.

WATER

1. Open valve from booster tank.

2. Open hydrant to supply line.

3. Open valve to suction sido, of pump.

4. Draft from supply

a. Centrifugal pumps must have an air-
tight system.

(1) Tight connection

(2) Good gaskets in hard suction

(3) A ii:dpool will result if hard
suut:er. is not submerged to
proper depth

(4) On centrifugal pumps all drain
cocks must be closed. On posi-
tive displacement pumps an air
release must be provided, such
as opening a discharge valve.

DISCHARGE VALVE

1. Make sure the proper valve is opened.

CARE OF THE FIRE PUMP

Careful observance of pump performance at fires
will indicate necessary repairs and adjustments. In
addition to the pump, all connections, and the auxil-
iary engine cooling system used while pumping,

should be carefully checked at regular intervals for
adjustment and lubrication. It is sometimes desirable
to drain the pump in cold weather. Drain cocks are
provided and the necessary detailed instructions for
draining procedure are given in the manufacistrer's
manual. These instructions should be followed closely
in order to prevent the pump valves and lines from
freezing during cold weather.

CLASS OF FIRE PUMPERS

Class "A" fire pumpers are those which will
deliver rated capacity at 150 p.s.i. net pump pres-
sure, 70 per cent of capacity at 200 p.s.i., and 50 per
cent of capacity at 250 p.s.i. `The net pump pressure
is the sum of the pump discharge gauge pressure
corrected for any gauge error, plus the vertical da-
tance from water level to the gauge (lift), plus suction
losses. Prier to January 1st, 1957, the Noticed
Board of Fire Underwriters recognized a class "B"
rating. This class has been eliminated and all pap-
ers must be rated class "A" since that date. This
class "A" classification applied to the purchase of
new pumpers; however, a department with a class
"B" pumper, within age limit, will be given credit
by the rating bureau until such time as its age out-
laws it.

FIRE TRUCK MOUNTED
FOAM-WET WATER SYSTEM

For the fire department, where the use of s track.
exclusively for foam Is not justified, a foam system-
is necessary for the fire truck.

The ideal system should be versatile, easy to
operate and maintain and economical.

A versatile system permits the use of protein
foam (mechanical) in both 3% and 6% concentrations,
regardless of the type of foam liquid normally cat
sled by the truck. This will insure performance with
mutual aid groups, civil defense and for catastrophe-
control in general, where foam liquid may be drawn
from a common stock. It permits the use of an effi-
cient penetrant foam, such as "Unoz", for control of
Class A fins which require the use of a controlled-
application wetting foam, as well as for all Class B
Om. It also permits using low concentration non-
foaming wetting agents. The versatile system gives
an unimpaired water stream from any foam outletwhen,

foam is not required, and also permits simultaneous
use of foam and water from the same truck so that
exposures may be protected by conventional water
streams while the fire itself may be attacked with
foam.



It is important that a truck additive system be de-
signed so that it does not hurt the function of other
truck components. The practice of pumping wetting
agents through a pump may result in premature fail-
ure of pump packing, and may, because of its pene-
trating action, accelerate corrosion of booster tanks
and piping where wetting agents are premixed in the
truck taroks. Some protein foams show corrosive
characteristics, particularly at the air-liquid surface,
and corrosion of foam tanks is to be expected unless
special tank materials are used. Protein foams also
generally acquire a gummy characteristic when ex-
posed to air and will eventually harden into a rubbery
sheet. Unless care is exercised in flushing all linea
and fittings thoroughly after use, service difficulties
will be encountered.

Figures 15 and 16 illustrate a truck mounted foam
system which is ideal for a foam producing unit on a
fire truck. This system consists of an efficient M-
ilne eductor connected in tandem with a remote con-
trol by-pass valve so that with the valve open the
water line will serve its normal water function with
no pressure loss. When the by-pass valve is closed,
the eductor becomes operative. This eductor has a
recovery rate of 80%; i.e., the pressure at the outlet
of the eductor may be as high as 80% of the inlet
pressure and still perform its requited function of
drafting foam quid. This unit is supplied with a
choice of water gallonage and, like all inline educt-
ors, should match the gallonage of the nozzle with
which it is to be used. While the foam system may
be designed to use any desired length of hose from
the eductor to the nozzle, 150 feet is generally con-

sidered adequate. It should be pointed out that the
high recovery and correspondingly low operating
pressure possible with this eductor result from the
use with it of a fog-straight stream and foam nozzle
that give the same gallonage in all stream patterns.
This nozzle is available with a quick-coupled aspi-
rating tip to provide a good quality, well-expanded
protein foam. This system also has a selector valve
so one or two separate tanks containing protein foam
Of penetrant foam may be quickly selected to meet
any fire fighting requirement. This same selector
valve also provides for selection of water to com-
pletely flush out the foam system after use. It is
only necessary to select the flush position and to
leave the pump operating for a few minutes to com-
pletely flush the entire foam system, excluding of
course the tanks themselves which should be closed
off at this time. The tanks available for use with
this unit are supplied in a variety of gallonages and

are of corrosion-proof, high strength fiberglass with
integral filling hopper, expansion chamber, sediment
trap, and access hole. In addition to the tank selec-
tor control, a precision foam liquid metering device
is supplied. This meter is calibrated 0, 1, 2, 3 and
6%. The 1% setting is for non-foaming wet water
additives, 2% for penetrant foams and the 3% and 6%
for protein foams.

PUMPER LISTINGS BY THE
NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS

As a public service to municipalities, manufac-
turers of fire apparatus and fire insurance rating or,
ganizations, the National Board of Fire Underwriter*
has for many years listed fire apparatus which are
capable of discharging specified quantities of water
at specified net pump pressures. This service,
through the cooperation of all parties concerned, has
materially assisted in the maintenance of high stan-
dards of performance throughout the industry. Many
cities, when purchasing pumpers, specify that they
must be of a model listed by the National Board of
Fire ..Inderwdters as assurance that the basic design

. of the model to be purchased will be suitable for
proper pumping performance. Many fire insurance
rating organizations require that a pumper be of a
listed model before credit is given in grading the fire
defenses of the city or town. It is now practically a
universal custom for a fire department to require a
three-hour acceptance test to be conducted on each
pumper when delivered and in most instances, no
pumper is eligible for such a test unless a similar
type of assembly made by the identical manufacturer
has already been listed by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters.

There are two methods of listing pumpers. One
is based on the twelve-hour test as deicribed in the
National Board of Fire Underwriters' booklet, "Fire
Engine Tests and Fire Stream Tables." This method
is required for new manufacturers and for assemblies
having new combinations of motor or pump and gear
ratios not previously listed.

The other, known as Performance Listing, may
be used with established and recognized manufactur-
ers for assemblies differing from a previously listed
model in only minor respects, as having, for example,
a larger motor. In this case, the results of a four-
hour run-in test by the manufacturer at the factory is
accepted as an indication that the change from the
previously listed pilot model will result in proper de-
liveries and pressures.
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Listings may be withdrawn should it develop that
subsequent assemblies of a model do not conform in
performance of the listed pilot model.

To secure a listing for a pumper, the apparatus
manufacturer must first present to the National Board
of Fire Underwriters the following data:

1. Form 126A of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters' co.:->letely filled out giving the
essential mechanical details. See Figure 17.

2. A brake horsepower curve of the engine with-
out accessories.

3. A pump certification sheet from the pump man-
ufacturer showing the expected performance
results.

4. The results of a four-b.utr factory nut-in test.

When a listing is given, Form 126, signed by an
authorized official of the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, is issued to the manufacturer. This
form lists the essential data of the engine and pump,
the gear ratio between them, and the results of either
the twelve-hour test or, if a performance listing, the
four-hour factory run-in test. A pumper should not be
considered as listed unless the manufacturer fur-
nishes a photostatic copy of a properly signed Form
126 describing an assembly identical in the basic
essentials of motor, pump, and gear ratio. All fire
insurance rating organizations , notified periodi-
cally of listings issued.

The issuance of Form 126 and listing of the ap-
paratus does not imply that features other than the
delivery capacity of the apparatus at or near sea
level are in conformance with the National Board of
Fire Underwriters' Pamphlet No. 19, "Suggested
Specifications for Motor Fire Apparatus" adopted
Jointly by the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
International Association of Fire Chiefs, and the
National Fire Protection Association. However,
certain devices are required to be provided on the
pumper before a twelve -hour test or three-hour ac-
ceptance test will be run. These are:

(1) A readily accessible, permanently attached
speed indicator, such as a tachometer, which
shall indicate the speed at which the engine
is operating when driving the pump.

(2) Provision by means of which the engine speed
can be conveniently and safely checked with a
hand revolution counter.

A device on all gear shifts used for pumping
which insures that the gear shift cannot be
accidentally knocked out of mesh. When pumps
do not operate through the road transmission
and propelling power an be applied to the
wheels while pumping, a device shall be pro.
vided by which the road transmission can be
positively held in neutral; if it is desired to
pump while in motion, this device need not be
interlocked with the pump lever.

(4) A plugged tee or other suitable connection to
enable the attachment of a separate test gauge
for determining pump pressure.

(5) If a downdraft carburetor is used, the gasoline
tank must be located so that the top of the
liquid in the tank is below the float level or
provision shall be made to prevent flow to the
carburetor when the ignition is off.

(6) Means for controlling pressure at the pump
through an automatic relief valve or pressure
regulator controlling engine speed.

(7) A heat interchanger of suitable capacity so
arranged that it will maintain normal operating
temperature and, if cross-connected for refill-
ing the radiator, will not cause undue pressure
therein.

(8) A positive control of the throttle.

if the pumper is purchased under and complies
with the aforementioned "Suggested Specifications",
the above requirements will be met. A listing test
may be accepted in lieu of a three-hour acceptance
test on the particular apparatus upon which the list-
ing test was conducted, but in all cases the rating
bureau, controlling the area, reserves the right to
require an additional three-hour acceptance test. This
is frequently the case where the delivery destination
has a considerably higher altitude than that where the
original test was conducted.

PUMPER ACCEPTANCE TEST

WHEN, WHY, AND HOW TESTS ARE CONDUCTED

Every pumper, on delivery, should be given a
three-hour acceptance test. The fire insurance rat-
ing organization or bareaa having jurisdiction should
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PUMPER DATA
Date-_

Manufacturer
For ay of

Manufacturer's Model --Mandecturees Serial Na. ,
Engine: Make .. . Model Engine No.

No. Cy1.--- Bore_ --in.; Stroke. - in.; Displ-co. in.; Comp. Ratio________._ie 1.
Peak of. _ ._Brake Horsepower developed without accenorice et- _ Gained rpm
Peak of______Foot-Potads of Torque developed without mammies at gm
Ignition: System Voltage- Spark Plow per Cy?- __ Magneto: Make_

Generator : Output Watts; Alternator- Output -Aspen .

Battery: Single?______ Dalt ----Capacity_____Ango.-Hrs.; Make and Model- -
Ekctriad *magenta

Grimmer:- The - No. of jets (bands) Above Top of Fuel Teak?
Fuel: Gasoline T Ink: Capacity Gallas; besdee

Type of Fad Anti-Siphas Device?
Fuel Octane Reconinowodel Mai on Test___-...

Tamale Control: bastion Type__ .
Cooling System:System: Heat Exchanger? Radiator Refill late?

Size: Radiator Reall Lbw- -in. diem; Radiator Ovallow_ _-....---jn.,--aa I' -

Transmission: Gear Ratios: Fifth t 1 Fquro** _ ,---to I, Tkokd --,-.
Second tei 'First__ -to I: Revireesii;

Automatic: Describe
Drive to Pump through Tranamitaiont______Spnal Clutch?

What Tans. Gear Used : ISO psi 200 psi-- ...A

Locithe Device: on Troomeisoioa Geo: Shift: Types ----1-.. -..--.7..... ---,.=.-. M104,---t-----
on hasp Shift:. Type-

Pumping Condition Marked: On Trans. Shift?_____ On Pump-Shift?- For Prlatiat?.--'7.

Gear Ratios: Engine to Pomp: 130 pe

hums: Make ..
Type
Priming Dome: Type _
Pressure Control: Relief Valve?

21A 2.02 pt--
-.-

. . _ .- : .
CAPscit!, fie1;;Pixoimparst Dlamelernia-

Thooretital gfr
Ftesilkin Aspiring Goscroar?-

Power-operated Controls: Descrna.

Separate Booster Pumph Mike... . Mo;ld -: r --
Clouds. Make ....... ....____ . . Model Climb No.-___-___... --.

Wheel Base In.; Width in. ; ,Diftwoodial Geer Ratio _____ao 1
P.

- Booster Tank: Capacity_ _ ___-__Gals.; Shape and Locitiou
..

Weight: Max. Al' abk arOgs...----.... lbs.; Without Me., He Water, Equipment;_:_-___Illa.'
Vehicle Weight Distribution: Front Wbeels:-. Ka.; Rear Wise&

Axles: stated Capacity: Front Wheds--.-- ----.-:- lbs.; Rear Wheel._ , r
.

Testing Facilities: Tachometer: Location Kind --
Hand Counter _Speed Cheek Readings taken from ____ _______

Ratio to Engine: I to_ Perw.anently and Easily Accesalle?
Connection Provided for Test Gauge? .. .... _...- bastion-

Dam collected by ... ....... b.... ...... _.. - __..
Remarks; . _ .. . ,.. . , ........, ,,-........* .. .. .... 0,........,................,e, a............,....

. .
a.. 6... .*...

Fig. 17- Pumper Dot. Fenn
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be notified by the manufacturer's representative of
the place and time of the test. Where such a test is
not witnessed by a representative of the rating bu-
reau, it is desirable that the results of the test be
sent to the bureau. The manufacturer's delivery
:epresentative :east be capable of (treeing an accept-
ance test and be provided with proper testing equip-
ment. Acceptance tests will not be witnessed by a
rating bureau representative unless the pumper is
equipped with all essential devices that are required
for a listIng test.

The three-hour acceptance test is run to verify
the listing test as furnished by the manufacturer.
This test is usually run by the chief of the fire de-
portment, the fire department mechanic, the repre-
sentative of the manufacturer, and a representative
of the rating bureau.

The three-hour acceptance teat shell consist of
drafting water with a suction lift of not less than ten
fiat. The pumper is required to pump rated capacity
against a net pump pressure of 150 p.s.i. for a con-
tinuous period of two hours. This is to be followed
by tee. one-half hour periods of cmitinuous Fteeping,
the first 'ealf-our to be 70 per cent of rated capacity
at a net pup pressure of 200 p.s.i. and the second
half-hour to be 50 per cent of rated capacity at s net
pump pressure of 250 p.s.l.

The apparatus shall also be given a short over-
load test to demonstrate its ability to develop 10 per
cent excess power. The test shall consist of dis-
charging rated capacity at 165 p.e.i_ net pump pres-
ume.

A vacuum test, with a capped suction at least
twenty feet long, shall deeelep twenty-two inches of
vacemun slid hold the vacuum with a drop not in ex-
cess of ten inches in ten minuies.

The stops during tests shall be only such as are
necessary for changing hose and nozzle. During and
after the tests, the engine, pump, transmission, and
all parts of the appezatus shall show no undue heat-
ing or excessive strain or vibration; likewise, the
engine shall show no loss of power, overspeed, or
other defect.
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ANNUAL PUMPER TEST

The National Board of Fire Underwriters recom-
mend that all fire departments make at least an annu-
al testing of all their fire pumpers. This test is usu-
ally run for fifteen minutes at rated capacity, ten
minutes at 70 per cent rated capacity, and ten min-
utes at 50 per cent rated capacity. Tice annual
pumper test is to be made with the same testing
equipment and foltewing the same procedure as used
for an acceptance zest. It im further recommended
that a vacuum test be made of the pump dry by cap-
ping the intake fade, pulling st 1ea3t twenty inches
of vacuum and he:di:4 a to: ter: minutes with the
pump shut off. The drop in veeaum should not ei
ceed ten inches it the ter mieule time. A similar
test 'Amide be made by ceepling the hard suctions to-
gether, :attaching Ike intake aide of the puesc, cap-
ping the other end rind going through the same pro-
cedurc as followed for testing the pump vacuum. Sot
fire depertments that are cot familiar with the testing
procedure for a fire pump, a is recommended that the
pamphlet, "Fire Engine Tests and Fire Stream Ta-
bles" he obtained 'and the procedure he followed as
set up in this pamphlet.

A record of all tests should be kept so the de-
pa- latent has the teaultu emailabll at any tine.

Any time that a department has bed a lob where
there may have been undue work for the pump, it is
recommended that the pumper 'ee given a good test
of short duration of the game procedure as for the
annual test.

EKLY PUtAPER TEST

It is recommended that the pump on the fire pump-
er be given at least a weekly check. This should
include complete operation of all procedures for
pumping both from drafting and pressure supply,
such as booster tank or bydrant. The check is to
include operation of all valves and controls.



CHAPTER 8

FIRE HOSE

INTRODUCTION

Fire hose, universally used in fighling fires, is one of the most essential items of a fire department.
Firemen must be thoroughly familiar with the construction, care and use of hose because of its importance in
successful, efficient fire control and extinguishment.

Successful fire fighting depends upon adequate fire streams and adequate fire streams depend upon well
made and properly maintained hose. Hose selection and care must be given much attention if the department is
to operate efficiently. The dependability and life of fire hose rests noon such factors as quality of hose pur-
chased, purposes for which the hose is uaed, operating pressures used by the department and care of the hose
in quarters and at fires.

Neglected hose may burst at the scene of a fire and the time required to replace it may permit the fire to
get beyond control.

Leaks in hose lines reduce the effectiveness of the fire streams and leaking lines within buildings may
result in unnecessary water damage, In many cities and villages, water supplies are limited and, in order to use
the available supply to the best advantage, it is essential that no water be wasted by leaking hose or couplings.

Fire hose is designed for use at fires and not the many purposes for which it is sometimes used such as
settling dust, flushing sewers, streets, etc. It should be a strict rule that fire hose must not, with rare excep-
tion, be used for other than fire purposes until such a time as it is found unfit for fire service. Violation of this
rule may result in hose being defective, missing, or useless at the time of a fire.

TYPES OF FIRE HOSE RUBBER - LINED, RUBBER-COVERED,
REINFORCED HOSE

The types of fire hose most commonly used for
fire fighting operatic'! s are:

UNLINED 1.414EN HOSE

Unlined linen hose, as the name implies, has no
rubber lining. It consists of a fabric tube made of
closely woven linen yam. Due to the nature of the
linen, when the water first passes through, it will
ieak, but the fibers will swell within a very short
time close the spaces and make the hose water
tight. This type of hose is used mostly for installa-
tion at standpipes inside buildings and is pot for
ordinary fire department use.

RUBBER -LINED HOSE

Rubber-lined cotton, nylon or dacron jacket hose
is available in single, double or, in some instances,
a triple jacket of woven cotton lined with rubber.
This hose is considered very efficient and, if given
proper care, will stand up very well against the
heavy usage encountered in fire service.

Rubber-lined, rubber-covered (reinforced) hose,
better known as hard suction hose, has the added
feature of metal set in -rubber between the reirforc.
ing layers. The metal is a heavy, round wire which
is either galvanized or copper-coated. The construc-
tion of this hose is such that the round reinforce-
ment will prevent collapse of the hose when the
pumper is operating from draft or from a low pressure
hydrant. It is generally manufactured in ten foot
lengths.

RUBBER-LINED, RUBBER-COVERED HOSE

Rubber - lined, rubber-covered hose is constructed
of cotton canvas covered both on the inside and the
outside with rubber. Examination will show that the
ends of this type of hose are sealed with rubber to
prevent the cotton from being injured by acids, mois-
ture, etc. This extra outside rubber covering pro-
vides protection against --Nugh or sharp surfaces
injuring the canvas and prevents deterioration when
in contact with chemicals or acids. This type of
hose is usually used for booster, chemical hose and
high pressure lines.
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In purchasing any fire hose, he standards set
forth by the Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc., 207
East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois, should be
followed. This will assure a good quality; however,
all newly purchased hose should be thoroughly test-
ed and examined before putting it into service.

The most commonly used sizes of fire hose in
the fire services are:

%" and 1"

1%.

1W'
2W'

3"

3W'

Vt. 45it Is 5

4I,4W) 5/0

Rubber-1ined with rubber cover
Rubber-lined with fabric jacket
Rubber-lined with a single or double

fabric jacket
Unlined linen
Rubber-lined with single, double or

triple fabric jacket
Rubber-lined with single, double or

triple fabric jacket
Rubber lined with single, double or

triple fabric jacket
Hard suction intake with steel rein-

forcemeat
Soft suction Intake with multiple

woven fabric cover

CARE OF HOSE

CARE OF RUBBER LINED FABRIC JACKET HOSE

The length of service obtained from this type of
hose will greatly depend upon the care it is given.
Good hose will last a long lime if it is not abused
and is given proper care. Several principal ways that
hose may be damaged are listed in the following
paragraphs:

Mechanical blurt - Cuts, snags, and abrasions re-
suiting from dragging hose over the ground, paved
streets or rough surfaces account for a large amount
of damage to hose. While the jacket is resistant to
such treatment, there is a limit to the amount of
abuse the material in a hose will stand. Hose should
not be folded in the same place each time it is
placed in service in the bed of a pumper. Wear on
the Jacket can be prevented by the use of hose roll-
ers when hoisting hose over roofs, cornices, and
into windows. Pump operators should eliminate the
chafing of hose caused by friction between hose and
curbing or street while the pump is operating. This
damage can be eliminated by the use of the chafing
blocks; see Figure I.

Hose should not be exposed to traffic damage
any more than necessary. One of the most co-mon
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Fig. 1- Chafing Blocks

causes of damage to hose is the crossing of hose
lines by vehicles. However, when the hose is
charged and under good pressure, it is not as apt to
become seriously damaged as when it is not charged
or under low pressure.

A piece of hose may not appear to be damaged
after having been crossed by the wheels of a ve.
hide but if this section were to opened, it would
no doubt be found that the lining has separated from
the jacket or even torn apart. A vehicle is propelled
forward by the friction resulting from the con'
*e wheat- with the pound or pavemenf:
wheels, either front o: rear, cross a line of hose,
they are exerting a tremendous force forward and
all the power required to push the vehicle ahead is
applied through the hose to the ground. Likewise,
as the wheel starts over the edge of the hose, the
lining is -forced into a lad at one edge" imit*Att..
jacket is also acted upon in sucl;:i. manner
peel It free from the lining.

Where detours for traffic cannot
hose bridges.should be used; see Firm' 2. Only iii*
case of extreme emergency should vehicles be per-
mitted to cross hose lines.

PIECE OF OLD
HOSE SPLIT OPEN
FOR SPACER

FOLDED

CHAIN SPACERS
ON EACH END

Fig. 2 - Hose 13eidge
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When laying the first lines to ea_ fire, the loca-
tion and selection of the hydrant in relation to the
fire must be considered. It may, at times, be a good
policy to select a hydrant on the same side of the
street as the fire in preference to one closer but at
the opposite curb-line. The final dession in such
cases, however, should be the responsibility of the
person in charge of the fire.

Should no hydrant be available on the same side
of the street as the fire, a hydrant on the opposite
side of the street must be used. This hose line
should be laid parallel to the curb on the same side
of the street as the hydrant up to a point opposite
the fire. The only point where a hose line should
cross the street is in the close vicinity of the fire.
Any apparatus entering the fire zone after the lines
are laid will not have to drive over the hose lines
already stretched across the street unless the
apparatus has to pass the building to get to a point
on the far side; see Figure 3.

Fig. 3- Laying Hese Line Across a Strafe

In addition to the previous statements, fire hose
can be mechanically injured when not in use. Hose
is manufactured in 50 foot sections and if it is hung
on drying racks for a considerable period of time,
the cotton and rubber is under a strain at various
points which may cause permanent kinks to form. An
example of what happens can be seen by hanging a
length of garden hose over a nail and leaving it
there for some time. A kink will develop at the point
of contact with the nail. These kinked places are
weakened points which will break through under high
water pressure. Frequent changing of the hose folds
helps to avoid the strain which causes these perma-

nent kinks. The position of hose on reels or tacks
should be changed at regular intervals.

The sudden pressure built up by shutting off
nozzles too abruptly is another way that fire hose is
damaged. Rubber hose, carried on reels attached to
the apparatus, should be given special care whet: it
is being placed on the reel. Palling on the %tee
while it is being wound on the reel will stretch the
hose and decrease the size of the waterway to such
a point that sometimes the water will not flow
through in any appre4.. .ble amount. This hose should
be placed on the reel loosely but not sloppily. When
it is difficult to obtain water through the booster
reel hose, the entire amount should be removed from
the tees at once.

Heat Injury - The lining of fire hose is made of a
pure rubber which, in its natural state, has about the
same consistency as putty'. When rubber lined hose
is subjected to excessive heat vulcanization of the
rubber may result which hardens and toughens the
rubber.

Damage is occasionally done to hose by dragging
it over burning embers and cinders during operations
at fires. When this happens the jacket is damaged at
points and the lining usually remains uninjured.
Heated oils, greases, and water encountered in fire
fighting may produce the same effect on the lining of
the hose and would hasten the vulcanisation process.

One of the common causes of hose becoudnb
vulcanized by beat is storing it near steam pipes or
radiators. Although the hose may trot actually be in
contact with the radiator, it may be near enough to
absorb a great deal of the heat radiated by the pipe.
As a consequence, portions of the lining of the hose
become hardened and crack when used, resulting in
a leaking hose. Care must also be used in regulating:,
the temperature of the storerooms or drying towers
so that hose will not be subjected to excessive-
temperatures.

Mildew and Mold Injury - Mildew, meld, and other
forms of fungus growth appearing on the hose are
caused by improper drying processes. Fungus growth
of all kinds thrive where it is warn and moist. This
fungus growth breaks down the fibers and weakens
the jacket. Care should be observed, except in emer-
gencies, to make sure that the hose loaded on trucks
is thoroughly dry. Hose should not be coiled for
storage when wet and should not be stored in a damp
place.

Injury by Freezing - A common cause of hose injury
during the winter months is handling it when it is in
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a frozen condition. Such hose should be picked up
with great care since the frozen fibers are apt to
Week.

Removing hose from the street when frozen is an
exceedingly difficult task; see Figure 4. No attempt
should be made to pull the hose out of the ice. In-
stead, the ice should be chopped with an axe to free,
both the ice and the hose, using care not to cut the
hose. Any ice attached to the hose should be per-
mitted to remain there. The hose should be placed in
the truck in a manner requiring the least bending.

mommonAIIII111P

Fig. 4. Removing Hose From Frozen Street

It is not hard to imagine the serious damage that
would result from trying to put frozen hose into a
truck in the position it normally occupier. Not only
would it be practically impossible but there is a
good chance that such an attempt would make the
hose entirely unserviceable. A good rule to follow
is to handle frozen hose as little as possible and
get it intothe fire station to let it thaw out so it can
be given the proper care.

Chemical Damage - It is hard to guard against dam-
age t, ceunic.als. For example, if there is * large
amount or After flowing out of a building where the
department is operating, it is not always possible to
know if the water contains chemicals. The result is
that the hose is frequently discolored through ex-
posure to chemicals without the department knowing
this occurred.

While it may be impossible to protect hose inside
a building from water charged with chemicals, some
precautions can be used to eliminate this hazard on

the outside. In most instances, water flowing out of
a building will run along the curb. If hose lines are
laid Forallel to the curb, they should be laid far
enough away from the curb so that the water will
flow between the hose and the curb, thus reducing
the damage from chemicals.

Gasoline has been found responsible for a large
amount of damage to fire hose because it is a sol-
vent for rubber. If the least hit of gasoline gets on
the hose jacket, it works its way through and dis-
solves the cement which holds the lining to the
jacket and the lining soon becomes loose. When this
hose is used again, the lining may be forced down in
one end of the hose and cause a partial or full stop-
page of water flow. Not only does gasoline dissolve
the cement in the hose and permit separation of the
jaci.et and lining, but it will act directly on the
rubber lining and cause its rapid deterioration.

Depending upon their composition and fluidity,
oils and greases have varying effects on fire hose.
Thin oils and greases which easily go through the
jacket do more serious damage than the thicker oils
and greases which are inclined to stay on the out-
side. Almost any oil that soaks through and comes
into contact with the rubber lining tends to destroy
it. Once it penetrates thr jacket and rescheu use
lining, it remains there and continues its damaging
work. If there is evidence of oil or grease on hose
after returning to the station, it should be thorough-
ly scrubbed with a stiff brush and warm (not hot)
water. This will prevent it from working into the
lining.

Paints tend to destroy fire hose because of their
oil content. The same care should be exercised in
keeping fi.v hose away from paint as in keeping it
swap from greases and oils. Also, the practice of
using metal polish on hose couplings should be dis-
continued for the same reasons described itove per-
taining to greases and oils.

It is surprising to note the number of cases in
which paint has damaged fire hose. For example, a
fire department sent a section of hose back to the
manufacturer, claiming that the lining had separated
from the jacket along one side. A chemical examina-
tion was not required to ucover the source of the
trouble because. the outside of the hose, over its
entire length, was painted with a white strip. An in-
quiry revealed that this strip had been painted to
identify the hose at fires so that each company,
when picking up, would get its own hose. The idea
of hose identification by this department was excel-
lent, but the oil in the paint soaked through, dissol-
ved the cement, and separated the lining from the
jack.* Therefore, never use an oil bese paint in any
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fo--.1 for marking fire hose. If it is necessary to mark
the Lose, stencil it with indelible Ink using only
enough ink on the brush to color the surface of the
jacket.

Where lines of hose are used in paint or varnish
plant fires, damage from greases and oils may no be
entirely avoidable. Care should be taken against let-
ting the hose rest Is paint or grease or similar ma-
terials unless absolutely necessary.

Even weak solutions of acids will cause extreme
damage to fire hose. Those who have had experience
in working around storm batteries lity,e found bow
quickly a drop of the solution from the bnftery will
make a hole through s garment. This gives an Mee
of how serious it is to get acid on fire hose even
though in a very dilute.: form. Some acids brown the
hose jacket instantly, while others cruse the fiber
in the jacket to take on a powdered form. It is some-
times not possible to visually determine which acid
Ls injured the hose, but there should be no ques-
tion as to whether ur not it is acid that has caused
the damage.

Where there is a suspicion that hose has been
aubtected to acid, this should be noted in the rec-
ords c...d the hose taken out of service until the dam-
age can be determined. It is essential that the hose
be washed &mouldy after exposure to acid or acid
fumes.

In fighting large fires, hose lines at times come
in contact with the flame and a scorched jacket is
the result. Scorched fibers lose their strength and
the hose is unfit for we. A scorch cannot be remov-
ed from a piece of hose; the only remedy is to cut
off the scorched piece and, if practical, relocate the
coupling on the remaining good portion.

CARE OF HOSE WHEN NOT IN USE

the care of hose when it is not in use is of
great importance. Both the hose stored in the sta-
tion an. the hose on the apparatus demand care.

If the hose is pemettc-1 to remain in any set po-
'ion for any extensive length of time, it will even-

tually harden in this position and crack when
straightened. This hardening can be prevented to 4.
certain extent. If the lining of the hose could be
continual"; in contact with water while the outside
or jacket was continually dry, the ideal set-up for
storing hose would be achieved. I since this Is
not possible, the best that can be done is to flush
out the hose occasionally and thoroughly dry the
jacket sitermard. Another situation ..t.;111 arises in
the storage of book. at the station and in the appara-
tus hose bed is the formation of "bends." If the

hose is folded sharply, the rubber lining at the point
wliere the bend is made is urder great stress. If per-
mitted to remain in this position for a long time, the
rubber eventually los.I it elasticity. When straight-
ening out the hose, u, rubber may not respond to its
original shape but, instead, may be in a lifeless
condition. The only way to eliminate this cond.tion
is to resat 1 the hose so it will not remain in one
positiun for extended period of time. This applies
to hose on the apparatus and in storage. Care s:tould
be taken that the bends are at different points when
placing it on a drying rack.

Washing and Dryhrg. - All dirt should be thoroughly
bemired off each time the hose has been in use at
fires or has been subjected to a test. Should it be
impossible to remove the dirt by bombing, the hose
should be scrubbed with plain water. If hose has
been exposed to oil or other materials of this nature,
it may be cleaned by washing with soap or a mild,
alkali solution and tins. d thoroughly. The hose
should then be hung in a hose tower which is provid-
ed at some fire Brett ins. Where towers ate not avail-
able, drying racks or best. =Jets are recommended.
A rack for drying hose should be 52 feet long, one
foot high at the lower end, and at least three feet
hiP6 at the upper end. In addition, it should, be so
designed that the hose is supported throughout its
length and does not hang in loops. While draining
the hose that is in the process of drying, CM should
be taken in arranging so that the dripping water from
an upper section does not come in contact with the
jacket of the lower lengths of hose on the rack.
Where limited space is availabhy (lest than 92 feet)
a doubledeck type of rack with a balf-barrel edge at
the upper end of the top deck is recommended. This
gives good drainage for a 50 foot section of Mee
and occupies a apace only 27 feat long. Soo Firms
5 and 6.

Fig. S. Washing end Drying Rock
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SUMMARY ON CARE OF JOSE

In view of the fact that a large amount of unnec-
essary damage can be done to fire hose, the follow-
* general rules will assist in reducing this Ions to
I minimum:

1. When laying and picking up hose lines, hose
should riot be unnecessarily dragged over
pavement or rough surfaces.

2. Fire hoe should not be exposed to traffic
damage any more than necessary.

3. Pump operators can reduce the chafing of
hose jackets by the proper setting of the re-
lief valve and the use of chafing .,locks.

4. When hoisting hose onto roofs and into win-
dens, use hose rollers, if available. If rwt
available, use all precautions to avoid un-
necessary damage.

5. Do not shut off nozzle too abruptly.

6. Avoid unnecessary damage in caring for froz-
en hose.

7. Hose should be kept out of contact with gaso-
line, greases, oils, acids, etc., es much as
pedalo.

8. Give hose additional care when not in use,
such as e...ecking for mildew and mold, run-
ning water through hose, (-banging hose loads,
etc.

9. Rubber-lined+ tubber-covered hose used as a
booste., chemical, and high presort hose
should be- thoroughly washed after USN This

hose should be rotated in position on the reel
as previously stated.

10. Suction hose should always be kept clean.

U. Can should be taken to make sure that coup.
Hags and gaskets are always in good condi-
tion.

HOSE COUPLINGS

There have been several different designs of
hose couplings used in the fire service but the most
commonly used today is the "rocker lug" type.
These couplings tue constructed of a brass alloy and
are so threaded (nate and female) that two or mon
sections can be joined together. Couplings are at-
tached to the hose by expanding a brass ring that
fonalt the hose jacket and lining against the inside
of the coupling. The portion of the Coupling against
which the hose is forced is rough to provide a grip
for the hose and to prevent the coupling from Ong
blown or forced off under, normal conditions.

CARE OF HOSE COUPLIrIGS

Couplings should be kept in first claw order so
that they can easily be screwed together b, hand.
After the hose is used, the theses should be erm-
ined and any injured or defective couplings should
be repaired or replaced. Hand-tight couplings with
good, live rubber gaskets will not leak under osdb
nary pressures. All couplings should be maintained
to meet this requirement.

Oil or grease should never be used on eonWILIMe
as either may penetrate into the WI'S where the
hose is connected to the coupling and cause damage
to the hose or gaskets. When couplings become hard
to tarn due to grit sad dirt, the washers should be
removed from the coupling and dipped in a bucket of
warm water in which a small amount of mild deter-
gent is present. Uncoupled couplings should never be.
dropped or dragged over the street, etc., unless
absolutely unavoidable. Care should also be taken to
prevent vehicles from passing over them.

The need for a securely fastened coupling to the
hose is important, especially when hose is being ele-
vated to upper Hoots or roofs of buildings by means
of a rope. A 50 foot section of dry, 216" double-jacket
nylon ordacron hose and a 50 foot -action of dry, 2W'
single-jacket cotton hose with forged couplings weigh
approximately 38 pounds. The weight of the water
inside .he hose is approximately 106 pounds. Because
of these *scofflaw weights, an elevated, charged line
should be supported approximately every 25 feet.
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When a double coupling is encountered near the
position where the supporting rope is to be attached
the rope should be placed in around the hose approx-
imately six inches below the double coupling see
Figure 7. The purpose of this is to relieve the strain
or downward pull of the hose from the attached
couplings.

STANDARD THREADS FOR HOSE COUPLINGS

Uniformity in fire hese coupling screw threads
must be given serious consideration if success is to
be attained in Fire Fighting Tactics. This was dem-
onstrated in Baltimore in 1904 when fire apparatus
from other cities was powerly :A to aid because dis-
similarity in hose couplings and threads made it im-
possible to connect their hose to the hydrants in
Baltimore. Through the work of a committee of the
National Fire Protection Association, a national
star- .rd for hose couplings has been established.
This .committee's recommendation has been approved
by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, the
Associated Factor, Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
panies, the Internet: oral Association of Fire Chiefs,
American Water Works Association, and many other
important organisations interested in fire protection.
This standard is now in use in the larger part of the
United States as a result of the cooperation of fire
departments and municipal authorities along with the
passage of state laws in converting nonstandard
couplings to the standards listed under National
Standard Couplings.

NATIONAL STANDARD FIRE HOSE
COUPLING THREAD

Hose Size

4W'
234
1W

1"%

Number of Threads
Per Inch

4
7%

9

Community fire departments having a mutual aid
agreement with another c. 'tmunity fire department
should test their hose coupling threads against those
of the other departments to be absolutely certain
that connections can be made to their equipment.
Under certain conditions it may be necessary to
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have special adapters made to complete this task
rather than to change the entire lot of couplings.
This special adapter should be carried on the appar-
atus.

110SE GASKETS FOR COUPLINGS

Gaskets should be composed of a plastic materi-
al or good live rubber. They should be replaced as
often as conditions warrant because leaking coup-
lings on hose lines results in additional water loss.
In localities where the water supply is limited, the
water that would be wasted through defective gas-
kets might be used to excellent advantage in ex-
tinguishing the fire. When gaskets are to be pur-
chased for hose or any other water-distributing tool,
the inside and outside dimensions should be speci-
fied in addition to the thickness of the gasket. Very
often the "raceway" within a female hose coupling
differs in size from that of another manufacturer's
brand. If the gaskets are allowed to protrude into
the waterway, this will reduce the effectiveness of
the fire stream. Gaskets should be inspected each
time a hose change or hose test is made to insure
good connections. A gasket that has become hard
and has lost its elasticity should be replaced.

TESTING HOSE

Customary test pressurei for new hose are 300
pounds for single jackets and 400 pounds for double
jackets. This test: should be made with fulldength
single sections. Hose which bears the Underwriter's
label in so constructed that Nis test will not place
undue strain on it or- cause* it to burst. In regular
tests, such as those made annually, on all hose in
service, test pressures should not exceed 200 pounds
unless conditions of service require unusually high
working pressures. In cases such as the latter, the
test pressure should be about 50 pounds in excess
of normal working pressures at fires. Hose used in
industrial plants is sufficiently strong if it will stand
150 pounds p.s.i. when normal working pressures are
not over 100 pounds. The test may be made with the
pumper although a more convenient and reliable meth-
pd is to hook up each length of hose, one at a time,
to a small hand or power pump assembly with which
the hose may be quickly tested to any static pres-
sure desired; see Figure 8. This pressure should be
held for at least three minutes. When making this
hydrostatic test, care should be taken to remove all
air from the hose before the desired test pressure is
developed. Hose can be tested at any time, but many
departments prefer to do this work each spring. Any
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faulty or defective lengths should be replaced.
Hose to be taken from a truck, hydrant house or

reel for testing purposes should be replaced with re-
liable spare hose in advance so that the required
amount of hose will be available and ready for fire
fighting purposes.

,011,11Pa

Courtesy Wooster Braes Division

Mg. 8 Fins. Tooter

HOSE LOADS

The basic principle in loading hose in a hose bed
is to arrange it so that the hose will pay out smooth-
ly and without The hose-must not be placed
in the bed too-tightly as this may cause binding. It
is necessary to load hose saugly.enoogh that it will
not shift and chafe against the sides and bottom of
the bed when driving over rough 'reads or streets. The
principle points to winglike. in loading a hose bed
are to get the most hose in the space provided, to
have a minimum' number of 'short bends, and to arrange
the hose so that it can be removed in a smooth and
speedy manner. -

The loading of hose on the apparatus is of vital
importance. It must be done in such away that when
an emergency occurs and the hose is needed, it may
be easily put into operation. N. effort will be made
to designate the best type o i sine* this depends
largely on local conditions. Water supply, hydrant
pressure, and equipment available are some of the
items that must be considered. A study of these lo-
cal conditions will determine the best type of hose
Load to be used in each community. Hose loads com-
monly used include the following, each of which
features several variations:

A. Horseshoe Or U load

B. Accordion load

C. Divided load

D. Combination load
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One form of this load is shown in Figure 9 and
it end view in Figure 10. It is started at the right
front corner of the bed. The hose is laid around the
inside of the bed as in Figure 9. Every other fold at
the rear of the bed is made about six inches shorter
in order to make the bends less sharp and to make
paying out easier. The layer is completed in the
center. The hose is then carried diagonally over the
bends in the left front corner. Making a left-handed
bend in this corner, the second layer is started. In
finishing the second layer, the diagonal line will be
in the right corner and the third layer will begin in
the same corner as the first layer. The principal
objections to this load We: In bringing the hose
over the top of all the bends in order to start the
next layer, raised places are made in the front cot,.
nets and the hose is often crushed between the
layers. It is not adaptable for a shoulder load carry.

FRONT OF HOSE BODY

LINE IS
FOLDED OVER

TO START
SECOND
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LAYERS
START AT
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Fig. 9 - Horseshoe Load

i

ri

START

Fig. 10- End View of Horseshoe Load

Another form of the horseshoe or U load is shown
in Figures 11 and the end view in Figure 12. It is
started Ig, the right corner of the bed as indicated.
The hose is laid around the inside of the bed and
alternate rear folds are made shorter as in the load
previously described. The rear bends on the right
half of the bed should be about two inches shorter
than those on the le.: The end of the first layer of
hose, which terminates at the center of the hose bed,
is brought around the ends of the right half of the
hose load and tucked between the hose and the right
side of the bed. This hose is raised gradually until
it reaches the right front corner. Here the second
layer is started by following the inside of the bed.
On this layer the rear hose bends on the left half of
the bed are made shorter to allow bringing the end
of the second layer of hose around these ends to
start the third layer. A disadvantage of this load is
that a twist may form at the rear corner when begin.
ning to pay out another layer. This hose load, like

FRONT OF
HOSE BODY START
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THIS LAST
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TOWARD FRONT
TOSTAR
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Fig. 11- Horseshoe Load (2nd Method)

Fig. 12- End View of Horseshoe Load
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other horseshoe loads, is not adaptable to the
shoulder hose carry.

ACCORDION LOAD

The accordion load is rather simple to place in
the hose bed and is used in many departments. How-
ever, all of the bends are sharp and tend to cramp
the rubber lining. This load is started with either
coupling (determined by local application) in the
right front corn .r of the L. and the hose is folded
back and forth from right to left as shown in Figure
13. Every other bend at each end of the hose bed is
made about six inches shorter than the preceding
one so that the bends will be less sharp and pay out
easier. When completing the layer at the left side of
the bed, the last length is gradually raised from
front to rear until it is on top of the first layer. As
each fold is completed, the remaining width of the
hose bed decreases; therefore, when this width has
decreased to such an amount that a double-coupling
cannot turn freely when it is being unloaded by
means of a straight pull, a reverse bend should be
made. Figure 13 emphalizes the placement of the
double coupling to the tear of the reverse bend. The
purpose of this is to best utilize the space avail-
able and to allow the hose to pay freely from the

Male bottom) F roar

Female
(Tv)

Male crop)
Female

(Bottom)

Fig. 13. Accordion Load
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hose bed. This practice may also be followed at
other couplings to prevent two couplings in different
layers from coming in contact with each other. Also,
the position of couplings in the same layer should
be staggered to permit a better hose load.

DIVIDED LOAD

Figure 14 illustrates the method to follow in
loading the divided load with a baffle board to
divide the load. The object:ve of this load is to
allow departments to lay two lines of hose at one
time. This is important in high value districts where
short lines and heavy streams are likely to be re-
quired. The arrangement of this-hose load is pre-
pared as shown in Figure 12 except for the baffle
board arrangement and the hose load for the second
side; it is started at the inside rear corner. This
permits the double load to be connected if a long
line is needed.

Where hydrants are numerous, another advantage
of the divided hose load is that it makes it possible
to carry one side loaded to lead off with the female
coupling for a hydrant to fire lay and the other half
loaded to lead off with the nozzle for a fire to
hydrant lay. Due to the limited amount of hose
carried on each side, it is not considered good prac-
tice to use .this load where long lines are required.

END VIEW OF BAFFLE BOARD LOAD

Fig. 14. Divided Load with Baffle Board

COMBINATION LOAD

A great many departmentEconsider it good prac-
tice to use a combination load of 21/4 inch and 11/2,
inch hose. The 2% Inch hose should be placed in
the bed of the pumper with one of the methods
previously described. In one method, the 1% inch
hose is made into two lines pre-connected to outlets
at the rear of the pumper; see Figure 15. The 2%
inch hose is laid as a supply line from the discharge
of a hydrant to the intake of the pumper.
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Fig. 15 - Combination Load

SUGGESTED HOSE LOAD FINISHES

Several good methods of hose load finishes will
be described and each department can choose the
one that is best suited to local conditions. These
hose load finishes are:

"DO-NUT" ROLL IN CONNECTION WITH A HOSE
LOAD

Some departments prefer to use a do-nut roll in
connection with their standard hose load. Figure 16
Illustrates the do-nut roll. It is dropped from' he bed
of the pusiper allowing the pumper to proceed for-
ward, paying out additional line.

The purpose of this is to allow the fireman
catching" the hydrant to have sufficient hose to

efficiently complete the operation. When placing the
do-nut toll on the load, care should be taken to see
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END
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Fig. 16. Do-Nut Roll with Standard Hose Load

that the roll does not catch on hose loops or cou-
pling lugs. The roll should also be so made that the
pair of couplings will be within the first coil to pre-
vent them from damaging equipment or injuring a
man riding on the tailboard of the apparatus when
the hydrant man drops off with the roll. It is advisa-
ble that any man riding the tailboard get into the
pumper aisle or ride the side platform when paying
out hose.

SKID LOAD FINISH

Where hose bodies are loaded for fire to water
supply layout, the skid load finish, illustrated in
Figure 17, provides an excellent oeth od of having
extra hose for the nozzle man. The truck stops at
the fire and the skid load is pulled off by grasping
the two hand holds provided by the looped hose.
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Fig, 17- lad Load Finish
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After the skid load is dropped off, along with
sufficient hose to reach the fire, the pumper pro-
ceeds to the hydrant. The weight of the skid load on
the ground helps to unload the other hose as the
truck proceeds to the hydrant. This procedure elimi-
nates waiting while sufficient hose is pulled off by
lend at the fire.

Anotht _ advantage of this method is that it sim-
plifies the problem of estimating the amount of hose
that may be required. This eliminates guesswork as
to whether enough hose has been removed from the
apparatus. The skid load, consisting of about 125
feet of hose, is placed on top of the regular load.
The layer upon which the skid is placed should be
level and free from protruding lugs. The skid load
is started a short distance away from the front of the
hose bed. First, several crossfolds are made and
then a pair of skids are made with the hose. The
first skid is formed by laying the hose flat to the
rear of the bed. At the rear or open end of the hose
body, a loop -is made by bending the hose back on
itself and giving it a half-turn. This loop, which
will provide a hand-hold, should be about eight
inches in diameter and overhang the regular hose
load. The second skid is made in a similar manner.
After the skids have been completed, cross folds are
made on them beginning at the rear. There should
be plenty of clearance on the skids and couplings
should ride on the skids. This will prevent cou-
plings from becoming snagged or damaged when the
skid load is pulled off the pumper. The nozzle
should be placed well back and on top of the cross
folds of the skid load.

CROSS FOLD FINISH

Where the horseshoe or U load is laid in tight,
difficulty is sometimes encountered in starting to
unload due to friction. In order to have sufficient
hose to make the hydrant connection, the cross fold
bad finish is used. These cross folds lie loosely
enough to pay out easily and thus give the hydrant
man enough time an sufficient hose to secure the
hose around the hydrant; see Figure 18.

"DO-NJT ROLL"

This is a single section of fire hose rolled dou-
ble to the shape of a round doughnut; see Figure 19.
It is very useful for repNcing a burst section of
hose, to attach an _additional section of hose to the
coupling nearest the fire in order to lengthen it or to
connect the discharge of a pumper to the intake of a
sprinkler system or standpipe intake when one 50
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Fig. 18- Coosa Fold Finish
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Fig. 19 Do-Nut Roil

foot section will suffice. One or more do-nut rolls
should be carried in a compartment or some other
accessible place. Make sure it Is securely fastened
wherever it is stored.

In making the donut roll with one man, the sec-
tion of hose is stretched on the ground and the man
straddles it six feet past center, or approximately 10
paces toward the male end. Facing the male tad,
he grasps the hose, making a small I.00p and fold.
over on the hose. The hose is then rolled toward the
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Fig. X) - One Han Roil

male coupling; see Figure 20. This method will pro-
tect the threads on the male coupling because the
male threads will not be dragged along the ground.

To wake the donut roll with Imo men, place
section of hose flat on the ground. Then place the
male end over the top of the hose about four feet
short of the swivel end. One man then 'oils the loop
end while another man guides the slack hose. A
hand bold should be left at the center of the roll for
carrying. Facing the male end, the men rolling the
loop grasps the hose, and makes a small loop and
fold-over on the hose. The hose is then rolled to-
ward the two couplings as shown in Figure 21.

PULL

. X19. 21. Two Men Roll
- '

One method used to unroll a &ist roll is for one
men to grasp the male end of the hose while another
man grasps the female end and then each walks in
an opposite direction. In most instances, the man with
the male end would go toward the nozzle while the
other man would go in the opposite direction toward
the pumper.

To carry a do-nut roll with the bands, the roll is
placed on edge with couplings toward the rear for
safety precautions. The hand is placed in the center
opening and the roll is lifted up and pressed against
the body with the forearm. Some departments provide
a leather harness for carrying a do-nut roll on a
man's back. This allows both bands to be free for
climbing ladders or opening doors. Other depart-
ments use a strap to prevent the roll from opening
while being carried. The roll is strapped from the
center to the outer edge near the coupling.

If neither strap not harness is available, a rope

hose tool provides a convenient way to carry the
do-nut roll and leave the bands free. This is used
by passing the loop of the rope hose tool through
the center of the roll, carrying the hook over the
outside down to the center and catching the' rope
loop. The two large rope loops thus formed can be
slipped over the shoulder.

HANDLING HOSE LINES

For efficient and successful fire fighting it is
n ecessary that the handling of hose lines be uniform
throughout the department.

HANDLING UNCHARGED HOSE LINES

Catching the Hydrant - While this is a simple opera-
tion, there are some points and safety hints that are
worthy of consideration. When a hydrant is to he
caught, the driver -should swing the apparatus clote
to the curb beside the hydrant and stop to allow the
man- catching the hydrant to step off the rear step of
the truck without danger of losing his footineand
causing injury to himself. The fireman should-grusP
the hose with the hand farthest from the hyding;
that is, if the hydrant is on his left, he ihoild hid
the Bose with his .right band: Handling the hoire4a:
this manner allows the operator tolwocee front tile
truck to the hydrant 'without having the hese ifffiiiiit
of his knees. When the apparatus has stopped; 'the
fireman steps- oft of the apparatus -aid, with ample
hose, proceeds directly to the hydrant: Ile- tlitin
makes a loop around the hydrant with the bean,
places his foot on the hose close to the coupling,
and holds it there until be is ready to make the,nem-
n ection; see Figure 22.

fig. 22. Coiehini the Hydrant
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When ready to make the connection the hydrant
cap is loosened with the hydrant wrench and then
is placed on the operating nut on top of the hydrant.
The hydrant cap is then taken off, the hose removed
from around the hydrant, and the connection made to
the outlet. Figures 23a and b illustrate how this is
done when using a do-ant roll hose load finish.

2.11

23b

Fig. 23- thing Do-Nut Roil

Con liLLise Coupling hose is generally a one-
man job. When companies are shorthanded much
time can be saved by having one man extend lines
or make replacements. The operator stands, some-
what stooped, with his feet spread apart as shown
in Figure 24. The hose should never be straddled
when It is being coupled together. The female end
is brought over the right thigh and the swivel is
worked with the right hand while the male end is
beld in the left hand. When a man is using this
method, he will be pushed clear of the hose should
it be jerked by accident. Another method of coupling
two sections of hose is shown in Figure 25; this
method provides freedom of both hands to make the
connection.

Putting on the Nozzle The nozzle may be attached
to the hose as shown in Figure 26. Usually, on pave-
ment or dry ground, it is only necessary to step with
one foot directly behind the male coupling. This
forces the male coupling up so that the nozzle can
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Fig. 24- Coupling Nos.
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be attached easily. To attach the nozzle by another
method, the coupling is held in the cupped palm of
the left hand and the nozzle Is firmly grasped in the
right hand just above or below the shutoff, accord-
ing to its weight, and then is screwed on as shown
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Fig. 26! Putting on Nozzle
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Fig. 27- Putting on Nozzle (2nd Method)

In Figure 27. With a little practice this can be done
easily and quickly. Where ground conditions are
favorable, the threads may be further tightened after
attaching the nozzle. This is done by placing the
coupling on the ground and putting a foot on the

Step

'1- .
4 .

Step;

Step 4

Fig. 28- One Mon Section Hose Cony
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hose which forces the coupling to tilt upward so the
nozzle can be tightened using both hands. Nozzles
must be carefully handled and a check should always
be made to make sure that gaskets are in place.

One-Man Section Hose Carry - The foul steps shown
in Figure 28 illustrate a method by which one man
can carry a 50 foot section 1 hose and have his
arms and legs free to walk or climb a ladder. With
the Bose stretched out at full length, flat on the
ground, the man starts at one end by picking up a
coupling and bringing it over his inside shoulder so
that it bangs down to about the lower put of his
chest and somewhat above his waist as illustrated
in Step 1. He then walks two steps past the other
coupling, turns around as shown in Step 2, and picks
it up. With a tw_se of the wrist he places this end of
the hose over the other shoulder. The couplings
hang straight down over his shoulders. Caution: The
male coupling should bang a little lower than the
female coupling so that the male threads will not be
damaged in case the couplings strike each other.
Holding the hose against his chest, the man walks
toward the center loop as shown in Step 3. He then
picks up the center loop with both bands, places it
back over his bead, lets it rest on the back of his
neck and shoulders, and continues walking as shown
in Step 4. When climbing a ladder the loops hang
outside the beams except on aerial ladders with
large side rails. To unload the hose, he passes his
arms behind the hose, grasps the couplings, swings
the arms outward and lowers the couplings to the
ground.

Laying Short Lines by Hand Straight -Away . This
practice is desirable where short lines, usually not
over 300 feet, must be laid by band. It can be done
from any hose bed style of loading hose. When lay-
ing hose lines by hand, it is advisable not to drop
the hose in the street behind the apparatus. A great
deal of time will be lost pulling the hose from the
truck into the street. This is due to the fact that
when the folds are stretched out, the hose must be
picked up and extended to the fire. The procedure
suggested in the next paragraph will advance the
hose to the point of operation as it comes from the
truck.

In Figure 29, if the nozzle is not carried sea Ned
to the line of the apparatus, the nozzle man, upion
stepping from the apperatus, takes the first single
coupling in his left hand and a nozzle in his right.
He then moves about 20 feet behind the apparatus to
be out of the way of the other members of the crew
while be attaches the nozzle. Where the hose is

loaded to lead off with a female coupling, the noz-
zle man must use a double male coupling to connect
the nozzle to the line. Under these conditions it
would be necessary to use a double female coupling
to connect the hose to a hydrant or pumper.

The nozzle man slides his shoulder under the
hose, places the nozzle on his back, and starts for
the fire. The se' -1.- an takes the hose at the next
coupling, places ,ose over his shoulder with the
coupling in front, cad follows the nozzle man as in
Figure 2%. The third man repeats the evolution as
described for the second man, see Figure 29c. The
first three men proceed to the fire walking approxi-
mately 25 feet apart. The loops of hose will provide
needed line at the point of operation. The fourth and
following men also take the hose at couplings but
walk 50 feet apart, pulling the hose straight horn the
apparatus; see Figure 29d.

Laying A Line When Shorthanded - The following
procedure is valuable to departments whenever it is
necessary,4o use only one or two men to lay a line
of hose. A man who has not had proper training and
practice will soon become exhausted by the weight
of the hose dragging on the ground. If, however, the
line is laid by moving only a part of the Bose at I
time, it is possible for one man to run ok. any de-
sired amount of Bose in a very short time. The pro-
cedure illustrated in Figures 30a thru 30d is very
simple and tould be carried out as follows:

1. .Drag 100 feet of hose from the truck toward
the fire.

2. Go back 50 feet and pick up' hose at double
coupling.

3. Extend this coupling to a point parallel with
the bead of the line, 100 feet from the truck.

4. Repeat "cotton b until the desired amount
of hose is laid in loops on the street in tear
of the apparatus.

5. Step over to adjacent loops of hose and ad-
vance them toward the fire, moving 100 feet of
hose at a time.

6. The head of the line is extended to the point
of operation.

While the illustrations show the firemen dragging
the hose from their shoulders, some men prefer to
drag hose from their waist. A much greater "drag"
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can be obtained by using the powerful thigh muscles
which also helps to avoid strained backs and sore
muscles.

Shoulder hose Carry - Firemen often take a great
deal of punishment in trying to lay a line up a stair-
way because their department. has not adopted a
practical method of extending hose lines inside of
buildings. When the department is required to take a
line up a atainray eo the upper stories or roof of a
building, dragging the hose by shun force, the hose-
men become too, exhausted to fight a fire. Such a
condition mom; be avoided by the use of the shoulder
hose cars method. This method, if properly done,
puts no undue strain on the baseman. Ho. t ter, it
':an only be used if the accordion hose load is used
by the department.,

Before proceeding with this collation, the person
in charge shall estimate the amount of hose needed
to reach the desired posaion, plus one fifty foot
section for advancing purposes. The amount of hose
needed to advance by way of an inside stairway

shall be determine.. by allowing one 50 foot section
for each str.-ry the hose must be elevated in addition
to the number of feet needed from the pumper to the
bottom of the stairway unless previous knowledge of
the situation requires an alternative amount.

The play pipe with nozzle anti tip of prore: -Ize
is attached to the hose. The "loader" stands on the
rear platform to :wading.

L The first num to be !coded' races the rear of
the pumper and stifles theplay pipe. with hone
attached, ova- either shoulder, with the rs!f.y
pipe coming to rest high ^n his back: see
Figure 31a. He then taros backward toward
the shoulder the nose is resting on until his
back is to the rear of the pumper. Now the
hose should be in front, across tic oheti,
unden-ath the opposite arm. and to the rear.
The loader then places two loops of hose on
the first man's shoulder then drops one Loop
of hose from the hose bed on the ground and
the #1 man steps out two or 'three paces.

4 idINVIPul..."-

let Alen
31a

tst Man 2nd Man 3rd Man Loader

31b

31e

Fig. 31. Should« Hose Cathy
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2. A second man takes a position with his hack
to the rear of the pumper and near the rear
platform. He then pieces himself in a position
to assist the loader in placing three or four
loops on the same shoulder as #1 but makes
certain that the lead -off hose will be to his
rear ad on top of the hose resting on his
shoulder. The loader again throws out one
loop of hcse to the ground and instructs both
the #1 and #2 man to step out two or three
paces. Should there be a double coupling in
the hose line between the #1 and #2 roan, or

men, that coupling shooLl be
carried in the hand of the nearest men. C.'4er-
wise, the rear man shall carry the hose which
is on the ground in Vac hand cz,rrcsponding to
the shoulder carrying the hose. Each suc-
ceeding man, as shown in Figure 31b, repeats
the evolution as described for the second
man, except, in each case, a greater number
of hose loops are placed on each man's shoul-
der. This is done because the latter men have
the shortest distance to carry their load. Af
ter unloading, each man assists the preced-
ing man with hisload.

An 8 foot hose bed contains approximate-
ly 16 feet in each hose loop; therefore, four
loops on a shoulder plus one on the ground
will equal approximately SO feet or Of sec-
tions of hose. Smaller or larger hose beds will
vary this situation.-

After all the men have been loaded with hose,
the loader then secures a sufficient amount of hose
to allow him to make connections to a discharge on
the pumper and then calls to the other men to pro-
ceed to the fire, as shown in Figure 31c.

As the men ?roceed to the fire, each watches b
his rear to observe when all the hose behind him has
been removed from the following man's 'sbctilder and
laid on the greyed, free of kinks or bends. When

this has been completed, the next man allows the
hose to be pulled from his shoulder, one loop at a
lime, until his hose is on the ground. (Jay and all
succeeding men assigned to carry hose perform this
evolution in the riP manner,

When advent .g with hose up the stairway, each
man c;arry4eg the hose must take additional care to
qoid any possible damage that may be caused by
careless handling of the hose. These procedures
demonstrate the value of teamwork among all fire-
men engaged in this operation.

Advancement of 2% Inch Hose Up A Ladder Hose
atreama operated from ladders are another means of

attacking fires in the upper floors of buildings.
Getting a line of hose up a ladder is not easy sm.
less the men are thoroughly trained in a practical
method of doing the job. Should too many anon crowd
onto the ladder, a serious accident might result:* Be-
fore a hose line is taken up a ladder, the ladder
muat be properly placed at a safe angle and be se-
curely tied-in (see chapter on ladders). Should the
ladder be placed too straight and not properly se-
cured, the pullback pressure created by the hese
stream may force the kidder away from the building
and cause the ladder and men to fall.

When advancing a 2% inch hose up a ladder. *
dry lice should be used if at all possible. There are
occasions when time and effort would be saved' by
draining a charged line before advancement is made.
This can be done easily with the aid of a hose
clamp. Figure 32 showa d practical me' iod for ad-

tta;

Fig. n Advancing See* up o-Lichier ' ""5--
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mincing a dry line up a ladder. The men should
climb 10 to 12 feet apart with about 20 to 25 feet of
hose between them. Additional hose should ba fed
to the men on the ladder to asaist them in advancing
the line. When sufficient hose has been advanced
to a position to attack the fire from the ladder, the
line should be anchored at the nozzle, preferably to
some part of the building, and to the ladder every
25 feet below. The anchor should be made with a
rope, hose tool, chain, oi strap at a point approxi-
mately 6 inches below a coupling, if possible, in
order to remove the strain on the coupling connection
to the base.

ADVANCING HOSE UP A LADDER

NOTE: The nozzle man places the play pipe over
his left shoulder with the hose under his right arm
and eve: dv,ht hip. The basemen carry the hose
on their right shoulder because the hose line is com-
ing from their right. If the hose is coming from the
left these positions are reversed.

HANDUNC CHARGED LINES

When it Is necessary to handle charged lines,
the following suggestions will be helpful:

1. When fighting a fire it is advisable to have
50 feet of hose available for advancement
purposes before the line is charged with wa-
ter..

2: When working g-a line from a ladder, do not
start the water in that line until the play pipe
is securely strapped in place.

3. When a simple' vrye, a Siamese, or a gated
Wye is to be inserted in the line, the second
line-should be prepared before tire first line
is broken and water should be started again
as' soon ari

4. When opening and closing a shut-off nozzle,
it should he done slowly to avoid a surge in
the hose line that may cause the hose to
break.

5. It is considered good practice to carry the
shutoff nozzle in the open RIM= when
carrying it on the truck, and it should be
dosed immediately when attaching it to a
hose line. This procedure informs the nozzle
man whether or not the' shutoff is in proper
working order.

6. As an aid in preventing the water in the hose
from freezing in cold weather, permit a small
flow of water to be discharged from the nozzle
to a place where no further water damage will

result.

Fire Escape Evolution Figure 33 illustrates a nine
foot pike pole, having a ring attached to the bottom
end, which is used for taking hose to the fourth floor
with four men.

33. Pik Poi*

Hose with play pipe attached should be flaked
on the ground at the point of elevation. Use a pike
pole book to pull down the fire escape ladder, keep.
rag your body in the clear to as not to get injured.
If no ladder is permanently attached to the fire
escape, then use a ladder carried on the truck. The
first two men climb the ladder and advanie to the
third floor; the next man advances to the second
floor. The last man remains on the ground for duty
at that point.

The first line should be advanced up the end of
the fire escape, opposite the stairway if possible,
placing the hose at the most supported position of
the fire escape as a safety messier.

''he man on the ground prepares the hose 'for
voicing. He first hooks the pike pole on the second
level of the 'fire tscape. Ile their. 'game hid 'hole.
strap or Rogers rope, tool secure* around the hole,
approximately 3 feet from the play pipe and Secures
thfs hose strap or rope tool to the pike pole through
the ring. Then Semen on the second -floor grasps
'the pike pole 'with the hose attached and passes it
band under band to a 'man on 'the third floor who
grasps the pike pole and edvances it until the has
has reached the top of the fire 'escape' railing. See
Figire 34a; the hook of the hose stni, is then hooked
to the top railing of the fire escapee The second man
on the third floor fire escape assists at this point by
grasping the play pipe and pulliig It over the railing.
After accomplishing this operation, the other man 'ea
the third floor fire escape placet the pike pole in
safe place and assists to advance the hose ip the
fire escape stairway to the fourth floor. See 7igate
34b.

All men below the fourth fiou.._coritinue to advance
the hose until they have approximately SO feet'.6f
hose on the third floor level for additional advarr :ng

tr
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34. 346

Fig. 34. Advancing Sass up a Fire Escape

purposes. See Figure 34c. M thin point the water
is ordered to be started is the hose line.

The hose should be supported by strap or rope at
the third and fond& floor levels. A men should then
remain at each position until the line is fully charged
is order to release the elongation and Ithdos is the
hose line at that point. The men should then advance
to the nozzle. When the hose is to be advanced, the
hose straps involved must be released before this
can be accomplished. After the advancement is cam-
pleted, the hose straps should again be secured.

When draining elevated hose lines, die hose clamp
should be placed at the first double coupling on the
ground outside the building between this coupling
and the nozzle. The pump operator stops the flow of
water and releases, the pressure at the pumper. The
line can now 1~ broken end the water released onto
the street by removing the hose clamp.

To lower the hose line, the operations of *levet-
lag the hose line are reversed..

112)_Cha-*blosshOaThrou Ladder' at a
Window - These are two gord ways to control a
Astrid line easily end effectively when working it

-..

,

tt'p,

through a ladder. Both of these "neciiiiitate the use
of rope hose tools or similar equipment. Cal should
be taken to make sure that the ladder is seedy for
climbing, 'The ladder top can jra.,placed within or
above the window. In either canoe, theinen on the
ladder will be subjected' to a 'cisisiderailde Swint of
heat. Therefore, It is advisabie:to pass the mode
through the lad4lex at the rang just above the window
sill. The large hook frequently fmad.en nozzles is-
of little use because it is too near the .tip and will
not safely gong free movement of the,

1. in the first method, as shown in Figu 35, the
line remains uncharged until the seiarap 1,4 com-
pleted. Pull the owls and uncharged line
through the ladder until a few inches. of hose
are beyond the rung. Put a loop around the
hose starting from the bait side of the _sung
and .pull it tight. Take me full turn around
the dght hand side of *et rung, cross over the
hose diagonally to the inside of the ladder
and di.: left Bide of the hose, put mu or more
0211111 around the rung, and anchor the hook Ita
the rang above. When the hose expands under
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Fig: 35- Line Set up WI. Unehatod

pressure, it will be found *at the rope will
anchor it_tight te,the ladder rung, permitting a
wide range of movement that one man can
rosily control.

2. In the second method, as shown in Figure 36,
the charged line is carried to the desired loca-
tion on the ladder. A rope hose tool is pieced
on the hose sear the nozzle; the ropes are
then wrapped around the rung above and the
hook is pulled and anchored to the second
rung above the hose. Another :op. Lose tool
is used 10 to 15 feet from the nozzle. This
tool is lifted until a large bow forms in the
hose on the side opposite the nozzle. By
working the bow in the line, one man can con.
trol the movements of the nozzle end still re-
main out of the heat and smoke emanating from
the window.

Replacing A Burst Section of Hose or Extending A
Line Whenever it becomes necessary to replace a
burst section of hose or extend a line, that partial-
lar line must be shut down for a period of time. This
involves the use of a hose clamp and one or more
sections of hose. See Figure 37. Every effort should
be made to complete this opexation in the shortest
possible time in order that the line will not be out of
service any longer than necessary. It is considered
good practice to have the required amount of ham
laid in place so that connections can be made quick-
ly. The hose clamp is then applied end the operation
is millets& When replacing s burst section of hose,
it is sometimes necessaq to bring in two dry sec-
tions as the original section may be stretched under
pressure.

FIE. 36 , 'Jae Ut up While Chirewl
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Fig. 37- Hose Clamps

Advancing Charged Line Using the Slack Roll Meth-
od - Where some slack or excess hose is near the
hydrant or pumper and is needed near the nozzle, it
can be rolled forward, like a wheel, by one man. The
slack In ant crossed on itself: then the resulting
loop is lifted to a vertical position and rolled forward
as shown in Figura 38.

Keenan Hose Loop - The advantage of this loop is
attil permit one fireman to control a hose

stream operating under substantial pressure which
otherwise would require several men to do the job.
The importance of this loop may be appreciated by
visualizing a situation in which a crew of two or
three men arrive at a major fire that is threatening
exposed proper* on several sides. The need for
powerful streams is evident but only enough men are
available at the start to provide one man for each
stream needed. Each man, using this method, can
control a line of hose. When the line has been brought
to the desired point, the fireman slakes a loop with
the hose as shown in Figure 39. Additional ease of
control and safety may be secured by lashing the
crossover with rope if the operation is to be of con-
siderable duration. The fireman then sits on the lino
and calls for water. The pump or hydrant operator
shinld always be careful not to turn water into the
line too suddenly.

15,

Fig. 38 - Advancing Charged Line

HOISTING LINES

HOISTING CHARGED'LlHES

The charged hose line illustrated in Figure 40
should always be raised with -the tolsting rope at-
tac'..4 to thc !Ioes below the nozzle coupling. This
will put all of the strain on the hose and not on the
coupling. - This- placement of the rope will tdso help
to make a better "break over" of the 'tomb and keep
It from being screed over the hose roller or'cornice.
The nozzle shutoff should be securely 'tied. so that

MEM
23'

Fig. 39 - Has. Loop
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it will not be knocked open while the line is being
elevated. See Flom 41. This is done by passing
the rope, doubled, through the shutoff handle, pass-
ing it over the top and then throwing two half hitches
ands safety over the top.

HALF HITCH

N-4 ID Hoisting a Charged Line

CLOVE HITCH
OR RUNNING
BOWLINE
LOCKING

SHUTOFF
CLOSED

Fig. 41. Hoisting an Uncharged Lino

HOISTING UNCHARGED HOSE LINES

Double the nozzle back, as shown in Moue 41,
on doe hose so as to protect the tip. Slip a dove
bitch or, preferably, a ninnies bowline around 'the
hose and nozzle over the shutoff, locking it closed.
Than pat one or more hilt - hitches amid the loop of
the hose. It should be noted that the rope should be
along the flat side of the hose, opposne the nozzle.
CanskIly start the hose upward and guide It all the
way. The hose will form its own tail rope. Always
have th4 nozzle point in th4 direction oppovite to
travel. Afteir the }:ose reaches the top, the half-hitch
can be slackened, and the nozzle tip pulled c,t from
under the rope. The running bowline knot may be
left so that the hose may be lowered, raised or fas
tened to some °host to relieve the strain on the non
using the hose.

HOSE AUXILIARIES

DOUBLE MALE AND FEMALE COUPLINGS

Most fire departments have a regular method for
placing hose in the hose bed of trucks and for taking
it out at fires. This makes the right coupling, sale
or female, available for proper cosieetices. The
method used will be gcrierned by hydrant pressures,
spacing of hydrants and other considerations toward
insuring beat results. Thus, a female end is used for
connection to the hydrant and a male end for the sox.
sle. To meet situations which cannot be foreseen,
a double male and female connection is carried.
They are used in an emergency when it is required
to connect two malk. or two female couplings togeth-
er. At times, operating prac..ce calls for laying the
line from the hydrant to the fire; at other times from
the fire to the hydrant. With double connections
available, a line can be promptly laid is either man-
ner.

SIAMESE AND WYE CONNECTIONS

. Each of these connections p be used to make
one line into two or two liniz-inks ever providing
there are no clapper valves Ifithiftlie unit to control
the direction of flaw: Wheiii a *lasted eye" as in
Figure 42 in used the water flow is controlled by
manual operation, namely, closing or opening each
wive by turning doe Wadi° of the gate valve. When
a Ames* wye having clapper valves, Figure 43, is .

used, the direction of water flow will be limited by
operating arrangement of the clapper valves balk
within the unit.

ROSE CLAMP
7

The hose clamp, Figure 37, is used for shutting
off water in hose -lines in order to (1) iiple':ut boast
sections Of hose (2) to extend hose-hose- Knorr; (3) to
stop the flow of water within a hoseline, or (4) for
any other purpose desired without shuttio the water
off at the source of supply. Thar claw can be used
when laying a hose line from the iyarant to the 'pump
at at dm fire. When performing this operation, it is
possible for the hydrant - operator to open the hydrant
before the Opposite end of the connected to
the pumper intake or some other water' Jistributing
tool, This hose clamp is placed on the hose line
near the pamper, etc., at alio a position to permit
easy lussuiling of the hose without the lifting of the
clamp from ground. In this evoluttos the mow
duns is to, f- 'lows: , .
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Fie. 42- GeedWye

43. Sienese Wye

1. Lay off hose from bed of pumper for hydrant
connection.

2. Pumper proceeds to the fire.

3. The hydrant man connects hose to hydrant and
places hydrant spanner that was attached to
hose on hydrant top nut.

4. The pump operator plazas hose clamp on the
hose lying on the round immediately to the
rear of the hose bed.

5. The pumr operator signals for the hydrant to
be turned el:

6. The hydrant man then turns on the hydrant and
advances to the nozzle.

7. At any time during this operation, the hose

from the hose bed can be disconnected from
that remaining in the hose bed and then con-

nected to the pumper or water distributing toot-,
is planned.

HOSE JACKET

The Cooper hose jacket, as shown in Figure 44,E
is used when small cuts or breaks occur in hose lines
while in operation. The jacket is opened and Is placed
on the grolu.1 a short diste..ce from the leak. The hole
is lifted ay two menono on each side of the leak.-
and tuned as much as possible to direct the water in
a downward cdrection while. at the same time, placing.
it in the bottom side of the hose jacket. After this to
accomplished, the top side (with the handle) is moved
up and over the nose. and snappedtogither, prefetabli,
using foot pressure to lock it in place.
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FIRE DE?ARTMENT HAND 4GNALS

The:dilficulty of promptly getting Wail/ after the
line In position is known to'svent ki.peman. No
matter hoW quickly a line is stretched to -an advan-
tageous position. __ire is an inevitable delay while
a man goes back to call for water. Noises on the fire
grounds, the roan Of motors, -and the sirens of ap-
prosaism apparatus often mat verbal signals indite
tinguishable, if not inaudible, even at short dis-
tances.

Such difficulties is sending messages to the pump
operator may be overcome by the use of a simple sys-
tem of signals. The signals are even by arm move-
MGM in the daytime and by a flashlight at eight.
They cover all of the larportent,orders ate flit which
are usually sent to the pump operator by 'the officer
in charge. They are easily learned and understood.
Tlie Itself, in-each case; suggests the silica.
in some departments, it may be considered desirable
to develop signals fir additional messages. How-
ever, it is essential; in every case, that signals be
usderstcio d all members. Signils made in a cite-
Imre fashion are liable *a be misunderstood and are
worse than no sigekl a y1l. All signals 'bald be
continued until acknowledged by the pump operator.
The pump operator should return each signal to show
that it is underibiod. If more than one line is in use,
the signal must be given so that it is clear which
line the signal is intended to cover. The folloWing

simple, yet officio it, set of signals will sid gristly
in fire fighting procedure.

HAND SIGNALS FOR BOOSTER UNE

143

Day one mu; veiticeilly from shoulder,

palm of naad to front.. Holestationaly.
See Figure AiSa.

_ r -

Night - Noise one: arm vertically- from shoulder,

bead holding flashlight to frost. Hold
stationary. See Figure 45b.:

45,,Clotrye *rife yes
s

HAND SIGNALS to TORN /AT.EICINTO tam 7Y'
r11 -4 4-,

Day ROW bath 04141: a.attklilY 11011-40114/4111.
palms or haO4O.tfk;ffeWr Atatio
460 Figure Ade.

Night . extend hand linIdbiglleshliglft:verfiriar
from 'balder; Wider In4zonbilly above

head. Swing with Nfttleint-fieward. See
Figure 46b.

too-itmoilobdins
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HAND SIGNALS TO SHUT WATER OFF IN LINE

Day Extend both arms downward at a 45 degree
angle, cross arms in front of body and
swing back and forth. See Figure 47a.

Night - Extend one arm horizontally from shoulder,
hand holding flashlight forward. Raise
and lower arm to a 45 degree angle. See
Flom Oh.

47a 47b

Fig. 47- Shut Off Water in Line

HAND SIGNALS TO INCRCASE PRESSURE IN LINE

The pressure raise in pounds is to be predeter-
mined by department rules.

Day Extend arms horizontally from shoulder,
palms up; then raise and lower arms to a
45 degree anglr. , See Figure 48a.

Night - Extend one arm horizontally from shoul-
der, hand holding flashlight forward.
Raise and lower arm to a 45 degree angle.
See Figure 48b.

48a

Fig. 49- Raise Pressure

49b

HAND SIGNALS TO LOWER PRESSURE IN LINE

The pressure decrease in pounds is also prede-
termined by department rules.

Day Extend amts horizontally from shoulders,
palms down. Lower arms to a 45 degree
angle and repeat this signal. See Figure
49a.

Night - Extend one ern) horizontally from shoul-
der, hand holding flashlight forward. Low-
er arm to a 45 degree angle and repeat
this signal. See Figure 4%.

49e

Fig. 49 - Lower Pressure

HOSE RECORD FILE CARD

491>

Every Eire department, whether * small volunteer
or a large city department, should maintain a "Hose
Record File Card" for each section of hose, includ-
ing audios hose, in service in its department. This
record should include any hose in storage that has
not been assigned to any apparatus or unkl. A well
maintained hose record will indicate where each sec-
tion of hose is assigned, its condition, age, when the
last test was made and results of the test. The Ohio.
Inspection Bureau utilizes hose records as one of the, .

many factors in Mini a department. A hose record
system will also provide supporting data to a city
administrative head or council when determining the.
need for new or additional hose.
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CHAPTER 9

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

It is essential that ea..ii fireman know the proper use and care of the small tools and appliances used
in the fire service. Some of teese tools are homemade and many have been developed to meet the needs of the
local department. The tools ane. equipment, with their use and care, are described herein. When buying equip-
ment, remember, only the very best is good enough for the fire service.

TOOL MAINTENANCE

Tools will last indefinitely if given groper care.
They must be maintained in first class condition at
all times. To attain this goal, the proper care of
these tools should be as follows:

CARE OF TOOLS

1. Wood handles must be free of cracks and
splinters and be tight in the bead.

a. Cracked handles must be replaced.

b. Splinters must be sanded to make
handles smooth.

c. AU wood handles should be var-
nished or rubbed with linseed oil.
They should never be painted for
the following reasons:

(1) Paint is a good conduc-
tor of electricity.

(2) Cracks that are painted
over cannot be detected.

2. Moving parts of tools must be oiled lightly
to assure free movement and to prevent
rusting.

3. All unpainted parts of tools riust be kept free
of rust. This can be accomplished by wip-
ing weekly with an oiled cloth.

4. Painted tools must be kept clean at all
times and repainted when necessary.

S. Chromed tools must be kept free of dirt and
finger madts. This can be done by wiping
daily with c soft, dry cloth.
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6. Cutting tools must be sharp and free of
nicks. When grinding tools, care must be
taken to prevent the metal from overheat-
ing. This will remove the temper and the
metal will become soft. After sharpening,
the edge should be rubbed over an oil stone
to remove the keen edge. A keen edge is
not desirable as !* will be dulled after
sevekil strokes.

MOUNTING AND CARRYING TOOLS
AND EQUIPMENT

A place for every tool and every tool in its place
should be the aim of every fire department. By doing
this, the tools will be protected and the men will be
able to find the proper tool without delay.

This is also of great value in checking equipment
or at pick-up time. It is recommended that tools on all
apparatus be carried in uniform locations on similar
apparatus as much as is possible. Mounting brackets
for all tools carded on the apparatus are very essen-
tial, for tools should not be carded loosely in com-
partments. Portable light generators mid portable
..anps must be fastened securely but in such a man.

ter that they can be removed easily and rapidly.
Special care for other equipment will be covered
under their respective listing and description.

STRIKING TOOLS

Striking tools are generally used for forcible
entry in order to get to the fire, assist in rescue work
or to open buildings for the purpose of ventilation.

HAMMER HEAD PICK

The hammer head pick, as shown in Figure 1, is
a serviceable, double purpose tool. It has a long,
slender, sharp-pointed pick for digging dirt, cinders,
concrete, planking, etc. It is also very useful for
chopping holes in ice to accommodate a suction hose
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for a draft. The hammer head can also be used as a
sledge, although it does not have the weight and
striking power of a sledge. This tool is also often
used to free iron bars set in masonry.

CUTTING TOOLS

HANDLED HAMMER HEADED CHISEL

The handled hammer headed chisel is generally
used for forcible entry and rescue work. It can be
used to cut rivets, padlocks, bars, hinges, etc. It is
also used for splitting heavy planking.

HAND HATCHET

The hand hatchet, shown in Figure 4, is similar
in design to the flat head ass but smaller in size. It
is dgcreC for hand use in confined spaces and for
ligb rutting operations.

Fig. I Hamann Plead Pick Fig, 2. Madge Hamer

SLEDGE HAMMER

The sledge hammer is a tool with considerable
weight and tremendous striking power. See Figure 2.
It can be used effectively to break out concrete, tile,
walls, floors, roofs, etc., or to free iron bars set is
masonry.

RUBBER MALLET OR LEAD HAMMER

The rubber mallet or lead hammer is carried by
some departments. Its main use is for tightening
suction couplings when preparing to draft water.

BATTERING RAM

The battering ram in Figure 3 is used to breach
brick walls or to force doors that cannot be opened
in any other way.

Fig, 4. Hand Hatchet

POMPIER HATCHET

Fig. 5- Foamier Hatchet

The pompier hatchet, (Figure 5), is also a one-
hand hatchet. It is similar to the pick-head axe ex-
cept that it is smaller. It is de signed for still lighter
work than the hand hatchet. The pick end is useful
for ripping off shingles, as well es a light pry bar.
This type of hatchet is easily carded in s belt.

THE CRASH AXE

The crash axe can be used to cut plaster, wood,
and light metals. It is very handy for work in close
areas. See Figure 6.

-+-4141c
Fig, 3. Battering Ram Fig. 6 - Crash Axe
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METAL ROOF CUTTERS

Meal roof cutters, as shown in Figures 7 and 8,
are used in the removal or cutting of metal roofs.
Metal roofs we sometimes covered with tar and gravel
that must -be scraped away to protect the cutter as
much as possible.

Two different types of metal roof cutters in com-
mon use are the one with a rotating cutting disc, as
in Figure 7, and the one with a fixed blade similar
to a can opener, as an Figure 8.

Fig. 7 Roof Cutter With Rotating Cutting Disc

Fig. - Roof Cutter With Fixed Mode

BOLT CUTTERS

Bolt cutters, as illustrated in Firm 9, are used
for cutting email bolts, nails, wire, etc. However,
they should never be used to cut electric wires or
materials made of tempered or hardened steel. . .

Fig. 9 Boit Cutters

THE PICK HEAD AXE AND FLAT HEAD AXE

Those two axes are probably the most widely used
tools in the fire department. They can be used as a
cutting tool, a striking tool or a prying tool; see
Figures 10 and 11.

Fig. 10 Ptck Heed Axe .1

liplume=romor

Fig. 11- Flat Heed Axe

WIRE CUTE" 3

Two types of wire cutters are used in the fin
servios. Figure 12 shows the scissors gps with
insulated handles and a hook is front of the Awes
to help center the Woe between the cutting edges.
Figure 13 shows the tree-trimmer type with long,
non-conducting handles. Wire cutters should be
carded in a protected area on the truck aadJault,hs
tested periodically to determine if they will with-
stand the necessary voltage.

-

Fig. 12- Scissors-Type Wire Cutters

Courtesy A.B. Chanoe Company

Fig. 13 Tres-Trinuser Type Wire Cutters
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The power saws used today by fire departments
are of three types; the power chain saw, power saber
saw and power circular hand saw.

The Power Chain Saw - This saw can be used to open
floors and cut large wood beams, and is available in
either gasoline or electrically powered units. See
Figure It

Courtesy McCulloch Corporatio

Fig. 14- Power Chain Sow

Die Power Saber Saw - The power saber saw is used
to cut metal or wood. It is very useful in ventilation
and rescue work. See Figure 15.

Courtesy Black 6 Decker

Fig. 15- Power Saber Sow

Power Circular Hand Saw - The power circular hand
saw is used for opening floors and is illustrated in
Figure 16.
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Courtesy Black & Thinker

Fig. 16- Power Circular Hand Saw

HOISTING AND PULLING TOOLS

Hoisting aid pulling tools are very important
tools for all fire departments.

4iA0005*

Fig. 17- Hose Rollers
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HOSE ROLLERS
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Huse rollers are used in hoisting or towering
equipment whe% operating in buildings above the
ground level. See Figures 17a and 17b. To put a
host roller in operation, place it on a cornice of a
building or over a window sill and snake fast to some
object with the rope attached to the roller. If no
projections are available, a hole can be made in the
roof and die collar fastened to a lx-ik.

After the roller is made fast, lower the roof ropes
to the men on the ground who will, in Wm, fasten the

=

rope around the hose. The line is then in a position
to be hoisted to the roof. In caring for the hose roller,
keep it free of rust Wind the rope around the roller

t so that it will not be-ome tangled.
_1,
1-

{-

PILL DOWN HOOK

Pull down hooks, as illustrated in Figure 18, are
used in overhauling operations for pulling down unsafe
walls, removing obstacles, etc.

Fig. 18- Pull-Down Hook

GRAPPLING HOOKS

Grappling hooks are carried k,r use in dragging
for bodies under water. They should Ito kept clean
and free from rust. Each time they are used, the rope
should be dried before being put away.

SHEATHING HOOK

The sheathing hook is similar to a hay hook ex-
cept that it is longer; see Figure 19. It is used to
Pull off sheathing and siding and can also be used to
remove lath and plaster from closets or other close
places where a pike pole would be more difficult to
Use.

Fig. 19 - Sheathing Hook

PLASTER HOOK

The plaster hook in Figure 20 is similar to the
pike pole, but it will penetrate plaster, lath and
metal ceilings easier because of its spear-like head.
It has two knife-like wings that close when going
through an obstruction and then automatically open
or spread by means of self-contained springs to
permit a better grip on the obst actions that are to be
removed.

Fig. 20 - Master Hook

PIKE POLES

P'!.e poles, as in Figure 21, are carried in various
lengths and style heads. They are used to remove
lag and plaster from walls and ceilings and to roll
up metal roofs after they have been cut in widths
veth metal roof cutters. They are also used for hoist-

and lowerigg equipment and in raising and limier-
ing windows, transoms, etc., and for supporting sal-
vage covers.

Fig. 21- Pike Poles and 'looks
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Prying tools like battering tools are used many
times for forcible entry or in effecting a rescue. If
not used properly they can be very destructive and
cause much property damage. Every fire fighter should
learn the right way of using these tools.

The claw tool in Figure 22 is a very handy tool
in forcible entry work. It is used for opening or re-
moving hinges, locks; doors, windows, transoms,
sidewalk eleva.or doors, sidewalk gratings, manhole
covers, flooring, etc.

Door openers are manufactured by several con-
cerns. Two popular makes are the "Detroit' and the
"P & Q".'See Figures 23 and 24.

Fig. 23- Detroit Door Opener

Fig. 24- P and Q Door Opener

The crow bar, shown in Figure 25, is an all-
purpose tool for prying, forcing and all other forms
of heavy entry work requiring great leverage.

Fig. 25- Crow Bar

BUSTER BAR

The buster bar in Figure 26 is a light form of door
opener and prying tool designed for convenient carry-
ing. It is provided with a wedge-shaped tip and an
adjustable fuIcnr: for providing greater leverage.

26. Buster Bar

HUX BAR

The hux bar, in Figure 27, is similar in design
end use to the claw tool. It can also be used as a
metal roof cutter and hydrant wrench.

*W4INc4,1
Fig. 27- Hux Bar

KELLY TOOL

The Kelly tool, shown in Figure 28, is widely
used for prying or chiseling. It can be used as a pry
in opening doors and windows, as a chisel to cut off
bolt heads. padlocks on doors, chains or wherever a
cold chisel is needed.

Fig. 28. Kelly Tool

BORING AND DRILLING TOOLS

Boring and drilling tools are as absolute neces-
sity if certain types of jobs are to be done in the fire
service.
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WOOD MGER
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A wood anger is used in connection with boring
boles in flooring and roofs, to start wood saws and
for draining operations in floors. See Figure 29.

Fig. 29 - Wood Auger

BRACE AND Errs

The brace and different sized bits, shown in
Figures 30, 31 and 32, are carried by some depart-
ments. Figure 31 shows a bit that is designed for
boring in either wood or metal. Figure 32 is an net
bit, which is designed for borin4 in wood only.

PURPOSE AND USE OF
OXY-ACETYLENE CUTTING TORCHES

Every fire department should be equipped with al
oxy-acetylene cutting torch for emergency purposes,
such as cutting bars to release imprisoned persons,
and opening up metal doors or other metal coverings
which cannot be otherwi2e opened. Firemen are many
times called to automobile wrecks to extract persons
who ere pinned in the wreckage and the use of the
oxy- acetylene matting torch is the simplest way to
extract them. The ozy-acetylene cutting torch in
Figure 33 can be used for cutting steel, wrought iron
and other ferrous metals. The equipment is portable.
It consists of one tank etztaining oxygen and another
one containing acetylene. Hose, regulators, gauges,
cutting. torch, lighter, goggiee, extra lips, tip clean-
ers, wrench, leather gloves and yellow or white chalk
or soapstone must be included in the equipment.

Fig. 30- &cm,

Fig. 31- Eit for Boring i - Wood or Met&

Courtesy National Welding gquipmeneCo.

Fig. 32. Auger Bit Fig. 33- Cutting Outfit
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Portable generators are carried by many fire de-
partments; see Figure 34. They are used to furnish
power for lights as well as power tools. The fire
department is often called to furnish power to hos-
pitals having power failure. This service has saved
mail lives, enabling the hospital staff to carry on
with operations, operate iron lungs, etc. Maintenance
and operating instructions are furnished by the manu-
facturer and should be followed. Do not overload the
generator - check the plate on the generator for out-
put capacity.

LIGHTS

In many cases, the successful operation of a
department depends upon the availability of proper
types of k s. The safety of both the public and
firemen dep. Ads on lights of various kinds. Included
in this section are the types of lights used in the fire
service:

It is a good policy for each member of the depart-
ment to carry a flashlight. They are useful when

operations depend on hand signals at night and also
when making inspections. Each man should be re-
sponsible for seeing that the batteries and bulb are
in good condition.

ELECTRIC HAND LANTERN

The electric hand lantern is carried for general
use. Both wet and dry cell types are used. Figure 35
shows a dry cell type. They must be inspected often
to see that they are in good condition. Extra bulbs
and batteries should be available for replacements.

There are many models of flood and spot lights
used in the fire service. Figure 36 shows two models
of spot lights and Figure 37 shows a popular type
flood light The power for these lights usually comes
from a portable generator carried by the department.

These lights must be checked after each use and
also be included in the daily and weekly rbedt list
It is recommended that adapters be carried so the
lights may be plugged into house sockets and other
sources of electrical supply. To obtain the best
results and longer life, they must be kept clean.

spot lights with a retractable cable case are one
of the popular types used today in the fire service.
"See Figure 36. Note conversion pig tail assemblies
for each light

Fig. 35- Hand Lantern

Fig. 36- Spotlights
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Rs. :7- Roc:eight

MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

In addition to the tools listed i he various
categories as striking, cutting, battering. there are
other tools and equipment that are just as important
to the fireman and, as yet, have not been described.

THE HOSE STRAP

The hose strap, shown in Figures 38 and 39, is
used to carry or drag hose, hold lines on ladders, and
to tie ladders to windows and fire escapes. The hose
strap has a split link on one end that makes it easy
to fasten and adjust. The other end has a trombina-

Rs. 38. Hero Strap

lion hook and handle for lifting or fastening over the
rung of the ladder, window sill, etc.

Metal parts should be kept free from rust and the
web strap checked for cuts or excess wear. Damaged
web straps should be replaced before the strap is
placed in service.

Fig. 39. Hose Strop

ROPE HOSE TOOL

The rope hose tool in Figure 40 can be used in a

great many different ways.
It is usually made of about ten feet of 5/8 inch or

3/4 inch manila rope and has a loose splice with a
steel hook; sc : Figure 41. The actual size needed
for an individual is determined by measuring over his
rubber coat or winter clothes. The owner's initials
should be stomped on the hook. When making the rope
hose tool, the splice is rode loose and the strand
ends may be sewn with sail twine. when making this
splice, be sure to take about four complete twists of
the rope to secure a perfect loop.. In order to avoid
loop twists when the rope boroomes wet, it is advis-
able to soak or oil them thoroughly and then stretch
them while drying. A specially-treated rope can also

be purchased. Do not use rope that is too new, and
airsys be sure it is very limber.

Some of the many nses for the tope hose tool are:

1. Asa life belt on a ladder.

2. To lash an unconscious person to a fireman
for carrying. See Rescue chapter.

3. To anchor the nozzle of a charged line.

4. To help support the weight of a hose on a
ladder rung.

5. To carry an uncharged or charged hose up
a ladder.

6. To carry a do-nut

7. To "fasten a ladder in" at the top over a
parapet, through a window, or OD a fire
escape.
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GAS AND WATER KEY

Gas and water keys are carded on the apparatus
and are used to turn the gas o water supply on or off
at the curb box for any dwelling or building. Local
Wilily companies should approve the proper keys to
be obtained by the department. Gas keys have a fork
at one end and a socket for removing covers at the
other end; see Figure 42a.

The water. key is T-shaped with both ends of the
cross bar shaped for are as a pick to remove dirt
from around the 11d; the other end includes a socket.
See Figure 42b.

3
Water Key

iniffrisrmr=r1edive

Gas Keys

Fig. 42- Gas and Water Keys

SPANNER WRENCH AND HOLDER

0 a

A spanner wrench is used to tighten or loosen
hose couplings; see Figure 43. They may also be
used as a shut-off for gas meters, a light hammer or
a window jimmy. The holder eliminates th- search-
ing for spanner wrenches at the scene of a fire.

HYDRANT WRENCH

Hydrant wrenches cm carded on the appa'atus
with the hose losd and are used an hard-to-remove
hydrant caps and to open or close hydrants.

SMOKE EJECTORS

Smoke ejectors, as Musts ed in Figure 44, are
used to assist in the removal of gases as smoke,
refrigeration fumes, etc., from dwellings or other
types of buildings. The fan may be placed in a win-
dow, door or similar openings. The motor must be
the sealed or safety type which will not cause an
explosion by a spark as the ejector is mooed to
explosive gases.
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1

Courtesy Akron Bross Co., toe.
- -

Fig. 43. Spanner Wretch and Holder

y.

Fig. 14- Smelts Elector

THE VOICE POWER MEGAPHONE

This device is used to deliver commands and give
instruction to men -working at fires, or at the. Wining
tower; see Figure 45.

CAMERA

Courtesy Motorola lne.

Fig. 45. Voice Perm; MciePhon

Today. may ditiAlonentOsitY s crisimmartheir
appals*. They ate tsiden- take pictitim. of fires of
suspicions odgin. They rosy go be used in fire
preventRin TadesarstIon proceedings and s1M*
activities-, They shooid have a glA attachment end
be simple *operate. The comes!, extra film and ftael
bulbs sboilif be forded in Er.ptotweled aren. IN
Figure 46.4;

"4
Fig. 46. Graphic Caner. 41*
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Cotorteasf Motorail Inc.
Fig. 47- Walkie-Talkie Reale

Courtesy Motorola Inc.

Fig. 48 - Pecket Transmitter and Receiver

THE WALKIE-TALKIE AND
POCKET TRANSMITTER

The walkie - talkie and the pocket transmitter and
receiver are used by many departments. By their use,
the chief can be in contact with his officers an the
N. ores. They save time and eliminate errors in
giving or receiving orders. See Figures 47.1nd 414

ROSE EXPANDER. ,

=

Hose expanders are ask in the repair of hose.
Some are hand operated, while others are of the
hydraulic type, operated by an electric motor. Fi-
gure 49 shows the hydraulic type while Figure 50
dit)W11 the hand operated type.

To *petite, a brass expansion ring is inserted*
the hose and the coupling is fitted over the.ontside:

Fig. 49 - Hose Expender » Hydraulic Type
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Fig. 50 - Hose Expander » Hand Type

The ring and coupling are then placed over the ex-
pender and the lever of the expander turned to expand
the brass segments. Pressure is then applied either
by hand or with the electric motor depending on the
type. The hose expander should be kept clean and
the moving parts lubricated.

HYDRANT, PUMP

A hydrant pump, as shown in Figure 51, is used
to remove water from the barrel of a fire hydrant. The

removal of water will prevent the danger of having
frozen hydrants in freezing weather.

Fig. 51- Hydrant Pump

A



CHAPTER 10

ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

INTRODUCTION

In the fire service, rope is one of the most important pieces of equipment that a department can have.
Many departments, unfortunately, do not have the proper complement of rope other departments that do have
the proper selections have let their ropes become unserviceable or have put them away where they are almost
inaccessible. This chapter provides information on the construction, types and strength of rope as well as
data on the various uses of rope, rope coiling and pdaciples of rope splicing.

Many knots and hitches are used in the fire service. Several of the cannon knots and bitches, such as
the half Itch, square knot and sheep shank are basic to most departments and are standardised over the
entire service. With the aid of an instructor and the material and illustrations on knots, bends and hitches in
this chapter, firemen can become proficient in knot tying and usage.

ROPE - GENERAL INFORMATION

CO NSTRUCTION-

,

Although rope is_ side of different fibers, manila,
steel and hemp are used most extensively in.the fire
service. Manila comes from the abaca pleat or wild
bases of the Philippine Islands. A plant commonly
known as henequil, a sort of palm from Yucatan,
produces sisal fibs:. Hemp comes from the annual
hemp pleat which grows in many parts of the world,
especially in Italy, &isle sad the United States.
Rope is made b first twisting fibers together to make
a Yale. The Yariti.ere then twisted together to make a.
strand and the strimds are iiiisted together to make

rope. It Is reversing the twist in every step of,
building up a rope that locks It together. The twist
in -one directimi afore_ an equal resistance to the
that in the opposite, direction which beliecel the_
rope end keeps it in proper shape. The direction of
twist is indicated by the terms "left hand" and
Night hand" Or, -ivies the Min." To determine the
direction of twiet, face and point a portion of the
yank or stand. of tope toward the sun. If the direction
of-twist is the sane as that of the sun's motion it is
said to be Height head's or "with the sun," bat if it
te-la the opposite direction It is said to be "left
load."

Rope has a tendency to untwist and lengthen if
weight is suspended from its end. Because of this
tendency, it is recommended that new rope be hung
from a tower severs' days with sufficient weight
attached to stretch it before use. This stretching can
be done by fastening the top end by clamping, then
attaching a weight to a clamp at the lower end of
the rope. This does away with the kinking of the rope
at bath ends by making a tie in the rope itself. See
Figure 1* and 1b. Rope may also be straighened by

WOODEN BLOCKS

POLE

r

G NUTS

HOLE FOR HANGING
OR ATTACHING
WEIGHT
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watc-nem OP NAG _

le

Fig. I StrelpIttening end Swelling the Rope
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having a man walk back and forth around two sta-
tionary poles, drugging the rope until it straightens
out. See Figure lc.

A rope so treated will handle much easier when
put into actual service. Figure 2 shows the manner
in which this tendency to untwist and lengthen is
overcome. A number of fibers are twisted in a "right
hand" direction as shown at C. From two to twenty
yarns are formed "left hand" into a hawser-laid rope
as shown at A. In each of these successive steps,
the twisting has been in opposite directions. As soon
as the rope, as a whole, begins to untwist, the in-
dividual strands forming it are twisted tighter. The
rope can untwist only far enough to bring these op-
posing forces to an equilibrium.

Fig. 2 Twisted Rope

TYPES OF ROPE

Three strands laid up in a "right hand" direction:,
as shown in Figure 3, form a hawser-laid rope. Four
strands laid up in a "right nand" direction, having a
central core as illustrated in Figure 4, form a shroud-
laid rope. Three hawser-laid topes laid up in a "left
band" direction form a cable-laid rope.

Most of due rope used in the fire service is hawser-
laid. The principal use of shroud-l-id rope is for
power transmission. Larger ropes used in well drilling
and mining are cable-laid.

Fig. 3 - Hawser-Laid Rope - Fig. Shroud-Laid Rope

SIZE OF ROPE

Rope of all kinds is usually de cubed by giving
its diameter in inches. Rope is purchased by giving
the diameter and the number of feet desired but is
sold by the pound. The size of a given type of rope
!t; variedby changing the number of yams in a strand.

STRENGTH OF ROPE

In choosing rope for a given pupas% a large
measure of safety should be used. As an example,
to elevate 775 pounds at a time, do not select a rope
with a maximum or breaking strength of 775 or even
1,000 pounds but rather one with about seven times
times this amount of breaking strength.

Figure 5 shows the breaking strength of a new
7/8" manila rope to be 5,440 pounds. One- seventh
of 5,440 pounds is 777 pounds, or about the same as
the load to be lifted.: herefote, a 74" rope is the
proper size for the present problem.

For a new manila rope, the breaking strength in
pounds may be roughly calculated as follows: Square
the diameter in inches and multiply the produCt by
7,200. The safe load can be found by dividing tisi
breaking strength by seven.

Exposure and wear are the most iniportent facia*
in deteriorating the strength of rope and a liberal
allowance should be made for bode when estimating
the strength of old rope for any purpose. ,

INSPECTION OF ROPE

A length of rope may appear badly worn &ilia-
outside and still be much better thin another lenglli.
which looks good on the surface. Chafing occurs iii`
rope by the inner fibers rubbing of `chafing
each other, especially where a rope bends whaB-
ing through a pulley. Many of the central fiber* be-
come broken into dust and short pieces. Demi
this, rope should be checked each time after being,
used, for this diet r may save a life. In view of
many conditions that can affect the strength of rope,
and since only a part of the rope may be affected, ei
examination of the entire length should be midi: at
least once every six months.

lf, upon examination, any of the following condi:
lions are found to exist, and if the condition of the
rope is such that there is say doubt as to its being
safe to use, the condition should be reported to'.
superior officer.

On the surface of the tope:

1. Abrasionir (broke,: fibers)

2. Cuts
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.mminm.m.
Diameter

Inches

Orem-
ference
Inches

Weight of
100 feet
Pounds

Length of Each
Pound

Feet Inches

Safe
Load

Pounds

Breaking
Load

Pounds "
Diameter
of -Pulley

Inches

3/18 9/18 3 50 0 35 330 1-1/2 -.

1/4 3/4 3 33 4 55 . 400 2
5/18 1 4 25 0 90 830 2-1/2
3/8 1-1/8 5 20 0 130 900 3
7/18 1-1/4 8 18 8 175 1240 3.1/2 .%

s:1/2 1.1/2 7-2/3 13 0 230 1820 . 4
5/8 2 13-1/3 7 8 410 2880 5
3/4 2-1/4 18.1/3 8 1 520 3840 8
7/8 2-3/4 23-2/3 4 3 775 5440 7

1 3 28-1/3 3 8 925 8440 $
1-1/8 3-1/2 3$ 3 7 1280 8820 9
1-1/4 3.3/4 45 2 2 1445 10120 10
1-3/8 4.1/4 se 1 8 1835 13000 11
1-1/2 4-1/2 ss 1 8 2085 14600 12
1-3/4 5.1/4 97 1 0 3070 21500 14
2 s 113 0 10 3800 25200 18
2.1/3 7.1/2 194 0 8-1/3 5830 39400 20
3 9 242 0 4-1/3 $100 88700 . . 24

Fig. S- Foots About Strout Manila Rope

3. Extremely soft(bedly worn ropeis extremely
soft and has lost its stretch)

4. Decay or bums (caused by high tempera-
tures or chemicals)

To examine the inside of rope, separate the
strands at three foot intervals and observe the inner
parts foe

1. iiokeit Biers

2. Fine **der (Indicates the presence of
eli0

& Mildew or mold

4. Change in color of the fibers

Rope should not be carded in a truck compart-
ment that is damp.or contains sharp-edged tools. It
must always be carried coiled, ready for use.

USE OF ROPE

Because tor, is such a necessary and important
item of equipment, it should be carried on all appar-
atus and vary in number and size according to depart-
ment requirements. Generally, the sizes vary from
onequarter inch to one inch and the length from 100
feet to 150 feet.

There are a Sumner of patpoeei tot ihich4oplt-
can be used to good advantage, some of- .

1. To operate the fly lender on extend,'
ladder,

2. T6 hoist Imam, iols and

3. Ai a life line in'isesoe work

4. To aid in saintsWs; fire Ilnee:: -`,

& To lash ladders together to extend the
length

6. For wrecking operation

7. As guy lines when hoisting equipment

8. As a permanently attached heisting line on
aerial ladders

KNOTS, BENDS AND HITCHES -

A knot Is a knob in a-piece of rope IthiOlt wigs,
as a stopper, or a button and is foamed bar_ intsrweav-.
ing the strands of the rope. A bend ia.a method of,
fastening one rope to another, to ring -ohs loop, stow
by passing the rope through a loop and fastening It
back upon itself. A hitch is a temporary knot ee root
with which a rope is fastened armed a timber, Aped
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or post in such a manner that it can be easily untied.
These definitions or distinctions are very loose in
their application, and it should be remembered that
most of the knots ordinarily used are, strictly speak-
ing, bends.

Knots stay tied due to the frictional resistance of
the repo which prevents its parts from slipping and
thus untying the knot. A knot o' hitch must be so
devised that the taut part of the rope bears on the
free end in such a manner as to pinch and hold. In a
knot, the free end is held against mother part of the
rope; in a hitch, against the object to which the rope
is attached.

The usefulness of a knot should be judged by the
following essential factors:

Rapidity with which it can be tied

2. Ability to hold fast when pulled tight

3. Ease with which it can be undone

In funning knots, beads and hitches, the rope used
assumes the following shapes which are descdbed
as the "round turn," the "open bights' or 'hoop,"
and the "bight," as shown in Figures 6, 7, and Si
respectively.

1. Square knot - 50%

2. Bowline - 40%

3. Clove hitch - 35%

4. Short splice - 20%

WHIPPING THE END OF THE ROPE

The end of a rope that is to pass through pulleys
or other small openings should be finished by whip-
ping. The whipping is done with a very stout linen
Or cotton cord as follows: Make a loop in one end of
the cord, hold the loop along the rope as shown in
Figure 9a, and wrap the long end B of the cord tightly
around the rope in the same direction in which the
strands are twisted, as in Figure 9b. When within
about 1/2 inch of the end of the rope, slip the end of
B cord through the loop, as shown in Figure 9c. With
the end A, pull the loop beneath the whipping as far
as possible, as shown in Figure 9d. Both ends may
now be cut close to the rope. The finished rind is
shown in Figure 9e.

Fig. 6. Bova Turn Fig. 7- Open Bight Fie. 8 Bight 90
96

EFFECT ON THE STRENGTH OF ROPE

Rope has its maximum strength wine .1tos stmin
from a load is applied evenly to all Abets. Whes a
knot is tied in a length of rope, the weakest rat oi
the rope is at the knot. In all knots, some more than
others, the rope is cramped or has a very short bead
which throws an overload on those fibers that are
on tie outside of the bead. This causes the fibers
to break, and the rope will part. The shorter the bead,
the less the tensile strength of the rope . The follow-
ing list shows the decrease in tensile strength
according to various knots:

9c 9d

9*

Fig. 9 - Whipping the End of the Rep*



THE HALF-HITCH

Reps In tits Fire Service

Of all the hitches, the "half-lad& is most widely
used, bath aloes end in combination with a variety of
other knots. It is very easy to make. As shown in
Figure 10, the rope is fastened to a Umber by a sin-
gle half-hitch. In tying the half-hitch, the free end of
the rope is brought around the tension end and then
brought under itself.

Fit. 10 - lielf Hitch

THE SQUARE KNOT

The sqnar4 knot is used in tying two ropes of the
same size together. It will not slip when drawn tight
sad is easily untied. It is tied as follows: Bring the
two ends together and cross thorn as shown in Fi-
gure Ile. Place sad A saw* B as shown in Fi-
gure 11b, and then move A wound B as shown in
Figure 11c. Cate should be taken that the knot .
tied and eseumel a final shape as shown in Fi-
Pio lid, otherwise a gunny knot rather than a
square knot will result. See Figure 12. Be sure to
observe this difference.

ISM CLOVE HITCH

The clove hitch is used tb fasten a rope to a
stake, pipe or post. It is the hitch commonly used in
the firs Selitia0 for aisles or lowering small equip-
meet. It may be tied by rising either of the following
two saithods:

..,,,
First Method - Give one end of the rope two toms
strousiffapost, cross over the long portion and
place the short end beneath the second turn, as shown
in Figures 13a and 13b.

Second Method - Throi; one bight in the rope to the
d t artodier to the left, as shown in Figure 14a.
Move bight A over on bight B 'as indicated by the
arrow and shown in Figure 14b. Place the hitch over
the end of the object and pull the long end in any
direction.

163
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1 1 b

Fit. 11. Tying a Swam Knot

.t':
, t"-:- --

.%

Fig 12. Ineorroct Sewer. Knot (Orono), Knot)

130 131,

Fig. 13. Cloys Hitch Around Pont
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Fie. 14. Slip-ovar Clove Hitch

THE BOWLINE

The bowline has been rightfully called the king
of knots. See Figures 1Sa - 15e. This knot is probably
used more than any other in the fire service, for it
never slips and is always easily untied. It cen be
used wherever a loop is desired in the end of a rope.
It may be tied as follows: Place the and of the rope
through a ring or around an Object. Throw A bight,
having the loom portion of the iope on the side of he
bight nearest you, as shown in Rpm 15a. Hove the
end of the rope through the bight in the direction
shown in Figure 151. Bring the end of the rope around
the long portion, as shown in Figure 15c. Next, push
the andel the rope up through the bight, as illustrated
in Figure 15d. The finished knot is shown in Fi-
gure 15e.

THE BOWLINE ON A BRIT

Tie bowline on a bight is.used to four a loop at
lame point on a rope other than at the end. Like the
ordinary bowline, it is easily untied. It is made as
follows: Tie an overhand ]spot In a doubled portion of
the rope, as shown in Figure 16a. Bring the loop

back over the knot, as shown in 16b,. and fuel pall
the loop out through the knot as shown by the hand
in 16c The finished knot is shown in 16d, 'this knot
is extensively used for rescue work end also tn;faim
a saddle sling for lowering men into manholes, etd
similar places.

. A !Tc-E.:"7 i

-:;2
-Iacepopwirr- -1 !t ,

tr.
424.96

.411

ist:t.;:ti

Fig. 16. Bowline cc11 Diehl z

3

it+ 1$b 15.

Fig. 13. Bowfin*
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THE =WET HIT 1f

The chiemr hitch, shown In Figure 17, is used
to obtaia a tight lice, to secure hose, hose mallet or
some similar object. It is made as follows: After the
free end of the rope is passed around en object, it
Is brought back alongside the standingline. The free
and le then passed over the standing Hie and be-
Wean the Was. This is repeated, but on the third
time amend, the flee end is cinched In behind the
first tum. A "safety" or "binder" Is then put out in
front on the single line. The entire hoot, thus fowled,
can be slipped along the main rope to take in or let
out slack, sad it will hold its position wherever set.

tuts

Fig. 17 Chimney Hitch

1HE SHEEP

The-sheep shank, shown in Figure 1$, is a hitch
used to tempera*. shorten or strengthen a defective
section of rope. it Is tied in. the following manner.
Mahe two loops in the tope as shown in Figure Ida.
Make a bight in the slain cart of the rope near the
loop A. Pash A damn* this bight, an shown in
"Igoe 1111). Likewise, make it bight in the main part
of lie-rope near loop- B through this loop. The com-
pleted hitch is stare In Figure 113c.

lab
Fig. 18- She, Stank

THE BECKET KNOT
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This lie is usually used to fasten two ropes fi
different sizes together. The procedure is shown In
Figure 19. Make an open bight with large rope A.
Take small rope B around back of rope A, bring
rope B over zope A and pass beneath original rope B.
Draw knot light.

Fig. 19 - Tying a Baelott Knot

THE RUNNING BOWLINE
..

This tie is used to take the strain offetatplings
on hose going up the side of a Wilding: Illo-bewline
is slid down the hose to epprozissato1 y4 Indies be-
low the coupling, drawn up light, and the rope is
then tied off to hold the weight of the hoite. This tiffs
may be used anywhere that a slip noose is needed.
Step-by-step procedure for the running bowline is
shown in Flame 20. Place the tope around tliblione
and make an open b! girt around the staging:line,
make- a bight in the main rope, pass the end of the
rope from beneath the bight, continue Swami around
back of the main rope and pass It dowsitisough tiff
bight. Pull knot up tight and the tunidng-boWline is
completed.

Fig. 20 - Tying a Running Bowline
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ROPE SPLICING
PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES

Fire Service Training

It has been found that a rope that breaks usually
has weak spots other than at the point at which it
broke. Rope that has become weakened in small
areas can be reclaimed by removing the weak portion
and splicing the remainder together. Only in case of
dire need should a rope be spliced for use in the fire
service. For general use of rope, other than for emer-
gencies, they may be spliced. This section will be
devoted to describing how to follow the principles of
rope splicing, which are:

1. Wowing the strands

2. Placing the ends together

3. Tucking the ends of the strands

The two splices described are the short splice
and the long splice. In each of them, and. in the
spliced crown which is also described, the ends of
the strands are tucked in exactly the same way.
Therefore, if the maths of one splice is raaste.ed,
the others are easily learned.

THE SHORT SPLICE

Where it is not necessary for a rope to pass
through a small pulley, or where only a small amount
of rope can be spared for making a splice, the short
splice is very satisfactory as it is as strong as the
long splice. The method of making it is as. follows:
Count seven turns of the strands from the ends to be
spliced and tie strings around the ropes et these
points. One turn of s rope is that part shown in Fi-
gure 2Ia qt A. Unley the ends back to the points
where the strap. are tied, as, shown in Figure 21a.

Before placing the two parts together, be sure to
open each end as shown in Figure 21b end not es
shown in Pippo Re. That is, not a strand should
cross between the other two. Bring the two parts
together so that each strand of one pert alternates
with a strand of the other as shown In Figure 21d.
With a string, tie one set of strands around the rope,
as shown in Figure 21, at A. Next, begin tacking the
strands from the left side by bringing a strand from
the right side down under the next:, as shown by Ike
marline spike in Figure 21e. The tucking skald be
done et right Ingles to the direction of twist in the
rope. Give each of the other two strands from the
left one tuck in exactly the same manner. The splice
should now appear as shown in Figure 21e. Next, cut
the cord damn in Firm* 21f at A and give each
strand from the right side one tudc, just as was done

with the strand from the left Figure 21g shows all
the strands tudced once. Give each of the six strands
two more tucks, always remembering to bring the
strands to be tucked over the one nearest to it and
under the second, in a direction about at tight eagles
to the direction of the twist in the rope:

Next, divide each strand into two pads, as shown
in the left of Figure 21h. Give one part of each shied
two more tucks. Cut all the ends off and roil the
splice beneath the foot on the floor or between- board*
to give it a smooth appearance. The finished splice
should appear as shown in Figure 211.

THE LONG SPLICE

The tong splice is morellealialde than the Aloft
splice when it is necessary -for 'the rope *Isis
through small pulleys; alsolhis a neater
ante. To make a long splice in a three-strut=
count fifteen turns from pi'Mils -tiFte wialtOrtrnd
tie string; around the rope at the points thua:i'de-
termined. Unley the strands back to the stdsgs: as
shown in the lower part of Figure 22a. Before brig
the two parts together, be sure to open each lead as
shown in Figure 21b of the short elicit and:net as
shown in figure 21c; that is; no -wend should cross
between the other two. Bring the two .ports 0,6,4
making each strand from one ad idtelaiiiieliiihrs
stead from the other, as shown in Flre.,,22c,st A.-
Next, beginning at the await 4 tiro ern
pieced together, unlay one of the'uttrniclielo tlip
Lay carifully in its place these:00444C
from the left. This lentil. ,olieratica
closely the =laying of theitiaede 19.-4*
at five thaw ofthe.and..of titratimad,frarn tbkt
as shown in, Flirts, ,22b.:at.11.41rreiseet ediktr,to
pairs of strands left at point Aorkert the:two.001(K.
were placed together. Run one of these plaits to :the
left exactly as the first patti was tun to :Om
This to, shown in Flu :22e at C. Beforis
unldtdoward C. Fistesa.-22c and 22d fit togiikit is-_
a iptix; Next, cut off ill 'long ends of he **aids-
abouf,. five firms from* resin rope, as sittirs in
Flypie 22d. t ;

Tbi next part of thi-iplicdng cossisti ofaiitdring
the ends of the strands;;Theri: are dweeitriikta. An
are tucked in exactly' the sine way, )vhillh4.1s as
&limit Be sure that the MOB of the Atamdig pass
eadilither as illustrated in figure 2Ulit 'A dlid net
as at B. Bring the strand from he righl-__up olliW the
neatest strand from the left under thmiaist Wftd,
as in Figures 221 mad 22g. Give the strim4 141m the
left one tuck, as shown by the sardine Spittein the
upper part of Fierce 22h. Each strand should now be
given two more tacks in a direction almost at right
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angles to the direction of twist in the tope as shown
in Figure 22i. When all three pairr of strands have
bran tucked, cut he ends off and smooth by rolling
beneath the ail COO or between two boards. The finished
splice should appear as shown in Figure 22j.

THE SPLICED CROWN

Where a slight enlargement is not objectionable,
the spliced crown is a desirable way to finish the
end of a rope. See Figure 23. It is made as follows:
Daley six bums of the rope. Form a loop in strand A,

21
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bringing the end between strands B and C, as shown
in Figure 23e. Next, move strand C between the loop
in attend A and strand B, as shown in Figure 23b.
Pull strand B through the loop in strand A, as indi-
cated in Figure 23c. Draw up tied the crown thus
formed, as In Figure 23d. Give each strand one tuck
by bringing it over the strand nearest to it and under
the second as in rope splicing. This is skIwn in
Fist.* 23e. Figure 23f shows the first tuck complete.
Give each strand two more tucks and cut off the ends
of the strands. Smooth the crown by rolling beneath
the foot on the floor. The finished crown is shown in
Figure 23g.

21f

Fig. 21. Shea Splice

21h

211

7'
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Fig. 22- Long Splice
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234 231, 23c

23d ale 23f

Fig. 23- Spliced Crown

ROPE COILS

In the fire service, a knowledge of how to coil a
*ape correctly is essential. Many times an improperly
coiled rope may result in the failure of an evolution.

COILING ROPE

In starting the coil, face the "collet," but some-
what to the right See Figure 24. Hold a short length
of the free end of the rope inside the left collet shaft
with the heel of your left hand resting on the shaft.
Take one shod bun around the left shaft, then make
long loops over and under both shafts.

Coil the rope around the shafts of the coder until
a sufficient amount of rope is used. See Figure 2.5.
This amount can be determined only by trial. Next,
coil the rope in the opposite direction, as shown in
Figure 26, by turning the collet in the frame. When
the wrap is finished, as shown in Figure 27, remove
the colter shafts, handling the coil with care. Now
double the remainder of the rope and pass the loop
through the opening in the end of the coil, as shown
in Figure 30, then through the opposite end of the

Fig. 24 Pope Collet

AP./ w *Poll P
P1:1071, OP AP

.10 t
SPIPIPP,

4: 6' ,E. -Mr APS,, MI Jr A. tf. .

Fig. 25. to Coil

i , : I ZS tte '.....-- O. ak,-.. v., ....* * * 4/ alpfr r, ,t,` .7 404 4411 * 4 St ilk % 41 al. St / )'it,...iiiiSillilltilibkil%41.0'"i
'44, OetAil *0 kik 114,,,. -04....,ibt4
....1%"1,` bt vAkIkh'k 'N% --/- - - ik Iii, . s .0, Ar

Fig. 26- Coll in Opposite Direction
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t1
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Fig. V V. Finished Coil

Rig. ill = Cod Finished end Reedy for Omitting

coil. Next, insert the loose ends of the rope through
the loop end and pull the !rrapap tight. See Figure 28.
If the lengths are right, the loops formed will be
large enough to permit a man to load the coil on his
shouldets, as shots in Figure 29. The shoulder loops
may be adjusted by shortening the loose end of the
rope. To undo the shoulder loops quickly, wasp the
free end near the center of the coil and pull away
from the coil, thus unlocldng the end, and continue
pullinguntil the shoulder loops come clear. of the coil.
This long end is dropped with the coil.

When dropping the coil from s height, grasp the
inside free and and pull several feet out from the
core. Retail this aloft. When pulling out on the
ground, also pull out the core first. Sigel 30 shows
s method of making a convenient rope cosier. Now-
ever, any type of ogler may be used.

fi

Fig. 3- Onoying Coll

U1 El! IOU
SWUM SR

MOM WI

REMO IOW even PPE
$1

Fig. 30- Demi el Rep: Cody..

COIL FOR THROWING ROPE.
..

At times it becomes ..cannery for tips -hi hi:
thrown from a roof, upper stew, or over ea objeat:`
There are several way' ill whilth:roikt tea lb cohI
for throwing.. A good crit.-3d lb as 1,11o*St.tiNI.
several loops not over IS to 20 W 4Wheat long, 11111.1ii
Figure 31. Cony the seat loop dumb die eleeinsif
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Fig. 31., Coil for Throwing Rope'

up to make loop B. Then hold loop Bin the right
hand with loop A hanging in loop B at D. Next, coil
a series of small loops about 12 inches in diameter
Off top of loop Bin the right band. The rope is now
ready to throw. Practice is necessary to ,throw ac-
matey and to determine the amount of coiled rope
necessary for the distance to be covered. Rope will
straighten out completely on the throw.

Fig. 32- Hoisting Uncharged Lino with Running Bowline

SUPPLEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF
KNOTS AND HITCHES

In the preceding section, detailed instructions
were given on tying the various knots and hitches
used in the fire service. Very little information was
given, however, as to their edit.' use. Figures 32
to 38 illustrate actual usage of several of the knots
and hitches as well as additional ways of making
some of them.

The tackle knot shown in Figure 38 is a hitch
gaud for pulling operations when blocks are not avail-
able or for stretching a tight line. If used for the
latter purpose, the pull rope should be taken back
and tied around both ropes A' and B using the chimney
hitch.

Fig. 33 Hoisting Charged Line with Clove Hitch &
Holf Hitch Method 1

For hoisting ladders with a bowline, follow the
procedure in Figure 39. The tie is made at about
one-third of the length of the ladder from the top end.
Start Toile around beam and out the front aide and
continue with rope around opposite beam bringing it
out behind the cross rope. Next, a bowline is made
with the hand next to the ladder while facing the top.
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Fig. 34- Hoisting Chaff Lino wish Bowline and
Half Ifitehaa-iiffhethod 2

. ,

Fig. 35- Hoisting Extinguisher

-7.
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Pall the knot taut. It will lay Just above the peas :
tope. When using this heist, bus * led* a* au
the knot is between the gadder ind
hoisting roof laden the tie shasid.be ,ised# tapfte
*atm; above can*. .

The terse We Is Mad Jot 11011611-0/040,014114,*
trapped person by use of a bewAse as atitilkood.
hill-hit& The legs are passed through .thstwe-lospg
and a half-bitch with standing Wig placed aloud
the body and usdu the sus. &bight's token in.lbs
steadies line in float of the chest 'end the &Pi 044
the rope is passed through hom.-front to .44.10
studio(' line is then pulled tight.,to forge a este*
knot as illustrated is Nose 40.
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CHAPTER 11

LADDELS

INTRODUCTION

Ladders are of major importance to men in the fire service. A fireman must ascend and descend from one
level to another when extinguishing fires or rescuing victims. Ordinarily, stairways or permanent ladders ate
accessible but sometimes they may be involved in fire or other hazards, and the firemen must then provide their
own means of ascent or descent. Therefore, ladders are as much a past of necessary equipment as hose or forci-
ble entry tools. Ladders are carried on nearly ell types of apparatus and kept in a position allowing them to,be
easily put into service. Ladders are emergency equipment and are generally used at a time,when every mongol
counts. Firemen must know how to carry, raise and climb ladders effectively and should practice these prow- 7"
cedures until their operation becomes automatic. This will effect an important gain in time and lessen effort in
fighting fires.

DESIGN, CARE, AND INSPECTION

Detailed information will be presented on the
design, construction, nomenclature, recommendations,
types end inspection and care of various ladders.

e mastery of this infommlion is of vital importance
to every person in the fire service.

SOLID AND TRUSSED BEAM LADDER DESIGN,
TYPES AND PURPOSES

Ladders are designed with solidor trusser: beams.
The solid beam is a solid piece of material of the
shape and sire to provide the required strength.
Figure 1 illustrates the design of a solid beam lad-
der. The rungs are set in the center of a beam.
Trussed ladders, as illustrated in Figure 2, are
designed to increase strength in relation to weight.
However, if a solid beam ladder is made of gaol
material and properly constructed, it will meet the
normal needs of most fire departments. When using
longer ladders, trusted beam ladders are preferred for
use over the solid beam typei by most departments
because the weight of a trussed beam ladder will be
much less, although just as strong as a solid beam
of the same length. Trussed ladders come in several
designs. Some are made with beam members of equal
size while others are built with one of the beams
larger than the other member on the same side of the
ladder. In the case of trussed ladders, the temp
"beam" usually refers to the larger of the two mem-
bers making up one side of the ladder. Rungs of
trussed ladders are set either into the beams of the
ladder or into blocks attached to the beam. The rung
beam is 'le name for that beam in which the rungs
are inserted, the beam running parallel to the trussed
beam.

INV w
Fig. 1- Solid Boon Ladder

UNIVERSAL LADDER TERMS

As with other types of fire service equipment, in
the study of ladders there is to be found certain
terms which apply to the various parts and types of
ladders. Since these terms are used universally by
departments, each member should know their meaning

174
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and be able to identify each part. Tire list of teens
is as follower

1. Extension Ladder - A ladder built in two or
more sections.

2. Straight Ladder - A ladder of only one sec-
tion.

3. Bangor Ladder - An extension ladder with
poles for handling.

4. Main or Bed Ladder The lowest section
of an extension ladder.

5. Ply Ladder - upper section of as
extension ladder.

175

6. Heel, Foot or Butt Thy bottom or you'd
end of a ladder.

7. Top ot Tip - The top of a ladder.

S. Beam - The principal structural member of
a ladder, in which the rungs are supported.

9. 'Truss - The tension member of a beam,
running pruallel to the main beam.

10. Rungs Cross members between the beams,
used for climbing.

11. Tormentors Poles attached to the upper
end of the beams of the main ladder of the
Bangor type; used to raise, Bride end
steady the ladder.

12. Spurs - Metal projections at the butt of
ladders and poles.

13. Halyard or Fly Rope - The tope aired in
hoisting thl fly ladder.

14. Pulley - Small grooved wheel through which
the halyard is drawn.

15. Pawl or Lock - A mechanical lock used to
support the fly ladder after it is raised.

16. This Blocks - Blocks pieced between the
beams and truss mambas of a trussed
ladder.

17. Braces - 13nices running diagonally from
beams to trusses' between the Nods of a
trussed ladder.

18. Stops Wooden or metal blodr or stops
which prevent the fly ladder from extending
out of the main ladder.

19. Guides - Light wood or 'metal strips on an
extension ladder which guide the Ey ladder
while it is being Weed.

20. Tie Rods - Metal rods which hold-the en-
tire ladder assembly together:

21. Beam Bolts - Bolts passing through a bean
to prevent splitting.
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TYPES OF LADDERS

Fire Service Training

Fire department ladders are classified, as to use
and construction, as straight (wall), extension, roof,
attic or folding and aerial. A brief but adequate
description of each type is as follows:

Straight Ladder Straight ladders are made in solid
or trussed-design and in lengths up to 40 feet. How-

! ever, very few over 30 feet in length are used, and
usually the ten foot lengths are of the roof type.

5'4
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Extension Ladder As the name implies, extension
ladders, as illustrated in Figure 3, are made in two
or more sections. The "fly" ladder slides through
the guides on the upper end of the ladder bed and is
equipped with "dogs" on the lower and that hook
over the rungs of the bed ladder when extended to
the desired height. On all except the very short ones,
the "fly" is raised with a halyard that is fastened
to the lower rung of the fly ladder and operated over
a pulley on the upper and of the bed ladder.

Extension ladders are made in lengths of 12 feet
(the baby extension) to the long aerial ladders. The
12 foot type has no halyards and is raised and low-
ered by hand. The 24 foot extension ladder is usually
found on pumping units.

Fig. 3- Extension Ladder

Fig. 4- Extension Ladder 4th:Poies

Extension ladders 35 feet long and longer are
equipped with "tormentor" poles attached to the
sides as shown in Figure 4. These poles are used to
assist in raising and steadyinithe ladder. This type
of ladder is commonly called a "Bangor ladder."

Roof Ladder - Then, are several types Of roof lids
ders; one type is illustrated in Figure .i. ifiret. of
them have hooks which are mounted on the beams
and have a movable socket which permits them to be
folded inward when not in use.- The roof ladder af-
fords certain advantages over other types of ladders
inasmuch as it may be used in getting to pedrs of
gabled roofs. It can also be used to good advantage
in entering scuttle holes or holes cut through flooring
or sidewalk openings.

The ladder hooks, if properly placed over roof
peaks, sills, walls or the coping of any opening, will
make the ladder more safe and reliable, even though
its butt is not resting on a foundation of any type.

Roof ladders of the hook type range from 10 to
16 feet. They may be either of the solid beam or the
trussed beam type.
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Attic or Folding Ladder - The ten foot collapsible
ladder illustrated in Figure 6 is especially useful for
inside work. When collapsed it can be carded up
stairways easily and to places where the ordinary
ladders would be cumbersome.

Aerial Ladders - The aerial ladder as shown in
Figure 7 is mounted on a truck and is mechanically
operated. It Is made in two or more sections, as

to the length. The aerial ladder enables men
to reach windows, roofs and burning area that could
not be reached by any other method. Rescue work at
high levels is made possible with this ladder. In
fact, the aerial acts as the mechanical arm of the
fire department. Several types of aerials are menthe-
hued, and the manufacturer's instructions on its use,
maintenance and care should be studied and strictly
observed.

Fig. 5- Roof Loader

Courtesy/ Amerioomo-LaPronce 'omits Corp.

Fig. 6. Attic or Folding Loader Fig. 7. Aerial Load..
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MATERIALS USED iN CONSTRUCTION
OF LADDERS

The beaus of all wood ladders, solid or trussed,
are made of West Coast Douglas Fir or Min speci-
fication airplane spruce or equivalent wood. Navy
specifications call for wood with a straightness of
grain which shall not vary more than one inch in 15
inches. It is evident that wood with such a grain wfil
make good ladders.

The rungs of a wooden ladder are usually made of
second growth hickory or ash. Such wood is springy,
yet will withstand sudden loads without breaking.

At the present time, metal ladders are also being
used by many dePartneers- As with wooden ladders,
they are designed to carry the loads subjected to
them by firemen who may use the ladder in rescue
work or in fire fighting. It should be pointed out at
this time that any ladder, while in service, that be-
comes deformed from heat, overload or injury, should
be discarded. Its repair and re-entrance into service
will always leave a question in the minds of firemen
as to whether or not the ladder has been strained
beyond its elastic limit, making it unfit for service.
Figure 8 illustrates one method of construction of
ladders.

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF LADDERS

Ladders for fire department use must be of better
material and workmanship than those made for mar-

Fig. 8 - Alumi.-Ann Ladder Construction

sty purposes. They should be built especially for
fire department service. Ordinary commercial ladders,
such as used by painters and construction workers,
should never be edepted for use in the fire service.
While the following recommendations are not intended
to cover all details, they indicate what is considered
"good practice" relative to ladder construction.
Before purchasing new ladders it is recommended
that departments be sure that these recommendations
be met. For wooden ladders, the following recommen-
dations should be mindere&

I. Beams or Rails - The wood should be care-
fully selected, thoroughly seasoned, free
of defects and haves straight grain. Douglas
Fir or some equivalent wood should be
used. Pieces should be free from splinters
and the corners slightly rounded.

2. Rungs Rungs should be of straw* grain
hickory or ash, secured to beams or rails.

3. Cross or Brace Rods - Should be of steel
and bolted. There should be one near each
end of the ladder beneath the rang. These
rods should not be spaced at more than
five foot intervals.

4. Hardware - All hardware should be of tun
resisting metal or thoroughly plated or
painted. All bolt heads and nuts should be
of a type that will protrude as tilde as
possible to avoid catching on window' ledges,
eaves, etc.

S. Heel Irons or Spurs - All ladders should
have heel irons with double nibs extending
)t of a.. inch. On wall, single or straight
ladders, heel irons should be placed on all
beam ends. Extension ladders should have
strap metal coveting the edges of the top
end of the fly ladder to protect the wood.

6. Hooks - The collapsible books of roof
ladders should be of ample strength, sturdy
construction and the hooks should be firmly
fastened to the ends of the rail. They should
be of the long sweep type so as to make
the ladders useful over window sills. In
general, hooks should curve from the in-
side of one rail to the inside of the other.
In all cases, the hooks should be so placed
that the beam ends will protrude as far as
the rounded part of the hooka, thus making
the ladder equally useful as a wall ladder.
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7. Locks, Dogs, Latches - All of these should
be of sturdy construction and positive in
action. The nibs or hooks should be plated
or painted white or some other color to aid
visibility in smoke or darkness.

IL Pulleys ..Pulleys should be of plated steel,
bronze (or: some equivalent metal), self-
lubricating or good diameter, and have an
ample rope groove.

9. Ropes - All topes on extension ladders
should be of a good grade of treated manila
or nylon and not less than 3/$ of an inch
thick. The rope is passed through the eye
of the fly ladderned spliced. The free end
of the rope sheidt tie spliced to a snap for
convenience. v

10. Finish - The tai 18 inches of beams and
the top rung *Me ladder should be painted
some distinctive color such as white to aid
visibility in smoke and darkness. Numerals
which indicate the working length should
be plainly stenciled at the top and bottom
of each beam. These numerals should be at
least 1 1/2 inches high. A good wade of
clear spar vanish should be used on the
remaining beams and rungs.

-.tiOUNTING BRACKETS AND NESTING
. .

Brackett aid nesting. 'should be of a type that
:411,properly held 1.4de-tit-on the apparatus while in
**sit and not-allow chaffing. Where a roof ladder

Viten eertessioi -sr* nested Ingather on the side of a
10011, the mounting should be math that the outside
"odder can be taken off separately and easily.

Abief ladders should be of such width and length
that they will nest inside the "fly" of the erelnalon.
leerier when carded clifthe:.-ipprustus. This arrange-
ment not only, makes --itjensible carry :Iditional
loads in a Weir extreme emergency,
additional height cat be gained by lashing the roof
ladder to the fly redier:;01the extension when it is
put into service.

Every ladder should be capable of withstanding
the following tests without undue strain when set at
the proper climbing angle.

1. A .lead weight or load of one man's weight
every five feet.

2 A live or moving load of 200 pounds every
10 feet.

3. Each rung should be tested separately by
hanging or subjecting a dead weight of 400
pounds at the center of each rung.

INSPECTION AND CARE OF LADDERS

A rigid inspection of all ladders used for any pur-
pose should be made after return to quarters. Inspec-
tions should be made at regular intervals even though
the ladders are not used. Ibis is an important point
to be observed because many accidents may result if
a haphazard inspection program is carried on by the
department.

Things to look for in the inspection of a ladder
are:

1. Rungs - Looseness, wear, slivers, cracks or
checks, dry rot and need of varnish.

2. Beams - Slivers, cracks or checks, dry tot,
protective varnish and Taiping

3. Batts - Defects of metal parts and dullness
of butt.

4. Ropes - Dry rot, splices, weakness and weer.

5. Locks and Pulleys - Breakage, west, lubri-_
cation and springs.

6. Tie Bolts and Beam Bolts - Tightness, burrs,
sharp edges.

7. ..naps and Ropes - Defects.

Truss rods, tie rods, turnbuckles and beam bolts
often require special wrenches for tightening. These
wrenches should be readily available when needed.
In addition to the regular inspection. ladders should
be couple' overhauled whenever necessary. This
should include cleaning, r-varnishing saddle replace-
went of all worn parts. The halyard rope shoulA also
be replaced at this time.

When varnish remover is used to soften end remove
old varnish, directions on the container should be
followed to obtain the beat results. The ladder should
than be permitted to dry thoroughly before new varnish
is applied; otherwise the varnish will not harden.
Some departments pr der to remove the old varnish by
scraping before revarnishing. The colors for painting
the top 18 inches of the ladders which are most fre-
quently used are orange, white, and alternate black
and white stripes.
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Inspections of ladders require careful attention to
detrils and comm,,n sense. The time used in coring
for and inspecting ladders cannot be more profitably
spent. IL* failure to detect a flaw in a ladder may
cost the Hie of firemen or thoae they serve.

LADDER CARRIE.

in stressing the importance of various ladder prac-
tices to the department, a comparison of ladder hand-
ling and the handling of an injured man is drawn. If
tar injured man had to be carried, what world be the
preferred method? Would it be better for a group of
untrained men to haphazardly pick up an aim, a leg,
and the head and drag the victim away or would it be
wiser practice for the carriers to be trained in first
aid procedures? Remembering this, envision the
rhythm, care and cooperative procedure of a well
trained group of ladder men. With this comparison, it
is rather obvious that the greatest wear and tear
comes from mishandling, not climbing ladders.

Good ladder practices not only save equipment
and increase efficiency of the department bat give a
higher measure of safety to men who must v trent.
This last factor of -sty to department personnel is
of prime importance.

After reachLg the location of a fire, firemen must
work as swiftly and efficiently as possible. Therefore,
efficient ladder carrying and raising is essential to
efficiency and speed.

The following methods of the faders ladder car-
ries repro:A.:at acceptable methods. However, there
are other methods that may also be acceptable.

It is generally recommended that the lett end of
the ladder be ca_ded forward, in the 'traction of
travel. When carrying a ladder across a street the
ladder shot& be in line with the direction of traffic
fivw.

ONE-MAN CARRY

Short ladders can be carried, as illustrated in
Figure 9, by one man ofilng the following method:

1. Remove ladder from apparatus and place it
on either shoulder, depending on the direc-
tion of travel.

2. Carry it suarewhat in front of the center bal-
ance point.

.. The trailing end of the ladder is usually
dropped low, allowing the leading end to be
above the heads of others.

Fig. 9- Coo-Mon Caro

Fic- 10 TwoMon Carry

TWO-MAN CARRY

The two-man carry with both men on the same side
of the ladder, as shown in Figure 10, la used to carry
ladders of medium length.



Remove the lad& from the apparatus and place
the beam ou the dght or left shoulder, darending on
the direction in whidt tie ladder is to be -aided. An
amt tan tossed through the ladder and the hand
grasps the lower beam or second rung forward, close
to the lower beam.

Where man power is lacking, heavier ladders
which notmelly would be carded by four men, may be
carded in the manner outlined above by having a third
man near the center of the ladder. Wh, carrying a
ladder in ri crowded place, the lead mint will take a
position close to the front of the ladder and cse the
outside* hand to prevent injury to persons in the line
of travel.

A traded= of the two-man carry is shown in
Figure 11. This carry can be used to good advantage
*teethe ladder is on the ground. The men pick up
the ladder by a rung with the palm of the hand turned
down. When the ladder in lifted, it will fall naturally
alongside the body.

Fig. 11. Two -Mon Carry Variation

Jr

The ladder is taken from the apparatus and placed
on the shoulders of four men as shown in Figure 12,
with two men at each and 1 the ladder. The inside

Fig. 12. Fourklan Carry, ,e4,4

14-

hand of each see plynd palir up and forward,
grasping a rang aellie underside; The butt end of the
ladder should 'always go fug toward the building.
The men in heat should tertimd their free hands for-
ward to keep _the heel irons from injuring someone.

If the ladder is pieced flat on the posed, the four
men take positionaleribig the top of the ladder and in
the opposite diniction which -thei Mead to go.
Grasping a nag cflte ladder with the hand nearest
it, they raise tiiiitsPIder, turning under it as it ,:rises.
In gds way, die kidder is placed upon the opposite
'oulder mi en are facing the butt of the

ladder, ready to reaped. If they used to reverse their
directioaittor cinching placing the opposite shoulder
under the beam end changing hands, keeping the lid.
du always. under ortroL

;To eel* a longithid heavy ladder through,* nemow
gate or peseagewayle all men swing under it *--eir40e
file mid cony 'Mk ladder overhead as ehowein
Figure 13. -'lair ikeet: on the 'tight aide of the ladder
usually move forlial and those on the left side drop
back. Heads should-he spread wide on the tangs-bat
kept off the beams.-
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SIX-MAN CARRY

Fire Service Training

This carry is the same as the four-man carry ex-
cept two additional men are placed in the middle on
opposite sides of e-a ladder. This is used on exceed-
ingly long ladders requiring six men to raise them.

VERTICAL CARRIES

Vertical carries, as pictured in Figure 14 are
usually used for short distances only. The top of the

irk
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Fig. 14. Vertical Carries

ladder should never be scraped along a wall or window
ledge.

Lefore vertical carries are started, it should be
seen that the top of the ladder is in the clear. Also,
the path of foot travel should be carefully noted.
Where a vertical carry with an even number of men is
used, the ladder should be brought to a vertical posi-
tion before carrying is started. The men should face
in the direction of the carry. Bending knees slightly,
each man ggasps the second rung near the beam with
his inside hand and with the other are curved in front
of the forehead, grasps a higher rung as near the
beam as possible. All the hands should be On the
same rungs unless men vary greatly in height.

After the command "carry," the ladder is lifted
until the men's knees are straight Then, the command
"steady" is given and all men look at the top. and
carefully plumb the ladder.

Two commands should always be given for the
nest movement a preparatory command "step" and
then an execution command, "off." At the command
of "off" all step off with the left foot, using short
steps similar to a lock step watching the top of the
ladder constantly.

When only one man carries a ladder vertically, he
leans it slightly tilted, on his inside shoulder. His
hands will be placed in a position similar to that
recommended for the two-man vertical awry.

When carrying extension ladders- vertically, be
sore to lift with the main ladder rungs, not the
ladder rungs. Do not carry a ladder with the fly ex-
tended.

When carrying pole ladders vertically; the poles
should be quartered and both pole men should walk
forward.

UDDER RAISE!,

The same practice and cooperation are necessary
in ladder raising as in carrying. In view of the fact
that raising is the more hazardous of the two, it re-
quires more training.

Frequently, some of the following raises can be
combined with corresponding zanies to make one
evolution. In such cases, only the heel man lowers
his end of the ladder; the other man rapidly takes
such a position as to continue the evolution to the
top.

PLACING LADDERS
PREPARATORY TO RAISING

There are several methods for determining the
distance the ladder heels should be placed from a
building. The method most generally used is to take
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one-fourth of the extended length of the ladder. For
example, a 35 foot ladder divided by four would be
approximately nine feet. It must be understood that
the "length of the ladder" is that distance between
the ground heels and the point of contact with the
building. If the ladder is placed against a roof with
an uverhang, the distance of the overhang will have
to be added to the disgrace the foot of the ladder will
be placed from the building.

When placing ladders in windows, it is always
best to place them in such a way that men can easily
get in or out of the window. Therefore, ladders should
not be placed in the center of a window. It is a good
rule to place the ladder on the far side of the window
as you enter. If there is a wind, It is best to place
the ladder to the windward side of the window.

Heavy extension ladders and straight ladders
present different problems in raising practices and
will be considered separately. Straight ladders will
be dealt with first.

One-Man Flat Raise - With straight ladders, the ram-
bet of men required to carry the ladder is the number
required to raise it. So, ladders that can be tarried
by one mar. may be-raised by one. The following is
the proCedure for the one-man raise:

1. Remove the ladder from the apparatus.

2. Carry the ladder, as described under ladder
carries, to the desired location.

3. Place tie butt of the ladder against a' build-
ing or some secure object on the ground and
as close as possible to the location at which
it Is to be used.

4. Raise the ladder, using both hands ram.
nating on every other rung, to a vertical po-
sition by walking toward the foot of the
ladder. Figure 15 illustrates the step Just
described.

5. GekeP the sags with both hands about one
rung apart and set ladder at climbing angle.

To lower the straight ladder, the steps above
are reversed.

Two-Man Beam Raise - In making the two-man beam
raise, the following steps should be practiced:

1. Take the ladder off the apparatus and carry
it to the desired location as described un-
der ladder carries for two men.

2. Spot or lay the ladder mallet to the build-
ing; place the bort directly below where the
top is desired to rest with the outside beam
the proper distance from the building.

3. To raise, tam the ladder over on the beau
As 'shown in Figure 16.

4. In order to heel the ladder, one man places
his forward foot on the bottca beam and
reaches out, flopping the top beam with his
hands spread apart. The other leg and foot
are held as far back as possible Mr act as a
counterweight. The heel man's most impor-
tant duty is to put as much weight as poi-
sible on the ladder to take out the swing,
He can also assist considerably in raising
by lifting as much as possible with the left
hand while pushing down on the ladder butt
with his right hand.
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Fig. 16. Two -Man Beam Raise

5. The other man faces die top of the ladder
and with his inside hand, palm back, grasps
the rung about one-third of the distance
back as pictured in Figure 16. He then
raises the ladder over his head, swings
under It, and travels toward the ladder heel
as shown in Figure 17. As the ladder comes
to a vertical position the man raising the
ladder places his foot on the lower rung
from diebuilding side. This help, to steady
the ladder.

Fig. 17. Con-filming Two -Man Boon Reis*

6. The ladder is now in an upright posidon. -
The two men position themselves facing
each other through the ladder. The man as
the outside, ;Acing the building, places use
foot on the bottom rung and lowers the
ladder to the building with the assistmumi
of the man on the underside.

7. To lower the ladder, the above steps are
reversed.

To Raise a Ladder at Right Angles to the Burilding
he this evolution, the ladder is placed as shown in
Mare 113. and the same procedure is followed as
Just described for the two man raise.

Once the ladder is erect, it is pivoted on the beam
next to the building as illustrated in Figure 19. Then
it is lowered against the building as in step 6 of die
Two-flan Beam Raise.

0

Fig. 18. Raising Ladder at Right Melee le Building

4
Window

013

. Fig. 19 Pivoting Leader

rY
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Thres-Man Flat Raise - In Miring ladders of 28 foot
lengths and longer, it is advisable to use three men.
The procedure is as follows:

I. Take the ladder from the apparatus, carry
it to the desired location and spot it before
it is raised. The heel man, (number three)
does the spotting as shown in Figure 20.

Fie. 20- Tame-Mon Flat Reis.

2. The ladder is laid flat.

3. The heel man stands on the heel plates,
reaches forward and grasps the rasp with
his hands. See Figure 21.

4. The other two men, standing and facing the
top of the ladder about one -third of the dis-
tance from the top, teach down, grasp the
rung, and swing under the ladder, facing the
heel of the ladder.

S. Raise the ladder hand-over.band down the
beams and lower to the building.

6. To lower the ladder, the steps are reversed.

This same flat raise can be accomplished by two
men, using only one man to raise the ladder. He tra-
vels under the ladder, gasping the rungs rather than
the beams. However, this practice le recommended
only with short ladders or when few men are avail-
able.

Raising an Extension Ladder With the Two-Man Beam
Raise - In raising a 24 foot extension ladder it is
advisable to nse two men If at all possible. For a
ladder longer than 24 feet, three or' more men should
be used.

For ease in descending the solid bees extension
ladder, place-the fly ladder toward the building. In
the case of truss ladders, the truss may be placed
toward the building, This will place the fly ladder
on the outside. Manufacturer's recommendations
should be followed in this matter.

The following is the procedure for the two-man
raise.

1. Take the ladder off the apparatus and cony
It to the desired location using the two -
man carry.

2. Spot the ladder parallel to the building with
the butt directly below where the top is de-
sired to rest.

3. Urn the ladder over on the beam to raise.
If raising a truss ladder place the truss side
next to the building,

4. In order to heel the ladder, the heel man
places his forward foot an the bottom beam
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and reaches out, grasping the top beam

with his hands spread apart as shown in
Figure 22. The other leg and foot are held

as far back as possible to act as a counter-
weight. T 3 heel man's most, important

duty is to put as much weight es possible

on the ladder in order to takeout *sawing.
lie can also assist in raising with the left
eand while at the same time pushing delve

as the beam with the dghthand.,

'Caution should be exercised for the protect_
lion of bands and feet whee extending or
lowering the fly.

To raise the ladder at right angles to the Wild-
ing, by the heaM raise method, the same procedure is
used; but the ladder must he pivoted, as shown in
Figure 19.

sin an; With theExtensi Three -Yen

Raise - The following applies to the raising of a long
ono:embus:Udder without the use of tormenter poles:

1. Take the ladder- from the apparatus and
carry it to the desired location, place thee
heel toward the building. and spot it before
it is raised. -(The heel man doss the spot-
ing,)

2. 'Matador is laid in ,e flat position es shown
is Figure 23.

5. The, :other man feces the tep-of A* ladder

and with his inside hand, palm back, gawp

theAung, about one-third of the durance

Audi and raises the ladder over his headers

shown in_ Figure 22, swings under and tra-
vels toward the ladder heel, thumb/ rain
ing theladder.When the ladder comes. to the
the vertical -- position; the mae-faiiing the
ladder places his 8 on the levee- rung
against the beam, stepping onto the rung
from the building side. This helps to stead;
the ist/4mi

. The ladder is now in an uptight position.

The two men position themselves facing
each other through the ladder. The ma on
the one side steadied the ladder, while the
other man raises the fly.

7. The outside man places- one foot on the
lower sting of the ladder and lowers it to

the building with the assistance of the man
on the underside.

8. To lower the ladder, reverse 'the steps.

Fis. 22- Rsisi he,ais isoVideisi(llitten Fier eeise)

3. Numbers two and three men space themselves
about one-Wad of thedistince from thib top
of the laddertfacing the top. They-both reach
down with their inside hand and raise the
ladder, Wining the body Addle raising,. and
thus coming to face the heel of the ladder.

4 They sow welk toward tart heel of the ladder,
handover-hend on the teem; eadl the lutist
is in as updgiht ridden.' ecdh WNW emit
place 'their iodide feet 'cie the lolierreiie:
This helps to' stet" the ladder:
should now watch the top of the Watt'
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5. To raise the fly, one man steps back, letting
the ladder lean slightly toward the building
to counteract the strain made by pulling on
the halyard rope. The other two steady the
ladder while the fly is raised and locked in
position.

6. The ladder is then lowered to the building by
all three men. To lower the ladder the pro-
cedure is reversed.

This same flat raise can be accomplished by two
men, using only one man to raise the ladder. He
travels under the ladder grasping the tongs rather
than the beams as he makes the raise. 'Abe practice
is recommended only if the proper number of men are
not available. Figure 24 illiterates the position .1f the
men as the fly ladder is being raised.

P. 24 - Extension Ladder - Two.Men Reiss

Raisins Ladder Under Overhead Obstructions - As
shown in Figure 25, two men hold the top part of the
ladder overhead at arm's length and one or two other
men pressing down on the heel. The men work in
toward each other, raising the top gradually. This
procedure is repeated until the obstacle is cleared
and the ladder is placed it: position.

187

Fig. 25.. Raising Laker Under Ovoritio4 Obstruction.

POLE OR BANGOR LADDER
TECHNIQUES & PRACTICES

SUGGESTIONS FCR THE POLE KW

In starting a raise, the heel men should unbitten
the poles and pans them to the balm men, who in turn
pass them to the pole men. The pole sus should re-
ceive the poles in their hands at waist level, sever
above their heads. Poles should never be tossed or
thrown.

Pole men should hold the pole with the spike be-
tween the first and second fingers, and with the other
arm c Ltstretched. When :t is necessary for the pole
wan to pivot, he should change tildes if required and
always walk forward with the pole. pole men should
witch the top of the ladder and coach each other when
laying into the building and also, when necessary,
to keep the ladder in vertical position.

Pole men should pivot singly. They should not be
in motion when the ladder is being pivoted. Do not
wedge the paws when setting them in place under a
ladder; merely put them down, preferably, one step
forward of the toggle joints towards the gilding,

SUGGESTIONS FOR ME HEEL vEN

In heeling a ladder, heel men may cross alas to
provide better bracing. In lowering a heavy ladder
into a building, heel men are not concerned with the
top of the ladder. The ladder should be spotted by the
pole men. Heel men numbers one and two should use
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shoulders to beam. Heel men three and four should
should ride the ladder and watch for broken glass,
bricks or other debris that may become disodgsd and
slide down the beams.

SUGGESTIONS FOR RAISING THE FLY

There should be no hands or feet on the rungs of
the ladder while the fly Is being raised or lowered.
Always be sure that the pawls- are in place and that
there Is a tie in the fly rope. In backing the ladder
heel away from the building, be sale ihe fly does not
catch on the building and lift Itself 'off the locks.
When ready to lower, untie the fly rope until the lad-
der is in a vertical position.

Do not permit harness snap- a on the lend tad of
the fly rope. Replace the ladder ropes frequently; do
not wait for an accident. hake sure the ropes are of
adequate size and fit the pulley.

RAISING THE BANGOR LADDER

Raising the Bangor Ladder With-Six Men - in raising
any extension ladder equipped with poles ltis always
considered the easiest and safest method to use six
men to teaks the raise. Tice procedure required to
make the raise le as follows:

I.
1. To renioie the ladder fain the appendix, aU

six men stand at, the rear of the truck, three
on each side. the first two men reach for
the Hangar at extension ladder Ind pull .1t
out to the next two mes. They, le turn, pass
It on te the ieitt two, who configure to ad-
vance tewowfthe building, The Other four

,

man take thOdr positions foicanying as des-
cribed and* ladder carries, raise the ladder
to their shoulders, and advance toward the
)1111(1416.

2. The ladder is then Carded to the building
and, by lirtiuclions given by one-of the heel
men Whilethe ladder 14 still on the shoulders
of the men, It la _spotted the ;leper distance
from the building preparatory 'to making the
raise.

3. After being spotted properly, each man raises
up the outside hand, grasps the beam, and
at the same time that he lowers the ladder to
the wound. Note: The ladder is 'placed on
the ground with the fly on top, or the truss
side ap. Some types of ladders, however,
may be raised with the fly oddment&

:t Eich man biketfi 'US position, ar ,ohown in
Figure 26, inasediandy after the ladder is
lowered to the ground.

S. The heel Men release the ends of the tor-
mentor poles by pulling the keys. Then they
raise the pole ends and pass them to the
center men, who in bun pass the poles to
the tormentor men, who -milk to the ends of
the poles. The tormentor men hold the spurs
of the tormentors between the first and sec-
e7:ul. fingers of the hand nearest the spat
when standing outside the tormentor poles:
The opposite hand gasps the torment* polo
at ann't length. These men shoild he about
five feet apart.

mmlimam0 0

4:,
Flo. 26. Position feeheisino iloneor Ladder Six Mon

;

6. The center men now take their positions
below the swivel of the tonnentor poles and
face the top of the ladder. The heel men
stand on the heel plate with the inside foot
and reach ow Ind- grasp a convenient rung
as the ladder is Mired.

. .t

7. The center or beam men ieach over with the
inside hand and grasp e-common rung with
the knadden up. Then OCT lift the laddin
overhead, swinging under the respeotiee
beams, and raise It toward a oetticel paiidr
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don, using both hands alternately on the
beams. Note: Keep arms straight and rigid
at all times. The tormentor men should take
the weight from the beam men as soon as
possible when pushing the ladder to a verti-
cal position; however, doing this too soon
may cause the heel of the ladder to slide.
Tormentor men maintain the five foot dis-
tance.

8. When the ladder reaches the vertical posi-
tion, the tormentor man on the right will
swing to the inside of his pole and carry it
around to the side at right angles to the
other tormentor pole, as shown in Figure 27.
Note: Never walk backward with a tormentor
pole.

1. The ladder is taken off the apparatus as
described previously in making the six-man
raise, and carded to the point where it is to
be raised. The ladder is grounded at right
angles to the building with heel dose to the
building, wall or curbstone, which acts as a
substantial heel. The four men take their
positions as shown in Figure 28.

Window

Fig. 27 Pivoting Ladder

9. The fly ladder can now be elevatedby grasp-
ing the halyard rope and pulling down hand -
over -bard until the fly ladder has reached
the desired height.

10. The beam men place the inside foot on the
bottom rung and the ladder is loweled against
the building. The tormentor men place the
poles, preferably one step forward of the
toggle joints towards the building so as to
prevent aide-sway. Do not force the poles
under the ladder.

11. To lower the Bangor ladder, the steps are
reversed.

Raising the Bangor Ladder With Four Men - Although
it is a good and safe practrce not to use less than
six men in raising a Bangor ladder, there are times
when sufficient manpower is not available and four
men must be used. When this situation .dses, the
following procedure can be followed:

0 0
Fig. 28 - Positions for Raising Bangor Ladder - Four Men

2. The two beam men release the tormentor
poles by removing the keys and pass them
overhead to the tormentor men. Then, the
beam men return to their respective places
just below the tormentor swivels as shown
in Figure 29.

3. Facing the top of the ladder, they reach
down, knuckles up, and grog* a common
rung. Then they lift the ladder overheed,
turn under the ladder beams, and raise it to
a vertical position as shown in Figure 30.

4. From this position the two beam men grasp
a convenient rung and the opposite beam and
catty the heel the proper distance from the
building. The top is held next to the building
by the tormentor men.

S. Then the beast men, standing on the outside
the ladder, place their inside foot on the
bottom rung and the tormentor men pull the
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Fig. 29 Positions After Rokosing Polo:

Pig. 30. Bongo, Ladder Raised to Vortical Position - Pour Mon

top away from the building to a vertical po-
sition. Following this, the bean men raise
the fly ladder and leek the pawls.

6. While the ladder Is held In place by the heel
men, the tormentor men lower It against the
building. The tormentors are then placed in
position.

7. To lower the Bangor ladder, flat raise, at
right angles to the building with four men,
the steps are reversed.

Raising the Bangor Ladder Parallel to Badding - The
safest way, of comae, to raise a Bangor ladder is at
right angles to the building, but there are times when

there is not enough room for this procedsre sad It
must be raised parallel to the building, For instance,
where a ladder stunt be raised Li 0 narrow alley the
parallel method must be used. Is making the raise
parallel to a building, position the ,ladder as shown
in Figare 31. The raising procedure is the sore as
the right angle raise until the ladder is in a vertical
position, at which time the following procedure is
recommend**

1111110V
-_ _

11111111 I 111 1 111 111

Pig. 31; Boogie Ladder Raised ilaroito1.4,fluipliii_

1. When the ladder 3e Iii_vertical position,
the temente-es:an farthilitires the building
will swing to the inside _of this pole and
carry It around to the side tet right angles to
the tormentor pole, as shOwn in Figure 32.
Note: Never walk beekvreid altk a tormentor

Fig. 32- Position for Pivoting **Ladder

2. The ladder must then be pivoted to the kelp-
ing. The tormentor min who is habit*
building pushes slightly as the pot* bliLft-
big the weight of the ladder to the base sit
to the building. This allows the beak and
the heel men to pivot the ladder to fire She
building, as shows is Figure 33.
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Fig. 33 - Pivoting the Ladder

Fig. 34- Position of Bangor Ladder Aft*, Lowered into
Building

3. The fly is then 'Weed and the ladder lowered
against the building, as usual, as illustrated
in Figure 34.

Raising the Bangor Ladder by the Beam Raise - This
raise is also used in narrow spaces, behind wires,
etc. In executing this aloe, the ladder is first placed

el to the building.- Then, the inside pole is
'Mended on the ground and the ladder turned up on
;,lie inside beam. The men take their positions as
4howa in Figure 35 with number one and two acting
as heel men and the number six men taking the upper
pole. Beam men numbers three and four face the top
of the ladder and raise it walking under the beam,
wt. Ma number five taking a great part of the
loin.. When the ladder is in a vertical position, pole
MSS number six pivots to a position in front of the
ladder. Now the ladder is in a position for +devoting
the fly ladder and placing it at the desired point on
the building.

If five men are used, number one takes the pole
and also continues tl help heel the ladder. The
number six man is cut. If four men are used, the
number three beam men is also out.
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Fig. 35. Positions for Raising rho Bangor Ladder
by the Beam Raise

CLIMBING PROCEDURE - SPECIAL USES
AND SPECIAL LADDER EVOLUTIONS

CLIMBING PROCEDURE

The man who a ladder well has good form
and a certain well-defined rhythm. Both are the result
of correct instruction and practice. Figure 36 illus-
trates the proper stance when climbing ladd.:m

A good ladderman stays at era's length from the
ladder. Good form consists of keeping the body erect
and the arms straight but not tense. When a men holes
himself rigid and hugs the ladder, he is in danger of
fading because he does not have control of his body.
Also, he cannot pla.4 his feet on the mugs ProPedY
because his knees will collide with the rungs.

Fig. 36. Proper Climbing Procedure
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The only instance where it would be advisable to
use the beams rather than the rungs in ladder climbing
Raubd be where one is carrying an object.

In order to keep the ladder steady, it should be
climbed near the center of the maga, simultaneously
using the same band and foot when climbing. The
climber should not look down or watch his feat
Rather, he should look slightly upard toward the
next rung. His hands should be moved on the lungs
at a level between the waist and the head. The rungs
should be grasped by his hoods with the Calms down
and the thumbs stoned the swap: This will avoid body
sway and splinters frequently utcountered when
climbing with hands on the beams. This method Is
considered the safest because a much firmer gdp is
possible on the rungs than on the beams, particularly
If the climber's bands are not large. The amid range
in climbing Is' also Arisable becalse the hands can
test the mass. Thus, a defective rung may be de-
tected before placing the foot upon it. The legs, and
not the hands, carry the weight of the body when
climbing. 'At each step the ball of' the foot, and not
the arch, should be placed on the lungs. A foot should
be 'placed on each .ring." However, some men Nair
the best climbing rhythm by taking every other rung
sttli the imadi.end every rung with the feet It Is
"nod practice tb am up or down a ladder. It is bestio
climb briskly, but smoothly.

MAKING AND CLIMBING A STEPLADDER,,,.._

A step ladder may be made frcrOwo parts of an
extension ladder. To do this, the extension in taken
apart and both ea: iire'huned upside dovir: Then the
top rang of the bottom sectiott is laid into lodes
of the top section' and secured with *tops:A rope is
then tied across the bottom -rang as icitparader. If
other rope Is not available, e rope hos tool can be
used When mounting the :Imperial," step ladder,
climb the bottOi section in order not to open the
locks. See Roue 37.

,

MAKING A HIGH CEILING,CHURCH
OR FLAGPOLE RAISE-'.:.*

-

In making the !See as -illustrated in Figure 38,
place the ladderCiiihe wind with Its beets near the
final Imelda*. >Extend the' Hy ladder hodsontally a
short distance and latch: the locks. Divide two long
ropes evenly end piece one cm. ach side of the lad-
der. With the doubled loop mad of each rope, place a
half -hitch around the beam below the rung, then slip
the loop over the top of the bee lincldag snugly;
see Figure VI Do not sue the hitch over the top of

V

Pi* 37- Malaria s istariLodder
1'1,, -
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al., 3

:s11

-I; ter.37
4 04

;$ Lay.. W*.- rth-en

=
%AB Ilf*Sit-Ciafterattfloiper401016c Al 7 ;

'11V ;41
b ft eni l d.peel liftep the at Air

lowered.. -The _ladder 4$ tlaeashir6aay .eau
steaderd method. If the leddecitippele4,410901solls
used to assist in the raise, but they ehestillooke,
bebt.eat- of Abe wayBe tlattellat ladder, will 1114,1011t
es thee:mins in The vettleaLyeallisee Ali**
Alet.10,_vetticall the-nom are speed by few sialsitia
are equally quartered, all wood
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two men at the ladder heels and arise the fly
laddet, while the others carefully give out rope. The
rope men pass ropes fielded their hips and around to
the front of their bodies to a comfortable position for
holding. The ropes ara not tied around their bodies.
When lowering the fly ladder, take gum the rope slack
carefully. Aftertm fly is down, the top may be leaned
slightly away free vertical and held by two ropes
while the other men ease in to lower the 1.edde, to the
Stout

When working from ladders. it is frequently nee-
Awry to have both hands free to do such work as
directian hies streams, handling roof ladders, etc.
No sera wenirkig Oa a ladder ahould let go with both
hands mhos he has safely 'seared himself to the
ladder so that he will not loose his balance and fall.
If the me worlds: on a ladder were a life 'eat or
rope tool, he eimply snaps the hook to the ladder and
his bands are free.

When sua optimal is not available, the fire-
man must know how to secure himself to the ladder
and still have his heads free. This !s very easily
dose by taking leg lock on the ladder. To take a

. leg lock, as show in Fiore 40, the Wideman places
one leg , you* thslsdder over the sawed rung above

..the ape upon -which he is standing. He then bdnes

Els. 40 Lae Loa es a Lelider

his foot back through the ladder betwesa the first end
second rungs and places the toe of his foot over the
rung above the one on which he.it Mending. Men of
more then average height may profs* to brit the foot
around the beam of the ladder Just below this rung an
shown in Figura 41.

When the work being done does not necessitate
lacing the ladder, a side-sitting position me7 be
takes on the rung over which theirs has been placed.
This tree of bold is useful when hauling up tools or
other objects hoe the side of the ladder as shown in
Rose 42.

The leg lock is made on the side of thrtladder
opposite the side on, whidr work is being done. As
most work is done on the right side, the leg lock is
usually made with the left leg. The arch of the lower
',Jot, on which the weight is carded, should be CM the
rung neer the beam in a position from which it will
Dot slide should the ladder be wet or slippery.
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41- UPI Lick Variation

Fig. 42 - 1.400 Lock fe.Worit at SW* of Ladder

MAKING AN END-TO-END SPLICE

The end-to-end splice illustrated in Figure 43 can
be made when the main ladder Is in line and resting
on a window sill. A short ladder with lion heels can
be set on one of the upper Tangs of the main ladder
and held in place by one or two men from Inside the
ladder. The top ladder heels should be sot on the
rung of the main ladder, beneath which there Ise tie
rod.

s-a

Fig. 43- End to End *lice 44=2,11

.": t;

. _ rfr
MAIM % zi A HOTEL OR FACTORY RAISE ...

This rase, as Illustrated by*Figsre401,-,:hr made
by elevating** Brow ladder by desired Aethad.
The laddei must be finally brought tb 4 tobidomia
line with 's vertical raw of Iriadoits.lhe bselsighsel
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Fig. 44- Hotel or Factory Raise

be approximately four feet out from the building. if
the cornice of the building is very wide, this must
be taken into consideration when setting the ladder
heels. The top of the ladder is placed against the
building, having one man at the side of each beam
butting the ladder, sad one man on each pole. The
pole men, out at an angle of 45 degrees, support the
ladder. A rope should be secured on each beam, a
short distance from the top. One man holds each rope,

and they position themselves at the side of the ladder
as illustrated its Figure 44. These ropes give the
ladder side support. Victims may use both sides of
the ladder when descending, but usually those on the
lower floors use the inside.

Should it be necessary b3 move the ladder shod
distance to another vertical row of windows to the
tight or left, the tormentor men pull the top of the
ladder from the building. The heel men then lift and
carry the ladder b3 the right or left until the heel of
the ladder is properly placed in the new location, at

which time the top of tizeledder will be placed against
the building for further rescue work. Four men may be
required to carry the ladder, depending on the length
of the extension.

The top of the ladder should never be positioned
in the second location until the base of the ladder
has been properly placed. This will prevent panic
stricken people from getting co the ladder before it
is properly placed for safe use.

PLACING A ROOF LADDER IN SERVICE

Figure 45 illustrates the steps to be followed in
placing a roof ladder in service. For one story build-
Inds, the man placing the roof ladder does so from
the eaves of the building. When the top of the roof
ladder is raised to him, he opera the hooks and slides
the ladder to its place on the roof. When a two story
building is involved, the roof ladder is raised to a
vertical position resting on the rigid side of the wall
ladder. The first teen then ascends the wall ladder
until he is opposite the top of the roof ladder. He
than opens the hooks outward. This is a safety mea-
sure to prevent the hooks from striking the man car.
tying the ladder if it should slip from his grasp.

After making sure that the hooks are securely
open, the top man steps down and pieces the roof
ladder on his shoulder at a point between its second
and third rungs. The second man also carries the
ladder on his right shoulder. Each mat, then, bubo*
hands free for climbing.

When the top man is waist high to The eaves of
the building he stops clkebind ead lakes a leg lock
on the wall ladder. The leg lock Is made when the
leg.= the side opposite that on which the rooljeddier
is carded. He then passes the roof ladder upward,
hand-over-hand. When the leader is half above the
eaves, the beam of the roof ladder is allowed to come
to rest on the roof. The ladder is than turned flat
with the hooka underna ' 3 thrt they may be used
as runners when the leaner is pushed over the ridge
of the roof. Care should be taken to see that the
hooks are securely engaged before climbing the roof
ladder.

LADDER BRIDGING AND ANCHORING

The following methods apply partieulady well to
the conditions stated, but often can be-modified to
meet other conditions. Some types of -bridges are:

From Ladder to Window - In making the "ladder to
window" bridge, one maa carrying a ladder on his
shoulder, et shoat the third rung from the end, with
both hands free, climbs- to the desired height as the
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Fig. 45- Piecing Roof Ladders

main or wall ladder, placing one leg through the
ladder and seats himself on a rung facing a beam. He
then places a knee beyond the bade of the beam, rests
the foot on a rung, swings the bridging ladder down
by placing his inside hand under the low beam, the
outer hand above the top beam, and then passes the
ladder actoss intervening space into the window
using the knee as a support. See Figure 46. The
bridging ladder is then pulled back through the main
ladder and the lungs of both ladders lashed together
with a rope, tope hose tool or a strap. The bridging
ladder should be placed so that It slopes slightly
toward the building. Since the main ladder heels are
seldom more than 15 feet out from the building, a 12
foot ladder will usually be auffident to make a bridge.
When an aerial ladder Is used, a longer bridge ladder
Is required. Care should be taken to avoid the pro -
trading heels of the bridging ladder when climbing
the main ladder. When the bridging ladder has hooks,
these are placed at the main ladder end.

From Roof to Roof or Roof to Window - In making
these bridges, one ladder and three or kw men sae
used. The ladder Is held climbing side up, as In Fie. dR - Loader to Window Bridging

: .
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Fig. 47. Roof so Roof

Figaro 47a. with the top of the ladder dose to the
open space. Two men at the top face ..di other
eaves - the ledcler with arms and legs stmight and
palms upward to'cradleythe ladder. Either oae or two
menu ay be used 4 th heel esd. The ladder is then
passed out slowlY over the vim space as shown in
nein 47b,

Where specs istoo _restdcted to use the previous
method, MM. Man atimable user tho ladder heels
sad face the top, suing the following method: The
heel end of the ladder 'is lifted and placed on the
kidde shoulders of then ma. The correspond-
ing am may Rasp a sung alibi far aide of the ladder
*aides . cross ams effect. Set Flom48a.

Theheel man or men;pall down on theiledder heels
sad pivot the leddsr tic* the shoulders. All swing
Around coin*, the ladder over the openhig., Theo,
,11,necesserys, the ladder .4is be traasfened to the
-Cradled hands, This is tiesien as the pivot or swing
around bridp as shops in Payne 48b.

ANCHORING LADDIRS

When it becomes nribielary to work from e ladder
for say season, it is pad pectic* to each* it to.the
building The anchor peeved, the lidder bop Tilsit,
lag, idiring or tondo, over in case be load is
shifted. The rope hose tool, as shown in Figure 49,
makes* good ladder anchor. The slack must be taken
from the rope. This can be accomplished by twisting
or taking rata tams around the msg.

1-
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Fig. 48. Swing Around Reidy

Fig. 49 Anchoring Ladder Using Rope .'aso Tod
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HOLDS AND EVOLUTIONS USED IN
LADDER CLIMBING

A good reinforcing hold for backing up a man on a
ladder is shown in Figure 50. When using it, however,
care should be taken that the top man is not held so
closely that he cannot work properly or that he is
held in the path of hot gasses, etc. The lower man
puts a leg lock on the rung above the one on which
the top man is standing then, if convenient, the
upper man's leg may be included in the toe hold of
the leg lock. The lower man puts his arms beneath
the armpits of the upper man and grasps a rung.

Another hold used for backing up a man working
from a ladder, leaving both his hands free, is shown
in Figure 51. The lower man puts a leg lock on the
rung on which the top man is standing, locking in the
top men's leg. The arm on the same side is then
passed under the crotch of the top mass grasping the

b

Cowden, Loudonville, Ohio Fir* Dope.

Fig. 91- Backing Up a Man on a Ladder

rung just in front. The other foot is places against
the beam and the ens on the same side is extended
forward, the hand grasping the beam. The same can
be accomplished with the top man facing the outside.
See Figure 52.

SAFE PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
IN THE CARE AND USE OF LADDERS

Much of the following material was listed in the
preceding paragraphs of this chapter but is repeated
at this time because of its importance.

I. The tops and locks of all ladders should be
painted white or some other distinctive
color. A mark should also indicate the
climbing side. Also, ladders should have
'wellheads painted ca them to show proper
positions for carrying and hoisting. The

dooriosy Loudonville, Ohio Fire NA

FN. 51 - Crotch Hold on a Man Facing Building
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Courtesy Loudonville, Ohio Fire Dept.

52 - Crotch Held on Man Facing Away From Building

length of all ladders should be marked on
the beam sear the end. This eliminates
guesswork in the removal and replacement
of ladders at fires.

2. The number of men normally permitted on
the different sire ladders is as follows:

a 12 to 16 feet one man

b. 18 to 24 feet - two men

c. 28 to 40 feet - three men

d. 45 to 55 feet four men

Men should be spaced approximately 10 to
13 feet apart when climbing ladders.

3. When placing ladders to windows, use 20
feet for the second story, 30 feet for the
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third story, (sometimes to 35 feet), and
45 to SO feet for the fourth story.

4. Do not lean too far over the beam of a
ladder, but re-position the ladder instead.

5. To facilitate the handling of hose lines,
etc., leddeu should be placed at the far
side of a window.

6. Ladders should be placed the proper dis-
tance from the building with allowances
made br cornices, °voila:is, etc.

7. When using very short ladders, set them at
a good working angle.

8. If set incorrectly, the heel of the ladder
may be-moved over slightly by one or more
MIL One man can move a heavy ladder by
backing up to the underside and grasping a
low rung. Two men is a position like that
used at the start of the vertical carry can
move a ladder. In backing out the heel, be
careful that you do not unlock the fly.

9. Whenever possible, "tie in" the ladder
near the top. The rope hose tool is good for
this purpose. When the top is not tied in,
have the bottom held whenever possible.

10. The first man up the ladder should check
the locks. When practicing it i s well to
close the eyes and feel the lodcs as if in
smoke and darkness.

11. Always tie in the fly rope when the ladder
is finally in position.

12. In lowering the ladder, never untie the fly
rope until the ladder is in a vertical post-
tion.

13. When a fly ladder is being raisedorlowered,
keep the hands and feet off the rungs and
watch for guide irons which can injure the
hands.

14. Inspect ladders frequently to make sure
that all parts are in good operating condi-
tion, beams and rungs are hot of splinters,
rungs are tight, properly varnished, and the
rope is in good condition. Use only a clew,
hard varnish on ladders; never use a solid
color paint which might cover defects,
except where identification marks are sea
"sty.
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15. The protruding ends of ladders at the rear
of trucks and in stations often are the cause
of head and shoulder injuries. In the sta-

. Lion these injuries can be prevented by
constructing small, loose fitting boxes with
rounded outside corners. They are then
suspended from screw eyes in the ceiling
or supported with a floor standard over the
ends of the ladders. They can be painted a
bright color to attract attention. Short
pieces of 2 1/2" fire hose can be placed
over the head irons for protection.

t6. All fire department ladders should have
heel irons which are maintained in good
condition. The collapsible hooks of roof
ladders should be set entirely back of the
ends of the beams, thus asking such lad-
ders more serviceable as straight ladders.

17. Do not set a ladder in front of a door with-
out first locking the door or posting a
guard.

18. Do not step over ladder when it is lying
on the ground; walk around the end.

19. If the ladder crashes into a window, men at
the foot of the ladder should watch for
broken glass sliding down the beams. They
should also watch for falling bricks, stones,
etc.

20. Always face the ladder when ascending at
descending.



CI1APTER 12

GAS MASKS

INTRODUCTION

Although a gas mask is one of many pieces of erodpment carried co pumpers and ladder Ueda' today, it
can be stated without reservation that it is considered to be one of the most important. In this modem age of
chemicals, plastics, refrigerants, synthetic materials and various compounds used in industrial processes, it
must be recognized that it is extremely important and necessary to protect firemen who, in a time of emergency,
must operate in atmospheres containing poisonous and toxic gases. There have been many occasions when the
lib of a fireman has been sacrificed in an attempt to rescue people trapped or overcome in smoke or gaseous
areas because the fireman did not or could not protect his respiratory system. For the protection of firemen the
Ohio 100th General Assembly passed section 3737.31 of the Revised Code which requires self =stained oxygen
breathing apparatus in each Are department operated by a political subdivision. The applicable section of the
law is reproduced below:

Section 505.48 R.C.
(A) "Gas mask" means any self-contained oxygen breading apparatus using oxygen or air In suit-

able containers that enable their wearers to live in atmosphere containingless than sixteen per-
cent oxygen and poisonous gases in excess of two percent by volume andhaving been approved
by the United States Bureau 44 Mines for use in irrespirable atmosphere.

(B) Every political subdivision which operates a fire department shall provide at least two.gas
masks for each fire station and shall further provide that the chief of the fire department give
adequate instructions to each member of the fire department in the use of sods gee masks.
(125 v. H337. Eff. 10443)

_ IMPORTANCE TO FIRE SERVICE

One of the fundamental rules of fire fighting
should be that no one, unless equipped with self-
contained or self-generating air supplying apparatus,
be allowed in a fire involved area. The ordinary fire
deparbsent, filter type mask will stop the passage of
toxic' fire gases such as ammonia or carbon monoxide
sot exceeding 2% by volume, but the masks are defi-
nitely not suitable for conditions where a deficiency
of Oxygen exists.

Providing for the life safetl of the firemen should
be aparamounttesponsibility of the officers in charge
of a fire. In addition to the duty of training the men
in the use of *respitatory equipment, the officers
should see that firemen use this equipment whenever
and wherever necessary.

In recent years, another hazard has been added to
the problem of fire fighting; that is, the use of atomic
energy in the various areas of our industrial, com-
mercial and educational structure. It is predicted that
this problem will become more and more complicated
because of the presence and use of radioactive ma-
terials at many locations within the area of the fire
departments' protective responsibility.

Instructions from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commit-
sion relative to radiation hazards in fire fiddiag,
state, "masks should be worn from theMme of animal
at the fire where radiation contamination hawed
exists, until the hazard no longer exists." Preference
indicated as to the type of mask to be Wornia such

situation is the self-contained unit.

It would be impossible to list or discuss every
hazardous gas encountered today. A few of the most
common with which firemen may cosh in contact are
shown on the chart, Figure 1. Ws* chart indicates
the certain properties, characteristics, effects and
treatments of these pees with which firemen should
become familiar.

It is suggested that fire departments make a sup
vey of the comminity to determine any edditiosal
hazardous eases which could be encountered in indus-
trial, mercantile or commercial areas. Then in cooper-
attar with the chemists, engineers or other respon-
sible persons in charge of these operations, a supple-
mentary chart can be prepared and also us.1 for
reference. This would be en excellent method by
which to pin good public relations with the people
in the community. The community will be pleased to
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Gas Masks

cooperate when informed that the fire department is
intended in the community's safety and welfare.

In addition to the hazard caused by a poisonous
Pe. Bremen Oust also be aware of the potential
explosion hazard involving some of these Pew if
in doubt as to whether or not the gas is explosive,
every precaution must be **ken to prevent a spark.
Light switches should not be turned on or off. Equip-
ment and tools made of ferrous metals should be
handled carefully so as not to create sparks.

TYPES AND USES OF GAS MASKS

In geue.ai, respiratory protective equipment is
classified as follows: (1) The filter type canister
mask, (2) mask where air or oxygen is supplied from
an outside source, and (3) self-contained breathing
apparatus. Each of these 'types of masks is designed
for protection of the respiratory tract.' It should be
kept in mind, however, that for many gases protection
of the respiratory tract is not enough, since some
gases may harm the body on contact. For these pees,
it is necessary to wear protective clothing in addi-
don to the proper respiratory protection.

FILTER TYPE CANISTER MASKS

Several different makes of filter type canister gas
masks are manufactured.

The filter type canister mask is designed to pro-
vide protection against some kinds of smoke and poi-
sonous gases,' including carbon monoxide. It should
be borne in mind, however, that all filter type models
have definite litigations. They can be worn only in
Atmospheres containing sufficient oxygen to support
life. The best way to detect a dangerous deficiency
of oxygen is to observe the fielee of a safety lamp.
The flame will go out when the oxygen content of
the atmosphere falls below sixteen percent. A man
should not enter or remain in an atmosphere in which
a flame will not burn unless he is protected by a
self-contained or supplied air or oxygen breathing
apparatus. Although the use of the flame safety lamp
is recommended, active combustion is an indication
°Fleeciest oxygen to support life. Another
don of the filter type masks is that they mot be
worn in atmospheres containing more than two pet.
cent by volume oi poisorMuS gases. In addition,
heavy-bodied smoke, such that given off from
burning plastic, will clog or gum the intake and in-
terior of the canister. This causes the mask to be
inoperative. The major parts of a filter type canister
mask with a timer are: (1) The canister, with her-
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ness and carrying case; (2) the timepiece, withhead-
bands and flexible tubing; and (3) the timer. See Fi-
gure 2.

&wooer Mite Safety Appneacee Cs.

Fig. 2. MI Servico Mask

Canister - The smoke type =sister is painted red.
A canister painted any other color is designed for a
definite and specific seep of gases. The red canis-
ter is *Forayed for two hoots of content or inter-
mittent nee for protection from carbon monoxide. When
working where carbon monoxide is present, there is
a tendency for the canister % become warm. Tr..
degree of warmth will depend upon the concentretion
of the gas. This is due to the fact. that while the
chemical is acting as a catalyst in changing be
carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, heat is formed.
Canisters should be stored in a cool, dry place. %air
should never be removed from a canister until it h,
put into service. After canister has been put into
service, it should be replaced at lead once a yes',
even though sever used.

In assembling the mask, the canister is prepared
for service by removing the seals. The canister can
be tested by inhaling and inhaling, but it should be
remembered that inhalation is possible only from the
top opening and exhalation into the bottom opening.
An audible click will indicate that these valves arc
opening sad closing raptly.
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- flo faceplece must be cleaned after
wear ie !iside shoui be stedlizèd y doe lag
th ugbly with a nlcldsl iiatioo such as aquices
ze'ran 1:1)OO solution or stspene sohitice.

lii. headland. must be malntnincd In od work-
lag order. Liokan, torn or defective bands must be
ep1aced. It I. rscomieeded that a freplece with a

defective band be jiisov.dfromuervlce until r.pslrrd
or re l'he conformity of the faceplece to the
wearer's fec. is dependent on the headband, for
proper adjustemat.

The flexible tubing. must be zanned carefully
for cuis or bi.aki. Aiy'Impekmint or defect I. thin
tublisg mey.opsid1*e the$fty nd pentctice of
thewesri%.. ..

- ,-.

Timer lb. (lest is * d,1c. the

apu'1te Ui the kcsa be mrs !bi safety.

It Is otmtetby the the,' Odj the user.

The p te'Iick raI..an as $ )1pr, iskez a
a- opot1Iy1*4cbØI. of

cntetehtOnt seMee. AthøpoInterhss4-canø'. getolutlos,$e 'st must

ipóectéd to *cistar- the
fac,theeII...c,*ectd t, the thrnè. lit doIg no, It
must be ecettniuithal tb gaskets eró In place
at bath crpUr. Th. faceplate Is then fitted to
the wearer by adjusting the hesdbends. At this point
it aboeld be tested for alt tightness iy holding a
hand o r the opening In the botin of the canister
and L11g. If there Is no leakage the fscetsce
wIll cousra. and the mask Is ready far use.

1n*l*.pat the Gmer hen. been ihe- In
toe tO Aop misty two hons cL bresâIi
ths.1spuIc4 el time coincided *th. the Uá
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A1"oeai a. &rean inen 1etJar tee b

of iwuec11c against water *ot is a esl1c' bsatthstz,ta c kawl,_b cl1lr"der:M
nyoimd canistel Ineffacve neta.et:vapca
.orptice In less than two hours .Jes. of these

ooadidossartrufollows .

bumtdD nipaa%ue peItéVthat
5%, ticularly at attápàØuri.
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ts per nbrto) of hhtg
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3 Ezpoieredfthecantetst-tomodi,1
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Gus Masks

As long as the canister ABS not absorbed water vapor
to a degree less than that amount which would ren-
der the "aopcalite" ineffective against carbon mon-
oxide, the color difference between the panels wet;
exist. Once excessive moisture has penetrated the
"Ilopcalite" the colors of the panels will notch
and the canister must be disnarded. Observation of
color match should be made under fluorescent type
lights or natural daylight when possible.

In the window indica, type canister a check
valve fits into the assembly formerly occupied by the
timer. The check valve assembly is threaded top and
liothim to provide a positive attachment to the canis-
ter and the breathing tube. The valve will provide an
*Slave seal at all' times against moisture entering
the canister from the top. It closes automatically
after each inhalation, regardless of the position of
the canister. It remains closed, regardless of the po-
sition of the mask, in storage or maintenance. The
threaded fitting at the top of the, valve provides for
disassembly of the breathing tube and facepiein for
cleaning, While the valve remains on the sinister
guarding it against m _labile penetration from the top.
If all the water is not drained from the.faceplece and
tube after cleaning, the valve prevents the entry of
the water into the coaster. The canister on the win-
dow indicator type will more accurately ,indiente the
ac. sal service time then will the timer type. It Is
imperative that as much moisten' as possible be
barred from the canister 'to obtain maximum service
life. The check valve assembly eliminates the neces-
sity of replacing the rubber stopper formerly used.

Putties On the Filter TIPS Canister Mask - Suspend
the mask on the chest by means of the neck steep.
Next, Sillies the body strap so that the canister is
drawn snugly against the chest. Check to make sure
the headband straps are fully, extended. Then grip the
&copies* between thumb and fingers as illustrated
in Figure 4.

Insert chin well haft IOW mitt of flimelacw,and
pall hasdbands beet corm heed. To obtain a fima and
comfortable At against the face; at el points, adjust
headbands as follows:

.ne that straps lie flat against head.

2. Tighten lower or "neck" straps.

3. Tighten the "side" straps. (Do not touch
forehead or "frost" straps).

4 Place both hands on hen band pad and posi-
tion it as the crown of the head.

..

_.4.441114
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Cooties, Mins agefsty Applietoo* Co.

I% A -Plaid. On*oak,
-. .:

5. Repeat opossums I :ea '

6. Tighten forehead dr 4efiont"
needed.

--t- ,

1. Do not enter any cohtaminated ihen
with this -mask usleas you know fiat die

. .__ .

Precmations and Practices -

a. -Canister in of i filter -type; Moreau of
. 4 7 tMines approied.

b. Concentration of the caiitailitints dose
not exceed the CoittentratiOn foiwhich
the canister is approved. --

c. Amount of oxygen is masted; that is,
at least 16% oxygen.

- t

d. Mask does not leak.

e. Moister does not need replacing..

2 Register the: date the coaster Is pieced
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Keep a record on the time the mask is used.
Note: Ude is a popular misconception that
filter type canisters will afford two hears of
protection agshia 2% concentrations of all
kinds of page; this is not true. 11w state.
meat -epplies only to protection against car-
aon Thefts= of Xmas Approval

Schedule #14 E requires a man-test service
life of only 25 minutes in:2% comotobations
of organic vapors, end only 15 minutes for
276 ammoniates* of acid. gun or 3% cis.
outtakes of umoida. Naturol;y; k lower
concentrations twarti itt can be, i.apectect

vox; the filter-type smoke canister,
just like the filter typo halustrial canister,
most bs rzplaced as soon am organic vapors,
acid gone- or iterneonte. penetrate the face-
piece ftd are "detected tto ti, Sgrattrie.

The ..top end bottom *eel oe the timer-type
.ossister and the bottom -only on the

jedicstoi type sedates sharld be
lepliiiedetter eaoh use. -

_ :
Theitek *Si% Oinks 'should idereys Ed( .111

6. It is more difficult to breathe when wearing
this mask because the filter restarts the
rate of Mr to the face

FE W AIR OR ROSE MASKS

A second type of mask is the hear Oi or hose
mask Aid% in suitable for respitatoty .protecttz
against al atmospherical containiunts. Theair liars
weekhitleage, ;to,..Ahls casing. These air line masks
are ray dependent upon a mechanical:air supply
which is not carded by the wearer of the utak; thew
fore.__Em_fsilipoiofsuken air cuiply would prevent
biceps from deadly stmcmpbersay

The timepiece of the sir Hie mask is attached to
an sir ,ostepOly.,a hope.. Clone sir le fed to the
facepiece fe_inifficteet qaanti*.to peaiide the wearer
with an adequate air, .cupply.lbere is little or no
resistance tr and surplus air usually
provides a .-oileg sad refreshing effect. The only
disadvantage is the necessity of trailing the hose
which is connected to the timepiece from the air
source.

There are two methods used for supplying air to
this type of mask. In the ".casstant-tlow" type, the
breathable sir is continuously fed to the feceplece.
By this method there is always s alight positive
pressure present in the facepiece to name spina

inward leakage. Such pressure is maintained
compressor system operated "blouse.. The hi
are of a low pressure type, mostly of condfug
sign, and are available is, various sizes depi
upon the number of awake to be operated at a
time. The pressure on the air lift should be
Wined at iespirable levels as recommended
equipment menufacturer. On U.S. Bureau of
approved air line respirators, the manufacta
permitted to specify any range of operating pre
up to a matimum of twenty-five pounds per
inch, as long as a s Melon emcee of sir is
the facepiece within the range &pacified. Pre
reducing valves an well as relief or blow-off I
are used to control this factor. Precautions as
taken to make inure that supply cf clean
available et the blow.

Figure 4 illustrales a typiesi kise .. mask anti
faileilv, hamar, air hc and blower are in
packed in a tank which serves to treissport*
meat and to provide the blower operator with)
*talent seat. The air hose mast be highly.as
to petroleum liqakte and vapors, and be ifole t*
stand -crushing sielert. Heavy 1 wire mink*
Incorporated into the .construdieu oS 40-1

this putimei!. w to loll fast of-hoss
this tYpe of erpirineat. 'Akar hole Unit**
in11)1**1 on the
haul* The iseep:ace Is f the itaitstok-.
hi olari*Oid to the -al hole'

11111;14

t C., 3 . _ ,: ".0 41" w

4

4mr

i

Cartes, Nine ii/ift.*_Applienei
Fie. 5 Wee Ma* Assembly-



Gas Maths

In the "demand flow" type, a cylinder oZ com-
pressed air or oxygen is used in place of the blower.
By the inclusion of a small demand regulator, air is
fed to the facepiece only upon inhalation of the
wearer. The flow ceases upon exhalation. This con-
serves the air supply and permits one man several
hours of service from it standard 220 cubic foot
cylinder of air.

Figures 6 and 7 show two different styles of
centrifugal blowers used to supply fresh air to the
facepiece. Although combined motor and hand oper-
ated blowers are available, this type of unit is not
approved by the U.S. Bureau of Nines.

Courtesy Mine Safety Aopiiasoos Co.

Fig. 6 - Centrifuged Blower for Fresh Air Mask

SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS

Self-contained breathing apparatus provides com-
plete respiratory protection in any concentration of
toxic gases under any condition of oxygen deficiency.
The wearer's breathing is independent of the sur-
rounding atmosphere since the wearer is breathing in
a system in which no onside edr is admitted, and the
oxygen or air supply of the apparatus itself takes
care of all respiratory requirements. Such devices
enable men to work in places where men normally
would not be able to live. Self-contained breathing
apparatus are divided into three basic types. The
three basic types ate: (1) oxygen. cylinder rebreath-
ins apparatus, (2) demand type apparatus, and (3)
self-generating type apparatus. For our -purposes
here, only two of these will be discussed.

Coyotes', Hiss Ws* Appnottoos Co.
Fig. 7 - Conirifygol Blower for Fresh Air Meek

Demand Type Apparatus = All demand type apparatus
use the same principle of operation; however, some
use compressed oxygen sidle others usecompressed
air. A number of different models are available. A
man wearing the demand type mask never inhales the
atmosphere in which he is presently working. The
man breathes oxygen or air supplied by a 471inder
carried 'on the person. (See Figure 8) The flow of
oxygen or air, regulated by' the wester % loathing,
always assures sufficient protection. A pressure
gauge indicating the. amount- of 'oxygen in the cylin-
der is generally provided within the wearer's view.
The U.S; Burta.4 of Vines .bas issued -approvals by
the use of compelled air or =Net in the differ-
ent makes of masks. Allan lIm 1 as ode-quarter host
and one-half hour self-coatrdned breathing apparatus,
which indicates the length of time that the cylinders
may be expected to last. The detailed Instructions or
information accompanying each type of mask must be
carefully studied and fol:owed bob** attempting to
use it.

Putting On. Demand Type us - The following
' consecutive steps should be so in putting on
the apparatus before entering a toxic stir -.sphere:

1. Check the pressure gauge on the cylinder
valve to home that the ciliate* is fall
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Co.o;*Ossf &fon Algaieft Corp.

Root Scott Air Pock

_

(180) p.s.L an smell units - 1980 on large
units).

J

2. -Pat on the apparatus using either of the
following methods but In either case coition
must berried at -all those to protege- the-
regulator assembly from damage:

- Connect chest strap budde, -leaving
side strap unhooked, owing the appar-
atus over the head and snap ti * side
strap to the "D" 'sing., Fasten the
waist belt snugly, pull the side maps
mita the meatus Is supported com-
fortably, and them tighten the chest
strap as muck as desired,

Lam the chest strap =buckled, snap
the side strap th and put the
apparatus on like a vest. First the left
arm is inserted in the hasrPes, then
the right arm. -Futon the chest strap
buckle an the waist belt as securely
as lashed, then rust the side straps
snugly.

b.

3_ Open the cylinder valve heedwheel fully

(at least three turns) and close-lite by-pess
(red) handwheel on the demand- restletem-

Open fully sad lock open with the locking
lever the main line (yellow) handwbeel and
observe the pressure gauge on the dement
regulator. The gaup indicates conthmalir
the pressure in the cylinder and sbould.tiad
approximately 1800 p.cl. on small units and
1980 p.s.i .on large units if fully charged,
If there is less pressure in the cylinder the
service life Will he reduced accoadhiglyi
Urn off the -cylinder valve and watch. diet
pressure gauge on the regulator. These should
be ito drop Ii pressure-1f ' tha !Wallet is
leek ligidvAid OltritO410totidie de-
neetteeetIthialheOWthit .-41#1PlighOlos-14
he checked: esti *Odd* itd(igotetilbefore

.411tetteill.teileietise, *00* the
erlia**111,Te *11,02-1,001;16
***with the lodr1110484--

S The kitepiece In;j
".".:.theriattinelitedv_-
: hoselisio1 etwiliOre
iris lite
*art-the aft-.

C. Tighten _ side straps , tlo eot Mist
forehead er "mint" etispi). '

d. Place both hands en hteedhamtpstt
position it on the crown of the heed.:

e. Repeatoperatirm Ix and -rtarc
.

.f. Tighten ford:aid or Ifroat" sp

! ,

(heck the tightness of -the faceplece,ke
sealing the breathing tube Adilt the palm
haad and labeling gently.- The -facer Lila
should collapse CA the ACM if- the "wells*

.eatisfactory. Connect mask hose to replatcp.
before .entariag cc_.mminated ares....U.11*-
feespiece is left disconnected natiixendy jor:

-.Ander the toxic are, the breathing uapirlp
will be-twaserved to sane extest.. llowewer.
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if the ambient temperature is low, the face-
piece will tend to fog, but will not if con-
nected to the demand regulator.

6. Breathe normally, as the apparatus automa-
tically satisfies any breathing requirement.

Precrtutions end Practices - The apparatus furnishes
complete respiratory protection for a period of time
governed by the amount of exertion, but approximately
15 minutes (small units) and 30 minutes (large units),
at hard work. Therefore, it is necessary to periodical-
ly check the pressure gauge on the demand regulator,
as it continually indicates the pressure in the cylin-
der. When the needle approaches the solid colored
section of the pressure gauge, always return to fresh
air because the remaining 300 p.s.i. will last only
two or three minutes in the small units, and only
four minutes in the large units. During normal use the
by-pas (red) valve is closed and is used only if the
automatic demand regulator becomes inoperative. It
provides a continuous flow and should be opened
first, the main line (yellow) handwbeel closed, and
the by-pass valve adjusted to provide the now de-
sired.

2. Remove the timepiece by grasping the snout,
pulling down and out, then up over the head.

3. The headstraps should then be fully extended
and the timepiece should be adequately
cared for.

4. Unlock the lever on the cylinder valve and
close the valve using normal pressure. This
valve closes leak - tight with little effort.

S. Remove the apparatus from the body and
place properly in carrying case.

6. Place facepiece in the proper place in the
carrying ;use.

Care of Breathing Apparatus at Stations

1. Sterilise facepiece by cleaning thoroughly
with a germicidal solution such as aqueous
eephinur 1:1000 solution or staphene solu-
tion.
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A. Disconnect the coupling nut of the high
pressure hose from the cylinder valve,
using the open end wrench provided
with the apparatus.

B. Release the cylinder clamp drawbolt
and remove the cylinder.

C. Replace cylinder with a fully-charged
one and connect the apparatus high
pressure hose, making certain that the
regulator to positioned properly.

D. Before putting in case make sure the
pressure is faerie4 from the regulator
and hose by opening and closing the
by-pans valve, making sure the main
line (yellow)liendwheel is locked open.

3. Place the apparatus in the case with the
back plate flat at the bottom, folding the
harness over the cylinder. Arrange the high
pressure hose so that it is not distorted and
put the facepiece on the side.

4. Never use any lubricant on any part of the
apparatus, and ahrays keep all parte en-
tirely free from oil and grease.

SELF-GENERAT1NG OXYGEN VASE

Unlike the conventional type of breathing appar-
atus which employs cylinders of oxygen orcompressed
air under high pressure, this apparatus evolves or
generate its own oxygen. at operates independently
of the outside air and provides complete respiratory
protection in oxygen deficient or highly games at

The wearer breathes into the facepiece
through the exhalation tube into the canister. The
exhaled breath is purified of carbon dioxide mad few
plenished with oxygen as it passes through the can-
ister, and is then rebreatbed. This mask provides
protection for fort-five minutes. (See Flip.. 9
and 10)

The apparatus consists of a facepiece, breathing
tubes, breathing bag, breastplate, canister holder,
Maness straps and a manual timer, all focallsed
around a central casting just above the mien. The
facepiece valve assembly, located immediately below
the facepiece, is equipped a pressure relief
valve. This is a cue -way valve that acts as a awned
pressure release valve when the breathing nag be-
comes over - inflated. This assembly also contains
the imolai/tire and inhalation valves which control
the directicetal now into and cut of the breathing bag.
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Rasping
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Courtesy Mime Safety Ayylienoee
.

Fig. 9 Chemoi Typo Mark

The brerAbing bag serves as a reservoir for the
evolved won, atol at the 140* thee acts as a cooler -
for the eircondag from the canister.

The chendcels in the canister pudfy the exhaled -
breath by-absorbing the carbon dioxide and generEAing-
frenh oxygen for breathing; The 'resultant &oldest
action liberates coaddimble heat in the canister.
lb. waster is protected from this heat by lertlation-
on the breastplate.

The Chemicals in the canister are capable of
releasing.. high percentage of oxygen When becoming
damp from- the mointue in the b.-eath. The rate of -

release is governed by the amount of moisture litre.
duced by breathing. For breathing purposes, the
warm' vapor is the exhaled breath la sufficient to
liberate enough crxygea for comfortable breathing. Any
excess moisture that enters the canister will cause a
sadden mediae and rapid liberation of oxygen. There-
fore, do not Introduce water into either a used or
unused canister except to dispose of it, and
only in a manner which will be described later.

Petting On Self-menerating Oxygen Mass The fol-
lowing are the conseeutive steps in patting on the

-2. r Trr

..12r

Fig. 10 . Chesnut Typo Meek (Cem Section)

_
apparatus before entering a tordc-intraosiilariwile
apppratuiptust elweyche pet an An-ipeekfitqu

1. UniPPtsll -1114.?-4 .0,11
2. Car one band, grasp the apparatus by Ake

_cent* mling =l1 1.11v4.*- foolfccs.
the heed, b914141-0#1,4iiise*Ii.4011:
other hand, grasp the -neolerfiktp where_
the two large web straps join; pleas .the
_breastplate of- the Asseister helderi
obey ...aortal' p the bead don* 0)*,4011
opening.fatmed bay the line-nieb)-ahre/m
Figue 11.

- f"

3. Continue to hold the apparetne erwike cheSt-
with one hand, and with the other
around the-- body at one side andrgrasp
free end of the web atop ow the 440.
the end of the ship under the arm and sup
into the D-eini loolited on the top side Of *ea
breastplate. Repeat this procedure foe t e
other strap.

Adjast the position of the appariteb the
body by means of metal slides locateil as the
web harness steers. This adjustment can
aLic be acmaplished by twisting to strips
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Pie. 1 I Puffing on Appestat

to obtain the proper length. The position of
the apparatus on the body should be such
that wan the faceplec.e Is put on the breath-
logtubes will t free heed movement.

S Atinch the waist strap to the a!eall *ring
loceted on the lower corner of the breast-
plate sad pull to s snug fit, then tuck is the
waist strap loop.

6. Remove the !fatal tePr-off cep of the casts-
ter by palling the metal tab straight out, than
straight back across the top of the cap,
exposing the copper_ foil seal which is the
air-tight seal for the wider.. Make awe
that the natal arid cardbc--d diaca are to-
mooed ezporrnd the copper foil seat. (See
Figure 12) With the bandwheel screwed down
far enough for the bail to be awned cetwa:4,
swing the bail outward and swing the eras-
tor fully into the canister holds. with the
smooth side towed *e front.- The canister
should be inserted sufficiently so the the
coppe : foil seal is punctured and the rubber
gasket fits snugly *Wait the V-shaped
recess is the plunger casting. screw the

f_ ^ice

7.

coge.or
Pig. 12- Rioevinti *tee 'IWO: Off Cee4.
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hanthrheel clotirwlse Will if islialat evetialt_
the -canister. the 'esollit4Siist he hooded

- with the smooth -sides to -Seo
Nitre 13.

loll out the itreps se that -the
rage me at th baukiiii.ead:012;acePifee--
1?eiwerut thumb and fiegiis.-Insiet Ain
ictO the lower part of the feeiyieco and pill
the bildbando hook:I-over. .fde heed. See
Flop* 14. To obtala et-five -sail ieefottable
fit again;rt the foe.. Titt^:. et-all palate, ad-
just.btedbande es follows:

a.

h.

See thott stralft-lie .flet,litodast head. -

_

TI lower ^re "neck" .-strepl.1

-c; 7' "side straps. (Do not
touch forehead or front stops).

Mace both hands on headband pad and
push it toward the seek. See Figure IS.
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Repeat opetetidee- Waite.

f. Ttaa forehead -or- 4140nt". stravo-.--
few notches if necessmy.

Check the tightness, of the_facepierraft .

by mieesidng the
Inhaling: The
lapse co beet ttik: 'Sari* naNS---.;:;
factory.

8: kimese both breithing 11th hid
nd break the seal-Stair feicrirbiliragadist

the &so with fingerl ofihe bàiI and
inhale, dita releasing fmplece w1thb.atb
leg tubes, *shale Into the apparatus. See:,
Figur. 16. Thin maid be no
Repeat this mindere latil the *Ads*
bog is, -b older to Lir the
auditor 'is geseraling airy tepees the
premerserultef valve ndfoiSlb. air from
the breathing bag end Mallets dii breathing
bag by *mains the itisting'iSitractions.
peenicrealy Mobbed. lihOrt starting:the sp:
pirates In cold rimier 'ante islialatlens
from the outside air, with abolition into the
cloister, will be required to Oakes the
proper chendciareacties. tie beat
is to hemp tally inflating the beithing beg,
than deflating tt lei& the elbSvOi, until -a -

total of about 15 ezialatione kin Use pet
thiefi the ciminfor.
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COortoor Mine Soioty Agpiionoss Co.

Fig. 16. Starting Apparatus

9. To dock the complete apparatus for tight-
neerat

a. the lowei end of the inhalation
Elelt) breathing babe and squeeze it
tightly. bthale, and if the facepiece

;collapses, the facepiece seal is suf-
ficiently tight and the exhalation valve

fractioning properly. rill will also
test the upper part of tae inhelation
breathing babe for leaks.

b. Continue to squeeze the lower end of
the inhalation (left) breathing tube.
Depress the pressure relief valve
button. It should then be possible to
exhale through the valve. holding
the button down, inhale, and if the
fact:piece collapses as above, the
relief valve is functioning properly.

c. Release the Inhalation (left) babe and
squeeze the lower end of the cgs's-
lion {right) breathing tube. Inhale and
then exhale forcibly. The exhaled air

should be forced out between the face
and the facepiece only; this will in-
dicate that the inhalation valve is
functioning properly and the upper end
of the exhalation tube is free of leaks.

d. With the bag well Inflated, grasp the
upper ends of both breathing tubes and
depress both sides of the breathing
bag with the elbows. if the breathing
bag does not deflate, the complete
apparatus is air dght.

If a leak or defect is indicated in any part
of the apparatus, it should be checked and
the condition corrected before use.

10. Breathe n--/rmally as the apparatus furnishes
enough oxygen to 'meet most breathing re-

,quirements.

II. Since the apparatus has a forty-five enlistii
service life at -hard work in an West:Qat&
aterosphenai it will be necessary to detitit
mine the iiiigth of time required 1:6 returitiO
fresh *from the working place and set the
rizeirr- :accordingly. The timer dial is call=
brateittaiminutes and by turning the-pointer
clockwise to S. number of isinuteslift
*rise iieeincting tho time for exit, ,lita tinier

iwill' b properly set. For itiample, -ifsdll
take ten minutes to Maine to fresh id di;
duck ten misstate, from forty:dive md set the
timer at thirty-five. The bell on 'thellimeir
will ring when the pilintet returner to 'tote, at
which time the wearer- his ten minutes to
return to fresh al:.

Precautioni and Practices -

L There is no need topMgaaliazgen maateiliti
from this apparatuh spa More oast**
produced then will bi ""o rellasi*:
cess pressure, depress- the primOure, ORO
valve on the valve hottsisig at th,elkttosn'of

.

facerlece.

2. There are two indication* in addition iiithie
timer that the canister is becoming *Mid*
namely, fogging of the leases on Malik*
and increased resistesee. ofi-eshalittat:
These two Indications not -'unhandy
occur until after forty -five minittea of nee,
but may under conditions of extreme Vial
work become noticeable. The lenses Will
clear on initaistiott until the cloister is III
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most expended; then the lenses will begin to
fog. Do not confuse excess breathing bag
pressure with canister resistance. If excess
breathing bag pressure is relieved by use of
the pressure relief valve anci exhalation
resistance is still present, the canister is
about expended. If either of these two Inds
cations appear, return to fresh air.

After Use - As soon as it Is safe to remove the face-
piece, this :,:norld be done by grasping it at the
"snout" with dm. hand and pulling forward and up-
ward off the head and face. (See Figures 11a and 17b)

To remove the canister, turn the handwheel down,
swing bail outward and remove the crilster with the
hand suitably protected by a glove or other covering
since the canister may be hot.

Up.n return to quarters, after the mask has been
in service, the used canister may be disposed of as
follows: (1) Allow the canister to cool. Ordinarily
this will take place while returning to quarters.
(2) Place the canister on the floor, smooth side op,
and gash it with an axe that has been wiped clean of
oils, greases or other materials. Two cuts can be
made with the axe, one on each side of center.
(3) Place the canister in a bucket 2/3 full of clean
water. When the chemical reaction or agitation stops,
rinse the canisters off with clean water. The water
in tae bucket should be poured down a sewer or drain.
Care should be taken while doing this work, as this
water will now be a caustic solution and will Irritate
the skin if allowed to come into contact with it.

After see, the faceplece of the apparatus should
be sterilized using a germicidal solution such as
aqueous sophism 1:1005 solution or staphene wh-
am. Allow the face/dace to hang down while clean-
ing, no no liquid enters the valve assembly or tubes.
Immediately after sterilization, wipe the faceplece
dry Ind replace on the apparatus for ptevice. The
canister should not be carried in the canister holder
while it is in the carrying case. Each carrying case
should contain two canisters and the mask at all
times. When a canister has been removed from the
canister bolder it should not be used again. Care
should also be taken that canisters do not come in
contact with oils and greases because the chemicals
in the canister are capable of generating and re-
leasing a high percentage of oxygen that could
cause combustion. Keep the face away from an open
canister because of its caustic reaction. This type of
breathing apparatus should not be used under water
such as in pools, lakes or ponds.

Do not tie a rope to the D-dng on the harness
strap of the mask. The inhalation and exhalation
check "elves are removable from the facepiece and
breathing tube assembly by disconnecting the toggle

17A

Cotalesi Loridonisirtr, 47.6, Nil De

Figure 178 nftemeeleg Of*

?lamps, removing the breathing tnbasind sliding the
valves oat. The valves *mild be checked period-
cally for corrosion and replaced ifnecessary. These
valves are marked "in" for inhalation zd "ex" fat
exhalation, and should be inserted is the respective
openings in reassembly.

While the apparatus is not in use, there should be
a periodic check of the plunger and plunger casting
(the part which pierces the caniefier) for cleanliness
and free itovemen. of the plunger. *Thu tightness of
the apparatus should *else be checked pedodicelly.,
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CANISTER

CooLINC Elam

*so Elt:114.414410N aloa

gingko!, II* SsfetyAppliances Cs.

19- Flow Diagram - Holimolo Chaim/
- -* - . : ;

automatic , are sel:af vidae:.la :lactated in the
centrallroaslag ea the inlialation: eklomf the breathing

This rii.enemsy valve: andoperstert- sidanaft-
eallytrehes: the breathing bitethbetessi ever hdleb.d.
Also located in the mating hossingcbtthe.rprich start-
ing housing, which is a unit that gives the apparatus
lastest-operative 4a 'low temprihroes,d the en-
bandles And inhalation- valve* 41which Amatrol the
dkeollonal ftror Warted out 91- thmlasatIdei bag. The
twain; beg:semi as- a reserreir.for Aka evolved
Pardec-- -`

Ow WOW e 2mIk.Ing, Is a
.device to isform,tbe umerer,frow lamg the cen-

t*, -bett40011- MCi. lanes il*Allak is good for
minutes the timer dial is calibraled _in minutes

from one to thirty. By turning the time: knob clock-
vise to, it is automatically wound. If left us.
toadied in\ilda position. it will unwind with a cool-
tiny u=movement 10.20110t This will indicate Ca end
of thirty minutes and the bell will zing coadnueusly
for Reaceads. The timer is entirely independent of
* *pm*" aed will continue l unwind even though
the apparatus is not in age. _

The -lurister en msie murk is different in appal,-
ause_ than the cent. t used on the regular aelf-gen-

g type in that _it is cylindrical ie shape and
lot aki _opining on each anti De ;beeriest in this
coaster is the -lame as in the other cei.:ster, so the
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same precautions should be taken as to introduction
of water or moisture into the canister.

The chemical in the canister purifies the exhaled
breath by absorbing the carbon dioxide and generat-
ing fresh oxygen for breathing. This chemical- actLa
generates considerable heat in the canister. The
wearer is protected from this heat by insulation on
the breastplate end a cooling elbow incorporated in
the canister holder to cool the evolved oxygen before
it enters the breathing bag.

Putting On the One-Half 11( et Self- Gent:eating Oxygen
Ilask - The following are the consecutive steps in
putting on the apparatus betore entering a toxic at-
mosphere:

I. Unfasten and straighten all harness straps.

2. Grasp the apparatus at the top of the can-
ister holder with one hand and with the
other hind gras p the harness D-ring at.
stmbly wEere the two large nylon straps
join, placing the canister holder chest
plate and slipping the head through the
V-shaped opening formed by the straps.

3. Continue to hold the apparatus on the chest
with one hand and with the other reach
around the body and grasp the free end of
one strap. Bring the end of the strap under
the arm and snap into the D-ring located on
the top side of the chest plate. Repeat this
procedure for the other strap.

4. Adjust the position of the apparatus on the
body by means of the metal slides located
on the harness straps. This adjustment can
also be accomplished by twisting the straps
to obtain the proper length. The position of
the apparatus OR the body should be such
that when the facepiece is put on, the
breathing tube will permit free head move-
ment.

S. Attach the waist strap to the small D-ring
located on the lower corner of the chest
plate and pull up to a snug fit, tucking in
the loose ends.

6. Open the canister holder by pressing on
both the pawls at the top and pulling the
lever arms outward.

7. Remove the two canister caps by inserting
each end in the opener at the bottom of the
canister hold.1 and pulling upward (as in
removing a bottle cap).

8. Make sure the canister holder lever inns
are telly at their bottom position and insert
the canister in tie canister holder with the
top of the canister at the top of the canister
holder. Note: The canister label has an
arrow pointing to the top and reads: This
and up.

9. Close the can ste! lever arms securely.

10. Connect the coupling nut on the facepiece
tube to the mating thread on the upper main
housing.

11. After the facepiece has been donned, check
the tightness of the fit by squeezing the
breathing tube tightly and inhaling gently.
The facepiece should collapse on the face
if the seal is satisfactory.

12. Start the apparatus by one of these two
methods, depending upon whether a quick
start cartdd:_e is used. For either method
leave the automatic pressure relief valve
(on side of upper main housing) in the
normal starting position. Without a quick
start cartridge proceed as follows in fresh
air.

a. Squeeze breathing tube with.one hand,
break the seal of the facepiece at the
cheek with a finger of the other hand
and inhale deeply.

b. Release facepiece then breathing
tube, and exhale into the apparatus.

c. Repeat a. and b. until automatic pres-
sure relief valve dumps air.

d. Force the air from the breathing bag
through the pressure relief valve by
squeezing the bag with both hands.

e. Repeat operations a., b. and c.
until breathing beg Is fully inflated.

If normal starting is to be used, the appar-
atus shc...ld be stored and started at temper-
atures above 32° F. When the apparatus is
stored and started at temperatures above
32° F., the wearer may enter and wear the
apparatus down to a temperature of -20° F,
When starting the apparatus at temperatures
near freezing, more inhalation from the out-
side air, with the exhalation into the can-
ister, may be required to produce the proper
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chemical reaction. The best procedure is to
keep fully inflating and deflating the bag
until a total of about 15 exhalations have
been put through the canister.

The quick start cartridge may he used with
the following procedure:

a. Remove cartridge from metal container.

b. Remove cartridge holder cover but
front of main housing by unscrewing
It.

c. Insert cartridge with solid side with
brass percussion cap to front (away
from body).

d. Replace cover, screwing it in tight.

e. With facepiece well fitted, strike the
cartridge cover a sharp rap with the
heel of the hand. See Figure 20.
Oxygen will evolve automatically to
fully inflate the bag, and some ex-
cess will vent automatically. Nothing
further is necessary to start the appar-
atus.

Courtesy Mimi Safety Appliances Co.

Fie. 20 - *mina the Neti-Nour °lemon

13. Regardless of the starting method, a tight-
ness test should be performed an the unit

follows:

a. Set relief valve in the test position.
This closes the valve to permit the
test without possible autatatic ',eat-
ing which is not a leak.

b. With the bag fully inflated, grasp the
-deathing tube tightly and depress
both sides of the breathing bag with
the elbows. If the bag does not deflate,
the complete apparatus is tight. If a
leek is detected it shoal:: be corrected
beimre use in a toxic atmosphere.

c. Reset relief valve to normal position.

Using the Mask - Breathe normally as the apparatus
furnishes enough oxygen to meet any breathing re-
quirements.

Set the knob of the timer at 30. When the pointer
end of the '.:rob returns to zero the bell will ring
continually for 17 seconds, indicating die wearer
should return to fresh air.

General Information For Use - The facepiece of this
mask contains. a speaking diaphragm permitting com-
munications.

The proper care of this apparatus and safe dis-
posal of the canister is the same as is to be followed
with the regular self-generating oxygen mask pre-
viously mentioned in this chapter.

AUDIBLE COMMUNICATION
WITH

RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

Most facepleces on respiratory protective equip-
ment of late manufacture are famished with a speak-
ing diaphragm. Without such a speaking diaphragm,
audible communication between wearers of respira-
tory equipment is inadequfite at best, and at times
may be impossible. Facepieces with an exhalation
valve provide some measure of voice transmission
through this valve, and even those without exhalation
valves permit an extremely limited ttansmission
through the rubber facepiece. However, a rotor
degree of audible transmission is provided by modem
scientifically designed speaking diaphragms, thus
enabling voice communication betweeit wearers of
such equipment, where otherwise visible communica-
tion might be the only method possible.
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Courtesy Loudonville, Ohio, Fire Department

Fig. 21. Tighten imps Like This

TRAINING SUGGESTIONS

1. Wear mask for a short period in fresh air and
do some work or exercise. This will allow
the fireman to become accustomed to the
mask and learn the breathing technique.

2. Wear mask in gas and smoke to become fa-
miliar with conditions where gas and smoke
exist.

3. Wear mask in gas and smoke and do some
work. It is under these conditions that the
mask will be used.

4. Practice donning mask with helper and with-
out helper.

SUMMARY

It is recommended that firemen using gas masks
always work in pairs and be in constant audible
communication with each (-Aber.

The fireman who nee4s a mask should not run to
the truck for same, but it should be brought to him if

-r
Courtesy Loudonville, Ohio, Fire Departmer..

Fig. 22. Do Not tighten Strops Like This

possible. A mask shouldnot be donned when a person
is short of breath.

The harness straps, on all masks, should be pre-
viously extended to fit the largest man who may wear
the apparatus. Masks having the slower type of ad-
justing harness strap can be quickly adapted to fit a
smaller man by twistine these straps.

After working in a.eas of highly toxic chemicals,
gases or radioactive material, it is advisable not to
remove the mask upon return to fresh air until the
contaminant has been removed from the clothing.

In donning the facepiece of all type masks the
headband straps should be tightened by palling these
straps straight back as shown in Figure 21, and not
outward from the side of the head as shown in Fi-
gure 22.

Extra tanks and/or canisters should be carried on
fire apparatus. A guide line cr rope should not be
tied to the harness or D-eng of the mask. When a
guide line is used it sho,Ald be fastened around the
person's body before the mask is donned.

Where gas masks are not used too frequently, they
should be removed from their carrying cases periodi-
cally and donned by personnel. This will prevent
the materials in the mask assembly from becoming
stiff or hardened from lack of use, and keep them
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CHAPTER 13

ADVANCE INFORMATION - THE ALARM

`NTRODUCTION

Modem fire fighting is a science which requires a vast amount of professional knowledge and technical
training in the use of apparent' and equipment. Officers and members of the fire service cannot hope to gain
ddaknowledge through experience alone. A large part must come through systematic schooling and training. The
military has successfully taught tactics by the vse of tactical problems. Large fires, like battles, are too few
and far between to give the sece3sari knowledge from experience alone.

The knowledge of advance information that men of the fire department must have prior to a fire or emer-
gency call is of utmost importance. This knowledge has much to do with the efficient operation of the depart-
ment on the fire grounds or at the scene of the emergency. Members of the department rely on their advance
information, realizing that the knowledge they have was gained by many hours of participation both in inspec-
dons and schooling.

One of the most important factors in fire department work is the means whereby the alarm is received.
There are many ways for a department to twelve the alarm and then transmit the alarm to its members. The
efficiency with which the a; arm is received by department members is becoming increasingly better. This chap-
ter deals with the advance information that is so important to an efficient fire depart:met and come of the
methods used in receiving and transmitting the alarm.

ADVANCE INFORMATION

Fire fighting tactics may be considered the art of
using raw:paver, apparatus and equipment on the
fire ground. The more advance information the fire-
men have the more efficiently they will be able to
combat the fire *hut it occult:. A thorough knowledge
of all property needing protection is essential in
meeting our fire fighting problems. An effective man-
ner in which this knowledge can be gained is throw*
an adequate inspection pogrom.

Knowledge of the location of all property to be
protected is of vital importance in facilitating re-
sponse to the alarm by the best possible route. Also,
if the officer is thoroughly familiar with the location,
he will be better able to determine, in the least pos-
sible time, the best action to take with the facilities
available.

Advance ; .formation as to construction and con-
tents play an Important part in fire control. Some
buildings are of frame construction while others are
of fire resistant material with fire walls between
structures. The contents of buildings may be classed
as aloes or fast burning or may be of an explosive
or radioactive material. There also may be a combin-
ation of any of these materials. Some buildings are
equipped with sprinkler rind/or standpipe systems
while others do not have private protection of this
kind. In view of the many complex problems caused
by various types of building constniction and the dif-
ferent types of contents involved, a thorough know-

ledge of the construction and contents is necessary
to meet and combat our fire problems suc,esandly.

A complete study should also be made of all
water supplies available. This study should include
the amount in storage, size of all water mains, loca-
tion of fire hydrants, and the amount of water that
may ha obtained from vadoua hydrants. If any hy-
drants are located where departments would be unable
to use them because of intense heat and smoke, dis-
cussion should be made in advance as to which hy-
drants would be used under these conditions.

In communities where no water system is avail-
able to the department, every effort should be made
to use cistern", ponds, lakes. dyers, etc. A complete
study of the availability of these sources of water is
necessary to give proper protection. Many communi-
ties have suppremented their local water supply with
the tanker or tankerpumper. Usually, this unit has a
water capacity of 500 gallons or more. In many local-
ities, this type of unit has made the local department
a more efficient fire fighting unit.

In buildings equipped with sprinkler systems, the
department should have information as to the supply
to the sprinklers, location of shut-off valves, and
the stemese connections to be used Mr supplying
water to the sprinklers if needed. For build;egs
equipped with standpipe system.: or wrier curtu.sa,
the same considerations apply.

Attention should also be given to rutike sure that
first aid fire fighting appliances, located in a build-
ing, are plopeily maintained and ready for use.

219
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The proper maintenance of all fire department
equipment is very important and should be checked
regularly. This ear best be done by holding regular
drills. Thus, the men can familiarize themselves with
the operation of the equipment as well as giving
them an opportunity tc check its proper operation.

THE ALARM

A dependable alarm system, properly maintained,
is an important factor is fire fighting tat:;- -4. This
system must provide a ready means of summoning ap-
paratus and men to the scene of the Sie and, in
communities where combined paid and volunteer or-
ganizations are employed, an adequate method of
notifying all firemen.

There are several ways of receiving the alarm. In
cities, there is usually a fire alarm box located on
the side of a building, pole, or pedestal. These
alarm boxes are operated by pulling a lever on the
box. There is also a telephone system located in a
box similar to the fire alarm box which operates by
picking up the phone in the box and calling in di-
rectly to the fire headquarters. There ere also in-
stan:es when the conventional phone is used. These
phones usually have a given number for fire calls
only. Some communities have phones located in some
of the firemen's homes and when the fin, call is re-
ceived in their homes they sound the alarm. There
are aloe communities that have a phone located in a
place of business or a home where there is someone
to answ*r incoming calls 24 hours a day. When the

call is received, the firemen are notified by phone
and the alarm is sounded.

Some communities have a radio system to alert
their members. The alarm is received by phone at a
central location where there is also a base radio sta-
tion. The firemen of the community, in some cases
the officers, and in others the entire personnel, have
monitor radios in their homes that will give them the
fire call as it is transmitted from the base station.
The siren is sounded e. en though the members have
already been notified.

Large communities list a phone number for fire
calls end when the call is received the alarm is
transmit:co over their conventional alarm system.

Whatever system is used, care should be taken to
keep it in Prat class operating condition 30 that fire,
and other emergency calls, will promptly reach the
department.

There have been a number of delayed alarms due
to people not being familiar with the department tele-
phone number. This situation can bas remedied if the
department will conduct an educational program
through local papes, radio stations, and other media
advising the public what to do in case of fire and
how to tom in an alarm to their local fire department.
The alarm system is the only method the fire depart-
meat has of being notified that a fire or emergency
exists. For that reason, regardless of Le type Of
system used, it must be properly der igoul and sseia
tamed to fit the needs of the local community.

Additionid information on alarm systems is
eluded in the Community Fire Defense chapter of
this text.



CHAPTER

SIZE.UP

INTRODUCTION

The size -up of a fire or any other emergency is the process of making en estimate and/or analysis of the
various existing conditiens by the officer in charge. This chapter deals with the many aspects of the emergency
situation which should be considered .11 making a successful size.up.

Upon arriving at the fire it is the duty of the first officer or the "man in charge" to detenuisa the first
action to be taken. He must consider many factors before arriving at a practical decision. He must use whatever
Manpower, apparatus, and equipment is at his disposal in getting the situation under control one in formulating
an effective plan of operation. The officer in chap must maintain the self-control needed for a ,lomplete survey
of the situation. These abilities are acquired through training and experience.

The initial action of a fire department at a fire is very important. Proper, systematic procedure in making
the si?ft-up can mean the difference between success and failure. Clear thinking and quick action under the
adopted system of the department will result in a r..Acl size-up.

ESSENTIAL FACTS

There are times when it is not possible to easily
determine all facts pertaining to a complicated and
rapidly changing situation. The officer in charge must
than depend upon Ms ability to recall previourZy
gathered information. To this he must add new infor-
mation collected at the scene of the emergency. He
must qr.lukly recognize the following essential facts
arki gr,up them in his mind

Life Hazards:

1. The occupants of the involved or adjacent
buildings

2. TIvi firemen involved in the emergency and
consideration as to the continuation of life
hazards until the entire emergency is elimin-
ated

At the time the firemen receive the original infor-
nation, the involved life hazard must be the foremost
ixonal deletion.

TIME OF EMERGENCY

1. Month

2. Day

3. Hour

The month, day, or hour may prove an important
factor in the problem of size.up. For example, a fire
in a schoe building while classes are in session pre-

Bests caffereac problems than a fire in the same build-
ing during other hours. Time and the argue of occu-
pancy have a direct relationship to each other.

LOCATION OF EMERGENCY

1. Location of building or buildings involved.

2. The position of the building in relation to
streets, alleys, open spaces, and other
buildings

3. General physical surroundings

In "spotting" the emergency the officer must
locate the building or buildings involved and develop
a clear mental picture of the building in its relations
to streets, alleys, open spaces, other buildings and
property. The width of streets, alleys, and open
spaces should be noted as well as the &dam from
other buildings and combustible materials. He must
also observe any obstructions such as overhead
wires, high voltage lines, parked cars or Modred
streets and alleys which may ideates with opera-
tions.

NATURE OF EMERGENCY

1. F1',

2. Explosion

3. Smoke and Chemicals

4. Accident of Other Nature
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The officer ascertains and considers the nature of
the emergency and from his observations he plans his
procedure accordingly.

EXPOSURES

L Liie (Occupants of exposed buildings)

2. Property (Buildings or other exposed prop -
erty)

Firemen must consider the exposures with vihicb
they are confronted. These exposures may be defined
as interior, exterior, or those objects in the path cf
an extending sitostion which can be either property
or people. In all cases these exposures must he re-
removed or protection provided.

BUILDINGS

1. Height

2. Sze

3. Construction

4. Occupancy

S. Contests

6. Aga

7. State of repair

8. Interior layout

9. Air conditioning system

10. *Adder system

11. Standpipe system

12. Hydrants, service available

There is bat limited time and opportunity for the
officer to recognize essential facts. Therefore, the
more knowledge he has of the building or buildings
involved and 'exposed the better queliued he is to
draw a clear mental picture of the situation. This
knowledge should have been obtained prior to the
time of the emergency by systematic surveys and in-
spections of the buildings under his protection. The
officer should have a good knowledge of building con-
struction and the conditions common to the vadons
types. With the facts in mind pertaining to the in-
volved and exposed buildings, the problem of size-up

is greatly simplified. If the officer does not have
these essential facts at the time of the emergency,
he must obtain as many as possible from a quick "on
the spot" survey of the involved and exposed build-
ings. Many factors may be met which will prevent
other than the most superficial survey. When these
factor., -,ccur it hemmer; necessary for the officer to
estimate unknown facts from the information which he
has been able to obtain.

1. Smoke (Color, odor, and density)

2. Nature of burning material

3. Location of fire

4. St^ge of development

& Potential of area that may become involved

The officer's estimate will depend on his ability
to organize a mental picture of the fire in relation to
the involved building and the surrounding objects.
His ability to develop the mental picture is dependent
upon advance knowledge and experience obtained
timings extensive study and practice.

WEATHER

L Wind - direction and velocity

2. Temperature

3. Rain

4. Snow

& Ice

The officer in charge must give every possible
consideration to the weather conditions at the time
of the fir*. The direction and velocity of the wind
must be considered to prevent unnecessary extension
of the fire. Temperature, rain, snow, and ice must be
considered from the time the alarm is first received
until the fire is extinguished and all apparatus,
equipment, and men have safely returned to quarters.

APPARATUS, EQUIPMENT AND MANPOWER

'Mose Responding t the Alarm- ::::!-ute to the file
the officer should mentally review the type and quan-
tity of fire fighting apparatus, equipment, and amounts
of hose that will be available for immediate use at
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the fire. He must determine whether or not the same
will be sufficient to meet the present situation. Also,
it is most important that he consider and make effi-
cient use of the manpower that will be available.

Those on Standby Status- Many fire departments have
a "standby" service within their department. Here a
reasonable number of men respond to the fire and the
remaining members stay at the station to man addi-
tional apparatus, in the event of another alarm or in
case assistance is needed at the first one. Also,
most communities have a working agreement with
nearby fire departments from which a varying amount
of help is available. These plans must be studied as
they apply locally.

WATER SUPPLY (HAMS, HYDRANTS, PONDS)

Source of Supply-Theofficer should know the sources
of water supply such as street mains, fire hydrants,
rivers, ponds, lakes, tank wagons, and any other
source that may be available. He must have this
knowledge before the emergency rather than after
one develops.
Am3unts Available- In this study the officer must
familiarize himself with volumes, pressures, and the
size of mains supplying the nearby hydrants. Where
sprinkler systems receive their water supply from the
sane water mains as the fire hydrants, considers-
tionmust be given to the volume available and whether
it will supply both means of extinguishment. Then,
too, the use of lime conk wagons, put in operation
with portable pumps, is to be considered when esti-
mating amounts available for fire extinguishment.

DECISION

The officer in charge must consider .'!d utilize
the primary fire protection equipment within an in-
volved and/or exposed building. Such equipment may
be inside and outside sprinkler systems, standpipe
systems, fire doors, fire shutters, and wired glass
windows. He should consider how such equipment
can be used to prevent exposures or to confine and
extinguish the fire. He must also envision the action
necmsary to put such equipment in service and to
:wore its effet:tive operation.

In sizing up a fir the officer should not under-
estimate the impP:irs. and effectiveness of primary
fire protectic. equipment.
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On the fire ground, decisions are formed through
an evolutionary process. As the officer accumulates
the essential facts, his decision is in the process of
being organized and it abould be the logical conclu-
sion resulting from his consideration of pertinent in-
formation.

He should keep in mind the principles of fire
fighting tactics and his responsibility to prevent
further loss of life and property. The officer may be
forced to make a prompt decision based on a minimum
amount of available facts to meet the immediate sit-
uation.

An intelligent decision is the product of an offi-
cer's ability to see the entire situation with clarity
and vision, considering it in the light of previous
knowledge and experience. The decision should rep-
resent a clear and precise picture of the action he
intends to take.

Orders and instructions should be clear and con-
cise. If possible, junior officers should be advised
regarding the existing situation and plan: of operation.
With this information, they will be able to use better
judgement and render more intelligent cooperation in
execution of orders received. The officer in charge
should not b..ait the completion of his size-up to
issue any necessary orders. Immediate action may be
required to effect rescue of trapped persons, obtain
additional *manpower, apparatus, water supply, and
to execute such other steps as may be required.

Good supervision is important. The officer in
charge should be in constant contact with the entire
situation at all times. He should keep informed es to
the progress of operations and new developments.
Coordination and effective use of his forces are es-
sential and can be accomplished only through proper
supervision and effective communications. At small
fires, the problem of supervision is not difficult as
the officer can personally look over the situation
from time to time and talk with his officers and men.
However, at large fires the problem of supervision is
complicated by the necessity of providing suitable
communication between the officer in charge and the
units of his command. With use of portable radio
equipment, this problem is Wag eliminated.

On the file grounds the size-up is a continuous
mental process. Here, the officer ir' charge continu-
ously reviews facts, filling in the mental picture with
the essential details of a changing situation. Prom
this up-to-the-minute picture he formulates supple-
mental decisions to the plan of operation.



CHAPTER 15

FORCIBLE ENTRY

INTRODUCIION

Firemen most have means of getting into a building that Is closer! and locked. Adrassion must be gained
by forcible entry. Entry of this type is used only when all accessible doors and windows are locked and It is
Impossible to enter the building through normal means. This chapter explains the different methods of forcible
entry and the ways of using the tools of the fire department in making* :owed entry. The knowledge of how to
use than is invaluable when the games, upon ordeal, find the normal anfrearce Into the building either blocked
or locked. Through the efficient methods of forcible entry more property can be saved, life hazards reduced, and
better public relations created.

MAKING ENTRY BY BREAKING GLASS

Glass in either a door or window may be broken
easily by using the flat aide of a fire axe. The man
braking the glass should stand to one side and
strike the upper part of the glass first, as shown in
Fig A I. In this way, broken glass cannot slide
down the axe handle and cut the bands.

After the glass is broken out, all jagged pieces
should be removed from the sash starting at the tap
to avoid injury. This may be done with the pick end
of the axe. Removing all pieces will avoid cutting
the man that enters through the sash aril will prevent
damage to base, ropes or other material that may be
passed through die opening:This procedure is recom-
mended where any difficulty is encountered in open-
ing windows, whether in a factory, reside-ice of corn-
meicialbuilding. When encountering wire glass, cat at
the edge of the sash with the cutting edge of the axe.

MAKING ENTRY THROUGH VARIOUS
TYPES OF DOORS

Doors are constructed of VilliC4111 materials and
are of various types. Examples of some types are the
ledge panel, slab, double sliding, single sliding,
overhead lift, overhead roll and revolving doors.

Some types of steel doors offer great resistance
when trying to open them. Every department should
know, by previous inspections, where these types of
doors are located and instructions given on how to
open them. It is often advisable to find other means
of entry if possible. It shouts be emphaaized that in
gain:ne entrance. ;lass Is ae most wily broken
material and, in most caries, the moat easily replaced.

Single - hinged doors that open out may be opened
from the swing side with an axe, as show in Figure 2.
The blade of the axe Is inserted between the jamb
and the door, just above or below the lock. By prying
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Fig. 1.14aking Entry I ;JessItIng Glass

with the handle to one aide away from the door, the, ,
jamb can usually be sprung enough to let the lock
bolt pass under the keeper. The Kelly tool may also
be used for this purpose (Moire 3). The Buster bar
or BUS bar may be used for prying open a door la a
manner similar to the Kelly tool. Either the steel&



Pim 2. Opening Dear with Axe

Fig. 3- Opening Door with Kelly Tool

or the cross head of this tool may be used where a
door is near a artifice permitting a better leverage
with the tool.

In opening a door that swings in from the opera-
tor, greater difficulties are presented. If the door is
in a stopped frame, the straight head of the Kelly
tool may be inserted between the door and the jamb
(Figure 4). Then, by prying toward the door, it may
be sprung past the lock bolt.

Fig. 4- Kelly Tool Used for Door that Swings In

If the door is in a rabbeted frame, there is little
chance of springing the frame. The cross head of the
Kelly tool may be inserted between the door and the
jamb as shown in Figure 5 and by prying against the
door, the door, the jamb or the lock will break. if the
door has glass in it, it is better to break the glass
and manipulate the lock from the in. ide.

The Detroit door opener may be used for forcing
doors in, as shown in Figure 6, by either breaking
the door or spreading the jambs. Double-hinged doors
may be opened either with an axe or with the Kelly
tool, as shown in Figure 7.

1

.,
Pig. 5- Kelly Tool Used for Rabbeted Joni.

,Fig. 6. Using "Detroit" Door Jamb

Fig. 7 - Opening Doubts Hinged Doors
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Single-hinged doors on warehouses, stables and
other buildings may be locked with a hasp end pad-
lock. If so, the staple of the hasp may be pried or
twisted off with a claw tool such as shown in Fi-
gure 8. The point of the claw is inserted in the staple
end and if a pry will not remove it, it may be twisted
off, taking the lock with it.

Fig. 8 - Prying Off

Overhead lift doors are easily operated once the
lock is released. Generally, they are locked with
sliding bars that must be broken or sprung to release
the door. Overhead lift doors may be forced by prying
upward at the bottom of the door with a craw bar,
claw tool, or'other good prying tool. Once the lock
bar is broken, the door will- open easily. Overhead
rolling doors are made 0( mteel and offer the ',retest
resistance of all tin forcible entry. Due to tlk:: fact
that they are operated with a worm gear, the door
cannot be raised except by operating the moan with
the chain which' is provided. Plying the door is liable
to spring it so that it cannot be operated even with
the worm gear. Therefore, the only alternative is to
to knock out bricks along side of the door, making s
hole large enough to operate the chain.

Should doom be locked so securely that no other
method of forcing them is sUccessful, they should be
battered in. This may be done with a battering ram.
When forcing a door with the bettering ram, use the
blunt end of the 'ram and see that it strikes the door
just below the lock ana on the rail or solid portion
of the door.

In the event of encountek:ig a solid glass door,
the only means of forcible entry is to take a sharp
painted tool, such as an axe point, and, using this
point, hit the lower corner of the door a hard blow.
This will cause the door to shatter and permit entry.
Cath,on must be taken to protect the eyes and other
exposed portions of the body from the shattering
glass.

ti

MAKING ENTRY
THROUGH V RIOUS TYPES OF WINDOWS

Residence windows are of these general types:
Sliding, awning type, double hung, casement and
basement: The double nung window consists of two
sashes that meet horizontally. If the meshes are hung
with Wright', they,4411 be locked at the center of the
check rail; that ins the upper and lower sash will be
locked together. If the windal has so-weights, the
sash will be locked with bolts in 'the- window sill.

C- " event sash are hinged to the window Jambs
and meet vertically. They are either locked together
or each is locked to the window frame. Basement
sash generally are hinged' at the -WO and locked It
the bottom, or vice !ern.. Factory type windows are :-

gen, ally canstructed'iiii metal sash. The sash Is
set solidly in the frame and lay a pakt of it

R
be

opened (Fijure 9Y-111e movable PIO
pivoted at f16 center and Info-hid' in

ZtarVinqi

Fig. e FortorrType Windows

Double hung windows:*mr; be opened by Arks,.
upward on the lower sash: nib' SeefignrelOcIffiroy
are .acked on the clot* *HAW serer, 011.60.100k
mill- give and the suit will opepte.if thesterehis014

with bolts,' the-: bolts mast bez,lookan (*teat Neirigo;
the sash will-4in*. random ehordd,6*-taftert-litat-fiko
prying is done- it the:venter od theormaliket.eims, the

lass may be broken. --.1- I', _ ?s_

Casement wIndows may be opened An muels,,the
Mime meaner aridauble drew See' Figmre 1141eatitu
ally* they are -locked quite sommelykentlitmnOp.
necessary to break the glass.
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Fig. 10 Opening Double Ho.* Windows

Fig. 11. Opening Comment Windows

Casement windows may be opened with a Kelly
tool, such the same as a door in a rabbeted frame.
If the prying is done at the center of the lower rail,
the lock may be pulled off or sprung. Any of the pry-
ing tools such as the Buster Bar or Hur Bar may be
used. Chisels, spanners, etc., can be wood for prying
in this same manner.

It is practically impossible to open factory type
windows from the outside and, since tLey arch glazed
with small size glass, it is ea:de: sad less destinu-
tive to break a glees new the latch and mock in to
tstfasten it.

MAKING ENTRY THROUGH
STORM DOORS AND STORM WINDOWS

There has aft/. much discussion on the proper
procedure to follow when encountering locked storm
doors and windows. The wooden doors or windows, In
most instances, can be pried open without too much
difficulty and little or no damage to the wood itself.
When encountering metal stone doors or windows. the
general procedure is to break the glass to open the
locked door or window. In this instance, remember to
remove the broken glass from the frame before putting
the hand through to unlock the door or window. It is
not recommended that the metal storm door or window
be pried open because of the costly damage to the
metal framing.

MAKING ENTRY FROM ROOF

Quite often this means of entry becomes neces-
try, if the roof covering is of tin, the rotating or CIM

opener type of roof cutter is used. After the metal
has been cut and rolled back, the fireman proceeds
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with his cutting of roof boards to gain entrance. Tar
paper, tar and/or gravel should be removed before
the cutting procedure. When cutting a hole, whether
it be in a floor, roof or wall, it should be made to
look au though it had been done by a mechanic-
meaning * fireman who knows how to do the job.

When cutting with a fire axe, the axe should not
not be swung as a wood cutter would use it, but with
short quick strokes. Figure 12 shows the method of
holding the axe when cutting. By using this method,
danger of fitting other men, catching the axe in over-
head obstructions, and other such hazes will be
avoided and the axe will be under complete control
at all times.

.maMr.iii

Fig. 12. fishing ih. Axe to Cut Floor Hole

When cutting fioodng, roofing or sheathing, the
cut should be made diagonally to the grain of the
wood of each board Instead of straight across. Fi-
gure 13 shows the method to use.

Fig. 13. Cutting Across tho Wood Groin
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Diagonal sheathing should be cut whenever pos-
sible in the direction toward which it runs. When cut
in this manner, the chips have a tendency to split
out, while if the cutting is done across the grain of
the sheeting, the axe is apt to bind and extra effort
will be requited to achieve results. Wherever possi-
ble, the cutting should be sloped at an angle of 493
to the board instead of vertically. This will provide a
firmer base to cut against. Also, cut as close to a
Joist or rafter as possible.

In cutting roof boards, always stand on the wind-
ward side of the boards to be cut, then cut along the
Inside edge of the roof rafter. In cutting boles to a
size wider than one span of rafters, the center rafter
or rafters will hold the boards in place until all cuts
are completed. All cutting must be completed before
any boards are removed. When the cutting has been
completed, again standing on the windward side, us6
the pick aid of the axe or pike pole to rip up the
boards, starting at a point farthest away from you. If
only one board4is cut and removed'at a time, the hot
air and gases 'rushing from the hole might make it
very difficult for a fireman to stand over or near it to
finish the job. *:

A fireman should be able to cut either right or
left handed. Crating in. difficult corners and under
obstructions can 4,:lone in a workmanlike manner
by men who haver been trained in The proper way to
use a fire axe. Good -axes and good axemen are impor-
tant to efficient fire. operations.

In acme cases s pike pole may be needed to re-
move plaster and lath from the ceiling below the
place at which the hole has been cut al the roof.
(Figure 14).

court* JOIST

MUNI

Fig. 14- Opening Ceilings from Above

MAKING ENTRY THROUGH SKYLIGHT,
COCK LOFT OR SCUTTLE HOLE COVER

In making forcible entry through a skylight die
pick bead axe is usually used. The pick point is
placed beneath the edge of the frame (Figure 15) and
with prying action of pulling on the axe handle, pres-
sure is exerted to raise the edge of the frame. If the
skylight is not raised readily, it is recommended to
break the glass, remove broken glass, reach inside
and release hooks or bolts. For renioval of cock 1Oft
cover or scuttle hole cover the same prying procedure
is used. If the cover does not remove readily, It must
then be cut open by use of the cutting edge of the
axe.

Fig. 15- Making hairy Through a Skylight

MAKING ENTIiiTHIthUii-GliAiTNGif
DEAD LIGHTS AND BARRED wmpon:

iron gratings may be fast:00 inetivisal
ways. They may be mer".4 inn in position bj
friction of the patio; agellst' the 1.1,114r.they
pivoted on hinges at the resit. The" may also
in meson* and lodged to 'position with linstrii0
padbicit. 'They' may be opened by the plcik
of the axe, forcing it between the sill and the grit*
and prying up, care being exercised not to break !hie
axe handle.

Dead lights are placed in sidewillis under %Alai
basements extend. They serve both as a daeirtilit
and as a ceiling for that part of the Nutmeat Thai
contain heavy glass discs whits permit light to enter
and are sealed into azteel fraisevwk with waterproof
material. The steel framework 'is -likewise sealed -
into the concrete, and to remove the dead light the
seal must be broken. Any good,sslitiro prying tool may
be used for this palpate. Afterlhe seal l i;i0100;
the dead tight may be lifted and removed.

Lki
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Iron bars on windows are usually set in masonry.
The sledge. hammer can be used to free bars set in
masonry by striking the be with the sledge about ten
inches above the sill until the ber is sufficiently
bent for removal. Another method is to strike the
masonry sill with the sledge directly In front of the
bar, breaking away the masonry.

MAKING ENTRY BY BREACHIA WALLS

To breech brick walls with the';:battiiing ram,
(Figure 1i), -first remove one hick with the hammer
head pick, pick-heeded axe, sledge or etlierAnitable
tool. After the first brick has been onloyed,:;two men
grasp the handloa on each *hi of the lets 'with the
forked end toward the wall.--Ther string tire ram back
at ones length, then quickly thrust it agilast the
wall, givirig it a slight liftiluf, motion just is it strikes
the brick. Remove the bricks one at alimei starting
just below where the fist ',lid& was .Zeoraved. The
hole should be made diamand-ahaped is 'this does

Fig. 16 - Bottoring Ran

RAKING ENTRY THROUGH OPENINGS
IN` PARTITIONS AND CEILINGS

When cutting 'a hole in a partition, care should be
taken to make it se neat as possible, Spread a tar-
paulin on the floor beneath the place where the hole
is to be made; then, with the his* of an axe, cut
down along the stud. Do not' tear off the lath is this
will make a ragged edge and ruin the plaster on both
sides of the hole. See Figure 17.

In the opening of ceilings from below, the pike
role or the plaster hook (Figure 18) is used. It should
be remembered that when pulling down lath and plas-
ter from ceilings and walls with a pike pole, one
should not stand directly beneath the hook after the
point and book have been driven through the plaster.
The hook on the pike pole should be pointed down
and away from the fireman while pulling down the
ceiling. This will prevent the lath and plaster from
falling on the fireman.

When metal lath has been used in the construction
of a room or office, the operation of pulling down the
plaster with a pike pole is often extremely hazardous.

;Tr' "

17a - Correct *tied ,
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14" t '

171 - looOnoet Noshed

Fig. 17.Opening fichatit100 -'

The metal lath is usually suspended from the toilet
by mesas of soft iron wire, and when a portion of the
plaster is pulled with the pike polo, the weight of the
plaster will often cause a whole section, or MOO-
times several sections, to drop. For this reason it is

Fig. 18 Plaster Hook
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Pig. 19 - POiling Down Le* and Plaster hoes 'Ceiling
with Pike Pale

important that a firemen, when pulling plaster from a
ceiling known to be plastered on metal lath, be close
to an open door or window that will enable a hasty,
unobstructed retreat from the room if necessary. Sev-
eral cases of injury to firemen have occurred because
this precaution was not observed.

The point of a pick - heeded axe or anemia beaded
pick can also be used for pulling off lath and plaster
from walls in an emergency.

\\\\11111U11\\M\117,4111
`Z3T:IM

Fig. 20 Pullin. Down Metal Ceiling

In palling down metal ceilings, the pike pole is
particalady- effective.-:,,The JpolnV is, ddven, through
the ceiling with the hook pointing dowiterd and the
operator standing well away from beneath the portion
of tan to be tent down (Figure 20). When.removing tin
from the ceiling with a pike pole, if the tin holds
udit, the hook part of the pole can bet. used es the
fulcrum for prying the tin from the ceiling, The same
principle can be applied in removing tin from mob.

_ 4



CHAPTER 16

RESCUE

INTRODUCTION

No greater service can be given by any fire department than the saving of a human life. When fire or
other emergency occurs, it is the duty of the fire deprtment to be equipped to render quick and efficient service.

In order to meet this responsibility, firemen must keep rescue equipment in first class condition and be
thoroughly trained in the proper use and limitations of that equipment.

RESCUE PRINCIPLES, PRACTICES
AND EQUIPMENT

As applied to fire fighting, rescue is the removal
of humans from places involved in fire or other die -
ester. The factor of life saving or "life hazard" do-
dder; the first or immediate operating procedure at a
fire or other emergency. Rescue is the first actiun to
be taken on arrival at a fire. Therefore, each officer
and fireman should thoroughly understand the prin-
ciples governing rescue.

In case of fire or other emergencies within a build-
ing, the first questions to be considered regrading
rescue are as follows:

I.

3.

4.

5.

Are there any people in the building?

If so, are they in danger?

Have there been cries for help?

Can they be rescued?

- How can they be rescued?

Has any information been given by persons
who have escaped from the building regard-
ing persons in the involved building?

7. Has any information been given by neighbors
or bystanders regarding persons in the in-
volved building?

The officer in charge should determine whether
anyone is trapped in the building. The information
leaned from answers tolhe questions above will
help greatly in making rescue.

Children spy try to escape from flames or smoke
by hiding in closets, under beds or furniture. Per-
SOU may be found beneath a window vAtich they have
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tried to open. A careful search should be made whim
there is any chance of eryone having failed to es-
cape from the involved building. It must be remem-
bered that It only takes a small amount of heated
air, smoke or gases to render a person unconscious.

Officers and firemen must know the life hazards
found in public, commercial and apartment buildings
under their protection. This Is done through' frequent
inspections, surveys and grump study. Firemen shoald
know tie construction, interior layout, nature of con-
tents, number of persons likely to be found 'in the
building at the 'time of fire, location of interior end
.exterior stairways, other avenues of escape, 'and such
other information of value in conducting rescue Oper-
ations.

Firemen should also. know the exact" of
all "Mt from the involved building' mortise 0Pitielhtes
in the roofs of the-adjoining buildings which odd
be used in an emergency. porch Sidi, --Walitaiee,
and in many instances, the 'roof Of the-involve-triad-
Lag may provide a means' of temporary 'eseriecfroni
Immediate danger for the occupants:' ---4

In such places of -O&M sthOotii,
churches, hospitals, dermitoded, theaters, facIntIO4
and stores, the actual fire is Oat the only factor cai*-
ins a serious rescue problem. Panic; rather time
has been the major cause of death hi' pleas of pub
tic assembly. A false shout of 'fire; the dlecovettif
smoke, some incident each as air eigosioa,"co.Uapse
of part of the building, or nay other unevected event
can cause the necessary-1;00k of eicibement which
can cause panic. The best method of padic prevention
Is for the assembled people to be trained to perform
a well disciplined emergency exit drill. -'11rie is the
reason that systematic emergency exit drills should
be conducted. Where it Is not possible or practical
to train occupants in emergency- exit drills, the Only
safeguard against panic is for the buildings to have
adequate exits. Alt exits should conform with ac-
cepted standards..
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Weather conditions at the time of fire or other
emergencies have an important bearing on the problem
of rescue. Zero weather accompanied by snow and
ice will slow up rescue operations. Low temperature,
plus exposure, may endanger the health of persons
who have been removed from the building.

The use of the new type metal window frames in
buildings has increased the difficulty of bringing oc-
cupants out through window openings.

The time and nature of occupancy has a direct
relationship to the problem of rescue. A hotel fire is
a more serious problem in the early morning hours
than at any other time. In the early morning, most of
the occupants are asleep and a fire may have made
considerable headway before discovery. A school
building preset an entirely different problem during
the time class are in session than when they are
not. So, time and nature of occupancy must be given
proper consideration in rescue.

The age, sex and physical condition of the in-
habitants of the involved building will also enter into
the problem of rescue. Women, children, and the physi-
cally disabled will make operations more difficult

Firemen should make community surveys to de-
termine where these unfortunate events are most
likely to strike. A complete record should be kept at
all times as to location of homes for the aged, chil-
dren's homes, jails, hospitals and other institutions.

Periodic surveys of the area, firemen are to pro-
tect should be made by both officers and firemen to
determine the type of rescue tools and equipment that
would be required for any emergency that may arise.

Rescue equipment will vary in different locations.
For instance, an area with railroad tracks creates the
possibility of a train wreck. The pr.rsence of lakes,
ponds, and other bodies of water may indicate the
chance of future drownings. jars, asylums, etc.,
constitute places of confinemeq where iron bars
would have to be removed from the windows. All of
these would pose different F Aims in attempting
rescue. Discussions should Iv: held regarding these
possible rescue problems.

Firemen must be train a in the use of rescue
equipment such as ladders ropes, life nets and gas
masks in order to protect tt.etr own lives and the lies`
of others. A larcruledge o: tae chemistry of fire, gases
ventilation and first rid is a must for the fireman.

There can be no a'.t rules for rescue as conditions
may differ from caw to case. Generally the time fac-
tor is always prey slag, for people must be rescued
quickly and takes to a place of safety. The methods
used may employ one or a combination of rescue
practices. In one case, ladders may be sufficient
while in another a combination of ladder, fire streams,
and ventilation work might be necessary. It could be
necessary to use hose streams to protect avenues of

escape or to temporarily confine the fire. In some
instances, it might be advisable to attack the main
body of fire if such action is needed to rescue trapped
people.

In order to be ready for any emergency, firemen
must be drilled regularly to develop teamwork in
rescue practices.

TYPES AND USES
OF RESCUE EQUIPMENT

Listed on the pages to follow will be found items
of rescue equipment used by the firemen along with a
brief description of their use. The equipment listed
not only covers rescue at fires but also other types
of emergencies.

AXE

The regular fire axe is designed to be used for
many purposes. Some departments carry a fire axe
sharpened to a fine edge for emergency cutting only.

ROPE

The size, length, and amount of top -, that the
department should have can be determiner' in advance
by a survey of the area for which the t'spartment is
responsible. Rope can be used for lo tering people
from buildings, lowering firemen into Adages, Mak-
ing rescues from cave-ins, etc.

LADDERS

The general rescue value of I Adders is for the re-
moval of persons from the upper stories of buildings.
Ladders used for this purport must be sufficiently
strong and kept in perfect or idition because of the
extra weight they must br it during rescue work.

GAS MASKS

The use of the se f- contained fa masks makes
rescue possible_ une extremely_hazatdous condi-
ticns. See Chapter l I for detailed information regard-
ing pokionous and suffocating gases.

zany times, firemen must make rescue where there
is no fire. People are often overcome by various
gases in sewers, manholes and tank cars. The ass of
this gas mask makes rescue possible and safe.

Because of the irritant and poisonolsnstse of
the many types of gases .eecouittered daring lifite,
no fire. department can be cooddered Meow*
equipped if it does not have sufficient gas mask
equipment for its men.
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Each department should determine the type of
self-contained mask best stilted to mm_. the emergen-
cies that may arise in their community. For effective
operation, a minimum of two masks should b nrovided
for each piece of apparatus and all firemen should be
trained in their use and limitations.

LIFE NETS

Life nets, Figure 1, are used where a life or lives
are in der ger and coneitions will not permit raising
ladders to make mew*. There are times when people
are forced to jump from upper stories of bulldogs be.
cause of intense beat or smoke. These cases occur
when their avenges of escape have been cut off or
when the am department ladder cannot reach them.
In such cases,_ life nets have saved the lives of many
persons that. have been forced to jump to safety.
Teamwork on the part of the department is necessary
to use the life net properly, and members must be
trained until this teamwork is perfected. Practice
should include the following

. 1= Life Nets
. -

Removing Net FIOD1 Apparatus- Rodent life nets are
generally folded to quarter size and are carded in a
box under the bed of the apparatus. To avid confu-
sion and delay, firemen should drill on removing the
net from the apparatus and opening it to full size.
Men located at the "quarter connection" must make
absolutely sure that tiro: snaps have caught and that
the ferrule covers the connection.

It is considered gpod practice to open and man
the life net at a safe distance from the spot where it
is to be used. If carried to the point of use before
completely ready, an excited victim may jump before
the net is properly manned with the resulting serious
consequence.

Running With Net - Speed is a factr when the life
net has to used for it may be necessary to resod*
persons from different locations. Since ten men may
be required to hold a net, all men forming a circle, it
can easily be seen that running with the net could be
awkward if not well practiced. While running, all men
bold the net with one bend, about waist high, and all
face in the direction of travel, starting slowly and
then gaining speed.

Spotting Net t To spot a net properly, one man should
Fun in advance of the men carrying the net When be
is under the person who is going to jump, he should
judge the distance the net is to be away from the
building. The men carrying the net should then run to
the man assigml to this job and stop between him
and the building.

Holding Net - The number of men needed to hold the
Irk 1W77-my. The-bands should be in the spaces pro-
vided on the metal dog. The life net should be held
shoulder high with both bands or eiich man cupped,
paimetip and thumbs under-mital sing. - Elbows should
be held away.4trat the body to- enable than to swing
pest die body on act. Alk men _bolding the net
should have .their left friotjoreard to act as a btacri.

MiltiaLditratment -to Catch Femme - Ali people-do
not jump ir, the same way. Soo. may fump_beyond the
net oldie etheralarty jump short of where She net 1s
stationed. A proper catch Is natla:When i he *spier
jambe in the emitter of the net.:In order to accomplish
this end protect themselves tiOin beingittick bylke
paste *wing *omen bolding the net-may -have
shift Shifting the net th improper tlirection
ant distance would he confislavinless all men hold-
log the net are looking at thelulipiritptirson. There-
fore; after the net has been located, the spotter should
give the commanc' llocd up." All .rdiould .look up at
the person about to jump thin in unison make the
proper shift of -the net, if ne?assirry, to-that the jump-
er-will land Et be stet

_

Removing Pen tom 'Net - When more etas one
person has to ! re. cued with the net, speed in get-
ting the first 1.. 11011 Off the net is necessary. To re-
move the persvii from the net, quickly ground that
portion' of the net frilliest from the btilding. In order
to do this, of course, the part of the net nearest the
building rust be raised. This procedure of unloading
will permit the quick removal of the person from the
net.

All men holding the life net should have a firm
grip on it with both bands to prevent the net from
being pulled from their hands at impact The total
weight produced by impact is very high. One life net

1
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my. When practicing, use a dummy that weighs from
100 to 125 paned' and so formed or constructed as to
resemble the human body as nearly as possible. Such

dummy will distribute weight over a larger surface
than a sand bag and makes the impact action more
Naomi. The men prepare and hold the net as prev-
iously described. The dummy can then be dropped
from a window or roof of a building.

When training first starts, the dummy should be
dropped from a height of approximately tea feet until
the men become accustomed to handling the net. The
Midst may then be increased as their skill in catch-
ing the dummy increases. This training will also give
the men the necessary practice in carrying, placing
the net, sad receiving the impact.

it must be remembered that in making a rescue, in
most cases the trapped victim will have had no ex-
pedence in jumping into a net. Consequently, the
spotter should direct the victim. He should not yell,
but in a calm voice tell him what to do and how it
should be done. A bull horn or speech amplifier should
be used if available. Once the victim jumps he is at
the mercy of those holds' the net and his life de-
peads on the skill and training of the rescuers.

STRETCHERS

There are many departments that carry a folding
stretcher on their apparatus. It is used in moving
persons wholre sick, injured, bedridden or overcome
smoke and/or gas.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT

Railroad tracks, auto collisions, cave-ins, col-
lapsed buildings and other emergencies may require
heavy equipment to make rescue possible. Depart-
ments should catty a book listing all places where
such equipment may be secured. A listing would act
as a time saver in an emergency. .The listing should
include suck equipment as heavy lifting jacks, tow
bucks, winch trucks, block and tackle, heavy ropes,
cables, bulldozers, power shovels, etc.

FIRST AID KITS

A first aid kit, as shone in Figure 3, is corded
by most departments. It usually consists of gauze
bandages, cotton adhesive tape, boric acid, ammonia,
burn ointment, tourniquet, scissors and a first aid
manual.

Inspect all first aid kits frequently and replace
any items that have been used The kit itself should
be stored in a moisture proof container and citified in
a dry place on the apparatus.

All Braises should have an active fiat aid clad so
they can give more efficient service to their public.

Frs. 3- First Aid kit

DRAGGING HOOKS, BOAT AND PIKE POLE IRON

Departments located near bodies of water where
people may doom should have a set ofdraggiaghooks,
a pike pole and a row boat. 'These are usually kept at
the fice station to be used in cases of drowning or
other emergencies on water. If departments are so
equipped and respond with little delay, it may be pos-
sible to rescue and revive persons that might other-
wise be lost. Detailed information on water rescue
problems is further outlined.

OPERATION AT SCEKE OF DROWNING

At this point it is well to emphasize certain fac-
tors pertinent to the safety and welfare of firemen
themselves. Entry into the water is recommended
when the victim can 'be seen and is moving,_ or when
there is substantial evidence Shit- the victim hOl been
under water only a 'few n111111E81.- Obvicius* only
trained and qualified men should be selectidlot fhb
assignment.

The use of life jackets should bilmiphalised as
being standard equipment 'forlitesien to Wear &dirt
boating operations. VAS rule should apply to twist-
mers as well as non-swimmers, especially-when rater-
ing swift or rough 'water. It is also good pre,dautkii
to assign a man to shore duty, and have him
there as long as men are "working in the hitt lie
main responsibility will be to watch the man' in the
boat atould the men in the boat run into trouble or
encounter difficulty, the man on watch- midi quickly
find help to assist them. He could rib gather infor-
mation from witnesses on shore which could aid the
boatmen in their size -up and search.

GENERAL INFORMATION ON
DROWNED BODIES

A body will usually remain in the near vicinity of
where the drowning °coiled. Evert though there is a
strong current on the surface of the water, the body
will not move very fax Carr the spot sphere the victim
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was last seen. it has been noted that a body in a
swimming suit, when sinking, will not be more than
1 1/2 times the depth of the water away from the spot
where the body sank. For example, if a body sank in
water 20 feet deep it would probably be found within
1 1/2 x 20= 30 feet from the spot of sinking.

Sometimes, bodies that are very fat and bodies of
small children may not sink after drowning but will
remain floating on the surface of the water. Also, a
body will rise to the surface when enough gas is
formed in the intestinal tract to make the body buoy-
ant. The temperature of the water and the contents of
the stomach will have a bearing on the time needed to
generate the gas. In summer, the average time is from
18 to 24 hours. In winter, however, or when the water
is very deep and cold, the time will be much longer.

A body does not rise suddenly from the bottom.
Only gradually, as more gas is formed in the intes-
tines, does the body become buoyant enough to reach
the surface. After the body rises to the surface its
movement is directed by the current or wind and may
be found several miles downstream.

A victim drowned in rapid water will probably be
found in the first deep hole downstream. If man power
is available, it is advantageous to send one detail
downstream to search the eddies and the center of
the stream.

DRAGGING

In the early stages of any body search, dragging
and probing with rappling irons, grappling hooks,
and pike poles are the usual means employed. Even
under the best circumstances, dragging is a blind
operation.

Types of grappling equipment which have been
used very successfully can be made in accordance
with the following information:

Grappling hocks are made of No. 9 iron wire. Two
pieces 18 inches long are bent in half and twisted as
four strands, leaving an eye at one end and ford
prongs at the other end. Space the hooka and line as
illustrated in Figure 4.

5'

Fig. 4- Grippling Hooks

The from shown in Figure 5 is not very practical
for rescue 'milt, but may be used in very deep wade.
for body or equipment recovery. The icon weighs from
five to ten pounds.

The pike pole iron is the only type that can be
used in waters with stumps. The pole should be in
four foot sections and not exceed 20 to 25 feet in
length.

Fig. 5- Pik* Polo Iron

SIZE-UP

Proper size -up, before and &deg the operatiee,
will be of much assistance in making a rapid: and
successful recovery. In making the size-up, the man
isicharge should consider the following factors:

How long has the victim been under water?

Where was he last seen?

How was the victim dressed? (Swim suit orclothod)

Survey of body of water as to:

Type of.bottom

Currents

Snags and obstructions
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Depth and width of water

Conditions of banks (undergrowth, bens, ate. )

Direction of wind

HOW TO LOCATE BODY
FOR GRAPPLING PURPOSES

In Figure 6 a witness at point A last saw the vic-
tim in line with tree Y; a witness at petit B last saw
the victim In line with tree X.

Then, by chewing imaginary lines between point A
and lasdmadt Y, and between point B and landmark X,
the location of the body can be determined as being
approximately at the point where the lines cross.

LAND IMPS

ALFLA r
SIIORELINE

wIslardirsaV

8
WINOS

METHODS

6. Locating a Body

. .

-Where are many drugging methods which may be
seed. Aniatteiapt is made, however, to show only the
more successful ones.

Shore to Shore Grappling When grappling from shore
to shore, the folkwIng procedures should be follow**

I. The length of the rope should be more than
twice the width of the area to be covert'.

2. Fasten hooks to center of rope.

3. Fireman weber one will drop books straight
down until bottom is hit. He then signals
number two fireman to draw books slowly to
him, elbowing them to dreg the bottom of the
entire width of the area.

4. If nothing is booked, fireman number two
side stepe one-half the length of the bar is
the direction the victim was lest seem
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& Number one then side steps the same die-
talc* in the same direction.

6. Number two then lowers the hooks straight
down to the bottom end nivel, number one
to pull the hooks slowly to him.

7. This procedure is continued until the entire
ilf4 is covered. Procedure is then reverser,
co that the area will be covered twice.

8. If the body is not yet recovered, the area
should be extended in both directions and
the procedure repeated.

Boat to Shore Gra lin - The following procedure is
=omen (See agate 7)

1. The boat must be anchored securely.

2. The man on shore does all the moving, side
stepping one-half the length of the bar.

3. If the victim is not booked after position A,
the boat should then be moved to position B
and anchored securely. Procedure is then
repeated from this new position.

...1.0.---OUTER LINE OF AREA
aomeolm"w, =1.1ag.

. POSITION
BPAT ' -41001111".'

4r1....:MMIN101.7P 41
WATERow "a.m.,.

VICTIM
WAS LAST SEEN .a/

Fig. 7. Boot to Shore amebae

aDitt to Boat Alin The following procedure is
recommended; (See Figure 8)

I. Place four buoys to mark the area to be
covered. See Hum L

2. Boats should be anchored from bow and
stern.

3. Boats should be headed is the same divas"
lion.
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Fig. g - Boat to Boat Grappling

Boats should be broadside to each other at
all times.

The entire length of the boat is grappled,
than number one moves forward the length of
the ir.at.

6. Then number two moves in line with number
one beat.

ling Fray Yovio Boat - The least: *dye:damsons
Ore o Ifir1a17&p g is om a moving host. The move-
ment of the beet cannot be controlled perfectly so
the entire bottom of the area may not be covered.
When grappling from a moving boat it is best to move
with the current. This will help keep the hooks on
the bottom. If the current is very strong, the oarsmen
should back water so that the boat movement will
not be too fast and pull the hooks off the bottom.

Th men using *shooks shouldt.neel on the stem
seat mid operate the hooks over the stem of the boat.

In toner waters a motor may be used. It is best to
use the mot. to move the boat upstream with hooks
out of the water. The boat should then be allowed to
float slowly downstream with the hooks dragging the
bottom. The following steps are recommended for
dragging from a moving boat:

1.

2.

3.

Upon arrival at the scene, remove all equip-
ment from the boat that is not needed to start
operations.

Launch boat with two men.

Place red buoy where victim was last seen
and start dragging at once,

4. if the body is not recovered within one hour,
place four yellow buoys in a square *Prox-
imately 100 het apart and start systematic
dragging operations.

S. Row boot into the wind; it is easier to keep
on a straight course.

6. Do not start rowing untilhookshit the bottom.

7. Hold rope to books in your hands at all
times. The operator can feel when an ob.
Piet is hooked. The slack end of the rope
may be tied to the boat as a precmition a-
gainst the rope and hooks being pulled from
fae operator's hands.

S. lost must be sowed slowly t:ad mast not get
too far ahead of hooks.

Gapplia WitirPikePolelion - Use the aethod shown
iu Firm to cover sree. mett2od is very
good when the stream or lake bottom is full of We
stumps mid heavy brush. See.Figsre 9.

411p ME19 11.11P
4h le ill .111-p

41h= dorm.

WIND

olir mew 41bi Cr..3 -.
4111.RED BUOY WHERE

VICTIM WAS LAST SEEN

*YELLOW BUOY

Pig. g - grappling with Pike Pei. ken

Grappling for a body with pike pole irons differs
somewhat from the actual dragging methods nasally
associated with a body recovery operation. Pike pole
irons are not dratted or pulled along the bottom. h-
stead, the fitemen holds the pole is a yarded posi-
tion tamps the bottom with quick up and down
strokes while the brat is moved along slowly. Se.
Figure 10. The resulting ;awshing action sables the
operator to feel and determine what is being struck
with the and of the polo. This action also eliminates

1
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Fig. 10. Holding Piko Pato Iron

the possibility of the iron becoming fouled in the de-
bris on the bottom. The boat must continue to move
very slowly during the searching operation until the
entire area has been thoroughly covered. At the point
in the proceedings when the body is located the boat
must be stopped and held stationary until the body
has been securely booked and raised to the surface.

CUTTING TORCHES

On many occasions, fire departments mast rescue
people trapped or confined by metal. One method of
making an effective rescue under such a condition is
by using a cutting torch. Since this tool is obviously
*portant, it is essential that firemen be familiar
with its correct use and limitations plus its care. The
succeeding paragraphs will give this information.

On-ACETYLENE CUTTING TORCH

The oxy-acetylene cutting torch can be used for
cutting steel, wrought iron, and other ferrous metals.
The equipment is portable. It consists of one tank
containing oxygen and another one containing acety-
lene. Hose, regulators, gauges, cutting torch, lighter,
goggles, extra tips, tip cleaners, wrench, leather
gloves, and yellow and white chalk must be included
in the equipment

There are several companies which manufacture
good cutting torches and equipment However, since
space is limited, this manual will not list all of them.

In selecting cutting equipment, it is advisable to
obtain one similar to the assembly shown in Figure 11.
This type is a sturdy outfit which will cut efficiently
and economically. Its tough construction gives it a
long life and it can be used witlulirge commercial
tanks as well as with small portable ones.

Figure 11 shows a complete cutting outfit which
includes:

299
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Fie. 11- Portable Cutting Torch

1 Cutting torch (90 degree head'

4 Cutting tips; sizes 1, Z 4 and 6

1 Two-stage oxygen regulator (200 lb. an
3000 lb., 21/2" gauges)

1 Taro -stags acetylene regulator (30 lb. and
4o lb., 21/2" gauges)

1 Wrench (5-way)

Recommended Accessories:

1 Pair of goggles

1 Flint lighter

25P 1/4" Twin line hose

- If

..

4 Hose connections (2 each oxygen and acety-
lene)

4 Hose ferrules

Assembling Cutting Torch and Hose - The torch
consists of n handle, or torch body, to one end of
which may be attached any one of the various ant-
Ling tips, ranging in size from 0 to 8. See Figure 12.
On the opposite end are two valves which control the
rate of flow of oxygen and acetylene gas into the
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torch. The rubber hose supplying the two gases are
attached to these valves.

The acetylene tank and hose connections of all
makes of torches hey. ::,k -hand areas.

A good wrench should always be used to tighten
the torch pads and hose connections - _ever sae
Mors. It is important to keep the packing nuts and
torch valves fairly tight so that the valve setting
does not change while the torch is in use. Always
use en open end wrench. Valves that turn too easily
are likely to be accidentally thrown out of edjusbneet
*'hen they brush against something.

Operating Pressure Regulators - The rubber loses
from the torch fasten to two pressure regulators; one
regulating the pressure of the acetylene gas in the
acetylene hose and one regulating the pressure of the
oxygen gas in the oxygen hose. It is necessary to
keep the pressure of the two game* constant at all
times and low enough not to overload the hose. Two
to five pounds to the square inch is about right for
small torch tips. It must be remembered that gas pres-
sure in the cylinders is constantly growing less.

By turning the cross bar or handle of either pres-
sure regulator, the desired hose pressure can be ob-
tained. This pressure is shown on the pressure gauge
of the regulator. Screwing the cross bar in (clockwise)
increases the hose pressure. Both oxygen and acety-
lene regulators have cross tars with right hand
threads.

Regulators connect directly on the oxygen and
acetylene cylinders; a second pressure gauge is used
that shows the pressure within the cylinder.

Some manufacturers of welding regulators provide
a small storage space in the center of the cross bars
in which are kept extra seats to be used as replace-
ments as wear occurs inside the regulators.

It should be stated here that if the torch "acts
up" it is quite possible that the regulators are at
fault. Two riles, if followed, will greatly prolong the
life of regulator& First, always screw the cross bars
out until they are loose before opening the cylinder
valves which are located on the tops of the oxygen
and acetylene cylinders. This preeltsts the suddenly
released pressure from over-loading end damaging the
delicate valve mechanism inside the regulator. Se-
cond, occasionally lubricate the threads on the
cross bars with beeswax. Never use oil or grease
anywhere around a gas welding outfit; that is, on
any of the pads of the apparatus itself. Under pres-
sure, oxygen will occasionally cause all to ignite if
conditions are just right

SAFE HANDLING OF OXYGEN
AND ACETYLENE CYLINDERS

The Oxygen Cylinder - Commercial oxygen, used in

cutting, is stored in steel cylinders. The manufacture
of all commercial oxygen is controlled by the United
States Department of Commerce to insure safety.The
cylinders aft made of seamless steel with a fusible
plug near the valve at the tops This plug allows the
gas to escape at a safe rate in the event that the
cylinder should he subjected to s dangerously- high
temperature. Oxygen gas is pumped into the steel
cylinders to a pressure of aboi. 1,800 pounds t the
square inch. Cylinders are made in various sizes,
the two most common having a capacity of 110 and
220 cubic feet of gas respectively. The shut-off
valves mounted on the tops of the cylinders are of
special design because of the t.a...amely high pres-
sure they have to hold. They have a right-hand thread
and, when opened, should be turned as far as they
will go. This prevents leakage by causing the valve
to seat in the top of the valve body. Commercial oxy-,
gen is usually obtained from alr and seems much like
air in many ways, since it is odorless, harmless to-
breathe, and non-inflammable.

The Acetylene Cylinder Acetylene gas is Barret':
safely by pumping it into special steel cylinders.'lt-
is also controlled in its manufacture by the DePai&-
meat of Commerce. Unlike the oxygen cylinders which
save no liquid or solid material Whatever-inside, the
acetylene cylinders are loosely filled with asbestos
absorbent which is saturated with a liquid co led
acetone. Acetone has the ability to dissolve
lane gas under pressure. The kink is the whin
cubic feet of acetyleae:gas in pumped into atiii
of appioximately the same size is the ore uiertfli°
oxygen, the pressure is only 250 Pounds, to the nqttife:
inch. This greatly increases the safety or handlii4
and transporting compressed acetylene. Ilmt_spetoms
remains in the cylinder as the acetylene' is Xliastiat
to escape during welding and is used repeatedly vtith
practically no loss. Fusible plugs in both the bofiess
and top of each cylinder are in additional
factor. The acetylene cylinder valves are not-86:._
jetted to as Muds pressure as the oxygen vial*
do not require the special sealing feature - the pairt="
in g used la the valves being ample to prevent leakiii(
The valves' have tight-hand threads and shoutcf be,
opened only one and one -half turns to allow for ngld
shutting off in an emergency. They require a special,
square socket wrench which can be obtained from tie,
firm supplying the gas. The diameter of the threaded.-
outlet for the regulator is smaller than that on the
oxygen cylinder.

Attaching Cylinders - Before Mt* ling fresh cylin-
ders of gas to the welding outfit, the valves *Odd
be opened slightly and a small amount of each gas
be allowed to escape. Oxygen will not 'um but eoeir.
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lens will. One should be certain that no open :lame
is near when the acetylene valve is opened. The
escaping gas blows out any dust or particles of grit
that may have become lodged in the valves during
shipment All fittings must be perfectly clean before
screwing them on the cylinders.

As mentioned before, be sure all regulators are in
the "off " or loose position before turning the gas on
at the cylinders.

In turning the gas off at the cylinders, extreme
care should be taken to make certain the valves are
completely closed. The two torch valves should then
be opened to "bleed off" the remaining gas in the
hose. The pressure regulators should then read zero.

TO USE CUTTING TORCH

All types operate on the same principle and are
provided with tips of various sizes for cutting metal
of different thicknesses.

In contrast with the welding totdt which has a
single orifice at the tip, the cutting torch has five or
more. The center orifice is for oxygen only and is
supplied with a quick acting oxygen valve. This cen-
tral oxygen orifice is surrounded with four or more
orifices for the oxy-zzetylene pre-heating flames.
These pre-heating flames are adjusted independently

241

of the oxygen cutting valve and, once adjusted, keep
burning steadily regardless of whether the oxygen
cutting valve is opened or closed.

One can use the oxygen cutting torch with excel-
lent results on any kind of steel or wrought hon. Cast
iron is somewhat MN difficult to cut.

First, select a cutting tip of a size suitable for
the thickness of meial which is to be cut. A tip with
an oxygen orifice drilled at the factory with a number
66 drill is suitable for cutting steel one quarter of an
inch in thickness. Number 52 is used for one inch
and number 48 for three inch. The larger the wire
gauge drIU size number, the smaller the orifice.

The torch, valves, and connections should be
chedced for leaks before the torch is lighted. This
can be done by passing the face near and around the
torch, valves, and connections. If an acetylene gas
leak is present, it can be. detected by smell. If an
oxygen leak is present, it can be heard or felt blow-
ing upon the face.

Next, adjust the acetylene hose pressure as for
cutting. The oxygen hose pressure depends upon the
tip and the thickness of the steel being cut and varies
from ten pounds to 150 pounds. Tables supplied with
torches indicate oxygen and acetylene pressure for
each tip and thickness of metal to be . cut These
pressures vary with different makes of torches and
sizes of tips. See Figure 12.
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Fig. 12 Cutting Tip Selector Chart
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The oxygen valve on the torch body should be
opened far enough to give full oxygen pressure through
the torch for cutting. This is an important point for
beginners.

Adjust the pre-heating flames to neutral and try
the cutting valve to see that full oxygen pressure is
feeding through to the oxygen orifice in the tip. It is
Also important to keep the orifice clean and round.
Tip cleaners of correct size should be used. Slag
that sticks to f end of the Up can be loosened with
a pocket knif- /about damaging the tip. If the flames
do not Lunt ,pedy, shut them off and clean the tip.

With **luminous, pre-heating cones of the cutting
tip just touching the steel to be cut, heat the edge or
other point where the cut is to begin. Be sure to have
the torch well supported and pointed at the work.
When the steel begins to melt, the cut con be started
by slowly pressing down the cutting-oxygen-valve
lever.

Daring the art, the tip of the torch should be kept
at a constant distance from the work. This will vary
from 1/16 of an inch to 3/16 of an inch depending
upon the thickness of the metal. This gap should not
change as the torch is moved along the cutting line.
The bottom of the "kerf" or cat should be kept a
little ahead of the top.

It is important to move the ouch at a uniform speed
which is slow enough to allow the oxygen b at all
the way through. In taming off the gas at the cutting
torch, the acetylene should be turned off first.

CUTTING TORCH CARE

To summed= the care of this tool, the following
list has been prepared:

1. Always use a good wrench to tighten torch
parts and hose connections.

2. Never use oil or grease on any pees of the
torch or tanks.

3. Always check tank, hose, and torch for
acetylene leaks before lighting torch.

4. Be sure all regulators are in off position be-
fore turning on the gas cylinders.

S. Hose and equipment should be kept free of
oil or dirt.

1

6. Coition should be taken to protect hose from
being cat by glass, sharp metal, or hot mai-
ten metal.

7. Keep torch in box provided for its storage.

S. Check hose for deterioratioa

9. See tat goggles are not broken end are
dean.

10. Frequently inspect tanks for leeks and- tn.
see that pressure is maintained.

11. Care must be taken to protect the victim_
from the dangers of heat, smoke and bums
which might be received from the flair%
torch, molten metal or spathe. A fire rods-.
tint or wet blanket is very useful forms*:
*cling the victim from these dangers. .

The operator of the cutting torch should wear
heavy leather gloves for his own protection.

A fireman should be assigned to the Job of stand-
ing by with the properestinguishet(dc not use carbon
tenaddodde) or booster lines to pretect.exposuresi
during cutting operations.

Overhaul should be made after the vhdist4as
been removed- to make sine all Bat and lips* have
been extinguished.

As portable tanks will contain only enoudt.gasin-
att for a limited time, it is a good policy- to haves-
llst of owners of larger tanks that can be called-upon
in case they are needed for long =taw errntlaaa--

CARRIES AND DRAGS

HOW THEY ARE USED

Many times patio'', who have been subjected In
intense heat, heavy smoke, gales, or.*Iling imatstkijia
may become injured or unconscious.. Firemen altreld
be prepared for such eitergendes endltnow_the.46-
ads for carrying or dragging sack people hi.safety.
Some of the 001110104 methods-used are as *Boys:

Chair Carry The chair easy is a good ftethod for
transporting a person end :a even beist;.fitsn &-
stretcher in places when sharp tone mast he made
or where steep stairways are encountered. lire disk
should be tested before use to make sure it 1$ solid
and will support the victim. After the victim isplaced
in the chair, the man in the tear-lilts the- chair back
to enable the sum in frost to get into his positio*
easier. Carry as shown in Roue 13. -

Fireman's Cant- To -get the victim on the *guider
for this carry, balance and coordination of movement
is very important. With Innis method, a flif,111i:Pall
raise any victim that he is able to cony. He places
the victim on his back, knees up, and feet against
Luttocke, as shown in Figure 14a. He than grasps die

'4'1- la
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14b

14d

Fig. 14- Flremaes Cary

14*

victim's wrists with his palms down. See Figure 14b.
The rescuer places his feet and legs against the vic-
tim's feet and legs, as shown in Figure 14c. Then,
by leaning beck and pulling the victim forward and
up at the same time, the victim will rise and fall over
the rescuer's shoulder. See Figures 14d and 14e.

carrying in Arms - To carry a patient in the arms,
lift him, if he is unconscious, to an erect position as
described in the fireman's carry. Support the patient

with one ana about the body. Kneel on one knee and
allow him to rest on your other knee. Pass your other
aim under his thighs. Roll the patient into the hollow
of the elbows and due. See Figure 15.

Fig. 15- Cwrying 10 Anus

Carrying Astride Back - Carrying astride the bad( is
a comfortable one-man Surd of transportation, but
is limited to carrying a conscious victim who can at
least partially stand alone. The rescuer assists the
victim to a standing position. Standing in front of the
victim, he turns his back to him, taking the victim's
arm over his shoulders and crossing them. He then
bends forward ruhli the victim rests on his back. He
grasps each thigh, and with a humping motion, raises
him well upon his back. Passing the forearms under
the victim's legs, the rescuer then takes a wrist in
either hand and the victim is loaded. This carry is so
secure that the victim may became unconscious and
yet be carried safely and easily. See Figure 16.

Fig. 16- Clify10. Astrid. Beek

Front Piggy Bad( - This is a one man carry and is
excellent to use to carry conscious viclitas. See
Figure 17. To get the victim in position. *.: this
carry, face victim and place hands under his vs pits,
and lift as he jumps up putting his tegs around the
midriff, above the hips. The victim places his arms
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_Fig. 17 Front r:ggy Bock

around the rescuer's neck. The rescuer has both
hands free to climb or discard a ladder, open a door,
etc. In case trouble develops while descending the
ladder, the rescuer can pin the victim-against the
ladder until help arrives or the trouble is eliminated.

Park Strap Carry - The pack strap method is a one
man carry that has two applications, one for a con-
scions and one for an unconscious victim. For a
conscious victim, the loading is done exactly as des-
cribed in the first part of the "astride back" method.
See Figure 18a. When the victim la on the rescuer's
back, the rescuer grasps his crossed arms at the
wrists, bends forward, humping 'the victim well up on
his back and proceeds in that manner shown in the
illustration. Note that the victim's legs are dangling
but that the rescuer has one hand free.

If the victim is unconscious, the loading In more
difficult, likewise the carry. To make the carry, an
improvised "pack strap" is used. The carry gets its
name from the pack strap used. The pack strap con-
sists of a loop of some type of matedal. A tope hose
tool is excellent for this purpose, but a bed sheet or
any other similar material may be used. The rescuer
turns the victim on his back and passes the loop
through, under his shoulders at the sun pits. He then
places his body or that of the victim with his fece
up, slipping each arm through en end of the loop. The
rescuer then rolls himself and the victim over, gets
to his knees, then to his feet and from this squatting

position rises to an erect position. Ste Figure 18b.
Since both "anis are free, the rescueramy proceed
down a lad4r or through difficultoisages. Although
the dangling legs of the victim are awkward, he can-
not slip. from ;the load. Also, the isqcuer can shift
the load from 'his back to leg latioctes by bending
forward.

10b

Fig. 18 Pock Strop Corry (Conscious end Unconscious)

Two Man Seat Carry - The seat carry seen in Roue
19a and 191) is a two Min means of carrying an in,
lured Or unconscious pets*. It consists of making a
seat jest of one pair of arms and a back rest of the
other pair. Figure 19a shois_;zirow the arms are At,
ganged when completed. Thigfeicaero enema
either side of the victim near' the hips, and raise him
to a sitting position steadying him with the ass near-
est his head around his beck. Each then slips the
other ann under the victim's thighs, clasping the
wrist of the other. Both ads. slowly Ind is =ION
lifting' the victim from' thit..ground. Whew. ioect, they
adjust the upper arras tb form a comfortable beck rest
and to make the victim secure. See .Fifpne 19h. If
conscious; the victim aids* the rescuers by gimp-
ing them around the nechaidth either or both sass.

4Y

190

Fig. 19 TwoMon Ssot Corry

191,
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Carrying By the Extremities Carrying by the extrem-
ities is a good method of carrying but should not be
used if the victim has leg or back 'Nudes. See
Figure 20. Fbr this carry, the victim is laid straight
on his back, feet apart. One rescuer takes his place
between the victim's legs and the other at his head,
both facing esch other. The rescuer at the feet posi-
tion grasps the victims wrists with the rescuers
palms down and pulls the victint to a sitting posi-
tion. The men at the head position assists raising
the victim to the sitting position by lifting the
shoulders. the man at the head position places one
knee on the floor and supports the victims back
with this leg, then extends his hands, with palms
down, with the wrists located under the victim's arm-
pits from back to front. Tice rescuer holding the
victims wrists then places them in the extended
hands of the other rescuer, who then grasps the
victims wrists with his hands. The rescuer at the
feet position hues around facing the victims feet by
kneeling on one knee and passes his hands under the
victims knees from the outside. The rescuer at the
head position gets into a baseball catchers position,
keeping the back vertical. At the order of raise by
either of the two rescuers, both rescuers rise with
the victim and move forward.

Fig. 20. Carrying by the Extremities

Three Man Carry - The three man carry is a carry
used for badly injured persons. See Figure 21a, 21b
and 21c. The carry is accomplished as follows: Three
men line up on one side of the victim and the leader
gives the command to "prepare to lift" Each man
kneels on the knee neares;. the victim's feet, so that
one man is at his shoulders, one at his hips, and one
at his knees. Without further orders, they pass their
hands and forearms under the victim, as shown in
Figure 21a. The one at the head places his hands
under the victim's neck and back, the second under
the pelvis and hips, and the third under the knees
and ankles. At the command "lift" they raise the
victim and place him on their knees, but without
releasing their hands. See Figure 21b.

21e

21b

21e

Fig. 21. Three-Men Carry

At the command "prepare to WOO" they slowly
turn the victim on his side, toward them, until the
victim rests in the bend of their elbows. At the com-
mand "due," all rise to a standing position, holding
the victim against their chests, as in Figure 21c. To
move directly forward, the command "march" is given
and all three step off on the left foot and continue
until the command "halt"is given. To move sideways,
the command "side step left - or right"is given. The
rescuers step off with the foot according to the com-
mend, bringing the other foot up to it in even, short
rteps. The victim is then lowered by reversing the
operations but always at the command of the leader.

In sctual practice, however, it should not be ne-
cessary to give detailed commands. The men should
be so well trained that they can move and act in uni-
son with a minimum of commands.
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Clothes Drag When a fireman must rescue a victim
that is too heavy to be carried, other means must be
used to get the victim to safety. The clothes drag,
Figure 22 is one method that can be used. The res-
cuer's hand ahottittgrasp the victim's collar with the
victim's head resting-4n the rescuer's arm for pro-
tection.

Low

Fig. 22- Ciashas Drag

Fireman's Drag - In making a fireman's drag, the
victim's wrists are tied together with a square knot
as shown in Figure 23.

his

rescuer then straddles
the victim and passel; his head between the arms,
raises the victine's head and shoulders just off the
floor, and then, by crawling, drags the victim out.

For descending a stairway when using the fire-
man's drag, the reircuer's position is reversed and he
descends the mt.*. backwards. Thin prevents the
victim's head from bitting the steps.

Fig. 23- Fireman's Drag

The Blanket Drag - The blanket drag can be used in
place of the clothes drag when the victim is nude or
the clothing being worn is too flimsy to be used to
drag the victim. Place a blanket on the floor and roll
victim onto the blanket The victim can then be re-
moved to safety as shown in Figure 24.

Fig. 241- &amigo Drag

LADDER RESCUES

SLIDING AN UNCONSCIOUS VICTIM
DOWN A LADDER

iE

i
a=.4

Generally, thil evolution, Mutilated In Figure 24
is started from a crotch hold position. The rescuer
unlocki his own leg, works up until his acme
neath the victim's armpit*, graspe the Amos fn hint
of the victim's face, while the *scales knee is
beneath the victim's crotch. The victim's there're

'positioned outside the beams and he is 'slowly iiliod
down the ladder. The rescuer should be baeked-up by
an extra man.

Y

WALKING A VICTIM' DOWN A LADDER

As shown in Figure 26, this evolution is executed
by taking a position immediately behind and parallel
to the victim, but one rung below kin:Place the anus
around the victim's body-- billow:the:armpits and grasp -
a rung. listingo#0,tung at aft descend slowly..As-,
a precautionsui fiensusre 'er should keep one
knee between the victim's io prevent him from
sliding through.'

WALKING A WOMAN OR CHILD
DOWN A LADDER

This evolution differs item the preceding methiid
because theknee of the rescuer is not placed between
the legs of the woman or dtild. The rescuer's antis
are placed around the person's body below the *id?
pits and the rescuer grasps the rung immiedietely
below the rung the peison Is grasping. Corse down
slowly, descending one rang; at a time.

SLIDING A VICTIM DOWN A LADDER
ACROSS ARMS

The rescuer who is to slide the victim dotes the
ladder stands on the ladder Just below the 'door,
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' Fig. 25- Sliding in Unienscioas Victim Down a Leader
.-.:,...

Fig. 26- Walking Victim Down a Ladder

window, or roof, grasping the ladder with both hands
on the underside of the beams. The otheF rescuer
places the victim across the first rescuer's anis,
as shown in Figure 27. Ilie first rescuer then de-
w ends the ladder one step at a time with the vic-
tim's buttocks resting on each rung of -the ladder
daring descent The rescuer's hands are slid along
the underside of the beam. The rescuer on the ladder
should be backed up by an extra man. See Figure 27b.

Figure 28 shows proper, way to walk a victim down
an medal ladder.

4m.
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Fig. 27- Sliding a Victim Down a Ladder Agrees Anne

CARE OF VICTIMS AFTER RESCUE

Care should be taken to prevent persons who hfive
escaped from a burning building from re-entering to
obtain clothing or other possessions left in the bun*
ing If the conditions are such as to endanger thada
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Fig. - Walking a Victim My/ on Mail Ladder

lives or interfere v.ith fire fighting operations. Many
UMW, rescue is a difficult and dangerous operation
even for trained and experienced firemen. Therefore,
care must be exercised by firemen to prevent untrained
persons from exposing themselves to unnecessary
danger.

The duty of the fire department does not always
end after persons are brought to a place of safety.
Infants, children, the sick and the aged all need care
and supervision after being brought to safety.

CARE OF INFANTS

When infants are subjected to a sudden chop in
temperature after being removed from a heated build-
ing, they ate liable to incur p.teumonia or some other

illness. :The rescriets should'protict--tirem:_terbsitg .

sure tint they are properly Covered and,-***Ite
protected. They should, if POssiblit, be
some competent person who vrill'eia- that propkgote
is given to them. . _ ,

CARE OF CHILDREN

If left on their OM; &Wm may wander *Oa
the fire area and becArne in1ured.. They may eW011!-.
enter the burning building faking a toy or "n10 1114g
left behind. Inn theivreasons, ths* should. 400
be placed in.the custody of a competent persareii*
will give them proper care and protection,

CARE OF THE SICK

:
People taken from a sick bed may suffer sleep:a

ceasing the illness tobecome molest U the illneak!--=
not contagious, refuge-for dan4421-41
neighbor's home. If the alchrierreqa- cantagioskipSo-'
visions must be made as soon. els amble
the patient sent to a-hospltrd.*beele,d,.1114.1, sinv
provide temporary shaltill but -dttendereatc'lleteare.
mint be livens to the patient untilirmnovedqoirthe
hospital. As- -a precaution, - as few firemen n. gre
absolutely necessary should expose themselves two
contagious disease. Those firemen that were expbsed
should receive a doctor's attention and their cloth-
ing should be treated to prevent the spread of the-
disease. Since all hospitelwill not admit contagious
cases, the department ithould prepare itself for this
emergency by listing liriagitSW or agencies grit will
accept such cases.

CARE OF THE AGED

)n many occasions, aged people have lost their:
lives after being taken to 'ably. Not realising the
danger, they re-entered the involved building for Vir
possessions which might have been only a rich re,
the contorts of a dresser drawer or some other object
they have had fora long period of time. If possible,
firemen should bring these cherished objects oet-With
the person. In every case, however, after rescue thet
person' should be placed- in the custody of caritas*
persons.

It' should also be remembered by the department
officers that rescue work at fires may delay extin-
guishment practices. Men diverted to rescue wolfram
a dada upon the manpower. Officers aboultle:alett
in these cases and if necessary make additiesid
calls for aid. If in such cases there is- a sutra aid
plan, it should be immediately put into operation.
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ADMINISTRATION OF OXYGEN

'Ike subject of first aid is so vitally important
that it it usually considered a course in itself. Con-
sequently, it should be thoroughly understood by all
fire fighting personnel that their knowledge may mean
the difference between life and death to the persons
rescued.

"Pie ability to administer first aid to the victims
thrit bat" been overcome by smoke and gases is most
*Wendel and all personnel should be thoroughly ac-
quiditted with es approved method of artificial respir-
ation. - .

Fire department personnel should also be trained
in the use of the respiratory equipment that is car-
ded on the apparatus. There are quite a number of
manufacturers that produce vadoue types of this
equipment. Some of these are completely automatic
earl.requireo manual assistance of any kind in their
operaCon whereas other types amused in conjunction
with artificidi respiration. Whatever type of equipment
is used, the manufacturer's instruction manual should
be closely *Bowed _end the entire department dor
oughly familiar with all the phases of Operation in
order to render efficient service. Figure 29 illustrates
one model of respiratory equipment

Ng. 29. Respirator Equipment

ROPE SLIDE

On some occasions ladders or other tools are not
available and the Szemen mutt arse a rope slide to
save himself and/or the victim.

PLACING THE SLIDING ROPE.IN SERVICE

The rope it either carried, to the roof or upper
story of a building or nulled up with the aid of a small
line such as used on the life gun which shoots the
line to the upper story or roof.

Fasten one end of the sliding rope to some solid
object within the building or on the roof. It should be
tied at the ease level as the edge of the roof of win-
dow sill over which it is passing and directly above
the center of the window from which the slide is to
be made. Place a pad such as a coat under the rope
where it passes over these edges to prevent damage
to the rope. Be positive that the eliding rope is long
enough to reach the ground or a place of safety. The
following method is used to slide the rope with the
bands and feet.

1. Stand erect in wins ow if possible.

2. Grasp the rope with both hands high above
the head and pull down on rope. his will
test the rope and take the slack and stretch
out of it.

3. Still pulling downward with the hands and
with the lower part of the rope hanging down
in front of the body between the legs, pass
the dght leg forward on the right side of the
rope, backward on the left aide of the rope,
and forward on the right side again, far turough
that the mpe is hanging down on the inside
of the instep of the dght foot. See Figure 30a.

RIGHT LEG

To GROUND

30. 30b

Fig, 30 Foot Positions on Slitting Roo.
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4. Extend TA 3 right leg out 4 the window just
below the sill and suspend the full body
we:ght with the t -ads and at the same time
pass the left foot under the right foot and
press it tightly to the outside of the right
foot. Elev. to toes of the left foot and lower
toes of the right foot. See Figure 30b.

5. 8y pressing the feet together enough ;fiction
is create° to hold a man stationary. By re-
leasing the pressure slightly he can slide
slowly and safely down the rope. Do not
slide hands on rope but use hand over hand
method. If the rope slips out from between
the feet while sliding, suspend the body by
the hands and work the rope back to proper
position with the feet.

6. When getting on s sliding rope from the level
where the rope is secured, as from a roof top,
gasp the rote with both hands and lie on the
stomach, over the rope, with the lower part
of the body banging down over the roof ledge.
Work the rope into position as shown in
Figure 30b and then lower yourself over the
edge with the 'hands until you are in proper
position for the slide.

TO SLIDE ROPE WITH A LIFE BELT
ONE MAN

Strap a life belt snugly about the waist (not so
tight as to cause discomfort) with the buckles on the
left side and the Look hanging directly in front. Put
a leather Aiding glove on the tight hand. Stand erect
in the window, facing the utside. Grasp the eliding
rope with both hands, above the head, end pull down
hard to tett the rope for security and to take out
some of_th, stretch.

Reedit down with the gloved hand (right) and take
hold tittle rope just above the knees and raise it to
about the level of the waist to give enough slack to
wok with. Hold the rope in the palm of the right
hand, thumb up. Raise the life belt hook with the left
and so that it is pointing upward. Still holding the

rope in the palm, grasp the base of the hook with the
right hand and hold them firmly together just above
the waist. The hinged or opening part of the hook
should be on the left. Grasp the rope a bit above the
hook with the left hand, thumb pointing down. See
Figure 31a.

Looking at the left hand from underneath, wrap the
rope clockwise one and a half tarns around the hook,
forcing the rope to the inside of the hook through the
hinged part each time. The rope will be entwined one
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complete turn about the book oit its right hie. See
Figure 311,.

Ho" the left side of the hook with the left hand
and w th the right hand on the rope below the hook,
pull the rope through until all the slack is out of the
rope above.

Grasp the rope with the gloved right hand, thumb
up; straighten the right arm and move it around to the
rear of Cie body and hold the hand (thumb side to-
ward the body) pressed firmly rytInst the center of
the buttocks. nave the rope gripped tightly and pulled
taut around the right hip.

Remove the left hand fret the hook. Bend slightly
st the knees and allow the rope to suspend part of
the body weight. Turn to the !fight until the back is to
the outside and at the same time ease down until the
body is suspended entirely 'ay the rope and the legs
are holding the body out fro, the building with the
feet resting aftdnst the edge of the sill.

When ready to descend, kick out away from the
building slightly and ease the right hand grip on the
rope just enough to allow the rope to slide through
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the hand. The speed of descent is controlled by the
amount of friction created by the right hand grip. To
etc up or stop sliding it is ow necessary to grip
the rope more tightly.

During th ',tide keep facing the building. Keep
the left hand off tab rop_ and book_ Use the left hand
and the feet to keep from striking the building during
the descent. It may be necessary to kick out from the
building several times on the way down, depending on
the length of the slide and speed of descent.

Should the right hand become dislodged from iti
position in the rear of the body and be pulled up t
or near the hook, stop at the most convenient place
such as the next lower sill and work it back into
position.

When the ground is reached, bend at the knees
and allow the hook to slide down the rope as low as
possible; then stand erect. By holding the hinged part
of the Wok open with the right hand, the rope is re-
moved from the hook wilt the left hand, in reverse of
the manner of putting it on.

Not more than one sliding life belt can be in use
on one rope at one time.

TO SLIDE ROPE WITH A LIFE BELT
TWO MEN

Although no more than one life belt can be: in use
on the rope at ono time; it is possible for two men to
descend the rope at the SSW :are. This is Primed
asfollosts: .

_ They can both start the slide from the same win-
4:bw, or one man can- startf-om above and pick the
other man up at a lower level.

If both men are to slide from the same window; the
first man. puts the rope on his hook and gets into
position with his back to yards the outside and his
feet holding himself out away from the haildieg the
same as in the one man slide except that he wraps
the rope two and a half tams around the hook instead
of one and a half. See Figure 32. This extra turn is
necessary to create enough Mott-a for the added
weight of the second man.

When the first man is in position the second man
sits on the sill with his legs out the windote end
between the legs of the first man.

The second man holds cote the first man's belt
toward the front with his left hand and with his right
hand he snaps his own lik belt hook into the ring at
the base of the first man's hook. Then he` Wide onto
the first man's belt with his right hand and holds his
head and shoulders in close to the first man's waist.

He then eases himself out the window, off C.e
until he is entirely suspended by his hook from the
first n..
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Fig. 32. TwoMarl Side

As he eases himself out off to sill, the fir:keine
kicks out away from the building and they -descend to
the ground In the same lancer as in the-'one aria
slide. The sloxind man may alio assist in protecting
themselves from striking the building duihig descent
if necessary`.

If the find man is to pick the second man up elf
a tower window, he getatm the ropti'and slides down'
to that window the same as in the one 'dal elide. He
stands erect in that window;- ficing the outside,
the necessity) slack in the tope, places the entire
turn around the hook, and taken's:I position with Id*
bac:t to the outside again. The second man then hooks
onto the first man as prt,riously mentiorted,mod they
descend to the ground.

Upon reaching the ground the second elan unhooks
from the first man; then the first man stands erect and
removes the rope from his hook.

A 5/8" cotton braided rope is recommended for
this evolution.

v

ELECTRICAL RESCUE

A fireman is net presumed to be SS electrician nor
an electrical lineman but his duties make it neces-
sary for him to face situations in which electrical
equipment or wiring is involved. It is therefore de-
nimble that he be able to recognize electrical haz-
ards and to know the proper action to be taken.

Saving of property alone never justifies, the risk
of a manes life. But, 'where life is involked, the ur-
gency is greater and necessity prompts the fireman
to act in the face of great danger: L. _ roses of this
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sort, the fireman should think before he acts. More-
over, unless be knowa what be is doing, he should
seek the assistance of a qualified person.

The use of electrical power has become so common
in modem life that it would be difficult to find a city,
town or village in which f^,-ilities for supplying elec-
tricity are not present in almost every part of the
community. Fire department personnel can be aided
in dealing with the hazards involved if they are fa-
miliar with certain procedures of handling electrical
equipment and wiring.

The information containedinthis section is merely
suggestive. It is predicated upon the assumption that
it is the responsibility of the head of the department
to consult with the appropriate officials of the power
company to the end that there will be a common under-
standing of the procedures to be followed in case of
an emergency involving the power company's property
and equipment or any other property where electrical
equipment or wiring is concerned. Firemen and all
local power company employees who are subject to
call when an emergency occurs should be thoroughly
familiar with whatever procedure has been mutually
approved.

In many cities, a power company unit responds to
each emergency where there may be electdcal haz-
ards. Regardless of this policy, calling the power
company immediately is a must for any emergency in-
volving electrical hazards existing within its area
It is essential that firemen requesting assistance from
the power company clearly inform the receiver of the
call of the electrical equipment involved, such as
transformer, overhead wires, undergtound cables, etc.,
and where it is located in order to facilitate a better
service through greater cooperation.

WIRES DOWN

If the wires are down on arrival at an emergency,
proceed as follows:

Send someone to notify the power company while
you move the crowd back from the danger zone (at
least one span each way from the break or the sag-
ging wire). This is necessary because:

1. The spans of wire adjacent to the trouble
may have been weakened.

2. Any movement of the wires in trouble, caused
by wind or rescue work, may burn other wires
down.

3. Wires on the ground may bum off at some
point and the ends may curl up, roll along
the ground, and cause injury to someone.

4. Bums, electric shocks, or eye injuries from
electrical flashes may occur even though a
person is not in direct contact with the wires;
therefore, do not permit anyone to stead near
these wires.

Voltage is the amount of pressure applied to cause
the current or amperes to flow. It is actually that
amount of current or amperage that is caused to flow
through a person's body that is dangerous. Under some
circumstances a very low voltage can cause enough
current to flow through a oerson's body to bang about
serious injury or death. This is particularly true if the
person is standing on the ground or on a well grounded
structure. The flow of current is from the wire to the
ground. Anything or anyone within this path will be
subject to becoming the conductor for the current from
the point of contact with the wire or electrically
charged object to the point of contact on the ground.

In the case of a car or truck, the rubber tires may
insulate Gm vehicle from the ground so that the ve-
hicle itself may be charged though there will be no
current flowing from the vehicle to the ground. In such
cases, passengers in the vehicle would be relatively
safe if they remained inside. A person touching the
vehicle while standing on the ground would complete
the circuit from the vehicle to the ground, creating a
path of current flow through his body, which may prove
to be fatal.

An example is that of a woman whose car became
energized from a fallen wire as the result of hitting a
light pole. In her fight; she jumped out of the cot
After moving away from the car, she realised she had
left her purse in the seat of the car. She retuned to
the car and upon touching the door was instantly
electrocuted.

If, by accident, either metal or wood serial ladders
come in contact with. overhead electric *mai or
should these wires fall across the apparatus, a person
will be relatively safe providing he tioss nag sake
contact with the apparatus and the ground at the awe
time. If the equipment is believed to be In contact
with a live wire, and you must get eft doe** **V .11
Jun" off, making certain that both hands and feet are
clear of the apparatus when contact is made with the
ground. . ,

The hazards created by fallen, energized overhead
wires are extremely dangerous to those who are inex-
perienced in the action of wires which are under the
stress of a ground or short circuit (all wires are po-
tentially dangerous). Wires lying on the ground may be
de-energized one moment and energized the next. When
energized, conductors may whip around.

Most power systems make use of automatic equip-
ment to protect the systes from surges and grounds.
These devices open the circuit when overloaded or
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shorted and than in a matter of seconds automatically
close the circuit. The setting on this equipment may
vary from one to /err **coma.

In the case of distribution or transmission wires,
it must be remembered that they may energize the
ground for a considerable area around the point which
they contact. This means that it may be dangerous to
even approach the wire. It is impossible to give spe-
cific rules or distances since the danger area will
yaw with ground conditions and voltages involved.
In general, the hazard is much greater during damp or
rainy weather..

Energized wires lying on the ground or across a
vehicle may chow no evidence of being live yet touch-
ing the wire or the vehicle may be fatal. The only
completely safe thing to do with faller wires is to
stay clear of them and call the power company. In
sane cases, however, waiting for the power company
crew may mean the difference between life and death.
Therefore, it is essential for fire department personnel
to have a reasonable working knowledge of electrical
hazards and emergency situations that may confront
them in each community they serve. It must be remem-
bered that if en electric wire should fall across a
fence or telephone Win', it is es dangerous as the
live wire itself and the same precautions should be
considered.

$

A (METHOD OF HANDLING ENERGIZED WIRES

from a reasonable dietsice, a cope is Elms
over wins currying high voltages, the person throwing
it Will no hilt:led if the rope is dry but if the rope
is wet when_ dip contact with these wires, the
'reran may be a shock to the limn 'Adds can be fetid.

," In cases where it is necessary to remove a wire
foam a victim, the rope and weight device pictured in
Rime 33 can provide a Means to safelyhandie wires
in any weather, providing the men using it are dor-
ms* trained in its use. It is through the efficiency
of the person performing this operation of throwing the
weights that the desired results will be obtained,
making it possible to pick up a live wire with a large
degree of safety regardless of the position in which
it fells. The fact that the ground may become ener-
gized for some distance around the fallen conductor
must elways be kept in mind.

Its. WEIGHT K ib. WEIGHT

Fig. 33- Rope and Weight Device

To describe this rope tool, a weight, weighing
approximately one half pound, is attached to each end
of a one hundred foot, one quarter inch mire. The rope
must be free of any metallic mitigator to be used
safely. Any fire department ma make this device foi
little cost and it is reannmessded that one be in ser-
vice on each unit in operation. Firemen *should be
trained in the use of this tool. Only practice can make
them proficient in safely handling live wires in this
manner.

With this method, a fireman can gain control of a
fallen wire without getting near the wire or contacting
the rope after it is touching the wire except with ap-
proved sr i adequate Insulating equipment. This is
dose by the use of a pair of approved lineman's Niger
gloves and a lineman's clamp stick tested for use at
high voltage. With this equipment the wire may be
moved as follows:

1.

I. Clear all persons out of he danger area.

2. Put on linemen's rubber gloves.

3. Stand opposite the point to which you went.*
move the wire and approximately thirty feet
frou the wire.

4. Toss one end of the weighted rope under the
wire to a pole: nearly mud to your distance
from the wire on the other side.

S. Toss the other end over the wise qo as to
land near the first weight thrown.

6. Pick the two weighted ends up with clamp
stick and beck away, dragging titeAtire out
of the way. Do not pull the wire toward your-
self, hand.overhand. Be sure to post a guard
who will keep di persons-out of the danger

It must be remembered that any fallen wire is des-
Serous and can mean instant deith to the poorly trained
fireman. However, when a human life is involved, fire
department personnel will have to take immediate ac-
tion to rescue the victim and in such situations the
action taken will be based on past experiences sad
training. Here, every second cores but caution rust
be used to prevent the seriousness of the original
emergency being increased by the careless action of a
fireman or nearby person.

REMOVING VICTIM FROM WIRE

When a person is found lying on an energised wire
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and the wire is not entangled around his body, a
quick method to remove this person from the wire is
to make use of a "hot-stick" to push or pull the
victim from the wire. The hot-stick, is a specially
designed tool used principally by electric company
linemen to manipulate energized conductors into
a desired position. They are specially treated by
the manufacturer to prevent moisture from penetrating
the wood and should be kept in a compartment or
other container dint will prevent damage to the stick
while in storage on the apparatus. They should
be regularly inspected by a qualified person, even
if they have not been used since the last inspec-
tion. A person may receive edditional burns while
being removed from an energized line, but this is not
as serious as having him remain in contact with the
energized conductor. While performing this operation,
the rescuer should stay as far away from the victim or
the wire as the hot-stick will permit. If additional
help and another hot-stick is available, it may be
used as an additional aid in the rescue operation.
This may be by holding the live wire in its original
position while the victim is being moved from contact
with the wire. This additional aid can also prevent
the end of a live wire from whipping in a way similar
to that of a loose garden hose that is squirting water
from an open nozzle. Also, by keeping the wire in
contact with the ground, the exposure of a victim to
additional shock and bum is kept to a minimum.

In cast s where hot-sticks are not available, an
alternate procedure may be used.

This alternate procedure is accomplished by the
use of a long, dry rope (of a type referred to in
Figure 33) to loop around some part of the victim's
body in such a way that would permit dragging the
victim from the danger area. This procedure may re-
quire the fireman to perform the rescue operation from
a position much closer to the victim and/or to the
wire than the maximum distance allowable when hot-

sticks are employed. Here the rescue worker must
perform this act, taking all necessary precautions to
prevent his own body or clothing from making contact
with the victim's body or clothing or the wire itself.
These precautions are necessar, until the victim has
been removed from the danger area. Bystanders should
be orderedto remain a minimum of at least one hundred
feet from the victim. This will prevent them from
coming into contact with anything which may be ener-
gized, thus eliminating the possibility of additional
victims.

In such cases where artificial respiration is re;
quired, it should be started immediately after the
victim has been released from contact with the wire.
Resuscitation should continue until the victim has
recovered or until a member of the medical profession
has pronounced him dead. The treatment of any burns
from electric shock should be the same as that des-
cribed for any bum case.

RADIATION RESCUE

The atomic age promises many benefits to man,
but with these benefits come added responsibilities
and dangers to the fire service namely, to protect
the public and firemen from the dangers of radiation
and contamination. More information on this subject
will be found in Chapter 26.

In case of an emergency where radioactive mater-
ial is present, the victim must i* removed from the
area with as little contact with the rescuer as pos-
sible. The rescuer may use the clothes drag, a pike
pole, or a rope effectively to remove the victim to a
safe place. He should take any necessary measures
to save life, but carry out a minimum amount of first
aid until a doctor can be called to the S'V3/10. A fire-
man's protection against radiation is time, distance,
shielding and gas masks.
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EXPOSURES AND CONTINE14,1ENT

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will cover the various problems dealing with exposures and confinement principles fin the
effective extinguishment of fire. Every fire the fireman encounters presents an exposure hazard. Exposure, as
used in the lire service, means any building or matedal that is likely to become involvW either directly or in-
directly with the existing i..4. There are two types of exposure hazards, interior and exterior. The study of
exposure covers the work that is necessary to prevent the extension of fire to other parts of the involved build-
ing or ether buildings or property. Confinement of fire is the action which is necessary to limit the fire to the
wane* area possible. In many instances the covering of exposures and the confinement of the fire are accom-
plished simultaneously.

WAYS IN WHICH HEAT NAY BE TRANSMITTED

Direct contact with BODO is not the only means
by which fire may spread. There are three ways that
heat may be carried to exposed matedal, thus caus-
ing the spreading of fire. These are conduction, radi-
ation, and convection. An explanation ant application
of these follow:

Conduction - Conduction is the prcicesi of the trans-
missm o heat within a material from one pazticle
to another or from one material to another which is
in contact with it, without any visibly 400tion of the
materiel. To illustrate: If a small % inch iron rod is
held in a flame, the other end of the rod will, within
a very short time, become too hot to bold in the
hands. For this same reason it is possible for a fire
to start on the opposite side of a brick wall by con-
duction from the original fire, either through conduc-
tion of beat by the brick wall to a combustible mater-
ial in contact with the wall, or by means of the beat
omit% along iron pipes, ducts, or drive shafts
which extend through the wall. Fires are frequently
at in the floor material on upper floors by con-
duction. Steel I-beams, iron doors, and other metal
materials will at times cause fires to extend to other
areas due to conduction of beat.

The possibility of fires extending by conduction
is the principle reason why building codes require
open air space between heating devices and combus-
tible materials.

Metals are, of course, the best conductors of
beat, but other materials also conduct heat as shown
in the table to follow.
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GOOD
CONDUCTORS

Silver

Copper

Aluminum

Brass

Zink

Tin

Iron

Lead

MEDIUM
CONDUCTORS

Granite

Limestone

Concrete

Thick

Glass

Water

Plaster

'POOR

CPtFiliFT9RS

Wood

Asbestos paper

Snwdut#

Paper

Linen

Cotton-

Wool

t;

Radiation - Heat radiation is the transmission-of heat
from one object to another by heat iaints'or rays. The
rays travel through space In a straight line atritiyfrom
the heat giving object. These heat waves ire- cos-
stoutly passing into 'pace -is -radiant energy.' This
radiant energy becomes biet only ahem it Ur absorbed
by bodies upon which it falls. Theseheat wives*
rays passing from a hot object are generally' referred
to as radiant beat.

All bodies do not equally absorb radiant Wet.
Some, because of their condition, reflect thit best.
A light colored object will reflect beat, while a dark
object absorbs it. The most common source of tatti-
est beat is the sun. While exposed to the direct rays
from the sun, an object will receive the full strength
of its radiant heat. If It is placed -in the shade, it
will be shielded, ad whatever object bas fundshed
the shade will either absorb or reflect thedisact ay*

Air.
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and give protection to the shaded object. This same
principle applies to the spreading of fires by radia
lion. Whenever combustible material is exposed to the
direct rays from a fire, the radiant energy passes from
the fire to thematerial, and when the material reaches
its "burning temperature" it will burst into flame.
If, however, some insuleng substance, such as
water, serves as a shield between the fire and the
exposed material, the material will not become hot
enough to burn. Firemen accomplish this with fire
streams. The water not only absorbs the radiant
heat bat a!so furnialres the exposed material with a
protective coveting of moisture that must vaporize
before the radiant heat can raise the object to its
burning temperature.

Convection - Convection, as it applies to the are
service, is the transmission of heat hy the movement
of bested gases. In the process o' convection, the
heated gases from a burning substance move forming
a current.

The most common fires caused by convection cur-
rents are those caused by the passage of bested
gases to upper floors of buildings from a fire on the
lower Boo" and the passage of heated gases and
embers from one burning building to another building,.

Firemen should be acquainted with ,:onveciion
currents as a cause of file spread. It is the present?*
of convection mamas of heated gases that creates
the possibility of "back draft" and/or "mushroom-
ing" of fire within a burning building and also the
ere-heating of a building within the path of confla-
gration&

Abe hot, expanded gases that have become pro-
porliosately lighter will rise within a building giving
off their heat to all the objects with which they come
into contact. This rise of hot gases will cocaina
vertically through all openings that will permit their
passage, such as at:linnets, elevator shafts, lamb
waiters, non-fire stopped studding spaces, light
wells, chutes, pipe holes, etc., ur '1 they are ar-
rested. They will then build downward and/or spread
horizontally.

All combustible material that has come in contact
with the heated gases will be heated. However, there
will be no flame or fire due to the fact that one of
the factors for combustion, namely oxygen, will be
absent,

The admission of air containing oxygen would
cause these heated combustible gases or the heated
combustible material to burn rapidly. The rapidity
of this burning may cause a "back draft". Convec-
tion currents are a common means of upward spread
of fire, involving entire buildings. In many instances,
they will miss or bypass a story and cause fire on

one that is higher, such as a fire in an attic, ex-
tended from a fire in the basement.

In some instances, the upward surge of the
heated gases will continue straight up into the air
until they have dissipated their heat. However, if a
strong wind is blowing, these very hot gases may be
deflected back to earth, still retaining their heat. The
distance of travel of convected heat from the original
fire depends upon the amount of beat generated and
the velocity of the wind. Ia conflagrations such as
large lumber yard fires, where cotedderable mater-
ial is burning. convected heat may start firer 40ovete 1
hundred feet distant from the original fire due to use
heat concentration. The burning -Jmi,ers carded
the upward surge of the heated PUNS may be crude?,
by the wind and fall on other combustible materials.

Most firemen can recall instances where ire has
spread to brush, trees, or buildings leaving .touched
material in the intervening area. An of this
is the East Ohio Gas Company conflagration that
occurred in Cleveltad, Ohio. In this fire the heat
cad gas traveled over and around many buildings, in
some instances skipping two or three buildings and
in other instances just scorching other buildings in
its course of travel.

Row Fire Extend - It is important for every fire-
man to know how fires extend from room to roam,
floor to floor, and building to building. The following
outline :WE some of the ways firer. elated:

1I. From room to mom on the seas floor

a. tiro:* unpratceted horizontal Dm-
ings, such az ere provided for doors,
liar-sores, interior windows, hallways,
pipeways, and beltways

b. By convection of heated air, smoke
and gases

c. By explosion or flash burning of smoke
and gases

d. By fire entering concealed spaces and
extending to other rooms

e. By conduction of heat through such
mediums as unprotected steel beams,
pipes and air ducts which extend from
the involved room to other rooms.

f. By ignition of combustible materials
which are too close to walls or unpro-
tected openings.

g. By burning through interior walls.
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2. From floor to floor in the upward extension

a. 'Through unprotected floor openings
such as are provided for stairways,
elevator shafts, ventilation shafts, light-
wells, dumbwaiter shafts, and belt-
ways

b. By convection of heated air, smoke and
gases

c. By explosion or flash burning of smoke
and gases

d. By conduction of heat through such
mediums as unprotected steel supports,
pipes and air ducts which extend from
floor to floor

e. Through partitions or concealed spaces
which extend to upper floors

f. By burning through exterior windows
and entering upper floors through vn-
protected openings

g. irition of combustible materials
which are too close to unprotected
openings

From floor to floor iu the downward extension

a. By explosion or flash Wining of smoke
and gases

b. By "mushrooming" of heated sir, smoke
d gasce to lower fioor

c. By sparks and tuning material falling
through unprotected openings such as
those provided for stairways, elevator
shafts, ventilation shafts, lightwells,
dumb-waiter shafts, beltways, end we/i
partitions

d. By burning down the inside of unpro-
tected shafts

e. By conduction of heat throne* such
mediums as unprotected steel supports,
pipes, and air ducts which may extend
from floor to floor

f. By collapse of roof or floors

g. By burning through (loots
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4. From building to building where one is at
joining or built solidly against the other

a. Through unprotected wall openings,
such as doors, windows, holes, etc.

b. From cornice to cornice

a. By flashing over or around parapets
and i@fltirs g roofs, ern.

d. Through iallivg walls, floors. or roofs,
causing the scattering of burning ma-
terials

e. Through holes in waltz where timbers
have been built in

Because ni fail ore of protective de
vices, such as ale doors, wags, etc.

S. F.om a betiding to a building not adirrinteg

a. Through combustible exterior walls,. etc.

b. 1117.111 ovettangill. roofs

c. By flying embers and bands

d. Though unprotected well openings

e. By tranamissioe of heat though plain
or wired glass, iron doors, etc_

i. By convection ***Amsted air,
smoke and gases

HOW TO PREVEN'i ','HE EXTENSION ON FIRE

It is always the aim and intention of all fire de-
partments to prevent fire flota spreading; This may
be accomplished in several ways. One way is by
quick extinguishment of the fire before the heat gas-
*sated can be transmitted to exposed combustible
material causing the fire to spread. The success at-
tained, however, is dependent upon how far the fire
has progressed, the rapidity of the burning, the nat-
ural barriers to prevent spread, and the ability of the
department and available equipment for quick extin-
guishment. Another way is by protecting the com-
bustible material exposed to heat generated by the
original fire. This protection is generally accom-
plished by the use of fire streams. For example, the
entire personnet and equipment of the first company
arriving at the fire may use their entire Bre stream
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power to prevent the upward speed of fire, the spread
from section to section of the involved building, or
the spread from building to building until additional
apparatus and men respond to combat the original
fire.

In another cue, a group of farm buildings is in-
volved in fire. In the absence of a water system,
pond, or other water source, the responding appar-
atus, having just a booster tack of water, may use
this smell amount of water not on tea original fire
but in "wetting down" the surrounding buildings in
order to prevent the fire from extending to one or
more of the other buildings.

The ideal situation, of course, is to have suffi-
cient equipment, personnel, and water supply in or.
der that a number of lines of hose can be laid so as
to wet down the exposures and extinguish the original
fire at the same time.

EXPOSURE PROTECTION

There are many protective devices that may be
employed to prevent the spread of fire. These de-
vices may already be s pad of modem constructed
buildings, or they may be installed in older buildings.
n order to be efficient, however, these devices must

be in operation at all limes, or so constructed that
they will give protection automatically when needed.
Some of these devices give protection from fire spread
within buildings; others prevent the spread from build-
ing to building. These are listed as follows:

ResistivnConstruction - The methods and ma-
terials used in present day building construction
have done much to lower the amount of life and prop -
erty damage caused by fire. It is still possible, Iow-
ever, with the new construction, to suffer a heavy
loss to both the property and its content.

During the past few years many cities and com-
munities have formulated and passed building codes
covering the construction of all types of buildings.
In preparing the codes three basic features of con;
struction have been proposed in order to limit the
spry fire in the event it occurs. These features
are es. follows:

1 That the materials used in construction be
of anon-combustible nature, thus preventing
the spread of fire

2. That partitions, doors. 'stair wells, eleva-
tor shafts and any other openings in the
building be as constructed and protected to
prevent the natural tendency of fire to
spread upward

3. That all 'walls be constructed of fire re-
Blatant materials and all openings through
theni be so protected that the horizontal
travel of fire will be prevented

The postage and enforcement' of building codes
containing the features as outlined will help to pre-
vent rew:h unnecessary loss of fire.

Incombustible Solid Walls - Walls constructed of
solid fire resistant materials such as concrete, brick
or stone, of sufficient thickness, provide the best
possible protection against fire spread.

Fire Doors - Where buildings are divided into sec-
tions by fire walls and there are openings in these
walls, they should be protected by approved and
properly installed fire doors.

Vertical Protec - To prevent upward or vertical
spread of fire all stairway and elevator shafts must
be enclosed. Likewise, protection against the ver-
tical rise of convected heat through chutes, escala-
tors, elevators, dumb-iaiters, pipe holes and air
conditioning ducts must be provided. In frame build-
ings all studding spaces should be provided with
"fire stop". See Figure 1.

tinkling - The automatic sprinkler system is the one
most v amble appliance or device for preventing the
spread of fire, especially in commercial and betray
buildings. It is recognized as being the only safe-
guard to protoOt lotto areas, unprotected openings,
and the combustible material in the building structure
or its contents.

Window Protection - To protect the building from' fire
spread through windows, experience, shows that the
use of the following devials over,- in, or above such
openings will help tremendously.:

1. Fire Shutters - Fire shutteri are used on win-
dows that surfacing alleys Or narrow streets.
When properly constructed, installed, and
maintained, they'' afford 'excellent protection
against the spread ot fire: The swinging
type, which operates manually, must be
closed-after working hews or they will not
be effective: 'Automatic irteel rolling shut-
ters which operate lr ;levity when released
by a fusible link afford much better protec-
tion than the manually operated shutters.
Both types will transmit heat and combus-
tible material should not be stored near
them.
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Partition Without Fir. Stops

Partition With Fite Stops

Fig. i Firs Stops

2. Wired Glass - Wired glass windows enclosed
in metal frames are not as unsightly as shut-
ters, and their use in construction does not
add materially to the original building costs.
These windows, even when cracked, will
afford protection and remain in place when
hit by fire streams. It should be remembered,
however, that wired glass windows are not a
perfect protection inasmuch as they will
transmit heat and at high temperatures,
above 16000 F., will fuse and melt.

Water Curtain - When properly installed end main-
tained, water curtains afford protection for a building
against exposure fires. The water flowing down the
sideof a building will absorb the hest. Water curtains
are constructed in various ways: (Refer to chapter
on Water As Used in Fire Fighting.)

COVERING EXPOSURES

The covering of exposures as it applies to fire
service consists of completely surrounding the fire
with streams so that the fire will be checked at each
possible avenue of extension. A quick survey by an
officer or department member usually determines at
just what points efforts to combat the fire have to be
exerted.

It may not always be necessary to operate streams
on all sides of a building in an endeavor to cover ex-
posures. Some buildings, such as those havir.g solid
walls, create only minor exposure hazards. Like-
wise, when a building faces on a wide street and the
wind is blowing in the right direction, there is .very
little chance of the fire extending across the street
by exposure.

Where a fire has involved one building and is en-
dangering a building across an alley, court, or nar-
row street, the most effective means of ornfining
the fire to that building and preventing its eaten-
sionis by the use of streams. The size of the streams
will depend upon the height of the building and the
area to be protected. Ordinarily, heavy solid or vapor
streams are far more effective for covering exposures
than are small streams. A heavy stream, protecting
a building opposite the fire building, may not only
be used to cover the exposed building but may under
certain conditions be played on the fire as well. For
that reason heavy streams provided with some easy
mesas of manipulation, such as deluge sets, fog
ladder nozzle multiversal set, etc., are More desir-
able for this work than small streams.

At this point it might be mentioned that unless a
fire has reached considerable gine, the danger of ex-
posure is usually not very **dons. However; where
a fire has become very hot the exposure hazard may
be extreme. In viewof this condition the vie of heavy
streams for covering exposures is doubly necessary.
If the fire is huge and requires heavy streams for its
control, the danger to the exposed area vial be pro-
portionately increased and will require streams with
good range and plenty of volume to properly protect
it. On the other hand, if a fire is compaiatively small,
such as would require the use of only small streams
to extinguish it, there is usually little danger of
exposure to other buildings. In this case, it will not
be necessary to cover exterior exposures.

If available, one of the most effective means of
covering exposures is by the use of a "deck gun."
It can be placed at such a point as to reach either
the fire building or the exposed building and, due to
easy manipulation of its stream even under high pres-
sure, it can be quickly switched from side to aide as
necessity demands. It serves in extinguishing the
fire as well as wetting down the exposures and, in
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an emergency, can be used for providing bac'. spray
from the face of the building to cool the street so
that firemen may overate in the street near the build-
ing at close range. This is not a minor point as might
be supposed. There_ere on record a number of large
fires where the area in a narrow street or all ad-
jacent to the fire building has become so hot that
men could not operate until a spray was provided
for their protection.

An adjustable spray nozzle is often used in con-
junction with the "deck gun." These are available
in sizes of 500 gallons per minute and larger. This
type of nozzle is adjustable for spray or solid stream
and is easy to adjust while under pressure. The lad-
der nozzle for aerial ladder trucks has also come
into its own for exposure protection. When equipped
with at adjustable spray nozzle it is very effective
for covering exposures and for using a solid stream
for application on the fire.

It should alio be remembered in covering expo-
sures that the leeivard side (the side away from tht
wind) is alwayi the most dangerous because hot
gases, heated air, and even flames may be carried
considerable distinces by the" wind. Where volatile
gases are present,- there is always a possibility of
these gases being carried into adjoining buildings,
where they may be ignited by flames from the bum-
ing building. Therefore, when limning to cover ex-
posures, the officer in charge should take the lee-
ward side first and note the conditions.

If the fire has gone through the roof, the buildings
which deserve first attention are those at either side
of it, -especially wham they extend above the fire
building. Buildingi across streets, particularly wide
streets, are the last to be considered. Once theposi-
done have been chotren, for operation in covering ex-
posures, .deck. guns, multiversalnoszles, or fire
streams are placed into operettas. The presence of
heavy streams between the fire building and the ex-
posed .buildings will reduce the temperature of the
air between these buildings std will retard the ex-
tending of, (ire by convection or radiation.

The coveting of external exposures of fire build-
ings, when .the' fire is about to jump from a floor to a
floor above by way of windows, involves the use of
streams to prevent its vertical extension. The most
effective method of accomplishing this is by getting
streams in on the fire where it is coming out of the
windows. This will darken the fire and thus prevent
its extension on the outside of the building.

Where elevator shafts or hoist shafts follow a
line of windows on the face of a building, it is fre-
quently possible to keep the fire from extending
through this inside vertical passageway by the use of
properly directed streams through these openings.

In covering interior exposures, small streams are

more suitable due to their mobility. dads operations
consist of covering the vertical passageways such as
dumb-waiters, elevator or hoist slat* stairwells,
pipe ducts, vent shafts, light wells, etc., through
which fire may rise.

In most cases the lines are brought in on upper
floors, usually the floor immediately 'above the fire.
If the fire has not gained too meth headway, a spray
stream may be directed into the shaft* which fire is
rising to kill the fire and cool down* the interior of
the shaft Occasionally, spray Altman are brought
into the floors 'below the fire _loot to dreck extension
of fire through vodka shafts. At times, burning ma-
terial drops down to the bottom of such shafts and
unless they are properly covered with streams and
are wet down, there is a chance of fire starting at
the bottom and making a much more difficult problem.

Another method of covering exposures, not involv-
ing the use of streams, is to close windows and shut-
ters in all exposed buildings. Closiii.windows and
shutters will retard the spread of fire and sometimes
make possible the confinement of fire to a single
building.

Other methods of covering owl:mires within the
building or adjoining buildinglossials of eonind
doors, trap doors, end other etirlkgri.,;by which the
fire may communicate from onOididtag to another
or from one part of a buildiskon mother. It is very
necessary to. see that all kiallAreniage.of adjoining
buildings are propetly-potecteikby-run di*

THE FIRE FIELD

In the protection of exposures the duty and respon-
sibility of the department does not rest with the or-
iginal fire building alone. Firemen must be aware of
all the conditions in the entire fire field. The fire
field includes all buildings or combustible material
in danger of becoming involved from the heat usf the
original fire which is tees_ matted through condadion,
radiation, or oonvection'cursents. In addition, the
weather conditions, wind- direction, and the combs's-
tibility °fibs exposure must be considered

Wee lines for protection purposes should always
be laid and kept in readiness. This precaution is very
est:antisl in view of the fact that in the event they
are needed a great dial of time will be saved.

All exposed material and buildings should be
checked for fire and should not be considered safe
until examined in their entirety. This check should
be continuous until the fire has been eitingulairsl.
It is also necessary that all departments be tbotosgitly
familiar with the buildings in their zone of operetta?.
Frequent and thorough IntWoctions must, be made if
this is to be accomplished. A complete study, dim
cuesion and analysis of conditions found_ during in-
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'poetics should be conducted In fire dep. Anent
meetings or training sessions.

CONFINEMENT

As applied to the fire service, confinement is that
action which is necessary to contain the fire in the
smallest possible area.

Modem air conditioning systems have introduced
a new problem in confining fires. Non-standard sys-
tems may have ducts lined with combustible material
and are not provided with interior automatic fire shut-
ters. Such non-standard systems may spread smoke
and flames through the entire building. Ordinarily air
conditioning systems should be shut down as soon as
evidence of a fire is seen. People who are in charge
of air conditioning equipment should be instructed to
take this precautionary measure. In case such action
has not been taken before the arrival of the first fire
fighting unit, the officer in charge should see that
this is done at once. Officers and men should be fa-
miliar with air conditioning systems found in buildings
located in their community. 'They should know the lo-
cation of the control switch and the hazards involved
with each system. Some systems are equipped with
detection devices that shut off their operation.

'Me officer in charge, upon arrival of the depart-
ment, should note the direction and velocity of the
wind and then determine which is the most likely
direction the fire aright extend and take immediate
action to halt the pores' of the fire in that direction.

Action must be taken to prevent high tension wires
and electrical equipment from catching are, falling

end/or endangering life and property. Poles can be
protected with hose streams operated from a safe dis-
tance until wires can be cut or control switches pulled
by a qualified person.

Check all fire walls or fire-resistant walls within
the exposed building to determine if it is necessary
to move back combustible material from wale or open-
ings. Determine if it will be necessary to ventilate
the exposed building, from the anexposed sides, to
reduce the temperature or to take care of smoke seep-
age.

Hose lines for protection purposes should always
be laid and kept in readiness.

Keep a careful check on all possible places in ex-
posed buildings or material where fire, heat, and
smoke can enter. Continue checking until fire is ex-
tinguished.

If the. building is equipped wr a sprinkler sys-
tem, make sure that the system is in operation. See
that control valves are open. Lay lines from engine to
fire department damage. Provide necessary pressure
if needed.

Make sure that fire doors and other protective de-
vices are closed to prevent the file hots extending to
uninvolved sections of the building. Ordinary doors
offer much protection against the extension of fire if
they me closed.

Protect all avenues of extension such as stair-
ways, elevators, ventilators, end dumb-waiter shafts
with hose streams when necessary.

Locate the main body of fire and determine the
area involved. Attack the main body of fire but avoid
forcing flames and heat into parts of the building not
involved.



CHAPTER 18

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

INTRODUCTION

The actual practice involved in the extinguishment of fires inaeles all the various steps taken from dr'
time the fire apparatus arrives on the scene and makes the initial attack the fire until such a time when the
fire is extinguished. The various factors in this series of evolutions art ..iscussed in detail in other chapters
of this text. Due to the many circumstances involved in fire extinguishment, all phases of the problem suit
receive attention. The possibility of human or mechanical failure makes it imperative not to place sole reliance
on any one method. To know how to secure the greaest practical measure of safety and fire fighting skill at
the fire scene requires wide knowledge and experience andthe exercising of good judgment in each fire problem.
This chapter will deal generally with the requisites involved in achieving this goal through the use of fire
extinguishing media.

THEORY OF FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

To understand the theory of the particular method
use to extinguish the flame, the following informa-
tion should he studied. In the "Chemistry of Fire"
chapter, combustion or burning is defined as a chem-
ical process accompanied by the evolution of heat.
It was also stated that three essentials are necessary
to have or support combustion, namely the following:

1. Fuel

2. Oxygen

3. Heat

Thus, if a fire is to be extinguished, one of three
things must be done:

1. Remove the fuel

2. Reduce the oxygen supply by excluding or
exhausting it.

3. Eliminate the heat by cooling the burning
iterial.

Tn order to explain how this theory is put into
everyday use and practice by firefighters, an examin-
ation should first be made of the three ewentials
(fuel, oxygen and heat; which are e,cessary to have
combustion. This can bent be illustratedby a triangle,
each leg of which represents one of the essentials.
By removing any one of these legs or essentials, the
fire triangle collapses and there can bv. .4o fire due to
the fact that the triangle is no longer complete. See
Figure 1.

THREE METHODS OF EXTINGUISHING FIRES

RalOVE THE FUEL . ;

In a strict intim Tetation of this method, firefight-
ing: techniques today are nk lesigned along these
lines. There are instances, however, when methods
are or can be used which do compare with thispria-
ciple. Scattering the 14.0 ar' Iursing embers at*
bonfire; chopping down ihe bru.. and trees to ate
a fire atop in a 'forest fire; digging-nor -bnildwinte
ditih, Of bunking a 'swath in path of tepee& fits;

' pumping or deaininifthe oil flits a storieeliaskinintt-
ting off to
examples ill constitute othual opeletioilo 'VIseartiAhe-:
removal of the SA stopi the fire. - '1,?_A-

Carrijing furniture oi reiraevLag lerchindbie 'from a
burning building is notihe general Onictice rifsif611
organised and well trained fire .Jepartment having
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Fig. Fire Trionglo
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sufficient e ,uipment and manpower to make an effi-
cient and intelligent attack upon the fire. However,
in some communities, where water supply and equip-
ment are limited, the removal of furniture and mer-
chandise may still be practiced.

Modern fire fighting tactics isolate or remove
fuer in the path of fire by covering exposures with
water curtains or spray streams, thus preventing them
.rom becoming involved in the fire. In some cases,
it is necessary to remove the fuel when the combus-
tible materials are stored against protected openings
or walls. Carrying burning turniture such as chairs,
daverports and mattresses from the building is an-
other method of removing fuel from the fire.

REDUCE THE OXYGEN SUPP7_,Y

In fire fighting practices this principle is effected
in various ways. One is by the use of inert chemicals
or gases which do not support combustion. These
extinguishing agents, when applied to the burning
material, create a blanketing, or smothering effect
which reduces or excludes the supply of oneen nec-
essary to maintain combustion. General agents csed
in this process include carbon dioxide, dry chemical,
foam and vaporizing liquid. Steam may also be used
to extinguish fires in a manner similar to using carbon
dioxide or other in, gases; however, it is not a
practical extinguishing agent except where a leg"
steam supply is available. Staam hose lines and
smothering installations are 1.vi.lely used in bolds of
ships to protect combustible cargoes in confined
areas. The possible personal injury hazard or bums
is another related factor in its use.

Mother method in this category, one that came
into widespread use just prior to and during Wor13
War II, is the use of water spray. It is referred to
today as fog, vapor, oust, water particles, indirect
application and a variety of other trade names. Al-
though, seemingly, its use is a new innovation in
fire fighting and the fire protection practiced, spray
nozzles hire a history dating back to the nineteenth
century. When this extinguishing agent is applied to
a fire, the water is converted into steam, increasing
its volume approximately 1650 times. If sufficient
steam is generated ly the beat of the are, oxygen is
displaced or excluded and the are is extinguished by
this smothering action. 'lire amount of steam created
depends upon the intensity of the fire in relation to
the amount of water r.,,,lied; therefore, the *stoat of
the smothering effect is determined by these two
factors.

ELIMINATE WE HEAT
As explained previcusly in this chapter, if the
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heat of a are can be MEM el faster then it is being
generated, the fire will be extinguished. Once the
temperature of the bu:ning materials has been reduced
or cooled below its ignition point, self-sustained com-
bustion cannot occur, and the material wilt cease to
bum. This form of extinguishment concerns a method
or process whereby the removal of beat or the elim-
ination of beat must be accomplished by the applica-
tion of an extinguishing agent which has such capa-
bilities. Fortunately, the fire service has at its
disposal an agent exactly suited for this purpose,
that being water. Its abundance, comparatively low
cost and ease cf manipulation make it the best known
general fire extinguishing agent used in the fire
service. As water requires more beat to raise its
temperature than an equal weight of any other liquid
or solid, its hemendote beat absorption quality is an
important factor in fire extinguishment. A maximum
cooling effect in exerted on fires when water 1a
apFL'd, b:aini` its normal temperature is below
that of the burning material. The aupetiority of water
spray over solid streams in certain types of fires
where it can be effectively applied may be in part
explained by the fact that the small particles of
water will absorb more beet, thus turning the spray
more quickly to steam and exerting the maximise
cooling effect. Water applied from a solid stream is
merely heated and only a small pert is turn4` into
steam. Where water spray is properly applied, tAt-
tinguisbment may be secured with a much smaller
quantity of water than would be necessary to absorb
the heat produced in a fire when using a solid itatrs.

FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENTS

Extingaishi-.3 agents used by the fire service,
such as carbon tetrachloride, carbon di-44e end dry
powder, operate principally through air exclusion but
also have some cooling effect.

All ordinary material requires oxygen to mai:dein
combustion, and this oxygen comes from the air.
Therefore, if air can be kept away from the material,
it will not burn. Likewise, after ignition, if air can be
excluded, the burning will stop. If the materiel re-
mains heated above its ignition temperature or if
there are hot coals or embers, re-ignition will occur
whenever sufficient air is *Hewed to reach them.
Because of these conditions, air exclusion' as a
means of extinguishment is most successful with
oils, fats and gases which do not leave hot embers.

There are two general methods c' extinguishment
by air exclusion. The first method is by mechanical
means, such as the use of a cover or a blankee_Covers
are used In many industries, such as for tar kettles,
dip tanks and some dry cleaning machines. Some of

- di -6 - - iii. 1411.11 .04 110: ."j""L -aadhur-.....1 =..
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them are manually applied, and others operate auto-
matically. The use of a rug or blanket to smother a
fire when a person's clothing is burning is a commoe
form of extinguishment by air exclusion. In industry,
asbestos blankets are commonly used for this pur-
pose.

The second method is to apply a blanket of inert
gas, that is, a gas which will not bum. Such a gas
must be heavier than air and must be so applied that
it will settle around and over the fire, thus keeping
the air away. The gases used are carbon dioxide and
the vapori of carbon tetrachloride or dilorobromome-
thane. These gases are well adapted to oil fires in
tanks or confined spaces, lne. in large rt:en spaces
where there may be consider.hle draft their effec-
tiveness is often limited.

A combination of, both the cover and the loft
effects is found in the application of foam, which in
its original form consisted of a series of bubbles
filled with carbon dioxide, which cling tightly to-
pther and form a blanket to exclude the air from the
burning maternal: The principal value of foam is for
crafted flammable liquid fires, but it May be used
on freebuming materials if they are so located that
they sal * completely covered. Dry powder_extin-
Oahe:a also "at a blanketing effect.

Complete -excluelon of air is not necessary to
extiegninb a firi. If the percentage of oxygen the
air ieeciting the :fire is *educed from 21% (normally
in 'air) .6 less thee 16%, the common combustible

,MatedIds will no longer te They will, hoireYer,
;molder at lower oxygen concentrations than )6%
even though the flames may be =Unvisited. Appli-
cationie:of-axhOn 4lcaitle frequently serve to dilute
the air to the Point wiere the fire Is extinguished by
a reduction in the amou.it of oxygen in the air reaching
the fire.

Water,, of course, is the best cooling agent. It is
adaptabliqe 'being forced through pipes and hoses.
With precautions against framing, It ern ,be stored
Indefinitely except for sloiri evaporation. it ,can
applied bit lend; as from a bucket; by caesium ix
erred upon it, as with a puMp or compressed air or
gas; and It may be delivered by gravity from "ele-
vated tank os reservoir:

Water * _lied from hose lines can be controlled
by using small lines on minor fires and large lines
on major fires where powerful and penetrating Omens
are required.

Water can be applied" a spray to produce greater
heat absorption, which widens its range of effective-
ness. This will include not a Ni class "A" fires,
but also class "B" and some class "C" fires.

Water is also easily adaptable to automatic con-
trol. The automatic sprinkler system is an excellent

exempla of such application.
Them is no one specific method for applyin

water to effectively extinguish every type of are
Some fires are best extinguished by the direct eqip1
cation of the solid fire stream into the burning memo
Other fires are best extinguished by the :lam
application of the water in the form of broken, spra
or fog streams.

The best extinguishing results ore obtained fro
webs if all or most of it that is applied is turned ire
steam. This is generally indicated by the "bled*
out" of the flame or the formation of clouds of yap
Of smoke. To obtain the best results from has
streams, application should be made as near the.fir
as possible, and care must be taken in the "leak
of the proper type and size of nozzle.

Caution should be exercised in the applicideiii
water because acme materials are damaged as mac
by the water as they would be by the fire. The WO
ity of water permits it to flow to places end:0mM
materials that otherwise would not be tondiet*Iii
fire. Therefore, excessive amounts of Mstrii,lkliirl
not be used.

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT pRAgcnc.,4:::.

There are no set valet. for satiltrliohinflat%-
in fire discovery, traissileeion of 44,pcge
-cif apparatus may mean the .diffeeentie between 1740Aig
or large fire. Also; the filet' that
constructed the same or of the oeme_materfity90
have an 'effect oi the Alm*" At an ;travel,*
flammability and ego* qd _m*ganit*Lirgli
contents will affect the ;peed' of, ftie *vet,
conditions will deternijni the ,extinielehiiiitset
which i$ best suited to control the,. fire. r414440
such as these and amity, Othieireekil lippaprOltA
have specific rules thit *Old ilov_1101 opirfotimk
all item.

There are, however, a lumbefof good prat
which, when coupled with good judgment, con hi; oft.
at lost fires. Some "of these are:

t. Always qsbe up" the fire.-

2. Select the proper extinguishing Agmti

3. Fight fire as closely se .poseihle.: too
applied Inside k homing building ,jkjeeie
effective then that applied by otrogie.ftos
the outside.' Ogre of the most efOctief
means of applying water to a fire Luigi
the building is throngs sprinkleerde
over or near the seat of the fire.,_.
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4. Determine the proper type of water stream
to use: solid, broken, spray, etc.

5. Select the proper size nozzle tip.

6. When the fire permits, reduce size of noz-
zle tip to avoid water loss.

7. Always use proper nozzle pressure for the
type of stream being used.

8. Confine fire to place of origin if possible.

9. Work on side of fire in the direction in
which it is extending.

10. Be careful not to drive the fire into unin-
volved parts of the building.

11. Do not throw water until the fire is seen.
However, let the air out of line in advance
so that a full stream is immt-Alately avail-
able.

12. Attack the fire with the stream until it is
"blacked,-out." Shut off, investigate, and
hit it again if it rekindles.

13. Do not open the nozzle full when a small
amount of water will do the job.

14. Avoid putting water on goods or property
that is not on fire.

15. Always back up small lines with large
lines when manpower and adequate water
supply are available.

16. Do not take a hose Ito into a burning
building until water Is available.

17. When a room Is completely involved, in-
direct application using a spray nozzle is
recommended. However, when a solid
stream is used, point the nozzle toward the
ceiling so that the water will cascade
downward.

18. Fire streams from the outside must have
nozzles of sufficient volume so that the
stream will penetrate the heat field and
strike the burning material without turning
into steam before this is done.

19. Fire streams should not be stationary.
After the fire in its path is extinguished,

a stream should be moved for better cover-
age.

20. When a nozzle is shut off and not in use,
carry it to a window if possible because of
leakage or the possibility of being kicked
open if on the floor.

21. Take in an axe and a ceiling hook in ad-
dition to the e%tinguishing equipment to be
used.

22. The best air in a smoke-filled room Is
usually from knee high to the floor. Air is
frequently better close to the fire than some
distance back.

23. A life line Is advisable when advancing
into a smoke-filled area without a hose
line.

24. Do not break open doors or windows unless
certain they are fastened or locked.

25. Do not hit hot glass with a stream except
as a means to ventilate the building.

26. Firemen should always use all available
means for protection.

27. Before leaving fire grounds always do a
good job of "overhauling." Check carefully
all possible avenues of fire travel. A good
rule is to go completely mead the location
of a fire. If in doubt, leave a lean with the
necessary extinguishing equipment.

28. When gas meters have been burned off, do
not try to snuff out the flame until the main
gas supply is shut off.

29. Gas turned off at strew, or eters in mul-
tiple dwellings or spun. should not be
turned on except by gas company employees.
Pilot lights or leaks would permit gas to
escape, creating a hazard.

30. Effective fire streams require short hose
lines. Incoming companies should attach
their lines to the working pumpers that are
located neer the fire.

31. Always look for signs of arson or bowdl-
erise).
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BUILDING FIRE!, IN GENERAL

There is an old saying that no two fires are alike.
This is true to the extent of the progress of the fire
before arrival of the department, but there should be
no mystery concerning all other conditions present ai
building fires. The chemistry of tire dealing with how
fire starts, progresses and is extinpishe4, and the
avenues through which fire is most likely to spread,
are common knowledge to firemen. There is nothing
concerning a building or its contests that a good
inspection would not reveal, such as MOM for entry,
Owes for proper ventilation, horizontal and vertical
openings for possible spread of fire, condition of the
beildgig, any major changes made' since last in-
spection and the nature, amount and location of the
contents. All this could be noted when inspections
are made, and whenever necessary a "fire map"
should be dawn, especially for any unusual condi-
tion. These maps would embrace all data necessary
to combat a fire and could be used in formulating a
"before fire" plan of action.

The person in command of the first apparatus
arriving at. a fire must size up the conditions and
decide on the initial step for extinguishment. Intel-
ligent deductions and discussions can be made if
proper preparations for the fire have been made. .AU
Persons who are cherged- with the responsibility of
making these decisions should leave little to chance.
They should know all the reVAtive facts about each
building and its contents, the source and location of
water for extinguishment- purposes, what can be ex-
pected-ham the responding apparatus, and from where
and how additional apparatus may be secured.

Knowing *II tharfects as stated above still leaves
many importrint decisions to be made. These decisions
are based upon the extent to which the fire has ad-
vanced upon "naive at the fire. If the fire is small
and eonditions permit 'direct entry to fight the fire
close at hand, decisions must be made with the view
of minimizing loss from extinguishment practices,
such as forcible entry and ventilation, and selecting
the proper type of nozzle and the most efficient fire
stream -for extinguishing the fire with the least pos-
sible loss from water.

Fires that first must be attacked with streams
from the outside require a diversity of action and no
set rule applies. Judgments must oe made at the
scene. The objective Is to enter the building for
total extinguishment: This is possible by bringing
lines into play immediately, through the proper se-
lection and use of streams to quickly eliminate heat.
This is followed by a reduction of stream sizes to
accelerate' mobility of action no that firemen can
advance to positions where they can apply water

directly upon the deep-seated fire and finally enter
to complete extinguishment.

While final entry for extinguishment should be the
aim at all fires, there are cases where this would be
hazardous. `:"111011B making this decision should
recognize the dangers and take the necessary pre-
cautions.

EFFECTS OF BURNING

The duration of burning and the intensity of the
heat generated will cause metal structural members
to expand. The application of water foe extinguish-
ment purposes will cause quick contraction. If the
duration of burning was long, the structural members
may be expanded throughout and quiclocontraction or
shrinkage of the outside of the members may cause
them to warp and set up a condition where entry
would be dangerous. The possibility of this occur-
ence is relativa to each building; some have no fire
protection for the 'tactual members; others have
single or double fire protection. The intensity of the
heat generated at fires is dependent upon the amount
and flammability of the contents..

WEIGHT OF CONTENTS

All buildings are constructed for an intendiicloccu
piney and use structural members that will carry the
intended weight, plus a margin for safety. Some
buildings are Used for other than their intended occu-
pancy, and machinery or stock is added which re-
duces the margin of safety for the load. Alm the
stock may be of kiddy absorbent materiel; thus a
water stream not properly directed, or one held in a
direction for a longer period than necessary, ,any add
excessive weight. Water may accumulate to en ex.
cessive depth if the floors are not properly stoppered
or if floating material clogs .or Wicks the drains.
Good judgment is necessary in these comes before
safe entry can be made, or the dappless eenditiiii
relieved.

-FIRE STREAMS
: .

SOLID

When fires must be fought with streams tom the
out8lde, it is necessary to apply sufficient water on
the fire te'reduce the heat faster thin the fire can
generate heat so that the progress of the fire can be
arrested and the firemen can advance to more strate-
gic locations. If the responding apparatus will not be
able to sappily the required number of streaks, ad.
ditional equipment should be summoned. Time is an
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important factor since companies or departments
responding on special call come from far locations.
Decisions in such cases should be made quickly In
order to get the best results from incoming apparatus.

The number of streams used is dependent upon
the ease of bringing lines into play and the avenues
through which water can be applied. Some fires can
be fought from four sides, others from but one or two
sides. The number of streams :s also dependent upon
the size of the fire and the means by which the water
can be applied to the fire.

The penetration of the solid stream into the build-
ing is Important. To be effective, the water must hit
the burning material. Therefore, outside fire streams
must be large enough to hold together, have suffi-
cient nozzle pressure to overcome resistance from
air pressure, and be able to carry through the heat
field and strike the burning material without turning
to vapor. If the fire has reached considerable magni-
tude, the quantity of water necessary to have the
proper cooling effect becomes very large. One large
stream would be bitter than an equal volume from a
number of small streams. It is alWays better to attack
with streams that can be reduced in size then to
attack with small streams that are not effective.

SPRAY

The advantage of 'using water in spray form, as
eon:pared with solid hose streams, is that extinguish-
mat is socomplieherr with a such smaller quantity
of water. Therefore, these streams have a definite
advesitage in combatting confined fires. Nevertheless,
they can be and-are used on outside fires in various
circumstance's and situations.

Where a fire involves a roof or Other elevation
which cannot be approached directly, effective work

he accomplished by directing water slaw, into
the updraft of the fire in sufficient quantities to
reduce heat and *mit closer approach for overhaul.
Also, white the majority o/ these spray nozzles are
designed for low operating pressures, there is another
type of nomili *hid delivers small flows at pressures
in the 400 to 800 p.s.i. range. This equipment, al-
though derdined for' fire department use, is supple-
mental to apeCial apparatus.; Either separate high -
Pressure pumps or extra - pressure stages on volume
pumps are required. Water is discharged through reels
of 3/4" high- pressure hose- equipped with "fire
guns" (high - pressure spray nozzles). The quantity of
Water delivered is approximately 25 to 30 g.p.m. This
is more than a fire department booster (1/ ." nozzle,
but less than a s.,eam from a 1 1/29 hose line with

' a 1/2" nozzle). This type of equipment provides a
spray that will carry 30 feet or more in still air. The

need for special high-pressure pumping equipment and
heavy high-pressure hose essentially limits this form
of protection to specially equipped fire truck units,
as distinguished from the spray nozzles of the lower-
pressure types which may be attached to ordinary
fire der: anent lv, lines.

Spray or fog streams have en important advantage
in shielding firemen from the heat of a fire, thus
permitting closer approach than when using solid
streams.

SUGGESTED PRACTICES FOR
FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

IN VARIOUS TYPES OF FIRES

SINGLE ROOM

To obtain a good idea of the general practice to
follow in extinguishing fires in single rooms, the
problem will be divided into two parts: First, where
the fire is small; second, where the entire room is in
flames.

In both cases, however, if forcible entry is neces-
sary to gain access to the fir: area, care Snug be
exercised not only in the proper selection of tools
and equipment to do the job, but also in the prefer
handling end use of such toga and equipment. These
factors are important, as they not only expedite -fire
fighting operations but are a pdate factor false
resulting overall damage sustained during the fire
fighting procedure.

In the case of a small fire where there may be a
minimum danger of fire spread, the fire cai4o at-
tacked close at hand using a minimum quantity efthe
proper fire extinguishing agent required tO handle the
situation. A portable extinguisher Or booster-line In
this case would generally be sufficient.

Where the entire room Is in flames and there is a
danger that the fire has, or win; spread to adjust
rooms or to an upper story,..quick 'application of wa-
ter is necessary. When using di fog or vapor straits:,
the nozzle should be directed into the room through a
door or window in the following manner: Grip .die
hose line about one and one -half feet back from the
end of the nozzle. With both hands, swing the nozzle
around and around in a circular motion, directing the
water towards the ceiling. Since the maximum heat
will be located at the ceiling, hotter distribution,
coverage and cooling effects are obtained by manipu-
lating the nozzle and stream in -this manner.- The
effectiveness a this application can -be judged by
observing the following sequence:

1. The expulsion of the smoke

2. A mixture of smoke and steam
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3. Steam with little or no smoke
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Injection of water should be continued until the vol-
ume of condensing steam has decreased to a notice-
able extent. This is a definite indication that the
major part of the fire has been extinguished and the
heat has been reduced. The application of water
should then be stopped.

When more than one opening into the room is
available, water should be applied from one location
for approximately 15 to 20 seconds. Then the nozzle
man should move to the next nearest door or window
and again apply water. Firemen can then enter the
urea and operate from within to extinguish small,
deep seated fires that may still be burning. It is
advisable that firemen wait 15 to 30 seconds before
entering after water application has been stopped to
permit better visibility and cooling of condensing
steam.

It is also suggested, when operating through a
door or window, that the nozzle man keep low or have
some protection from the hot smoke and steam which
is expelled from the room. Entering or operating at a
door or window is especially hazardous when there is
but one opening which will afford a means of egress
for the hot vapors to leave the room.

When using a solid stream, it should be directed
at the ceiling. This method will deflect and break the
stream into smaller particles and allow the water to
cascade over the burning material. _

Regardless of the type stream used, only enough
water should be used to stop the progress of.the fire
and gain control. Ventilation practices can now be
employed and further search made in adjacent rooms
and upper stories for possible extension and extin-
auierment of fire. In the meantime, overhaul can be
continued with little or no water damage.

MORE THAN ONE ROOM
Even if more than one room is involved, the earn*

process as °Alined above can be shed, that is,
attacking the fire first in one room to arrest its pro-
gress, then moving the line and doing the same in the
other rooms involved. By moving about the building
in this manner, heat and fire are lessened, the fire is
under control more quickly, and entry for close at-
tack is made easier. It has been proven in many in-
stances that due to *gemming walls and partitions,
it is pactic.:Ily impossible to extinguish fire in two
or more rooms from one location. Also, heavy water
damage madly results from the application of water
from one position, because the water is applied for a
longer period of time before results are fully deter-
mined. Where two or more lines are available, each
line can be used for extinguishment in separate rooms.

PARTITION FIRES

Fire may start within a partition or esker frOM
some other source or cause. ,For example, a fire
could start within a partition by the overheating or
short circuiting of the electric wiring. Fire could
enter into a partition by spread of fire boa below or
hot embers dropping down from fi-e above. Heat
conduction through the plaster coating could possibly
ignite the wood construction, sawdust or arming
residue within. In this chapter, the extingaishareat of
fires in partitions will be discussed only from-the
standpoint of the fire within the partition itself and
not the origin or source.

Spaces in wall partitions offer a chance for the
spread of fire, as do other concealed wall spaces.
Partition fires often accompany bailment fires, bat
almost any type of fire in a building with hollow
well spaces is likely to enter the partitions. The use
of modem types of incombustible or less combustible
wall partition materials is a factor in the spear Of
these Ekes. Proper flidmitMPOWill Pa0Uansi-Is
called for by modem building codes, is another.
ever, even firastopping may not be entirely depend.;
able, as often a small hole made by an death:lea,
plumber, or other workman is sufficient tri let fire
pass into a partition. The fact that a aecdoet or
sections of a partition are warm, even to a high de.
pee, does not always indicate a, fire in that partition.
Heat may be present from a fire belowipossingjekt
the partition througf u. small opealtigs.. A10.010-001
heat might be high. enough to canoe thalatabotttibll
material to bum, lack of sufficient oxygen in the met
fined tree would prevent fire-from bilks pleas..

The needless opening of vertigoes indicateagoar
tactical operation On the part of She fiertdepettment.
It may later be evidenced that ikt! nved14.natatack
or involve the area, and... the only damage metal*
was due to the opening -up operatioa. Also, *Minor*
costs will be added to the (ire loss In Auto 9111,414f-
ing,. replastering and repapering,or =relating 0,
area. .

On the other hand, fire fighters *aye pot,i4d
enough experience with this type of fire may batik*
to open up partitious to determine whether the fire is
or is not in the partition, or whether it has or has aAt
been completely extinguished. Taking a chance*
order to save a few dams worth of additionatrepelr
could result in extensive. fire dasnoge.if the ,fire tort.
tends. -.

It is the fire officer% rospormibilii to open RA-
titian* where there is a poesiltnity of fire or ahem
there is a probability of a lingering fire.which Isar
rekindle and break out again. The latter could %%0
place while the. department in stilt on the !came or
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after they have returned to quarters.
To determine whether or not there is fire within a

partition, three of the senses can be used to detect
such a probability. Touch feeling the partition with
the back of the hand for hot spots; eight looking for
discoloration on the wallpaper or plaster, looking
for evidence of blistering on painted surfaces; hear-
ing - listening for the crackling or fumbling sounds'
accompanying earning.

In some cases, the removal of the baseboard or
molding will disclose fire or fire travel into the

If this is done, care should be exercised in
removing and preserving this material so it can, if
necessary, be replaced.

It must be remembered that partitions divide two
rooms. If a partition should be opened, it should be
done on the side where the cost of 'repairing would be
the lent. For example, on a partition between a
bedroom and a bathroom, the bathroom side may be
tile, while the other side is an ordinary plastered
wall with a painted or papered finish. It is obvious
which wall would, be the cheaper to repair or replace.

robed it has been determined there is a fire in a
partition and it must be opened up for extinguishment,
it should not be open:4mM a charged line is avail-
able for action as the fire. Usually when partitions
are opened, the increase of oxygen supplied to the
fire alit cane it to' l'hloaoirt"- or bum more in-
tensely and with greater volume.

The oposingla the' partitice should be made in a
careful and csafignienlib;e !MOM as pointed out In
Chapter 15 of this manual. A small stream inserted
in the opening ant directed upward and downward
will uses* "inerbdowan the fire temporarily.
The beat will cense& water to turn into steam and
thus have e emodiedni and cooling effect on the fire.
The again' their can bra enlaiged for-further examin-
ation of the fire spread -aitd extinguishment of snot-
deriss embers. Lees damage and subsequent repairs
result when opening; are made only as large as re-
quired. Nearness taring out of lath and plaster add
to the sin of the hole and 'subsequent cost of repairs.
Further application dwell amounts of water into the
pa:tidos can the be erde in accordance with ex-
tingulsiunest needs. Such application will minimise
meter damage to a great extent.

There are few types of lines that cause as much
trouble with rekindling' set the hidden partition fire.
The dry and fussy statics on lead lath 'often holds
impious sparks and embers for hours. Playing
partition pipes into openings will not guarantee
estingaishment. Mani partition fires, if not thoroughly
extinguished, may rekindle; therefore, overhauling
must be completee Careful examination must be made
to make certain all partition fires are extinguished

before apparatus is returned to the fire station. In
son cases it may he via* to leave a detail at the
scene with a charged line or -an extinguisher ,and
adequate tools until all opportunity for rekindling
has passed.

ATTIC FIRES

Attic construction Varies with the purpose for
which the attic is to be used. Son attics have no
interior finish or flooring, while others have room par-
titions, ceilings and flooring "similar to other stories
la a building. Therefore, entry to attic areas will
differ, and it is important and advantageous that
firemen are familiar with the various contraction
details which must be recognised arid coped with .to.
obtain proper mid efficient ixtingniehmest of Sri.

A common mistake made in attempting to -extin-
guish attic fires is the failure to 'Operate from the
inside of the building. Writer directed ban the grated
may only flow from the roof or may cause holey
amigo without idfiing the fiegies:" It is generally'
good practice to take the first' line up the Milner
on the inside of the .building to the tire
attic is net finished, en* siustijinde enough any
available op/aerial+) 'theme, such ass Imp. flotti
or scuttle, etc. If no mein of tatty b proilied;
openings may be made through the Coifing bele :
Such openings should be made li-tt baltWay or obit*
in preference to rooms, as less daiimp belie
cuffed to building or contents. When it is aecesem7
to cat holes in the roof to attack fiektre, tepee;
Inge should be neatly cut between joie* so that
sihseqaent repairs tiay be eitelly made.

Heat, smoke and gain will dente the -attibieli
it is the topmost pert .Of fad thealleArh
downward-141dg theInildingidten: they- are nand.
At a result of this. mealmodming, deteishdig the
location of the fire Marti-difficult because of the
dense smoke and intense Moat escoantused.
may become necessary to, employ ventilation. as in
aid to piling' entry. M. dime" are windows in the
attic, they can be opened from. the outside with**
use of ladders. If the floor has to -bee opened tea=
smoke and gases to escapee; the.woth should beams
in an efficient and wrilmsnlike manner. However;
vmadiationahoukt never be stated until charged boss
lines are' smiled* to Immediately attack the lire
whas the openings ate made..fireall streams me ef-
fective es attic fires if the dip= bas not involved too
large won ar gained too much headway. If objects
or angle of stream prevents hitting the fire dbectly#,
a solid stream should be dinned et the ceiling so
it will be deflected, thereby: creatisg a sprinkler
effect and scattering the water over the Ere.
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Fog nozzles on be used very effectively on attic
fires. The indirect application of water in this man-
ner aids tremendously in fire extinguishment due to
the high heat absorption qualifies of the finely di-
vided water particles and their conversion into steam
to cool and smother the fire. In addition, where fog
nozzles are properly used, it is common to find only
a little runoff water remaining after the fire, thus
elindaMing excessive water damage.

It should be kept in mind, however, that regard-
less of the type of stream being used, it is advisable
not to use water until the fire is located. If flame is
showing, a small amount of water should be applied
to cool it off, the nozzle should be shut down and
results be checi,nd. This process should be continued
until a close inspection of the situation can be made.
But, for all practical purposes, fires in attics should
be fought as single room fires, as explained previous-
ly in this chapter.

As one of the most important factors in fighting a
fire in an attic is to avoid excessive use of water,
only enough water to control the fire should be used.
Excessive amounts of water beyond this point will
cause water damage to floors and contents below.
Salvage covers should be used to protect such floors
and contents as quickly as possible. Usually, ceil-
ings will hold the water for a short period of time.
This will give firemen en, opportunity to cover end
protect floors and contents from additional damage
by water or debris. > -

BASEMENT FIRES

Basement fires generally gain some _headway
before discovery doe to the fact that they are not
easily, observed. from the outside. As a rule, base-
ment . fires are slow- ,.bundag, and. large amounts of
smoke and gases are formed. This is due to the luck
of an adequate supply of air. Consequently, a hese-
mat fire presents a particular life hazard to firemen.
Men worMag on hose lines le the basement should
always wear self-contained breathing apparatus.
Officers should take particular precautions to so-
count for all of the men working in this area. It is
always possible for a man overcome by heat or smoke
to lose consciousness end drop to the floor. If the
water level is deep enough, drowning could result.
This could happen to -my one person, whether wear.
lag a mask or not. Therefore, it la advisable when-
ever hose lines are being advanced or operated in a
basement fire that st least two men should man each
line.

In a fire of this type, it is well to remember one
of the fundamental characteristics of hat it rises.

This heat will rise through open partitions, stairways,
elevator shafts, dumbwaiter shafts, etc., and finally
reach and stop at the top floor or roof, where It could
cause a SWUM extension of the fire. For tNis reason
ventilation is started at the roof or over the stair;
ways and shafts in order to let the heat out. It is
then apparent that the first responsibility of the fire,
department in combatting a fire in a basement is W.
prevent the upward spread of the fire. Thus, the at-.
turd extinguishment of the fire in the basement could.
be considered secondary in terms of confining it to
that area.

Fundamentally, water application and diatdb ution.
in basement fires is primarily the same as that for
attic fires. Fog nozzles, again, should in used when-
ever available. Here, too, the principle and theory
involved in the indirect application of water .apply,._.
effectively in the extinguishment of this type of are.
In addition, the resultant' steam will rise with_ttn.
currents of heat in the building and aid In smother,
and cooling the fire in areas not ursine direct attack.
by the hose stream.

If the fire has not pined too much headway& lines
may be brought to bear directly, into the basement
by means of stairways or basement WindoWs. if Aare'
are any indications that that fire alas already go -
above the first floor, additionallinaiebolds1 laid4
to head it off. If the basement area is large; It Rey hi
possible to attack the fire, both front and ;war, from,
the inside of the bending. Coition int clsed .

in the procedure so as not to 'prevent the ilvaece, of
either- crew by forcing the ,heat and- flame in
direction. If conditions do na intedi a a
cellar pipes and distdbutini rtentes raiW4?e_

yse

into action. Then can be Inse*d .threnCholes cot-
in the floor or throegh :basement _Vdedows..thitir-
Vending these appliances, 4f is advisable- *gilt
both a horizontal and vertical motion Je their app
cation. Excellent, results .hari.,bagn, obtained !heti:
such cellar nozzles have...ban equipped with la*
fog heads. A knowirod,p of the Orna(gement,of co*,
teats and dividing pertitioas Adda the bosom_ 414
aid in effective water distillation byll'IseapplionoeN

If the heat aineaus to tai hathltagaP 411 the ente;,
floors, the building must be; ventilated. This rang
should be started from the roof and worked downwir4
to the street floor. This will prevent. bffickdreft ex-
plosion, and permit firemen, to work in the building.i

If the fire _seem, to be ersking,headway, stream
should be. set up front sed-reatte coSestthe boomoorikt
fire in case the firemen in the besementiare ,dttves
outside. Large hose linewahreriCalso be- sot. up to.
cover the warts' extension ..of firs_ and torus*,
exposures, even before they, ere Bate* needed; to

0_, .,t
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make oats& they are ready for use if the occasion
demands. If thehest sad smoke are intense, it may be
necessity to cool the ores with large streams before
entry can be made. Fog nozzles do an excellent job
whet_ used for Os purpose..

Basement fires sometimes get out of control
because of improper fire fighting attack. As these
Imp are mistily confined, pent-up heat and gases
must be easefully considered. An experienced fire-,
men. can, often detect tide potential danger by ob-
serving the mount of pressure pushing out the smoke
horn the building. This is especially noticeable
around the doors and windows, Irrongh cracks in the
brick or siding, or up around the eaves.

From the standpoint of heat and smoke dissipa-
doe, basements ere harder to ventilate than any other
pert .of the. building, because heavier, unheated air
cannot be admitted from underneath but, mast enter
firet a level With or 'hove the fire.

Ventilating through basement windows Rely is a
slow process es the incoming outside stir and the
inside heated smoke and gases mat piss through
the saw window. Perhaps the hottest- and smokiest
Fat .1 8. bagman is at the stairway askant:eats**
this- the ldghest point and the heat, smoke and
pane v411_118(1 -al build up, there. If the atrium
leads tp the outside and this entrance is opened
slag with to. windows,: ventilation will proceed
Stich fester.. _

..seise s rk.Coaeidereble fire in baserArrets*-
040c.to.lisfatille entire *pace from ceiling to. floor
filled with woke. àiersly flow *Po 1118h to *O,
floor is taislysieeteedfisemen who have once gained
floor level me .pretecited, /specie* if they are aser
es open window. Nero the heavier air from theca-
side will descend to the floor, Irce Abe lighter
hated smoke oed gases sway and clear a portion of
the -basement arm the window. Estreece to beesments

may be mode, through windows ad good pm-
bedew found, et Moor level even when heavy-smoke
in kuning.froin the same window.

-lb assist Ii the removal of smoke and geese km*
the buddies it is recommended that smoke ejectors
be used whomever available. This appliance can be
placed is a door window or any other opening and
will quickly "poll .. cut" smoke and gases not re-
spending to ordinary ventilating procedure. Thin
practical and useful fire department appliance, in
described farther is Chapter 19 of tide text. It may
be well to explore Its possibilities and value in
modern fire fighting operatic*.

Th further qualify a previous statement as to a
situation where large streams are being used to coal
the area to gain entry, the following end results
should be considered. As stock or contents are al-
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reads damaged considerably by the Intense Aeon and
smoke in such a situation, and it is physically im-
possible_ for firemen to work Inside, it Is far better
to by and cool down the ales with water than to.
force entry and create the possibility of a beckdaft
which could result in losing the building. It must.
also be considered that in the process of fighting
basement fires, the water is less likely to damage
goods on upper floors as in other types of fires where
water applied to upper stories subsequently runs
down end covers or &sieges everything below. In any
event, the potential hazards involved In fighthig
basement fires have been proven to be so great and
no many, it might be Well" to consider, the fat that
some water damage is preferable when compared to i
total loss of building mid =teats or the loss of
firemen's life. Nevertheless, the fact must be kept
in mind that the atolls' or PromIscurrna use of
water under any circumstances is never kestiffed:
basements- protected by automatic opmakiers,ini,
recommended fire fighting procaine is to PosseFt
hose linen to -fire department coneectioss- and -pemP
into the system, and then make certain sprinklers s*
working properly. Thus, in the event there Is .0tne
delay in leying hose lines for *thick on teeikowthere
is some asamence- that water is being applied to the
fire area. ... L. r . . ,

APARNENT, HOTEL, INSTITUTIONAL FIRFi

This type of fir* has been categoeed isslis4s
those buildings in which large iniihess otOSOPletliot
and sleep. In pee*, tbesersavertmeids,, *Me,
Institutions, numbs homes, dormilndes. When
responding to fire.; In these occupenclee, one ctommes
factor ptedosdnant to all of them is the- lifeltesead
involved. In these cases, ha* Siltostlato are
placed ahead of fire lighting- opeations. This. is
significast elms, empower is _inadequate ad firsil
men are not available to do loth.

When the officer in charge artives,at Abe, fire' he
mutt size up the situation quickly, determine plan
of solos, *tea his men where their effodsat
needed, most, position apparatus for efficient emo-
tion sad maneuverability, lad decide whether-meta
help is needed to handle the emergency._ The lanais
very important: Even though these extra forcecmay
not be used; it is otter to-play safe. Having.sde-
pate help at the scene is a pillory considered.** of
the officer In charge:

In eking up the. fire, must be recognised that*.
two buildings are alga,. and_elass must be expedited
to fit the situation at hand. The height of the build-
ing, type of construction, access to Inside or out-
side sbdtwars, the, extent' of the; fin,, elevates; a
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other vertical shafts, number of persons in the build-
ing, how the fire is spreading, time of day or night,
etc., are' a few of the many factors to be considered
to properly direct the fighting operations.

When it is apparent that the initial procedure upon
arrival at the fire involves rescue, all tnilable
personnel and equipment must operate in that direc-
tion. If entry can be made into the building by in-
side or outside Stairways, firemen should use these
means to facilitate removal of occupants from the
building. If stairwayi cannot be used, all available
ladder equipment must be pressed into service. This
will include anything or everything from a short
straight ladder, the various lengths of extension
and aerial ladders, to a recent innovation - the
snorkel. Life nets, where available, are still used in
extreme emergencies when people are forced to jump
from upper stories because other rescue means are not
available. When smoke is, or may be, a problem in
effecting rescue, it is advisable that firefighters be
equipped with masks, preferably self-contained unio,
to enable them to eater, search for, and remove vic-
tims from the building.

When fire extinguishing media is required, the
number, size and type of hose stream depends upon
the size of the fire and local operating procedure. If
the fire is small, 1-1/2" lines are ample for inside
operation. When the fire is beyond the stage where it
can be fought from the inside, large stream! must be
used. Usually, 2-1/2" lines will provide adequate
water to combat the fire. When the fire has reached
ample proportions and involves the upper stories of a
building, turret guns, deluge sets, ladder pipes on
aerial trucks, and heavy streams at street level must
be placed in operation.

When rescue and fire fighting operations can be
carried on simultaneously, units, although operating
separately, must maintain a correlated method of
procedure. Such methods should be worked out in
advance during preplanning sessions. Thui, the duties
and responsibilities of personnel and the assignments
of apparatus are arranged in advance; all essential
factors are taken into account; nothing is left to
chance. This system will eliminate conflicting orders
and mass confusion when companies operate in a
"free lance" manner.

As a general rule, the duty of the first engine
company la is to, get a line into the building to main-
tain control over interior vertical charnels through
which the fire might spread. This means covering
and protecting stairways needed for both fire fighting
and rescue purposes. Succeeding fire companies then
can attack the fire, cover exposures end prevent
extension of the fire. While these are not hard and
fast rules, they at least provide an initial set-up

which will be effective in most situations.
It is recommended, at this point, that it should be

the duty of the fire chief or commanding officer to
direct the rescue end fire fighting operations and not
to become involved in actual handling of equipment
and hose lines. He should place himself in a position
to observe, direct and control both operations. A
situation can readily get out of control if the com-
manding officer, instead of keeping a watchful eye
on the entire proceedings, becomes involved in a
single operatic This thinking applies not only to
this particular type of fire but to every fire.

MERCANTILE FIRES

Included in this catIgory are retail and wholesale
stores, restaurants, cafes, bakeries, drug stores,
paint and hardware stores, furniture stores and many
others which come under this classification and are
found within the confines of every community. Re-
cently, another innovation has been added to this
classification, end this is the construction of large
shopping centers in suburban areas. Acres of roof,
covering just about every type of mercantile occur-
piney, has created another Prahleta in fire fighting.
The major factor contributing to the unusually large
fire losses resulting from mercantile fires is the de-
lay of discovery. As most of these fires occur during
the late night or early mominghours, discovery is not
made until after the fire has gained a tremendous
headway and broken out through windows' or roofs.
Thus, upon arrival of the fire department, a' major
fire is already in propose, and plenty of water mist
be available to control, extinguish and cover ex-
pastries.

In mercantile buildinp where basements are
involved, the fire usudly starts in these areas from
heating equipment, careless smoking, reftigeeator
motors and improper handling of rubbish. Methods to
be used in combatting this type of fire and thoset
described earlier in this chapter must be determined
by the officer in charge in his 'steel sire -up of the
situation.

Confinement of the blase end cover of ezposures.-
warrant immediate consideration because of the'
compact structural problems involved with adjacent'
occupancies. In many instances, basements under the
various stores are separated by flimsy wood per -.
tions which permit the rapid spread of the fire to other
stores in the building, In situations where there are
living accommodations or apartments above the stores,
an additional life hazard enters into the picture, and
life saving and evacuation tactics become foremoit
in the tactical plan of operation.

Shopping centers as a rule are besessentless, but
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nevertheless, spread of fire is usually rapid because
of construction details which allow fire spread
through the cock-loft area. Lack of properly con-
inflicted fire walls and inadequate fire partitions
between stores contribute to the large fire losses
which usually result in these instances. In many of
these shopping centers, adequate water supplies are
not provided to aid fire fighters in extinguishment.

The construction of windowless buildings in
newer mercantile areas has added another problem in
fire fighting. Windows can provide a means of exit in
time of emergency or a means of release for pent up
smoke, heat and gases. To alleviate the seriousness
of combatting fire in this type of building, recom-
mendations in building codes are stipulating access
openings for depart, It operation at fifty foot in-
tervals in each story of the building to expedite fire
fighting and evacuation procedures.

It is apparent, .in view of all these various prob-
lems, plea* of irster. fire fighting equipment and
personnel must be available to extinguish and con-
trol fires in mercantile areas. Mutual all response
should be stressed in communities where apparatus
and personnel on bead cannot cope with a large fire
of this nature. A constant and effective fire inspec-
tion program in mercantile areas is a determining
factor in controlling the extent of the fire and the
fire fighting procedure to be followed. Previous
knowledge of contents, interior construction, exits,
stairways, etc., plays- an important part in effecting
efficient fire department operation during the emer-
gency. Because of the many and varied typal of occu-
mercies involved, each fire problem mast be evaluated
and bandied in 'accordance with the nature of the
occupancy:- A complete listing and directive on each
would be almost impossible. For example:

A Drug Store Fire - This fire would warrant some
consideration in regard to the drugs and/or chemicals
carried in stock. Stoma.. of these materials on
shelves in paper-oartons or boxes, in bottles, etc..
indicates careful- handling of hose streams during
fire fighting-operations. Precautions should be ex-
ercised in the use of heavy or solid streams to pre-
vent breakage and damage of these items. Spray or
fog streams are notonly advisable in controlling such
damage, but they will aid in effectively diluting,
condensing and cooling such materials. For the
safety of the firemen, self contained breathing equir
meat should be worn to protect their respiratory sys-
tems. Also ventilation practices should be adhered
to in order to free the building of excessive smoke
and gases.

A Hardware Store Fire - This kind of fire presents

another problem because of the numerous combusti-
bles, chemicals, ammunition, paints, lacquers, thin-
ners, flammable liquids, etc., carried in stock. Fire-
men should be alert io the danger of flash fires from
flammable liquids released from ruptured or spilled
drums and containers. There is also the possibility
of explosions resulting fr.%) the beating of filled or
partly filled container pints, lacquers, thinners,
etc. The ignition of sl. An shells or other ammuni-
tion may create an additional hazard to firefighters,
even though their trajectory is limited, especially
when confined to the original packaging. Fertilize:
stook may contribute another serious hazard in terms
of gases resulting from decompositica or exposure to
heat and the combustible nature of the material.

In view of these circumstances, large or solid
stream application of water is not strictly advisable.
Excessive scattering of these "prod..;:a or damage
and breaking of containers could lead to danstrous
circumstances. Therefore, fog or spiny application of
water is advisable in terms of minimizing potential
damage or disturbance. In addition, this method of
water application is oompatable with the cooling and
extinguishing effects desired in combatting this type
of fire.

In some instances, foam, carbon dioxide or dry
powder is effective when the fire is still in 1-.4k ism
cipient stage or when the fire is a-result of the flow
of flammable liquids. Ventilation is se impotent:
factor when fir ting the fire, and self contained
breethingapparatus should be-worn -by firemen during
the period of extinguishment.

MANUFACTURING, COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL FIRES .

This category includes the various Anus of wee-
panels, -concerned with manufacturing or processing
such as ,woodworking, chemicals, textiles. 'foods,
plastics, metalworking, phobias products and all -
other industries which CM be classified accordingly..

The economic growth of our country has developed
industry to a point where plants having men of
million or more square feet are no longer uncommon.
To make matters worse, inadequacies in construction.
permit these large plants to be built without too leech
regard for fire watts. subdivision walls. fire curtains
or other forms of protection for area isolation par.
poses. Consequently. when fire involves these large
areas, ordinary fire streams are inadequate because
they cannot reach the seat of the ,fire. Windowless
buildings, constructed for reasons coincidental with
the operation of the plant, oleo create..additional
problems, as firemen are handicapped in their efforts
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to gain access the fire or ventilate the building to
facilitate fire fightf*g proceJuies. As many of the
indsedies have moved out of the dike and into total
*nest other p.-sgeres also enter the picture. Such
itosra as water eipply, dans transmission, distance
sad time for fire department travel, road conditions,

all have a bearing on the ultimate results of a
fin emergency. Dee to the sire and scope of mods fn
industrial pleats, the large sheep of dangerous and
combustible materials used in processing or manufac-
turing creates another situation to contend with.
Chemicals, plastics, rubber, synthetic materials,
gases, liquids, etc., due to their individual harac-
tedstics mid reactions, create separate problems in
exlinguisbment C.onsee..ently, it would be futile to
attempt to define one specific method for fighting all
types of industrial fires. Ass &rendre in terms of
the dangers involved in some of these smut, the
following information can be used as a guide by fin-
ale:

titilatedals, Lame, Sodium, Pyroxylin
and Acetylene Some odds, such as nitric, sulphuric
and perchlodc, when coming itr ocatoct with other
materials, can cause fire or explosion. Thu osidisi-g
materials; such r nitrates, peroxides, chlorates and
perehlotates intensify combustion by furnishing oxy-
gen. Some of these are combustible, and others may
be explosive, depending mt the conditions. Unslaked
lime geuerates heat upon contact with water. Sodium
and similar active metals liberate hydrogen -which
will ignite upon contact with water. New, clams pp
roxylin does not decompose at temperatures less than
2600 F., but old scrape and sheets have been known
to decompose and igaite ahlildtsationsly. As &lai&
of fire can only be extinguished by cooling the pylon,
yllu below the point oi decomposition, large quantl-
ties of water must be used in the extiogoishment.
Mr:Wenn -.cylinders . have her known to explode
violently Irim the shock Of being droppe& Therefore,
finales should *sew's" ormtf-s when directing hose
strearA at Ong salvage .peradons sotto kook
over the -*Enders. In fig tied aoety,ene gas fires,
the wend Male so let them bum uet1 tits gee flow'
can be stopped. net 4. the surroun ding* mast be
kept tee' with Wat to stsiotti the hoer end prevent
fet:41on of combuorible.matedabi in the area. If the
gas flume WeT3 eitiagein.,..orl before stopping thr "low,
em explosive (*.Uinta could be formed which upon
ignition would klinee an explosion.

As information radius to flammable liquidL and
electrical fires ha.: been offered previously, it can be
usual to ladlitift. flrl fighting efforts is industrial
plants as well. Sctte general Bugg *Nous which can
be &Mired by lire fietzers in cotaiatting flies it

. .
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this category are:

1. Know the amount, extent and Imitates of
the water supply available.

2. Use only enough lines as can be adequately
supplied by good working pressures. A few
good hose streams are better than a W.
number of feeble and ineffactive streams.

3. If the plant is protected by a sprinkler sys-
tem, make certain 'he sprinklers are function.
ing properly. Tide will hold the fin check
until proper extinmaishment can be made.

4. Connect and pump into sprinkler system with
fire apparatus. Tbis will assure a definite
supply of water to the seat of the fite..*
not rob the sydnider sprains of wide; in
order to supply other type .of

S. Attack the fire with proper iind ads
hose streams, whether volt% spray or f.g,
in keeping with fire fighting reildrootrikt*
hand, and nature or catenti of firm

6. Concentrate ends on confining theirs e in
place of might by covedng, end .pielecting_
inside exposures.

7. Take proper steps and precautions to
against outside exposures.

S. Where chemicals,., dangerous' iniekes.
gases are involved,, firemen Atli*,
equipped with pow protective clo,iiiiictut
breathing *pi/statue.

view of the many hazards and responsibillties-
Siced by firemen in fighting industrial filet,
peels that some previous knowledge and infostrffrie
most be obtained and a plan of operatics dew
beforehand, if efficient fire fighting tactics-are to hi'
expected. Rant managers, engineers and fire septet:
meat personnel must work together in the Intelsat!
Oft protecti, A systematic fire inspectioit prorate
is necessary to acquaint the tit) departmeit
naterials and processes involved in he plant ilpars-
lion. Cooperation a d correlatitn with pkebt englimiets
to dote/le:me adequate safeguards for existing
potential 'fire hazards mast be olesined koomplita
understaadiag of mutual probleiri will lay the' ticoipid-
work for effective fire fighting evolutions and pro=
cedures to be kUowed by both plant and fire dei.t-
meet personnel if a fire ocean. All these tespossi.-

tyty. r 4
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bilitios boil down to on. word and that is preplsrinir,g,
a must in efficient fire flhtlng todsy. There Is en
old statement which says - fires are fought three
times,

3 x the 1w. - for preplannlng purposes,

During th. lire - to carry out the plan* made and

After th. lire - for the lesson the sé taught.

Concentration on the flt.t could miIlze the second
adthirL

QIIMNEY FIRES

These fire. pertain to the burning of soot, trniy
subet.nces 'ud sry other pioircts of cufloz
which have sccamulated within the ehlitmey and must'
not be confus.d with a fir, which hen resulted from a
defective citheney. Actually, chimney fires could be
allowed to burn themselves out 11 the t41.ney was
properly constructed and In good condition.

Even thouh these fires .,eem to beof little con-
sequence1 they sbuld not' be tiested lihtly. In fact,
authorities agree that chimney fires skrould 'call for
the sime manpower mro appiatus response as'any
other holding alarm. In too many cases lt4bu been
found upon artival tht the fl'eh.'. sptesd,throui
cracks In the cMmvey to adjacent wood frimlng, u4
a serious blildes suctival fire. 1 In progress. .If

ate ranpowr gad squlpeest 1*14 at the scans
to handle the situntlon, valuable, time Is lost.befare
sd4Itlos1 . he1p arnyss to control the fits sptesd.

then a chimney is on fire, large sparks or pieces
of: burnlag-gtaieemltted with the regalt that there
lq dr they may fall on and Ignite wood r,
other coiebwitit.b rot..,.Th,refore. upon the arrival
of the firs depnztmint the proper procedeIs to let
the soot burn itself out jnd to concentrate eorIsto
protect the ithUag or other pl*cee wb.tethe sparks
are falling. onnequently, laddem ahorJ4 be raised
to tire root and a portable satlngsisher or.,cbarged
bqoeter line m*de availa1d at that point...

The cleanest, door at the base f the chimney
should 'be opened and a1iar imuIntedinot removed
and plsed In w'& contalns. This will airo create
a betnr draft th1n the chimney and haste. the barn-
Ingftbesootsdhedngtotheaides orilning. W!
this ut.eraUon Is gring on, other firemen shuldr,b,ek
the chimney from base to sof. particularly th. ax-

portion In the attic.
A hot obluimey fire can be ezftng.lied by apply-

ing waler athe base; thus the ria1n .tesm arid water
vapor Sill exUngnlsl the fire. Chemicals are not
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ecomeikd for remov"g 5ot from himney or
etftgutshing frn k Ste soot ronioviag 0cm-

1zing agents have bean known
o aue axplosions when tbrora into stoves or fur
naces. At btt, ii'. rise of any chemical means for
e:imInativ soot (e of ncerte!n 'value according to
Lests by the )Wiorisl un of Standasie. " -
plication * lia biorlde (salt) is not effective in
evio soot or teaing a chimney the. The

theory relative to the. use o zinc. o*esi
or other chemkl3 which form is that the
oxide which is carded 'p ihe tlue by cou"ecti* -
cling to the soot, and the tided webt wIU cauee the
soot to fall swey irou Ilie chimney w11. some
cases the hign temperatures required o cxI4ize the
chemicals create an sddftIora denger because of the
high temperature then created in the. cbtiuny.

Fire protection authorities recommend the rise
water from the bo-,ter tank e beizg tiecttva as4
readily available. . ..,

Care should always be taken ahpe plicing lad-..

darn agilnit c dilmney to, mare certain the ddmney
will bear the weight of a fireman and ladder p1wet
against 11. This ls especially prscsitlonay ibá;
working from the loof to reach the top of the hae
which ls oftef the cue when ch1mne,s are in the
center of the building. :.. '

-t 1. .'

FLAMMABLE LIQUID BULK STOAE 1RES.

2-:
-lire departments hs'rJsg,$aregi plsntqypfg,

within their jurisdiction are faosdth.esdessifiie
fighting problem. Such ies qUg th.,pos&Utkp of

a conflagration should an eaplo*l, bplI met or
rupture occar and
tanks and surrounding If prppy 494eg d
runoff facilities are . ot pro .ftrss.
quickly spread out of contasLWI$ th 1it-.ila4

of one-of dieanan mpoetant prms

ciples -of fir. fl*$ngja ,th*e thej
the smallest possible' ate..- choulo-$w,ya ,prevpi4

Hose streams fir$-brcught Into .ttos

used for cooling down
the tank involved by fire, appliontq.nkouI4bed
below the fire line. If the water Is played m.c
Into the tank, It may dlspIso the tuznipg li(pi*&and
cause it to flow cut of the-tank. UsgiJly, th.Udrt,
flammable liqulds, such as. gaaollns.wUl humIe-*I

tank, uhIle the he et-liquIds, such cmde dl,

will boll Over. Fire strs.as should also b",. used t,

cool down surrounding 'r'. -and toprev.eat Ignitlen
by radiated or ccnvect.d heat. Ihe.. firs-fighting

connections or facilities are available -ns burning

tanks to induce foam or air agitation br eztiogidthi
meet, no time should he, lost In- pladrig suck sysemn
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In opantics. The lonr the fir. Is .1Iowei to burn
he more kant Is g.n.ret.d, and the granter

becoines*, porilbility of creating ut currants which
will egrmn add to th probl of fir, and aiposure
cobfroLr

Ptraná attempting to eztlnguiih oil tank fires
thcsld be leers of 4be best factor Involved by noting
the cold change. taking phi. on the ehall of the
burfllng tonk. ¶o esny r. fighters have lost their
lives became of their unfeelliarMy with this factor.

repts,e of seam. and tank vollsP.. can
t*ç. firemen Jn danef4rs posItions if they are unabLeto e!' e; t; pr.c.dhr tb.eec 1ncI

! ; und er i1 tank changes color
isiie r to : blood red and than to a chart7

red It is dpe for a be&l.ovr. eifl ! wto in
tranped inslIo. Wbn tank glow. bright red or
aernr iOt oiter from the fir. Inside or here
r.dlstldtor couvuted heat, a blowing off of I. top
of the tank or eezplo.lon may occir. Thi. I. .-
daily teuááthi t4 I. áot thoroughly or properly
vented, stank a$.w is a 1gtyeUow or white
color, itli Indicetiout that the tempsàtiue Is
hIgh, 1800W 2200 digress F and the tank Is ready
to cofl.

14owersr, color elone kàlt not )mieliád upon to
Indicate the irateness of the situatiOn. The nitor.
read coad1tlou of th. stiuctwsl member. aboold also
serve .àIag aelmua The coli.pseof dsfuc-
live or I duquatO supports or unprotected ite.l
fidsUesl n eI,w ccstrlbite dIsastrously 1, lb.

- - -: -b1i.ek svolv4ng *relk -f1.ansbl.rj' storeg., ft Is moSt seriOusly andre-
Ebadidthlt fikes of the pOel.
ft f frá f Its Üslla*IOR Ii either
Ee&El W fadiOntel poslUss P. fighViig an-
padsticei t* indicated that busver a tank rap-
lures aspIOdar, the contests or k.c Is ussally
stpallsd th thelop urrarda.ol the tank. Foe *1.
rEan. It to mane enpliltie.lIy advised -.hsui fin

$ Ougeed L't conbeiung a Ore Involving
h.atsl3tóragi hubs, they whould poulUon them.
sefearii$lü.'ofths k end sevens line vvth
thee,tdn. -

-;
-*it I'' firo dupsi'mat. do not have foam

equll'raent to deal with sg. flma.bl. lIVId Ores.
It is reciámaiidsd &. arrangements be and. irith
the operator. of the atorage- plant to supply such
.qulpree"t me em MjuncL;to their safety progam ad
mskeitsvsflsbl.fotuseiluie.ded. Othetwlse,sr.
ruigementa abuuld be aid, 'with adjoining fir. dii
u'artmssts or-even-nearby r4sat, chohave foam equip.
,.ratt ioree ft available far us. Ifaredet -.

The best policy say fit. department can adopt

wháfac.dipith the preblea of roping with $ látflsbl. liquid storage àaditioui In their iomeiin-
Ity Is to enlist the coàperstlon of plant officials in
d.teridolng what can be don. to prevent and coatluul LI

a potential fit.. Effort. should be mutual In making
studios of water supplies, file fighting .qidpmiit,
special fit. protection system. Incorporating foe.,
CO, spdAlOzs,fog or water spray, ezposua.haid.,
constructIon. factor., and all other Items coecaned-
with safe$Uirding and protscthij the plant said oem-
siunity. From these studies a joist plan of op.rMIos
should be established deciding 1. duties and ipo
sibilitle. to be shared by each. Thus, a mutual Iñ
dantasdiag raid agssuut reached beforehand wUL..
eI11 the confusion sad eafllct which Inevitably
take plac. at the tires of lb. saucy.

METAL FIRES

Metal 1* usu.4y considarec noscorehustlble,
actually, nearly nfl kl4 of ..t.l will liatO
c.stabt mstoSce.. Probably ai. of di. eáftt.C'
IntroductIoa to .óoiibusilbis metals wa thb
msp.eum powder In the photcgropb&$ 1L pan ii- years ago. cusUy, new intst
hi. metals baa b

. ...u., .j ..i
Øneess
ai1ithsiezwfst-itió OtW.dd.rn fW-M- -ti:kvisI. IL..t...r, *ss'an. ó
cllstisg of thimeustoIn 1j
would bS ue.haie 'o
suitabli ereihods fat .'&kLU-.fá-U -.

-g? :;. :i
ii'*.4- thI'tthit *dIj$1
alloyS V ssa4s.dilycwith m,rj11 sr apgli4W-
.*Uakh the-fir.
and hydze, -a4& the moult dim lb.Wdrsü.
1.u.adUl add ted. (&.1*
reman.,

soitt.. et. It- ibie. lb. tistOu can- b eupçlietb IBIt.
quantitie. to OthOegeouiai bal.ft:
tenpetare. sre lageous.t. 'of this airi
iá,olvs4 theise dtlO.IW'
violence, 'lbãefoan, whim-ho.. .trssai ir4,--
theysbould i. spuet*a: istw -or limo
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Fire Extinguishment

well to mention rat magnesium burns more violently
on concrete floors than it does on wood floors. The
is due to the presence of some moisture in the con-
crete and the resultant reaction between the bearing
metal and the oxygen in the concrete aggregates.
This is not meant to imply that megnesium should be
stored in combustible buildings. The common inert
pees, cubes dioxide or nitrogen, are not suitable
extinguishing agents, because the affinity of magnes-
ium for oxygen and nitrogen is so great it will con-
tinue to bum in atmospheres of the gases.

Carbon tetrachlodde should never be used on mag-
testes fires, as the released chlorine combines read-
ily with the magnesium and will react violently in
form of an explonet. Gases such as helium and argon

are effective extinguishing agents as they do not
react with the magnesium. They have serious draw-
backs, ie effect they are poor
cooling agents :arid too expensive for general use.

In some instances, sand, talcum, slag and similar

fine substances have been used to. control or extin-
guish magnesium fires. However, iheir value is li-
mited because of the possibility that such materials
contain oxygen and moisture which will react with the
magnesium, or their cover is not protective enough to
insure that air will not teach the fire.

Small magnesium fires on sea combustible =-
faces may bra extingrinhed by carefully ead completely
covering the beads' material with a layer of coal -tar'
pitch. Whoa this .anbatance, widch.has a low soften-
ing point (approw,3000 F.), is applied In the hard
foes, it Wiens and seals in the banding Magnesium
with. an Oka, cover that smothers the flame. Vald-
es. specialectingdisher powdershave been developed

-ipecifically for magma= fires. err. powder,' the
most widely used, caudate largely of graphite. If is
venally applied by scoop or shovel, and its use is

accoelingly-limitad to smaller-fires which can be ap-
proached close*. Other -inert or nonceideg
pinking powders egad in special first *Id appliances
can be projected through a betels end directed at a
fire some distance away.

Titenium Zirconium Refolds, nodes and Uranium
Both titanium ircordam lave been developectto
the point where they can be used for structural and
many spacial purposes in large sections. In the large
form, they apparently present no special are Wards.
In finely divided or powder foie, however, all fivt'of
these metals present a more serious fin hazard than
that associated with magnesium and aluminum of the
same consistency. Therefore. the common estingalsh-
ing agents used in the fire service such as water,
foam, soda-acid, carbon tetractiodde, and cede*
dioxide should never be used. In fact, it bee been :
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recommended that these milts should not even be
permitted in areas where metals aroi just in case
they would be used inadvertently to extinguish the
fire. Consequently, extinguishment and control is
limited to the use of graphite, soda ash, dry talc, dry
sand, or other special chemical compounds such as

powder.

The inert gases, nitrogen-, helium or argon may
also be used satisfactorily if total confinement can
bo made. .

According to the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
fighting a fire involving burning maid= maybe ac-
camplished by shoveling the burning uranium into a
drum of water. There is no violent reaction, although
somoi hydrogen gas is generated. The Commission
further states this operation should preferdely be
carded en outside.

Aluminum, Iron, Steel and Zinc - These metals. all
have a sufficiently hi* ignition. teasPerature, 'mike
In a large form they do not present wpm:Hahn hew
ing factor in fires. However, when in a chip, -shaving-
or powder form they do involve* potential fire or ex-
ploders hazard. Derma or other dry chemical cos,
pounds, eirtadeitbeAused. leolationof thesedires by
sanoundlegAbeelaining material- with these :Mine
gelatins ageitedri recommended ahem= possible; -

Extreme caloithoald be examined in doing this so -
as sot -to etk-or fan the dust hrtOthe air. ----

Summary Acted*, there are Only- a km epergne
shit hi for fire extingdahment :hick CO be 'ap
plied and used on pyrophoric mita/bee in genial. A..
lack of uniformity has been prevalent in reindtp_ob-,
tabled with different types of specialise extlegdsh4;
ea. Itamufactuans and Othees.who howbeit* trying:
to develop both -liquid and powder 'type extinguishers.,
that-will be effective on pyrophoric metal fires have
eaccentered many bottling problems. brim particular.

the extinguisher wasioned to extinguish eAlre,
in a amain metallic spurge from one plant and oily
metallic chips from smother plantdery readily: Vet it
failed completely in estiagnisidag" 27e of miter
chips produced in another plant., Appireally, there is
still a great deal to learn about combustible metal
fires. It is recommended that fire departments utilise
standards available from the 11.F.P.A.- and tie
N.B.F.U., or other genciei for Isithet informetien
on this subject in order that they may keep attired
of development in this field. ft -is also recommended
that fire department pommel contact management of
industrial plants using these materials in their area
and work out a systematic append* to the problem.
P:efire Awning is 'a cooperative endeavor hurt.. era
the fire department and pliant management A neared-

.1%
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understanding of the setae of the hazards in the
plant and the fire fighting problems of the fire depart -
meat is a sure way to eliminate confusion and inde-
cision in attacking the problem when an emergency
exists.

MOTOR VEHICLE FIRES
Minor fires in automobiles, busses, trucks, etc.,

can be quickly extinguished with portable fire ex-
tinguishers or booster lines. If the fire is under the
hood, the hood should be raised for direct application
of the extinguishing. media. If the hood cannot be
raised, extinguishment can be attempted through
louvres; vents or openings into the camped-
meat. The application of fog or the contents of a
class B or C extinguisher in this manner will gener-
ally control the fire until the hood can be opened with
an appropriate- tool.

After the fir he been extinguished, the vehicle
should be ohecired for signs of leaking gasoline as a
result of or arose of the fire. The leak could be from
the carburetor, a cracked or broken fuel line, or a
damaged coupling in the fuel line. A quick sad ef-
fective. way to stop the leg is to firmly pinch the
tube together jest back of the leak. Sometimes, ele-
vating the broken tubing above the gasoline level in
the tank will stop =the leaking: AU gasoline should
then be flushed away,. being careful not to create

or puddles under nearby cars or in gutters.
If.s *tat deni:of gasoline- must be disposed of

copious amounts of water should be used for flushing
purposes. If. 'the is being flashed into a
sewer; plenty -of water should be used in the process.
Riney be necessary to leave a hose line running into
the sewer **test for sometime to make certain the
gam/line-Ito been- :flushed sway. In some cast snow it
may be necessary -.to Conduct explosimeter testa _in
nearby boatmen* to check for gasoline vapors which
may havit4etored through sewer lines keens* of dry
traps lathe sewer.

If -the fire involves .the interior of the vehicle,
one.- or two small lines equipped with fog nozzles
intorted into the :interior will qtdckly kill the fire.
This will enable closer examination. for =tiniedshin2
smaticiedng fires is the:upheistery of cushions and
seats. It is recommended that they be removed from
the vehicle and completely overhauled.

If it appear; the Zte in tho closed vehicle has
been burning fir some time and the smoke has the
yellowing or brownish appealence of a pest up smol-
dering fire, caution must be exercised In opening the
door or winuo., The 'udder. surgo of frost air into
the vele de may ee- is an explosion similar to a
beck draft in a haUding fire, seriously injudng fire-

men by knocking them down or burning thee badly.

Air Suspension Basses Recently, the automotive
industry has cone out with a new idea for steer. -

riding by incorporating the use of- rubberized bellows
to replace the metal springs used on' busses, tracks:.
trailers, etc. In this air suspension system:tubber
bellows are installed at each wheel and !nested,
with an air pressure of 40 50 pounds, maintained
through the air chambers from a compressor.

This air suspension system. is used on the.. Scerrit.:!
cruiser, the latest type coach in the Greyhound Os-
tem. For rescue practices -the following infoinsMatr
is submitted. In extinguishing a fire around the tons;
mission, wheels, or under the engine, extreme can -
lion must be exercised by fire fighters not to place
any pert of their bodies between the wheels -and the
body of the vehicle And under in circumstances
should anyone be allowed to go underneath the Vs-
hide for extinguishing or eismination,parposes-with-
out first blocking up the body securetyThe
is absolutely necessary because the possibility of
the bellows being damaged would allow-the-body-6i :-
drop suddenly and without waning. This-would thep'.=
the vehicle practically to the ground and trap
underneath. .

In the event the engines are running when flirlire
department arrives on the ices*, ,en emergency. 905,4
butted is located in the grill of -the left side engine
door. If the engines cahnot be stopped: iA ibiremsna=4-
ner, £02 should be discharrd Into the Ideilidalte
located at the right rear corner of the_ Aolcb.1 toe
is advisedby tire manufacturer as the milsknitflaipdstip
hog- a g e n t I C use; otherwise, _piiteitiat 'kr*, '* tali;
men may result. .

=

The electrical system is protected- bY!'circuiV
breakers. To kill all the carnet, natholdlagkirc.4
cables locatednt the rear of the engine cerapaitmeebe
over the light engine directly under the-rear *mita-.
lanai can be loosened.. These cables -have netallek.
ends, saki.' it easy to disconnect thew. It is vow:
important to be careful when onening.the rear anglitel
compartment doors, e< there are no safety guards
around the funs. The speed of rotation makes' *so _
difficult to see. Since the coach has no frame, it
equipped with jack plates located. under the .body
behind the rear wheels. I it is necessary to jack or
block under the body of the coach, jack under a- id
bulkhead. 'These .bulkheads are located- in froutend
rear_ of the wheels. Jacks say also be placed under.-t
the Irked engine supports'. A support geoid always -

be . placed -under the body before jacking, because
the bodies are made of aluminumind WI tear =

AU rescue efforts should concentrate on removing. -

patisserie through windows when the .:nor is loam. _
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cessible. To open the windows from the outside, a
large screw driver or pinch bar placed under the
metal frame around the windows can be used to force
the window_ out. To open the front windshield and
skylights, remove the rubber locking strip running
around the windshield and the skylights. This strip
is forced into place between the wide rubber frame
holding. the windshield and the skylights in place.
By reversing the procedire the windshield, frame and
glass will all come, out, leaving a smooth opening for
the removal of any injured passengers.

Predictions are that the air suspension principle
will be used on more and more vehicles in the future.
It is recommended that fire departments keep abreast
of this movement by learning all they can from menu -
facturers or users of this equipment. Information
similar to that mentioned above can be obtained from
the various companies in the field to expedite the
course of action at the scene of an emergency in-
volving this equipment.

Petroleum Tank Truck - Fire creates a problem in
fire fighting in ecstatic* to the size and scope of the
emergency involved. Safety features era incorporated
in the construction and operation of these vehicles
which, under normal circumstances, will permit, safe
and effective _means of extinguishment. The installa-
tion of pressure relief vents for each compartment,
safety valvcis' bo stop flow of liquid either by direct
or remote contra, fusible plugs which when heated or
broken automatically 'Meese air pressure and stop
flow of liquid, and sturdy construction of bulkheads
and tank indicate that the fire can be safely
approached and controlled without fear of explosion.
For. example:

1. An open dome fire above one of the com-
partments can be readily extinguished by
merely closing the dome cover. The vapors
burn-only after they- rise from the'tank and
mix with lie proper amount of air. There is
no flame within the compartment because
the mixture is too rich. When the dome
cover is closed, the vapors are cut off and
the fire goes out.

2. Fires involving the manifold car be ex-
tinguished by p Atable extinguishers or fog
nozzles 'without fear of the fire entending
through valves and piping.

3. Overflow, becoming ignited during filling
operations, can be extinguished by fog
nozzles which simultaneously cool the
sides of the tank, thus causing the vents to
close as the inside pressure subsides.
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A traffic accident, an overturned tank bur& or a
severe teak rupture caused by a collision with some
structural support creates an entirely different condi-
tion. The seriousness varies with whether the indi-
cideat takes place on a crowded street, * congested
section in a downtown area, s busy highway, a MM.
try road, or another location. When lives, buildings
and other vehicles are involved, quick action is nec-
essary to control the situation. The responsibility for
directing the tactics to be followed by personnel and
equipment during the emergency rests with the offi-
cer in charge.

It is recommended that tactical problems be
studied, contact be made with mutual aid departments,
and a compinte knowledge of the availability of wa-
ter supplies, foam or special equipment be thor-
oughly known and understood.

From past experiences with this tyPeof. fire, con-
clusions reached indicate the following factors are
important in securing control and extinguishment.

1. Adequate supplies of water should be avail-
able for efficient fire fightliig purposes.

2. Other extinguishing agents such as foam,
foam generators and firms equipment pre
necessary adjunct in fighthsg the km.

3. Proper pressures on hose streams should be
maintained for safe and adequate attack.

e :I."' IR
4. For nozzles, due 63 the*:

bilities, should be used teili in r`titMik
control of the fire. .

. _ 1.1.-tr

S.' Approach of the fire -by gOalitilfin 1110111610
made in direct Hie, not one skied' of the
other, with an overlapping' of fog-pattems
if possible. - _ 7

6. Back-up lines must be Available to prof
advanding fire fighters.

7. Solid streams should not be directed into
flaming liquid, as they scatter and stir up
the liquid.

8. Direction of run-off gasoline, whether burn-
ing or not, should be controlled with her
streams.

9. If liquid is being emptied into sewers.
plenty of water shoubi be used for flushing
purposes.
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10. No- smoking restrictions should be stricey
enforced to prevent potential ignition of
vapors or liquid.

11. Arta should be roped off as quickly *a pos-
sible to permit efficient operation of fire
fidtters and to keep spectators and traffic
at a distance.

12. Local law enforcement agency or ag..icdes,
utility creamily trouble crews, or other per-
tinent organizations should be contacted
for assistance.

13. Explosimeters or combustible gas indicators
should be used to check and determine
dangerous vapor accumulations in nearby
homes, buildings, basements, or low areas

- whom such vapors could accumulate.

14. Exposure hazards involving_ surrounding
ens-lures, vehicles, etc., should be kept
under carefrl surveillance during the steer-

. Protective clothing should be worn by fire-
man facilitate fire fighting operations.

FIRES Ifi'VOLVDip HIGH TENSION
LINES AND EQUIPMENT

Increased lean of high voltage lines and equip-
ment to idovid4r posed for the everyday needs oi the
people make -ft mandatory for every fireman to have
some knowledge of As danger involved in the ex-
t nguiehmarn oi these-fires:'

Numerous tees have been conducted xelstive to
the diligent, safely limits and conditions 'leder which
firemen may safely operate. Cospinsions remelted were
these:

1. A stream of water will carry current back to
the nozzle.

2. The cunext may be sufficient to injare or
kill a person.

3. Fires involving ele:trical charges can be
safely controlled and extinguished, pre-M-

ing proper distances and precautions are
observed.

11,e amount of current the fire fighter is exposed

or subjected to will depend on certain conditions,

nemelyt

The anown of voltage involved . great--
er the voltage or electrical pressure, the
greater the ampere-flow end pruportionallf
neater the amount of entreat flow.

2. The distance from the nestle to the chide(
wire or equipment - The greeter the dir4-
tence, the greater the resistance, and tkaiik-'

fore the smaller the mast' of current -

dem fire equipment, such as sexist ladder',

may position' a fireman' with tritoserline:
within a very short distance of .htshiPri
charged electrical wins. Thin would ciente;
a short path of reset ode and exposaitik-
the current if cartict 'with the:highvoltailii`
conductor were-Made.

3. The aise of *ream and, aosztet
from large wastes *
than from small noszlee,', !!!!!!!!!!!!
ducting stream of witerin'

_

the *imam
water deter!** :the tondtiitiftk.
wibm

hairt.44thi--
tine ken sdaelai
honk who'r'l

S. The type of ariari4oNdfiedken trapseL
Beyond the point where the .stssainhlitthart
little or no current will be canted,
separate drops of *stet donet, make eCcorl
-*um electdcallath.. -;_

cs, =

-The peer/art of ihe fire -Ii
diorite thumb outdo pelat-telthe
stiat al Iditot- naweat.paseing through On
.fire stream is at the mrathaanv.rat
distances **weep Osmond* aid the charged
wire, the low pressure fire SeNim was rela,
lively compact, but as the distance included

the low pressure streamAroke: -into.1ar_
drops and ea content flewed *wilt it. The.
the pressure stream. heldjagettia. tatter
for a greater diatom* but.due to the high.,
velocity of the water through the nozzle, it
was less- compact than the by "sr.
steam. The following conchae tier re.
sults: Low present' steal-1' 1ga Lost
wants at short *steams', and high mesas*
streams at longer distances; --keeping-
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mind there is e "limiting distance" at which
both streams disintegrate enough to be-
come poor conductors of electricity.

7. The path of the current - If the hose is wet
and lying on the ground or in a pool of
water, the current would be grounded from
the hose jacket into the earth. However, if
the fireman were standing on wet ground and
the hose was elevated because of piled
debris or over a parapet or wall, the current
would pass, or be grounded, through the
fireman's body to the ground. Firemen fight-
ing fires from metal fire escapes must ex-
ercise al.ution to prevent hose streams from
coming in contact with high tension lines,
as the fire escape could provide a ground
for the oath of the current.

8. Protective clothing - Nonconducting foot-
wear, gloves, raincoats and similar fire-
men's protective clothing furnish some
degree of protection against electric skock.
However, firemen's rubber boots should not
be relied upon for complete protection, as
they may have cracks, leaks or a material
composition which would permit grounding.

Electrical Oil Fires - Oil switches, cil filled trans-
formers and other electrical equipment 'ontaining oil
involve the additional hazard of oil fires. The oil
used has a relatively high flash point, but it may be
heated and ignited by excessive current or an elec-
tric arc. After the current is cut off, such fires can be
extinguished by any of the methods used for extin-
guishing oil fires. if the current cannot be cut off
and the fire is small, portable extinguishers of the
class "C type can be used effectively. However,
water can be *pigged with fog or spray nozzles very
successfully on these fires. The finely divided drops
of water offer an enormously greater resistance to the
flow of electricity and thereby (*imitate a greater
factor of safety to the firemen.

to burn, might fall to the ground bringing down the
high tension lines to which it was attached.

Neon Sign Hazard - Neon signs present problem and
hazard to fire fighters. As these lights meree with
an electric current passing through a glass tube filled
with gas, high potentials must be used in starting the
lamp, and transformers or auto - transformers form a
part of the lighting equipment. Some may operate in-
dividually on circuits up to 600 volts and in series
on circuits that run as high el 15,000 volts. Although
the voltage is very high, the current flow is low.
Usual precautions relative to normal lighting must be
observed, bearing in mind that due to high voltage
involved a fireman could be knocked from s ladder
and injured by the fall.

In summarizing this material, firemen should be
cautioned to consider every wire a hot wire because
of the possibility et fires or other emergencies of any
wire being crossed with high voltage lines thereby
energizing it to the same degree.

The best practice under any circumstances in, to.
abut off the current if at all possible. If this cannot
be done of the fire continues, use the extinguishing
means most safe and suitable for She situation. rim.
men should not cut or otherwise handle live wires.
Exceptions can be made in this type of work for min
who have had the necessary experience, or for #0144
utility companies. Preplanning arrangements 4-0014
be made with local utility companies whereby senil'OU
crews can be celled and dispstched to iineig#54-tur--
involving power lines or power equipment.,

Transformer Fires - A transformer on a pole or struc-
ture presents a difficult problem in electrical fires.
The first responsibility of the are department on
arrival is to contact the local utility company. These
companies have trained crews of qualified petsonnel
who are familiar with and capable of handling such
emergencies.

Water can be applied and directed from a safe
distance on the ground to control the extent of the
fire on the pole or structure. This will prevent col-
lapse of the equipment or support which, if allowed

LUMBER YARD FIRES

Where large quantities of lumber are isfored in
unsprnkled sheds or piled in the open, 'els is 07..
ways the possibility of a quick sPreeding_iire.:The
lumber piles ray be of Bud height sad hive such
limited open spaces between them that a trek, once it
has a good start, may be difficult to control
tinguisls. In order to combat s_uck a fire it writ be
necessary to have an adequate water supply
ficient apparatus and equipment. Reuther 000Jltl `i s,
snds as high wind or extremely dry row!ilioits may
contribute to its rapid spread.

If possible, the fire should be attacked hoe!
sides and every effort made to confine it to the amid--
lest area. Heavy streams from deck gyins and deluge,
sets can be use to attack the main fire, to wet down
exposed materiels, and to break up radiated beat ergs.
Care should be taken' ,o protect unburned materiels,
and property from flying sparks and brands.

It is recommended that the fire department contact
management 4..4:terrains a plan of operation in case

4111sda...
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of fire. The plan should include:

I. Means of alarm transmission.

2. Watchmen and fire brigade duties, responsi-
bilities, and understanding of proper pro-
iodate and method for alarm notification.

3. Location plan of water system, water sup-
plies and -other fire extinguishing media
and equipment.

4: tication and storage facilitiest for nam-
eable liquids,. including that for /Abide
iiPeratirm.

S. Plea- of yard facilities indicating entrances,
drivevriyi and arrangements for admittance
if steels fenced in.

.

REFRIGERATOR *IRES'

Domestic Electric Refrigerators - Fire departments
are Run called to fires Ii domestic
electric refrigerators. TO some extent there :1s the
impression that these fires are corrected with the
refOgarant,.tut sub is not the Cale. The refrigerant
most exteatiC;ely tiled actually has fire extinguith-

liaPerPie end when it. !teepee the- dauger-ia
not 'one or fire but -ode* of an irdtent gas. The fire
hazard of titrigetatote- is related to the electrical
feature and in the main to the motor.

Losses due to these fires are email and are Main-
ly due to smoke damage. and the need to replace the
motor. kivesfigefions have disclascd that .Many ot
the fires 'ate due to. inindation MIs.ain themotota...
In leak' joiteaces the exact cause of theee failures
could not is deteniined. The trouble may hue been
caused bY an overloaded :circuit or by_ failure of the
brushes or: the repulsion type single-phaite motors to
Casesigage,,i,hich failure May occur when the motor
faiki to come up to speed because of low voltage: It
has bees far:Waist low voltage has resulted In many
refrigerator broth, burn-outs. Investigations disclose
that a great number of the _ fires are caused by poor
maintenance, such as failure to oil the motor at
pipe- inter...ls and perm combustible dust and
dirt to accumulate on and around the motor. The hare
owner si.culd b advived of the importance of proper
mairitenenc" oiling at :hatable intervals, and keep-
ing the space about the motor free of dirt and dust.

Because of the lack of adequate emergent*, ser-
vice fx electric refrigerators, the lodel the depart-
ment is frequent called upon to handle gas leaks.

For this reason fire department meshers should have
a worldng-lutowledge orthe mecluielim in the ordin-
ary electric refrigerator and rindarithid the character
of the refrigerants,used.

It is hardly reasonable to expect that the fire
department responding in such emergencies will be
able to ascertain the cause and location of the leaks.
Their efforts, of necessity, must consist_ mainly in
safeguarding the occupants of the building. For this
reason, it is suggested that the following procedure
be adopted:

I-. Upon arrival don a self-contained gas mask.

2. See that all persons leave the building.

3. Raise windows tad open doors to the out- _

side in otdero air out the MOM.

4. Disconnect the electrical connecion of the
refrigerator to the house circuit.

. _

a,_

Commercial Refrigerators - When- fixes occur in ice
cream manufacturing plants, creme:des and Ater
similar Occupancies, the chief c:hirsicel keiards are
in the iefdgeratiOn systems. If involivid hi the fire,
these may be a definite hazard to life. Most
larger commercial *de:aerie Aliiitetre aoirsoll%1
althoaakrevalattisi4kaill

f.-4-.41:
Each bee Its special chttIC'i
fighting of fin In aid shoat the red
difficult anti
refrigtianla In
the Oxygli coatiat'of the .Iboe
.an sustain huimii

/1,,edingeng e_PiIcA*44 is ajiht!fica,,w
yawed fire la a bandingWith iut tainextle
a1 etigletate4-

1. lbeialsac,_ iikasitie
quantities due tovhkeldis.

2. The possibility of ammonia teaks
ander the high presiacreated

3. The possibility of er.:ploaioa of
fumes.

=

;
Ammonia gas is not easily ignited, bat etiw

explosive when mixed with At. (explosive taago;
to 25%). The presence of hydicitia games as igeriAty-k_
in the ammonia, due to decooposifica of the qm
or lubricating oil used in the equipmeet, eddit,.
explosion hazard.
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In the strategy of fighting such a fire, thorough
ventilation is very imported. Tanks, piping sad steel
cylinders containing ammonia should be wet down and
kept cool. Keep the fire away from the tasks if pos-
sible. Where strong fumes its present, all names
exposed should base self-coaddsad gas mash@ sad
protective covedau - tubber games* if available.
Firemen should avoid low mass is the Wittig as
most of the refdgerating gases we bank* than sir.

It is recommended that during the inspection of
buildings having commercial refrigerate/ pleats, em
inspector ascertain the type of gas is ceder that the
fire depcdment may be able to cope with the situa-
tion wheia fire occurs in the building.

LIQUIFIED PETROLEUM GAS FIRES

LP gas, sometimes refereed to as bottled gas, is
used for many household and industrial tasks today.
Chemically, the chief constituents of LP gas Le
propane or butane or a combination of both. It is
produced chemically from natural gas or from gases
produced in refinery operations. Like other petroleum.
products, LP gas _is hazardous, and firemen must
exercise proper precautions and judgment in handling
and combatting these fires.

When a cylinder, tank or other container is filled
with LPG, the gas is in form of a liquid so main-
tained by its own vapor pressure. If this liquid is
spilled or otherwise released to the air it becomes a
gas, and when the proper mixture wi air is attained
it becomes a potential fire hazard. By being under
pressure when released from the container, it becomes
a vapor readily. Such vapors are liable to spread over
an area, be blown away by the wind to another area,
and become subject to ignition at varying distances
from the point of escape or spillage. Butane has e
flammable range from 1.6% to 6.5% vapor in air, whit.
propane has a flammable range from 2.2% to 9.5%
vapor in air. In comparison, gasoline has a flammable
range from 1.0% to 6% vapor in air. Thus, concentra-
tions of LPG less than 1.6% in air are too lean to
bum, and mixtures of more than 9.5% in air are to
rich to bum. Huwever, it should be remembered that
LPG when released to the air gives off vapors at any
temperature which when props -Iy mixed with air will
bum. The ignition temperature . popane is 871° F.,
and for butane 806° F., as compered with 500° F.
for gasoline. However, other materials in the involved .

area which ignite at lower temperatures will ignite
the vapors from liquified petroleum gas.

LPG contains no toxic components such as carbon
monoxide: therefore, the vapors are non-poisonous.
They are anaesthetic, however, when concentrations
are inhaled over is considerable length of time. if
breathed in :.ufficient quantities over a long period,
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the vapors will produce nausea, headache, end as-
phyxiation.

Another characteristic lanportant in fire fighting
operations is that LPG is two times heavier than air.
Therefore, it will settle in lower levels and create a
ventilation and/or ignition problem in a building or
in a low spot in an outside area.

As LPG is odorless in its normal state, an odor.
izing agent is added to . icilitate the detection of the
gas by smell. Leaks frog tanks, cylinders and piping
can be detected by the odc:ant in the gas, the deposit
of frost at the point of leakage, or as a mist in the
air. The frost or mist is due to the condensation and
freezing of the moisture in the air, since LP gases
are refrigerants.

The basic precautions in an: LPG emergency are:

1. Approach the fire or gas leak from the wind-
ward side.

2. Remove all persons in vapor cloud area.

3. Eliminate all sources of ignition.

4. Evacuate any area in the path of the vapor
cloud.

5. Keep all civilian personnel at least 200_
feet away from the emergency area.

A good LPG installation should be provided with
a means, for shutting off the supply_ of gas if a leak
develops. U the gas, is not on fire, any available
valve should be closed which will stop the flow of;
gas. Most installations are provided- with_ shut-off
valves at the container. If at.vrrench is not available
to turn the valve to shut off the gas supply, the tub-
ing can be crushed or crimped lividly together. It is
suggested that a wrench be carried on fire apparatus
so that one will always be available Man emergency.

Water spray is effective in helping disperse LPG
vapor. It should be used as quickly, as possible by
directing the spray stream across the normal vapor
path and pushing the vapor into a safe area. Firemen.
handling the hose lines should avoid entering the
vapor cloud and should keep low behind the spray
so they will be somewhat protected from the radiant
heat if the -2por should be ignited unexpectedly.

If it becomes necessary _for firemen to enter an
enclosure where gas vapors have been released, self.,
contained breathing orparatus should be used. 'pen-
tilation can be provided by using air movers and
smoke ejectors, while small areas such as wan
rooms can be effectively purged of gas concentrations
b, carbon dioxide. Combustible ps indicators should
be used to detect flammable atmosiberes in suspected
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CHAPTER 19

VENTILATION

IN1RODUCTION

Firemftn awe be aware that providing enclosed fires with proper end adequate ventilation is a very im-
portant facto. in locating, controlling and extinguishing such fires.

All department members should keep ventilation constantly in mind. A thorough knowledge of ventilation
principles wilt insure better working conditions for firemen and reduce loss of lifo, and property.

DEF=INITION OF VENTILATION

Ventilation, as used in fire lighting operations,
means cpening up a building or structure in which a
fire is burning. Vectilation practices are performed to
achicve three general results. These are:

1. To relieve the structure of accumulated
heat, smoke and gases, thereby making
entry possible.

2. To draw heat, smoke and gases up a se-
lected channel, thereby preventing the
spread of fire.

3. To safely remove accumulated heat, smoke
and gases, thereby preventing explosion or
"back-draft."

In scientific fire fighting there is no operation
more important than ventilation. See Figure 1.

Many persons whose lives were lost at fires might

..

have been saved if ventilation had been given the
careful study it should have received from fire depart-
ment members who were responsible for extinguishing
fires. If ventilation is carefully studied and efforts
are made to put the results of this Andy into practite,
losses at fires will be greatly reduced. While venti-
lation itself does not extinguish fires, when properly
used it glows firemen I.:, get at the fire more quickly,
easily and with less danger and hardship. Many times
in the past, after making strenuous efforts through
smoke and heat, a fireman has reached the seat of
the fire only to tied that the area involved was small
and a large amount of damage had been done W water
thrown indiscriminately at the smoke In the hope that
some would reach the fire.

A few years ago, ventilation was ignored by the
majority of fire departments because they felt that
ventilation meant "draft" and draft meant more VAC
and loss. The hazards to the firemen were ancepted
as a matter of course and a part of the disagreeable
job of fighting flies.

The modem fire department has taken an absolute

(lowest, Oolurnbuo, Ohio, Fire Department

Fig. 1 Good and Poor Ventilation
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about face, and ventilation Is considered the very
backbone of its job of stopping fires. Dep*rtments
have found that ventilation can make their job less
&reparable and remove much personal hazard that
their predecessors had to accept as inevitable.

WHAT IS' IdOKET

Smoke is a mixture of gases and the particles of
carbon resulting from Inc = plc te combustion due to
insufficient oxygen in the atmosphere. When there is
dense smoke there is usually little fire. Free burning
results in little smoke.

WHAT IS BACK DRAFT?

Back draft is an explosion caused by thci admis-
sion of ordinary air, bearing oxygen to a fire which
has not been burning freely. Such a fire usually gem-
orates a large accumulation of highly heated flam-
mable gases which are deficient in oxygen content.
When oxygen bearing air is admitted below the fire,
the gazes flash and expand explosively.

Back drafts must be considered every time a fire
is approached that apparently has been smoldering a
longtime. Observable conditions are a sortof greyish-
yellow smoke, a pulsating pent-up heat, or smoke
pouring out of an opening and than being sucked back
in rapidly. If a back draft is suspected, Immediately
get down on your stomach: then, should the explosioir
occur, it will probably pass over you.

Condititus existing Inside a building before venti-
lation are: The interior is filled with smoke, heated
air and unburned gases which accumulate at the top
and mushroom. Seepage air is usually sufficient to
prevent fire from smothering out but combustion will
be incomplete and will result in the formation of
carbon monoxide and other dangerous xd disagree-
able gasea.

When a bugding is ventilated, smoke, hot air and
gasea are removed. Free burning and rapid combus-
tion will follow. The fireman should be ready to meet
this situation.

When a building is notventilated it will eventually
ventilate itself, and heat will continue to be gener-
ated and high temperatures will be attained. The
probability is that hose utreams directed into the
building will not reach the actual fire because of
poor visibility. Therefore, unnecessary water &may
will result.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
OF VENTILATION

The manner in which ventilation may aid in fight-
ing fire is as follows:

1. Proper ventilation helps prevent "back
draft" or "smoke explosion." When the
doors or windows in the lower floors of a
smoke end gas filled building are opened,
oxygen is permitted to enter but gases are
not permitted to micaPe- In this now, the
I uilding having ma opened from below,
the smoke and "um, Leing lighter than
air, have risen to .he highest point in the
roam or building. The addition of oxygen
will soon bring this mixture within explo-
sive. range and an explosion is likely to
fot rw. If proper ventilation is practiced
by opening above the fire, these heated
gases are ;melted to escape and pressure
is reduced below the danger point. The
incoming fresh air and steam vapor from
below, then, instead of mixing, tend to
force the smoke and gases from the build-
ing, thus eliminating the danger of an
explosion.

2. Ventilation permits one to promptly locate
the seat of the fire. This is essential to
quick extinguishment which is virtually
impossible in a smoke filled building.

3. Ventilation makes it possible for firemen to
promptly search the premises for victims
and engage in rescue activities.

4. Ventilation reduces the possibility of ex-
ceseire water damage as the fire may be
promptly located and extingulaked.

5. Ventilation reduces unnecessary smoke
damage in sections not otherwise involved.

6. It permits prompt and effective salvage
operations.

7. It shortens the actual work at a fire; there-
fore, fire companies can return to quarters
more promptly.

8. Vent:nation reduces the hazard of having
the fire fighting force incapacitated by as-
phyxiation, sickness or injudea to its
personnel.
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9. It removes the biggest source of unpleasant-
ness of the fireman's joh - encountering
smoke and dangerous gases.

DISADVANTAGES OF VENTILATION!

With reference to disadvantages there is only one
drawback, and that is not a legitimate one because
its elimination 11es within the province of the fire
department. However, this drawback should be con-
sidered as the practice of ventilation is bound to
bring some criticism. Most of the criticism will come
frog people who are not familiar with fire department
problems and cannot see any relation between A base-
ment fire and a hole in the roof. This iimorauce can
be partially eliminated it the department will make
an effort to educate the public in the reasons for
ventilation. This can ba done through public gather-
ings, newspapers and by frequent public fire depart-
ment demonstrations.

Criticism will also be brought on by tnexpected
and disastrous results due to improper ventilation.
This can be largely eliminated by proper training and
size-up.

HOW TO VENTILATE
VIA ROOFS, WINDOWS AND BASEMENTS

FLAT ROOF

Before going on a flat roof to ventilate, the fi:e-
man should make sure of a way to escape, as by the
ladder or adjacent building. If the roof is springy, a
ladder should be placed flat on the roof to distribute
the fireman's weight over a larger area. The direction
of the wind should be noted and be should work from
the windward side, with his back to the wind.

Roof skylights may be lifted off and need not be
broken. But they often have a lower frame of glass
which must be opened or broken so the heated gas
and smoke can escape. If no skylight or scuttle-hole
can be found, it may be necessary to chop a hole in
the roof. The proper place to cut the opening can be
found by looking for blistered spots or by feeling for
hot spots with the ungloved hand.

When chopping a hole, make a good sized one. If
two men are working, they should wodi from diagonally
opposite corners. Cut through the boards and lift
them out wit;out pulling long splinters back into the
roof. Be sure to check for a false ceiling below and
punch through it if necessary. Do a neat job.

PITCH ROOF

Ventilating a building with a pitched roof differs
in method from a flat roof as the opening must be

made, in most cases, at the highest point of the roof,
but slightly below the ridge row. As a safety prob.-
Lem is created while cutting, the fireman should work
from a roof ladder and a Rodger rope tooi should be
used for added safety.

In dwellings, the opening of dormer windows or
louvers may eliminate the necessity of cutting a hole
in the roof. If it is necessary to open the roof, firemen
shoulii work from the windward side if possible.
Warning Firemen should not go upon any roof to
ventilate if there is any doubt about its safe condi-
tion.

WINDOWS

Do not open windows indiscriminately on all sides
of the building. Note the direction of 14. wind and
work accordingly. Nindows on the lee side first.
Open the w...dows starting from the top floor. If it is
necessary to break windows, use an axe or pike pole
and not your helmet, hand or foot. Do not break large
plate glass windows when desired resusts can be
obtained by breaking adjacent smaller panes.

The top sash can be lowered all the way. A good
rule, however, is to lower the top sash two-thirds
and raise the bottom sash one-third. Top floor win-
dows can sometimes be opened from the roof with a
pike pole.

BASEMEN'

In the problem of heat and smoke dissipation,
basements are harder to ventilate than any other
part of the building because heavier, unheated air
cannot be admitted from underneath, but must enter
from a level with or above the fire.

There are several types of basement windoi..s.
Some swing open from the top, others from the bottom
or sides. Some have small catches and can be easily
pried open and others are bolted on the inside and
require the center pane of glass to be broken before
the band can be inserted to unlock the bolt. Knowing
the different types of basement windows w 11 be of
great aid and prevent unnecessary creaking of win-
dows when ventilating. All men should carry a small
wooden wedge to hold opened windows in position.

Ventilating through basement windows only is a
slow process as the incoming outside air and the
inside heated smoke and gases must peas through
the same window. Perhaps the hottest and smokiest
part of the basement is at the stairway entrance since
this is the highest point and it is here that the heat,
smoke and gases will rise and accumulate. If the
entrance leads to the outside and is opened along
with the windows, ventilation will proceed much
faster.
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Heat, smoke and gases from the fire die to the
ceiling or on the underside of the floor above and
build downward. Generally, from knee high to the
floor is fairly clear and firemen are r/rotected once
they have gained floor level, especially if they are
near an open window. Here, the heavier outside air
will descend to the floor, force the lighter, heated
smoke and gases away and clear a portion of the
basement near the window. Entrance to basements
may be made through windows and good protection
found at floor level even when heavy smoke is issu-
ing throush the same window. A smoke ejector placed
in a basement window on the lee side will be of great
aid in pulling the smoke out.

HAZARDS,CONSEQUENC5 AND
WARNINGS PERTINENT TO VENTILATION

HAZARDS

The hazards involved in ventilation are:

a. Opening below the fire

b. Too soon

c. At the wrong place

d. Insufficiently or too long delayed

e. Life hazards to firemen

I. Involvement of exposed buildings

POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES

The possible consequences are:

a. Danger of back draft or smoke explosion

b. Ventilation ineffective

c. Poor preparation for attack

d. Increased or excessive loss

e. Entire building involved, or spread of
fire to other buildings with resultant
excessive loss

WARNINGS

Warnings in connection with ventilation are:

a. Ventilation should not proceed until

lines are laid, charged and ready for
the emergency.

b. Ventilation should never be practiced
where it jeopardizes exposed property
until adequate steps have been taken
to protect such property.

SUGGESTIONS FOR VENTILATION

As has been stated before, the ptoblera of ven-
tilation vales greatly with the individual building,
and no hard and fa!t rules can be laid down to govern
its practi;-e. Howaver, a faw basic principles can be
discussed, and some common mistakes can be noted
and analyzed.

VERTICAL VENTILPXION

Building With One Shaft - Take the example of a
three story building having a ea roof, a blind attic
and an open shaft through all the floors at its north
end. In the event of a smoldering fire at the south
end of the first floor, smoke ane gas will rise to the
ceiling, travel north to the shaft, go up the shaft to
the ceiling of the top floor, and mushroom out. Thus,
it can be seen that the third floor will be the first to
be dangerously charged with smoke and gases. After
the third floor is filled, the smoke will back down and
load the second floor, and after that, the first. It is
obvious, therefore, that the most dangerous point is
the third or top floor, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Travel of Gas War* Ventilation
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In ventilating this building, the proper point at
which to open the roof is directly over the shaft;
be sure to use a pike pole to break down the ceiling
below. Observe Figure 3.

Fig. 3 After %Redone:kit

This illustrates one case where a knowlege of
building construction is highli essential. Many ven-
tilation attempts have been failures due co th a un-
known presence of a false ceiling below the roof.
When you are not familiar with the building, a pike
pole should always be used to stake sure a false
ceiling does not exist.

Now, in the case of Figure 1, it can easily be
seen that fast ventilation cannot be obtained by open-
ing the roof at the south end of the buildint. Further-
more, should a flash fire occur in the mixture of gases,

Fig. 4 *Ins Ventilation

it is evident that the fire would be drawn from the
shift at the north end and across the floor to the roof
opening at She south end. Thus, the entire third floor
will be involved in fire, where, if the roof is opened
over the shaft, the fire will gp out through the roof
directly at that point. It should also be noted that
ventilation at the south end would draw smoke across
the third flex; adding considerably to the smoke
damage of the contents even oith no occurrence of
flash.

Building With Two Shafts - An important thing to keep
iii-rtmind is the action oamoke and gases when there
is a second vertical opening in the building.(Figure 5)
The logical point to ventilate ir, Figure 5 is, of course,
above the shaft. Under ordinary atmospheric condi-
tions the balk of the smoke will follow the course
indicated by the heavy arrows. But atmospheric pres-
sure will force some fresh air down through the open-
ing, thus restricting its size as an outlet for smoke.
The steal fresh air will have a tendency to force the
smoke up the stairs at the opposite end of the bind-
ing (Figure 6). In the case of a pronounced slope in
the roof, a second opening over the stairs will re-
verse. the flow and, as the shaft is the larger, will
make for better ventilation.

Fig. 5 Building with Two Shafts

However, the extreme importance of previous in-
spections is "bvious with the realization that a single
stair enclosure, a partition, stock piled to the ceil-
ing, an elevator regaledy left nights at the second
floor level, or any one of many other circumstances
can completely upset the ideal ventilation picture.
Easily imagined are many variations in construction
that can change the ventilation procedure.
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Fig. 6 Proper Ventilation of Building with Elevator
Shaft and Stairwell
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This would be a case for cross ventilation on the
floor above the fire floor by opening the lower win-
dow sash on the north side and the upper sash on the
soma side. If there should happen to be a partition
at "A," then, if possible, the lower sash should be
opened on the east or west sides (with the wind) and
the upper or south side. In any event, lines should be
laid and ready to prevent the fire froc extending to
the floor above the fire.

If possible, smoke r-jectors should be used In
cross ventilation and should be placed on the ler.
side of lis building to pull the snirke oat_

Some firemen believe that opening a roof above a
vertical shaft will cause the fire to spread rapidly to
the contents of the intervening floors. The fact is,
that in the absence ci severe cross drafts, the spread
on intervening floors is retarded. See Figures 8 and 9.

CROSS VENTILATION

While direct, vertical ventilation is most satis-
factory where possible, there are cases where cross
ventilation is better. As an example, assume this
same building as having only a stairway with the
stairs staggered at opposite ends of the building as
shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 8. Burning Before Ventilation

rig. 7- Building with Staggered Sterwelis Fig. 9- Bunting After Ventilefon

, . T
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This is due to the fact that, while flammable mater-
ial near the shaft may ignite, the spread of fire away
from the shaft will be slowed down by the draft pull
of the venting smoke rushing up the shaft.

In Figure 8, excelsior on the upper Doors will
ignite from the fire on the first floor and freely burn
to the sides. In Figure 9, the excelsior will ignite
but, with roof ventilation, a severe updraft condifiok
will develop that will retard burning toward the sides
of the building.

SUMMARY

No department can fight fires inteligestiy or ef-
fectively without practicing ventilation. Furthermore,
no department can practice ventilation with reason.
able success without preceding their fire fighting
with thorough inspections of the properties under
their kriedictior..

one knowledge gained from thorough inspections,
coupled with good judgement in its application, will
make ventilation theleystone of successful fire fight-
ing in any modern, properly equipped fire department

The question is often raised as to the necessity
for ventilation at residential fires. The answer is
simply this: Wherever fire is unseen and the building
is heavily charged with smoke, ventilation is not
only desirable but highly advisable. Severe back drafts
have occurred in reside- tial fires and excessive
water damage may result because the building was
not ventilated.

However, keep in mind that reside aces can gen-
erally be ventilated successfully by opening dormer
or upper Moor windows. If a fire is in evidence, it is
rarely necessary to start ventilation immediately.
But it is generally necessary to follow up with ven-
tilation to prevent excessive smoke damage, to facil-
itate salvage operations and to be sure that the fire
has been entirely extinguished. The point to be made
clear is. that ventilation is not always necessary at
the actual location of the fire, but it IS highly desir-
able in conjunction with the various other necessary
operations.

The following principles and suggestions should
be carefully studied:

1. In order to effectively ventilate a public,
commercial or .partment building, it is
necessary to have a good mental picture of
the building and its interior. This know-
lege should ba obtained prior to the time of
lire through systematic surveys, studies
and inspections.

2. Know the chemistry of fire, particularly the
travel of heated pries, drafts, etc.

3. Firemen must be rearkmably familiar with
the type of occupancy, the nature of the
contents, and whether the contents are of a
fast burning or smoldering nature. Whether
or sot thew is anything in the building of
an explosive nature or capable of porincing
toxic gas,* in any quantity must Also be
known.

4. Firemen must have a first hand knowledge
of exposures and the contents of exposed
buildings. This includes information as to
well construction, roof construction, para-
pets, wall openings, exposed penthouses,
etc.

S. Firemen ..ist be well trained in the use of
fire department tools so that any job of
ventilation will present a vmdmianlike
appearance and not look as though dyna-
mite had been used to make the necessary
opening.

6. Firemen should ventilate directly above the
fire if possible. Open penthouses, lift off or
break skylights, cut a hole in the roof if
necessary, open doors or windows, make
openings in ceilings, walls or Doors. Be
careful not to draw the fire into the unaf-
fected parts of the building.

7. Ventilation should be delayed when an
indirect application of fog stream is being
used to extinguish the fire. The extinguish-
ment will be aided and the stream will
force gas and smoke from the building.

8. Ventilation should be given proper and
careful consideration in making the size. up.

9. Ventilation should not be started until
sufficient lines are laid, charged and every-
thing is in position to attack and confine
the fire.

10. Firemen mast realise that mistakes made
in ventilation may be disastrous, and that
one of the most important factors is good
judgement.



CHAPTER 20

SALVAGE

INTRODUCTION

If the definition of salvage were to be :cooked up in the dictionary, it would be found that it means "say-
11g property." From this definition, it can be saiely assumed that salvage should be given serious considera-
tion by every fireman from the time of size-up until the fire is extinguished and the buildings and contents have
been give" proper care.

The realization that a large perceauge of fire loss is actually a water and smoke loss has resulted in an
effort, on the part of those in fire fighting to improve loss records by reducing water and smoke damage. Fire
department officers and men are lewrnins to extinguish fires in a systematic and scientific manner, thereby
reducing to a minimum the losses incidental to extinguishing fires.

Efficient workmanship in forcible entry, ventilation and almost every job in the service is as much a
part of salvage technique as the spreading of covers. By doing a good job in salvagd, every fire department,
regardless of size, can reduce fire loss, secure the good will of the citizens, and gain personal satisfaction
that comes with a well-executed'job.

One of the more important jobs in connection with salvage is that of making thorough inspections of the
property before the occurrence of fire. An inspection will give the department specific knowledge as to the
value of stocks, which stocks are easily damaged, those particularly susceptible to smoke and water damage,
location of important records and delicate machinery, location of floor drank scuppers, elevator' and stair
shaft-, and a large number of other items important in salvage operations.

SALVAGE EQUIPMENT

The following is a list of tools and supplies,use-
ful in salvage operationi. Each department can add
to or pick :tom this list of items that meet their lo-
cal conditions or requirements:

Sprinkler heads Sponges and chamois

;Sprinkler stoppers

t
(or tongs)

Crow bars

Pike poles

Claw hammer

Nails (roofing and
assorted)

Scoop s .vel

Brooms (regular and
wire}

Gas and Water keys

Roll roofing paper

Augers

Sawdust

Portable-lights

Skids

Saws

Pipe wrenches

Hasps and locks
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Buckets and tabs Screw drivers

Forcible entry tools Runners

Salvage covers Malaita books

Debris hag Deodorant

Bath towels Wood lath

Squeegees and mops 71

Many of these items Can 'be-found at the scene of
the fire or at neighborintbuildings.

Sprinkler heads and stoppers are necessary in
salvage work where' sprinkler systems rite, ow:lim-
bered in fire fighting. The stops are for tei4oradly
controlling the flow of *rater from a released sminkler
head until the system can be turned off, efter'which
new heads can be installed. The carpenter's claw
hammer and an assortment of common and roofing
nails are essential in salvage operations. They are
frequently used for securing salvage covers against
walls to protect wall. cases and-places.where covers
would not stay in place without-balitg_fastanid.

A plentiful supply of roofing nails is necessav
for securing roll roofing over holes in roofs and
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places where roll :oofin can be used to protect the
contents of a building from the weather. Wood laths
or wood strips of a similar size are valuable for
fastening roofing raper over door windows and roof
openings. A scoop shovel is useful in salvage oper-
ations fort removal of water and debris from floors
and cleaning up and overhauling after a fire, i broom
is also useful in salvage operation. It is invaluable
for sweeping water and light debris. With it water
can be swept from the floor into scoops, thence into
buckets or tuba, and carried from the building. The
wire %eon is more suitable for sweeping heavier
debris.

Squeegees and mops are in such common use that
they need not be described. They are used for re-
moving water from floors and places where water
would cause damage. Sacks o' sawdust are used to
absorb water from floors and to create dams to keep
the water from spreading over a larger area. Sponges,
towels, and chamois are useful in selvage work.
When cleaning up after fires, covers should be re-
moved and mehandise end furniture carefully wiped
and dried to prevent water damage. Sponges can also
be used for removing surplus water from hard to get
at places.

Roll roofing at least one roll, should be avail-
able for covering openings in buildings caused by
fire or cut for ventilation. Salvage covers may also
be used for his purpose.

Water buckets and tubs are used extensively
salvage work for catching and carrying watr from
braidings. Augers can be used to good advantage
in drilling holes to drain water.

From three to four floor runners can be made from
one old or defective salvage cove :et lengthwise at
roe seams. Each runner will be about four feet wide
and eighteen feet lone They can be used on floors,
stairways or over carpets when needed. In ',luting,
they should be lapped to provide a continuous pro-
tected path when operating inside le/tidings. The
proper use of this equipment on floors, stairways or
carpet will prevent a great deal of damage caused by
tracking water, plaster or other debris.

Mattress hooks, Figure 1, make a mattress secure
after it is rolled as an aid to removing it from the
building.

Fig. 1. Mattress Hook

SALVAGE WORK DURING THE FIRE

a. Throw runner to protect floor

b. Place salvage covers to protect furniture,
stock, fixtures, and machinery from water
and falling debris

c. Use sale age covers to bag the floors

d. Divert and remove water from building

e. Protect t*, contents of the building from
vandalism

DEBRIS BAG

A debris bag is a container used to catty debris
from the building. It is made of waterproof material
thet is six feet by six feet in size, has 16 grommets
and 26 feet of 3/8" rope. Seu Figure 2.

Fig. 2- Debris Bog

4

The bag is laid out on the floor as shown in Fig-
ure 2, and. the debris is placed in the centers
rope is then drawn through the grommets and pull
tight to form a bag. See Figure 3.
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Fig. 3- Folded Debris Soo

REMOVING MATTRESSES FROM BUILDING

After the fire has been extinguished at a mattress
fire, the mattress should be rolled tight and mattress
hooks beput in place. The mattress is then wrapped
in a salvage cover on.i carried from the building. This
will eliminate the possibility of getting water, fire or
dirt in non-involved areas of the house. After the
rolled mattress has been carried out, it must be over-
hauled.

SALVAGE COVERS

TYPES AND SIZES

In fire department operations, a "salvage cover"
is a waterproof tarpaulin of convenient size for cover-
ing materials, equipment end furnishings of the in-
volved property. Salvage covers, varying in size from
9' x 12' to 14' x are used with the latter size
being generally preferred. The materials used in the
construction of these covers are as follows:

I. Rubber covered (Coated on both sides).

2. Rubber covered (Coated on one side only).

3. Duck or canvas (Treated with a linseed oil
compound).

4. Closely woven canvas (Specially treated).

5. Plastic material
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There are differences of opinion on the use of
these various types of covers. All agree, however,
that a salvage cover should shed and held water un-
der a reasonable amoe.it of pressure when "bagged".

From the standpoint of being water tight the rub-
ber cover is first. However, this type of cover i rebut
25 per cent heavier than the better grade of treated
canvas covers and has a tendency te:sjip from shelv-
ing and high/Ma& of goods. -Ale they are not as well
o da, ; ...., bagging by rolling the edges. Some grades
of canvas covers, when exposed to high temperatures,
become soft and sticky and remain in this condition.
In other cases, they may become brittle and crack.

The disadvantage of even the best grade of canvas
covers is that they leak under pressure after exten-
sive use. Thi s is partially due to the wearing away
of the water-proofing solution on them. They are ago
more difficult to patch and to make waterproof. The
auck-type cover treated with linseed oil sheds water
but has a tendency to become sticky in warm weather
and stiff when cold.

The disadvantages and advantages of the best
grades of rubber covers and canvas covers are eve**
balanced when used in dept.rtments pertvening con-
stant salvage service. However, for small fire depart-

which on not do a great deal of salvage cover
work, the closely woven, treated canvas or plastic
cover may be preferred because of lightness and ease
of handling.

FOLDING AND CARRYING COVERS

There are several different methods used in the
folding of covers. Which fold is best miapted to a cer-
tain department is entirely a matter of opinion. Four
of the most common folds used in the majority of
departments met

A. The "one-man throw" fold

P. The "two-man throw" fold, commonly called
the "underwriter's fold."

C. The accordion fold

D. The salvage cover roll.

Some departments prefer to keep the seam side of
the cover clean. This is known as the salvage side
and &horrid be used on the salvage side of the fold.

The "One-Man Throw" Folf. - This fold cannot be
operated as rapidly or as easily as the "two-man
throw" fold; but when man-power is limited, it works
to a great advantage.

To fold, place the cover in a fiat position on the
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- Step 2.

Stip SOP 4 Stop 5 Stop 6

Stops for "One-Man Throw" Fold
;

floor with two men at the center on opposite ends. By
sighting,leach half of the cover is divided into guar.
terses Figure 4, Step 1. Place the-hand clot Ilkto
the center et the quarter mark nearest the center, With
the otherhand, Juke the fold toward the center. Re-
move the. hand that was, holding the _quarter mat. and
place it on top of. the.fold. With the other hang bring
the edge .to the -Cretterisee:Step Z.. The same proce-
dure is followed fOr the other half.

Next, *fold each lengthwise section to within four
inches of the center see Step,3., ;This is to ley, nee-
half directly on top of the other. Steps 4, $ and 6 it-
lestgate..the *UM -40- be followed immpleting this
fold. _

The
X '

..`1Twp-Ifen Throw" Fbld - Spread the .cover with
the top side up on the floor. Starting at, the cover's
short side, each man grasps the cover at the center,
lifts it, shakes out-the vninkles, swings it to oat side
and lays it into position on the floor, see Figure 5,
Step 1. _Rack. men then grasps. the open edges and
folds some aver to the folded edges; see Step 2. One
or both men grasp one end of the folded cover and
fold it over to just short of the other end; see Step 3.
Continue this folding Steps 4 and 5, always grav-
ing the open end, bringing this end over just sir of
the folded end, until the desired fold is corn 'feted.
With this fold It be found that all four corners of
the cover are togethetand near the center. This is_ea
important factor. in throwing the covers.
The Accordion Fold - To make the accordion fold,
spread the cover on the floor with_ the salvage, side
down. Then the four comers are folded to Jae short
of the center ae in Flom 6, Sbps i and 2. Then each
half is again folded to just short of the center as in
Step 3. At this point, the accordion fold begins.

Stop -I

Up 2 Stop 3 ._ Stlp 4 Steps

1111
- ....

Fip. 5- "Two-Mon Throw" Fold

" 1 'r 417 -::1-V...:15:51
Two men, facing each other at each corner on the.'

came end of the cover, place theft, outaid,
palms down, about inches in .41)41
tive edge EiCh.fiten place. the othek.4t
eight infhor. from the #..V.it:h64P.4Pitt,
the cover and brings thet*Orte.
giel4g th -103tilioa4aa; dare **I
keep the ro0i en as Oisikin,*).1;111

Repeat thin operationentil the liver iscy
The-one handicap of this fold is that* eo

easily unfolded. Care must be taken not to drop treobi
a fold or its wbolei ofittok INL.

.-7.1-=

-....t'..--i...;.. cl'iri,..k ,....7.S.., 4.
-, -.:,-.., .71; ;....) -1.- ;r1l...-,A

. -- -- -,--24:,, -.:,-. ..... ....., r... ..........;.
, . -.4,.. ' \ :-. ,-- , ..1.-.:1;

%.,...
. .

r NEllailak
illgIlla,

-._

11. 401.

Step 1

.1
Stop 3 Stop 4

Step 2

:47-414

61p.. 6- The Acoonfionfel4 '



The Salve a Cover Roll and Double Roll - 'Pais roll
a popular in 1101 sections of the country. It can be
used by one man and will not b me disarranged if a
tubber band from an automobile inner-tube is placed
around the-toll.

The salvage roll is made up in the following man-
ner: The cover should be placed on the floor. Both
edges are brought to the center as in Figure 7, Step 1.
Both long edge.; are again brought to the center as in
Step 2. This results in the cover being one-fourth the
width.

Stop 3

70

Fig, 7- The Selvage Cover Roll and Double Roll

At this point, one outside edge along the length
04 r ,or is bided over to the other edge as in
Stu, 3. Ate bided strip now has an area the length
of the entire cover and only one- eighth the width. It
is next rolled from one end as tightly as possible as
in Step 4. When completely rolled, secure with a rub-
ber band as in Step &

The double roll is 5-Aided in the sone manner as
the salvage toll, but both ends are rolled to the ces-
Um Figure 7a illustrates the proper method to follow
in making this roll.

THROWING AND SPREADING SALVAGE COVERS

"One-Man Throw" - In using the "one-men throw"
fold, the cover is placed at the center of the object
and then merely unfolded over and around the object
This is done by grasping one end of the cover at the
center and walking backwards until the end of the
cover is reached. The other end is likewise unrolled
and the edges then unfolded over the sides.

If the accordion fold is used, it can be thrown but
not ballooned by one man. The folded cover is sap -
ported on the forearm and several top told. are grasped
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Pia. - Throwing the Accordion Fold

`.
Fig. 9 'Throwing the Double Roll_

'r't

with the other-hand. Pulliig the 6)Ide aq end back,
the "over is thrown over the object to .be covered, as
in Pliny $. -The covet then mes .be unfolded over
and around the materiel: '

If the doubler used, once/ the-,11111. is-held
in either hand and -the Wei is Made Witt e "ehot»
put" motion as shown in Figure 9. , .! ;

When using the single roll, the leftIand palm
the awe end, Whidi should :be down and' towerds, the
Braman. The caves is unrolled by retaining the to*
on the free end with the 4aft Arad and throwing the
roll with the right airs by in vadet-hand pitching mo-
tion; see Figure 10. If desired, the roll may also be
thrown over-hand. After it unrolled lengthwise, the
edges are easily unfolded to cover the object.
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Pig. 10. "Pitching" the Singli;:Roll

f.
-

"TwiAtawThroier..- The nen holdinfthe cover takes
the twkilgoin Tinian end *Ceti's men takes the

fitwoke.4.
At -11*, world:40006er, take a

few folds in hand iiMeet Id -*state: end stove
spirt, pulling the coviitight to take 4 nap. The
cover is now ready tote thrown.

1 J
I
:

LL

. ,

Pig. 11 Preparing to Singed Coots

Pig. 12. "Bellooning" the °Mirk
1, t

- .

I
balloon: the =cover oviir, the object,. iolOPer

411* Red maim are neosanary, ,r1Ortlibe op*.
tied effective. The coves must be tlitiaVa In such*
manner that the dr,andet the:cever will help support
it until it is in place over the material b he *mod.
See Flop.

Aft* the cover hill tgeileiltecid
or object, the edges end eads may be tucked in riionivl
the bottom or built Into a chute to drain off watts We
anneal Ofinte =

, . ,t , s- 340,0
REMOVING SAINAGE'COVEltri

11 remote yi 1r atetaffit evireiOmitk,;
should be attire% Itriveletaii*VagiOhieds41110C;
have been covered, or the wholariete of
Vag* operation will be dawfted Ii lemOvint
start with the cornett tit iiidsof-toiltlistefigir,
Do not dreg it off. itirse'riottsw thaiddthert,iiiodiV
tied (sot thrown) out of the building; 11441"

_ , % - b aciANA VAS-

COVER WORK AT FIRES
;',N

.Considetetko as *the _ eolart of wat6e4Wee$489d,
to eatiolieleh the ate -mad .1Pahaelleft flee4Wite4
ftreqeduren-are of s vital isportaire ftw Ae4e210101Plie-
eaves work. Should ithe derddri **Ark iwateakaan

be, controlled on the_ floor below:the,fireolhettillees
should Fe "bagged," - -J.:.

It the,amoent of water used will not permit-ipld
int it isk.f,baget_. oa that- floor; below ,the*Wildlerar'
floec,in Amp mon* welt* -peeparetioae4 -"vita*
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stock and furnishings on all floors below, as well as
in the basement. When the number of covers is limited,
it is advisable to cover the most valuable merchan-
dise and sacrifice the less valuable.

The stock and furnishings in the exposed area are
always covered first, then the floors are covered and
the edges of the covers are rolled to hold the water.
The covers over the stock should be arranged so that
the water will drain into the bags. Should the water
threaten to run over the rolled edges, the edges can
be raised by means of chairs, boxes or any other ma-
terial that may be available.

STA':ZING

The grouping of stock and furnishings into compact
stacks before covering is important and extreme care
should be used to prevent breakage. Stacks should be
arranged where they will be least exposed to water
lama ge.

RESIDENTIAL, FIRES

Covering the Bedroom -

I. Rug - The rug should first be rolled from
the floor. If the rug is tightly tacked down
and cannot be wiled, a large cover must be
placed over the rug

2. Bed - Where, space is available, the bed
should be moved parallel to and near a wall.
This will remove it from under the light fix-
ture in themiddle of the room and water will
not fall on the bed. Also, room floors are
stronger near the walls. Care must be taken
rot to place the. bed or other furniture so
close to the wall as to hamper the inapt*.
tion for the extension of fire.

3. Chest of prawers - If possible, place the
chest at the head of the bed. All articles
on the, chest shall be placed in its top
drawers.

4. Vanity The mirror is removed from the
vanity or dressing stand and placed upon
the bed, face down. The mirror is held on
the beck of the vanity by screws. The van-
ity is then placed at the foot of the bed.
The back of the vanity will be away from
the bed. All things on the vanity shall be
placed in the top drawers.

S. Pictures and Lamps - These are placed on
the bed. Remove lamp shades and place
upright on bed.
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6. Clothing - Remove all clothing from closets
and place it carefully on the bed on top of
the mirror and pictures. -

7. Chairs - Place chairs on top of clothing
very carefully.

The rug is then placed over the stacked
furniNre, extending from the chest to the
vanity. This will act as a ridge pole to
support the salvage cover. See Rene 3.

The cover is placed over' all and must be
tucked in tight at the bottom to keep out
smoke and water.

Fig: 13- Arranging Furniture for "Giver"

. .. ..

8. Floor - Where the floor is exposed it should
be covered for protection.. . : :

Covering the Living Room -
f

1. Rug - The rug should. be rolled from the
floor. of it is tacked.down, the floor must
be covered.) After the stack is made the
rug is then plated on top of the formed box
to serve as the supportrfor the cover. Then
Carefully place the cover over this stack.

to: >

2. Davenport and Overstaffed Chairs - These
are placed together forming a box, as in
Figure 14. Keep malty from under ceiling
light fishier.

. .
3. Lamps - Shades should be removed and

placed on chair seats. Lamp bases are
placed on the stack last..

4. Television Set - The T.V. set is placed on
the davenport with the picture tube face
down. Large consoles May be covered
separately. .
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Pig. 14- Position of Dovonport and Choirs for Covering

S. Coffee Tables end Sian&Thee .,10 care-
fully placed in ;the lira flamed by th*e10"n-..
port anctchglit

book Ces4-41fimoiealie they ikould be
played hactif thi ciavenPott4ith the open
shelves feidng, the back of mai If not
moveible, clue shelves lust be covered
with anollter cover. The cover must be
rolled aethe top or tacked in behind the
shelves. If shelving extends to the ceiling
or is recessed into the wall, remove the
suedes from' the top shelf and roll the top
of the cover into it.

7. Fhot Stools-00140ot stools should be placed
carefully in the formed box.

1.
.-

8. Secretaries and Other Objects ;liege should
be placed 'at,_sither end of the davenport
'de the frontAnraed in. 1

9. . Rod16- ono Record. Payers. These may be
placed bribe boned box if they are table
models, <bet it they are cisles or floor
models, they must be placed next to I chair

. or thCdivesportback. .

4 , ,

10. Pienosnd Stool. 'These will need a separ-
ate cover and should not be included in the
stack. The fireman must use judgment and
not mike the *stack. too large for one cover.
At times it will be necessary 4o use two or
three covers to cover the lundtere in one
room.

-

11. Ordains and Drapes 7 Theie, roust be re-
moved from the windows, folded and placed
in the finned box.

12. Floor - %ere' the floor is exposed it should
be covered for protectio twt

Covering the DisdieRoom - The best 'results will be
gained by taing two covets in the dining The
lug should be rolled from the floor. of it isti
down tightly, the- floor must be covered.)

1. Tables and Chairs - The tsbri shoulebe -
placed to one tide of die' room and Chaim
are then placed:upside down -on thb
the table. The seit- if the atairs shied- -.
rest on the finished sadace of the table to
prevent scratching. Ana chairs-114'16E4d
in an upright emitter, with the seats under
the table. Nice pitightk- nitQln i,fand,--,

-.other articles hetweer the theirs on tit
table: Theing-is thealdridid-da
stack loser ea*idd3olöfárd Whitt
Place cover over stack carefully.

2. Side Board and ChiniClivieti
be placed back to back and covered. Care :
must be taken so as apt
while uniting the china closet.

Floor Where-the *laid should
be Wierid

Coved3g the Bathrooms and Kitchen. These iambi
seed little attaitirra if ,baidWe of the cow, s
testa Sze pride can be -
easily dinned. 41saftill'40filless
be cov4red pzitectik

. ' lc; !Nt ElVf

`COVedn the Basement -It; of today
differ from those' of paitireitiMikAiloikli and work--
shops 'mike it noisier* fokluil
kg operation. May ió1àtiIeiuse stadtair
and covered is the same ittinetu that g
roxii. AB tool* and Ociaiiinifiris riiifkaholi'llittit

-
SIB* bB BoVerit:

If the stlectdi power 1. to 4-off for along period
of time, the occupants of the house tibia be advised
to remove. food from ;he freramtnad telmat to suit-
able place Jar pimporgptorpge. Ir.

-* 141

INDUSTRIAL . .

When covedng ',aborted and Anaddnery, the ea-
tire item should be covered if sensible. Cot tideniblo
care should also be taken -110 thet...the0cover will sot
be torn or damaged.

00-,

File Cabinets - File soloeds mot he_oovered to pre.
serve Wren* and prints. Yesss-Otitime sad research
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are often recorded and the saving of these records is
a must. Many of them cannot be replaced and the com-
pany will be grateful if files are saved by a quick
thinking fireman. Material that may be damaged should
be stacked on skids before bring covered.

MERCANTILE

This type of building presents difficult problems
in arranging stock and furnishings in a suitable mea-
ner for coverage.

Shelving built to the ceiling, using a wail of a
room for backing, presents s most difficult salvage
problem. Water following the wall will damage the
stock on the shelves unless precautions are taken.
In some cases, it may be possible to remove stock
from the upper shelf, spread a cover lengthwise, roll
the edge, then force the roll between the shelving
and back wall. In cases where shelving is an inch or
two from the wail, it is possible to pull the stock
away from the back wall, allowing the water to pass
without damage.

Shelves may be -covered in many cases by using
"S" hooks;.4These my. be made from 3/16 inch cold
rolled steel sharpened at both ends so that they can
be driven with a hammer into wood or plaster ar.d the
salvage cofer hooked through the gionanets, See
Figure 15.

In some cases, shelves may be given protective
covering by taking two or more pike poles and placing
the points of the pole; through the grommets on the
salvage cover, then raising the pike poles end loan-
ing them against the shelves, thus forming a lean -to
over the shelves. In most cases the cover over the
shelf should lead,to a catchall, keeping the water
from causing further damage.

In coveting show cases, it is advisable to place
chairs 01 other articles across the frame of the cases
to prevent men from stepping upon them. When it be-
comes necessary to pull down ceilings over show
cases, additional protection can be afforded by double
covering, When water is following pipes, the edge of
a cover should be tightly bound around the pipe with
twine and the cover "bagged" on the floor to catch
the water.

In covering breakable articles on tables, articles
of a substantial nature should be placed on the tables
to support the covers in a position which permits
draining into a catchall. Reckless covering of fragile
merchandise will often canes, more damage than would
be the case if the merchandise were allowed to re-
main uncovered.

Materials, stacked in,piles in storerooms or bstre-
ments, should be covered for protection and drainage..
controlled by means of catchalls or chutes. In a great
many Instances, it is practicdly,lispossible to salvrigo:
the lower portions of finch types of stock when largel.
amounts of water are used However, if this type of.
material is already on skids .0- newt only to be
covered. Figures 16 and 17 show an efficient arrange-
ment c: covering high stacks of materials, and A
method of placing perishables on skid s. ;.

Fig. IS- Covering Shelving

Fig. 16 - Covering High Oblents

CARE OF COVERS

When removing covers from stock or machinery,
care should be taken to prevent tearing on sharp pro-
jections. Unnecessary walking on covers should not
be allowed, and covers speedos stairway* end floors
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Fig. 17 - Placing lierisholdim on Skids

should be removed as soon is possible. When it is
necessary to 'fasten -covers, the nails should be
placed only through the grummets.

When covers have not been used for a period of
one month, they, should removed from the apparatus
and refolded. dire should be taken when covering
roofs to remove ail nulls; sharp or Jagged points of
metal of anything that is likely to perforate or twit a
cover. Roof cover* lint always be securely fastmied
to eliminate wind daniagi:

Covers should be washed and dried thoroughly as
soon es possible after returning from s fire. Officers
should personally examine ill covers before folding.
They should be sure that they are dry, clean and in
good repair before returning them to service. When
the? are found to be unfit for service, they should be
placed aside either for repairotreplacemept.

REMOVING WATER ?ROM BUILDING

4
One of the most impciriest,:if not the most necer.

sary, phases in salvage sieCis the remrrict of watts
from ***Wing involved. It this can bit done promr.d-
and effideatly much cover *irk' on the lower floats
may be avoided. There are six general means of
moving large quantities of waterfiom the upper floors.

1. Elevator shafts

A. Stairways

3. Holes cut from Boor to floor

4. Chutes to outside

S. Scuppers

-13111111.

7-

6. Bread Ing walls

Before water is directed into elevator shafts, men'
should be sent to the basement to cover elevator
machinery or any exposed stock. Care should also be
taken to ascertain whether or not the basement drains
are open. Materials on the floor between the drain and
the shaft must either be removed or elevated.

When water is directed down stairways, covers, in
most cases, should be opened to half their width and
spread on the floors, so as to have ample, side ele-
vation and be rolled with 'well-lapped connections.
See Figure 18. ..

pi, 18. Steffy* golf

When it is found, hie q_
any other leans, holerysaY 'out,
Even in the bast cothiticteirfic#i'.
may be out idletifjironi.two to
that reason, hates must be cat'llttkie19711 1
be of any value. Before cutting hales, II 104,51,0t
lower floors should be made in ordervtinkthOlen
ea be cuts* as **mkt
it is covered. A bag stionICIA placed on
to catch the watei*d.it shotild-lskso arras'
drain directly into the eacceililittliole. Suit**
should be performed before the floorikOkg the
body of water is opened.:

If a building is being detiisdAtt f
should be art as soon as possible to tell
floors of weight This action is especially
when the stock consists of paper, rugs, rags,
similar materials. This type of stock absorbs
and expands excessively. Sections of buildings di-
vided by fire walls but which have_lize doors in the
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frequently' -meet* serious water damage
even though they are not inve . sd in the actual fire.
Fire400r:: will withstand fire, ...at large:quantities of
wad* will around and une4er theni and spread to
the'etljolidng room. Should a 'wilding of this Wire.
coatain .perisliable nierchmidise and the condition
warrant, °Scats can effectively guard against severe
water loss by "opening up" a section of the floor
scans and in front of the fire door. This operation.
shoiddle started osi the first floor with bags arranged"'
to !act as funnels. "The cost of repairing these holes'
is trifling when compared to the larmage which might'
be Cased by the exposure to water damage.

Avery practical method of tridnirg water from 'sii
uppeilloor orfloors of bandage is hymens of chutes
constructed on the lloor below to drain the water
thrbugh..windowi or doors. Some fire companies carry'
chutes about I:in-feet in length as regular equipment;
but haprovised'Autes can be mad* 11th matedali_st
hand. Figure 19 shows a chute constructed with two
pike poles end: it' selvage cover, while Figures .20
and 21 shovi chidea constructed by the use of a sal- '-
vs* covet and eitralgat beam ladder.'

t -

, .

2:0

r t

-Pig. it Pike Pei* Chute,

:10M R. " ;

- Ladder Chute

Holes should be cut in floors only when Isis'
'mounts of water are present and draining facilities
are limited. "When it becomes necessary to cut a hole,
the ceiling below must be punctured first to prevent
the water from spreading over the *ceiling. While
angers can be used in putting hokettuough floors and
ceilings in buildings of construction, they hare
little value in the more heavily constructed Wilding".
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Fig. 21. Ladder Chute

A neatly chopped Smell hole provides better facilities
for draining and costs only a little more to remit.
When small quantities of water collect ii floor pockets
they should be scooped with shovels into buckets or
tubs and removed.

When the amount of water -used in the 0:W110118h-
went of a fire does not make it necessary to route it
to an outside Opening, a Eonstructed = _

with a 481%4gal:over, can be used to good advantage:'
This is made by rolling in all bur edges of the cover :

to form a 'hallo* dike. Usually, tiro men will roll One
side, then both ends, leaving the other etde ttU
Corners shoild be locked is welt is pre silis.;11iiii*
is accomplished by placing the top roll wider' tar
bett's''. roll,' see Figure 22. A ca_tchall,- If pineelp'
made, will hold several barrels of water.

F19. 22. Catchall

After the water has been drained from * Indldiag,
the floors wet be dried as soon as possible to pre-
vent weipiagjtlaleibroomfr se effibiltaf Is swooping
large mounts of water, they leave considerable mois-
ture on the floors. h has-been band theirsqueesses
serve the purpose bettr. The best type of iiqaesises-
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have metal tops which wake it easier in pushing large
amounts of water, and when Suited over they can be
used as scrapers. The scraper is well adapted to re-
moving water from carpeting prior to removing them
for drying.

Sawdust can be used for drying or absorbing mois-
ture under machinery and other places where it is
impossible to use a squeegee. It can also be used to
good advantage in constructing dikes to prevent the
spread or to direct the flow of water.

Water may also be removed from a building by the
use of "scuppers," which are rubes or chutes built
purposely for draining large quantities of water from
buildings which are protected by sprinkler systems.
They may be opened through the well at floor level.

Basement drainage is a difficult Problem sock at
times, large losses occur from lack of ample and un-
obstructed drainage facilities. When heavy streams of
water are used, attention should be given not only to
stock and conditions in the basement involved but
also to the condition in adjoining basements. Men
should immediately be sent to the basement of the
burning building to -see that the floor drains are un-
obstructed. When floor drains prove Inadequate or are
obstructed, soil pipes leading from roof drains and
upper floor plumbing can often be broken at the
level to aid in draining basements. Toilet bowls pried
from the floors leave openings which also serve in
the same capacity. Should these methods prove inef-
fective, the stock should be elevated as high as pos-
sible or moved to a higher level if time permits. In the
case of adjoining basements, it is often possible to
salvagentuch of the stock by removing it to the upper
floors. Salvage by thia method will depend upon the
type of merchandise and furnishings present, together
with the elevators, Muse trucks and man power avail-
able. When emplbyees are present, they can he utilised
in saIyage work if they are not subjected to danger.

When a large stock of small articles on shelves is
involved, the procedure of moving the stock is ex-
tremely difficult because of the time required to handle
the merchandise. In such cases It is best to move the
stock from the lower 'kelvin to the upper and to make
every effort to maintain a low water level.

When water rises in basements to the point where
it is shoat to come into contact with motors; refriger-
ating systems, etc., the motors should be 'shut off
immediately. When it Is threatening to rise to danger-
ous depths, the main electrical switches should he
pulled to prevent possible electrocution of men work-
ing in water as well as additional damage to electrical
erimIPmere-

FIRES IN SPRINKLERED BUILDINGS

*daldered buildings present excellent oppoitha-.
dies for salvage operations. both in cues of fire and

sprinkler leakage. Fire officers should have a tpoli,
nicxd knowledge sf sprinkler, systems and their fuOr; .

tiCAL They should he thoroughly' familiar **Arose
systems in order to handle them effectively in Sire
and leakage emergencies. They are installed as,gicis.,
to fire departments and should he used accordingly.

Sprinkler stoppers cr tongs are used extensively
to stop the flow of water at sprinkles heads. They are
of ..a.pittdadar value when there is a delay due,,
control valves not being easily fowl., or an entrance_
has to be effected to control the valve room. .Valvai
are at times found broken sr difficult . to set, "Asid._
tongs, in such cases prevent the release of eilich.,,)
unnecessary water. Sprinkler valves should *t
off as promptly as possible to prevent eirCessivewieti,,
ter damage, but the greater danger of fire .des01.;
should always be kept in mind when ordedni,thir,:.
valves closed. Sprinklers should not he shut off =Jar
any circumstances until it has been ariperiained.tliati,,
the fire is under control.

A supply of heads of various fusing tesiSratares
should be available for the replacement of Areal
heads at fires. Sprinkler equipment should alWaye,
possible, be placed in service immediately after a
fire to afford protectioulipinst not only the,Liat,
are -lieble4o occur is ,the 4stlire_bst abet- -s-

rekindfing of the present fire. .

It is inadvisable to attempt to remit fry valves,
as it requires spectialligOrledge dike particular
valves involved. "bay SyStrita in ordisaribuildings,
during, milli weather, can be set in wit as temporary
proteittioeliwhee the *gala maintenance 44111ftitinargi
present. g -howilver; the conditiOsa-do not permit
setting in a system wet, it is good practice to get In
communication with the pets* responsible and have'
him reset the system immediately. As a precautionary
measure, it is well to leave a sae to watch the prem-
ises until the system is placed in service.

The educe** of -watchmen end=mq*e in.

proper handlincof sprinkler stodpirspl Ifirn and
leakage epiergericies is a salvage. butt* and is
most certain to attain brinefitial resfdti." is

SALVAGE OPERATI ONS

AFTER EXTINGUISHMENT

Some suggestions for salvage work after the fire
is extinguished are:

7 ra

, ITV

I. Remove water floors and basemen 3:tir

2. Remove remaining smoke and heiii-Wiliegiff..
complete ventilation of thelsdlding.

c5,44DLI4

Dry machinery; furnitiri and stock.. 1,44141
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.4,, ,Wasoezarticies of value from debris.

& Clean and oil machinery to prevent corrosion.

6. Shut off and drain water systems to prevent
leakage or freezing, if such action is re-
quired.

7. Provide necessary coverage for the roof or
other opening' to protect the interior of the
building and Hs contents from inclement
weather.

S. Whenever possible, place the heating plant
in operation or see that it is done in order to
dry out the building and the contents.

9. Protect the contents of the building from
vandalism.

OVERHAUL

While the term "overhauling" is applied in fire
service to make sure** all fire has been extinguish-
ed and the building 11 in a liveable 'condition, there
is a considerable amount of salvage wok that CM be
done at-the time 'the overhaul is being carded on. For
instinCa, piles of debit" *yid not be washed or wet
down' with heavy, fire ,airoaiX, but instead they should
bas gOne oriel * hand and the smoldering
particles dipped in pails of water. Articles that are
likely, to drip.lvater should be placed In "begged"
covens to keep, water off the floors.,

Partially
brined-

sheik, materials, oroOrr debris
shoidd not:hathroWn riosi the building so.10; in many
cases, `cif articles are 'useful in "Making an
inventory Of bases. 'he* there is little space avail-
eta, is'ibietimuie necessary to carry materials
suck's.- rage rind old. paper stocks from buildings
until-sufficient 'Woe apace. has been cleared. There
is no objection, however, to removing ILth and plas-
ter and.larticlecsudi vs bundaginattoesees. ikrrrted
material should not be tkrown from buildings.

When wet articles am liable to damage dry ma-
tidal, they should be 'pirked in separate'piles. When
packing !Austria is around or over wet stock, it
should be. to prevent droner to the contents.
Tidy is of particular importance when stocks of fur-
niture or similar merchandise are wrapped with excel-
sior padding. if such stock is not dried immediately,
the- glued parts will loosen up and warping will re-
sult. After removing the padding, a chamois should
be used to prevent spots on the varnish of the fund-
hue.-

ft is always good practice to use a chamois or
some other absorbent material- to wipe dry all furni-
ture and fixtures that are wet. A circulation of air

should always be created, and, in cold weather,
heating appliances should be, arranged to assist in
the drying of buildings and stock after they have been
exposed to water damage. When it is difficult to ven-
diets rooms, portable fans can often be used to create
a circulation of air and to some extent prevent smoke
and moisture damage.

COLD WEATHER PRECAUTIONS

Almost every type of building and its occupancy
is affected when exposed to cold weather. Every
possible effort should be made to close openings.
Heating appliances should be placed in operation.
immediately after fires. In places where large pot
lions of the roof are burned sway,. the vertical open-
ings could be covered on the top floor cad heat RI?»
vided for the lower floors. !ben it is. mposskble 'or
impractical to maintain heat int:Wangs, all plumbing
fixtures, tanks, and boilers should be _drained to prig-.
vent freezing. Water should
toilet, sink, and wash bowl trapuC,,
thrown in the traps to prevent them frani:''1-441-?'

COVERING ROOFS AND WINDOWS

Covering holes in roofs after fires is a salvage
operation of great importance as it in arrtefelY poor
practice to salvage a stock of merchandise or house-
hold furnishings and have than later destgoyed by
inclement Weather.'

IX-covering small holes on liiiikeet
nom punitively simile matter to rairiirthi-iliffithte*-41$
tat die bole, insert tbe'rindlifir ti!ea.'Ofiai:N43-
paper undeikeith it, bring it daiin oven the Widattcs-
fasten it :81i place with largo 19411,401A14,19P.
boles should be covered die' bottdaripWitit'.
lapping each strip of the paper over the strip below.
Lath or boards should be nailedcin the iidgel4f the
roofing to make it ail sitar tight ais n`44

Skylights probably are tars easiest Oorl
openings to cover lad
light frainewodi being elevated aboVelbriroOtlei,w1-
Open skylights should be. covered with a :tuirpipei,
and nailed clovin, or, Bair* cover edges ekeahtlis::,
weighted down to prevent the, wind from bloltpg
off, as shown in Figure,23.

In covering holes in a flat roof, the roof durterlal.,
around the hole should be raised to a height between
four and six inches and blocked in place with pieces
of boards, bricks or other materiel tbatmrty. be avail-
able before final covering is made: This meration
will prevent water on the roof from flowing into the
hole. See Figure 24.

Where windows have been either bugled or broken
during the course of fighting the fire, it is. advisable
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Fig. 23- Coveting Skylights

ROOF

- OAR PAPER
HOLE

,BRAISED BY BRICKS OR
11. BOARDS

40, EDGES OF TAR PAPER

// / '

Fig. 24. COvoring Holes in Flat Roofs

to cover the opening to prevent further damage by
wind; rain or cold weather and also to offer some
protection from looters. The cover can be placed over
the window by using nails through the grommets in
the covers or by using tar paper, lath and nails.

SUGGESTIONS FOR DRILLS AND TRAINING

In order for a department to become efficient in
the handling of covers, to become acquainted with
the principles of salvage and to perfect teamwork,
practice drills and' nstructions are necessary.

Mille it is impossible to arrange training facilities
to conform with all of the actual conditions likely to
be found at fires, it is possible to arrange such train-
ing facilities so that the principles of salvage and
cover work can be practiced. Listed below fire sug-
gestions covering the types of drills and instructions
which will aid materially in solving salvage problems
at fires:

1. Proper method of making catchalls. When
and where they should be used.

2. Importance of clean covers. How to cover
delicate fabrics and materials are easily that
soiled.

3. instructions on covering goods on counters,
tables, and other storage areas.

4. Drills in covering shelves. Pulling stock
from walls to prevent damage caused by
water following the wall. Instructions to
prevent injuries to men verfradag shelf
work.

S. Method of catching water following vertical
pipe openings.

6. Importance of covering elevator machinery
located in basements when sweeping water
down elevator shafts.

7. Methods of draining water from basements.

8. Instruction in the care Of plumbing and
boilers in freezing weather when it becomes
impossible to heat building.

9. Care of fruits, vegetables, and ether stoic
susceptible to freezing.'

'10. Instruction and -drill in covering
fuatibue; ter" . Pletaillg; *Wisp_ ...;,;,ilurt01#;''a.

clothing closets, 'tad Other reigtn4n.:,,,,
Privetr method of grouping fehdtare before '1

. 14.covering.
- _ -4

11. 'Instruction 'in fire Cali of 01404 arfiresi.".
Refrain from throwing toveni froo *sick*
dime elevator shrifts3: the 0-presdintilf ,

catchalls over glean rant eiheidetnii;
walking on covers nanacessailltk end th.:4:4µ
spreading of covers unite dripping
or in places where they may be- hap sk44
use voramets.when nailing salvage coversgl:

12. Drills in building chutes. When and hew*.
use. 1. ;-.

13. inetructions in forcibly 'opening docasaritti
windows. Methods used on Abe- tefieeist
types. Importance of opening eloonuard?--
windows efficiently with mall ifamagell'

14, Training on covering tat roofs, gable. sofa "
and skylights. Instruction in raising too8,-_.
ing material and manner of fastening covet%

-

IS. Sprinkler instruction. Wn I in stop::
pers or tongs, replacing beads, Allah:gaff
and draining of system, Speciatinattactige
in wet and dry systems. -
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16. Instruction in cutting liales in floor,- when,
where, and why to do styli cuiting.

17. Care of covers in quarters. Drills in fold-
ing, washing, drying and general caxe to
prevent deterioration.

18. Puiper Method' of aging debrimbeg:
, .

rig

"33'

t

TC

..r

7:

ti

19. Practice throwing runner.

20. Practice using mattress hooks.

21. Pre -plan for the care of frozen foods when
electrical power will be off for a period of
time.

t

;

.
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OVERHAUL AND PICK-UP

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter Is to disclaim the various phases of overhauling and the proper methods to
follow in picking up. Overhauling consists of two objectives, namely, making sure the fire is out and leaving the
building in as serviceable a condition as possible. This, in many instances, takes a great deal of time for care-
ful checking of the involved building is essential in order to be positive that the fire is completely extinguished
and will not rekindle. After the fire is extinguished, there is much to be done in pickingup. The section on
pick-up will prove helpful in keeping all -::.rent in first-class condition, ready for the next alarm.

OVERHAUL

MEMODS OF OPERA N AFTER THE MAIN FIRE
HAS BEEN EXTINGUt....ED

"Overhauling", in fire department work, refers to
the practice of completing operations at a fire after
the main fire hac been extinguished and searching
k: any sparks or fire that may remain in a building or
part of a building or in any other place or article
which has been subject to the fire. Always make sure
that the fire will not rekindle after you leave the
premises, and, whenever possible, leave the build-
ing in a safe and serviceable condition.

Good salvage work and careful overhauling will
go a long way toward selling the fire department to
the citizens of the community. Salvage work and over-
hauling, both done after the fire has been extinguished,
are closely related and to a certain extent: blend
together. Considerable time and labor may be re-
quired to complete the salvage job and to overhaul
the building and contents. Overhauling is performed
more often by the fire department than the actual ex-
tinguishment of fires due to the fact that some fires
are extinguished by the occupants of the buildings,
automatic sprinklers, or other agencies. In all these
ases, overhauling must be done by the members of

the fire department.
The first requisite before proceeding to overhaul

is to determine whether or not the building is a safe
place in which to work. This is especially true where
there has been a big fire and the use of alarge amount
of water was necessary to bring it under control. Two
factors are considered in determining the safety of a
building: First, the extent to which the structural
parts have been weakened by the fire and secon?
the additional weight added to the building and its
contents from the water used in bringing tbe fire un-
der control. This, of course, will vary depending upon
the amount o' water the contents will absorb. A thor-
ough knowledge gained by inspection of buildings and
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contents before fires occur will aid officers in deter-
mining the above factors.

In overhauling, a careful check should be made to
determine whether or not the fire has extended to
other parts of the building by various vertical open-
ings such as stairways, elevator shafts, dumb welter
shafts, etc., or through partitions, between ceilings
and floors, through pipe recesses, or other out- of-the-
way openings.

A careful check should be made of roof or floor
beams that rest on party walls. If floor beams have
burned away at the ends where they enter a pally wall
the burned ends should be removed and the *pedalos
washed out. A cheek should also be made on the far
side to see that the fire or water did notcome through.
In cases where indications warrant or any doubt ex-
ists, open all hollow spaces above, beneath, and
adjacent to where there bas been a fire. These epees
are liable to contain gas from defective pipes which,
if ignited, would cause additional damage.

Where a fire has burned around ..indows which
operate by weights, the ropes in the weight charnels
should be carefully checked for smoldering embers.
Many fires have rekindled because of neglect in this
matter.

Where a fire has burned around a door casing,
remove the casing to make sure *bit the fire has not
extended to the space behind.

In instances where fire has burned awned pipe
boles orotherssesli openings, a larger o*uning should
be made to enable careful examination Once fire will
often follow a pipe for a considerable distance. If the
fire has burned arow1.1 furnace or heating pipes,
always examine the woodwork around them carefully.
Also, examine the registers on all the floors, as
pipes leading to them may be the mews of communi-
cating fire.

When a fire has burned around a roof or cornice,
always open up the cornice as the fire may have
mushroomed aireinst the under side of the roof and !,

followed along the cornice to another building, It may

-x

.1
f,4
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Ilse %et 4r4ratarseveral feet beyond where there is
say rig of, ire until this area is opened for inspec-
tion. Great care should be taken when cutting it4..--2*
or beams which may have been weakened b: fire *r
excessive loads. Avoid heavy jarring whoa chopping
as mach as possible.

Common sense should always- be used in over
hauling in order. to eliminate additional damage.' A
good rule for firemen to follow is to assume that the
marital being -handled is their own and it is usdn-
sated.- If this rule- is followed, overhautiog losses
will be linimilted.

At the start of overhauling material' In a building,
it'is a good policy to clear away a space at mailed
otthe:room *Mete the-goods to be ovethauled are to
be placed:4Tbm coimence at the top and-wodr down,
always. being careful -not td- scatter 4r cover any ma-
terial which- stains ftre.lthenever possible, replied
material or berry objects should be placed near walls
or 'over supporting columns to avoid ovedoading-the
floors. Care should be taken spinet throwing cloth-
ing or other valtsble articles out of windows or hand-
ling then In eicareleas .maanen

-Teiridedne-debrietrabittlhe buildlog should not-
be wet down with hose strait ',Saddens, material
cat lmtsorted ort-ind dippdd Into a backetor tub of
waterer Mtingelali-the. howevet that
a litise line always be kept handy. Sarolderlag mate
trestles or ovesetniffed fusible shoed be taken from'
the building and then wet dorm. It in a goopolicy to
remove-only ma-sal iagerthi r debris; such as plaster,
lath, rind ',MOW faun- the Andiding. Seouthet Or par-
daily burned under should be sorted from the debris
and put aside. Even though such article* have no
salmoge value, they may be useful in prepadng an in-
ventory of loss. Partially burned records should also
be saved.

In drug stores, wholesale drag houses, chemical
warehouses, paint shops, and other places where ex-
plosive, corrosive, or poisonous substances are
stored, great care should be taken to prevent break-
ing tattles or cans. The cans containing highly in-
flammable matedal may have been damaged by the
heat and, if they are dropped on the floor, serious
complications are sure to follow. If the occasion re-
quires the removal of these bottles, cans, or other
containers from the shelves, take them down one at
a time.

In the handling of leaking or otherwise damaged
poison containers, grist care should be taken not to
mix them or to let then come into direct contact with
the body or with foods or to breathe the vapors. Gas
masks should be worn in all cases, as email quanti-
ties of fumes which cannot be detected are often very
poisonous. Afterward, hands and handling tools should
always be washed thoroughly.
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Cara and discretion should always be followed in
overhauling. Maar people do not have fire insurance
and even those who do cannot afford. umecessary
loss. When it becomes necessary to pull down plaster
and lath, move as much of the furniture as practical
to another room and rover it.

The following procedures should be employed in
doing a thorough job of overhauling:

I. Completely inspect -the exposed and in-
volved areas of the fire. .-

2. Be diligent in looking for fires in concealed
spaces.

3. Check all avenues llmough while the Ate
may have extanded.,.- :

,

4. Remove all bmires or dmaaged glass from
.L.,doors, Madam, sad transoms.

5. Rescaurbeken glass from sidewalks and
streets.,

6. Ptestkvil and safeguard any. evidence of
,inosadhrims.

7. Check the building' and contents with own-
ers or ,authodsed agents to deter mine if
there are reasons' to believe 'or bliatOirlo
be' smide;.det the buildint had balm entered
prior la, tine. of the ter, nine, If there
is any evident:e of theft' of conteatiStior4

- to or daring the lie. This action litialiorij:
teat where the fire may be of incendiary
origin.

C. U the electric wising hal been exposed to
fire o. damage, the current should be cat
off by pulling .he main control switch. It
may be advisable to have the electric cow
pony cat the service lines to the building.

2. If natural or artificial gas is supplied to
the building and the system has been, or is,
expoced to dream the gas should be shut
off at the street valve. U bottled gas Is
reed, it should be shut off at the tank.

10. Unsafe conditions should be eliminated or
proper warning notices posted before the
building is released to its owner or occu-
pant.

II. Put the building and contents in the best
possible condition.
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12. Advise the owner and occupants as to the
heferds existing and recommend necessary
precautions to be taken.

13. In case the building is equipped with an
automatic sprinkler system, fused heads
should be replaced with new ones and the
system returned to service

I g.. Use good common sense and care in hand-
ling materials. Assume the material is your
own and no insurance is carded.

15. Obtain the necessary data for fire reports.

16. Release the building and contents to re-
spective owners, authorized agents, or
proper police officials.

17. Whenever any doubt exists about complete
extinguishment, always leave a reliable
person with a suitable extinguishing agent
"Better safe than sony."

Note - Additional information pertinent 40 this
subject may be found in the chapter on salvage.

PICK-UP

After the fire is extinguished and the excitement
has subsided, there is still much to be done at the
scene in picking up and restoring apparatus and
equipment to near normal conditions which will then
permit return to the station. A good plan to follow is

to do all that can be reasonably accomplished on...
the fire grounds in order to be prepared for the next.
alarm.

CARE OF FIRE EQIIIPMENT
AFTER THE FIRE IS EXTINGUISHED

If equipment has been used in Setting a fire
where radiation hazards are present, do not remove
tools, equipment, or clothing from contaminated areas
until they have been decontaminated. _

Be positive that all equipment is in place and
free from excessive dirt and grime. Officers should
detail some member of the department to make a thor-
ough check to be sure that no articles are missing.
When tools have been carded into a building end are
no longer needed, they should be placed in a comer
or against the wall near an exit where they can read.
ily be found. ,

Drivers of apparatus should not drive over hose
lines when picking up. Hose is expensive and easily
injured, especially if uncharged. See Chapter 8 for
care of hose during pick-up.

On mutual aid or multiple alarms, pick up the
equipment that belongs on your Apparatus and leave,
other equipment at the fire scene If time permits, -
help the other firemen find their respective hoee, -

tools, and equipment. It is recommended that ell,
tools and equipment be marked. This will save time
and errors in the pick-up operation and will assist
each department or company :n finding its respec-
tive equipment.
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CHAPTER 22

CARE OF APPARATUS,
DRIVING SUGGESTIONS, THE RUN

INTRODUCTION

A large *expense is incurred with the purchase of a piece of fire apparatus. Such an Investment demands-
that care be given by those who are charged with the responsibility of proper operation and maintenance so that
emergency equipment will last for a reaanable length of time.

Pins appends* IS 'emergency equipment and unless it is properly maintained and Cared it ,May lot
/Within properly when necessity arises: 'To safeguard against unforeseen trouble that may be due teitriglect,-.
men .responsible for fire apparatus must know_ the fundamentals of proper operation, ineinieriana and use. .

CARE OF APPARATUS

?hi liquiPisent must be maintained, by routine
inspection sae be kept deist if equipment is expected
to reads in first class condition acd the department
to operate at maximum efficiency. The bright and
decorative finish on an operates, by itself, is an
item of large expense. The finish may be ruined
within a short thane if it is mot given proper care. For
the first months, when the finish is new and not
thoroughly seasoned, the track should be washed
frequently vitt clear water whiCh will harden the
finish 'and keep it from spotting. Washing the hood
while it *lot toads to affect the gloss of the finish
and cause -it to become dull.' A clean sponge and
plenty of water should be used for cleaning the hood.
Oars . should _be taken not to turn. the hose eery .an
the hood, for the meta may :pet seder the hood sod
pause trouble with the *idea system of the eagle&
itud should be soaked off the apparatus and never
wiped off while dry. Never let mud remain on the
trick until it-is dry. Wash the toed off as soon as
Possible. If mud is allowed to dry on the truck it will
remove the luster and destroy 010 finish In a short
time. Gilt, mud, dirt and 'other deposits are sources
Of excessive wear on epparates.Aidd pressure when
swiss a hose since ithas *tendency to drive grit and
dirt into the finish. Thorough cleaning after each run
will lengthen the' life of the apparatus.

Dry the truck with a clean chamois skin after
washing, rinsing the chamois frequently in. clean
mat/. When the truck ii covered with a thick cat of
dust, it is better to remove this coating by washing
rather than by -dusting. A soft woolen cloth or one
that is &fatally treated is recommended for ordin-
ary light datum.

When possible, care should be taken to keep the
Ouch far enough away from the fire so that the heat
will not spoil the finish. Nickel and brass parts
should be kept polished. This can be done with any

good grade of polish. Stidtileise idiot andcirereUldin
should be wiped with a soft clew clO h W.required.;

The care and maintenance anymaritoljad
every piece of equipment it ixistlis'il the 04ast,
responsibility, function and oldiptiOn- arin,
signed to airy aka* duty. Retiidless of dein
the clean-up operation, the officer is Oliergenireafd
direct the work and d-Inspect 'the relpits. pro06;
dun is not meentto infer that the rein who denclea,
up job cannot be relied upon, bit it places' "400
ferent levels of respOnsibility where 1104 belong..-A,
is the officer's duty to arse this irts apparritne:Wid-
equipment is ready to respond` at 011060. .

The apparatus must have corkdri.lteas fliediret
and inspected after each run to bilis instirit Sid
efficient performance for the next time it is needed.
-The following list can be used -as .a. wiide for Milk
inspection service. Other items cut be added by the
localdepertment in accordance with existing policies,
rules and regulations.

The following items should be checked for de..?
facts and service needed after each ram

1. Brakes and their related parts

2. Gasoline and oil levels = refill N necessary
end look for leaks. (When filling gasoline
teak, allow for expwakm.)

3. Tires should be checked for foreign bodies,
cuts and air pressure

4. MI gauges and instruments

5. Battery

6. Radiator - water level of cooling system

7. Seat safety belts - if so equipped

311
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S. Lights - head, tail, stop, directional, dash,
dome, compartment and warning

9. Steering mechanism

10. Ilium - rear end side(s)

Siren - for proper operation

A complete and thorough check of the automotive
equipment should be performed periodically by a cow
potent person in addition to the routine inspection
It is recommended that this check be made on at
least a monthly basis. The entire apparehai, Includ-
ing the chassis, should be checked for defects. Such
an inspection. should be put on a report form which
will be filed for reference. Responsibility fOr the
inspection should be given to a driver, mechanic, or
whoever is qualified for this walk as stipulated by
local policy. See Figures 1 and 2 which are copies
of forms used at the present time by some depart-
ments. On one of the forms note that only the signa-
ture of the person doing the inspecting is shown
while the other slic4ti that an additional signature
by an officer is required. The latter indicates to the
officer the defects reptted end his signature certi-
fies that be is aware of then. Local policy, however,
should deteratine the procedure to be followed in
conecting the defects.

DRIVING SUGGESTIONS

F 4ne Do's and Don't. that Make for Safety in Driving -
The following driving suggestions, if put into practice
by the driver, will help preserve the apparatus in the
best operating condition:

1. The motor should not be run at excessive
speed.

2. Release the emerges* cy brake or electdc
band brake Wont engaging the clutch.

3. When shifting gears, be sue that the clutch
is entirely disengaged.

4. The gear shift lever should be moved cau-
tiously into proper position sad sot jammed
into place.

S. Engage the clutch gradually.

6. Depress or raises* the scaniataint 11E64'
ally.

7. Start apparatus is low gear when at a Maud-
still. Do not. "jump" the apparatus in,
starting. Remember that the apparatus Is a
tremendous dead load and sadden starting

MONTHLY AUTOMOTIVE INSPECTION REPORT

Date. Equipment No.

Note: This report shall be completed by the driver on duty the last day of the month.
End of Month

No. of Runs this Month Miles traveledSpeedometer Reading
Out of

No. of Times Repairs were madeService--Daya--HoursMinutes.

No. of times Mechanical Defects were reason for not completing run

State Reason Why

Gasoline Used

Accidents this Month Driver'd Name.

Greased
Gals. Used Qts .1Imlft Date; Oil Change

Fig. 1- Monthly Automotive inspection Report (Example 1)
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MONTHLY AUTOMOTIVE INSPECTION REPORT

The following items have been inspected . and found as indicated.
(Date)

1. Are all bolts tight?

2. Are steering connections tight?

3. Are spring clips tight

4. Are tire lugs & hub Wks tight?

5. Does cooling system leak?

If so, where?

. Does motor leak oil

If so, where?

. Are there any other oil leaks?

If so, where ?.

. Is motor oil level properl

It not, Why?

. Does clutch (if any) have propet

clearance?

10. Do brakes need adjusting?

11. le battery in Proper order?-----

If not why?
Good

12. Condition of tires: Fair,
Poor

F . LeftF . Right
R. LeftR Right,

Dual Inside Left.

Dual Inside Right

Spare Other
13. Do doors and windows work

properly?

If not why?

14. State condition of windshield

W indshield wipers?

and bladb

Did the following instruments function

properly when tested this date7
(ate)

1. Ammeter?

2. Heat indicator?

3. Speedometer?,
3k -

4. Oil pressure gauge?

5. Gasoline gauge?

6. Brake pressure gauge?

7. Brake oil level gauge?

S. *Power unit oil levels?

9. Other?

State last date air reservoir teaks were

drained
(Monthly)

Driver's signature

Officer's signature

Fie. 2. Monthly Automotive Inspection Report Form (Example 2)
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Will increase the possibility of mechanical -
failure of some of the parts.

S. As a general practice, it is not advisable
to shift into second gear until the appro.
Stun is clear of the station and the driver
has s clear view of street traffic conditions.

9. Do not drive at an excessive speed. Re-
member that the Bret necessity is to get to
the fire and speed of response is secondary.

10. Proceed at intersections with caution.
Remember that the- "other fellow" may
provost the apparatus flan reeding the fire.

11. Remember that the safety of :eaow firemen
has been entrusted to the driver.

12. Become acquainted with the braking reac-
tion of the apparatus., Modern brakes, if
applied too rapidly, may be as disastrous
In effect as slow application.

13. Under ordinary conditions, and particularly
when 'tarots are wet or icy, do not disen-
gage the clutch when booking until the last
few feet of forward motion.

14. Driver should anticipate braking failure
after apparatus has been driven through
deep water.

15. Never attempt to reverse the direction of
the apparatus until it has been, brought to a
full stop.

16. Drivers must anticipate the need of shifting
down on hills and turns in order to main-
tab a maximum safe speed. This will also
h3lp prevent overworking of the machine

17. Drivers- of fire apparatus equipped with
automatic transmissions should adhere to
msaufacturer's instruction,.

THE RUN

Drivers of emergency vehicles are responsible for
the safe operation of that vehicle. It is necessary fort
drivers to understand the limitations involving the
us' A red wanting lights and sirens mounted on the
emergency equipment.

RED CHIT
1

The fleshing red light is a better warning detice
to on-coming traffic thin when used to alert chivers
of vehicles being approached from the-rear-

When no visual obstruction exists, a. red flasher-
light on the emergency unit is -ften muse effective
as a warning device than a siren because it can` at-
tract the attention of on-coming drivers from a greeter
distance straight ahead.

SIREN

The siren is an excellent warning device bathes
limitations caused by high noise levers, closed ahto-
mobile windows, and the fact that sound waves created
by a siren are directional. Toots mere mademade nti the
results proved that the siren could be heard who&
imateiy three times the distance 10:tne float than Was
possible to either the side or the tear. When Meal
conditions prevail, a .parses with normal basking
ability, seated in an automobile with only the ddver's
window open, will hers theidrea at* position axon-
Imately 1,000 feet to the frost of the emergency'; _ve-
hicle. This distance is' subject to changes-.due to
the variation of *a street noises from bucks, busses,
and *that sound producing obstacles. When
tenet's position is at right eagles to the path of the
emergency .vehicle, the approxinoutdistadce that the
sound of the siren may be heard is reduced rosily
by two-thirds. _ 1

There are some techniques and precautions vim%
will result in more ieffeetive sire of the shine and
reduce the danger of vehicle accidents.

When the siren is not aatoratitteally controlled.
it should be alternately tuned on rod off to Wills
the full range of amid from the dollar tti the !direst
pitch. The varying sound pitch will attract attrition
more-effectively, as amgritioarsbari forrdtrif to: iicat
tale tone.

The driver of any emergenci'ireldchi' moot de.
pend -on the fluids( red light or the sound freer a
siren -to-guarantee -safe passage& "right of way"
through an intersecting street or crossroad. Mast
people do not' understand that it is- more danplwats
at intersections where traffic control lights are Is
operation thus at intersections with etc" Sim
yield right of way signs, and intersections bevies no
con:. at sU.

The pm. has a right ts expect the ornorosey
sires to be used only when a genuine eatergOacy
exists. The use of .the siren for escorts of *tie-
guishod persons, caravans and other nun- emergency
uses can lead to resentment and eventual disloyal.
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These practices are becoming leas common and
should be prohibited.

To gain right of way over other vehicles traveling
in the same direction, a siren should be actuated
sufficiently in advance to overtaking the vehicle so
that the driver will have had adequate warnings of
the approach. The sudden use of a siren immediately
behind another vehicle may startle the motorist and
cause him to stop suddenly or swerve so abruptly
that his car may be struck by the emergency vehicle
or strike other automobiles or pedestrians.

When an emergency vehicle is preparing to pass
another vriticle, it must be done with caution. This
is especially true when it is necessary to drive
across tie center line of the roadway. When a motor.
ist is alerted to this situation he should, if possible,
drive to the nearest curb or roadway limit and stop.
Such results cannot be expected from all motorists
in- all situations. The safety of these people tests in
the hands of the emergency apparatus driver.

No emergency vehicle should pass another emer-
gency vehicle while responding to an alarm except
when an "all clear" signal has been received from
the driver or the officer in Charge of the first vehicle
and then only when In the judgment of the second
vehicle's driver it is safe to proceed. A safe distance
of five hundred feet should be maintained between
emergency vehicles should two or more units be
responding to the same alarm.

Special caution should be taken when apparatus is
responding from two or more locations. Drivers should
be constantly alert for other apparatus in order to
eliminate possibilities of accidents at intersections
caused by two pieces of apparatus arriving at the
same time. The careful selection of sound- tiainkin geed
Intelligent drivers, properly trained, will help solve
this problem.

It Is essential that all drivers understand speed
in relation to "reaction distance", as explained in
the following:

Speed - The miles per hour that a vehicle travels.

Reaction Distance - The distance that a vehicle
will travel while a driver, perceiving danger,
transfers his foot from the accelerator to the
brake pedal.

Braking Distance - The distance a vehicle will
travel from the place where the first application

of the brakes was made to the place where the
vehicle stopped.

Stopping Distance - The sum of the reaction dis-
tance plus the braking distance.

These distances will vary due to the physical and
mental alertness of the driver, the speed, type and
condition of the vehicle; the number, type sod tbs.
dition of the brakes; the tire sizes; and the weight of
the vehicle when fully equipped; plus the type and
condition of the road surface.

For example, at 40 m.p.h. a vehicle Is traveling
approximately 59 feet per second. This requires a
distance of 44 feet (reaction distance) for the average
driver to react and apply the brakes. A pumper e-
quipped With fourhwlieel air. brakes - was found to
travel approximately 142 feet (braking distance)
before it stopped. This adds rip to a total of 186 feet
(stopping distance) which is the approximate total
number of feet required to halt the vehicle. At speeds
lower than 40 m.p.h., it is possible to control the
apparatus with some degree of safety. With higher
speeds, such as 60 m.p.h., the stoppingcliatance was
increased to approximately 638 feet.

In addition to the apparatus under control
at all times, there are other things to give considerr.
ation to. They are: .

_.
The number of traffic lights, that will be
encountered on thechosen route.

-

2. Dangerous Intersections that may.baea-
,

countered as well as any railroad ciossings.

3. The number of turns to make on the route
as well as any steep grades that logy be
encountered.

4. The prevailing weather conditions at the
time of the call and also the congestion of
traffic: it is Considered griOd policy to
have control switches put on traffic lights
and these connected to the alarm system so
that lights can be controlled on caution or
red to assist the apparatus throirgh a Con-
gested area. Some cities have -traffic light
controls mounted on the main pieces- of
apparatus. This enables them to control the
lights as they are approached snouts to
the call.



CHAPTER 23

POSTMORTEM CONFERENCE '.;

.

INTRODUCTION :(44

A post-mortem is as evaluation of what. has taken place during the dome of the emergency or emeggemt, 1
cies. It will point out what can be done in the future to further 'meats end obtain a more efficient opesetio

A definite pattern for scheduling posterortems cannot be established as methods of operation my differ 4>
within each fire department. However, the material in this chapter is of a general nature sad will aid each de.
pertinent in establishing a foundation for conducting postmortem conference&

WHY CONDUCT A POST-MORTEM

There is no operation in today's 'world that is not
using evaluation to year itself feria) future. Is-
dustry, society lad education are continually making
surveys of their past performance in order to acquire
information which will help point the 'way to a more
efficient handling of future problems. "Passing the
back" when something happens which was not in-
eluded in the usual routine or instruction is the easy
way out. A seemed Came to save a life or-extinguish

firs is never guaranteed in the fire service. There-
fore, any advice, opinions, ideas or constructive
calcium should be welcomed by every fireman. Con-
sider this these of fire .departmerit Work as one in-
volving "fact finding," not "fault finding."

Replanting ha been previously 'emphasised and
referred to in this text. A combination of preplanning
and post-mortem is essential to efficient fire fighting.
If post-mortems are conialentionsly. carried cut, the
mistakes made in the pist can be !stepping stones to
success in the future.

HOW TO CONDUCT A POST- MORTEM

Post-mortem must he based on acts, not hear-
say. The report on the case in "testicle should always
be used. Foch a report should indicate action taken
from the time the apparatus left the station until it
returned to service. A review of this action should
form the basis for the postmortem discussion. As
methods are reviewed, new ideas which may be of
value on Mere calls may be introduced for consider-
ation and evaluation.

It must be clearly understood that these discus-
sions must not be reflections on the judgment of the
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fire department personnel involved. The fficek#0,-
charge must emphasise the imprierace sad.ornid*
honest, constructive criticism if, be wishes .ickkel*
the full cooperation of his men. The postinotteer**A.
be treated wisely and opera-mindedly by

s; *. rit14:
- f retr:i

WHEN TO CONDUCT A POST-ROUES

The answer to the questles of when to cimiltai*j
post-martini must be compatible with the Wen, veteic-

smd methods of venation of the depaiii***
In general, however, post-statmas Simla bellebbfre
soon after the run se precticstiaViftat the 60040_
still be fresh Iii thetainds- allege who werefiniaileo_
in' the call. Is flair' tithe of paid -departmsatiiitlikeliff*
ally possible to hold dineussiala iistatetitagt*
the completion of the run. The infoastd-disinieilei?
which often tales plaio while 041411414 3g' 6i
checked end cleaned is of much virtue.' Is
premeds, post- mortema may be held at ite
the abseil of shifts. Rua repo* an often- revis
by otflcer persoinel goitre' on and off illy:

Some volunteer depattmeato have weekly iMiellikis
whets matters of interest and impombce are theit-.
*eddy discussed. This lean excellent time.to tinfr.
duct the post-mortem. Thus, personnel not
when the WA took place can- be filled in, brAefekton
the situation, end have their opinions elf gas*
evaluated. .

Is etting up a format for post -moat ms, it iq sec--
essay to strive at a plan that can be diligentip"oiv
tied out The effort made towad, providing for worth-
while post-mortems will be justified by ill! milli*

Post- mortems held in conjunction with Wallas
sessions ere excellent proving grounds for technique
and methods which can be tried and practiced.
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WHO SHOULD CONDUCT
AND TAKE PART IN A POST-MORTEM

The responsibility of post-mortems rests with the
person in charge of the apparatus or department oper-
atics. At one time, the usual procedure in matters of
this kind Involved only the officer personnel in a de-
partment. Modern thinking belies such tactics. The
bsslc purpose of a post-mortem is to gain the most
possible benefits for all personnel. No officer is any
more efficient, In a general sense, than We degree of
efficiency of his men. Having the cooperation of all
personnel creates a feeling of trust end confidence
which results in a net sin to all concerned. The
surest way to gain a person's cooperation is to ask
for his help. If a satisfactory conclusion or evaluation
is to be expected, all personnel Involved in the action
should have a part. They are We ones who will be
affected by future policy resulting from the post-
mortem.

K_
L

CONDUCTING A POST - MORTEM

It should be mandatory that the general public and
press be excluded from these discussions and the
results be considered as classified Information for
the fire department only.

A pattern should be established and followed for
conducting such a session. The following items
should be covered:

I. Receiving the call

a. Was there anything unusual about it?

2. Answering We call

a. Was there a different route taken?

b. Was there an unusual traffic problem?

c. le there a better route?

3. On snivel

a. Were there any unusual circumstances?

b. Extent of fire

c. Rescues

1. How many persons Involved?

2. How was each rescue made?

3. Disposition of each_ 'lithe?

d. Color of flame
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e. Color, odor, and density of smoke

f . Preplanning

I. Was preplan used?

2. Was it necessary to deviate from setae?

3. If so, why?

4. Equipment

a. What equipment was used?

b. Was it the proper equipment?

c. Was equipment In place and in good working
order?

d. Was the best hydrant used?

L Control of family and/or public

a. Outstanding difficulties and action taken
for same

b. Traffic problems due to hose lays

6. Discuss origin and cause of fire

7. Discuss possibility of arson

S. Other fire fighting tactics to be reviewed

a. Sise4:p

b. Exposures

c. Confinement

d. Extinguishment

e. Salvage

f . Ventilation

g. Overhaul

h. Pick op

9. Results - Recommendations resulting from the
post-mortem should be carried out through
proper channels.



CHAPTER 24-

FIRE DETECTION AND ARSON INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of fires is the basis for efficient fire prevention and fire protection operations is an
community. It is only by the accurate determination of the causes of fires, the reason for their spread, and the
use of manpower and fire fighting equipment, that knowledge will be obtained which can be intelligently ap-
plied for the prevention and control of future similar occurrences. The investigation of fires is also the pliers;
means for detecting incendiarism at d securing evidence for the conviction of arsonists.

Subsequently, when the property owner or occupant is fully aware that every fire will be thorougblytira
vestigated, and the cause and responsibility for the fire established, it will have a powerful influence hi Woct
tive fire prevention programs, regardless of whether the fire is due to mechanical failure of to the human elethent

It is an accepted fact that the fire department's first duty upon arrival at the fire scene is to protect life
and property. Its primary responsibility at that time is to rescue people trapped in thebulldingand to extinguish
the fire. Interest in the actual cause of the fire during these operations, as to whether it be of accidental or
incendiary origin, usually remains a secondary consideration. Than after the extinguishment has been completed
overhaul and clean-up operations go into effect, which, in many instances innocently destroy and et-liinate-pOir,
sible chits which might clearly indicate the origin and cause of the fire. Fire department members can become
proficient in assisting to determine fire causes by intelligent observance of the situation upon arrival at the
scene and the series of events which lead to the final extinguishment of the fire. Thus, regardless of whether
the fire is of accidental or incendiary origin, at lea" some information can be advanced pointing to either one
or the other. On the other hand, as is true in many cases, the fire investigator is called to the scene sr4er the
fire has been extinguished and the overhauling completed. This delay might involve a matter of hours ores* a
day. Consequently, his unfamiliarity with the situation, and all the various facets involved is the-else:4;
attack, progress and extinguishment of the fire could be a detriment to him when trying to arrive at a otitis*:
tory solution as to the cause of the fire. Subsequently, these factors introduce very important elements tio the.;
field of fire investigation.

FIRE REPORTS

It has been illustrated on many occasions that
the success of the investigation depends mainly on
the source and amount of information provided. This
information is basically the fire report form cons ly
used by fire departments for recording the many
tails connected with a fire. The greater the fire area,
the more complicated the report and ensuing investi-
gation of the fire will be. All factors contributing to
to the nature, spread and extent of the fire should be
dearly explained in this report. Small fires should
not be neglected Often, seemingly trivial fires, which
have been extinguished quiddy due to effident meth-
ods of operation by the fire department, supply very
important information on fire causes, because the
evidence has not been destroyed, as In the case of a
major fire.

The extent of the reports made on fire .department
response to alarms and investigations of fi--s should
be adapted to the relative importance of the alarm.
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Statistics indicate that more, than half of-all alpine
result in no appreciable loss and are important only
as runs. Of the actual fires, the majority are_tdvial.
In general, about 10% of the fires which occur repre-
sent 90% of all fire losses. But regardless of these
statistics, viLich seem to indicate a relatively small
need for fire investigation work, every fire should be
carefully examined and its 'cause established conchs-
siv21y. There have been too many instances in the
past where the cause of the fire has teen "undeter
mined," when, with a little more effort and 'tweedy',
don, the actual cause' could have been ascertained.

In Chapter I, "Community Fire Defense,", several
types of report forms are presented. However, each
fire department handles details differently, in keep-
ing with local policy and organisadonAn the'prepar-
ation of forms there must be a practical compromise
between one which is all-inclusive and ode which can
be completed quickly. The former may be too lengthy
and require a prohibitive amount of tune to complete
it, while the latter may fail to provide all the informs,
lion which may be needed. Thus, no one report form
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can be used -as a standard in all cases. All forms,
however, should contain certain basic data. The fol-
lowing list of itemsincludes those generally covered:

E--

1. Name and address f person reporting fire

2. Location, date and time of fire

3. Time department arrived at fire

4. Names and addresses of owners, occupants

5. Origin and location of fire

6. Extent of fire

7. Spread of fire

8. Construction of building, i.e., number of
stories, type of construction, interior and
exterior walls, floors, ceilings, roofs, etc.

9. Exposure

10. Alarm to/Remission

11. Detection of fire

12. Cause

13. Casualties

14. inside protection, i.e., sprinklers, stand-
pipes, extinguishers

15. Water supply

16. Miscellaneous, i.e., wind, weather, temper-
ature

17. Story of fire, i.e., equipment,
r.

12. Lass data

19. insurance data

20. Conclusions

21. Recommendations

22. Name of person compiling report

apparatus

As this report Covers operations by various fire
department personnel, it can be broken down into five
general divisions:

1. The fire alarm office

2.

4.

5.

The company an report

The diutdct or battalion Chief, etc.

The fire investigator, warden, Inspector

The arson investigator

in smaller communities where the chain of com-
mend is narrower, the chief, assistant chief, or who-
ever is in charge of the fire, takes over these respon-
sibilities.

The Investigation of fires to determine causes
and whether or not any incendiarism is involved, ends,
in many cases, with the work of the company and
chief officers. Those responsible for making out the
reports previously mentioned decide and indicate the
need for further icvestigation.

DETERMINING THE CAUSE

There are several factors which can be observed
when arriving at the scene of a fire which will facil-
itate efforts to determine the came:

1. The color of smoke and flame:

Burning substances can often be identi-
fied by the color emitted during the burn-
ing process.

2. The odors connected with that partiotiar fire

Gasoline, alcohol, insulation, chemicals,
solvents, etc., have distinct odors which
can be recognized.

3. Size, intensity and spread:

The unusual size of the fire in a short
period of time may indicate artificial
acceleration. The intensity may indicate
added fuels or compounds. Rapid spread
may indicate abnormal means of travel.

4. Methods of extinguishment

Unusual difficulties encountered' in ex-
tinguishing the fire with normal agents.

5. One or more fires involved:

This may be due to natural spread by
radiation, conduction, convection, verti-
cal openings, or unnatural spread em-
ployed to hasten destruction of the build-
ing.
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6. Evidtnce indicating actual cause of fire:
In many instances, not enough effort is
made to determine the reel cause of the
fire. This may be true for several reasons.
Lack of interest, lack of time to devote
to investigation, cod insufficient know-
ledge of fire causes are only a few of the
reasons. Fires are assumed to be -acci-
dental until proven otherwise. But this
should not deter any efforts to look rot
unnatural things which would indicate or
arouse suspicion as to the true cause of
the fire. Thus, two important possibili-
ties must be considered:

a. If the fire resulted from natural
causes, what Indications and
proof are available to substan-
tiate establishment of the cause

h. When no logical explanation or
physical evidence can- be pro-
duced to indicate that the fire
was of accidental or 4n

In the n. doer, it remains only the duty of
theie making the investigation to determine
and place the responsibility for the arci-
dental fire from the evidence and facts pro-
duced. In the latter, the investigation must
first establish the fact that the fire could not
lave been due to accidental or natural
causes. Fnrther Investigation then becomes
necessary to obtain additional facts in order
to detr caine and place the maponsibilityfo,
the fire. Thus, another phase of fire investi
gation work becomes involved; namely, arson
detection.

ARSON DETECTION

A general pattern has been discussed which can
be applied to any fire investigation to establish the
cause of a 3-;e, whether it be of accidental or incen-
diary nature. When the facti and information indicate
the fire is definitely a "set" or arson fire, it become'
a Mire punishable by state law. Only by diligent
efforts of fire department personnel can fires of crimin-
al origin be der mined and the persons responsible
for them be apprehended, charged and convicted

There has been an indefinite procedure as to re-
sponsibility, participation, duty and action by fire
personnel in arson cases. Yet it has bean established
in most instances that proof of arson depends greatly
on circumstantial and indirect evidence. This means
°ay one thing. The gathering and compiling of this

evidence must start when the first fire personnel ar-
rive at the scene. Thus, the rar#otisibility of the
firemen at any fire is arson detection 'rather than
arson investigation. Any one of six items under
"Determining the Cause" can readily inaLcate an
arson case. Therefore, firemen can become proficient
in observing conditions during the fire by making
mental notes which may later be sled to determine a
case of arson. Subsequently, additional factors can
be supplemented to the original list of six:

1. Locked doors and windows:

How was entry made into the building to
fight the fire? The fact that doom and
windows were unlocked may have some. 1;-%
bearing on the investigation. ti

2. Broken doors, windows, or locks or signs of
forcible entry on jambs:

Burglary is sometimes followed by arson
to cover up the crime. -

3. Unusual or suspic-sus action by nersonie on
the scene:

Undue nervousness, willingness to-help
extinguish the fire, talkativeness Wrest-

the fire, etc.,- are some details which may
later fit into the picatte. 'Pyromaniacs
have a tendency to remain at the sees_ e
and sometimes Ore ationseekon their
efforts to assist the firemen and those at-
tract attention. A familiar face observed
it several fires may be a clue: Thiiiimay
warrant an investigation of such a per,
son.

4. A familiar car observed at several fires, o
one rapidly leaving the scene of a fire;
be a clue. The license number, color
type of such a car nhotdd be recorded. 43

& Unusual situations in buildings: .

Open fire doom, inoperative sprinklers,
recently made holes in walls and floo
flammable liquid containers, -untiatu
residue from wax or paraffin, etc.

-4-

6. Unnatural binning and char of wood:

Application of flammable liquids
deeper and unnatural burning patterns
compared with normal burning from
heat of the fire.
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. Evidence c . burning underneath floors where
Barnstable liquid has been applied and then
has seeped through.

8. Oil soaked rags, paper, beddings, cloth-
ing, etc.

Oil adds intensity to the fire and is ap-
parent due to unnatural burning,

9. Heating equipment:

This is sometimes used as covet up in
an arson case. An overheated furnace
may be used as the reason for the fire,
when it can be shown that the heating
equipment was not in use at the time.

10. Tracks, footprints and fingerprints:

Casts of automobile tire backs may be
used to provide evidence that a certain car
was st the scene. The same procedure may
be applied to footprints and used for com-
parison with those of a suspect. Finger-
prints found on glass, furniture, tools,
woodwork, etc., are damaging evidence in
an arson case.

1:1.. Flammable liquid containers:

When found at the scene, they may be help.
ful in the investigation and should be sal-
vaged for fingerprints.

12. Unusual residue of wax, paraffin, chem-
icals, acids, etc.:

Candles and similar materials are often
used to ignite trailers to form a path for
the fire. Peculiar or unusual bums may in-
dicate something other than ordinary in
the course of the fire.

13. Mechaniell, electrical or chemical tinting
devices:

Many ingenious typea of devices have been
used tit arsonists to start fires. It is well
to be on the lookout for unusual apparatus
of this type. Electrical applisices such as
heaters, soldering irons, toasters, light
buns, irons, etc., have been used as a
source of ignition. Overloaded electrical
circuits are also used to induce burning.

14. Open or disconnected fuel lines to stoves
or heating equiftment:

Subsequent exploions resulting from this

practice may be used to cover up a crime,
either by the force of the blast or the re-
sulting fire.

15. Removal of valuable and personal articles
prior to the fire:

In many cur arsonists have resorted to
this practice. Sentiment or commercial value
may be the reason for their removal.

This list is by no means complete. In genets!,
however, these are some of the most common factors
involved in arson detecti.z. Experience, knowledge
and the ability to ferret out additional clues rests
with the fire department personnel and, their desire
to investigate the circumstances.

PRESERVING AND SAFEGUARDING EVIDENCE

This phase of arson detection is very impor-
tant. Firemen must exercise precautions while fight-
ing a fire caused by arson. Disturbing the scene by

Mess use of hose streams, salvage work or by
inability to recognize the situation may result in a
total or partial destruction of evidence that may void
its usefulness..

Photographs taken at the scene, showing the ac-
tual condition of the premises, are excellent exhibits
to support proof of arson. However, these must be
taken ss quickly as possible and before careless or
innocent damage can be done. When taking pictures.
care should le exercised that fire personnel or equip;
meet are not included in the fire scene.

All evidence discovered should be Care' "I col-
lected, and properly marked for identific:at..- 3. Evi-
dence thus collected can be placed in bottles,. jars
and cans that are clean and not contaminated with
foreign material. In the event the evidence cannot be
removed from the scene it must be protected in such
a way that it remains exactly as it was discovered.
Personnel may be assigned to guard the area, or it
can be roped off. Barricades can also be made to
safeguard and protect the evidence front being tam-
pered with or disturbed. Only authorized personnel
should be allowed on the premises.

RECORDS AND OBSERVATIONS

Memory should never be trusted to make accurate
statements of facts, conditions or situations. A r, dt-
able notebook should be used to record the signifi-
gent items concerned with t/-e case. Such notes can
be used to prepare a permanent record for the depart-
ment if desired. The notebook can also be used in
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Court to refresh memories or restate observations or
facts. Sometimes arson cases are delayed by court
procedures, which makes it imperative that such
records and notes be available to answer questions.
A fireman ie the most important witness in an arson
trial. The manner in which be introduces facts and
gives a clear verbal picture of the circumstances will
help make a good impression from the witness stand.
A notebook used in this connection is a definite
asset to that impression.

Some of the items that should be observed and
recorded in the notebook are

1. Date (day, month, year)

2. Time of alarm

3. Time of snivel at fire

4 Address of fire location

S. Description of building

6. Description of fire

7. Unusual conditions or circumstances

8. -Acadian and description of clues and evi-
dence .

9. Names of owners or occupants contacted
on premises and brief notes of conversa-
tion

10. Names aid addresses of witnesses or pert
sore questioned and notes relative to
tems:,;*

11. Sketches or floor plans to supplement des-
criptions

12. Location and condition of doors and win-
dows upon entry

13. Insurance data (company, agent, amount)

14 Names and addresses must complete and
recorded correctly as to spelling aid as
cuvately as to street, avenue, etc.

COURT APPEARANCE,
DECORUM AND PROCEDURE

The last step in an arson case is the courtroom.
Generally, most people are unaware, and probably un-
concerned, about what will take place therein. The
following is a brief outline of "do's and don'ts"

which will help in presenting the cur

1. Be appropriately dressed and well groomed.
If in uniform, make certain it will repre-
sent your profession in a befitting manner.

2. Qualifying as a capable witness is to satis-
fy the court as to background, experience,
and value of testimony.

3. Be thoroughly familiar with your testimony.
Do not attempt to memorize but use your
notebook for reference.

4. Be truthful and fair. "To tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth,"
is the obligation when sworn in. Do not
deviate from this oath. Be fair in present-
ing testimony against the defendant. Testi-
mony by a biased witness may be dis-
counted by the court

5. Testify only to whet is known. Hearsay,
second-hand information end observations
of others are not admissable in court. Only
what yon saw or beard or action performed
is significant.

6. Respect the court, the ,attorneys aid the
defendants. A respectful 'attitude toward
the court and the persons connected with
it creates a favorable impression.

J.

7. Speak clearly' and positively. Mini to the
jury when speaking to them; otherwise your
answer may be lost. Be' positive with your
answers. Delay or confusion may result in
doubt.

8. Do not be overzealous or overanxious is
presenting testimony. The court may dis-
count any testimony which might indict*:
"going out of your way" to make an impres-
sion or gain a conviction. Keep your an-
swers brief.

9. Control your temper. Attempts to confuse
or to gain misleading or wrong answers
often make a witness angry. Its purpose
is to confuse the testimony. Remain calm
and control temper regardless of insinua-
tions and questioning techniques.
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Da not aeries the case with unauthorized
rum**. This holds true during court re-
cesses, while interviewing witnesses at
their home, and even at the fire station.
Information may innocently be revealed
which could wind up in the hands of the
defense attorney and be used to undermine
the case. The proper place to divulge any
information is at the trial only.

11. If a question is not clear or understood, the
witness has every right to ask that it be
rephrased or restated. Attorneys sometimvss
word questions in such a manner that they
cannot be answered vilth a "yes" or "no"
without a qualification. if a subsequent
positive or negative answer would inad-
vertently damage the nature of the answer,
the witness has the right to have the ques-
tion refrained.

12. As stated previously, firemen may make
reference to note* made at the scene of the
fire or during the investigation. However,
the notebook is subject to examination, and
therefore, any notes made just before the
trial would not be permissable in court.

13. The identification of evidence and exhibits
relates to material that has actually been
collected at the scene. The ability to posi-
tively identify, such material is important.
Labels, marks; numbers or other identifies-
tion placed on the exhibit by the witness
must also be so identified. Sometimes it
may be necessary to show the evidence was
safeguarded from the time it was discovered
until the

the

it was produced in court. If
this is the case, witnesses must prove it
was protected properly and not tampered
with or disturbed.

14. Circumstantial evidence is evidence that
tends to prove a fact in issue by proving
circumetnnces which afford a 'basis for a
reasonable inference of the occurrence of
the fact. As is usually true in arson cases,
such evidence, when properly linked to-
gether, generely convicts criminals of this
type. Thus, circumstantial evidence, when
introduced sad presented by the investiga-
tor and the prosecuting attorney, will serve
to bring out the true facts in the case.

LAWS OF OHIO
FIRE AND ARSON INVESTIGATION

LAWS AGAINST ARSON AND INCENDIARISM

Revised
Code

Numbers

General
Code

Numbers
Titles

2907.01 13387 Threats to Destroy Property for
Extortion

2907.02 12433 Arson

2907.03 12433-1 Burning Property to Defraud

2907.04 12434 Burning Property to Defraud In-
surer

2907.05 12435 Burning Property of Another

2907.06 124351 Attempt to Burn Property

2907.07 12436 Maliciously Setting Fire to Woods
or Prairies

2907.08 Malicious Injury to-Property

2909.01 12477 Malicious Destredien of Property

2909.02 12478 Malicious Destruction 4 Trees
red Crop

2923.26 13396 Mekieg a Faise.410..of Fire

THREATS TO DESTROY PROPERTY
FOR EXTORTION

Section 2907.01 (13387)
No person shall, either orally or by wade* or
printed communication, maliciously and will-
fully threaten to burn, injure, or destroy e
building or other property of another with the
intent thereby to extort money, goods, chat-
tels; or anything of value.

Whoever violates this section shall be ins-
pdeoned not less than one nor more than tea
years.
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Section 2907.02 (12433)
No person shall willfully and maliciously or
with intent to defraud set fire to or burn or
cause to be burned or aid or procure the burn-
ing of any dwelling house, kitchen, shop,
barn, stable, or other outhouse that is parcel
thereof, or belonging to or adjoining thereto,
the property of himself or of another.

Whoever violates this section is guilty of
arson, and shall be imprisoned not less than
two nor mom than twenty years.

The unlawful burning of a shop not part of the
cartilage is not arson under this section.
Masan v State, 45 App 428, 187 NE 201.

Under an arson Indictment, testimony that rugs
were found under some debris in the cellar,
which rugs had been soaked with gasoline
would not tend to convict accused of two
crimes, where it is clearly disclosed that
through the trial, it was observed that the
accused was being tried for arson. Sergi v
State, 17 Abs 190.

Burning pieces of personal property is not
sufficient to support indictment for arson un-
der this section. Iluddell v State, 16 Abs 72.

Under authority of juvenile court code, a ju-
venile 'court has exclusive jurisdiction of all
persons under age of eighteen years who are
charged with a violation of curie of arson or
other burning, as contained in 12433 and
12436. 1939 OAG 726. (GC 12433 now RC
2907.02; GC 12436 now RC 2907.07).

A person who pleads guilty or is convicted of
arson, may not, because of the provisions of
13452-2, be placed on probation by the court
of magistrate. 1927 OAG 662. (GC 13452-2
now RC 2951.04).

BURNING PROPERTY TO DEFRAUD

Section 2907.03 (12433-1)
No person shall willfully and maliciously or
with intent to defraud set fire to or burn or
cause to be burned or aid or procure the burn-
ing of any barn, stable, or other building, the
property of himself or of another, not a parcel
of a dwelling house, or any shop, storehouse,
warehouse, factory, mill or other building, the

property of himself orof another, or any church,
meetinghouse, courthouse, workhouse, school,
. jail, or other public building, Or any public
bridge.

Whoever violates this section shall be fin-
pdsoned not less than one nor more than ten
years.

Ownership of the building must be positively
charged in arson to prejudice the insurer, .

former 12434, and an indictment merely aver-
ring that the building was insured unto the
said defendant is fatally defective. Furman v
State, 10 App 157. (GC 12434 now RC 2997.04).

BURNING PROPERTY TO DEFRAUD INSURER

Section 2907.04 (12434) .

No person shall willfully and with intent to
injure or defraud the insurer set fire to or
burn or cause to be burned, or aid or procure
the burning of any goods, wares, merchandise.,
or other chattels personal property of any`
kind, the property' of himself or of anOther,
which shall at the time be insured.* any pee-
_eon or corporation against loss or_damaga by
fire.

Whoever violates this section shall be im.
prisoned not less than one nor more than five
years.

Defendant charypd with having iiiiiiietiprop-
arty to be burned with 'lama to deficid in-
surer could be convicted of 'suchcilia. an
alder and abettor. Roth v State,' 44 A* 420,
186 NE 7.

Indictment, charging offense of *milli prop-
erty, with intent to prejudice blister 'in: words
of statute, is sufficient. Rath if Shiba, ^44 App
420,186186 NE 7.

BURNING PROPERTY OF ANOTHER

Section 2907.05 (12435)
No person shall willfully mid maliciously set
fire to or burn or cause to be burned or_idd or
procure the burning of any barrack, cock, crib,
rick, or stack of hay, corn, wheat, 014, bar-
ley, or hay or grain of any hind, or_anylile of
coal, wood, or other fuel, or any pile of planks,
boards, posts, rails, or other lumber or any
streetcar, railway car, boat, automobile or
other motor vehicle, or soy other personal
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property,- such property being of the value of
twenty-fivodoliara and the property of another
person.

Whoever violates this section shall be Im-
prisoned not less than one nor more than three
years.

ATTEMPT W BURN PROPERTY

Section 2907.06 (12435.1)
No person shall willfully and maliciously at-
tempt to set fire to or attempt to bum or to
aid or procure the burning of any of the
Ingo or property mentioned in sections 2907.02
to 2907.05, inclusive, of the Revised Code,
or commit any act preliminary thereto, or in
furtherance thereof.

Whoever violates this section shall be fined
not more than one thousand dollars or im-
pdsoned not less than one nor more than two
years.

The placing or distributing of any flammable,
explosive, or combustible material or sub-
stance, or any device, in any building or prop-
erty mentioned in such sections in an arrange-
ment of preparation with intent to eventually
willfully and maliciously set fire to or burn,
or to procure the setting fire to or binning of
such building or property in an attempt to bum
such building or pro. ty.

MALICIOUSLY SETTING FIRE
TO WOODS OR PRAISES .

Section 2907.07 (12436)
No person shall maliciously or negligently set
fire to woods, prairies, or grounds, not his
property, or maliciously permit fire to pass
from his prides or grounds to the injury or
destruction of the property of any other person.

Whoever violates thi.n section shall be fined
not more than one hundred dollars or im-
pdsoned not more than twenty days. or both.

MALICIOUS INJURY TO PROPERTY

Section 2907.08
No person shall maliciously, with intent to
cause damage or injury to persons or public or
private property, tamper with, destroy, cut,
smash, or in any way interfere with communi-
cation equipment, electrical wiring, devices,

or equipment, or gas, natural or otherwise, or
water mains, lines, reservoirs, or storage teaks.

Whoever violates this section shall be fined
not more than ten thousand dollars or im-
prisoned not less than one nor more than twenty
years, or both..

Source: GC i2401 -1. (Note: This new section
was created by deleting from former GC 12401 -1.
The pertinent language relating only to injury
to property in order to follow the Revised Code
arrangement which separates injuries to per-
sons from injuries to property.

Malicious injury to property resulting in death,
2901.07.

MALICIOUS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY .

Section 2909.01 (12477)
No person shall maliciously destroy or injure
property not his own.

Whoever violates this section shall be ins-
prisonednot less than one nor more than seven
years if the value of the property destroyed, or
the injury done is one hundred dollars or more.
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If the value is less than one hundred dollars,
such person shall be fined not more than five
hundred &Hari or imprilosed tibt
thirty days or both.

Ohease of meliCionideatirction of 04:Ai
is a felony where value of "the property de-
stroyed or injury donels one hundred &Orbs
or more," and where "the value is limn. this
that sum," offense ig a stsdemesuor. Stifle v
Waning, 81 App 174, 77 NE (2d) 724.

A husband may be convicted of malicierm do.
'unction of property belonging to his wife
where it appears that -at the time of **ac-
tion they had separated, or were in the act of
separating, grilling v State, 13 App .376, 31
OCA 538.

As to whether this section is not confined to
tangible property: Hellman v Retail Furniture
Salesmen's Ass's., 23 NP (NS) 177.

Inasmuch as malicious destruction of property
is a felony if the property destroyed is of the
value of one hundred 'dollar, or more, the pre
bate court Is without jududictkn over a cause
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where the defendant is so charged. Adams v
State, 11 NP (NS) 11, 25 D 77.

It is error to charge the jury, in an action
against tnuatees of a church for removing a
fence eupposed to divide the church property
from the adje...ting land, that they had no right
to remove the fence unless they were the own-
ers of the property individually; or to refuse
to charge that they should be found not guilty,
If it appeared that they had a right in the
premises, as trustees on account of long use
of the land by the church. Adams v State,
11 NP (NS) 11, 25 D 77.

Where malice is an essential ingredient of the
offense, it is error to deny to him the privilege
of showing to the jury that bo acted on legal
advice. Adams v State 11 NP (NS) 11, 25 D 77.

MALICIOUS DESTRUCTON
OF TREES AND CROP

Section 2909.02 (12478)
No person shall maliciously cut down, destroy,
or injure a standing cr growing vine, brush;
shrub, sapling, or tree of another; or mali-
ciously injure, destroy, or sever from the land

GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF

of another a product standing or growing there-
on, or other thing attached thereto.

Whoever violates this section shall be im-
prisoned not less than one nor more than three
years if the value of the product or thing de-
stroyed or the amount of damage done to such
product or thing or to the land is sixty dollars
or more. If the value is less than sixty dollars,
such person shall be fined not more than three
hundred dollars or imprisoned not more than
ninety days, or both.

MAKING A FALSE ALARM OF FIRE

Section 2923.26 (13396)
No person eighteen years of 90 or over shall
knowingly make, turn in, aid, or abet in mak-
ing or turning in, any false alarm of fire.

Whoever violates this section shall be fined
not more than etre hundred ddllars or impri-
soned more than thirty days or both, for a
first offense; for each subsequent offense such
person shall be fined not less than one hun-
dred nor mote then hundred dollars or im-
prisoned not less than ninety days nor more
than one year, or both.

THE DIVISION OF STATE FIRE MARSHAL

Revised
Code Numbers

General
Code Numbers Title

3737.01 835 Duties and Powers of Fire Marshal and Assistants
3737.02 820-1 Arson Bureau; Qualifications and Duties of Chief
3737.03 820-2 bureau of Inspection; Qualifications and Duties of Chief
3737.04 820-3 Bureau of Fire Prevention; Qualifications and Duties of Chief
3737.05 821 Powers and Rights of Chiefs of Bureaus
3737.06 822 Advisory Council Created
3737.07 8' ) Attorney General Shall be Legal Adviser, Assistants

824)
3737.08 825) Investigation of Cause of Fire

833)
3737.09 827 Hearing on Cause of Fire
3737.10 828 Arrest of Person Suspected
3737.11 830 Power to Compel Attendance of Witnesses
3737.12 831 Investigation May Be Private
3737.14 834 Right of Entry into Building, Premises, and Vehicles for Examination
3737.15 829 Report to Superintendent of Insurance
3737.16 835-1) Safety Equipment Required in All Public Buildings

835-2)
3737.17 835-3 Standards and Orders Prescribed for Handling Petroleum Liquids
3737.18 835-4 Standards and Orders Prescribed for Handling Liquid Petroeleum Gas;

Definition
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GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE DIVISION OF STATE FIRE MARSHAL (continued)

Revised General
Code Numbers Code Numbers

Titles

3737.19 83.5-5 Standards end Orders for Protection of Persons and Property
3737.20 836 Appeal to Fire Marshal; Hearing
3737.21 836-1 Appeals
3737.22 838 Record of Fires
3737.23 839 Compensation for 'Repora: g Fires
3737.24 840 Limitation on Expenses
3737.25 841 Additional Tax Paid by Fire Insuagnce Companies; Propose; Deduc-

tions; Fund
3737.26 826 Prohibition Against Official Neglect
3737.27 837 Prohibition Against Nona mpliaace with Order
3737.28 836-2 Effect of Failure to Comply with Order
3737.3 12900 Prohibition Against Failure to Induct Pupils in Fits DAM;
3737.31 Gs Mask* for Firemen; Revilement:a
3737.99 Penalties

DUTIES AND POWERS
OF FM MARSHAL AND ASSISTANTS

Section 3737,01 (835)
If the fire marshal, lira sesistante, er any offi-
cer motioned -in recto,: 3737.14 of the Re
Ind Code,- epos an examination or inspec-
tion, finds a Wilding or other structure, wirldr
fee want of paper repair, by reason of ago and
chispidated condition, defective or poorly in-
s:ailed electrical wiring and equipment, de-
fective ci4saseyst, defective ps tonnections,
defective beating appenetus, or 6:)It My other
reason, itt especiallyliabie b fire or enden-
gen life or ore! buildings or property, sick
officer shall order each bendinga to be repaired
tem down datelishael, materials removed, und

deneennis credit:ono temedied. If such
officer finds le *balding or upon any premiles
any combustible or explosive material,. rube
bialy: rap, *as* 'oils, gasoline, or Mien-
:sable conditions-of any kind, danprous to the
safety of such bonding., premises, or prop-
erty, he rhall order such materials removed or
conditions remedied. If math officer finds that
any building, structure, tanks container, or
vehicle used for the storage, handling, or
transportation of petroleum liquids; or of li-
quified petroleum eases, or the pumps, piping,
valves, vides, and materials used in connec-
tion therewith, does not comply with the stan-
dards or orders of the marshal, he shall make
such order as may be reasonably necessary
to insure such compliance. Such order shell
be made against, and served personally or by
registered letter upon the owner. lessee,
agent, operator, or occupant of such braidings

ar premises, and there such order she ti
ccesplied with by the oases, lessee, epic'
operator, ar occupent within the tike fixed fa'
lurid order.

As to scope of acetic% see 1945 014 .182,
foliating 3737.7,8.

Sines 154-26, 154-39, constibiOng00441 ifite
admitdatrative code Wished die office of
state are niershar 'ant: vested f:'s "paniesti end
duties in the department of commerce; all or.'
dent issued since that date relating to fire
hazards, under 135, 336, must be-siedre le the
name of the depertarsott of commerce ,read must
!ewe affixed thereia the sad of the depart=
moat. State i Blickenstierfe4 25 NP (NS) 389.
(GC 154-26 Repealed; GC '154-39 'ireet RC
1101.34; GC 835 r.ow RC 3737.01; CX! 836 nika,
1:IC $737.20.

Power of ?he Marshal and his deputies and
officer" referred to in 835, to order buildings
to be repaired, torn down or demolished may
be exercised with respect to buildings having
dry cleaning establishments. 1948 OAG 3777.

r.

Where a board of education fails to amply
with an ceder of state fite-aatabal given w

to 835 to tear dews a school building
belonging to said distdct, but continues to
use said building for asses that no other -
building or some ere available, such board of
education will not be liable for &maps to
one who suffers loss or injury because of fire
or other catastrophe is condemned Wang.
1948 OAG 3044. (GC $35 now RC 3737.01).
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Dwellings constructed or owned by the United
States pursuant to federal legislation which
preserves to the state and its political sub-
divisions their civil and criminal jurisdiction
over such property, may be entered and in-
spected by the state fire marshal and his as-
sistants for the purposes mentioned in sec-
tions 833 to 837, inclusive. 1945 OAG 189.
(GC 833 now RC 3737.08).

Further powers and duties of the state fire
marshal discussed. 1929 OAG 636.

ARSON BUREAU;
QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES OF CHIEF

Section 3737.02 (820-1)
There is hereby created, in and as a part of
the office of fire marshal, an arson bureau
consisting of a chief of said bureau, six depu-
ties, and such additional number of deputies
as the fire marshal determines necessary for
the efficient administration of said bureau.

The chief shall be experienced in the investi-
gation of the cause, origin, and circumstances
of fires, and in administration and the super-
vision of subordinates. The chief and his dep-
uties shall be in the classified service of the
civil service.

The chief shall be responsible, under the di-
rection of the marshal, for the Investigation of
the cause, origin, and circumstances of each
fire, and for the prosecution of persons believed
to be guilty of arson or a similar crime. The
chief shall provide that at least four deputies
are located in four zones determined by the
marshal on the basis of population.

POWERS AND RIGHTS
OF CHIEFS OF BUREAUS

Section 3737.05 (821)
The chiefof the arson bureau and his deputies,
the chief of the bluer% of inspection and his
assistants, and the chief of the bureau of fire
prevention, shall have and exercise, in the
performance of general or specific duties as-
signed to them by the fire marshal, the duties,
powers, authorities, and rights which are con-
ferred apon the fire marshal or his assistants,
by sections 3737.01, 3737.08 'to 3737.14, in-
clusive, and 3737.26 of the Revised Code.

INVESTIGATION OF CAUSE OF FIRE

Sections3737.08 (824) (825) (833)
The fire marshal, the chief of the fire depart-
ment of each municipal corporation In which a
fire department is established, the mayor of
each village in which no fire department exists
and the township clerk of each township where
nc fire department is established, shall In-
vestigate the cause, origin, and circumstances
of each fire occurring in such municipal cor-
p'ration or township by which property has
been destroyed or damaged, and shall make an
investigation to determine whether the fire
was carelessness or design. The investiga-
tion shall be commenced within two days, not
including Sunday, itthe fire occurred on that
day. The marshal may superintend the investi-
gation.

An officer making an Investigation of a fire
occurring in a municipal corporation or town-
ship shall forthwith notify the marshal, and
within one week of the occurrence of the fire
shall furnish him a written statement of all
facts relating to its cause and origin and such
other Information as is required by forms pro-
vided by the marshal.

In the performance of the duties imposed by
sections 3737.01 and 3737.78, inclusive, of
the Revised Code, the marshal and each of
his subordinates, and any other officer men-
tioned In paragraph one of this section, at any
time of day or night, may enter upon and ex-
amine any building or premises where a fire
has occurred, and other buildings and prem-
ises adjoining or near thereto. (Eff. 8-18-55).

HEARING ON CAUSE OF FIRE

Section 3737.09 (827)
If in the opinion of the fire marshal further
investigation is necessary, he, or an assis-
tant fire mare shall take or cause to be
taken the testimony on oath of all persons
supposed to be cognizant of any facts, or to
have means of knowledge In relation to the
matter concerning which an examination Is
required to be made, and cause such testimony
to be reduced to writing.
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ARRESTOFERSON SUSPECTED

Section 3737.10 (828)
If the fire marshal or an assistant fire mar-
shal, is of the opinion that there is evidence
sufficient to charge a person with arson or a
similar crime, he shall arrest such person or
cause him to be arrested and charged with
such offense. Sack marshal or assistant shall
furnish the prosecuting attorney each evi-
dence, with the names of witnesses, and a
copy of material testimony taken in the case.

POWER 10 COMPEL ATTENDANCE
OF WITNESSES

Section 3737.11 (830)
The fire marshal or an assistant fire marshal
may summon and compel the attendance of
witnesses to testify in relation to any matter
which is a proper subject of inquiry and in-
vestigation, and may require the production of
any book, paper, or document.

POWER TO ADMINISTER OATHS

Section 3737.12 (831)
The fire marshal or an assistant fire marshal
may administer an oath to any person appear-
ing as a witness before him. No witness shall
refuse to . be sworn or refuse to -testify, or
disobey an order of the marshal, or of an as-
*latent marshal, or fait or refuse to produce a
book, paper, or document concerning a matter
under examination, or be 014 of contemptu-
ous conduct after being summoned by such of-
ficer to appear before him to give testimony in
relation to a matter or subject under investiga-
tion.

Penalty, 3737.99 (A)

INVESTIGATION MAY BE PRIVATE

Section 373713 (832)
Investigation by or under the direction of the.
fire marshal may be private. The marshal may
exclude from the place where such investiga-
tion is held all persons other than those re-
quired to be present, and witnesses may be
kept separate from each other and not allowed
to communicate with each other until they
have been examined.

Constitutional: -Provisions 'of former sec-
Uon 832 do not contravene Art. I, section 10,

or any other section of the constitution of
Ohio. 1941, OAG 3599.

By express provision of section 832, an in-
vestigation may, at the discretion of the fire
marshal, be privately Conducted; and a- wit-
ness called to testify in such' an investigation
is not entitled to counsel,' nor may counsel
appear with and speak for a witness if the fire
marshal determines that the investigation
shall be private. 1941 OAG 3599. (GC 832
now RC 3737.13).

Question of whether or not testimony .-given by
a witness in the public or privateinvestigation
of the cause, origin and circumstances of a
fire by, or under the direction of, the state fire
marshal, may be introduced in the trial of such
witness in case be be subsequently Indicted
and tried, either as a confession, as admis-
sion whisk or for the purpose of Impeach-
ment, is ens for the cants 'of thiri state, ather
than attorney general's office to determine.
1941 OAG 3599.

RIGHT OF ENTRY INTO BUILDINGS, PREMISES,
AND VEHICLES FOR EXAMINATION

Section 3737.14 (834)
The fire marshal, his subordinates, the chief'
Of the fire department of each municipal cor-
poration where a fire department is established,
the chief of the firs >department in each town-
ship where a fire department is established,
and such members of any sear dements
may be designated` by such thietibe swot
a municipal corporation where no fire depart-
ment exists, or the cloth of a township who:e
no fire department is established, at all rea-
sonable hours, may enter into all buildings and
upon all premises and vehicles within their
jurisdiction for the purpose, of examination.
(Eff. $18-55).

A city ordinance requiring the consent of the
owner or occupant, or the securing of a legal
or valid order, before entering a private dwell-
ing for fire examination, Is in conflict with
the general laws providing for such examina-
tions and therefore inoperative as to any of
the officials authorised to make such examin-
ations by sectios 834. 1950 OAG 2040. (GC
834 now RC 3737.14
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State fire marshal and his assistants have
authority, pursuant to sections 833 et seq.,
to enter all buildings within the state where a
fire has occurred, and to enter into all such
buildings for the purpose of inspection as to
conditions which render such buildings or
other buildings in the vicinity liable to fire;
and such authority extends not only to pri-
vately owned buildings, bolt to those owned by
the state or any of its subdivisions. 1945 OAG
189. (GC 833 now RC 3737.08).

Dwellings constructed or owned by the United
States, pursuant to federal legislation which
preserves to the state and its political sub-
divisions their civil and criminal jurisdiction
over such property, may be entered and in-
spected by the state fire marshal and his as-
sistants for the purpose mentioned in sec-
tions 833 to 837, inclusive. 1945 ')AG 189.
(GC 833 now RC 3737.08).

As to scope of section see section 3737.28
and note citing 1945 OAG 182.

An ordinance of a village, cresting a zone
covering the business area of said municipal-
ity, intending to control the construction of
buildings therein for protection against loss
of property and life from fire and fire hazards
alone, comes within the local police regula-
tions a village may adopt and enforce when
the same is not in conflict with general laws
on that subject. 1924 OAG, p 564.

See Baldwin's Pre-1910 Case Notes.

REPORT TO SUPERINTENDENT OF INSURANCE

Section 3737.15 (829)
When required by the superintendent of insur-
ance, the fire marshal shall report his pro-
ceedings, theprogress made in all prosecutions
for arson and similar crimes, and the result of
all cases finally disposed of.

RECORD OF FIRES

Section 3737.22 (838)
The fire marshal shall keep in his office a
record of all fires occurring in the state, the
origin of such fires, and all facts, statistics,
and circumstances relating thereto which have
been determined by investigations. Except for

the testimony given upon an investigation,
such record shall be open to public inspection
and such portions thereof, as the superinten-
dent of insurance deems necessary, shall be
transcribed and forwarded to such superinten-
dent within fifteen days from the first day of
January each year.

PROHIBITION rGAINST OFFICIAL NEGLECT

Section 3737.26 (826)

No officer, named in section 3737.08 of the Re-
vised Code shall neglect to comply with sec-
tions 3731.01 to 3731.18, inclusive, 3737.01
to 3737.28, inclusive, and 3739.01 to 3739.19,
inclusive, of the Revised Code.

Penalty, 3737.00 (C)

PENALTIES

Section 3737.99
(A) Whoever violates section 3737.12 of the

Revised Code may be summarily pun-
ished, by the officer concerned, by a
fine of not more than one hundred dol- .

lain or commitment to the county jail
until such person is willing to comply
with the order of such officer.

(B) Whoever violates division (B) of sec-
tion 3737.16 of the Revised Code shell
be fined not more than five hundred
dollars.

(C) Whoever violates section 3737.26 of the
Revised Code shall be fined not less
than twenty-five nor more than two hun-
dred dollars.

(D) Whoever violates section 3737.27 of the
Revised Code shall be fined not less
than ten nor more than fifty dollars for
each day's neglect.

(E) Whoever violates section 3737.29 of the
Revised Code shall be fined not less
than five nor more than twenty dollars.
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CHAPTER 25

INSPECTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Fire departments are maintained by villagea, townahips sad ntuniciptiities for the purpose of providing
the citizens with protection against loss of life and property by fires. For many years, putting out fires was
considered the primary purpose of the fire department Today efficient and well - organized fire departments
realise that full measure of service to the citizens requires as much attention to preventing fires as to putting
them out Therefore, modern fire departments include fire inspection work as one of their responsibilities.

Careful, systematic and intelligent fire inspections are the backbone of effective the prevention work,
and are subsequently a powerful factor in the reduction of loss of life and property. Good inspections not only
prevent fires, but, by observation, present opportunities to study and plan for more efficient and intelligent
extingrishmeat of fires. The average businessman and property owner is not trained to recognize fire hazards
and does not have a practical knowledge of fire-fietting and the factors Intl _acing the spread of fire. A fire
department which has had this training and knowledge can render a better service to the community.

VALUE AND PURPOSE OF INSPECTIONS

Fire department inspections will be of value to
members of the department by:

1. Aiding in rescue work

2. Determining fire-fighting procedure

3. Preventing spread of fire

4. Aiding in the self-preservation of firemen

S. Providing knowledge of private fire protec-
tion equipment

6. Aiding in fire prevention

7. Determining causes of fires

8. Stimulating cooperation between owners
and occupants and the fire department

Each of the preceding will be discussed in the
following sections.

AIDING IN RESCUE WORK

The first duty of any fire department is the pro-
tection of life. It is generally not difficult to deter-
mine the value of buildings and materials of occu-
pancy, but no board of appraisers can set the value
of a human life. In order that the firemen may best
protectthe livea in the community, three things should
be known:

1. Where people live

2. Where people work

& Where people assemble

No department_ -n cope efficiently with its rescue
problem unless it is thoroughly familiar with the
preceding factors. Inspections are the best means of
obtaining this knowledge. Conditions under which
people live, work and assemble, in some instances,
are of a hazardous nature to human safety. As pro-
tectors of life, fire departments have a responsibility
they cannot avoid nor delegate to others. In carrying
out this responsibility, it will greatly assist them to
kr.vw in advance where people live, work and as-
semble and how they may escape or be rescued. The
best way to secure this information is to make peri-
odic inspections and surveys.

DETERMINING FIRE- FIGHTING PROCEDURE

It is difficult for a department to attach a fire
intelligently without first knowing the building and
its occupancy. It is too late to plan procedure and
attack after the fire has occurred. It is highly de-
sirable to have a pre-determined course of action to
follow when the alarm is receive&

For successful fire-fighting the following infor-
mation, which can be acquired through inspection, is
necessary:
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1. Type of building and occupancy

2. Life hazard
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3.

4.

6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Fire Service Training

Rescue problems

Entrance and emit facilities

Methods required for forcible entry

Exposure protection

Location of hydrants and wider supply

Sprinklers and other protective devices

Hose lines probably needed

Ventilation

Salvage regd.!. meats

Potential starting point of fire

Potential extension of fire

The preceding ate conditions of expectancy, and
all gc to make up fire-fighting pleader., This know-
lady, necessary for the safety of the firemen and
occupants as well as for efficient extinguishment of
fires, eliminates unece-vary loss of life and prop-
wry.

PREVENTING SPREAD OF 'FIRES

The naturel course of s fin le to follow the line
of -the most- highly combustible material. Fire that
his mitilatiod is e- basement any travel several
floors above before all the oombestible materiels in
the basement have bees consumed. Such travel is
mode -possible -through open partitions, elevator
shafts, chutes and ducts.

Other Listeneee., show that fires have started in
one buildieg end have traveled to adjoining buildings
Woad* .urpcotected windows, dews and other epi-
logs.. The travel of are can be anticiprted. end In a
great many cases prohibited by fro:tinnily Telt

constriction, occupancy, .exposures, connecting
presage ways, vertical and roof openings sad similar
Latins, through inspection practices.

The general public has little appreciation of the
great value which streets_ features, such as stair
and elevator enclosures, fire doors end fire partitions
have in preventing rapid spread of fire. The fire de-
paftment, with its added 'id 'sledge, should take
advantage of every opportunity to emphasize the im-
portance of Pine factors to owners and occupants.

AIDING IN THE SELF-PRESERVATION
OF FIREMEN

Not Sing is worth a fireman's life. In many
instances dunes have been killed by walking into
open elevator shafts, coming in contact with live

geg or falling walls, being at off from exits and
er circumstances which could be due to the fact

that the firemen were unfamiliar with the building
involved. Inspection will enable firemen to ovoid
life hazards in a great many buildings in time of fire.

PROVIDING KNOWLEDGE OF PRIVATE FIRE
PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

-

Private fire protection equipment -such as eshm-
geishas, standpipes, hose systems, *Ankles ay.-
tams, private water supplies and alarm system ne
installed both as an aid to the fire department and
to exLaguish fires sutometiadly. Under. monad con-
ditions this eqk Anent is not used very *hen. Since
mechanical equipment is apt to be idle for nano
months ate time, frequent Inspectionn,ere eclesmr
to beep it is goc widng order.

Safety of the , of the occoPaats may also
depend upon the effectiveness of fire protection
equipment. Many times eech- equipment renews the
job of fire-figlitieg much less diffladt if it is In good
condition. If this egidpseat ,does_not Iraq; when the
need arises, It is wane than nose at all Vicente the
firs department, as well as the owner or ?carrot of
the building, depends upon its correct operation.

AIDWIG IN FIREPRE;*411.

While fin matingeleleeent of vikil AmPotlemal
to all fin departments, the tread is e vast mejedly
of departments is- fastpris fire .preisatioa.
number of cities maintain e fire prevention Week*
consection,with the Are &portent- There sin ve
few- 4.:epastments float do not ammo We responsi-
bility to some extent. The only way to provost fins
is by eliminating fire bawds and mew In. ender to
accomplish this, it is necessary to impost all bid*
lags in the community and make recommandations
for the removal of, or protection finnan; arch Owe*

DE YERWNINfi CAUSE OF FIRE.
-.

-Evert fire beeches s lessen- ad let resale
le worthy Of study: Knowledge.of causes, elpecf
Lally of meaditions,whidi permits mull tes-,t0.10?
come is essential .to affective fire Swat
Lion. without such knowledge, inspections haf rosin
mete routine and waste good effort. Once a fire
vomits, it is often too tax to detenaine the erase
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since the hazardous condition has been consumed as
well as the evidence itself. A better and more deft-
its method of determining fire causes is to be thor-
oughly familiar with existing hazards and to antici-
pate causes. A good way to accomplish this is by
thorough inspections. The ends achieved by deter-
raiaing the cause of fires are the discovery of signs
of arson and the preservation of all convicting evi-
dence. Also if the departments are thoroughly in-
formed as to the cause of a certain fire, it will greatly
assist them in their inspection work in prevention of
future fires from the same cause.

STIMULATING COOTX:141nN BETWEEN OWNERS
AND OCCUPAreS AND THE FIRE DEPARTMENT

Nothing will assure closer cooperation between
owners end occupants cf buildings and the fire de.
puniest than the interest of the department in sot
only preventing fires but in being better prepared to
handle the fins when they ,.recur. The inspector
should inform the owners and occupants that the fire
department is rendering a service in the preven don
end control of fires, and it is to the owners' and
occupants' advantage to call the department inuned.
int* in ease of file. The inspector should also give
rata in connection with problems of fire protection
and prevention. These additional efforts will bring
about closer coopeartion between the public and the
deperneset and will serve to increase the standing of
the 'department in the community.

AUTHORITY FOR MAKING INSPECTIONS

. The authority of the fire department to enter the
property of a citizen of the community to ascertain,
correct or protectit from fire hazards is obtained from
two sources:

1. Local oidinances

2. State law

LOCAL ORDINANCES

Any cit or village that desires to assume the
respoesibiLty for efficient fire protection end proven-
too nay pees ordinances, adopt codes and estab-
lish authority for inspections. These ordinances and
codes can be adapted to local conditions. Data =d-
atir:dal for structuring such codes may be procured
from:

The National Board of Fire Undeiters, 85 John
Street, New York 38, New York.
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TheNational Fire Protection Association, 60 Bat-
teryinere.h Street, Boston 10, Mass.

The Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., 207 East
Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Ill.

The Factory Mutual Engineering Division, 184 High
Street, Boston 10, Mass.

The Ohio Inspection Bureau, 431 East Broad
Street, Columbus 16, Ohio

The State of Ohio Department of Industrial Rela-
tions, Division of Factory and Building Inspection,
813 Ohio Departments' Building, Cohen.' 15,
Ohio

The State of Ohio Department of Commerce, Di-
vision of State Fire Marshal, 60/ Wyandotte
ing, Columbus 15, Ohio

STATE LAW

Under the genoral powers and duties of the Di-
vision of State rift itzeshal, the authority for making
fire inspections is atatted in the following sections of
the State of Ohio Coder

DIMES AND POWERS OF
FIRE MARSHAL AND ASSISTANTS

Section 3737.01(835)
If the fire marshal, his assistants, or any Of-
ficer mentioned in section 37!7.14 of the .Re-
r.r6..d Code, upon an ezeidnatiotorAnspeetles,
finds a building or .other .deter iwidt.for
want of proper repair, by teases of _age sad
dilapidated condition, defective or poody
installed electrical wiring eed.logriparent,
defective chimneys, defectives's cossections,
defective heating apparatus,. se for any other
reason, is especially liable to be or endangers
life or other buildings or property, ,truch.offi-
cer shall order such buildings to be "reprdrerf.,
torn down, demolished, aratedels reeler&
and all dangerous conditions remedied. If
such officer finds in a betiding or upon any
premises any combustible or explosive mater-
ial, rubbish, rags, waste, rolls, gasoline, or
inflammable conditions ^f any kind, dairgerous
to the safety of such buildings, premises, or
property, he shall order such materials, re-
moved or conditions remedied. If such Officer
finds that any building, structure, tank, con-
tainer, or vehicle used for the storage; hand-
ling, or tranueortation of petroleum liquids, or
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liquefied petroleum gases, or the pumps, pip.
ing, valves, wiring, and materials used in
connection therewith, does not comply with
the standards or orders of the marshal, he shall
make such order as may be rilasonably neces-
sary to insure such compliance. Such order
shall be made against, and served personally
or by registered letter upon, the owner, lessee,

agent, operator, or occupant of such buildings
or premises, and thereupon such order shall be
complied litr by the usenet, lessee, agent,
operator, or occupant within the time fixed in
in said order.

INVESTIGATION OF C \USE OF FIRE

Section 3737.08 (824) (825) (833)
The fire marshal, the chief of the fire depart-
ment of each municipal corporation in which a
fire department is established, the chief of the

fire department is each township in which a
fire department is established; the mayor of
each -Tillage in which no fire department ex-

, ists; au, the township clerk of each township
where no fire department is established, shall
investigate the cause, origin, and circum-
stances of each fire occurring in such muni-
cipal corporation ,r township by which 'prop-
erty has been destroyed or damaged, and shall
make an investigation to determine whether
the fire was the result of carelessness or
design. The investigation shall be commenced
within two dips, not including Sunday, if the
fire occurred on- that day. The marshal may
superintend the investigatiee.

An officer Making an investigation of a fire
occurring'in a municipal corporation or town-
ship shall forthwith notify the 'marshal, and
within one week of the occurrence of the fire
shall furnish him a written statement of all
facts relating to its.cause and origin and such
other information as is required by forms pro-
vided by the marshal.

In the performance of the duties imposed by
sections 3737 01 to 3737.28, inclusive, of the
Revised Code, the marshal and each of his

subordinates, and any other officers mentioned
in paragraph one of this section, at any time
day or night, may enter upon and examine any
buitaling or premises whery a fire has occurred,
and other buildings and premises adjoining or
near thereto. (126 v 565. Eff. 8.18 -55).

RIGHT TO EXAMINE BUILDINGS,
PREMISES, AND VEHICLES

Section 3737.14 034)
The fire marshal, his subordinates, the chief
of the fire department ofeach municipal coyote,
ation where a fire department- is established;"
the chief of the fire department in each town-'-
ship where a fire department is established,:
and such members of any such departments se
may be designated by such chief, the mayor
a municipal corporation where no fire depart.'
went exists, or the clerk of a township where
no fire department is (established, .it alk;en-.
enable hours, may 'enter We' all bulging:
and upon all promises and velkiclee within
their jurisdiction fin the purpose, of einelina,,,
lion. (126 v 565. Eff, 8-187S5).

APPEAL TO FIRE MARSHAL; HEARING - .T.,

Section 3737.20 (836)m ;15,4
If thr owner, lessee, ages t, operatoi,,,ng gnu
=pant =s aggrieved by pan esthit. . ,so 9105,10

under section 3737.0 thotateVierld; left;
and desires a he icing may: complain, okeigt,t

peal is writing te:the 4te.111Mag-v4t4Ourgir
days, from the suttee 0.410:irdels ,110d-10.4-
marshal shall atismoe .inveybigebe nefd.n"4:
plaint and fix a place and 04401.04401511141M
five days nor more than tea days tberiafter,
for herb.% such complaint

.

The marshal at said hearing may &fibre, modi-
fy, revoke, or icatii Mid -order, and Wass:.
'such-order is revoketor Imitrid by the Mrs -it)
It shall reedit bine; 'and be dOmplied4Wigi,
by such owner, lessee, agent, direnife4 -01! ;
occupant and within the time fixed in said
order or within such thelf-as:rely* be fixed by
the marshal at said hearing.

APPEALS

Section 3737.21(836.1)
Any person aggrieved by the final elder of the,
fire marshal as made at the hearing, providedi
for in section 3737.20 of the Revised, Cadtk.
may appeal as provided by section 119.12-4
the Revised Code. Any " ',,adversely` ..:

fected by a standard Sxe Or order made pi
suent to sections 3737.16 to 3737.18, inclu-
sive, of the Revised Code, may appeal-as
provided by section 119.11_,of gte.Roliped
Code.
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PROHIBITION AGAINST NON-COMPLIANCE
WITH ORDER

Section 3737.27 (837)
No owner, occupant, lessee, or agent of build-
ings or premises, and no owner, lessee, oper-
ator, or person having the direction and con-
trol of any tank, container, vehicle, piping, or
equipment, used for the manufacture, storage,
handling, sale, or transportation of products
subject to sections 3731.01 to 3731.18 inclu-
sive, 3737.01 to 3732.28, inclusive and 3739.01
to 3739.19 inclusive, of the Revised Code
shall willfully fail, neglect, or refuse to com-
ply with any order of the fire marshal or any
officer acting under him in the performance of
the duties imposed by such sections, within
the time prescribed in such order, unless an
appeal is taken therefrom or from the final
order of the marshal, or of the court on such
appeal. (125 v 903. Eff. 10-1-53).

EFFECT OF FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ORDER

Section 3737.28 (836.2)
if any pumas fails to comply with an order of
an officer under section 3737.01 of the Re;
vised Code from which no appeal has been
taken or with the order as finally affirmed or
modified by the fire marshal or by the court in
the event of an appeal, within the time fixed
in such order or order of affirmance or modi-
fication,. then such officer may cause such
building or poetises to be repaired, tom down,
demolished, materials removed, end all dan-
gerous conditions remedied, at the expense of
such person. If such person, within thirty
days thereafter; fails, neglects, or refuses to
repay said officer the expense thereby incurred
by him, said officer shall certify said ex-
penses, together with a twenty-five per cent
penalty thereon to the county auditor of the
county in which said property is situated and
the auditor shall eater said expense on the
tax duplicates of said county as a special
charge against the real estate on which said
building is or was situated and the same shall
be collected as other taxes and, when col-
lected, shall together with the penalty thereon
be refunded to such officer.

PROHIBITION AGAINST FAILURE TO
INSTRUCT PUPILS IN FIRE DRILLS

Section 3737.29 (12900)
No principal or person in charge of a public or

private school or educational institution hav-
ing an average daily attendance of fifty or
more pupils, and no person in cheep of any
children's home or orphanage bossing twenty
or more minor persons, shall willfully neglect
to instruct and train such children by means
of drills or rapid dismissals at least once a
month while such school, institution, or chil-
dren's home is in op.ration, so that such
children in a sudden emergency may leave the
building in the shortest possible time without
confusion. In the case of schools, no such
person shall willfully neglect to keep the doors
and exits of such building unlocked dating
school hours. The fire marshal may order tits,
immediate installation of necessary fire gongs
or signals in such schools, institutions, 'A
children's homes and enforce this section.

Regardless of the size of any community, mater-
ial and information are available to help organise and
facilitate lire inspection services. While it is con-
sidered desirable to give the fire department inspec-
tion authority under local ordinances, it can be
safely assumed that all departments have sufficient
authority to conduct fire inspection services in the
communities under state laws.

PERMITS AND LICENSES

One of the most effective methods of controlling
various special hazards is by a system of permits and
licenses. Under this system, the intent of the regale.
lions must be met before any establishment starts
operating. The registration and knowledge of sea
possible hazards is sot only an aid in obtaining
proper maintenance in these places bat aids the firs
department in determining fire-fighting procedure is
the event a fire occurs. Sspervialco of such controls
will vary with the ' the department. Where are
prevention humans A., established it will be under
this section's Jurisdiction. In other awes, the thief
of the department or any person designated by the
die/ can be in control. Which ever method is used,
however, details regarding permits and licenses,
issuance of corrective elders, examination of plans
and approvals of equipment installations, should be
subject to final authorisation by the chief of the fire
department.

DEPARTMENT INSPECTION PROCEDURES

No definite plan or procedure an be established
to serve as ail nut model for (timing on fire pre-
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vention inspection work. Variations in organization,
differences in local laws and ordinances, lack of
effective enforcement regulations, division of various
inspectional functions and authority between depart-
ments, and many other factors make a definite inspec-
tion plan impossible. To obtain good results, such
items as effective admintatation, qualified and
trained personnel, and a continaous inspection ser-
vice must be incorporated in an inspection program.

CAUSE . AVERAGE AVERAGE
% OF FIRES % OF LOSS

Chimneys or flues,
defected or overheated

Sparks on roof

Defective cie over-
heated heating
equipment

Rubbish

Combustibles near
heaters

Open lights, Bailee,*

Hot ashes, cads
.; .

Smoking and matches

Children and matches

Electrical, fixed ser-
vices, fires due to mis-
use or fealty wiring end
equipment

Electrical, power con-
smiling appliances

Flammable liquids, misc.,
inducting home dry clean-
ing and the starting of fires

COMMON CAUSES OF- FIRE- 4'1"..4
The following table lists the most Common- causes

e fire and their respective percentage, as to the
av:Trage number of fires thus caused and the average
amount of fire loss attributed to that cause. Particu-
lar attention should be given those items which in-
dicate a greater frequency of fires and those which
contribute 0- larger losses in our national fire loss
picture.

CAUSE AVERAGE AVERAGE
% OF FIRES % OF LOSS

Torches, welding, cutting,
5.0 2.9 plumbers, etc. 0.7

3.6 2.0 Lamps, lanterns, oil
stoves 4.5

Gas and appliances 1.0
8.2 8.0

Grease, tar, etc. 1.7
5.3 1.0

Spontaneous ignition 1.9

1.2 1.0 Lightning 4.7

2.2 Thawing pipes'
...,

.." -0.3

1.3 1.6 Sparks from machinery
friction 2 0.4

16.0 7.3
Incendiary, suspicious "'' 2:2

3.8 1.2

Explosions (gas, r- '
vapor, chemical) 1.6

-r-
Exposure

9.3 9.9
Miscellaneous 7.4

3.5 1.6 Unknown 8.0

3.0 3.3 Total 100.

1.0

oif
-.. !}{i. -f1,4 f..

. = - -ill. '''
-, .4. t,,.

2.5

30.0 .

100.
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PRINCIRWSTRUCTURAL DEFECTS SPREAD TO EXPOSURES
INFLUENCING FIRE SPREAD

To farther assist the inspector in determining the
potential dangers which may influence fire spread,
the following table outlines the various factors with
which he should be concerned.

HORIZONTAL SPREAD

I. Fite division walls

a. too few in attics

b. too few in basements

c. too few in other stories

d. substandard construction

2. Fire wall openings

a. no protection for opening

b. fire doors Mocked open or inoperative

c. substandard protection for openings

3. Combustible interior finish

a. fiberboard

b. other interior finish

c. oil soaked floors

CAL SPREAD

I. Stairwells not enclosed

2. Elevator shafts open

3. Non-firestopped walls

4. Conveyor machinery openings not protected

S. Stairwell enclosure substandard

6. Pipe openings not enclosed

7. Elevator shaft enclosure substandard

8. Other openings, no protection or substandard
protection

I. Congested combustible construction, no
exposure protection

2. Poorly constructed patty walls

3. Interconnecting passageways, conveyors

4. Ordinary glass windows

S. Yard storage between buildings

PRINCIPAL PRNATE FIRE PROTECTION
DEFECTS INFLUENCING FIRE SPREAD

To further assist in analyzing and eliminating the
potential defects which usually exist whenever fire
protection equipment is involved, the fallowing table
can be used as a reference.

SPRINKLER PROTECTION

I. No sprinkler system

2. Complete or partial sprinkler system

B . unsatisfactory performance

b. hazard too severe for system installed

c. water supply inadequate

d. valves closed for miscellaneous seasons

e. explosion damage potential

f. valves closed too soon by personnel

g. fire originating in unuprinklered area

h. roper supervision end maintenance of
system

FIRE DETECTION

I. No watchman or automatic detection

2 Unsatisfactory watchmen service

a. detect fire promptly

b. area of patrol (inside &'d outside)
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C. size of area patrolled

et duties of watchmen in general

3. Inadequate or unapproved automatic detection

FIRE ALARM TRANSMISSION

I. Transmission delay due to

a. occupants fighting fire

b. telephone inaccessible

c. possibility of telephone lines becoming
burned and inoperable

d. olden to watchman relative to fighting
fire

FIRE BRIGADE

I. No fire brigade

2. Insufficient equipment

3. Orgasisattow end training

4. Unsatisfactory performance and response

STANDPIPES AND HOSE SYSTEMS

1. No system

2. Unsatisfactory and inadequate

Accessibility and nubility

4 Mabienancir and supervision

spac7AlariTiNitioni4O SYSTEMS

1. NiC4sten

UnUtisfactoiy and inadequate

3. Maintemance and supervision

PORTABLE FIRE EX'IINGUISHERS

1. No fire extinguishers

2. Wrong type for class of fire

3. Maintenance and supervisioi

4. Training of pontoons* in operation

-1111111OP`

These last two tables bei; been organised from
data obtained from N.F.P.A.-pablifestioni relative to
fire loss flotilla over a five year period. Each factor
shares a responsibility for influencing fire spread or
causing fire damage dudes that period.

POINTS TO dE CONSIDERED
BEFORE MAKING THE INSPECTION

To secure the cooperadon- of the public iihar
making inspections, good common sense and a friendly
attitude are required. The inspector should ho
propriately dressed and equipped to do the job by
having a uniform cap and bodge, clean overalls,
flashlight, notebook, and pencil. On occasions a
camera may be used to bite pictures of *Haitians for
further discussion or study and for gathering evidence
for prosecution. There are many other factors which
should be considered before an inspection is made,
but these will depend on load cliaditioes and sags.
latices. Nevertheless, nothing should be ordeal*
in the preparation for deist fikorinigh aid India
inspection job from both a, mental and physical stand.
point. The records Ofinovicsialediecitons, elutcha
and maps, if available, mitould be carefully !kicked
befoie stiffing the inspecttes. -

At each building or plant to be examined, the in-
spector should first milk iiriitof the persule,
charge to make the insircfione Rupp

these'means of idiot ficitlersid the teeseit,:j,
for the inspector'. k the olOrt of the *k-
it should be pointed out that thefisfietion Ii fortai
benefit of the owner and uomput an Imp as; be -fiat
department. Although it It not lei* efienaiyi-
pensission skald always, fleto!mbel Worn saddigt
an inspection and it is easily gated. The inspei-
tor should ask dia man in charge, er seams*. lit
authority who is fandliar with the property, to se_
company the inspector, both as a Mil* of via*"
and for the lases own information.

INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
az-.: ;

It is recommended that Inspection. of iltantsgi,
n ight clubs, dance MIK Sikh lifircentrof
palate assembly should be made both while in
alias and when not Is Operatioa. fit largettlikIstrill
plants it may be wise to start by making a trip throe*
the Ord to fix in mind iheigimeirer ridalk4iiiiie of die
buildings to one another and to adjoining pP)Petly-
Sometimes it may kelielifuitto itsietfillisirectla
at the roof of the tallest building fe the puraiseg,
providing tit osriorhiiiitirto'Ainaliti rime pritiarty is
a whole. In many cases ground and buildlacelemitt
the pane* are amillebliefir stkdsi raimUmr-1*
the inspector. Plans of a property slitiabfidirays be
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made on the original inspection. See Figure 1 for
standard plan symbols and Figure 2 for property plan
record. There will then be no need of duplicating the
plans on re-inspections except to include changes
or additions. The elaborateness and completeness of
the plan rest with the ability of the person making it.
It must be remembered that the plan frequently con-
stitutes the most informative part of an inspection
report and should be made with neatness and ac-
curacy.

Before entering the building, the inspector should
make a general "size-up" of the structure. Much
valuable knowledge can be obtained from the outside,
such as location of hydrants and fire escapes, loca-
tion and number of standpipes and sprinkler connec-
tions, accessibility to fire apparatus, adjoining fire
walls,if any, and other features that would be of
benefit in fire fighting. Many inspectors prefer to
start at the roof and go dote floor by floor to the
basement, while others prefer to start in the base-
ment. Where the inspection is started is not impor-
tant, but it is important that it be done in an orderly
manner so that every portion of each floor will be
covered. The use of a suitable printed form filled out
by the inspector for each building will facilitate this.
Sample forms for this purpose are included at the end
of this chapter. The forms can be modified to meet
local conditions if necessary. Because different
types of buildings have hazards peculiar to the kind
of building, no effort will be made to list all the
things to look for in making inspections. A further
study of these special hazards should be made in
tabling class and at the time actual inspection prac-
tices are conducted. Some important things to look for
in the average mercantile and industrial building,
however, are:

1. Accumulation of waste material

2. Kind and location of receptacles for ashen

3. Method of handling and storing waste paper

4. Presence of rags containing paint, vege-
table oils, etc.

S. Chimney defects, height above roof and
clearance of wood beams

6. Heating equipment installation and defects

7. Electric wit:ng as to broken fixtures, im-
proper support, damaged insulation, fuses
bridged or too large, fuse or switch box
covers open or missing, improper use of
flexible cord, inflammable materials in con-
tact with light bulbs, location of shutoff

8. Gas piping as to clearance of gas appli-
ances from combustible material, proper
venting of appliances, use of rubber hose
connections, flexible tubing, location of
shutoff in building and at curb

9. Inflammable liquids as to type and con-
struction of storage containers, quantity
stored, location, method used for drawing
the liquids from the containers, distance
freer open flame or other sources of ignition

10. Mechanical refrigerating units should be
checked for possible leakage, kind of gas
contained in system, method of disposal
should gas be released

11.

12.

Location and condition of cellar drain or
drains

Structural aspects of buildings, relative to
walls, floor and roof construction, loca-
tions of stairways, elevators, open shafts,
fire doors, etc.

13. Accessibility and use of exits, stairways
and other floor openings from both a fire
fighting and means of egress standpoint

14. Obstructions created by partitions and
merchandise

15. Features relative to ventilation, including
windows, scuttles, skylights, elevator,
penthouse, etc.

16. Type and nature of contents

17. Exposure to or from idiscent Imildingfr for
fire spread

18. Use of adjacent buildings for fire fighting
or rescue purposes

19. Location and condition of fire protection
equipment, such as sprinklers, standpipes,
alarm systems, extinguishers, etc.

20. Violations of laws or regulations relative
to construction, installations of equipment,
permits, licenses, etc.

21. Salvage operations due to nature and kind
of stock on premises

22. Hazards involved through the use of atomic
energy or radioactive material
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When the inspection is completed, the inspector
should have a friendly conference with the owner or
manager. In this conference the inspector should say
tactfully, "I notice so-end-so, which our experience
indicates may cause a fire." The inspector should
endeavor to let the owner solve the problem as far
as possible. If the owner admits 3 be at a loss about
certain items, the inspector should then offer some
suggestions. By mutual cooperation the inspector and
owner can find satisfactory 7_nd practical solutions
to th e problems.

The inspector should make every effort to gain
the cooperation of the owner or occupant in correct-
ing conditions by leaving a favorable impression.
Rather than to find fault, the inspector's mission is
to assist in preventing fire and to be better irforated
on how to fight one should it ever occur. The inspec-
tor must also be on guard at all times to insure that
all recommendations are reasonable and practical.
Care must be taken not to make foolish ones, as this
will hurt the entire inspection program and make it
more difficult for succeeding inspectors. Should the
inspector have any doubt as to certain recommenda-
tions, expert advice on the subject should be sought
before going ahead. All unfavorable conditions should
be clearly pointed out when making recommendations.
None should be omitted because they seem to be a
minor nature. An apparently minor hazard may cause
a major fire.

THE FOLLOW UP ON INSPECTIONS

For the inspection to be effective, a follow-up
system is necessary. A cleat, concise set of notes
should be Kept for future reference. Where unfavorable
conditions are found, the owner or occupant should
be informed that the inspector will recheck to ascer-
tain if corrections have been made. A date for this
should be set and punctually met. This will tend to
make the owner carry out the recommendations made
at the time of the inspection. It will also cause the
owner to have more respect for the inspection program
since the recheck indicates that the devertment is
sincere in its efforts to assist in fire prevention end
protection problems.

ENFORCEMENT HINTS

Only as a last resort should it be necessary to
take any action under local ordinances or state laws.
Tact and diplomacy will, in most cases, gain the con-
fidence of the owner and lead to compliance with the
recommendations. If results cannot be obtained by
these means, it may become necessary to use other
methods to carry out the recommendations. Where

certain conditions are potential causes of fire and
no action is taken by persons responsible to corieth
the conditions, steps to see that inspection recom-
mendations are complied with must be taken. `lion
lotions of laws and ordinances which are under the
jurisdiction of another department should be reported
to the proper authority in that department.

Some success has been achieved in securing co?
operation through the local fire insurance agent The
agent's suggestion, that it might be necessary to
increase insurance rates if certain recommendations
o* the fire department are not complied with, have
sometimes brought results. When this teciminue fella,
the wat step is the use of local ordinances and state
laws. Penalties which may be applied under these
ordinaries will usually persuade the owner to comply
with the inspection recommendations.

In case local ordinances are not in force, the
chief of the department may act under state laws or
may report conditions to state authorities. The offi-
cial in charge of this work in Ohio is the State Fire
Marshal. He has authority to investigate conditions
end condemn property where recommendations are not
complied with.

TYPES, FREQUENCY AND
TIMES OF INSPECTIONS

DWELLING INSPECTIONS

In many communities a large proportion of the
total number of fires occur in dwellings. 'Thus it is
obvious that something should be done to at down .

the number of dwelling fixes. This can be accomplished
through an annual

The initiation of an annual inspection program
requires careful preparation ierik.iti., success de-
pends cf. the cooperation of the residents. The co-
operation can be Obtained by enlisting the ald of the
fire prevention committee of the local chamber of
commerce, by newspaper publicity and posters or
stickers prominently displayed. The interest of school.
children, P.T.A. 'groups, and women's clubs are of
decided value. A haw inspection blank fay school
children has met with definite success end can be of
great assistance in this program. This ca be er
ranged between the local school system and the fire
department. A copy of the home inspection bleak for
school children, which-has been approved by the Na-
tional Board of Fire Underwriters, is shown in Fi-
gure 3, and is recommended for adoption. While the
legal aspects of dwelling inspections does not per-
mit firemen to enter a man's home against his will,
this will not be a detriment to the success of a pro-
perly managed inspection program. A large majority
of residents are not only willing but eager to have
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..2 sulation or admits* separation hem ovedasallng -

of stoves. Imams aod =

)4parto(oolli bags so yard or lams Moods mid.
. ieiplle ilia yea do net own a 'edible oil

'k ,MOoldia ithicir gelato oat a now
bo-aittotaatod by die stook
abodisitagb dr. is gam.

S O&
ANlat

When Om WA tiattektod.. aasollors aftw000d
It." (V) "VI Mood out riiiiidok,your as wawa*
victor* ordolloa Ike boorado.lbta yea oat isko
imoodkio dogs to olholsoto thaw kw* fin basv-;

esi fempfloprOg bock
No

Havo you wombed ailikaateablo rabblok loam
aid &kb boo Your yard? 0
Nave westiiAldivrisaVes and =Mai been.* ?

moved-hoar vacant property adjacent to yours? 0

in as adult always wont dining tits ontbo son
took loaves otr. ass Wog Wood as ci 400ro? 0
Naos yon monoved afl waste, debris, &4 pew
ham yaw garage on
Doss your gamy* bave a coacrets, brick or
oardtoa door? 00,

A:

fig. 3 Safety Checklist lot Keno

utint ova mem new seve
to up etyma Mossy
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Yes No
Are members of your family forbidden to start funs
with kerosene or other flammable liquids? b
Are all fire places equipped with metal fire
screens? 0 0
If you have gas co-111641one made of rubber tubing
or portable heaters or appliances, are shutoff

valves installed in the solid connection or in the
metal gas pipe? 0 0
Potteik 01 Ileac &zeds
Are yorr portable oil heaters of a type which has
been ei.21111111Ki and listed by the Underwriters'
Laboratories. Inc.? 0
Is your portable oil heater always :et so that it
is level, in order to insure proper operation?

Do you always refill the fuel tank or compartment
of your portable oil heaka out doors and in the
daTlight? 0
If yam vse a wick-:re portable oil heater, do You
trim the wick and dean it regularly? 0
Do you regulate the flame of your portable c4
heater to keep It from smoltittg? 0

you always turn your portable oil heater out
upon refiring at night? 0

WM/ SOIXISIS
MOM Ile MINOS

MOON SallOadi

""11111116.41annte.
Yes N. t

Do you use only IS amp. taiga in the knob= for
0 your bataehold lighting circuits? 0 0

Are all flexible electrical eadensioo_anide iu your
home in damesnone placed under pup or over

O hooka? . 0 0

0
.awe £ *rest
Do you keep matches I* metal centainres array,
hunk he'd and array hint cbfidrasy.. --

O Do rtuentiarddi oft tookboo, *polio i *s
butts can** before dloposhoi of boo 4_.. 0

CI Do iou Ow to It that lbw aro *EAT of nob trays,
in ail zoom &outshoot the boon? .3 n
Aro all

in be
oiragun of yaw family lootractod-not 'to

smoke

sINaas movie
lop AO Oa Mr

WINN W., SietiOD111111
WIWI MUM

Efeettkol limas Yes No

Do you allow only qualified elecb,icians to install
or extend your wiring?. .. 0 0
Do all of your electrical applkmces--including
irons, waffle irons, mixers. heaters. lamps. lam

television sere. and other devices bear
Jut label of the Underwriters' Labora ides. Inc.? 0 0
bo all rooms have an adequate numbor or alders
to rake Mg of elechiccd appliances? 0 0
Est* you done away with all multiple attachment
Sage 0 0

your elect= tans and all electrical. appli-
ances used f cooking, equipped with metal
stands and Lew controls?. 0 0
Are 3peckd circuits prov4ed for heavy duty :

antes each ao washing matNnes, refrigerators,
irons 0 0

(1,tia 0-4$.411

,P 0

;.--t ;.so: 0., 1.1,-,*

.t . 1.01

iriet To h ate**, ;-

Do you know loanion of the. tie42''
eat your home?.
tors you knewbow to to ,1 a

D els lmow the Welton's- warebie.421-the t1-1:11.

(hominoid?
Did youryour auke randy take wit image this

MAIZE Of 21011140101D1111

slum AMMONS

tasty* Is U.S. a.

-4/ lot

`1.$1x..414.A
a***

. - t stiottl
Comm by IWO thasit
Costiosy it lisslooma toasty Coma bwebtospi

Ceirteett National Board of MN Underwriter*.



for adds

-inspections

Jubilee and make suggestions
TV:f

In the actual inspection it is recoseirenticAl its:
firemen work in pair, and that inspections be con-
fined to the hours in which the maximum amount of
cooperation can be obtained from the residents. The
inspectors should go to the back door and ask per -
mission to make an inspection of the house. They
should explain the pontos* of the inspection program
and ask the bOUSeWlift, or some other member of the
family, to accompany them if possible. Pamphlets,
which may be used to good advantage, can be ob-
tained for distribution at the time of inspection.

Municipalities making dwelling inspections have
found it worthwhile to repeat the inspection program
annually-in utonnection.with a Piro Prevention Week
campaign. It is found that after the first year, the
benefits are significant enough to command the sup-
port of the entire community.

-." -
polka to notice hi dwelling lions

1. Items to be checked from outside -

a. condition of roof

b. condition of chimneys

1) -supported on wood posts Or brack-

2) loose bricks

3) open joints or cracks
'-,

c, condition of yard
. .1

1) !hypos, leaves, paper

2): othirttOrahlitible materials in
yard or under porches

- J. . V,

d. -conditios of garages-and shoos

1) cleaniht*as
.

2) good maintenance

2. Items to be checked in baseea...lt

a. itecurinulatiO&of waste inatirdal

1) waste par,er

2) oily tags

3) discarded material

34$

improper storage

e. ashen in contact with wood

1) woodw! 1,7-oses or betrolf

2) piled against wooden partitiona

d. fmaces, stout= smoke Floes

1) too close to coiling

2) too ciose to partitions

-; poorly supporte.1 or corroded
smoke pip* _

e. gas appliances

1) corroded Piping

2) rubber tubing

3) automatic gas devices without
thermoibitic 'proviskiits

L oil burner Installations
.t.

damn" del",
1) wood beams extending into chi*.

stitif

unused 4openirros.,_:not prosody
closed

3) clean Out dint irifiase of chimney

4) seniiii n itlan of dials' y

h. work rooms

1:0114* otstiaiSe or odtt waste
material

2) safe storage of paints, vanish,
. eta. , i; :) ,

i. check to dotetieine if taistimat ban Me
stops

SCHOOL iNSPECITONS

A Om no mitten how small, in a school may to.
salt, in disaster. Inspection of all school tatildisp
by qualified the department Inspectors is necessary
to safeguard the lives of school dfilikark It is ream-
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mended that these inspections be made monthly by a
representative of the fire department accompanied by
the school custodian end a member of the adminis-
tredve staff. The self-inspection blank for schools,
prepared and distributed by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, as shown in Figure 4, is designed as a
guide for these monthly inspections.

Points to notice in school building inspections

1. Good housekeeping

e. handling and disposal of easte paper

b. eeciimuletion of discarded material
under or near stairways .

c. self-closiag metal waste cans in shop
areas and all simile: work rooms

2. Heating equipment

a.

b.

clearance between combustible mater-
ial and furnaces, smoke pipes and all
hot surfaces

general condition of heating plant

3. Electrical wiring

a, improperly made extensions

b. hazardous use of flexible cord

c. broke' fixtures

d. size of fuses used

4. Ventilation system

combustible material stored where it
would send fire and smoke through

system if ignited.

b. -Nipped with protection devices such
as fire dampers in ducts and automatic
shutoff for fans

& Fire extinguishers and standpipe systems

a. sufficient in number and propedyspaced

b. extinguishers charged annually, pro-
tected from freezing and in good con-
dition

c. fire hose in good condition, propedy"
maintained with nozzle attached

6. Fire doors

a. installed where required

b. fully operative

7. Fire Warm system

a.

b.

heard in all portions of building

can be sounded from each floor

general culdition of alarm system

8. Exit facilities

a. each assembly room of large capacity
has ot least two exits

b. exit doors open outward and have only
panic hardware for locks

c. stn rays, corridors and fire escapes
kept free from obstructions

d. windows near fire escapes should be
wire glass in metal frames

9. Fire drills

a. frequency of drills
,

b. time required to vacate building

c. arrangement made for promptly non.
Eying Are deportment case of fire

d. a definite system to determine all per-
sons are out of the building

FREQUENCY AND ME OF INSPECTION,
No standard polity` can be established which will

regulate these practices. The local. department is in
a position of being better informed on conditions la
their area, and aut. subsequently decide how often
inspectioni should be made to control the situation.
It is natural to assume that where, bad asks are in-
volved, or where more hazards exist, inspections
must be made more frequently _thes in buildings, who
good housekeeping policies WO maintained and where
hazards are minimized.
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SELFINSPECIION BLANK FOR SCHOOLS
Prepared by

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRUERS
Chicago New York San Franc es

Approved and Adopted by
The National Association of Public School Business Officials

Endorsed by the
International Association *I Fire Chiefs

If precautions are taken to minimise the danger ef Fre and to provide for safely in case fire ocean, real
progress will be made in safeguarding life and protecdng ps.perty. Intelligent thought and care in practice can
eliminate practically all firm within schools.

INSTRUCTIONS
Isopection to he made each month by the custodian and a member of the faculty at which only

Items I to 20 need be reported. At the quarterly inspection, a member of the fire department s accompany
the above inspectors, and the comidese blank should be filled out. The report of each inspection (monthly and
quarterly) m to be filed with the Board of Education or School Comndssioners.

Questions are so worded that a negative answer will indkate an unsatisfanory condition. 3

Name

Date............................»_..... ..........................w_..»

of School * City
Class: Elementary-- Junior Senior High

-

Capacity of School? Number now enrolled *.....0.4
1. Are all exit doors eicipped with pee boles? w. Are these lode tested each week to insure ease

of operation ?--.-- Do these lock egoarely so that eskeitionsi locks, bolts or chains are not mew
sary?-- Are such additional locks open whenever building is in use?

2. Ant all outside fire escapes fret from obstructions and ta good working .ender ?....._........ Art- they used
for&e drills MePM06..4.460MM.00.4104*4.4*weg.MmeMe.

3 . l a a l l h e a t i n g e q u i p m e n t , i n cl u d i n g f i n e s , p i p e s a n d s t e a m liness
(a) it good amicable =aid= and well maintained? _---- 7

(b) properly. beaked and separated from all combo:01n rasterial by a safe distance?
4. Is coal pile impeded periodically for evidences of bating?

S. Are asbesViarel. is wrote containers used foto:that *pose only?

6. II remote °patrol' provided whereby ail supply- line may be shut oftln emagency

7. Witesteli outildeehut-oft 'give en gait,* line?

a Chek any of the following tontine' where here aft aticsniOlditial of iliatte paper
stage scenery, etc., and =plain under remallts.;-; attic, -basement, furnace room, ita0e,

dressing rotent-in COMMICtiOU arith lingo; ether- Ionises
9. Is the spice beneath' stairs free fwen icamedatiine oi.storaie of any irierisis?

10. What intiterial iir Preparation is Ivied for cleaning* pelding fields? -----------
Quantity on -hind? ...-....--....::1........stored? . _ _ _- y-. -4 ,,

11. Are approved metal lair, ittkh self-dosing covers or tide, used for -the storage of al oily waste, peaking

doths, etc.? ..*emswaso..*.esese.0YLZ10. ., a : . . 4. t

12. Are approved metal containers with vapor-tight covers used for all kerosene, gasoline, -etc., any - pian-

ism? .....-------,----.-.-..-.....Why are such las:ardour caterisbAcept on the,promirool .,se* .00 0* 61111*
13. Are premises free from doodad wiring or equipment which is defective?

(If answer is No, explain under Remarks.)

14. Are only approved actuation or portable cords used? oweel..las... 0.*10111.
I& Are all firm on lighting or small appliance circuits of 15 amperes or less capacity? -----,

(CoNgswi op mew Mt)

IMPINAMIL AIL

Rev 4- Inspiration Blank for Schools

347
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16 Are electric pressing irons equipped with automatic best control or signal and provided with metal stand?

17. Are sufficient fire extinguishers provided on each floor IA that not over 100 feet travel is required to **;;I;
the nearest unit?

In Manna training MOPS an gage, SO kat ?

18. Have chemical extinguishers been recharged within a year?

Is date of recharge shown on tag attached to extivguisher?
19. Is building equipped with standpipe and hose having nozzle attached?

Is hose in good serviceable condition?
20. Is a large woolen blanket readily available in the domestic science laboratory for use in use dr 'ling is

ignited? . _........ . .. ......
Remarks (Note any chawges since last inspection)

The following items to be included in each *weedy inspection
21. Building construction: Wails. R0101*

No. stories . _No. dass rooms
22. Which sections of buildings are equipped with automatic sprinklers?

23. Are there at least two means of egress from each floor of the building?
Are these so located that the distance measured along the line of travel does not exceed

From the door of any classroom, 125 feet?
From any point in auditorium, assembly hall or friomasito, 100 feet?

24 Are an windows free hero hem screens or
23. Do all exit doors open outward?
26. Are all interior stairways enclosed?

Are doors to these enclopents of self-dosing type
.....M

27. Are windows within 10 feet of fire escapes (lased with wire glass?
28., Are manual training, domestic science, other laboratories and the cafeteria *O .-located that fire in one will

not cut off any exit front the building?
29. Is a smoke-tight projection booth, built of incombustible materials, and vented to the outside, provided for

the motion picture machine?
30. Are heating plant and fuel supply roans art-off from the main corridors by fire-resistant wails, ceiling and

doom? e...6

31. Do all ventilating ducts terminate outside of building?
32. State type of construction of any temporary buildings in school yard

..
33. Is nearest temporary building at least 30 feet hem Main hang?

34. How often are foe drills time of exit?

33. Are provisions made for sounding alarm of tire from any floor or building?
Is sounding devios accessible? . PWnlymarIu4?

36. Give location of nearest city fire alarm boat

How for distant from the premises: .
Remarks

laspictsr
Impactor

Cotortoav National Board of Firs Undo twit**



iespections

As a. criterion, however, it is retialtmenided that
inspections in commercial and industrial buildings
be made at least four times a year and in dwellings
at least once a year. Schools, theaters and churches
endother places of public assembly should be checked
at least four times a year on general inspection and
weekly or monthly when in use. Target hazards or
places where unusual hazards exist should be in-
spected Aleut six times a year and more frequently
if the hazards warrant closer attention. Occupancies
where bed rubbish conditions exist should have
weekly inspections.

The proper time for making an inspection* will
vary in accordance with the size and organisation of
the inspection activities within the pre department.
Men working out of the fire prevention bureau of dis-
trict fire stations quickly become familiar with work-
ing hours and business activities within the jurisdic-
tion of the station and can schedule the inspections
to good advantage. Men working out of volunteer
departments sometimes have to schedule the inipec-
ton activities in the evening on a prearranged basis.
Regardless of whatever time schedule is used by a
fire department, the Cooperation of the owner or oc-
cupid can be obtained to do this important job.

During the pre-awistmas or holiday seasons when
stores are filled with shoppers and business is at its
peak, special attention should be given to these
places of business. Excess stock piling, more rub-
bish accumulation, less attention to lite protection,
and overcrowding of facilities prevail. Therefore,
special precautions Amid tie' taken -and inspectors
should be on the alert to prevent fires and accidents.
See Figure 5 for a sample inspection form for aer-
costae establishments.

ADDITIONAL HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR INSPECTORS

. Ramesiber always that an inspector sere-
seats the community. A community is made
up of all the people living in it end the in-
*pontos.* actions should be governed sc-
cludhigh!!

2. Be careful from the very beginning. An
enemata method is more orally corrected
the first time it is practiced teas after it
has been in frequent use. The reputation of
being slack or "easy" is not bard to come
by, but it is very difficult to overcome.

(-

3. ylrhex *eking inspections be blandly with
everyone, familiar with no one.

Make - recommendations or suggestions to
those in aitthbrity only.

Duplicate copies of the results of the inspect-
tion should be given to the poison in charge
as a matter of record for futon follow-up and
for reference. The inspector's name and the
date of the inspection shoirld be noted there-
on.

6. Do not ergo.. Refer disputed questions to
the chief of the department

7. The inspector should be sate hisiudgetents
are fair, impartial end knowledge of the work
is so thorough as to command respect and
obedience.

S. The inspector's hopoiteamphould not be
magnified. The results obtained will mow
sure the inepectoewebilitye

9. Realize thei hapiiiiiice= of tie* work. The
Liwit! -Pad PIANO' of al1491 9.51914k, ds9fad on
the faithful pedoraimice of the inspector.
Consider these duties setietfsly. fad *them

do likewise.se. ;_tA

Inspections that ste thorough sad *stir
will bekof grist assistanCiriii-ediesting
_public to common- fir.lvtpeills sad aill aid-
in Xifeguarding life satetpeogerly trileasee-
Ing these tediesitielleetedwAeti got. In
towns having good isupectica service, ate
'tonics are Udeterfiatillpetioliireadi etc
cetaiiiii 7.0V. Pab#5,44#4911 uq of *till
importance to a flu deparistast. iia stage
iteirerill ccesplills- more teirentinvorairly
reselling*'_ department to the public than
a' ouitinisly i:Oldeetetiadieliiliit Inspect-

_See eyeteey .

INSPECTION FORMS' i

Yo aid departeints is isstiabiishins aileron at
inspection in their .cammunityo_ sampler. of forms
which can be used in various occupes s or for
vadwas pirposeitere pages.
These may. be used to abut:tow a topr designed for a
special ate. or community. Local policy should direct
the design.
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SELF INSPECTION BLANK
FOR

MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS
(Mreerd by As Notional Board of Piro Underwriters)

41

. 11

Are there any accumulation_ of dirt or rubbish on the ;Itemises?

2, Is the besement dean?--
3. Are the packing and shipping 100108 cleaned thoroughly at closing time?

4. Isthere any unnecessary .consbustible material in the yard or court?

S. Is there any oily waste or other greasy material outside of approved waste cans? ....

6. Are any waste cans not emptied diky after dosing hours? **FMf
4 Are there any broken windows, plastering, partitions, flooring, or other similar defects? ----

& Are My aisles obstructed?

9 Are amp entiaisces obstructed?

Is 'roadwork or other combustible material too near steam pipes, boilers, Rues or

p._4 the frt supply safely stored?

I2. Arc there'aiiy open flame 'righti m.at combustible material? =*10
43. 4144.1a AlOgge any hroleen eltdric fixtures or loosened wires?

FL Are deotric COWS 1000d over nails or in contact with any other metallic objects or sarbees?-........

.; 5, .Axe any.deetric fuses replaced by wire or other Improper current- carrying meteriele or devices t.......

kelte"diiis or shutters ever left open at night, or on Sundays or holidays)

t -174Asitirmsbcapea obstructed, broken or out of. -der?
.4

zYkshFAVIAre re' !k at** of rules machine
/-' 19: iiiisraid. pails, nudes and chemicals:ding:Risher. in place and in good conditioe?,.
'r kltir 1 4 ; -

- r.
leosAit eery sprielder heads cameo or corroded?.

Are any spy obstructed by partitions, piles of mere.handbe, etc. ? '''''': .

ZL Mn any spritildera or sprieklet pipes exposed to freezing? .

XL Br/ Inept sprhdder beads are kept in merve?....

24. h there any part of the premises that the watdunan fails to visit?
:::) .

'Ang.windoir (*Wags protected from exposure fires?

24. arabt;itible stodc storage isolated by fire walls?4a I

27. Whirrs is 'dm nosiest fire thrall bear?

Warm.

.4

Courtesy National Board of Piro Underwriters

Fig. 5- Inspection Blank for Moneontiso EstohitAments



Inspintims

National Board of Fire Underwriters
RECOMMENDED

INSPECTION FORM
FOR CHURCHES

Nameof Church ............................... City
LOCatOa

... .....
EXIT FACILITIES

I. Does every room, balcony or other space having a capacity of 100 or more have two exit doorways?.........._

If building accorwookges 300 or more persons, each room, balcony or other spae where such
assembly occurs should have grit ways to the outside, as follows:

(a) Not less than 2 exit ways when 600 persons or less are accommodated in such room,
balcony or other space.

(b) Not pas than 3 exit ways when snore than 600 but not more than 1,000 persons are
accommodated.

(c) Not less than 4 exit ways when more than 1,000 persons are amennodated.

2. Are exit ways provided in accordance with provisions of (a) (b) or (c) above?

3. Are exit doorways so located that no point in a Soor-ares, room or space served by than it more than 125 feet

4. Are all exits and fire stairways maintained in good, safe, usable condition and free from obstencdons?

...II.....
S. Are each doorways marked with exit signs and lighter --..--

4.1.1. ***
6. Do the exit doors of rooms occupied by SO or more persons open in the direction of exit travel to outside?

Aro all doors at required exits provided with panic bolts or kept unlocked during woman*?

HEATING EQUIPHINT
& Is the flailliCe enclosed in a separate room with fart resistive partitions, with the ceiling also skinlitti pro-

tected?

9. Is a sdf-closing fire door provided at the opening into the furnace room?

is Are metal containers provided for the storage of ashes?

11. Are automatic means for controlling temperatures in duct systems, breaching etc. provided?.11*
12. If of burner, gas fired or measliest stoker is provided, are fully automatic safety controls installed?.....10 -.6..1.............a.a.wsee.ewee..* 3
13. Is all heating equipment including rhino fees, smoicepipes and hot air ducts:

(a) In good serviceable condition sad well,inaintained? .*
(b) Properly insulated an separated from all combustible material by a safe distssdoet ..

Ft" 6- Inspection Monk for Churches

351
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KITCHEN

14. Is the range safely installed awe; from combustible material and the nearby floor protected?.--
15. Is there a hood above the range and is it vented to the outside? .... ....
16. Is vent pipe insulated or separated from combustible material by a safe distance? ...NM 06

17. Is fire extinguisher provided and is it in good order?. ........... ..........w ......w........»

0.41 %I&

LIGHTING AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

1& Are all fuses on lighting and aniall appliance circuits of not more than IS-ampere capacity?

19. Are all alterations of electrical installations made only by a qualified electrician?

20. Does all electric wiring installed within or in connection with organs comply with the appropriate provisions

of National Electrical Code?

PROTECTION

21. Are sufficient fire extinguishers provided on each floor so that not over 100 feet travel is required to reach

22. Is tag _showing date of recharging attached to each extinguishers

23. Is the building, particularly the steeples, spires and towers, properly equipped with a system of lightning rod

protection and does it carry the Master Label of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.?

.06

24. Where automatic sprinklers or standpipe and hoist are installed: Have these been thoroughly inspected .vit*tin

the past year? ....... ..... .....

GENERAL

25. Are del:citations of a combustible nature provided in any room or space used for assembly purposes, and itio,

have they been flanseproofed? ,
26. Is the. collection and disposal of trash safely handled in a manner avoiding hazardous accumulalions:mtfOny

point? ...,....a.....,
V. Are spanv beneath sours free from accsunaiations of, or stcrage of any consbustalle snaterialt.

REMARKS

MP/ f.w A..' -11* 01041.1416*............ ... 1...... 6 . .00*

_

6* Wipe ,pNe ,.......mee..1.840.......rp
- e. . ,* .

.:y".""7..A7rIrr..?*:?......4"....Ado..

- Insporsor .-
Date

AT710! COPT OP ANY ORDER OR RRCONNINIDATION NAM.

Courtooy Natio-ua 3oord of Firs undernewri.'
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SELF-INSPECTION FORM FOR HOTELS
Recomsonded by

Tax NATIONAL BOA= OF FIRS UNDIRWRITZIPS
New York - Chicago - San Francisco

Constant supervision is necessary if hazards to life from fire and rank are to be minimized. This form is pro-
dded for use in making periodic checks on the maintenance factors fi _ the purpose of intoning the hotel
management of prevailing conditions affecting the fire hazard.

INSTRUCTIONS
An inspection should be made at least once each month by the Chief Engineer or other responsible sneaker of
the operating staff, and this form when completed should be filed with the manager of the Hotel. It be of
mutual advantage if an arranganent is made for the local the chief or the officer in charge of the local the
prevention bureau of the the department to aammpsny the chief engineer whea theme inspections are lade.'

A NEGATIVE ANSWER TO ANY ITEM INDICATES AN UNSATISFACTORY CONDITION.

Dite..see,ramm
NM& of Hotel City

EXITS

Are doors into stair shafts at each floor level kept *.*
Are all exits end fire escapes readily accessible mad free from obstructions?

Can windows be ruddy opened in an emergency?

Are exh., 4 adequate cwecity?
N a r a ! I n a t e o f o u b t as to adequacy of exits the e-Building Inspector and Chief of the rue

Department should be omits&
Are exit doors equir vd with panic bars where needed?
Will revolving doors collapse? .
Do exit doors of rooms occupied by 50, or more persons open in the direction of exit travel?

Are all &ways properly marked and lighted? wmmwr......w........w.a.a..I.*-.mr..wm....e.r...am
Are all stair, elevator and other openings between floors enclosed?

Lt.iNT, POWER AND HEAT
Are all fumes on lighting or small appliance ciraits of 15 ampere or las capacity?
Are fuse and switch boxes kept dosed? *.,...

Are electric extension awls in good coadition?--Ara they restricted to lengths of less than 10 fest?-w--
Are motors and motor-operated appliarces dan and well kthricated?

Are ashes placed in metal containers?

Ifs off-burning equipment beep serviced by a qmlified person within the past year?

Is all heating luipment, including fines and beating pipes, in safe operating condition?

Is all conshatiole soa.erial properly spaced or protected to avoid fire heard?

10.04.47.P44.

7- Inspection Sleek ter hotels
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"- . ,4

Is sanessian god disponi of ro,bish safely handleCla mew avoiding Manion, amandatioos at say point?
.wm.mue0i.16.ImIIa.s.s

Are spaces beneath Mit. end at bottoms of Aevator ant,dumitadlar delfts free from aecuardations of. or stor-

age of any consbustalle material? _ -

Are brooms and other cleaning equipment and taigas kept giddy? ..:

Is *rage, of combustible ,turnishings and Mt este locations with adequate fire protection?

*rates, palit rept shnviagse,M. in aging. nrounind essintenstre shops kept in amend maid eans?....u.

iàtGicNs
Are all hoods, exhaust ducts end fans clean?,

Do duets extend to outside air in a safe metineir. 17.'2

41;11.1" are used in hoods are they in place asCreFidially-clearredr......
iio.ddell'and,ii it inifeo! Sri*?

,.,

..111adrar

iler4etlideedee telelymert hem lenieed bY eslifiell.Pluoo within the past year ? .

LAUNDRY AHD. TAILOR SHOP A?. T

Are al hated devices safely arranged?

Ate thalliMatic controls on riders in good operating midden?

Ata' dried' -free from acerentilatites of Int and dust?
...1.11,4t.

Are decide bons equipped with pilot lights or with automatic beat controls?

Do these controls operate properly? ad safety pilot lights operate?

Are -'ll. diming adds used only from appreeidaskirceirit
. .-mmtintimiaskops, . !tar-

miliortry, __,-_wen, _ and othiiillinkaance shops dean' and aide*?

Are au combudible supplies kept in a safe leaden? 1-J- r..^..

-1.--all vote material removed deib; and aefely disPosid Mt' ":1`r ;1-X 7firtjtIV
t PROTECTION

. i.,Tock
_

Are in istinpnehers pendant an etch floor so that nut oier net VIM =Wed iCk raa
r, 7 r

r
notwor..:40-al

c- --(At T atio.

meithee Shope; are aidagniihere provided so that not over SO teet tnrrd is required?

Are auternedc spriulders provided
< _

:itirti4ideces where the heard wa.-rants suds

pratertka? _..,

--Ws-sprbiders are installed: Ase.alisprialderocieen and =obstructed lith(ál e *tap
thei .tees ban thitetedr-inspeciedmehtdir dim.

-boll-standpipe fire hose in proper placi-and

Ave all-Ire derma devices maintained-in good operative condidont. 1=-Pl- "3r '5

Is adequately supervised eight wataraniervke prodded-at not iiver.onobenr"littertibt;L:. '

Aso all eftgoyees it .s nv-their:dullenin-csse. of lirerzia..,....1...-tiL.Llamiditylidd it Piettki
dnli within the past three incedis?-=,,T.
Is 'derivate means provided to notify prompdy all guests in case of fire?

Are responsible employees instructed tot adiiirfir 141pr:"Iitiotc/Fiptiy, in of fire?
Ds thq how emody bon en dn h? , _

Have extbiguisbers been properly serviced within the past yet?
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SELF-INSPECTION FORM FOR
HOSPITALS

ItSCORIAINDID DV

The National Board of Fire Underwriters
MICAS° .1111// VOW -P. SAN FRANCISCO

awoonews Ctt

The American Hospital Association

Cana* sepervisien twassary * honed. to life from ire ar expiation aid attssfeag pole are to be minimised. O.
through pais& disdi ant reapoudige albeialt be aimed of proper maisteesem threephout the bogies' pint. Detailed *spew
&Ss e h e b u i l d i n g s bt m a d e s p a r e q u e s t b y t b e i n s u ra n c e b o a r d or b u r e a u i s y e w t e r r i t o r y . The f e n t is scudded for your
us la maim isterassdime chedm on dm tosisomews haters.

INSTRUCTIONS
Att impecties *odd be mods at lust owe eseb weds * the Odd Emdseer, Seperridot None or other eniteedble. new.b., of the star aid deb fore wins completed, should be Mad with the Supers*** er other mad* is Glenn 011

the implied. It NI prom to be of mutual advantage if yea will request the local ire ddsl* aceragars lospacems.
A motive answer to any herb indicates an essatisfammy condition.

Date
Nome of Hospital

EXITS
Are all exits and lire escapes free frost abstractions?

Me doors into stair shalt at each door level kept closed?
2. Are Windinn, except theta repaired to be barred, free from heavy screens, bars or obstructions?

MATING EQUIPMENT
3.* Are dears to the hankie room kept dosed?

4 If strit 4:41 bilged, II coal pile Inspected chi -weddy for evidencts of heating?
S. Me *eke placed is metal coat:bets used for that purpose only?-
6 If oil or pe-fael is remote-control valve prodded ?...:.., L it operative?

Cie location it readily accessible?
7 Is all heating equipment including Sues, pipes sad. gamines

. (a) Is good serviceable condition and well maintained?

(b) Properly insulated and separated from all combustible materiel by a safe distance?
. . KITCHENS

I Is there a hood above the nage? Is it dean?
Is the hood vented to the **WO Is vent pipe insulated or separated from
aunbaatible materiel by, amfe distance?

9. Me ,bore to room containing machinay for refrigerating system kept dosed?
I,is this atom veddlateddieectly to the astride --Is yard clear sad nnobstrocted?A

Me preerarirdkI valves and midi pet worlds, order'
_ IAUNDRY.

IR "Ai AO* from balladry to main bad dings kept dosed?
IL Are thersowatb contra ea dryer. in good opetatinecoadidon?

(a) Is tumbler free from accemaktions of comInneible lint and dust?
Is tinabler inspected and doused at frequent Midvale?

(it) Is vent pipe from tumbler baited or otherwise safely separated from combustible materiel?....
It Are *Mc devices and ireas equipped yids automatic beat 'turas?

Do dims ceatrels operer rizerteL,,.____Do all safety pilot lights operate?
SPECIAL HAZARDS

LI. Me 010.111 said Nitrous Oxide cykodeas closed squat* from containers of Vinethene, CYdGpropsue,
Me, Myles, er Ethyl Chloride?Are store rooms ventilated directly to the outride?
Are cylinders so stored as to prevent tipping over ?Proteeted glom the 4:tact rays of the me
Zept sada* rammed from steam pipes or radiators to prevent aeddentd .abaci?

Is door to mange room kept tightly dosed? Is electric light switch located outside of
cylinder Mange room?

11016
Fig. 8 . Insane* Blank far Nwspitels
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It Is X-Ray equipment in a separate room used for 110 other purposes? --
If adjoining operating room, is door kept closed whenever either room is it
Are X -Ray films and negatives stored in metal cabinets?

15. In operating room
(a) Is humidity nainfained at 60 per cent or more whenever room is in use?.-
(b) 1 an adoquakt sy:tens of mechanical ventilation provided?

Is sterilizer of a type not involving the danger of sparks or open flames?
(d) Are all electrical installations and equipment explosion proof and in ^oniornsance with the standards for

Cla is 1, Group C locations as given in Artich 500 of the National Electrical
(e) Are electrical surgical instruments so designed or used as to safeguard against the spark hazard?
(f) Arc all switches, outlets and similar devices so designed and installed as to reduce the spark hazard to

a minimum?
(g) Are provisions made for safeguarding against static electricity and other sources of ignition during oper-

ations?______--------....--------- Is flooring of suitable electrically conductive type?----
(10 Is auxiliary source of electric current for emergency lighting readily available?

Are batteries fully charged ?________ Is generator in good operating condition?
Date tested

GENERAL
16. Check any of the following locations where there are accumulations of waste paper, rubbish, old furniture, etc.,

and explain under remarks: Attic, basement, furnace or boiler room, laundry, ldtcben, sew-
ing room, pharmacy, laboratory or other location.
Is space beneath stairs and elevator and dumbwaiter thefts free from accumulations of, or storage of, any
materials?

1y. (a) Are all fuses on lighting or small appliance circuits of 15 ampere or less capacity?

(b) Are electric extension cords in good condition?_Restricted to less than 10-foot lengths?
(c) Are all alterations of electrical installations made only by a qualified electrician?--

18. Are approved metal containers used for all oily waste, polishing or cleaning materials?..----
19. Is all refuse removed from the premises or burned daily?

PROTECTION
20. Are all sections of non- fireproof buildings provided with Automatic Sprinklers?

Where sprinklers are installed

(a) Are all heads free and unobstructed? Free from paint?
(b) Are all sprinlder valves open?

(c) Give date of last inspection of sprinkler system
(d) Nave any structural changes in buildings been followed with proper changes in the sprinkler system?

21. Are sufficient fire extinguishers provided on each floor so that not over 100 feet travel is required to reseh
nearest unit? Date recharge*/

Is tag slowing date of recharging attached to each extinguisher?

22 Is fire hose with nozzle on interior standpipe in good condition?

23. Are fire alarm devices on each floor in each section of buildLg?

Are they properly maintained and operative?

Are signs giving location of boxes properly maintained?

.. erft
On

Are boxes unobstructed? --------__PLsinly marked? *.a
Date system last tested? Give location of city fire alarm box

24. Date of last fire drill?.. Did all employees and all members of staff participate?

REMARKS:

Inspector

Courtesy National Board of Fire j
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SUGGESTED FORM
OF

SELF INSPECTION BLANK
FOR

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
Prepared by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, 85 John Street, New York City 7,

as a Weekly Report for Plant Owners to have Prin...4 in Quantity for their Individual Use.

to
NoteThe following general rules shouill be observed by the foreman or other trusted employee selected to make these reports.

Give attention to every question on this blank. U
the question does not apply to this plant drill; a line
through the space left for the answer. In this way you
can be sure that you have not overlooked anything.

Some questions are to be answered by "Yes" or
"No" but others must be answered more folly.

When you find some defect, aiplain its cause and
the steps that you are taking to correct it, in the space
headed commcnoNs AND REMARKS," on the
last page of the blank. In doing this, giro the number
of the question.

357

U It ever become. necessary to shut off the water
from the sprinkler notify the office of the pleat
at once (even in advance, if possible).

This is important to enable us to notify the insur-
ance companies or association.

there is anything tint you do not understand,
consult with the manager at once.

Turn in the repots blanks promptly to the manager
of this plant.

Remember that these inspections are very impor-
tant. The safety of this plant from the is largely up
to yea.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

Cleanliness and Order.

1. Was your inspection complete, covering all parts

of the premises, including looking under 'tenches, into
closets, behind radiators, elevator pits, ete..?....--

2. Where did you find dirt or litter?. .....

3. Were all clothes lockers clean and in good repair?

4. Where did you find oily waste or anyother greasy
material outside of approved* waste cans?

5. Are any waste cans not emptied curtly after closing

hours?..

6. Is there any failure thoroughly to clean up shipiing

and packing rooms at closing time),

7. 1s there more packing material brought in than is

needed for one day's use?

8. 'What rooms or departments were not as clean as

they should be?

9. Was yard free from combustible material?

10. Was basement clean?

Maintenance.
Is there any part If the plant which the watchman

fails to visit?

12. Are any watch-clock records uns atisfactory?

13. Where were machinery, belts or shafting in bad
condition) ........ .

14. Where were bearings dirty or poorly oiled?.... ..... -.-

15. Where did you find broken window panes, plaster-
ing, partitions, flooring, or other defects?

l6. Were any aisles obstructed in stock room?................

17. Where do piles of stock or other obstructions inter-
fere with entering any part of building?

HAZARDS.
Meeting.

18. Where was woodwork or other combustible mate-
rial too near to smokestacks, flues, furnaces, boners,
steampipes, etc.?

*Informative' regarding approved devices, their use and installation may be secured from The National Board of Fire Underwriters,
15 John Street, New York, N. Y. AU questions relating to ?Ammo and the safeguarding of hum* should be taken up with your
insurance inspector, agent or broker.

Fig. 9 Solf.inspection Blank for Industrial Plants
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19. Where was anything placed .0.1 dry on boiler or
steampipes? ............ .............. ................ ......

2e Was el supply safely arranged?..
21. Can heated irons be set upon combustible material?

se sae as ea ......

Lighting and Electrical Equipment.
22. Where were there any open flame lights near com-

bustible ...........

23. Where were there any broken fixtures or loosened
wires?

24. Where were ordinary electric cords looped over
nails or found in contact with anything?

25. Where were any fuses replaced 1 y wire or other-
wise

26. Where did any panel boards or switch and fuse
cabinets need cleaning?

27. Where did any motors need cleaning, outside or
inside? ........ .....

28. Where was there insufficient oil 11 dLy motor

be gab be

29. In what manner was there any violation of our
rules for storing or handling oils, gasoline or other intern-
=He liquids?

30. Did you find dry room disorderly or with dirty
steampipes? 001.*01.asew 1.0.11.00 lbw s be as.was as

31. Where were any fan bearings inaccessible or

32. Where were any screens or dampers in air ducts
out of order ? ....0104/0.0

33. Where did you find any other than safety matches?

ee .4. boas easee.................. Ibeewee .4. sew

34. Where did you find any violation of our rules on

PROTECTION
Fire Doors, Traps, Shutters and Escapes.

35. Where were fire doors wedged open, obstructed or
out of order?

36. Where were the automatic attachments of fire doors

37. Where were traps or doors on openings through

floors ow of order?

38. Are they ever left open when not in

39. Are fire doors or shutters over left open at night,
or on Sundays or Holidays? 1111.

40. Where were fire escapes obstructed, broken or out
of order?

Flirt Appmmees.

(Note -- Each hose house, watchman station, room or
cleturtment should be known by a separate number. If
you find any defect in any items place the station number
opposite the item. This will aid in keeping records. At
each of these points there should be a card stating the
quarity of the various kinds of apparatus which are required
at that point)

(huge)
41. At what points are there less than the required

number of

(a) Full water casks

(b) Pull See pails

(c) Full sand pails

(d) Feet of hose

(s, Nozzles

(I) Spanners

(g) Chemira. extinguishers
(Should be recharged at least once a year.)

(k) Ladders

(Outside.)

42. Where were post indicator valves poorly oiled?

43. Where did indicator valves ftil to show open?

44. Which yard hydrants are hard to operate? ......
(Do not open or test hydrants is the winter time.)

45. Which ones do not drain properly?

46. Which ones have you found obstructed with snow

or ice?

47. Which ones are otherwise obstructed or hard to
reach? ......

48. Where have you found that hose, nozzles, or span-

ners were missing or not ready for use?

Fire Pampa.
(Nate -Pumps must be started at least once a week,

discharging water through relief valve, n order to make
certain that they are in working order. They must be given
a thorough test with rated numocr of hose seams once a
Year-)

49. Give make, style and size of all FIRE pumps in
the plant.

Maas STYLI AND Sim

A..

B
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Give restate of any tests made since last report.
A B C

(a) Time required to obtain water?....._.

(b) What pressure was maintained)

(c) Was action smooth?

(d) Is there an automatic mgulator?

(a) Was Priming WIN full?

(0 Was Priming gate valve closed?..

(g) Were steam drips open?.. ..... ........

(h) Did steam trap oPerste... ......

(i) Was there enough oil? .
(I) Was suction clar of leaves or

other obstruction.' .....----

(lc) Was pump -eservoir full?

____. .____

..

_.___

_.............

_
.

_
..._ .

...

_
r

--........

(1) Wei,. **!...ett :.t steam connection
frost boilers co pump wide open?

(in) How many R. P. M. at 100 lbs.
water pressure with all outlets
dosed!

--
__

A B C

(o) Has current beer. interrupted
last report

(p) Wsincehat is ocea?tion of contact
ppooiinnts on switches, circuit

controllers, etc. ?.._.. __

Gravity Supply boss Tanks and Reservoirs.

51. Give location And capacity of each tank or reser-

C

R. What wit water level?--_.

U. Was water frozen? ....

$4. 'Nos ladder out of order?
5.5. Were hoops and supports de-

56. Was 011-tale out of order?

C

g. What was air pressure and was
water level comet?.

58. What was tank room temperature? --....... .....--....-- .... ..

City Water Couseetleu.

59. Was valve (on our premises) in connection to city
water main wide open?......

60. What was pressure on gauge? lbs.

61. Has there been any interruption of city supply
since last report?

62. Give results of any tests since last report:

(a) Number of hos; streams

(b) Diameter of nozzles inches.

(c) Pressure at nozzles lbs.

Sprinkler Sur-ply Valves.

(NoteAll gate valves must be secured open with leather
straps or other approved method. fastened with sealed or
riveted padlocks, the keys being held by responsible persons.
In inspection, each valve must be given one full turn to

imake sure that it is wide open and in working order. Drip
valves must be strapped shut in simikr manner. Valves
under arroved supervisory system, however, need not be
secured.

Mark every sprinkler supply val-e, plainly, with a
number. This will aid in keeping record.

63. Give the number of any valves found dosed

64. Give the number of any valves found not strapped..
65. Give the number of any drip valves found open

. .

66. Give the number of any valves to which access was

obstruct .41

Dry Valves.

( Note --Dry valves should be tested for water column
and condition of at least once each three months; they
should be tripp at least once a year.)

LOCATION LOCATION

C
D

A B C

67. What was room temperature: .....

is. What was air pressure?....-- ..

$9. What was water pressure?... ............ ..
70. Was alarm out of order) ........_.
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Abram Valves.
Lomita( Locznon

A. C..

A b C D

71. How was valve tested?..

72. Did any has fail to ring?

73. Was valve left in order?..........

Automatic Sprinklers.
74. Where is stock piled within 24 inches of sprinkler

heads?
73. Have any sprinklers operated since last inspection?

76. Where are any sprinklers coated or corroded?
eeeweeeeeeeee.....weeeee

77. Where are any sprinklers obstructed by partitions,

joists ....

78. Where are any sprinklers

..... MAMMA,. ...
79 Where are any sprinkl--s leaking? ..

80. Where are any sprinklers exposed to freezing?
eeweeee we_

81. Where are any sprinklers missing?

82. Where are airy sprinIdel's disconnected?

83. How many sprinkler heads are kept is reserve?

CORRECTIONS AND REMARKS.

(NoteWherever defects are found, steps must be taken AT ONCE tc have them corrected. If the correc-
tions have been made when this report is turned in, this fact must be stated below. If the correction has not yet been
made, an explanation must be given below. Always refer to the question by number. For example: "15--The broken
windows in the shipping room were caused by boys throwing stones. I have reported the matte to the police cad ham
had the broken panes replaced.")

I have made a careful inspection and to the best of ray Icnowledge and belief the foregoing statements are all correct.-
(Stoup)

Date...

Courtesy Notional Board of Fire Underwriters
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IN$PKTION BLANK
FOR PLACES OF ASSEMBLY
ter NI& Clubs, Cesbarees, beam Herr.

liossmrotris, Wo.)

;WPM by
TM NA10NAL BOA= OF Fin UNDISM/11111Somit WC= fiLiesarlsOriami

Nola arr mcrisastpArask. crtaiiishessadat=

Date

Nam of Emeltiehment Type of Oompancy

Loudon - City

Questions are so worded that a negative ialiffef will iodate an tmeaddactoey =AWL

EXIT warms
1. Dm every slat * 10 or more occupants have two separate exit ways? **.....11
2. Does every roan, papery, balcony, tier or other apace having a capacity d 100 or more paeans have two

exit doorways?

Lurk nos, OM, balcony, tier or ether sParr shoed kw exit asp as fakes:
(o) Not Sus Slice 2 oak asp :Asa wore Om 200 bat so: more thou 600 Maws are wywassolotoi.

(b) Not loss den 3 fa asps yds* more Om 400 bat not more Own 1,000 terms ors ostososoiowd.

(s) Not Sou tea 4 wit ways sibs more elan 1000 torsos: ors ettwassoistod.

3. Are exit ways provided in accordance with provisions d (a) (b) or (c) above? ._-- ......

4. Are tacit doorways so located that the maxim= distaste from any point in a door area, rocas or space to an

exit doorway, samara along the Sae of travel, day not mooed 100 fast?

Note: If Os teiseital poor is not more that 21 lecher obeys or Mow grids tkio disavow ono, be 110 fest.

S. Me all adts and Ire capes =Jobbat in good, safe, ass* condition and free d obstructions?

6. Are exit doorways other duo mein entrance, marked with illmoisated exit slow?

7. Do the exit doors of rooms occupied by 45 or TOM persons swing opa in the direedon of exit awed to the

outside?

S. Meal doors at respired exits provided with panic hardware or leapt mdodont during oreeplaey?

9. Revoking doomZo swine"( doors adjoin?
Will revoldng doom 0:Shp's? --

KL Aids& Des every aide lead to an twit doorway, or to a aces aide leading to an ode doorway? .

Nits: Deserile is dotsil waist OMMIONIONIS wed what onsthoi, if asp, is followed to provost owrerovolittp
wed ovum oisk stow.

11. Gelled's- -la galleries or other loadons where mats are arranged on *dorms of staxemlre tiers and the

height d the from we platform to another blow and in Iran eased' 21 hicks, there &odd be a *Wan .

dal raging at the edged platform slang entire row 4 seats. If seats are SO arranged ia Olean of pleat of

amiably under inspection, ate such railings provided}

12. Drew* RoomeDo dressing roams have an independent adt leading directly into a passageway, coritt or

OW
13. Are employees emulated with the location and use of emergency alts? ..

..e. ea* Wt.

Fig. 10 . Inspection Form for Pierces of Assembly
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14. Me employees trot assist in the evacuation of the premises under emergency conditions indndbg
collaring of revolving &ors?

Note: Illustrate arrangement of exit facilities by a sketch or sketches showing gonad jlow plan of each story
or pet of story occupied for assembly purposes and indicate thereon location and width of sack ant
an skinny.

15. Are proper type fire etringuishen provided on each floor so that not over 1W feet travel is required to reach
nearest unit?

It Me employees properly trained in the open ti= of all fire extinguishers?

17. Me all employees acquainted with the location of all fire extinguishers?

18. DecorationsIf decorations of a combustible nature are provided in any room or space, have they been llama

roofed?
Note: It :s important to know siren decorations, draperies, fabrics, etc., were last Anne treated. If psi* a

sample of the material shark' be secured for lesion purposes at s safe location.

19. Electric Wiring.

Me fusee on lighting or small appliance circuits of 15 saiperva or less capacity?

Ate all alterations of electrical instalktions made by a qualified electrician?

20. Kircher.

Me ranges, heating appliances and connieted piping sal* installed away from combustible =staid?

Is there a hood above the range and is it equipped with exhaust duct NI the outside?

21. Ii a smoke4ight booth, bat of noncombustible materials, and vented to the outside, provided air motion picture,

spot or flood night machines?

IL Where automatic sprinklers or standpipe and hose are installed: Have these been thoroughly inspected within

the past year and in operable condition?

Courtesy National Board of Fire Underwriter
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Farm Fire Safety Inspection Blank
ICheek your home, barns, and other structures for Pre bawds and Animist
rheas pronsptiy. For further information write as for free folder, niatY Ways
to Prevent Fire," mid "Safeguarding the Farm Against Fire," a *page anskeri.
wive hand book fa of useful information, cost 4 cents in stamp or coins.

NATIONPL BOARD PIP FIRE UNDERWRITERS
IS Atka Street, New Task I, N. Y.

212 W. Adman Bt., Memo 6, RI. Mete lusts teams* lids., Sea Frsostses 4, Cal.

al
Can persons escape from each room of upper story if fire has involved first floor?
What provisions have you made to fight fires?
Have you ladders which will reach to roof?
Can some of your farm equipment, such as sprayers, be used for fires?
Is there any rganized fire protection in your community?
How would you call for this protective service?
Where can fire engines take water?
Have the following been checked within the past six months:

Chimneys_ Smokepipes Fireplace screens.. ..

Floor protection of stoves. Lo..ation of keroeene_______.... _.._._.
Storage of gasoline......... _ ....... ___ .............. ___ S:orage of oily rags........_:............_______

What is the &mend condition as to leaves under or around the house?
Dry grass near Buildings? -
Underbrush endangering buildings?

Has danger of ignition of buildings been eliminated in regard to manure?
Fodder?.______________ Ray? Fertilizer?..______._____

Are oils (kerosene and gasoline) handled only in the daylight'
Onlywhere spillage cannot be ignited?.. ...... __----- ........ _ ....... ....._ ........ -........... ______.___

Are all electric fuses of right capacity (15-ampere for branch *auks) ?. -
Are all lights, including eleetris rights, in the house, barn or other structure so heated they cannot

come in contact with combustible material?_____._.__-- ..... ______._...._--
Are places provided in barns, etc., where lanterns can be hung and not set on floor?.._..................
Is hay loft well ventilated ?.._.....
Me incubators and brooders listed by Underwriter.' Laboratories, Inc.?
Are gasoline stoves and kerosene heaters of types listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.?
Has a suitable incinerator been provided for burning leaves, papers and rubbish?...._

If you have a wooden shingle roof, have spark arresters been provided on stovepipes? .

Where feed has to be cooked, is this done outside the barn? _____-__,._._ ............ __..._...._
Do you Iwo-gasoline for dry cleaning?.
How hazardous are the insecticides which you use?

o you give your house, yard and other property a general spring and fall cleaning and get rid of
useless things?

Do you make a general inspection before retiring to assure all fires and lights are out or suitably
protected?

FIN mesa dun is doestaiateess, and ennfidness, essogined mak dation in eerreatee than diem
which predinv End &wow firs. is cannot be a maws without expriditere of aura and as

Courtesy Nogonai Board o f Are Underwriter.

Fig. 11- Fenn Fins Sofoty inspection Blank
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CAMP SELF-INSPECTION BLANK
recommended by

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF ME UNDERWRITERS
Nttw .$01111t IAN 1.111ANCNCO CHICA40

Score your camp's Ire safety. Next to each question is a box: check it if your answer is Yes. Each
question answered No points to a serious fire kmard. Do something about these hazards now! Use
the check list at the opening of camp. Consult it frequently during the season. Save your camp
save your forests from fire.

-27 -
HOUSEKEEPING IciiECK

Ti. No
1. Have you removed all flammable rubbish and
leaves from around buildings and tents

2. Are grass, brush and small trees cut or thinned
out around camp buildings?

fire-fighting equipment within easy reach
when trash. leaves, etc. are burned out-al-doers?. .0

4. Do you keep your storerooms and garages free
from rubbish. old rags. papers. etc.?

5. Da you keep oil mops or paint rags in closed
metal containers to guard against spontaneous
ignition?

6. Are stoves always kept free of grease? Do you
have baking soda or salt handy in case of grease
fires?

7. Do you hang towels on special racks. never
drying them on or near stoves ?.

8. Do you collect ashes in covered hole-free metal
containers and 1' -pose of them when properly
cooled?

S. Do you keep matches in metal containers away
from heat?

10. Do you use only safety matches in camp?..

IlrfosC1187
11. Do you have sparkscreens over all chim- o

neys? U
12. Are all fireplaces equipped with effective Am-
screens?

FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS
13. Do you start fires with paper and/or kindling
only. never with flammable liquids? 0
14. Are ICINOSSII t or gasoline lanterns hung up or
put on tables or shek:rps and never on the floor? .

15. Are supplies or fuel oil stored away from build-
ings. preferably in underground tanks?

16. Are oils (kerosene and gasoline) handled only
in the daylight and where spillage cannot be
ignited?

17. Are gasoline stoves and kerosene stoves and
heaters of types listed by Underwriters' Labora-
tories. Inc.? .

18. Are your lamps 'efficiently heavy-based to
prevent tipping?

CONSTRUCTION
IS. Are the roofs of your &hidings non-combooll-
Ms?

20. Are rook gutters. eaves of buildings free of
needles and leaves?

21. Are all stovepipes. chimneys and hoods above
kitchen stoves cleaned and repaired before camp
opens?

22. Are floors directly under stoves and heaters
protected by galvanised iron. concrete or brick-
work?

23. Have you eliminaied all stovepipes which
pass through closets or storerooms?.

24. Are walls. rafters. ceilings and partitions pro-
tected from overheating of stoves and pipes?. ..

Fig. 12- Camp Self-Inspection Blank
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ELECTRICITY J clam
Ti. No

25. Are electric irons and all electrical appliances
used for cooking, equipped with metal suds and
heat controls?

26. Do you use only those electric appliances,
fuses, extension cords bearing the label of Under-
writers' Laboratories, Inc.?

27. Are all electric extension cords in the open
none placed under rugs or over hooks?

28. Do you allow only qualified 0111Cbtki011% to
install your wiring, make all wire splices?

3a Do you use standard fuses of proper capacity,
never substituting others?

31. Do you always use safety film for movies.
never nitrocellulose film unless the camp has a
standard projection booth?

SMOKING
31. Do you maintain restricted places for smok-
ingno matter WHO is smoking?

32. Does the camp insist that all cigarettes and
cigar baits be carefully extinguished before they
ore disposed of?

33. Do you insist th 1 matches be broken in two
before they're thrown away?

FIRE FIGHTING
34. Do you have simple fire fighting equipment,
such as brooms. rakes, pails of water, pails of sand,
shovels?

35. If you have a fire hose. canvas or rubber, do
you test it before camp opens?

36. Is equipment kept in designated places and in
good condition? 0-
37. Do you have more than one exit from all rooms
in main buildings ?.

38. Do you have a camp check before retiring
to see if all fires and lights are out or suitably
protected?

39. Do you have rgular fire drills for all camp-
ers and staff?

365

mat
Ti, No

40. Do you have a place where pumpers can take

41. Do you have approved fire extinguishers in
every main building? Are they kept h. good work-
ing order? Do your personnel know how to use
them?

42. Do you have fire escapes on buildings of more
than one story?

43. De you have an easily distinguished fire
alarm?

44. Do you have a fire brigade in camp?

45. Do you have ladders that will reach to the
roof of your buildings?

46. Is there any organised fire protection in your
community?

47, Do you know where or how to call for this pro-
tection service?

CAMP FIRES
48. Do you build outdoor fires only in safe places.
on sand or other mineral soil, or on rocks and not
low trees?

49. Do you clear away all flammable material
from around your outdoor fire including incinera-
tor, for at least six feet and not er leave your fire
unattended?

50. After putting out an outdoor fire do you stay
until ashes are cool enough to test with your bare
hands?

Courtesy National Board of Fire Underwriter*
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Piro Prevention Form 1.

APPLICATION TO USE, INSTALL, CONDUCT PROCESSES OR
CARRY ON OPERATIONS INVOLVING OR CREATING CONDI-

TIONS DEEMED HAZARDOUS TO LIFE OR PROPERTY

Dale

To Otief of rue Department, City of

rApplication is hereby made by the undersiped for a Permit to 101:11slete

in or on the premises known es_____ -Same or Avenue

the following materials, processes or apostles.

(Describe briefly what is to be done and state what hazardous materials are to be used)

Conditions, surroundings and arrangements to be in accordance ea Preeendce Ordinance.

This application not approved Webs
as Zoning and Building Winans" am
comosened.

Irryorfr of Itaildingt

Nash et Menem

Address of Apples*

:ar:department.
plans and construction details must be Med on all major projects and when requested by the chief of

Courtesy National Board of Fir. Underwriters

Fig. 13- Application to Corry on Hazardous Operations
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lbs PrOVOIltiOG Form Z.

APPLICATION TO MANUFACTURE. STORE. HANDLE OR KEEP
FOR Si. .3 EXPLOSIVES HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS AND

MATERIALS AND FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS AND GASES

Dote

To Chief of Fire Department, City

Appliadlou is hereby made by the undersigned for a Permit to enamdecture, store, handle or keep for sale

in or en the mambos known as- _Stain or Avenue

die followittg quantities of Hamden Materiels
EHassrdosts Chentleah

Planunable Liqtdds
Game

amemer

itt.arot

41 7

74

rY,

470,=.11=4..

4M4407047.7,

?-(

Coodmont! staroundings and arrangements to be in ACCIIntince with the Fire Prevention Ordinsook

Thls eadknOoniss not approved beam
:sac= and Building Ordinances are_

,..

1PQ?Of Ikdidings

Now ci Appliaot

k

Address et Aopilioot

plans and =striation details must be filed on major projects and when requested by the thief of
re department.

Courtesy Notional Board of Mee Underwriters

Fig. 14. Application to Use lioioreloos iAotoriol

. .



Prevemdoa For 3.

FIRE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF

PERMIT
Storage, Use, Manufacture, Thadiag, Transportation, or other Disposition of Flammable, Combustible, or Explosive Materials,

No

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
By virtue of the provisions of the Fire Prevention Ordinance of the City of

(Date)

(Nam at Cowers)

No. Street, conducting a
(Dadassa)

having made appliection in due form, and as the conditions, sorroundings, and arrangements are, in my opinion, such that the intent of the
Ordinance eau be observed, authority is hereby given and this PERMIT is GRANTED for

This PERMIT is issued and accepted on concretion that all Wham provisions now adopted, or that may hereafter be adopted, shell be
complied witb.

ias

I.

THIS PERMIT IS VALID FOR

LTide penult dose not tabs the plese of or,
Liman required by law and is sot Moder-
able. Any ebony in the nee se occupancy of
premises AA moire a sew penult. Chisf of Firs Defornmad

THIS PERMIT MUST AT ALL Taus BE KEPT FOST ON THE PREMISES MENTIONED ABOVE



Pies Plenotion Few 4.

Licesselea
License is hereby granted

No. ..............

FIRE DEPARTMENT

MT OF

LICENSE

sea* 1110

=111.......

=411esse.

engage in the beeineee, trade or oeculation of

1144001111.11111.0.11011.0

*m * oftw.e. * *4* mr. . WM

pungent to the provision of the Phu humans Regulations and say ,violation of these regulations any be ground for the revocation of this
Enna.

This license empires

41.11

Ma Seems does mot tidoe die pima( erg
permit, regoirod by low mad le not reislitohlk.
Any dune ht the use sr oeungmury OE pm.
hes doll sequin -w Sow&

(Date)

Cho ri v p ftw

THIS MIMI MUST AT AU. TIMES .111E POSTED ON THE PRISM= MENTIONED ABOVE

3
OS

es
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The Prorodos Nom 4.

FMB MAIM= OF 1111 CITY OF Noise llor
Dab No. 111,1101011 Rain

.61111111010
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Fit. 17. Fire Department 1/141atien Node*
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Coutosey Notional lloard of Ars Undottoritor0

FN. 18 - IsopoorOr'i Routs Coord.
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Form 4.08

Inspections

STATE OF OHIO
DIVISION OF STATE FIRE MARSHAL.

REST HOME

Name of home

Street Address

City

371

Inspection Report

Maximum number of patients for whom approval is requested

Present number and class of patients;

Ambulatory

Bedfast

On what floor are they housed:

Ambulatory

Bedfast

Helpless Helpless

This to certify that I inspected the building or buildings comprising this home and
find:
1. Indicate type of construction

2. It has adequate and proper means of egress. 1 ( ) Tel 4 ( j No

3. Proper facilities foi Fire Protection. 1 ( ) Yet 2.( )Nei.

4. Evidence of good housekeeping. 1 ( ) Yes '7:2( )110

5. Established and documented evacuation plan. 1 ( )' Yes 2 ( ) No

Date Inspected by

Data approved By
(State Fire Marshal)

The above inspection form viii become
valid as a certificate of approval upon
signature of the State Fire Marshal.

Courtesy State of Ohio, Oisision of &age
Fire Marthal

Pig. 19 - Rost Homo Approval Roquost
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Whom 4i4 Too sow* rolo..4vo to inspection. 1( ) Ograor 2 ( ) Osculates 3 ( ) asset 4 ( ) amperes II ( ) No ono

Mao of Mat yams losyortion rapist antes by

Name 0 °wombs's* or neat (print)

Many address (orbit)
...'

=1....11M,

The folleming hoserglour madams cads(
(List all defeats briefly)

11=1111110

.1.1.

State reessognendotioos for correction of all detects abort listed

-ms w

am...

.

IblIPSCTOlt Olstrial

emotes', State of Ohio, Division of Stats
Pre Marshal
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Form Na 4-471

Fir* Strike Twining

State of Ohlt
Department of Cononorce

DIVISION OP- STATE FM, MARSHAL_

visrecnoi REPORT
DRY CLEAN= AND DRY DYKiNG FLAW

CLASS I-

(M Location of plant. Skid City .....

(1) Trade IMO ter

(4) NNW of hone or operator

01) Now long at present locatiost Veen Months

(I) Nome of foram hone or (orator.

Will.00f owner *inlaid.. .**
00 Name of owner of property.

(9) Solvent used for cleoldeg purposes. UM Maximum quantity on hand at

any
BUILDING

(11) Year erected 14 . (12) C01111t111411011 ...... (10-114nd of

(14) Thickness of Kind of roof or (16)- Ats:wirtless pro--

(17) Are they of wired (18) Do they readily

(19) An sir -Are they of metal they haves
. .-- -. .

wired (22) _Do they swing (23)DoesclankgAnn! her two nmmunf

sows to the (24) Is cleaning room more then ass story In 4:11, lo

bedlam tinned 'es Means room clout than ton feint is adjoining lot' A11 niij, a .
r

smile in aiming room (22) Row loony sides.---. (IS) Anyone between chow

lag rooms and °dun rooms Monk. . (a) Ash aloY Pl.

(SO) Are Soon below pads Ina. (31) Is hemensentimder cleaning Iota..._.. :_:. ..::4211)

fire doors opptived bf a notionally known Wing

1111 SoUlPidliNT

(32) Is cleaning l001111 equipped with Automatic Sprinkler system, Carbon Dionide Room floadiug nom*

or Stoma Winding system. 40. WY If equipped with -stew. Seeding

system, can it be controlled manually by means of quick opening valve outside of clueing

(3$) Is steam provided in this system during the hours of cleaning ..... (fa) An ire

Fie. 21- Inspection Report - Dry Cleaning end
Dry-Coping Kent



extinguisher. provided.

Inspections 375

(37) Are they approved by a nationally known testing laboratory

(38) Are they approved for class B fires

MACHINERY

(39) Do Washers have overflow pipe leading to underground tank (40) Is it one size larger

than the supply line to washer (41) Does it have a shut-off valve (42) Are wash-

ers equipped with splash proof doors (43) Are the doors hinge type... (44) Are

washers grounded. (45) Is each washer securely attached to the floor _ (46) Does

extractor have drain pipe reading to underground tank or to extractor pump (47) Does it have

drain pipe 1% inches or larger.... (48) Does the basket in the extractor have a rim of non-fer-

rous metal. (49) Is cover on extractor... (SO) Is it of non-ferrous metal. we*

(51) Is extractor grounded .......... (52) Is it securely attached to floor... (53) Is each dry-

ing tumbler vented to the outside by means of an exhaust fan (54) Is the exhaust pipe 6

*set above the roof of dry cleaning plant (55) Is it provided with clean -out facilities

(56) Is each tumbler equipped with a steam jet 3/8 of an inch or target.-- ....... (57) Are tumblers

equipped with self-closing explosion batches (58) Are all tumblers grounded__.....

($9) h st:Ank or hot water only used to secure necessary temperatures in stills and condensers... ........

(60) Does still have automatic hest emergency drain of ample capacity to discharge the entire contents

to underground storage tanks in five minutes-

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN DRY CLEANING ROOMS

(61) Are all spiders, blades and running rings on ell exhaust fans of non-ferrous metal..-........_. ....

QM Are all lighting fixtures explosion proof and labeled by nationally recognised testing laboratory

43) Are all electrical switches, motors, and other electrical dr4ices labeled by a nationally

recognised testing laboratory (64) Is all electric wiring installed according to the National

Electrical
DRYING ROOM

(65) Where are drying MOMS located ..... ........ .......... Meow. ...... eolboosoo .......... eemoemeer ..... ...... oe ......

(66) Are they located in same building with cleaning room. (67) Thickness of walls between

cleaning and drying rooms..... (68) Do drying rooms have self-closing approved fire doors



376 Fire Sertko Training

TANZSPINIS

(d9) Are underground tanks located under public sidewalk street* alley or private drive.

(70) Are they two fest or more underground--... (71) Ts 1111 pipe terminal in non-combustible

box live feet from any structure Are vent pipes from tanks 1-1/4 inches is

(73) Do vent pipes from tanks extend 9 feet above the roof of dry cleaning plant ..-. (14) Are

Wad pines 0011199sd with inverted V cape Are tanks equipped with a liquid level gauge'

labeled by a nationay recognised testing laboratory--....478) Are vent pipes from links equipped'

with lame arresters labeled by a nationally recognised testing laboratory--....- (fl) Does cleaning'

room drain lead to city sewer.......:.-(78) Are there any cleaning fluids left In the cleaning robot over;

night-. ....(79) Will the ventilation of the cleaning room change every three ndstutex-----

OM Are all safety cans labeled by a nationally recognised testing laboratory . --.(81) Is any spot.
If

Ling or brushing done outside dry cleaning reems-_____-

BOILER ROOK

(82) Is boiler room in separate room from dry cleaning (1$) If not; Is it selatatet bi.

(14) What is heating-agent for dry cleaning roomi-llot Water or iliinot.--...;.24`

64.0 Mayo.. (lin Am all steam and hot as pipes i inch freak iillisoadvreek f

. (N) Are expand hot water pinesnad radiators screene. (WY Is biller dialled;

according to Law-- .......(89) What is the general condition of boiler -town and bolidiefinifilne

01138KRAL

.1-`=.....00
(119). Are. No Smoking signs displayed_-_-.- (90) What is the pan* cendities44b* *whit

room *=.*****MoM
...110 ...... *. ,1./4140.04440.44.ar!
(91) Do you recommend license be issued to this Indicate Endings sorrisooms°

dation on Form 4. *......
(W) Signature of inspector

.....00.0.e
k1..... ......

:1 v:47 t ;

Courtesy &as of e Diedeie of Stets
Piro Menthol



room Us. 44731C

Inspections 377

main at Olds
Deparbsoat of Cameros Permit No Yr. UP.

DIVISION OF STATE FISH ISARSIIAL

DISPECTION won
HILT cumin PLANT

(1) Data at Inspection

(3) Location of plant, Street City County

(I) Trade new of company

(4) Name of lessee or operator

(I) How long at premed location_ _Yeas Maths

(4) Name of former lessee or *Mate

(7) Arne of owner of Phut_

(3) Novae of owner of property

(9) Wake of machinery or system used_

(10) !Solvent used for cleaning porsorrs (11) Purchase made from

(1S) Does plant we danunable solvent__ (13) U ao hew much on hand at any thee_ gallons.

(14) Are safety UM provided_ (1S) What are the sizes of the safety cent_

(10 Are eel mew by a nationally recognized testing isberatery_
BUILDUPS

(17) Is cleaning plant located on lot door level (10 U not where is it located

(111) What le heating agent for damning plant_ (IO) Haw ter are ileamiabh solvents stored

from heating plea- (31) Are there any open ilamis in the doming

(XI) Are all motors vapor PrOOL_-----(28) Ale all machines Odd tight._ GO Doss the reselens bee

an exhaust ha- C15) Doe it remove all vapors to the outside (30 Will the air in the doming

room change every three minute- on Is the ethaust outlet closer than 35 het to an7 opening in any

budding- Oh Are wade cons provided___ ________ (21M Is all wiring installed according to the Notional

Madrigal Code 00 Have you tested the non-flu mmable solvent_ (1) Are dm eztinguishers

provided_ (112) How many? soda-add ( ). foam ( C T C ( powder L L

CO, ( ). size ( ) (30 U not, do you recommend odinguithen

(35) Are stoves vented_ 00 What is the general condition of the

room booming the deeming _____

($7) Do you approve the for license? U not why

. _

Attach Foam 4

Order: 0 Written 0 Verbal Bilasture ot

Courtesy State of OW Dividon of SW*
Fire Marshal

Pig. 22- Inspection Report - Hot Cleaning Plant
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Skits et Olds
Diverniati ot Ciminero

DIVISION OF STATE FIRE Mann

FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS -L. P. GASES INSPECTION FORM
TYPE

Fluarsabis Liquids 0 L. P. Gas 0
Other 0 Dosed*

MIND OF ESTABLISHMENT

Bulk Plan *

(Ail new and oddness Inn to arrest)

Zee
Township

Count,

Van IS

Looted at

Irma

nProcessiag Haat 0 Owe

Manattenrins Process 0
Tilling Station 0
L. P. Gas Bottling Plant. AM,
L. P. Gas Industrial staves- Adam
Tsat Trask 0
Meraustile Operator

Pasadena
es Osman

Address
EQUIPMENT

No. of Tasks

Capacity of Tanks Complains*

Dan Address

WalinMIP '''4,1141t11111111111011 .011.11.401 611.1.0.1Mr

(11101(Mang COO..

Earle

Pin Gist

Dan et ImpsdIsa
Eloentsal Was

Cede of L P. Gas Coatabsr On a: Penni 0 Umbel 0
Belief Vales Set at

Wu Owner Consaltel

Who Wu CoanItsd 11..11

Has Est ter Csaglists

amidst.
State Wei laspe.tes NM*

Courtesy State of Ohio, Dittillieti of State
Fite Marshal

Fig. 23. Inspection Fenn - Flommoblo Ligulay
L. P. Gams



CHAPTER 26

RADIATION HAZARDS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned with the peacetime radiation hazards in this atomic era that pertain to the fire
service. It is not the intent of this chapter co train fa.remen to become radiation specialists, nor to qualify them
to deal effectively with radiation hazards with which they may be confronted. The intent of this chapter is to
serve as a basis for ot.zquainting firemen with the problems in general and to prepare them for more specialized
training. Thus, it ie to serve an orientation function and is to be presented to firemen as a part of or in con-
junction with their basic tubing.

The general aim of this chapter is to familiarize firemen with the following facts:
1. That radiation is simply another hazard of human existence, neither to be unduly feared nor to be

Ignored.
2. That a difference exists between internal and external hazards.
3. That adequate premergency planning is necessary.
4. That radioactive materials in ordinary use do not make other things radioactive.
S. That is general the most serious effect of a radiation incident will probably come about from con-

tamination of the surrounding' aces, and the problem will be reduced to the extent that the contend&
ation spread is limited during fire fighting operations.

S. That an explosion which might occur in the use of radioactive material will be of a chemical nature
and will not result in an atomic bomb type of explosion.

7. That safety measures in the design and in the transportation of atomic weapons v011 preclude a nuclear
explosion in the event of an accident. However, there might be a serious detonation of the ordinary
explosive materials In the weapon, resulting in possible radioactive contamination.

BENEFICIAL USES OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

The values of radiation and radioactivity to man
are of such an important nature that the atomic era
Is here to stay in spite of the fact that there are
attain definite hazards involved in their use. It is
important that information about the use of radioactive
materials be provided for all citizens in order to
eliminate their *gating confusion and fear.

Firemen and other emergency control personnel
will necessarily be In the forefront during emergen-
cies involving radiation hazards. Therefore, It Is
Imperative that they have factual knowledge on which
to base their actions and on which to determine the
degree of their risk.

In recent years, the number of users of radio-
active materials has increased on almost a daily
basis. Indications are that present expansion will
continue so that radioactive materials will be even
more prevalent in the future. More important than the
use of radioactive materials for destruction in war-
time is their increasingly greater number of peace-
time uses for the benefit of mankind in a variety of
ways. Inherent in these many uses are significant

problems for personnel in the fire service and other
emergency services.

The first Item to be considered Is that the terms
Radioisotope, Radioactive Material, and Radiation
Emitter, so far as firemen are concerned, are similar
in that there is a potential personal hazard involved
from radiation associated with materials described by
each. Radioactive material releases energy that can
be detected .by electrical or chemical means. This
energy is released from ;At caster of the atom. See
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Radiation Originates from the Nucleus of on Atom
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Firemen should have an understanding of the
many uses of radioactive materials and their benefits.
Therefore a number of uses will be explained in the
following paragraphs.

Radioactive materials give off energy, and this
use makes them extremely beneficial to mankind. For
instance, they make possible the tracing of certain
bio!..gical processes in humans, animals, and plants.

DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE
BY RADIOACTNE TRACERS

The thyroid &and is a very important gland in the
body. It is well known to medical men that the thyroid
gland will take up practically all of the element iodine
which enters the body. If radioactive iodine is intro-
duced into the body it is still chemically iodine, and
therefore it will go to the thyroid gland. By the use
of radioactive detecting devices, the doctor can
determine whether the thyroid is functioning properly,
since the radioactivity present can be compared with
what it should be in a normal person. The radioactive
iodine does not do anything for the patient to the
thyroid condition fp= which the patient is suffering.
In this case, it is simply being used as a tool to
help the doctor diagnose whether or not the thyroid
is functioning properly.

Figure 2 shows how a small amount of radioiodine
mixed with water (A) and chunk by a patient (B) will
collect b varying amounts in the thyroid gland de-
pending on its activity (C). Measurement of radiation
by special instruments outside the body (D) assists
the doctor in determining the thyroid trouble.

I

A

Fig, 2- Redissolve Iodine Used to Trace Thyroid Gland
Disorders

There are many other uses of isotopes as tracers
in medicine, and new uses are being dimovered
every day.

RADIOACTIVE TRACERS IN ANIMAL AND
AGRICULTURAL FOOD PRODUCTION

One of the most pressing problems facing the
world is the exploPive growth of population and the
necessity foradequately feeding more and more people
every year. The application of scientific principles
to the production of foodstuffs is only in its infancy.
Much of the feeding of animals and plants intended
for human consumptive is, in truth, done at random.
By the use of radioactive tracers, scientific know-
ledge can take the place of guesswork, and men can
learn to produce more food. This is of the utmost
importance in a world in which many people go to bed
hungry every night.

As a typical instance, the use of calcium and
phosphorus tracers have provided information which
will enable livestock feeders to get maximum efficien-
cy from feed by more careful control of the calcium -
phosphorus ratio of the diet, and by eliminating high
concentration of elements which adversely enact the
absorption of these elements. See Figure S.

Fig. 3- Tracing the Efficiency of Cattle Feeding
with Radioisotopes

Radioisotopes have proven extremely useful in
determining the nature and extent of possible toxic
residues in or on inp =karat commodities from the
use of insecticide compounds. Work with radioactive
isotopes has shown thief many fertilises can be
applied directly to the leaves of plants end be ab-
sorbed through the leaves. It has also shown that
fertilizer taken up through the root system can be
leached from the leaves by rain. See Figure 4
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Fig. 4 - Radioisotopes Used to Tine* Fertiliser Uptake
in Plants

Fig. Radioisotopes Used to Measure Metal Wear

MEASURING METAL WEAR

Just as biological processea can be traced in
man, plants, and "dash, physical processes is
metal can be traced ly :making some of the material
radioactive, or by inciuding radioactive material
similar to the materials which are to be traced. A
simple example is amuse of radioactive iron to check
engine wear. The piston ring is made radioactive. As
the piston ring wears, the radioactive iron is detected
in the lubricating oil. See Figure L

LIQUID FLOW TRACED BY RADIOACTIVITY

P- other use is the addition of radioactive iso-
topes to the product transported in oil pipelines.
The radioactive material is introduced at the inter-
face, between two different shipments, providing a
means by which one shipment can be differentiated
immediately from the next shipmant, as illustrated by
Figure 6.

RADIOGRAPHY OF HIGH PRESSURE EQUIPMENT

It is very important in some products to know
exactly how dense a material is and whether the
density is uniform. One example of this Is the man-
ation of piping which snot, hold*-igniast very high
pressures. When such pipingls hydrojtetically tested,
it bassimply been determined that thi:pikipt Ottt not
fail at the pressure reached as tbe.:ditri4-tithltest.
Hydtoatatic testing does not-show *ether that, is a
potenMallsalt Which may fell-at a iiier date:. Valves
and otheriuch fittings can tie -:' payai to **Watt
whetkii a net there is' any defect is *e !!* of
the valve. It is generally impossible to take sit X-ray
machine into the field to sake an X-isy of a Weld in
a pips, so radioactive materials ire used for this
purpose. Radionctive cobalt, for instance, is insetted
into the pipe at *el-meta' of the weld. See Figure 7.
The weld is surrounded with X-riy film. The film is
sensitive to. the radiation coming thiough the -plikr.
if some parts of the weld are-not as dense as the
the rest of the weld, less radiation will be iteetbed,
the film will receive. more tadiation, and *mien
will be darker at such points.

THICKNESS GAUGING AND QUALITY CONTROL
BY RADIATION

The difference in absorption of radiation by
various thicknesses of materials is also used by
industry for quality control: This is extremely impor-
tant in metal working Industries where metals mast
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Fig. 6- Radioactive Slug Used to Trace and Differentiate between Two Different Products in a Pipeline
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Fig. 7- Radioisotope Used to Detect Hidden Flows
in Metal Castings

be rolled to an exact thickness at high speed. If the
manufacturer waits until the entire roll has been manu-
factured to determine whether the material is of the
proper thickness, he may find that he has a serious
loss through the rejection of a product that does not
meet standards. The thickness-gauge makes it pos-
sible to determine immediately whether the material
is being rolled to the proper thickness. Another ap-
plication of this principle is in the control of various
coatings applied to products.

In sandpaper production, as shown in Figure 8,
the coating of glue from thedispenser (A) is precisely
controlled by radiation (B) which passes through

paper and glue to radiation counter (C). Any variation
in the layer of glue is detected and registers on
dial (D) which is interlocked (E) with the glue appli-
cator which is readjusted automatically. The same
principle is used to control the amount of grit applied
to the glue (F) in completing the finished sandpaper.

Fig. 8- Radiation Used to Control Coating of Glue
and Grit in Sandpaper Production

All of these uses are applications of the fact that
radioactive materials send out signals which can be
detected either electrically or chemically.

ELIMINATION OF STATIC ELECTRICITY

The next category of use for radioisotopes is
made possible by the fact that they have the char-
actedstic of making the air electrically conductive.
The accumulation of static electricity is a serious
hazard in those areas where an explosive vapor-air
concentration may exist. Static electricity is also a
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ardour* ladsabially- because it makes some things
stick together, sad presents a shock hazard to Judi-
Ached . Static electricity can be removed by ground-
ing the equipment, or, in some cases, by surrounding
it with a humid atmosphere. In some cases, however,
neither of these methods is satisfactory.

In the use of radioactive static eliminators, the
rays from the radioactive material ionize the air, and
provide en invisible path through which the electricity
can flow; to ground. It is not necessary that there be
any contact with the material.

The same principle is used in a smoke detecting
device now marketed in this country. Essentially it
consists of a -double chambered device, one being a
refereauchamber closed to the atmosphere, the other

detecting clamber open to the atmosphere. Each
chamber contains a small radiation source which
ionises the air within (that is it causes the air to be
electrically conductive). Both chambers are in elec-
trical balance until the products of combustion enter
the detecting chambe4 thus changing the ionization
and upsetting the electrical balance between the two
chambers. This change immediately activate* en
' edible alarm system.

TREATMENT OF DISEASE BY RADIATION

Mother very important use of radioactive meter-
Wei is made imitable by the fact that they emit
energywhiclican bring about the destruction of living
cells. it ii becuire of this characteristic that a
hazard exists in the use of radioactive materials.

A simple description of a cancer it that it is a
group of cells growing much too rapidly. Radiation is
used to kill the rapidly growing cells, which brings
about an alleviation of the cancer, as shown in
Figure 9.

If a cancerous wad* (B), located in the middle
of lie body cross section (A), in Figure 9, is irradi-
ated by an external radiation source ID) which is
notated (E), the radiation beam (C) is concentrated
on the malignancy while producing a diffused dose
of radiation to the surrounding healthy tissue.

It will be found, hoiever, that there is much con-
fusion on this subject, and that there are people who
believe that a direct relationship exists between
radiation and cancer, as such. For instance, a man
employed on a pipeline in Texan where radium was
being used for radiography of welds knew that radium
was used to cure cancer. His mother-in-law bad Call-
en. He took the radium borne in his pocket intending
to use it to cure his mother-in-law"' cancer. The
result was that he received severe radiation tens to
his leg, necessitating its amputation. This confr.sion

Fig. 9 - Radioisotopes Used to Treat Coresse
2

may, bring about other such Instances. Radiation
sources, which may be accessible to people who have
a very limited knowledge of their use andAssn
should be carefully controlled to prevent such inci-
dents from. taldng place.

=

The energy from radioactive tiaptoHal is, used to
destroy living tissue in the sterilization .of iood sad
dregs. Food and (huge are sealed. in- tupor tight
wrappers to prevent say contact with the outside
air. They are then subjected, to massive dues of
radiation so that call- living ,microorganisms in gar
package are killed.

If all of the inicUorgrudsore are killed, the food
is sterilized. If a lesser dose of radiation is used,
the food can be pasteurized. That is, not all of the
organisms are killed, but sufficient numbers are killed
so that the food can be stored fora reasonable time
without destruction by bacteria. The food itself is
not radioactive any, more than a person is tedieective
after being X-rayed. -There is, vf course, a greet deal
of experimental work yet to be donee In someloods,
there are very marked changes ft color and - flavor.
In other foods the changes are mu.. 'AM pronounced:

Radiation sterilisation-is used t the manufacture
of drugs. Destruction of bacteria 'tor heat in many
cases isn't practical because the heat will also
damage the drug. Radiation is used to kill the bacteria
without raising the temperature of the drugs.
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CHEMICAL CHANGES AND PROCESSING
BY RADIATION

Another use for energy from radioactive materials
!a possible because radiation energy can be used to
excite the atoms of certain materials. Radium-dial
wrist watches are used universally. It is generally
believed that it is the radium which glows in the
dark, but, that is not so. The radioactive materials
emit energy which causes a phosphor, such as zinc
sulfide, to glow in the de*.

An important use of this phenomenon is in the
field of chemical processing. By the use a radiation
energy, certain chemical effects can be brought about,
thus producing a better product. For instance, when
polyethylene was first developed, it could not be
subjected to boiling water temperature without dam-
age. Now, at the proper point in the manufacturing
process, the polyethylene is subjected to radiation
oilers?, from radioactive materiels. This "knocks out"
a couple of hydrogen atoms, which go off as gas.
This changes the manner in which the atoms of poly-
ethylene are linked together, producing cross-linked
polyethylene, which can be subjected to boiling
water temperature. This makes possible many uses
of polyethylene as a substitute for glass where the
container must be sterilized, such as for baby bottles.

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION BY RADIATION

Anotheruse for the erowy of radioactive materials
is in voltage production. This is the direct production
of electricity from the energy released by the radio-
active atoms. Don't confuse this with the indirect
production of electrical energy in power reactors,
where fission energy is converted to heat and then to
conventional forms of power. The "atomic" battery
has use where a dependable source of electrical
energy in small quantities is required.

LOCATING
NUCLEAR ENERGY HAZARDS

The Atomic Energy Commission licenses the use
of source materials, fissionable materials, and by-
product radioisotopes; however, this Commission
does not have general control over all radioactive
mate' la.

Source materials are materials from which fission-
able materials can be made. These are the various
natural uranium and thorium ores found in the earth's
crust. Fissionable materials are materials capable of
self-sustslaing chain reactions, such as some types

of uranium and plutonium. That is to say, thay COW
be used for atomic power or weeperifii.Vproduct
radioisotopes are materials made radioactive in en
atomic reactor. Many naturally radioactive materials,
such as radium, and materials which are made radio-
active in a particle scoelerator, are not under Atomic
Energy Commission regulations.

When Atomic Energy Commission -licensed ma-
terials are introduced into a plant, the total radiation
hazard comes under the Atomic Energy Commission
regulations. The plant management cannot say, "The
radiation hazard from the licensed material meets
the Atomic Energy Commission standard, and the
radiation bawd from this other unlicensed material
is no concern of the Atomic Energy Commission."
The total hazard from all materials, licensed 'end
unlicensed, must be within the limits permitted by
the Federal regulations.

This leaves open the area of fadioactive materials
not licensed by the Atomic Energy Commission. Some
States have highly developed legislation to regulate
the use of radioactive materials in areas not covered
by the Atomic Energy Commission; others do not.
Liter, in prffire planning, it will be seen that the
only solution for this problem is to develop a close
liaison with the local health department.

Radioactive materials may be found in such
places as universities, industrial laboratories, indus-
trial plants, hospitals, doctors' offices, atomic power
plants, military installations, and in transportation
facilities.

The Atomic Energy Commission pedodleally
n otifies the State health departments in each State
of all persons licensed to use radioactive mitedalS
within that State. This information is intended for
distribution to other State and municipal agencies. A
few State health departments have adopted a plat-Wji
which they promptly notify &sand police departments
of new licenses issued within their jurisdictional
areas. The Division of Licensing and Regulation,
AEC, forwards a form letter along with each new
license issued, suggesting that the licensee notify
the local fire and police departments of his posses
sion of radioactive material. Fire departments should
request from their State health departments notifi-
cation of Atomic Energy Commission licensees in
their areas.

Radioactive materials may also be located by a
fire department during building inspections. This may
come about by a fire inspector noting that rudiatieti
warning signs are posted. Firemen should be familiar
with the standard radiation warning sign shown in
Figure 10, and when found, this information slioeli
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his entered on the inspector's building inspection
re-prevegjage buildinginspection forms should

be provided with a special place foe the entry of
such informatioC

CAurioN

RADIATION AREA

Fig. 16 The Standard Radiation Waning Symbol

Cede* operations of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion are cleesified because revealing information on
the oaten of the operation midst give assistance to
an enemy. Other operations, especially in the field
of basic research and the commercial use of iso-
vm, are completely unclassified. It is the policy
of tlie Atomic Energy Co.amission to cooperate fully
with State and local agencies in the discharge of
their responsibilities for the general welfare pf all.
If it is found that security restrictions make it lisps-
O le to disCharge an obligation, the plant manager
sktuld' be asked the address of the Atomic Energy
Commission office responsible for that plant. Write
an official letter to the Manager of Operations of the
Atomic Energy Commission stating the problem. He
will assist in every way possible. It may be that an
Atomic Energy Commission fire protection engineer
who inspects the plant will discuss the problem with
those responsible for fire prevention, end it may be
poseible to arrange for firemen to make en escorted
lasoection of the plant. If absolutely necessary,
atonements, might be made for key fire department
mamma to l cleared to make the inspection.

In general, hoirOfer, security regulations hitin
posed few problems to firemen that cannot be solved
with a little common sense and good will. Most major
Atomic Energy Commission facilities have highly
organised mutual 'aid plane with the nearby fire de.;
pertments so that fire fighting operations can proceed
intelligently.

In publications dealing with the use of radio-
active materials the notation, "Company C014-
dentist," may be found. This is not a Cloiretnatent
security classification, but simply moms that**
company wishes to keep its process confidential front
its competitors. This is not uncommon but should be
no bar to obtaining information- *Matta to the fire
department in the event of a fire. A good relationship
between the fire department and the tom** will
certainly aid in obtaining the necessary information:

PROBLEMS OF RADIATION

Radiation materials emit energy which has the
power to damage living tissue if received issufficient
quantity. Within certain limits, however, dome ota
be repaired by the body ao that there is soapwort
effect.

Radiation is like any other form of insult, to the
body, whether It be from. excessive .1*6 Poilsr
electrical shock, disease, or wounds.. Thine are
various injury limits which the body can stand, hosed
upon the type, severity, and duration of the insult
If the insult is sudden and massive the body's repair
mechanism is overwhelmed and death results quickly.
There is also a wide middle ground -in which can-
tinned insults of a lesser nettge, when: ,piOioaged
over a period of time, can gradually overtone tit!
body's ability to repair itself end will .muse the
individual to sicken and eventually. succumb.

Then there in' that area in which insults to the
body are small enough to cane no demonstrahle
effects over an extended period of time becenee',of
the body's ability to continuously overcome and
repair the small amount of damsga being .produced.

As the knowledge of the safe limits of meson
toxic materials is used to protect the worker in in-
dustry, so in the present existing knowladerrof safe
radiation limits used to protect the perm* who works
with radiation continuously.

Therefore, when it is known what these limits
are, people can expose themselves to radiation in
order to accomplish necessary work. It follows, how-
ever, that the degree of exposure should he related
to the importance of the work to be accomplished.
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Unfortunately, no one can avoid exposure to
radiation. All living things are exposed to cosmic
radiation from outer space, which increases in inten-
sity the higher the altitude. For instance, in Denver,
Colorado, the mile -hip city, a person would receive
approximately twice the radiation from cosmic rays
that be would receive at sea level, say at New York
City. Suppose a person gets away from cosmic radi-
ation by going down deep in a mine where no cosmic
radiation can penetrate. This still will not solve the
radiation problem, because there be will be exposed
to radiation from radioactive material in the earth).
crust. Some of these radioactive materials are, there-
fore, found in materials used to construct buildings.
In addition, there are radioactive elements within the
make-up of all persons' bodies, elements that have
been radioactive from the beginning of time, such as
radioactive potassium, radium, and carbon. A person's
body also tends to concentrate radioactive materials
that are taken into it, particularly from the water
which be drinks. Water, in some parts of the country
and particularly from some mineral springs, has ap-
preciable radioactivity. So, from the beginning of
time, man hag been exposed to an inescapable natural
background of radiation.

In addition to this natural background of radiation,
the population as a whole receives a certain amount
of radiation from medical and dental diagnostic and
therareutic procedures. It is obvious, from a basic
premise that radiation can damage living tissue, that
some of this medical and dental radiation may have
some harmful effects. When harmful effects appear to
outweigh the benefits from medical use of radiation,
the logical course is to modify the medical procedure,
not do away with all medical uses of radiation.

People are exposed to radiation from X-ray ma-
chines for the purposes of determination of broken
bones, diagnostic techniques for the proper function-
ing of body organs, detection of lung diseases, and
many others. Such devices have been in use for the
past 50 years. An example of unnecessary exposure
to radiation is the use of shoe-fitting fluoroscope
machines which fit children's shoes by the use of
X-rays. These are a possible hazard, not only to the
child, but also to the shoe clerk. No useful purpose
is served which could not be served by other means,
and in many jurisdictions these devices have been
outlawed.

Probably the chief error in much of the current
thinking about radiation hazards is the failure to
relate radiation hazards to the other hazards of human
existence. All human activity involves risks. Some

of them are physical, such as the hazard of being hit
on the bead by a heavy object dropped
Some hazards are more mental than cal, such as
those of the advertising amiii t or play producer,
who is under the constant strain of delivering com-
pletely satisfactory work or suffering the penalty of
being ruthlessly eliminated from the field of his
chosen profession. Consciously or not, when person
selects a field of work, he makes an appraisal of the
hazards involved, along with the other factors, such
as pay, wool working conditions, prospects for
advancement, and security of employment, all of
which must be considered. Each Occupation has its
own peculiar hazards, inherent in the nature of the
work. In controlling the basaal, attempts are made to
reduce the probability of accident to a minimum, but
absolute freedom from risk cannot be guaranteed.

When thinking about * radiation hazard, however,
many people seem to regard it as a hazard apart from
all other hazards, and demand that they be absolutely
safe from it. In no field of human existence is them
absolute safety. In everything that is done the hazard
is weighed consciously or unconsciously against the
good to be accomplished, and a determination is.made.

Everyone, for instance, is quite familiar wIHh the
fact that serious diseases can be spread froth person
to person by improperly washed tableware. Yet most
people would consider a man who went into a restau-
rant and applied a sterilizing solution to the table-
ware before using it to be somewhat neurotic. In
general, they have weighed the risk and found that it
is so slight that they prefer to ignore it Howeter, if
a violent epidemic were to break out in a city, the
inhabitants might well consider that they should' take
precautions.

When driving on the highway, despite the fact
that many people might maintain their own auto-
mobiles in perfect mechanical condition, and deipite
the fact that they might be truly defensive drivers-
mentally driving not only their own cars but also the
cars of otherssituations can arise in which they, and
those dear to them, can be maimed or killed under
circumstances entirely beyond their control. The oily'
control this is to stay at home. Yet, while thou-
sands are killed and maimed on our highways, few
people refrain from driving automobiles cr riding in
automobiles because of the terrible accident toll.
Haying weighed the hazard against the good, the
motoring public has made its decision.

If a man doesn't care to accept the exposure to
radiation incidental to employment in an atomic
energy plant when all of the necessary precautions
have been provided and his radiation exposure is no

_
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11110 thelelbriverianui permissible level, there is
-mss thing for hire to del be should find other

work, the Maude of which be is willing to accept.
Many occupations are fraught with so-called

'fasicalated risks." Regardless of the risks involved
most people work esfely at these occupations all
their lives. This is simply because they have loomed
to recognise, plan for, and live with the banal.. Fire
ridding is a hazardous -business which firemen have
learned to accept and live with.

When addressing a group of citizens each as the
PTA on the 'abject -of fire protection, * fireman
would always give them one firm piece of advice:
"If your house is on fire, get yourself and your family
out of the house immediately, call the fire department,
and do not go back into the house." Men this fire-
men arrives at the fire he immediately enters the
burning building. This is directly contrary to the
advice he gave the citizens, advice based on the fact
that it is dangerous to remain in a burning building.
Then, why is he entering the building? lb save life?
Not in this case because upon arrival howas assured
that all persons were out.

He entered the burning building because it was
part of his job to confine the fire and 'limit the de-
struction. In so,doing he took risks, but becausi_of
his training and experience he knows these risks are
reasonable, considering the objective. He would not
however; eater all burning buildings indiscriminately.
Little risk is is en by a fireman in editing a fire in
a dilapidated barn. A greater risk is taken by a fire-
man in fighting _a fire in a commercial building. The
greatest risk is taken by a firemen in saving lives
during a fire in en occupied building.

Firemen must learn to relate radiation hazards in
their proper perspective to- the other common risks
which they face. In addition, they must also learn to
adjust theirradiation risk accepll.ce to the neasasity
of the job to be accomplished.

When firemen- have bees educated in a -sound
approach to the hazards of the Atomic Age, they will
hike the seam reasonable view of these hazards that
the people; voicing in a radiation Sent do, and the
same view they hike regarding the other hazards of
their. profession. .

The safety record of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sloe program is phenomenally good. The fatal acci-
dent rate* less than half that of the best of American
industry. Although approximately 200 people have
been killed in the program, only 3 deaths resulted
from accidents involving radiation. The others were
killed in what are sometimes referred to as "normal"
industrial accidents, such as fires, fails, elecllo-

cutioni; Motor vehicle liccidents, drowning,-old the
like. ti 4

The effects Of excesaive *Abide* callow* on
the body are manifested in several OA:

Radiation Sickness - This is a sis*peps produced by
a massive overdose of peneteObar eillemal ,gamma
radiation, which causes nausea.; vomiting, diarrhea,
malaise, hemorrhage, and a lowering of the body's
resistance against disease and Woollen, and, of
course, If serious enough, death.

Radiation Injury Radiation Wiry consists of local
iced injurious effects, generally "from overdoses of
less penetrating external, bets mdbitOra. and most
often to the hands because apts6iiirusuelly with
the hands. This can cause injuries itiVbelike burns,
loss of hair, and skin lesions. Genet c ,,jiamali is
also a form of re.diitioninjuri,lesualif sof teenacaent
nature.

Radioactive Poisoning Radioactiire Poisoning is ill-
ness resulting when dengeromi .amotmAs of certain
types of radioactive materials tlitter duk body; it may
cause such diseases as enellitt cancer. The
alpha radiation emitters aril the .1atitt! dangerous in
this respect. .r

After looking at the foregokiiii; 'are realizes that
a fireman can get into trouble:With*diation by two
entirely different means one, by radiation o4tilaetia0
from a radioactive souroa...sieristieflpill* the body'
from which the radiation Somer4ftiftt body like a
continuous shower of tiny, invisible bullets; the other
by exposure of internal body orgens ,to radioactive
material which has been taken into the body and
which may have collected in these body organs. It
should be obvious that precautions against one type
of hazard will not be particularly helpful '4 pro-
tenting against lie-other type of hazard, and that the
radiation problem is made up of two separate prob-
lems, illustrated in Figaro II.

This is indeed the case. At a latter of fact,
certain radioactive Materials are siy hazard at all out-
side the body. *waiter; if these sarat materials tit
inside the body in . sufficient *entity, they could
produce a serious case of radioactive poisoning.

Therefore, it is important for firemen to understand
that the radiation problem is not one problein, but two
problems: net of external radiation exposure, and
that of internal radioactive iiidioning.
lions for protection that muse :be' taken, by firemen
*pistil various radiation hazards depend upon which
particular hazard is present during an incident. 'Of
course it is possible in a given situation 'that both
external and internal hazards are plainest. -
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i#ERNAL RADIATON1

Fig. 11. Radiation Hazards AN of Two Types..
:External and Internal

EXTERNAL RADIATION

. There are two types of external radiation hazards:
(1) long-range, highly penetrating external radiation
celled gamma; and (2) short-range less penetrating
external radiation called beta.

The long-singe, highly penetrating external radia-
tion is similar to X-rays, and consists of very short
waves of pare energy having no mass or weight.
These rays *alginate_ from certain radioactive ma-
terial which are usually located outside the body,
and so the rays come at the body like a continuous
shower of tiny, invisible bullets. In order to visualize
this, it should be thought of as one ray at a time.
Each ray can be considered a bundle of *new. It
may penetrate the body to some depth before it does

damage and the -energy of the .ray is spent. (The
effect of radistion on the body is a li
plea than this, but this concept141 Owe the ?Im-
pose of *is test.)

Observe the figure of the man in Flom 12. The
rays come at him from the radioactive source which
is giving off the penetrating gamma radiation. Each.
ray penetrates to a different depth in the body before
finding its target and producing its effect on the
structure of the body. Also note that a sizable pro-
portion of the radiation passes through the man's
body. Those rays that pass entirely through do bier no
harm.

Fig. 12. The P.m/twine Effects of Gamma Radiation
on the Body

It is known that exposure :to exc relive welle
can bring about 'efficient damage w cause death.
The problem is to regulate radiation exponneslie the
amount from whidi there will be no apparent effect.
There is no angle answer * the question; "How
harmful is radiation exposure?"

A simple demonstration helps to prove.thisloint.
Slapping the hand on the desk bard enough will-mshe
it sting. There is no. visible damage, but in all
ability some cells in the palm of. the hand have
damaged by this blow. If a person strikes his
harder on the desk, visible damage in the fo
black and blue marks will show up. The body
generally recover from this insult after some
on the part of the body repair system to rehailditla.
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dategeti eat tlaihe .11111* be apparent aftereffect
bkrw4iettld taut* broken bones which would

at hal Path*. ueleas even adequate medical
attention. The severest-degree- of damage would be
to break the hood 'Wet the wrist, because this would
be irreparable. '" "-

Just Si there Is no simple answer to the question
of bow harmAd'is it to slap one's hand on the desk,
there is likewise no simple single answer to the
question; "How harmful is radiation exposure?"

It is impossible to -say how many reentgensit
will take to kill any specific individual because each
person atrial in his resistance to any attack upon
the body, whether it is by radiation, -electricity,
poison, injury, or diseases. It is quite certain, how-
ever, that no human being can sitreitirregroptekteitlie,
neighborhood of 1,000 roentgeis of .tiriailokadfe-
don delivered in -shat spaeS of tiara

The effect of 1,000 roentgens' of radiation de-
livered to the whole body is by no means the same
thing as 1,000 roentgens delivered to a small portion
of the body any 110110 than a third 'degree burn -of the
palm of the hand is the same thing as a third degree
bum of a large area of the body.

Similarly, the shod. space of time is an impotent
part of the definition, The short apace of time is
defined as 24 hours, or less. The ability of the body
to withstand any abase is, of course, increased if
the same amount of abuse given to the body is spread
out over a longer period of thee. Whisky can be poi-
sonars, but many people apparently without any
demonstrable injury can drink an ounce of whisky
each evening before dinner over an extended period
of time. If, however, a person attempts to consume a
three months' quota of whisky in one sitting, death
from alcoholic poisoning will probably result because
the body has not been given sufficient time to recover
from the poison. A steady drinker can develop a
gradual tolerance Klee:easing amounts of liquor. It
must be understood, however, that is light of present
medical knowledge there is no indication that the
body can develop a tolerance to increasing doses of
of radiation. The dose it takes to frill one specific
individual is not a good measure of the fatal dose to
others because of differences in each individual's
body metabolism.

The effects of a short tam (24 hours or less)
ole body exposure to various levels of penetrating

sl radiation on a representative group of the
lotion are shown br Figure 13. When exposed to
roentgens or more, severe to lethal radiation sick -

ess would result in rapid emaciation and some deeth
as early as the second week and with possible death
of 100% of exposed individuals.

IA& expiate of 300 to GOO roentgens would result
in severe radiation sickness, with some 'deaths 'in 2
to 6 weeks and possible engird &nth to 50% of the
individuals exposed to About "450 or more aintgens.
An expatiate of 200 to 300 iiiiitgamt would result in
Moderate radiation Sickness. Recovery would be
likely hi about 3 months unless complicated by pie-
viols poor health, superimposed Wades, or infec-
tions.

An exposure of 100 tri. 200 roentgens might result
in slight radiation sickness and would be accompanied
by blood changes with delayed ewe*. Delayed
effects may shorten Eh expectancy by appiotimataly
one percent.

At the 25 to 100 roentgen exposure level no radio-
: tioCeickneirs, *ad be crated. Slight temporary
bloat changia iiortM:pec,i W ilisabling sickness
would not be common, exposed individuals
should be able to proceed with their Usual duties.

On an exposure of 0 to 25 roentgens there would
be no detectable clinical effects, and exposed in&
vidualeorookl be.ansrare of Any_ biological damage.

espoinakiii the a agency Or act-
dentill: Single dose nioaimendidrky the National
Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurement
(NCRP)., Firemen, should genemdly be limited to this
exposure in graying Ant -work of erareme importance,
such as the saving of life. This is aonce-in-a-lifetime
em Amer Aglicable-Vi peacetime radia-
tion emergenciria; est0-ii raid against a per-
son's Medical or routine radiation exposure.

In a national 'wartime -*Wok disaster, the U.S.
Office of Civil and Defense broMILiatIon authorities
have prescribed that higher emergency dosages may
be received when necearayt,Fireven or other civil
defense emergency penicetiel-migig be exposed to a
total dose of es much i 200 mai over a period of a
month or less, if arch expiates ,were required to
perform actual high priority fire defense tasks.

Remember that all of these nines are on the
basis of whole body radiation 10*a a short space
of time. It should also be noted Alit it is quite diffi-
cult for a person to receive Myr sedation exposure
unless there is gross violation of simple safety pre-
cautions.

GENETIC EFFECTS

The genetic effect of radiation is one of the areas
in which the layman is most completely confused.
Some common misconceptions should first be dis-
posed of. There is no relationship between the so-
called genetic effect and sterility or impotence.
Radiation doses se high as to be nearly fatal can
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bring about a. -dlity, which is the inability to e0A-
ceave children despite normal sexual relations. Impo-
tence is the inability to carry on sexual relations,
and tad sties has no effect on this.

Mother misconception is the idea that all con-
genital (present at birth) handicaps are genetic.
Only about half the recogaizabl congenital handi-
caps ate genetic in origin; the others are caused by
disease or other factors.

The nest misconception that should be cleared
is the idea that there is any direct rristionship
between en exposure to radiation and the conception
and birth of a defective child in any specific in-

stance. It is true that radiation striking genetic ma-
terial which is used in the
nenustice may cause a mu T may show ap
in a Adam- geftemniale the cause of say
specific mutant cannot be determined. The mutation
may or may not be caused by radiation, but even ff
caused by radiation, the source of the my cannot be
known. On the other hand, no mountable amount of
radiation from any source is it small that it can ve
oositively said to have no genetic effect. The geneti-
cist necessarily is concerned not about individuals
bat about the population as a whole.

The problem, therefore, is no one of protecting a

Severe radiation sickness with up to 100% deaths for exposed individuals.
Rapid emaciation and death as early as 2nd reek with possible eventual
death of up to 100% of exposed individuals.

aavare radiation sickness with un to 50% deaths for exposed individuals.
SOMitt deaths in 2 to 6 weeks. Possible eventual death to 50% of the ex-
posed individuals for about n30r

lilderate radiationekkness. Recovery likely in about 3 moths unless
_complicated by poor previous health, superimposed injuriestor infection.

Slight radiation sickness. Blood changes with delayed recovery. Delayed
effects may shorten Me expectancy by one percent.

No radiation sickness expect:4." Slight temporary blood changes. Exposed
individuals should be able to resume usual duties.

No radiation sickness. No detectable clinical effects. The exposed person
would not be aware of any biological damage.

Fig. 13 - Effects Resulting from Single Whole Body Exposures to Externel Radiation
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specific individual but of protecting the entire pop-
viatica by keeping all oxpowate to radiation down to

the owel,: Tactical limits.
The portion of the population of primary interest

to the geneticist are those of a reproducing age. The
effect of radiation damage on genetic material is
different from fin effect of radiation damage on
ordinary cell material. When genefit material is
damaged, a pattern is damaged. Onc. a pattern is
damaged, it Mailing Staged. Thus, it is possible
that the genetic material damaged by a radiation
exposure in a person's early childhood may have its
effect in a child conceived by this person many years
later, or the damaged pattern may be passed on and
show up as a mutant child in future generations. How-
ever, the fact must be borne in mind that the only
radiation exposure which is genetically significant
is that which strikes the reproductive organs of
either the male or female. Radiation exposure of
other organs or other parts of the body has no genetic
effect whatsoever.

PROTECTION FROM
EXTERNAL RADIATION

PRCIfECTION FROM GAMMA RADIATION

The means of protecting a fireman from external
radiation exposure are a combination of three things:
Time, distance, and shielding. That is to say, pro-
tection is provided by: (1) controlling the length of
time of exposure, (2) controlling the distance between
the fireman and the source of the radiation, and (3)
placing an absorbing material between the fireman
and the source of the radiation.

It is not generally possible to use only one factor
of protection. The factor of time is always involved,
that is, time is unuatly used in combination with
distance, shielding, or both. For comparison, consider
the problem of protecting the eyes from ultraviolet
rays when taking a suabath. Ultraviolet rays do the
eyes no good. A certain amount can be tolerated,
but beyond this point damage may be caused. The
eyes can be protected in three ways. First is to
regulate the hue spent under the sun lamp. Second
is to regulate the distance maintained between the
eyes and the sun lamp. Third is to shield the eyes
with sunglasses. The denser the glasses, the more
ultraviolet rays are filtered out and therefore an
individual .can be closer to the lamp and stay there
a longer period of time without butting his eyes. In
order to understand each of the three factors of pro-
tection, it is necessary to discuss them separately.

Time - The effect of time on radiation exposure is
easy to understand, as is illustrated in Figure 14.
U a fireman is in an area where the radiation level
from penetrating external radiation is 100 milli-
roentgens per hour, then in 1 hour be would get 100
millirems of exposure. Upon staying 2 hours he would
get 200 millirems; if he stayed 4 hours he would get
400 millirems; and if he stayed 8 hours he would get
800 millirems of exposure, and so on.

1 own

Slim

Fig. 14 Time as o Protection egoinet F
Radiation

Time is used as a safety factor by keeping the
time of exposure down to the absolute minimum. For
instance, if work must be done in a high radiation
area, the work to be done should be carefully Pre-
planned outside the hazard area so that the minimum
time is used within the radiation area to accomplish
the work.

The basic principle, of course, is to limit the
exposure of personnel to radiation in all cases to the
minimum time necessary to accomplish the task, and
to involve the minimum number of personnel so that
theaccumulated units of exposure will be the absolute
minimum.

Distance - The effect of distance on radiation ex-
posure is quite startling. "his effect is due to the
inverse agnate law. That is to say, the intensity of
radiation falls off by the square of the distance from
the source. See Figure 15.
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oz
Fig. 15- Distance as a Protection against External

Radiation

For example, standing 1 foot from a source of
radiation that was giving off 1,000 roentgens per hour
of penetrating external radiation at 1 foot, 8 person
would be exposed to 1,000 roentgens per hour. He
would receive only 250 roentgens per hour at 2 feet
because be would have doubled the distance, and et
effect on the radiation level is to reduce it to (1/2)
or 1/4. If be the distance be will have reduced
the level te (1/3) or 1/9 which is 111 roentgens per
hour ox radiation. At 10 feet away he would receive
(1/10) or 1/100th of the exposure he received at
1 foot, that is, 10 roentgens per hour.

adelding = Remember that the damaging effects of
radiation come from the fact that the rays impart
energy to the eteAtrons in the body and eject them
from their orbits, ecd if this happens to sufficient
electrons In the Lk*, radiation damage has been
produced. In order to stop a high proportion of the
rays before they reach a person, there must be placed
between the person and the source of the radiation a
material which has many electrons in its make -up.
The more electrons there are in the make-up of the
material, the more radiation will be stopped.

Figure 16 shows the relative efficiency of various
shielding materials. Lead, iron, concrete, and water
are efficient it about the proportions shown in the
illustration in stopping the same amount of radiation.
Various shielding materials are used in different
applications, depending upon the purpose to be
served. Lead, for instance, is quite compact and is
suitable where space requirements are a factor. On
the other hand, WOW is used where it is necessary
to see through the shielding material and to work
through it in performing necessary operations, such
as sawing or cutting the radioactive materials. This

can be done with complete safety to the operator
with long handled remote control toolethuAlLgiaar.'"
feet of water in a pool.

Fig. 16- Relative Efficiency of Various Materials for
Shielding against Oranoo Radiation

When considering that matter is mostly empty
space, it must be realized that no material can be an
absolute barrier to penetrating external radiation.
Regardless of the thickness of the material, some
radiation can get through the material without hitting
any electrons end, therefore, withoet being absorbed.
Some degree of shielding may be obtained by hoe; ing
heavy masonry walls or large mounds of earth be-
tween fire personnel and the radiation source. Wood
walls or the use of water strewn* from a fire heft
offer practically no shielding to firemen from peas-
bating radiation.

PROTECTION AGAINST BETA RADIATION

Thus far, the discussion has been concerned
primarily with long-range penetrating external gem"
radiation. There is another but lesser type of external
hand called beta radiation. This radiation is leis
penetrating, has a shorter range, and represents art
external hazard to a fireman only if he comes into
close contact with the radioactive materials, by
handling them or by not promptly washing off any
material which may have gotten on his body. Some
radioactive materials are quite safe to handle with
the here hands; others are not and it Is impossible
to tell by looking et the material whether or not it is
safe to handle it with the bare hands. The genital

simple: Don't handle radioactive ma-
terials err 4 limit the time a fireman is close to
rule is very

fi
beta emitting materials.
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RADIATION DOES NOT MAKE THINGS
RADIOACTIVE

It is a misconception that radiation from radio.
active materials can make other things radioactive.
Many people believe that a person who works with
radioactive materials will become radioactive. If an
external radiation source is left on a table, and later
the source is removed, they believe that the surface
of the table upon which the source rested has been
made radioactive by the rays. Materials that are made
radioactive are done so in an atomic reactor.

RADIATION DETECTION

GAMMA AND BETA MONITORING

Ionizing radiation emitted from radioactive ma-
tenets cannot be detected by any of the human
senses. A person receiving a large overexposure of
external radiation would not be aware of it until
sometime later or when radiation sickness developed.
Therefore radiation must be detected by mechanical,
chemical, or electrical means. Recent research indi-
cates, however, that a person exposed to a massive
overdose of external radiation, in the order of 5,000 r
Or more, would feel the effects almost immediately.

To provide adecrate protection to personnel from
radiation exposure, it is important to understand the
methods of measurement, types, and proper uses of
radiation detection instruments.

DOSE RATE METERS

A Geiger-Muller counter or geiger counter is one
of the available types of radiation detection instru-
ments. It is essentially a low level instrument since
the maximum reading available on most geiger count-
ers is 40 or 50 milliroentgens per hour.

Figure 17 shows one type of geiger counter.
Higher levels of beta and gamma radiation are

read with an instrument called an ionization chamber.
Some ionization chambers for Civil Defense use are
designed to read as high as 500 r per hour. An ioniza-
tion chamber is shown in Figure 18.

Radiation detectors such as geiger counters and
ionization chambers are dose rate meters, in that
they measure the rate of radiation being received by

1 the instrument at the time the instrument is read.
IIf the instrument is removed from the radiation field,
the needle will return to background and there will be
no indication of the radiation levels to which the
machine has been subjected.

393

Fig. 17- Geiger-Multer Counter

Fig. 18 - ionisation Chamber

Firemen are most likely to have access to the
geiger counter and the ionization chamber type intro.
meats. Of these, the fiats-lion chamber will probably
be of greater use because of the range in which it
operates. Geiger counters may "block out" and give
a zero reading in a high radiation field, thereby giving
false security to firemen who may be working in
high level of radiation without realizing it. It is for
this reason that fire departments contemplating the
purchase of only one type of instrument should first
consider a low reading ionization chamber rather than
the geiger counter.

Developments are rapidly being made in the field
of radiation instrumentation, and advice on the put-
chase of any radiation detection instruments should
be obtained from persons who are in a position to
keep abreast of the latest developments. All radiation
detection instruments, however, require skilled main-
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tenance and tolibration if they are to serve the pur-
pose for which they are intended. The mere purchase
of an instrument or instruments serves little purpose.
A complete program should be set up to insure that
instruments will be in operating condition when
needed and will be as accurate as necessary for the
service intended.

ALPHA MONITORING

Since alpha radiation has such a very short range
in air and little or no penetrating ability, it must be
detected on special alpha measuring meters, and the
measuring area of the meter must be brought directly
to the contaminated surface. When an area has been
contaminated with a pure alpha emitter, the entire
surface must be scanned thoroughly, inch by inch, to
detect the location of the contamination. Since the
alpha radiation has a very limited range, the con-
tamination level at one point is no indication of
what the contamination level may be at another point
nearby. In addition, determining surface contamination
does not give any Indication of the amount which may
be suspended in the air of the room.

Alpha radiation contamination levels are generally
stated in terra. of the number of disintegrations per
mir ate. per 100 square centimeters of surface. Where
the barfeim is irregular, end the flat surface of the
instrument cannot be brought to bear, a piece of
tissue is used to wipe a measured area of the surface.
Then this piece of tisane is measured to get a figure
of the contamination on the surface.

The same wipe technique is used for beta or
gamma contaminated surfaces to determine how much
of the contamination is removable and bow much is
fixed to the surface.

DOSIHETRY

For the protection of individuals, devices are
needed which will measure the accumulated radiation
exposure. These come in two principal types film
badges and pocket dosimeters.

A film badge consists of a bit of Xray film worn
in a special metal holder. The X-ray film is sensitive
to radiation in various ranges, and when developed
by standard photographic techniques the film will
be darkened in proportion to the amount of radiation
received. When the de:honing of the film is compared
with the darkening of similar control films from the
same batch which have been exposed to a known
amount of radiation, the amount of radiation which
the film badge has received is indicated. Film badges
provide a permanent record of radiation exposure,

rft

but not an immediate one because of the time re-
quired for developing the film and readin
A film badge is shown in Figure 19.

PLASTIC COVER

OUTER FILM JACKET

FILM

PLASTIC

ALUMINUM

FILM JACKET

FILM

CADMIUM

CROSS SECTION

ALUMINUM MIER

INNER FILM JACKET

CADMIUM STRIP

#
*SKOLD FILMSINE

Fig. 19. Typical Fil.ro Stodge

For a readily available accumulative record .of
radiation exposure, 0 pocket dosimeter Is ,used, A
pocket dosimeter, is a device which will record the
radiation which is received, starting from zero, when
the device is properly charged, to the limit of the
scale of the particular dosimeter. Some dosimeters
can be read directly by holding them up to light;
others must be read in a reading device provided for
this purpose. Dosimeters may give false high readings
due to electrical leakage resulting from being dropped
or damaged. Therefore they are generally worn in
pairs. Figure 20 shows pocket dosimeters.

Film badges and pocket dosimeters will not record
alpha radiation. This is of no consequence since ex-
ternal alpha exposures are no hazard.

The primary rule is to wear the measuring device
at all times when in a radiation area and to protect i
from radiation exposure when it is not being
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Fie. 20- Direct Reading Types of Dosimeters

In the not-too-distant future it is expected that
the use of radioisotopes will become more common-
place and widespread throughout the country. Under
these conditions it in reasonable to assume that many
fire departments will require the wearing of film
badges, or similar comparable devices, by their men
at all radiation incidents. This will be necessary in
order to obtain valid information on the men's radia-
tion doses so that comprehensible radiation exposure
records can be maintained for each man.

INTERNAL RADIATION
AND PROTECTIDN

The internal radiati exposure problem in con-
trast to that of external radiation, is such more com-
plicated and involves many factors.

The principle hazard associated with internal
radiation is due to the nature of the very short range,
relatively heavy stank (alpha) particles. Alpha
radiation cannot penetrate beyond the outer dead layer
of skin; therefore, it presents no radiation hazard
when kept outside of the body. The greatest internal
radiation hazard to firemen is that of getting alpha
emitting radioactive material into the body.

Internal radiation hazards may be found in certain
industries where industrial processes release radio-
active materials in finely divided form. This occurs
most widely in the rolling, stamping, milling, grinding,
and polishing of reactor fuel elements. In some labor-
abodes the possibility of internal radiation hazards
also exists. Where radioactive materials are put into
chemical solution, they may accidentally be spilled
or the containers rupture in a fire, thus spreading con-
tamination which eventually may become air-borne.
In normal industrial plant operations these hazards
are under control; however, these controls may break
down during an emergency, such as a fire. Internal
radiation hazards may also exist in transportation
accidents.

HAZARDS OF GETTING
RADIOACTIVE MAI ERIALS INTO THE BODY

There are four possible ways to get radioactive
materials into e le body:

I. By breathing
2. By swallowing
3. Through breaks in the skin
4. By absorption through the skin

The most likely way for radioactive material' to
enter the body of a fireman is by breathing and swal-
lowing and to a lesser degree through wounds.

There is a sizable amount of medical Information
available on the effect of radioactive materials in the
body, although much research remains to be done.
Many people are familiar with the classic cases in
the field of radioactive poisoning. These are the
cases of the women in the radium dial painting plant
in New Jersey, who pointed up the camel's hair
brushes with their lips, and thus introduced radium
into their bodies over a period of time which even-
tually resulted in the death of a number of them from
bone cancer.

The introduction of radioactive material through
wounds is avoided by standard safety techniques to
prevent injury. The hazard of absorption through the
skin, where it exista, is handled by the provision of
suitable protective clothing and gloves.

PROTECTION FROM
INTERNAL RADIATION HAZARDS

Radioactive materials may occur in any physical
form, such as dust, powders, liquids, or gases, or
they may be dissolved in other substances. In abort,
they may be in any physical shape.

The fire service is accustomed to dealing with
toxic concenisationa ao deadly that practically im-
mediate death will result if men are exposed to them
even for short periods of time. Such gases as carbon
meeordde, oxides of nitrogen, and others which are
often encountered are recognised as being almost
instantly fatal when present in high concentrations.
This, however, is not the nature of the hazard of
radioactive materials. In general, the hazard is that
of getting materials into the body which, over a
period of time, may prove detrimental to the individual
because of the radiation emitted. The problem is
complicated by the fact that these radioactive mate-
rials cannot be sensed and may sat, necessarily, be
accompanied by smoke or irritating fames which by
their very nature are selfprotecting In that they tend
to drive the firemen out of the hazardous area before
they can receive a dangerous amount of toxic material.
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Masks - Fortunately, the fire service has at hand the
basic means of protection needed for dealing with
this situation. The fundamental rule is to require that
all personnel entering a radiation area during a fire
or other emergency wear the self-contained type of
mask equipment until it is determined that no air-
borne hazard exists. (See Figure 21.) Self-contained
masks are the oxygen and airilemand type, or the
oxygen generating type. Such masks provide a man
with his own independent air supply and cut Um off
completely from breathing the contaminated air.
Filter masks are used extensively in Atomic Energy
Commission plant: where radioactive materials are
air .borne. However, thew are special filter-type
masks chosen for use in particular radioactive situa-
tions. The self - contained mosk is preferable, although
wearing of a fitter mud certainly is better than
entering the area with no mask et all.

Fie. Zl - Using a Mask as Protection against

Radiation

Most modern fire departments have selfcontained
masks because of the email recognition that it k no
longer sound practice to expose personnel freely to
the smoke and other gases present at a fire.

It should be realized that even the best masks
take time to put on and decrease the efficiency of the
wearer in some respects. For this reason, in order to
get the first line in operation as rapidly as possible,
many fire deperbientado not require the first company
responding to a fire to wear masks. They are aware
that the personnel may take severe punishment and
should be replaced as rapidly as possible by person-
nel wearing masks. In the meantime, the fire is being
brought under control.

However, in the radiation situation, it is recom-
mended that personnel wear masks from the time the

radiation warning sign is noticed until they a
assured by competent authorities thleigINern0
further need foe the_ TiNduspftatory equipment.
By prelim $rmil4WE'rpecific situation, deter-
mination may have been made in advance that the
wearing of masks would be entirely unnecessary due
to the radintie situation, if only a fixed external
radiation source is involved. However, in the presence
of a radiation hazard, the nature of which is un-
known or questionable, or which is known to present
the possibility of an air-borne radiation problem,
masks should be worn from start to finish on the
firefighting operation. Following this precedare,
officers can feel sure that their personnel have not
received a body aver-burden of radiation.

Proper Mask Removal Procedure - Having kept c man
from inhaling radioactive material during the fire
accomplishes the greatest part of the job in pro-
tecting him hoe internal radiation. However, as he
comes out of the fire area, it is obvious that some of
the radioactive material may be deposited on his
body or on his fire clothing and etiolPowmi Wang
on his bare skin, particularly if it is a strong beta
emitter, may name radiation burns. The other problem
is canied by the fact that the materiel on his skin or
fire clothes may be transferred to his nose or mouth
and then be breathed or swallowed. The procedure
should then be to decontaminate the man fully.

The proper procadere for the removal of masks is
more complex Can that carried out in normal 'fire-
fighting operations. Refer to Figure 22.' Leave the
immediate contaminated fire area, Step 1; before re-
moving the mask and protective clothing, a thorough
end complete washdown with reduced pressure and
control of water runoff at the contamination control
point _is necessary, as shown in 'Step 2. This will
generally remove the major portion of the contsmini-
tion from the outer clothing.

Then remove outer clothing, helmet, and boots as
shown in Step 3. The mask must be kept ,on and
operative during this procedure. Also, the doves
should be kept on. The removed auto, clothing should
be kept at the control point and should be checked
for contamination when time permits.

The mask is then removed while holding the
breath, as shown in Step 4 It should also be placed
with the discarded clothing. The gloves are the last
item removed and placed with the discarded clothin
The hands should then be thoroughly washed as
as possible, as shown in Step 5.

The last procedure, Step 6, is to take a c
shower, not a bath, using plenty of mild soap or
gent and water. This should be done as soon as
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able. Showering facilities may be available at the4.,,
' -Plant site in older to avoid any delay. If not, this

should be dose promptly upon arrival back at the fire
station. Clean, fresh clothing should be put on and
the discarded clothing held for check.

U:4 W3

FIT. 22 - Mask Removal Procedure

By this time, the situation will be a bit calmer,
and more information will be available as to the
exact nature of the radiation problem. If the problem
is on the serious side, it might they be necessary o
check the man over inch by inch to make sure that no
mtioactive material has bean *flowed to remain on
hire.

To summarize, the primary moms of protection of
a firefighter from internal radiation contamination is
the wearing of a self-contained mask from the very
start of a tire involving a radiation hazard until the
wearing of the meek is no longer necessary. Personal
decontamination techniques supplement this Pre-
tective measure.

CONTAMINATION

In industries which require handling of radio-
active materials which can be easily spread, all
personnel must be avert to the possibility of the
spread of tedioactive contamination. Like all other
radiation problems, the situation may be relatively
minor or extremely severe, depending upon the nature
of the material, the type of radiation given off, and
requirements for use of the area. For instance, in a

laboratory doing very precise radiation measurements,
a very smell amount of radioactivity insufficient to
represent any danger to health may interfere seriously
with the work being performed because the background
level of radiation in the laboratory is increased by
contamination. At the other end of the scale, it is
possible to contaminate a building so severely that
it is cheaper to abandon the building than to attempt
to decontaminate it.

The hove.* irom radioactive contamination may
be from abbe, bee, or gamine radiation.

Contereinatim is most easily spread during an
emergency situation such as an explosion or a fire.
An erdinntY rubber fire in a building will quickly
bring abovi an edot of Wake in many poiets in the
buqding far removed from the source of the fire. When
smeiling smoke, OA nostrils are actually detecting
tiny bPs of nab, caliort, and other products resulting
fryer the fire which ware originally ;tart of the trash
which was ignited. Therefore it can be realized that
rdioactive materiels involved in a fire can spread

very easily thts to the air currents set up by the fire.
They can also spread easily it, by some accident,
they are introduced into time air conditioning system,
or if they are spilled on the iloor so they can be
tracked around. Personnel workieg in an area contam-
inated during en emergency suet be extremely cau-
tious that, in their baste to deal with the emergency,
they do not make the *iteration muck worse by tans-
forking contamination to die clean areas.

Normally, in firefighting operations, personnel
move from the apparatus to the scene of the fire,
from the scam of the Me to the areas above, below,
and around the fire as the necessity of the fire situa-
tion rel the orders of tbe officer-in-charge dictate.
After reporting to the officer in the file area they may
even be sent out and into other nearby "exposure"
buildings.

If the fire involves radioactive contamination, it
is quite probable that the movement of personnel may
spread the contamination from the scene of the fire
to other clean areas by the simple process of moving
from one place to another. A vital duty of the fire
4epertment then is to restrict the movement of firemen
and thus prevent, hurdle as possible, the contam-
ination of the fire department's own equipment and
the spread of contamination throughout the fire build-
ing and to adjoining areas.

Obviously, it Is impossible to prevent the con-
tamination of equipment which enters the fire area.
It may necessarily get contaminated in order to
accomplish the job. However, the return of that equip-
ment in a normal manner to the apparatus may spread
the contamination to the apparatus, to other equipment
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on the apparatus, from the apparatus to the fire
station, from the fire station to personnel, and from
personnel to their homes. Of course, in the spread of
radioactive contamination, a point is reached where
the spread is ao thin that the contamination cannot be
appreciably measured that is, this safe point is
reached by dilution. This is one recognized manner of
disposing of a contamination problem. However, as
long as the contamination is measurable, no matter
how slight the real hazard, it can be a very serious
public relations problem, since the general public is
not well enough informed to distinguish degrees of
radiation hazard levels. The spread of contamination
may well &educe the hazard but increase the problems
with fire department personnel, their families, and the
public in general.

Therefore, it is of utmost importance to contamin-
ation control that personnel who enter the contain-

mated area do not thereafter move to other areas of
the fire or leave the contamination control
they have been decontaminated. The it e principle
applies to equipment. This 'regains a totally new
approach to the firefighting problem. See Figure 23.

Contamination control is accomplished by two
means. First, the available fire forces ere designated
into contaminated and uncontaminated firemen. The
area to which contamination is to be confined may be
a single room, a wing of the building, a single floor,
an entire building, a short section of highway, or a
large area of a railroad yard, depending upon the cir-
cumstances. Whatever the area is, all personnel who
enter this area should remain within the area until
they have been decontaminated. Of course, If an
explosion were imminent in the contaminated area and
persons must flee for their lives outside this area,
this certainly would be justifiable. Needless to say.

Fig. 23. Controlling the Spread of Radioactive Contamination during a Fire
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oCfiramen who work in an area suspected
of conlaraination should be kept to dm absolute mini-
mum required to accomplish the Job. Second, contend-
anion control lines or ballets must be set up by the
fire forces. These contamination control lines or
barriers must be definite physical lines rather
than imaginary ones. This can be accomplished by
laying hose or ladders on the floor, stretching rope
barricades, or using existing room partitions to mark
the area beyond which radioactive contamination
must not be spread by movement of personnel or their
equipment. In some cases it may be necessary to
periodically evaluate the contamination situation and
move back the control barriers should the firefighting
operations expand. If additional equipment is to be
provided, word is passed as to what is needed, and
uncontaminated personnel bring the equipment to the
contamination boundary line and pas. it over. Once
the equipment is passed into the contaminated area it
should not be returned but left there until checked and
decontaminated if necessary.

As part of Refire planning, the contamination
control point should be determined ahead of time,
and, if possible, . preassigned of companies made
to functions which will take them inside or keep them
outside of the contaminated area.

CONTAMINATION SPREAD BY SMOKE AND WATER

Smoke, hot gases, and air being carried by con-
vectionfrom a fire can readily spread radioactive con-
tamination in extreme cases. Large volumes of con-
taminated smoke cannot usually he controlled by the
fitefighdag forces. Some cases may arise, however,
where small volumes of contaminated smoke are en-
countered that can be diverted in directions where it
will do the least amount of contamination e.teage. In
accomplishing this the firefighting forces can ,me the
principles of carefully planned ventilation, smoke
ejectors, or fog streams. In some caw° water in
finely divided form can be employed to settle radio-
active material out of the air within the contaminated
area and thus prevent its entry into other "clean"
areas. If such is the case consideration must be
given to the amount of water used, which if excessive
may flow into other uncontaminated areas, spreading
contamination.

In addition to the smoke, the other most readily
available means of the spread of contamination at a
fire is by the water used to extinguish the fire. Here
again the basic principle of contamination control
should be applied; that is, to confine the contamina-
tion as closely as possible to the point of origin.
If this is not practical. then contamination should get

to its final destination as rapidly as possible, with
as little chance as possible of the contamination
dropping out of the water along the way.

If the fire is small, the minimum quantity of water
should be used to extinguisb it, and this water should
be confined in the area where the radioactive ma-
terials are handled and where contamination might
normally be expected. Sawdust, salvage covers,
etc., and standard fire department saliage techniques
should housed to keep the water containing the radio-
active contamination as close as possible to the
scene of the fire.

If the fire is of larger sine than can be handled
by the few gallons of water that can be confined at
the scene of the fire, then consideration must be
given to the problem of what happens to the water
which runs of from the fire. This water will very
likely contain radioactive materials and thus be con-
taminated. The radioactive materials will settle out
of the water along the way, in accordance with the
physical laws that govern the dropout of materials
from water. Thus the contamination will be wide-
spread.

In a downtown area of a city where, all of, the
streets are paved, it can be assumed that all water
which is used on a fire will. eventually find its way
to the sewerage system. If the fin is_ on the upper
story of a building and the wider. is allowed to flow
freely, the water will flow down the, stairways into
the street and along the street to a sewage catch-
basin, and from there into the sewerage eystep. AU
along the way, a trail of contamination will be left.
Since the water must enter the sewerage system, it
would be best to get it there as soon as possible.
Standard salvage techniques should, be applied, in
ceder to keep the water from flowing down and through
the building generally. Floor dudes should be used,
or if not available, should be improvised by .the re-
moval of toilets, and contaminated water should be
broomed or squeegeed down through these openings
to reduce to a minimum the amount of water flowing
through the building, dropping out contamination as
it goes.

The contamination of smoke, water, or other sub.
stances by finely divided, gaseous, or liquid radio-
active materials will not cause them to become radio-
active. They simply become contaminated; that is to
say, tiny bits of radioactive material will be mixed
with and carried along by the smoke and water. See
Figure 24.
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Fig. 24 - Radioactive Contamination Does Not Make
Smoke and Woof Radioactive

CLEANUP

One of the services that may be provided by a
modern, public service-minded fire department is that
of cleanup after a fire. Some departments provide
services such as drying off wet furniture, supplies,
and equipment; mopping up water from floors; re-
moving burned debris from the building; and, in some
eases, even deodorizing the premises from the smell
of the produtts of combustion. Obviously if radio-
active contamination is present this work should not
be carded out due to the danger of further contamina-
tion spread. In such a case, the licensee is respon-
sible for cleanup. He may request assistance from
the fire department, as it is usually equipped with
the necessary tools. This work may be done by fire-
men as a part of their good public relations program,
but only under guidance of qualified personnel in the
radiation field with experience in this type of work.

DECONTAMINATION

Decontamination of the fire building would, in
general, not be part of the fire department's respon-
sibility. It is its responsibility to conduct the fire-
fighting operations so that, with due consideration
given to the primary problem of extinguishing the fire,
the contamination is scattered no farther than neces-
sary. The primary principle is to confine contamina-
tion as closely as possible to the point of origin, and
not to allow equipment or personnel to be the means
of spreading contamination to other areas.

Inevitably, however, some of the equipment
apparatus will get contaminated. De on of
equipment and apparatus aketrUfelirdone by quali-
fied specialists trained for this type of operation.

FIRE DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
IN Thj NUCLEAR AGE

RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER

It is imperative for the nation's fire service, from
the large city departments to the small rural volunteer
departments, to understand and accept their respon-
sibilities for the organization, training and pre-
planning necessary to effectively meet the special
problems of the expanding nuclear age bawds.

While all the officers and men of the fire depart-
men t must have a good basic understanding of the
hazards of radiation and precautions to be taken, it is
obvious that it will be necessary for fire departments
to develop personnel with a better than average know-
ledgeof the subject, just as specialistsare developed
in other fields such as apparatus, equipment, chemi-
cal hazards, fire prevention education, and first aid.
This specialist might be called the Fite Department
Radiation Safety Officer.

PREFIRE PLANNING

Prefire planning, at least as a formalized and
separate procedure, is a relatively new concept to
many fire departments. Some prefire planning is done
but often as a by-product of other long established
and necessary fire department training functions.
During recent years, however, fire departments have
given more and more attention to this subject. This
recognition of the necessity for prefire planning is
increased by the fact that progressive fire officials
are aware of the expanding use of a wide variety of
chemicals, solvents, plastics, and radioactive mate-
dais, not only in industry but is many other fields of
endeavor. The many complexities and hazards asso-
ciated with these materials have made it mandatory
for fire departments to put into willing, rather than to
rely on memory, basic procedures for successfully
combating fires and other emergencies in places where
these hazardous materials are used.

The hazards of atomic industry vary widely in
nature and in the protective procedures necessary.
It would be utterly impossible for the best fire chief,
even though thoroughly schooled in radiation hazards,
to make an accurate and immediate sizenp of the
entire situation when be arrives at the scene of a
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iia tke- ifs* howl of the morning and finds a
radiate& werein sign as the door of the Involved

The problem of a department in prefire planning is
to corvine plant management that a potential area
of confusion and trouble, if not an actual hazard,
exists and that the firemen understand enough about
the fundamentals of radiation hazards and protection
to discuss the matter intelligently.

If a fire department demonstrates that its con-
cern is not gulp to prevent possible exposure to its
personnel, but also to prevent unnecessary contam-
ination of the plant, the equipment, and possibly the
areas outside the plant, it is usually found that
pleat managerseitt will be more than willing to assist
in working out detailed prefire planning. In addition,
firemen should point out the fact that the subseqient,
and often costly, decontamination of the plant, the
equipment, and the outside areas in all probability
would be the planes responsibility. Having put across
the above points, it should be easy to reach an under-
standing with the management and come to a deter-
mination of the true level of the hazard in the plant.

401

It may tvell be that the bawd, at the present time,
is practically non - existent. litiweiter, the management
should be requested to give notification should the
hazard. picture change in the future due to the intro-
duction of other material.

Suggested Refire Plan Card and Sketch - Many fire
departments in developing programs of prefire planning
are prone to rely too much upon memory for the
various items of information needed at the fire scene.
Mental blocki are often experienced, or one or more
vital items of information are often overlooked due to
the necessity of making split-secoad decisions,
working under stress, and the complexities always
associated with fires.

It is therefore 4.4essery that prefire planning
information be in writing, in its simplest and most
understandable form, and be printed on suitable
cards along with whatever building sketches, chat;.*.
or diagrams that are required.

A sample prefire plan form is shown in Figure 25
on which one or more radioisotopes can be listed for
each licensee. The suggested prefire planning. form
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Is not intended to be all inclusive: Some departments
may want to elaborate on it or to rearrange It to suit

their particular needs. It does, however, embody all
the main guide lines necessary for the basic data to

assist a fire department In carrying out a reasonably
good job at a radiation incident.

In many ce.as it is important to supplement the
baalc prefire p. i information with a simple sketch of
the building layout and equipment.

GLOSSARY OF RADIATION :RAS

ALPHA RADIATION: Consists of high speed,
relatively heavy atom particles (consfsting of
2 protons and 2 neutrons) having a short range In
air (several inches) and very little penetration
ability in substances, being stoppeki by a sheet
of paper. AlphP radiation is also called corpus-
cular radiation.

ATOM: The basic building block of nature and the
smallest particle that can enter into a chemical
reaction. The atom can be subdivided and con-
sists of an inner core or nucleus made up by
neutrons and protons, surrounded by electrons
which rotate around this nucleus like planets
around the sun.

ATOM SMASHER: Colloquial term for a particle
accelerator. A mediae gt -*rally used in research
to speed up atomic particles for use as projectiles
in blasting apart the andel of atoms.

BACKGROUND RADIATION: This is due to cosmic
rays from outer space, small amounts of radio.
active substances present in our bodies, in many
of the materials aurrousding us, and in the ground.

BETA RADIATION: Consists of minute sub-atomic
particles ejected from the nuclei of many radio-
active materials. A beta particle is identical with
an electron. Beta radiation has a range of several
feet in eh and moderate penetrating ability into
materials. Beta radiation can be absorbed by a
relatively amall thickness of material, i.e., 1/8"
aluminum, 1" pine wood, etc. Beta radiation is
also called corpuscular radiation

CHAIN REACTION: When ...ae nucleus of the atom of
a fissionable material splits it releases energy
id one or more neutrons. These in turn split
more fissionable nuclei. -leasing more energy
and neutrons, thus making the process a self-
sustaining chain reaction.

Note: Words in italics indicate key terms which are
fined in this glossary.

CONTAMINATION: Disposition of radioactive pate.
dal, generally in a finely divided or liquid form,
in any place where it is not desired and may pro-
duce a hazard to personnel.

CORPUSCULAR RADIATION: A get.end term given
those types of radiation which consist of particles
such as alpha and beta radiation.

COSMIC RADIATION: Extremely high energy radiation
consisting of b . particles and rays which ori-
ginate out in space and constantly. bombard the
earth. Cosmic radiation has great penetrating
ability in all matt 4-1a.

COUNTERS: Electronic instruments used to count
nuclear disintegration in order to measure the
amount of radioactivity being given off.

CUMULATIVE DOSE: The total dose from repeated
exposures to radiation to some portion of the body
or the whole body.

DECONTAMINATION: e removal, by physical or
chemical means, of unwanted radioactive material
from a surface.

DISINTEGRATE: When a radioactive atom gives off
Its excess energy in the form of radiation. It is
said .1 disintegrate.

DOSE: The amount of radiation delivered to anPenifin
portion of the body or whole body during a given
time.

DOSE RATE: The radiation dose delivered to the

body per unit of time.

DOSIMETER: A device, usually worn by a person,
used to detect and measure a cumulative dose
of radiation.

ELECTRON: A minute sub- atomic particle having a
negative electrical charge. Electrons gli found
orbiting around the nucleus of all normal atoms.
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EMERGENCY ACCIDENTAL DOSE: The National
Committee" on Radii:del Protection and Measure-
ment has recoMinended that an emergency or mei.
dental dose of 2S 'ems to the whole body occurring
only once in a lifetime of the person need not be
added to the person's accumulative lifetime occu-
pational expotrin'e.

EXTERNAL RADIATION: Exposure to radiation from
radioactive sources located outside of the body.

FILM BADGE: A piece of special photographic film
awaited in a metal holder and worn like a badge
by nuclear wor*.ers. It is darkened by exposure to
radiation and after processing the accumulated
dose can be determined.

FISSION: The splitting of an atomic eueloos icto two
parts accompanied by the release of energy,
several free nentress, and radiation. The fission
process only OCCritS in those keavier elements
such as uranium and Plutonium

GAMMA RADIATION: This type of radiation is also
=HO electromagnetic radiation and consists of
very short waves of energy similar to X-rays.
fly travel with the speed of light (186,000 miles
per second) al0 have a long range competed to
the other types of radiation (beta and alpha) and
great penetration ability in.') materials. Sub-
stantial quantities of lead are used for shielding
from gamma radiation.

GEIGER COUNTER: A gas-filled electrical device
for detecting and measuring low levels (milli-
roentgens per hour) of radiatiou.

HEALTH PHYSICS; A name given to that broach of
radiation science concerned with the protection of
personnel from radiation.

INTERNAL RADPITION: Exposure of various organs
to radiation resulting from the introduction of
radioactive materials, usually is a finely divided
foss:, 71to the body by breathing, swallowing,
through wounds or absorption through the skis.
Once in the body, some radioactive materials tend
to collect in certain critical body organs and
cause damage.

MILLIROENTGEN: A measure of X-ray or gamma
radiation. One - thousandth of a roentgen.

NEUTRON: One of the basic sub-atomic particles
comprising the melees of practically all atoms.
The neutron has no electrical charge. Neutrons
being ejected from atomic D":4101 Is another form
of radiation which can cause body damage.

NUCLEAR REACTOR: An apparatus in which atomic
fission is sustained in a regulated self-supporting
chain reaction.

PERMISSIBLE ACCUMULATED OCCUPATIONAL
DOSE: The permissible occupational dose for
radiation workers to the whole body, head and
trunk, active blood forming organs, or 'nada
accumulated at any age, shall not moo. -rams

multiplied by the number a years beyond ay 111.
The dose in any 13 consecutive weeks shall not
exceed 3 reins.

PLUTONIUM: A man-made element, atomic number
94. Plutonium is an alpha radiation eodtter and is
primarily an internal radiation hasard. Plutonium
is a fissionable material and is used in atoadc
weapons.

PROTON: One of the sob- atomic particles comprising
the nucleus of all atoms. The phaon has a positive
electrical charge.

RADIATION INJURY: Localised injury to a limited
portion of the body from overdoses of radiation.

RADIATION SICKNESS: Chi..actedaed by nausea,
vomiting, diarrhea, hemorrhages, psychical dopes-
sits, and lowering of the body's resistance to
disease following short-time total-body exposure
to appreciable overdoses of gamma radiation.

RADIOISOTOPES: Another name for radioactive
materials.

REM: (Roentgen Equivalent Man) The quantity of
any type of radiation that produces the same
damage in man as one roentgen of pans or X-ray .

radiation.

ROENTGEN: A measure of X-ray or Mumma radiation
in air only.

SHIELD: A wall which protects workers from harmful
radiation released by radioactive materials.
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SUB-CRITICAL MASS: The inability of a fissionable
material to support a self - sustained chain reaction
because of the surface to mass relationship which
allows more neutrons to escape from the surface
than are being produced in the mass.

TRACER: A radioisotope which is mixed with stable
material enabling scientists to trace the material
as it undergoes chemical or physical changes.

URANIUM: The heaviest nstutally, radioactive ele-
ment, atomic number 92. Pure urani
radiation emitter and on *rig- ation hazard.
Two of the radi.fiaptepeil ' uranIum are fission-
able sad can be used as fuel in reactors. Uranium-
235 is the one most commonly used.

7j
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VT 000 72 ED (See June 1968 RIE)
Fire Service Training, Instructor's Manual, Basic Course..

Ohio State Dep of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
FTIM-2
Pub Date - 66
EDRS PRICE MF-$1.25 HC-$12.24 306p.

*TEACHING GU!OES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *FIRE FIGHTERS=;_
ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, *ANSWER KEYS,

Instructors can use this manual in conducting a 34-hour fire'
station or training center extension program to imprr.e 'he
competencies and skills of local fire personnel in tt pecialized
field of fire service. It was developed by a statewide committee
of fire fighting consultants and advisory groups. The 26 teaching
guides provide instructional plans to be utilized in group
instruction and are keyed to the fire service training instructional
materials manual (VT 000 721) and the learner's workbook (VT 000
723). Each presents the lesson objectives, teaching aids, and
instructor's notes which are subdivided into the four-step
instructional method of preparation, presentation application or
tryout and checking and followup. Some of the guides are (1)
Community Fire Defense, (2) Water as Used in Fire Fighting, (3)
Fire Pumps, (4) Ladders, (5) Rescue, (6) Post-Mortem Conference,
(7) Inspections, and (8) Radiation Hazards. The instructor must be
a qualified fireman and should fit the course to the fire

protection needs and equipment of the particular fire department.
Teaching suggestions, a bibliography, and answers to he assign:vent
sheets in the learner's workbook are included. This document Is
available. for $4.00 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education
Service Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State
University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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The State Department of Education has been instrumental in providing trade and
industrial training to the citizens of Ohio since 1918, originally through its State Board for
Vocational Education and presently through the Trade and Industrial Education Service of
the Division of Vocational Education.

Training in trade and industrial educationenabIes young men and women to prepare
fort initial employment in trade or industrial occupations. In addition, it enables adults who
are already employed to upgrade themselves and advance in their chosen occupations, and
retrains those who are temporarily unemployed.

In the adult category, training is also provided for public service personnel such
as fire fighters, rescue and emergency personnel, peace officers, school bus drivers,
custodial employees, hospital housekeepers and electric linemen. The purpose of this
training is to upgrade the service rendered to the general public by increasing and provid-
ing additional skills and/or knowledge.

In the field of public service occupations, Ohio can be truly proud of the aidgiven
local communities for the training of their volunteer and paid fire fighters, including. the
industrial brigade fire fighters, by the Trade and Industrial Education Service. The train-
ing received by local firemen has certainly increased their operating efficiency and no
doubt has saved countless lives and thousands of dollars in property losses since the pro-
gram started in 1939.

It has long been the policy of the Trade and Industrial Education Service of the
Division of Vocational Education, whenever possible, to utilize the personnel and services
of the universities and colleges of the state and local boards of education inprovidingneeded
training in the local communities. We appreciate the services of Keit State University,
University of Cincinnati, The Ohio State University, University of Toledo, and the many
local boards of education who for many years have cooperated with the Division of Vocational
Education in providing fire department training to hundreds of communities in the State of
Ohio.

iii

E. E. Hutt, Superintendent of
Public Instruction

Byrl R. Shoemaker
Director of Vocational Education
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The Tradeand Industrial Education Service, Division of Vocational Education, has
sponsored a program of fire department training since 1939. The training, over a period
of 23 years, has beenpresented to 64,800 paid and volunteer fire fighters in 2,061 training
classes in the State of Ohio.

The objectives of fire service have not changed greatly over the last decade. In-
creased emphasis, however, has been placed upon them in view of mounting fire losses in
life and property throughout Ohio and the nation. The primary objectives of this training
program as they apply to the local community are as follows:

1. To determine local, county, regional and state needs and to implement a
program to adequately meet these needs* on a continuing basis.

2. To improve the competencies and skills of local fire personnel in the spe-
cialized field of fire service.

. The state supervisor and the fire service training coordinators of .the Trade and
Industrial Education Service utilize the services of the State Fire Service Advisory Com-
mittee in order to effectively achieve the above-stated objectives and to determine the prin-
ciples and policies of the fire service training program and the manner in which it is con-
ducted in Ohio. This advisory committee is composed of representatives of international
and statewide organizations interested in fire protection and fire fighting. The organiza-
tions represented are as follows:

Association of Ohio Fire Fighters Ohio Fire Chiefs Association

Fire Marshal's Office Ohio Inspection Bureau

International Association of Fire Fighters Ohio State Firemen's Association

A comprehensive training program in all areas of fire fighting is currently in
effect. The following types of training are now being conducted:

Basic Training Emergency and Rescue Training

Advanced Training Radiation Hazards Training

Officer Leadership Training Special Training

Human Relations Regional Fire Schools

Conference Leadership State Fire School

Effective Speaking Fire Prevention

Instructor Training Arson Detection

Industrial Brigade Training Public Service Employees

iv



The intent of this revised manual is to provide the necessary instructional material
which will serve as an up-to-date and comprehensive source of information covering the
practices and techniques of fire fighting in order to conduct an effective and efficient fire
service training program.

It is our sincere desire that fire fighting personnel, officers and fire fighters,
throughout the state will realize the ultimate benefits to be gained byuse of this manual and
adaptation of it to local training situations.

v

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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Ale Fire Service Training Basic Course consists of three separate publications:
the Fire Service Training text; the Fire Service Training, Learner's Workbook - Basic
Course; and the Fire Service Training, Instructor s Martial - Basic Callum. The textbook
is also used for the Advanced Course since the content is considerably beyoni the Basic
Course content.

Thli Instructor's Manual consists of a series of Teaching Guides which were pre-
pared to serve as a plan or roadmap for the instructor when utilizing the grot.. instruction
Method in teaching this course. The Teaching Guides are an indispensable aid to die new
instructor and v, ill serve as a valuable cutline to the experienced instructor. Space is pro-
Vided in the left :.'olunin on each page of the Teaching Guides for additional notes which you
may desire to add.

Tilt?, STARTING POINT

In order for your instruction to be of maximum value and as meaningful as pos-
sible, it is important to fit the course to the needs of the particular fire depailment iv re-
gards to its film protection needs and equipment. The first stepis for you, as the instructor,
to determine the course content by conferring, in the organizational meeting, with the of-
ficers of the particular department that is to receive the training. As a result die-prior
selectionof the course content will result in the most needed and effective traitingprOgram
for the learners.

The following suggestions will assist in determining what is to-be taught, namely
the course content:

ON. A study of the community to determine its fire protection'
needs.

II* Determine bya survey the available apparatus and equipment.-

Determir3 the amount of instruction and practich g of evo-
lutions that can be allotted in relation to the time available for
each subject an4 the overall time of the entire course.

Determine if there is competent help within the group to assist
with subjects where practice is Lvolved, such aa: rope, gas
masks, evolutions and etr,

7
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PROPER PREPARATION
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Each Teaching Guide is sub-divided into the 'lour step" method of instruction, as
illustrated on page xiii of this manual. In presenting each teaching unit contained in each
Teaching Guide utilize the four step method, namely; Preparation Step; Presentation Step;
Application or Tryout Step; and Checking and Follow-up Step. Utilizing r' is method of in-
struction will result in the best possible instruction. In group instruction situations the
following suggested procedures have proven quite successful and it is recommended that
the instructor c osider them carefully:

The instructor should provide or make ne .:essary provisions
for materials, equipment, and supplies prior to the class
session.

Introduce the lesson (Step I) in an interesting and inspiring
manner.

Present the lesson (Step II) utilizing the teaching aids as listed
in each Teaching Guide, and any others, such as; movies,
charts, models, cutaways, and etc., which will assist in ef-
fectively teaching the content. Each instructor is encouraged
to develop specialized teachings...1s for his instructional use.

Have learners perform and practice (Step HI) the various
evolutions and skills that are applicable, as indicated in the
Teaching Guide. Also have the learners complete the ap-
propriate assignment sheet in the Learner's Workbook which
is correlated with each Teaching Guide. The assignments
serve not only as a valuable aid to the learner, but also in-
dicate to the instructor how well the lesson was taught.

Check the assignment sheets (Step IV). The answers to the
assignment sheets are contained in the appendix of this man-
ual. Record learners' completion of assignment sheets. Re-
teach any portion of lesson that was not thoroughly under stood.

THE CLASS SESSION

The class session should run smoothly and follow a definite pre-arranged pattern
or plan. The following suggested procedure has proven quite successful:

Take attends: and make announcements.

it Instructor presents the lesson as outlined in the Instructor's
Manual. The step-by-step procedure should be followed so
that all "key" points will be covered.



Have learners participate by practicing those evolutions or
skills indicated in the Teaching Guide. Caution: Do not de-
vote an excessive amount of time to this, so that sufficient
time is available for presenting the balance of the lesson.

Answer learners' questions and discuss items not clearly
understood.

Utilize one of the filming suggested methods for learners'
use of the assignment sheets: learners work out assignment
sheets in class; learners work out assignment sheets before
coming to class and before formal lesson is pre tented; or
learners work out assignment gheets after class (the latter
may be the most practical method due to the anvisint of sub-
ject matter to be presented in the limited time available).

- Assignment sheets should beheaded in,for corrections. If so,
they should be returned at the next class se s s ion and any points
not fully understood should be reviewed and discussed. An-
nounce topic for next class session and make assigbuients, as
appropriate, including any necessary materials or equipment
the learners are to bring to next class.

Plan to leave suggestions inwriting with the department, after
each session, that will tend to increase the department's ef-
ficiency.

KEY FOR USING THE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

' :he Teaching Guides in this Instructor's Manual, are keyed for your convenience
and to readily assist your instructions In addition to the information presented and the
suggestions for its presentation, space has been provided in the ieft margin on each page
of the Teacning Guides for you to "pencil in" notes. Such notes will assist you immeas-
urably in elaborating and adding clarifying information of your own. The keying of the
Teaching Guides are as follows:

Plc J: typing Instructor says in his own words

/Wks Instructions to the instructor

CAPITALS Key words, such as EXPLAIN, SHOW,
and etc.

Definitions to be read verbatim"Quotation marks"

!Material in boxi Place on chalkboard or chart pad



SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING

LEST WE FORGET the suggested effective teaching methods learned in the instructor
training course, the following serieti of self-explanatory cartoon illustrations will re-
mind you of "what it takes" to do an'effective job of_ teaching. Even the experienced
instructor will want to review these reminders from time to time and the new .n-
structor should study them in detail. An attendance record is also included, which
is stipplied to the instructor in the An tractor training kit for each class he will
teach.

fru,witidalle TEACHER diNeig/4 ave
HAVE YOU EVER TAUGHT SOMEONE:

riet
1

A. HOW TO SWIM SHOW TO THROW A CURVE

a 914f

5. HOW TO MAKE A KITE 4110W TO CHANCE A TIRE

xi



TEACHINCada NEW JOB

YOUR SKILLS AND TECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE ARE YOUR TOOLS

TO YOUR SKILLS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

YOU SHOULD ADD THE TOOLS OF TEACHING.

THE INSTRUCTORS Pe, Wm! QUALITIES
SOME PERSONAL QUALITIES

PERSONAL APPEARANCE I VOICE
6 SPEECH

2 COURTESY
3 SELF CONTROL 7 CHEERFULNESS

TACT ENTHUSIASM

Yka fififOkiliTY RITlfar YOUR fillS01/1 mums

xii



cYir FOUR STEP LESSO
STEP I

PREP ATI OR
ir

INTRODUCTION STEP.

STEP 111

PRESENTATION STEP.

41.11

APPLICATION OR

TRY OUT STEP.

I

CHECKING TESTING
mdFOLLOW UP. STEP.

KINDS OF QUESTIONS
INFORMATION QUESTIONS- cal Wr 1.141AYSTY

&NS: iNet inrienirk drir mednrilis otriblowisifiv, Jr?elo

THOUGHT QUESTIONS- Aware *Why 4Vid
Wif hit damietwAT ad scarf, Isace sae miff
edivaislier tw &Mica, fitr ?

SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS-worts arreveiverWor dm* iiii114
&a:44: s it *we &I Mis atiripticArr drriors m mare from tir Bret

Art so*ea amid 4mr iced A, doge if?
fame* Air lime arks, *Air aor of& sod, solatiop,mie eAr

foe' v ?

COMPARISON QUESTIONS-yes kr all Ai.* a' COOAOMON.
foml*: amfrore frikffite oaf 1i i sfreed riled os o czillif



clistket4 OF ASKING QUESTIONS
THERE ARE TWO METHODS:

/ DIRECT fretted to Nark,
oh* doss;
,fo firiPsaw Avisilirect
it Ant

Example: How many degrees are there
in a right angle, c./ob

2 OVERHEAD *heed to fie
tilt /re class.

Example: Why is it necessary to
lubricate the dead center
of a lathe ?

FOLIO,/ THE RULES ON

9

iiiradeffs:
DIRECT METHOD

i 5fisthies iiireirtst °fell ',friers*
of the dem

2 Toth to sirefffthel grog, cotvl.
lifoistrolleirs:

* Tends to slot/ up the lesrm
2 kends to *Om Collide/Ice of timid

le iters%
OVtRHEAQ METHOD

Alrarriever:
ilex& to sA0ec I up 'lie /error,.
2 Ideal for AttaAaratiom step.

Pcsthemispes:
iTorcir to &stroif gpoitlb control.
28/scogr3er 11/4711 of less
dagrol lerrIers.

ORAL QUESTIONS

TEACHING AIDS

*FILM STRIPS

movit FINS
stiots

MODELS Itid MOCKAPS

X I V

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

*INSTRUCTION SilEE1S
*TEXT BOOKS
*SERVICE MANUALS



SAMPLE TEACHING AIDS

Teaching aids are of great s ssistance in Step n, Pre:venting the Les3on. The
following examples of charts, along with many others, can be developed and drawn by the
instructor. They may also be made into 2" x 2" slides and when a series of these are de-
veloped they can be used repeatedly for effective instruction.

Bose rollers

Bose Going Through ifindost

;NI
1,

4cinst.

Driving over hose

'

"- .7 -V. --: :. . ,

,
'= 41" t

*V-Z4It;:" ;
'

Hose in gutter

. 709

e
Al ,

= e 7, -4 ":('.47.-'

XV

Picture shoving vibretion

Afo4e blocks



Hose being burned

The picture on the right
shows an example of
good utilization of models .
Models are very effective
Teaching Aids.

Bundling of frozen hose

Ladder - trussed and beam ladder

Types of hose

Actual samples of
materials can be
very effective as
a Teaching Aid
mounted on a dis-
play board.

xvi

Damaged hose



THE BLACKBOARD OP CHART PAPER

STAND TO ONE
SIDE WHEN USING
THE POINTER.

KEEP bLACKbOARD
CLEAN.

YOUR c/h' mrAtIRESPONSIBILMES

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING te,i

® HEAT,L1GIIT AND VENTILATION

06)
SAFETY C>

to
® GROUP CONTROL

<3 *RECORD KEEPING

0® SEATING
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TEACHING GUIDE *1

OBJECTIVES:

1. To become familiar with modern concepts and responsibilities in the safeguard-
ing of life and property:

2. TO -learn the various ramifications of Grading Schedules.
3. To become familiar with personnel qualifications public relations, and a record

system necessary in the operation of a well organized fire department.
4, 'to learn the necessity for mutual aid and disaster planning.

COMMUNITY FIRE DEFENSE

...,-.TEACIIDIG AIDS:

.A7 !!

.1;

REFERENOst.
a:

,

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Grading Schectiles information: =

-ti'biP,.1111tional Board of Fire `Underwriters
b. Ohio Inspection Bureah SpecifiCations -

Ohio Inspection Bureau Fire Defenses
.Available record forms (samples)

4. Available report fortni (samples)

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 1, pp. 1-20.

4s '75/ -Thalractee. AtR: a __otos
tIC

-STEP I.- mrrRODucnsio THE LESSON:

. --

Fire Protection Can be a rather ambiguous term when used in
connection with the Safeguarding of life and property. As we ale
know, fire fighting apparatus and equipment alone will not guar-
antee immunity from fire. The well organized modern and up-to-
date fire department realizes there are many factors concerned in
an overall community fire defense plan of operation aimed to se-
cure maximum protection for its citizens.

Fire department offiCials Should be aware of these factors in order
to perforni their antes and responsibsstties in an efficient and
capable manner.

"Knowing and 'carrying out the responsibilities will no doubt dem-
'Onstiate and proride to the people in the community the important
fact that the fire department is vitally interested and concerned in
their safety and welfare.

1



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. GRADING SCHEDULES
I. Classified as Uroan and Rural

RATER ?earners w Table I and 2. p. 2. Fire Service Training (text)
and DISCUSS.

2. Urban Grading Schedule
a. Water supply

(1) An adequate and reliable water supply is
essential
(a) To supply normal needs of citizens
(b) To supply fire department needs

b. Fire department
(1) The items of most importance are:

(a) Personnel
(b) Apparatus, tools, anc equipment
(c) Hose and hose stream appliances
(d) Radio communications
(e) Training
(f) Fire methods (fire fighting techniques)
(g) Building inspections
(h) Record systems

c. Structural conditions
(I) The most important items are:

(a) Street widths
(b) Heights of buildings
(c) Wall and floor openings
(d) Areas of wood (frame) or unprotected

construction
(e) Conflagration breeding blocks

d. Fire alarm system
(I) Twenty-three items are included in this list, the

most important ones are:
(a) Headquarters
(b) Operators
(c) Current supply
(d) Box location
(e) Fire alarm boxes
(f) Radio
(g) Telephone
(h) Tests and records

e. Fire prevention
(I) Seven items relate to this grading schedule

(a) Electrical wiring and equipment
(b) Establishment and enforcement regulations or

the bureau

2



Inatroctor's Notes

....1.11.1411101011.1/

COMMUNITY FIRE DEFENSE

(c) Control of miscellaneous hazards
(d) Manufacture, storage, transportation, and

use of liquid gases
(e) Enforcement agency for fire prevention
(f) Hint." ical and fire prevention records

f . Building department
(1) The five items included in this area are:

(a) Supervision
(b) Fir- "imits
(c) Ade, Lacy and enforcement of building laws
(d) Roof coverings
(e) ecords

g. Pllice department
(1) This area includes the following three items:

(a) Cooperation with the fire department
(b) Sig-Alhig and emergency service
(c) Cooperation with building department

3. Rural Grading Schedule
a. Water supply

(1) Public water supply system
(a) If available, grading is the same as for an

urban water supply
(2) Where no public water supply system is available,

two ratings are established by the Ohio Inspection
Bureau for:
(9) Farm property
(b) Dwelling and mercantile property

B. SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLASS A RURAL FIRE DEPARTMENT
DISCUSS the following items:

1. Fire department
2. Fire station
3. Records
4. Clothing
5. kpparatus

C. SPECIFICATIONS FOR CLASS B RURAL FIRE DEPARTMENT
DISCUSS the following items:

1. Fire department
2. Fire station
3. Records
4. Clothing
5. Apparatus

COMPARE and DISCUSS the differences between specifications for
Class A and Class D rural lire departments.

3



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

instructoris Notes 6. Other important factors to be considered by fire depart-
ments in rural areas in planning community fire defense.
a. Structural conditions

(I) The same items are included in rural as in urban
b. Fire alarm

DISCUSS in terms of Ohio lnspbction Bureau Specification',
for

(1) Class A and Class B rural fire departments
c. Fire prevention

(1) Rural inspection program
(2) Loot.' ordinances
(3) State Building Code
(4) State Rules and Regulations

d. Building department
(I) State Building Codes
(2) County Building Codes
(3) Sts'" Department of Industrial Relations bulletins

on special requirements concerning building
construction

e. Police department
(I) Relate practices and working agreements in

effect by local law enforcement agency

E. ADDITIONAL FACTORS IN COMIEWTY FIRE DEFENSE
Up to this point in the lesson we have been concerned with

mainly the physical or mechanical aspects of Community Fire
Defense . Now let us explore and develop other areas of fire de-
fense that deal with humanities They are as follows:

I. Selection of Fire Department Personnel
READ the twelve item as listed in the text pages 41 and 9, and
DISCUSS each in tarn. It is probable that other qualifications
may be listed or brought up for discussion.

4. Public Relations
a. Necessity for and importance of good public relations
b. Will affect morale of department
c. Action of one fireman will reflect on entire depart-

ment
d. Dependent on capable and well trained personnel

( I) In order to receive moral and financial support
e. Responsibility of each individual fireman
f . Begins within the department itself
g. Effected by firemen's contacts with public in per-

forming various duties
3. Mutual Aid

a. Stress importance of mutual aid

4
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COMMUNITY FIRE DEFENSE

instructor's Notes (1) Strenthens fire fighting facilities in commu-
nities participating

b. Dependent on well thought out and laid out plan in.
order to be effective

c. Factors to be considered in organizing a mutual
aid plan:
(1) Signaling or notification system
(2) Apparatus responding
(3) Manpower available
(4) Running cards

(a) Fire scene
(b) Stand-in

(5) Availability of radio
(6) Equipment available
(7) Hose couplings and adapters (matching threads)
(8) Water supply

(a) Water system
(b) Portable (Tanker)

(9) Authority to call for aid
(10) Distance responding
(11) Time of travel
(12) Cooperation of assisting organizations

Law enforcement agencies
(b) Public utilities
(c) Public. service department
(d) Construction companies

DISCUSS one mutual aid plan now in effect. If this training
class consists of members of more than one department,
have each class member study their own plan.

4. Emergency Disaster Planning
DISCUSS general new_ for emergency disaster planning.
a. Fire department has the responsibility to promote

and develop an emergency disaster plan but requires
cooperation from the following agencies:
(1) Electric, gas and telephone companies
(2) Excavating or road equipment service
(3) Radio and television stations
(4) Red Cross
(5) Hospitals, doctors sad nurses
(6) Sheriff's office
(7) Highway patrol
(8) Municipal or county service departments
(9) Radiation monitoring service

b. An effective emergency disaster plan will promote
good public relations
(1) Good organization is the key factor

5



FIRE SERVICR TRAINING: BASIC COURSE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

instructor's Notes 5. Fire Department Records
a. Comprehensive records are an essential part of good

fire department operations
J. Extensiveness of record system will be dependent on:

(I) Size of the fire department
(2) Adequacy of personnel to maintain records
Department files should consist of the following:
(1) Complete personnel file
(2) Sick or absentee file
(3) Confidential personnel file
(4) Inactive members file
(5) Department correspondence file
(6) Payroll, invoices, etc. file
(7) Assignment chart file
(8) Master fire report book

d. Company records should consist of the following:
(1) Company jourrilii
(2) Vacation and work schedule
(3) Addresses nrici telephone numbers of company

personnel
(4) Inventory and special notices book
(5) Fire report sheets and hazard inspection blanks
(6) Emergency run data

e. Training Officer's records
(1) Daily drill schedule
(2) Drill attendance record
(3) Equipment invenry
(4) Reference library record

f . Repair shop records
( Apparatus and maintenance record
(2) Hose records
(3) Equipment inventory
(4) Parts supply inventory
(5) Shop personnel time sheets
(6) Pumper test records

g. Fire Prevention Bureau Records
(1) Correspondecce file
(2) Inspection schedule file
(3) Inspection blank file
(4) Buildbig plans file
(5) Arson file
(6) Cross-file record

6. Fire Department Records and Reports
EMPHASIZZ the importance and necessity of using report forms
as a means for establishing a good record system for the I ire
department. Cite personal examples and experiences of your own.

6



Instructor's Notes

COMMUNITY FIRE DEFENSE

a. One standard type of form cannot be devised which
will fit the needs of every department.

b. Each department should devise their own forms to
fit the apecific information they wish to maintain
and record

c. Responsibility of fire chief
(1) As to who will make reports
2) How they will be expediated

EXAMINE briefly some of the various types of report Ions
that can be used in the operation of a fire department by
referring learners to the iollowing in Fire Service Training

(text) and DISCUSSING each.

Page 14 - Fig. 1 - Daily Report Form
Page 15 - Fig. 2 - Daily Personnel Report
Page 16 - Fig. 3 - Disability Report
Page 17 - Fig. 4 - Trainiii.g Report
Page 18 - Fig. 5-a and Page 19 - Fig. 5-b

Company Run Report
Page 20 - Fig. 6 - Dispatcher Report
Page 20 - Fig. 7 - Fire Report

d. It is apparent these reports cover only a small
portion of the pertinent factors involved in fire
department operation.

e. Even though facilities and shortage of personnel
may be deterring factors in attempting to establish
and maintain an adequate report and record system,
(1) every effort should be made to put into operation

some kind of system that will
(a) that will be of value inefficiently structuring

the over-all operation of the fire department

STEP III APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No 1 in the Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOWUP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 1, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.

7



TEACHING GUIDE *2

.CHEMISTRY OF FIRE

OBJECTIVES:

I. 'to emphasite to the learner that a knowledge of the chemistry of fire is an
important factor in the development of an effective and well trained fire fighter.

2. To acquaint the learner with the characteristics of combustion and its direct
relationship with the proper extinguishing methods and media.

3. To familiarize the learner with the explosive natures and properties flammable
liquids, gases, and dusts from combustible materials.

TEACHING AIDS:
sr

I. Chalkboani, chalk, eraser
2. Availabb charts or material relating to physical and chemitAl properties of

flammable liquids and gases.
3. Demonstration materials:

a. Flammable liquids kerosene, gasoline and alcohol
b. Combustible materials - wood, gaper and metal
c. Candle, bearers and covers

REPBRENCg:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter II, pp. 21-25.

Instructor' Notes STEP : - INTRODUCING THE LESSON

Combustion or burning is defined as a chemical process ac-
companied by the evolution, of heat. In terms of the role a fire-
man plays in the control and extinguishment of fire it becomes
his obligation to know and understand this definition. Physically,
a fireman is well aware of the fact that when a substance is burn-
ing, it gives off various degrees of heat, and exhibits a glowing
mass. But in addition to his physical awareness, every fireman
should be concerned with the process that produces the situation
which he faces at the scene of the fire. In this process, we are
specifically interested in the chemical union which takes place
between the temperature, the fuel, and the oxygen. Upsetting
this. process by disturbing the relationship of these factors is the
real key to proper and efficient fire extinguishment.

9
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iostisetorte Not STEP II - PRESENIUG THE LESSON

A. HOW THINGS BURN
1. Solids

a. Ignition of coal is accomplished by:
(l) Building a wood fire
(2) Wood trust be ignited by paper
(3) Paper must be ignited by match
(4) By this series of processes, the burning of each

material raises the temperature to the ignition
temperature of the next material until the final
material becomes ignited and burns

I). Definition of ignition temperature (same as kindling
temperature)
"'The temperature at which a substance will catch on
fire and continue to burn"
(1) EXPLAIN that ignition temperature will vary for

different materials
(a) Phosphorous on match, by friction (86° F)
(b) Sulphur, from small spark (450° F)
(c) Carbon, to glowing temperature (690° F)
(d) Magnesium, to high temperature (965° F)

(2) EXPLAIN that another important factor involved
in the ignition of a substance is the size, surface,
or mass of the substance to be heated
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE the following:

(a) Page of book is. mass of whole book
(b) Needle vs. bar of steel
(c) Wood shaving vs. block of wood

c. EXPLAIN that regardless of the material involved, it
is necessary that a solid must first be heated suf-
ficiently to cause it to change into a combustible gas
before it will ignite

2. Flammable Liquids
a. EXPLAIN that this same principle of the burning of

solids also applies to flammable liouids
b. Definition of flash point -

"The temperature at which a flammable liquiciLgives
off vapor sufficient to form an ignitable mixture with
the air near the surface of the liquid"
(1) The rqmperature will vary in accordance to the

density of the liquid
(a) EXAMPLE - Match thrown in cold kerosene

vs. heated or gaseous kerosene
(2) The danger of gasoline is the fact that it passes

aft combustible vapors at ordinary temperatures.

--treltr.-r--v-r7.7"Tr4Fre4ce *7;0/Fr
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c. EXPLAIN that liquids with a flash point lower than
200° F are considered flammable, but, any corn-
bustibt, liquid when heated above its flash point will
Produce flammable vapors
(I) EXAMPLE - Heavy fuel oil when heated above

300° F will release vapors as flammable as gas-
oline at its flash point temperature which is be-
low 0° F

d. gXPLAIN that flammable liquids are divided into
three classes:
(I) Class I - Flash Point at or below 200 F
(2) Class II - Flash Point above 20° F - below 70° F
(3) Class M - Flash Point above 70° F - below 200° F

e. EXPLAIN that flash point alone is not the only faccor
which determines the relative hazard of flammable
liquid. Other factors are:
(1) Ignition temperature
(2) Explosive range
(3) Rate of evaporation
(4) Density
(5) Rate of diffusion

f . Regardless of all the factors which determine the
ignition of flammable liquid, they have little in-
fluence on the burning characteristics after the fire
has burned long enough to thoroughly heat the liquid

g. RECOMMEND that additional data and inforntstion
an flammable liquids and gases can be obtained from:
(I) The National Board of Fire Underwriters
(2? The National Fire Protection Association
(3) The Division of State Fire Marshal
(4) The Ohio Inspection Bureau
(5) The Factory Mutual, or various other insurance

companies
3. Spontaneous Ignition

a. Definition of spontaneous ignition -
"It is caused by the gradual development of heat die
to a chemical change within the material"

b. EXPLAIN - If the amount of heat generated by this
chemical action is enough to reach the ignition
temperature of the material involved, it will ignite
the material
(1) EXAMPLE - When cloths are soaked in linseed

oil, the oil spreads over the surface of the cloth
and absorbs oxygen.
(a) If the heat from this action is not dissipated.

the rate of oxidation is increased, thus rais-
ing the temperature, until it reaches the

1I
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ignition tempe.:ature of the cloth, and ca.ises
it to burst into flame

4. Elements and Compounds
a. Definition of au ...10----Itt -

"A substance which has not been separated into other
substances"

b. Definition of a compound -
"A substance that can be separated by chemical means
into two or more substances"

c. For an element to burn, it must first unite with oxyg na
d. For a compound to burn, each element in it must first

unite separak.ely with oxygen
e. Elements are classified as either metals or non-

metals
f . Whenever a compound of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

or nitrogen is oxidized, either by rapid burning .--.*- by
the slower process of decay, the final result is the
same
(1) EXAMPLE - When ordinary fuels, such as, wood

or coal are burned, the result is carbon dioxide,
and water vapor or steam

(2) Slower oxidation or burning which takes place
when iron rusts, milk sours, or fruit decays,
also results in carbon dioxide and water vapor

(3) 'Therefore, burning, whether it be rapid and
accompanied by heat, or slow such as, by decay,
is the final way of disposing of organic material

(4) The reason gasoline burns so readily and rapidly
when heated, is because it is made up of wo
ele7neuts, carbon and hydrogen, and each of them
has an affinity for oxygen

5. Smoke
a. Definition of smoke -

"Smoke is the result of imcomplete combustion
b. When a material burns, the heat of the fire expels

hydrogen and oxygen along with carbon, which pass
away as gases
(1) However, as these gases are burned they do not

meet with sufficient oxygen anc are consequently
cooled in the process

(2) As the hydrogen burns off more rapidly, unburnt
carbon is liberated as soot and carbon monoxide
in the form of smoke

6. Air and Oxygen
a. Normally, air contains about 21% oxygen

12
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b. When the oxygen content is reduced below 16%, air
will not support combustion and flame is extinguished

c. In fire fighting, the percentage of oxygen around a
flame can be reduced in two ways -
(1) Cutting off the oxygen by smothering
(2) Displacing the air with a non-combustible gas,

such as carbon dioxide or water vapor (steam)
d. However, oxygen does not necessarily have to be

supplied y air
(1) It can be produced artificially in the combustion

of chemicals such as:
(a) Chlorates, nitrates, thermite, etc.
(b) Pyroxylin plastics
(c) Decomposition of water upon contact with

hot metals or coke, because the tremendous
beat frees the oxygen and hydrogen

7. Summary of How Things Burn
a. Thus, we have learned that fire is a rapid chemical

change in which combustible substances burn any'
give off beat

b. Substancei which easily combine with oxygen to
form Lew substances, and produce a high degree of
heat in the process, are classed as combustibles

c. Three things are necessary to support combustion,
they are:
(I) A combustible substance, FUEL
(2) Sufficient OXYGEN to support combustion
(3) Sufficient HEAT to ignite the substance

d. Therefore, when firemen are able to determine the
characteristics of a fire, they can decide which
method of extinguishment to use

B. EXPLOSIONS
1. Four Principle Kinds

a. Rapid oxidation (gasoline vapor, air and dust)
b. Decomposition (dynamite)
c. Release of pressure (boiler explosion)
d. Atomic fission (atomic bomb)

2. All Have SaMe Characteristics
a. Release of energy is substantially instantaneous

3. Force of an Explosion Depends on:
a. Rate of release of energy, more than upon amount

of energy released
4. Firemen are. Concerned with Fire Explosions Caused by

Release of Heat Energy through Rapid Oxidation (as in
la above)

13
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k. NO Sharp Distinction between:
a. An explosion
b. Rapidly spreading fire such as those in gasoline

(1) Flash fire
6. Explosions Occur when:

a. Flammable vapors, gases, or con bustible dusts are
mixed with air

b. Proportions produce rapid oxidation
c. Source of ignition is provided

7. Violence of Explosion Depends on Rate of Oxidation
8. Rate of Explosion can be Measured only by Special

Inetruments
9. Finely Divided Particles of nearly all Combustible

Materials can Produce Violent Explosions if:
a. ..Particles are suspended in air in proper concentrations
b. Source of ignition is provided

10. Ignition of that Cloud is Governed by:
a. Particle size
b. Dust concentration
c. Uniformity of dispersion
d. Amount Of impurities present
e. Strength and duration of ignition source

11. Dust Concentration also has Explosive Limits
a. Light, readily dispersible - 0.015 oz. per cu. ft.

of at
b. Heavy - 0.i oz. per cu. ft. of air

12. Ignition of Dust Concentrations below 0.015 oz. per cu.
ft. of air have been Reported

13. Mitdmum Explosive Concentrations and Ignition Temper-
Mires of Dust Clouds
DISCUSS table on p. 23I, Fire Service Training (text).

14. Dust Explosions.Uqually Occur in Pairs
a, First involving dust in suspension
b. Second involving dust dislodged from beams, ledges,

etc., as a result of first explosion
15. Intensity of Dust Explosions is Influenced by:

a: Nature of dust
b. Degree of confinement.-
c. Amount of eiplosiOn venting provided

16. Explosions Have Been ilostiPrevalent in Grain Handling
Plants, Ouch. as:
a. Grain elevators
b. Flour and feed mills
c. Cereal plants

14
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17. Explosion Hazard also Exists in Other Industries,
such as:
a. Starch manufacturing
b. Sugar refining
c. Woodworking
d. Sulphur crushing and pulverizing
e. Hard rubber recovery
f . Cork grinding
g. Metal powder plants
h. Fertilizer plants
i . Powdered milk plants
J . Chocolate, cocoa and candy factories
k. Plastic and textile plants

18. No Sharp Line of Demarcation between Flammable
Liquids and Gases, as
a. Liquids become gases at higher temperatures
b. Gases become liquids at lower temperatures

19. Flammable Liquids Themselves do not Cause Fire,
a. A spark or source of ignition must first be provided

20. Improper Use and Handling of Flammable Liquids Cause
drEraes

21. The Vapor Evaporated from a Flammable Liquid, Rather
than the Liquid, Burns or Explodes When Mixed with
Air in Proper Proportion When a Scarce of Ignition is
Provided
a. The greater the heat, the greater the evaporation
b. Proper proportions of flammable liquid vapors and

air are explosive
c. Explosive range for gasoline is about 1% to 6% by

volume
d. One gallon of gasoline if completely vaporized and

mixed with air will form explosive mixtures in
volume from 500 cu. ft. to well over 2,000 cu. ft.
of air

22. Definition of Explosive or Flammable Limit
"The point at which the concentration of a mixture of
flammable liquid or gas in air by volume, in which a
flash will occur or a flame will travel if the mixture
is ignited"'
a. The lower percentage at which this occurs is the

lower explosive limit
b. The higher percentage at which this occurs is the

upper explosive limit
c. Mixtures outside these limits are either too "lean" or

too "rich" to explode
d. .EXAMPLE - For gasoline the lower limit is slightly

over 1% and the higher limit is about 6%

15
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instructor's Not, 23. Firemen Should Become Familiar with the Properties and .

Characteristics of the More Common Flammable Liquids
and Gases to Enable Them to be:
a. Aware of the potential fire hazard involved
b. Apply proper and efficient fire fighting procedures

24, DISCUSS chart on Physical and Chemical Properties of
Flammable Liquids and Gases, rig. 1, p. 25, Fire
Service Training (text)
Additional information relating to data in Figure 1 follows. Flash
point, explosive limits and ignition temperature have been pre-
viously discussed in this teaching guide. The following inks-
motion on specific gravity, density of vapor, boiling point, and
rate of diffusion is submitted to assist in explaining Figure 1.

Specific Gravity "The ratio between the weight of a body
and the weight of an equal volume of water."

EXAMPLE - The specific gravity of iron is 7.4 mean-
ing that an equal volume of iron is 7.4 times heavier than
water. A cubic ft. of water weighs 62.5 lbs,, therek2e;
a cubic ft.- of iron will weigh 7.4 x 62.5 lbs. or 462.50

lbs. Gasoline is .75 as heavy as water, a cubic ft. of
gasoline will weigh .75 x 62.S lbs. or 46.875 lbs. Most
all liquids are lighter than water, therefore; will float on
top of water.,

Vapor Density - "The ratio of a given volume of gas or
vapor compared to the same volume of air." As shown'.,
on the table, Air =1 - any vapor appearing on the table at
less thin one is lighter than air, and at a figure_over 1 fir:;
heavier than air. Almost all vapors are heavier thin air

rAoBoiling Point - All liquids posses a tendency to'vaporize.
meaning a change from a liquid state into a gaseous state. _

Such vaporization occurs because molecules are continually:,
projected through the free liquid surface and lost from the
body of the liquid. Such molecules, being gaseous, are

. capable of exerting a partial pressure, known as the "Vapor
Pressure" of, the liquid, and since this pressure is depend-
ent primarily upon molecular activity, it will increase
with increasing temperature.

EXAMPLE - The "vapor pressure" of water at 30° F
is .08 of 1 lb. per sq. in., at 102° 1 lb. per sq. in..
at 212° - 15 lbs: per' sq.. inch.

For boiling to occur, a liquid's temperature must be
raised sufficiently for the vapor pressure to become equal
to the pressure imposed upon the liquid. This means the
boiling point of a liquid is dependent upon its pressure as

16
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well as upon its temperature.
EXAMPLE - Atmospheric pressure at sea level as

14.7 lbs. per sq. in. When the temperature of water
is raised to 212°F., the vapor pressure is '5 lbs. per
sq. in., or greater than atmospheric pressure (the
pressure being imposed o' the body of water) allowing
the molecules to break through the surface and escape
from the liquid. Atmospheric pressure at an altitude
of 5,000 ft. is 11.4 lbs. per sq. in. The vapor press-
ure of water at 200°F is 11.6 lbs. per square inch,
therefore water will boil at a lower temperature at a
higher altitude.

The boiling point of any liquid can be raised by im-
posing a higher pressure upon it, than atmospheric
pressure. The pressure cooker is an example. By
closing the cooker securely, the pressure may be
raised to 20 lbs. - the temperature of the water can
be raised to a point much higher than 212°resulting in
the food being cooked in a much shorter time.

Suitable Extinguishing Agents: The extinguishing agents in the last column of the table
are coded according to the following schedule:
1-Water. 2-Foam. 2A-Alcohol Foam, 3-Carbon
Dioxide or Dry Chemical, and 4-Stop Flow of Gas
(See note).

Note: While carbon dioxide dry powder and sometimes water
spray can extinguish small gas fires if the extinguish-
ing medium is applied at the source of the fire, the
best procedure is to shut off the source of gas. Exting-
uishment without slu:tting off the source of gas will
permit unburned gas to accumulate creating a potential
serious explosion hazard.

VAPOR PRESSURE OF COMMON LIQUIDS AT 68°F
Boiling Point -

Ether 8.55 lbs. per sq. in. 95°
Gasoline 7.75 lbs. per sq. in. 100°
Ethyl Alcohol 0.850 lbs. per sq. in. 173°
Water 0.339 lbs. per sq. in. 212°
Turpentine 0.00773 lbs. per sq. in. 300°
Mercury 0.0000251 lbs. per sq. in. 674°

Rate of Diffusion - "The rate of diffusion is the rate
of dispersion of gas as compared to air" (air --. 1.0)

STEP III - APPLICATION
Have learners work Assignment Sheet No, 2 in the Learner's Wfwkbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP
REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 2, re teeth any portion of lesson not
thoroughly understood

17



TEACHING GUIDE*3

CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

OBJECTIVES:

1. To become familiar with the various types, uses, operation, and maintenance of
first aid fire fighting appliances.

2. To understand the classification of fire extinguishers and its relation with the
classification of fires :

3. To be aware of the necessity for using the proper type and size of fire extinguisher
on various classes of fire for effective extinguishment.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. .ChgOkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Piie extinguisher flip charts from manufacturers
3. Various types of fire extinguishers

REFERENCE:.

Pire Service Training (text), Chapter III, pp. 26-42.

ingttuctor's Note. STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

First aid fighting appliances are essentially portable first aid
devices used to extinguish fire. However, the extinguishers are
designed to cope with fires in their infancy and are not intended
to act as a substitute for automatic sprinklers, standpipe and
hose, or fire department.hose streams.

The ease of handling extinguishers, the ability to provide the
necessary extinguishing agent to put out the fire quickly and
efficiently, the fict that` the extinguishers are ready for use when
needed, make them a necessary part of fire fighting operations.

Various types of first aid fire extinguishers will be discussed.
Each type is of value, but all are not equally effective upon all
classes of fire. Therefore, consideration must be given to the
class of fire involved, and the proper type of extinguisher to be
used As fires are classified, fire extinguishers are also class-
ified, this is in accordance with their ability to extinguish the
particular material or substance on fire.

Because extinguishers must be ready for use at all times, diligence

19
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must be exercised in their care and maintenance in order to assure
proper operation at the scene of the emergency.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. CLASSIFICATION OF FIRES
For all practical purposes, there ate three general classes
of fires
1. Class A Fires

DEFINE - "Class A fires are fires in ordinary combustible
materials such as wood, cloth, and paper where the
"quenching-cooling" effect of quantities of water or
solutions containing large percentages of water is most
effective in reducing the temperature of the burning
material below the ignition temperature"

2. Class B Fires
DEFINE - "Class B fires are fires in flammable petroleum
products or other flammable liquids, greases, etc.,
where the 'blanketing-smothering' effect of oxygen-ex-
cluding media is most effective"

3. Class C Fires
DEFINE - "Class C fires are those involving electrical
equipment where the electrical non-conductivity of the
extinguishing media is of first importance"

B. CLASSIFICATION OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
1. Fire extinguisher classifications are based upon the

classifications of fire and the fire extinguishment potential
as determined by physical testing by the Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc.
a. The classification consists of a NUMERAL and a

LETTER which appears on the label of all appliances
APPROVED by the Underwriters' Laboratories
EXPLAIN the meaning of the NUMERAL in tenets of the
approximate I ire extinguishing potential for -

( 1) Class A extinguishers
4-A appliance should extinguish twice as much
Are as a 2-A appliance

(2) Citsh B extinguisher
The W'JMERAL is an approximate indication of .
the square foot area of a deep-layer flammable
liquid fire which can be extinguished. A 10-B
unit should extinguish 10 square feet of fire

(3) Class C extinguisher
In this class, no NUMERAL is used, since these
fires are essentially either Class A or B. which

20
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.:1

Involve electrical wiring or equipment. The
size is determined by the size and area Involved,
keeping in mind the electrical hazard which
must be covered or blanketed by a Class C
media for extinguishment
EXPLAIN the meaning of the LETTER in terms of

approval for effective fire extinguishment.

(1) The letter denotes or Indicates the particular
class of fire for which the extinguisher is ap-
proved for use, in terms of Class "A" - Class
"B" - and Class "C" fires
EXPLAIN the meaning of LETTERS and NUMERALS
in combination.

(1) When an extinguisher is labeled - 2A, 4B, it
should extinguish approximately twice as much
Class "A" fire as a 1 A appliance, and four
times as much Class "B" fire as a 1-B appliance.
It should also extinguish a flammable liquid fire
having a surface area of four square feet

(2) When an extinguisher is rated 6B, C it should
extinguish six times as much Class "B" fire as
a 1 -B unit. It should also extinguish a flammable
liquid fire having a surface area of six square
feet

(3) The letter C Indicates it is safe to use on fires
Involving electrical equipment
Refer class to Figure 1 on page 27 (classifi-
cation table), pick out several units at random,
and have class explain NUMERAL and LETTER
reference

C. CONVERSION OF EXTPCUISHER CLASSIFICATIONS
EXPLAIN classification conversion table. Refer class to
conversion table, Figure 1, Pag V. Select units at random and
DISCUSS.

1. In general, old unit.; in la as ,a 2.1/2 gal. Soda-Acid, a
2-1/2 gal. Water, . l511 CO2 or a 151 Dry Chemical,
had a rating of A-1, B-i, or C-1

2. Units with less content would be rated A-2, B-2 or C2
a. This means that two of the latter are required to do

the job of one of the former
3. For approximate conversions of all older units, the

table should be consulted

21
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instrictorts Notes D. TYPES AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
1. Discussion of first aid appliances will be limited to those

generally in use in fire fighting operations
2. Regardless of those which are used, the following items

are important:
a. They must carry the U. L. Seal of Approval for

guarantee of capability and performance
b. Instructions regarding maintenance must be followed
c. Extinguishers must always be fully charged and ready

for operation
3. Water Extinguishers

Have extinguisher available for dismantling to show class component
par te.

a. Effective on Class A fires where the quenching and
cooling effect of water is necessary, i.e. ordinary
combustible materials such as wood, paper, textiles,
rubbish, etc.

b. Can be used on small fires on combustible floors
soaked with oils or greases

c. Not effective on-Class B fires involving flammable
liquids or. greases in vats, tanks, or open vessels

d. Not recommended on Class C fires, involving
electrical equipment

c. To operate:
. (1) Manual or pump type - Push and pull of bindle.

operates piston which forces water through hose_
(2) Cartridge Type - Invert extinguisher ind buntp,

cap .on floor. This action causes cartridge to be
_ pierced by cap, which releases carbon dioxide--,-.
gas and expels the liquid -

(3) Stored Pressure Type .- Pull out safety lack pin
in handle or lever, to release the liquid under
air pressure of about 125 pounds stored in the
container

f . Most effective at close range, can be used up to 30'-
distance

g. Force, range,. and deration of stream when cartridge
or stored pressure operated, are not dependent on
operator
(1) The 2-1/2 gallon size discharges an effective

stream of liquid for approximately one minute
When subjected to freezing temperatures it should
be filled with anti-freeze solution:
(1) Calcium chloride and water
(2) Mbted thoroughly in proper proportion

REFER learners to Figure 2, p 2t, Fire Service
Training (text).
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(3) Common salt should not be used as it may
cause corrosion and affect use

i . Shall be kept full at all times
(1) Do not over-fill (indicate filling mark)

j . Should be recharged immediately after use, observ-
ing the follcwing recommendations:
(1) Wadi parts thoroughly with water
(2) Flush water through hose
(3) Flush pressure relief hole in cap
(4) Check gasket
(5) Weigh cartridge to check charge

k. Extinguishers should be checked and examined at.
regular intervals for:
(1) Deterioration
(2) Damage
(3) Clogged orifices
(4) Condition of hose
(5) Condition of gaskets
(6) 'Proper water level
(7) When pump operated - check operation and

lubricate piston rod and packing
(8) Cartridges, in cartridge operated extinguishers,

should be weighed at least every six months to
assure proper operating content

.

(a) If loss of 1/2 ounce or more is indicated,
replace with new one

(9) In stored pressure type - check pressure gauge
for proper operable range

4. Soda - Acid Extinguishers
Rave extinguisher available for disausaVng to SHOW class component paw
a. Effective on Class A fires where the quenching and

cooling effect of water is necessary, i.e. - ordinary
combustible materials such as wood, paper, textiles,
rubbish, etc.

b. Can be used on small fires on combustible floors
soaked with oils or greases

c. Not effective on Class B fires involving flammable
liquids or greases in vats, tanks, or open vessels

d. Not recommended on Class C fires involving
electrical equipment

6. Chemicals used to create expelling action are
bicarbonate of soda and sulfuric acid.
(1) In the 2-1/2 gallon size

(a) 1-1/2 pounds of soda are dissolved in 2-1/2
gallons of lukewarm water and placed in the
shell to level of indicator

23
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lasttactor's Notes (b) 4 ounces of commercially pure (CP) sul-
phuric acid are placed in the acid bottle to
level of indicator

f. To operate: in
(1) Invert extinguisher which causes chemicals to

mix
(a) Carbon dioxide gas is created wh....h exerts

a pressure of about 125 P.S.:. within the

Force, range, and duration of stream not dependent
on operator
(1) Most effective at close range, up to 30' distance
(2) The 2-1/2 gallon size discharges an effective

stream of liquid for r.pproximately one minute
h. Store to Protect against freezing

(1) Common salt or calcium chloride must not be
used as these may cause corrosion and effect-
the operation

I. Wetting agent's should not be added to contents, as
foaming action would reduce the effectiveness of the .

discharge ,

Shall be kept Ml at all times
Should be recharged immediately after use, obse
lag the following recommendations:
(1) Wash all parts with water
(2) Flush-water through hose
(3) Flush pressure relief hole in cap
(4) Cheek gasket

1. Extinguishers should be checked and examined at
regular intervals for
(1) -Deterioration
(2) Damage -

(3) Clogged orifices
(4) Condition of hose
(5) Condition of gaskets
(6) Proper water level
Extinguishers or parts not in good condition should be ;-
replaced
Acid bottles, stopples, and cages when replaced
should be duplicates of originals, so as not to im-
pair operation

0.. If not used; extinguishers should be emptied and re-
charged annually

Foam Eittinguishers
Have model available for dismantling to SHOW class oompemest partl
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a. Effective on fires in small quantities of flammable
liquids, greases, etc. , in vats, tanks, open ves-
sels, on floors or surfaces or any other Class B
fires where the foam will form a blanket on the
burning matcrial

b. Unless specifically indicated on the name plate, they
are not to be used on fires involving alcohol, ether,
acetone, lacquer thinner or carbon disulfide
(1) Because without the proper additive, the foam

bubbles are broken down making the smother-
ing action ineffective

c. Can be used on incipient fires of Class A materials,
as 85% of the weight of the extinguishing agent is
primarily water

d. Is not recommended on Class C fires involving
electrical equipment

e. Chemicals used to create expelling action and foam
blanket are:
(1) Bicarbonate of soda,
(2) A foam stabilizing agent
(3) Aluminum sulphate
(4) The chemicals are packaged A and B, and

directions by manufacturer are explicit and are
to be followed in charging
(a) The A package containing the aluminum

sulphate is dissolved in 2-1/4 pints of
water and placed in the inner chamber.
MOW inner chamber.

(b) The B package containing the bicarbonate of
soda and foam stabilizer is dissolved in 7
quarts of water and placed in the outer
chamber
SNOW outer chamber.

The stabilizer may be an extract of licorice,
saponin or chicle. Its purpose is to form
and make the bubbles smaller and more
tenacious. The bubbles contain the carbon
dioxide gas which forms the blanket that
excludes the oxygen and smothers the fire.

f . To operate:
(1) Invert extinguisher which causes chemicals to

mix
(a) Carbon dioxide gas is created which exerts

a pressure of about 100 P.S.1 within the
tank and expels the foam extinguishing
agent
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c. lngthé following recommendations:
41)%itash all parts with water
(2) 'Push water through hose

y., 44) Check gaskets
(3) Plush pressure relief hole in cap

r_.

".Sholild be checked and examined at regular Intervals

(-I),.'-Deterioration
(2) iclifiroage
(3) -ClOged orifices
(4). Condition of host:

:

(5)' 'Ccindition of gaskets
-,(6) 'Proper filling level

-k. Extinguisher or parts not in good condition shduld be
_ replaced

1. Only charges supplied by manufacturer should be used
= (1) 'Chemical . must be ini3ted, stirred and disolved

in eXact accordance with instructions !Rdicated
In. if not used; extinguishers should be emptied and re-

-charged annually
6. Vaporizing Liquid Extinguishers

Have extingtiisher available and SHOW to class.
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Instructor's Notes

CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

a. Effective on fires in small guanines of flammable
liquids, greases, etc., in vats, tanks, open vessels,
on floors or surfaces, or any other Class B fires
where gas formed by vaporization of the liquid may
be retained as a blanket on the burning material

b. Effective on fires in electrical equipment or other
Class C fires where a non-conducting agent is
important

c. Effective on automobile fires involving the motor or
wiring

d. Somewhat effective on small surface fires where the
smothering effect of the gas may be utilized

e. Not effective on deep seated Class A fires requiring
a quenching and cooling effect for extinguishment

f . Chemicals used are carbon tetrachloride and
chlorobromomethane
(1) They have very low freezing points
(2) Commercial Carbon Tetrachloride freezes at

-8° F to -100 F
(a) But, ingredients are added which lower the

freezing point to -SO° F, and also control
corrosion

(3) Chlorobromomethane has a freezing point of
-124° F for rapid decomposition when in con-
tact with flame or hot surfaces

(4) Studies have indicated that gases liberated both
before and after decomposition are very toxic

(5) In the presence of flame or hot surfaces, carbon
tetrachloride may decompose forming hydro-
chloric acid, phosgene, and free chlorine

(6) Chlorobromometha .e produces traces of hydro-
chloric acid, phosgene, brumophosgene, free
bromine and chlorine

(7) Both gases are aboat 5 times heavier than air
(a) Which accounts for the smothering action

they effect in fire extinguishment
g. Precautions shoed be *.aken to avoid breathing the

gases or vapors from these liquids
(1) Especially when working in unventilated spaces

h. Gas masks are recommended when using these ex-
tinguishers

i . To operate:
(1) Extinguishers are either hand operated or stored-

pressure types
(2) The stream is usually most effective when used

at close range
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-Instructor's Notes (a) A distance of 20 to 30 feet
(3) The stream should be directed into the burning

part on'electrical fires
(4) On flammable liquid fires, the stream should be

directed against the inside wall of the container,
just above the burning surface so as to break up
the stream
(a) Operator should walk around the fire while

directing stream
(h) The stream should NOT be directed into the

burning liquid
(5) Force, length, and duration of stream are de-

pendent on operator
(6) The I-I/2 quart size will be completely dis-

charged in about 3/4 of a minute under normal
operation

. Needs no protection against freezing
k. Shall be kept full at all times
1. Should be recharged immediately after use, observ-

ing the following precautions:
(1) Lk. 'Ai other than that furnished by the manu-

facturer should not be used, because it may
effect operation

(2) Water should NOT be used in these extinguishers
m. Should be checked and examined at regular intervals

for:
(1) Damage
(2) Corrosion (very important)
(3) Clogged orifices
(4) Manually operated pump type units should be

tested by discharging portion of liquid with the
stream directed alternately upward and downard
to check internal discharge tubes

(5) Proper filling level
(6) Pressure gauge should be checked on pressirized

type
7. Carbon Dioxide Extinguishers

Have extinguisher available and SHOW to class.
a. Effective on fires in small quantities of flammable

liquids, greases, etc., or any other Class B fire
(1) Where smothering action is required to extinguish

the flame
b. Effective on fires in electrical equip' eat or other.

Class C fires
(1) Where a non-conducting agent is important

c. Effective on fires in automobiles, boats, etc.
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CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUIShERS

d. Somewhat effective on small surface fires .

(1) Where smothering effect of the gas may be
utilized

e. Not effective on deep seated Class A fires
(1) Requiring a quenching cooling effect for

extinguishment
f . Chemical used is liquid carbon dioxide under

pressure of 800 to 900 P.S.I. at normal temperature
(1) Pressure will vary at different temperatures

DISCUSS chart, Figure 19, p. 36, Fire Service Training (text).

(2) The gas is inert and does not support combustion
(3) The expansion of the liquid into a gas as it is

released chills it to approximately - 1100 F
(a) Howeve., this low temperature is negligible

in terms of extinguishment
(4) One pound of liquid carbon dioxide converted to

gas at room temperature will occupy approximately
8.6 cubic feet

(5) At ordinary room temperature and atmospheric
pressure, carbon dioxide is one and one-half
times heavier than air

(6) Carbon dioxide gas may cause suffocation due to
oxygen deficiency
(a) When used in confined areas, firemen should

take precautions to avoid breathing heavy
concentrations for extended periods of time

g. To operate:
(1) Pull out safety lock pin, and squeeze trigger or

grip on handle
(2) The force, range, and duration of discharge

are independent of the operator when the valve is
open
(a) The 20 and 25 pound size have an effective

range of 6 to 8 feet, and will discharge in
about one minute

(3) Extinguisher, while being operated, must re-
main in upright position
(a) To prevent possibility of liquid entering

expelling tube
(4) When directing discharge, keep it away from

the eyes
(5) Before approaching fire, test workability by

briefly squeezing grip
(6) On flammable liquid fires, the discharge should

be used to sweep the flame from the burning
surface
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instructor's Note* (a) By applyb? first at the near edge of the fire
(b) Gradually progressing forward
(c) While moving discharge slowly from side to

side'
(d) Wheneifer possible, have wind at back
(e) Be careful of potential rehash

h. Shall be kept full at all times
(1) Check bq weighing

. Needs no protection against freezing
J . Shall be recharged immediately after use even

though only partially discharged
(1) Recharging should be done only by

(a) Manufacturer
(b) Authorized agent
(c) Producer of carbon dioxide
(d) Local recharging facilities if available

k. Shall be checked and examined at regular intervals
for:
(1) Damage
(2) Deterioration
(3) Leakage

(it) When loss of weight over 10% of rated
capacity is indicated, it should be recharged

1. Extinguisher and parts in poor condition and not
operating properly should be replaced, or returned
to manufacturer

8. Loaded Stream Extinguishers
Have extinguisher avertable for dismantling to SNOW class component
parts.

a. Effective on Class A fires where the quenching and
cooling effect of water is necessary

b. Somewhat effective on small fires of flammi.ble
liquids, greases, or other Class B fires

c. Not recommended on Class C fires
d. Chemical used is a solution of alkali - metal = salt

having a freezing point of -40° F
(1) Produces a chemical reaction tending to inhibit

or restrain oxidation by coating the material on
fire

(2) This acts as a fireproofing agent to prevent re-'
kindling

e. To operate:
(1) Cartridge Type

(a) Invert extinguisher and bump cap on floor.
This action causes cartridge to be pierced
by pin in cap which releases carbon dioxide
gas and expels 'liquid
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CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHE

. .

(2) Stored Pressure Type
(a) Pall out safety lock pin in handle and squeeze

handle or lever to release the liquid under
air pressure of about 125 pounds stored in
the container

(3). As a rule the stream should be directed at the
base of flame

(4) On flammable liquid fires:
(a) The discharge should be directed against

the inside wall of the container, just above
the burning surface

(b) The stream should NOT be directed into .

the burning liquid
(c) Where possible, operator should walk around

fire while dir Ming stream for maximum
.coverage

f . Force, range, and duration of stream from:
(1) Cartridge type not dependent on operator
(2) Stored pressure type may be dependent on

operator
(3) Effective range is approximately 30 to 50 feet
(4) The 2-1/2 gallon size will discharge an effective

stream for about one minute
g. Needs no Protection against freezing
h. Shall be kept full at all times
i . Should be recharged immediately after use, observ-

ing the following recommendations:
(1) Wash all parts with water
(2) Flush water through hose
(3) Flush pressure relief hole in cap
(4) Check gaskets
(5) Weigh cartridge for leakage

j . Extinguishers should be checked and examined at
regular intervals for:
(1) Deterioration
(2) Damage
(3) Clogged orifices
(4) Condition of hose
(5) Condition of gaskets
(6) Proper liquid level
(7) Cartridge weight

(a) If loss of 1/2 ounce or more 1., vdicated,
replace with new cartridge

(8) When stored-pressure operated, cheek pressure
gauge for proper operable range at 125 pounds
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instructor's Notes

-41:4-pf.rft.

(9) Only chemicals and cartridges furnished by
manufacturers should be used

k. Cartridges should be removed and weighed every
six months to assure proper operating content

1. Extinguisher or parts not in good condition should
be replaced or returned to manufacturer for ex-
amination and repair

9 Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Have extinguisher available for dismantling to SNOW class component
parts.

a. Effective on Class B fires
b. Effective on Class C fires
c. Effective on fires in automobiles, boats, etc.
d. Somewhat effective on small quantities of material

where the smothering effect may be effective
e. Not effective on deep seated Class A fires
f . Chemical used, is sodium bicarbonate

(1) Specially treated for producing free flow and
water repellency
(a) The latter provides a coating on surfaces,

inerting the material, preventing rekindling
and retarding progress of fire

g. To operate stored-pressure type
(1) Pull out safety lock pin and squeeze trigger or

handle
h. To operate cartridge operated type

(1) The handle is pushed down, puncturing a sealed
disc in the cartridge

(2) In both types, the pressure exerted expels the
dry chemical from the container

(3) On the cartridge type the discharge is controlled
by a shut-off nozzle at the end of the hose

(4) The unit must remain in an upright position when
in use to prevent contents from being expelled
improperly

(5) To check workability, the handle or grip should
be squeezed briefly before approaching fire

(6) For best results, direct discharge at near edge of
of fire,
(a) Progress forward,
(b) Moving nozzle rapidly with a side to side

sweeping motion
(7) If possible have wind at back
(8) On surface fires involving Class A materials, the

discharge should be directed about 3 to 4 feet
above the flame to allow proper settling action
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Instructor's loses

CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

for coating material
(9) On flammable liquid fires, where high velocity

nozzles are indicated on name plate, care should
be taken to direct discharge from a distance of
not less than 6 to 8 feet
(a) To prevent splashing of liquid

i . The force; range, and duration of discharge is de-
pendent on operator's control of shut-off
(1) An effective continuous discharge with the

nozzle open is obtained for approximately one
minute at a distance of 10 to 20 feet

. Needs no protection against freezing
k. Powder in shell should be stirred frequently to keep

from packing
1. -Should be kept full at all times

m. Should be recharged immediately after use, even
when partially discharged, observing the following
precautions:
(1) Chemicals other than those furnished by manu-

facturer, should not be used
(2) Follow manufacturer's re-charging instructions
(3) Use moisture trap when recharging pressurized

units
n. Should be checled and examined at regular intervals

for:
(1) Deterioration
(2) Damage
(3) Clogged orifices
(4) Condition of hose
(5) Condition of gaskets
(6) Proper operating pressure indicated on gauge
(7) Weight of cartridge

(a) If loss is over 10% of rated cs.
replace

(8) Extinguisher or parts not in good condition
should be replaced or returned to manufacturer
for examination and repair

/0. A, B, and C Dry Chemical Extinguishers
Rave extinguisher available to SHOW class.
a. Approved effective for all classes of fires
b. Chemical action of powder upon contact with fire

involving:
(1) Class A - Deposit formed by powder acts as

insulation, and prevents rekindling
(a) Change from powder to deposit absorbs

heat and effects cooling
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m. Should be kept full at all times

. If possible have wind at back
k. On surface fires involving Class A materials, the

I. The force, range, and duration of discharge is de-

n. Should be recharged immediately after use, even

(1) Pull out safety lock pin and squeeze trigger

with a side to side sweeping motion

(1) Pushing down on handle, puntures sealed disc

use to prevent contents from being expelled improperly
h. To check workability, the handle or grip should be

squeezed briefly before approaching fire
i . For best results, direct discharge at near edge of

fire and progress forward, moving nozzle rapidly

proper settling action for coating material

pendent on operator's control of shut-off
(1) An effective continuous discharge from the 20

when partially discharged, observing the following

(1) Chemicals other than those furnished by manu:
precautions:

(2) Follow manufacturer's re-charging instructions
o. Should be checked and examined at regular intervals

for:
(1) Deterioration
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discharge should be directed above flame to allow

(a) Realeasing gas into cylinder, expelling

or handle
(a) Internal pressure evens 'powder from

on cartridge

facturer, should not be used

tained for approximately ten to fifteen seconds
and 30 pound units with the nozzle open is ob

at a distance of twelve to fifteen feet

powder
g. The unit must remain in an upright position when in

nozzle
f . To operate cartridge type

opkiti.J.2
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(2) Class B - Smothering and cooling
(3) Class C Non-conductor of electricity
(4) Magnesium (combustible metal) - Smothers.

insulates, and cools
c. Chemical is non-toxic, non-poisonous, and non-

abrasive
d. Needs no protection against freezing

(1) Operable at -400
e. To operate stored-pressure type

Instractor's Notes
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CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

(2) bainage: `::,
(3) Clogged*V,
(4) Condition etliOsie
(5) conditio!Lof gaskets.
(6) Proper operating Pressure indicated on gauge
(7) Weight of cartridge

(a) If loss Is over 10% of rated capacity,
replace ; ,., . ..!

(8) Extingithther or parts not in good condition
should be replaced, or returned to manufacturer
for examination and repair

E. GENERAL INFORMATION
Summarise briefly some of the more important factors that
reiete to the me, maintenance, and °medal of all ales
of extinguishers, they are as follows:

I. Hydrostatic pressure test every five (5) years to assure
safe operation

2. Use and maintenance of department records for each
extinguisher
a. Date of purchase
b. Date used
c. Date inspected
d. Date recharged
e. Date of repairs and replacement

3. Understand when, where, and how each extinguisher
should be used, especially when dealing with electrical
equipment

4. Enforce checking, and examination procedure at regular
intervals for all extinguishers

S. Always remember, extinguishers are only first aid
appliames, and their limitations must be recognized

6. The size and type of extinguisher must be recognized ii .

accordance with the size and type of fire involved
7. The manufacturer's instructions should always be adhetred

to in the maintenance and operation of each extinguisher
8. Storage areas for extinguishers should be selected care-

fully
a. Rooms subjected to freezing temperatures, or

temperatures in excess of 120° F should not be used
9. Care must always be exercised in the operation of dif-

ferent types of extinguishers on the same fire
a. If the contents are incompatible, the action of one

type will be offset by the action of the other, and
disasterous results may be obtained
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10. Tightness and condition of threads must be checked
11. It is advisable to completely compress extinguisher

handle when.putting in use

F. TYPES, SIZES AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Refer class to chart on Types, Sizes, and Uses of Fire Extinguishers-
Figure 30. P. 42, Fire Service Training (text). DISCUSS and/or
EXPLAIN the various units fisted thereon.

STEP III a- APPLICATION

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 3 in the Learner 'a Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 3, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood
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TEACHING GUIDE *4

WATER AS USED IN FIRE FIGHTING

anemias:

1. To present to the fireman facts about heatabsorption and physical properties of
Water and how it can best be used to extinguish fires.

2. To acquaint the fireman with the types and uses of fire streams.
3. TO teach the principles and the importance of "hydraulics" in the fire service.

TEACHING AIDS:

-1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Mode la, mockups, and charts

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 4, pp. 43-69.

laatructor% Note* STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Water is the most widely used extinguishing agent due to its high
Meat absorption capacity. Regardless of the source of water
supply the local fire department must be equipped to transport
fhis water through suction hose, pumps, fire hose and nozzles to
the place where the water can best be used to extinguish the fire.

All firemen Should know the loss that can occur when water is
used improperly to extinguish a fire. Most of all, they must
know its extinguishing powers and the amounts available in each
Community.

Successful fire fighting depends upon an adequate fire stream.
One individual type of fire stream, at a common pressure, will
not always meet the demand, consequently, there -e different
types of fire streams used to meet different conditions. Water
must be applied properly to achieve the highest extinguishing
effect with the least amount of water damage. Therefore, it is
of utmost importance for firemen to know how to use modern fire
fighting equipment in order to obtain the most efficient fire streams.
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instructor's lots STEP H - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. HEAT ABSORTION OF WATER
1. EXPLAIN how water absorbs the heat from a fire
2. EXPLAIN how steam, that is formed by the application of

water on a fire, assists in extinguishing a fire
3. EXPLAIN ignition t-- perature

REFER loaners to Figs. 1, 2 3 and 4 pp. 444 Fire Service Training
(tent). OMAN and DISCUSS by placing on chalkboard.

B. THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER
DISCUSS the general physical properties of water and safety pre-
cautions involved.

1. The vertical pressure of a liquid is proportional to the
height alone, and is not irifluenced by the size or shone of
the container

2. There are 1,728 cubic inches in one cubic foot
3. There are 231 cubic inches in one gallon
4. There ar 7.5 gallons of water in one cubic foot
S. One cubic foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds
6. One gallon of water weighs 8.35 pounds
7. Pressure is 6. measurement of energy referred to in

pounds per square inch, (p.s.i.)
8. A column of water one foot high and one inch square

exerts a pressure of .434 p.s.i. on its base
PLACE f *flowing example on chalkboard

I Height x .434 -- p.s.i. on its base
1" x 434 -- .434 p.s.i. on its base

A column of water 2.31 feet high exerts a pressure of
1 p.s.i. on its base
PLACE example on chalkboard.

I Heights x .434 = p.s.i. on its b-se
2.31 x .434 = 1.00 p.s.i. on its base

10. :Static pressure is the pounds pressure per square inch
exerted by a body o. water at rest, either horizontally or
vertically"

11. 'Back pressure is the pounds pressure per square inch
created by a column of water on its b 4e"
SEE examines under 8 and 9.

12. The area of a square or a rectangle is equal to its length
times its width
PLACE example on chalkboard.
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WATER AS USED IN FIRE FIGHTING

Instructor's Eo4.4a Example: Using a 4' x 6' rectangle

Area z L x W
4' x 6'= 24 sq. ft.

13. A le area of a circle equals diameter squared times
.7854
PLACE example on chalkboard.

Example: Using a 4' diameter

Area =DxDx .7854
4' x 4' x .7854
16' x .7854 = 12.56 sq. ft.

14. The volume of a cylinder equals the area of its base
times the height of the cylinder
PLACE example on chalkboard.

Example: Using se 12' tank having a 4' diameter

Volume = Area of base x height
(Dx Dx .7854)x H
(4 x 4 x .7854)x 12
(16 x .7854) x 12
12.56 x 12 = 150.72 cubic ft.

15. For all practical purposes, it must be understood that
water cannot be compressed
a. Since water remains at a constant volume, a gi

weight of water will occupy the same amount of
space at all times regardless of the shape of its
container

16. The hose size, its gallon content, and the weight of the
water in each section of hose is indicated in Figure 5,
p. 46, Fire Service Training (text)
a. A 50 foot section of dry 2-1/2" double jacket nylon

or dacron hose having forged couplings weighs
approximately 38 pounds .
(I) Add to these figures the weight of the water

within the hose to obtain the approximate total
weight of the hose and water

(2) This item must be considered when hose is
elevated up the side of a building or ladder

(3) This emphasizes the need for supporting means
(a) Such as a rope hose tool or hose strap,

to relieve some of the weight from the
hose couplings in the elevated hose line
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Instructor's litotes C. WATER FROM DRAFT
DISCUSS the following theories of drat ting water.

1. Suction Lift
REFER learners to Fig. 7, p. 47, Fire Service Training (text).

2. Pressure Lift
REFER learners to Fig. 8, p. 4Z Fire Service Training (text).

1. EXPLAIN maximum feet of lift possible under various
conditions
REFER learners to Fig. 9, p. 48, Fire Service Training (text).

D. WATER SUPPLY FROM HEAD PRESSURE
DEFINE - "Head pressure is the term used to describe the
operation of supplying water to a pumping unit when such units
Are connected to a fire hydrant or when connected in relay
with one or more pumpers"
1. EXPLAIN the value of hydrant having low flow pressures

and a large volume of water available vs. one having a
high intake pressure and a small volume of water available
EXAMPLE - A sixteen inch water main at 30 lbs. pressure
will yield more volume than a six inch main at 80 lbs.
pressure

2. EXPLAIN the limitations of a positive displacement type
pump vs. a centrifugal

REFER to Teaching Guide No. 7 on Fire Pumps in this manual for explanation.

IL TYPES OF FIRE STREAMS
BUILD UP the following chart on the chalkboard or pad and DISCUSS.

TYPES OF FIRE STREAMS

Solid Streams
Spray (vapor) or i'og Streams
Master Streams

a. Deck nozzles
b. Ladder pipes

Broken Streams
Water Curtains

a. Permanent installation
b. Formed by use of hose,

streams

F. USES OF TYPES OF FIRE STREAMS
1. "Solid Stream - is a stream where impact and range are

essential"
a. Manually operated hand line

REFER learners to Fig. 10, p. 49, Fire Service Training (text).

b. Master stream of greater capacity than those that
can be controlled manually (appliances)
REFER learners to Figs. 18-19, p. 51, Fire Service Training (text).

c. Penetration and deflection
REFER learners to Figs 11 thru 17, pp. 49-S1, Fire
Service Training (text) and DISCUSS.

, ,..
...t -
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WATER AS USED IN FIRE FIGHTING

2. "Broken Stream - is one which discliareis water from a
nozzle in the form of a solid stream, then it is broken
up by means of an outside force, such as a wall, partition,
ceiling, or material, and etc"
a. Mechanical means of producing broken streams

(1) Distribution or rotary nozzle
REFER learners to Fig. 20, p. 52, Fire Service Training (text).

(2) Partition nozzle
REFER learners to Fig. 21, p. 52, Fire Service Training (text).

(3) Sprinkler heads
b. Uses of broken streams

(1) Basement fires
(2) For cooling effect
(3) On or around electrical equipment
(4) Chemical fires
(5) In overhauling

3. "Spray (vapor) and Fog Streams - a stream having many
jets of water being discharged through a specially designed
nozzle"
a. Types of spray and fog streams

REFER learners to Fit 22, p. 53, Fire Seivice
Training (text) for types of nozzles.

b. Uses of spray and fog streams
(1) On confined fires
(2) On flammable liquid fires
(3) On chemical fires

c. A much higher pump pressure must be maintained
for an effective vapor stream than for an effective
solid or broken stream

4. "Water Curtain - is a sheet of water used to protect a
building close to one that is involved in fire by breaking
down the heat waves"
a. Isolates the fire to its point of origin, whether it be

an inside or outside exposure
REFER learners to Figs. 23 thru 26, pp. 54-55, Fire Service
Training (text).

5. "Master Streams - are either solid or fog streams of
greater capacity than those that can be controlled
manually"
a. Controlled by appliances

G FACTORS NECESSARY TO PRODUCE FIRE STREAMS
1. Adequate water supply under pressure
2. Sufficient hose line
3. Proper type and size of nozzle
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Instructor's Notes H. CAUSES OF DEFECTIVE STREAMS
bEVELOP following list on chalkboard. DISCUSSING tech point as
developed.

CAUSES OF DEFECTIVE STREAMS

Insufficient Nozzle Pressure
Too much pressure
NozZle burr
Redd in hose near the nozzle
Windi bf large proportions
Various types of obstructions
Defective shut-off nozzle
Protitditig gasket within the hose and nozzle
Misinformed and untrained personnel
Any other cause suggested by the group

I. HYDRAULICS
It is not the intent of this Basic Course to make pump operators oat of each
f kennel, but to teach the fundamental principles of fire department hydraulics.

he information presented in this section was prepared with the full
iativiedie that there are several approved practical methods used by
firma to arrive at approximate mowers for problems in fire department
hiWritefice.

1. Successful fire fighting depends upon adequate fire
streams properly applied
The prime purpose of bydraulics is to supply water when
it is needed and requested

3. Pump operators should have a complete understanding of
fire department hydraulics, in addition to having a good
working knowledge of the pump

4. Terminology Relating to Hydraulics
LIST on chalkboard and DEFINE the followint

TERMINOLOGY

g.p:in. + Sidewalk 13'
p.s.l; - Back pressure

FL . Hydrant pressure
PP X Static pressure

NP Story Residual pressure
EL Floor Pull-back pressure
ft. Street 40'

gi EXPLAIN pull-back pressure for various size tips
REFER learners to chart on p. 57, Fire Ser vice Training (text).
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WATER AS USED IN .P IRE FIGHTING

6.. "Friction Loss - is the resistance encountered by the
free flow of water in fire hose, nozzles, nozzle tips and
appliances"
a. EXPLAIN and DISCUSS the following friction loss

problems and/or charts
REFER learners to the appropriate problem and figure, pp. 57
dye 61 Fire Service Training (text), for the following items
(1) thru (4).

(1) Figuring friction loss in one 100' line, paragraph
*1, page 58, Figure 28, page 57

(2) Figuring friction loss when lines are added,
paragraph #2 and #3, and Figure 29, page 58

(3) Friction loss with different size nozzle tips,
paragraph #4, page 58, Figure 30 , page 59

(4) Considerations in hose layouts, paragraph #5,
page 58, Figure 31, page 59

b. Combating friction loss
(1) Reduce the nozzle pressure
(2) Reduce the tip size and maintain the same

nozzle pressure
(3) Siamese the hose lines

REFER learner a to appropriate figures in Fire
Service Training (text), for (a) and (b) following:

(a) Comparison of single and siamese lines.
Fig. 32, p. 60

(b) Single and siamese lines into deluge
nozzle, Fig. 33, p. 60

c. Friction loss in 1-1/2" hose
REFER learners to the following two examples in Fire
Service Training (text).
(1) Example #1, col. 1, p. 61
(2) Example *2, col. 1, p. 61

8. Determining G.P. M. Discharged
a. Discuss - Gallons of water flowing per minute at

various nozzle pressures and sizes, Figure 37,
page 65
REFER learners to Fig. 37, p. 65, Fire Service Training (text).

9. Determining Required Pump Pressures
Instructor must determine the amount of coverage to include under this
beading for each class in basic training.

a. Explain formula PP = NP + FL + EL
b. Determining pump pressure in a single line layout

PLACE following problem f rom cal. 2, p. 62, Fire Ser vice Training
(text), on chalkboard and EXPLAIN:

Problem on single line layout 1-1/8 " tip; 400' of
2-1/2 hose; 50 p.s.i. NP; no elevation
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Inateuctor's Notes c, Determining pump pressure in a siamese line layout
PLACE following problem from col. Z p. 6Z rite Service Training
(text), on chalkboard and EXPLAIN.

Problem on siamese line layout - 2-1/2" hose; 1-1/8"
tip; 400' of 2-1/2" hose in each line joined into one
line; 280 g.p,m.; 50 p,s,i. NP, FL per 100' of
2-1/2" hose in a siamese line is approximately one-
fourth of that in a single line discharging an equal
g.p.m.

(1) Point out the lower pump pressure required in
the siamese over the single line lay-
out in the previoas two ; roblems

tO, Relay of Pumpers
a. Things to be considered in r lay operations

(1) Length and size of hot -.1 between pumpers
(2) Capacity of pumi.,_ rs
(3) Gallons per minute that will be discharged from

the pumper closest to the fire
(4) Priction loss in the hose from one pumper to the

next
(5) Difference in elevation between the pumper and

the elevation of the nozzle
11. Fire Hose vs. Suction Hose

a. One 4-1/2" auction hose connected to a hydrant is
capable of flowing three to four times more water
than can be supplied through one 24/2" fire hose
from the mime-hydrant

12. Foam Equipment
a. Used to combat Class "B" fires

(1) Chemical foam equipment
(2) Mechanical foam equipment

b. Knowledge of location, construction and operation of
fixed foar. system installations in area of protection
is necessary

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Nave learners work Assignment Sheet No. 4 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOWUP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 4 retesch any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #5

FIRE HYDRANTS

OBJECTIVES:

I. To impress upon the learner the importance of havP,lig some knowledge of the
water supply and distribution systom of a community.

2. To acquaint the learner with the characteristics of various types of fire hydrants
and their operation.

3. To have the learner understand the importance of flow pressure and volume of
water available from each hydrant.

4. To convey to the learner the proper procedure for inspecting and testing fire
hydrants.

S. To teach the learner how to conduct fire flow tests on the water distribution
system.

TEACHING AIDS:

i. Chalkboard, chalk and eraser; or chart pad
2. Sample water distribution system map
3. Colored chalk to demonstrate coding of hydrants
4. Hydrant model or chart if available

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 5, pp. 70-82.

Inetructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON

One of the greatest assets of a community from a fire fighting
standpoint is an ample water supply piped through an acceptable
distribution system to operable hydrants.

Firemen located in a community having a water supply piped to
hydrants should have a thorough knowledge of: .

a. The water main sizes and pressures, and the volume of
water available to each hydrant

b. The operating characteristics of the hydrant
c. The care and maintenance of hydrants

Members of fire departments that do not have a water supply to
hydrants, but do have a mutual aid pact with communities that do
have, should also become familiar with their hydrant operation
prodedures.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes STEP PRESENTING THE LESSON

A. CODING HYDRANTS
1. The volume of water available from a fire hydrant is

determined by
a. The size of the main supplying the hydrant
b. The static pressure at the hydrant
c. The size of the lead-in pipe (lateral) from the main

to the hydrant. (Should be 5 to 6 inches)
d. The size of feeder mains supplying the gridiron

system
e. The head pressure which is the pressure at the

source, whether it be &gravity tank or pump
f . Properly gridironed (fed from both ends)
Additional information for the instructor:

An adequate water distribution system will consist
of primary feeder mains leaving die source of supply.
The mains being large enough to carry ample quan-
tities of water to the smaller mains that branch out
and serve the rest of the community.

In larger systems, secondary feeders of intermedi-
ate size are used to supply gridiron arrangements of
smaller mains serving fire hydrants and blocks of
consumers.

A gridiron system means small mains cross con-
nected between larger mains.

Looping is an arrangement whereby secondary feed-
ers, after leaving the primary feeder mains, will
circle an area and connect back into the primary
feeder. This assures a supply from both

A dead end Hydrant is a hydrant locatedon the end of a
main and fed from one direction only.

2. Simple method of coding hydrant, in relation to the size
of the main by which they are supplied:
a. Select a color code
b. Paint the outlet cape a designated colr- indicating

the size of the main
c. EXAMPLE of coding:

(1) Black - 4 inch or smaller main; also dead end
(2) Red - 6 inch main
(3) Yellow 8 to 10 inch main
(4) Green 12 inch or larger main
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Instructor's Notes

FIRE HYDRANTS

d. Relate the color of the hydrant cap to the G.P.M.
capacity of pumpers:
(1) Black cap - will seldom supply a 500 G.P.M.

pumper (indicates caution)
(2) Red cap - will supply a 500 G.P.M. pumper and

sometimes up to a 1,000 G.P.M. pumper de-
pending upon the distance from the secondary
feeder main

(3) Yellow cap - will normally supply up to a 1,250
G.P.M. pumper

(4) Green cap - any pumper, sometimes two pumpers
(5) This rule of the thumb method. may not apply if

more than one pumper is operating in the same
area

(6) Volume of water available to groups of hydrants
in a certain area may be determined by con-
ducting flow tests

B. HYDRANT PRESSURES
1. Volumes of water in excess of 500 G.P.M. may be re-

quired from any hydrant
2. Many water systems in service today contain a consider-

able amount of 4 inch pipe
3. No pipe less than 6 inches in diameter is recommended

for the fire service
4. Friction loss in 4 inch pipe when flowing 500 to 600

G.P.M. is 10 to 15 pounds per hundred feet
5. A dead end 4 inch main, 400 feet long, at a static pres-

sure of 50 pounds would be unable to deliver 500 to 600
G.P.M. to a pumper

6. Hydrants located on mains fed from both ends will deliver
more water because of reduced friction loss
a. Static pressure is pressure in the main when the

water is at rest
b. Flowing pressure is the pressure at the outlet when

the hydrant is turned on
c. Residual pressure is the remaining pressure in the

system when a given volume of water is flowing
d. Friction loss takes piece IA the water mains the

same as it does in hose, only at a greater rate be-
cause of the roughness of the pipe interior

e. EXAMPLE - Friction loss in a 4 inch pipe when flow-
ing 600 G.P.M. is 15 pounds per 100 feet. At 60
pounds pressure in the system, 400 feet would be the
maximum distance this volume of water could be
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S COURSE

instructor's Notes moved in a dead end main. The hydrant taking its
supply from both ends, would draw 300 G.P.M.
from each direction

f . Friction loss when moving 300 G.P.M. through 4
inch pipe is 4 pounds per 100 feet. At 60 pounds
static pressure, this volume count be moved 1,500
feet from both directions

7. Two pumpers should not operate from a 4 inch main
8. The larger the main, the less the friction loss when

moving a given volume of water
a. EXAMPLE - 1,000 G.P.M. through 1,000 feet of 4

inch pipe, friction loss equals 370 pounds. The
same volume of water through the same length of 6
inch pipe encounters a loss of 52 pounds

9. Firemen should become familiar with private hydrant
systems located in industrial plant areas

C. EXPLAIN ITEMS ON HYDRANT RECORD CARD, .HYDRANT
SERVICE RECORD CARD AND HYDRANT INSPECTION
RECORD CARD
REFER learners to items I though 17, p. 72, and Figures I, 2, & 3, Fire
Service Training (text).

D. TYPES OF FIRE HYDRANTS
1. General Types

a. Two general types - construction wise
(1) Break type

(a) Standpipe (barrel) and stem are in two
sections

(b) Joined together a few inches above ground
level with a special ring

(c) Will withstand ordinary blows
(d) Will break cleanly if struck a sharp blow .

such as by a skidding vehicle. The result
will be little or no damage to the valve
located below ground

REFER learners to Figures 4 & 5, P. 74 Fire Service
Training (text).

(2) Standard type
(a) Constructed in one section
(b) Sharp blow will cause serious damage to

the entire mechanism
Natty makes are manufactured by various firma. The operating
principles are the same but individual features vary, such as
drip rods and drainports, etc.

2. Self Draining Hydrants
a. Constructed so as to permit the:
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Instructor's Notes

FIRE HYDRANTS

(I) Water remaining in the barrel after the hydrant
is fully closed, to drain out through drainports
to the underground drainage area surrounding
the hydrant
REFER learners to Fig. 6, p. 74 Fire Service Training (text).

b. Surface water
( l) Surface water surrounding the hydrant often

times is higher than the drainage ports within
the hydrant

(2) If this situation is continuous, the drainports
should be plugged and the hydrant should be
pumped out after each use

3. High Pressure Hydrants
a. Generally supplied by a special water system

(1) EqUipped with high pressure pumps
(2) Designed to develop high pressure when needed

REFER learners to Fig. 7, p. 74 Fire Service Training (text).
b. Operation of high pressure hydrants (Mathews)

(1) Hydrant has four 2-1/2" outlets
(2) Each outlet has an individual discharge valve
(3) Main operating valve controls water supply into

the hydrant. Operating nut is located on the top
of the hydrant directly in the center

(4) To operate:.
(a) Close all individual discharge valves
(b) Use hydrant wrench and turn main valve

counter-clockwise five turns
(c) Remove outlet cap and connect hose
(d) Open main valve all the way
(e) Slowly open the independent valve by turn-

ing it counter-clockwise. Ope. ting nut
is located on top of the hydrant directly
above the outlet

(1) Open each outlet valve as needed
(5) Closing the hydrant

(a) All four outlet valves must be closed first
(b) Close main valve by turning operating nut

clockwise
(6) Draining hydrant

(a) After hydrant is completely shut down,
remove hose

(b) Open one independent valve allowing air to
enter barrel

(c) Will permit water to drain out through
open drain valve
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

botructoes Notes (d) When water is properly drained, close out-
let valve and replac lydrant cap

H. TURNING PIKE HYDRANTS ON AND OFF
I. H, *ant Wrench

a. Should be specially de fined to fit the hydrant
operating nut

b. Adjustable or open end wrenches should not be used
(I) Purpose is to prevent damage to hydrant operating

nut
(Z Damage to operating nut may prevent use of

hydrant when needed
2. Precautions Before Hydrant is Turned On:

a. When removing outlet caps prior to making hose
connections:
(I) Loosen cap with hydrant wrei. stand to one

side of hydrant and turn cap slowly counter-
clockwise

(2) It cap turns freely, continue tl . :move it
t3) If cap turns hard, hydrant may have a leaking

valve or may not be completely shut off. If so,
*tie hydrant wrench on operating nut and pull
down snugly

(4) Stand to one side and remove cap slowly
(45' Tighten remaining caps before water is turned

on
3. Turning on Hydrant

a. Note direction of arrow on hydrant bonnet
(I) This will indicate the direction to turn the stem
(2) Some hydrants open clockwise and some counter-

clockwise
b. Hydrants that open against the pressure

(1) First turns will be tl hardest
(2) After the valve leaves the seat, water will flow

to the top of the valve equalizing pressure on
both sides

(3) Atter pressure is equalized, stem will normally
tuz.. freely

(4) Always completely open the hydrant
(a) Turning on may require 15 to 20 complete

revolutions
(b) Failure to make the last two or three turns,

may rob you of several hundred gallons of
water. ills also will create excessive
pressure around the hydrant valve, causing
excessive wear
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FIRE HYDRANT'S

(5) Many hydrants open with the pressure and do so
efficiently

4. Turning Off Hydrants
a. On the final turn when shutting hydrant down:

(1) Pull the valve stem down snugly
(2) Excessive tightening is not necessary if valve

and valve seat are in good condition
(3) Excessive tightening may damage the bronze

operating nUt, rendering the hydrant inoperable
S. After Hydrant is Turned Off:

a. Hydrant man should observe water level inside of
discharge nipple to make sure hydrant is draining

b. If water level risen and flows out of the nipple,
hydrant -nay not i;., completely shut off ot an ob-
struedng Particle may be lodged under the valve:
(1) Try to gently close the hydrant further
(2) If water level does not fall, try flushing hydrant

to remove any obstructing particle .

c. If water level-falls, hydrae: is draining properly
d. If hydrant fails to drain, make a report to the

hydrant maintenance department
e. Hydrants that turn off with the pressure, will .

normally turn freely until the last half turn where
additional resintance will be met

F. INSPECTION AND TESTING OF FIRE HYDRANT'S
I. Inspection Procedures

a. Communities where fire department personnel do
not inspect hydrants
(1) Fire chief should be sure that some

will he responsible for hydrant inspection and ..
maintenance

b. Suggested procedures for fire departments who do
inspect hydrants
(1) The semi-annual inspection (April and October)
(2) The winter daily inspection (October to April)*
(3) The summer weekly inspection (April to.Octobe4-:,
(4) The new installation inspection, including

annexation
(5) The after repair inspection, including floods

2. Semi-Annual inspection
a. Check operating features of each hydrant after Siu

months of winter
b. Repeat after six mouths of summer
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Instructor's Noise c. Make a visual inspection of the barrel, caps, chains
and secondary valves for any defects
(I) Some departments remove the cap chains to

they sometimes interfere with the turning of
the cap

3. Winter Daily Inspection
a. Objective is to prevent freezing
b. Checked to see if partially filled or full of water
c. Excessive water should be pumped out

4. Summer Weekly Inspection
a. Checked for condition of component parts
b. Removal of weeds within a four foot radius of the

hydrant
c. Check condition and location of secondary valve cover

5. New Installation Inspection and Annexation
a. Checked for compatibility of threads
b. Should be tested for water flow and flushed to clear

main of stones or foreign materials
c. Checked for correct positioning of discharge outlets
d. Follow same procedure for hydrants inherited through

annexation
6. After Repair and After Flood Inspection

a. To determine if secondary valve is fully open and
hydrant is ready for .service

b. To make sure original defects were corrected
d. Secondary valves should be shut off during flood

situations
d. When flood waters recede, open valve and restore

to normal operation
7. Tools and Supplies Used for Inspection

a. One 8 inch crescent wrench
b. One medium size screw driver
c. A one quart oil can filled with three parts lubricating

oil to one part coal oil
d. Regulation size hydrant wrench
e. Hydrant pump
f . Extra top nuts and top screws
g. Hydrant caps tad chains
h. Notebook or prepared inspection form

REFER learners to Fig. 8, p. 74 Fire Service Training (text).
i . Rag of medium size and stiff scrub brush

8. Servicing Hydrant
a. Remove top-nut or oil screw (if either is provided)

with the crescent wrench or the screw driver
(1) Replace with new one when required
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Instructor's Notes

FIRE HYDRANTS

b. Pour a small amount of oil into oil hole and replace .

the top-nut or the oil screw, whichever applies
(1) If elevate fitting, lubricate

REFER learners to Fig. 9, p. 78, Fire Service Training (text).
c. Remove all discharge caps and clean all threads

with .rag and stiff brush
d. Replace all hydrant caps tightly except one from

which water will test flow
e. Use regulation size hydrant wrench to flow test the

hydrant
(1) This need not be the full flow from the hydrant

especially when this operation might result in
damage to property

(2) Also, consideration must be given to the fact
that this function most generally muddies the
water in the main, making it unfavorable for
domestic use

f . The hydrant, pump is used after the hydrant has
been flow tested in October to prevent the water
from freezing during the cold weather months
(1) This is not necessary in the April servicing

g. Where required, broken hydrant cape and missing
chains should be replaced

h.. Cap chains should work freely
Pressure Test
a.* Pressure test the hydrant after flushing

(1) A tapped hydrant cap with gauge attached should
be placed on one outlet

(2) All- other,outlet caps fully tightened
(3) Open, hydrant completely, observe and record

pressure. reading on the gauge
(4) .Check hydrant for leaks
(5) Shut -hydrant down and chi 't ir proper draining
(6) .Use female hose coupling t :neck condition of

threads
.10. Inspecting Hydrants with Gate Valves

a. Normally found on hydrants with more than two 2-1/2"
outlets .

REFER learners tangs. 10 & 11, p. 79, Fire Service Training (text):
11. Inspectingpefective Hydrants

a. Leaning,hrIrent
(1) kflIcAdos of damage

Should.be.checked and a report made to
superiors

b. Stripped bronze stem nut
(1) Easily recognized, stem turn freely
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inatrictorte Notes (2) Will not open or close the hydrant valve
P.E1MR learner. to Fig. 9, p. 78, Fire Service Training (text}

(3) If stem strips while opening the hydrant, sec-
ondary valve will have to be closed until repairs
are made

12. Hydrant Valve Defects
a. Caused by valve sticking or foreign material lodged

between valve and seat
(1) Flushing may eliminate latter situation
(2) If leaking cannot be stopped, secondary valve

should be closed
(a) Reported as O.I.S. (off in street)

b. Some departments use small metal tags to mark
. hydrants out-of-service

REPERleamere to Piga. 12413 p. 84 Fire Service Training (text).
13. Frozen Hydrant

a. Should be thawed immediately, if possible, or a re-
port made to the maintenance department

b. Thawing should not be attempted unless proper equip-
ment is used

14. Secondary Hydrant Valves
a. Should be inspected and location recorded
b. Hydrr 3 located in areas subject to flooding, should

be recorded and secondary valve shut off if flooding
is imminent
(1) Will eliminate danger to water system if struck

ur broken off by a boat, log, etc.

O. FIRE FLOW 'TESTS
1. Area Testing

a. Conducted to determine volume of water available to
fire departments in certain areas
(1) Usually involves not over six hydrants
(2) All hydrants are flowed simultaneously and the

quantity of water discharged is measured
(3) Pressure in the main is checked before and

during the test, usually on a hydrant in the cen-
ter of the group

(4) Results of tests are of great value to Chief and
Company Officers

2. Flow Tests Using Pitot Tubes and Gauges
a. Engineers of the N.B.F.U. and insurance rating

bureaus use Pitot tubes and gauges to determine
velocity pressure at flowing hydrants
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;1'2." FIRE HYDRANTS

(1) If Pilot tube is not available, a gauge attached to
an extra cap can be placed on one outlet and
water flowed from the other outlet
REFER learners to Fig. 14 p. 81, Firs &orrice Training (text).

(2) Pressure reading on gauge should be observed
while hydrant is flowing

(3) If a Pitot tube is used, the water pick up tube
should be placed in the center of the stream
flowing from the outlet

(4) After flowing pressure reading is obtained, dis-
charge can be determined from chart
REFER learners tont 15, p. 8l, Fire Service Training (test).

EXAMPLE - Pressure reading is 16 pounds and
the size of the outlet is 2-1/2" - Discharge is
670 G.P.M.

b. If an area is to be flow tested, several Pitot tubes or
tapped hydrant cape with gauges should be available
REFER learners to Fig. 16, p. a Fire Service Training (text).
(1) Static and residual pressure in the main during

a flow test is taken at a central hydrant. No
water is flowed from this hydrant
REFER tearoom to Fig. 17, p. 82, Fire Service Training 0=4

c. Purpose of test is to determine how many fire
streams can be supplied

3. Visual Hydrant Plow Test
a. Can be made without use of gauges
b. Test effective on dead end mains

(1) Place one man at dead end hydrant
(2) Place another man at a hydrant within 500 feet
(3) Remove largest outlet cap from both hycizants
(4) Man at dead end opens hydrant fully
(5) Other run is signalled to open hydrant fully

c. If flow from dead end continues to flow at near
capacity, a third hydrant can be opened

d. Observation of flow from each hydrant will present
an accurate conclusion as to water supply available
to the area

e. Before maldng any hydrant flow tests, consult the
water department superintendent for special infort
motion pertaining to the local water system

f . Care should be taken not to damage surrounding
property

STEP in - APPLICATION

haat learners work Assignment Sheet No. 5 in the Learner's Workbook.
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Instructor's Notes STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP

Review Assignment Sheet No. 5, re-teach any portion of lesson n' t thoroughly
understood.



TEACHING GUIDE #6

STANDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS, SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT
AND AUTOMATIC ALARMS

OBJECTIVES:

1. To present to all firemen a basic knowledge of the purpose and operation of
Standpipe and Hose Systems, and Sprinkler Systems and Automatic Alarms.

2. To develop the understanding by firemen that Standpipe and Hose Systems, and
Sprinkler Systems and Automatic Alarms constitute the first line of delense
wherever they are installed.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. *Sprinkler Tools, Heads, Tongs and Wedges

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 6, pp. 83-101.

IlstreCtoete hotel STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Standpipe and hose systems, sprinkler systems and automatic
alarm systems provide firemen with a ready means and adequate
method to approach the seat of the lire. At the same time, theY
protect the exposures and prevent the spread of fire.

The basic knowledge of how these systems operate, along with tire..
"know-hoi" of what to do and how to do it, is essential for all
firemen, not for only a select few.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. STANDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS
1. For use by fire department and other personnel trained

to handle this equipment
2. It can be used by occupants of a building as first aid

fire protection for the control of small fires
3. Standpipe Systems are classified as follows:

a. Wet standpipe 'systems having the supply valve open
and a water pressure maintained at all times

h. Dry standpipe system having no permanent water
supply
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Instructor's Notes 4. Standpipes properly located and maintained are of value
to a fire department in reducing the time required to put
hose lines into action on upper floors of tall buildings
a. Where the fire department is equipped with pumping

engines or where other high pressure water supplies
are available from water works, etc.

b. The size of the standpipe depends upon the needs
5. Standpipe and Hose Connections

a. Number and arrangement governed by local
conditions

b. Located on each floor
c. Not more than 100 feet of hose should be attached
d. Each portion of the building should be within 30

feet of the nozzle
e. Hose stations should not be over 6 feet above floor
f. Approved valves are provided between the main riser

and branch hose outlets
REFER learners to Fig. 1, p. 84 Fire Service Training (test)

g. Cabinets should be used for fire equipment only and
properly, marked

h. Explain wall hydrant. One 2-1/2 hose outlet for
each 250 gallons of stationary pump capacity
REFER learners to Fig. 2, p. 84 Fire Service Training (text).

. Operating pressure should not exceed 100 lbs . on
1-1/2 inch hose, 50 lbs. on 2-1/2 inch hose

. Threads on standpipe outlets should be compatable
with those of the fire department

k. Nozzles for standpipe systems:
(1) Should be approved type
(2) Small lines should not be over 1/2 inch
(3) Large lines should not be over 1 inch to 1-1/8

inch
(4) Combination nozzles are advantageous where

solid stream may contribute to fire spread or
where flammable liquids are prevalent

(5) Shut-off nozzles may be desirable where water
damage is of major consideration

(6) Hose connections on dry standpipes should be
provided with a conspicuous, durable and per-
manently legible sign reading "DRY STANDPIPE
FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT ONLY."

6. Character of Water Supplies - Wet Standpipe Systems
a. Wet Standpipe systems (other than dry pipe systems)

should have:
(1) An approved water supply
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STANDPIPE. AND HOSE SYSTEMS, SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT AND AUTOMA". AC ALARMS

Instructor's Notes (2) Preferably, two independent sources
(3) -A single source of supply may be used where it

is capable of automatically supplying all the fire
streams required for the full protection of
property

b. Acceptable water supplies may be:
(1) Publit water works system where pressure is

adequate
(2) Automatic fire pumps
(3) Manually controlled fire pumps in combination

with pressure tanks
(4) Pressure tanks
(5) Gravity tanks
(6) Manually controlled fire pumps operated by

remote control devices
c. Minimum volume using 1-1/8" tip on 2-1/2" hose

(1) 250 g.p. m. for one standpipe for a period of
30 minutes

(2) '500 g.p.m. when two or more standpipes are
required for a period of 30 minutes

d. Required pressure
(1) Sufficient to insure 40-50 p.s.i. at topmost out-

let while discharging through 50 feet of 2-1/2
inch hose with a 1-1/8 inch tip

(2) Less than 20 p.s .i. at the topmost outlet is
considered inadequate

e. Outside fire department connections
(1) At least one outside connection for each standpipe

system
(2) Fire department pumpers may pump into the

system to maintain an adequate supply
(3) Provided with approved straightway check valve

located in building or valve pit, but not with a
gate valve

(4) A drain should be provided between check valve
and outside hose connections

f . Water supply connections from tank, pump and water-
works system
(1) Provided with approved gate and check valves

located close to supply
(2) Where leasable, supply from waterworks should

include post indicator valve
(3) Post indicator valves and other control valves

should be plainly marked to indicate the service
they control
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.7-a-21r

(4) Should be equipped with approved gauges to in-
dicate available pressure

(5) Main supply valves shall be open at all times
g. Hose station inspections

(1) Valves should be frequently inspected for:
(a) Leakage at hose valves
(b) Drainage holes not clogged

(2) Hose should be re-racked at 60 day intervals
(a) To change position of folds
(b) New gaskets to oe installed when required

h. Standpipes out-of-service
(1) When a standpipe is out of service for any reason,

notice should be given to the local fire depart-
ment .

(2) A sign should be posted on each fire department
connection indicating that the standpipe is out-
of-service

7. Standpipe installations in Buildings Under Construction
a. Tall buildings while in the process of construction

offer a very serious problem to the fire department
in fighting firs at the higher levels
(I) A standpipe system, either temporary or per-

manent in nature, should be installed before the

building has reached a height of approximately
70 feet or six stories above the street grade and
carried up with each floor

b. Other factors to be considered are:
(1) Standpipes shall be securely and adequately

supported at each alternate floor
(2) Two-way 2 -1/2 inch siamese connections should

be proevided at ground level
(3) At each floor level there shall be provided at

lesat one approved hose valve for attaching fire
department hose
(a) Valves should be closed at all times when

not in use
(4) Standpipe systems shall be carried up with each

floor in buildings under construction
(a) The system shall be securely capped at the

top
(5) At the highest hose outlet, a box containing a

supply of hose, a nozzle, a spanner wrench and
hose straps should be maintained

(6) Temporary standpipes shall remain in service
until the permanent one is completed
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Instructor's Notes (7) Where fire department intake connections are
not readily visible from the street, a sign should
be posted in directing a fire department to such
connections

(8) In large buildinr of great height, telephone
systems are oft. :ovided as a means of
communication &ling the construction period8. Special Types of Dry Pipe Standpipe Systems

a. A combination foam and water system is sometimes
installed at bulk gasoline service stations
REFER learners to Fig. 5, p. 87, Fire Service Training (text).
(1) This illustration portrays an automatic operating

system that can be augmented through the use of
fire pumpers connected to hydrants from which
water is pumped into the system through 2-1/2
inch hose lines connected to a battery of intakes

b. Are often installed on large bridges, cold storage
plants, and large areas such as stock yards
REFER learners to Fig. 6, p. 89, Fire Service Training (text).
(1) This illustrates a dry pipe system having intakes

on both sides of the bridge with division valves
and discharges inserted for efficient ,aeration
and use

9. Fire Department Procedures at Buildings Equipped with
Standpipes
a. Pre-fire planning and inspection

(1) Identify and locate all standpipe systems in the
area served

(2) Locate fire hydrants and other water supplies
(3) Confer with management and maintenance super-

visor on an :uspection program to keep the
system in good order

(4) Develop a training program for fire extinguish-
ment using a standpipe system

(5) Observe structural changes in a building in relation
to the standpipe system and report changes to
persons concerned

(6) Inspect all hose connecting outlets and intakes
(a) Match test all hose connection threads
(b) Distinguish the siamese intakes whether

they are for the standpipe system, wall
hydrant or sprinkler intakes

b. During the,fire
(1) One or two 2-1/2" hose lines shall be laid from

the pumper and connected to the intake of the
standpipe
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a

(a) Other hose lines may be laid from the pumper
direct to the fire, if practical

(2) -Water is started into the standpipe systems on
orders of the chief officer at the fire

(3) When so ordered the pump operator shall com-
pute the pimp restore, by allowing 50 p.s.i.
nozzle pressure, plus elevation and friction loss

(4) When preparing to cork from a standpipe system,
the equipment most generally needed are:
(a) 2 sections of 2-1/2" hose
(b) Playpipe, shut-off nozzle and tip
(c) One or two sections of 1" or 1-1/2" hose,

plus the necessary fittings to make the de-
sired connections

(d) Connect hose to standpipe discharge anent
one floor below fire if necessi. Use ,tee"
hose line or itre department hose

(5) DESCRIBE the precautions to be taken it reaching
the fire floor when using an elevator:
(a) *Stop at floor below fire
(b) Deal rush out of elevator
(C) Advance to fire-floor via- stairway or f Are

escape:
Z6) The offiCerlit7charge may alter the soon pro-

ceflure;,,liepaiidiiig on citcumetances
c. After the tire .

(I Mine +he 4ntrol waive being used-
(2) 'Ciiieotinect fire department' hose, :if aud--

replace.witiiiiouse hose lines,
(3) With.* of of maintenaLce person* drain the

dr7.14.00PP system
(4) Reeheek all valves before returninglol

B. SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT .
1. 1.2prinIder Consists of a tierien'efpipei

.it litteriaiinitived, Merl with water'Or ceippreseed 014.A
-equipped for autoMati,devicento r*teititelfitket ttoi'

fire 'r'ghting r 'rposee from one or more sprihrAeret
a. Generally, a sprinkler arum covets an intsire

'property; /id therefore, affords a'
taseinti- of delivering water at-the seat':,
REFER,Iiiiimera to Pit i j). 90, sue Se4trei (text).

2. The value et sprinidei protection in sofety0i*and in
safeguarding Prone* its receiviatiadrea$0.*9Pitice
on a nationwide? scale

.
,
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inetructor's Notes a. EMPHASIZE that large in tries are moving to
rural territory where they may have sprinkler
protection in their newly constructed plants

3. Along with this swing to sprinkler protection, there
arises the need for greater appreciation by the fire de-
partment of the tremendous value and protection by
sprinklers on pre-planning and =tad fire Itighting
operations

4. Water Supplies
a. Supplied by fire ckpartment pamper

(1) Used to supplement automatic supply
(2) Through stamen connection

(a) Located outside of building
(b) Siamese uonnections should be approved

tYPe
(c) Conforming to the standards of local fire

departments, threads, etc.
.(d) EXPLAIN identification of Blaine:se connection.

ee-that-Intended-system-is-suppliect
REFER ;earners to Piga. Serl pp. 90 di 91. Fire
&twice Training (text) and EXPLAIN.

b. City water
REFER ismer. to Pig. 24 p. 91, Fire Service Training (text),
see para. 2, col. 2, p. 91 and EXPLAIN.

c. Gravity tank
REFER loarnera to Fig. 11, p. 92 Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN, EMPHASIZING winter precaution&

d. Presiure tank
REFER learners to Fig. 12 p. 92 Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN.

e. Fire pumps it buildings
REFER learners to Fig. 13, p..93, Fire Service Training (text) ,

and EXPLAIN.

f. Other feitures
S. Types of Systems

a. EXPLAIN wetapipe
b.. EXPLAIN dry -pipe
c. Pre-adtior. and deluge

(1) Receives source of water supply in same manner
Ili wet or dry systems

(2) Activated-by "rate-of-rise" system
(a) 15 degreel in one minute _

(3) Both ere dryUnder normal conditions
(4) In pre-actiou system it is filled with water

(a) Pre-actioe system has sprinkler heads
which are fused
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STANDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS, SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT AND AUTOMATIC ALARMS

Instructor's, Notes 6. EXPLAIN - Dry pipe system alarm valve
REFER learners to Fig. 17, p. 98, Fire Service Training (text).

7. EXPLAIN Rate-of-rise Alarm
REFER learners to Fig. 18, p. 98, Fire Service Training (text).

D. FIRE DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES
The scope of fire department training should be broadened

at all levels to include a need for adjustment of procedures
and practices to take full advantage of sprinkler equipment
for maximum protection. Toward this end, the planning
and operations of any fire department could be developed
through the application of the following check list:
I. PreFire Planning

a. Identify and locate all sprinklered property
b. Know all areas not protected by sprinklers

_c. Locate siamese intakes
d. Locate fire hydrants nearby, and know their

limitations in terms of g.p.m. available
e. Have management designate what local person or

persons to be available to replace sprinklers and
reset dry valve when necessary

f . Conduct classroom training programs to include
sprinkler inspection procedures

g. Fire department should be notified when sprinkler
system is shut down for any reason

2. Sprinkler Inspection Procedures
a. Determine that sprinkler equipment is in operating

condition
(I) All control valves must be open and valve seals

'attic.:
(2) Check gauges for proper pressure
(3) Fire inspector should be accompanied by as-

signed company employee
b. Inspect all areas to determine where sprinkler pro-

tection is and is not provided
c. Inspect for obstruction
d. Check for structural and stock storage changes

* e. Inspect the siamese intake connections and clapper
valves

f . Check the supply of extra sprinkler heads
REFER learners to Fig. 19, p. 100. Fire Service Training
(text), EXPLAIN and DISCUSS.

IP Sprinkler systems are tested annually,
at a normal pressure of 250 pounds.

.
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Instructor's ?totes 3. During the Fire
a. Connect supply line or lines from pumper to

siamese connection
(1) A 750 gallon pumper can supply only about 35

activated sprinkler beads
(2) A 1,000 gallon pumper about 50 activated

sprinkler heads
(3) The recommended pump pressure to sprinkler

systems is 150 pounds.
b. Where the fire involves a large area

(1) Additional pumpers should be connected to
other siamese intake

c. Do not rob water supplied to sprinkler system in
order to supply hose lines

d. Avoid premature shutting off of sprinkler system
e. When sprinkler system is shut off, a fireman should

stand by the Control valve until all danger of rekind-
ling has passed
(a) When possible, a man should remain at the

control valve until the system is restored to
normal

4. After tte Fire
a. Close the riser control valve
b. Drain the system
c. All fused sprinkler heads should be replaced
d. Maintenance man should reset dry valve

In winter a fireman or other responsible person
should remain at the riser location
(a In case another fire develops

(2) In summer the system may be allowed to rem
full of water and operate as a wet system
(a) Until dry valve can be reset

B. WATER EISTRIBUTION IMPROVEMENTS
1. Sprinklers were redesigned in 1952 and 1953
2. Resulted in greatly improved water distribution

a. New type spray head developed and approved-
(1) As a replacement head or for new installations
(2) Divides water into finer particles fer more

rapid heat absorbtion
(3) Provides greater coverage

(a) Reduces number of heads by 25% in new
installations

(4) Little or no water is discharged upward to wet
the ceiling

3. New sprinklers may be used in old installations
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Instructor's Notes 4. Old type sprinklers cannot be used on new installations
NOTE: If possible, visit a building or buildings where the operation of
both a standpipe system and a sprinkler system can be shown to the
learner . Secure permission of building owner before viaiting same.

STEP M - APPLICATION

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 6 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND POLLOWUP:

Review Assignment Sheet No. 6, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.

Pri
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TEACHING GUIDE #7

OBJECTIVES:

FIRE PUMPS

I. TO acquaint the learner with the various types of fire pumps in the fire service.
2. To study mechanical and scientific principles of the various types of pumps.
3. To loan how to operate, interpret gauge readings and maintain the various

types of pumps
4. To 'understand the importance of using the proper size hose when supplying

various size nozzlea both straight stream and fog.

TEACHING AIDS:

I. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Pump charts
3. Film and slides if available,
4. Models of pUmps if available

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 7, pp. 102-117.

inatructor'a Not.. STEP I INTRODUCING THE LESSON:
. !- - .-, :-,....; - ,., t.,..- - c';

. . , - !...... t-Vg7. L.
41

The fire pump is probably the most essential piece of eqUipment,:;,:,:.:7>
--,,,

in any Fire Department. Prorr maintenance and operittou of
'IT,,,.c

pumps is of the utmost Importance to the success of any fire de-
partment and this subject should be studied quite thoroughly.

A good knowledge of the pump may mean the difference be n
success and failure. A sufficient number of operators

between

available in all fire departments_ to meet the needs ot the coin-
munity to be served. These operators must be efficient not only
in the opetation but also in the care of the pump.

STEP II- PRESFNTING THE LESSON:

A. IMPORTANCE OF FIRE PUMPS
I. EXPLAJN.Purpose of Fire Pump

a. To draft wailer
b. To increase hydrant pressure
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inettnotoes Noise 2. EXPLAIN Use of Fire Pump
a. To move water ;rem a source to the fire, whether it

be iron) a hydrant, lake, pond, booster tank or a
tanker

bi TO supply water at the correct volume and pressure
through various size hose lines to various types and
sizes of nozzles to form an effective fire stream

B. FAMILIARIZATION WITH LOCATION OF PUMP commis
This material is not contained in the mans.
1. Controls in the cab for driving and pump operation

a: Ignition switches
b: Light Switches.' emergency and bead lights
c: Road transmission shift:lever, pump shift lever
d: Location of emergency brake control
e Various instruments located on the dash panel-

. amMeter, beat gauge, etc.
2. Controls on Outside of Cab at rump Operators Panel

a. Changeover valve (vohine., pressure)
b. Throttle, gauges, tachometer
e4 Discharge valve controls*
ch Bleeder valves
e Booster tank to pump valves .

f tump to booster line. and .preCOnnected 1-1/2 line
valves

gi Relief valve, presaure regulating governor
Ii. Priming device

C. TYPES 6F PUMPS U SED IN FIRE SERVICE
.."

1. 100LAIN that there are three types _Of pumps which are
reliable for fire service:
a. Piston pump
b. Rotary gear pump
c. pump".

2. Pun* Capactdes
a. Five general sizes - 500, 750, 1,000, 1,250 and

1,560 gallons per minute
b. Normally a 2-1/2" outlet for each, 250 g.p.m. of

"rated capacity
EXAMPLii: 500 g.p.m. two discharge outlets

3. Classifications
a. Class A. - 500 g.p.m. or greater are designed to

del:wrt:heir liked capacities at 150 lbs. pressure
lit draft'

b. Class B. - Required tc *liver their rated capacitiee.
at 120 lbs. pressure
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Instructor's Notes

FIRE PUMPS

c. Practically all pumps built since 1956 are Class A4. Scientific principles involved in operation
a. Positive displacement of a liquid

(I) Rotary gear and phiton type pimps
(2) Both displace a definite quantity of water per

stroke or revolution
If department being trained is not equipped with a piston
or rotary gear pap, do not spend too such time
describing either pump. Few have been manufactured
since 1941.

b. Imparting of velocity to a liquid with a moving
object
(1) Centrifugal pump
(2) The centrifugal pump does not displace a

definite quantity of water per revolution. It
may range from zero to maximum delivery

(3) Equipped with impellers when revolving, turns
velocity into pressure

c. EXPLAIN operation of centrifugal pump
REFER learners to Pig. 4a.b, p. 104 Fire Service Training (test) .5. All romps_ are required to deliver their capacities at

draft
a. Meaning that water will be taken from a lake, river

or pond into a pump and delivered under pressure
through various bode layouts

6. A pump does not suck water into the pump chamber
a. A result of pressure of the atmosphere, forces

water into pump
REVIEW this aspect of physics relating to water.

b. A column of water 2.31 ft. high will exert a pressure
of 1 p.s.i. at its base. Therefore, 1 lb. pressure
will elevate a column of water 2.31 ft. high.
EXAMPLE = 100 lbs. pressure will elevate a column'
of water 231 ft.

c. Atmospheric pressure at sea level is 14.7 p.s.i.
(1) This atmospheric pressure can force water into

a tube where a complete vacuum exists (devoid
of all air or matter) and elevate it to a height of
14.7 x 2.31 = 33.95 ft.
(a) Theoretically, this is true but it is im-

possible to achieve a perfect vacuum
(b) For this reason, 25 ft. is considered the

maximum lift
(c) Therefore, in order to draft water with a

pump, the air must be removed from the
pump chamber
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'Intruders* Note. 7. Piston and Rotary Gear Pump at Draft ,

a. Picture a pimp as being in two units
(I) .Intake or suction side
(2) Discharge side

b. Since poSitive displacement pumps have no open

c. Connections and valves on the intake side

d. Pump operator should:

waterway between intake and 'suction side, they have
the ability to:
(I) Pump air from the suction side
(2) Expel it from the discharge side

(I) Connections must be tight
(2) All valves closed
(3) Hard suction hose must be used (it will with-

(1) Open a discharge valve .

(2) Engage the pimp shift lever

with-
stand external pressures)

NOTE: At this timer& order that you nay follow the format in

series centrifuge/ pumps aa lollowa.

the Fire Service Trwining (text), give a brief explanation of
the single Maga, multiple awe and multiple stage parallel-

(3) Increase motor speed to 700 or 800 R.P.M.
(4) Watei should be picked up immediately

4,

8. Centrifugal. Pump Stages
a. Single-stage

b. Centrifugal pumps not of displacement type

(1) Single-stage consists of a single disc like ini;

k4) As the impeller revolves, water flowhig in

(3) Movement of impeller creates a velocity of the. ._ ---:;:,.:2,7F

(4) Velocity is converted into pressure as it ap-

(1) There are no valves or other blockades within

(2) Presents an open waterway from suction intake

Teller mounted on a shaft &riven by pump

the Pump PrePer

the impeller and will be thrown to the outer

unit
REFER learners to Fig. de, p.104, Fire Service

edge by. centrifugal action

waterthrough

the. suction tube will enter the eye of

preaches confining space of the discharge tube

Training (text). .

to discharge outlet making it impossible to Pump-.- ;
air from the intake tdde and expel it from the

.

..
.--,-.7..--,x.i.

. _.

-2

.. ,

_

-

2,4ti,
.r.-:: _

...

...f.)-

4s1..,..-,_

-----

, ,,,

",.

.

'-.

discharge side
(3) Passageways through the Impellers are small
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FIRE PUMPS

(4) Subject to clogging if foreign matter Is per-
mitted to enter into the pump

(5) Clogging will interfere with flow of water
(6) Proper type of screen should be provided to

collect foreign materials
c. Multiple-stage

REFER learners to Fig. 5, p. los, Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Consists of two or more single stage pumps .

(2) Connected to each other in series
(3) Discharge of first pump is connected to intake

of second pump
(4) Each pump handles the same water

EXAMPLE - 500 g.p.m. enters first stage,
pressure is added, the 500 g.p.m. is then de-
livered into the intake of the second stage where
additional pressure is added. The water is then
delivered to the discharge outlets of the pumper

(5) The volume remains the same (500 g.p.m.) but
the pressure is doubled

(6) There are advantages of this pump over single-
stape
(a) Both stages are mounted on the same shaft

but in a divided casing -

(b) Ability to deliver greater quantities of
water at higher pressures without excessive
speed

Very few Multistage midship pumps are built today. The
trend in the last quarter of a century has been to the
Multistage-parallel and series type Centrifugal Pump.

d. Multi-stage parallel-series pumps
REFER learners to Fig. 6, p. 106, Fire Service Training
(:ext) and DISCUSS.

(1) Parallel operation - Two impellers mounted on
the same shaft, so arranged that each impeller
can tak3 water from the suction side and dis-
charge it independently of each other, but
simultaneously

(2) Series operation - Discharge of first impeller
will flow into second impeller at a given pres-
sure and be discharged from the second impeller
at twice the pressure and half the volume when
compared to parallel oneration
(a) This arrangement is made possible through

the. installation of a series of flap valves
and a transfer valve which is manually
'operated
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Nugssisover aingle-etage-and multiple stagePanmOrate at nuudmum volume or
speed

mimpressure within a close range of d) Other centrifugal pimps require quite aningrase In motOr speed to increase the-preisSUre
Fun* operation.at Draft and Hydrant
it of priming device
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FIRE PUMPS

(2) To hold prime when hose lines are shut down,
do not reduce vehicle motor speed back to an
idle
(a) Maintain enough speed to hold a 50 lbs.

pressure reading on the discharge gauge
d. If pump cannot be primed and after a complete

check haS been made, see that all valves are closed
and connections are tight
(I) Open booster tank to pump valve
(2) Water from booster tank will help displace air

from pump chamber
(3) Engage primer, when water is picked up
(4) Close tank valve

e. Advantages of centrifugal pump over rotar) gear and
piston pump at hydrant operation
(1) Rotary gear and piston pimps being positive in

displacement:
(a) Displaces a definite quantity of water per

stroke or revolution
(b) Only a definite amount of water can be

moved whether being delivered to the intake
side under a head pressure from a hydrant
or by atmospheric pressure at draft

(2) Centrifugal pumps have an open waterway
(a) Operate on the principle of adding velocity

to the water to create pressure
(b) Accept water under pressure and add to its

velocity
EXAMPLE - A centrifugal pump is required
to deliver 750 g.p.m. at 150 lbs. pressure
from draft at 1,800 r .p. m. if a hydrant
would be capable of delivering this volume
to the pump at 50# pressure, the pump
could deliver the same volume at the same
pressure at possibly 1,300 r.p.m. .

Many 750 g.p.m. Class A pumps are
capable of delivering 1,200 g.p.m. from a
hydrant located on a large main of Sufficient
pressure.

Soft suction hose should be used for
hydrant operation. It will expand and with-
stand internal pressures.

D. PUMP ACCESSORIES
I . DISCUSS Churn Valve

a. Necessary on all positive disracement pumps
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Instructor's Notes b. Relieves pressure when hose lined are shut off
c. When open, allows water to by-pass into suction

side of pump
d. Must be closed when priming pumps at draft

2. DISCUSS automatic relief valve
a. Automatic by-pass around churn valve
b. Different types of construction but all operate on the

same principle
c. When pressure on discharge side ,.xceeds pressure

at which col 0114 spring is set, valve opens by
the pressure. permitting the water to flow into suction
side of the pump relieving discharge pressure

d. Relieves temporary excessive pressure when lines are
ure shut off

e. Used on positive displacement and centrifugal pumps
f . Can be set at any desired pressure and will function

with any flow of water
3. DISCUSS automatic pressure regulating governor

REFER learners to Fig. 12, p. 109, Fire Service Training (text).
a. Used on centrifugal pumps
b. Reduces motor speed when gate valves are closed
c. Relieves excessive pressure when lines are shut off
d. Some can be set at any desired pressure
e. Some governors will not control pressures at a low

setting on centrifugal pumps when operating in a
series or pressure position

4. DISCUSS gauges
REFER learners to Fig. 13, p. 110 Fire Service Training (text).
a. Necessary to inform operetor of performance output
b. Two types are generally used

(1) Pressure gauge indicates pressures on the dis-
charge side of the pump. Some pumps have in-
dividual discharge gauges for each outlet

(2) Compound gauges indicate positive and vacuum
pressures on the intake side of the pump

c. If gauge indicator vibrates when in use, close needle
valve to a point where gauge gives a steady reading
without vibration

d. Open valves to drain gauges after use
e. Observation of the intake or compound gauge by the

operator when operating from a hydrint is one of
his most important duties

f . To make proper use of the intake gauge
(1) Notice the pressure on the suction side after

hydrant has been turned on, but before a lice is
charged

04; '77714-1 ge.477g7751%4:2.7474
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(2) This will indicate the static pressure in the
water system with no water flowing from the pump

(3) It makes no difference if water is taken through
10 ft. of soft suction or 500 ft. of 2-1/2" hose

(4) The pressure reading will be accurate as long
as no water is flowing from the discharge side
of the pump

(5) After noting me static pressure, the operator
should charge the first line, increase the motor
speed until the desired pressure is indicated on
the discharge gauge

(6) Then check intaice gauge and note the percentage
of drop in pounds per square inch
EXAMPLE - Static pressure is 80 lbs., pressure
with one line flowing is 75 lbs.
(a) the latter reodincr x-cferred to as residual

pressure
(b) The drop between static and residual pressure

has been caused by friction loss t-sevairing in
hose or soft suction and water mains on the

intake side of the pump
(7) The residual pressure reading indicates the re-

maining available water supply
(8) At close to a zero reading, hose or soft suction

on the intake side will start to collapse, show-
ing that the wate supply from that particular
hydrant has been exhausted

(9) Try to maintain at least 5 to 10 pounds residual
pressure

g. Tachometer
(1) Keeps pump operator informed as to r.p.m.'s
(2) Two types generally used

(a) Direct reading tachometer
(b) Markings on the regular speedometer show-

ing miles per hour when pump is operating
at different pressure requirements

5. DISCUSS Transfer Valve
a. Necessary on centrifugal multi-stage parallel- series

pumps
b. Indicates volume or pressure operation

(1) Volume position indicates parallel operation of
impellers, meaning both impellers are deliver-
ing the same amount of water each at a given
pressure

(2) Pressure position indicates series operation of
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

inetructorbe Notes impellers, meaning a given amount of water is
discharged from one impeller at a certain pres-
sure (100) into the second impeller. This im-
peller adds the same pressure (100#) discharg-
ing the water from the pump at 200 lbs.

(3) Selection of proper position of the transfer valve
is very important, but relatively easy if pump
capacity is known
(a) Pressure position is when less than half the

capacity of the pump is being used
EXAMPLE - 500 g.p.m. pump delivering
from the discharge side less than 250 g.p.m.,
should be in pressure position

(b) Volume position is when over half the capac-
ity Of the pump is being utilized
EXAMPLE - 500 g.p.m. pump delivering
from the discharge side more than 250
g.p.m., the transfer valve shoule be in
volume position

(4) Tachometer reading will indicate proper position:
(a) If transfer valve is in volume position when

discharge delivery is less than 250 g.p.m.,
engine speed will be greater than if changed
to pressure position

(b) !f transfer valve is in pressure position
when discharge delivery is greater than 250
g.p. m., engine speed will be greater than
if changed to volume position

(c) The correct position is indicated when the
motor to running at a lesser number of
r.p.m.'s

c. More than 90% of all fires require use of only a booster
line or 1-1/2" line, requiring volumes of water less
than 250 g.p.m.
(1) Therefore, the transfer valve will be in pressure

position over 90% of the time
6. DISCUSS Booster Tanks on Fire Apparatus

a. Purpose
(1) Auxiliary ripply a water
(2) Necessary on equipment serving rims. -reas

b. Advantages
(1) Water is available for initial attack
(2) Most fires. can be extinguished in initip.1 stages

by small hose streams
(3) Keeps water loss at a minimum
(4) In rural areas may be only source of water
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c. Tank capacities
Ohio Inspection Bureau recommends a minimum of 300 gallons.

(1) 200 gallons is the minimum recommended for
municipalities

(2) 500 gallons is the most popular size for pumpers
(3) Should not be much larger than 500 gallons

(a) Additional weight of water Nt JI affect
vehicle performance

(b) 'rank will occupy space needed for hose and
other equipment

7. DISCUSS tankers
a. Purpose

(1) Only source of water sup ly in many rural
areas

(2) Necessary to maintain rural Class A insurance
rating

b. Capacities
(1) 1,000 to 1,500 gallons is the most popular size
(2) Many tanker capacities exceed 2,000 gallons
(3) Tank should be mounted on suitable chassis

because of weight of water when filed
c. Equipment and response

(1) Tankers should be equipped with a portable
booster pump or an engine driven pump

(2) Tanker should respond regularly with pumper
apparatus

8. DISCUSS portable pumps
a. An important acnessory for fire trucks
b. A necessity for rural fire companies
c. Single-stage centrifugal, equipped with an exhaust

primer, driven by a gasoline motor
d. Uses

(1) To draft water from ponds, streams, etc., in-
accessible to heavy apparatus

(2) Relay to pumpers from ponds, etc.
(3) Relay from tanker to pump
(4) Remove water from basements, etc.

e. Many pumps will deliver 50 g.p.m. at 100 p.s.i.
end 200 g.p.m. or more at reduced pressures

9. DISCUSS high pressure pump
a. Develop pressures in excess of 600 p.s.i.'s
b. Usually 3 or 4 se.age centrifugal pump (quantity

Pump)
c. Sometimes separate unit powered by power take-off
d. Quantity pump will deliver 60 to 120 g.p.m. at

600 p.s.i.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC BOURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notei e. Delivers Less quantity at high pressures
f . Little cTedit is given by rating bureaus for this kind

of pump
(1) Because of its inability to supply large volumes

of water
100 p.s.i. is tho log nozzle pressure recommended by most
manufacturers. Any Class A pumper is capable of develop-
ing sufficient pressure to supply the average log nozzle
and with sufficient volume.

E. GENERAL INFORMATION RELATIVE TO FIRE PUMPS
1. STATE that manufacturers publish an instruction manual

regarding operation and care of pimps which should be
studied carefully and rigidly adhered to.

2. Each fireman should be familiar with the type of equip-
ment, hose, nozzles, etc. carried on the pumper, the
location of same
Have learners prepares list of the following items on their department pumper.
;.4. Amount of hose in feet
b. Size of hose,. 1" booster, 1-1/2" C.R.L. 2-1/2" C,R.L.

soft and hard suction
c. Nozzles, fog and straight stream; also sizes 1-1/2"

and 2-1/2"
d. Size of nozzle tips, straight stream; 1/4", 1/2", 1",

etc.
e. Fog nozzle delivery at 100* N.P.
f . Location of all equipment on apparatus
At a later date, request individual members of the class to
bring you a certain piece of equipment from the apparatus
such as all purpose mask and, etc.

3. REQUEST all members of the group to study and become
familiar with the general information on the operation and
maintenance of pumps as shown in manufacturer's manual
relating to the following:
a. Pumping from draft
b. Connecting hose
c. Priming pimp
d. Operating the pump
e. Shutting town the pump

(1) Always reduce motor speed slowly
(2) Always close discharge valves slowly

f . Pumping from a hydrant
g. If pumper is equipped with a foamwet water system,

follow manual instructions
Foam playpipes equipped with an eductor tube are available for
1-1/2" hose lines and capable of delivering 5501.p.m. of foam.
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FIRE PUMPS

Request that each member operate the pump.
Position apparatus outside of fire station or other suitable location.

Have each member engage pump shift.
Open booster tank valve.
Open discharge valve to supply booster line.
Bring discharge pressure up to 80 to 100 n.s.i.
Have another class member hold booster line and open nozzle.

4. One of the common faults of a pumper when taking
water supply from a booster tank, is the inability to
develop a discharge pressure
a. This condition is caused by air being trapped in the

pump lumber and being at a greater pressure than
the water being discharged from the tank

b. On most pumpe s, this would be I* p.s.i. (the
booster tank has to be elevated 2.31' above the
pump chamber to create one Pound pressure)

c. To relieve this condition, open the booster tank
valve and engage the priming device when discharge
pressure starts to build up
(1) Then disengage prir

F. PUMPER LISTINGS BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE
UNDERWRITERS

1. Lists the Performance tests of pumpers manufactured
throughout the industry

2. Responsible for high standards of performance
3. Led to custom of a fire department to require 3 hours

acceptance test
4. Test to be compared with listed performance record

from N.B.F.U.
5. Two Methods of Listing Pumpers

a. Twelve hour test, for new manufacturers and new
assemblies

b. Performance listings, for modified assemblies
(1) Four hour test of modified assembly is accepted

by the N.B.F.U.
6. Form 126 of the N.B.F.U. lists data of a specified

pumper
7. Photostatic copy of Form 126 should be made available

to the buyer by the manufacturers
8. Listing test may be accepted by rating bureau in lieu of

the 3 hour acceptance test
9. Plate attached to side of the apparatus at pump operators

panel listing the performance standards of the pump,
should be requested by the department purchasing the
vehicle
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

instructor's Notea G. PUMPER ACCEPTANCE TEST
1. Every new pumper delivered should be given a three hour

acceptance test to verify the manufacturers listed test
2. The three hour acceptance test shall consist of:

a. Drafting water, not less than a 10 foot lift
(1) When speaking of a 10 foot lift at draft, this

means *a vertical lift
(2) Lift is measured from the surface of the water

to the center of the intake tube on the pump
EXAMPLE: The pumper may be 35' from the
waters edge but only at an elevation of 8' above
the waters surface requiring 40' of bard suction
to reach the water supply. Even though the
water passes through 40' of suction hose, it
would only be an 8' vertical lift

b. Must deliver rated capacity at 150 p.s.i. for two
hours

c. Deliver 70% of rated capacity at 200 p.s.i. for 1/2
hour

d. Deliver 50% of rated capacity at 250 p.s.i. for 1/2
hour

e. Short overload test rated capacity at 165 p.s.i.
f . Any pump assembly defects should be detected during

this test

H. ANNUAL PUMPER TEST
1. N.B.F.U. recommends annual test

a. Same procedure as three hour test
b. Of shorter duration
c. A dry vacuum test
d. Most defects will show up during a draft test

2. Records should be kept of annual tests for comparitive
purposes

I . CARE OF FIRE PUMP
1. Weekly test

a. Check and operate all valves and controls
b. Operate from booster tank supply (similar to draft)

2. important to keep pumper in good mechanical condition
a. When using pump at fires, check:

(1) All parts for lubrication and adjustment
(2) Cooling system (water temperature gauge -

180° maximum)
(3) Drain after use in cold water
(4) Be thoroughly familiar with all drain cocks
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b. After returning to the fire station:
(1) Fill booster tank
(2) Fill gasoline tank
(3) Check the radiator and add antifreeze if needed
(4) Check oil in crankcase
(5) Check oil in priming device
(6) Replace wet and dirty hose with clean dry hose
(7) Tires and batteries shoulfl be checked weekly

3. Study carefully and adhere strictly to detailed instructions
in manufacturers manual

STEP III - APPLICATION

Have learners work Assignment Sheet Na. 7 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 7, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #8

FIRE HOSE

V.."

1. To acquaint firemen with the sizes, types and care of fire hose.
2. To familiarize firemen with the proper methods of loading hose.
3. To learn the proper use and handling of hose lines and hose auxiliaries.
4. To learn the importance of maintaining adequate hose records.

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Double male coupling
3. Double female coupling
4. Siamese and/or Wye connection
5. Hose clamp
6. Hose Jacket
7. Shutt-off nozzle
8. Asso2ted nozzles of the department
9. Rope

10. Hose expansion ring

REFERENCE;

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 8, pp. 118-145.

instructor' st Motet STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Fire hose is one of the most essential items of a fire department.
Firemen must be familiar with tin construction, care and use of
hose because of its importance in successful fire control and
extinguishment.

The dependability and life of fire hose is determined by such
factors as quality of hose purchased, purpose for which the hose
is used operating pressures used by the department, and care.
of the hose in quarters and a fires. Leaks in hose lines reduce
the effectiveness of the fire streams and leP dng lines within
buildings may result in unnecessary water damage. Where water
Supplies are limited and in order to use the available supply to
:he best advantage, it is essential that no water be wasted by
leaking hose or couplings.
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instructor's "owl STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. TYPES AND SIZES OF FIRE HOSE
I. Purcbasing Fire Hose

a. Standards set forth by Underwriters Laboratories:
(I) They should be followed
(2) Will assure good quality

b. New hose should be thoroughly tested and examined
Before putting in service

2. Unlined Linen Hose
a. Most commonly used for installations at stand-pipes
DESCRIBE and SHOW sample.

3. Rubber-lined Hose
a. May be cotton, nylon, or dacron jacket
b. General purpose hose used by fire departments
DESCRIBE and SHOW sample.

4. Rubber-lined, Rubber-covered Reinforced Hose
a. Generally referred to as hard suction hdse
b. It is ccunected to an intake of a pumper for the

purpose of drafting water
DESCRIBE aad SHOW sample.

5. Rubber line d, 'Rubber Covered Hose
a. Used for booster, chemical and high pressure lines
DESCRIBE and 5110W sample.

6. Sizcs of Fire Hose
REFER lentaiti to listing on p. 111, Fire Service Training (test).
a. DISCUSS sizes and types

B. CARE OF HOSE
I. The length of service obtained from any type or make

of hose is dependent on:
a. The care it is given . eo, on pumpers, and

storage procedures in quarters
b. Good hose will last a long time if not abused and

given proper care
2. Ways in which hose may be damaged are as follows:

a. Mechanical injury
(1) Cuts, snags, and abrasions from dragging
(2) Improper folding
(3) Hoisting over cornices, windows, and roofs
(4) Chafing - by pump vibration over curbing

REFER learners to Fig. 1, p. 119, Fire Service Training (test).

(5) Driving over hose
REFER learners Co Fig. 2, p. 119, Fire Service Training Reza

(6) No periodic hose load changes
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(7) Sudden shut-off at nozzle
(8) Improper storage of extra hose

b. Heat injury
(1) Effect of heat on rubber

(a) Avoid high temperatures because of
vulcanization

(2) Damage by embers, cinders, hot machinery, etc.
(3) Damage by hot oils, greases, chemicals and

hot water
(4) Storage near steampipes and radiators both on

trucks or storage
(5) Improper temperatures of store rooms, drying

towers and dryers
c. Mildew and mold

(1) Improper drying
(2) Hose on truck should always be dry
(3) Storage hose must always be dry
(4) Never store hose in damp places

d. Injury from freezing
(1) EXPLAIN effect upon jacket when frozen
(2) EXPLAIN procedure in freeing frozen hose from

street
DRAW Pit 4 p- 121, Fire Service Training (text) on chalkboard.

(3) EXPLAIN correct method to use in picking up
frozen hose

(4) EXPLAIN how tc, load frozen hose
(5) EXPLAIN care of frozen hose upon return to

station
e. Chemical damage

(1) Avoid laying hose in gutters
(2) Avoid gasoline
(3) Avoid oil and greases
(4) Avoid paints
(5) Avoid acids
(6) Remove from service until damage extent can

be determined
f . Care of hose when not in use

(1) Methods to prevent deterioration
(a) Periodic rearrangement of hose loads
(b) Periodic flowing of water through hose

g. Washing and drying hose
(1) All dirt should be brushed off each time hose

is laid
(2) Scrub with plain water
(3) Use mild alkali solution if necessary
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Instructor's Note. (4) Rinse thoroughly
(5) Hose .should be dryed

.(a) Use drying rack
REFER learners to Figs. 5 & 6, pp. 122 dr 123, Fire
Service Training (text).

(b) Use hose towers
(c) Flbor dryers

REFER learners to.Suontaty on Care of Hose, p. 123, Fire Service
Training (text) and EXPLAIN each of the 11 items.

C. HOSE COUPLINGS
1. Hose couplings are constructed of brass alloy and are

attached to the hose by'expanding a brass ring
a. Forcing the hose jacket and lining against the inside

of the coupling
b. The portion of the coupling against which the hose is

forced is rough to provide a better grip
SHOW hose evolution ring and how hose is fastened to coupling.

2. Care of Hoseose ouplings
a. Examine threads after use
b. Couplings "hand tight" only
c. No oil or grease on couplings
d. Wash periodically in mild detergent to remove grit

and dirt
e. Never drop or drag
f . Protect from vehicle traffic
g. Elevated lines must be supported

(I) Bach 25 ft.
(2) At each coupling
(3) Water In one section weighs 106 pounds
SKETCH on chalkboard and EXPLAIN Fig. 7, p. 124, Fire
Service Training (text).

3. Standard Threads for Hose Couplings
a. Uniformity is a must
b. Mutual aid participants:

(I) Should check couplings
(2) Special adapters may be needed
DISCUSS National Standard Fire Hose Coupling Thread table
on p. 124 Fire Service Training (text).

c. DISCUSS dipartment hose thread sizes with learners
4. Hose Gaskets for Couplings

'a. Should be a soft plastic or rubber
b. Replace as often as conditions warrant
c. Buy proper size gaskets

(1) inside dimensions
(2) Outside dfitiensions
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(3) Thickness
d. Inspect each time hose is changed or tested

e. Replace hard gaskets

D. TESTING HOSE
1. New single jacket hose at 300 pounds

2. New double jacket hose at 400 pounds

3. Annual test should be 200 pounds or 50 pounds in excess
of normal working pressures

4. Pumper can be used
REFER learners to Nose Tester, Fig. 8, p.124 Fire Service training (text).

5. Pressure should be held for 3 minutes
6. Remove all air from line before test
7. Replace all defective lengths
8. DO NOT TEST all department hose at the same time

a. Keep some on truck
b. Replace quickly
c. Be ready for a fire call

E. HOSE LOADS.
1. The basic principle in loading hose in a hose bed is to

arrange it so the hose will pay out smoothly when needed
at a fire

2. The design or type of load used must conform to the hose
load best suited for efficient operations by the local
department

3. Horseshoe or U Load
a. EXPLAIN how load is made
b. EXPLAIN objections

(1) Raised places are at front corners
(2) Hose is often crushed between layers
(3) Not adaptable for shoulder load carry
(4) The U Load may form a twist when paying out

another layer
REFER learners to or DRAW on chalkboard Figs. 9, 10, 11, 1;12,
p. 126, Fire Service Training (text) and EXPLAIN.

4. Accordion Load
a. Explain objections

(1) All bends are sharp
(2) Couplings must be placed properly

REFER learners to or DRAW on chalkboard Fig. 13, p. 127, Fire
Service Training (text) and FTPLA1N.

5. Divided Load
a. Advantages

(1) Lay two lines at one time
(2) Can be layed either way reversed or straight
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Instructor's Notes (3) Very good for short lays
b. Disadvantage

(1) Not recommended for long lines
DRAW an chalkboard and EXPLAIN Fig. 14 p. 127, Fire Service
Training (text).

6. Combination Load
a. EXPLAIN this load

(1) 2-1/2 and 1-1/2 inch lines are used
(2) 1-1/2 inch may be preconnected
(3) 2-1/2 inch hose can be used as a supply line

REFER learners to Fig. 15, p. 128, Fire Service Training (text).
7. Hose Load Finishes

a. Do-nut roll in connection with standard load
(1) Provides sufficient hose for catching hydrant
(2) First pair of couplings should be in roll

(a) Prevents damage
(b) Prevents injury to man on tailboard

REFER learners to Fig. 16, p. 128, Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN.

b. Skid load finish

(1) Provides extra hose for nozzle man
(2) Weight of skid load helps unload hose as truck

proceeds to hydrant
(3) Eliminates waiting time when pulling off hose

REFER learners to Fig. 17, P. la Fire Service Training (test)
and EXPLAIN.

8. Cross Fold Finish
a. Eliminates friction in hose bed
b. Used in catching hydrant
REFER learners to Pig. 18, p. 129, PireService Training (text)and EXPLAIN.

9. Do-nut Roll
a. Describe how it is made

(1) One man
(2) Two man

b. EXPLAIN where it is used
(1) To replace broken section
(2) Legthen line
(3) From pump to standpipe intake

c. EXPLAIN how to put in service
Have learners practice making a Donut Roll.

F. HANDLING HOSE LINES
Have learners practice the following hose evolutions at the appropriate
1. For efficient and successful fire fighting it is necessary

that the handling of hose lines be uniform throughout the
department

4YVVMI ;Nt
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2. Handling Uncharged Hose Lines
a. Catching the hydrant

(1) While this is a simple operation, there are
some points and safety hints worth considering
(a) Driver should stop near curb at hydrant
(b) Grasp hose with hand farthest from hydrant
(c) Loop hose around hydrant
(d) Place foot on hose near coupling, See Fig.

22, page 130
(e) Loosen cap
(f) Place hydrant wrench on operating nut
(g) Remove cap and connect hose
REFER learner. to and EXPLAIN Figs. 23a and 23b, p. 131,
Fire Service Training (text).
Rave learners PRACTICE catching hydrant using do-nut
roll hose load, if applicable.

b. Coupling hose
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE how to couple hose, REFER learners
to Figs. 246 25, p. 131, Pk. Service Training (text).

(1) Position of man
(2) Precautions

c. ;hitting on the nozzle
.EXPLAIN two method., REFER learner. to Figs. 26 & 27,
p. 132, Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Methods to follow -

(a) Position of man
(b) How to hold coupling
(c) How to hold nozzle

d. One man sectiln hose carry
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE this cony, REFER learners to
Fig. 28, p. 132. Fire Service Training (text).

(1) When and Where used
(2) Method of doing
(3) Precautions

(a) Hose coupling _damage
e. Laying short linei by handstraight-away

EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE this lay, REFER learners to
Fig. 29, p. 14 Fire Service Training (text).

(1) When, where and why it is used
(2) May need double male coupling

f . Laying a line when shorthanded
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE lay, REFER learners to Fig. 30,
p. 135, Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Why used
(2) May drag from waist

g. Shoulder hose carry
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE this carry, REFER learners to
Fig. 31, p. 135, Fire Service Training (text).
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Instructor's Notes (1) Where and why used
(2) Must be accordion load or layed on ground and

then picked up
(3) Allow 50 ft. section for each floor

h. Advancement of 2-1/2 inch hose up a ladder
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE this operation, REFER learners
to Fig. 32, p. 136, Fire Service Training (text).

(I) Where, when and why used
(2) Secure before line is charged
(3) Nozzle should be placed over left shoulder with

the hose under right arm and over right 'nip
3. Handling Charged Lines

DISCUSS and EXPLAIN the 6 items listed on p. 137, Fire Service
Training (text), stress salety.

4. Fire Escape Evolution
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE evolution, REFER learners to Fig. 34,
p. 138, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Special pike pole is used
b. 50 ft. of extta hose at top floor

5. Working a Charged Nozzle through a Ladder at a Window
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE two methods REFER learners to
Figs. 35 and 36, p. 139, Fire Service Training (text).

6. Replacing a Burst Section of Hose or Extending a Line
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE using a hose clamp.

a. Where, when and why used
7. Advancing Charged Line using the Slack Roll Method

EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE, REFER learners to Fig. 38, p. 140,
Fin Service Training (text).

a. When, where and why used
ALL previous Hose Evolutions MUST be PRACTICED by all leaner&

8. Keenan Hose Loop
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE, REFER learners to Fig. 39, p. 140,
Fire Service Training (text).

a. When, where, and why used

G. HOISTING LINES
I. Hoisting Charged Lines

EXPLAIN and DEMOYSTRATE, REFER learners to Fig. 40, p. 141,
!'ire &twice Training (text).

a. Att4e1t rope below coupling
b. Tie shutoff

2. Hoisting Uncharged Lines
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE, REFER learners to Fig. 41, p. 141,
Fire Service Training (text).
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a. Protect tip
b. Point nozzle down
c. Leave knot tied to hose for support

H. HOSE AUXILIARIES
1. Double Male and Female Couplings

EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE tures.

a. Reverse lays
b. Saves time.
C. Saves work

2. Siamese and Wye Connections
DESCRIBE and MOW difference. REFER learners to Figs. 42 and
p. 14Z Fire Service Training (text).

3. Hose Clamp
Show clamp and explain uses.

a. To stop flow of water in line without shutting the
water off at the source of supply
(1) Replace burst sections
(2) To extend hose lines
(3) To change nozzle
(4) To clean clogged nozzle
(5) Others

b. As an aid in laying line to pump
(1) Catch hydrant as usual
(2) Pumper proceeds to fire
(3) Pump operator places clamp on hose at rear of

truck
(4) Hydrant man can turn on water and advances to

the nozzle
(5) Pump operator breaks connection and makes

connection to pumper
(6) Pump operator removes clamp

4. Hose Jacket
EXPLAIN and DEN' INURATE the hoe* jacket (See Fig. 44, p. 144
Fire Service Trainink (tett).

a. Where, why nd 'tow used

I. FIRE DEPARTMENT !Mil SIGNALS
EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE the following signals in Fire Service
Training (text), pp. 143 and 14*

Fig. 45a Boosterline (day)
45b Boosterline (night)
46a Turn water into line (day)
46b Turn water into line (night)
47a Shut off water (day)
47b shut off water (night)
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Instructor's Notes 48a Increase pressure (day)
48b Increase pressure (night)
49a Lower pressure (day)
49b Lower pressure (night)

I. HOSE RECORD FILE CARD
1. Every fire depattment should keep hose record
2. For each section of hose
3. Ohio Inspection Bureau utilizes hose records
4. Provides data for determining the need for new

or additional hose
REFER learners to and EXPLAIN Bose Record Card, Pig. 50, p. 145,
Fire Service Training (test).

STEP El - APPLICATION

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 8 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW UP

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. & re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #9

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop in each learner the ability to use the various tools and appliances
to the best advantage and in the safest manner.

2. To convey to the learner the limitations and charaCteristics of the Afferent
tools and the proper care of each.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk and eraser; or chart pad
2. A prepared list of all minor equipment in the department and where it is carried

or mounted on the trucks
3. Samples of all minor equipment in the department
4. Manufacturer's manuals on special equipment

REFERENCES:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 9, pp. 146-158.
Manufacturers manuals on special equipment.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

It is essential that each fireman knows the proper use, care and
maintenance of small tools and appliances used in the fire service
for successful fire fighting operations.

The correct tool should be used in the proper manner to perform
a certain operation safely and efficiently. When new eqUipment
is purchased it should be of the highest quality and requires
proper and continuous maintenance thereafter.

STEP U PRESENTING THE LESSON:

Assign different men to obtain tools from trucks and bring to a designated aro&

SNOW and DEMONSTRATE how to use all tools carded by the local department.
if a particular tool is not available refer the class to the illustration of that
tool in the manual.
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Instructor's Notes. A. CARE OF TOOLS
1. Wood handles must be free of cracks and splinters and

tight in the head
a. Cracked handles must be replaced
b. Splinters must be sanded to make handles smooth
c. All wood handles should be varnished or rubbed with

linseed oil
d. Never paint

',1) Paint is a good conductor
(2) Cracks can not be detected

2. Moving parts must be oiled lightly
3. Unpainted parts must be kept free of rust
4. Painted tools must be kept clean and repainted when

necessary
5. Chromed tools must be kept free of dirt and finger marks
6. Cutting tools

a. Must be sharp
b. Free of nicks
c. Do not overheat when grinding
d. Remove keen edge because it will dull quickly

B. MOUNTING AND CARRYING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
1. Have a place for each tool
2. Keep it in its place

a. Can be found quickly
b. Aids in pick up

3. Use mounting brackets for all tools, do not carry loose
4. Portable pumps, light plants, and etc.

a. Must be fastened securely
b. Must be able to be removed quickly and easily

C. STRIKING TOOLS
1. Hammer Head Pick

SKOW SAMPLE or REFER learners tolls* 1, p. 147, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Use hammer head as a sledge
b.' Pick end is used for:

(1) Freeing iron bars from masonry
(2) Digging

(a) Dirt
(b) Concrete
(c) Cinders, etc.

2. Sledge Hammer
9107 SAMPLE 9r REFER learners to Fig. 2, p.147, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Used to break out concrete
b. Free iron bars from masonry
c. Has weight and striking power
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instructor's Notes

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

3. Rubber or Lead Mallet
SHOW SAMPLE.

a. Used to tighten suction hose couplings
4. Battering Ram

SNOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 3, p. 147, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Used to breach walls
b. Used to force doors that can not be opened in any

other way

D. CUTTING TOOLS
1. Handled Hammer Headed Chisel

SHOW SAMPLE.

a. For cutting civets, bolts, bars, cement, etc.
b. For splitting heavy planks

2. Hand Hatchet
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 4 p. 147, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Small one hand tool
b. Used in confined places for light cutting

3. Pompier Hatchet
SNOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 5, p. 147, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Small hand tool
b. Wed in confined places
c. For light cutting
d. Pick end for light pry
e. Easy to carry in belt

4. Crash Axe
SHOW SAMPLE or REF ER learners to Fig. 6 p. 147, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Small one hand tool
b. Cuts wood, plaster and light metal

5. Metal Rod Cutters
SNOW SAMPLEorREFER learners to Figs. 748 , p. 148, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Used to cut or remove metal roofs
b. Rotary cutter
0. Fixed blade

6. Bolt Cutters
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 9, p. 148, Fire Service Training (text).

a. For cutting bolts and nails
b. Do not use on electric wires
c. Do not use on hardened steel

7. Pickhead and Flat Head Axe
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 10 & 11, p. 148, Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used for cutting
b. Used for striking
c. Used for prying



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes 8. Wire Cutters
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 12 & 14 p. 148, Fite
Service Training (teit).
a. Used only by qualified personnel
b. Has insulated handles for cutting charged electric

lines
9. Power Chain SaW

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 14 p. 149, Fite
Service Training (text).
a. pow ---Pti by gcs or electric
b. Used for cutting, floors, large wood beams, etc.

10. Power Saber Saw
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 15, p. 149, Fire
Service Training (tut).

a. Powered by electricity
b. Used for cutting wood and metal

11. Power or Cut-off Saw
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 14 p. 149, Aire
Service Training (text).

a. Powered by electricity
b. Used to open floors and cut thin wood

B. HOISTING AND PULLING TOOLS
EXPLAIN that these tools are important.
1. Hose Rollers

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 17, p. 149, Fire
Service Training (text).
a. Used to raise and lower equipment
b. Can be placed on cornice, window sill, etc.

2. Pull Down Hook
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Pig. 18, p. 154 Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used to pull down unsafe walls and removing obstacles
3. Grappling Hooks

a. Used for under water recovery of objects and bodies
4. Sheathing Hook

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 19, p. 154 Fire
Service Training (text).
a. Used in confined places to remove plaster, etc.

5. Plaster Hook
SHOW SAMPLE or AFTER learners to Fig. 24 p. 154 Fire
Service Training NAO.
a. Has a spear head
b. Knife like wings
c. Used to pull ceilings
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Pike Pole
MOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 21, p. 154 Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used to remove ceilings and plaster, etc.

F. PRYING TOOLS
EXPLAIN that they are used for forcible entry and if not properly
used excessive damage can result.

I. Claw Tool
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 22, p. 151, Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used to open doors, windows, and to remove man
hole covers

2. Door Openers
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 23 di 24 p. 151, Fire
Service Training (text).

a. For opening doors
3. Crow Bar

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 25, p. 151, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. For heavy prying
4. Buster Bar

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 26, p. 151, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Has wedged shape tip
b. Adjustable fulcrum
c. For light prying jobs

5. Hux Bar
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 27, p. 151, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Used as a pry
b. Used for hydrant wrench
c. Used as a cutter

6. Kelley Tool
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 28, p. 151, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Can be used as a pry or chisel

G. BORING AND DRILLING TOOLS
I. Wood auger

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 29, p. 15Z Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Used on wood floors and roofs, to start saws and
draining operations

2. Brace and Bits
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 30, 31, di 32, p. 15Z
Fire Service Training (text).
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Instructor's Notes a. Can be used on wood and metal

H. CUTTING TORCH
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 33, p. Fire Service ?raining (text).

Used foi cutting bars and steel doors

I PORTABLE GENERATORS
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 34, p.153, Fire Service Training (WO

i. Furnish power for lights and power tools
2. Emergency power to hospitals
3. Manufacturers manual should be followed

Read from thin manual the care and maintenance of generator.
4. Carry a supply of extra gas

I LIGHTS
EXPLAIN that lights are a must in lire fighting operations. It aids
men to see what they are doing, so they can do a better, and
quicker job and do it safely.

i. Flasb 1
a. Each man should carry one
b. They can be used for inspection and hand signals
c. Gives men added safety at night or in dark places
d. Keep them clean
e . Extra batteries and bulbs should be available

2. Electrk Hand Lantern
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Pig. 35, p. 153, Fire
Service training (text).

a. Are wet or dry type
b. Are flood or spot
c. Keep clean
d. Extra bulbs and batteries should be available

3. Electric Spot Lights and Floodlight
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 36 37, pp. 153 Ir 154
Fire Service Training (text).

a. Retractable Cable case
b. Can be plugged in house socket
c. Can be plugged in truck or portable generator
d. Keep clean

K. MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
EXPLAIN that these tools are also very important.
I. Hose Straps

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 38 & 39, p. 154
Fire Service Training (text).

a . Used to carry or drag hose
b. Used to secure hose to ladders, window sills, etc.
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

c. Used to secure ladder
d. Keep clean and replace worn straps

2. Rope Hose Tool
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 40 & 41, p. 155% Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used as a life belt on ladder
b. Used for rescue carries
c. Used as hose strap
d. Used to tie ladder in

3. Gas and Water Key
SNOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 4Z p. 153% Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used to turn off gas and water at curb box
b. EXPLAIN the difference in construction of a gas and

a water key
4. Spanner Wrench and Holder

SNOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 43, p. 155 Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Used to loosen or tighten hose couplings
b. Used to shut off gas meters
c. Used as a light pry and hammer
d. Should be placed in holders after use

5. Hydrant Wrench
a. Used to remove tight caps and turn on hydrants

6. Smoke Ejector
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 44, p. 156, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Used in ventilation and should have a sealed or
safety motor for power

7. Voice Power Megaphone
SNOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 44 p. 156, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Used at fires and training areas for giving orders
8. Camera

SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Fig. 46, p. 156, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Can be used for inspections, arson detection, post
mortem, and etc.

b. Extra film and flash bulbs should be available
9. Walkie-talkie Radio .

.SNOW SAMPLE or REFER learners to Figs. 47 & 4& p. 157, Fire
Service Training (text).

a. It saves time and energy at fires
b. It eliminates errors in giving and receiving orders

10. Hose Expanders
.SNOW SAMPLES or REFER learners to Figs. 49 & 50, pp. 157 & 154
Fire Service Training (text).
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUC'TOWS MANUAL

inoruotor's /Iota a. Hydraulic type
b. Hand type
c. Used to reset hose couplings

(1) Saves money
(2) Shortens length of time hose Is out of service

II: Hydrant Pump
SHOW SAMPLE or REFER learner. to Fig. 51, p. OS, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Used to remove water from barrel to prevent frees-
lug in cold weather

STEP III - APPIICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 9 in the Lesmer's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW UP:

Review Assignment Sheet No. 9, re-teach any portion of the lesson not thoroughly
egichtsrood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #10

ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

I. To acquaint the learner with the facts relative to the construction and care of
rope.

2. To develop in each learner the ability to tie knots and hitches that are commonly
used in the fire service.

3. To have the learner acquire the ability to coil rope.
4. To have each learner understand the use of rope relative to hoisting hose,

ladders and minor equipment.

I. Chalkboard, chalk and eraser; or chart pad
2: Samples of rope of different materials
3. Ropes of proper sizes and lengths for tying knots (6 feet of sash cord appropriate

each learner to have a rope).
4. Rope long enough to make a coil and for hoisting practice.
5. Rogers rope hose tool.

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 10, pp. 159-173.

instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Rope is one of the very important necessities of the fire service.
It is used extensively in rescue work and for the self-preserva-
tion of firemen.

Most extension ladders are equipped with rope to help raise the
fly ladder and many special ladder raises require rope for their
operation.

Speed is essential for efficient fire fighting and the use of rope
in many instances saves precious time. For example, the use bf
rope in the hoisting of hose lines and small appliances from street
level to upper stories or roofs, enable firemen to t quickly and
bring about extinguishment; it also saves many step 'lib and down
ladders.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Inattuctor'a Norse The members of each fire department should be able to tie the
various Mots required for each operation in the fire service. The
knot used by a fireman mast be a knot that is easy to tie, will hold
securely, and can be untied quickly by another member.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. ROPE
1. Construction of Rope

a. Manila - SNOW SAMPLE
(1) Comes from abaca plant or wild banana plant

in the Phillipine Islands
(2) Considered the best for fire department use and

the strongest of. the natural fiber ropes
b. Sisal - NOW SAMPLE

(1) Comes from henequin plant grown in Yucatan,
Dutch East Indies and Africa

(2) is only 75% as strong as manila fibir
c. Hemp - SHOW SAMPLE

(1) Comes from hemp plant which grows mostly in
Italy. Russia and the United States

d. Nylon SHOW SAMPLE

(1) Comes from synthetic fibers
(2) Tensile strength is two to three times greater

than manila rope
Plana the following comparison on chalkboard

TENSILE STRENGTH COMPARISON

#1 grade-3 strand 8 strand nylon
manila rope rope

1/4600 lbs. 77i" - 1.800 lbs.
1/2" - 2,650 lbs. 1/2" - 6,900 lbs.
3/4" - 5.400 lbs. 3/4" - 15,000 lbs.

MP

(3) Has a service life 4 times greater than manila
rope

(4) Weighs 40% less than manila rope
(5) Considered good for aerial ladder rescue opera-

tion when using rescue basket
(6) Because of slick finish. does not present as

much friction as manila rope and for this reason
knots are more likely to become untied

e. Rope is constructed by
DEMONSTRATE from samples of rope hos; construction is
achieved.
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ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

(1) Twisting fibers together to make a yarn
(2) Yarns are twisted together to make a strand
(3) Strands are twisted together to make a rope
(4) Reversing twist in every step in building up a

rope locks it together
(5) Twist in one direction offers an equal resistance

to twist in opposite direction
(6) Direction of twist is indicated by terms "left

hand" and "right hand" or "with the sun"
f . EXPLAIN reasons far stretching and how new rope

should be stretched
REFER learners to Fig. 1, p. 159, Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN.

2. Types of Rope
a. Three strands laid up in a "right hand" direction

form a hawser-laid rope
(1) Must rope used in the fire service is hawser

laid
REFER learners to Fig. 3, p. 164 Fire Service
Training (text).

b. Four strands laid up in a "right hand" direction and
haying a central core will form a shroud-laid rope
(1) Principally used for power transmission

PEFER learners to Fig. 4 p. 160, Fire Service Training (text).

c. Three hawser-laid ropes laid up in a "left hand"
direction form a cable laid rope
(1) Used in well drilling and mining

3. Size and Weight of Rope
a. Size measured by giving its diameter in inches
b. Sold by weight or pounds

REFER learners to Fig. 5, p. 161, Fire Service Training (text),
on weight of 100 feet of manila rope in various si 'es.

4. Strength of Rope
a. In choosing a rope for a given purpose, a large

margin of safety should be used
b. Breaking strength should be about seven times the

load to be lifted (calculated in pounds)
REFER to Fig. 5, for safe load pounds and breaking
load pounds.

c. Liberal allowance should be made when estimating
the strength of old rope

5. Inspection of Rope
a. Rope should be checked after each use and at least

every six months if not used
b. Examination should determine condition of rope

through its entire length
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Instructor's Notes c. Exterior inspection
DEMONSTRATE proper method

(1) Abrasion (broken fibers)
(2) Cuts
(3) Extremely soft
(4) Decayed or burned by high temperature or

chemicals
d. Inside inspection

DEMONSTRATE proper method

(1) Separate strands at three foot intervals
(2) Examine for:

(a) Broken fibers
(b) Fine powder indicates presence of grit
(c) Mildew or mold
(d) Change in color of fibers

e. Rope when stored should not be:
(1) Exposed to dampness or sharp eced tools
(2) Should always be coiled and ready for use

Use of Rope
a. Sizes

(1) Because of importance, rope should be carried
on all apparatus

(2) Should vary in size and number depending upon
department requirements

(3) Sizes needed vary from 1/4 inch to 1 inch in
diameter and in length of 100 to 150 feet

b. Uses
(1) To operate the fly ladder on extension ladders
(2) To hoist ladders, tools and appliances
(3) Asa life line in mask and rescue work
(4) To aid in maintaining fire lines
(5) To lash ladders together to extend their length
(6) Roping off dangerous areas
(7) For wrecking operations
(8) As guy lines when hoisting equipment
(9) As a permanently attached hoisting line on aerial

ladder
A belt equipped with a small hand axe, a spanner wrendi and
100' of 1/2" rope is a metal piece of equipment for firemen
to take along when necessary to work from upper stories or
roofs. Rope can be used to hoist small hose line, and etc.

B. KNOTS, BENDS AND HITCHES
EXPLAIN the following:

1. A knot is a knob formed in a piece of rope by inter-weav-
ing its strands
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Instructor's Notes

ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

2. A bend is a method of fastening one rope to another or to
a ring, loop, etc.

3. A hitch is a temporary knot or noose bywhich a rope is
fastened around a timber, post, etc., so as to be readily
untied

4. Most knots ordinarily used, strictly speaking, are bends
5. Knots stay tied due to frictional resistance of the rope
6. Usefulness of a knot should be judged by:

a. Rapidity by which it can be tied
b. Ability to hold fast when pulled tight
c. Ease by which it can be untied

7. Effect of knots, bends and hitches on the strength of rope
a. Rope has maximum strength when strain is applied

evenly to all fibers
b. When rope is tied, weakest part of rope is at the knot
C. The shorter the bend, the less tensile strength of the

rope
d, Decrease in tensile strength when using knots are

Place following on chalkboard.

Square Knot - 50%
Bowline - 40%
Short Splice - 20%

Becket Bend - 50%
Clove Hitch - 35%
Running Bowline - 35%

8. knots and hitches that firemen need to know
Those listed on p. 163465 Fire Service Training (text).

Rails of a straight ladder provide an excellent means for the practice
of knot tying. Place heel end and top end of ladder at some object. Ele-
vation should be about waist high. Learners should be positioned on each
side of the kiddy'.

Emphasis should be placed on tying the clove hitch, half-hitch and
bowline, they are used 95% of the time for hoisting, and etc. If firemen
can *aster these three knots, they will be effective most of the time.
Of comae, all knots should be practiced

a. Half-hitch
DEMONSTRATE how to tie half-hitch and have learners lie hitch
with practice rope around an object.

(1) Used either alone or in combination with other
knots

(2) Free end of rope brought around tension end and
then brought under itself

b. Square knot
DEMONSTRATE how to tie square knot and have learners tie knot
with practice rope. Check learners to bemire knot is tied properly.

(1) Used in tying bandages in first aid and tying to-
gether two ropes of same size

(2) Will not slip-draws tight and is easily untied
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes c. Clove hitch
DEMONSTRATE the two methods in tying clove hitch and have
learners tie knot with practice rope around an object. Check
learner. to be sure knot is tied properly.

(1) Used for hoisting or lowering small equipment.
Also to fasten a rope to a stake, pipe or post

(2) Can be tied.by two methods
d. Bowline

DEMONSTRATE how to tie the bowline and have learners
tie knot with practice rope around an object. Check learners
to be sure knot is tied properly.

(1) Used whenever loop is desired in end of rope
(2) Never slips and is easily untied
(3) Used for raising and lowering ladders
(4) When used as a life line

(a) Place rope around man's chest just under
his arms and tie bowline

(b) Position of knot should be between shoulder
blades

e. Bowline on a bight
DEMONSTRATE how to tie bowline on a bight and have learners
tie knot with practice rope around some object. Check /earners
to be sure knot is tied properly.

(1) Made by forming* loop at some point in a rope
other than at the end
(a) Easily untied
(b) Used in rescue work, also to form a saddle

for lowering men in manholes and similar
places

f . Chimney hitch
DEMONSTRATE how to tie chimney hitch and have learners
tie knot "th practice rope around a pole or ladder beam.
Check learners to be sure knot is tied properly.

(1) Used to secure a tight line, to secure hose, hose
roller or similar object

(2) Knot can be slipped along main rope to take in
or let out slack and will hold its position where -
ever set

g. Sheep shank
DEMONSTRATE how to tie the sheepshank and have learners tie knot
with practice rope. Check learners to be sure knot is tied properly.

(1) Used as a temporary measure to shorten or
strengthen a rope

h. Becket knot
DEMONSTRATE how to tie a becket knot and have learners tie
knot with practice rope. Check learners to be sure knot is tied
properly.



Instructor's Notes

ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

(1) Used to fasten two ropes of different sizes
together

. Running bowline
DEMONSTRATE how to tie the running bowline and have learners
tie knot with practice rope. Check learners to be sure knot is
tied properly.

(1) Used to take the strain off couplings on hose
when hoisting up the side of a building

(2) May be used whenever a slip knot is needed

C. ROPE SPLICING
11 class schedule permits
I. STATE that the principal steps in splicing a rope are

a. Unlaying the strands
b. Placing the ends together
c. Tucking the ends o_ f the strands

2. The Short Splice
DEMONSTRATE to learners the proper method to follow in making
the short splice. REFER learners to Fig. 21, p. 167, Fire Service
Training (text).

a. Used where it is not necessary for a rope to pass
through a small pulley

b. Where only a small amount of rope cane be spared
for making a splice

c. Considered as strong as the long splice
3. The Long Splice

EXPLAIN to learners the proper method to follow in making the long
splice. REFER learners to Fig. 22, p.168, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Used where necessary for rope to pass through
small pulley

u. Has neater appearance than short splice
4. The Spliced Crown

EXPLAIN to learners the proper method to follow in making the spliced
crown, REFER learners to Fig. 23, p.169, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Used to finish end of rope
b. Can be used to good advantage where a slight en-

largement is not objectionable at end of rope,

D. ROPE COILS
I. STATE that it is essential to have rope properly coiled-

and ready for immediate use in order to render
efficient service
DEMONSTRATE method of coiling rope and impress upon group the
importance of each department having a rope coder. REFER learners
to Figs. 24-30, pp. 169-170, Fire Service Training (text).
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Instrucro44 Notes 2. Benefits derived from having rope coiled properly:
a. Neatness
b. Ease in carrying
c. Speed In using
d. Prevents snarls

3. Coil for throwing rope:
a. Necessary to throw rope to a roof
b. Cannot bt dc-' unless rope is properly coiled for

throwing
c. Practice necessary to throw correctly
d. Must be able to judge right amount of rope in each

coil for distance
DEMONSTRATE method to follow to make coil for throwing rope.
REFER learners to Fig. 31, p. 171. Fire Service Training (text).

E. ILLUSTRATIONS OF KNOTS AND HITCHES
1. Practical uses of knots

DEMONSTRATE and have learners practice.

2. Methods and knots used to hoist hose and minor appliances
REFEF 'arrvers to Figs. 32-38, pp. 171-173, Fire Service Training (text).
a. Never hoist a charged line unless absolutely necessary
b. By substkuting a clove bitch for a bowline, this tie

can b,.. used to lower an uncharged hose line
c. Bowline tie for hoisting a ladder

REFER learners to Fig. 39, p.173, Fire Service Training (text).
d. Alternate tie for hoisting a ladder

(1) Place ladder on beam
(2) Start at top of ladder and thread rope between

first arvi second rungs of the ladder
(3) Skip to.) or three rungs and continue threading
(4)' Finish by bringing rope between last two rungs

and tie a clove hitch around one of the beams
below the bottom rung

(5) When lather is being hoisted, rope should be on
the inside of the top rung goiLa ap (building-side)
and on the outside when being lowered

3. Rescue Tie
a. Used for raising or lowering 4 trapped person

REFER learners to Fig. 40, p. 173, Fire Service Training (text).

F. ROGERS ROPE HOSE TOOL
Have learners refer to Figs. 40-41, p. 155, Fire . ',vice Training (text).
SHOW A SAMPLE. Follow expleration in the manual, p. 154.

...............
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ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

instructor's Notes STEP HI - APPLICATION

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 10 in Learner's Workbook.

............111

STEP N - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No: .10, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughlyunderstood
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TEACHING GUIDE #11

LADDERS

OBJECTIVES:

1. To convey to the learner the importance of ladders in conjunction with success-
ful fire fighting and rescue operations.

2. To study the types, design and materials used in the construction of all ladders
in the department.

3. To learn the technique of inspecting and testing ladders.
4. To develop the skill of carrying, raising and climbing the various ladders used

in the department.

TEACHING AIDS:

1: Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Model of trussed ladder, if available
3. Model of solidi:11,am ladder, if available
4. Straight ladders of various lengths
5. Extension ladders
6. Bangor ladder, equipped with tormentor poles, if available
7. Two 100 foot coils of 1/2" or larger rope
8. Rogers rope hose tool
9. Roof ladder

REFERENCE:

Fire Service: Training (text), Chapter 11, pp. 174-200.

instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

A ladder used in the fire service is an appliance made of wood or
metal consisting of two side pieces between which a series of bars
or rungs are set at suitable distances. Ladders provide a means
of enabling firemen to ascer d or descend from one level to. another.

When permanent means, such as stairways and fire escapes, are
not available firemen must use ladders when ascending or de-
scending from one level to another in order to extinguish fires
or rescue occupants of a building. Therefore, it is essential
that all firemen know how to carry, raise and climb ladders ef-
ficiently. These operations should be practiced until they become
as nearly automatic as possible.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:
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Instructor's Notes A. DESIGN, CARE, AND INSPECTION
I. Ladder Design

a. Solid beam
REFER 1eurners to Fig. 1, p. 174. Fire Service Training (tst).

b. Trussed beam
REFER learners to Fig. 2. p. 175. Fire Service Training (tom.
(11 Purpose of trussed beams are to make them

stronger and decrease weight
SHOW model latklers and EXPLAIN differme be solid cord
trussed beam. If not available, use hook illustrations or draw
on eballtboanl.

2. Ladder Terminology
a. Extension ladder - ladder built in two or more

sections
b. Straight ladder - ladder of one section

.

c. Bangor ladder - extension ladder with poles
d. Main or bed ladder - lowea section of extension

ladder
e. Fly ladder' - upper section of extension ladder
f . Heel-foot or butt - the hottom or ground end of ladder
g. Top or tip - the top of ladder
h. Beam - principle structural members of ladder in

which rungs are supported
i . Truss - tension member of beam-running parallel to

main beam
j . Rungs - cross members, between beams used in

climbing
k. Tormentors - poles attached to upper end of beam of

main ladder used to raise, guide and steady ladder
1. Spurs - metal devices at butt of ladder and poles

in. Halyard or fly rope - rope used In hoistingfly ladder
n. Pulleys - small grooved wheel through which rope is

drawn
o. Pawl or lock - lock used to support fly latkler after

raised
p. Truss blocks - wooden Mocks placed between beams

and truss members of trussed ladder
q. Braces - wooden hraces running diagonally from

beams to trusses between blt,eks of truss ladder
r. Stops - wooden or metal blocks which prevent fly

ladder from extending out of main ladder .

s. Guides - light wood or metal strips on extension
ladder which guides fly ladder while it is being raised

t . Tie rods - metal rods which hold ladder assembly
together

ti. Beam bolts - bolts passing ihroul,711 beams to prevent
splitting
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b. Extension ladder

e. Aerial ladder
v

c. Roof ladder

d. c or folding ladder

(3) Fly ladder slides through guides on upper end

(2) Generally range from 10 to 30 feet in length
(3) 10 foot length are usually roof type

(1) May be solid or trussed
(2) Consists of two or more sections

(4) Fly ladder equipped with dogs on lower end that

(5) Fly is raised with rope fastened to lower rung

(6) Generally from 12 feet in length on service lad-

(7) Extension ladders of 35 feet or longer are

(1) May be solid or trussed
(2) Generally from 10 to 16 feet in length (Some

(3) Generally built with hooks mounted on a movable

(4) May be used to get to peaks of gabled roofs,

(1) Generally not over 10 feet in length
(2) Can be carried and put in use where other lad-

(3) To operate, place ladder in vertical position,

(4) Very useful in entering attics and other places

(1) Mechanically operated
(2) Made of from 2 to 4 sections according to length

REFER learners to Fig. 3, p. 176, Fire Service Training (text).

ER learners to Fig. 5 p. 177, Fire Service Training (text).

ER learners to Fig. 6, p. 177, Fire Service Training (text).

ER learners to Fig. 7. p. 177, Fire Service Training (text).

REFER learners to Fig. 4 p. i76, Fire Service Training (text).

hook over rungs of bed ladder, when extended to

generally equipped with tormentor poles

flooring and side walk openings

where space is limited

of bed ladder

and operates with pulley on upper end of bed
ladder

socket which permits them to fold inward when
not in use

lad-
ders would be cumbersome

grasp each of beams, pulling them apart

desired height

lad-
ders to 100 feet in length on aerial ladders

may be up to 24 feet in length)

also in entering scuttle holes, holes cut through
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Instructor's Notes 3. Types of Ladders
a. Straight ladder

(1) May be solid or trussed



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC C^'JRSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes (3) Used in rescue and controlling fire in areas
that would be inaccessible by any other method

(4) Several different types manufactured
(5) Refer to manufacturers manual for operating

procedure and mainter.Ance
4. Materials Used and Specifications Required in Construction

a. Since the lives of firemen and many others are de-
pendent on the use of ladders, only the best of ma-
terials are used

b. Any ladder that becomes deformed by heat, or
damaged or have been overloaded should be discarded

c. Ordinary commercial ladders, such as painters and
construction workers use should not be adapted to
the fire service

d. The following specifications should be met when new
ladders are purchased:
(1) Beams - Douglas fir or Navy specification air-

plaine spruce
(2) Rungs - second growth hickory or ash
(3) Cross or brace rods - steel and bolted - spacing

not to exceed 5 feet
(4) Hardware - rust resisting material or thoroughly

plated or painted
(5) Heel irons or spurs - double nibs extending

3/4 inch
(6) Hooks - collapsible hooks of roof ladders should

be of ample strength and sturdy construction
(a) Hooks should be placed so that beam ends

will protrude as far as the rounded part of
the hooks

(b) Hooks should be firmly fastened to end of
rails

(7) Locks, dogs, latches - sturdy construction and
positive in action

(8) Pulleys - plated steel, bronze, or equivalent
metal, self-lubricating and with ample rope
groove

(9) Ropes - good grade of manila, not less than
3/8 inch

(10) Finish
(a) Top 18 inches of beams and top rung to he

painted some distinctive color, such as white,
to aid visibility in smoke and darkness

(b) Bottom of ladder painted black
(c) Working length painted with numerals at

least 1-1/2 inches high
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Instructor's Notes

LADDERS

(d) All other parts of ladder to be varnished
5. Mounting Brac1ets and Nesting

a. Should hold ladder rigid while in transit
b. When two ladders are carried together on side of

truck
(1) Mounting should be such that outside ladder can

be taken off separately and easily
c. When carried on apparatus

(I) Width and length of roof ladders should be such
as to permit nesting inside the fly of an ex-
tension ladder

6. Tests and Loading
a. When set at the proper climbing angle
b. Each ladder should be capable of withstanding the

following test:
(I) Dead weight or load of one minis weight every

5 feet
(2) A live or moving load of 2G0 pounds every 10

feet
(3) Each rung to stand a dead weight at center of

400 lbs.
-,,. Inspection of Ladders - Wood

a. STATE that rigid inspection of ladders after use and
at regular intervals is an important function
(1) If not strictly followed, many accidents may

occur and injuries result from lack of inspection
b. Items to check in the inspection of ladders;

(1) Rungs
(a) Looseness
(b) Wear
(c) Slivers
(d) Checks
(e) Dry rot
( f) Need of varnish

(2) Plams
(e) Slivers
(b) Checks or cracks
(c) Dry rot
(d) Protective varnish
(e) Warping

(3) Butts
(a) Defects of metal parts
(b) Dullness of butt

(4) Ropes
(a) Dry rot
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In .:truckles Notes (b) Weakness
(c) Wear

(5) Locks and pulleys
(a) Breakage
(b) Wear
(c) Lubrication
(d) Springs, if any

(6) Tie bolts and beam bolts
(a) Tightness
(b) Burrs or eharp edps

(7) Snap ropes
(a) Defects

c. Items to consider when ovc.rhatiling wood ladders:
(1) Revarrtisb all worn places
(2) Replace halyard rope
(3) Tighten all truss rods, tie rods and beam bolts

(a) May require special wrench
(4) Test ladder for strength

(a) Method to use
8. Inspection of Ladders - Metal

a. Items to check:
(1) Rungs

(a) Welds
(b) Damage or weakness caused by improper

lowering against building
(2) Beams

(a) Welds
(b) Signs of excess ire strain
(c) Deformed from heat or overload

(3) Ropes
(a) Dry rot
(h) Weakness
(c) Wear

(4) Locks and pulleys
(Same as for wood)

b. Items to consider when overhauling metal ladders:
(1) Normally, metal ladders should be returned to

manufacturer for overhauling
(2) Replace halyard ropes
(3) Test ladder for strength

c. PRECAUTIONS - do not allow metal ladders and
electric wires to come in contact

B. LADDER CARRIES
Naar - This part of the lesson should ix ight by eondueting Outdoor

Evolutions.
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Instructor's Notes 1. Cooperation and Rythmn Necessary
a. Handling ladders requires extensive practice
b. Handling ladders requires cooperative procedures

and training
(1) The men must work in unison with each other

Adjust ladder entries and raises to the equipment of the department being
trained. Include in this practicing of evolutions the re-placing of the
ladder in their proper places on the apparatus.

2. Carries
a. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - One

man carry
(1) When used
(2) Method of doing
(3) Precautions

b. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Two
Man carry
(1) When used
(2) Method of doing

(a) When taking ladder off apparatus
(b) When ladder is on ground

c. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Four
Man carry
(1) Method of doing

(a) When taking ladder off apparatus
(b) When ladder is flat on ground

(2) How to carry through narrow passageway
(3) How to reverse direction
(4) Precautions

d. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Six
man carry
(1) Where used
(2) Method of doing

(a) When taking ladder off apparatus
(b) When ladder is flat on ground
(c) How to reverse direction

(3) Precautions
e. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Vertical

carry
(I) Where, why and when used
(2) Method of doing
(3) Precautions

C. LADDER RAISES
Note: This part of the lesson should be taught by conducting Outdoor Evolutions.

I. The same system of working in unison with one another,
as practiced in ladder carries, is very essential in
ladder raises
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Instructor's Now a. Some raises can be combined with corresponding
carries to make one evolution
(1) In such cases, only the heel man lowers his end

of the ladder
(a) The other man or men rapidly elevate the

ladder from their halted position
2. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Placing

ladders
a. Several methods to determine distance of ladder

heels from the building
b. The method generally applied is one-fourth of the

length of the ladder
c. Proper placing of ladders in windows and on roofs

3. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Types of
raises
a. One man flat raise - straight ladder
b. Two man beam raise - straight ladder
c. Raise ladder at angle to building
d. Three man flat raise - straight ladder
e. Raising extension ladder - two manbeam raise
f . Raising extension ladder - three man flat raise

(1) Method of raising
(2) Method of lowering
(3) Precautions

g. Raising ladder under overhead obstructions
(1) When, why and where used
(2) Method used
(3) Precautions

D. POLE OR BANGOR LADDER TECHNIQUES AND PRACTICES
1. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Pole or

Bangor ladder raise
See suggestions for each of the following, pp. 187.191, Fire
Service Training (text).

a. Suggestions for the pole men
b. Suggestions for the heel men
c. Suggestions for raising the fly
d. Raising Bangor ladder with six men
REFER learners to Figs. 26 4 27, pp. 188-189, Fire Service Training (text).
e. Raising Bangor ladder with four men
REFER learners to Figs. 28, 29. & 30, pp. 189-190, Fire Service Training(text).
f . Raising Bangor ladder - parallel to building
REFER learners to Figs. 31 thru 34. pp. 190-191. Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Method of raising
(2) Method of lowering
(3) Precautions
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LADDERS.

g. Raising Bangor ladder - beam. raise
REFER learners to Fig. 35, p. 1S1, Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Where used - narrow spaces, behind wires, etc.
(2) Method of raising
(3) Method of lowering
(4) Precautions

E. CLIMBING PROCEDURE, SPECIAL USES AND SPECIAL
LADDER EVOLUTIONS
REFER to description of the following in the text. Usually outdoor evolutions.
1. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Climbing

procedure
a. Why good form in climbing is essential
b. How accomplished
c. Precautions

2. EVLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE - Special
Uses and Practices
a. Making a step ladder

(1) When, why and where used
(2) How made
(3) Precautions

b. High ceiling, church or flagpole raise
REFER learners to Figs. 38 & 39, pp. 192-193, Fire Service Training (text).

(1) When, where and why used
(2) Method of doing
(3) Precautions

c. Leg Lock
REFER learners to Figs. 40-42, pp. 193-194 Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Why, when and where leg lock can be used to a
good advantage

(2) Show proper method to follow
d. End to end splice

REFER learners to Fig. 43, p. 194 FireService Training (text).

(1) When, where and why used .

(2) Methods of doing
(3) Precautions

e. Hotel or factory raise
REFER learners to Fig. 44, p. 195, Fire Service Training (text).

(1) When, where and why used
(2) Method of doing
(3) Precautions

f . Placing roof ladder in service - two methods
REFER learners to Fig. 45, p. 196, Fire Service Training (text).
(1) When, where and how each method is used
(2) Precautions
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instructor's Notes g. Ladder bridging - various conditions
(1) Ladder to window

REFER learners to Fig. 46, p. 196, Fire Service Training (text).

(2) Roof to roof or window
REFER /earners to Fig. 47, p. 197, Fire Service Training (text).

(3) Pivot or swing around bridge
REFER learners to Fig. 48, p. 197, Fire Service Training (text).

h. Anchoring ladders
REFER learners to Fig. 49, p. 197, Fire Service Training (text).
(1) When it is necessary to anchor ladder
(2) Why done
(3) How accomplished

3. EXPLAIN, DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE Holds and
Evolutions Used in Ladder Climbing
a. Backing up a man on a ladder

REFER learners to Fig. 50, p. 19& Fire Service Training (text).
(1) Show proper method
(2) Precautions

b. Crotch hold - two methods
REFER learners to Fig. 51, p. 198, 'ire Service Training (a ,xt).
(1) Why, when and where crotch hold can be used to

a good advantage
(2) Show proper method to follow
(3) Precautions

4. Safe Practices and Procedures in Care and Use of Ladders
EXPLAIN and DISCUSS items I through 20 on pp. 198-200, Fire Service
Training (text).

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Rave learners work Assignment Sheet No. 11 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No II, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood
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TEACHING GUIDE #12

GAS MASKS

oBjEcTrvEs:

1. To emphasize the impor.cnce and necessity for using gas masks to protect
firemen, from the poisonous and toxic atmospheres which exist or develop during
emergency operations.

2. To acquaint the learner with the characteristics of common gases encountered
at the scene of an emergency.

3. To familiarize the learner with the various types, operation, limitations, uses
and core of respiratory equipment.

4. To emphasize methods and needs for training in this area.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and maser; or chart pad
2. The types of masks used by the department
3. Other types of masks not used by the department
4. Smoke chamber and materials for creating smoke (smoke bombs or combustibles)
5. Various cutting tools and materials to be used during smoke drills.

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 12, pp. 201-218.

Instructor's Notes STEP I INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Although a gag mask is only one of the many pieces of equipment
carried on fire apparatus, it is considered to be one of the most
important. Because of the potential hazards from chemicals,
plaseils, refrigerants, synthetic materials and compounds, it is
extremely important and necessary to protect firemen who, in an
emergency, must operate in atmospheres containing poisonous
and toxic gases. There is no reason why the life of any fireman
should !)e jeopordized when rescuing people, or when working in
contaminated areas, because equipment to protect his respiratory
system was not available, or he was not properly trained in its
use. The State of Ohio has afforded the fireman such protection
V haw.
READ - Section 505.48 Revised Code, Parts A and 8, p. 201. Fire Service
Training (text).

Continuous training and practice in the use of this equipment is
a necessity.
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instructor's Notes STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A.

)

B.

IMPORTANCE TO FIRE SERVICE
1. The life safety of firemen should be a responsibility of

the officers
a. By t aining
b. When to use

2. Fundamental rule should be that no one, unless equipped
with proper mask, be allowed in fire involved area

3. Protection from radioactive materials
a. Should be worn from time of arrival at scene until

hazard no longer exists
b. Preference for self-contained unit

4. Suggest survey of industrial and commercial areas
a. Hazardous gas locations
b. Cooperation with staff chemists and engineers
c. Good public relations

5. Awareness of explosive as well as poisonous properties
of gases, and precautions to be taken
REFER learners to Fig. 1, p. 20Z I. ire Service Training (text)
and DISCUSS.

a. Sparks
b. Light switches
c. Use of ferrous tools and equipment

TYPES AND USES OF GAS MASKS
1. In general, respiratory protective equipment is classified

as follows:
a. Filter type
b. Air or oxygen supplied from outside source
c. Self-contained

2. In some instances, respiratory protection alone is not
enough
a. Some gases may harm body on contact
b. In this case, it is necessary to wear protective

clothing in addition to respiratory protection
3. Filter Type Canister Masks

a. Several different types manufactured
b. Protect against some kinds of smoke and poisonous

gases arid carbon monoxide
c. Have definite limitations -

(I) Atmosphere must have over 16% oxygen
(a) Check with flame on safety lamp

(2) Not effective when atmosphere contains over 2%
by volume of poisonous gases
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Instructor's Notes

GAS MASKS

(3) Heavy bodied smoke such as from burning
plastics impairs operation by clogging intake
and interior of cannister

d. Major parts of mask are -
(I) Canister with harness and carrying case
(2) Facepiece with headbands and flexible tubing
(3) Timer - (Mechanical or Window Indicator Type)

REFER learners to Fig. 2, p. 203, Fire Service Training (text).

e. Cannister (Plain Type)
(I) Painted red
(2) Other colors for specific gases
(3) Approved for 2 hours in atmospheres contain-

ing carbon monoxide
(4) Becomes warm when carbon monoxide is present
(5) Degree of warmth depends on concentration of

gas
(6) Heat is formed as carbon monoxide is changed

to carbon dioxide by catalyst
(7) Stored in cool dry place
(8) Seals should not be removed until placed into

service
(9) In-service canisters should be replaced once

a year, if the seal has been removed, even
though never used

(10) Always remove seals when ready for use
(11) Test by inhaling and exhaling

(a) Inhale only through top opening
(b) Exhale only through bottom opening
(c) Audible click will indicate opening and

closing of valves
(12) Drying agents protect catalyst (hopcalite) from

normal water vapor during two hour use
(13) Extreme conditions under which cannister may

be ineffective against two hour normal water
'vapor absorption
(a) Relative humidity over 85%
(b) Extended periods of heavy breathing (over

25 liters per minute)
(c) Air saturated by "fog" or "wet water"
(d) Accidental introduction of water into

cannister by - fire hose, crawling through
water on floor, failure to thoroughly dry
parts while assembling, and failure to re-
place seals after use

f . Cannister (Window Indicator Type)
(I) Painted red
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Instructor's Notes (2) Other colors for specific gases
(3) Approved for two hours in atmospheres contain-

ing carbon monoxide, unless subjected to ex-
cessive moisture

(4) Becomes warm when carbon monoxide is present
(5) Degree of warmth depends on concentration of

gas
(6) Heat is formed as carbon monoxide is changed to

carbon dioxide by catalyst
(7) Indicator reference - round glass window with

two half circles
Place on blackboard and explain operation of Indicator Reference
as shown in Fig. 3, p. 204 Fire Service Training (text).

(a) Right half (facing cannister) is stamped "R"
(reference) and is very light blue

(b) Left half is darker blue
(c) When left half matches the right half (R) the

cannister is to be discarded, as it will not
effectively oxidize carbon monoxide to car-
bon dioxide, or when excessive moisture has
penetrated hopcalite to make it inaffective
against carbon monoxide

g. Facepiece
(1) Always clean after using
(2) Sterilize with germicidal solution
(3) Maintain headbands in good working order
(4) Replace torn and defective bands
(5) Defective facepiece should not be used
(6) Conformity to face is dependent upon adjustment

of headbands
(7) Examine flexible tubing for cuts or breaks

(a) Defect my jeopardize safety and protection
of wearer

h. Timer (used on plain canister)
(1) Indicates approximate time of safe use
(2) Actuated by respirations of wearer
(3) Pointer on dial makes complete revolution in

approximately two hours of continuous or inter-
mittent use

(4) After one complete revolution of pointer on dial,
cannister must be replaced

i . Check valve (Used on Window Indicator Cannister)
(1) Fits into assembly formerly occupied by timer
(2) Threaded top and bottom for attachment to

canister and breathing tube
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GAS MASKS

(3) The check valve in assembly closes automat-
ically after each inhalation

(4) Check valve remains closed, regardless of
position of cannister and provides seal against
moisture entering from top

(5) Check valve assem' 'y eliminates replacement of
of rubber stopper

Putting on filter type cannister mask
DEMONSTRATE putting on mask in accordance with instructions
on p. 205, Fire Service Training (text). Rave learners PRACTICE
same procedure, making corrections as needed.

k. Precautions and Practices
REFER learners to the six items on pp. 205-206, Fire Service
?raining (text). READ and DISCUSS each item therein.

S. Fresh Air or Hose Masks
a. Advantages:

(1) tuitable protection against all atmospherical
contaminants

(2) Sufficient supply of clean air is provided
(3) No resistance to inhalation
(4) surplus air provides cooling and refreshing

effect
b. Disadvantages:

( Failure of mechanical air supply could Jeopardize
safety of wearer

(2) Trailing of the hose connected to face piece
from air source

c. Methods of supplying air are by:
( I) Constant flow
(2) Demand flow

d. Constant flow type
(1) Continuously fed to facepiece
(2) Positive pressure in facepiece assures against

inward leakage
(3) Pressure maintained by compressor
(4) Mostly of low pressure centrifugal design
(5) Size of blower depends upon number of masks

to be serviced
(6) Pressure on line must be maintained in ac-

cordance with proper respiratory levels
(7) U.S. Bureau of Mines specifies maximum

pressure of twenty-five pounds p.s.i.
(8) Reducing relief or blow-off valves used control

pressure
(9) Precautions must be taken to assure clean air

source at blower
REFER learners to Figs. 5, 6 do 7, pp. 206-207 Fire Service
Training (text), and DISCUSS following:
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(11) Air hose construction
(a) Highly resistant to petroleum liquids,

vapors, and chemicals
(b) Wire reinforcement against crushing
(c) Up to 150 feet of hose can be used
(d) Air hose connection and support to body
(e) Facepiece and flexible connection

e. Demand flow type
(1) Cylinder of compressed air or oxygen used in

place of blower
(2) Demand regulator supplies air only on inhalation
(3) Conserves air supply
(4) Permits one man several hours of service from

220 cubic foot cylinder
6. Self-contained Breathing Apparatus

a. Provides protection in any concentration of gases, or
intygen deficiency

b. Breathing is independent of surrounding atmosphere
c. No outside air is admitted to system
d. Three basic types are -

(1) Oxygen or air cylinder apparatus
(2) Demand apparatus
(3) Self-generating apparatus

e. Oestand Type Apparatus
RELATE general information as to
(1) Compressed air or oxygen
(2) Plow regulated by breathing
(3) Pressure gauge
(4) One-quarter and one-half hour supply
(g) EMPHASIZE adherence to instructions anc. In-

formation by manufacturer
f . Putting on Demand Type Apparatus

butosstRATt putting on mask in accordance with instructions
on pp. 207-209, Piro Service Paining (text). Rave learners
?RAC= same procedure, sailing corrections as needed.

g. Precautions and Practices
(1) Amount of exertion by wearer is related to the

period of time used
(a) IS minutes for small units (approximate)
(b) 30 minutes for large units (approximate)

(2) Check pressure gauge periodically for time
limitation

(3) Return to fresh air when needle on gauge ap-
proaches solid color section
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(4) Remaining air (300 p.s.i.) will only last -
(a) Two or three minutes on small units
(b) Four minutes on large units

(5) By-pass (red) valve is normally kept closed
(6) By-pass (red) Valve is opened when automatic

demand regulator becomes inoperative
(7) When the by-pass (red) valve is opened, the

main line (yellow) handwheel should be closed,
and then the by-pass valve adjusted for proper
air flow

h. Removing the mask
UMONSMATE removal of mash in accordance with instructions
oft P. 209, tire Service Training (text). Rave learners PRACTICE
aahle procedure, making corrections as needed.

I. Care of breathing apparatus at station
(9 Sterilization of facepiece
(2) Replacement of cylinder

(a) Disconnecting
(b) Releasing cylinder
(C) Replacing cylinder
(d) Check pressure release

(3) Placing apparatus in case for storage
(4) Emphasize warning about oils and greases

7. Self-generating Oxygen Mask (Chemox)
a. Generates own oxygen supply
b. Supply independent of outside atmosphere
c. Exhaled breath passes into cannister
d. As it passes through =mister, exhaled breath is

purified of carbon dioxide and replenisbed with
oxygen

e. it is then rebreathed
f this Cycle continued during use
g. Provides protection for approximately forty-five

minUtes
REPItit /owners to Pig. 14 p. 214 Aire Service trainiag (text).
DiSCIISS method of operation.

h. Apparatus consists of:
(1) Pacepiece
(2) Breathing tubes
(3) Breathing bag
(4) Breastplate
(5) Canister holder
(6) Harness straps
(7) Manual timer
(8) Facepiece assembly is equipped with pressure

relief valve
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idatkiiciatie ?IOW (9) Breathing bag serves as:
(a) Reservoir for manufactured oxygen
(b) Acts is cooler for air from cannister, as

the chemical action taking place in the
cannister g.merates heat

(10) Wearer is protected from heat by insulation on
breast plate

(11) Normal breathing releases enough moisture to
create oxygen. However, excessive moisture
results In a sudden reaction resulting in an
increased supply of oxygen
(a) Therefore, water should not be introduced

Into a used or unused cannister
Putting on self-generating oxygen mask
DRMONSTRAtE putting on mask in accordance with instructions on
pp. 210-214 &Its 1 through 11, Fire Service Training (text). Have
/earners PRACTICE this procedure making corrections as needed.

J . Precautions and practices
/ACM the following information:
(I) No need to purge nitrogen manually, as sufficient

oxygen 15 produced
(2) How to telleVe excess pressure
(3) Two indications that will indicate an expended

Cintlistera-b
(a) flogging of lenses on exhalation
(b) Increased resistance to exhalation
(c) These will not normally appear until after

forty-five minutes of use
(d) May appear under extreme use condition

(4) Do not confuse excess breathing bag pressure
with cannister resistance

(5) If exhalation resistance is still present after re-
lieving pressure, it indicates the cannister is
about expended, and wearer must return to
fresh air

k. After use
DEMONSTRAre removal of mask in accordance with instructions
on p. 214 Fire Service Training (text). Nave learners PRACTICE
this procedure, making corrections as needed.
DEMONSTRATE and DISCUSS removal and disposal of cannister in
accordance with instructions on p. 214 Fire Service Training (text).

(1) Care of mask at station
(a) Sterilization of facepiece, hang down while

cleaning
(b) Do not keep cannister in holder while in

Carrying case
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GAS MASKS

(c) Keep the cannisters in carrying case
(d) When cannister has once been used, never

use again
(e) Emphasize precautions against oils and

greases
(f) Keep face away from opened cannister
(g) Check inhalation and exhalation valves for

corrosion periodically. Replace when not
operating properly

(h) Check plunger and plunger casting periodi-
cally for cleanliness and proper operation

(i ) Check tightness of valves and fittings
periodically

(j ) When any part shows evidence of failure,
replace immediately

(k) Damaged apparatus should be teturned to
factory for repair

(2) Do not use apparatus for under water rescue
(3) bo not tie guide line or rope to b-ring on harness

strap
(4) EMPHASIZE adherence to instructions and in-

formation provided by manufacturer
8. One-half Hour Self-generating Oxygen Mask

OPER learners to Figs. 18,19 & 20, pp. 21$-217, Fire Service Training
Nap. INFORM class, that in principle , it has the same general functions
as the regularChernox Nash. however, there are some differences, namely:

Ai Thirty minute protection
136 Inhaled and exhaled air pass through one tube
e. Automatic pressure relief valve
d. Quick starting feature for low temperature
e. bannister is cylindrical in shape and has opening in

each end
f . Putting on One-half Hour Self-generating Oxygen

Mask
.

DEMONSTRAIT putting on mask hi accordance with instructions on
pp. 216-217, items 1through 13, Fire Service Training (text). Rave
iearnets PRACTICE this procedure, makingcorrections as needed.

g. When using mask:
(1) Breathe normally
(2) Set dram' at 30. Bell will ring for 12 seconds'

when pointer returns to 0
(3) Return to fresh air when alarm rings

h. Proper care and maintenance of apparatus, and safe
dispoeal of cannister is the same as to be followed
with regular Chemox mask
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Instructor's Note's i . EMPHASIZE adherence to instructions and information
provided by manufacturer

C. AUDIBLE COMMUNICATIONS WITH RESPIRATORY
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
I. Importance of speaking diaphragm

b. TRAINING SUGGESTIONS
Rave learners PRACTICE the following:

I. Wear mask for short period in fresh air and work or
exercise

2. Wear mask in gas or smoke atmosphere
3. Wear mask in gas or smoke atmosphere while working
4. Practice donning mask with and without helper

E. SUMMARY
1. Work in pairs
2. Do not don mask when short of breath
3. All harness straps should be fully extended to fit largest

man
4. Learn twisting technique of harness straps for quick

adjustment
S. When working in highly contaminated areas, do hot re-

move mask until contamthant has been removed
6. Always adjust headbands as shown in Pigs. 21 & 22,

p. 218, Pire Service training (text)
7. Always carry extra tanks or cannisters on fire apparatus
8. Do not fasten guide line or rope to D-ring
9. When using guide line or rope, fasten around body before

donning mask
10. In cases of infrequent use,, masks should be removed

periodically from dine, and donned by personnel. This
will insure pliability of materials

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Rave learners work Assignment thee No. 12 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

IttPlEW Assignment Sheet No. 12, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
emderatood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #13

ADVANCE INFORMATION THE ALARM

OBJECTIVES:

I. To convey to the learner the importance of advance information in efficient and
effective fire fighting.

2. To acquaint the learner with the information he should know before the fire
occurs.

3. To have the learner understand how alarms are transmitted and received.

TEACHING AIDS:

I. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Charts, slides and inspection film if available

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 13, pp. 219-220.

Instructor's Rotes STEP I INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Proper procedure and pre-planning are essential to success in any
undertaking and fire fighting is no exception. If fire departments
are to make effective use of their manpower, apparatus and equip-
ment in combating fires and other emergencies, they must have
advance information relative to the area we protect. This in-
formation included street or road locations, building locations,
types of occupancies, type of structure, physical layout and built
in fire protection facilities, Knowledge of the available water
supply in the community and a complete understanding of how
alarms are transmitted and received are of utmost importance.
The purpose of this chapter is to proVide an outline to serve as a
guide in obtaining and learning this information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. ADVANCE INFORMATION
I. Information Necessary Before a Fire Occurs

a. Location
(I) knowledge and location of all property protected

is essential to meet fire fighting problems
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Instructor's Notes (a) Enables determining the best possible route
to the scene of the emergency

(b) anables determination of the best possible
action to take with the facilities available

(c) Accomplist 4 rough inspection systems
(d) Making a st . of the geographical layout of

the area protected by:
(d-1) Use of city, township, and county

maps
(d-2) Each department preparing a map of

their district, showing streets, roads,
10/tillable water supply, and hazardous
building locations

b.. Building construction
(1) Brick with steel supporting beams
(2) Brick with wood supporting beams
(3) All frame construction
(4) Number of stories
(5) type Of roof - flat, pitched, Wood or concrete
(6) Type of roof covering - asbestos, asphalt,

metal, slate or wood Shingle
(7) type of windows or if building is winouwless in

certain areas
(8) If buildhtg it air conditioned, location of ducts

and master shut-off switch
(9) Location of exits, stairways, elevator shafts,

'utility ducts, gas, electric, water shut-off,
drains, etc.

(10) Does building have fire walls
c. Type of occupancy

(1) industrial, mercantile, commercial, residential
or ilublic

(2) Institutional - hospital, rest home, Jail, chil-
dten's home, etc.

(3) When occupied day, night, 24 hours or seasot al
d. Contents of building

(1) Whether slow or fast burning or both
(2) Whether explosive material might be present
(3) Characteristics of extremely hazardous chemical

and other. flammable materials. Will they react
with water, etc.

e. 8tliltql1 fire protection facilities
(1) twinkler systems, standpipe, fire doors or

other private protection
(2) Location of sprinkler shut-off valves, siamese

connections
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ADVANCE INPORMATION - TilE ALARM

(3) Type of sprinkler system - wet, dry or
manually operated

(4) Water supply for sprinkler system - gravity
tank, mains, cistern, etc.

f . Water supply
(1) Site of mains and water pressure in various

areas
(2) Location of hydrants
(3) Volume of water that might be obtaineo from

hydrants
(4) Are hydrants located on dead end mains
(5) Secondary choke of hydrants if unable to use

those close to the building involved
(a) Volume of water that might be expected

from these hydrants
(6) Other water supply that might be utilized:

(a) Cisterns, ponds, lakes, streams, t. .
(b) Tankers of own department or mutual aid

companies
26 Fire Apparatus and Equipment Available

a. Pumpers, ladder trucks, tankers, emergency and
rescue squads

b. Check apparatus you are assigned to at regular
iatervals

.. Know location and use of all equipment

B. THE ALARM
I. EX "LAIN that an efficient alarm system must provide

two essentials
a. Some ready means of summoning apparatus and

men to the scene of the fire
b. In communities where combined paid and volunteer

or volunteer organization are used, an adequate
means of notifying firemen of the existance of a
fire must be provided

2. Types of Alarms
a. street brnt locatea; on pole, pedestal or on a building
b. Similar alarm bAes, located in industrial and insti-

tutio. 11 buildings, etc.
(I) Operated by pull'og a lever an or in the box
(2) Sending an alarm into fire headquarters anti/or

all outlying stations
c. Telephone alarm boxes

(1) Telephone in a box similar to a convential sire
alarm box
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Instructor's Notes (2) Allowing informant to pick up phone in the box
and call directly into fire headquarters

d. Automatic alarm systems
(1) Sprinkler alarm systems

(a) When sprinkler head releas.::, alarm is sent
into a central headquarters of a servicing
agency (ADT)

(b) The alarm is retransmitted to fire head-
quarters

(2) Heat detecting amices and rate of rise systems
(a) Heat detecting devices operate when certain

temperatures are reached in an area.
EXAMPLE - 140° upward

(b) Rate of rise operates when there is a rapid
rise o4 temperature in the area. EXAMPLE -
almost instant rise of temperature from 130°
to 1100

e. Telephone
(1) Convential type of phone located in the home or

other type of occupancies
(a) Al:awing informant to contact the fire

department through the telephone operator
(b) By calling a given number for fire calls only

f . Verbal
(1) By a person going directly to a fire station or

alarm headquarters
(2) By a person going to a fireman's home where in

certain localities,' the alarm may be sounded
froth his hothe

3. Notifying Responding Fire Personnel
a. Bell or gong system and public address system

(I) After the alarm is received in communication
headquarters
(a) It is transmitted to either the responding

companies or all companies which sound the
alarm in their fire stations

(b) A certain number of licks on the gong des-
ignating the location by a prearranged run-
ning code

(2) By verbally informing the companies over a
public address system as to
(a) The nature and location of the emergency

b. Siren, bell or a whistle system
(1) Activated from point of alarm reception
(2) Activated manually
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ADVANCE INFORMATION THE ALARM

c. Telephone system
(1) Firemen may be called at their home by

person who receives the alarm
(2) Call system - where each fireman after re-

ceiving the original call may have someone in
his family call several other firemen

(3) Other special systems
d. Radio

(1) Transmitted from a base station located in
alarm headquarters to all motorized equipment
(Chief's car, apparatus, etc.)

(2) Transmitted from a base station at alarm head-
quarters to monitoring units Located in fire
stations and firemen's homes

(3) Regular alarm system (siren, gong, or whistle)
is still sounded even though radio transmission
is used

e. Delayed alarms
(1) belayed alarms are very high on the list of

factors responsible for large loss fires
(2) Causes of delayed alarms

(a) People not being familiar ..ith the telephone
number and other procedures of notifying
the fire department

(b) Individuals attempting to extinguish the
fire themselves and not attempting to have
anyone notify the fire department, thereby
delaying the alarm*

(c) The first five minutes is the el* itepOrtant
time for any fire d3partment, itiZenekthe
scene of a fire, statistice.ehovi..its*Sine
fires have reached conflagration proportions
shortly after nine minutes

4. rublic Educational Program
a. Local newspapers, radio stations, television

stations and other media can be used to advise the
public how to turd in an alarm to the local fire
department in case of fire

b. Printed cards, having the fire department telephone
number, to be attached to or placed near the tele-
phone can be distributed to the public

S. Alarm System Maintenance
a. The alarm system is the primary method of receiv-

ing alarms by a fire department
b. Regardless of the type of system used, it must be

properly designed and maintained
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Instructor's Notes C. Have Local Fire Alum System explained to class.

STEP III APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 13 in Leerner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

4604t X!'vt 1.744. 41%.

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 13. re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood

4--;;-- 7'7
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TEACHING GUIDE #14

SIZE-UP

OBJECTIVES:

1. To learn the importance of size-up.
2. To acquaint firemen with a step-by-step method to follow in making the size-up.
3. To study a plan of procedure to follow and conditions that may he encountered in

using the stepby-step method.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 14, pp. 221-223.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The initial action of a fire department at a fire is very important.
Proper systematic procedure in making the size-up can mean the
difference between success and failure. Clear thinking and
quick action under an adopted system will result in a good size-
up. All officers and firemen that have the responsibility for the
action of the department at a fire, should know how to make a
proper sizeup intelligently.

STEP II PRESENTING THE LESSON:

Definition of size-up - size-up, as it relates to the fire
service, is the process of making a quick analysis of the
situation at hand by the person in charge.

A. ESSENTIAL FACTS
1. Life Hazards

a. The occupants of the involved and adjacent buildings
b. Bystanders
c. Own personnel

2.. Time of Emergency
a. Month .

b. Day
c. Hour
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Instructor's Notes 3. Location of Emergency
a. Location of building or buildings involved
b. Position of building in relation to streets, alleys,

open spaces and other buildings
c. General physical surroundings
d. Overhead obstructions
e. Parked cars
f . High voltage lines
g. Blocked streets and alleys

4. Nature of Emeigency
a. Fire
b. Explosion
c. Smoke or chemicals
d. Accident of other nature

5. Exposures
a. Life (occupants in exposed buildings)
b. Property (buildings, cars, etc.)

6. Buildings (involved)
a. Due to the fact that there Is limited time and oppor-

tunity for an officer to recognize essential facts at a
fire, knowledge must be gained on buildings

b. The following information must be obtained prior to
the emergency through a systematic survey and in-
spections:
(1) Height
(2) Size
(3) Construction
(4) Occupancy
(5) Contents
(6) Age
(7) State of repair
(8) Interior layout
(9) Air conditioning system

(10) Sprinkler system
(11) Standpipe system
(12) Hydrants, service available

7. Fire
a. The officers estimate will depend upon his advanced

knowledge of fire fighting fundamentals and experience
obtained' through extensive study and practice in re.
lation to:
(1) Smoke (color, odor, and density)
(2) Nature of burning material
(3) Location of fire (in building)
(4) Stage of development
(5) Potential of area that may become involved
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(6) Location of base of fire
8. WOth4t:

a. Weather conditions at the time of the fire are very
, .- ..4

important considerations
:(1). Wind -Sdirection and velocity)
(2) -Ternp0aiurel
(3) Rain
(4) Snow
(5) Ice

9. Apparatus, Equipment and Manpower
a. Those responding-to the alarm

(1) Nuinber of men
(2) Pumping capacity
(3) Hose
(4) Ladders
(5) Special equipment (light pleas, smoke eetc.)-

b. Those on standby status
(1) What will answer the multipal alarm
(2) Mutual aid available

10. Built-in Fire Protection Equipment
a. Sprinklers And standpipes
b. How supplied
c. Location of fire department connections

II. Water Supply
a. Officer should have the following information before

the emergency, not after one develops
(1) Source of supply

(a) Stavet mains
(b) Hydrants
(c) Rivers - ponds - lakes
(d) Tank wagons

b. Amount of water avaiLeole
(1) Hydrants

(aj 'Volume
. (b)- Pressure

c. Tank wagons
(1) Number available
(2) Capacity

d. Portable pumps
(1) Number
(2) Capacity

B. DECISION
1. Accumulate all essential facts
2. '.eep in r.-lind principles of fire fighting tactics
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Instructor's Notes 3. Sometimes a prompt decision must be made based on a
minimum amount of available facts to meet the immediate
situation

4. Do not hesitate to change decision when additional in-
formation becomes available

5. Decision should represent a clear and precise picture of
the action the officer intends to take

6. Orders and instructions to officers and men:
a. Should be clear and concise
b. Action may be required to effect rescue, lay hose

lines, etc., before completioi_ of final decision of
initial size-up

c. Junior officers should be advised of existing situations,
decision, and plan of operation
(1) Good communications are necessary

7. Supervision
a. Keep fully informed as to the progress of operation

and any new develompents
b. Large fires require assistance of junior officers to

assist in supervision
c. Situations may change whereby secondary or supple-

mental decisions require immediate changes in
supervision plans

d. Officer should devote his entire time at fire in the
supervision of personnel in order to effect the plan
of operation

8. The officer should not under estimate the importance and
effectiveness of primary fire protection equipment

STEP HI - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 14 in Learners Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 14 re.-teach any portion 0: not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING GUIDE 415

FORCIBLE ENTRY

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint the learner with the different methods of forcefully making entry
into a building when all accessible doors and windows are locked.

2. To acquaint the learner with the ways of using fire department tools efficiently
when making forcible entry into a building

3. To have the learnt-- become an efficient forcible entry craftsman, so that he
may enter a building causing the least amount of property damage. At the same
time, protecting himself and others around him, thereby, creating better public
relations.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Forcible entry tools axe, crowbar, pike pole, etc.
3. Use doors and windows in class room to illustrate how they open and close (in

or out, how they are hinged and locked, etc.)
4. Power tools if available - air hammer,- sawsall, etc.
5. Charts, movie film and slides if available

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 15, pp. 224-230.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The definition of forcible entry in fire department terminology is,
"gaining entrance into a burning building or other buildings where
an emergency exists, using a forceful means when all avenues of
entrance are locked or inaccessible, resulting with a minimum
amount of delay and damage."

To perform efficiently when making forcible entry requires
complete knowledge of the tools that can bz used, and skill in the
use of the tools, Knowledge of building construction is important,
such as the different types of windows, bow they open and how
they are locked; the various types of doors, how they are set in
their frames, how they open (in or out); the various types of locks
on doers and windows (panic hardware, etc.); the various types
of roofs, wood, concrete, concrete slab, and etc.
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Instructor's Notes Coordination and application of the knowledge of building con-
struction and use of forcible entry tools will enable firemen to
rapidly gain entrance into a locked building with a minimum of
property damage.

STEP 11 - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

As stated before, when makii.g a forcible entry, firemen must be
thoroughly familiar with the methods and tools used in order to do
an efficient job.
REVIEW some of the commonly used forcible entry tools described in Chapter 9.

A. SHOW AND DESCRIBE TOOLS (if available)
1. Various types of axes
2. Claw and Kelly tools
3. Roof cutter
4. Wrecking bar - crow bar
5. Door openers
6. Battering ram
7. Power tools

B. WHERE ENTRY MAY BE MADE
1. Breaking glass, including tempered glass
2. Various types of doors
3. Various types of windows including storm windows
4. Roof - skylight, cock loft or scuttle hole cover
5. Gratings - dead lights, barred windows
6. Breaching walls
7. Partitions and ceilings

C. HOW ENTRY CAN BE MADE
I. ..reeking Glass

REFER learners to Fig. 1, p. 224 Fire Service Training (text).
a. May be accomplished by using the flat side of a fire

axe
b. Stand to one side and strike the upper part of glass

first
c. Prevents glass from sliding down axe handle and cut-

ting hands
d. Remove all jagged pieces from sash
e. Wire glass - cut at edge of sash with blade of the axe

Very little information relative to tempered glass, full-vision doom is in-
eluded in the training manual. Fol: awing is a brief explanatior of the
characteristics of tempv.ed glass and also a method for b: Baking it.

The use of tempered glass or full vision doors in modern buildings is increasiiig rapidly.
Usually, there is no frame around glass and the locking hardware is at the top or bottom.
The glass is much thicker thart ordinary plate glass and is heat tempered. The tempering
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instructor's Notes
produces high tension stresses in the center of the glass and compression stresses at the
exterior surface. Tempering increases the flexibility and the strength approximately
four times. It is several times more resistant to shock, pressure and impact and will
withstand without breaking, temperatures of 650° on one stde, while the other side is
exposed to atmospheric temperatures.

The doors *re custom built and are very costly (several hundred dollars) and six to eight
weeks time is required to produce a replacement. A tempered glass door should never
be broken if any other means of entry is available.

The glass cannot be broken by blunt instruments. Tests have shown that a sledge ham-
mer and the heel end of a ladder used as a battering ram by firemen, failed to break the
glass.

To break the glass, a sharp pointed instrument must be used to penetrate the hard ex-
terior surface of the glass. If it is absolutely necessary to break the glass, use the *sic
end of a fire axe. The following procedure is recommended: If a CO2 extinguisher is
available, apply the gas to the door (sudden cooling will cause contraction) then stand to
one side, face away from the door and strike the door a sharp blow with the pointed end
of the axe. As the hard surface is penetrated, the glass will disintegrate into small
pieces. Remember, as the glass is being broken, tern face away from the door. This
serves as a protective action against eye injury.

2. Entry Through Doors
REFER learners to appropriate figures when discussing, Figs. 2
through 8, pp, 225 do 225, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Before forcing.a door, make sure it is locked.
opening it by hand

b. Residential doors open inwardly, public building.
docirs should swing out

c. Select tools best adapted
d. At times, it is advisable to break glass to force

entrance, because it is easy to break and most
easily replaced

e.. If hinged side is exposed, remove hinges
f . If the door has glass, break glass and then manip-..

ulate lock from the inside
g. Revolving and steel doors offer great resistance
h. Method of collapsing revolving doors should be

learned during inspection tours
i . Method of opening steel doors should be studied

before fire occurs
DEMONST RATE, from illustrations on pp, 225-226. the various types of tin's*:
the most officiestt stunner used to gr. .n entrance and proper tools to use.

3. Entry Through 'Windows
REFER le arm.vs to appropriate liguros whorl discussing, Figs.
9. 10 & 11. pp. 226-227, Fire Servicv Training (text).
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4-,.. , . ,. " ....

-... ,-2..-",--.;.,- ,.- -.'

'-killirn'ealOsifOria L a. General types - factory, casement, basement and
?...t.,..:: . "F '..,.:4-. , :.:.':

..c.1 4Ciplirtt#A. TeLIC:i, chi 1k-rail - .
- _ 404 .: ..1.-1, 46Ei }:,-,Wi.:.:: .:'-: '!f, . b. Determine whether the window can be opened before

..,.:,:. r . -:4:.::, 4!-.,,,- ii-,, ::... ):, f forcing entrance
, c. Select proper tools

.-;,:i..,, d. Avoid unnecessary damage
-.-t,",.. ,-,,,

; DEMONSTRATE or draw on blackboard and EXPLAIN the various
typtii of windows, most effective manner used to gain entrance,

.

and the proper tools to use.

e. Recommended procedure of making entry through
,.-;=;: .. ...s....,1 . ,. -7_ -...: .-.. storm doors and storm windows

-.::=: -.:t, s Ar...ler it .4:1' ':.:, : _- (1) To break glass and unlock from the inside
*1-z:_';w:

,

., - (2) Rather than causing damage to the metal frame
. (3) Wood doors and windows may be forced

-,,....i.:,,qm-.!:klk-f.,+,,, : ''xt .- 4:,-Making Entry From Roof ..
-..... .

t'-gi,014. ,-.4.11:iiiii.:"', 46.., :.;-', jt --i. REFER learners to appropriate figures when discussing, Pigs.*
..i-,,i-:::..t;-7i4iiily::: - . , - : .., : 12, 13 4 14 pp. 227-22& Fire Service Training (text).

.ft bOti'e.:,q:.:.ii!- fie I , , . a. 'Types of roofs - wood, concrete slab, etc.
-tirt.5 blail::-.1'.1 -.A': .1'41 r Y.' e':.--1), .' Types of roof covering - metal, slate, asphalt, tar

7,
-,-... -and gravel, etc.

,Pce .c.: Remove roof covering exposing sheathing
(1) Sheathing - usJally 3/4" thick and may tongue

and grooved
;(2) filywded -? 1/2" thick and 4' x 8' size is used

)4t exteiislvely
-

4A:it 1 strOltes
a. When cutting ifole4"with a fire axe, use short quick

---Cutit 045°-angle to the grain of wood rather than
across7,

.

as possible ti
AVh4n-cutting roof boards, always stand on the wind-

,- Ward aide
.;- Complete cut before removing any boards

,,'-r-=t- (2) Stand on the windward side and remove the
'boards with the pick end of an axe
(a) Starting with the board farthest from you,

If plywood is used instead of sheathing, remove on

-".' f4"'"iillitain cutting holes through roofs, floors and walls,
..r.11-1 aliVays'etit as close to the rafters, joists and studs

' elitite.SeCtiOrt
e Pike pole may be needed to pierce ceiling below

S.- Entry-Through Sky Light, Cocl, Loft, or Scuttle Hole
:.-; . .

"' " 4-1 8. Sky light -Use the pick point of an axe to pry up on
the frame

--- '1; "' REFL.? fumners to Fig. 15. p. 228, Fire Service Training (text).
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FORCIBLE ENTRY

(1) On some skylights, the bottom section of the
frame around the glass can be removed
(a) If so, slide the glass out of the frame

(2) If the sky light cannot be peed up or the glass
removed:
(a) Break the glass and remove the jagged

pieces
(b) Reach inside and release hooks or bolts

b. Cock loft and scuttle hole cover - use the same
prying procedure
(1) Tf this method is not successful, it must then

be cut open with an axe
6. Entry Through Gratings, Dead Lights and Barred

Windows
a. Gratings may be lifted off their sill by prying up-

ward with an axe or crow bar
(1) If locked and hinged, break the lock and follow

the same prying procedure
b. Dead lights - break the seal around dr steel frame

work that holds the glass dead light discs
(1) After seal is broken, remove the steel frame

work
c. Barred windows normally set in masonry can be

removed by:
(1) Strike the bar with a sledge hammer, ten inches

above the sill
(a) Causing it to bend and break loose from

the masonry
(2) Strike the masonry sill with a sledge hammer

directly in fror.t. of the bar, breaking away the
masonry

(3) Use an acetylene cutting torch to cut the bars
(4) Large size bolt cutters may also be used

7. Entry By Breaching Walls
a. Brick walls - remove one brick with a pick-headed

axe or other suitable tool
b. After removal of a brick, two men should grasp

the battering ram and swing the ram back an arms
length
REFER learners to FM. 16, p. 229. Fire Service Training (tal).
(1) Quickly thrust the ram against the wall with a

slight lifting motion as it strikes the brick
c. Brick should be removed one at a time and the hole

cut in a diamond shape to keep from weakening the
wall
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Instructor's Notes 8. Entry Through Partitions and Ceilings
a. Partitions

(1) Spread a tarpaulin on the floor beneath the spot
the hole is to be made

(2) With the blade of an axe, cut down along the stud
(3) Cut the hole between studs. Be as neat as

possible
REFER learners to Fig. 17. p. 229, Fire Service Training (text).

(4) Do not tear off the lath
(5) Studs are usua set 16" on center and can be

located by gent, sounding the wall
b. Ceilings

(1) When opening ceilings from below, the pike pole
or plaster hook is used
REFER learners to Fig. 18, p. 229, Fire Service Training (text).

(2) DEMONSTRATE the proper method of removing
plaster, lath, metal lath and meal ceilings
REFER learners to Figs. 198;20, p. 230, Fire Service Training (text).

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 15 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment, Sheet No. 15, re-teach any portion of !esson not thoroughly
understood
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TEACHING GUIDE 416

RESCUE

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint the firemen with the principles governing rescue practices.
2. To learn the proper use of tools and equipment, and the various carries and

drags necessary to effect rescue.

TEACHING AIDS:

A: Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Blankets
3. Ladders

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 16, pp. 231-254.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

No greater service can be given by any fire department than that
of saving a human life. When a fire or othcr emergency occurs,
it is the duty of the fire department to be equipped and thoroughly
trained to render quick and efficient service, with equipment which
must be maintained in first-class condition.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. RESCUE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
1. EXPLAIN that rescue is the removal of human beings

from places involved in fire, or other emergencies.
Questions to be considered regarding rescue are:
a. Are there any people in the building?
b. If so, are they in danger?
c. Has there been a cry for help?
d. Can they be rescued?
e. How can they be rescued?
f . Has any information been given by the people who

have escaped from the building?
g. Has any information been given by the neighbors or

bystanders regarding people in the involved building?
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Instructor's Notes 2. With the previous questions answered, the officer in charge
should determine if anyone is trapped in the building
a. A careful search should be made when there is a

chance of anyone having failed to escape from the in-
volved building
(1) Children may hide in closets, under beds and

furniture
(2) Adults may be found by windows or doors they

have tried to open
(3) REMEMBER - it takes only a small amount of

heated air, gas, or smoke to render a person
unconscious

3. Essential information necessary to meet rescue problems
intelligently are:
a. Construction and interior layout of building involved
b. Number of people likely to be in building
c. Location of interior and exterior stairways
d. Location of exits
e. Openings to roofs of adjoining buildings which could

be used for rescue
4. Time and nature of occupancy have direct relation in

rescue problems
a. Hotel fires more serious in early morning hours
b. School fires more serious when school is in session
c. Age, sex, and physical conditions may make rescue

more difficult
(1) Firemen should make a community survey for

aged people and invalids.
(2) Complete record on file of locations of homes for

children and aged, jails, hospitals, and other
institutions

5. Weather conditions have all important bearing on rescue
problems
a. In winter storm windows create problems
b. Snow will slow operations
c. May endager health of victims after rescue

6. Rescue procedures will differ from case to case
a. No set rule to follow
b. Time is always pressing and people must be rescued

quickly
c. Sometimes ladders will do the job
d. Sometimes ladders, streams, and ventilation are

required
c. Rescue is a teamwork operation for all men at the

scene of the emergency
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Instructor's Notes B. TYPES OF RESCUE EQUIPMENT
Some of this equipment was covered in previous chapters.

1. Axe
2. Rope
3. Ladders
4. Gas Masks
J Fire Streams
6. Stretcher
7. ri-st-Aid Kit
8. First-Aid Training
9. Cutting Torch

10. Heavy Equipment for Use at Railroad Wrecks, etc.
a. Consists of tow tru,:ks, heavy jacks, cables, block

and tackle, steam shovels, bulldozers, etc.
b. Have listing of places where to obtain this heavy

equipment in department files
c. Permission to use this equipment shouA be obtained

before it is needed
11. Life Nets

C. OPERATING AT SCENE OF DROWNING
1. Only Trained and Qualified Men Should Receive T..is

Assignment
2. Wear Life Jackets While in Boat
3. Keep One Man or, Shore

a. To gather information
b. To get help for men in boat if they should get into

trouble
4. General Information on Drowned Bodies

a. A body will remain near the spot of drowning
(1) 1-1/2 x the depth of water = the distance the

body may travel from spot
(a) EXAMPLE: water is 20 ft. deep. 1-1/2 x

20 = :30 ft. the body may travel
b. Very fat bodies may not sink, but remain floating on

top of the water
c. Body may remain under water from 18 to 24 hours

(I) Depends on water temperature
(2) Contents of stomach
(3) Body will rise slowly as gas is formed
(4) Victims drowned in rapid waters will probably

be found in the first deep hole, down stream
5. Dragging

a. Is a blind operation
b. EXPLAIN grappling hooks

REFER learncrs to Fig. 4, p. 236, Fire Service Training (test).
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inshisifor.s Notes

eC --te ,,e-Or Atte .1MMTPA411

(I) Made of wire
c. EXPLAINpike pole iron

6. S,ze-up before and during the operation will help make a
rapid and successful recovery
a. Size-up should include:

(I) How long has the victim been under the water?
(2) Where was he last seen?
(3) How was the victim dressed (swimsuit or clothes)?
(4) Survey of body of water

(a) Type of bottom
(b) Currents
(c) Snags and obstructions
(d) Deptn and width of water
(e) Bank conditions
(f) Direction of wind

7. How to Locate Body for Grappling
DRAW' Fig. 6, p. 23Z Fire Service Training (text). on chalkboard
and EXPLAIN.

8. Methods of Grappling
a. EXPLAIN shore-to-shore grappling
b. EXPLAIN boat-to-shore grappling

DRAW Fig. 7, p. 237. Fire Service Training (text). on chalkboard
and EXPLAIN.

c. EXPLAIN boat-to-boat grappling
DRAW Fig. 8. p. 238. Fire Service Training (text). on chalkboard
acrd EXPLAIN.

d. EXPLAIN grappling from moving boat
e. EXPLAIN grappling with pike pole iron

REFER learners to Figs. 9-10. pp. 238-239. FirSee rviceTraining(text).

D. CUTTING TORCHES
I. Used to Cut Steel, Wrought Iron and Other Ferrous Metals
2. EXPLAIN and SHOW how to Assemble Cutting Torch and

Hose
3. EXPLAIN Operation of Pressure Regulators
4. EXPLAIN Safe Handling of Cylinders

a. Oxygen
b. Acetylene

S. EXPLAIN Attaching Regulators to Cylinder
a. Turning on
b. Turning off

6. EXPLAIN Putting Torch in Operation
a. Select tip
b. Check for leaks
c. Must for proper pressures

REFER learners to Fig. 12. p. 241. Fire Serviee Training (txt).
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RESCUE

d. EXPLAIN cutting procedure and DEMONSTRATE if
possible
(1) Preheat metal
(2) Keep tip at constant distance
(3) Move at uniform speed
(4) Turn acetylene off first

7. Precautions When Using Cutting Torch
a. Operator should wear gloves and goggles
b. Protect victim
c. When using, have man standby with extinguisher
d. Overhaul after cutting

8. Cutting Torch Care
a. Always use good wrench
b. Never use oil or gr-ose on parts
c. Always check for leaks before lighting
d. Have regulators in off position before turning on

tanks
e. Protect hose from cuts, etc.
f . Keep torch in box for storage
g. Check hose for deterioration
h. Check goggles for breaks or dirt
1. Inspect tanks for leaks and see that pressure is

maintained

E. LTE NET PROCEDURES
I. Removing Net from Apparatus
2. Running With Net
3. Spotting Net
4. Holoing Net
S. Making Adjustment to Catch Person
6. Removing Person from Net

F . CARRIES AND DRAGS
I. EXPLAIN - that in fire situations, injured and unconscious.

victims must be rescued quickly and safely
/. Carries and drags may be the only way to accomplish

this operation
3. Drags must be used when victim is too heavy to carry

DEMONSTRATE and PRACTICE all of the iollowingcarriesand dregs.
Screen men for recent operations, ruptures, etc., excuse men who are
not physically fit. All others must practice all carries and drags until
they become efficient in the performance.
REFER to the appropriate figures as illustrated in the Fire Service
Training (text).
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Matmao0allotie 1. Chair Carry - Fig. 13, p. 243
2. Fireman's Carry - Fig. 14, p. 243
3. Carrying in Arms - Fig. 15, p. 243
4. Carrying Astride Back - Fig. 16, p. 243
S. Front Piggy Back - Fig. 17, p. 244
6. Pack Strap Carry - Fig. 18, p. 244
7. Two-man Seat Carry - Fig. 19, p. 244
8. Carrying by the Extremities - Fig. 20, p. 245
9. Three-man Carry - Fig. 21, p. 245

10. Clothes Drag - Fig. 22, p. 246
11. Fireman's Drag - Fig. 23, p. 246
12. Blanket Drag - Pig. 24, p. 246

G. LADDER RESCUE
DEMONS TRATE and PRACTICE the knowing, REFER learners to appropriate
figures as ill astrated in the Sire Service Training (teat).

1. Sliding an Unconscious Person Down a Ladder - Fig. 25,
p. 247

2. Walking a Victim Down a Ladder - Fig. 26, p. 246
3. Walking a Woman or Child Down a Ladder
4. Sliding a Victim Down a Ladder Across Arms - Fig. 27,

p. 247

H. CARE UF VICTIMS AFTER RESCUE
I. EXPLAIN that care must be taken to prevent victims, that

have been rescued, from returning into building
a. The duty of the fire department does not end after the

rescue
b. The victims should be supervised and properly cared

for after being brought to safety
2. Care of Infants:

a. Sudden drop In temperature may cause pneumonia or
other illness

b. Make sure they are properly covered
c. Protect face
d. Deliver to a -.)mpetent person

3. Care of Children:
a. If left on their own, they may wander around and be

injured
b. They may return into building to get a toy or pet
c. Deliver to a competent person

4. Care of the Sick
a. Contagious disease
b. Non-contagious

5. Care of the Aged:
a. Place in custody of a competent person
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b. Firemen should bring out cherished objects
c. Remove froti the fire grounds as seeing their

possessions burn may cause a heart attack, etc.

I . ADMINISTRATION OF OXYGEN
I. Methods Should be Known by all Firemen
2. May Mean Life or Death

a. To the victim
b. To their fellow firemen

3. Knowledge of Artificial Respiration is a Must

I . ELECTRICAL RESCUE
1. Firemen Must be Able to Recognize EleCtrical Hazards
2. Saving of Property Alone should not justify the Risk of a

Man's Life
1. Fireman not Qualified and Equipped to Properly Handle

the Hazard Should Wait for the Power Company
4. All Fallen Wires are Dangerous
5. Wires Down

a. Notify power company and move crowd away
b. The spans of wire adjacent to the trouble may be

weakened
c. Movement of downed wires by wind or rescue work

may burn other wires down
d. Wires on ground may burn off

(1) ',dal; may ctirl up
(2) Roll along the ..round
(3) May cause injury to someone

e. Burns, electric shock or eye injuries from flashes
may occur

f . EXPLAIN bow loiv voltage can also kill
g. Car or truck majr be insulated by rubber tires
b. Contact with car could cause death

(1) Keep victimil in car .

(2) If they get out, they must jump clear of car
4 . EXPLAIN the automatic circuit breaker
j . Ground may be energized

EXPLAIN and DEMONSTRATE a method of handling energized
wires as on p. 253, Fire Service Training (text).
EXPLAIN how la remove victim from wires.

K. RADIATION RESCUE
1. Remove Victim With as Little Contact as Possible
2. Give a Minimum Amount of First Aid, Call Doctor
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Instructor's Notes STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 16 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW L.

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No 16, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood
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EXPOSURES AND CONFINEMENT

OBJECTIVES:

1. To impress upon the learner the importance of preventing the spread of fire
from its place of origin.

2. To acquaint the learner with the methods by which heat may be transmitted.
3. To acquaint the learner With the avenues by i...dch fire may travel.
4. To acquaint the learner with the knowledge and methods used to confine fire to

its place of origin.

TEACHING AIDS:

I. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser
2. Sketch or chart of a building or a gravity furnace showing heat transmission
3. Sketch or chart of buildings of different heights used to show how fire can spread

from building to building
4. Small iron rod to illustrate how heat conducts through metal.
5. Candle and matches

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 17, pp. 255-261.

Instructor's Notes STEP 1 - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Every fire presents an exposure and a confinement problem . Ex-
posure in fire service terminology means, any building or materiel
that is likely to become involved, either directly or indirectly,
with the existing fire. 3xposure hazards Pre 41"-Ided into two
categories, interior and exterior.

To perform an effective job of covering exposures one must know
how heat is transmitted and the avenues fire may travel within a
building. One must also learn the different types of built-in
protective devices and how they function.

The confinement and extinguishment of a fire at its place of origin
is the best type of exposure protection.
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Instructor's Notes STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. EXPOSURES
1. EXPLAIN - The study of exposures covers the operation

that is necessary to prevent the extension of fire to other
parts of the involved building or other buildings and
property

2. Fire spreads by heat transmission
3. Other factors that determine exposure hazard:

a. Delay in the discovery or reporting of the ;ire
b. Weather conditions: humid, dry, wind direction,

velocity, etc. Atmospheric temperature: hot, cold
c. Combustibility of materials burning
d. Type of construction of involved building
e. Size of the structure
f . Size of the fire
g. Degree of the exposure

B. HOW HEAT MAY BE TRANSMITTED
1. EXPLAIN - That direct contact with flame is not the only

way by which exe may spread
2. Three methods by whict heat may be transmitted in

sufficient intensity to cause fire in exposed combustible
materials, namely:
BUILD UP tae following on the chalkboard as each is DISCUSSED.

HEAT MAY BE TRANSMITTED BY:

1. Conduction
2. Radiation
3. Convection

3. Conduction
a. Conduction - "The transmission of heat within a

material or from one material to another which is in
contact with it, without any visible motion of the
material"
(1) Conduction of heat to combustible material

through thin brick walls
(2) Pipes, ducts, or drive shafts that may extend

through walls
Use small iron rod heated by candle to DEMONSTRATE how
heat is conducted through metal.

(3) Upper floors through steel I beams, iron fire
doors, etc.
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EXPOSURES AND CONFINEMENT

(4) Material should be stored in a manner that heat
from conduction can be avoided

REFER learners to heat conductivity table of various metals and am-
toddle on p. 255 Fire Service Training (text), and DISCUSS. Silver
is almost lour times as good a conductor as lead. Note the poor
conductors make good insulators against heat or cold. Practically
all liquids are poor conductors of heat.

4. Radiation
e. Radiation - 'The transmission of heat from a heated

object to a colder one by heat waves"
b. Waves radiate in straight lines in all directions

from the heated body
(1) Sun is a source of radiant heat
(2) Fire is a source of radiant heat

c When combustible material is exposed to radiant
heat and heat is at or above kindling temperature of
material, fire will result

d. Prevention of spread of fire from radiation can be
accomplished with fire streams
(1) Water absorbs the radiant heat
(2) Furnishes the exposed material with *protective

covering that must be vaporized befcire heat Can
again attack

e. Highly polished opaque surfaces will refbicti
heat, such as glazed ceramic_ the _

f Transparent and porous materials 4411 ab
radiant heat allowing very littleste eratinrrit
them

5. Convection
s Convection - "The transmission of heat,

ment of heated gases or liquids"
b. Most common forms are the passage of utated

gases:
(1) To upper floors of buildings from lire on tie

lower floors
(2) From the fire building,to another build ing

c Gases are driven off from the combustible material
due to heat from fire but will not ignite due to lack
of sufficient oxygen
(1) EXPLAIN - All gases expand 1/492 in volume

for each degree (F) of heat added
(a) If the heat attained at all fires can be as-

sumed to be near 1,800° F., all the various
gases given off would be heated to the same
temperature
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Instructor's Notes (b) The gases, having expanded to about four
times their original volume, become much
lighter than the surrounding air, creating
currents and pressure

(c) Therefore, they rise and spread in all
directions

d. Expanded gases will rise vertically through all open-
ings that will permit passage
(1) Such as stairways, elevator shafts, dumb waiters,

unstopped studding spaces, chutes, pipe holes,
etc.

(2) They will then build downward or spread
horizontally

e. Admission of air containing oxygen would cause
heated gases to burn and might cause:
(1) Mushrooming of fire
(2) Bacicdraft
PLACE following drawing on chalkboard and DISCUSS.

f. During large fires, buildings several hundred feet
away may be ignited by burning embers carried up-
ward in a surge of convected heat and carried by the
wind to the other combustible materials
CITE the East Ohio Gas Company lire that occurred in Cleveland,
Ohio as an example.

(1) The function of a gravity furnace is an example
of km heat is transmitted by conduction, radi-
ation and convection:
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(a) The fire in the cast iron bowl creates the
heat that conducts through the bowl

(b) The conducted heat radiates from the t..)wl
and heats the air between the outer jacket
and the bowl

(c) The heated air expands and is carried up-
ward to outlet registers by convected
currents

(d) The heated air will rise to the upper level
of the room

(e) As the air is cooled, it will contract and
travel to the lower levels into the cold air
duct and be returned to the furnace to be
reheated

6. How Fire May Extend
a. All combustible material that may be in danger of

catching fire from the original fire is an exposure
b. It is therefore important for every fireman to know

how fires extend:
(1) Room to room on the same floor - interior

exposure
(a) Through unprotected horizontal openings,

such as are provided for doors, transoms,
interior windows, hallways, pepeways, 440
beltways

(b) By convection of heated air, smoke and
gases

(c) By explosion or flash burning of smoke and
gases

(d) By fire entering concealed spaces and ex-
tending to other rooms

(e) By conduction of heat through such mediums
as unprotected steel beams, pipes and air
ducts %%hid) extend from the involved room
to other rooms

(f) By. Ignition of combustible materials which
are too. close to walls or unprotwned open

(g) By burning through interior %inns
(2) From floor to floor in the upwtrd extension -

interior exposure
(a) Through unprotected floor openings such as

are provided for stairways, elevator shafts,
ventilation shafts, lightwells, dumb-waiter
'shafts and beltways

(b) 8y convection of heated air, smoke and
gases
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Inagructor's Notes (c) By explosion or flash burning of smoke and
gases

(d) By conduction of heat through such mediums
as unprotected steel supports, pipes and air
ducts which extend from floor to floor

(e) Through partitions or concealed spaces
which extend to upper floors not having fire
stops

(f) By burning through exterior windows and
entering upper floors through unprotected
openings

(g) By ignition of combustible materials which
are too close to unprotected openings

(3) From floor to floor in downard extension -
interior exposure
(a) By explosion or flash burning of smoke and

gases
(b) By "mushrooming" of heated air, smoke and

gases to lower floor
(c) By searks and burning material falling

through unprotected openings such as those
provided for stairways, elevator shafts,
ventilation shafts, light-wells, dumb-waiter
shafts, beltways, and wall partitions

(d) By burning down the inside of unprotected
shafts

(e) By conduction of heat through such mediums
as unprotected steel supports, pipes, and
air ducts which may extend from floor to
floor

(f) By collapse of roof or floors
(g) By burning through floors

(4) From building to adjoining building - exterior
exposure
(a) Through unprotected wall openings, such as

doors, windows, holes, etc.
(b) From cornice to cornice
(c) By flashing over or around parapets and

Igniting roofs, etc.
(d) Through falling walls, floors, or roofs,

causing the scattering of burning materials
(e) Through holes in walls where timbers have

been built in
(f) Because of failure of protective devices,

such as fire doors, walls, etc.
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(5) From building to a building not adjoining -
exterior exposure
(a) Through combustible exterior walls, etc.
(b) From overhanging roofs
(c) By flying embers and brands
(d) Through unprotected wall openings
(e) By transmission of heat through plain or

wired glass, iron doors, etc.
(f) By convection of superheated air, smoke

and gases

C. HOW TO PREVENT THE EXTENSION OF FIRE
1. By quick extinguishment of the fire before the heat

generated can be transmitted to exposed combustible
materials

2. By having sufficient manpower and apparatus on the
initial response

3. Proper distribution of men with hose lines to cover the
exposures and extinguish the original fire

4. Where no other source of water is available other than
booster supply, the "wetting down" of surrounding build-
ings is necessary to prevent the spread of fire from
building to building

D. EXPOSURE PROTECTION
1. The type of construction and the many built-in protective

devices will afford good exposure protection and prevent
the spread of fire
a. Some of the devices provide automatic protection

when needed
(1) They must be properly maintained and in

operation at all times
2. Some of the protection methods are listed as follows:

a. Fire resistive construction
(I) Recent formulated and passed building codes,

incorporating three basic features designed to
limit the spread of fire are:
(a) Materials tired in construction be of a non-

combustible nature, thus preventing the
spread of fire

(b) Partitions, doors, stair wells, elevator
shafts and any other openings in the build-
ing be so constructed and protected to pre-
vent the natural tendency of fire to spread
upward
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instructor's Notes (c) All walls be constructed of fire resistant
materials and all openings through them be
so protected to prevent the horizontal travel
of fire

(2) Laws allowing proper enforcement of these build-
ing codes will help prevent unnecessary loss from
from fire

b. Incombustible solid walls
(1) Walls of sufficient thickness with no unprotected

openings and constructed of fire resistant ma-
terials
(a) Provide the best possible protection against

fire spread
c. Fire doors

(1) Used where buildings with fire walls are divided
into sections and have openings in these sections

(2) May be manually operated or equipped with
fusible link for automatic protection

(3) Must be properly maintained and never blocked
open

d. Vertical protection
(1) Enclosed stairways, elevator shafts, dumb

waiters, and utility. ducts provide good protection
against the rise of convected heat

(2) Studding should be -"fire stopped"
REFER learners to Fig. 1, p. 259, FireServiceTraining(teng

e. Sprinklers
(1) Excellent for extinguishing fires in the early

stage
(2) On the Job at all times and considered the best

auxiliary aid to fire departments
(3) To be efficient, all tress must be protected

(a) System requires supervision and must be in
working order at ,111 times

f . Window protection .

(1) Fire shutters
(a) Used on windou s fazing alleys or narrow

streets
(b) Swinging type operates manually
(c) Rolling steel type operates automatically

with a fusible link
(d) Both types will transmit heat and combustible

material should not be stored too near them
(e) Very seldom used in modern construction,

but may be incorporated on some buildings
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Instructor's Notes

EXPOSURES AND CONFINEMENT

(2) WiredWired glass
(a) Offers good protection against exposures
(b) Will remain in place when hit by fire stream
(c) Does' not provide perfect protection
(d) Will transmit heat and at high temperatures,

above 1, 600° F., will fuse and melt
Water curtain
(1) Generally used by having a sprinkler head ex-

tended to the outside and over each window
(2) Heat will fuse the link permitting water to flow

and cover tia entire window opening
(3) Sometimes a perforated pipe is installed on the

exposed side of the building just below the roof
level
(a) A dry type and operated manually by open-

ing a valve

E. COVERING EXPOSURES
1. STATE that covering of exposures consists of completely

surrounding the fire
a. So that it will be checked at each possible avenue

of extension
2. Important items to be considered in covering exposures:

a. Determine the most dangerous direction of extension
(1) Take immediate action to halt the progress of

the fire in that direction
b. If burning building and exposed buildings are equipped

with air conditioning or any forced draft systems
for heating, cooling or ventilating shut down such
systems at once
(1) It may be necessary to pull the master power

switch
c. Make use of all permanent and built-in protection

(1) If building is sprinklercd, it may be necessary
to lay supply lines to the outside siamese
connections

d. If possible, completely surround the fire with
streams of sufficient size
(1) Position streams so as to block each avenue of

extension
(2) Utilize-ladder nozzles, fog heads and heavy

appliances as water curtains, etc.
e. Endeavor to prevent high tension lines from falling

and endangering life and property
(1) Protect poles with fire streams until wires can

be cut or control switches pulled

4.`
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes f . Police streets and highways leading to fire to provide
right of way for additional apparatus

g. Keep a check on fire walls and combustible material
within exposed building

b. If necessary, ventilate exposed building to reduce
temperatures or to take care of smoke seepage

. Do not neglect salvage work in exposed building

. Always lay in protecting line
k. Note direction and velocity of wind
I . Check all possible places where fire, smoke, and

heat can enter
(1) Continue checking until fire is extinguished

m. Thoroughly inspect buildings at regular intervals
(1) Adopt a pre -determined method to follow should

buildings become involved in fire

F. CONFINEMENT
1. DEFINITION - "Confinement is that action which is

necessary to contain the fire in the smallest possible
area"

2. Follow procedure fot covering of exposures
3. Make sure that fire-doors and other protective devices

are closed , ,

a. To prevent the fire from extending to uninvolved
sections of the building

b. Ordinary doors offer much protection against, the
extension of fire if closed

4. Protect all avenues of extension with hose streams when
necessary
a. Such as 'stairways, elevators, ventilators and other

vertical shafts
5. Locate the main body of fire and determine the area

involved
a.- Attack &email' body of fire

(1) Being careful not to force flames and heat into
uninvolved parts of the building

6. Advance information bf the building is invaluable to
firemen
a._ When they are called upon to confine and extinguish

a fire
b..- It enables them to :have a mental picture a!:

(1) Type of-construction
-(2) Phyrsicalleyotit (height, size, etc.)
(3) Nature'of the'occupancy
(4) 'Built-1n trotedtive devices, sprinklers, stand-

pipes, -firedoors, etc.
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EXPOSURES AND CONFINEMENT

Instructor's Notes (5) Location of gas and power shut offs

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 17 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 17, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.

A
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TEACHING GUIDE *18

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

OBJECTIVES:

1. To understand the theory of the three methods of fire extinguishment used in
the process of fire fighting.

2. To learn the application, use, and effects of various fire extinguishing media.
3. To become familiar with practices used in the extinguishment of various types

of 'fires

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Table demonstration to include various flammable liquids, combustible materials,

candles, beakers, covers, etc.
3. Fire triangle mock-up (if available)
4. Dictionary of Building Terms (provided by your Fire Coordinator)

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text),. Chapter 18, pp. 262.285.

iititritotoes- Mites STEP 1 - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The actual practice involved in the extinguishment of fires, In-
eludes 'all the various .steps taken from the time the fire depart-
ment arrives on the scene until the fire is extinguished. Because
of the many cireUinstances involved in the operation, all phases
of the problem Mulct receive attention. The possibility of human
or mechanical failure makes it imperative not to place sole re-
liance on any one method. Knowing how to secure the greatest
practical mealure of safety and fire fighting skill at the fire scene
requires knowledge, ex"erience, and the exercising of good judg-
ment in each fire problem.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. THEORY OF FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT
STATE - as explained previously in the Chemistry of Fire
chapter, combustion or burning is defined as - "a chemical
process accompanied by the evolution of beat"
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes I. Three essentials necessary to have or to support coAA-
bustion are:
a. Fuel
b. Oxygen
c. Heat

2. If a fire is to be extinguished, one of three things must
be done:
a. Remove the fuel
b. Reduce the oxygen supply, by excluding or exhausting

it
c. Eliminate the heat, by cooling the burning material
:LUISTRATE further by placing on chalkboard or using a fire triangle
mockup. REMOVE or BLANK OUT each essential while explaining.

B. THREE METHODS OF EXTINGUISHING FIRES
I. Remove the Fuel

a. EXPLAIN that in a strict sense such procedure is not the
true essence of this method. There are however,
instances when this can be done, such as:
(1) Scattering logs or embers in a bonfire
(2) Cutting down brush and trees in a forest fire
(3) Bulldozing a fire stop in prairie fire
(4) Shutting off tne gas supply
(5) Draining oil from storage tanks

b. Modern fire fighting tactics isolate or remove fuel by
(1) Covering exposures with water curtains or spray

streams
(2) Removing combustibles stored against protected

walls or openings
(3) Removing burning materials from building

2. Reduce the Oxygen Supply
a. Fire fighting practices involve the use of extinguish-

ing agents when applied to burning materials create
a blanketing or smothering effect which reduces or
excludes the supply of oxygen necessary to support
combustion
(1) Using inert chemicals or gases

(a) Carbon &oxide
(b) Dry chemical
(c) Foam
(d) Vaporizing liquid

(2) Using fog (A- spray streams
(a) Converting water into steam, thereby in-

creasing its volume 1, 650 times, and dis-
placing or excluding the oxygen
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Instructor's Noise

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT'

(3) Use of steam hose lines
(a) Primarily used on ships to protect corn,-

bustAble cargoes in confined areas or holds
(b) Hazard from barns
(c) Large steam supply must be available
(d) Not practical in every day fire fighting

3. Eliminate the Heat
a. In this method the concern is the removal of the heat

from a fire faster than it can be generated
b. Once the temperature of the burning material has

been reduced or cooled below its ignition point, self
sustained combustion cannot occur, and the material
will cease to burn

c. Fortunately, the fire service has an extinguishing
agent which is capable of providing such a method
or process

d. The agent is water, having the following character-
istics:
(1) Its abundance
(2) Low cost
(3) Ease of manipulation
(4) Requires more heat to raise its temperature

than an equal weight of any other liquid or solid
(5) Consequently its heat absorption quality is an

important in fire extinguishment
e. How water should be used

(1) Water spray
(a) Smaller particles absorb more heat
(b) Turns more quickly into steam, thereby

exerting maximum cooling
(c) Smaller quantity of rater is used

(2) Water applied fron. a solid stream is merely
heated, and only a small part turfled into
steam

C. FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENTS
I. All ordinary material requires oxygen to maintain

combustion
a. Therefore, if air can be kept away from the material

it will not burn
b. Also, after ignition, if air can be excluded, the

burning will stop
c. However, if the material remains heated above its

ignition temperature, or, if there are hot coals or
embers, re-ignition will occur whenever sufficient
air is allowed to reach them
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes 2. Mr exclusion as a means of extinguishment is most
successful with oils, fats, and gases which do not leave
hot embers

3. There are two general methods of extinguishment by air
exclusion:
a. Mechanical means

(1) Covers
(a) Diptanks, dry cleaning machines, kettles,
(b) Manual or automatic operatiot

(2) Blankets
(a) Smother fire when clothing is afire
(b) Abestos blankets in industry

b. Use of inert gases or chemicals
(1) Heavier than air
(2) More efficient in tanks or confined areas
(3) Open areas will induce draft and limit effective-

ness
(4) Carbon dioxide, carbon tetrachloride, chloro-

bromomethane, dry powder
4. Combination of -;over and inert effect is application of

foam
a. Chemicals create the bubbles which cling together

and contain the carbon dioxide gas
b. May be used on free burning materials if they can be

completely covered
S. Complete exclusion of air is not necessary to extinguish

a fire
a. Oxygen supply reduced from 21% to less than 16%
b. Will smolder at less than 16% even though flame is

extinguished
c. Applications of carbon dioxide serve to dilute air

6. Water is the best cooling agent
a. Can be forced through pipes and hoses
b. Can be stored indefinitely, when protected against

freezing
c. Can be applied by:

(1) Hand
(2) Pressure
(3) Gravity

d. Applied from hose lines
(1) Small lines on minor fires
(2) Large lines on major fires for pew ration

e. If used properly can be applied to almost fill classes
of fires

f . Adaerl to automatic control
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FIRE. EXTINGUISHMENT

(1) Sprinkler systems
g. No specific method for applying water

(1) Direct application
(2) Indirect application

h. Best results, are obtained in using water when:
(1) Alt or most is turned into steam
(2) Application is made near the fire
(3) Proper type and size of nozzle is used
(4) Proper operating pressure is maintained

i . Must be applied with restriction, as excessive
amount will
(1) Damage materials involved in fire
(2) Damage materials not involved in fire

D. FIRE EXTINGUISHING PRACTICES
1. There are no set rules for fire extinguishment
2. Delay of fire discovery, transmission of alarm, response

of apparatus, etc. may mean the difference between a
small or large fire

3. Building construction, combustibility and amount of con-
tents, exposures involved, and various other factors
determine the method and procedure best suited to con-
trol the fire

4. However, a number of good practices which, when
coupled with good judgment, can be used at most fires
a. Some of these are:
REFER learners to pp. 264-264 Fire Service Training (text), DISCUSS
the 31 Items listed. ASK for questions from class pertinent to items
which may need farther explanation.

E. BUILDING FIRES IN GENERAL
1. Conditions which are general at all building fires, relat-

ing to successful extinguishment are:
a. Knowledge of chemistry of fire
b. Potential spread of fire
c. Application of inspection results for:

(1) Means of entry
(2) Ventilation procedures
(3) Location of horizontal and vertical openings
(4) Nature and location of stock
(5) Knowledge of changes or unusual conditions
(6) Source and location of water supply

d. Responding and additional tire apparatus
e. Extent of fire upon arrival
f . Small fire may permit close at hand fire fighting
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes g. Large fire may have to be attacked first from the
outside

h. Selection of hose lines and nozzles
I . Avoid excessive water damage

. Entry into building for total extinguishment
k. Mobility of fire streams
1. Hazards involved during and after fire

2. Effects of Burning
a. Duration and intensity causes metal structural mem-

bers to expand
b. Application of water will cause contraction
c. Combination of a and b above, may cause warping of

structural members and make entry hazardous
d. Potential hazard is relative to construction

(1) Where no fire protection for structural members
exists

(2) Where fire protection for structural members
- . does exist

e. Intensity of heat generated is dependent on the amount
and flammability involved

3. Weight of Contents
a. Original construction of building is designed to carry

intended weight for a specific occupancy, plus a
margin of safety

b. Change of occupancy or addition of heavy machinery
or stock reduces safety factor

c. Excessive amounts of water applied to water absorbent
stock will increase weight

d. Accumulative depth of water on floors will add
weight, if:
(1) Floors are not scuppered or drained
,2) Drains eta clogged or blocked

e. Judgment should be exercised upon entry if suc'i
conditions exist

F.. FIRE STREAMS
1. Solid Streams

a. Water must be applied to reduce heat faster than the
heat is generated

b. If responding apparatus cannot supply adequate fire
streams, additional equipment should be summoned

c. Time factor involved when apparatus must respond
from long distances

d. Quick decisions must be made for best results
e. Number of hose streams used is dependent on:
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Instructor's Notes

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENTS

(1) Ease of bringing lines into operation
(2) Avenues of application

(a) One, two, three, or four sides of building
(3) Size of fire
(4) Readiness and source of water supply

(a) Hydrants
(b) Lakes, ponds, rivers
(c) Storage tanks
(d) Transported

f . Penetration into building is important
(1) Water must reach burning material
(2) Solid stream must be

(a) Large enough to hold together
(b) Have proper operating pressure to over-

come resistance from air pressure and
must carry through the qt field to burn-
ing material without completely vaporizing

g. The larger the fire, the greater quantity of water is
needed for proper cooliag effect

h. One large stream may be better than an equal
volume of water from sever-1 small streams
EXPLAIN in terms of the above items.

I . It is better to use streams that can be reduced in
size, than to use small streams that are not effective

2. Spray Streams
a. Extinguishment is accomplished with a smaller

amount of water
b. Used as water curtain:

(1) In updraft to reduce heat for closer approach
for extinguishment in out of the way places

(2) To shield firemen from heat
c. Can be used for different operating nozzle pressures:

(1) Normal low pressure nozzles for ordinary fire
department use

(2) Special high pressure nozzles operated from
high pressure fire apparatus

G. SUGGESTED PRACTICES FOR FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT IN
VARIOUS TYPES OF FIRES
I. Single Room

a. Small fire
(1) Attack close at hand using minimum quantity -f

fire extinguishing agent
(a) Portable extinguisher
(b) Booster line
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

instrucioed Notes

P

sic

b. Entire room involved using spray stream
(1) Prevent vertical or horizontal spread
(2) Apply water quickly
(3) Only one opening available

(a) Direct nozzles through opening
(b) Grip hose line one and one half feet back

from end of nozzle
(c) With both hands, swing nozzle in circular

motion directing nozzle toward ceiling
(d) This will obtain better distribution, cover-

age and cooling effects
(4) More than one opening available

(a) Apply water from first opening for 15 to 20
seconds

(b) Move to second opening and apply in same
fashion

(c) Continue moving to other locations if avail-
able and repeat operation

(5) Judge effects by observing following sequence:
(a) Expulsion of smoke
(b) Mixture of smoke and steam
(c) Steam with little or no smoke

(6) Inject water until volume of steam has decreased
to noticeable extent

(7) Indicates fire is extinguished and heat reduced
(8) Stop application of water
(9) Nozzleman should keep low or be protected from

escaping hot smoke and steam
(10) Wait 15 to 30 seconds before entering for further

extinguishing, to permit bettervisibility and cooling
c. Entire room involved using solid stream

(1) Direct stream at ceiling
(a) For deflection over burning material
(b) Breaks up stream in smaller particles for

better heat absorption and subsequent cooling
d. Use only enough water to stop progress of fire and

gain control
e. Employ ventilation practices
f . Check for potential vertical or horizontal extension

of fire
g. Overhaul

2. More Than One Room
a. UGe same procedure as outlined in extinguishing

single room fire
(1) Move from room to room
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FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

(2) Results are similar
(a) Heat and fire are lessened
(b) Under control more quickly
(c) Entry for final extinguishment easier

(3) Difficult to extinguish fire in two or more rooms
from one location

(4) Heavy water damage results when applying
water from one location

(5) When two or more lines are available, use each
line for extinguishment in separate rooms

3. Partition Fires
a. Two general categories

(1) Starting within partition
(a) Short circuit in wiring
(b) Heat conduction

(2) Entering by means of -
(a) Spread of fire from below
(b) Hot embers dropping from fire above

Discussion will pertain only to a fire within a partition, not
the origin or source.

b. General information about partition fires
(1) Offer chance for fire to spread
(2) Often accompany basement fires
(3) Proper fire stopping can control
(4) Use of incombustible or less combustible ma-

terial in partition construction is factor in con-
trolling spread

(5) Holes made in partitions by workmen will allow
fire to enter even though fire stopped

(6) A warm partition is not always an indication
there is a fire within, ast
(a) Heat could be present from fire below
(b) Lack of oxygen cak prevent burning

(7) Needless opening of partitions indicates poor
fire department operation, when:
(a) Fire did not reach involved area
(b) Unnecessary damage increases fire loss

(8) Reluctance to opening partition could:
(a) Cause fire to spread
(b) Cause extensive fire damage instead of

small repairs to area involved
(9) Responsibility for opening partition rests with

officer, to eliminate:
(a) Possibility of fire
(b) Probability of fire rekindling at the scene or

after return to quarters
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

inatnictor's ides c. How to determine fire within partition
(1) TOUCH - feeling with back of hand for hot spots
(2) SIGHT:

(a) Discolorations on wall paper or plaster
(b) Evidence of blistering on painted surfaces

(3) HEARING - listening for the rumbling or crack-
ling sounds of burning

d. Where partition opening should be made
(1) Location involving least damage and repair
(2) Tile in bathroom vs. plaster in bedroom
(3) Ceiling in hallway vs. ceiling in room with

furniture
(4) Removal of baseboard or molding may reveal

fire or fire travel
(a) Do carefully to permit replacement

e. How partition opening should be made
(1) Careful and efficient manner
(2) Small opening can be enlarged as needed
(3) Less damage will require smaller cost to repair

f . Extinguishment of partition fires
(I) Do not open partition until charged hose line is

in readiness
(2) Opening will admit oxygen, may cause:

(a) "Blow -out"
(b) Intensify burning
(c) Increase volume of fire

(3) Insert small stream, and direct upward and
downard

(4) Creation of steam will cool and smother fire
(5) Enlarge opening for further examination
(6) Apply water as needed, to minimize water

damage
g. Overhauling

(1) Dry and fuzzy surfaces will hold embers and
sparks, which may rekindle fire

(2) Water application alone will not guarantee total
extinguishment

(3) Examine and overhaul area carefully and com-
pletely before return to quarters

(4) When in doubt, leave detail with charged line or
extinguisher, and adequate tools until potential
danger is over

4. Attic Fires
a. Procedure varies in accordance with construction

(1) No interior finish or flooring
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FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

Instructor's Notes (2) Finished and partitioned
b. Knowledge of construction details will facilitate

means of entry and extinguishment
Pass out Dictionary of Building Terms and DISCUSS (Provided
by Fire Service Training Coordinators).

c. Operate from inside to avoid:
(1) Improper application of fire streams
(2) Excessive water damage

d. First line should be taken up inside stairway to
fire area

e. Entry should be made through:
(1) Trap doors on scuttles when available
(2) Ceiling below when openings are not available

(a) Opening in hallway or closet in preference
to furnished room, will result in less
damage

(b) Openings should be made in neat and work-
manlike manner

(3) Roof when necessary
(a) Cut between joists or rafters
(b) Avoid unnecessary damage

f . Location of fire may be difficult because of -
(1.) Rising and accumulation of heat, smoke, and

gases to this area
(2) Mushrooming of intense heat and smoke

g. Ventilation
(1) Open windows from outside
(2) Open scuttles or trap doors
(3) Open roof

h. Never start ventilation unless charged hose lines
are in readiness

i . Small streams are usually effective unless fire is
large and gained headway

j . Solid streams should be directed at ceiling for de-
flection and better coverage by sprinkling effect

k. Fog nozzles will obtain maximum extinguishing
effect
(1) Heat absorption potential
(2) Rapid conversion to steam
(3) Faster cooling and smothering
(4) Less water damage

1. Precautions and procedures
(1) Do not apply water until fire is located
(2) Apply water, shut-off, check results
(3) Extinguish same as single room fires
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE.--INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes (4) Avoid excessive use of water
(5) Use salvage covers to protect rooms and floors

below
(6) Ceilings will hold water for a short time, and

permit salvage operations below
5. Basement Fires

a. Usually well advanced before discovery
b. Lack of oxygen results in:

(1) Slow burning
(2) Large amounts of smoke and gases

c. Always wear self - contained breathing apparatus
d. Officers should take precautions to:

(1) Account for personnel in area
(a) Possibility of being overcome and lose

consciousness
(2) Man hose lines with at least two men

e. Be aware that heat, smoke, and heated gases rise
f . Check for extension of fire to upper floors through all

vertical openings
g. Ventilation should be started at roof or over stairways
h. Greatest responsibility is preventing spread of fire
i . Extinguishment of fire in basement may be secondary
j . Extinguishment practices are similar to attic fires

in terms of
(1) Using fog nozzles to obtain maximum results by

indirect application of water
k. Where fire has not gained too much headway:

(1) Bring lines directly into basements by means of
stairway or basement windows

I. Where it is indicated that fire has spread:
(1) Lay additional lines to head off
(2) If area is large, fire may be attacked from front

and rear
(a) Exercise caution so as not to force heat and

smoke against advancing crews
(3) Employ cellar pipes and distributing nozzles if

direct attack is impossible:
(a) Through holes in floor or basement windows
(b) Use horizontal and vertical motion when

using
(c) Use large fog head nozzles if available

m. Knowledge of basement arrangements, contents,
partitions, etc. will aid fire fighting procedure

n. If heat appears to be building up on the upper floors,
building must be ventilated

_7;-;`.:4
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FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

(1) Start at roof
(2) Work down to street floor
(3) .This will prevent backdraft

o. If fire is making headway, set up lines to:
(1) Cover firemen if forced from basement
(2) Cover upward extension
(3) Cover exposures
(4) Use large streams with fog nozzles to cool area

p. Be on the alert for potential back draft or explosion
by observing openings around doors, windows, and
cracks for:
(1) Pressure pushing out smoke
(2) Pulsating pattern of smoke
(3) Color of smoke

q. Basement ventilation problems and procedures
(1) Windows allow passage of air both in and out
(2) Stairways are good only when leading directly to

outside
(3) Opening both windows and stairway doors may

help
(4) Smoke ejectors should be used if available
(5) Heaviness of outside air coming into area

creates better breathing conditions at floor
level to knee height

r. Factors to consider in water application
(1) Damage already incurred to stock by heat and

smoke
(2) Physical conditions and hazards facing firemen
(3) Necessity of further damage to stock by water

application to cool area for entry
(4) Concentrate on source of fire to eliminate

potential backdraft
(5) Water damage to upper floors and downward

seepage less likely
(t,', Some water damag.:: is preferable compared to

potential loss of entire building
s. Where sprinkler protection is installed

(1) Pump into system if necessary
(2) Make certain sprinklers are operating
(3) Assures water application on fire, when:

(a) There might be delay in laying :lose lines
(b) Sufficient hose lines are not available

t . Avoid careless or promiscuous use of water
6. Apartment, Hotel, Institutional Fires

a. Common factor is life hazard
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Instructor's N tote b. Life saving precedes fire fighting
c. Officer responsibilities are:

(1) Immediate size-up
(2) Determine plan of action
(3) Direct men where most needed
(4) Position apparatus for efficient operation
(5) Decide necessity for additional help
(6) Advisable t.. col/ for extra help, even though

not rised
d. Size-up-

(1) Fit situation at hand, because buildings differ
(a) Height
(b) Type of construction
(c) Access to inside and outside stairways
(d) Extent of fire
(e) Vertical shafts
(f) People in building
(g) Fire spread
(h) Time of day or night

e. Rescue
(1) All personnel and equipment must work in this

direction
(a) Ey, .7.uation by stairways
(b) Evacuation using ladder equipment
(c) Life nets
(d) Use of gas masks

f . Extinguishment
(1) Small lines inside
(2) Large lines outside
(3) Heavy stream,

g. Simultaneous rescue and extinguishment
(1) Correlate operations
(2) Preplanning necessary to cover:

(a) Responsibilities of personnel
(b) Apparatus assignments
(c) Eliminate confusion

h. General procedures
(1) First company in:

(a) Get line it side of building to cover exposures,
to protect stairways for rescue, and cover
vertical openings

(2) Succeeding companies:
(a) Attack fire
(b) Cover exposures
(c) Prevent extension of fire
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i . Chi '-f officer
(1) Direct rescue and fire fighting operations
(2) Observe, direct, control all operations
(3) Avoid concentration on single operations

7. Mercantile Fires
a. Individual retail and wholesale stores
b. She wing centers

(1) Large areas
(2) Delayed alarms
(3) Extent of fires
(4) Availability of water

c. Causes of fire
(1) Heating equipment
(2) Careless smoking
(3) Motors
(4) Rubbish

d. Extinguishment
(1) Confinement

(a) Nature of adjacent occupancies
(b) Nature of tirtition construction
(c) Lack of fire walls
(d) Extension through cocklofts

(2) Inadequate water supply
e. Living quarters above

(1) Life saving and evacuation is first
f . Windowless buildings

(1) Aggravates fire fighting problem
(2) Acces4 openings as recommended in building

codes
g. General problems and factors involved

(1) Availability of:
(a) Water
(b) Equipment
(c) Manpower

(2) Mutual aid response
(3) Fire inspection program

(a) Knowledge of building and contents
(b) Fire fighting procedure
(c) Operating procedure

(4) Handle each situation in accordance with the
problem involved

h. Drug store fires
(1) Stock (drugs and chemicals)
(2) Storage and containers
(3) Use of hose streams
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Instructor's Notes (a) CarefG1 handling of straight streams
(b) Fog streams advisable

(4) Respiratory protection
(5) Ventilation necessity

i . Hardware store fires
(1) Stock (chemicals, amunition, paints, flammable

liquids, etc.)
(2) Potential flash fires from broken or ruptured

flammable liquid containers
(3) Potential explosions
(4) Danger from exposed ammunition
(5) Decomposition of fertilizers
(8) Use of hose streams

(a) Careful handling of straight streams
(b) Fog streams advisable

(7) Use of extinguishing agents on small fires, such
as:
(a) Foam
(b) Carbon dioxide
(c) Dry chemical

(8) Ventilation necessity
(9) Respiratory protection

8. Manufacturing, Commercial and Industrial Fires
a. Manufacturing or processing plants
b. Problems involved

(1) Large areas
(2) Inadequate construction
(3) Reaching seal of fire and application of fire

streams
(4) Windowless buildings
(5) Water supply
(8) Alarm transmission
(7) Fire department response effected by:

(a) Fire department travel time and distance
(b) Road conditions

c. No specific method of oieration
d. Handle each situation in accordance with the problem

involved
e. Information relative to:

(I) Acids (nitric, sulphuric, perchloric)
(a) Can cause fire or explosion upon contact

with water
(2) Oxidizing materials (nitrates, peroxides,

chlorates, perchlorates)
(a) May be combustible or explosive, depending

on conditions
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(3) Unslaked lime
(a) Generates heat upon contact with water

(4) Sodium
(a) Liberates hydrogen upon contact with water

(5) Pyroxylin
(a) When new and clean, does not decompose

at temperatures less than 200° F.
(b) When old, may decompose and ignite

simultaneously
(c) Must be cooled below point of decomposition

for extinguishment with large quantities of
water

(6) Acetylene
(a) Cylinders can explode from shock, if

dropped or knocked over
(b) Use caution when directing hose streams
(c) General practice for escaping gas fires,

let burn until flow can be stopped
(d) Keep surrounding area cool with water, to

prevent ignition of combustible materials
f . General recommeidations

(1) Know amount and location of water supply
(2) Limit hose streams in accordance with water

supply
(3) Use sprinkler systems when operable
(4) Pump into sprinkler system when available
(5) Do not rob sprinkler system of water to supply

hose lines
(6) Operate hose lines in accordance with need and

demand
(7) Protect exposures
(8) Use protective clothing and respiratory pro-

tection when chemicals, smokes, and gases
are involved

g. Value of fire inspection program
(1) Knowledge of materials and processes involved
(2) Aid in pre-planning in terms of:

(a) Before the fire
(b) During the fire
(c) After the fire

(3) Cooperation between plant and fire department
personnel relative to potential or existing fire
hazards

(4) Effects understanding of mutual problems and
concern

9. Chimney Fires
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Instructor's Notes a. Result of deposits of products of combucion within
the chimney

b. Not to be confused with fire resulting from defective
chimney

c. Could be allowed to burn out, if:
(1) Chimney was properly constructed
(2) Chimney is in good condition

d. Precautions
(1) Must not be treated lightly
(2) Same apparatus and personnel response as any

other building fire
(3) Potential spread or extension can involve entire

building
(4) Time lost in obtaining help to control

e. Extinguishment procedures and practices
(1) Danger from burning sparks or soot emitted

(a) Concentrate efforts on protecting combustible
roof or parts of building

(b) Let soot burn itself out in chimney
(c) Use ladders to gain access to roof
(d) Provide charged booster line or extinguisher
(e) Remove soot through cleanout door in base

of chimney, using metal containers (Not
recommended on oil burning equipment)

(f) Check and inspect chimney from basement to
roof

(g) Examine exposed attic portion carefully.
This is usually an indication of general
chimney condition

(h) Apply water through cleanout door
(i) Rising steam and vapor will extinguish fire
(j ) Chemicals are not recommended for ex-

tinguishment or for removal of soot
(k) Some soot removing compounds contain

oxidizing agents, explosions have resulted
(1) High temperature created by burning

chemicals increases hazard
(m) Exercise caution when placing ladders against

chimney for safety of fireman
10. Flammable Liquid Bulk Storage Fires

a. Cause serious fire fighting and conflagration problems,
due to:
(1) Potential explosion, boil over, tank rupture
(2) Absence of proper diking and run-off facilities

b. Confine fire to smallest possible area
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c. Initial hose streams should be used for cooling
down purposes only
(1) Water directed on burning tank should be ap-

plied below the fire line
(2) Water should not be applied into tank

d. Use fire streams to cool surrounding tanks to pre-
vent ignition by radiated or convected heat

e. Where special extinguishing systems are installed,
place in operation as quickly as possible, because:
(1) Longer burning generates more heat
(2) More heat creates air currents

(a) Adds to fire and exposure control
f . Danger signs indicating:

(1) Boil over
(a) Color change - faint red to blood red to

cherry red
(2) Explosion or blow-off

(a) Bright red to salmon
(3) Collapse

(a) Light yellow or white (1,800° F. to 2,200° F .)
(4) Collapse of structural supp)rts

(a) Nature and condition of supports
g. Position of tank determines direction of expelling

force when rupturing or exploding
(1) Usually through top or end of tank

h. Position of fire fighting companies
(1) On sides, never in line with ends

i . Foam equipment supply arrangements
(1) With owners or operators
(2) Adjoining fire departments
(3) Local or nearby plants

j . Suggested fire department policies
(1) Cooperate with local plants on problem
(2) Make study of all available fire extinguishing

media and equipment
(3) Establish joint plan of operation

(a) Arrangements for obtaining materials
needed

(b) Establish duties and responsibilities of .

those involved
(4) Mutual understanding and agreement will

eliminate confusion and conflict
11. Metal Fires

a. All metals will burn under certain conditions
b. To-day's new metals add to problem because of

combustibility factor
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Instructor's Notes c. Characteristics and methods of extinguishment
( 1) Magnesium

(a) Has a high burning temperature
(b) Combines readily with oxygen
(c) Decomposes water, liberating the hydrogen

and oxygen
(d) Large amounts of water necessary for

cooling
(e) Large amounts of metal create potential

explosion hazard
(f) Apply hose streams from safe distances, or

from behind shelter
(g) Spray application somewhat effective
(h) Automatic sprinkler protection may not ex-

tinguish, but will afford protection for sur-
rounding material and area

) Burns more violently on concrete floor.
Moisture provides reaction

(j) Common inert gases, carbon dioxide and
nitrogen, not effective for extinguishment

(k) Carbon tetrachloride dangerous, as released
chlorine combines readily with the mag-
nesium and reacts violently in form of an
explos ion

(1) Helium and argon are effective because they
do not react with magnesium but are poor
cooling agents and too expensive for general
use

(m) Sand, talcum, slag and similar fine sub-
stances have been used - Value limited be-
cause of possibility of contained oxygen and
moisture reacting with magnesium. Cover
protection not sufficient

(n) Small fires extinguished with coal tar pitch,
G-1 powder, or other inert non-caking
powders. Latter can be applied by first aid
appliances through a nozzle

(2) Titanium, zirconium, hafnium, thorium and
uranium
(a) Titanium and zirconium used for large

structural sections and special purposes
(b) In large form, present no special hazard
(c) In finely divided or powder form, all five

present a greater fire hazard than magnesium
and aluminium
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(d) Common extinguishing agents should never ,

be used
(e) Common extinguishing agents should not be

permitted in area where metals are
(f) Limited to use of graphite, soda-ash, dry

talc, dry sand, other special agents such
as G-1 powder

(g) Inert gases, nitrogen, helium, argon may
be used if total confinement can be made

(h) Uranium - U.S../t .E.C. recommends
shoveling Into drums of water: preferably
done outside

(3) Aluminum, iron, steel and zinc
(a) All have high ignition temperature
(b) Not dangerous in large form
(c) Potentially dangerous in chip, shaving, or

powder form
(d) Dry sand or other dry chemical compounds

should be used
(e) Isolate fire by surrounding with extinguish-

ing agents
(f) Dust should not be stirred or fanned into

air
(4) Summary

(a) Only a few specific standards for extinguish-
ment

(b) Lack of uniformity, resulting in baffling
problems on pyrophoric metals

(c) Much to learn about combustible metal fires
(d) Recommend using information from N.F.P.A.

and N.B.F .U. standards
(e) Keep in contact with local industrial plants

on problem
(f) Prefire planning important
(g) Mutual understanding of problems between

plants and fire department will eliminate
confusion and indecision at time of emer-
gency

12. Motor Vehicle Fires
a. Minor fires

(I) Extinguish with booster line or portable ex-
tinguishers
(a) Raise hood for direct application
(b) Apply through louvers, vents, or other

openings when hood cannot be raised, or
until hood can he opened
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Instructor's Notes (2) Check for leaking gasoline
(3) Stop leak by:

(a) Pinching tube together behind leak
(b) Elevating above level of gas tank

(4) Flush away gasoline
(5) Use plenty of water when flushing gasoline into

sewers
(6) When large amounts of gasoline are involved,

conduct explosimeter checks of nearby basements
b. Interior vehicle fires

(1) Insert small lines with fog nozzles into interior
(2) Remove smoldering upholstery when overhauling
(3) Check and examine interi..,r for smolderint, _`fires

c. Closed vehicle fires
(1) Check color and appearance of smoke
(2) Use caution when openivg to avoid explosion

d. Air suspension busses
(1) Danger from collapse of rubber

(a) Between wheels and body
(b) Underneath vehicle

(2) rack or block up body securely for underneath
examination or extinguishment
(a) Use jack plates provided
(b) Block up under solid bulkhead
(c) Jacks may be used under engine supports
(d) Support body before jacking or blocking up

(3) When engines are running:
(a) Operate emergency stop button
(b) If button is inoperable, inject CO2 into air

intake
(c) Do not insert other chemical extinguishing

agents
(4) To kill current in electrical system

(a) Loosen nut holding cables and disconnect
(5) Danger from engine fans

(a) Open engine compartments carefully and
check for rotation of fans

(6) Rescue techniques
(a) Use windows when doors are inaccessible
(b) Force windows out by prying vest large

screw driver or pinch bar under metal
frame of window

(c) Remove windshield and sky lights by remov-
ing rubber locking strip

(7) Contact manufacturers or users of air suspension
equipment for up to date information on vehicles
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e. Petroleum tank truck
(1) Size and scope of emergency determines probe

lems involved
(2) Normally, safety feature installations permit

safe and effective extinguishment and control
of contents

(3) Dome covers
(a) Control liquid and vapor emission

(4) Manifold
(a) Extinguished with extinguishers or fog

nozzles
(b) Fire cannot extend through valves or piping

(5) Overflow fires
(a) Extinguished with fog nozzles
(b) Cooling tank causes vents to close

(6) Dangerous and serious situation created by:
(a) Traffic accident
(b) Overturned truck
(c) Tank rupture
(d) Place of incident
(e) Life hazard involved
(f) Building or vehicles involved

(7) Responsibility for directing control rests with
officer in charge

(8) Recommend tactical problems be studied in
regard to:
(a) Water supply
(b) Special extinguishing equipment
(c) Mutual aid response

(9) Factors influencing control and extinguishment
(a) Water supply
(b) Availability of special extinguishing equip-

ment
(c) Proper operating pressures on hose streams
(d) Use of fog nozzles
(e) Proper approach when extinguishing
(f) Back up lines
(g) Promiscuous use of solid streams
(h) Control of gasoline run-off
(i) Adequate sewer flushing operation
(J) No smoking, open flames, or sparks
(k) Roping off area for efficient operation of

fire department
(I) Cooperation of various local agencies for

assistance and control
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Instructor's Notes (m) Use of combustible gas indicators to deter-
mine danger and spread of liquid and gas

(n) Awareness of exposure hazards
(o) Use of protective clothing by fire department

personnel
13. Fires Involving High Tension Lines and Equipment

a. Firemen should have some knowlecige of danger
involved

b. Results of tests relative to safe operation reveal:
(1) A stream of water will carry current back to

the nozzle
(a) Current may be sufficient to injure or kill

a person
(2) Fires involving electrical charges can be safely

coatrolled and extinguished, provided proper
distances and precautions are observed

c. The amount of current a fire fighter is exposed or
subjected to will depend on:
( 1) Amount of voltage involved

(a) The greater the voltage, the greater the
ampere flow and current flow

(2) The distance from the nozzle to the charged
wire or equipment
(a) The greater the distance, the greater the

resistance, and therefore the smaller the
amount of current

(3) The size of stream and nozzle
(a) The larger the stream and nozzle, the more

current will be conducted
(4) The purity or conductivity of the water being used

(a) Mineral content determines the conductivity
of the water

(b) Water from well, spring, river, pond, etc.,
more conductive than distilled water

(5) The type of stream - solid, broken or spray
(a) Separate drops of water do not make a con-

tinuous electrical path
(6) The pressure of the fire stream

(a) How pressure streams are most dangerous
at short distances, and high pressure streams

' at longer distances
(7) The path of the current

(a) Wet hose on ground or in pool of water,
grounded to earth

(b) Firemen standing on wet ground with elevated
hose would act as ground to earth
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(c) Hose lines operated from fire escapes,
coming in contact with high tension lines,
fire escape acts as ground

(8) Protective clothing
(a) Firemen's rubber boots horld not be relied

or.. completely for protection, due to cracks,
leaks, or composition of material

d. Electrical oil fires
(1) Cut off current
(2) Extinguish same as other oil fires

(a) Spray or fog nozzles
(3) Portable "Class C" extinguisher

e. Transformer fires
(1) Contact utility company
(2) Apply water to control fire on pole or structure

f . Neon sign hazard
(1) Involves high voltage although current flow is

low
(a) Sufficient to cause injury

(2) Shut off current
g. Consider every wire a hot wire

14. Lumber Yard Fires
a. Potential spread
b. Difficult to control and extinguish
c. Weather conditions contributing factor
d. To combat and extinguish

(1) Adequate water supply
(2) Attack from all sides if possible
(3) Concentrate efforts on confining
(4) Use heavy streams
(5) Protect area from flying brands and sparks
(6) Contact management on plan of operation, v. itch

should include the following:
(a) Means of alarm transmission
(b) Duties and responsibilities of watchmen

and/or fire brigade
(c) Location plan of water supply, and other

fire extinguishing media
(d) Location and storage facilities of flammable

liquids
(e) Plan of yard facilities indicating entrances

and driveways
(f) Arrangements for admittance if area is

fenced in
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Instructor's Note* 15. Refrigerator Fires
a. Domestic refrigerators

(1) Potential fire hazard relates . vainly to motor
and wiring
(a) Insulation faihv-6,4;
(b) Overloaded circa.
(c) Improper fusing
(d) Poor maintenance

(2) Danglr from escaping gas
(a) Use self-contained gas masks
(b) 3vacuate building
(c) Ventilate
(d) Disconnect appliance

b. Commercial refrigerators
(1) Fire fighting is difficult and dangerous
(2) Fire involves definite life hazard, because of

refrigerants released
(3) Dangers when ammonia is involved

(a) Leaking pipes and tanks
(b) Tanks bursting under high prt...' ure created

by heat
(c) Explosion of ammonia gas

(4) Characteristics of ammonia gas
(a) Not easily ignited
(b) Explosive range 16% to 25%
(c) Presence of hydrogen gas created by de-

composition of ammonia or oil used in the
equipment

(5) Fire fighting
(a) Ventilate thoroughly
(b) Wet down tanks, piping and cylinder to keep

cool
(c) Keep fire away from tanks if possible
(d) Wear self-containe gas masks
(e) Wear protective rubber clothing if available
(f) Avoid low areas, as gas is heavier than air

(6) Inspection practice
(a) A fIcertain type of gas in use

16. Liquified Petroleum Gas Fires
a. L P gas is commonly known as bottled gas
b. Chief constituents are:

(1) Propane
(2) Butane
(3) Combination of both propane and butane

c. ' -oduced from natural gas, or gases produced in
refinery operations
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d. L P gas is hazardous
e. Firemen must exercise proper caution and judg-

ment when dealing with L P gas
f . Gas is in liquid form when in container
g. When released from cylinder, liquid turns to gas
h. Gas or vapor can spread in area, or be windblown

to another area
i . When proper air and gas mixture is attained it be-

comes potential fire hazard
J . Characteristics of I. P gas

(1) Explosive range
(a) Butade - 1.6% to 6.5%
(b) Propane - 2.2% to 9.5%

(2) Ignition Temperature
(a) Butane - 806° F.
(b) Propane - 871° F.

(3) Vapors are non-poisonous
(4) Vapors are anaesthetic
(5) Vapors will produce

(a) Nausea, headache, asphyxiation
(6) Two times heavier than air
(7) Creates ventilation problem in low areas
(8) Creates ignition problem in low areas
(9) Odorless in normal state

00) Odorizing agent is added for detection by smell
(11) Leaks can be detected by:

(a) Odorant in gas
tb) Signs of frost or mist at point of leak

(12) L P gas is a refrigerant, any contact with :,ody
will result- in freezing

k. Basic precautions in L P emergency
(1) Approach from windward side
(2) Evacuate persons in vapor cloud area
(3) Eliminate sources of ignition
(4) Evacuate persons in path of vapor cloud
(5) Keep all civilian personnel at least 200 feet

away from emergency area
1. P gas installations should be provided with means

of shutting off gas supply
m. Shut-off valves are usually provided at container
n. Leakage of L P gas not on fire

(1) Close valve to stop flow
(a) Use insulated gloves

(2) If wrench is not available, crush or crimp
tubing tightly together
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Instructor's Notes (a) Use insulated gloves
(b) Carry shut-off wrench on fire apparatus

for availabilty
(3) Disperse vapors with water spray

(a) Direct spray across vapor path
(b) Avoid handling of hose streams in vapor

cloud if possible
(c) When handling hose streams in vapor cloud

keep low, and behind spray stream
(4) When enclosed areas are involved

(a) Use self-contained breathing apparatus
(b) Provide ventilation using air movers or

smoke ejectors
(c) Purge area with carbon dioxide gas

(5) Use combustible gas indicators to detect
flammable atmospheres

(6) When desirable to remove or isolate leaking
tanks from potential source of ignition:
(a) Do not drag
(b) Set up overturned tarkL, carefully
(c) Avoid damage to valves aid piping

o. Leakage of I, P gas when on fire
(1) Do not extinguish unless flow can be stopped
(2) Keep container cool by applying water from all

sides if possible
(3) Do not use solid streams directly on tank to

prevent overturning
(4) Concentrate fog streams on container, piping,

adjoining vessels, equipment and combustible
surfaces exposed to flame or heat

(5) Pressure release operation
(a) Spring loaded relief valve, will reset after

temporary pressure increase
(b) Melting of fusible plug

(6) Possibility of rupture even though equipped with
safety relief valve
(a) Where ficale impinges above liquid level,

the metal weakens and the tank may rupture
(7) Bulk storage or tank vehicle

(a) Stop flow of gas if possible
(b) Consult with pla.t personnel on shutting off

the fuel supply when bulk storage is involved
(c) When fire involves valve operation, firemen

wearing protective clothing should attempt
to shut off and be protected with spray
streams
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(d) Carry out operation with caution and
awareness of flashbacks

(e) Heavy stream appliances with large capacity
spray nozzles desirable, where large quan-
tities of water are necessary to control

p. Controlled burning of L P Gas
(1) Where valves cannot be shut off
(2) When exposure hazard is not involved
(3) Shell and piping must be kept cool
(4) Allow fire to consume product without danger

of tank rupture
q. Chemical extinguishers

(I) Dry chemical recommended
(2) Apply at base of fire

r. Danger signs indicating mounting pressure within
tank
(1) Bubble or blister on outside shell
(2) Increase in volume of fire
(3) Increase in noise level of burning
(4) Withdraw firemen to safe location

s. Do not shoot holes in L P gas tanks
t . General information when large quantities on fire

(1) No specific method or material will extinguish
(2) Difficult to dilute air
(3) Impossible to blanket
(4) Keep tank and exposed equipment cool
(5) Prevent spread of fire

u. Exposure hazard control from adjacent fire
(1) Apply sufficient quantities of water to cool shell

and piping to prevent overheating
(2) If relief valve functions, it should be allowed to

burn or should be ignited
(3) Water should be applied to permit relief valve

to close
(4) Remove portable cylinders to safe location

17. Aircraft Fires
a. Serious fire and life hazard involved
b. Complicates conventional extinguishment

(1) Type and large quantities of fuel involved
(2) Use of combustible metals in construction

c. Aircraft crash usually produces a fire
d. If possible, prevent start and spread of fire
e. Start rescue work immediately
f . Occupant survival time tests

(1) 50 to 300 seconds in crash fire
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instructor's Notes

j,

(2) 30 seconds when fire is unimpeded in cabin
g. Develop techniques and special knowledge

(1) Air lines
(2) Military
(3) Crash fire fighting courses

h. Concentrate on use of own equipment instead of
special air field equipment

i . Extinguishing media
(1) No single agent totally efficient
(2) Each has particular use and limitation
(3) Method of application will effect efficiency

. Water spray or fog
(1) Effective as extinguishing and cooling agent
(2) Provides cover protection for rescue
(3) Use governed by amount available
(4) Mutual aid arrangements recommended for

auxiliary water supplies
k. Foam

(1) Must be applied at high rate of volume
(2) Potential heat or water dilution will break down

bubble structure
(3) Foam blanket must be maintained to be effective

1. Protective -lothing
(1) Normal "turn-out" or "bunker"
(2) Special materials
(3) Direct inquiry on subject to -N.F.P.A. and N.B.F .U.

m. Recommendation for fire fighters protective clothing,
contained in Suggestion for Aircraft Rescue and Fire
Fighting Service for Airports and Heliports, N.F.P.A.
pamphlet #403, May 1960
(1) Bunker suit with heat insulating interliners for

coat and trousers to afford full arm, body and
leg protection, outer garment to be water re-
pellent and flame resistant

(2) Protective gloves of chrome leather with heat
insulating interliner and gauntlet wrist protection

(3) Standard firemen boots with wool lining
(4)- Fireman helmet with plastic full vision face

shield and front and neck protective aprons

STEP III - APPLICATION:

have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 18 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 18, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING AIDS:

Instructor's Notes STEP 1 - INTRODUCING THE LESSON?

REFERENCE:

3. To become aware of the hazards invoked in neglecting to follow certain pro-
cedures

To study the purpose of and the correct methods to be used in ventilating build-

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 19, pp. 286-292.

1. To impress upon the learner the definition of and the advantages derived from

I. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad

cedures in ventilation

efficient ventilation practices.

ings involved in fire

STEP 11 - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

punishment to the firemen and unnecessary loss. Therefore,

Firemen must be aware that providing enclosed fires with proper
and adequate ventilation is a very important factor in the control
and extinguishment of such fires. Lack of knowledge or failing to
apply ventilation practices properly may result in unnecessary
punishment
EACH member of the fire department should keep ventilation cc-I-

AA. DEFINITION OF VENTILATION

stantly in their minds, and have a thorough knowledge of the
principles and practices of ventilation

DEFINE - "Ventilation, as used in the fire fighting operations,

burning"
means opening up a building or structure in which a fire is

I. Results Achieved by Proper Ventilation
a. Relieves the structure of accumulated heat, smoke,

b. Draws heat, smoke, and gases up a selected channel,

c. Safely removes accumulated heat, smoke, and gases

and gases, making entry possible

preventing the spread of fire

preventing explosion or back-draft
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Instructor's No 2. What is Smoke
a. DEFINITION - "Smo loe is a mixture of gases and

fine particles of carbon resulting from incomplete
combustion due to the lack of oxygen"

b. Dense smoke usually indicates little fire
c. Free burning results in a small amount of smoke

3. What is Back Draft
a. DEFINITION -"Back draft is the explosion caused by

the admission of air, bearing oxygen to a fire which
has not been burning freely"

b. EXPLAIN characteristics of back draft
(1) Gray-yellowish smoke
(2) Pulsation of heat and smoke

c. Lie down on stomach for best protection

B. ADVANTAGES OF VENTILATION
1. Prevents back draft
2. Permits promptly locating the seat of the fire

a. Fire can be extinguished quicker
b. Company can return to service quicker
c. Removes the unpleasantness of the firemen's job

when encountering smoke and dangerous gases
3. Permits promptly searching for victims
4. Reduces unnecessary smoke damage
5. Permits prompt salvage operations
6. Reduces the punishment of firemen

a. Sickness
b. Asphyxiation
c. Injuries by falls, etc.

C. DISADVANTAGES OF VENTILATION
1. Public criticism

a. Eliminate by education of public
2. Discuss disadvantages and means of eliminating same

D. HOW TO VENTILATE
1. Flat Roof

a. Check roof for safeness
b. Note wind direction
c. Skylights or scuttle holes
d. Chop hole
e. Check for false ceiling below
f . Do a neat job

2. Pitch Roof
a. Check roof for safeness
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Instructor's Notes

VENTILATION

b. Work from roof ladder, using safety measures
c. Use dormer windows or louvers if practical
d. Cut hole at highest point of roof, but slightly below

the ridge row
3. Using Windows

a. Do not open windows on al; sides of building
b. Note direction of the wind
c. Open windows on lee side first, lower top window
d. Next, open window on windward side, raise bottom

window
e. Open windows on top floors first
f . Break out only if necessary

4. Using Basement Windows
a. Types of basement windows

(1) Hinged at top
(2) Hinged at bottom
(3) Hinged at side

b. Some can be pried open
c. Some - the center glass must be broken to get to

lock
d. Use smoke ejectors on lee side to pull smoke out

E. VENTILATION HAZARDS, CONSEQUENCES AND WARNINGS
1. Hazards

a. If opened below fire
b. If opened too soon
c. If opened at wrong place
d. Insufficient or delayed too long
e. Life hazard to firemen
f . May involve exposed buildings in fire

2. Consequences
a. Danger of back draft
b. Ventilation ineffective
c. Poor preparation for attack on fire
d. Increased loss
e. Entire building involved or spread of fire to other

buildings
3. Warnings

a. Do not ventilate until lines are bid and charged, and
men are ready to attack the fire

b. Exposed property must be protected

F. SUGGESTIONS FOR VENTILATION
In each of the following items .1 arm 3. SKETCH the weious figures lerred
to in the Fire Service Training (text) on the chalkboard and EXPLAIN.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes 1. Vertical Ventilation
a. Travel of gas

Fig. 2, p. 289
Figs. 3 & 4, p. 290

b. Travel of gas in building with two shafts
Fig. 5, p. 290
Fig. 6, p. 291

2. Cross Ventilation
Fig. 7, p. 291

3. Effect of opening a roof above a vertical shaft
Figs. 8 & 9, p. 291

G. SUMMARY
1. Have a good mental picture of the building construction

a. By preplanning
b. By inspections
c. By systematic survey

2. Know how heated gases, drafts, etc., travel
3. Know the contents of the building

a. Fast burning
b. Slow burning
c. Produce toxic gases
d. Explosives

4. Know the exposures
a. Types of wall constructions
b. Types of roof construction
c. Wall openings

5. Firemen must be trained to use tools properly so they
can do a neat job

6. Ventilate directly above fire if possible
7. Do not drat, fire and smoke into the unaffected parts of

the building
8. Ventilation should be given consideration in making the

size-up
9. Do not ventilate until lines have been laid and charged

10. Good judgment must be used
11. Officer in charge should give orders to ventilate

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Rave learners work Assignment Sheet No. 19 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 19. re-teach any portion of ieason not thoroughly
understood
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TEACHING GUIDE *20

SALVAGE

OBJECTIVES:

I. To convey to the learner the meaning and importance of salvage
2. To study the various tools and equipment used in salvage operation and their

proper care
3. To learn the proper methods to follow to do efficient salvage work

TEACHING AIDS:

I. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. List of salvage equipment carried by the department
3. 2 salvage covers
4. 2 Pike poles
5. Ladder for ladder chute
6. Sprinkler heads
7. Sprinkler stoppers or tongs

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 20, pp. 293-307.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Salvage means saving of property. It should be given serious
consideration by every fireman from the time of size-up until
the fire is extinguished and the buildings and contents have been
given proper care. Efficient workmanship in forcible entry,
ventilation, and every job in the fire service is as much of sal-
vage operations as the spreading of covers. A large percentage
of the fire loss is the water and smoke loss. By using systematic
and scientific manner of extinguishing the fire the firemen can
reduce these losses. Good salvage operations is a fine way to
secure the good will of the people we serve, and gives personal
satisfaction of a job well done.

Inspection before the ft -Le will aid in salvage operations and give
the department knowledge of value of stocks, which stocks are
easily damaged ane the location of important records, location of
floor drains, location of stairs and elevator shafts.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

"istructor's Notes STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. SALVAGE EQUIPMENT
1. May vary and depends upon local conditions
2. Each department should select the equipment they rteed
3. Some of the items may be found at the scene of the fire

or neighboring buildings
4. Suggested list of tools and supplies:

SHOW and DISCUSS use of items as required.

Sprinkler heads
Sprinkler stoppers

(or tongs)
Crow bars
Pike poles
Claw hammer
Nails (roofing and

assorted)
Scoop shovel
Brooms (regular and

wire)

Gas and water keys
Sponges and chamois
Roll roofing paper
Augers
Sawdust
Portable lights
Skids
Saws
Pipe wrenches
Hasps and locks
Buckets and tubs

Forcible en-
try torts

Salvage covers
Debris bag
Bath towels
Squeegees

and mops
Screw drivers
Runners
Mattress hooks
Deodorant
Wood lath

B. SALVAGE WORK DURING THE FIRE
1. Throw runner to protect the floor
2. Place salvage covers to protect property from water and

falling debris
3. Use covers to bag floors
4. Divert and remove water from building
5. Protect the contents of building firm vandalism
6. Debris bag

REFER Mainers toFigs. 2&3, pp. 29446295. Fire Service Training (text).
a. Made from water proof material
b. Size is 6 ft. by 6 ft.
c. Has 16 grommets and 26 ft. of 3/8" rope
d. EXPLAIN how and when it should be used

7. Removing Mattress from Building
a. Knock down fire
b. Roll tight and secure mattress hooks
c. Wrap in salvage cover

(1) Keep dirt and fire from non-involved areas
d. Carry out of building and overhaul outside

C. SALVAGE COVERS
1. EXPLAIN That salvage covers are water-proof tarpaulins

of conventional size for handling, used for covering
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instructor's Notes

SALVAGE

materials, equipment and furnishings
2. Sizes vary - 9' x 12' to 14' x 18'
3. Types of covers:

a. Rubber covered (both sides)
b. Rubber covered (one side)
c. Duck or canvas - treater linseed oil compound
d. Closely woven canvas-81
e. Plastic material

tally treated

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Types of
Covers:
a. Rubber will hold more water
b. Rubber is heavier

(1) May slip from shelves
(2) Hard to roll for baging

c. Some canvas covers
(1) Become soft and sticky when exposed to heat
(2) Will leak under pressure
(3) Become brittle and crack
(4) Water proofing solution is worn away by

extensive use
(5) Are more difficult to patch
(6) However, treated canvas or plastic is preferred

because of lightness and ease of handling
5. Folding and Carrying Covers:

SHOW and have group PRACTI"E the various folds and carries. Recommend
learners adopt a suitable fold for their own departments salvage operations.

a. One man throw fold
b. Two man throw fold
c. The accordian fold
d. The salvage cover roll and double roll

6. Throwing and Spreading Salvage Covers
SHOW and have group PRACTVE throwing, spreading, and removing covers.

a. One man throw
b. Two man throw

7. Removing Salvage Covers
a. Use extreme care to prevent damaging objects

covered
b. Start with corners and fold or roll cover off
c. Do not drag off
d. Carry from building - do not throw

D. COVER WORK AT FIRES
1. Bag floors
2. Where.bags will not hold water, cover all floors below
3. If covers are limited, cover most valuable items
4. Spread covers in exposed areas first
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FIRE SERVICE TRAININU: BASIC COURSE INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes 5. Elevate rolled edges of bags if necessary
6. Stacking stock or furnishings

a. Stress the importance of stacking properly
b. Use care to prevent breakage or damage
c. Stack where least exposed to water

7. Residential Fires
a. Covering bedroom

REFER learners to Fig. 13, p. 299, Fire Service Training (text).

(I) Roll rug !bag if nailed down)
(2) Move bed near and parallel to wall

(a) Remove it from under light fixture
(b) Floors are stronger near the walls
(c) Don't place too close zo wall which will

hamper inspection for fire
(3) Chest of drawers

(a) Put all articles on chest in top drawer
(b) Place chest at head of bed

(4) Vanity
(a) Remove mirror and place on bed
(b) Place articles on top of ;anity in top drawer
(c) Move to foot of bed

(5) Pictures and lamps
(a) Place on bed
(b) Place lamp shades up -fight

(6) Clothing
(a) Remove all clothing from closets
(b) Place them carefully on top of pictures and

lamps
(7) Chairs

(a) Place carefully on top of clothes on bed
(8) Place rolled rug over stack
(9) Cover stack and exposed floor

b. Covering the living room
(I) Roll rug if not fastened down
(2) Move davenport and over stuffed chairs together

forming a box
REFER !amass to Fig. '4 p. 300, Fire Service Training (text).

(3) Lamps
(a) Rerstave shades and place in box uptight
(b) Lamp bases are pia led on stack last

(4) T.V. set
a) Place on davenport, face down

(b) Consoles may be covered separately
(5) Coffee tables, stands and stools

(a) Place in box formed by chairs and davenport
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Instructor's Notes

SALVAGE

(6) Book cases
(a) If movable place behind of davenport
(b) if not movable.

Use separate cover
Roll at top or tuck behind top shelf
If shelves go to the ceiling,
1. Remove articles from top shelf
2. Roll top of cover into tap shelf

(7) Secretary and desk place at end of davenport
(8) Radio and record player

(a) Place table models in box
(b) Consoles may be covered separately

(9) Curtains, drapes, blinds, and pictures
(a) Remove from windows
(b) Fold neatly and place in formed box
(c) Place pictures and blinds in formed box

(10) Piano and stool - cover separately
(11) Cover exposed floor

c. Covering the dining room
(1) Roll rug
(2) Table and chairs

(a) 'Move table to one side of room
(b) Place chairs upside down on table

Seat pads should rest on finished surface
Do net scratch finish

.

(c) Place arm chairs under table, upright.
(3) Pictures and drapes placed on top of table

(a) Use rug for ridge pole and cover
(4) Side board and china closet

(a) Place back to baCk
(b) Use Care, not to break dishes

(5) Cover exposed Mot' .

d. .Coveizfig thebathroom and kitchen
(1) They need keel attention (water proof)
(2) Electrical appliances must be covered and

rotected '
e. Covering the basement

(1) Things to consider
(a) 'Furniture in play room
(b) Tools in work shop
tc) Deep' freeze - should the power be off fot

a time, advise occupants to remove food to
proper storage:

..f. Where Jewelry, pOcket books, etc., are preient
they would be placed in dresser drawer or turned
over to a reliable person in presence of a witness
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Instructor's Notes 8. Industrial
a. Cover entire machines separately, being careful

not to tear or damage covers
b. Cover file cabinets

(1) Records and years of research may be saved
(2) Many records and prints cannot be replaced
(3) Stack material on skids before covering

9. Mercantile.
a. Shelve:: present difficult problem

(1) Built to ceiling using wall for backing
(2) Shelves may be 2 inches from wall
(3) Use (S) hooks made from 3/16 C R. Steel

(a) Sharpen both ends
(b) Can be driven in wood and plaster
(c) Hooked in grommets

(4) Pike poles can be used to form lean-to
b. Show cases

(1) Top of case needs support
(a) Use chair or other object across frame
(b) To prevent breakage from fa_Ang plaster

c. Breakable merchandise which is exposed
(1) Place covers carefully

(a) Do not throw
d. Materials in storerooms or basement

(1) Place on skids if possible
(2) Cover for protection
(3) Control drainage

E. CARE OF SALVAGE COVERS
I. Remove covers carefully
2. Unnecessary walking on covers should not be allowed
3. Use nails through grommets only
4. Refold each month, if not used
5. When used to cover roof, remove all nails and jagged

points to prevent tears
6. Covers should be washed and dried as soon as possible

after use
7. Keep clean, dry and in good repair
8. Torn covers should be taken out-of-service for repair

or replacement

F. REMOVING WATER FROM BUILDINGS
EXPLAIN the 7 general means of removing large quantities of water from upper floors.

I. Elevator shafts
2. Stairway chute

DEMONSTRATE or REFER 'owners to Fig. 18. p. 302, Fin. Service
Training (txt).
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)

SALVAGE

3e Holes cit from floor to floor
4. Chutes to the out .

DEMONSTRATE or REFER learners to Figs. 19, 20 & 21, p. 303,
Fire Service Training (text).

5. Catchall
DEMONSTRATE Of REFER learners to Fig. 22, p. 303, Fire
Service Training (text).

6. Scuppers
7. Breaching walls
8. Basement drainage

a. Ascertain that floor drains are unobstructed
b. Check basements in adjoining buildings where

heavy streams are being used
c. If possible, remove stock from floor to avoid water

damage
d. Where floor drains prove inadequate, soil pipes

leading from roof drains and upper floor plumbing
can be broken off at floor level to aid in draining
basement

e. Toilet bowls pried from floor allow draining facilities
f . When water rises where it is about to come in con-

tact with motors, refrigerating systems, etc. shut
power off by pulling main electrical switch

9. Salvage In Sprinklered Buildings
a. Fire officers should have a knowledge of sprinkler

systems
b. Tongs or stoppers are used to stop water flow

(1) When valve room is locked
(2) Control valve can not be located

c: Do not shut off until fire is under control
d. Have sprinklers pit back in service as soon as

.possible .

(1) By maintenance engineer
(2), Heads of various Aisle,: temperatures should be

available
(3) Fire may rekindle
(4) Another fire may occur
(5) Leave man at scene if in doubt

G. SALVAGE OPERATIONS AFTER EXTINGUISHMENT
1. Remove water from_floors and basement
2. Complete ventilation to remove smoke and heat
3. Dry machinery, furniture and stock
4. Remove articles of value from the debris
5. Clean and oil machines to prevent corrosion
6. Shut off and drain water systems in freezing weather
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instructor's Notes 7. Cover holes in roof and other openings
8. Place heating plant in operation
9. Protect contents from vandalism

H. SALVAGE OVERHAUL
I. Piles of debris

a. Should not be wet down with hose - dip in bucket of
water

b. Put wet debris in bagged cover
c. Do not throw partially burned stock or material

from building
2. Use portable fans for ventilating and drying purposes

I . COLD WEATHER PRECAUTIONS
I. Close openings
2. Heating system should be placed in operation
3. If heating system can not be restored

a. Drain tanks, boilers, and pipes
b. Remove water from drain traps
c. Salt can be used in toilets and traps

I . COVERING ROOFS AND WINDOWS
I. It is poor practice to salvage stock and furniture and

have them later destroyed or damaged by inclement
weather

2. Covering holes in peaked roofs
a. Raise roof material on roof above the hole
b. Insert the end of tar paper under it
c. Bring it down over the hole
d. Fasten with roofing nails
e. Large holes

(1) Cover from the bottom up
(2) Lap each strip of tar paper over strip Lelow
(3) Nail lath or boards on edges

3. Skylights
REFER learners to Fig. 23, p. 306, Fire Service Training (text).

a. Cover with tar paper and nail down
b. Use salvage cover - weigh down edges to prevent

wind from blowing it off
4. Flat roofs

REFER learners to Fig. 24, p. 306, Fire Service Training (text).
a. Raise roof material around hole 4 to 6 inches
b. Blcck up with board cr brick before covering

(1) To prevent water from flowing in hole
5. Windows

a. Keeps weather and looters out
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SALVAGE

Instructor's Notes b. Use salvage covers-nail through grommets
c. Use tar paper, lath and nails

IC. SUGGESTIONS FOR DRILLS AND TRAINING
I. Efficient handling of covers requires team work. To

gain this team work, practice and drills are necessary
REFER to and DISCUSS the suggestions covering the types ol drills and
instructions which will aid materially in solving salvage problems, as
listed on p. 306, Fire Service Training (text).

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 20 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 20, re-teach any portion ol lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #21

OVERHAUL AND PICK-UP

OBJECTIVES:

1. To learn the importance of overhauling and the proper methods to follow.
2. To point out the need for and the proper care of fire equipment after the fire

is extinguished.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Sample of marked equipment and hose for company or department identification

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 21, pp. 308-310.

instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Overhauling consists of two objectives, namely, making sure the
fire is out and leaving the building in as servicable a condition as
possible. This, in most situations, takes a great deal of time in
carefully checking the involved building in order to be positive
that the fire is _completely extinguished and will not rekindle.

After the fire is extinguished, there is much to be done in picking
up. This is important in keeping equipment in first-class con-
dition, ready for the next fire.

STEP 11 - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. OVERHAUL
1. Method of operation After Fire has been Extinguished

a. Search for any sparks or fire that remain in the
building or articles which have been subjected to
the lire
(1) First requisite is to make sure the building is

safe to work in. Two factors to consider are:
(a) The extent to which structural parts have

been weakened by the fire
(b) The additional weight added to the building

and ;ootants from water used to extinguish
the fire
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes (c) Knowledge gained by inspection before fire
occurs will aid in determining absorbing
qualities of contents

2. Careful check should be made to determine if fire has
extended to other parts of the building by:
a. Stairways, elevator shafts, dumb waiter shafts
b. Through partitions
c. Between ceilings and floors
d. Through pipe recesses
e. Roof and floor beams - resting on party walls

(1) Remove burned ends
(2) Flush out with water
(31 Check far side for fire and water

3. Where indications warrants or doubt exists, open all
hollow spaces
a. Above
b. Beneath
c. Both sides
d. These places could contain gas from defective pipes

4. Check door and windOw casing
a. Remove to make sure fire has not extended to space

behind
S. Check pipe openings

a. Make large opening for inspection
b. Fire may follow pipe a considerable distance

6. Check window weight ropes for smoldering embers
7. Check roof or cornice

a. Open up cornice as the fire may have mushroomed
against the under side of the roof and spread

b. Avoid heavy jarring strokes when chopping
8. Common sense should always be used in overhauling to

eliminate additional damage. Firemen should act as
though they owned the property and it was not insured

9. Overhauling Material in Building
a. Clear away a space at each end of room, where

overhauled goods can be placed
b. Start at the top and work down
c. Overhaul one piece, layer or shelf at a time
d. Do not cover any material that might contain fire
e. Pile heavy 3bjects near walls to avoi' overloading

floors
f . Do not throw clothing or valuable articles out the

windows
(1) Handle all articles carefully

g. Smoldering debris in buildings should not be wet
doom with hose streams
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Instructor's Notes

OVERHAUL AND PICK -UP

(1) Ti'is will add to water damage
(2) Dip in pail of water
(3) Overhaul - after removal from building

h. Remove only non-salvageable debris such as
plaster, etc.

I . Partially burned articles should be sorted from
debris and put asside
(1) May be useful in preparing inventory loss

j . Drug stores, chemical warehouses, paint shops,
etc. demand special attention
(1) Care must be taken not to break bottles or cans

(a) Cans damaged by fire could break when
dropped

(b) Bottles and cans may contain material which
could cause serious complications if broken

(c) Remove from shelf one at a time
(d) Handle leaking poison containers with care

(2) Gas masks should be worn at all times
(3) Wash hands and tools thoroughly

k.' Remove and protect furniture when plaster and lath
must be pulled down

13. Procedure to employ in doing a thorough job of over-
hauling
a. Completely inspect the exposed and Involved areas
b. Be diligent in looking for fire in concealed spaces
c. Check all avenues through which the fire may have

extended
d. Remove all broken or damaged glass from windows,

doors, etc.
e. Remove broken glass from sidewalk and street
f . Preserve and safeguard any evidence of incendiarism
g. Check building sad contents with owner to determine:

(1) Prior entry to building
(2) Prior theft

h. Cut off current at main switch if electric wiring has
been exposed to fire or damaged

I Turn off gas system at street valve if damaged
j . Unsafe conditions - eliminate or post warning signs

or lights
k. Put building and contents in the best possible con-

dition
. .

1. Advise owner and occupant as to the hazards wrist-
ing and recommend necessary precautions to be
taken

m. Sprinkler system should be put back in service
n. Use common sense in handling materials
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Instructor's Notes o. Obtain the necessary data for fire reports
p. Release the building and contents to owner, author-

ized agent, or proper police officials
q. Whenever doubt exists about complete extinguish-

ment, always leave a reliable person with a suitable
extinguishing agent

Additional in formation pertinent to this subject may be found in the
Salvage chapter, Fire Service Training (text).

B. PICK -UP
1. EXPLAIN that pick-up consists of picking up equipment

and restoring apparatus and equipment to normal con-
dition

2. Do all that can be reasonably accomplished on the fire
grounds to prepare for the next fire

3. Radiation material fires
a. Do not remove tools, equipment or clothing from

contaminated areas
4. Be positive all equipment is in place and free from dirt

and grime
5. When tools are carried into building and are no longer

needed, place them near exit where they can be easily
found

6. Do not drive over hose when picking up lines
7. Mutual Aid or Multiple Alarms

a. Pick up only the equipment that belongs on your
apparatus

b. Leave all other equipment at the fire grounds
c. If time permits assist other firemen locate their

respective hose, tools, and equipment
d. Recommend that all hose, tools and equipment Le

marked
(1) Saves time and errors in Pick-Up
(2) Assists each department or company in finding

its respective equipment

ST'P Al - APPLICATION:

have learners work Assignment Sheet No. ^I in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 21, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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TEACHING GUIDE #22

CARE OF APPARATUS, DRIVING SUGGESTIONS, THE RUN

OBJECTIVES:

1. To learn the essential items to be considered in the general care and main-
tenance of fire apparatus

2. To acquaint the learner with driving suggestions which will be an invaluable aid
in helping him to become an efficient, considerate and safe driver.

3. To adqiiaint the learner with the characteristics of apparatus warning devices.
4. To acquaint the learner with stopping and reaction limitations so as to enable

him to arrive safely at the fire scene.
5. To acquaint the learner with state laws relating to emergency vehicles.

TEACHING AIDS:

. .

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. American Automobile Association booklet, "How to Drive"
3. Films available from Department of Highway Safety film library, 240 S. Parsons

Ave., Columbus, Ohio
4. Consult A.A.A. tor available film

REFERENCE:

Ire Service Training (text), Chapter 22, pp. 311-315.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Apparatus represents one of the largest investment of any fire
department. Such an investment requires that excellent care be
given by those who are charged with the responsibility of proper
operation and maintenance. This is necessary so that emergency
equipment will last for a reasonable length of time. Fire ap-
paratus is emergency equipment and unless properly carred for,
may not function properly when the occasion arises. To safe-
guard against malfunction that may be due to neglect, firemen
must know the fundamentals of proper operation, maintenance
and use of fire apparatus.

Drivers must be acquainted with the safe driving practices and
laws relating to the handling of emergency aiparatus. They are
responsible for the safe operation of an emergency vehicle and
should understand the limitations involving the use of warning
devices.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING: BASIC COURSE - INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

festructoes Notes STEP II PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. CARE OF APPARATUS
1. Keeping apparatus clean, general methods to follow:

a. New apparatus should be washed frequently with pure
water
(1) Will harden finish
(2) Will prevent finish from spotting

b. Never wash hood while hot
(1) Will effect gloss of finish
(2) Will cause finish to become dull

c. Do not turn hose spray on the hood
(1) Water may pet under the hood
(2) May affect the ignition system

d. Apparatus should be thoroughly cleaned after each
run:
(1) Mud should never be permitted to dry on apparatus
(2) Use plenty of water to soak off mud. Avoid

using hot water
(3) Grit, mud, dirt are sources of excessive wear
(4) If using hose, avoid excessive pressure as it

will drive dirt and grit into the finish
(5) Dry with a clean chamois, rinsing frequently in

clean water
(6) Heavy coat of dust should be removed by washing
(7) Remove light coat of dust using soft woolen or

chemically treated cloth
e. Keep truck far enough away from fire to avoid

blistering finish
f . Polish nickel and brass parts when needed

(1) Use a good grade of polish
(2) Avoid getting polish on painted finish of truck

g. Stainless steel and chrome trim should be wiped
with a soft clean cloth

2. Routine Maintenance and Inspection of Apparatus
a. The care and maintenance of any apparatus and its

related equipment:
(1) The direct responsibility and obligation of the

men assigned this duty
(2) The officer in charge should direct the work and

inspect the results
(3) This procedure does not mean the men are un-

reliable
(a) Places different levels of responsibility

where they belong
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CARE OF THE APPARATUS, DRIVING SUGGESTIONS, THE RUN

(b) Officer's duty to see that his equipment is
ready to respond at all times

b. Routine inspection of apparatus
(1) Importance of inspections - assures good per-

formance over a long period of time
(2) Inspections must be thorough and systematic
(3) A complete record of inspection details should

be kept
(4) Instructions in manufacturer's booklet should

be carefully studied and fol:owed
(5) Defects should be corrected immediately
(6) Daily inspections

(a) Brakes and their related parts
(b) Gasoline and oil levels - refill if neces,ary

and look for leaks. (Allow for expansion
of gasoline)

(c) Tires should be checked for foreign bodies,
cuts and air pressure

(d) All gauges and instruments
(e) Battery
(f) Radiator - water level of cooling system
(g) Seat safety belts - if so equipped
(h) Lights - head, tail, stop, directional, dash,

dome, compartment and warning
(i) Steering mechanism
(j ) Mirrors - rear and side(s)
(k) Siren - for proper operation
(1) Windshield wipers

(7) Weekly inspections
(a) Check fan and generator belts
(b) Pump shift levers and safety locks
(c) Clutch
(d) Starter - both switches if so equipped
(e) Windshield wipers sad blades
(f) Clean and tighten battery connections,

inspect cables
(g) Check gas, oil, and water for leaks

(engine hot and running)
(h) Check all equipment, brackets and holders
(i) Check all pump ccntrols
(j ) Check pump governor or relief valve
(k) Check all discharge and suction port caps

and gaskets
(1) Check exhaust system

(m) Check all nozzles
(n) Check auxiliary generator ',aid flood lights
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Instructor's Notes (o) Check all masks and breathing equipment
(p) Check all other miscellaneous appliances

or equipment (axes, pike poles, extinguishers,
ladders, etc.)

(q) Check aerial ladder operation
(r) General performance and appearance of

apparatus
(8) Monthly Automotive Inspection Report form

REFER to aid DISCUSS Figs. 1 & 2, pp. 312 & 313, Fire
Service Training (text).

B. DRIVING SUGGESTIONS
1. Accident records shlw that the driver is more often re-

sponsible for traffic troubles than the car, weather and
road conditions

2. Driver quality is the critical ingredient in the traffic
recipe
a. Neither age, sex or skill stamps a driver with high

quality
b. The stamp of quality comes with a combination of

good physical condition, sound driving knowledge
and skill

3. Many of us who have been driving for years, had to rely
on instinct and experience to enable us to maneuver in
and out of traffic
a. We had no code of ethics for safe driving
b. Not so today, driver training is an important part of

the school curriculum
c. Textbooks are available explaining the ground rules,

laws, etc.
d. There are also machines to evaluate your physical

and mental fitness, such as:
(1) Field of vision
(2) Judgment of distance
(3) Steadiness
14) Reaction timing
(5) Whether you are color blind
For those who have not had the benefit of todays
driver training, many good booklets are available at
your automobile club

4. Whenever you participate in any activity, you should
know the ground rules and abide by them
a. Members of the fire department have two sets of

rules to follow:
(1) Applies to you as a driver of an automobile

..... .- ..&<*ti.-
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(a) Must have drivers license
(b) To be acquainted with the laws governing

the operation of a motor vehicle
(c) Abide by the laws
(d) Thorough knowledge of safe driving practices

(2) Applies to you as a driver of an emergency
vehicle
(a) Must have drhers license
(b) To be acquainted with the laws governing

the operation of an emergency vehicle
(c) Abide by the laws and remember you are

not driving a pleasure car
5. By nature we are creatures of habit

a. After driving our own car for a few days, we may
suddenly be called upon to drive a piece of fire
apparatus

b. This would require a rapid readjustment in our
driving skill relative to judge and control location,
manual gear shifts, etc.

6. A week or two may pass without a run for your particular
piece of apparatus
a. That is why it is so important to be thoroughly

acquainted with your equipment
b. Understand its reaction and limitations under dif-

ferent conditions
7. To be a good driver today, recp :res practice, review

and concentration
a. Study the location of light, ignition and starter

switches, emergency brake releases, gear shifting
mechanism and controls

b. Review them until you are able to manipulate them
automatically

8. Keep in mind that fire apparatus is a heavy piece of
equipment and most of them have hydraulic brakes
a. Very few have power brakes
b. More foot pressure and a greater distance is re-

quired to bring it to a stop
9. Practice driving until you understand the reaction anti

limitations of your apparatus
a. Keep in mind that you are not driving a pleasure car

10. Some Do's and Don'ts that Make for Safety in Driving if
put into practice, will help keep the apparatus in the
best operating condition
a. The motor should not be run at excessive speed
b. Release the emergency brake or electric hand brake

before engaging the clutch
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Instructor's Notes

^

c. When shifting gears, be sure that the clutch is
entirely disengaged

d. The gear shift lever should be moved cautiously
into proper position and not jammed into place

e. Engage the clutch gradually
f . Depress or release the accelerator gradually
g. Start apparatus in low gear when at a standstill

(1) Do not "jump" the apparatus in starting
(2) Remember that the apparatus s a tremendous

dead load and sudden starting will increase the
possibility of mechanical failure of some of the
parts

h. As a general practice, it is not advisable to shift
into second gear until the apparatus is clear of the
station and the driver has a clear view of street
traffic conditions

i . Do not drive at an excessive speed
(1) Remember that the first necessity is to get to

the fire
(2) Speed of response is secondary

. Proceed at intersections with caution
(1) Remember that the "other fellow" may prevent

the apparatus from reaching the fire
k. Remember that the safety of fellow firemen has been

entrusted to the driver
1. Become acquainted with the braking reaction of the

apparatus
(1) Modern brakes, if applied to rapidly, may be

as disastrous in effect as slow application
m. Do not disengage clutch when braking until the last

few feet of forward motion
(1) Under ordinary conditions, and particularly

when streets are wet or icy
n. Driver should anticipate braking failure after ap-

paratus has been driven through deep water
o. Never attempt to reverse the direction of the ap-

paratus until brought to a full stop
p. Drivers must anticipate the need of shifting-da- i

on hills and turns
(1) In order to maintain a maximum safe speed
(2) This will also help prevent overworking of the

machine
q. Drivers of fire apparatus equipped with automatic

transmissions should adhere to manufacturer's
imitructions
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r. Winter driving on snow and ice
(1) Glare ice is most dangerous at 20° to 300 F.
(2) At 32° F. at 20 M.P.H., braking distance on

ice is about 250', 140' farther than at 00 F.
(a) Regardless of temperature variation, re-

inforced chains reduce braking distances
to about 77' at 20 M.P.H.

(3) This freezing-thawing point produces the most
slippery rad surface of all when snow and ice
conditions prevail

(4) Keeping road traction is the important thing
(a) Keep the vehicle pulling steady moderate

power is needed, not speed
(b) Don't make sudden changes in speed, gear

ratio or direction
(5) To slow down or stop, lightly plump the brake

pedal in rapid succession, on and off two or
three times per second
(a) This lock, roll, lock, roll action permits

the front wheels to steer as they roll
(b) The intervals of steering will keep he

vehicle from skidding off a crowned road
(6) Reinforced chains are the best insurance when

snow and ice conditions prevail

C. THE RUN
1. Drivers of emergency vehicles are responsible for their

safe operation
2. Necessary for drivers to understand the limitations of

the use of red warning lights and sirens
a. Red lights

(1) The red flasher light is a better warning signal
to on-romina 'raffle than to traffic being ap-
proached from the rear

(2) When no vlsval obstruction exists, the red
flasher light is often more effective than the
siren
(a) It attracts the attention of the oncoming

drivers irom a greater distance
b. Siren

(1) Excellent warning device
(2) Has limitations

(a) Three times more projection straight
ahead than to the side or rear

(b) A person with normal hearing. seated in
a car approximately 1,000 feet straight
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Instructor's Notes ahead with the drivers window open, can
hear the siren

(c) Variation of noises and sound obstacles
(radios, trucks, buses, etc.) will alter the
distance

(d) When the listener is at a right angle to the
path of the emergency vehicle, the sound is
reduced approximately two-thirds

(3) Techniques and cautions in use
(a) Unless automatically controlled, the siren

should be brought alternately from low pitch
to high pitch

(b) Varying pitch will attract more attention
(c) Many people are deaf to a certain tone
(d) Siren and warning lights do not guarantee

safe passage at dangerous intersections
(e) Driver is required by law to excerise due

regard for the safety of all persons when
proceeding through a red traffic light or
stop sign

(0 Use of the siren should be restricted to
genuine emergencies only

(g) When approaching a vehicle from the rear,
siren should be actuated well in advance to
avoid startling the motorist

3. Other Safety Hints
a. Emergency vehicle drivers should excerise caution

when pas sing vehicles
(1) Especially when necessary to cross center lines

b. No emergency vehicle should pass another emergency
vehicle until an all clear signal is received

c. Safe following distance is 500 feet
d. Safe following distance when returning to quarters in

feet is twice the speedometer reading plus 30% .

e. Special caution is required when apparatus is re-
sponding from two or more locations

4. Reaction distance in relation to speed and stopping
DEFINE the following:

a. "Speed - miles per hour vehicle travels"
b. "Reaction distance - distance vehicle will travel

while driver is transferring his foot from the ac-
celerator to the brake pedal"

c. "Braking distance - the distance a vehicle will travel
after brakes have been applied"

d. "Stopping distance - sum of reaction distance plus
braking distance"
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e. Distances will vary due to:
(1) Mental and physical alertness of the driver
(2) Speed, type and condition of the vehicle
(3) Condition of brakes, tire sizes and weight of

vehicle
(4) Condition and type of road surface

f . EXAMPLES or stopping distances
(1) An average car traveling at 40 M.P.H., travels

59 feet per second - reaction distance is 44 feet -
braking distance is 81 feet
(a) Total stopping distance is 125 feet for an

average car
(2) A pumper, traveling at 40 M.P.H. equipped

with 4 wheel brakes, travels 186 feet (stopping
distance)

(3) At 60 M.P.H., the stopping distance for the
average car under normal conuitions is 272 feet

(4) For a fire pumper, 638 feet stopping distance
is required at 60 M.P.H.

g. Other factors to consider wher responding to an
emergency
(1) The number of traffic lights that will be en-

countered on the chosen route
(2) Dangerous intersections that may be encountered,

as well as railroad crossings
(3) The number of turns to make on the route and

any steep grades that may be encountered
(4) The prevailing weather conditins at the time

of the call and the congestion of traffic
h. Traffic light control

(1) It is considered good policy to have control
switches put on traffic lights and these connected
to the alarm system
(a) So that lights can be controlled on caution

or red to assist the apparatus through a
congested area

(2) Some cities have traffic light controls mounted
on the main pieces of apparatus
(a) This enables them to control the lights as

they are approached enroute to the call
5. Traffic laws applying to all other vehicles shall be

observed when returning to quarters

D. THE FOLLOWING STATE LAWS GOVERNING THE OPERATION
OF EMERGENCY VEHICLES ARE QUOTED FROM THE RE-
VISED CODE:
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R.C. 4511.1(6307 -2) Definitions
(D) "Emergency Vehicle" means fire department, police and :fate

highway patrol vehicles, vesicles of salvage corporations
organized under sections 1709.01 to 1709,07, inclusive, of
the Revised Code, emergency vehicles of municipal or county
departments or public utility corporations when identified as
such as required by law, the director of highways or local
authorities, motor vehicles when commandeered by a police
officer, ambulances, and motor vehicles when used by volun-
teer firemen responding to emergency calls in the fire de-
partment service when identified as required by the director.

Sec. 4511.03 (6307-4) Emergency vehicles to proceed cau-
tiously past red or stop signal.
The driver of any emergency vehicle, when responding to an
emergency call, upon approaching a red or stop signal or any
stop sign shall slow down as necessary for safety to traffic,
but may proceed cautiously past such red or stop sign or
signal with due regard for the safety of all persons using the
street or highway.

Sec. 4511.24 (6307-24) Emergency vehicles excepted from
speed limitations.
The Prima-Facie speed limitations set forth in section 4511.21
of the Revised Code do not apply to emergency vehicles when
they are responding to emergency calls, and when the drivers
thereof sound audible signals by bell, siren, or exhaust whistle.
This section does not relieve the driver of an emergency vehicle
from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety of all
pr.rsons using the street or highway.

Sec. 4511.45(6307-44) Emergency vehicles have right of way.
Upon the approach of an emergency vehicle, equipped with at
least one flashing red light visible under normal atmospheric
conditions from a distance of 500 feet to the front of such ve-
hicle and the driver is giving audible signal by siren, exhaust
whistle or bell, the driver of every other vehicle shall yield
the Right of Way. Immediately drive to a position parallel to
and as close as possible to the edge or curb of the highway
clear of any intersection, and stop and remain in E _ch position
until the emergency vehicle has passed, except when other-
wise directed by a police officer. Upon the approach of an
emergency vehicle, as stated in the first paragraph of this
section, the operator of every streetcar or trackless trolley
shall immediately stop such car clear of any intersection and
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keep it in such position until the emergency vehicle has
passed, except when otherwise directed by a police officer.
This section does lot relieve the driver of an emergency
vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety
of all persons and property upon the highway.

Sec. 4511 72 (6307-70) Following an emergency vehicle pro-
hibited.
The driver of any vehicle, other than an emergency vehicle
on official business shall not follow any emergency vehicle
traveling in response to an alarm closer than 500 feet, or
drive into or park such vehicle within the block where fire
apparatus has stopped in answer to a fire alarm, unless di-
rected to do so by a police officer or a fireman.

Sec. 4511.73 (6307-71) Driving over unprotected fire hose.
No streetcar, trackless trolley, or vehicle shall without the
consent of the fire department official in command, be driven
over any unprotected hose of a fire depirtment, when said
hose is laid down on any street, private driveway, or street-
car track to be used at any fire or alarm of fire.

Se7. 4513.03 Lighted Lights Required.
Headlights are required to be turned ou, one half hour after
sunset until one half hour before sunrise and at all other
times when there is not sufficient natural light to render
discernib6 persons, vehicles and substantial objects on the
highway at a distance 5C) feet ahead. Parking lights are not
acceptable.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Rave learners work Assignment Sheet No. 22 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOWUP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 22, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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POST-MORTEM CONFERENCE

OBJECTIVES:

1. To learn the importance of post-mortem.
2. To learn the proper procedure to follow in conducting a post-mortem.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 23, pp. 316-317.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

"A post-mortem is an evaluation of what has taken place during
the course of the emergency or emergencies." It is conducted to
make a careful analysis of every phase of operation, to point out
errors and mistakes. It will point out what can be done in the
future to further expedite and obtain a more efficient operation.

STEP Il - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. EXPLAIN that a post-mortem should be held as soon as
possible after the run, and should cover every phase of the
operation

B. HOW TO CONDUCT A POST-MORTEM
I. When Conducted

a. As soon as possible
b. At weekly or monthly meeting
c. Change of shifts

2. Who Conducts the Post-Mortem
a. Officer in charge of the run
b. A designated officer

3. Who Takes Part
a. ALL personnel involved in the run
b. Results should be passed on to other men or officers
c. General public and press must be excluded
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Instructor's Notei C. CONDUCTING A POST-MORTEM
EXPLAIN that one pattern will not fit all departments, however, each depart
meat should establish and follow aselected plan for conductingapost-mortem.

1. Receiving the Call
a. Was there anything unusual about it?
b. Did the box.recorder work properly?

2. Answering the Call
a. Was a different route taken?
b. Was there an unusual traffic problem?
c. Is there a bettc. route?

3. On Arrival
a. Were there any unusual circumstances?
b. Extent of fire
c. Rescue

(1) How many persons involved?
(2) How was each rescue made?
(3) Disposition of victim?

d. Color of flame?
e. Color, odor and density of smoke?
f . Preplanning

(1) Was preplan used?
(2) Was it necessary to deviate from same?
(3) If so, wily?

4. Equipment
a. What equipment was used?
b. Wits it the proper equipment?
c. Was it in proper place and in good working order?
d. Was the proper hydrant used?

5. Control of Family and the Public
a. Outstanding difficulties and action taken for same
b. Traffic problems due to base lays

6. DISCUSS Origin and Cause of Fire
7. DISCUSS Possibility of Arson
8. Other Fire Fighting Tactics to be Reviewed

a. Sizeup
b. Exposures
c. Confinement
d. Extinguishment
e. Salvage
f . Ventilation
g. Overhaul
h. Pick-up

9. Results - Recommendations Resulting from the Post-
mortem Should be Carried Out Through Proper Channels
DEVELOP a post-mortem plan for the department to follow, with the
class members participating, place on chalkboard.
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Instructor's Notes STEP III - APPLICATION:

Rave learners work Assignment Sheet No. 23 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOWUP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 23, re. '49oh any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood
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FIRE DETECTION AND ARSON INVESTIGATION

OBJECTIVE&

1. To understand why fire investigations are considered to be an integral part of
fire department operations.

2. To learn the necessity and value of fire report forms in expediting fire
investigations.

3. To become familiar with the various factors involved in determining the cause
of a fire.

4. To be made aware of the fact that Arson Dection is a composite matter and
many factors are involved in its determination and solution.

5. To discuss the Laws of Ohio pertaining to arson, incendiarism, inspection, and
etc., concerned with the protection, safety, and welfare of the people.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Available charts, forms, or reports dealing with subject

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 24, pp. 318-330.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The investigation of fires is the basis for efficient fire prevention
and fire protection operations. The accurate determination of
the cause of fire, the spread of fire, and the application of man-
power tools and equipment at the scene, are all conducive to the
prevention and control of similar occurrences in the future. In-
telligent fire investigation is the ground work for detecting arson
and securing evidence necessary for proof of conviction of
arsonists.

One of the many responsibilities of a fireman is to become pro-
ficient in detecting and assisting in the determination of the cause
of fire. Even though the protection of life and property are of
primary importance when arriving at the fire, careful observation
of existing, and extenuating circumstances during extinguishment
will in many instances lead to a solution of the cause and origin
of the fire.
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Instructor's Notes STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:
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A. FIRE REPORTS
EXPLAIN why the source and amount of information provided about a fire are
important in arriving at a solution.

I. Extent of report.
a. Should be relative to importance of alarm

2. Extent of fire
a. Only 10% of fires represent 90% of losses, neverthe-

less, every fire should be checked
3. Nature, rapidity of spread, extent, unusual circumstances
4. Do not overlook small or trivial fires

a. Quick extinguishment may disclose information for
future situations

5. The term "undetermined may be used if positive cause
of the fire is not established
a. "Undetermined" cause is sometimes an excuse for

lackadaisical investigation
REFER learners to Figs. 5a & pp. 18-19, as one example of
fire report. DISCUSS.

6. EXPLAIN that local policy will govern the responsibility
for making out fire reports
If possible, have the chief of the department explain local procedures
on making report.

7. Forms must be a practical compromise between one which
is all-inclusive, and one which can be completed quickly
a. Items generally covered:

REFER fawners to p. 319, col. 1, and review list. DISCUSS any
additions and elaborate on items.

8. SHOW how list can be grouped into five areas of responsibility
PLACE on chalkboard.

a. Alarm office
b. Company Run Report
c. District or battalion chief, etc.
d. Inspector, investigator, warden, etc.
e. Arson investigator or bureau

f. EXPLAIN how this responsibility may be delegated
in smaller departments

g. Nevertheless, whoever makes out report must decide
and indicate need for further investigation

B. DETERMINING THE CAUSE
EXPLAIN - Because of the great variance in size, intensity,
structural conditions, exposures, extinguishment, etc., of
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fires, it is obvious there can be no set rule or procedure to
;in point the cause of every fire. However, there are several
factors common to all of them which firemen should be
familiar with to facilitate efforts to determine the cause.
These are:
1. Color of smoke and flame

a. Bunting substance can often be identified by color
emitted during burning process

2. Odors connected with fire
a. Gasoline, alcohol, insulation, chemicals, solvents,

etc., have distinct odors which can be recognized
3. Size, intensity and spread

a. Unusual size of fire in short period of time may
indicate artificial acceleration

b. Inteasity may indicate added fuels or compounds
c. Rapid spread may indicate abnormal means of

travel
4. Methods of extinguishment

a. Unusual difficulties encountered in extinguishing
fire with normal agents

5. One or more fires involved due to:
a. Natural spread by radiation, conduction, convection,

7ertical openings
b. Unnatural spread, purposely employed to hasten

destruction
6. Evidence indicating actual cause of fire

a. In many cases not enough effort Is made to deter-
mine the cause, because the investigator is not:
(1) Interested in the work
(2) Allowed or given enough time to devote to the

investigation
(3) Sufficiently trained about fires or fire causes

b. Fires are assumed to be natural or accidental until
proven otherwise

c. This should not deter efforts to look for unnatural
things during the investigation

d. This leaves the investigator with two possibilities
to consider:
(1) If the fire resulted from accidental or natural

causes, what indications and proof are avail:
able to substantiate his deductions
(a) In this case the investigator must deter-

mine and place the responsibility for the
fire from the evidence and facts either pro-
duced or available
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Instructor's Notes (2) If the fire is unnatural, and no logical explanation
or physical evidence can be produced to indicate
natural or accidental origin
(a) In this case, the investigator must first

establish the fact that the fire was not started
by accidental or natural causes

(b) Thus, further investigation becomes neces-
sary, and additional facts and information
must be obtained to determine and place
responsibility for the cause of fire

(c) This involves another phase of fire investi-
gation, namely, arson detection

C. ARSON DETECTION
I. Up to this point it is evident that the six factors previously

discussed can be applied in any fire investigation
2. However, when the facts and information indicate arson

has been committed, it becomes a crime punishable by
law

3. Only by diligent effort by fire department personnel can
fires of criminal origin be determined
a. The person or persons responsible for them be ap-

prehended, charged and convicted
4. In most cases, proof of arson depends greatly on circum-

stantial and indirect evidence
a. Thus, it is the responsibility of firemen at any fire

to become proficient in their ability to recognize.
gather, and compile any evidence, mentally and/or
physically that might indicate arson

b. In short, his responsibility is arson detection rather
than arson investigation

5. Additional factors to be considered in determining the
cause of fire are:
a. Locked doors and windows
b. Broken doors, windows, or locks, or signs of

forcible entry
c. Unusual or suspicious action by persons on scene
d. A car observed at several fires, or one rapidly

leaving the scene of a fire
e. Unnatural or unusual situations or conditions in

buildings
f . Unnatural burning and char of wood involved in fire
g. Unnatural burning underneath floors
h. Oil soaked materials
i . Heating equipment condition
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Tracks, footprints and fingerprints
k. Flammable liquid containers
1. Unusual residues from wax, paraffin, chemical',

acids, etc.
m. Mechanical, electrical, or chemical timing devices
n. Open or disconnected fuel lines to stoves or heating

equipment
o. Removal of valuable and personal articles prior to

fire
6. Althcegh the above list is somewhat comprehensive, it

does not provide all the answers
7. Experience, knowledge, and ability will contribute to

the success and desire of fire personnel to investigate
the circumstances

8. Preserving and Safeguarding Evidence
a. Precautions to be exercised in firefighting:

(1) 'Careless use of hose streams
(2) Salvage operations
(3) Recognition of situation

b. Use of photography to show conditions
(1) Time factor
(2) What or what not to photograph

c. Collection and preservation of evidence
(1) Carefully collected, initialed, and identified
(2) Proper containers
(3) Evidence that cannot be removed must be pro-

tected by
(a) Guarding area
(b) Barricading area
(c) Use of authorized personnel

9. Records and Observations
STRESS value and importance of using note book to record significant
and important data, and to introdtice facts. Items should include:

a. Date,
b. Time of alarm
c. Time of arrival at fire
d. Address of fire location
e. Deteciption building
f . Description of fire
g. Unusgial cenPions and circumstances
h. Location and description of clues and evidence

. Names of owner or occupants contacted on premises,
and brief notes on, conversation

. Names and addresses Of witnesses or persons
questioned; and notes on conversation

k. Sketches or floor plans to supplement descriptions
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Instructor's Notes 1. Location and condition of doors and windows
m. Insurance data (company, agent, amount)
n. Names and address must be complete and recorded

accurately, as to spelling, street, avenue, etc.
DISCUSS any examples or experiences which will illustrate the
importance and necessity of any or all of the above items.

10. Court Appearance, Decorum and Procedure
STRESS the value and importance of the following "do's" and "don'ts"
in presenting an arson case in court:

a. Proper dress and grooming
b. Qualifications as a witness
c. Be thoroughly familiar with your testimony

(1) Refer to notebook and do not trust to memory
d. Truthfullness and fairness to all concerned
e. Stick to factb, and not hearsay
f . Proper respect for court defendant and attorneys
g. Speak clearly, precisely, and positively
h. Do not be overzealous or overanxious
i . Control temper under any circumstances
J . Do not discuss case with unauthorized persons
k. Have question restated or rephrased if not clearly

understood
1 . Original notes taken at the fire scene during the in-

vestigation may be used for reference
m. Identification of evidence must be positive
n. Importance of circumstantial evidence when properly

introduced
DISCUSS examples or personal experiences to illustrate
situations relative to any or all of the above items.

D. LAWS OF OHIO - FIRE AND ARSON INVESTIGATION
EXPLAIN to learners that this subject is highly technical and controversial in
many instances. The PURPOSE at this time is to merely INDICATE and POINT
OUT the many facets of the law that dais! with this important phase of fire
protection as a whole, in the State of Ohio.

1. Laws against arson and ace ndiarism
2. General powers and dutit s o the Division of State Fire

Marshal
3. Local communities can supplement these statutes

a. In accordance with their own needs and desires
b. By legally adopting any laws or ordinances which are

necessary fcr the protection of the lives and prop-
erties of their citizens

REFERENCE can also be made to the various pamphlets issued by the
Division of State Fire Marshal pertaining to the subject. REFER class
to the Fire Service Training (text), pp. 323-330. DISCUSS the various
items listed if time permits.
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FIRE DETECTION AND ARSON INVESTIGATION

Instructor's Roles STEP HI - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No 24 in the Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No 24 reteach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.

.



TEACHING GUIDE #25

OBJECTIVES:

INSPECTIONS

1. To point out to the learner that the protection of life and property is a very
comprehensive obligation, and cannot be accomplished solely on the basis of
the fire extinguishing potential of a fire department.

2. To acquaint the learner with the importance and value of a fire inspection
Program.

3. To familiarize the learner with the legal aspects involved in promoting, con-
ducting and erforcing a fire inspection program

4. To present ideas and suggestions which will aid fire inspection techniques

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Samples of inspection forms, outlines, etc.
3. Copies of fire inspection or fire prevention material from National Board of

Fire Underwriters, National Fire Protection Association, State Fire Marshal's
Office, Ohio Inspection Bureau, and various fire insurance companies

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 25, pp. 331-3713.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Efficient and well organized fire departments have realized that
in order to provide a full measure of service to the people in
their community, efforts must also be directed to the prevention
of fires as well as to their extinguishment. Consequently, fire
departments include fire inspection work as one of their responsi-
bilities. Good inspections not only prevent fires, but by obser-
vation present opportunities to study and plan, resulting in the
more efficient extinguishment of fires. The average business-
man and property owner is not trained to recognize fire hazards,
a f;re department which has been trained in this direction, can
render a valuable service to the community.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. VALUE AND PURPOSE OF INSPECTIONS
1. Fire department inspections will be of value to members
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Instructor's Note of the department by:
a. Aiding in rescue work
b. Determining fire fighting procedure
c. Preventing spread of fire
d. Aiding in self-preservation of firemen
e. Providing knowledge of private fire protection

equipment
f . Aiding in fire prevention
g. Determining causes of fire
h. Stimulating cooperation between the owners and

occupants and the fire department
2. DISCUSS each of the preceeding items in greater detail

a. Aiding in rescue wo:k
(1) First duty to protect life
(2) Value of life vs. value of property
(3) Firemen should know:

(a) Where people live
(b) Where people work
(c) Where people assemble

(4) EMPHASIZE the fact that inspections are the best
means of obtaining this information
(a) Inspections and surveys should be made

periodically
b. Determining fire-fighting procedure

(1) Intelligent fire fighting depends on previous
knowledge of building and contents

(2) Too late to plan procedure after fire occurs
(3) Desirable to have pre-determined plan of action
(4) The following related information can be acquired

by inspection:
(a) Type of building and occupancy
(b) Life hazard involved
(c) Rescue problems
(d) Entrance and exit facilities
(e) Methods required for forcible entry
(f) Exposure protection
(g) Locations of hydrants and water supply
(h) Sprinklers, standpipes, and other pro-

tective devices
(i ) Probable hose lines needed
(j ) Ventilation
(k) Salvage requirements
(1) Potential stating point of fire
(m) Potential extension of fire

(5) A summary of these factors thereby indicates
their importance in terms of fire extinguishment
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"-:le r

INSPECTIONS

and protection of life and property
c. Preventing spread of fire

(1) The,natural course is to follow the line of the
most highly combustible material or the easiest
means of travel
(a) Basement fire extension
(b) Open partitions, elevator shafts, chutes,

ducts, etc.
(2) Exposure fires

(a) Unprotected doors, windows, or other
openings

(b) Anticipate travel by inspection of premises
(3) Importance of preventing spread of fire

(a) Protecting openings
(b) Emphasizing importance to owners and

occupants
d. Aiding in the self-preservation of firemen

(1) No building is worth a fireman's life
(2) Accidents and death have often occurred because

a fireman was unfs miller with:
(a) Open elevator shafts
(b) Live wires
(c) Falling of flimsy walls, ceilings, or

partitions
(d) Unfamiliarity with exits

(3) Inspection. of buildings will indicate the potenetal
life hazards of fire fighters

e. Providing knowledge of private fire protection
equipment
LIST the following equipment ea chalkboard.

Fire extinguishers Private Water Supply
Standpipe systems Alarm systems
Hose Any others
Sprinkler systems

(1) Installed for two reasons
(a) Aids in manual extinguishment
(b) Provides automatic extinguishment

(2) Because of infrequent use, inspections are
necessary to check condition and operation

(3) Effective also for
(a) Safety of occupants
(b) Makes fire fighting less difficult

(4) Inefficient or ineffective equipment is worse
than none at alt
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Instructor's Notes f . Aiding in fire prevention
(1) Majority of fire departments now stress fire

prevention
(2) Prevent fires by eliminating fire hazards

(a) By building inspections
(b) Recommendations to remove or eliminate

hazards
g. Determining cause of fire

(1) Every fire teaches a lesson
(2) K...:...;edge of fire causes is essential to effective

fire prevention
(3) Without knowledge, inspections are a waste of

effort
(4) It is sometimes difficult to determine cause

after fire occurs
(a) Hazardous condition has been consumed
(b) Evidence has been destroyed

(5) Familiarity with existing hazards makes it
possible to anticipate causes

(6) Thorough inspections will:
(a) Determine causes of fire
(b) Indicate arson when causes are unusual
(c) Aid in recognizing and preserving evidence
(d) Prevent future sires resulting from same

cause
h. Stimulating cooperation between owners and occupants

and the fire department
(1) Interest by department in preventing and con-

trolling fires should be made known
(2) Fire inspector should:

(a) Inform building owners and occupants of
availability of inspection service

(b) Emphasize need for calling department in
case of fire

(c) Advise on matters pertaining to fire pre-
vention and protection

(3) The greater the effort, the higher will be the
standing of the fire department in the community

B. AUTHORITY FOR MAKING INSPECTIONS
1. Such authority is arived from two sources

a. Local ordinances
b. State law
DISCUSS each of the proceeding hems in greater detail.

2. Local ordinances
a. Any city or village may pass ordinances, adopt codes,
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Instructor's Notes

INSPECTIONS

establish authority for inspections
b. -Adopted in accordance with local conditions
c. Data :*:nd material for structuring codes can be

procureti from
(1) National Board of Fire Underwriters
(2) National Fire Protection Association
(3) Underwriters Laboratories
(4) Factory Mutual Engineering Division
(5) Ohio Inspecting Bureau
(6) State of Ohio Department of Industrial Relations,

Division of Factory and Building Inspections
(7) Division of State Fire Marshal
INFORdiclass that mailing addresses for these sources are given
on p. 333, Fire Service Training (text) .
DISCUSS or have chief DISCUSS any local ordinances in effect
which pertain to lire inspection practices.

2. State Law
a. Under the general powers and duties of the Division

of State Fire Marshal, the authority for making fire
inspections is stated in the following sections of the
State of Ohio Code:
REF ER class to pp. 331-335 Fire Service Training (text), DISCUSS
with learners each of the following sections of the Code:

(I) Duties and powers of fire marshal and assistants
(2) Investigation of cause of fire
(3) Right to examine buildings, premises, and

vehicles
(4) Appeal to fire marshal; hearing
(5) Appeals
(6) Prohibition against non-compliance with order
(7) Effect of failure to comply with order
(8) Prohibition against failure to instruct pupils in

fire drill
b. While it is considered desirable to give the fire

department inspection authority under local ordinance
(1) It can be safely assumed that any department

has sufficient authority to conduct fire inspection
services in the community under state laws

C. PERMITS AND LICENSES
1. RELATE the important.* and merit of a permit and

licensing system, for controlling special hazards in
terms of:
a. Preknowledge of operation
b. Intent of operation
c. Determines fire fighting procedure
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Instructor's Notes d. Maintains supervision and control
e. Size of department determines how and by whom,

authority and jurisdiction shall be exercised
REFER learners to pp. 366.369, Figa. 13, 14 15 di 16, Fire
Service Training (text), and DISCUSS materi4.

D. DEPARTMENT INSPECTION PROCEDURES
1. Standard procedure cannot be established for all depart-

ments because of variances in:
a. OrganJzation
b. Local laws and ordinances
c. Enforcement regulations
d. Inspectional functions by various local divisions of

government
2. Good results can be obtained by having:

a. Effective administration and control
b. Qualified and trained inspection personnel
c. Continuous inspection program

E. COMMON CAUSES OF FIRE
REFER learners to to, .: on Common Causes of Fire, p. 336, Fire Service Train.
ing (text), and DISCUSS contents. INDICATE items which pertain particularly
tohighest Irequency, and largest fire losses. STRESS 'Unknosvn"intplications.

F. PRINCIPAL STRUCTURAL DEFECTS INFLUENCING FIRE
SPREAD
1. Various factors which are of concern in determining or

influencing fire spread are:
a. Horizontal spread

(1) Fire walls
(a) Too few in attics
(b) Too few in basements
(c) Too few in other stories
(d) Substandard construction

(2) Fire wall openings
(a) No protection provided
(b) Open or inoperable doors
(c) Substandard protection

(3) Combustible interior finish
(a) Fiberboard
(b) Other various materials
(c) Oil soaked floors

b. Vertical spread
(1) Stairwells not enclosed
(2) Open elevator shafts
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Instructor's Notes

INSPECTIONS

0'

(3) Non-firestopped walls
(4) Conveyor machinery openings
(5) Substandard stairwell enclosure
(6) Pipe openings not closed
(7) Substandard elevator shaft enclosure
(8) Other openings not prots&cted or substandard

c. Spread to exposures
(1) Combustible construction and no exposure

protection
(2) Substandard party walls
(3) Interconnecting openings
(4) Type of windows
(5) Yard storage between buildings

G. PRINCIPAL PRIVATE FIRE PROTECTION DEFECTS IN-
FLUENCING FIRE SPREADS
1. Various factors which should be considered when fire

protection equipment is involved are:
a. Sprinkler protection

(1) No sprinkler system
(2) Complete or partial sprinkler system

(a) Unsatisfactory performance
(b) Hazard too severe for system
(c) Water supply inadequate
(d) Valves closed for miscellaneous reasons
(e) Explosion damage potential
(f) Valves closed too soon by personnel
(g) Fire originating in unsprinklered area
(h) Proper supervision and maintenance of

system
b. Fire detection

(1) No watchman or automatic detection
(2) Unsatisfactory watchman service

(a) To detect fire promptly
(b) Area of patrol (inside and outside)
(c) Size of area patrolled

(3) Inadequate or unapproved automatic detection
c. Fire alarm transmission

(1) Transmission delay due to:
(a) Occupants fighting fire
(b) Telephone inaccessible
(c) Possibility of telephone lines becoming

burned and inoperable
(d) Orders to watchman relative to fighting

fire
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Instructor's Notes d. Fire brigade
(1) No fire brigade
(2) Insufficient equipment
(3) Organization and training
(4) Unsatisfactory performance and response

e. Standpipe and hose systems
(1) No system
(2) Unsatisfactory and inadequate
(3) Accessibility and usability
(4) Maintenance and supervision

f . Special extinguishing systems
(1) No system
(2) Unsatisfactory and inadequate
(3) Maintenance and supervision
Portable fire extinguishers
(1) No fire extinguishers
(2) Wrong type for class of fire
(3) Maintenance and supervision
(4) Training of personnel in operation

g.

H. POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED BEFORE MAKING THE
INSPECTION
I. Common sense and friendly attitude
2. Appropriate dress and equipment

a. Uniform, cap, badge
b. Clean overalls
c. Flashlight
d. Notebook and pencil
e. Camera

3. Additional local requirements
4. Prepare for thorough and efficient inspection
5. Ch4.-.ck information and records from previous
6. Contact person in charge for permission

a. Although not legally necessary, it creates
relationship

7. Identify self properly
8. EXPLAIN reason and benefits of inspection
9. Request company representative to assist

a. Shows courtesy
b. Source of information
c. Acts as guide

I . INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
I. Places of public assembly when:

a. Open, and in operation
b. Closed, and not in operation
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INSPECTIONS

2. Industrial Plants
a. Orientation trip of premise

(I) To fix in mind general relationship and location
of buildings to one another and to adjoining
property

b. Roof of tallest building to visualize area
c. Obtain plans of grounds and buildings if possible
d. Plans or sketches of property should be made on

first inspection:
(1) Duplication is eliminated on re-inspections
(2) Changes or additions can be added
(3) Completeness of plan rests on ability of person

making it
(4) Should be made with neatness and accuracy
REFER learners to Figs. 14 pp. 340.341, FireService Training
(text), and DISCUSS Standard Plea Symbols and Property Plan Record.

3. General Size-up of Outside Co. itions
a. Location of fire hydrants
b. Fire escapes
c. Standpipes and sprinkler connections
d. Accessibility of fire apparatus
e. Fire walls
f . Other factors involved with fire protection

4. Where to start inspection is immaterial
5. How inspection is done is important

a. Orderly procedure
b. Thorough coverage of each floor

6. 6. Inspection Forms
a. Facilitate inspection

REFER learners to Pigs. 5-21 pp. 350378,FireService Training
(text) and DISCUSS the various inspections forms illustrated
Those can be supplemented with others if available.

I:. Forms are subject to modification in accordance
with local conditions

7. Some important things to look for when inspecting
mercantile and industrial buildings
REFER learners to items 1 thru 22on p. 339, Fire Service Training
(text) READ and/or DISCUSS. EXPLAIN this list is not all inclusive.
as the hazards will vary in accordance with the occupancy.

8. After inspection is completed the inspector should:
a. Have conference with owner or manager if possible
b. Indicate and.point out results of inspection
c. Encourage individual to solve problems
d. Offer suggeAtions for solution
e. Obtain mutual agreement on matters
f . Do not find fault or criticize
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Instructor's Notes g, Make reasonable and practical recommendations
h. When in doubt, secure expert advice, Instead of

making foolish recommendations
i . Make certain all items, major or minor have been

covered
(1) A minor hazard could result in a major fire

j . Remember, the inspector is there to assist in pre-
venting fire, and to be better informed to fight fire,
if one occurs

k. Leave a favorable impression, as succeeding in-
spections will depend on your actions

. THE FOLLOW-UP ON INSPECTIONS
I. Will assure effectiveness of inspection
2. Keep clear and concise notes for future reference
3. Inform owner or occupant when recheck is to be made
4. When definite date is made, keep it

a. Emphasizes enforcement
b. Creates respect for program
c. Indicates sincerity in expediting fire prevention and

protection matters

K. ENFORCEMENT HINTS
I. Legal action taken only as last resort
2. Tact and diplomacy usually gains results
3. Whatever the case, recommendations must be complied

with
4. Violations under jurisdiction of other local departments

should be reported to proper authority
S. Some success achieved through cooperation of local fire

insurance agent
6. Where local ordinances are not in force, Chief of depart-

ment can act under state laws
7. Chief of department can also report conditions to Division

of State Fire Marshal for enforcement

L. TYPES, FREQUENCY AND TIMES OF INSPECTIONS
I. Dwellings Inspections

a. Most fires occur in dwellings
b. Good results accomplished by home inspections

(1) Requires planning, preparation, and cooperation
of local:
(a) Fire prevention committee
(b) Chamber of Commerce
(c) Newspapers, Radio, Television, etc.
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INSPECTIONS .

(d) Advertising with posters, stickers,
letters, etc.

(e) P.T.A., Churches, clubs, etc.
(f) Use of home inspection blanks through

school children
REFER learners to Fig. 3, pp. 343-344 Fire Service Training
(text), and DISCUSS.

c. Legally, a home cannot be entered without per-
mission

d. Generally, firemen are welcomed
e. When making home inspections, firemen should:

(1) Work in pairs
(2) Select proper time of day
(3) Ask permission to make inspections
(4) Explain purpose and nature of visit
(5) Ask to be accompanied by occupant
(6) Leave fire prevention pamphlets

f . Usually made in conjuction with Fire Prevention
Week

g. Benefits are significant after first year
h. Points to notice during inspection of outside

(1) Roof condition
(2) Chimney condition

(a) Supports
(b) Loose bricks
(c) Open joints or cracks

(3) Yard condition
(a) Accumulation of grass, leaves, paper
(b) Other combustibles in yard or under porches

porches
(4) Condition of garages and sheds

(a) Cleanliness
(b) Maintenance

i . Points to notice during inspection of basement,
(1) Accumulation of combustibles

(a) Paper
(b) Oily rags
(c) Discarded materials

(2) Improper storage in general
(3) Disposal of ashes

(a) Combustible containers
(b) Against wood partitions

(4) Heating equipment and pipes
(a) Ceiling clearances
(b) Partition clearances
(c) Condition of smoke pipes
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Instructor's Notes

!

(5) Gas appliances
(a) Condition of piping
(b) Rubber tubing used
(c) Automatic controls without thermostat

(6) Oil burning installations
(7) Chimneys defects

(a) In contact with wood
(b) Unused openings not properly closed
(c) Clet n -out door at base of chimney
(d) General condition, cracks, loose bricks,

etc.
(8) Work rooms

(a) Shavings, waste material
(b) Storage of flammables (paints, thinners, etc.)

(9) Fire stops in basement
2. School inspections

EMPHASIZE Me hazard involved.

a. Inspections should be:
(I) Made by qualified inspectors
(2) Made on monthly basis
(3) Accompanied by custodian or administrator

b. Self-Inspection blanks can be used
REFER learners to Fig. 4, pp. 347-348, Fire Service Training
(test), and DISCUSS.

c. Points to notice during inspection
(1) Condition of housekeeping

(a) Handling and disposal of waste paper
(b) Unnecessary accumulation of materials
(c) Type of disposal containers in shops

(2) Heating equipment
(a) Proper clearances from combustible

material
(b) Condition of smoke pipes and heating plant
(c) Automatic controls

(3) Electrical wiring
(a) Unsafe extension cords
(b) Unsafe installations
(c) Broken fixtures
(d) Size of fuses

(4) Ventilating system
(a) Improper storage of combustible materials
(b) Damper protection
(c) Controls for fans

(5) Fire extinguishers and standpipe systems
(a) Number and spacing
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Instructor's Notes (b) Maintenance
(c) Fire hose and nozzles

(6) Fire doors
(a) Where required
(b) Operating condition

(7) Fire alarm system
(a) Heard in all portions of the building
(b) Controls on each floor
(c) General condition

(8) Exit facilities
(a) Number and adequacy
(b) Operation and panic hardware
(c) Obstructions in stairways, corridors,

fire escapes
(d) Type of glass in windows on or near fire

escapes
(9) Fire drills

(a) Frequency
(b) Time required to vacate building
(c) Fire department notification in case of fire
(d) Definite system to determine all persons

are out of building
3. Frequency and Time of Inspections

a. No standard policy
b. Local conditions control
c. Frequency depends on:

(1) Existing hazards
(2) Housekeeping
(3) Type of occupancy

(a) Industrial and commercial - at least four
times yearly

(o) Dwellings - at least once a year
1:c) Places of public assembly - at least four

times yearly, or weekly or monthly when
in use

(4) Target hazards
(a) At least six times yearly
(b) More often if conditions warrant

(5) Rubbish accumulations
(a) Weekly

d. Time depends on:
(1) Size and organization of department
(2) Working hours and activities of places or

buildings concerned
(3) Sometimes necessary on week-ends or in

evening, on prearranged basis
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Instructor's Notes (4) Holidays or special seasons require special
attention, due to:
(a) Excess stock
(b) Excess rubbish
(e) Less attention to fire prevention
(d) Overcrowding

REFER learners to Fig. 5, p. 350, Fire Service Training
(text), and DISCUSS.

4. Additional Hints and Suggestions for Inspectors
DISCUSS and/or ELABORATE on the following items:
a. Representation and action of inspector
b. Be careful but firm
c. Be friendly but not familiar
d. Make suggestions or recommendations to only those

in authority
e. Provide duplicate copies to proper person
f . Name of inspector and date of inspection should

always be noted on records
g. Do not argue. Refer disputes to Chief of department
h. Be fair and impartial in judgment
, Knowledge of work will command respect

j . Inspectors importance is measured in terms of
results obtained

k. Realize the importance of the work, and consider the
duties seriously

1 Thorough and regular inspections are the criteria
for obtaining good results

m. Good public relations result from courteous treat-
ment

S. Inspection Forms
REFER learners to pp. 350-378, Fire Service Training (text). Although some
of these loins have been referred to previously, it may be well to cover this
section and DISCUSS 4- se not mentioned specifically during the lesson.
These forms may be used as samples by the local departm,mt in developin g-
forms which *readapted to local policy, rules, and regulations.

STEP III APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 25 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:
REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 24 re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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OBJECTIVES:

-..27.-df

RADIATION HAZARDS

1. To stress that radioactive materials mast be respected.
2. To acquaint fireman as to where radioactive materials may be generally located

and used.
3. To teach the firemen that this hazard must be accepted and dealt with properly.
4. To orient firemen with the problems of radiation hazards in general and to pre-

pare them for more specialized training.

TEACHING AIDS:

1. Chalkboard, chalk, and eraser; or chart pad
2. Radiation monitoring instruments - (if available)
3. Used radium watch faces
4. Radiation warning signs

REFERENCE:

Fire Service Training (text), Chapter 26, pp. 379-404.

Instructor's Notes STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The purpose of this chapter is to orient firemen with the problems.
of radiation hazards in a peacetime situation. It is to serve as a
basis for acquainting firemen with the problems of radiation
hazards in general, not to train them to become radiation spe-
cialists, nor to qualify them to deal effectively with the hazards.

The values of radiation and radioactivity to man are of such an
important nature, that the atomic era is here to stay in spite of
the fact that there are certain definite hazards invol- in their
use.

The number of users of radioactive materials increase each day
and will continue to become more prevalent, therefore it is very
important that the firemen be aware of all the facts about these
materials if they wish to perform their duties and responsibilities
in a safe and efficient manner.
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Instructor's Notes STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. BENEFICIAL USES OF'NUCLEAR ENERGY
I. A radioisotope, radioactive material, and a radiation

emitter are similar
a. Each releases energy from the center or nuc'eus a

the atom
REFER learners to hg. I, p. 379, Fire Service Training (text }:

b. This energy can cnly be detected by electrical or
chemical mears

2. Diagnosis of disease by radioactive tracers
a. Testing the thyroid gland

(1) The thyroid gland absorbs iodine
(2) Radioactive iodine is still chemically iodine ana

will still go to the thyroid gland
(3) By using a radioactive detecting devise the doc-

tor can tell if the gland is functioning properly
(4) The radioactive iodine will not harm the patient

o** he'ap heal the gland
(5) lc is just a tool used by the doctor to di4gcose

whether or not the gland is working properly
REFS' learners to Fig. 2, p. 380, Fire Service Training
(text) and EXPLAIN following:

Radioiodine is mixed with water - A in Fig. 2
Patient drinks contents of glass -B in Fig. 2
Thyroid gland absorbs radioactive iodine - C in
Fig. 2
Radiation is then measured - D in Fig. 2

3. Radioactive tracers .n animal and agricultural food
production
a. Calcium and phosphorus tracers provide information

on live stock feeding
REFER learners to Fig. 3, p. 384 Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN.

b. Tracers are also used to*check insecticide compounds
c. Radioactive isotopes prove some fertilizers can be

absorbed through the leaves of p' -nts
REFER learners to Fig. 4, p. 381, Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN.

4. Measuring metal wear
a. Check engine wear

REFEF learners to Fig. 5, p. 381, Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN.

(I) Piston ring is made radioactive
(2) As piston ring wears the radioactive iron is

freed into the oil
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RADIATION HAZARDS

(3) Detector is used to measure radioactive iron
in the oil

5. Liquid flow traced by radioactivity t

REFER learners to Fig. 6, p. 382, Fire Service Training (text), and EXPLAIN.

6. Radiography of high pressure equipment
REFER learners to Fig. 7, p. 382, Fire Service Training (text) and EXPLAIN.

7. Thieness guaging and quality control
REFEt: learners to Fig. 8, p. 382, Fire Service Training (tex:)and EXPLAIN.

8. Elimination of static electricity
a. Radioisotopes makes air electrically conductive

which provides an invisible path through which the
electricity will be grounded
(I) Grounding the equipment is therefore not

necessary
9. Treatment of disease by radiation

REFER learners to Fig. 9, p. 383, Fire Service Training (text)and EXPLAIN.
10. Chemical changes and processing by radiation

a. When polyethylene was first developed it would not
withstand boiling

b. Now at the proper point in manufacturing it is sub-
jected to radiation which knocks out a couple of
hydrogen atoms which go off as gas

c. With this chemical change in the material polyethylene
can now be boiled, so it can be made steril

11. Electrical Production by Radiation
a. This is the direct production of electricity from the

energy released by radioactive atoms
(1) Small atomic battery

B. LOCATING NUCLEAR ENERGY HAZARDS
1. Natural radioactive materials, such as radium, are not

under Atomic Energy Commission regulations
2. Some states do have regulations
3. All man made radioactive materials are controlled by

licensing by the A.E.C.
4. Radioactive materials may be found in:

a. Universities
b. Industrial Laboratories
c. Industrial Plants
d. Hospitals
e. Doctors' Offices
f . Atomic Power Plants
g. Military Installations

5. Atomic Energy Commission
ment of all persons licensed
within the state
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Instructor's Notes 6. State is to notify municipal agencies
a. Fire department
b. Police department

7. State is to send letter to licensee suggesting he notify the
local fire and police department of his possession of
radioactive material

8. Fire departments should request from the state health
department notification of A .E.C. licensees in their area

9. Radioactive materials may also be located by fire depart-
ments during building inspections
SHOW SAMPLE or DRAW rig. 10, p. 3855 Fire Service Training
(text) on chalkboard.

a. This information should be placed on building in-
spection form

b. A .E.C. will assist inspectors in getting ii o, so
called, classified areas for inspection

c. A good relationship between the fire department and
the company will usually aid in providing firemen
with necessary information

C. PROBLEMS OF RADIATION
I. Radiation risk to the fire service should be evaluated

a. Radiation should not be unnecessarily feared nor
totally ignored

b. It must be properly related to the many other
common hazards faced daily by a fireman in his
profession

2. Radiation exposure can do apparent damage to the body if
received in sufficient quantity
a. Within certain limits the body can repair enough of

the biological damage
(1) Sc that there is no apparent effect on the person

b. Therefore people can be exposed to some radiation
to accomplish necessary work
(1) Without any apparent effect on their ability to

continue living a normal life
3. Mankind is being constantly exposed to some radiation

a. This is "background" radiation which occurs in
nature
(1) Cosmic radiation from outer space

(a) Level of cosmic radiation in Denver approx-
imately twice that of New York

(2) Radioactive materials in the earth
(a) Also present in building materials

(3) Radioactive naterials in the body such as radio-
active carbon, potassium, radium, etc.
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Instructor's Notes

RADIATION HAZARDS

b. Through commonly used radiation machinery,
mainly X-ray

4. Excessive radiation exposure to the human body:
a. Produces radiation sickness

(1) A massive overdose of long-range, highly
penetrating type of external radiation to the
whole body or a substantial portion thereof
(a) Causes nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,

hemorrhage, and lowering of the body's
resistance to infection

b. Produces radiation injury
(1) An overdose of short-range, less penetrating

type of external radiation to a localized portion
of the body
(a) Can cause injuries such as burns, loss of

hair, and skin lesions
c. Produces radioactive poisoning

(1) Dangerous amounts of certain types of radio-
active materials, usually in finely divided
particles, liquid or vapor form, when intro-
duced into the body by breathing and swallowing,
through wounds, or by absorption through the
skin
(a) Can cause such diseases as anemia and

cancer
REFER learners to Fig. 13, p. 390, Fire Service
Training (text) and EXPLAIN.

e. DISCUSS genetic effects
5. To the fireman the problem of protection from radiation

is in reality two distinct problems, external and internal
radiation

REFER learners to Fig. 11, p. 388, Fire Service Training (text) and EXPLAIN.

D. EXTERNAL RADIATION
1. External radiation comes from certain radioactive ma-

terials which are located outside the body
2. Types of external radiation hazards

a. Gamma radiation
(1) Long-range
(2) Highly penetrating

REFER learners 0 Fig. 12. p. 38& Fire Service Training (rev),
b. Beta radiation

(1) Short-range
(2) Low penetrating
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lnbtructor's Notes E. PROTECTION FROM EXTERNAL RADIATION
1. Protection from gamma radiation

a. Time
(1) Limit the time firemen are exposed
(2) Fire fighting crews should be changed (not

rotated)
REFER learners to Fig. 14 p. 391, Fire Service Training
(text) and EXPLAIN.

b. Distance
(1) The radiation level decreases rapidly as the

distance form the source increases
REFER learners to Fig. 15, p. 392, Fire Service Training
(text) and EXPLAIN.

c. Shielding
(1) Highly dense material such as lead is best

shield
(2) Some shielding can be obtained from iron, water,

concrete and mounds of earth
REFER learners to Fig. 16, p. 392, Fire Service Training
(text) and EXPLAIN.

(3) Wood walls or the use of water streams from a
fire hose offer practically no shielding

2. Protection against beta radiation
a. Do not handle
b. Wash off body promptly
c. Limit exposure time

F. RADIATION DOES NOT MAKE THINGS RADIOACTIVE
1. People believe exposure to radioactive materials will

make things radioactive
2. The only way things can be made radioactive is to place

them in an atomic reactor or subject them to neutron
bombardment

3. Smoke from fire involving radioactive material will not
be radioactive, but may be contaminated with radioactive
particles

G. RADIATION DETECTION
1. Radiation can not be detected by the human senses

a. Seeing, smelling, tasting, feeling, hearing
2. Radiation must be detected by:

a. Mechanical instrument
b. Chemical instrument
c. Electric instrument

3. Dose rate meters
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Instructor's Notes

gADIATION HAZARDS

a. The Geiger - Muller counter
REFER !earners to Fig. 17, p. 393, Fire Service Training (text).
(1) Measures only low levels of radiation
(2) Registers in milliroentgens
(3) Registers both gamma and beta radiation

(a) Beta may be filteree by closing metal
shield on detector probe

(4) It may block out and give no reading in a high
radiation field

b. The ionization chamber detector
REFER learners to Fig. 18, p. 393, Fire Service Training (text).
(1) Can measure high levels of radiation
(2) Registers in roentgens per hour
(3) Measures both gamma and beta radiation
(4) Is best type for fire department use

c. To monitor alpha radiation special instruments are
required

d. All radiation detectors require skilled maintenance
and calibration

4. Dosimetry
a. Instruments used to measure accumulated radiation

exposure
(1) Film badges

REFER learners to Fig. 19, p. 394, Fire Service Training (text).

(a) Film badges consists of special radiation
sensitive film contained in a holder

(b) They can not be read directly
(c) Film must be developed and compared

with control samples to determine exposure
(2) Pocket Dosimeters

REFER learners to Fig. 20, p. 395, FireService Training (text).
(a) Pocket dosimeters are small sensitive

instruments carried in one's pocket
(b) They can be read by holding up to the light
(c) Dropping may cause false reading

H. INTERNAL RADIATION AND PROTECTION
1. Internal radiation results from radioactive materials

absorbed into the human body
2. Alpha radiation presents the greatest internal hazard

a. Very short-ranged, relatively heavy atomic
particles

b. Has very little penetrating power
3. Internal radiation hazards may be found:

a. In industries where radioactive materials are pro-
cessed
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Instructor's Notes (I) Rolling, stamping, milling, grinding and
polishing

b. In laboratories where they are put in chemical
solution

4. Radioactive material gets into body 4 ways
a. By breathing
b. By swallowing
c. Through breaks in the skin
d. By absorption through the skin

S. Protection from internal radiation hazards
a. Radioactive materials may be in any physical shape

(1) Dust
(2) Powders
(3) Liquid
(4) Gases

b. Masks
(I) Self-contained masks should be worn at all times
(2) A.E.C. plants use special filter-type masks

c. Proper removal of mask
REFER learners to Fig. 22, p. 397, Fire Service Training (text)
and EXPLAIN step I thnr 6.

(I) Step I - Fireman leaves contaminated area
keeping mast, on and operating
Step 2 - Fireman is washed off with hose stream
Step 3 - Fireman removes turn out clothing,
keeping mask on
Step 4 - Fireman holds breath and removes mask
Step 5 - Fireman should promptly wash hands
and forearms
Step 6 - Take shower at station
(a) Use plenty of soap
(b) Wash hair well
(c) Wash under arms well

(2) Mask, clothing and gloves should be left at con-
trol poi it

I. CONTAMINATION
I. Contamination is the dispersal of radioactive material,

generally in finely divided particles, in liquid or vapor
form, in any place where it is not desired, and may pro-
duce a hazard to personnel

2. The hazards from radioactive contamination may be from
alpha, beta, or gamma radiation

3. Contamination control by setting up control lines
REFER learners to Fig. 23, p. 398, Fire Service Training (text) and
EXPLAIN.
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J

RADIATION HAZARDS

a. These are physical lines
b. Can be set up by using rope, ladder or hose
c. Could be a door way of a room
d. Contamination control point should be determined

ahead of time if possible
3. Contamination spread by smoke and water

REFER learners to Fig. 24, p. 400, Fir Service Training (test).
a. Contaminated smoke in large amounts can not be

controlled
b. Small amounts may be controlled by ventilation and

smoke ejectors
c. Water spray can be employed to settle radioactive

material out of the smoke or air thus preventing it
from spreading

d. Use minimum amount of water to extinguish fire
e. Small amount of water can be contained by sawdust,

salvage covers, etc.
f . If large amounts of water must be used the area of

contamination will be greater
g. The route of run off water should be checked be-

cause radioactive material will. settle from the
water
(1) Sewer catchbasins
(2) Sewers
(3) Disposal plants

4. Cleanup after fire or emergency should not be done
whet-, radioactive materials are involved
a. The licensee is responsible for cleanup

5. Decontamination
a. Decontamination of tailding is not the fireman's

responsibility
b. Decontamination should be done by qualified

specialists

. FIRE DEPARTMENTS RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE NUCLEAR
AGE
I. Radiation Safety Officer

a. Should be trained for each department
b. However, every fireman should have some know-

ledge of radiation hazard
2. Prefire Planning

a. Should be done with plant management
b. Better protection for plant
c. Better protection for firemen

3. suggested Prefire Plan Card and Sketch
DISCUSS and EXPLAIN Fig. 25, p. 401. Fite St.nice Training (text).
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Instructor's Notes Obtain information Noma licensee in thearea and present the information
to class, having them record same on the Prelire Plan form.

K. GLOSSARY OF RADIATION TERMS
EXPLAIN this is for the use of the learner to better understand some of
the atomic energy terms.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work Assignment Sheet No. 26 in Learner's Workbook.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOWUP:

REVIEW Assignment Sheet No. 26, re-teach any portion of lesson not thoroughly
understood.
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ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

Assignment Sheet No. I

COMMUNITY FIRE DEFENSE

QUESTIONS:

1. a. Department willingness to use its means and facilities, b. Member's re-
sponsibility and obligation, c. Support and consideration of local officials,
d. The community's responsibilities.

2. A grading schedule is a means of classifying municipalities, and rural
communities and areas, with reference to their fire defenses and physical
conditions.

3. a. Availability, b. Dependability, c. Reputation, d. Appearance, e. Per-
sonality, f. Cooperativeness, g. Job interest, h. Initiative, i. Mental
stability, j. Aptitude, k. Leadt.rship, 1. Physical condition.

4. a. Fire prevention acitivities, b. Emergency squad facilities, c. Individual
behavior and courtesy, d. Elimination of department strife or discord,
e. Airing of department business in public, f. Company inspections.

5. To provide more apparatus, more equipment, and man power at the scene of
the emergency.

6. Public Utilities, excavating or road equipment sources, radio and television
stations, red cross, hospitals and their staffs, sheriff's office, highway patrol,
local service departments, radiation monitoring services.

7. General fire department information, company records, training, apparatus,
and fire prevention.

1. people, ravages, fire
2. citizens, governing
3. National Board of Fire Underwriters, Ohio Inspection Bureau
4. water supply, fire department
5. efforts, qualifications, every
6. public relations, fire department, people, community
7. fire defense, plan of operation
8. protection, safety, welfare
9. size, adequacy, personnel

10. report, information

1. False
2. False
3. True
4. True
5. False
6. True
7. False
8. False
9. True
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Assignment Sheet No. 2

QUESTIONS:

CHEMISTRY OF FIRE

1, Combustion or burning is a chemical process accompanier! toy :he evolution of
light and heat.

2. The temperature at which a substance will catch on fire and continue to burn.
3. The temperature at which a flammable liquid gives off vapor sufficient to form

an ignitable mixture with the air near the surface of the liquid or within the
vessel containing the liquid.

4. Spontaneous ignition of a material is caused by the gradual development of heat
due to a chemical change within the material.

5. Smoke is the result of incomplete combustion, therefore, some unbumt carbon
is liberated as soot and carbon monoxide.

6. Fuel, oxygen, heat.
7. 21%
8. Below 16%
9. a. By cutting off the supply of oxygen through smothering so that the flame will

consume or exhaust all of the oxygen around it. b. By displacing air with a
noncombustible gas such as carbon dioxide or water vapor.

10. Explosions occur where flammable vapors, gases, or combustible dusts are
mixed with air in proportions such as to produce very rapid oxidation of the
entire mass when a source of ignition is provided.

11. The first explosion, involving dust which is already in suspension, dislodges
dust from beams, ledges, etc., and forms a second cloud through which the
secondary explosion propagates.

12. a. Grain-handling plants, b. Starch Manufacturing, c. Sugar refining, d.
Woodworking, e. Sulfur cnising and pulverizing, f. Hard rubber rccovery,
g. Cork grinding, h. Aluminum, magnesium and other metal powder p.
i. Fertilizer plants, j. Powdered milk plants, k. Chocolate, cocoa and candy
factories, 1. Plastic, m. Textile works.

13. Many common flammable liquids and gases have very wide explosive ranges.
Mixtures outside these limits are either too "lean" or too "rich" to explode.
The too "lean" mixture is below the lower explosive limit since it does not have
sufficient flammable vapor or gas in proportion to the amount of air, while the
too "rich" mixture has too much flammable vapor or gas in proportion to the
availible air.

1, heat, fuel, oxygen
2. heated, combustible gas
3. flash point, flammable
4. method, extinguishment
5. rate, amount
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ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 2 (Continued)

1 QUESTIONS:

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

6. flash fires
7. confinement, venting, suspension
8. handling
9. vapor, liquid, air

10. effective, reduction, saving

I. False
2. False
3. True
4. True
S. True
6. True
7. False
8. True
9. False

10. True
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Answers for Assignment Sheet No. 3

CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

QUESTIONS:

1. The ease of handling, the ability to provide the necessary extinguishing agent
to put out the fire quickly and efficiently and the fact that extinguishers are
ready for use when needed.

2. Clan tA - Fires in ordinary combustible materials such as wood, cloth, and
paper. Caul - Fires in flammable petroleum products or other flammable
liquids, greases. etc. glass C - Fires involving electrical equipment.

3. pIumera The approximate relative fire extinguishing potential needed to ex-
tinguish standardized fires. Lata - The class of fire on which the use of the
appliance is approved for most effective fire extinguishment.

4. Class A, - Soda, acid, foam, water, loadea stream. Class B - Vaporizing
liquid, foam, CO2, dry chemicals, loaded stream. Class C - Vaporizing
liquid, CO2, dry chemicals

S. a. Deterioration, b. Damage, c. Clogged orifices, d. Weight of cartridge.
e. Condition of hose and gaskets, f. Filled to proper level, g. Proper.
pressure on gauge, h. Condition of parts, i. Weight of contents.

1. infancy, substitute, fire department
2. all, all
3. classifications
4. Underwriters Laboratories
S. maintenance
6. fully charged, efficient
7. corrosion, dangerous

8. pressure test, generated
9. charging, maintenance, operation

1. True
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. False
6. False
7. True
8. Poise
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Answers for Assignment Sheet No. 4

WATER AS USED IN FIRE FIGHTING

QUESTIONS:

1. Water absorbs the heat from both the heated gases and the burning material
until the temperatures of both are reduced below the ignition point.

2. British Thermal Unit (B.T.U.)
3. A column of mercury "one inch high" exerts approximately equal pressure per

square inch on its' base as will a column of water "one foot high" .
4. Head pressure is the term used to describe the result of the operation of

supplying water to a pumping unit when such units are connected to a fire
hydrant or some other source of supply by pressure.

5. a. Solid stream, b. Broken stream, c. Spray or vapor stream, d. Water
curtain, e. Master streams.

6. Rotary nozzle shall be attached to hose at place of service before making an
opening into the fire area. Use a hose clamp if available, placing it on hose
near the nozzle. Water should be started through the nozzle and inserted
through the opening provided in the fire building until it hits bottom and then
raised half way in order to obtain better coverage.

7. Divide the horizontal distance the nozzle is from the building by the story into
which the stream is directed.

1. 50, 75
2. resistance
3. pump pressure
4. friction loss .

5. 150
6. 50
7. fire streams
8. height
9. 1728

1. True
2- False
:.! True
4. True
5. False
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. False
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Aisignment Sheet No. 5

QUESTIONS:

FIRE HYDRANTS

1. The grid should be strengthened.
2. a. Location, b. Date installed, c. Size main, d. Size lead in, e. Turns on

left or right, f. Size and number of outlets, or any others listed in the manual.
3. Break type and standard type.
4. The break type hydrant if damaged will remain in the closed position due to the

pressure in the main, the standard type will not.
5. To prevent surface water from entering the hydrant barrel.
6. Semi-annually -- April and October

Winter daily inspection -- October to April
Summer weekly April to October
(Others as described in manual)

1. flushed
2. secondary or street
3. gate valve
4. secondary or street
5. water department
6. flow pressures
7. drained
8. flush
9. quantity

10. secondary or street

1. True
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. True

10. False
11. True
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Answers for Assignment Sheet No. 6

STANDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS, SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT AND AUTOMATIC ALARMS

QUESTIONS:

1. Wet system and dry system
2. Reduces the time and man power required to get hose lines into operation in

buildings having large floor areas and/or those of multiple stories.
3. Six feet.
4. a. 1/2", b. 1-1/8"
5. a. Public water mains and outlets, b. Automatic fire pumps, c. Manually

controlled fire pumps, d. Pressure tanks, e. Gravity tanks.
6. It is a shut off valve, generally found outside the building. It manually controls

the flow of water into the sprinkler system generally supplied by the city water
service mains.

7. By reading the inscription on the wall plate of each connection.
8. It consists of a series of pipes connected and interconnected, filled with water

or compressed air, and with automatic devices to release the water from the
system when required.

9. Drain system, close riser valve and replace heads.
10. Any flow of water from a sprinkler system equal to, or greater than that from

one automatic sprinkler head will activate the alarm.

1. fire streams
2. properly located
3. outlets, effectively
4. cabinets
5. occupants, 75
6. Fire Department
7. 20
8. 60
9. reported

10. female
11. water motor, electric

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False

5. True 9, True
6. True 10. False
7. True 11. True .

8. True 12. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 7

QUESTIONS:

FIRE PUMPS

I. a. Increase the pressure, b. Sole source of pressure.
2. They are capable of expelling air as well as water from the pump therefore the

pump can produce sufficient vacuum for selfpriming.
3. To keep foreign materials from entering the pump.
4. a. Provide a pump of displacement type to create the vacuum, b. Utilize the

vacuum naturally created in the operation of the truck engine.
5. A manually controlled by-pass between the suction and discharge side of the

pump.
6. a. Pressure, b. Compound.
7. Registers the approximate direct speed in revolutions per minute at which the

engine is operating.
8. It must deliver rated capacity at 150 p.s .i. net pump pressure, 70 percent of

capacity at 200 p.s.i. and 50 percent of capacity at 250 p.s.i.
9. (Answer in accordance with local equipment)

I. piston, rotary gear, centrifugal
2. piston, rotary gear
3. centrifugal
4. pressure governor
5. intake, discharge
6. 200
7. portable pump
8. power, water, valve

I. False
2. False
3. True
4. True
5. True
6. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 8

QUESTIONS:

ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

FIRE HOSE

W ;'

1. (Answer in accordance with local equipment)
2. It causes the rubber lining within the hose to separate from the outer jacket.
3. The automatic relief valve can be reset to reduce vibration and "hose boot"

may be placed underneath the hose where chafing is excessive.
4. This is done to relieve the strain on the hose connecting expansion ring,

preventing the two from separating.
5. This will greatly reduce the effectiveness of the stream and increase the

friction loss.
6. a. Horseshoe or U load, b. Accordion load, c Divided load, d. combination

load.
7. a. When replacing a broken section of hose, b. When extending a hose line,

c. To stop the flow of water within a hose line without stopping the water at
the source of supply.

1. one, pressure
2. care
3. chafing
4. bridges
5. hydrant, fire
6. improper
7. 106 pounds
8. one 50 foot section
9. parallel

10. vulcanization
11. rocker lug
12. plastic, rubber

1. True
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. True

. -... ...
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Assignment Sheet No. 9

QUESTIOFS:

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

1. A hydrant pump is used to remove water from the barrel of a fire hydrant to pre-
vent the danger of having frozen hydrants in freezing weather.

2. To assure free movement and to prevent rust.
3. It saves time and eliminates errors in giving or receiving orders.
4. Paint is a good conductor of electricity and cracks that are painted over cannot be

detected.
5. The motor must be the sealed or safety type which will not cause an explosion by a

spark when the ejector is exposed to explosive gases.

1. cracks, splinters, head
2. breach, opened
3. wrought iron, ferrous
4. hose strap, hold, tie
5. spanner wrench

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False

1. claw tool
2. buster bar
3. hose strap
4. hux bar
5. pull down hook
6. pick head axe
7. plaster hooks
8. hose strap
9. kelly tool

10. rope hose tool
11. crow bar
12. Detroit door opener
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Assignment Sheet No. 10

QUESTIONS:

ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICS

I. Manila, sisal and hemp.
2. It will handle much easier when put into actual service.
3. a. Operate fly ladder on extension ladder, b. Hoist ladders, tools, and

appliances, c. As a life line in rescue work, d. Aid in maintaining fire lines,
e. Wrecking operation, f. Lash ladders together to extend the length, g. As
guy lines when hoisting equipment, h. As a permanently attached hoisting line
on aerial ladders.

4. The square knot is used in tying two ropes of the same size together.
5. The bowline.
6. Bowline on a bight.

I. diameter
2. seven
3. surface, inside
4. a. half hitch, b. square knot, c. clove hitch, d. bowline, e, bowline on a

bight, f. chimmey hitch, g. sheep shank, h. becket knot, i. running bowline
5. short, long

I. True
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 11

QUESTIONS:

LADDERS

1. Solid beam, trussed beam.
2. The trussed beam has increased strength in relation to weight.
3. a. Straight, b. Extension, c. Roof, d. Attic or folding, e. Aerial
4. They make the ladder safer and more reliable, even though the butt is not

resting on a foundation of any type.
5. a. For beams - Douglas fir; navy specification airplane spruce

b. For rungs - second growth hickory; ash.
6. As an aid to see the top in smoke and darkness.
7. a. Looseness, wear, slivers, cracks or checks, dry rot, need of varnish;

b. Slivers, cracks or checks, dry rot, protective varnish, warping;
c. Defects of metal parts, dullness of butt;
d. Dry rot, splices, weakness and wear;
e. Breakage, wear, lubrication, springs;
f. Tightness, Burrs, sharp edges.

8. The distance should be one fourth of the extended length of the ladder.
9. It is a safety feature and enables men to have both hands free.

1. beam, blocks
2. extension
3. fly ladder
4. 24 foot extension
5. 10, 16
6. trailing
7. top
8. flat, beam
9. beams, rungs

10. attic, folding

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. False
7. False
8. True
9. True

10. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 12

QUESTIONS:

ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

GAS MASKS

I. A breathing apparatus which provides complete respiratory protection in any
concentration of toxic gases, under any condilon of oxygen deficiency.

2. Masks should be worn from the tinte of arrival at the fire where a radiation
contamination hazard exists until the hazard no longer exists. Preference
indicated is for a self-contained unit.

3. a. Filter type canister mask, b. Fresh air or hose masks, c. Self-
contained breathing apparatus.

4. No. It will only afford two hours of protection against carbon monoxide.
5. It provides a continuous flow in the event the automatic demand regulator

becomes inoperative.
6. It releases the pressure in the breathing bag when it becomes over inflated

making it difficult to exhale.

I. poisonous, toxic
2. self-contained, self-generating
3. hazard, explosion hazard
4. detect, oxygen, flame
5. liquids, vapors, withstand
6. oxygen, air
1.. chemicals, fresh oxygen
8. periodically, donned

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 13

ADVANCE INFORMATION - THE ALARM

QUESTIONS:

1. Through participation in inspections and schooling.
2. The best possible route to the scene can be taken when responding and the best

course of action to take with the facilities available.
3. It will provide ready means of summoning apparatus and men tl the scene of

the fire.
4. B:- an educational program through school children, local papers, radio

stations, and other media.

1. advance information, efficiently, combat
2. construction, contents
3. alarm boxes, telephone
4. maintained, designed

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
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Assignment chest No. 14

SIZE UP

QUESTIONS:

1. a. Life hazards, b. Time of the emergency, c. Location of emergency,
d. Nature of emergency, e. Exposures, f. Property involved, g. The fire,
h. Weather, i. Equipmert and manpower available, j. Reserves available.

2. It will permit the officer in charge to be in constant contact with the entire
situation and the rapid changes occurring at all times.

3. Size up is the process of making a quick analysis of the situation at hand by
the person in charge.

4. a. The occupants of an involved building and all adjacent buildings:.
b. The firemen.

1. self control
2. training, experience
3. success, failure
4. interior, extelor
S. consider, utilize

1. False
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. False
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. Fa ice

10. False
11. True
12. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 15

FORCIBLE ENTRY

QUESTIONS:

1. Stand to one side aid strike the upperpart of the glass using the flat side of
a fire axe.

.2. It is the most easily broken material and usually costs less to replace.
3. Insert the straight head of the Kelly tool between the door and jam, then pry

toward the door.
4. They can only be raised by operating the worm gear.
5. At the center of the ssah.
6. Break the glass and unlock from the inside.

1.. axe, Kelly tool
2. battering ram
3. outside
4. diamcd shape
5. flooring, roofing, sheathing
6. Plat; rafter
7. sliding, awning, double hung

1. True
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. False



Assignment Sheet No. 16

QUESTION&

ANSWERS LEARNERS WORKBOOK

RESCUE

1. a. Is there anyone in the building?
b- If so, are they in danger?
c. Have there been any crys tar help?
d. Can they be rescued?
e. How c!4n they be rescued?
f. Has any information been given by persons who h:tve escaped from the

building?
g. Has any information been given by neighbors or bystanders?

2. The rescuer should protect them by being sure that they are properly covered
and their face protected. Deliver them to a competent person.

3. Place in care of a competent person.
4. If illness is not contagious, they may be taken to a neighbor's home. If

contagious, provisions must be made as soon as possible to have the patient
sent to a hospital. Care must be given until removal to hospt;a1.

5. They should be placed in custody of a competent person.

1. Panic, public assembly
2. first aid
3. Weather, important
4. firemen, hazards
5. condition, trained
6. deep hole
7. sink, floating
8. steel, wrought, ferrous
9. leaks

10. electrical, wiring
11. trained
12. persons, upper
13. is not

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. True
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Assignment Sheet No. 17

QUESTIONS:

EXPOSURES AND CONFINEMENT

I. Any building or material that is likely to become involved either directly or
indirectly with the existing fire.

2. It i's the transmission of neat by the movement of heated gases.
3. All buildings or combustible materials in danger of becoming involved from

the heat of the original fire which is transmitted through conduction, radiation
or convection.

4. a Room to room on the same floor.
b. Floor to floor in the upward extension.
c. Floor to floor in the downward extension
d. Building to building where adjoining.
e. Building to building where not adjoining.

5. a. Fire resistive conJtruction.
b. Incombustible solid walls .
c. Fire doors.
d. Verticil.protection
e. Sprinklers.
f. Window protection.
g. Water curtain.

6. Completely surrounding the fire with streams so that the fire will be checked
at each possible avenue of extension.

7. The action necessary to contain the fire in the smallest possible area.

I. conduction, radiation, convection
2. interior, exterior
3. Metals
4. fire streams
S. fire doors
6. fire shutters, wire glass
7. air conditioning

I. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
5. True
6. True
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Assignment Sheet No. 18

QUESTIONS:

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT

I. (Method) (How)
a. Remove fuel Remove combustible material, shut off flammable

gas or liquid covering with water curtains or
water spray.

b. Reduce oxygen supply Using inert gases to exclude oxygen such as
carbon dioxide, dry chemical, loam, vaporizing
liquid. Water spray turned to steam to displace
oxygen.

c. Eliminate heat Use of water to cool material below ignition
temperature.

2. (Name) (Purpose)
a. Solid To obtain maximum distance and penetration.

Provides larger volumes of water
b. Spray Provides greater heat absorption.

Use smaller quantities of water.
3. The nozzleman must protect himself by keeping low or have some protection

from the hot smoke and steam which is expelled from the room through the
opening.

4. a. Feeling with the hand for hot spots.
b. Looking for discolorations or blistering.
c. Listening for crackling or rumbling sounds.

5. Excessive water damage must be avoided.
6. To prevent the upward spread of fire.
7. Adequate water supply, fire-fighting equipment and personnel, mutual aid

contracts for additional help, effective inspection program, and a fire
fighting pre-plan of operations.

8. Fireman should position themselves on the sides of the tank and 'tamer in line
with the end. Whenever a tank ruptures or explodes, the contents or force is
usually expelled through the ends of the tank.

9. No one should be allowed to go underneath the vehicle for extinguishing or
examination purposes withoue blocking the body securely.

10. a. Approach the fire or gas leak from the windward side.
b. Remove all parsons in area of vapor cloud.
c. Eliminate all sources of ignition.
d. Evacuate any area in the path of the vapor cloud.
e. Keep all civilian personnel at least 200 feet away from the emergency 'area.

II. (According to each departments equipment.)
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 18 (Continued)

QUESTIONS:

1. safety, skill, good judgment
2. fuel, oxygen, heat
3. intensity, amount
4. smaller, water
5. near,. possible
6. size up, decide, extinguishment
7. fire, rekindle
8. inside
9. nature, occupancy

10. cooling down
11. current, safe
12. fog, spray

I. False
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. False
7. True
8. False
9. False

10. False
11. True
12. True
13. False
14. True
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Assignment Sheet No. 19

QUESTIONS:

ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

VENTILATION

1. Ventilation means opening up a building or stricture in which a fire is
burning.

2. a. To make entry possible, b. To prevent the spread of fire, c. To prevent
"back-draft".

3. Back-draft is the explosion caused by the admission of air to a fire which has
not been burning freely.

4. It is filled with smoke, heated air, and unburned gases which accumulate at
the top and mushroom.

5. Smoke is a mixture of gases and fine particals of carbon.
6. Incomplete combustion due to insufficient oxygen.
7. Because free rapid burning will follow ventilation.
8. Directly above the fire if possible.
9. a. Opening too soon, b. Opening too late, c. Opening wrong place, d. In-

volvement of other buildings, e. Life hazards to firemen, g. Opening below
the fire.

10. The extinguishment will be aided and the steam will force gas and smoke from
the building.

1. exposures, contents
2. varies
3. Basements
4. safe condition

1. False
?.. True
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. False
7. True
8. False
9. False

10. True
11. False
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Assignment Skeet No. 20

QUESTIONS:

SALVAGE

I. Salvage is the saving of property.
2. a. The "one-man throw" fold, b. The "two-man throw" fold, or under-

writer's fold, c. The accordion fold, d. The salvage cover roll and double
fold.

3. a,. Down elevator shafts, b. Down stairways, c. Holes cut .1 floor to floor,
d. Chutes to outside, e. Through scuppers, f. By breaching walls.

4.,14` X18'
5. Bithrooms and kitchens.
6. Make sure the basement floor drains are open.

I. salvage
2. Floor runners
3.. wiped, dried, damage
4. one month, refolded
5. salvage, inspections
6. salvage, importance

I. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
'5. True
6. False

1,86
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ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

Assignment Sheet No. 21

OVERHAUL AND PICK--UP

QUESTIONS:

1. To determine whether or not the building is a safe place in which to work.
2. Overhauling is the practice of completing operations at a fire after the main

fire has been extinguished, and searching for any sparks or fire that may
remain in a building.

3. a. Making sure the fire is out, b. Leaving the building in as serviceable a
condition as possible

1. equipment, first-class
2. Common sense
3. concealed
4. time, errors
5. sorted, aside

1. True
2. False
3. False
4. True
S. True
6. False
7. False
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Assignment Sheet No. 22

CARE OF APPARATUS, DRIVING SUGGESTIONS, THE RUN

QUESTIONS:

I. Washing the hood while it is hot tends to affect the gloss of the finish and cause
it to become dull.

2. Mud that has dried will remove the luster and destroy the finish in a short time.
3. The entire apparatus, including the challis.
4. The varying sound pitch will attract attention more effectively.'

I. clear water
2. after each run
3. reaction distance
4. reaction, braking
5.44

I. False
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. True



Assignment Sheet No. 23

QUESTIONS:

ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

POSTMORTEM CONFERENCE

1. It is an evaluation of what has taken place during the course of the emergency
or emergencies.

2. All personnel involved in the action.
3. As soon after the run as practical, because the facts will still be fresh in the

minds of those who were involved in the call.
4. It will point out what can be done in the future to further expediate and obtain

a more efficient operation.

1. justified, results
2. proper channels
3. change, shifts
4. pre - planning, post mortem
5. paw. m

1. False
2. False
3. True
4. False
S. False

..
- - .- :, -
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QUESTIONS:
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ANSWERS TO LEARNER'S WORKBOOK

I

IAssignment Shoo No. 25

INSPECTIONS

1 QUESTIONS:

I

1. a. Aids in rescue work, b. Aids in determining fire fighting procedures,
c. Aids in preventing spread of fire, d. Aids in the self preservation of
firemen, e. Provides knowledge of private fire protection equipment, f.

I

Aids in fire prevention, g. Aids in determining causes of fires, h. Stimu-
lates cooperation between owners and occupants, and the fire department.

2. a. The fire marshal, b. Assistant fire marshals, c. Chief of fire department,

I

d. Fire department personnel designated by the chief, e. mayor, f. Town-
ship clerk, g. Township fire prevention officer (is of October 23, 1961).

3. Unlaiown.

I

4. Horizontal spread, vertical spread, spread to exposures.
5. Good common sense, and a friendly attitude are required.
6. It will cause the owner and/or occupant to have more respect for the

I

inspection program.
7. a. Risk involved, b. Number of hazards, c. Type of housekeeping, d.

Nature of occupancy, e. Rubbish accumulations, f. Season of year, g.
IDepartment organization, h. Manpower availability.

1. life, property

I

2. ordinances, codes, authority
3. permits, licenses
4. administration, personnel, inspection service

I

5. evidence, prosecution
6. permission, requested
7. follow-up

I8. qualified, lives
9. educating, fire hazards, life, property

I1. False
2. True
3. False
I4. True
5. False
6. True

I7. False
8. False
9. True

I
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Assignment Sheet No. 26

QUESTIONS:

RADIATION HAZARDS

1. a. Universities, b. Industrial labs., c. Industrial plants, d. Hospitals,
e. Doctors' offices, f. Atomic power -louts, g. Military installations,
h. Transportation facilities.

2. External and Internal.
3. a. Protection from external radian are: time, distance and shielding.

b. Protection from internal radiation is to wear a self contained gas mask
and protective clothing.

4. Gamma, alpha and beta.
5. a. By breathing, b. By swallowing, c. Break in skin, d. Absorption thru

skin.

1. contamination
2. energy, mankind
3. sicicness, re Astance
4. burns, hair
5. poisoning, cancer

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
5. False
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Students may use this study guide in a 34hour fire service
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by a statewide committee of fire fighting consultants and advisory
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The 26 assignment sheets, keyed to the chapters in the

ire service training instructional materials manual (VT 000 721),
are designed to assist the student in mastering both the technical
and practical knowledge of the instructional materials and the
instructor's presentations. Some of the assignment sheets are (1)
Community Fire Service, (2) Water as Used in Fire Fighting, (3)
Fire Pumps, (4) Ladders, (5) Rescue, (6) Post-Mortem Conference,
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The training of fire fighters and other personnel to deal effectively with fres has
long been recognized as belt g of extreme importance. Th- Trade and Industrial
Education Service, Division of Vocational Education. State Department of Education,
has provided training to volunteer and paid fire fi.2-thers in local communities since
1939. The training received by local fire fighters has certairly been an important
factor in increasing their operating efficiency and no doubt has saved countless lives
and thousands of dollars in property losses since the program was instituted.

A comprehensive training program in all areas of fire fighting is currently in effect.
The following types of training are now being conducted:

Basic Training Emergency and Rescue Trainini

Advanced Training Radiation Hazards Training

Officer Leadership Training Special Trait ng

Human Relations Regional Fire Schools

Conference Leadership State Fire School

Effective Speaking Fire Prevention
71

Instructor Traint4 Arson Detection

Industrial Brigade Training Public Service Employees

A significant contribution towards an effective training program is made through
adequate and up-to-date instructional materials, to enable the fire fighter to become
aquainted with the skills of fire fighting and the trade technology necessary to per-
form these skills. Recognizing this problem, the Ohio Vocational Trade and Indus-
trial Education Service presents this revised Fire Service Training, Learner's
Workbook - Basic Course. This Learner's Workbook is to be used by the fire
fighters in conjunction with the revised Fire Service Training manual (textbook).

It is hoped that this basic course will meet the most essential needs of firemen and
prepare them for further training in the advanced and other specialized courses and
training avant:Lae through the Trade and Industrial Education Service.

Harry F . Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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The Fire Service Training manual (textbook) contains the acknowledgment to the
Trade and Industrial Education staff pers"nnei, the State Advisory Committee,
educational institutions, fire associations, organizations, and manufactPrers who
made a contribution to the content of the manual upon which this Learner's Workbook
is based.

Acknowledgment for the content of this Learner's Workbook - Baroc Course is Jc-

tended to the present staff of Fire Service Training Coordinators of the Ohio Trade
and Industrial Education Service. They are as follows: Robert P. Fry, The Ohio
State University; Charles J. Getz, Kent State University; Harry A. Ohlrich, Univer-
sity of Cinciroati; and Elmer W. Weis, The Ohio State University.

Acknowledgment is extended to William M. Berndt, ConsultantlInstructional Mater-
ials Laboratory, for directing the development, editing, and composition of this
Learner's Workbook. Simla' mention is extended to the petsonnellm the staff of
the Instructional'Materials Laboratory for their efforts in preparing the composition
copy.
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Harry F Davis , :Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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- This Learner's Workbook - Basic Course has been prepared as one of the instruct ...,
. :,... ,..-

-: dorsi materials for use by you as an aid in teaching the thirty-four hour Fire Service .,.'-.

'Training, Basic Course more effectively. The twenty-six assignments contained .,.-....:::,

herein are correlated with the Fire Service Training manual (textbook) and the Fire ,....

-Service.Tralaing, Instructor's Manual - Basic Course. Each Individual assignment,.
sheet,gavers a chapter of the textbook and also correlates with the-COM , ...,.:.

,.Teacliing Guide in the Instruttior's Manual. This correlation makes it11,010:?.. . - --
. :_yt,-

"tailor make" the course to fit each fire department's elnipment, -t*inikind-410 cr
. , .. , . 7 .
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"protection i 'de. The course content can be adjusted when making arrangements
r the course by adapting the courae outline for the thirty-four hour Basic -Course:

-.::=c-
er the eXadt content has been determined the corresponding teaching guides:in:0e.
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':.j.an interesting and Instructional manner. 1. ...., . . _ . _ -- -.0::......-.1: . ,-., :if.f_*lfr4t, 4i. _ .....k- I.,.., :_::';'''' . .

The te.i.trisk'S Workbook is a study guide Whic# will serve ati'an..afit:We'instrn 7-O-
,

.,,,.,... tional aid for group instruction 'iiiiilIiiti6 as stiicii:eide and SeIE-lbeck on the -i--'.; - :--. -'.-

. 4.-

= :'. ,.;... - ,--:- ! :_cc.. 7,4t.fv; -. , -I-- -- . -..,...-Mastet7 of ihg.stibject Matter for the individual learner. : ..- -- --,..., . -, . , . ..-,: ,, 0,

- , . . 4 .f--f...,' -'i,! i,t,'`.1,_ --- : ._ 'A -`'.."- Vf-

-_ , :The effective utilization of thetansiigentenviiheetauhrxlis.!.LeeknerIllf-efitoOli 4111., , _ , -..--J

upon -several variable factors: theTtotat- enema' of dine for the entire i',

oursi4 di*-,iengthr-.,Ot..eaah class session; the size of the class;.,40(14hi'llistruc:'-.. tok's.
.0,- i=4;_,_:prefirenee*formakinreffective use of the assignment *ti* ::; =-.

-.
Tbe -114fttUctql. *should decide *hour. the assignmenulheeratsiire..*-4: .' 1.'4' ''',"--.-'r'-'''-'"'- . . 4

-I- be used. Smpe recommended pketbsidis are as follows: ...44,ti ,::f- ' -. -.: .,

Paisticoiso
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7. de aeavuws

This Learner's Workbook - Basic Course contains twenty-six assignment sheets,
each one covering a chapter in the Fire Service Training manual (textbook). They
are designed to assist you in the mastery of both the technical and practical know-
ledge of the content in the textbook and from the instructor's class presentations.
Eachassignment sheet has been written to provide you with a study guide of the most
important and essential information in the thirty-four hour basic course. In fact,
each assignment sheet may be considered as a small "digestible" part of the learn-
ing which can be readily comprehended whether under an organized group method of
instruction or in the self-study method.

HOW TO STUDY

Proper study techniques must be followed in order c(:) achieve the maximum learning
from any course. It is suggested, therefore, that the following procedures be prac-
ticed when completing each assignment:

Read the entire assignment sheet. Get clearly in mind the
objectives of the assignment and the information needed to
answer th7 questions.

The assigned reading in the textbook should be thoroughly
studied, including the illustrated drawings, photographs
and charts.

Answer as many of the assignment questions as you can
without the use of the textbook. Write legibly, keeping
your work neat. Take sufficient time and do not hurry.

Refer back to the text if you cannot answer all of the ques-
tions.

Do not copy answers directly from the text, but write them
in your own words.

Any points not fully understood should be reviewed again
or brought up for discussion at the next class session.

.' )ur success or failure in the mastery of this material greatly depends upon your
ability to study; therefore, the above procedures should be followed and practiced to
the best of your ability.
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To become familiar with modern concepts a-_-;t1 responsibilities in the
safeguarding of life and property.

2? -, To learn the various ramifications of Grading 4chodulest.,
, : - - :

8. To become familiar with personnel qualifications, public relations, and a
record system necessary in the operation of a well-organised fire
department.

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
...::444414044 (119091. = r
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 1 (Continued)

3. List six qualifications to be used in selecting fire department personnel.

4. List six factors which should be incorporated within a fire department
operation to obtain good public relations and contacts with the public.

S. What is the primary function or objective of mutual gad?: `' :,....

r ..

6. List the agencies who should be involved in. enietgendiditiii plaming.

7. Name the major types of records which should be Incorporated in afire
department records and reports system.



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 1 (Continued)

0: Diree.dons - Complete the following statements by adding tne proper word or
words in the blank spaces. -;

The fact that a community has fire apparatus and various tools and equip-
ment at its disposal does not shield its from the-possible
of

2. The best manned department cannot do a good job unless it receives the
consideration and support of the, and their local
body. 1.

3. The grading of communities is done by the
when the population is over 25,000, and by the

when'thepopulation is ',Aar 25,000.
;.

4. The two most important features in a grading schedule are
and

. .

S. The successful operation of any fire department, whether it be paid, part.
-'t ,* paid, or volunteer, deperds upon the and

of inemberi"

6. The creation and maintenance of good between
andlhe i :of: die0`; -

has a powerful and beneficial influence on whatever results are established; _

---, by! dila relationship .F T' T, _

7. Mutual aid plays a valuable part in.commtmity and
must- notbe ignored in thcs overa111. -

, Is

8. A gOod.firerdefewie plan must encompass all the -force* of devastation if
it desires to insure the - and
of the inhabitants of the community in disaster situations.

9. The extensiveness of any record system will depend upon the
the fire department and the, assigned to
its maintenance.

10. Report forms are correlated with a record system in order to
the desired to the proper person or office.

3
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment r-eet No. 1 (Continued) .;,( 1,
4

Directions In the following state_ments, circle the T if the statement 1ittru4
or the F if it is false.

I. ;_.T F A well organized and well trained fire department need not concern
itself-with fire defense planning.

2. T F It is only the responsibility of the chief of the fire department to pro-
;vide the community with the best possible .fire defense service::

3. T F Moral and financial support from the citizens and governing officials
for their department can mean the difference between a good or
poor fire department, ,

4. T F Both the Ohio Inspection Bureau and The National Board of Fire
Underwriters use the same rating schedule.

.

5. T F The screening and selection of personnel enould ottlybe attempted
by fully paid fire departments.

e i e

Of efficient fire_department-must consist of cspable and well trained
personnel if it desires to receive the moral anclfinancialsupport of eg.

.

the 2eople it serves._ . , . _ 3,-. rf J r ,
-1. ir7. T,F Mutual aitlis not necessary in a small rural, commypttyo!

Li . : . ; r'.1*

8. T F When a community is a part of a good mutual aitleystem,i emergency
disaster planning is not necessary. . r

; i*

. . .,,.

_ .. J 1 . . ' ; I. : 1 i . . 14 : .. ' . - fri r Xer.rit -VV. t r. -Tr. :12 7'.6...tk

9. T F Although there is no direct relationship betweelEtbitifiilt.litY to keel) -: ..t :.,,i,'----

good records and the ability to fight fires, comprehensive records -",...i.=iiit.,

are an,essential part of: good Are dePartrlieet--oPoratto4. .--,-,!.. ,. ,.,., , A

-.

..

; -/14
i-

.
-I-

.

4

: ..',` 2;:"

, )?- :ilk:

r,' 41.4'
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Fire Sonic* Training

Assignment Sheet 2 Name Date

CHEMISTRY OF-FIRE.

OBJECTIVES:

Sascs

Grade ,0=1

1. To acquaint the fireman with the characteristics of combustion and its
direct relationship with proper extinguishing methods and media.

2. To familiarize the fireman with the explosive natures and properties of
flammable liquids and gases, and dust from combustible materials.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training,. pp. 21-25

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question. .

1. Define combustion or burning.

2. What is ignition temperature?

3. What is meant by "flash point?"

FWIT,

S

*. I

-



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

--AisiiMitent Sheet No: 2 (Continued)

4. Explain spontaneouiignitloit.

5. What is smoke?

What three things are necessary to `support cordbuStico?

..:.;!11-1. 4c.1

What is the normal oxygen content of air?

p. " '1").

`"Y" ..).."1". 1A-":

1301ov/what percentage of oxygen content in air is flame extinguished?

Name two ways of reducing the percentage of oxygen around a flame:

10. When do exp!osions occur? .`i45:.'

:
1,..1 i ; :11,



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

0 Assignment Sheet No. 2 (Continued)

11. Explain why dust explosions usually occur in pairs.

r.

12. Name at least eight industries in which a duet explOsion hazard may
exist.

13. What Is meant by the terms "too lean" or "too-rich" to explode?
1.4f*".

.1

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. The three factors necessary for combustion are . and

2. A solid must first be sufficiently.to cause it to change into a
before it will ignite.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 2 (Continued) ° 'it-'

3. Any combustibleliquid, when heated abovelte , will
produce vapors.

4. When firemen are able to determine the characteristics of a fire, they
can decide which of, to USG.

5. The force of an explosion depends upon the of release -f
energy more than upon the of energy nleased.

6. Fire explosions which are caused by the release of heat energy through
:-:raPid.0.451ation may be described

.1
7. The nature of the dust, degree d 1 amount of explo-

sion provided, and quantity of dust in are
factors influencing the intensity of the explosion.

B. The improper- and of flammable liquids cause many
fires.

9. The from the evaporation of a flammable liquid rather than the' -;
burns or explodes when mixed with in the presence

of a source d ignition.

10. Familiarity with the properties and characteristics of flammable Uquidi
c.--iliuKipses is important for 4refightin4o ,

.4.

of damage, and lives.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,.
or the F if it is false. ..

1. T F A fire fighter with plenty of water and equipment needs no knowledge
-- of fire characteristics when fighting a fire.

2. T F The size or mass of a substance has no bearing on the amount of
. lwaitt needed to:Ignite diatssubstante% ,

i

3. T F The flash points of flammable liquids vary with the temperatures at
WO they giveroff vapors to form ignitabkrinixturiemBh air.

4. T F Gasoline vapor given off at ordinary temperature is in a state
- ....favorable.for ; -,t: 'Aiv?

B

. _



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 2 (Continued)

5. T F Heavy fuel oil when heated above 300°F. releases vapors which are
as flammable as those from gasoline at its flash point temperature.

6. T F The flash point of a flammable liquid is not important after th ,

liquid is thoroughly heated.

7. T F Smoke is always the result of complete combustion.

8. T F Carbon monoxide is present whenever there is incomplete combustion.

9. T F Fine particles of flour, corn starch, baking soda, and sawdustare
combustible when suspended in air in the proper concentration and
ignited.

10. T F The lower the percentage of the explosive limit of a flammable
liquid, the lower the hazard involved.

9

tv..: + , .-a. e"....?k,g-ie
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 3 Name

CLASSIFICATION AND USES OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

1. To understand the necessity for using the proper type and size cd fire
extinguisher on various types of fires so that efficient results will be
obtained.

2. To become familiar with the various types, uses, operation, and mainte-
nance If 'irst aid fire fighting appliances.

Fire Service Training, pp. 26-42

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. Explain why fire extinguishers are important in firefighting operations.

2. Define. dies A, Class B, and Class C fires.



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 3 (Continued)

3. Explain briefly what dnt NUMERAL and LETTER in first aid appliances
indicate.

4. Name the extinguishers which can be used effectively on each of the
following type fires: Class A, Class B, and Class C.

5. List six items to check or inspect which could affect the operation of a
fire extinguisher.

Directions Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Fire extinguishers are designed to cope with fires in their
and are not intended to act as a for
sprinklers, standpipe, and hose or the

2. Each type of fire extinguisher is of value, but are not equally
effective upon classes of fires.

12



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 3 (Continued)

W.

.., T

3. Under the pre Sent method of classification it is-possible for units of the
same size to have different .

4. Only extinguishers which carry the
_ seal of approval are guaranteed for capability and performance.

5. Instructions regarding of first aiclappliances must
be fully adhered to.

Fire extinguishers must always be
in a condition which will permit
moment without delay.

, and
operation at any

7. Common salt must not be used to make an anti-freeze solution as it may
cause and make the extinguisher
for use.

8. Every five years, extinguishers in service should be subjected to a
hydrostatic to determine whether the
appliance is capable to withstand the pressure which might be
during operation.

9. The instructions of the manufacturer of the extinguisher, regarding
and

, should be followed exactly.

0 Directions In the following statements, circle the 1 if the statement is true.
or the F if it is false.

I. T F Fire extinguishers are classified in accordance with the ability
to extinguish the particular material or substance on fire

2. T F A 20 pound dry chemical extinguisher has the same classification as
a 20 pound carbon dioxide extinguisher.

3. T F Because both soda-acid and foam extinguishers use water in their
make up, an anti-freeze solution should be used to protect them
from freezing.

4. T F When using vaporizing liquid extinguishers, firemen should take
precautions to avoid the effects caused by breathiz ; the gases or
vapors liberated or produced.

13



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 3 (Continued)

5. T F Dry powder extinguishers should be tilted when in operation to
powder to be expelled more readily.

6. T F The coldness of the "snow" from the discharge of a CO2 extinguisher
is the important factor in extinguishing a fire with this unit.

7. T F All extinguishers should be examined at least once a year-to
positively determine if they are in proper operating condition.

8. T F Department records for extinguishers need only include recharging,
replacement, and repair information.

14



Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet Na. 4 Name Dote,

WATER AS USED IN FIRE FIGHTING

. GO/Ide 1111=11

OBJECTIVES:

1. To Present to the fireman facts about heat absorption and physical proper-
ties of water and how it can best be used to extinguish fires.

2. To acquaint the fireman with the types and uses of fire streams.

3. To teach the principles and importance of hydkaulics in the fire service.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 43-69

QUESTIONS:

10 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. State briefly the function water plays in the extinguishment of Class A
fires.

2. How is the standard measurement of heat expressed?

3. State briefly why the expression "feet of lift" and "inches of mercury"
have the same meaning.

15



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assign Meet Sheet No. 4 (Continued)

4. What is meant by "head pressure"?

Name five types of fire streams.

6. State briefly the procedure to follow when plac....4 a rotary nozzle into
service which is attached directly to the hose and without shut cif
controls.

7. How can the approximate penetration of a solid stream directed from the
street into an upper story of a building be quickly calculated?



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 4 (Continued)

or the F if it is false.

2. T F here are 23.1 cubic inches in one gallon.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the 'F if the statement is true,

3. T F One cubic foot of water is equal to 7.5 gallons.

4. T F A 50 ft. section of 2 1/2 inch hose has a capacity of 12.75 gallons.

17

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

3. Nozzle pressure, plus friction loss, plus elevation equals

4. When working in relay, each pumping unit must overcome the

5. When pumping into a sprinkler system maintain

7. Successful fire fighting depends upon the use of proper

8. The vertical pressure of a liquid is proportional only to the

1. T F The function of water as an extinguishing agent is to absorb heat

1. After the pump operator receives orders to start the water it a hose lipump

pressure of
pressure was determined.

2. Friction loss in fire hose while discharging water is caused from the

pressure at all times.

6. When pumping water into a standpipe system, maintain

connected to the discharge of the pumper, he shall do so at a safe pup

nozzle pressure on the fire floor.

of the liquid.

9. There are

from the burning materials and the heated gases.

T gallon.

within the hose line.

cubic inches in one cubic foot.

to

in the hose line to the next pumper.

p.s.i. unless a preplanned

p.s.i. pump

p.s.i.

..,-*
-z.;:Ail- ;
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 4 (Continued)

5.'_ T F The greater the auction lift, the iese energy is required to get.
water into the pump when drafting. -0

6. T F Streams directed from the _street into .a -building provide effective
. :penetratkon above the 4th story. ..,

7. T F The size of the fire hose is a principle-factor when determining
stream velocity.

8 T F The resistance encountered by the free, flow of water.within a fire
hose is described as friction loss.

..

9. T F With all things equal, the line having the smaller tlp.aill have the
greater friction loss.

a

Is
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Firs Service Training

Assignment Shoot No. 5 Name

OBJECITVES:

I. To present a working knowledge of various types of fire hydrants and
their operation.

2. To learn the importance of flow pressure and volume of water available
from each hydrant.

3. To learn the proper procedure for inspecting and testing fire hydrants.

4. To learn how to conduct fire flow teition the water dikribution system.

ASSIGNMENT:

i_.,FFire Service Training, pp. 70-82

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

I. Upon determining that the hydrants in a specific area are delivering an
inadequate amount of water, what course of action is necessary?sary?- ....,.

2. Name six items that should be a part of a hydrant record card.



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assigniitint Sheet No. 5 (Continued)

3.

4.

Y-ra 1Y:

-7341 t%;F-.: linonc-fei:F4.1

Name two types of hydrants4not Insnufacturers. names) that are In use
today.

;7"...V,11,-;J';,?,
What is the major difference between these two types of hydrants?

.1 r:

5. Eiplain why self drahiing hydiantit ib chre Codiattictied to drain
the water from dke hydrant aftIr use are eometi,m1,8 played.

6. Name three common inspection pe494,-foy:tirellythrt8.

'7 = retaik.

,Xeo i
.

V,

6 ...I 44.-

; tlks
.4,

': . . . ! ,.--_ .-110.4r:,.3.!t 1

.. .

. t
- _-... ', .7.,1

, -... -...-.....g

;:-._

--,,,
4s!

AT.: 21

Directions s--dornp"Complete the.folloi4ing'staterheits by adding the proPei word or
words in the blank spaces.

I.

2.

3.

4.

New fire hydrant installations should be thoroughly to
clear the water main in flat area before it is reported "In-service" for
fire departr-mt use.

.
Wháa "floodeitiation" waits: &a hiaratitT;' valve
Of one is provided) should be closed until the flood water recedes.

Some two way hydrants are constructed with a two way
built within the hydrant barrel.

It is important that firemen inspect the,
valves and valve chambers when inspecting hydrants.

.20

hydrant

. IV,s



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

0 Assignment Sheet NO. 5 (Continued)

o

0

5. Before making any hydrant flow test, the superintendent of the
should be consulted.

6. Each fireman should have a working knowledge of the
of the hydrants within the territory in which he

responds to fires.

7. In freezing weather hydrants should be after ear.., use
and checked freqvmtly.

8. When a hydrant will not shut off completely, it is often necessary to re-
open the hydrant and flow some water from it in order to
out any foreign material from the valve seat.

9. The success of a fire department in extinguishing fires is often dependant
on the of water available.

10. After flood waters recede, the valve must be
opened in order to restore normal operation.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F In general, most fire hydrants having a barrel less than six inches in
diameter cannot be expected to deliver a large quantity of water when
needed.

2. T F The marking of hydrants as to quantity of water available will
give assurance that these hydrants will discharge the amount
indicated.

3. T F All fire hydrant stems to 'n clockwise to open and counterclockwise
to close.

4. T F Some hydrants are constructed to permit the water to drain from the
hydrant automatically.

5. T F Before opeiing the main hydrant valve of any hydrant, the caps for
discharges not being used should be securely tightened.

6. T F In closing a hydrant.valve, care must be exercised to prevent the
threads on the bronze stem nut from being damaged.

21



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 5 (Continued) 0
.7. T F When closing hydrant valves that open against the pressure, the

hydrant operating valve stem will turn freely until it reaches a
near closed position.

8. T F Many fire departments have their personnel inspect fire hydrants as
a department project while other departments have this done by
another city agency.

9. T F When a community annexes new territory, the hydrants within said
territory should be inspected and tested for services required.

10. T F All hydrants hiving a multiple number of diicharges are equipped
with a swinging gate located within the hydriottarrel.

Ile T 17, Hydrants that are located in flood territory- should be recorded in
a log book as a reference for future situations.

22



Fir. Service Trotol.ng

Assignment Shut No. 6 Name Date

STANDPIPE AND HOSE SYSTEMS,
SPRINKLER EQUIPMENT AND AUTOMATIC ALARMS

OBJECTNES!

Guide-

1. To give firemen a basic laiowlep of the purpose and operation of
standpipe and hose systems, sprinkler systems and automatic alarms.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 83-101

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

I. Name two major tyr.,...d (not manufacturers' names) of star-ipipe systems.

2. State briefly what benefit a fire department derives from a standpipe
system that is installed in a building.

3. What is the maximum distance above the floor that a standpipe hose out-
let should be located''

4. What is the recommended maximum size of nozzle tip used on a
(a) smr.11 hose (b) large hose?

23



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 6 (Contimed)

5. Name five acceptable sources of water supply for a standpipe or
sprinkler system.

6. What is a "post-indicator valve"?

7. How can firemen determine the difference between a wall hydrant,
sprinkler system, and standpipe system whose hose connections are
located outside the building?

8. State briefly what constitutes a "sprinkler system."

9. After a fire in a sprinklered building has been extinguished, what
action is recommended before the lire companies return to quarters?

24



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 6 (Continued)

10. How is a local sprinkler alarm activated?

0 Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Standpipe systems provide a reliable means to obtain effective
to the upper stories of tall buildings.

2. Standpipe system outlets
extreme value to the fire department.

are of

3. In buildings divided by many partitions, standpipe are
located so fire streams can be used in any room.

4. Hose and other equipment for standpipe systems are sometimes stored
in specially designed

5. Standpipe hose outlets for use by ?hall be equipped
with not more than feet of small fire hose.

6. Each standpipe hose rack for 2 1/2" hose should be permanently identified
b.,. a sign reading "For Use Only."

7. A water supply of less than p is .i. flowing pressure at the
highest standpipe outlet in a building is considered inadequate.

8. Standpipe hose on hose racks should be removed and refolded every_
days.

9. Standpipe systems that must be placed "out of service" for any reason
should be to the fire department immediately.

10. All standard siamese intakes have hose connections.

11. Either an outdoor alarm or
alarm gong should be installed in every case where a sprinkler system is
not provided with an approved water flow alarm to a central station.

25



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 6 (Continued)

0 Directions - In the following statements. circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F The siamese intake for sprinkler systems should be clearly marked.

2. T F It is sometimes desirable to use the sprinkler system in an exposure
building to obtain a desired hose stream.

3. T F It is advisable to first size-up the situation before leaving an elevator
cab on an upper floor of a fire building.

4. T F It is not necessary for a rural fire department to study and under-
stand the function of a sprinkler system.

5. T F A sprinkler system affords the most effective means of delivering
water to the seat of the fire.

6. T F Some electric power companies have installed water distributing
sprinkler systems over and around large electrical transformer sta-
tions located outside buildings.

7. T F P.I.V. markings pertain to post indicator valve.

8. T F O.S. &Y. valves are outside screw & yoke valve.

9. T F "Floor control valves" for sprinkler systems are sometimes
installed just outside a hospital operating room.

10. T F A paper bag placed over a sprinkler head located within a paint
spray booth does not reduce the effectiveness of the sprinkler system.

11. T F Some sprinkler systems are a non-supervised installation having
only a "water gong" on the outside of the building.

12. T F Rate-of-rise alarm devices are seldom installed in art museums.

26



Fire Servic Training

Assignment Sheol No. 7 Name Date Grade

FIRE PUMPS

OBJECTIVES:

1. To stress to the fireman the importance of fire pumps as used in the fire
service.

2. To acquaint the fireman with the mechanical and scientific principles of
the various types of pumps.

3. To teach the fireman the proper operation and maintenance of the various
type pumps.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 102-117

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. What is the important function of the pump when (a) operating from a
hydrant and (b) working from draft?

2. Why is it not necessary to prime a piston type or rotary gear pump?

3. Why is a screen necessary in the intake side of a pump?

27
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet Nc . 7 (Continued)

4. What are the two methods used in priming centrifugal pumps?

5. What is a churn valve on a positive displacement type pump?

6. What are the two general types of Bourdor. gauges used for fire depart-
ment service?

7. What is the function of the tachometer?

8. What x re the qualifications required for a Class "A" pump by the N.B. F.U.?

9. List the type or types of pumps used in your department.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

0 Assignment Sheet No 7 (Continued)

0 Directions Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. The three types of pumps are
and .

2. The and pumps are
of the positive displacement type.

3. The pump is unable to prime itself for
suction.

4. An automatic relief valve or a pump
is provided on a centrifugal pump to regulate sudden changes in pressure.

S. All pumps should be equipped with direct reading gauges to indicate_ and pressure while pump is in
operation.

6. For normal service a booster tank-having a rainirP_um capacity of
gallons is recommended on fire apparatus.

7. The _. can be used to relay water to the
fire pumper from a pond, steam; well or other water supplies.

8. Three requirements to pump water into a fire hose are
and open

Directions In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

.....,.- p

I. T F It is never necessary to prime a centrifugal pump.

2. T F Whet. rising a vacuum prime, the higher the engine speed the faster
the pump will be prime:..

3. T F High pressure pumps are pumps that will develop 800 p .s.i. or
higher.

4. T F The location of all drain valves on the pump are of vital importance
to the pump operator.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 7 (Continued)

5. T F A versatile, easy to operate, foam system is the ideal system for
modern day fire apparatus.

6. T F It is not important that a fire department pumper meet the standa:zds
required by the N.B.F.U.
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 8 Name

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint firemen with the sizes, types anti care of fire hose.
2. To familiarize firemen with the proper methods of loading hose.

i3. To learn the proper use and handling of hose lines.

4. To learn the importance of maintaining adequate hose records.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training,. pp. 118-145

QUESTIONS:

ID
# Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words asindicated by the questinn.

I. Name each size (diameter) fire hose used by the local fire departmentsgiving a brief description of each as to construction.

2. What effect does gasoline, oil, and paint have on rubber lined fire hose?
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 8 {Continued)

3. How can a pump operator reduce the amount of chafing on fire hose
connected to a pumper?

4. Why is a hose line that has been elevated up the outside of a building to
an upper story or roof supported every 25 feet?

5. If a gasket is allowed to protrude into the water way of a hose line, what
effect will this have?

6. Name four types of hose loads commonly used in the fire service.

7. Name three operations where a hose clamp can be effectively used at a
fire.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

) 0 Assignment Sheet No. 8 (Continued)

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or:
words in the blank spaces.

I. An advantage in using a "Keenan Hose Loop" is that it will permit
fireman to control a hose stream having a substantial nozzle .

2. The service life of fire hose is dependent upon the given it
at fires and in quarters.

3. Pump operators can eliminate much chafing of fire hose by the use of
blocks.

4. Where detours for traffic cannot be maintained, hose
should be used.

5. When laying the Jim lose line to a fire, the selection of the
in relation to the is important.

6. Mildew, mold, and other forms of fungus growth on fire hose are caused
by drying.

10 7. The weight, of water in a 50 ft. section of 21/2" hose when completely
filled is approximately .

8. To estimate d a amount of fire hose required to advance from the base of
the building up an inside stairway to an upper story, allow

for each story the nozzle
must be elevated.

9. When the fire hydrant or other source of water supply is on the opposite
side of the street from the fire, the hose should be laid
to the curb on the hydrant side of the street up to a point opposite the
fire, then cross over to the fire building.

10. When rubber lined hose is subjected to excessive heat,
of the rubber may result within the hose.

11. Several different designs of hose couplings have been used in the fire
service but the one most commonly used today is the

We.

12. Hose gaskets are made of material or good live
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No 8 (Continued)

9141,11--

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

I. T F The Ohio Inspection Bureau utilizes the hose records of a fire
department as one of the many factors when rating a fire department.

2. T F A hose record file card is of little use to a fire department whose
major number of fires are in an area where no fire hydrants exist.

3. T P The hand signal, to the pump operator, to start water in a booster
line is "raise one arm vertically from the shoulder, palm of hand
to the rear and hold it stationary. "

4. T F The Cooper Hose jacket is used to stop the flow of water in a 50 ft.
section of 1 l/2 "hose.

5. T F A two-way siamese connection can be used to make one Brie into
two or two lines into one providing there are no clapper valves
permanently installed within the siamese.

6. T F When replacing a burst section of hose it is sometimes necessary to
use two sections in order to overcome the elongation previously
created by the water pressure in the original section of hose.

7. T F When working at a fire with a charged hose line, it is advisable to
have an additional 50 ft. of hose behind the nozzle for advancement
purposes.

8. T F When preparing to "catch-a-hydrant" the driver of the pumper need
only slow down enough to allow the layoff man to step off with his
hose and fittings.

9. T F A divided hose load is accomplished through the use of a baffle
board.
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Fire Service Treining

Assignment Shut No. 9 Name

OBJECTIVES:

x.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

To learn the proper and safe use and limitations of minor equipmen-.

2. TG learn the proper care of small tools and appliances.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Cervice Training, pp. 146-158

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise state.sents or words as
indicated by the question.

I. Explain the use of a hydrant pump and why it is use,..,

0

2. Why should the moving parts of tools be oiled lightly?

3. What are the advantages of using a Wa.lkie-Talkie -in the lire-area?.

4. Why should wood handles never be painted?

0
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 9 (Continued)

5. What type motors must be used in smoke ejectors?

Directions - coillplete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

I. Wood handles must be free of and
and be tight in the1. .

2. The battering ram is used to walls or to force doors
that cannot be in any other way.

3. The oxy-acetylene cutting torch can be used for ct tong steel,
and other metals.

4. is used to carry or drag hose,
lines on ladders, and to ladders to windows and fire escapes.

5. The is used to tighten or loosen
hose coupliags.

Directions - In the following statements, Arcle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it ie false.

1. T F Battering tools must always be used for forcible entry.

2. T F Tools must be maintained in first class condition at all times.

3. T F The pull down hook is used to pull down unsafe walls.

4. T F The hux bar can be used as a metal roof cutter or hydrant wrench.

5. T F It is not a good policy for each member of the department to carry
a flashlight.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 9 (Continued)

Directions - Identify the following tools by placing the name of the tool in the
blank space.

2.

3. 4.

0 5.

LIAMS5al) 41111.111".M°

6.

liamommo

11:611==11

7.

9.

11.

,
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Fir. Ureic* Training

0 Assignment Sheet No. TO Name Date Grade,.......

O

ROPE IN THE FIRE SERVICE

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint the fireman with the importance of the use of rope in
modern day fire fighting.

2. To acquaint the fireman with the construction and care of rope.

3. To develop in each fireman the ability to tie the necessary knots and
hitches and to know where each should be used to the best advantage.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 159-173

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. What are the three most common fibers used in rope for the fire
service?

2. Why should new rope be straightened before being used?

3. Name five ways rope can be used to good adv 46.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 10 (Continued)

4. For what purpose is a square knot usett,

5. What knot is used more than any other in the fir., service?

6. What knot is extensively used for rescue work?

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Rope is usually described by giving itc in inches.

2. In choosing a rope for a given purpose, the maximum or breaking
strength should be times that of the weight of the object
to be lifted.

3. Both the and the of the rope
should be examined after each time used.

4. The nine common knots that a fireman should know how to tie are:

a. f.

b. g.

c. h.

d. i.

e.

5. The two types of splices used for rope in the fire service are the
splice and the splice.

10 Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F Most of the rope used in the fire service is hawser laid.

2. T F When a knot is tied in a length of rope, the strongest part of the
rope is at the knot.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 10 (Continued)

3. T F One disadvantage of the square *not is that it will slip.

-=1111=,-mr.

4. T F The half hitch is most widely used both alone and in combination
with a variety of other knots.

S. T 47 The clove hitch is commonly used for raising or lowering small
equipment.

6. T F The sheep shank is used to temporarily shorten or strengthen a
defective section of rope.

7. T F The becket knot is used to fasten two ropes of the same size together.
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Fire Service Training

) Assignment Sheet No. 11 Name

OBJECTIVES:

Date Grade

LADDERS

1. To stress the importance of ladders in conjunction with successful fire
fighting and rescue operations.

2. To study the types, design and materials used in the construction of all
ladders in the fire department.

3. To develop the art of carrying, raising and climbing the various ladders
used in the fire department.

4. To acquaint firemen with the proper care and inspection of ladders.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 174-200

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. Name the two types of beam design for fire department ladders.

2. What advantage does the one type of beam design have over the other type?

3. Name the five different type ladders used in the fire service.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. II (Continued)

4. What is the advantage of the hooks on a roof ladder when properly
placed over roof peaks, sills, walls or caping of an opening?

5. What materials are considered the best for (a) beams and (b) rungs
on wooden ladders?

6. Why should the top 18 inches of a ladder be painted some distinctive
color?

7. What defects should be looked for when inspecting the following items of
a ladder:

a. Rungs

b. Beams

c. Butts

d. Ropes

e. Locks & Pulleys

f. Tie Bolts and Beam Bolts

-

8. What method is generally used in normal situations to determine the
distance the ladder heels should be placed from a building to assure
safe climbing angle?

9. What is the purpose of a "leg lock" when working from a ladder?
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 11 (Continued)

Directions Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words to the blank spaces.

1. Rungs of a trussed ladder are set either into the of a ladder
or into attached to the beam.

2. An ladder is a ladder built in two or more
sections.

3. The

4. The ladder is usually found
on pumping units.

is the upper section of an extension ladder.

5. Roof ladders of the hook type range from- to feet in length.

6. When using a one man carry, the end of the ladder
should be carried low.

7. When making a vertical carry the of the ladder should be
watched constantly.

S. Two common types of ladder raises are the and the
raise.

9. It is advisable to use the hand on the rather than the
in ladder climbing only when it is necessary to carry an

object.

10. The or ladder is especially useful for
inside work.

Directions In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F The farther the base of a ladder is placed away from a building the
greater the load it can carry safely.

2. T F Before advancing on the fly ladder, it is considered good practice to
check the locks.

3. T F Paint is a better coating for ladders than varnish.

45
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. ll (Continued)

4. T F When extending the fly of an extension ladder, the men supporting
the main ladder should grasp the beam and never the rungs.

5. T F Extension ladders, when equipped with "tormentor poles, " are
commonly called "bangor ladders."

6. T Ft Commercial ladders, such as used by painters and construction
workers, are adaptable to the fire service.

7. T F When carrying extension ladders vertically, it is a good practice
to leave the fly extended.

8. T F Ladders should not be placed in the center of a window.

9. T F Precautions should be taken when raising or lowering aluminum
ladders to avoid electrical lines.

16. T F The leg lock is made with the leg on the same side of the ladder
from which work is to be performed.
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 12 Name Date

GAS MASKS

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint firemen with the common gases that they may encounter.

2. To emphasize the importance, requirements, and necessity for using
gas masks to protect fire fighters from the inherent hazards which exist
or arise during emergency operations.

3. To acquaint firemen with the various types, operation; limitations, uses
and care of respiratory equipment.

4. To offer some suggestions which will aid in the training of firemen in
the use of this equipment.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 201-218

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. What is a self-contained breathing apparatus?

, _

^ -;r.z.!.

<.:

2. What are the instructions from the U.S. Atomic Energy Cdmiiission
relative to the wearing of masks where radiation hazards may be involved?

47
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 12 (Continued)

3. What are the three types of masks used in the fire service?

4. Will a filter type canister mask always afford two hours protection
against 2% conccatrations of all kinds of gases? Explain why.

5. What is the purpose of the by-pass valve on the demand type breathing
apparatus?

6. What is the purpose of the pressure relief valve on the self-generating
mask?

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. It is extremely important and necessary to protect firemen in a time of
emergency who must operate in atm spheres containing
and gases.

2. One of the fundamental rules of fire fighting should be that no one, unless
equipped with or

air supplying apparatus, be allowed in a fire involved
area.

3. In addition to the caused by a poisonous gas, firemen
must also be awaye of the potential
involving some oi these gases.



FIRE SERVICE TRA'IING

Asrtanmenc Sheet No. 12 (Continued)

4. The best-way to
is to observe the

a,dangerous deficiency-of-

a safety, lamp.

5. The air hose on 1 fresitair or hose mask must iletighly resistant to
petroleum and be able to

crushing weight.

6. Self-contained breathing apparatus of the demand type, all we the same
principle of operation; Bwever, some use compressed
while others use compressed

7. in the self-generating oxygen mask the in the
canister purify the exhaled breath by absorbing the carbon dioxide and
generate for breathing.

8. 'Where gas masks are not used too frequealy, they should be -aoved
from their carrying cases and
y personnel to prevent the materials in the mask assembly from

b-xoming stiff oi hardened from lack of use and keep them pliable.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the It if it is false.

T P AU filter type canisters are painted red.

2. T An .approved canister does not always guarantee two

-;

3. .T,F The. top and bottom Leal on all filter-t-pe_caniiter niaskS
;replaced after each use.

4tP. Thelresh air or hose mask is suitable for respire*ory,
:_" against all atmospherkal contaminants.

,S. T F The working parts on self-contained breatbingappni,tnS,
always be well oiled iind greased for efficient .

6. T F The canisters on both the self jenerating and filkarlyptAllidur
filter the outside air as it passes through the ,411111Pteri#

- - ,.Z.._-?1

!ftti.1,V1
.

7. T F Increased resistance of exhalation is not alwairS aposIttive
that the cenister on a self-generating mask is about



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 12 (Continued)

8. T F Pugging of lenses on inhalation when wearing a self-generating mask
is an indication that the canister is about expended.

9. T F After completing work in an area involving radioactive material,
the mask should be removed immed(ately to eliminate further
contamination.

7,:t -:., -7 - c...Y.At.)." 4 ".;:-."--



Fite Strvice Training

Assignment Sheet No. 13 Neme

ADVANCE 1NFORIAATION - THE ALARM

OBJECTIVES:

I. To teach firemen the importance of advance information in efficiently and
safely combating a fire when it occurs.

2. To acquaint firemen with the importance of an efficient and dependable
alarm system.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training pp. 219-220

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. How may the knowledge of advance information b4 obtained by members
of the department?

-

2. Why is the latowledge of the location Cl all property to be protected Cl
vital Importance?

; -

-k-1-

3. Why is a dependable and properly maintained alarm. system an Important
factor in fire. fighting tactics?

51
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 13 (Continuer)

4. What can a fire department do to familiarize the public with the impor-
tance of the proper way to summon the department in case of a fire?

0 Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. The more the firerzen have,
the more they will be able to the
fire when it occurs.

t

2. Advance information as to building_ and
is necessary to meet and combat fire problems successfully. :

1

t
3. The two most common means of sending in an alarm by the public are

and . t

4. Regardless of the type of alarm system used, it must be properly
and to fit the needs of the

local community.

0 Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F It is of utmost importance that firemen have a knowledge of
advance information prior to a fire.

2. T F A complete study should be made of all water supplies available.

3. T F The tanker or tanker pumper is used to supplement the local
water supply in many communities.

4. T F The means of receiving an alarm is of minor importance in fire
department efficiency.
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet Ha. 14 Name

I

$
OBJECTIVES:

#

t

p

I

1

I
I

p

I

SIZE.UP

I. To learn the importance of size-up.

2. To acquaint firemen with astep-by-stepmethod to follow in making the
size-up .

3. To study a plan of procedure to follow and conditions that may be encoun-
tered in using the step-by-step method.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 221-223

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
,;indicated by the question. tr t.

List five essential facts that must be considered in making the size. -up..
(.2

-
1 4

Why Is it important bilhave supervision at ever* ernergeici a
times?

Define the term "size-up" as it iihiten'to the fitsiliervites.
z...
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 14 (Continued)

4. What two groups of people is the officer in charge mainly concerned
with in relation to life hazards at the scene of a fire emergency?

a

I
a

I

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1

I. The officer in charge must maintain in
order to completely and accurately survey the situation and reduce the
hazards involved.

I

2. A trained and disciplined mind is required to appraise the many factors
an officer is confronted with at any emergency; this is accomplished -

through and

3. An officer's ability to quickly analyze a changing situation during any
phase of an emergency often is a measure of his or

. Firemen must consider and
exposures.

5. In the size-up of a fire, the officer must and
the primary fire protection equipment within the

involved and/or exposed building.

SP Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is tries
or the F if it is false.

T c"lhe,ipitial action, of a subordinate officer at the scene of a fire is of
no importance to a higher ranking officer on his arrival,:

2. T F Making a size-up of a fire will in no way affect the results desired.

3. T F The first officer or man in charge determines the initial action to be
taken-and.remains in command over all other officers on their
arrival.

4. T F The involved life hazard at an emergency must be given the foremost
consideration.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 14 (Continued)

5. T F The time and location of school building fires need not be a major
concern when making a size-up of the situation.

6. T F The nature of any emergency governs the speed at which all vehicles
should travel without regard for traffic conditions, weather, hour of
the day, and conditions of the streets (or roads).

7. T F When making a size-up of a building fire, it is necessary for the
officer in charge to include in his plan of action air conditioning
systems and sprinkler systems.

8. T F The ability of a fire department officer to make an accurate size-up
of an emergency is partially due to pre-planning.

9. T F A size-up of an emergency begins on the arrival of the fire chief at
the location invoked.

10. T F A standby service is one In which no action is taken until the arrival
of the fire chief.

11. T F Coordination and effective use of the firemen can be accomplished
through proper supervision.

12. T F The use of portable radio equipment offers little to the plan of
fighting a large building fire.

55
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Fire Servko Training . - .

Assignment Slow Pio. 15 Nan. .-PliUt.fg,de-0
FORCIBLE Billtt, .

OBJECTIVES:

I. To teach firemen that less property damage will result by using proper
iimechods of forcible patsy. that life 4aFails vii4 be TOuCed and better
public relations will be created.

._,

2. To acquaint firemen with the different methods and the proper use of tools
;in making a forced wiry. .

- 1*;

ASSIGNMENT:

F .Servraining, pp,1224-231/

QUESTIONS:

CwDirections - Ane.- er the following in brief, concise-t.stiiiigenOrwordis as
indicated by the question.

-1-.:-.",'... " -._ w.f..' ,: . ;51 _ _ ..... _ . ..t- :;.:4-....,

I. What is the proper way to break glass;li ythd&wr
41 lil 1 0 d ng 4 i:' .-:-:;-:k;I:*:-..- forced entry?

, _ . .,..,- - _ -..- -:-: y.,-;40;
. . ..- .- : -,-.-..:_ -.:-p=iiitte

:_-t-g...-_.:::_. ...... .- . .- :..- :.: :, :, :7;. ., , ,-7, i.,--., E k....-II:141.72r1:::fi '.'.Q I. _..

. .- . - _- - -,,-,.

: , /, - . .- . _.

--
..".. 7 ., -''' -: .-- -,-i--,

'. ..r-. . . '. :4.,:.- ; ..--- -':: , : _:: :- : vAti.6_ ;WWI A2. ....4.4-Why is- the bread'', 1191Slass in a standard window or door the. ..e ...
f 14 . ,/,... e .....1.advisable form of forcible entry?

I

I

I

;

7.

- ..4
z

.P3. Kew is a Kelly toortineil in openinga loike.1,door*a.
' frame thats

swings in from the operator? .

-'S.

$7

0.-

-

- ie.?:
-



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 15 (Continued) _6' 4f

4. Why do overhead rolling doors offer the greatest resistance to forcible

entry?

5. When forcing a double hung window, where should the pryingle done?

6. What is the general procedure in openings locked, nkkili storm door?

_

. - M
Directions - Complete the following statements by addingtheltripérwiitt or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Double hinged doors may be opened either with an _______-
:..,:. .. -;_t: ....- ..-17:: -. --;,:.iitv,..r.--------.. . ._....:;.-

11:: A I illi; rt Or.;.-; AZ::Y. 1.14 '-'

2. A may be used to-force
o other method is successful.

3. It is practically impossible to open factory type windows from the :._

_without breaking the glass.

4. When breaching a brick %it the bole should be made
%tat vitaken'tbe .)r

5. The cut should be made diagonally to the grain of the wood when cutting

or

6. Cut as close to a or as possible
When putting holes through a floor or roof: --

7. The common types of residence windows are.

casement and

basement.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINDO

Assigunent Sheet No. 15 (Continued)

Directions - b the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F Using the proper tools is very important when making a forced entry.

2. T P It is impossible to make effective e-try from the roof.

3. T F The proper Ise of a fire axe ooes not warrant the use of short strokes.

4. T F The pike pole is not effective in pulling down metal ceiling.

5. T F When glass must be broken out, it is very important to remove all
jagged pieces from the sash.

6. T F When opening up a stud partition only a small hole is necessary to
expedite tearing off the remaining lath.
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 16 Name__ Dates Guide

RESCUE

OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint firemen with the principles governing the various rescue
practices.

2. To learn the proper use of tools and equipment, the various carries and
drags necessary to effect rescue.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 231-254

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. List the seven factors to be considered regarding rescue in case of fire
or other emergencies within a building.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 16 (Continued)

a0

4. Officers and must know the life
found in pub!ic, commercial, and apartment buildings under their
protection.

5. Firemen must keep rescue equipment in first class
and be thoroughly in the proper use and limitations of
that equipment.

6. it victim drowned in rapid water will probably be located in the first----- downstream.

0

7. Sometimes fat bodies and bodies of small children may not
after drowning, but will remain on the surface of the -

water

8. The oxy-acetylene cutting torch can be used to cut J
iron and other metals.

9. The torch, valves, and corrections should be checked for
before the torch is lighted.

10. A fireman's duties make it neces3ary for him to face situations in which
equipment or is involved.

11. Any fallen wire is dangerous and can mean instant death to the poorly
fireman.

12. The general rescue value of ladders is for the removal of
from the stories of buildings.

13. When walking a woman down a ladder, the knee of the rescuer
placed between the legs of the woman.

0 Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true/
or the F if it is false.

1. T F Rescue is the first action to be taken on arrival at a fire.

2. T F Carrying astride back is a comfortable one-man method of tranktpor-
tation.

3. T F Front piggy back is not an excellent way to carry a conscious victim.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No 16 (Continued)

4. T F The clothes drag should not be use.' on victims too heavy to carry.

5. T F The blanket drag can be used in place of the clothes drag.

MD

I

1
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Fir. Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 17 Name

OBJECTIVES:

IN .

.......,. Nte16GICalkpliialliti

EXPOSURES MID CONFINEMENT

I. To understand the methods by which heat is transmitted, thereby making
it possible to control the spread of fire.

2. To learn the principles and methods of covering exposures.

3. To learn the impo.-tanc,, and proper methods of confining a fire to the
smallest possible area.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 255-261

QUESTIONS:

0 Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

I. What is the meaning of the word "exposure" as used in the lire service?

2. What is meant by "convection" as it applies to the fire service?



1TI 4 FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Shee'. No. 17 (Continued)

3. What constitutes the fire field?

4. List five directions in which a fire may extend.

S. Name seven protective devices that may be employed to prevent the
spreat of fire.

6. What is the meaning of "covering exposures"?
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 17 (Continued)

7. What is meant by confinement?

:. ;

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the bbnk spaces.

I. The three ways by which heat may be carried to exposed materials are-by
,anl

2. The two types of e.Aposure hazards are, and

3. are the best conductors of heat.

4. Firemen use as a shield between the fire
and the exposed material so that the material will not become hot enough
to burn.

5. Where buildings are divided into sections by fire walls, the openings in
these walls should be protected by

6. and are used to
prevent the fire from spreading through the windows.

7. Modern systems have created a new
problem in confining fires.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

L T F If a group of buildings are involved in fire and only a limited amount
of water is available, the water should be used to protect surrounding
buildings and not the original fire.

2. T F The leeward side of a fire is the least dangerous when covering
exposures.

3. T F AU exposed materials and buildings should be checked for fire.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheetr41a. 17 (Continued)

4. T F Silk and wool are good heat conductors.

S. T F Wet radiation is the transmission of
another by heat waves or rays.

6. T F Small streams are more suitable for
"fie to their mobility.

68
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Pk* Service Training
-; .

Assignment Sheet No 18 Name. NiisIseerside

FIRE EXTINGUISHMENT :1.1..,,

. ) i

OBJECTIVES:

i -
To understand the theory of fire extirvishment by application of the
three methods used in the process of fire fighting.

2. To learn the application, use, and effects of various fire extinguishingmedia.

To become familiar with practices Tiled in the extinguishment of varioustypes of fires. -

Fire Service Training, pp. 262-285



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 18 (Continued)

2. In general fire streams fall into two categories. What is the name and
purpose of each?

3. What special hazard should firemen guard against when fighting room
fires with a hose stream through only one opening?

4. Name three methods which inied to detect firerwitiiin te partition.

5. What important factor in the use of water must be considered when
fighting an attic fire?



FIRS SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 18 (Continued)

7. What are the necessities for efficient fire fighting_tactics and control inview of the many problems associated with mercantile and industrialfires?

8. When combating a fire involving horizontal flammable liquid storage tanks,
what precaution should be observed? Explain why.

9. What precautionb must be observed when fighting a fire involving a
vehicle having an air suspension system instead of metal springs?

W. Name the five basic precautions to be exercised in any LPG emergency.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 18 (Continued)

11: List the equipre nit available in your department Olt could be used in
extinguishing an aircraft fire.

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper wore or
words in the blank spaces.

1. To know how to secure the greatest practical measure of
and fire fighting at the fire scene requires wide. knowledge
and experience and the exercising of
in each fire problem.

2. All the kegs of the fire triangle, referred to as
and are essentials necessary to have

fire.

3. The amount of steam created when water is applied to a fire depends
upon of the fire in relation to the
of water applied.

4. Where water spray is properly applied, extinguishment may be secures'
with a much tIliantity of than
when using a solid stream.

5. To obtain the best results from hose streams, application should be
made as the fire as

6. The person in command of the first fire apparatus arriving at a fire
must the conditions and on the
initial step for

7. It is the fire officer's responsibility to open partitions where there is a
possibility of or where there is a probability of a lingering
fire which may and break out again.

72
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FMB SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 18 (Continued)

8. A common mistake made in attempting to extinguish attic fires is the
failure to operate from the of the building.

9. Since mercantile and industrial occupancies are many and varied, each
fire problem must be evaluated and handled in accordance with the

of the

10. In fighting fires involving stored flammable liquids or liquified petroleum,
hose streams first brought into action should be used for

purposes.

11. The best practice to use when fighting fires involving electrical equipment
is to shut off the and use the extinguishing means
most and suitabie for the situation.

12. Water applied in or form has been proved
very effective in combating aircraft fires and facilitating rescue work.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the P if it is false.

1. T F Complete exclusion of air is necessary to extinguish a fire.

2. T F A fireman need not be concerned with fire extinguishing practices
because theme are no set rules for fire extinguishment.

3. T F Immediate entry into a burning building for extinguishment is an
important rule to be followed at every fire.

4. T P It is always better to attack a fire with streams that can be reduced
in size than to attack with small streams that are not effective.

5. T F A spray or fog stream is effective it firemen from the heat
of a fire and permitting closer approach than when using solid stream.

6. T F A partition involved in fire should be opened immediately upon
discovery.

7. T F In attacking attic fires, it. is generally good practice to take the first
line up the stairway, on the inside of the building, to the fire area.

8. T F Because basement fires are slow burning, they do not present a
particular life hazard to firemen.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 18 (Continued)

9. T F The only fire department objective in mercantile and industrial
fires. is to have plenty of men and apparatus to put them out.

10. T F Hose streams first brought into action on flammable liquid tank
fires should be directed into tank and flames to cool the fire._ .

11. T F Extinguishment procedure on tires Involving metals vary
In accordance with the nature of the metal concerned,.

12. T F Combustible gas indicators should be-used to check for dangerous
vapor accumulations in areas involved with a flammable liquid
3p41118e.

_
' f

4" .51,11*

13. T P Alitrge solid stream will less electrical currlmt_than a
small ac id stream.

14. T . 4.. ? Gas 1s. heavier, ttaii air and-ther-efirli
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 19 Name Date. ,Grade

VENTILATION

OBJECTIVES:

1. To impress upon firemen the advantages derived from efficient ventilation
practices.

2. To study the purpose of, and the correct methods to be used in ventilating
buildings involved in fire.

3. To become aware of the hazards involved, when a building is not venti-
lated or when proper ventilating procedures are not used.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 286-292

QUESTIONS:

tDirections - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as
indicated by the question.

1. Define "ventilation" as it applies to the fire service.

1

4

2. What are the three general purposes of ventilation?
S



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING
1

Assignment Sheet No. 19 (Continued)

3. What in back-draft?
1

I

:A I).
a

4. What condition exists inside a building before ventilation?

0

5. What is smoke?

6. What causes smoke?

7. Why, is it necessary to have hose lines laid and charged befOre
yenilladng?

4t-

I

'1

it building be opened for ventilation?

). 'iv -
Natne,fourhixa ids involved in ventilation

=f1

J. 44?

10. Why.aintuld Ventilation be delayed when indirect application of fog is
used?

-...)7!)1Y

91.1'



4

10 Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Proper ventilation requires firemen to have a first hand knowl of
and the of exposed

buildings.

2. The problem of ventilation greatly with individual

FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 19 (Continued)

3.

buildings.

the building.
are harder to ventilate than any other of

I

4. Firemen should not go upon any roof to ventilate if there is any doubt
about its

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F Windows should always be broken to ventilate.

2. T F The opening of dormer windows or louvers may eliminate the neces-
elty of cutting a hole in the roof.

When- ch.- kipping a, hole in a roof, make it small so it is easy to repaii.
I

itlation"keduces smoke damage.

is more important than ventilatbia;'

aide of the fire department should be concerned about

lie osi !di stomach if s, back-draft is suspected.

The -diiecdon of the wind has no bearing on ventilation.

T P : To gave time vuntilition should be- done while lineslitre being laid. ,--" k
- . . c . ,x--.,..4.

--10.: T-F VentilatiOtt ShOuld not hiperformed unless so_orderad by the officer ''
in charge., . .,

11. T F KnOwiedge of buildingconstruction is-Of little valUe iii ventilatki ''
--practices. .



Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 20 Name

SALVAGi'

OBJECTIVES:

1. To learn the meaning and importance of salvage.

2. To become acquainted with the tools and equipment used in salvage and
their proper use and care.

9 ) r;1".

s :I ' kt

3. To learn the proper methods to follow in order to do efficient salvage
work.

a-zoir;oig
341ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service straining, pp. 293-307

QUESTIONS: ,

Directions Answer the following in brief. concise taktements-oiworus
indicated by" the question.

1: Define- iralvage

2. What are the four common foldslor saws
of the fire departments?

3.4.fitt

-

, .

"."

4 lf.* d.tsma

.","14.1

3.

jr_c, t.cei-414

:"1"t4""t414411".r:z11%;;:-;-..,4%.4

- I - ,1 . 404 4.56(4,. 110410106v-x

List four ways to;remove large quantities of *%WA
of buildings. _ -
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Assigpment" Sheet No. 20 (Continued)
MT'

4. What Is the size of salvage cover that Is generally preferred?

3. When spreading covets, what rooms in a home usually need lessattention?

ni 7?-44

What can sliOuld`be Wienwhen water is directed .into the elevator

- -,_r II, .....-_ .i; .- ':' .:- _ . -:t. )10 t."-- . : t- . ` - .:: .. -2, .1- . , g_ i

Di 3 lions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word orwords in- the blank spaces.
......

1. Elffident workmanship in forcible entxy 444 entil,ticei Is as mu9kf partof technique as the opreidiniottoiers.-

2: __.--- - can be made from old or defecive MCirT_--ra
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. -)ii $J-3. When cleaning up after fttes, covers should be removed and merchandise
aiii4 futiniture-carefully , and

--water .
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 20 (Continued)

3. T F Pike poles can be used to hold covers in place.

4. T F A mattress fire can be handled easily by throwing
after the fire is extinguished.

5. T F All plumbing fixtures should be drained when heat
in a building after a fire during freezing weather.

it out the window

cannot be restored

6. T F Practice in using salvage covers is not a necessity.
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Pk. Unice Tralalag

lisalpawat No, 21 Nine

OBJECTIVES:

OVERHAUL MID PICKUP'

SlyL.T.,

_ . .

- -

,
_

r:14,-. ;To learn the importance of Overhauling and the proper methods- to follow. .

2. To point out the need for and the proper care of fire equipment after the --.,

fire la extinguished

ASSIGNMENT:.. .
Fire Service Training, pp. 3013-310

QUETIONS:
. _

--4Birectionsa4 Ansviet the felkeving in brief, concise stattuliint,korOtiraiii.
indicated by the question.

.

'

. '

1. What is the first requisite before -pro.--esdintto overbilatr41--

.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 21 (Continued)

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Pick-up is helpful in keeping all
condition.

in

2. should always be used in overhauling in
order to eliminate additional damage.

3. Be diligent in looking for fire in spaces.

4. If tools and equipment are marked, it will save
in the pick-up operation.

5. Scorched or partially burned articles should be born
the debris and put ?-,

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement isizte
or the F if it is false. ;,,

1. T F Salvage wortis closely related to overhaulte.:41: -.

2. 1' F Hose is easier to pick up in freezing weather.

3. T P It is never advisable to have the electric company,cut the
lines to a building.

10 iterOIA "4:1 firms:
4. T P Never throw clothing or other valuahloi articles ifitkof

5. T F Hands and tools should always be washed lifter livititaid Of-.*
store fire.

6. T F It is permiesable to drive over hose lines durIngi10
get the hose back on the truck faster.

7. T F If equipment has been used in fighting a fire wheie'ri
are present, it &mild be takeit)tciAhiretatien

84 4



1. To learn the essential items to be considered in the general care and
maintenance of fire apparatue.

To acquaint the fireman with.driving suggestions 'which ejhould be ot
value in becoming an efficient and safe driver. =

, To-Acquaint the fireman with the proper use of warning devices incorpo-
. 'rated on the vehicle and the situations that may arise when making the .

run.

., i ...:.: f ;,-- _... ,4 tit/It:: tk ti ta: 14= 111,:tz., A:43:1.1 1 flz.4-z.1._-:,1*4-449itl ,#cf.;,79,e.p.44,
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 22 (Continued)

.

3. What parts of the apparatus should be checked by a competent person at
least once a month?

4. Why should the siren be turned on and off to utilize the range of sound
from the lowest to the highest pitch when making a run?

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. When the finish is new, the apparatus should be washed frequently with
to harden the finish End keep it from spotting.

2. A routine inspection of the apparatus should be made

3. The distance that a vehicle will travel while a driver transfers his foot
from the accelerator to the brake pedal is called

,;-, =
4. Stopping distance is the sum of the distance,'-plus

, the distance.

5. At a speed of 40 m.p.h. a vehicle will travel-a distance of
feet before die average driver can react and apply the brakes.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T U the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F When the apparatus is covered with a thick coat of dust, it should be
dusted rather than wash -1.

2. T F If the gear shift cannot be moved normally into proper position,
use force and jam it into position.

3. T F The first necessity when answering an alarm is speed.

86



FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignn ant Sheet Not 22 (Continued)

0

11Emm-
i.

4. T F The driver of any emergency vehicle can depend on the flat:thing red
light or the sound from the siren to guarantee safe passage or
"right of way" through an intersection or cross road.

5. T F Prevailing weather conditions and the congestion of traffic are very
important when making the run.

6. T F A safe distance of five hundred feet should be maintained between
emergency *vehicles, should two or more units be responding tothe same alarm.

87
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Fire Sank. Training

Assign:ant Shier Na. 23 Name Dots GraC4

POST-MORTEM CONFERENCE

OBJECTIVES:

I. To learn the importance of post-mortem.

2. To learn the pror:x procedure to follow in conducting the post-mortem.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 316-317

QUESTIONS:

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements px, words as
indicated by the question.

I. What is meant by post-mortem in the fire service?

2. Who should take part in the post-mortem?

3. In general, .when should a post-mortem be held and explain why?
,.;

4. What is the basic purpose of a post-mortem?

89
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

AsbignMent Sheet-No. 23 (Continued)

t Directions Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. The effort made toward providing for worthwhile post-mortems will be
by the .

2. Recommendations resulting from the postmortem should be carried out
through .

3. In paid departments post-mortems may be held at the time of the
of .

4. A combination of and .
is essential to efficient fire fighting.

5. A definite for scheduling post-mortems cannot
be ,established.

0 Directions In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if It is false.

1. T F The discussion of possible arson should not be part of the post-
mortem .

2. T F P-,st-inortem meetings are for officers only.

3. T F Volunteers' weekly meetings is an excellent time to conduct the
post-mortem.

4. *14.F Pei:sonnel not on duty when the run took place should not be briefed
on the situation.

1

1

6

I

i
it

i

5. T F During a post-mortem only the opinions of the officers should be
evaluated.

90
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Ph. Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 24 NUN Deit, Ontie

FIRE DETECTION AND ARSON INVESTIGATION

OBJECT PIES:

1. To empha tine the importance of fire investigations in the overall opera-
tion of a fire department.

2. To evaluate the necessity and value of comprehensive fire report forms
as sources of information in making investigations.

3. To become familiar with the various factors involved in determining thecause of a fire.

4. To be made aware of the many problems, responsibilities, and procedures
involved in arson detection.

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 318-330

QUESTIONS:

Directions Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as _

indicated by the question. .

1-: atyvvo
1. What factors must the property owner or occupant be fully aware of which

-will Nivea powerful influence in an effective fire-preventionkograin?

_ t
. . -)" / f : a ..

A2. Why is a fire report farm 'of value to the person makbtgilin'hivestigations? -.. .,-..,!..-, _ . _ - - ---.:-.,:s.t_ -..
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 24 (Continued)

3. Name six factors which will facilimte efforts to determine the cause
of a fire.

4. What important conclusion of a fi: investigation indicates the possibility
of arson?

E

5. What are the three categories concerned in the development of an
arson case?

I

4

1-.

0 Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1, The of fires is also the primary means
for detecting incendiarism and securing evidence for the conviction of

I

2. Fire department members can become proficient in assisting in dete r-
mining Are by intelligent
of the situation upon at the scene and the series of
events which lead to the final extinguishment of the firea

3. The success of a fire investigation depends mainly on the
and of information provided in the fire report.

I

4. Every fire should be carefully examined to establish its

t
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FIRS SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 24 (Continued)

"-. I

5: When the facts and information indicate-thi fire iiiktfinhtitely an arson fire,
it becomes a punishable by-

Disturbing the scene by 'careless use strelmts-, isaivage work., or
by the inability to recognize the situation may result td total or partial

of that may void its
usefulness.

7. All evidence discovered during an arson investigation should be carefully
and properly for identification.

8. Memory should never be trusted to make accurate statements of
or

in a case under investigation.

9. When, presenting an arson case to the court, the
decorum and of e ,itness are important.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true, _or the F if it is false.

I. T F The investigation of fires is the b-Nsis for efficient fire prevention
and fire protection operations in any community.

2. T F The fire department's first duty upon arrival at the fire scene is to
check for incendiarism.

3. T F Fire reports are not necessary when only small fires are involved.

4. T F More than one fire in a building is always a sure sign of arson.

5. F Fires are assumed to be accidental until proved otherwise.

6. T F In most instances, proof of arson depends greatly on circumstantial
and indirect evidence.

7. T F Mechanical, electrical, or chemical timing devices have often been
used by arsonists to start fires.

8. T F Any clean and uncontaminated bottles, jars, and cane available olk
the premises during a fire investigation can be used for collecting
the evidence.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 24 (Continued)

9. T F A notebook can be used in court to refresh memories or restate
observations or facts.

10. T F Circumstantial evidence is not good evidence to use in_ an arson
case.



Fife Sink. Training

Assignment Sheet No. 25 Name

OBJECTNES:

INSPECTIGIAT

1. To acquaint the fireman with the value of fire inspection work and its
effects on the various duties, obligations, operations, and responsibilities'
of a modern fire department to its members and tc its community.

2. To familiarize the fireman with the legal aspects caacerned with fire
inspections.

3. To learn the various factors and features involved in fire inspection
programs.

TO preiteit the fireman with ideas aid suggeiteiolii e
tion techniques. _

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, Pp. 331-378.

QUESTIONS:

-

Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words as -Indicated by the question.

I. List the eight factors in fire fightingoperations which are
" bk fire inspeditotiiirogrmati:

.
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 25 (Continued)

2. Vim has the legal right to enter buildings and vehicles for the purpose
of examination under Section 3737.14 of the State of Ohio Code?

3. Which Item has the largest average percent of loss in the table listing
the common causes of fire?

4. Name three points which must be evaluated when considering a potential
structural fire spread in making a fire inspection.

5. When dealing with the public, what are the main factors to keep in mind
to secure their cooperation?

6. Why is a follow-up of a fire inspection necessary?
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 25 (Continued)

7.. Name six general factors which should be considered.relatbre to frequency
of inspections.

- .

`--b- ;Ai*

Directions - Complete the following statetnents:braddingithtfoper -wor4Or_
words in the blank spaces. -

.f;
. - ,

.1. Fire inspections are the backbone of effective,fire
'are a powerful factor in the reduction of los!

2. Any city or village that desires to assume the retWOIltilbllity- for oril
fire protection and prevention may pass
adapt and establish --.-6646ii..'fartinspecdonghr0

! 714fit.' t:3. One of the most effective methods of controlling varlet-1k *octal ,

tip4. To obtain good results, such items as effective- a>"
11.1111 AD 0

program..
must be ircorporated in a fire inspection

_ _ ._ 1 _

.,-f

5. A camera may be used to take pictures of situations for further diecue-_
sion or study and for mithering -

-;; _

6. Although it is not legally necessary,
always be bcfnre making an inspection. :-
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FIRE TRAINING SERVICE

Assignment Sheet No. 25 (Continued)

7. For the inspection to be effective, a system is
necessary.

8. Inspection of all school buildings by fire depart-
ment inspectors is necessary to safeguard the of school
children.

9. Fire inspections that arr thorough and regular will be of great assistance
in the public to common
and will aid in safeguarding and by
decreasing these hazards.

Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

I. T F Putting out fires should be the only concern of a well-organized fire
department

2. T F Conditions under which people live, work and assemble, in some
instances, are of a hazardous nature to huMan safety.

3. T F Sufficient manpower and equipment is all that is necessary to make
fire fighting easy.

4. T F Inspections will enable firemen to avoid life hazards in buildings in
time of fire.

5. T F Every fire is different, therefore they should be forgotten after
they have been extinguished.

6. T F Authority for making inspectioi is obtained from local ordinances
or state laws.

7. T F It is important that all fire inspections start with the roof.

8. T F Only the most hazardous and unfavorable conditions should be called
to the attention of the owner or occupant by the inspector.

9. T F Only as a last resort should action be taken under local ordinances
Or state laws to enforce violations .
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Fire Service Training

Assignment Sheet No. 26 Name

OBJECTIVES:

RADIATION HAZARDS

I. To stress to the fireman that radioactive materials must be respected and
where they may be located.

2. To teach the fireman that this hazard must be accepted and dealt withproperly.

3. To acquaint the fireman with the problems of radiation hazards, in geneial
and to prepare him for more specialized training.

=

ASSIGNMENT:

Fire Service Training, pp. 379-404

;

QUESTIONS:

A
.Directions - Answer the following in brief, concise statements or words asindicated by the question.

I. , Name six possible locations where radioactive materials,nuktbe found.

2. What are the two types of radiation hazards?

:

3. What are the means by which a fireman can protect hims,-" from each of
the two types of radiation hazards?
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FIRE SERVICE TRAINING

Assignment Sheet No. 26 (Continued)

4. What are the three types of radiation?

5. Name the four ways by which radioactive materials may enter the body.

Directions - Complete the following statements by adding the proper word or
words in the blank spaces.

1. Thl hazards from radioactive may be from
alpha, beta, or gamma radiation.

2. Radioactive materials give off an'd this use slakes them
extremely beneficial to

3. Rad Ltfay. causes nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
tft hemorrhage, and lowers the body's
against disease and infection.

4.- Radiation injury can cause injuries such as ; loss of
, and skin lesions.

5. Radioactive may cause diseases such as anemia
and

'Directions - In the following statements, circle the T if the statement is true,
or the F if it is false.

1. T F The recommaided emergency dose of radiation is 25 rems.

2. T F Water spray or fog will protect the firemen from radiation.

3. T F Exposure of personnel to radiation should be in all cases to
the minimum time necessary, to accomplish the task.

4. T F A fireman will receive only 1/5 the radiation at 5 feat that he will at
one foot.

5. T F Lead is the best shield because it is not compact.
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This Residential Wiring, Learner's Manual is part of a series of instructional
materials which have been developed in the field of electricity nd electronics. The series
consists of materials which will aid both the instructor and learner in the presentation and
mastery of related technical information.

The project was determined by the State-Wide Instructional Materials Com-
mittee composed of the late Frank Allen, Educational Director, Ohio State Federation of
Labor; W. E . Barnhill, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Youngstown , Ohio;
W. W, Chambers, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Lima, Ohio; J. H. Clark,
Former Coordinator, Trader and Industrial Education, Logan, Ohio; F. M. Dannenfelser,
Principal, Macomber Vocational High School, Toledo, Ohio; Tom Johnson, Executive
Secretary, Ohio Manufacturers' Association; E . E . Kistler, Assistant Principal, Norwood,
Ohio; John Kostyo, Executive Secretary, Ohio Apprenticeship Council; C. A. Meister, Su-
pervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Ashtabula, Ohio; C. D. Pierson, Supervisor,
Trade and Industrial Education, Middletown, Ohio; and G . E . Williams, Assistant State
Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Marion, Ohio.

The basis for this manual was taken from a course which was developed and
taught for a number of years by Harry B. Hibbard, Electrical Apprenticeship Instructor at
Sandusky, Ohio. 'Tic same course has been successfully used at Hamilton, Ohio for re-
lated apprentice inStruction and it was felt that these two centers had given adequate valida-
tion to its use. After a detailed review and many helpful suggestions by a group of elec-
trical.trade teachers, consisting of S. E. Abel, Electrical Apprentice Instructor, Sandusky,
Ohio; F. D. Hoffman, Eiectricai Instructor, Central Vocational High School, Cincinnati,
Ohio; R. T. Jamison, Blectrical Instructor, Ashtabula, Ohio; and G. A. Schumann, Elec-
trical Apprenticeship Instructor, Columbus, Ohio; the material was revised and reproduced
in its present form.

Acknowledgement is therefore extended to all of the aforementioned persons
and to Carl J. Schaefer, Head of the Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Indus-
trial Education Service, The Ohio State University, for the development of this manual.

Special mention should also be given to the National Adequate Wiring
Bureau, Good Housekeeping Magazine and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation for
permission to reproduce certain materials in this manual.

iii

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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The following LEARNER'S MANUAL has been designed to assist you, the
instructor, with the teaching of related technical knowledge for the electrical trade. It
has been especially constructed for related apprenticeship training, however, since it
contains basic information it should be of value to any in-school electrical trade program.

Naturally, this Leatner's Manual will be of assistance when using group
instruction methods, however, it will be of even greater value when using individual
instruction procedures. Comprehensive objective reviews or tests are spaced periodi-
cally throughout the manual and they provide a "check" on individual progress and
ability. Answers to each assignment sheet are published in a separate "answer book-
let" which will be of great assistance in checking the work.

The following text publications have been adapted for use with this unit and
must be made available to the learner:

Home Wiring Handbook. "ittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company.

Mathematics for the Electrical Trades. Albany, New York: Delmar
Publishers, Inc. , 1948.

or
Practical Problems in Mathematics Electrical Trades. Albany,

New York. Delmar P.blishers, Inc. , 1954.

Richter, II. P., Practical Electrical Wiring. New York, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc. 1952.

Manipuiative problems have not been included in this unit. This is not to be
interpeted to mean that the manipulative phase of training is unimportant and may be
n cted. It has been the feeling, however, that the factors of shop, spice available
equtment, time allotted and other variable elements would make it impractical to
stipulate definite manipulative jobs as a part of this publication.

The following books will be of assistance in building the manipulative
phase if training to accompany this unit and still keep it within the indt lual school's
facilities:

Dragoo, A. W. and Dragon, K. L., General Shop Electricity.
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight and McKnight.



Perry, E. C. and Schaefebook, H. V., Fundamental Jobs in
Electricity. New York, New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc.

Schuhier, A. A., Electric Wiring. New York, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

Tustison, F . E. and Ruch', P. W., Electrical Essentials For
The Practical Shop. Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Bruce.
Publishing Company.

Neatness as well as accuracy should be saes sed throughout the related
course and special emphasis should be placed on the making of electrical diagrams.
A simple progress chart will aid in recording and keeping track of individual progress
and each leatner should be encouraged to do his best throughout the course.

The responsibility of an instructor is not an easy one. However, by
organizing your program and Making maximum and effective use of all tools of teaching
your job will be made easier and the results will be more rewarding.
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The recommended text, Home W iring Handbook by Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, is out of print and, therefore, no longer
available. If you have this text you can continue to use it w"42 this
Learner's Manual.

Poi those who do not have the above text, it is suggested to use:

Bredahl, A. Carl, Home Wiring Manual, New York, New York:
McGraw-Hi.U. Book Company, Inc ., 1957.

The Assignment Sheets which reference this replacement text are keyed to
the dew text as follows:

Ass pmeat Sheet #11
Chapter 6, Modern Overcurrent Protection, pp. 97 - 102.
Chapter 2, Electrical Circuits, pp. 16 - 31.

Assignment Sheet #13
Chapter 6, Conductors and Insulation, Voltage Drop, pp. 89 - 97.

Age mzitTlf6hee#19
Chapter ctrical Circuits, pp. 16 - 31.

Assignment Sheet #20
Chapter 3, Determining Size of Service Entrance, Service

entrance Equipment, pp. 32 - 39.

Assignment Sheet #22
Chapter 7, Electrical Outlets, pp. 103 - 117.
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This manual contains a series of assignment sheets designed to assist you hk
the inaltery of the related technical knoWledge for the electrical trade. Each assignment
shaft hal been written to provide you with a study guide to the most important and essen-
tial information. In fact, each assignment may be thought of as a small "digestible" part
of leirning And one which the average person can easily comprehend whether he is studying
in a group or by himself.

No To Study, - Proper study techniques have to be practiced in order to get the most from
any Coles*. Study can otherwise become a time consuming task with very little results. It
is,:-theintore, suggested that the following pricedure be practiced t m completing the assign-
ments In this manual;

Read the entire assignment sheet and get clearly in mind what information
Is needed to answer the questions.

O.

Next, the assigned reading should be studied in textbook.

Lay the textbook aside and answer as many of the assignment questions
as you can. Write legibly, keep your sheets neat, and pay particular at-
-tendon to the drawings and diagrams. Take your time and do not hurry.

Refer back to the text if you can __A answer all of the questions

6 Any points that are not fully understood should be reviewed min or
_brought up for discussion at the next class meeting.

. Your **testi or failure in the mastery of this material depends greatly upon
your itidlityito study: ihthetote, the above steps should be followed and practiced to the
beef of yam ab#litp.

ix
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RESIDENTIAL. WIRING

Technology
SAFETY
Assignment Sheet 4 1 - Name Date Grade

Objectives: To study general and specific aspects of trade safety.

./jelnent; Related Information - General Trade Safety.

Mated infouration: GENERAL TRADE SA F E TY

The intelligent electrical tradesman is well aware that his job involves certain
hazards. Probably the most serious of these is that of severe electric st..xk. The

tact that people have been killed by
a 110 volt load when standing on a

41
damp basement floor or on a warm
air register (which is grounded ,through
to the furnace) indicates theeaution
and alertness ghat needs to be exercised
by the electrician. Of course the higher
the voltage the greater the danger from
electric shock. If a person has been
subjected to electric shock and' -i8
unconscious, artificial respiration-
should be promptly given even though ,

he has stopped breathing andis4tp
ly dead. A great deal of caution .e
be exerted in removing the perstai lf-tift.:
is still in contact with the source of
electricity. ..

One should, at the beginning of
his trade, endeavor to acquire goad works

habits, not only for his own protection but for the protection of those about him. Careful-,,'
thoughtful and &liberate habits of work, if cultivated, will result in developing a safety
COMEJCiOUS ;attitude which will he a constant stfeguara.

The thought of der 4r is especially associated with machines in motion, but a
y number of injwies received in the electrical trade are the result of improper use

of heed tools. Nearly all sich accidents are :We to personal carelessness. Mishandling
of tools, neglecting to keep them in good condition and leaving diem about in dangerous
places are forms of carclealness that cause trouble sooner or later. Split or broken
handles, loose heads, file's witir)ut handles, mushroomed heads of chisels and bad)
wom wrenches are All th"ng.- n guard against when using hand tools.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

SAFETY - Assignment Sheet *1

The electric hand drill is a widely used tool especially for residsntial
An electric drill is certainly not considered an especially dangerous tool to operate.
However, certain precautions to remember are: never leave the chuck wrench key in the
"'buck socket, keep hands away from the revolving spindle or drill, keep sleeves rolled
up to elbows and observe what is on the far side of that which is being drilled such as
live electrical lines, water and gas pipes, etc.).

There is a definite technique of lifting
heavy loads, see figure, and you as a tradesman
should learn this as soon as possible. You may be
as strong as an ox, but even if ones back muscles
are made -/ steel there is a limit to the strain they
will endure. One should always size up the load
before lifting and get help if necessary. Lifting
with the legs and not the back will save many a
strained muscle.

The praitlf:e of testing circuits with the fingers should never be attempted. Use
test lamps or other safe means of checking "live" circuits. No circuit should be fused be-
yond its rated capacity and no circuit should be left without proper fuses. All electric wires
should be considered "live" until they have been definitely proven otherwise.

The electrical trade, because of the very nature of electricity can be considered
dangerous. However, with proper caution and an Intelligent and thoughtful attitude it can
be a safe trade.

questions: 1. Name four precautions to observe when using ham: tools.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2. is started as soon as -a im-
conscious person is remove. from the source of electricity.

3. What safety precautions should be taken when lifting heavy loads?

2
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SAFETY - Assignment Sheet #1

4. The use of the electric drill requires what general safety
precautions?

5. A load of 110 volts can give a stiff electrical :hock and can
even, under the right conditions, be fatal. Why?



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
HISTOItY
Assignment Sheet *2 - Num Date Grade

Oblectives; To acquaint the learner with some of the outstanding contributions
of the inspired men of many countries and times in their effort to
better human life through the use of electricity, and to point the
way toward future achievements in this field.

Assignment: Related Information, The Story of Electricity.

Related Information: THE STORY OF ELECTRICITY

This is the electrical age. Everyone is familiar with electricity as an economical
and easily transported form of power. It lights our homes, makes possible the use of

. many labor saving devices in ow daily lives, provides us with conveniences such as the
telephone and radio, and serves mars-
kind in countless ways in the city
and on the farm. Almost all of the
young people of today cannot remem-
ber a time without electricity. Yet,
Just a few generations ago this great
force and the number of opportunities
for employment'which it also provides
were not present as we now know them.
The electrical age is the result of long
cenatries of patient work and experimen-
tation.

r

The Greeks carried on the earliest
experiments in static electricity perhaps

as early as 600 B.C. They rubbed amber (which is called "electron" in Greek) with another
substance and discovered that the amber would attract thin wood shavings. To charge with
electricity or "amberize" is a phrase which comes from the Greek word for amber.

The modem study of electricity begai with the experiments of William Gilbert, an
Englishman, in the reports of his work with static electricity about 1600. His work was
continued by others. In 1737, a French scientist, C. F. Du Fay, concluded that there Were
two kinds of static electricity, which are now distinguished as positive and negative. Ssalandia
Franklin's well known experiments with a kite during an electrical storm advanced the know-
ledge of atmospheric electricity.
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HISTORY

The work of a German electrician, George Simon Ohm, and others, made possible
the measurement of electricity. Ohm discovered the relationship between current, resis-
tance and voltage and established what is now known as Ohm's law. This simple relation-
ship is necessary in computing current, resistance or voltage when one of the three is
not known The ohm is that value of resistance through which an electrical pressure of one
volt will cause one ampere of current to flow.

Although the electrical phenomena of nature has been studied for the past 2000 years,
it was not until 1791 that attention turned from static to current electricity. Luigi Gelman',
an Italian scientist, while instructing a class in anatomy, had suspended from a copper
wire frog legs that had been dipped in a salt solution. °elven' noticed that when his iron
scalpel touched the legs a reaction occurred and he incorrectly believed that this was due
to something produced by the muscles of the smphibtan. In 1796 Volta, another Italian,
continued with similar eacperiments and determined that the current was produced as a
result of the contact of two different metals. This in turn led to the development of
what is known as Volta's pile or the voltaic pile, the first real primary cell or battery ca-
pable of delivering a steady current of electricity. We now call this cell and the unit of
electrical pressure the volt.

The increased practical use of electricity followed after the discoveries of the rela-
tionship of magnetism and electricity made possible the development of generators, mo -
ton, and the countless other devices which utilize the electro-magnet. The p: *eras.e of
magnets had been studied since very early times, but their use in electrical devices de
veloped much later through the contributions of Hans Christian Oersted, a Danish scion-
tist who discovered the magnetic fields surrounding electrical conductors in 1819, Andre
Marie Ampere, a French physicist known for his contributions to electrodynamics and for
whom the ampere was named, Joseph Henry, an American physicisewho diatiovend self-
inductance for which reason the unit of inductance is often called the henry, -and Michael
Faraday, an English scientist who, although separated by half the World,. discovered the.
principles of electromagnetic induction at about the same time as Joseph Henry,- in the
year 1831. Faraday's simple motor was the first of many devised and Thomas Davenpcirt,,
a blacksmith, received the first United States patent on a motor.

The electromagnetic theory, devised by James Clerk Maxwell, a great Scottish phys-
icist, and confirmed by the experiments of Heinrich Hertz, a German physicist, were fear
damenttb.1 to the development of the telegraph and of the radio. William Thomson Kelvin,
British mathematician and scientist, is especially known for his work on heat and elec -
tricity. When J.J. Thomson discovered the electron in 1897, both theoretical -and prac -
dcal developments were f rwarded. In 1910, R.A. Milliken measured the charge of the
elects
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HISTORY - Assignment Sheet #2

The contributions of Thomas A. Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, Michael Fupin
and Edwin Howard Armstrong, form important links in the history of progress in electricity
and may serve to point the way toward the future achievements of skilled electricians,
inventors and scientists.

Questions: I. What nationality is credited with carrying on the first experiments in
static electricity?

6.

TF

2. How did the substance "amber" play an important part in these early
experiments?

3. Match the following names with the work for which they are noted:

( ) George Simon Ohm I. Received first United States patent on
an electric motor.

( ) Thomas Davenport
2. Discovered self-inductance.

( ) J. J. Thomson
3. Discovered the principle of electro-

( ) Volta magnetic induction.

( ) Joseph Henry 4. Discovered the electron in 1897.

( ) Michael Faraday 5. Discoverer of Ohm's law.

6. Discoverer of "electrical pressure."

4. Do you believe that progress in the field of electricity and elec-
tronics has reached its limits or will there be other names added to
the list of inventors?

7
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Technology
APPRENTICESHIP
Assignment Sheet # 3 - Name Date Grade

Objectives: To study the Electrical Trade Apprenticeship Standards for your city
and vicinity .

Assignment: Apprenticeship Standards for Electrical Trade, Local Standards .
Related Information - Apprenticeship s - What It Means.

Related Information: APPRENTICESHIP - WHAT IT MEANS

The learning of a skilled trade is by no means an easy task nor is it a
short time proposition. In this respect, the skill and knowledge that one must learn

APPRENTICESHIP. to become a competent electrical worker is not un-
like the knowledge that the professional person learns
in a college or university. for this reason you should
be aware of the term "apprenticeihip" and what it
to you and the trade of your choice.

Apprenticeship may be defined as "A s
of learning by doing and earning while learning". It is by
no means a modern term and for this reason it might be_
worth while to explore for a minute the history and hick-
ground of this type of training.

Apprenticeship training was brought to this
country by our fore-fathers from England and other
European countries. There is evidence of early apprentice-
ships dating back to the Colonial day of 1640 in New'

England. Such apprenticeships were far different from those of today and the apprentice
received small compensation for his services.
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APPRENTICESHIP Assignment Sheet #3

Following is the wording of an actual apprenticeship indenture of
Colonial days:

'Know all nen that I, Thomas Millard, el th the

consent of Henry Wolcott of Windsor unto whose

costody & care at whose charge I vas brought

over oak of England into Nov England, doe bynd
myself as an apprentice for eight yeeres to

serve William Pynchon of Springfield, his

heires & assigns in all newer of lawful em-
ployer onto the full ext of eight yeeres

beginnings the 29 day of Sept 1640 & the said
Mows neat ,drinite & clothing fitting such an
apprentice & at the end of his one one new
lute of apparal & forty shillings in sorry:

subscribed this 28 October 1640'

As one can easily see, the chance to learn a trade in the ear our
country was considered quite an honor in itself for which the apprentice
give his "devoted services. "Apprenticeship has definitely advanced
ways, until today instead of working for food, clothing and a few shillinie thikaRrentice.:
receives a substantial wage, which increases every six months of pre*tiermi*Inumber
of hours of training; he works only a 40 hour week instead of 60; Instead of eight Yens.
only four years; and instead of slaving for a master in a menial capacity he rives
"on the job" and classroom instruction.

The trades (sometimes called crafts) themselves have always been largely
a family tradition. Fathers have taught their sons the crafts and sons havestgught their
sons. This was the case when Benjamin Franklin became indentured in 1718, at the age
of 12 to his elder brother James. The terms of Benjamin Franklin's apprenticeship were
quite liberal, however, as they provided that he would receive journeymen"! wages during
the last two years of his nine year term. He did not finish his term, however, because
of quarrels with James who, he says, sometimes beat him.

Apprenticeship in the United States received national attention shortly
after World War I. This period strongly showed the need for skilled mechanics in the
time of national emergency. la addition to the war the Immigration laws of the 1920's
decreased the flow of skilled workers from Europe to this country, thus greatly curtailing
the supply of workers who had the benefit of an apprenticeship system.

10
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APPRENTICESHIP - Assignment Sheet # 3

In 1934 the Federal Government began to promote apprenticeship on a
national basis and in 1937 the National Apprenticeship Law was passed by Congress.
This law commonly known as the Fitzgerald Act, was enacted "to promote the father-
once of labor standards of apprenticeship . . . . to extend the application of such
standards by encouraging the inclusion thereof in contracts of apprenticeship, to bring
together employers and laborers for the formulation of programs of apprenticeship, to
cooperate with SLte Agencies in the formulation of standards of apprenticeship."
Asa result, the U. S. Office of Education and the U. S. Department of Labor have
been totorldng together to formulate a strong national apprenticeship program.

Local programs of apprenticeship are organized within the framework
of joint management-labor apprenticeship committees called Pint Apprenticeship
Committees. These committees are organized and have the responsibility of running
and supervising the local apprenticeship program.

The productivity of our country and the rapid advances in our indus-
tries have been largely dependent upon the skills of our workers . This skni must
be maintained through our young men entering the trades that provide an adequate
system of apprenticeship.

Questions: 1. DefIne the term "apprentice."

2. What is an apprenticeship agreement?

3. Briefly describe the organization of the Area Electrical Joint
Api..renticeship Committee.

4. State at least five of their duties that you believe to be
important.

5. What is the term of apprenticeship for the electrical trade?

11
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6. Give the qualifications for apprenticeship.

7. Give the apprentice rate of pay for each period of apprenticeship.
(The instructor will give you the journeyman's rate.)

8. How many hours per year of related Lattuction are required?
Is this a minimum or maximum number?

What happens if the apprentice fails to attend the required amount K=
of related instruction?

10. Who Mali have supervision of the apprentice?

p fvs
12. What is the Certificate of Completion of Apprentitteship, sea:

does it represent?

IS What agencies act as consultant to the committee?

IS. What two federal agencies work together to formulate strong
national programs?

12
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Objectives: To familiarize yourself with the U. rwriters Laboratories and the
National Electrical Code.

Assignments: Richter, H. P. f Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 3-14.
Delmar Publishers, Inc. Mathematics for the Electrical Trades,

pp. 1-2 or, Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades,
pp. 1-2.

Questions: 1. What are the Underwriters Laboratories?

3. What is Label Service? What merchacdise falls in this classifi-
cation?

4. Describe the purpose of Underwriters.

5. How do we recognize approved merchandise?

6.. What is the National Electrical Code?

V 7.1,`" .

$ , 1""" , . " -V M _ .
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UNDERWRITERS ANV CODE - Assignment Sheet # 4

7. What is the difference between the National and Local Code?

8. How is in Local Co.le enforced in your city?

Mathematics: Page 1, Problems 1, 3, and 3. Page 1 and 3, Problems 1-So 9, U
Pass 2, Problems 5 and 6. and 16. ?tactical Problems it
Madiennatics for the Mathematics - Trades..
rIccuical 'Dade

USE THE REMAINDER OP THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS

14
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Technology
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREMENTS
Assignment Sheet #5 Name ...apoesmoa Date Grade

Objectives:

Assignment:

To study basic principles and measuremcnts.

Richter, H. P. , Practicp.1 Elect-Lica! Wiring? pp. 15-27,
Delmar Publishers, Inc. Mathetnatica For The Trades,
pp. 3-4, or Practical Problems in Mathematics -. Bieetiical Trades,

Questions: I. What are volts? What are kilovolts? How t .;eultagy: measurer!?

2. What are amperes? What do amperes measure? What are
ampere hours? How are amperes measured?

3. How do you find watts? What do watts measure? What do watts
denote?

4. How many watts does one horsepower equal. What are watt
hours?

5. What is resistance? What is the unit of electrical resistance?

6. What is the difference between a conductor and a non-conductor?
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BASIC PRINCIPLES & MEASUREMENTS - Assignment Sheet # 5

7. Draw m the hands of each meter dial to make the following
readings: 4562 and 8910

4 6

Mathematics: Page 3, Problems 1, 6 and 9. Pages, 3 and 4, Problems I, 3, 8 Slid II
Page 4, Problems 6-8 Practical Problems in Mathematics -
Mathematics for the Electrical itades.
Electrical Trades.

USE THE Iir,MAINDEROF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS

16

--.
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Technology
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREMENTS
Assignment Sheet # 6 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To learn Ohm's Law and how tt. use it in computing problems.

Assignment Richter, H. P. Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 27-35
Related Information, Ohm's Law Formula
Delmar Publishers Inc., Mathematics for the Electrical -trades,
pp. 5 and 6, or, Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades,
PP. 5-7.

Related information: OHM'S LAW FORMULA

Following is a graphic presentation of a simple method that can be used to
determine Ohm's Law Formula:

Questions:

To use this circle formula, place your finger over the
quantity that is to be found, and substitute the numerical
values of the quantities already known. Tice position of
these numbers in the circle will tell whether they are to be
divided or multiplied to find the unknown quantity.

I. State Ohm's Law in three different ways.
a. Pressure -

b. Current -

C . Re3ibialiCe

2. What is voltage drop? How is voltage drop calculated? Write the
formula for voltage drop.
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BASIC PRINCWLES AND MEASUREMENTS - Assignment Sheet #6

3. What is wattage loss proportional to? How Is wattage loss calculated?
Write the formula for wattage loss.

4. It is advantageous to keep amperages as low as is practical.
How!, this done for ordinary house and farm wiring?

5. What are ttlea effects of electricity?

6. State the purpose of:

a. Single phase, 3 wire system.

b. Three phase, 3 wire system.

c. Three phase, 4 wire system.

Mathematics: Page 5, Problems 3, 4, and 6.
Page 6, Problems I - 5.
Mathematics for the
Electrical Trade

Page 5, Problems 1-5. Pages 6-7,
Problems 1-3 and 10-13.
Practical Problems in Mathematics -
Electrical .racies.

WORK. MATH PEWLEMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK
OF MANUAL AND A1TACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT

18
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Technology
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREMENTS
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date______ Grade 10400

Oblectives:

Assignment:

To study the types of current.

Richter, H. P. , Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 3548.
Delmar Publishers, Inc. , Mathematics for the Electrical Trades, pp.
9-10, or Practical ProblemeTITMematics 131actrical'A
pp. 9-10.

Questions: 1. What is direct current?

2. What is alternating current?

":--,7Tet
3. What is a cycle? What is the frequency in your commlmitit:

4. What is rated vcitage of an alternating c-rrent circuit?

"".
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BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREMENTS Assignment Sheet # 7

5. Describe a single-phase current and complete the formula:
Volt - amperes a

6. Describe a two-phase current and complete the formula:
Volt - amperes

7. Describe three-phase current and complete the formula:
Volt - amperes

8. What is the power factor when an alternating current c t
the voltmeter and ammeter exactly equal to the watt-meter -

reading?

Is the answer in question numirx 8 true in all cases of
mating current circuits?

10. Give the formula for finding:
Watts in alternating current work watts

Measuring power factor - power factor

Mathematics: Page 9, Problems 1 and 2
Page 10, Problems 1 and 3
Mathematics for the
Electrical Trade.

r -

Pages 9 ea. 10, Problems 1, 3, 4,- -4-54t...-
8 and 11.
Practical Problems in Mathematics-.
Electrical Trades.

r:S,

WORK MATE* PPOBLBMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK
OF MAMAL AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT
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Technology
BASIC PRINCIPLES & MEASUREMENT'S
Assignment Sheet # 8 Name Date Grade

Objectives:, To study transformers.

Assjitnt: Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Waring pp. 48-58 and ip. 335.
Delmar Publishers, Inc., Mathematics fot the Electrical lindes, pp. 11-
12, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical nades, pp. 11-13.

Questions: 1. What is a transformer used for?

2. How efficient are large transformers?

3. ?Inn is one practical use of a transformer?

4. Are transformers used on direct current? Why? xYz
7

3. Are transformers used on alternating current? Why?

6. In a 3 ) (three-phaso)delta system, how are 115 volts obtained?

7. What is an P.11:0 tray lower"

Mathematics: Page 11, Problems, 3-5; Page 12
Problems 1, 2, and 4 - Mathematics
tot the Eactrical Mule.

a :ges 11-13, Hob leAl#4..
5., 9 and 13. Practital
in Matitematics-Eieoticitl-

.,",,.MMI111MP.
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te

Technology
BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREME1s TS
Assignment Sheet # 9 Name_

Objectives: To study basic devices and circuits.

Dam Grade

Assignments: Richter, H. P. Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 59-78.
Delmar Publishers Inc., Mathematicsfor the Electrical Frades, pp. 14-15,
or Practical Prob: ma in Mathematics - Electrical Trades, PP. 14-17.

.guasdons: 1. Describe each:
Circuit

Outlet r
Source

2. Complete the following basic circuit with a switch:

SOURCE

3. What is a series circuit?

4. Complete the following series circuit with five lights and a switch:

ga222,

oe:

SOURCE
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BASIC PRINCIPLES AND MEASUREMEN1S - Assirment Sheet # 9

S. What is a parallel circuit?

6. Comp bite the following parallel circuit:

4) 4) (4) (t)
$01.11tee

a
7. Complete the following aeries - parallel circuit and libel parts:

NOTE: Series circuit t Amp. romaine conigurt,
voltage varies

Parallel circuit - Amp. varies
voltage roma* conitint

8. What is the advantage of a parallel circuit over aeries circuit?

9. What is the advantage of a 3way switch?

24
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BASIC PRINCIPLES-AND MEASUREMENTS - Assignment Sheet *9

10. Complete the following diagram of one light with two 3-way switches:

SOURCE

-9-

11. Complete the following diagram of one light with two 3-way switches and
one 4-way switch:

AOURCE

Mathematics: Page 14, Problems 1, 7, and 10
Page IS, Problems 1, 3, 8, and 10
Mathematics for the Electrical
Made.

O
Page 14, Problems 1-5.
Pages 15 and 16, Problems 1-4 and
7-10. Page 17, Problems 1-5.
Practical Problems in Mathematics -
Electrical Trades.

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS

25
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Directionin The foil tstatentents are either TRUE or FALSE.
Draw a circle around the I' if the statement is uue, or-
-Around the F if the ststem--t is false.

rf,

4:

.7'2;1
'21Z_

stance increases the flow of current.

Conilier;r.

law may be cited three different ways.

r tale Wiring statement by writing -!n the space pro-
*Wed ,fie letter in front of the correct answer. s.

Tr.

4 faluntlisi,ea On oily be .th (a) t current
Ats -alma*

ivatgo-Akap..tettsil :if- 17. -
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REVIEW - Assii =cut &met:* 10

2.

3.

4.

MRMIlanla

al

al

Alternating current can be defined as (a) current of
regularly fluctuating voltage (b) current that has one
positive and one negative terminal.

Resistance can be found by using the formula
(a) R=IxE
(b) It z I

E
(c) R = E

I

The power factor is said to be 100% when (a) the
voltmeter and ammeter is exactly equal to the watt-
meter reading (b) the volt and ammeter is lower than
the watt-meter leading (c) when the volt ammeter is
higher than the watt-meter.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word/words in the blank space.

1. current is any source of electricity in which one ,.
terminal is positive and the other negative and they never change
in direction of dutrent .

2. The number of cycles passed through in a second is called the
of current.

3. A circuit source is any source from which a circuit gets its

4. In a series circuit, amperes is

5. In a series circuit, voltage

6. In a parallel circuit, amperes

7. In a parallel circuit, voltage is

8. The advantages of and switches
are that one or more lights can be controllel from three or more
different locatiens.

e
0
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REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 10

0 Directions: Complete the following circuits by drawing in the wire.:

1. Draw a series circuit.

SOURCE

2. Draw a parallel circuit.

SOURCE 4) o

0

a

3. Complete the diagram showing two lights controlled by two switches.

SOURCE
i$ 0

29
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REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 10

4. Complete the diagram to show two 3-way and one 4-way switch
controlling a light.

SOURCE -e-

Mathematics:0 Directions: Show all work on this sheet or attach a work sheet to
this review.

1. In wiring eight houses, the electricians find that they must install
10, 18, 11, 9, 7, 21, 4, and 17 outlets respectively. How many
outlets must be roughed-in all together?

-2. The following number of "BX" cable clips were used during a given
period: 12, 32, 95, 6, 42, 15, 10; 56, 16, 3, 2, and 3. What was
the total number of BX cable clips used?

3. An electrician contractor charged $49.83 for a Job. The materials
cost him $10.37, labor $24.96, and transportation, etc., $5.50.
What was his profit?

4. Thirty-four steel pull boxes were drilled for a certain Job. Each
box was drilled for three 1" holes, twenty-one were drilled for
four 1-3/4" holes and the remainder drilled with one 1-1/2" holes.
How many holes were drilled in these boxes?

5. A coil form was made to wind a magnet. Very small magnet wire
was wound in layers of 50 turns per layer and 115layers. How many
turns of wire were on this coil?

6. If we are using in a building, six50-watt, two15-watt, four 25-watt,
five 75-watt, and six 100-watt lamps, hew many watts are consumed
when all the lights in the building are burning?
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REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 10

7. Eight motors having rated horse-power as follows: 1/3,
3/4, 1/2, 2/31: 1/4, 5, 1, 1/8, were connected in a circuit.
What was the total horse-power of the circuit?

8. The insulation to be used in a certain slot is as follows:
Fish paper 1/64, " Taff lex 2/32, " Varnished cambric 2/64, "
and top stick 1/8. " What is the total thickness of all the
ineleatirra?

9. What is the shortest length of 1/2" conduit from which you
can cut the .following pieces:
7 7/8, 6 - 1/Z 12 - 1/8, 3 - 1/4 and 24 - 3/16. Allow
1/4 for saw cuts.

10. A department in a factory has three 1/2 h.p. (horse power)
motors; six 1/3 h.p. motors; five I h.p. motors and four 1/4
h.p. motors. What was the total connected motor load in
horsepower rating?

31
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Technology
OVERCURRENT DEVICES
Assignment Sheet # 11 Name Date Grade

Eiettrica1 Circuits aid Overarrent Devices

Objectives: To study fuses, Cik-Cllit breakers, and types of circuits.

Assignment: Rielter, H. P. , Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 79-90
Westiaghouse, Home Wiriw Handbook, Chapter VI, Modern Overcurrect

Protection, Chapter IV, Types of Circuits and Number of Circuits.
(Chapter IV, pp.29 36, C! spter VI, pp. 62-74)

Delmar Publishers, Inc. , Mathemaaco for the Electrical Trades, pr.
18-19, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades,
pp. 20 -2i..

Questions: I. What is an "overcurrent device?"

2. What do overcurrent deviead protect?

3. What is the most common overcurrent device? Nan e five.
a.

C.
d..
e.

4. Code defines a circuit breaker as

5. What is '.he most common type circuit breaker?

6. Name four conditiols wi%er overcurrent protection is not re-
quired where wire size is reduced.
a..

b.
c.
d.

7. Name four types of circuits.
a.
b.
c.
d.

fr 4 ,

,
,44

,
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

OVERCURRENT DEVICE - Assignment Sheet # 11

8. Give the total capacity in watts of -
One 15A circuit
One 20A circuit
How is the total watts found?

9. How is the number of general purpose circuits figured?

10. Name two ways of determining the number of appliance
circuits:
a.
b.

11. What electrical equipment is connected to individual
eanipment circuits?

12. What is the minimum number of individual equipment
circuits recommended?

13. What are fuses designed to operate upon?

14. What is provided by modem circuit protective devices?

15. The current-carrying ability of a conductor is limited to

Mathematics: Page 18, Problems 1, 4, and 6
Page 19, Problems 3-7
Mathematics for the
Electrical Trade.

Pages 20-22, Problems 1-3, 7, and
11 -15.
Practical Problems in Mathematics, -
Electrical Trades.

WORK MATH PROBLEMS ON 1 10TE SHEET ROUND IN BACK OR
MANUAL AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT

34



RESIDENTIAL WIRING
Technology
WIRE
Assignment Sheet # 12 Name Date , Grade

Tow and Sizes of WU*

Objectives: To learn the sizes and types of wire.
To study circular mil unit of measurement.

Assignment: Richter, H. P. , Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 91-108
Delmar Publishers, Inc. , Mathematics for the Electrical Trades,

pp. 20-21, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical
Trades, pp. 23-25

Related Information, The CirciAor Mil.

Related Information: THE CIRCULAR MIL

Wire Gage and Conductor Size - Conductor sizes are given in the American Wire Gage
(A. W.G.). In ibis country, the American Wire Gage is the standard for copper wire and
for aluminum wire used for electrical conductors. The Ame-scan Wire Gage is the same
as the Brown & Sharpe (B. & S.) gage. The largest gage is No. 0000; above this size
the sizes of wires anc: cables are stated in circular mile.

The Circular Mil - The circular mil is a unit used for measuring the cross-sectional
area of the conductor, ir the area of the end of a wire which has been cut sqr are across.
One circular mil (commonly abbreviated dr. mil or c.m. ) is the area of a circle 1/1, 000
inches in diameter. The area of a circle 1 inch in diameter is 1, 000,000 c.m., also,
the area of a circle of this size is 0.7854 sq. in.

To convert circular mils to square inches, divide the circular mils by 1,273,200 or
multiply the circular mills by 0.7854 and divide by 1,000,000.

To convert square inches to circular mils, multiplythe square inches by 1,273,200.

In interior wiring the gage sizes 14, 12 and 10 are usually solid wire; No. 8 as com-
monly used may be either solid or stranded. No. 6 and larger conductors in raceways
are required to be stranded.

A cable (if not larger than 1,000,000 c. m.) will have one of the following number of
strands; 7, 19, 37 or 61. In order to make a cable of any standard size, in nearly
every case the individupi strands cannot be any regular gage number but must be some
special odd size. For example, a No. 00 cable must have a total cross-sectional area of
133, 100 c.m. and is usually made up of 19 strands. 133,100 c.m. - 7,005 c.m.

19
Number 12 has an area of 6,530 c.m. and No. 11 an area of 8,234 c.m. , therefore, each
strand must be a special size between Nos. 12 and 11.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRE Assignment Sheet # 12

To Find the "C. M. " of an Unknown Cable.
1. Count number of strands.
2. Find c.m. of 1 strand - by wire gauge or micrometer.
3. Multiply number of strands by c. t. of one strand.
4. Look up c.m. of cable - take next !argent size.

_.estions: 1. What is a circular mil?

2. A mil is inches.

3. What is the size of cable that has. 61 strands?

4. In what type of wiring is rubber covered wire used?

S. Type R is used in
The RH is used in

6. Name six types of cable and where each may be used:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

7. What is weather-proof wire, and where is it used?

8. Define the following:
Type PO -

...101.

Type POSJ -

Type c _
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRE, Assib-ment Sheet i 12

Ta

TYPe sv _

Heater Cord -

Fixture Wire -

....I.Menl

Mathematics: Page 20, Problems 2, 8-12 Pages 23-25, Problems 2, 8-14, and
Page 21, Problems 1, 3, and 5 20. Practical Problems in Mathematics-
Mathematics for the Electrical Trades.
klectric.411 Trade,

USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS
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Selection of Proper Wire Sizes

Technology
WIRE
Assignment Sheet # 13 - Name

...r1+m+1MmiNIMIN.7111011.1=1.clollf
DPte Grade vam

RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Objectives: To study voltage drop, selection of wire sizes and circuit protection.

Assignment: Richter, H.P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 109-119
Westinghouse, Home Wiring Handbook, Chapter V1, Conductors and

Insulation, Voltage Drop.
Delmar Publishers, Inc., M.. tematics for the Electrical Trades,
pp. 22-23, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Eleci' ical
Trades, pp. 26-28.

Related Information, Using Ohm's Law.

Related Information: USING OHM'S LAW

Formula: How to figure voltage drop:
2% voltage drop = .02 x 120 v = 2.4 volts
2% voltage drop = .02 x 240 v = 4.8 volts

Problem: What is the voltage drop in a 120 v branch circuit
carrying 1800 w. 53 ft., using #12 RC wire?
Will you be within 2%?

Solution: Single Phase =IxLx2x (It per 1000 ft.)
Voltage Drop 1000

I= Amps.
Where 1.= Length of Circuit in ft.

R = Ohms per 1000 ft.

P=ExI
I= P = 1800w. = 15 amps.

E 120 v.

Voltage Drop = 15 A x 53' x 2 x 1.557
1000

Voltage Drop = 2.47 v. of circuit
Answer: Yes, you will be withia 2%. Number 12 wire may
be used for 53 feet.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRINO

WIRE - Assignment Sheet # 13

Questions: 1. What is the advantage of low voltage drop?

2. Wire size should be chos6.4 to Matt voltage drop to what percent for
power? What percent for lights?
a.

b.

3. Conductors should be of sufficient size to prevent what two conditions?

4. Will #14 RC wire mairitin maximum voltage drop if you have 15';:inp..
120 volt branch circuit with a run of 28 ft.?

5. Will #12 wire maintain.maximum voltage drop if you hair* 20
240 volt branch circuit with a run of 82 ft.?

What is au additkmal-factor tobt tor

7 When current is doubled. energy loss and heating effects are MultigkiC.,
.

8. Voltage drop in a lamp on 115 volts causes decrease in
Increase in

9. Upon what two factors does the amount of heat depend?
a.
b.

40
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRE - Assignment Sheet # 13

10. What determines carrying capacity of wire?

10Directions: The follo-iing statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
Draw a circle around the _T if the statement is true, or
around the F if the statement is false.

11. a. T F Type RH wire has less carrying capacity in larger
sizes than Type R.

b. T F Type RW can be used in dry locations only

c. T F For given voltage and amperage Varnish Cambric
insulated wire can be of a smaller over-all diameter
than rubber covered wire.

d. T F If temperature exceeds 1940 F and location is per -
manently dry, Type A wire may be used.

e. T F Type T or TW wire may be generally used for all
purposes in all sizes.

Mathematics: Page 22, Problems 1, 6, and 14.
Page 23, Problems 2, 3, and 4.
Mathematics far the
Electrical 'Trade.

Pages 26-28, Problems 1-5,
End 16-20. Practical Problems
in Mathematics - Electrical
Trades.

USE ME BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBL3MS
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
WIRE
Assignment Sheet # 14 Name Date Grade

Objectives:

Assignment:

Questions:

To learn how to make wire connections, taps and splices and how to
solder splices.

Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 120-133.

Delmar Publishers, Inc., Mathematics for the Electrical Rada:.
pp. 24 and 26, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical
Trades. pp. 29-32.

1, is the correct method of connecting a wire to a terminal.

(A) (B)

Why?

2. What is the requirement for joints mechanically? Electrically?
Mechanically

Electrically
ti

3. Which diagram is a splice A tap

(A)

4. What are the requirements of good soldering?

a.
b.
c.

d.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRE - Assignment Sheet # 14

5. Why is it necessary to clean the conductor before soldering it?

6. Why is ilex necessary? What type of flux should not be used in
electrical soldering?

7. Which of the following pictures represent a good soldering job?

(A) (B)

8. What types of tape are necessary for covering a soldered joint?

MO

9. What is a soldering lug?

10. What are solderless connectors?

Mathematics: Page 24, Problems 2 and 5. Pages 29-30, Problems 1-3 and 11-14.
Page 26, Problems 5 and 2 Page 31-32, Problems 1,3, 7, 9 and 10.

Mathematics for the Practical Problems in Mathematics -
Electrical Trade. Electricel Trades.-

WORK MATH PROBLEMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK OF
MANUAL AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet # 15 - Name Date_ Grade

Theory and aasic Principles

Objectives: To review theory and basic principles.

Assignment: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
Draw a circle around the T if the statement is true, or
around the F if the statement is false.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

An overcurrent device limits the current in a wire to a pre-
determined number of amps.

An overcurrent device protects wire and electrical devices.

A circular inch is the area of a circle with a mil radius.

It is perinissable to use an overcurrent device rated higher
in amperes than the carrying capacity of the wire.

Low voltage drop indicates a waste of electricity.

#8 wire is necessary to rim 120 feet, when you have a
30 amp. 240 volt branch circuit.

7. T F #10 RC wire will nriTitain maximum voltage drop if you
have 15 am?. 120 volt branch circuit with a run of 70 feet.

8. T F A solderless connector cuts its own threads as it is
screwed on.

Directions : Answer the following statements by writing in the space
provided the letter in front of the correct answer.

1. ___ are the four conditions by code which do not require the
necessary overcurrent protection at a point where the wire size is
reduced.

(a) It must not be over 25 ft. long.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 15

(b) It must be protected from mechanical injury,

.ces.

r.

Vt.

.8

(c) It must be double-braid, rubber-covered stranded wire.

(d) It must have a current carrying capacity at least one-third that of
the larger wire.

(e) It must end in a single overcurrent device of an amperage rating
not greater than the current carrying capacity of the smaller wire.'

2... is the size of cable that has 37 strands with one strand 20, 200
c. m. (a) 650, 000 (b) 725,000 (c) 800,000 (d) 750,000

3. A good electrical connection must have the following two factors
and

4. flux should not be used in electrical soldering.

5. is necessary for covering a soldered joint.

6. POSj type lamp cord consists of..strand conductors, each covered
witlt--to prevent the Insulation from sticking to the copper, and
embedded in...insulation.

7. C _type cord is covered

8. S type lamp cord has resistance to moisture.

9. PWP type cord has an outer jacket of which islesistant to
moisture.

10. Heater cords have over the tubber insulation.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word/words in the blank space.

1. Ohm's Law may be stated in the following three ways:
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

MUM - Assignment Sheet # 15

2. The amount of heat in a wire depends on
and

3. size wire is necessary to run 120 feet when you have a
30 amp. 240 volt branch circuit.

4. Figure is a splice
Figure is a tap.

INIWASS951K11110kcalliffi
Fig. A

5. When current is doubled energy loss and heating effects are
multiplied by .

Mathematics: 0 Directions: Show all work on this sheet or attach a work sheet.

1. What is the total thickness of the following shims taken from a
bearing:
.250
.002 .210

.03 .005

2. On figure above if 3. On the same figure
A Is 250 X 2 .500
B 2 J33 Y z .65
C : .750 Find W
Find D
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RESIDENTIAL WIFTNG

REVIEW Assignment Sheet if 15

4. If the gross (total) weight of a spool of *16 wire ts 1.75 lbs. and the
tare weight (weight of the spool) equals .45 lbs., find the net weight
(weight of the wire only).

5. The field current of a motor is 5.135 amperes at no load. However,
when the full load was applied the amperes increased to 30.250.
Whatwas the difference in amperes from no load to fun load?

6. The circumference of a circle equals diameter times 3.1416. What would
would be the circumference of a pulley that has a diameter of 4"?

7. A set of 2" wide times 5/8" thick carbon brushes was fitted with brush,
holders too tightly. 5/1000 was taken off the width and .021 off the
thickness by sanding. Give the dimensions of the width and thick-
ness of the carbon brush titer sanding.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING
Technology
VSIRING
Assignment Sheet # 16 Name Date_ Grade

Assignment: Richter, H. P. , Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 134-140.
Delmar Publishers Inc. , Mathematics for the Electrical Trades,
p. 27, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades,
p. 33.

Questions: 1. What is meant by the term "ground"?

4. When connecting a 115 volt motor or device to a 115 volt
circuit, do you fuse both wires? Why?

5. In conduit work, when wires are installed in conduit, what
do you ground? Why?

6. In a three wire 115/230 volt system, what wires are fused
and what wires grounded?

7. What is the code definition of voltage to ground?



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRING - Assignment Sheet # 16

8. If in the following picture, there was no ground and a person
touched wire A while wire C was accidentally grounded, what
would be the voltage to ground?

iaov:

Ake

9. Why is it necessary to ground the frame of a motor operating on
230 volts?

10. Why is it necessary to ground metallic raceways or armored

cable? Pieces of equipment?

11. Why should all outlets and switches in bathrooms and kitchens
be grounded?

12. What does the code say regarding the color of neutral wire?

13. What is meant by polarizing?

14. What is the color of the polarized terminal?

Mathematics: Page 27, Problems 1, 2, and 7. Page 33, Problems 12-15.

Mathematics for the Practical Problems in Mathematics -

Electrical Itade Electrical Trades.

WORK MATH PROBLEMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK OF
MANUAL AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT
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Richter, H.P., Practical Electrical Wiring! pp. 141-154, 324-322, 356-372.
Delmar Publishers Inc., Mathematics for the Electrical Trades, p. 30,
or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades, p. 35.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRING - Assignment Sheet # 17

STUD

9. What is being made when conduit is attached to boxes in the
above manner?

10. Complete the following sketches to show the usual methods of
supporting an outlet box in a new building of frame construction:

1 STUDSCj 1

11. Name two types of mounting for switch bozes.
a.
b.

0
STUDS

12. Why is it necessary to have various types of outlet box covers?

13. How are bootee mounted on brick or cement block walls?

14. What type of mounting is prohibited by code?

15. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE
Draw a circle around the T if the statement is true,
or around the F if the statement is false.

T..a. A F Switches and other devices of this kind are pro-
vided with metal strips which have holes in the
end so spaced to fit over holes in a switch box.

b. T F The wall plate is also anchored to the switch box.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRING - Assignment Meet if 17

c. T F Neatly installed devices should be straight up
and down and if the box is not installed =sight
this is not possible.

d. T F When wiring lighting fixtures one should be sure
to connect the white neutral wire of the lighting
fixture to the white wire 's the box.

e. T F Simple fixtures mount directly os top of outlet
boxes by means of bolts that fit onto ears of the
box.

f. T F Larger fixtures are mounted on strap* that fasten'
to the ceiling.

g. T F Fixtures may be mounted by means of a time
stud that fastens to the box.

h. T F The usual method of wiring in old work is with
armored cable or non-metallic cable.

I. T F It is necessary, 'onetime', to cut temporary
openings for pulling wire.

j. F Shallow boxes are never permitted, where
standard boxes would result in injury to sanctum
of building.

k. T F Mounting ears on switch boxes are reversible.

Mathematics: Tage 30, Problems 1-5
Mathematics for the
Electrical Made

Page 35, Problems 1-7
Pracdcal Problems in Mathematics -
Electrical Trades

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
WIRING
Assignment Sheet # 18 Name Date

*****.stsoOtettros

Grade

4

Objectives: To study the different methods of wiring.

Assignment: Richter, H. P. , Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 155-181.
Delmar Publishers Inc., Mathematics for the Electrical Trades, p. 31,
or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades, pp. 36, 37.

Questions: 1. Name the six different methods used in ordinary residential wiring.

r.

a. d.
b.. e..
c. f.

2. How does conduit differ from ordinary water pipe? Why is this
difference necessary?

3. Write the proper name of each tool used in installing rigid conduit
in the space provided.

;
a

4. What is the smallest size conduit used in ordinary wiring?

5. What are the code requirements for bending conduit -_cutting?

t 5$

.7S4

1.11II



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRING Assignment Sheet 1 18

6. Give the code for the number of bends permitted in one rm.
What is one run? If lead sheathed cable is to be pulled into
conduit what must the diameter of circle be?

7. How is the number of wires in conduit determined?

8. How many splices are allowed in conduit?

9. Code requires a minimum of how many inches of wire projecting
at each outlet?

10. May thin wall conduit be used interchangeably with rigid conduit,
in residential work?

11. Where is non-metallic sheathed cable permitted?

12. Where are joints and splices permitted in non-metallic sheathed
czble?

13. Non-metallic sheathed cable shall be anchored every
and within of every outlet box.

14. What is the code requirement covering bends in non-metallic
sheath cable?
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

WIRING - Assignment Sheet # 18

15. What is necessary where non-metallic sheathed cable is not run
through bored holes in accessible attics?

16. How is armored cable cut?

17. What must be placed between armor and wire where armor has been
cut?

18. Where is armored cable used?

19. What is the code for spacing wires in knob and tube wiring?

What is necessary where it is-impossible to keep wires the required
distance apart?

21. What is the simplest way to make a change from one type of wiring
system to another?

Mathematics: Page 31, Problems 1, 3, and 6. Pages 36 and 37, Problems 1-3 and
Mathematics for the 8-10. EESQUGAMBWAILILeitkaatimateradrauxigusElectrical Trade.

USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING
Technology
BRANCH CIRCUITS AND SERVICE ENTRANCES
Assignment Sheet # 19 Name Date Grade

Jr =Ives:

Assignment:,

Questions:

To study the types and advantages of branch circuits and how to
dc :mine numbers of branch circuits.

Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wirings pp. 182-1%.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Home Wiring Handbook, Chapter 4,

Electrical Circuits Required
Delmar Publishers Inc., Mathematics for the Electrical Trades.,

p. 32, or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Made&
pp. 38 and 39.

1. What is a branch circuit?

2. What is the advantage of numerous branch circuits?

3; What is the minimum code requirement for the amount of
light per square foot?

4 . How are square foot lighting areas computed for residential
requirements?

S. How are watts per circuit calculated?

6. The code recommends one circuit for every feet.

List the different types of branch circuit.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

BRANCH CIRCUITS AND SERVICE ENTRANCES - Assignment Sheet # 19

8. Explain each type of branch circuit.

.

9. What are fixed appliances?

10. What is meant by balancing circuits?

11. Explain how branch circuit fuses are located.

12. Why is it best to have, on each circuit, outlets of several
different rooms and different floors?



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

BRANCH CIRCUITS AND SERVICE ENTRANCES - A -signment Sheet # 19

13. Name the five parts of a service entrance.

(1)

(2) 0---..

(4)

(5)

14. What are service drop wires? What is minimum clearance above
ground?

15. What are service entrance wires?
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

BRANCH CIRCUITS AND SERVICE ENTRANCES Assignment Sheet # 19

IC Draw layout of a room In you own home.

1. glow number of circuits it present time.

2. Re-designto adequate wiring.

Mathematics: Page 32, Problems 1 and S. Pages 38 and 39, Probl
Mathematics for the Electrical and 10-12. Practical Problems in
Trades. Mathematics - Electrical Trades.

WORK MATH PROBLEMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK OF
MANUAL AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
BRANCH CIRCUITS AND SERVICE ENTRANCES
Assignment Sheet # 20 Name Date Grade..

,

Objectives:

Assignment:

To study disconnecting means, service switches and service entrance
sizes.

Richter, H. P. , Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 194-208.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Home Wiring Handbook, Chapter 5,

Planning, Feeder and Control Layout.
Delmar Publishers Inc. , Mathematics for the Electrical Trades, p. 32,

or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades, p. 39.

Questions: 1. What in the disconnecting means?

2. How many circuit breakers may be used without a separate
disconnecting means?

3. What is the standard rating for service switches?

4. How is the size of service entrance equipment figured?

rt

5. What size service entrance switch is necessary in the following
home having a 3-wire, 115/230 volt service?

(a) House dimensions - 30' by 40'
(b) Two appliance circuits - 20 amps.
(c) Range 8000 watts
(d) Water heater 2000 watts.

(Use space on back of this page for figuring answers)

N
'"' '

. n. ,



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

BRANCH CIRCUITS AND SERVICE ENTRANCES - Assignment # 20

6. Is the neutral in service entrance cable the same size as the insulated
conductor?

Mathematics: Page 32, Problems 9-11.
Mathematics for the
Electrical Trade.

64

Page 39, Problems 1 and 2.
Practical Problems in Mathematics
Electrical Trades.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING
Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet # 21 Name. Date __Grade__

ad flask Principles

Objectives: To review theory and basic principles

Assignment: No textbooks may be used for this review

Questions: # Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
Draw a circle around the T if the statement is True, or around the F
if the statement is False.

I. T F Both wires are fused when connecting a 115 volt motor or
device to a 115 volt circuit.

2. T F In conduit work, the neutral wire and the conduit are grounded.

3. T F All outlets in bathr...ams and kitchens should be grounded.

4. T F One-half inch is the smallest size conduit used in ordinary
wire.

5. T F The code requires that the radius of the bend for conduit must
be at least 4 times the internal diameter of the conduit.

6. T F A run of conduit is the distance between outlet boxes or other
openings.

7. T F Code permits move the four bends or their equivalent in one
run of conduit.

8. T F Joints snd splices in non-metallic sheathed cable are only
permitted in junction and outlet boxee.

9. T F A branch circuit is that portion of a wiring system extending
beyond the final overcurrent device protecting the circuit.

10. T F A 15 amp. circuit is used for appliances.

11. T F A 20 amp. circuit is used for lighting in factories, etc.

165
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 21

Directions - Complete the following statements by writing the
correct words in the blank spaces.

1. The purposes of grounding is to promote safety from
and

2. The code definition of voltage to ground is

3. The purpose of outlet boxes is to

4. Name the six different methods used in ordinary residential wring.
a
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

5. The number of wires in a conduit depends on the _--of the
conduit and the_ of the wire.

Directions - Write the letter of the correct answer in the space provided.

It is necessary to ground the frame wind of a motor
operating on 230 volts - (a) to keep the motor
from burning out, (b) to protect against shock, (c) to
make the motor run better.

2. The required depth of outlet boxes code is (a) 1"
deep (b) 2" deep (c) 1 1/2" deep.

3. When armored cable has been cut (a) paper (b) fiber
(c) tape bushings are required between the armor and
wires.

4. The codes minimum requirements per square foot for
lighting purposes is (a) 3 (b) 5 (c) 1 watt per square
foot of area.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

IREVIEW - Ass inutent Sheet # 21

IMathematics: Directions: Show all work on this sheet or attach a work sheet to
this review.

1 1. A motor rated at 1 horse-power is actually developing 1.25 H.P.
What is tte percent of nor- power overload?

I
2. Workmen receiving $2. 'is per day had their wages reduced 3%.

IHow much did they receive per day after the cut?

I
3. On July 17, 1928, a contractor borrowed $6,550.00 at an interest rate

of 5% per annum, and met his note when it became due on
August 15, 1932. What was the amour.., of interest he bad to pay
Ifor the use of the money?

I
What is the net price of a Trumbull-2 pole-400 amp., enclosed,
230 volt, A. C. entrance switch, list price $110.00 discount 30%
and 2%?

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
ADEQUATE WIRING
1...-gignment Sheet # 22 Name Date-- Grade.

400040 S' N' 'o ,

Objectives: To study &deviate wiring in the home.

Assignment: Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 209-218.
Westinghouse, Home Wiring Handbook Chapter 3, The Electrical

Outlets Needed.
Delmar Publishers Inc. , Mathematics for the Electrical Trades, p. 34,

or Practical Problems in Mathematics Electrical Trades, p. 41.

Questions: 1. Name the eight (8) factors in adequate wiring.

a.
b.
c..
d.
e.
f.
S.
h.

2. Why must the servIce entrance be of sufficient size?

3. Why is it advisable to have more than one circuit in the home?

4. What is the minimum wire size for house wiring? What size is
recommended?

..11

691'' . ,
o't f

'!(\.4.
Ct. ,4.:
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

ADEQUATE WIRING - Assignment Sheet # 22

5. What is the code concerning installation of receptacle outlets?

6. What is the advantage of a master switch control?

7. If no ceiling fixtures are installed in a living room, how can we
control lighting of certain lamps by 3-way switches?

8. What are the minimum outlet requirements for the following:

Living room
Dining room
Dinette
Kitchen
Laundry
Bedroom
Bath
Basement

9. Why should all .fights in a kitchen be controlled by wall switches in-
stead of pull Wising?

10. What is the difference between a clock hanger outlet and an ordinary
outlet?

11. What type of switches should be used in a bathroom? Why?
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

ADEQUATE WIRING - Assignment Sheet # 22

12. What height from the finished floor are wall switches installed?

13. What height from the finished floor are convenience outlets in-
stalled?

14. Draw the diagram for a master switch control for one circuit.

LAMP LOAD

NI

3-WAY

4WAY
pm

3 WAY
No

Mathematics: Page 34, Problems 1, 8, 10,
11, 14, and 19. Mathematics
for the Electrical Trades.

SWAY

MASTER

SWITCH

Page 41, Problems 1-15.
Practical Problems in Mathema-
tics - Electrical Trades

WORK MATH PROBLEMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK OP
MANUAL AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT
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RESIDENVIAL WIRING

Technology
LIGHTING
Assignment Sheet # 23 Name Gradem10..1=1.

Objectives: To study factors that go to make up a good lighting system.

Assignment: Richter, H. P. Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 219-229.
Calmar Publishers, Inc. Mathematics for the Electrical Trades,
pp, 35 and 37 or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical
Trades, pp. 41 and 42.

Questions: 1. Name four (4) factors that go to make up a good lighting system.
1.
2.

3.
4.

2. How is light measured?

3. What is a mean spherical candle power?

4. What is apparent beam candle power?

S. What does the term candle power measure?

6. What are "lumes"?

7. How do you find the lumens emitted when the mean spherical candle
power is known?
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

LIGHTING - Assignment Sheet # 23

8. What is the law of inverse square?

9. What is a "foot candle"?

10. A room has eight 100 watt bulbs. How many lumens are in the room?

11. A 10 ft. by 10 ft. roan is illuminated with eight 25 - watt bulbs giving
260 lumens each. How many foot candles of illuminations can be meas-
ured?

Mathematics: Page 35, Problems 1 - 6
Page 37, Problems 1, 5, and 6
Mathematics for the Electrical
Trades.

Page 41 and 42, Problems 16, 19,
23 and 25. Practical Problems in
Mathematics - Electrical Trades.

WORK MATH PROBLEMS ON NOTE SHEET FOUND IN BACK OF MANUAL
AND ATTACH TO THIS ASSIGNMENT
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
LIGHTING
Assignment Sheet #24 Name, Date

.tosezataiiiitituasi:;; o v.
.44 4,47.1"

7

4,0 ,6 ,

Grade-.

Fibjectivn:

Assignment:

Questions:

To study glare, brightness, direct and indirect lighting.

Richter, H. P. , Practical Wir pp. 229-251.
Denier Publishers, Inc. , Mathematics for the Electrical Trades, p. 40
or Practical Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades, pp. 43-45.

1. What fs glare and how is it caused?

2. Haw do you avoid glara?

3. How is it possible to reduce surfer:* brightnearkiW still maintain
the total amount of light?

4. What is direct lighting?

5. What makes one object one color and another object another color
when sunlight Nita the object?



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

LIGHTING - Assignment Sheet # 24

6. Vol ag:: of Lamp Bulbs:

a. Operated at below designed voltage life of bulb causes_, -

b. Operated at above designed voltage We of bulb causes--

c. Operated at below designed voltage watts - lumens causes_
....1111 10e. 0

d. Operated at above designed voltage watts - lumens causes-
earmarrero .

7- What to th,e average life of a bulb cn a 11,5-volt circuit?

8. Name the different types cf stAndar3 bases.

9. How does a 3-way light operate?

10. What is the advantage of using larger wattage htdbs?

II. The secret of operation of the fluorescent lamp consists of two (2) devices,
name them.

2.
=1/WIIIMPYWININ

12. The life of a fluorescent lamp is governed by the :lumber of times it is
turned on and off.
This statement is (True) or (False)?

13. A 60-watt bulb will consume 60 watts. Is this true of a 60-watt floures-
cent lamp?

14. In an ordinary bulb there is 100% power factor. Is this true of fluores-
cent lamps?

Mathematics: Page 40, Problems 1, 2, and 8. Page 43-45, Problems 1-4, 11-13,
Mathematics for the Electrical 16, 24 and 26, Practical Problems
Tradel budabiggatca_-Earetaralizadm.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
MOTORS
Assignment Sheet # 25 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To study types of motors.

Assignment: Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 252-266.
Delmar Publishers Inc., Mathematics for the Electrical Trades,
pp. 41, or Practical Problem's in Mathematics - Electrical Trades
pp. 47 and 48.

Questions: 1. Check one of the following:
Motors are rated in
( ) houses ( ) amperes
( ) watts ( ) horsepower
( ) voltage

2. Check one of the following:
The rati-3 of disconnecting switches, when used with a motor
should be
( ) same as rated current of motor
( ) twice the rated current of motor
( ) 4 times the rated current of motor

3. Electric motors like gasoline motors can not deliver over rated
horSepowerkr short periods of time. ( ) T ( ) F

4. In some motors the starting current is 4 to 5 times the nmoing
current. ( ) T ( ) F

5. Name three types of single phase motors.
a
b
c

6. Connect the following dual voltage motors:

115 volts
A
B

C

230 voirs
h
B
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

MOTORS - Assignment Sheet # 25

7. Name four (4) factors involved in proper pulley ratio.
1. 3.
2. 4.

8. Name three points to be observed in wiring for motors.
1.
2.
3.

9. The code requires a separate motor running over current protection
on what motors?

10. What does 400c continuous mean on a name plate of motor?

Mathematics: Page 41, Problems 1, 2, and 8. Page 47, Problems 2, 3 and 5.
Mathematics for the Page 48, Problems 1-5. Practical
Electrical 'lades Problems in Mathematics -

Electrical Trades.
USE THE REMAINDER OF THIS SHEET FOR MATH PROBLEMS
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet ti 26 Name Date Grade

The asy and Sank: Principl* I re'.

Objectives: To review theory and basic principles.

Assignment: No textbooks may be used for this review.
' I

Questions: # Directions - The following statements are either True or Zati .
Draw a circle around the T if the statement is True, or around
the F if the statement is False.

1. T F One Circuit is sufficient for the average home.

2. T F The code requires receptacle outlets to be provided for
every 16 linear feet or one on each wall.

3. T F Fixtures controlled by pull chains or switches on the
fixtures should not be used in the bath room.

4. T I. One lumen of light per square foot produces illumination
of one foot-candle.

5. T F Direct sunlight and diffused light both cause glare.

6. T F The average life of a 120 volt bulb is 1000 hours.

7. T F Operating lamp bulbs at below designed voltage greatly

reduces the life of the bulbs.

8. T F Lumens drop off rapidly when lamp bulbs are operated.

9. T g The advantage of using larger watt bulbs is that they give
more light per watt.

10. T F Fluorescent lamps last longerwhen turned on and off
frequently.

11. T F One half inch conduit is the smallest conduit used in
ordinary wiring.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 26

12. T F After cutting armored cable a bushing is inserted between
armor and wire.

13. T F The Code prohibits more than six bends in one run.

14. T F Splices are permitted only at outlet boxes.

15. T F The rating of disconnecting switches when used with a motor
should be twice the rated current of motor.

Directions: # Complete the following statements by writing the correct words in the
blank spaces.
I. Name the factors in adequate wiring.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

2. Name four factors that go to make up a good lighting system.
a.
b.
c.

3. A room 12 ft. by 15 ft. is luminated with twelve 25 wai albs
giving off 260 lumens each. How many foot candles of
illumination can be measured?

4. The Code requires a separate motor-running overcurrent protection
on what motors?

a.
b.
c.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 26

5. Name three types of ',Ingle phase motors'
a.
b.
c.

6. Connect the following dual voltage motors.

115 volts

A A

230 volts

7. What is the code definition of voltage to ground?

8. Why is it recess, ry to ground the franks of a motor operating on 230 *to?

9. Name 5 different methods used in ordinary residential wiring.
a.
b.
P.
d.
e.
f..

10. &me five parts of a service entrance.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW Assignment Sheet # 26

Directions: 0 Answer the following statements by writing in the spate provided the
letter in front of the correct answer.

I._The minimum wire size for house wiring is (a) #12,
(b) #14, (c) #10.

2. The voltage of lamp bulbs operated above the designed
voltage life of the bulb causes (a) prolonged life,
(b) rapid drop off of life, (c) greatly redr....ed life.

3._The advantage of using large watt bulbs (a) last longer,
(b) burn out quicker, (c) give more light per watt.

4.____A 60 watt fluorescent lamp will f.:onsume (a) only 60 watts,
(b) more than 60 watts, (c) less than 60 watts.

5.-(a) Horsepower, (b) watts, (c) voltage, or (d) amperes is
the rating for motors.

Mathematics: 0 Directions: Show all work on this sheet or attach a work sheet to
this review.

Solve the following expression and carry the result out to two decimal
places.

I. Viri

2. The diameter of #12 copper wire is 72 mils. Find the cross
section area of the wire in circular mils (C.M.).

3. A cable was checked for a power job and found to be too small,
the cable has 39 strands of copper wire having a diameter of
84 mils each. What was the size of the cable in circular
mils (C.M.)?

4. A wire, 900 ft. long, has a resistance of 1.763 ohms. How
long is a copper wire of the same area whose resistance is
3.125 ohms_
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 26

5. One hundred and seventy-five feet of conduit cost $6.53.
What would 200 ft. cost at the same rate? -41.

6. A gear having 60 teeth meshes with one having 20 teeth. At
what speed should the smaller gear be driven to make the
larger gear travel 120 R.P.M.?
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
PRACTICAL EXERCISES
Assignment Sheet 4#27 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To apply your knowledge of residential wiring to a practical exercise.

Assignment: Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 269-276.

Problems: Study the following problems from the National Adequate Wiring
Bureau. Answer all questions and complete the room plans on the
diagrams using the appropriate symbols. Check your work carefully
as this is an important exercise.

"WHAT ARE THIS KITCHEN'S ELECTRICAL NEEDS?'

Here Is a sketch of a kitchen, as it noctions. It has been nicely planned,

will appear after it has been modern- with Out Food Storage Center near the

lied, except for some olostrkal con- back door; Cleaning and Dishwashing

Courtesy of The National Adequate Wiring ill:I-eau

Center next, and the Cooking and
Serving Center near the dining room
door. Below is a Boor plan of the
kitchen, which will be given to the con-
*actors who do the remodeling and
electrical work.

Some of the equipment will be in-
stalled immediately, and some will bo
added later. Before work Is begun, we
want to study the electrical needs of
this kitchen, so that provision can be
made for everything at the time the
nix is done, and thus avoid ex-

tra Aso and inconvenient* later
on, when new equipment is acquired.
We wont to be sure, also, that present
and future electric equipment will ia
calve enough electrical energy to op-
erate ofBciontly and economically.,



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISES - Assignment Sheet # 27

Copy into the floor plan, in the places
where you want them, the symbols
which will identify the connections for
lights, switches, convenience outlets
and permanent equipment. Then, check
your recommendations by answering
the first nine questions.

Keep in mind the tasks which will be

00

SINK

performed al various work centers,
and the use *HA will be made ef
portable appliances, such as the mixer,
teas*, coffee maker, waffle iron, and
so on. Remember too, that the kitchen
will be used at night and on dark win-
ter mornings, as well as during the day,
and therefore needs well-placed light.

1

NOW AINIMIR
.

This . is** symbol for a
duplex convenience outlet

This<4:). is the symbol fora
ceiling light

This r'N_ is the symbol for
wall light

This is the symbol for aS light switch

This I; is the symbol for a
built-in ventilating fan

This © 7.\ is the symbol for an
V.!' electric clock connection

This is the symbol for an
R electric range outlet

Courtesy of The fiationcti Adequate Wiring Bureau

This 6LN b the symbol for a
M "special purpose outlet"

Examples: Home Freezer
Dishwasher
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING - Assignment Sheet #27

LIGHTS AND ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
AUDIADY OWN= Te El 1400lia

OROUP
Wens Watts

Center Ugh, 100 Work Surface Liebe SO

gwo 40-wo Iluoroscent tubes)
Radio
Wag Clock 2
SAM* Ventilating Fen SO

GROUP
Non-autentatie Nand Iron 600 New **tome* Nand iron 1,000
Automatic Toaster 1,000 fled* tooter Os be
Percolate, 430 purchased later) 1450
Waite Iron
Neer
lktgerater*

1,000
150
ISO

NONE

ROUP C
AN.* be purchased lawn

Electric Range 12,000
(Requires 230 Yaks at the

Approidneate wattage when meter is Service lintrence-3 wires)
running. When the rioter darts, it requires Obhwaiher SOO
several times this wattage for in instant. None ?ewer 350

Available ELECTRICITY SUPPLY-WIRING
Now
2 Wine

(11S

Needed
Later

M Ilse Mein Intrance for ledrie Service WINO
(2110 Veils)

HM or ORSSUIL PURPOSE CORMS
soPigits Copes*. ghost 1,725 watts sash. Items le Oro* "A"

whinolie should get their ofectdeRy from Centel Pulpier Circuits.
whore in So

home)

Nemo

HMS

MA ME OF APPLIVICI main .
Cipedty. about 2,100 welts emit. /Weld supply only te
weber* sodas -.not lIghb...lo hitch" Imsedry sod din.
leg enure. Nome tit Group "E's should be conomied
Apoleme am*.

NUMMI OP INOIVIDUAL CIRCUITS
Comity of eedt h governed by the moods of the emote
thee emit sae semi. AB item In Group "C" weed lei
Wool Circuits.

,1.1.111.

.111111=1.

L Com you work at the range without standing
in your own light? Yes--No

2. Could you cosesnioady tuna on this ceiling
light if you entered by the dining room door?YesNo.
S. When lumina the bock door. could you
turn oil the light without walking through the
dark? Yes--No-
4. Could you use holf of the convenience outlet
which soma ff. refrigerator for another appli-
ance (perhops the mixer) which could I. ploced
on the dishwasher top, if you wish to do so?

L Quad you tee the elicirk mbar for mike.
meld.. at the mode/ hobnob the doh and the
mom where ingredlouts could be easily ob.
%tined free the cabinets? Yee--I4o--.

th WWII you be able to iron thevenloody to
this kitchen?

Y. Could you use the electric tooter end pert*.
later at the breakfast table/

er His on elecivical cenneilloa been provided
for the olechis wall deck? YesNe-

9. Nos a connection bee* provided for the ven-
tilating fon?

Courtesy of The National Adequate Wiring Bureau 87

First, look over fho list of lights and
appliances which were already owned
when plans for the new kitchen were
begun. Then, study the list of new items
which will be- in use after remodeling.
In order to find the electrical cepa-
city needed for the new kitchen, add
together the total wattages of lights
and appliances "already owned" and
the total wattage of lights and appli-
ances "to be added" in Group A. Do
the some for lights and appliances in
Group B. Keep in mind that the old.
non-automatic tat iron will probably-
be discarded when the new one Is ac-
quired. Even thous/Like electric roaster
will not be purchased right away, *-
wattage should be included in Group B.

Notice that all of the items in Group
C are major appliances. The range
quirts 230 volts at the main Iliedik
service entrance. loth the range and
the dishwasher will be permanently
connected. The beater motor will start
and stop automatically, and should be-
able to operate independently.

Now, study the Electricity
which is available in the oid kltdti
and compare it with the new kitchen's
electrical needs. Pay special attention
to the notes in the center column, 71.sy
will tell you the capacliy, in waft, of-
General Purpose and Appliance cite
cub;

Neina ihat the Old When haianly
one General -Purpose omit. for all
lighting and appliance use.

Next, fill in the number of whet-
needed lobe eleark service enirtlee.:

-Then,_211- in the nimble of Nee*
Popes. Circuits, Appliance Circuits
and Indtridual Circelisv

check ifedir retotomendat..
Nona Answer the last three questions.--

10. 'Must depths senieelesse- outlets In be
kitchen '4tets electslthy fresco the Oseerel Fur-
pose Circuit (1,725 welts) which also :nose":

IOW Yes--No
II. When Ilva eiletric toaster is added, ill
theta N owmatfh Apples ONO, (2,340 swab
wadi) is provide adequate slunk* be
dent operettas of say. the thfillogglar she --
rooster end the beeell at the seam time?

Yes--14e--
IL Can 44 lobed* rem" the dishumsher Mid
the hems freezer be lettelfed Isar sltr withcot
the masa upon, one immuweeleece at am
goodie. the efectrkel supply system!



RESIDENTIAL WIRIN' - Assignment Sheet 627

"WHAT ARE THIS LAUNDRY'S ELECTRICAL NEEDS?"

The benement laundry space at the left is about to be
remodeled, so that it will eventually look like the sketch.
Before work is begun on remodeling, we want to study the
electrical needs of the completed laundry, so that the

necessary electric wiring can be installed ail at ono tune,
even though some equipment is not to be added immedi-
ately. Only the lights and the one convenience outlet are
shown in the sketch below.

If

min
Z7Z1
-11;11 IR

I al

On the reverse side of this sheet, them is a floor plan of
the new laundry, which should be completed by adding
the necessary electrical connections. Before completing the
laundry plan, study the pictures on this page and READ

OVER the following questions. The questions will help you
to decide what electrical connections and additional wiring
are needed. ANSWER the questions AFTER you have cons.
*tad the plan.

QUESTIONS
1. Soiled clothes have come down the chute into the

laundry bag, and have been sorted. the first step in
laundering is stain removal. Can you conveniently
conned a hotplate to obtain the beans water re.
quimd for removing certain kinds of stains?

Yes_ No
2. The one convenience outlet already available is con.

elided to the some Appliance Circuit which serves
convenience outlets in the kitchen. Can the new, fully-
automatic washer be installed without changing the
%drifts? Yes-__. No_

3. Will It be possible to work at the sorting center and at
the washer without standing in your own light?

Yes_ No__
4. Although the old lighting Circuit (about 1,723 waits)

also servos &bac: 1,000 watts of lighting in other parts
of the house, will It still be adequate for the new
laundry? Yes__ No

S. A fully-automatic, all.electric clothes drier, lam the
electric water heater and range, requires 230.volt elec.
Irk service. Since there is already an eledric water
heater in this laundry, will it be necessary to change

88

over the electric service from 113 volts to 115/230
volt:, when the drier is added,

6. Looking ahead to the time when the fully odomaik
electric drier is installed, hos connedion (yodel
purpose) been provided on the floor plan?

7. Could both the ironer and the hand iron be used al'
the same tine, without overloading an Applkeme Cf .

cult (about 2300 watts)?

S. Is Is a light so placed that it will provide adequals-
iumination in the ironing area?

YOB- Nn -tt
9. Moisture and steam are deposited into the air of

laundry room and should be removed. Has a connec-
tion for an electric ventilating fan been provided?

10. Will it be necessary to turn on both lighting units
every time you enter the laundry?

Courtesy of of The National Adequate Wiring b:rems



RESIDENTIAL WIRING - Assignment Sheet #

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS LAUNDRY'S REMODELING PLAN

The OM towndry Nods

CAR) Lieht
Walk
100

Ths New Laundry Will Naves
Wens

Te be lastalled Immediately
Non-automatk Washer 250 Two fluorescent ceiling lights 160
Non-outometk Hand iron 600 me walk mid
Eleerk Water Heater. 1000 Ironer 1650

(Separate 230 volt circuit) New automatic hand iron
Hot Plate

1000
P.I00

Automatic Washer (separate drcuit) 375

To be Added Later
Vemilating Fan 50

Fully automatic clothes drier 4500
(Nporste230 volt *al*

The Complstod tawdry Will Noah

0PPliew circuits. (2,300 watts Indlviclool *sulk for
each saving convenience outlets to
which hot plate, Ironw and hand ken
are committed)

Ohl equipment psooklals holfrldool 4/sulk)

This filllogehil"111"10611,"11/4"1"

th
albs symbol fee e duplex
cornabsos

Mk le Is is gimbal for MOO
.01 owl

1Ws
0le **symbol for a veeMilab
bog fan sod*.

me 1104. symbol far o "spode'
wpm" oaths.

ArrONATIC 1111742VATIC
MOW DRIER

CIROMNO JOAN)

Courtesy of The National Adequate Wiring Bureau
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1. Carefully study the ibts of
lighting equipment and appli

ances which were in the old
laundry and the lighting
equipment and appliances
planned for the remodeled
laundry, in order to determine

what additional wiring will be

needed. Remember that a
lighting circuit is already
available.

Also keep in mind the fact
that it is more economical to

do all the wiring at one time
for present and %twee's*.
Meal needs.

U. Write into the spaces pro.

vided at the left the number
of addpional Appliance Or-
aiiis and the eumberei_adeit:::

SOW Indtddind dradiushich
should Ire provided. Litt each

Item to be saved by an in"- -
*ideal circuit. (See list of;

.eqelponent for the new lami-

1111. Copy into the Roar plan,;;

in the places where you want

them, the symbols which we
identify the .hdr$col cai eo.
tions for lights, switch** con.

valence outlets and special

PurPose outlets.

IV. Now 1111 in the answers Kt

the questions on the -reverse

side, in order to check year
recommendations.



RESIDENTIAL WIR IN G Assignment Sheet # 27

HOW COULD THIS ROOM BE IMPROVED?

Study this room carefully, and read the text 'Elec.
irkal Planning and Room Arrangement" before
checking "yes" or "no" in answer to the questions
below. Imagine that you are looking down on the
mom ihrough an opening in the ceiling.

After you have answered the questions, mark in
pencil, on the drawing, the changes you would sug-
gest in locations of convenience outlets, lights and
switches to make the room more livable, more at-
tractive and more convenient.

'` Zill
011W41cipl

I. Could two people sit reading before the fireplace of
the same time?
Yes_ No

II. Could you use an electric clock conveniently in this
room?

Yes_ No_
lit. Could the radio be reached easily without getting up

from a chair?
Na

IV. Could you conveniently use o love seat and two small
lamp tables at the far end of the room, under the win-
dows, for co change?

Yes_

V. Does the room have any "dead' cor-
ners which could be improved?

Yes Na
VI. Could you readily use an electric fan, or on electric

humidifier on one of the end tables, next to the sofa?

Yes__
VII. Could you "light your way" through this room at night,

when no one was there?

Yes_
VIII. Could the room be vacuumed easily?

No_

Yes,
90 Courtesy of The National Adequate Wiring Bureau



RESIDENTIAL WIRING - Assignment Sheet 27

ELECTRICAL PLANNING AND ROOM ARRANGEMENT

Living rooms, bedrooms and other general living areas
(such as dens, libraries, recreation rooms, etc.) are used just
as frequently at night as they ore during the cloy. In these
rooms, we read; sew and **AN we entertain our friends with
games and conversation, and we listen toy the radio. Tele-
vition sets and home movie projectors are also used in these
rooms, and all such equipment must be considered as "furni-
ture." However, they require electrical connections.

Furnishings and accessories should be arranged so that
they will be useful and comfortable, as well as beautiful,
both doy and night. Such awangementsusually dependupon
whether or not the room has enough properly placed elec.
*WI convenience outlets, lighting and switches.
These things are part of home's elecirk wiring system.
Therefore, when selecting a new home or remodeling an
older home, the following facts should be considered:

The outlets shown above are placed so that no point along any of the three
walls Is more than six feet from a connection.

T. The cords on most table and floor
lamps, are about 6 feet long. You
will have an ideal arrangement if
double convenience .autlets are
placed so that,

(a) no usable part of any large un-
broken wall space is more than six
feet from an outlet, and

(b) every small mei* wail space,
which measures three feet or more
contabs an outlet.

(By "usable wall space" is meant
any wall space which could contain
a piece of furniture. The wall space
which would be hidden by an open
door, isnot considered "usable wall
space's.)

2. A convenience outlet, installed flush
in the top of the mantel shelf will
permit the use of an eledric clock or
a pair of decorative lamps on the
mantel, withoot having a long ex-
tension cord trailing aver the face of
the mantel

3. Wherever possible, at least one out-
let should be left free for connecting
the vacuum cleaner and attach-
meats, an eledrk fan or other oc-

cationally-used appliances. Outlets
selected for this purpose should*
in locations which can be easily
reached without moving furniture.

4. Rooms used-for general living .pur-
poses need some source of general
permanent illumination in addition
to lamp light This light can c:me
from a central ceiling fixture, from
wall brackets, or from "coves" or
"valances" in corners or at windows.

General illumination of this kind is
useful when the room is being used
by MOM people at once. When
there are guests, it serves to "pull
the room topether", by elhninating
"shadow pools", separated by
"islands of light".

IL The main light source should, of
course, be controlled by a wall
switch, located on the latch side of
the tooth main entrance.
When the room has more than one
doorway, there should be a match
at each door. Roth Michell shoWd
control the main light NUM& This .'
makes it possilsk, to turn on the light
when entering

by
dap, aid to -

turn it off when leaving bithit alto&
without retracing one's stops.,
makes ft possibk to /Ilk
ways' through the room, at
nate: the possibility of phig trimi
ablest which may have been left in.
the middle of ilse floor.

if some convenience Gullets awe*.
1111111, swilthat; 10

should not be used
slut* clods or the radio bolo":
When_ switching off the. lamP. von
would stop- the obeli .or cut-,uff
power from the radio:

The illustrations above show what Is meant by a "central rcelllng thdure" (top
left, "cow lighting" (bottom left) and "valance lighting" (right).

Courtesy of The National Adequate Wiring Bureau
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING - Assignment Shoot # 27

WHICH
HOUSE

WOULD YOU PICK?
The Browns and the Whites have selected homes which

are identical in appearo size room arrangement
quality of materials and workmanship BUT whkh font-
fly will be able to carry out all its future plans far the home?

The entrance for electric service in-

cludes the wires which ants* the house

and the main switch, including the
main fuse or circuit breaker. No main

switch is shown for the Brown house,

because na main switch is required

when there are fewer than six circuits-

The electrical distribution panel con-

tains the fuses or circuit breakers which

protect each circuit. There is usually

one circuit far each fuse or circuit
breaker.

Questions
1. Both families are planning to in
stall *led& ranges in their new homes.
An electric range requires 230 volts at
the electric service ent-wince, and re-
quires an individual circuit. The Browns
cannot cony out their plan without
having all of the electric service en-
trance equipment replaced.

True---false-
2. An electric wafer heater also re-
quires 230 volts, and an individual cir-
cuit. The Whites can install one without
increasing their electric wiring.

3. Later on, the Whites can add a
home freezer (which should have an
individual circuit) and replace their
present washing machine with an auto-
matic washer (also requiring an in-
dividual circuit) by simply extending
two wiring circuits from the spare ter-
minals and adding two new conveni-
ence outlets.

A study 3f the electrical plans for the two homes revue
which questions are "True" and which are "False " - Cow
pare the plr .as on this page and on the reverse skis. Then
check the answers to the questions.

The Brows Nouse (Both 1500 Sq. Ft.) TT. With Nom
Entrance

30 Amperes / for 65 Amperes

115 Volts thetrk 115/230 Volts
Samba

31111111

2

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION PANEL

. Genera Purpose Circuits .
se& having sheet 172$ welts awed*
ter eenneeest ligh s, portable imp*
these ream, warm, and eater soma
applielnos used lo living teem* bed.
100111* SOL

1 . . Appliance .Cirmsits .
es* bowleg sheet 2300 watts sepasiltr,
fir evarigenster, weals, tiadobto, kg*
feaster, hod mixer, and sober appli.
eases wed la Wide* dludne weft sad
leoadriO 0

O 0
FUGII3 OR 1
CIRCUIT o
MAKERS 0

0

Total

Individual Circuits fors
Agnetnetk Ifeeseas 1

Most* Swage . . 1

ilodrie Water Neater I
. . Spare Citseit Terstleals 2
from wbkb edditleasi ladivideel areal
eon be extended es seeded.

DD

DD
DD

AIRES OR
CORMNM=

10 Total

4. The electrical distribution panel in
the Brown house is large enough to
permit the installation of an electric
dishwasher (which also should have an
individual circuit) without adding to
the wiring.

5. There are enough General Purpose
Circuits in the White house (one for
every SOO square feet of floor area) to
permit all of their lights to operate at
fun brilliance, and to prevent lamps

92

from "dimming" as appliances are con-
netted.

TrueFaise__

6. if Mrs. Drown is using her ironer
(1650 watts), the children conned the
toaster (1100 watts), and the refrig-
erator starts to operate (150 watts)
all at the same time the one Appli-
ance Circuit (2300 walls capacity) will
become overloaded.

Courtesy of The National Adequate Wiring Bureau



RESIDENTIAL WIRING - Assignment Sheet #27

USE AND CONTROL OF ELECTRIC SERVICE

IN THE BROWN HOUSE IN MI WHITE HOUSE

FIRST FLOOR FLAP. FIRST F OR PLAN

CELLAR
134111411f

CELLAR,
13418,0r- 00 at,

sc--.
I %Noe I

I UNIECAVATIO
NW% COW L.-Irc:

otb, ,P--

'a
1M

I ANEx CANAPE,
mien OW

CELLAR Main

The symbols far lights, switches, con-

venience outlets, and :pedal equip-
went are shown on both plans. The key
to the symbols is shown at right.

The solid lines conned switches with

the lights or outlets which they control.

QUISTIONS

7. The Browns can re-arrange their
furnishings and add decorative light-
ing in corner bookcases and cabinets
without "octopus outlets" and exten-
sioncord entanglements to create has-
ards, and MO the appearance of
MOMS.

True_False__.

5. The Browns heed 10 fixed lights
and 13 more switches, to provide ade-
quate lighting in closets, and to assure

Courtesy of The National Adeguoe Wiring Burson

Moves

0
. . . m.e Ltdn,

S9 .

12 . . Complex. Oudels .

O
o . . VonllistiNg Fes OvIlsk

0 . . . Clerk Outlet . .

O . .

I . . . Foams Coalnia . . I
O . . . WNW *NW . . . 3

93

CELLAR PLAN

safe night-time passage through the
living room, on the stairways and at
the front entrance.

9. The Whites have convenience out
lets available for connecting k mps,
radios and electric clocks, at locations
convenient to the beds, and will also
have a connection available for elec.
Irk blankets or heating pads.

10. Mn. Brown will have difficulty
using her food mixer, toaster, perm.
later, wall* iron and other appliances
in the kitchen, because there are not
enough properly located convenience
outlets.

True__False_.



RESIDSNTIAL WIRING
TeO'nology

PRACTICAL EXERCISE
Assignment Sheet # 28 Name, Date Grade___

Objectives: To.study the instilation of meter hubs, switches and grounds.

Assignment: Richter, H.
or Practical

Questions: Directions:

P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 277-293.
Problems in Mathematics - Electrical Trades.

The following statements ale either True or False.
Draw a circle around the T if the statement is True,
or around the F if the statement is False.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T .F

Code Sec. 2358 prohibit° the use of solde-ed join..., in
connection with the atcaclunent of wires to service
entrance switches.

Service Insulators may be installed as close as
possible to make a neat looking job.

Serv!ce entrance wires in cidutt must be continuous.
unspliced.

Three #6 cable is attached, to meter socket by
#6 P.onnector.

Sill plate is used to keep the cable away from window;

Underground wires need = protection.

7. What is the difference between system ground and
equipment ground?

8. What is the minimum Jound wire required by code?

9. \ hat doe.. code require regarding gr mud connections?
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISE - Assignment Sheet # 26

10. Connect the meter in the
following diagram:

SERVICE

SWITCH

tit

11. Connect the meter and the dmc
switch in the following diagram:

12. Connect the meter, water heater meter, and time clock hub In the
following diagram:

TIME SWITCH

WATER HEATER
ft METER

1rL
WATER

WATER

METER

,



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
PRACTICAL EXERCISE
Assignment Sheet # 29 Name Date Grade

ObJectivesn To study the installation of specific outlets.

1._1111214ifent; Richter, N. P., Ptaxical Electrical Wide pp. 294-323,
or Practical Problemo in Mathematics - Electrical Medea:

geS1:10116; (a) Complete the wiring of a double cmvenience ^litlet. Name
the wires.

SOURCE

(b) Draw blue print symbols for a double convenient outlet.

2. (a) Complete the wiring of a fixture controlled by a wall
switch. Name the wires.

(b) Draw blue print symbols for fixture and wall switch.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISE - Assignment Sheet # 29

3. (a) Complete the wiring of a three outlet combination.

(b) Draw blue print symbols for each.

SOURCE

4. (a) Complete the wiring of a light controlled by a switch with a
pilot light.

SOURCE

(b) Draw blue print symbols for each.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISE Assignment Sheet 429

5. (a). Complete the wiring of two 3-way switches controlling one light.

SOURCE

45

(b) Draw blue print symbols for each.

6. (a) Complete the wiring of two 3-way and one 4-way switches coati*
three lights.

CO

SOURCE

()) Draw blue print symbols for each.

r.

99



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISE - Assignment Sheet #29

7. (a) Complete the wiring of two circuit duplex receptacles so that
half of outlet is permanently connected and the other half
controlled by a wall switch.

SOURCE

(b) Draw blue print symbols for each.

8. Explain how conduit installation, when roughing-in work has been
finished, must be tested.

9. What exception does Sec. 2006b of the code permit?

/0. What does the code require of all junctions or pull boxes?

100

-1.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
PRACTICAL EXERCISE
Assignment Sheet # 30 Name._ Date

,
° 'r

7 or

Grade OMI*11101111111

Objectives: To study the .viring of range, water heater, and door bells.

Assignment: Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wiring, pp. 333-355

Questions: I. Is it necessary to run three wires to an electric range? If so, why?

2. Explain how low voltage and full voltage wiring can be used to
or near each other.

3. What are door bell transformers used for? What type wire Is

10 Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
Draw a circle around the T if the statment is True or around the F
if the statement is Fayse.

4. F Code provides that there must be disconnecting means
for every permanently installed appliance rated above
watts. - 5,z

_

5. T F Code in Sec. 2560 provides that the frame of an electric _-77-#
range need not be grounded.

6. T F Any size wire may be used to connect electric ranee .s.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISES Assignment Sheet * 30

7. T F When water heater is operated of a separate meter, it
is necessary to have a service switch of at least 30 amps.

8.- T F In a water heater installation it is necessary to run three wires
to the water heater.

9. T F Code Sec .2006A provides ar. wires must be white.

10. T F Code Sec. 2124b provides that the recAotack of the laundry
Anil be of the three pole type designed for grounding.

11. Connect bell, push buttons and transformer. Mark leads and voltage.

110kORCE

12. Connect bell, bank, push buttons and transformers. How are push
buttons connected? Sales Or parallel? Mark leads and voltage.

SOURCE

102



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL EXERCISES - Assignment Sheet # 30

13. Connect a garage light with one 3-way switch at house and one 3-way
switch at garage and an outlet that is always on. Draw another hook-up
the same as above showing two ways pilot light can be connected.

StARCE

103

(4)

#



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
PTIA.CTICAV WIRING EXERCNI3
Assignment Sheet # 31 Name Date , Grade_

:11?frble $
4 e

.. .k al.1400:

mipg.IrsppripimrripooIIpppommIlli

Objectives: To apply your knowledge of residential wiring to a practical exercise.

Assignment: Study the attached house plan.

Questions: 1. ..Indicate where the various outlets for fixtures, receptacles, and

other devices are located.

2. Show all lights and receptacles controlled with 3 and 4 way switches.

3. Show individual circuits.

4. How many lighting circuits are necessary?

-
5. How many appliance circuits are necessary?

6. How many individual circuits are necessary?

7. At what amperage are the various circuits fused?
- :-

8. What size entrance switch is necessary?
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IritEIG EXERCISE
Date Grade

PbjectilieS;.-- How to determine the number of circuits; the size of feeders; and
_ ;service entrance calculator.

_

Related ml cmation, Using The Home Estimator

';- USING THE HOME ESTIMATOR .

sp,

; . . . _

; 7,"=" = , ' ,_ :7: _ - .

-4144:204k4ISAMt- Sadie skeet .det ermine. the branch circuit requirements for the house.
_ .. .

li- 4.---*-&-thior figure by NEC formula: number of square feet times 3 watts.
-;32.;4,--.'-'-'s=-=:-- rill-this. in and get number of watts re:wired-for-the lighting load.

..,-,__2.-_,42--e:. J. ,-:7-_...--. --:''-': _

number of branch circuits by f(lling:in number of General
Vsvgfrc,R4401,mf_r_#.4irdsits_.: And finally, Individual:equipment circuits. For the latter,
'III . ail appliances and equipment is given. -Additional lines are

4-;.- Open th.e. Estimator to she.lt *1 and fill in the basic data on the Job location,
1 job number, date, name of prospect or customer.

-.
_

. 4813141 equipment not fp.ven.

zeittlifirgstrcircidts calb,e'tota*I. Make a rough Sketch of the
stem. Indicate a service entrance-with a meter and time clock

teraild meter. for all the other lcad. rrom the second men-
*alter is slibvi4-:fo1 sweiby-a!to1stribittion Center
e is Suitilfi#15-*Ittattrsappiethedizry load centers which
With thOltifiteii*Init;detitiitiii-ein, next proceed to cal-

fiviThigeitien Sheet42:

-').1 ,
nrc-, Not iii:cobilnt left of sheet references to itectiOns in NEC governing each

computation;tionr t nd unuer heading. to chapters in Home Wiring Handbook
- ering:aubjeet.,These provide further information ,hen desired.)

*:!:

*Note arrangement of s of Ho :_le Veting. E6i1metor

up the Generit--lAghtingtrufdlroin Sheet *land fill in.
11 Appliance Load and compote the connected load and the
general lighting 'Ind snuff' app_

_ 'O. -1.7/

Adividual Equipment Load by filling in appropriate lines and
-2--'-i*Sidklifidditkititti_ ens . (Helpful- data is On :Table IV-on inside from cuver.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

PRACTICAL WIRING EXERCISES Assignment Sheet # 32

With the total load computed, determine Service 'kjuipment, Service En-
trance Conductors, using Section D. Space is provided to compute
Waver Heater L9ad and Electric Home Heating Load where these are
on separate linters. In the sample computation, the water heater is
assumed to be on a separate meter.

einally, the total connected load as well as the estimated demand
load can now be arrived at by adding the subtotals in the two right-
hand columns.

4. In this-step, calculate the "Feeders to Loadceaters, " using Sheet # 3.
Provision is made for two loadcenters; if more are needed, use ano.ner
sheet.

Follow same procedure for each load center as was done on Sheet # 2
in computing total load. Simply fill in lilies and make computations.
(Data on Conductor Sizes is given in Table I, and on Voltage Drop in
Table III on inside front cover.)

5. With Sheet # 4, a room-by-ra . check can be made of the number of
Electric Outlets required -- space is provided for estimating costs on
an outlet basis. (Reference material on Bryant wiring devices is on
inside back cover.)

F. On the "Cost Record Stub" detailed costs can be figured on various
alements of the job.

With the above work done, a detailed, accurate specification of the
complete electrical system of the house established a record of work
to be done, giving all parties involved a clear understanding of what
is involved and what to expect when the Job is done. It is based on
actual needs as determined by the electrical equatment to be installed
and for that which may be added later.

All specifications are based on requirement" of the NEC and recom-
mendations of the National Adequate Wiring Bureau.

estions: 1. Make a complete estimate of the house plan which was studied in
assignment # 31.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
WIRING
Assignment Sheet # 33 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To study wiring a farm for maximum power at all locations.

Assipment: Richter, H. P., Practical Electrical Wirint, pp. 373-402.

Questions: I What type of system is recommended for farm wiring? Why?

2. What type e boxes have !nen made for use in barns? Why?

3. What does the code say regarding a building being fed goat
another building?

4. When is fusing necessary in farm buildings?

5. In barns, why should reflec.ors be used on light sockets?

6. What type of receptacle is required for haymows?

7. How is cable protected in haymows?

8. What does the code require where cable passes through floor?

9. What special consideration should be given to poultry houses?

10. What special consideration does code give to a water pump that rd
also considered a fire pump?





RUDENTIAL WIRING

Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet * 34 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To review theory and basic principles.

Assignment: No textbooks may be used for this leview.

Ouestions: $ Directions The foiiowing statements are either 'True or False. Draw
a circle around the T if the statement Thie, or around the F if the
statement is False.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. Z F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

Service entrance wires in conduit must be continuous
and unspliced.

The minimtrit ground wire required by code Is 8.

It is nUt ne,:.essarr to bond =ter meter when r onneetion
is on house side of meter.

Code provides that there mast be disconnecting means
for every permanently installed appliance rated above 1650
wants .

Fixtures controlled by pull chains or switches on the fixtures
should not be used in the bath room.

The code in Sec. 2560 provides that the frame of an electric
range need not be grounded,

One half hch conduit is the smallest conduit used in
ordinary wiring.

When a water heater is operated off a separate meter, it is
necessary to have a service switch of at least 30 amp.

In a water heater installation it is necessary to nm 3 wires to
the water heater.



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 34

0 Directions: Complete the following diagrams:

1. Wiring of a light controller' by a switch with a pilot light.

SOURCE

PILOT

-e-

2. Wiring of two three-way and one four-way switches
c ntroiling three lights.

SOURCE

-9- -9- -e-

114



RESIDENTIAL WIRING

REVIEW - Assignment Sheet # 34

EP 11

3. Connect a simple garage circuit with light controlled only by the switch
in the garage.

SOURCE

a I
4. Connect a garage light so that it can be controlled from either the garage

or house and has the addition of a pilot light in ttie hoiise.

.,JURCE PILO"

ep

0 Directions: Answer the following statements Ly writing in the space provided
the letter in front of the correct answer.

1. The Home Wiring estimator (a) assists with figuring the cost of wire,
(b) greatly simplifies procedure, (c) does both (a) and (b) plus sets
up essential design data.

2. The farm wiring system should be of (a) metallic cable (b) non-
metallic cable.

3. (a) Metal boxes (b) Rubber boxes (c) Bakelite boxes are
recommended for use in hay-mows.
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RESIDENTIAL WIRII.

Technology
FINAL REVIEW
Assignment Sheet # 35 Name Date Grade

Objective!. To apply the theory and basic principles which have been learned
during this cause.

As "gament No textbooks may be used fc I: this re: yew.

Questions: 1. Show electrical layout using electrical symbols en the attached plan
layout

2. Make schematic diagram showing wiring c.rcuits. Mark each tyre
of circuit connect to outlets, lights, appliances and equipment.

3. Use Home Wiring Estimator to assist in your planning and procedure,

4. What type of service entrance would you use on this house?

5. Name three different locations for meter
a.
b.
c.

'finitarAlkingir



RESIDENTIAL WIRING Assignment Sheet # 35
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VT 000 726
instructor's Manual for Basic '_ lectricity.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - 65
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 204p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *ELECTRICAL
OCCUPATIONS, *ELECTRICITY, HIGH SCHOOLS, APPRENTICESHIPS,
POST SECONDARY EDUCATION, ANSWER KEYS, LESSON PLANS,

This manual was preparel to serve as a guide when using group
instruction methods to teach a beginning unit in basic electricity
in a high school apprenticeship, or trade extension electrical
training program. The material was developed by a statewide
instructi.na1 materials committee and was tested and validated
in a pilot study. The units are (1) Mathematics, (2) The Electric
Circuit, (3) The Electric Current, (4) Resistance in Electric
Current, (5) E.M.F. by Chemical Action (6) Magnetism, (7)
Electromagnetism, (8) E.M.F. by Induction, (9) Energy, Force,, and
Work, (10) Generators, (11) Motors, and (12) Meters and
Measurements. The material in each of the 37 technology lesson
plans and 13 manipulative job plans is presented under the
headings desired results, materials, equipment, and supplies,
references, introducing the lesson, presenting the lesson,
applicatioa, and checking the followup. Recommended group
instruction methods are given for each class period of this
60-hour course. The teacher should be a &flied craftsman, and the
students should be planning to enter or presently wt,king in the
electrical trades. Answers for the assignment sheets in "Learner's
Manual for Basic Electricity" (VT 000 727) are given. The
experiments are presented in "Experiment Manual for Basic
Electricity" (VT 000 728). This instructor's manual is available for
$1.50 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service,
Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State University, 1885
Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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This Basic Electricitil_instructor's Manual, is the first of a series of instructional
materials being developed in the field of electricity and electronics. The series will
consist of materials which will aidboth the instructor and learner in the presentation and
mastery of related technical information.

The development of this instructor's manual is an out-growth of cooperative think-
ing onthe part of a number of individuals. Tin State wide Instructional Materials Com-
mittee consisting of Frank Allen, r....tucational Director, Ohio Federation of Labor;
W. E. Barnhill, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Youngstown, Ohio;
W. W. Chambers; Supervisor, Tradeand Industrial Education, Lima, Ohio; J. H. Clark,
Coordinator, Trade and Industrial Education, Logan, Ohio; F . M. Dannenfelser, Prin-
cipal, Macomber Vocational High School, Toledo, Ohio; Tom Johnson, Executive Secre-
tary, Ohio Manufacturers Association; E. E. Kistler, Assistant Principal, Norwood
High School, Norwood, Ohio; John Kostyo, Executh Secretary, Ohio Apprenticeship
Council; C. A. Meister, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Ashtabula, Ohio;
C. D. Pierson, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education. Middletown, Ohio; and
G. E. Williams, Assistant State Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Marion,
Ohio, was the group which first emphasized the need for such material.

The problem was then gilo en to the Electrical Curriculum Committee who determined
the actual content and make-up of the course. This committee was composed of the
following electrical trade teachers: S . E . Abell, Electrical Apprenticeship Instructor,
Sandusky, Ohio: H. A. Drace, Electrical Trades Coordinator, Cincinnati, Ohio;
C. A. Felker, Teacher Educator, Toledo, Ohio; L. G. Galambos, Radio Instructor,
Toledo, Ohio; C. A . High, Rural Electruication Coordinator, Columbus, Ohio, R. T.
Jamison, Electrical Instructor, Ashtabula, Ohio; E. E. Kistler, Assistant Principal,
Norwood High? School, Norwood, Ohio; 0. D. Manning, Rural Electrical Instructor,
Columbus, Ohio; and D. A. Valk, Electrical Instructor, Toledo, Ohio.

The actual writing was assigned to Mr. Walter Leatherman, former electrical
instructor at Van Wert, Ohio. Classroom validation of the rough materials was then
conducted by Arthur Wight and Roy Jamison, Asht, hull High School, Ashtabula, Ohio;
and Henry Drace and Roy Summerlad, Central Voce' nut, iigh School, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The results of these two experimental situations we -e ten incorporated into this final
manual.

Acknowledgment is, therefore, extended to all of the foregoing persons and to
Carl J. Schaefer, head of the Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial
EducationService, The Ohio State University, forthe development of this manual. Credit
is also extended to Scott, Firesman and Company, publishers of Basic Electricity by
Wilbur L. Beauchamp and John C. Mayfield for permission to use the experiments upon
which this course is based.

Robert M. Reese, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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76 deTealtaeraft

The following sixty hour course in basi-... electricity is contained in three separate
publications . They consist of the Instructor's Manual, Experiment Manual, and Learner's
Workbook. It is hoped tnat this course will be used as the beginning unit in any electrical
training program whether it be in-school, apprenticeship, or trade extension so as to
assure the mastery of a sound found:lion before proceeding to the more specialized areas
of study.

The followinginstructor's manual has been written to act as a guide when usinggroup
instruction methods to each the course BASIC ELECTRICITY. It will be found to be an
indispensable aid to the new instructor and will serve as a valuable outline to even the
experienced teacher.

Attention is called to the fact that each lesson is broken down into the "four step"
method of instruction, thus assuring the best possible teaching. In,group instruction, it
is recommended that the class period include the following:

0 The instructor should present Steps I and II of the lesson and demonstrate the
necessary experiments.
Note: It would be advantageous to have each learner perform the experiments

if enough equipment were available.

Step III should make use of the assignment sheets which correlate with each
lesson and are found in the Learner's Workbook. The assignments serve not
only as a valuable aid to the learner, but also indicate to the instructor how
well the lesson was taught.

A well presented lesson will require the learner to do a minimum of reading in
the assigned text.

Checking of the assignments should be done in Step INTwith the aid of the answer
sheets which are found in the back of this manual. The assignment should then
be market "S" (Satisfactory) or "U" (Unsatisfactory) and returned to the learner

The reviews should be checked in detail and individual help should be given the
learner who needs it.

It is recommended, where there is both a shop and related teacher, that initially most
of the time be spent on the techniology rather than the manipulative part of this course.
In such cases, the shop teachercan afdsistwith the presentation of the initial basic mater-
ial; however, he should assume complete responsibility for the manipulative j "5s which
are called for later in the course.

The responsibility of any instructor is not an easy one but it is hoped that this manual
will make the results of your instruction both easier and more fruitful.

vii
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INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL

Lesson Plan 4i-4
MATHEMATICS

=11111.011. 11/11PRIMMIIII,

Review of Basic Mathematics

DESIREDRESULTS:

I. To review whole numbers, fractions, decimalc, and simple formulas.
2. To cieterr-4ne which students need individual help with basic mathematics.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SITPLIES:

I. Craik and black }. rd.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Matberaatics plays an imponant part in the electrical trade. It is, therefore,
essential that the learner be wcll grounded in basic mathematics before pursuing
the study of any electrical area.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. There is no formal presentation of these four lessons other than having
students work the first four assignment sheets.

B Each assignment should be examined for diagnostic purposes and a satisfactory
or unsatisfactory mark recorded in the instructor's record book or progress
chart.

C. These grades should be reviewed by the instructor to determiLe where
individual help will be needed so as to bring the student up to the necessary
level in basic mathematics before he progresses with the more complex
electrical mathematical problems.

D. The following mathematics texts, will aid is giving individual instruction for
the improvement of basic mathematics.

Mathematics For The Electrical Trades. Delmar Publishers. Albany, N. Y.
Rash, W. D. Practical Electrical Mathematics. D. C. Heath and Company
Kuehn, M. H. Mathematics For Electricians. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

Any one of the preceding books will aki greatly in the teaching of basic or
advanced electrical mathematics.
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STEP nI - APPLICATION:

Have learners work and Land in assignment sheets #1-4.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check asignriient sheets against answr-: sheets and return .o learner for placing
in workbook..

The importance of building a good foulidat4on in basic mathematics can not be
overstressed. Therefore, it is imperative that the instructor take the necessary
time to work with either individuals or groups so as to build this foundation.

Lesson Plan #5 Technology
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

The Complete Circuit

DESIRED RESULTS:

1. To acquaint the learner with the path of an electric current from its source
and back again to form a complete circuit.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIEE.

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #1 & 2, P. 1-2, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 47-54.

2. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric Princi les. pp. 58-63.
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STEP I - INTRnnUC NG THE LESSON:

Call attention t' the fact It. _ we are all aware of the many electrical wires and
appliances we have in our borne but not many of us stop to consider the "unseen"
force which flows through these wires. This "unseen" f^rce called electricity
must flow from the source to its point of use and back again. Thi., is called a
complete circuit. In this lesson we will study the reason why a circuit must be
complete to operate our many elec rical appliances and devices.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Electrical devices and appliances depend on electrical energy for their
operation.
1. Show that:

a. A complete path must be provided from the source of energy to the
appliance.

b. Two wires (unbroken) must be used as a path between the device and
its source of supply.

c. If either wire is broken, the appliance will Jot work.
d. Electrical energy is called ELECTRIC CURRENT.

B. A definite path for the electrical flow.
1. Make a sketch:

a. To show path of current through a toaster or other electrical device.

C. Demonstrate Experiment #1, p. 1, Experiment Manual.
"Complete Circuit."

D. Electrical current flow may be controlled by a switch.
1. Discuss:

a. Purpose cf switches in a circuit.
b. Types o switches.

E. Demonstrate Experiment #2, p. 1, Experiment Manual.
"Controlling Blectric Current."

3

F . Source of electrical energy needed.
1. Point out:

a. Homes connected to power stations miles away from source of energy.
b. Flashlights depend on cells for electric energy.
c. Automobile devices depend on the car batter, for electrical energy.
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G . Four things common to a complete circuit.
1. Common things:

a. Electrical appliances all use electrical energy.
b. All have path for current.
c. All have a contrc' .
d. All have a source of electric energy.

STEP 111 - APPLICATION:

Have learners work and hand in assignment sheet #5. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheet and _ ..turn to learner for placing
in workbook.

Less :1n Plan #6 Technology
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

.11111
Paths for the Electric C. rrent

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the fact that all electrical devices receive their energy
from a source by means of metallic conductors, which are separated or supported
by non-metallic materials called insulators.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #3, p. 2, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDongal, Wynnr L.; Ranson. Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 91-95.

2. Suffern, Maurice Giayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 9-11.
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STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Call attention to the fact that wires are very much like pipes in that they permit
the flow of electricity, but whereas pipes are hollow, wires are a solid. It is
important to know the characteristics of theoe "ele:;trical pipes", called conductors,
and how they are made safe within the home and in appliances.

STEP II ?RESENTING THE LESSON:

A Electrical Aces are connected to a source by wires to provide a path for
the electric circuit.
1. Make a sketch:

a. Two wires are needed to complete a circuit.
b. Electric current must flow from the source to the device and return

to the source.

B, Electrical devices are made of different materials.
1. Show:

a. Difference of materials in an insulated wire.
b. Different materials in a plug.
c. Define materials such as metallic and non-metallic.

C. Demonstrate: "Conductors and Insulation."

1. Pxperiment #3, p. .3. Experiment Manual.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #6. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets arinst answer sweet and return to learner for placing
in workbook.
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Lesson Plan #7 Technology
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

DESIRED RESULTS:

Control and Safeguarding the Circuit

To acquaint the learner with methods of controlling the flow of a current in a
circuit when needed and to show why protective devices are necessary to limit
or shut off the current flow when oc asion demands.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #4, and 4413, p. 3 and 11, r -,eriment Manual.
3. Varivis type switches.

REFERENCES:

i. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 96-97.

2. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 59, 69-70.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics. pp. 565-567.
4. Richter, H. P. Practical Ele Wiring. pp. 79-90.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Point out: All electrical circuits have a control as mentioned in Lesson #5.
Tell of some recent incident from your experience where the
overheating of wiring caused a fire.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Circuit controls are needed to turn the current on and off and to regulate
the amount needed for a device.
1. A wire may be touched on and off to control a circuit This is a

switch in its simplest form.
2. Show by diagram and demonstrate how various types of swihes control

the flow of current.
3. Explain many light sockets also include a switch - Pull chain, "ev,
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B. Many kinds of switches are operated by diffetent means. (Explain each)
1. Manual.

a. Show types of manual switches.
2. Automatic.

a. Show types of automatic switches.
b. Time operated.
c. Pressure.
d. Temperature.
e. Current flow.

(1) Fuse.
(2) Circuit Breaker.

C. Overload protection is an antor 'lc switch arrangement which operates on
a current flow higher than if . se..ing.

D. Damonstrate EXperiment t.s, p. 3, Experiment Mahaal.
"Safeguarding the Circuit."

E. Fuses - hog :1:ia-y are made.
1. Point out:

a, A fuse is nothing more than a short piece of wire that has a low
melting point.

b. It is connected in the circuit in such a way that all of the current
timing in the circuit must flow through the fuse.

c. When the current flow exceeds the ampere rating of the fuse, it
blows or melts.

d. It is necessary to replace the fuse with a new one before current
will again flow in the circuit.

e. if the condition of "overload" still exists, the new fuse will also
fail.

F, Circuit breakers.
1. Discuss.

a. Show how a "circuit breaker' works.
(1) The heater strip is a kind of "thermostat" made of two kinds

of metal ',bimetal) riveted, or welded together.
(2) When too large a current flows, the strip heats, causing unlike

expansion of the two metals, which makes them curve upward
releasing the "catch."

(3) A release or catch allows the spring tension to open the contacts
and the circuit is broken.

(4) The breaker may be reclosed by a "reset" lever when conditions
of overload nave been corrected.

b. Circuit breakers are more expensive than fuses, but cost less to
maintain and offer greater protection. <tnd are not so easily tampered
with.
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G. The national electrical code and local codes require given size overload
protection for each size wire and the wire must be large enough to carry
the load.
1. Consider:

a. The wire in the walls is probably no smaller than #14.
b. Longer circuits, or those used to carry large currents to electric

irons, toasters, etc., are probably #12 or larger.
c. Small flexible cords made of #16 or #18 are l'eavy enough to carry

the current required by a floor lamp or an electric clock.
d. A toaster or iron requires a flexible wire of much larger cross

section because these devices need more current to work properly.
e. The small cord of a floor lamp or clock will not carry enough

current to operate an iron efficiently. Furthermore, it would
become dangerously hot.

f. A wire must have a low resistance if it is to carry a large current
efficiently and safely.

g. The insulation on a wire must be for the voltage it is used on.
(1) Bell wire low voltage circuits.
(2) R, RH, RW, T, TW, (etc.) insulations for less than 300V

or 600V according to amount of covering.

H. An "overload" is a condition that exists when circuit conductors carry more
current than designed for.
1. Point out:

a. The amperage of a circuit must be considered when ;.electing the
proper conductor size.

b. The voltage of a circuit must be considered when determining
the amount and the kind of insulation needed to keep tie conductors
from touching each other or other conductors.

c. When more current is used than the circuit was designed to carry,
a condition exists that is called OVERLOAD.

I. Demonstrate Experiment #13, p. 11, Experiment Manual.
"Heating Effect of Current."

J Conditions of a "Short Circuit."
1. E2:_plain:

a. When the conditions of a circuit are changed so that the circuit
resistance is greatly reduced, a dangerously large current may
flow.

b. This type of overload is called a "Short Circuit'. since it results
from a shortening of the path of current flow.

c. A fuse or circuit breaker is a prc .ection against the dangerous
results of "Short Ciicuits."
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d. In house wiring circuits where conductors are mainly in the walls
and ceilings, fuses and circuit breakers are very important.

e. Consider the result of placing a metal screw driver across the
two wires between the fuse and the first device in the circuit drawn.

f. First there is a sudden flash and the fuse "blows."
g. Since the 15 ampere fuse would not carry 17 amperes as required

by the 3 devi' "s, we can conclude that the screw driver has decreased
the circuit resistance still more, so that even more current flows
through the fuse.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #7. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheet and return to learner for placing
in workbook.
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Job Plan #1 Manipulative
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

Wiring a Complete Circuit

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by 1:-..eans of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See Job Sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggeqtions.
In many cases the shop idstructor will have jobs of his own or addit:onal
jobs which will better show application of the basic electricity principles than
those foune in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Haviz learner complete iob and workout and hand in job sheet. Give. individual
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet ani return to learner for placing in workbook.
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Lesson Plan #8 Technology
ELECTRIC CURRENT

Basic Information About Matter

DESIRED RESULTS:

Basic information concerning the theories pertaining to the structure of matter.

MATERIA IS, EQUIPMENT AND SUF:LIES:

I. Chalk and blackboard.

REFERENCES:

I. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R .; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 29-33.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electr :: Principles. pp. 3-7.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Recall the fact that all discoveries are not made by more chance alone.
Careful observation and investigation together with logical reasoning are needed
to discover and explain the complex structure of matter.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. The qualities of materials which allow them to be electrostatically
charged may be explained by certain theories pertaining to the structure of
matter.
I. Point out:

a. Things to be known.
(I) How materials like the a --b, rod, and wad are put togezbe7.
(2) Of what materials are substances made?
(3) What is meant by a "theory"?

B. What is a "theory"?
I. Explain:

a . A "theory" explains observations which seem to fit the facts but
cannot be proven to be absolutely true.

b. A "theory" is good only as long as it explains the fa --:t observed.
c. Theories concerning the structure of matter have so far held good.
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C. The molecule theory.
I. Point out:

a. The molecule theory states that all matter is made up of
particles named molecules.

b. Molecules cannot be seen by the most powerful microscope.
c. The smallest bit of matter seen by the naked eyes is composed

of millions of molecules.

D. Molecules are separated from each other.
I. Point ouc:

a. Think of molecules as being separated from ez...Ai other.
b. According to the molecule theory, the molecules of a gas are

farther apart than the molecules of a liquid.

E. Molecules are always in motion.
I. Discuss:

a. Motion of molecules.
(1) Molecules move freely in a gas or a liquid.
(2) Molecules in a solid are not free to move about as in a

liquid, but they are thought to vibrate close to the cm.trte place.

F. Every material in every substance is made of molecules.
I. Point out:

a. A drop of water contains billions of molecules.
b. A single molecule of water is the smallest amount of water in

existence.

G. A single molecule is not the smallest particle known to scier....1.
I. Point out:

a. Each molecule of water contains oxygen and hydrogen.
b. If a single molecule can be subdivided, were must be something

yet smaller than a molecule.
c. The atomic theory explains the subdivision of the molecule.

H. A molecule is made up of particles called atoms.
I. Point out:

a. A molecule of water contains one oxygen atom and tw_ hydrogen
atoms.

b. Chemical formula for water is known as H20.
c. Hydrogen and oxygen are only two of 96 known elements.
d. The 96 different kinds of atoms are found in the 96 chemical

elements such as:
(1) Iron (6) Gold
(2) Copper (7) Sulphur
(3) Aluminum (8) Mercu,y
(4) Lead (9) Neon
(5) Zinc (10) Helium, etc.
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STEP III - APPLICATION:

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP: ,

J. A neutral atom will not show an electrical charge.

I. An atom is made up of still smaller parts called electrons and nrotons.

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #8. Give individual help where
ne.:.ded.

Check assignment sheets against :nswer sheets and return to learner for

K. Structure of an atom.

placing in workbook.

(Electron Theory)

3. Each proton has the same amount w: p:41;.ive charge.
2. Electrons and protons are called "The kt-ilding blocks of atoms."

4. Every electron has che same amonitl. of negative charge.

1. An atom is made ut. 2 kinds o smalic:..r panicles.

5. The charge on a proton is equal anc; opposite to the charge on an

1. Explain:

1. Point out:

e. The 96 elements &one or in mixtures and compounds mal-e up

a . The proton whicu has a posit:cie dirge
L. The electron which ha:; a negative charge

d

b When the positive char-ye P zom balances the negatt e charge,

a. Protons are 1845 times heavier than electrons.
b. Protons do not move as easily as the electrons.
c. Protons form the center or nueleus of an atom.
d. The electrons move about the nucleus as the planets move about

electron.

e. Under neutral conditions, elect± ns are held to protons in their

all known substances.

Ordinarily an atom contains just as many electrons as protons
and the rositive and negative charges a...! balanced.
(1') A hydrogen atom contains 1 electron and 1 proton.
(2) An oxygen atom contains & t protons, and eight electrons.

the "hole atom is neut.ial.

the sun.

own atoms.

_.

.. . . ._ ...
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Lessnn Plan #9 Technology
ELECT k. ." Cr ,RRENr

Dynamic and Static Electricity

DESIRED RESULTS:

To inform the student of the basic facts concerning the nature of electrical
energy and to show liow the movement of electrons determines the chalk., , on an
object.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #5 and #6, p. 5, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.,
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 33-39.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 11-16.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; Brooks, William 0.;

Modern Physics. pp. 472-489.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Early experimenters who observed the strange behavior Ok certain different
materials, discovered by further exhaustive experiments the present laws which
we use to explain the nature of static or "frictional" electricity. The word
"electron," used in modern concept of electrostatic charges is derived from
the Greek word "Elektron" meaning amber. This substance was used extensive-
ly in early experiments, because when rubbed with a cloth or fur, it acquired
the property of attracting bits of paper, dust, or other light particles. The
theory generally accepted that explains electrostatic charges is called the
Electron Theory.

STEP 11 - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Electei.al energy produced by friction is caned "static" electricity.
I. Point out:

a. Frictional operations are produced by rubbing.
b. Friction of shoes against rugs produce some electrical energy.
c. The word "static" means "standing still" or "at rest."
d. Early experimenters thought static electricity did not move and so

wrongly named it.
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B. Demonstrate Experiment #5, p. 5, paeriment Manual.
"Attraction and Repulsion by Electrical Charge-.'"

15

C. Electrons may be displaced by friction.
1. Discuss.

a. When hard rubber comb is brushed with woolen cloth, some
electrons are transferred from the cloth to the comb.

b. The comb is no longer neutral because it now has more negative
electrons than positive protons.

c. TL comb now has a surplus of electrons and is now negatively
charged.

D. Static Charge.
1. Refer Experiment #5, part a, and show.

a. The hanging paper not affected by comb.
b. Not affected by glass rod.

2. Refer Experiment #5, part b.
a. Briskly rubbing a comb on wool produces a charge.
b. Charged comb causes suspended paper ball to swing toward comb.
c. Paper cling:: to comb showing that charged comb attracts paper.

3. Refer Experiment #5, part b.
a. Point out:

(1) The woolen cloth is no longer neurral
(2) The woolen cloth now has a positive charge due to a lack of

electrons.
(3) The positive charge on the cloth is equal to the negadve

charge on the comb, but of an opposite kind.

E. Attraction arJ Repulsion.
1. Point f.dt:

a. ttP 1-:a comb was charged it neither attracted or repelled paper ball.
b. After charging, it first attracted and then repelled the paper.
c. Some part of the charge on the comb was passed to the paper.

2. A glass rod may be charged by rubbing it briskly with a silk cloth.
a. Refer Experiment #5, part c.

(1) Glass rod rubbed briskly with a silk cloth becomes electrically
charged.

(2) Charged glass rod will attract paper to it.
(3) Paper clings for a moment and is then repelled by the rod.
(4) The paper acts the same as when touched with the charged

rubber comb.
3. Electrostatic charges may be imparted to an uncharged object from a

charged object.
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P. Cemonstrate Experiment #6, p. 5, Experiment Manual.
Two Kinds of Electrical Charges .
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a. Recall:
(1) The charged comb and the charged glass rod produced the same

effect with the paper ball.
(2) The charge pauses to the paper from the comb or glass rod

while they are in contact.
(3) After the paper receives a charge from either comb or ball

it repels the advance of either.

G. Objects which are charged from the same sources repel each other.
1. Observe - Experiment #6, part a.

a . Paper balls are separately charged from comb.
b. Each ball clings to comb for an instant and then swings away.
c. The charge left on the paper balls now causes them to repel each

other when moved close together.
2. A "static charge" may be removed from a small charged object.

a. Point Out: Experiment #6, part 5.
(1) Balls of paper may be touched by hand to discharge or

neutralize them.
(2) No charge should remain on paper balls when attempting to

recharge them.
S. Objects which are charged from different sources attract each other.

a. Observe - Experiment #6, part c.
(1) One paper wad was charged by the comb, and the other

by the glass rod.
(2) The wads attract each other when brought close together.
(3) After clinging together for an instant they swing apart.

4. Like charges repel. Unlike charges attract.
a. Refer Experiment #5, part b.

(1) Discuss;
(a) A negative charged comb with a surplus of electrons was

brought near paper wad.
(b) The electrons in the paper on the side toward the comb

were repelled to the far side of paper wad.
(c) Electrons crowded away from side of paper near comb,

leaving positive protons on comb side of paper.
(d) The negatively charged comb then attracte.: the positive

charge on the paper.
(e) The attraction was enough to overcome the weight of the

paper causing it to swing to the comb.
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(f) Next you observe,' t. at the wad remained in contact with
comb for a moment. During this time electrons passed
from wad to comb.

(g) The comb shared its surplus electrons with the wad.
(h) The wad becomes negatively charged from the surplus

electrons from comb.
(i) Since both are now negatively charged they repel each other.

H. Positive and Negative.
1. Refer Experiment #6.

a. Many experiments with different materials show that just two kinds
of charges exist.

b. The comb rubbed with %.,,o1 has a negative charge, which we indicate
by the minus sign (-).

c. The glass rod rubbed with silk has a positive charge, which we
indicated by the plus sign (+).

d. The paper wad charged from the comb has a negative charge, while
the one charged from the glass had a positive charge.

e. The difference of the charges on the comb and the rod are evident
from the experiment.

2. Refer Experiment #5, part c.
a. When the glass rod was rubbed with silk the rod lost electrons to

the silk cloth.
b. The glass rod having fewer electrons becomes positively charged.
c. The silk cloth gains the electrons lost by the glass rod.
d. The silk cloth now has a negative charge because it has a surplus

of electrons.
e. The rod and the silk have equal but opposite kinds of charges.

3. Some substances give up their electrons more easily than others.
a, Discuss:

(1) Glass and wool give up electrons more readily than other
substances and become positively charged.

(2) Hard rubber and silk take on these electrons easily and
become negatively charged.

(3) Any two different materials when rubbed. together will cause
some electrons to be transferred from one to the other.

(4) Since one material gains the electrons lost by the other the
charges are equal but of opposite kinds.

I. Charging a neutral object.
1. Refer Experiment #5.
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a. Point out:
(1) When the charged comb --as brought near the rilutral paper

wad, the wad was affected.
(2) Electronf, in the wad were repelled to the farthest side from

the comb.
(3) If you now provide a path of escape from the paper wad, by

touching it with a wire or your fingers, the wad will lose
some of its electrons.

(4) Then it will be positively charged due to the shortage of
electrons.

(5) When the comb is taken away the repelled electrons return
to the original position and the wad is again neutral.

(6) Charging by conduction occurs when a charged object touches
a neutral object.

2. Charging an object by "induction."
a. Refer Experiment #5.

(1) Point out:
(a) An object may become charged without actually touching

a charged object.
(b) In such a case we say that the chcage is "induced" or

that the object is charged by "induction."

STEP 111 - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #9. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for
placing in workbook.

Job Plan #2
ELECTRIC CURRENT

Manipulative

Making an Electroscope

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregc!vg theory by meAns of a simple job that can
be made in the shop.
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MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODflING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the previously
studivi related information.

STEP II - ?RESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions. In
many cases the shop instructor wel have jobs of his own or additional jobs which
will better show application 4i: the b-ask electricity principles than those in
the workbook.

The use of demonstri.rions, nirdels, n-Kg:k-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job .tnd -workout and :hid in job sheet. Give individual
help %mhere needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet CF.rid returr_ rc learner for .F1f2cinz. in workbook.

Job Plan #3
ELECTRIC CURRENT

DESIRED RESULTS:

Making an Elect whom:

To show the application of the foregoing _Aeory by means of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.
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MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP 1 - INTRODUCING THE JOE:

The job should be introduced sc that the ieerner can asscciate tt with the prtivi:-ttsly
studied related information.

TEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are iatendcd to be iliOre;lt 3'.igge.Wit.V5. in
many cases the shop instructor will ha7e jobs of hie. r,wn or atidIvioni.--i :Fibs oillth
will better ::.7how ai.-43Ii.zatloa of the U.-.1e!: electricity pinc;i-str:z3. narni tlitpse toinici :5Z
the ...............

The use of dernonsuations, mdils, mock-ups. Iat,g winn zbarm etr...,, -47:11
-help greatly in presenting the job to the clasu..

:;-'EP IU - APPLICATION-,

Have learner coniplete iob and workout Pad .t'kfl.td in 3ob gieut... Give 11.41ivle:tral
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet anti retuxn to learner for pla.:.:ing in workbook.

Lesson l'Ign --11:j
ELECTRIC ri ittal:_i-zr

Technology

w- .11-....rwl.=a -./.11=P0111Y.S- -
Storing Electrical Charges

DESIRED RESULTS:

..........=11.1..........MMINNIIIMOIMa VA

To inform ihe learner of certain devices called condensers and explain how
these devices -gill accun-tulate electrical charges produced by friction, a bit
at a time.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT ANT) SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard,
2, Supplies for Experiment #7 and 08, pp. 5-6, Experiment Manual.
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REFERLNCES:

I. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 193-198.
2. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics. p. 483.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Inform the student that a thorough knowledge of the basic clustruction and operation
of a condenser (or capacitor) as herein discussed, will better enable him to
unt",:.b.rstand the more complex forms of this device which appear in all modern
electronic ch:cuitory.

Also Proper methods of discharging condensers should be considered to pre-
vent acr.dertlal injury (electrical shock) to the student or operator.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Electrical energy can be produced by a frictional machine.
I. Polet out:

a. Early experimenters found that producing an electrical charge
a bit at a rime !)y friction was a tedious process.

b. A machine consisting of a sulphur ball moved by a crank, was
one of the first c 'ices for producing electrical energy by friction.

c. When the sulphur ball was revolved against the palm of the hand,
it produced an electric charge.

d. Later on, another experimenter invented the "Leyden Jar" for
storing electrical charges.

B. How a "'Leyden Jar" becomes "charged."
I, Point out:

a. Leyden Jar is simply a glass jar coated on the inside and outside
with tin foil.

b. It is made of two conductors separated by an insulator.
c. When a machine producing an electrical charge is connected to the

inside foil to produce a negat'e charge on the foil. a positive
charge will be produced on the outside foil by induction.

d. The outer foil is usually connected to zhe ground by means of a
wire, so that electrons may readily flow to and from the earth.

e. The negatively charged inside foil repels the electrons on the outside
foil and some of the repelled electrons escape or "leak off" to
the earth.

f. The outside 2-41 now having a shortage of electrons, becomes positively
charged.

C. At: "Electroscope" may te used to show the presence and kind of an electric
charge.
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1. Demonstrate Experiment 447, p. 5, Experiment Manual.
"Making and Using an Electroscope."

D. Electricai energy may be "stored" in a "Leyden jar.".
1. Demonstrate Experiment 4;8, p. 6, Experiment Manual.

"Making and Using an Electrophorus."

E. A charge concentrated at a sharp point will "leak off" into the air.
1. Point out:

a. The metal rod used to conduct the charge to the inner foil, has
a round knob on top.

b. If the charge carried by the rod is spread over the spherical
surface, it will not escape as readily as if it were concentrated on
a sharp point.

F. Charges escape more readily from a point than from a sphere.
1. Point out:

a. Escaping charges may be compared by:
(1) Discharging two equally charged Leyden Jars, one with a

wire having a pointed end.
(2) The wire with the knob end must be brought closer to the

Leyden Jar before a spark jumps.
b. It requires about four times the charge to produce a spark one .

inch long between two round knobs as it does to make a spark
of equal length between two sharp poihts.

G. "Lightning Rods" are a system of sharply pointed rods which acts to dissipate
an induced charge.
1. Discuss:

a. Formation of rain drops in a cloud causes it to become heavily charged.
b. As it passes over the earth it induces an opposite charge on objects

below.
c. Because tall objects are nearest the clouds, the induced charge tends

to concentrate on them.
d. If the charge becomes great enough, a large spark or "flash"

of lightning leaps between the cloud and the object.
e. If however, the object is equipped vith "lightning rods," the

chances are lessened, for the sharp points at the upper Ceiba of
the rods allow the induced charge to escape into the air.

f. The purpose of the "lightning rod" is not to conduct a flash of
lightning to the ground, but rather to prevent the flash by weakening
the charge that might cause it .

H. Devices used for storing electrostatic charges.
1. Point out:
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a. Devices used for ,i-oring -n electrostatic charge are called
condensers or capa itors.

b. They are used in:
(1) Radio circuL,..
(2) Telephone circuits.
(3) Some motor circuits.
(4) Automobile ignition systems.
(5) Other ways.

c. All condensers are similar in operation to a "Leyden Jar."
They take an electric charge and hold it until discharged.

1. Basic requirements for a condenser.
1. Point out:

a. All condensers are basically alike in that:
(1) The conducting surfaces consist of two or more metal plates.
(2) The conducting surfaces or plates are separated by an

insulating material called a "dielectric."
b. The metal plates may be:

(1) Tin foil.
(2) Thin aluminum.
(3) Copper.
(4) Ary other metal.

c. The "dielectric" may be:
(1) Glass.
(2) Mica.
(3) Wax pape-'.
(4) Air.
(5) Other insulating mediums.

J. Factors determining the quantity of charge held by a condenser.
1. Discuss:

a. Quantity of charge held by a condenser depends on:
(1) How much energy in the form of a charge is supplied from

a source of electrical energy.
(2) Area of the metal plates. Their length and width.

(not their thickness).
(3) The number of metal plates.
(4) The kind of dielectric.
(5) The thickness of the dieL:ctric. (The amount of separation

between plate.)

K. The capacity of a condenser.
I. Point our

a. The quantity of charge stored by a condenser under certain
conditions is called its capacity.
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b. A condenser will store a certain quantity of electrical ...barge
at one electrical pressure and twice as much charge when the
pressure is double.

c. A condenser of large capacity will store more electrical energy
at a certain electrical pressure than a cordenser of small
capacity at the same pressure.

L. Condensers may be constructed to have variable capacities.
1. Point out:

a. A fixed condenser is one that holds a definite quantity of electrical
charge under certain rated conditions.

b. A condenser using air as a dielectric is constructed so that:
(1) The distance between the Mates may be varied t change

the capacity.
(2) Plates of varying size may be used to vary the capacity.

c. Condensers which can be adjusted to have different capacities are
called "variable condensers."

M. Commonly used variable and fixed condensers.
1. Point out'

a. The tuning device on a radio is one type of variabl condenser.
(1) The metal plates of the tuning condenser do not touch each

other.
(2) The space between the plates of the condenser is an air

dielectric.
(3) The relaxed surface area between plates changes with

rotation.

STEP III - APPLICATION;

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet r10. Give individual help v
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to Learner for
placing in workbook.
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Job Plan #4
ELECTRIC CURRENT

Making a Leyden Jar

Manipulative

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.

MATERIA LS:

;:ee job sheet it Learner's Workbook for material.

;TEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

sTsi II- PRESENTING THE JOB:

Tlie jobs in the Learn& 3 Workbook are inteaded to be merely suggestions.
In many cases the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs
which will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those
found in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet mid return to learner for placing in workbook.



Lesson Plan 4t11
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology

Movement of f___,.:trons in a Circuit

DESIRED RES:::LTS:

sIMINsees. Mgr 410111

I. To acquaint the lei..rier with facts concerning the production of
eler:trical energy In the resulting movement of electrons in a
cir ult.

2. -I study th.i omeat of electrons.

MATERIALS, EQUIP A?.-1'.0 SUPPLIES:

1. f.f tlackboara.

REFERENCES:

1. Mc;:nuft-i WIrans L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
1.7:::111a..;e1 pp. 41-45.

2. S. . Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 7-9.

STEP I - INTP;FAK'f.NO THE LESSON:

The producti.n el-h3ric.--11 energy is one of the major industries in our country.
The met, wi.q .nar-Afacture, install, and maintain the machines which
"roduce thi4 irgy 'shout t tl,(.-rolghly understand the principles of electron
moveirb-xst vr!.) el; constittge tai fIcw of electric current.

STEP II - PREF:HI-MI-1G Tithe

A. Der! -.1:ring the rric,---e electrons.
I. int out:

thr- fio,A of electric current depends on a knowledge

Whey; f. a 0D,- ; I i 3 surplus of electrons the surplus electrons
move y - bec:lusf_s they repel each othe7.

Thi-.7 i.1 -; -.o vi y object that has fewer surplus electrons if a
oat
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B. Movement of electrons between bodies bearing different charges.
1. Draw on board and discuss: (Rcfex Fig. 18, p. 49, kgeriment Manual).

a. Four objects of the -1me size. Denoted as A-B-C-D (shown in top
row of Fig, 18) are assumed to have different charges.
(1) Object "A" w;iich has a surplus of 10 electrons as shown; has

a negative charge. (The number 10 has been used for convenience
as the probable charge would be millions of electrons ,, Ten
is an easy number to handle.) Also for the sake of convenience
we describe this object as A10. (Remember that negative
charges P.re indicated by the minus sign.)

(2) Object "8" is neutral and has no charge, so it may be indicated
as BO.

(3) Object "C" is negatively charged but with only three surplus
electrons, so we describe it as C3- .

(4) Object "D" is positively crutrged, (as shown by the plus signs);
having lost four of its electrons we can describe it as D4+.

b. Refer second diagram, Fig. 18.
(1) If we bring "A" and "B" together, or if there is a path between

them, such as a wire would furnish, the surplus electrons in
"A" start moving toward "B" until we have the condition A5-B5- .

(2) When this condition is reached, the mover :tit of electrons
is stopped, because then neither object has kwer surplus
electrons than the other.

c. Refer third diagram, Fig. 18.
(1) Now suppose that we bring "A," which must now be described

as A5-, in contact with C3-, or furnish any kind of a path
between them for the surplus electrons to use. What happens?

(2) One of the surplus electrons in "A" will move to "C."
Then we can describe the resulting condition as A4-, C4-.

(3) Again we have a balance. There are just as many surplus
electrons in "C" as in "A."

14) When that happens, the electrons stop moving between "A"
and "C."

d. Refer fourth diagram, Fig. 18.
(1) Now suppose we touch or connect "A," now described as A4-

to object "D," described as D4+. (Remember that D4+ is
positively charged due to a shortage of four electrons.)

(2) Again the surplus electrons in A4- move until there is a
balance, and that balance comes when four surplus electrons
have moved to "D." Then neither object has a surplus or a
shortage of electrons. Both are now neutral.

(3) We described the resulting conduction as AO, DO.
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e. If you remember this demonstration you will not make the mistake
of thinking, as some do, that electrons move only from negative to
positive, or from negative to neutral.

Elf 7.trons can also move from one negatively charged object to
another negatively charged object, if the second object has a
smaller negative charg,.. For examp'e, otte surplus electkon
in A5- flowed to C3- until both has four surplus electro--;.

Surplus electrons will move between two objects as long as there
is a difference in the number of surplus electrons on them.

r:. The meaning of "potential difference."
1. Point out:

a. Surplus electrons flow between two objects as long as there is a
difference in the number of surplus electrons on them.

b. This difference causes what we call a difference in potential or
potential difference.

c. By potential we mean the electrical energy produced by removing
electrons from one object and adding them to another, or by
the charging of it.

d. An electrical current flows only when there is a difference in
potential between two objects.

e. As you have seen, current stops flowing when there is no longer
any difference in potential.

D. The meaning of "electromotive force."
1. Point out:

a. The result of potential difference is a force that drives surplus
electrons from where they are to where there are fewer of them.

b. We call this force electromotive force, which means the force
that moves electrons, or an electron moving force.

c. Electromotive force Is often abbreviated EMF.
d. As long as there is a potential difference between two objects,

the electromotive force will cause a current to floc , oviding
there is a path.

e. Wnere there is no longer any difference in potential, the
electromotive force disappears, and the current stops.

f. This is simply another way of saying the electrons stop moving
when the charges balance each other.
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E. Electromotive force disappears when a difference of potential no longer exists.
1. Point out: (Draw on board Fig. 19, p. 50, Rxperiment Manual.)

a. An arrangement of pipes, tanks and valves is shown in Fig. 19.
(1) Tanks "A" and "B" rest on the ground while tank "C" is buried

so that top is level with the ground.
(2) Let us say that all tanks are 10 feet high.
(3) Tanks "A" and "B" are connected at the bottk;n1 by a pipe

containing valve 1. Also tank "B" drains into tank "C" through
another pipe containing valve #2.

(4) As you examine Fig. 19, yon will see how the flow of water from
one tank to another can be controlled by opening and closing
valves #1 and #2.

b. Looking at Fig. 19 from the standpoint of what has been learned
about electrical charges in this chapter.
(1) Let us say that tanks "A" and 'Be" correspond to objects "A"

and "Be" which like a comb are capable of gaining electrons.
(2) Tank "C" corresponds to giving up electrons.
(3) The pipes and valves then correspond to paths along which the

electrons flow.
(4) If we now let each foot above ground level.represent a surplus

of 10 electrons, and each foot below ground level a shortage
of 10 electrons, differences in height will correspond to
electromotive force.

(5) Since in electricity the earth is usually taken as a reference
point in much the way that altitude is measured from
sea level, we can say that the ground level corresponds to
GROUND or a point of ZERO POTENTIAL.

c. The first picture in Fig. 19 represents object "A" with 100 surplus
electrons, object "B" with neither a surplus nor a shortage of electrons
(hence neutral) and object "C" with a shortage of 100 electrons.

You can see that the potential difference between "A" and "C" is
twice that between "A" and "B" or between "A" and ground.

d. The second picture (Fig. 19) represents object "A" and "B" with
50 electrons each.

When a suitable path was provided the electromotive force caused
electrons to move from "A" to "B" until each had the same amount
of negative charge.

Then the movement stopped because there was no longer any difference
in potential between "A" and "B."

You can see that the difference in potential between "A" and ground
is one half of what it was originally.
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e. The third picture (Fig.19) represents object "A" and "C" with
half of their original charges.

When a suitable path was provided, 50 electrons from "B" passed
to "C," which now leaves "C" with a shortage of only 50 electrons.

Thus the potential difference between "A" and "C" is now one half
of the original value.

Object "B" is again neutral, Once more there is a potential
difference between "A" and 'IL" though this, too, is now only one
half of the original difference in potential.

f. The fourth picture (Fig.19) represents object "A" and "B" again
with equal charges each one half as large as before.

g.

When a suitable path was provided, electrons again moved from
"A" to "B" until there was no longer any difference in potential
between "A" and "B." Object "C," however, still has 1-,,If of its
original positive charge.
The fifth picture (Fig. 19) represents all objects at zero potential,
Or without charge; the difference in potential between each object
and ground is now zero.

When suitable paths were provided, 25 electrons from "A" and
25 electrons from "B" passed to "C," which had a shortage of
50 electrons.

Since all three objects are now without charges, no further
movement of electrons can take place.

The electromotive force has disappeared because there is no longer
any difference in potential.

h. The sixth picture (Fig. 19) represents a generator or cell pumping
electrons from "C" to "A."

In other words, mechanical or chemical energy is being changed to
electrical energy; for as the pump removes electrons from "C" and
adds them to "A," electromotive force again results from the
difference in potential.
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F . Rate of current flow measured in "AMPERES."
1. There are three important things we need to know about an electric

current in order to make good use of it.
2. We need to know how many electrons move past any point in the

conductor in one second.
3. This rate of current flow is measured in a unit called AMPERE.
4. Tie first thing then of the "three things" is the AMPERE.

G. Opposition to current flow is called resistance and is measured in OHMS.
1. The second thing we need to know is how mtch opposition the current

must overcome as it moves along.
2. Opposition to the flow of current is called resistance.
3. It is measured by a unit called the OHM.
4. Some materials conduct an electric current better than others.
5. This is because different materials have different resistance.
6. The second thing we need to know then, is that the unit of resistance

is the OHM.

H. Electromotive force is measured by a unit called the VOLT.
1. The third thing we need to know is the force that causes the electruiis to

move from one place to another - the electromotive force.
2. You can think of this force as the pressure that acts on the electrons

and overcomes the opposition or resistance to their movement through
a conductor.

3. The third thing then is that electromotive forca is measured by a unit
called the VOLT.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #II. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to ;earner for placing
in workbook.
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Lesson Plan #12 Technology

Review - Theory and Basic Principles

DESiRED RESULTS:

To review basic information about the electric circuit and electric current.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

This review is being conducted to see how well the foregoing material has been
taught and mastered by the learner.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE REVIEW:

It is at the discretion of the instructor whether or not he wishes to permit the
use of text books during this review.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work review and hand in.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Go over entire review with learners. Give individual help where needed.
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Lesson Plan #13 Technology
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

Resistance in Conductors

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the conditions in a circuit, which offer opposition
to the flow of electrical current, and show how these factors determine the
resistance of the conductor.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SLrPLIES:

I. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies fot Experiments #9 and #10, p. 10, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. p. 44.

2. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 7-9.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics . pp. 492-504.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The efficiency of any system used to transfer energy from a source to a point
of delivery is governcl by the inherent losses of the system. The following
lesson will acquaint the student with some of the factors which create losses
in an electrical system and show how these losses may be minimized by the
proper choice of materials and circuit design.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Resistance affects the flow of electric current.
1. The amount of resistance to the flow of an electric current varies with

different materials.
2. Good conductors of electric current have a low resistance.
3. Materials which are poor conductors have a high resistance.
4. Extremely poor conductors have such a high resistance that they are

used as insulators.
5. Insulators do not permit a noticeable current to flow even when much

pressure (E.M.F .) is present.
6. Because circuits are composed of conductors insulated with various

non-conductors, you can see that the different resistance of these
materials is important.
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B. Several factors that determine the amount of resistance.
1. Point out: Factors influencing resistance.

a. Kind of materials.
b. Length.
c. Size (cross sectional area).
d. Temperature.

C. How resistance is affected by the length, cross section, and kind of materials
used as conductors.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #9, p. 10, Experiment Manual.

"Effec of Material, Cross Section, and Length on Resistance."

D. Different materials have unlike resistance.
1. Explain dm: (Refer Fig. 22)

a. Comparison of the current flow through iron and copper wires
of the same size and length by use of an ammeter shows:
(1) More current flows through the wire of larger diameter.
(2) The greater the diameter, the less resistance it will have

b. The amount of current flow through wire of the same kind and
diameter but of /Afferent length shows:
(1) Less current flows through the long wire than through

short wire.
(2) Increasing the length of a wire increases its resistance.

E. Tables of resistance used to determine the quality of a material used as a
conductor. (Show example).
1. Point out:

a. Materials such as silver, copper, aluminum, tungsten, or iron
have different resistances; as shown by tests made of samples
of the same lengths and cross section.

b. The resistance of most metals and many alloys (mixture of metals)
have been tested.

F . A "resistance table" shows that decreasing the cross section of a conductor
increases its resistance.
1. Point out: (Refer experiment #9).

a. More current was found to flow through #18 iron wire (of larger
diameter) than through the #30 iron wire.

G. Resistance tables show resistance in OHMS per foot of length.
1. Recall: (Refer experiment #9).

a. More current flowed through the 5 foot length of #30 iron wire,
than flowed through the 10 foot length of the same wire.

b. Less current flowed through the longer wire.
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H. Why different materials offer different resistances.
1. Point out (Refer Experiment #9).

a. It is easily understood that:
(1) If you lengthen a wire, the current must flow through a longer

path; the longer the path the more opposition or resistance the
current meets.

(2) Decrea Ong the size of a wire makes the path smaller, and
the current has a harder time getting through.

b. Different materials offer different re.s :stances, even when they
have the same length and cross section.

c. Scientists presume that different materials have df_oferent numbers
of "free" electrons .

d. A free electron is one that can escape from an atom.
e. An electric current is a stream of free electrons flowing in a

circuit. The more free electrons available in the conductor, the
more easily the current will flow.

f. Silver, copper, and aluminum have many free electrons; they are
very good conductors.

g. Tungsten and iron do not have so many free electrons; they are good
conductors but not as good as silver, copper; or aluminum.

h. Glass, porcelain, rubber, wood, silk, wool, dry air, and pure water
have few free electrons; they are such poor conductors that we call
them ":nsulators."

i. A "perfect conductor" could not exist, because all the electrons
would be "free" and there would be no atoms, because atoms must
contain electrons as well as protons.

j. If there were no atoms, there would be no molecules to make the
conductor, because molecules are made of atoms.

k. A perfect insulator cannot exist because all electrons would be firmly
attached to atoms, and none would be free.

1. :here is, therefore, no perfect conductor or insulator.
m. Different materials have differences in their electrical resistance

due to the number of free electrons.

I. Circuit conductors should be of low resistance.
1. Point out: (Refer Experiment #9).

a. Conductors in a circaa should be made of a material with low
resistance and of sufficient cross section to keep the resistance low.

b. If the resistance is high, a great deal of energy is used in making
the current flow.
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J An increase of the E.M.F. will cause an increase of current in a circuit of
given registance.
1. Point out: (Refer Experiment *9) .

a. Every circuit offers a certain amount of resistance.
b. Experiment *9 showed that with a given E.M.F. only a certain

Lncrint of current would flow.
c. If we want to operate a bell or other devil a circuit, it often

happens that the resistance of the circuit L so great that not
enough current can be forced through the device by a single cell,
and the device will not operate.

d. A single dry cell has an E.M.F . of only 1.5 volts.
e. By the addition of another cell, the E.M.F. will be irrreased,

forcing more current through the resistanc: of the circuit and
the bell will ring.

K. Demonstrate Experiment *10, p. 10, Experiment Manual.
"Effect of E.M.F. on the current through a resistance."

L. An increase in the number of cells, increases the E.M.F. of the source by
the sum of the individual E.M.F. of the added cells.
I. Point out. (Refer Experiment #10).

a. A comparison of ammeter readings show that more current flows
through the same resistance when the E.M.F. is increased.

b. If the E.M.F. of one cell will not force enough current through
a circuit to operate a device, more E.M.F. may be acquired by
the addition of more cel1s.

c. Since the E.M .F. of a single dry cell is 1.5 volts, each additional
cell may be connected to increase the original E.M.F. by this
amount of voltage.

d. As stated, increasing the E.M.F. in a circuit of given resistance
increases the flow of current in the circuit.

M. Relationship of pressure, rate of flow, and re 2istance .
1. Discuss and draw diagram.

a. Relationship of pressure, rate of flow and resistance shown by
water analogy.

b. Draw diagram.
(I) A tank representing a source of electrical energy.
(2) Pipes #1 and #2 correspond to conductors.
(3) Containers "A" and "B" of equal capacity, used to compare

rate of flow through pipes #1 and #2, correspond to ammeter in
an electrical circuit.

(4) Gravity repi _cents E.M.F.
(5) Difference in height corresponds to difference in potential.
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c. Length of conductor affects rate of flow.
(1) Wit": the same pressure (E.M.F.) less current flows in a

I longer conductor than in a short one of the same size, or
I cross section because the longer one offers more resistance.

(2) In other words, the rate of flow (number of amperes of current

I
that pass throtigh the conductor) is less at "A" than at "B."

d. Siz:-... of a conductor affects the rate of flow.
(1) With the same E.M.F . less current flows through a

I
conductor of small cross section, than through one of larger
cross section.

(2) In other words, the ra a of floc: (nun:Ser of amperes) is less

I

at "A" that at "D."
e. Kind of material affects the rate of flow.

(i) Wizh the same E,M.F. and with conductors of the same length

1

and cross section, less current passes through a material,
such as tungsten,which offers considerable opposition to the
flow, than through a material such as copper, which offer!. less

1

opposition to the flow.
(2) II other words, the rate of flow is less at "A" than at "B."

f. Effect of pressure on the rate of flow.

I
(I) With coiductors of the same length, cross section-N1 area. and

material, less current flows at a certain !.M.F. than it does
at twice this E.M.F.

I

(2) In other words, the rate of flow (number of amperes) is, less
at "A" than at "B."

I

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #13. Give individual help
Iwhere needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

STEP III - A PPLICATION:

1

in we

I

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner fcr placing

I

1
t

i
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Lesson Plan #I4 recl-gcl;igy
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

OHMS Laws

DESIWZD RESULTS:

To inform the learner of the nature of OHM's Law; and zais slaw or
formula may be used to determine the voltage, curl r-at., and a
circuit when two of the three elemeats of the formula are luravr..

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.

REFERENCES:

I. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R .; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 100-108.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic ElectrPrinciples. pp. 65-67.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics. p. 492.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Emphasize the fact that the students istbility to advance in the study of eledrical
subjects is often the result of nis failure to learn and apply OHMS laws.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Current flow in a circuit changes as a reset of resistance and voltage changes.
I. Point out:

a. Experirniknt #9 showed how the current in a circuit varies as the
resistance was chanced by:
(1) Chaneng the conductor length.
(2) Changing the conductor's cross section.
(3) Using conductors of different materials.

b. Experiment #I0 showed how the current increased where the voltage
was decreased.

c. The circuit contains a cell, a resistance, and an ammeter.
d, Any change in the E .M.F . or the resistance will cause the

ammeter to indicate a change in the amount of current slow.
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B. Basic relation of VOLTS, OHMS, and AMPERES in a circuit when the
circuit resistance is changed.
1. Explain (Refer Fig. 25, p. 51, Experiment Manual).

a. Center diagram, Fig. 25 shows:
(I) A cell assumed to have an E.M.F. of 1 volt.
(7) Resistance of whole circuit is 1 OHM.
tqt
v-ot Under these conditions the ammeter will indicate a current

of 1 ampere.
b. Lower let diagram, Fig. 25 shows:.

ti) EM.7 ::,:lidnged (1 volt).
;1!) Resists »re of who circuit now changed to 2 OHMS.
(3) Under these conditions the ammeter will not I.idicate a

.:Lii.-letit 4.4 .6 amperes.
i. Upper left diagram, Fig. 25 shows:

ii) E.M.F . unchanged (1 volt).
(2) Resistance of whole circuit now change.! to .5 tdigvIS.
(3) Under these conditions the ammeter will not indicro-e a

current of 2 amperes.
d. From the foregoing (a.b.c.) we conclude that: with a constant

E.M.F ., the rate of current flow L cut in half when the resistance
of the circuit is doubled, and doubled when the resistance is cut
in half.

C. Basic relations of VOLTS, OHMS and AMPERES in a circuit when the E.M.F.
of the circuit is changed.
1. Explain:

a. Center diagram,Fig. 25 shows:
(1) A cell assumed to have an E.M.F . of 1 volt (as before).
(2) Resistance of whole circuit is 1 OHM (as before).
(3) Under these conditions, the ammeter will indicate 1

ampere (as before)
b. Lower right diagram,Fig. :15 shows:

(1) E.M.F . now ii.z:reased to 2 volts.
(2) Resistance of whole circuit is I OHM.
(3) Under these conditions the ammeter will not indicate a

current of 2 amperes.
c. Upper right diagzam,Fig. 25 shows:

11' E .M.F . now decreased to .5 volts
(2) Resistance of whole circuit is still 1 OHM.
(3) Under these conditions, the ammeter will not indicate a

current of .5 amperes.
d. From the foregoing (a .b.c.) we conclude that: when the resistance

of a circuit remains constant, doubling he E.M.F . doubles the rate
of current flow, and halving the E .M .F . cuts in half the rate of
current flow.
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D. The relationship of VOLTS, OHMS, and AMPERES can be expressed by the
formula, I=E/R.
1. Explain that:

a. As long as we are working with amperes, volts and Ohms, this
relationship between the rate of current flow, pressure (E.M.F .)
and resistance holds true.

b. In every case the rate of current flow (in amperes) is equal to
the pressure (in volts) divided by the resistance (in OHMS).

c. This relationship is usually expressed as a formula I =E/R in
which:
(1) '1" stands for the Intensity of the current flow in amneres.
(2) "E" stands for the Electromotive Force in volts.
(3) "R" stands for the Resistance in OHMS.

E. The formula Ir--E/R is a statement of OHM'S LAW.
J. Puica out:

a. George Simon Ohm, whose name is given to the unit of resistance
(OHMS), discovered that there is a definite relationship between the
current, the pressure, and the resistance in a circuit.

b. This relationship is stated in a lav, which bears hil name.
c. The formula lIE/R is known as OHM'S LAW.

F. OHM'S Law formula may be used in several forms.
1. Point out:

a. OHM'S law is so useful in using what one learns about electricity,
that one should know how to use the formula in all its forms.

b. It has already been show, that to find current in amperes, the
pressure in volts must be divided by the resistance in OHMS.

c. Now It will be seen how to find the resistance, or the pressure
when rwo other elements of the formula are known.

d. For example, in Experiment #9, the dry cell supplied an E.M.F.
of 1.5 volts.

e. With the cast& post of the dry cell touchin; the nail *2 (see Fig. 22),
the ammeter indicated a current of 2 amperes in the circuit.

f. The resistance of this circuit is to be found - but the forarila
learned is for finding the current (I=E/R).
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G. Adapting the formula (1 =E /R) to find resistance.
1. Explain:

a. Starting with the original formula 1 =E /R
b. Multiply by R.

I/R=E.R/R.
Cancelling, IR=Eil = IR = E.

R
or
E=IR (to find volts)

c. Divide by I.
IR=E
7 T
Cancelling IR=E = R =E

1 1 1

R=E (to find resistance)
I

d The last formula may be used to find the resistance (of
example id. above) by substituting known --alues.
Through R = 1.5 = 1.5 i 2 or R - .75 ohra.

e. These 3.,rmulas are convnient ways to state the relationship
between current, pressure, and resistance in an electric circuit.

f. The formula just used shows that resistance is simply the ratio
of the voltage to the current.

g. To find the resistance in OHMS, one divides the E.M.F . in volts
by the current in amperes. (R = E/I).

H. Adapting the formula (1 = E/R) to find E.M.F. or volts.
1. Discuss:

a. Suppose that the resistance of the whole circuit is doubled
b. Instead of a resistance of .75 OHM, the circuit now has a resistance

of 1.5 OHMS.
c. To determine the pressure needed to send a current of 2 amperes

through this circuit, make use of the formula for resistance.
d. By substituting values alreLdy known one gets:

E= 2 x 1.5, or E= 3 volts.
e. This is the third way of stating the relationsh between current,

pressure, and resistance in an electrical circuit.

1. OHM'S Law may be stated three ways: (1) 1 = E/R, (2) R = E/I, (3) E = IR.
1. Point out: (Refer Fig. 26, p. 51, Experiment Manual)

a. Fig. 26 shows three ways in which OHM'S law is usually expressed
in formulas.
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(1) The diagram,upper left,shows the current in amperes is equal
0 the voltage divided by the resistance in OHMS or 1 = E/R.

(2) The middle diagram shows that the resistance in OHMS is
equal to the voltage divided by the current in amperes, or
R = E/1.

(3) The diagram at upper right shows dia.: voltage is equal to
current in amperes times the resistance LI OHMS or E = IR.

b. When any two letter values of the formulas are known, the third
may be found by selecting the proper formula.

c. After the use of the formulas have been learned, the circular
diagram at the lower right Fig. 2`, may be used to decide which
formula is needed, by covering the letter representing the valve
sought - the uncovered letters will indicate the necessary operation.
(1) If E is covered, the multiplication of I x R is indicated.
(2) If R is covered, the division of E by I is indicated.
(3) If I is covered, the division of E by R is indicated.

J. Practical application of OHM'S LAW.
I. Discuss: Applying OHM'S Law formulas to a practical situation involving

a house wiring circuit.
a. We want to install an electric outlet in the garage which is 125 feet

from the house.
(I) Since two wires are needed for this circuit, we know that we

will need 2 x 125 feet or 250 feet otcopper wire.
(2) Becatme this much copper wire is rather expensive, we want

to use the smallest size that will safely carry the current we
need.

(3) Assuming that the garage will be used occasionally as a work-
shop and that a motor using 8 amperes will be r ..quired, plus
2 amperes for lighting the garage, we decide the maximum
current needed will be 10 amperes

(4) From the instructions that came with the motor, we learn that
for efficient operation, the electromotive force should not drop
below 104 volts.

(5) Knowing that the voltage at the meter in the house is 110, we
subtract 104 from 110 and discover that we can allow 6 volts
for overcoming the resistance of the 250 feet of wire it. this
circuit.

(6) You can we that this problem is equivalent to finding tt,,
resistance in OHMS of a circuit in which an E.M.F . of 6 volts
will cause a c -rrent flow of 10 amperes.
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(7) To solve the problem, we use OHM'S Law, which applies
not only to an entire circuit but also to any part of the circuit.

(8) Knowirg the values of E and I, we use the formula:
R = E/1.

(9) Substituting the two values known: R = 6t0 or .6 OEM.
(10) We now know the resistance between the house and the garage

should not excee .6 OHM.
(11) Since we want to know the resistorce in OHMS per foot in

order to use the wire table (similar to the one in Fundamentals
of Electricity, p. 399, but more complete), we divide .6 OHM
by 250 feet and find that the resistance should be about .0024
OHMS per foot.

(12) Consulting the wire table, we see that #14 copper wire has
a resistance of .0025 OHMS per foot and decide this is close
enough.

b. It then.occurs to us that in cold weather, we will need an electric
heater in our workshop, and we wonder what will happen to the
voltage at the garage outlet when we add 5 amperes more for the
heater .
(1) Again we make use of OHMS Law.
(2) Sim:e we know that I (the total current needed) is 1 + 5, or

15 amperes and that R (Resistance of the wires) is-250
x .0025, or .625 OHM, we use formula E = IR.

(3) Substituting the two values known: E = 15 x .625 = 9.375
= 9.4 volts.

(4) Subtracting 9.4 volts from 110 leaves only 100.6 volts
available at the garage outlet when a current flow of 15 amperes
is needed.

(5) This will not be satisfactory si'ce we must have at least 104
volts for the motor.

(6) So we decide that #14 e-cpper wire is too small anr' wonder if
#12 will be adequate.

(7, Looking again at the wire table, we see thet #12 copper wire
has a resistance of .0016 OHM per foot.

(8) Multiplying this by 250 feet, we find that with #12 wire, the
resistance between the house and the garage will be .4 OHM.

(9) lie now want to know how much current will be available at the
garage outlet if we allow 6 volts for overcoming the .4 OHM
resistance 'f the wires.

(10) Since we know the values for E and R, we use the 014M's Ls._
formula I =E/R.

(11) Substituting the two values known:
I = 6/.4 or 15 amperes .
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(12) Thus we see that #12 wire will be worth the extra cost, since
it will provide the 15 amperes of current needed for the motor,
heater and lamps without causIng the voltage to drop below the
104 volts we need for the motor.

K. Voltage drop; or drop in potential can be determined by OHM'S Law: E = IR.
1. Point out:

a. Besides showing how the OHMS LAW formulas can be applied to a
practical situation, this example has explained one reason why
wires of different sizes are used In electrical circuits.

b. If we assume that the voltage a the meter is 110, it should 7v
apparent by now that at any ether place in c:. house-wiring circuit
the voltage will be 110 minus whatever voltage is needed to overcome
the resistance of the wires between that place and the meter.

c. This difference in voltage between a source of electrical energy
and a device using current is called the voltage drop or drop in
potential.

d. Since by OHM'S Law E = IR, you can see that the voltage drop is
equal to the current in amperes times the resistance of the
connecting wires in OHMS.

e. An important thing t' remember is that there is always some
voltage drop bet% .en any. two pints on any conductor in any
cirtluit in which current is flowing.

L. Allowable voltage drop in conductors.
1. Point out:

a. Most electrical devices operate at reasonable efficiency if the
voltage drop does not exceed 5 per cent of the voltage for which
the.), are designed.

14. in a 110 volt circuit this is equivalent to a drop of 5.5 volts.
c. It was for this reason we needed :104 volts at the garage outlet

in the preceding example.
d. For reasons that will be explained in a later section of this chapter,

safety ,:eguiations in most localities require the use of copper no
smaller than #14 in the house wiring circuit.

e. Whether larger wire is needed usually depends, as in the house
to garage circuit in the example, on the length of the wires, the
current nee4,3d, and the allowable voltage drop.

f. As you have seen, OHM'S Law can be used with a wire table to
solve profile: -.s of this kind.

g. However, 1-- ) facts must be ice.?t in mind when you 'Ar,..! using
OHM'S Law for t"-is purpose .
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(1) Remember that E in this case is voltage drop, or the
difference between tne voltage at the source and the voltage
at the device.

(2) Remember, too, that R is the resistance in OHMS of both
wires connecting the source and the device, since a device
50 feet from the source obviously requires at least 100 feet
of wire.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet *14. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.
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Lesson Plan 415 Technology
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

Controlling Current by Resistance

7..T.SittED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the various devices which are used to contrc! the
current flow in a circuit by causing a variation in the amount of circuit resistance.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #11, pp. 10 - 11, EI ge rime nt Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L., Ranson, Richard R., and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 96-100.

2. Suffern, Maurice G rayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 67-74.

STEP I - INTR' _JCING THE LESSON:

The flow of water may be controlled by simply opening or closing a valve a
little at a time. TI._ flow of electricity is not varied by opening or closing a
switch. The current flows when the circuit is closed and stops flowing when
the circuit is opened. To afford control of the electrical current, other devices
must be used which will impede or resist the flow so that the desired amount will
pass through the device and produce the required heat, light, or other form of
energy needed.

The variable resistor discussed in this lesson is one form of a device for the
control of electrical current flow.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. S:,me form of variable resistance needed to control current flow.
I. Point it:

a . Eaperimerits #9 and #10 showed how changes in the resistance
eaused current flowing in a circuit to vary.

b. This fact is useful if we want to control the current used by a lamp
or motor.

c. It is easier to vary the brilliance of a lamp or the speed of a motor
by sliding a conductor along a bare wire than by connecting cells.
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d. However, a ten fo't board with two nails and a resistance wire is
not a very convenient device.

e. What we need is a device th t is compact, easily adjusted, and
steady enough to hold adju:...r.ent.

f. The rheostat is such a devic:-.
2. Point out: (See Fig. 27, p. 8, Experiment Manual).

a. It is known that the longer a wire, the greater its resistance.
b. This fact is used in construction of a rheostat.
c. Wire having a large resistance is wound around some insulating

material, such as porcelain, in order to form a coil.
d. If the wire is coated with enamel to insulate the turns of the coil

from one another, than a narrow space from one end of the coil
to the other is scraped off to allow a metal slider to make contact
with the turns of wire.

e. The slider moves on a metal bar.
f. One connection is made to the bar.
g. Another connection is made to one end of the resistance coil.

B. How a rheostat varies its resistance.
I. Point out: (See Fig. 27 and 28).

a. By moving the slider along the bar the amount of wire through
which the current must pass can be increased or decreased.

b. In this way the amount of 4...iiistance in the circuit can be
increased or decreased.

c. The rheostat then is simply a convenient device for varying
the resistance in a circuit and thus regulating the current flow.

C. Demonstram Experiment #11, pp. 10-11, Experiment Manual.
"Using a Rheostat to Control Current."

D. Varying the resistance will vary the current flow.
1. Recall: (Refer Experiment #11, part a. and b.).

a. You have already seen that varying the resistance of a circuit
will vary the current flowing through the circuit.

b. In accordance with OHM's Law, when the resistance is increased,
the current will decrease, and when the resistance is decreased,
the current will increase, But why does this happen?

c. You know that a current will not flow unless there is an E.M.F.
driving it through the circuit.

d. When you increase the resistance, the E.M.F . must overcome
more opposition in order to make a current flow through the circuit.

e. Less current will flow because some of the E.M.F. is used up
in overcoming the extra resistance to current flow.

f. If a voltmeter, an instrument for measuring electrical pressure
(E .M.F .) in volts is available, you can easily ;how that this is true
by doing parts "c" and "d" of Experiment #11.
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E. Using a voltmeter to determine change- in the E .M.F . in a cir:-.uit.
1. Recall: (Refer to instructiorq part "c" of Experiment 411).

a. When a voltmeter is connected to the cells it shows a reading
of about 3 volts.

b. This is the voltage available to drive the current through the
circuit.

c. In part "c" of the experiment you connect a voltmeter to the
terminals of a rheostat.

d. When a voltmeter is connected in this way, see Fig. 29, p. 9,
Experiment Manual, it is said to be connected across the device.

e. As the movea1 .1 contact slides along the coil in this experiment,
you notice that the light given off by the la_np changes.

f. You also notice that the voltmeter reading changes with the change
in light. _ _

g. Whe the lamp is bright, the voltmeter reads zero or very nearly
so. When the lamp is dim the voltmeter reading is higher.

F. A voltmeter measures the E.M.F . between any two points.
1. Explain: (Refer Experiment #11, part "cl.

a. The voltmeter shows the difference in electrical pressure (voltage)
between the two points where the voltmeter is connected.

b. If the voltmeter reads 2 volts, this means that there is a difference
of 2 volts between two points.

c. There is this difference because 2 volts of the 3 volts at the source
have been used to force the current through the resistance between
the two points where the voltmeter is attached.

d. There is only one volt left to force the current through the lamp.
e. By sliding the rheostat contact so that the voltmeter reads only

one volt, only one volt is being used to drive the current throggh
the rheostat.

f. This leaves 2 volts to force current through the lamp.
g. The brightness of the lamp will increase because more current is

forced through the lamp.

G. A voltmeter measures the voltage drop across the two points of Lie circuit
to which it is connected.
1. Point out

a. A voltmeter measures the differeneL gn electrical pressure or
voltage between two points.

b. In this way, it measures the voltage drop (the volts used) through
the device across which it is connected.
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H. "Voltage Drop" may also be found by the use of OHM'S Law formula E = iit.
I. Explain that:

a. The decrease in voltage caused by the opposition to current flow of
the cam resistance in the cirucit is equal to the voltage drop
througt. its resistance.

b. If you know now many amperes of current are flowing through the
cis :uit and how many OHMS of resistance are added by the rheostat,
you can iind the voltage drop without using a voltmeter.

c. Usirg the OHMS Law formula, E IR to do this, you multiply the
current in amperes by the resistance in OHMS.

I. Varying the resistance in a circuit by the use of a resistance device,
varies the voltage by introducing a voltage drop in the circuit.
1. Explain:

a. Varying the resistance of a circuit varies the voltage available for
driving current through a device connected in the circuit, (or)

b. A resistance causing a voltage drop at some pc. int in a circuit
reduces the current used by a device in that circuit.

c. A rheostat (or any other resistance) connected in a circuit, controls
the voltage available at a device as well as the current flowing
through it.

d. In fact, the current in the whole circuit is actually controlled by
varying the resistance.

J. Practical application of the rheostat in several forms.
I. Point out:

a. The "dimmers" used to control theater lights are nothing more than
large rheostats, one in each circuit.

b. The "speed control" on small motors, such as those used on electric
fans, windshield wipers and mixing machines, is often a rheostat.

c. Rheostats such as those used to cool the speed of street cars and
factory motors, do not have a contact that slides along a wire.

d. Instead the moveable contact slides across metal plates, or disks,
each of which is connected by a wire to some point along the
resistance.

e. Such an arrangement not only permits large currents to be handled
but also permits_ the moveable knob or handle to be placed at a
istance from the actual resistance wire.

K. Basic types of resistors.
I. Point out:

a. Basic forms of resistors may be classed as:
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(1) Fixed resistors - a resistance having ne means of variation.
(2) Tapped resistor - a fixed resistance with three or more

terminals arranged so that all or any part of the resistance
may be used.

(3) Variable resistor - a resistance which may be varied by
moveable contact (or other meant ) such as a rheostat.

0) Other forms to be explained.

L. Selecting the proper value of resistance or resistor by using OHM'S Law
formula R * E/I.
1. Explain:

a. Just which form of resistor you use in any particular case depends
upon the kind of control you nec-.

b. For instance, you have an electric fan that uses two amperes at
110 volts.

c. It has no speed control, and you w'nt to add one that will reduce the
current to one ampere,

d. Using OHM'S Law, yoli can find the resistance of the motor, since
you know the voltage and amperage.
(1) Thus R * E/I
(2) Substituting the two values known:

R st 110 2 .

(3) Or R * 55 OHMS.
e. You know that if you double the resistance of a circuit, you cut

the amperage in half when the voltage of the source remains constant.
f. So you add a variable resistor having a maximum resistance of

60 OHMS for the purpose of :3(periment to find the desired speed.
g. After trying the fan at different settings of the rheostat, you decide

that the best speed is the one you get with about half of the rheostat's
resistance in the circuit, though once in a while you prefer to use
all the resistance in the circuit for a very slow speed.

h. The rheostat is inconvenient when you move the fan, and you seldom
use more than two settings.

i. You can then do one of two things.
(1) Use a fixed resistor of 30 OHMS to make the fan run at the best

speed for yo_ : purpose.
(2) Use a tapped resistor of 60 OHMS resistance with a tap or

connection at 30 OHMS which would give you the best speed
and also the very slow speed by switching from one connection
to the other.

M. The contact resistance of pieces of carbon may be varied by mechanical
pressure.
1. Point out:
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a. The transmitter of a telephone has a diaphragm connected to a
cup or "button" containing small granules of carbon.

b. The resistance of the granules varies ac...urding to the pressure
of the diaphragm on them.

c. As the pressure is increased, the contact resistance decreases
because the granules are packed more closely together.

d. Sound waves strikirg the diaphragm cause it tg:, move in and out
varying the pressure on the granules and changing the contact
resistance.

e. The changes in resistances cause variations in the current flow
through the transmitter.

f. Chapter 6 will explain the application of the transmitters in a
circuit with a receiver.

N. Principles of operation and construction of a "r:arbon Rheostat."
1. Explain that:

a. While most variable resistors work on the principle of changing
the length of the circuit, the carbon rheostat operates on pieces
of carbon. (Similar to principle of the telephone transmitter).

b. Instead of carbon granules, disks, or plates of carbon are stacked
together with their flat sides toucl'ing.

c, An adjusting screw controls the pressure with which the flat sides
are forced together.

d. The greater die pressure, the better the contact between the pieces,
and the less the resistance.

0. Principles of operation and construction of a Water Rheostat.
1. Explain that

a. Another type of variable resistor sometimes used in laborai:ories
and workshops is the "water rheostat."

b. Two strips of metal are put in a jar of water to which a small
amount of salt has been added.

c. As long as the strips do not touch each other, the current must
flow through the salt solution, which offers considerable opposition
to the flow of current and so increases the resistance of the circuit.

d. In the water rheostat, the amount of resistance is controlled by:
(1) The area of the metal plates actually in the solution.
(2) The distance separating the metal strips.
(3) The resistance of the solutiun (determined by the amount of

salt).
e. If you wish, you can make a water rheostat (Experiment *12) and

use it in place of the rheostat that is shown in Fig. 29 to vary
the brillance of the small light bulb.
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P. Demonstrate Experiment #12, p. 11, Experiment Manual.
"Making and Using a Water Rheostat."

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #15. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for
placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #16
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

Heating Effect of Current
.11111=1

DES/RED RESULTS'

To acquaint the learner with ways in which problems of heating and lighting are
served by the heating effect of electrical current, and the means necessary to
produce this heat at a convenient point in a circuit.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #13, #14, and #15, p. 11, Experiment Manual.

REFERFt1CF2.:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electriciq. pp. 95-96.

2. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.
Modern Physicl. pp. 565-573.
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STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Since Edison first constricted the incandescent lamp, much research and
experimentation has been done in an effort to produce light with a minimum of
radiated heat.

Developments in the last law years have produced the fluorescent lamp which
operates with a very low heat loss compared to the lamp of early days.

This lesson will show how heat losses in electrical devices may be undesirable
in one device and highly desirable in another.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Heat is produced by the flow of current through a resistance.
1. Point out:

a. Current meets with resistance in flowing through a circuit .

b. Resistance to current flow or, "electrical friction," results
in heat, just as ordinary friction does.

B. Electrical devices that produce heat.
1. Point out:

a . Some appliances that produce heat by changing electrical energy
into heat energy are:
(1) Electric irons.
(2) Electric toasters.
(3) Electric stoves.
(4) Electric heaters.
(5) Other appliances.

b. All heating devices as shown above, contain wire that becomes
red hot when it is connected to the house circuit.

c. The red hot wires may be seen in the open type devices such as
the toasters and heaters.

d. The enclosed devices such as electric irons have the same kind of
wire for an element to produce heat, as the toaster, and the heater.

e. The wire in the iron also becomes red hot.
f. The wires leading to these devices do not become hot. Why?

I

C. Any conductor becomes hot when the current flow is sufficiently large.
1. Recall: (Experiment 49 and 410)

a. The small wire stretched between the nails becomes warm and
then hot as the end of the long wire was moved toward the nail
near the ammeter.

b. A simple but striking way of demonstrating the heating effect of
an electric current is shown in Experiment #13.
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c. This experiment shows that a great deal of heat is produced by
sending the current from a dry cell through a fine copper wire.

d. The fine wire quickly becomes hot, then white hot and finally
meits.

D. Demonstrate Experiment #13, p. 11, Experiment Manual.
"Heating Effect of Current."
I. Point out:

A. Current flow from the dry cell caused the small wire to melt.
b. Heat produced in a conductor increases in proportion to the

increase of the square of the current flow.
c. When the current doubles the heat increases four times.
d. Many small wires twisted together so that each carries only a

part of the current, will not become hot when carrying current
to a coil or ribbon of a heating device that becomes red hot from
the same amount of current.

e. The size, or cross sectional area of a conductor must, therefore,
help determine whether or not it becomes hot when a current flows
through it.

f. Every wire carrying current is heated a little.
g. When wires are large and made of good conducting materials, the

heat escapes as fast as it is produced and very little heating is
noticed.

E. Conductive materials, having a high resistance and a high melting point,
are used as ."heating elements."
I. Point out:

a. Coils of wire and ribbons of a heating device that become red hot
are nothing more than resistors.

b . These coils and ribbons are called "heating elements."
c. They are not used to control the current flow, but are designed

to produce heat.
d. They are, therefore, cmisidered to be heating elements rather

than resistors.

F. Demonstrate Experiment #14, p. 11, Experiment Manual.
"Heating Devices."

G. Copper wire unsuitable for use as a heating element.
I. Point out: (Refer Experiment #13).

a. The small copper wire melts quickly when a large current passes
through it.

b. Copper is such a good conductor that many feet of it would be
required to change large amounts of electrical energy to heat energy.

c. Over 2000 feet or #20 copper wire would be needed for an electric
iron using 5 amperes of current.

d. What is needed then, is wire that will provide the necessary elec-
trical friction.
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H. Types of wire suitable for heating elements.
1. Point out:

a. Certain wires developed for use in heatitg elements are:
(1) Nichrome: a mixture or alloy of nickel and chromium.
(2) Tungsten.
(3) Other types.

b. Nichrome or Tungsten will not melt or burn and having 80 times the
resistance of copper, a reasonable length is sufficient to change
large amounts of electricalenergy to heat energy.

I. Heat produced electrically expressed by the formula H = .24 I2R,
1. Point out:

a. Heat is often measured in "calories."
b. Laboratory measurement shows that the number of calories of

heat obtained per second is .24 multiplied by the square of the
current flowing, multiplied by the resistance in OHMS, or:

c. H = .24 I2R.

1 Light from electrical energy.
1. Point out:

a . A light bull, gives light because the wire inside it is hot enough to
glow.

b. Each light bulb contains a wire that becomes white hot, or
incandescent when the current flows through it.

c. The wire must have enough resistance to become white hot, and
above all, it must have a very high melting point so that it will
not melt at white heat.

K. Demonstrate Experiment #15, p. 11, Experiment Manual.
"Incandescent Bulb."

L. Construction of the first successful incandescent lamp by Edison.
I. Point out:

a. Edison used a thread of carbon instead of a metallic wire for
a filament.

b. Because carbon burns easily in air, Edison sealed the filament
in a glass bulb from which the air had been pumped.

c. This produced a partial vacuum in the bulb.
d. Since air could not get to the filament the carbon could not burn,

when the bulb did burn out, it was said that some carbon had
evaporated in the heat, weakening the filament until it snapped.

M. Present day lamps have tungsten filaments and are gas filled.
1. Point out:
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a. ,Filaments made of tungsten haw- a very high melting point.
b. The filament in a 25 watt lamp is about .001 inch in diameter.
c. The filament is formed into a small, 3pring-like coil so that

each turn of the wire helps to keep other turns hot.
d. The bulbs, after being exhausted, are filled with a gas such as

Argon or Nitrogen.
e. These gases do not readily combine with other substances, there-

fore it does not change the tungsten.
f. The gas pressure helps to keep the tungsten from evaporating,

radidly as it would in a vacuum.
g. The old carbon filament could be heated to about 35000 F .
h. The modern incandescent lamp gives us seven times as much

light as we received from a carbon lamp using the same amount
of curreni.

i. Even so, we receive only about five per cent of the electrical
energy in the form of light, the other 95 per cent being changed
to heat.

j. our light bulbs are thus much better heaters than lighters.

N. Characteristics of "Vapor" lamps.
1. Point out:

a. A vapor lamp is a slt.nder glass tube that glows with a red, white,
or bluish light.

b. Since the glass tubes may be easily bent into different shapes,
lamps of this kind are often used to make electric signs.

c. This type of lamp is called a neon lamp because the first kind made
(the red ones) contained neon gas.

d. These lamps have no filaments: instead they contain a small
amount of gas .

e. A special electrical device sends current through the gas as a
pressure of thousands of volts.

f. The moving stream of electrons, striking molecules of gas, causes
electrons in the molecules to vibrate rapidly and give out light.

g. Each different gas gives out its own peculiar color of light.
h. Neon gives an orange-red light; mercury vapor, a bluish-green

light; and helium, a white light.
i. Other gases are used to produce still other colors.

O. Chr .cteristics of "Mercury Vapor" lamps.
1. Point out:

a. Mercury vapor is also used to change electrical energy into light.
b. These special kind of lamps art in the form of a fairly large

glass tube, 3 or 4 feet long.
c. They glow with a peculiar bluish-green light.
d. Because the light contains many ultra-violet rays (very short

light rays that are invisible) the tube is sometimes made of quartz,
which allows the ultra-violet rays to pass through.
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e. The lamp is then used for the treatment of certain diseases, for
sterilization purposes, or as a so called "sun" lamp.

f. The essential parts of a mercury vapor bulb used in one type of
s. lamp desired for home use is shown in Fig. 33.

g. The small filament becomes 1 at enough to vaporize some of the
liquid mercury in the bottom of the bulb when the current is
turned on.

h. Because the mercury vapor offers less opposition to the flow of
current than the small filament does, the current flows between
the two tungsten discs, and the small filament stops glr-ofing.

i. When the current is turned off the bulb becomes cool and the
mercury vapor changes back into liquid mercury.

j . The fact that mercury is a liquid at ordinary room temperature,
makes it necessary for lamps of this kind to have a "starter"
or some means of changing the mercury into a vapor so that the
lamp will produce light.

P. Operating principle of the "Fluorescent lamp."
1. Point out:

a. Mercury vapor lamps are much more efficient that filament-type
lamps.

b. With the same current they give off more light with less heat than
ordinary light bulbs do.

c. The peculiar bluish-green light makes the mercury vapor lamp
unsuita'31e for home use except for special purposes, such as the
"sun lamp."

d. Rather recently, however, a way has been found to use the ultra-
violet rays to make an efficient lamp for home and office use.

e. While ultra-violet rays are themselves invisible, they cause certain
mineral substances to glow, or "fl.oresce."

f. The tubular lamps known as fluorescent lamps make use of this fact.
g. The inside of the glass tube is coated with a mineral powder that

glows when ultra-violet rays are given off by the flow of current
through the mercury vapor contained in the tube.

h. The color of the light given off by the tube depends on the kind of
minerals used to coat the inside of the tube, and this makes
possible an efficient vapor lamp that gives off a white light suitable
for home use.

i. Like other mercury vapor lamps, the fluorescent lamp needs a
device or starter to change a small amount of mercury into vapor
so that current will flow through the tube.

j . This . wally consists of a small filament or heater at each end of
the tube, and an automatic switch to turn off the heaters when
current begins to flow through the mercury vapor.
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k. The most efficient of ail electric lamps is one using sodium vapor,
which gives off a golden yellow light that is unsuittble for home
lightning but satisfactory for street lightirg.

1. As in fluorescent lamps, small filaments, or heaters are used at
opposite ends of the tube to provide vapor needed for current flow.

m. But instead of a few seccnds, as in the fb.--.-escent lamp, many
minutes are required to start sodium vapor lamps.

Q. The carbon "arc" used as a source of light.
1. Point out:

a. The electric arc also changes electrical energy into heat and light.
b. When two carbon rods, each connected to one wire of an electrical

circuit are brougia together so that their ends touch and are then
separated a short distance, a br.:,ht, bluish light is given off
between the ends of the carbon.

c. This is called an arc.
d. When the tips of the carbon are brought together a large current

flows in the circuit.
e. Because there is considerable opposition to the flow of xius current

at the point where the carbons to the ends become very hot,
causing some of the carbon to change to carbon vapor.

f. When the ends are then separated a fraction of an inch, the vapor
pi )vides a path for the current.

g. Owing to the high resistance of this path, the current causes the
vapor and the ends of the carbon rod to become white hot, and a
brilliant light is given off.

h. In an arc lamp the resistance of the carbon rods is low, and so
some device is needed to limit the amount of current that will flow
when the ends are brought together.

i. A fixed resistor is generally used for this purpose.

R. Electric Arcs produce ultra-violet rays which can seriously damage one's
eye sight.
1. Point out:

a. Like the mercury vapor lamp, an electric arc produces ultre -violet
rays, and for this reason is sometimes used in sun lamps.

b. Colored glasses are necessary to protect the eyes from the
brilliance of the light and the ultra-violet rays.

c. Never look at an arc light with unprotected eyes as the light can
cause serious damage.

d. After the current is turned on it is necessary to "strike" the arc
by bringing the carbons together momentarily and then : eparate
them.

e. After the arc has been "struck," the carbons need to be brought
toward each other occasionally.

f. If this is not done, the gapbecomes wideras the end of the rods
change into vapor.

.,,eMeMee
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g. The resistance of the vapor finally becomes so great that current
will not flow .

h. The arc then disappears.

S. Use of .arc light where an intense source is needed.
1. Point out:

a. Because of the intensity of the light, electric arcs are used in:
(1) Large motion picture projectors.
(2) Stage spotlights in theaters.
(3) Large searchlights used by lie armed forces.

b. In such uses as these the source needed is great enough to offset
the disadvantages of the electric arc which are:
(1) Great heat.
(2) Noisy operation.
(3) Need for frequent adjustment.
(4) Replacement of carbons.

T. Use of an electric arc to produce heat.
1. Point our

a. Electric arcs are used in special furnaces too- produce temperatures-
up to 6800°P

b. These furnace, are used' for making steel and for heating or melting
other materials.

c . This kind of furnace has two or three very.large.cathon
down into the container which bolds the steel, or 'other-hist:alit
to be melted.

d: 'The arc supplies the intense heat that will melfalliostimikniteral.
in a short time.

U. Use4if the electric arc to weld metals.
.1. Point out:

a. Electric arcs are used for welding.
b. One wire from the source of current is attar" .e.metatto

be welded.
c. The other wire goes to a metal rod, which is held by thewelcher 'in"

an insulated handle .
d. The welder starts the arc by touching the end of the rod tici the piece

that is to be welded. .

e. When the metal glows, the rod in withdrawn slightly, and an arc
forms across the gap between the rod and the object to be welded.

f. The intense heat of the arc melts the rod and the metal along the
joint that is to be welded.

g. The melted metals then run together to form the weld.
h. Welders must wear hoods with dark glass windows in order to

protect their eyes from the effects of the ultra-violet rays given
off by the arc.
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V. The use of heavy cuLrent flow can be used to produce "Spot Welds."
1. Point out:
a. a. In another kind of welding the heat caused by passing a large current

through the materials to be welchtd is sufficient to melt the materials
and form a weld.

b. For example, two sheets of iron are clamped berveen two contact
points of heavy copper, and a large current is sent through the
circuit.

c. The higher resistance of the iron causes the current to her the
iron between the contacts to a melting point and the weld is formed.

d. This way of joining metals is called Spot Welding.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work ar hand in assignment sheet #16. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheet and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Job Plan #5 Manipulative
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

Making a Rheostat

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the previously
studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions.
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In many cases the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs
which will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those
found in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
telp greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP N - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #17 Technology
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

DESIRED RESULTS:

Simple Cell and Dry Cell

To acquaint the learner with the factors which enable a "Simple Cell" to produce
electrical energy by chemical action and to study the dry cell.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard. I

2. Supplies for Experiments #16, 17, 18, 19, pp. 14 -15; &pertinent
Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap; Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 65.67, 69-75.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 28-34.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics. pp. 553-554, 556-558.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The principl, of operation of the modern cells used to supply electrical energy
by chemical action can be better understood if the student is first acquainted
with the action of the simple cell and then the features of a ,"dry cell."

rn,
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STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. The simple cell.
I. Point out: (Draw on board, Fig. 38, p. 12, Experiment Manual).

a. The simplest kind of cell consists of two pieces of different
metals in a solution.

b. The pieces of metals are called electrodes.
c. These electrodes muet be different.
d. The solution is called an electrolyte.
e. The electrolyte must be a conductor of electric current.
f. It must have a chemical action with one of the electrodes.

B. How to make and use a simple cell.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #16, p. 14, Experiment Manual.

"Making and Using a Simple Cell."

C. A simple cell produces an E.M.F.
I. Recall: (Experiment #16).

a. When the metal strips of the cell were connected to the bell or
buzzer a weak sound was heard.

b. When cell was connected to a socket holding the flashlight bulb,
the bulb glowed.

c. The galvanometer indicated a current flow by the movement of
the compass needle when the coil was connected to the cell.

d. The resulting flow of current in a. - b. - c., is proof of the
E.M.P. developed by the cell.

D. There are two classes of primarycells.
I. Closed circuit cells.

a. Mention uses:
(I) Telegraph.
(2) Burglar alarm systems.

b. This is a primary wet cell.
2. Open circuit cells.

`.5 a. Mention uses:
(I) Telephone.
(2) Bell circuits.

b. Originally this was also a primary wet cell.
c. Now it is a "dry" cell.

E. The E.M.F. of a cell is determined by the material... used in its construction.
z, I. Recall: (Experiment #16).

.

et, a. Any pair of different metals will prOduce current flovito move the
galvanometer needle.

b. Any pair of similar metals fail to produce a current flow, and the
galvanometer needle will not move.
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c. Different amounts of current flow when different pairs of unlike
metals are used in the cell.

d. Different current flow as the result of different E.M.F .
e. Different combinations of dissimi!ar metals must then produce

different E.M.F.
f. From the experiment, we see that copper and zinc produce the

greatest E.M.F . of any of the pairs of metals used as electrodes.

F. Chemical effect in a cell depends on the kind of electrolyte used.
1. Recall: (Experiment #16).

a. The use of water solutions of salt, vinegar, or sal ammoniac
(ammonium chloride), all seem to work as an electrolyte.

b. A solution of sugar or denatured alchohol in distilled water will
not work as an electrolyte regardless of the pair of metals used
as electrodes.

C. Not all .solutions of substances that dissolve in water conduct
electric current.

d. The electrolyte made of dilute sulphuric acid seems to t.. the
best electrolyte that produces the most chemical effect.

e. A simple cell must contain the following things to produce an
E.M.F. and thus make a current flow.
(1) Two different electrodes.
(2) An electrolyte.

G. Polarization of a cell.
1. Recall: (Experiment #16).

a. When the cell was left connected to the galvanometer for several
minutes, the compass needle gradually swung back until it indicated
very little current flow.

b. While the cell was in use, hydrogen bubbles were seen rising from
the copper electrode.

c. Some bubbles escaped into the air.
d. While the cell was in use, -hydrogen bubbles were seen rising from

the copper electrode until it was completely covered.
e. The cell now has a hydrogen electrode since the copper was com-

pletely covered.
f. Asa result, the E.M.F of the cell decreased and so did the flow

of current.
g. The collection of gas on an electrode is called polarization.
h. The electrode was depolarized by removing it and wiping it off

with the paper towel.
i. When it was replaced in the cell, it began to again work properly

and the E.M.F. and current flow was restored.
j. The cell soon became polarized again when the circuit was left

closed.
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H. The Dry Cell is an improved type of cell.
1. Point out:

a. The dry cell provides greater amounts of energy than possible with
a simple cell.

b. i .ley are convenient to carry because no liquid spills out when
the cell is tipped over.

c. All parts of a dry cell are held firmly together.
d. The position of electrodes is not changed when the cell is handled

or turned over.
e. Dry cells can be made in convenient shapes and sizes.

I. How a dry cell is constructed.
1. Demonstrate Experiment *18, p. 15, Experiment Manual.

"Examining a Dry Cell."

J. Materials used .in a dry cell and their purpose.
1. Recall: (Experiment #18)

a. When the cardboard covering is removed from a worn out dry cell
it can be seen that the sides and bottom of the cell are made of
zinc.

b. A binding or connection post is attached to the rim of the zinc
container for the attachment of a wire and is the negative electrode
of the cell. ..

c. In old cells, the zinc container may be riddled with holes as a
result of the chemical action of the electrolyte in the cell.

d. The fine white crystals found around the holes are zinc chloride
crystals.

e. By slitting the container and removing it carefully, a layer of
blotting paper will be exposed to view.

f. When the cell was first made, this paper was soaked with a water
solution of sal ammoniac (ammonium chloride) and zinc chloride.

g. The sal ammoniac is the electrolyte which acts on the zinc can
which is the negative electrode.

h. Under the paper lining, a pasty mass is found which contains water
to keep the blotting paper damp. A new #6 dry cell contains about
3 tablespoonsful of water.

z. The pasty mass is made of water solution of sal ammoniac, zinc
chloride, manganese dioxide, carbon grains, and a "filler" usually
made of saw dust.

j. In the center of the cell is found a carbon rod with a binding post
affixed to one end for external connection to the cell.

k. This rod of carbon is the "inactive" or positive electrode of the
cell.

1. It is sometimes grooved to increase its surface area.
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m. It is much cheaper than a copper rod of the same size and nearly
as good a conductor.

. Zinc and carbon electrodes in an electrolyte of sal ammoniac make
a cell whose F .M .F . is 1.5 volts.

K. the dry cell and the simple cell work on the same principle.
1. Point out:

a. Action of a dry cell and a simple cell are basically the same.
b. In either cell, chemical energy stored in the active electrode and

in the electrolyte in changed into electrical energy.
c. A di.: cell, however. contains several materials not found in a

simple cell.
d. The addition of these materials makes a dry cell a better source

of electrical energy.

L. Use of "depolarizers" in a dry cell.
I. Point out:

a. The pasty mass in a dry cell contains saw dust and carbon grains.
b: The saw dust prevents the mass from packing down and alcohol*,

water.
The arbon grains reduce the internal- resistance _of &even
increasing the current that the cell can furnish.

di The Zinc chloride and the manganese dioxide fetid in theitsty
mass are used to depolarize the cell whenit bedonies polarfted,

. =4
as the simple cell did after extended use,

M. Conditions which affect the voltage and amperage of a cell.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #17, pp. 14-15. Bxperimentlylanual.

"Voltage and Amperage Of A Simple Cell." e

N. Facters.which determine the amperage of a cell.
1. Recall: (Experiment #17).

to (Refer Fig. 41, p. 13, Experiment Manual.) .

Diagram B., D., and F ., show that the amperage in_creasei as
the electrodes are increased in size.

b . Diagram G., and H., show that amperage increaser as the distance-,7:t...

4:-

-
Cr:

between the electrodes is decreased.. -

c. The experiment showed that the amperes decreased when IeSs
electrolyte was used.

d. The kind of electrolyte used also affected the,fiowOf current.

0. How a pocket volt ammeter is used to test dry cells.
1. Demonstrate - Experiment #19, p. 15, Experiment Maimal.

"Testing Dry Cells."

trT
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P. The condition of a ccll is determined by an ammeter.
1. Recall: (Expeer,Lem #19).

a. If you measure the amperage of a new #6 cell, the cell may give
a reading of 25-35 amperes.

b. Measuring the amperage of an old cell, the amperage, if less
than 5, indicates that the cell should be discarded.

c. A voltage reading of the two cells would be nearly alike and
would not indicate that the materials had wasted away.

d. A voltmeter does not then furnish a true picture of the condition
Of the cell to supply a source of electrical energy.

e. It is plainly seen that a cell having less materials than another
will be exhausted first.

f. When using an ammeter, make the tests quickly so that the short
circuit occurred by the low resistance of the ammeter will not
ruin the cell.

g. For most efficient use, no current larger than .25 amperes should
be drawn from a #6 dry cell except for short periods of time.

Q. Internal resistance of a cell.
1. Recall: (Experiment #17).

a. A cell offers resistance tc the flow of current just as any conductor
does.

b. Little current will flow unless the materials are good conductors of
electricity.

c. The electrodes and the electrolyte must all conduct current.
d. Increasing the size of the electrodes exposes more surface to

chemical action and reduces the internal resistance of the cell.
e. Moving the electrodes closer together decreased the resistance

of the cell by shortening the path through the electrolyte and
more current flowed as a result.

f. The addition of more electrolyte increased the surface contact and
reduced the resistance.

g. Conversely: Internal resistance increases in a cell when the area
of surface contact decreases, the path trough the electrolyte is
lengthened, the size of the electrode is iin finished, and if the(
materials used are "poor" conductors.

h. Remember that the current decreased ten the cell became polarized.
Hydrogen, a very poor conductor, cove. ed tile copper which is a
very good conductor.

i. As a result, the internal resistance of the cell increased so much
that very little current flowed.

j. When a solution of sugar or denatured alcohol was used as an
electrolyte no current flow resulted because they have a very high
resistance.
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k. The internal resistance of a source of the electrical energy and
the external resistance of all other parts of a circuit determine
the amount of current that can flow aror.Ad the circuit.

1. The following things are true about any cell.
(1) The voltage depends solely on the materials used for the

electrodes and the electrolyte.
(2) The amperage depends on the voltage and the internal

resistance of the cell. Anything which lowers the internal
resistance will increase the current the cell will furnish.

R. Use of OHM'S Law to determine the internal resistance of a cell.
1. Point out:

a. The difference between the internal resistance of an old cell
may be compraed by the use of OHM'S Law formula R = Eli.

b. If the new cel shows 3() amps at 1.5 volts, its-internal resistance
is R = 1.5/30 or .05 OHMS.

c. If the old cell shows 5 amperes at 1.5 volts, its internal
resistance is R = 1.5/3 = .3 OHMS.

d. The difference expressed would show that the old cell has Six
times the internal resistance of the new cell. -

e. It is easily seen that a voltmeter reading is no indication of the
cells condition as the action of the old cell would be:greatly
limited by its high internal resistance.

f. Ammeter tests of cells of different sizes such is a it6dry-cell,
a flashlight cell or a small fountain pen light will'prOdUce a r
corresponding to the size of the cells. The largest readintid'about
30 amps and the smallest about one ampere.

g. The reason for this is, of course, the difference in their _later*
resistance. The small cell having the most hi:areal re/alliance:

h. The smaller the cell, the less energy it can prOduce beeitiie it
has less materials 03 produce electrical energy.

i. Obviously the larger the cell the more electrical energy available.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #17. Give in_dividual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for
placing in workbook.
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Job Plan #6 Manipulative
E .M.F . BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Making a Simple Cell

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by-means of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions.
In many cases the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs
which will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those
found in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc ., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in Job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check Job and job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.
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Lescon Plan #18 Technology
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Series and Parallel Circuit Connections

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the elementary problems of series and parallel
circuits.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #20 and #60, pp. 15-16 and 45-46, Experiment,

Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 71-75, 109-128A, 198.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 34-37,
79-80, 81-83, and 62-63.

3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.
Modern Physics. pp. 499-504.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The student should be well acquainted with the various methods of intaconnecting
circuits when greater amounts of voltage and current are needed.

Electrical energy, if wrongfully directed in a circuit, will oppose the direction
of the desired flow and harmful effects may result.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. How cells may be connected to provide a higher voltage than is produced
by a single cell.
1. Recall:

a. Dry cells supply current at a pressure of 1.5 volts. No matter
what tjieir size or shape.

b. Certain devices require higher voltages than this for their operation.
c. A device works at its maximum efficiency when operated at its

rated voltage.
d. A single dry cell is therefore unsuitable when voltages greater

then 1.5 volts are needed.
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e. However, voltages greater than 1.5 volts may be obtained by
connecting two or more dry cells in series.

f. When cells are connected in series the E.M.F . of each cell adds
to that of the others. Draw on board Fig. 4f, p. 12.
Experiment Manual.

B. Connecting cells in series.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #20, Part "a," p. 15-16, Experiment Manual.

"Series, Parallel and Series' Parallel Connecting of Cells."

C. The voltage resulting from a series connection of cells equals the sum of the
voltage of the individual cells or E = E1 i-E2E3 etc.
1. Recall: (Experiment #20, Part "a").

a. Measuring the voltage of two dry cells in series, a voltage of 3
volts was read on the meter. The reading is twice that of a single
cell.

b. Measuring the voltage of three cells showed a voltage of 4.5 or
three times that of a single cell.

c. Adding a fourth cell, the voltage reads 6 volts, or (1.5+ 1.5 + 1.5
+ 1.5).

d. Almost any voltage may bft bulk up by the addition of cells in series
(Practical limitations).

e. A formula to express this would be B = Ei+112+_E3. etc" or
EixNulit.;
Where E = B.M.F. = Total of all cells, and E. lg. B.M.F. of 1 cell,
also N at Number of cells.

D. Water analogy to illustrate a series connection.
1. Point out:

a. If four pimps are connected end to end, they are operating in series.
b. The stream of water, must flow through one pump after another.
c. The pressure exerted by each pimp must be added together to

determine the total pressure on the stream of water.
d. As the water flows through:the pimps one after another, the "kick"

of each pimp makes the water go faster.
e. The faster the water flows, the greater the rate of flow in the

_circuit.
f Pumps in pries are like cells connected in the same way.
g. Each cell gives the current a kick and thus increases the flow

of current in the circuit (Rate of flow).
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E. Flashlights - B Batteries Auto Storage Battery are examples of series
connection.
1. Flashlights.

a. The center terminal of the first cell touches the center of the lamp.
b. The center terminal of the second cell touches the zinc can of

the first cell.
c. The center terminal of the third cell touches the zinc can of the

second cell.
d. Behind the third cell is a metal spring which pushes all the cells

forward against the lamp to make a good contact.
e. The outer lamp terminal connects through an insulated spring

to the switch.
f. Thus the batteries, switch lamp, and spring are all connected

in series.
2. D - Batteries.

a. Ninety or 1144re volts are needed for the operation of one part
of the radio.

b. Ninety volts might be supplied from 60 large dry cells in series,
but this size and weight would be prohibitive. .

c. As very little current is required in the part of, the radio needing
90 or more volts, there is no point is using large cells.

d. Much smaller batteries are provided by connecting 60 tiny
cylindrical cells in series by soldering wires from one cell to the
next.

e. A much better "B" battery is made of many celli consisting of
alternate layers of zinc, blotting paper soaked in sal ammoniac,
and zinc chloride, a cake of carbon grains and manganese dioxide,
and carbon.

f. Piling the cells it layers eliminates the need for wire connections
between cells and saves a great deal of space.

g. The "layer built" battery lasts longer than one of comparable size
made of cylindrical cells, because the waste space may be utilized
to make the cells larger.

F. The current in a series circuit is the same in all parts of the circuit.
1. Point out:

a. The flow of current in a circuit under pressure of a given E.M.F.
if limited by the amount of resistance in the circuit.

b. This is shown by the OHM'S Law formula I = E
R

c. Draw a series circuit to show a resistance of 10 OHMS, a 6 volt
battery, and an ammeter. Formula I = 6 = .6 ampere.

10
d. Tracing the current flow from the positive terminal throught the

connecting wires, ammeter and resistance and Ulf- back to the
negative terminal of the battery shows that there is only one path
for the current to follow.
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e. If the ammeter were placed at any point In the circuit, it would
always read the same.

f. Therefore: The current in a series circuit is the same in all
parts of the circuit.

G. The total resistance of a series circuit is equal to the sum of the various
resistances in the circuit. RT = R + R2 + R3 etc.
I. Point out:

a. Adang resistance to a series circuit reduces the current flow.
b. This current flow would read the same on an ammeter placed at

any point in the series circuit.
c. To find the current flowing in a series circuit, it is necessary

to know two things:
(1)' The circuit voltage.
(2) The total circuit resistance.

d. The total circuit resistance is equal to the sum of the various
-resistances in a series circuit.

e. Expressed as a formula: R total = Ri + R2 + R3 etc.

H. How more current is supplied than can be furnished with one cell?
Pobit out:

. The use of a separate cell for each tube of the radio might he
suggested to limit current flow to .25 amperes to each cell.
ThisiUggestion would solve the problems but would be impractical
due to the fact that all tubes are connected in parallel just as
heatingapPliances are connected to wiring circuits.'

. TherefOre,' a battery of cells called an "A' battery is also connected'
id parallel.

d. Since each tube requires .25 amperes at I.5-volts, the battery
must include one cell for each tube in the set. -

The battery of cells in parallel is connected to the filament of the
tubes in parallel:

f. Obidously, the cells in the battery cannot be -onnected in seties,
because doing this would increase the E .M.P . of the lircuit and
the tubes would burn out.

g. No more than 1.5 volts are needed to furnish current to-the tubes.
h. Therefore, the cells must be connected so that a larger current

may be used from the battery without increasing the E.M.P. of
the *circuit .

i. Devices connected in parallel have part of the current flowing
through each device.

j . When cells are paralleled, the same ditng happens. Each cell
furnishes part of the current in the circuit.
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1. Connecting cells in parallel.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #20, part "b, " p. 15, Experiment Manual.

"Series, Parallel and Series-Parallel Connection of Cells."

I Total current of parallel cells, equals the sum of separate cell current.
1. Point out:

a. Adding cells in parallel amounts is the same thing as increasing
the size of one cell.

b. The total current furnished by a battery of cells in parallel
is equal to the sum of the current supplied by the separate cells.

c. This can be shown by a formula: I = II + I2 + 13.
d. If all the cells will furniso the same current, then I equals the I

of one cell times the number of cells.

K. Water analogy of a parallel circuit.
1. Point out:

a. That four pumps connected side by side are operating in parallel.
b. The pressure exerted by all four pumps working together is the

same as the pressure of any single pump.
c. As the pumps are of the same size, the amount of water handled

by each is the same.
d. All pumps working together ill furnish the sum of the flow of

the separate pumps or 4 times the flow of a single pump.
e. Pumps in parallel are the same as cells connected in parallel.
f. Each cell furnishes part of the current, and thus increases the

total current supplied to the circuit without increasing the circuit
pressure. .

L. The parallel circuit.
1. Point out:

a. Parallel circuits are known as divided, multiple and shunt circuits.
b. A parallel circuit is one in which the current may flow in two or

more paths.

M. Voltage in a parallel Circuit.
1. Point out:

a. The voltage in a parallel circuit is the same in all branches of
the circuit.

b. It may also be stated that the voltage in each branch of a parallel
combination is the same as the voltage in the circuit.

C. Even though the tesistance of the parallel branches may be unequal
the voltage of each branch is the same.
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N. Demonstrate Experiment #60, p. 45, e4iment
"Voltage and Current in a Parallel Circu . '

0. Distribution of current in a parallel circuit.
I. Recall: Experiment #60.

a. The experiment showed that the current flow is different in
differeit parts of a circuit.

b. A similar parallel circuit is shown in Fig: 156.
c. This circuit shown has 3-220 volt lamps connected in parallel

to a 110 volt generator.
d. The current flow through each lamp is I = 13 or 110 = .5 amperes.

R 220
; e. The total current flow is then three tunes the amount of 1.5 amperes.
f. Hence, the wire from A to B carries 1.5 amperes.
g. The first lamp requires .5 amperes so the wire from B to C carries

one ampere, in the circuit from C to r 1/2 ampeie.
h. The second lamp also requires .5 ampere, leeiring .5 ampere in

the circuit from C to D, through the third lamp to E, and back
to F, where .5 ampere from the second lamp ha added.
The wire from F to C carries one ampere.
At 0, .5 ampere move is added from the first lamp and the current
fromO to H is 1.5 amperes.

P. The current in each branch of a parallel circuit depends on the res
in that individual branch.

Point out:
a. The current flow in each branch of a parallel wit is not affected

by the resistance of other branches. .
:

.

b. The current in each branch is the voltage divided by the resistance
of that branch.

c. Fig. 157 shows three unequal resistances of 10, 5; 'and 15-OHMS
in parallel.

d. The current flow through each of these branch resistances may be
confirmed by OHMS Law.

e. Current flow in a branch may be foundby dividing the voltage by
the resistance of the branch; all branch voltages are the same.

f. Hench, counting from the generator; Branch #1 has a current flow
of I = = 110 21 11 amps.

RI 10
#2 Branch: I = E = 110 = 22 amperes.

R2 5
#3 Branch: I = E = 110 = 7.3 amperes.

R3 15
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Q. The total current flowing in a parallel circuit is equal to the sum of the
currents in the individual branches.
1. Point out:

a. The sum of the currents in branch #1, #2, and #3 is 11 + 22 + 7.3
= 40.3 amperes, which is the total current flow of the parallel
circuit shown.

R. 'T e total resistance of a parallel circuit is equal to the voltage divided by
4e sum of tht. currents in the individual branch circuits.

1. Point Out: Refer Fig. 157
a. In Fig. 157, the voltage is 110 volts and the total current is 40.3

amperes.
b. The total circuit resistance is then (BY OHM'S LAW)

R = E = 110 = 2.7 OHMS
I 40.3

2. The joint resistance of two resistances in parallel is equal to their
product divided by their sum.
a. Point out:

(1) The joint resistance of two resistances may also be determined
by the formula RT = Rtx R2

Ri + R2
(2) Give example problem on board.
(3) The joint resistance of a parallel resistance is always less

than the smallest individual resistance.
(4) Another method for determining joint resistance is used in

circuits containing 3 or more resistances in parallel.
(5) The formula is: 1 = 1 + 1 + 1 etc.

RT Ri R2 R3

S. Summary of Rules:
1. Series circuit voltage is the sum of the voltages in the various parts.
2. The resistance total is the sum of resistances in the various parts.
3. The current is the same !n any part of the circuit.
4. The voltage of a parallel circuit is the same in any part of the circuit.
5. The current is the sum of the currents in the various parts.
6. The resistance is the reciprocal of the sum of the reciprocals of the

resistance in the various parts.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #18. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for
placing in workbook.
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Job Plan #7 Manipulative
E.M.P. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Wiring a Series and/or Parallel Circuit

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that
can be made is the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions. In
many-cases, the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or 'additional jobs
which will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those
found in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.

z
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Lesson Plan #I9 Technology
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

The Storage Battery

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the construction and operation of "secondary" or
storage cells and show how batteries of these cells may be repeatedly charged
by a source of current following their discharge to furnish current for a
multitude of commercial applicati-,as .

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SU?PLIES:

I. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #22, p. 17, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 37-53.

2. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 75-90.

3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks. William 0.
Modern Physics. pp. 558-562.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

One of the major problems involved in electrical systems depending on storage
cells for part-time operation is that of proper battery care or maintenance.

People who maintain this type of equipment should thorcighly understand the
facts explained in the following lesson.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Primary and Secondary Cells.
1. Point out:

a. A cell will furnish electrical energy as long as chemical energy
stored in the cell can be changed to electrical energy.

b. When the stored chemical energy is depleted, the cell ceases
to function.

c. Since there is no practical way of charging the cell again to restore
its chemical energy, the worn out cell must be replaced with a
new one.
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d. Cells, such as dry cells or a simple cell, that cannot be charged,
are called "primary cells" to distinguish them from cells that can
be recharged, which are known as "secondary" cells.

e. The storage battery described later is made up of "secondary"
cells and may be recharged.

f. It is similar to a primary cell in that the chemical energy stored
in the electrodes and the electrolyte is changed to electrical
energy by chemical action.

g. However, when the chemical energy is used up, it may be recharged
by sending a current through it.

h. By recharging, electrical energy is changed to chemical energy
which is stored in the materials of the cell.

i. After recharging the cell will again furnish an E.M.F. and thus
a current. .

j. A storage cell does not store electrical energy; it stores chemical
energy.and then changes the chemical energy into electrical energy
as needed.

k. When the chemical energy has all been changed to electrical energy,
it can be restored only be sending a current through the cell.

1. For the reasons shown, storage batteries do not really store
electrical energy.

m. There are two main types of secondary or storage cells in.use.
n. The most common type is the "lead acid" used in automobiles,

trucks, and airplanes, etc.
o. The number of cells used in these sto::age batteries is usually 3,

6, and 12 as determined by E.M.F . needed.

B. How a lead acid cell is made and how it works.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #22, p. 17, Experimen. lolanual.

"Making and Using a Storage Cell."

C. "Forming" plates in a lead-acid cell or charging a secondary cell.
I. Recall: (Experiment #22).

a. The two clean lead plates which were placed in the dilute sulphuric
acid produced no current flow, because the electrodes were alike.

b. When a battery of three cells was connected to the electrodes,
a chemical action was noticed immediately.

c. Bubbles of hydrogen gas appeared to form on the electrode connected
to the negative battery terminal.

d. The electrode seems to become fresher and brighter.
e. At the other plate, a few oxygen bubbles were formed and the plate

changed color from lead grey to a dark brown.
f. This brown formation on the plate connected to the positive

battery terminal is called lead peroxide (form of lead rust).
g. Lead peroxide is formed by the oxidation of the lead plate by the

oxygen bubbles.
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h. After the plates were allowed to form tor several minutes, the
battery was replaced by an ammeter whicb showed that the cell
produced about 3 ampere's.

i. Voltmeter reading indicated about 2 volts which is the normal
open circuit voltage of any lead acid cell.

D. Discharging a secondary (lead acid) cell.
1. Point out:

a. After the cell was formed (or charged), two different electrodes
were found in the electrolyte. The lead plate and the lead peroxide
plate, giving us the elements needed to form a cell.

b. The cell then produced a current by changing the stored chemical
energy into electrical energy. )

c. As we continued to use current from the cell, the bell became
weaker and then stopped ringing.

d. The dark brown plate became a lighter brown and the lead plate
became grey.

e. The chemical energy stored in the materials of the cell has been
changed to electrical energy and the cell is now in a discharged
condition.

f. By connecting the discharged cell to the battery of dry cells it may
be charged again.

g. The brown plate will again become dark and the cell will again
produce a current.

B. Chemical action in a lead acid cell (during the charge).
1. Point out:

a. When electrical current is sent through the electrolyte of the cell
containing the two lead plates, the water in the electrolyte is broken
down into its chemical elements. . -.

b. This process of breaking down water by electric current flow is
called electrolysis.

c. Water iscomposed of hydrogen and oxygen.
d. The bydrogen in the form of electrically charged ions goes to the

lead plate connected to the negative terminal of the dry cells. Here
it escapes as bubbles of gas.

e. The oxygen also in the form of ions, goes to the lead plate connected
to the positive terminal of the battery. Some escapes as bubbles of
gas.

f. Most of the oxygen combines with the lead to form lead peroxide,
changing one lead plate to lead peroxide and the other to pure lead
"charges" in the cell.

F . Chemical action in a lead acid cell (during discharge).
I. Point out:

a. When the cell is discharged, the sulphuric acid acts on both
electrodes changing them to lead sulphate.
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b. In a simple cell and in a dry cell, only one electrode was changed
chemically by the electrolyte.

c. When lead sulphate is formed by chemical action, water is also
formed.

d. As a result, the sulphuric acid becomes even more dilute.
e. When both electrodes are covered with lead sulphate, the cell

no longer has two different electrodes in an electrolyte and
chemical energy is no longer changed to electrical energy.

1. At this point, the cell is completely discharged.
g. If the cell is recharged, one plate will turn back to lead and the

other to lead peroxide as before.
h. The lead sulphate and water again combine to form sulphuric acid

and restore the former electrolyte.
i. Since the cell now has two different electrodes in an electrolyte,

it will again furnish current.

G. Efficiency of modern storage batteries.
1. Point out:

a. The small cell made in Experiment #22 is a very inefficient one.
b. If the cell is left to stand for a while after charging, the charge

will be slowly lost due to local action within the cell.
c. Although commercial storage batteries are made with the greatest

care, only 75 to 85 per cent of the electrical energy is realized
from the original charge.

d. The other 15 to 25 per cent is used to make the chemical action
take place and to produce heat and hydrogen and oxygen. .

e. Commercial storage batteries are used on autos, tanks, trucks,
submarines, and airplanes in many sizes and voltages.

H. Large currents can be supplied by use of large plates, to reduce internal
resistance of cells.
1. Point out:

a. Well made storage batteries are designed to furnish large currents.
b. In order tc lo 'his, the internal resistance of each cell must be

made as low as possible.
c. This is accomplished by the use of large plates to increase the

amount of surface exposed to the electrolyte.
d. Each cell of a lead acid battery has two different sets of plates.

(1) The positive (lead peroxide).
(2) The negative (lead).

e. All the plates of one set are connected together by a strap of lead
at the top.

f. Increasing the number of plates in each set or group increases the
surface area exposed to the electrolyte and promotes larger current
flow.

g. There is always one more plate in a negative group than in a positive
set or group. This makes the outside plates of a set negative.
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I. Cell resistance is lowered by close spacing of plates in cell.
1. Point out

a. Cell resistance may be lowered by putting the sets of electrodes
close together.

b. To keep the electrodes or plates from touching, thin sheets of
wood, rubber or plastic called separators are placed between
them.

c. The separators have holes or grooves in them so that the electrolyte
can touch each plate.

d. Using a large expos xi surface and small spacing allows the cell
to produce much laz ger current than a simple cell or a dry cell.

J. Commercial applications of the cell require large amounts of current.
1. Point out:

a. The starting motor of an automobile uses as much as 200 amperes
for short periods of time.. .

b. Each cell of a lead-acid battery has an E.M.F. of 2 volts.
c. A 6 volt automobile battery would contain 3 of these 2 volt cells.
d. It would take 4 dry cells in series to produce the same voltage.
e. A current of 2 amperes at 6 volts could be drawn from the cells

for a short time without damaging tne cells.
f. If we attempt to use dry cells to replace the storage battery to

start a car, we would need 400 cells in series parallel to furnish
a current of 200 amperes at 6 volts.

g. The amount of space required for 400 dry cells would make their
use impractical.

h. The cost of the dry cells would be nearly 200 dollars since dry
cells cost about 50 cents apiece.

i. The cost of a storage battery would be only 10 to 15 dollars.
j.. Compared to dry cells, storage batteries are inexpensive, use

little space, and furnish large current.

K. Composition of lead-acid cell electrodes.
1. Point out:

a. To withstand the abuse a storage cell must experience, all parts
must be sturdily built.

b. The plates or electrodes are composed of grids; a rigid framework
made of lead, alloy and antimony.

c. The grids are filled with an active material held in place by the grid
shapes.

d. Brown lead peroxide is pressed into the positive grid.
e. Since the active materials are made outside of the cell, no forming

charge is necessary to place the cell in operation.
f. The metal straps connecting the plates of each group are burned

or melted together to form a good connection for that group.
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g. The two sets of plates are fitted together with their separators and
then placed in a case of plastic, hard rubber, or glass.

h. After the separate cells have been interconnected, the electrolyte
is poured in and the cell is ready to furnish current.

L. How storage batteries (lead acid) are rated.-
I. Point out:

a. Each cell of a storage battery contains an odd number of plates.
b. The more plates a cell contains, the more current it will supply.
c. Storage batteries are sold as 11 plate, 13 plate, and 17 plate

batteries, etc. The number of plates refers to the plates of one
cell .

d. A 17 plate, 3 cell battery would contain 51 plates.
e. A much better way of rating a storage battery is by the number of

ampere hours of electrical energy they furnish.
f. An ampere hour is the energy furnished by a current of one ampere

when it is used an hour.
g. This does not mean that a battery rated as a 100 ampere hours will

supply 100 amperes for one hour.
h. Such a large flow of current for so short a time would ruin the

battery.
i. Instead the rating means that 100 ampere hours of energy may be

used during a discharge period of 8 or 10 hours .
j . A 100 ampere hour battery will, however, furnish 12.5 amperes

continuously for 8 hours.
k. An 8 hour discharge period is used in rating batteries for the

Army and also civilian use. The Navy, however, rates batteries
on a 10 hour discharge period.

I. Thus a 100 ampere hour battery used by the army must furnish
12.5 amperes for 8 hours and a 100 airpere hour battery used by
the Navy must furniea current at 10 amps for 10 hours.

M. Use of a Hydrometer to test the condition of a lead acid cell.
1. Point out:

a. Pocket ammeters would be damaged If an attempt was made to
measure the large currents produced by a lead acid cell in a
storage battery.

b. For reasons explained before, the voltmeter readings ... a cell
tell little of the cell's condition.

c. A storage cell may be tested much better by the use of an
instrument called a hydrometer, which measures the specific
gravity of liquids.

d. Py means of the hydrometer, one can find out how much the
sulphuric acid solution of the electrolyte has been diluted with
water.

e. When a storage cell discharges, water is added to the solution
and sulphuric acid is removed by chemical action.
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f. When a storage cell is charged, water is removed from the
solution and sulphuric acid is added.

g. The electrolyte in a discharged cell thus contains more water
and less acid than in the same cell when fully charged.

N. Specific gravity of a solution.
1. Point out:

a. Pure concentrated sulphuric acid weighs 1.835 times as much
as an equal vol..ime of pure water. .

b. Using an equal volume of water as ._ atandard, the comparative
weight of the acid to the water -is 1.835 times greater;
or it is said to have a specific gravity of 1.835.

c. When the concentrated sulphuric acid is diluted with water to make
the electrolyte, its specific gravity is reduced to about
1.300.,

d. If this electrolyte is poured into a new cell of a commercial
battery, the cell will be fully charged and ready to furnish current.

e. As the cell discharges, more water is a "led and some sulphuric
acid is removed so that the specific gravity of the electrolyte is
further reduced.

f. In a fully discharged cell, the elet.krolyte has a specific gravity
of al-nut 1.150.

g. Sine the specific gravity of water is 1.000, one can see that the
electrolyte in a discharged battery must contain more water than
sulphuric acid.

0. How to interpret the hydrometer readings.
1. Point out:

a. A hydrometer can be used to test the specific gravity of each cell
to tell how much charge the battery has.

b. The usual type of hydrometer usf ! for this purpose consists of a
glass tube with a rubber bulb at tine end and a rubber tube at the
other end.

c. Inside is a float made of glass.
d. On this :Ion there is 4, scale, reading from 1100 at the top to 1300

at the bottom.
e. In all the scale numbers the decimal Potat has been left out.

For exarr,le, 1100 really means 1.100 and 1300 means 1.300.
f. A fully charged cell will show a reading somewhat less than 1300;

usually 1280 or 1290.
g. When half way discharged, the hydrometer reading may be about

1250.
h. Rey 'Angs should never be allowed to get below 1175.
i. In the winter, readings ibould be kept above 1225.
j. If the specific gravity gets too low, the electrodes will balphate

and damage the cell.
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k. To use the hydrometer, insert the tube into the electrolyte and
fill the glass tube until the float is free to move.

1. Take the reading and return the electrolyte to the cell.
m. After each use, the hydrometer should be flushed out with

clean water.

P. How to recharge a storage i Awry.
1. Point out:

a . To recharge a storage battery, a current from another source of
electrical energy must be sent through the cells .

b. The positive terminal of this source is connected to the pu-itive
terminal of the battery.

c. The negative terminal of the source is connected to the negative
terminal of the battery.

d. The charging current is thus sent through the battery in the
opposite direction to the current produced by the battery.

e. The source of charging current must supply a direct current.
f. The source may be a generator of a rectifier.
g. A well made storage battery can be discharged and recharged as

many as 500 times before finally v tiring out

Q. How to determine the polarity of a storage battery.
1. Explain:

a. Polarity of the terminals of a battery may be found by connecting
an insulated wire to each terminal and placing the bare ends in a
glass of water to which a small amount of salt or acid has been added
(Keep the ends from touching each other).

b. Bubbles of hydrogen gas will appear at the bare end of the wire
connected to the negative battery terminal.

c. Polarity may also be determined by the use of a voltmeter
whose terminals are marked. The meter will read when the
positive meter terminal is connected to the positive battery terminal,
and the negative meter terminal connected to the negative battery
terminal.

d. If no reading is indicated, the meter is connected backwards.
e. Center scale meters may be connected either way.

R. Care of a storage battery.
1. Faint out:

e , With good care, a storage battery will last several years.
b. The plates of the battery should be co -ered by at least 3/8 of an

inch of electrolyte at all times.
c. When the leve of the electrolyte falls below this amount, the

level should be restored by the addition of distilled water, or clear
rain water.
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d. Inspection of the electrolyte qhould be made every two weeks and
more frequently in hot weather, as water in the electrolyte
evaporates and is also decomposed by the electrolytic action
in the cells,

e. Never use well water or tap water as the minerals contained by
them will injure the cell.

f. Keep the battery dry, wiping up any water spilled when filling
the cells, or acid spilled when testing the cell.

g. Remove any corrosion appearing on the battery terminals and
cover the surfaces with vasoline.

h. Since gas pressures are formed in the cells, the filler caps
must be cleaned to allow the gas to escape through the holes
provided in the caps,

i. Never bring a lighted match, a cigarette, cigar, or flame near a
battery that is being charged as the gases produced by the battery
are very explosive.

j. Always keep a battery fully charged in cold weather because if the
electrolyte becomes too dilute, it will freeze more readily.

k. Never add acid to a battery.
1. If storage cells are charged or discharged too rapidly, the plates

may warp or buckle, thus ruining the battery.
m. Batteries should be handled carefully to avoid breaking or cracking

the composition case.

S. How a storage battery is used in an automobile.
1. Point out:

a. An automobile storage battery is used to furnish current for several
purposes.

b. The battery sapplies current to the car's electrical devices when
tl:v ar motor is not running.

c. The 't devices are: the lights and horn, the radio, lighter, and
other electrical accessories.

d. When one starts the motor, the battery furnishes current for the
starter motor and the ignition system.

e, When the motor is running, the generator attached to the motor of
the car sends current through the battery to recharge it so the
battery will always be ready for use.

f. An ammeter on the instrument panel of the car indicates whether
the battery is being charged or discharged.

g. When the battery is fully charged, an automatic regulator reduces
the current from the generator to the battery to prevent overcharge
of the battery.

h. An automatic "cut out" also prevents the battery current from
flowing through the generator at low engine speeds.
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T. Other uses of the storage battery.
I. Point out:

a. Other uses of the storage battery are:
CO Emergency use for light and power,
(2) Use in telephone exchange for stand by purposes and to supply

extra current when needed.
(3) Rural lighting. Batteries charged by engine generators.
(4) Used by the Armed Services for signal and communication

operation.
(5) For ignition systems on all motor driven vehicles, such as

jeeps, tanks, and trucks.
(6) Batteries used to propel submarines when submerged.
(7) Storage batteries used extensively in air craft electrical systems.

U. Facts concerning the "Edison Cell."
I. Point out:

a. Although the lead acid battery is the most common type, another
kind made of "Edison Cells" is widely used.

b. An "Edison Cell" has electrodes of nickel oxide and iron.
c. The electrolyte used is potassium hydroxide (caustic potash) and

Water.
d. Sets of nickle oxide (positive) and sets of iron (negative) plates

make up the cell.
e. Leach set is connected together to increase the current flow that

can be drawn from the cell.
f. The internal resistance is higher than that of a lead cell.
g. The open circuit voltage of an Edison cell, fury charged, is

1.2 volts, or about half the voltage of a fully charged lead cell.
h. The open circuit voltage of the Edison cell when discharged is

.9 volts.
i. The specific gravity does not vary during charge or discharge.
J. For this reason, a hydrometer cannot be used to test the cell.
k. A voltmeter must always be used to determine the condition of

the cell.
I. Despite its low cell voltage, the Edison cell has four distinct

advantages:
(I) An Edison cell will stand a long time without losing its charge.
(2) It weighs about one-half as much per volt as a lead acid cell.
(3) Edison cells are extremely rugged and will stand abuse that

will damage a lead cell beyond repair.
(4) It will not be damaged by improper connection to a generator

or rectifier.
m. Edison cells are not as efficient as lead acid cells, as they return

only 60 to 65 per cent of the charging energy.
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STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #19. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Job Plan #8 Manipulative
E.M.F . BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Making a Storage Battery

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that can
be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions.
In many cases the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs
which will better show application of the basic electricity principles thaw those
found in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.
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STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW -UP:

L ASIC ELECTRICITY

Check job and job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #20

Review - Theory and Basic Principles

DESIRED RESULTS:

To review basic information about electric current, and E.M.F. by chemical
action.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

This review is being conducted to see how well the foregoing material has been
taught and mastered by the learner.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE REVIEW:

It is at the discretion of the instructor whether or not he wishes to permit the
use of text books du.lrig this review.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learners work review and hand in.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW -UP:

Go over entire review with students. Give individual help where needed.

Lesson Plan #21
MAGNETISM

Magnets and Magnetic Fields

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with ways the magnetic effect of natural magnets may be
reproduced by artificial means when proper methods and materials are used.
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MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #23, #24, and #25, pp. 19-20, Experiment

Manual

REFERENCES:

1. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 95-96.
2. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson; Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.

Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 11-12.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; Brooks, William 0.;

Modern Phytct.: pp. 507-517.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Almost everyone has ncticed the peculiar effects produced by small magnets.
Their ability to attract and repel some substances and not others leads to the
belief that some materials have magnetic qualities while others do not.

Since these magnetic sutstances assume varied characteristics of magnets, we
are able by artificial means to create the degree of magnetic field strength needed
for certain important magnetic applications described later.

STEP II - PAESENFING THE LESSON:

A . Magnetic substances.
1. Recall:

a. Use of the galvanometer in ELveriment #16 showed that a relationship
exists between electricity and magnetism.

b. Almost every one has tried picking up objects with a magnet.
c. Some objects will cling to a magnet while others are not at all affected.
d. Some of the objects picked up by the magnet also become magnets,

but not as strong as the original magnet. .

e. If a mater! 4 is attracted by a magnet, or if a magnet can be made
of h., we call it a magnetic syl-Atance.

I. There are cosaparatively few magnetic substances.
g. Iron and steel are the most common magnetic substances.

Nickel and cobalt are also magnetic substances.
h. An alloy called ALNICO, is a mixture of aluminum, nickel, cobalt,

carbon, manganese, silicon, and iron. It makes a very strong mag-
net which will lift fifty times its own weight.

B. Non-Magnetic materials.
1. Point out:

a. Most materials are non-magnetic.
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b. Brass, copper, zinc, glass, and wood are non-magnetic
substances.

c. Substances that are magnetic to such a small degree are also
called non-magnetic.

C. Magnetic Attraction.
1. Demonstrate Experiment *23, part "a," p. 19, Experiment Manual.

"Poles, Fields, and Lines of Force of a Magnet ."

D. Magnetic Force is Greatest at the Poles of a Magnet.
1. Point out: (Refer Experiment *23).

a . When the magnet was picked up from the pile of tree feleeg, the
same amount of filings did not cling to all parts of it.

b. The same effect was noticed when iren tac'es were used,
c. Either a bar or U-shaped magnet seems to have a greater for

at the magnet ends.
d. The places where the magnetic force seems to be coveentiated are

called poles. .

e. These poles are often labeled N and S, metneng north and south.

E . Magnetic Field.
I. Demonstrate experiment' 23, .gart "Le"

"Poles, Field, and Lines of Force of a Magnet.

F . Plotting the magnetic field of a magnet.
1. Refer: Experiment #23.

a. When filings were sprinkled on paper or glass placed over a
magnet, the filings assumed a regular pattern.

b. This pattern was preserved by the uue a a welt film which caused
the filings to be imbedded in it when heated.

c. Similar patterns may be ee-eserved by ,ieotography.

- G. The magnetic field of a magnet is composed of lines of force,
1. Point pet:

a. In Experiment #23, part "b," the filings arranged themselves in
a series of lines which are called lines of force.

b. The force of the magnet seems to be exerted along these lines.
c. They extend in all directions around the magnet to form what is

known as a magnetic field.
d. The field of a magnet is the space in which this force is exerted.
e. For this reason, the space is also called the field of force.

H. Lines of Force.
I. Point out: (Refer Experiment #23, part "b").

a. Close examination of the pattern of iron filings in a magnetic field
shows that the lines of force are closest together at the poles of
the magnet.
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b. This shows that the magnetic force is strongest at the poles.
c. If a stronger magnet had been used, the line would have been even

closer together.
d. There is not only a pull exerted along every line of force in a

lengthwise direction, but careful experiments show that each line of
force pushes sidewise against its neighbor.

e. Lines of force are likened to a bundle of rubber bands always pulling
on the things to which they are fastened.

f. If. they become shorter, the bundle thickens and bulges out in the
middle.

lo Lines of force spoken of as "magnetic flux."
1. Demonstrate part "b" of Experiment #23, again in such a manner that

the reverse sides of the magnets used would show:
a. The pattern of lines of force would be the same.
b. Apparently the lines of force extend around the entire magnet.
c. If the lines of force were visible, they would cover the whole magnet

and hide it from view.
d. They appear to flow out in all directions from the poles.
ei Flux means flow. .

f. the strength of this magnetic flux or FLUX DENSITY can be
determined by counting the lines of, force in a given area across
the field.

Magnetic lines of force have direction.
is Demonstrate Experiment #23, part "c."

"Poles, Field, and Lines of Force of a Magnet."

K. biieCtion of lines of force.
1. Point, our Refer Experiment #23, part "c."

*: . Lines of force extend between the north and south poles of a magnet.
be A compass needle can turn freely and point along the lines of force

in a magnetic field.
t; Use of the compass indicated that lines of force run between the

poles.
d. Starting at the north pole, the compass needle (black end) pointedo

awaylrom the pole.
e. Ai the compass was moved around the side of the magnet toward

the south pole the needle changed directions.
i. Tillie it compass needle can map the magnetic field, similarly to

the way iron filings were used.
g. Lines of force pass between the north and south poles 1 the horse-

shoe magnet as it is but a "bent" bar magnet.
li, Because it is necessary to speak of the direction of line of force,

certain rules covering their action have been agreed upon by
Scientists.
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i. For this reason, lines of force are considered to leave the north pole
and enter the south pole.

j. Outside the magnet the direction is from North to South, and inside
the magnet the direction of flow is from South to North.

k. Lines of force go around and through a magnet, but do not cross
one another .

L. Natural Magnets.
1. Point out

a. A natural magnet is simply a piece of. magnetite, a kind of iron ore.
b. The ancients knew the properties of this ore and called it "lode

stone," which means "leading stone."
c. It was used by them as a compass for telling direction.

M. Artificial Magnets.
1. Point out:

a. Modern scientists have found ways of making magnets artifically.

N. Making an artificial magnet.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #24, p. 19, Experiment Manual.

**Making Temporary Magnets."

0. Magnetizing objects by **Magnetic Iiiduction."
1. Point out

a. When the large nail was touched to the magnet the lower end of
the nail held several tacks.

b. The large nail had become a magnet from touching the original
magnet.

c. Magnetism was "induced" in the large nail.
d. When the magnet was taken away the nail would no longer hold the

tacks and they fell off.
e. The nail had lost its induced magnetism and was no longer magnetized.

P. Magnetism not retained long by a temporary magnet.
1. Point out:

a. The large nail did not have to touch the magnet to become magnetized.
h. Even when paper or glass was placed between the magnet and the

nail it still became magnetized by induction so that a few tacks were
held.

c. The nail, however, lost its magnetism when the magnet was
removed or when a sheet of iron was put in the space between the
Bail and the magnet.

ti ..;j?, X;;,- f-"'.;rik %C' ,
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d. Thus the magnetism induced in the nail made it only a temporary
magnet.

e. As soon as the magnet is removed, the nail lost its induced
magnetism.

f. The experiment showed that a piece of iron will become a magnet
when Lrought into a magnetic field.

Q. Magnetism is retained by "permanent magnets."
1. Demonstrate Experiment #25, part "a," p. 19, Experiment Manual.

"Making a Permanent Magnet."

P. Use of a coil to magnetize a piece of steel.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #25, part "b."

"Making a Permanent Magnet."

S. Coils are used to make the permanent magnets used commercially.
1. Recall: (Experiment #25, part "b," Experiment Manual.)

a. When a piece of unmagnetized steel was placed in the coil of
200 turns of wire and the current was turned on for a short
time arks the steel hammered, the steel became magnetized as
shown by the compass test after the current was shut off.

T. Residual Magnetism.
1. Point out:

a. Certain materi Is hold magnetism longer than others.
b. Steel and certain alloys hold magnetism a long time.
c. Iron is used to make temporary magnets.
d. The difference in the magnetic qualities of iron and steel are

important to remember.

U. Comparison of residual magnetism in iron and steel.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #25, part "c."

"Making a Permanent Magnet."

V. Steel, best suited for permanent magnets.
1. Recall: Experiment #25, part "c."

a. When both iron and steel were placed in the coil and the coil
energized by the cell, they both picked up about the same number
of tacks. .

b. When the current was turned off and the pieces were taken out of
the coil, the piece of steel picked up more tacks than could be
picked up by the iron.

c. Both iron and steel contained residual magnetism.
d. The steel retained more residual magnetism that the iron.
e. Iron usually loses most of its magnetism as soon as the magnetizing

agent is removed.
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f. From the experiment it is evident that steel would rna!- the best
permanent magnet.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #21. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Lesson Plan #22 Technology
MAGNETISM

Polarity of Magnets

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the student with the ways the polarity of magnets may be determined,
and the resulting action of attraction and repulsion of magnetic poles.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #26, and 4t27, p. 20. Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

I. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 97-98.

2. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 11-19.

3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; Brooks, William 0.;
Modern Physics. p. 507.

STEP i - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

It has been observed that under certain conditions the behavior of magnets
toward one another may be determined if the magnet's polarity is first determined.

The lesson will explain the rules for determining this polarity so that the =dent
may apply them as needed.
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STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

'A . Behavior of a compass needle.
1. Point out:

a. The needle of a magnetic compass always swings until the black
end comes to rest pointing approximately north.

b. If a bar magnet ir hung on a string so th.u4.- 1t is free to turn, it will
act in the same way finally coming to rest .rith the end marked
N pointing north.

B. Determining he polarity If a magnet.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #26, part "a," p. 20. Experiment Manual.

"Attraction and Repulsion A Magnetic Poles."

C . Marking the polarity of a bar magnet.
I. Recall: .

a. When the bar magnet was suspended free to turn it came to rest
in a north-south position.

b. the end pointing north and marked N with chalk to denote it as
the north seeking end.

c. The south seeking end was marked S.
d. Two bar magnets were tected and similarly marked.

D. Effects produced by similar and dissimilar poles .
1. Demonstrate Experiment #26, part "b."

"Attraction and Repulsion of Magnetic Poles."

E. Magnetic attraction and repulsion.
I. Recall:

a. When the N pole of a suspended magnet is approached by a .4 pole
of another magnet the suspended magnet will swing away.

b. It is repelled by the other N pole.
c. When S pole of the suspended magnet is approached by an S pole

of another magnet it is also repelled.
d. Apparently, like poles repel each other. When an S pole of a

magnet was brought near a N pole of the suspended magnet they
attracted each other.

e. When the N pole of a magnet was brought near the S pole of the
suspended magnet they also attracted each other.

f. Apparently, unlike poles t.. tract each other.
g. Therefore, like poles repel; unlike poles attract.

F . Making a Dip Needlf.
I. Demonstrate Exp....anent #27, p. 20, Experiment Manual.

"Dipping Needle."
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G. Using the dip needle.
1. Recall:

a. When the suspended needle was moved around the bar magnet,
it seemed to follow the lines of force indicated by the compass
needle and iron filings in Experiment #23.

b. The magnetized needle in Experiment #27 will dip downward
when it approaches the poles of the bar magnet.

c. The south pole of the needle will dip downward toward the north pole
of the magnet.

d. The north pale of the needle will dip as it approaches the south pole
the bar magnet,

e. letween the two poles of the bar magnet the needle will point in
the general direction of the magnet's north or south pole, whicht.ver
is nearsest.

STEP HI - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #22. Give individual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Che:k assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for plac....
in workbook.

Lesson Plan #'13
MAGNETISM

The Earth as a Magnet

DESIRED RESULTS:
f.

Technology

.....101..."

To inform the learner of the facts concerning the earth's magnetic properties
and show that the earth acts similarly to a huge magnet with its poles located
near the geographic poles of the earth.

MATERIALE, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

. Chalk and blackboard.

lawm
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REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 23-24

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. p.' 97.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; Brooks, William 0.;

Modern Physics. pp. 517-520.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

From many observations made by mariners and scientists we are now able to
predict the behavior of the compass and the dip needle at any position on the earth's
surface and at any season or time

discovery of tl- a fact that the earth ite..if is a huge magnet as described in
this lesson, enables scientists to plot or map its magnetic field and show how
this field may change slightly from year to year.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Scientific use of the "dipping needle."
1. Point out: .

a. Scientists have constructed a dipping needle which is made so
that the needle can point up or down at any angle or stand
horizontally.

b. When dipping needles are carried about in different parts of the

world their action is similar to that of the needle used in the last
experiment as the needle was moved about the bar magnet.

c. Explorers found a spot in the far north where the N pole ofof
the dipping needle pointed straight down.

d. They also found a spot in the far south where the S pole of the
needle pointed straight down.

e. between these places, except at the equator, the needle dips
downward at different angles.

f. Near the equator, the needle stands horizontal to the earth's surface.

B. The earth as a magnet.
1. Point out:

a. All experiments tried seem to show that the earth itself is a huge
magnet.

b. The earth's magnetic pole in the far north attracts the north seeking
end of the compass.

c. The e A-this magnetic pole in the south attracts the south seeking end
of the compass.
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d. The earth's magnetic poles seem to be located at the opposite ends
as indicated by the action of the dipping needle.

e. The action of the dip needle at the equator is similar to its action
at the center of a bar magnet midway between two opposite magnetic
poles.

f. Curiously enough, the earth's north magnetic pole is a S pole,
while the south magnet pole is a N pole.

g. Compass and "dip" needles show the direction of the lines of force
in the magnetic field of the earth.

h. Horizontal lines along which a compass needle points are usually
called the magnetic meridians.

C. Magnetic poles not located at geographic poles.
1. Explain:

a. The magnetic poles of the earth are not at the spots called the
geographic poles.

b. The north magnetic pole is located in Hudson Bay nearly 1,300
miles from the north geographic pole.

c. The south magnetic pole is located in Antartica about 1.300 miles
from the south geographic pole.

d. If one locate! these magnetic poles on a globe, one will see thst
there are many places where the compass needle does not point
to true north.

D. The zero degree or agonic line.
1. 1. Point out:

a. A line can be drawn on the map along which the-compass needle
will always point true north.

b. This line is called the zero --degree or the agonic line.
c. East of this line, the compass needle will point west of true north.
d. West of this line, the needle will point east of true north.
e. The number of degrees which the north seeking pole of the compass

needle points away from true north is called declination.
f. In New York, for example, the declination is about ' agrees west,

or usually written, 110W.
g. To find true north, the compass is turned so that the needle points

11° west of N on the compass card. The N then points to true north.

E. Earth's magnetic poles are slowly changing their position.
1. Point out:

a. Accurate use of a compass by navigators and surveyors requires the
use of tables and maps to change the reading of the compass for
the place it is to be used.

b. Tables or maps must be re-made from time to time as the magnetic
poles of the earth are slowly changing their position.

.rig.: . 5.,,,,,..".13,1:', * S .
' ....0.'.
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STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #23.. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Lesson Plan #24
MAGNETISM

Technology

The Theory of Magnetism

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the molecular theory of magnetism and show bow this
theory can be used to explain the magnetic qualities of temporary and permanent
magnets and other magnetic substatices.

MATERIALS:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #28. p. 21. Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R .; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 19-21.

2. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.
Modern Physics. p. 507.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Since early times many theories have been advanced to explain the phenomena
of magnetic materials and their effects on each other. The "molecular theory"
of magnetism in this lesson seems to best explain the magnetic phenomena that
has been observed.
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STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Molecular theory.
1. Point out:

a. An ordinary piece of steel is not a magnet.
b. It becomes a magnet however when stroked with another magnet,

or by placing it in a coil carrying an electric current.
c. Nu one knows exactly what happens, but scientists have a theory

which fits everything we can observe about magnets and magnetism.
d. The basic theory is that every molecule of a magnetic substance is

a tiny magnet.
e. Since each molecule is a tiny magnet, each one has a north and

south pole.
f. Now, if a piece of iron was made of molecules that are magnets,

the iron would always be magnetized, but we know this is not the
case.

g. The reason may be explained by showicg the arrangement of molecules
in an unmagnetized and magnetized piece of iron are different.

h. When the iron was made, the molecules arranged themselves in
irregular fashion.

i. As each molecule is a little magnet, the north poles faced the south
poles because these polesattract each other.

j. The north and south poles of the molecules neutralize each other.
k. Being neutralized, the bar is not magnetized.
1. When the bar is magnetized, the molecules are moved into a new

arrangement by the magnetizing agent.
m. The poles no longer neutralize one another.
n. The iron bar has become a magnet.

B. Molecular theory demonstrated.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #28, part "a," p. 21, Experiment Manual.

"Theory of Magnetism."

C. Alignment of molecules .
1. Recall: (Experiment #28, part "a.")

a. The iron filings used in the experiment are very much larger than
molecules.

b. Their action shows what scientists believe must happen to molecules
when materials are magnetized or demagnetized.

c. When the filings were shaken gently, they were free to assume any
position.

d. When stroked with the magnet the filings turned to follow
magnetism the pole being used.

e. When the pole has traveled the full length of the bottle, all filings
were turned in the same direction, forming a magnet with poles at the
the extreme ends of the bottle.
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f. Reversing the polarity of the stroking magnet, reversed the
positions of all the filings.

g. When the filings were shaken after being magnetically aligned the
magnetic polarity was destroyed by confusing the arrangement
of the particles.

D. Magnetism may be destroyed by mechanical shock.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #28, part "b."

"Theory of Magnetism."

E. Displacement of molecules.
1. Recall: (Experiment #28, part "b.")

a. A magnet loses some of its magnetism if pounded.
b. When a magnet is pounded the molecules are shaken up.
c. They are jarred out of their position in the line.
d. Then some of the poles neutralize one another and the magnet

becomes weaker.
e. This also explains why the piece of steel was struck while being

magnetized by the coil.
f. The blows helped to shake the molecules so they could be influenced

to a greater degree by the magnetism of the coil carrying current.

F. Magnetism may be destroyed by heat.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #28, part "c."

"Theory of Magnetism."

G. How heat affects magnets.
1. Recall: (Experiment #28, part "c.a.

a. Heating the magnetized needle destroyed its magnetism.
b. Scientists explain that when a material is heated, the molecules

move faster.
c. In fact heat is the energy of molecular movement.
d. As material is heated, it expands.
e. This permits the molecules to move about more easily and change

their position.
f. Letting a magnet stand in the heat of sunlight will weaken it because

of the heat of the sun's rays.

H. If a bar magnet is broken in two, the pieces will .L.3tain the original molecular ,

alignment and polarity.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #28, part "d."

"Theory of Magnetism."

1. Breaking a magnet.
1, Recall: (Experiment #28, part "d.")
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I.

a. When a magnet is broken in two, each piece becomes a magnet.
b. The north pole of the magnet remains a north pole, but the

broken end of that piece becomes a south pole.
c. The south pole of the original magnet remains a south pole.
d. In other words, opposite poles are found on each side of the break.
e. When all molecules are aligned, the bar ..an be divided into many

magnets.

Magnetic "Saturation."
1. Recall:

a. There is a limit to the amount of magnetism that a piece of steel
or any other magnetic substance can have.

b. When that limit is reached the substance becomes saturated.
c. The point of magnetic saturation has been reached.
d. That when all the molecules are aligned, as they would be at the

saturation point, nothing more can be done.
e. The substance cannot be more strongly magnetized.

K. Permeability of a magnetic substance.
I. Recall: Experiment #25.

a. The magnetic saturation point varies for different materials.
b. This fact was demonstrated when the iron and steel magnetswere

made electrically.
c. Some materials are capable of being more strongly magnetized

than others.
d. The terms used to describe these qualities of a material are

permeability and reluctance.
e. Permeability is the ease with which lines of force may be established

in a substance.
f. For example, ordinary iron has gu-at permeability.
g. It is very easy to establish magnetic force in iron.
h. For this reason, iron is frequently used as a kind of magnetic screen

to protect things from the effects of magnetic lines of force.
i. The lines of force pass through the iron around the object and thus

do not cut through the object itself.
j. There is no material that insulates magnetism.
k. Magnetism can be diverted, but it cannot be cut off.

L. Reluctance in magnetic materials.
I. Point out:

a. Reluctance is the opposite of permeability.
b. It is the opposition that a substance offers to magnetic lines of force.
c. A magnetic material with low reluctance offers an easy path for the

lines of force.
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d. Wrought iron has a low reluctance, but permalloy, an alloy of
78 parts nickel and 22 parts iron, has an even lower reluctance,
and is a better conductor of the lines of force.

e. Steel has a higher reluctance than iron; and air has a much higher
reluctance than steel.

f. In fact, air is such a poor conductor of magnetic lines that they
pass through it with difficulty.

M. Retentivity of magnetic materials.
I. Recall:

a. Another quality of magnetic substances was demonstrated in
Experiment #25.

b. It is called "retentivity."
c. The steel retained most of its magnetism, while the iron quickly

lost almost all of its magnetism when the magnetizing current was
shut off.

d. Magnetic substances vary greatly in their retentivity.
ei Substances with low retentivity, such as iron, are used for making

temporary magnets.
f. Substances with high retentivity, such as steel, are used for in

Permanent magnets.

STEP III - APPLICAtION:

Have leakier work and hand in assignment sheet #244 Give individual help where
needed..

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW -UP:

deCk assiginient sh' ets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbOok.

Leeson Olin #25
ELEC AtOivIAGNETLSIA

Technology

Magnetic Field Around a Conductor

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner of the relationship between electric current and magnetism.

o :
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MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #29 and #30, parts "a" and "b," p. 24,

Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 92-94, 99-101.
2. Mc Doug, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.,

Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 243-245.

3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.,
Modern Physics. pp. 522-523.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The discovery that magnetism could be produced by sending a current flow through
a wire, led to many experiments to determine whether or not this magnetism was
identical to that of the natural magnets. Some of the developments concerning
"electro magnetism" are discussed in this lesson.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. The electromagnetic effect.
I. Recall:

a. The relationship between electric current and magnetism was
demonstrated in Experiment #2b when a piece of steel was magnetized
by sending an electric current through a coil of wire.

b. The magnetism of a coil produced by the current flow, through it,
is the third effect that has been observed.

c. This is called the "electromagnetic" effect.
d. The three effects observed were:

(1) Heating effect.
(2) Electrochemical effect.
(3) Electromagnetic effect.

e. The electromagnetic effect is a very important one.
f . Almost all our entire electrical industry is based on the practical

applications of electromagnetic discoveries.
g. Generators, motors, telephones, radios and hundreds of appliances

are based on the principles of electromagnetism.
h. To understand how these appliances and machines work, knowledge

must be had of the relationship between electric current and
magnetism.

B. Magnetic fields about a coil carrying current.
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1. Demonstrate Experiment #29, part "a," p. 24, Experiment Manual.
"Magnetic Field and Polarity of a Coil."

C . Magnetic effect of a coil.
1. Recall: (Experiment #29, part "a.")

a. A coil not connected to a dry cell had no effect on a nail suspended
by a string from a support.

b. When no current flows through the coil, the coil had no magnetic
effect on the nail.

c. When the coil is connected to the dry cell, either end of the coil
will attract the nail.

d. The coil acts like a magnet only as long as current flaws through
the wire of the coil.

e. When one wire is disconnected from the cell tie current flow
stops and the coil loses its magnetism.

f. The coil thus forms a kind of temporary magnet, called an
electromagnet, whose magnetism can be turned off and on by
opening and closing a circuit.

g. Define:
(1) Electromagnet.
(2) Solenoid,

D. Polarity of a coil carrying current.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #29, part "b."

"Magnetic Field and Polarity of a Coil."

E. Polarity of a coil is due to direction of current flow through the coil.
1. Recall: (Experiment #29, part "b.")

a. If a coil carrying current has a magnetic field around it, it should
have poles like a magnet.

b. TVs fact was proven in the experiment by approaching the suspended-

magnet with the energized coil.
c. When the N pole of the -magnet was approached with one end of the

coil and then the other, the difference in polarity of the coil was
apparent.

d. The end of the coil which repelled the N pole of the magnet was also-i
a N pole, and of course ttle end of the coil which attracted the magnetO -

N pole was a S pole.
e. Reversing the direction of current flow through the coil reversed

its polarity as shown by results obtained When.the experiment was
repeated after marking the coil end with the string.

f. An electric current sets up a magnetic field around a coil and
the polarity of the coil is determined by the direction of the
current flow.

s..,
CM'

,FJ
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F . "Oersted's Experiment."
1. Demonstrate Experiment #30, part "a."

"Magnetic Field Around a Wire."

G. A wire carrying a current is surrounded by a magnetic field.
1. Recall:

a. In following the experiment of Hans Chris. Jersted, we find
that:
(1) When a wire was held over a compass needle so that the wire

and needle are parallel, a current sent through the wire will
cause the needle to swing to the west when the direction of
current (pos. to neg.) was from south to north.

(2) When the wire was placed under the compass, the needle
swung in the opposite direction, that is, to the east when the
current flow was from south to north.

(3) If the direction of current flow was reversed so that the
current flowed from north to south, the compass needle swung
to the west if the wire was held under the needle.

b. Obviously a wire carrying a current is surrounded by a magnetic
field whose direction is determined by the direction of current
flow.

c. The above facts are true of any conductor, straight or coiled.

H. Plotting the field of force around a conductor.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #30, part "b."

"Magnetic Field Around a Wire."

I. The direction of magnetic flux is reversed when the current flow in a con-
ductor is reversed.
1. Recall:

a. When the wire was placed through the hole at right angles to the
cardboard, and the cardboard sprinkled with filings, no magnetic
effect was observed.

b. When the dry cell was connected to the wire, the flow of current
caused the filings to assume a circular pattern when the card was
tapped, showing that a magnetic field exists similar to that about
a bar magnet.

c. When the filings were removed and a compass was placed on the
cardboard, the needle followed the same paths as the iron filings
assumed.

d. Reversing the direction of current flow, reversed the direction
of the compass needle.

Right hand rule for solenoids and conductors carrying current flow.
1. Point out:

a. The right hand rule is very useful in determining the polarity
of coils or electromagnets.

b. It may also be used to find the direction of flux around a straight
wire carrying a current.

1.

. ' 1 "S`..;:,"' -.
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c. The rule operates as follows: (Assume that current flows from
positive to neg9tive through the wire).
(1) The polarity of coils and electromagnets mcy be determined

by placing the right hand around the coil and fingers in the
direction of the current flows; the thumb will point to the
north pole of the coil.

(2) The direction of flux about a wire may be found by grasping
the wire with the thumb pointing in the direction of the current
flow, the fingers hen point in the direction of the flux.

STEP HI - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and bard in assignment sheet #25. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECICING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for
placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #26
ELECTROMAGNETISM

Strength 'of Electromagnets

DESIRED RESULT5:

To inform the learner how the strength of the electromagnet may be increased
by the materials used, the increase of turns, and current flow through the
uumber of turns used. ,-.

MATERIALS, !IQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1.. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #31 and #32, pp. 24-25,. Experiment. Manual.

RfVERENCEq:

1. McD) ,gal, Wynne L.; /Vinson, Rh:hard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Pundanentalb of Eletricity. p. 138.
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2. Suffern.. Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Pies. pp: 101-107.
3. Dull, Charles B.; Metcalfe, H Clark; ami Brooks, William 0.,

Modern Physics. pp. 524-525.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The discovery of the electromagnetic effect prwidect means to increase magnetism
by me of a coil. It "leo made possible a means of controiiing magia.v.1:,

field by changing the amount of current flow through the coil.

Magnetism would be of little value to us today if we had no means for Its control.

STEP - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Control of magnetism.
1. Point out:

Electromagnetism may be easily controlled by turning off the current
The amount of magnetism may also be controlled.* varying the
t nount of current flow through the electromagnet.
When the current stops flowing or decreases. the magnetic field
around the coil disappears or become' weaker.
Electromagnets are used in devices where the magnetism. mint

_

---

be controlled. 4- ,

--Iiii",--Iton-beat Suited for a magnet which must be controlled.
". -.Point out:

*pedant of an iron core In an electromagnetiSybe:C0*±#10$0
. by turning the current on or off.1-

.

b The Iran core Is a magnet only while a current is fib 1'

C:.
asi

I: --- Boil around-the ; : .

Iron IS easily magnetized, and loses its magietisin-.atat#ii,;:iiik*it:.='!;::,
very Suitable for temporary magnetic uses.

4. the ability of steel to keep its mawyniam, as shswithy.. E*er1ment -

. *25, Makes it very unsuitable fortemportiry*Magiits
eleationiagnets. _ ,

siiet.i.gtnis the magnetic field Of a coil,
I. Debuinseiate Experiment *31, p. 24, Experiment Manual.

"Air.and iron Cores. in Electromagnets.'

D. The Jr& core 'is placed wiihin a coikof electromagnetii) lower the
rellictatice.
1. Recdi:

. _ 'a: 4=17-4=FIPCI.7-.:14Inglelyet
i$11;g4:.j'

=
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a. When a current was passed through the coil without an iron core,
very few tacks were picked up at the coil's pales. (Refer Fig. #73,
p. 23, Experiment Manual.)

b. Air does not make a very good core because of its low permeability.
c. When a current was passed through the coil with an iron core,

many more tacks were picked up by the pales of the electromagnet.
d. An electromagnet with an iron core has far more strength than that

of the coil alone.

E. Magnetomotive force (M.M.F.)
I. Point °IA:

a. A coil has a more concentrated magnetic field than that of a wire.
b. Lim::: of force uot only run around each turn of the coil, but

reinforce each other and spread.
c. However, they must pass through air which hvi a low permeability.
d. Since air offers much opposition to the line.; of force, Inge

magnetizing force is needed to establish a magnetic field.
e. This magnetizing force is called "Magnetomotive Force" dnd

abbreviated as M.M.F.
f. The magnetomotive force, or M.M.F. necessary to magnetize

the coil with an iron core to the same degree as that of an air
core is much less, due tothe high permeability of the ! In.

g. Or, magnetization of the same coil with an air coil would require
a much greater M.M.F. than would be needed to produce the same
magnetism if an iron core was used.

h. Iron has a low reluctance and a low retentivity. It is easily
magnetized and loses its magnetism almost as easily.

i. Thus an iron core strengthens the electromagnet and is very
satisfactory from the standpoint of magnetic control.

F . Cores of electror.aagnets vary in shape.
1. Poirt out: .

a. When only one pole of an electromagnet is used, the shape of the
core may resetuHe that of a bar magnet. .

b. If a more concentrated field is desired the pales may be placed
close together like those of a, "U" magnet or horseshoe magnet.

c. The shape of an electromagnet and its core depends on the use for
which the electromagnet is intended.

d. it ..iy case, an electromagnet has a coil surrounding a core which
s usually made of iron.

G. Other ways to strengthen an electromagnet.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #32, p. 25, Experiment Manual.

"Strengthening an Electromagnet."
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H. The M.M.F. increased by increasing the current flow and the number of
turns
1. Recall: (Experiment #31).

a. When the 50 turns of wire were wound around the nail and a cell
was connected, the number of tacks attracted to it were less than
the quantity attracted when two cells were connected.

b. The two cells doubled the current !low through the electromagnet
and increased its maguetomotive force.

c. Thus the magnetomotive force of an electromagnet may also be
increased by increasing the current flow through its coil.

d. When 50 additional turns were added to the coil and it was again
connected to one cell, the quantity of tacks held was greater than
When 50 turns were first used with one cell.
Increasing the number of turns, increased the magnetomotive
force.

f. Very strong electromagnets are made by increasing both the
Current and the number of turns.

g. This was shown by using the additional SO turns, and also by
connecting bout cells to the coil.
A straight wire, of course, has no nuns and no core, its
magnetizing force depends solely on she current in amperes flowing
through it*
In a coil, however, the magnetic flux around each turn of wire
reinforces that around the turns next to it.

e*

h.

his Anti*
1. Pant oti

A: Lines of force of each turn seem to link or joinrogether and form
Ode large magnetic field with poles.at each end of the coil..

b. The .number of turns in a coil affects its magnetism in much tie
mime way as putting permanent magnets together with libi-poleis
touching, increases the strength. of the magnetic.. fteldliround them.

'Co If, another magnet. is added the strength of the field is further
Increased.
bt one marthink of the field around a coil is being made *ip of all

..lines of force around many feet of wire concentrated in a small spacet.

j. The aiflere-turn.
1. POint.ont:

it:. The magnetizing force of a coil deppids on the.current in amperes
and the number of turns in the coil.

b. For this reason the unit of magnetizing force is called ampere-
turn.

.0110P0'

'yr

is
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c. A current of one ampere in a coil of one turn produces a magnetizing
force of one ampere turn.

d. To find the magnetizing force of any coil in ampere turns, multiply
the amperes flowing in the coil by the number of turns in the coil.

e. If a current of 2 amperes flows through a coil of 50 turns, the
M.M.F. of the coil is 2 amps x 50 turns or 100 ampere turns.

f. A coil of 25 turns carrying 2 amperes has a M.M.F. of only 50 amp
turns. With a current flow of 1 ampere, 25 amp turns would result.

K. Relation of OHMS Law to the ampere-turn.
I. Point out:

a. The magnetizing force of a coil does not depend on the resistance
of the coil or the voltage of the circuit except insofar as the
voltage and resistance affect the current in accordance with OHMS
Law.

b. For example, suppose that a 50 turn coil has a resistance of 10
OHMS.

c. in order to make a current of 2 amperes flow through the coil to
produce 100 ampere turns, a pressure of 20 volts must be supplied.

d. If the resistance of the coil is doubled, the voltage must be doubled
to drive 2 amperes through the coil and prckluce the same M.M.F.
(100 ampere-turns) .

e. Any combination of voltage and resistance that will cause a current
of 2 amperes to flow through a 50 turn coil will produce a M.M.F .
of 100 ampere turns.

L. The strength of an electromagnet depends on three things.
1. Point out:

a. An electromagnet's strength depends on:
(1) The material of the core.
(2) The current flow through the coil.
(3) The number of turns in the coil.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheets *26. Gis,-a indilidual help
where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.
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Job Plan #9a, b, and c.
ELECTROMAGNETISM

BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative

Making a Solenoid Coil

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions. In,.
many cases the shop inotructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs which
will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those found*
the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring chs -ts, etc., will-
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP M - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet." Give indivi
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check jot- and job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.
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Lesson Plan #27 Technology
E.M.F . BY INDUCTION

Inducing Current in a Conductor

DESIRED RESULTS:

To inform the learner how magnetism may be used.to produce an electric current
flow as the result of the E .M.F . of induction and how "Flemings Rule" may be
applied to the problems of induced E .M.F .

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #34 and #35, Parts "a" and "b," p. 27,

Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

I. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. p. 250.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles . pp. 164-169.
3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics. pp. 576-582.

STEP I - iNTRODUCING THE LESSON:

It has been learned how an electric ourret.e, can produce ma-glietism. We can
now study how it is possible to create a flenv of electricity in a conductor by the
use of magnetism.

Strict attention to the various points fu he lesson will enable tha student to
later apply the principles involved in this lesson.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Relationship of electrical ever ;y and magnetism.
1. Recall:

a. Electric current produces a magnetic field around a conductor.
b. An electric current induces magnetism in pieces of iron and steel.

When a current flows through a conductor, it produces a magnetic
field around the conductor.

d. Direction of the lines of force around the wire depend on the
direction of current flow throw% the wire.

e . Tri effects a placing --letals in the magnetic field of conductors
has been seen.
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f. What will the result be of placing or moving a conductor in the
magnetic field of magnetized metals or other conduCtors, having
a magnetic field?

B. Inducing an E.M.F. in a coil with a magnet.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #34, Part "a, " p. 27, Experiment Manual.

"Using a Permanent Magnet to Induce E.M.F. and Current."

C. Movemeut of a coil in a magnetic field causes a current flow in the coil.
1. Recall:

a. No current flow was indicated by the galvanometer when it was
connected to the coil because no source of E.M.F. is nresont. c-

b. A current flow was indicated when the coil was placed between the
poles of the U-magnet and moved downward.

c. A current flow was oleo read on the galvanometer when tbe.coil
was then.moved upward. . .

d. As the galvanometer needle moved in different directions -from
zero and when the coil was moved in opposite directions; a
difference of directions of current flow in the coil is assumed.

e. No matter where the coil was stopped, the needle returaititn-
zero, showing that no current was flowing. -

f. When a coil is moved through a magnetic fields Aba iviies4a the
coil cut the lines of force and an INDUCED CURRENT /lows in .

the coil. , _:.":2.1:i.,- r.:.

g.- When the direction of motion of a coil in a mageetle*Id pi
lines of force are cut in the opposite direction, and an
current flows through the coil in the opposite direction.:

h. When the motion of the coil is stopped, there caniiiimi:
current in the coil because no lines of force are beleg cat.

::. ,-4;,,,,3 -..-zi.--'
D. E.M.F. of induction affected by the "cutting speed." - .,

I. Refer; {Experiment #34). :-,... ,- .., et

a. When the coil was moved slowly, the galvanometer needle4id not .:-:i)i,7,
swing so far as when the coil was moved at a Biome ra**014

b. Since the same amber of lines of force were- prisiiit,enalita84
the increase of the E.M,F . was due to increePed

:the coil. 2,,,

c . The greater the speed, the greater are the numberet,
that can be cut in a given time and the greater the

- e4.4.1Z.V.. :.......1,;° `..- ST..f.
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E. E.M.F. of induction is also affected by the number of turns cut by the
magnetic lines of force.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #34, part "b."

F. E.M.F. is induced in a coil by the coil moving through a magnetic field, or
by the field moving through the coil.
I. Point out:

a. As long as lines of force are cut by a coil, current will flow in
the coil.

b. When a coil magnetic field is strong, a higher E.M.F. is induced
than when the coil cuts the lines of a weak field.

c. As a result of a higher E.M.F ., more current flows.
d. An E .M.F of I volt is induced in a conductor that cuts lines of

force at the rate of 100,000,000 per second.
e. To summarize the facts concerning the E.M.F.. of induction, we

can show that:
(I) An E.M.F. is induced in a coil when the coil cuts lines of

force of a magnetic field. This causes a current in a closed
circuit.

(2) The direction of current flow depends on the direction of
cutting.

(3) The amount of current flow depends on the E.M.F . developed
and the resistance of the closed circuit.

(4) The amount of E .M.F. also depends on the imber of lines
of force cut and the time of cutting.

(5) The amount of E.M.F. depends on the number of turns in the
coil.

f. More lines of force are cut in a certain time when:
(1) The coil, or magnetic ;Jed is moved faster.
(2) Mote turns of wire are used in the coil.
(3) A stronger magnetic field with more lines of force is used.

G. An. E.M.F. is produced in a single conductor when passed through a
magnetic field.
I . Point out:

a. When a very sensitive galvanometer is available, the current flow
in a single conductor may be indicated as a result of the induced
t;.M.F . when the conductor is cut by a magnetic field.

b. Windirg a wire into a coil is a convenient way to concentrate the
effect that a single wire will produce.

H . Relatiouzhip between the direction of magnetic flux, direction of movement
of the conductor, and tbe direction of the induced curl ent is shown by the use
of the "Right Hand Rule" for induced current.
1. Point out:
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J.

a. Make clear the importance of the direction of the induced current.
b. The induced E.M.F. will of course act in the same direction as

that in which the induced current flows.
c. The right hand rule for induced current is used to determine the

direction of an induced current.
d. The rule assumes that current flows from pr3itive to negative.

Actually, the electrons move in the opposite iirection.
e. In applying the right hand rule for induced ct, tent, situations

will be met in which the magnetic fields move instead of the wire.
f. In such cases, the relative motion of the wire must be considered.
g. If the magnetic field moves in one direction across the wire, the

induced current will flow in the same direction as when the wire
moves across the magnetic field in the opposite direction.
This fact was shown in Experiment #34 by first moving the magnet
and then the coil of wire.

Use of an electromagnet to induce an E..M.F . in a conductor.
I. Point out:

a. An electromagnet may be used in place of a permanent magnet to
induce an E.M.F . in a conductor.

b. Electromagnets are much stronger than permanent magnets and.
also their magnetism is easily controlled.=

c. Increasing the magnetic flux by-adding turns to the
sending more current through each turn, -or by rapidly
the current off and on should increase the number of filmic
in a certain time. .

d. As a result, the E.M.F. and the current should be greater* .

E.M.F . induced by an electromagnet.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #35, part "a," p. 27, ikkottriment Manual.

"Using an Electromagrn to Induce E .M .F ,and Current."

K. Conditions by which induced current is produced.
I. Recall:

.

a. When the coil connected to the dry cell Was energ#ed.a44;
coil was moved toward the other, an induced:cure:it:Was-indica
on the galvanometer.

b. When the coil was moved back, the needle swung to the other MC.
gicating that the current was reversed in its direction of flow.

c. its in Experiment #34, no current flowed when both coils were
stationary, because no lines of force were cut.

d. When either coil was moved faster or slower,- an increase or
d decrease of current was noted by the gah nometer raiding.
o. Using more or fewer turns on the coils has the same effect.

..
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f. Adding turns, or strengthening the electromagnet bid* use of
an iron core increases the induced E.M.F . and thus the amount
of current.

g. In every way, the results are the same as those with a permanent
magnet - except that they are much greater.

L. Effects of nutual induction.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #35, part "b."

M. Current is induced in a coil by an expanding field.
1. Recall:

a. Using the push button to close the circuit of the electromagnet
caused the galvanometer needle to swing to one side, indicating that
an E. M.F. was Induced in the coil connected to it.

b. The current flowing through the coil of the electromagnet built up
a magnetic field.

c. As the lines of the force of the magnetic field move outward, they
cut the turns of the coil connected to the galvanometer, inducing
a current in the coil.

d. When the circuit was held closed, the induced current in the
galvanometer coil flowed for only an instant.

e. The needle swung to one side and then back to zero.
f. Once the magnetic field was built up, no more lines of force cut

the coil.
Since neither coil was moved, the induced current stopped flowing..

t/. Current is induc ed in a coil by a collapsing field but in an opposite direction
to that induced by an expanding field.
1. Recall:

a. When the push button was released, opening the circuit of the
electromagnet, the galvanometer needle moved again.

b. The needle swung in the opposite direction for an instant, then back
to zero.

c. The magnetic field around the electromagnet faded away ory or
collapsed.

d. As the magnetk field diminished and receded to the electromagnet,
it had to pass through the coil of the galvanometer in the opposite
direction than that in which it passed when the field first expanded.

e. This caused a current to flow in the opposite direction in the coil
connected to the galvanometer.

f. Current is induced in a coil in one direction by an expanding field
and in the opposite direction by a collapsing field.
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f. The E.M.F . will makes a curreu:. available as soon as the circuit
is closed.

R. Faraday's discoveki,
1. Point out:

a . The expert -nests of the British scientist, Michael Faraday, led
to he disco,ry of many important facts about the relation between
magnetism and electric current.

b. Faraday was first to discover that whenever a conductor cuts across
magnetic lines of force, an E.M.F . is induced in the conductor.
If the conductor is part of a closed circuit, the E.M.F . will
cause a current to flow.

c. The rePalts obtained by performing Experiment #35 show clearly
the basic facts of Faraday's discovery.

STEP III APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #27. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.
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Lesson Plan #28
E.M.F . BY INDUCTION

Technology

Lenz's Law

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with Lenz's Law and slum how the law explens the oppo-
sition to the motion which induced the currPnt flow in a conductor by sell induction.

MATERIA LS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

I . Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments *36 and #37, pp. 27-28, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

I . McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 260-261.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles . pp. 143-144.
3. Dull, Charles E .; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.

Modern Physics . p. 579.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

One of the most important principles in the study of electricity is that of sell
induction.

A thorough study of this principle as embodied in Lenz's Law is essential to
the understanding of the operation of certain motors, generators, transformers,
coils and other electrical equipment.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . A magnetic field is set up by the induced current flowing in A conductor.
I . Point out:

a. A magnetic field is set up around a conductor carrying current.
b. A conductor carrying an induced current is no exception.
c . Whenever a current has been induced in a conductor by cutting

lines of force in a magnetic field, the induced current sets up
its own field around the conductor.

d. The magnetic field set up by the induced current might do either
of two things:
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(1) Reinforce and strengthen the field that induced the current.
(2) Oppose and weaken the field that intsuced the current.

e. Careful experiments of a Russian scientist named Lenz showed
that the second thing happens.

B. Lenz's Law.
1. Explain:

a. Lenz's Law states: "The magnetic field se+ up around a conductor
by an induced current opposes the magnetic field that induced the
current."

b. This law is one of the most important principles in the study of
electricity.

c. Lenz's law explains facts about every electrical device whose
operations depends on induced current-,

d. The induction coil and transformer as sell as the generator
motor and choke coils are dependent on the facts stated in Lenz's
Law.

e. Lenz's Law may be stated in different ways depending on tie
information needed in a particular situation.

f. Although, when the direction of magnetic flux, the direction of
induced current (or E.M.F.), or the direction of movement of
a conductor are to be found, the basic idea of Lenz's Law remains
the same.

g. The right hand rule for induced current, and the left hand rule
for motors, art: practical application of Lenz's Law.

C. Applying Lenz's Law .
1. Demonstrate Experiment #36, part "a," p. 27, Experiment Manual.

"Lenz's Law."

D. Lenz's Law Applied.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #36, part "b."

E. Self Induction.
1. Explain:

a. Lenz's Law also explains a curious form of induction that takes
place in a single circuit.

b. When changes in the magnetic field of a circuit induce an E.M.F .
and sometimes a current in the same circuit, the induced E.M.F.
or current is said to be caused by self induction.

c. Any change in current flowing through the circuit is opposed by
self induction.

d. Y* opposes starting or stopping a current in a circuit and also
opposes any change in the amount of current.

F. Self induction is more noticeable in a coil than in a wire.
1. Point out

F-sPic:;
-6., V ._1 4.2*-V.J.r.
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a. This fact was demonstrated by scientists who measured the time
required for maximum current flow in a 500 foot wire and again
in the same wire formed into a coil of many turns.

b. Using a source of 110 volt direct current, a current of 36.7 amperes
flowed in .01 second.

c. From then on, this amount of current continued to flow through the
circuit.

d, Since the resistance of the 500 feet of #18 wire used was about 3
OHMS, the amount of current by OHM'S Law: I = E/R, should
be approximately that flowing at the end of .01 second as noted.

e. When the same wire was coiled and connected to the 110 volts
D.C. source; and the current flow was measured at .01 second
intervals the results were:

Time Amperes
. 01 18.
. 02 28.
.03 35.
. 07 36.7

f, The full amount of current flow was not reached until .07 second
had passed.

g. Thus it took 7 times as long for the current to reach its _naximum
amount in the coil as in the uncoiled wire.

h. The delay was caused by tae greater self-induction of the coil.
i. The coil is said to have a greater inductance than the wire itself.
j. Inductance is the ability of a circuit or conductor to induce an

E.M.F . when the current in the circuit changes.

1. Effects of self-induction.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #37, p. 28, Experiment Manual.

"Self-Induction."

J Using Lenz's Law to explain self-induction.
1. Recall:

a. When the circuit was closed a current flowed through the circuit
including the coil and the bulb. (See Fig. #87).

b. The part flowing through the coil builds up a magnetic field.
c. The expanding field curs the turns of the coil inducing an E.M.F .

in the coil.
d. Since the coil is part of a closed circuit, this E.M.F . tries *-1

make a current flow in the circuit.
e. From Lenz's Law we can show that the direction of the induced

current would be opposite to that supplied by the battery.
f. The induced E .M,F . will thus oppose the E.M.F . of the bart.try.
g. This self-induced E.M.F . acts against the battery E .M.F . as the

magnetic field is built up and thus reduces the current flowing
through the coil.
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h. For this reason self. induced E.M.F. is called back E.M.F., or
more often is called counter E.M.F. when it opposes the E.M.F.
of the circuit.

i. Because the back E.M.F. at first prevents much current from
flowing through the coil, more of the current is sent through the
bulb, and it lights up brightly.

j. When the magnetic field has been slowly built up to its full strength,
no more lines of force are cut by the coil and no more back E.M.F
is induced.

k. The current supplied to the ccii by le battery then reaches its
greatest amount as determined by OHM'S Law.

1. The E .M.F . of the battery is no longer opposed by the self-irduced
E.M.F .

m. As the part of the current that flows through tie coil increases,
the part flowing through the bulb decreases, and the bulb becomes
dick.

n. When the circuit was opened the current in the Winery circuit
stopped flowing.

o. As a result, the magnetic field of the coil collapsed cutting the turns
of the coil inducing an E .M.F . again, but in an opposite direction.
The induced E .M.F . now acts in the same direction as the E.M .F.
of the battery does.
For a brief irstant the self-induced E.M.F. is equal to, or more
than the E .M.F . of the /Jattenr.
Since the bulb and coil form a closed circuit, the self-induced
E .M.F . forces a current through the bulb.
As a result the bulb lights up once more.
The self-induced E.M.F. thus opposes stopping as well as starting
the current.

P.

q.

r.

s.
t.

K. Self-induction explainer by water analogy.
1. Point out:

a. A motor driven pump connected by piping to a water turbine that
has a fly wheel.

b. When the pump is started, water is sent through the p")ing and
the turbin' begins to revolve.

c. Before the water can reach the speed that the pump can produce,
it must first overcome the inertia of the fly wheel on the turbine.

d. Inertia is the tendency of matter to resist change.
e. When the inertia of the fly wheel has been overcome, the water

reaches the greatest speed that the pump will produce and a
steady flow of water through the piping is maintained.

f. Now, if the pump is turned off, the inertia of the fly wheel keeps
the turbine revolving for some time.

g. The turbine acts like a pump and keeps the water moving until
friction finally stops it.
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h. Self-induction in a circuit acts much like the inertia of a fly wheel.
i. It resists any attempt to start, stop, or change the current in a

circuit.
j. For this reason, self-induction is sometimes called electromagnetic

inertia.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Haw. learner work and hand in assignment sheet #28. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Lessor Plan #29 Technology
E.M.F . BY INDUCTION

The Transformer

DESIRED RESULTS:

1. To acquaint the learner with ways that the voltage of a source of supply
(Primary) can be used to induce a current in another coil (Secondary)
by means of mechanical movement through the electromagnetic field
or by using alternating current.

2. To acquaint the learner with the electrical features and uses of a com-
mercial transformer with emphasis on the transmission of alternating
current.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #38 and #39, pp. 28-29, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 254-242, and 327 and 3?6.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 144-152.
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3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. ClaLk; au:* 3rooks, William 0.
Modern Physics. pp. 587-593.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The transformer is an inductive device used in alternating current distribution,
to change the voltage to higher or lower amounts where needed.

Discussion of the operating principles of the transformer are necessary if a
thorough understanding of this important device is to be acquired.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . E.M.F. may be induced in a coil by varying th.. flux density.
1. Point out

a. E.M.F . is induced in a coil when:
(I) The coil is moved through a magnetic field.
(2) When the field is moved through the coil.
(3) Opening and closing the circuit of the electromagnet

supplying the magnetic field.
b. Another way is to very the magnetic flux of the core in a coil.

B. Variation of magnetic flux.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #3R, part "a," p. 28, Experiment Manual.

"Induction Col .."

C. Using a bar magnet to vary induced flux.
1. Recall: (Experiment #38, part "a").

a. Draw on board Fig. #89, p. 52 Experiment Manual. A coil
connected t;.; a galvanometer has an iron rod projecting through
the coil.

b. This iron core has a low reluctance and a low retentivity and can
only form a temporary magnet.

c. When the N pole of a permanent magnet is brought near or against
the iron rod the rod became magnetized.

d. The magnetic field of the rod then cut the turns of the coil inducing
an E.M.F. causing the galvanometer to induce current flow.

e. When the magnet was held steadily the needle swung back to zero
as no lines were cutting the coil.

f. When the bar magnet was removed, the needle swung to the other
side Indic: ting a current flow through the coil in opposite direction.

g. After an instant the needle swung back to zero as before.
h. According to Lenz's Law when the rod was magnetized the induced

current had such a direction that its magnetic field opposed the
field of the rod.
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D. Other uses of induction coils.
1. Explain:

a. Induction coils are used in telephom circuits.
b. Each transmitter is connected in series with a local battery and

the primary of an induction coil.
c. The receivers are connected in series with the secondaries of the

induction coils .
d. No interrupters or condensers are used
e. The pulsating or fluctuating direct current through the primary

induces a current in the secondary by varying the magnetic flux.
f . Since the secondary has more turns, the secondary current is at

a much higher voltage.
g. Thus I' can be sent through a fairly long line and still cause the

receiver to work.
h. Greater distances may be covered by the use of the induction

coil than are possible with the simple telephone circuits.
i. Induction coils are also used to operate "neon" sign and x-ray

tubes, which require nigh voltages .
j . An induction coil may be used to Qs:oply high voltage from a low

voltage source of direct currunt if only a small current is needed
at a higher voltage.

k. When a large current is needed, induction coils are not satisfactory.

E. Both induction coils and transformers operate by the principle of mutual
induction.
1. Point out

a. The "induction" coil is really a kind of transformer, or voltage
changer.

b. The term transformer is usually applied to a similar device that
differs somewhat in construction and use.

c. A transformer has a primary and a secondary wound on a core
of magnetic material.

d. The secondary of an induction coil always has more turns than
the primary.

e. A transformer secondary may have more or fewer turns than the
primary, depending whether the voltage is to be increased or
decreased.

f . An induction coil has an open core: (The core ends do not form
a complete magnetic path),

g. A transformer has a closed core. The core forms a complete
magnetic path.

h. Both devices operate by the principles of Mutual Induction.

F. Making an experimental transformer .
1. Demonstrate Experiment #39, part "a," pp. 28-29, Experiment Manual.

"Transformers ."
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G. Reversing the current thrc zh a transformer primary causes reversal of
secondar' current.
1. Recut: (Experinwnt #39, part "1.")

a. When the 50 turn coil was connected to the cell through the
reversing switch and the switch was thrown to the left, the
galvanometer corinected to the 100 ruin coil swung to one side
and then back to zero.

b. Mie needle movement indicated an induced current flow in the
secondary.

c. When the switch is open the needle swings to the other side and
back to zero showing that an induced current now flows in the
opposite oirection through the secondary.

d. Results so far are the same as those in Experiment #38.
e. Now when the switch was thrown to the right the current flow

through the primary is in the opposite direction.
f. The galvanometer needle moved in the same direction as when

the switch was opened before.
g. When the switch is opened this time, the needle swings in the

same direction as when the switch was thrown t( the left.
h. The induced current in the secondary changes its direction when

the prima -3- circuit is oven or closed, and when the current in
tile primary is reversed..

i. The eirectian of the induced cul,ent is in accord with Lenz's
Law.

j. The primary current sets up a magnetic flux around the entire core.
k. The secondary turns are cut by the flux, inducing a current whose

field opposes the e : set up by the primary current.
1. When the primary current is reversed the direction of the flux

is reversed.
m. The secondary turns are cut by the lilies of force in the opposite

direction, and the induced current in the secondary is reversed.
n. The movement of the galvanometer needle indicated that induced

current in the seondary reverses its direction every time the pri-
mary current is reversed.

H. Exchanging coils affects secondary voltage.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #39, part "b."

"Transformers."

I. Transformers may be used to decrease as well as increase voltage by the
mutual Indic on of their windings.
1. Recall:

a. When the 50 turn coil was connected to the galvanometer, and
the 100 turn coil to the dry cell and switch, the 100 turn coil
became the primary and the 50 turn coil the secondary.
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b. Current reversals shown by the galv.r.omeeer as the switch was
operated as before showed that secondary reversal occurred every
time the primary was reversed.

c. However, the needle did not swing so fP . to one side as it did
before, indicating that the induced h.M.F. was not as great.

d. A current of lower voltage has been induced by using fewer turns
in the secondary than in the primary.

e. Thus transformers may be used to decrease as well as increase
voltage by mutual induction between primary and secondary circuits.

J. Two kinds of transformers.
1. Point out:

a. Two kinds of transformers are indicated by the experiments.
They are: The step up transformer and the step down transformer.

b. Both have a primary and a secondary winding.
c. The step up transformer has more turas of wire in its secondary

than in its primary winding.
d. As a result, a higher voltage i: produced in the secondary.
e. A step down transformer has fewer turns in its secondary than

n its primary winding.
f. As a result, a lower voltage is produced in the secondary.
g. A bell transformer or a toy transformer are step down transformers

as well as the pole transformer near your home.

K. Voltage output of a transformer depends on ratio of primary to secondary
turns .
1. Point out:

a. The voltage of the secondary of a transformer has the same ratio to
the primary voltage as the number of secondary turns has to the
number of primary turns.

b. Stated as an equation:
Secondary voltage = Secondary turns
Primary voltage = Primary turns

c. Consider a transformer having a primary coil of 500 turns, a
secondary coil of 1000 turns and an applied voltage of 1.5 volts on
the primary coil.

d. To determine the voltage of the secondary winding: Substitution
for the values given above in the equation:

Secondary voltage = 1000 = x
500 1.5

Secondary voltage = 3 volts.
e. The ratio of the turns is 1000/500 or 2.0. The voltage of the

secondary is then twice that of the primary.
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f. If the 1000 turn coil is used as a primary the ratio becomes .5
and the secondary voltage will only be .75 volt, or one half as
much.

L. A currm..t that flows in one direction and then in the other is called an
alternating current.
1. Explain:

a . Several ways of inducing an E.M.F . in a conductor by the aid
of a magnetic field are:
(1) Moving the field.
(2) Moving the conductor.
(3) Opening and closing the circuit of the electromagnet.
(4) Varying the magnetic flux.
(5) Reversing the current I- the coil of an electromagnet.

b. The last way which was used in Experiment #39 is extremely
important because it is the one used in transformers.

c. Each experiment of the lesson plan on induction coils has shown
that induced current flowed first in one direction and then the
other.

d. A current that flows in one direction and then the other instead
of always flowing in the sane direction is called an alternating
current.

e. A transformer ordinarily has an alternating current flow through
its primary anc, always has an alternating current induced in its
secondary.

M. Effect produced by reversal of alternating current may be made audible.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #39, part "c."

"Transformers ."

N. Alternating current reversal can be heard in head phones connected to a
transformer.
1. Recall: (Experiment #39, part "c").

a. When the terminals of the head phones 'ected to :ix
battery, a click was heard, and nothing inure, since the d..y cell
furnishes direct current.

b. When the head phones were attached to the 100 nfrn coil of the
transformer and the 50 turn coil connected to the toy transformer,
a humming sound was heard.

c. The sound was produced by he reversal of the current as a result
of connecting the toy transformer to the 110 volt alternating current
Orcuit.

d. A toy transformer or bell transformer is a step down transformer.
e. The primary is connected to a 110 volt source of alternating cui tent

and its secondary furnishes 1.5 to about 30 volts.
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f. When the ^lcondary of the toy transformer is connected to the
experimental transformer, alternating current is also produced in
the secondary of the experimental transformer and the current
reversals are heard in the head phones.

g. These reversals are the same :or each one taking place in the
primary of the toy transformers.

O Voltage change in a transformer.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #39, part "d."

"Transformers."

P. Secondary voltage always is lower in a step down transformer and higher
in a t. .:p up transformer.
1. Recall:

a. When t1e 3 volt bulb was connected to the 100 "Irn coil, it
burner. brightly.

b. Placing the 50 turn soil in the position of the 100 turn causes the
lamp to burn less brightly.

c. Obviously, the current in the secondary of a step down transformer
has a lower voltage than the current in the secondary of a step up
transformer.

Q. Importance of alternating current.
1. Point out:

a. Direct current is necessary for communinations circuits, charging 71'
storage batteries for electroplating, special kinds of motorstete.

b. Direct current is supplied by generators and cells.
c. Alternating current is just as satisfactory for other purposes, such

as lighting, heating, and running motors.
d. The transformer has made it possible to transmit alternating current

over long distances at high voltages and then to reduce theveltage
for home or factory use.

e. The B.M.F. then builds up the current flow in the opposite
direction until the B.M.F . and current reach their greatest value
and then decreases until both B.M.F . 0.1 current are again zero.

f. Each reversal of direction of the cum.. Row is called an alternation.
.g. It takes two changes or alternations to complete the *Ie.
h. As an alternating current continues to flow, these complete changes

or cycles are repeated again and again.
i. The number of times the complete change ot.uurs in a second

determines the frequency of the current in cycles per second.
. Thus our 60 cycle house current. alternates 'or changes 120 times

a second in its direction of flow through the circuit.

't
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R . Practical Applications of Transformers.
I. Transmission.

a. Limits of generator voltage.
b. Need of long transmission lines.
c. Use of step up transformers.

2. Distribution.
a. Substations.
b. Use of step down transformers.
c. Distribution voltage.
d. Consumer voltage.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet 4tA, . Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Job Plan #10 Manipulative
E.M.F. BY INDUCTION

Make a Transformer

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that
can be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the previously
studied related information.

7,-
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STEP II- PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions. In
many cases the shop instructor will have jabs of his own or additional jobs which
will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those found in
the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc , will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III- APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where .needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:.

Check job and job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #30

1.=.1=- t
Review - Theory and Basic Principles 44 i.,t; 1,1.=;;:r

DESIRED RESULTS: Al

STEP I. INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

mi
EY .'-';:f 1"..i 1.01Pf

-
" - W.

'4 ';

, _

This review is being conducted to see how well the foregoing material hats been_
taught and maetered by the learner.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE REVIEW:

of text books during the review.
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STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have students work review and hand it in.

STEP N - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Go over entire review with students. Give individual help where needed.

Lesson Plan #31 Technology
ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK

Energy

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the student with the different kinds of energy and to show that energy
cannot be created or destroyed.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES: S

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #40, and #41, pp. 30-31, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric hanciples. pp. 74-78.

STEP I INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Attention should be directed to the fact that energy is considered to be either
"potential" or "kinetic."

The changes in form that occur during the production of electrical energy from
various sources indicate that energy change is important to the electrical
student .

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A . Importance of energy changes.
1. Recall:
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a. A review of the relationships and changes of energy as discussed
show that:
(1% A definite relationship exists between rate of current flow,

E.M.F. and resistance.
(2) E .M.F . refers to a potential difference in electrical charges.
(3) Chemical energy can be changed into electrical energy.
(4) Electromagnetism can change electrical energy to mechanical

energy.
(5) Mechanical energy may be changed to electrical energy.
(6) Electrical energy may be changed into heat energy.

b. It is apparent that work and power in electrical devices and electric
circuits should be more thoroughly understood.

B. What energy is:
1. Explain:

a. All matter is constantly changing.
b. Even materials which make up our bodies change.
c. The phenomenon causing the changes in materials or matter is

called energy.
d. It takes energy to wind a watch, move a muscle, to turn a wheel,

to produce light or heat, or to make a sound.
e. Although matter has energy, matter and energy are not the same.
f. Matter occupies space while energy dots not.
g. When a ball is thrown, it has energy that can brealea.Window.
h. Yet when the ball is moving through the sir, it is 10*:14

smaller than before it is thrown.
i. Similar examples lead us to conclude that energy (kiwi

space. i-

We are sure that energy exists beCause we can see, aidleeiittat1.
does as it makes matter change.

..

k. .Scientists define energy as the ability to do work. ,; ,

.

--- - --.z...-

C. Kinetic eflergy. , --4.,
.--,--Tt.:

1. Point out: ,,,
a. The electrons and protons and other tiny Pirifcleeihiali

,,,--.-

the atoms of the molecules of all materials,are bitslotrAtteA4- - t.,---.4.,

b. Each electron or proton has an electric thane. . .:' ,..,;;,,,..f,
.1'c. The chaige of an electron or proton is energy. .- ',...;_,,,,I ...e.,............

d. When electrical energy is mentioned, we refer to the energy .,-,-,-,-

many electrons 1--,. -, --.A-1*."4"

e. Moving electrons have energy just as any moving:matttitat bath
f. A bullet shot from a gun has energy because of AtS Prtl* ' .,

g. The kind of energy that matter has because of Its motion Ia called -,*
:AS-1:

KINETIC ENERGY. 1,
.

4,0',",
-At
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D. Potential energy.
1. Explain:

a. Matter that is not moving from one place to another also has energy.
b. Protons have energy yet they are supposed not to move as electrons

do.
c. Electrons will not move from one object to another unless a

difference of potential and a path between the objects exists, yet
electrons have energy even when they do not move from on
place to another.

d. This energy is stored in the electrons as negative electrical charges,
just as energy is stored in protons as a positive electrical charge.

e. The kind of energy that is stored in matter because of its position
or condition is called potential energy.

E. Forms of potential energy.
e 1. Explain:

a. The coil spring of a watch, or the stretched spring of an open door
has potential energy because of its position.

b. The power used to shoot a bullet from a gun has potential energy
because of the bullet's chemical composition.

c. Coal, wood, oil, gasoline and other fuels have potential energy
because of their chemical composition; this energy may be released
by burning.

d. Cells have chemical energy stored in them which is released by
connecting them in a closed circuit.

.

....,.
-.:
;2.:'`
;.s.-.:

F . Electrical energy may be either "kinetic" or "potential."
1. Point out:

a. An electric current is an example of kinetic energy.
b. An electric charge is an example of potential energy.
c. Heat is always kinetic energy, since it is actually the motion of

molecules.
d. The form of energy known as light is really just the visible part

of the form called radiant energy, which includes infrared rays,
ultra-violet rays, z-rays, radium rays and radio waves in addition
to light.

e. Chemical energy is stored energy, while mechanical energy may
be either kinetic or potentiel. .

f. Sound is both kinetic energy and potential energy.

-s

G. Energy may be charged from one form to another.
1. Point out:

a. Mechanical kinetic energy used to lift a weight is stored in the
weight as potential energy.
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b. The stored pucential energy is changed back to kinetic energy when
the weight falls.

c. Electrical energy can be changed into heat energy.
d. Heat energy may also be changed into electrical energy.

H. Using a thermocouple to change heat to electrical energy.
1. Demonstrate Experimeut #40, part "a," p. 40, Experiment Manual.

"Thermocouple and Photoelectric cell."

I. An electric lamp changes electrical energy into light.
1. Point out:

a. Although in producing light by means of electrical energy we change
the form of energy, heat is also pioduced as another form of
energy.

b. Light energy may also be changed into electrical energy.

J. A photoelectric cell changes light energy into electrical energy.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #40, part "b."

"Thermocouple and Photoelectric Cell."

IC. Chemical energy may be changed to electrical energy.
1. Point out: .

a. In earlier experiments we used cheniical energy stored in the
electrodes and electrolyte of a cell to produce an electric current
flow in a circuit.

b. When a storage cell was ..iarged electrical energy was changed
to chemical energy in the electrodes and electrolyte.

L. Electrolysis changes electrical energy to chemical energy.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #41, part "a."

"Electrolysis and Electroplating."

M. Electroplating changes electrical energy to oheesical energy.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #41, part "b.'

"Electrolysis and Electroplating."

N. Transformation of energy in modern devices
1. Point out:

a. Electrical energy is used to produce magnetism.
b. Magnetism is used to produce electrical energy.
c. Mechanical energy results Von the magnetism produced by

electrical energy.
d. Sound is produced by mechanical energy obtained from magnetism

produced from electrical energy.
e. All of these different transformations of energy may be found in

modern devices such as telephones, bells, circuit breakers,
telegraphs, motors, etc.
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f. Mechanical energy may also be supplied in many ways: by water
wheels or turbines by gasoline and 0..esel engines and even
mills.

g. Mechanical energy from such sources is used to operate electrical
generators.

h. As the generator revolves mechanical energy is changed to
electrical energy by means of magnetism.

O. Transformation of energy in a modern electrical power station.
I. Reference:

a. A succession of energy changes occurs in the operation of a modern
steam power station.

b. If a generator in a power plant is run by steam, the steam is
supplied by heating water in a boiler .

c. To furnish the heat, a fuel such as coal or oil is burned.
d. Coal was formed from plants which use the sun's energy to

and make food.
e. Oil was formed from the pi, nuts or the animals that ate plants.
f. In either case the .orgy stored in the fuel came kcal:the sun..1,,,,;:l
g. Burning the fuel changes the chemical energy stored 1 t4e

to heat energy.
h. The heat changes the wate" into eteam:
i. Steam expands about 1600 times.
J. The mechanical energy of expanding !testa

of the turbine attached to the generator,
energy.

k. If a diesel Or gasoline eisichie is uses.:* sioti
generator, the fuel (oil or gasoline) received its
from the sun.

Conservation of .energy.
i. Point out

a. _Scientists, have studied the. transformation end 641-1000itig!ot
energy from one form to another for many years,'

b. They have concluded that -although energreanbe
One to another, it cannot be created or destroyed. ---

c . Whenever one form or kind of energy appears, eeetititiiliaduntz-0,

although the heat is scarecely noticeable.

of some other form or kind disappears. .

d. When a cell furnisher/ electricals energy, i,Da _w7,140ibt

e. Some chemical energy storeff,in the cell dieappearsifteen-
electrical energy is produced.

f. In a simple cell (for .example) the zinc and sulpiuricitail
up.

g. While the cell is operating the electrolite becOnies vfarinedr,
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h. Some heat energy is produc...3 along with electrical-energy when
the chemical energy is transformed.

i. The amount of chemical energy that disappears is exactly equal
to the electrical energy produced plus the he energy.

j. No energy is gained or lost in the transformation or conversion.

Q. "Law of Conservation of Energy."
1. Explain:

a. Energy can be changed from one form or kind to another, but it
cannot ordinarily be created or destioyed.

b. The foregoing statement is the law of conservation of energy.
c. It is most important because it explains so many different facts.
d. It shows that you cannot get more energy out of a machine or device

than was put in.
e. As a matter of fact the useable energy is always less than the

original energy by the amount of the losses sucn as that changed
to heat.

f. It explains why "perpetual motion** is impossible.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #31. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for
in workbook.

Lesson Plan #32 Technology
ROY, FORCE AND WORK

DESIRED RESULTS:

To explain to the learner the meaning of the term "force" anciahcror that no
force can be exerted without a source of energy.
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ivtATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

I. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #42, pp. 31-32, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

I. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. p. 42.

2. Suffern, Maurice Gray le. Basic Electric. Principles . p. 11.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Point out that a source of energy is needed to produce the force needed to move
electrons through an electrical circuit .

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. What is meant by a force?
I. Point out:

a. Energy has been defined as the ability to do work.
b. To understand the scientific meaning of work it is necessary to

know what is meant by force.
Common examples show that opening a door, driving a car,
picking up a book, etc., require force.

d. Whenever you push or pull On something you are using force.,
e. Whenever something moves a force has been used.

. f. Force may be used when trying to move an immovable object such
as a large box.

g. A force is used when you push or pull on a large o_ bject that will
not move.

h. The amount of. force can be measured in pounds. :

B. Electrical forCes.
1. Point out:

a. Like charges repel each other while unlike charges attract
other.

b. Repulsion is a push; attraction is a pull; thus force is exerted.
c. Magnetic poles likewise exert a force when attracting or repelling

one another.
d. A current carrying conductor is .surrounded by lines of.force.
e. An electromotive force is induced in a conductor wben the conductor

cuts lines of force.
f. If a conductor forms a closed circuit the induced E.M.F. causes

a current to flow. ..4

14,
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C . No force is exerted without a source of energy.
1. Point out:

Electrcns exist in all parts of a circuit.
b. They will not move, unless a source of energy is provided to

develop electromotive force to drive them around the circuit.
c, Cells connected to the circuit will supply the force as a result

of the electromotive force of chemical action.

D. Measuring the force of a solenoid.
1. Demonstrate Experiment 4F42, p. 31, Experiment Manual.

"Force of a Solenoid."

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and hand in assignment sheet #32. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return, to learner for
placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #33 Technology

Work

DESIRED RESULTS:

To inform the learner that work is done when force accomplishes something, and
that the work done may be measured by the unit called the FOOT-POUND.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 205-2%.

2. SXern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. p. 321, part 5.
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STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Since the cost of operation of electrical equipment is based on its efficiency, some
unit of work must be used to compare the work input and the work output.

This lesson shows how the "foot-pound's may be used as a unit to measure this
relationship.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. the meaning of **work."
1. Point out:

a. Work is done when force accomplishes something. .

b. Scie....."sts state that when a force moves. something through a
dist e and overcomes a resistance, work is done.

c. If force is exerted to attempt to move something which cannot
be moved, work is done.

d. However, if you move a feather or lift a book, work is dome
because a force has been used to move something against a distance.

e. Although work has been done nothing has been said to determine
how much work was done.

f. Some unit of measurement is needed to tell how much work is done
under certain conditions.

B. The ''foot-pound" is a unit to measure work.
1. Point outs

a . Force can be measured in pounds.
b. A stone weighing 10 pounds will require a force of 10 pounds to

lift it.
c. According to the definition of work, a force must move som

or act through a distance.
d. Dirtance can be measured in feet.
e. The amount of work may be found by multiplying the distance in

feet by the force in pounds.
f . The Unit used to measure work is appropriately' called the root-

pound.
g. When a force of one pound is used to move an object through a

distance of one foot in the direction of the force, one foot-pound
of work is done.

h. A stone weighing 10 pounds if lifted to a height of 3 feet would
require (3 ft. x 10 lbs.) r. 30 foot-pounds.

i. Stated as a formula. Work Nuals distance (ft.) x force (lb.)
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C Wcrk efficiency.
1. Point out:

a. The speed at which an object is moved does not affect the use of
the formula.

b. Whether a man runs, or walks up a 30 foot high stairway the
amount of work done is the same.

c. If his weight is 200 lbs., the work done = distance x force or
20C x 30 = 6000 foci- pounds .

d. Actually the man did more than 6000 foot-pounds of work because
he used up additional energy that did riot help in lifting his body
upstairs.

e. The man was not particularly efficient.
f. When scientists talk about efficiency they mean the ratio of the

useful work output to the work input.
g. Efficiency is calculated by dividing work-cut by work-in and they

multiply by 100 to change to per cent.
h. Expressed as a formula:

Efficiency % = Work-out/Work-in x 100

D. Efficiency of some electrical devices.
1. Point out:

a. It is impossible to get more work out of a machine or a device
than is put into it.

b. Actually the output is less than the input due to the losses.
c. An incandescent lamp changes only 5 per cent of the energy it

uses into light, the other 95 per cent being wasted as heat.
d. A storage battery gives beck only part of the energy used to charge ,

it, some batteries may return 75 to 85 per cent of the charging
energy.

e. If 100 units of work are put in to a device and only 85 units are got
out the device is 85 per cent efficient, 85 di-ided by 100 equals
.85 or 85 per cent.

f. Efficiency is always less than 100 per cent.

E. Energy can only be measured by the work it does, or the work required to
produce. it.
1. Point out:

a. Energy cannot be measured directly.
b. This situation causes no difficulty, because work and energy are

really two different ways of thinking about the same thing.
c. To produce energy, work must be done.
d. Whenever work is done, energy is expended.
e. Work is simply energy in use.
f. Electrical energy does work when it heats a 'vaster, lights a

lamp, rings a bell, magnetizes a piece of iron, etc.
g. Potential energy must first change to kinetic energy before it can

do work.
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STEP III - ArPLICATION:

Have learner work and band in assignment sheet #33. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheet and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Lesson Plan #34
GENERATORS

Technology

Mechanical Means of Producing an E.M.P.

DESIRED RESULTS:

To acquaint the learner with the various types of mechanical means Of produc
electrical energy.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

I. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #45, 46, 47 and 48, pp. 36-37, Experiment

Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 250-251, 264-275.

2. Suffer'', Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 134-138,
254-266.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

Most of the electrical energy produced today is be A .0 . , D.C. generators and
magnetos. Since so much depends on the continuous operation of these devices,
the student should be very familiar with the principles involved in the several
types of these machines .
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STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. The purpose of a generator.
1. Point out:

a. Generators are machines for producing electrical energy.
b. A generator changes mechanical (Kinetic) energy into electrical

energy.
c. A generator makes use of the principles of magnetism and

induction.
d. It is simply a machine for moving wires rapidly through a

magnetic field, thus cutting lines of force and inducing an E.M.F.
in the wires.

e. When a closed circuit is provided the induced E.M.F . will cause
a current flow.

f. Most all of the principles involved in electromagnets, induction
coils, and transformers applie equally well to generators.

g. Experiments #34 and #35 showed a crude sort of generator was
actually made when a moving coil cut lines of force in a magnetic
field.

B. A simple generator.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #45,. part "a," p. 36, Experiment Manual.

"Inducing a Current in a Rotating Coil."

C. Alternating current is generated in a coil when rotated in a magnetic field.
1. Recall: (Experiment #45, part "a").

a. When the coil was rotated, the galvanometer needle swung from
side to side indicating that an alternating current was induced
in the coil.

b. When the rotating coil cuts lines of force in the magnetic field,
an E.M.F. is induced in the coil.

c. The lines of force are cut first in one direction and then the other.
d. As a result the induced E.M.F ., acts first in one direction and

then the other.
e. Since the coil is connected in a closed circuit, a current flows.
f. The current alternates as the direction of the induced E.M.F .

changes.
g. In accordance with Lenz's Law, the induced current has such a

direction that its magnetic field opposes the motion which induced
the current.

D. Turns-Flux-Cutting Speed.
1. Recall: (Experiment #45, part "b").

a. When two U-magnets were placed with like poles adjacent, the
increased magnetic field caused an increased "induced E.M.F."
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b. An increase in induced E.M.F. is also noted when the number of
turns of the coil are increased.

c. A higher E.M.F. resulted from rutting the coil faster.
d. A higher E.M.F. and consequently more current flow results

from increasing the magnetic flux, the speed of cutting or the
number of turns.

. Stationary coils cut by rotating field.
1. Recall: (Experiment #45, part "c").

a. When the magnet was suspended so that it was free to rotate about
the coil which was held 1_u a fixed position an E.M.F. was induced
in the coil. (Refer Fig. 100).

b. Rotating the field magnet seems to produce an E.M.F. as well as
when the coil was rotated in the magnetic field, of the magnet.

c. In either case the galvanometer indicated an induced alternating
current. .

d. Using two magnets doubles the E.M.F. induced by dtmbling the
field strength. .

e. By rotating the U-magnets, twisting of the lead wires was avoided.

F. Operating a magneto.
.

1. Demonstrate Experiment #46,, p. 36, Experiment Manual.
"Examining and Operating a Magneto."

G. The Commercial Magneto.
1. Point out:

a. In one type of commercial magnets; the magnetic field is provided
by several U-magnets placed next to one another with like poles
together.

b. The field magnets, as they are called have a greater magnetic flux
than one large magnet as big as the separate magnets together.

c. An armature wound with many turns of small wire arounds its
coil is placed between the poles of the field magnet.

d. The armature core is laminated to reduce eddy current am thus
reduce heat losses as explained before.

e. Previously, we observed that an armature is the part of an electrical
device, acted on by a magnetic field.

H. Current is delivered to the external circuit by means of a device called a
Collector: Brushes, and Slip Rings.
1. Point out:

a. It is obvious that the lead wires attached to any coil will become
twisted if the coil is revolved.

b. In Experiment #45, the .wires attached from the coil to the galvanometer
become twisted when the coil was rotated.
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c: Obviously some better way must be used to connectiie armature
coil to the external circuit.

d. In the commercial magneto, a device called a collector is used.
e. A collector consists of one or two brushes and one or two slip

rings.
f. The brushes are stationary, but they touch the slip rings attached

to the rotating shaft.
g. Each slip ring is connected to one end.of the coil.
h. If the collector has ouly one brush and one slip ring, the other

end of the coil is connected directly to the metal shaft, which
serves as one conductor.

i. Of course brushes and slip rings are conductors.
j. Brushes are made of a form of carbon called graphite.
k. The slip rings are made of hard copper.

I. Why a generator turns harder when supplying energy than when running idle.
I. Recall: (Experiment #46).

a. When an B.M.F. is induced by moaning aconductor across lines
of force in a magnetic field, the induced current sets up its
own magnetic field around the conductor.

b. One result of this is to increase the lines of force on the side, of
the conductor toward which it is moving.

c. Since lines of force at somewhat like stretched rubber bands, they
tend to pull back on the conductor around which they ere looped. t _

(Recall: Lenz's Law).
d. This effect was noticed by the difference in the ease with which the

crank turned under different conditions.
e. Little effort was required to turn the magneto when it was disconnected

because no complete circuit existed for the current to flow in.
f. When the bulb was connected to the armature coil, the more current

that was supplied to the coil the harder the crank turned.
g. The induced current set up its own magnetic field which opposed the

motion that induced the current.
h. In other words, the magnetic field set-up by the induced current

acted on the armature like a brake and retarded its motion.
i. It is for this reason that large amounts of energy are needed to

turn any generator that furnishes a large current:
j . This also explains why a generator turns more easily when running

idle than when a large current is being supplied.
k. If more energy could be supplied without putting in more mechanical

energy a condition of "perpetual motion" would exist.
1. From the Law of "Conservation of Energy" We learn that *his is

impossible.
m. Actually more energy must be put in due to the losses invt d.
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n. As more current flows through the armature coil, the field set
up by the inducel current increases.

o. This magnetic field opposes the motion that induced the current
(Lenz's Law) and the crank is harder to turn.

3. How an alternator or alternating-current generator differs from magneto.
1. Point out:

a. In a sense, the magneto is an alternating current generator
because it produces an alternating current.

b. It is not practical as a generator of large amounts of electrical
energy.

c. Since permanent magnets are used to supply the magnetic field,
no means of reguIP Ing the amount of E.M.F. generated is
provided.

d. To produce large amounts of electrical energy, a machine having
electromagnets instead of permanent magnets to provide the
magnetic field is needed.

e. Since the magnetism of the electromagnet may be controlled,
regualtion of the voltage ana output is possible.

f. the electromagnets providing the magnetic field are supplied or
EXCITED by direct current.

g. Alternating current would cause an undesirable reversal of
polarities in the magneto's field.

h. The essential parts of an A.C. generator are somewhat the same
as those of a magneto: field, armature, and collector with brushes
and slip rings.

i. An alternator or A .C. generator may have either a rotating armature
and a stationary field or, a rotating field and a stationary field.

j The tupe using a stationary armature is favored for machines of
large current output.

k. Whichever arrangement is used, the brushes aid slip rings serve
to connect the rotating coil to the rest of a circuit, carrying direct
current to field coils in one case, or ccrr3ris-kg alternating current
from the armature in the other case. .

1. Prime movers such as the water wheel, water turbine, steam turbine.
gasoline engine, diesel engine or electric motors attached to the
generator shaft are used to rotate the moving member of the generator.

m. The speed of the generator depends on the design of the particular
machine to produce most efficient operation at its rated output.

K. How an A .C. generator works.
1. Point out: (Refer Fig. 112, p. 54, Experiment Manual).

a. The four diagrams of Fig. 112 show the operatic:0 of an alternator
having a rotating armature and a stationary field.
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b. The diagrams show only one turn of wire, and no core in the
armature.

c. Actually a generator has many turns of wire wound around the iron
armature core.

d. One end of the coil is connected to one slip ring and the other end
to the other, slip ring.

e. Brushes pressing against the slip ringa connected the coil to the
external circuit.

f. The field magnets are electromagnets connected to a source of
direct current.

g. One pole piece is opposite to the other.
_h. As a result, there is a magnetic flux from the N pole to the S pole.

As the armature coil rotates in the magnetic field, one side of
the coil cuts down through the lines of force as the other cuts up
through the lines of force.
The currents induced in the-two sides of the coil flow in opposite
directions, in accordance with Lenz's

k. Since the two sides are part of a turn of wire, the current flowing in
one side joins the current flowing in the other side.

I. Then the current flows out through one slip ring brusli, around the
external circuit, and back through the other brush, and then to the
slip ring to complete the circuit.

L. The complete cycle.
I. Point out: (Refer to Figure 112).

a. The first diagram shows the coil in a vertical position as it is ready
to make a revolution.

b. Since both sides of the coil are moving parallel to the lines of force,
no lines of force are cut by the coil and no E.M.F. or current is
induced.

c. As the coil rotates toward the horizontal position shown in the second
diagram, lines of force are cut by both sides of the coil.

d. Si& A cuts upward and side B cuts downward, and an E.M.F. is
induced in the coil.

e. The arrows show the direction of the induced current.
f. As the coil keeps turning, the current continues to flow in this

direction until the vertical position shown on the third diagram is
reached.

g. At this point the sides of the coil are again moving parallel to
the lines of force.

h. As a result, no lines of force are cut and no current flows.
1. The coil continues to turn until it reaches the position shown in the

fourth diagram.
j As it does so, the current in the coil reverses, because side "A"

now cuts downward and side "B" cuts upward through the lines of
force.
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k. The current continues to flow in this direction until the coil returns
to the position shown in the first diagram.

1. When this point is reached, no E.M.F. is induced, and no current
flows.

m. A cycle with two alternations has now been completed in one rotation
of the coil.

n. The cycle is repeated as long as the coil continues to turn.
o. Thus the generator produces an alternating current.
p. The alternating current starts from zero when the coil is vertical

and cuts no lines of force.
q. It increases to a maximum or peak when the coil is horizontal.
r. Then it decreases to zero again when the coil is vertical.
s. At this point the current reverses.
t. Once more it increases to a maximum and then decreases to zero.

M. Wave form of alternating current.
1. Point out: (Refer to Figure 112).

a. The center figure shows a graph of a wave form of the current
produced in an alternating current generator.

b. The straight line is zero, that is where the curving line indicates
a current flowing in one direction, while below the line the curved
line indicates a current flowing in the opposite direction.

c. The direction of the current above the line is thought of as Positive,
while below the line it is considered to be Negative.

d. The strength of the E.M.F. is shown by the distance of the curved
line above or below the center line.

e. Examination of the curved line will show that the E.M.F. rises
from zero to maximum and back to zero, then reverses, raises
to a maximum in the opposite direction, and then diminishes to
zero.

N. Bipolar A .0 . generator.
1. Point out: (Refer to Figure 112).

a. The A .C. generator shown in Figure 112, has only two poles
b. Generators having only two poles are called bipolar generators.
c. The poles of the armature coil are not shown, but the armature

is also bipolar.
d. By using the right hand rule for a coil it is seen that the armature

coil has its two poles perpendicular to the turn of wire.
e. In such a generator, there are large areas in which the armature

coil cuts few, if any, lines of force.
f. As a result the average E.M .F . is low.
g. The single pair of field poles, as they are called, produce two

alternations for each complete rotation.
h. Thus, with a single pair of field poles, a complete cycle occurs

once in each rotation.



'VP: The biPolar generation and Multipolardifferia the number of *ire of poles
used.
1. beinonstrate'Experiment #47, p. 35, Experiment Waal.

"Bipolar and Multipolar Field Magnets."

P. The use of more pairs of field poles inthe multipolar generator increases
the E.M.F .-and also.akernations for each rotation.
I. Recall: (EXperiment #47, p. 35, Experiment Manual:).

e By placing the two 0-magnets with their unlike poles **tier and
facing each other and den revtlAng the coil,' we find that as a
result the coil cuts lines or force in. opposite directions four times
id each rotation. Figure 114
Also the E.M.F is inc 'ceased because more space around the coil
it filled With lines of force to be cut by the rotating coil. -

c. Since the number of poles has been-increased to four, each
rotation' of the coil produces four alternations or Ave c*cles.

Q. -The frequency of an alternatioz is determined by the formula:-
frequency in cycles per second a number of poles x R.P.M./2 x 60.
1.: Point out: Refer to 'Figure 115, p. 53, Experiment Manual:

a. In order to produce a 60 cycle current a bipolar generator must.
rotate 60 times a second, or 3600 times cmitute"(60 x 60):

b. The speed of a rotating part of a machine is indicated'in revolutions
per minute; 'abbreviated as r:p.m.

c. A revolutiOn is the same as a rotation.
.d. A speed of 3600.R.P:M is very high and special Constrisction,mtist

be' used in coils that rotate at this speed.
e. avoid this high speed, and to increase the arirage

engineers have designed multipbbtr generators, which have
several pairs of poles in the fieldband also in the armature.

f. Figure 115 shows that using more poles Bile *more ipece with
Magnetic fields where lines of force may be cut b dtiarMatire
coils increasing the induced E.M.F.

g. Also die,uie of more pLirs of field polei inalwa.it.ponsible to run
the generators at slower speeds.

h. If an A .C. generator has sin pair of field poles, each 'rotation
produces six cycles of alternating current. .

i. In ender to produce a standard frequency of 60 Cycles* per second,
only 10 rotations per second are necessary.

j. The generator can thus turn at the reasonable speed of 600 R.P.M.
(10 x 60). .

k. To find the frequency of alternating current supplied by a generator,
multiply the number of pairs of poles by the uumber'og complete
revolutions per second.
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R. The D. C. Generator.
1. Point out:

a. Direct current is needed for electroplating, charging storage batteries,
electrolysis, communication work and many other uses .

b. Cells supply direct current, but are too expensive when large current
is needed for long periods of time.

c. When large amounts of direct current are needed, a direct current
generator is used.

d. Since alternating current is generated in the armature of the generator,
some provisions must be made to change the direction of current
flow, so that the current produced will always flow in one direction
in the external circuit.

e. If this is done, a direct current will tic... %.iirough the external circuit.
f. In a direct current generator, the parts are similar to those of an

A. C. generator except that the collector contains a device called
a commutator.

g. It is called a commutator because it co-Aug/it:es or changes the
direction of the current.

S. How a commutator works.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #48, p. 37, Experiment Manual.

"Commutation."

T. Commutation.
1. Recall: (Experiment #48).

a. Refer Figure 116, p. 35, Experiment Manual.
When both switches are thrown to the eight, the needle will swing
to one side.

b. When the switch connected to the dry cell at the left is now thrown,
the needle swings to the other side.

c. By throwing this switch back and forth, a crude sort of alternating
current is produced, similar to Experiment #;59.

d. When the other switch is the ivn to the left, the needle swings to the
same side as jt did at first.

e. Thus one reversing switch is used to cancel out the reversal of
current caused by the other.

f. When both switches are thrown at the same time, the needle swings
to one side only, indicating that a direct current flows.

g. The current is not steady for the needle swings to zero every time
the circuit is open.

h. In other words, using a switch to reverse an alternating current
produces a pulsating direct current.

i. This is what happens when a commutator is used on a D. C. generator.
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U. Operation of a D.C. Generator.
1. Point out: .

a. D.C. generators usually have electromagnets_ to provide a magnetic
field, although it is:possible- to use permanent magnets, as in
a magnet, to form the small amount of direct current.

b. D. C. generators abiays have rotating armatures and stationary

c. Although it is possible to have a rotating field, .mechanicel
features involved make its use Impractical.

d. The Main point to understand about a D. C. generator is how the
commutator is connected to do its work.
Instead of a' continuous band like a r lip ring, it is split into two.
parts called segments or sectors.

f. Each end of the coil is connected to a segment, and one brush is
provided for each segment.

g. As the toil and segment revolve in the magnetic field, the induced
current flows to the segmerits, to the brushes and-through the.
external circuit as direct current and as a result of the mechanical
reversal of the commutator.

V. Commutator construction in multicoil armatures.
1. Point out:

a. The greatest source of difficulty in both bipolar and multipolar
D. C. generators is the commutator and the related parts.

b. Generators with more than one armature coil must have at lealt
one segment for each coil.

c. Some generators have two segments per coil..
d. These segments are made of hard copper.
e. Springs press the brushes against the segments.
f. The graphite brushes, a form of carbon, have resistance which

reduces sparking at the commutator, caused by making andbreaking
the circuit.

g. Since graphite is. aleo a lubricant, the brushes slide smoothly
over the commutator segments.

h. The brushes and commutator segments are carefully insulated
from the rest of the generator.

i. Mica is used to insulate the commutator segments from tm"
another, and from the shaft.

W . Self excited and separately excited generators.
1. Self excited.

a. Permanent magnets are used as is magneto.
b. Residual magnetism in the pole piece is sufficiently strong to induce

a current in the winding which will build up.
2. Separately excited.

a. An external generator to produce a D. C. field.
b. Batteries are sometimes used.

STer.'"7",,
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X. D. C. Jenerators.
1. Series Wound.

a. As the name suggests, the series wound generator has its armature
coil, field coils, and external circuit, all connected in series.

b. As the external circuit usually includes a number of devices in
parallel (not ...eries) turning on more devices increases the current
flow in the entire circuit; the E.M.F. increases due to the 'i.ncr ease
of the magnetic field.

c. On the other hand, turning off c..: ices reduces current flow in the
entire circuit, and the induced C.M.F . v ill be reduced.

d. For this reason, .aeries wound generators are ordinarily us; -I in
circuits where there is external resistance and thus it is kept constant.

STEP HI - APPLICATION:

Have barner work and hand in assignment sheet #34. Give individual help where
necessary.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignr.omt sheets against ...Ammer sheet and return to learner fr r placing
in workbook.

Job Plan #11
GENERATORS

Manipulative

Making an Electric Generator

DE"IRED RLSULTS

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that can
be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in Learner's Workbook for material.
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STrP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the previously
studied related information.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The Jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions. In
many Cases the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs which
will better show application of the basic electricity principles than those found
in the workbook.

The use of demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have !earner complete job and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job :r..:1 job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #35 Technology
MOTORS

DESIRED RESULTS:

Current Carrying Conductor in a Magnetic Field

To acquaint the learner with the action of a current carrying conductor in a magnetic
field and show how this action may be explained by the use of the left hand rule
for motors .

MATERIALS, It'VUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiment #49, p. 38, Experiment Manual.
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REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 252-253.

2. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Cliirk; and Brooks, William 0.
Modern Physics. p. 576.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The use of electrical energy would be very limited if means for producing rotary
motion had not been discovered. The electrical device which makes this possible
is the electric motor. The principles of operation of this device are explained
in this lesson.

The learner should memorize the "Left Hand Rule" for motors and be able to
apply it when needed.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

A. Motors are devices kir changing electrical energy to mechanical energy.
1. Point out:

a. The energy change which takes place in motors is opposite to that
of generators.

b. Generators change mechanical energy into electrical energy._
C. Electrical motors change electrical energy into-mechanical energy.
d. The uses of electrical motors are many: Home appliances, farm

machinery, factory and shop machines, street cars, trains, trucks
and even ocean vessels all use motors to convert electrical energy
to mechanical energy.

e. At one kind of electric motor is suitable for all the applications
,-toutioned above.

f. i. of some applications, direct current motors are used, while
otherd require alternating current motors.

g. Motors are require"! for different applications in which wide ranges
of speed, power, or torque are demanded.

h. Other applications may require a precise, unvarying speed, such
as that needed for timed operations.

i. Obviously, different kinds of motors are needed to change electrical
energy into mechanical energy.

B. Electrical energy is changed into mechanical energy by means of magnetism.
I. Point out:

a. Magnetic effects in an electric bell produce motion.
b. The principle of the back and forth motion of the bell was used in

the motors of early times.
c. The reciprocal motion of these motors did not provide a very smooth

power output.
d. To provide a steady rotary motion, a different plan is now used.

s , `"?."7
_
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e. In an electrical generator, kinetic energy is used to move a wire
in a magnetic field to produce electrical energy.

f. With a single wire and a magnetic field you can show that electrical
energy is changed into kinetic mechanical energy and motion as
needed in modern motors.

C. Conductor movement.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #49, part "a, " p. 38, Experiment Manual.

"Current Carrying Conductor in a Magnetic Field."

D. Current flow through a conductor in a magnetic field produces motion in
accordance with the left hand rule for motors.
1. Recall: (Experiment #49, part "a," Fig. 121).

a. When the switch was closed to one side the wire was pushed out
of the magnetic field in one direction.

b. When the current through the wire is reversed by closing the switch
in the opposite position the wire is pushed out of the magnetic
field in the opposite direction.

B. Force of motion increased by strengthening field or conductor current.
1. Demonstrate Experiment #49, part "b" and "c."

"Current Carrying Conductor in a Magnetic Field."

F. An increase of field strength or conductor current causes the conductors to
move faster with more force.
1. Recall: (Experiment #49, parts "au and "b").

a. The addition of more cells causing more current flow through
the wire made it move faster.

b. The addition of more U-magnets also increased the force of
movement.

c. Use of an electromagnet to produce a field results in greater
force of movement due to its strength.

d. Reversal of either the pole of the magnet or the direction of current
flow in the wire reversed the motion of the conductor in the magnetic
field.

e. The relationship between direction of magnetic flux current flow
and movement of a wire or coil is shown in Fig. 122.

f. The left hand rule for motors should be memorized.
g. Except for the use of the left hand, it is exactly the same as the

right hand rule for generators.
h. Explain that a loop of wire carrying current in a magnetic field

creates a rotary motion.
i. One side of the loop is pushed up, and the other down.
j. This is due to the flow of the magnet being strengthened above one

side of the loop and weakened above the other.
k. Direction of motion is expressed as clockwise if toward the right

and counterclockwise if toward the left.

L. A.K..k
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I. As a result of similar experiment made by Faraday and Henry, a
law was formulated, stating, whenever a current c.rrying conductor
is in a magnetic field, it tends to move in a direction at right
angles to both the direction of current flow and the direction of
magnetic flux.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner, work and hand in assignment sheet #35. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheet and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Job Plan #12
MOTORS

Manipulative

To Make an Electric Motor

DESIRED RESULTS:
-

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means Of a simple job that can
be made in the shop.

MATERIALS:

See job sheet in'Learner's Workbook for material.

STEP I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associate it with the
previously studied related information.

STEP U - PRESENTING THE JOB:

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions. In
many cases the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs which
will better show application of the basic electricity principles, than those found
in the workbook.
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The use of demonstrations, models, mock ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presenting the Job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP W - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check Job and Job sheet and return to learner for placing in workbook.

Lesson Plan #36 Technology

METERS AND MEASUREMENTS

Meters and Measurements

DESIRED RESULTS:

1. To inform the learner that direct current voltmeters are basically direct
current galvanometers.

2. Other forms of current require different types of meters.
3. The range of both A .C. and D.C. meters can be extended by using self

contained, or external shunts and/or multiplying resistors.
4. To become familiar with other types of meters used in electrical work.

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES:

1. Chalk and blackboard.
2. Supplies for Experiments #53 and 55, p. 42, Experiment Manual.

REFERENCES:

1. McDougal, Wynne L.; Ranson, Richard R.; and Dunlap, Carl H.
Fundamentals of Electricity. pp. 129-153, 155-173 and 360.

2. Suffern, Maurice Grayle. Basic Electric Principles. pp. 114-116,

375-384.

3. Dull, Charles E.; Metcalfe, H. Clark; and Brooks, William 0.
Modern Physics. p. 535.

,,.
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STEP I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

The installation and servicing of electrical equipment requires a knowledge of
electrical meters and measurements. Electrical meters are operated by the
magnetic effects of current, heating effects of current, and electrical charges.

In practical work, meters are not usually used to determine precise readings
but are used as indicators of approximate values. When very precise measure-
ments are necessary, instruments having a high degree of accuracy must be used.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE LESSON:

_ .frIrLirf."7.ft

A. A direct current meter will not indicate alternating current of high frequency.
1. Demonstrate Experiment *53, p. 42, Experiment Manual.

"Galvanomf.ter."
a. Galvanometers of both the fixed coil and moving coil types are

ordinarily used on direct current.
b. Some direct current meters can be used to show reversal of

current at very low frequencies.
c. They are valueless for current of high frequencies because the

current reverses its direction so often that the needle never gets
a chance to wing very far to either side.

B. The direct current ammeter.
1. Point out: . -'

a. An amilieter is an instrument that- measures the rate of current
flow in amperes. ,

b. The more expensive type of direct current ammeter is simply
a moving coil galvanometer,- while the cheaper trve is a moving
vane meter.

c. Both types have a permanent magnet.
d. A spring attached to the moving coil returns the needle to zero

when no current flows.
e. Some ar esters are provided with a zero adjustment so that the

n?.edle can be set exactly at zero before a reading is taken.
f. Since the z..ro mark is at tilp left side of the scale the needle

can only move to the right to show an increase of current.
g. Therefore, the terminals of the meter must be connected correctly

in the circuit.
h. The positive (+) terminal, which is often the only one marked must

be connected to the positive side of the cell, battery or generator.
i. Of course, connecting wires and devices may- in between the

meter and its source of energy.

C. Use of the Shunt.
1. Point out:
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a. The moving parts of an ammeter must be made very light to
respond to small changes in current.

b. If a moving coil is used, its wire is wound on a light, well balanced
frame.

c. Very fine wire is used in the coil.
d. Since the wire is so small, it will carry only a small current

without over heating.
e. The limit of current flow is usually about .05 amperes.
f. In order to measurt, a larger current, the !nett r raust be constructed

so that only part of the total current will flow through the coil,
while most of the current flows through a wire or strip of low resis-
tance conductor connected across (in parallel with) the co:I.

g. The strip connected in this way is cap led a SHUNT.
h. The amount of current that flows inrci.:41 the coil is determined

by the relative resistance of the coil and the shunt.

D. Determining the relative resistance of the .neter coil and its shunt.
(Internal).
1 , Point out:

a. if the resistance of a meter col: is -...._ _ .3 the resistance a she
shunt, half of the current will flow through eacli,

b. If the resistance of the coil is four times the resistance of the
shunt, only 1/5of the current flows through the coil.

c, The remaining 4/5 of the current flows through the shunt.
d. In many ammeters the tvit har a resistance from 99 to 999 times

that rf the shunt.
e. This means that 1/100 to 1/1000 of the current flows through the

..41i1 and from 99/100 to 999/1000 through the "shunt."
f. Usually the needle moving across the scale indicates the total

current flow through both the shunt and the coil.
g. Shunts are often made of copper or silver bars that have less

resistance that the conductors in the rest of the circuit.
}.1. This is done to prevent heating of the shunt and changing its

resistance.

E. Use of the "External Shunt" to extend the range of an ammeter.
1. Point out:

a. The range of an ammeter may be extended by the use of an
external shunt.

b. An ammeter having a full scale reading (or deflection) of 5
ammperes may be used to measure 25 amperes if provided with
an extemai shunt.

c. If an external shunt of the proper resistance is connected across
the meter teminals 20 amperes will flow through the shunt and
5 amperes through the meter, giving a tall scale deflection.
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d. Thus to get the correct reading au point of the scale, a
multiplier of 5 must be used.

e. If the scale reading is 2, the corrected reading is 2 x 5 = 10
amperes.

f. External shunts are labelled to show the full scale deflection of the
meters for which they are supplied.

F. An ammeter must always be connected in SERIES with the rest of the circuit.
1. Point out:

a. If an ammeter is connected in parallel with the rest of a circuit,
such a large current will flow through the meter that the coil and
shunt will probably be melted.

b. If the meter is designed for short circuit use, as a pocket meter
for testing dry cells is, it may be used to take brief readings on
a short circuit of a cell only.

c. The range of an ammeter must be great enough to measure the
current in the circuit.

d. Obviously an ammeter having a full scale deflection of 25 amperes
cannot be used to measure more than that amount of current, unless
provided with the proper external shunt.

G. The Direct Current Vot' meter.
I, Point out:

a. Besides the rate of current flow, we often want to know the
electrical pressure in a circuit.

b. Electrical pressure is measured by an instrument called a
voltmeter.

c. The ordinary voltmeter is a galvanometer calibrated in volts.
d. It has either a moving coil or a moving vane, and its magnetic

field is supplied by a permanent magnet.
e, A voltmeter has a spring to return the needle to zero and may have

a zero adjustment.
f. A voltmeter must be connected properly, the positive terminal

directly or indirectly to the positive side of a cell, battery or
generator.

g. A voltmeter appears to be very much like an ammeter. How then
does a voltmeter measure pressure while an ammeter measures
current flow?

H. Voltmeters and ammeters are similar in construction; but serve entirely
different purposes.
1. Point out:

a, A voltmeter has a high resistance connected in series with its coil.
b. The resistance cuts down the current so that only a very small

current flows through the voltmeter .
c. The current flow through the meter is proportional to the voltage

In accordance with OHM'S Law.
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d. Thus a voltmeter differs from an ammeter in having a high
resistance.

e. Also a voltmeter is always connected in parallel while an ammeter
is connected in series with part of a circuit.

f. Open circuit voltage may be measured by connecting across the
terminals of a cell, battery generator.

g. A voltmeter may be used to measure the voltage drop of any part
of a circuit by connecting it across that part.

h. A voltmeter is thus always in parallel with part of the circuit,
while an ammeter is in series with the circuit.

I. The range of a voltmeter may be extended by the use of a "Multiplier."
1. Point out:

a. The amount of current flow through a voltmeter is determined by
the resistance of the meter.

b. To preirent a large loss of power through the meter itself, the
current is kept very low.

c. Some voltmeters are made to measure several ranges of voltage.
d. Extra resistors are provided for this purpose.
e. A portable voltmeter having several terminals is used to measure

different ranges of voltages.
f. On such a meter, one terminal is used for the positive connection.
g. Each of the other connections are terminals of a tapped resistance

in series with the meter coil.
h. Other voltmeters are arranged so that their ranges may be increased

by adding external resistances called multipliers.
i. A multiplier is simply a resistance which increases the range of

a certain meter.
j. The range of a meter increases as the resistance of the multiplier

increases.
k. Scale readings must be multiplied by a number to get the correct

voltage readings.
1. Multipliers are often marked to show the voltage range for which

they are used.

J. Voltmeters are always connected in parallel with the part of the circuit to
be measured.
1. Point out:

a. If a voltmeter is connected in series with a circuit, its resistance
reduces the flow of current.

b. When measuring with a voltmeter, be sure to connect the
instrument in parallel with part of the circuit that is to be measured.

c. The positive terminal of the meter must be connected directly
or indirectly to t1-.3 positive terminal of the source of energy.
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d. The range of the voltinetei must be sufficient to measure the voltage
in the part of the circuit across which the mete,: is connected.

e. Suitable carrying cases are provided for voltmeters intended for
portable use.

f. Voltmeters are delicate instruments, and care should be taken to
protect them from mechanical and electrical abuse.

K. Certain types of direct current meters are unsuitable fr - use on alternating
current.
1. Point out

a. Direct current meters of the moving coil and moving vane type
will not work on alternating current if the magnetic field is supplied
by a permanent magnet because each reversal of the current.
reverses the polarity of the magnet.

b. As a result of such a magnetic reversal the iron core would over-
heat the coil and rtlin the meter.

c. Most alternating current meters will operate on direct current as
they do not contain permanent magnets.

L. Shunts and Multipliers may be used on A .C. meters to increase their ranges.
1. Point out:

a. The shunts and multipliers used on alternating current meters,are
calculated in the same way as for D.C. meters. .

b. An A .C. ammeter is always connected in series with the circuit.
c. An A .C. voltmeter is always connected in parallel with part ofita,

circuit. -
d. The terminals of a meter are connected to the circuit without

regard to the polarity because alternating current reverses its.
direction many times a second.

e. An A .C. meter connected to D.C. may be connected without
to positive or negative.

M. The Dynamometer.
1. Point out: (Refer to Figure 142).

a. The dynamometer consists, of two coils connected in series; one
coil is fixed, and the other is movable.

b. The fixed coil is- split into two parts (see Figure 142).
c. As the current alternates, the polarity of the fixed coil and the

moving coil changes at the same time.
d. Except for a slight flutter of the needle, the meters of thitt-type

are very accurate.
e. The most serious fault of this type of meter, in common with

other A .0 . meters, is that the scale markings are crowded at
one end, since the movement is not uniform.

f. Meters of this type have a wide commercial usage.
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N. How a dynamometer works.
I. Demonstrate Experiment #55, p. 42, Experiment Manual.

"Dynamometer."

0. Other kinds of meters.
1. Point out:

a. The Ohm-meter is an instrument for measuring resistance in
OHMS .

b. The wattmeter is an instrument used to measure electrical power.
It is essentially a combination of a voltmeter and an ammeter.

c. The watt hour meter measures electrical energy expended or
electrical work done.

d. The kilowatt hour meter is equipped with a register geared to the
meter movement and accumulates a reading on the register as
energy is used.

e. Thermocouple meters operate from the voltage developed across
a junction of dissimilar metals which receive heat from the
conductors of a main circuit.

STEP III - APPLICATION:

Have learner work and band in assignment sheet #36. Give individual help where
needed.

STEP IV - CHECKING AND FOLLOW-Up:

Check assignment sheets against answer sheets and return to learner for placing
in workbook.

Job Plan #13 Manipulative:
METERS AND MEASUREMENTS

Building a Galvanometer

DESIRED RESULTS:

To show the application of the foregoing theory by means of a simple job that can
be made in the shop.

MATERIA IS:

See job sheet Learner's Workbook for material.
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ST11,P I - INTRODUCING THE JOB:

The job should be introduced so that the learner can associ it with the previously
studied related information.

STEP U PRESENTING THE J01).

The jobs in the Learner's Workbook are intended to be merely suggestions.
In many canes the shop instructor will have jobs of his own or additional jobs
which will bett-r show application of the basic electricity principles than those
found in the workbook.

The use of thP demonstrations, models, mock-ups, large wiring charts, etc., will
help greatly in presendr4 the job to the class.

STEP III - APPLICATION:.

Have learner complete job, and work out and hand in job sheet. Give individual
help where needed.

STEP IV CHECKING AND FOLLOW-UP:

Check job and job sheet and return to learner for placing in_worlcbook.

Lesson Plan #37 Technology

Review - Theory and Basic Principles

DESIRED RESULTS:

To review basic information regarding energy, force, work, generators, motors,
meters and measurements.

STE_ ' I - INTRODUCING THE LESSON:

This review is being conducted to see how well the foregoing material has been
taught and mastered by the learner.

STEP II - PRESENTING THE REVIEW:

It is at the discretion oe 1%..e instructor whether or not he wishes to permit the
use of text books during this review.
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STEP III APPLICATION

Have students work review and hand in.

STEP N - CHECKING AND FOLLOW -UP

Go over entire review with students. Give individual help where needed.
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Answer Sheet #1
MATHEMATICS

Technology

Review of Basic Mathematics

QUESTIONS:

1. 180 6.
2. 243
3. 8145
4. $206.28
5. 132
7.. $62.27 9.
8.. 77,600 watts 10.

Answer Sheet #2
MATHEMATICS

a. 1/2
b. 13/16
c. 1-3/16
4. 1-5/16
e. 1-5/8
2716.6 watts
$.23 per box

f. 1-15/16
g. 2-5/16
h. 2-5/8
i. 2-13/16
j. 3-1/4

k. 3-7/8
1. 4-3/16
m. 4-1/2
n. 4-15/16
o. 5-5/16

Technology

Review of Basic Mathematics

QUESTIONS:

t-'34/16"
2. 64/4" .

0.- We'.

.4. 06".
5. 1.94*

e-

6. 5/32"
7. 9' .- 87-iirt
8. 6 pee.
9. 30 pcs.

10. $1.93:,

Answer Sheet #3
MATHEMATICS

RevieW of Basic Mathematics

QUESTIONS:

1. .600
2. 2.500
3. .223
4; 1.635
5. .76 lb.

6. 20.52.
7_. .114 ohms per mile.
8. $4.062 per hour
9. 1-3/4

10. 7/50 of an inch
11. .047"
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Answer Sheet #4
MATHEMATICS

Technology

Review of Basic Mathematics

QUESTIONS:

1. 24 sq. in. 5. 800 RPM
2. 3" 6. 226.195 cu. ft.
3. 113.10 sq. in. 7. 1-9/11 amPs
4. 12.57- 8. 1650 watts

Answer Sheet #5
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

Technology

The Complete Circuit

QUESTIONS;

1. a. Toaster c. Washing Machine e. Heater g. Light
b. Fan d. StON f. Radio h. Bell

2. A complete circuit consists of t source of electrical energy, a path for the
flow of current, a switch for controlling the flow, and a device for converting
the electrical energy to heat, light, motion, sound, or other forms of
energy, such as chemical changes.

3. (1) ceiling light, (2) wall switch, (3) wiring, (4) source of electrical
energy.

4. Switches are devices used to turn the electric current off and on in an
electrical circuit.

5.
6.

a. Push button b. Pull chain c. Wall switch
a. A device b. A path for the electric current
c. A control d. A source of electrical energy

Answer Sheet #6 Technology
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT,

Paths for the Electric Current

QUESTIONS:

1. Copper is used in electrical circuits because it is a good conductor and
costs less than most other conductors of electric current.
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2. a. Conductors:
(1) Silver, (2) Copper, (3) Aluminum, (4) Zinc, etc.

b. Insulators:
(1) Rubber, (2) Glass, (3) Cotton, (4) Porcelain, etc.

3. Two wires are needed - one to carry current to the device, and the other
to afford a path for the current to return to its source.

4. A cotton or rayon braid serves to protect the rubber covering from mechanical
abuse. It also serves to prevent "fraying" of asbestos insulation on heating
appliance cords, and improves the appearance.

5. The use of asbestos covering on a fan cord is not necessary, because the
heat present can be dissipated safely by ordinary types of insulation.

6. a. Conductor - a material along which an electric current may pass easily.
b. Non-Conductor - a material that does not readily allow an electric

current to pass.
7. Electric cords are often made of many fine wires or strands, to increase

the flexibility.
8. Metallic materials are conductors, while non-metallic materials are

usually insulators.
Enamel and varnishes are used as insulating materials.

Answer Sheet #7 T nol
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT

QUESTIONS:

Control and Safeguarding the Circuit
.0, ,

Ar:e
top- -

I. A fuse should be installed at a point nearest to emir-a-at iIettri6ir e et.i2. When too many devices are 'plugged in on a circuit the -addi,tional,tobaent,
.10passing through the fuse causes it to heat and melt, thereby opening the :2,12:-.

. %
circuit and stopping the current flow automatically. = X

.-.
3. An "open circuit" is an incomplete circuit - a "closed .circ,*" is; a,,coic4pletC,Z4:

circuit . ...- --: 'S'..,..

4. a. Switch b. Fuse c. Regulator d. , Thermustat. -....
....,

$S

5. The circuit voltage.
6. Low resistance, to prevent heating of the conductor.
7. A #12 wire is larger than a #14. Gauge sizes increase as the wire size 1 4';e.

decreases.,
8.8. A circuit breaker is an automatic switch device operating frOm the, heat

of the circuit wi Ai causes a metal strip to expand and tripping the
point which completes the circuit.

9. The low resistance of the coinwili allow more current to flow than the
circuit wires can safely carry, and a fire may result as the wires become
over-heated.
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10. a. Rubber

Answer Sheet #8
ELECTRIC CURRENT

b. Woven fabric, and c. Plastics

Technology

Basic Information about Matter

QUESTIONS:

1. Matter is anything which occupies space and has weight.
2. A molecule is the smallest part of matter that can retain its original form.
3. Molecules in a liquid are free to move around, while molecules in a solid

move back and forth close to the same place.
4. A molecule.
5. Two. Oxygen and hydrogen.
6. a. 96

b. Copper, zinc, aluminum, oxygen, silver, carbon, lead, mercury, gold
and nitrogen.

7. The atomic theory states that an element is made up of two kinds of particles
called electrons and protons. The electrons bear a negative charge aril the
protons a positive charge.

8. As many ldnds as there are elements (96).
9. Electrons and Protons.

10. The electron is negative the proton is positive.

Answer Sheet #9
- ELECTRIC CURRENT

Technology

Dynamic and Static Electricity

QUESTIONS:

1. Static electricity is produced by friction.
a. By rubbing shoes on a rug.
b. By rubbing a comb on a wool sleeve.

2. By an electroscope and other methods.
3. a. When approached by a charged comb the wad will swing to the comb,

cling there a moment and then swing away.
b. A glass rod produces the same result.

4. Yes. A charge passes from bah the comb and the glass rod to the paper.
5. They swing away from each other.
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i
6. Repel means to force apart.
7. Sy touching it with the fingers,
8. A plus sign denotes that a charge is positive. A minus sign denotes that a

charge is negative.
9. Non-conductors are used because they prevent the loss of the charge to

ground.
10. An object may be charged by induction if electrons leave or enter the body

when in the presence of a charged body. The result is an induced charge.
11. Like charges repel. Unlike charges attract.
12. A positive charge has a deficiency of electrons.
13. A negative charge has a surplus of electrons.

A neutral charge has neicher a surplus nor a deficiency of electrons.
13. An unlike charge is produced.

Answer Sheet #10 Technology
ELECTRIC CURRENT

Storing Electrical Charges

QUESTIONS:

1. A device for receiving and holding an electrical charge also called a
capacitor.

2. A dielectric is an insulating material, especially that separating ike.plite,
of a condenser.

3. See Figure 1, Related Information, p. 25, Learner's Wotkbciok.
,

4 . The parts of a condenser consist of two (or more) .conducting_surfoces_
separated by an insulator or dielectric. The conducting surfaces carry
the charge. The d' electric insulates between the conductor and keepei" '.
the charge intact.

,

5. See Figure 1, Related Information, p. 25. The symbol may be'shown as
6. Glass, mica, hard rubber, air, wax paper, etc.
7. The conducting surfaces of a condenser may be made of: tin foil, thin

aluminum, copper, or almost any metal.
8. Capacity is the power of receiving or containing, capacity of a condenser

is determined by the quantity of charge it can hold for a given electrical
pressure.

9. A variable condenser is constructed so that it may be adjusted `to have
different capacities.

10. If the charge is spread over a sphere the concentration is much less than
a point and the charge is less readily released.

11. A lightning rod,being pointed, readily dissipates the induced charge on a
building.
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Answer Sheet #11 Technology
THE ELECTRIC CURRENT

Movement of Electrons in a Circuit

QUESTIONS:

1. The electrons are kept moving through the circuit by a source of electrical
energy.

2. An object is "neutral" when it has its normal number of electrons.
3. An electric current is a stream of electrons flowing along a conductor.
4. Produced.
5. Negative.
6. The difference in the amount of electrical energy in two charged objects

or two points on the same object, (P.D.).
7. Electromotive Force, (E.M.F.).
8. The Ampere. An "ampere" is the unit used to measure the rate of current

flow.
9. The OHM. An "Ohm" is that amount of resistance which will limit the

current to one ampere when one volt is applied.
10. The Volt is a unit of electrical pressure.

Answer Sheet #12 Technology
REVIEW

Review - Theory and Basic Principles

QUESTIONS:

1. True
True

3. False
4. True

1. Make a complete circuit.

5. False
6. True

7. False
8. True

2. Complete the following circuit so that the fuse will be installed in the proper
place.

:"AL":'14=
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1. A source of electrical energy, a device, a path.
2. Switches .
3. Rubber, cotton, and glass.
4. Conductor.
S. Negative.
6. Positive.
7. Capacity.

1. b 3. 3 S. 1

2. 2 4. 4

Answer Sheet #13
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

QUESTIONS:

Resistance in Conductors

Technology

1. Resistance in a circuit is the opposition offered to flow of the electric current.
2. The diagram may be completed by showing a rheostat in series with the.

ammeter and cell. See Lower Diagram Fig. 22, p. 7 Experiment Manual.
3. To determine the amount of current flowing in the circuit.
4. Because the materials having more "free -electrons" are better couiluctors-.-.
5. The rate of current flow in a circuit.

a. Increases when. the E .M.F . is increased. .

b. Decreases when the wire length is increased. .

6. The resistance of the circuit becomes greater when the wire size is decreased.
7. Factors influencing the resistance of a conductor are:

a. Cross section.
b. Length.

. c. Kind of material, and temperature of material..
8. Because if the resistance is high a great deal of electrical energy is used in

making the current flow.
9. Current flow in a circuit may be increased by:

a. Increasing the E.M.F.
b. Increasing the cross sectional area of the ,onductor.
c. Decreasing the length of the wire.
d. Use of a better conducting material.
e. Lowering the temperature of the conductor.
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10. The two cells should be connected so that the positive (+) of one cell is

connected to the negative 1,-) of the other. The unconnected posts will then
furnish an E.M.F. which is the sum, or 3 volts (1-1/2 v. each).

11. a. A volt is a unit of electrical pressure, or E.M.F.
b. An ampere is a unit of eleCtrical current flow.
c. An ohm is a unit of electrical resistance.

Answer Sheet #14
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

QUESTIONS:

Ohms Law

Technology

14 'Becauee of the voltage drop in the conductors leading to the device, 'from'
the source of electrical energy.

2. The resistance of the circuit is not changed.
3. Any physical change such as: the diameter, length, kind of material', and

temperature.
4. a. I- = E/It b. 11 = IR c. R =11/1

.

5. it. The current decreases. b. The current incretiset.
Drop. in potential.

7. To decide which formula is needed. It is used by covering the

'BOught and the uncovered" letters will shov how to find this Value.
1. .2 amperes, 20 amperes, .02 amperes (1,= E/R).- .

9. The applie4 voltage will be (R = IR) 18:9 Volta.
10. The resistance of the motor (R = B/I) is 50 ohms.

Answer Sheet #15
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

Technology

Contrelling Current by Resistance

QUESTIONS:

1. A device used to control the current in a circuit by varying the resistance
of the circuit.

2. A rheostat is connected in !aeries with the Circuit. It is connected so that
the rheostat becomes port of the path through which the current most flow,
thus increasing the total resistance of the circuit.
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, 3. When the adjustment of a rheostat is charged, the resistance of the rheostat
is changed, the resistance of the rheostat at that setting is added to the
circuit resistance. Current flow will change in proportion to the change of
resistarce.

4. By connecting the meter across the resistor te,
5. Voltage drop may be found by the formula E
6. The E .M.F. of the source remains constant and is not affected by the

changes of resistance.
7. A dimmer is a rheostat used in theaters to control light.
8. Sound waves striking the diaphragm cause pressure on the carbon granules,

causing the contact resistance between the granulas to vary thus changing
the resistance.

Answer Sheet #16 Technology
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT

QUESTIONS:

Heating Effect of Current

1. a. The first toaster mentioned operates ak 110 volts and uses 5 amperes.
The resistance of this toaster Is R = ..;/I or 110/5 = 22 ohms.
The heat produced is H = .2412R or .24 x (5)2 x 22 = 132 calories per
second.

b. The second toaster considered operates at the same or 110 volts and
has a resistance of 27.5 ohms.'
The current used by the second toaster is then: I = B/R or I = 110/27.5
4 amperes.
Heat produced is therefore: H = .2412R or .24 x (4)2 x 27.5 = 105.6
calories per second.

c. The first toaster will therefore produce the most beat, since 132
calories is greater than 105.6 calories.

2. To make a heating element for 110 volts using 5 amperes, the resistance
of the element will be: R = E/I 110/5 = 22 ohms. Therefore, if nichrome
wire, having resistance of 1.63 ohms per foot is used there will be required:
22 ohms/1.63 ohms =13.49 feet, or 13 feet 6 inches of wire needed.

3. Three qualities of a heater element:
a. Ability to operate t _ red heat without melting.
b. Ability to operate at high temperatures.
c. To have a high resistance so that reasonable lengths will provide the

resistance needed.
4. Coiling of the filament enables adjacent turns of the coil to develop more

heat and so produce more light.
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S. The type of gei used in die lamp. Neon gas gives an orange-red light.
Mercury vapor gives a bluieh-green light.

6. The vapar lamp operates by means of a small electrical device which
sends a current through the £18 at a pressure of thousands of volts. This
moving surge of electrons strikes the molecules of gas. thus causing them
to vibrate rapidly and to glow or give off light: . .

7. A fluorescent lamp is tubular, and contains mercury vapor when energized
from a circuit. The ultra ,-iolet rays produced by current flow, through
the zitercury, strikes a coating of miJerai powder .on the inside of the
tube, causing kto flodzesce or glow. The colors given oftby the lamp
are determined by the kind of mineral used to coati* *tide_ of the tube.
The tube must have aistartern to vaporize the.nounallyslitiatd Mercury.

S. The sodium vapor light is used mainly for street-lighting- ' ,

9. A carbon arc light is produced by connecting nvo carbon rods, each to
a wire of .a circuit and touching them together and then deparating.thent-:,-,*::,.

, ...,

enough 80 a bright-bluish arc jumps between them. _ , :. -. --- :-.'..:?.:,!.'.,-,3'i,.-:

10. Other uses of the arc principle are for welding and the melting' of 4:4etipia

.

-
f`v*.*:

Answer Sk....et *17
BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Simple Cell andiPnr-411=`!i---
_

,=%

I , .
r,

QUESTIONS. .

1407
1 The. vokage E.M.11. of a teltin,deiertnine4 hopth4tate*110
. the cieetiodes
2, The iblphuric. itckl Shotildb4 to. thkrviateirvik 1/440.4...4440.,

amp_ eta colt' ai
-Sotue_factorr would bet change of e -or-:-

offslooi* 410*
4. 1'f 1f-the 6olutioa is not*

6 .6.
. ' 4 -* -4

S. 4. aintr m4e cell y Le Zs.
lizanersed iman-electt-J.ise-oftglute

r-no,cprrent-
Ilos.-otatoPPeF,1-#4,_

eripturic. 44w,
Other*, Fj.1!;?...:

11013.11grcle
such a

nt_atner hat they do not tuck6.
A primtryc.011... . 1.1

.

7. Tee depolarizers in a ary cell
Manganese' ManganeSe dioxide (eolatbtOrys
Zinc- chloride (co

- 4-, e
v V--

,r%?.*

V .** *el , z

Auttragnioloride)
8.. (iry cell Is ax dr3,,-Wause-

.* 'which ;vets it g3oist at all times. # or 8ny., tura- ki 168t
:trerf: 11prtr";`-.415'41,0-Pri.f.et

-the cell no longer fano _

L '1f; 4.1

*t

*`.

v2-c-^
.

-

- 4. a
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9. A pocket volt ammeter measures volts by placing the post of the meter
marked v3lt3 on the center post of the cell end touching the wire lead to
the outside post of the cell _

10. Because the voltage of a cell persists so long as any material and
electrolyte are left in the cell. The voltage of a u3ed cell being nearly
that of a new one even though most of the materials have heen destroyed
by chemir..al action.

11. Zinc electrode, carbon electrode, sealing wax, pitch, sand, zinc, c,aihon
rod, paper lining, mixture of chemicals, cardboard cover.

Answer Sheet #18 Technulogy
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Series and Parallel Circuit Connections

QUESTION;;

1. Open- circuit voltage The electromotive force available at the terminals -

of a cell, battery, or generator not connected in a closed circuit. Closed-
eircuit voltage: The electromotive force available at the terminals of a
cell, battery, or generator connected in a closed circuit.* It is equal to the-
open-circuit voltage less the voltage drop due to overcoming
resistance.
The number of dry cells needed is equal to the total voltage of the battery.
divided by the voltage of a single cell or 90/1.5 volts = 60 cells . (Series
connected).

3. See Related Information, Learner's Workbook.
4. Because there is only one path for tl==.eurcurrent to follow.
5. a. If the diagram can be drawn the problem is usually Understood.

b. It is easier to survey the information given.
c. The diagram Is of value in tracing the circuit.

6. 8 amps.
7. 5-one ampere 110 volt lamps connected in parallel and this parallel to be

connected in series with 220 volt supply and the hotplate.
a. The value of the unknown resistor is R = E, slatel a the difference

in circuit before aid after the addition of the resistance '15 amp -
12 amps = 3 amps = 3 amp flowing through the resistor R .= -120 = 40

b. The circuit resistance before the, addition of the parallet:reeistor
R = E = 123 = 10 obms; Resistance after R = 120' '12 thrna.:''-

I 12 9
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Answer Sheet #19'
B.M.P. BY CHEMICAL ACTION

Technology

The Storage Battery

QUESTIONS:

, The lead-v.:id cell is a sedond6.-y cell, becapse it. may be charged by
sending current through it in a reverse direction.

2. Voltage ie eleident up ot: the kind of materials used in the plates. The
capacity is determined by the size and number of the plates.

3. 'a. Voltage is increased by connecting cell in aerie..
b. Amperage or capacity is. increased by conne:dng cells in
c. Roth voltage and capacity are increased by connectinecelli in

.... .. .scries-parallel.
_ .

,:.-
4. Because the active material is made by other methods and pasted in the

grids ready for use.
. ,

S. To receive a charge, a battery must be connected to the source of charging _ ....,
,:....1 ,. ,....t.,4

. . . energy so that the positive battery terminal connects to the piitive , ..,
terminal of the charger. Likewise, the negative battery terminal connects

:7,,,_., . .- ...' t0f,tie, 4riiiktive terminal 0 the charger.
*..6 ahice the specific gravity of the electrolyte in an Ediaon.cellieMaine .- ...siT.a......

,

. . .,_, ,same trom, full charge to till discharge, the hydrometer:n:000s . -.- '-,..14_7t.41'

..

of no value in determining theiondition of charge in thiCell.
7. ., :a. ;Pectic gravity_of a hill charged lead-acid cell ii1280-1290.

, .
....:_b.iacharged cell gravity is abput .1175. _ . ... ,-_,.. -,. ..- -. ,,-- -: ,'- ..,::;,:,

,m1...'7-:._:, .. ,. I .

8. By the use of a voltmeter, because th e cell voltage changes from 1.2 volts _-:-.'::,,``,

. at full charge tc, .9 volta.at full discharge: The. vol.tmeter readings between
these two extremes will indicate-die relative condition of charge.;

.-.,--th---
. ,.,...... .9. The;tgeicieliciof.s.legid-acit cell is _75785 per cent. ._,.. :

The efficiency of an Ed4on telLis, only .69-65,per cent.....,,,
10. "-Beaus.* explosive Osei (hydrogen and oxygen) are.piOduced:during the

charging of theCills.
1i. -.a... . _Lighkweight.

ji. Charge is not lost by standing idle.
A Rir ...la constractu.n. .

12. a. 1); Ative electrode is nickel oxide, and the negative electrode is iron

13. i. Spoil& gravity - is the weight of a liquid or solid substance compared --.

.1p. Ilmelectrolyteneedia potessiurn,hydroxide (caustic potash) and water._

b. Amerr - is the amount of electrical energy furnished by a current -".:i.:',"P
With:aVngalYOIRP, 'Of water.., :. - -

of 1 ampere ilowing,for 1 hour.

_. ..

.

.

. .

--,
,
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14. Batteries are rated for an eight hour discharge period. Thus, a 100 ampere
hour battery should furnish 12.5 amperes for 8 continuous hours.

15. Distilled water or clean rain water should be used because they do not contain
minerals and other substances which might affect the chemical action of the
cell, or clog its plates.

Answer Sheet #20 Technology

Review - Theory and Basic Principles

QUESTIONS:

1. True
2. False
3. True

4. False
5. True
6. True

7. False
8. True
9. Fats-.

10. True
11. True
12. False

1. Decreased.
2. Voltage drop.
3. B should appear in the circle diagram over I x R.
4. E = IR
5. Internal Resistance and voltage.
6. The zinc can, carbon rod, cardboard, moist electrolyte.
7. Distilled water.

1. 4
2. 1

3. 3

4. 1

5. 3
6. 2

7. 3
8. 2
S. 3

10.

13. False

Answer Sheet #21 Technology
MAGNETISM

Magnets and Magnetic Fields

QUESTIONS:

1. If a material is attracted by a magnet, or if a magnet can be made of it, we
call it a magnetic substance. Iron, steel, nickel and cobalt.

2. Alnico is a mixture of aluminum, nickel, cobalt, carbon, manganese, silicon
and iron.

3. Most materials are non-magnetic substances as brass, copper, zinc; glase
and wood.
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4. a. Poles - are the places on it magnet where the magnetic force appears
to be concenttated.

b. Lines of force - are die lines diet show the airection in which a lin-
netic force is exerted.

c. Magnetic field - is the space in which the force of a magnet is exerted.,:f.--r
5. In all directions. At the magnetic poles.
6. Flux density. ,

7. Lines of force leave the north pole and enter the south pole, moving through.
the magnet from the south to die north pole. ,

. I

8. A natural magnet is.a kind of iron ore called "magnetite," which was called
. ....i.,..

"lodestone" by the anc4ents who used it as a compass or "leading stone" for .,
determining direction. :!-:.--:::-

An artificial magnet is a man-mede magnet made either by the "stroke!
method or by the magnetic induction of a coil carrying current. . ..... ,-- -4,

9. Magnetic induction is the process of bringing a piece of iron or -steel into
the field of a magnet or touching a magnet. The.result is called induced ,
magnetism.
Temporary megnet is a magnet that loses its magnetism soon after. it. is ':-:.-.-;-:-...c:.:.-.,,

removed from a magnetic field. Iron is ordinarily used hi temporary Magneto..
10. Residual magnetism. Because steel retains more magnetism don

.

.
. ..

. ticl0100 .v' W:
-. -- -..

.1-,. _; -,-ft t*--- = 7 7. c ,

Answer Sheet #22
MAGNETISM

dl

411'f.',1 e.o 1_ $

- .
Jr...,

. - ; 1"...:"

a vertical plane.
b. nth have magnetized needles.
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7. a. Like magnetic poles always repel each other.
b. Unlike magnetic poles always attract each other.

8. Two poles; a north marked N and a south marked S.
9. The needles follow the magnetic lines of force about the magnet.

Answer Sheet #23
MAGNETISM

183

Technology

The Earth as a Magnet

QUESTIONS:

1. At any point on the agonic line.
2. A magnetic meridian is a horizontal line along which a compass needle points.
3. a. The compass will point west of true north.

b. The con-pass will point east of true north.
4. The true location of the north magnetic pole is near Hudson Bay, 1300 miles

from the north geographic pole.
The true location of the south magnetic pole is in Antartica about 1300 miles from
the south geographic pole.

5. The north magnetic pole is really a S magnetic pole, for the reason that the
north seeking pole of the compass is a N pole and must be attracted by a
S pole. (Unlike poles attract).

6. Tables and maps are required to show h ,w much to change the reading of the
compass for the place the compass is to be used.

7. Because the magnetic poles of t.1 i earth are slowly changing position.
8. a. Yes.

b. Because the behavior of the compass and the dipper needle is the same
at points on the earth's surface as it is at points around a bar magna.

Answer Sheet #24 Technology
MAGNETISM

The Theory of Magnetism

QUESTIONS:

1. The molecular theory of magnetism states that every molecule of.a magnetic
substance is a magnet having a north and south pole.
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2. The position of the molecules in a piece of iron or steel is a random or
irregular pattern, with the north pole of some molecules facing south poles
of other molecules .

3. The resulting effect of using: (a) A weak magnet would only be able to
attract and tura the molecules which were weaker attracted or unattracted
by the position of their neighboring molecules. (b) A strong magnet would
have the magnetic force to ovei_ome the magnetic attraction between the
molecules and would align them all in the direction of magnetization.

4. a. Since the magnetism of a magnetized substance depends on-the align-
ment of the molecules, a mechanical shock may jar them out of align-
ment.

b. Heat causes movement of molecules in any substance; therefore a
magnetized substancewhen heatedowill lose its magnetism due to the
resulting confusion of the molecules.

5. The "magnetic saturation point" is reached when all molecules in a sub-
stance are aligned with their north poles in the same direction. A!, this
point the limit of magnetization is reached and no additional magnetic force
will increase the magnetism of the material.

ft. a. The permeability of a magnetic substance determineithe insignetiztag
force necessary to magnetize it to the point of saturation. son has
a higher permeability than steel and is more easily magnetized.

b. Permeability is the ease with which lines of force may he established
in a substance. .

7. Reluctance i.s the opposition offered by a material to megneticliiiesof force.
(Opposite of permeability).
Steel-offers more opposition to magnetic force thatilion, has a
greater magnetic reluctance.
a. Yes.
b. If they have a low reluctance they can hr easily magnetized; also *Oily...

&Magnetized. A material having low reluctance Mould 'alstilave a low
'etentivity for this reason.

9. a. Iron. b. Steel.

Answer Sheet #25
ELECTROMAGNETISM

Magnetic Field Around a Conductor

QUESTIONS:

I. a. Heating effect c. Electromagnetic effect.
b. Electrochemical effect.

2. Motors, generators, radios, teleptvmr-a, and many others.
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3. a. Solenoid is a temporary magnet made by sending an electrical current
through a tubular coil of wire.

b. Electromagnet is a magnet made by sending a current through a coil
of wire which is usually wound around a wood or iron core.

4. Because no magnetic field exists after current flow is stopped.
5. a. Yes. b. Because a compass responds to the poles of a solenoid

in the same way it is affected by a bar-magnet.
6. a, By use of a compass.

b. By use of suspended magnet having marked poles.
7. a. When a coil is grasped so that the fingers curl in the direction d the

current, the thumb will point to the north pole of the cril.
b. When a wire is grasped with the right hand so that the thumb points

in the direction of the current (that is, toward the negative terminal),
the fingers point in the direction of the magnetic flux.

8. By reversing the current flow through the coil.
9. At right angles to the conductor. By the action of the compass and iron

filings used in Experiment 30, Fig. 71.
10. Because the magnetic flux is flowing in opposite directions at the two points.,

Answer Sheet #26 Technology
ELECTROMAGNETISM'

Strength of Electromagnets

QUESTIONS:

1 -a. Ease of control.
.b.iy.Greater strength.

2.- Steel is unsuitable because it would retain its magnetism.

eF7-1
trewe...

-*A

3.

4.

5.

a,

-b.

c.
d.
e.
a.
b.
c.

d.
a.

:An electromagnet with an iron core has greater strength than that
of-die coil alone.
The lines of force are carried more easily due to the high permeability of
of the iron.
Iron is easily magnetized and easily de-magnetized.
Iron has low reluctance. and a low retentivity.
It is very satisfactory from the standpoint of control.
Cores are made in various shapes.
When only one pole is used, the shape is similar to a bar.
If a concentrated field is desired, the poles are placed' close together
like a "U" or horseshoe magnet.
Usually the shape depends on the 'amuck :I use of the electromagnet.
Magnetizing force (M.M.F.) is the fere needed. to magnetize a magn
substance.

2 _

J.
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b. M.M.F. is the magnamotive force equivalent to the magnetic force
produced by the "ampere -urn rule."

6. a. By using an iron core.
b. By increasing current flow through the coil.
c. By increasing the number of turns in a coil.

7. See Related Information, Fig. 1, p. 87, Learner's Workbook.
8. Ainpeke-tarp is a unit for measuring the magnetizing force of a coil through

which s current flows.
9. Tike S.M.F. or ampere turns would be 36 in (a), (b), and (c), since the

M.M.F. is equal to the product of amperes times turns in each case.
10. iletanse any combination of voltage and resistance that will cause the needed

current to flow in the coil will produce the desired magnetic effect..

Answer Sheet *27
E.M.F. BY INDUCTION

QUESTIONS:

Inducing Current in a Conductor

Technology

?--

1. tt. Induced E.M.F.: An E.M.F. is produced in a conductor whenever.
there is a change in the magnetic field around the cOncLictizit. 'The
strength of the E.M.F . depends on the number of lines of for_ce_cut
e terteln time.
InduCed current: An indiced current flows through a conduitoristly--:-
Closed circuit whenever there is a change in the magnetic field around
tio samp. The direction of the current depends*on the direr on
in the tines of force are cut. The size of the .curren-tdepends
ofi th, strength of the induced E.M.F. .

2. The gliflinometer will indicate to one side of zero as the coil-is:Moved .

down in the magnetic field and indicate on the other side of zero ihen the
cell its Moved up and out of the field.

Moving the coil faster through the field.
b. Iicrenaing the number of turns on the Coil.
c. Combined increase of speed and turns.

4. The advantage gained is the possible increase of fieldstrength -6r magnetic
flux, made p9ssible byincreasiag current flow and /or the mimber of wires
of the electromagnet winding.

5. Yes. If a sensitive galvanometer is used to measure thd-resUlting ctirrett
flow.

6. True.
7. The sizc of the induced current depends on all three, because-the imbiber

of tines cut in a certain time determine the induced E.M.P . which by Ohm's ,
Law will caw e a given current to flow through a given resistance.
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8. a. Speed of cutting.

b. Number of turns on the coil.
c. The flux density.

9. Right-hand rule for induced current: Extend the thumb, forefinger, and
middle finger a the right hand so that they are at right angles to one another,
as stated in "Flemings Rule." Point the thumb in *he direction in which the
wire moves and the forefinger in the direction of e magnetic flux. The
middle finger will then point in the direction in wh_ b the-induced current
flows, that ia, toward the negative end of the wire.

10. Mutual induction: The production of an Induced E.M,F. and thus a current
in one circuit as a result of changes in the magnetic field of another circuit.

4z

Answer Sheet #28

I:W.F. ay INDUCTION

_Lenn's Law

QUESTIONS:
_.. .

, .
n -4.-A- 21r ,..--......."

iY . r -,. 05V .: , f ,-
- .*

-;.: : - s.- s , .7_;44..ec.

Ii4- Li" .- a Law, see Related Inforniation, Learner% VtoticlitiOV:"
., .....x.".

- ?*:.---

2:'-'11.f.% 114i. 4.iitirintie the directioli 'of ,
,..

_.-ri,---i ,-. ,:-r: _ < -, .. -

br,-; Todetermlne the direCtion.Of induced --, ..-,...:y .._._ ,;(-,y,..-
__ ;,-.---,

t---:---e ''' '-'-
7*-,1 : To:41*.t.,:mitie the- isiovement of a

'-',:li,k _,, ..;1 -,7.---. . -4, -.,-,-,:,,k..-= <,-
, ,..

..34- :The right hand titile-for induced current.
4. a. Self-induction: The production of an,iactiiiiidE-.

-.,...?4,-

*:- atirrent In a circuit-as a-result of changes in the
., ., , . .., "

'..-.- -eante circa*: .. ..
. . -

:::..1). -Inductance :- T sbe.--iiiistyitii-dieuit=Tiic i' xo
iiiiiiii:iihe.ciiiiintivi ote.iitciiii cbanges.

.. ..f---;.
_ ''Ii: 47, teritneitt tianut..-it a. and

-..6.::,ii=t _Witte -is-tbe hitdency of matter te -resist_ .J, .._ ;-_,_, '-'. , _ . -.:_, _.,-

-. I Y Slectromagned6 tairtla is the term appliistidi
. .; :!:..--2., :.7-'4 ..x1;4Tt!l. :,:74-- :it Thiunit -of inductame Is the Henry.

::, -h. , The coMmonly -used-part of the Henry ie **MO ''''''-'
8. Self-laihmance opposes the field that Induced diitil----'.....

4;944

=".

-Law. ...
0". Counter E.M.F. is the self-Induced it.m.r. lint ..." the E.Mift.--,-thr

.-j.-,,,,- .....=.F.- . - A. ,..=,-7_-:.ciratiA. It is also called lock" E.S.E. :12.- ------: -:
10. a. The resistance of * conductor is the same whether cli1;11o0i-tbeLlo.ri-ik..-1,--.4,

of a straight wire. . _

b. Coiling the conductor increases the self-Induction ivbieb*mot affecte,,,,v-tc.
the current flow leading one to believe that the resistance:Of* cnteF
has changed. --..t
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Answer Sheet t29
E .M.F . BY INDUCTION

Technology

The Transformer

QUESTIONS:

1. a. By mo-4.ng the coil it: a magnetic xidd.
b. By moving the magnetic field through the coil.
c . By opening and closing the circuit of an electrou.Ignet which produces

the magnetic flux.
d. By varying the flux density .--f the magnetic field.

2. Refer: Fig. 89, Experiment Manual, p. 52.
3. More lines of force build and collapse in the field h a certain length of time

promoting a higher induced E .M.F .
4. a. Primary: The coil first to receive the current. Has relatively few turns.

b. Secondary: A coil of many turns and :.n inductive relation to the flux of the
primary coil.

c. Induction coil: A device used to produce a high voltage by mutual
induction and consists of two C...:Ld (primary and secondary) wound
around an iron wire core. A pulsating direct current of low voltaga in
the primary produces a high induced voltage in the secondary coil.

5. The transformer operates on the principle of "mutual induction.!'
6. Yes. Because the induction coil is always used to increase the voltage of

the source a energy.
7. Open and closed cores.

a. Closed.
b. Ciosed.

8. a. Transformer is a voltage changing device.
b. Step-up transformer - one with the vcltage higher than the input.
c. Step-down transformers - one with the voltage lower than the inpuL.

9. a. 1. Closed core.
2. Primary coil.
3. Secondary coil.

b. 1. Step-up.
2. Step-down.

10. a. Turns Ratio = 240 primary = 10 - 1
24 secondary

b. Secondary volts = primary volts .: 240 = 24 volts
turns ratio -TT

11. Alternating current: An electric current that flows in ore direction and
then in the other instead of always in the sane direction. Often abbreviated
A . C

12. a. Alternation: Each reversal of an alternating current. Duri.ng an
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2. A ball wheit thrown has the energy to break a window, yet it is no larger or
smaller than when thrown.

3. Although matter has energy, matter and energy are not the same. Matter
occupies .-pace, while energy does not.

4. The kind of energy that matter has because of its motions is called kinetic
energy. Energy stored in matter is potential energy.

5. Energy is stored in electron:: as negative charges and in protons as positive
charges. The stored energy is potential energy. When the electrons move
in a circuit they do so by kinetic energy.

6. Radiant energy.
7. a. and d. are potential energy, c. and 1. are kinetic energy, and b. and e.

are both being forms of radiant energy.
8. Coal burned in a boiler releases the chemical energy in coal releasing

heat energy to change water to steam, the mechanics' energy of the
expanding steam operates the turbo-generator and produces electrical
energy.

9. a. Light energy to electrical energy.
b. Electrical energy to chemical energy.
c. Electrical energy to magnetic energy
d. Electrical energy to mechanical energy.
e. Mechanical energy to electrical energy.

10. Energy can be changed from one form to another but cannot be destroyed.

Answer Sheet #32 Technology
ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK

Force

QUESTIONS:

1. Simply stated, a force may be considered as a push or a pill.
The amount of force can be measured in pounds.

2. a. Tearing a paper. c. Moving a chair. e. Breaking a piece
b. Riding a bicycle. d. Lifting a box. of wood.

3. The force is a result of the push or opposition of like charges and the pull
between unlike charges or thus attraction.

4. The force due to the potential difference of the source of energy; also the
force of the magnetic field of the conductors carrying current.

5. Demorstrated by Experiment #42, p. 31, Experiment Manual.
6. Yes. Electrons are in all parts of a circuit, but no current flows unless

there is a source of energy to provide an electromotive force needed.
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7. The induced electromotive force.

Answer Sheet #33 Technology
ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK

Work

QUESTIONS:

1. a. The use of force to overcome a resistance and move something through
a distance.

b. The footpeund.
2. One hundred and twenty foot-pounds of work is done since work = distance

(ft.) x Force lb. 10 feet x 12 lb. - 12C, ft. lb. of work.
3. Speed of work does not effect the use ui the formula.
4. The ratio of work out to work in, expressed as a percentage.

Efficiency (%) = work out x 100.
work in

5. Due to losses. work out never equals work in.
64 Energy cannut be measured directly. It is measured by the work it does or

the work required to produ..e it.
7. a. About 5%. b. 75 to 85%.
8. The losses are wasted as heat.
9. True.

10. Kinetic energy is the only kind Lhatactually does work. Potential energy must
first be changed to kinetic energy bcore it can do work.

Answer Sheet #34 Technology
GENERATORS

Mechanical Means of Producing an E.M.F .

QUESTIONS:

1. a. Magneto: A generator in which an E.M.F . and thus a current are
induced by using one or more permanent magnets and a coil.

b. Lines of force are cut by rotating either the coil or the magnetic field.
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2. a. Field Manget: A magnet used to provide a magnetic field in a
generator or motor.

b. Permanent magnet.
3. a. Collector: The part of a generator that connects the rotating coil

(or coils) to an external circuit.
b. In a magneto or alternating current generator, it consists of stationary

contacts called brushes that touch rotating contacts called slip rings,
which are connected to the rotating coil (or coils),

4. Graphite.
5. The use of electromagnets to produce the magnetic field allows regulation

of the voltage and output, which is -lot possible with a permanent magnetic
field of the magneto.

6. See Fig. 112, p. 54, Experiment Manual.
7. Since the wave form is a graph of the E.M.F. taken at qucce:;:.ive intervals

of rotation of the conductor in the field, it becomes the result of the angle
of cutting.

8. a. Direct-current generator: A generator that supplies direct current
by means of a switching device called a commutator, which changes
induced alternating current into pulsating direct current.

b. Commutator: A switching device used to reverse the flow of an
alternating current. It is used in direct-current generators and motors.

9. See Fig. 125, p. 39 and Fig. 119, p. 54, Experiment Manual.
10. A generator may be separately excited from a cell, batteries or another

D. C. generator; by connecting the generator field w4 .ding to a suitable
source of D.C. voltage.

AnsWer Sheet #35 Technology
MOTORS

Current Carrying Conductor in a Magnetic Field

QUESTIONS:

1. Electrical energy is changed to mechanical energy.
2. Ten uses of electric motors are:

a. Street cars. d. Ships. g. Grinding grain.
b. Trains. e. Pumping water. h. Electric elevators.
c. Trt:.ks. f. Milking machines. i. Power hand tools:

j. Home appliances,
etc.

3. Reversing the current reverses the direction of motion
See Fig. 122, p. 55, Experiment Manual:

4. Explained in Fig. 122, p. 55, Experiment Manual.
5. a. By strengthening the magnetic field.

of the conductor.
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b. By increasing the flow of current through the conductor.
6. The coil having more turns, has a stronger weld which causes more

turning force.
7. The three conditions are shown in Fig. 1, p. 117, Learner's Workbook.
8. The rule states: whenever a current-carrying conductor is in a magnetic

field, it tends to move in a direction at right angles to both the direction of
current flow and the direction of magnetic flux.

9. Label the arrows as shown in Fig. 122, p. 55, Experiment Manual.

Answer Sheet #36
METERS AND MEASUREMENTS

QUESTIONS:

i. The use of alternating current at high frequencies would reverse the needle's
direction so often that no reading would be obtained.

2. a. Ammeter: An instrument for measuring the rate of current flow in
amperes. It is always connected in series with the circuit.

b. See Fig. 137, Experiment Manual.
1. Permanent Magnet. 4. Moving coil. 7. Spring
2. Scale. 5. Iron core 8. Terminals
3, Pole Pieces. 6. Zero adjustment.

3. a. In parallel with the coil.
b. Increasing the resistance of the shunt decreases the range of the meter.
c. Shunts which are within the meter case are called self contained shunts

while those connected from the outside of the meter case are called
external shunts.

4. a. Voltmeter: An instrument for measuring the electrical pressure in
volts. It is always connected in parallel with part of the circuit.

b. By introducing a voltage drop in the meter circuit.
e. A voltmeter is connected in parallel.

5. a. A voltmeter scale is calibrated in volts, an ammeter scale in amperes.
b. A voltmeter requires multiplier to extend its range; an ammeter

requires a shunt to extend its range.
c. A voltmeter and its multipliers offer high resistance to the flov

current; an ammeter and its shunt offers low resistance to current
flow.

6. The range of the A .C. vormeter may be extended by the use of multtpliers.
The range of A .C. ammeters is extended by the use of a shunt.

7. a. Refer Fig. 142, p. 41, Experiment Manual.
b. Rae:: Fig. 142, p. 41, Experiment Manual.

Meters and Measurements

Technology
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Answer Sheet #37

BASIC ELECTRICITY

Review-Theory and Basic Principles

Technology

QUESTIONS:

1. True. 3. Tree, 5 True. 7. True. 9. False.
2. False. 4. False. 6. True 8. This. 10. True.

1. Work.
2. 5%.
3. Strengthening, increasing.
4. Parallel.

1. 1. 4. 3. 7. 3. 10. 2.
2. 4. 5. 4, 8. 3. 11. 4.
3. 3. 6. 1. 9. 1. 12. 3.
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This Basic Electricity, Le rner's Manual is tle.. first -1- a series of instructional
materials being developed in the field of electricity anti electronics. The series will
consist of materials which will aid both the instructor and learner LA the presentation
and mastery of related technical information.

The development of the following learner's workbook is an out-growth of cooperative
thinking on the part of a number of individuals. The State-wide Instructional Materials
Committee consisting of Frank Allen, Educational Director, Ohia Federation of Labor;
W. E. Barnhill, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial ..- location, Youngstown, Ohio; W. W.
Chambers, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Lima, Ohio; J. H. Claig:,
Coordinator, Trade and Industrial Education, Logan, Ohio; F. M. Dannenfelser, Prin-
cipal, Macomber Vocational High School, Toledo, Ohio; Tom Johnson, Assistant
Execute Secretary, Ohio Manufacturers Association; E. E. Kistler, Assistant
Principal, Norwood, Ohio; John Kostyo, Executive Secretary, Ohio Apprenticeship
Council; C. A. Meister, Supervisor, Trade and Iwinstrial Education, Ashtabula,
Ohio; C. D. Pierson, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Middletown,
Ohio; and G. E. Williams, Assistant State Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Educa-
tion, Marion, Ohio, was the group which first emphasized the need for such material.

The problem was then given to the Electrical Curriculum Committee who determined
the actual content and make-up of the course. This committee was composed of the
following electrical trade teachas: S. E. Abell, Electrical Apprenticeship Instructor,
Sandusky, Ohio; H. A. Drace, Electrical Tracies Coordinator, Cincinnati, Ohio;
C. A. Felker, Teacher Educator Toledo, Ohio; L. G. Galambos, Radio Instructor,
Toledo, Ohio; C. A. High, Rural Electrification Coordinator, Columbus, Ohio;
R. T. Jamison, Electrical Instructor, Ashtabula, Ohio; E. E. Kistler, Assistant
Principal, Norwood, Ohio; 0. D. Manning, Rural Electrification Instructor, Columbus,
Ohio; tad D. A. Valk, Electrical Instructor, Toledo, Ohio.

Mr. Walter Leatheiman, former elecaical instructor at Van Wen, Ohio, was assigned
the task of doing the actual writing. Classroom validation of the rough materials was
then conducted by Arthur Wight and Roy Jamison, Ashtabula High Sc./tool, Ashtabula..
Ohio; and Henry Dre and Roy Summerlad, Central Vocational High School, Cincinnati,
Ohio. The results of these two experimental situations were then incorporated into
this final manual.

Acknowledgment is, therefore, extended to all of the foregoing persons Ind to the
staff of the Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial Education Service,
The Ohio State University, for the development of this manual.

Robert M. Reese, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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The following LEARNER'S WORKBOOK has been correlated with the INSTRUCTOR'S
MANUAL so as to aid in group instruction . However, in cases where group instruction
is impossible due to individual differences found within the class, the LEARNER'S
WORKBOOK becomes the key to good teaching.

In such cases the workbook becomes a study guide and a self check on the mastery
of subject matter for the individual learner. The following steps should be pointed out
to the learner as a recommended study technique:

OPP The assignments should be completed by first reading over the list of questions
to get clearly in mind what information is needed in answer each question.

OPP Next the assigned reading should be studied and the appropriate answer written
after each question. The assigned readings are contained in the text, McDougal,
W . L., Ranson, R. R., and Dunlap, C. H., Fundamentals of Electrici; Chicago
Illinois: American Technical Society, Second Edition. However, the Third
Edition by McDougal, Ranson, Dunlap, and Graham, and the 1960 Fourth Edition
by Graham, may be used by referring to page 10a of this manual, which lists the
revised reading assignment for each assigTment sheet.

la- The entire list of questions and answers should be reviewed to assure thorough
understanding of each.

NI, The assignment sheet should be handed in to the instructor to be checked.

Upon return of the assignment it should be reviewed and any points not fully
understood should be discussed with the instructor.

Answers for each assignment sheet will be found in the back of the INSTRUCTOR'S
MANUAL. Naturally, they will be of great assistance in checking the assignments.
Special attention is milled to the periodic reviews which should be checked in detail as
they serve the purpose of tests or examinations and give a true picture of the leaguer's
ability.'

A simple progress report such as found in the INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL will aid
greatly in keeping track of the progress of each member in the class.
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The increased demand for exained workers in the field of electricity and electronics
has made the subject of Basic Electricity an important one. One can not hope to achieve
success in this field unless he is well founded in the fundamental basic information
pertaining to this rather technical subject.

This course has been designed to give instruction to the beginner who wishes to pre- .

pare himself for entrance into one of the many existing opportunities of the electrical
trade. The course deals with fundamentals and the basic application of these fundamentals
so that tae beginner can eventually become a proficient and skilled stidcer.

The theory and application is mainly taught through the performance of experiments.
These experiments are found in the EXPERIMENT MANUAL which has been designed
to accompany this course. Each experiment should be performed or demonstrated at
the time the theory or technical matter is being studied. To do one or the other and not
a.combination of both will not provide the learner with a thorough understanding of the
subject.

This WORKBOOK is the study guide for the entire come. It consists of a series of
assignment sheets which advance the learner from the simple to the moat complex informa-
tion. Many of the assignment sheets contain short but highly impertant-telated informa-
tion. These sheets act as "fill in's" for bits of information which have not been included
in the basic text book. Such information should be studied and considered Si importint
basic information.

The ability.to study is army important factor in determining bow sueosestel
individual will be in the mastery of Basic Electricity. In flu perfounence of the exped
manta* the learner must be alert and observing as to "what actually happens". The
assigned reading must be concentrated on and studied so that it is thixttighly miderstOnd.
The entire assignment sheet must be wilted and the questions, problems, and drawings
done to the best of one's ability. If the assignment sheet does not leave adequate owe
to satisfactorily answer questions, they may be answered on the reverse side. Drawings
that take more space than provided can be done on a regular sheet of 8 I/2.x II paper
and either clipped to the assignment sheet or placed in a iooseleaf notebook. Any
points that are not made clear from the reading or the experiments mild be discussed
with the instructor.

A sincere Wort to do the best work possible, and to meow the content of this work-
book, will result in knowledge and understanding that is essential to the expert electrical
tradesman.

1/4



One who is working with electrical equipment must be ever conscious of the dangers
of electrical hazards. Electrical shocks due to the working with electrical eqdpment
occur without warning and may result in bums or even death. The average person thinks
of electric shock in terms of high voltage and does not realize that it is pdmarily the
current that causes serious accidents and not the voltage. Consequently, the person who
is working around low voltage very often lets his guard down and takes unnecessary
chances.

* KNOW 'MESE SAFETY RULES

1. Consider every circuit alive until proved otherwise.

2. Use proper instruments when testing.

3. Never touch any circuit until you are sure it is dead.

4. Use proper nifty equipment such as: rubber gloves, rubber mats, fuse tongs;
insulated tools, etc. when necessary.

5. Never bridge a fuse with wire or other metal.

6. Use voltage testers to test a live line.

Observe the applicable rules of the National Electrical Safety Code.

Remember THE SAFE WAY IS THE CORRECT WAYI

; 3
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A " matic" or electrical circuit diagram Is an electrical drawing %itch serves to
show how the different electrical devices in a circuit ere connected. at schematic diagram
le necessary becauL a "pictorial" diagram will not, as a rule, show the interior wiring
circuits of devices.

The schematic diagram shows both the interior circuits of the devices used, and also
the wires connecting the circuits of the various deviced to each other. Therefore, sym-
bols representing the most commonly used circuit elements and devices have been selected
and standardized in order that schematic diagrams may be readily understood.

Since most electrical handbooks contain a list of standard symbols, only those con*
monly need are shown in the following table.

DEVICE SYMBOL DEVICE SYMBOL

Cell

Battery

Opetator

maroilmdat

0

Relay
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breaker
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0) Air con
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01)
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Viire awe
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DEVICE SYMBOL DEVICE

Ground 1 Wire twist

Switches
(1) S.P.S.T.

(2) S. P. D. T.

(3) D. S.T.

orairia0.1

141Mmri
wowiteI

(4) D.P. D. T. ...i. ie..
41040 ONIMI

Meters

Rectifier

Diode tube

Lamp

SYMBOL

30000000000C

(5) Multipoint
rotary

e
..sOe'''eiiIi

Memorization of the foregoing symbols will save the learner much time when read-Int
and drawing circuit diagrams. If the student will practice the drawing of simple circuits,
used in the shop and copy or trace diagrams found in electrical textbooks or magi
articles, the commonly used symbols may be more readily memorized and the leirner
will become familiar with their placement and use.

Preliminary sketches should be made in rough form and thoroughly checked for eith'iii
before attempting a finished schematic drawing. A beginner is usually given practici
work of rather simple form, therefore most such drawings may be clearly drawn on the
standard 8-1/2" x 11" page simply by a neat sketch. The use of a ruler, compass, and
sharp peicil will greatly improve the appearance of the drawing and make it morel"

4.)--

More refined drawings would :4 coarse re made by instruments and "inked in" to fee
_

cilitate their reproduction by "blue printing" or other processes,

Commercially, schematic drawings are first drawn to a large scale and then reduced
in size by photography to make them a suitable size for the printed page.



The following suggestions are offered to assist the learner in the drawing of schema-
tic diagrams:

'1/411r .
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1. Select the proper symbol for the components to be used.
2. Make sure alt terminal markings are clearly designated regarding polarity

(+or -, positive or negative), voltage (125 V, 50 V. D.C., Ben, etc.),
terminal numbers (T1, T2, etc.), (Terminal 1-2-34, etc.), (Terminal a-
b-c-d, etc.)

3. Make a rough sketch showing the selected symbols in the proper order, such
as:
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6. Check and re-check the continuity and correctness of the diagram to insure proper
electrical current flow.

7. Be especially sure that all connections indicated by ciao (44. ) are dotted,

and that all necessary ground symbols ` are shown. 'I1 se symbols
may be used at several points in a circ ana often mistakenly omitted.

8. Eliminate all unnecessary lines and rearrange and simplify for clarity of reading.

9. Indicate "shielding" by the use of properly placed dotted or dashed lines .

I ]i
-.= I1I

(a) (b)

10. Explore the possibility of cabeling parallel conductors between remote points
on the diagram, such as:

I'% §I-1,
3 I

nalge Lead
(a)

11. %clever possible identify circuit components in tabular form as follows:

Rt

LI Chi

El 750 ohm w.w. resistor 1 watt

Cl .005 MF of 600 W.V. Fixed condenser

Chl 12 H.Y. 20Mil choke

Ll 4.2 M.H. inductor



L

12. Wiling between electronic tube "heaters" and their supply may be eliminated
if the heater or filament isxoded similarly to its supply.

V1 2 V3 V4

Li XX YY ZZ ZZ
12 0 1] E1.3

La 3 AMP.

YILO V

3 AMP.
Y

as VZ

4 AMP.

(0 Amer

13. While the use of different colors may make a schematic doming more readable,
it should be kept in mind that all colors teptoduce alike when blue printed..
Consequently ill lines should be dawn black, with notations of the actual color
to be used in the actual wiring system.

Most cables are color coded witlia solid color, or a base color and a tracer,
different color. Examples are black, white, yellow, orange, etc. The ooMbhiai-.
tfbos mi* be red-yellow *ricer, black - white tracer, and would be denoted by=
abbreviations as 1-wh tr, R-bwntr, etc.

14. Liberal use of foot-notes or tabulations will conserve space needed within:the --
droving, thus making it easier in-read.

15. All drawings should include a this strip showing the name -of the citquitilile
inidals o the.pereon makingthe-drawing, the date drawn, and ouch 00014
neat Information as neoded for its identification:

16. All Wodr amid be neat and clean. Frequent hand washing end paaciL ihitimeing
save mud' time otherwise spent In scrubbing anti erasing "smudges" fro* the
sheet.

17. Sufficient border space should be reserved so that the sheet may be candled
without damage to the drawing, and also to permit the placement of several
drawings in book form.



18. A drawing should be as large as is necessary to make it legible. Like symbols
should be of uniform size, and all letters and numerals should follow a given
style and be readily readable.

19. It should be remembered that in addition to the information a schematic diagram
conveys, it also serves as a record of the electrical connections and the equip-
ment identity that such a drawing portrays .

11JOIt

Instructor giving group demonstration in Basic Electricity.
Notice static generator in foreground.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
MATHEMATICS
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Grade

ROW" Of Bask Mathematics

Objectives: To review addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole
numbers .

Assignment: Work the following problems without the use of textbooks. Show all of
wodc and underline your answer .

Problems: I. An electrician purchased at different times the following switch outlet
boxes: 60, 48, 36, 12, 24. What was the total number purchased?

2. In wiring a house an electrician used 50', 75', 20', 6', 12', and 30'
of "Br'. How much did he use?

3. A factory has ten electrical circuits that have the following capacities:
1020, 570, 650, 475, 890, 1500, 400, 825, 1250, and 565 watts. What
is the total wattage if all of these circuits were used to full capacity?

4. The 4.otal bill for wiring a house was $365.00. Of this $158.72 was
charged to labor and the remainder was materials. What was the cost
of materials?

5. On one occasion 105 outlet were taken out of stock, a week later
59 were takes out, of these 32 were returned. What was the total used?



BASIC ZLECTRICITY

MATHEMATICS Assignment Sheet #1

6. The following figures represent an ordinary rule . Write the correct
dimension above the letter for each reading.

MES

7. A contractor ordered the follovAng;
3 dozen outlet boxes at $.23 each,
4 dozen switches at.$ .18 each,
500` Romer at $.08 per foot, and
1 dozen weatherproof convenience outlets at $5.35 per dozen.

How much was his total bin?

2



BASIC ELECTRICITY

MATHEMATICS Assignment Sheet #1

8. If a factory is using 12 - 50 watt, 20 - 100 watt, 100 -150 watt and
300 - 200 watt lamps, what is the total 'image when all of the lights
are burning?

9. The same building has a total load of 32,600 watts distributed equally
over 12 branch circuits. What is the load in watts in each circuit?

10. A contractor's total bill was $509.39. Of this bill he spent $13.80 for
5 dozen outlet boxes. How much did each outlet box cost?

3



Objectiver- To review addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of *scams.

Assignment: Work the following problems without the use of textbooks. grow all
work and underline your answer.

1. To run a three wire cable it is necessary to drill a bole through a plate
which is 1 5/8", sub-flooring 3/4", and finish flooring 13/16". What
will the total depth of the hole be?

2. What is the shortest length of a piece of-fiber which will permit the
following pieces to be cut L _a: 13/16", 5/8", 3/8", 9/16", and 3 7/8"?



BASIC ELECTRICITY

MATHEMATICS Assignment Sheet *2

5. An electrician had to install twelve industrial fixtures which weighed
8 3/4 lbs. each. What was the total weight of the fixtures?

6. If a motor bushing was 11/2" inside diameter when new and Only
121/32" when it was replaced, how mudi has it wom during its use?

7. An electrician measured 64 1/2", 3'-6 5/8". What is the total length
of "BX" needed to run the Job?

8. How many 116" pieces of conduit can be cut from a piece 10' long?

9. Three 6' pieces of Romer were cut into 6 5/8" pieces. How many
pieces were made?

10. One pound of solder cost 301/2 cents. How much mould a spool of
solder weighing 61/3 lbs. cost?

6



BASIC ELECTRICITY

ThcLmology
MATHEMATICS
Assigiutiont 1401013-, line Date

'1 ''t

-Grade

Ob 'active!. To review addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of decimals.

Assigner at: Work the following problems without the use of textbooks. Show all of
work and underline your answer.

Problems: 1. What is the dimension "D" in Rowe 1?
-

2. What is the dimension "Et" in Figure 1?

rThr=-250]
Fig. 1

3. The inside diameter of avCe Of tubing is 1.375 and the outside
1.821. What is the thickness of the walls of the tube?

4. What is the inside diameter of the tubing ahem in Figure 2 ?

Fig. 2,

5. If a large soldering copper weighs 1.52 lbs. , what would one half the
size weigh?



BASIC ELECTRICITY

MATHEMATICS Assignment Sheet #3

6. What would six dozen heavy duty tumbler switches cost at $.285 each?

7. If it costs a contractor $28.50 to drive his pick-up truck 250 miles,
what is the cost per mile to operate the truck?

8. An electrician receives a check for $105.00 and his helper $57.50 for
a 40 hour per week of work. What was the cost per hour for labor on
thisjob?

9. What is die fleshed size of the hole in Figure if it is reamed .375"
larger? Express in a fraction.

I.
10. A bushing 1.765" long is cut off to 1.625" long. How much was cut

off? Express In a fraction.

Fig. 3

11. A piece of steel measured 1 7/8" in thickness was sound down to
153/64 ". How much was ground off? Express in a decimal.

8



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
MATHEMATICS
Assigmnent Sheet 414 Name

Objectives: To review the ablution of simple formulas.

Assignment: Work the following problems without the use of textbooks. Stow all of
work and underline.your !newer.. .. ,

Problems: 1. Find the area of a rectcsgie 4"x 6".
A a a b

area = altitude x boss

2. Rad the altitude of a rectangle that has an area of 15 sq. Indies and
a base of 5".

3. What is the area of a circle that has a 6" radius?
A area = it (3.1416) x r2

4. Find the circumference of a pulley 4" in diameter.
C circumference: t (3.1416) x d

5. Find the R.P.M. (revolutions per minute) of the 3" ddve pulley if
the large pulley is traveling at 400 R.P.M.'s

R.P.M. of Driving Dia. of driven
R.P.M. of Driven Dia. of dtiviug40ORPO



BASIC ELECTRICITY

MAMBMATICS Assignment Sheet #4

6. What is the volume of a cylinder whose radius is 3 ft. and height 8 ft.?
Vs tr2h

volume sy radius 2 x height

7. A 200 watt lamp when connected to U0 volts takes how many amps?

W wattsI amps r.
II volts

8. What Amid bethe power in watts consumed if a heater rated at 7.5
amperes was connected to a 220 volt circuit?

10
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INSTRUCTORS: PLEASE NOTE

'of"t*-14t.

Reading assignments are based on the Second Edition (1953) of Fundamentals of
Electricity by McDougal, Ranson, and Dually; Chicago: American Technical Society.

If you or any of your students are using the Third Edition or the 1960 Fourth
Edition, the fo revised reading assignment schedule should be consulted.

ASSIGN.
NO.

3rd EDITION
PAGES

4th EDITION
PAGES ,

ASSIGN.
NO.

3rd EDITION
PAGES

4th EDITION
PAGES

5 14-15 14-16 22 84-87 58-61
6 17,391-393 17,23-30 . 23 77-78,242 5152
7 26-28,345,402 154-159,273 24 84-88 56-61

390(definitions) 294(definitions) 25 88-92 62-67
8 1-5 1-5 26 92-98 68-72
9 5-11 5-11,73-77 27 247-252 98-99

10 345(definitions) 139-140,291 307(definitions)
294(definitions) 28 260-262 130-134,176

11 11-23 11-23 29 254-260 199-206
12 Review Review 30 Review Review
13 22-29,189-191 22-30,87 31 357(definitions) 305(definitions)

(30-35optional) 401
14 36-42 31-35 32 14-15 6,14-15
15 42-49,378 35-42 307(definitions)

326(definitions) 33 205-206 207-271(formulas)
16 196-198 160-169 302(de,ftnitions)
17 99-108 82-89 34 263-271 100-112
18 373,380,50-67 87-88,43-50 35 251-252,283-285 171-176
19 109-127 89-95 36 129-152 224-238
20 Review Review 155-177
21, 77-81 51-57 37 Review Review

.
SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS to the Instructor:

(1) It is advisable to retain copies of the Second and Third Editions for personal
use, coordination purposes, and reference copies for student use.

(2) The instructor should pre-read the questions in the Learner's, Manual since
not all of the questions are answered in the Third or Fourth Editions.

(3) The Fourth Edition contains some new material while omitting portions of the
Second and Third Editions . These omitted parts are, nevertheless, valuable
enough to warrant class discussion.

(4) The Second and Third Editions use the conventional theory of current flow
(plus to minus) while the Fourth Edition subscribes to the more popular theory
of electron flow (minus to plus). Confusion may arise, particularly where it
concerns MAGNETIC RULES OF THUMB (see page 137 in Third Edition and
page 65 in Fourth Edition).

(5) Regarding the above rules as they apply to generators and motors, FINGER
DESIGNATIONS have been changed in the Fourth Edition (see pages 251 and
285 in the Third Edition and pages 99 and 172 in the Fourth Edition).

ISb

10a
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
Assignment Sleet #5 Name Date Grade

Ikpiva

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the path of an electric current from its source
and hack again to form a complete circuit.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 47-54.
Experiment Manual, Experiment #1 and #2.

Questions: I. Make a list of at least eight uses of electric current.

2. Describe a complete electric circuit.

3. Name the four parts that make up the following complete circuit.

2

4. Why are switches used in :lectric circuits?

5. Name at least three types of switches.

lib To4 POWER
NOM

6. What things or conditions are usually present in any complete circuit?



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
Assigner ent Sheet #6 Name

Objectives:

Assignment:

Questions:

Date. Grade

To acquaint the learner with the fact that all electrical devices receive their
energy from a source by means of metallic conductors, which are separated
or supported by non-metallic materials called insulators.

McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 91-95.
Experiment Manual,lual, Experiment #3.

1. Why has copper been chosen as a conductor for most electrical circuits?

2. Name three good conductors and three good insulators.

3. Why are two wires needed to carry current to an appliance?

4. What purpose is served by having a cotton or rayon braid woven over the
insulation surrounding a conductor?

5. Why is asbestos not used in cow-big the cord attached to an electric
fan?

6. Define a conductor and a non-conductor.

7. In your opinion, why are electric cords composed of many small wires?

13

-."47-FF-713.4*'.= -- . _ -;
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

MR ELECTRIC CIRCUIT Assignment Sheet #6

9. What electrical uses are made of enamel and varnishes?



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technol g"
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
Assignment S'iteet #7 Name

ettatroAnd apt The Cireldt

I
CAPCItiVe8:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with methods of limiting the flow of current iv a
circuit when needed tad to show why notective devices are necessary to
limit or shut off the current flow when oc.,Avion demands.

McDougal, Ranson, and Dealap. Fundamentalsrici , pp. 96- 7.
Experiment Manual, Experiment #4.
Related Information, Safeguarding the Circuit.

Safeguarding The Circuit

Any system of electrical whing may be considered unsafe if improper means of
guarceng it against over heating by excessive cturent flow is not pr"vided for. Unsafe
practices in electrical wiring have resulted in numerous accidents and fires.

The size of S;re used for a circuit is de '..rradned by the current requirements of the
individual circuit. Ir lnary house wiring circuits the E.M.F. is usually 120 volts.
Therefore, to determine actual wire size one must rake into account the appliances and
devices that are to he operated from the circuit For example, the ordinary light circuit
will use a #14 wire,whereas the circuit from which the electric iron, toaster, etc. are
to be operated would require #12 wire. A toaster or iron requires a wire of much larger
:.rose section because these devices need more current to work properly. From this,
one can see that the smaller the wire number the larger the actual wire size. The small
flexible cord of the floc: ;amp or electric clock is made of #16 or #18 wire because these
devices only need a small amount of current to operate properly.

(a) Wig2g4:44)C
(b)

(c)

Fig. 1
(a) Flexible armored (Able wire
(b)Nonmetallic fiber cable
(c) Rubber-covered wire

For safety purposes, wires used in high
voltage circuits must be well insulated. The
insulation of wire depends upon the use to
which the wire is to be put. Figure 1 shows
eveml types of insulated wire. Wires that
are used for appliances are usually of the
twisted strand type, insulated by some means
of flexible substance so that the wire can
readily bend . The wire used as permanent
installation in a house is usually the solid
type and is insulated with either armored or
non-metalic cable.

An overload of a circuit exists then more
current is sent through a wire than it can carry .

15



BASIC ELECTRICITY

TIM ELECTRIC CIRCUIT Assignment Sheet *7

Therefore, in designing an electric circuit, the "amperage" must be considered when
selecting the conductor size and the "voltage" when determining the Idirl of insulation
needed to keep the conductors from touching each other or other conductors . It is not
hard to imagine what happens when a wire becomes red hot from a overloaded condition,
or when the insulation on a flexible cord becomes frayed or broken.

To safeguard against an overload, each circuit of the home is protected by means of
a "fuse" or a "circuit breaker". These devices act as a switch to turn off the current in
case of an overload caused by too many devices being operated from the same circuit
or a break in the wire insulation which allows tan conductors to touch each other. When
a fuse opens a circuit it is said to have "blown" and when a circuit breaker opens, it
has ,t,ippecr.

A fuse (Figure 2) is a small strip of wire connected in the circuit so that all of
the current in the circuit must first flow through it. It is this small strip of boft wire

that melts or burns out when the circuit becomes overloaded. The
average household circuit of 14 wire requires a l5 ampere fuse. Larger
fuses of 20-amperes are used for :acuits consisting of 12 or larger
wire. To use a fuse of too large capacity or to place a penny or coin
behind a fuse is a dangerous practice as it only defeats the purpose
of safety for which the device was intended.

Fig. 2
Bins Fuse The circuit breaker works under the same principle as the fuse

only it is an automatic switch which trips when too many amperes
of electricity pass through the circuit. Circuit breakers can be "reset" after they have
been tripped and no new part or fuse is necessary. They are considered a very adequate
device and are not so easily tampered with as a fuse .

Questions: 1. Wire the following circuit showing a fuse ins_ talled at the proper place
to provide protection.

ek"

(i)
I
T

2. Describe how a fuse acts as an automatic switch to control current
flow.

16
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT Assignment Sheet #7

3. Define:

open circuit

4. Name four ways in which an electrical circuit can be controlled.

5. What determines the amount, and kind of insulation on a wire?

6. Should a conductor of low, or high resistance be used to carry a large
current flow? Why?

7. Which wire is larger, a 12 or a 14 conductor? Why?

8. Du :cal.*: briefly how a circuit breaker (thermostatic type) operates
to prow...t 'Against overload.

9. Tell why it is considered "dangerous" to make emergency repairs by
placing a coin behind a "blown" fuse.

10. Name three materials that are used in insulating flexible wire.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
job Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

Problem:

Materials: Wire
Socket and lamp

Wire a lamp, fuse, switch, and source into a complete circuit.

*

Fuse holder and fuse
Switch

Draw a wiring diagram of your hook-up using
in front of this book.

Source
Devices for securing wire

the proper symbols as found

* * Have Diagram Checked By Instructor Before Proceeding * * *

Procedure. 1. Lay out your circuit by placing all of the units a proper sequence from
the source of power.

2. Fasten all basic units in place with suitable screws (size and length).
3. Wire the circuit with the proper size and kind of wire, making all

connections mechanically secure.

4. Place lamp and fuse in the circuit when completed.

* * * * Have Instructor Check Your Circuit Or Apparatus Before Testing * * S.

Questions: 1. Why is the "proper sequence" important in placing your units in a
circuit?

2 . Why must your wire size follow the electrical code?

19



BASIC ELECTRICITY

THE ELECTRIC CIRCUIT Job Sheet #1

3. What size fuse did you use? Why?

4. What type insulators were used in the circuit?

5. What kind of insulation covered the wire you used?

20

I
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet 4111 Name Date Grade

Objectives: 7b study bask information concerning the theories pertaining to the structure
of matter.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 29-33.

Questions: 1. What is "matter"?

2. What is a "molecule"?

3. What is the difference in action of the molecules in:

a. A liquid

b. A solid

4. What sould you name the smallest amount of water that can exist?

5. Into how many elements may water be divided?

6. How many elements are known? Name ten.

7 Briefly state the atomic theory.

21



BASIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC CURRENT Assignment Sheet #8

R. How many different kinds of atoms are there?

9. Atoms contain two main kinds of particles. What are they?

10. Which part of an atom has:

a. A positive charge

b. A negative charge

22
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet *9 Name Date

012

Grade

;' V gei
Irr A ;

To inform the student of the basic facts concerning the nature of eiecnical
energy and to show how the movement of electrons at:ermines the caarge
of an object.

Asst anent: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals 0: Electricitf, pr. 33-39
eriment Manual, Experiments *5 and *6

Questions: I. Now is static electricity produced? Gives two ftiaropies.

a.

b.

2. How may the presence of a at claw be clew-red?

3. -Describe the action of a suspended paper ball when Fsplsoauhed by a:

a.. Cliarged comb

b. Caarged glass tad

4. la the paper charged by contact with the rod or comb? Explain.

5. When two 8%mpg:ruled paper wads are charged one by a glass rod and the
other by a rubber comb, what results when the two wads are brought near
each other?

6. What is meant by the term "repel"?

23
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC CURRENT Assignment Sleet 89

7. How may a charged paper ball be discharged?

8. What is denoted by:

a. A minus sign ()

b. A plus sign (+)

9. Why are non- conductors such as rubber, glass, paper, silk and wool,
used instead of conductors in experimenting with electrical charges?

10. What is meant by an "induced" charge?

11. What may be said about the action of "like" and "tmlike" charges?

12. Explain the condition of charge represented by the terms:

a. Positive

b. Negative

c. Neutral

13. When charging a neutral object by induction, is a like or unlike charge
produced in the neutral object when touched?

24



1. Cut off about 3" of brass rod and fit knob on end.
2. Fit stopper to jar and drill hole in center to fit rod.
3. Fit rod in stopper so that about 1/2 the length is below the stopper.
4. Cut two strips of aluminum foil (or tin foil) 1/4" a 2".
6. Fasten strips of foil on each side of rod with scotch tape.

6. Charge rubber comb with woolen cloth and charge electroscope. Dis-
charge.

7. Charge the glass rod with silk cloth and charge electroscope. Discharge.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC CURRENT ;31, Sheet *2

Questions: I. What basic electrical principle can be demonstrated with the use of
the electroscope?

2. Why must the "leaves" be made of very thin tin or aluminum foil?

3. Why should a rubber and not a metal stopper be used?



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
ELECTRIC CURRENT
job Sheet #3 Name Date Grade

'..1)14kliorg eliettmthotua

Problem: To make an electrophorus and learn how to use it.

Materials: Hard rubber (or wax) plate Wooden handle (3/4" dowel will do)
Wood screw (flat head)Metal disk

Hard Rubber or Wax Plate

Procedure: 1. Cut hard rubber or wax plate to approximately 6" diameter.
2 . Cut metal disk to approximately 5 1/2" diameter.

3. Fit wooden handle to metal disk by counter-sinking hole on bottom of
disk

4. Fasten handle with a flat head wood screw.

Note: Metal plate must be kept flat so that the surface of the disk
and metal plate can fit together firmly with little pressure.

Have Instructor Check Your Circuit Or Apparatus Before Testing * s *

Questions: 1. What basic electrical principle does the electrophorus show?

2 . Why must the handle be made of wood or some non-conductor?

3. Why should the screw in the base or the metal ask be countersunk?

27



BASIC ELECTRICITY.

Tett= logy
ELEC ERIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Date Grads

,. "s .... .....

rives: To inform the learner c: certain devices called idensers, and explain
how these devices will accumulate electrical cnges produced by friction,
a bit at a time.

Assignment: Related Llormation, 3tering Electrical Charm.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #7 and #8.

Storing Electrical Charges

The early experim .nrets found it necessary to produce and store large quantities of
electricity by friction. Fez this storing purpose, they developed a device which is in
ur even today, and called a Leyden jar.

A Leyden jar, Fig. 1, is a simple device consisting of a glass jar with a layer,of
tin foil on both the inside and outside. When the jar is connected to a meOhine to

produce electricity. dr.,Pt%
machine, the 'beide, -*foil .014
ly chgaged and the Aukiiide
charged. The outer foil is uoirtell'y

iff WOOD to a ground by meant!,of...
the electrons flowt*

r L41,,:et: At:
When one end of a wire it: touched Or the

outer foil of the jar and the other one brought
close to the center knob of then,
in tarn connected to the inner foil, (Fig. 1)
a rapid discharge takes place A canao.deudge
sized spark may result depending on how peat

TINFOIL a charge is in the jar.

Pig. I Leyden Jar

A charge sbred in the Leyden Jar may last
for some time as its construction makes it
very difficult for it to escape. 'natant) knob
at the top keeps the charge from escaping into
the air as the charge tarried from the rod is
spread over the large surface of the sphere.
In contrast, an electrical charge will escape
very rapidly from a sharp point.

This principle of electrical charges escaping 4,



BASIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC CURRENT Assignment Sheet #10

from a sharp pointed object is used in the so-called "lightning" rods which are found on
top of many farm buildings. Ra 1 clouds induce an opposite charge in objects below
them. Tall objects especially, build up with an induced charge as the clouds pass over.
If this cnarge becomes great enough, a flash of lightning or electricity leapt between the
cloud and the building. If, however, a building is equipped with lightning rods, the sharp
point of the rod will lessen the chance of a large charge being built up as it will permit
the charge to escape into the air. Many people have thought that lightning rods were
mere devices in conduct the lightning to the ground when their main purpose is to prever.t
the &eh from bin'T occurring by weakening the charge that causes it.

Devices caLled condensers and capacitors are similar to the Leyden jar and arc used
in radios, telephone circuits, automobile ignition systenis, and in some metors. they
all take an electrical charge and hold it until discharged.

A condenser tonsists of two ol more metal plates separated by some insulator which
is called a "dielectric ". The amount of charge a condenser will hold depends upon its
size and the moult of charge eat has been supplied to it. The amount of charge a
condenser will hold is determined by its capacity.

Somme _ondensers make use of air as the dielectric. Such condensers are called
"variable condensers" as their capacity can be cbauged with the varying of the dis.4nce
between the metal plates and the amount of space or air between them.

Such a variable condenser can be found in your radio and is usually called the tuner
and is used to bring in the different stations on the radio set. The radio also makes use
of the "fixed condenser" which holds a definite amount of electrical charge.

ol.testions: 1. Define: Condenser

2. What is a dielectric?

3. Explain the construction of a Leyden jar.

30



BASIC ELECTRICITY

4. Name the parts of a coudenser and state the use of eacb part.

7. Name several kinds of metals which could. be used for the plates of a
condenser.

8. What is meant by the term, "capacity"?

9. How is a variable condenser constructed?

10. Why does a Leyden Jar lose its charge more readily from a point then
fr:...a a sphere .

11. &plain how* lightning rod protects a building during a storm.

42,
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Job Sheet #4 Name

Problem: To build and use a Leyden Jar.

Materials: Glass jar, wide mouth
Tin foil to cover inside and out
Large cork to fit jar

Date

Curtain rod
Chain

Procedure: 1. Clean the jar.
2. Line jar and bottom 2/3 high with tin foil.
3. Cover outside and bottom of jar, 2/3" high.
4. Drill hole in cork to hold metal rod.
5. Insert rod and attach small chain.
6. Insert cork in jar.

Grade

* * Have Instructor Check Your Circuit Or Apparatus Before Testing * * *

7. Test

33



BASIC ELECTIIICITY

ELECTRIC CURRENT Job Sheet #4

Questions: I. What basic electrical principle can be demonstrated with the Leyden
jar?

2. How does an electrical charge reach the inner coating of tin foil?

3. Why are the two coatings of tin foil used?

4. Why is a round knob used on top of the brass curtain rod?

5. What name is applied to the modern Leyden jar?

34
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet #11 Name Date Grade

;V, v,

Objectives:

,AssOrnent:

Questions:

To acquaint the learner with facts concerning the production of electrical
energy and the resulting movement of electrons in a circuit, and to study
the movement of electrons.

McDougal, Ranson and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 41-45.

1. What causes electrons to move in an electric circuit?

2. Under what condition is an object neutral?

3. Define: An electric current

4. Is electrical energy made or produced?

5. Do positive or negative charges move in a circuit?

6. What is meant by Potential Difference?

7. What is the force resulting from P.D. called?

35



BASIC ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC CURRENT Assignment Sheet #11

8. What unit measures the rate of current flow in a circuit? Define this
term.

9. What unit is used to measure the opposition to the flow of electric
current? Define this term.

10. Electromotive force is measured by a unit called the "volt". Would
you say this was a measurement of resistance, pressure, or Mir.?

36



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date

A- A-1,

aramirrstkiiatieremear ......

Objectives: To review basic information about the electric circuit, and electric current.

Assignment: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: Directions - The following statements are either 'Itue or False. Draw a
circle around the T if the statement is True, or around the F if the statement
is False.

I. T F Copper is used in electrical circuits because it is a good conductor.

2. T F Two wires are needed to carry current to a device.

3. T F Asbestos covered cord is necessary for an electric fan.

4. T F A fuse acts as an "automatic" switch.

5. T F Matter is the smallest part of anything.

6. T F Atoms contain electrons and protons.

7. T F Repel means to bring together.

8. T F A device receiving and holding an electrical charge is called a
capacitator.

Directions - Complete the following circuit diagrams:

1. Make a complete circuit.

74'?:'re,,2 '94

4 -
07174,-r-g aqk

-1-Actr-Ith

37
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

REVIEW Assignment Sheet #i2

2. Complete the following circuit so that the fuse will be installed in the
proper place.

SOURCE

011#11.MIND

Directions - Complete the following statements by writing the correct
words in the blank sPaces.

I. A complete circuit consists of

2. are devices used to turn the electric current
on and off.

3. Three good insulators are
and

4. Material which permits the easy flow of electricity is called a

5. Electrons bear a charge.

6. Protons bear a charge.

7. The of a condenser donates its ability
to hold a charge.

38
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

REVIEW Assignment Sheet #I2

2.

4.

Directions - Answer the following statements by writing in the space
provided the letter in front of the correct answer.

4.

Into how many elements can water be divided?
(a) 1 , (b) 2 . (c) 3

39
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet #13 Name

Resistance In Conductors

Objectives:

Assignment:

Questions:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the conditions in a circuit which offer opposition
tc the flow of electrical current, and show how these factors determine the
resistance of the conductor.

McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electrt.zity, pp. 44-45
Experiment Manual, Experiments #9 and #10.

1. What is meant by "resistance" in a circuit?

2 . Complete the following diagram by wiring an ammeter, a cell and a
means for varying the circuit resistance.

IT

3. Why is an ammeter used in Experiments #9 and #10?

4. Why are some materials better conductors than others?

5. Now would the rate of current flow be affected by:

a . An increase of E.M.F.?

b. Increasing the length of the wires?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT Assignment Sheet #13

6. How is the resistance of a circuit affected when the wire size is
decreased?

7. What factors influence the resistance o tductors?

8. Why ie it. important that electrical circuits should ha made of conductors
having a low resistance?

9. Name several ways the flow of current may be increased in a circuit .

10. How should the two dry cells be connected to obtain the sum of their

II. What is a volt?

Ainpere?

Ohm?
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ZASIC ELECTRICITY

`;'eclmology
RESISTA7CE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT
AssignroP.it Sheet #14 Name

IIPPIPPIIIIPMPIPPPIPPOmgorm

.Molts Law

Date Grade

tars ,414.

Objectives; To inform the learner of the nature of Ohm's Law and show how this law
or formula may be used to determine the voltage, current, and resistance
of a circuit when two c the three elements of the formula are known.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. IOC-108.
experiment Manual, Figure #25, p. 51.

Qaestions: I. Why is the voltage at a device lower than at tie source of electrical
energy?

2. If the voltage in a circuit is increased, what is the effect on die resistance?

3. What conditions affect the resistance of a conductor?

4. State Ohm's Law three ways by using formulas.

5. Wirt happens to the current in a circuit when the resistance is increased
without c._fittngIng the voltage?

1 When the vo'tage -3 incres.ed without changing the reestaace?

1
4

1
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT' Azarigemtp-4: Si...,Ret #14

6. By what other term is voltage f)..sttp detopated?

7. How is a "cirtle diagram" used as an aid in stIlving problerri:i
voltage, current, and resistance? nil in the fel/or:111g 6,11arrain.

S. How much current will a 6 volt battery send through a circuit whose
resistance is 30 ohms? .3 ohms? 300 ohms?

9. What is the voltage applied to a circuit which has a resistance of .9
and has 21 amperes of current flowing in the circuit?

10. A motor uses 2.2 amperes of current at 110 volts. What is the resistancitc
of the motor?

'5WaeilitIERNOWOXic..-
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet #I5 Name Date Grade

'Ity.:kaalleiling Covent By fieslerance

OW-et-Alves: To acquaint the learner with the various devices which are used to control
the current flow in a circuit by causing a variation in the amount of
circuit resistance.

4 Signrngsevt 14..:Duugat, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 96-100.
Related Information, Rheostats.
ExpRTErnent Manual, acperiment #11.

Rheostats

The rheostat (Fig. 1) makes use of the principle that the longer the wire he greater
its resistance. Therefore, wire having a large resistance is wound around some insulating

material, such as porcelain in order to form a coil.
The wire is usually coated with enamel to insulate
the turns and a narrow space is scrPoed off from
one end to the other to allow a metal slider to make
contact with the turns of wire. The slider moves
on a bar which has one end connected to the coils.
By moving the slider along the bar the amount of

Fig 1. Rheostat
wire through which the current must pass can be
increased or decreased. In this way the amount of
resistance can be either increased or decreased.

The rheostat therefore becomes a simple device with which the resistance within a circuit
c..i be regulated or varied. Rheostats are sometimes called variable resistors because
of the fact that they can so regulate resistance.

`ill,/ 1 /II
4*114 Avti t ktl% t*

v. .xikk\ \

There are numerous uses made of rheostats. Probably the most common is the small
rheostat used to increase or decrease the rate of speed of toy electric trains. Others are
used to dim theatre house lights or to control the amount of volume coming from the
radio.

Experiment #11 shnws how a rheostat can be used to vary the current flow within a
circuit.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT Assignment Sheet #15

questions; I. What is a rheostat?

2 . Connect a rheostat in the following circuit.

3_ Explain what happens in a circuit when you change the adjustment of
a rheostat.

4. How would a voltmeter be connected in the following circuit to indicate
the voltage drop through a resistor?

5. What Ohm's Liw formula may be used to determine voltage anni?.

6. How is the voltage of the source of B.M.F. affected by varying the
circuit resistance with a rheostat? '.

7. What is a dimmer and how is it used?

8. Tell bow the variable resistor in a telephone transmitter is operatod
to produce changes irk resistances.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
RESISTANCE *113 ELECTRIC CURRENT
Assignment Sheet 416 Name Date

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with ways in which problems of heating and lighting
are served by the heating effect of electrical current, and the means necessary
to produce this heat at a convenient point in a circuit.

AssigmnejLtt McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 95-96.
Related Information, Light From Electrical Energy.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #13, #I4 and #I5.

Light From Electrical Energy

An ordinary light bulb gives light because the wire inside is hot enough to glow. This
wire becomes white hot or "incandescent" when the cuaent flows through it. Such a wire
is called a Alament and must be able to withstand a large amount of heat and not melt.

Thomas Edison made the first incandescent lamp. He used a thread of carbon
instead of a wire for the filament. As carbon burns easily in air, Edison sealed the
carbon filament inside a glass bulb from whici. the air could be pimped, thus forming
a vacuum. Since air could not get to the carbon filament it wculd not readily burn out.

Modern bulbs are made with tungsten filaments which have a very high melting point.
The filiment is usually formed in a small spring so that each turn of wire helps to keep
the other hot.

The inside of the bulb is filled with a gas, usually nitrogen or argon as these gases do
not readily combine with other substances. They therefore keep the tungsten filament
from combining with other substances and protect it from evaporating as it would in a
vacuum. The modem :nousiescent lamp gives us seven times as muck light as did the
carbon lamp using the same amount of current. Even so, it is onjy about five per cent
efficient as the other ninety-five per cent is changed to heat.

The vapor, or more commonly called neon lamp, is another means of obtaining light
frota electrical energy. A vapor lamp is a slender lass tube whic = glows with a red,
white, or bluish light. These lamps have no filaments, but instead they contain a small
a mount of gas. each different gas gives off its own peculiar color light such as neon gas
which gives an orange-red; mercury vapor. a bluish -g -ven; and helium, a white light.

A °mall electrical device sends current through the gas at a pressure of thousands of
volts. This moving surge of electrons strikes the molecules of gas, thus causing them
to vibrate rapidly rad give off light.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

RESLLTANCE TO ELEETRIC CURRENT Assignment Sheet #16

The rather common "fluorescent" tube makes use of a mineral powder coating inside
of a glass tube This coating glows when ultra-violet rays are given off by the flow of
current through the mercury vapor contained in the tube. The actual color of light depends
upon the minerals used to coat the inside of the tube.

Sodium vapor produces the most efficient light. It is a golden yellow color and is
used to some extent for street lighting.

The carbon "arc" is aiso used as a source of ligat. When two carbon rods, each
connected to one wire of an electrical circuit, are brought together so that their ends
touch and are then slightly separated, a bright, Kuish light is given off between the
carbons. Such an arc produces intense light and is used in large search lights, stage
spot lights, and large motion picture projectors. A great amount of heat can also be
produced in this manner. Therefore the arc is also made use of for welding and the melt-
ing of metals.

Questions: 1. At 110 volts a toaster uses 5 amperes. Another toaster has a resistance
of 27.5 ohms. Which one will produce more heat when operated at the
same voltage?

2. One foot of "Nichrome" wire has a resistance of 1.63 ohms. How many
feet of Nicluome will be needed to .make a heating element for a toaster
that will use 5 amperes of current at 110 volts?

3. Name three qualities a heating element wire should have for the produc-
ticn of heat by electric current flow.

4 . What is the purpose of coiling the filament in the modern incandescent
lamp?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT
Job Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

To

Problem: To make a rheostat and to learn how to connect it in a circuit.

Materials: 1 wood block 4" x 5"
1 wood block 3/4" x 3/4" x 3 1/2"
2 strips insulaticn fiber 1/8" x 1" x 3 1/2"
2 strips sheet metal (22 ga) 1/2" x 2 1/2"
1 strip sheet metal (22 ga) 5/8" x 1 1/2"
1 strip sheet brass (.015) 1/2" x 3"
16 feet #28 nichrome wire
3 pcs.. copper ben wire (appror:. 3" long)
4 flat head wood screws 3/8" #3

1 wood knob
1 flat head machine screw

#10 32 x 3/4"
12 wood sciews 1/2" #4
1 rd. head mach. screw

#10 32 x 1/2"
2 fiber washers 3/16" I D
Solder
2 Falmstock terminals

Note: Notch fiber 1/16" apart
using 1.12" hack saw blade.
Both pieces together,
49 notches.

DETAIL "A"

DETAIL "B"

Procedure: 1. Make 4" x 5" x 3/4" wooden base.
2. Make two end brackets from pieces. of 22 ga. 1/2" x 2 1/2" sheet metal.

Drill hole in ends for wood screws.
3. Bend bracket for rheostat contact aAdi ad dean hole for 2 1/2" x 4"

wood screws. (see Detail "Al
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BASIC ELECTRIC'.:TY

RESISTANCE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT Job Sheet #5

4. Fasten piece of insulated fiber to 3/4" x 3/4" x 3 I/2" wood block and notch
as shown in drawing.

5. Wind with nichrome wire and solder to bell wire as indicated in drawing.
6. Cut out rheostat contact arm from strip of brass and fasten insulated vioodan-

!mob in place (see Detail "B") .
7. Assemble to wooden base as shown in diagram.

* * * * Have Instructor Check Work

B. Test rheostat by connecting it in series with a source of energy and suitable
size lamps.

Questions:

1. How does a rheostat control the current flow in a circuit?

2. What three things determine the maximum resistance of a rheostat?

3. Why is fiber used over the wooden block?

4. Why is a firm contact needed between the moveable rheostat adisiihd
coil duns?

5. Give two reasons why an operating 'handle is pOntiftiptrAM tbil rheostat arm.

41: tlt
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION
Assignment Sheet #17 Name Date Grade

,101,leCtittl itittltfry t7.411

Assignment:

?,.."..:

To acquaint the learner with the factors which enal e a simple cell to
produce electrical energy by chemical action, and study the dry cell.

McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 65-67,
69-75.
Belated Information, The Simple Cell.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #16, #17, #18, and #1 ).

The Simple Cell

Since a simple cell is composed of two dissimilar metals immersed in an electrolyte,
the voltage of the cell will be determined by the kinds of metals and the electrolyte used.

These metals, called electrodes, often contain impurities which when exposed to
the action of the electrolre create a "local action" as a result of the difference in the
material in which th.ey are imbedded. This action takes place continuously whe.dier
the cell is being used or not and results in a chemical change of the electrode so affected.

It is important that electrode materials be as free from impurities as possible so
that the cell We will not be reduced by the wasting effect of local action.

The electrode most affected by the action of the electrolyte is the negative or zinc
electrode in the simple primary cell. The "open circuit voltage" of a cell is the voltage
measured across the cell whew it is not connected to a closed circuit.

The "closed circuit voltage" of a cell is that measured across the cell when It is
connected to a closed circuit. This voltage is equal to the open circuit voltage minus
the voltage drop which occurs in the cell as a result of the cell's increased internal
resistance.

Questions: 1. What determines the voltage of a cell?

2. When mixing an electrolyte, which is added to the other first, the
water or the acid?
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7. Name the "ckipolarizers' m a dr v- c211 a tell -Cat each one does.

8. L a thy cell realty dry? Exi...kain.

9, How is a pocket volt ammeter used to measure the output of a cell7

10. Why is a voltage reading of a cell not a true indication of its condition?

. Name the principle parts of a dry cell.
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3.

4.

5.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.F. IN CHEMICAL ACTION Job Sheet *6

* * * * Caution Acid is Dangerous - (heck With lastructer a a * *

4 . Put 1 2504 in one jar.
a. Insert top and test in each jar.

reading.

5. Put HCl in one jar.
a. Insert top and test in each jar.

reading.

6. Put salt water in one jar.
a. insert top and test in each jar.

reading.
7. Try different metal combinations in each type soluions.

Use a (0 - 2) Volt meter. Record eacb

Use a (0 - 2) Volt meter. Record each

Use a (0 - 2) Volt meter. Record each

Questions: 1. Record all readings with solution and each metal in the following diagram:

Voltage Solution Electrode Electrode Remarks

2. Why must acid be handled with care?

3. Suggest various other elements that might make a good simple cell.

4. List a few that would not produce an E.M.F. and tell why.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
E. M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION
Assignment Sheet *18 Name Date

4
Bodes And Parallel Cato 144

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the eleuientary problems of series and parallel
clicuits.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and mlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 71-75,
109-128A, and 198.
Experiment Manual, Experiments 820 id %O.
Related Information, Connecting Cells In A Circuit.

Connecting Cells In A Circuit

Cells may be connected in the following three ways to obtain increased voltage,
increased current, and an increase of voltage and er-rwt.

1. Increased voltage. (Series Connection)

z
1.5V L5V 1.5V

6 VOLT
1.15V

rimin

+ 6 VOLT I

6 volt
(current same as 1 cell)

2. Incaeased current. (Parallel Connection)

1.5V L5V 1.5V 1.5 V

'Current" available equals that of
4 cells.

"Voltage" is that of one cell.

- f
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Assignment Sheet it18

3. Increase of voltage and current. (Series Parallel)

1.5V 1.5V

3 VOLT

i 1

I I

3 VOLT

"Clara.' avaiAble equals that
of two cells.

"Voltage" is that of two cells.

Questions: 1. Explain briefly the meaning of the terms:

a. open-circuit voltage

b. closed-circuit voltage

2. How many dry cells would be needed to make a 90 volt "B" battery?

3. Draw a diagram showing how four cells might be connected two ways
to form a series parallel circuit, giving the same voltage and amperage.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.P. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Assigiunent Sheet #18

4. Why is the current in a series circuit the same in all parts of the circuit?

S. Give three reasons why circuit diagrams are useful in solving electrical
problems.

6. If the 1/ ampere lam! Is in Figure 18, page 127, were replaced by
lamps each ha;lng a resistance of 55 ohms, how much current would
the 110 volt genera.:Nr have to deliver to the lamps?

7. How would you connect a 110 volt, ampere electric hotplate to a
220 volt line if all you had were a numbn of 1 ampere light bulbs/
Draw a sketch.

8. A resistor of unknown value connected in parallel with a 129 volt
circuit increases the total current flow in the circuit from 12 animas
ID 15 amperes.
a. What is the value of the unknown resistance?

b. What was the circuit resistance before and after the. addition of
the resistor?
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Materials:

in the connection of series end parallel c---m-m.'ircu'its'.

Wire, lamps and lamp holders, buzzer2 or bells, push buttons, and current
source (batteries or other sourcea).

Bell

BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION
Job Sheet #7 Name Date Grade

Wiring Series And iOr Parallel Circuit

Problem: To determine the difference

Bell 13e113

I I

I

Push Buffoonsns

Push Button Push Button

(a) (h) (c)

Procedure: 1. Arrange the parts in the proper order with reference to the point of
current supply.

2. Fasten all devices in proper place with screws of suitable size and
length.

3. Wire the circuit with proper size and kind of wire, being sure that all
mechanical and electrical connections are secure.

4. Place lamps firmly in sockets.

5. Re-check circuit for proper comections.

* * * * Have Instructor Check Your Circuit Or Apparatus Before Testing * * * *
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Job Sheet #7

Questions: 1. Why should the various parts be placed with reference to the circuit
diagram?

2. Why are certain size screws selected?

3. What happens when one lamp is removed in the series circuit? Why?

4. Under what circuit condition does the greatest amotmt of light develop
from the lamp?

5. What happens if one lamp or one bell in a series circuit is short
circuited?

6. Why do bells operate unsatisfactorily in a series circuit?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION
Assignment Sheet #19 Name

The Storage Battery

Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the construction and operation of "secondary"
or storage cells and show how batteries of these dells may be repeatedly
charged to furnish current for a multitude of commercial applications.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Duidap, Fundamentals of Electric4, pp. 75-90.
Experiment Manual, Experiment #22.
Related Information, The Storage Battery.

The Storage Battery

Commercial storage batteries are made ir. several sizes according to the "voltage"
and "ampere hour" capacity needed.

The "voltage" of the battery is determined by the kind of cell used, and the number
of cells in the battery.

The "ampere hour capacit," is determined by the size and number of plates used
in the individual cell.

The lead-acid type of storage cell when fully charged produces slightly more than
two volts. Therefore, if a six volt battery is needed. three cells will be needed in the
battery.

In the "Edison type" of storage cell, five cells would be required to furnish six volts,
as the voltage per cell is only 1.2 volts.

In either case, the voltage required to recharge the battery must be greater than the
maximum rated voltage of the battery.

The positive terminal of the battery is connected to the positive terminal of the
charging source because current must be sent through the battery in a reverse direction
to charge it. During charge, hydrogen gas is liberated from the lead-acid cells and care
must be observed to prevent explosion of the gas as the result of flames or sparks near
the battery being charged.

The charging rate in amperes of current flow, as well as the discharge rate, is
governed by the maximum safe temperature that the cell material will stand without
damage to it.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.P. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Aselgnment Sheet #19

Lead-acid cells must be recharged as soon as ne cessary. to avoid the formation of
lead sulphate on the plate surfaces. The electrolyte should be maintained at the proper
level to prevent sulphate from forming on the plate surfaces exposed to the air by loss
of water in the electrolyte by evaporation. When the level of the electrolyte drops, only
pure water should be added to, restore it to the proper level. Never add acid.

Questions: I. Batteries are divided into two main types: the primary cell and the
secondary cell type. Which of these types is the lead-acid cell?
Why?

2. On what does the voltage of a lead-acid cell depend. The capacity?

3 - How are cell connected to ,increase:

a. Voltage

b. Current or capacity

c. Voltage and current

4. In a simple lead-acid cell the plates must be formed before the cell
is operating. Why is this unnecessary when a modern type lead-acid
cell is put in service?

5. How should'a lead-acid storage battery be connected to a source of
current to receive a "charge"?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M. F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Assignment Sheet #19

6. why is a hydrometer reading of no value in determining the condition
of charge in tin "Edison cell"?

7. What is the specific gravity of a fully charged lead-acid cell?

A discharged lead-acid cell?

8 . How is the conaition of charge in an Edison cell determined? Why?

9. Compare the efficiency of a lead-acid cell and the Edison cell.

10. Why should a flame be kept away from the storage battery when it is
charging?

11. Name several advantages offered by the use of the Edison cell.

12. Whet kind of electrodes and electrolyte are used in an Edison cell?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Assignment Sheet #19

13 . Define:

a. Specific gravity

b. Ampere hour

14. What is the common method of rating a storage battery to determine its
output? Explain.

15. Why should distilled or dean re.-. water be used to maintain the proper
level of electrolyte in a cell? Explain.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
E.M. F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION
Job Sheet #8 Name Date (lode

=11rris

Making A. Storage Battery

Problem: To build and charge a storage battery.

Materials: jar and top used in Job #6 S -1 Volt D.C. source
Lead plates 0 -15 amp D.C. ammeter
Dilute sulfuric acid 60 Watt lamp and socket

Disconnect switch wire

Diagram: Draw a wiring diagram of your hook-up.

Procedure: I.. IthAmt 2 lead plates as you did in Job #6.

2. Pour dilute sulfuric acid in jar.
3. heart strips in solution.
4. Test with voltmeter.

5. Hook up as simple series circuit.

a a Have instructor Check Your Circuit Or Apparatus It- - Aire

6. Charge the cell (charging will form lead oxide on positive pole) over
night if possible.

7. Take off charge and test.

8. If several cells are available, te this with all of them connected in
series. Add an additional 60 Watt lamp in parallel for each cell.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

E.M.F. BY CHEMICAL ACTION Job Sheet #8

Questions: 1. Why doesn't the voltmeter register when hooked up in procedure step#4?

2. What was the reading on the voltmeter in procedure step #7?

3. What happene viten this cell becomes discharged?

4. By observation, how can you identify the positive terminal?

tri. . c,
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To review basic infolmation about electric current, and E.M.P. by chemical
action.

Directions - The following statements are either True or False. Draw a
circle around the T if the statement is Tate, or arz..etd the F if the state-
ment is false.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

REVIEW Assignmait Sheet #20

Directions - Complete the following etatements by writing the correct
words in the blank spaces.

1. The resistance of a circuit bezomes greater when the wire size is

2. The voltage at a device is lower than at the scarce because of

3. Ohm's Law may be stated in the circle diagram as:

4. Voltage drop may be found by using the formula

5.
the amperage of a cell.

and detarmine

6. The principle parts of a dry cell are:

7. should be used to maintain the proper level
of electrolyte in a cell.

Directions - Answer the following statements by writing in the space pro-
vided the letter in front of the correct answer.

1. 2.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

REVIEW Assignment Sheet #20
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
MAGNETISM
Assignment Sheet ir t Name

Magnet* And Magnetic Fields

Objectives:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner wiZii ways the magnetic effect of natural magnets
may be reproduced by artificial means when proper methods and materials
are used.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 11-19.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #23, #24, and #25.
Related Information, Magnets and Magnetic Fields.

Magnets and Magnetic Fields
(Alnico Magnets)

The need for smaller and mot powerful permanent magnets in many types of electrical
instruments and other devices hat prompted the development and production of a new
type of permanent magnet called "Ahtico". Heretofore, magnets made of the known magne-
tic substances: iron, nickel and cobalt, had 9 high ratio of weight tc strength of magnetic
force that could be retained. As a result; electrical equipment using permanent magnets
were bulky and inefficient when a high flux density was needed for their operation.

Alnico is an alloy of both magnetic and non-magnetic substances and contains carbon,
cobalt, nickel, aluminum, manganese, silicon and iron. The non-magnetic substances
serve to hold the molecules of the magnetic substances in a proper magnetic alignment
after the alloy has been properly processed, thus forming a permanent magnetic material
which has a magnetic strength of more than fifty times that of any other magnet of compar-
able size.

Since the molecular structure is so firmly held in place it is more difficult to demag-
netize by the effects of heat, shock, and other magnetic forces and results in a magnet of
great permanence.

Questions: 1. What is a "magnetic substance"? Name several.

2 . What materials are used in the alloy called "Alnico"?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

MAGNETISM Assignment Sheet 4121

3. Are there more non-magnetic substances than magnetic substances?
Name several non-magnetic substances.

4. Define:
a. Poles

b. Lines of force

c. Magnetic field

5. In what direction do lines of force extend? At what point of the magnetic
field are the lines of force the closest together?

6. What term is used to express the number of lines of force at a magnetic
pole?

7. Describe the direction of flow of magnetic lines of:14***11011
this flow is called.

una Magnets

b. Ardfidal magnets

e 1-,

_ -40
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1.441WP:

a. Magnetic induction

c. Temporary maztet

10. Whet, is. the natacite the lltafardem teuittit4101:
magnetizing field has irztta removed?

Why does steel make a better or more permanent Magi:
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
MAGNETISM
Assignment Sheet #22 Name Date Grade

Polarity Of Magnets

Objectives: To acquaint the student with the ways the polarity Or magnets may be de-
termined, and the resulting action of attraction and repulsion of magnetic
poles.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 15-16.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #26 and #27.

Questions: 1. What is meant by the term "north seeking" pole of a magnet? Explain.

2. Is the black end of a compass needle "north seeking" or "south seeking"?

3. How may the polarity of a magnet be determital?

4. What are the four conditions of attraction and repulsion between a sus-
pended bar magnet and another bar magnet presented to it?

a.
b.
c.
d.

5. Where is the greatest number of lint s of force per unit of reta found
near a bar magnet?

6. How does a "dipping" needle differ from a compass?

How are they similar?
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7. What are the rules for magnetic attraction and repulsion?

8, How many poles does a bar magnet have?

9. How does a magnetized needle act when moved about a magnet?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
MAGNETISM
Assignment Sheet #23 Name Date Grade

To inform the learner of the facts concerning the earth's magnetic properties
and show that the earth acts similarly to a huge magnet with its poles
located near the geographic poles of the earth.

Assignment:

The Barth As A Magnet
(The Agonic Line)

01111'11.

Fig. I, Declination Chart
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MAGNETISM Assigmnent Sheet #23

Because of the fact that the "magnetic poles" of the earth are not at the spots called
the "geographic poles"_ it can be tmderstood that there are many places on the earth's
surface where the compass needle does not point to a true north.

A line can be drawn on the map along which the compass needle will always point to
a true north. This line is called the zero degree or "Agonic line". East of the Agonic line
the compass will point west of true north, and west of the line it will point east of true
north.

The number of degrees that the compass needle points away from true north is termed
"declination" (see Fig. I).

To correct a compass reading for declination a chart is used to determine the number
of degrees that the compass card must be turned to cause the compass needle to point to
a true north.

As the magnetic poles of the earth slowly change their positions, the magnetic maps
or charts as in Figure I, must be corrected or changed from dine to time.

Questions: I. At what pointa on the earth's surface muld a compass point to a true
north?

2. What is a magnetic meridian?

3. In lint direction will the compass point if located

a. East of the Arnie line

b. West of the zero degree line

4. What is the true location of the north magnetic pole?

The south magnetic pole?
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5. Is it true that the north magnetic pole is really a S pole?

6. Why are maps and charts necessary when determining location with a
compass?

7. Why do maps showing magnetic ccaditions have to be re-made from
time to time?

8. Do you believe that the eadi is a huge magnet?

If so, on what do you base your opinion ?
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Date Grade

1.5.11.,1

ObJectives; To acquaint the learner with the molecular theory of magnetism and show
how this theory can be used to explain the magnetic qualities of temporary
and permanent magnets and other magnetic substances.

Assignmat: McDougal, Ranson, and Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 15, 19-21.
ftaeriment Manual, Experiment 428.
Related Information, Theory of Magnetism.

Theory of Magnetism
(Magnetic Reluctance)

Reluctance is the opposition offered by a material to magnetic lines of force. For
example, steel is binder to magnetize than iron because it offers more opposition to a
magnetic force. Therefore, st-..:41 has a greater "magnetic reluctance".

Mspetic substances having low reluctance are easily magnetized and demagnetized.
They also gave low retentivity for the same reason. Conversely, material such as steel
having a high reluctance is difficult to magnetize, but once magnetized, it is just as
difficult to demagnetize . For this reason steel makes a better permanent magnet than
iron.

Questions: 1. Briefly state the theory of magnetism.

2. How is the position of the molecules in an =magnetized piece of
iron effected by stroking it in one direction with the north pole of a
magnet?

3. What would be the difference in the magnetic result of stroking an =-
magnetized piece of steel or iron with:

a . A weak magnet

b . A strong magnet
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MAGNIMSMI Assignment Sheet #24

4. How is it possible to demagnetize a magnet by:
a. Mechanical shock ..

b. Heating*

S. Explain the term: Magnetic saturation point.

6. What is permeability?

Give example.

7. Define; Reluctance.

Give example.

_

. Is It true that magnetic substances that have low reluctauty4 also have'
low retentivity? Why?

9. What substances are most commonly used to make:

a. Temporary magnets

b Permanent magnets
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Technology
ELECTROMAGNETISM
Assignment Sheet #25 Name Date Grade

-.Maputo Plokl Around A Conductor /
d

Objective:::, To acquaint the learner of the relationship between electric current and
magnetism.

Assignment McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 243-245.
ExJeriment Manual, Experiments #29 and #30.
Related Information, Magnetic Field Around A Conductor.

Magnetic Field Around A Conductor

The practical application of magnetic force and electro- magnetic effects form the
basis of our present entire electrical industry.

The discovery that magnetism could be produced by the simple process of sending an
electric current through a coil led to the development of the powerful electromagnets
needed to produce strong magnetic fields, w_ 1h make possible the generation of electri-
cal energy.

By the application of magnetic force, huge generators produce current to operate the many
motors, magnetic controls, telephones, radios, lifting magnets, and a host of other
appliances which Os° depend on this magnetic force so simply produced.

Of the three effects produced by the flow of electric current namely the "heating
effect", the "electrochemical effect" , and the "electromagnetic effect' the electormag-
netic effect. which depends on the relationship between electric current flow and magnetism.
has been of the greatest value to mankind.

It is of the greatest _importance that all electrical wodcers thoroughly understand the
relationship between electric current flow and magnetism and the practical applications
of the magnetic forces in industry and in the home.

Questions: 1. Name three effects produced by the flow of electric current.

2. Name several things that depend on magnetic fame to make their use
practical.
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ELECTROMAGNETISM Assignment Slant #25

3. Define:
a. Solenoid

b. Electromagnet

4. Why are solenoids and electromagnets called temporary magnets?

5. Does a solenoid have poles like a bar ma

How do you know?

111...,*

6. How is it possible to determine the polarity of an eleciromagnet rivitl
knowing the direction of current flow through it?

7. State tbe right hand rule foka) and (b).
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ELECTROMAGNETISM Assignment Sheet #25

8. How may the polarity of a solenoid be reversed?

9. Is the magnetic field of a wire parallel to the wire or at tight angles
with it? How do you know?

ICI. Why does a compass behave differently when placed above or below
a wire carrying current?
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Technology
ELECTROMAGNETISM
Assignment Sheet #26 Name

V a'

1 4

Objectives: To inform the learner how the strength of the electromagnet may be increased
by the materials used, the increase of turns and current flow through the
turns used.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, p. 138,
Experiment Manual, Experiments #31 and #32.
Related Information, Strength of Electromagnets.

Strength of Electromagnets

When current flows through a conductor, lines of force are luced around it. The
greater the current flow, the greater the number of lines produced. Since these lines of
force are distributed equally along the conductors length, the strength of the magnetic
field at any one point is very weak, compared to that of the total field produced by the
full length of the conductor.
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Fig. 1
Concentrated Magnetic Field

U the conductor is wound into a coil, the lines of force of the adjacent turns combine.
or interlink, forming a concentrated magnetic field, having a north magnetic pole at one
end of the coil and a south magnetic pole at the other. A reversal of the direction of current
flow through the coil will cause a reversal of the magnetic poles of the coil. It is apparent
that the magnetism of a coil can therefore be controlled by increasing or decrees the
current flow or by changing the number of turns in the coil.
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ELECTROMAGNETISM Assignment Sneet *26

The strength of the magnetic field may also be increased by the use of an iron core,
since iron has far less reluctance than air and allows easy passage of the magnet lines .

The "ampere-turns" required to set up a given magnetic field strength are, therefore,
less when a core material having lower magnetic reluctance than air is used.

In order to afford complete control of an electromagnet, the core material must lose
its magnetism at the same rate that the magnamotive force is decreased. For this reason,
steel or other magnetic substances which have permanent magnetic tendencies, are un-
suitable as core materials for an electromagnet.

It is essential that the core mateual be of sufficient size (cross section) to accommo-
date the total flux produced by the magnetic motive force (M.M.F.) The core shape
depends on the use of the electromagnet and is a function of design.

Questions: I. Give two reasons why electromagnets are used instead of permanent
magnets.

2. Why is steel unsuitable for the core of an electromagnet?

3. State three or more reasons why iron is used as a core for an electro-
magnet.

4. Discuss briefly: Core shapes of electromagnets.
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5. Define:

a . Magnetizing force

b. M.M.F.

6. Name three ways an electromagnet may be strengthened.

7. Make a sketch showing how the magnetic lines around a wire combine
to form a concentrated field around a coil.

8. Define: Ampere-turn

9. What is the M.M.P. of a coil of 12 turns having a current of 3 amperes
flowing in it?

One tern with 36 amperes flowing?

36 turns with one ampere flowing?

10. Why is the voltage of a circuit and the resistance of the coil not a factor
in the ampeie tum unit used to determine the magnetizing force of a coil?
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Manipulative
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Problem: To construct a solenoid coil that can be used on a 120 V. circuit.

Materials: Fiber tube 3/4" O.D. x 4" long 2 wooden blocks 1-1/2"x 1-1/2"x 1/4"

2 wood blocks 2" x 2" x 1/4" 1 piece cold rolled steel 1/4"x 6"

2 terminal posts 2 - I/4"- 20 nuts
Spool of #28 enameled wire

Place on Drill Press

or Coil Winder

or 1/4" C, R. Steel

2"x 2"x 1/4" Block

3/4" Fiber Thbe

3/4" Hole

Procedure: 1. Drill 2" x 2" x 1/4" blocks so that fiber tubing will fit snugly in hole.
2. Drill one block for terminals.

3. Make spool of blocks and fiber.
4. Thread cold rolled steel, 1-1/2" on one end, 1/2" on other end.
5. Drill 1/4" holes in 1-1/2" x 1-1/2" x 1/4" blocks.

6. Mount spool, block, and 1/4" rod in a unit with one end protruding as
far as possible.

7. Wind 2000 turns of #28 by using slow speed on drill press or coil winder.
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ELECTROMAGNETISM Job Sheet #9a

8. Mount terminal posts.

9. Connect wire to terminals.

Questions: 1. What practical use could be made of a solenoid of this type?

2. May this coil be used as a primary coil?

3. Why do we use 2000 turns of wire?

4. Using a 6" cold rolled steel rod as a plunger, explain its action in the
magnetic field.

5. What effect does A.C. have on an iron core?

6. Does A.C. or D.C. produce the greater magnetism in Wit coil?
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Manipulative
ELECTROMAGNETS
Job Sheet #9b Name Date Grade

Problem: To consouct a solenoid coil that can be used to magnetize iron cores.

Materials: Fiber tube 3/4"0,D. x 4" long 1 - 1/2" diameter iron r..d 5" long
2 fiber washers - 2" 0,D 3 pc. 1/8" brass rod - 4-1/2" long
#22 magnet wire 6 brass nuts -#6-32

25 iron wires 5" long Insulation paper

3-1/16" Holes

5/8" Drill

3-1/8" Holes

120 A Part

DETAIL "B"

Procedure: 1. Drill both washers with 5/8" hole in center.

2, Drill one washer with 3 - 1/16" holes about 1/8" eack apart (see detail "A")
3. Thread brass rods #6-32 - 1/2" on sach end.
4. Assemble tube, braes ends and nuts tsee detail "B"),
5. Wrap insulation paper around core.
6. Use winding jig from job #9a and mount in drill or coil winder for making

winding.

7. Winn four layers of #22 wire bringing end of wire out hole el and center

leads out middle hole #2 and cut wires apart (see detail "C"),
8. Wind four mote layers and bring out end of wire through hole #3.
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ELECTROMAGNETS Job Sheet #9b

9. Connect to low voltage (D.C. and A .C.) and test strength with wire core
(which is made up of the 25 pieces of 5" iron wires taped together) and
solid core (1/2" diameter iron rod 5" long).

Questions: 1. Which makes the better core, the 25 wires or the solid iron?

2. How could you prove your point in question #17

3. Leave both the wire and the iron in the coil for 5 minutes. What happened
to the cores?

4. Why are washers and tube made of insulation?

5. Does an increase in voltage on the coil increase or decrease its magnetism?

6. Why must the voltage be limited to a low value?

7. Using terminals #1, #2 and #3 answer the following questions:
a. Which was the stronger: #1 and #2; #2 and #3; or #1 and #3? Why?

b. What was the highest resistance combination of the abow- annections?

c. Why does the coil heat?
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ELECTROMAGNETS
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Problem: To construct a solenoid coil that can be checked for polarity and txt be
used with a plunger.

Materials: 1 fiber tube 1/4" ID x 4" long Caton tape (I/2" wide)
#22 magnet wire One 1/4" C.R.S. rod 5" long
Shellac One 1/4" C.R.S. rod 3" long

Wire Coils

iumuumMIii mm

III III 1111 1111111 Him iii I III I I 1111 li

Fiber Tube

Procedure: 1. Wini uneven number of layers (5, 7, or 9) #22 wire on fiber tube in
concentric layers so that the wire is firmly in place.

2. Cut two pieces of cotton tape 30' long.

3. Start upping tape by tying a lain at one end of coil.

4. Wrap other piece of tape by tying knot and starting from other end

5. Shellac tape and allow o dry.

6. Connect leads to dry cell.

Questions: 1. When connected to a dry cell, determine polarity ai ! direction of
current flow.

2. What happens to the plunger when it is placed halfway dr-nigh the coil?

91c
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3. Does it matter from which end the plunger is started?

4. What practicai use would such a coil have?

5. Would the shorter plunger hstve different uses than the longer?

6. Name a use for such a coil with a long plunger and a start plunger.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
E.M.F. BY INDUCTION
Assignment Sheet #27 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To inform the learner how magnetism may be used to produce an electric
current flow as the result of the E.M.F. of induction and how "Fleming's
Rule" may be applied to the problems of induced E.M.F.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, p.250.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #34 and #35.
Related Information, Inducing Current In A Conductor.

Inducing Current In A Conductor

When a conductor is moved through a magnetic field of force, an induced current
will flow in the conductor, provided that it is a part of a closed circuit. The amount of
current that flows is of course dependant on the amount of voltage induced in the con-
ductor and resistance of the closed circuit of which the conductoris a part.

The induced voltage will depend on the me at which magnetic lines of force cut
through the could Iotac. An E.M. F. of one volt is produced when a conductor cuts
100,000,000 lines of force per second. This voltage may be induced by moving the
conductor througit the field of force, or by moving the field through the conductor.

Reversing the motion of the conductor or the field results in a reversed current flow
in the conductor. Mmilarlv a reversal of polarity of the magnetic field produces a
reversal of induced current flow .

When an eleatrom Apnet is used to produce a magnetic field, the amount of induced
voltage may be regulatexl by increasing or decreasing the flow of current through the
electromagnet to effect a change in the number of magnetic lines of force in the field.

Questions: 1. Define:
a. Induced E.M.F.

b. Induced current

2 . Describe the action of a galvanometer when a coil connected to it is
raised and lowered in the magnetic field of a U-shaped permanent
magnet.
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E.M.F. BY INDUCTION Assignment Sheet #27

I

3. How many ways may E.M.F. be increased when using a permanent
magnet and a coil connected to a galvanometer as shown in Fig. 81,
Experiment Manual?

4. What advantage is gained by using an electromagnet to replace the
permanent magnet used in producing an E.M.F. in the galvanometer
coil?

S. Is it possible to produce an E.M.F. in a single conductor or wire by
passing it through a magnetic field?

6. Is the following statement true or false: An E.M.F. of one volt is
produced when a conductor cuts 100, 000,000 lines of force in one
second.

7. Does the amount of the induced current depend on:
a. The amount of induced E.M.F.?

b. The number of lines of force cut in a certain time?

c. The resistance of the circuit through which the induced current
must flow?

S. What three things determine the number of lines of force cut in a certain
time?

9. State the "right hand rule" for induced current.

10. Define: Mutual induction
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E. M. F. BY INDUCTION
Assignment Sheet #28 Name Date ..11 Grade

Lames Law

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with Lenz's Law and show how the law explains
the opposition to the motion which induced the current flow in a conductor
by self induction.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Funaamentals of Electricity, pp. 260-261.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #36 and #37.
Related Information, How Lenz's Law Explains "Self Induction".

How Lenz's Law Explains "Self Induction"

The law formulated by Lenz states that "The magnetic field set up around a conductor
by an induced current opposes the magnetic field that induced the current". This law
explains the action of current flow induced between taro mutually related circuits, or
mutual induction, as well as the "self induction" that takes place in a single circuit.

Self induction is defined as: "The production of an induced E.M.F. in a circuit as a
result of changes in the magnetic field of the same circuit". It is also customary to refer
to the E.M.F. resulting front "self induction" as "back E.M.F.", or "counter E.M.F." as
it °ppm es the E.M.F. of the circuit.

Self induction increases as the "inductance" of a circuit increases. By using the unit
of inductance called the "henry" or the mote commonly used "millihenry", (1/1000 henry),
the effect of self induction in a circuit may be measured.

The application of Lenz's Law will show that the inductance of a circuit resists any
change of current due to the electromagnetic inertia or self induction of the circuit.

Questions: 1. State Lenz's Law.

2. Lenz's Law may be used to determine several things. Name three
important conditions to which it could be applied.
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3. Give the name of a rule which is a practical application of Lenz's Law.

4. Define:
a. Self induction

b. Inductance

5. Draw a diagram showing a circuit containing three dry cells and a push
button in series with a coil which has a lamp connected in parallel with
the coil.

Explain the action of the circuit when the push button is pressed and
then released.

6. Define:
Inertia

b. Electromagnetic inertia

7. What is the unit of inductance?

What part of the unit is commonly used and what is it called?

8. Does the self-induction in a circuit have a tendency to:
a. Oppose the field that induced the current, or
b. Strengthen the field that induced the current?

9. What is counter E.M.F.?

10. Does the resistance of a conductor increase when the conductor is wound

into a coil? Explain.
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E.M.F. BY INDUCTION
Assignment Sheet #29 Name Date Grade

411. III1411(kiMer

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with ways that the voltage of a source of supply
(primary coil) can be used to induce a current in another coil (secondary
coil) by means of reversing a current or by means of mechanical movement
through an electromagnetic field or by using alternating current.

To acquaint the learner with the electrical features and uses of a commer-
cial usnsfonner with emphasis on the transmission of alternating current.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap. Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 254-262,
327, and 336.
Weriment Manual, Experiment #38a and h, and #39a, b, c, and d.
Related Information, 11-10 Trans_former and Transmission of Electrical
EisLx.

The Transformer

An induction coil always has :zany more secondary turns than primary rums, and
delivers a higher voltage at the secondary than that applied to the primary windings. Also
it has an open core (Fig. I) which furnishes only a rtial iron pAth for the magnetic lines
of force so that the magnetic circuit is forced to complete its flow througi air between
the outside ends of the core. This int/mint...es quite a loss, as the reluctAtilce of air is
much greater than that of iron.

Y

Fig. 1, Open Core Transformer Fig. 2, Closed Core Transformer

The "transformer" which is also a voltage changing device operates on the principle
of induction, but is go designed that the secondary voltage may be either the same, greater
or less than the primary voltage, depending on tke primary-secondary "turns ratio". Ilans-
formers with a voltage higher than the input are called step-up transformers; lower than the
input, step-down transformers, and those delivering the same,: secondary voltage as the
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applied primary voltage ate called "one to one", or isolating transformers. The transformer
has a closed core (Pig, 2), that is, the core furnishes a complete iron path for the magne-
tic lines of force .

A transformer is operated by an electrical current that flows in one direction and then
the other, instead of a current which always flows in the sae direction. Such a current
is called an alternating current and is abbreviated A.C. Fivre 3 represents the oranges

which occtxr It one cycle of such an
alternating current used to energize

s the tr.:raw:min-1,er.

t The expantrserital circuit which

a

ttOm=16116.maa

Fig. 3, Alternating Current Picture

fiAlowe (rig. 4) shows how the effects
of zn alst-anating merarreed cturent
rlov may be demonstrate:is and alert)
!low a transform,: symbol is :teed in
an electric4 dtagram.

Fig. 4, Alternating Ourent Flow

The output or secondary voltage of a transformer beats the same relationship to the
primary voltage as the secondary turns do to the primary turns. Stated as an equation;

Secondary voltage Secondary turns
Witar774, rage Primary turns

The transformer has made possible the transmission of electrical power over long
distance at very high voltages which are reduced to lower voltages at the delivery
point for use in the factories and the home. All this would be impossible without the
"step-up" and "step-down" transformer herein described.
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Figure 5 illustrates the principle of the step-up and the step-down transformer.

Fig. 5, Step-up, Step-down Transformer Principle

Transmission Of Electrical Energy

When electrical energy is carried to points a long distance from the source, high
voltages are used to minimize the power losses.

As Lliown in Figure 6, The genei...ed voltage is stepped up by means of a transformer
to many times its original value. This permits current to be correspondingly reduced,
thus saving copper by the use of a reduced wire size, and most important, the loss in power
is decreased greatly.

vizeir
cm, TP:Mirr

sae ansusisti

Fig. 6, Transmission Of Electricity

by step-down transformers. For use in a city this voltage may also be traduced further
by other step-down transformers to supply power and light in the factories or homes.

The high voltage may be carried many miles before being reduced to a lower voltage
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This system of transmission is of course only made possible by the use of alternat-
ing current and is net applicable to direct current which, because of its constant value,
cannot be transformed to higher voltages.

Questions: I. State three or more ways E.M. F. may be induced in a coil which is
part of a closed circuit.

2. Show by drawing diagrams two ways in which an E. M. F. can be
induced in a coil having an iron core.

3. What advantage is gained by opening and closing the primary coil
circuit rapidly?

4. Define:
a. Primary

b. Secondary

c. Induction coil

5. What is the basic principle of operation of a transformer?
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6. Does an induction coil always have more secondary turns than primary
turns? Explain.

7 What are the two types of cores used in an induction coil and a trans-
former?

a. Which is used in a transformer?

b. Which core is the better from a magnetic viewpoint?

8. Define:

a. Transformer

b. Step-up transformer

c. Step-down vansformex

9. a. Name the parts comprising a simple transformer.

b. Name two kinds of transformers.

10. Using the voltage-turn ratio equation, determine the secondary voltage
of a transformer having a primary voltage of 120 volts A.C. using a
primary coil of 240 turns and a secondary coil of .24 turns.
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11. Define: Alternating current

How is it abbreviated?

12. Define:

a. Alternation

b. Cycle

c. Frequency

13. Why is it desirable to keep current and resistance values low in a long
transmission line?

14. a. In a step-dolvn transformer, the secondary current is greater than
the primary current. Why?

b. Would this be rive in a step-up transformer?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Maidpuladve
E .M. F . BY INDUCTION
Job Sheet #10 Name Date Grade

.11MI ..111..11

TO Make A Transformer

Problem: To build a simple transformer.

Materials: 50 terns of bell wire
150 turn' of bell Wirt
Two 2" fiber washers
Two 1" fiber washers

p

Bolt

1

150 Turns

Fiber Washers

50 Turns

Flashlight bulb
Iron bolt 3/8" diameter, 3" long
Dry cell
File

File

DETAIL "A"

DETAIL "V'

Procedure: 1. Cut two fiber washers 2" in diameter and drill a 3/8" hole in the center
of each.

,
1

I

2. Cut two l' fiber washers and drill a 3/8' hole in center of each.

3. Slip two 2" washers ',n bolt_
4. Wind 150 tuna of bell wire between these washers, leaving 6" of

wire on ends.

5. Slip two 1" wa-tlers on bolt.

6. Wind 50 turns of bell wire between these washers, leaving 6" of wire
at er.ds .
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E ,M.F, BY INDUCTION job Sheet #10

7. Connect flashlight bulb to ends of wire coil A by soldering (se:: Detail"3"),

Have Instructor Check Your Circuit Or Apparatus Before Testing s *

8. Connect one end of wire coil B to dry cell and the other end to the tang
of the file. (see Detail"A").

9. low rib bared end of wire "D" rapidly across the file.

le. Connect the bulb to coil "B" and the battery to coil "A':

Questions: 1, What happens when the bare.4.1 wiree di, rubbed rapidly on the file?

2. Mar basic electrical principle does this show?

3. VIT should the core be of soft iron?

4. What were the results when the bulb and battery were excluitled with
coils A and B?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet #30 Name Date Grade

v

Objectives:

Assignment;

Questions:

To review basic information regarding magnetism, electromagnetism, and
E.M.F. by induction.

No tearlooks may be used for this review.

Directions - The follows ig statements are either 'True or False. Draw a
circle around the T if the statement if 'True, or around the F if the statement
is false.

1. T F Iron is a magnetic substance.

2. T F Poles are the places in a magnet where the magnetic force appears
to be concentrated.

3. T F A magnetic meridian is a horizontal line aictig which a compass
needle points.

4. T F The eardt is not a huge magnet.

5. T F Magnetic substances have low reluctance and retentivity.

6. T F The resistance of a conductor increases whin the anductor is
wound into a coil.

7. T it A transformer operates on the principle of mutual induction.

8. T F It is desirable to keep cument and resistance values high in a
long transmission line.

Directions - Complete the following statements by writing the cotter.
words in the blank spaces.

1. The polarity of a magnet may be determined by or
by

2. Like i les
each other.

each other and unlike poles

3. is most commonly used to make temporary magnets.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

REVIEW Assignment Sheet #30

4.
magnets.

is most commonly used to make permanent

5. Three effects produced by the flow of current are
, altd

6. The production of an induced E.M.F. and sometimes a current in a
circuit as a result of changes in the magnetic field of the same circuit
is called

Directions - Answer the following statements by writing in the space pro-
vided the letter in front of the correct answer.

1. The north magnetic pole is really the (a) north pole (b) south
pole (c) agonic line.

2. Steel is unsuitable for an electromagnet because (a) it does
r...)t magnetize (b) it retains its magnetism (c) it is too heavy.

3. 4.

1 2 3 4

6
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BASIC ELECTP.ICITY

Technology
ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK
Assignment Sheet #31 Name Date Grade

Objectives:

Assignment:

To acquaint the student with the different kinds of energy and to show that
energy cannot be created or destroyed.

McDougal, Ranson. and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 29-30.
eriment Manual, Experiments #40 and #41.

Related Information. Energy.

Energy

Energy is defined as the ability to do work. Energy and matter are not the same.
Matter occupies space, while energy does not. The kind of energy that matter has because
of its motion is termed 'kinetic energy". Energy is stored in electrons as negative charges
and in protons as positive charges. When electrons move in an electrical circuit they do
so by kinetic energy.

In the modern power generating plant, coal or other fuel releases chemical energy as
beat energy and changes water to steam. The mechanical energy of expanding steam
causes a turbo-generator to revolve and pr ze electrical energy. This electrical energy
can then be used to operate electric motors and change the electrical energy to mechan-
ical energy. Electrical energy may also be changed to magnetic energy in motors, and
in other electromagnetic devices.

While electric current flow is an example of kinetic energy, an electrical charge is
an example of potential energy.

"Radiant energy" is said to consist of equal quantities of potential and kinetic energy.
While several forms of radiant energy exist, such as infra-red rays, x-rays, ultra-violet
rays, radio waves, and light, the latter is the only visible portion of the spectrum.

Chemical energy is potential energy, and mechanical energy can be either potential
or kinetic energy. This is also true of sound.

In conclusion it can be stated that energy can be changed from one form to another
but that it is never created or destroyed. This is the law of the conservation of energy.

Questions: 1. Define energy.

Name two kinds of energy.
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ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK Assignment Sheet #31

2. Give an example to show that energy does not take up space.

3. Is matter and energy the same? Explain.

4. a. What kind of energy does matter have because of its motion?

b. Does matter at rest have energy?

5. Do electrons and protons have energy? Explain.

6. What form of energy is said to consist of both potential and kinetic
energy in equal quantities?

7. Classify the following as to kind of energy represented.
a. Chemical energy
b. Radio waves
c. Heat
d. Electric charge
e. Light
f. Electric current

8. Give an explanation of the transformation of energy in a power sts...lon.

9. What energy changes occur in:
a. A photo electric cell
b. Electrolysis
c. Production of magnetism
d. Electric buzzer
e. Phonograph crystal pickup

10. What is the law of conservation of energy?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
ENERGY. FORCE AND WORK
Assignment Sheet #32 Name Date Grade

Aiiiise,", --.:

Objectives;

Assignment

,?7,47;r,-"4;1",,?:71`.4, ,',,-.,

To explain to the learner the meaning of the term "force" and show that no
force can be exerted without a source of energy.

McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 34-43.
Experimen t Manual, Experiment #42 .
Related Information, Force.

Force

The physical concept of force implies any action between two bodies which changes,
or tends to change their relative condition as to rest or motwu. amply stated: "A
force might be considered as a push or a pull." Force is used to lift a box, tear a piece
of paper, ride a bicycle, move a piece of furniture, break a stick, or to do anything which
woulo. change a state of rest to that of modal.

The electrical force due to potential difference of a source of electrical energy, such
as a tottery or a generator, causes motion of the electrons, resulting in a flow of cuuent.
Electrons are always present in the circuit conductors, but an electromotive force is
needed to set them in motion through the circuit.

Magnetic force results from the flow of electrons in a conductor. An electromagnet
has no force until magnetized by the current flow though its winding. The force of
attraction or repulsion of electric charges is due to the "like" or "unlike" charges, as
the case might be.

Mechanical force is needed to move conduct= through a magnetic field to generate
an electrical voltage or E.M.F. necessary to promote current flow in the devices attached
to the generator.

Whenever a motion is started, stopped, or retarded, an application of force is always
present.

Questions: I. Define force. How is force measured?

2. Give five examples of the use of force.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK Assignment Sheet #32

3. What is the force between electrical .:harges?

4. What force is present in an electrical circuit carrying current?

5. How may the force of a solenoid be measured?

6. Is it true that no force is exerted without a source of energy? Give two
examples that prove your answer is correct.

7. It has been stated that a source of electrical energy is needed to
cause current flow through a circuit. What than is the force that will
cause current to flow in a conductor furminga closed circuit in a
magnetic field?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
Emmy, FORCE AND WORK
Assignment Sheet *SS Name Date Grade

ObJectives:

Assigimust:

To inform the learner that work is done when force accomplishes some-
thing, and that the work done may be measured by the unit called the foot-
pound.

McDougal, Ransat, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp.205-206.
Related Information, Work.

Wort

Work is defined, as the use of force to overcome a resistance and more something
throe& & distance.

The *mit of work is the footIpound (ft.lb.)and measures the work done when a force
of one pound mows something a distance of one foot. For example, if a 25 pound weight
is lifted to a height of four feet, 100 ft. lbs-. of work is done since feetx. 25 poimds

-

100 ft. lbs.
,. . -,-..., _ .

Stated/or a formula; WORK (ft. lb..) = DISTANCE 0.) x -FORCE (lb.),
` .L.s.;....eilia.. ..,

,

The ainfittinta spent performing the
work does not affect the anrunt of work *Re..

autotiiit'ad Ito* doni by a skir
worker or a fast worker in lifting a given
mmtber of poundse given blight would be the
same. The difference in time Vent In doing
the Job is PSFelY aprootUicieacy.
Efficiency (work) It14.1419119 of 'mit out to

,r

e

work la. Mei mare On, is Used to pet-
fatal a given await of work than is-needed,
the difference between fits Noll; expended 4,, .1,,

mit that ae.:coniplialied le-Wasted. Efficiency
may then be 'expressed bt lottaula as:

.

: n--

4

EFFICIENCY % W°RIC °UT 100
1,919:

As it is impentbla tot more work ou .

of a machine then la put in, there is no solu-,

tion to the problem of perpetual niodon . In
fact, an efficiency of 100% is never reached
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ENERGY, FORCE AND WORK Assignment Sheet #33

due to inherent losses found in all machines and devices. An incandescent lamp operates
at an efficiency of a very low order . 95% of the energy supplied to the lamp is wasted as
heat, the other 5% being changed into light. An automobile storage battery returns only
85 units of work for the 100 units required to charge the battery, or an operating efficiency
of 85%.

BASIC ELECTRICITY

The only form of energy that does work is the form known as "kinetic" energy. "Poten-
tial energy" must Ile changed to kinetic energy before it is useful.

Questions: 1. Define:
a. Work

b. The unit for measuring work done

2. If a 12 pound weight is lifted 10 feet, how much work is done? Use a
formula to explain.

3. How does time effect the amount of work done?

4. Define: Efficiency

Give the formula to demmine efficiency.

5. Why is perpetual motion impossible?

6. How can energy be measured?

7. What is the approximate efficiency of:
a. An incandescent lamp

b. A modern storage battery

8. What happens to the energy represented by the difference in the =bunt of
work in and work out if the efficiency is never 100%? In electrical devices?

9. Is this statement true or false: "No vx, k results if energy is expended with-
out motion".

10.1s work done by kinetic energy or potential energy?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
GENERATORS
Assignment Sheet #34 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the garner with various types of mechanical means of producing
electrical energy.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Pundamental3 of Electricity, pp. 250, 251,
264-275.
Experiment Manual, Experiments #45, #46, #47. and *48, pp. 36-37,

Questions: 1. Define:
a . Magneto

b. Explain principle of operation.

2. a . What is a field magnet?

b. Is a field magnet in a magneto a temporary or a permanent magnet?

3. a. Define: Collector

s?

b. Explain the use of brushes and slip rings.

4. Wnat form of carbon are hushes made of?

5. What principle difference distinguishes an alternator from a magneto?

6. Explain the operation of an A.C. generator.

7. How is wave form related to the angle of cutting?
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GENERATOKG Assignment Sheet #34

8. Define:
a. Direct Current Generator

b. Commuultor

9. Make a sketch showing the parts of a simlie commutator and explain
how they are connected in a circuit.

10. Explain how a generator may be separately excited.

. : .
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BASIC RLBCTRICITY

Manipula:47e
OBNERATORS
Job Sheet *11 Name Date Grade

Problem: To make a simple D.C. generator which generates a small amount of
electric current.

Materials: A strong permanent magnet
1/8" steel rod
8 pcs tin (same size)
*36 magnet wire
1/2" wooden dowel rod

1/i" brass tubing
2 pcs . 1/4"x 2" band iron
6"x 6"x 3/4" wooden block
2 clip terminals
2 pos. hard copper 7/8"x 1/4 "x26 gauge

Permanent Magnet

*36 Magnet Wire

Split Brass
Commutator

Bracicet

de. r

Water; Tin

1. Bend crank shaped shaft out of 1/8" wire.
2. Form the armature core out of several pieces of tin.
3. Mount armature on shaft and wind about six layers of036.magnet wire

naiad armature core. Note: these windings should be tight so ail*
biroi armature to shaft.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

GENERATORS Job Sheet #11

4. Bend two shaft suppoits and MD holes to make bearing fnr shaft.
5. Drill the 1/2" length dowel rod so it will dy fit the sbP
6. Saw the brass tubirg i t hall and mount the $ pieces on the dowel

rod to form a split commutatoz.
7. :polder one of the armature leads t,o each lau of the ..7,.z....nliiutator.
8. Make the two brushes from the 26 gauge hard copper.
9. Make a 6" x 6" x 3/4" wooden base and nv.unt pasta including peiwg,:z.--

ent magnet according to diagram.
10. Run wires from brushes to terminals.

* * Have Instructor Check Before Testing* * * *

11. Attach to galvanometer and Wit.

IhSt10128: 1. Why is a laminated armature used in the generator.

2. What happens when the brushes 4.'"go not touch the commutator.

3. What 10 the purpose Of the commutelot.,

1.71i's

4. flow may the.output voltage of the genera

.;.

5. What would result if the tWolarmature4
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the action of a current carrying conductor in
magnetic field and show how this action may be explained by the use of
t !eft hand rule for Moto.-8,

ass; ulent: McDougal, Rana*, lind Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 252-253.
Manual, Exeriment #49.

Related Information,

A generator is an electrical device which changes mechanical energy into electrical
erergy, whereas an electrical motor is a device that changes electrical energy into
nic-.houical energy.

In a generator, a moving force is used to turn a conductor through a magnetic field
to produce a current flow in the armature conductors; while in a motor ttk., current flow
through the armature conductors serves to produce a motion of the conductors. The
energy change of the motor is therefore opposite to that of the generate: and produces
motion as the result of current flow.

Whenever a "current carrying" conductor is in a magnetic field it tries to move in
a direction at right angles to the direction of current flow and the direction of the mag-
netic flux. 'Therefore any change in the direction of current flow or the direction of the
-vtagnetic flux will cause a reversal of motion of the conductor. Figure 1 shows the
motion of a current carrying conductor in a magnetic field.

Fig. 1 At left note the lines of force around a conductor about to enter the field of a
magnet. Center shows lines of force after entering field. Right shows a
Current-carrying loop is caused to turn as the lines of force push down on
one side and up on the other side.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

MOTORS Assignment Sheet 835

The practical method of determining the direction of motion of a current carrying
conductor in a magnetic field is to use the "left hand rule for motors" as explained in
Figure 122 of the Experiment Manual.

Either an increase in field strength or conductor current, or both, will cause the
conductor to move with greater speed and force. Increasing the number of conductors
in the coil strengthens the magnetic field causing greater turning force.

The principle of operation of the electric motor is based on the following facts dis-
covered by Faraday and Henry and later accepted as a scientific law. Whenever a
current carrying conductor is in a magnetic field, it tends to move in,a direction at
right angles to born the direction of current flow and the direction of the magnetic flux.
Since electrical motors are so universally used it is well to understand the principles
which mate their uses possible .

QuEstiong: 1. What emir change takes place in a motor?

2. List ten uses of electric motors.

3. What is the effect of reversing the current flow through a conductor. sue -'
pended in a magnetic field?

4. Explain the tr.3vement of a conductor carry:4 current Ina magnetic
field by the use of the left hand rule for motors.

State the rule.

5. How may a inductor carrying current in a magnetic field be
move faster? (two ways)
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MOTORS Assignment Sheet #35

6. Why does a coil of wire move with more force than a single conductor
carrying aurent in a magnetic field?

7. Explain three conditions which cause motion of a conductor in a mag-
netic field and show directions of motion, direction of cuffent flow, and
flux.

8. What is the rule formulated by Faraday and Henry as a result of their
observations of the motion of a carrying conductor in a magnetic field?

9. State the left hand rule for motors by labeling the arrows in each
diagram.



BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
MOTORS
Job Sheet #12 Name

Problem:

Materials:

Bracket

Pr me:

Date Grade

ittectdc Mater

To make a simple direct current motor. '

A strong permanent magnet
1/8" steel rod
8 pea. tin (same size)
#36 magnet wire
1/2" wooden dowel rod

Wil7'

1/2" brass tubing
2 pea. 1/4"x 2" band iron
6"x 6"x 3/4" wooden block
2 clip terminals
2 pcs . hard copper 7/8"x 1/4"x 26 gauge
2 dry cells

Permanent Magnet

z

Laminated Tin Core .

all-00-Shaft

Split ikass
COMmutator

Terminals

Note: if you have already made the D.C. generator in Job fill it is a
simple task to conve,t it to a motor. Merely remove the crank end
of the shaft and connect it to two dry cells.

1. Make straight shaft from 1/8" wire.
2. Form the armature core out of several pieces of tin.
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MOTORS Job Sheet #12

3. Mount armature of shaft and wind about six layers of #36 magnet wire
around armature core. Note: these windings should be tight so as to
bind armature to shaft.

4. Pend two shaft supports and drill holes to make bearing for shaft.
5. Drill the 1/2" length clove' rod so it will tightly fit the shaft.
6. Saw the brass tubing in half and mount the two pieces on the dowel

rod to form a split commutator.
7. Solder one of the armature leads to each half of the commutator.
8. Make the two brushes from the 26 gauge hard copper.
9. Make a 6"x 6" x 3/4" wooden base and mount parts including perman-

ent magnet according to diagram.
10. Run wires from brushes to terminals.

Have Instructor Check Before Testing *

11. Attach to dry cells and test.

Questions: 1. How may the power of the motor be increased?

2. Wily is it necessary to give the shaft a slight twist to start the motor
at times?

3. How is the speed or the moor related to the applied voltage?

4. What dangers are presented by increasing the applied voltege?

.ff. = 5. Which of the following types of motors is the one just constructed?

e. Shunt
b. Series
c. Compound
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
METERS AND MEASUREMENTS
Assignment Sheet #36 Name Date Grade

Objectives: To inform the learner that direct current voltmeters are basically direct
current galvanometers.

Other forms of current require different types of meters.

The range of both A.C. and D.C. meters can be extended by using self
contained, or external shunts and/or multiplyin; resistors.
To become familiar with other types of meters used in electrical work.

Assignment: McDougal, Ranson, and Dunlap, Fundamentals of Electricity, pp. 129-153,
155-173, and 360.

erinient Manual, Experimnts #53 and #55.

oNefitlons: I. Why is the galvanometer of the fixed coil type and the moving coil
type unsuitable for use on alternating cunent7

4-.

2. Define: Ammeter

Describe the operation of a D.C. ammeter and name eight principle
parts of the instrument.

3. a. How is a shunt connected to an ammeter to increase its range?

b. How does increasing the resistance of a slung affect the meter range

c. What is the difference between a -self contained" and an aten3al
shunt?
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METERS AND MEASUREMENTS Assignment Sheet #36

4. a. Define: Voltmeter

b. How does a multiplier extend the scale reading of a D.C. voltmeter?

c. How is a voltmeter connected to a circuit to measure the circuit
voltage?

5. How does a voltmeter differ from an ammeter?

6. How may the range of alternating current voltmeters and alternating
current ammeters be extended?

7. a. Make .a diagram showing how the coils of a dynamometer are placed
and connected.

b. Explain its operation.
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Manipulative
METERS AND MEASUREMENTS
Job Sheet #13 Name Date

. ,
( 4 , -;',.,.> /,'"-t '',.-j:: 4.-"," , :::, _1., -.

Problem: To make a simple galvanometer.

Materials: Cardboard cylinder
25 turns of bell wire
Needle (magnetized)
3" x 5" x 1/4" plywood base

Cardboard
Cylinder

Needle

25 'Items
Hell

Two IQ" pier s of bell wire
'Iwo terminals or brass screws
Piece of thread
Thumb tacks
Dry oeu

AI, .......__

1. Wine 25 turns of bell wire around cardboard cylinder.

2. Fasten cylinder to plywood base by means of tnumb tack.

3, Fasten two terminals to base.

4. Suspend needle by thread from top of cylinder, point needle
cylinder walls .

5. Connect aids of winding to two terminals.

6. Connect leads to base and one of them to terminal on dry cell.

7. Touch other lead to other terminal of dry cell and notice mettoi of
needle.

i-,,:....

(Nestiora: I. What happens when the loose lead is touched to the terminal. the
di?
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

Technology
REVIEW
Assignment Sheet #37 Name Date Grade .s
911ctives:

Assignment:

Questions:

To review basic information regarding energy, force, work, generators,
motors, meters and measurements.

No textbooks may be used for this review.

Directions - The following statements are either True or False. Draw a
circle around the T if the statement is True, or around the F if the state-
ment is False.

1. T F Luergy is the ability to do work.

2. T F Electron .I and protons have energy.

3. T F Force can be described as a "push" or "pull ".

4. T F Force may be exerted without a source of energy.

S. T F Efficiency is the ratio of work out to stork in, expressed as a
percentage.

6. T =F A magneto is a form of generator.

7. T F A communtator is a switching device used to reverse the flow
of A.C. current.

8. T F

9.*-T F

An electric motor changes electrical energy to mechanical
energy.

A galvanometer of the fixed (mil type is suitable for use on
alternating current.

10. T F A voltmeter measures electrical pressure

Directions - Complete the following statements by writing the correct
words in the tank spaces.

I. "The use of fore to overcome a 2-P81st:ince and move somesting through
a distance" is the definition of .

2. The approximate efficiency c an iricandes..:21t lamp is about %6.111111LIMIMIY
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BASIC ELECTRICITY

REVIEW Assignment Sheet #37

3. i conductor carryip: current in a magnetic field may be made to move
faster by the magnetic fiei4 or
the flow of current through the conductor.

4. A voltmem is always connected in with part
of the ciicuit.

Directions Answer the following statements by writing in the space pro-
videl the letter in front of the correct answer.

1. 2.

'...,^:,','/ I'l

3. 4.

128
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VT 000 7 8
Experimental Manual for Basic Electricity.

Ohio State Dept of Ed, Columbus. Trade and Ind Ed Service
Pub Date - 65
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 66p.

*LABORATORY MANUALS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *ELECTRICAL
OCCUPATIONS, *LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS, *ELECTRICITY, HIGH SCHOOLS,
APPRENTICESHIPS, POST SECONDARY EDUCATION,

The 62 experiments presented in this manual are correlated with
the lesson plans in "Instructor's Manual for Basic Electricity"
(VT 000 726) and the assignment sheets in "Learner's Manual for
Basic Electricity" (VT 000 727). '4ey were selected by subject
matter specialists from "Basic Electricity" by Beauchamp and
Mayfield and may be used for group or individual demonstrations. A
complete list of apparatus required to perform all experiments is
presented. Each experiment has a list of necessary apparatus and
materials required, illustrations, and a step-by-step procedure. The
appendix contains diagrams and figures for use in the basic
electricity course. This document is available for 65 cents from
Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service, Instructional
Materi-is Laboratory, The Ohio State University, 1885 Neil
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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To The Learner

The fundamentals of electricity have, for a long time,
been considered very difficult to tea-1- . However, the incre...sed
demand for persons who possess knowledge in the many and
complex phases of the eler:trical trade has emphasized the need
for well-founded training in these fundamentals. It is for this
reason that the Statewide Electrical Curriculum Committee of
Ohio chose to base a coc-se in basic electricity on a series of
si-nple, yet highly important, experiments. These experiments,
if conducted properly, will enable the beg' inef to understand
better the fundzmental theories of electri _It) .

This EXPERIMEN1 MANUAL is designed to accr.mpany
the course Basic Paectricit-y. It can be utilized to give either
group or individual demonstrations . A list of needed equipment
is enclosed at the beginning to give the instructor or learner some
idea of what materials will he required. The experiments should
be conducted in proper order as they progress from the simple to
the complex. They should be correlated with the lesson plans
and assignment sheets so as to assure a thorough understanding
of the subject.

Acknowledgment and appreciation is extended to Scott,
Foresman and Company, publishers of Basic Electricity by
Wilbur L. Beauchamp and John C. Mayfield, for permission to
reproduce these experiments.

Harry F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education

Ser tic

I II
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APPARATUS REQUIRED TO PERFORM
EXPERIMENTS IN BASIC ELECTRICITY COURSE1

Quan. Unit Description and Sizes Quan. Unit Description and Sizes

1 ea. Alcohol Lamp, Metal 1 pr . Magnets; Bit - Pair
1 ea. Ampere Ruie Apparatus 1 ea . Magnetic Screens - Set
1 ea. Attachment Plug 1 ea. Magnet Board
6 ea. Ikttery, Dry - Volts 1.5 1 ea . Magnetoelectric
1 ea. Bell, Electric - 6 inch gong Generator

48 ea. Binding Parts - Fahnesstock 6 ea . Miniature Incandescent
2 ea. Clamp Holder. Right Angle Lamps - Volts 3.8

12 ea. Compass (Jewel Bearing) 6 ea. Miniature !ncandescent
1 ea Compass Lamps - Volta 6.2
1 ea. Contact Key, Single 1 ea. Motor, St. Louis
1 ea. Coil, Indiction - Gilley 1 ea. Electromagnet Attach-
1 ea. Coils, Primary & Secondary ment for St. Louis Motor
1 ea. Demonitation Cell - Gotham 1 et . Four Pole Armature for St.
1 ea. Discharger - Fixed Type Lows Motor
1 doz. Z.:ements - Lead ea . Motor; Battery - Little
1 doz. Elements - Copper Hustler
1 doz. Elements - Zinc 1 pck. Needles, Darning
2 ea. Electrical Pendulum doz. Pith Balls
1 ea. Electrolysis Apparatus 6 ea . Receptacle - miniature
1 ea. Electrophorus Lamp Socket
1 ea. Electroscope - Flash Form 6 ea. Receptacle - Standard
1 ea. Friction Pad - Silk Keyless
1 ea. Frictiou Pad - Flannel 1 ea. Resistance Coil, Single-
1 ea. Friction Pad - ('at Skin 1 ohm
1 ea. Friction Rod - Hard Rubber 2 ea . Resistance Coil, Single-
1 ea. Friction Rod - Glass 2 chins

12 ea. Fuse Plug - 10 Amp. 1 ea. Resistance Coil: Single-
Non-renewable 5 ohms

1 pck . Iron Tacks 1 ea. Resistance Coil, Sin
1 Jar Iron Filings 10 ohms
6 ea. Lamp Bulb, Flashlight - 1 ea. Resistance Coil, Sinscle-

Volts 1.5 25 ohms
1 ea. Lamp, Pocket Flash 1 ea . Resistance Board
1 Leyden Jar 1 ea . Resit anc?. Coils
1 a. Lodestone 1 ea . Rheostat - Slide Wire
2 ea. Magnet - U 20 ohms -4.5

1The apparatus listed above is required to perform or demonstrate the experiments
dealing with the course Basic Electricity as found in the Lesson Plans for the unit as
approved by the Statewide Electrical Curriculum Committee.
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Quan. Unit Descriptk and Sizes Quan. Unit Description and Sizes

1 ea. Support - Bar Magnet 1 lb. Wire, Copper Magnet -
1 ea. Switch - Wood Ba....., No. 18, DCC
2 ea. --vitch - Knife - Single Pole, 1 spool Wire, Steel - No. 18

Single Throw 1 spool Wire, Steel - No. 30
2 ea. Switch - Knife - Single Pole, 1 ea. Wheatstone Bridge

Double Throw 1 ea. Zoil, for Induction
2 ea. Switch Knife Double Pole , Effects

Single Throw 1 ea. Rheostat - Slide Wire -
2 ea. Switch Knife Double Pole, qR00 ohms - .34 Amp.

. ea.
Double Throw

Transtormer, Laboratory
2 ea. Supports - Tripod Base -

Large
1 ea.. Telephone Receiver
1 doz. Watch Springs
1 lb. Wire, Enamel Covered - .6 gage
1 lb. Wire, Copper - No. 30, ,ACC

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

1 ea. Ammeter, A. C. - 10 Amp. 1 ea. Volt-ammeter -
i ea. ;_mmeter, D. C. - 3/30 Pocket Form
1 ea. Voltmeter, A. C. - 150/15/6V 1 ea. Meter Foot Candle
1 ea.. Voltmeter, D. C. - 15/1.5V 1 ea. Galvanometer

1 ea. Galvanometer

v
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Figure $ illustrates the equip-
ment and circuit in Experi-
ment 1.

Experiment 1: Making a Complete Circuit

THINGS NEEDED: try cell (No. 6 size). Flash-
light bulb (1.5 volt) . Small ^Icket for bulb.. Two
.pieces of No. 18 insulated copper wire, each about
12 inches long. (See Fig. 8.)
WHAT TO : a. Remove one-half inch of ilLSO-
jation from both ends of each piece of *ire. Con-
ricct one end of a piece of wire to the center post
Of the dry cell; connect he other end to one ter-
minal of the small socket. Insert the flashlight
bulb in the socket. Does the bulb light? Why?

_b. Connect one end of the other piece of wire
to the outside. post of the dry cell. Touch the

SULB

SOCKET

other end of the wire for an instant to each tet-
minal of the socket. What hap es? Which ter-
minal of the socket must be touched to make the
bulb light?

c. Fasten the second wire to the socket termi-
nal that was touched to make the bulb light. Par-
tially unscrew *tile bulb.* What h#ppens? Why?
Tighbin.the bulb in the socket Now what hap-
pens? Explain. In what other ways could you trim
the light iii idelhow how you/ bade a com-
plete circuit. With the bulb lighted, trace the
current in the arced.

.tceriment 2: Controlling *limbic Current

THINGS NEEDED: Same as 101 Experiment 1.
ElectriCal switchei of various kinds (knife switch,

wall switch. push bIttuu, telegraph key, etc).
Piece of .No. 18 insulated copper wire about 12
inches bug. (See Fig. 9.)

*SEAT so Do ,-L
twit:hen to seihoW,,
doill* sWitrh.*, ci hive? ti°

post-Of ihe..

iirlds of
What parts

"3.4 ID Part e
wire at the center

t go out?

ion* 9 illustrates the equip-
:mast lind circuit in &Teri-
, inentr.

DRY
CELL

I

.1111 441
SWITCH

S
SOCKS?
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Figure 10 illustrates the equip.
meet and circuit in Experi-
ment 3.

b. Remove the insulation from both ends of
the third wire and connect one end to the center
post e the dry cell. Touch the other end of this
wire to the end of the wire that was connected to
the cell. Why does the bulb light when the ends
of the two wires are touching?

c. Take one of the switches you have examined
and connect b"th wires to one of the terminals.
Throw the switch several times. What happens?

Now move one of the wires to the other terminal
of the switch and throw the switch several times.
Why does the light go on and off?

d. One by one, connect the other switches in
the same way. Explain how each causes the light
to go on and off when the wires MC properly con-
nected. Do you have a complete circuit when the
light is on? Name and point out the carious parts
of the circuit. Which part controls the current?

Experiment 3: Conductors and Insulators

nitres Naumin: Same as for Experiment 1. Or-
dinary porcelain lamp socket (no switch). Plug
and receptscle to fit socket. Conductors of various
kinds, sizes, and lengths (bell wire, lamp cords,
cords for irons, toasters, etc.), with insulation re-
moved from ends. Various electrical devices (door-
bell, fan, toaster, etc.). Flashlight. (See Fig. 10.)

WHAT TO DO: R. EIMMine the various kinds of
conductors. What part carries the electric current?
What part keeps the wire from coming into con-
tact with other conductors? How do these parts
differ in the various conductors?

b. Using the circuit in Part c of Experiment 1,
cons.ect the large porcelain socket in place of the
small socket Insert the plug receptacle in the
large socket. Connect two pieces of bell wire (No.
18) to the terminals of the plug; connect the other
ends of the wires to the small socket containing
the bulb. Insert the plug in the receptacle. Does
the bulb light? Why? How can the current be
controlled with a plug of this kind? Trace the
current in this circuit, and point out the insulators
that keep the conductors from touching.

2

c. One by one, connect other conductors be.
tween the plug and the small socket In connect-
ing flexible wires to the plug, why must the small
strands of one wire be kept from touching those
of the other wire? What other details must you
watch if the current is to reach the device for
which it is intended?

d. Examine the various electrical devices to
see how they are made. In which ones does the
electrical energy cause motion? In which ones
heat? Point out the conductors that carry current
through he device. What kinds of insulators can
you find in each device? Which devices have a
switch to control the current?

e. Take apart a flashlight and examine the
various parts. What source of electrical energy
does it have? What part uses electric current?
How is this current controlled? What conductors
and insulators can you find? Explain how the
flashlight has a complete circuit. Now draw a
circuit diagram of the flashlight, using the symbols
you learned in this chapter. Remember to use a
zigzag line for the flashlight bulb.



Figure 11 illustrates the
equipment and circuit in Ex-
periment 4.

LARGE
SOCKET

SMALL
SOCKET

Experiment 4: Safeguarding the

THINGS NEEDED: Same as for Experiment 1.
Piece of No. 18 insulated copper wire about 12
inches long. Ordinary porcelain lamp socket (no
switch ). 5-ampere fuse to fit socket. Three pieces
d No. 18 bare copper wire (two pieces 12 inches
long and one piece about 24 inches long). Piece
of paper. Screw driver, nail, or other piece of
metal. (See Fig. 11.)
WHAT TO DO: a. Examine the fuse to see bow
it is made. Using the samc circuit as in Part c
of Experiment 2, connect the porcelain lamp
socket in place of the switch, and insert the fuse.
Why does the bulb light? Loosen and tighten the
fuse several times. Explain how it acts as a switch
in the circuit when you do this.

b. P.pbce the insulated wires with bare wires,
connecting the shorter pieces from the cell to the
fuse and from the fuse to the bulb; connect the
longer piece from the cell to the bulb. Keep the
bare wires parallel from the cell to the bulb and
at least 2 inches apart. When you are sure that
the wires are properly connected and are not
Writhing each other, put the fuse into the socket
so tlr,:t the bulb will light.

Circuit

At some point between the cell and the fuse
socket touch the two wires together for just an
instant. What happens? Now hold a piece of
paper between the two wires and bring them to-
gether again. What happens this time? _Explain
the reason why wires carrying current Shedd be
insulated from each other.

c. Put a screw driver, nail, or other piece of
metal across the two terminals of the cell f' an
instant. Does the light go. out? Doer it Co.. on
again as soon as you remove the metal piece? Try
this at several points between the cell and the
fuse socket. Why is it important that you touch
the wires for only an instant?

d. Now put the piece of metal mesa ditt.two-n
wires at some point between the fuse sachet and
the bulb, and leave it there. What happeen
the fuse? Remove the piece-of metd::-:Poes the
bulb light? Why not? Explain Why it Makes no ir

difference how long the metal piece resod:is wow
the wires in a part of the dirc6:1 protected by a
fuse. What is the reason Pis placing the-ftse as
close as possible to the source of dechical mew
in a circuit?

3
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Figure 12 shows that someti ing happens to
a hard-rubber comb when it is rubbed vigor-
ously on the sleeve of a woolen coat.

The first picture shows that the comb
normally has no effect on a wad of paper
hanging by a string.

The second picture shows the paper wad
being attracted by the comb. Rubbing the
comb has done something that causes the
wad to swing toward it.

The third picture shows the paper wad
being repelled by the comb. After touching
the comb and clinging Were for a moment or
two, the wad swings away from the comb.

Figure 13 shows what happens when two
hanging wads of paper are charged.

The first picture shows repulsion between
the two wads. Charging both wads from the
comb causes them to swing away frou. ;2ch
other. Charging both wat. from the glass
rod also causes them to repel each other.

The second picture shows attraction be.
tween the two paper wads. Charging one
wad with the comb and the other wad with
the glass rod causes them to swing toward
each other. Attrtion or repulsion is greater
if the distance ...omen the wads is decreased.

4



Experiment 5: Attraction and Repulsion by Electrical Charges

THINGS NEEDED: Small, round wad of dry paper
(or pith ball). Silk thread about 12 inches long.
Support for paper wad and thread. Hard-rubber
comb (or fountain pen). Glass rod (or glass
tubing). Woolen cloth. Silk cloth. (See Fig. 12.)
WHAT TO DO : a. Fasten the paper wad (or pith
ball) on one end of the silk thread and tie the
other end of th d to the support so that the
paper wad hangs free. Move the hard - rubber comb
(or fountain pen) slowly toward the paper wad.
What happens? Try the same thing with the glass
rod (oe glass tubing).

b. Now nib the comb vigorously back end
forth on the woolen cloth. Then move the comb
slowly toward the paper wad. What happens?
Let the comb and paper wad touch and remain
in contact for a few moir.ents. Again notice what
happens. Try to touch the paper wad with the
comb now. What happens when you pursue the
paper wad with the comb?

c. Rub the glass rod briskly with the silk cloth.
Then repeat Part b, using the glass rod instead
of the comb. What happens whc.ii the rod is used
in place of the comb?

Experiment 6: Two Kinds of Electrical Charges

THINGS NEEDED: Same as in Experiment S.
Small, round wad of dry paper (or pith ball). Silk
thread about 12 inches long. Pencil (or thin piece
of wood). (See Fig. 13.)
WHAT TO DO : 8. Hang up another paper wad
(or pith ball) about 2 inches from the first one
used in Faiieriment S. Charge the comb by rub-
biiig it on the woolen cloth 'and than touch it to
-one of the paper wads. Hold the comb against the
papaw *mail' the wad is repelled. Charge the
-bomb stabs andlhen touch it to the other paper
wact-untiltheirad *Swings stay: Now take a pen.
aTfOrtheii Pito -of wood) and move the thread
on Alciatite of the paper *ads hangs so that-the
wad 'aPiraithat other wad. What happen's?
(144kia Irthe air very tiff and the *et wads
retch* it good charge, it not be beceirary to

thOdirilad to-get residb.)
. : ..: -.--

Experiment 7: Making and Uslig

THINGS NEEDED: Meant-wipe (tin-inateriiii ttiC

make one brass curtain rod with sound knobs
on 'tire aids, bottle, one.* hole tork or robber =top
kr. to fit bottle,-aluminum foil of tin foil; scissors,
Scotch tape, hacksaw). Hard rubber comb.
Woolai cloth. Glass'rod. Silk cloth. (See Frg. 20.)
WHAT.io DO: S. If you do not have an electro-
scope, yOu can:easily make one. Saw off ahotit. 3
Indies from one end of the curtain rid. TWist
this piaie of -rod through the one-hole stopper
until the knob and about I inch *trod sue left 'on
one side. With a scissors cut two strip: of atnmi-

b. Touch both paper wads with your hand to
discharge them. Repeat Part a, but charge each
paper vied by rubbing the glass rod with thesilk
cloth instead of rubbing the comb on the woolen
cloth. What happens this time when you use the
charged rod?

c. Again touch the paper wads with your hand
to discharge them. Now charge one paper wad by
touching it -with the- cLarged comb. Then charge
the other by touching it with the clairgetrod.
Move the thread on which one of the paperwad;
hangs so 'that the wad approaches the othecvaid.
What happens? Are the charges on tie tampers
wads the same? Why? Is a charge prodocattus
the comb by rubbing it on wool the same -aithe
charge produced on the glass rod by rubbing,*
with silk? Why do you think that your ,answer
is correct?

in Electroscope

Wit or fin foil about ;4 inch wide 'and 2 Indies
long. Fasten these strips with Scotch tape on op-
'polite sides of the loriger end of the -curtairi-ibd
sticking through the cork or rubber stopper. (The
strips of foil shotild extend up about iii inch froin
the end of the rod. The Scotch tape should *be
wrapped around the. rod and "over the ships of
fog.) Now card* insert the stopper in the
neck of the bottle, being sure that the strips of
foil do 1,,t twist or stick together.

b. Marge the comb negatively by *rubbing it
on the Woolen cloth. Bring the charged comb near
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MU KNOB AND ROD

ONE-HOLE STOPPER

SCOTCH TAPE OVER FOIL

-STRIPS OF FOIL

--GLASS BOTTLE

Figure 20 illustrates the equip
sent for Experiment 7.

the knob of the electroscope. What happens?
Now remove the =mil. Notice what happens.
Touch the comb to the knob and then remove it.
What happens now? Touch the knob of the
dectmeeope to discharge it Next charge the glass
rod positively by rubbing it with the silk cloth.
Bring the charged rod near the knob of the electro-
scope. What happens? Remove the rod and
notice what happens. Then touch the rod tx the
knob and then remove it. What happens now?
Bring up the charged comb. What happens? How
can you use an electroscope to detect the presence
and kind of electdad charge?

c. Touch the knob of the electroscope to dis-
chsvic it Now charge the comb as before. Bring

Experiment 8:

the charged com close to the knob of the elec-
troscope. Tomb the knob with your Res
mow, your 6,-4er from the knob and thenlemove
the (barged ctn. b. What happens? Why is this
difvent from ',bat happened in Part b? What
kind of charge is left on the electroscope? If you
do not bow, you can easily find out. Charge the
glare rod as before and bring it near the knob of
the electroscope. What happens? What kind of
charge is present on the electimeope? Why? (If
you wish, you can repeat Part s, cfvuging the glass
rod first instead of the comb. Then you can
determine the kind of charge left on the electro-
scope by bringing a charged comb near the knob.
What do you notice?)

Making and Using an illectrophonis

TIP-4C= NEEDED: Electrophorus (or materials to
rate one: hard-rubber or wax pick, metal disk
smaller than plate, wooden handle, metre. NI,
screw). Piece of woolen cloth (fur is better :f
available). Electroscope from Experimt 7.
Hard-rubber comb. Woolens cloth. Leyden jc.
and discharging rod. Wire. (See Fig. 21.)
WHAT 10 no: S. If you do not have an &ciao-
photos, you can make one. Dal a small hole in
the center of the metal disk. Fasten the wooden

6

handle perpendicularly to the disk with s screw.
b. Rub the woolen cloth or fur kiddy ova the

larctrulker or wax plate. What kind of charge is
prodweed on the plate? Set the maid dirk CD the
pkg. What kind of charge does it have on its
lower surface? On its upper surfece? Now touch
the upper surface with your finger. Remove the
fm vs and take had of the insulated handle and
remove the disk from the plate. What kind of
charge does the metal disk have? If you do not



Figur_ 21 Musty ' the equip.
mend for Experini.alt 8.

HARD RUBBER
OR WAX PAPER

VSSULATED HANDLE

METAL DISC

know, bring the electrophorus near the knob of
an electroscope which has a negative charge on it.
(Charge the electroscope negatively t.), .2iarging
the comb and then touching the comb to the
knob.) What happens? What kind of charge does
the metal disk have? How do you know?

c. Set the Leyden jar on a wire or surface con-
nected with the grout!. (A wire connected to a
cold-water pipe makes a good ground.) Charge

the metal disk of the electrophorus as in Part b
and bring it close to the knob of the Leyden jar.
What happens? What kind of charge is produced

on the inner coating of the jar? On the outer
coating? Explain why each charge is produced.
Charge the metal disk again and transfer the
charge to the Leyden jar. Repeat this several
times. (It is not necessary to rub the hard-rubber
or wax plate each time you charge the disk. Why?)

Now touch one end of the discharging rod to the
outer coating of the Leyden jar. Then bring tile
other end near the knob of the jar. What hap-

pns? Why? Did a current Bow along the rod?
How do you know? Why should you touch the
discharging rod to the foil first?

0

Yips, 22. The ftrst picture shows a dry eel!,

an ammeter, and conductors ago slanged that
the length of the wire in the circuit can be
varied by sliding the end of ale A along the
bare wire B, which is stretched between
nag I and nail 2. When the end of wire A
touches nag current cannot flow through
wire B. When wire A touch= nag 2, current
can flow through all of wire B.

The second picture is a diagram of this
chet.-tr, using symbols. Nate the symbol used
for ttie z n meter. A ckek indicates a mcter
of am 16.e; the "A" shows this Mier is an
amine ler. '.tote, too, that the end of wire A
is ind stet by an anew to show that it co
be nu e1 : long wire B. An arrow is used in
electrical &warns to show a variable control
of any hoe:.
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figure 27. The upper picture shows a cir-
cuit consisting of two dry cells connected to-
gether, an ammeter, and a rheostat. If you
trace the path of the current through this
circuit, will see that the circuit becomes
shorter as the sliding contact on the rheo-
stat is moved toward the left. (Caution:
Move the sliding contact back to the or
position if the rheostat wire becomes hot.)

The lower picture shows a diagram of
this circuit. Note particularly the symbol
generally used to represent a rheostat in dia-
grams of electrical circuits. As you already
know, a zigzag line indicates resistance to
current Bow, and an arrow indicata a vari-
able control.

Flow 28. The upper picture shows a cir-
cuit consisting of two dry cells connected
together, a small socket containing a 3-volt
IL-Alight bulb, and a rheostat. As the sliding
contact on the rheostat is moved toward the
left, the bulb becomes blighter, showing that
as the circuit through the Aostat is shod.
ened, more current can Mow through the
bulb. A rheostat used in .this ray it some
times caned a "dimmer. " :'

The tower picture shows a &gram of this
circuit. Note the symbol used to represent a
lamp bulb as a device for changing electrical
energy into light. When the 114 bib is
used merely as a resistance in a circuit, the
symbol sometimes shows a zigzag line M-
ead of a loop.



Figure 29. The upper picturl at the right
shows a circuit consisting of two dry cells
connected together, a small socket contain.
ing a 3-volt flashlight bulb, a rheostat, and a
voltmeter. Note particularly that in this cir-
cuit the wires from the voltmeter are con-
nected to the terminals of the rheostat.

The lower picture at the right shows a
diagram of the circuit above. Note the sym-
bol used to represent a voltmeter in diagrams
of electrical circuits.

The upper picture at the left shows the
same circuit as the picture at the top, except
that an ammeter has been substituted for the
small socket containing the flashlight bulk
(Caution: Move the sliding contact back to
the on position if the rheostat wire becomes
hot.)

The lower picture shows a diagram of the
circuit above. Note that the symbol's for the
meters have the letters "A," and nr, to tell
what kinds of meter are being wed.

9



Experiment 9: Effect of Matorial, Cross Section, and Length
on Resistance

THINGS NZEDED: Two nails. Hammer. Board
about 101/2 feet long and 4 inches wide. No. 18
insulated copper wire. No. 30 bare or insulated
upper wire. No. 30 bare iron wire. No. 18 bare
iron wire. Dry cell. Ammeter reading up to 30
amperes. (See Fig. 22.)
WHAT TO DO: a. At each end of the board drive
a nail. Stretch a piece of No. 30 copper wire be-
tween the two nails, twisting the ends around the
nails securely. With a short piece of insulated
copper wire, No.18 or larger, connect one nail to
the negative terminal ( ) of the ammeter. Con-
nect another short piece of the same size wire from
the positive terminal (-I-) of the ammeter to the
center post of the dry cell. Now connect a 10400t
length of insulated wire (No. 18) to the outside
post of the dry cell. Touch the end of the long
wire from the dry cell to nail 2. Read the
ammeter. (Nam: Keep the circuit closed only

long enough to take the readings.) Now repeat
the same experiment, using No. 30 iron wire
stretched between the two nails. How does the
ammeter reading compare with the one you got
with No. 30 copper wire? What conclusion can
you make?

b. Now substitute a piece of No. 18 iron wire
for the No. 3C iron wire stretched bet ten the
two nails. Touch the end of the long wire to the
nail and note the ammeter reading. How does the
ammeter fading compare with the one you got
with the No. 30 iron wire? What do your results
show?

c. Still using the No. 30 bare iron wire, touch
the end of the long wire from the cell to the
middle of the stretched wire. Read the meter.
How does the ammeter reading compare with the
one you got with the wire twice as long Wbat
do your results show?

Experiment 10:. Effect of E.M.F. on the Current through
a Resistance

THINGS NI:8WD: Board with nails, connected
as in Experiment 9, Part a. Another dry at
A. 'yard stick.
WHAT TO DO: 8. FM= a piece of No, 3040
iron wire between the nails on the board as you
did in Part a of Experiment 9. Touch the end
of the long wire to the bare iron like at a point
2 feet from the nail near the ammeter. Note
and record the ammeter reading. Then touch the
end of the long wire to a point 4 feet from the
ammeter. Again note and reconl the ammeter
reading. Repeat at the 6400t point.

b. Now connect another dry cell in the &Mit.
(This is a connection in

scrim as explained later in the chapter.) You
now have twice the E.M.F. available at the source
Of electrical maw. Repeit Parts of this aped-
mart. _Note and record the. ammeter nadir*
when the long wire is touchedat the 21oot, 4foot,
and Moot points. How do these readings com-
pile with the readings taken when 1 dry cell was
used? What conclusions can you make about the
cement in a circuit when the E.M.IF. is increased
without changing the resistance?

Experiment 11: Using a Rheostat to Control Current
THINGS mzsDsD: Ammeter. Voltmeter. Two
dry cells and insulated wires from Experiment 10,
Part b. Rheostat. Flashlight bulb (3volt) and
socket. No.18 insulated copper wire. (See Fir.
27, 2s.)
WHAT TO DO: S. Connect the apparatus as
shown in Figure 27. (Be sure that the
rheostat is in the ors position while you are
mating these connections.) Now slide the mow
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able contact toward the terminal of the rheostat
that is connected to the ammeter. Move the
sliding contact slowly until the ammeter shows
about 5 amperes of mrrent. Then move the cce-
tact back to the oar poritioir. What happens to
the current when you move the sliding %anted
back and forth? Why?

b. Now substitute the 3volt flashlight bulb
and socket for the ammeter. Slide the movable



contact from one end of the rheostat to the other.
What change takes place in the bigness of the
bulb? What is happening to the cum nt? Why?

c. Measure the voltage available at the source
of electrical energy. To do this connect a volt-
meter to the two dry cells, as follows: Connect
the center post of the first cell to the outside
post of*the second cell. Connect the center post
of the second cell to the + terminal of the volt-
meter. Connect a wire from the outside post of
the first cell to the terminal of the voltmeter.
Read the voltmeter. The reading indicates the
voltage available from the two dry cells in series.
Now connect the two cells, a rheostat, (taillight
bulb, and the voltmeter as shown in the upper
part of Figure 29. (Be sure that the rheostat

is set in CI:. OFF position when making connec-
tions.) Now slide the movable contact from one
end of the rheostat to the other and back again.
What is the reading rhen the bulb is brightest?
When the bulb is very dim?

d. Now add an ammeter to the circuit as
shown in the lower part of Figure 29. (Be true
the .heostat is set in the OFF position when 1....1-
ing connections.) Now slide the movable con-
tact of the rheostat back and forth. Notice what
happens to the current when the voltmeter read-
ing is high and when it is low. What does the
voltmeter connected across the rheostat indicate?
What effect on the voltage did you get from vary-
ing the resistance of your circuit? How did vary-
ing the resistance of the circuit affect the current?

Experiment 12: Makiag and Using a Water Rheostat

THINGS NEEDED: Same as for Experiment 11,
Part d, except that the following are substituted
for the rheostat: Two similar strips of metal such
as iron, copper, or brass (old dry-cell carbons may
be used); glass jar; salt; water.
WHAT TO DO: Pour water in the glass jar until
it is two-thirds fall. Put in 2 tablespoonfuls of
salt and stir until dissolved. To each wire which

runs to the rheostat in Experiment 11 (see Fig.
29), connect one metal strip. Be cardul not to
let the metal strips touch each other. Hold one
strip in each hand and lower the free ends into
the salt solution in the jar. Watch the effect can
the ammeter. Move the strips closer together and
farther apart. Also add more salt to the solution.

- In each case notice what happens..

Experiment 13: . Heating Effect' of Current

THINGS NEEDED: Board. Two nails. Hammer.
Short strand of fine copper wire from a lamp cord.
No. 18 insulated copper wire. Dy cell.
WHAT TO DO: Drive twa nails about 2 inches
apart on the board. Separate the strands in a

Experiment 1.4: Heating Devices

THINGS NEEDED" Various types o: heating de-
vices (tcaster, iron, heater, etc.) Screwdriver
WHAT TO DO: Examine as many heating devices

Experiment 15: Incandescent Bulb

THINGS NEEDED: "Burned-out" light bulb. PFers.
Knife. Heavy cloth.
WHAT TO DO: a. With a pair of pliers and a
knife remove the base (part that screws into the
socket) from a "burned-out" light bulb. Find the
wires that connect the base with ti,e filament.

short piece of flexible lamp cord. Take several
inches of a single strand of fine wire and stretch
between the nails. Now connect a dry cell to the
ends of the fine wire, using No. 18 insulated cop.
per wire. What happens?

as are available. Find out how the heating ele-
ment is arranged in the space provided for it
What insulating materials are used in the device?

How are they insulated from each other? Where
is the tube used to remove air from the bulb?

b. Wrap the bulb in a heavy cloth and break
the glass. Examine a piece of the filament. Is it
straight or coiled? What happened to the filament
when the bulb "burned" out?

11



CeN: A cell consists of two differer.t electrodes in an electrolyte.

Earcoode: Either of the two plates or terminals of an electrical cell, battery, or other
source of electrical energy. Because electrodes must conduct an electric current, they
are usually made of metal. The active (negative) electrode in a cell is always made
of a metal or metallic compound. However, carbon (a non-metal) is used for the
$.1active (positive) electrode in dry cells.

Electrolyte: A solution of a chemical compound that will conduct an electric current.
The electrolyte in a cell must have a chemical action with one of the electrodes. it
may be a soknior. of .an acid, a base (alkali), or a gait (a compound formed whim
an acid and a base act chemically or each other).

Figure 38 shows a simple cell connected to
a small flashlight bulb. The electrodes are
strips of copper and zinc, .and the eketzotte
is a dilute solution of sulphuric acid and
water. When the electrodes are put in the

VOLT
.O.5ULI

electrolyte, current flows through the light
bulb, and bubbles start to form on the cop-

.. per strip.

01110.

.W W: 4

1 1 I I

Figure 46 shows how cells ere emmected in series to
obtain increased voltages, Connecting two dry cells in
series gives double the voltage of one cell, or 3 volts
Connecting three in series gives 4.5 volts, and connect-
ing four in series gives 6 volts. In the diagram at the
lower right, four pairs of long and short lines indicate
that four cells in sells are connected to the voltmeter,
just as shown in the drawing at the upper right.

12
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Experiment 16: Making and Using a Simple Cs

THINGS NEEDED: Glass tumbler Of small jar.
Concentrated sulphuric acid, Glass stirring rod.
Hammer. Small lag. Zinc ship 1 inch wide and
5 inches long: Copper strip of the same size.
No. 18 insulated copper wire. Small bell (or
buzzer) or flashlight bulb (1.5-volt) ^,sd socket.
Shallow cardboard box. 14apetic compass. Volt-
meter reading to at least 1.5 volts. Paper towel.
WHAT To vo: a. (See Fig. 38.) Fill the glass
tumbler or small jar about threofoure s full of di-
lute sulphuric acid. (To dilute the acid, pourl part
of concentrated d slowly into 10 parts of water,
stirring with a glass rod as you do so. Do not pour
water Iota the add. k amid not to spill the add
on the table or your clothing. It is wry cerresive.)
With a hammer and smug sail punch a hole near
one end of the zinc strip. Do the same thing to
the copper strip. Fasten the bare end of a plebe of
No. 18 insulated copper wire about 12 inches long.
to each strip by putting the wire through the hole
and then twisting the wire about itself. Bend the
ships at the cads where the wires are attached.
Now put the strips in the tumbler or far contain-
ing the acid solution, and see that the strips do not
toads. Touch toe ends of the wiles to the termi-
nals of a small bell (or buzzer) or to the terminals
of a socket containing a 1.5 -volt flashlight buTh.
Whathappens?

b. Wind a cog of five turns of
No.18 insulated copper wire around the middle
of a shallow cardbosl box: Fasten the wire so
that the ends wall not unwind. Leave long ends
to connect to the simple cell. Then :et the com-
pass inside the coil and turn the box vishl the
compass needle and tuns of wire point in the
same direction. Now connect each wire from
your gebunomets that you have put made to one

of the metal ships in the simple cell. Whet hap
pens to the compass needle? . Reverse the cameo
lions .froin the coil to the cell. Now what hap
pens? Lift the zinc strip out of the acid solution
and watch the compass needle. Replace the zinc
strip and lift the copper drip out of the solution.
Again observe the compass needle. What con-
clusion can you make *bout the cell you have
made? If a voltmeter reading t at least 6 volts
is available, connect the two wires from the veil
to the terminals of the meter. Attach the wire
frau the copper strip to the positive taming rod
the wire from the zinc strip to the negative tam'.
nal. What is the voltage of the cell?

a.. Connect the electrodes of
the simple au to pie galvanometer without plac-
ing them in the electrolyte. Lower the electrodes
into the solution as you watch the compass needle.
Continue to watch the needle for about two min-
ntes. Does the await change? (If you notice
no change, repeat, using the bore aid of the cop-
per wire in place of the copper strip.) Did you
see any bubbles (of hydros* thing from the
copper ship? Examine the copper ship now.
What is dinging to its sulfate? . Remove cop
ia atdp from the acid. Itiuse it of in water and
then wipe it with a papa towel. That replace
the strip in the acid. Again notice the position of
the compass needle. What has happened?

d. (Optimal) Try other pain of metals as the
electrodes. Use such metals as iron, tin, lead, rind
aluminum. Then try using two comet shim or
two zinc strips. Also try various solutions as the
electrolyte. Use a water solution of salt, vinegar,
or sal ammoniac (ammonium chk.- dr e).. Try a
solution of suer or denatured alcohol in distilled
water,

Experiment 17: *Atop and Amperage of a Simple Cell

THINGS NEEDED: Simple cell and galvanometer
from Experiment 16. Strip of zinc one half as big
as the ship used in Experiment 16 and smother
twice as big. Two copper strips of the same size
as the two zinc ships. Voltmeter reading to at
least 6 volts. Ammeter reading to at least 10
amperes. No.18 insulated copper wire.
WHAT TO DO: a. (See Pig. 41.) Make a simple
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cell using copper and zinc strips half as bigas those
used in Experiment 16. Connect the copper strip
to the positive terminal of the voltmeter and the
zinc strip to the furtive terminaL How does the
voltmeter reading chmpare with the reading in
Experiment 16? Now su- * of copper and
zinc ships twice as big as the ones used in Expel.
ment 16. Again measure the voltag of the cell.



Also measure the voltage with more or less electro
lyte in the glass tumbler or small jar. Try moving
the electrodes closer together and farther apart.
What conclusions can you make about the voltage
of a simple cell?

b. (See Fig. 41.) Using the pair of small copper
and zinc strips, measure the current furnished by
the cell with a galvanometer or ammeter. (Con-
nect the copper strip to the positive terminal of

tb: ammeter and the zinc strip to the negative
terminal.) 'tepee, using the copper and zinc
strips used in Experiment. 16. Then use the pair
of large copper and zinc strips. What effect doer
increasing the size of the electrodes have on the
amen.? Try using more or less electrolyte. Also
try moving the dectrodes closer together. What
conclusions can you make about the amperage of
a simple cell?

Experiment 18: Examining a Dry Cell

THINGS NEEDED: Worn-out dry cell (No. 6 or
flashlight size). Hammer. Dull easel or old screw-
driver. Sheet of paver.
WHAT TO DO: First remove the
paper or cardboard covering from the worn-out
cell. The metal can is made of zinc. Is it smooth
and whole? Or does it have holes eaten out by
the chemicals? Do you see any fine white crystals

Experiment 19: Testing Dry Cells

THINGS NEEDED: New No. 6 dry cell. Old No. 6
dry cell. Pocket volt-ammeter for testing dry cells.

WRVS' TO DO: With the pocket volt - ammeter
first test the voltage and then the amperage of a
new dry cell. To measure the voltage touch the
pointed terminal labeled volts to the center post
of the cell and then touch the terminal at the end
of the wire attached to the top of the meter to
the outside post of the cell. Read the number of
volts on the top scald. To measure the amperage,

of zinc chloride on the outside of the zinc am?
Now lay the cell on a sheet of paper. With a
hammer and a dull chisel or an old screwcuiver cut
a slit through the zinc can down one side and
across the bottom. Unroll the zinc can and take
the cell apart, layer by layer. Compare the differ-
ent layers.
What taker :Lie place of the copper in this cell?

touch the pointed terminal labeled amperes to
the center post of the cell and then touch the cow
tact on the wire to the outside post Quickly read
the number of amperes on the Inver sole, and
then disconnect the ammeter from the cell. This
reading should be taken as quickly as pose le
because the ammeter short-circuits the cell. Nat
test the voltage and amperage of an old dry cell.
Compare the readings for the two cells. Then cal-
culate the internal resistance of each all from
the readings you made, using Ohm's Law.

Experiment 20: Series, Parallel, and Series-Parallel Connection of Cells

THrHes NEEDED: Four No. 6 dry cells. Volt
meter reading to at least 6 volts. Ammeter read-
ing to at least 5 amperes. No. 18 insulated cop-
per wire. Two 1.5-volt bulbs and sockets.
WHAT TO DO: a. (See Fig. 46.) With a piece
of wire connect the center post of one dry cell to
the outside post of another. Fasten a short wire
to each terminal of a voltmeter. Now connect the
positive terminal of the voltmeter to the center
post not attached to the outside post of the other
cell. Connect the negative terminal of the volt-
meter to the outside post of the other cell. Now
measure the voltage Of 'the two cells in series. Ad-1.

another cell in series and roes. 're the voltage
again. Then add a fourth cell in series with the
other three. Again take the voltmeter reading.
What conclusion can you make about the voltage
of cells connected in series?

With a short piece of wire
matte the positive terminal bf an ammeter to
the center post of a dry cell. Connect the negative
terminal of the meter to one terminal of a socket
containing a 1.5-volt bulb. (Unscrew the bulb
except when you are taking meter readings.) Now
attarli a wire from the other terminal of the socket
to the onside post of the cell. Screw in the bulb
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so that it lights up and notice the ammeter read.
ing. Then unscrew the bulb again and add an-
other socket and bulb in parallel with the first
socket and bulb. Screw in both bulbs and take the
ammeter reading again. How does it compare with
the first reading? Then unscrew both bulbs and
disconnect the ammeter. Connect a wire directly
from the mita post of the dry cell to the uncon-
nected terminal of the first socket. Next connect
a mond dry cell in parallel with the first cell.
Attach a wire from the outside post of the first
cell to the outside post of the second cell. Con-
nect t' ammeter between the center posts of the
two is. (Be sure to connect the positive ter-
mfr of the unmet... to the center post of the
second cell.) Now screw the bulbs into the sockets
again and read the ammeter. How does this read-
ing compare with the first one? The second?
What part of the current does the second cell fur
nish to the circuit? Now connect a voltmeter and
measure the voltage. (If you care to do so, you
may add additional bulbs, sockets, and dry cells in
parallel.) What condusion can you make about

Experiment 21:

the current tarnished to a circuit by each cell in
parallel? About the voltage?

e. Connect two dry cells in
series as you did in Pert a. Then connect two more
oils in series. Now connect the two sets of cells
in parallel. To do this, fasten a wire from the
unconnected center post of one set to the uncon-
nected center post of the other set. Then fasten
another %. n between the unconnected outside
posts of the two sets of cells. Now courant the
positive terminal of the voltmeter to center post
of one set that is connected to the center post of
the other set. Connect the negative terminal of
the meter to the outside post of one set that is
connected to the outside post of the other set.
Measure the voltage of the cells in series parallel.
'If you wish to do so, you can also make another
series-parallel connection of cells. Connect two
cells in parallel and then connect two more in par-
allel. Connect the two seta of cells in series.
Measure the voltage as before. How does it com-
pare with the other reading? How many more
wires does it take to make this connection of cells?)

Internal Resistance, Voltage Drop_
and Closed-Circuit Voltage of Cells

THINGS NEZDED: POUT No. 6 dry cells (all show.
ing about the same current when tested with a
pocket meter preferably no more than 10 arn-
peres). Ammeter reading to at least 5 amperes.
Voltmeter reading to at least 6 volts. 10.ohm
rheostat Knife switch (single-pole, singlothrow).
No. 18 insulated comer wire.
WHAT TO DO: err. Connect the
positive terminal of the ammeter to the center
post of a dry cell. Then connect the negative
terminal of the ammeter to one terminal of the
rheostat. Attach a wire from the other termitesl
of the rheostat to one terminal of the knife switch.
Open the switch. Connect the other terminal of
the knife switch to the outside post of the cell.
Now connect the voltmeter across the cell. Attach
a wire from the positive terminal of the meter to
the center post of the cell and another wire from
the negative terminal to the outside post of the
cell. What is the voltmeter reading Set the
rheostat so that all of its 'wire is induded in the
circuit. In other words, set it at its greatest I
sistance. Then dose the knife switch, completing

the circuit. Adjust the movable contact on the
:Seostat marl the ammeter shows a current of
2 amperes flowing in the circuit. Quickly take the
voltmeter reading and then open the switch. What
is the voltmeter reading when the circuit is dosed?
What does this reading indicate? From the dosed-
circuit voltage shown by the voltmeter find the
voltage drop through the cell. Then egadite the
internal resistance of the cell. To do this, divide
the voltage drop by the current in amperes.

b. Using' the same circuit as in Part a, dose
the switch and adjust the rheostat until the am-
meter shows 1 ampere of current flowing in the
circuit. Again take the voltmeter readink Then
open the swibl. Has the closeckircuit voltage
blamed or decreased? Why? Is the voltage drop
more odes? Explain. What has happened to the
internal resistance of the WI? Now add another
cell in aerie with the first one. (See Fig. 46.) Dis-
connect the voltmeter wise from the center post
of the cell and attach it to the center post of the
added cell. What does the voltmeter reading indi-
cate? Now close the wit& and take the meter
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readings. Then open the switch. How much cur-
rent flows through the circuit when the switch is
closed? What is the dosed-circuit voltage of the
two cells in series? Does the voltage drop increase
or decrease, compared with Part a? Why? Find
the internal resistance of the two cells in series.

c. Using the same circuit as in Part a, close
the switch and adjust. the rheostat until the am-
meter shows a meat of 2 amperes flowing
through the circuit. Notice the closed-circuit volt-
age and then open the switch. Now add a dry cell
in parallel with the first one. What
is the open-circuit voltagi of 'the two cells in
parallel? Close the switch and take. the meter
readings as before. Open the switch again. What
is the voltage drop through the coo cells in paral-
lel? How much =taxi flows h, the circuit? Cal-
culate the intanal resistance of the battery of two
cells in pardlel. Is the internal resistance more or
less than that of one cell? Why?

d. Using the same circuit as in Part b, close
the knife switch- and adjust the rheostat until
the ammeter shows 2 amperes of current flowing
through the circuit. Notice the closed-circuit volt-
age of the two cells in series. Then open the
switch. Connect another set of cells in series and
then connect this set in parallel with the first set.

What is the open-circuit voltage of
thebattery of four cells in series - parallel? Close the
knife switch and take the meter readings. Then
open the switch. What is the closed-circuit volt.
age of the battery? What is the voltage drop
through the battery? Does the current increase
or decrease? Why? Calculate the internal resi.c,
once of the battery. How does it compare with
the intenial resistance of One cell?

e. (Optional) Repeat Part b, adding one or
more cells in series. Then repeat Part c, adding
one or more cells in parallel. Repeat Part d, con-
necting the cells first in parallel and then in series.

Experiment 22: Making and Using a Storage Cod

THINGS weenie; Glass tumbler or small jar.
Concentrated sulphuric acid. Class stirring rod.
Hammer. Small nail. Two lead plates, 1 inch
wide and 5 inches long. No. 18 insulated _copper
wire. Three NO. 6 dry cells. Small bell (or buzzer).
Ammeter reading to at least 5 amperes. Voltmeter
reading to at last 3 volts.
WItAT TO DO: a. . Fill the glass
tumbler or small jar about twothirdsfull of clinic
sulphuric acid. (To dilute the acid, pour 1 part
of concentrated acid slowly into 3 parts of with;
'fining with a glass rod as you do so. Do not pour
water ludo the acid.1 With a hammer and small
nail punch holes near one end of each lead strip.
Fasten the bare end of a piece of No 18 insulated
copper wire to each strip by putting the wire
through the hole and then twisting the wire about
it*elf. Bend the strips at the ends where the wires
are attached. Now put the lead strips in the
tumbler or jar containing the acid solution. Ciai-
nect the wires to the terminals of a bell (or
buzzer) or to an ammeter. Does the
bell ring? (Or what does the ammeter show?)

b. Now connect three terry cells in series and
then attach the wires from the lead strips to the
terminals of the battery. Send the current of the
battery through the lead strips' and solution for

several minutes. Watch carefully for any sign. of
chemical action. What do you notice? Lift the
strips out and examine them. (la rifting the strips,
be careful eat to spilt add as pond. or an the
table.)

c. Return the stripe to the acid solution and
maned the wires to the -terminals. of- the bell.
What happens now? Then connect the wiles to
an ammeter. How much cowed does it show?
Connect the wires to a voltmeter and take the
open-circuit voltage of the cell. How much is it?

d. Connect the wires to the bell again and let
the bell ring until it stops. Disconnect the wires
and attach them to the ammeter. What is the
reading now? Then connect the who to the volt-
meta and hike the reading. What is the open-
circuit voltage? Lift the lead strips out of the
solution and emoine them. What do you notice?

a. Connect the lead strips to the banal of dry
cells again. Be sure to connect the brownish strip
to the positive terminal of the battery. Again send
a current through the lead strips and solution.
Notice what happens. After a few minutes lift out
the strips and examine them. Then connect the
wires to the terminals of the bell. What happens?
Also take the ammeter and vollinete --dims as
you did before. What do they show?
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Experiment 23: roles, Field, and Lines of Forte of a Magnet

THINGS HUMID: Bar magnet. U-magnet or
horeshoe magnet. Iron Elings. Box of iron tacks
or small nags. Piece of thin cardboard or glass
plate. Paraffin. Cup. Source of lieat Small mar
netic compass. (See !Pip. %)
WHAT TO DO: S. Place a bar magnet in a pile
of iron filings. Lift the magnet and notice what
happens. Do the same amounts of filings cling
to all parts of the magnet?, If-not, where are the
greatest amounts? Remove the filings from the
magnet. Scatter a box of Iron tacks or small nags
over a 'mall surface. Put the bar' magnet on the
tacks c r nails and then lift the magnet. What
happ.m. How does this compare with what hap
geared when iron fillings were used? Repeat this
part of the expt:iment, using a U-magnet or horse.
shoe magnet instead of a bar magnet.

6. Put a piece of thin cardboard or a glass
plate over a bar magnet lying flat on your desk.
Sprinkle some iron filings on the cardboard or
glass, gently tapping it ;pith your finger as you
do so. Do the films form a rapier pattern about
the maple Remove the cardboard or glass and
brash off the filings. Then turn the bar magnet
over. Replace the cardboard or glass. Sprinkle
filings on as beforeand notice what happens. To

Experiment 24:

make a permanent record' of the megnetic field
and its lines of force, melt some paraffin In a cup
and spread a very thin coat over the cardboard or
glass. Let the paraffin halal. Then set the card.
board or glass over the bar magnet and sprinkle
on the iron flings as before. Remove the card-
board or glass without disturbing the pattern of
filings. Heat the puffin coating carefully until
it melts and softens. Then let the panda cool
again with the filings firmly imbedded in it. (If
you care to do so, you is* repeat Pat b, using
the IJmagnet or the horseshoe magnet Weald
the bar magnet.) Ermine the pattern of filings,
representing the lines clime in the magnetic
field, Notice that they atend from one pole of
the magnet to the other. Also notice that they do
not cross one another.

e. Lay a bar as on your desk MOW
small compels along the lines of force from the
N pole to the S pole. Starting from the N pole,
move the compass around the side of the swat .
to the S pole. Which way does Ole OA end of
the needle point at the N pole? At the S polar?
What happens to. the nee& as it mares. from
the N pole to the S pole? Repeat ,Part ,cowing
a U-mapet or a horseshoe magnet. .

Making Temporary Magnets

THINGS scezron: Bar magnet. Large iron nail.
Box of iron tacks or renal nags. Pieces of paper or
glass plate. Sheet of iron Of steel.
WHAT TO DO: Let one end of the bar magnet
prject over the edge of a table. Bring the head
of a urge iron nag up under the magnet so that
its head touches the mapet. Now see how many
iron tacks or small nails the !Bile nail will hold
up. Remove the magnet from the end of the
large nail. What happens? Explain. Now bring

the nag up under the magnet SQ &at it is dose tai
but not touching the magnet. See how many tact
the nail will support. Remove the magnet and
notice what happens. Try this apinrat ptit ale
or more pieces of paper or a glass plate between
the nail head and the bar magnet. Tools:mat
netism in the nail, must the nail and mipet be
in Contact/ Now put a sheet of iron or :led in Ole
space between the magnet and the nail (but not
touching the nag). What happens now?

Experiment 25: Making Permanent Magnets

THINGS ramp : Thin pieces of steel and iron
(knitting needles, thin nails, etc.). Magnetic
compass. Bar magnet. String. Hammer. Spool
of No. 26 cotton covered or enamel coatal copper
wire. Cardboard tube, 1/2 inch in diameter and

about 6 inches long. Dry cell. Bassi iron tads
or small nags. (See Figs. 614
WHAT TO DO: a. Test a thin piece of aitod,with
a compas., to make sure that it is not mopeds:ed.
Than stroke the steel in one direction with one
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ani of o her baguet. Lift the magnet at the and
of eadt- stroke, and 'hold it away from the steel
as yatiiivtan it to the lither end of the piece of
**An begin a nevi stroke. After wend strokes.
teiethe steel for magnetism. What do you find?
Toke another piece of steel and test it to see that
it is not magnetized.- Lay it along one sick of the
bar magnet and fasten it firmly in place with
string, After several days test it with the compass.
Has die steel become magnetized? Test another
pieoe of steel to make sure that it is not mag-
nettaid. Had it in a north-south direction with
the north end pointing down. Hammer on the
other end. When the steel stops vibrating, test
it for magiedsm. What do you End?.

lip Wind a coil of 200 turns of No. 26 wire
uoundthe cardboard tube. Test a thin piece of
steel bade sure that it is not mapedeed. Then

put the steel bike the tube mound which the
wire is wound. Comect the ends of the wire to a
dry cell so that 'a current flows through the coil.
Hit the piece of steel several blows with a hammer.
Disconnect the wire from the dry cell and take
the steel cat of the tube. Test it for magnetism.
What has happened to the steel?'

e. Put a piece of iron and a piece of steel
(both immapetized) into the coil you made in
Part b. Magnetize the iron and steel by connect-
ing the cod to the dry cell, as before., While each
is still in the cok test the two pieces of metal
by dipping each into a box of iron tacks. Which
picks up more tacks the iron -or"the steel? Now
disconnect the dry cell. Again by to pick up tacks
with each of the two pie= of metal. Which piece
picks up more tacks now? Which piece has lost
most of its magnetism?

Experiment 26: Attraction and Repulsion of Magnetic Poles

'MINOS 11Z1DICD: tan _hoz magnets. String.
Support Caulk
WHAT TO DO: a. Tie a string around the middle
of one bar ,magnet and attach the string to a
support so that the magnet can swing freely from
side to side. Let it swing until it stops. (Be we
there are no magnets or magnetic sabstances near
the suspended magnet.) In what direction are
the ends pointing? If the ends are not properly
marked, label the end that points north N (north-
seeking) and the end that points south S (south-
seeking). Repeat this with the other bar magnet.

Experiment 27: Dipping Needle

TIMM' SIEDILD: Steel darning needle. Thread.
Bar magnet. .Cog and dry cell used in Biped-,
mint 25. Steel knitting needle. Cork. Two glass
tumblers. (See Figs. 67)
WHAT TO DO: a. Mapebze the darning needle
by stioking it with the bar magnet or putting it

the coil lonnected to a dry cell as you did in
Experiment 25. Tic a piece of thread around the
middle of the needle. Suspend the medic from
the thread and adjust its position until it bal.
anon. Lay the bar magnet on your desk Hold
the magnetized needle about 2 inches above the
center of the limpet. Notice what happens.
Move the needle toward one pole of the 'magnet
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h. Hang up one of the bar magneb as in
Pat a. When it comes to rest, bring the N pole
of the other ter magnet nest the N pole of the
suspended magnet. What happens? Now bring
the S pole of tfe other magnet near the S pole
of the suspended magnet. What happens this
time? Now approach theN pole of the suspended
magnet with the S pole of the other magnet. Also
by bringing the N pole of the other magnet dose
to the S pole of the suspended magnet. Notice
what happens. What Nave you learned about at-
traction and repulsion of magnetic poles?

and then the other. What happens Move the
needle all crowd the mapet and notice the posi-
tion of the needle as you move it from side to sine
and in a circle around the magnet.

b. Make a dipping needle as follows: Use a
steel knitting needle for the dipping needle and
a darning needle for a pivot, Demagnetize both
needles by heating them red-hot. Push them
through a cork at right angles to each other. Lay
the doming needle on the runs of two glass tun-
bless so that the cork and knitting needle are sup-
ported between the tumblers and can turn freely.
Adjust the knitting needle in the cork until the
needle is horizontal. Point the knitting needle in



Figure 67 illustiates the dipping needle in
part b of Experiment V.

a north -south direction. Now stroke the knitting
needle from north to south with the N pole of a
bar magnet. After several strokes notice what hap-
pens when you release be knitting needle. Ex-

plain why this happens. Then tell why the knit-

ting needle must be demagnetized before it is

balanced in a horizontal position in a north-south
direction.

Experiment 28: Theory of Magnetism

T8INCS NEEDIDI Medicine bottle and cork. Iron
filings. Bar magnet. Steel knitting needle. C.01
and dry cell used in Experiment 25. Magnetic
compass. Hammer. Tongs or forceps. Source of
heat. Old hacksaw blade or piece of clock spring.
Two pas of pliers. Chalk.

WHAT TO DO: S. FIR the medicine bottle about
half full of ' ion filings and put the cork in the

.bottle. Lay the bottle on its side and shake it back
and forth gently until the filing are evenly dis-

tainted from one end to the other. Now stroke
the bottle with one end of a bar magnet, in the

way shown in Fig. 60. What happens to the
iron filingt Tap the Map or shake than up and

then repeat the stroking but use the other end of

the bar magnet. Notice wait happens to the
filings. Now stroke the bottle in the same dim-
bon but use the other end of the bar magnet (the
end you used first). What happens now?

b. Using a bar lappet or the coil and caning-

netize a steel knitting needle. Test it for magnet-
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ism with the compass. Place the needle in an

east-west direction and hit it with several sharp
blows of a hammer. Now test it for magnetism.

What happens? (If it is still magnetized, hammy
it again.)

e. Magnetize the knitting needle as before.

Test it for magnetism. Grasp the needle with

tongs or forceps and hold it over a source of heat
until it becomes red-hot. Let it cool in an east

westdirection and than test it for magnetism once
mote. What happens?

t Magnetize an old hacksaw blade or a piece

of clock spin& using a bar magnet or the cal

andca. Test the blade or spring for magnetism.

Mark the north pole with an N and the south

pole with an S. *A the pliers break of a piece

of the blade or spring. Tait both pieces for mag-

netism. What do you find? Mak the poles as

before. If you wish, you may break if another

piece and repeat the teat for magnetism. What
poke do you find at the brakes ends?



1111ectvesnagnet: A temporary magnet made by sending an electric current through a
coil of wire usually wound around an iron core. When the current stops, the electro-
magnet loses all or nearly all of its magnetism.

Solenoid: A temporary magnet made by sending an electric current through a tube.
shaped coil of wire. A solenoid has an air core or sometimes a movable iron core called
a plunger.

Figure 68 shows that a coil of wire con-
nected to a dry can attracts an kW nail in
the same way that a magnet does. When
disconnected from the dry cell, the con of
copper wire has no elect on the iron nail.
The coil has been simplified in this drawing
and in those that follow. Instead of 10 turns,
the coil actually has about 200 turns of No.
26 cottopeovered copper wire.

Rime 71. When iron filings are sprinkled on a piece of cardboard surrounding a wire
carrying an electric current, the lines of force cause the filings to arrange themselves in ft
patter, like that shown at the left. The direction of the magnetic flux can be shown with
one or more small testing compasses, as at the right. Notice that the direction of the flux
depend, upon which way the current Bows.
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Asmaturo: 'The. part of an electrical device acted on by a magnetic field.

Figure 75 shows the parts of an 'ke-
ttle ben. When the circuit is closed
by pressing the push biitton, the elec.

&magnet ;abuts the Iron armature,
which moves toward the electromag-
net until the clapper wad the ben
and the contacts separate. When
current alto noiving through the
coils, a speng causes the armature to

swing back until the contacts close
the circuit and current once mess
flows through the electromagnet.

Rpm 73. The upper pictures above
bow theskength clan ekctrousagnet
iIbreEsaiwncéaruseL
At the kft shown the con with ea
air axe. Although able to exert m-
align& rogue& face; with a coil
will probably lift flew if tray of the
tub. At &night is showiwhat hip
pernikosi awkoneereipeoiidedior*
the rape& Ma. With owe oaf awl
the r- Aced!, the tack:mum be
lifted. The lower &gnaw show the
symbol for a coil la *dike/ chains;
Notice how the iron corgis indicated
in die diagram at the xi"
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Experiment 29: Magnetic Held and Polarity of a Coil

TP1 WWI NEEDED: Cork and dry cell from Experi-
ment 25. iron nail. Sting. Support. Bar magnet.
WHAT TO DO' a. Oft rig. 68.. Tie a string just
under the head of an iron rail and fasten the
string to a support la that the nail can awing
freely. connecting the coil to the dry
cell, bring each end close to the nail and notice
what happens. Now connect the cal to the dry
cell and bring one end near the nail. What hap.
Pens this time Try the other end of the col and
observe what ir ;pens. Now disconnect ti cod
from the cell and then bring it near the nail.
What conclusion can you make abotut a coil
cuaying a current?

b. Tie a string around the
middle of a bar magnet and fasten the string to
a support so that the bar magnet can twin freely.
When the magnet comes to rat, bring one end
of the cod connected to the dry cell near the N
pole of the magnet. What happens? Approach
the S pole of the inagnet with the same end of
the col and observe what happens. Repeat, using
the other end of the col. From what you have

observed mark the N pole of the cal by tying a
piece ,f string at that end. Now switch the con-
nations on the dry cell and then repeat this p rt
of the What effect on the polarity
of the cal ._Jet, reversing the current have

Experiment 30: Magnetic Field around a Wire

THUM NEEDED: Coil and dry cell from &poi-
matt 25. Magnetic compass. Iron filings. Card-
board. Support for cardboard.
WHAT TO DO: B. Unwind a few
turns from the coil. Place the magnetic compass
on your desk or table and let the nee* come to
rest. Place a straight section of the wire over
the compass needle and parallel with it. Now
connect the ends of the wire to the dry cell and
notice what happair. . aect one end of the
vire from the vet tad place the straight section
of wire under the compass needle and parallel
with it. Again connect the wire to the cell. What
happens this time? Repeat this part of the experi-
ment but reverse the connections so that the cur-
rent goes through the wire in the opposite dime-
* .. What happens to the compass needle when
the wire is placed over it? Under it? What con-
clusions can you make scout a wire carrying a
current?

b. (See Fig. 71.) Make a hole in s piece of
cardboard and put a straight section of wire
through the hole so that it is at right angles to
the cardboard. Set the cardboard on a support

so that ib surfac% is horizontal. Sprinide iron
filings on the cardboard around the wire. What
happens? Now connect the ends of the wire to
the dry cell and gently tap the cardboard. What

you notice? Disconnect one wire from dv
and WHIM tie filings from the cardboard. Set

a small compass on the cardboard and connect
the wire again. Notice what happens. Move the
compass around the wire and observe the position
of the needle. Nowchange theconnections on the
dry all so that the current lows in the opposite
direction. Notice the direction of the compass
needle and move the compass around the wire as
before. What effect does reversing the watt have
on the d xtion of the magnetic flux around a
wire?

Experiment 31: Air and Iron Coves in Electromagnets

THINGS azzozo: Coal and dry cell from Experi-
ment 25. Large iron nail (or bolt). Box of iron
tacks or small nails.
WHAT VI DO: (SOS 'sig. 73.) Comma the wires
from the coil to the dry cell. Lower the aid of
the coil onto a pile of iron racks or small nails.
How many tack3 a mils does the coil pick up with
only air for a core? To what part of the coil do
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the tacks or nails cling most firmly? Disconnect
one wire from dr dry all and remote any tacks
or naffs film the con. Now insert the large iron
nail so thai it becomes a core for the coil and
convect the wire to the dry cell again. Lower the
end of the coil onto the pile of tacks or small naffs.
How many tacks or nails does the electromagnet
pick up? Where do they cling mod firmly?



Experiment 32: Strengthening an Electrentagne

THINGS NEEDED: Large iron nail or bolt. N. A
cotton-covered or enamel-coated copper wire. Box
of iron tacks or small nails. Two dry cells.
WHAT TO DO: T the large iron nail into the
box. of tacks. Does it act hire a moil? Now
wind about 50 turns of cotton-covered or enamel-

441 whe around the nail and connect the ends
of the wire to a dry cell. Dip the nail in the box
of tacks and notice how many tacks are picked up.
Disconnect one end of the wire from the dry cell

and add another cell in series with the first. Now
connect the wire again and notice how many
tacks are picked up. Disconnect the ends of the
wires and rind about 50 more turns of wire
around the nail. Connect the ends to one dry
cell as before. Notice how many tacks the electzo-
magnet will now pick up. Try the electromagnet,
using two cells in series as before. What con-
clusions can you make about the strength of an
electromagnet?

Experiment 33: Electrott 'gnats in the
THINGS NEED SD: Two dry cells. No. 18 insulated
copper wire. Electric bell or buzzer. Push button.
Telephone receiver and transmitter. Telegraph
sounder and hey.
WHAT TO bo: a. (See Fig. 75.). Remove the
cover from an electric bell or buzzer and locate
its parts. Move the armature back and forth with
your finger and observe what happens to the con.
tact spring. Now connect the bell or buzzer in
series with one or two dry cells and a push button.
Press fNe button and observe what happens.

b. Unscrew the cap from a tele-
phone receiver and carefully remove the dia-
phragm. Notice bow it is attracted by the per-
m lent magnet. Locate the permanent magnet
used as a Core 'rid also the coils of tie clear°.
magnet. Replace the diaphragm and screw cap.

Attach two wires to the receiver and fasten one
of them to a dry cell. Touch the other wire to
the other terminal of the dry cell. "vhat happens?
If a transmitter is available, connect the receiver,
transmitter. and two dry cells in series. Talk into
the transmitter and have someone listen at the
receiver.

e. Famine a telegraph sounder
and locate its parts. Press the armia'ite down and
notice what happens. Now connect the sounder
in series with a telegraph key and two dry cells.
(Open the switch on the key before connecting
it to the cell and sounder.) Now press the key
down. What happens to the armature of the
sounder? To the bar? Release the key and observe
what happens. (If necessary, tidiest the set
screws.)
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induced 1.M.P.: An E.M.F. is prod_ .ed in a conductor whenever there is a chino
in the magnetic field around the conductor. The strength of the E.M.F. depends on the
number of lines of force cut in a certain timo.
Induced ewer*: An induced current flows thrcugh a conductor in a closed circuit
whenever there is a dungy in the magnetic field around the conductor. The direction
of the current depends on the direction in which the lines of force are cut. The size of
the current depends on the strength of the induced E.M.F.

111$1110 81 shows how an E.M.F. cans be in-
duced in a coil of wire. Moving the coil,
which consists of 300 to 400 turns of fine
copper wire, to the position shown by the
dotted line causes the needle of the galva-
nometer to swing to one side of the center
zero mark. Moving the coil back causes the
needle to swing t.o the other side of the zero
mark. When coil and magnet are stationary,
no lines of force are cot, and the needle of
the meter remains at zero.

g_11!111,11N

Flora 84. In the open, -*tore, EMF. is induced in the large coil when the electromagnet
is moved to the pr.sitiom Indicated by the dotted line. In the lower picture the coils main
stationary while the ii4d is moved. hosing the posh button causes lion of force
to spring out from the ectrcenagnet and induce EMI. in the large coil. When the button
is released, the maw* field collapses, and the lines of force are again cut by the large cal,
but in the opposite direction.
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Experiment 34: Using a Permanent
Current

THINC! NEEDED: Coil of 300 or 400 turns of
No. 30 cotton-covered or enamel-coated copper
wire that will fit between the poles of U-shaped
magnet. U-shaped permanent magnet Sensitive
galvanometer. Bar magnet.
WHAT TO DO: 01. Connect the wires of the coil
to the galvanometer. Set the U-shaped magnet
so that its poles point upward. (See Fig. 81.)
Move the cog edgewise down between the poles
of the magnet and watch the galvanometer needle.
Stop the coil and look at the needle again. Now
move the con up between the poles and observe
the needle. What happens? Try moving the coil
do vii and up as before, stopping it before chang-
ing direction. What do you notice by watching
the needle? Try moving the coil faster or slower.
Notice what happens.

Magnet to Induce E.M.F. and

b. Rent Part a, first using a ,..oil of more hints
and than one of fewer turns. What do you notve?
Then try moving the magnet instead of the coil
and observe what happens. Also by a bar magnet
in place of the U-shaped magnet. Insert the bar
magnet in the coil and then withdraw it. Then
turn the bar magnet end for end and repeat with
the other pole. What conclusions can you make
about inducing an E.M.F. and thus a current in
coil by using a permanent magnet?

c. (Optional) If a galvanometer sensitive
enough to indicate very small currents is available,
unwind some of the wire from the coil and repeat
Part a, using a single wire instead of s

How do the results compare
with those in Part a?

Experiment 35: Using an Electromagnet to Induce E.M.F. and Current

THINCS NEEDED: Coil and galvanometer from
Experiment 34. Coil and No. 6 dry cell from
Experiment 25. Iron nail or rod that will fit inside
the coil. No. 6 dry cell. No. 18 insulated copper
wire. Push button (or knife switch).
WHAT TO DO: a. Set the two coils end to end,
as shown in Figure 84. Close the circuit through
the electromagnet coil (solenoid) connected to
the dry cell. (If a push button is used, hold it
down or remove it from the circuit for this part
of the experiment.) Move the solenoid toward
the other coil and watch the galvanometer needle.
Stop the solenoid and notice what happens to
the needle. Now move the solenoid away from
the coil connected to the galvanometer and notice
what happens. Keep the solenoid staticuary and
move the coil toward and away from it. How do
your results compare with those in Experiment
34? What happens when neither coil nor solenoid
is movixl? (If you wish, you may try moving the
solenoid or coil faster and then slower. Also try

Experiment 36: Lenz's Law
THINCS NEEDED: Coil and galvanometer from
Experiment 34. Bar magnet. No. 6 dry No.
18 insulated copper wire. Magnetic compass.
3600-ohm resistor.

adding turns to or removing turns from the coil
connected to the galvanometer. Strengthen the
electromagnet coil by inserting the iron nail as a
core, by adding another dry cell in series with
the first one, or by adding more turns to the coil.)

b. Place the coils and to end, as shown in Fig-
ure 84. (Do not move either coil la this part of
the experiment) Close the circuit including the
electromagnet coil and watch the galvanometer
needle. What happens when the circuit is first
closed? When the circuit is kept dosed? Now
open the electron signet circuit and notice what
happens to the needle. (If you wish, you may
try using an iron core in the electromagnet coil
connected to the dry cell, or you. may add more
turns to its coil. Also try adding another dry cell
to the electromagnet circuit. Open and close the
circ-ait faster and slower and observe what hap-
pens. Also try increasing or decreasing the turns
of the coil connected to the galvanometer.) What
conclusions can you make from Part b?

WHAT TO no: a. QuicP7 bring
the N pole of a bar magnet near ele upper end
of the coil and notice the galvanometer needle.
Push the bar magnet into the coil. What do you
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notice as you push the bar magnet into the coil?
Now quickly pull the bar magnet out of the cot
and notice what happens. What conclusions can
you make about the polarity of the con as the
N pole was brought near and then withdrawn
from one end? Repeat, using the S pole of the
her mettelet.

b. Connect the cot and gal-
vanometer as in Part a, Approach the upper end
of the coil with the N pole of a her magnet.
Notice the side to which the galvanometer needle
swings. Remove the bar magnet. Connect the

Experiment 37: Self- Induction
=rues NESDISD: C011 of many turns having an
open or dosed iron core, such as a choke cog.
6vok automobile bulb and socket. Three dry
cells. No.18 insulated copper wire. Push button
(or knife switch).

WHAT TO DO: (See Fig. 87.) Connect the cod

Experiment 38: Induction Coil
THING= NEEDED: Coil and galvanometer from
Eapaiment 34. Iron rod that will fit inside the
cog. Dar magnet. Coil and No. 6 dry cdl from
Experiment 25. Push button (or knife switch).
No.18 insulated copper wire.

WEL.: TO i.0; & Insert the iron rod 'm the coil
connected to the galvanometer, as shown in the
picture at the left in Figure 89. Bring the N pole
of a bar magnet near or against one end of thz,
iron rod. What happens to the galvanometer
needle? Hold the her magnet still and observe the
needle. Thu withdraw the bar magnet and notice
what happens. Try the S pole of the magnet and
also thiother end of the rod. What conclusion
can you make?

h. Now slip the other coil over the iron rod.
Connect the cot in series with a dry cell and
push button (or knife switch).

Experiment 39: Transformer
THINCS NEEDED: No. 26 cotton-covered or

enamel oated copper wire. Iron rod bent to form
a closed core (or cot of stovepipe wire). Paper.
Galvanometer. Reversing switch (doublepole,
doublathrow). No. 6 dry an. Headphones (or
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galvanometer so that it may be used with 1.5 volts.
(If this is not possible, connect a 3000.ohm re
sistor in sale; with the galvanometer and dry
cell.) Then connect a dry cell in series with
the cot so that the galvanometer needle swings
in the same direction as when the N pole of the
bar magnet was brought near the upper end of the
coil. Using the right-band rule for a cot or using

magnetic compass, find the polarity of that end
of the coil. (If you wish, you may prove that the
same end of the coil is a pole when the N pole
of the her magnet is withdrawn.)

in series with three dry cells and a push button
(or knife switch). Across the coil connect a 6volt
bulb and its socket. Close the circuit and watch
the bulb. What happens? Then open the circuit
and observe the bulb. What happens now? Ear

PlithL

Close the cit
cult through the cot and dry cell by maids the
push button. What happens to the phonometer
needle Now open the chalk through the col
and dry cull. What happens to the galvanometer
needle this time? Try dosing the circuit and
opening the circuit faster and dower and observe
the galvanometer needle. How do your malts
compare with those in Part a and also in Experi-
ment 35?

c. (Optional) If a commatid induction cot
is available, locate the path shown in
Then connect the coil to a battery and operate
it. Do not hooch the acondsry tends* while the
col is is swath& Yee may maim a mere shack.
Also locate the inductiOn coil and other impr-
tent parts in an automobile ignition system,

telephone receiver). Toy transformer (100. or
150-watt). 3volt bulb and socket.

WHAT TO DOS S. Make a transformer by wind-
ing two coils of wire around an iron core. One
cot should have 50 turns and the other, 100 turns.



Imsulstu the wire from the core with a layer of
paper. Connect the 50-turn coil to a reversing
switch and dry cell, as shown in Fiipae W. Con-
nect the 100 turn coil to the galvanometer. Throw
the switch to the left and observe the galva
nometer needle. Open the switch and observe the
needle again. Now throw the switch to the right
and see what happens. Open the switch and
notice the galvanometer needle. What conclusion
can you make about the effect of reversing the
current in the primary on the direction of the cur-
rent in the se"andary?

b. Now connect the 100-turn coil to the re-
versing switch and the 50-turn coil to the gal-
vanometer. Repeat Part a and observe what kip-
peas. Does the galvanometer needle swing so far
to the side as ifdid? Way?

c, Connect one terminal of a pair of head-
phones (or a telephone receiver) to one terminal

of a dry cell. Touch the other terminal of the
headphones to the other terminal of the dry cell.
What do you hear? Now connect the headphones
to the 100tum coil. Attach the 50-trtn coil te

low-voltage terminals of a toy transformer.
Use the 1S- or 2-volt terminals.
Connect the toy transformer tai the 110-volt alter-
nating-current circuit. What do you hear in the
headphones? (Disconnec the toy transformer
from the 110-volt circuit.)

d. Now connect a 3-velt bulb and socket ire
place of the headphr .ies. Connect the toy trans-
former. to the 110-volt circuit again. Notice the
brilliance of the bulb. Disconnect the toy trans-
former as before. Then connect the 100-turn cod
to the toy transformer and attach the wires from
the 50-turn coil to the bulb and socket. Connect
the toy transformer to the 110-volt circuit. Is the
bulb as bright as before? Explain.

elt04 coat Plow 87 illustrates a circuit for
showing the effects of self-induction.
The 6-volt lamp is connected in paral-
lel with a coil having many turns of
wire and an iron core. When the cir-
cuit is closed, current Sows through
the coil and die WS, which lights up
brightly and then becomes dim.
When the circuit is opened, the bulb
lights up brightly for a brief instant.
This indicates that the E.M. in-
duced in the coil by the sudden col-
lapse of its own magnetic field causes
a current to flow through the bulb*
an instant after the circuit is opened.
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The foot - candle meter shown at the right
indicates the intensity of light by means of
a photoelectric cell and a sensitive meter with
a special scale. As the rheostat handle is
moved so that the small lamp increases in
bniliaixe, the photoelectri. all transforms
more light energy directly into electrical
energy, and tLe meter needle moves upward.

ig Igor* 100. Experiment 40 shows two ways
in which heat and light energy can be tram-
formed directly into electrical energy. At
the left is a thermocouple made by twisting
together a piece of copper wire and a piece
of iron wire as shown. When the twisted
joint it heated, the galvanometer indicates
that an electric current is flowing in the
circuit.

Experiment 40: Therniocoople.and Photoelectric Cell
THIPOS NEE D: Pieea of copper and iron vire
about I foot long, Calvanometes.- Bunsen but=
or other source of beat. Liee. (or exposure)
meter. 3-volt bulb and socket lti-uhin rheosNt,
Two No. 6 dry cells. No. IS insulated copper wire.
WHAT TO DO: a. (See Fig. 100.) Connect a
copper wit: to one terminal of a galvanometer
and an iron wire to the other. Twist the loose ends
of the wires together. Then heat the twisted joint
with a Bunsen burner or other source of beat.
What happens to the galvanometer needle? Re.
verse the connections on the gemometer and

joint again. What happens now? Can
heat be aanged into electriol mew?

h. (Sire Fig. 100_) Connect the 3-volt 'alb
and socket in auks with t9NCd<j tvrts and a
100hot rhowtat. Move the_ slitte at ihe rheostat
tc the ow posidon. Now F:arc a light meter about
6 inch triagn the IAA. (The lialstfentieve part
of the meter* a...tould face the bulb.) Move the
slider of the -Acosta slo* a that the bulb
lights up. Notice the, reading of the light meter
as the brightness of the bulb kereases. Can lied
be changed into electrical energy?

Experiment 41: Electrolysis and Electr6plating

heat the

THINGS NEEDED: Electrolysis apparatus (or
apparatus shown in Figure 101 consisting of
half-gallon bottle cut in two, large cork, two car-
bons from old flashlight batteries, and two test
tubes). Four No. 6 dry cells. No. 18 insulated
copper wire. Concentrated sulphuric acid. Tap
water. Matches. Wood-splinters. Class tumbJer
or beaker. Copper sulphate crystals. Copper strip.
Silver sushi, Pops .lip. Gins rat Soap. Brush.
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WHAT TO DO: a. Using the apparatus shown in
Figure 101, fill the cut-off bottle about half full of
water to which a little sulphuric acid has been
put. (One part of acid to about 40 parts of water
will make the water conduct a current.) Fill two
tea itbes with this acid-water solution and place
them over the carbons. Connect four dry cells in
series. Then attach a wire from the outside post
(negative) of the battery to one carbon and



Flom 101. Experiment 41 shows two ways
in which electrical energy can be wed to
produce certain chemical charges. At the
rig.it is shown a simple electr...iyzis apparatus
you can make to change water into oxygen
and hydrogen. Notice that the oxygen col-
lects in the test ten set over the positive
carboa, while the hydrogen collects as the
test tube set over the negative carbon.

anoLlter wire from the center post (positive) to
the other carbon. Watch whit happy in the
trims as the gas bubbles rise. Is there the same
amount of gas in each tube? When the first tube
is filled with gsx, put your thumb over the open
end and remove the !Ike from the water. Brine
a lighted match near the open end of the tube.
What happens? The tai is hydrogen- In the
same way remove the over tube of gas. Test it
tv4h a glowing wood splinter. What happens
this time? The gas is omen. What energy
change has taken place?

b. Dissolve as many copper sulphate crystals
as you can in a glass tumbler or beaker of water.
Add a few drops of sulphuric acid to the solution.

The picture at lize ter;. shows how ele0c-
plating can be done witi. ;iirople qttipment.
A glass aril supperra the atari; at cop p-: and
the wily Lutened to the '.0:11 with a
paper dip. No or tl;st the wire twi the
positive terrunal ai the hatiozn winiee:Ad
to the ccpi strip, the wire from the
*regal m tniniial it connected to the atici,
being ?fated.

Experiment 42: Fe-ce of a Solenoid
THINGS NEEDED: Solenoid and iron core (coil
from Experiment 34 and iron rod that fib inside).
Pan balance and weights (or spring balance).
String. Two No. 6 dry cells. Knife switch.
WHAT TO DO: Set up the apparatus as shown in
Figure 102, on the next page. Fasten a string from

Cleal a salve coin wi soap sal vs-ates, using a
Irish, Riau: eic i'ela in elea water. Without
touching the turfaft of lie --xin with your fingers,
slip the co :n 41 a paper clip. Attch a wut front
the negafiva terminal of Oa battery used m Part a
to the raper Viirici a few turns of the wire
a=ottne a glass d, as shaw7.? is Figssre 101. Con-
root a wire from the positive ttratinal of the bat.
very to a copper str'p. Lovvr both coin and
strip into the solution without kiting them touch
each other. ;:er a few minutes lift out the coin.
What has happened; (You can remove the cop-
per from the coin by reversing he connections to
the battery.) What change of energy takes place
in electroplating?

the core of the solenoid to one side of the balance.
Adjust the length of the string so that the core is
only one third of the way inside the coil of the
solenoid. Add weights to the other side of the
balance until the pointer is at zero. Notice how
much weight is required to balance the weight of
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the core. Throw the knife switch, dosing the
circnit. What happens? Add weights to the
balance until the pointer returns to zero. How
much additional weight most be added? What is

Figure 102 shows how the force of a sole-
noid-plunger type of electromagnet can be
measured. If the special balance shown is
not available, use a regular pan balance and
fasten the core to the balance arm with a
piece of string. With the switch open, add
weights to the right-band pan until the
pointer is at zero. Be sure to note the weight
used, to that you can subtract it from the
total weight needed to bring the pointer
back to zero after the switch is closed.

I1 eI

the pull of the solenoid? (If you wish, you may
repeat the experiment, adding one or more ails
in series with the first une, using a larger solenoid,
or varying the length of core in the solenoid.)

Experiment 43: Wattage of Electric Light Bulbs
THINGS NEEDED: 3-volt flashlight bulb and
socket. Two No. 6 dry cells. No. 18 balloted
copper wire. Knife switch. Voltmeter re "ng to
at least 3 volts. Ammeter reading to at least 15
amperes.
WHAT TO DO : 3. Connect the apparaths as shown
in Figure 103. Close the switch and take the
meter readings. Then open the switch. From the
voltage and amperage, calculate the wattage of

the flashlight bulh,

b. (optional) If an altanatinpaurent volt-
meter and ammeter eve available, ripest Part
using various sizes of 110.volt bulbs (25-, 40.,
60-watt bulbs, etc.). Connect the circuit 143 in
Part a, but use 110kvolt alternating arrant and
insulated wire and a socket intended for use with
this voltage.

Experiment 44: Efficiency of Transformers
THINGS 32.candle power automobile
headlight bulb and socket. Bell transformer. Toy
transformer. No. 18 insulated copper wire. Aker.
nativanzent voltmeter (7.5volt and 150.volt

14). Altemating-current ammeter (5.ampere
stop).
W IAT TO DO: Connect the headlight bulb and
socket to the 6-volt taminab of a bell transformer,
at shown in Figure 104. Attach the other termi-
nals to the 110-volt alternating-curt-nit circuit.
Take tile meter readier and calculate the wattage
output of the transformer. Disconnect the tans -
former. Then connect the automobile bulb and
socket directly to the 6-volt terminals of the trans-
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former. Place the meters in the primary circuit,
as shown in Figure 104. Connect the mameter in
st '1 with the primary and connect the voltmeter
arson the primary. Be sure to use tae 150-volt
terminals of the voltmeter. Use well-insulated
wire to connect the meters in the primary circuit,
Ind check all connection carefully before you
insert the plug into the o itlet. Again attach the
primary terminals to the 14'-volt circuit and take
the meter readinp. Calculate t1.- wattage input
of the transformer. Then from the wattage =t-
out and wattage input find the efficiency of the
transformer. Repeat the expaiment, using a toy
transformer. Which transformer is more efficient?



Figure 103 shows how you can measure the
voltage and the amperage of light bulbs in
order to calculate their wattage. Notice that
the ammeter is connected in series with the
lamp, while the voltmeter is connected across
the two dry cells. Be sure to connect the
wires from the center post of the dry cell to
th% positive (+) terminals of the meters so
that the needles move in the right direction.

At the tht is shown the arrangement for
measuring the amperage and the voltage of
the primary. Notice that the automobile
bulb is connected directly to the secondary
while the primary is being measured. Re.
member that the primary wires carry about
110 volts. Be sure to use the correct termi-
nals on the voltmeter and check all connec-
tions carefully before inserting the plug in
the outlet.

Figure 104 shows how to measure the out-
put and input of 2 transformer in order to
calculate its efficiency. At the left is the
arrangement for measuring the amperage and
the voltage of the secondary. Notice that
the ammeter is connected in series with
the automobile lamp, while the voltmeter is
connected across the secondary terminals of
the transformer.

TRAIISPORMeR
110VOIS MUMMY

110
O
-VOLT 414.
UTLET
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Magneto: A generator in which E.M.F. and thus a current are induced by using one
or more permanent magnets and a coil. Lines of force ore cut by roteng either the
coil or the magnetic field.
Field magnet: A magnet used to provide a magnetic field in a generi..or or motor. It
may be a permanent magnet, as in a magneto; but it is usually an electromagnet, as in
most generators and motors.
Collector: The part of a generator that connects the rotating coil (or coils) to an
external circuit. In a magneto or alternating-current generator, it consists of stationary
contacts called brnsbes that touch rotating contacts called slip rings, wnich are con-
nected to the rotating coil for coils) .

Figure 105. At the left is shoin a very
simple magneto, considng ot a coal of wire
that can be rotated between the poles of a
permanent magnet. As the coil is rotated in
one direction, the needle of the galvanometer
swings Sat to one side of the center zero
mark and then to the other side, indicating
that an alternating current is being induced
by the motion of the wire.

Firm 106 shows a simple experimental
magneto in which the poles of the magnet
can rotate around the coal of wire. If the
magnet is balanced carefully so that it does
not wobble as the string untwisb, the mat
net will continue to spin for some time with
one "winding." Since the motion of the ro-
toting magnet is regular, it is possible to com-
pare meter readings with diffennt amounts
of the coil in the magnetic field and at differ-
ent speeds of turning. A magneto in which
the magnetic poles turn instead of the cal is
said to have a rot ding field. grisrmf.



Figure 114. Rotating a cog iif wire in one
direction between the poles of two U-mag-
nets arranged as shown at the /eft will cause
the needle of the galvanometer to swing
back and forth twice during each rotation of
the coil. This indicate., that at the same
speed, doubling the number of &Id poles
doubles the frequency of the alternating cur-
rent induced in the armature co&

I"

Dist- current generator: A generator that supplies direct current by means of a
switching device called a commutator, which changes induced alternating current into
pulsating direct current. Also called D.C. generator.
Commutator: A switching device used to reverse the flow of an alternating current.
It is used In direct-current generators and motors.

Figure 116 shows how a commutator changes alternating current to direct current. The
thy cell and upper switch at the left represent a generator, while the lower switch represents
a commutator. When both switch levers are moved from side to side at the same time, the
direction of the current through the 15-volt galvanometer does not change. The diagram
at the right shows how the two reversing switches are connected.
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Experiment 45: Inducing a Current In s Rotating Coil
THINGS NEEDED: Steel knadng needle (or stiff
wire at least 6 inches long). No. :P.' cotton-
covered or enema-coated copper wire. Thad.
T U-magnets. Sensitive galvanometer. Two
bar inagneb. String. Overhead support.
WHAT TO Do: a. Wind an oval coil of about 100
turns of wire end fasten the buns of the coil
with thread. Carefully push the knitting needle
through the length of the coil so that you can
rotate the coil by twirling the needle Between
your fingers. Connect the ends of the wire to the
galvanometer. Hold the cod between the poles
of a U- magnet, as shown in Figure 105. Route
the coil rather rapidly and watch the galvanometer
needle. What happens? Does the needle i
cate a reversal of current? What difficulty would
you have in keeping the cod turning in one dkec-
tion all the time?

Repeat Part a, using two U-magnets. First
try like poles together and then try mine poles
together, placing die magnets alongside each
other. Also try rotating the coil faster or slower,
using first one and then both nor ;nets. If you
wish, you may us. a coil with more or fewer turns.
Thee use two bar magnets place of the U-mieg-
net& Rotate the coil between the N pole of one
magnet and the S pole of the other magnet.

c. Set the 4. an upright position between
the pelts of a Lt' 5 pet suspended from an over-
head support, as shown in Figure 106. Twist the
string and then let it unwind. As the magnet
spins about the coil, watch the galvanometer
needle. What happens? What difficulty en-
countered in Part a is el;minated? If you wish, you
may .try using two Umapets tied together with
like pales touching.

Experiment 46: Extunining and Operating a Magneto

'THINGS NEEDED: Demonstration magneto. 15-
watt bulb and socket. Galvanometer. Head-
phones (or telephone receiver). No. 18 insulated
wpm wire.
WIWI' TO DO: Find thc.various parts of dr mat
nein. Then connect the gat
vanometa to the taminab of the magneto and
turn the crank very slowly. Wab-li the galva-
nometer needle and notice what happens. How
does this compere ',rah your results in Part a of
Expedment 45? Connect the headphones in place
of the galvanometer. Again tom the crank slowly.

Listen to the sound produced is 'headphones.
How does this compare with the malts of Et-
pediment N? Try turning the crank faster and
then slower. What do you her- ' Ixplaio what
this indiates. Now comet a 1> matt bulb to
the terminals of the magneto. 'fly turning the
crank at various speeds and jobseive,what had
pens to the biffiiance of the balls....A splain the
results. (If possible, try removing (mei a more
of the field magnets.) Then disavuirot the
bulb imdi tem the crank at various speed:. What
do you notice? Explain.

Experiment 47: Ripoiar and Multipolar Field Mapiets
THINGS NIZDZI?: Coil, knitting needle., two U.
magnets, and sensitive galvanometer from Ex-
peiiment 45.
WHAT TO DO: Connect the ends of the wire to
the grivanometer. lotate the coil between the
poles c..; a U. magnet, as in Part a of Experiment 45.
Ibserve the galvintoneter needle. Now place
another U-magne across from the Oat one but
separated by a small space, as shown in Figure 114.
Be sure that ankle poles of the t.io magnets are
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facing each other. Now rotate the coil at about
the same speed as before in the spaCi between
the magnets and observe the gidvanometoeneedle.
What happens? Hor do the resas compare with
those obtained what only one pair of field poles
were used? (If you wish, yon may repeat the
experiment with Lie poles facing each other. Also
try using four bar *magnets with their poles alter-
laded. To do this, set the magnets on supports
and rotate the col vertically.)



Experiment 48: Commutation
THINGS NEEDED: Two reversing switches
(doubbpole, double-throw). Galvanometer,
3000.ohm resistor. No. 6 dry cell. No. 18 insulated
copper wire.
WHAT TO DO: Connect the apparatus as shown
in Figure 116. (If the galvanometer cannot be
used on ,15 volts, you must use the resistor.)
Close the circuit by throwing both switches to
the right. What happens to the ilvanometer
needle? Now throw the switch connected w the

cell to the left. Observe the galvarlometer medic.
Now throw the other reversing switch to the left.
What hz.ppens to the galvanometer needle now?
1173, throwing the two switches back and forth in
the same direction at the same time, using both
hands. Carefully observe the galvanometer needle.
What kind of current is flowing through the part
of the circuit containing the galvanometer? Is it
steady or does it fluctuate? Does it alternate?
Explain your results.

.011101=11111

121 shims that the d..:atiou of the anent deLmines which rmy a current-cloyingconductor move le a gal:seal field, The wire at the left moves forward wheat theswitch lever I thrown t:' one aide, and the opposite way whey. the lever is thrown to theoder side, re using the curtsey`. A roil of many turns, as shown at the right, can be madeto turn .,true way and filez1 eft 3..thcs l v elrowing the switch lever from side to side.
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Experiment 49: Current-Carrying Conductor is a MagnethP. Mold

THINGS NEEDED: NO. 30 insulated copper wire.
Strong U-magnet. Support for U-magnet, such os
a ringstand and damp. Two No. 6 dry cells. Re-
versing switch (double-pole, double-throw). Coil
and knit ng needle from Experiment 45. Support
for the coil.

SAT TO no: a. Hang a length of No. 3u in-
sulated copper wire (or other small wire) between
the poles of a strong U-magnet, as shown in
Figure 121. Be sure that the wire is loose and free
to move. Attach the ends of the wire to the re-
versing switch and connect two dry cells in Sena
through the reversing switch to the length of wire.
Now throw the switch b one side sad observe
what happens. Reverse tne current through the
wire by throwing the switch to the other side.
What happens now?

(Open the switch
to shut off the cm-rent.)

b. Connect the ends of the sire in the cog
to the re-ersing switch and dry cells. Then sup-

port the c,. l in the magnetic field between the
poles of the U-magnet, as shown in Figure 121.
Be sure that its turns are vertical. Throw the
switch to one side and observe what hapvais.
Then throw the switch to the other side: What
happens this time?

c. (Optional) Repeat Part a, hit tee a stronger
current or field. To get a stronger =rent, add
one or more dry cells in series. To make a stronger
Elie, place another U-magnet alongside the first
so that like poles are next to each other. Also
repeat Part a, placing the U-magnet with poles
pointing upward and arranging the wire horizon-
tally between two supports. Next try reversing the
poles of the magnet end thus the direction of
magnetic flux in relation to the wire. If an dectro-
magnet with two faring poles is available, repeat
Parts a and b.. Also try the wire placed horizon-
tally Lutween the poles of the electromagnet. Oren
will need to use a separate battery to energize the
electromagnet.)

Experiment 50: Simple Diroct.Current Motor

THINGS NEEDED:. No. 26 cotton-covered or en-
aikekoated copper .4-e. Cylinder of cork or soft
wood about 2 inches long and 1 inch in dhuneter.
Knife. Thread. Two small nails. Steel knitting
needle. No. 18 insulated copper wire. Two
U-magnets. Two No. 6 dry cells.
WHAT To DO: a. (See Mg. 125.) For field mat
nets use the two U-magnets with like poles to-
gether. Make the amebae by cutting two shallow
lengthwise notches in the cylinder of cork or soft
wool. In these notchea wind about 20 turns of
No. 26 wire and tie a ".read :tumid the middle of
the cylinder over the wire to hold it !a place.
Push two small nails into the cylinder, as shown
in Figure 125. Fasten one free end of the wire to
each nail. Use a knitting needle for the shaft of
the arneaure and support it on bearings of bent
wires. dit armature will work better if it is bal-
anced so that it will stand in any position.
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b. Place the field magnet over the armature,
as shown in Figure 125. Set the armature cog
horizontal. Connect wires' to the battery of two
dry cells in series. Hold the bare ends of the wires
against the nails on the cylinder. What happens?
Does the armature turn steadily? (Sometimes it
may be necessary to give the armature a little push
to start it turning. You may need- sense practice
before you can hold the wire brushes to get the
best results. With a little thought you can prob-
ably work out a way to fasten the woes on nails
or screws so that you will not need to hold them.)

c. (Optional) Add another armature coil and
two more commutator segments. To &, tllis, cut
two more shallow notches at right angles to the
fist notches. Wind about 20 turns of No. 26 wire
in the notches and tie the wire with thread
before. Conine,* the ends of the wire to taco rags
halfway between the first taco. Then repeat Part b.



Experiment 51: Effect of Field Polio: on Armature Poles

TH1NCS NEEDED: Coil from Experiment 25. Two
No. 6 dry cells. Reversing switch (doublepole,
double-throw). String Overhead support. Iron
nail. Two U-magnets.
WHIT TO no: Connect the coil to a battery of
two dry cells in series, using a reversing switch .

Suspend the coil from an
overhead support by means of a string. Be sure
the coil is free to turn asily. Hold a U-magnet
under the coil with its poles pointing upwart:
The poles of the U-magnet thould be at fie- h.

Experiment 52: Back

THINGS NEEDED: Small toy motor. No. 6 dry
cell. Knife switch. Ammeter reading to 30 am-
peres (or 1S-volt flashlight bulb and socket).
No. 18 insulated copper wire. Stick.
WHAT %0 DO: Connect the motor in series with
a dry cell; ammeter, and knife switch,

(If an ammeter is not available, use

angles to those of the coil. Throw the reversing
switch to one side and notice what happens. Then
throw the-switch to the other side' and watch the
coil. Place an iron nail as a core inside the coil
and repeat the experiment. Also try using two
U-magnets with like poles placed together. Then
hold the U-magnet (or magnets) with its poles
in line with those of the coil. What happens
when the current from the dry cells is sent through
the coil in either direction? Explain the effect of
field poles on armature poles.

a flashlight bulb and socket. The brightness of
the bulb will indicate the current drawn.) Close
the circuit by throwing the switch. How much ,

current is used? Slow the motor dow-n by prOsing
a stick against the pulley on its shaft. What hap
pens to the current when the speed of themotor
decreases as the load increases?? Whin.

Figure 125. At the kit is shown the armature of a simple direct-current motor: that X914
can make. The coil is wound on a large auk, each end of the wire being taste*, to a
small nail that takes the place of a commutator segment. At the right is shown the motor
with the field magnets in position. It is necessary to _hold the battery wires so that the bare
end: make contact with the small nails twice during each rotation of the armature.
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Calvaneeseter: An instrument for indicating the presence, strength. and direction of
an electric current. There are two main types: the fixed-mil galvanometer and the
saving -cell (or D'Anonval) galvanometer.

Rpm 133. At the left is shown a simple fixed-coil galvanometer. When set up for me,
the turns of the coil must be parallel with the compass needle, which is held in a north-south
direction by the earth's magnetic field. At the right is shown a fized.coil galvanometer of
the type used in the laboratory to measure small currents.

1

Pigure 134. At the left is the ftzed-cod galvanometer from Experiment 16. A piece of
magnetized clock spring has been added to keep the compass needle parallel to the turns
of the coil regardless of which direction the box is turned. At the right is a fixeckoil meter
that uses a small magnetized vane in place of a compass needle.
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Figure 139 shows how a plunger-vane meter works. When current flows through the coal
at the left, the nail is drawn into the coil. Ina similar way the plunger fastened to the needle
of the meter at the right is drawn into the solenoid when current flows. The stronger the
current, the farther the needle is pulled to the right.

MO COIL

MINNS COIL

Figure 142 shows how a dynamometer works. When current flows through the coils at
the left, the smaller coil turns. In a similar way the movable coil in the meter .at the right
turns between the two parts of the fixed coil. The stronger the current, the more the moving
coil turns, and the farther the needle is moved to the right.
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Experiment 53: Gal anomrters

THINGS NEEDED: No. 26 insulated copper wire.
Oats box or embroidery hoop. Magnetic compass.
Spool. Two No. 6 dry cells. Reversing switch.
Galvanometer from Experiment 16. Clock spring.
Bar magnet. Coil from Experiment 45. U-magnet
and support. String.
WHAT TO DO: a. (See Fig. 133.) Wind a coil of
No. 7,6 wire around an embroidery hoop or oats
box. Set the compass and spool in the coil.
Connect a dry cell to the coil through a reversing
switch. Keep the switch open except when you am
watching the movement of the compass needle.
Turf: the coil so that its turns are parallel with
the compass needle. Throw the switch to one
side and watch the needle. Then throw the switch
to the other side and notice what happens. Using
the right-hand rule for coil, determine the polarity
of the coil in both instances. Also try adding
another dry cell in series.

Experiment 54: Vane Motors

THINGS NEEDED: No. 18 insulated copper wire.
Cardboard cylinder V2 inch in diameter. Two
large iron or steel nails. Toy transformer. No. 6
dry cell. Two staples. Hammer. Board.
WHAT TO DO: a. (See Fig. 139.) Wind about
100 turns of wire on the cylinder and set up the
nail, as shown in the diagram. Connect the coil
to the 1.5- or 2-volt terminals of the transformer.
Notice what happens when an alternating current

Experiment 55: Dynamometer

THINGS NEEDED! Two cardboard cylinders, one
slightly larger than the other. No 18 insulated
copper wire. No. 26 insulated copper wire. Toy
transformer. 6-volt automobile headlight bulb
and socket.
WHAT TO DO: 11. (S.ft Fig. 142.) Wind 10 turns
of No. 1(3 wire around the larger cardboard
cylinder and 20 turns of No. 26 wire on the smaller
cylinder. Arrange the coils as shown in Figure 142.
Support the smaller coil on bearings made of wire.
Connect the two coils in series and then connect
tbcm in series with a 6-volt bulb and socket and
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b. (See Fig. 134.) MagueSze a cuived section
of clock spring with a bar magnet and place its
ends against opposite sides of the compass used in
the galvenon-ieter from Experiment 16, as shown
in Figure 134. Using a reversing switch, send the
current through the coil first in one direction and
then in the other. Watch the compass needle.
Also try adding another dry cell in series.

c. Suspend the coil from a
string between the poles of a U.magnet Send the
current through the coil first in one direction and
then in the other by reversing the connections.
Watch the movement of the coil. Also try adding
another dry cell in series.

d. (Optional) Using the 15. or 2-volt termi-
nab of a toy transformer, repeat Parts a, b, and c.
(In Parts a and b, turn the current on and then
off quickly to avoid weakening the magnetism of
the compass needles.)

is sent through the coil. Then substitute a dry
cell for the transformer.

b. Using staples, fasten each
end of a nail to a board so that the nail and coil
are held firmly. Lay another nail alongside the
first one and send an alternating current at 1.5 or
2 volts through the con, as in Part a. What hap-
pens? Why? Repeat, using a dry cell in place of
the transformer.

the 6volt terminals of a toy transformer. Notice
what happens to the coil. (If you wish, you may
repeat this part of the experiment, using four dry
cells in series.)

b. (Optional) Connect the coils as a watt
meter, The stationary coil
should be in series with the 6-v !t bulb and trans-
former, while the movable coli should be in par-
allel with the terminals of the transformer. Turn
on the current and notice what happens. (If
you care to do so, you may try using four dry
cells in series in place of the transformer.)



Experiment 56. HONWire Meter

SVINGS NEEDED: No. 30 bare iron wire.
Three nails. Hammer. Board. Toothpick. Toy
transformer.
WHAT TO DO: (See Fig. 146.) Drive three nails
in the board and stretch a piece of No. 30 bare
iron wire aroma the nails, as shown in the dia.

gram. Place a toothpick between the wises Con-
nect the ends of the wire to the 1.5. or 2-volt
terminals of a toy transformer. What happens
when a current is sent through the wire? Explain.
(If you wish, you may repeat the experiment,
using a dry cell in place of the transformer.)

Experiment 57: Measuring with Meters

THINGS NEEDED: D.C. ammeter. DC. volt-
meter. Two No. 6 dry cells. 10.ohm rheostat.
No, 18 insulated copper wire. 3volt bulb and
socket.
WHAT TO DO: (See Fig. 149.) Connect the a
paratus as shown in the diagram. (Set the Theo-
stat in the ow position except when taking meter
readings.) Vary the resistance of the rheostat by
moving the sliding contact. What happens to the
voltmeter reading as the resistance is increased?

What happens to the ammeter reading? Why?
Set the sliding contact so that .5 ampere flows
through the circuit. Take the voltmeter reading
and then open the circuit by moving the sliding
contact back to ow. Calculate the resistance of
that part of the rheostat used to cut the current
down to .5 ampere. Also calculate the power used
in watts. Then substitute a 3-volt bulb and socket
for the rheostat and determine the resistance and
the power.

Experiment 58: Measuring with the Wheatstone Bridge

THINGS NEEDED: Wheatstone bridge. Unknown
resistances. Galvanometer. Pio. 6 dry ca. Toy
transformer. Headphones.
svnar TO DO: (See Fig. 150.) Connect the
apparatus as shown in the circuit diagram. Place
an unknown resistance in the arm marked D.
Move the sliding contact until the galvanometer
shows no current flowing. Take the reading of

the sliding contact in ohms. Then calculate the
unknown resistance from the three known resist-
ances. Repeat, using headphones in place of the
galvanometer and the 1.5 or 2-volt terminals of
the transformer in place of the dry cell. Adjust
the sliding contact until the hum in the head-
phones is reduced to a minimum, Then take the
reading and Fake the calculations as before.

Firm 146 shows how a hot-wire meter works. When current flows through the wire at
the left, expansion of the wire aliows the toothpick to turn downward. In a similar way the
fine wire in the meter at the right expands when a current flows, allowing the spring to pull
the thread around the pulley and turn the needle toward the right.

as



Figure 149 shows how resistance is mem-
ured with an ammeter and a voltmeter. The
rheostat represents the unknown resistor
whose value is to be measured. The ammeter
measures the current Rowing in the circuit,
WAC the voltmeter measures the voltage
drop through the u4nown resistor. Dividing
the voltage drop in volts by the current in
amperes gives the resistance in ohms.

The Jiagram at the right shows how two
_meters are used to measure resistance in this
way. Positive (4.) and negative () termi-
nals must be properly connected.. T,Poe un-
known resistor is connected to the voltmeter
terminals in place of the rheostat.

Flom 150. The diagram at the left will
help you remember how to use the Wheat-
stone bridge, one of the most accurate
methods of measuring resistance. When the
bridge is balanced, the galvanometer shows
no current flowing. The ratio between A
and 8 is then the same as between the
variable resistor C and the unknown resistor
D, whose value can be calculated by using

the equation A .0
B D

44
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Figure 173 shows a diagram of the
circuit to be used in Experiment 59.

R Ra

Experiment Voltage Drops in a Series Circuit
THIN ,17.3 NEEDED: Four No. 6 dry cells. Two TO-
sistors, 4 and 8 ohms. 0-10 D.C. ammeter. 0-10
D.C. voltmeter. Single-pole, single-throw switch.
WHAT 710 DO: Connect the two resistors and the
ammeter in series with the switch and 6-volt bat-
tery of 4 cells, as shown in Figure 173. (Keep the
switch open except when you are taking meter

readings.) Read the current. Now measure the
voltage drop through the 4-ohm resistor. Then
measure the voltage drop through the 8-ohm re
sistor. Add the voltage drops through the two
resistors. How does the sum of these two voltage
drops compare with the voltage in the circuit as
measured at the battery terminals?

Experiment 60: Voltage and Current in a Parallel Circuit
THINGS HEEDED: Four No. 6 dry ,cells. Three
6-volt lamps and sockets. 0-10 D.C. ammeter.

l0 D.C. voltmeter. Double Fahnestock clips or
brass bolts. Wocilen base (about 18 x 10 inches).
Screwdriver. No. 18 insulated copper wire. Wood
screws. Single-pole, single-throw switch.
WHAT TiODO: a. Arrange a circuit ps shown in
Figure 174. If Fahnestock clips are available,
fasten them with a screw in the center of each dip
to a wooden base about 18 x 10 inches. If clips are

Firms 174 shows a diagram of
the circuit to be Wised in Experi-
ment 60, Parts a and b.

not available, brass bolts (=lei be used. Substitute
one bolt for each clip. Use two nuts on tech
bolt, one to fasten the bolt, the other to fasten
down the connecting wires. The spaces between
the clips or bolts are used to connect the ammeter
in different parts of the circuit. Short pieces of
wire should be used to conned all dips except the
ones to which the meter is attached." The four
cells should be connected 3n series. (Keep the
switch open except when taknig alter readings.)
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b. first measure the voltage in the circuit. To
do this, touch the wires from the voltmeter to
the terminals of the battery. Next measure the
voltage at lamp 1. To do this, touch the wires
from the voltmeter to the clips connected with
the terminals of the lamp. Repeat with lamps 2
and 3. How does the voltage in the circuit com-
pare with the voltage at each lamp? What con-
clusion can you nuke?

c. Now connect the ammeter at point, 1, as
shown in Figure 175, and read the current. Make

Experiment 61: Voltage and Curt*
THINGS Kama : Four No. 6 dry cells. Four
rind resitois (2 to " ohms) of different values.
040 D.C. ammeter. 040 D.C. voltmeter. Circuit
board used in Experiment 60.
WHAT TO DO: Make connections OS shown in
Figure 176. Measure the voltage in the circuit by
touching the wires from the voltmeter to the ter-
minis of the battery. Than measure the voltaic
at Its and R3 by touching the wires from the volt-
meter to the ends of the resistors. As you already
know, all of these voltages should be the same.

Figure 175 shows a diagram of
the circuit to be used in Experi-
ment 60, Part e.

a drawing of the circuit and write the ammeter
reading at the correct point on your drawing.
Disconnect the ammeter and connect a wire in
its place. Connect the ammeter at point 2. Take
a reading and write it down on the diagram
you drew. Take readings at points 3, 4 5,6, 7, 8,
and 9. When *ii have completed the readings,
you should hale a complete record of the current
distribution iii a parallel circuit. Is the current the
same in all parts of the line? How do you account
for this?

nt in a Series-Parallel Circuit
If you get the same voltages, you will know! diet
the experiment is correctly set up. Nov remove
the wire at 1 (called a jumper ivies), and connect
a resistor hi its place. Then measure the voltage
drop through the resistance. Now measure the
voltage drops through R1 and R. What effect
does the resistance in series have upon the voltage
duce at Rs. and Rs? How dots tae sum of the
voltage drops through the series resistance and
through the resistances in parallel compare with
the voltage in the circuit?

Experiment 62: A.C. and D.C. with a Coil or Condenqer
THINGS NEEDED: ReVelliDS switch (double.pole,
duuble4brow). Choke coil (5- hence, .154mpere).
15-wee 110.volt lamp and socket. Alternating cur-
rent and direct current at 110 volts. Insulated
wire. 8microfarad condenser.
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WIIAT TO DO: S. Connect the lamp in series with
the choke coil. Then
attach the wires from the lamp and coil the
reversing switch so that they can be supplied with
either alternating current or direct current. Throw



Appendix

Additional diagrams and figures
to aid in the presentation of the Basic
Electricity Course.
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Figure 116 shows a diagram of
the circuit to In used is. Experi-
nk.sit 6/

the switch so that direct current. a twovided.
Notice that the amp lights up to almost full ha-
Hance. Now throw the switch so that alternating
current is supplied. What happens? How can you
explain this result?

b. Using the same circuit as in tart a, replace
the choke coil with the condenser,

Throw the handle of the revenging
switch to the side that connects direct, current
to the circuit. What happens? Then throw the
switch to the side that furnishes- alternating cur-
rent to the circuit. What happens .sow? Exploit
the results. Does current flow through the con-
denser? Why?

O

Figure 1$. The first diagram represents Sour objects
of the same size and shape with different charges on
them. The minus signs indicate a surplus of electrons,
or a neptive charge; the plus signs indicate a shortage
of electrons, or a positive charge.

The second diagram represents oNects A and /) after
they have been in contact. Note that Eve of the tea
suriiha electn.as on A have now pr.tatf to B, so that
bob: objects are non equally charged.

The third diagram represents objects Rand C after
they hate been in contact. Note that one of the Eve
umlua electrons on A Las ^ow passed to C, thus balance
ing the charges on both objects.

The fourth diva= represents objects A and D after
they have been in s,o;iho::' Because all four of the sur-
plus ekctre.rs on A have pissed to 13, which lariAxi four
'xtrons, 'the object-has a charge. Hence, objects

A and D are now neutral.
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Note O. The first pzetlra tzr?1,- with
feet of ultcc i!.! it. :-.ote the -.71v f,fnf.: 2 ace ciowd

arid that t arhi. w:: + :Sirity 14( OS now opn
valve L

The .sec....)nd paint show{- aiter
valve .1 vas oper,cd. in to A g'.4.14,cli Mato

tank B atl!! lank had 5 :rz: l'Jter in it. Thee
the flow stopped because thf-r,.. 1,1 any ail
ference in livight between the watt/ lerf! :4 MG twe_
tanks. Let us now dose vp/ve and open owe 2. .

Th.2 third picture shows what happeined ,;,,,tve 2

we.; opened. This time the. Row co' L .stril until all tbe,
water in tank B had Sowed into tank C. Although
tank C now has 5 feet of water in it, the utt.tr
in tanIcC is still JO feet below that in tank A. Let us
close valve 2 and open valve J. . .

The fourth picture shows what happened when
valve I was opened again. Water again flowed unii:
there was no longer any difference in height between
the water level in the two tanks. The water level in
tank C, however, is still 5 feet below the ground level,
and 71/2 feet below the water level in tanks A and B.
Let us now open valve 2. . . .

The fifth picture shows what happened when Valve 2
was opened. The water in tanks A and B lowed Into
tank C, which is now full. Note that gravity has caused
all the water originally in tank A to flow into tank C,
bi't that this force acted only so long as there was a
difference in height. Let us now close both valves and
add a pump. . . .

The sixth picture shows the pump returning the
wade. to tank A. Net that work must be done to raise
the water to its former level so that a difference in height
will again exist between tank A and bulb B and C.

SO



These, two diagrams show
how the current varies as
the resistant is cut in hef
(as above) or doubled (as
below).

fratilt.L
N n

who

Figur* 25 shows the rela-
tionship between volts,
ohms, and amperes in a cir-
cuik The ¢moister indicates
the current with different
voltages and mistances.

These two diagrams show
how the current varies as
the vottige is cut in half (as
above) or doubled (as be-
low).

.41-..}ve %-vnli the basic re-

lationship that exists be-
twean the three units: volt,
xrur., and ampere.

Flgurs 26 shorn the three ways in which Ohm's LeW is usually eipreated in *UAL The
diagrams m?keuse of symbols you brow to help you remember that = interityol the (*rent
Sow in amperes, that I = Electromotive force in *ohs, that It = Rcsastai is iikess;' When
you know the values for any two of these keens; you can End the:mintier the third by using
the proper formula. The diagram at the left shOws that the /*mit In sunperaiii equal 'to the
voltage elivigkd by the resistance in clams. Th raid 'diaparn shot., that the resistance in
ohms is equal to the voltrle divided ky the cuntst in amperes. And the diagram at the right
tows that the voltage is equal to the current in amperes times the resistance in

Met you have learned to use these formulas, you
wff/ find thieirc* diainms at the very helpful is
deciding ,whie: formula is needed. Simply cover the
loner representing the value sought, and the =covered
letters will show you how to find Oils vake. For ez
ample, if you cover the letter E, you can 30C that you
must multiply ", rt to find the ;Atop. If you cover
R, you can se ;hat yore must divide 1. by IA° find the
resistance in ohms. And if you cover I, you can see that
you mist Mid;, 1 by R to find the current in amperes.
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Figure 89 shows two ways in which EM.F. can be induced in a coil having an iron core. At
the left a bar magnet is used to induce magnetism in the con core. At the right an eieciro
magnet is used to magnetize the core. Pressing and releasing the push button have about the
same effect on the galvanometer needle as moving the magnet toward and away from the iron
core. Each change in the magnetic held induces EM.F. in the coil.

Firm 90. This type of induction coil has the secondary
wound over the primary. The armature vibrates like an
electric buzzer, causing the contact points' to open and
close the primary circuit rapidly: and the condenser inten-
sifies the resulting changes in the magnetic field. Cu---
rent Rows in the secondary when the fast-moving lines of
force induce enough EM.F. to force a spark across the
gap. In the diagram at the right the heavy loops indicate
the primary and the thinner ones, the secondary. Note
the symbols used for the interrupter, ccndenser, and gap.
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Figure 91. At the)eft is a crossieetion view of an automobile induction coil..14/olice that
the primary is wound over the sf.didary. At the right is a digram of an automobile iguition
circuit. Timer and distributor are usually mounted on one shaft so that the contact -points
open just is the distributor arm connects the secondary' to a spark plug. Note the symbol
used to show a connection to "ground," in this case the home of theca. The new.iymb01
for a :oudeuser is oninften used in automobile circuits.
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Frogging if ihimatiog swims: The frequency of an alter.ating current supplied
by a generator is equal to the number of pairs of field poles multiplied by the number
áf rotations per iicend.

_

Figure 115 shows wily the number of field polls *tamales the fratuency oIthi'alteinat-
ing anent- induced at * certain ;wed. 'One complete Met* of a conductor 'al* Of
two, four, and sir poles produces one, two, and &tee cycler, respectively, & shown above.
In each case the graph shows the EMI. Ind y, 4 'at each :otthe,nunhargd Wt
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Figure 112. The diagra.ns above show how an alternating ceuent is induced id a loop of
wire rotating in a magnetic field. In diagram I no current Rows, because no lines of force
are being cut. In diagram 2 a maximum number of lines of force is being cut, and so maxi-
mum current flows. In diagram 3 no current flows. In diagram 4 maximum current slows
again but in the opposite direction, as shown by the graph in the center.

...=!.
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/ -." 'i -\/ !,

Rpm 119 shows that increasing the number of field poles increases the frequency of a
pulsating direct current, while increasing the number of armature coils produces a smoother,
stronger current flat ACM drops to zero, as shown by the solid line in the graph at the right.
Multipolar paeratom have many vioks and many armature coils.
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SERIES
mew. wart

SHUNT ---WAMIWir" COMPOUND

Figure 120 shows three types of self-excited generators. In the SERIFS generator tie field
coils are in series with the armature coils. In, the SHUNT generator the field coils are in
paral:t1 with the armature coils. The COMPOUND generator has two acts of field coils, one
set in series with the armature coils and one set in parallel with them.

Left-hand rule for motor: Extend the thumb. forefinger, and center finger of the left
hand so that they are at right angles to one mother, as shown in Figure 122. if the fore-
finger points in the direction of the magnetic flux, and the center finger points In the
directon of current flow (from positive to negative) , the thumb will pnint in the direc-
tion of motion of the conductor.

Figure 122. These diagrams will help you learn to use the left-hand rule for motor. Notice
that the forefinger always points in the direction of the magnetic Aux that is, from N to S;
the center finger always points in the direction If the currenrthat is, from vositive to
negative; and the thumb always points in the direction in which the conductor moves. Wher_
any two of these elements are known, the third cal be quickly found.

Immem 04
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Figur* 156 shows the distribution of
current and voltage in a parallel circuit
having three branches of equal resist-
awe. Notice that the total current
flowing in the main part of the circuit
is equal to the sum of the currents in
the individual branches, while the volt-
age of the individual branches is the
same as that of the circuit.

aacuw OMR 2 atom
Ise you* no was no amss

Flynt '163 thows g *Tema:re circuit as usually installed in a 'halding, The center wire from
the transformer is pounded and so is riot broken by switch or fine. Notke that 220-aelt
circuits use double pole switches and two fuses, while 11 volt &cults use single pole switches
and one fuse. The grounded, or neutral, wire cedinenl has white insulation.
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FOREWORD

This publication contai, s lists of suggested aids, tools,
equipment ono supplies needed by departments of vocational agriculture.
These lists should be used as a guide when schools are attempting to
provide the needed aids for effective instruction for in-school and
out-of-school groups.

The need for teaching aids will vary greatly among agricul-
ture department within the State. The total needs of the department
should be considered rather than the needs in one or two areas. Priority
in purchasing should be determined by what is on hand, need and available
funds.

Quality should be emphasized in purchasing aids of any type.
Tools and equipment that are too small and are of poor quality will
Prove to be a poor investment.

Names of manufacturers or trade names have been omitted in
these lists as the source of aids would be the responsibility of the
local school. Reliability of the manufacturer or company, availability
of parts, and terms of maintenance should be considered in purchasing.

In this publication, the first right hand column under
"ember" is designated "inv. 196." This column can be used to
invent ry the aids you have available at present.

The second column - "Rug. Min." gives the minima number
you mould need for a class of twelve (12) to fifteen (15) students.

The cost column carries an estimated cost of each item.

A. committee of agriculture teachers assisted in th4 prepara-
tion of these lists of usable teaching aids.
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Item

CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY

Description - Size

196-

number
Sug.
Min.

Need

1

Est. Cost
Each Tots

Projector Slide and filmstrip,
Projector Movie
Projector Overhead
Cabinet Slide and filmstrip

storage cabinet
Aids Slides, strips, transparencies
Curtains Black-out for classroom
Chart f iie For large charts
Viewer
Loud speaker
Heating plate
Microscope
Scale
Scale

Boards

For slides and strips
Portable

Gas or electric
Teaching, revolving
Utility, 60 pounds
Hanging, 100 - 300 pounds
Drawing boards, 17" x 22"

(triangles and T-squarei)
Beakers, graduate cylinders, evaporating dish,

test tubes, mortar and pestle, glass tubing,
flasks

Lab magnifier I bouble lens

Adding machine
Filing cabinet
Typewriter
Punch
Guide
Pens

Telephone
service

OFFICE

Manual
Steel, 4 drawers
Small

Hand-hole punch
Lettering guide
Lettering (marking) pens

1/8" and 1/4"

LIVESTOCK AREA

Charts,
agricultural Internal organs of cow, 30 x 40

Internal organs of hen, 20 x 40
Internal organs of hog, 30 x 40
Parts of dairy cow, 30 x 40
Egg chart, 30 x 40
Nitrogen cycle, 30 x 40
Set of five hog grade models
Life history of hog roundworm
Clinical thermometer

Cattle leader Cattle nose leader
Hoof parer 14" long
Hoof nipper 14" long

Hog models
Hog exhibit
Thermometer

* One for each student.

1

1

1

1
Col.

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1*

Assort,

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

$:25.00
600.00

200.00

40.0C
100.00
25.00

25.00
10.00

100.00

15.00
90.00
12.00
15.00

3.50.

25.00

7.00

100.00
100.00
75.00

7.00
10.00

3.00

7.00
7.00
7.00

6.00
6.00
6.00

45.00
5.50
2.00
2.00

4.00
4.50



Item Description - Size

Hoof knife

Emasculator
Ear tatoo
Ear tag

pliers
Hog holder
Hog ringer
Clipmaster
Dehorner
Ear notcher
hogs

Egg candler and
grader

Brooder

Foot bath

Plant food
kit

Garden
insects

Grain

insects
Weed seed

Soil classes
Soil
separates

Thermometer
Psychrometer

Pvibe
Moisture

tester

Weight
tester

Seives

Germinator
Thermometer
Soil test kit
Soil auger
Soil collec-

tion

Soil seives
Measuring

tape

Hand level
Fertilizer

samples
Grass seed

Selrcher knife (right or
left hand)

13" to 16"
3/8" letters

Applicator for rattle ear tags

Automatic
Electric animal clipper
Electric dehorner

Com'Anatinn candler and grader
100 chick brooder (teaching

animal nutrition)

Sanitary foot bath

nv.

196-

Number Est. Cost
Need Each

1
1
1

$ 2.00

22.00

7.50

3.50
3.50
4.50
35.00

20.00

2.50

7.00

20.00

6,00

1
1
1
1
1

CROPS AND SOILS AREAS

Demonstration kit 1 I 4.00

Insect collection, 24 species 1 20.00

Insects of stored grain, collection 5.00
Bottled collection of 10-12

common weeds 1 4.00
Collection of soil classes 1 5.00

Collection of 6 soil separates 1 4.50
Grain bin thermometer 1 7.00
Sling psychrometer (testing

relative humidity) 1 15.00
Deep bin probe 1 12.00

For testing moisture oZ grain
and beans 1 90.00

Weight per bushel tester 1 30.00
Hand saves 4 4.00
Deluxe germinator 1 119.00
Soil thermometer 1 5.00
Testing kit for simple tests
Soil auger, 42" long, 6" bit

1

1 1

12.00

Residual soil collection, 10
samples 1 5.00

Soil naives 1 37.00

100' steel tape 1 23.00
Hand sighting level 1 12.00

Set of 18 samples 1 5.00
Collection of 12 types of grasses 4.001



Number Est. Cost
Item Description - Size Inv.

196-

Sug.

Min.
Need Each Tota

Legume Collection of 12 types of
seed legume seed 1 $ 4.00

Plant tester Plant tissue test 1 5.00

Pruning says
Pruning saw
Pruning

shears
Pruning

shears
Grafting

knives

Grub hoes
Spray pump
Hedge shearers
Wes
Rakes
=aye's
Picks

Electric
cable.

Opener
Wheal

barrow
Garden hose
trowels

Can snips
Seeder
Scales
Duster
Respirator
Respiratsr
Roller
Tractor

Equipment for

Exhaust fan

Thermosta`
Heater

Controls
Sprinklers

pipe
Wire
Tank

HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY AREA*

Short - 14"
Pole pruning saw - 18'

Hand pruners

26" topper

Grafting and buddins
Blade 3 3/4" x 8"
Rust resistant, 2 - I gallons
Long handled 21"
Garesn hoer
Garden rakes
Straight neck, round point
railroad picks

For electric hotbeds (plasric)
Can opener

4 cubic feet
3/4", 100' with nozzle
Transplanting
(For opening side of cans)
Cyclone seed and fertilizer
Seed scalas
Garden
Dust
Spray
Lawn roller, 24"
Roto-spader, 3-4 %.11.

a Greenhouse (Approx. 20' It 50')

sower

30" to 40" with air tube and
motorized shutter and louver
for exhaust
100,000 to 125,000 B.T.U.S. and
thermostat 0

Stack controls for heater

2

1

8

2

6

4
1

2

4
2

4

2

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

All fixtures necessary for sprinkling
Wiring fixtures for house
500 gallon fuel tank (set on concrete) 1

4.00
16.00

".00

4
3.00

25.00
6.00

2.50
2.00
4.00
3.00

40.00
4.00

7.00

15.00
20.00
6.00
8.00
6.00

30.00
20.00
3.00
6.00

15.00
150.00

125.00
-.00

250.00
25.00

80.00
10.00
60.00



,.....1rvemus.

Item Description - Size

Planting bars
or mattocks

Fire rakes
Fire pumps
Fire

swatters
Power saw
Brush hooks
Axes
Increment
borer

Spray gun
Injector
Crosier

sticks

Number Est. Cost
Need Each Tots

Blade 10" x 3" x 3/4"
Blade 8" r 3 1/2"

6

6

4
25 gallons, gal "anized

Flap 12" x 15"
Cnain saw, 16" 18"
Double edge
3 1/2"

At leant 11" bore
For marking trees
Little tree injector

Biltmore-Crosier, 37"

4
1

4
6

1

1

1

6

5.00
5.00
6.00

25.u0

5.00
160.00
6.00
4.00

32.00
15.00
40.00

8.00



4

Section I-A Woo

FARM MECHANICS AREA

5

:cost

Tota Tools in Section I-A are for a small-working group, three to five students,
and are to be placed in a woodworking cabinet. One cabinet for every three or four
students is desirable. The nulaber of cabinets you need will be determined by size of
class, funds wieldable and shop space. In a large class, each cabinet may have to
serve five students.

Item
Number Est. Cost

Description - Size Inv.

196-

Sug. Need Each Total
Min.

Bcace
Bits
Bit

Ch$aels

Drawknife
Hammer
Bar
Plane
Plane
Saw

Saw
Saw
Square
Square
Square
Screwdrivers

Screwdrivers
Screwdrivers
Files
Files
Scraper
Oilstones
Mallet
Knife

Ratchet, 10" swing
Auger, 1/4" - 1" by eights
Counte-rsink, rosehead - 3/4"

x .3"

Wood, heavy duty, - 1/4" -
1" by fourths

10" blade
Bell faced, 16 ou.,ces

Wrecking, gooseneck, le
Smoothing, 10"
Block, 6"

Hand, crosscut, 26"
(8 or 10 points)

Coping, 6 1/2" blade
Keyhole (10 points)
Framing 16" x 24"
Sliding T-bevel 10"
Combination, 12"
Set of bits, 1/4", 5/16",

3/8"
Set, shockproof, 6", 8", 10"
Phillips, 6", 8", 10"
Mill files, 6", 8", 10"
Wood rasp, 12"
Wood, 3" blade
Combination, 6" x 2"
Carpenter's, 16 ounces
rutty

Section I-B Woodwork cone' .:arpentty

tool room.

Biro

(:) Bits
Bit
Clamps

C'! amps

Tools in Section I-B should be placed in

Electrician's, 1/4", 1/2",
3/4"

Expansion, 7/8" - 3"
Extension, 15"

Adjustable bar, 3' - 8'

"O" clamps, 5" and 10"

1

Set

1

Set
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Set
Set
Set

Set
1

1

1 I

1 I

$ 4.00
6.00

.75

8.00
3.00

2.50
1.00

7.00
5.00

10.00

1.50
1.50

5.00
3.00
2.00

2.00
2.00

2.00
2.00
1.50
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00

the central or general

Set 3.00
Set

[

3.00
1 4.00
2 ' 7.00

2 4.00



,e111.

Number
Item Description - Size Inv. Sug. I Need

196- Min.
01=111=11111.11.

Hammers
Planes
Saws

Sal; set

Squares
Tapes
Tape
Rules
Bob
Levels

Chalkline
Divider
Calipers

Piles

Piles

Files
Pile
Files

Ripping, 20 ounces
Jack, 15"
Mitc,r saw, 10 points
(for circular saws)

Try and mitre, 8"
Return tape, 12'
Steel tape, 100'
Extension rule, 6'
Plumb bob, 12 ounce,
Carpenter's level

(li," and 24")

Self chalking, 50'
Wing, 10"
One each inside and outside,

6"

Bastard, flat (2 each of
8" and 10")

Bastard, half round, 8" and
10"

Bastard, round, 8" and 10"
Slim 1.ape-, 6"

File handles, assorted sizes

Miscellaneous Woodworking T,ols

Paint brushes Medium (one each of 2", 3",
4")

Glass cutter
Wire brushes
Vises

7 1/4" x 2 7 /s"

Woodworking 4" x 10" jaws,
open 1,2"

Section I/. METAL WORK

A. Hot and Cold:

Anvil
Chisels

Punches
Punches
Punches
Hammers

Hammer
Hammer
Clippers

Hardie

Vises

Hacksaw

Steel - 100 pounds
Cold, '14", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", I

3/4", 1"

Center punch 1/2" x 6"
Machine punch 5/8" x 7"
Line-up pun-h 1/4" x 5/8" x 12"
Ball pein (one each of 12, 20, and

24 ounces) (Set) 1

Blacksmith, 40 ounces
Sledge hammer, 10 pounds
Bold clipper, one large and one

small

Blacksmith's 1" (fit anvil)

Machinist Vise, swivel base, 5"
opening

Power metal bandsaw or hacksaw
with 1/2 H.P. motor

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

4
I

2

1
1

2

4

2

2

2

24

3
2

2

3

1

6

3

2

2

3

1

1

2

1

2

1
I

6

Est. Cost
Each I Total

IL

$ 3.50
7.00

5.00
5.00
2.50
2.50

10.00
2.00
1.00

9.00
1.50

3.00

4.00

.80

.80

.80

.50
I !MO

2.00 1

.50 I

.80

1 20.00 I

40.00

1.00
.60

.75

1.00

8.00

4.00
8.00

12.00

2.50

30.'10

350.00 I



7

E t. Cost
Item Description - Size--- Inv.

196-

Need Each Total

Tongs

Tongs
Taps and

dies
Screw

extractors
Forge

Blacksmith's, straight lip 24"
Blacksmith's, capacity 1 1/2"
Screw plate, NC and NF, 114" to

1" by 16ths

Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
Gas fired with safety valve

Set

Set

Set

Set
1 1

$ 5.00
5.00

130.00

4.00
240.00

B. Welding Equipment:

Grinder
Grinder

Grinder
Hammers
Brushes
Gloves
Goggles

Goggles
Helmets
Torch
Curtain

C. Sheet Metal:

Torch
Mallets
Snips

Soldertig
iron

Rivet kit
Hammer
Seamer
Groover

Oxy-acetylene - complete with one
cylinder oxygen (!SO cz. ft.), 11
cylinder acetylene (130 cu. ft.)I
hose, lighte':, regulator, 4 welding
tips (no. 1, 3, 5, 7), tip cleaners
and hi-.1ders 1

Electric arc, 180 or 250 amperes with
cables, clamps, ground cables, cutting

and wrenches 1

General purpose bench, 1/4 H.P. mc,r
Wet grinder bench model 8" wheel

1/40.P. motor
Sickle grinder, 1/4 R.P. motor
Chipping hammers
10" handle
Leather
Chipping and grinding goggles,

cup type
Welding goggles, cup type
Welding helmets
Carbon arc
Welding curtain for welding area

Propane torch, tips and tank
Tinner's mallet 2 1/2" x 6"
Tinner's snips, straight and

curved
Electric, removable tips, 300

watt
Includes tools and rivets
Riveting hammer, 12 ounces
Handy seamer, 3 1/2" blade
Hand groover, 3/8"

1" to 2"

* One for each student.

2

4
1

1

1

4
6

6 pr.

1
2

2

1
1
1
1
1

II aet I

I

150.00

125.00

70.00

75.00
65.00
2,00

50

2.50

2.00

2.00

4.00
10.00
25.00

10.00

3.00

10.00

6.00
3.00

4.00
2.00

I

I 75.00



:oat

.Total Item Drscription - Size
Number

Inv. Sug.

196- Min.
Need

Pipe dies
Cutter
Cutter
Flaring tools

Rae-t type 1/44" - 1"
Pipe. 1/4" - > 1/4"
Copper tubing, 3116" - 1 118"
Coppr tubing 3/8" - 1/2"

Reamer Burring hit brace
Wrenches Pipe wrench, 18"
Wrench Pipe wrench, 12"
Vise Pipe, 1/8" - 2"

Section III. FARM ELBCTRIPICATION

Outlets and
switches

Pliers
Screwdrivers
Screwdrivers
Light
Cable ripper
Wire strippers

Section IV.

Edge
Groover
jc!_nter

Level
Mason's Line
Shovels
Trowel
Trowel
Trowel

(for electric panel board)
Electrician, side cutting, 7"
Electrician, .?"

Electrician, 6"
Test light
For cables up to 1/2"
For no.10 to no. 18 wire

CONCRETE ANC MAS011T2

Concrete sidewalk
Concrete sidewalk
Concrete sidewalk
Mason's level, 48", aLuminum
Nylon. 100'
Square point short handle
Brick, 11"
Pointing trowel, 5"
Cememter's trowel, 11"

Section V-A FARM TRACTORS, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

Set
1

1

Sec
1

2

3

2

2

1

I 1

I 2

I1

1

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

$ 30.00
10.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
5.00
3.00
10.00

25.00
3.00
.75

.90
1.00

2.50
1.90

.75

.75

.75

10.00
2.00
4.50
3.50
1.00
3.00

Tools in Section V-A are suggested for a small-working group, three to
five students, and are to be placed in a cabinet for tractor and machinery repair.
One cabinet for every three or four students is desirable. In larger classes each cabins
may have to serve as map, as five students.

Hammer
Punches

Ball pein, 16-20 ounces
Center punches

1

Set

2.00
3.00

Chisels 5/16" - 1 1/2" Set 4.00
Gauges Thickness gauges, .003-.015 Set 1.50
Pliers One each of: Needle Nose, Diagonal Assort. 8.00
Pliers Channel lock and vise-grip 2 2.00
Screwdrivers Machines, 6", 8", 12" Assort. 5.00
Wrenches Soecet and box-end combination Ser 10.00

1/4", 3/8", 1/2"



'at

Tote

abinet

Number Est. Cost
Item Description - Size Inv.

196-
Sug.
Min.

Need Each Tot

Wrenches Allen, (hex-head) Set $ 2.0C
Wrenches Spark plug i Set 3.00

Section V-B FARM TRACTORS, ENGINES AND MACHINERY

Tools in Section V-B should be placed in a general. (central) too room or
cabinet for work in the farm tractor and machinery area.

Hoist 1

Jack
Jack stands
Cans

Cams
Can

Cans
Creeper
Grease guns
Gauge
Gauge
Gauges
Light
Charger
Cable
Pliers
Screwdrivers
Servi-e light
Tire gauge
Puller set

Wrench
Wrenches
Wrenches
Wrenches
Wrenches
Wrench
Punches
Pick-up
Compressor
Tester
Hydromatic

Cleaner

Block

2 Lon chain hoist for A -frame or
for /*beim on ceiling
Trolley for /-bea, 2 tons
Hydralic, 3 tons
Two tons
Five gallon for kerosene
One gallon for gasoline
With top for water, 15-25 gallons
Oilers, 1/3-1/2 pint
(for getting under machines)
Pressure, level type, 16 ounces
Compression, snap-on
Vacuum, snap-on
Spank plug, wire type
Timing 14nt
Battery charger
Jumper cable
Combination, 6"
Off-set
Heavy cord 25', bulb shield
Heavy duty
Gear and bearing puller, 3 sets

of jaws
Torque, 1/2", 0-150 ft. lbs.
Ignition
Flexible socket
Deep socket
Drive socket - 3/4"
Impact, electric
Gasket punches
Pick ap tool, magnetic
Ring compressor
Battery tester

Steam cleaner, electro-magic or
equivalent

Repaiz: block, mower repair,

chain detacher, etc.

1

2 pr.
2

2

1

4
1

2

1

2 Sets
1

4

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Set
Set

Set
Set
1

Set
1

1

1

1

60.00
4C.00
20.00
18.00
2.50
1.00
5.00

9.00
4.00
7.00
7.00
1.00
12.00
50.00
5.00
.75

1.00

3.00
4.00

30.00
20.00
7.00
10.00

12.00
40.00
100.00
2(. CO

4.00
5.00

50.00
2.^0

400.00

6.00



Item

Section V

10

Est. Cost
Description - Size Inv. Sug. Need Each

. POWER TOOLS AND LARGE EQUIPMENT

Air compregeor

Arbor press
Drill .

Drill
Drill press

Grinder
Attachment
Dresser
Toiater

ruiner

0 Saw

Saw
Drill bits

Drill bits

Automatic S - 120 pounds pressure,'
9.7 cubic foot displacement 60 gallon
tank, 1 1/2 H.P., single or 3 phase
230 volt motor, oil and voter
extractor, 25' 1/4"
Hydralic press, 25 tons
Portable, electric, 1/4"
Portable, electric, 3/4"
Floor model, 20", variable

speed, 1 H.P. motor
single or three phase

Portable grinder, 1" x 6"
(for drill bits and chisels)
Wheel dresser
Joitter with stand, 1 1/2 H.P.

motor, 6" blade
6"x 16", 5 H.P. motor, 230 volts

single or three phase
Accessories for planer

Tilting arbor, 12" blade, 3 H.P.,
single or three phase

Or

Radial arm saw, 1 1/2 H. P.,
10" blade

Portable, heavy duty, 1" blade
High speed, 1/16" - 1/2" by

64ths, 1/2" - 1" by Sths
Masonry drills, 1/4" - 3/4

by 16ths

Section VII MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Diggers
Stretcher I

Dire blanket
Fire
extinguisher

First aid
center

Chain
detacher

Ventilation
(:)system

Step ladder
Spray gun
Level
Lettering set

1

1

1

1
1

Set

Set

Post-hole, 9" blade
Wire stretcher
(safety item in shop)

CO
2'

10 lb. size

Assortment of needs

(for certain areas of shop)
2 sections, 30'
Paint gun, high production
Rostrum level, utility
(for marking tools) 1/8" letters

2

1

1

1

1

1
1

1 1

$475.00
450.00
30.00
40.00

400.00

100.00
20.00
5.00

400.00'

900.00
100.00

500.00

.400.00
75.00

50.00

10.00

5.00
6.00

10.00

50.00

10.00

5.00

25.00
30.00
30.00
60.00
6.00



0 Item Description - Size Inv.
196-

Engines, used Car and tractor (cut-away)

Engines, used Small gas, 2 and 4 cycles

Motors, used Electric motors, different

* One for each student.

types

Number
Sug.

Min.

1*

1*

1*

11

Eat. Cost
Need Each I Totalamm

(junk
prices)
(junk

prices)
(junk
prices)

S



CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES

This list contains some of the consumable supplies that should be
available in the farm mechanics shops.

Arc Welding

Item Description . Size Inv. 196-
---

Suggested Need!

Steel electrodes
Cast electrodes
Carbon rods

Steel metal

I

1/8" and 5/32"
1/8"

3/16" and 3/8" x 6", cored and copper
coated

Scrap steel 1/4" thick, 4" vide, 12' long

100#
10#

12

500#

.,

Oxv-acetylene Weld In_g

Steel rods

Cast rods
Bronze rods

0 Steel bar
Rods
Flux
Flints

Sheet Metal

Metal sheets

Metal sheets
Screws
Solder
Solder

rum_jaea

Mild steel.oxy-acetylene filler rods,
1/16", 1/8", 3/32"

Cast iron oxy- acetylene filler rods, 1/8"
Bronze oxy- acetylene filler rods, 1/16"

1/8", 3/32"

40#

5#

13#

Mild steel bar 1/8" x 1" 100'

Assortment for hardfacing Assort.
Flux for cast iron and brazing 5#
Igniter flints 12

Galvanized steel sheets, 4' x 4',
gauge

28

4
Stainless steel 1' x 4', 28 gauge 4
Sheet metal, 1/2" no. 4 5#
Solder, bar 50-50 2#
Solder, spool, acid and rosin core 2#

Pipe Galvanized pipe, 1/2" and 3/4"
Pipe Copper pipe, 3/8" and 1/2"
Fittings Coupling, elbow, tee, union, nipple

A

Electrical

100'

40'

Assort.

Tape Plastic, friction and rubber, several rolls
of each 6 rolls

Bulbs Light bulbs, 25 watt 8
Connectors Male and female (for plugging in) 24

Grounded wire, various sizes 100"Wire



Item1,, Description - Size

Wire Extension cord
Fixtures Outlets, switches
Fuses Screw type

axe

Cleaning
fluid

Rags
Grease
Oil
Oil
Oil
Compound
Cotter keys
Bolts
Bolts
Nuts

Washerc

Woodwork

Nails
Nuts
Brads
Bolts
Bolts
Bolts
Nuts
Bingos

Washers
Fastener*
Screws
Paint remover
Turpentine
Paper
Brushes
Glue

Miscellaneous

Blades
Blades
Handles
Cloth
Wool
Steel
Putty

Kerosene and gasoline
Cleaning rags
Hi- pressure

S.A.E. 20-30

Penetrating
Household - light
Valve grinding compounds
314" - 2"

Machine bolts
Machine screw bolts and nuts
NC and NF
Lock washers

Common, various sizes
Finishing, various sizes
Assortment of various sites
Carriage bolts
Lag bolts (screw)
Stove
Square
Various kinds and sizes
Plain, various sizes
Corrugated, various sizes
Various sizes and kinds
Paint and varnish remover
Turpentine or thinner
Sandpaper, various sizes
Paint brushes, various sizes
Casein powder or casein base liquid

Hack saw blades
Extras for ;7wer saws
Extra handles for various toolc
Emery cloth
Steel wool
Mild steel, flats and rounds, various sizes
(for glazing)

Quantity

13

Inv. 196- Suggested

100'

Assort.
12

25 gal.
100#
50#
10 gal.
1 gal.

1 gal.
1#

Assort.
Assort.
Assort.
Assor
Assort. I

60#

Assort.

Assort.
Assort.

Assort.
Assort.

Assort.
Assort.
Assort.
Assort.
Assort.

40#

4#

5#

1 gal.
1 gal.

12
Sev.

Assort.

Assort.
5#
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Arc Welding, Special Course in Vocational Agriculture for Adutts.i..
Suggested Course Outline for Teachers of Agriculture in South
Carolina.

Clemson Univ., S.C. Dept. of Agricultural .. ducation
South Carolina State Dept. of Education, Columbia
Pub Date Sep64
MF AVAILABLE IN VTERIC SET lOp.

*ADULT FARMER EDUCATION- *WELDING, TEACHING GUIDES, *CURRICULUM
GUIDES,

The outline is for teacher use it. .`anning a 30-hour course to
enable adult students to learn fundamentals of position arc welding,
equipment maintenance, special equipment use and :safety. Itwas.
developed by a.teacher-educator in consultation with a teacher
committee. Units include (1) Learning Fundamentals and Running
Simple Beads, (2) Making Butt and Fillet Welds, (3) Welding
Cast Iron and Sheet Metals, (4) Welding in Vertical and Overhead

.

Positions (5) Using Carbon Arc Torch, (6) Cutting and
Hardsufacing, (7) Studying Metals, and (8) Maintaining Equipment.
Each unit includes objectives, discussion and demonstration topics,
practice suggestions, and summary points. Ref;rences and teaching
aids are listed. Single copies of this document are available
without charge from Agricultural Education Department, Clemson
University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631. (JM)
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The Ohio State University
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212
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TAXLE OF CONTENTS

Session 12NE

lst Learning the Fundamentals of Arc Welding 2

2nd Making Butt and Fillet Welds 2

3rd Welding Cast Iroa 3

4th Welding in a Vertical Position 3

5th Overhead Welding 4

6th Arc Welding Sheet Metals 4

7th Using the Carbon Arc Torch 5

8th utting and Hardsurfacing 5

9th Studying Various Metals 6

10th Maintaining Equipment 6

Note to Instructor:

It is not necessary to teach these ten lessons in the same order as
presented in this outline. There will be some overlapping or repetition.
For example: Safety and Maintaining Equipment would naturally be emphasised
in each lesson.

Progress of trainees, available equipment and teaching aids should
determine bow the group should progress in the various phases of arc welding.

Much emphasis should be placed on "practic*" whicb is essential to
acquire any degree of skill in arc welding.

This outline is planned for a 20-30 how cc lie. It can be easily
adapted to either a shorter or longer course of :traction.

_
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LEARNING FUNDAMENTALS AND RUNNING SIMPLE BEADS

First Session - 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn fundamentals of arc welding
(a) Purpose, (b) Equipment needed, (c) Safety, (d) First step in welding

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. What is welding
2. Equipment and tools needed
3. Safety precautions
4. Demonstrate: (a) Setting welder, (b) Striking arc, (c) Correct length

of arc, (d) Correct speed

III. Practice:
1. Preparation of equipment, materials to weld, and select electrodes
2. Position of trainee
3. Striking an arc
4. Running a flat bead

IV. SummarY:
1. Review key points
2. Examine beads by trainees
3. Strong and weak points
4. More practice where needed

MAKING BUTT AND FILLET WELDS

Second Session - 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn to make simple butt and fillet welds

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. Review first session
2. Electrodes: (a) Composition, (b) Purpose, (c) Size, (d) Kind, (e) Storage
3. Prepare metal and butt weld
4. Prepare metal and fillet weld

III. Practice:
1. Examine metals to be welded
2. Prepare metals for weldin3
3. Select electrodes
4. Do butt welding on various lengths of metal (tacking)
S. Do fillet welding

IV. Summary:

1. Trainees inspect each other's work
2. Test welding jobs completed
3. Review key points
4. More practice

3



WELD/W CAST IRON

Third Session 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn how to weld cast iron

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. Characteristics of cast iron
2. Cleaning and preparing castings
3. Selecting electrodes
4. Making weld
5. Cleaning and inspecting
6. Preheating

III. Practice:
1. Preparing metal
2. Setting machine for proper amperage
3. Selecting electrodes
4. Welding
5. Cleaning and testing

IV. Summary:
1. Need for preheating
2. Speed of welding cast iron
3. Weak and strong points

WELDING IN A VERTICAL POSITION

Fourth Session - 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn how to make vertical welds

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. When to move upward or downward
2. Position and angle of electrode
3. Length of arc
4. Demonstrate upward and downward welding

III. Practice:
1. Run beads in both directions
2. Prepare materials for welding
3. Decide direction of weld
4. Butt weld in both directions
5. Fillet weld in both directions

3

Bv, Summary:
1. Inspect and test welds made
2. Point out weaknesses
3. Review: (a) Amperage needed, (b) Thickness of metal, (c) Length of arc,

(d) Direction of welding

4-4 .eLk,..6 'ferh-



OVERHEAD WELDING

Fifth Session - 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn how to weld in an overhead position

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. Safety measures
2. Position of body and hands
3. Angle of electrode
4. Length of arc
5. Demonstrate fillet and butt welding

III. Practices
1. Run beads overhead
2. Prepare metals for overhead welding (fillet and butt)
3. Practice with varying lengths of arc
4. Practice with varying sizes of electrodes

IV. Summary:

1. Inspect welds - determine good and poor jcbs
2. Review safety precautions

ARC WELDING SHEET METALS

Sixth Session - 2-3 Hours

I. Objectives Learn how to weld sheet metal

II. Discuss and Demonstrates
1. Use of arc welder on sheet metal
2. Select electrode
3. Amperage setting
4. Welding speed
5. Position of metal

III. Practices
1. Prepare sheet metal for welding
2. 'Weld sheet metal. Vary: amperage, speed, and arc.

/p. Summary:
1. Inspect and discuss work
2. Review key points

4
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"AMR ABC TORCH

Seventh Session - 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn how to use the carbon arc torch

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. How torch operates
2. Uses - (heat, bend, shape, braze, solder, loosen nuts)
3. Selecting carbons
4. Adjusting tips
5. Adjusting amperage
6. Demonstrating each use of torcn

III. Practice:
1. Have each trainee prepare torch for operation
2. Provide practice in all uses of torch
3. Rotate group and individuals

IV. Summary:
1. Review uses of torch
2. Review key points in operation
3. Discuss work done by trainees

CUTTING AND HARDSURFAC/NG

Eighth Session 2-3 Hours

I. Objective: Learn to use welder for cutting, piercing holes and hardsurfacing

II. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. Uses of welder other than welding
2. Cutting flat and round stock
3. Piercing holes and grooving
4. Hardsurfacing (building up worn metals)
5. Selecting proper electrodes and amperage

III. Practice:
1. Each trainee practice in:

(a) Cutting farious-shape metal
(b) Cutting various-size metal
(c) Piercing holes -- different. _zes it thick and thin metal
(d) Building up wcrn metal on various implements

IV. Summary:
1. Inspect trainees work and discuss



STUDYING VARIOUS METALS

Ninth Set:6ton - 2-3 Hours

I. oAective: Learn to identify and weld different metals

U. Discuss and Demonstrate:
1. Ways of identifying various metals
2. Meaning of -- ferrous, non - ferrous, high carbon, and low cart:4
3. Metals - grain structure, melting point, and uses

4. Demonstrate methods of identification
5. Selecting electrodes for different metals

III. Practice=
1. /derAfy various metals by:

(a) Tapping
(b) Grinding sc...:k test

(c) Surface appearance
(d) Type of breaks -- grain, color, and brittleness
(e) Select electrodes for various metals

IN. Summary:

1. Have trainees identify various metals
2. Select proper electrodes
3. Veld
4. Check work

MAINTAINING Emma
Tenth Session 2-3 sours

I. Objective:
1. Select, operate and maintain arc welding equipment

IL Discuss and Demonstrate:
1, Types of arc welders
2. Demonstrate proper care for welder
3. are for electrode holder
4. Care for ground cable

5. Proper maintenance of shields
6. Gloves, chipping hammer and brush
7. Selecting and storing electrodes
8. Construction of welding table

III. Practice:
1. Have trainees check condition of all equipment items
2. For different welding jobs, decide on-

(a) Amperage
(b) Electrodes
(c) Arc length

/v. Jummary:
1. Have general review
2. Allow trainees to discuss their weaknesses

3. Additional practice where needed
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REFERENCES

The following references should be obtained from the Lincoln
Electric Company, Cleveland 17, Ohio.

1. Package of teaching aids containing: (Free).

1 Ctpy of "Teacher's Guide for lie Lincoln Short Course in Farm Arc
Welding"

15 Copies on "Pocket Guide'

15 Copies of "Hardourfacing Farm Equipment"
and additional material

(Request free package for teachers)

2. "New Lesson3 in Arc Welding" $1.00
(Very essential that the teacher have a copy)

3. Filmstrips 3 color filmstrips - $12.00

Other references in farm mechanics texts

1. "The Farm Shop" by Wakeman and Md Coy, The Macmillan Company, New York,
1960.

2. "Farm Mechanics Text and Handbook" by Phipps, MeColly, Scranton and
Cook, The Interstate Company, Danville, Illinois, (5th printing) 1963.

3. "Shopwork on the Farm" by Jones, McGrac-Hill Book Company, New York.
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The outline is for teacher use In developing a course to provide

students with the information and skills necessary for employment in
plant nursery work. It was developed by teacLar educators and
ornamental horticulturalists. Policies and procedures are
outlined for detemining need for course, student selection, course

content, course length, schedules, class size, instructional sites,
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propagation, (6) plant growing structures, (7) nursery practices,
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ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE

Post High School Course in Vocational Agriculture

Part One « Policies and Proceduies

1. What is the purpose of this course?

The primary purpose of this program is to provide basic training in
Ornamental Horticulture for out -of- school youth. The training in this
course should provide information and skills needed for successful employ-
ment in plant nursery work.

2. How is the need for this course letermined?

The first step in initiat-ag this course is to determine if there is
a definite need for trained persons in the field of Ornamental Horticulture.
This can be done by surveying local nurseries and by examining coapleted
studies relative to employment in Ornamental Horticulture. This course can-
---_ he approved-unless there is ressonable assurance of job opportunities
in plant nursery work for students completing the course.

3. Who sum.enroll in this course?

This course is planned primarily for post high school youth between
the aces of 17 and 25. High school graduates are preferred.

Non-high school graduates will be accepted provided they have sufficient
education, ability, and aptitude to satisfactorily complete the course and
perform the occupational. duties for which they are trained.

In exceptional cases, twelfth grade students may be enrolled provided
this course will not interfer with their high school studies.

Anyone vho is already employed in plant nursery work, and desires to
improve his skill and ability in this field, may enrol i: he has the approve!,
of his employer.

Each enrollee should be carefully selected and approved by both the agri-
culture teacher and the high school principal or superintendent.

Any enrollee under 21 years of age must have the permission of parent or
guardian.

4. What will the course of study include?

This course in Ornamental Horticulture should be carefully planned to
include 14.e necessary theoretical and practical training to adequately pre-
pare stt-ants to perform the needed skills in plant nursery work.
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It is suggested that teachers follow the course outline (attached)
rather closely.

5. How many hours will be needed for class instruction?

It is suggested that approximately 300 hours be devoted to class instruc-
tion. Emphasis should be placed on thoroughness of training rather than amount
of subject matter covered. Class instruction should be or a "learn by doing"
basis as much as possible.

6. What should be the schedule of classes?

Classes should be scheduled at a time of day when the majority of the stu-

dents can attend without interruptions. It may be advisable, in some cases, to
have some night classes.

Class periods should not be less than three (3) hours. In certain cases, a
two-hour period of instruction will be approved

Schedules should be arranged to provide from eight (8) to sixteen (16)
hours of instruction per week.

7. How many should be enrolled in a class?

A desirable enrollment in Ornamental Horticulture would be a minimum of
ten (10) and a maximum of sixteen (16).

8. Where should this course be conducted?

Much of the instruction in Ornamental Hort.culture should be provided at
a creditable plant nursery. Some of the schools may have nurseries suitable
for some phases of the work. Other phases of the instruction should be in the
agricultural classroom.

9. Who will provide the instruction for the course?

A good nurseryman with the ability to teach is essential. A person with
some college training and teaching experience is preferred.

10. What is the responsibility of the agriculture teacher in this program?

I. Determine the possibilities of employment in plant nursery work

2. Locate and contact enrollees
3. Se,:mre special teacher

4. Organize the course
5. Obtain needed materials
6. Keep necessary records
7. Make reports
8. Provide general supervision of all phases of the course

11. Does the student pay a fee in this course?

It is suggested that each student pay a $5.00 fee. This fee will be
used for instructional supplies for student use.



12. What funds are available for ipplattagtilLccourse?

EQuipment:

Funds are available for equipment and tools needed to carry out the
instructional program in Ornamental Horticulture. The items needed
will be determined largely by what the nurseryman (special teacher)
has available. Some items such as pruning shears and budding knives
would be needed for each student.

Consumable Supplies:

Materials and supplies used in the instructional program can be paid
for. Some materials needed in this course are:

1. Moss (different kinds)
2. Rooting pots
3. Flats
4. Containers - various sizes
5. Fumagating materials
6. Sketching materials - pencils, compass, pads with graph

paper and drawing board

The cost of equipment and consumable supplies will be reimbursed by
the State Department upon receipt of paid invoices.

Salacryeacher:

The local school should pay the monthly salary of the special teacher.
The State Department of Education will reimburse schools when this
course is completed.

13. MILESEMELEL-21!111ALSIMEktAISAftWAMUMPIntthaS2500

Students who satisfactorily complete the course in Ornamental lora-
.

culture will be awarded a certificate. Their accomplishments will be
determined by the special teacher and the local agriculture teacher.

14. HOwmgmtraineesidlohave comgeted this course beagAlleitjauNi
MiToyment in plant nursery w4Wk-t

This is the primary objective of the course in Ornamental Horticulture.
The local agriculture teacher in charge of the program should:

1. Determine job opportunities for nearby nurseries
2. Provide nurserymen with names and qualifications of trainees

available for work
3. Should assist trainees in planning for visits and interviews

with prospective employers
4. Continue contacts until employment placements are made
5. Keep and maintain employment records of trainees

3



ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE

Post High School Course in Vocational Agriculture

Part WO - Course Outline

JOB

I. Survey of Ornamental Horticulture

1. Classification of nurseries
2. Occupational opportunities in ornamental horticulture
3. Qualifications of workers in ornamental horticulture

II. Identification and Characteristics of Ornamental Plants

1. Identification and classification of evergreen plants
2. Identification and classification of decidious planti
3. Growth habits and use of evergreens
4. Growth habits and use of decidious plants
5. Growth habits and use of flowering plants and trees
6. Types and use of ground cover plants

III. toils and Fertilizers

1. Soil types
2. Soil requirements of ornamental plants
3. Importance of moisture and organic matter
4. Soil testing
5. Maintaining the desired pH of the soil
6. Fertilizer requirements
7. Applying the needed plant nutrients

IV. Soil Preparation and Sterilization

1. Preparation of greenhouse soil
2. Preparation of soil for flats and pots
3. Sterilization of soil

V. Propagation of Plants

1. Seeds
2. Budding
3. Grafting
4. Layering
5. Cuttings
6. Rooting media
7. Mist propagation



JOB

VI. Structures for Ornamental Horticulture

A. Greenhouses

1. Temperature and humidity
2. Types of heat
3. Greenhouse arrangements
4. Plastic houses

B. Hotbeds and Cold Frames

1. Use
2. Construction
3. Maintaining temperature and moisture

C. Lathe houses

NO. HOURS

12

VII. Nursery Practices 43

1. Selecting a nursery site
2. Need for drainage
3. Soil requirement and management
4. Cultivation and weed control
5. Use of shade
6. Lining out stocks
7. Moving large plants
S. Balling and burlapping
9. Fertilizing
10. Irrigation (field)
11. Use of growing beds

VIII. Landscaping Practice 48

1. Prepare a landscape plan (actual cas-
2. Select needed plants for plan
3. Prepare site fat planting
4. Establish plants
5. Use individual projects for further practice in landscaping

II- 1411.111111.114217210P221112.

1. Care of plants during winter
2. Care of plants during summer
3. Use of mulches
4. Types of mulches
5. Pruning and shaping different plants

6. Fertilizing

21

5



k. MarIcetiallursealtock

XIII. Selecting, Using and Maintainissciagirent

:II. Establishing and Maintaigps Lawns

XIV. Xeeping Records and Accounts

XI. Con*Tolling Insects and Diseases

TOTAL

4. Wholesale and retail markets

4. Seeding

6. Weed control

4. Safety measures with all tools and equipment

2. Containers and tagging
3. Market outlets

3. Use of insecticides and fungicides

3. Selecting grasses

5. Maintaining lawns

3. Using and maintaining power equipment

A, Cost records

1. Shipping regulations

5. Preparation of shrubs for sale

1. Identification of insects of ornamentals
2. Identification of diseases of ornamentals

1. Soil preparation
2. Fertilizing and liming

1. Rids and sizes of tools and equipment needed
2. Using and maintaining hand tools

2. Records of purchases, inventories
3. Record of sales

1. Need for various kinds of records

300

15

21

24

9

9

6

JOB NO. HOURS

e_._2w _ -
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I. Agricultazal Information Service, Clemson College, Clemson, South Carolina

Title

Care of 0-aamental Plants
House Plants
Growing Camellias As A Hobbi
Pruning Shrubs for the Home
lonstruction of Electrically Nested

Hotbeds for Sduth Carolina

Mimeographs

Azaleas
Winter Care of Ornamentals
Holly for Commercial Purposes
Dia;eases and Insects of Flowers and Shrubs
The Flowering Dogwood

No.

Extension Circular No. 430
Extension Circular lo. 472
Extension Circular No. 377
HD Circular No. 116

Farm Electrification lb. 1

The above C1,-son materials may be obtained by the usual method followed
by teachers.

Office of Information, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Title

Control of Insect Pests of Greenhouse Vegetables
Saving White Pima by Removing Bl_ster Rust

Cankers
American Rory
Growing Annual Flowering Plants
Propagation of Trees and Shrubs
Hotoeds and Coldframes
Land Slugs and Snails and Their Control
Controlling Nematodes in the Home Garden
Fusiform Rust of SouthPrn Pines
Gyps7 Moth
Southern Pine Beetle
Roses for the Home
Ants in CO2 Rome and Garden: How to Control

Them
Insects and Disea..s of Vegetables in the Home

Garden
Better Lawns
Lawn Trisects: How to Control Them

No.

All 142

C 948

5
F 1171
F 1567
F 1743
F 1895
F 2048

FPL 26 50
FPL 41
FPL 49

G 25

G *28

G 46
0 51
G 53



Title No.

Growing Chrysar Aemums in the Home Garden G 65
Growing Iris in the Home Garden G 66
17-qects and Related Pests of House Plants G 67
Grob._ g!.aleas .,nd Rhododendrons G 71
Controll4ng Lawn Weeds With Herbicides G 79
Home Propagation of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs G 80
Selecting and Growing House Plants G 82
Pruning Shade Trees and Repairing Their Injuries G 83
Growing Camellias G 86
Growing The Flowering Dogwood G 88
Selecting Fertilizer for Lawns and Gardens G 89
Plant Hardiness Zone Map M 814
Eastern Tent Caterpillar L 161
Cankerworms L 183
Control of Mole Crickets LL 237
Multiflora Rose for Fence and Wildlife L 374
Spring Flowering Bulbs L 439
Electric Heating of Hotbeds L 445
Home and Community Improvement Through

Gardening and Landscaping: A Plan
for Individual and Group Action PA 262 50

Florist Stocks MER 196

8

Single copies, of United States Department of Agriculture publications may
be obtained from the above address except those which are for sale. These
mus- be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washi ,ton, D. C.

Publications in Eigatity can be obtained' through your United States Congress-
man or SenaUr.

III. Other Publications

* 1. Landscaping the Home Grounds Agricultural Education Department, Mississippi
State University. (One copy of this publication was provided for each
teacher several years ago.)

* 2. Is rorip3 tha Farm Home and Community Through Instruction in Landscaping
Agricultural Education Department, Clemson (Several copies of this
publication was provided for each agriculture department several years
ago.)

* 3. Successful Rose Culture Extension Circular No 200, North Carolina State
Collage, Raleigh, North Carolina.

* 4. Landscaping Georgia homes Extension Bulie-in 583, Office of Publications,
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

* 5. Home Landscape Exteusion Publication 479, Mississippi State University,
State College, Mississippi.

* 6. Better Home Giuunds Extension Publication 196, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
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* 7. arlillasforEreaGarden Extension Circular 716, College of Agricul-
ture, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

* 8. Hone Grounds Sketch Book (booklet) Published by the American Associa
tion of `Nrserymen, Washington, D. C.

. Operating a Garden Center (book) Published by American Nurseryman,
South Dearborn Street, Chicago 4, Illinois.

*10. Beginning in the Nursery Business (book) Published by the American
NUrseryman, South Dearborn Street, Chicago 4, Mines.

*11. "American Nurseryman" bimonthly publication - $5.00 per year by
the American Nurseryman, South Dearborn Street, Chicago 4, Illinois.

*12. "The Ball Red Book" (booklet) Published by George J. Ball, Incorporated,
West Chicago, Illinois.

*13. "Plant Propagation Practices" (book) ilams S. Wells, Macmillan Book
Company, New York.

*14. "Landscaping Your Home" (book) Published by the University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois. ($2.00).

Note: Publications marked with an asterisk * are recommended for teacher
use. Many nurserymen -All likely have these or similar materials
on hand.
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earning cperiences in Farm Placement for Students of Vocational

Agriculture, Desirable Work Experiences on Different Types of
Farms in South Carolina.

Clemson Coll., S.C. Dept. of Agricultural Education
South Carolina State Dept. of Education, Columbia
Pub Date - Oct63
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET lip.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *SUPERVISED FARM PRACTICE, *PROGRAM
GUIDES, PROGRAM PLANNING,

The purpose of this guide is to assist vocational agriculture
teachers in the placement of high school students for farm
experience. It was developed by a teacher education staff, The,,,
need for farm experience, necessary supervision, recorgs., 00144,;,'
desirable farm experiences are discussed. Detailedchecklfstsaee
provided for planning 3 years of experience on tobacco, cotton,
general poultry, dairy, beef, and hog farms and for experiences with
farm equipment and tractors. Single copies of this document are
available without charge from Agricultural Education Department,
Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631. (JM)
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FARM PLACEMENT $IWERVISED WORK EXPERIENCES
INVOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Need for Faris Placement

The primary purpose of supervised farming programs is to provide Vocational
Agriculture students profitable experiences in farming. With fewer people farmirig

and with more specialization, it is becoming increasingly difficult, in many cases
impossible. for many allday students to acquire the needed farm experiences on their

On home farms. These students must necessarily depend on other farms in the local com-
munity for a major part of their practical farm experience.

An effective program in fare placement will result in:

(1) Some students enrolling in and remaining in Vocational Agriculture
who could not otherwise do so

(2) Mary non-farm boys being able to take Vocational Agriculture

(3) Providing richer farming experiences than many boye could have on
their home farm.,

kaervision Necessary

;Indents in farm placement mIset be eineely supervised by the egTiculture
teacher and faraeT (employer) if the work activities are to result in valuable learn-
ing experiences. This will require: (I) careful selection of farm and farmer; (2)
thorough understanding of responsibilitied by studeet; and, (3) rather detailed plan-
ning for needed experiences by the teacher and fArmer.

12011JaleaSALEREEElace2eat

Every student in farm placement will need one of the blue record books
titled - "Supervised Work Experience Records In Vocational Agriculture", Teachers
should emphasize the need for this cype of record and insist that it be kept up-to-
date. This record bock together with the "Teacher's Guide" (bide mimeograph) provide
rather complete direction( for making effective use of placing students on local farms
for effective learning.

Desirable Experiences on the Farm

Experiences available for the student rill naturally vary according to the
type of farming. The primary objective is for the student to learn as much as possible
about the farm operation during his placement period. This means actually performing
farm labor as well as making decisions.

A listing of desirable experiences, for various types of farming, is pre-
sented in this mimeograph. This should aid the student, employer (farmer) and teacher
in planning for the needed experiences.

Teachers should note the following points relative to these suggestedklists.



(1) A farm, used for placement, may provide experiences in several enter-
prises

(2) The u4mbor of experiences in which the student may engage will depend
on the number of years he is in farm placement and the time availalbe
for farm work

(3) The student will not be able to assume full mspomibilit_ osny
of the experiences listed

(4) These lists of experiences require indivieimu study on the pan: of thlt
student

(5) The teacher should eid student in proctkriug iho aeeded tafcrmatim
(;oo145, bullettna, etc.) to intellLvintl 1.?*tf&Tm ertsft

(6) liken a student has more than one yeaz for farm placamcnt:; the mace
di fL 1t experiences should bt; plan:m(1 for the 4dvmeed 7e-srs tr.
agriculture.

(7) Some of th* axpnriences listed undee Pa7v available
ou an, type Olt feV,IM*



COTTON AND TOBACCO PARK

Desirable Learning Experiences

Kind of Experiences

TOBACCO

1. Select site for plant bed

2. Prepare plant bed

3. Treat plant bed

4. Seed plant bed and cover

5. Control plant bed insects

6. Control plant bed diseases

7. Nave soil tested for pR

8. Select and prepare land for tobacco

9. Determine proper spacing for tobacco

10. Pull and set plants

11. Determine needed fertilizer and apply

12. Irrigate tobacco

13.: Cultivate tobacco

14. Identify tobacco insects

15. Control tobacco insects

16. Sucker and top tobacco

17. Prime tobacco

18. Cure tobacco

19. evade tobacco

20. Prepare for market

21. Keep record of costs and returns

3

Year to Get Experience

1st 1 2nd 3rd .



COTTON

1. Select land suitable for cotton

2. Have soil tested for pH

3. Prepare land

4. Select and procure planting seed

5. Have planting seed tested for germination.

6. Treat planting seed

7. Determine amounts and kinds of fertilizer
needed

8. Apply fertilizers

9. Plant cotton (time, rate, depth, etc.)

10. Properly space cotton

11. Practice weed cor-rol

12. Cultivate cotton

13. Identify cotton insects

14. Control cotton insects

15. Defoliate cotton

16. Determine grade and staple

17. Naep a record of costs and returns

1st 2nd 3rd

4



CrItRil FARM

Desirable Le-rning Expert_aces

Kind of Experience

1. Prepare a budget (expected cost and returns)
for farm ...

2. Select fields for various crops ..

3. Take soil samples ....

4. Interpret soil test reports .

5. Work out feed needs for farming program

6. Plan a rotation system

7. Select adaptable crop varieties ....

8. Have seed tested for germination .....

9. Select fertilizer (analyses) for various crops .

10. Determine amounts of fertilizer for various
crops ...... . 0 .

11. Apply lime according to Leeds

12. Prepare seed beds ...... ......

13. Determine dates and rates of seeding various
crops ...........

14. Procure seed for planting

15. Treat seed .......

16. Apply fertilizer .. .....

17. Cultivate crops . ... .......

18. Use chemical weed control ..

19. Use other methods of weed control

20. Prepare storage place for harvested crops . .

21. Keep fare record on at least one enterprise . . .

5

iteartoRetimerience

1st 2nd 3rd



POULTRY FARMING

Desirable Learning Experiences

Kind of Experieuce

1. Select breed and source of baby chicks

2. Prepare brooder house for chicks

3. Operate different types of brooders

4. Care for and manage baby chicks

5. Prevent cannibalism

6. Vaccinate against Newcastle

7. Market broilers

8. Understand nutritional requirements of
Chicks, growing stock and laying hens

9. Select pullets

10. Care for pullets on range

11. Prepare house for layers

12. Feed and manage a laying flock

13. Control lice and mites

14. Treat birds for worms

15. Vaccinate against Fowl Pox

16. Cull hens

17. Collect, grade and prepare eggs for =riot. . .

18. Know U. S. Standards for high quality eggs. . .

1P. 10,hrtet eggs

20. Keep records on laying flock

21. Plan a layout for a largelaAng flock

22. Study housing and equipment needs for chicks,
pullets, and hens

23. Dress and grade hens for market

6

erience

Ilst 2nd 3rd t



DAT!" FARMING

Desirable Learning Experiences

Kind of Experience

BREEDING

1. Select breed ...

2. Select breeding stock

3. Study production records

4. Plan herd breeding program

5. Arniy for animal regiscr..4ion ..

6. Select sire . . .

7. Learn artifiuial insemination program

S. Select heifers'

FEEDING

9. Learn feed requirements .

10. Compute rations

11. Balance rations from home-grown feeds

12. Peed and care for cow at calving....

13. Feed young calves

14. Feed and care for dry cows

15. Operate feeding equipment

16. Plrl for and produce forage crops

MANACSIRIT

17. Prepare cow for sanitary milking. .

18. bilk hand anu machine

19. Care for milking machine

20. Operate and care for cooling equipment

21. Produce clew. milk. . . .

22. Test who'e milk for butterfat

Year to Get Ex

1st 2nd

7

erience

3rd r



23. Treat cow for mastitis

24. Recognize and treat other common diseases

25. Castrate calves , . OOOOOO
26. Treat animals foz external parasites

27. Treat animls for intatael parasites

28. Dehon calv ,

29. Interpret herd test te.=ort

30. Train, fit and sh.lv ;J71 animal .

31. Operate barn-clev.fug .cluipment ...

32. Keep breeding. f_k:f,11.: 2roduction and
financial record: .

33. Study 1ZA r

HAIS271p

34. Study markalqns ,yttems

35. Study bas-ezt.tlius vIan

36. Knew reqpinvm:a for pr::It.N.?Aill grade-A, milk

Z2212MEY7

37. Study how tai plans

Feed stor$*; . .

Milking c).:Ta, 9

Matemit; o tartan.

Young sacte.k . 0 CO

Bull. . 9 t3 9 OOOOOO

38. Construct (simple' :i!t;.pa . 3

8

Year to Get Ex rience



BEEF CATTLE FARMING

Desirable Learning Experiences

Bind of Experiences

BREEDING

1. Select suitable breed

2. Select breeding animals

3. Marage herd bull

4. Apply for animal registration

5. Keep production re 'ords of a herd . . . .

FEEDING

6. Learn feed reqnirements of beef cattle

7. mow quantities of feed needed

8. Compute an mix home-grown feeds

9. Feed young calves

10. Feed finishing stock

MANAGEMENT

11. Select feeder cattle

12. Groom, fit, and show a beef animal

13. Understand -,stems of beef cattle production:

Cow-calf plan

Fattening program

E and sell

14. Care for cow at calving

15. Care for and feed calves

16. Castrate calves

17. Dehorn

18. Treat for external parasites

9

Year to Get Experience

1st 2nd I 3rd



19. Treat for internal parasites ...

20. Recognize symptons and treat common diseases. .

MARKETING

21. Know different methods of marketing

22. Know the best time of marketing

23. Leart U. S. grades of slaughter and beef cattle

EQUIPMENT

24. Study housing needs for: cattle, hay, grain,
and silage

25. Construct feeding, watering, and loading
equipment

10

Year to Get Experience

1st 2nd 3rd



HOG FARMING

Desirable Learning Experiences

Kind of Experiences

11

Year to Get Experience

1.

2.

3.

4.

BREEDING 1st 2nd

Select desirable breeds

Select breeding stock

Breed sows -- age and time

Breed boars -- age and frequency

FEEDING

5. Feed breeding stock

6. Feed and care for sow before and at farrowing

7. Feed pigs until weaning

8. Balance rations and feed fattening hogs

9. Plan a grazing program

10. Plan use of home-grown feeds

MANAGEMENT

11. Prepare sanitary quarters for farrowing

12. Care for sow and litter at farrowing

13. Clip needle teeth

14. Manage herd boar

15. Castrate pigs ....

16. Ring pigs

17. Treat hogs for lice and mange

18. Treat for different kinds of worms

19. Vaccinate against cholera .

20. Know symptons and treat for other diseases.

21. Fit, groom and show animals

3rd



22. Keep breeding, production and labor records

MARKETING

23. Classify and grade hogs

24. Study price cycles

25. Know methods of marketing

26. Know best time to market

27. Prepare hogs for market

EQUIPMENT

28. Plan a layout for raising hogs

29. Study housing ,and equipment needed for:
farrowing, pigs, feeding, watering, shade,
grazing and loading . . .

30. Construct (simple) equipment

-

12

Year to Get Ex erience

1
2nd 3rd
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FARM MECHANICS

Desirable Learning Experiences

Kind of Experience

FAIRCEQUIPMENT

1. Operate a post-bale digger

2. Construct a farm fence

3. Hang a gate

4. Operate a manure spreader

5. Calibrate a grain drill

6. Operate a grain drill

7. Operate land-preparation equipment

8. Adjust mower knife

'9. Align mower cutter bar

10. Replace knife sections

11. Operate a row-crop planter

12. Operate cultivation equipment

13. Operate a hay baler

14. Operate a grain combine

15. Operate a cotton picker

16. Operate a forage harvester

17. Operate a lime and fertilizer distribution.

18. Clean, service, and store equipment

19. Use equipment manuals

20. Operate spay equipment

21. Operate dusting equipment

22.

23.

24.

Year to Get Experience

1st 2nd 3rd
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fit1W-Carpentry,.:Pbst High School Course in Vocational Agriculture*,
Policies,.?Procedure, and Course Out for Teachers of
Agriculture. in SOtith,Carolina.

ClemsdniUniv., S.C. Dept. of Agricultural Education
South Carolina State Dept. of Education, Columbia
Pub Date - Jan65
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET lgp.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, POST SECONDARY EDUCATION *TEACHING
GUIDES, *CARPENTRY, PROGRAM GUIDES, CURRICULUM GUIDES,

The purpose of this 300-hour course is to provide post!hfgh school'
youth-and adults with the basic training necessary-for-Carpentry'
work. A committee of teachers and agricultural education ttaff
members p'vared the material. The document includes policies and
procedures for determining need, enrollment, course content,
schedule, teaching aids, tool's, equipment, and consumable supplies.
Carpentry Skills includes units on hand tools, power tools, building
material calculation, drawings and blueprints, rafters and braces,
stairways or steps, building material use, glazing, and concrete
forms. Constructing Farm Buildings includes units on foundations,
framing, roofing, exterior walls, interior walls and ceilings,
floors, windaos and door frames, insulation, termite damage
prevention, farm pole construction, and farm building repair.
Each unit includes suggestions to assist vocational agriculture
teachers with discussions, demonstrations, and practice. References
and aids are listed. Single copies of this document are avai'able
without charge from Agricultural Education Department, Clemson
University, Clemson, South Carolina 29631.(JM)

.11
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FARM CAT.ANIRY

Post High School Course in Voctional Agriculture

.,Licies and Procedures

Purpose:

The purpose of this course is to provide the basic training necessary
for successful carpentry work. It should develop many of the fundamental skills
needed by persons desiring to enter the carpentry trade, and also improve the
skill; of tiv,se already engaged in this type of work.

Wet!

The first step in starting this program is to determine if the train-
11,4g is needed in the local community or area. Builders, contractors and carpenters
should be contacted to determine the employment opportunities. In some instances
c program could be established at a central location and draw students from several
:sigh schools. Some large high :school areas may have enough interested students to
justify the course$

Lnraiment:

This course is planned primarily for post high school youth between the
ages of 17 and 25. Sigh school graduates are preferred.

Non-high school graduates will be accepted provided they have sufficient
education, ability, and aptitude to satisfactorily complete the course and per-
form the occupational duties for which they are trained.

Anyone who is already employed in farm carpentry or construction work,
and desires to improve his skill and abilicy in this field, may enroll If ha has
the approval of his employer.

Each enrollee should be careful4 selected and approved by both the
agriculture teacher and the high a:hool principal or superintendent.

Any enrollee under 21 years of age must have the permission of parent
or guardian.

A Ossirt .e enrollment. in farm carpentry would Ile a minimum of 10 and
a maximum of 15.

Content of Ce

this :mimeograph contains a suggested out,.ine for the covrae in carpentry.
Mere is a lugs .rated number of rnurs of 4nstruction for each 'learning activity or
job. %he sequencrt of jobs and eIlotteu hours may be elusted i# desired.

Part-one consists of jobs which are basic to acquiring any degree of
skill in carpent:::y. These vra be taught in any veil equipped farm mechanics
shop. Bach ;ob is ciivideJ iuto. Discussion and Demonstrati*a - what the teacher
toes, and Practice - chat fae dtudents do.
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The teacher should thorough 1-1,1f! eac;i1 Oemonstration trio : the

class meets. The needed materials nould be on hand fry practice `ha stu-

dents. Work of a high quality should b tressl,

Part -two consists primarily sf *4-0Z! 1T '70.ast.mctirls a frame

building. The best learning expe© ;;;:vided try constructing an

actual building or different parte of sevezal ilttildiorra. Many of thest, jobs

could be taught in or near the shop uy c.cinstrmIti

Another method of obtaining actual experience wcula tn

sections of various parts of a building s.JrIt iz zlitx wall (in!liue aLd out),

floor, roof, etc.

Schedule:

It is suggested that approximately 300 hours -27 irn..ttuction be prelv,.:4ij

in this course.

Class periods should he at least three (3) hprs,

Classes should be held at a time when most convent "t fro.: thr,

involved. In many instances some of the students -ay hav, iuil-tine jobs.
This may involve some night classes and classes on Saturdays.

An effort should be made to provide from twelve (12) to twenty-four
(24) hours of :instruction per week to avoid extending the course over too long

a period of time.

Teaching Aids:

The local agriculture teacher, in charge of the program, should obtain
many needed materials such as charts, posters, bulletins, books, diawings, etc..,

before the course is started. Use the References in this miieograph for these
aids. Materials will be needed for the students as well as for the teacher.

Tools L-ed Equipment:

A detailed list of tools and equipment is not presented in this mimeo-
graph since the needs for such will vary widely among schools. Ample hand tools
for each student will certainly be essential. Many of the needed power too!s
should be available in the local shop.

Teachers should refer to Teachin Aids ___o]for/imatilrIALWIEaltuE,
section on woodwork and carpentry, for suggeste pieces of equipment needed
for this soured.

Consumable Supplies:

Considerable supplies will be needed in this program. The local esti-
cu.are teacher should determine the needed quantities of each item.

1. Sills and framing:
(2" x 4"; 2" x 6"; 2" x 8")

2. Siding and sheathing:

(1" x 8"; 1" x 6"; 1 x 4", bevel and shiplapped)
(Materials for sheathing)



3. FloorIng
Sub-flooring - various kinds
Finished flooring various kinds and sizes

4. Molding - various kinds

5. Plywood - varying thicknesses

6. Insulating materials

7. toofing - various types

8. Assortment of common and finishing nails

9, Other hardware

0."

Assortment of bolts. anis and washers
Assortment of 'crows and fasteners

uf hinges and latches
'ea or screen wire4

10. Wok gine

11. Paint, paint brushes and paint thinner

3
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FARM CARPENTRY

Part One: Carpentry Skills

(This section, Part One, includes many of the jobs necessary for the stu-
dent in acquiring any degree of skill in farm carpentry. These jobs, or
skills, can be taught in the farm mechanics shop.)

JOB I -- LEARN TO PROPERLY 1i AND CARE Pa. HAND TOOLS -- 9 HOURS'

A. Discuss and Demonstrate:

1. Correct use of: hammer, saw, square, wood chisel, plane and screw»
driver

a. Purpose of each tool

c. Sizes and types

2. Care for:

a. Protection of cItting edges
b. Prevention of rust
co Storing
d. Sharpening: plane bit, wood chisel, auger and drill bits, and hatchets

B. Practice:

1. Have each student demonstrate the proper use of the common hand
tools (constructing simple projects such as saw horses, nail boxes,
tool chests, etc. will provide the needed practice in measuring,
warking, sawing and nailing).

2., Have students to sharpen: plane bits, hatchets, auger bits, etc.

JOB IT LEARN TO PROPERLY USE AND MAINtIN POWER =LS(l) -- 18 HOURS

A. Discuss end Demonstrate:

1. Correct use of: bench saw, radial-arm saw, portable electric saw,
electric drill, canter and power hand plane

2. Purpose of each tool

3. Parts and functions

4. Adjustments and alignment requirements

(1) Several ciass periods will likely be needed to teach the proper use and
care of power equipment. After the discussion and demonstration of ea.
machine by the instructor, students may be assigned in pairs to the different
pieces of equipment for learning experiences.



5. Safety precautions

B. Practice:

1. Assemble and make adjustments on each piece of equipment

2. Selection of part (blade, etc.) for job to be done

3. Allow students to practice the various uses of each machine

4. Have students sharpen saw blades, planer blades and drill bits

5. Practice and demonstrate safety precautions

6. Use service manuals

JOB in LEARN TO MAKE SIMPLE DRAWINGS AND READ BLUEPRINTS -- 18 HOURS

A. DiSCUS8 and Demonstrate:

1. Ijse of sketches and drawings

2. Lines and symbols

3. Freehand drawings

4. Two-dimensioial drawings

5. Three-dimensional drawings

B. Practices

1. Make freehand drawings of simple objects

2. Mika drawings to scale

3. Read and =plain blueprints

JOB CUTTING RAFTERS ilD BRACES .- 18 HOURS

A. Discuss and Demonstrate:

1. Terms: run, rise, span, pitch, birds mouth, plumb cut, overhalg

2. Method of determining pitch

3. Use stepping-off (square) method of cutting

4. Use table on the square for --tting rafters

a. Practice:

I. Cal late various flegrees of pitch

2. Lay otzt roof pattern

siowm
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3. Cut rafters shy the stepping-off method

4. Cut rafters by rafter tables

JOB V -- CUTTING STRINGERS FOR STAIRWAYS OR STEPS -- 12 HOURS

A. Discuss and Demonstrate:

1. Terms: tread, riser, stringer, nosing, cove

2. Determine height or rise (total)

3. Determine number of risers

4. Determine number and width of tread

5. Lay off stringer with square

6. Saw out marked areas and fit stringer

B. Practice:

1. Have students determine riser and tread on varying height steps

2. Mark off stringer and saw out

(Gne-inch boards may be used in this practice to conserve lumber.)

. .

JOB VI -- CALCULATING BUILDIMMATEMIALS NEEDED -- 6 HOURS

A. Discuss and Demonstrate:

1. Calculating board feet of /umber

2. Calculating roofing materials

3. Calculating other materials: gypsum board, plywood, etc.

4. Allowing for waste

B. Practice:

1. Have students calculate board feet in various sizes of lumber

2. Use a simple building as ki problem and have students:

a. Calculate needed quantities of lumber
b. Calculate needed qu'ttities of other materials
c. Figure costs of mat-rials

JOB VU LEARNING THE USE OF BUILDING MATERIALS 9 HOURS

A. Discuss and Demonstrate:

1. finds and grades ,J4. commercial lumber

6
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2. Types of finis -hed lumber (siding, flooring, ceiling)

3. Shingles and other types of roofing

4. Millwork, plywood and hardboard

5 Treated timber

6. Laminated wood

7. Nails, bolts, screws, metal fasteners

8. Aluminum and copper

B. Practice:

1. Have students examine various types of building materials

a. When to use
b. Advantages and disadvantages
c. Costs and storage

JOB VIII -- REPLACING GLASS IN WINDCWS AND DOORS -- 6 HOURS

A. Discuss and Demonstrate:

1. Removing putty and broken glass and painting sash

2. Measuring and marking glass

3. Fastening glast; using putty and paint

B. Practice:

1. Have sufficient sashes to provide practice for each student

JOB IX.-- CONSTRUCTING FORMS rit CONCRETI -- $12 MOUNS

A. Discuss and Demonstrate: ..-

.._

1. Selection of boarding and braces

2. Preparing lumber for forms

3. Determining dimensions

4. ftfteing needed

B. Practice:

1. Have students select lumber and convtruct forms for:

a. Footings
b. Stepp
c. Piers, etc,



FARn CARPENTRY

Part Two: Constructing Farm Buildings

JOB r -- LAYING OUT THE FOUNDATION 15 HOURS

A. Locating the corners

B. Using a surveyor's level

C. Squaring corners and erecting batter boards

D. Excavating

E. Constructing forms for footin6a

1 Size of footings
2. Depth or thickness of footings

F. Locating openings,

G. Pouring footings

JOB /I -- FUMING THE BUILDING -- 30 HOURS

A. Jse of girders and columns

1. Purpose
2. Types

.3, Sizes

I. Types of framing

1. Balloon
2. Pia:trout

3. Brazed

C. Materials and types of foundation sills

D. Leveling and archoring sills

E. Using termite shields

F. Floor joists

1. Spacing
2. Figuring joists span
3. Bridging and reini,:cing joists

G. Sul. - floors

1; Tyres and methods of laying
2. Nailing - size and spacing

8



E. Studs

1. Purpose, size, spacing and length
2. Nailing and anchoring studs
3. Bracing studs

I. Rafters

1. Definitions - roof pitch, span, rise and run
2. Fuctors determining size of rafters
3. Narking rafters - use stepping off method and table on square
4. Cutting rafters

.708 III ROOFING -» 18 EMIRS

A. Types of sheathing

B. Methods of laying

Types of roofing and use

1. Asphalt
2. Wood shingles
3. Metal roofing
4. Asbestos shingles

D. Covering valleys

E. Flashing Chimneys

C.

JOB IV »» CONSTRUCTING Errs= WALLS -» 21 ROMS

A. Types of wall sheathing

B. Placing sheathing and railing

C. Using building paper

D. Types of board siding

R. Nailing and arrangement of joints

F. Using other types of siding (shingles, asbestos, etc.)

G. Using corner boards

Using bri^ks and cement blocks

JOB, V CONETRUCTING INTERIOR WALLS AND CEILINGS -- 21 HOURS

A. Types of materials for malls and ceilings

B. Using platter

9



1. Kinds of laths
2. Reinforcing plaster

C. Installing baseboards

D. Using other wall and ceiling covering

1. Hardboard
2. Wall board
3. Gypsum board
4. Insulating board and tile

E. Finishing walls and ceilings

F. Nails - sizes and kinds for various materials

JOB VI -- LAYING FLOORS -- 18 HOURS

A. Laying sub-floors

B. Using hardwood flooring

1. Kinds, sizes and grades
2. Kindling and storing before laying
3. Nailing hardwood floors
4. Finishing hardwood floors

C. Installing molding

D. Using other materials for floors

JOB VII IngTALLING WINDOWS AND DOOR FRAMES 18 SOURS

A. Types of windows and sues

B. Installing different types of windows

1. Casement windows
2. Gliding windows
3. Double-hung windows
4. Metal windows

C. Hanging doors

1. Fitting a door
2. Attaching hinges
3. Correct Learance
4. Installing locks

JOB VIII INSULATING BUILDINGS 18 'OURS

A. Thermal (heat) insulation

10



1. Types of material and characteristics
2. Insulating valve

B. Weather stripping

C. Sound insulation

o. Using acoustical materials

Soft IX -- PREVENTING TERMITE DAMAGE »- 12 HOURS.

A. Nature of termite damage

B. Errors in construction

C. Preventing damap beneath buildings

D. Using treated timbers

E. Making foundations termite proof

JOB X -- POLE CONSTRUCTION ON TIE FARM -- 12. HOURS

A. Advantage: of pole buildings

B. Vae of treated timbers

C. Size of poles 4nd depth to set

D. Using concrete around poles

E. Locating upper date

F. Constructing the roof

JOB a »- CONSTRUCTING AND REPAIRING OTHRR FARM autuntics 18 HOURS

A. Types of buildings needed on the farm

1. Livestock
2. Crops (grain, need, forage)
3. Machinery storage

B. Materials for construction

C. Repairing farm buildings

1. Determine needs
2. Prepare bill of materials
3. Estimate costs

TOTAL HOURS TO

11
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OPERATIJN, CARE AND REPAIR. OF FARM TRACTORS (CAS AND DIESEL)

Part One - Policies and Procedures

1. What is the purpose of this course?

The purpose of this course is to provide training in the
operation, care and repair of farm tractors (gasoline and diesel)
for post high school youth. This program should result in:

a. ?reparation fcr employment in farm machinery businesses
u. Preparation for employment on large farm operations
c. Improvement of skills of those already employed in the

field of Agricultural Mechanic-.

2. Is there a need for this type of training?

3.

Recent studies
have a definite need for

u

for well trained persons
is greater than before.

show that farm tractor and equipment dealers
more and better trained employees. The need
to operate and repair tractors on large farms

Agriculture teachers in several nearby schools, or in a
county, should cooperatively determine the need for such training.
Plans should then be made to initiate this program at the most appropriate

Who should enroll in this course?

school in the area,

This course is planned primarily for out-of-school young
men between the ages of 17 and 25. Ri:h school graduates are preferred.

Non-high school graduates will be accepted provided they have
sufficient education, ability, and aptitude to satisfactorily complete
the course and perform the occupational duties for which they are trained.

In exceptional cases, twelfth-grade students may be enrolled
provided this course will not interfer with their high school studies.

Anyone who is already employed in mechanical work, and desires
to improve his skill and ability in this field, may enroll if he has the
approval of his employer.

Each enrollee should be carefully selected and approved by both
the agriculture teauler and the high school principal or superintendent.

Any enrollee under 21 years of age must have the permission of
parent or guardian.
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4. What will the course of study include?

Students completing this course should be skilled in she
operation, maintenance and repair of tractors. The program of in-
struction should include individual study, discussions, demonstrations,
and actual performance ..f all jobs. Emphasis should be placed on
acquiring a high degree of skill in each activity or job.

An outline of the course activities with the suggested
hours is attached. The teacher of the course may need to make some
modification in the hours allocated for certain jobs. This will
depend largely on the experience of class Lembers and their progress.

5. How will the classes be scheduled?

Class periods should be three (3) hours during the after-
noons or evenings. Classes should meet three (3) to five (5) periods

each week.

This course should include about 400 hours of instruction
which should be given over a period of 20 to 26 weeks.

Local schedules should be arranged to meet the needs of the

enrollees.

6. Who will teach this course?

A special teacher with the necessary training and experience
in tractor (gas and diesel) operation and repair will be employed to
teach this course.

7. Where will this course be offered?

This course will be organized and conducted in a high school
where vocational agriculture is offered and where there is a suitable

farm shop. The actual training will be offered in 'cilia farm shop
end in local tractor and farm machinery establishments. Tractors for
study and repair will need to be borrowed from local businesses and
farmers.

8. How many should be enrolled in this class?

course. Agriculture teachers from adjoining schools will assist and
coc. .rate in the program.

The agriculture teacher in the school where the course is
offered will have general supervision of organizing and conducting the

Students from nearby high schools may enroll for training.

A desirable enrollment in this tractor course would be a
minimum of ten (10) and a maximum of fifteen (15).
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9. Does the student pay a fee in this course?

It is suggested hat each student pay a $5.00 fee. This fee
will be used for instructional supplies for student use.

10. What funds are available for opera in this course?

The approximate cost of thfs courts will be be*.ween $2,000.
and $2,500. This wou,4 include:

a. Salary for special teacher
b. Tools and equipment not already available i1 the local

department
c. Consumable supplies
d. Heat apd lights where necessary
e. Instructional aids for ths teacher,

Tools and equipment should be approved by the district super-
visor before being purchased. No items should be purchased when they
are available in thy., local shop. The special teacher will likely have
most of the needed small tools.

All approved items of costs will be reimbursed by the State
Department of Education upon receipt of paid invoices.

The attached lists include most of the tools and equipment,
consumable supplies, and teacher aids ne.led for this course.

11. What recognition will be given to students who complete this course?

Students who satisfactorily complete the course in the Opera-
tiou, Care and Repair of Tractors will be awarded a certificate. Their
accomplishments will be deL_Lained by the special teacher and the local
agriculture teacher.

12. How ma trainees who haw. completed this course be assisted in finding
employment in farm mechanics work?

The local agriculture teacher in charge of the program
should:

a. Determine job opportunities from nearby tractor dealers
and others

b. P- :ovide possible employers with names and qualifications
of trainees available for work

c. Should assist trainees in planning for visits and interviews
with prospective employers

a. _ontinue contacts until employment placements are made
e. Keeps and maintains employment records of trainees.



OPERATION, CARE AND REPAIR OF

Part Two -

JOB

4

FARM TRACTORS (GAS AND DIESEL)

Course Outline

NO. HOURS

. 6I. aerating Tractors Safely

1. Starting and stopping
2. Operating tractor in motion
3. Hitching to equf.pment
4. Field and highway operation

II. Servicing Tractors

1. 1:1-hour service jobs

2. 50-hour service jobs
3. 100-hour service jobs
4. 250-hour service jobs

III. Types of Engines

A, Gasoline Engines

1. Construction of engines
2. 21(ck construction
3. Pars ea4 terminology
4. Valve arrangement
5. Cylinders
6. Cylinder sleeve
7. Two and four - cycle engines

B. Diesel Ensines ..

1. Construction of engine
2. Operating parts
3. Advantages and disadvant...ges of dieseis

(Use manufacture's charts and manuals)

IV. Servicingand Repairing_ Tractor Engines

A. Valves ...

1. Compression and power
2. Function of valves

Guides and springs
4. Valve angle in degrees
5. Rocker arms
6. Hydraulic and mechanical lifters
7. Adjust valves
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8. Valve facing
9. Replace springs and guides

10. Time valves
11. Replace orn valves

5

NO. HOURS

B. Cylinders and Pistons ............ .. 27

1. Types of pistons
2. Piston rings
3. Piston pins and bushings
4. Piston grooves
5. Replace cylinder sleeves
6. Replact. piston rings

7. Replace pistons
8. Clean cylinder head and black

C. Camshaft 6

1. C-mshaft bearings and clearance
2. Camshaft lobes
3. Timing the camshaft
4. Camshaft gears or chains

D. Bearings 15

1. Connecting rod bearings
2. Main bearings
3. Inserts - (precision)
4. Selective fit
5. Thrust
6. Remove bearings and examine
7. Replace worn bearings

R. Crankshaft 6

1. Bearing surface
2. Size
3. Balance
4. End thrust

F. Fuel System 12

1. Types of carburetors
2. Principle of carburetor
3. Carburetor controls
4. Gove..lor - air and mechanical
3. Adjust carburetor

6. Disassemble carburetor
7. Assemble carburetor

8, Clean fuel line
9. Types of fuel pumps

10. Install fuel pump

11. Service governor
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NO. HOURS

- G. Electrical System 24

1. Functions of parts
2. Points
3. Condenser
4. Coil
5. Impulse (magneto)
6. Spark plugs
7. Centrifugal - governor advance
8. Vacuuu advance
9. Principles of ignition system

10. Test battery
II. Select spark plugs
12. Clean and adjust plugs
13 Disassemble distributor
14. Assemble distributor
15. Time distributor to engine
16. Tracey ghting system
17. Repair generator
18. Adjust generator regulator
19. Service starter

H. 26IAMAXIitE 9

1. Parts and functions
2. Fan blades
3. Radiator core

4. Tanks, upper and lower
5. Temperature
6. Flush cooling system
7. Check thermostat
8. Repack water pump
9. Adjust fan belt

10. Use anti-freeze

I. Diesel 21101168 15

1. Injector system and operation
2. Injectors and injector pumps
3. Transfer pumps
4. Fuel filters
5. Inspect and service injector system
6. Clean sediment tank and filters

V. Servicing and p iring the Transmission 15

1. Parts and functions of transmission
2. Ratio
3. Synchromesh
4. Selective
S. Disassemble transmission
6. Assemble transmission
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NO. HOURS

VI. Servicing and Repairing the Clutch 12

1. Types of clutches
2. Operation and function
3. Single disc
4. Multiple disc
5. Wet and dry
6. Spring loaded
7. Clutch adjustment

VII. Servicing and Repairing the Differential 18

1. Types and function
2. Float and semi-float
3. Ceara
4. Carriers
5. Two speed
6. Spider pinions
7. Tandem axles
8. Aajustments

VIII. ServiciLreI and Mpairig_the Universal Joint 6

1. Location and function
2. Flanges

3. Trunion bearings
4. Crosses

U. Repairing and Servicing the Chassis

A. Brakes 12

1. Types of brakes -- air, vacuum, and hydraulic
2. Parts and function
3. Drums, shoes, and lining
4. Cams, eccentrics
5. Adjust brakes
6. Replace lining
7. Replace fluid cylinders

D. Wheels and Steerin g 9

1. Types
2. Parts and functions
3. Caster - camber
4. King pin
3. roe in - Toe out
6. Tie rods, ends, and drag links

C. Hydraulic System 12

1. Parts and function
2. Clean and service power lift
3. Clean and service power steering

,T77,71?
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X. Lubrication

A. Engine and Transmission .

1. Oil systems
2. Pump, force fed and splash
3. Oil pump regulator
4. Pressure
5. Oil strainer
6. Compare oils
7. Select oils
8. Oil additives
9. Change oil

10. Lubricate starter, generator
11. Lubricate the transmission and differential
12. Oil dilution
13. Breathers and vents
14. API symbols

B. Chassis

1. Select lubricant
2. Lubricate: bearings, water pump, steering, wheels

(Use manufacture's chart)

XI. Tractor Fuels

1. Types of fuels -- (gas, diesel, L.P. gas)
2. Power value of fuels
3. Fuel handling and storage
4. Fuel filters

XII. TroOble Shooting Exercises

1. Failure to start
2. Engine missing and backfiring
3. Engine knocks
4. Engine too hot
5. Low oil pressure
6. Smoky exhaust
7. Lack of compression
8. Excessive fuel consumption

8

NO. HOURS

15

6

6

42
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JOB NO. HOURS

XIII. III26112811200"

1. Types and uses
2. Sizes and design
3. How and when to use
4. Care and maintenance of tools

XIV. Using Special Tools and Equimat 18

1. Types, design and purpose
2. Pullers: bearing and gear
3. Taps and dies
4. Extractors
5. Drill, grinder, press, etc.
6. Valve refacing and reseating machines
7. Cylinder hone

XV. BoltesjlialABLELIIIII

1. Type of bolts
2. Cap screws and studs
3. Sizes
4. Threads: (S.A.E., M.S.S., U.S.F., Metric, pipe)

XV7. WILE& 30

1. Gas welding:

(1) Selecting and setting up equipment; safety practices
(2) Welding with and without rods
(3) Welding various metals, cutting and havlsurfacing.

2. L.= welding

(1) Fundamentals of arc we.ding
(2) Making different kinds of welds
(3) Welding various metals
(4) Using the carbon arc torch
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CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES

Operation, Care and Repair of Farm Tractor

Name and Description Quantity Size Cost
(Approximate)

Brushes, steel
Cans

Cans
Cans

5 $ 5.00
2 5 Gals,

(Kerosene) 5.00
5 Squirt 1.00
2 1 Gal.

(Gas) 2.00
Files, assortment 6.00
Gaskets, assortment 5.00
Grinding shields 2 5.00
Gasoline 5.00
Kerosene 5.00
Sandpaper, assortment 2.00
Cloth, emery, assortment 2.00
Lumber and i,ails (for tool board) 20.00

(Gas Welding)

Oxygen and acetylene
Rods, assortment

Flux
Igniter flints
Gloves 3 Pairs

15.00
10.00
2.00
2.00
15.00

(Arc Welding)

Rods (electrodes), assortment 10.00

Valve grinding compound
Tape, friction
Rags
Mick saw blades
Oil, lubricating
Oil, household
Oil, penetrating
Grease
Service lights
Oil filters, assortment
Washers, assortment
Nuts, assortment
Bolts, assortment

150 Lbs.

4

TOTAL

...,

3.00
2.00

50.00

5.00
5.00
1.00

1.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
3.00

5.00
10.00

$224.00
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TOOLS

Operation, Care and Repair of Farm Tractors

Name and Description (1) Quantity Size Cost (A. roximat

Pliers: $ 15.50
Plain
Needle nose
Diagonal
Channel lock
Snap ring

Wrenches:
Open ead
Box end

Socket
All

Igi ion
Torque

Adjustable

Screw Drivers:
Philips
Clutch head
Off-set
Plain

Chisels, cold
Dial indicator
Micrometer
Compressor gauge
Vacuum
Valve stone
Thread gauge
Feeler gauge
Flaring tool
Tubing cutter
Screw extractor
Spark plug gauge
Flexible carbon scraper
Putty knife

Valve adjuster tool
Pin tool
Ring groove cleaner
Starting punch
Rivet or pin punch
Center punch
Ball pin hammer
Brake adjusting tool
Hack saw
Piston ring compressor

1

1

1

1

1

Eet
Set
Set
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Set
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6"

6 1/2"
6"

10"

1/2" - 1"

10"

5/16"- 1

2"

12 oz.

1/2"

18.00
16.50
44.00
1.00

7.50

37.00
4.00

2.00

2.00
1.00
2.00

4.00
24.00
18.00
5.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.00
6.00
4.50
3.00
1.00

1.00

1.00

3.50
1.00

3.00
1.00
1.00
.50

3.50
1.50
4.00
3.00

TOTAL (Bra
(1) Some of the above tools may be available in the local farm shop and

it will not be necessary to buy them.
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EQUIPMENT

Operatior Care and Repair of Farm Tractors

Name and Description quantity Size Cost (A roximat

Timing light 1 $ 30.00
Bearing puller 1 18.00
Valve spring clamp 1 17.00
Valve remover 1 25.00
Grease guns 2 15.00

Teaching Equipment (1)

1. Complete engine (maybe a cut-a-vey)
2. Clutch assembly
3. Transmission assembly
4. Propeller sh-ft
5. Differential
6. Final drive

TOTAL $105.00

(1) These items may be obtained through local machinery dealers and garage
operators at very little or no cost.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

I. FOR STUDENTS

A. Aenderson, G. E. Coordinator, Barrow Hall, ",aiversity of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia.

1. Tractor Operation and Daily Care $1.80
2. Tractor Maintenance $2.50 (1)
3. Farm Tractor Tune-up and Service Guide $1.85

B. Shell Oil Company, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, New York.

1. The Diesel Story

C. The American Oil Company, Atlanta 9, Georgia.

1. Farm Tractors, EagineeLIng Bulletin

Fre2

Free

D. Gulf Oil Corporation - Gulf Refining Company, Gulf Building, rittsburg 20,
Pennsylvania.

1. Gulf Farm Tractor Guide Free

R. Office of Information, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

1. Laying out Fields for Tractor Plowis Free F 1045
2. Disk Plows Free F 2121
3. Hose Pump for Applying Fertilizer Solution Free F 2128
4. Farm Machine: Use, Depreciation,

Replacement Free SB 269

F. Local Farm Tractor and Machinery Dealers.

1. Manuals and charts on various machines Free

G. Deere and Company) Moline, Illinois.

1. Operation Care and RetoldLssafamoumblucy (Latest Edition)

H. The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Daniille, Illinois.

1. Farm Tractor Maintenance, by Brom and Morrison, 1962. ($3.65)(1)

(1) Prices to schools should be less.

Free
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II. FOR INSTRUCTORS

1. Gulvin, H. E., Farm Engines and Tractors, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
New Yolk, 1953,

2. Kates, E. .Y.,ZjSckmr'e3sionOaskgDieselaadHittines, Revised American
Technical Society, 848 East 58th Street, Chicago 37, Illinois.kz,

3. Maleev, V. L., Diesel Engine Operation and Maintenance, McGraw -Sill Book

Company, Inc., New York, 1954.(1)

B. Henderson, G. E., Coordinator, Barrow Hall, University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia.

1. Selecting aad Storing Tractor Duels and Lubricants $ .90 ,,.,

2. Tractor Operation and Daily Care 1.80 "1
3. Tractor Maintenance 2.50

4. Farm Tractor Tune-U and Service Guide 1.85

5. Filmstrips - "Tractor Operation and Daily Care"
(4 strips, total of 260 frames, color) 20.00

C. Tractor and Farm Machinery Booklets from Oil Companies Free

D. Local Farm Tractor and Machinery Dealers

1. Manuals on tractors and equipment
2, Charts on tractors and equipmeut

E. Doane's Digest - Section on farm machinery - See local vocational
agriculture department

Free
Free

(1) One of these books, either No. 2 or No.3, would be sufficient for diesel
engine repair.

(2) Prices to schools should be less.

7TIIMMRU,



VT 001 14 ED 013 8g4
Agricultural Chemicals Technology, A Suggested Two-Year Post High
School Curriculum and Course Outlines,

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ
Pub Date - Dec65
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC-$6.04 151p.

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, CURRICULUM, *AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, POST
SECONDARY EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL OCCUPATIONS,
*AGRICULTURAL TECHNICIANS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

Data revealed by studies of agricultural business training needs
conducted in several states prompted the design of an instructional
materials series to assist state and local vocational education
leaders in developing programs to prepare youth and adults for
employment and advancement in off-farm agricultural occupations.
This document, the introduction to the series on agricultural
chemicals, was developed by a task force of specialists to assist
in the development of a 2-year post-secondary curriculum for
preparing technicians to serve as agricultural chemical product
salesmen and servicemen, equipment salesmen and servicemen,
production and control technicians, technicians, specialists,
applicators, and farm management consultants. It includes an
introductory statement, a description of the nature of the program,
an overview of the curriculum, and a suggested curriculum. Courses
are classified as general, supporting technical, and technical
speciality. Outlines are included for three courses in
communications, four in chemistry, two in mechanics, seven in
agricultural business, three in biological sciences, seven in
agricultural science and production, and two in personal
development. Study guides in eight technical specialty courses are
presented as subsequent units in the series. A 95-item bibliography
is included. Twelve guidelines for the development of training
programs cow agricultural technicians are outlined, and educational
needs for agricultural technicians and agricultural chemicals
technicians are listed. This document is available for.a limited
period for $6.75 per set (VT 001 214 - 001 222) from The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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This publication 1.1, a portion of the course material.

written in Agriculzural Chemicals Technology. To be under -

stood taly the complete set of materials should be considered

lin context. it is recommended that the following order be

observed for a logical teaching sequence:

#1 - The Use of Chemicals as Fertilizers

#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides - Plants

#3 - The Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives

A - Ttr. ine of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bactericides
an Tematocides

#5 - The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and
Other Predators

#6 The Use of Chemicals as Herbicides

#7 - The Use of Chemicals in the Field of Farm
Animal Health (Nutrition, Entomology, Pathology)

ii8 - The Use of Chemicals as ?lent Regulators
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This publication is one of a series developed by a national
task force at The Center for Vocational and Technical Education to
assist ate and local vocational education leaders ..n developing
programs to prepare youth and adults for employment and/or advance-
ment in off -farm agricultural occupations.

One of the rapidly expanding areas of employment is that of
"middle manpower"- -the technician. And the agricultural community
is no exception. ThillIpdblicitlon is in recognition of the need
for the development of instructional programs for the post-high
school agricultural technicians.'

This project had its origin in the National Research Coordina-
tion Conferences on Off-farm Agricultural Occupations sponsored by
The National Center for Advanded Study and Research in Agricultural
Education and the Agricultural Educatiowt Branch of the U. So Office
of Education in May of 1963 and January of 1964. These conferences
were designed to assist states in undertaking studies of off -farm
agricultural occupations training needs.

Subsequently, The Center was given a grant by the Bureau of
Adult and Vocational_ Research to synthesize these studies, develop
needed instructional and program materials, and conduct training
conferences on their use.

"'he task force of thirty people ,from. sixteen states bas

included personnel-with a wide range of backgrounds and responsi-
bilities in agricultural education, vocationaleducation, agricul-
tural technology, and agricultural, inCustry. Several project
advisory meetings were held to secure neededcounsel from diverse,
but relevant groups and to help the task force maximize the poten-
tial benefits and uses of these materials.

Primary leadership for the development of this publication
series was provided by Dr. Jerry !Alterman, Dean of Agriculture,
Chico State College, Chico, California. Others assisting bison
the project are listed irclAu nAcknoWledgementi."

In developing these instructional materials, prime tonsidera-
/Um was given'to the data revealed by the studies of agricultural
business and employee training needs conducted in several states.
Current and projected employment opportunities dictated the areas
in which instructional materials were develop," In addition
these studies identified those occupations which require knowledge

iv
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and skill in agriculture. They also contributed to the developmenty
of the publication series through the identification of specific
competencies needed by individuals for entry and persistence in
agricultural occupat ions.

Members of the task force were aided in the development of
these publications through personal visitations to outstanding
gifting agricultural technician programs. Frequent consultations
iith trade association educational committees and agricultural
industry loaders concerned with personnel development were helpful
in further 'keying" these materials to employment needs. Existing
materials were carefully reviewed and evaluated in terms ot their
utility in the preparation of tho'-:_ workers and, when suitable,

were recommended es apart of these publications. References are
also made to other instructional materials and sources designed to
aid teachers and supplement and reinforce project materials.

Falowixg the first draft of each publication by The Center,
copies were sent to a wide range of knowledgeable individuals for
review and evaluation. Repiewers included experienced teachers in
vocational agriculture and other vocational services, college and
university specialists in the appropriate subject-matter area,
supervisory and research personnel, and agricultural business and
industrial leaders. Many of their comments and suggestions were
incorporated into the revision. However, the 'anal responsibility
for the content rests with the project staff.

It should be recognized that these materials are still
developmental in nature. Although considerable time and effort
have been expended to bring them to this stage of development, it
is recognized that they are not the final answer in planning and
conducting agricultural technician programs. We hope that the
experiences gained through the utilization of these materials
during the coming year will assist us in their fUrther refinement.

Your attention is directed to the evaluation form which
accompanies each module. Persons using these materials are
asked to complete the form and return it to The Center. We
believe these evaluations, based on actual experiences, will
provide a valuable basis for further improvement and will help
identify voids in existing; materials.

ROBERT E. TAYLOR
Director
The Center for Research and

Leadership Development in
Vocational and Technical Education
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ORRb

The present high level of interest by representatives of edu-
cation, agriculture, and industry in the general field of agri-
cultural chemicals technology can be attributed to a number of
factors.

The changes brought about in agriculture by the adoption of
technological innovation has placed. demands upon the agricultural
,manpower force for workers with skills and abilities heretofore not
needed. Specialization in production, management, and mechanisa-
tion is requiring the qualification of a new kind of worker-Abe
technician".

Under the pressure_ of economic forces being exerted, producers
are making effort to maximisw production. Margins of net return per
unit of production are continually being decreased. making it nec-
essary for agriculturists to avail themselves of every assistance in
order to maximize production. The use of chemicals is one way to
accomplish this goal.

The interest of national leaders, educationes1 as well as po-
litical, in the level-avreparation of workers in all vocational
and professional areas is reflected by th4 legislative enactment and
educational implementation of programs under such aots skithe
National. Defense Education Act, the Vocational Education Act of
1963, the Manpower Development and Training Act, the Higher likluca-
tion Act, the Economic Opportunity Act, and others.

The movement of the agricultural labor situation toward the
contra focus of many interested national. stater end regional groups
has placed demands upon agriculture not previously experienced. The
successful resolvement of many of the issues being considered de-
pends largely upon the level of technological understanding and know-
how which can be developed by agricultural wormers.

As early as three years ago at the National Center for Ad-
vanced Study and Research in Agricultural Education, staff
members and advisory committee members at The Ohio State UnirersitY,
concerned themselves, during summer workshops, with developing in
agricul-Aire education, leaders to give direction and stimulus to the
preparation of persons needed in the chiming agricultural manpower
force. One year later, during the summer of 1964 a national seminar
was conducted at The Center by . national and state leaders of agricul-
tural education. The preparation of technical workers to engage in

ix



various agricultural pursuits was the conoern of this seminar
group.

Early in 1965,. the Adviiory Committee to TheCenter. now The
Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational and
Technical Education, recommended that consideration be given to
-eduilatIon needs of workers engagedln the field of agricultural
°Malone. This suggested curriculum guide was prepared in response
to that recommendation. is intended for use as an aid to sohool
administrators, supervisors, and teachers who are planning and de-
veloping programs for educating highly skilled workers in Agri.
eulturil:Chemicals Tbehnolegy; It should also be'of use as an aid
to'etaluate-existing'prograke.*

Jerry J. Balternan
Director', Agricultural Chenioals
Technology Study

,

-
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of the U. S. Office of Edur:.1-ion for permission to use materials
from the publication, "Chemica3. Technology" OE - 80031, 1964.

Dr. Dale De Remer, Director of the Special Agriculture Pro-
gram, Northeastern Junior College, was most generous in sharing
materials which have been develttped for use in the agriculture
business curriculum at Sterling, Colorado.

"Mention of trade names or. firms In this
curriculum guide is made solely to provide
infOrmation and does not constitute a rocks,
raenclation, guaranty, or warranty of the pro-
duct or firm, nor does it express approval
to the exclusion of other conparable prodt-tts
or firms."
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A SUGGESTED nen YEAR POST HIGH SCHOOL

CURRICULUM IN

AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECHNOLOGY

INTRODUCTORY STKLEMENT

This suggested curriculum guide is designed to provide an in-
tensive two-year full-time program of study and work 'eXperience edu-
cation for students in agricultural chemicals technology. The
courses in this post high school program are planned and organized
to provide the. chemical, biological, business',' mathematical, and
agricultural theories combined with procedural and technical skills
involved in their application to the broad field of agriculture.
Such a departure from the generally accepted pattern of qualifying
highly skilled workers in agriculture suggests the necessity of an
introductory statement.

During recent months there has been much concern regareling the
availability of technical workers in many segments of our agri-
cultural manpower force. Agricultural leaders from teacher training
institutions, state vocational education supervisory staffs, and
representatives of national educational groups have met many times
and at various levels to study different aspects of this topic.
Representatives of management and labor have been included in most
of the sessions held. Invariably, regardless of the field of agri-
cultural labor studied, the consensus has-been the sane. There are
shortages of qualified workers at the technical level any 4ot very
much has been done in recent years to alleviate the situation.

In January of 1965, the staff and the elsory committee of
The Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational and
Technical Education at The Ohio State University recommended develop-
ment of curricular materials in a number of areas based on research
and emerging trends which were particularly pertinent at that time
to manpower problems in agriculture and which needed further detailed
study. The area of agricu]?'ral chemicals at V. technician level
was one of these.

The support for this recommendation by the staff and advi- y
c0E-Attee is found in the results of research conducted by several
Status and previously reported to The Center. Consultation with
1.-lers from industry, education, and agriculture resulted in a
further recommendation that the study in the field of agricultural
chemicals should be concerned primarily with the educational needs
of workers engaged in sales-servius work. This addiUonal

. . .



raccmmendcacn was also supp(srtcNi in the finangs of the research
reported by various Ststhy. The,se reports indicated that a 'arc°
proportion of the rsitions available An industry were in the area
of Lales and service,

The Pield2L6KrialtuIll 01,0mical

The agricultural chomicils inrkstry is onf. of the most. rapily
expanding industries is; the United 5t-tc% if not the world. The
utilization of chemical .m ,,tinues at an unprece
dented rate. Rersarch in tot the fivIds of chow.stry and agri-
culture almost daily results in new inlovations, te,Ihnologies, and
products.

The challenge to avert the consequences of poor nutrition,
disease, insGot infestation, and unfavorable environmental conditions
attendant to the production of plants. and animals is one which the
chemist shares with many others. The ever.present drive in each of
us to let 7i to increase levels of performance Ind efficiency is
shared by the who seeks to make practical ...ilication of his
scientific knowledge. Tha result is that the field of agricultural
chemicals abounds with emerging technologies of procedures, Products,
and processes which requires poreras. qualified. at the t,ohnical, level
who are able to translate thou, technologies into practical appl...ca-
tions.

AgdojAalls__Up....oknici

The make..up of the agricultural: manpower force' for matt yeari
has been thought of as **big composed of workers- who oat be placed
021 a continuum representing level-of koocupational preparation. At -
one end of the continuum, the scientists and professional workers
have been placed, and at the other end, unskilled workers.

Agricultural Technician

A number of authors have suggested this continuum is indicative of
the proportions of manipulative and cognitive skills required of
workers. The work of the scientist being predominately cognitive
and that of the unskilled worker manipulttimt

Only recently has recognition been made' of the *mergence of a
technical worker In agriculture located at a point betweeks the
highly skilled artisan and the professional. The folloeng defi-
nition of an Agricultural teobnican was adopted by a grou. of over
one hundred supervisory, teacher education, and inetituticinal
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representative personnel from over forty states who met in a week-
long seminar OA the subject "Preparing Agricultural Technicians:"

ly ', 196 at The Ohio State University:

An agricultural tcohnioian is a worker located in job
Classification structure, in his worlr performance, and
in h:la educational attainment between the skilled
worker and the professional, He possesses the skill
and ability, working, independently or with minimal
supervision from a professional to anallffie and
interpret information, dispose problems, make
decisions, and make practical applications of theo-
retioal knowledge in performing specific tasks in a
specialized field in the production, processing,
distribution, or marketing of pods and services in
agriculture. He must exercise cognitive skills
primarily, bat, also, must be able to supervise
and perform manipulative ski110,1

Inasmuch as the position of the technician lies between °-1

skilled worker and the.professional it is possible to .characterise
each of these kinds of workers in terms of the work they do and also
in terms of the nature of the education'' programs by which each is
qualified. The newness of the technical worker in agriculture
suggests that a brief summary be presented of the attributes and
Aaracteristics of techniolans said of technical education.

1. Technioians are most appropriately characterised
by the blact technical qualification they
possess. Tedhnioal level preparation is located
on a level-of-preparation continuum between the
pr?ressional level and the skilled crafts level.

2. Technical education characteristically is:

a. Post-high school
b. Terminal
c, Occupation centered
d, less than baccalaureate degree level
e. Speolfio preparation for eeployment
f. Oriented toward mathematics and soieno
g. Two years in length

f. Emphasis in technical education is upon technical and
cognitive skill in contrast to manipulative skill.

1Procoedinge of the National Seminar on Agricultural Education
Sponsored by the Nat ,nal Center for Advanced Study and Research in
Agricultural Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus- Mo.
July 20=24, :964,
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4,, )3aphaeis is upon skill and ability to make practical
applications of theoretical la-vledge in perforn-
ing specific tasks in a specialised -field.

5. Ilaphasis is upon occupational competency.

6. Analysis is made of occupations to determine needs
and job analysis is tile beats of =minium develop-
met.t.

7. Preparation is made for occupational proftcisncy in
families or clusLers of sobs.

8. A proper balance of general education, technical edu-
cation, and related education subjects is maintained.

9, Technicians are chavaoterined and cliatinguishid
their distinctive abilities. level of ocoupational
competence, and specialised training.

10. Technicians usually work in support of or under the
supervision of protessionsl personnel and frequently
perfors. tasks. that would otherwise be done by pro-
fessional workers.

The true teolvical inatitutl.type training program is
unique in form and content. It serves a function not
ccamensurate with lither professional. eduoatton or vo
cational training. It can he expected that studonts
who benefit most Irma this An* prognin-ilifei(1).,:those
who are intensely inte rested in a Isinottio tee .

logical. rizid ..end 4.2). those who went a teohnologinal
,educe ion, but who for some reason or another do not
IA:v.04k* a fours or fivs.srear basmaiuireate degree .
precuts.

.
It should be emphasised that technical _eduoatiori stu-
dents are, for the most part, capable ineavidualis. many
of whom are not interested in formal atadealo statr
toward the baccalaureate degree,. Thwatinger reiterates
"that" for them the technical institute is not an
alternatiare educational program. 3k reality, it
represents the best course of study, serving a need
not met by any other instructional program.4

2.1erry J. lialtenwar, *Determination of Educational Needs
of Agricultural, Engineering Technicians in Ohio,* (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation; The Ohio State University, 1964).



In addition to the references cited on above, two other publi-
cations are recommended which pertain to developing and establishing
technician training programs, Clary's work is particularly perti-
nent, The guidelines developed in his study were found to be
acceptable and usable as important considerations in the successful
development of technician programs. The supporting statements he
used to provide buggestions for implementing the major guidelines
were also found to be highly useful; (See Appendix A)

1. Josephl, Clary, -"Guidelines for the Development
of Training Programs for Agricultural Technicians,"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio Stste
University, 1964),

2, Lynn A, Emerson, efeohnioian Training Beyond the
High School," State Department of Public' lb-

etruction, Raleigh, North Carolina, June, 1962.

LMcd,kapixwiat
r cu to Technic s

In addition to the supportive data and information pertaining
to the need agricultural chemicals technicians,- which had already
been submitted to The Center, for Vocational and .Teohnxoal Eluoation
at The Ohio State Univiersity, the necessity was seen for further
inquiry regarding specific eduoational needs of these technical
workers, Two efforts were made to satisfy this problem: (1 )

Personal interviews were conducted with persona involved Its agri-
cultural chemicals sales work at different occupational levels,
Owners, Personnel managers, males managers, labor,rensgers.. and field
men were asked' tolPartioipatee A tummarY of theseInterviews is
given in Appendix B, (2) A randai sampling was made of leaders in
the agricultural chemical ipduatry. Reactions to selected questions
woreOsolicited by means:oaf's mail questiOnnaire, A sumo* of these
reactions is reported in *AMU C.

A study was made of the Agri.- business program which had
recently been developed in the field of avioulbiral chemicals at
Northeastern Junior College, Sterling, Colorado. In this program a
rather extensive curriculum has been developed for preparing persons
for employment in the fertiliser industry. Representatives from edu-
cation, agriculture, and industry worked cooperatively to develop a
training program which, in many respects, is similar to the one en-
vis:,ned under this project.

Van Ioh and Bundy studied the oompetenoiee needed by fertiliser
retailers and reported their findings in TO Acrionitucil Etuoetismk



Mine, January, 1965, The 10 most needed competencies as evalu=
ated by managers, sales employees, and service employees are as

follows!

1. Amounts of fertilizer required for various
levels of crop production.

2. Seed quality and plant population relative
to fertilizer response.

3. Weed and insect prolenks and their control.

Interpreting a soil test report.

5. Identifying fertil.i.ser materials and evalu-
ating formulas.

6. Making proper recommendations regarding
fertilizer use and help individual customers
keep a fertilization history on his farm."

7. Recognize good, new fertilizer practices and
recommend their use.

Reo9gazing plant food deficiency. in growing
crops.

9. Making recommendations. in absi;iice of a. soil.
test report.

: 14. Determining an Individual .finStioial 'situation
And management level., .

,* , Appendix D ie usictto present theretnits tab z ated +oir
of 29 competencies studied* thisiroje0!.

_



AgrAaultur.

The following is a fro..,7-4,-2ry of e's operational iratervork

within which agricultural chemicals technicians perform their Work.

A. The Technical Worker has a Working Knowledge of
Producing and Marketing

?lents

Seedbed preparation
PlantinstPropegatine
Fertilization
tireedfteverltion/Control

Disease Prevention/ Control
Insect Prevantion/Control
Enviroratental Control
Irrigation
Harvesting
Storage
?arketing
!lanai-recent

Mechanics
Processing

Breeding
Nutrition
Feeding
Parasite Prevention/Control
Insect Privention/ControI
Disease Prevention/Control
Environmental Control
Selection
Marketing
Storage
Mechanics
Processing
Buildings /Rousing

B. In the process of working with plants or animals, situations,
conditione, and problems either are encountered or are
anticipated which can be modified, alleviated, controlled,
prevented, or altered by the use of chemicals. The
technician an be expected to be competent in:

RECOGNITION - of-the
problem, situation or con-
ditimildmorsthe use of'
chemicals will be ad-
vantageous.

3 -

PRESCRIPTION - on the brats
of the diagnosis, apply
theoretical biowledge and
practical understanding end
propose a course of action,

5
EVALUATION -make a determi-
nation of the results
secured from action taken.

2
D/AGNOSIS define the prob].ew
propose a hypothesis, secure
the facts, test the hypothesis.

ATZZAME. apply the pre-
posed course of action.

6
on the basis of the

results secured, determine what
action should yet be taken.

7
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It is essential thai all these p.'.nts be made cl.sar to the en-
rollees, and that they accvt them as being important. Opportu-
nities for enr=ollees to -Ilscuss these points and to nqk questions

are essential. The idea of cooperation and working together should
be emphasised at the first class meeting. It is 7,sually good to get

into the sobjcet matter of eaoh course itself during the first class
period. The extent of this work may be limited. but the imortant
thing is to begin- -and to make an effective beainniok

Discuss with the students the types of agricultural chemicals
used in your area. Develop as complete a list as the experiences of
the stuttants will permit. Group the kinds suggested according to the
uses made, of the chemicals. The list should include chemicals used
as fertilisers, soil additives, herbicides, lasecticides fun ioi es,
bactericides, nematocides, plant reculators, miticides, molluscicides,
and rodenticides.

Develop a list of persons in your community who have need for a
knowledge of agricultural chemicals. EXamine the kinds of activities
these workers engage in and from the study determine the.skills,
abilities, and understandings these workers' needto have in order to
do their work. Some of the things which should be listed include:

1. Safe iald lawful use of agricultural chemicals.
2. An appreciation of man's attempt to. control the

world about his through the use of chemicals.
3. A technical working knowledge concerrimg the nature

of the chelecal resources available for use in
wgricultUre..

4. An understanding of the principlevand concepts
which are made use of in the field of agricultural
chemicals technology.

5. The ability to propose and put:into practice
programs of action in the various specialty
areas of agricultural chemicals technology.

The value of agricultural chemicals oannot be put in terms of
dollars. It is difficult'to-measure the additional production we
derive from the use of chemicals and more difficult to determine the
amount of production lost by inadequate or improper use of chemica's.
Use of chemicals assists us in protecting our harvest while in
storage. large amoulAs of food and fiber are still lost by failure
to use chemicals properlY. Even more important, how do you
measure the lives of thousands of the world's starving people lost
daily because chemicals are not used or not used effectively.

The following figures should startle and arouse an interest in
agricultural chemicals among your students:

1. By the year 1975t the United States' population will in-
crease by approximately 50 million people. This will
require 47 billion more pounds of milk, 16 billion more



.RE NATURE OF TM PROGRAM MEWED

This two-year poet high school program in agriculteral
chemicals technology is designed for use in preparing persons for
entry primarily at the technical level, into cheieleal supply series
and service occupations.

The curriculum his bean prepared-ot the quarter 'efeees era
'courses have been suggested foe- a full beceyeac prog-Auk. ...Ref:teed:9d

study guides- have -been propel*. !or each of e4.431e4 selected cneoiele
iced tcQurses.-- These. eourasa bepefelly are ,he :west p:tt, the
reuttina edge" on the teelutician and are to; owee. a~ 'h peeeeide to
a high 1ze:el of tetthical competency. Brio: ooe-we szttatte ere
presented for ether gettive/ and eriPPortir4 te:Chri3.611 **Ur."

The format need s thte e-reperatioe cif stet,. guielaee for tee
tool-mica cpeeialty 40W:ems-wee dont:bpi:a Or psreonael.-et 'Rho Cetetee
for use by WOrkgrS aaif2Upitig irtstreatiettek-maitecea-te numbee of
areas. ELose modiacation wasensaestem. in order 'Oat- lotearte3
appreecit- rather Than the iktodularn aKroach Could be meet,. 11

course approach presumes pre?esquiette -Amos are neteessery
preparation for subsequent 0447.0d this 1.1 tree ekt tole-pregreet.

--,, .;
The futiiity of preparing sat eddeatieteel provest -e:hith it

have eniveres1 applicseility M 4gritulturkl. Ottedikea4 tochnolotee
ac roes nation is reeegnited. The d'/A 4 fog T*ItAt .A9.44.
crolese arel et: ter factors o prt4aetton preAudos lato poesibility of
dovelOir4-1, lirtipleedlizoognalt.Othh might-We ttelity for all

-Who mieht T-441.420 workers atAhis taY 1. rieeevee. in pee/ring. this
ouritoulumi ea attempt has been made tu present a study int:line of
sufficient depth and scope which witi, be ;waist". in s.;isaleting

thought, triggering imagination. end 1.: challenging ineevsuity and
creativity of teachers in whatever pare 01 the country they may be
teaehingt Much Lica adeptation will 'be reosesary -for most areas.

The curriculm for egriculral chemicals technology can be
thought. of As being leads 'up primarily of courses*in three areas.

Attempt is made ek qualify The technician In the specialty areas of
agriculture. chemistry. and Inalinaga.. Agrioulturceneelle
stressed because of the necessity the techniotan has to be able to
be A p4agitiongs and to be able= to apply theoretical understandings
in practical situations encountered in agriculture. Chemistry needs
to be stressed bombe of the necessity to seeure...a.thecrIetiefet.
understanding of the chemical resources available for use. BagirieSS
needs to be strested because of the commercial setting within which
most technical workers tie engaged.

9



AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRICULUM

purmagof the EducatdonProgrkm:

To develop the skills, abilities, attitudes, appreciations,
knowledge, and understanding needed by persons at the post high
school level for occupational entry and advancement as teohnicians
in occupations which have to do with selling of agricultural chemi-
cals, servicing agricultural chemical accounts, and. advising in
regard t' the use of chemicals in agriculture.

pcsatiplitsomisTrichtheCUiltend:

Agricultural Chemical Produot Salesman
Agricultural Chemical Product Serviceman
Agricultural .: hemical Equipment Salesman

Agricultural Z:hemioal Equipment Serviceman
Agricultural Ch,mical Production and Control Technician
Agricultural Ch.aicals Technician
Agricultural Chemicals Specialist
Agricultural Chemicals Applicator
Fara Management Consultant

Suauoted Time Alictmenta:,

(Eased on fifty - minute lecture periods and three-hour

laboratory periods conducted on the Quarter System-,3
week quarters per year)

At school

Class Instruction hours total
Laboratory Experience 828 hours total

Total at School tat hours total

Occupational experience recommended 480 hours total

Tote: for the Curriculum gain hours

Persons to be slaw

1. High school graduates or other qualified persons who
desire employment in the field of agricultural chemicals
at the technical level.

10
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2. Persons who are presently working in the field of
agricultural' chemicals and desire to become more
proficient and technically qualified.

3. High school and college drop -outs who are capable bf

mastering the skills, abilities, and understandings
necessary for occupational entry in agricultural
chemicals occupations and who show an earnest desire
to enter such employment.

4. Unemployed persons capable of carrying out the
responsibilities Of job positions in the field of
agricultural'chemicals and who show an earnest
desire for cooipationta preparation., _ .

5. Persons with agricultural backgrounds who desire
to be educated and updated in agricultural chemi-
cals technology. '

Sureortint Education Needed:

This' proaram is designed' to be taught at the technical level
and presumes high school preparation or its equivalent. Pre.

technical study the .fields oz mathematics, chemistry, biological
sciences, and agricultural business and production's)* highly-bene-

ficial but are not manditOry. Practical experience in some field of

agriculture/ .production is -especially Useful. COurses.,that will

correct educational defioiencias.-or the enrollees should be in.
eluded as a part of the course of study the student is pursuing.
Such courses, where provided, need not be considered part of the
technical curriculum.

Summations for Tatelducitia the Promo: ,, , ,
;..: i ,7. -- i, _ -.. .. ., t-

At the first class meeting the instructor. should give the en-
rollees a broad overview of the program and develop enthusiasm on
the part of "the enrollee towaixtegriculturelatiosicals aim/cut:Wm.
The instructor shoult'dieass"with the enrollees the following
items during this meeting': r

1. Why the program is needed.
2. What will be attempted.
3. The major arose to be dealt with.

,

4. How the program will benefit the enrollee and
why the major course areas are important.

5. How the teaching will be done --the olass schedule,
the occupational experienoes to be provided at the
school and on the job.

6. The role of the classroom instructor.
7. What' is expected of the student.
8. Occupational opportunities.



It is essential that all these pits be made char to the en-
rollees, and that they acc3pt them as being importtu:t. Opportu-
nities for emeollees to -'..1.scuss these points and to -Ric questions
are essential. The idea of cooperation and working togetter should
be emphasized at the first class meeting. It good to get

into the sobjcct matter of each course itself during the first class
period. The extent of this work may be limited, but the impoptant

Discuss with the students the types of agricultural chemicals
used in your area. Develop as complete a list as the experiences of
the stints will permit. Group the kinds suggested according to the
uses ma do of the chemicals. The list should include chemicals used
as fertilizers, soil additives, herbicides, insectioides fungioidesj
1,405aTart8760027;777alt7zumiti, ticides, molluscicides,
and rodenticides.

Develop a list of persons in your community who have need for a
knowledge of agricultural chemicals. Ricamime the kinds of activities
these workers engage in and from the study determine the skills,
abilities, and understandings these workers needle have in order tc
do their work. Some of the things whioh should be listed include:

I. Safe &nd lawful use of agricultural chemicals.
2. An appreciation of man's attempt to. control the

world abort his through the use of chemicals,
3. A technical working knowledge eanoorAng the nature

of the chem'cal resources available for use in
agriculture.. .

4. An understanding of the principles and concepts
which are made use of in the field of agricultural
chemicals technology.

5. The ability to propose and put:into practice
programs of action in the various specialty
areas of agricultural chemicals technology.

The value of agricultural chemicals cannot be put in terms of
dollars. It is difficult-to-measure the additional production we
derive from the use of chemicals and more difficult to determine the
amount of production lost by inadequate or improper use of chemicOs.
Use of chemicals assists us in protecting our harvest while in
storage. large amoui.Ls of food and fiber are still lost by failure
to use chemicals prowl,. EMI more important, how do you
measure the lives of thousands of the world's starving people lost
daily because chemicals are not used or not used effectively.

The following figures should startle and arouse an interest in
agricultural chemicals among your students:

1. By the year 1975,. ths United States' population will in-
crease by approximately 50 million people. This will
require 47 billion more pounds of milk, 16 billion more



poundd of meat, 20 billion More eggs, and 31 million
mom tons of fruits and vegetables. At present levels
of production this would require 200 million sores of
farm landland we don't have.- will we need chemicals*
to reduce the -losses of food and fiber du to disease,
insects; and weeds?

-By the year 2000, we will need to produce more food on
one acre than we pretently products on two acres to feed
the exploding population. Will pestioides help do the
job? .f

3. ?eent of every three world citizens do not have a
-suffident 'diet, ,Will,sam fight disease and bv-iger
with chemicals or go to war with other men in a fight
for food?

In Africa, it -is,estimatcd that fortt per vent of the
harvested crops are destroyed by pests while thousands
of people starve. Are we going to feed pests or people?

'Stith* United States, -it-is estimated that rodents alone
glentroy enough food:annually to feed the -estate pop-
lati'ou.4t-Chicago for a year.. :Can-We oontinue We'
wastefulness?

DoonomicaossesAue to' insects, diseases; weeds; and other
pests are numerous and thy:

,T
-

1. Reduce yields from crops
2. Reduce production from livestock

Lower 4f44 (glom* Mirlis+evoilok products,
4. Destroy food and fiber in storage'
5. 'Infect atictoontialimate.:oie 'food' and watei supply
6. Reduce men's ability to wosk-effeetively
7. 'Thomas* our sestewVproduction"
8, Reduce our land values
9 riamit.ott :crop choices

10. Damage ourbuildingc -midi equipage.

13

Specifies of. these °types of ecoiooide lbsses sire common
in all communities. Tying these general losses to- *Amen problems
in your area will make these losses more meaninsfo to your oft-

.deOhl. t f i* 4 ; .41 -:J 1-
,-. ..;.;.; . .

progrees- has lien:the result of hi* ettoosiehol efforts
to understand and control bit tdovironsent. Rad kw" not been blessed
with this ability to bend nature to se** his needs, be might sun
be living in caves, the helpless viothi of famine and disease.
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In waging his, battle for suzvival, man bra develc2ed pesticides
designed _to meet his needs. and today we Lave no substitute for them.
In America, we have developed chgqical aids to' tv point where
stemation and disease are effectively controlled. It is only in the
&roes of the world where .these chemical tools are used that starva-
tion and epidemic disease are not a serioti3 daily fear.

This chemical technology has created other problems.. In
winning the war on dieses0: population. and man's life span have been
evpanded. In India; mitii.the aid of pesticides, the malaria cases
were redced from 75 to 5 million oases annually in ten years with
the life span of man increasing from 32 years to 4? years in the
same period, &oh year, .,more mouths swat be fad and more people
Proteoted from the perils.of attire,. Agriculturaltehemicals will
Pled' a "-.4.ior role rim thin efforts =. .

y.
While some people still abhor the we of chemicals in the pro-

du0t40n..cr '?ood.:and Ober,. in ,air star -egainSt diteite agricultural
chemicals are :one of our men images Prom 'dietase atus 'famine to
Pleuti and peace:. 4

-Th.011,0 ig web, ,that :can st,411,bweocbmpliehti With the use of
agrioAttulelAbosiceTacia-the United Stites: golsirvi .e important
areas .11hers..qheadoale van be ,used nore-effiiotiVely-iirot

1. Weeds, thr major pest in limiting orop yields in most
:-..tareeof -often.zedlice,loUld tit 2VPsivlysit41'

Liu
2. Ten per cent of all orops are destroyed annually by

insects. 'A; -;.."-":
r. - - ; .

ao.ncotticn Astssotn ISO idolilur daisersi
in one yeargvqi.: Irc0.1 t:-4-, boo l Xf!rr"':4: #

1. Comat ;boxer tanused.330oaalialr ddlt0=-41110404:
Amid lemtif citslar,;" 40::1

a, Insects cans.4.marclitaaga to atsc !meats "lawn'
fire, 7, r

do Cattle grubs alone eauSe.tato-mdllionAlograral
damage tov-eatt4 bidet. annuallt, 't .r, F

,Stem not has redwood eur total vbeatlield ova*,
:Per Mit Perioue.y.ars . :

Y 4..."t ! 1 .70 "s- L ;_1
These are hit eirl.gaploa if the amount of damage that westisv-:

insects, and diseases oan cause. It is estimated that if no control
was um. op:: 00,:peata-- of, main oroptland tivoatooirmsduotaati; would
452P to ten P4M:Aerlt.. of Miagyeaant Ufa.- .p. 7.4

s. .; 1+
4 t., !.

The, field o agrioultural ohemibals °More attpandiririppbrtu-
nities for young men interested in sales and service ocoupatoans.
It is a challenging, ever changing fiela. where today's modern ohemi-
cals may be as out .1 "ad as the horse and carriage by tomorrow as
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chemical scientists continue their aural: for new, more effsctiva,
and safer chemicals to help man wage his war against disease and
hunger. Because of tile rapid advances being made in this area,
young men entering this field will be foreed to study constantly to
keep up with new prodw"s and techniv.em in the industry.

1. Have an agricultural chemioal representative discuss
with the class the changes end opportunities available
to young men in the industry.

2. Arrange a clasrs trip t3 a first that does considerable
business i corticultural chemicals and become familiar
with the t.fpw; of products and services the business
"To-141.7A,

3. Disown with the class the major pest problems en-
counter 4d by farmers, rancheTs, garleners, hese
covaxAr.1: ard others in you:. community. Lists should
be o.ce,,tilf4o.

f'paglijkahij,,,112.1,11is rime:

The res:Lnirg gt,iids is used to classify various courses of the
agriculturvl xechnology curriculum:

[.............,,.._.....,.,.......

1c 41,:b aillarrIMMWd

STtCIALTT MUMS'
;,LT13 -*.outd. 'iourses in the Area of, Imphasis)

lamAs ISI11066ms-+.r. IOW sof=mor,almapil,

a.irrAT:113 TIMINICAL COURSES
Coarsos for Thiv, aid Related Technologies)

GrilTAL COMM
( :oursos Baste to AU Technologies)

Appwarremet dinnaarr_3r.4.

.1 1. 1 VI
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I, General Courses

Personal Development & Human Relations
Communications Skills I (Listening, Speaking, and Reading)
Communications Skfils II (Writinc & Correspondence)
Communications Skills III (Technical Report Writing)
Industrial Organizations & Institutions
Personal Hygiene, Public Health Education, and First Aid

II, Supporting Technical 4;ourses

Agricultural Chemistry I (Inorganic)
Apicultural Chemistry II (Organic)
Agricultural Chemistry III (Agriculture Biochemistry)
Introduction to Biological Science
Agricultrval Science I (Basic Agricultural Science)
Agricultural Science-II (Laboratory Techniques)
Agricultural Chemicals Technology Seminar I
Agricultural Business Computations (Prooessies, Problems,
and Solutions)

Agricultural Business I (General ,Aericulturial and Business_
Economics)'

Agricultural Business II (Records & Bookkowing)
Agricultural Business III (Mande, Credit,- Meeting,-

Taxes)

Agricultural Business IV (Selling and Merchandising)
Agricultural Business V (Agricultural 20Ainess ,Managolaeut)
Introduction to Soils
Introduction to Plant and Animal
Introduction to Weed Scienoe
-Agricultural Mechanics-I _(Tradura ...Engines .1 Fars_

Machinery)
Agideultexal Mechanics II (Agricultural' ChemiCals,
Machinery And Ihuipment)

General Crops Production .

Aricultural Production (Course appropriate to the area)
Agricultural Production (Course appropriate to thi'areie)

III. Technical Specialty Courses.

Teachine Modules Making Uo the Course

The Use of Chemicals as Fertilivra
The Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives
The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides (Plants)
The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bacteriocides &
Nematocides

The Use' of Chemicals as Herbicides
The trot of Chemicals as Plant Regulators
The Use of Chemicals in the Areas of Farm Animal
Nutrition, Pathology and Entomology

The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and Other
Predators



Laympingtenafas_.,. Ev_eig21121cArts

The foil wing criteria should be used in evaluating the
effectiveness of the program:

I. Number of enrollees completing the program who have been
emplzyed i^ agricultural chemical occupations for which
they were trained. -

2. Number of persons employed in odoupitions for whi_ls, they
were trained a year or more titter completion of the

.yedgium. N. .

/Wog:stance of the °dale by present awl future eisploYerC.

II. Employer evaluations of the quality of work ons by
employees who have completed the psogrami :

5. Number of students who are continuing, their training
after ,employment.

6. Reaetdon 'of ertrol.l.ses-toward the oetviegr-Of litudzi;: .

7, 'Ertrolbsent treridt.-' 4 "5" nr1 *fnt.
. ,.; A,

8. Reasons siven.by enrollees -Who teielated'Abeir
. employskenti ." 7 ' ;

. ,

=9. Ahilitgrts place attident.t:'-'
. --; r
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SUGGESTED CURRICULUM

Technical competence in a broad field such as Agricultural
chemicals technology has at least four components around which the
curriculum must be structured: (1) the training should prepare the
graduate to take an entry job in which he will be productive, (2)
the broad, technical training, togetlwr with a reasonable amount of
practical experience, should enable the graduate to advance to
positions of increasing responsibility, (3) the foundation provided
by the training should be broad enough so that the graduate can do
farther study within his field of technology, and {0 the training
program should be strongly oriented toward the needs of the chemi-
cal industry serving agriculture, This curriculum has been designed
to meet these four needs.

A two-year technology program has certain unique requirements
that influence the content and organisatien of the Ourrieultal.
Some of these requirements are imposed by the occupational functions
that graduates mast be prepared to perforWsonelesult-from the
need for special courses that will maximise the effectiveness of

to:Labors who have special competencies; and otherkerlie because of
the need to teach both technical principles en4:relatIdoractUil
Applications in the limited t .0 available. The agricultural chord
cals technology curriculum reflects three basic
functional utility, units of instruction in specialized technical
subjects, and provision for the. teiehing. of. Sat moiPlec .b7

The 1104111004 of 'the Wines i n:a Am.'s.; :technioal qooriculum
is as important as the content of the courses, In general, the
subject matter in a technical curriculum is carefully correlated in
groups of concurrent courses. This is in sharp contrast to the
arrangement of professional curriculums in which basic and somewhat
unrelated courses makeup the first part of the study program and
specialisation is deferred to subsequent terms,

In technical curriculums, it is mandatory that specialised
technical course work be introduced in the first tore, Deferring
this introduction evfin for one term imposes serious limitations on
the effectiveness of the total curriculum. Several important ad.
vantages accrue from the early introduction of the technical
specialty: (1) student int,rest is caught by practical aspects
and if the first term consists entirely of general subjects..
mathematics, English, social studies-- students oan lose interest,
(2) by introducing technical stag in the first term, it is

18
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possible to obtain greater depth of penetration in specialized sub-
jects in the latter stages of the two-year program, (3) the stu-
dent, as well as the instructor, can neglh _falmating his possible
success in the field, and (4) maximum practice to the application
of general and supporting course subjeot matter to the technical
courses is obtained. The student's study in these auxiliary courses
is reinforced by his appreciation%of the disoiplinari vanes ob-
tained thgmefrom and the need for these values in technical study.

An agrioultural chemicals technician must nave a compre.
hensive understanding of basis ohemical, biological, and related
physical soignee, and must.be able to do sampling, analyses, calcu-
lations, interpretation, and reporting required in applied chemistry
in agriculture.

Technical specialty, supporting technical, and general courses
need to be started immediately and taught intensively, since all
three are interrelated. The subject matter of each should be pre-
sented in a oarefully coordinated 30111101100 30 each reinforces the
other. This is essential to provide maximum effective use of the
limited time available for learning in a two-year curriculum. As

each mum builds on and reinforces the other, the student's com-
prehension and interest inorease.

The agricultural chemicals technology seminar suggested for
the first quarter is designed as a working course with lectures,

demonstrations, reports, and outside assignments. Its purpose is to

provide the student with a frame of reference regarding the agri..
cultural ohemicals industry and how his education as a technician
fits him to do interesting and ohallening work in this field.

The general courses are considered to be of three kinds:
(1) Courses in the area of communications emphasise the mechanics of
reading, writing, listening, speaking, and reporting. Instructors
should establish stal,dards of clarity, conciseness, and neatness in
these courses. (2) The social science courses are designed to
broaden the student's conoepts and perception of the society in
which he lives and will be employed. These courses include broad
eanomic and industrial conoepts and sufficient emphasis on corporate
structure and economics to enable the student to oomprehend the
terminology and recognize the motives, methods, objectives, and ad-
ministrative procedures of employers. (3) Two courses are provided
to enhance the student's ability to better oars for himself in the
conduot of his private and public life.

The supporting technical courses are designed to provide a
broad foundation for this and related technologies. IMphasis is
placed on the use rf mathematics, biological science, ohemistry,
business, and agriuultv'e in agricultural ohemicals technology.

...
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Bight technical specialty courses are presented. Some over-
lap in subject matter may occur among these -eight courses and by
"design it is intended that:there,should be a close relationship of
the content of these courees.andAhe supporting .technical courses.
The overlap here is provided for mainly-asorientation and review.

t
-

The.couree study guides are intended as "Adm. rather than
specific,plans of instruction. "It is expected that principles,
concepts, and theories studied in these courses will be supple-
mented and reinforced with'practical applications wherwer possible.

A suggested curriculum outline by quarters ..ppears as a chart
on the following thief, pages. -,
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toUGGESTED AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS STUDY PLAN+
+In eaoh oourso the emphasis is upon meeting the needs of agrioultural ohemioals tetliniolans.

QUARTER

1 2 3 4 5

"
6

__--_---
:ommunioations
Skills I

'Listening, Speak.
lag, and Road..ng)

Communlo-tions
Skills II
(Writing and Cor -
respondenoe)

Communloatlons
Skills III
(Teohnloal Report
Writing)

Agrioultural.Sol.
enoe II
(Laboratory
TeohnlqueS)

e

Personal Hygiene,
Publlo Health
Ednoation, and
First Aid

Industrial Organi
mations and
Institutions

grloultural
Chemistry I
Inorganlo)

Agrioultural
Chemistry II
(Organlo)

Agrioultural
Chemistry III
agrloulture Blo-,
ohemistry)

Introduotion to Fungioldes, Boo.
Plant and terioldes, and
Animal Pathol.. Nematooides
ogy (The Use of Chemi

oals as 0

Farm Animal Nutri
tiou, Pathology
and Entomology
(The Use of
Chemioals in
the areas of..

grioultural Chemio
oals Teohnology
Seminar I

Agrioultural Hue.
mess I .
(General Agrioul-J
tural and Bust.
nese Eoonomioe)

Agrioultural
Business II
(Reoords and
Bookkeeping)

.

-

--
Agrlonitural Bus Agrioultural Bus
Snots III mess IV
(Flnanoe, Credit Selling and
Budgeting, Merobandising)
Taxes)

.

Agrioultural Bus
mesa V
(Agrioultural
Business Manage
ment)

---- I

grioultural
Meohanios I
Traotors, Engines
an' Farm MAohin.
ery )

Agrioultural
Meohanios U
agricultural
Chemicals, Maoh
(nary and 'quit
mit)

. .

Agrioultural,Soi.
enoe I
(Ballo Agri.. -

oultural Soiw
enoe)

. ,

General Crops Agrioultural
Produotion Produotion
(Course Appro. ( Course Appro.
priate to the priate to the
Area) Area )

Agrioultural
Produotiou
(Course Appro -
priate to the
Area

iml

grioultural Susi.
ness Computations
Processes, Pro-
biome and Bain-
tions)
r

Introduotion to
Soils

Fertiliiera
(The Use of ..
Chemioals as

)

Soil Additives Rodents and Personal Develop
ITha.fte of Predators mant and Human
Chemicals (The Use of Relations
as ,) Chemicals. to

Control Field)

ntroduotion to
Blologloal
Eaten*.

Introduotion to
Plant and
Animal lintoft,
mology

Inseotioldes
rants)
(The Use of
Chemioals
as )

....---...............*

Introduotion to Herbloides Plant Regulators
Weed Solenoe (The Use of (The Use of

Chomioals Chemicals
as 0 as

-

A

A

A

(
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SUIGPSTED C0RRICUIMI OUTLINE

First Year

First .Qjrter'
Communications, Rills I

(Listening, Speaking, & Reading)
.Agricaturca Cieoastry

(Inorganic)
Agricultural Ctiettioas Technology

Seminar I
" Agricultural- Mechanios I - - ,

1Tritotors, Engiores & Faro ilaohinery)
Agricultural BuSine -Computtions
- (Processes, Problems,- & Solutions)

C Introduction to ;Biological Selene*

Secqud:Ouall:er,
Cemounieations

Of ritine
Agrietura;Ch

4

SkUsII-
.cormsiomino4

Er !:
(Orginic)

. _

NI. Agricultural Business I
(General Ageicultiral &

B111.13 03041i0111.;e11)

V Agricultural Ithotios /X"'
(Agrioi4.tura.14AiCals
40hinihri listipaent)

k% 1;A:4:diction

C IntroduotioAl to Plant & 01)41

Third Courtin.
Commoulteations Skids

(TeoliniCe/ RepOif
Agrioulturil Cheri*y III

(Agriculture:Bioehesdstry.
)(Agricultural Badness II

(RlicOrds & Bookkeeping)

.4. ,.;

Agricultural Seitallee X

(Iasi* Agriculture Science)'-`

The or ChesiiCals as Fertilfsers
The Use of Chesdos18. as Inseotidides

(Plants) ._ 4

Extended study guides are presented
in a suosequent section,

a

,

3

labors,-
' Class tory Total
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SUGGESTED CURRICUW!4 OUTLINE

Second Year
Labors-

Class tory Total
Units Hours Hours lours

Fourth Quarter

Agricultural Science II 2 1 3 4
(Laboratory Techniques)

:ntroduct .on to Plant & Animal Pathology 3 2 3 5

-)(Agricultuz.al Business III 3 3 0 3
(liasuce, Credit, Budgeting, Taxes)

General i;rcps Production 3 2 3 5

1 The Use of Chemicals as Soil Addltives 2 1 3 4

11 15
Introduction to Weed Soience

Fifth_ Quarter

Agricultural Business IV 3 3 0 3
(Selling & Merchandising)

Personal Hygiene, Public Health Bu.
cation, & First Aid) 2 2 0 2

The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides,
Bactericides, & Namatooides 3 2 3 5

Agricultural Production Course 3 2 3 5
(Appropriate to the Area)

The Use of Chemicals in the Area of
Field Rodents & Other Predators 2 1 3 4

The Use of Chemicals as Herbicides
12 Til
2

Sixth Quarter,

Agricultural Business V 3 3 0 3
(Agricultural Business Management)

Industrial Organizations & Institutions 3 3 0 3

The Use of Chemicals in the Areas of Farm
Animal Nutrition, Pathology, &
Entomology 3 2 3 5

Agrioultural Produotion Course 3 2 3 5
(Appropriate to the Area)

Personal & Human Relations 2 2 0 2

The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators
17 9 alig

xtended study guides are presented
in a subsequent section.

. -



PART n
COURSE OUTLINES

General, Auxiliary, and
bupporting Technical Courses

FIRST QUARTER COURSES

Communications Skills
(Listening, Speaking, & Reading)

Agricultural. Chemistry I

(Inorganic)

Agricultural Chemicals Technology Seminar I

Ag=ricultural Mechanics I
(Tractors, Engines, & Farm Machinery)

Agricultural. Business Computations
(Processes, Problems, & Solutions)

Introduction to Biological Science
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COMEMICATEO SKILLS I

(Speaking and Reading)

Hours Recuired

Class, 3; laboratoli,

c riotion, -

This course is designed to enhance the student's skill in
listening, speaking, and reading. Topics *for student oral reports
and reading assignments are chosen from material discussed in their
technical courses. this course,= along with the second semester
course in oommunictions skills, integrates the basic communication
skills with practical vocational-and industrial situations instead
of treating :Item as discrete topics. The practical aspect of com-
munication problems doelnates the course:

Course Out lips

I. The Idea of Communioation; A Po..4t of Vier (Readine
Spank Stressed)

.
A.5fAnslimis ofi.the communitiations proOess

13. Eitamination of the problems involved in the effective
r -us0 thelbacric .scamuniaatiin<skills

C. Relationship of language snd maladjustment

D. Dynamics of language

1. Changes according to time, place, and environment

2. Levels of usage

3. View toward grammatical conventions

E. Meaning an 70.110 in words and phrases
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II. Iry:tUating and Designing Qra Composition

A. Choosing the subject

B. Limiting lie subject

C. Determining the purpose

D. Gatherir2, selecting, and organisinj the material

B. Examining the fc:ms oiscourse: arguientition,
description, narration: persWiam

. .

F. Using aids: dictionary. thesaurus, library,
note-taking, outlining

III. Developing the Composition (Osa3)

A. Being specific (words...ideas) 40,1,;,,J,,

s -

*I 'Denten tonna

2. The- prooess of definition

3. Types of meaning . connotative and denotative
_ r

B. Methods of preset-titian
7

C. Organisation

D. Deve.legv,,,the °antral-ideal . --tandw. stating.
supportinx

.the,,taitenee,..pragvapheirthe whole
composition

IV, Process *planation
-:,

A. The nature of exopsitery composition

B. Plat ning the explanation
v,.

C. Presenting the explanation
-.

7. Reading

A. Teavuiquee of silent read1.2

. Wyeabnlary !tut.

C. Paragrzpia

I-, Dapporin ap)od e.nd comprehension

1.01.110.11,-.411011.M. .-e,
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(Inorgt=is..=

Enr11MILICA

Must in Laboratory, 3

Desoriotbn

A study of fundammital-prinoiplee and concepts:
atomic structure; Chemical bond; the periodic clacitildation of
elements; chemical bquilibrium, loniaatIon:amA Motion; and
properties of selected elements and their Compoundi; cads, bests,salts, solutions and solloids. Laboratory experiments illustrate
chemical principles and develop-laborOPV;techniques.. This. intro-
ductory course is designed to provide an undeibtaimiing needed by
technicians in ikgrioultural &esti:ale technology.. The student
should acquire a theoretical, understanding of tho-disogiline and
also be able to make practical appUseitiono la4h0-11041.

. .1:ngastWAddlikt
!ri i; WT. .fr 0I. ihtroduction and Irtmdautental Prinoiples

A. Introduction and histosjoA*941"0

D. Units of measurement Dimensio44 "aria
C. Matter and its changes

D. Laws of chemloal °hangs

B.
,

B. SymiJols and fozzados

P. Valence, covalence

G. Molecular weight, formula weight
-y

II. Atomic Structure .
A. Atomie User"-, '

B. Atoed: weights, equivalent weights

7-7724.7iWiE;.-
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C. Faectron, proton, neutron

De Modem theory of atomic structure

E. Molecular weight, formula weight, mole

Ti. Periodic Classifioation

A The periodic tfthie

Relstivn$1141.= ci modern atomic theory-to the-7_

oeriodic table

C. Totization potential

D. Physical and chemical behavt.:-

B.)Uses of 'the-periodic table

IV. Formulas end Chemical. Equations.

A. iormulis

3

B. ,' Chemical equationt

C. Types of chemical changes

D. Percentage composition

Oxygen aid *rot*

.44 OM=

B. Hydrogen

Vt. The Gaseous State

A. Atmospholic pressure

B. Pressure -- volume relationship

C. Temperature volume relationship

D. Combined gas lips

E. Standard temperature and pressure



VII. Classification and NomenclAture

A. Acids skid the properties

B. Bases and' their properties

C. Salts -.1: I

D. Ionic equations

E. Reaction type,

VIII. Water and the 'lipid State

A. Properties of -liquid state

Bq iwaporation

Bail.!,uo. point

rtiese a tension

E. Viscosity

3).

.I"
U. Solutions and Colloids

A. Solutions; solute and solvent

B. Types of solutions

C. Equilibrium in solutions

D. Solubility of solids

E. Solubility of gases in licprids1:-...

F. Effect of temperai;ure on solubiaity

G. Concentration of solutions

I. Normal solutions

J. Boiling aad freezing points

K. Osmotic pressure

I% Colloids and colloidal particles

.g

Molar solutions
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M. Kinds of colloidal solutions

N. Preparation of colloidal solutions

O. Characteristics of colloidal solutions

P. Precipttation of colloidal particles

X. Chemical Equilibrium; Ionization

A. Factors affecting reaction rates

B. Chew' al equilibrium

C. Reactions which proceed to completion

D. Effect of teml:aratare and Ic.essu.4

E. Conductivity of cautions

F, Neutralization reactions

G. Buffer solutions

H. Hydrogen ion concentration

I. Solubility product principles

XI. Oxidation and Reduction

A. Oxidation

B. Reduction

C. Oxidizing ;ne. reducing agents

D. Oxidation; redrntion equations

XII. Group VI.A Elements

A. Sulfur

B. Selenium and Tellurium

XII:. Group V-A Elements

A. atrogal

B. "itrelgen fixation



C, The inert gases

D. Ammonia and 141411011iUM salts

B. Nitric acid and nitrates

P. Oxides of nitrogen

G. Phosphorous

H. Compounds of phosphoroub

I. Arsenic

J Antimony

H. Bismuth

17. Group MA-Blaskents

A. COmbon

Be. Bilioon

: , :1'1%

:."
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS TECIVOLOGY SEMINAR I

Hours ReeuiLl

Class, 1; Laboratory-; 0

Descritotion

This seminar is designed primarily to orient the beginning stu-
dent in a post high school technical educational program. A brief
introduction to the new type of learning situation is followed by ,2n
ex lanation of the objectives of the seminar and how theyoill be
accomplished. The remainder of the time is devoted to givink; the
student occupational and professional orientation by means of eu-
dent panel reports and class discussion on pertinent topics. These
topics should be assigned to panel groups at the first or second
meeting of the class, with emphasis on the principle that the student
groups are responsible for preparing a report and leading cles3
discussion on the topics assiko.ed. Students should be given topics
of their choice within the scope of the seminar, as far as possible.

By preparing themselves and leading the class discussion under
the instructor's guidance, the students become informed by active
involvement in the development of the topics studied. The student
panels can be expanded by Including guest panelists from industry or
the professions. The class should be encouraged to question the
panel members tnd ever to take issue .41: cont::-Tersial subject matter
is under discussion. The disw.,sion of the library scientific method
and the practice of safety in ne field of agricultum. chemicals are
intended to provide the student with an insight into important
attitudes necessary to his success as a technician, The exploration
of job opportunities in the agricultural chemicals field and edu-
cational preparation for them stimulates student cariosity and
interests.

Panel reports shoula be written and sources documented prior to
oral presentation to th( class for discussion. A notebook should be
required, made up of the student's part of the panel report for
Thich be is responsible as well as complete class notes.



Seminar Outline

I. The Student and the School

A. Physical facilities, regulations. academic
requirements

B. How to plan use of time

C. Seminar objectives and plan of operation

D. Notebook ...required content

B. Assignment of topics and schedule for pane.. reports

II. The Library and Its Use

A. Why technicians need a library '-=

B. Library organisation and facilities

C. Serlices of tte librarystaff.-

D. How to use the library

III. Technical Personnel

A. Occupational levels an-I qualifications

B, The dngineering team -- scientists. or engin/0y,,
technicians. skilled craftsmen 1.:

1) Relationship of the engineer. scientiet, and
skilled craftsman tc, the technician

I

C. Th., chemical technician

1) Need for constant study to maintain technical
nap-to.dateness"

societ4-1r

3) For_al supplemen,..a'y stv,dy

35
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IV. Opportunities in the Agricultural Chemicals Field

A. Size and importance of chemical industry

It. Stability and growth of chemical industry

C. Expanding demand for trained-chemical pel:Sonnel

D. Expanding need for qualified chemical technicians
(few programs, chemist shortage makes for upgrading,
concept of 3 or 4 teohniwtans to each scientist)

Trends in technician salaries

V. Types of Jobs in the Agricultural Chemioals Field

A. Produotion, quality control, analytical

B. Research assistant experimental ohmic:el
preparation, analytical methods

C. Pilot plant, development work analytical,
operator, bupervisor"

D. Production -- operator, supervisor

E. Sales and marketing

F. Sales service, customer troubleshooter

. VT.~,,,Thdustrial Firms Who- Employs. Agricultural Chemical

Technicians I

=

"A. = 'Fertiliser:-

B. Soil Additive

C. Insecticide

D. tilrbicide

E. Growth Regulator

F. Fungicide* -'13actoricide & Nemeocide

EMploymInt Opporturaties With Firms Other
Than Industrial

A. Federal government, food and dru3, military,
aerospace development, agricultural research
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B. State and local public health. sanitation. water,
air pollution, meteorology

C. Teaching .w high school. technical institute, vo-
catianal.technical school, junior collIge, university

D. Research foundations

E. Technician training with additio 1 preparation
and work experience, may level to _rofessionel_
level jobs.

VIII. Technical Subjects in Relation to General Education

A. Communications: oral communication and technical
reporting

Economic:.

C. IndUstrIal and labor relations

D. Nunn relations

B. Need for general education knowledge and skills to
obtain growth' and piisotion into -41iptirvitioz7
Positions

Af icultural Chemicals Health

et

X. Salesmanship in the Agricultural Chemicals field

.

Sumpery,Discur3ian of Seminar Topics

A. Review of topics

B. Analysis of values
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AGRICULTURALMSZRA1315.i..

(Tractors, Engines, and Farm Machinery)

Hours RenziLed

Class, 1; laboratory. 3

aperintiot
A.

Field operation, ;;ervicing, adjustuion,,t". minor repair, min-
tenance, and set-up of gasoline and dieeel' engines; tractors; and
til:age, seeding, and cultivating machinery and equipswet. Staphasis

is given to operational procedures which are often'used in connection
with activities engaged to.. PP17 ASlicultwcal chemicals.

ke

Course Outline

; f , '

A. Maintenance, servicing, idjistMetit and calibration

tonozzpor,4,;x1,ropucene.0

C. Operation and set-up

IL wheel and Track Type Tractors

A. Maintenance, servicing, adjiaitment and ialibration

'107.

B. Minor repair and replacement of

q..

C. Operation and setup

s

III. Tillage, Seeding and Cultivating Machinery

A. Maintenance servicing, adjustment and calibration

B. Minor repair and replacement of parts

C. Operation and setsaup
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AGRICULTURE 01$21123B IXSPIITATIONS:

BRIZLIffaital

Class, 3; Laboratori;,
Rliliatlia

This oourse is intended to proper* the student to handle
effectively mathematical problems arising in his career on agri-
cultural ohmic-11s, 2eview is made or-ól eskintar74iihematias and
study is ocaubic,..sd through advent:A arithmetic operations, algebra.
and some trigonometry.

.1- tz:.: V-4- PI

Thpritio otopilp and the, oder in which they are presented
intagrate Ise tiheriiitli) thiiii teathiolknioUri es 1Wibe enrrioulum
to their gat r' bleiefit. Thus, the basic slide-rule operations are
introilr_ t-: Stu tire biio thit ibilitudint cot usib this tool
to odsontiage In other oo'crios.. As the various t. 4Piaa are int"
dtoed the nesnitg-Itkridireilliftetilittioip.121" Ofsificluand, the role

h4911411.... 'Im should be considered before the, , . . a
.,,if t -I _ ' - ../ __ _ '.. _ P !_. - _ -2,'

.'; ' .` I' ' r _1

' ' ,r7ritrrzTa.5-Tir7177nritrrnr:.!

z '
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:na Lath zmerply? It

A. ltieWirotilial"':3 i
B. Fundamental operations

C. Percentage

avilifer 71*.

Lt Hasid tab tiles(' ''' .,-- :,.-
:.-)t-i.-... ; r L,

A. Types of slide rules end calculators
f-(-,* :" : .-., - . _F. -. '

B. MUltiplioation end division
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G. Powers of ten

D. Gambino! multiplication and division

Squari 'ig and square root

III. Fundamental Algebraic Operations

A. Positive and negative numbers

B. Review of addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division

C. Review of factoring

D. Review of fractions

IV. Equations and Formulas

A. Meaning and underlying principles of equations

B. Solving first-degree equatio3s in one unknown

G. Formula rearrangement and evaluation

D. Significant figures and approximate.compatation

V. Applied Problems in Plane and Solid Mensuration-

A4 Area and volume of common figures and solids

B. Relations in triangle. quadrilateral and cirol.

G. Applied problems in geometry

VI. Ratio, Proportion, Variation

A. Meaning of ratio and proportion

B. Slide-rule solution of proportion problems

G. Meaning of direct, inverse, and inverse
square variations

D. Techniiml use of these conoepts



VII. Introduction to Trigonometry

A. Purpose of trigonometry

B. Definitions of six functions of an acute angle

C. Trigonometric tables

D. Solution of right triangles

E. Applied problems in right triangles



INTRODUCTION TO BIOLOGICAL SCINICE

Hama_Bnakti

Class, 2; Laboratozy# 3

Descrintko.

A basic ccurse intewled to provide a foundation for advanced
study needed by technical workers engaged in chemicals technology.
Soil fertility, animal and plant nutr!tioni plant and arlmal
pathology, herbicides, and insecticides are area 3f °J;Ardy which

require an understanding of biological principles and processes
of plants and animals.

Course Out lint

I. Basic Biological Principles

A. Mate/. arid energy

B. Classification

C. Organic cycles

D. Ecology

E. Diffusion

F. Pathology

G. Heredity

H. Lit, cycles

I. Food

J. Etvironment

Basic Processes

A. Photosynthesis



B. Transpiration

C. Translooation

D. Irritability

E. Reproduction

F. Respiration

G. Oxidation

H. Growth and development

I. Metabolism

J. Absorption

K. Digestion

L. accretion

M. Circulation

III. Morphology/Anatomy

A. Systems

1) Organs

a) Parts

N. Physiology

A. Structure

B. Function
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SECOND 3ARTF2 COURSES

Copmemications Skir.r.s I/
(Writing & Correspondence)

Agricultural Chemistry II
(Organic)

Agricultural Business I
(Generti Agricultural & Business Economics)

Agricultural Mechinics It
(Agrimatural Chemicals Machinery & Equipment)

Introduction to Soils

Introductioa to Plant and Animal Entomology

45
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COMMUNICATMN SKILLS II

(Writing and Correspondence)

Rours Reouirei

Class, 2; Laboratory, O.,

Desert:Alan

This course is designed to enhance the student's skill in
writing, composition, and correspondedoes Ibpios for student,
reports are chosen from material discussed in their technical
courses. The course material cortalates and integrates the basic
comunication skills with vocational and industrial situations
instead of treating them as discrete topics. The practical -.pact

of communication problems dominates tile

Algaigris

The Idea of Communioation41 Point of View (Correspondence
and zanktk?LC Stressed)

A. Analysis of the communications process

B. Examination of the problems involved in the
effpctive use of the basic communication skills

C. Relationship of language and maladjustment

D. Dynamics of language

1) Changes according to time, place, and environment

2) Levels of usage

3) View toward grammatical conventions

E. Meaning and value in words and phrases
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II. Investigating and DesignimiitlitgaComposition

A. Choosing the subject

B. Limiting the subject

C. Determining the purpose'

D. Gathering, selecting, and organizing the material

E. Examining the forms of discourse: argumentation,

description, narration. persuasion

F. Using aids: dictionary, thee ;rue, library,
note.taking, outlining

III. Developing the Composition (Written)

A. Being specific (words, ideas)

1) Defining terms

2) The process of definition

3) ".:ypes of meaning connotative and denotative

B. Methods of presentation

C. Organization

D. Developing the central idea: forming. stating,
supporting

E. Composing the sentence. the paragraph. the whole
composition

IV. Grammatical Convention

A. Forms. mechani.s and usage

B. Troublesome problems

1) The sentence fragment and run together sentence

2) Commonly misspelled words and penmanship

3) Verb.subject agreement, tense



4) Paragraphing -- stating and developing a
main idea

5) Punctuation and capitalisation

1. Correspondence

A. Business lettere

11. Social letters

49



Hours Re ui ad

AGRICULTUall CHEN-STRY II

(Organic Chemistry)

Class, 2; laboratory, 3

Description

The sec.. 4d chemistry course in the curriclum is designed to
provide an understanding of some of the basic laws, concepts, and
primiples of organic chesestry. This is a systematic study of the
compound of carbon and hydrogen and their substitnted products.
Applications to the specialized area of agricultural chemicals
technology (nutrition, fertility, pesticides, etc.) are stre3sA.

Course Or tile

I. Introduction

A. Definition of organic chemistry

B. Reasons for studyinE the compounds of carbon separatzly

C. Narked difference in so123ility of organic and in-
organic compounds

D. Reaction rates generally Omer, and non-ionic
in character

E. Type reactions -- alcoholu to aldehydes, etc.

F. Complexity of reactions and side reactions

G. Sources of organic compounds

H. Electron theories of valence applied to organic
compounds

I. Acylic and cyclic compounds



II. Hydrocarbons

A. Paraffins

B. Cycloparaffins

C. Olefins

D. Acetylenes

E. Aromatic hydrocarbons

F. Hydrocarbon mixtures

Alcohols and Phenols

A. Primary, secondary, and tertiary alcohols

B. Mbnohydric and polyhydric alcohols

C. Preparation

1. Reactions

E. Phenols and aromatic alcohols

F. Uses

IV. Ethers

A. Nomenclature

B. Preparation

C. Reactions

D. Uses

V. Aldehydes and Ketones

A. Nomenclature

B. Preparation

C. Reactions

D. PolyEarization

E. Uses

51
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VI. Carboxylic Acids and Their Derivation

A. Fats, oils, waxes, and detergents

B. The carboxyl group

C. Monobasio acids

D. Polybasic acids

E. Preparation

F. Reactions

G. Uses

H. Acid Halides

I. Esters

J. Anhydrides

K. Amides and nitrites

L. Uses

VII. Substituted and Unsaturated Acids, 6:Amines

A. Nomenclature

B. Reactions

C. Preparation

D. Aromatic amines and diasotisat

E. Coupling

F. Sandmeyer reaction

G. Uses

VIII. Amino Acids, Carbohydrates and Review

A. Nomenclature

B. Preparation

C. Reaotio=

D. CJO3
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AGRICULTURAL EIUSAISS I

(General Agriculture aridness Economics)

Hours_tguazigi

Class, 3; Laboratory. 0

Description

The place a agriculture. farmers, and agricultural businessi .

men in our economic system; basic economic concepts and economic
problems of agriculture -arid Agrioltusinessi; =agriculture price making
and marketing problem; factors of =eduction; and State and Federal
programs affecting the farmer's and agricultural businessman's
position.

A study of economidorteifmktAbcobirmait -a.bastirtndeigtending
of the principles of economics and their implications; tr develop
the ability to follow an informedvaiMmat timaniamprotram; to aid
in the development of intelligent consumption; and to provide an
understaidittrot the'Amilsrlylnewelirlatorobipvt ileet.:nonttel to
swoon in an industrial enterprise, The program or problems
worked upon by an agricultliterokordeetirteebnoUglAAilt:Tastely
must be measured by a cost analysis. To be aware of this fact, and
to Have a Imowledo of elementary economies, prepares the Otedent
;' 4? the costioonscious environmmt of his taloWtimiamymertto .1t is
suggested that the instruotion in this course be based on this
pragmatic approach and that students be(eirskiaritect.te;Ituclir exemplet
from the chemical industry and igrioulture as they learn about cost
analysis, ceiVettItteri, Weationivittenond;-.ode liberation, end
the related aspects of applied economics.

/cck

astmildlla
I. Introduction

A. Basic soonest° Aielieepts ,

:

0

B. The nature of apioultaio beeliesserelonenioa

'3 74_ .--'!`.Z
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II, Economic Forces and Indicators

A. Economics defined

B. Modern specialisation

C. Increasing production and consumption

D. Measures of economic activity

i) Gross national product

2) National income

3) Disposable personal income

4) Industrial production

5) Esployaent, and unemployment

III. Nature of Agriculture Business Economics

A. -Nature of .'agriculture business

B. Agricultural resources. - t.

C. Agriculture business and price struotureir.-

D. Agriculture lusiness usiketing,

. Capital and-1440r

A. Twit (Capital)

')

4.

.

1)"Tht-tyPortsnos For_ saving 'an

2) The necessity fin. markets

B. Large-scale enterprise

C. Labor

i) Population characteristics

2) Vocational choice?

3) General education

4) 4scial training

5) Management's role in maintaining labor supply



V. Business Enterprise

A. Forms, advantages, disadvantages of various
business enterprises

1) Individual proprietorship

2) Partnership

3) Corpelration

B. Types of corporate securities

1) Common stocks

2) Preferred stocks

3) Bonds

C. Mechanics of financing business

D. Plant organisation and management

VI. Factors of Agriculture Business Production
" r

A. Buidlings and equipment
'1

1) Initial cost and financing

2) Replir and maintenance costs

3) Depreciation and obsolescence costs

B. Materials

1) Initia.VoOst-and,inventothrY4W-

2) Bandling-and stows.

C. Processing and Prodnotion.i-:. .

1) Methods of garb- analysike

2) Cost of labor

3) Cost of supervision and process oontrol

le) Effect of losses in percentage of original
product compared to finished product

D. Packaging and shipping

55
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E. Overhead costs

F. Taxes

G. Cost of ,selling

A. Process analysis, a means to lower costs

I. Profitability and business survival

VII. Prioe, Competition, and Monopoly

A. Funotion of prices

3. Prioe determination

° Competitive cost of produot

2) Demind

3) SuPPIY" . I

4) Inveraotions between supply and demand

C. Competition, benefits, and consequences

0 Monopolr and oligopoly

2) Forces that modify and reduoe competition

3) History of government regulation of competition

D. An analysis of bow competitive our economy is

VIII. actreinnent--Agancies -and Policies- "

A. Gov eitsiwor propane endt-loliol.es-

B. Economic effects.. ,

C. Financinglovernmental spending

D. Legislation
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AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS II

(Chemical Machinery and Equipment)

Acura wired

Class, 1; Laboratory, 3

binitiddiga

This acme is designed to provide the student with under-

standings, skills, and abilities needed to properly select, owate,
adjust, service, maintain, and repair equipment ,and machinery which

is used to apply agricultural chemicals.

Course Outline

I. Introduction

4 ; .

A. The important,* of proper application -what is the

nature of thartisk tol*ommoomplAsbeW.'

1)% 14kys-perts.amd-

eradloate4, or
r

2) Ways nutrients

B. Types of chemilals

1) Insecticides

2) ftngicides
.

3) Yematocides

4) Herbicides

amens' azok.Ablitroned
prevented

Joe iNar
and soil additives are applied

4:1;ia Stitivt:

used in agriculture
-olla 1-

;"$4 kw,

,f -trf

5)- Plint-logaIatorC,-::;_-.;

6) Fertilisers %I

7) Soil s,dditives_

*1.
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8) Bactericides

9) Rodenticides

10) ifollusitooidas

C. Different kinds of chemical-W*44o

1) Taxi* agents

2) Satins=

3) Spreaders

4) Stiaers
445) tikunit driossdngs-:

1,h/4 al
; Ampelamsts

7) Baits

8) Attractants

UP Sprging and SPraYuloat Gottallocti ister *A_

-

se. 4 -

ri.,12'
btr

bat
1:4;;;

jaLi:_i441.244.222,2

A. Thilatfalielsrinoi#.1aS ikerlystrlig 'year
IkA431-11iiieVettspeetbrittpromatoegkanpont applied.

brurcava-7- ,fvrl*ttfir:,,g14
2) *maw and moils 'elm for proper coverage

Z-z,11477.e .s'fft gintn+t fyla ttaei*Ntra
3) Droplet sisa effeot of preteen's and wind drift

elm/fontlsz al b4ur elAotaseo 1 set&T
B. Types of aprons

C. Operational prinoiples of sprayers
tablyttei

D.
l"

Parts and construction of sprayers

B. Maintenance: ertining, cleaning and:stssge
of 'prams er&,inatcho !.

P. Operating, oblibnut.ing4Pidjustiagripitters

0. Repair and overhaul of sprarilte-v$7

B. Precautions and safetr,f-f:kgt
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II/. DusUng and Dusting Equipment

A. ..aeory and principles of dusting

1) Effect of speed and pressure on amount applied

2) Nozzles and nozzle sizes for proper coverage

3) Particle size- effect of pressure and wittd drift

B. Types of dusting equipment

C. Operational principles of dusting equipment

D. Parts and construction of dusting equipment

E. Maintenance,. -servicing, cleaning and eterage
of dusting equipment

F. OPotating calibrating, adjusting dusting equipment

G. Repair anti overhaul of dusting equipment

H. Precautions and safety _,

IV. Fumigatistrand-Posigatiat Biuipment

Theorrand-prineiples at fumigation equipment

Efteot of -;eed and pressure on amount applied

2) Nozzles and nozzle. sized fo.p-proper coverage

.

effect of pressure and wind drift
. .

B.. Ines :of ftedietioq, equipment

C. Operational principles c asigation equipment` I;
D. Parts and constraatien,o:'-ft,sigatien equipment

.1 .--.14Eintenaneit.-servioing, Lezninx and storage
-. Of_Anisettes equipment

F. Operating, calibrating, adjusting fumigation equipment

G. Repair and overbid,- of-fumigation equipment

N. Precautions and safety



V. Fog Applicators

A. Theory and principles of fog applicators

1) Effect of speed and pressure on amount applied

2) Rosales and nozzle slues for proper coverage

3) Droplet size effect of pressure and wind drift

B. Types of fog applicators

C. Operational prinoiples of foe applicators

D. Parts arc construction el fog applicators

Maintenance, servicing, cleaning and storage of
fog applicators-

F. 'Venting, calibrating; adjusting fog applicators

O. Repair and:overhaul-of fog, applicators

H. Precautions and"safetr t

VI. Fertiliser and Soil

A. -IiithOrijr.and'prinaitales of fertilization and of using
soil additives

B, Equipment for applying solid fertilisers and
r's

,t lancet servicing

and cleaning; operating, calibratizi and ad-
Astiairrepaibtaand elifilissuiffpretiautions and
safe*

C. Equipment for applying liquid fertilisers and
w soil; t 4 'C.-

1) Operitionektirialiples-0-7nalirtlinsae, servicing

and cleaniatvioperatisati-Alibrating and ad
jutting; repair and overhaul; precautions and
eafatir: te!4...7A"1-Lf,)

apitasist firakkiistrgaseoltiik fteibtiliters and soil
additives

1) Operational principles, naintenanoe, servicing

and cleaning; operating, calibratfag and adjust.
Ingo repair and overhaul; precautions and safety



SOIL scut= I

(Introduction to Soils)

Hours Remixed

Class, 2; Laboratory, 3

Descrintian

The physical, chemical, and biological. properties of soils in
relation to plant growth; soil texture, structure, moistire rela-
tions, temperature, biological activities and.organiclatter content.
The functions of the soil as a medium to support plant life are
stressed.

Course Outline

I. Origin and General Charaeteristies

A. Soil formation

1) Materials of soil formation

2) Rooks and their oomposition.%.:;

3) Kinds of weathering

4) Effects of plants and animals - organic matter

B. -Classification-And 104tAtipatiov.

1) On the basis of parent materials
. - . 0

2) On the basis of deposition

3) On the basis of profile development

4) Storie Index Rating

II. Properties of Soils

A. Physical



1) Teocture

2) Structure

3) Weight ..

B. Chemical --

1) Composition

2) ColIoidial properties

3) Exchange capacity

4) Soil reaction

C. -
z

In. Organic Matter and Microbiology of the Soil

A. Organic matter

B. MicrobiolokY r

L.
ZY. Interpretation and Ilse of Soil Maps

Ecoe arcil:17

V. Soil

(1`

fr

VI. Alitali Salivi., and

VII. intrOdUCtidhl**14014044NOWNV46itadiVratility

it Ari

vrizo Principles of Soil Management

--



AGRICULTURAL INTOMOIOGY

(Introduction-to Plant and Animal Entomology)

Hours Required

Class, 2; Laboratory, 3

63

Description

Classification, identification, life cycle, hosts, habits,
and kinds of damage done by insects of importance in agriculture.
Principles of insect control, current problems, and trene are
introduced.

Copse Ou ins

I, Introduction

A. Definitions

B. Economic importance of insects, damage done by insects

C. Brief history of insect control, explanation of
general methods of control

D. Ileneficial insects

E. Problems encountered in insect control

II. Classification

A. General

B. Arthropods of importance to man

C. Major orders
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In. General Mor;hology of Bluets

A. Patternal

B. Ihternar -,

C. Relation to type* of damage

;J. Collection. Identification, and Study q:10se9ls
of General Depor'

. _

V. Ir-Ict Control

A. Principles of control
.

B. Biological and cultural

C. Natural

D. Chsoical

E. Legal

. aa". 1mm-

;.

VI. Types of Dotage to Agricultural iltitopei Products,
and Materials

,

A. Foliar, root, seed, fruit of plants
. 5 k

1) Chewing -inseicts

2) Sucking and piercing insecia. .

lapplitg-Insenta,

4) Irritant Insects
_ 7 -

16 Contamination

C. Market appearance



THIRD AAUP. COURSE

Communications Skills III
(Technical Report Writing)

Agricultural Chemistry /II
(Agriculture Biochemistry)

Agricultural Business II
(Records and Bookkeeping)

Agricultural Science I
(Basic Agriculture Science)

*The Use of Chemicals as Fertilizers

*The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides (Plants)

*Ettended study guides are presented in a subsequent section.

65
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eL44tUNICATION SKILLS III

(Technical Report Writing)

HOks Required

Class, 2; Laboratory; 0

Description

A natural and vital exteLision of Communication Skills intended
to help the student achieve greater facility in his use of the
language, both spoken and written. Using the basic skills previously
acquired, the student is introduced to the practical aspects of
organizing information, preparing reports, communicating within
groups. The use of graphs, charts, sketches, diagrams, and drawings
to present ideas and clearly significant points is an important part
of the course. Raphasis is upon techniques for collecting and
presenting technical data by mea- -e informal and formal reports,
as well as special types of technical papers. Forms. and procedures
for technical reports are studied and a pattern is established for
all reports to be submitted in this and other courses.

Course Out-411e

I. Reporting

A. Nature and types of reports

B. Objective reporting

C. Recording of data

D. Awaysis of data

E. ilritical evaluation of a report

II. Writing Technical Reports

A. The scientific method
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B. The techniques of exposition

C. The report form

III. Use of Technical Sketches and Drawings

A. Tecimiques of freehand sketching

B. Theory of projection

C. Hatiview drawing

D. Sectional views

E. Dimensioning of drawings

IV. Use of Diagrammatic kbixesentation

Flow diagrams

B. Functional processes

C. Symbols

V. Graphical Presentation of Data

A. Types of graph paper

B. Proper scaling of paper

C. Points and lines .. their meaning

D. Use of data from graphs

VI. The Research Paper

A. Subject and purpose

B. Source materials: bibliographical tools,

periodical indexes, the library

C. Organising the paper

1) A working bibliography



2) Notes and the outline

3) The rough draft

4) Quoting and footatoting

5) The final paper

Oral and written presentation of the paper

4.



AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY III

(Agricultural Biochemistry)

111ftigiourred

Claszi 2; Laborato-j 3

Descridis

An introductory study of the chemical processes which occur

in plants and animals. Intended as a stuk provide technical

foundation for understanding the manner in which plants and animals
synthesise some of the ar4y chemical constituents of which they are
composed; the functirn. of these constituents; the utilisation,
alteration or brik:.kdown of these constituents; and general metabolic
processes.

*re(' Outline,

I. Introduction

A. Definitions and terminology

1 Biochemistry of the cell

C. General metabolism in plants and animals

II. Selected Aspects of Plant Growth

A. Plant growth regulation

1) Hormones

B. Ph*tosynthesis

C. Respiration and plant acids

III. Selected Aspects of Animal Growth

A. Nutrition



B. Oxidation

C. Growth regulators

1) Hormones

IV. Role of Different Materials in Metabolism

A. Nitrogenous compounds

1) Amino acids

2) Proteins
>.- ..

3) Insymes

ii.) Alkaloids

5) Nitrification and fixation of N2

B. :..arcohydrates

C. Lipids

71



AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS

(Accounting and Bookkeeping)

yours Bemired

Class, 2; Laboratory, 0

plscrintpn

Fundamentals and principles of accounting and bOOkkeeping with

emphasis on business transactions, documents, journals, ledgers, con-
trolling purchases and deliveries, inventory aid service control.

Course Outline

L. Fundamentals

A. Nomenclature and definitions

1) Assets, liabilities, proprietorship

B. Principles and procedures

1) The booitkeeping equation

2) The balance sheet

3) The use of aocounts

4) Analysing business transactions

5) Journalising and posting

6) Trial balance

7) The work sheet and financial reports

8) Closing the ledger

U. Cash Items

A. Hiking deposits



B. Cash receipts journal

C. Cash payment journal

D. Reconciling bank statements

E. Petty cash

//I. Purchases, Sales, Adjusting and Closing Entries

A. Handling purchases

B. Handling sales

C. Adjusting and closing entries

IV. Additional Records

A. Taxes and payroll

B. Notes receivable

C. Notes payable

D. Depreciation and bad debt expense

E. Deferred and accrued items

F. Closing the books

V. Special Applications

A. Bookkeeping for small business

B. The combination journal

C. Using cash registers

D. Single entry bookkeeping

E. Interpreting financial statements
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AGRICULTURAL -SCENCE I

(Basic Agriculture Science)

Hers Regaired

Class, 2; Laboratory, 3

s tin

Animal science, plant science, soils and the relationships
among the t:.eee. Basic principles of plant and animal production;
study of the kinds and breeds of livestock and poultry, of the
kinds and varieties of crops; their adaptability and an intro-
duction to production practices.

Coarse Outliu,

I. Relationship of Soils to Plants and Animals

A. Ftnotion and uses

B. Interdependence

C. Cycles

II. General Classifications of Plants

A. Age

B. Broad leaf and grass

C. Legume and non-legume

D. Field crops

E. horticultural crops

III. Varieties of Crop Plants



IV. Principles of Plant Growth

A. Plant physiology names and functions of plant parts

B. Pollination and fertilization

C. Sexual reproduction - seeds

D. Assexual reproduction - budding, graft ig, cutting,
layering srd division

E. Parts of seeds . germination

V. Plant Nutrition

A. Essential elements

B. Primary nutrients

C. Secondary nutrients

D. Trace elements

VI. General Field of Animal Science

A. Breeding and selection

B. Feeds, feeding, and nutrition

C. Sanitation, disease, and parasite control

D. Management

E. Marketing

F. Processing

G. Distribution

VII. Classification of Animals According to Purity

A. Registered - include pedigree

B. Purebred

C. Crossbred

D. Grade or commercial

E. Scrub

75
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VIII. Prtaciple Breeds of Beef, Sh4.4p, Swine, and Dairy

A. History

B. Adaptation

C. Breed characteristics

IX. Nutrients Required by Animals, Their Sources,
and Functions

A. Carbohydrates

B. Proteins

C. Vitamins

D. Minerals

R. Fat

F. Feed additives

G. Others

X. Processing and Distribution of Products

II. _Basic Concepts of the Poultry Industry

A. Layers

1) Production practices

2) Buildings and equiphent

3) Economic factors, rate of lay, ce'tt of
production, etc.

B. Meat birds

1) Production practises

2) Buildings and equipment

3) Economic factors. site of operation. market
age and weight, feed conversion, cost of
production
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PC,XII QUARTER '4U-'

Agricultural Science IC
(Laboratory Techniques)

Introduction to Plant & Animal Pathology

Agl..cultural Business III
(Finance, Credit, Budgeting, Taxes)

qeneral Crops Pr:_tcticn

Introduction to Weed Weft.

The Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives

*fttended study guides are r.ettented in a subsequent section,
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kiRICUIZURAL SCIP10E 11

(Laboratory Teobniques)

Hours

Class, 1; Laboratory, 3

EglIddiza

A laboratory type class designed to develop a high level of
competency by the student to perform essential laboratory techniques
performed by agricultural chemicals technicians. Basic scia.*ifio
principles, concepts, and procedures important to the qualification
of technical workers are stressed. Thu objectives of this course
extend beyond its immediate purpose of developing understandings
and sxills associated with laboratory t Aniques. Not apparent in
the outline but of critical importance is the emphasis in both
laboratory and lecture upon the scientific method.

qgurse Outline

I. Baal* Measurement

A. Science and measurement: units of measurement

1) The scientific method and measurement

2) Dimensional analysis

3) Systems of measurement

a) Traditional: metric and English

b) &dem: cosmic. atomic, industrial

B. Methods of measurement

1) United States and metric standards

2) Aids to measurement -. vernier, micrometer, plant-
meter, optional flats, comparators, diffraction
grating
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II. The Analytice. Balance and Wef_hing

A. Mass and weight

B. Construction of balance

C. Types of balances

D. Sensitivity

L. Weighing operations

F. Care of the balance

G. Errors in weighing

H. Weights and their calibration

III. Balances Non-Analytical

A. Tai -beam

B. Pan

C. Torsion and prescription

IV. The Microscope

A. Cw-mpound

1) Constructiont.models. and use of

Steroscopic

1) Construction, models. and us, of

V. Volumetric Determinations

VI. Density and Specific Gravity

VII. Befractometer

VIII. Separations

A. Distillation

B. 3oxhlet



C. Moisture

D. Chromatograph:1-

IX. El ectrophctometer

Meterological Measurements

XI. Determination of Soil Reaction and Lime Requirement

XII. The Extraction and Measurement of Available Phosphorous

XIII. Determination of Available Soil Potassium

XIV. Determination of Available Calcium

XV. Determination of Available Magnesium

XVI. Determination of Soil and Water Salinity

XVII. Estimation of Soil Organic Matter

XVIII. Green Tissue Testing
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INTRODUCTION TO PLOT AND ANIMAL PATUOLOGY

Hours Reauird

Class, 2; Laboratory, 3

§4,%1421,Lon

Introduction to plant and animal pathology including recog-
nition, symptoms, causes, and affects of common plant and animal
diseases. Methods of prevention and control emphasized.

course Outline,

I. Introduction

A. The battle against plant and animal disease

B. Economic losses from plant and animal disease

C. Infectious diseases common to animals, plants,
and man

II. Basio Principles of Disease Prevention, Control and
Eradication

A. Causes of disease

1) Virus

2) Fungi

)) Bacteria

4) Nematodes

5) Parasites

6) Insects

B. How diseases are spread



3) Cultivating

4) Fertilisation

5) Weed-contra,

6) Insect. disease control

7) Irrigation

8) Harvesting

410
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AGRICULTURAL USIRESS III

(Finance, Credit, Budgeting, Times)
-

Wastiossand.

Cue, 3; Libsratory, 0

Pagatagas. ten

This course is designed to provide th.u..utodent * basis for

undergtanding the fsndasental concepts, prinoiges, *and approved
pructices of those aspects of finance Which are an integral part of
every fiasili and agricultaral business operation

ilatosAllitat
14 Structure of Mod kitrioulture *id Cupit4kRepuircuents

. .

U. Sources of Financial Restratess (Short Ws, long Tem)

ra. Finsncial Managasect

IV« Landing Institutions

V. Repayment Schedules

VI. Credit 1.-_strumenta

VII, Evaluating Resources

VIII, Allocation of Financial Resources

11E, Tax Regulations and Procedures



X. Records and Tax Return

XI, Financial Records

XII, Financial Analyeis

XIII, Financial Control

85
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wain jsmazd

GENERAL CROP PRODUCTION

Class, 2; laboratory, 3

kurktUaL

An introductory crop production course designed to provide an
understanding of agronomic principles and local production practices.

Z1 lbarial
I. Historical and Economic Relationships

II. Agronomic, articultural, Botanical Classification
of Crops

III. Crop Ecology and Effects of Enviramwmat

A. Crop distribution

B. Length of growing season

C. Temperature

D. Light

R. Moisture

I!. Local Crop Production

A. Kinds, varieties, adaptations, economic
importance

B. Production practices

1) Seed bed preparation

2) Planting



3) Cultivating

ill Fertilisation

3) Weed-control--

6) Inseot, disease control

7) Irrigation

8) Harvesting

V. Crop .Management

87
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DITPODUCTION TO WEED :SCIENCE.

furs ssagni
Class, 2; Laboratory, 3

Descrintion

s.

r .):,.:11C

A comprehensive study concerned with the identification -of

important weeds; reproduction and growth ortimitlei itekmetho. ds of

contzolling weeds. Emphasis is given to the basic principles of
controlling undesired plant growth-through Uwe WM *V 01.414 seed,
tillage, chemical, and biological means. Examination is made of
the induce°e of interaction of plant species, characterigtios,

edaphic and climatic conditions, and the characteristics of
herbicides as they are related to various giontrodi. 111:Medssr!"

Course Outline_

I. Introduction

A. Definitions and nomenclature

B. ECt011011lie Importance of weed control. extent and
types of damage

C. Problems encountered in controlling weeds

D. History and background of weed control, general
methods of control

I/. Classification and Identification of Weeds

A. By family characteristics and major orders

B. By economic importance

C. Using identification keys

III. Morphology of Weeds

---



V. Identitiestt on. sad sixei of Voids
of Gamma ImPortine

V. Control of geed*

A. Principles of control

B. Natural and biological.

C. *literal
D. Chemical

Weed Control Services

A. Research

Be Surveys

C. Recension service

D. VS2A,

89



FIRTH QUARTER COURSES

Agricultural Business IV

(Selling and Merchandising)

Pervinal Hygieno, Public Health Education, and
First Aid

Agricultural Production Course (Appropriate to
the Area)

*The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bactericides,
and Rematocides

*The Use 'f Chemicals in the Area of Field Rodents and
Other Predators

The Use of Chemicals as Herbicides

*intended study guides are presented in a subsequent section.

4
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AGB101:11k1RAL SteSS IV

(Selling and Merahariditing)

Close, 3; Laboratory, 0

Warktalla
A study of the basin piinciplas, ilenceplar.,4011.-thepries of

selling ;ad merohandistng with emphasis upon the practical appli-
cation of tiles* wideristandIngs to theifiiildi,tifamplidaltitee and
111gridtgadnees. Including sales aids. market prrotion. and ad,-
vertiaing. J. -

f t 2.
--;" e

93

64:112atn.
I. hearten** of Selling and Merchendising

IT, Type of Selling

M. Background for

A. rersonal qualifioations

B. The salesman ts company

C. The company promotion program

D. The salesmen's products

B. Market analysis and customer prospecting

F. Consumer motivation

G. The salesman's competitAon

,

';vat ;&k



IV. The Selling Process

A. Planning the sales story

B. Getting and opa4ing the interview

C. Telling the

D. Demorstrating and showmanship

E. Handling objections

F. Closing the sale

G. Working with customers

-s, 'self.asnagament

;
. .,

11. 1
J. Retail selling

r1,

t w* '2.

,.

t.s.
I.. L

: I. '.°

".. , ' ;11 i t.." 11;'1"VIr

4.: . t,re

f :"!

. Z

`)": 4ir! ")

. !'s 1 '
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PERSONAL BIOME, PUBLIC HEALTH ED3CATIS.IMID FIST AID

polus Jectuirmi,

Clt.cs, 2; Laboratory, 0

Eltamkakka

This course considers the mentil;;eirotiOnalisoiiial, and
physical aspects of_Lthestudent's health; emardnation is made of
commit, and morldiftWiableribtr. oolgulkity serrictel and public
health agencies are reviemedl and theory' iiii isitottoe of first aid
in problems of injury and sudden illness are ,taught.

Lio.r

rinrao

I. First Aid

A. The need for first aid skill (141

B. General principles and 'to
Aol$Awt4 Ju n1.1.14 .IIT

1) Fractures
Mat MALI. SA.

2) Contusions FtsfiSt (
tusions and wounds

3) Hemorrhage
biltV ts

4) Sprains and dislocations

'4 e.:;

,4A. t,-.

5) Burns sn4 scalds
410-1-,tyr.,T 4.41.6J.,1

6) Unconsciousness

7) Antiseptics

8) Bandaging

9) Poisons

C. Safety procedures
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II. Personal Hygiene

A. Health education

1) Physical vell-being

2) Mental mell.being

3) Exeroise

4) Foods

5) Eating habits

6) Avoiding:infection

40-) Care cfAlyes.- ears, noise', ,thriatt.
,.teeth; skin-

8) Reproduction

9) Narcotics

10) Alcohol

11) Tobacco -

Nt

III. Public Health Education

A. Important public health probiebii

1) Compamity and sista'

"
2) World

p : -

B. Community services

i..

...W.,

41

r : t )
:NIMM% Wime.S.W.

"
C. Public health agencies and their progralas

-cy

; - _ 1"1--"4- **10-_u



RUTH ;ORM COURSER

Industrial Organizations and Institutions

Agricultural Business'
(Agricultural Business bignagement)

Personal Development and Moan Relations

41The Use of Chemicals in the Areas of Farm Animal
Nutrition, Pathology, and Btalc

The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators

*Extended study guides are presented in a subsequent section.

97
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INWSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND INSTITUTIONS

ors Required
.

Class, 3; Laboratory, 0

pescriotioll

99

A description and analyais-of.:the roles played-by labor and
management 121 the economy of the United States are presented.
Approximately one-half of the classroom time is devoted to labor -
management relations, includimit the evolution .and growths -of the
American labor movement and the development and structure of
American business management. :A,studY is 'mode of thO"legal frame-
work within which labor-management relations are conducted and the
responsibilities of each 121 a democratio'syetem of goirertlitent. The.
second half of the course pertains to labor-economics as applied to
the forces affecting' aborltpply and demand, problems of unemploy-
ment reduotion and control, .and wage detezeination on the national,
plant, ind'individttal. leviiI4'15sPhatis aerftfre "Upon' current
practical aspects of our industrial society with historical
references intended only as baekgreinte material to liteniret
trends and serve as points of departure.

f;1-

course Ota tat

I. Labor 121 an Indaitrial Wbrld

miatitte Muir) stop.' of the' industrial "revolution

7.

'= 4:),-1Uktabtorylerstesi

EYNobbitiAtibitait treads

3) NOOttinissis itdjuatment

B. The evolution of American labor unions
111 : f -t

1) Nature of early unions: basic system
of craft unions

2) Orgardeatione-biOniens- isolvitig problems

'
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3) Emergence of "business" unionism

4) The changing role of Government

C. Structure and objectives of Ataeri;sa unions

1) Objectives in collective bargaining

2) Political objectives and tactics

3) Structure of craft and industrial unions

4) Movement toward unity. -. the AFL-C1) maw

D The nature of the AgrioultUrel labor
;-: r -. ". r

IL Nanagatent.:in.an7 Industrie]. Society. t

I: r o :1! ''Cr.4t1-i,

L. _ "The+ rise- of -big ansine

' .; (1%

). DMOI110.1 fiet&r."17V-' f"-`43
r r . .; : X-0 . t. 317

2) D003104041 -AP
s311 &r hts,..:043.;

-41 3) f --G4V0011404t1-P0344TP04carr-in4abilk-VgalnP4

4iSaFilige$414 Zrtts ;:tabttetl,;,,t rt$67.'",51

b ;Y1 `iIT 't :!-PLE` F.VP11-3-, bru,

1) Changing patterns of ownership and management

2) "Scientific" management _LxialictitjuL.0.1

3) Twentieth CIPO.PiY.APPO_Aml it Yost «I

-staxplatobvd,AbieottiTese citivOwastiO Achsta

1) Production fori-propAetr,"/Unnetit Society"

2) Structure of AmduptrillergeOsegong forms

3) Ethics WiP.,ePillIketilkiv* 413.040Wki

..-.

III. The Collective Bargaining Process
f.

A. Legal framework

. 9 ;COW* ."10firt.PAVIO°M

2) The growth of statute laws

a) The antitrust laws: sid to emergence of
oollective bargaining

. -



77.

b) The Addamson and ImPaletta.Itema

o) Norris-la0uardis hat

d) Wagnir Lot

4 Taft-Rartley Act

I') Landrum-Griffin and beyond

B. Management and collective bargaining

C. Bargaining procedures and tactics, including
conciliation and mediation prong's

De Issuoir in colUistive bargaining,

1) Security-Ulmer' ".2 .

2) Working conditionn /- .4 ,

Safety pioviaiorur and safety ectocation

r

4) Mon' isattesta.--:

E. Sikes and--lookoutszlt-Aaction -.and prevention

F. Evaluation of collective- bargaining,

1V. Dynamics of the labor Market

A. labor supply and the market
L.1

1) Leval and composition of the labor force

2) Changing patterns of employment

**0 3)f-tukrenitmaiiitiovis;about.laborfanppl.rind
the market

B. Reduction and control of stimploystent,1

1) Types of un'imet.oisiontj -.-1'

2) Proposed schemee--_of eiplayment`stibilisation

3) Continuing problems

... Fr.( :0

-
*1..

T' : . r

tt ,'4'r

101
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C. labor mobility

1) Types of labor mobiLity --"

2) Deterrents to labor mobility

3) Suggested progivas to improve labor mobility-

V. Wage Determination

A. Wages, process, and employment.
1) Meaning of yoga- .; ..;-
2) Wage::; ands tUe pretkettre presets

3) The problem of inf104,on,

B. Wages and the national Income ...4/,.

I-4) Concepts- of measurement and produckliivity

2) Determinants of PrcduabitvAiri,,=:.:

3) The ;distribution of .national inogror

Co Wage -Otraetarea :

1) Occupational differences

2) Geographic patterns
a 7 ,:;'`'

3) Industry patterns
7 6., .5 !ovia

4) Wage determination: plant level, individual wages
1£1"1".4.-.P:

VI, The :._Baltasoe --Sheet °VIA:hot.; Managoommtieleitions

A. The control and elimination of poverty in a modern
industria1-ftett: i c..-;

1) The extent *.f.voltertir. (

!i;t). The.wtrtiok on-vovertr. ,rtci (

3) Trends and porteate-

4

-;

e

B. Justice and dignity for all in an industrial democracy

'I) The worker status and goals

2) Management rights and responsibilities

3) The future of capitalistic society



AULCOLTURAL- HAMS V _

(Agricultural Business Management)

8011.111Baria

Class, 3; laboratory, 0

pescrintion,

A course designed to develop an understanding of the principles
and methods related to the effective utilisation of human and in.
stitutional resour 3ibuihO vorestisatiolt mad wmaigelewiL:
Managerial planning, tuskless. organisation, directing the oonduot
of the twinges, and evaluitio1F-aftV eteO Itv,c'Y

. _

103

Copse Outline,

I.

ice

Basiness Ownership,. Control, and Managementaet --ç r: 11311.1.0e 7.:1)7dirviJoU

A. The fintetions of management

B. Management and planning
1,x3.1.;:ft,tancriqof..-

C. Organisation of the business

riattiociLt., tev.1 -TV
U. Managerial Pla,ning.

A. Steps in planning and decision making
zonrs:nrron Lam egyits::.i.-7

B. Analysis of records and record keeping
atf;f..if

Me liconomins led ManagemeNat
Enol ,Ct

A. Selection of profitable combination of goods
and services

IV. Organizing the fulness
- 'to

A. Departments
oJtc..A0 :f14

B. Jobs
i=f1113

.41

fT

' r ,
_1".*
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C. Organizational structure

D. Job descriptions

E. Evaluating performance

V. Managerial Direction

A. Leadership

B. Delegation

C. Responsibility and authority

D. Professional development of employees

VI. -Control and Coordination of the Business:,

A. Major areas to be contro;led..i

B. Setting goals or standards

C. Reporting by subordinates

- "

D. Determining alternate solitions to problems

E. Taking timely action

F. Effective communications

VII. Budgeting and Resource Allocation

A. Design of the accountink, system

B. Records available for comparison

)-1

C. Determination of needs

D. Establishing goals

VIII. Financing the Business

A. Sourc( of capital

B. &pension and capital needs

C. Business cycles

D. Financial planning

*

4..

- .



Planring lo,:dlities for Increased Efficiency

A. Determining adaquac7 of bindings, equipment

B. Imp o rtance of I..iout and design

C. Types of construction related to cost,
maintenance, and insurance

D. Depreciation, over Lead

X. Merchandising

XI. DtPrOvingCMistotii,ts Relations

Xtl. Effect.tre Divefitaiiiknagement

Castorar Service

XIV. Managing Rata .l Credit

,70

3.05

avas.1-4.

,
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PERSONAL

Class, 2; laboratory, 0

scik tisa

Introductory survey of psyc hological triples, incl4ding
ing, motivation, emotion, intelligence, T'retlAll.:Y; 441ri itt;:«a:o.

relations. The elementary concepts and principles of modern
psychology with application to everyday living and work are

presented. Bmphe-is is upon human relationships, leadarship, wets;

6-ape' risione

I. Introduction

II. Learning and Development

A. Motivation and attitude

H. Ehotion and feeling

C. Learning and remembering

D. Perceptior

E. Satisfaction and frustratton

7. Personality and traits of character

III. Human Relations

A. Social interaction

H. Social attitudes

C. Understanding people

D. Human relation concepts



1) Employor - Employee

2) Supervisor - iployee

3) Ekployee - other nployees

L?
f...

Employee - customers

Z. Leadership

and P;,.:- -

A. 4L1Q ,--oncepts

1 1 Nr,.-eglA

2) Values

3) Ethics

B. Motivation for ethical behavior

1) Values and goals

2) Peers and colleagues

3) Value-forming institutions

4) Work, careers. occupations

5) Profeesionalization

6) Association codes

C. Responsibilities

1) Internal relationships

a) Employees

b) Proluots

2) Extemal relationships

a) Products

b) Services

c) Prices

d) Advertising

e) Smiling

f) Competition

g) Persoral contacts with others

107
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APPENDIX-4.

'-deittlonTrox-TRE,DWETATVENT OF-TrAIRDIG
PROGRAMS FOR AGRICULTURAL mama=

section t;-'pletietives,
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ram ob eat yes

blistitivorryte: :

a. Alt!!) objectives should be such that resulting curricula areity tioottiattaw-rattired-and planned toward occupa-

t3 nil oompetenoe for the graduate. 1
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bat. 14-AW."- `otijoettilis fOr the training
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Therefore:

a. An advisory committee including representatives of the
agricultural busiaesses and industries should help
carefully plAn any surveys made.

(1) The ma:a purpose to be served by eacb survey should
be detetlined before instruments for it are
developed.

(2) The precise information desired should be deter-
mined and instruments developed to assure its
being obtained

(3) Sufficient furls and/or time should be budgeted for
making the surveys.

(4) A well.qualified person to direct the survey shc7.-ld

be carefully selected.

(5) The sources of information should bo carefully
selected.

(6) Consultant help in field research should be obtained
in developing the survey plan and guide.

b. Extensive and dependable information and data are
needed, including:

(1) The identification of jobs or occupational clusters
dependent upon agricultural technician training
programs.

(2) The types and number of employment opportunities
currently available and *,se realistically
expected over a given period of time.

(3) The amount of support employers will give to the
program.

(4) Other available sources of education and training
for the particular area under consideration.

(5) The number of potantial students who are now
interested an would enroll in the program.

c. The survey findings must be carefully analyzed to
determine what agricultural technician training
curriculums should be established.

(1) Specialized consultant help. should be secured in
analyzing and interpreting the survey:data.



d.

(2) Advisory committees should be invo7-,e-! in

'analyzing and -interpreting Vie 'survey data.
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Section III. Curriculum Content

GUIDELINE: Curriculum co tent for uericultural tech cantradnIarr related to Dres5At an future
occupational needs.

Therefore:

a. Curriculum content should be , Jamarily occupation-centered.

b. A balance beman technical-supporting content and class-
laboratory experlenles is essential. for learning con-
cepts and principles and their application.

c. Preliminary drafts of curriculum content should be
developed through a study of the present and future
job requirements in the occupational fields selected
and the allocation of the required knowledge, skills
and understandings to courses of instruction.

d. The depth, and scope of mathematics and science must' be
tailored to occupational needs of.those enrolled.

e. The difficulty level should be Bach that, it can be
mastered bya reasonably high proportion: of.the
students within the time limits of the curriculum.

The curriculum should be TlexibIe-ihoUgh-td-be-easily
revi sed as needed in advance of the changing competencies
of the technician. -

g. Curriculum content should be plann4d with advice,
counsel and suppott-of the agrikidItiltil industry for
which the training program is being developed. Other
agricultural education leaders ihcaild ilk, be involved.

h. The curricula for the agricultural techniC:f.an training
programs should be coordirsted with the total in-
stitution program.

011
Section IV. Eaoruitment

GUIDELINE: A planned recruitment program should be Oeveloped
to *militant prospective stuftattzith the onPortunities f r becoming.
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trened a, agricultural tesW1c1Ans and forkgzsgaWcon
successful 9.ompleti TLSILINAWalaw

Therefore: .

a. Tho recruitment program should include activities with
the following groups:

(1)-HighaichOal counselors, teachers, and admiri:Arators.

(2) High school students.

(3) Agricu3tural industries, businesses and
associations.

00 Parents of high school students.

(5) Other agrictlttrzl organisations and agencies.

b. Specific responsibility for giving leadership to
recruitment activities should be assigned. -

c. Personal contacts-with individuals and/or groups.of
prospective students should be made and-maintained.

d. Emphasis in recruitment activities shov-.1 be based upon
fittint the talent and interests of the prospective
student to the technician job.

e. Recruiting efforts should-clearly show how the training
program is essential to securing a job as a technician.

Section V. Student Seal=

GUIDELINE is $epletion. testialpstorjgridentsi
cultural technici '118'014mlbe based interests,

es =of Oa °its, background
e e ie e t i mith_Ut000una ons_fo .h

sntitu

training s v .

Therefore:

a. Prospective students should be interviewed and appraised
with respect to personal traits, Physical handicaps end
the like in relation to the job of technician.

b. Policies and procedures for studentiseleotion should be
carefully developed to assure admission of only qualified
students.



c. Only those applicants who have a reasonable chance of
success in the training program should be admitted.

d. Self-selection by the prospective student should be a
significant part of the selection rrocecs.

e. An adequate testing program is important in selection.

f.

3.23

GUIDELINE 2: Counseling. Institutions agricultui -a1

to training Programs shou d crleNn an adequate counseling
and.clarctprogramcpordinating it with counseling programs of
local schools.

Therefore:

a Counseling services should be made available for the
following levels of counsAling.

(1) t;ounse&ing prior to enrollment.

(2) Advisor counseling regarding courses, requirement?,
study techniques, student organizations, and the
like.

b. A trained guidance counselor should be provided to give
leadership to and coordinate guidance activities.

0. The counseling and guidance service should provide the
following:

(1) A placement service.

(2) A vocational information service.

(3) A follow-up and research service.

(4) A :o.unsel!ng service.

d. 11=.1. MI6 "..MINNIAIIM,

GUIDELINE 3: Placement and Follow-. tom. Placemeut and follaw-
up services in agricultural technician training Programs should
result in graduates be placed in the 'o for which ties were
Roared and also rovide info tion for pro er nalvsis of pro-
gampffectireness,.

Therefore:

a. An organized and well-planned placement service should be
made available to graduates of agricultural technician
training programs.
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b, nacement personnel should have extensive contacts with
agricultural businesses and industries.

o. Tscords of employment are essential and should be used
fnr analyzing program effectiveness.

d. Good relatieL,hips with prospective eitpleyers of
graduates should be developed long before actual
placements are made.

e. institutions preparirg agricultural technicians should
locate desirable placement oppoatunities for graduates.

f. Up.tJ-date placement records should be kept for'use in
public-relations,-reoruitMent; and counseling.-

g.

GUIDELINE 4: lesidence Facilities. Bolide:lee facilities
should be made available for students enrolled in a 'ic+ total

!A_ t = 1! s ficient need_is_ to

based on the opportunity of students to obtain nrogramsoLtheir
choice of th2Mq se and wozrrEgt
addition of t ese c tics fIrlig_as a seam to eriM7717M71-
lnstitut n to more fully meF ;, ice; oblectives°

Therefore:

a. The following factors should Ile considered when
determining whether residence faoritias should
be provided:

Geographic location of.the institution.

The possibility of placing agricultural te.chnician
training in an educetura7. Institution within core.
muting distance. ,

The institution's objectives.

The number of students needing housing.

b.- AM=

Section' V1 1.4w EE

'GUIDELINE: 5 u 14 ric 1
profr__ameehould have ready aces

Lt22.wijaalattUavazy which-vrovides a ready reference to uo.to-
cla ti s ranee of suthentic_and
professional mblications latbt_mdau&Lihigalinesar-s

ic_ trained.



Therefore:

a. The institutiob library should be readily accessible
for use by strients in the agricultural tecsnnician
training program.

b. The library should be well-equipped with:

(1) Technical periodicals in agriculture.

(2) Reference books.

(3) Technical publications developed by manufacturers
of agricultural equipment.

(4) Pertinent agricultural essearch bulletins (both
pLblicly and privately sponsored research).

(5) Pertinent government publications in agriculture

c.

125

Section VII. Instructional Staff

GUIDELINE: Th- instructional staff in ricult -al tAchnicia
trainink Programs should have technical occupational competence in
:he area for which training is offered and should understand and be
roficient in teaching skins and competence essential to aucc ssf

p _rfo_mance s an a ricultural

Therefore;

technician.

a. Potential instructors should have adequate backgrounds of
technical training, technical experience and appropriate
teacher training.

b. An adequate number and variety of instructors should be
provided.

c. Adequate funds should be provided to meet the competition
of industry for the talents of qualified personnel on the
instructional staff.

d. In -servi 4 training should be nrovided for the in-
structional staff.

e. The agricultural technician teacher:

(1) Should be able to establish rat,nmrt with students.

(2) Should kilo- how to teach technical subjects.

(3) .5hould be prtticient in applicable manual ;kills
and the use of tools.



(4) Needs a thorough knowledge of the principles and
laws of science and mathematics.

(5) Should be a perpetual s ±-.lent as well as mentor.

f.

-

1

Section VIII. EalltLUI&Ltuldnt

iv essential and should be made available in the trainina_othi.glall

competent airicultural to

Section I. :cceptance

EnAllage-

.r.

G"IbELINE: Adequate and aurvpriate facilities and eQuiriment

Therefore:

a. In tine planning of all facilities, the objectives of the

b. An adequate number of various types of wel.-equipped

d. Equipmpnt,lispuslypuld be derilied ti6m ihecontsht of tie

c. Facilities and equipment should be available for the stu-
dent

Laboratories should be veil- equipped for extensive use

GUIDELINE: Plannad and continuous efforts should be made to

Therefore:

a. Close and continuous contact with industry is desirable.

b. Counselors, other educators, and parents should be edu-

classrooms shou14. be provided.

e t e acceptance and t

involved in the technician occupations for which training

program should be kept in mind.

dent to learn to use the precision instruments, the hand
and macl".ne tools, materials, proceises and operations

Sys given.

for testing, research, experiments and so that instruction

courses of stu4y4ii0 make up the

can be based on the appliciticu of a Particular science to
industrial processes.

cated to the fact that technician education is not a
"second best" education.

.technic



c. The institution should develop and maintain good com-
munity relations.

d. "Satisfied customers" should be used to increase
acceptance of the program.

e. Plannsd efforts to increase prestige of technician
occunations and technician training programs should
be made.

f. An associate degree or other appropriate form of
recognition should be awarded graduates to increase
the status of the program.

E.
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Section X. Evaluation

GUI:SUNTE: Continuous and lejpgi__allanrroasofeva31eion

soAerdoiltuhuldecral technician training.
=Frans.

Therefore:

a. Program evaluation should involve students, graduates of
the program, employers of graduates, potential employers,
and others.

b. Adequately planning for continuous and comprehensive
evaluation is an integral part of program planning.

c. Evaluation procedures should provide for objective
evaluation of both the processes and the products of
agricultural technician training programs.

d. Evaluation should be concerned with the future as well
as the past and present.

e.

SectioY' XI. Accreditation and Licensing

JUIDELINE: Agricultural technician training_Programs should
become accredited and or licensed as early as possible by a
respzicino/§re_zedaccreditinolicensii.dertoasuthe
public that some kinds of recognized standards are being met and
protect raduates from seudo-technician raduates.

Therefore:

a. Copies of the criteria for accreditation and/or licensing
should be secured as early as possible and efforts made
to meet them.

b.
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Section XII. Location

0.1.9ELIPE: ter:hnician training should be_

located in institutions in as porgtA...ultimjtindacricul ral in-
dustry and business concentration so as to be ree,dilr_accessible to,
tlane whom they arb _dakned to serve.

Therefore:

a. The program should be located where similar training
is not already offered by other institutions in the area.

b. Looatior of the program should be made only after a survey
of need, interest, and resod -aes is made and evaluated.

0. The institution in tlitich the program is located should
lend itself to serving a commuting population of a
number of full-time students.

d. The program should be located in an area where students
might get first-hand observation of and/or work ex-
perience in the cluster of occupations for which the
training is being given.

e. vsasIO
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APPENDIX B

THE EDUCATIONAL NEM OF AGRICULTURAL
CHEMICALS TECHNICIANS

Twenty-three persons, randomly seleeed from the highly
diversified agriculture section of central California, were inter-

in an effort to ascertain the educational needs of tech-
nici._!ts who engage in agricultural chemicals work. Inquiry was made
regarding the needs of such workers in several subjoct matter are^s:
technical agricultural production, gener4 education, agricultural
bustaess, personal and human relationships, and yolk experience edu-
cation (practical experience).

Responses of Workers in the Agricultural Chemicals
Induoury Regarding the Ed atonal Needs

of Technicians

Number of Different
Subject Natter Area Responses Giving Emphasis

1, AuRICULTURE PRODUCT/ON
Engineering, crops, livestock, soils,
irrigation, insects, disease. weeds,
plant regulators, sail fertility,
plant nutrition, etc.

2, GENERAL EDUCATION
Math, chemistry, technical writing and
reporting, communications, hygiene,
first aid, :to.

3. AGRICULTURAL-BUSINESS
Selling, accounting, labor, finance,
economics, management, marketing, etc.

4. PaSONAL AND HUNAN RELATIONS
Ability to: get along with others, accept
responsibility, follow dire ;ions, sell
oneself; demonstrate pleasing per-
sonality, desire, attitude, enthusiasm, etc.

5. WORK EXPERIENCE EDUCATION
On-the-job training, apprenticeship,
practical experience, etc.

130

144

30

36

20

6, OTHER
Safety, laws and regulations, etc. 20
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APPENDDC C

THE itUCATIONAL NEEDS OF AGRICULTURAL
CHNICALS TECHNICIANS

Leadarg frosAmenty.six natior-1240samma agriculigural chemical
firs 'oubmittd reeponset,megarding the-eduoatioualrawmis,ofortaSh
niciana. kaummary;ot.thesevireapor-es is provided: --5 :=

.

: e,..
:

1. The:vastest shortage of heohnioal vorkers,in4he.fili4L.-
; of agriouitutalAthemicals: taohnologY 411, .41404,tin

which -workers engage Amik9A4ttata asa001444-140,-
selling, servicing, merchandisinEtiMagar#Angt-ATInOle:
vising at retail and wholesale levels. The ratio of
retail to wholesale workers needed vas reported to be
about 5-to -I. r .,. -t-

Technical vorkercarAmalsoImeSded in arias of mama.
facturing, reAearch, business management, and administra-

bet etifl Lb. ratio or the need for workers in all
:ri:thews-mroaclo the need for wortersz,,jmAht,Anyiwroported

in the previous paragraph is approdmatelyt-to.k

4!):1C41' j1-11UtiTIMA
2. The per cent Wrisepoosely,regardisg;sat100.1441 areas
fJrecommended as beixtymps,Mmpertaut:Isr 101.MSiet4

curriculum developAgritptprifata-tookkieWvaa*Alr.
agricultural chemicals teohnologrels4 latri*

,',049794
NW" "1*-' noion in

Sub3ect Natter Area

t&L.1.1111
a. TECHNICAL SPECIALTY

Fertilisers insecticides, herbtAdesr,r:.--v7_71-7:1
F

plant regul;tors,. fungLaiduc now-. .->. ,Nitis-
tOcidaa fl etc. ;. , . :

b. SUPPORTING TECHNICAL
' . 7

Plant physiology ) c-
Phys:cs c- t? . :4t

Chemistry
Biological,Science,):
Soil fertility )

Plant nutrition ) 9.

Agricultural prodrotion 13
Agricultural business 13

: . t..

=:

cis'e TC
C

4.,



_--7-4-5,kussgRINgRFINERm,=,-

c. GRVERAL
Communications 7
Math 7
Personal and Human Relations 6

20

_

3. Most-reepondteccer.etided that the-typist of-work ex-
perxonce study -Prigrain Which traineee- ihmad engage in
during t pre-service training period be one of full-

. time-involvement during the summer months or during a
six-month period during the year when demands upon in-

. =,./dustry are greatest.- Only 12% recommended working
tprt time and (schooling part tirse.

t -
- . .

4. ,41coteutions developing or r-onduoting training programs
sz1;. pact industry to partiqipat1si a number of ways

. :supp*rt-.-these educational efforts. Soise-0 the ways
.0x-tbz .13liost Crew-fatly isontipned. include : -

`0:6-.114 frOvide. -educational mater41114. .

il,!"/O's r

tb Partillipate -in.plaaememteslor experience.,.
iffe/y.,,ov1 t c :. I -

z mai limated use -of-peronnel a:A:material
resources by training.intatutions for. in..
structional activities.

lo e .v)

d. Provide resource personnellic.ifomk with schools
to develop programs and also to assist in the

t-t.tuNaWkrtOt140 Pmelyis.SAL-ngsdfx1114d i411#04.,

e. Recommendations submitted in response to the
0.cluveclt4013411$141*149017,Yariediloons.14ereb,17;

;1.14.41

)104111t. ,f414orble Angskr 01104044. At, swum ) is presented
-00.»,--w4u0e.a4,:itAlatInthikttt011: 4..:01117ibespcodoitts in the study:

,dok, aitgl at

41-H.00.0140cAlyi rxerytdUitchatrams 'for' educators is
'ibatimblob doalszawifrth. the trsi` a of character, ideals,
and value systems of students. Many of our studies have

-cindStaiteduthOse Astors,,,to "ae of greater iattxctar.--- to till
. v..-.43_,-suctoess or tailuses-of employees than any other

the-Joby the possession or leek of desirable
trib404Lana .8tandards ,atrf refloated and expressed in

such thk..0,04

-ability to set: along with others,
take' and; follow -directions,

, f-Utesest-in tie firShanin the Job-.
. miAingness to go, the extra, ans.

,00nsideration,foriotIvirSy-
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initiative,
dependability,
integrity,

leadership and
ambition.

liaib.tlucatiotgntc.bedozlaltoasmnm*e
attest a minimal Qualification iruggard to these,NTaCtitites?

Responses to this inquiry were quite diverse. Two ex-
tremes were indicated. (1) There were a number of
respondents who indicated that these traits of character
and attributes of personality result from complex inter..
actions of many forces in a person's life and are well
fixed in students the age normally enrolled in technioal
training-programs. The post-high school can have little
influence-in the development or *hanging of most of them.
(2) A number of respondents indicated that a consider-
able amount of teaching and learning is possible in
regard to these things at the post-secondary school
level and additional effort should be made to provide
for cdganized instruction in such matters. These should
be the by-products of a well-balanced training program
Silidhools should certify only those students exhibiting

qttalifisatien.

Summarisation is made of a number of the recommenda-
-,

tioni Subfaitted!

24-11ovelopmeLt of a'mtulesOme attitude toward people
and the woild of wcrk is critical.

b. Toiiihing by*example is an effectitilvay to develop
leadership and enthusiasm in students. The inspire-

.-tion..and guidance offered by teething by example is
Often the source andlountainhead'of the develop-
ment of sound judgment, courage to tackle a job,

.'"Itlitiative, flexibility, ambition, and dedication
'and committment as reflected in student' behavior.

.a' Participation in activitiesw-both:enrriCelar and
extra curricular, on campus and off, are highly bone.,
ficial 1W the development of self-confidence, leader-
ship'ability, platform poise, ease, ability to get
along with others, and dependability:

d. Inventori 3, indexes, and analysig-of one's personal
attributes and traits of character are matters for Itro,P
fessioial psychologists and persons trained in such
fields should direct efforts to oWaiga behavioral
patterns of persons'at the age IsVels of conoern
in this area.



APPENDIX D

Evaluations of degree competrzties in agriculture were needed prisvossed by males employed in
retail fertilizer distribution businesses --**Mean Scores

-Managers (W94) Sales (Ns44) Service (N=43)
Needed Possessed Needed Possessed Needed Possessed

Competencies..
UNDERSTAND:IVO OF:
Fertilizer plant operation :3;"5 - 3.3 2.8 2:6 3.3 1.1
Farm Credit procedures 3.5 3.0 2.8 2.3 2.7 2.2
Governmental agricultural pro.
grams and their effecton . .

fertilizer use 3.0 2.6 2.5 2.0 2.7 2.0
Charactiiistics of different
fertiliier materials before and
after they are blended 3.4 3.1 2.9 2.5 3.2 2.8

Physical. and chemical properties
of soil in relation to plant
growth and yield potential 3.1" 2.5 2.9 2.0 3.0 2.1

Cropping pl.* for specific
soil. types 3.0' 2.4 2.8 2.3 2.7 2.1

Timeliness of operations in
relation to crop ietbi 3.2 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.9 2.7

.. ,

ABILATTO:.
Take:an,accurate,soil.aMple 47t 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.0 2.9 2.7

Interpret a ioil.tot)Nliole:k 3.6 3.2 3.4 3.1 3.0 2.6

Identify variois
materials and evaluate
fertilizer formulas 3:5 3.2 3.3 2.8 3.2 2.8

11
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. . . , .

Make recommendations- to 'customers
regarding proper use otfertilizers
and assist-customer-111 keepilg a
fertilization historian his
farm .,

Recognize good new fertilizer
practices and recoimena

,,their use_
Recognize Sault food diffakency

in ..groviing crops ::

Relp_tenant sell. his landlord on
A sounoi.fertilizOr rragrai

Opsrat41andziaintai.4fe-otiliser

114444,04Aipwent
'Detersta4e PrOpor tillage

conditiOnS for applica-
tion ,of fertilisers.

Managers (N=94)
Needed Possessed

- .

Sales 01044)
Needed Possessed

1-4

Service (N=43)
Needed Possessed

3.5 3.2 3.4 3.0 3.0 2.5

'34 3.1 3.4 2.8 3.1 2.7

.3.4 2.7 3.5 2.4 3.0 2.4

3.1 2.7 3.0 2,4 2.9 2.4

3.0 2.9 2.9 2.6 3.3 3.1

3.1 *2.7 3.0 2.4 2.8 2.6

r*The followinglipoint rating scale was usecUbyths respondents in evaluating the degree of

camp: Once that was needed and that was possessed for each of the. competencies listed:

4..-voiy much, 3- .much, 2--same. 1- little, and

7.7

"7:,

4,10

ja
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recommend various fertilizer chemicals to the
customer 52
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make recommendations to his customers. To enable the
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atcty. plots 68
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-TAE USE (11" CHEMICALS AS FERTILIZERS

M pr :eachine Obiective

devGloo personal WALsialudAmilaJJAPLIO.dMi
fox entrv-and advancementtechniotans in chemical fertilizer
occupations.

Subsidiary Obiectives,

1. To develop an interest in and an appreciation of the
role-w114.* chemicals have in the production of plants
and in the ability of man-to satisfy nutritional needs
of plants by the supplemental use of chemioals.

2. ,To gain an understanding of the principles of plant
nutrition, orop growth and production, soil science,
and the use of fertilizers; to gain knowledge and
skill essential to-the-qualification of technicians
for work in the-areas-of.soil fertilisation and -

plant nutrition.

;$uagested Time Allotmezt

At School

Class Instruction

Laboratory Experience

Total at School

Occupational Ekperience
(Over a two-year period)

Total for Course

24 hours

36 hours

bo hours

80 hours

140 home

Suggestions for Introducing_the Course

The general field of plant nutrition and soil fertility
constitutes one of the major components of the agricultural
chemicals complex. A person preparing for employment within this
field at -1.1-* technical level needs to have pracClal and theo-
retical knowledge concerning a wide spectrum of nt production in
order to be qualified as a technician.

1
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Competition is exceedingly keen in the production and sale of
chemical fertilizers. Only those who will qualify themselves
technically and become highly competent can expect to Auoceed in
most fertilizer burinesses. Rewaids Mill be 1:40.postional to the

efforts expended and the knowledge the technician possesses.

The following suggestions may be helpfulliLtrousitickhkh,
level of interest in the student at the start of this unit.I, .. .. t , . ..- ,

I 0 7Show by pot , end flat -deiestiliiii,tiOnA4..41.0 ing .
_iteiui gad' and':

,..

indicator plants, the effects of deficiencies and ea, essek, :,,:..

of various nutrients. (Make no attempt to study fertiliser'
elements and plant nutrient requirements in detail at this
point.) _ . v ,. ..- ,e

2. Determine., irith' the iltuderite, the &Mae of different, plant
nutrients utilised" ainitially,by a -few- repreleittatite crops
which ere grown locally.' Calculate' tie= value of each accord-
ing to- the current priori' of fertilizeri.- -

3. Stir the atounteetel*val 4,1- of: vatiouextertilizeri- used
annizarty at the load; 'stew, ellt-Zinentl 'leirele.'"A

; ; : -

4. Obtain data from local 'farmers ,county' agents; tent advisors,
and represetttativeir sit didulitrriuid business -regszding vs -ions
applications and responses of fertillsolt*.on..differant soils
awl crops. Determine the value which results from such appli-
cations by comparing yields with check plot results or local
norms.

5. With the students, prepare a list of the names lot:busitiess firms
in your community who engage in the fertilizer business.
Develop a list of the fog:4ton' performed,by.these firms.
Some of thsse functions are:

-;

a. To sell chemical fertilizers

b. To compound and mix fertilisers

O.. To salt pesticides

d. To test soils for levels of fertilityf;

e. To test plant tissue for nutrient deficiency
- ; -

f. To advise others regarding the use of fertilizers
and pesticides , r

.

To.apply fertilisers and-pesticides



6. Have the students determine the various kinds and combinations
of fertilizers which are available from looal firms. Stress
the wide range of chemicals available for both general and
specific uses. Display samples of each kind:

a. Complete fertilizers

b. Standard pre.'ix fertilizers

c. Supplemental fertilizers

d. Major element fertilizers

e. Minor element fertilizers

f. Other ....

7. Develop a list of factors with the students which tend to
complicate the task of supplementally satisfying the
nutritional needs of plants (do not go into detail at this
point):

a. varying nutrient requirements of plants according to
such variables as age, kind, growth rate. use intended
for etc.

b. Varying composition of the soil and the different
levels of soil fertility

c. Varying amounts of soil moisture

d. Varying temperatures, light intensities, wind, day
lengths

e. Different varieties and productive ability of varieties,
density of stand

f. Other-

8. From information obtained from workers in industry, business,
public service, and education develop a list of the skills,
abilities and understandings which agricultural chemical
technicians need fcr employment in the fertilizer industry.
The list will probably include entries for each of the follow-
ing sub-headings:

a. Man's use of chemicals to attempt to satisfy the
nutritional needs of pl-nts

b. Federal, state, and local laws, controls, and regulations
which pertain to the sale and use of fertilizers

c. The recognition and identification of symptoms of
nutritional stress in plants and the determination of
levels of soil fertility

3



d. Various "chemical' resources avail_131eT for use to satisfy

the nutritional needs of plants

e. The principles of plant nutrition, chemistry, and toil
science upon which fertilization program is based

f. E' 1.1s, abilities, and understandings needed to plan a
fertilization program .

g. Important terms, nomencImture,'definitioni, tables, -

charts, and guides commonly used and important compu.
tations, calculations, conversions, and measurements
performed

h. The handling and applying of fertilizers In a proper
manner, using approved methods and equipment

4.

I^

. - -

.0
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Competencies to Os toveloned
b .

_. Ta develop an interest in. and an ai recatio and understand

ggtritional needs of plants for normal growth and development.

Teact)er Prenaratign

agbieot Matter Content

The first unit of this course is divided into three main
sections. Part one . chemistry and fertilizers; part two - history
of fertilizers and development of fertilizer science; part three -
present use and need for fertilisers.

The first part may be used to introduce the soienoe of
chemistry and its implications to agriculture. If the students
have had a preparatory oourse in ohemistry the ink. :tor should
quickly oover the material and stress Only those sections that are
vital to fertiliser knowledge and understanding.

Students that have not had ohemistrysbould know and under-
stand the terms and material covered. The student should aPpreolate
that all matter is formed in a systematic, orderly way. He should
also understand how elements go together to make matter. He should
know that materials such as proteins in plants utilise an element
like nitrogen regardless of the source of the nitrogens organic or
inorganic.

Review basic chemistry. Use examples and simple chemical
reactions the student can understand and see.

This material is vital to the complete appreciation and under.
standing of soil, plant. fertilizer relationships.

The second portion is designed to develop in the student an
appreoiation of the scienoe of fertilisers and that it is a rela-
tively new science. The student will be able to see and understand
how many superstitions originated. The student should also treasure
the faot that the knowledge we now possess has come about through
years of frustration and painstaking research on the part of others.

There is mach still to be learned; the student should be
challenged to seek new and better ways to meet our crop needs.

The third portion of the unit shows bow important fertilizers
are to our nation's agriculture. High yields, economical returns.
and low-cost food are dependent on fertilizers and their proper ur
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Part I . Chemistry and Fertilizers

. .ChamistrY: and A.S.. tarter

. ,

1. Why should we know something about chemIstry?

a. Emphasize that fertilizers are chemicals

b. Important to better appreciate :what we are doing
and know how chemicals combine into-other compounds.

c.- The technie,.., should be able to overcome farmer
;objectior. to chemicald that are based :on false

ideas o: superstition

Intelligent, logical presentation of facts will
a.product

d.

-.Remember -. opinions are cheap and teas are hard:
to come,t_by. One_ good feet °an:refute an argument'

H., Chemical terms.

-,.

A. Elements

,1. Units,of building kateriali from which all else
is made

a. They cannot be separated into other substances

2. All matter above. an. and inside'thesearth is made
up of only 103 known elements

a.' Included such elements as Californium,
Mendelevium,- Gold. Silver, Copper

, I410.:.
,etc.

. Two are lieu* bromine and ieroiry;
11 gases; remainder solids

Raman body madeAp of 13 measurable elements
(iodine . .00004P

0

Na
Ca

P

_Mere traces of others make..,
-tremendous differences. however:

flaUrine, iodine, etc.
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Only 13 elements make up 99.7% of earth's
crust (10 mi. deep) ,

a. Four elements make up 90%. Oxygen 50% -
Silicon 25% - Aluminum ? 1/2% . Iron 4 1/2%

5. Sixteen known essential elements required for
plant growth

a. - N,P,K, « Ca, mg, S - B, Cl, Fe, Cu,
Mn, Zn 90.95% of plant wt. made up of MO

b. Many other elements present

c. (Details will be covered later)

G. Atom--Word means "not cuttable" in 'Greek

1.-.,4f you took a piece of pure gold and broke it down into
the smallest possible particles (without losing its
identity) you would have atoms, (Like cells in a
piece of tissue.)

a. Take all the atoms in a glass of-water and let it
mix with all the other water on earth for a few
millic4years. Now draw a glass from the top and
how many molecules frOM the original glass would
you find!

2000 ',for there-are that many times more molecules
in a glass thin there are glasses of water on the
whole earth. There are 33 billion molecules of
water in a single drop of water.

The atoms have never been seen; they-have weights -

electrical charges and many other characteristics.

a. Atoms, have electrical charges called protons,
neutrons, and electrons

b. Protons have positive charge and are found in
nucleus

c. Neutrons have no charge and are also in nucleus
(Not in nucleus of H atom,- however)

d. Electrons are negative and surround nucleus

1. Equal numbers of eleerons end protons
make a neutral-whole ..

2. More protons than electrons give atom a
positive charge and-vice versa
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e. These electrici,Voharretare p;tremelv important in
determining how elements react ant affect avail-
ability of the elements in the soil

f. The Hydrogen Atom-

1. Atomic No. of H is 1

a. Eucleus made up of a unit of
positive charge

b. Surrounded by revolving electron -
(Negative charge)

c. Loss of this electron'under. certain
conditions leads to the formation of
the Hydrogen Ion represented by symbol H1'

-popular concept of atom as shown

a. If H atoll could to blown UP to 22 story
'building Covering a full city block, the
nucleus would be'the lite of a marble

b. Even so, nucleus contains 99% of the mass

The degree of readiness-with Which an atom
loses its outer electrons refleCts on how
chemically active an 'element is

a. Some elements like lithium, Ca and Al
readily lose electrOMi. and become ions
Li* Ca", AL's"

b. Others do ndt and are 40J1rHeIium and Neon,
Oas, Gold,' Platinum, eta.

c. These positively charged atoms are cations

4. Some elements (the non - metal) add electrons

a. Chlorine. Florins becoMe Cl- and F-

b. They are anions and are negatively charged

5. Emphasize how cations, are attracted to and t ad
by negatively charged clay and humus materials
in the soil

Briefly discuss how this affects selection,
applications, and timing of fertilizer materials
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D. Compounds

1. Substances made up of two or more elements
are compounds

a. May be gas, liquid, or solid

b. Compounds usually look and act entirely
different than their parent elements

1. H and 0 inflammable .water

2. C. H. and 0 tasteless ---) sugar

3. Na and Cl poison salt

E. Molecules

3. Other lompounds are made up by electron

4. Combinations of these two forms also occur

i. The combination of atoms that make up the smallest

_b. Natural attraction between too ions with

Lpatian - positively charged anions negatively
charged/

a,

c. 16.8,1.one-ion has-a double, charge it 'ombines

d. he number of electrons gainerk r lost by an

pairs = (they don't give up ploatrors) essentially
the same results eccur,except the bond between
atoms is in pairs

possible unit of a compound is a molecule

Substances oomposed of ions are called ionic
oompounds

different charges

Na (positive) in ciont.a0 with Cl

with two ions of the opposite chaige

Mg+ + attracts r (fluorine)
Mg 2F -4 Mg lr2

Al+++ -+ 3F AL F3

(negative) and forms silt

element is called its Valence.

2. Ionic Compounds .. Atoms or groups of atoms that
possess a positive or negative charge are ions
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a. Maybe different atoms or similar

1. Found as 02, N2

2. Na Cl -

2. Two atoms of hydrogen combine with one atom of oxygen
to form a molecule of water

a. MMions of these'moleoules make up a drop
of the water

3. Some elements are found as a group of 2 or more
atoms which form a molecule

F. Syibols

1. The elements all have abbreviated forms that make
up the symbols

e. These abbreviations are similar to the ones
we use for our states

2. Most symbols are similar to the first letter cr
letters of the element. C, R, 0, N. P. /, Cl. Ca

3. Others ,have been derived from Latin and Greek sources
of the elememt, Fe, IC, Mg, Cu

4. 'Symbols we need to know and rer aber (16 elements
needed by plants)

1. C 9. Fe
2. H 10. Ng
3. 0 11. B
4. P 12. Cu-
5. K 43. Mn
6. N 14. No

7. S 15. Zn
8. Ca 16. Cl

Na + I, maybe helpful to plants but are not
accepted as essential

G. Equations

1. Symbols and formulas can show chemical reactions
and the formation of compounds

2. H2O 2E . 0

Decomposition of molecule of water yields 2 atoms
of H and one of 0
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3. Photosynthesis

-.4%0 + 6032 and Energy from Sunlight C6H1206 + 602

N and H both found in air 'as a mixture. They are

made into a compound through -use of elect7icity
and catylist to form NR,

Ammonia and .water forms ammonium hydroxide

NH3 + H20 ...--) 14B4OH

Part IIx..:History
,r

A. iiistoriof'Soil Fertility

Point -out that 150 years ago even the most brilliant of men
did not know what the student of today, has now learned.
Imagine the questions the great thinkers must have had
about-the why, where, and how. of plant growth.

1, first use of manure to restore -soil fertility is
lost in,antiquity:-. .

2. Boner 44:Udoi +o the Systematic use oUmanure in
his poem The Odvsiev. This dates beck to 700 B.C.

oplassibly even earlier-

1:. Othertwriters befer6=4mreof Christ rele-.....ed to the
-,;,maintenance ands mprovement of-land thru the use of

manure

Other writers, XeJophoh (around 400 B, C.) and Cato
(234149 B.C.),wrote about the values of green
manures,and particularly ,of the value. of legumes

5. Witers-of the Greek and Roman.era.discussed other
praot*PACAu0h.,i. the use of_ marl e.-4 other liming
materials, mixing soil ftwotherareas with noels
crop land, the value of ashes and won the use of

-.certain salts.' Indeed most of our "modern" ideas
have roots two to three thousand years old

. The. great thinkers.or Greece and their Roman counterparts
did not understand the "why" of .their recommendations
and during the dark ages much of their findings were
loLt

7. During the seventeenth and eighteenth century a number
of great men began to delve into the mysteries of plant
growth and soil fertility



a. 'Jai Hrilmont (15'7-10.0.) placed 200 pounds of soil

in an earthen cc-Itainer. He carefully weighed a
shoot and protected the container from con-

taminalton. Aft.,' five years of adding only

distilled or rain watel, he carefully weighed the
willow and f,,und a gain of ove 164. He also
weighed the soil an,' fo-old it only weighed approxi-
mately,. oz. less t4; wry original weight.
Naturally he conclueoi r.11 plan,- growth came From
water.

b. Others checked van Helwnt's work and proved plants
grew better with dirty water than they did with
distilled water. Still others, Glauber (160448)
found salts such as saltpeter (KNO3) made plants
grow better.

c. With trial and error, painsx.akini, research, im-

proved and expanded scientific knowledge and
research techniques man slowly added to his
knowledge of coil fertility and plant growth.

Science gradually acknowledged that there was no
one substance responsible for plant growth. Soil,

water, air, salts, 'iumus, oil, and other sub-
stances were thought to be essential.

8. Justus von Liebig (1803-4873) is consideied. to be the
"father of agricultural chemistry" because of his
experiments and conclusions carried out only slightly
over 400 years ago. Among other things he stated that:

a. Met of the C in plaits came from the 002 of the
atmosphere.

b. Water was tho main source Of H and 0.

c. The growth of plants wad proportional to the
amount of mineral substances available the

soil or fertilizer.

Von Liebig's "Law of the Minimum" st'll stands.
In effect his law states that plant growth is
limited by that element found in the snallest
required amount, all other elements being equal.
We often refer to the weakest link in a chain.

9 Refined research techniques, new kr.oledge and thorough
field and plot testing have changed many of the old
ideas. Most of our fzrtilizer practices of today
date back less than a person's lifetime even thout,h
there may have been a germ of an idea 3,000 years ago.
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10. New materials, sophisticated application methods, new
ct_tural practices, new crops and varieties of crops
all point toward a continued changing pattern of
fertilizer use and practices.

Will you be prepared to change with them and keep up
with the techno'lgical advances?

Part III - Use and Need of Fertilizers at Present

A. Use of Fertilizers

1. In 1964 farmers in the UnitJd States spent 1.7 billion
dollars for fertilizer and applied more pounds of
plant food than evai before.

As potential fertilizer salesmen, you will be happy
to know, and should tell all customers, that
fertilizer is today's best buy.

2. It has been estimated that 20% of all farm production
in the United States is due to ertilizers. In some-
places in the south, they estimate that 75% of the'
production -ix -due to fertilizers.

a. Rundown, unproductive farms have been restored
through good management practices and fertilizer
lase:- As a remit, land values as well crop
yields have gone up.

3. Farmers are caught in a tight cost price squeeze.
Fertilizers are one of the best was to reduce the
cost per unit of production.

In thid example, all costs are fixed except the aMount
of fertilizer applied. These are realistic figures
taken from field trials with corn in. Ohio. The teacher
could develop more appropriate examples from his own
state to make the point seem close to home. The fixed
costs of growing an acre of corn were:

Land $ 9.50
Machinery 12.00

Labor 14.00
Supplies (seed, weed spray, etc.) 8.00
Miscellaneous costs 1.50

Total costs, except fertilizer $45.00 an acre



Three levels of fertilizer were applied with the following ccsts
and resu"- Cost of fertilizer is on "field applied basis."

Level of application
per acre

Low - 100 lbs,
Average - 228 lbs,
Rtmmended,L22)Usu.

Cost of Bushels of corn

fc-it/LIZSA pa. acre

$ 4.00 45.0
9.12 51.3

28. 00 6.

The economic results can be seen in the following tables. Note
that at $1.00 per vvshel, fertilizer levels below the recommended
level would result in a net loss.

Tevel of application
per acre

Low
Average
Recommended

Total costs, fixed Value of corn at

--OaLS.2.11411M I1L11

$49.00 $45.00 $51.75 $58.50
54.12 51.30 59.00 66.69

.

Level of application
De' acrQ-

Low
Average
Beconmended

*P7.-fit or loss per acre

14/

-$4.00 $2.75 $9.50

- 2.82 4.88 12.57
26 4

Three fae,t4.s have a relationship to the profit derived from growing
a crop:

1. The total costs of production

2. The level of production (bushels of corns

3. The market value of the product (corn). Quality as
well as current prices affect value received

*In many eases extra growth and yields may result in slightly
higher costs in weeding, extra irrigation and harvest. These
costs vary by areas and crops.



B. Need for Fertilizers

15

Peoples of ancient civilizations knew that continued cropping
of the soil resulted in lower yields and in their words
'sterile" soil.

Columella recommended to his fellow Romans that "the leaner
and more pendent places in the pasture be dunged." Both

the Greeks and Romans know the value of manure in restoring
growth and production in depl ted farm lands.

Early Ameicans, however, found that it was cheaper to move
on to no: land than to restore fertility on old farms. We

have few areas in which to move today, however, so once
again we think of the soil as a bank.

One may inherit a sum of money and make periodic with-
dramas. The account must be replenished more and more
frequently as one gets a smaller balance. The soil we
started fariing is like that bank account and as we farm
soils for long periods the balance sheet shows a smaller
and smaller reserve. Our witharawals are also getting ,
larger and larger as we improve our crops and other
management practices and increase yields.

,*
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SUGGESTED TLACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Assign several students to be responsible for contacting the
State Department of Agriculture or State Bureau of Chemistry
to determine usage of chemical fertilizers in your state.

2. Other students could gather information on fertilizer trials
to obtain information on yield increases due to fertilizers.

3. Convert above yield increases into cost of production studies
for major crops.

4. Visit any fertilizer demonstration plots that may have been
set up in your area.

5. Start some simple pot tests with fertilized and unfertilized
soil to demonstrate crop response.

SUG

Instructional Materials:

1. Work up graphs showing response of local crops to fertilizer
treatment.

2. Have graph that shows yield increases for a major crop in
your area for the last fifteen - twenty (15-20) years.
Discuss reasons for increase.

References:

Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson, W. L., Soil Fertility and Fertilizers;
New York: The Macmillan Co.

The Fertilizer Rand; National Plant Food Institute, 1700 IC
Street, N.W. , Washington, D. C.

Western Fertilizer Handbook; California Fertilizer Association,
719 K Street, Sacramento, California.

McVicker, M. H., Using Commercial Fertilizers, Danville, Illinois,
Interstate Printers and Publishers.

Black, C. A., Soil - Plant Relationships; New York: John Wiley and
Sons.

Donahue, Roy P., Soils, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Hall,
Inc.

ezIpizeFacts, Industrial and Biochemicals Department, E. I.
&Pont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington 98, Delaware.
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Mal. TO Lp..

Have the students icvelop and set up a fertilizer test
domonatration to compare organic and chemical feYi.lizers.
Sir ,he students have not yet learned how to calculate amount
of materials noeded for the plot the instructor should provide
the answers at this time.-



17. IP underltad212211a1JEWali&da3LADLESI111111104:
21121_7 soil - watez,11 nutrients sources and
relationships.

Teacheismation

The students should be cognizant of the many factors affettil:g
plant growth, fertilizer use, and response. This portion of the
course should cover a revielv of basic 7.1ant science, soy 5, and
plant growth fact-,.2.s. The materi*1 vill serve as an intro
duction to ..our'. -)y of applflad Ilut,rionte and why such applica-
tions are cnangixq.

A. Plant 1-:.-,,oesses Review

1. PhotosyntheFis - it should be point4d mit hat the
simple tvmula used to demonstrate phetosyntheeis is
not entirely accuratf-. ';;e now know that substances

ether than 311gAr aPe crceucAd in the process.

2. Tranmpiratiwt . brit-fly discuss

3. Rospirati.:in . briefly elifseAss

4. Osmosis - briefly discuss

5. Kesmolysis inete-htte hog- fertilizer can in-
hibit sead germination by ir.f7roxing the salinity
concentration IA the soil Aolution, Discuss bow
fertilizers can 'burn" gents by being paced too
close to mots, by use coatentrated sprays or by
excessive application, (Some exoollent demonstrations
can vividly demonstrat, several important points.)

6. Translocation - briefly discuss

7. Assimilation - discuss the use of radioactive tracers
used to pinpoint nutrient movement and assimilation
in plants.

B. Soil Review With EMphasis on Fertilizer and
Nutrient Relationships

1. Soil has three prop;:rties:

a. Physical - texture, structure - color

b. Chemical

c. Biological

All three affect fertilizers and plant nutrition.
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2. Texture

Sand, silt, clay

(1) C1P7 ft=tiOn thn "actf,." part or thi. Ion

(2) Slay 1 primary source of tlt.!%;.%is

piants and ft-sr nutrient, tra, otc

(3) Clay has a neg-tiv tItarge 5n;,'

positive/1 chgrged
CA, Ee-, %t.J. Neortvely c-4.Prvd
al NO3- srs rapelied i d rete2y vov.?
the soil :a Ur. Svch
the IT.Gt torte r movt-:

ntlrf*.oe through ellpiliafT

Humas e.cts Imela i.he 11143 aj ol.17 it
effc,:tts v..ftz-ittmis

Zet, lattid city 0--1.1x:are evy-x,f,;- up gen3
nqtrAent k?, .nd psrtt,r.11arl.r N

are all tied up by clay para.:11a
made unavailabla for pluit 14:-)

3, 5oii atrucare

a. Defloccziated (saddled or dispersed) ;o 's can
uktor mo7susnt arpifor cot gnilth

SrAl-para that water movement IL'use

perched water tebles that c4n drown the plant
rots and a140 CanS6 ICS3 of to the air

c, swots will not grow in drr soils and, l'Afirefore,
the area from which they may `'_fee='s is reduced
and the plant yield may be vsdneed

4. Biological property of soil

Orggniszs an. found in soil in fantastic quantities.
F example, a gram of soil may contain several

bacteriza cells pies large numbers of
algae. fungi, and protozoa.

b.. Factors affecting biological organ5ams in soil

(1) Temperature - littlo conversion of organic
matter or NW t, 01- during periods wharf
temperature 11 vrider'IJO0 F.

(2) Moistc,y)

(3) Alr anaerlbio bA,:teria will reduce NO3 to
N2 which i.1; lcet k.t1 .3ant tiES
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(If) N content of soil or organic matter

(a) A wide C:N ratio in stubble such as
corn stover, straw and in many mature
plants results in a tie-up of soil N,
Plants such as those mentioned have a
ratio of about 600

(b) A favorable C:N ri,*io is approximately
15:1 and has approximately 2.5% N in
the residue

(c) When plowing down stubble and other low
crops add N to hasten breakdown and

prevent N tie-up. 20# to 30# of N per
ton of straw will generally give
adequate N

(5) Organic matter content of soils

(a) Soils high in O.M. generally have a
more aotive biological fractiOn in
the soil

(b) When adding O.M. to the soil in the form
of cover or green manure crops work the
crop down fo a it gets nature. This
,results An a favorable CiN ratio and
prevents N tie-up and subsequent
deficiency to the crop

p. SynbiotIc and non - symbiotic Organisms

(1) Most notable of the symbiotic bacteria belong
- to-the genus fhizobumi. (Nodules of legumes.)

Because of the ability of these bacteria to
get N from ,ir one may add over 100# of N
per ac by growing legumes and plowing them
under. This mav'te.an expensive walf,to aAsi
N. however.

(2) Some non symbiotic bacteria are capable of N
fixation. Azotobacter and Clostridium.
Amount added to soil is small, however.

d. Biological organisms and mineralizat . of
organic matter

(1) Almost all soil N comes from 0.N. or
applied fertilizers
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(2) N in organic natter must be released from the
protein in the organic matter to forms avail-
able to plant

(3) This is done through the action of micro -
organisms- -N cycle,

Organic matter
r41

v#1
Dead Plants & Manure

7 -,

Plants < frgy ,4t) 4,k,4 i4r)

ay,c A:7444 4/J4y Bacterial

Action

Nitrate Nitrite

Bacterial
Action

Ammonia



(10 DiS0'35 N cycle . influence of temperature,
mn4.care, etc.

(5) Important to realize that °filer soil
organisms will also use the ammonia and
nitrate N in the soil

5. Chemical properties of soil

a. Of the many chemical properties of soils one of
the most important is pH

b. Acid soils

(1) Below 7.0

(2) Nest miJro nutrients are more available at
lower pH ranges. Mo excepted

(3) Acidity affects microbial activity of soil.
N may not be converted from NH4 to NO3 form
due to inhibiting bacterial actioh

(4) P is tied up in insoluble compounds in acid
soil

c. Neut -al soils

(1) pH 7.0 neutral

(2) pH of approximately. 6.7 to 7.2 are
agriculturally neutral

(3) pH range generally most favorable to plants

d. Basic soils

(1) pH above 7.0

(2) Saline soils - -generally good texture, high

in salts, pH usually below 8.5, often called
white alkali

(3) 22212 or black a3___knEL1.5 L.so s.-pH usually above
8.5, deflocculated soil, 159 or more ex-
changeable Na

(4) Instructors should discuss local problem
and ramifications of fertilizers and soil
conditions
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C. Nutrient Uptake by Plants

1. Plants vary in their ability to take up nutrients from
the soil

a. Depends on exchange capacity of roots

b. Requires energy on part of the plant

c. Needs metabolic activity to take place

d. Proceeds independently of water uptake

2. Nutrient movement from clLy to root

a. Solution thecry

- - Root gives off CO2
CO2 dissolves in water forming 11+ and fiCO3

(bicarbonate ion)
H+ replaces e on clay

-- Then K+ moves to surface of root

b. Contact theory

- - Swarm of positive ions around clay particles
Part of + ions held both tightly and loosely
Root has negative charges and attracts + ions
held loosely by clay

- - Cation &change,
Two swarms of bees

- - II+ still comes out of r--t due to CO2

c. Probably both theories are true

- - Solution theory probably predominates in
sandy soil where it is wet

-- Contact theory in clay soil and dry soil

3. Movement from root surface into cells

a. Osmosis

Water movement from dilute to concentrated solution
-- Water molecules small and due to constant movement

they go through openings
-- Large sugar molecules block openings so more

molecules move into than out of concentrated
solutions

-- As more and more molecules mAve in pressure in-
-.Teases in sugar solution so finally as many
water molecules move out as mcve in
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-- Like barbed wiro fence holds ems in but sheep

go both directitns
-- At high temporature activity is increased
- - On hot day, cold irrigation water slows down

th, intake of molecules transpiration may
exceed uptake and plant 1. its

b. Formerly 41..onght nutrient uptake was in
solutions only

c. Then thought ions passed through by process similar
to osmosis. Diffusion

Now know it's not so because if plant is moved
from concentrated solution into distilled water,
it doesn't give up P ions to water

They also put plants into radioact4-: solution
and plants pick up tracer elements. They do
not give up these elements to solutions void
of the element

Know plants can select nutrients and also that
the uptake of minerals is a ore -way affair

d. The oation of minerals is attracted to root surface
and then hooks up-to unknown .carrier that pulls it
through cell'will

- - ow- ...la

Cell membrane acts ashosteis and bouncer en»
courages entry of some ionsand rejects others

Hoagland took seedlings and put them in tuo vials
filled with solutions K+

Babbled N2 through one to'expel 02 and bubbled
air through one. o add 02

-- Result
Solution with air expelled resulted in no uptake
of K. Also found that by temperature
(refrige.ated vials) had no uptake

Conclusions. uptake of nutrients is an active
process requiring energy, thus 02 and temperature
influence uptake

-. Molecular boats is name given to agent carrying
ions through membrane of cell

crier works only in one direction



- - Ion ' crorn os but goes into molec-lar
comanati-- ,..arrie.

- - This env, exrlains why ions c."'

J:.ken in and othe,-.-s are net

3tm _g 90 itAf, ;1

!n' izr

e. Susi s r-e only two major processes to
cytide elements into cells

n' elements

i,-t1:mt ?notices ths* encourage uptake

y :7-mg roots take up rutrients so growth
.t c ept votive

of good tilth and moisture tt, stimu-
'et, not grog and development

Lim ,titurt, affects root growth

i1 and
YO roots

A,Itt;..1t tntation
.3,11rgy so

a balance of nutrients
can grow

.. uptake of rutrients
02 is needed

25
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Portion of Root Showing Cells Greatly
Lolarged

Hi\
muts CC;

/)

/t4114 11+
0++

te
w to-

+.;1
86±1 Solution

4Ciser
particle

Note that calcium, ammonium, potassium and other cations
are found both TriErsoil solution and adsorbed to cloy en
humus particles. Hydrogen ions and nther cations are exchanged
on the cloy and humus for cations taken up by the 'plant or for
those that go into solution.

Anions such as nitrates are not adsorbed by the clay
particles. These ions are found in solltion and move from
the 'oh ion to the root surface.



SUGGESTED TEACI-IIFG-LEA -ZING ACTIVITIES,

1. Plant bar? y, oat, corn, or wheat seeds in the same soil that
has had the p!= range in diC;irent pots artificially Changed from
low to modium to 17igh.

2. Deflocculate a he-a soil by packing it into a pot whil- Jet,
Fill another pot with the same soil and plant seeds in ooth.

3. Transplant plant seeding: into two pots. Provide drainage in
one and no drainage in the other. Observe effects of excess
soil moisture and poor drainage.

4. Take afield lab through the crop growing area. Observe the
"trouble" spots and discuss the possible reasons for the trouble.
Try and fine places with the following problems:

a. Poor drainage

b. access moisture

c. Nematode dam` e

d. Insect damage

e. Acid, alkali, or saline spots

f. Nutrient deficiency

5. Plant corn in two pots - one filled with sand and the other with
a heavy soil. Fertilize both and water liberally. Observe
which first shows deficiency symptoms. Discuss reasons.

SUGGESUDiNSTRUCTIONAL MATEEIAIS AND REFERENCES

Instructional Materials:

1. National Plant Food Institute slides: "Soils, Plant
Nutrition and Fertilizers."

2. National Plant Food Institute poster, "How Soil pH Affects
Plant Food Availability."

References:

Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson, W. la., Soil Fertility_nd Fertilize;
New York: The Macmillan Co.

JITLFluldlimEJARE4A. National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K
Stroet, N.W., Washington, D.C.
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Western Fertilize- HPndbook. California n.rtilizer Association.
719 K Street, Sacramento, California.

Black, C. A., Soil-Plant Relationships, Now York: John Wiley and
Sons.

Bear, Firman E., Soils and Fertilizers. New York: John Miley .nr.4
Sons,

SPurwaY. C. H., 22.11.Datilit1111M29.11221124210 Published by
the author. East Lansing, Michigan.

Buckman, !ferry 0. and Brady, Nyle C. The Nature and Pro erties of

12111, New York: The Macmillan Co.

Donahue, Roy P., Soils, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice-Fall,
Inc.

ELEUELMITAIMALLERIENcEs

If it's possible, make arrangements for the students to spend
time riding with one of the fertilizer field men or &tension
Agents in your area. It may be possible to assign students
to one or more such trips eluring the semester. A report should
be written and presente .4 the class following each such
experience.



III. 76 develc-, the abilily to ukl_imultipt terra.,
nomenclature defini"-vm. tpIlles.sparts_. and gaides
thigt_amimmog_t.o the field nd E,o to devel t the
ability to perform important cnmPutationsi_conversions,
calculaticns and measurements which are ed by
technicians in the field qtgbaggsallawa.

1,..1,=r ?mention

bbdeot_tatter Content

The unit should enable the student to intelligently converse
with people in the industry. Stress the need to properly
use fertilizer terminology on field labs and when dealing
with customers.

Technicians must be able to compute quantities and costs of
fertilizers used by farmers.

A. Terms

1. Fertilizer any substance added to the soil to supply
elements required in the nutrition of plants.

2. Fertilizer material any substance which contains one or
more plant- nutrient elements. Some state laws require
a minimum of 5% or more nutrient content before a material
may be called fertilizer.

3. Waed fertilizers -'fertilizers containing two or more
fertilizer materials.

4. Complete or balanced fertilizer ._fertilizer containing
N, P, and K, tne three main plant food elements.

a. Stress that these materials are neither complete nor
balanced,

5. Simple fertilizer contain only single nutrient of
b. P, or K.

6. Fertilizer grade or analysis - minimum guaranteed per cent
of plant nutrient content of:

a. Total nitrogen

b. Availab? phosphorus P205

Ck Water soluble potassium as K20

The grade or analysis is always given in the order of
N, P205, and K20 for NICK a, the new labels show).



Fertilizer ratio - the relative amount of N,-P205 and
;.;0 in fertilizer reduced to the lowest common
anominator.

For example:

ar..1.41 Ratio

13-39-0 1 -3.0
4-16-16 1 -46-4

13-13.13 1 -1 -1

6-18-12 1 -3-2

8. Filler - material added per ton of mixed fertilizer to make
up the difference in weight between the ingredients needed
for a given analysis and 2,000 pounds. Filler nay be
inert material such as sand, clay, or limestone for
neutralizing acidity, or it may be soil coL4itioning
materials.

9, Conditioner - material added to fertilizer to prevent
deliquesence, caking, dust, etc. Also added to im-
prove spreading quality of the product.

10. Phosphate Solubility - The solubility of phosphorus
compounds are measured by tests designed to approximate
the amounts of phosphate which will be available to plants
from phosphate fertilizer material.

a. Water-soluble P2N - amount of a phosphate material
expressed as P205 which is soluble in water under
prescribed conditions.

b. Citrate - soluble P20c - amount of a phosphate
material which is soluble in neutral, normal
ammonium citrate under prescribed conditions.

c. Available P205 - the available p2og shown on a
fertilizer bag represents the sum a the water-
soluble P20c and the citrate-soluble P20 c, since
both of thege types of phosphate are relfitively
available to plants.

11. Fertilizer formula List of kinds and amounts of
nutrient materials used to make a specific fertilizer.

12. Unit - Technically denotes one per cent of a ton. Commonly
used as a synonym for a lb. "40 units of N per ac means
40i c- N per ac,"
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Ac:::d forming fertilizors Fertilizers captstle of in-
cmAsing acidity of soil such as:

a. Ng4 NO3

4)2 SO
4

H,PO40.

d. R3

14. Basic residue fertilizers PQrtilizers capable of raising
pH of soil such as:

a. Ca (N01)2

b. NA NO
3

15. Soil amendments - Materials added to the soil to raise
or lower pH or improve the soil condition and structure.

Examples:

Lime and dolomite . raise pH

Sulfur, sulfuric acid . lowers pH

Gypsum - helps re6laimLsOdic Soil and may improve
soil structure

;-

16. Low analysis or ordimiry grade fertilizer contains less
than 20% total N, P205 and K20.

17. High analysis or hi6-grade .. contains 20.36% total
N. P205 and K20.

18. Concentrated fertilizer' -- contains over 3060otal N,
1520'5 and X20.

19. Chlorosis Loss of chlorophyl in plants causing the plants
t turn yellowish, or pale-green.

B. The technician will be called 1pon to interp-at many tables
and charts and guides. The following charts and tables
should be familiar to the technician.

1. pH range normally favorable to growth of some common crops.
(See following page.)

2. pH range at which major nutrients are most available.
(See bottom part of following chart.)



Almond

Aoulo

Burly
Bean
Bean, ama
Bolt, Sugar
Boysetherry

BtlfGet
Canta/oupe

Cauliflower
C;:rrot

Celery
Cherry
Clover

Clover,
Movers
Corn

Grape
Grass

Lettuce
Onion

Oats
Pea
Peach
Peanut

Pear
Plum
Potato; Sweet
Potato; White

Radish
Rice

Sorghum
Spinach
Squash
Strawberry
Sunflower

Tomato
Trefoil;Birdefoot-

Turnip

Vetch
Walnut

natercolon
Wheat

Ladino

Crimson
Smoot

7.G 545 '-E

Reutral lnoreasing Alkalinity

6,5 7*0 5 360 665 :360 9r5

Nutrien Avasiasiiiv
Phosphorus
Potassium
Iron

Manganese
Zino

Baeterial A:tivitys
Nitrogen Conversi n

AtmoseNit6Fixatio

Sulfur Oxidation
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r.,-,ii7i,, p.swcr cc' soma common liming materials

Name kaaa 1,a_zingLTieutivis

3CaC0Lime 100
Ground Limestono 80- 85-100
Ground u.olomitic

951 CaCO3

Limestone 52% Ca003 95-108
42% ?CO3g

Hye'rated Lime 65% Ca0 120-135
N 6$ CaCO3?earl 50-90

Fineness of Liming Material

Itli2121.1=11141111111:J1011

Material passes a 60 mesh sieve 100

Material passes a 20, not a
60 mesh sieve 60

Material passes an 8, not a
20 mesh sieve 20

Liming materials must be finely ground or they react with
the soil too slowly to be effective.

4. Amount of liming material to use

- - varies material used

varies by type of soil

-» varies by organic matter content of Soil

Approximes Amounts of Different Liming Materials Required

Ground lime-
stone or marl
lbs. per acre

Hydrated lime
lbs per acre

Light sands 1,500 1,100
Sandy loans 2,000 1,480
Loans 3,000 2,220
Silt and clay loans 3300 2,590

For soils low in organic matter, reduce the above a-^unts
by 25 per cent. For soils high in organic matter, in-
crease these amounts by 100 per cent.
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. New fertilizer' arithmerdc

Traditionally, phosporus and potassium analysis have
been given in the form of 15,04 ,nd Ke. Many new
TnoomenJ :::ons are ..iivan on the 17:asiz of the ele-
mental 4'orm rather than the oxide form. The con-
version factors used in the vari-us fprms are as
foll-ws:

To convert P205 to P multiply P905 conten.. 1_71/ 0.44

o convert P to P205 multiply P content by 2-29

To convert K20 to K multiply K20 content by 0.83

To convert K to K20 multiply K content by 1.20

2. Calculate the amount of available N, P20s and K20 in
fertilizer materials by first changing the per cent
analysis into a decimal fraction. (Move decimal two
places to left.)

For f. with ammonium sulfate, 21-0-0:

21% = 21 = .21# N per lb. of fertilizer
100

Multiply decimal fraction x lbs. used to get the
amount applied.

&ample: .21 x 250#/A fertilizer = 52.5# N/A

Calculate the lbs. of N, P205 and K20 in one ton of
6-24-8

N = .06 x 2000 = 120# N per ton

24% P205 = .24z 2000 = 480# P205 per ton

8% K20 = .08 x 2000 = 160# K20 per ton

3. Calculate the cost per lb. of N, P205 and K20 in
fertilizers.

The student should remember that the customer buys
fertilizers np.aarit.il for the nut.ient contained and

not for any side effects the ferti.I.Lzer may have.
Therefore, when a farmer pays $2.50 for 100 lbs. of
fertil.er that contains 21 lbs. of N, he is really
paying $2.50 for 21 lbs. and not for 100 lbs.
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Step I Calculate tho nrm:y,r or 11's. of

fertilizer nutriant in the sack,
gallon or ton (see 2 on opposi*- par).

Stela - 2 Divide the cost per sack, gallon er
ton by the number of lbs. of tents
contained therein.

Example: One on of ammonium sulfate (21-0-0)
costs $50.00

Step - 1 .21 x 20 = 420# N per ton

step - 2 $50.00 420 = $.119 per 10 k.1.90).

4. Calculate the number of lbs. of fertilizer needed to apply
a given amount of nutrient

It is a common practice for experimental stations
to recommend that a given crop should receive a given
number of lbs. of N, P205 or 40. The technician mast
be able to determine how many Its. of different fertilizers
would be seeded to apply the correct amount of a given
nutrient.

a. Amount required = total recommended lbs. of
nutrient in one lb. of fertilizer.

Example: Assume that 75# of N/A -s recommended for
a given crop and we plan to use ammonium
sulfate

75 + .21 = 357# of ammonium sulfate per
acre are needed to provide 75# N/A

b. If one divides the amount recommE4aed by the amount
of nutrient contained in a sack or ton of fertilizer,
the answer will tell one bow many sacks or tons are
needed.

&ample: 75# N recommended per acre and the farmer
is using 21 -0 -0.

80# sack x .21 = 16.8# N per sack

75 16.e 4146 sacks per acre

Ekampla: One wants to fertilize 30 tore's' at the

above re_ 75#/A x 30 A = 2250# N will be

required it total 2000# of 21 - 0 - 0 =

2000 x .21 = 420# N/ton 2250 A. 42n = 5.357

tons of ammonium sulfate required to apply

?5# N/A on 30 acres.

zosscoccr.=Asm.:.
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for th2 stidy c4' agricultural chemicals,

The instr-ctor will detcrmine which chemicals are to
be studied in dr;pth. This selection of course depends
upon the requirements of local areac and situat3Jns.
Other iceTs Amid be added to the guide as appropriate.

:1. emics1 pane ( ve int;re-int)

mi:rical formia

Chcnical structure

C=,.mmor. name

Trade camas) and major producer(s)

loeltthg point

Vapor f,-sssure

Solubilities

Odor

Color

Density

Physical state (liqu'd, solid, gas)

corrosive action

Flammability

3tabrity

Come:Ability

-oitable dillerts

PtuiNiesigraava.

Mixtuma

ppipi-:Atton

Yvrmldtif. fnr ,t1-441

Amayr;;;Pa



An7=1T,i.: of mixturs:=.

PhytotoxIt214

Toxicity (LD50, LC, pp? or

Spec tal 4azard5-

Resieues likely, tolerar,:.tt

Synergists possible for use

Intended general use (insoticide, fertilizer, ?ier-

Intended specific use

Antidotes and first aid

Factors which limit the effcctitreness of the chemic2I (suO
as tcmparature, sill-Uhl:. water, etc.)

S....2i2MITYUGG'fq: AC/ .11M

I. Show film, "Making the Host of a Miracle." National Plant Food
Institute, 27 min.-, color film.

2. Work problems with class using information gathered locally.

a. Determine cost per lb.' of'S'Or P orK from various
materials used locally.

b. Determine how many lbs. of commonly used fertilizers.
would be required to supply the recommended amounts
of nutrients for major local crops.

11. Caher fertilizer bags from local comp-,hies and note in-
formation contained thereon.

4. Show film, %let's in the Bag?" National Plant Food
Institute.

5. Take a field _Lab to a fertilizer formulation ?lent and stagy
their methods of formulating liquid and dry fertilizers.
Take special note of what materials aroused. why they are
used, and how they are i-Indled.

TGUON ILELTSWAg AND REFERENCES

Instructional Eaterials:

1. Obtain copy of the section of tour state codes that deal
with fertilizers.



kLanv major ,,lipanies have charts, slide rule devices, and
other gadgots to show hew many lbs. of plant food aro
onotained in a certain number of lbs. of fertilizor.

73de is tlhfio how many lbs, of fertilizer arc needed
p,w1v!t A.P r1 -nt fond per acre.

44 Le vwratiook. fiatAc.lal Plant ro:-el flit ItuLe, . X

WabhIngten, D.C.
",

177AIA°('k- 7-.

11. Stra-t. 1..y.tr-Lnonto,

MOrickar, g., 3armille
Inters4.,-to PritIters and Publishers.

Donating, F.oy P., 3,11.;t, Inglewood Cliffs, New Jorsoy, Pre:it/et-Hall,
ace

Published by Farm Chemicals,. :Arailable

through the Nitrogen Division, Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation,
Hopewell, Virginia,

Miller, Harold F., kourouerzLuuusa, Miscellaneous Bulletin 209,
Cooperative &tension Service, University of Kentucky.

Indast0.0. and Di4aemicals Department, E. I.
Wont de Nemrars and iY0., Wilmington 98, Delaware.



IV. 121111mhowe classified into ?°ou

17 to use or function of the element to learn

and learn to recognize deficiencies or excesses
nr :Ls in plants.
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s accord'

the
0221,

of

SubiAct Ittte- rorteto.

V67:4 17a nda b7 ;,n. +-aoher to the stadante to

taznatiami V t the r=trients in the plant growth
7 4311! F-VAjt unaerbtands what the nutrient does, he

wail ue Ouid;;Lii t: iliftv the customer 6hoa1l use a

-,-rtAtn ciad also what amo'anit-s are requir-,..d.

Itihen the studei anderstand6 tLe l'Inati,ns of th element in the
plant, and haw the -,7ement fits into the growth pattern, it is
much easier to remember deficiency symptons. Un-irstanding and
logic should replace note learning.

ach instructor shat d carefully review this portion of the
stud) lre_ Ilartioular attention to the material regarding
deficiency symptoms. Delete that material not contributing
to an understanding of the crops in your servJxe area. -amend
sections with particular significance in your area and use as
many local examples as possible.

A. Classification of 16 Essential Plant Food Nutrients

1. OA basis of amount used

C H - 0 - Not generally classified under this category
as they come from air and water and should rat be deficient.

a. Primary plant food elements
N - P - K

b. Secondary plant food elements
Ca -Mg -S

c. Trace or Micro element. (Avoid the word "minor" as it
connotes an idea of lesser importance. A good example
is to ask how much the points in the ignition system
of a car weigh. They may only make up a micro amount
of the total weight, but they are essential if the
car is to function properly..)

B- Fe Mo

l, Mn Zn

Cu



2. Bleme7te my also be classed as

a. Macro . N -P-F . Ca - -

b. Micro - B Cl - Oa - Fc Mb - M4 - Zn

Classification of elmoents on the basis of their ,..se

is plants

In nany wais thi_ .1s the most useful. The st.'ent gets an

insight into t.ow thc:e elements function in tie plant and

this info_ helps the student understand-why certain

thin;;., happen with a def:Jiency of an Lemont.

a. Mein struotnral.elements

C Flom the carbohydrats,
n ctc., that

O gi: the plat its shape.

b. At,4essory structL,11 elements

N ) Needed to make proteins

P ) and to give life-to the

S ) cells.

2egalators and carriers _.

) May or may not

Ca ) enter into plant

Mg ) cells.

'or

Example:
-

Ask students. to nacre one compound in plant tissue

tb.t is Permed with

These three elements help cont,rol pH with the

plant act as carriers of carbohydr AS (ask
kernels of grain are shriveled whet i4.deficlent)

and help regulate the plant growth process. Mg

required in chlorophyl molecule.

d. Catalyst

.6. )

CI )

Cr ) Ce alysts speed up el, induce ch..4 .icAl

F-. 1, raactions w3 thous ent.ing into .A.M.

Mb naction. .

,.) )

444



EY:ample:

7,toth Zn ard. Te are required in the formation
of chlorophylyet neithc:.= is found in the
molecule,

g'_In:tion of rements in Growth P- oes&sus

a- Kal-es the cell wall. and gives .ae plane stren?t

h. It the equivalent of steel =ler !4.11--.-4ture and

brick walls - cellulc,se

c. C also used in sugars - starches - Uts

2. Hydrogen and C.yger.

a, Essential both as water in plant for translocation,
absorption, etc.

b. 0 and H combine with C to mato up over 90-95% of
plant by weight

c. Variation of amounts of C, H and 0 cirl:ge the
simple sugars to starches, cellulose, etc.

d, C, H and 0 form basis for *min. acids, protoplasm,
and protein

e. tittle /voct4.1.0 iv,01enco can be eze-ted by r a

3. Nitrogen

a. Essential element foon building material in the
plant and for amino acids which are elaborated
into protoplasm - source of life

b. Promotes rapid vegetative growth

rends to produce watery succulent growtk

ints in Lettt - spinach - celery (leaf L,opi)

Mi- be bad In * Alatoes and grains

a. Prome;es good color in ve.7ctative parts

Integral part of' chlorophyl'

(C55 72 N)! Mt) 'arge mo4acr1.1.



a. Excespivo N prootas tsc mch vogotative growth
and delays mntue_ty.

e. Excessive N also causes lodging.

L. EX:le6SiVe N alt, delays ripening in many fruit
cr-.ps ?nd .akes shipnine

g. In some plants and 1":)r- some diseases, N lessens
resistance to iiseasos by making unnatural conditions
in plant and by forming thin watery cell walls.

h. In other plants N stimulates growth and makes plants
more resiwcant.

4. Phosphorus

a. Essential to all plant growth, Found in every cell

necessary for formation of protoplasm. DNA -
Deoxyribonvoleic-acid and '4A Ribonucleic Acid.

b. Phosphorus encourages root growth; more importantly.
it stimulates develotoment of root hairs.

5.

c. Seeds usually richer than other parts of plant in
phosphorus.

Phosphorus balances N in plant - increases grain
compared to straw.

Strengthens straw and prevents lodging..

d. Phosphorus adds to c..ality of mature fruit - aids
movement of sugar.

e. Weakening effects of N bat:Licosa bO'P aii6 str5.1ger.

more normal grow,a promoted.

f. Involved in transfer of energy.,

Potassium

a, N and P_';:mthesised into compvands necessary f(,
grown: of plants. K is not.

b. K nloded for formatioa nf chlorophyl.

c. K aids stc.rch formation and thus aids Etalris t
gst nlump, full kernr,is,

licessary fr- orodtction a translocation of
arbohT:rates.

One of re.0.at-Ir or carrier



lust ;71-.7 but it z.:ds viacmls grc4th end
general well beinc of plant

Balances P and N

Helps prevent lodging

v.eops tilant rivht diseases

Wits-out K. plants can't 50.,4 to ccnvert ami-o acids
into proteins. accumulates and ca- be toxic- to
tlasues.

Like N -n excess tends .N delay matuAty.

6. calcinm

43

Soln doubt as to exact .unctions

Stimulates ,..cot growth and formation uf root hairs

Esseeial in leaf development. Forms middle Lamellae
of cell walls. Holds cells together - calcium pectate"

Relps balance acids formed in plants - oxalic acid

Trmslocation of carbohydrates and protein influen'ed
ry Ca

-- -influences soil reaction and absorption,of.
other nutrients

Hsgnesiusi

-- Constituent of chlorophyl c35 tin 05 N

-- Associated with translocation and metabolism of P

Associated with tmnslocation of tarches in
stels and ':eaves

Essertia3 to frutt production

Esaen't to formation uf fr,is

8. 5,21'c'ur

Tr4-zral part many arlto a'3 _.a

Promotes g,od green color

-" 73ser for va. -etas play T -411

Ess,;414:41 for ra,_ - .Agame roots



M.6 Essential for cell division and fruiting
some plants

May play a part in conversion of sun's energy to
chiAical energy

9. Boron

Required in extremely small --entities - excessive
amoilmte readily damage

(Used as a soil sterilant)

Plays a role in protein synthesis

Influences Ca and IC metabolism in plants

Required for nodule formation on some legumes

influences vascular tissue formatio4

10. Iron

Essenttal for chlorophyl formation

Enters into oxidization process for release a
energy from sugar and starches

Essential-to synthesis of proteins contained in
chloroplasts

11. Copper

41. Related to Function of: certain enzyme systems of plant

Extremely tasic if found in excess in forms available
to plant

12. Manganeve

Also toxic when found in excess

Essential t' certain oxidative enzyme sy5 t4ms of

13. Zinc

Zffects oxidization of iron.

?lays prt in certain nitrogen transformations

Minute quantities needed

Zr is associated with certain process in
Alorephyl f.)rmation

plant.
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reeuxate growth

wr Y.U-1 is yet to 1:e letrned spout the 7.1e of Zr in

plmt growth

14. Molybdenum

eaC A-sociated with nitrate-relucing enzyr

-- Plays some role in fixation rv! N ty Legume plants

- - 'dor high pH conditi:ns often absorbed in
amounts toxic to oatiae

-- Acts as an electron carrier in enzyme aystoms which
bring about oxidation reduction reactions in pi=nts

15, Chlorine

-- Latest elenent added to essential 11.st

Stimulate growth of some crops

Almc5t always present in adequate amounts

Some crops have adverse effee from even moderate
amounts of Cl. Tobacco.

C. Deficiency mptoms

Many conditions may affect growth rate, color, etc. One must be
.)gnizant of this fact before jumping to aonclusions. A few
mistakes have a habit of wiping out many good suggestions and
destroy the salesman's image,

Develop with the class , list of conditions that induce
charaAteristics similar to nutrient deficiency. Include such
major items as the following:

1. Agy: factor that limits root growth and development

- - Nematodes

F-:cessive soil moisture

II "moots

- - Root pruning "cultivator blight"

- - Drought

-- pH and salinity problems

-- Soil structure and ::arc' pans
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2. Low temperatures

3. Plant diseases

4. Ifiseet attacks

5. Varietal characteristics and adaptability to area

E.r.ample: Some corn varieties do net show 4wriciency
symptoms (purple color) of P even though P
is deficient.

Other varieties of corn are naturally purple
even thcagh adequate P is available.

Instr. -tor Note: Sell the idea that a little bit of knowledge
can be dangerous Emphasize that just because
a plant has certain deficiency symptoms, other
factors maybe the ^ause. The inexpeaienced
man may well be cautious in diagnosing problems
unless he uses soil or tissue tests to back
him up.

Common deficiency symptoms:

In spite of the fact that one may have many problems making,
recommendations based on visual observations there are some
guides rith which the technirtm must be familiar. The in-
formation contained below gives the general deficiency
characteristics,

ke the s'

svmttoms of the crops in 'tie arep.

*Mobile, or

Nutrient 'Immobile timiey Defit:ifine

Nitrogen Mobile greente yekllowish :color.
Show spindly growth "Firing" -
'leaves turn yellow_tken brown
and die. Yellowing first
begins at tip or margins on
lower leaves.

Phosphorus Mobile Short, stunted growth.
Purplish discoloration on some
plants.. Delved maturity
(6111 be dramatically shown
only by putting out test plot
containing P). Poor fruit or
seed development.



Nutrient --

*i,obilo or

Blemer.t rc;,

Potassium Mobile Scorching of margins on older
leaves. Mottling, spotting,
streaking, or evriing of leaves
are common symptoms. Lodging
often problem. Shriveled fruit
or seed.

Calcium Terminal bud may die or fail to
properly expand. Wrink3ing of
younger leaves. Excessive
blossom and bud drop.

Magnesium *bile Chlorotic condition at tip and
between vein Abnormally thin
leaves. Leaves have tendency to
irve upward.

Sulfur Mabiie Deficiency symptoms similar
to N.

Peron.- Immobile

-.

Terminal buds - first affected
necrotic' condition caua!ng die-
back. "Brown heart" on toot
crops » aoots often split.
Many fruit crops-develop in-
ternal and axterna: "cork"
characteristics.

ell . e . a *A. : . ,

Copper Immobile Wilting of terminal growth.
Dieback follows. Chlorotic

.

coMditioh of leaves giving a
bleached appearance on some
crops.

Iron Immobile jicutd chiorotic cordf_Uar.;
leaves often turn aiost white.
Vein stays green lonec=t.

;II' ., , -.,; : 'Youngest leaves first Pffected.

Manganese Immobile Chloe- 31s betweenyeins of
' young leave!. Even smallest

vvinr tend to remain green.
Werotic spot: develop.
Dwarfed Rrowth.
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*Mobile or
Nutrient Immobile Element Deficienc S oms

Molybdenum

Zinc

Chlorine

OP_L-r tissue
first shows
sign;

Deficency first
appears on young
tissue

Mottled appearance of leaves -
stunte4 and yellowish. Curling

and breakdown of leaf edges.

Small terminal leaves.
Deficiency called "little
leafs. in some plants.

Resetting effect due to
failure of proper cell elo-
gation of stems. Dieback
common. Thickened leaves.
Chlorotic or mottled con-
dition betweea veins.

Not normally deficient.

*Because many nutrient deficiency symptoms are similar, it
behooves the student to know which elements are mobile and which
are immobile. If the element is mobile it means that plant com-
pounds break down and release the element for trarlslocation to the
growing tip. The deficiency symptoms for mobile elements appear
first on the older tissue. Good examples of mobile elements and
deficiency symptoms are N, P, and K deficiency on corn.

SUGGESTED NG _A 'INTIM

1. Assign students to write and present report on deficiency
symptoms of a crop grown in the area

2. Using pots previously. planted, note deficiency symptoms and
other symptoms that may have appeared.

3. Show slides, 1Deficiency. Symptoms in Plants."

4. Gather and preserve specimen and slides that demonstrate
the effects of nutrient deficiency.

5. Whenever the students are in the field, they should develop
the habit of looking for s-i-Tess symptoms on plants. Once
these symptoms are discovered, every effort should be made
to determine the specific cause of stress.
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SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAIS AND REFERENCES

Instructional Materials:'

1. Posters and wall charts are available from many sources that
demonstrate ar.d picture nutrient defidency symptoms.

References:

Hunger Signs in Cro . American Society of Agronomy and The
National Fertilizer Association, Washingtc D.C.

The Fertilizer Handbook. National Plant Food Institute, 4700 K
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

Western Fertilizer Handboplse California Fertilizer Association,
749 K Street, Sacramento, ualifornia.

Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson, W. L., S'31.1 F,.tilitv and Fertilizers,
New York: The Macmillan Co.

McVickar, H., Us*Connetilizen, Danville, Illinois,
Interstate Printers and Publishers:,

Bear, Firnan E., ;tits and Fertilizers, New York: John Wiley and
Sons.

1957 Yearbook of Agriculture §911, D.S.D.A., Washington, DX.
Available through U. S. Government Printing Office.

Donahue, Roy P. , aagirlikglowood-Cifl's, New Jersey. Prentice-
Hall, Inc.
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V. To enable the technician to Properly select and
recommend nrialsfaiallerclaricals to the
customer.

Teacher_ Illuat421

Subject Matter Content

Technicians rm..t be familiar with the variour fertilizer
chemicals commonly used. They should know th.Q advantages,
disadvantages, and limitations of using different materials.
The technician should be familiar with J.de effects such as pH
changes, movement cf the material in th, soil, rapidity of
uptake, toxic effects, sarety precautions, and application
methods.

This unit is one of the key-units of the course. Tie be of

service, and to be a good 611esman, no must first know his
product. The doctor has a wide assortment of medicines from
'which he may choose - some will do an excellent job, some will
get by, and some will fail. The technicians' recommendations
are ao less imper.ant - at least as *far as the customers'
financial health and the technicians' ultimate well being
are concerned.

Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium will be striied in greatest
detail, but some attention will also be given co the secondary
plant food elements. Only limited coverage will be given trace
elements. The instructor should develop additional material
for those elements critical in his locality.

A. Nitrogen

Introduction;

1. Approximately 80% of the air is N.

2. N is most commonly deficient uutrient even though the
air over each acre of land contains 35,000 tons cf N2.

3. 98 to 99% of the soil N is in organic matter; only 1-221/,
is in YO3 or NH4 form.

a. O.M. content of soils varies from a fraction of a
per cent in some soils to over 80% in some peat soils.

b. N release from 0.M. occurs slowly - usually less
than 5% released in any season.
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c. Moisture, temperature, soil air, C:N ratio
soil pH all effect N release.

d. (Quickly review N cycle.)

e. Craps that require large amounts of N (such as Irish
potatoes) may require Al fertilizers during coal
s.easons, even though the crop is grown on soils
high in O.M.

4. N fixing bacteria

a. Non-symbiotic or free living bacteria - only Ii7
relatively small amount of N per year. Estimates
vary but it is generally believed they only fix a
few lbs, per ac. under most conditions.

b. Symbiotic bacteria

phizobia sp. - estimated they add 2,000,030 tons
of N annually in un.ted States.

Legumes contain approximately 2.5% N and one may
add from 50 to 100# or more of N per acre if the
crop is plowed down.

5. Some N may be added to the soil with rain or snow. Less
than 10f per acre annually.

6. Since N is an inert gas and the vast quantities in the air
aro not available to plants, and because we crop our land
so heavily and because we can buy N cheaper than we can
grow it, we will devote our time to studying Chemical
forms of N fertilizers.

The technician should realize that N and other nutrients
in manure are excellent for crops. However, N is N and
the plant uses the element in the same way regardless,
of source. Our objective is to supplement the nutrient
content of manure or provide nutrients in the cheapest,
most convenient way in the quantity desired and at the
time they will do the most good.

7. Regardless of the source, plants talc-) up almost all of
their N in two forms:

a. Nitrate ion NO3-

b. Ammonium ion Me.

Both forms seem to be utilized about equally well
although some plants tend to take up th6 vitrate
form more readily and other plants utilize the
ammonium form most readily.
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8, Both forms are broken down within tho plant and reduced
to the NO2 form. The NO2 form is then assimilated into
various amino acids.

Commercial N fertilizers are divided into four groups:

1. Nitrate fertilizers

a. Sodium nitrate (nitrate of soda or
Chilean nitrate)

Na NO3

- - 16% N

readily soluble

leaves basic residue

- - should not be used where Na may cause sodic

or black alkali problem

-- has been used extensively for side and top

dressing for rapid results

b. Calcium nitrate

Ca IN03)2.

15.5 % fit

-- loaves basic soil reaction - 100# of calcium
nitrate is the equivalent of an application
of 21# of lime.

-- highly soluble -"moves with soil moisture
and gives rapid uptake.

liquid calcium nitr,..te is often used for

quick "shot" in irrigation water.

ft- cakes readily if exposed to air.

2. Ammonium forms of N - the great bulk of N fertilizers
sold in the United States are in the ammonium forms.

They are cheapest per tnit of N and several have an
advantage of ease of handling.

The ammonium ion (NI V) is held or fixed by clay and
humus particles and does not move with water.
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a. Anhydrous ammonia

-- NH

43a .

82% N - highest analysis N material available

- - anhydrous means - "without water"

-- gas stored under pressure

- - toxic. hazardous material, must be handled with
care and special equipment

- - readily reacts with water and must combine
with water to form ammonium hydroxide

- - application is by injection 4" - 6" into moist
soil pre-plant, side dressed between plaLt rows
(if placed too close tc roots it will burr tl-em)
or applied in io-igatian water

- - NH4+ ion is not subject to 3eaching

-- leaves acid residue - it requires 147+ of lime
to neutralize 1004 of anhydrous ammonia

b. Aqua ammoria

- - 20 - 30% - many states require all companies
to standardize N content to some fixed figure
such as 20%

- - anhydrous amrv,nia combined in water - s...$ it

is very similar

- - not under pressure - less hazard, -Is but more
bulky

-- should be injected into soil to prevent
volatilization losses

c. Ammonium sulfate

(NH4)2 SO4

- - 21% N and 24.%8

-- made by absorbing amronia in sulfuric acid
base + acid -- salt

- - applied broadcast, side dressed. Often used as
plow iown material or in other pre-planting
cultural. operationP



- - leaves acid residues 11e of lime required to

neutralize 100f of ammonium sulfate

d. Ammonium nitrate

- - N1 NO3

- - 33.5% N

- - one half is in NO
3

form and the other half is
in NH4 form

Advantage is NO moves with soil moistare into
root zone for rapid uptake. NH is lez.; subject

to leaching and is gradually converted to NO1
form and moves with moiswre.

-. Safety precautions - ksep away from snarks, open
flames and oily materials. Explosive material
ander certain conditions. Reasonable pre-
cautions should be taken.

-- Acid resid7..e - 614 lime required to neutralize
100 ammonium nitrate

e. Ammonium phosphates

- Many grades

16-20-0
20-20-0
21-5,-0

13-39-0

-- Di-ammonium forms contain 16-21% N.

Excellent for many crops when cne desires a
N P fortilizer

Example: Grass; legume pzsture

-- also widely used as starter fertilizer for many
vegetable crops in the west. Placed below or
below and to the side of seed

- - Acid residue

3. Snythetic organic nitrogen fertilizers

a. Urea

- - CO (NH2)2

-- 45-46$ N
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- - non-ionic so it moves with soil moisture until

converted into the NHe form

-- highly soluble - often used in foliar sprays

imrlediate soil reaction is basic, but it
eventually leaves acid reaction. Requires
71# lime to neutralize 100# area.

b. Calcium cyanamide

-- CA CN 2

-- 21% N

-- toxic to plants until it breaks down. 1# to 2#
per sq. yd. applied at least 21 days prior to
planting gives good weed control

-- expensive per unit of N

-- also used as defoliant

-- leaves basic residue. 10L- is equivalent to the
application of 63# of lime

4. Organic nitrogen materials

-- many organic products are sold for N fertilizers:

blood meal
fish meal and liquids
guano

cottonseed and other high protein materials

mcst are expensive per unit of N

- - special use in nurseries and in care and
maintenance of potted plants

- - no salt residue

- - slow availability - less burning and leaching

E. P'- 'phoru

Introductions:

1. Plants need much smaller quantities of P than either
N or K.

2. Taken up as orthophosphate ion H2 PO4- and in lesser
quantities as HPO4=
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3. Also taken up as other forms but not usually in
,nificant -mounts.

4. Remember - P la necessary in nucleic acids basis of life.

5, Much ox the r found in soil is in -available forms -
either as insoluble chemicals or "fixed" by the clay
fraction of the soil.

u. Unlike N leaching is not a problem with P.

7. Analysis is in per cent of phosphorus pentoxide
(P205) in sack.

43.6% of P205 -s elemertal P

8. Apply in excess of actual crop needs as only a relatively
small per ,..ent is recovered in any crop yea:.

Phosphorus fertilizers are divided into four groups:

1. Natural phosphates

a. Phosphate rock

psr cent P205 varies widely - usually 20
to 4ot

-- solubility of P is low

somet3mes used where cheap and the soil is acid

b. Pone meal

20 to 28% P205

- - expensive so only used in special mixes

-- primary use today is in fertilizer mixes
for potted plants and in nurseries

2. Proce3sed or treated rock. Mast important P fertilizers
are from this source

a. Single super phosphato

-- 16-20% P205 (usually 18-20%)

accounts for over 80!4 of P fertilizers sold in
the United States

-- contains 50% gypsum, CaSO4
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manufacturing by treating phosphate rock with
sulfuric acid.

leaves neutral reaction in the soil

-- commonly applied by broadoastir. during pre-
planting operations and worked into the soil
or top dressing on established stands

b. Treble or triple superphosphate

42.445% P205

-- also called double or co,"-entrated super-
phosphate

- - phosphoric acid is used in treating phosphate
rock so there is little or no sulfur in treble
super

-- advantage is less storage and handling per
unite of Pi.J.5

.- generally more expensive per unit of P205 than
snperphosphate

c. Ammoniated superphosphates

previously discussed under N

N content in soil helps uptake of P in many
cases so these materials are coming into more
widespread use

d. Nitric phosphates

T.V.A. is developing this process in the Unito3d1 States

-- Acidulate phosphate rock with nitric acid

. 40-220;P205

-- relatively new and not in widespread use

3. Chemical phosphate fertili: rs

a. Liquid phosphoric acid

H3PO4

-- 52-94 P205
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-. strong acid « leaves acid residue requires 110#

lime to neutralize I00# fertilizer

-- commonly applied in irrigation water. Has the
advantage of being able to meter the product
into the water

-- expensive per unit of P205

4. By-product phosphorus fertil hers

a. Basic or Thomas slag

8-10% P205

-- has neutralizing effect on soil equal to 60 or
70# of lime per 100# material

trir.oduct of open hearth furnaces used in
making steel

- - use limited to ar ts near furnaces
Alabama

5. Many other phosphate matrals may be used but they
constitute only a small fraction of the total. Whore
special crops or conditions require these materials,
the instructor should include them at this point.

C. Potassium

Introduction:

1. Required in large amounts by plants; often found
in larger quantity than N content of plant.

2. Absorbed as the e ion.

3. Found in large amounts in mangy and EKceptions
by areas and in sand, quartz, peat, and muck soils.

4. Most of soil potassium is in unavailable form.

5. Mali of applied K may be tied up or changed
into unavailable form.

6. Plants may contain 1-3% X. 3 i art excess of

needs of plant and is called "Luxury consumption,"

Potassium fertilizers

1. Muir late of potosh or potassium chloride

-KC
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-- 60-621% Kg

- - Sometimes filler is added and it contains 50-609

K20

- - Over 90% of K20 used in United States is fro& this
salt. It provides the primuy source of K20 in
mixed fertilizers

-- Neutral reaction in soi7

-- Cannot be sed on some crops due to their
sensitivity to Cl

Cheapest per unit of K20

2. Sulfate of potash

Ii2SO4

-- 443-52% K20

3.

Ws= Contains S but leaves a neutral reaction

Sulfate of Potash - Magnesia

- - 22-23% of K20 + 18-19% Mg0

- - Important material Where both K and Mg are likely
to be deficient

-- Potassium - magnesium sulfate is sold under the
trade name of "Sulpo Mag."

w. Potassium nitrate

- - 4445 10 N

.- Very expensive so has limited use

Excellent for formulating mixes to be used with
potted plants

D. Calcium

Introduction:

1. Important as plant food, for its effect on pH, and for
the role it plays in affecting soil structure and chemistry.

2. Absorbed by plants as CA714 ion.

3. One of most abundant elements in plant.
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4, pH and Ca content of greatly affect the avail-
ability of P, Fe, 2n, Ma, and many other elements.

5. Ca levels affect micro-biological activity in soil.

Examples:

Adequate Ca is required for modulation on legumes;
nitrifying bacteria are inhibited at low pH levels.

Calcium materials

1. True lime or calcium oxide

Ca0

-- Has neutralising value of 179% compared to CaCO3

- - Hazardous - reacts with water

-- Not commonly used

2. Calcium hydroxide or slaked lime

dA (002

-- Made by mixing lime and water
..

-. Also called builders or hydrated lime

-. Neutralizing value 136%

-- Not commonly, used

3. Calcium carbonate or agriculture lime

CaCO
3

Neutralizing value depends on purity of product and
.fineness of grind .- -

tonsidor it to havo neutralizing ialuo of 100%

- - Marl - unconsolidated mixtures of.clay and Ca°33

4. Dolomite - Calcium . Magnesium carbonate

0092.

-- Ca and Mg both active and serve to effect pH as well
as required for plant food

Neutralizing value depends on purity.usualy runs
approximately 90%
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5. Gypsum

CaS04

-- Contains both Ca and S so has little effect on
the pH of soil

EXcellent to add Ca or S and not ;:large pH

- - Widely used on sodic (black alkali) soils In
reclamation process. The calcium replaces the
exchangeable sodium and the soluble sodium sulfate may
then be leached.

E. Magnesium

Introduction:

1. Mach less Mg is required than Ca.

2. Important in chlorophyl molecule. C55 H22 05 N4 mg.

3. Acts much the same as Ca in soil pH and chemistry relations.

4. Mg is found in small amounts in many fertilizer and
liming materials.

5. Absorbed as Me ion.

Magnesium materials: (previously-discussed)

1. Dolomite

2. Potassium . magnesium sulfate

F. Sulfur

Introduction:

1. S found in many compounds of plants including a
number of amino acids and oil compounds.

2. Responsible for many odors in plants.
Garlic . mustard cole crops.

3. May play a part in the conversion of sun's energy to
chemical energy in the photosynthesis process.

4. S is absorbed as.the sulfate, SO4 = ion.

5. May be absorbed through the leaves as sulfur
dioxide, S02.

6. Deficiency symptoms are similar to N.
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7. Considerable quantities of S maybe added to the soil

through rain ard snow. Particularly so near ar.e.Is of

industrial concentration.

Sulfur matezials:

Many materials contain sulfur and vast tonnages are
added to the soil annually. Many sprays and dusts,
gypsum and low analysis fertiliser' contain S. A few

of the more common, materials are discussed.

Gypsum

Ofen added for its S content

-. Particularly good where one needs S but does not

wish to lower Ph

S content dependent on purity. Usually 10-180;S.

-. Effectiveness depends upon $: S and fineness of grind

Commonly applied in quantities of 500 to 4600 lbs.
per ac. .

-- Best result: if incorporated into ioii. May UP-dress
sod crops and let rains carry it into foil

Ekcellent material, to use,on.msnycrops lore toXfa,
content as well as S. Peanuts, many legumes.

Soil Sulfur

S content may run as'high as 9:109% pure S

-. Impurities may lower the per cent S to much lower levels.

-- Not generally applied to supply S. Mich greater use
in reclamation of..aodic soils, , - -

S deficieficiei4lay be corrected with-100# per ac.

or loss ,
-- Reclamation may require 500*or more eleiantal d per ac.

Other fertiliser. materials:

- - If an S deficiency exists mpst.soilsAre,defictent 411
other eleients as well as S.

- - Common sense and good practice dictates,that:onetshould
apply the material that beat meets the deficiency problem.
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-- Examples of fertilizer materials selected for
dual purpose are:

Ammonium sulfate 21% N, 249 S

Single superphosphate 20% P2 05 - 12% S

Potassium sulfate 50% K2 0 - 18% S

G. Trace elements

Note to instructor: The trace elements tend to be deficient
in soils by In many cases a deficiency of a trace
element may be the greatest single limkang factor in
plant growth.

The instructor should prepare some introductory remarks on
the element, give suggested materials, and characteristics
of the fertilizers as they apply to the local condition.

SUGGESTED TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Collect samples of simple and mixed fertilizer materials.
Note characteristics of each and be able to identify sotw

of the commonly used fertilizers with specific characteristics.

2. Gather samples of lime, dolomite, gypsum, sulfur and other
conditioners used in the area,

3. Add some sodium hydroxide to a clay soil solution and note
how the particles are dispersed. Take half the above
sample and add gypsum, 'shake-both samples and note how
rapidly each settles.

Place filter paper in two funnels then pour the
above solution into different fftnels. Note the
rate at which the water percolates through each.
Allow the soil to dry in the funnels-and note the
difference in color and structure In each.

4. Gather local soil samples that have extremes in pH. 'Add

amendments to half and allow the other half to remain
in the natural state. Place in pots or cans and plant
seeds. Fertilize, water, and otherwise liare.40 both pots
in the same manner.

5. Put out a fertilizer plot using nitrate, Immonium and urea
fertilizers. Use the sank, amount of N on each. Note
rapidity of response.
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6. Have the student comp.le a chart showing the commonly used

7. Take a field lab to the &tension Service or other reliable

SUGGESTED 4ND

2. Soil conditioning materials.

4.. Fertilizer labels.

Instructional Materials:

3. Sodium hydroxide. funnels, filter paper.

Street, Washinpton, D.C.

Western Fertilizer Handbools. California Fertilizer Association,

5. Clay pots, gallon cans (No. 10 size), or clean

References:

Maickar, M. H., Using Commercial Fertilizers, Danville, Illinois,

Tisdale, S. and Nelson, W. L.; Soil Fertility and Fertilizers.
New York: The Macmillan Co.

The Fertilizer Handbook. National Plant Food Institute, 1700 IC

Interstate Printers,and Publishers.

719 IC Street, Sacramento, California.

Dictionary of Plant Foods, Published by Farm Chemicals. Available

Hopewell, .Virginia.

Sons, Inc.

through the Nitrogen Division, Allled Chemical and Dye Corporation,

Bear, Firman E., Soil's-and gpallltumo New York: John Wiley and

Available through U. S. Government Printing Office.

Hall, Inc.

1957 Yearbook of Agriculture Eglja.U.S.D.A., Washington. D.C.

Donahue. Roy P., bag., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice-

whether the use of the material is increasing. staying the
fertilizer materials used in the area on major crops. Note

major plant food materials.

same, or decreasirg.

source and have them discuss the place and use of some of the

Fertilizer materials.

1-quart oil cane.
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How to Evaluate_kii ieultural Liming Materials , M. M. - 198, Co-
operative bctensica Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus,
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Columbus, Ohio. Reprinted 1965,

Walsh, Beatt, Hull and Wiese, Lie and Fertilizer.Itjt.zi e. commenda%:dons

for ,Fiel&S.=_Ps, Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, .1962.

McGhee, ClaUde',' Plant ii trition, Morgantown, West Virginia, West
Virginia University, 19 ,
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To learrace and value of various dia ettic
tests in measuring nutrient contert. of plantt-ni
fertility levels of soils. To understand how these
tests the technician
natkiLETecorecommendations to his customers.. To enable the
student to set u trialse fie d 0L_ ex-
ploratory Plots.

Igigher Preparation

$ublect Matter Content

This unit should seru-s to inform the student about the different
types of tests availab?, to help him properly satisfy his cus-
tomers' needs. Information on soil and tissue tests; their ad-
vantages, disadvantages, limitations, and interpretation is
covered. The aident should understand that such tests con-
stitute another "tool" which he may use to do his job. They
should not be r3lied upon to give exact, definitive answers
for there are too many variables in raising crops to reduce
the problems to such simple terms.

A. Soil Tests

Methods of testing soils and the value of such tests vary
widely in different areas. Some tests are valid and are
accepted throughout the country; other tests may not show
a correlation between the laboratory results and field
trials.

The instructor should develop in depth those tests and methods
that are used in his local area. This unit of study will
cover some of the basic tests and practices generally followed.

1. Taking the sample

a. No test is any better than the sample analyzed. If
one takes one pound of soil per acre it represents
approximately 1 of an acre. It is obvious

2.000,000
that the one pound sample must be as close as
possiole to representing the other 1,999,999 pounds.
In many cases one or two pounds will represent 20
or more acres.

b. Samples for nutrient tests are usually taken at
0-12". (Most will be 0"-6".) Samples for pH,
salinity, and alkali conditions are often taken at
deeper depths. Keep samples from different depths
separate.
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o. Soil probes or augers are preZerrud for taking
samples at random places zbrotgbout the field.
Usually limit the samples for a single test to
areas of 5-20 acres.

i. Number the samples and keep record of where borings
were made.

e. Boring should be thoroughly mixed and air dried
before being tested.

f. Soil testing forms dall'for'intoramtion which the
technician should complete at the time the samples
areAsken, Such'infOriatian'imay'includet

--.CroOpinghistont.and"yields

-- Crop growing or"to'be'planted

4-o Condition-of-crops'

Fertill.zerbistcry.

Liediihistoi7

Moisture conditions or irrigation practices

Soul type.
,

- g
.. More and more field Men new ask the customer

what his yield objectives are so they can
-fertilizeitO ancie.P that objective

-4- One doesn't;STtilize a 73 btu, corn crop at
the same rate one Would fertilize s 150 bu, crop

Testing samples

a. pH tests - excellent, reliable teats; however,
-the. .technic* must recognizo.that due to other
.chemical chaiacteristics of -the soil a-given crop
may grow differently on various soils even if all
have the same pH.

.- Soils ;sigh in salts may be approximately
neutral, so on also tests for salinity in many
areak.,

Electio.conductiviti testa - to measure salts

.. A saturation extract is used to measure the
flow of an electric current

-- The conductivity is measured in millimhos per
centimeter. Symbolized as ECG
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-- The following chart shows the relationship
between EC() and plant growth

Salinity
(EC., mhos./
cm. 2 QC. Cro Responses

0 to 2 Salinity effects mostly
negligible.

2 to 4 Yields of very sensitive
crop maybe restricted.

4. 4x) 8 Yields of many crops
restricted.

8 to 16 Only tolerant crops yield
satisfactorily.

Above 16 Unly a few very tolerant
crops yield satisfactorily.

Ai electro-conductivity of 1 milliaho per centimeter
of saturation extract is equivalent to approximately
4 oz. of table salt in 50 gallons of.pure water. This

has a salt concentration of 640 p.p.m.'

-- The chal-ts on the following page show the salt
tolerance of some of our common orops. (salt

Tolerance of Plants, Agriculture Information
Bulletin No. 283, U, S. Department of Agriculture.)

-- Soils with a high salt content are then analyzed
for the types of salt present

Ca CO3 not-harmful

Na Cl harmful

etc.

Instructor note - In many areas of the Wrest, salinity
tests are of major importance. This portion of the
study may need expanding.

c. Other soil tests

1. Barone care must be taken to properly test the
soil for valid results. In some areas, soil
testing kits may give valid results. In other
areas, the samples will have to be sent to a
laboratory for testing.
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2. Equipment must be clean and good laboratory
technique: must be carefully followed.

3. Extracting reagents may be weak or strong acids,
weak or strong bases depending upon the test and
methods used

4. Extracting reagents must be un-contaminated and
of proper strength. Remember these reagent-, are
supposed to extract nutrients from the soil at

eamot bo compared to the standard.

5. sts for organic matter, nitrates, ammonia,
yosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium,

some pro-determined rate that duplicates the
roots ability extract nutrients. the
reagent is too sttong or too weak the results

sulfur, and other elements are commonly made.

3. Interpreting tests

0. Results are often reported in terms of:

-- Parts per million (P.P.M.)

-- Pounds of nutrient per acre in the plow layer

-- Hie-, medium, low, or blank tests

b. Experience with the tests, the soil series,
crop grown, and past results is necessary to
properly evaluate the tests.

c. Farmers and field men should not compare tests
from different laboratories on the basis of the
analysis obtained. ?or instance, Lab. "A" may
say a soil contained 15 p.p.m. of Phosphorus and
Lab. "B" may say the soil contained 5 p.p.m. of
Phosphorous. Both labs may make the same
recommendation regarding P fertilization, however.

d. Soil tests can be used to Indicate the trend of
nutrient content over a period of years.

e. Soil tests aro also excellent means of determining
if the soil has toxic amounts of elements.

f. Soil tests do not toll one how much fertilizer
will be needed alth,ugh some god guides have been
worked out for some areas.

g. Soil tests can give one a good guide as to the
amount of gypsum that will be required to correct
a sodic nondition.
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Another tool to help evaluate nutritional problems is the
tissue test. Chemical soil tests may not be able to dupli-
cate the roots ability, or inability, to take up nutrients.
Chemical tuts of the plant tissue do give an accurate
picture of what the plant has been able to take up.

1. EstalOishing "norms" with-itWh to compare teat samples

Nuv,erous tests be made to determine what
constituted an adequate level of a nutrient in
healthy plants. ,Measured in P.P.H.

.- What P.P.M. range indicated deficiency or yield
depressing level?

- - What range indicated an excess amount or luxury
corsump4ion?

2. Nutrient content varies with young and old tissue and at
different times of growing season

- - Always make sure test sample is taken from correct
portion of plant.

Test sample is usually a leaf, but in some crops
one tests petioles, a portion of the stem and leaves
or the stalks.

.p Samples taken from the wrong type of tissue or from
the wrong portion of the plant are worthless.

- - Check to see that samples are taken at the correct
period of plant growth.

3. Types of tissue tests

,a. Quick test field kits

=Mr

Colorimetric test in which one applies a chemical
to a portion of plant tissue or drop of juice and
checks color reaction against a key.

Somo of these quick tests are excellent.

Many are worthless.

b. Laboratory chemical tests

- - Samples sent to commercial lab.

- - Carefully analyzed.

-- Colorimeter used to check color reaction or
precipitate accurately.
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c. Flame photometer

-- Portion of sample is carefully prepared.

-- A standard spectrograph is used to chick the
spectrograph of the sample.

4. Interpretation of tests, Consider all factors before
jumping to conclusions on the basis of test readings.

-- An insect, disease, )r root problem would inhibit
the plants' ability to get nutrients from the soil
even though there was an adequate nutrient content
in the soil.

- - Soil moisture level - a recent irrigation could
effect the uptake of nutrients - drought inhibits
uptake.

- - General performance and vigor of the plant.

Time of day. Nitrate levels tend to be highest in
the morning.

-- Level of other nutrients in plant has an effect
on the plants' ability to take up and/or snythesize
nutrients.

-- Yield desired. Heavy yield may demand higher
levels of nutrient.

5. General comments

- - Nutrient tests and standards are very specific
in many details.

-- In many cases tissue tests give accurate picture
of nutrient content and indicate if plant is
running low or if excessive nutrients are present.

- - Tests may indicate need for immediate fertilization
to carry plant through heavy demand period.

-- In some crops it nay-be too late to add fertilizer,
but one will know that next year the fertilizer
program should be altered.

C. Pot Tests or Greenhouse Tests

Pot tests have limited practical value for evaluating soil
nutrient content. They aro excellent, however, for demonstra-
ting deficiency symptoms and many other plant growth problems.
Information on hOW to Set up pot tests is included at the end
of the unit.



D. Field Trials and Exploratory Plots

Deficiency symptoms, soil tests, and tissue tests all help
to show what may be wrong. They have two major limitations:

1. They do not show how much fertilizer to add.

2. They do not carry the visual impact and reliability that
sells the doubting Thomas on a fertilizer program.

Remember the sx.atoment 'tine good fact has dostroyod many
an argument." One of the best ways to get these facts is
through carefully planned and accurate field trials. State
experiment stations, fertilizer companies, and farmers have
long relied on these trials ds the basis of their recommenda-
tions and programs.

The students should be aware of how tosts are set up,
randomized, controlled, replicated and evaluated. If they
understand the above they will be in an excellent position
to base their recommendation on fact and defend their
position.

Fertilizer trials used as a basis for general recommendations
must be carefully carried out and replicated. Salesmen and
many farmers carry out less elaborate and exacting trials
and the results are often gratifying. Such tests, or ex-
ploratory plots, enable the customer to see what should or
should not be done. These plots build up the rapport
between the salesman and the farmer and certainly builds
up the confidence of the farmer in the salesman.

1. Field trials or experimental tests

As the above terms are used in this paper one thinks of
the types of tests experiment stations use to gather data
upon which they base recommendations. The following
factors are considered in setting up such tests:

a. Randomization

-- The plots are put out at random. They are not
put just on poor soil to show a good response.

-- Try to locate in average spots and not in extreme
areas.

b. Replication

-- One test has little value.

-- Tests that havo been replicated 5, 10, 20 or more times
become more valid as one averages the results.
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c. Proper selection and application of the material

- - Tests are most commonly made for N, P, and K.

-. !bre and more tests are being made to check the

response to secondary and trace elements,

-- Numerous tests are made to establish the most
profitable amounts of fertilizer to use.

-. One portion of the plot serves as a check against

which the trials may be compared.

d. Careful, accurate measurements

- - Size of test area - determine the fraction of an

acre or acres involved.

Careful harvesting techniques.

-. Accurate measure of yield on dry weight or

moisture corrected basis.

-- Determination of yield per acre,

- - Comparison of yield on check plot vs. the various
trial plots.

bushel weight, quality, grade, and feed nutrient
tests are often.made.

e, Miscellaneous

Throughout the test period observations are made
on growth rate, moisture factors, disease and
insect problems, maturity rate and for other
pertinent information.

2. Exploratory or demonstration plots

An excellent way to demonstrate the values of fertilizers
is to set up exploratory plots. Such plots are not as
accurate as more carefully controlled tests, but they
serve as an excellent means of educating students and
customers.

a. Plots may be set up in numerous ways

-. Fertilize one strip with the test program
and use the adjacent strip as a check.
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-- If you feel a farmer isn't using enough
fertilizer you may convince him_to go over one

3. .Harvesting plots.

When harvesting the plots, one harvests a measured area
t.out of- the center of each plot,. then computes the relative

Yields per acre.

Heavily fertilized' crops may have less dry matter on
a percentage basis at harvest.

Grain crops are standardized at a given moisture
percentage when computing yield.

. . fertilized areas with all combinations of

entire -length of the plot with i K iertilizer.

-- The top 20' x 20' portion may tm fertilized with

-. Move 10' down from the-top and fertilize the

-- The plot maybe made any size, but 20' x 0'

-- Next, fertilize the right half of 4 plot the

-- The result o1 this treatment will give 10' x 10'

-- Accurately measure the area to be harvested.

- Weigh the amount harvested from each plot.

-. Compute final yield on dry weight or moisture

.an DI fertilizer.

-- Record results.

strip twice and skip the adjacent strip. His
l

will have 3 trials. -23 fertilizer, standard
total, fertilizer usage will be the same but he

up similar to the plot shown on the opposite page.

next 20' x 20' portion with P fertilizer.

treatment and the double treatment.

-- An excellent plot for many crops may be set

is often used.

This will be a 10' x 40' strip.

N, P, and K.

corrected basis.

=
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76 ncploratory Plot Trial

Address

Soil pE
Date of Application Stage of Growth

Name
Location

N only

.

N + K

.

N + P

; .

N + P + K
.. . -

. .

P

. : .

P + K

f

-
.. .>

0 Fert
check

K only

. .

Potassium fertilizer 10' x 40'
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4. Fertilizer plot arithmetic

When one plans a fertilizer plot, there are two basic
questions one must answer.

1. How many acres or what portion of an acre is in the
plot?

2. How much fertilizer will be needed on the plot to
equal the pre-determined rate per acre?

a. Acreage in plot:

-- Remember an acre is 43,560 sq. ft.
(For estimating acreage it's good to
remember that, an acre is approximately
208' x 208',

Lx W of plot 43,560 = acres in plot

b. Amount of fertilizer to be applied per acre
X acres in plot = total lbs. of fertilizer needed

&ample:

Plot 10' wide x 87' long. You want to apply 500#
of ammonium sulfate per acre

Acreage in plot = 10x 87.= J32 acre

43,56Q

Fertilizer needed 500# x .02 - 10.0 lbs.

5. Calculating yields and harvesting the plot

a. Usually one does not harvest the entire plot
fertilized. To minimize any plant feeding
from adjacent areas or unsual conditions at the
ends of rows, harvest only the center portion.

b. Carefully harvest crop and weigh yield.

c. Yield per acre = yield from harvested portion
of plot acreage in harvested portion.

&ample:

In the previous example the plot was 10' wide x 87'
long. Assume tha7. it covered 4 rows of a particular
crop. To measure results one would harvest only the
2 center rows, or a strip 5' wide. One would also
move in from the ends before making the first
harvest. Assume the harvested area was 80' long.
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Total acreage harvested = 8

harvested. 3. 0
.009 acre

Assume the weight of the crop on the harvested area
was 54#:

Yield per acre = Plot yield = =.60004

ac. An plot .009

d. Hiscellaneous -plot and harvest information

-. Plots are harvested in many ways. One may
harvest only a relatively few square feet by
hand (the chance of error 1.s greatly magnified)
or one may use a combine or similar piece of
equipment. If combines are_used the fertilized
swath should be considerably larger than the
header on the combine. Accurate harvest and
yield weights are a.must.

- - Final results should be computed on a dry
weight or moisture corrected basis.

--Use the yield from the check plot as 100%.
Yield_from test plot x 100 = per cent increase
Yield from oheck plot from test plot.

- - Value of extra yield maybe computed by sub-

tracting the check plot yield from test plot
and multiply the difference by the current
market value of the crop.

- - One may then subtract the cost of extra
fertilizer frow the extra value of the test
plot to get returns over fertilizer cost.
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POT CULTURES

I. Technique to measure deficiencies in soils

A. To test for one deficient element one must supply
adequate amounts of other elements

1. To compare phosphate deficiency ole must compare

a. Full treatment N.P-K

b. Partial treatment N-O-K

2. Diflerence in plant yield will then be a measure
of phosphate supplying power of soil when N & K are
not lacking or limiting

II. Requirements for study

A. Select appropriate plants

113. Collection of soil samples

C. Assembly of equipment

D. Treatment of soil with fertilizer

E. Care of cultures

F. Yield determination and interpretation of results

III. Making study

A. Select appropriate plants -- depends on:

i. Climatic condition4

2. Amounti soils used - -small or large pt4.s

3. Adaptability of'plants to growing space for roots.

Freedom from pests and diseases, length of growing
period, response to nutrients and similarity to
req. of plants grown on soil tested.

4. Partial list of plants used

a. Romaine lettuce
b. Barley
c. Corn
d. Sudan
e. Sunflower
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B. Soil samples

1. Top foot of soil for shallow rooted plants

2. 2nd foot for doop rooted plants

3. Number samples per field varies with size
and prevailing soil conditions

4. Collected soils should be:

a. Air drier

b. Screened - 1/4" mesh

c. Mixed thoroughly

d. Moasured into pots for treatment

C. Equipment and facilities

.s. 1. 6" flower pots best; tin cans 2/ to No. 10 size
work fine. One quart oil cans thoroughly washed
with detergent soap maybe used.

2. Balances to weigh fert. and yields. (Can be done
with spoons and rules.)

3. Any fert. maybe used - when using spoons use lower
grade fert. (NH4)2 SO4 and single super.

4. Can use transplants.

5. Place cans in protected place and don't forget to water.

D. Fertilizer treatments

1. In order to insure that soils won't lack nutrients,
applications will be he vier than those normally used
in practices in fields.

2. In one state, for example, deficiencies can be
corrected with the following applications:

a. N - 200# per ac.1000# (NH4)2 SO4

b. P205 300# N per ac. 1500 - 1700 single super
600 - 700 treble super

c, K20 100# K per ac. 165 - 200# K2 SO4 depending
on analysis

3. These rates are symbolized as N2 P K1 to label pots
and indicates amount of nutrients fised.
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E. Caro of culture

1. Follcoing establishment of plants continuous attention
to watering and growth habits must be given.

2. Observation and notes should be taken on plant
color-growth and other characteristics of interest.

3. Record these and use them when yields are evaluated.

F. Yields

I. Measure the height of plant growth.

2. Cut off plants at ground level.

3. Weigh green.

4. Weigh in dried condition.

5. Weigh again for final dry weight yield.

6. ACCORD ALL DATA

G. Interpretation

1. Don't apply results blindly to fields.

2. Field growth is less favorable and therefore results
less pronounced.

3. Relative yields of dry weight on a percentage basis
should be used to determine need. (Don't use green

weight difference.)

a. Compare all yields to those received by using
full treatment of N2 P3 Ki.

b. Treatment

N2 P3 Ki

N2 PO K1

Dry Wt.

910

2.0

c. Tentative scale of deficiencies

Relative Yield

100$

2/9 - '"

Standard Compari- Deficient Definite
Full Trs-tment son Nut tent Deficiency

f...11MO

Probable Not
Deficiency Deficient

BPI(

NPK

NPK

Pi N Less than
20%

NK P Less than
20%

20-50%

20-50% 51-65%

51-70%
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Tv. Procedure

A. PruparatiQn of pots and soils

i. Punch 4-6 holes sides of can i" above bottom.

2 Place somened soil up to ibout 1" from top. This

is about 2# air dry soil in 21 cans.

3. Put in woc...on id,mtificatf. 2abels.

Use PENCIL whoa pots are troated. Ink will smear
from watering pots.

F- Adaition of fertilizer

1. Following treatment gives bwit results

a. N0 Po Ko - No fert. - control

b. N2 P3 Ni - Full Treat.

c, N0 P3 K1 Pull Treat. - minus nitrogen

d. N2 Po K3 - Full treatment minus P

e. N. P
3

K
0

- Full treatment minus K

2. Amounts of oach nutrient for 21 cans 2# soils

N2 80 Milligrams of N

P3 - 120 Milligrams of P2 05

K1 - 40 Milligrams of K.3

3. Fertilizers should be applied in sand or solution

a Solution » (measuring spoons and liquid oz. cups)

1. The following proportions give the rNnired
amount of fertilizer per pot using one liquid,
ungg, of solution per 21 can, or for
approx. 2# of soli:

or.

N - (NH4)2 SO4 - 8 teaspoonfuls psr gallon H2O

.NH4 NO3 - 6 teaspoonfuls per gallon 1120

P Treae super - 7 toaspnonfuls per gallon 1120

K - Sulfate of potash - i teaspoonful per
gallon H2O
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C. Planting and-vater:.ng . .

1. plant 10 barley seeds per 21 can or transplant two
plants of romain lettuce 4 weeks of age to each pot.

2. Add sufficient water to completely wet the so4 -

but not to extont that excessive drainage occurs.

1. Add water during growing period as required.

D. Label pots

1. Wooden label should show:

a. Name

b. Treatment

c. Date of planting

2, Also label can

YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR KEEPING YOUR TRIALS IN TOP CONDITION

SUGGESTED 'r ;ACHING- LEARNING ACTIVITIES,

1. Take a field lab and collect, prepare, and ship soil and tissue
samples to your state testing lab.

2. If valid quick tests are available, run several tests and
interpret results.

3. Run some soil tests including tests using pH quick tests,
pH meter, solubridge and nutrient tests if equipment is
available.

4. Have esch student sot out an exploratory plot test on his
own farm or on a given area. .

5. Have the class set out several experimental fertilizer trials,
Replicate trials so the students have the opportunity to see
how tests vary.

6. Later on harvest a portion of the fertilizer trials, calculate
yields per acre and returns per fertilizer dollar invested.

7. Visit any fertilizer trials_ conducted by fertilizer companies,
extension service or others.

8. Have students put out pot tests following the procedure out-
lined for poi., cultures at the end of the unit of study.

9. Show the film entitled "Plant Testing." American Potash In-
stitute, 1102 16th St., NA., Wasaington. D.C.
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SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL MPSER IS AN REFEES

Instructional Materials:

1. Various fertilizer materials for pot and field plots. (Many

fertilizer companies will donate materials to make tests,)

2. pH quick test kits and pH meter.

3. Solubridge.

4. Soil ane tissue test kits. A number of models are available
from many sources.

5. Visual aids to use:

"How to Take a Soil Sample"; 10 slides. N.P.F.I.

The Big Test"; 15 min. film -

References:

Tisdale , S. L. and Nelson , W. L. , Soil Fertility and Fertilizeuv
New York: The Macmillan Co,

The Fertilizer Handbook. National Plant Food institute, 1700 K
Street, J.W., Vashington, P.C.

Western Fertilizer Handbook. California Fertilizer Association,
719 K Street, Sacramento, California.

Bear, Firman E.. Soils and Fertilizers, New York: John Wiley and
Sons, /m.

Spurway, C. Soil FertilitY Diagnosis and Control. Published
by the author, East Lansing, Michigan.

1957 Yearbook of Agriculture Soil, U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C.;
Available through U. S. Government Printing Office.

Diagnosis and Improvement of Saline and Alkali Soils, Agriculture
Handbook No. 60, U.S.D.A.; Available through U. S. Government
Printing Office.

Donahue, Roy P., Soils, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice -Hall,

Inc.

Walsh, Beatty, Hull and Wiese, time and Fertilizer Recommendations
for Field Crops, Madison, Wisc., University of Wisconsin, 1962.

Wiese, R. A., and Walsh, L. M., Soil Sam lers Manual, Madison,
Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, 19 4.
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Walsh, Leo X., Fertilizer Demonstrations on Corn, Small Grain,
Hatt and Pasture, Madison, Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, 1961.

fijitilovnnle Soils for Testing, Bulletin 388, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.

Salt Tolerance of Plants, Bulletin 283, U.S.D.A.

Plant Testing, American Potash Institute, 1102 16th Street,
N.W. , Washington, D.C., 1962.

lantAlalmOugejoglA12111114141, Bulletin 766, California
Agriculture Exp. Station, University of California, Davis,
California, 1959.

Musgrave, 0. L., How to Use Your Soil Test Results, Leaflet
194, Cooperative &tension Service, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.

Johnson, C. M. and Ulrich, A., Plant_AnalYEis Analytical Methods,
California Agriculture Exp. Station Bulletin 766, University of
California, Davis, California.

SUGGESTED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES

If possible, have each student ride with a fertilizer salesman
or soil testing representative when he collects and tests soil
samples.

See if you can work in cooperation with the EXtension Service
in putting out one of their fertilizer trials, follow through on
the tests, harvest, and calculate response.
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VII. To_Eain a knowlodge and urAdmktmding of the principles,
concepts, and Practices underlying the aPPlication and
Placement of fertilizers To r co nize that roar
timing and_lacement of fertilizers is as important as
what i used and how ch fertili er is used.

Teacher. Preparation

Subject Natter Content

The unit deals with the commonly accepted practices of fertilizer
placement; the advantages and dis.dvantages of different methods
and problems encountered. Best results are obtained only if
fertilizer nutrients are applied at the proper time, in adequate
amounts, and in the best place for roots to take up the
nutrient. This whole phase of fertilizers is fascinating
because of the new information being developed from the use
of new materials, combinations of materials, and better place-
ment techniques.

Once again the instructor should make every effort to find out
what is new and interesting in his service area. Tie in the
specific practices used in tho area with the accepted principles
of fertilizer application and placement.

:1, Fertilizer Application and Placement

Fertilizers are applied in many ways. The crop, soil, time
of year, cost of application, nutrient applied, and stage of
plant growth all affect when and how fertilizers are applied.
We shall discuss some of the most common application methods.

1, Broadcast

- - Fertilizer is spread evenly over surface.

-- Often applied and then plowed down or disced into soil.

N fertilizers left on surface are subject to some
volatilization losses.

-- Volatilization losses are affected by: pH, temperature,
moisture, type of material used, amount of fertilizer
applied, and surface conditions.

2. Drilled

- - Dry materials may be drilled several inches into
soil, prior to, or at time of planting.
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Anhydrous ammonia and aqua- aAmonia should be drilled
or injected .into moist soil, a dopth of 68 - 8".

Large _quantities of N materials are applied in this

manner.

3. P.nd placement

-- Fertilizer is placed in bands to the side and below
the seed or directly below the seed.

Remember - fertilizer is a salt so one must be
careful where the fertilizer is placed and how
much is used.

- - Some crops are "burned" if the fertilizer is placed
directly below the seed. Other crops best utilize
nutrients placed below-seed.

--Proper adjustment, accurate metering and constant
checking should be made on equipment.

-- Banded fertilizers of N and P; N, P and K; or complete
fertilizers with trace elements combined often give
plants a quicker start.

- - Proper placement and ratio of different nutrients may
allow one to use less fertilizer and get equal results.

4. Side dring and top dressing

Post emergeneelprtdlizer applications.

Top dressing usually'refers to broadcast appli-
cations of fertilizers on established stands.
Small grains, sod crops, eto.

-- Side dressing places fertilizer to the side of row
crops. Usually drilled into soil with fertilizer
shank or cultivated in.

-- When side dressing, one must be careful that fertilizer
shanks are not placed too close to plant or severe root
pruning may result.

5. Irrigation water applications

-- Cheap method of applying fertilizer as the job
is done with irrigation.

-- Often provides the best way to fertilize crops
during latter stages of growth.
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- - Widely used to apply NI-13, aqua ammonia, many liquids
and some dry materials sucr as calcium nitrate and urea.

. Some loss of fertilizer In run off occurs,

- - Fertilization will only be as good as the
efficiency of irrigation.

6. Foliar sprays

Most widely used with trace elements and
chelated compounds.

-- Wide variation in results, recommendations, and
practices.

-- Macro .11ements not usually applied in foliar sprays
due tc problems with foliage burn.

E. Transplant - starter solution

- - Weak fertiliser solutions usually; with plant
hormones added to help reduoo transplant shock.

-- Some trace ;Ilamentt! may be added in those solutlkons.

B. Application, Timing, and Axailability of Nutrients

The student shou'ad reooarize tat a piven alement performs
exactly the same function in a plant regardless of the
fertilizer hater .al used t supply the alement. Stress
should be placed on the words in the plant because fertilizer
materials react differently in the aril and the plant may or
may not be able to take up the applied nutrlent.

Compounds vary in their ability to move in the soil. Because
of these variations, oae may use one material at the early
stages of growth and use a different material to supply the
same nutrient firing later 'stages of growth. The student
should 1-e aware of these characteristics of fertilizer
nutrients in order to best serre the needs of his future
customers.

1. Nitrogen materials, timing, and movement in soils

a. --NO
3-

materials are not attracted to negatively
charged clay and humus particles. Therefore,
they move with water.

..-NO3- may leach so one should not apply them unless
immediate plant uptake is needed and desired. EX-
cellent for fast rosponse late in growing season
or to get plants started.
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- -N may rise to surface of bed with capillaryCj
rise of water.

-eon sandy sails, split applications of NO3
fertilizer materials are often used to reduce
leaching.

b. --Ammonia fertilizers are applied as -$113 or

ammonium (NHO forms. NH3 quickly resets with
water to form NH 4+ ion.

NR y+ cation it attracted to negativel7 charg(A.
clay and humus particles erd is held sr °axed"
by these particles.

--Lee. subject to leeching or eapillee:7 rism
tha7,- NC3.

--Ammonia fcrm of N fertill.zer durlog seet)

bed preparation, at planting and daring the winter
or early rep,ing on many tree orops.

- -,:eenvvrsien from PMe. to NO3 fortes egal be a

.matter of one or two weer to oeverel menthe.
Deperdent on temperature 'little *or: version unrier
400 F), moisture. pH and oxygen content of soli.

--NH4 and NO3 fertilizers in irriaation meter.- NO3
fertilizers move math the water through the bed
and root xone of tha plant. Ni 4t ions erc fixed

in a relatively narrate erea close to the irrigation.
fv-rrow. NH4 ions may not get to the ro(A zone until
cobverted to NO ions which mill be moved with the
Lott irrigation.

c. --Urea fertilizer materials are celuble at firet so
the material moves like niteate fertilizers in
water. Urea is rapidl7 converted to ammonium form
so it then acts .like ether ammonia fertilizers.

This unique characteristic makes urea fertilizers
valuable on crops whore one desires the material
to move into the root zone, yet :It is less subject
to leeehing than NO3 fertilizers.

d. --The uptake of N by plants varies widely. In some
crops it may not pay to add N after the mid point
of the season. Some vegetable crops take 'p the
vast percentages of total uptake during the last
few weeks before harvest. Late applications of N
on crops such as sugar beets can be detrimental
to sugar content.
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-- Carefully study the major crops in your area

to see when fertilizer applications are
recommended.

e. Volatilization losses

Severe losses of N may occur from dry and liquid N
materials applied on the surface. Moisture,
temperature, pH, soil make up, etc. effect losses.

1 materials should be worked into the soil or
carried into the soil by moisture as soon as
poesible to minimize volatilization loss.

2. Phosphorus fertilizers

Unlike nitrogen, leaching is not a problem with
phosphorus materials. In many clay soils, fixation
is the greatest problem and both initial and long-term
'ecovery of phosphorus may bo low.

The timing of P applications is also important.
P is important to help plants get off to a vigorous
start. Phosphorus fertilizers are also necessary on
some soils when :Ts are planted during the cool
period of the year. Plant grown on the same soil
during warm weather nay show no response to P
fertilizers.

-- Bost results from applied phosphorus comes from
banding the material below or below and to the
side of soed.

-- A combination of N and P will give better results
and greater uptake than where P is used alone.

-- On permanent type crops, P is usually applied in
late winter or early spring.

-- Phosphorus fertilizer applications are usually
made in one treatment and generally one should
not split the total amount into two applications.

-- On some soils and crops one massive application of
P every two years may give better results than an
equal amount applied in two yearly applications.

-- Where fixation is a problem one may have to
apply phosphorus in quantities far in excess of
the amount taken up by the crop.

Remember that phosphorus may become fixed within
6 inches of its placement in the soil.
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4. Miscellaneous

The instructor should work up a table, or other in

and micro nutrient fertilizers in his area.
formation, showing the timing, placement, and use of

There is much variation in these factors and one should
not rely on a set of general notes as a substitute for
good instruction.

Peanuts often respond best if K fertilizers are
only unless the soil has a definite deficiency of K.

applied to the previous crop rather than directly

Ina corn-soybean rotation, usually fertilize corn

to the peanuts.

-- Do not apply excessive amounts of potassium

-- In some soils, however, a deficiency of K may

hauled away the material will be wasted. Legumes

needed.

only be corrected with a massive application, of
Potassium and this treatment will be effective

Example:

'rope at two-year intervals. "Luxury con -
sumption"

as alfalfa may take up twice as much K as

for several years.

applied per acre to correct a K deficiency on
almonds.

sumption" is a problem and if the crop is cut and

In some California soils, 2000# of K2 SO4, was
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Potassium reacts in many ways in different soils.
Generally it tends to be fixed and is less subject,
to leaching than N materials. Like P, potassium is
generally applied in a single application early in the
growing season, at planting, or when the seed bed is
prepared.

--Crops vary in their need for K and their ability
to extract K from the soil. Whore crops are grown
in rotation it is often best to apply the K to those
crops that give greatest response.

EXample:

3. Potassium



SUGGL:TED_TEACHING-LEaRNING ACTIUTTES

1. Have the class divided '..nto groups and make up a number of
replicated trials. P.I.ant corn or other small grai... Put
fertilizer right with the seed, place the material 2" below
and to the side of the seed in another set of puts, use N
fertilizer alone in one set and use a complete fertilizer
in another set.

2. Plant several rows of rapid growing crop such as radishes.
Use various placement techniques (broadcast, branded, side -
dressed). Leave one row unfertilized, then fertilize it later
on to show how many plants need that early application to
get them off to a rapid start.

3. If a micro nutrient is deficient in your area do some trials
designed to show the response from those nutrients.

4. If possible, take a field lab to observe various application
and placement methods, or have a follow-up study to see the
results of different treatments.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL M8TERIALS AND REFERENCES,

Instructional Materials:

1. Clay pots or clean one-quart oil cans.

2. Seeds.

3. Various fertilizer materials including chelated materials.

4. Good demonstration boxes may be made up according to the
plan below. 8t-r4

3" to 4" deep

0

The seed and fertilizer
may be placed next to the
glass and the students
may observe root growth
and development and com-
pare various treatments.
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5. "New Land" Film showing use and application of NH3.

6. "How to Use N Solutions" - Farm Film Foundation.,

References:

Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson, W. L., Soil Fertility and Fertilizers.
New York: The Macmillan Co.

The Fertilizer Handbook. National Plant Food Institute, 1700 K
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

lIza:rratailltboo,o.alj:rl=rinia Fertilizer Association,
11;79t117tFr::ttfl,

Mc-ickar, M. H., Using Commercial_Fertilizers, Danville,
Illinois, Interstate Printers and Publishers.

1957 Yearbook of Agriculture all, U.S.D.A., Washington, D.C.;
Available through 0. S. Government Printing Office.

Donahue, Roy P., §oils, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. PrenticeHall,
Inc.

McGhee, Claude, Plant Nutrition, Morgantown, West Virginia',
West Virginia University. 747

Walsh, Beatty, Hull and Wiese, Lime and Fertilizer Recommendations_
for Field Crops, Madison, Wisconsin; University of Wisconsin, 1962.

Soil fertilitY and Fertilizer for Ohio Farms, Bulletin 395,
Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Reprinted 1965.

Plant BesDonse to Fertilizer on a Saline Soil, Agriculture
Exp. Station, New Mexico State University, 1 .

Fertilizer Facts, Industrial and Biochemicals Department, E. I.
duPont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington 98, Delaware.

SUGGESTED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES

Have students placed in experience centers wherb they can obtain
.ctual experierce in determining rates of application as well as
actually placing fertilizers in a field situation.



VIII. Tst'un_gammckps4vtirdjsmilairLat_apszusi
Practices and recommendations in ustne 'al
fertilizeitspecific_area.dvskis
apIecdobilitiesinemmtj.he Practices and
recommendations to satisfv_the nut-itional needs of
the crops and to gain an awa=222A the importance,
gvco=gyflorberosmilliggzegignf
olaglag conditiont.

3 ILeatkU t at rt

Suhiect Matter Contgpt

Because there is such a wide variation in fertilizer practices
and recommendations and because of the wide variations in crops
grown, very little attempt will be made to spell out gpecific
recommendations. This unit is designed to help the ttudent to
seek out such information, evaluate it in light of specific
circumstances and apply his knowledge and judgment in making
recommendations.

Mach of the unit will be directed toward the development of a
questioning mi../44 oa the part of the student. Once one asks the
questions and defines the objective one mast seek=pertinent
information. Current information is evaluated in terms of the
specific conditions and objectives and then a decision'Aust be
made.

We hare a rapidly changing. technology and. the. practices
accepted today may not be applicable tomorrow. The seic.itific

approach to problem solving does not change, however, and the
students should develop the habit of systematically analysing
and solving the problems. -

In this unit it may be well to have the students find most of
the answers. Perhlrs more important than iNts specific answer. _

is the source of imfcamation. Answers to amounts, kinds, when
to fertilize and so forth change, but the sources of those
anssers generally remain the same.

The students should .2.1cmrve.lre to look for information but then
they must evaluate it. For instance, a general recommendation
for fertilizing corn in a given area may be 100# N. A given
farmer may have different soil, moisture, cultural practices
and yield cker+Aves, however, and 100# N would be entirely
inadequate for ,..,.s purposes.

Above all, require the student to th431k; riake him aware of
veriations; make . limaztof rote answers. If all there i'
to making fertilizer recommendations is the ability to remember
a set of figures, you don't need a salumanyou need a tape
recorder!



A. The scientific approach to problem solving. The four basic
steps to problem :solving are as follows:

Define or limit the woblem, to s:ecific.

Gather all pertinent data.

Evaluate the information and weigh the alternatives.

Make a decision and recommendation.

1. Defining or :limiting the problem

Genera:11y speaking, this will be a basic problem
of mecciog the nutritional needs of a specific crop.

-- In vAre instances, however, one may be called out
where sere crop troable eists. If it is a grow-
Iry crop one may not be able to immediately tell
it It a nutritional problem or problems from
ctf-sase, insects, soil conditions, drought, excess

o2 some other condition.

2. Gstber psrtinent data

f. 74t,ch of the salesman's success will depend oil
'.1is ability to get the necessary information.

C:te should got the following information from
the farme-:

Yteld objectives of the grower

-- Crop history t)f the soil

-- Past fertilizer practices

.- Past results

Claltura practices to be followed. Special
attenlAel should be given to unusual practices

Yirtil'aAr limitations due to market use of
ti

;p1) (10-,ydrator3, shippers or processors limit

'.he apex ,t VI to be applied to some fruit and
vc.-xtah_ crops.

larit ty- i .tse -.f the crop to be grown

95
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c. Diagnostic test data. *ere valid soil and tissue
tests may be made one should use the results of
these tests as a valuable tool.

Remombor - A doctor seldom orescribes a complete
treatment on the basis of a blood test alone. The
doctor uses the infolAation as a portion of the
facts he gathers to make his decision. If a single
t-st gave all the answers, we could have a handful
of technicians running around the state, taking
blood samples and sending them to a single doctor

a state laboratory.

d. Accepted fertilizer recommendations. The salesman-
technician must have a guide from mhich ho may work.
Fortunately, my have excellent guides available in
mos, places in the Unitea States. These general
recommendations have been made on the basis of
field trials and experimental studies.

Have the, students list the sources to which they
would refer to get information. The list should
include such sources as:

- - State Experiment Station bulletins, pamphlets.
news articles, etc. (Get them to write the,

station for some specific information.)

Local Agricultural, Extension Agent or Farm,

Advisor. (Get name and address.). .

- - Reputable farr management consultants.

- - Commercial firms - many commercial firms conduct
extensive trials, either alone or in conjunction
with experiment'stations. Some of their recom-
mendations may or may not agree with accepted
practices. Here is an opportunity for.limited
field trials for evaluation of their recommenda
tions.

-- U.S.D.A. publications - many of those have
excellent general information and some-are
specific for given area-.

They may or may not be a good source of
detailed recommendations for your area.

- Personal experience or information from outstand-
ing farmers. 'Just be sure that the information you
have is factual and accurate. People have a tendency
to forget it they don't. have written records and the
information you receive or remember may not be accurate.

-- Others - list according to your area
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3. Evaluate the information and weigh the alternatives

a. In some areas one may be able to reduce the
problem to simple arithmetic. For example -
Charts are available that show the quantity of
N, P and K in a given yield of a given crop. Soil
tests show how much N, P and K is in the soil. One

then calculates how much of the N, P and K is av?tl-
able and calculates the difference between what is
available in the soil and the crop needs to deter-
mine how much of each nutrient may have to be added.

If you can reduce the problem to such simple terms
in your area, show the students how this is done
using a specific example.

b. GenerAlly speaking, all of the agronomic knowledge
one possesses must be brought together to evaluate
and analyze the data.

c. Ekperience will be one of your best teachers. Don't
be too proud to call on experts to get their opinions.

4. Make a decision and recommendation

As a salesman-technician, your success will be directly
proportional to your ability to convince the customer,
that you know what you are doing.

When making the recommendation quickly review the factors
you considered in your deliberations. Discuss recommended
practices and how you related his needs to these practices.
Present alternative programs and the reasons for your
specific recommendation.

B. Case Study

Have each of the students or teams of students, work 'tut a
case' study (of different crops if possible). The st s

should be presented to the class and the student should be
prepared to "sell" his recommendation and defend his
position.

C. Recommendations for major crops grown in the area. (Wovk
out a basic set of recommendations for your area. The
chart on the opposite page may be useful as a guide.)
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EXample:
Sugar

Beets

Usual Nutrient
Recommendation

Per Acro

80-100#' N

20-40# P205

Community College

Agriculture Department

Commercial Matorials
Used

Sulfate of ammonia
Ammonium nitrate
Anhydrous ammonia

Single superphos-
phate or 1:1:0
fertilizer such
as 20-20-0

Rate Acre

400-500
250-300
100-120

100-200

When and How
Applied

Broadcast or drilled
proplant, at plant-
ing or when plants
are small

Placed under seed
at planting.
Balance of N side
dressed during
early growth

Miscellaneous
Comments

Do not use N
late in grow -
in; season as
it depresses
sugar content
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SUGGG TED T

1. The key to the success of this unit is nc-, what the instructor
says, but what the students do.

2. Have the students contact the &tension Service, EXp. Station,
fertilizer firms, or other reliable sources for in2ormtion on
fertiliz-er materials, placement, timing, and other miscellaneous
information.

3. Make up a chart based on current recommendations given in the
students' reports. .-

4. Assign some students to do research on micro nutrient use and
results in your area.

5. Other students may give reports on results from various place-
ment trials with fertilizers.

6. The students should present as many related factors as possible.
They should indicate all circumstances surrounding the results
so they better understand the factors that influence pro-
duction of crops.

7. Some students should be assigned to check fertilizer recommenda-
tions for lawns, ornamental shrubs, and flowers.

8. Show examples of differences that may exist between experiment
station recommendation and commercial recommendations and
analyze possible reasons for such differences.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL_MATERIAIS AND REFERENCES

Instructional Materials:

Tho instructor should have a complete set of bulletins and
circulars that.detail fertilizer recommendations for his area.

Local extension agents' pamphlets.

Experiment station bulletins and circulars.

Fertilizer company publications.

References:

Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson, Soil Fertility and Fertilizers.
Ne4 York: The Macmillan Co,

Maickar, M. H., Using Commercial Fertilizers, Danville, Illinois,
Interstate Printers and Publishers.
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Hunger Signs in Crown. American Society, of Agronomy and The
National Fertilizer Assocation, Washington, D.C.

McGhee, Claude, Pant Nutrition, Morgantown, West Virginia;
West Virginia University,7A77

Walsh, Beatty, Hull and Wiese, Lime and Fertilizer Recommendations
for Field Crops, Madison, Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, 1962.

Soils and Fertilizers 1965 Guido for Fertilizer De la.__ers_, cooperative

Extension Service and Agronomy Department, So. Dakota State Uni-
versity, Brookings, So. Dakota.

Soil Fertility and Fertilizer for Ohio Ihrmq. Bulletin 395, Co-
operative Extension Service, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio. Reprinted 1965.

Walsh, Leo N4, Grain t Bay,

and Pasture, Madison, Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin, 1961.

Plant Response to Fertilizers on a Salinq Soil, Agriculture Exp.
Station, New Mexico State University, 1961!..

Fertilizer Facts, Industrial and Biochemicals Department, E. I.
AuPont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington,98, Delaware.

Sunset Magazine, "Lawns and Ground Covers"; published by
Lane Book Co., Menlo Park, California.

Sunset Magazine, "Basic Gardening Illustrated"; published by'
Lane Book Co., Menlo Park, California.

SUGGESTED OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCE d

If possible, tie in work on this unit with the unit on
fertilizer trials and tests.

In conjunction with fertilizer company or extension service,
sat up trials on fertiliser Mounts, placement, timing of appli-
cation or micro nutrient trials.
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LX. To accuire knowledge and skills to handle trans I Irt
and store chemical fertilizers lawfully and safely.
Toupire ability to properly calibrate basic
fertilizer equipment.

Teacher Preparation

Sublect Matter Content

This unit is designed to make the student aware that the
fertilizer industry is governed by standards and laws. The
students should know of some of the basic laws and should also
know where to look for information and enforcement of laws.

Most fertilizer materials are safely handled, relatively
speaking. The student should know and understand that some
materials are definitely hazardous and one must exercise con-
siderable care in handling these products. The application,
transporting, and storing of chemicals can be a dangerous
activity if one fails to observe correct procedures. The in-
structor should stress the fact that these are chemicals; some
are extremely hazardous; others less hazardous; but all should
be properly handled.

The student should also be able to calibrate fertilizer equip-
ment to make sure the proper amount is applied. The applicator
maybe hold liable for crop damage resulting from excessive
applications.

A. Fertilizer laws, control and regulation

States vary in their regulations and enforcement practices
governing fertilizer materials. The Association of American
Fertilizer Control Officials was formed in 1946 to promote
uniform and effective legislation, definitions, rulings, and
enforcement of laws relating to the manufacture and sale of
fertilizers. This organization and other state groups
function to protect both the buyers and the industry from
those who seek to practice fraudulent methods.

The State Department of Agriculture usually is the agency
charged with the responsibility of enforcement of state laws.
You may get the name and address of the agency in charge of
laws and enforcement in your state by writing to The Association
of American Fertilizer Officials, B. D. Cloaninger, Sec.-Treas.,
Clemson, S. C. The association publishes an annual report of
fertilizer terms and state fertilizer control officials. The
annual cost - $2.00.



B. Some Hazardous Fertilizer Materials

1. Ammonium nitrate . In 1947 two ships were blown up. off
the coast of Texas from an explosion of ammonium nitrate.
If one follows the following rules there is no need to
fear ammonium nitrate:

a. No open flames ur smoking should be lieriiited
where ammonium nitrate is stored.

b. Keep ammonium nitrate away from steam pipes, electriC
wiring, and combustible materials. Gasoline oils,

Paints, and sulfur are especially bad.

c. Store in well ventilated building.

d. Spilled material should not be rebagged if it has
become contaminated. Use immediately or destroy
if mixed with combustible material.

2. Anhydrous ammonia

Ammonia is a hazardous material and loss of life. or
severe physical damage may occur if it is not properly
handled.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Store only in-suitable containers.

Observe precautions and follow all
in adjusting and using equipment.

Make sure proper metering devices]
etc., are used when applying NH3.

Avoid contact with eyes or skin.

recommendxtions

orifice site;

Phosphoric acid

Many acids are extremely hazardous. Handle carefully and
only use suitable containers. Avoid any contact with
eyes or skin.

C. Application of Fertilizers

1. For profitable usage, application of fertilizers must

be made in such a manner that:

There is no injury to the roots, foliage, or seed.

-- No salt injury occurs from excessive application
or improper placement.

-- Plants are not damaged by the equipment.
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-- All parts of the field receive the correct amount
of fertilizer and either excessive applications
or "skips" are eliminated.

2. Calibrating liquid fertilizer injections
---

Formula: Ozs. per 100' = G.P.A x S.
3.4

- - G.P.A. = gallons per acre

S = Swath in feet

Example: You want to apply 1.10# of N/acre using
aqua ammonia (which has 1.5 lbs. N/gallon)
with a 10 ft. swath. GPA is 12. = 100.

1.5

Oz. /100' F 100 x 10 = 1000 = 29477-
This way you calarate the entire swath, not just an in-
dividual shank. And mu do not affect infection while
you are calibrating.

Remember that the swath is the width of land covered on
each pass (not the.width of tool bar and not the distance
between outside shanks).

On pTeplant Tigs having equally spaced shanks, it is the
distance between,shanks times the number of shanks. Say
you have 24 shanks, 12" apart -

Swath is gla_ap= feet
12

9/1 side e_ss rigs, which d6 not usually have equally
spaced shanks, it is the distance between rows times
the number of rows. Say you apply on 4 rows 30" apart -

Swath is 4 x 30, w: 10 feet
12

lolls In the above formula the word "ounce" is used to
describe 1/16 of a pint. As there are 8 pints to
a gallon, the "ounce" is 1/128 f a gallon. So
the measurement, in the example in gallons would
be g2i= 2.3 gallons per 100 ft.

t28

The calibration chamber should; therefore, have a
capacity of about 3 gallons, or about 700 cubic
inches. A chamber 6" in diameter and 25" high
is about right!
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3. Calibrating dry fertilizer application

-- a3wmA2.11 = lbs. per acre
Acre*

To calibrate a drill or broadcaster, one should
first adjust the macnino in the shop. To deter-
mine how much of an area is covered use the
following formula:

a. Pi x D. X T. x W = Acres
43,40

b. amount applied = lbs.
ac

Pi = 3.14

D = Diameter of drive wheel in feet

T = Number of full turns of drive wheel

W = Width of fertilizer spreader in feet

Exampie:

One has a 10' easy flow spreader with 30"
wheels. Fill the hopper with fertilizer and
turn the drive wheel five full turns. Catch
the fertilizer and weigh. In this example
we will say that 4.5# Of fertilizer was
distributed in five turns of the wheel.

3.14 x 2.5 x 5 x 10 = .009 acres-itould have
43,560 been covered in five

turns of the drive
..-wheel.

LijEauisst. = 500# fert. applied pei ac.
.009

If one used a four row side dressing applicator
and the fertilizer came down in four shanks
one should catch the fertilizer from each -shank
and weigh separately to check for even application.

Remember the width of the swath is the distance
between shanks times the number of shanks.
Four shanks, 2+ feet apart would be:

4 x 2.5' = 10' swath



SUGGESTED TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Take a field lab to a local fertilizer company. Discuss
handling of NH3, other liquid and dry fertilizers. Have
them discuss their safety regulations and precoutions.

2. Check out procedure used to calibrate NH 1 intion. If

possible, do this on a farm where the material is being
applied.

3. Calibrate the flow oz fertilizer from an easy flow, or side
dress fertilizer rig. Follow with field check under actual
operating conditions.

22g0gaTELLI4UNLCTICINALMATEMAIS AND REFWENCES
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Instructional Materials:

1. Industrial accident commission charts, and data on accidents.

2. State safety code and regulations.

3. Scales, tarps, bags, etc. to measure fertilizer applications.

References:

The Fertilizer Han& wk. National Plant
Street, N .W. , Washington, D. C .

astern Fertilizer Handbook. California
719 K Street, Sacramento California.

Food Thstitute, 1700 IC

Fertilizer Association,

Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson, W. L. Soilerndliz.
New York: The Macmillan Co.

Maickar, PL H., Usins Commercial Fertilizers, Danville, Illinois,
Interstate Printers and Publishers.

Donahue, Roy P., lla, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Prentice-
Hall, Inc.

=ATithillS2Majageznatutum

"Talking is Not Teaching." Place students in work experience
centers where they will receive specific practice in the calibration
and operation of fertilizer equipment.
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1. Acid Forming Fertillz,i.r

Femiliters capable of lnerea-4ing residukl Acidity

of a soil.

2. Acid Soil
A soil giving an acid reaction llow pH ri_O Often
cal-A nsourn soil.

3. Acidity, Active
The activity of hydrogen ion in so3mtien.

4. Acidity, Potential or Total
The amount of exchangeable hydrogen icrl a soil that
can be freed in the soil solution by cationic ex.:hula.

5. Adsorption Complex
The group of soil particles which are capable:.a adsorbing
materials. The organic matter and colloidal clay form
the greater part of the adso rption complex; the materials
in silt-and sand-size:haya-little tability to adsorb

nutrients.

6. Alkali Soil
Soil which has a pH of 8.5 or higher and/or 159 exchange..
able sodium.

7. Ammonia Fixation
Adsorption of ammonium ions by soils or minerals so they
are not readily exchangeable.

8. Ammonification
Production of ammonia as a result of the decomposition
of organic nitrogen compounds.

9. Anaerobic
Living or active in the abssnou of free oxygen.

10. Anions
Negatively charged atoms or groups of atoms: ex NO3", OH-.

11. Biological Mineralization
Convorsion of an element occurring in organic compounds
to the inorganic form as a result of biological de-
composition.

12. Buffering Capacity
The ability of a soil, or solution, to resist change.

13. Cations
Positively charged atoms or groups of atoms such as F+,
Ca++ end tHe.
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14. Cation Exchange
The interchange between a cation in solution and other
cations on the surface of a colloidal particle.

15. Chelated.Compounds
Nutrient e3ements reacted with organic compounds to put
them in a less active ionic form. "Claw" like form does
not allow ions to be tied up by soil particles.

16. Chlorosis
Loss of chlorophyl it plants causing the plants t) turn
:7:11c.wish or pslet greqn,

Y. Compost

017:"7": -4itith have been piled, moistened, and
J..11ed to decompose.

ie. CeLiditIoners

Materials added to fertilizers to prevent deliquw-;eence or
improve handling or spreading qualities.

19. Deliquescence
The act of absorbing moisture from the air and becoming
fluid. Fertilizers such as Calcium Nitrate may absorb
moisture and later dry and cake.

20. Denitrification
The biological reduction of nitrate to nitrogen gas.
Occurs under anaerobic soil conditions.

21. Dolomite-(Calcium-Magnesiim Carbonate)
Used to neutralize acid soils and as a source of
calcium and magnesium.

obob
44. Fertilizer

Any orga:aic or inorganic material of natural or
synthetic origin which is added to a soil in an attempt
to provide plant nutrients.

23. Fertilizer- Anaiybis

Lasignates the percentage of nutrient composition of
the product.

24. Fertilizer-Formula
The -fount and kind of fertilizer materials used in
r sing a mixed fertilizer.

25. Fertilizer Grade
The minimum guaranteed percent of plant-nutrient content:
usually in terms of total nitrogen (4), available
phosphoric acid (P200, and water-soluble potash (K20).
Some firms now give the percent of elemental P and K
rather than the oxide form.



26. Fixed Phosphorus
Phosphorus which has changed to less soluble forms' as a
result of reaction with the soil; ".tiod up" by the soil.

27. Green Manure
A ern, grown for the purpose of being turned under while
green, or soon after maturity, for improving the soil.

28. Guano
The manure of sea birds or bats. The name is sometimes
given to other fertilizers having approximately the
same composition.

29. Gypsum
Calcium sulfate. Used as an amendment on sodic soils.
rt.tf: nit change pH of other soils.

30. Humus
Residue. from decay of *oil organic matter.

31. Immnbilizatica
The conversion of an element from inorganic to organic
combination An microbial or plant tissues. The nutrient
is no longer available to plants.

32. Ion
Electrically charged atom - anions are negatively, charged:
.cations.,are. positively_-_ charged.

33. Lime
Agricultural lime is usnally'ealcimm_oerbOnste.. ?We

.

lime is -CaO. Both areAlled to raise ..the pH of the soil.

34. Marl
Earthy deposit of CaCO3.

35. Mineralization
The conversion of an element that is immobilised in some
organic combination to available form as a result of
microbial decomposition.

36. Nitrification AA
The biological oxidation of ammonium salts to nitrites
and the further oxidation of nitrites to. nitrates.. .

, ; . .
. .

37. pH, Soil
The negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion activity of
a soil. The degree of acidity (or alkalinity) of a soil.
The acidity or alkalinity-is expressed-on a 'scale of 0-14.

38. .Ratio _

In terms of fertilizers ratio refers to the relative
amount of N, P2 05 and K20 reduced to the lowest common
denominator.
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19. Reaction, Soil
Degree of acidity or alkalinity in the soil. Descriptive

terms commonly-used are: extremely acid, below 4.5; very
strongly acid, 4.5 to 5.0; strongly acid, 5.1 to 5.5;
medium acid, 5.16 to 6.0; slightly acid, 6.1 to 6.5;
neutral, 6.6 to 7.3; mildly alkaline, 7.4 to 7.8;
moderately alkaline, 7.9 to 8.4; strongly alkaline, 8.5
to 9.0; very strongly alkaline, 9.1 and higher.

40. Rhizobia
Tilt., bacteria living in nodules or legume roots in symbiotic
relationship. They are capably of fixing free at.lospheric
nitrogen.

41. Saline-Alkali Soil
Soils high in salts and with 15% or more exchangeable sodium.

. Saline Soil
A nonalkali soil containing sufficient soluble salts to
impair productivity. pH is usually less than 8.5.

43. Sodic Soil

See alkali soil.

44. Soil Amendments
Materials added to the soil to raise or lower pH and/or
improve soil condition and structure.

45. Soil Salinity
The amount of soluble salts in a soil usually expressed
in terms of percentage or parts per million.

46. Soil Solution
The 3queous solution existing in equilibrium with a soil
at a particular moisture tension and whose chemical com-
poE ition is determined, not only by soluble electrolytes
and nonelectrolytes, but also by direct disassociation
of ions on the surfaces of the soil colloias.

47. Symbiosis

The living together in more or less intimat. association
of two dissimilar organisms to the mutual benefit of both.

L8. Unit of Fertilizer
Correctly refers to one per cent of a ton. Often used
for one pound. Example: 40 units per acre meant 40#
per acre of a particular element.

B. Visual Aids

The foll:-Ting list c film strips, slides, and moving pictul,:s
me' 'le used as a K.Ade to help the ins sect materials
that may be useful in his teaching program. The materials snail:a

be carefully screened to be sure they are applicable to your area.



Title.1141R.

Slid3s and Filmstrip-

1. Soils, Plants,'
Nutrition, and
Foitilizers
(29 slides)

2. How to Take a
Soil Samplo
(10 slido)

'3. Nutrient Deft-
cionoy Symptoms
in-Plants (35
min. slidos)

4. Potash Dofi-
ciency Symptoms
(22 Elides)

5. Safe, Efficiont
Fort. Placement
(40 slide)

6. Making Forage
Fertilizer Pay
(46 slide)

Sourco
Use Date to

With Unit be Shown Comments

National
Food Institute,
1700 K St.,
Washington, D.C.
20006

American 'Potash
Insq., 1102 16th
St., N.V. ,

Washington, D.C.

mod.



Title Source
Use

With Unit.
Date to

be Shown Comments

7. Fertilizing Both
Small Grains and
Legume Seedings
(41 slides)

8. Successful Alfalfa -

. .

You Can Grow It Ibid.
(40 slides)

9. Ten More Bushels
of Soybeans (51
slidls)

Ibid.

1Q. What's Wrong With ;
,

MY Corn? (45 rid.'
Elides)

11. Munic,e SIgns in Dekalb Aerie»
Corn (35 Mill film
strip)

Assn. Dekalb,
Illinois

. . ,

Films

1. Making the Most ' National Plant
of a Miracle
(27 min.)

Food Institute,
1700 K Streit,
Washington, D.C.
20006

2. Mhat's in the Bagt,
(17 POrt.) Ibid.

. . . .

3. Thr Big Test
(15 min.) Mi.



tae Source
Use Date to

With unit be Sh C ?me

4.

5.

Growing Alfalfa
Successfully
(25 mil..)

Good Alfalfa
Roguires Good
Fertility
(10 min.)

American Potash
Inst., 1102 16th
St., N.V..
Washington, D.C.

Ibid.

u. Tios. to USO IC

Solutions

Farm Film Found -
tion,"1731 Eye St

(14 mill.) CIL; Washington,
D.C.

.

7 Phosphorus: West Virginia
Key to Life !lay. Film

Library

.
.

!
.

.

,

. . "..t .
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Guide for iortiliai Demonstrations

Classroom demonstrations are excellent means of increasillg stu.
dent interest as wolf as an effective zethodlof-teaching. Simple
fertilizer demonstrations may up using some of the' following
suggestions:

1. Equipment:

a. Containers: Large juice cans (1 qt. size); ) All work

Clean, 1 qt. oil cans; ) excellently
Number 10 fruit and vegetable cans)

b. Various fertilize Ns and soil amendments.

c. Wax pencil or lead pencil.

d. Wooden pot labels.

e." Measuring spoon's or gram -scales.-
_ . 7- . f,-

f. Soil - seeds or trantigants Transplant* *hould.be
started in spong-rok, avolite, or washed sand so
'they don't have large nutrient carry over.

.1, -.../01... 4W. - :+. - -
2. Procedure:

...I AU.

a. Punch 3 to 4 holes in bass of each can., .

b. Fin, cans approximately half full of soil. Settle
car. by tapping bottoln Against solid surface. -

64' Label can With infortititiett-shettine
_ .

Fertilizer treatment

*Vitae . etc.

11.."Spiinkle*oper .mount' o= on toPof soil.

e. Add 2 2" of soil on. top of fertilizer.
e,

.f. Plate; seed.

g. Cover seed with I" to 1" of soil depending on size of seed.
t

h. Moisten and keep moist for entire growing period. Do not
ov6i..irrigite and leaeW,nutrients'from can.

$ .

i. Make periodic obserVatiohs and *Wits up comparative
reports and conclusions.



j. Leave one can with no fertilizer treatment to serve as
a check.

I.D. Label

1/4" to 1" 80114

2" to 2 1/2" m4
Soil

Soil

E__ s ad

tilizer Layer

3. Quantities of various fertilizers and amendments requi -rod it.6
supply a given application rate per acre. The amounts shown
are for TV) lbs. of soil. Vary the amount used according to
the amougrof soil used in your cans.

Rate
Tea Grams

1/8 .13

1/4 .26

1/2 .52

1/8 .19

1/4 .38

I /2 .76

Fertilizer,

Ammonium Nitrate

Ammonium Nitrate

Ammoniup Nitrattk

Ammopium Sulfate.

i'amioniuma Sulfate

Ammonium Sulfate

',Approx. Equivalent
joamiljar80.1

6 o f of riitrOgen-

120# 'of nitrogen

. 240# of nitrogen

,60# of..tmitrogen
70# of sulfur

' 7 =

120# of nitrogen
# Qf sulfur

240Cofnitromi
2t"..* of sulfur

66# Of phosphite

i20 #-of phosphate

240#. of phospliat3

60#-of...nitrogen

60# of phosphate

120# of nitrogen

120# of phosphate

1/20 .08 Treble Super Phos.

1/10 .16 Treble Super Phos.

1/5 .32 Treble Super Phos.

1/8 .13 Ammonium Nitrate

1/20 .08 Treble Super Dhos.

1 /4, .26 Ammonium Nitrate

1/10 .16 Treble Super Phos.
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Rate
Teasvoon Grams Fertilizer

Approx. Equivalent
in Pounds Per Acre

1/2 .32 Ammiiiiiiii .Nitrat4 240f of 'nitrogen

1/5 .32 Treble Super Phos. 240# of phospiate

1/4 .9 Gypsum. 100014c

1/2 1.8 Gypsum 2000 + /Ac

1/4 .9 Line or dolomite 1000f/Ac

1/2 1.8 Lime or dolomite 2000/Ao

1/5 .45 Soil Sulphur 500f/Ac

2/5 .9 Soil Sulphur 1000 * /Ac

' . . :

C BM=JLARDITM.
Textbooks:

I. Tisdale, S. L. and Nelson. W. I,. soil Fertility and
Tertilisers. ,Ngtx York :.-The _Nacmillan ,C5,.

2. The Fertilizer Handbook. national Plant nod InSW,ute, 1700 K
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

. _

3. liestern-Fe-itilizertanaiiook;-CalifertiialertilizerAssocia-
tion, 719 K Street. Sacramento, California.

4. Naltiekar01...H.,Ising Commercial Fertilizers,, Danville,
Illinoic-interstato Printers and Publisheps..

5. Dictionary of Plant Foods. Published )-y Farm Chemicals.
.Available through,th, Nitrogen Division; Allied Chemical and
Dye CoiPortition.

Black, C. A., - R3 .119.atipp84240 New Tork: Jobnyiley
§.ons fie:

,11,...0 -14 s

7. Humor Signs in Crops. American Society of Agronomy and The
National Fertilizer. Association, Washington.

... *.r. - -- .
8. Bear, Firman E., Soils and Fertilizers. New York: John Miley

and Sons, Ine.

9. Spurway, C. H.. aglalakEllilIxUlamagualS012110 Published by
the author, East Lansing,: Michigan.
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'111,

10. 1957 Yearbook of Agriculture 191.1. U.S.D.A.. Washington. D.C.
Available through U. S. Government Printing Office.

11 . 1,1 _ *veil:, It o_fSa e - i 1 Agri-
cu tore Handbook No. .0. U.S.D.A. Available through the
U. S. Government Printing Office.

12. Buckman. Harry 0 and Brady. Nyle C.. The Nature and Properties
of Soils, New York: The Macmillan Co.

13. Donahue. Boy P.. §211z Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey.
Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Government Bulletins and Special Publications:

MOGhee. jlaude. t it o . Morgantown. West Virginia;

West Virginia ,University. 19

2. Walsh. Beatty. Hull and Wlese. IlmemaledUizer %cam-
t na 'or r old C tos , Madison. Wisconsin; University

of Wisconsin. 1 2. . rl

3. Soils_and Fertilizers 1965 Guide for Fertilizer Dea10,10 Co-
operative Extension Service and Agronomy Department. So,
Dakota State University. Brookings, So. Dakota.

bgEldUOJIMJELlleIlillaarAhlo Famk. Bm114.14_39.5.
.Cooperative Extension Service. The Ohio State University.
Columbus. Ohio. HOOrinted t965.

5. Miller, Harold F., ox u ert 1 er. Miscellaneous
Bulletin' 209.'CooperatiVe rtension.$erviaa, University
of .Kentucky.

6. Wald: L. M...: Beatty, Mi. L. et al.', Profitable. Manazerlii2t
Vlaeswin Soils, Madison,' Wisconsin.: College Prifit:g arid-
Typing Co.. 193.

.

7.- R. A.. and Littlish. L. M.. Soil im
90
Sw, Manual. Mailison.

Wisconsin, University of Viso:math 1. .

8. Walsh, Leo M.. Fertiliner Demonstrations on Cork, Seidl Grain.
Fay and Pasti.tre, Madison, Wisconsin University of Wisconsin.
1961.

9. S =1 Agriculture
&p. Station. New Mexico State University, 1

10. umlo Sample Soils Bulletin 388. :me Ohio
State University. Columbus. Ohio.

11. F.alt Tolerance of Plants. 3ulletia 283. U.S.D.A.'
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12. Plant TestAx.n, American Potash Institute, 1102 1 6th Street.
h.W., Washington, D.C. , 1962.

13. ht Hidden Banger with Chemistry. American Potash Institute,
i 1964.

14. Plant Analysis and Analytical Methods. Bulletin 766. Cali-

!

fornia Agriculture &p. Station, Unfiersity of California.
Davis, Calif° Ilia, 1959.

15. How to Evaluat Agricultural Limit/ MAterials. M. M. - 198,
Cooperative Exiension Service, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.

16. Musgrave. 0. L.. Haw to Use Your Soil Test Results. Leaflet.
194, Cooperative Extension Service, The Ohio State University.

17. Fertilizer Facts, Industrial And Biochemicals Department,
E. I. &Pont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington 98, Delaware.

18. Sunset Magazine, "Lawns and Ground Covers"; published by
Lane Book Co., Menlo Park, California.

19. Suncet Magazine, "Basic Gardening Illustrated"; published
by Lane Book Co., Menlo Park, California.

SUGGESTIONS

a. Write your State Agricultural Experiment Station for
a list of publications and films dealing with soils
and fertilizers.

b. Mrite the American Potash Institute,1102 16th Street,
NA., Washington, D.C., for a complete list of publica.
tions and films they here cvailable.

c. Many commercial fertilizer firms have publications and
films. Contact the local dealer for information.
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and individual occupational experience for post-secondary students
preparing for employment as agricultural chemical technicians. It
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Tris publication is a portion of_the course material

written In Agricultural Chemicals Technology. To be under-

stood fully, the complete set of materials should be considered

in contort. It is re_cmmended that the following order be

observed for a logical teaching sequences

#1 - The Use of Chemicals as Fertilizers

#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides - Plants

. The Use of Memicals as Soil Additives

- The Use of Chemicals as FVolgicides, Bactericicies
anti Nematodides

#5 - The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Redents and
Other Predators

#6 The Use of Cheraw:A..1s as Herbicides

#7 - The Use of Chemicals in the Field of Farm Animal
Health (Nutrition, Nntomology, Pathology)

5 The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators
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Suggestions for Introducing the Courses 1

Competencies to be Developed

I. To Develop an interest in and an appreciation rad under-
standing of man's use of chemicals to attempt to prevent,
control, or eradicate insects and similar pests which
infest plants. ... 4

To develop the ability to use important terms, nomen-
clatures, definitions, tables, charts, and guides which
are commonly used and also to develop the ability to per-
form important computations, conversions, calculattons,
and r. easi uy e m e n ta which are commonly dona by technical
workers in the field of plant entomology 11

In. To develop the ability to recognize and identify: (1)

insects and similar pests which commonly infest plants
in the local area: and (2) symptoms of stress commonly
encountered in plants which are the results of
insect infestation 28

IV, To become knowledgeable at the technical level regarding
various chemicals commonly used as insecticides to
prevent, control, or eradicate insects and similar pests
which infest plants , 31

V. To gain a knowledge and understanding of the principles
and concepts underlying the use of chemicals to prevent,
control, or eradicate insects or similar pests which
infest plants .... 39

VI, To understand what skills and abilities are essential in
the general use of insecticides and to become familiar
with practices and uses made of pesticides to control
Prfecific insects that infest plants in the local area 47

VII. A:* acquire the knowledge and skills needed to lawfully
and safely handle, transport, store, and apply chemi-
cals to prevent, control, or eradicate insects and
simile,' pests which infest plants. 51
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"211E USE OP CITERICA1.5 AS INSECTICIDES s; PLANTS

MaAor Teaching 01.....etta.

To develop personal 4uelities and effective abilities needed
for entry by technicians in occupations which have to do with tte
use of chemicals in the field of plant entomology.

Sua ester Allotment

At School

Class Instruction
Laboratory Experience

24 hours
36 hours

. ,
Total at SchoOl

Occupational Experience (over a twoyear period)

Total for Course

Suggestions fur Introducing_ the Course

60 hours

ja hours

180 hours

The fiat' of insects and similar petits Ttich infest plants is

considered to be of such magnitude as to require treatment a: a unit
of study by itself in this' tectthical curriculum. Insecticides are

commonly classified as pesticides and included in the item category
as other chemicals such as herbicides, nematocides, fungicides,
bactericides, rodentiiides, etc. ..-wever. each of these pesticides,

along with the appropriate field of agriculture. is considered to be
of such importance to the field of agricultuval chemicals technology
that detailed study is required...

1. From infpnnation obtained from workers in industry, business,
public service, and education develop with the students a list

of the skills, abilities, and understandings which agricultural
chemical technicians need for employment in the insecticide .

industry. The list will, include entries for each of 'the follow-
ing subheadings:

a. Man's use of chemicals to
infest plants.

b. Federal, sta.., and local
which pertain to the sale

1

attempt to control insects which

laws, regulations, and controls
and use of Insecticides.
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c. The recognition and identification of insects, insect
damage, and situations of potential danger due to in-
festation.

d. Various chemical resources available for ufm to control,
prevent, or eradicate insects.

e. The understaridings and principles of soil science.
entomolog71 6hemistry, and plant growth which are need de

to effectively control plant infesting insects.

f. Skills abilities, and understandings 'needed to modify a
situation or problem brought about or caused by insects
(or the threat of infestation).

g. Important terms, definitions, nomenclature, tables, charts,
guides used, and important computations, calculations,
conversions, and measurements performed.

.h. The handling and application of insecticides, in the p :-par
manner, using approved methods and equipment.

List groups of activities in which technical. workers engage
doing work in the field of insect control.

3. Develop a list of factors which tend to complicate the task of
controlling insects which infest plants.

a. &pense of control. program (chemicals. equipment,
application)..

Resistance of some insects to chemicals.

c. Difficulty with drift and residues.

d. Ineffectiveness of some chemicals.

e. ,pamagi may be serious before control can, be ir.stituted
.-"In many cases.

Danger of destroying beneficial insects.

g. Application of insecticides difficult or impossible
during certain times a the year.

4. Determine with the students the various kinds of. irisecticiCes

that are,available from local firms for controlling insect.
which infest plants.

a. Poisons stomach

b. Poisons contact



c. Aunigants

d. Attractants

es Rape lines

Have the student react (research may be appropriate) to three

questions:

a. Up until about 1940, what measures were used to control
insects (plant infesting)?

b. ?ran about 1940 until the present, What control measures
have been used to control insects (plazyt infesting)?

c. What means do- youthimk we will be using to. control in+

seats in 1975?

- IT; ;
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Competencies to be. Developed

T. To deve 0 irate st in an tion d under-
event,

gontrol, or eradicate insects and stmtllar_i*sts Which
s

Infest flints.

aciLtmangiuml*,

Subiect Ms dtcArakt-

Note: 'A review-of important taiehinfss- of entomology,.
cher& ry, and crop production, classes insofar as
they relate to a stud of insecticides. An examina-
tion of the magnitude and importance of the insect
problem confronting man tut the attempts he has made
to modify the problem in Iva favor.

1. Ibramikiation of the Problem or Setting.

a. *Every minute of the day and night billions of insects are
chewing, sucking, biting, and boring away at our
crops . ea (pp. 141-146, besets, 17.S.D.A.).

The amount of damage done is hard to ealmate because
of so many variables and complicated factors.
Variations are found frost year to year and from one area
to another, The 17.8.D.A. estimates the annual loss to

due to pests to be five billion dollars.
ftfaaced aid-to-end, five billion one dollar bills would

,gain.

reach around the earth about eighteen times.) Scientists
have estimated that as much as 90 per cent of the food man
grows would be destroyed if be did not constantly control
paste. The over-all picture Is one of great expense to
human beings who must depend upon plants for survival and
thus most compete with other forms of life for the use of
these plants. 1411n is an integral part of the balance of
nature. This balance is constantly shifting, and if man
did not contianal3.y exert effort to maintain his position,
be would drop to a much lower status or even perish. We
tsuclly notice only those pests which **use rather obvious
and sudden sympLoms on desirable plants. There are, how-
ever, numerous pests which do not MOO severe damage, but
affect the plants by continually sapping a small amount of
vitality from than. Over a period of time, this cameos a
decline in the condition of the plant which in turn affects
its production.
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12. Insect pests affect us in the foliciwing ways:

1) Reduce the yields

2) lower the quality

3) Increase the cost of production and harvesting

4) Require outlays for materials and equipment
to apply control measures

5) Increase processing costs

6) Transmit disease, viruses: *Uri*. fungi, l!ndparasites
7

7) Other

2. Possible ...ourses.of action

a.

. ,

Methods of controlling plan!._intestime,iimmets

V. Amos of noApeoies,of Insect% mktoktimia tts4pared.:
ti,seAth.blemOlioofmanis atAtiiiAtietut,_ _tool

mtheds are usually in one of three basic areas:

5 7-litaistlist..lissitailat 0-,rearitalasfr:Alligg.mlheds am:
1) The use ofAhamicel*,:i. ;!.tiret

2) The use of resistant plants lotf40 (:

31:-ZIMITILeCt1144.11t"144121citit.24:::1731"11.

4) The use Gf hielefieekaQ0704-"AtikSe44P0*,
disease, parasites, and predators

c.41; oj .--rPT
5) Sterilisation of males

6) Vapor - heat process, cold treatment
c7J 2t r4

7) Traps, attriotants

8) Radiant energy

con- t?emperare,water ) el iv-, (T

10) Physical barriers (cheiteef o3sotia..plagrAolialtidnum
foil edging)

(2
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3. The use of chemicals to control plant infesting insects

Note: Poisons affect the normal functions of specific 031s
and: tissues of insects just as they are loom to do
in humans. The application of pesticides is usually
dons as a preventative measure although it is not un-

omen to encounter pests in the field which require
eradication measures.

a. Kinds of insecticides available are classified according
to the way they get into the insect's body cavity.

1) Stomach potions - are eaten

2) Contact poisons enter through the akin

3) Fumigants enter through the breathing tubes
or Min as gases

4) Attractants. repellents
,e

b. Etmiples of well .known control PAiiirazifs) in, which in-
secticides are *ed. (Cite looarxregratiis if possible.)

) Eradication of :tie 'Japanese bi l m fral:Califernia

2) Mediterranean fmtit fly in Fleridi

3) Other

o. Whit iliajer'detetiiinatiens need-to be m14e .ordir to use

Insect/Wes efficit.tvelyt -

-1) laid of olismiesl:te-itel

2) Time to use

3) Placement

4) Amount of concentrations to use

5) Method of application

6) Fora of ineeotioide to use - dust, gas,

7) Eas4 of application

Relative safe* 'in using

9) Cost
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10) Toxicity

11) Residue danger

12) Drift danger

d. What are sone of the results -,generally obtained as a
result of using inseoticides?

1) Nigher yields. of -better quality product

2) Total cost often increases but.cost per unit is
generally less because of increased production

.

3) Mot assume greater risk

4) Sone insects become more difficult to kill
(1-

5) Reduction in plant diseases
r:.

e. Importance of using inseotioidet

1) 0101101111i0 considerations

2)v-Nanagerial ,

7 - ..e.;:tezIrry

A tool- for efficient tektingt (4

5) A %must" in produoingimety:aropty:_v-:-} :te14.111;

4k toast' in foot.protootion samVslituprOlervation
fa

o

; 11±11011d11- Cif an. expendintpopelPtion_:! 7f1 aft:'

liadequaor :Obet-,sOntentik,f.1-:
Llieb ik.teet.". n

0$ rd-.14.9
1) Danger of drifts and residues to desirable plants,

- insect,. bi aben.!11o$ai ,iJzUV., farm anizais
_ end- brans

t:
2) Accidental poisoning of applic.staro,.:

3) kabilmiltzt to-siionscileolsmit its
_

4 iomass& cost,of procluottolk,-_-
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The insecticide industry

a. Histor_ and develppment

1) When did it all start? (fossil insects)

2) How does an insect, perpetuate itself so well?

3) Early attempts to control insects

4) Pre 1940 period

5) 1940 . 63 era

b. Present situation and status

1) Numbers of insects

a) Why do we _Aire more insects today than
ever before?

b) How many insects are there?

2) Number of insecticides on the market today

3) Number of companies manufacturing insecticides

4) The extent to which insecticides are used

c. Recent changes and future trends

1) The Foreword by Secretary of Agriculture, Charles F.
Brannan in the 1952 Tearbovk of Agriculture entitled
"Insects e summarises the subject appropriately:

This practical took gives farmers and many other
persons a great deal of information about the
useful insects, as well as the harmitl ones which
are estimated to cost us four billion dollars a year.

It is a timely book. In helping us combat our
insect enemies It helps us produce more food, feed,
fiber, and wood, all of which we need more than ever
before.

It is also a disturbing book and that, to me,

is one of its virtaes. Although, the science of
entomology has made great progress in the past two
decades, the problems caused by insects seem
to be bigger than ever. We have more insect
pests, although we have better insecticides to



use agains; them and better ways to fight them.
Effective though our is.arantines are against
foreign pests, some of-them are slipping through
and reqUire vigorous-attention. Many aspects need
to be considered in the control of insects. We
must stop the destruction of our-crops and forests,
but the tnst-cticides we use must leave no dancerous
residues on foods, destroy no beneficial wildlife,
and do no damage to our soils.

We thought ire had aria of the problems solved

when we got such a gooe result from the new in-
secticides. -DDT, for sample, made medical history
in 1943 and 1944 when an ,_break of typhus in
Naples was controlled in a few weeks by its use.
EntomOlogisti3 hoped then that DDT could end all
insect -borne diseases rind siren-eradicate-the
house fly. Tn less than a decade, however, DDT
was found to be a failure agiinat the body louse
in Korea, and the specter of typhus hung 'over that
area. DDT and the insecticides substituted for it
failed to control mosquitoes -in sane places. In
1952 the 'house fly was no.lonfer controlled An
many places -by any of the residUal-type
secticides in use, and it seemed likely that 'other
pests (those of agricultural, ,as well as medical,
importance) in time ruld*develqp,ritifits40.

The answer, like the chaLleriiii-

We dire not tar* ok7epy ilOwl.edift-ififititt of

all knowledge of AItritiiiitfiligi-411 a` .c

'or finished. Itte 'neeett pUsh 'on to niiehdtricins
of thinking and investigation and, reaching them,
see new horiaonts. We _need a loncer. re-
sist& and in:aripreetiii-on-tlita-46 two
goals: First, practiqa1A

be e
VICIt p

c xpriegAd ttenAothottortr
tools, and 'edifice; dial;

basic knowledge), on,, 449)4, the s9p1ied
rests.

A book like this and the lonA _research tlm- made

'lire to progress ?arthet-f.n eti's Vitas wtait,- we
need to keep the ii.e.nond always._ before, Aav ----

remembeting that science and Inowledge -eVer-

vowing and .eve' - changing.: . . _

Effect of rapid changes in -indectielde -industry

3) Insecticides in the future
f*:



PueetsvUlachina,Ltuana Activities

1. Secure a listing e .-"1- the different insecticides for plant
infesting insects that are available locally. Indicay. brands,

trade names, active ingredient, company, and instructions for
use. Small packages or containers with original labels will
enhance effectiveness of the study. Adequate safety pricautions

should be taken in handling the containers.

2. In cooperation with a local grower on his farm:

a. Determine the insect control program being used.

b. Ascertain the approximate value from having used in-
secticiies on the farm during one season.

c. Famine and describe as many kinds of insect damage as
can be foam: on the farm.

d, Study the equipment and supplies used on the farm to
control insects.

3. Determine the approximate amounts of insecticides used annually
at the local, state, and national level. What was the cost of
these amounts and what values accrued because of their
use? (Approximate)

4. Demonstrate the toxicity and lethal effects of one of the well-
known insecticides. Use only the smallest amount possible to
show effectiveness.

5. Conduct a pesticide survey (with the class) of farmers in the
area. Ascertain what problems in the field of pesticides and
pests that have been most commonly encountered.

tbsgsillstewtd ces
Insects* Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A., U, S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1952.

Agricultural Chemicals, Manufacturing Chemists Al ociation. Inc.,
Washington, D.C., 1963. (Price 250)

e sees- t, e Sa feestiotdes, L. k.0 McLean,
Secretary, VelsicoItelaialCompany, Chicago, Illinois.

"The Unseen Harvester," DuPont ifinm sound film.

Record and film strip "Facts
Chemists' Association, Inc.,
D.C.

Chemical and insect specimen
effects of an insecticide.

Labels and empty containers.

About Pesticides," Manufactring
1825 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington,

to demonstrate toxicity and lethal
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Sbieet aatter Coptent

Note: This unit is presented here at an early point in the
study guide ir order that use oan be made of materials
covered her3in tn7qughout the remainder of the course,
Tt t d t t be -taught as a separate,
comae ancv. as are to o er six major units of the
course, but that the uttertil presented hers will be
integrated. as sppropri,ate throughout to remainder of
the study. The pitniesi of this -seotion; then, is to
pull together in one section this core of information.

I. Tens, nomenclature, and definitions

a. Pfadt, Eadeentals of Rita Contains an appendix
of common ii-lientitio Mies eel:slat& a glossary of
terms and 'words.

b. A comprehensive pestioide dictionary is included in the

laillilLaiglialtillakalio P "
. .

c. A Glossary of Pesticide Tents is a part -Of the presenta-
tion in Useful Pesticide Formulas
are also proem ', . : i t

d. Pesticide definition as used in'Callfoitiii. (Nay vary from
state to state.)

.- i. ,..
"Pesticides (legally defined 'economic poisons' in

Section 1061 of the Agricultural Me) are libstanoes or
mixtures of substances intended to be used for controlling,
preventing, destroying, repelling; or mitigating any pest.
Tne tern is not limited to materials highly toxic to human
Wings or livestock, whieh=ere -thought tot - as ''poisons' tut
includes 41_ .. _,.._. es bsifigait,tEgglt 1 , ar
contyollin:t tgintji, all all subs ass or metro of
snails, predatory animals, injurious birds, bacteria, algae,
seilinfeoting nematodes, and other undesirable forms of
plant and animal life."



3) Dry measure

8 fluid ounces)

1/2 pint

1 Kilogram = 2.2 pounds

1 pint '= 0.55 liter

1 quart = 2 pints = 1.1 liters

1 peck (pk.) = 8 quarts

I bushel (bu.) = 4 Peeks

2 gills
= 1 cup

12

2. Tables, vides, and conputations

a. Conversion tables

1) Weight

1 ounce (oz) = 16 drami (dr) = 28.35 grams (gm)

pound (lb) = 16 ounces (oz) = 453.59 grams

1 short ton = 2000 pounds

2) Liquid measure

1 fluid ounce (fl. oz.) = 29.57 milliliters (ml.)

1 gill = 4 fluid ounces

1 pint (pt..) = 4 gills = 0.47 liter (1.)

1 quart (qt.) = 2 pints = .95 liter

1 gallon {gal.) = =4 quarts = 3.79 liters

teaspoons 1-tablespoon

2 tablespoons =A fluid ounce'

16 tablimpoons)
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4) Pleasure of length

1 inch (in.) = 25.4 millimeters (mm.) = 2.54 cm.

1 foot (ft.) = 12 inches = 30.48 centimeters (cm.)

1 yard (yd.) = 3 feet = 0.91 meters (m.)

1 rod (rd.) = 161 feet = 5.5 yards = 5.03 meters

1 mile (mi.) = 5280 feet = 320 rods = 1.61 kilometers (lam.)

5) Aroa measurement

1 square inch (sq.in.) = 6.45 square centimeters (cm2)

I square foot (eq.ft.) = 144 square inches = 0.000023 acre

1 square yard (sq.yd.) n 9.square feet

1 square rod (sq.rd.) = 30.25 square yards = 272.23
square feet

1 acre (A.) = 150 square rods = 43,560 square feet

1 square mile = 640 acmes

1 acre = 480 square yards

1 afire = 209 feet square (SMOK.)

1 tie,'aire = 2.471 A.

6) Cubic measurement

1 cubic inch (cu.in.) =16.39 cubic centimeters (cc.)

1 cubic foot (au.ft.) = 1728 clibic inches

1 cubic yard (au.yd.) = 27 cubic feet

7) Commonly used equivalents

1 gallon = 231 cubic incnes

1 cubic feet of water a: 62.4 pounds

1 gallon of water = 8.33 pounds

i pint of liquid pbk 10, gallons = 1 teaspoon per
gallon (approx.)

1 meter 39.3T inches
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1 cubic foot = t72.53 cubic inches

1 cubic foot = 0,8 oushel

1 cubic foot = 71. gallons

1 teaspoon = 4 cubic centimeters

1 tablespoon = 15 cubic centimeters

1 cup = 120 cubic centimeters

1 mile per hour (mph) = 88 feet per minute (fpm)

8) Rates of application

1 ounce/square foot = 2722.5 pounds/acre

1 ounce/square yard = 302.5 pounds /acre

1 ounce/100 square feet = 27.2 pounds /sore

1 pound/100 square feet =4:;5.6 pounds/acre

1 gallon/acre = 1/3 ounce/1000 square feet

b. Quantity of material to use

1) Recommendations are often given on the basis of pounds
of total formulated material per 100 gallons. Equiva-

lent dilutions in smaller quantities are given in the
following table.



100 10 _5
3 1 1

26212u,1Itilihi 1 on_jelllon a
Powdered Materials_

.. .

8 oz. 0,8 oz. 0.4 oz. 6.8 g. 2.2 g. 0.6 g.
_1 31. 1.6 oz. - _ 0.8 oz. 13.6 g. 4.5 g. 1.1 g.
2 lb. 3.2 oz. 1.6 oz. 27.7 g. 9.1 g. 2.3 g.
3 lb. 4.8.-oz. 2.4 os. 1.4 oz. 13.6 g. ,
4 lb. 6.4 -oz. --3.2 oz. 1.9-as. 18.2 g. 45 g.
5 lb. 8.0 oz. 4.0 oz. 2.4 oz. 22.7 g. 5.7 g.

Liquid Mat..

I pt. _1.6 fl.oz. .0.8 fl.oz 14.2 cc. cc. 1,: cc.
1 qt. 3.2 flow 1.6 fl.oz. 28.4 cc. 9.5 cc. 2.4 cc.
1 gal. 1268 fl.oz 4,2 fl.oz. 3.8 (Lou 1.3 floe. 9.5 cc.
2 gal. 25.6 fl.oz. 12.8 floe. 7.7 fl.oz. 2.6 fl.oz. 18,9 cc.
3 gal. 38.4 fl.oz. 19.2 fl.oz. 11.5 fl.os. 3.9 fl.os. 28.4 cc.
4 gal. 54.2 fl.os. 25.6 fl.oz. 15.4 fl.oz. 5.1 fl.oz. 14 fl.oz.
5 gal. .0 nos. 32.0 fl.oz. 19.2 fl.oz. 6.4 fl.oz. 1.6 fl.oz.

2) Recommendations may be on the basis of the weight of_
active ingredtent per 100- gallons. The label on the con-
tainer will state the.percentag3 of the toxicant used.
The quantity of material to use at equivalent dilutSon
in smaller quantities can be determined by multiplying
the :quantity derived in 11) above by the proper factor
given in this section.

Pe c active
20 2

Factor 50 20 10 5 4 24 1.4 /3

Uesslt: A recommendation calls for applying a spray contain: kw DDT
at the rate of 3 pounds per 100 gallons (active Artgredient
basis). You may desire to make up 3,gallons of spray
using a wettable powder known to contain 25 per-cent DDT.
The dilution table above indicates 'that 1.4 ounoes Per 3
gallons is equivalent to 3 pounds per 100 gallons. The
factor to use for a material containing 25 per cent active
ingredient is found to be 4. Multiplying 1.4 by 4 equals
5.6 ounces, the quantity of wettable powder to use.
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3) Repozetendations are also made to use a certain per-
tentage concentration of the toxicant ih 1C1 gallons.
The following table tabulates certain e these *ma
centrations.

aiSecticide
Fonmustion

Mount of Potr...i.ttian Needed Per 100 C;allons
of Water :obtain the Following Percentages

of Mina Chemical ,

0.251 0.5$ 1% 2% 5%

25% wettable 8 lb., 16 32. lb. _ 64 lb. _ 160, lb.
powder
50% wettable 4 lb. lb. 16 *lb. = 32 lb; 80 lb.
powder'

75$ wettable 2-2/3 5.1 /3 10.2h 21-1 /3 53.1 /3
powder lb; lb.." lb; -lb";

12% emulsion 2- /12 4.1 /6 8.1/3 16-2/3 41-2/3
concentrate, _gal, gal. sal: gal. gal.
1 lb. active
Intresiiint

talo.
-20 emaleion 1-1 /4 2 -1/2
concentrate, gal. gal.
14 lb. active

.411redient.

10 25
gal: gal.

'20 emulate 1 2 4 8 20
concentrate, gal. gal. gal. gal. gal.
2 lb. active

I.:ingredient
per gad.

ee-mileion i1/2 . 1.1 /a 2-1/4 4.1j2 11.1/4
concentrate, gal. gal. gal. gal. gal.
4.1b. active
ingredient
Per gal.
731 ewasion 1/3 2/3 1-1/3 2-2/3 6.2/3
ooncentrate, gal, gal. gal. gal. gal.
8 lb. active
ingredient
per gal.
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The _umber of pounds of wettable powder to be used in any
spray or dip of a given percentage can be calculated by
the use of the following formula:

Number of gallons Per cent toxicant

Po4nda of
Per cent to = leant in the wettable powder material

to be used

500 gallons of dip containing 0.25 per cent DDT

is needled. The wettable powder to be used con-
tains 50 per cent DDT.

29.U1.15215.10
21 lbs, wettable powder

4) To determine the volume in gallons of an emulsion or
solution concentrate, for which the percentage of toxi-
cant by weight is known, to be used in making up an
emulsion of a given percentage of toxicant by Weight,
use the following relationship:

5)

Number of gallons of

d
Per cent toxicant
in concentrate

r 'cent of taxi..

w Gallons needed
Spec is gravity
of concentrate

Ompit: 100 gallons of spray containing 2 per cant
chlordane by weight is to be prepared from
an emulsion concentrate containing 40 per
cent chlordane having a specifio gravity of
1.00,

100 X 2
4,9 gallons concentrate

water to mice 100 gallons)

Pounds of toxicant per acre

a) The weight of toxicant in a gallon of concentrate is
determined if the percentage of toxicant and specific
gravity are known.

EioLn.x S.G. X Percentage of toxicant mrpo nds of
100

toxicant

gimpIL: A chlordane emulsion ooneentrate containing
45 per cent chlordane by weight and h-fing a
specific gravity of 1.07 is 4- be used.
Each gallon of concentrate contains

8.341 X 1 ,,0Z X 45,
= 4 of chlordane

100
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b) The quantity of insecticide to give specific
amounts of active ingredient per acre for selected
chemicals is tabulated in the following table.

Insecticide
Formulation

Amount of Formulation Needed Per Acre
to Obtain the Following Amounts

Active cal

1/8 lb. 1/4 lb. 1/2 lbt -3/4 lb. 1 lb.

1% dust

5% dust

12-1/2 25 30 ?5 100
lb* lb. lb. lb. lb.

2-1/2 5 10 15 20
lb, lb. lb, lb. lb.

10% dust I »I /4 .24/2 5 7.1/2 10
lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

25% wettable 172 1 2 3 4
powder- lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

4076 wettable 1/3 2/3 1.1/4 7/8 2.1/2
powder lb. lb, lb.. lb. lb.

50% wettable 1/4- 1/2 1 10 /2 2
powder lb-. lb. lb. lb. lb.
75% wettable 1/6 1/3 2/3 1 1.1/3
powder lb.' 'lb. lb. lb. lb.
10.12% emulsion 1 1. 2 :. 3 1

concentrate, .1.lb. pt. qt. qt., qt. gal.
active ingredient
per gal.,.. .

15-20 emulsion 1/3 2/3 -1-1/3 2 2.2t3
.concentrate, 1-1/2 qt. qt. qt: qt. qt.
lb* active ingred
ient per gal.
25% emulsion concert. 1/2,, .. 1 -- --1 3 1
trate; 2 lb. active pt. pt. qt. pt. qt.

ingredient per gal.
40-50% emulsion 1/4 . 1/2 .1 __144/2' 1

concentrate, 4 lb. pt. pt. pt. pt. qt.
active ingredient
per gal.
60 -65% emulsion 1/6 1/3 , 2/3 1 1-4 /3

concentrate, 6 lb. pt. pt. pt. pt. pt.
active ingredient
per gal.
7045% emulsion 1/8 1/4 1/2 3/4 1

concentrate, 8 lb. pt. pt. pt. pt. pt.
active ingredient
per gal.

AOWROW/,VEMM.m..gsMMm.MMM
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6) To determine thro weight of insecticidal material (dust)
to be used in preparing a dust containing a given per-
centage of toxicant, the following formula is useful:

Per cent of toxicant Pounds of dust

eesired I nsde = Pounds needed
Percentage.of cicant
in material being used

aggamw One hundred pounds of dust containing 0,5 per
cent rotenone is to be prepared. The
powdered root to used contains 4 per cent
of rotenone: The quantity of powdered root is

12.5 pounds
Sufficient diluent is added to
make 100 pounds

7) Sprayer calibration

a) Method

The volume of solution applied per acre depends upon
the pressure, speed of vehicle, and ass of nozzle
-tip orifice. The following method can be used to
calibrate the gallonsaper.acre output.

Space nozzles, if possible, for the type of
spraying to t4 done in the field (band or
over-all coverage).

- Fill supply tani.

Begin spraying, at a standstill, and set pressure
regulator to desired pressure.

Stop. Rriill tank and spray over a known distance,
at least several hundred feet, at operating speed.

Measure the amount of water it takes to refill tank.

- - Determine the gallons per acre the sprayer is
putting out for that pressure, Speed, and orifice
size with following formula:

Gallons of water to
gallons per acre x refill tip* x 43.560

Width of area actually
sprayed x distance

Ejs.ransa:

60 gallons per acre = feet . 1089 feet



b) Method!!

For truck crop end field sprayers

Set two stakes 220 yards apart-. (660 feet)

Pill sprayer* tank with water. Operate the
sprayer to be sure the entire supply line up to
the shut-off valve is full before finally filling
-the teak and "morally the water line on a
measuring stick.

Drive sprayer wand trip betwt.en stakes (ie40 yards
total) at the desired speed and with the sprayer
in full operation. The sprayer should be moving
at normal speed with pressure up, and the valve
ahould be opsald as it passes the first stake
in each direction. Mark the throttle setting.

-- Carefully Kemal* the amount of war required to
refill the tank after the test, Before refilling
to the same lila* on the measuring stick, be sure
that the sprayer is in the same looation as for
the :first filling or is resting level in both
instances to avoid possible error.

used to refill tank by and
divide _by width sprayed in feet, This gives

1410114 afire IIIPP404.

material at %cm% of 10 g.p.a..
kolas Asinine it is desired to apply a spray

traveling at a forward speed of 5 m.p.h.
and Igth. a boo* 20 teet long. If 5

Otilter were required to refill
the tank after the calibration, then the
aisotual site of .application is deter,.

Anvil 40.. folimIS, . $

ai 802 gallons per acre

Sins. Ude Tits_ of application is lower
thin desired, the forward speed must
have been greater than 5 m.p.h. There-
fore, the test should be repeated using
a throttle setting which will give a
slightly alcieer "ate of travel,
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8) Compatibility Guides

a) A comprehensive spray = aompatibilik = chart is avail-
able from Farm Chmaicals, Meister Publishing Co.,
Willoughby, Ohio.

9) Dilutions

EQUIVALENT QUANTITIES OF LIQUID MATERIALS
NR DILUTION 334 PARTS OF WATER

Quantity
of Water
Gallons i to 200 1 to 400 to boo i to Boo i f3 l000 i to 1600

Dilution

100 2 qt. I qt. 2/3 qt.
(21.3 fl.
oz.)

25 1 pt. 8 Mos. 1/3 pt.
(16 fl. (1 aip) (5.3 fl.
oz.) oz.)

5 3.2 ti. 1.6 ti. 1.4 fl.
oz. oz.

1 4 t
(18.9

sp.

mi.)

1 pt.

4 fl.oz.
(1/2 cup)

0.8 f3..
os.

2 tsp. 1.1/2 I tsp.
(9.5 tsp. (4.7 ml.
ml.) (6.3 ml.)

12.8 fl. 1/2 pt.
oz.

3.2 fl.
oz.

0.64 fl.
oz.

(3-3/4
tsp.)

3/4 tsp.
(3.8 ml.)

2 fl.
02.

0.4 fl.
oz.

(2.1/2
tsp.)

1/2 tsp.
(2.4 ml.)

NOTE: The inztruntor may wish to use the following out2ine to
summarize data provided for in this section.

SECTION deneral Information

TE3TUDENT tep % SE 11.11..:..MLE

1. Make use of vords, terms, and phrases apropriate to the subject
matter of the course. A &gums...4 Tims will facilitate this
usage.
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2. Perform measurements, conversions, computations, and calcula-
tions commonly done by technical workers in the field. Tables,

t and tab e...._11.11.u.xiilat..nts of
units wi1Ii useful.

a. Tables of measurement

-- Linear measure - length

Square measure - area

Cubic measure volUme

Liquid measure - capacity

-- Dry measure - capacity

-- Weight measure

Temperature measure

Time measure

-- Other

b. Tables of convenient equivalents

Equivalent

Equivalent

Equivalent

Equivalent

Equive.ent

Equivalent

Equivalent

Equivalent

Equivalent

volumes liquid measure

volumes - dry measure

weight/volume - liquid

weight/volume -

lengths

Croat

weights

temperatures

other
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SECTION. 1142 = Information Regarding Agricultural Chalice la

VEIMUSUMIXELTaingaSE
1, A table which lists the con name, active ingredient, and

trade rams(;) of chemicals studied in the course.

Example: Ethylene diOomila katiguae.tp....1wei0-8

2. An alphabetical listing of chemicals commonly used in the field.
Information such as the trade name, name of major producer,
_composition; formulation, and recommended use.

Example: D r(S1141)

it 3-dichlOopropame, 1, 2-dichloropliopane and other
related bydrocarbons; a nematocide for soil
fumigation:-.

3. A listincot chemical materials according to the general use.

Nema104des

Oldoropicrin

DER

DD

trample:

etc.

leas ferbaill

sulfur

-- meneb

etc.

4. Compatibility charts and tables

a. Phytatoxicity (with plants)

b. Chemicals (with other chemical)

c. Physical (with other chemical)

3. Toxicity tables providing ID and LC values (both oral and dermal,
acute and chronic) of chemicals studied in the course.



6. Tolerance limitations imposed by F.D.A. upon residues applicable
to the subject matter of the course (i.e., herbicides. in-
sectioides, fungicides,- etc.)

nt

Most lay'people have no conception of what constitutes
one part per million residue on crops. The following ex-
amples may help you make this interpretation for theip'
1. One inch is one part per million in 16 miles.
2. A postage .-4..amp is one part per million of the weight

of a person.
3. A one gram needle in a one ton.hey, eta* is 1 ppm.
4. One part per million is one minute in two.years.

5. Lay, your b*md on the ground aid-it covens 5 ppm of an acre.
6. If one pound of a ohemical lands- on An acre of alfalfa the

hay has 300 ppm. One ounce of a chemioal would impart

31 PPm.
A teaspoon of material on an acre ofalfaifaimild im- '
part 5 ppm,

.

8. One teaspoon of DDT drifting onto 3-acres of Wilt& puts
1 ppm in the hay, and the Federal law says that the hay
must contain none.

(Source-- Western Crops and Fan Management)

ummajma. Preparation of Chemicals for Use

711LSTODENTVIWOID 10;WABLITO:

1, Determine whether or not materials prepared 444 commercially
packaged can be applied directly from the container.

2. Determine the total amount(s) of active ingredient(s) contained
in a chemical mixture. Mixtures may vary according to weight.
volume, concentration, and formulation.

3. Make a determination of the amounts, by weight or by volume., of
chemical materials of various levels of eoneentration to use in
order to prepare a given quantity of mixture that will meet
recommended or specified dosage or concentration levels.
(Weights or volumes of solid or liquid ohemicals required to
prepare a given quantity of material of different dilutions.)

4. Interpret tables and recommendations for "concentrate"
spraying.



SECTION FOUR - Preparation Necessary in Order to Secure
Specified or Recommended-Application Rates

STUDENT WILLN11ELULESALLLO:

1. Compute the area of various plots of land. These plots fill
vary in size, shape, topography, and planting.

a. Determine acreage of 2101b planting which vary according
to spacing.

b. Determine total acreage of plots.

2. Determine the speed of a vehicle traveling on the land. (In
miles per hour and feet per minute.)

Three variables affect the apPlication rate of agricultural
chemicals secured in the field - the speed of travel, the
effective 'width of the device applying the chemical, and the
total material delivered per unit of time. If two 9,f these

versa es !mom calcu to the other_in order to Leoure
t_ne c =lice n rate.

5. .

a. Calibrate sprayers, dusters or metering devices to secure
specific delivery rates.

b. Compute the length of boon, number of outlets, or width
'- of opening to secure specific widths.

c. Calibrate ground speed to secure specific rate
forward travel.

Use tables of "Rate of Equivalents.*

Examples 1 ounce per square foot = 2722.5 pounds per acre

Celoulet, the quantity of spray per length of row (on various
OPeeinge) whioh will be equivalent to a specific application
pox acre.

6. Determine tire gallons per acre required to spray orchards
of different planting distances.

7.- Consider the effect of particle size on drift and deposit.
(Prepare spray drift and deposit table.)

UN= JILE - Information Relative to Diagnosis and Prescription

THE STUDENT WILL NEED TO MAKE USE OF)

1. Tables, charts, and guides which summarise situations en-
countered in agricultural production .".ti which the use of

25
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chemicals is appropriate. Materials to use and methods
of application are suggested.

Examples of form useds

Plant or
Boil

Pest, Disease
or-Condition

What
Causative Agent When to Material

Treat to Useor Factor M
Alfalfa DMSat Spotted Alfalfa At time Thimet

Aphid of plant-
ing

Active In-
gredient
Per lore Formulation

Amount Concen- Method of
tration Req'd Applica-

-Per Acre.. tion

1 lb. Grain 10 10 lbs. Broadcast
and work
in soil
with
seed

1.14LSalitti

Do not
treat if
there is no
spotted
aphid prob.
_a in the

area at
time of
planting,
if daytime
tempera.
tres are
o by that

aphids are
n6t mi-
grating, or
when rr
seeding old
stands of
alfalfa hay



2. Gr&phs, chart. , tables, an other ll:Wstrative materials
ava41..ble and supportive of the unit under consideration.

Example,:

a. Graphical relationships

-- time versus residue levels

-- rates of application -srsus level. of !Teetiveness

-- levels of concentration vIreus levele of effectiveness

-- stage of development or growth versus effectiveness

of chomies1 control, etc.

Suggested Teaching7Lefrninf Activities,

1. Prepare useful tables, charts, and gu:Ides for usc in elgss by
having students summarise the information from various sources.

2. Plan for the development of various study guides for use Ot,ough-
out the course. Additions should 3 made as the course progresses.

3. Have studwftts actually calculate and measure out solid and liquid

dilutions of chemicals.

bigoLULTai Referensa

itEri ul v.9..N4a2M1d,1,A_.s, W. T. Thompson, The Simmons Publishing Company,

DL 4s, California, 17%.

, Meister Publishing C ., 37841 &tenet Ave.,
Willoughby, Ohio, t9 5.

Fundamentals of Anolietphtqsaolotiv, The MacMillan Company, New York,

196, Robert E. Pfadt.

H*ndbookfor G rs, J. E. Knott, John Wiley & Sons, In-.,

New York, 19 .

Ihsects, Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A., Superintendent of 12eu-
manta, Washington, D.C., 1952.

astvA.Tects, Metcalf, Flint, Metcalf, 4th Edition,
McGraw Hill Book Co.. New 'fork, 1962=

Guides, Handbooks, Pact Sheets, Bulletins, Leaflets, Ciro _Lars, from
Federal and State Agencies and Commercial Firms.
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UL bjfilamlh&Atillt
s' lar

i_an&
in slantssti,wis h

ates.k d

snw=terod

r o ize and identif,:
as i hich mmonit, infest

Saikied.ktz.eAnt_ent

ts

stress conmtonlx

ch are the results of
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Note: Symptoms of stress in a plant can be produced by a large
number of factors, only one of which may be insect infesta-
tion. In some instances, the causative factor(s) is readily
identifiable but very often damage caused by insects
resembles, and can easily be confused, with damage caused
by other factors. Important to the ability to recognize and
identify insects and symptoms of stress which they cause in
a plant is a knowledge of plant growth as affected by
nutritional deficiencies, or excesses, water deficiencies
or excesses, temperature and light variations, evaporation,
transpiration, animals, sprays and di-ts, weeds, disease,
atmospheric pollution, nematodes and soil reaction,

1. .review

a Insects of local economic importance

1) 'turfy in detail the insects in the local and regional
level which are most likely to cause damage to
crops. (13.20 suggeste4,) Add to the following
study guide as appropriate.

a) Common name of insect

b) Scientific name of insect

Laportant points of life cycle to remember

d) Type and extent of damage likely without control

e) Type of program considered most effective

f) Pertinent information regarding the physiology
of the insect

Economic importance of insect controlg)

2) Insect-like animals

Mites, saabugs, pillbugs, millipedes, slugs, snai:L.,

b, Attributes of noalal plant growth and development
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2. Symptoms of stress in a plant.

a. Recognizing insect damage and streiT. symptoms

1) Color - 18 any part of the plant abnorr-1 in color

2) Size and general vigor - is the plant normal in size
and vlevr considering age, species, variety and other
variables.

3) Physical condition is the plant broken, massing parts
or exuding sap.

4) rbysiological - is the plant wilted or misshapen or
exhibiting abnormal growth.

3. Factor:. often associated with insect control in plant production.

a. Cultural practices

1) Cleanliness of tillage

2) Crop rotation practiced

3) Planting dates used

4) Field sanitation practiced

5) Cultivation

6) Harvesting dater and stages of maturity

7) Placement of growing craps in relation to other crops

b. Practice, related to-securing a vigorous plant.

1) Control of plant disease, weeds, rodents

2) of seed bed preparation

3) Onality of seed or plant stock used

4) Selection of varieties adapted to the-area

5) Pertfilvtion practices

6) Control .--i regulation of soil moisture

7) Use of resistant varieties

c. Environmental factors

1) Weather (wind, temperature, rain fall,
relative humidity)

2) Climate (long dry hot periods, high humidity,
high temperature, etc.)

3) Soil (reaction, structure, fertility level)

4. Destructive effects of insects on plants

a. Insects can be thought of as belonging to one of three groups
aecording to their eating habits.

1) Those that exercise little or no choice of food
depending upon availability, abundance, texture,
succulence, etc.



Those that restrict feeding to a mull and
discrete number of usually similar p:gaats.

3) Those that restrict feeding to a single species

in a practical sense.

b. The eating habits of insects results in damage to plants

either by chewing, sucking, biting, or boring.

c. Crop product quality is lowered by contamination of
insect, insect parts and remains.

d. Some insects are destructive to a large extent in the
manner in which they lay their eggs.

e. Min: plant diseases are spread by means of insects.

gagm%piliTeacluActivities

1. Attempt to duplicate, in the laboratory. symptoms of stress in
plants caused by various kinds of inseJCs. Contrast these

symptoms to those brought about by °thisr forces or agents.

2. In field laboratory study, identify as many different evidences
of plant stress symptoms as possible. Ascertain the causative

factor in each case.

3. Update and improve the insect collection the student prepared
in his entomology class.

4. Collect and prepare an insect specimen for shipment to an
identification center.

5. Prepare mounted specimens or displays of plants showing various
characteristic symptoms of stress.

S--......iuggestedlladruESgMal&1141111111h01212DIEL

Inudgo The Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A., Superintendett of
Documents, llashington, D.C. , 1952.

admaallialsjusallnsects, Mtcelf, Clell. Lleb al. Third Edition.
McGraw-Hill Rook Company, 1962.

Fundamentals of 42110 Entomolpia, Robert E. Pfadt, The MacMillan
Company, New York, 1962.

Various plants and insects needed to work with in setting up
various plant stress demonstrations.
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The use of chemicals in recent decades to control insects which
infer giants has pr4gressed through three distinct phases. Less
than 10C years ago extensive and concerted use was made of various
concoctions as could be prepared. Arsenic cpounds were most often
used although preparations of tobacco, pyrethrum, and sulphur were
not uncommon. The successful use of arsenic compounds against the
Colorado potato beetle ushered in an era of widespread use of in-
organic insecticides. These were primarily compounds of antimony,
arsenic, mercury, selenium, sulphur, thallium, zinc, and fluorine.
Under the stimulus of World Warn, wide introduction and immediate
acceptance of so-called synthetic organic compounds was experienced.
DDT was introduced in 1942, organophosphoras compounds in 1946 and
systemic insectilide in 1950. The field is now crowded with proven
and candidate materials against practically all kinds of insect
pests of practically, all agricultural plants. The technician in
the field musthave.a working knowledge of these chemical resources
common to the field.

1. Common types of insecticide formulation

a. Dusts

1) Mixed with or impregnated on walnut shell flour,
talc, pryophyllite, bentonite or attapulgite.
Ground to 1 to 40 microns in size (pass through
a 325 mesh screen) and active materials may
make up from 0.1 to 259 of the dust.

b. Granular formulations

1) 20/40 sise means most of the granules pass through
a standard 20 mesh screen and only a negligible
.quantity will pass through a standard 60 mesh
sieve. These formulations are much like dusts
except for size.

c. Insecticide - fertilizer mixtures

1) Granular insecticide added to commercial fertilizers
or insecticide is sprayed directly onto fertilizer.



d. Wettable powders

1) Appearance like dmets but they are meant to be dilated
and suspended in water end used as sprays. May contain
as high as 75 toxicant.

V,* .30,011,4ons

1) Y.-Aerials which go into true solution -water is used
for some but most organic insecticides must be dis-
solved in organic bolvents.

4'4

Enalsifiable concentrates

1) Consists or insectioide, solvent, and an emulsifying
agent, Oil-te-water type possible. Serves many purposes.

a, Aerosols

1) Minute particles suspended in air as fog or mist.
Particle size range from 0.1 to 50 microns. The dis-
persion accomplished in various ways.

h. Fumigants

1) Insecticide used in the gaseous form most is often
formulated as a liquid and held in a container under
pressure. Upon realties to the air, it changes to a gas.

1. Miscellane

1) Pills

2) Shampoo

3) Waxes

4) Baits

2. Classification of Insecticides

Several ways are used to classify insecticides. The student
should be familiar with the basis of these classifications as
well as with some of the more common insecticides in each of
the categories of the classification used.

a. Based on the mode of entry into the insect.

1) Stomach poisons

a) Materials are ingested and lethal action is
primarily through absorption into the digestive
system (lead arsenate, calcium arsenate, sodium
fluoride).



2) Contact poisons

a) Materials are Absorbed through the. body wall
Insect must come into dim+. contact (chlorinated
ham--carbons, rutenone, organ ,o phosphates).

3) PI:r:irant poisons

4, Enter the tracheal system in the form of a gas.
(Methyl bromide, naphthalene.)

b. Lased on the chemical nature of the insecticide

1) Inorganics .

A few inorganic: tnsecticid-ss are still used in
agriculture G4en th,ugh me t haw) an raplacsd by
organic compeonds.

a) Acid lead arsotato

b) Basic lead arsenate

0 Sodium fluoride

a) Cr7olits

Sulfur

f) Sodium selonats

2) Oils -

3)

Oils are phytotsxic but maybe usea on vlarta
in emulsions.

a) Quality of oil is according to viscositT. boiling
range, and degree of refinesmt.

b) Use4 primarily as solvents or carriers for
insecticides-

c) Oils are insecticidal and used as

-- summer sprays, applied to trees in foliage

dormant sprays, applied when no Miage
is present

Botanicals (derived froo plants)

a) Attractants

b) Repellents

33



Solvnts snd extenders

d) Toxicants

Nicothle

Pyrethrum

Entenen,

Sabadi120,

Srnthetic orgardc inv.ctici4cis
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b) Organic phoaphatss

Parathion

ra)?

s4 ~r vii

Diagiron

Demeton

0*M Diftrel3tOn

c) Fumigants

Fverogen cysnirie

-- Carbon disulfiin

- ,

%
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methyl bromide

- - Ethylene dichloride

Carbon tetrachloride

Paradichlorobenzene

- - Naphthalene

Dichloropropane

d) Specific miticides

Ovex

Genite

Fenson

Dinitroptenolt

i4itox

Kelshane

Aramite

e) insect repellents -plants

Bordeaux mixture

f) Attractants

Geranicl

&panel

Q-Lure

Mel lure

Properties and characteristics of insecticides

Agricultural chemicals technicians need to be familiar with
the properties and characteristics of commonly used insecticides.
It is sugultEdttat -he instructor selecLleammadol_OPmical
LopmouleiLtlucjz. The fellowidg items might .a in-
cluded in the study guide:

a. Namea

1) Common name(s)
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2) Trade name(s)

3) Technical name

b, Composition

1) Chemical structure

2) Industrial preparation

3) Formulation of the insecticides

4) Analysis of mixtures -percentages of conponants

5) Physical state

a) Gas

b) Liquid

c) Solid

c. Intended use as an insecticide

Stomaoh poison

2) Contact poison

3) Fumigant

4) Combination

d. Toxicity

1) LD Ratings

LDgn the rating usually given aS"the designation for
thg-dose lethal to 50 per cent of the teat animals.
Ratings may be expressed as acute oral, or acute dermal.

2) IC Ratings

LC50 the rating often used to express the lethal con-
centration of inhalation toxicity.

3. ppm - parts per million of the daily diet fora
specified number of days is sometimes used to express
chronic toxicities.

e. Compatibility with other chericals

f. Special additives used

1) Carriers



3)

4)

5)

:Avents

Spreaders

Stickers

Extenders

:37

g. Effectiveness as an insecticide

h. Problems

1) Application

2) Residue

3) Safety hazards

i. Synergists

1) Some chemicals have the property of greatly increasing
toxicity of certain insecticides.

a) Most synorgists have been used with pyrethrum
or allethrin.

2) Sesamine

3) Piperonyl

4) Cyclonene

5) Sulfoxide

Sumzested TeachinglearningAstivities

1. Prepare a kit of samples representative of the insecticides in
common usage in the local and regional area. Classify and
assemble according to the guides presented in the unit.

2. Prepare for use insecticides representative of the nine differ-
ent types of formulatlons .7.ommonly, used in insecticides.

3. As a class project, develop a master study guide of the pertinent
properties and characteristics of selected insecticides. Assign
the study of different insecticides to each member of the class
and 3ummarize the data reported back.



Su s estsdar_istructional Wer...141paclati22ren s

undamentals of_4Pplied Entomolga,
Company, New York, 19a.

lCaldtEJNIiJ2WilL22LIIWJA4191, E.
ing Corporation, New York, 19

Modern Insecticide= and Itto Id Fo d Production, Gunther, F. A., John

Wiley & Sons, New York,

Insect Control by Chemicals, A. W. Brown, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1951.

lausagj Yearbook of Agriculture, 1952.

Samples of Inecticides.

Robert E. Pfadt, The MacMillan

R. de Ong. Reinhold Pablish-



V. ajmituLArmagg2jind understandin of the prInoinlos
and conce ts underlvin: the use of chemicals to trevent,
cont 1 rr eradicate insectreinexte_a_lick.
infest n ants.

Tea rats tt

Sulasia....Con nt

The ability of man to seelure a high degree of control over
insect: is dependent not only upon his understanding of the technical
nature of the chemical materials made 'Ise of in insecticides, but
also upon his knowledge and understanding of the physical and bio-
logical world when use is made of these insectioides.

1. Insecticides els affective to the extent that they are used with-
in specified conditions and applied in an acceptable manner.
Variables of concern include:

a. Selection of the appropriate insecticide

b. Form to use

Concentration to use

d. Time to apply

e. &thud of application

f. Placement

g. Weather

h. Safety hazards

2. Principles underlying the selection of insecticides.

a. The lethal action of different kinds and types if insecticides.

Insecticides affectAhe'lhOrmil functiOns of cells, tissues,
or systems of insects. samples are:

1) Arsenic destroys the Aid-intestine of the insect

2) Vicotlae stimulates and then depresses the nervous
system, paralysis follows.

3) Pyrethrin, acts .irectly on the nervous system and
paralysis is induced.

4) Rotenone causes 1, llysis of the breathing xechanism.
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5) Oils penetrate insect's breathing tubes and cause
suffocation. Oils also penetrate tissues and

. poison then.

6) Dinitrophenal Ancra?-ses the ptolic rate to mr-
cessive levels.

DDT Wiens norm tissue and increases the con-
sumption 'ate f? =;,xygsrs:

of the k t,iv ,-Isfece result from thc alteration

..e- same Ot,r4if;a7L procesr in the insect. Many of
whose me#4.1.'_ disturbances are not fully under-
stood. '.4!.-P that the rode of action of an lt-

ex 1,11t refer-to theinsecticides
get insoccc.

b.: The_selat-.tol. *t an inseOicide Is dependent von various
compatioe- of factom involved in its use.

1) Cbe4J,-1 v-ityittibUitr

S) -.1conpatibility us injury to plants

3) q: tptibilit1 - change in physical font .

tiLE :ai-wstable =dims:dons insecticides..

o. Th. :Zie,Atf t insecticide is determined in plait by

el: me. tItti.U.6. the chemioal enter' the insect. The
ox01,..ct. tt,.-eicity has been observed:.

i-;y toy of tui DDT> li..dane> chlordane

2 'ijr. "7 C.f t :truth . linden.> led5 chlordane

3, tIF - *Montana> lindan DDT'

d 4,;, the insects

11 lqsact veciec -miry in their sus-
V-lem afferent insseticideo_

,144 ixte tip plant by insects 17
. -..frt :4. In

IA I

b) ". xt,st _ ,4-14 *13 Ltiette

) ring y, .vtrlig; iikrati,1:
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7he 03-c,ssibility of the imiect

4) The development stags cif the insect
influences Eslection

a) Eggs - most susceptible just betore hatching

b) Larvae and nymphs - easier to kill than
pupae er adults

c) Pupae

d) Adults

e. Environmental conditions influence selection

1) Temperature - affects the rate au whioh the insecticide
is absorbed into the insect's body and also the rate at

which the insect detoxifies the insecticide !aside its
body. High temperatures for application and a lowering
of temperature is desirable for most chemicals.

2) Relative humidity affects drying rate

3) Rain . washing affect of water soluble sprays

4) Wind - makes application difficult drift and
uneven application

5) Time of the year

f. Considerations relative to the plant

1) Kind of plant

a) Variations exist according to the degree of sus.
,.dptibility of different epecies and varieties
to injury from diffe,en chemicals.

2) Stage of growth

3) Condition of the plant

a) Waxy surfaces

b) Heavy or light foliage

-0 Amount of new growth

4) Use intended for the plant

ai Directly for animal use

1...) Processed products for animal use
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c) D4rect human consumption

d) Processed products for human consumption

e) i*rnamental use

3. Form and concentration of instlticide to use

a. Reasons for not using insectioides at mu l strength

1) Phytoxicity of materials at high concentrations

2) Difficulty of controlling dosage

3) Inability to secure unifors distribution

4) Presence of extreme safety hazards with some
materias, i.e., parathion

b. Varying the fora of insecticides

1) The physical nature of some toxic chemicals requires
the addition of selected supplemental silents before
they can be _sod satisfactorily. The following kinds
of agents are used. (The instructor should develop a
complete study guide regarding the characteristics
and uses of ohemloals used for each.) . _

a) Emulsifiers

b) Wetting and spreading agents

c) Suspending or dispersing agents

d) Deflocculating agents

e)- Stickers or adhesives

f) Deposit builders

g) Correctives or safeners

2) In addition to those that are evident from the name,
the following are other reasons for using impple-
mental agents

a) To increase penetration of material

-- into the plant or insect

-. throughout the foliage of the plait
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b) Reduce hazards

-. Fire

Phytoxicity

Accident.. poisoning

c) Secure greater product stability against afft4lts
of the sun, wind, rain, high temperature

d) Increase or secure compatibiltty

e) Provide for storage

f) improve eases and economy of application

g) lOprove control of residues and levels
of persistence

h) To take advantage of electrostatic charge

i) To offset (or take advantage of) physical and
chenieal,ohanges that occur absorption,
and Chemical reaction to fora a UM product

3) Considerations relative to the plant

a) 'Species

b) Pitt being treated

c) Age, size

4 Stage' of growth

Intonate foliage, fruit

0 Intended use of plant

4) Considerations relative to the insect

a) Succeptibility to form

b) Stage of develepnent, growth

c) -Parte plant infested

d) Type of damage done

4. Application of insecticide

Regardless of the form of the chenioal used or the method by
which it is applied, it is desirable to distribute the active



chemical in such a way that the insect will ingest or be exposed
to it as quickly as possible after they appear and regardless of
the part of the plant they inhabit. The pest, its food, host,

or habitat must be covered with Itiowow...1:- A'Jr a period long

enough to secure control. This may or may not require total
coverage of the plants over extended wiods of time, The

efficiency of pest control must be equated in terms of the
number of insects killed, the cost of the insecticide used, and
the cost e application.

a. Time of application

..;

Only by understanding the principles and conoepts per-
taining to the timeliness of applying insecticides can pro-
gram planning be completed. Instructors should direct the

preparation of a study guide which treats -important cvn-

siderations of the local area. S02.0 of the points to be

considered in- the preparation of the gui4o might include:

1) Considerations regarding the insect

a) At what point in time AU the insect be present?

b) Raw-bong does the insectimwmin?

c) At what point in time will the insect be in a
susaiptilasceidition?

d) How is the insect affected by-res4dneet

e) Will beneficial insects belwkiemplit

f) What is the location of the insect, on AU plant?

2) Considerations regarding the plant-

a) Is the PleStr at 'a 'stage of .growth where it is likely

to be injured from the use of the insecticide?

b) What is the condition of the plant?
_

Haw much new growth has occurred since
last applioationt

-- What-is the density of the foliage?

What is the nature of the- surface?

3) Other coneierations

a) Temperature

b) Relatirre humidity
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c) Rainfall/dew

d) 1414d

e) Temperature inversions

f) Equipment available for application

g) Form and concentration of insecticide to be used

h) Kind of insecticide_to be used

b. Kinds of applications (advantages/disadvantages)

1) Complete sprays - (principally for scale insects)

a) High pressure pumps provide for thorough, pene-
trating coverage

b) High pressUre - high volume air blast

2) Droplet or mist sprays.(insects and mites that
maws about freely)

3) rusts

4) Aerosol fogs and smokes

3) Fumigants and gaseous applications
-

c. Application equipment

Very little standardization of equipment for applying in-
secticides has been made and it is therefore very difficult
to set standards as to concentrations, rates of discharge,
optimum deposits, or even the kind of equipment to use.
Suggestions as to the actual use and calibration of appli-
cation equipment are covered in another unit.

Suggested Teaching- Learning Activities

1. Demonstrate the three kinds of incompatibility encountered in
using insecticides.

2. Apply various kinds of insecticides to a number of different
kinds of insects. Have the students attempt to ascertain the
cause of death. Categories according to the disruption of a
normal functioning of some body process.



3. Prepare ,.. study guide as a class project of the characteristics
and uses of various supplemental agents used in the formulations
of insecticides.

4. Make applications of various insecticides on different plants in
field laboratory exercises. Study the results, and evaluate
in terms of the criteria examined in this unit.

bggested Inktructional

damen s A- lied altomology, Robert E. Pfadt, The MacMillan
Company, New York, 19 2.

Chemistv and Uses 3f PesticAdeJ, R. R. de Ong, Reinhold Publishing
Corporation, New York, 1956.

e sect ea and W ld P.od Produotiga, F. A. Gunther, John
& Seals, ew1Nic, f960

LTC Brown, John Wiley& Sons, Inc..
Net York, 1951. (This text has a comprehensive chapter on the
pharmacology of poisons for insects.)

Compatibility charts.

Samples of supplemental agents.

Samples of straight insecticide materials.
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VI. undetand w ,at ities ear re essential in
ja masa1 s es and. tolzeo e f it

with ractices andaLtssicides to control
specific insects

LejWarja,g..e

Subject Matter Content

One of the characteristics of the technician is the ability to
:take practical applications 'of theoretical knowledge and understan4.
ing. Thu unit seeks to move the learning sequence of the course to
the point of program planning and subsequent implementation.

1. The use of insecticides in general

The decision to use insecticides or not to use thee in
connection with an insect control program is based upon many
considerations. Decisions of this kind are influenced mostly
by the economic maul* of the possible alternatives although
other considerations are now becoming of greater importance.
But once the decision to use an insecticide is reached, the
point is achieved where a program must neer be planned which
will draw upon the technical knowledge and understanding
secured thus far in the course. ,

General guidelines for planning a program in the use of in.
secticides are preposerl.-. Wellston of theie guidelines to fit
local and specific situations will be neoessary.

2. Planning a program in the use of insect %cides
-

a. Determine what the situation is olvirhgt'it is apt to
be if insecticides are not used

1) What is the threat - short-range. long - range?

2) What risk is involved?

3) What degree of control can reasonably .be expected
with, -Without the Use of iniecticides?

4) What resources aye "Available for use?

-5) 'What are the alternatives within the insecticide field?

b. Establish goals and objectives

1) What is des: red, what is to be attempted, what
accomplishments are to be sought?
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a) Is what is to be atiiempted poach:a° and aLtainstae,
yet challenging and worthwhile?

b) What tools of measurement are to be used?

2) Spell goals and objectives out in terms of

a) The crop or crop product

b) The pest

c) The use of necessary inputs including insecticides

d) The control of other variables

c. Spell out ways and means to accomplish goals and objectives -
devise a plan of action

1) Establish priorities and allowate resources

a) Determine the framework within which to operate,
spell out limitations

b) Ascertain the specific use or uses to be made of
ins.;cticides

c) Make a selection of the insecticide(s) to be used

d) Plan fer the use of the insecticide

Determine the form of insecticide to use

-- Ascertain the appropriate time application
will be made

Select the method of application
.

-- Preparation of the chemioal materials

Application

(Identify and be prepared to control as many of
the other variables as possible that might affect
the successful use of the pesticide. This would
include items which affect the acuring of uni-
form applioation, proper dosage, and effective
coverage.)

e) Plan for an evaluation of results obtained

3. Aids to progiam planning

The field is replete with literature pertaining to the
identification of insect pests and the use of insecticides to



control them. However, the advancements in tilt, field of
agricultural chemicals are so rapid that it is difficult for
some publishers to provide current information, Many agencies
find it necessary to furnish revised guides on a yearly basis.

a. The nature of the aids available

A wide variety of educational resource materials which
deals with illSOCIA and insecticidea is available and the
student in agricultural chemicals technology has a choice
of using many kinds. The U.S.D.A. through the Superintend-
ent of Documents, the Cooperative ctensior Service through
each of the State tend Grant. Institutions' and most .1' the
commercial chemical companies through their educational,
offices make available termer's bulletins, agricultural
information bulletins, leaflets, ciroulars, charts, guides,
f i l m strips, movies, ind handbooks. texts
reference bookie, dealing with entomology.snd inseoticides
are available from coarmercial publishing firms.Ibu.
countered are publications desired to provide inform-

- tion and data on:

_

1) The control of a specific pest (cons ear worm, cotton
boll weevil: Japanese beetle, etc.) ,

2) The control of insects which infest specific kind
of plant (corm; alfalfa, wheat, peaches, walnuts, etc.)

7).
(small grains, atone fruits *pasture (rum
berries, etc.)1611, 0

.Tbo control of,insects mhich_.infest plats -bell
to a large group (fiel4
mortal crops, eto.)

The contra Orinlielitif.gfoupsekeOgording 101";-
.

a). :-9itier..(Diptera,_TJepidopters,

b) Feeding method (chewing, sucking)

Feeding, habit (foliage, reed,- fruit, root,_ etc:

ters.,_etp0)

d) Habitat (soil, aerial, combination)

6) The control of insect pests according to the use of
chemicals which belong to specialised groups (organic,
inorganic; chlorinated hydrocarbons, organic
phosphates, oils, fumigants)



b. The central locus of most of these publications is upon!

1) The insect

2) The injury

3) The treatment or control

4) Comments as appropriate

Activit4es

1. Select a farm nearby and, with the cooperation of the owner, plan
& .omprehensive program of insect control.

2. Randomly select six or eight farms in the area and survey them
RS to the kind of insect covtrol programs being practiced.
Develop suggestions for iwprovements.

3. Devise a study guide and information sheet for the control of
insects common to the area.

4. Invite representatives from local agricultural chemical firms
to review approved practices of insect control in the area.

Suggested Instructional Materials anr1 References

aitentzEdmolo , Robert R. Pfadt, The MacMillan
Company, New York, 19 2.

ghgakaduipd Uses of Pectic es, B. R. de Ong, Reinhold Publish-
ing Corporation, New York, 19 F.

de Insecticides an W d Food Production. F. A. Gunther,
John Wileg: Sons, Itic. , Neat' 4c, 19.4.

Brovn, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 195 .

Entomology and insecticide publications as selected from the
U.S.D.A.4'Agricatural Bcperiment Station, and Commercial
Chemical Firms.
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VII. T: needed to lawful'
w_Laa1.2.Wle t .as11=6.ELN2211/LIsmir
=s °= use ent control dicate insects a

Omi;ar ests

I220111J1120.atbl

riukot krat ter Cemtent

1, 'Ile, concern for safety and tree need for laws and controls in
i:he field of insecticides.

a, Ths Lig= of a chemical material purchased for use to control
inseati-lannot be expected to investigate_or test the
effectiveness of the product. The consul= of nod grown
under programs which included the use of insecticides must
be assured that hie heath will not be impaired. The Isar
actors 2; of ins6aticides need protection fro those who

would make unflunded charges and accusations against his
product. The te-sto.1_ Lo In maintain-
ing its natural resources, pub is institutions, and general
well-being lust be _served. laws have been enacted antk
resnlations -.lave been estaalistied at various levels of
writrol to provide for these general- needs.

b. In passing these -limp and ,establishing Abese regulations,
legislative bodies, both federal aod_ -state. recognise the
need of using insecticides to bring many agrioUl'.4ral food
°Mrs! to maturity to a.:./orditiou.:suitable for human con.
sumption. -The sacIpavkt bese Aiwa eind violations includes
provisions to control the manufacture, sale. and Tess of
substances intended tb Imed-tom,preventing. destroying,
repelling, mitigating, or control&ing any insects, tonal,
bacteria, moods, rodents* predeliamentmalwer any other
form of plar t or urinal life which is a pest.

Oa laws in differant states require the redistra of in-
86 7ticides before they` ire offered4Or sale. t'l is helps to
prevcat ix, festive. frawallent, or dangerous eonomio
poisons free be marketed: it_also be Osforoemant.
laJrmation ziesded by mc,t states for registra-
tier "1 'Maenad N^ Nita following:

/ Chemical and phy,.iQa1

5.1 :,Chemical

b)

CheANal ei-74ct,ve
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d) 10.61ti4a poin
.

0--Vapor preSftr,'

f) Solubilities

g) Odor

it) Density

i) Corrosive action

j) flammability

Stability

ly Compatibdlity

Suitible diluents

r) Purities..-grate.'

'o) liixturem.tobesprailible

2) Proposed utage

le)--Nittor. names of the peat, pests, or type

of petit forihioh-the product affords-control.

t4' Ni0:071ercntistid-ttiftt plants, orops, animals.
114 plicer-tohiiith4rsduot is to be applied.

_

,bpi -Diuttion,i4grognended;
,t:-Tt Yfl 41: Lit freff:fr -- . _!";

_ rpropiltittlein 1.!' re .

`.1; ?!':^-

Xetiod of avplication.
- 1, fr- :

4
t -.T

orr.aptoL,ettaani------

Prequentiofik4lication.-

3) Effectiveness

a) Ekporimental data available to-4emonstrate the
effectiveness and suitability of the product for
the intended usage. -This must include pests
treated on specific crops under climatic and soil
conditions similar to that of State where registra-
tion is requested.
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'*J) Hazards and cautions
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a) The primary hasards to human beings who handle the
compound, the particular parts of the body affected,
the symptoms of noisoning, and their duration,

The acute toxicity to the particular species of
latimais on uhick it has been determined by in-.
halation; ingestion,- and skirt absorption.

The chr,lic toxicity to th6 narticalar species of

nrOnal2 1,1as been determined by in-
tnTP, fltla skin aysorption.

nr,-T-1-:,14 or medical treatment
or inlure4 reraons or antra .s.

0 ? "lomittity or h*rmiNilness to vaitiab' - TAents yr
aniaals on which it see uacd.

Are oertain plants-sensitive?

-- Are certain-.animals sensitive?

Is it injurious to plants under certain
conditions?

f)- Other possible,hasards

.ilDoas-itjeave a. stain or linslatitly residue
Mere these might-be objectionable ?.,,

-- D308 it art an:otsioxioiis taste to_ prepared
foods, food crops, or to meat animals, as
hepsene ,hexaph3oritcle.insectioides, or matey.

3

disinfectants lio?

,n,jure, appbailtiptails .doors as kerosene-
:base hOWiel*La, 8041%*1-::

p,r,ssont a hasard -to 'horieir 'bees?

Z5 3 part.toularly injurious to cats, fish,
qr. caged. bias?

7, Does 'it _persist in the and_ injure crops
subsequently plauted?

-- is it absorbed by dairy cattle ;aid excreted
in the milk?

-- Does it corrode or otherwise injure spray
equipment?

T"



-. Is it absorbed in treated foodstuffs, as

parathion is absorbed in citrus peel and
I:filature op.'s's?.

- - Are precautions necessary in disposal of empty
containers to avoid possible injury?

Are any special procavtions necessary in clean-,
-ingorntaviris or dusting-equipment?

5) Analytical methods

a) Analytical methods-available for

teetraiesa haterial

'products enntaining it with other

ingredzenis

-- Spray and dust reoldues or other minute amounts

on or other contaminated material

b) If analytical methods are net available. bow is
the trait/ of the Enufaetuzed product =trolled?

Spray residue

a) If it is to ire" foodstuffs, how may
residues be removed?

d:1 2t sbould be noted that roputable-viainfacturers of in-
secticides get" to zrgreat deal of-effort to insure the safe
and effective use, of their products in support of state
and federal:lOgialatiori.7=';'-:

2. Provisions of thi tawsVoontheill, fend regulatory ante pertain-
ing to manufacture, sale,---and.tadi itlisecticidos.

TO -picitOct-Owf`' ce-this Unita-States and their food
supplies frolrfolikitgii Oat" asd other undesirable Saporta,
the U. 5. Congress( has passed many laws. In addition to
quarantine-10h, r CongtOtani-en live-passed laws to
establish tolerances for poisonous residues on foods. to
liegulateA14''Sale of inlieqiiciidia in such a manner as to
protect the purchaser' lifitist3triud. to authorise and
support extermination ,campaigne, and to provide facilities
for faireetigationai woik heedid to :establish control
practices by furnishing itiourate information. The follow-
ing are ,briefs of the four Federal laws which govern the
use of pesticides;



0 1947 . Congress amended the USDA-Pesticide Act to
be known as Insect a icicle & Rodentieide

AgI, It became effective June 25, zaq.lre.

merits were:

&) Registration of 41 economic poisons with the USDA.

b) Container label must contain rime and address of
manufacturer;

c) label must list ruse; brand or trade-mark of
compound.

d) The net conwnts.,

6tatement of ingredients in the container, in-
cluding the chemical usme,.or-i-well.kno-o common
name and the pel.oentage of active and Inert materials.

) "Highly tic maleKaia-mast cagy a labia
with' skal and orossbones, a warning statement
and at 4404,

Iew 318. of Adler

-_ In passing Aktio-ley. Ceinggifss- is/ended the U. S. Fur.
Food, Drug thiff Cosmetic Acicaritadaed responsibilities
to the USDA in_ resistarvng 00408041-paisems

P.L. 518:

a) Martufactuispii4Uttreith results data
with the application for-iitisitration by USDA.

b) Manufacturer must show the_ product, has a use
and use mutt be suptortid-by experimental
dats-S-heming iiest(S) Oontrolle4.; amount(s) used,
number of ipplpationti appl.zations,
and the amount 4..residafei rsiiii#Ing on the crops)
at harve.,t: time.-

The USDA approval is needed before Food and Drlig Ad-
miaistration i11 give oonsideration

The Food and Drug Adsiinistration (VA) is a regulatory
agency of the Department of Health., Education and
,:hire. FDA accepts the pesticide application from

USDA nd manufacturer. r-sy regairet

c) Pie meh,facturer to simply pharmacological and
rata about the material f,a question.

(C-enerally, -_ite data from a minimum of two years of
feedid experimental animals are needed to fulfill
this revirealent.)
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d) FDA and, if needed, a specialist(s) appointed by
the National Research Council consider the data
in anticipation of -setting a tolerance (whatever
the tolerance, it is based on amount -of residue
remaining on crop at harvest time when-used in
accordance to the manufacturer's reeossaendation,
At no tile will a tolerance be set the
residue is less than 'I '1 the the mount that will
be hazardous to the health of The public. From
this it is easily seen that each product is an in-
dividual situation and toxiottisa of any two
Materials cannot be *empire on the tolerance
given).

e) Four kinds of tolerances :,an be set

apt
heal

Thth.e residue is.not_e hazard to
;

Arts Der (MO.. This may be as law
as- 0.01- a e 100. ppxI._, 1b *mare the
safety of the public-that Jan 'excess residue
will not be present tin harvested crop a
nika:Itationi of a number. of .days between, last

application and harvest is *given:- 'The limita-
tion may set the number end time of applications
-444 the amoistrl'of:peetts-tdia-to b used per acre.

sapplication data may
sbox thgt no residue p*.00nt.4. harvest time.

pestreiiie any be. hisardiiii td ptiblio health.
In this latter inetncei_FAA does not dictate

netvi-nt ii3041 tut if it is,
thirki toi-no risiddie cfl the harvested crop.

Irhij'toie;:ice is generally
to maY, hive a use but

bilk:facial data .14,sutititted With the
applioati*, The piatleide_ .iian.be used as

--`'cion Ito ee dos 4.0- a or-41 the harvested crop.

The Delaney Amendment or public Icy 85.929 governing
°Nod additivesli 'htame affective September 6. 195%
in general it iireluies all additives used iii production,
hormones,* lipstick. -compounds., etc.

-, and that their use
will be ieVervi-ed-'1.-i 110 Ipler Anantbsent to Pub1-14; law
518. One im a =°i Oise of this_ amendment states that
an- materials. that Stay In, or are caroittogenic shall be
given sue, toleranaef.' This was the-basis- for The
"cranberry incident, P -
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4) Public Iva 86.139 governing defoliants. desiccants,
plant regulators, and nenatocidiss was passed by Congress
and became effective March 5, 1960. This law places
these material under the Miller Amendment. Broadly
speaking, the use of all agricultural chemicals and
some other compounds, except fertiliserc are tow
governed by the Miller Amendment. No one is able to
keep track of the over kn00 label tolerances. The
best guide to prevent the misuse of Any agricultural
chemical is the instructicas on the con miner label.
Read the ?Instructions th.n.cughly and follow the direc-
tions closely. Should the instructions permit use of
the materials on barley, oats, and rye only., do not use
it on wheat. The whyproducts4 of agriculture are a
source of pesticide residues that are found in the
fat of meat and milk. The list of byproducts is long
and include such items as alfalfa and clover chaff
from seed production. Any agricultural crop that has
':men treated with a chlorinatzd hydrocarbon ohemical
generally containe a residue of the chemical or a
degradation compound of the 'chemical. Mated. by
products or any treated -teed should not baled to
milk animals or to beef animals beiLg fattened for
slaughter. Some pesticides have been detected in
animal tissues its long as six (6) months -after the
feeding of treated forage itpod.' Another source
of pesticide contaminated-forage is from drifts at
the ties of application).

State.laws . study as appropriate

-0. Some of the salient requirements of federal-and atate
legislation"

1) Pre-testing

2) Registration

3) Coloring

4) Need for product

5) Labeling

6) Ingredient declaration

7) Guaranteed analysis

8) Appropriate warning

9) Directions for use

10) Name) addresq of manufiturer
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d. in the field of pest -control. the Deparhment of Agriculture
has major reaponiibilities for researOh, berth on pesticides
and on alternative methods of controlling petits that ettaftic

- Our crops, livestock, and forests, and for the registra-
tion of pesticides under the Federal Insecticide, Fungi -
--aide, end Rodent-icicle Aot, the Department is spficificall3r
charged to protect the -public by considering both offec-
tivsnees and safety.

Federal-insect and plant .regulatozy legislation

-In addttion tD logt4atton enacted in the field-of pootioidasi,
41eCtingress_ hair sotad to ,,roteot against insect, and plant
di-Tease. A einamary of thereat, follows t

a. Insect Pest .Act og' 1905 Prohtbdta the.Amportation or
-interstate movement, brany_means of Aranopottation, of any

-nOtoriorsly injurtivis to
, 1- _ =r ba*-

Thellant 0.utren.tbie act of'1912_-,rnifost-isiportsnt of all
legislation, this- Act seas --enseted. to-protect :tke U. S.

-tho _ entry:at_ dam Peraus insestai :and --plant diseases
-_:and to prevent the 44despreed,idisttibution:4:such pests
-:-if :they &colds:ea:milt-0in a-foothald_hdre.:- -The entry of

- pests and plant mallets-As regulated. end interstate
I" at *Elia teS",r be restiderted--ty4ussamtindJi:--Seviteral important

amendmonts to the act haver zbessi:Spprentedi

o. Maatioan Border Act -4.s-lherSAaretihry:of Agriculture I atthor-
lead to tegulate one entry from Mexico of all vehicles.

:3rhoi.bt, 'exprAisi,baggegaiianalothe*,5natatials whatih say
carry insect posts and plant disettetsiv. PlisOleiensiero wad.
for the lecislation to be irelsmented and for tees to be
collected for services required. -.?11112-,4--01S

d. Evort Certification Act - This acts -ceseetion-ior the
16Departatont of Agriculture Ovgiatic Act of 19114,* authorises
the Secretary of Agriculture to providelo4he inipection

domestic plareto and plant products to wet phytiAsanitary
requirements of foreim cowstrieev--77-: ff,t

e. Terminal bsoe4' ton Act - This act provicleefor inipoction
by Stite plant pest officials at rsil terminals of _plants
and plant produces moving intzz_state. t:Itieverstita the
States, In coov-"atioo T.;:t Office Department, to
protect thestse..e.vos tat the en` y in-
farted thrio,.ith the meta.

Stats plant and insect regulatory
_ -

A nutbel- of State Iegili.ablres have _ii. _'e legislation to
protect thelp States again4t insect* -ndeplent.disesse. These
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acts are in addition to the action cf the Congress to protect
the -nblic Interest. Study should be made of the legislative
provisions applicable to the State with which one is concerned.

5. Working with insecticides safely

Insecticides kill insects because they affect a life process
like respiration, digestion, circulation, and nerve reaction.
Many of the insecticides in common use will also alter these
same processes in man if enough of the chemicals should get into
the body by mouth, with or without food: through the nose, by
breathing vapors or particles of dust or 11u-ds; or through
the skin by absorption. Persons who plan to work with in..
secticides should become ,tall informed regarding the safety
hazards of each and how each should be handled. stored, and
applied.

a. Sources of information regarding the safe use of
insecticides

1) U.S.D.A.

2) County Agricultural Agents

3) State Depa7tments of Agriculture

4) State Agricultural Colleges

5) Agricultural Experiment Stations

6) Cooperative Extension Service

7) Manufacturers of Insecticide

8) Vocational Agriculture Teachers

b. Insecticides differ in their effect or humans much as they do
on insects. Those who work with these esemicals ailould be
familiar with: (this serves to provide a basis for
recognizing the dangers inherent in the use of in-
secticides)

1) Amounts likely to be toxic to man and domestio animals

2) T-le t'fore poisoning becomes apparent

The way in which insecticides act to cause poisoning

4) S:frptoms of ths poisoning itself
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lc. Aspects of safely transporting and storing in lotloidee

-1) Storo in 'original container

2) Keep away fro li; children; animals; and feed se.offs

3) Destroy empty containers in-a safe appr ad manner

4) Keep Containers tightly olosem_exceptw, a preparing
'for use. . -.

-Store where freesing will mot occur

Aspects-Af safelyLapplying_ insecticides

1) Read the libel before opening the containsir._.,

2) _Use- onlrat zate44: akMalesiead-fer purposes.
stated on the label

3) Be familiar and comply with regulatApps,ppitsOting

to the uss: the tolerances and residues allowable

4) Avoid eating or smoking when using insecticide

As necessary; wear protective thing
7..:- .".

a) Respirator and filters

b) Gloves (rubber or plastiC as appropriate)
17;

.

d) lune-sleeve shirts; trousers; coveralls; coats

6) Wash face, arms; And hands thoroughly with soap
water:attar wing inematiciAt

/) wash *lazingAtterAmtsk dee* us. ? Iti,tvz1
7t rj LT

8) If chemicals are spilled on clothingOtAWEimmth
both immediately;

9) 131., alert to drift of the spray or dust material to

v_Y?s (mai:vest:44: mhichisiattberhimed.::

10) Be sure the-insecticidelaaterial,is thormighlr mixed
before using

41) Keep an accurate record of di'oes; rates, and
materials used

c) Goggles

----1



e. Aspects of properly cart .g for equipment

1) Always decontaminate a spray, -nr duster that has been
used for weed spraying.befoI, ,sing it to apply
insecticides.

2) Kv.1, equipment in good repeirby following a regular
mc_atenance program.

f. First aid

1) Sympt,-..ms of poisoning

a) Abdominal tramps, tightness of chest, Furred
vision, dizziness, nausea, diarrhea, or headache

2) Action to take

a, Consult a doctor at once

b) Administer antidote if possible

g. Aspects relating to the general use of insecticides

1) Avoid injury to foraging bowl_ Be familiar with
insecticides that are

Highly

.b) !Mederately,toicio

Relatively non-toxic.

2) -Residue toleraneoa of mportanOe

- a :Insectioides:o6fteidired

b). Insecticide' erapt from the requirement of a
tolerance -when applied; in accordance -to good

..:::agricultural- praOtica.

0) inseeticidaiiriWzero-tolerance

h. Drifts. ..

1) There is awimportant.differenoe between drift and
deposit, andtdiiftami residua.. All the material that
emssee the neighbor's fence is .drift: A. portion of
this drift stays on the neighbor's property is a
residue when present on the harvested crop. 7!:

a) One pound of chemical landed on the acre, the
hay would contain 500 ppm,

61
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b) 0ffieTOW199 of ebonies l .landed on the twit the
hey would. contain 31 ppoi.

_c) One tiaspo on of shit.atual landed-on the acme. the
hay would contain 3 ppm.

One -tempos/1..0 chemical. leleted en- 5 44 root the
hay woe:: contain 1. ppn-,

a) One part per million is:

-- Cte leeh in 16 miles.

_04-112 ci b3ookintb. 41stane around the world

IONS

:.71 _

e mute 1n2 yeare
_

if mile in the dieter:0e to the won

'ma A postage stamp in the weight of a person

A 1-gran needle in a 1-ton hay eta*
-0

One poi nouthful In an the food a person
-17 ena $15PAIF t-LL' 1

2) So you see. when we of a 7 ppa Did' it is in
Teat* a Very* very small snewnfiosAin mist reawinbir

'the ler VtJ.ob Congreesional lagillators passed states
_ that hp intended- fur ntlidinto,daityboinals and neat

mina's being fattened for slaughtee shall be free of
all lin residue.

At thitle4swelty it 1111201.4:-Poometoiten.fee
: d$i'fsra.t iitsfrunts- of Methevehlor DDT. Repteohlor,

.A.101ein isAllif****kadilbsnin:ils_ln their teed for
'111. days. After-Onn week, the wont of the ehen4I*1

. A 10 _-40,4004.1kilwentesig-througholtt: tbs:111W day period in
6,1 _0114*****.ejv &ultimo:kr tibweinelleta of the deolips of

the-ohestioal in thwillkatteri the:shads:al was reoutind
froul.the feed waded greatly. The nethexpielor w&.
added eit 4,..V44.2.410aftwoodies0007.ppor 43.1U seed sad the
residue was but 0.40 ppm the fires day after the 112
days of 0000 pro, and 'we: to 0.0? ppn intworifeeks.

_DDT added at 25 ppm was 0*)9 pp* in the milk after two
item -_-11ertmehilift at- n ppervas-= 0 OA we after 33

j1dzt --A, 11 sok amp Itkitippr attose,33 ilays and
?t,F.t..f.-!teltiliiiiinitti0-4," web, 04213'.-ettet,11 demo

. 7

f `7-

, .
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3) The pesticide drift residues can be reduced but every-
one muEt do his part. They can be redwied by:

a) Troating when there will be a minimum of drift.

b) Trealting up-wind from a neighbor's crop where

residue would be a problem.

0) Avoiding persistent residue materials.

d) Using snoru-lived pesticides.

e) Modifying spray equipment to apply coarse
droplet sprays.

f) Zoning of crops by fanners. Prevetting hay
and row crops and/or orchards being grown side
by side.

P.:veryone associated with the farming business and
especially those associated with insecticides should
each spring purchase a new edition of U.S.D.A. Agri-
cultural Handbook No. 120, ":hsecticide Recommenda-
tions of the Entomology Research Division for the
Control of Insects Attacking Crops and Livestock."
For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.,
price 65 cents. Because some insecticides have many
uses and because no one wants to have MCCEISSIVO
residues on his crop at harvest time, always follow
the container label instructions. Use insecticides
only on the crops specified. in the amounts specified
and at the times specified. This information is on
the insecticide container label. If it is not. do
not use it.

blirsted TeatIMIM211111.1121422140.1

I. Invite the County Agricultural Commissioner, County Agricultural
Extension Agent, or his representative to speak to the class on
the lawful and safe use of insecticides.

2. Have each member of the class secure copies If various legis-
lative acts and regulations and which pertain to the menu,
facture, sale, and use of insecticides, read them and discuss
the meaning of their provisions.

3. Plan a farm pesticide safety program for your community or
service ;area.
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4. Assemble a safety demonstration kit and sponsor workshops and
demonstration for interested groups of your community.

5. Examine a 'spresentati?e number of insecticide containers an'
hote the specifics in each instance (q' the manufacturer com-
plying with federal and state regula-wiens.

6. Have a lawyer speak to the class on laws and regulations per-
taining to insecticide use and cite court decisions on misuses.

7. Have a local custom applicator talk A the class on vzacti-al
procedures on insecticide application and safety.

SuagesterLbstructicefer ues

Insects, The Yearbook of Agriculture, 4'452

Federal Acts:

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (1939)

Federal Additives Amendment to the Federal Food, Drug
ant* Cosmetic Act

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (1947)

Miller Pesticide, Residue Amendment to the Federal Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act (1954)

P.L. 86-139, The Nematocide, Plt:at Regulator, Defoliant and
Desiccant Amendment of 1939. (Amends 1947 Act.)

Copies of State and Local Regulations.

Agricultural Chemicals Safety, G. Van Dr. Venter. An instructional
unit consisting of a studint manual and an instructor guide.

A demonstration kit available for rent. California State Polytechnic
College, San tuts 0bist California. Student Memel', $.50, In-
struotorls Guide, T3.50. Rental of kit (two weak rental), $25.00.

dbook for Vietabla Growers, J. E. Knott, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1962.

Insecticide Recommendations . . . Control of Insects Attacking
Crops and Livestock, U.S.D.A. Agricultural Handbook No. 120,

superintendent of Documents,



Other sources of safety materials are as follows:

1. "Th) Agrimltural Chemical Safety Program Kit," from the
National Safety Council, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611.

2. National Agricultural Chemicals Association
1155 Fifteenth Street, NeW.
tashington, D.C. 20005

a. The §earch_for Abundance (12-page leaflet)

b. Open nor to Pienty (6c.-pag4 booklet)

3. Manufacturing Chemistst Associatirn, Inc.
1825 Connbcticrt Avenue, 1414.

Washington, 9, D. C.

s -114911ELLIMJIBEa. ricultural Ch
They Are Used 64-page bouklet

4. Florida State Board of Health
Jacksonville, Floriea

a. Protect 1zip Family Against Poisoning (5-page leaflet)

5. Food and Drug Administration
Washington, D.C. 20025

a. Protecting Crops and Consumers (12-page leaflet)

b. EIXIimUleckja-Conserlr (5-page leaflet)

c. Dennis Takes a Poke at Poison, (16-page comic Doak)

d. 1140 the Label on Foods, Drugsx.axices Cosmetics,

Ann Household_gbemicale 06-page booklet

e. Etztl..-JrgsIsluners - Pesticide Aesidues (16 -page booklet)

f. Re oi_.......___etert,t,FesidueProram, Miscellaneous
Publication 10. -1-1

g.
Mateiiili; teifiet 2b. Feb. 9 .

6. U. S. rublic Health Service
Washington, D. C. 20025

a. Pesticidoe (8-page leaflet)

65
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7. J. S. Department of Agriculture
Washington. D.C. (and Florids
Agriculture' Extension Service)

a. Safe Use of Pesticides in the Home, in the.17arden (USDA

leaflet PA-589, 8 pages

b. Homemakers and Home a entre U-e Pesticides Safe).
USDA leaflet PA-59 , pages

8. Prepared cooperatively by:
National Agricultural Che.nicels Association
National Safety Vouncil
U. S. Depa:tment of Agriculture
Food and Drug Administration
National Vo-Ag Teachers Association
:lanufacuring Chemists' Association

a. Cheu1ca2strUaigalture - A Guide for ult and Youth
Pr rams ia Agricultural Chemical Safety -page leaflet)

9. Flora Agricultural Extension Service
Univorsity of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 63210

a. tpisons in Your House (42 color slides)

b. Safe Use of Pesticides (31 color slides)

c. pee Use of Pesticitts (color film-22 min)

d. The Unseen Harvesters (color film-28 min)

10. Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc.
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

a. Facts About Pesticides (film strip13 min)

b. Poihts on Pestisitja (film strip-13 min)
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;purees of §uggested Instructional Materials and References,
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Brown, L. W., Insect Contr:1 by Chemicalt, John''iley & Sons,
Inc., `yew York, 195 .
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Gunther, F. A., Aden: Insecticides any World Food Pro-
duction, John Valey & Sons, Inc., New Y---77T97---0.orl

Knott, J. E., Handbook for /e eIitle Grower, John Wiley 'k
Sons, Inc.., New York, 962.

Metcalf, Flint, Metcalf, Destructive and Useful Insects, 4th
Edition, VCGraw-Hill Pool: Company, New York, 19677--

Pfadt, Robert E. Fundamentals of Applied Entomology, The

E4cMillan Company, New York, 1962.

Thompson, W. T., A ricultural Chemicals, The Simmons Publish-
ing Company, Davis, Californir, 19 .

Van de Venter, G., LgricuLtu.ral Chemicals Safety

batructionai 41erials

ricultural Manufacturing Chemists' Association,
Intl., Washington, D.C., 1963.

Entomology and Insecticide Publications as Selected from
U.S.D.A. Agricultural Experiment StaV,n and Commercial Firms.

Farm ChemicasaolYez, Meister Publishing Co., 37841 Euclid
Avenue, Willoughby, Ohio, 1966.

Federal Acts:
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (1939)
Federal Additives Amendment to the Federal Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act.
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (1947)
Miller Pesticide, Residue Amendment to the Federal Food,

Drug, and Cosmetic Act (1954)
P.L. 86-139 The Nematocido, Plant Regulator, Deoliant and

Desiccant Amendment of 1959. (Amends 1957 Act.)

Guides, Handbooks, Fact Sheets, Bulletins, Leaflets and C &rculars
from Federal and State Agencies and Commercial Firms.
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Instructional Materi.4.3Continued

Insects, Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A., U. 1, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1952.

The Nacessit Value snd Safet of Pesticides, L. A. McLean,
Secretary, Velsicol chancel Company, Chicago.

Working Samples of Insecticides and Supplemental Agents

Inwticide Recommendations . for the Control of Insects
Attacking Crops and Livestock, U.S.D.A. Agricultural Handbook
No. 120, Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.

EQ11.

The Unseen HarvesteW DuPont 16mm sound film.

"Facts About Pesticides," record and film strip, Manu-
facturers Chemists' Association, Inc., 1925 Connecticut
Ave. , , Washington, D.C.
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This publication ls a porti^n of the course material

written in Agricultural Chemicals Technology. To be under-

stood fully, the complete set of materials should be considered

in context. /t is recommended tio-t the following order be

observed for a logical teaching sequence:

#1 - The nee of Chemicals as Fertilizers

#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides - Plants

#3 - The Use of Chemicals as Boil Additives

44 - V4 Use of Chemicals as Pmagicides, Bactericides
t Rematocides

#5 - The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and
Other Predators

#6 - The Use of Chemicals as Rexticides

- The Use of Chemicals in the field of Fara Animal
Health (Yutrition, lbtomology, Pahologr)

" - The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulator.
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Suggestions for Introducing the Module I
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I. To develop an interest in bud an appreciation end under-
standing of mants use of chemicals to alter the chemical
and physical properties of the soil through the use of
chemical additives 7

U. To develop the ability to use Important terms, nomen-
clature, definitions, tables, charts, and guides which
are used in the field and alas: tv develop the ability to
perform important computatim, .:nuversions, calculations,
and measurements which :Ire asaonly used by technical
workers 14

III. To become familiar with and gain a knowledge of federal,
state, and local laws, regulations, and controls affect-
ing the sale and use of chemicals as soil additives. . . . 20

IV. To learn to recognize and identify various soil con-
ditions of structure and/or the chemical composition which
has been impaired, altered, or damaged, and to gain
en understanding of the factors affecting these changes. . 22

V. To become knowledgeabletat the technical level, regarding
various chemicals which are commonly used es soil
additives 34

VI. To gain a knowledge and understanding of the principles
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THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS SOIL ADDravEs*

tlikiganah_tst
To develop the underktanding and- abilities needed Aye be em-

ployed as an agricultural chemicals technician by a firm ithich mium-

tyctures, distributes, or sells chemicals for use as soil additives.

maluiry Oblectivek

1. To develop em.-intetest in and an appveciaticat _or the role

which chemicals can play in the production of farm crops

and in-the ability of man to modify larious physical and
chemical characteristics of the $65.1 through the use of

chemical soil additives.
,

To gSlin ara undeirstsMdii4: of the principles of soil physics

anttehemistrY, plant-physiolooy-and itutrition..and plant-
soilaeloiliture 'relations ;iiportatitl to the-study-and use of

eol additivel 'by tochnielaiszin order, to-modify soil
characteristics.

Suatested,Time Allotment,

LCiasd -`frifitzttittiott' 12 turf

s. laboratory initt2Uctio,' --36 hourr

*- Total at iithool 48 hours

Occupational experience 4-- 7- hours

Total tor' the Noddle i 2.8.1iours

Su jçqt.ons ,
%tee rtr eontraist t.i the study. of fertilizers, where the con-

cern priiisailly-higi to do-iiiel(suppl3ring-Plintnutriehts, the study of

*As used in this course of is.tudY.,'-'scil-sidditives are materials
added to the soil -to ircreve- Plant groi --st-indirsiet action and in-

clude the fallowing: soil acidifiert;:ltsodium replacing" compounds,
synthetic soil conditioners, and soil anti-crustants.

1

I



soil addi+ives has to do with problems associated with acid, alka-
line, and saline soils, and with soil structure. At the beginning
of this study, it should be pointed out that:

1. Materials other than those considered in this course out-
line aro available for use as soil additives. Included in
such materials are various organic substances, some syn-
thetics, and combinations of various earthen materials.

2. Some &arnica; used as soil additives are also often used
as fertilizers.

3. Alternative ways can be used to change physical and chemi-
cal characteristics of the soil. Among these are washing
and draining the soil, sub-soiling or otherwise mechani-

. callylworking the soil, end using mulches.

The following suggestions may be belprul for introducing this modUlb.

1. Demonstrate by using pot; or flats of:various soils and
indicator plants (with appropriate control soils and

- plants) the effects,, of soil additives upon soils whose
chemical-and physical properties have been impaired for
normal-plant growth. wake no attempt to study soil
additives, soil prob3-as or responses.in detail at this
time.

2. Make a local survey to determine:

(a) The extentloo which acidity, alkalinity, salinity,
impermeability, and citation are problems. Contact
can be made with such persona and groups asthe Soil
Conservation Service, county agent farm advisor,
University Cooperative extr-sion Service, the State
Agricultural Experiment Station, local agricultural
chemicals dealers, farmers, soils laboratories, crop
associations, and college and university crops and
sots department. -

(b) The practices that are Wing used and the results
which are being sPe.--ed.

(c) The results which are secured bOth in terms of-tm-
mediate returns through the use of soil additives
and also in terms of long-range changes occurring
in the soil.

(d) The skills, abilities, and understandings which agri-
cultural chemical technicians need for emp:ayment in
occupational endeavors which have to do with the use
of soil additives. It probably will be possible
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to categorize the findings under one of 'rho follow-
ing subheadings:

1) To develop an interest in and an appreciation and
understeirmilftg of man's use of chemicals to' attempt
to alter the chemical and physical properties of
the soil.

2) To become faailiar with and ga.kn a knowledge of
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
controls affecting the sale and use of chemicals
for use as soil additives.

3) To learn to..reeognize anti. ident4fy various soil
conditions where the soil structure or coil-
position has been impaired, damaged, or altered
and to understand the causative factors of this.
impairment.

4) To 1.-.4come knowledgeable regarding various' chetair%

eals which are commonly used as soil additives..

5) To gain a knowledge and understanding of-phe
principles, practices, and concepts underlying$
the use of chemicals as soil additives.

6) To gain an understanding and knot/ledge o &pimpled
practices in using chemicals as soil add ives
and also to develop the effective abilit to --

apply chemicals upon specific soils for rove:,

sent. ,

7) To develop the ability to use important feria,
nomenclature, definitions, tables, char* and
guides commonly used and also to developithe

UUNICf_Agputtipt co6putations k don-
versions, calculations and measurements 4hich are
commonly used by technical workhrs in tht fief

) To acquire and Practice. -the *Ms ani* abilitytto
-s&fely-and properly handle, *ant:Tort store or
apply soil additives using the properjeehniques,
methods, machinery, and equipment-while cafe -
guarding the 'rights of "others..

3. As a follow-up ta 2(d) above, and ati-,an introduction to

the course; -the following outline should be given' to the
students. Orientation will -be_neoessary as to lectures;
reading assignments, texts and references, ,labora4ry
exercises, examinations, experience programs, ondiredu-
cational outcomes.
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SUGGESTED COURSE OUTLINE

The Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives

Instructor

Leetu

1. a) Orientation & explanation
of course.

b) Manis use of chemicals-to
attempt to alter the chemi-
cal & physical properties
of the soil.

2. Terms &computations used by
technical workeza in using
soil additives.

3. Impaired Su!? (:ondUions &
causative factcm.

4. Chemicals 'Which are commonly
used as soil additives.

5. Principles, practices, & con-
cepts andetlying the use of -

chemicals as. soil additives.

6. Approved practices in using
chemicals as soil additives.

7. Federal, State, & Local laws,
regulations, and controls.

8. The safe handling & appli-
cation of soil additives.

Texts & References

Course No.

tuilismaimoiriakaAokmaiimIliwahuauathrnmo...""'`

Understandings,
Pleading . Laboratory Skills & Abilitias to

Assia want
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4. The follwing statements from the F:actr JilksLga16-Akair
culture, It&v.ised January, 1965, may be helpful for

motivet4onal purposes:

The farmer is a buyer, a seller, a taxpayer, a
consumer, a manafacturer, a businessman, and a
worker. He is never one of these alone. Here is

a portrait of a "statistical" farmer in 1963:

As a buyer, ho spent $8,200 for his business needs.
As a seller, he receives $10,300 for his farm products.
As a manufactu.-v4, his "factory" was valued at $51,500.

In 1940 the ustatistical" farmer spent $1,000 for bust.
ness expenses and received less than $1,500 ftr his farm

goods. His "factory" was valued at less than $6,200.

In the early 1960's farmers used enough steel products
each year to make-almost five milAnn compact cars,
enough rubber to put tires on more than six million cars,
enough electricity to power the six New England States.

They used the equivalent of 15-billion gallons of
crude oil, more than any other single industry usesvand

Total resources used in agriculture Including land,
labor, machinery, supplies, and other inputs, have in-
creased only 24 per cent since 19104' But farm production
has doubled through complex changes that include the use
of about five times t_ mechanical power and machinery;
11 times the amount of fertilizer and line: .

Agricultural chemicals technology, the application of new tech-
niques and innovations in agricultural-chemicals, Continually
strengthens our nation and increases its status among all lands and
peoples of the world. As technology in agricultural chemicals in-
creases, the need for qualified people in agricultural chemicals in-
creases, the need for qualified people in au:.cultural chemicals to
serve on the technical level will also 'Ohl kaoid growth.

It is most difficult to determine ho It ay agricultural chemi-
cal technologists are needed, either at th- prfsent time or in the
near futureofor several reasons. Among tt.im

1) The title of technician is applied to varying
types of jobs.

2) The lack of job description information regarding
off-farm agricultural occupations.

(It is suggested that the teacher refer to state and local
studies of offfarm agricultural occupations for the number
of technical workers needed in agricultural chemicals.)
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5. Divide the class into interest grour for intensive
study of the following occupations, as they pertain to
soil additives:

Agricultural Chemical Product Salesman

Agricultural Chemical Product Serviceman

Agricultural Chemical Equipment Salesman

Agricultural Chemical Equipment Serviceman

Agricultural Phelical Production & Control Technician

Agricultl:ral CheaL:als Fieldman

Ilarm Management Consultant

Agricultural Chemicals Technician

Agricultural Chemicals Specialist

Agricultural Chemicals Applicator

The following topical outline me -be used far eft-
mittee reports to .the class:_

A. Job duties

B. Bequiremsnts for entering

;

C. PielmotiiinitoWatar---

Pay and skill lfavil"



Co be_Deyo1opad

I. Ta..._aap42L2LLtmApmidevelitidenciation and undl
e mans use of chemicals a to the chemical

rand h sical ro pe ties of the soil through the use of

chemical additives,

Subject =t re Content

Teacher Preparation,

Note: Review relevant aspects of soil physics and chemistry,
plant physiology and nutrition, and plant-soil-
moisture relations as they are related to the use of
soil additives. EXamine what man attempts to accom-
plish through the use of soil additives, what the
chemical, additives industry is like, and some of the
problems commonly encountered in attsmpting to alter
physical and chemical properties of the soil through
the use of chemical additives.

1. Examination of the Problem

(Prevention - Minor ?Teat:sent - Maintenance - Major
Reclamation)

a. Statement of the problem the need to be concerned
about soil-dpiamics and the case of soil additives.
Attempts to avert the consequences of soil acidity,
alkalinity, or salinity; impermeability; and
crustation.

According to Bower and Firman an estimated one-
fourth of our twenty-nine million acres of irrigated
land and leis extensive_acreagee.of non-irrigated
crop and pasture lands are soils that have been
harmed b' soluble salts consisting of sodium, calcium,
magnesium, and others. Salt affected soils occur
primarily in-an and or semiarid climate. Often, the
problem occurs in irrigated land. Saline soils, which
may occur naturally, contain excessive amounts of
soluble salts. Often, these soils are caused by
farmers who have failed.to provide adequate drainage
to care for additional amounts of water and the
leaching needed. to prevent accumulation of soluble
salts. This often causes the water table to neve
upward to within 5 or 6 feet of the surface result-
ing in the accumulation of soluble.salts in the roct
zones. Alkali soils, which often contain excessive



amounts of absorbed sodium, are also caused by the

upward movement of water. The absorbed sodium must

be replaced with calcium or magnesium along with

some improvement of soil structure if the effects

of Each conditions as "black alkali" are to be

con-crolIed

2. Possible course of action

as General methods of altering the physical and chemica7

properties of the soil

1) Use of soil additives . chemical

2) Tillage practices

3) Irrigation and drainage

4) the of crop residues, manures

5) Use of other amendments

3. fleview of pertinent specialties

a. Soil physics and Chemistry

b, Plant physiology and nutrition

c. Plant soil . moisture relations

Altering the'physicaland chemical'
proporties of the soil

'through the use of soil additives -
, .

a. Kinds of chemicals available

"i) 'ChemiCals for changing'
_

- -2) Chemicals' for changing

3) :Chemical-IP-for °twanging:
s.

acidity- of the soil

alkalinity of the soil

salinity of the soil

4) Chemicals for improving permeability of the soil

5) Chemicals for preventing crostation of the soil

b." Wimples of well. known improvement programs and the

results obtained. (Cite -local examples if possible.)

1) Man has attempted to correct Wine-and alkali

soils with a combination of adequate drainage and

'chemical amendments.- Among the chemical amend-

ments for'replaeing absorbed sodium are:

a) Calcium chloride and gypsum

b) Limestone



a) Sulfuric acid

d) Sulfur

e) Iron

f) Aluminum sulfate

c. Major determinations required in a soil improve-
ment program

1) Kind of additive to use

2) Time to use additive

3) Placement of additive

4) Amounts of additive to use.

5) Method of application to use

6) Costa of using additives

7) Dangers and precautions

a. What results can be expected from the use of soil
additives

1) Soil response (pH, infiltration'rate, drainese,
aeration.'exchange capacity)

e. The importance of using soil additives
.

1) Economic

2) Managerial

3) Cultural

4) Ethnic( relationships

f. Problems encounters,:: in using chemicals as
soil Aditives

1) Problems with acid soils

2) Problems with nonsaline-alkali soils

3) Problems with saline soils
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Problms witt saline-alkali_soils

5) Problems with tight soils, -or Those
having low permeability rates

6) Problems with crusted soil-

5. The Soil Additives industry

a. ;Mat-A-Joel Background

Man's use of chemicaLe -.I attempt to alter the chemi-.
cal and physilal properties of t)e soil extends back many
centuries. According to Millar a Greek historian,
Xenophon 0 ;0 - 355 B.C.), mentions plowing under green
plants as means of soil enrichment. The use of lime as

a soil amendment was among some agricultural practices
advocated in Roman books written by Columellk(first
cautlayA.D.).

With the fall of the Boman OMpire=immi the onset of the
Middle Ages, little progress was made in the use of chemi-
cals as soil amendments. There is some widows that lime
in the form of chalk and marl was used inigngland and
France as early as the sixteenth century. Jethro Tull,
an Oxford man, theorized in 173: that all .plants, .live on
the same food, mutely, fine= soil particles.

Farmers who had'used lime in Europe introduced
this practice into colonial America.. The establishment
of Agricultural Experiment Stations in the middle of
the 19th. century led to recommendations for usiNg lime
on acid soils. The use of lime has grown-steadily in
the United States until in 1959, as reported by the
Census (1959), about one out of eight farms reported
the use of lime and liming materials*

Sizeable Increases have occurred during the last
two decades in the number of farms reporting and the
quantity of lime and liming mater lals used in the United
States.
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Tons of lime and liming
Farms re.ortin ,,terials used

I Per cent in I Per cent in
crease over 'crease over

ensv.s Number preceding preceding
ytar of farms cr.seus Total census

1959 453,954 -12.8 19,161,340 11.1

1954 520,445 -35.8 17,276,170 *102.9

1949 811,222 71.9 NA NA

1935 471,807 NA 8,516,107 NA

*Per cent increase over 1939

b. Present status and situation

The maps on Page 327 of the II, 0, Census for Agri-
culture show that the use of lime is concentrated
largely in the Northern States and South Atlantic
States,

(2 maps on p. 327 of the Census.)
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C. Recent developments and future trends

I) Acid soils
t

2) Saline soils

3) Nonsaline-anall soils

4) Saline alkali soils

5) Other soil problems, e.g4, compacted. impaired
soil stracture, crust formation _

6) Research-

.

a) Old field experiments
(Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio)

b) Present research-

o) Projected, research.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Actives

4
Invite a local representative of-* Firm ditch = retails chemdica?
soil additives to speak to the class on the effects of con-
trollintokbecheminal'andphysicalpropetties of the soil
through-the uscor soil-additives.

2. Rave the class conduct an area survey t* deterairii job opportu-
nities In the manufacture or sale of soil additives.

3. Arrange a field trip to a firm retailing agricultural chemicals
for use as soil additives. It may be possible to visit a local
processing plant as well.

4. Discuss and develop with the class a list of specific skills
which they feel would be needed by* technical worker in soil
additives. Discuss these with firms in the community or region
tend revise them as necessary.

5. Divide the class Into disctssion groups. Give each group a soil
sample and suggest a crop. Suggest also a theory which would
relate to experiment.; such as those conductor!. "o,- Van Helmont
and Jethro Tull.

6. Show the film, "The Soil is Good."

7 With demonstrations, show the effect acidity andfor alkalinity
can have on the response of local crops. For c:ample, barley
seeds planted in quart jars containing the same loam soil but
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with different artificially introduced pH ranges from pH 5 to 10.

This range can be obtained by adding NaOH (lye) to the soil.

Black alkali, soil pH tolerance and soil eructation effects on

seedlings can be vividly illgstrated.

8. Select one or more experimenta that were conducted in the early

days of American agriculture. Have the students plan and con-
duct these experiments on a test plot. A guide sheet for con-

ducting experimei, "...a should be provided by the teacher.

9. Discuss where to go for "expert" help with difficult field
problems.

atiggestesl_ Instructional Materials R_Isamaal

1. Instructional Materials

a. Film - The Soil is Good"

Available from . Minneapolis-Moline Co.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Cost - Transportation one way

b. Selected brochures from local firms and pamphlets available
at state extension offices

c. Soil samples and plant seeds or specimens

2. References

a. Soil Fertililx, pages 1 -10, C. E. Millar, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, New York.

b. S Census of riculturt e Voles 11Agriculture. Re
chapter IV, pages 325-327.

c. $ 1s. Yearbook of Agriciatureft 1957.



II. To develm the filiUtv to use 11L9AWdLialeADWer
c Lure definitions_c is

aldtkeamplatio.

S tjalepliktluala.*Lt'

ammimi=ffim

Note: This unit is presented here at an early point in the
study guide in order that the instructor may review it and make plans
to make use of .tie--dati and infoniatien provided fnr.herein through-
out the remainder of the course. It is nbt intended that the unit
will be taught as a separate competency, aware the other for units
of the course, but that the material provided for here will be in-
tegrated as appropriate throughout the rest of-the-study. -The.purpose
of this section.then is to provide -for the pulling together in one
place a core of information ipprepriate to' the course.

It will
and materials
this unit.

be necessary for the instructor to gather information
from various sourdes it4iutint the ones recommended in

":-"

Guidelines in the form of an outline for use in summarising
data gathered pertinent to this section are presented.

(Data presented in this section of the study guide for the
course I'The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides" may be useful for a
review.)

ANCTIOLME - General Infernation

DIELIMaLVIAILTLEUELTLX:

1. Make use of words, terms, and phrases appropriate to the subject
matter of the course. ialossarY_Af Terms will facilitate this
usage.

2. Perform measurements, conversions, computations, and calcula-
tions commonly used by technical workers in the field. TAW.

EVABIRW411111...12LIESISMILIami IL:41E2f equiv4121111of
units will be useful.

a. Tables of measurement

-- Linear measure - length
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-. Square measure - area

Cubic measure - volume

Liquid mcssure Rapacity

Dry measure - capacity

Weight measure

-- Temperature measure

-« Time measure

40* Other

b. Tables of convenient equivalents

.

Equivalent volumes - liquid measure

-- Plquivalen volu es . dry measure

Equivalent weight/volume -liquid

«. Equivalent weight/volumea dry

...Equivalent lengths

..- Equivalent areas.

Equivalent weights

Equivalent temperatures

.. Equivalent (other)

SECT/ON TWO . Information Regarding Agricultural Chemicals

THE STUDENT WILL NEED TQ, DIE USE OF:

1. A table which lists the common name, active ingredient, and
trade name(s) of chemicals studied in the course.

2. An alphabetical listing of chemicals commonly used in the field.
Information such as the trade name, name of major producer,
composition, formulation, and recommended use.

3. A listing of chemical materials according to the general use.
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4. Compatability charts and tables

a. Phytotoxicity (with plants)

b. Chemicals (with other chemicals)

c. Physical (with other chemicals)

5. Toxicity tables prividing LD and LC values (both oral and
dermal, acute and chronic) of chemicals studied in the
course.

6. Tolerance limitations imposed by F.D.A. uron residues applicable
to the subject matter of the course (i.e., herbicides, in-
secticides, fungicides, etc.)

What is one art Der million?

Most lay people have no conception of what constitutes one
part per million residue on crops. The following examples
may help you make this interpretation for them:

1. One inch is one part per million in 16 miles.
2. A postage stamp is one part per million of the weight

of a person.

3. A one gram needle in a one ton hay stack is l'ppm.
4. One part per million is one minute in two years.

5. Lay your hand on the ground and it movers 5 ppm.of-an acre.
6. If one pound of a chemical lands on an acre of alfalfa the

hay has 500 ppm. One ounce of a chemical would impart

31 ppm.
7. A teaspoon of material on an acre of alfalfa would im-

part 5 ppm.
8. One teaspoon of DDT drifting onto 5 acres of alfalfa puts

ppm in the hay, and the Federal Law says that the hay
must contain none.

(Source-Jdestern Crops and Farm Mbilagement)

SECTIDNIEREE - Preparation of Chemicals for Use

THE STUDENTWILL

1. Determine whether or not materials prepared and commercially
packaged can be applied directly from the container.

2. Determine the total amount(s) of active ingredient(s) contained
in chemical mixture. Mixtures may vary according to weight,
volume, concentration, and formulation.

4z
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3. Make a determination of the aunts, by weight or by volume, of
chemical materials of various levels of concentration to'ilze in
order to prepare a given quantity of mixture that will meet
recommended or specified dosage or c.ncentration levels.
(Weights or volumes of solid or liquid chemioals required to
prepare a given quantity of material of different dilutions.)

4. Interpret tables and recommendations for "concentrate" spraying.

22TION FOUR Preparation Necessary to Secure Speci-
fied or Recommended Application Rates

TBE STUDENT WI; NEED TO BS ABLE TO:

1. Compute the area of various plots of land, These plots will vary
in size, shape, topography, and planting.

a. Determine acreage of row planting which vary according to
spacing._

b. Determine total acreage of plots.

2. Determine the speed of a vehicle traveling on the land. (In
miles per hour and feet per minute.)

3. Three variables affect the application rate of agricultural
chemioals secured in the field . the speed of travel, the
effective width-ef,the device applying the-ehemicaly end-the
total material delivered per unit of time. If two of these,
.barelcAMIjskulatherinordersee

a specifiemplication rite. '7--- ,

a. Calibrate sprayers, dusters,-.or metering devices to secure
specific -delivery rites.

b. Compute the length of boom, number of outlets, or width of
opening to secure specific widths.

c. Calibrate ground speed to secure specific rate of forward
travel.

4. Use tables of "Rate of Equivalents."

Example: 1 ounce per square foot = 2722.5 pounds per acre

5. Calculate the quantity applied per length of raw (on various
spacings) which will be equivalent to ,k specific application
per acre.
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6. Consider the effect of particle size on drift and deposit.
(Prepare spray drift and deposit table.)

7. Use aerial maps to determine acreages by measurement, by instru-
ment. and by approximation overlay.

SECTS FIVE Information Relative to Diagnosis and Prescription

nlarjaWAIIikyjilip22JSUZS«

1. Tables. charts, and guides which summarize situations en-
countered in agricultural produotion in which the use of chemi-
cals is appropriate. Materials to use and methods of applica-
tion are suggested.

Wean of form used:

Jr 001

Plant or ease or
Soil _rdpndition

Agent When What Material
or Factor to Treat__ to Use

Alfalfa to Black al-
be planted kali and
on clay high pH
loam

_Soluble
Sodium
Salts

Before
paanting

Sulfur

Active /n- Amount Concen- Method
gradient Forma. tration Raced
Per Ac lation Pe Acre

of
APPlication Remarks

NA Fines 3000 lbs /A Broadoast
and work
into soil

Leach,
u :ing at

least 2
acre-feet
of water

2. Graphs. charts, tables. and other illustrative materials avail-
able and supportive of the unit under consideration.

Examples:

a. Graphical relationships

time vers'.zs residue levels



-- rates of application versus levels of effectiveness

-- lore's of concentration_ weraus.letels or effeCtiveness

. . _

stage of development or growth versus effectivenese
of chemical control, etc.

SMIME = Sources of Information

bilalgU/ittt Millar, C. E.., John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
Now York, NEW York

I 1 I Gen a t Cha ter

19

22211EL.126AsalkstAitdrigamu 1957

t National Agricultural Chemical Association,
11 5 9 Steet, N. W., Washington 6, D.C.

Soil Science, Millar, Turk, John Wiley & Sons, -Inc., New York, N. Y.

L9142illogaol:SAv 6th Edition, Buckman &
Brady, The MacMillan Company, New fork, New York

tions and"R-it Growth, 9th. &Lition, Russel. John
ey & Sons, Tho., New York, New York

a& pweke ur0+ y,pte,ra02n 02210tio x Cook, John Wiley
, New ork

Ir4eated Soils, Thorne and Peterson, Blakeston, 1954,
Philadelphia and Toronto

114 os v Saline

Salinity labolit_an St4gs.:V4S6D44 Handbook No.
ils U. S.

Co 1:i _IL' XS bili socia 11th 1 .' ,L

beat2n t, Taylor, H. 14., and: Vomocil, J. A. Proceed. Soil
Science Society America,Vol. 23:181-183, 1939
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III. To_ become familiar with apiknowledae o f f dltil,

iltalADLU2EAJalLETMiall and contras affect-
the sale and use of chemicals as soil_di

Teacher Prilattalla

Sub ect tent

Note: While most chemical soil additives aro non-toxic, some
compounds constitute serious hazards. State. federal,
and in some cases, local controls regulate the
handling and labeling of toxic additives. Laws also
affect labeling procedures with respect to guaranteed
analysis and, where appropriate, physical properties.
The instructor should attempt to assemble and outline
the laws and regulations that are applicable.

1. The need for laws and controls in the field
of soil additives

a. Background, early laws, and controls

2., Provisions of the laws, controls, and regulatory
acts pertaining to the manufacture, sale, and
use of chemicals as soil additives

a. Federal

b. State

c. local

Sumested Teachins Activities

1. Ask a lawyer in the community to speak to the class concerning
lays, regulations, and controls which apply to
chemicals. A case study type of approach may be desirable.

2. Write to and obtain copies from your local congressman of
specific laws that apply to soil additives.

3. Divide the class into teams. Have them visit local firm in the
agricultural chemicals retail business to determine controls and
regulations which are printed on the containers of soil
additives.

4. Design a chart which summarizes laws, regulations, and controls
affecting the sale and use of chemicals for use as soil
additives.



buoted Instructional Materials and %fern=
1. Instruotioital Materials

.a. lairiand regulations obtained,from congress.
mai and local authorities.

b. Chart sumariaing lays, regulations, and controls.

2. References

a. Pub. Isle 518 . 83rd Congress, Chapter 559 . 2nd Session
J.:26 ?125, Foderal Food, Drag and Cosmetic Act
Amendment

b. Federal Inieotioide,,Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
of 1941.

c. 1 if a bulletin, National Agricultural
Associat on, 1145 19th Street, N.14.,-firashington, D.C.

liggep%Lttnp
Schedule the class for a visit to a court session involving agri-
cultural chemicals. If this is not possible, develop a role-playing
type of approach with a farmer, lawyer, judge, and typical courtroom
scene being played by members of the class. '110hasize, in either
exp.:lancet the role of the agricultural chemical technician.



IV. 19...;aa.zL.,,s9fsoluAndriott& soil con-

d t'o s of stracture andcr the chemical coalphi.ch
as been iannwireri altemd, or damn ed rr,d to sin

xmlimstandi)..,....91 the f_r-e....261112Le016102..

Teacher2gmarotit,v
4R. Aaw....x.x.mftesmosaw--.~-

2212.1221211.112LEALIEL

Note: Aequisite to planning a soil improvement program is
the ability to accurately identify the various
factors. both in and out of the soil, which influ-
ence soil productivity and then to be able to
ascertain whether or not for a given soil, these
factors are present within minimum acceptable
standards. local conditions and -tudent interests
may determine the depth to which these .epics are
pursued.

1. Revi,a factors which influee soil productivity ant crop
adaptatir-

a. Climate

1) Length of growing season

2) Seasonal temperatures

3) Fkaat competition

4) pecies and varit. ies of plants

Soil acidity

a. Soil acidity has been defined as the lack of chemical bases.
It is common in regiots where precipitation is sufficiently
high to leach apprecia)le amounts of exchangeable bases
from the upper layers of soils. Acidtty is expressed in
pH, the logarithm of the recipr,cal of the hydrogen ion
( : :) concentration. The pH seal,- is 0 to 14 and 7 indi-
cates neutral reaction or equal concentrations a H+ and
OH-. °, solution of pH6 has 10 taxes as many hydrogen ion$
as one of pH7. By definition, an acid soil is one having
a pH of less than 7; however, soils ranging from 6.7 to
7.3 f otter regarded as being neutral. A pH loer than

is found in few soils and pH in excess of 10.5 is seldom
fouhu in soils.

Two types of soil acidity exist. i.e., reserve, potential,
or exchangeable soil acidity and that known as active
acidity. The latter results from the excess of H ions in
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solution surrounding the soil colloidal complex. These

disso rated H ions are in equilibrium, with those absorbed
on the complex. When leaching or neutralization of the

active H ions occurs, more ions dissociate from the complex
to restore the equilibrium. Those ions on the complex con-

stitute reserve soil acidity. The active acidity rdpre-
sante on] y a small portion of the total supply of H ions.
Soils high in colloidal materials (clay and organic matter)

axe very resistant to changes in pH. They are regarded as

being highly "buffered" and generally require greater
amounts of additives fo' pH changes.

b. Methods of determining soil acidity

1) Electrametric method

a) The pH meter -is regarded as the most accurate device

2) Dye methods

a) Use of indicators, accurate within ± 1.5%

It should be noted that pH figures represent only average
values for soil samples.- Considerable variation may occur
from one spot to another in the field, and the difference
1... acidity-between the capillary films (law) and the
colloidal interfaces. (high) can-be considerable.

c. l'stribution of acid:soils in the United,States

Acid soils develop-mest rapidly in areas where rainfall
is sufficiently abundant to leach away bases liberated by
ionic exchange and Mineral decomposition. Most of the 'Ad
soils in this country are east of Omaha, Nebraska. They
also occur in local areas of the West, especially in the
high rainfall regions of Washington and Oregon. Within the
regions containing acid soils, sizable-acreages are well
suppLUKI with bases.* This is particularly true in parts
of the tall grass prairie, in young soils derived from
limestone and'glacial till, and in young soils developing
on poorly drained locations and recently exposed lake beds.
However, most soils, including muck and peat, throughout
the East respond to lime.

d. Factors that contribute to soil acidity

1) Climate

a) acess rainfall and leaching

-0) Temperature
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2) Parent soil materials

3)

a) Acid rocks

(1) &cess of quartz or silica in relation
to the content of basic minerals or
elements.

(2) EXamples - granite and rhyolite.

(3) Many acid sandy eo is d'weloped fron
acid rocks.

b) Sand - producing parent materials.

(1) Because of the high permeability and relatively
low exchange capacity of sandy soils, they
tend to become acid before fine-textured soils.

Vegetation and microorganisms

a) Liberation of CO2 from roots - gives rise to
formation of hydrogen and bicarbonate ions,
CO2 + ROR -) HCO3- + 11+

(1) Replacement of bases by R+ and subsequent
loss of some bases.

4) Farm practices and problems."

a) exposed and unprotected soil.

(1) teaching generally increases when virgin
lands are tilled.

) Removal of plant and crop materials reduces supply
of exchangeablo bases (up-to' 100 anti more pounds
of calcium carbonate per acre).

c) Fall plowing may increase leaching rate.

d) Certain commercial fertilizers develop mineral acids
and result in a loss of bases.

(1) Ammonium sulfate.

(2) Ammonium nitrate (surface layer).

__...___.
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3. Nonsaline-alkali soils

a. 'Description

1) High percentage (more than 15) of the total exchange
capacity is exchangRable sodium.

2) Conductivity of the saturation extract is less than
mmhos/cm: at 250 C.

a) Concentration of neut-ll soluble salts is usually.
low.

3) The pH readings are high, usually'between 8.5 and 10.

a) Exchangeable sodium is free to hydrolyse; will
beoceie associated with clay particles in soil.

4) Soils which tend to be deflocllated and impermeable
are often known as "slick spots." They are difficult
to till.

5) Also called "black alkali," oecause dispersed and dis-
solved organic matter frequontly is deposited on the
surface.

6) In time, the dispersed clay may migrate downward, form-
ing a very dense layer having a prismatic or columnar
structure. The surface soil may become relatively
coarse in texture'mmi-friable.

latev- An alkaline soil is one having an alkaline reaction.
i.e., a pH reading in excess of 7.0 (or for practical

purposes, 7.3). The soil solutions of non-saline-alkali
soils usually contain'amail amounts of calcium and
magnesium, and large amounts of sodium. The anions con-
sist primarily of ohldride,'solfate, Ind bicarbonate.
and frequently small amounts of normal carbonate. In

the presence -of` carbonate ions and at high pH readings.
calcium and magnesium are precipitated; therefore, the
soil solutions usually oontain-onlY small amounts of
these cations, sodium being the predominant one. In
some areas large quantities of potassium salts also may
occur in these soils. Occasionally "degraded alkali"
soils* are found which in the surface layers may have
pH readings as law as 6. They occur only in the absence
of lime and the relatively low pH values result from ex-
changeable hydrogen:

*See page 6 of U.S.D.A. Handbook No. 60.
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b. Methods of determining and diagnosing alkalinity an'
salinity

Note: The instructor should attempt, at this point, to be-

comq acquainted with the methods of determining
and/or evaluating salinity, as well as alkalinity.
They are interrelated and the methods are involved
in the diagnosis of the three types of halomorphic
soils. The methods are described in detail in the
U.S.D.A. Handbook No. 30, pages 7.33 and 83.126.
Additional information may be obtained from state
and local extension offices and experiment stations.

1) Soil sampling procedure

a) Depth

(1) Criteria for determining

b) Size

c) Number and field location

2) Estimates of soluble salts from electrical conductivity

a) Saturated soil paste

b) .Soilwater extraots

(1) Saturation extract

'(2) -Twice.saturatice.extract for-coarse textured
soils y,

(3) Soil.water extracts at 1:1-and 1:5

(4) Soil axtractin the field moisture range

c) .Electrical conduotivitrotisoluiztona

!.(1)- Standard wheatstone bridge

(2) ,Edrect indicating bridge

d) Conversion of conductivity data to a standard
reference temperature

e) Comparison of per mot salt in soil and extract
measurements

f) Resistance of soil paste and per cent salt in soil



3) Freezing-point depression

4) chemical determinations

a) Soil ,naction pH

b) Soluble cations and anions

c) :changeable cations

Gypsum

Lime

5) Physical determinations

a) Infiltretitn rate

b) Permeability and hydraulic conductivity

c) Moisture retention by soil

d) Density-and porosity

e) Aggregation and stability of structure

f) Modulus of rupture extent of crust formation

6) Choice of determinations and interpretation of data.
The .&nstructor of classes where halemorphic soils
are of considerable interest and concern should re-
view carefully pages 25.33 of Agriculture Handbook 60.

c. Distribution of nonsaline-alkali soils in the U. S.

1) Seventeen Western $tates

a) Arid and semi-arid regions

b) Irrigated soils

c) Non-irrigated areas

d. Natural factors that contribute to alkalization or the
accumulation of exchangeable sodium in soils

A brief review of cation exchange and adsorption should
prove beneficial.

1) Climate

a) Rainfall - insufficient to provide for remove: of
salts formed during mineral decomposition

27
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b) Temperature allal relative humidity

(1) Evaporation rat,

Inadequate drainage

a) Subsurface

(1) High water table

(2) "Hard pan" or impervious layers

(3) Soils having low permeabilities

b) Surface

3) Excess soiubi salts In watsr

a) Natural aurfae water

b) Ground water

(1) Salt contsnt dspandent upon rocks rd
so4lz inTeelveda

factors related to a 1 7,1anAgament,praoticas thab

contribute to alkalisativa of

1) Excessive irrigation

a) High water tablet: -.,--especially in tr.141 Units"

2) Seepage from irrigation systcm water tables

3) Use of irrigatlen water having high salt contents;
especially when drainage is poor and leaching is

insIfficient

4) -tgh sodium content in irrigation water. and result-
ing soditro impregnation of soil ooUoida

a) Deflooculation or colloidal diapers , resulting

in reduced permeability

5) Failure to provide adequate drainage of irrigated lands

*Review sources of salts in Randbook No. 30, page 3.
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4, Saline Soils

a. Desorirtion

1) Soils containi2 natural sol'fble salts in concentra-
tions suffiolent to be datriuental plant v,)%tlt.

2) Conductivity of the saturation zxtrv.-- ma's tha-e,

mmhosicm. at 25° C.

b.

Sodium ions comtitute lees than 15 por o

cation exchange zapac ity. salor ttraprls
more than{ half of the sobible ml It usA
arlsorbed n sign:,fIcant Nuountc:.

41 The pH Iz usually less then a.5..

) Soluble. salts areut.1.all.? nlotY%1 tind totaist

largely -yf eill5ridas and .1141faton cf alFnlm,
wrAftus., Sme Wcart,mm:se a:a
nitrr.te.i also 17laybv la-,!seAt

6illios soils generally are floc cllef;eci nnd
permeable.

a) Excess ults ai*4 ma4erate t°. motott zf
chang110:.14 sodi==,

trusts 7roquently found on tte 5117f4'.:6: .40.7
tailed "White soils,

.tetwels of determining and diagnos.!.ng

The kaatructor should refer to secti.r B on page 21! for an
outline of applicable methods,

Distribution of :Aline soils in the 114 S.

11 SevInteen Western States

4) Arid and semi-arld regione

b) Irrigated soils (of principle economic impksrtance)

Mf ..von...rr.Lga-ued
4

d. Factors thflt contribute to salinization of soils

Note: The principal factors leading to and causing salinity
are much the same AS those presented for alkaliza-
tion. q'hey peed not be rspeated here in detail, bat
brief outlino ray ef,ford a beneficial revicw.
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1) Natural

a) Climate

(1) Rainfall

(2) Temperature and relative humidity

b) Inadequate drainage

(1) Subsurface

(2) Surface

o) EXcess soluble salts in water

2) ?era management

a) Excessive irrigation

b) 3sepage from irrigation systems

a) Use of :Irrigation water having high salt content

d) Failure i provide adequate drainage of irrigated

lands

5= Saline-alkali soils

These soils are formed from the combined processes of saliniza-

tion and alkalization. They are characterized by a high con-
centration of soluble state; (conductivity of the : saturation
extract greater than 4 mhos /em. at 25° C), and a high percent-
age or exonangeable sodium (greater than 15%). As long AS
excess salts remain, the appearance and characteristics_ of these
soils generally are similar to those of saline soils. The pH is

usually under 8.5, However, if the.soluble salts are leached
downward the pH may rise above S 5, the sodium causes colloidal
dispersal, and an unfavorable structure results. Ths movement
of soluble scats back into the surface soil may restore such a
soil to its previous condition and properties.

Note:_ The- general distribution of saline-alkali soils, the
methods of diagnosing them, and the factors associated
with their development are essentially the same as
those preanted for the two other types of halomorphic
soils. The instructor-may refer freely to th, previous
sections.

6. Compacted, crusted, and impervious soil conditions

Compaction, crusting, and slow water penetration are conditiems
associated primarily with fine textured soils having an un-

favorable structure or aggregation of soil particles. While



found in virgin soils, these conditions frequently result
from the adverse effects of improper tillage and cropping
practices on soil structure. The impervious soil con-
ditions associated with alkalinity and salinity will have
been discussed in the previous sections.

The f-mstruotor should review the factors affecting soil
granulation or aggregation. Factors which tend to reduce
aggregation, resulting in soil impairment may be listed as
follows:

a. Inadequate soil surface protection

1) Mech&aical beating of rain

2) Puddling

3) Excessive run off and loss of organic matter

b. Excessive tillage

1) Increased rate of oxidation of organic matter

2) Compression of aggregates and increased bulk density

3) Breakdown of stable aggregates

c. Improper tillage

1) Soil too wet or too dry

2) Improper implement with respect to climatic or
soil conditions

d. Reduced organic matter content

1) Heavy cropping and insufficient return of plant
residues to soil

2) High temperatures

Many soils throughout the country exhibit crusting, com-
paction, and inadequate infiltration rates. This is especially
true of the fine-textured soils, except where highly stable
granulation exists. finder intensive cultivation these soil
impairments have become more pronounced. For example, the
structure of over two million acres in California has
deteriorated sufficiently to be of economic significance.

31
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. Take a field trip to evaluate various soil condition*. Have the

class collect soil samples for laboratory use 4n determining the
need for sd.1 additives. Samples of crops growing on the fields
should also be collected by the class during the field trip for
laboratory purposes.

2. Have the class build a model for demonstrating acidity,
alkalinity, salinity, and various plant growth conditions.

3. Ask your soil conservationist to speak concerning "Effect of Soil
Conditions on Plant Growth Where Soil Structure or Composition
Has Been Impaired."

4. Conduct an exercise on field recognition of conditions studied
in this unit.

Instructional

1. Instructional Materials

a. Soil samples

b. Lab equipment

c. Material for constructing model

2. References

a. Lend Judging Bulletin .or similar type bulletin from
State Extension Service.

b. Sons, 1957 Yearbook of Agrioulthre.

c. Soil. Science, Millar, Turk.' John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York

New York.

d. it 4,4 =111 t f Saline
Sal it y Labezatory Staff, U.S.D.A. Handbook No.
(Price $2).

U. S.

e. ThetiatProvertiesfSoils, 6th Edition,-Buckman &
Brae -y, The Ma orallan Company,, New York.

f. Soil Cpnditions and Plant GrIwth, 9th EditAon, Russel.
John Wiley. & Sons, Inc., New 'fork.
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g. adlIttagement for Conservation and Produotion., Ccok.
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, New York.

h. k_dgt.tec..91Sile, Thorne and Peterson, Blakeston, 1954,
Philadelphia and Toronto.

SueRested Occupational Experience

Arrange for the students to accompany an agricultural chemical
technician while making a farm visit to determine the need for soil
additives. It may be advisable to accomplish this during summer co-
operative experience 'programs.
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V. a.iatUa2baired-woci.....100.8 1L.Jmnika
v
additives,

fin her

ILuzieLlik4Ariartent

Note: A high level of competency in this field is dependent-
upon an understanding of the technical aspects of various
chAmicals availatle for use as soil-additives.

Properties- and characteristics of additives for use on acid soils

Note: The wandard amendment or additive) used on acid soils is
lime. In isolated cases it is desirable to int..._3ify
the acidity of soils. This is primarily for the culture
of ornamentals and the reduction of potato scab infestation
Among the additives used in these cases are ferr-111 sulM
fate and flowers of sulfur. Ammonium sulfate is
relatively effective in lowering soil pH.

P.. Forms of lime

(From a strict chemical standpoint, there is only one com-
pound referred to as lime, calcium oxide. In agriculture
the term has a broader meaning; it includes all compounds
of calcium and magnesium used to raise the pH of soils.)

1) Oxide of lime

a) Known as burned lime. quicklime, or oxide

b) Essential reactions in production

Ca003 Heat --) CgO + CO2

CaNg(C092 + Heat -4, CaO 4.140 + CO2

Ratio of CaO -co He = 4 or 50

c) Puri. y

Roves fret 85 to 98%, calcium and magnesium oxides
pawkr-lite.

Small amounts of hydroxides And some inert is-
purities Are also present.



d) Htghly caustic and disagmable t4 handle

e) Usually pulverized and bsgeed

2) Hydroxide 4 Ame

a) Known ae slaKed lim, izaustie lime, hydrated lime,
hydrate, tvicultval hydrate, and water.slaked
lime

b) Reacti.n. X production

ran ;.5.(c102

Yg(0102

3)

1pt range as 1.igh as 95%, impurities similar to
t-cs in the z=xide form. Volum much greater

laklng,

.)f 3tIcJ

$cw;71,1 lime compounds are sold as carbanite

c;ro-..rid limestone

tr bag limestone'

t.Mounds

rerbonatw(Ca003)

- Llo ts .:CR(CO3 )2

041t,- litk ot'no dolomite is ?resent, lime.
"L led- delete, as the magnesium
crrases it. becomes 'dbiomita

31'1, nti if little cale!nm carbonate,

t-iFsteme is of calcic aani dolomite
t z to .it*) and the purity rariwt titan

.113t` aretzge may bs>
'4:
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b. Chemical guar -.n ee

The relative neutralizing power of different forms of
lime are listed below.

Mo1.7oular

Fo: of lime tight
value

Pounds Equivalent
to 1 ton of pure

CaC01

Calcam carbonate 100 100 2,000

Magnesium carbonate 84 119 1,680

Calcium hydroxide 74 135 1,480

Magnesium hydroxide 58 172 1,160

Calcium oxide .56 178 1020

Magnesium oxide 40 250 800

There are various methods used in describing the chemical
composition or equivalent and of designating the chemical
guarantee, Several states have laws regulating the labeling
and sale of commercial lime materials, The laws are not
uniform with respect to the methods of expressing guarantees.
It is recommended that the, instructor ttc aid of
local extension and commercial soils specialists in pre-
senting information regarding-chemical guarantees.

c. Fineness guarantee

Fineness is guaranteed on the basis of mechanical analysis
of samples. Components of the samples are separated by the
use of standard sceens,and the percentage, torweight, that
pass through each sbreen is tested. The finer the stone is
ground, the more rapidly it dissolves,also the greater thr
cost. Many-soil specialists recommend the application of
medium-ground lime. It general4 contains a sufficient
array of stone-size to provide for-relatively rapid results
as well as a prolonged-neutralisation. Such an array or
grind would all pass through an 8. :mesh screen (8 openings/
square inch) and of which-25 to 50 would pass through a
100-m lh screen. The instructorisay consult additional
source materials, such as those presented in Si...:A;ion II, for

tiapplemental information on chemical and physical analyses.
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The costs of limo in its varicas forr will be con-
ditioned by such things as (a) purity, (b) fineness,
(c) ch-2ical composition, and (d) transportation costs.

Approximate costs of till available forms of the common
grades or fineness should be readily .Available to the
instructor.

2. Propelties and characteristics of additives for use on alkali
soils.*

Note: Reclamation of both types of alkali soil, nonsaline-
alkali and saline-alkali, involves the replacing of
exchangeable sodium with calcium. Three general type:
of additives are used:

ZIELUILISISIMM Chemicals,

Soluble calcium salts Calcium chloride

Gypsum

Acids or acid formers Sulfur

Sulfuric acid

Iron sulfate

Aluminum sulfate

Lime-salfur

Calcium salts -alas Ground limestone
solubility

MT also contain magnesium), Bylproduak lls
sugar factories

a. The instructor will determine which chemicals are to be
studied in detail. The selection will depend, of course,
upon the requirements of local areas and situations. Among
the properties and characteristics which may be considered
are:

1) Chemical name (active ingredient)

*
The reclamation of saline soils normally involves leaching

and probably improved drainages but not additives.



2) Er-irtcal for

3) Cormon naves

4) Trade names

5) Solubilities

6) Odor

7) Color

8) Density

9) Physical state (liquid, solid)

10) Corrosive action

11) Stability

12) Concentration

13) Puritiesfgrades

14) Industrial preparation

15) Phytotoxicity

16) Toxicity

17) Special hazards

18) Antidotes and first aid

19) Factors which limit the effectiveness of the chemical
(such as temperature, sunlight, water, etc).

3. Properties and characteristics of additives for use in reducing
soil crusting and/or loss .if permeability.

Vote: Chemical additives have been applied to compacted soils
or to those which do not have satisfactory particle

aggregation. The prime objective has been to enlarge
the pore space by providing increased binding of the
fine soil particles into aggregates. Some of the
chemicals that have been used are listed beltho:

VA MA . a copolymer of vinyl acetate and relic acid

IBM the half arnide, ammonium salt of isobutlendmaleic
acid, anhydride copolymer

TPS-CL Triphenysolfonium chloride

Ferric sulfate
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a. The instructor should determine which of the additives listed
and which of the probable new chemicals should receive
careful study. The use.0 and value of the available
additives will depend largely upon xfu, dais and agri-
culture of the area. (At this point. December 1963 -, they
have received considerable attention, but rather limited
use.) From the preceding list of properties and character-
istics, the instructor should select those which are Most
app/ ;:able to the additives studied in this sectiOR.

est,bgg Jgc..__JIteach a

1. Develop laboratory experiments which involve chemiCals that are
used as soil additives. Have each student run the experiment
and observe the reactions,

.

2. Divide the class into three groups. Ask each group to.dasign,
discuss, and demonstrate an experiment showing reactions in-
volved in acidity, alkalinity, or salinity.

3. Collect various samples.

4. If possible, arrange a field trip to one or more chemical
plants in which several of the additives discussed are being
processed, formulated, and/or packaged. Permit the students
to visit with company representatives and to discuss with them
items such as processing, sources of raw materials, handling
of additives, safety precautions, costs, and local usage.

taggatallaitesdRefesarce
1. Instructional Materials

a. Samples of acid. saline, and alkali soils (these may be
from the field or modified in the laboratory).

b. Appropriate chemicals and laboratory equipment.

2, References

a. lend Judging Bulletins or similar type of bulletins from
State Extension Service.

EIULL19173asuieskajalgullam,

0, SlllSatmel, Millar. Turk. John Wile/ & Sons, Inc., New
York, New To!' .

d. Dia sis andImprovanentjaAtline and AlkaliSoils
U. S. a inity LaboiiUly Staff, U.S.D.A. Handbook No. 60
(Price $2).



e. e Nature and Properties of So_lIs 6th Edition, B:1 k man &

Brady. Maem .tan Company, New York, New York,

S. Soil Conditions and Plant Growth, 9th Edition, Russel.
rortnr1;5k Sons, Inc., New York, New York.

g. agaLaltalmont for Conservation and Production, Cook,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, New York.

h. Irrigated Soils, Thorns and Peterson, Blakeston, 1954,
Philadelphia and Toronto.

i. Pugh, A. L., et al. "Modification of Some Physical
Characteristics of Soils With VAMA, Ferric Sulfate, and
Triphenylsulfanium Chloride." Agran. J. 52:399-402, 1960.

j. Taylor, H. M. and Vomocil, J. A. "Changes in Soil Com-

pressibility Associated With Polyelectrolyta Treatment."
Proceed. Soil Sci. Soc. America, Vol. 23:181 -s83, 1959.

k. Selected bulletins and pamphlets from state experiment
stations and extension service and from local chemical
co7pany representatives.
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VI. To 1.r a knowlo e and understandir of the es

d concepts underl4mIllualudjigladditives.

Bache Pre aration

Luta Matter Content

The technical worker should have acquired this ability to
recognize var=ious impaired soil conditions (Competency IV) and
should haw° gained a technical knowledge concerning various soil
additives (Competency, V). He now should acqnire a knowledge of the
fundamental reactions involved in the use of chemical soil amend-
ments. This will provide for a better understanding of the functions,
benefits, and uses of soil additives.

1. Review

a. Acid soils

b. Saline soil

c. Saline - alkali soils

d. Nonsaltne - alkali soils

a. Crusted and/or compacted soils

f. time forms

g. Chemicals used' in the reclamation of alkali soils

h. Chemical anti-crustants_au4 soil conditions

2. Principles undqrlying the use of soil additives

a. tarrecting undi;airtible acid conditions - the
application- of lime-

1) Efiects.en the soil

a) Physical

-- Structure tends to be improved

-- Erosion may be reduced because of in-
creased plant top and root growth

b) Chemical

.-- The concentration of H+ will decrease

The concentration of OH- will increase
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Tho solubility of iron, aluminum,
and manganese will decline (under very
acid conditions these may be present
ill toxic quantities).

-- The availability of ph Iphates, sulfur,
and molybdates will be increased.

The exchangeable celcium and magnesium will
be augmented.

-- The base saturation and percentage will
be increased.

-- Potassium availability may be inci,ased or
decreased, depending upon conditions.

-- The principle chemical reactions for
calcium limes are indicated below.
Initial reactions are toward the
bicarbonate form.

Ca0 + H2O -4 Ca (OH)2

Ca(OH)2 + 2H2CO3 -4 Ca (HCO)2 + 2H20

CaCO3 + H2CO3 Ca(HCO3)2

Reactions with the soil colloids may be
generalized as follows:

Hr:::)+ Ca(OH)2 2H:20

Hp+Ca(H003)2 A, Cal= + 2H20 + CO21
(in solutioA)

H1:::1+ Ca001 Cal:::1+ H2O + CO21
H (solid)

Reactions involved could be genes- alined
in the same fashion. In both cases CO2
is evolved freely and calcium and
magnesium Pre absorbed to raise the
percentage base saturation.

Rote: When calcium and magnesium are
supplied in limestone of average
fineness, three forms thereof will



oxist in the soil for a time. They are:
(1) solid calcium and calcium-magnesium
carbonates, (2) exchangeable bases ab-
sorbed by the colloidal matter, and (3)
cations in the soil :..elution mostly in

association, with bicarbonate ions.

c) Biological

Microbial activity is stimulated

Nitrification rate is increased

Nitrogen fixation is enhanced

2) Crnp racponse to liming

(It may be advisable for the instructor to slim
and discuss one of . any charts available which

indicate the levels of lime or pH to which many
crops arpear best adapted.)

Favorable crop response may result from:

a) Benefits of increased supply of calcium
and magnesium

b) Increase& rmilability of certain elements

c) Removal or neutralization of toxic compounds

d) Retardation of some plant diseases

e) Increased 'microbial activity

3verliming

On light or sandy soils caution may be required
to prevent overliming. Lime applications in
excess of those required to raise the pH to the
desired levels can be detrimental.

3)

a) Deficiencies of available iron, manganese,
copper, or zinc maybe induced,

Phosphorous availability may be decreased.
(Formation of insoluble calcium phosphates.)

c) Boron uptake maybe hindered.



d) The rice in pH may be excessive for intender;

crops.

N t_o: As indicated in Section V, in some
cases it may be desirable to intensify soil
acidity.

Chemical reactions applicable:

eSO4 + Ii20 0, H2SO4 + Pe0

2$ + 302 + h20 14 2H004 Orought about by
sultur bacteria
in soil)

(N ,)2 SO4. + 402 .4 2HNO3 + H2SO4 + 2H20

H2SO4 X504 + (Replacement of

x H basic elements
in soil colloids
by

b. Ada -fives used in the reclamation of alkali soils

Note: Depending upon the apparent needs and interests
of the class. the instructor may find it desirable to
make a careful study of portions of the U.S.D.A. Hand-
book No 60. especially, Chapter III. That section is
an excellent source of information for those who may
be required to assist tw.the-reclamation of alkali
soils. In order for them to provide effective
assistance they should understand the mode of action
of appropriate additives within various soils and
important principles and practices regarding the
teaching of halomorphic soils.

1) Chemical reactions of various additives in alkali
soils.

The chemical equations illustrate the principal
manner in which several additiVes react in three
classes of alkali soils. In these equations
the letter "X" represents the soil complex or
particle.
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Class 1. Soils containing alkaline-earth carbonates.

Qum. 2NaX + Ca5O4 CaX2 + Na2SO4

54.E r. (1) 2S + 302 qra 2501 (Ir'i by sulfur bacteria)

(2) SO3 + H2O H2SO4

(3) H2S0_+ CaCO3 re:` CaSO4 + 032 + CO2 +

(4) $aX + CaSO4 =10 CaX2 + Na004

Lime - sulfur. (Calcium polysulfide)

(1) CaS5 + 802 + 11E20 CaSO4 +

(2) H2SO4 + CaCO3 CaSO4 + CO2 + H2O

(3) 2NaX + CaSO4, CaX2 + Na2SO4

Imp Sulfate.

(1) FeSO4 + H2O H2SO4 + Fe0

(2) H2SO4 + CaCO3 CaSO4 + CO2 + H2O

(3) 2Nd = oasoif + Na2so4

Class 2. Soils containing no alkaline-earth c#rbonates,
pH 7.5 or higher.

plump Same as in class 1.

bug, Steps (1) and (2) as 1-% class 1.

(3) 2NaX + R2SO 40 2EX + Na2SO4

Lima-sulfur. Step (1) as in class 1.

(2) 10NaI + H2SO4 + CaSO4, a 81DE + CaX2 + 5 Na2SO4

lapn sulfate,. Step (1) as in class 1.

(2) 2NaX + H2804 40b 2BX + H2SO4

limestone. fit, possibilities have suggested

mkr CaCO3 r CaX2 + Na2CO3

and

(1) NaX + HOH NaOH + HX

(2) 2HL + CaCO3 kr>. Celt + OD2 + H2O



Class 3. Solis containing no aikaline-earth carbonates,
pH less than 7.5 (not cannon).

glum. Same .a in class 1 and 2.

Sulfur. Same as in class 2.

pme-sulfRy Same as in class 2.

Same a5 in class 2,

LimElllago Same as in class 2, and if exchangeable
h7drogen is present:

(1; 2111 + CaCO3 -144h CaX2 + 002 + H2O

2) Effects of additives on soils (assuming accompanying reola-
maticn procedures, e.g., drainage and leaching).

a) Physical

-. Structure tends to be improvad (or at least
maintained if saline-alkali soils aro involved).

-- Permeability tends to be improved.

Drainagel tends to b improved.

b) Chemical

The conosAration cf exchangeable lie will
decrease.

The concentration otOxoboingeable.41+ will
increase.

-- The pH leve3, tends to to reduced. especially in
-nonsaline-Olkali

he concentration tends-to to reduced.

Nule_anT, atailat,ii!i4 tea JO. beAvroved.

c,. Ctrreoting 1r ;a4mutin, an desirable soil eractnre.

) Mode of seti.5n. vithin the e411

a) Bk.:(1fa,g ox t..menting eltian

Ztabilizire Drop:al-ties



2) Effects of

a) Physical

Structure

Permeability

Drainage

b) Chemical

Nutrient availability

Buffering action (i1 any)

3) Persistency within the soil

1.) Influence _: tillage practices on &dd.:it-Iva
effetivaness.

d. Correcting or preventing undesirable soil structure.

Note: The outline presented under paragraph 3 may be
repeated here, or the instructor may wish to
present the information applicable to these
two paragraphs as one unit.

3. Application of soil additives form, rate, time, and methods.

a. Lime

1) Initial practical considerations

a) Crops to be grown

b) Probable value of liming

2) Form of lime to be used

a) Decired time of crop response

b) Bates of reaction with the soil

c) Chgmical rovrantees

d) Costs

e) Fineness guarantees

f) Otinr considerations {equipment, handling,
storage, packaging, etc.).



3) Applicatien rates

sots : Fertiliser companies end experiment stations
have prepared tables which suggest possible
rates of lime to be applied to change the
pH of representative soils to specific levels

alone the reaction scale. These represent
estimates only, and they must be modified
or viewed in terms of various factors and

.,n,,1 ,r°

duly a relative indic-A-don

sao i HR'S t! 1+rX Pr14 Stnittire th ry

n) Nature of the olay perticl.'s

d) Buffer capacity

e) Degree of base saturatior

f) Subsoil limo content

g) 'Crops to be grown .

h) Fenn and fineness of the lime

i) Length of the rotation

j) Experience

4) Time of application

a) Place in rotation

Arrly with or ahead of crop that gives most
satisfactory !response.'

Menu harmers apply lime i to 2 years Wore a
legume crop is seeded.

MOW

b) Applivation can be most anytime fields ars= in
satisfactory condition.

It may be desirable to apply lime just prior
annual plowing or before seedbed preparation
and after plowing.



3) Method of application

a) Large bulk spreading trucks most common)

-- Traverse conveyor spreaders

.. Spinner spreaders

b) Fertilizer drills

o) Yew applicators

6) Lime mixing or incorvration vith the soil

oatommerldations

b) Potation

c) Son

d) Equipmit

b. Additives for exchangeable-sodium rep2acement

1) initial practical considerations

a) Crops to be grown

b) Potential productivity If the soil

c) Cuality and availability of irrigation water

d) Properties of Surface and subsoils

2) Additives to be used

a) Time required for reaction in the .soil

Calcium chloride is quick lifting, but expensive

-- Sulfuric acid and iron sulfates also fast
acting. The former may be sufficiently in-
expensive for field use.

-- Gypsum and sulfur may be the most practical
and are the most ccimonly used. Their
speed cf reaction depends upon-several
factors.

-- Lime » sulfur . reaction similar to that of sulNr

wg.pw44w
Wem.
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V; LA:Wo*

c) Fineness guarantees

d) Soil reaction

e) Nature and composition.of soluble salts in the soil

Application rates

a) Exchangeable sodium and paion-exchanu-capacity.
(Teb7 s are available which indicate equivalent
amounts of various additives required for the
replacement of specified amounts of ex-
changeable sodium.)

b) Other methods of determining 44ps_additive require-
ments are availabl,3. The instructor will rrofit

by ennsulting the U.S.D.A. Ha-ihook Noi.60 and
Inlgated So4s, by Thorne and Peterson.

c) Irrigation water quality

d) Soil depth to be amended

4) Time of application
,1 --

a) Sil permeability. (Under some conditions, if
leachingirinlioArresult in decreased permeability
the efficiency of additives may be increased by

pre.applicationlegqhing4-

b) Availability of arefier

c) Soil moisture

5) Method of applicatirl --

a) Lroadvast

.40

Trucks, hulk-spropedinv.

Fertiliser- drill

b) :Irrigation vikter application

Mixing.or incorpc-%tion -Jith the soil

a) Local recommendations

b) Loll

c) EqUpment
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0_ Am4tivec liked in correcting or preventing undesirable

soil structure.

1) initial practical considerations

a) Crops to be grown

b) Probable value from additives

o) Equipment

2) Additives to be used

a) Soil

able

Texture

Organic matter

Types of clay

Structure

b) Demonstrated responses f different additives

under specific soil conditions

c) Costs

Application rates

a) Soil properties

b) Crops

c) Costs

4) Time and method of application

a) Looal recommendations

b) Cropping system

c) Equipment

d) Soii and climatic conditicus

de Additives used in Jrrecting or pzeventing soil crusting.
(This topic may be treed in a fashion similar to para-
graph 3 or simultaneously with that sasection.)



1. Use selected soil samples and conduct experiments demonstrating
the actions and/or function of various additives in soils.
(Selections of soils, additives, and experiments will depend
upon class interests and area conditions.) It may be desirable
to have most of the repr tentative and major additives tried in
the laboratory, ea,%;4 team of: mtudents f.,7nducting and reporting
separate experiments.

2. Have a local sales representative or company agriculturalist
speak to the class concerning the use and value of appropriate
additives.

3. Arrange for the class to visit farms or cities where additives
are being used or tried. Permit them to witness the functio'
and benefits of these chemicals to the soil and to crop ;re-
duction.

Suexested Instructional. Materio. and References

Instructional Materials

a.

b.

c.

Soil samples

Lab equipment

Material for constructing model

2. References

a. Land cludgliAg Bulletin or similar type bulletin from State Ex-
tension Service.

Soils, 11,137 Yearbook of Agriculture.

Soil Science, Killer. 'lurk. John Wiley & Sow, Inc., New
York, Net York,

211Et9sis antaBI=MMILSILJIWMAgal&1171211li U. S.
Salinity Laboratory Staff, U.S.D.A. Handbook No. W (Price
$2).

The and Proes.
Brady. The Macmillan Company, Not

Soil Conditions and P ant th,
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New Yorlf, New

So' Mann anent, for Conservation

, 6th Edition, Buckman &
York, VOW York.

9th Edition, Pusel. Joln
York.

and Prodaction, Cook,.
Js.'in Wiley & Sons, , New York, New York,

i_rrtreo Soils, Thorne and Peterson. Blsckeston, ;95,,
Philadelphit. and Toronto.
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*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL OCCUPATIONS, *PLANT PATHOLOGY,
POST SECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The purpose of this guide is to assist teachers in preparing
post-secondary education students for agricultural chemical
occupations. One of a sc les for these occupations, this module
was developed by a national task force on the basis of data from
state studies. Sections are (1) plant disease and nematode
prevention, control, or eradication with chemicals, (2) term:nology
and computations, (3) pathological agent and nematode
identification, (4) fungicides, bactericides, and nematocides, (5)
chemical utilization prrndiples and concepts, (6) utilization
skills and abilities, and (7) legal handling, 1torage, and
application of chemicals. In addition to suggeuions for introducing
tne module the guide includes objectives, supject matter content,
teaching yarning activities, and instructional material and
references f'r each section. It is designed for 24 hours of class
Instruction. 36 hours of laboratory experience, and 80 hours of
occupational experience. Teachers should nave a background in
agricultural chemicals, and students should have post-high school
status, aptitude in chemistry, and an occup-.Ional goal in the
field. This document is available for a limited period for $6.75

per set (VT 001 214 - 001 222) from The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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This pullication is a portion of the course material

written in 4'6,r:cultural Chemicals Technology. To be under-

stood fully, the complete set of materials should be cot-

sidered in context. It is recommended that the following

order be observea PIT a logical teaching sequence:

#1 - The Use of Chemicals as Fertilizers

#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides - Plants

3 - The Use of Chemicals as Soil Addi4ves

44 - The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bactericides
and Nematocides

#5 - The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and
Other Predators

#6 . The Use of Chemicals as Herbicides

- The Use of Chemicals in the Field of Farm Animal
Health (Nutrition, Entomology, Pathology)

#8 - The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators
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THE USE OF CHEMICALS AS FUNCICIDES BACTERICIDZS ,

AND IMATOCIDES PTANTS

Major Teaching ObjectivJ

To develop skills and abilities needed for entry and advance-
ment by technicians in occupational work which has to do with the
chemical control of plant dieeaae3 end nemeto:Les.

Secondary Objectives

1. To develop an interest in and an appreciat! of 'dna part which

chemicals have in controlling plant diseases and nematodes,

2. To gain an understandinc of the princIples of plant growth, s:il
science, and chemistry as they relate to the effective use of
fungicides, bactericides, and nematocides.

34 To gain knowledge and skills essential to the qualification of
technicians for work in the areas of plant disease and nematode
control.

Suggested Time Allotment

At School

Class Instruction

Laboratory Experience

Total at School

Occupational Akperience

Total for Course

24 hours

36 hours

60 hours

80 hours

140 hours

Suggestions for Introducing the Course

Farmers, like all other businessmen, are subject to the same
general and social and economic forces which affect the nation's
general economic conditioft. However, some factors of production
are peculiarly agricultural. The presence of plant diseases is one

1
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of these. Plant diseases must be studied withir tile framework in
which they are influential. The relationships of environment and
host to plant disease is often a complex one. Economically efficient
production and the welfare of the natlonal economy require that we
prevent unexpected seasonal fluctuations in production of food and
fiber* Violent fluctuations are most likely tv be caused by the
destructive effects of epidemics of plant diseases, plagues of in-
sect pests, extreme heat or cold, and droughts or floods. The
technician who would control plant diseases and nematodes through
the use of cheeals will find it necessary to understand muc:. in
order to be effective in his work.

The following suggestions maybe useful in arousing a high
level of interest in the students at the beginnilg of this unit:

1. With information cotained from workers in industry, business,
public service, ant education, develop a list of skills,
awilitieJ, and understandings which agricultural chemical
technicians need for employment in the fields of plant disease
and nematode control. The list will probably include entries
for each of the following sub-headings:

a. Manes use of chemica...s to attempt to control plant diseases
and nematodes.

b. Federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and controls
which pertain to the use of fungicides,- bactericides, -

and nematocides.

c. The recognition and identification of plant diseases and
nematode injury which are commonly encountered.

d. The nature of various chemical resources which are avail-
able for use to control plant pathogens and nematodes.

e. The principles of plant growth, soil science, and chemistry
which are related to the use of chemical cont7o1 of plant
diseases and nematodes,

f. The skills, abilities, and understarangs neeeed to plan
effective plant disease and nematode control program,

,

g. Important terms, nomenclature, definitions, tables, charts,
and guides common to the field and also important compu-
tations, calculations, conversions, and measurements
performed.

h, The safe handling and applying of fungicides, bactericides,
and nematocides in the proper manner, using approved
methods and equipacnt.



2. Have the students assist in developing a list of the fat-tore
which tend to complicate the task of controlling plant diseases
and nematodes through the use of chemicals. Such a list might
include the fol3owing:

a. fujuant diseases.

1) There 1_ considerable variability in the effects of
pathogens under different environmental conditions.

2) The composition of populations of pathogenic organisms
varies greatly in their expression on plants.

New strains or races remit very often f'om hybridiza-
tion between bio-types within species, between different
species, and between some gene -a. Mutants are common

(more thun 400 strains of tobacco Mositic to? example).

24E.n Is knowledge is exceedingly limited with regard to
plant pathogens.

Viruses and other pathogens may be present in a plant
without evidencing any symptoms.

6) Mar* strains and kinds of pathogen,: attack at one
time - diffic-lt to treat.

3)

5)

3

7) Many pathogens are prodigiously prolifil and easily
dispersed.

8) New strains differ in symptoms, severity of disease
produced, infectivity, longeNity, dilution end point,
thermal inactivation point, amounts and kinds of amino
acids, temperature range for multiplication, invasive-
ness. rata ^f movement in tissues, extent to which they
become systemic, types of primary and secondary lesions,
geographical distribution, rate of spread, effect on
yield, host range, spec -lac insect vectors, luta-

bilities, serological and immunological -sections.

The genetic diversity and phenotypic variability of many
of the most destructive pathogens are so great as tc
create extremely complex problems of disease control
in the present and to raise the question as to how
complex they become in the future.

10) Symptoms of disease caused by pathogens sometimes
rssenfole very closely the symptoms of stress in a plant
causes by other causative factors. It is difficult under
these circumstances to identify one from the other or
to identii'y the actual origin of .rouble.

9)



b. Nemtcdc.,

1) Increase in economic importance each year

2) Limited amount of knowledge about certain net9.todes

3) Exceedingly small and diverse

4) A very wide range of hosts for some groups

5) Rapid dispersion, difficult to control

6) Symptoms of infestation often resemble other
stress symptoms

3. List the kinds of chemicals the students are familiar with
that are available for use to control plant disaoo: and
nematodes.

4, Have the students consider:

a. Up until about 1940, what measures were used to control
plant diseases? Nematodes?

b. From about 1940 until the present, what control measures
have been used tc control plant diseases? Nematodes?

c. What measures do you think we will be using to control
these pests in 1975 (less than 10 years), Possibilities:
irradiation, ultrasonic shock waves.
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gowIteacies to be Develo ed

I. To develo an interest in and an understanding and,
agmeciatiqn ofmmn's use of chemipale to attempt to,
ps..._aa&Esjeventco-loezadielt-seses_MI
nematodes.

Teachez e.ort

Subiect Natter Content

Iota: Review important aspects of plant pathologr, soil science,
plant growth, and chemistry as they relate to a study of
fungicides, bactericides, and _lematocides. Examine the
magnitude and importance of the disease and nematode
problems confronting man and the attempts he has made
to modify the situation.

1. The problem or setting

a. The need to control organisms which cause plant disease

?Lents every step forward has been and continues to be
challenged by competitors we call pests -insecte, disease
iroducing organisms. weeds, rodents, and other similar
pests. They devour growing crops, destroy harvested grain
and other stored products, denude the forests, attack our
livestock, invade our homes, and spread some of the most
dreaded diseaae:. of man and beast.

Cultivated crops grow in North America are attacked by more
than 3,000 economically important species of Jim-outs, as well as
many plant disease agents, and unestimatee numbers of
nematodes, rodents, weeds, and other competitors.
Estimates of the destruction caused by agricultural pests
made independently by several agencies range some-
where between S and 15 billion dollars annually - a quarter
of our annual production . and this despite the ide-
spreed use of the best control practices now available.
In 1954, the U.S. Department of Agriculture estimated that
cr-e losses caused by pests rake necessary the cultivation
of an extra 88 million acres each year, and that crop losses
subsequent to harvest equal the production of an additional
32 million acres. It seems possible man stands to gain by
an intelAsification of pest control that might lead to the
release of all or a part of theze 120 million wasted acres
for use as wildlife refuges or recreational areas.

The plant disease problem must be measured not only by
the actual damage caused by the disease but also by the
costs of preventive and control measures and by the limita-
tions that diseases impose on the kinds and varieties of
crops that can be grown in an area.
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In the United States the average annual loss from plant

diseases is estimated to be zbout 3 billion dollars. Some

would observe that the econoric importance of plant diseases

is secondary to. the consideration that, but for the pro-

duction of plants, life itself would not be possible.

Wholly aside from the economics of agricultural pro-
duction, adequate pest contra? is made mandatory by state

and federal laws that provide for the establishment of

market grades which regulate the distribution and market-

ing of food products. We must also recognize that the

provisions of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act apply

equally to any and all types of food contaminaets, regard-

less of whether they are biological or chemical in nature.

The Food and Drug Administration's annaal reports show that

each year literally thousands of tons of food are seized as

unfit for human consumption. Rc-Jghly three-fourths of all

these seizures are attributable to filth or de:omposition,

which of course includes the presence of insects, insect

fragments, molds, fungi, bacteria, and other undesirable

organisms.

In the light of these facts, the Food Protection Com-

mittee of the National Research Council has said, "Plant

and animal pests rank among the foremost causes of food

destruction, deterioration, and contamination. flenc4, the

absolute necessity of protecting growing crops and products

from serious attack by insects, plant diseases, and other

pests is recognized as essential from the standpoint o1
both quantity and quality of the food produced."

(The instructor may, at this point, want to briefly
go into A breakdown of monetary losses and costs, effects

of aisease on the production of crops, and the effects of

disease on plant products.)

2. Possible couzses of action

a. Methods of controlling/preventing plant diseases

The control of plant diseases is complicated by many
factors and only infrequently will one methd alone give
completely satisfA-Tory control of a specific plant disease.
Plant disease control methods may be grouped into two major

eatepries.

1) Immunization (render immune)

2) Prophylaxis (prevention of disease development)

b. Immunization

1) Genetic resistance

2) Chemotherapy



c. Prophylaxis

1) Protection

a) Chemical Prophylaxis

b) Environmental manipulation

Legislation

a) Quararitins

b) Regulatory measure

3) Eradication

a) Crop rotation

b) Sanitation

c) Alternate host elimination

d) Chemical eradication

d. The foregoing categories a often outlined under
o_te of the following

1) Biological control

2) Cultural itrcl

3) Chemical control

3. Review pertinent aspeots of previous studies

a. Plant pathology

b. Plant growth md nutrition

c. Soil science

d. Introductc'ry entomology

4. The use of chemicals to control plant diseases

a. Surface protection

1) Seed

2) Foliage

3) Fruit
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b. Systemic protection

1) Chemical prophylaxis

2) Chemotherapy

a) Nutritional

I.\ - iiiU) tu2 to.yit 4-4 v.v.;

Antipathogenic

3) Eradication

a) Surface eradicat:'-n

b) Soil fumigation

c. Examples of well-known control programs, 'Age local

extnples if possible.)

Li; Peach yellows in many parts of the country

2) Curly top of sugar beets

3) Fire blight of pear

4) Verticillium wilt of cotton

5. Major determinations which need to be made in order to develop
a chemical control program

a. Kind of chemical to use

b. Time to use

c. Placement

d. Amounts needed

e, Concentration to use

f, Method of appli_ltion

g. Form of chemical to use

h. Ease of application

i. Relptive safety in using

j. Cost

k. Toxicity
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1. Residue danger - tolerknoe allowable

m. Deft danger

6. What are some of the results generally obtained as a result
of using fungicides and nematocides?

a. Elimination is most desirable but not very probable. Aim
is therefore to reduce thf, severity of the pathogen and
possibly allow for some c..ntrol by another means.

1) Generally, satisfacttc4 results can be secured both
in prevention and control by partial elimination
of pathogens.

2) Varieties and species can be grown in areas when other-
wise they could not be raised.

3) Plant and pesticide imseproh -propene develop new
materials and products for use about as fast as new
,strains of pathogens appears

;4,) Higher Voids of improved quality product

5) Insects aret:easier to control if disease- control
program is effective.

7. Problems encountered in using fungicides and nematocides

_Health and- safety.- hazards intietent soak: =operations
With `-;'---

' !-". ; -

Diftioulty- to secure vatitfactorr application

Drift of. applied matairiala

Danger to desirable 1.1-ant and 'saliva..

e. Diftioultrin-identiftkithe ciric.it.of plant stresses

8. The. fungicide .and -nanattocido industry

s. Histor'y and 'development
-- ---

(Sharvelle =a s atu
presents excellent review Dn fungioides- in.--Chapter

(Thorne - Chapter 1 in c les o
comprehensive review of nematocides

b. Present status and situation

1) Ectent of pathogens

gives
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2) Extent of chemical reeources for use to control fungi,

bacteria, nematodes in agriculture

3) Number of major firms producing pesticideF for use in
plant disease control

4) The extent pesUcides are used to control plant 4.44seases
locally, nationally

0. Recent changes and future trends

1) Changes

a) Phytrons have been constructed which pllow a higher
degree of envirvnmental control and acceleration
of research with fungicides and nematocides.

b) Much has been acclmplished recently in the field of
application: depe,ially of high concentrations.

c) New fungicides have been developed although not as
many as in the case of insecticides.

d) Control over particle size has been significant oven
though such remains to be done.

2) Trends

a) There is a trend toward more highly directed appli-
cation, toward better understanding of the influence
of random variations, toward better understanding
of the air flow surronuing aircraft and heli-
copters, toward better control of pesticide particle
size, and a better understanding of the practical
value of electrostatic deposition. In the field of
control methods, there is a trend toward increased
specificity and shorter lifetime of ordinary pesti-
cides, some trend +award the use of systemic in-
secticides and fungicides, some development Of
chemicals with an aerial fumigating efect,
a return to the use of baited applications and
development of other attractants, and a trend toward
the development of chemosterilants. All these
developments will undoubtedly have some impact on
the future development of pesticide application
eouipment.
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IdledLIMWJKLIPIERIBLAII16.4140L

Use prepared plots and flats of plants infected and infested with
various pathogenic organisms and nematodes to demonstrate to the
students the effectiveness of selected fungicides, bactericides,
and.nematocides, (Do make a detailed study at this point.)

have the students bring in J:.-oels of pesticide containers and
note the brands, trade tiaras, active ingredient, company, and
instructions for use. _

In cooperation witil a local gerier:

a) Determine the extent of plant diseaces or nematodes on
his farm or ranoh.

e
-, Examine the pest control program being followed on the farm.

0-Ascertain the approximate values accruing from the use (or
- failure to-use) pesticides to control plant disease and

nematodes.

List. all oflhe chemicals that are:avallable.locally for use in
oontrolling plant disease and nematodes.

Determine the approximate amounts of pestioidesiased annually
to control plant diseases at the-localustate,:and national
level. What was thovcost of thesemsteriala and &bent what
values acorued because of their use? How much damage do you
think-is ceased locally by nr,Vusing these Chemleals?

Conduct a survey of farms in the area. Ahvite, farmers to relate
the kinds of plant disease control programs they are using.
Ascertain the problems that.are4ttribatahleto disease and

*Si* W11100Yaiiiiiik 51:4*., t4Ve equipment
erit-,supplies e firms Veooiiirelplant _diseases and-wra. 0- a , - - TaT. a*IMIC7
nematodes.

Bilsgestsd Ihstrustignal Materials aidittefer6nces

Sharvelle, Erio G. f' es Burgess

Publishing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 19

Thorae*:.Gereldi -ritniRles NomatOlcier. McGraw...Hill -Book Cower',
Inc., New York, 1961.

P The Yearbook of Agriculture, ilB.D,A., Superitendent
of Documents, iashington, D.C., 1953. -2

Stackkan,
The Ronald Press

a a - - aL ale. -

and 'Harrah; J. 6.,likikkatiallehElEllo
Company, New 'To*, 1957.

t se s s, Rohm and Baas Company, Philadelphia,Comuendi+n of ljaziLJA_ALL.
Pa., 1959.
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II. /1devel..,eb,touna...LIIwttesnenclomatu-,
the fie and also to develop the ability to perform
importwat computations, conversions l calculations, and
me SU ants co nl -120 by technical
milkers in tee flgad

Teacher PrenarAUL

tailLttAA.111r
Note: This unit is presented here at an early point in the study

guide in order that the instructor may review it and make
plans to make use of the data and information provided
for herein throughout thq remainder of the course. It
is not intended that the unit will be taught as a
separate competency, as are the other six major lima
of the course, but that the material provided for here
will be integrated as appropriate throughout the rest
of the study. The purpose of this section then is to
provide for the pulling' together in one place a corer
of information appropriate to the course.

It ALIA,e nseessary for the instructor to gather
inftmation-and'materiAls from various sources in-
cluding the ones -recosaenaed in this unit.

Guidelines in the,forat of an outline-for use in
summarising data gathered pertinent to this section
are-presented.

-.1 4

Chemi94 as: Thews ides mai be useful,

§ECTION ONE - General Information
- r.

TUE STUDENT WILL NEED TO BE_ ABLE TO:

1. Make use of words, tens, and phrases appropriate to the sub-
ject_ matter' of the _ course, aut&ulana_ will- facilitate
this usage.

2. P.erfolal measurements, -conversions, -computations, and
latices commonly used by techaeal.workers -in --the field.
I1121mmUktaiLts of ens t and tables of
of units will be usef41. _

a. Tables of measurement
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-- Linear measure . length

Square measure » area

Cubic measure . volume

- Liquid measure - capacity

- - Dry. measure - capacity

Weight measure

Temperature measure

.. Time measure

.. Other

b. Tables of convenient equivalents

.. Equivalent volumes liquid measure

MOD

la=

Equivalent volumes - dry measure

Equivalent weight/volume liquid

Equivalent weight/volume dry

Equivalent lengths

Equivalent areas

Equivalent weights

Equivalent temperatures

Equivalent (otheT),

SECTION IWO Inform._ 4-n Regarding Agricatiril'Ohemicale

niLmarautzuggiuularamo
1, 1 table mhioh lists the.common name, active intredienti-sad

trade name(s) of chemicals studied in ,time course.-

Stemple: 2a Ethylene dibromide §11Lbmpajklastiaa-8



2. An alphabetical listing of chemicals noonly used in the field.

Information such as the trede name, name of major producer,

composition, formulation, and recommended use.

Examp;g: D D (Shell)

1, 3-duhloropropene, 1, 2-dichloropropane and
other related hydrocarbons; a nematocide for
soil fumigation.

3. A listing of chemical materials according to the general use

&ample; Nematocides,

chloropicrin

DECP

D6D

etc.

Rustluaeicitieu

ferbam

. sulfur

- - maneb

etc.

4. Compatibility charts and tables

a. Phytotoxioity (with plani;iT

b. Chemicals (with other chemical)

o Phrctoal-(with-Other chemical)

3. Toxicity tables providing LD and LC values (both oral and dermal,
acute and ohronioYot pbamipalq ittadiiid,Atirthe 'course,

6. .Tolerance limitations imposed-by F.D.A. upon residues-,-
applicable to the subject mat--er of the 'course--(iyhe -

herbicides, insecticides, fUngicides, etc.)

_ ,} I "- -.S.. X.7

-

ale
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Most lay people have no conception of what constitutes one
part per million residue on crops. The following examples
may help you make this interpretation for them:
1, One irach is one part per million in 16 miles.
2. A postage s +amp is one part per million of the

weight of a person.
3. A ono grsv needle in a one ton hay stock is ppm.
4. One part per million is one minute in two years.

5. Lay your hand on the ground and it covers 5 ppm of an acre.
6. If one pound of a ohcdcal lands on an acre of alfalfa

the hay has 500 ppm. C ounce of a alpaca would impart 31 ppm.

7. A teaspoon of material on an acre of alfalfa would
impart 5 ppm.

8. One teaspoon of DDT drifting onto 5 acres of alfalfa
puts 1 ppm in the hay, and the Federal Law says that
the hay must contain none.

(SourceWestern Crops and Farm Management)

SFazziggi - Preparation of Chemicals for Use

I. Determine whether or not materials prepared and commerciaLly
packaged can be applied. directly from- the container.

2. Determine the total amount(s) of active ingredient(s) contained
in a chemical mixture. Mixtures may vary accoreag, to might,
volume, concentration, and formulation.

3. Make a determination of the amounts, by weight or by volume, of
chemical materials of various levels of- concentration'te' use in
order to prepare a given quantity of mixture that via- melt
recommended or specified dosage or concentration levels.
(Weights or volumes of solid or liquid ohemioals required to
prepare a given quantity of material of different dilutions.)

4. Interpret tables and recamendatlors for "concentrate" spraying.

SE T/01 YOUR M Preparation Necesaary in Order to Secure
Specifiea Ar iwcommended Application Rates

THE STUDENT WILL_ NEED TO BE ABLE TO:

I. Compute the area of various plots of Lead. These plots will
vary in size, shape, topography, and planting.

a. Determine acreage of row planting which vary aocording
to spacing.

b. Determine total acreage of plots.
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2. Detencine the speed of a vehicle traveling on the land.

(In miles per hour and feet per minute.)

3. Three variables affect the application rate of agricultural

chemicals secured in the field - the speed of travel, the

effective width of the de"ice applying the chemical, and the

total material delivered per unit of time. Xjam fp:t se

aloulate th other e sec'

uppaULcigapj.ligLe.
a. Calibrate sprayers, dusters, or metering devices to secure

spec_fic delivery rates.

Compute the length of boom, number of.outlets., or width

of opening to secure specific widths.

c. Calibrate ground speed to secure specific rate of foment

travel.

Use tables of "Rate of Equivalents"

Rumple: 1 ounce per square foort - 2722-0_ poUndspat_fpis:

5. Calculate the quantity of slpray per length of row (on various

spacings) which-sal "bit...eqiiivalent.39 a:,specific application

per acre.

6. Deternike thegalle'nper aCre-isquired to sp:-.61 or:dards-of

different planting distances.
_:ft.

17' Consider- tho effect of particle Size,. on drift and depOsit4

(Prepare spray drift and deposit table.) -'

=UZI Information lielatIve to Diagnosis and Prescription

IWEEIgilLiaLL

1. Tables, charts, and guides irkt
countered in agricultural pro
of chemicals is appropriate.
of application are suggested.

:ivaturksaa:
oh .1usmarize situations en-

in which the use
1484,,iria3.13 to use and methods



Examples of font's used:

Plant or Pest, Disease
Srcl or Condition_
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Causative When to What Material
ent or Factor Treat to Use

Alfalfa Insect Spotted Alfalfa At time
of
planting

Aphid
Thimet

Active In-
gredient rvnu.
227.42=-...1111!

Mount Concen-
tration Bsqld Method of

" for re Analication

10% 10 lbs. Broadcast
=mod writ

its soil

with seed

1 1b= Granules Do not treat if
there is no
spotted aphid
problem in the
area_at.time
of planting, if
daytime tem.
poratuves are so
low that winged
aphids are.not

aigre4Pg or
when' reseeding
old stands of
alfalfa hay.

.

2. Graphs, charts, tables, and other illustrative,saterials-evail-
able and supportive of the unit under consideration

cables

a. Graphical ralationshiPi

ww

Mr

time versus residue levels

, z-'' :";

rates of application versus levels of effectiveness

levels of concentration versus levels of effectiveness

stage of development or growth versus effectiveness
of chemical control, etc.

SECTION SpS w Sources of Information

1. &tension Bulletin 312, University of Minnesota, funakcides,
and 1964, is a useful resource. An



alphabetical listing of pesticides, a section on conversion

factors, and a section of chemicals grouped according to the

uses which are made of them generally will be especially useful.

Bulletin 434, The Ohio State University, Plait Disease Control,

iD the Garden, 1963, contains many useful guides and much useful

information, The section on disease identification and control

is particularly appropriate, Similar bulletins and circulars

are available from the respective state experiment stations

and/or extension services.

equipment section of .the-1965 North Carolina Pesticide

Manual 01.25 Division of General EXtension, El= 5125,

Raleigh, N.C.) has many useful tables, charts, sample calcula-
tione, and oOnversions...The information on the selection, care,
calibration, and use of sprayers and dusters is timely. Much

of the 145-page manual is given to outlining prescriptions for

the use of various pesticides.

thervelIe (Pitll.d=s presents an
apAndik contadaii4rtablii4nlii*hiliniccalmri44ion rates.

"1415lit,,charts. spray formula calculations, examples of problems,
'.'drift arid deposit information, acreage computations, and a

c` *Wail of terms,

-7' 5. in the back of the 1953 Yearbook of Agriculture
flan-Diseases should be useful in completing this section of

--the Shady. (pp. 897.906)
_

6.' The many tables, graphs, oharts, conversions, presented by
Knott, I. D., ',_.td k Vey ble ^ e (John Wiley & Sons.

Inc.) will be of pariceetTemehotaving an interest in
-theAltbleet. The- section or pest centiol'also contains-much.
infommation'thet itaOpropriate to.areas' other than Vegetable

crop production,

7. The tolerance for pesticide residues in or on fresh fruits and

vegetables and other plant prodota need-to be included in this
section. They can be found in, the current provisions of the
Federal Food and Drug Act,
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III. To develop the abilit ty_o eco ize an identif both
Athol° ical a ants and nematodes which info t slants
and soils ar__damage cat b- each. to enders d
the economic ortanceyeidsand t es of losses_,

and i.fe cycles o These f ectiom- ests.

Teacher Prekaration

Sulatc tte......Content

Note: This unit is designed to be a review and an extension of
the study of plant pathology introduced to the student
in an earlier course. Ar attempt is made to consider
the actual conditions, settings, situations, circum-
stances and problems encountered in the operational
field in which agricultural chemicals technicians
function.

1. Review

a. The attributes and characteristics of normal plant growth
and development.

b. The role of soil fertility. soil moiure, insect control,
weed competition, the elements of weather, and the use of
susceptible varieties in regard to obtaining normal plant
growth and development.

2. The symptoms of plailt diseases

a. A disease is a condition in which any part of a living
organism is abnormal; the condition of a plant that is
being continuously affected by some factor that inter-
feres with the normal activity of the plant's cells or
organs. The concept of disease is not rigidly fixed. A
sharp line cannot always be drawn between health and
disease in.plant-. The concept varies with the duration
and degree-of the deviation from the normal, with the
extent and final effect of disorders.

b. One way to classify diseases is according to the effects they
have on plants.

1) Annihilatlng-effect destruction

2) Limiting effect - often forces a substitution
of a low-value for a high-value crop in an area

3) Devastating effect - sometimes of epidemic proportions
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4) Debilitating_pffect -weakening - much damage can

occur before symptoms become apparent

5) Disfiguring effect . malformations

c. Each of the following symptoms of some plant disease can
be thought of as fitting into the classification above.
(No order is intended.)

1) Wilt 12) Broom top

2) Blight 13) Lesions

3) Galls 14) NO

4) Mildew 11,1_ D&eback

5) Rot '16) Stunting

6) Atrophy 17) Reduced yields

7) Lower quail; y .product 18) Shriveling

,

8) Disooloring 19) Decay

9) lialfoma-tion 2.0)' Mottling

f

10) Reduction of growth tate: '21) baste.

11) Hairy roots ,22) -Root knot

d.. Plant diseases .are. sometimes groupekon the basis of the
.

- plant Part affected
f

4T
Seed .4_5) Had,_

Root, 4-tubers, :babe

41 Leaf

3. Causes of plant diseases-

.7) twig

8) Flower

a. Stalcman and Hamar (rrincj.nles of Plant PatNlovv) cite
the following classification of causes Of plant diseases.

The emphasis of this coarse 3Tudy is .upon, the( chemical

Control_ of disuses atilfpathogenio agents including certain
fungi, teeteria;itiniet-arid nematodes.
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1) Classiiaation of causes

There are rany nausos and combing ions of causes
of plant diseases. The three broadest categories into
which they can be grourad are: (1) inanimate; (2; ani-

mate; (3) viruses. These categories are subdivided
in the following outline:

a) Inanimate causes

ww Soil c

(a) Soil moisvere.ideficiency; em.ass; fluctu-

ating supply

(b) Physical structure-.affects root penetra-
tion, water-holding capacity, ae&.ion

(c) Oxygen suOply

(d) Chemical composition -- deficiency, excess,

or imbalance of macro- and micronutrient
elements; harmful salts; soil reaction

Meteorologic oondiions

(a) Light--deficiency; day length

(b) Temperature - -plus and minus deviations
from- optimum; extiemes of heat and cold;

. _

fluctuations

(c) Relative humidity -- drying; occasional excess
.

(d) Wind-Isechanical injnry;.drYing.effect

(e) Torrential rain, snow and sleetmechanical
injury, especially combinedwilai;sind

,

(f) --inechantaal injury

(g) Whining

Agricultural practices - -mechanical injury;
chemical injury by fungicides, insecticides,
and herbicides

Industrial byproducts--smelter and other fumes;
smog; smoke; gases; dust cement plants

.,- Products of plant metabolismespecially in
transit and storage
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b) Animate causes

Animals

(a) Insects

(b) Nematodes

(c) Nites

(d) Higher animalsoccasionally indirect causes

-- Planta

CO- Slime molds

(b) Bacteria

(c) Fangi,

(d) Algae

(e) Seed plants

c), Viruses

b. The majority of the known plant diseases are caused by
fungi, bacteria, and ftematodes. Time should be taken at
this point to eeview and study how the symptoms of common
plant diseases caused-by various factors differ from each
other. Local conditions will, dictate the areas to be
emphasiiedbat-plant.nutrient deficiency and soil reaction
symptoms are universally encountered and are often confused
with symptoms of disease Caused .iy pathogenic, organisms.

Pathogenic organisms of fungi, bacteria, viruses, and nematodes

a. Agents of local economic importance

Study in detail the fungi, bacteria, viruses, and
nematodes of importance in the local and regional area.
Add to the following study guide as appropriate.

1) Common name of pathogen

2) Scientific name pf pathogen

3) Type and extent of damage 1 crops likely if not
controlled

4) Name of disease or resultant symptoms of infection



5) Impor. nt points in the life cycle of the
pathogen to remember

6) Type of control program considered most tfective

8)

9)

Pertinent information regarding the pathology
and physiolcsy of the pathogen

Economic importance of pathogen control

The relationships between plant disease and
nutritions- and the environment

5. Factors of agricultural, production associated with-the
chemical control of plant diseases

a. Cultural practices

1) Cleanliness of tillage

2) Crop rotation prectioed

5) Planting dates observed

4) Field sanitation practiced

Cultivation, kind, extent

6) Harvesting dates

7) Placement of one kind of ..;rops in relation to other

kinds

b. Factors related to securing r vigorous plant

5)

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Control of weeds, insects, .ridents

Quality of seed bed preparation

Quality of seed or plant stock used

Selection of varieties adapted to area

Selection of varieties resist:It to disease-

Fertilization practices

Regulation and control of soil moisture

c. Environmental factors

1) Weather (Wind, temperature, rainfall,
relative humidity)
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2) Climate

3) Soil (reaction, structure, fertility level, etc.)

4) Chemistry

S es ted Te ct v ties

1. Compilo a study guide of the plant pathogens (inclum4ng
nematodes) that pose the greatest threat to crop production
in the local area. Include entries as suggested in the unit.

2. Study different types of plant diseases whioh occur in the
local area. Classify accordir to various schemes suggested
in the Lason. Note the extent of injury sustained. Pay
particular attention to diseases caused by pathogens.

3. Secure information, as a class assignment, from farmers, com-
mercial pesticide company representatives, county agents, and
farm advisors, pertaining to the problems most likely to be
encountered in establishing a plant disease control program
(a) for a particular farm, (b) for a community.

14 Collect, prepare, and send a specimen to an identification center.

5. Update and improve the collections of displays of pathological
specimen prepared by the students in previous classes.

6. If a facility is available and appropriate for the use, prepare
demonstrations of plant diseases caused by various forces
and agents.

zgested Instructional Materialt and Refs es

Thorne, Gerald, rrInciples of Nematam, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., New York, 1961.

Plant Diseases, The Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A., Super -

intendent of Documents, Washington, D.C., 1953.

Stedman, E. C., and Hamar, J. G., Principles12tathalan,
The Ronald Press Company, New Yorke 195 .

Compendium of Plant Diseases, Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia,
Pa., 1959.
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IV. To become knowledgeable._at_,he technical" level, rn-
in¢ various as funcidesbdes,

ematoci es d to' cont .1 a o eha an todes
tjkat infest 'plants and toils/

Teacher Preparation

Sutiect Katie,,_ Content,

Note: This unit is one of the most important studies of the
course. Examination and study is made of the technical
aspects of the chemical resources, available for use in
the field. The understanding thus -secured will serve
as a basis -upon which to plan and develop plant
disease control programs.

1. Common types of fungicides -and nematocides

a. Classification according to use

iv Seed protectants

a) Chemicals applied-ti seeds to prevent blights,
root rots, and damping off

.. Examples: Spergon, Arasan, Orthocide
Panogen, Cereian N.

2) Foliage and blossom protectants-

a). Chemicals applied to prevent leaf spot
and blossom blight diseases

-- Examples: Captan, Ferbam, Urethane

3) Fruit protectants

a) Chemicals applied to prevent fruit blemishes
and harvest rots

Examples: Captan, Hhriate, Thylate, Dithane M22

4) EradiCants

a) Only a few -chemicals are effective An-eradicating
a disease once it is well established. .11 few

fungicides are useful.

-. Examples: Puratised, Tag, Phis, Panogen,
liquid lime sulfur
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5) Antibiottoa

a) Applied to control diseases such as apple
and pear fireblight, tobacco blue mold,
cherry leaf spot, etc.

Ekamples; Agrimycin, Phytomycin, Agri-Strop

6) Soil fumigants

a) Mete als in gas form or in the form of water
soluble materials used for eradication of
soil-borne disease fungi

Examples: Methyl Bromide, MB, Bromomothane,

EDB, Chloropicrin

7) General purpose formulations

a) 0,.cals applied as sprays and dusts for the
control of common disease pasts

Examples: Ortho aarden Spray, One-Package
Fruit Spray, Niagara Garden
Dust, eta.

b. Based on the chemical nature

1} Inorganic ohemicali

2) Organic chemicals

c. Based on specific pathogen or agent intended for

1) Fungi

2) Bacteria

3) Virus

4) Nematodes

2. Formulations of Fungicides

a. Wettable Powders--a large percentage of fungicides are
formulated as wettable powders; this is the form most
commonly'used for spray mixes. Modern wettabl, powders
are easily wetted and disperse well in water. netting

agent is usually present in most wettable powdeA :ormula-
tions, but the addition of a spreader-sticker is sometimes
desirable, specially on plants with glossy or waxy leaves,
Agitation is zerierally necessary in the spray tank to keep
a uniform suspension.



b. Disto..These formulations usually contain from k to 10 per

cent active ingredient. As their nant.inslicateo, they are

usually applied in dry form as dusts.

Emulsifiable Concentrates...These are liquids in which the

active ingredient is dissolved in a solvent. The fungicide
and the solvent often will not mix with water, so an
emulsifying agent is included. When these emulsifiable
materials are added to water, a milky mixture is formed
which is a suspension of active ingredient and emulsified
solvent in the water. FUngicides are not commonly tom-
lated as emulsifiable concentrates.

c.
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d. Grenules.ar:ese are formulations of fungicides with inee.

materials zsted into particles about the size of coarse
sugar. The percentage of active ingredient is usually low
as in the case of dusts. Granules have the advantage that
they can be metered out in dry form-more.easily and

accurately than dusts or wettable powder's.- This is important

fir such applications as furrow treatments. Some degree of

volatility or ability to diffise. is. necessary for granule

formulations to be effective. nig/aides are not often

formulated in this way. -

e. SolutionsTrue solutions are, fonsulagons- in ighich the
active ingredient or a combination of active ingredient

and solvent is dissolved in water. .Solutions have the

advantage of requiring no agitation after the formulation
is added to-water.: AOwevar. PraetiSaAV all fungicide
chemicals are relatively insoluble in water. When these
cheniealarnave t bigh_degree of ,solubility _they may be
very effective in controlling the plant pathogen, but
they are generally too toxic to the,plent.:.

f. Suspension, or-SlurriesThese are for nations in which a

dry form of the active ingredien;, is mixed with a liquid.
Such formulations uswany:bave a high:percentage of active

ingredient and thus are similar to wettable powders. They
are mixed with water tor. final use end. require agitation.

3. Chemicals used as fungicides, bactericides, and nematocides
(list not complete)

a. Bactericides

1) Bordeaux mixture

2) Actidione

3) Copper . Streptomycin . Terramycin
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b. Nematocides

1) Chloropicrin Telone

DBCP Vapam

3) DD 10) Vidden D

4) Dorlone 11) Vorlex

5) Ethylene bromide 12) VPM

6) Ethylene dibromide 13) Nsmagon

7) Mylone 14) Fumagone

c. Sulfur and its compounds

1) Elemental sulfur

a) &Wog, Kolospray, Magnetic 70, 90, 95
and Sulforon

2) Lime sulfur

3) Bis (dimethylthiocaroamoyl) sulfide

a) Thiram

Arasan, Fernasan, TMTD, %W an, Tersan

Zinc ar ferric dimethyldithiocarbontate

a) Zirom (zinc salt)

Zerlate, Corozate Zirberk, Matheson

b) Ferbaft (Ferric derivative)

Fermate, Ferberk, Carlamite, Ferradow

5) Metallic salts of ethylenebis (dithiocarbscate)

a) Nabam (Disodium salt)

Dithane, D-14

b) Zineb (Zinc sAlt)

Parzate, Dithane Z-78

c) Maneb (Manganese salt)

Manzate
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1) Bordeaux Mixture (Copper sulfate and lime)

2) Copper compounds (inorganic)

a) Basic sulfates, basic chlorides, oxychloride,
oxides of copper, copper carbonate and copper
phosphates, silicates and seolites

-- Trade names: Bas!cop. Enrdow, Coppatone._
Cureox, Copper A, Cuprenet,
Copox, Orthocap, Copper 20

b) Copper salts of organic acids
_ r

Copper stearate, salycilate, 8-hydroxy-
quinolinate, naphthenate, 'pleate and laurate.
Trade name: Cuprinol

e. Fornaldehyda

1) Formalin

f. Mercury

1) Bilhloride of mercury

2) Mercurous chloride (calomel)

a) Trade names: Calo.olor.

3)

Calocure. Calogreen

Organic mercurials

a) Ethylmercury chloride

-- Trade names: 2 per cent Gianosan,
2 per cent Ceresan

b) Ethylmermry phosphate

- New improved Ceresan, NI Granosan, Semesan,
Panogen 15, Ceresan M

c) Phenyl mercury compounds (phenyl mercuric
triethanolamoniusi acetate and lactate; _ -

phenyl- mercuric acetate, lactate and salicylate;
phenylmercururea)

.. Trade names: Pulpasan, Puratized. Apex,
Agrosan C. Pentrete, Dunmore,
Germiaan, Merculine, Merlane,
Mersolite 8
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g. Zinc

1) Zinc Chloride

2) Zinc Oxide

3) Zinc Hydroxide

a) Vasco 4

h, Metallic Chromate complexes

1) Copper zinc chromate, mercury zinc chromate,
calcium cadmium copper zinc ohromatee

-- Trade names: Crag Potatoe Fungicide 657 and
Crag Turf Fungicide 531

i. Quinone Fungicides

1) Chloranil (tetrachloro-p-benzoquinone)

Spergon

2) 2, 3 dichloro 114 - naphthoquinnne (tichlone)

nygon

j. The Phenols

1) Chlorophenols (metallic salts of mercury, lead,
sodium, copper and zinc)

Dowicide series

2) Dinitrophenolics

Krenite, Elgetol, Sodium 3, Dow Spray 66

k. Heterocyclic Nitrogen Compounds

1) Glyodin (241eptadscy1-2-imidazoline acetate)

-- Crag Fruit Fungicides 341 341SC, Captan, Bioquin

4. Properties and characteristics of fungicides, bactericides,
and nematocides

a. An appropriate study guide should be prepared to facilitate
the study of each chemical's importance to the local area.
Some of the items which might be included are as follows:

1) Common name(s)



4. Design experiments and demonstrations to show various

2. Prepare selected pesticides for use which will bJ representative

3. Ask the class to participate in the research needed for the

1. Prepare a kit of samples representative of the pesticides studied

presented in this unit.

preparation of a compiaensive and up -to -date study guide on
pesticides examined in this study.

in this section. Classify and assemble according to the guides

of the different formulations studied in this part of the course.

characteristics and attributes of the various chemicals studied.

It) Toxicity (L050 ratings)

1.) Intended use/important pathogena-ciinikf:

20) Related, mixtures ars..4 compounds

12) Compatibility . other chemicals, plants

13) uiedi

16 Origin

14) Effectiveness/specificity is a_pestioide

15) Problems of application, residue, safety hazards

19) Precautions

1?) Phytotoxicity

18) Application/Rates

9) Analysis of mixture

?) Industrial preparation

8) Physical state Igo, Ziquid.cp?lid).

4)- Active ingdienit-,

2) Trade name(a) including names "sold as"

6) Chemical structure

5) Feymulations used/Waives:Wide

3) Chemical name or classification

Lgg._..Lgp1i.leansjctUrUgisuestedeacl

-:,-
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Company, Davis, California, 19 3.

DA/N.1=2_11AL itka, Editor D. EM. Freer, College Science
Pub ishersta ege, Pennsylvania, 1961.

Parra Chesktpals Handbook, Meister Publishing cfunpany, Willoughby,
Ohio, 1966;

.

Sharrelle, Eric O., The Nature and Uses of ltslem
Dargess Publishing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota,- 1961.

Plant Diseases, LThe Yearbook of Agriculture, 0.84D.A. Super-
intendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 1953.

Steelman, 3. C. and Harrar, J, G., trinciples of Plant Patholocv,
The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1-957.
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In addition to having knowledge conoerning the technical aspects
of the chemical resources available to oontrol plant disease, it is
also necessary for the technical worker in this field to understand
the basis upon which application is made and achievement of purpc-e
is realized. In order to be able to use these ohemicals wisely, one
mucte familiar with the physical and biological world in which
use is mad, of these pesticides.

1. Fungicides, bactericides, and nematocides are effective to the
extent that they are used within specified lk.its and applied
in an acceptable ma:. ,r. Variables of concern pertintnt to
4.. realization include:

a. Selection of the aprropriate pesticide

b. Form of pesticide to use

o. Concentration to use

d. Method of application

The time to apply

f. Placement

g. Weather

h. The plant

i. Safi;ty hazards

2. Principles underlying tha use of chemicals to oontrol 'lant
diseases

Note: Before proceeding with this section of the unit, the
instructor may wish to review the Osmo,ena of in-
faction, in gants. One trectmer-. of this topic is

found in 12L1n dastat oftWaPathology, Stakman and
Hamar.

a, External plant protection



1) The principle of external plant protection is bad upon
the acceptance of the germ theory of disease. -If
diseased are caused by pathogens, effort should be
made to prevent infection. -Attempt nade to cover

the erlosed surfaces of plants, with substances toxic
to pa% ,opens, but not to the plants. Four principles

of external plant protectim are

a) The destruction of large quantities of inoculum
and pathogenic agents in the vicinxu, lf crop
plants reduces the likelihood of their develop-
ing disease.

b) The destruction of spores of plant pathogens on
dormant plant parts (disinfestation) reduces the
infection potential of these pathogenic organisms.

e) The application of protective :'prays and dusts to
growing plants destroys the pathogens present and,
by residual aote'n, prevents further attack by
other pathogens subsequently deposited on the
exposed surfaces.

d) The actual disinfection of plants by surface,treat-
ments, following the attack of pathogenic micro;
organises, can be accomplished under special cir-
cumstances but is not generally practicable.

b. Internal plant nrotectinr.

4) Physiological basis for the use of systemic,

a) Many of the critical relationships between pathogen
and host have been identified. Chemicals are
selected and introduced into the plant in
order that the relationships are interfered-
with in such away as to prevent infection or
the development of a pathogen in the plant.

2) A recent development in plant chemotherapy is the use
of antibiotic substances from micro-organisms. The

principle or phenomenon of biological antagonisms or
antibiosis of certain bacteria and fungi with other
microorganisms makes possible the use of these sub-
stances. Antibiotics from the genus StzvNmeahave
been of greatest value thus far. It has been shown
an many plants that antibiotics are absorbed and
translocated throughout the plant, (Not all plants
do this.) Movement in the plant has 'n shown to

be both upward from the roots and downward through
the xylem.
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Sharvelle, Drallaggadjaa20=11049
pp. 147-148, reviews the actual control of plant
disease by several methods through the use of
antibiotics.

c. How fungicides work

1) Protective Most of these fungicides are solids that
have been ground to a specific particle size and
mixed with wetting ingredients or conditioning agents
to improve their physical properties.

Some fungicides are liquids which are diluted with
water and applied as sprays. It is of utmost importance
in using fungicides to secure a uniform application in
order to secure protection. (The principles under.
1.7ing the application of sprays and dusts should be
uLierstood. The instructor may want to review these
with the class at this point.)

fumieants and Nematodes

Thorns, ftinclples of Nematoloev, pp. 30.34, in.
dicates the manner 7hich soil fumigants kill
nematodes has not been determined." A number of
possibillUes are explored by the author with the
conclusion that "it appears best to assume nematodes
are usually killed by a combination of penetration
through the amphides and oral ingestion." The action
of fumigants in the soil and their effect upon various
stages of nematodes are further considered by Thorne.
In addition, he presents instructions for soil fumiga.
Lion. The instructor will find a review of this
literature helpful.

3. The selection of a Lmsticide to control pathogenic fungi,
bacteria, or nematodes is dependent upon a number of factors

a. The pesticide

1) Compatibility

a) Chemical

b) Phytotoxic

c) Physical

d) Hazard to wildlife, animals



Toxicity

a) Oral, dermal

-. acute, chronic

3) Formulation

4) Solubility

) Stability

6) Residue likely

7) Persistence

8) Ease of application

b. The pathogen

1) Kind

a) Fungi

b) Bacteria

c) Nematode

2) Susceptibility to pesticide

a) High

b) Moderate

c) Low

3) Point of infestation or attack most :likely

a) Underground (roots, tubers)

b) Above ground (leaves, stems, flowers, fruit)

4) Developmental stage of the organism

5) Type and extent of damage likely

c. The habitat, host or likely host

1) Kind

2) Stage of growth, age, size

3) Condition of plant or soil
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J. nten.1 u3e -T nit.-t or its products

)) Part being treated

di Environmental factors

1) Temperature

2) Relative humidity

3) Rainfall

4) Wind

5) Season of the year

4. Formulations of pesticides for controlling pathogenic fungi,
bacteria, and nematodes

a. Kinds of auxiliary agents used

1) Wetting agents. Material used to assure that there
will be no layer of air between a solid and a liquid
(reduces surface tension of particles).

2) Spreaders. Materials used to facilitate creeping or
spreading over a surface so that the area covered is
increasingly greater.

a) Action, disadvantages, limitations, examples

3) Adhesives - stickers. Materials which increase ad-
hesion of pesticides to substrates.

a) Action, disadvantages, limitations, examples

4) Deflocculating agents (dispersants). Materials which
keep particles from each other to prevent flocculation
and to assure dispersion and to retard settlii.g of a
solid within a liquid.

a) Action, disadvantages, limitations, examples

5) Emulsifiers. Materials used to facilitate formation
or increase dispersion of one liquid within another,
when one is not miscible or soluble in another.

a) Action, disadvantages, limitations, examples

6) Sateners. Materials used to counteract the chemical
characteristics of a material which may normally cause
phytotoxic effects.

a) Action, limitations, examples

37



b, In addition to thosr that are evident from the name, the

follming are other reasons for using supplemental agents:

1) To increase the penetration of the material throughout

the foliage, soil, or into the -eathogen

2) Reduce fire hazards

3) Secure greater product stability, especially against

the effects of weather

4) Increase or secure compatibility

5) Provide for storage

6) improve ease and economy application

7) Improve control of residues and levels of persistence

8) Take evantage of electrostatic change

9) To take zdvantage of or to offset physical and

chemical oLan:e that will occur

c. ,Theory of using auxiliary agents

1) Pesticides as

a) Liquid

b) Solid

o) Gaseous

2) Liquid sprays are used, as

a) Water or oil *ulsions

b) litter suspensions of solid particles

c) Water-base emulsions

Definitions and concepts of action (extend as

appropriate)

a) Srautions

b) Emulsions

c) Surface tension, density, viscosity

d) Wetting and spreading

3)



e) Drop size and sprayer efficiency

f) Synergism (antagoftima

d. Using other pesticides with fungicides, bactericides,
and nematocides

1) The need to combine pesticides

2) Compatible mixtures

3) lqcompatib3 s mixtures

4) Examples of incomFstibilities

Applicat-on

a. Effective plpni, disease ocntroi orcgrams through the
use of chamIcais As de.nendont :non

1) A know-I-edge of pathogenic organisms

2.) A kvoziedgs hnst plants anA the. infec"olis affeots
of pathcgeac organisms upon !much pleits

3) A knowledge of ch.-a:laic used to control pathopnc

4) The utilization of proper equipmezt s . make possible
the 11E8 of s;Zgeted.materialB

5) The u_ roper use of appliest*.on muipment in order to
secure effeetire results in }fit field of application

b. Kinds of applications

Advantages and disadvantages, the appropriate use which
shoule '.:ms made, and the limitations should be examined for
each of the following:

1) Complete sprays

2) Droplet or mist sprays

3) Dusts

4) Aerosol fog

5) Fumigants and gaseous applications

a. Methods of application of fungicicles

1) Seed Treatment - Fungicides applied to seed u.a.; be
formulated as dusts, wettable powders, solutions, or
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suspensions. The formulation and method of application
should give eniformity af coverage to seed and a mini-

mum of danger and ieritetion to the opereor, Seed may

be trested in bate:Fla with simple eeeipment ee reel,

tieuouelarleM special machines/

2) Spraying . The greater:, arae4e fungicide -use: ie

applied in the form of sleeve te leaves, freeZ., Ktei etame

of plants. Uettalao powdere eee mese =Impale- eeee: for
prepaxng sprays, eltheugh ameasieels Yr eeleticee Aay
be used in seine eaaaa,

et Dasting Dust' zre feep'7.ieei ter.} leevea, Teeite:

etome of plants as en-elteraaelve te epeaeine,

For garden use, reeety people prem. det4ree. .rron the
etandpoint *f ler:yeti:me°, A dasser Ian be flelei eecele
and need vitteert the troulets of mixieg gems end eieen-
ene ova ties werefer After .P:YY. ese. However, g severe
gafteealle etvee s beteer eeplezetien.

For field apreoltions,, merry people evafte /preys
for-maim= eaverage et* plc:etc:1 ::then prefer dusts
because the eaohinety le liehtee aed een be uced under
store adverse ground ccealtions. Deatieg eqeepraent is

aseally laeer in cost -than tpreeeet, bet dee. ee more
expenaive Veen spree mpterial en par.aere baeie.

SPraSeiv oen les uecd in higher learel velocities than

deetors, but iaatees haft +le adeaetage of reqeiring

no water. Servs generally do not bether tea operator
as much es duato.

1 Drenching . hruelcides are sometimes made up with water
at eh:RA the same cenctetretion ct5 for spraying and
applied to the eon werface either before or after
plants emerge. This enthod is used to control damping
off, root rote,- or infections at the ground lone.

5) ?anew Treatments . YUngioides may be applied either
as dust, e or with water to the furrow at planting time.
Such trestment Is for control of diseases that occur
at the bass of the plant. Special equipment must be
built c purchased for such application.

S) Planter or Hopper Box Treatment . eertaln fungicides,
applied as dusts, are added to the teed and mixed in
the planter box. They control seed- end eoil.borne
diseases. No epeoial equipment is needed for such
epplicatiee And risk of treating excess seed is
elJeLeate.
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7) Soil Fumigation - Application of certain materials

soil can control fungi and nematodes. Such materials

usually produce a gas that distributes itself through

the soil. Some impervious cover which confines the gas

to the soil for a limited period of time is usually re-

quired; in some cases a water seal is sufficient. Such

treatments are usually restricted to small areas and

high.value crops.

8) Dips « Fungicides are sometimes made up in concentra-

tions similar to those for _praying and are used for

dipping plants or propagative parts before they are

planted.

9) Fungicide Paints - Fungicides are cccasitnally mixed

with water, alcohol, or other carriers and applied as a

paint on a wound surface. For example, Bordeaux mixture

can be made up to paint like consistency by mixing a

prepared Bordeaux mixture powder with linseed oil for

use in painting tree wounds. This is sometimes

reocamemied for use on pruning cuts to control fire-

bliPht of apples and pears.

d. Time of application

Only by understanding the principles and concepts per-

taining to the timeliness of applying pesticides can program

planning be completed. Instructors should direct the prepara-

tion of a study guide which treats important considerations

of the local area. -Some-ofdthe -points to be considered in

thc, preparation of the guide might include:

1) Consid_rations regarding the pathogens

a) At what point in time will they be present

b) Haw long do they remain

c) At what pot in time will the pathogen be most

susceptible to chemical control treatments

d) How iu the pathogen affected by residues

e) Will beneficial forms of life be harmed

7) What is the location of the infestation on the

plant likely to be

2) Considerations regarding the plant

a) Is the plant at a stage of growth where it is likely

to be injured from the use of the pesticide
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b) What is the condition of the plant

.- How much new growth since last application

-- *tat is the density of the foliage

...What is the nature of the surfaces

3) Other considerations

a) Temperature

b) Relative humidity

o) Rainfall /dew

d) Mind

e) Temperature inversions

f) Equipment available for application

g) Form and concentration of insecticide to be used

h) Kind of insecticide to be used

Teachin¢Learnin¢ Activities,

1. Demonstrate various kinds of incompatibilities as well as various

compatibilities.

2. Apply various pesticides to different kinds of pathogens and
study the results.

3. Apply various pesticides to different crop plants (under con-
trolled conditions) and note the protective action against
various patl,^gens.

4. Prepare various kinds of formulations for use to control fUngi,
bacteria, and nematodes.

S ekted Instructionalaggtaterials and Re erences

Sharvelle, aria G., and Uses of
Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 196L

Stackman, E. C., and Barrer, J. G., Principles stiLiclo
The Ronald Press Company. New York, 1957.



Thnrne, Gerald, 15_,,,c2111121110E,'MoGraw
Inc., New York, 1061-:

Compatibility charts,

Samples cf supplementary agents.

Pesticide materials,

Book Cc.,
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VI, To acquire I

use of pesticides to ceni fungi, torts p

viruses and rjematodes whit infest plants and to become

farail a specific practices of plant sease

control

Teacher Preparation

Subiect Matter Content

Planning a program of plant disease control through the use of
chemicals and its subsequent implementation makes "se of knowledge,
understanding, and atd:ities gained and developed wring this and

related courses. A most important activity of the agricultural
chemicals technician is making practical applications of theo-
retcal understandings.

Planning a program for controlling plant diseases by the use
of chemicals assumes that other methods of control have been con-
sidered and evaluated in terms of the specifics applicable.

Guidelines for program planning are suggested. The instructor

will need to modify and adapt to fit local circumstances as deemed
necessary.

1. Guide for planning a control program

a. Determine what the situation is at present and what it is
likely to be if pesticides are not used

1) What damage is likely to result?

2) What is the threat of pathogenic organisms?

3) What risk is involved?

4) What degree of control can be expected?

5) What resources are available for use?

6) What are the alternatives wittlir, the chemicals field?

b. Establish goals and objectives

1) Establish what is desired, and what is to be attempted

a) Is it possible, attainable?

b) Is it challenging yei., worthwhile?

c) What tools of measurement are to be used; haw
will we know of our progress?
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2) Spell out goals ari objectives it erns of

a)= The crop or crop product

b) The pathogen

c) The use of necessary inputs

d) The control to be exercised over other variables

c. Speal out ways and means to actomp:ith goals and objectives
.devise a plan of action

1) - Establish priorities and allocatep-resources

a) Determine the operational framework

b) Spell out limitations

t) Ascertain .the specific use -to be rade of
pesticides (refer to the previous it for study
veldelihichwas.to be.developed)-.

A) Make-a-selection-of the materialbati be used

9) Plan forAhe_uSe of the pesticide.

. Deteriaine:the form of pesticide .to use

Ascertain the appropriate tfime.applitation
will be made

. Select the method of application

Plan for the Ram preparation of the materials
for application

Detail the tutu application to be !lade

tY Plan an evaluation procedure to review the
result!, obtained

2,. Aids to program planning

a. Educational materials relating to plant disease-control
pror. la are readily available in every state.' -While
thine have been recent advancements in the development
of new-chemicals for use in the general field of plant
diseases. the number of ne- products is not large as is



daueleyr,e..: 17:-)r use as insecticies. Fewer

authors trPatsd the topic of "chemicals and plant

disasses' than 11-. ft treated "chemicals and insects." How-

ever, n.-Ay aidF appropriate to the subject of concern are

availe1-71c.

number of states eadeavor to publish and revise a

n,sUzide manual each year. Personnel from research, ell-

en,,,ztt extension, industry, teaching, and advising

coeribute t7, the preparation of these guides. ree 1965

':sro1141a Pesticide Manual is an excellent exampl

bwch ef the major agr:,-,ultural chemical companies is

-.0!werned t,e promotion of their products. Many such

firms prepare. handbooks and other materials which report

e.ory :Latest recommendations by leading entomologists,

Aerists, and pathologists.

:cstmeters should request lists et publications and other
wine '-tonal materials related to Ila:t diseases from:

- Superintendent of Docuemts

State Cooperative Extension Service

3' Arriceitural Experiment Stations

Commercial Publishing Companies

Goomercial Chemieel Firms

4tr ":mmercial Trade Association Offices

Pre'cesional and Vocational Associations

tdv.eAtlonal Materials Centere

materials available include:

':5741 ad reference books

=

9) Charts

10) Laberatory manuals

Nevs releases

12 Magazine articles

Lvetilres

4 Asprts

-, sheets
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d. Information d data provided in many of these educational
materials are useful in aasisting a person to:

1) Identify diseaFg.msing organisms

2) Des.ribe symptoms of infestation and attack by pathogens

3) Flan a ftontrol program

a) The control of a specific pest

b) The control of pes-is which attack a specific
kind of plant

c) The control of pests which infest similar plants

4) The control of pests which infest a large
group of plants

e) The control of pests which infest a specific
part of a host

f) Tha control of pests gravid according to:

Order, genes, species, etc.

Feeding' Method ,.,

..-Method*of _ reproduction

Habitat- ,

Feeding-habits

g) The.control of pesta according *to the use of
--chimicals belonging to specialised groups
(fUmiganter'organit, oils,. 040'

3. General information and data with regard to:

a. FUngicides

0,

1) The sulfur fungicides

2) The copper fungicides

The mercury fungicides

4) The carbonate fungicides

5) The gyoxalidine fungicides
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6) The quinone fungicides

7) The quanie:line fungicides

8) Miscellaneous fungicie s

b. Bematocides

c. BacterieidPs

d. Seed treatment

e. Soil treatment

f. Field and forage crops

g. Fruit and nut crops

h. Ornamentals and flowers

i. VeE table crops

Suerested Teachint-Learning Activities

1. Select a farm nearby and, with the cooperation of the owner,
plan a comprehensive program of plant disease control.

2. Randomly select six or eight farms in the area and survey them
as to the kind of plant disease control programs being
practiced. Develop suggestions for improvements.

3. Devise a study guide and information sheet for the chemical
control of plant diseases common to the area.

k. Invite representatives from local agricult chemical firms
to review approved practices of planthdiset.o. control in the area.

Suggested instructional Materials and yeferences

Educational materials as available from the sources listed in the
unit.
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VII. o ac u the

transport store
ishgdpAls used
at

rest I) atl--

mu......j..aavIlawfandsafelthose
raven c ntrol or eradicate

in.

Teacher Lrgaration,

Subject Hatter Content

The concern for safety and need for laws and regulations in
the field of fungicides, bactericides, and nematocides.

The unit developed under this heading and included in the
study guide for the course "The Use of Chemicals as in-
secticides Plants" is appropriate to this course if
emphasis is placed upon the provisions dealing with
diseases, fuagicideso and usukaida instead of upon
insects and insecticides as was done for that course.
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THE CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

THE .1:Y' STAim UNIVERSITY
980 KINNEAR Rug,

COLUMBUS, OHIO, 43212

IN5TRUCTOR NOTE: As noon as you have completed teaching each module, please record
your reaction on this form and return to the above address.

1. Instructor's Name

2. Nome of school State

3. Course outline used: Agriculture Supply--Sales and Service Occupations
Ornamental HorticultureService Occupations
Agricultural Machinery -- Service Occupations

4. Name of module evaluated in this report

S. To what grsup (age and/or class description) was this material presented?

6. How many students:
a) Were enrolled in class (total)
b) Participated in studying this module
c) Participated in a related occupational work

experience program while you taught this module

7. Actual time spent
teaching module: Recommended time if you were

to teach the module again,

hours Classroom Instruction hours
hours Laboratory Experience hours
hours Occupational Experience (Average

time for each student participating) hours

hours Total time hours

(RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS WITH A CHECK (V) ALONG THE LINE TO
INDICATE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE.)

S. The suggested time allotments
given with this module were:

9. The suggestions for introducing
this module were

VERY
APPROPRIATE

-

NOT
APvROPRIATE

,1111

10. The suggested competencies to be
developed were: i--,a

11. For your particular class situation,
the level of subject matter content was: L . J

12. The Suggested Teaching-Learning
Activities were:

13. The Suggested .nstructional Materials
and References were:

14, The Suggested Occupational Experiences
were

(oiraR)



15. was the subject matter content sufficiently detailed to enable you to develop
the desired degree of competency in the student? Yes No
Commutes

16. Was the subject matter content directly related to the type of occupational
experience the student. received? Yes no
Comments:

17. List any subject matter items which should La added or deleteds

18. List any additional instructional materials and references which you used or
think appropriates

19. List any additional Teaching-Learning Activities Which you feel leer.
particularly successful;

20. List any additional Occupational work Experiences you used or feel
appropriate:

21. What do you sou as the major strength of this module?

22. What do you see as the major weakness of this module?

23. Other comments concerning this modules

(Date) (Instructor's Signature)

(School Addre**)



VT 001 219 ED 013 899
The Use Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and Other Predators.
(Agricultural Chemicals Technology, no. 5).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus, Center for Vocat and Tech Educ
Pub Date - Dec65
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.60 40o.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL OCCUPATIONS, *RODENTICIDES,
POST SECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The purpose of this guide is to assist teachers in preparing
post-secondary students for agricultural chemical occupations. It
is c-e of a series of modules developed by a national task force
on tne basis of data from state studies. Sections are (1) Use of
chemicals for rodent control and eradication, (2) terminology and
computations, (3) rodent identification, (4) rodenticides, (5)
rodent control principles and concepts, and (6) chemical handling,
transportation, and storage. In addition to suggestions for
introducing the module, the guide includes objectives, subject
matter content, suggested teaching-learning activities, and
Instructional aids and references for each section. Teachers should
have a background in agricultural chemicals. Students should have
post-high school status, an aptitude in chemistry, and an
occupational goal in the industry. The material is designed for 12
hours of class instruction, 36 hours of laboratory experience, and
60 hours of occupational experience. This document is available for
a limited period For $6.75 per set (VT 001 214 001 222) from The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, 98b Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (.04)
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This publication is a portion of the course material

1mi:ten in Agricultural Chemicals Techno low-. To be trzrier-

stoo.d fully, the complete set of materials should be con-

sidered iii context. It is recommended that the following

order be --31served for a logical teaching sequence:

#1 - The Use of Chemicals as Fertilizers

iY2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides - Pla-ts

3 3 - rii13 Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives

A - The Use of Chemicals as rungicides, Bactericides
and Nematocide

#5 - The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and
Otner Predators

#8 - The Use of Chemicals as Herbicides

"ill7 - The Use of Chemicals in the Field of Farm Animal
Health (Nutrition, Entomology, Pathology)

#8 - The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators
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DATE: A21mstat._197 z_____

RE: (Author, Title, falisher, oate) Module No"11,1___
Control Field Rodents and Other Predators," The Center for Vecatiopal_KAL

Technical Education, December, 1965.
-.-SEMIMMENIMIMIZEIl

SUpplementary Information on Instructional Material

Provide information below 'which is not included in the publication. Mark N/A in
each blank for which information is not available or not applicable, Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for further
instructions,

(1) Sou.ce of Available Copies:
Agency The Center for Vocrtiorini .rd Tcchniecl aneation
Address _980 Kinnear Revd, Colv-bv, 01-k, 3212
Lirlitation on Available Copies No Limit Price/Unit 6.75,

(quantity prices

(2)

(3)

(4)

Means Used to Develop.Material:
Development Croup National Toe: Force
Level of Group Nationnl
Method of Design, Testing, and Trial Part of a funded project of the WOE,
()E-5-85-009; materia.ls based on research From state studies1122_preface
"materials in the course outline.

Utilizati,a of Material:
Appropriate School Setting Post School
Type of Program Intensive, full-time, 7o -year, technician program
Occupational Focus Goal in the Agricultural Chemicals Industry
Geographic Adaptability Nationwide
Uses of Material Instructor course planning
Users of Material Teachers

Requirements for Using Material:
Teacher Competency Background in agricultural chemicals
Student Selection Criteria Post high school level aptitude in c:emic.ry,
hirt schoel_prerevisite, goal in the agricultural chemicals industry.
Time Allotment Estimated t'ime listed in module. P

Supplemental Media
Necessary
Desirable

x
(Check Which)

Describe Sui7--cti. references riven In module. (P)



TABLE OF CONTrATR

Quggestions for Introducing the Course .

Competencies to be Developed

I. To develop an interest in and an understanding
and appreci.tion of man's use of chemicals to
attempt to control or eradicate field rodents and
other predators which prey upon crops and farm
animals 3

II. To develop the ability to use important terms,
nomenclature, definitions, tables, chr-e, and
guides which are used in the field and also to
develop the ability to perform important compu-
tations, conversions, calculations, and measure-
ments which are commonly used by technical workers
in the field; 7

III. To develop the ability to recognize and identify
field rodents and similar pests which attack
agricultural crops. 13

IV. To become knowledgeable at the technical level
concerning various char zald used as rodenti-
cides. 15

V. To gain a knowledge and understanding of the
principles and concepts underlying the use of
chemicals needed to control field rodents and
similar :relators. . . 20

VI. To acquire the knowledv and skills needed 4.0
handle, transport, store, and use chemicals to
prevent, control, or eradicate field rodents and
similar predators lawfully and safely 29



THE ti SE OF 7.:Ta4ICALS TO CONTROL FIELD RODENTS

AND OT R PREDATORS

Ma4or Teachin

To develop skills, ab _ities, and Amierstanding needed for
tAry and advannement by tecnnicians in occupational work that,
pertains to chemical control of field rodents and other predators,

kagE21I2U1112 Allotment

At school

Class Instruction

Laboratory rkperience

Total at School

Cccupational Experience

Total for Course

12 ht.'ars

36 hours

4e hours

60 hours

108 hours

bgirestions for 'Introducing the Course

Rodents and other wilulife pests cont5nue to threaten Agri.
cultural production In many areas even though major changes in their
nativii habitats and natural surrormdings have occurred. The control

of nice, rabbits, rats, raccoons. squirrels, and similar pests
constitutes a major concern of producers4both of crops and of
anime-ls. The use of ohemicals has resulted in effective means of
cont.:Aling the ,Iamages of those predators. Agricultural chemical
tecimicianv can be expected to be familiar with the proper use of
these rer;42-artet= in the fief, of ryiant and predator control.

The 2,,lowirz. suggestivn8 may '1 useful in arousing a high
e interwm at the LaginnAng of thlT course:

1. From inf...rmatior, obtained from workrrs in ind;stry. brasiness,
servim aducptdn dt?.valop a list of skills,

abilitieE, anC understanding whieh tr..,-,hnans need in crder
to be :JAL t,, .efftively EcntINL,1 r7;tents and other predators.

antrtes of :Toil:- -ratings mdsr one of the
anbhsading3

1. ;-r. .)ver-T;r-v. -4, , attect to coL.trol field rodents and

e5paoi-lly el duals in thic a ttempt.
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Go The recognition p--,1-1 iJ ot

animala.

d. The chemical wo77A1

control field rodents ether

e* The principles
cultural. prodaetion and rodent
to the 50 of nailni;cadvez.

The skills, abilities, aria une.,n-st.;..

efeotive rodent control pmgrams.

g. Pertinent terms, nomenclature, deMitions, tableF,
charts, graphs common to the 7.a.-1 also important

computations, ealculatlons, conversions, and measure.
meats performed.

h. The safe handling and applying of rodenticides.

2. Have the students assist in developing a list of factors which
tend to complicate the task of controlling field rodents and
other predators. Such a list might include:

a. The social and ecological implications of the control
problem; i.e.. many of these animals are enjoyed by
people, furnish sport, as in bunting, and are important
in maintaining a proper balance of nature.

b. The immensity of the problem (Starlings in some areas).

c. Toxic materials are not yet available which are effective
and selective against a single species under all cope
ditions (other desirable species affected).

d. Many rodents and predators ignore baits, repellents, and
other toxic materials.

e. ?redatory animals have varying degrees of acceptance and
reacceptance of a poison.

f. The development of tolerances to poisons varies greatly
among predators.

L. Variable effects due to the seasons, age classes, diets,
and sex complicate the problem.

3. Invite a representative of a local pesticides firm to talk to
the class and relate his experiences.in the Male of rodent
and other predltor control.
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Catret n3les to b Develoted

To develo an interest in and an understandir- and
arrreciation f man's use of chemicals to attem to

control or
ahich r=re u on arms and farm animals.

eradicate field rodents and other

mot ti 3;4

11.

redato rs

014, fielA ^n r/ oreltrni is

r"Illt.te 174 re P ecr= ^they f ?-0
irttroductcry course to thi- -ield was --aqs. ted in the
carriouluq. waz, siontl fftr siY mz,jor field
ilerefore, the instructor 1;7..0_ need to b- oon,erned that
he cover in }ht s cw-rs not only th subject so

chemical resources available fez use in conttol prozrams
out also the ;lista rokatuaLpredatore themse1ves.

1. The problem or setting

The damage done by field rodents and other predators to
crops in the United States amounts to several million dollars
a year. Ground squirrels, tree squirrels, pocket gophers,
field mice, kangaroo rats, muskrats, birds, and rabbits are all
seeking their needs for successful existence--to obtain enough
food, to find adequate shelter, and to escape their enemies.
Whenever man's farms and gardens offer food or shelter for
rodents, they will becomA his competitors.

Some rodents carry diseases that may be transmitted to man.
Bubonic plague, tularemia, and other serious diseases are trans-
mitted to man either directly or by fleas, ticks, or miles living
on rodents,

T. R. Hopkins, in Sow Chemical Specialties, May, 1965,
states that each rat in the U. S. eats over $5.G0 worth of food
per year, and fouls an evial amount so that it has to be dis-
carded. Assuning that there are arroximately 200 million rats
iAopkins! estivate), it can be shown the monetaa losses due to
rats alone are exceedingly high ranging somewhere between 2.3
4.5 billion dollars per year. This is about equal to the -ut-
put of 200,000 farms in the U. S.

Note! The instructor should secure information from state and
county agencies which will treat more specifically the
problems caused locally by field rodents and other
predators.

2, Possible courses of astion to take

a. Means of control



1) Poison kaits--use of chemicals

2) Poison gases and dusts--use of chemicals

1) Use of repellents

4) .7.4apping

5) Shooting

6) Exclusion

Encouragement f natural enemies

e) Fsa-sni,n. food and shelter away from crop materlA

9i romovinz. 0-PviY.talzia( cavironmental attractions;
i.e., food, veer, and shelter

10) By capturing the offenders alive and releasing the
away from the problem area

b. Control by means of poison baits (introduce at this point- -
do not go into detail)

One of the most common means of control is 1y poison
baits. Food that the rodent likes -- Brains, greens, pieces
of vegetables or fruits--is poisoned and scattered broad-
cast or placed in burrows or other protected spots. Baits

should not be scattered on the ground if they will be
dangerous to livestock, beneficial wildlife, or human
beings.

Control work with poison, even under official agencies,
has been criticised because it may kill other animals
besidel rodents. Hardly any con!.L'ol operation {except
selective shooting) is without some possible danger to
other forms of wildlife. But careful use of tee more
conservative methods will keep this danger low.

c. Control by means of poisonous gases and dusts

Several poisonous gases have served to control ground
squirrels and, less often, gophers; the most often used is
carbon disulfide. The method of application varis:. with
the gas. These gases can be bought in cans or drur.,. Dusts
aro spread in order that rodents might contaminate them-
selves when traversing through them.

d. Examples of control ;Pogroms (cite local examples 22 possible)

1) Bubonic plague in California spread from rats 17,t,

squirrels and other rodents. Thirty-five counties
,sere affected by 1946,
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chemical control program

a. Identifl=ation of the kind of rodent concerned =sites

nes d to t:f.aC1- in or - to dev,--101) a

b. Kind of chemical to use

c. Time to use chemical

PlacemArt

e. Amounts needed

f. Concentration to use

g. Method of application

h. Ease of application

i. lelative safety in using

j. Cost

k. Toxicity

4. Problems encountered in using chemicals to control field
rodents and other predators

a. Health and safety hazards inherent in the use of some
chemicals

b. Difficult to secure satisfactory results .cier
many circumstances

c. Dmngers to other animal life

d. Danger of residues--primary and seconder-

5. The rodenticide industry

History and background

1) Use of vegetable poisona--hyoecyamus,
henbane, hound's -tongue, hemlock

2) Limited us- if arsenic co.-tnunds

Berg aquil) (1,18) in France

11'
7, P'..7ts%)horns, barium cathonatb o: i-arman cr4



b. Present stats and ..,

c. Recent changes and future trends

Sum ciTht.,._sLAnkg!....tc...ittat
Have the students bring in labels and used containers of ro.

dentieies. Note the brands, trade names. active ingredient,

company and instructions for us-e,

2. In cooperation with local growers determine the extent field
rodents and other predator=s are a problem in the local area,
Examine the control prov..m being followed on serzral farms
and ascertain the approximate values resulting from the use or

a control progr&a (or the lack of adopting one).

3. Deterst!ne the amounts of various chemie-1s used annually to
control rodents and similar pests at the local, state,

and regional levels.

Invite a local pest control operator to share his experiences
ef controlling rodents the class.

Sueeested Instructional Materials and Reference

Chitty and Southern, Control of Rats and Mice, The Claredon Press.
Oxford, England, 1954. 3 volurJs.

Storer, Control of Fielrl Rodents tr. California Farms, Circular 535,
University of California Extension Service, 19 5.

Controlling_Pocket Gophers and 3as, Leaflet 135, University of

California Extension Service. 1961.
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Note: This is presented here at an early, point in the study
glide in order that the instructor may review it and make
plans to make use of the data and information prodded
for herein throughout the remainder of the course. It is

not intended that the unit will be taught as a separate
competency, as are the other six major units of tha
course, but that the material provided for here will be
integrated as appropria:a throughout the rest of the
study. The purpose of this section then is to provide
for the pulling together in one,place a core of in-
formation approp_late to the course.

It will be necessary for the instructor to gather
information and materials from 7arious source! Including
the ones recommended in this unit.

Guidelines in the form of an outline for use in
summarizing data gathered pertinent to this section
are presented.

Data resem.,;t1 in this section of th, stud .iae

for the course the Use ofC------Lhemicalsas Illsecticid'"
beliesent her'trwse mterrials and that

information n.eded which has not been presented to
students previous3y.

SECTION ONE - General Information

'ME STUDENT WLL NEiD TO BE ;41-1.114:

, Make use of words, terns, and phrases appropriate E-:::sject

natter of the course. A (dos Vil.- lee th4
usage.

2. Perform measurements, convers:.ons, computatIms, and oalculp-
tions commonly do'-1 by tichni3al workers in the field. Tables
contilias units of measurenent and tsbl_is of e7-.z--41ente
uni'I :.1.11 be useful_



a. .actes o ,Teasurenea,,

-- Linear -co use - length

-. Square measre . 1314"

-- Cats measure - volume

-- Liquid measure = capac!kty

-- Dry measure - capacity

BtM Weiat neasure

%-mperature

-- Tine measure

-- Other

b. Tables of convenient equivalents

Equivalen volumes - liquid measure

-- Equivalent volumes - dry measure

-. Equivalent weightivolume - liquid

-- Equivalent weigh' ivolume . dry

-- Equivalent lengths

.. Equivalent areas

-- Equivalent weights

-- Equivalent temperatures

7luivalent other

ELI:21N . Infolmation Regarding Agricultural Chemicals

NE 3-TDE7'' 17-7 gEED TO MAKE USE OF:

table whf_ lists t cc; name, active ingredient, an4
tray- name( of chemi,;a1- s.adied in the course.

Examr)le; warfarin -2flialLix-1121ali/12=i1=L:Lrausvinsinkl

;,1_47m.11_1221a1J1cagazi



2. An alphabetical listing of chemicals commonly used .n the field,
1hformation such as the trade name, name of malc2 producer,
composition, formulation, and recommended 14se.

apPiple: :_ntu (DuPont)

1 -(1 -Taphthyl) -2-Thiourea; 100% powder, 20%
tracking powder, 1-24 baits; recommended use
against Norway rats,

J. A listing of chemical material= :::cording to the general use

EXample: anticides

Warfarin

Antu

Baticate

Pivel

Gophacide

9

4. Compatibility charts and tables

a. Phytotaxicity (with plants)

b. Chemicals (with other chemical)

c. Physical (with other chemical)

5. Toxiclty tables providing LD and IC values (both oral and
derma'., acute and chronic) of chemicals studied in the course.

6. Tolerance limitations imposed by F.D.A. upon residues applicable
to the subject matter of the coarse (i.e., herbicides, fungi-
cides, etc,).

What e million?

Most lay people havl no conception of what constitutes one
one part per million residue on crops. The fcllawing examples
may help you make this interpretation for them.
1. One :inch is one part per malion in 16 miles.
2. postage stall) is one part per million of th weiest

Of 8 person.

A one gram needle in a one ton hay stack is 1 ppm,
4.) One part per mi:Lior, is one minute in try, years.

5. Lay your hand on the ground and it w;vers 5 pya of an acre.
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6. a: one pound of 1, onerical lands 5n pore of alfalfa

the 1-,sy has 50C ppn. mane ounce of a easnical would

impart 3 1 pp::.

74 A teaspoon of material ,Jr. an acre of alfalfa wv.Ild

impart 5 ppm.

8. One teaspoon of DDT drifting mtc 5 acres of alfalfa
puts 1 ppm in the hay, and the 7 feral Law says that
the hay nust contain none.

(Souroe-Askstern Crops and !'arm management)

SECTION THREE - Preparation of Chemicals for Use

Ta STUDENT WILL NEED TO BE ABLE TO:

1. Determine whither or not materials prepared and commercially
packaged can be applied directly from the container.

2. Determine the total amount(s) of active ingredient(s) contaied
in a c-..emical mixture. Mixtures may vary according to weight,
volume, concentration, and formulation.

Make a determination of the amounts, by weight or by volume, or
chemical materials of various levels of concentration to use in
order to prepare a given quantity of mixture that will meet
recommended or specified dosage or concentration levels.
eights or volumes of solid or liquid chemicals required tc,

prepare a given quantity of material of different dilutions.)

4. Interpret tables and recommendations for "concentrate" = praying.

SECTION FOUR - Preparation Necessary in Order to Secure
S,,acified or Recommended Application Rates

THE STUDENT WILL NEED TO BE ABLE TO:

1. Compute the area of various plots of lam'. These plots will
vary in size, shape, tpography and planting.

a. Determine acreage of row planting which vary according
to spacing.

b. Determine total acreage of plots.

2. Determine the speed of a vehicle raveling on the land. (In
miles per thur and feet per minute. )
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3. Three 7ariables affect .he apmli.-.,ation rate of agricultural
chemicals aecu!- 1 in the fiald - the speed of travel, the
effective width of the device applying the chomtcal, and the
total material deiivere pyr un:3A, of time. If two of these
variables are known cc c mate the other in order to secura,

a. Calibrate sprayers. dusters, or metering devices to
secure specific delivery rates.

. Compute the length of boom, number of outlets, or width
of opening to secure specific widths.

c. Calibrate ground speed to secure specific rate of
forward travel.

4. Use tables of "Rate of Equivalents"

Example: 1 ounce per square foot = 2722.5 pounds per acre

5. Zalculate the quantity of spray per length of row (on various
spacings) which will be equivalent to a specific application
per acre,

6. Determine the gallons per acre required to spray orchards of
different planting distarces.

7. Consider the effect of particle size on drift and deposit.
{Prepare spray drift and deposit table.)

SECTIOr FIVE Information Relative to Diagnosis and Prescription

THE STUDENT WILL NEED Tg MAKE USE OF:

1. Tables, charts, and guides which summarize situations ea-
countered in agricultural production in which the use of
chemicals is appropriate. Materials to use and methods of
application are suggested.
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Exanples of forn 11Sed:

Plant
Soil or Pest, Disease Causative When to What Eaterial
habitat or Condition ent or Factor Treat to Use

Storage
bins

Active In-

Rodent Rats Upon in-
festation

Pival

gredient in Formu- Amount Concen-
Bait lation

.5% powder Powder
2-Pivaly1-1,
3-indandione

Ceteal bait -

.025%
Water bait -
.005 -.006%

Method of
A lication

Multiple
feeding in
bait sta-
tions
required

Remarks

Very slight
chance of
secondary
poisoning

2. Graphs, charts, tables and other illustrative materials avail-
able and supportive of the unit under consideration.

Exampl,,s:

a. Graphical relationships

-- time versus residue levels

-- rates of application versus levels of effectiva-.ess

-- levels of concentration versus levels of effectiveness

stage of development or growth versus iffectiveness
of chemical control, etc.

SECTMN $noes of Inform . ..on

1. An excelltint review f the pruperties of the eilemicals used -a
rodent control is presented in hater II of Cnntrol of Rate
andMie, VoltIme 1, t.y Chitty and Souther-,

2. Baits e,-1 fcv,...uias as !tell as reonmendatIons for control use
listed it liThe Forth Carolina restioid-,

3. Thompson, W. T,, A sicultural chemiul.;, 30oV Tr, Th:4 Simmons
Publishing Co., Day ,,, Cali 4%, 1365. A namal 1..aio4 lists wide :-y

uzied chemicals for z-.1ent control.
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c. Feeding

1) Rates (number of times and rapidity)

2) Behavior

3) Reactions to poisons

4) Food preferences

d. Breeding

1) Season of

2) Rates

3) Pregnancy length

4) Frequency of families

5) Age

e. Polalation

1) Dynamics

2) Sex ratio

3) Family size

4) Structure

5) Density of numbors

6) Movements

7) Natural mortality rates

fe Damage or danger

1) Kinds

2) Extent of damage usually sustained

3) Ty9ica1 symptoms



IV. To become 1.9%0A1-Mal34t1Z.tIltaa-1144Eil
concernin various chemicals used as rod nticides.

Teacher Preoarbtion

itilitaLL4iter Content

I. Common types of rocienticides

a, Classified according to method of app:ication

I) Poisonous ba:t

a) Food peferred by predauors are prepared, either in
wet or dry form, an then are mixed ,e7v.11 a suitable
poisor.. Rolled oats or other teals, bread crumbs,
stale bread, mineral oil, corn oil, molasses,
peanut tatter, tomatoe pu..ea, canned or raw meat 'r
fish, fish use:, fresh or cooxed vegetables, and
fresh fruits are materials which have been used,

2) Poisonous bases

a) Toxic gases under pressure are used to control
raden..s in burrows and other enclosures of
difficult access.

3) Poisonous dusts

a) Certain toxic dusts, exposed where rodents travel
and where human food will not be contaminated, are
useful to control certain kinds of rodents.

4) Repellents

b. Classified according to chemical nature

1) Organic materiels

2) inorganic materials

2. Study of the chemicals used as rodenticides

a. Before presentation is made of the various chemicals which
are commonly used as rodenticides, the following outline is
included for the instructors consideration. The use of
this guide may help to facilitate the detailed study of
these chemicals,

b. Guide for the study of agricultural chemicals
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:fote: The instructor will determine which cherdcals are
to be studied in depth. his selection of course
depends upon the requ:Irenents of local areas and
situations. Other items should b. added to the
guide as appropriate.

1) Chemical name (activ:

2) EMpirical formula

3) Chemical structure

4) Comm.:71 name

5) Trada name(s) and major producer(s)

6) Melting print

7) Vapor prey: are

8) !clubilities

9) Odor

10) Color

ii) Color additives

12) Density

13) Physical state (liquid, solid, gas)

14) Corrosive action

15) Flammability

16) Stability

17) Compatibility

18) Suitable diluents

19) Concentrations

20) Purities /grades

21) Mixtures available

22) Industrial preparation

23) Formulations for use/additives used

24) Symptoms and post-mortem findings

25) Analytical metnods



26) Ar_lyAs of mixtures

27) Phyzotoxicity/Bioazsy

23, Toxicity (M50, LC, ppm oral, dermal, acute, chronic)

9) Rlationship between particle size --id toxicity

30) Special 'azards _;.nd du lgers to uen, domestic, or
wild animals

31) Residues likely, tolerance limitation

32) Synergists possible for use

33) intended general use (insecticide, fertilizer,
hematocides, etc.)

34) Intended spetAfic use

35) Antidotes and first ai4

36) Factors whi.:1 limit the effectiveness of the chemical
(such as temperature, sunligilt, water, etc.)

c. Chemical.; used as rodcnticides

1) Poisons used A baits

a) Red squill

b) Arsznious oxide

c) Zinc phospaide

d) Phosphoms

e) Thallium s "lphate

f) Strychnine

g) Alpha-naphthylthiourea (antu)

ht Sodium fluoracetate (1080)

1) Sodium arsenite

j) Barium carbonate

k) Fluoroacetamide (1081)

I) Anticoagulants

-.Warfarin
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Pival

Fiiznarin (Caumaft.ryl)

Diphacin (Diphacinone)

Cau.nachlor

m) V..-Lruses

Certain bacterial cultures have long been sold and
used (mainly in Europe) for rat control on the
assumption that spreading a disease will be
effective. The bacteria used belong to the food-
poisoning group (Salmonella) and :sy contaminate
human food. The sale of these eul*ures is pro-
hibited in many states:

0 poisons used as gases

a) Calcium cyanide (cyanogas)

b) Carbon disulfide

c) Carbon dioxide

d) Carbon monoxide

e) Methyl bromide

f) Chloropicrin

3) Poisons used as dusts

a) Sodium fluosilicate

0) DET

Antu (alpha-naphtnylthioure)

4) Repellents

a) Lye

b) Paradichlorobenzene "PM"

c) Naphthalene

d) Sulfurized linseed oil
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atautedTeachin-LnActivities

Prepare a kit of samples representative of the different
ndenticides studied in this unit. Classify according to the
outline presented.

2. Have the class participate ii ale research heeded far the
preparation of a comprehensive study guide on rodenticides.

3. Design experimentations and conduct demonstrations to show
characteristics and attributes of tne ohemicals studied in
this unit.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Laboratory quantities of the various chemicals considered
unit.

Handbooks of chemistry.

Chitty and Sovthern, Control of Rats and Mee, Vol. I, Oxford
University Press, &gine-m-77T Chap.

Storer, Control of Field Rodents on California Farms, Circular 535,
UniversIty of California Experimental Station, 1965.

EILMCm4itc Meister Publishing Co., Willoughty, Ohio,
1966.
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V. To gain a knowledge and undkratedingaljagia
and cenceets ungaving_te use of Ohemieals needed to
control field rodents d atom.

Te ^her Preparation

1.1kject4aW1Ultalt

In addition to having a knowledge of the technical aspects of
the chemicals used in rodenticides, it is also necessary for the
technician to understand the basis upon which these chemical
resources are most effective in the field. Further considerations
regarding the chemicals thomselves and also the animals for which
they are intended are worthy of further study.

1. Rodenticides are effective to the extent they are -.sea according
to acceptable and recommended practices. The efficiency of a
ece_ion against rodents varies according to a number of variables
kuther than its inherent toxic-14v).

a. Age. sox, and weight of animal

b. Resistance to poison

c. Amount and types of food in the animal's stomach

d. Variations in the baiting system; the gassing or dusting .

system

e. The bate bsse

f. The concentration of the poison

g. The amount of previous poisoning

h. The genezal health of the predator

i. The environmental conditions

1) The availability of water

2) Weather

3) Influences of other enemies

k) Differences in special habitats

2. Direct poisoning Direct poisoning is poisoning without
practicing prebaiting.

a. Tests conducted by many researchers present strong
empirical evidence against the efficiency of direct



poisoning of a nuiliber of spec4_es. However, improvement
in base time, and labor savings as well as
elimination of wasted bait make this method increasingly
competitive.
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P rebaiting

a. The chief advantage of prebaiting is in overcoming the
predators' suspicion of an unfamiliar food supply. In
regard to prebaitin3 rats, -toter cites the following:

lictaitin.s. For :mny yes it has been common
practice simply to put dow.- oaits in places frequented
by rats, leave them for one or more nights, and then re-
move the uneaten baits. Some rats were killed, but results
were usually unsatisfactory. A recent major improverAnt
is the se of prebaiting (Bartlett, et a2 1946). Small
piles of clean unpoisoned baits are placed at selected sites
or in special bait containers for several nights, the supply
being replenished whenever rats take the raterial. The
prebait is then replaced by poisoned food of the same kind,
which is left 1 to 3 tights, and then the remainder re.
moved.

PrebeitIng takes ac coup of an important featur.) in
ra.L. behaolor - -a suspicious fear and avoidance of new
objects, ien a new food. If clean prebait is offered,
they will, after one or more nights, overcome their fear
and usually accept the new food. Also, when sites are
prebaited for ..,eral nights in succession, increasing
numbers of rats will come te feed at these places. Then
when poisoned bait is substituted, a larger number will
be killed.

A convenient program is to prebait on the first, third,
and fifth days, replace with poisoned bait on the sixth day,
and remove ?:11 remaining poison and dead rats ce. the
eighth day. If acceptance of the prebait is poor, the
prebaiting period should be extended for several more days.
The largest take of poisoned bait will be on the first
night it is exposed; a little may be taken the second night,
but practica.ay none thereafter.

Prebaiting may provide a crude method of esximating the
n.,,lber of rats using bait stations. A given weight of
prebait--say 2 ounces, which may be measured by bulk with
a suitable spoon--is 1,,,Lt out at each station. On succeed-
ing days, if much is eaten, the station is refilled,
doubling the amount each time (4, 8, 16 ounces, etc.), and
this practice is continued until the amount taken "levels
off," when , maximum number of rats will be eating at the
station.
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Assuming each animal eats about 1 ounce (25 to 30 grams),
one may estimate the number of rats. Then after poiemsd
bait has been substituted, a vtess as to tho number
killed can be made, on the }psis of 1/3 ounce (10 grams)
per rat, since the animals eat a smaller amount of
peasoned food. A week or two after poisoning, an
estimate of those remaining n be made by using a new

bait (unpoisoned) and determining the amount removed,

4, Placement of baits

The effectiveness of control programs vary according to the
nearness which either preba--, or poisoned. bait is placed to the
natural habitat of the predat,.r.

5. Changing of baits

Survivors become and remain bait-shy and a n:,4; frequent
cause of failure to achieve or maintain effective rodent control
is the .incorrect use of poi.,A in subsequellt trvatmants. Base
and poison should both be changed in successive treatments.

'7'ormulations of poison's used

a. Red squill

A "-large onion-like bulb of the Mediterranean reeon,
when sliced, dried and powdered serves as poison fo: rats
and mice. Different batches of red squill vary widely in
toxicity. Of all stomach poisons it is safeat for use by
the general public but not always efficient. Cats, dogs,

hogs, chickens, and pigeons usually will not eat squill
baits, They vomit if they do (but rats cannot). The bait
mixture used is (iv weight) one part red squill (powdered)
an.i bait-9 parts,

b. Arsenic (As203)

The heavy white powder oommonly called arsenic (alc
known as arsenic trioxide, arsenious acid) has often been
used for rodent control. It is now less in favor in the
United States thn in England and elsewhere. The arsenic
must be of very fi a particle size (6 to 9 microns) for
good results, since the larger particles ar. less toxic.
It should be well refined because impurities make arsenic
less acceptable. The laws of some states and countries
require that arsenic be colored blue or green to dis-
tinguish it from flour, soda, and other harmless or edible
white powders, but this does not affect its toxicity.

Bait 90 parts by weight
Arsenic trioxide 10 parts by weight
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Arsenic has been used with various dry and moist baits.
In preparinc, and ti.stributing baits workirs should be care-
ful to keep als.;nic off th) skin, which is irritated by the
chemical.

c. Zinc Phosphide

This chemical (Zn1P2) is a heavy dark gray powder with a
faint odor of phosphofus resulting from the slow release of
phosphide (PF3). Both the powder and gas an serious po.sons.
Zinc phosphide should be weighe, mixed, and handled only
out-of-doors or in a well-lntilated room and workers should
wear gloves of leather or rubber when mixing or distributing
poison baits.

Bait 96 to 100 parts by weight
Zinc phosphide,
powdered 1 part by weight

Corn oil, mineral oil, or glycerin, at 12 to 24 fluid
ounces per 130 pounds of bait, is often added to any dry
cereal to make the poison adhere. The bait and poison are
first mixed d7y until the zinc phosphide becomes an evenly
distributed coating. ",en the oil, well warmed, is added
slowly and the mixture As stirred again. gaits may be
cereal or bread crumbs alone or may include some fresh fish,
horse meat, or hamburger. Ground apple or carrot are some-
times used. Stale breal, without an oil, but mixed with an
equal amount of water, has been used with 2 1/2 to 5 per
cent zinc phosphide in England.

d. Antu

The chemical known as ante (alphanapthyl-thiourea) is
of use in cnntrol of Norway rats. It is a fine bluish-
gray powder that keeps well whet dry and is insoluble in
water. It may be mixed with wet or dry foods (ceieals,
uread, etc.) and adhores well when dusty, from i sifter on
cut moist baits of apple, sweet pot' ,aloupe, or
watermelon and on groui.1 meat, grounk. or chicken heads.

Bait
Antu

100 parts by weight
2 or 3 parts by weight

This substance is quite poisonous to dogs, oats, and

Pigs; when used care is n...eded to keep these animals from the
poisoned baits. Antu will not seriously poison polltry
or man. For rodents other than the Norway rat, it is far
less toxic and other poisons should be used for control of
those animals (Richter, 1945; Ward, 1946).



e. Barium Carbonate

Formerly this heavy, fine white powder was used commonly
but it has been largely discarded in favor of more dependable

poisons. While cheap, it is not always easy to buy.

gait If parts by weight
Barirm carbonate 1 part by weight

Corn meal, rolled oats, bread, and ground meat or fish
have eqrved as baits. Di.y materials are first mixed with
the. barium carbonate, then moistened. Bread bets may be
moistened with elk: "sloppy" baits may be more effective
in hot weather. Fresh foods should have the dry barium
carbonate sifted over them and should be stirred until
evenly coated or mixed with the poison.

Z. W farin

New in materials for rodent control is warfarin
(Compound 42) which is licensed for manufacture and sale
by the Wisconsin Alawel Research Foundation. Unlike the
usual poisons, this substance produces fatal internal
bleeding (hemorrhage) when eaten in sufficient amount
over Several days. Additional differences are that:rats
and other rodents take baits containing warfarin-without
hesitation and will contiiiie- to' do it, until death over-

=comes them after several days. No pribaiting is necessary.
.(Hayes and Gaines,1?50j.

5 '

This substance is strketed ibid4r:iiarionetisade names
(all packages show the native ingredient as warfarin). As

offered for sale warfarin is available in two forms: One

ie. ).:200 (51)_ mixture with flour or,other powder that is
bombinect with -bait it 1 'AV,Viiitib' lbY Weight- so the

As* .o00401( *sift* tic' of :lotoo

::(about 100 mitligrionetii drYliaito" Oiled
etc.) 11410?Ntr. .411triltigif)ei.1 or gr*inde

*of 'bait may, fie itdietfik *Wadi OM -sdberiP 'kid be
spread loief Iiitt with
waffirin in 1:4000 tiCtto (P . rojaitl. r''''

The 44161ii be exposed like otle`ealmiits in
small otos or in bait boxes. As taken by rits-the supply
mi411t be replenished so that will be ,availably, for the
animals to_eat as often as they desiri:'13ait'spots should
be main:W*4 for 10 daya to Weeks or longer.; In

,witty Warfarin it `is Loo -thift lifterIWO

rats begin 'feeding there id-al:arse-initial take oft )ait
far several :days, then lesSer'iMattniiii,arm *loved a rats
die off, a& finally nail littaittities 'are 'eaten frreigulerly
as rats from outside enter the area baited.
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The only serious hazard in using warfarin is to domestic
cats and dogs (two ounces of bait per day for 3 or 4 days
would probably kill an 11 pound dog); like rats. these pets
are killed by feeding on the baits for several days. A single
meal, even of some size, usually not fatal. Cats may die
after feeding several dejs on poisoned rats.

g. Yellow Phosphorus

The basis of many commercial poisons is yellow phosphorus
which is often sold in a syrup to be spread on baits of bread
and other foods. Some of these preparations are fairly
effective.

Phosphorus has a distinctive, garlic-like odor, and is
luminous in the dark, but these features ajo not prevent rats
from eating phosphorus baits. There probably is a fire hazard
from phosphorus only when the particles are larger than of
microscopic (colloidal) size.

h. Thallium Sulfate (Thallous sulfate, T12SO4) and "1080"
(Sodium fluoroacetate)

Two other rodent poisons are not available to the general
public in many statea because of the great hazards they in-
volve. Baits poisoned with these chemicals have no dis.
tinctive appearance, taste, or smell. Both are toxic to
rodents, other wild animals, domestic livestock, and man.

Thallium sulfate (thallous sulfate T1004) is a "heavy
metal" poison obtained from smelters. It has been used by
government agencies for control of both rats and field
rodents. Thallium poisoned grain has several times im-
properly come into the hands of persons who, not knowing
it was poisoned, used it for food.

Since 1945, a new wartime discovery, "1080" (sodium
fluoroacetate), has been used by military and government
agencies for rodent control (Kalmbach, 1945; %lard, 1946).
It is very effective, but extremely dangerous. Pet dogs
and cats may be poisoned by eating rats or mice killed by
"1080." Several human deaths, particularly among children,
have occurred with "1080" in rat control. Like thallium,
its sale is restricted by law in many states.

These poisons can only be used by properly trained
persons and in places where there is little chance of
secondary poisoning.

There is no certain antidote for either of these poisons.
Thallium is a slow-acting poison, but "1080" works so rapidly
that it has been impossible to save experimentally poisoned
animals even with prompt first aid under the best of
laboratory conditions.



Poisonous gases

a. Calciuzz Cyanide

This compound, Ca(CN)2, is the most common material used
for gassing. In the presence of moisture (water in the air
or soil of rat burrows), this chemical forms hydrocyanic
acid gas (HCN). Both calcium cyani0-. and the gas are deadly
poisons for animals, insects, and man. In parts of the.arid
'test and Southwest during the dry season there may not be
enough moisLure for successful use of cyanide, and cracks in
the ground may permit quick escape of the gas, which is
lighter than air.

Calcium cyanide is available both as a dust (Cyanodust A)
and in granular form (G Fumigant). The dust is applied with
a special pump. Air is forced through a glass jar which
contains the powder, and the dust-laden air passes through
a hose into the burrow. The tip of the hose is placed
10 to 12 inches inside the burrow, the entrance is closed
with earth, and several strokes are made with the pump.
If dust is seen coming put of hidden "bolt holes" or
through cracks in the ground, such openings should be
covered with earth. The dust produces a high concentra-
tion of gas in the burrow, but only for a short time.

Corn cribs may be temporarily rid of rats by use of a
dust pump. There is no danger in using corn from fumigated
cribs after several days of damp air, since the poisonous
gas is generated rather quickly and the residue is only lime.

When using granular cyanide, place 1 tablespoon (one
ounce) of the material 6 to 8 inches'inside the burrow
with a long-handled spoon,.and block the entrance tightly,
taking care thct the cyanide is not covered. If there is
moisture within the burrow, a strong concentration of
cyanide gas will develop just inside the blocked entrance,
where it will kill any rat trying to dig'Out:' .In damp
weather the cyanide maybe placed 'during the afternoon.
When the temperature is low, the material should be put
into burrows during the morning to give time for the gas
to form. This method is not effective on garbage dump,
under piles of trash, or in places where the gradndis
cracked, as the gas will leak away too rapidly.

Cyanide readily dissolves in water; it can be used when
the air is dam, but not during a "tin er-whefe-the ground
is wet. The supply can should be cov,..red til.htly except
when cyanide is being removed. The enTmical should always
be kept off the operator's hands and clothing.
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b. Carbon disulfide (CS2)

Carbon disulfid, applied with a pump or on waste balls,

as for control of ground squirrels, can be used against

rats. Fluid carbon disulftde burns readily, and the vapor

is highly explosive. It should not be used where there is

any fire hazard from open flames, cigarettes, electric

sparks, or other sources.

c. Methyl bromide (CH3Br)

Methyl bromide is a highly volatile fumigant occasionally
used for burrows, especially where killing fleas for disease
prevention is necessary, but it requires special equip-

ment for use.

d. Carbon monoxide (CO)

Carbon monoxide from an automobile exhaust may be forced

through a hose into rat burrows. The pressure "rom the

engine drives the gas into all parts of * burrow. Unlike

some other gases, carbon monoxide will remain in a burrow

for a considerable time, not being absorbed in the soil or
soil water: hence, it has a long period of effectiveness.
This gas may be used for burrows under cement-floored farm
buildings whe-- cyanide would be dangerous to livestock.

8. Poisonous Dusts

A. Sodium fluosilicate (NP2SiF6)

If sodium fluosilicate is spread on floors where rats
and mice run, some of the dust gets on their hair and feet,
proves irritating, and is licket nff and swallowed
(Mackie, et al., 1934) . 'he rodents die in 3 to 6 daYs.
This chemical contains fluorine and must not be used
where it might contaminate food. The dust should not be
stirred up; and under no circumstances- should kernels of
cereals on floors dusted with fluosilicate be swept up and
uses ga food for an or animals.

In some pler,--1 sodium fluosilicate may be, put down 2.e

a narrow strip the floor close to the walls, in a-room
or building. Then boards may be leaned along the floor
and against the wall to prevent the dust from being
scattered to nearby objects. Rats and mice usually run
along the bases of walls, and tend to go beneath boards
so placed.

b. Antu

Antu, up to 20 per cent, when mixed in flour,
pyrophyllite, or talc, my be dusted heavily (1 /R inch
or thicker) on rat runs and entrances to burrows for
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control of Forway rats. It has little value for roof or
black rats. This is not a major means of control, but has
beer used to kill a few rats that escape poison, traps, or gas.

c. DDT

In areas where marine typhus is a hazard, DDT dust
(5' to 101) is placed on runways to catch on the feet and
fur of passing rats and kill many of their fleas. !hen
the number of fleas, which carry endemic typhus to man,
is reduced, there is less danger of spreading the disease
when the rats are killed off.

Heavy dusting with DDT is reported to reduce or eliminate
house mice in places where this material can be used with
safety. It is less effective for rats.

these dusts can be applied with a sifter can.
When much dusting is to be done, however, it is helpful to
have a large (1 gallon) can with fly smeen soldered on one
end and a carrying handle on the Odle. For dusting rat runs
on beams and pipes, a small sifter cal, be fastened et right
angles:to the end of a 3- or 4foot stick is convenient.

EBEE2Ai2L10911MILMABLAPtivittLL

1. Prepare various kinds of formulations of rodenticideslor use.

2, With laboratory: animals, administer various preparations of
rodenticides and study the results, 'Attempt to ascertain the
affects of variables other than the toxicity of the ohemical
used in the pesticide on'the effectiveness of the material used.

Sumes&gOnstructional Materials and Reference&
.

Materiels required as base ingredients for baits,

Toxicant miterialti used.imrthe preparation of the pesticide material
to be prepared.

Chitty and Southern, Control of Rats and Mice, Vol. I, Oxford
University Press, &gland. 1954. Chap. II.
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VI. To acquire the knowledge and skills needed to handle,
trans ort store and use chemicals to revent control,

or eradicate fief dents and similar reda }.ors la rfuil

and

Teacher

Sect Matter

I. Planning a program of predator control through the use of chemi-
cals and the subsequent imp_ementation of such a program makes
use of knowledge, skills, ab22.ties, and understanding gained
and developed during this and related courses.

A program of rodent and predator control is not based
entirely on one kind of approach. Chemical methods are generally
used in conjunction with other kinds of control measures. The

planning proposed in this unit presumes the desirability of in-
cluding other kinds of control, but the focus is upon the use of
chemicals.

Guidelines for program planning are proposed. The instructor
will need to modify and adapt to fit local circumstances.

a. Guide for planning a rodent and predator control program

1) Determine what the situation is at present .!11 what it

is apt to be 1.f pesticides are not used

a) What is the threat of animal infestation

b) What damage is likely to resrlt

c) What danger is posed

d) if-.4at risk is involved

e) What degree of control can be expected

f) What are the alternatives within the chemicals field

2) Establish gcals and objectives

a) Establit, what. is desired, what is to be attempted

-- It it possible, attainable

Is it challenging, worthwhile

Is it measureable, what tools of measurement
are to be used, how will we know of our
progress.
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b) Spell out goals and objectives in terms of:

The crop or crop product under threat

-. The predator(s)

The use of necessary inputs

The exercise of control over other variables

3) Spell out ways and means to accomplish goals and
objectives - devise a plan of action

a) Establish priorities Ind allocate resources

- - Determine what tb operational framework is

- - Spell out limitations

.. Ascertain the specific use to be made of

rodenticides

.. Make a selection of the materials to ba used

-- Plan for the use of the chemical

.. Determine the form to be used

Determine if prebait will be used

Ascertain the appropriate time which applica.
tioi will be made

-- Select the i atioa of application

Plan for the pt.( 7ei formulation
and preparat if the materials
for use,

-. Detail the proper placement or application

to be made

-- Plan an evaluation procedure to ectmine the

results secured

2. City ordinances and state laws in many states make tha owner or
occupant of any premises responsible fnr keeping down rodents.
Failure to control them is a misdemeanor that may result in
court action.

Building codes of many comMtinities prescribe means to rat.
proof new or old ,structures.
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Exclusion and sanitation are am -g the surest defenses
against predators; however, other control measures are often
necessary. Regardless of the control used, it must be con -
tinuous and over a large area if it is to be effective. Most

control poisons and gases used to control predators are dangerous
to man and livestock, therefore must be used carefully.

3 Poisons and poison baits to be offered for sale in many states
Must first be submitted to the State Department of Agriculture.
Only those which are satisfactory to this agency are offered for
sale. Ift addition, poisons and poisoned baits sold in inter-
state commerce must also meet the requirements of the Federal
Insecticide, Fk:445,:,ide, and ledenticide Act of June, 1947.

(See the uni presened under this heading and included in the
study guide for ti-.e course "The Use of Chemicals as In-
secticides." Provisions of the federal acts are reviewed in
that unit.)

4. General Precautions with Poisons

a. Allot the substances used for poisoning field rodents are
dangerous to human beings and to domestic animals. They
should therefore be handled, stored, and labeled with great
care using the following precautions:

1) label all 'containers "POISON" and keep them locked up
and out of reach of children, irresponsible adults,
pets amd livestock.

).dear an approved leak when mixing powdered or volatile
poisons. If working outdoors, do not let the dust
drift into watering troughs, irrigation ditches, or
food-storage amis.

Ali poison baits, particularly those containing sine
photphide, out of doors or in a well - ventilated tuild-
ing where there will be less haiard to the,operator.
Never mix poison in a room where animal or human food
is prepared or stored.

_

A metal-topped table, or one that can be thoroughly
wa.hed, should be used for mixing. If necessary to
use a wooden table, cover it with wrapping paper, oil

ok similar material which can be turned-after
the mixing operation is completed.

5) Wear rut6r gloves when mixing and distributing poison
baits, particularly those containing zinc phosphide.
Burn gloves after using or wash them with detergent
at some plaoe where thle_waall-water can drain onto
soil that can be spaded in. Do not put g7 eves into
garbage for disposal.

)
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6) Wash hands carefully after mixing or handling baits,
even though gloves have bee' worn.

7) Wash utensils thoroughly after mixing baits and pour
out the rinse water where it will not be a hazard to
people or animals. Utensils employed for mixing
poisoned baits must not be used for any other purpose.

3) Always handle poisonous gases out of doors. Do not

breathe the fumes. Stand upuwind when using or placing
the material in burrows.

9) Store carbon disulfide in tightly-stoppered cans or
drums in a cool dry place, out of doors or in a separate
building, away from all fire, sparks, and matches. It

is a dangerous gas and highly explosive. The drums
should be grounded with a wire when filling cans or
pump,

10) HANDLE POISONS AS THOUGH YOUR LIFE DEPENDS ON 1T.
IT DOES!

b. The minimum lethal dosage of strychnine fora human being
is considered to be about 0.5grain.or 35 milligrams.-
equivalent to about 250 kernels of strychnine- coated grain.
About 5 ounces of zinc phosphide bait.may be fatal for a
human being. Carbon disulfide is lethal in a concentra-
tion of about i part in 1,000 parts of air with 30 minutes
exposure.

.

, .

Antidotes for the different poisons vary, and some may
be uncertain or not wholly effective in their action.
In a case of-accidental poisoning, it is imperative that
a physician be called immediately for most effective use
of antidotes.

Sassitageata..._...L...esteTechiTainActities

1. Using Amulated poison bait materials (don't tell students they
are haiinairultil exercise is completed), have students prepare
baits, make applications, and clean up afterwards.

2. Demonstrate proper placement of chemical baits or other
rodenticides in a cooperating farmer's field or building.

sjasr4s.j"e Tjalmticznal.. MatuAlzxxLkforencsa

Materials rewired for rodent control.
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This publication is a portion of the course material

written in Affricultural Chemicals Technology. To be under-

stood fully, the complete set of materials should be considered
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#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides Plants

#3 The Use of Chemicals as Boil Additives

" The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bactericides
and Nematocides

#5 The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and
Other Predators

#6 The Use of r _teals as Herbicides

0 The Use of Chemicals in the Field of AVM Animal
Reath (Nutrition, Entomology, Pathology)

116 The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators

or
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transport, store, and apply lawfolNr and safely those
chemicals used as herbicides 33



TM USE OF CREXICALS AS 13113101DIS

ifils4A12134 Obiective

To develop personal qualities and effective abilities needed
for entry and advaneement by technicians in occupationc Which
pertain to chemioal Weed control. .

fmadAltaktfrailat
1. To develop an interest in and an appreciation of the part. which

'chemicals Mire in controlling weeds:
A.

r

2. To gain an understanding of the principles of plant growth, soil
science, and chemistry as tidy relate the-use of herbicides.

3. To gain knowledge and skills essential to the qualification of
technicians for we in the area of obemittal weed control.

AggeeThigj
At school

S

"Class -instruotion - 2 hours

Laboratory experience 36 hours

Total at school z 60 hours

Occupational overtones 6 hours

Tote for the Course 120 !tours

I

-

The following suggestions may be helpful in arousing a high
level of interest in students at the beginning-of this %mitt-

1. Demonstrate for the students, using flats Or plots of plants
especially grown for this purpose, the effects of using
herbicides. Show the 'selectivity Of tome chemitoale, -the

1
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speed with which some chemicals act, and the persistence some
chemicals have in preventing weed germination and grow*
Be sure in each case to use a control (no treatment) for
contrast.

2. With information obtained from workers in- industry, businiiiii,-
pubijo service, and education-develop a list of the skills,
abilities, and understandings which agricultural chemical
technicians need for employment in the herbicide industry.
The list will probably include entries for each of the
following sub-headings:

a. Manta use of chemicals to attempt to control weedi

b. Federal, st.te, and local laws, regulations, and controls
which pertain to the sale and use of herbicides

c. The recognition and identification I. weeds which are
commonly encountered

4, Various chemical resources which are available 'for use to
control weeds

e. The principles of plant growth, soil science,-
chemistry which are related to the use cheaticilii to-
control weeds

f. Skills, abilities, ,andluiderstandings .peeled td plan a weed
control program

g, Important terms, nomenclatures, definitions, tables, charts,
and guides common to the field and. important computations,
calculations, conversions, and measurements performed

h. The handling and applying of herbilidee. in the proper
manner, using approved methods and equipment:

3, Develop a list of factors, with the help of the students, which
tend to complicate the task of controlling weeds t use
of chemicals. Included ia.16:1, be such itoini.

a. Dissemination of plants

b. Plant physiology

c. Existing soil and water relationships

d. Growth habits; i.e., depth roots penetrate the soil



e. Formulations of chemicals

f. Application equipateilt.

4. Review the 'history of r

a. The weed control program of one of the progressive farmers
in the area

The upe of herbicides in the local and regional
_areas.

_ .1 r-
-71 1 .)

,

, r .r -ct. , _

7 - \s, a 1

-
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Competencies to be Developed,

I. To develop an interest in and an appreciation and
understanding of manta use of chemicals to attempt
to prevent, control, or eradicate weeds.

Teacher Preparation

Sub ect Matter Content

Review relevant aspects of plant nutrition, plant psysiology,
soil science, and chemistry as they are related to the use of
herbicides. Examine what man attempts to do with herbicides, what
the herbicide industry is me, and some of the problems encountered
in an attempt to prevent, control, or eradicate weeds chemically.

1. Review (material previously covered in other courses)

a. Plant nutrition and physiology

1) The life processes of plants are many and varied; they
are complex and delicately balanced. Disturb one, even
slightly, and a chain of events may be set off that
will cause major changes in the plantts metabolism.

b. Soil Science

1) Wray factors influence the effectiveness of an herbicide
Herbicides applied to the soil a= e directly affected
by soil characteristics. Herbicides applied directly
to the foliage of plants are affected less by soil
differences.

The numerous soil factors, the many different kinds
of herbicides and the large number of plant species and
climatic 7ariations make the study of herbicides in
soils verj complex and diverse. There are at le&3t 10
different soil variables of major importance: texture,
moisture, temperature, organic matter, 'microorganisms,
mineral constituents, colloidal properties, aeriations,
structure of top and subsoils and pH (soil reaction).

c. Chemistry

1) Herbicide selectivity, refers to the characteristic of a
chemical that makes it more toxic to one plant than to
another. When such an herbicide is applied to a mixture
of plants, some may be killed and others may be affected
only slightly or not at all.

Selectivity 0 based upon many factors. The most
important factors are:

a) Morphological or Structural Differences which

--permit selective application of herbicides
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permit :protection- of- the plant-meristematic
regions from

involve plant surface differenoes -or orients.
tion of plant parts which may affect spray
retention and herbicide absorption

Some plant surfaces 'irliorb_ the fumbl-
e e quickly, Other plant surfaces absorb the
chemical slowly, if at all. The chemical nature
of the herbicile is also involved,- Therefore,
differential absorption or selective absorption
may account for differences in plant responses.

c) yrcuislo o n Differences. Translocation of
herbioi es s.-a major problem in -the control of
weeds with below-ground reproductive organs.
Translocation of herbicides within the plant
involves

translocation through the phlOem

translooation in the xylem

interoellaar tranamatipm

d3 The 07100;logical
differenoes in plants which amount for selective
-herbicidal Aoxioity is, only partially understood.

,-Differences in enzyme systems, resporse to pH
changes, cell metabolism, cell permeability,
variations in ohensioA constituents, and polarity
may be Involved. A.ohange.in one or more of these
may "%net in either blocking or itinalating certain
biochemical processes. The entire metabolic
prooess-may be thrown out of balance. Often it is
difficult to separate the.priammLeffeott of an
tierbioide from secondary effect .,,=

- Timis of Tixioitv. Two types .of -to,xioity to plant
tissue, int4 and amigo have been noted, The word
acute is used here to mean "intense" or "penetrating ;"
thus, acute herbicidal toxicity is an intense, rapid
killing of the plant. Sometimes, Though, the plant
may survive if it is not israediately 'dolled; it surfers
only a temporary setback. Contest berbisifts ustwalr
produce acute toxicity. The word chronic as used here
means "of long duration" or t'eontinuing for long time."
Therefore, chronic. herbicidal-fix:WAY is :slow- acting.
Under some conditions the plant may ehow. little visible
effeot for a week or longer] it may die 3 to 10 weeks
after treatment, Growth.regulators usually produce
chronic toxicity. -



2. The problem The- Need for-Weed gentea

3. Solution to 'the protlem

a. Man's need to'control weeds

a. Losses can be reduced by three principal means i; weed

4) Carrie. Tn many sprays the bulk of the volume is made

3) Concentrations. Concentration may determine whether

prevention; eradication, and control.

1) Weeds are important to almost everyone. Weed control

1) 1404 priventiotmeans primarily good farm sanitation.

Water is the most common carrier, and it lends driving

'from being introduced and from spreading.'

water because it has a by surf/Lee tension and high
wetting ability. Oil maybe used where creeping of

Weeds may poison or seriously slow dovt weight gains

up 'of a carrier or diluent. This ,extends the active in..

end surface tension. Oil is a better carrier than

disease-cirganisms, and reduce land values. The oost

concentration of the herbicide at a vital location in

herbicide effectiveness.

grediente 80 they may cover the plant surfaces evenly.

force to the spray solution because of its high density

the spray .solution into -the crowns of_ grosses and

is one of the moot expensive steps in crop productiom

of livestock, cause allergies such as hay

garde :Is. Weeds...create_ problem n...raoreittion areas

light frOsf the 6.216; "Lints They often reduce yield
and qtrality OVetep and livestock products. They in.
crease labor and equipment oasts, harbor insect and

of weeds-to. the American farmer is estimated at

due to weeds can exceed ,$100 per acre. Tn many crops

Pre -

ventive methods include the use of clean seed, clean-
ing

weeds from seeding and spreading, and spot- treat-
ing

herbicide inhibits

the plant any

areas.

van

You

small weed infestations within the field.

$5,000,000,000 annOilly. in'oertain crops the losses

Weeds are cos*. They take water, fertiliser, and

6



2) yeed eradication, completely destroys- or removes all weed
plants including regenerative 'Eradication
in sometimes justifiable, as in the case of small new
infestations of particularly troublesome weeds, even at
relatively high costs per unit area or-loss of selec-
tivity.

3) a nt 1 is in most instances the most reasonable
approac Maly weeds are so widespread that eradica-
tion, though desirable, becomes cc !toxically ix-
praotiosl -But weed infestations can be reduced tc
-a level that will enable a orop-to pioduoed
profitably in spite of the weeds.

4. Weed oontrol methods

a. oontr91- ina).udes k9ultivation, mowing, disking,
hosing, and .iiiiffbtler-dilltiral practices.

prompins methods take ad-Vantage of -drop rotatiinis to obtain
changes in the environiient-whidit will _keep wee down.
Often the new crop iiiO'deijalrillir calitrttis with the weeds
from the previous. crop. A good rotation for weed control
usually includes strong oompetitive crops grown in each
part of the rotation-plus both' sunneal, real craps and
winter or early spring grain crops.

c. Dialogical, control methods use living organisms to control
.weedsi Insects or-disease organisms_ are the '4 sual, tools
used. However, parasitic plants, selective erasing by
livestook, geese, and rodents -are also important.

d. Um is effective in removing weds from ditch banks,
roadsides, and °viler waste places. Special burners for
flaming small annual weeds have been suocesatul in props
such as cotton. corn, and sorghum.

e. chemicig., weed control offers the greatest potential. It is
not new but ha,: developed rapidly ...nd extensively in the
past several years. Three types of herbicide` classified
according to their effects an plants are shown below.

5. The use of chemicals to control weeds

a. Kinds of chemicals Available for weed control

1) Cnn _ct herbicides kill plant parts covered by the
chemica . The chemical must be directly toxic to
living cells. Generally the effects are_acute and.
the plant dies quickly or soon after treatment. Ade-
quate. kastribution of t..)43 herbicide over-the foliage
is essential. Contact herbicides may be selective or
non-selective.
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2) Grmoth rla".lattIrsara also ealled.growth modiflers
givwth substances, trAnslocated herbicides, and systemic
herbicides. TInse herbicides are absorbed by either the
roots or above ground Tarts and move through the plant
systei The plait's gmwth and metabolic processes are
upset the cheeioel. They have a chronin effect.
Growth regulators lere uvlally effective on cert. in
planCs but not on r'her5- making passible selectivity
in plan c, kir/.

3) Soil sterilants are 7113, chenteels.which prevent re

growth of green plants when present :in the soil. These
treatments are usually applied to the surface of the
soil but may also be incorporated into the soil by
cultivation. or injected below the soil. If the
chemical sterilizes the soil for less than 48 hours,
it is said to have toxick_tx.. If -the soil
is sterile for 4 morisosilm--117tiilnsidered
teszoorazz from 4 months to 2 years as
a umkormangniAlguall and for more -than 2 years

as s P.121PAsIALJMILIkajal&

b. rtzamples of well.s.aown weed control programs

1) Cite programs of the looal area

2) Other (Klamath weed, etc.)

c. Major determinations required in a weed control program

1) Kind of chemioal to use

2) Time

3) Placement

4) Amounts

3) Methods of application

6) costs

7) Dangers, hazards

d. What results can be expected from the use of herbicides

-
1) Cite local examples

e. The importance of using herbicides

1 ) Economic

Herbicides were used to control weeds on more
than 70 million acres of agricultural land in
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1962 at a cost of more than $272 million as
compared to approximately 53 million acres and
028 million in 1959. These data do not in-
clude the use of herbicides on industrial areas
and other type of agricultural land.

Shaw, t C. - Weed Science

f. Problems of using herbicides

1) Safety factors for humans, livestock, and

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

?)

Contamination of other crops by drift of herbicide

Dosage and calibration

Cleanliness of equipment

Proper equipment

Mixing of.herbicides with other chemicals

Residues on soil and crops

6. The Herbicide Industry

a. History and development

1) Review which may be helpful is Crafts and Robbins, .

1962, Weed Control, 3rd Edition, McGrawHill, Chapter
9, PP.173477.

b. Present status and situation

1) Dynamic and expanding (discuss)

c. Recent changes and future trends

1) Dnphasis on research (basic and applied)

2) Increased utilization and development of
selective herbicides

3) Ehphaiis on regulatory needs and laws

4) &phasis on education

5) EMphasie on use of surfactant, co-solvent, other
adjuvants and mixtures of herbicides
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Su e tp2111 angk&mlaLk ivi es

1. Have the students bring in labels or small sised used con-
tainers of her'oicidea. As a" class project, summarise in-
formation available frail these Moss brand names, major
procedures, trade names, active ingredient. and instructions
for use.

2. Select a representative number of farms in the area and with
the cooperation of the grower:

a. Deteirtne the weed control program practiced.

b. Ascertain the amounts and kinds of herbicides used.

c. Attempt to compute the approximate value which
occurred as a result of having naaa (1) a total weed
control program and (2) herbicide". ;

d. Deteroune what problems were encountered in the conduct
of these various weed control programs.

3. Demonstrate the toxicity, lethal effects, and residues of
one of the well -known herbicides.

4. Establish a small, mixed weed, demonstration plot which. can.
be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of differekit types
of "herbicides.

5. Talk by county agriculture commissioner or -farm 4,dvisor on
fil-"Acide utilisation in local area.

UsgheLdwgjamaMile end

laingman, Glen C, We_e_taatiparlpf_Vmg, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 1961.

0

Crafts, Alden S. and Robbins, Wilfred W., We'd Control, 3rd Edition,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. ,New To*. 1962.

The British Weed Control Council, Weed Control Han4boels, 3rd
Edition, Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford, 190.

State Extension and !Department Station Publications.



II. To develo the abilit to use im ortant terms nomen-
clature, deftnitiont, tables, charts. and guides which,
are used in the field and also to develop the ability.
lamapjAmptant computati ns conversions a c

lations, and mekesurenrommonlerfoed
by technical Yorkers in the field of weed control.

Teacher Preparation
IMMMIOner

Subject Natter Content

Note: This unit is presented here at an early point in the
study guide in order that the instructor may review
it and make plans to make use of the data and informa-
tion provided for herein throughout the remainder of
the course. It is not intended that the unit will be
taught as a separate compotency, as are the other six
major units of the oourse, but that the material
provided for here will to) integrated *16 appropriate
throughout the rest of the study. The purpose of this
section then is to provide for the pulAing together
in one place a core of information appropriate to
the course.

It will be necessary for the, instructor to gather
information and materials from various courses in-
cluding the ones recommended in this unit.

Guidelines in the form of an outline for use in
summarizing data gathered peitinent to this section
are presented.

Data presented in this section of the stldrjaide
for the course "the Use f C' tetica1s as Tnsecti id s"
may be useful.

SECTION ONE . General Information

DENT WILL :

1. Make use of words, terms, and phrases appropriate to the'subject
matter of the comae. A Glossary orients will facilitate this
usage.

2. Perform measurements, conversions, computations, and calcula-
tions commonly done by technical workers in the field. Tables,
containing units of measurement and tables of equivalents of
units will be useful.

a. Tables of measurenent

-. Linear measure - length
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Square measure - area

- - Cubic measure - volume

Liquid measure -:e4Oacity

- -Dry measure - capacity

Weight measure

- - Temperature measure

Time. measure

Other

b. Tables .of convenient equivalents

-- Equivalent tolimes - liquid measure

Equivalent volumes.- dry measure

Equivalent - liquid

Equivalent weight/volume - dry

Equivailentlerigthis.

Equivalent areas

kuiValerii

Equivalent temperatures

':.;,-71Pinitalent
"rs

SECT= IWO - Intonation Regarding Agricultural Chemicals

lareMINGAZiuspazdugulsim:
1. A table which Usti Ithe amen ince, active ingredient, and

trade .1xam(s) of chemicals studied in the course.

Example: EIL Trichczvacetica4g Sediuicit
2. An alphabetical listing of chemicals conmonly,used in the field.

Intonation such 'a m. the trade name, name of major producer,
composition, formulation, and ream/mended use.



Example: Simazine (Oelgy)

2.chloro-4,6.bis(ethylamino).5.triazine,
80% active ingredient -wetts'le powder;
4% active ingredient - granule - herbicide
for use as registered.

3. A listing of ahem:%cal materials according to the general use.

ExamPle;

-- PCP

1-ZPA

Rost-e zat:amm,here es

SRC

Diuron

MCPA

2,4-D

1 3

4. Compatibility charts and tables

a. P1.4,..otoxicity (with plants)

b. Chemicals (with other chemical)

c, Physical (with other chemical)

5. Toxicity tables providing LD and LC values (both oral and
dermal, acute and chronic) of chemicals studied in the

6. Tolerance limitations imposed by F.D.A. upon residues applicable
to the subject matter of tha course (i.e., herbicides, ins
secticides, fungicides, etc.)

Most lay people have no conception of what constitutes one
part per million residue on crops. The following examples may
help you make this interpretation for them:
1. One inch is one part per million in 16 miles.
2. A postage stamp is one part per million of the weight

of a person.
3. A one gram needle in a one ton hay stack id 1 ppm,

One part per million is one minute in two years.
5. Lay your hand on the ground and it covers 5 ppm

of an acre.



6. If one pound of a cheeical lands on an acre of
alfalfa the hay has 500 ppm. One ounce of a chemical

would impart 31 Fpm.
7. A teaspoon of material on an aerie of alfalfa would

impart 5 ppm.
8. One teaspoon of DDT drifting mto 5 acres of alfalfa

puts 1 ppm in the hay, and the Federal Law says that
the hay motet contain none.

(Source Western Crops and tans Management),

ZIGIION - Preparation et Ch call for Use

TE.4654.:77.:01;inakr.T

1. Determine whetller is not materials prepared and soumercialYy
packaged can be applied directly i*Ilft.th,6' eeetiliee.

2. Determine the total amount(e) ef active ineredieet(s) eontained
in a chemical mixtuee. MI-aurae may vary according to' weight,
volume, conceetratian. and feremiation.

3. *Ake a determination a the eeevente, by iet ght -et-by volme. of
chemical materials of various levels of eoncentration to use in
ose!er to prepare a siva-. quantity af -tome eekee i"il.treeit

recommended err specified dosage or tencenteeetion

(Weights Or volumes of ec13.d or licieel.ftecee&lieriiitaired to

prepare a given quantity- e.f material or different dilution:

4. Interpret tables and recommendations fee :!eenoentrate* ,spraying.

=gum "Preparation Ntiissary in Order to
Secure Specified or Reoemmended Applle

. cation Rates

jjapV jEgli.22.1
1. Compete the area of various plots of land, These plots will

vary in size, shape, topography, and planting.

a. Determine acreage of row planting which vary according
to spacing.

b. Determire total acreage of plots.

2. Determine the speed of eohicle teaveling on the land. (In
miles per hour and feet per minute.)

3. Three variables affeCt the application rate of agriceltural
chemicals secured in the field - the speed of travel, the



effective width of the device applying the chemical, and tt-L4
total itateri,) delivered par unit of time. If_tw% of tress,

otht1.0221/2*liatLa
a snecifiiimpamtion to

a. Calibrate sprayers, dusters or. mete =.' Apvioes
secure specific delivery rates.

b, Compute the length of bkom, .m Aber of or 'width

of opening to si;c4re specifiz vrldthei

c, Calibrate ground 1peed to secur4 Ipea:',.N.c rata

:_s3 tables of °Rate of WAralente

&ample: i twice per square f.:,? A, w Z722.5 pounds per aors

i3 l ! fsieuato t4s T,ut.ity o spr.r per lengtli rcw (t:!,

varicus *pagings)liUch 1611 be ,xlmiwelen-4 to 2 welfie
appliatiou per acre.

6. Determine the gallons par =re requiroa t qTai f j, S e
different plar.ting dl' stancea:

7) !;onsider the tIffwt of particle size on drift and iepolit,
(Prepare spray drift and &cosi:, tablc.)

ATAUlLtar, Information Relaive to niarcaift and N,escriptiln

L.....:Play.LUI,ZO_HES1..'1=1 MAW OBE op

Tables, charts, and guides which alma:dee situetcns ens
countered in agricultural production iu which the ;tee of
chele.cals is appropriate. Materials to use andikethods
of application are suggested.

Etaarlos of fort used:

15

, -rems-Assw.s*-LIWYMIt
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Plant or Pest, Disease
Sol iti n

Causative Agent iftww0410hat Material

Spotted Alfalfa At time Diuron
Aphid of plant.

ing

Alfalfa Weeds

ActiVe In- Amount Concert-
grldient Formu- tration Reed

a're lation Pier Acre

1/2-190 Ibc.. 25%
in 23A0 Granules
gallons of
water. (The
higher amounts
are used as
soil StOri-.
lant.)--

IN

Method of'

12221.1.01.0n

Use only
where'al-
felt* be-
come.
deMeat;
for the
control of
seedling
winter
,annual,
'weeds.

Remarks.,

Treat only
estiblished
stands of
One year

2. Craphs, charts, tables, and other illustrative materials
a:W.104.40d supportive of the unit underi.00tkpl**tieks-.

Ekapples:,
INlha- as . 4-4 A ...4. -

a. OTaphicaLrelationshipsj

time versus residue levels.,
,

rates of application versa leVels of eifiietiV'eite-ii

level, of concentration versus levels of effectiviMess-

stage of development or growth versus effectiveness
!di chemical control, eta.

=Elam - Sources of Information

1,. Table 1, p. 41, PlIDULTQOA,LLIIJUUdgJalile TukeY (Common
abbreviations ofr4itOkriiiiikitadidiiY.T---

2, Table 1, pp. 89-192 - Same source as above. (Reactions of
some needs to 2,1i-D.)



3. Pre-Its2ItIL2ILST121gLELSgAINE, Circular 528, California
13ittrimItStiaioia, 1964.

4. Wed Control_as a Sclam- Rlingman

a. A comprehensive table of scientific_ names, common names,
length of life, and suemptibility to 2,4.D: 2, 4, 54
and Silvex.

b. Chemical Terminology

c. Conversion factors

d. Nozzle capacities

e. Spray patterns and pressure drops

f. Tables of various mixtures

g. Persistence of herbicides, p. 66

5. trincieeciveontrol, Circular 505, California
Agricultural &tension Service, Davis, California, 1961.

a. Mos:Berg of terms

b.

6. 1 We 1 en t ns, Leaflet 168, Revised California
Ag cultu = &tension Service. vie, California, 1965.

Haw to apply herbicides - calculations

17

7. ic ed Frost. South Dakota State University,
Extension Se ce, Brook gs, South Dakota, 1965.

.

a. ctensive listings of supplemental information

-- Calibration of sprayers, tables of measurement and
conversions, outline of herbicides, publications,
surfactants, names (trade, brandlcemmon) and herbicide use.

8. Agricalt;ral Chemical., W. T. Thompson, The Simon! Dnblishing
Company, Davis, California, 1964.

a. Entire publication contains informition'which would be
useful in the preparation of various study guides and
summarizations.



III. To learn to recognize and identif_v_wilid1214LIM
commonbLencounteredl to understand :le economic

of such weeds.

Teacher Preparation

u ect Matter ont_n_tnt

Note: Much of the subject matter of this unit has been considered
in a previous course. The emphasis which should be placed
in reviewing this unit is upon effective use of chemi-
cals.

1. Identification of Weed Pests

a. List the names of the weeds which pose the greatest threat
to crop production in the local area.

1) Obtain list from Crop Improvement Association,-Seed
Certification Agency, or State Agriculture Department.

b. What types and extent of damage are likeXV:from weeds?'

1) Crafts and Robbins, Wed Control, McGraw-Eill,3rd
Edition, Chapter 2, 9

c. What problems are most likely to be encomtered in
establishing a weed control program ?

1) Know your weed problem individual characteristics.

Growth habits

Seed production

Dissemination of seeds

- Germination of weed seeds

2) Select the most appropriate method for its control.

- - Chemical

- - Tillage, cultivation, and mowing (cultural practice)

Cropping

2. Weed Study

a. Study in detail the weeds of the local area. Add to the
following guide as appropriate.
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1) Common name of weed
. ,,,

2) iiiiporianl points cycle to 'ziemember.

3) Classification (annual, depth of rooting, broadleaf)

4) Type and extent of damage likely without control

S ested eachinj ties

1. Field tripe to identify weeds in the field at different stages
of growth. .-

2. Have weed plant mounts and seed samples for identification
and study.

3. Use picture slides of weeds for teaching.-purposes.

4. Give training in the use of keys to identity weeds.

Sugeeted Instructional Materials EIReferences,

Experiment Station and &tension Publications

Muenschet, W. C., tisii, Nowi."Orks MacMillan ef;411Pin.y. 1955.

Craft, A. S. and Robbins, W. W., Wet* Corktro3, McqtriBill
Book Company, Mo., 1962.
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o become kn.,eable t t e tec lov I concern-
in various available for use herbicides.

Zejehei,:irsp

SS

WalSa4112E221talk

1. Introduction

a. List the common forms of herbicides

1) Granules

0 Emulsifiable concontrateJ

3) Oil solutions

4) Aerosols

5) Wettable powders

6) Et..ts

b, What factors need to be considered when 4eveloping
chemical to bo used as in herbicide?

1) Analyze the-paentiai Market

2) Synthesise 300 to 2,000 compounds

3) Preliminary biological screening

4) Select 10 to 50 promising compounds

5) Synthesize 500 grams of each

6) Perform secondary biological screening

7) Determine acute toxicity to aainals and humans

8) Ectermine plant toxicity

9) Make patent application

10) Develop preliminary cost figure's

11) Select 1 to 6 compounds

12) Synthesize 25 to 100 pounds of each

13) Start field testing on plants



1h) Conduct long-range -1..eting of toxicity to
animp,-. humans

15) Test effect on taste and quality of crops

16) Make sarip&ings of residues left on plants

17) IteginVi:. chemicals `_-`or eomerimental sales

18) Cori rug'. ettxdit,s on formulations

19) $' rarf. pilr.t plant construction

20) $1.p. d t proces, and plant desion

Z. I, i. advano4d f.leld testing

livre aha.lyzis of residue left on plants

1,13.ide testing of toxicity to animals , humans

:.tit)r PIMA fox' chemical. residue teliz-ances

:;) 'k-titU4-1. registration a pesticide label. with USDA

)611,) fal-scale manufacturing- faciUtiea

Iraokaging, labeling, and set...prices

.)3) ?vice =tea atOris literature .and reeciemendations

) market studies and --advarkiling-

:.EfT 10111 71 8ertd.040

, Cl ahemip-a.ii herbicides

1) Cali :'4E;suatio compounds

A:0.r VII' 43;$1:3

thfiy6 :

ttl flitroort deriimtives

A t:14.) s'.- trio r 1.tavgen derivatives

,;. At la i.4t e fa Imaric silts

.E.v. a

lak. 151.

:7'



b. Properties and characteristics of herbicides (learn
fo,, each herbicide studied)

1) Classification, common name, trade or brand name,
scientific name

3)

Chemistry - active ingredients, compositicn,
physical maueup

Industrial preparation, :manufacture or formulation

4) Phytotoxicity, effectiveness, acute oral toxicity, types

5) Analysis of mixtures

6) Compatibility with other chemicals

7) Carriers used, diluents, spreaders

8) Approximate price

9) Registered use

10) lecammended uses (general crops and.soils, weeds)

Concentrations

Selectivity.

rovms available

Water solubility

3. Guide for the Study of Agricultural. Chemicals

Note: The instructor x311 determine which chemicals
are to be studied in depth. This seleofion of
course depends upon the requirements looal
areas and situations. utter items should be added
to the guide as appropriate.

1) Chemical name (active ingredient)

) Empirical formula

3) Chemical structure

4) Commcn name

5) Trade name(s) and major rProdUcer (s)

e__



6) Melting point

7) Vapor pressure

8) Solubilities

9) Odor

10) Color_

11) Density

12) Physical state (liquid, solid, gas)

13) Corrosive action

14) FIameability.:.

15) Stability

17) 1%.2itable'dilUents'

18) Concentrations

- r-

2P) Mixtures available
.

21) Industrial preparation

-

/ t -

tg _

- .47;. r-, -

:2) Formulations fcr use/additives used

23) Analytical retAods

24) Analysis of mixtures

25) Phytotoxicity

26) Toxicity (LD50, LC, ppm oral, dermal, acute, chronic)

27) Special hazards

28) Residues likely, tolerance limitation

29) Synergists possible for use

30) Intended general use (insecticidn,
fertiliser, nematocides, etc.)



31) Intended specific use

32) Anti Jtes and first aid

33) Factors which limit the effeetivenes,. of the
chemical (such as temperature, sunligh-6, water, etc.)

ISELIAkd

1, Shaw films and visual aids.

2. Study chemical formulation.

3. Visit chemical formulation plant.

4. Make file cards with properties and characteristics of each
herbicide.

Sueeested Instructional Materials and References

agligsb12141, Ehoirelooedia Compiled by K. B. Frost, Jr., tension

Agronomist-Weeds, South Dakota, State University, Brookings,

South Dakota, 1963,

Thompson, W. T.,
The Simmons PublishiriiCompaavis,Calitorria, 1964.

Xlingsan, Glenn C., to Control: As It...Science, New York, John

l.'.ley & Sons, Inc., 19 1.
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V. Vain a teeedge and iszielOixRap2rstanof the ci les
grid concepts xulderiyAn& tics __a of
colutaao.t eradicate weeds.

Teacher Preparation

3ublect Matter Cont

I. Principles Underlying Use of Herbicides

a. The chemical action of herbicides

1) Foliage treatment

a) Contact

Pre-plinting (crop)

Pre-emergence (crop)

PoSt-emergence

b) Trinslocated

2) Soil treatment

a) Con-tact (roots)

-- Ore.:emergence-

-- Post-emergence

b) Translocated

c) Soil sterilant

No residual

(crop)

r

.. Temporary

semi.peraanent

--Permanent

b. The use of c7:rfactants

1) Basic concepts

a) Surface relationshipa

- - Liquid to liquid forms an simu3-ion
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MOD

Solid to liquid forms a suspension

Solidi to air forms a. dust

Liquid to air fOrms a fog or mist

Surfactsnts:Modify-tho surface forces (inter-
faces) by orienting itself between the inter-
faces, providing a more intimate-coupling.

b) Surface tension is defined is the tendency of
the surface molecules of a liquid to be
attracted toward the center of the liquid body.

2) Types of surfactants

a) Non-ionic - usually liquids not electrolytes,
usually chemically inactive. Many emulsifying
agents of this type.

b) Ionic - ionize in aquedas mediui

.. Anionic anionl.ipart- of molecule is
predominant, i.e., wetting agents, detergents,
and some emulsifiers.

-- Cationic cation (+) part of molecuie'is
predominant, i.e., invert soaps.

Note: agents will..improve performance
teelimater and:work test in soft water.
Non-ionic forms perform better in warm
water and in hard'irater.

3) Surfactants olassed according to use

r

a) Wetting agents

b) Emulsifiers

c) Detergents

4) Spreaders

e) Adhesive or sticking agents

f) Dispersing agent

4) Effect on plants

a) Favor uniform spreEding or wetting of plant

b) Spray droplets tend to stick to the plant



c) Chemical spray brought into -Intimate contact
with the plant

d) May solubilize non-polar plant substances

e) Detergents may affect proteins i.e. pre-
cipitation, denaturizatian, ani'inactivation
of enzymes, viruses, and toxins

c. Time to apply herbicides tin terns of the princinle
of optimum time)

- . 4. R .6 -

1) Persistence in the soil

2) Cultivation of crops

3)- Rotation of crops .

a) Pre.emergenros - time

b) Post-eliergance- . ".

Amounts of herbickde to apply

I ).-; F*141/.1t.atA-4,9f4Innt .14045-0..."0'140-6948
e; Placeatent of hst,14.oldea orareaofapp3istatioja-_.

1) Broadcast
.

2) Band

3) Directed sprays

4) Spot treatment

f. Method of application

1) Spraying

Knapsack sprayers

- - Small hand-propelled equipment

Tractor mounted on trailed machines

Airbiast machines

- - Band sprayers

- - Aircraft sprayers

2) Dusting machines

27
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3) Granular herbicide applicators

-) Fumigant injectors

5) Subsurface applicators

6) Soil incorporation

1. Visit to local agricultural chemical formulator and applicator.

2. Demonstrate incompatibilities of herbicideS.
e

3. Prepare a number of different formulations of herbicides. Apply

to various specimen and note resultc- interpret-talon of the
chemicals on the basis of principles studied in this unit.

4. Prepare a study guide as a class project of the characteristics
and uses of various supplemental *tents used in-fdrhulating
herbicides.

iikdallAiggitda; :-
Magoon. GloUfie.i
inc., 1961.

Weei

State Experiment Station

tontli4 -John Wiley4 Sens,

and attension Publications.
rft -11r

/

-

4
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VI. amain an understanding and kl_mledge needed to develop
weed contra programs in genera and_ also to be able to

control selectesimaL.

Teachpr Preparation

Sutdec, Matter Content

1. U-i of Herbicides in General

a, There are more than .100 chemicals available for weed control.
Some of these are for very specific purposes, othcrs for
general use. Some are obsolete, others are dangerozs to
use. In addition there Are new materials not approved yet.
Many of these chemicals, of course, accomplish the same
thing such as specific selective weed control, soil
fumigation, soil sterilization, pre-emergence wee control)
etc.

2. Plannizg a Weed Control Program

a. Use of herbicides

i) Field crops

2) Vegetables

3) Established legumes and pastures

4) Aquatic

5) Rangelands and permanent pastures

6) Soil sterilization

?) Perennial herbaceous weeds in cropland

8) lawns and ornamentals

9) Perennial grasses in croplane

10) Sod renovation

b. Selection of herbicide (considerations)

1) Selective herbicides

2) Non-selective herbicides

3) Foliags application

a) Nature ,f plant surface
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b) Spray retention

c) 2Oliar Penetration

4) Boot application

5) Functions of dbnstituents of spray sc:-Itions

a) carrier

b) Filming agent

c) :Wetting agent

. d) Emulsion stibilaser

co) SOlvent or coupling agent

f) Toxicant

Note: To illustrate,these.points,..in octortifild oil
emulsion spray consisting of water, an aromati6
oil, an emulsion etabilizer,!end_a substituted
phenol, water is the carrier; the aromatic Oil
is the filming agent and acts...as-the phenol
solvent. The emulsion stabilizer acts as a
wetting agent, an interfacl.al.tension reducer
to stabilize the emulsion, and'in some' cases it
aids; ,4 dissolving the togiosn4,the 00-
stitited Oenol is the toxicant upon which
the killing action wholly dap. ,The other
ingredients have very little toxicity in the
amounts. applied in the spray.,

c. Preparation 01 herbicide for spplicatL

1) Solutimm,,:,

2) Emasions

3) Suspensions

4) Granules

5) Dusts

d. Method of application

1) Spraying

a) Knapsack sprayers

b) Small hand-propenodAniPMent



c) Tractor mounted on trailed machines

d) Airblast machines

e) Band sprayers

f) Aircraft sprayers

2) Dustin, machlles

3) Granular nerbicide applicators

4) Fumigant injectors

5) Subsurface applicators

6) Soil incorporation

3. Field Problems Encountered, Cautions, Difficulties
of Using Herbicides

a. Crop rotation some crop rotations make it possible to use
herbicides for weed control, others do not.

Example:)1Barley .4 Cotton

t*ACotton -4 Salim'

Weed control with 2,4-D at this point

b. Spray drift - volatility damage

.c. Volatility loss-s

d. Field sitety

1) Toxic materials . livestock, humans

2) Residues

3) Application equipment



4, Recommended Chemical Control Reasures in

a. Field crops (Ex-mple of form to use)

b. Hortimitural crops, etc.
$

Suggested `Tea -

Assir students to i.ake ret.emmendations for specifte bee
control problems given -the ,crop,- weedy and other cirmmitances

involved.

2. Vi.4t local farms to determine:local

Have Extension Arent discuss weed problems4rd control Asslures.

4. Prepare comp/ite study guides iorrwebsilig.iescmended data for
the control of all the weeds of importance in various amps
in the lucal area. !nt'

S teams...A ,c

State Avicultural Experiment Station and
-

Weed Control qui4es and racommendations.

24412242/1.

&tension publications.



t atza2a,
chemicals usd a

§utdect Matter Content

Note: The unit presented under this headir -;*

study guide for the cours.? :;reamix1=11,-

Insecticides" is appropriatz. io this ec-a:.-ae if err1,1:71:

is placed upon the provisions dealin4:
instead of upon insects as as do no for that couvse.
(see pp. 41-55)

kr_ additional precaution should 110 tte,an with certain
herbicides. In some states, California for example,
certain herbicides (sodium arsenite, calcium, arsenate,
standard lead arsenate, 2,4-D; 2, 4, 5 - T: MCPA, 2/4-DP
and Silvex) are classified as injurious materials and
before they can be used a permit must be obtained
locally from the County Agriculture Commissioner.

SosroLWraLWIkstri.._ictlaptltiLterliajtad jkauma

Crafts, Alden S. and Robbins, Wilfred W., Wad Control, 3rd Edition/
McGraw-Hill Book Company, to. , New York, 1962.

Klingman, Glenn C., Weed Control: As a Science, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1961.

Muenscher, W. C., Weeds, MacMillan Company, New York, 1955.

Thompson, Via TO riela tUra Ch C,k.5.e..1.0.1i.e$0
The Simmons Publishing Company, Davis, California, 19

The British lieed Control Council, W d Con 1 H d oo , 3rd Edition
Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxfo , 19 3.

The Herbicide Encyc edia, Compiled by K. R. Front, Jr., Extension
Agronomist-Weeds, nr*h Dakota, State University, Brookings,
South Dakota, 1965.

Nortta Pesticide Manual, 1964.

Principla of Selective Weed Control, California Circular 505.

Handouts of Glossary, Tables, Charts, Conversions, etc.

State Agricultural Experibent Stations and &tension Service Publications,

Weed Control Guides and Rclommendations.

1
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THE CHEM FOR RESEARCH AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
IR VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
9B0 KINNEAR ROAD

COLUMBUS, OHIO, 43212

INSTRW1nR ikkrE: As soon as you have completed teaching each module, please record
your reaction on this form and return to the above addreso.

Instratztqr's Hatte

2 Name of 21ohn..r..1

rUt1114.2 a;Ai;ef

..,. obul....
mgricultcre ar' Service OccupatioPs
71,mamentra Porticulture--Servi. 04.7.10stions
Agricultural Eachineryoarvice Oczupations

4. %lame of ;-.14drile wyeimero tn this report ....-am. ao,...,...Nsib441.=10

5. TO hst group (age andfcr was matt.iSi preeemedi'._e
O. iPme many students:

a) Were enrolled in class (total)
b) Participated in studying this module
c) Participated in a related occupational work

experience program while you taught this Nadu__

7. Actual time spent
teaching modules

.111IMIM,

=11611
Recommended time if you were
to teach the module again,

hours Classroom Instruction
hours Laboratory Experience
hours Occupational Experience (Average

time for each student participating)

hours Total time

hours
hours

hours

hours

(RESPOND TO Is, FOLLOWING STATEN:SSTS WITH A CHICK AMMO THE =OE TO
DIDION'S YOUR BEST ESTIMATE.)

O. The suggested time allotments
given with this models weres

9. The suggestions for introducing
this module weres

10. The suggested competencies to be
developed were

11. For ye. particular cleat situation,
the lftwal of subject matter content wass

i2. 1.1e Suggested Teaching-Learning
Activities weres

13. The Suggested Instructional Material.
and Raifernces: were:

14. The Suggested Occupational Experiences
Mere,'

VERY
APPROPRIATS

111.

SOT
APEDOPRIATB

17,--11 .1611

L L ..=1=.1=.,

14,
I

tonR)



IS. Was the subject matter content sufficiently detailed to enable you to develop
the desired degree of competency in the student? Yes No
Comments:

16. Was the subject matter content divectly related to the type of occupat-tcnal
experience tht stu4=at rezzied, les No
Comments:

17. List any subject mutter items which should be added or deleted:

List any additional instructional materials and references which you used or

19. List any additional Teaching-Learning Activities which you feel were
particularly t.ITceesful:

20. List any additional occupational Work Experiences you used or feel
appropriate:

21. What do you see au the major strength of this module?

22. What do you see as the major weakness of this module?

23. Other comments concerning this module:

(Date) (Instructor's Signature)

(School Address)
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Developed by a national task force on the basis of state studies,
this module is one of a series designed 4-, assist teachers in
preparing post-secondary ..4wdents for-agricultural chclical.
occupations. The specific objective of this module is to prepare
technicians in the field of the use of ch goals for animal health.
Sections include -- (1) chemicals for nuts.tion, insect control
and eradication, and protection against disease for farm animals,
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This publication i3 a portion of the course material

written in Agricultural Chemicals Technology. To be under-

stood fully, the complete set of materials should be considered

in context. It is recommended that the :following order be

observed for a leigiou teaching soquence:

41 - The Use of rhemicals as Femilizers

#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides Plants

#3 - The Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives

#4 - The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bactericides
and Bematocides

. The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents
and Other Predators

#6 - The Use of Chemicals as Herbicides

4/ - The Use of Chemicals is the Field of Farm Animal
Health (Rutritium, Entomology, Pathology)

. The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators
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Suggestions for Introducing the Course 1

Competencies to be Developed

I. To develop an interest in and an appreciation and
understanding of man's attempt Through the use of
chemicals, to: (1) satisfy various nutritional require-
ments of frn animals for normal growth and reproduc-
tion: (2) control or eradicate insects and similar
pests which attack farm animals: and (3) protect
against disease or modify the effects of pathological
agents which infest farm animals. 5

II. To develop the ability to use important terms, nomen-
clature, definitions, tables. charts, and guides which
are used and also to develop the ability to perform
important computations, conversions, calculations, and
aw.ssurements which are commonly used by technical work-

ers in the field of farm anima health. 12

To learn .:a recognize and identify: (1) Conditions
essential for the prevention of nutritional deficien-
cies, parasitic infestations, and disease caused by
pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and viruses in farm
animals; and (2) Symptoms of stress commonly exhibited
by farm animals which are 6e results of hutritional
deficiencies, infestations of parasites, and diseases
caused by pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and viruses. . 19

N. To become knowledgeable at the technical level regarding
various chemicals commonly sued in the field of fare
animal health. 23

V. To gain an understanding of the principles and conceptr
related to the use of chemicals in the field of farm
animal health 35

lr", To acepira and be able to practice the skills and
Abilities essential in using chemicals to matatain the
health of farm animaln 39

?TI, To acquire the skills needed to lawfully and oafely
handle, transport, store, and apply or administer
chemicals used to maintain farm animal health. 44
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At the outset of this .r c, it is important to recognize the
role played by professional pew.onnel who devote their time to antual
science. The place of the veterinarian and animal nutritionist is
aeunowledged in the animal field just as was the place of the ento-
ro 71.ogist, plant pathologist, and soil scientist in the pier'. science
field. It is intended that technicians educate.", to engage in
activities associated with animal health will do so with i?spect and
due consideration given to others who also labor in the field.

The following suggested activities may help to introduce the

atilt' 0: farm animal health:

1. From intimation obtained from workers in industry, business,
public service, and education, develop with the students a- list
of the skills, abilities, and understandings which egricvltural
chemical technicians need for employment in the fields of dairy,
poultry, and livestock production. The list,Will- include entries
for each of the following subhmedingai

a. Manis use of chemicals to attempt- to prevent or control
disease, malnutrition, ,end insect, and peat infistatibn
of fans animals.

7

b. Federal, stat-fp,. and local laws, regulations, and controls
pertainit:A.to the sale and use of.ithemdiuLla7im tho.cield
of farm animal health.

c. The recognition and identification of:

1) Conditions essential for the,preffittickprNinattiniel
deficiency, trisect and pest infestation; aud disease.

2) Symptoms of stress- Ocelot:1y eneountsied 1st:foss imbeli

which ,are .the results of :nutritional! cietiolcmcF.-: diae
and ineect infestation.- f ;_

di Various 'clummioal resouroes. available for use to prevent or
control disease, malnntrition, and insict-infortstifett
feet -a.timals.,

,

e. Underitandingelf principles,' and annoaPta related_ to the use
of antibiotics and other agricultural chemicals- in, the-- Meld
of farm animal health.

f. abilities,- and understanding of practices_ used in
the field of animal health to prevent or control disease,
malnutrition, and insect infestation.

g. Important terns, definitions, nomenclature, tables, charts,
and guides used and important computations, onloulations,
convereions, and measuremants perforated by toe:la/ice? workers
in the field.

_ The sa1.1 aufl effective handling and using c /us cheat-
cals in the field of farm animal health.
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1. List :roups of activities 41 'ditch teohnioal workers engage in
1u *tail tlad ot taw anti& excel. s ,The flit will include same...
.a.r.tyrattlittgr93afrs,..:1.,9.

ts: 4 ) Yr": 2. .":.!" ;

a. Give 'oedema* and direction to'rithere.i4anags, supervise,
direot, oversee, govern, program.

b.. show and encourage the adoption and use of goods
7.1 isid -ImirStusiAssiestkertwatai. -psi tie, imdathlt, display.

market. , -

0. Ilse physical, ohesdoeloandistaktgicia pry and
teehniques to form new applications.invent, plan, design,

-o tats, devistimaireta. -
Vtaft -riOvitialnititalenifiettilMiltiptemsettdo --to Nitheree4libistrete,

put diem*, design, layout, blseprint -portray.

. Hake a verbal or writtemi.a.countingletothersTfrelets, report.,
*Airy, tell, ecoount, inform, appri.e, advise.

al_ao-PrOn 11, 77i1[ LHI 1:1.17,4-

4ftt 10thitikalibatakilvib isilfekteMitattropilakiadjust sersice,
tabor repai1aildiditiliemesatoOttpostea'.1 eft.:

Ditil*Ine-why there has beam success easaallommidnspeot,
4 1 1 0 1 1 0 . amts, t o s e l a s e , i n v e st i g a t e, et a * , i n q u i r e , r e -

V a t % O t t e 1..4: IVY IthA boei

if lomsthimg larks, try out, asoertsbobValocrimint,
-for proof.. .toast, prove, give a trial, %mill.

; t

to aidior-sike proper aypUoation end use of in tip
Perform,. adjust, manipulatai:eallbrate,

ti -regulate,.
.*t sifiti01-4 fl.tfr,rd

liscittsmaratientvidie.,-0010001.
410rsiemtiaii-Okstinetit;loismetebs...._.-.

Braustivrefiraltis detonable the 'Dens of and come to the
conalusio4a-kevaluste. assess, appraise, rate, estimate,
Calm, Mr. saint.
no a ocurse action.fonmslate, propose, decide an,
101seineuti, spotty, prestiribe.

Tilintifr 404 recognise valuta*. elements of situations, oon-
dittoing, mid oireumstanaes.tf:oome aware a , vognisant,
alert +At, analyse.

rt. Procure pertinent int . lotion reevant to particular GM-
attains, conditions, it.tia, and otrauaatances.rese-troh, in-
vestigate, find gut, stiaAy, ov



3. Develop a list of factors -which tend to complicate the task tf
preventing or controlling disease, malnutrition, and insect in-
fertation in farm animals through the use of chemicals.
Included would be sich items as:

a. Resist-nee of some insects and pathogens to chemicals.

b. Difficulty of accurately diagnosing erniptoms of nr.tritional
and disease stress.

c. 3xpense of control programs.-

d. Ineffectiveness of some chemicals.

e. Damage maybe serious before control can b16 secured .in many
instances.

f. Danger of drift and residues.

4. Determine with tho students, the various Isids of chemicals
that a?..e available from local firms and agencies for use in
the field of fend animal health.

a. Insecticides

b. Foot Additives

c. Antibiotics

d. Neinatocides

e. Drugs

5. Present an animal health problem to the .:lass, ask how it should
be solved. Point out all of the factors which should be con-
sidered and the objective and subjective judgments which have
to be made.
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Competencies to be umaimall

I. To develop an interest in and an appreciation_miLmier.
tandin of man's attem t throu h the use of chemicals

to: sat sf various nutritional requirements of farm
alsfiiimnolrmamlvljwthandrroduction2control

2L.4.ci._.ndsimilaraelrt2.3.1ich attack farm

pLeLca's_Iaeffectsofnattntswhicharm animals.

ltaglymbloaralli

Subject Matter Content

Agricultural chemicals are used predominately in the area of plant
science. Tc a limited, although exceedingly important extent, chemi-
cals are also used in beef, dairy, swine, Lorse, sheep, and poultry
production. This unit. examines the settinb within which different
agricultural cnemicals are used.

1. The problem or setting

The domage which is attributable to parasites, malnutrition,
disease, and insect infestation of dairy, livestock, and poultry
amounts to several hundred million dollars a year. The use of
chemicals to limit these losses has in the past been an important
factor and pro rises to become even mare important in the future.

A reckoning of the losses sustained byte= animals due to
parasites, malnutrition, disease and insect infestations is most
difficult,- Some of the losses are direct and readily apparent,
others are almost impossible to assess. Often the result of these
impairments is death in which case the loss can be a matter of tha
record. However, the impact of inefficiency and losses of milk,
meat, eggs; loss in quality in meat, hides and wool; general
unthriftiness and poor health is almost impossible to determine.

In addition to reaming production and lowering the quality
of livestock and poultry products, parasites and malnutrition
also reduce man's ability to work effectively with animals, in-
crease costs of ktoduction, limit choices of livestock to raise,
and endanger man's health.

NOS: The instructor will find excellent supporting data
regarding food supplies and animal diseases, economic losses from
diseases and parasites, and parasites that attack animals and
man on pp. 7-28 of Diseases, 1956 Yearbook of Agriculture.

In examining the problem rel ted to farm animal health and
in reviewing the setting of the problem locally, the instructor
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should make an effort to show the vet high relationship which
exist: among the effects of malnutrition, infestation by ex-
ternal and internal parasites, and infection by bacteria, fungi,
and viruses. The recognition and iden".fication of snaptoms of
stress caused by any one of these forces acting on an animal's
health is often vet, difficult and is indeed complicated when
more than one causative factor is active.

2. Possible courses of action to take

a. Prevention and protection

1) Increase the rvAstance of heathy animals

a) Develop falcreased natu.-el immunity and reAstance
through selective breeding

b) Feee adequate cation and balanced diets

c) Immux.ize by vaccination

d) Manale animals in sanitary ways to prevent infection

e) Adminit;ter protective agents - internally, externally

2) Quarantine, isolate healthy animals

3) Disintact premises, 1-quipsiert, and devices

a) Infected animals are the source of infection -
In order to effeolvely control disease, do the
following:

Locate where the infection is.,

-- Prevent direct or indirect contact of healthy
animals with infected ones . or of prenises,
feed, water, equipment, etc.

b. Treatment

1) Isolate . quarantine

2) Curative - therapy

a) Administer therapeutic agents

b) Exercise . provide physical therapy

c) Immohilization, restriction of activities

d) Changes in methods of feeding and handling



3. The use of chemicals to maintain the health of farm animals.
(Introduce briefly at this point detailed study will be

made later.)

a. The use of chemicals in the area of animal nutrition
physiology

b.

and

1) Carbohydrates 8) Tranquilizers

2) Proteins 9) Artificial flavors

3) Vitamins 10) Antioxidants

4) Hormones 11) Stabilizers

5) Mineral Prodwts 12) Medicinal drags

6) Antibiotics 13) Color fixatives

7 1 Enzymes 14) Growth stimulants

The use chemiclls to prevent and
effects on farm animals

1) The concept of antiparasitic
ugents used that accomplish,
ruption of the life cycle -t
are open to attacks.

a) Protozoacides

b) Anthelmintics

c) Insecticides

d) Acraricides

e) Ovicides

f) Larvicides

g) Repellents

control parasites and their

chemicals includes all
or help accomplish, inter-
stages where parasites



c. The use of chemicals to prevent and control pathogenic
bacteria, fungi, and viruses and their effects on farm
animals

1) Vaccines

2; Antibiotics

3) Fungicides

4) Vericides

5) Baoterloides

4. Major determinants which need to be made in order t' develop a pro
gram for the use of chemicals to maintain farm animal health

a. Identification of causative factors

b. Kind of chemical to use

c. Time to us, chemical

d. Placement, application, or administration of chemical

e. Anmunt of chemical needed

f. Concentration to ue

g. Method of application

h. Ease of application or administration

i. Toxicity, safety, and cost of chemical

5. Problems encountered :n using chemicals to maintain farm
animal health

a. Danger of residues, drifts

b. Difficulty of accurately diagnosing problem

c. Difficulty of securing cooperation of neighbors, community

d. Mingling and high mobility of animals making control difficult

e. High levels of control of some diseases and parasites
leave animals susceptible to attack

f. Animals that appear healthy may soread pathogenic organisms

g. Some disease producing organisms persist for long periods
of time and under extreme environmental conditions
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b. Use of vaccines may cause the diseas' 4tself in a few highly
susceptible animals

i. Upon heavy exposure to disease, even those animals that are
vaccinated will become diseased

6. The chemical industry - animal health

a. History and background

1) Chemicals and animal nutrition

a) Work of Lavoisier

b) Three nutrients vs/40 nutrients

c) Advances resulting from ":he study of both fee'istuffs

and functions of the animal organism

d) Babcock's role in the -field of animal nutrition

e) Limitation of diagnostic procedures at any
point in time

f) Use of laboratory animals

g) Role of the physicist, geneticist, organic chemist,
physiologist, biochemist, and microbiologist

2) Chemicals and parasites

a) EVidences and parasites of farm animals (fossil
insects, etc.)

b) Perpetuation of parasites

c) Early attempts to control parasites of farm animals

d) Pre-1940 period

e) 1940-1965 era

3) Chemica" and pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and virus

a) Animal diseases and colonization of America

b) International relationships and animal dizqase

c) Advancements in vaccines, drugs, disinfectants,
microscopes, diagnostic techniques, bacteriology,
ar,mal panology and virol'.ogy

d) Contributions of research
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7. Examples of control programs

(Cite local successes of effective control, prevention, or
eradication programs wherever possible.)

a. Hoof and mouth disease

b. Tick fever eradication (cattle)

c. Pleuropneumonia

d. Screw worm control

8. Present status and situation

a. Chemicals and animal nutrition

1) Number and kinds of nutrients

2) Number and kinds of chemical food and d3 ,t additives
and supplements available

3) Extent of use of chemicals

4) Number of manufacturers location

b. Chemicals and parasites

1) Number and kinds of parasites commonly encountered

2) Number and kinds of pent; -tides on the market

3) Extent of use of pesticides to control parasites

4) Major manufacturing companies

c. Chemicals and pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and viruses

1) Number and kinds of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and
viruses commonly encountered

2) Number and kinds of bactericides, fungicides, and
viricides on the market

3) Major manufacturing firms

9. Recent changes and future trends

a. In the field of an!mal nutrition

b. In the field of animal parasites

4. Tit The field of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and viruses
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Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities.

1. Secure a listing of all of the different chemicals available
locally for use in the field A* farm animal health. Indicate

brand names, trade names, active ingredients, company, and
instructions for use.

2, Demonstrate the effectiveness and toxicity of a limited number
of chemicals used in the field of farm animal health anti-
biotics, insecticides, and bactericides should be demonstrated.

3. In cooperation with a local producer on his farm _or ranch:

a. Determine the role chemicals have in the animal health
program.

b. Ascertain the approximate values which accrue as the result
of using chemicals in the animal health program.

c. EXar,!.ne as many kinds of damage as can be identified which
are the results of poor nutrition, insects, and disease.

d. Study the equipment, buildings, aid supplies used on the
farm or ranch in the animal health program.

e. Determine the cost of the animal health program being followed,

£ Repaat No. 3 except make over-all determinations at the local,
state, and national levels.

Su es ted Instrictiorjgg0.k421aterialsand f Ponces

Animal Diseases, Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A., II. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1956.

acts Yearbook of Agriculture, ti.S.D.A., D. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 1952.

Maynard and Loosli, Animal Nutrition, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Tnc., Ne- York, New York, 1962.



II. To develop the_abilitNVjge important teras,nomgclatue,
definitions. tables t and A_ .2 = which a = -_sdd

deve the abi i to terf. ",o t_computa-

,..,

and_measerememtn which,
are cosorly used kiteehnical worker) t,> field of farm
animal health.

salldsgakarlaikaa

Teache Pre n

Note: This unit is presented here at an early point in 'the study
guide in order that the instructor may review it and
make plans to make use of the data and information pro-
vided for herein throughout the remainder of the course.
It is not intended that the unit will be taught as a
separate competency, as are the other six major units
of the course, but that the material pI,vided for here
will be integrated as appropriate throughout the rest
of the study. The purpose of this section then is to
provide for the pulling toether in one place a core of
information appropriate the course.

It will be necessary for the instructor to gather
information and materials from various sources including
the ones recommended in this unit (Section Six).

Guidelines in the form of at outline for. use in
summarizing data gathered pertinent to this section
are presented.

(Data presented in this same section of the study
guide for the course The Use of Chemicals as.In
secticides" may be useful.)

SECTION ONE - General Information

TIE S DEM ABLE TO:

1. Make ur of words, terms, and phrases appropriate to the subject
matter of the course. A Glossary of terms will facilitate this
usage.

2. Perform measurements, conversions, computations, and calculations
commonly used by technical workers in the field. ITAILAIlsh.

:nits of measurement and Igladgul:Aujuglasof units
will be useful.
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a. Tables of measurement

Linear measure . length

Square measure » area

Cubic measure volume

- - Liquid measure . capacity

Dry measure . capacity

Weight measure

Temperature measure

- - Time measure

- - Other

b. Tables of convenient equivalents

Equ?valent volumes - liquid measure

- - Equivalent volumes . dry measure

-- Equivalent weight/volume - liquid

- - Equivalent weight/volume - dry

Equivalent lengths

-- Equivalent areas

Equivalent weights

Equivalent temperatures

OthAr equivalents

SECTIDNM Information Regarding Agricultural Chemicals

THE STUDENT WILL NEED TO MAKE USE OF:

i. A table which lists the common name, active ingredient, and trade
name(s) of chemicals studied in the course.

2, An alphabetical listing of chemicals commonly used in the field.
Information such as the trade name, name of major producer,
composition, formulation, and recommencbd use is needed.



&ample: Diasinon (Geigy)

0, 0 Diethyl . 0 . (2.iaopropy1-4.meth71-

6-primidenyl) phosphorothicate. An organic
phosphate insecticide . acaricide with contact
and stomach poison action.

3. A listing of chemical materials according to the general use

Example: Antibiotics

ww

01

penicillin

streptomycin

tylosin

Insecticides,

aldrin

DUT

malathion

Disinfectantsfa

.. alcohol

(*resole

OHM lye

t.

4. Compatibility charts and tables

- ,
a4 Paytotoxicity (with plants, if appropriitm

b. Chemicals (with other cLamiCiels)

c. Physical (with other chemicals)

5. Tosicitttibles'providiug Zb axed LC:valmumv:(bathlorat ankdermal,
acute and chronic) of chemicals studied in the 6611114-4-'-

6. Tolerance limitationsimposettbyliD.A.rupon residues applicable
to the subject luttei of the'bonrie-Wi., herbicides, In-
secticides, fungicides, eto,).

. f k .°

"
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What is one part D

Most lay people have no oonoeption of what constitutes one
part per million residue on crops and animal products. The
following examples may help you make this interpretation for them:

1. One inch is otie part per million in 16 miles.
2. A postage stamp. it one part per million of the weight

of a person.

3, 4. .0???.. Irak edlein a Pke^ tolF ltap .

OM*. is _ _PP* f
4. One partP11r..!4=1.14!1!LifilAne.isinate,.,tn" _two
5. ley your hand on the ground and it Covers 5 ppm of an acre.
6. If One pound, of a obemiCal lands on an acre or alfalfa the

h has 500 ppm. One ounce- ,ohemical Would impart 31 ppm.

7. A teaspoon of material on an acre of alfalfa would impart 5 ppm.
8. One' teaspoon of VDT drifting ;onto -5 -after of afar& puts

1 ppm in ti e hayi-jond the Federal Law -says that the hay must
contain ncei.e.

. .

(Source- -Western Crops and Farm Managemen.t),_,-,..,

r -,MaLtlia. Preparation of Chemicals for Use
7. 1.1

_t pie STODELTIfibb

I. Determine whether or not maisrials prepared and Comiercially
.Packaged Ifit'admitiiiitemedAtirticia.titretiabe -container:

4.:111,-io_ *-10 :,11":11911::1 riC% !e, "II
2. Determine the to amount(s) of active ingred.taet(s). contained

ddlemitialtloixturEA Sixttareeligiveily sefeoldis*** weStlity'
Limey concentrattbd, ,tatiOriisibaticia

3. Hake a determination of the amounts, by weight or by volts*. of
ci ikaheslibititimeiterimatU;feargiufrIeeatitibtecIsicente in

order to prepare a given quantity of mixture that will sleet
recommended or specified dosage or concentration levels. (Weights
or VolatiCiitiittatEWlialiirkillikAired to prepare a
given quantity of material of different dilutions.) .

4,141t$ *.f fie 11:1! t. 4,1e; I

411. IntimpreVtablesi itatql*solitenditiolietiniAstigetnitrat4A sp ring.
1 ..,4

tidf *.4

able SECTION POOR Preparation Necessary in Order to Secure Specified
or Recommended Application Rates

STUDER WILL NEED r lifaudgm:
1. Compute the area of various plots of lend, buildings, corrals,

etc. These plots will vary in size, shape, topography, and
planting,
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2. Determine the speed of a vehicle traveling on the land. (In

miles per hour and feet per minute.)

3. Three variables affect the application rate of agricultural chemi-
cals secured in the field the speed of travel, the effective
width of the device applying the chemical, and the total
material delivered per unit of time.

If two of these variables are known.ccalculate the other in,
prder to secure a-sPecific application rate.

a Calibrate sprayers, dusters or metering devices to secure
specific Aelivery rates.

b. Compute the length of boom, number of outlets, or, width of
opening to secure specific widths.

c. Calibrate ground speed to secure specific rate of forward
travel.

44 Use tables of "Rats of Equivalents"

&ample: 1 ounce per square foot = 2722.5 poividi Per acre

5. Calculate the quantity-of spray per length, of run which will be
equivalent to a specific application.

6. Determine the amounts of chemicals required to spraor dust
various areas or nunbers of. animals.

7. Consider the etfect of partiole'sise on drift and deptisit.
(Prepare spray drift and deposit table;)

SECTION FIVE - 311fonaation Relative to Diagnosis and Prescription

. THE STUDENT WILL NEED TO mpg USE OF;

1. Tables, charts, and guides which summarise situations encountered
in agriculture]. production in which the use of chemicals Ss
appropriate. Materials to use and methods of application are
suggested.

.1
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Examples of form used:

17

When

Plant, Soil Pest,' Disease Causative Agent to What Material
or Host or Conditio Treat to Use

Sheep Insect Sheep ticks
(reds)

Active In-
gredient
Per 100
Gal.-of
Water

As Needed Diazinon

.Amount 'Con.
Formulati. -centr

Method Of
d A licsti n

lb.
Wettable
Powder

Wettable
Powder

0,03% active High pres-
sure !pray

Apply at
the rate
of I gal.
of dilut-
ed spray

ani-
mal - use
not later

-- 14
. be_
.fore

_ Un'ff

2. Graphs, charts, tables., and other illustrative materAali
available and suppcfriltivi:mt the ;unit- under"eoneld.rMyell.-

EkE21911 ,1(1-,;)ev-

Ira_ Graphic/a ,relationships
4

time versus residue levels

"Ir =too mf_appliostion versus levels of

levels .`of concentration Versus levels,
r

Stage Oed4;16iisent or growth
noes of ohemioal,;controlf...etc.... 77

'?tjt/
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=gum. Sounes of Mater4als

Ptodt,_Robert E., amental f ie 1 The MacMillan
Company, New York, N. Of 2. tains an appendix of scientific
names of insects and a glossary of terms and words,

Lal'a,,CdmasuaLjkaags k, Meister Publishing Company, Willoughby,
Ohio, 1966,Acehensive pesticide dictionary is included.

Agricultural Chemicals, Simmons Publishing Company, Davis,
Californie.-1964.- A glossary of pesticide term and Useful
formulas are presented.

Seiden, Rudolph, Insect Pests of Livestock. Poultry
their Control, Springer Publishing Company, Inc., New Tbrk
A packet reference book which presents a review of- insects,
pesticides and recommendations for using pesticides.

bo f
Springer Publishing Company, Inc., New To 5?

pailftrvic Veterinary Manual, Merck and Co., Inc,, NahwaY, New Jersey,

e tyfr 1 L ic, Editorial Service Co.,
ee, isco
pns

, 9 3

Seiden, Rudolph, and Pfander, W. N..

S ste P st side Ch Us Second
titan, s . 'D.A.. Aft seam ce, up . 0 Torments,

--"AfatednEtcnt.- Die.. 'July -1 v 4964. (Plus -supplement.) . woe*, toler-
ances, dosages, limitations, principle formulations given.

Association of American Pes aide Contro s inc.,
1955. Definition of terms and summulrof pesticide liars,espeeially
usef01.

She ati n f r esti dei; Second World Health
etrganisatitin, Gerva,ISI61-;

es Tiac.ir...12_1i7kASnii

1. Divide _the class into, groups and assign _each group one of the five
major sections of this unit to.:expalid and develop further sources
of informationne data used should be the very latest avail.
able. Revs,* students send ter,resouree materials.

2. Identify at this pointietheittzly as maly of the various
kinds of information and data as will be used in the remainder
of the course. Invite students to be on the lookout for such
materials.
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no Co

enci s

pl

ria d sees - S
AS S t..1:13.1W-in16 a an

w are th esultst, do al efi i cis in-
of parasites) and.diseases caused by patho,-

c bactgml._iaint_Melitfici see.

Teacher Preparation.
=,

tutjact Matter Content

Note: Physiological stresses in fans animals can be brought about
by a large number of factors. Nutritional deficiencies,
infestations by parasites, and diseases caused by patho-
genic bacteria, fungi, and v.i.ruses are only some of the
-furdet *hi& *sat "to 'upset -the normal functioning of life
processes. In some instances the causative factor(e) is
readilyiapparerit-but very- often-stress is brought about by

'facittirs, aetitt siri y or 1M ateibination, valet are most
difficult to identify.

A thorough review of the :subject matter studied in
':garasitob3gy, -Vgtholdey?Itiodil end' feeding, and entomology

is recomaebded.
'7

1. Requirements for normal grooth ad devalupsent of fans animals,

2t-s ;itevicisc ,andstuid2r.-'of! tisorsiesil dataireeillitjuz7, andjor
normalities caused by:

:oift '3; . -4 . t LSI "iVOI
a. Parasites (small animals) which live in or on the farm

animals. (Althoughluiet4014;'-'11.141; and viruses which
infest fans animals might be :,nsidered as _gavottes, neap
of the term has limited its meaning:4e ,..argardsme.)

1) Study may be made in detail-76T-IA` ideiiiis most likely to

be encountered in the local and regional areas. The
instructor will select tifiiii-ddisidered most important.
The following study guide can be modified as appropriate:

a) Common name of parasite
Li

b) Scientific classification

c) Life history, appearance, hatita

d) Distribution
".

e) Importance and types of injury



f) Kind of control program considered most effective

g) important points of life cycle to note particularly

h) Econdmic importance-of parasite, parasite control

I) .13:Jury, damage, or stress caused by parasites

specific diseases

causo.nothiles 'orrowths

severe annoyance

-- absorb food. A.

suck blood, produce, anemia

serve. as .alternate -host et diseases

_.:destruction of tissues And- organs- of every
:;:kid in the .bed7i. rAmetions Interfered with

. I..
inflammation, irritation
, . ." r v; -

ipAhrittaniAsi.:esias4iation, weakened condition

inhabitation in the blood causing blood
040, and dieleale ".-

ONO elaboration of materiels-14pda toaftmals

viPs-pro44,3 meciAnical AntudoOs ,* -bite, .3.meerate:
: -.:_' *."--. .::.:.- fr .:.:i. :,_, -*;.:

. lowered production, reduced resistance
In r '' t.,-,:-..' '1 1,5.1*.:`.2-,...-- .,,tr."..: -7...-:-.1--n.-.":_t-; 4 -:

i',.16 ilStrIe1a).4.4444018 .-:i_ . .S ..".'

. -, . ..'.:7 .'. .:`J -i --
-2, '3".X14414117,.1_,:;.-, .: . - h ".:-.:ii : t -._,' 2e. ._

4

I. :Y7 .44)ti-APereseeme.---` v:
, A *1.s

.; 61-Cogeidis : - .

-..) ..1 d :4.4.- :'"7

Sarcos;ored..ens

b) Flagellate

Trypanosomes

Histomonads

Trtohcmonads

c)
--:Ji

Ciliates

I-



d) RhivJpoda

Amebae

3) Platyheiminthes

f%) Flukes

b) Tapeworms

4) Nemathelminthes

a) Roundworms (Nematodes) - main disease producing
worm parasite of farm animals

5) Acanthoce'hala

a) Thorn-headed worms

6) Arthropods

Most arthropods-are external` parasites, but there
are a few who live a part of their- cycle inside the
body of the animal.

a) Ticks ...all 't4oks ateLpazaeitio_auLanigals

0 Mites .'ziost mites-are free -livinter
plants, but several species are.sevioai parssited-
of animals

_

0) Insects . most numerous. of the tizt6;ii&;.

. .

b. Bacteria, fungi,' viruses.

1) Pathogenic bacteria

2) iiiiii4sitii;Tiungi

3) Pathoganic_vizaaes._

o. Nutritional diseases
_ .

.

1) Overeating

2) Nutritional anemia and deficiencies

3) Imbalance of nutrients

d. Metabolic diseases (noninfectious)

21
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e. Poisoning

1) Poison in feed

2) Fluorine poizoning and air pollution

3) Poisonous plants

4) Insecticides, herbicides, fungicides

.Sumzested_TeachitisAearning Activities

1. Add to and improve insect collections the student prepared in his
entomology class. Include insects and parasites of farm animals.

2. Prepare specimens and materials for study of parasites, baoteria,
virus, and nutritional diseases common to ham animals.

3. With the aid of a local veterinarian, examine symptoms of stress
exhibited by_ fans animals which have been caused by various agents.

.Stud as-many different kinds of stress as can be identified.

Mans. Isvissagi toboot- Cilti10;152tuiiret 11.5,1LA0 Superintendent of

ittiallitecii4laZeMk44!grioulture, U.S.D.A., Supt. of

Maynard and loosli, Animalifutrition,..24cGraw-Hill, Book. Company, Inc.,
New Uric, 1962.

Metcalf, Flint, Metcalf, Destructive arkd Useful Tnsvolq Third
Edition, McGraw -Hill Book Company, Ino*, New York, 1962. .

Pfedt Robert B., Bin4mentale of Applied Entamoloew, The haoMillan
Company, New York, 1962.

Seiden, Rudolph, t
Their lontrol, Springer Pub

stock eta
Company, Ino., Near York,
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IV. /p become knowledgeable qt the technical level reaardinig
=Ulm chemicals commonly used tefield._21 farm,
Apimal health,

actLIpIlmintai

§gbject tt2eLS.mltent

1. Common types of formulations

a. Dusts k. Baits

b. Granular formulations 1. Serums

o. Wettable powders m. Baoterins

d. Solutions n. Smears, rubbing devices

e* Emulsifiable concentrates o. Ointments

f. Aerosols p. Capsules

g. Fumigants q. Balls

h. Pills r. Powders

i. Vaccines s. liniments

3. Shampoos, .soape Tinctures

2. Adjuvants

a. Adjuvsnts,ere adoessory ingredients used in formulating
insecticides, acaricides, or repellents. They may have
some biological= activity or they may be inert ingredients
(carriers, diluents, solvents, emulsifiers, wetting agents,
or spreaders). -.Adjuvants are used in a chemical formu-
lation to help in developing its full effectiveness.

b4 Adjuvants used in formulating chemicals for use in con-
nection with fins animal health inelude:

1) Alcohol 7) Chloroform .

2) Antiresistant 8) Eucalyptus oil

3) Arsenic' sulfide 9) Fish oils

II) Pone Oil 10) Linseed oil

3) 2 Hitoxyethanol 11) Mineral oil

6) Carbon.' tetrachloride IPetroleum.
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13) Petroleum solvents

14) &sin

15) Sodium arsenitS

16) Sperm oil

17) Sulfur

18) Surface4otive agents

20) Triethandlami.de

21) Turkey red oil

22) Turpentine

23) .:ruirpehtine 0.1

24)- .tylene .

25) Vegetable oils

19) 1, 1, a trichloroethane 26Y Zinc d.de. .

Chemicals used to 'control parasites of taw animals: - Includes
chemicals used on animals, buildings, and premises.

a. External parasite control -
soarlcidesi--land repellents.-

1) -ics;

2) Alletbida

3) Antbratenti oil

4) E4ftexL,J.:

5) BensA:Sitisoste

6) Benzene hexaobloride

primarily insecticides,
_

la) Co Ta40/,-,A

19) Crmmmrb0148

20) Creosote-WE

21) Crwlesolk-ae:

22)tlearf .

2)) WV? ?:uvit44

aliftsvita_
f7C-1 1"

; .tibstinate-krm 1- 45).2 4-tiodisidneme
t tiir 17: . .-v.tetttntr.:;)

-um 935 tadiondal ti;:ti-26).(eibboitzt.
li.zroj amaja .

10) Carbolineum 27) Dibutyl sucoinate
r ttt. r - fLtY.1;f

11) CarbOantetriehlorlde 28):: Diampitbotos)ft

12) Chloodaue7-t;

13)- Chlorcrfarm..6.

14) Chlorthita

15) ;

16) Coal tar oils

29) Of.Dieblerotensene

'7:41 )"". rdettleldiPhonAdich-
lozoothane

32) Dbietboitel.

MvabostAL3Art

17) Coal taxi infbtsnt- L3I3 aphyustae



35) Dipterex

36) EQ 335

37) Heptachlor

38) Kerosene

39) Lethane 384

40) Lethane 384 Special

41) Lindane

42) Malattion

43) Methoxychlor

44) Methyl Bromide

45) MGK 264

46) MGK Emil

47) Ma 8.326

48) Mineral oil emulsion

49) Naphthalene

50) Nicotine

51) Nicotine dip

52) Nicotine dust

53) Nicotine sulSate

51.)

55)

56)

57)

58)

59)

60)

Nicotine sulfur dust

Parathion .

Pentachlorphenol

Petroleum dip

Petroleum solvents

Phenothiagene

Pine Oil

61) Pine tar

62) Piperonyl Butoxide

63) N-propyl isame

64) Pyrethrum

65) Ronnel

66) Rotenone

67) Satedilla

68) Sesame oil

69) Sevin

70) Silica aerogel

71) Smear No. 62, 335

72) Sodium arsenite

73) Sodium, fluoride

74) Sodium fluos&].icate

75) Suitoxide

76) StaAir

77) Sulfur 11,ioxida

78) 'Sulfur ointaieht

79) Sulphhilnone

80) Surface -active agents

81) IDE

82) TEPP

83) Thanite

84) Toxa phenT

85) Turpentine oil

86) Zylene

25
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b. Internal parisitok:;- primarily protesoultetiiniel.
anthelpintios..--;-'7L ::--1,,,-.: -=.;Ivr A7
1) PheeothissAne 11) Anthelin

2) Sodium fluoride

Cadmium oxide3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Caftium anthranilate

Dieth,yloarbamasine

piperasine salts

12)

13),

14)

15)

16)

s

N Butyl *Uri&

Carbon disulfid4

Carbon tetrachloride

Cunio solution
Nr;

Dithiasanines.lociide

Toler (Methylbensene) 17)_ Recaohltroethane
4. (

18) 871roillPin
-,

19) Tetraphlorlottpyleme
-. _ /7.:,1 0.-

8) Metallic arsenates

9) Antibiotics (see 4b )

10) Sulfonamidua (see 4b (2)

4. Chelitilals'imete'priiiient or control

1) Alcohol--

2) Biciaeride etmoratuy

(77

Cattorkijo:baotoricides

(commercial predict*
Invading'. cpiaritermary

mord= compounds)
: .4

5) Cresols

6) Formaldehyde

7) Nypechlorites

. ..s . -Lr.:41C.,

4 t-'r,

14) Soda /ail (iositian
carbonate)

b. Chemicals used to prevent or control infeotious agents
.

1) Antibiotics

a) Aureomycin
(chlortetracycline)

b) Bccitraoin

0) Parboloyeq

d) Chloromycetin
(Chlorsaphenicl)



e) Lihydrostrwptanycin

f) Nrythramytin

g) Neomycin

h) Octidone

i) Penicillin

2) Sulfonamides

a) Sulfabromomethazine.

3)

b)

a)

d)

a)

f)

Sulfadlozine

Sulfaguanidine

Sulfameragine

Sulfamethazine

Salt amethizole

27

3) Progidiesta

k) Puromicin

1) Streptocin

m) Terramrin
(Oxytetracycline)

n) Tetraycline

Sulfanilamide

Sulfapyrazine

Sulfapyridine

Sulfathiasole

Phthalylsulfathiazole

Succinyisulfathiazole

Nitrofarans

a) Nitrofurantoin (Faradantin)

b) Nitrofurazone (Furacin)

c) Nitrofurfaryl methyl ether (Furaspor)

4) Biologicals

a) Bacterins

b) VacCines

c) Serums

d) Fungicides

Lk: Only persons having spool al training and
knowledge of farm animals diseases and
experienced in the use of biological products
should attempt the Islamization of farm
animals. Work by the technician should be
done under the supervision of s. professional --
the Veterinarian.



c. Chemicals used as feed additives

I) Growth stiz_lants (including honaones)

a) ihtibiotias

Penicillin -!Cloramyphenicol

Streptomycin .Nysatatin

-- Chlortetracycline -,Oleandomycin

Ozytetracycline Hrthyromymin

Bacitracin - Tylosin

Arsenicals

Areani lia acid

...T. Nitro - 4 - bydnecy phenyl:: arsenic acid

p. 6 ureidobensenearsonic act

4 - nitro - phenyl arsenic acid

Arsonosobansene -
2) Preservatives -(amtdoxidanta, s#,Ibilisers)

a) MU ".

b) BHT

c) Calcium propionate

d) Calcium sorbate

3) Vitamins

a) Vitamin A (animal fors)

.Carotene.(plant form)

Vitamin D (anti-raohitie, sunshine vitamin)

Vitamin D2 (plant font)

Vitaoain 1:0 (animal form)

a) Vitamin E (anti-sterility vitamin)

Alpha - tocopherol

Or: Citric: acid

Propriomic acid

g) .ftdizint bensoate

11.),-,,40cliint nitrite
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d) Vitamin K

AntiAemorihagic, blood coagulation vitamin

e) Thiamine

Vitamin B

Vitamin E4

tAnti.beri-bari, a0:4.-neuritic vitamin

t) Riboflavin

Vitamin Eh

Vitamin p

g) Niacin

Nicotinic acid, nicotinic acid amide

Pellagra - prevontSve factor

Anti.-black tongue factor

h) Pantothenic acid

Vitamin B6

i) Biotin

Vitamin H

Anti-egg white injury factor

3) Folacin

Folicacid,.

k) Vitamin E42

Colbalamin

The Red Vitamin

1) Ascorbic Acid

Vitamin C

m) Choline or choline chloride
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n) lhositol

Inosite, meat Sugar

Para-amino-bensoic acid

PAPA

p) Unknown factors
.

Vitamin Bo, grass tdce factor and other unknowns

4) Guide for the study of vitaMime

Names, synonyms

Description, properties, units

Deficiency symptoms

Sources

Approcimatereugireients
:

5) Hormones - for physiological stimulation through feeds

Dienestrol Diacetate

Diethylstibestrol

Thyroprotien

6) Amino acids
..

Methionine

Glycine

Methionine hydroxy analoguecalciUm

7) Urea

8) Flavoring compounds

Bazymes

10) Mineral products

a) Packing house by,products

Bone ash

Bone black or bone charcoal
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Spent bone black

Steamed bone meal
t..

-- Special steamed bone meal.

Cooked bone meal

-- Precipitated bone phosphate

b) -Natural and prepared minerals

Calcite

Ground limestone

-- Chalk rock

- - Precipitated chalk
_ _

Oyster shell flour

Shell flour

- - Precipitated calcium carbonate

-- Magnesium limestone

- - Iodized salt

Low flourine rock phosphate

Deflourinated phosphate

!Pt

lk

c) Additional officially recognized mineral ingredients
7_ r

- - Cobalt acetate
:.

-- Cobalt carbonate

Cobalt.ehlorids_ - 7

Cobalt sulfite

Cotlier-,ciztonate

Copper hydroxide : -7

Copper sulfate ,

Iron earbehate
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Iron phosphate

-- Iron sulfate

Red iron oxide

-- Magnesium sulfate

- - Manganese oarbonate

Manganese oxide
.

lamonese plospbatet

- - Manganese sulfate

- Dicta lctum phosphate

-- Rook phosphate

Soft phosphate Kith colloidal clay

Tricalcium phosphate

- - Sodium bicarbonate

-- Sodium chloride

Sodium sulfate

-R

RIO

Glauber's salt

Sulfur

Zinc carbonate

Zinc sulfate

11) Color fixatives

5, The following outline may be useful as a guide in the study
of the chemicals presented in this unit.

a. Guide for the study of agricultural chemical*

Note: The instructor will, determine which chemicals

are to be studied in depth. This selection of

course depends upon the requirements of local
areas and situations. Other items should be

added to the guide as appropriate.

1) Chemical name (active ingredient)

2) Empirical formula

TirriZ717:T:



_

12); 'Physical state. (Liquid,- solid.- geo)..

13) Corrosive action

14) PlanaabiLity- ;

-1-5) Stabiliite
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30) Intended general use (insecticide, fertilizer,.
nematocides, etc.)

31) Intended specific use

32) Antidotes and first aid

33) Factors which limit the effectiveness of the chemical
(such as temperature, sunlight, water, eta.),

In what animals or on what premises oan the ohemioal
be used safely?

jitezabglifaVaneac

1. Prepare a kit of samples representative of the chemicals commonly
used in the local area in the field of farm animal health.
Classify and assemble according. to the. outline presented in this
unit,

2. Prepare chemicals for use according to different formulations
suggested in the study guide (as appropriate).

3, As a class project, develop a master study guide of the pertinent
properties and characteristics of selected ohemicals. Assign the
study of different chemicals to each member of the class- and
summarize the data reported back.

;410101uNeed...60.2plareantstructionalals

Noble, Elmer R., and Glen A., LaMat402CraagigL4a.s.t.Andita.
Parasites, 2nd Edition, Lea and Fetdger, Philadelphia, Pa,, 19

Miller, Ifs C., and West, G. Po, am,122291.91.0.2. 1, The
Williams & Wilkins Company, Baltimore, 19 .

The Merck Veterinary Mersa, Second Edition, Merck and Company, Inc.,
Rahway, New Jersey, 1961,

Mag. Diseases, The Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D,A., Superintendent
olVocuments, Washington, D.C,, 1956,

Dykstra, R. R., anitation d s s o f , Interstate
Printers and Publishers, Danvi le, rLlinois, 1g 1.

Bailey, J. W., VeteLin tHand for Cattl Springer Pub-
lishing Co., New York, N. Y., 9 .

Seiden, Rudolph, sectPeztIscePetsayest301 t Pet
1110). Control, Springer Pub fishing Co., New York, 19 .

Brown, A. W, Insect Control by Cher call, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1951.

e ft. 1965 Editorial Service Co., Inc.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin,



Sajb ILIUM= Sated I.

, -.-:-.-,. .

reacher Preoarztj.on
.1 , . ,-

. . r.:. . ., -,.

" _

The ability`orian to 'illicite an lideptable- degree of control
over insects, apartps, bacteria,,fnngi, and viruses which infest_
aria tadaia,18.;00$144130 the abilifytobe:abie te'lairert. the Cana

sequancesIST Mannttiti,on is -4epandent4iokorair -upon his under..
standing of the technical attributes and ChaincteristiCs- of the
chemic4resources Aygilablefor_ use in this field, but also upon
his bria0.4040- and unsiOrZitaisdint at:the:0044 and biological world
in whibh" iiiteL it made of theso"cheadoilo.'

a-

- - a.
1. Memie'itlji used,# the areit:of fate animal health are effective

o the eletellit 'tiaat 'they' are used within specified 01'lditiOna
and'agied o r diiistred in en acceptable mannor:`:Taiiiablea
of concern include: (assuring ideitifieation has-been made of
ag0Pte or.factors.inyolved which provide the basis for concern,
i.e.; inseete, helmintho.disii44;*0.)''

a
;:_

Selection of the appropriate chemical to use
,

b. Formulat.4on to use

9*Stli*O4iiii0 USG

d. QAinetintidesiage to apply or ,administer

e. Tine to apply or administer
. .

is "Mb* o appliation'oi:aawinistration
0

g. Pliteenest

h. Weather

i. Safety hazards, _precautions

2. Principles of Parasite Control

a. Immuncligical 'techniques cannot be used is a major aid
to systemic control of _parasites.

b. Individual species are limited in distribution and intensity
by a sensitive adjustment to climate and other factors and
by the kinds of animals in which they develop.
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a. Parasitic injury is typically inapparent and unrecognizable
during the early stages of infeitation. Indeed if the in-
festation is not heavy the losses may be so insidious and
unspectacular as to go unnoticed but the injury is-generally
quantitative in its effect.

d. The individual cycles of-development within host animals are
so fixed, limited, and finite that. despite multiplication
in and on their ho its, the damaging effects generally are
directly correlated with degree of exposure.and magnitude
of infection - (not true of bacteria, virus).

e. Parasitism is essentially a herd or flock disease; _Treat-
ment, sanitation, and preventative medication must Ise.

an this basis. _

Parasites are exceedingly specific in their cycles, forme,
habits, modes of life. and disease causing potentiality.

g. Parasite control is the judicious use of feasible, profit-
able measures to minimize the losses and hazards of
parasitism. Sanitation and medication,. if used enough.
must ultimately spell eradication.

h. Breaking the chain at its weakest link is the,essenceif :
every effort directed against parasitet.

,t

A parasite is usually more vulnerable to attack at one stage
of its life cycle than at another.

i. Time and environmental conditions of temperature and pre-.
cipitation determine the distribution, seasonal occurrence,
and abundance of manyparasites. Good, contr4.measures -

takes advantages of environmental influences.

The expanding knowledge of paLisites and their relationship
to livestock makes it clear that efficient control-goes
hand in hand with sanitation, good feeding and grazing.
proper stocking, intelligent breeding. surveillance, and
good management.

j.

3. Principles Relating to Disinfection

a. Disinfection, destroying pathogenic agents, is possible only
after thorough cleaning.

b. Disinfectants destroy only microorganisms touched by the
chemical, embedded organisms are untouched. All soil that
contains embedded organiE_ _3 should be removed from surfaces
by cleaning.



et 'lletting.aitinta improve thi action of some'chteloals-to obtain
rapid contact or to "wet" orgoisms. Some agents. are com-
bination detergent-cleaners and sanitiaers.

-4

utelinfectints work best idten they and the surfaces-to be
-:; disinteeted are wan. = --

't

Yet.' The AI of 'the disinteetant-or th item to- be- disinfeoted
determines the effectiveness of most agentse

-.Organic type dist dectahts..react s2ow2y. ; The. hypoohlori,tes
Are .the'' most: rapid fatting.

=_:Gerierally *peaking- the higherf the concentration wed, the
.shertel. the _tiise.of . , .

-h. The Vresencet of organic matter n' the disinfecting stolution
cri*- on the iturfaces "to be -treated 'may -.reduce germicidal

r -2- activity-to t=point where nO disinfection results.:_---
i. .

i. Bard waters interfere with some disinfectants because of
the presence of oalcium, magnesium, or iron.

4. Concepts and principles relateden c
_ .1 t. . f i t

a.' :Thi problem-of 'Ocintrollirig arthropodtvis_oosipliCated by -.-

needing to 'considert. -- -i- er-- -.! ---: -.--:
".:: --:' ::':.' '."': L' 7',' -- -,:11.1 - 7 -t..`^ .

1,)-viihe behavior of the pest '7" - !A' .

2) Accessibility

3) Differing environmental sitnations-. ;-
-The ostls Welfare .

$)_-The.welfan of the consulaing-phblio
"

b. Not all pests of farm animas are retident anlisals; it few
are "visitors" by habit. (Flies, mosquitoes)

C, Even: theggh. 4,1,Ptirtie4e7 _00404 ma- be_11.$04 -6:94. onceinside the body of a particular artitroPPd it may prove
:1 to be- of dnor effect iterugioient,mantitieccettn*t be. ._

conveniently introduced Underpraotical,conditione, of
treatment.

A -
1 1

d, local breeders, whether- on the host 'or in Tits immediate
vicinity, are much more easily subject to control than
distant breeders. Breeding site control is often not
wichin the practical reach of the agric-Aturist:
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e. Entoma vary in their susceptibility to entomicides--both as
individuals and as species.

f. Not all relationships between entoma and their hosts are
understood. The physiological responses of hosts, such as
weight gains, pnduction of milk and eggs are not all ad-
versely affected. The economic relationships between the
cost of treatment and returr, to the producer need much mo-e
precise evaluation.

g. It is most likely that ctemical tgants have multiple effects,
toxicity -wise as well as in the modification of behavior.

h. The Eimilarity of physiological processes in mammals and in
arthropod pests is the basis of the serious difficulty en-
countered when interference in these processes in the one
is sought and noninterference in the other is dosired. The
problem of differential toxicity of chemicals to arthropods
and .to mammals is one of the most steoous ones associated
with the use of these toxicants.

Suggested Teact41E-Learning Activities,

1. Apply or Administer various toxicants and feed additives
rtiviisted in the previous-unit. Make applications of chemictls
to control insects and other arthropods of metoparaSitio nature;
treat animals for the control of Endo- parasitic infestations;
practice sanitation, disinfection and control of pathogenic
bacteria, fungi, and virus; and formulate and mix feed rations.

2. Demonstrate various incompatibilities encountered in using ento-
micides and feed additives.

3. In laboratory controlled trials, flake various applications and
adrinistrations of chemicals studied. Very the chemical used,
formalation, comentratior, dosage or amount used, time, method
of application, placement, and environmental factors of tempera-
ture, light and humidity.

Suggested Instructional Materials and References

Advances in Pest Contzol-Rstearcho Vol. 4, Hetealf44or, Inter-
science Publishers, Inc., New TOrk.'19(1.

Animal Diseases.. The Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S.D.A.. Superintend-
ent of Docu lnts,VrashingiOn, D.C., 1956.
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77. c ui and be to D-notice the skills and a
b.,en =1 in ksing_ch, cats I, = th he lth
farm animilso

teacher Pr- aration.

Sublect Matter

Planning a program for maintaining the health of fare animals
and its subsequent implementation are critical concerns of the agri-
cultuzal chemicals technician as he attempts to make practicable
application of theoretical understandings.

The decision to use chemicals in a program of maintaining the
health of farm animvis is based upon many considerations. Decisions
of this kind are influenced to a considerable extent by the -economics
of the situation although other considerations are becoming of greater
importance. But once the decision is made to use chemicals, the
point is reached where program Planning must proceed. The tech-
nician will now draw upon the technical knowledge and understandings
gained thus far in the course.

General guidelines for planning programs in the use of chemi-
cals In the field of farm animal health are proposed. Additions and
modifications would be made as appropriate.

1. Planning a program - The tise of Chemicals to Maintain Health
of Farm animals."

a. Determine what the situation, is or what it is likely to be
if chemicals are not used.

1) What is the threat - short-range, long - range?

2) What is the problem or major concern?

3) What risk is involved; what are the consequences
to be expected?

4) )hat level of health can reasonably be expected with:
without the use of chemicals?

5) What resources are available for use?

6) What are the alternatives available within the
chemical field?

b. Establish goals and objectives

1) What is desired, what is to be attempted, what
accomplishments are to be sought.



a) Is it possible and attainab/.0 yet challenging
and worthwhile?

. .

r.

b) Is it measureable What to6li of measurement
are to be owed - how will we know of our progress?

2) Spell out goals and objectives in terms of

a) The animal or animal product under threat

b) The agent or factor of primary importance (parasite,
disease, pathogen, defi,xlency, etc.)

c) The use of necessary inputs

d) The -control to bo exercised over other variables

-o. Spell out ways and means to accomplish goals and obi
jeetives tioviiie a plan of action

.1) Establish priorities and allocate resources

) Determine what 'the; operational' framolork.18.

b) Spell out limitAtions

c) Ascertain the specific uses to be made of chemicals

d) Make selection the materials to be used

e) Plan for the use of the chemical(i)

ww DetezMine the formulatiov to be used

Ascertain.,the appropriate tame- application
or administration to be made

.- Decide on the concentration needed

.- Determine amounts to apply or dosage to ad-
minister

. .

». Prepare the chemicals for application/
administration -

Select method of application/ administration

Apply (identity and be prepared to control as
many of the other variables as posiible that
might affect the successful use of the
chemical(s))

f) Plan for an evaluation of results obtained



2. Aids to program planning

The use of chemicals to maintain the health of farm animals
encompasses a large field. A large- nuibeiof resources regard-
ing animal nutrition, animal pathology, and animal parasitology
have been prepared for-use in the educational field. It must be
recognized, however, that research in these three broad areas
is highly productive. New products, new oonoepts, neir problems,
and new and improved technologies are reported each year. The

practitioner will find it necessary to learn of these advances
in order to stay competitive.

a. The nature of die aids available

1) Before any chemical - pesticide, drug, or feed additive
can be offered to the public for use it must conform to
specified standards, tests, and regulations prescribed
by federal and state statutes. Information is avail-
able from the agency in each state charged with ad-
ministering the provisions of theta laws and regulations.

2) Educational agencies of the goverment and the U.S.D.A.,
through the Superintendent of Doluments, make mailable
reports and recommendations of itersuppOrtifigsagencies
(such as ARS, AMA) and the Cooperative &tension Service
and AgricUltural Experiment-Stations, through the State
Land Grant Colleges, provides the results of experimenta-
tion and makes recommendationt. -TheWrOpoite are the
results of carefully controlled trials and observations
and much effort is made to curtentlnforhation.

3) :Many of the commercial chomicailtatpaniet hairs supporting
research departments. Huge sums of money are spent in
deieloping new.prodhots, technologies, and procedures.
Some of the most highlY40alifiedworkets in the nation
are engaged by these firms, and it is reasonable .that
thevesults of their efforts- aboadIe" of value. Many
excellent educational materials trollied* available to
public educators by these firms.

4) Technical and profeelional workers in the field continue
to have published, through commercial publishing firms,
results of theii'studyand investigations. These pub-
lications are often suitable for texts and reference
books. Commercial printing firms also furnish 'Lady
infoneation and data by means of magazines and
periodicals.

Special interest groups of national and statewide
scope are sources of valuable educational materials,

5)
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b. The kinds of planning aids available
,

.1

.Farmersk-buLloatins

2). Agricultural irfonsation,bulletins

3-), Leailete-

4) Circulars

5) Charts

6) Guides
.

7) str_ips.

8) itivies-_-.

9) Handbooks

, 10) Texts and reference-books

. 11) ' 'Lectures =

-12),,Auperiments, trials., dewonstrat*ons

13). Laboratory exercises

c :Kinds %at. information_ available data- an: ,s

1, '1)- The seentrolsof- .capecifie pest- (014cken site; Zeds eta. )

The control- Ofiests-sthieh ingest.i.acspeCific host

(Hog,34zuse, -wag/ maggott eta.). 7:

Tee ehI Infost Similar hosts (cattle

-_:mapgiL licep-eta,)

4) The control of poste which infest animals that belong
to 214.rg-: e.,Tpum (ppFurrlice.- 1$70.1.cit_111476 etc.

) The control., of pests,.acOodiii to lo5:ns of habitation
(coctonysl,-,

6) The prevention andtroatient of speO,itic.. diseases

(rickets, anti:rem, etc.) ,I 47.

7) -,Tbe_prevon.tion and treatment of diseasec?affer..ting

classes of livestock (basses and mules, poultry,
swine. etc.)



8) The prevention and treatment of diseases brought about
by Various.causes 1pathogens, pp:mattes, nutritional
*balance, metabolic upset, poisoning, etc.)

9) The prevention and treatment of diseases affecting
several species of animals (flies, gnats, mosquitoes,
etc.)
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2umeeste0Teachine-LearnineActivIties

I. Select a faro or ranch nearby amiwith_the cooperation of the
- owner plan a comprehensive program to maintain the health of the
animals found on the farm.

2. Randomly select six or eight ranches in the area and survey than
as to tie kind of animal health program in effect. Evaluate
the results being obtained and suggest ways for improvement.



VU. To acquire the skills need lawlbl1 and safely
- pandle.. transport. store. and melt fir administet

chemicals used to maintain Earn animal health,
__

, .

eacIT.Aratmamtua

Subiect tpVx92atla

Note: Much of the information presented in this section (vn)
was takeii from the Teachers Handbook, Agritrultural
Chemical safe*, California State Polytecklic College,
San his Obispo, 19%.

1. The lawful use of Chemicals in the field of farm enimal' health

a. The need for laws 3ind controls in' this field-

1) Certain animal diseases and infestations by parasites
are so devastating that no individual fanner or rancher
could long protect his herds and flocks against these
onslaughts. Where human healtb is involved, the regu-
latory functions of federal and state organizations are
brought into force.

2) The physical nature and chemical composition of cots-
mercial feeding staffs varies so carts:sive-4, that
control and regulation by federal and state organiza-
tions is required in order to protoet the interest of
the consuming and general public.

b. The use of pesticides to control insects and other pests
which might infest farm animals.

1) An pesticides are poisons and should be handled care-
fully. Some are more toxic to insects and similar pests
than they are to warm-",looded animals, including man, to
whom they may be relatively safe. Some are exceedingly
toxic to both pests and man and thus require careful
handling. All these materials can be safely used if
the proper precautions are taken.

The interest of pesticide regulatory agencies is
centered around the following major topics:

a) Toxicity, of pesticides to mammals and pests

Mammalian toxicities of a pesticide is generally
determined by feeding carefully measured amounts of
the chemical to white rats. These toxicitie- are
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expressed in milligrams of poison per kilogram of
body weight of animal necessary to kill fifty per
cent or the test animals. This figure is referred
to as the LD50 (lethal dose) for the poison. Two
LE% values are often determined - oral and dermal,

Since toxicity values are expressed on a weight
basis, they take into account the fact that less
poison is necessary to kill a small antmal than a
large one. Nan may be many tires more sanative as
the rat on a per weight basis, so thaT, the lalo
figures given for the rat may to to higher the::
for humans. I'D% values should bo used to show the
relative order 6f toxicitias of the (=Afferent
materials and should not be emsxdared as tie
amounts safe for humans. Representative values are
shown in the follywing table:

CvTEw Lo.

Insinticids

TEPP
Di-Syston
Parathion
Calcium Arsenate
Paris green
Endrin
Dinitreeresel
Nicctire
Diohlorves (1J1 VP)

Aldrin
Toxaphene
Pentachlorophenol
Dieldrin
Heptachlor
'ethane 364
Lead Arsenate
Ciodrin
Endosulfan (Thiodan) 109

1.3
1.9
3.1

200
22.0

25.0
2630

5c:.0

5k0
67.0
69.0

77.0
81.0
90.0
90.0
100
107

IMMMe N

Insecticide

Diazinon
Colmaphos (Co-al)
Sodium fluor:1de
Dimethoate (Cygon)
DDT
Ehtex (Baytex)
Chlordane
Trichlorfon (Dipteret)
Carbaryl (Sevin)
Dicapthon
BBC (Teohnigal)
Allethrin
Thanite
Malathion
Chlorthion
Ronnel (Korlan)
TDE (Rhothane)
Sabadilla

1
Pesticide Manua, 1965 North Carolina Handbook, Division

of General Extension, Raleigh, North Carolina, 1965, p. 6.

12,

150

ZO3
245
250

310
4513

500

370

.572

600
680
1000
1000
1506
2500
3406
4000
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Rotanona and pyrethrins are not included in the

table of *Mute Oral-M.30 Valuest" These materials
are considered' as safe to use by man despite the
fact that their oral.tozioities are in the range of
0.1 to 0,2 out per 100 lbs. to certain laboratory
animals, LU mammals do not react in the same
manner.to these materials. With rotenone, for
example, man is the least seriously affected, while
swine are very susceptible,

The oral LD-30 values given above are for
technical materials. Values for formulated materials
would be inversely proportional to the percentage

ingredient in the formulation. In other

wrist a 23% formulation would require four times
the amount as the technical material. The hazards

involved in handling any insectioide will depend
on the toxicity of the active material and also on
the dilution of the active material in the formula-
tion-. To illustrate further, if a- compound has a

mammailian ZO'regs./kg. bat is used at..
1%, it would be less hazardous than another compound
which -ltas a- Mammalian toxicity of 100 mge../kg;, but

is used ri*, 10%.

To convert from mgs.fkg. to ounces/100 lbs. (Po
that rough estimates may be made for man) divide 625
into the figure given in legs. -- 7-

DC. 1.3 11lg./kg. 625 a 0.002 0$4106 lbig

It Bros: be noted that the wanes given above are
for acute oral toxicitiesi-. This, in general, -is the
most toxic method of administering a poison aside
from direct injettion, Some poisons can belleCtre
hazardous through skin absorption in repeated small
doses:than in one larger oral dose. This is true
of most phosphates which inhibit cholinesterase--

4ctivittr. The body requires considerable time- to
reactivate the inhibited material so that frequent
repeated:entall doses could prove fatal.

Injury from insecticides is not always immediate.
Prolonged exposure to sub-lethal quantities may
cause permanent damage to the kidneys and liver.

Most fumigants vaporize so, rapidly that it is,
impossible to obtain acute oreflaxicity data, thus
they are not found in the precedig_ table..: In order
to give some ideas as to their relative dangers, the

following table gives the estimated amounts of the
more common fumigants that are dangerous to humans
during a one-hour exposure.
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Ftmiigant

Ml=maN=l

Founds per ,000 cu. ft. of air'
considered dangerous to man during
1 hour exposure

Chlor3picrin* 0.007
Hydrogen cyanide _ 0.007
Carbon disulfide 0.2
Methyl bromide 0.5
Ethylene dichloride 0.8
Ethylene dibromide 1.6

Carbon tetrachloride 9.5

*Although chloropicrin is one. of the most toxic materials, it
can be detected by humans at 0.0005 lb./1000 cu. ft. and produces
tears at 0.001 114/1000 cu. ft. It would be nearly impossible for
a person to remain voluntarily in a concentration of chloropicrin
that would be dangerous to life.

All fumigants are highly toxic and should not be
inhaled. When working in closed places it is always
necessary to wear a suitable gas mask. Some fumigants
such as hydrogen cyanide should never be used except
by trained fumigators. since skin absorption is
equally as dangerous as inhalation. Carbon disulfide
should be avoided because of its explosive nature.
Static electricity is sufficient to ignite the vapors
of this gas. Somaifumiganta have delayed symptoms,
and a lethal quantity can be inbaled before any sign
can be noticed by the operator. For this reason a
small amount of chloropicrin is usually included
with methyl bromide to act as a awning agent.

Contact with the skin should be avoided with all
fumigants. Besides the posiibility of toxicity
through skin absorption, most fumigants cause severe
burns and skin irritation.

(1) Toxicities of commonly used organic
phosphates:

Just how. dangerous are some pesticides with
lox 1050 ratings? There is disagreement been
experts. Some claim that tbese chemicals are
even more toxic than the following data
indicates:

=Three
drips of TEPP (Tetraethy pyrophosphate)

concentrate, as you buy it from the supplier,
will kill you if taken internally. And thmit
drams on the skin is lethal to the average
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sized man.. (A small child would be killed by

one Or tie drops on-the 'skin.) -Aimmraing-20

droc; to a fluid ounce of chemical, one gallon
distributed with maxim= efficiency would be

enough to kill'853 averagi-sited peopiel

ph2sdrin
Phosdrin, another comeonly uses and very

effective insecticide will kill an average
sized man if he swallows 15 drops or gets 18

drops on his skin.

tizaaka_
Aghtelii drOi of parathion taken-or..32y.

or 64 4zs on the akin is lethal.

Haw easy it is ,to spill a fatal dose of- any

of these concentrates upon yourself orpur
fellow workerqi Haw important it is not to
breathe even the diluted spray of such palirfal
poisonous chemicals! The high toxicity is under.
standahlstdm we realize that many of the early
organic-phosphate insecticides were disoovered
during World War II research designed to
develop:nerve gases for chemical warfare. Many
of the useful insecticides used today, though
not gases. are very. closer related to those
oh.iginal compounds.

Haw do pestie.des actually kill a warm-
bloodod animal?, What is the chemistry in-
volved?. Answers to. Chess _questions may help us

to gain a better understanding of bow to handle
them. In this section, three common groups of
chemioaas will be discussed--organic phosphates,
chlorinatedibydrocartonslind carbonates.

'

Vigist.211:

Many of the organic phosphates are very toxic
as evidenced by their low LD50 ratings, Each

one used offers a hazard to the person handling

it if its fumes are breathed (if the chemical
is ingested. or if the chemical is spilled on
the.oxin). Me latter :1.s tho most common cause
of pesticide acCidnuts among agriculture work-
ers.) Since most organtl phosphates break down
into harmless by-products much faster than
chlortuatethydrocarbons, the hazard from
illegal residue is low. Most of them are also
more quickly detoxified (broken down into
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harmless- chemicals Within the body) than the
,chlorinated hydrootrbbns. However. organic
phosphates offer a greater hazard to the care-
less individual handling. them because many of
them are as tectic- when-absorbed through the
skin -4e-irhen taken orally, and skin exposure is
fai:more likely than swallowing. Some of the
most widely used 'and highly toxic members of
this group are: 'Parathion, TEPP (tetraethyl
prirophosphate), IPN p-nitrophenyl

hiopobinscns'iihosphorate), Demet'm or Syatox,
Di-ayaton; Seraden, Phosdrin, Phorate (Thimet),
and Methyl!aithion. These are the most io-
tentially ciingerous to the user and the acciden-
tally .expOsed, The ease with which they are
abscirbed through ire skin emphasises the need
for piotictive.clo"thing and adequate respirators
while working with-them.

-Muoh:less:atoxici---are Malathion, Chlorthion,
Borgia (Korlan), Diazinon, Dicapthon and Tri-
_ohleiofon..even -though they apparently _et in
the is* manner as :the other organic phosphorous

' coMpointdi. Thiis Icwer toxicity may be due to
slower absorption and other complex factors in-
volved lin detoxlfioation within the body.

Oigania phosphates-Cause injury to animals
by -inhibiting= the:action of an enzyme called

.choll.nestertse .(pronovnCed coaleen-ISTER.ase).
In the process "Of .nerve transmission,
very smalreiedtricial Impulses are transmitted
from nerve cell to nerve cell--by the organic

acetyitilioline (asa.TEEL-coalsr), This
gap-between the cells is called the synapse
(pronounced ) As As soon as the nerve ix.
pulSe'iwaes the synapse, this chemical is
broken. down chemically to nonconductors by the
'ens**, .cholinesterade, resulting in a single
nerve impulse. When there is an organic phos
phate present, there is not eraugh chcalthosterase
present to *break the circuit," resulting in
continuAng nerve impulses that are detrimental
to, normal body processes.

Before a person works with organic phosphates,
he should have a physician check his blood for
its normal level of cholinesterase. This is the
base against which to compare later blood tests,
When workilig With organic phosphates the worker
should periodically (often once per week) have
a blood sample taken to determine the cholin-
esterase level. When this level goes down to
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a critical level, it- is an indication that the
verker has had dangerous, exposure to organic

phosphates and eould avoid any irtber ex-

posure until his body has had tiee to re-
generate cholinesterase to its normal level,
Um-11y a coamieroial app' etator will do some
other work until a. blood aple tests normal,
Experienoe in the field indicates that some in-
Aividuair are less affected by exposure to
organio phosphates thaii others, although °Uni-
ca:, data cannotoonfirm Or explitin this differ-
ence among. individuals, Also, when two people
have a similar "body-ihimistr), the person who
weighs more, mill be able to take a larger dose
of a given ahwaical without harm than the
onabmr *ion. *Thits is because, as with most
ChSmioils, toxic dosage is proportional to
body` sleight.

ChalgrinettLiksitat&M.

cbloilnoted hydrocarbons art. more dangerous

.chronical3i, (through their long-lamb-L.
stability and their tendency to accumulate in

'body fat) ;than, they are acutely poisonous.
Ch:44aited hydroniirkions are long-lived chemi-
cals general y, and present more hasard in
causipg,illegal,residme on food crops than
peraolial.AtitqutOhe,,person handling the con-
centrate'or-spray,;10wever, they can cause

-_deeth"trossagutelpOisoping if a person is ex-
p;1101 ens40,ofthe,Chemical.

41110144100d bYdrambons commonly used as
iseOtiOidef are; Aidrl,n, dieldrin, chlordane,
;DT, WA,texOphonS. lindane, heptochlor,
,methcottalior, endrin;thiodan, TDB, and

:Theis chemicals act upon the central

neAvas system and,rmiurqmoUr apparatus. The
eiact"mechiniaa of this action, either in man or
in animas; his,:ikat beei explained, !et it is

clear tbatilarge.dosei.induce nausea and/or
dAarrhealv.00 repeated Amato, the compounds
protiace,1*.scoPic changes in the liver and
kidneys in:some experimental animals. Somewhat
different ,damage. may result from a single fatal
_dose,-

Ch.lorinited4dodarbona (and/or certain of
their degradation.rodaacts) getting into the
be "y are stored;. in f444, Such storage results
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either a single large dose or from
-repeated small doses: The materials stored in
the fat appear -tó be largely inactive, since the

,tetal-a-int-itored in an experimental animal
often may be greater-than a lethal dose given
at one tine. Mott of these compounds are ab-
sorbed through the skin as well as the respire,-

, tally system and*Aigeetive tract. DDT is not
absorbed through the skin unless in solution.

, = Other/8, 'traok'as chlorite.' and dieldrin. are

-

readily absorbed 'through the skin.
P,7f 1,N

rr-

C 4%.

.-caLsnates,

The carbonate group ha come into the pest
-control picture in the last P.ew years and many
experti beliovb .thatitarlfametes will, be more
important in-'We *futureitmotunis of their

relatively low toxicity and faster break down
intointo hamleis biNcirodaots-on food crops. A
comatii cirbamitio'-inSioticide now being used as
a substitute for DDT in areas where residue is
a problem is Sevin.

' 1

SE4in IrthOSidered to be one of the less
'hacardoUs'peetIcideti 7et it too can be
dangerous if it is absorbed in large enough

thieuth, thee skin or the respiratory
0.ditr4ative tiaelfs:z Like the organic phosphate
campiilindar -it effects the *nays° cholinesterase.
hat this ACtdon* is 1'apidly reversible.

iailew may be made of the
toxic yzOf-tnteOttinides on pp. 131-142 of the
U.S.DIA, Yearbook of Agriculture 1956. galaum.

t)) thistiftr:idel
I

t.. In.pestioldes.a"residue is 'the amount of thef.
tivit chemical in oe lin a-product when it is

Ored ter it is- exprested as parts_Der,
-which is -11-measuro 'of the amount of
'the' dhomics1 in relation. to :the total weight of the
product sample mea;ured..-sThe.'residue tendency of a
chemical is not the same as its toxicity. The
,residue tendency it the-persistence factor of the
chemical, or itis tendency U.:break down slowly or

''-not at -all under field-Conditions. The long-lived
chemicals are more' of eresiftelmoblem than are
the. short-lived ones: The writ offenders, i.e.,
the longest lqating in potential-danger to humans..
are =tabors in the group -known' as chlorinated
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hydrocarbons. Those include DDT, endrin, dieldrin,
aldrin, BBC, and several others. These chemicals
in the dilute forms as they are sprayed on the crops
are not high1,7 poisonous in the acute sense, but they
do not degrade. i.e., break down into other by-
products, Avidly as 64 the organic phosphates.

A residue in itself is not illegal. When it
exceeds a certain pre-established safe level. then
it becomes an illegal residue. The Federal Food,
Drug. and Cosmetic Act of 1938, and the later Willer
Pesticide Chemical Amendment of 1954 require that
safe residues must be determined before a ohemical
can be sold commercially. In other words, food can
have some slight traces of pesticides on it or in it
and not be harmful to the oonaumer's health. These
s/e levels wbioh are 'stablished by the Food and
Drug Administration are, called tolerances.

Animal products intended for food may become
contaminated with pesticide chemicals in a number of
ways.

(1) Insecticides which persist An feedstuff
are ingested and are either stored in
animal tissues or excreted in .silk.

(2) Barns, trough's. and stables sprayed with DDT

and' other similar ohesicals can contaminate
milk supplies even it animals are outside
when spraying is done.

-(3) SPraYing and dipping - contaminants ab.
*sorbed and stilred.

c) Jidue Tolerances

Public law 518 provides for-the establishment of
tolerances for politic:Wit chemical's in or on raw
agricultural commodities. .Tbe temp "pesticide
chemical° means any substance which alone, in chemi-
cal combination, or in formslatAoai with one or more
other substances is an economic poison within the
meaning_ of the, Federal Y--.862ticide, Fungicide, and
Bodenticido Act.

.

The tolerance of a chemical may vary with differ-
ent crops -and animal -products. This is due to its
having different effect on flu, consumer in different
foods._ For ample; -a typical tolerance or legal
residue is seven parts per_ million (7 ppm) of DDT
on lettuce. This means that seven parts per million
of DIN out appear in or on a head of lettuce and it
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will still be safe for Wigan consumption. Sowo
pestioides- have a Zero tolerance." This means that
no residue can a-ppearon or in a food. DDT has an
affinity for fat, and will-accumulate in the fatty
tibiae of maiaikis and the fat globules in milk.
Since Milk is fed to .babiee and they get little other
food*, food purliby ii even fibre' important in milk to
prevent harmful concentrations of pesticide rezidue
-building up in small bolt' -. So there is a zero
tolerance of Din for milk. The established toler-
snook imply that seven parts per million of DDT on
lettiroe is sate, et any in milk is potentially
Of cumulative blildup. in spilt Wise (chronic) than
one of 'single.dose -danger (mite); yet such a dim.
Unction is academic.

Does zero tolerance mean you cannot use a cheat-
crop? NO, you may use the chemical on a

`drop, but thechemioal atilt-degrade completely to
Wilt* by.produets befirti it can legally be
ofteredVerialoV The gram:me-stet allow adequate

-:.---thieLfot-tkilazdegifs,dation:piffitess. to take place, or
--anailegal4esiduizisaY' -7
Unlis-;Ax1 Toltranoes

,-0A r,

If there is no tolerance listed for a certain
--cheario*Von 'a-;etorialri can you use it? The'-ails s'fe yes ou ii b y the Food and Drag

`'" tileranoe or a legal
rfAll Ofitiotilii,obeettoal on that certain

--toitroroys,ithe.tOleralio4 1.111iroi Thos, you can use
litt there mitt bi:no trace of it left-7

r"---eWthei'food'phtthicit'iiheriltitfplit.it in the market.
--ObviOteirtherriiikt-tiraokliere great unless yoil.1,%

4'1 similar foods
has a known quick -diatafetion7of .-iresidue. You can
get information about official,tolerancss that have

eititaliiedloVetoh iistiCohamioil 0.0 certain
; ordpe- fron theitocid)-and Administrat itself

airsfroitz*uf o'lointyleficit; re and Products Cam

Ibod and Diurikblinistration established
thatieqoleranceie safety factors, mach as

-en emilneer-disighs-a bridgi with many times the
strength Wwilre+ifebi expected to need. The Fa

"-loientiots14,7110-4uiti+sittiO that a certain chemical
wilt be sare4606en:at'filn, hundred parts per

isitei. *wails begin to adversely
affect small test Wale iatoh as rats or rabbits.
However, these scientists, knowing that animal



experiments do not always indicate similar reactions
in man. will. to be on the safe sl-e, sot the toler-
ance at one one hundredth (.01) of that figure- -

five parts per million. The desirability of this

approach apparent when you consider they are
establishing these tolerances, for a wide 9.ange of

conditions and individual differences, malq of which
cannot. be foreseen or predicted. Other safety
factors include the determining of degradation rates
and human detoxification capabilities. and the FDA's
authority to inspect rev agricultural crops wherever
located, plus the right to confiscate aad destroy
products that carry illegal residues.

Tolerance Safety Factor

Because of these safety factors the chance of
poisoning a consumer is very remote if you follow
the label and apply the pesticide in the manner.
amounts. and timing prescribed. To repeats Dam
has never been a proven case of _a person being

berfoodelaffs that had been treatecl by a,

d) LatEiu,

A pesticide's 1: 1 has been -called the most
expensive piece of literature in existence. Chemi-
cal companies estimate that it costs them one and
one-half to three million dollars before they can
register a new chemical and put it on the market.
The main reason for this expense is the extensive
And-exhaustive teste,that the manufacturers must
conduct to satisfy governmental agencies on the
chemical's usefulness and its effects on warm-
blooded.animale.

(1) The earliest attempt to regulate pesticides
was the Insecticide Act of 1910. In 1938 the

. the Federal Food, OrAg, and- Cosmetic Act put
additional restrictions on agricultural cheat-
cras. This law dealt with food purity and
was in the area of the Food and Drug Ad.
ministration's responsibility. In 1947 the
United States Federal Insecticide. Fungicide,
and Bodenticide Act came into being, decree-

, ing that "no pesticide may move in interstate
commerce until it has the 'Abel approval and
is registered by the Ur. . States Department
of Agriculture."
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12) Glissade]. manufacturing companies must prove a
chemical's effectiveness and its exact degree
of harmful effotre.. on_ stentfied mammals and
plants. It it *is hard to organisms other
than target-pests, it must require safe applica-
tion formulations and have precautionary state-
ments on thk labels'. In 19$4 the Miller Pesticide
Cheinical Amendment to the 1938 law came into .

being. .This was a law dealing with food purity
.and was again In the, area of the Food and Drug
Administration's responsibility. It set up
certain legal residues that would not be harmful
if eaten 'by the consuming public. Since 19$4
there have been other public laws and amendments

Put 'into effect which refined these regulations.

(3) ?ALI.° ,.Lair 88..305 has stipulated that

the
number of the riigiristration must appear on

hepestiOidelO_ A..nyone dealing with,ttaticide
safety, remember that the pesti-

cide label,p,probably the most important piece
Of infornitim'that' he-has to work with. The
law, requirek"that4 2.4ible label appear on

.-re=19439-etakser:dlt hazufUl chemical and that
certiir'isitpo4400.rmation be included
.Aereon."-,The label XscreaLly a boiled .down

-70109h pi -the l'egiit*tion data that must be
.-iptireVed, :by theps",,,o-fore the company can
tegafly sell_ the 00040 in interstate cow.

-.mertgi.." The,- -tlinclude:
!

' L 721i- - 7 -

5-11141.0 name of the material

The per ositt_cit mAtive ingredients

when using this

Approved 644

Timing of application to:avoid illegal residue
. )

to the loci about its toxicity

Anxpther- trrtinent information that would
apply th. the 'use or _this particular
chemical;
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(4) If you observe a label closely--and you should
do so with every pesticide you deal with -you
will be able to pick out these individual

sections. Every handler of a pesticide should
become thoroughly familiar with its label and
urge, everyone who uses this hazardous material
to read the label twice before each using and to
believe what it says.

Regulations put into effect by the United States
Department of Agriculture in March. 1964, state
that warnings must appear in a prominent place
on the libel. In the past, very toxic materials
had a small red skull and cross bones in the
corner of the label. Now this warning must
appear in the center and in a very prominent
place. If the chemical is dangerous, the word
"Danger" ,Vaution." or "Warning" must appear on
the label along with the statement, "Keep out
of the reach of children." The company cannot
use the words *safe or "nonpoisonous" on
labels foi these materials because these words
are misleading. All pestioides are poisonous
to some degree. An,ffixample of this is mala.-
thioniftalimnormil amounts is almost non
poisonous and is relatively safe: but to state
that it is safe, or nonpoisonous would be
misleading to the-uninformed, so these words
oannotappear on the label. The governmental
agencies involved are: (1) The United States
Department of Agriculture, which is responsible
for registering all.pesticides and checking the
registration information from the oompany before
it will allow the company to sell the material
in interstate commerce; and (2) The Food and
Drug. Administration whiph is responsible for
establishing the safe levels of pesticide
residue for food crops _consumed by the public.
TheIDA alio checks daily, upon food samples
oollected in food markets and distribution
centers to make sure that these safe residue
levels are met.

(6) In other words, the USDA deals with cheoking a
new pestioide's performance and safety data
before it can be registered and sold, and the
FDA is charged_with the responsibility of food
purity when the .food is offered for sale tc the
consuming public. In spite of the problems
these regulations may cause growers, they
should welcome this kind of scientific pro-
tection against mass food poisoning to prevent
the grief which might follow if these pre-
cautions were not taken.

(5)



c, Foed and Feed laws and Regulations

1) The Federal Food, Drug, _and Cosmetic Act prohibits the
introduction or delivery for introduction into inter-
state commerce of any food, drug, device, or cosmetic
that is adulterated or misbranded, the receipt of any
such food, drug,. device, or cosmetic in interstate
commerce, and the adulteration or misbranding of any
food, drug, device, or cosmetic while in interstate
comiserce, c...2212.113s f
food drink

a) Adulteration

la

See- pp. *48, law for the Veter-
b) Misbranded inarian_and_ jivestpck Owner -

Hannah and Rana

2) The Federal Food, Drug, and -Ciimaitia Act is supple.
mented. by ik number of federal laws which have as
their major footle:

a) Meat

b) Meat and neat food 'Product's

c) sate d -ateat products

d) InSPection of products

e) Sanitary inspection

fj Ins of Tani

TrinsportltiOniiiasiO4:4040#

.1A) !Prevent:4On :of aoittagion among:sail*.

_) Meat afichaeat *Amalfi for eiPoW

) susisination 110rtatiOn
j= 1 a e

Animal Disease Laws

.11-651111104 liability,ithieh-ii -ottarged
rude tordiiary rule* of negligeticet

I -

2) .Responsibility fox d$Seaie control

). administration of .meat_ inspection,
disease eradicatien,-'animal,Inspeatione and
quarantine functions,

) Import -ittport laws

37
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3)

c) Meat and animal foods inspection

d) General animal disease control

e) ,Animals.in transit

State and local animal disease laws

a) State department of .agriculture or its equivalent

General animal diseaseionirol in the state

a- Testing and destruction

Salefor slaughter

a- Quarantine

- a Entry of 'animals_ iron Outside'Ot- the State

- - Community sales

-- Dead:animal disposal

NOTE: Pages 62a70..of bimal.Diseases 1956 Yearbook

of Agrialture has comprehensive -stets:sent

on quarantine. of farm ,animalR.

e. State Feed laws
:

Iegieletien_en ceNsereial feeding stuffs has two aims:

to require labeling of a' kind wile!' will enable the buyer
to detemaine its composition, end,to require a statement
of net freight of contents. A typical provision on labeling
requiresf.that the tag or other 1a,4e1 .shall certify the

miniasimPer -Cent Or cm& plitein, the minimum per cent of

crude fat. _and tbe maxims per cent of crude fibre.
Reference may be made 'to the methods adopted by the Associ-
ation of Official, Agricultural ,Chemists.- of the United States
for determining these Peitentaged:WhOle grains, unmixed
meals, hay, hulls, stalks, and stray .are excluded from the

definition of feeding stuffs. A. statement 'of -minefal con -

..tent may-ba required, together with the_specifio name of
each ingredienised. State Departments of Agriculture are
required to take samples,' make' tests and take action against

any seed manufacturer who is.not .00mplying with the lax.
Penalities- for violation are customarily provided.

Example of governmentel'rurictione in'pesticide use in one
, .

-state -California .

1) USDA requires that all pesticides be properly
registered and labeled.
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2) USDA establishes precautions for safe use of pesticides
and checks thus for their usefulness.

3) FDA establishes tolerance levels for pesticide residue
in foods end enforces adherence to them.

4) California 'Department of Agriculture cooperates with
USDA and FDA in registering and regulating, sampling,
testing, and enforcing regulations.

5) california Department of Agriculture establishes
standards and procedures for licensing pest control
operators and ag pilotii.

6) California .Dspartatent of Agriculture investigates
accidents and damages sit then files complaints against
users who do not comply with regulations.

7) aslitorriia Division of Industrial Safety Watches out for
any condition hasardous to waters,. CMS can file
complaints against employers.

8) _Covnty.Airiaultural GonnThaioner assists in enforcing
regulatiOni dealing with pesticides

on county

9) County Agricultural Commissioner tests and licenses
pest *antral operators.

_10) .County Apioultur4 Coissiosioner issues permits to

gr3Wers for gimbals and uie for pesticides, and geeps
records of their use.

2, . Tha,aate via of itheatictaisi

a. Major concerns

1) The difference between

4

. AO. hag4T4t! . .

b) toxicitiei

_2)

,

3) .Tranapoiting and !taring .

4) Applying or atimi,nisiindeig safely

5) .Care of- equipment iand lase of equipment

6) First aid

a) Symptoms of poisoning

b) Action to take

4
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, t

7) ResPoostillity and Ublity for vise

`Fieiriilktiort accidents whin hllAnfietitioides

priatec.

1) DisposAl of empty containers ,. . _

ti) °Glint]. -to's" saldn'tsi 'of .pesticide safety

st,-, 'a- tAt -

I :arrite:Itt* tiif his repro.
sentat:We (orbraTteisentative of ,similar agency) to speak to the

* 4 illi Ili lt0 'Main'Aegean the ... --.: --and g Vita r abode tato fan5

.. - anal tiantai ;741 (-Ili '. .rf P ; . i 7 ... : ,.. .: .1". .L..p.:1;: .:.14
-..*: :' 4-, ......1n '). .1 k , ,,..

-..
2. ..Have ,ea_ch posher o the class soourek copies o vtouues legis-
--' Vitlie icite and -*Aeon wiiidiu -iiotow *vie

: ,,:.... _ . .... ..t. r actor),
-i-....ct isi'-4fAsiiiidt1 Abe. aotlier)gistirtiides used in the

mainsetance of rant animal health. - -I"........ :C:s

1.* 4 .^ tY -kt . r
god dooduat a Arm cabI

9%:"/Z) 1'1.8 Crt 4,4.1community.
3411:4

,for
your

4 f
,12,3c

Iowa, iiiikehope and
t-iif War. aMbity.es -6: G d1,71t3067

5. 41_143g1g, tam 04 otter ocusercial_printe4 aktArills
tgorlinidifeihreiMc'hIda'tes'aiefarictiVobsibliZi mid to
maintain fain mind health.

"t .

taktal, 11.S.D.A. Teartook of Air1fictitur4; Superintendent
.!

of Drim.siats0Fashington, D.C.: 19
56

Hannah, B. Vr., and Store, D. P., le efor.,14, yettrinuje n and Liver
Aiask2gm The Interstate Print/if) linefto-iirs.vIno., 1959.

W.& 1965 NorWeiiioliiit of
General Iktension, Raleigh Nortk Carolinalk 165..

t i& .7 ' 1 4J k 4*

elig_rlt41 Teachers .Handbook, California State
PiaiEWSii5TMEWiT,7341TBErilttigWeitbrointii1966. ($0.50 -
ordbz from El Corral Bookstore)

3.!

I, `41



Cheaic,
Polytechnic o ege,

order from El Corral

Safety, StwImmtlicaitcok, California State
San Luis Obispo, California. 1966. ( $.50 -

Bookstore)

Federal Acts:

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (and Amendments)

Federal Insecticide, bunsicide, and Rodenticide Act (and
Amendments)

Copies of State and Local Regulations.

Bays, Ar. Antibiotics in Swine Rations, Elanco Products Company,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
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economic considerations in use of plant regulators, (4) chemicals'.
used as plant regulators, (5) plant modification principles and
concepts, (6) plant modification skills, and (7) law'ul handling,
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This publication is a portion of the course material

written in Agricultural. Chemicals Technology. To be under-

stood fully, the complete set of materials should be con-

aimed in context. It is recommended that the following

order be observed for a logical. teaching sequerce:

#1 - The Use of Chemicals as Fertilisers

#2 - The Use of Chemicals as Insecticides - Plants

#3 - The Use of Chemicals as Soil Additives

iat - The Use of Chemicals as Fungicides, Bactericides
and Nematoddes

#5 - The Use of Chemicals to Control Field Rodents and
Other Predators

#6 - The Use of Chemicals at Herbicides

7 - The Use of Chemicals in the rum of Fans Animal
Health (Nutrition, Entomology, Pathology)

#8 - The Use of Chemicals as Plant Regulators

.0
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plant regulators 11.
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clature, definitions, tables, charts, and guides which
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isolate, and make use of oheatsals which would yield pre-determined
responses in plants. A new field of endeavor awaits those who would
(apprais a high degree of control over fitha responses. -..Ae_nti. to
oertain chemical stimuli. It is especially iscoitaitrinsutth-
rapidly developing field, for thot agricultural okemimale: techniolan

become Ictowledgeable in thietmportsnt 'phase ot_igrAtoultuPe, to
remain proficient and highly.empetent,through-.studr and isnroiktiga-
tion, and to complement practical experience gained an the 3ob,
"Plant regulators are potent materials and oan cause much damage
and disappointment in the bands of the irmnperienonCand =ma-
informed, "1

_ _ , 7 t
The "following uges -ions may. be -belga in ip:rousing a high

level of intorest ill the studerits at the 'beginning ;of th.le, unit:
, ';0

I, Show by pot and flat demonstrations, the 4tfects of varicss
Vilant,--rogalatOis ; dasicosinti snedefoltints Ann rindiOategr
plinti. 1.706de.pigstri --gropepq:vorni -eunfickteri-armiterntton
-are' plants *blot -havirliteWnee4 fl-,Nikeme-attemptotovitudy
oheniaalS vifolsleeis for. **sponsor in-- detail4tithte pint.

f.1.1 tv et?er9
2. Brainstorm with the students and soak to bring out of the

session useful and worthwhile changes and modification in
plants of variouo kinds . Attempt kljape
and obstacles which would be encountered in
changes and inducting the modification suggestidi.iadnitify
a number of the Iasi 4ill *own* modineatiOns_adli possible.

_ ficpct; rt Art
3. Make a survey of local fines and agencies to determine the

approximate extent that plant regulatore andzai2ilar chests
call are used, Ascertain aloo the -purposes for which most
of- the mtt4ria.18 were used. briserEcto::inilludiesurseeywarp
and horticulturists.

1.s-ter
'IP, With the help of the students, develop a list of factors which

tend to complicate the task of accelerating, retarding, or
otherwise modifying vankintetrjat trh -the
use of chemicals, By what other ways do we attempt to alter
the' growth and -develitpment of' pl-antst

--
t,1701! fittb

?roar information obtilinet Irma( workers:. Jib industry+, testiness ,
publibt bervines,:and eduzationveleviankra list otrkillaii-
abilitie-, end understandings which igricultural ohemioal

B. Tukey, Plant
scno, Inc., New York, N. Y., viito

&
P-P
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I.

plant romullam.

SaLlnirjatitaSintja.

Teacher Preoarati,

- .9 . .
iJ

Note:- Review important asp-acts of -plot nttrition;- plant
physiology, and chemistry as they relate. to the study
of plant regulators. Braising what. man atzempts to{ _do
with these chemicals, what scOut-af"Vii-Obbiliki are,
and what the chemieal.indnitry t` like` in respect to
plant regulator, production and use.

. ,

1. -M.tuations which prompt" plant reitulatioh-
_ .

Man's need,and desire to use regulators

1) Tho highly productiii4froiti of lotelitifitf inquiry
and study,par.ticularly during the _last 25 years, has
resAted in -tbe idevelc4oierit. -1iatictioirleditk-regairding
Mis11034..oloticA otivitiek*f_ plenty.' Information
erneezning Wilt:edue:tit;eiiiiesiseittj'. Principles , con-
cepts, and tethatueii" has tranght About
the,possibility of, an being able to exercise an ever.
increatinedegee of .contpil'olker the giowth _an&
development of punts;. -10 011 king, befiian) can
quite successfully avert 'CM Atteluate. thei-edifsecauences
of numerous Limitations of the environment, weather
and climate, market fluctuations, and the natural
cycling of many plants.

(List a number of these factors which in the past
have limited plant productton and over which we
now have considerable control.)

Attempts to modify plant growth

a. Methods of attempting to modify growth and development

1) The use of chemicals

2) Control of environmental factors

0 weather

b) competition
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3) Anti-auxins

4) Auxin precursors

b. Examples of plant regulation rrograms. (Cite ?ocal

examples if poEsible.)

1) Ex4ending the_ growth period of lemons in order to have
than ripen nearer to summer demand.

2) Controlling bloom of flowers to take advantage of
the Christmas and Easter seasons.

Defoliating cotton and soybeans to facilitate harvesting3)

c. What are the major determinations which need to be made
in order to use plant regulators

1) Kind to use

2) Time to use

3) Form to use

4) Amounts to use

5) Placement

6) Method of application

7) Cost

8) Dangers, precautions

d. What results can be expected from tk.:,use of plant regulators

1) Crop response

2) Soil response

3) Nutrient level change

e. The importance of using plant regulatori

1) Extending adaptability of plant species

2) Economic

f. Problems encountered in using plant regulators

1) Not using correct amounts

2) Net using proper kind



3) Time and placement of application not appropriate

4) High dagree of specificity of chemicals

5. The plant regulator industry

a. History and development

1) Review the early work- of Darwin and others.

2) Explain the experimentation done with iversa (oat)
seedlings.

3) The discovery of, hormones, auxins.

4) Summary of investigative work inducted during
the 1930's and 1940's. (p. 442 Bonner)

b. Present status and situation

1) The development of the body of lentmledge concerning
auxins (synthetic hormones) has given the agri-
culturists a set of tools for use in plant culture.
It is like building a plant to the desired form and
then telling it when to bear fruit or even telling
it how much fruit to bear.

2) There are now many synthetic compounds which, when
applied to plants, bring rosponsist th*t are

qualitatively indistinguishable tom those resulting
from naturally occurring hormones.

c. Recent chariges and future treks&

1) The plastioity of the growing plant. The plant
scientist of the 20th Century looks upon the major
crop plants as so many plastic materials of life that
can be shaped and altered by skilled hands. It has
become clear that nearly all regulatory processes
depend upon underlying chemical activities of cells.
Thus, it is increasingly self-evident that anyone
who understands the chemical processes of thA living
cell has the potential power of regulating that
cell's activity.

2) Current discoveries are being made for Use of
chemicals to make trees bear every ysar (instead
of every other year); to control the number and size
of fruit on a tree, to finding new and better methods
of application.

7



3) Precursors

4) Inter-relationships

5) Anti-auxins

Sul. ern s
i. Prepare and use a display of apical-dominance principle:

e.g., two plants with terminal buds removed, one of which was
treated with growth regulator and one not, and then a third
plant with the termina., bud intact. Rkplain how hormones
produced in the terminul bud inhibited the growth of the
lateral buds (same as synthetic treated plant) on the plants
and how th4 lack of the hormones :ahibiting lateral tad
development permitted development of lateral rancles on
the other plant.

2. Conduct a discussion of how (what processes) it would be
desirable to control the growth and production of plants.
Hair could the new pet of tools be applied and what ad-
vantages could :Je attained?

3. Duplicate selected phases of the Avena test.

(p. 23, Auxins &Plant Growth - Leopold)
(1). 27, Phrtohansones - Went & Thiamin)

Sugoested Instructional_Wirials_andjeferences

Bye-catching newspaper and magazine pictures and articles should be
passed among the class to establish a feeling of-how dynamic and
interesting the field of plant regulators is becoming.

Displayplants showing experimental effects caused by hormones
or auxins.

--plants 0x pictures showing effects of defoliants or
desiccants.

Texts - References

Bonner- James, Plant Biochemistry. Academic Press, Inc., New York,
N. T., 1950.

Leopold, Carl A., uxins an Plant , University of California
Press, Berkoley, California, 1955.
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Skoog, F., Plant Growth Substances, University of Wisconsin
Press, Madison, Wisconsin, 1951.

Tukey, B. B., P t Fie 21 cu tune, John Wiley & Sore,
Inc., New York, N. Y. P 19 .

Went, F. W., and Thiman, K. V., fhgtohonnones, The MacMillan Company,
New York, N. Y., 1937.
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II. It, el.4_2122 the ability to Use important terms a_nomen.

Olature. definitions) tabies, charts, and guides
are caisson the ability
L'afolcom 0 t co 1kes eonversions. ca -

11LUms.vsljeas h cen are used by technicians,
the Mal tion.

Teacher _Pre,painti=1=NMP.
Subdect Hitter Conte, nt

law This unit is presented here at an early point in the
stmiy guide in order that use can be made of it through-
out the remainder of the course. it is not intended
that it will be taught as a separate competency, as are
the other six major units of the course, but that
the material presented here will be integrated as
appropriate throughout the remainder of the study.
The purpose of this section then is to pull together
in one section this core of information.

1. Terms, nomenclature, and definitions

Considerable confusion exists in the literature and in
practice regarding the use of terms in the field of plant
growth substances. Auxins, hormones, growth hormones,
growth regulators, phytohormones, gibberellinst growth mib-
stances are various names used.

For the purposes of this study, the d_finitions developed
by a committee of the American Society of Plant Physiologists
and reported in 1953 are accepted.

a. Uermones (Plant) - are regulators produced by plants, which
in low concentrations regulate plant physiological processes.

gsgat: Hormones maybe thought of as subs` .arses
produced in certain locations and transferred to
other locations and there influence a specific
physiological process. They are then chemical
messengers. Some authors use the term "correla-
tion carrier" to express the influence exerted by
one part of a plant upon another. Phytohormones
are synonymous with plant hormones.

bo not regUlators . are organic compounds, other than
nutrients, which in small amounts promote, inhibit, or
otherwise modify any physiological process in plants.
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Oommest: Plant regulator applies to materials that
modify any plant physiological process. The terra may

them be used to describe natural as as synthetic
compounds.

c. Auk- is a generic term for compounds characterized by
their capacity to induce elongation in shoot cells. They

resemble indole - 3 - acetic acid in physiological action.
Auxins may, and generally do, affect other processes
besides elongation, but elongation is considered critical.
Auxins are generally acids with an unsaturated cyclic
nucleus,

Comment: Auxin is a term used as a group name for
chemicals having similar physiological activity.
They may be natural or synthetic. Gibberellins
are thought to be a special type of auxin. Other
specific auxins are identified by their chemical
names.

d. Growth regulator - (synonym: 7rowth substance) are
regulators which affact growth.

e. growth Hormones - are hormones which regulate growth.

f. Flowering Regulators - are hormones which initiate the
formation of floral primordia, or promote their develop-
ment.

g. Auxin Precursor - are compounds which in the plant can be
converted into auxins.

h. Anti-Auxins - are compounds which inhibit couzpetively
the action of auxins.

2. Other definitions:

a. Desicc is - These chemicals cause drying of plant parts
the removal of tissue moisture) by chemical or physical
action. Their primary use is for pre-harvest drying of
living plant parts. For example, in extremely weedy soy-
bean fields, desiccants are used to remove the moisture
in bosh the weeds and soybean foliage. Desiccants are
also used prior to combining seed from grasses and legumes.

b. Defoliants these natural or synthetic chemicals function
by inducing the abscission process whereby layers of cells
in the abscission zone are formed permitting easy separa-
tion of leaves or frlat from the plant. The most widespread
uee is in the defoliation of cotton to speed and cut costs
of harvesting. They are becoming more widely used for the
purpose of promoting even ripening in other field crops.
Defoliants are also being widely used to thin fruit (either
in the blossom or fruit stage).
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c. Abscission - the naturally occurring or induced process by
which organs or plant parts are separated or shed from the
parent plant. The process is important in the survival
of the plant and perpetuation of the species. Common ex-
amples are leaf fall in the autumn and the shedding of
fruit during or at the end of the growing season.

d. ,Abszisaion Zone - The specialized region or tier of cells
in which the abscission process occurs, usually at the base
Of organs: for exmxple, the base.of the leaf stalk where it
joins the main stem. Separation usually results from dis-
solution (lysis) of cell or cell wall components in this
area. Cell division in this region may occur prior to
separfttion but is not essential for separation.

e. caw= - The application vehicle or agent, such as water
or oil, in which the preharvest chemical is applied.

f. m491Aigglik- A compound whose effectiveness is re-
stricted largely to the localized area to which it is
applied or which intercepts it.

g. Defoliation - The naturally occurring or chemically in-
duced abscission process by which plants cut off their
leaves when they have obtained senescence (old age) or
physiological maturity (premature - aging). Chemicals
used to promote defoliation are known as defoliants.

h. Desiccation - Dehydration or the removal of tissue moisture
by chemical or physical. action. Drying chemicals that pro-
mote desiccation are known as desiccants. They are used
primarily for prenarvest drying of actively growing plant
tissues whin seed or other plant parts are developed but
only partially mature; or for drying of plants which
normally do not shed their leaves, such as rice, corm,
small grains and cereals.

i. Xnhibitor A chemical, ustAlly of the regulator type, that
prevents or suppresses growth or other physiological
processes in plants. An example of a grewthinhibitor is
3-amino-i12,4-triaxole (ATA).

3. Pvehirvest Chemical - Any contact or regulator compound
applied before harvest to improve or maintain quality or
te permit and facilitate harvesting the crop.

k. Usually used synonymously with abscission, in
cotton work shedding usually is restricted to mean the
loss of frulting forms.

1. Wigan- A chemical which is absorbed readily and moved in
the plant's vascular (circulatory) system. Plant regu-
lators are of this type.



m. hormone,- "An organic substance produced naturally in

SECTION _ONE General Information

2. Perform measurements, conversions, computations, and calcu

1. Make use of words, terms, and phrases -opropriate to the subject

n.

matter of _the course. AlPlossary p.U2rawill facilitate this

UMAQV

usage.

lations commonly-done by technical workers in the field.
.4121ameakiiof_measuremmt and tables_of OQUiVad.
lents of units will be useful.

a. Tables of measurement

higher plants, controlling growth or other physiological

Lanolin - The natural fat of wool; of great value as a

functions at a site remote prom its place of production
and active in minute amounts." (nnous and Thimann, 19480

carrier for growth substances to be applied to plants, as
it is itself without action to the plant.

-- linear measure length

Square measure . area

Cubic measure . volume

-- Liquid measure capacity ,

.. Dry measure - capacity

-.Weight measure

-- Temperature measure

-- Other

-- Time measure

maybe useful.)

to summarize data gathered for inclusion in this

for the course "the Use of Chemicals as Insecticides"

The instructor may wish to use the following outline

section of the study.

(Data presented in this section of the study guide

THE STUDENULfILLNEED TO BE ABLE TO:

13
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Tables of convenient equivalents

Equivalent volumee . liquid measure

Equivalent volumes . drd. measure

Equivalent weight/vonne - liquid

Equivalent weight/volume -dry

Equivalent lengths

Equivalent area&

Equivalent weights

Equivalent temperatures

Equivalent other

SECTION TW9 ..r:nformation Regarding Igii;"uituiell -Chemicals

THE =DINT WILL NEED TO 14AKi

1. A tabl., which lists the common name, active ingredient, and
-trade name(s) of chemicals studied ;:n the course.

Ekamaf lae. atterellic Acid =1218 B11.00t.

2. An alphabetical listing of chemicals commonly used in-the
field. Information su as the trade name, name of major pro-
ducer, composition, formulation, and recommended use:

&ample: Sevin (Pinion Carbide Corporation)

N.Keyth1-1-naphthyl carbonate, a carbonate
insecticide also used-as a fruit thinning
agent on apples, formulations include
emulsions, dusts; NP, aerosol and granules.

3. A listing of chemical materials according to the general use

&ample: Nematocides,

chloropicrin

DEC?ww

D -D

etc.
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Just Fungicides,

ferbam

- - sulfur

.. maneb

etc.

4. Compatibility charts and tables

a. Phytotoxicity (with plants)

b. Chemicals (with other chemical)

c. Physical (with other chemical)

5. Toxicity tables providing LD and LC values (both oral and
dermal, acute and chronic) of chemicals studied in the
course.

6. Tolerance limitations Imposed by F.D.A. upon residues applicable
to the subject matter of the course (i.e., herbicides, tn.
secticul9s, fungicides, etc.).

ElaMPAS.PjaSUa_ion?

Most lay people nave no conception of *tat constitutes one
part per million residue on crops. The following examples
may help you make this interpretation for them:
1. One inch is one part per million in 16 miles.
2. A postage stamp is one part per nillion of the

weight of a person.
3. A one gram needle in a one tui hay stack is 1 ppm.
4. One part per million is one. minute in tro years.
5. Lay your hand on the ground and it covers 3 ppm of an acre.
6. If one pound of a chemical lands on an acre of alfalfa the

hay has 500 ppm. One ounce of a chemicra would impart 3i ppm.
7. A teaspoon of material on an acre of alfalfa would impart

5 ppm.
8. One teaspoon of DDT drifting onto 5 acres of alfalfa puts

1 ppm in the hay, and the Federal Law says that the hay
must contain none.

(Source-- Western Crops and Farm Management)
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SECJ TREE - Preparation of Chemicals for Use

INLAELWNT WILL NEED TO BE_ABLE TO:

1, Determine whether or not materials prepared and commercially
packaged can be applied directly from the container.

2. Determine the total amount(s) of active ingredient(s) contained
in a chemical mixture. Mixtures NM vary according to weight,
volume, concentration, and formulm..on.

3. Make a determination of the amount,* by weight or by volumes
of chemical materials of various levels:Of concentration to
use in order to prepare a given qu mtity of mixture that will
meet recommended or specified dosage or concentration levels.
(Weights or volumes of solid or liquid chemicals required to
prepare a given quantity of material of iifferent dilutions.)

4. Interpret tables and recommendations for "concentrate" spraying.

=at= Preparation-Necessary in Order to Secure.
Specified or Room:ended Application Rates,

StODENT NEM TO BE Alp TO:

1. Compute the 'eret*af--IrtirioWe -plote_ot440. These plots will vary
in sisal shape, topography, and planting.

A Determine Acreage of row planting -which vary. according
to spaoing.

b. Detammirie total acreage of piste. 2 =-

2. De tern the speed-of s; vehi*le traveling on the *and. .4311
miles per hour and feet per mite;) "7:

"":"..t

Thr"emi veriables.afteot the ipplimmtionlzetsof agrinUltgiel
aReiliotas seatred in the field,;--the speed or. travel,- the
`effect*e width of the:deviccapplying the ohmmieelt.and%the
total material delivered per unit of time. two-,_of thest,

" .

a. Calibrate sprayers, duets?* or metering devices to
secure ipecifio delivery rates.

b. Compute the length of boom, number of outlets, or width
of opening to secure specific widths.

a. Calibrate ground speed to secure specifio rate of forward
travel.
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4. Use tables of "Rate of Equivalents"

Example: i ounce per square foot = 2722.5 pounds per acre

5. Calculate the quantity of spray per length of row (on various
spacings) which will be equivalent to a specific application
per acre.

6. Detemine the gallons per acre required to spray orchards of
different planting distances.

7. Consider the eff'ct of particle size on drift and deposit.
(Prepare spray drift and deposit table.)

SECTIOk FIVE - Information Relative to Diagnosis and Prescription

rE =DM W11; NE) ONE USE OF:

I. Tables, charts, and guides which summarize situations encountered
in agricultural production in which the use of chemicals, is
appropriate. Materials to use wad methods of application are
suggested.

"pimples of form ustwit

Platit -Pest, Disease-
or or Causative "When

Steil Coltrctttr22far...121adtel
. .

Peach To stacel-_
4, 4 'erOID

pening

Prior to

s
mituriti., Y.:12

omilI

Active ki-t
400 mg/ Solution
kg fruit

Amount men.;
Forte- tration Reed Method of .

NA Water dip
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2. Graphs, charts, tables, and other illustrative materials
available and supportive of the unit under consideration.

les:

a. Graphical relationships

ww

WSW

ww

WW

time versus residue levels

rates of application versus levels of effectiveness

levels of concentration versus levels of effectiveness

stage of development or growth versus effectiveness
of chemical control, etc.

=NAM . Sources of Information

1. Chapter five of Plant Beauleorsjpn Aarioultun by Tukey has a
number of tables and charts **doh oontain information relative
to useful measures and equivalents. The calibration D %
sprayers is also discussed and illustrated. The table on
the influence of growth regulator applioatAtonp on 104tritY
and ripening is recommended. (pp. 134.140)

California_ IfiVeriment nation

3. P. 342, s t *-taistiie-:;firtuther
plant regulatbrveommo recommended for agricultural applica.
tikes.) Tag reference contains a large nuaber,orjAguret"'
which present,reeults of field work and oSPOZiaintktion over a
wide range of topics.

- 4. Anita** of the study guide for the course 'The Use of Chad»
oala-as- liseotiteidee s' -thic.ountettbaczis reacesoodslx:--

- , -V=
ar.1*-amoani.



III. learn
related to the growth and development of plants

which could appropriately be modified by the use of
plant regulators, and to understand the economic im-
portance and to anticipate 'acme of the outcomes of
using such chemicals.

Teacher Prekaration1.,
Subject Matter Content

1. Situations and conditions appropriate for plant regulation

a. Agriculturists are ()hen motivated to modify or alter
the growth. ard-davelopment of pants.. _ Opme of, the

reasons for this are:

1) To take advantage of prices and market sitbations
+, ::r

2) To offset changes in demade for Producti

3) To minimize the etkeati of weather and othei
j',i, ::41FirO1 alialtiata : i':7t .

4) To increase quiiity and quahiity of produce
r.fyli .:1- rit -2. L:L... .1.-- -;e n-t' _'i -- :Pn" --'

. .

.. t_41 :-.4"1-5:' r! lia killeilTitate_ 9111ATIlitfitht.L *i ', 0, ,-x-, .-.. f

I..':--t li: -..-: l';'
6) Other

It7711 i--Ptmie' lc
b. Plant regulators can be used at the election of the

agriculturist to: rif_,,m1:ift (la

w-)14,cirhysibdomAtioveyelee.., Sa/J,t-

2) brommtliomegortutEveAgmovOupwri4 C,

CZ " OYI Ccustro1vthaversistenttece4Mr4%behedl=f
btir 14111-1Mtil+

4) Control the absciseloksefillowar*Ifruit, leaves

otthe. flqwerina P/ziod

6) Control the period of flower initiation
7,.;11U1LiK. -"ITT (k

7) Control the rate of growth
1.11:71 rir.iv:7-2-tir ;?r,f_ .1,y1.+1

8) tfiduce-fftitriseta N-gY;

9) Contrek.amount-ot Jet, .

0;
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10) Control maturation of fruit, seeds

11) Initiate new organs

12) Stimulate new growth

13) Control dormancy

14) Alter chemical make-up of the plant

15) Prevent pre-harvest fruit drop

16) Delay foliation

17) Parthenocarpically set fruit

18) Induce mutations, alter genetic constitution

19) Control keeping qualities for storage

c Use of plant regulators

1) Use to control abscission of flowers, fruit, leaves

a) Use to prevent presharveltdrop of fruit. Used
primarily -n pane and citrus fruits

b) Use in fruit thinning, especially apples. Provides

larger fruit of high qvaiVand-trees are more
likely to bear fruit every year.

c) Prevention of blossom drop
r

d) Use to thin bloom

2) Use to control dormancy andpreserre in storage

a) Use to prevent =spoiling in atoms :-

b) Prevent sprouting of nursery stook; trees, and
shrubs in storage; aids in transporting and in
transplantirg

c) Prolong dormancy of fruit trees until frost
free date

d) Use to induce early budding

3) Use to control size and maturation of fruits, induce
fruit set. (Why induce parthenocarpy?)

a) Overcome limited fret set dna to
no pollination
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b) Delay loss of flower by abscission

c) Increase the rate of maturing of .he crop

d) Increase the size of the fruit

e) Increase the rate of ripen in stored fruit

4) Use when grafting and pruning

a) Promotes cell division; help foam callus, thus

promotes uniting of the stock and scion in grafting

b) Heal wounds caused by pruning

c) Use to induce or prevent suckering or bolting

5) Use to-initiate new Organi

Use in plant propagation--rooting cuttings; layering

and leaf cuttings.

6) Use to control size, shape, and suckering of plants

a) Ccots influence of apical dominance

b-). U. io'incriase Or deeiesse iiiterhode length

a) -NOse --to- pick, er plants

d) Use. to strengthen crotch angle in fruit trees
I

7)) Use'*conti4r-itairering--'1 7

a) Induce flowering, helps make uniform crop

b) Control untimely flowering in vegetables
-

c) Prolong period of flower blooming
= :;) l'Zr (

8) Use to improve color and qualities of fruit
- -;;' . ."

-"414:1 sidei effeet-trom use

of auxins

b) Use to produce seedless fruit of equal quality
_

c) Thin fruit to isprove4itiei.'oo1olti6,70ape

9) Use *ISittadt iást4tpatuti iltrensi t*-1
:

a) Frost protection and resistance
i:<4. (7 1 L . r;

High temperature resistance

-- f
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d. Defoliants and Desiccants

1) Types to use

a) True defoliants - use to cause leaf fall
with a minimal drying

b) Defoliants and desiccants - result depends
largely on the rate of application

c) True desiccants - induce rapid killing and drying
with minimal lee drop

2) Use of pre-harvest chemicals in cotton

a) Speeds harvesting operation, reduces cost

b) Permits machine stripping

c) Stops active growth and causes uniform ripening

3) Use of chemicals on small seeded legumes

a) Reduce succulent foliage of both the crop and
associated weeds, allows direct combining

b) Spray cured alfalfa is more tolerant to wind
damage and seed losses are much lower

c) Minimizes the amount of specialized harvesting
equipment necessary and reduces time to com-
plete harvesting

d) Lowers seed loss

e) Crap ripens more evenly

4) Use on soybeans

a) Pre-harvest sprays are practical only in ex-
tremely weedy fields or to promote ripening

5) Nursey stock

Defoliants are used for nursey stock to permit
easy fall digging

2. Limitations and problems with plant regulators, desiccants,

and defoliants

a. Dangers from contamination of chemicals in sprayers

b. Difficulty to obtain adequate coverage in terms of
placement and amount



a. Drift am. Sanger to adjacent crops

d. High specifi-tty of many chemicals

e. Danger of injury to the crop because of the interaction
of so many variables involved.

f. Extremely small amounts generally needed

g. Danger of injury to other parts of the plant not
being treated.

h. Poor results in some instances of seed production
and root stimulation (lower yields and abnonsalities).

i. The possibility of undesired or deleterious responses
to overdose is present.

j. A lack of data from field work upon which to base
judgments and decisions (due to the newness of many
of the cheMicals).

14.

S elptewrhin Activities

1. On the basis of market prides Charted lay-the. students for a

two-year period, have the class determine the increase in
earnings possible by having produce ready for a seasonal

.

market two weeks ahead of the usual time.

2. Have members of the class report about chemicalciiiitraik- "
grams with which they are f&-iliar.. f

3. Analyse the production practices "of the areatstith the tiouiht
of making a determination .of, how. plant, regulators. p_oZ144
benefit producers.

4. Invite a local producer or chemical technician to give the
class a lecture - demonstration on bow the use of plant
regulators influences their business.

5. Assign each member of the class differ et lemonstrations to
perform on the use of plant regulators as ;tweeted in this
unit. Fifteen or 20 demonstrations 81/.04 be prepared.

Instructional materials

I. Charts showing market or price fluctuations to emphasise
the importance of maturation dates.
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2. Charts showing price variation in size and duality of produce.

3. Newspaper and magazine articles telling of economic losses
that may have been avoided with the proper use of chemicals
to control date of flowering, maturing, etc.

4. Graphs showing examples of increased returns vs. cost of
chemicals.

References:

Controlling Abscission of Flowers, Fruit, and Leaves - p. 83 of
Hormonal Cpntrol of Plant Growth, bsr Parihar

Control Size and Maturation of Fruits p. 86 of Hormonal Control
pf Plant Growth.

Inhibition of Growth p. 216 of Growth of Plants,, Crocker.

Plant Reruiators in Agriculture, Tukey.

Suggested_Ommational Erne fences

1. Experience in greenhouse or nursery either in sales
or in plant care.

2. _Experience in chemical research project involving plants.

3. Experience in chemical sales of plant regulators,
defoliants, and desiccants.

4. Experience in harvesting or marketing of vegetables
and fruits.



IV. To become lammledgeable, at c 1 eNutc,p_LWajnig-

v various 2Pilemisall-aI#91nla1t regulators.

itu...wh Prepare:4k

Mal ct agInksie t

1. Classification of chemicals used as plant regulators

a. According to the plant process regulated

1) Cell elongation, call division - growth

2) Flowering and fruit development

3) Tropisome

Inhibition

5) Control of abscission

6) Morphological differeatiation

b. According to chdal pharmolcolou

) IndoiciaCetitacid, .

2) Indociti'deilinttit!ireViier-then indoleacetic acid

3) Napthalene derivattide"

4) Phenomyaiiittc`ield;-derivitivea: 2;

5) The substituted benzoic acids..,

c*._ _IV:lording to source

1) Natural

a) Plant
b) Animal

2) Synthetic

a. lac-aiding t4foz and -seirces--.1n plants_ including
precursors and derivatives

1) Free growth substance

11

T

2) Precursors of growth substance

25
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3): Bound growth- substance .

derivative.

4) Protein-bound growth substance combined

to native protein...7...._

2. The chemical nature of plant regulators, desiccants,

and defoliants
1

a. The chemistry and identification of native plant tegUlatoes

1) Indoleacetic acid
.

This acid is the only true growth-priioting hormone

definitely ts occur naturally (Altmann Bonner)

-

CB200B
-7

lbdomuW01444gWv:
3-Indoleacetic acid
beta-W*1840st* acid
3-Indolylacetic acid
betai4=1010."041P
Betero.auxin

:..:+cr,;.; (2

t

a) Precursovat1ndoleaaatAct.a4id

Tryptophame- _ > 7

&s

b) Related complexes

la) boundLin

lb) bound in
embryos

B

-,7n.f.W

I.

CR2COVCOOH*-
14

1 N

endosperm materiaZ o f AorrfAid !heat

radish, protein of leaves, wheat

11!
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2) Auxin a
CH3 CH.,

2
C2H5CH H - 211.5

CHDHCH2CHOHCHOHC0OH

3) Auxin b
CHI

'
C
2H :3 CH

CEO

-<---%?-CHC2B3

CHOHCH,44-- CH^COOH

, G
0

b. Synthetic plant regulators used in agriculture

1) Dirivatives of indoleacetic acid

a) Inda le

13) 3.Indoleaceta;11;1; *IAD"

9) 3Indolepropiiilic acid "IPA"

..,,,ic,,i,A1,,3-Indolebutyrio acid "IBA

-2)-Bipthaleni derivatives

a) I-Napththalene acetic acid "NW

b) 24apththoxyacetic acid Nft"

c) Alpha.Napththylacetside "NAd"

'fvit'f'7;

. -I 410114104#130444°.1413_ acid

.e) -14itbA tiaPthttullenemstat,

I.

f) alpha-Napththalenebuytrig.acid, "NE?

3) Phenoxyacetic derivatives,

a) Phenylacetic acid "PA" _

b) Pheioxyacetic acid

2,44achlorophenoxyacetic acid- "2;44," "DCPA"
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d) If.Chloro

e) 2.4,5.Triohloro, n2,4,5-Te erapA,11 IICPe

f) 2 Methil4 chloro INOAte

10 Iteátaj,isivjdee

Many derivatives of 2.4.D and other relatS0
acids are used in agrioulture. Improv484hysical
pTopertios are obtained in a amber of salts, esters
and amides.

ma fa the compound foiedy The reaction
between it base and an acid.

J0-21uals the compound formed by the reaction
between an alcohol and an acid.

-An gaga- is ',the Compound- fetieit'brthe: rePluCenasit

of the OR group in an acid by the NN2 group,

a) Salts b) Esters _c) _Amides
_nrel I

Sodium Methyl 3.indoleacetmmide

Ammonium

Triethanolair

Triethylamine

ISOPTPPY;

Butyl

alphaunaphthalene-
ai5itamide

:
42

2xietliA. _

Mono ethanlamine n.Amyl

Ethylamine n.Rexyl
*

2.44tiohlorophen.
.oxyaoptmide

Morpholipe

5) Othermaterials - materials not meeting the requirements
of the definition of hottaite'iiifbeirth- reghlator are also
used in agriculture to secure effects of economic
importanee Some of these materials include:

a) CalCium'byanimid

b) Sodium cyanamid'

c) Ethylene chlorohidein

d) Thiourea

e) Colchicene

f) Acenaphthene



3. Guide for the study of agricultural chemicals

Note: The instructor will determine which" chemicals=
are tole studied in depth. This selection of
course depe'ds upon the requirementeiof lobal
areas and situations. Other items should be
added to the guide as appropriatei .

a. Chemical name (active ingredient)

b. Impie,cal formula

c. Chemical service

d. Common name

e Trade name(s) and major produoer(s)

f. Eating point

g. ViporpreOsure.

h. Solubilities

i. Odor

J. Colwr.

k. Density

1.' Physical state-(liquid, solid. gil

m. Corrosive action

n._ Flammability

44 Stability

p. Compatibility

q. Suitable diluents

r. Concentrations

s. Purities/grades

t. Mixtures available

u. Industrial preparation

Formulations for used

w. Analytical methods

. _
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x. ArItlysis of mixtures

7. Phytotoxie-citY 7`j'

S. lattiaAti (IP50 ppi oral, dermal, acnte chronic)

ea. Special hasarda

Vi.J. Residues likely, tolerance. 1Psitistiir

cc. Synergists possible for use

dd. Intended general use (insecticide, :ertiliser,
nematocides, eta.)

ee. Intended specific use

ff, Antidotes and first aid--

git Factors which limit the effectiveness of the iheidnal

(such as temperature, sunlight, water, eta.).

inggagAggbInge Lamina Activitlis

By pot and flat demonstration and experimentation ibOw-"the

results of using various kinds of regulators on different
species of plants. Vary concentrations, age of spebimais
used and intended purpose of using the chemiaal.

2. Secure samples of the.chemioals used as growth regulators.

Study solubility, spreading -action, volatility ant other ''
physical and chemical characteristics.

3. Visit a research facility to examine what is being attempted to

develop additional ohemical regulators and add ito fim -nets

applications of plant regulators.

stol1sd'
Texts References:

Bonner, James., Pleat plochenistry, Academic Press, _Inc.,_Nflf York,
N. Y., 1950.

Leopold, Carl A., a g jp1 flittgLiksow Univeisity of California
Press, Berkeley, California,o 1955.

Skoog, P. Plant Growth Substances, University of Wisconsin Press,
Madison, Wisconsin, 1951.
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'biker.. H. B., t tu John Wiley & Sons,
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erect Mflitt_z Coast

4wcher Prevaratioki.

1. Plant growth correlation-

- - vs= O.; - 4,&jc

The growth of the eoliiiZ4lietteeFreind argils! -imiLmiAiiktfriTa,-:-
not haphazard as the various parts grow ant develop fit -re...`
lationship with one another. Growth of the terminal bad in-
fluenties the subsequent development of lateral buds, the
activities of leaves influence the production of flowers, food
produced in one part of the plant is translooated into other
parts and water absorbed by the roots is moved throughout the
organism. Man, through the use of natural and synthetic plant
regulator substances, attempts to bring about desired results
through the modification and alteration of the physiological
processes which naturally occur in a plant.

The attainment of desired results by the use of plant regu-
lators is limited and altered by a number of factors, some of
which can be controlled and many that cannot. Each should be
studied in detail.

a. The chemical used

1) Kind

2) Form and formulation

3) Amount to use - concentration

144 Amount to use total

5) Specificity

6) pH of chemical

b. The application made

1) Type of method

2) Rate

3) Temperature, wind, moisture
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c. The plant

1) The variety, species

2) Movement of chemical into the plant

a) absorption affected by -

-- condition of foliage/dry/wet/waxy

- - shape of foliage

- - density of foliage'

carrier used

temperature

- WI

light

rain

soil structure

soil moisture

- - soil texture.

b) Translocation affected by

- - temperature

- - light

- - effect of carbohydrates

-- movement by capillarity in selected medium

-- molecular structure

-- actual rate

c) Status of the plant affected by

- - age

stage of growth and development

size

-- nutritive condition
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3) The environment

a) Temperature

b) Light

c) Relative humidities

2. Effects of plantregulators on growth and .development

Leopold' suggests,that the effects Of 'endogenous auxins may
be grouped into six general classes;

a. Growth

1) There are differences in the specific auxin levels re-
quired to stimulate growth in different'plant organs.

2) Roots have a higher sensitivity to axta than stems
and are thus stimulated to grow by much lower con»
centrations than those required to-stinulate growth
of stems.

3) There are some concentrations of auxin which promote
growth of stems which inhibit'the growth of buds and
roots. Lower concentrations ,can promote the growth
of buds and still lower concintrations-ean promote
the growth of roots.

4) The dualism in the action of auxin to stimulate or in-
hibit is primarily a functiOn of the effective auxin
concentration in the tissue.

b. Tropisms and plant movements_
40.

1) Phototropism.

a) Curvature of a prying plant toward a light results
from unequal diitribition of auxin; This unequal
distribution is caused by a lateral tranelocation
of the plant regulator.'

b) Light cases a desensitisation-of growing cells
to a given amount of auxin.

c) Light can bring about auxin foroation.

d) Auxin is destroyed by some wavelengths of light.

i Leopold, A A

California Press, Berke ttaabigi!V .gla.
University of
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2) Geotropism'

a) Literal transport of auxin has been shown to be
caused by exposure to lateral gravitational forces.

b) Auxin istormed in meristems Iodated just above
each node of augar cane stems after geotropic
stimulation and horizontal placement.

3) Root Tropisms

a) Tropisms in roots are apparently controlled by the
same mechanisms as are tropisms of coleoptiles and
shoots, except that-the direction of response is
reversed.

b) Roots have a very low optimum auxin concentra..
tion for growth,

c.. Inhibition Effects

1) Manitsatations of action

a) Apimatkednance effect on lateral bud growth

b) Coleoptile growth
I

o) Stan growth

d) Root growth

e) Dormancy

f) Flowering

g) Abscission

Inhibitanowessociated with

a) Low levels of auxin which in turn can be
caused by a high-. rats of destruction by

-- anti-auxins

auxin antogonista

irradiation

- - change in the photoperiod

b) Low levels of auxin which can be the result of a
low production rate in the plant



c) High level of concentration of saxin.brought
about by natural production.

Organ Differentiation

1) Kinds of growth and development found. in plants

a) Cell elongation

b) Shape, thickness of cell wall callus

c) :Root .formaticn

.d) Merit:ten formation--

e) Vegetative bud formation

f) Flower bud formation

The kind of growth and differentiation is &pendent-2)
upon

a) Concentration of the auxin -- an organ may be
proisot.ed. by one range ot'ooncentration and in-
hibited by another

b) Presence of other compounds the interaction
between an auxin and other compounds th a plant
is dependent upon the kind of compound and the
ratio of the amount of each. Hird.. callus. or root.

formation results from variations.

c) Kind of tissue - tissues of different ohemioal
composition yield different organs

es Fruit development

1) Auxins are capable. of setting fruit-in: manf cpeides
without pollination

-:-

a) The role of auxin- in this prociss appears to be
associated with the incitement of growth of the
young fruit and the prevention of abscission of
the flower.

f. Abscission

1) Kinds of abscission controlled

a) Leaf

b) Flower

c) Fruits

d) Stems



2) Action of 11111dirtelabisaissiterL--,-

a) Accelirite w imeterdliepending upenrklma. and
location of applioatioft 1. -

irj applied at the dietal side of an
abscission layer retards -abscissiali.

Auxin applied te the proximal-side acceler-
ates abscission.

3) ,Control of absoission is dependent upon

Ths-,contiewt -of audit lirthe organ -which may be
abssiissoi.--- Owls made of -this.;painciple in
the use of desiooanta and defolianta. The

*-, :17-3,-.1-lauctitimmtdoseisg dipacity10 "the orgait
altereC.ilteifie -itiatfoirron, ii VOntlioired.

b) The gradient of auxin levels betweenThe angan
and the stem to which it is established,

7/'
. :z-1-:""!1.1

3. Iklivirla miss of plant rigulatars.
P-11 7.:!

a. Application
! .;:

T'W SalheAsual mean applying plant rfigulaturs: is ID
aqueous solution. .fr"

2).:APPItted: "Wing -generally-mostliffectAlre a /acid
r -1101021:eds -of -a.:pli:from -3 to -54.

3) When working with crystalline auxin,aLlowance should
be asdsteighirig for rthermater of .crysitalliation.

-..Ae -muck as 30-erros.San -bstiintrodudectlt !this is
-negleSted,f t * -rit 4

: thf -- f
4) Sinai) it is difficult to put orystalline auxin into

so/ution; a for millniters of ethyl alcohnl:amiliften
used and then water is added as necessary for the

_t*" ' ,.
5)-(1.1t is Often:helpful to apply aUxiM with carriers such

as carbonic, detergents, or wettable powders.
. t.

6)- Bomb-type &abaci diapensers;are-used to apply growth
, regulator sprasee.4 - b..:

7) lanolin paste and --iale.preparationa are sometime.s used
.to apply auxins.,

.
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8) Methods of applicatiorAnclude-- .

aa- direct spray on. the foliage (difficult to oontrol
amounts applied) 7

infiltraticeiinto the 'leaves, (limited primarily
t,o lab work) '%

r a injection into the fleshy parts
-.

immersion of 'lent parts into solution
. 7 : (c*.

inoorporation with other chemical sprays (owcins
"deem to:he compatible with sleet spray materials

r.i. -provided- they del-not 'contain

9) Auxins vary a great deal in tbirkr 41rfectiveness to
PromOte various -responses taplents..;,-

b. Persists:me _ _

'1.
1) Indoleaoetic acid is spontaneously inactivated to a

certain extent in solution. ,Orystallide indoliraoetic
acid in time breaks down and tarns brown as it does so.

2) Store dry oryetals. Solutions breakdown rap
notibeable changes_ari,ohserved in. to days--

under refrigeration.

3) -!4b.nclote Which -have .heter appLiod to .plaritsi4miertilly
remain active 'far a lisdted 'time a- MO :days although
auxins vary considerably in this regard.

r7. ;i0rTr-

4) : Although some. morptidlgica -defects da'net become
eVident in -somoloropeffor as -long as e:year4after
application of auxins, most irregularttieis are
usually established within a few days.

. ".
a. 104oting =

1) The balance between auxins and .other:planteonstitAra
ants as the control of differentiation is the
.physiologicalbasis for the'raotinglif outtingii

1.11r, r

2) Auxins stimulate root formation by an interaction
involving organic, materials in the plants, partima
larly carbohydrates and nitrogenouslaaterials.

The use of-plant regulsters:in concentrations higher
than optimum results in a redaction of rooting.

4) Several environmental factors influenoe the ability
of a cutting to root.

3)
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a) Seeser47**.:Teriee-greet17.;:40kiunl'es,Pweed:te
winter woody cuttings.

s-
t) Photoperiod exposure .. periods experienced by

the stock plant especialluimpertant.

o) Light rooting- Inhibited if entire stock is

=posed: red light more effective than blue.
.

d) Temperature and aeration low temperatures
stimulate tOaitlus l =-root --focmation .stisn4ated by

high temperatures= good aeration is - ssential
-to i.go.od Ming -of cuttings.:

e) Humidity high humidities favor *noting.

f) Variety and species of plant.:.

1.-.Barthenoos.471.,...

1) Thelperiod,s401 greatest -effeativeqess. to set fruit
parthenocarpically in the tomato (Oen the petals
just begin to open )is -several ..days-beforeAseximum
response to pollen occur, .

21_-The,-Aigst -flower:to open_ in a,.oluster responds best
to auxin treatments. 1.J

11011-0 APP*1.4 t the face or front of Abe., flower
result in fewer fruit abnormalities than sprays
'Applied at more distant points.

4) Benefits accruing from using auxins to seiruit
include :-,

a) Hake up fo-v f use ;a=- polinat

#3)...,!aker_posaible:an earlier crop

d) Increased fruit._sise_

3)

5) Conditions under which :auxins maylle, used effectively
to set fruit parthenocarpioaLly

a) lie8k light

b) Excessive temperatures

o) High nitrogen content

d) low _Leaf: areas

.

e) Con4itionilavoring abscission- tVilavers

-39
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6) Possible difficulties cf forced parthenocarpy

a) Leaves tightly curled

b) Deformed fruits

c) Hollow or puffy fruit

d) Seedless fruit common

e) Fruit susceptible to braising

Tomatoes and figs are crops most widely treated7)

e. Flower and fruit thinning

1) Need of thinning

a) To regulate the number of flower buds set each year
in order that some fruit trees will Ile annual
rather than, biennial in bearing habit.

b) Reduce heavy fruit set to increase size and
quality of frul

c) Reduce heavy fruit set to aid in insect and
disease control.

d) reduce heavy fruit set to protect the 'tree from
excessive weights.

2) Thinning results from

P) Prevention of natural pollination

b) The abortion of young Jobryos

c) The direct forcing of abscission

3) Effectiveness of Winning is dependent upon

a) The vigor of the tree

b) The nitrogen level of the plant

c) Age of fruit at the time of spraying

d) Quantity of fruit set

4) General

a) The very high spccifl.city of auxins is shown by the
fact that some varieties will set fruit partheno
carpically while other varieties of the same species
will lose flowers when treated with the same plant
regulators.



b) The optimum time to secure maximum ofteotiveness
for auxin use fvr thinning is extremely variable
according to species.

c) Increased cold-hardiness the suoceedingwinter
season comes about as a result of fruit thinning.

d) Apple and peach trees give most satisfactory
responses to_i e use of auxins for thinning fruits
or flowers.

f. Control of pre-hariest dmp

1) Need fc r control

)

3)

.

a) losses through excessive wind

b) Lowies through hot weather

c) lack of auxin production upon ripening

d) Bold trait for more favorable merketvrice

afteotiveness of controlling preuarvest -dro depends
upai

al Severity of the fruit drop which would occur with-
out treatment . -

b) Weather (temperature extremes ansiitind especially)

c) Nitrogen level

).;40 of crop

e) Vigor of the tree

f) Nbistuie leve;1S

General

-

41

3 = -

a) Increased coloring is secured in apples following
auxin,treatanwit; however, some increase in respira-
tion may also result in some varieties (hence alter-
ation..of ripening and- storage qualities).'

b) Prevention of fruit drop by tee of,plant regulators
has been secured in apricots, paar, apples, orange,
grapefruit, lemon, and almond.

g. Flowering

1) The need to regulate flowering

a) Accelerate maturation process
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b) Induce flowering

c) Retard flowering

d) Prevent flowering

2) Regulation achieved by

a) Spray applied to vegetative parts (pineapple)

b) Foliar application at normal time of flowering

c) Soaking of seeds

3) Control of flowering is dependent upon

a) Concentration of plant regulator

b) Variety and species

c) Sex of the flower some auxins as specific as
to male or female flowers

0 Temperature treatment of seeds following treatment

h. Dcrmancy and storage

1) Need for dormancy control

a) Induce dormancy

b) Break dormancy

n't Regulate activity during storage (sprouting
tspecially)

2) Regulation attained and controlled by

a) Concentration of plant regulator

b) Mixing fruits with paper shreds containing auxin

c) Spraying foliage of the plants before harvest

d) Duet applied directly to stored crop

e) Temperature of storage

f) Kind of auxin used

g) Variety and species treated

3) Auxins inhibit molds and pathogens in storage.
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Suges ted TeacMn*I.earnin Activities
0

1. -1:413.004e the original experimentlatiOnk*Oh.Aiena

2. Design demonstrations to show the effects *Of idialt-riigulators
in each of the six general classes of plant response.

3. Conduct experiments with thei -Clatis"to show the effects of plant

regulators upon rooting, parthenocemy; fruit setting, flower
thinning, pre-harvest drop and dormancy. Tarrligiviettes; con-
centratinns, stages.of growth, troperature, and other factors
of growth as is possible.

Invite local grower or chemieal:technician to relate experiences
with. plant regulators to the °lass

,

5neste& Instructional Materials and References

Texts - References:
T.-

Bonner, James, Plan)tLBiochemistrv, Am:A*4 Press, Inc., New York,
N. Y., 1950.

Leopold; -Carl A., /mins. and_14ent-Orowth; University of California
Press, Berkeley,- Californis, 1955.. .

Skoog, P., Plant Growth Substances, University 'of Wisconsin Press,
Madison, Wisconsin, 1951.

Tucker; N. 13., rantlice- jelpain, John_ Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New To*, N. T., 19 .

t
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VI. osiLbyijap/.1.1.1;,insliesneeded*b-cht
_ .

the use of chemicsallp secure specific mTiditUations of
agnt_growth_and_Production.

Subiect Matter Contept

Teacher Preparation

Planning a program in the use of plant regulators

Note: The activities of technical workers in the field of plant
regulators must ultimately lead to the formulation of an
action program.' The ability to make practical applica-
tions of theoretical understandings is required of these
workers. There are no patent approaches to program
planning, but-a few guidelines cancan_b suggested to
direct the process.

The field of plant regulators is .one -of the newest
and most rapidly developing in agricultdritratiniaitis
technology. fn -etch. a setting, the technology and
practices accepted today may not be acceptable tomorrow.
This unit is directed toward stimulating the student to
think and actin an. organized manner -to consider all
of the salient points which have a bearing upon a .situ-
ation, and to determine a defensible course of action.

. .

a. Program planning -- guidelines .

1) DetOrMille. what the_situation.is (or apt to be it no use
of plant regulators is made):

2) Decide what is desired - determine needs, establish
goals and objectives.

3) Devise a plan of action - consider priorities, allocate
resources.

4) Put plan into action

5) Evaluate results

2. Determine what is or is likely to be if no use of plant regu»
lators is made. Make the determination in terms of:

a. Growth

1) Roots

2) Leaves



3)

4)

5)

Stems

Fruits/flowers

General vigor of plant

45

b. wields

1) Time

2) Quantity

3) Quality (for immediate use, for deferred use)

0. Inputs

1) labor

2) Fertiliser, soil additiVes

3) -Disease, Weed, insect control

4) Irrigation

5) Harvesting

6) Other cultural operations

7) Hartnery and equipment requirements

3.. Establish vials and' objectives. Remember that sound goals and
objectives must be (1) worthOhilit, (2) obtainable, (3) measure-
able, and (4) challenging. Maximisation of net income is
primariincentive'although others are important.' Some of the
considerations which need to be made - include:

a. The crop

What responses are possible With the species and
varieties under consideration through the use of
plant regulators?

What qualitative and quantitative results can be
expected?

What risk is involved - long-range effects;
short-range?

b< Inputs

Fitting the operation in with other farming activities
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2) The availability of capital, labor, machinery and

equipment, and materials needed

3) Impact upon other inputs . water, fertiliser,

cultural operations

a. Others

1) Market price, location, preference

2) Alternative courses of action

3) tikes and dislikes of operator

4. Devise a plan of action and apply (ways and means)

a. Assign prioritise and allocate resources

1) Determine the use or uses to be made of plant regulators

2) Make a selection of the chemical or chemicals to i)e used

3) Make preparations for the use of the, regulator

a) Prepare the plunteiseeds

b) Prepare the ehesival

Use the appropriate method of_appliostion.

d) Control as many of the variables as possible

mhicb,have a beiriwen the use of plant_reguiators

b. Anticipate problems freciuintly incountered in the field and

prepare to tribe, if,theymateriali'se,-

5. Evaluate results

a; -Evaluate_in 'erme of goals and objectives

6. Example of a plenrAd program us; .g a plant regulator

a. Cotton defoliation

1) Why defoliate

a) Higher gra4es of oottOri

b) Facilitates harvesting

c) Aids lodged plants to straighten up

d) Increase exposure to sun and air



e) Reduction of boll rot

f) Reduces insects

2) Factors related to effectiveness of defoliation

a) Factors promoting defoliation

Temperature high

-- Plants in cut-out

ftb

Complete coverage by defoliant

Urge droplets

Soil fertile bat nitrogen secanated at tit*
of defoliation

-- Soil moio'htre moderately tigh and mifort through-
out scaeop; ard moderate at time of defoliation

Plant population uniform, 20,000 to 70,000 per are

-- Insects controlled

Weeds controlled

-- land unifora

b) Factors hindering detonation

war

Temperature low

Plante gtviring

Coverage incomplete

Fog or small droplets

Low fertility or high nitrogen at time of
defoliation

Soil moisture lov or irregular, either very
low or very high at tine of defoliation

Pliant population varied, or eoccessive

Insects uncontrolled

Weeds uncontrolled

Lend uneven, saline, or alkaline



3) When and how to defoliate using ootton -as the example

a) 311. _ram: Commercial defoliants have no known harmful
effect on fully developed fiber and seed such as
that of cotton: -But. development- of both fiber and
seed stops with the application of a defoliant so
that premature application is followed by defeotive
telature fiber and low quality seed. Di the case

of cotton, immature fibers -are high _in sugar and

sticky as well as low in strength, leading to
serious difficulties-in spinning, weaving, and in
dyeing. However, early application does reduce boll
rot,' and if application is soclate that the weather
is cool and the plants are dry-and very mature,
response to be- reduced and slow.

While the time required for full maturity of fiber
Varies with temperatnre and other_conditions, in

general at least ite dna. after bloom are necessary.

."' CIE OP THUMB: 111,:a bola. can be easily cut through
-is not mature: it the -fiber .ftstrings" when the

boll is out, and the youngest bolls oannot be
.deAted by -batmen .thurb and burro fingers,

it is usually safe to apply defoliant.

The ht..fest program is also important in the
timing of applicaticines Mature bolls open rapidly
after the leaves fall and harvest should follow
very soon. Otherwise,- ,fiber mardeteriorate, and
fiber may be stained by tender second.growth leaves
during plisking: Tf your picking faoilit.tes are
limited, stagger applications.

When to apply defoliant is therefore a question
which you must decivie:,,:considering all the factors
mentioned above. If conditions force a decision
between early application with possible injury to
fiber and seed, and late application with possible
poor leaf fan it 'is better to 'apply late and
insure high quality fiber and seed as well as
higher -yields,; Seventy per cent of the bons
should be open at time- of application.

b) thils4j.-11!ou--ean -apply defoliants .by ground machines

or airplanes. With aerial - application, use a
flagman to ensure complete coverage. Rank cotton
Often reqUiierivsplit -applications I _the second
application after the upper leaves have Lanen,

.

High clearance ground machines fitted with
fenders and boom.drop-noseles are being used in-
creasingly in the application of defoliants.
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Relatively low pressure (25 pounds par square
inch) and nozzles producing relatively large
droplets have given excellent results in recent
tests. The nozzels should be placed so that the
spray reaches the plant when they are spread, not
compressed by the machine.

c) pottom defoliation: When the cotton is rank
and conditions favor boll rot, you may wish to
consider early bottom defoliation. This must
be done by ground machine, directing the spray to
the lower third of the plant. Early bottom
defoliation reduces boll rot, retards or kills
weeds, and permits early picking of the bottom
crop. Be careful that the defoliant does not
reach regions of the plant where bolls are ia-
nature as the defoliant stops development of
fiber and seed.

d) Use of desiccants: Dessication is practiced to some
extent to kill second growth after application of a
defoliant. Bemuse of their severe action on plant
tissues, desiccants should not be used on immature
cotton. The crop should be fully matured at date
of application to avoid immature fiber and seed.

e) plaitations of defoliation

Plant maturity: Defoliation of the entire plant
is practical only with mature plants in cut-out.
Actively growing leaves are usually impossible
to defoliate. Likewise, plants under moisture
stress defoliate poorly.

Immature bolls: Plant function ceases with the
application of defoliant, stopping development
of both fiber and seed. When defoliants are
applied before tolls are mature (less than 40
days after flowering) low-quality cotton
results; fibers remain low in weight and retain
sugars. Such fibers are sticky and a serious
source of trouble in spinning. Seeds also remain
low in weight, or poor quality and low germina-
tion, Defoliation does not accelerate the
opening of immature bolls.

-- Field uniformity: Fields with irregular growth
and development give irregular and incomplete
defoliation. This difficulty is most frequently
in areas of soil diversity, at lower ends of
fields, and along borders.
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4) Applying defoliants

a) Reoommendud rates of applioation

kithalari

Calcium dyanamid
(Will hot *irk without dew)

tagnesiUm chlorate

Map:est.:0 `chlorate heocaliydrate

Sodium chlorate
(Very dangerous unless mixed
with fire suppressant)

$ 6$ 65 6 Tributyl phosphorotrithioate

Tributyl phosilorot.iithiCiti

-Recommended Rates
in pounds of aotive
ingisilwAgrjrza

15 -25

2.3 3. 3

4.5 - 6.0

2,5 4.5

1.23 - 1.3

4.23 - 1. 3

Use WV RAM,with small plants early in the
season -at in wars weather.:,

_Use III011 RiTMES with large plants,* late in season
Or 000l weather.

b) Applioationi 'Ely3AIR, apply defoliant in 8-10
gallons' of water tar acre. Isjf MOUND MACRDIE,
the_ volume of ,water required for effective
applioation:depends` on the machine. Machines
usimg iressure with lirge''droplets have given
excellent detonation at 25. gallons per aore.
With. high preissuri 'and smell droplets as much as
60 gallons may be requiied,

c) Additives: The use of surfictants (also coaled
spreaders and activators) has sometimes improved
defoliation,- particularly when conditions suoh as
moisture stress or cool weather are generally
unfavorable for defoliation.
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Hive iiiibeirs of the- cliii seloilOt fornituctyr-bpecific plant regu-
lators for use on various crept-to' achieve different responses.
Gather intonation relative to approved practices and mom
mendations and summarise for cases distribution.

2. Demonstrate various methods by which plant regulators are
applied. ."...

3. Use n ip.charts which show various kinds and concentration's of
plant regulators to use in order to secure various responses and
also how, each of the chemicals is affected by different en-..
vironmental_ factors'.

S ested st -eti. nal la d Rife c

Texts - Refewm.

Bonner, James, plant BiQhemistrv, Acadesa Press, Inc., New York,
N. Le 1950.

Leopold, Carl A., ..441 -_.LA,/iratG.., University of California
Press, Berkeley, California, 175 5;-- 7-

Skoog, F.,
Madison, Wisconsin,

bs cos University of Wisconsin Press,

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,

Appropriate Statelktension Service Bulletins, Leaflets, and Circulars.

Selected Commercial Literature from Leading Chemical Firms.
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=

.muirrinru. =

Tathemheg tusIDIu.

agintlieter Content

1. The concern for safety and the need for 4ma and controls in the
field of plant regulat03_

a. The technical nature of the agrituMural oheMilats'industry
requires twit rigid controls add regilationi be Instituted

in the public interest. To safeguard this interest, con-

trols and regulations are. needed ,
... x- 0.4a AP.40.0

rr,

1) Protect against adulteration of foodstuffs and fibeis.

2) Insure a satisfactory margin of isafek44-414.4.0whe
work ,with such .chemicalsc

1.1'4

3) Minimise the danger or baneful effects 'to -outer abful
plants and, Animals.,

e 3 r

4) Protect humans ..tgairist direCt:oriddireet"*aitti4a.

5i Protect agaimet
scents concerning a product.

.

tb. -*en' tegaitorritrentsed
prescribed amounts, they present 'tie laden daktgii

or, his environment.

-,r.7 ;--
Primisions'ofthe Iaoss, regulations and 'anti:ad &Ridding to

tle manufacture, 04e, r011ePct0r44)4/00111.01AP

a. The use of agricultural chemicals has been regulated for
many years by federal and state laws. The first federal

legislation dealing with theism passed in 1910. (The

Federal Insecticide Act.) Since then, additional laws and
modifications IJI° otiPting laws have kept pace with changing
needs.

b. Nematocide, Plant Regulator, Defoliant, and Desiccant
Amendment of 1959

This Act amends the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide ..
and Rodenticide Act (1947) so As to include nematooides,
alatamalL2m, of li ts, and grikgrA, The 1947
Act requires, in gorneithat economic poison (includes
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plant regulatorsregulators under the 1959 Act) shipped in inter
state be registered with the U.S.D.A. In order to have
a product so registered, the manufacturer must submit
proof that the chemical will safely and effectively
accomplish the ourpose for *doh it is manufactured, when
used in accordance with instructions developed for its
use. LAitabraptdit recommended.

c. The Miller Amendment (1954) to the Federal Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act (1938)

This Act requires tolerances for pesticide residues
in or on raw agricultural products and makes it illegal

sell bteh food products with residues in excess of
atese stipulated tolerances in interstate commerce.

d. Most states (43 out of 50) have passel a "Uniform State
Act" or other legislation eequiring that pesticides conform
to stipulated safety standards in order to be registered
and sold within the state. These state laws give the manu-
facturer, the user, and the public a measure of protection.
Registration serves as a screen to prevent ineffective,
fraudulent, or dangerous economic poisons from being
marketed in the state. It helps enforcement and permits
correction of unsatisfactory or illegal labeling before a
product enters trade.

e. Fulelishing the analysis of official samples serves as e
strong deterrent to the sale of adulterated materials..

3. Working with plant regulators

a. Responsibility for the use of chemicals on alarm or ranch
resides primarily with the owner' however, applicators are
liable for the use of unsafe materials and improper manner
in doh they are applied.

1) Growth regulators, by comparison to other agricultural
chemicals, are relatively safe to work with. The
greatest risk of not achieving satisfactory results
from their use lies in the. failure to use the proper
chemical in the correct concentration, at the
appropriate time, and under optimum conditions of
-weather and stage of grwth,

2), Because e.t higher rates required, dusts usually drift
worse than sprays.

b. Storing .. crystalline indoleacetic acid should flak. be
stored over two or three years because it breaks down and
loses its purity and activity. Aqueous indoleacetic acid
loses its effectiveness in a snort period of time-3-10 days.



Brealcdown.of auxins other. than the series
is much slower and storage precautions are less
important. .

c. Application tha Problem of drift, failure to secure
proper application, and disregard foi the persistence of
plat'!' regulators 'Plants and the soil are most
often encountered. d

Before Awing any plant regulator, study carefully
F-13 manufacturer's instructions, Improperly handled,
some tagulatols are hasardous to workers, equipment,
OP nearby crops.. ." ,

. .

_Chlorates 'are potential fire and explosion haAards.
Chlorates defoliants, ocnnercially formulated. are
'relatively safe, but no -untrained. person- should attempt
to formulute chlorates. Fires have resulted frum the
ahancemixing of chlorate defoliants and organic

-insecticides.. . 4

.1

Sag ittliglitigapikanaig. jettagr
-1 ,- rizpresentative.'of the'Dapartment of Agripulture of your

state to speak on the provisiona,ot fedmraL and.ottiktp lsms and
controls which peztain to plant regulators.

fe /7. --- .-4,{j ....."Lr'n;71 *f-
2, dllote the olasotrsembv copies of the legimlativ.v.-mmisions in

your state which rem.late the use of growth regulators. A class
project, by committee assignment. would be to 'analooland sko-
marise the most significant provisions of the laws and rega-
lationd. -1 , .0

. 3.;.-Atecureab818 Pion the. containers of _different _ki id. of plant
regal-tors. Study the manufaCturer3 recosmendatioras and also
not* how each firm has complied with labeling and registration
prierlsionet byurnishing 'various, inftirmation, on-the; 0pntainer.

;.' :s> 4 ; 1

4, _Take a-,field lab-to a' lama farm`lo'lobeerve,ind study the pro-
cedures followed it handling and :mocking .with :plant' regulators*

4.. . , .

5. Maketiold,appLtaatiozas- of plant regd.:attics on-demonstration,
plots.

1. Materials nd equipment necessary to make field applications
of plant raolatorls.'

State and' federal safety codes and'regulations-.
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3. State and federal legislation and enactments . especially

a. 1959 Amendment to Fedisral and
....Rodenticide Act.

b. The (1947) Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
Act.

14- The.NillerAmendient (1954) to' the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.

4. 'libels, used containers of_plankregullttor materials.

5. State Industrial Safety Commission posters and accident reports.
.

1. Daployer 07811104114.9t.:Alli...0411-11 r.0f WA done !,114) 4.thcloKit
on the job. Check lists should be.used.

.2.. TheitUdert'should'besasked4w
. .__retq.them44,18.,

_

3. Evaluation of coop rating supervisors in the occupational

4, Student performance on a tern problem, in.examinations$.and%
giving reports.
rr

4

ertabes. .Course;

"...kckerspleace Publighorsr.;
Inc., New York, 1953. --1.2

Audus, L. J., Plant Growth Substance, Leonard Rill Books Limited,
London, 1959.

Bonner, dames, V.ant Biocheedila, Academic Press, Inc., u.. York,
N. Y., 1950.

Crocker, William,
New York, N. L 1

of Plants, Reinhold Publishing Corp.,

"The Economics of Cotton Defoliation," Mississippi State College,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 552, 1957.

*Effect of Cotton Defoliation on 'field and Quality," Production
Research Report No. 46, V.S.D.A. Agricultural Research Service. 1961.

co-W.4Agag201;ui__Abool, Short Course Office,
A and M College of Texas, Collegestatiorexas, 1956.
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UNIT

Teachil g terials Available
in

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-General
941-Greenhouse Worker
942-Nursery Worker

TOPIC

943-Garden Center Employee
944-Assistant Groundskeeper
945-Parks and Landstape Employe.:

941 942 943 944 945

icltrc.41.7ctior. to Horticulture Horticulture as an Industry
I

940-1- Z 9401-I 940-L11 940-1-1
I

940-1-1

Exploring Occupational
Opportunities

940 -I -2 940-1-2 940-1-2 940-1-2 940-1-2.= Mi MIr.o.

'..onstri2e..ting, Maintaining, and
L ing Structures that Aid Plant

Types of Greenhouses II-1 II-1

arr.wth Size and Arrangement of
Greenhouses

I1-2 II42

Cooling the Greenhouse II-3 11;3

Heating the Greenhouse 11-4 11 -4

Winter Protection Strt...:ture 11-5 I1-5 11-1

Structures for Summer Heat
Protection

11-6 n-6 11-2

Cold Frames and Hot Beds II-7 II-7 II-3

<

9-1-66



UNIT TOPIC

Plant Gro'riing Media

Plant Growth and
Cla ssification

9 -1 -66

Green- Nursery Garden Asst. Pa Ws and
house Worker Center Grounds- Landscape
Worker Employee keeper Employee

941 942 943 944 945

Origin, Composition
and Importance of the
Soil

711- 1 4 III- 1 III- 1 II -1 II- 1

Soil Moisture III-2 III -2 III-2 II -2 II -2

Soil Mixtures III-3 III- 3 III- 3 II- 3 II- 3

Mulches III-4 III-4 III -4 11-4 II-4

Fertilizer Nutrients III -5 III -5 III-5 II-5 1I- 5

Soil Organisms III-6 III-6 III-6 11-6 1 ix -6 1

Soil Sterilization III-7 III -7 III -7 II- 7 12 -7 I

Growing Media Other
than Soil

IU-8 III -8 III - 8 II- 8

.

.1 (- 8

... .1

Introduction IV - l IV- 1 PT - i

nnermw welern

11! - 1

=i14 n eon* .11.1

Ili -1C

Photosynthesis IV-2 IV-2 IV-2 III- 2 III-2

Respiration IV -3 IV -3 IV- 3 III -.3 III-3



en- Nursery Carden Asat. Par nd
house Worker Cei ter Grounds- Landscape
Worker E rt oloyee keeper Employee

UNIT TOPIC 941 942

Plant Growth and Clas-
sification (continued)

Water Absorption and Loss--
Nutrien:, AbsorptionMove-
ment of Water and Nutrients
in the Plant

Plant Fool.

IV-4

943 944
1.1i ailM11

TV-4 IV -4

945

111-4 f III-4

IV-5 IV-5 III -5

The Plant KingdomIl.
Plant Propagation Introduction to Propagation

Propagation from Cuttings

IV-6 IV-6 IV-6 111-6

V -1 V -1 V -1

V-2 V-2 V-2
el

Propagation by Layering

Propagation by Division

V-3 V-3 V -3

V-4 V-4 V-4

Propagation by Grafting
and Budding

V-5 V-5

Propagation from Seed V-6

Developing a Plant Breece- 1 V-7
ing Vocabulary

V-6 V-6

V -7

Plant Selection and Funda-
mentals of Plant Breeding

H "redity

V-8 V-8

..MI1,111=111,

General. Breeding Techniques



_UNIT TOPIC

Nursery Plart Production

Floral Crop Production

9-1-06

Green- Nursery Garden Asst. Parks and
house Worker Center Grounds - Landscape
Worker Employee keeper Employee

941 942 943 944 945
.1111111.

Developing a Nursery
Vocabulary

VI -1 VI -1 VI -1 V-, V-1

Planting Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs

VI-2 V1..2 VI -2 V-2 V -2

Pruning VI-3 VI 3 VI-3 V-3 V-3

Introduction to Floral
Crop Production

VII -1 VII -1 VII -I vi- l vl- I

Growing Annuals VII-2 VII-2 VII-2 VI-2 VI-2

Perennials VII-3 VII-3 VII -3 F VI.; 3 VI-3

Bulbs VII-4
,

VII-4 VII-4 VI-4 VI-4

Characteristics, Iden-
tification and Use of
Important Pot Plants

V11-5 VII-5 VII-5

Poinsettia VII-6 VII-6 VII-6

Chrysanthemum VII-7 VII-7 VII-7

Geranium VII-8 VII-8 VII-8

Hydrangea. I VII-9 VII-9 VII-9



een- Nursery Garden Asst. Park d
house Worker Center Grounds- Landscape
Worker Employee keeper Employee

UNIT TOPIC 941 942 943

Establish ,ti; and Caring for
Lawns

Turf Grasses for Texas VIII -1

Establishing a New Turf

ganging an Established
urz

Turf Problems

VIII-2

VIII- 3

VIII-4

944 945

VII-1 VII -1

VII-2 VII --Z

VII -3 VII -3

VU-4 VII-4

Controlling Plant Insects,
Plant Diseaser, and Other
Pests

Causes of Plant Diseases

Identifying Plant Diseases VIII -2

Application and Safety Pre
cautions of Horticultural
Chemicals

Controlling Leaf Diseases III-4 IX-4

Controlling Stem, Branch
and Trunk Diseases III -t5

Controlling Root Diseases III-6 IX-6

IX -2 VIII -2 VIII -2

IX -3 VIII -3 VIII -3

IX-4 VIII-4 VIII -4

IX-5 VIII -5 VIII -5

IX-6 VIII -6 VIII -6

Controlling Diseases Affect-
ing the Entire Plant VIII-7

Controlling Lawn and Tur
Diseases

Identifying Plant Inflects
, and Methods of Control
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UNIT

Identifying Plant Inaects
,iiti4 Methods of Control

TOPIC

VIII -9 IX-9 IX-9 VIU- 9 VIII -9

Qreen- Nursery
house Worker
Worker.

941

Garden
Center

Employee

942 943

Asst.
Grounds-
keeper

944

PAD and
Landscape
Employee

945
411110.1.M.Ple

ont rolling Plant Ilisect,
lent Diseases, and Other
e sts (continued)

Nem,.todes VIII -10 IXA10 IX-10 VIII -10 VIII -10

Control of Moles, Gophr
ers, Birds, and Deer

VIII -11 IX -11 IX-11 VIII- 1 1 VIII -11

Controlling Weeds VIII -12 IX-12 IX-12 VIII -12 VIII -12

pe rating and Maintaining
orticultural Equipment.

Principles Used to
Prevent Personal Injury

IX-1 X-1 X-1 IX-1 IX -1

Selecting and Maintaining
Horticultural Hand Tools

IX-2 X-2 X-2 IX-2 IX-2

Maintainirg Small Power
Equipment

IX-3 X-3 X-3 IX-3 IX-3

Operating and Maintaining
Lawn Mowers Safely and
Effectively

X-4 X-4 IX-4 IX-4

Operating Rotary Tillers
Safely and Effectively

X-5 X-5 IX-5 IX-5

Operatic ; Garden Tractors
Safely and Effectively

X-6 X-6 IX-6 IX-6

)eveloping and Maintaining
he Landscape

_1 ..A,A,

Introduction to Home LandscapiLln XI-1 XI-1 X-1 X-1

Selecting the Site XI-2 XI-2 X-2 X-2

01
H

t

9



UNIT

Developing and Maintaining
the Landscape (continued)

011111m...

Merchandising Horti-
cultural Plants and
Supplies

ablibliamallellir

TOPIC

Scheduling Landscape
Development and Be-
ginning Plans

Green- Nursery Garden Asst. rks and
house Worker Center Grounds- Landscape
Worker Employee keeper Employee

941 942 943

Analyzing Problems
and Determining Needs

Developing the Land-
scape Plan

Selecting Plants

944 945

XI- 3 XI- 3 X- 3 X-S

XI-4 XI-4 X-4 X-4

XI-5 XI-5 X-5 X-5

XI-6 XI-6 X-6 X-6

Grading, Drainage and
La.-.dacape Structures

Winter Protection
&met tres

Structure for Summer
Heat

11111111111.11.1

XI-7 XI-7 X-7 X-7

X-8 X-8

X-9 X-9

Developing Personal Traits

Displaying

Advertising

Labeling and Pricing

Understanding Customers

XII-1 XII-1

XII-2 XII-2

XII-3 XII- 3

xn-4 XU-4

XII-5 XII-5
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Required References
for the

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE TRAINING OCCUPATION'S

It will be necessary for you to order the required reference materials

if you are to use the teaching materials produced here at the Center. Sup-

plernc.atal references are not essential; however, they are desirable as

they can be used by the student to gain a better understanding of the subject.

You will note that supplemental references are not listed for horticultural

occupations, but will be sent to you in the near future.

It is recommended that one set of the required references be purchased

for from one to three students in each occupation. When four to ten students

are training in the same occupation, a miaimum of two sets of the required

references should be available.

You will notice a variation in the cost of the required referencee in the

various occupations. An attempt has been made to keep this figure as low

as possible; however, as in the field of farm mechanics, much of the tech-

nical information necessary in this area can be found only in rather expen-

sive text books. An average cost of the required references for all of the

occupations is well within the /10. 00 rer student goal that we had set.

t
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&14 University
(cooperating)

Required References
for-

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

BOOKS 941 942 943. 944

Basic Gardening Illustrated. Menlo Park,
California: Lane Book C.,mpany.
Approximate Price: $1.95

Klingman, Glenn C. Crop Production in the
South. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. ,
1957. State Adbpted Text

Nelson, Keinard S. Flower and Plant Product -
io- n in the Greenhouse. Danville,
The Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.,
1966. School Prict. (single copy) $4. 20; Two-

oT:mort 84 each.- CI '17

Staff of 'Geo. J. Ball, Inc. The .Ball Rs&BoOlt. _

U. S. A. Eleventh Edition, 1965, Approximate XPrice: $3. 50. George J. Bali, .

Chicago, Illinois.
X

X x x XX
.

X X x
--LoF1

X X
, cif.3

L7P.

'X

C.-

-

X

BULLETINS

Butler, J. D. and N. F. Oebket. Plant Breect.
ing as iiHobb/i. University _

tension Service in Agriculture and Home
Economics, Urbana, Illinois. Circular 817.

Cathey, Henry M. Growing. Flewering Annu.als.
United States Department of Agriculture.
Home and Garden Bulletin No. 91.

DeWerth, F. A Planning-Guide for Home-
Landscaping. Texas Agricultural Exten-.
sion Service, College Station: Texas,
B-980.

X "X X

X

X X

263 9-1-66



Required References continued

De Werth . F. A Selected List of Woody
Plants for Texas. Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, College Station, Tex-
as. MP-455.

Deisrerth, A. F. and Jaska, R, C, Green-
house Cooling. Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station, College Station,
Texas. MP-163 Revised.

(

X

DeWerth, A. F. Horticultural Perlite
for Texas Gardens. Texas Agricultural
Progress, College Station, Texas. TAP
256.

DeWerth, A. F. Modern Pruning Methods.
Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
College Station, Texas. 13-997.

X X X XX

Horne, Wendell C. Texas Guide for Con-
trolling Diseases on Ornamental Plants.
Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
College Station, Texas. MP-574.

Horne, Wentwi C. and Harlan E. Smith.
What You Should Know About Plant Dis-
eases. Texas Agricultural Extension
Service, College 'itation, Texas. 3.995.

X X X XX

X X X XX

X X X XX

Newton, W. H. , P. J. Harnman, and M. J.
Meisch. Texas Guide for Controlling In-
sects on Ornamental Plants. Texas Agri- X X X X X
cultural Extension Service, College Station,
Texas. L-199.

Novosad, Albert C. Home Lawns. Texas Ag-
ricultural Extension Service, College Station,
Texas. B-203.

X X XX

Smith, Harlan E. Identifying Plant Diseases.
Texas Agricultural Extension Service, College X X X X X
Station, Tex .. MP-512.

Sorensen, H. B. , A. F. DeWerth, and E. R. Jensen
Production Methods and New Markets for Tex-
as Florist Crops. Texas Agricultural Exper- X X X X X
iment Statism, College Station, Texas. Bulletin
900.
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Texas Education Agency
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Assignment Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN HORTICULTURAL OCCCP.ATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Horticulture as an Industry

OBJECTIVE: To become &ware of the importance of Horticulture
and to develop an understanding of the fields of study
involved.

INTRODUCTION: Horticulture is an important branch of agriculture.
The first definition of horticulture limited the field
to cultivation of gardens. Flowers, vegetables,
fruits, and ornamentals that were grown primarily
in gardens soon acquired the name of "horticulture
p:ants" in contrast to "field crops" such as corn and
cotton. We now think of hortic.ultue as the product-
ion of flowers, vegetables, fruits, and ornamentals
in the garden on a large scale basis. It also includes
the many services which are auxiliary to the prod-
uction and marketing of horticultural crops.

REFAIRENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

.ACTIVITIES:

300

1. Information sheet on "riorticulture as an industry"

1. With what type of crop is the olericulturist con-
concerned?

2. With what" type of crop is the pomolgist concerned?

3. What four major types of crops are included in
horticulture?

4. In which group of fruits do grapes belong?

5. In which group of fruits do apples belong?

6. What caused the expansion of vegetable glowing?



940-1-1
Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
ico ope rat ing)

Information Sheet
on

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

There are three major field,- of horticulture. Floriculture is the cultiva-
tion ;Ind management of ornamental and flowering plants. Landscaping has
also become an important function of the floriculturist. Pomology is the
science and practice of fruit growing. Olericulture is i..ie production, pro-
cessing and distribution of vegetable crops.

Floriculture was well developed thousands of years ago by the civilizations
of Asia. Their beautiful gardens required much knowledge and skill. A
landscape designer must have a knowledge of the principles of design along
with a thorough understanding of plants. Plant breeding has become very
popular in the floriculture field. Patience and care are needed in this tedious
task of developing neW: and improved plants.

lkomology is a very demanding field. Fruit trees are under constant attack
from diseases and infects. The fruit producer must be able to control these
pests effectively. The pomologist also has to have a thorough understanding
of plant growth. There is a great deal of specialization in the field of fruit
growing. Many choose to work only with citrus, others concentrate on small
fruits such as grapes, and still others deal with deciduous tree fruits such as
apples. There are countless jobs to be found in the field of pornology.

Olericulture is a gigantic enterprise that is quite distinct from my other
phase of pl: nt 'production. The annual farm value of vegetable crops in the
United States is well over a billion dollars. The big expansion in the vegetable
industry was due primarily to an increase in production of out -of season
vegetables in the South and West. The production, processing, and market-
ing of this huge crop requires a great number of personnel.

As we can readily see, horticulture is a giant industry. If you are interest-
ed in plant growing and are willing to work hard in gaining new knowledge,
a good future awaits you.

301
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Texas Education Agency
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940-1-2

Assignment Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN HORTICULTURAL,OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of lie requirements of
some specific occupations and to determine the fac-
tors to consider in selecting an occupation.

INTRODUCTION: This lesson is designed to help you decide upon an
occupation in the field of horticulture. In this lesson
we will explore only five major occupations, all of
which are available to cooperative part-time students
in agriculture. In addition, instructional materials
have been prepared for these occupations to assist
you in developing into a skilled worker with potential
for advancement in your chosen occupation.

In recent years the need for trained workers in these
occupations has incretaed greatly. If you like the
work and apply yourself on the job and in your studies,
a world of opportunity awaits you.

REFERENCES: Required:

L Information Sheet, "Exploring Occupational Oppor-
tunities"

Supplemental:

2. "Handbook of Agricultural Occdpations", Hoover

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1. List the steps of advancement in a horticulture
career.

2. If possible, what is the best way tc answer self
appraisel questions concerning a certain job?



UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture
TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Assignment Sheet continued)

291

940-1-2

3. If you wanted a horticultural job which allowed
you to work both = Ilde and outside, 'which would
you choose?

4. Prepare a lir- of businesses in your community
which raise or sell horticultural products.

5. Study the 18 facto *,:s to consider in selecting a
job and be prepared to apply these factors in
selec+ing your occupation.



940-I-2
Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas.

****** _

Texas Education A.gen4
Texa3 A&M University
(cooperating)

Information Sheet
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

The selection of a vocation Li. horticulture !_:; similar to that of other
fields. Basic questions arise in the mind ( f the person who is trying
to select a ocation. These questions nr factors must be dealt with be-
fore a satisfactory selection can be made. The fclwiug list points
up some of these questions.

Factors One Should Consider in Selecting a Job.

293

1. What is the nature of the work? What kind of jobs will I
be expected to do?

2. Does the occupation require chiefly mental or physical effort?
Will my health allow me to do this work?

3. Is the work inside or outside work, or both?

4. What are the working conditions? With whom will I be
working?

5. What personal qualifications are required for entry into the
occupation?

6. What are the educational and training requirements for the job?

7. Is there opportunity for doing a variety of jobs?

8. Will the work require considerable travel and time away from home?

9. What financial earnings can one expect?

10. Are any fringe benefits provided by the business?

11. Is there a great deal of risk involved inperforming the job?

12. What security and benefits are offered in the occupation?

13. Are there opportunities for advancement and self-betterment?



940-1-2

Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Information Sheet continued)

14. It, the employment on a regular or seasonal basis^

15. Does one work regular hollrs? Eight, ten, or twelve hour day?
Day or night shft?

16. Is there stability of residence or must one make frequent moves?

17. Will the job necessitate that one get along welt with others or will
one- work pretty much alone?

11 How much personal expense is involved in clothing, transportation
and meals?

Another very important question in the selection of a vocation is that of ad-
vancement. Usually a person who cannot advance in his choser, field will be-
come unhappy and fail to do his best. This question should be investigated
before choosing a vocation in the fiell of hortuculture.

The opportunity for advancement is fairly good in this field. The follbwing
sketch demonstrates an example of the possible steps in the advancement of
the horticulturist who applies himself to his work.

Advancement in Horticultural Occupations

1. Laborer

2. Foreman or Supervisor

3. Assistant Manager

4. Manager or Owner

As f ou can see from this example,application, education and experi-Tice can
determine the speed and degree of advancement.

Probably the most important question of all is, "am 1 personally suited for a
career in horticulture?" It can only be answered after you have investigated
the field and have a good knowledge of what it is and what it offers. The an-
swer probably lies in self appraisal.

This self appraisal can be achieved by asking yourself the following questions:

294

1. Do 1 prefer working with things?
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Information Sheet continued)

The work of a garden center worker includes cleaning, stocking, and
arranging garden suppli.c on shelves, counters, and in windows. He
cares for ornamental plants by watering, feeding, trimming, spraying,
and controlling teapperatures. The worker unloads and unpacks sup-
plies as they arrive from wholetalers, loads orders on trucks, makes
deliveries, and loads orders id° custome_ts cars. ile gives informat-
ion to customs rs on care of plants, care of lawns. plant varieties, and
merits of diffe:ent garden supplies and equipment.

Job Title - Assistant Groundskee er (944)

Job Descriptiln

An assistant groundskeeper cares for the area surrounding an industry
or business, church, school, airport, apartment building, private
estate, cemetery, or shopping center. The employee plants and cares
for lawns and ornamental plants. The work involves mowing grass,
reseeding, controlling weeds, and planting and spraying ornamental
plants. He rakes and disposes of leaves and other refuse. Year
round employment is provided through maintenance and repair of
walks, drives, and equipment. The work may also involve making
minor repairs to buildings.

Job Title - Parks and Landscape Employee (945)

Job Description

A parks and landscape employee perrerrns the work necessary for proper
maintenance of -landscapes and park area.

The work of this occupation includes mowing grass, trimming, the edges
of walks and driveways, planting, pruning and caring for trees, shrubs,
hedges, lawns, and flower beds; controlling insects, diseases, and weeds;
and caring for the soil. The work may also include such jobs as removing
trash or snow, maintenance of swimming pools, care of boating facilities,
general maintenance of buildings and equipment, znd repair of roadways
and drives.

Material for this information sheet was partially taken from Ornamental
Horticulture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama.
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******

Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-II-1

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Types of Greenhouses

OBJECTIVES: To learn how greenhouses are constructed, used, and
maintained .

INTRODUCTION: Greenhouse production of horticultural plants iii, an enormous
industry. Driving a few miles across Texas, one can usually
count sevcral greenhouses that are in full operation. It is
interesting to note the various shapes of these structures and
the different materials used in construction

REFERENC:XS: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

180

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson p.19-32

1. What are the two most used materials for greenhouse coverings?

2. What time of year is best for repairing or replacing slipped or
broken glass?

3. What properties should an ideal greenhouse plastic possess*"

4. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of
polyethylene and vinyl?

5. How is the ventilation problem handled in greenhouses where
there are no ventilators?



Itgricultural Education
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******

Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

0.4

Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-n-2

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Size and Arrangement of Greenhouses

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to select the proper size and arrangement be,:ore
constructing the greenhouse.

INTRODUCTION: A careful study of greenhouse arrangement should be made before
construction begins. The bench arrangement for the crops to be
grown should be considered first. Then he greenhouse that fits
this arrangement should be built. If these factors are done in
- averse and a structure is erected before working out bench plans,
many inconveniences and headaches will be the result.

REFERENCES: R' quired.

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse Nelson, p.33-38

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What should be considered first in acriding the size and type
of greenhouse?

2. Why should boiler rooms be centrally located?

3. What are the requirements of good greenhouse benches ?

4. What is the best height for pot plant benches?

5. What should be the minimum depth of cut flower benches?

193
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Assignment SheJt
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-3

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that
Aid Plant Grovrth

TOPIC: Cooling the Greenhouse

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different methods of cooling the greenhouse
and how to use these methods most effectively.

INTRODUCTION: The weather in Texas during the summer months is
usually very hot. This presents a p_oblem to the
greenhouse owner. A successful producer must have
an effective cooling s-otem or he may well lose every
plant he owns.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Greenhouse Cooling", Texas Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, MP-163.

Sup'leme ntal:

2. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson pp. 44-48.

QUESTIONS 1. What is plant respiration?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. How many CFM should be exhausted for a gre,.n-
house which is 40 feet wide and 70 feet long?

200

3. How many square feet of pad area would be needed
in the above greenhouse? (nearest tenth)

4. How can debris and trash be kept out of the drip
conductor and return gutter?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-4

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that
Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Heat:ng the Greenhouse

OBJECTIVE: To become aware of the problems involved in heating
the greenhouse and how to handle these problems.

INTRODUCTION: There are two major systems of heating a greenhouse.
Each system has its advantages. All factors involved
should be considered before a choice is made.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson pp. 39-44.

Z. Infolnation Sheet, "Heating the Greenhouse".

QUESTIONS 1. What is the oldest and most conventional type
or or greenhouse heating system layoitt?

ACTIVITIES:
Z. What are the two sources of heat used in this

system?

3. Where are the coldest spots in a greenhouse?

4. What are the two classifications of heaters accorri-
ing to the type of heating unit?

5. What are the two classes of heaters based on
direction of air flow?
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Information Sheet
On

HEATING THE GREEIsuf.LISE

Nursery Worker 942-II-4

A dependable eathing system is second only in importance to the efficient design
and structural soundness of a greenhouse. Any heating system employed in a
greenhouse murt be economical, efficient, and of sufficient size to maintain
desirable greenhouse temperatures during anticipated extremes in outdoor tem-
peratures.

An important consideration for any greenhouse operation is to operate the
...eating system at the lowest possible cost consistent with maintaining the tem-
perature desired. This requires that the heating system be designed correctly
for the purposes intended, that it be operated properly, and that :areful anc°
intelligent mainter.ance of the system be provided.

GREENHOUSE HEATING DESIGN STANDARDS

The standard practice followed In the past has been to specify the design of a
greenhouse beating system on the basis of a requirement to maintain a given
temperature within the greenhouse at some given outdoor winter temperature .
It is a comparatively simple matter to specify such a differential.

Today the temperature required for the production of various crops grown in the
greenhouse is general knowledge and is usually readily available.

Recorded temperatures in historical rnords in nearly every climatic arez are
available and wil? provide considerable information on the outdoor winter tem-
peratures , including both the extreme winter temperatures that have occurred
in that particular area, and those that should be considered in regard to the
type of design that is economically feasible for the greenhouse beating system.

The acceptable standard for the design of a greenhouse heating system should go
beyond this basic requirement however. A clarification of the greenhouse temper-
ature requirements of the crop to be grown is very necessary.

Greenhouse temperature requirements for the crop should not 1 tean the temperature
prevailing in the aisle space.

The common practise that now prevails in determining the temperature requirements
of the crop is to measure the temperature at the point where the crops are growing.
One of the requirements of a well designed greenhouse heating system should be the
Provision of a uniform temperature within allowable variations throughout the plant-



Heating the Greenhouse
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growing area.

These requirements are rather complex and me average greenhouse operator
is usually not well enough versed in heat engineering to make sure he is going
to have the type of heating system that meets his requirements . in most cases
he does not have the skill, nor the time to plan such a system and he should
depend upon someone well versed in this field.

The most logical approach to the installation of a modern, up-to-date, econom-
ical and dependable greenhouse heating system is to seek the knowledge and
experience that is available frc.-= a dependable greenhouse manufacturer.
Heating greenhouses is a speGialized field which varies greatly from heating
standards used for other type buildings.

The National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association, a newly formed organi-
zation comprised of most of the major greenhouse manufacturers is the
country has recognized this need on the part of the average greenhouse operator,
and has been spending considerable time, effort and funds and utilising the best.
knowledge and experience available from it's various member organiaationa,,pr
establish standards of design that will insure the greenhouse owner_otthe prApec;i1,,at
installations to meet his-particulat requirements.

.GREENHOUSE HEATING LAYOUTS ,

PIPE COIL SYSTEMS

The most conventional- and the oldest type .greenhouse heating .sygtenk
the one-most commonly accepted by greenhouse growers is the pipe ze#,system,,,.:.,

." 3 _ 3,415.T

This system employs the -ate of standard pipe .which carries either (steam, o41.,
hot water. The pipes are laid out around the greenhouse in various patterns to
distributerthe heat. ,

-;

In rent years the use of extended surface pipe has been introduued..i
is commonly referred to as "finned pipe". This uses the extended surface or
fins on the-pipe for greater heat, transfer from any given length of.pipe.... Theii___
pattern of behavior, however , is similar to that of plain pipe coils , which PM11.IKfs
the layout patterns fall into the same category.

The proper layout of a pipe. boil heating system is dependent upon-an understanding
of the basic laws of natural air movement to insure uniform temperature .distrillit-
tion throughout the greenhouse.- Any pipe. coil system supplios.the:heat.fron
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concentrated heat source in the immediate area of the pipe, and depends upon
convntion currents of air moving past the pipe to pick up this heat and convey
it to all parts of the greenhouse.

The coldest spots in the greenhouse are the gable ends and the exwrior side
walls, so pipe coils are suspended in these areas. The warm air emitted
fron- ie pipe coils raises and sweeps along the glass , counteracting the
rapid loss of heat through the glass. This movement sets up the basic con-
vection pattern of warm-air movement throughout the greenhouse for uniform
heat distributi i.

In narrow greenhouses coils located on the side and end walls may be suffi-
cient to provide the uniformity needec . In wider houses however, additional
piping is required across the house.

Experience over the years has proven that pipe coils suspended overhead
provide the uniform temperatures required.

The standard practice followed is to suspend the pipe coil overhead, with one
line of pipe running lengthwise over each bench. The coil should be placed
high enough so that the tips of the tallest plant to be grown will not come in
direct contact with the pipes. The rule of thumb standard used by most
greenhouse operators, is to suspend one third of the number of lines of pipe
required overhead and one third of the number along each side. In general
this has given a satisfactory uniform heat distribution.

An older, method of installation, still preferred by many commercial growers,
is to distribute the cross house piping by installing the pipe lines wider the
benches. Such installations keep the soil in the benches warmer, and for
this reason may be desirable for those crops which require warm soil for
optimum growth.

The amount of heat provided by a pipe coil depends in part upon the tempera-
ture difference between the air and the pipe surface and the rate of air move-
ment past the pipe These basic facts should always be kept well in mind when
pipe coils are suspended along greenhouse side walls. The pipe should be
suspended far enough away from. the wall so that air can move up freely on both _ .
sides of the pipe. When side benches are installed in the greenhouse they should
be spaced at least six inches from the wall to allow free upward movement of
the warm air without "boxing" it in under the bench.

The bottom pipe of a pipe coil should be placed a minimum &stance of four to
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six Inches above the ground to permit the free flow of the cooler air in and under
the coil. A pipe buried in the ground or covered with soil is practically ineffec-
tive as a heating unit.

When pipe coil heating systems are installed it is usually necessary to stack the
pipes vertically to obtain the necessary number of coils . This installation makes
each pipe less effective than it would be if installed separately or alone. This of
course, results in less temperature difference between the air and the pipe sur-
face for transmitting heat. Therefore, when the pipes can be spaced as far apart
as possible in the coils this reduction of heating effect can be kept at a minimum.

When finned, or extended surface pipe is installed these rules of spacing, height
of pipe from the ground surface , and Spacing of side benches from the walls be-
come even more important.

A finned pipe has the concentrated heat effect of several lines of bare pipe so that
any restriction of air movement or reduction of temperature difference is-
magnified.

UNIT HEATER SYSTEMS

In recent years the use of atilt heaters foriheating greenhouses tail
siderably. Miitifof these imftleaterii-sile so &Signed that thefnot OvIrtike
of the heitingtieitiremente but air movement

:--. .;,1.1.-4

One reason for the increase in Pepulailtir'ordilit beaters hal ivitilint dotibt Vett 'st
the increasing interest in air movement within greenhouses. Many greenhouse
operatori Are o# the opinion 'that the movement of air in the plait Wolte.lifthd,5"1-' :1;-
greenhouiti.4ii:Milidifthat the- air intivisa- at A' 101iVelocityl has"theeffeot'olleceo;
venting the b it1ding- of-eucees theloliage-Iliatleads:tothoirdeVelop----
meat of certain disegsei:- There is ilsosconsiderlibletellef that foirbon dioxide =;

May reach lowilevels within the foliage under certain conditioni. Aifirmoitement,-'.
brings in and replenishes the supply of carbon dioxide . At the present time also,
there isCeedisiderOle interest in installations to activate aft movement-alidInrsomit2-:
up air stratification:

- -

Many typeit of unit- begone are available. -BaBleallY-they all dontain some tirpe
of 'eating deifee and elan biforee=the air `across the heating surface and ont,;
into the area to be hotted. '2 --_

These heating units are classified as direct-fired or indbect4ireaf;dependentr-
upon the type of the heating unit. Direct-fired units are those which contain a
combustion unit right in-the Unit ftselt-hr Which files- such ollorgas.arsiburnect.-
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Then this type of unit is used for greenhouse heating, the combustion chamber
should be totally enclosed and should be vented to the outside air for the pro-
ducts of combustion.

Indirect-fired unit heaters utilize steam or hot water circulated through coils
as the heating elements.

Unit heaters are also classified according to the direction of air flow. This
Vow is designated as vertical blow or horizontal blow.

In vertical blow heaters the shaft is vertical and the fan blade is horizontal
and the warm air is blown downward. Deflectors suitable for this purpose
spread the air out in a horizontal direction in a complete circle. Normally
these wilts are mounted up near the peak of the sidewalls . This of course
is against the natural direction of warm airflow, and the distance of flow is
limited. Frequently the warm air does not move down along the side walls
where it is required. When this type of unit heater is installed a line or two
of perimeter piping along all walls exposed to the outside should be installed
to insure uniform heat distribution.

In horizontal blow heaters the shaft is horizontal and the fan blades are in a
vertical position. The air is blown out of the face of the heater in a horizontal
direction. When several of these units are used in the same greenhouse they
should be mounted so they are suspended overhead near the side walls of the
greenhouse. The units on one side should face toward one end and those on the
other side should face toward the opposite end. This will establish a pattern
of air movement around the greenhouse. Adjustable horizontal louvres should
be installed on the face of each heater so the direction of air movement can be
adjusted upward or downward to prevent direct drafts or air blasts on the plants
and to provide proper warm-air distribution.

Temperature control with unit heaters in the greenhouse is normally accomplished
be leaving the fans operating continually and turning the heat on and off so that
there is a continuous movement of air. Whenever the fans are operated only
intermittently when the fans are off the air can becone stratified. This will result
in conditions detrimental to good plant growth.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS

The trend toward the use of automatic controls in greenhouse operations to reduce
costs and increase efficiency has led to the wide-spread adoption of automatic
controls on greenhouse heating systems.
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Automatic systems also perform _bettor than manual controls since they control
temperature constantly rather than intermittently.

To perform the job effectively however, the control system must be properly
designed to fit the individual heating system or they may do more harm than
good. Therefore in any installation the location of automatic valves and
thermostats should be left to the discretion of a greenhouse engineer who has the
competence to adjust the controls to the system being employed.

HEATING ACCESSORIES

The accessories installed are important features in properly operuing and
maintaining an efficient heating system.

Pipe hangers should be installed so that the proper grade can be maintained
in the pipes to prevent pockets or sags that reduce the flow of steam or hot water.

Traps of the proper size and located in the correct place are essential to the
effkient operation of a steam heating sy3tem.

Air vents must be strateginlly located in the system to prevent air=locks.
=

The more extennive the heating systeni the more the list of accessories could be
extended. When automatic controls are used the imrnrtance of proper-accessoriei
and their location increases.

EFFICIENCY AND MAINTENANCE

Unless a sound -, sensible and almost constant program of proper mainte nance-'is
installed as soon as a greenhouse is put into operation all of the time and-money
invested in the design and the ingtallation of an efficient greenhouse heating system
may be lost. Maintenance of heating systems is an item of greenhouse operation
thst. is most often neglected. Traps must be kept In working order, pipe bangers _

kept tight to prevent pipe sagging and air vents must be kept cleaned out or operating
costs will increase and the beating system will become very inefficient A sound-
maintenances program should be instituted in the overall greenhouse operation .

program and should be adhered to in a very consistent manner.

Material for this information sheet was taken from short course mimeograph
prepared by Floriculture Section, Department of Soil and Crop Science, Tens
AIM University and presented by A P. DeWerth..
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid

Plant Growth

TOPIC: Winter Protection Structures

OBJECTIVES: To learn the various techniques involved in protecting plants
from winter damage.

INTRODUCTION: A hard freeze can ruin a whole year's work. Plants that have
been cared for and protected all year can be killed in just a
short period of time by the freezing winds of winter.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 72-73

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: I. What should you notice during the first couple of light
frosts?

2. Why should soil be kept damp during a frost?

3. How do hotcaps work?

4. How do you arrange outdoor heaters in a small orchard

5. What are four. telltale signs of a coming frost?
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid

Plant Growth

Structures for Summer Heat Protection

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to protect plants from damage by summer heat.

INTRODUCTION: The subject of shade for plants is often neglected by beginning
horticulturists. Many people who are said to have a "green
thumb" are excellent plant producers because they properly
care for their plants during the summer months.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated p. '70-71

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: I. What are the three main functions of shades?

2. Which direction should a permanent shade structure face
in hot summer areas?

3. What are two good materials that can be stretched over
lath frames to lean against walls to protect seedlings
in flats?

4. What direction should the laths run on a sunscreen?

5. How can you stiffen the frame when making a lath screen?
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining and Using Structures that Aid
Plant Growth

TOPIC: Coldframes and. Hotbeds

OBJECTIVES: To learn how to build, use , and mainta:n coldframes and
hotbeds .

INTRODUCTION: Coldframes and hotbeds are almost indispensable tools for
successful rear-round gardening. Coldframes and hotbeds
are almost equal to greenhouses for growing plants out of
season.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Basic Gardening Illustrated, p. 74-75

Supplemental:

2. ",Hotbeds and Coldframes" USDA Bulletin 1743

QUESTIO.NS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What is the major difference between coldframes and
hotbeds ?

2. At what temperature 'Jai iost plants grow best?

3. How can one lower tk teLaperature in a coldframe?

4. What size are standard flats?

5. What are two economical ways to heat a hotbed?

6. Why should coldframes have low walls?

7. What is a hotcap?
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how soil is formed, what
it is made up of, and its importance to horticultural
plants.

INTRODUCTION: Flom ancient times man has strived to understand more
about soil. No doubt the reason for this is that man's
very existence depends upon the soil. Look around you
Probably you will see that not many items in your
room came from anywhere other than the soil. Even
this sheet of paper you are now reading is a product of
the forestry industry which depends on soil for tree
growth.

Once we take time to learn how soil is fcrmed, what it
is made up of, and how it affects plants, we can do a
better job of making it work for us.

REFERENCES: Required:

106

1. Information Sheet, "Origin, Composition, and Importance
of the Soil."

Supplemental:

2. Our Land and it's Care, National Plant Food Institute,
pp. 6-13.

3. Home Garden Leaflet No. LA 8, Department of Flori-
culture and Landscape Architecture, A&M University.

4. Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 43-51.
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Origin, Compsotion, and Importance of the Soil
(Assignment Sheet continued)

QUESTIONS 1. Name the three layers of soil.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What causes these three horizons to develop?

107

3. Which of the three layers is usually darker in color ?

4. When does young soil begin to collect its plant
nutrients?

5. What factors are responsible for the difference in
soil colors?

6. What three components does a good soil provide to
plants?

7. What are the three types of soil in regard to
particle size?

8. Which is the largest -of the three soil particles?

9. What governs the rate of soil development?

10. What is organic matter?
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ORIGIN, COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOIL

The climate, especially rainfall and temperature, indirectly controls
the rate of soil development. The climate acts slowly, taking thou-
snads of years for the soil to reach a stage of balance with its envi-
ronment.

A soil that has reached this degree of development usually has three
distinct layers or horizons. As you dig downward in soil, you can no-
tice differences in color, structure, and texture of the soil. This is
especially noticeable along road cuts.

The topsoil is the first layer. It is usually richer and is of greater im-
portance to plant growth. This layer contains most of the organic mat-
ter and is usually darker in color.

Next, we come to the subsoil. This layer does not contain as many nut-
rients as topsoil, but it is still important because of root development.

The third layer is the parent material and is generally less important
to plant growth. It usually is below the area of heavy root growth and
is seldom tilled.

These three layers are developed from weathering or wearing down of
rocks. Wind, water, and ice break and crush the rocks. Eventually,
a small plant begins to grow in this young soil. When the plant dies,
it decays and gives the soil its first nutrients.

Other plants begin to grow and finally a rich soil is developed. Once
the soil becomes productive, it provides three important components
to a plant. These are fertilizer elements, air for the roots, and an
adequate water supply.

You have noticed probably that there are several different soil colors.
These are caused by different amounts of air being present as the soil
is formed, the amount of organic matter, (decayed plant or animal
matter), and the types of rocks from which the soil is formed.
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(Information Sheet continued)

You may have also noticed the different textures in soil. This is caused
by the size of the soil particles. Sand is the largest and, therefore,
is course to the touch. Silt and clay are the other two with clay being
the smallest. It feels like flour when rubbed between the fingers.
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UNIT: Plant. Grow:- Media .

TOPIC: Soil Moisture

OBJECTIVE: To understand the .importance of moisture to plants
and how 'this moisture becomes available from the soil.

i ,
INTRODUCTION: Soil moisture can be a limiting factor in plant growth.

No. matter how many minerals the soil contains, it will
not be productive unless it holds an adequate supply of
water for optimum (best) plant development. It should
be kept in mind that too much moisture can be as harmful
as too little, By learning more about soil moisture, one
can use his knowledge to change the environment of plants
in small areas such as in the horticulture industry.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information sheet, "Soil Moisture"

Supplemental°

Z. Soil,. Yearbook .of Agriculture, 1957, USDA pp. 49-60.

QUESTIONS 1. What part of the plant takes in water from the soil?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. The process by which water leaves the plant in the form
of vapor is called what?

3. What material helps soil hold water?

4. When is wate- holding capacity of vital importance?
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5. What affects the speed at which capillary water can
move through the soil?

6. Why does it harm soil to work it when it is wet?

7. What can be added to soil to make it hold more water?

8. Why will overwatering a plant kill the root system?

9. What happens to rainfall which falls to the earth's
surface?

31W
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SOIL MOISTURE

The moisture in the soil represents an important part of the plant en-
vironment. It is common knowledge that many plants tend to wilt when
lacking in water. If water is not supplied to the plants soon after the
wilting point is reached, they often die. Water is used by the plant in
many ways. The needed water is taken from the soil by the roots. If
plants are to remain healthy and grow well, water must be made con-
stantly available to the plants. The type of soil in which the plants
grow has a definite influence upon the frequency of watering.

Soil water is very important.

1. Large amounts of water lost by plants in transpiration must be
replaced (Transpiration-loss of water in the form of vapor. )

2. Water acts as a solvent for dissolved minerals.

3. Water affects soil aeration. (Movement of air thro "gh the soil. )

4. Water affects soil temperature.

What happens to rain which falls to the earth's surface?

1. Runs off

2. Soaks in

3. Evaporates

Water absorption is very important to the growth of plants.

Rain water is absorbed and rapidly passes downward through a porous soil.
When the upper surface of the subsoil has a slope, much of the water flow-
ing over its surface seeps out of the hillsides in springs t.ld quickly con-
tributes to stream flow.
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Why do different soils have different capacities to hold or "soak up"
water? When organic matter is used up, soil packs together. Thus
a cloddy soil has fewer air spaces, its particles do not cling together
in granules, and the lack of organic matter means that it weighs more
than an equal volume of crumbly soil from a well managed plot.

A crumbly soil can take in water faster than a cloddy one, and it can
hold more water. The thoroughly decomposed soil organic matter
(humus) in a crumbly soil, can hold lots of water. Organic matter
acts as a sponge in holding water. In addition, to the water held by the
organic matter itself, is the water held in the pores between the soil
particles and between the soil granules. Hundreds of very fine soil
particles are glued together by the organic matter to form granules or
crumbs.

The increased water-holding capacity of soils high in organic matter
under natural conditions makes a big difference in the intake of water.
This is extremely important during droughty seasons.

Moisture moves through the soil in all directions even against gravity
by capillary movement.. This movement is caused by the attraction
water molecules have for each other as well as the attraction between
water molecules and soil particles. Water molecules cling together
and form droplets in the air or on a greasy surface where there is
nothing to interfere. But when a drop of water falls on soil particles,
it spreads out as a thin film over the soil particles, because the
attraction between the soil particles and the water molecules them-
selves. Water that moves through the soil in this way is known as
capillary water.

How far and how fast capillary water will move in a soil depends on
the size of the soil particles and the condition of the soil. If the spaces
around the soil particles are large, the attraction between the water
molecules and the soil particles will not be enough to overcome the
weight of the water and it will not rise too much. The movement that
does take place however, will be rapid because there is little friction.
This is true in sandy soils.
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Nursery Worker 942-111-2

. fine-textured soils, the particles are closer together and the
.,ttraction botween soil and water is greater. Water may be ex-
pected to rise more slowly, but higher in soils of fine texture,

.c

Under field conditions, moisture moves from wetter soil to drier
soil. The difference is not always great, therefore; 'capillary
water moves slowly and not far. Even so, even moisture Moves a
short distance to the roots of growing plants to make it an important
plant-soil relt.tionship.

Much soil moisture can be lost when capillary water Moves to-the
surface and evaporates.

.

All living cells carry on respiration. 'Roots are made of living
cells. In order for respiration to occur, oxygen must be present.
Oxygen is normally formed in the air occupying the pore space 'of
soils having good aeration. As water fills the pore space of these
soils, however, the air is forced out (no two things can occupy the
same spats et the same time) and consequently, the supply of
oxygen in the soil is lost. This means that root cells.die and the
root system decays away.

Some principles of understanding of soil-water relationships for
the horticulture service worker.

1. Many soils cannot be worked when wet except at the
expense of desirable soil structure. This is more true
for heavy clay-like soils, and is less important for s Nndy
soils. Structure is the arrangement of the soil particles.

2. Plants can be easily overwatered or underwatered. Sandy
Boni require more frequent waterings than heavy clay soils
especially during periods of prolonged sundry days.

3. If soils do not have desirable moisture - holding capacities,
they should be modified to make them more desirable.
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4. It is more critical to overwater plants growing in heavy
soils during periods of prolonged cloudy weather than it
is to overwater plants growing in light soils, during
this type of weather condition. Soil type and the amount
of sunlight affect plant-watering practices.

5, Loose, porous soils having a good structure soak up and
hold more water than hard compact soils. This has an
important influence on plant-watering pra,-tices.

6. Overwatering causes decreased aeration and subsequent
root decay and death of the plant.

7. Underwatering causes wilting, dehydration, and subsequent
death of the plant.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horti-
culture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 79-81.
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TOPIC: Soil Mixtures
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OBJECTIVE: To learn some of the most widely used soil mixtures and
to become familiar with the methods used to produce soil
mixes for growing horticultural plants.

INTRODUCTION: Not all plants grow best in the same type of soil mixture.
Waterholding capacity, aeration, and drainage of the soil
often determines a plant's value. By studying the different
types of soil and how to increase their productivity, yve can
grow healthier and more profitable plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Soil Mixtures".

Supplemental:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

125

2. Plant Propagation, Hartman & Kester, Prentice Hall,
N. S. , 1959, pp. 26-30.

1. What are the advantages of mixing organic matter and
other soil "lightening" materials with loam soils?

2. Name the characteristics of an ideal soil mix.

3. Why is soil screened before mixing?

4. What equipment is required for large scale mixing
operations ?

5. What would be a good mixture for general container
grown nursery stock?
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SOIL MIXTURES

The Significance of Soil Mixtures:

Nursery Worker 942-111 3

1. Loam soils by themselves are generally unsatisfactory for growing
plants for various reasons:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Often "heavy"
Often poorly a._rated
Often have a low moisture-holding capacity
Often tend to become sticky after watering
Often tend to shrink upon drying

Z. Advantages of incorporating organic matter and soil "lightening"
materials with loam soils include:

a. Better aeration
b. Greater ease of working
c. Better drainage
d. Better moisture-holding capacity

Some typical soil mixtures:

126

1. For potting rooted cuttings and young seedlings:

1 or 2 parts sand
1 pa-A loam soil
1 part peat moss (or leaf mold)

Z. For general container grown nursery stocks:

1 part sand
2 parts loam soil
1 part peat moss or leaf mold
1/2 part dried or well-rotted manure

.11.1.
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3. For plants which do best under acid soil conditions:

2 parts sand
2 parts loam soil
2 parts peat moss
1 part leaf mold
1/2 dried or well-rotted manure

4. The University of California (U. C.) mix

SO per cent sand
SO per cent peat moss
Fertilizer additives (a or b)

a. If the mix is to be stored for an indefinite period before
using. This furnishes a moderate supply of available nitro-
gen, but the plants will soon require supplemental feeding.
To each cubic yard of the mix add:

4 oz. potassium nitrate
4 oz. potassium sulfate
2 1/2 lb. single superphosphate
7 1/2 lb. Dolomite lime
2 1/4 lb. calciurri carbonate lime

b. If the mix is to be planted within one week of preparation.
This furnishes available nitrogen as well as moderate nitro-
gen reserve. For each cubic yard of the mix add:

2 1/2 lb. horn and hoof or blood meal (13% nitrogen)
4 oz. potassium nitrate
4 oz. potassium sulfate
2 1/2 lb. single superphosphate
7 1/2 lb. dolomite lime
2 1/2 lb. calcium carbonate lime

S. In making the U.C. mix for:

a. Bedding plants and nursery container grown stocks use
- -75 per cent sand
- -25 per cent peat moss
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Soil Mixtures
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b. Potted plants use
50 percent sand

- -50 percent peat moss

This mixture, including the fertilizer, can be safely
sterilized by steam or chemicals without resulting in
the subsequent harmful effects to the plants that often
occurs when other soil mixes are sterilized.

The ideal soil mix has these characteristics:

a. Uniformity
b. Freedom from disease
c. Low soluble salts
d. Good drainage
e. Good moisture retention
f. No shrinkage
g. Ease of preparation and storage
h. Complete availability

Equipment used in preparing soil mixtures includes:

1. Soil screen (may be a powered rotary screen)
Z. Scoop shovel
3 Wheel barrow
4. Soil shredder (either gasoline or electric powered)
5. Cement mixer
6. Water hose

Steps in preparing soil mixture:

1. Screen the soil to make it uniform and to eliminate large particles.

Z. Slightly moisten extremely dry materials (especially peat)
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3. Mix smaller quantities by putting the ingredients in a pile in layers,
and turn the pile with a shovel until uniformity of the mixture is
attained.
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Soil Mixtures

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from: Ornamental Horti-

(Information Sheet continued)

4. For large scale mixing operations, use a power driven cement
mixer or shredder.

5. Prepare the mixture at least one day in advance of use so that
the moisture will tend to become equalized throughout the mixture.
The soil mixture Thould be slightly moist at the time of use so that
it forms a ball when squeezed in the hand at the time of use.

culture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 81-84.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Mulches

(942411-4

OBJECTIVE: To learn more about the kinds of mulches and how they
are used. Also, to learn some common mulches and
how to apply them.

INTRODUCTION: There are many places in the landscape where mulches
can and should be used. Rose and flower beds, trees
and shrubbery, and newly seeded lawn areas are good
examples of where mulches are needed.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Mulches."

Supplemental:

2. Soil, 1957 Yearbook of Agriculture, U. S.D. A.
pp. 151-156.

QUESTIONS 1. Nv"kat are two basic k' ads of mulches?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the disadvantage of asphalt paper mule's?

3. What fertilizer should be added to corncob mulch?

4. When should mulches be applied to established garden
plants?

5. What is the most common mach?
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(Assignment Sheet cont -wed)

C8

6. What can be ur- as a mulch in areas where
organic material is scarce?

7. List the effects of mulches in the soil mix.

8. What is a mulch?

9. What is the disadvantage of straw mulch?
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weeds.

materials. What kinds of materials are used as mulches? Which kinds
of material.; make the best mulches? What are mulches used for? How

mulch is any material applied to the surface of a soil primalily to con-
deep should mulches be applied? When should mulches be applied? A

The landscape or greenhouse worker needs to know how to use mulching

herve moisture, maintain a uniform temperature, and to help control

Effects of mulches in soil mix:

Inorganic or processed mulch material

Two basic kinds of mulches

Affects soil pH slightly

::.lutes the soil and usually increases root growth

Improves and stabilizes structure (surface mulch)

Adds some fertilizer materials
Leads to nitrogen deficiency in cases where carbonaceous materials

Introduces weed seeds in the soil in some cases

Inorganic or processed

Promotes soil granulation

Serves as food to micro-organisms

Organic

1. Aluminum Foil Used to some extent in vegetable planting. Re-

2. Asphalt A light spray is used commonly by landscape contr-ctors

3. Asnpalt Paper - May be used but hard to keep in place. Can become

are added

to hold soil in place on steep banks.

unsightly.

Re-
search work shows that growt:i of plants is increased markedly.

Agricultural Education Nursery Worker 942-111-4
Teaching Materials Center
College S+Ition, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
T - as A&M University
(cooperating)

Information Sheet
on

MULCHES



UNIT: plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Mulches
(Information Sheet contiued)

4. Crushed Stone - Gravel Chips - Pebbles - This is a common
mulch in areas where organic mulch is scarce. Good in
plantings for effect. May be colored to bleed in with the fea-
tures or the home, patio or landscape.

Black Polyethylene - Becoming a popular mulch especially in areas which
are not part of the foundation planting. This mulch is used in commercial
vegetable plantings.

Organic mulch material

la Crushed Corncobs - Excellent mulch material. May be colored for use
in landscape plantings. Usually quite inexpensive. Additional nitrogen
should be applied.

2. Corncobs (whole) - Used to limited extent in farm gardens where the
material is available. Can be used in utility gardens where appear-
ance is not the main objective.

3. Lawn Clippings - This material is used to a limited extent. It should
be applied loosely because it mats. Heat must be produced during de-
compel E id. ion.

4. Lealrrit.l. - Obtained from compositing fallen leaves in the fall of the
year This partially decomposes by the spring. Good mulch but hard
to apply evenly and is not particularly neat looking.

5. Leaves - Used rather extensively in areas with many trees. The most
inexpensive material available.

6. Peanut Hulls - Can be obtained in some garden centers or in areas
where peanuts are processed. This is an excellent mulch and usually
quite attractive.

7. Peat Moss - This is probably the most common mulch. It is quite rich
looking when used correctly. The cost of this material is usually pro-
hibited when large areas are mulched.
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Mulch
(Information Sheet continued)

8. Sawdust - Very commonly used in areas where readily available.
Nitrogen deficiency is almost certain if fertilizer is not applied
regularly. Reports of toxic materials have not been substantiated
by experiment stations.

9. Shredded Park - In recent years, this material has become a
popular item in garden stores. The material makes an excellent
mulch and is very attractive in landscape plantings. Shredded
bark lasts as long or somewhat longer than peat moss and adds
valuable organic matter to the soil.

10. Straw - Used for winter 'protection and as a summer mulch. This
material is highly inflammable so should not be used where a
cigarette could be carelessly Mined into the material.

11. Wood Chips or Wood Shavings - In recent years this material has
become available in large quantities. Wood chips decompose
slowly and may be the cause of nitrogen deficiency if additional
fertilizer is not applied.

When to Apply Mulch

The time to apply mulch to the garden on established plants is in mid-
spring when the soil has warmed up sufficiently for active root growth.
If it is applied before this time, the mulch will keep the ground too
cool and root growth may be slow. If you are applying mulch to-newly
planted material, do so after the plants are put into place and watered-
in well. If you are planting material in the late summer or early fall,
apply the mulch immediately after watering so that the soil temperature
will be kept warmer in the cool nights of autumn. It is important that
there is sufficient root growth in fall planted stock so that the material
does tot heave due to freezing and thawing during the winter months.

How deep to Apply Mulch

For best results, the mulch should be at least 2 - 3" deep over the whole
area during spring, summer and early fall. Tender plants which need
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TOPIC: Mulch
(Information Sheet continued)

winter protection may require an additional 1-2" during the winter months
around the crown or base of the plant. In the spring this additional mat-
erial should be fanned out away from the stems or crowns of the plants be-
fore additional material is added for summer mulching.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 84-86.
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Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Fertilizer Nutrients

OBJECTIVE: To learn about the fertilizer requirements of plants,
the function of different minerals, and how to apply
these minerals.

942-LU-S

INTRODUCTION: Many of the materials used for mulching require an
addition of fertilizer to reduce the chance of nitrogen
deficiency or starvation of the growing plant material.
Woodchips, sawdust, crushed corncobs and shredded
bark need additions of nitrogenous fertilizers. A report
from the U. S. D. A. suggests that 1/2 - 1 pound of
ammonium nitrate or ammonium sulfate be added to
each bushel of mulch material added to the plants.
Remember, without the proper amounts of fertilizer, a
lot-of hard work can go to waste. Plants can not thrive
with an improper balance of nutrients.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Fertilizer Nutrients."

Supplemental:

1. Croroduction in the South, pp. 65-77.

2. Soils and How to Improve Them, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service Bulletin B 189.

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three primary elements?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What primary element gives the dark green color to plants?

3. What primary element is missing when leaves become
mottled, spotted, streaked, and curled?
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TOPIC: Fertilizer Nutrients
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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4. What are three sure ways of misusing fertilizer?

5. When is the best time to fertilize a lawn?

6. What are the three nutrients obtained mostly from
air and water?

7. What are the two lime elements?
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on
FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

NUTRIENTS USED BY PLANTS

Nursery Woruer 942 -III -5

Lar e Amounts Needed Rather Small Amounts Needed,....sa11Mesinr-a

Nutrients Ob Mined
Mostly From Mr and
Water

Nutrients
Obtained
From Soil

Nutrierte Obtained From Soil

lo....r

Carbon Nitrogen Iron Zinc
Hydrogen Phosphorus !../..rtganese Chlorine
r/xy g en Potassium Boron Molybdenum.

Calcium Cc)pper
Magnesium
Sulfur
Hydrogen
Oxygen .

SOME CONVENIENT NUTRIENT GROT_TPINGS

Cfrcol

Primary Elements

Secondary Elements

Fertilizer Elements

Lime Elements

Nutrients
LIN.1ZOWly

Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium (Potaoh)
Calcium
Magnesium
Sulfur

Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium (Potash)
Calcium
Ma nes lUM

Trace Elements Iron
or Copper

Micronutrients Zinc
Boron
Chlorine
Manganese
ay±ybdenurn
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Information Sheet continued)

Nutrient
and Chemical
Symbol

Nursery Worker 942-111-

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Form in Which
Available to
Plants Role in Plant Growth Deficiency Growth

Copper (Cu) Cu -a-

Zinc (Zn) Zn++

Involved in plant res-
piration and the utili-
zation of iron. Acts as
an electron carrier in
enzyme systems

The young leaves are
permanently wilted
without spotting or
marked chlorosis.
The twig or stalk
just below tip and
seedhead is often
unable to stnd
erect in lLter stag-
es when the short-
age is acnte.

Zinc is believed to be
concerned in the formation
of some growth hormones
and in reproduction
processes of certain
plants. The element also
functions in enzyme
systems which are neces-
sary for important react-
ions in plant metabolism.

Generalized leaf spots
which rapidly enlarge
involving areas be-
tween veins and even-
tually involving second
ary and even primary
veins. The leaves
are thick and the
stalks have shorten-
ed internodes.

Manganese (Mn) Mn++ This element functions in
enzyme systems which are
necessary for important
reactions in plant metab-
olism. The element is
also essential for cer-
tain nitrogen transfor-
mations in plants.

Spots of dead tissue
are scattered over
the leaf. The
smallest veins tend
to remain green pro-
ducing a checkered
effect.
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Nutrient
and Chemical
symbol

Si 4fur (S)

Nursery Worker 942-11I-

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Form in Which
Available to
Plants Role in Plant Growth

SO4= Essential to the format -
S03= ion of proteins. Essen-

tial to all division and
fruit development. Pro-
motes root growth.
Stimulates seed prod-
uction. Encourages
more vigorous plant
growth.

Deficiency Smp lam

The young plant leave
are light green in col
and have even lighter
veins. The stalks
are short and slender
Plant growth is slow
and stunted. Fruit is
immature and light
green in color.

Boron (B) B03= A deficiency of this
nutrient is associat-
ed with a decreased
rate of water absorp-
tion and translocation
of sugars in plants.

The young leaves of
the terminal bud be-
come light green at
the base, with final
breakdown here. In
later growth the
leaves becomd twist-
ed and the stalk
finally dries back to
the terminal bud.

Iron (Fe) Fe++
Fe+++

Essential to chloro-
phyll production acts
as an electron carrier
in enzyme systems
which bring about ox-
idation reduction re-
actions in plants. Es-
sential to the synthesis
of proteins contained in
chloroplasts.

The young leaves are
chlorotic with the
principal veins re-
maining green. The
stalks are short and
slender.
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Nutrient
and Chemical
Symbol

Nursery Worker 942-III-

HOW PLATT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Form in Which
Available to
Plants Role in Plant Growth

Calcium (Ca) Ca++

Deficienc toms

Promotes early root for-
mation and growth.
Improves general plant
vigor. Influences the
intake of other plant
nutrients.

Young leaves in
terminal bud become
hooked in appearance
and then die at the
tips and along the
margins. Leaves
have a wrinkled
appearance. In cases
the young leaves re-
main folded. There
is a light green band
along the margin of
the leaves. Roots
are short and much
branched.

Magnesium (Mg) Mg++ A component of the chloro-
phyll molecule. Essential
to the formation of fats,
aids in the transport of
phosphorous from older
younger parts of the
plant. Essential to fruit
production. Influence s
uptake of other plant
nutrients. Plays a role
in the translocation of
starch.

A general loss of
green color which
starts in the bottom
leaves and later
moves up the stalk.
The veins of the
leaf remain green.
The plant stem is
slender and weak
with long branched
roots. Leaves are
mottled or chlorotic
with dead spots.
The leaf tips are
turned or cupped
upwards.
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Fertilizer Ntr+rients
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HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Nutrient Form in Which
and Chemical Available to
Symbol Plants Role in Plant Growth

Nursery Worker 942-111-5

Deficiency Symptoms

Nitrogen (N) NH4+ Gives dark green color to
plants

A sickly yellowish
green color

NO2- Induces rapid growth
Improves quality of leaf
c rops.

A distinctly slow and
dwarfed growth

NO3- Increases protein content
of food and feed crops. A
constituent of all proteins.
(Note: an over abundar :e
of nitrogen leads to rank
vegetative growth and tends
to retard the date of plant
maturity. )

Drying up or firing of
leavea which star ts at
the bottom of the ,lantp
and proce. a upward.
The firing starts at
top of the bottom leaves
and proceed down the
center along the mid-
rib.

Phosphorus
(P)

Potassium
(K)

47

PO4..
HPO4..

H2PO4-

K+

Stimulates _asy root for-
mation and growth. Gives
a rapid and virorous start
to plants. Hastens matur-
ity. Stimulates blooming
and aids in seed formation.
Essential to the transfor-
mation of insoluble carbo-
hydrates to soluble carbo-
hydrates a constituent of
all proteins.

Imparts increased vigor
and diseased resistance to
plants. Increases plump-
ne s s of grain and seed.
Essential to the formation
and transfer of starches,
sugars, and oils. Imparts
winter hardiness.

Purplish leaves,
stems, and
branches. Slow
gro it and maturity .

Mottling, spotting,
streaking or curling
of leaves. Leave s
are scorched or
burned on the mar-
gins and tips. Firing
starts at tip of leaf
and proceeds down.
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Information Sheet continued)

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Nutrient and Form in
Chemical Sy- which Av-
mbol ailable to

Plants
Role in Plant Growth

Nursery Worker 942 -III-

Deficiency
Growth

.11.

Molybdenum Mo4 Acts as an electron carrier
(Mo) in enzyme systems which

bring about oxidation re-
duction reacikns in pa.ante
Oxidation reduction react-
ions are essential to plant
development and reproduct-
ion and do not take place in
the absence of micronutrie-
nts. The element is also
essential to certain nitrogen
transformations in plants.
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If plant nutrient elem.-its are to be available to plants, three basic
conditions must be met.

1. The nutrient must be in a chemical form that the plant root can absorb.

2. The nutrient must be in a position where it can be absorbed by the
plant root.

3. The nutrient must occur in the soil in proper proportions.

Soil fertility then. does not depend only upon the supply of nutrients in tne
soil, but upon the form in which the nutrients are found.

Some fertilizers harm seeds and foliage if the material is placed in direct
contact with them Inorganic fertilizers harm plant foliage more than
organic fertilizers. Often organic fertilizers are called non-burning
fertilizers.

L you are to avoid harming seeds and foliage with fertilizers:

DO NOT

L. Apply dry fertilizers (particularly inorganic fertilizers when the foliage
is wet).

2. Plant seeds diiecty on a band or layer of fertilizer.

3. Spill the container of fertilizer contents and fail to remove the
material. from the foliage by scattering or leaching. (Many times lawn
spreaders are filled on the lawn and spillage is not properly cared for.
It is best to fill the spreader on the sidewalk.)

DO

1. Fertilize just before a rain. (Lawns for example)

2. Place the fertilizer below and to the side of the seed.

3. Mix Zertilizer materials thoroughly in the soil before planting.

Fertilizers can be appLied to the soils of the greenhouse or the landscape as-

1. Liquid fertilik ces

52

a. Hozon propcrtioners or fertilizer injectors (foliar or based appli-
cation)
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Information Sheet continues)

2.

b. Applied in water solution with a sprinkling can (foliar ap-
plication)

c. Applied as a water solution around the base of the plant

Dry fertilizers

a. Broadcast over the soil surface by means of a spreader

b. Broadcase over the soil surface by hand (for small quantities).
This is not the most accurate method for applying fer-
tilizers, however.

c. Deep drilling

d. Side dressing

a. Banding along the row

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from: Ornamental
Horticulture for 'Vocational Agriculture, pp 86-92.
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Assignment Sheet
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NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Organisms

942-111-6

OBJECTIVE: To learn some of the major soil orginisms, their
importance, and their effect on soils.

INTRODUCTION: Soils are composed of broken and weathered rocks,
organic matter, water, and air. This material
serves as a home for many kinds of plant and animal
1:fe. These plants and animals are bath large and small
in size. Some of these plants and animals are even so
small that a microscope must be deed to see them. Even
though these organisms are small, they play a vital role
in the health of our plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Soil Organisms."

Supplemental:

2. Soil, 19 57 Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S. D. A.

QUESTIONS
Or

ACTIVITIES:

145

1. Name three small forms of plan', ,,ie that are found in
the soil.

2. How much of the soil cmsiste of organisms?

3. What damage to plants can a nematode cause?

4. What harm to a plant may fungus cause?

5. In what way do bacteria help supply the plant with fer-
tilizer nutrients?



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Organisms
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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6. What are three ways to promote growth of beneficial
soil organisms?

7. What are the three basic ways to control soil
organisms which are harmful to seeds and plants?
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Texas Education Agency
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(coope rating)

Information Sheet
on

SOIL ORGANISMS

Nursery Worker 94Z-III

Small plant life in the soil may be bacteria, fungi, or algae. The small
animals in the soil include one-celled animals, and tiny, round worms called
nematodes. The larger animals in the soil include worms, ants, snails,
spiders, and insects. Some of these animals, especially the earthworms,
help to make the soil better by burrowing through the soil, mixing it and
making it possible for water and air to move easily through the soil. Also,
some of the organisms in the soil are able to take nitrogen from the air
and change it into a form that plant roots can absorb. Other organisms in
the soil are not so helpful and actually do harm to plants by eating parts of
the plant and causing various plant diseases.

Soil organisms make up about 1/1000 of the weight of an acre foot of soil.
The living things in the soil use soil minerals for living activities. The
minerals available to the plant *hen, are those that remain after the soil
organisms have consumed a certain quantity for their life processes.
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Soil Organisms
(Information Sheet continued)

Organism

Earthworm

Nematode

Algae

Fungi

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOIL ORGANISMS

Major Beneficial to Harmful to
Activity Plant Growth Plant Growth

Mixes soil. Increases the
availability of plant nutrients.
(Especially nitrogen) Increases
aeration. Promotes drainage.

Penetrates plant tissue,
especially roots, and causes
extensive damage.

Aid bacteria and fungi in the
decomposition of plant tissue,
in making nutrients available
to plants, and in the synthesis
of humus.

X

X

X Only about 5
of the thousand
of nematodes
known are ha
ful to plants.

.,.-

Decompose organic residues. X X
Promote the formation of
humus. Cause many plant
diseases.

Actinomy- Decompose organic matter X X
cetes releasing plant nutrients,

especially nitrogen. Cause
plant disease.

Bacteria

-11t8

Decompose organic matter X X
releasing plant nutrients;
convert nitrogen from the air
into a form available to plants
(only certain bacteris are able
to do this). Cause many plant
diseases.



Soil Organisms
(Information Sheet continued)

The soil organisms which are beneficial to plant growth can be encouraged
by adding organic matter, lime, and moisture to the soil.

The soil organisms harmful to plants need to be controlled. It has been
estimated that the yearly loss in farm crops in the United States is five
billion dollars. The cost of pesticides and required application of these
expenditures is used to control harmful soil organisms.

Basically, there are three ways to control soil organisms which are harmful
to seeds and plants:

1. Soil sterilization with steam

2. Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals

3. Seed treatment

Material for this information Sheet was taken from: Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture , pp. 92-94.
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This control measure is highly effective and is widely Anted in the
greenhouse for controlling the various soil-borne pests. Steam
sterilization is also used to some extent in outdoor areas and for
steaming bulk soils prior to use in growing plants.

Why are soils steamed?

1. To kill soil-borne insects

2. To kill all of th; bacteria, fungi, and virus organisms
that are harmftl to commercial crops

3. To destroy weeds

4. To promote soul granulation

Sources of steam:

1. Existing steam boilers

2. Portable oil-fired steam boilers

3. Package steamers

4. Bricked in permanent-type boilers

Preparing the soil for steaming:

1. Add humus or organic matter.

267
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

Z. Water the soil lightly. Soil that is too dry will heat up slowly
because of poor heat conduction and distribution. Soil that is
too wet will also heat up slowly because it requires consider-
able heat to heat a large quantity of water.

3. Keep the soil moist a week prior to steaming so as to encourage
weed-seed germination. This will make the weeds easier to kill.

4. Rototill or otherwise loosen the soil. Be sure all soil is lf)oscrk-
ed and that all lumps are broken up.

5.. If soil in raised benches is being sterilized, unrell the canvas
steaming hose down the length of the bench. (Ground beds may
have buried tile for steaming purposes. )

6. Cover the bench with a suitable cover. The cover may be drap-
ed over the bench, weighted down with pipe or held in place with
"C" clamps.

The soil should be steamed at 180o F. for thirty minutes.

421-panism

KILLING TIME FOR VARIOUS SOIL OR GANISMS
WHEN USING STEAM STERILIZATION

Time to Kill Temperature

Nematodes Instantly 140° F.

Soil Insects Instantly 140o F.

Soil Fungi

Soil Bacteria

10 minutes 140° - 160° F.
-
10 minutes 140° - 160° F.

Weed Seeds 10 minutes 1400 - 160° F.

Soil Virus 30 minutes 180u F._
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY. WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Sterilization

OBJECTIVE: To learn the advantages aim disadvantages of steam
sterilization (pasteurizing) and chemical treatment.

INTRODUCTION: The soil organisms 'armful to plants need to be con-
trolled. It has been estimated that the yearly loss in
farm crops in the United States is five billion dollars.
The cost of pesticides and required application equip-
ment amounts to almost $350 million a year. A con-
siderable amount of these expenditures are used to
control harmful soil organisms.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Soil Sterilization".

Supplemental:

2. Soil, Yearbook of Agriculture 1957, U. S. D. A. ,
pp. 157-164

942411- 7

QUESTIONS 1. Why are soils treated?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What- ere four sources of steam?

3. Why will soil that is too dry heat up slowly?

4. What is used to measure the soil temperature?

5. How can ammonia build-up in the soil affect
plants?

6. What are the seven factors to consider when fumigating
soil?
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Assignment Sheet continued)

7. What are three precautions to observe in
using soil fumigant

8. What is the cheapest method of sterilizing soil?

7
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'UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

3. Soil texture

4. Organic natter cont,mt

5. Seals needed

6. Soil type

7. Depth of application

roams in which chemical fumigants are applied:

1. Tractor-mounted equipmeni which lays a plastic film
and injects the fumigant under the plastic cover.

2. Liquid water-miscible materials which are metered Into
sprinkler irrigation systems,

3. Granules, u.quids, and powders which can be worked into
the soil from equipment mounted in front of a rototiller.

Tractor-mour'-ed chisel-tooth injection shands can be used.

5. Materials in pressure cylinders can be released under
plastic covers.

6. Hand-operated needle point injection guns can be used.

No plants should be planted into a fumigant-treated soil for a period of two
to three weeks.

Precautions to be observed in using soil amigants:

1. Avoid ".nhal_zig the .aaterial.

2. Avoid conta-t of the fumigant with the skin.

3. Allow sufficient time for aeration after the material is applied.
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TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
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ADVANTAGES. AND DISAIWANTAC ICS OF. ,

-STEAM AND CHEMICAL SOIL STERILIZATION

Treatment . Advanta esEINE

Steaming . . A very-effective Job. Coat -

of treatment is less per acre
thaw for thenfleals. ($350 -
500 per acre)

. tti

a..

Disadvantages

- "High-initial cost. Edges
of benches and growing
areas Inay fiat receive
steam. After steaming,
problems frequently occur.

Fumigation Useful when a. zource. of . Cost of treatment per acre
steawit:not available. i. high.- Not very effective
Gives good control of in- against hard-to-kill organ-

`.-- =1,-,7 . :-.:110.440telpithtv.aildnaniatadeitik.., loms. A great deal of time
is required for aeration af-

- .... , . >'>i r '4; - .:. , , , ,-- : .terttreatrnent.

Material for this informationsheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational in Alabama, pp. 94- 90.
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Nursery Worker r .-m-7

UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

The soil temperature during steaming is registered on a soil thermometer.

steaming. it is often found that there are other problems which could
develcp.

1. Nitrifying and other beneficial soil organisms are killed.

G. Ammonia build-up in the s-q1 whici. may cause root burn.

Solving after-steaming problems

1. Use high quality, long lasting kinds of peat such as German
or Canadian sphagnum, peals or other forms of organic
matter that break down slowly.

2. Avoid sterilizing in hot water.

3. Don't feed the previous crop after it shows color, and leach
it during the last waterings.

4. Keep soils cultivated during critical periods to encourage
air to enter the lower soil.

5. Keep soils medium dry when steaming; sterilizing wet
soils encourages the build-up of ammonia.

6. Adding 4 -bounds of gypsum or 40% superphosphate per
100 square feet of soil immediately after steaming seems
to help tie up free ammonia.

7. Leach heavily after steaming.

Soil r atim

Conditions under which chemicals are most extensively used for soil
pasteurization:

269

1. Situations in which overhead costs are so low that the time
required for aeration is not expensive.



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet c,ntinued)

Z. Situations where weeds and soil-borne insects are the main
reasons for sterilizing.

3. Situations in which steam boilers are not available for steril-
izing,

chazItiaj flirnigants effective against fungi, bacteria, and nematodes are:

1. Chioropicrin (tear gas) 5. Vorlex

Z. Methyl bromide. b. Trizone

3. Myione 7. Formaldehyde

4. Vapam or VPM

Chemical fumigants effective againsv nematodes are:

1. Dichloropropene-dichlozopropane mixtures

Z. Ethylene di-bromide

Other fumigants include:

1. Bedrench

2. Zinophos

3. Trapex

4. Names

5. Brozone

Factors to consider in fumigating soil:

1. Soil temperature

Z. Soil moisture
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with growing media other than
soil, to study their merits, and to learn how to use
these media in growing horticultural plants.

INTRODUCTION: Every plant grower has his own opinion on which
plant growing media is best. There are several
very good additives and experience is the best
method of selection.

REFERENCE& Required:

Q1!ESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

I

1. Information sheet, "Plant Growing Media Other
Than Soil, "

Z. "Horticulture Perlite for Texas Gardens", Bulletin
TAP 256, Texas A&M Extension Service.

1. What is the most wisely used media for reproduction
of plants?

Z. What type of peat is most widely used in the United
States ?

3. How much water will sphagnum moss absorb?

4. What happens to vermiculite when heated?

$--t4.,I



UNIP! Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil
(Assignment Sheet continued)

5. What leaves, when in a molded state, make the
best growing media?

6. What three media `afire probably the most readily
available for use by the horticulturist in the South?

7. Why have many people witnessed failures in plant
growth in a medium of sawdust?

8. What are the advantages of perlite?
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Nursery Worker 942-111-8

Information Sheet
on

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN SOIL

Many different growing media may be used for rooting cuttings taken
from desired plants. These may be used alone or in mixtures with'soil.

SAND

Sand is probably one of the most widely used growing media in the re-
production of plants. It consists of small grain or rocks ground into
a fine texture by weathering. This sand must be of a good quality and
must not contain silt. The recommended sand for use in rooting cuttings
is of the quartz type and should be washed. It can be the same quality sand
used in masonry.

PEAT

Peat, commonly referred to as peat moss, is a mater4a.1 that has result-
ed from the decaying of the remains of thick vegetation in wet, marsh,;
swamp areas. It has been preserved over the years by being under water
in partially decomposed state. Peat varies t:vidoly in its state lf.clecol*T.-,=.
position, acidity, mineral conte,...t and origin. Light brown peat has been
normally produced by a type of vegetation that results in a quite acid state.
Brown to black peat is of the type that is alkaline. This is the type that Is
desirable and most used in ti.-1 United States. It has a very high water-
holding capacity and contains approximately .1% nitrogen. This nitrogen
assists in the decomposition process which results after peat has been
placed in use. When peat is used, it should be broken apart and moistened
well before adding to the growing media or mixture.



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil
(Information Sheet continued)

SPHAGNUM MOSS

Commercial sphagnum moss is a material that has been produced by
dehydrating certain acid-bog plants. The dehydrating results in a
relatively sterile material. It is very light in weight and has a very
high water-holding capacity. It has been said that it will absorb 10 to
20 +'_mes its weight in water. After dehydrating the plant materials
have been shredded in order to make it more usable. This material
contains such small amounts of minerals that plant growth in it for
any length of time will need additional fertilizer.

VERMICULITE

This is a material that is micaceous in nature and is therefore a
mineral. It is composed of thin layers that expand or explode when
heated. It is heated in order to dehydrate it for use in horticultural
mixtures. It is light in weight and has a very high water-holding
capacity. Expanded vermiculite should not be pressed or compacted
in any way when wet. If this is done the desired porous structure of
the material will be destroyed.

LEAF MOLD

Certain leaves can be decayed ar:d placed into a growing media .or
mixture and will serve a very good purpose. Maple, oak, sycamore,
and elm are among the most suitable leaves for this purpose. In
preparing such a compost the layers of leaves should be alternated
with thin layers of soil. Small amounts of nitrogenous fertilizer
should be used between the layers of leaves and soil. This nit "ogen
assists in the decomposition of the leaves. The miAture should be
protected from the weather so that leaching of the mineral elements
will not result during heavy rain storms. To prepare suitable leaf
mold, 12 to 18 months should be allowed for proper decaying of the
leaves. A disadvantage uf leaf mold is that it may contain nematodes,
weed seed or noxious insects and diseases. Xt should be sterilized be-
fore being used as a growing media for horticultural plants.

9
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UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil
(Information Sheet continued)

SHREDDED BARK, 4WDUST,, AND WOOD SHAYINGS

In the South these materials are probably the most readily available
for use by the hprticultur,ist. They are by- products of the lumber
industry and can he obviined. readily at. very.low -cost. They are

ytousually of the hardod or pipe, variety._ .Decomposition of these
materials is sloyt and.one .should be sure that they are decomposed
before using themf9r,plant propagation.. _Usually it is advisable to
add a nitrogenous fertilizer to these materials during the d_ ecayinte
process.

USING SAWDUST....
=i1 1 :

Sawdust may be used to improve-the physical-conditions of-soils and------ -n
as a mulch. As a mulch it insulates the soil against wide fluctuations
in temperature, discourages weed growth and reduces evaporation
of soil moisture. However, there is a difference of opinion as to
its merit. Some operators have long used this easy-to-get forest
by-product in large quantity with complete success. Others have
had unfortunate experience with sawdust and have discarded it as
unsuitable to their needs.

Possibly a lack of understanding as to how to handle sawdust has caus-
ed some of these failures. When sawdust is incorporated with the
soil- -used i'. place of peat --it requires large quantities of nitrogenous
fertilizer if the plants growing in the soil are not to suffer from
nitrogen starvation. The organisms in the soil which break down
cellulose require appreciable amounts of nitrogen and will use up all
available supplies of this element.

It has been estimated that 24 pounds of nitrogen are required per
ton of sawdust from some species of pine to bring the nitrogen
conte....t up to 1.2 to 1.5 percent, the values needed for decomposition
without inducing nitrogen deficiency in plants. This would equal
115 pounds of ammonium sul;hate or 72 pounds of ammonium nitrate
per ton of sawdust during the period of its decomposition, which
may be two or three years. A 4-inch layer of loose dry sawdust over
a space 20 X 30 feet weighs a little over a ton. A bushel of sawdust

10



UNIT: Plant Growing Media
TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil
',Information Sheet continued)

(10 to 15 pounds) requires 0. 8 pound of ammonivm sulphate or
O. 5 pound of ammonium nitrate. When the sawdust "3 used as
a mulch, nitrate fertilization is not required to the t :tent that
it is when the material is incorporated with the soil.

Sawdust is widely employed as a plunging material in heel beds
in retail sales yards, for which it has unanimous approval, des-
pite the fact that research showed that it is very poor for this
use, vastly inferior to peat. The need for frequent watering is
the chief disadvantage of sawdust as a filler for nursery heel
beds. Because of the rapidity with which it dries, it is
necessary to soak thoroughly and often.

Materia- for this information sheet was taken from.Ornametta/
Horticulture For Vocational Agriculture In Alabama, pp. 98-100.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IV-1

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Introduction

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of studjing the
properties and life phenomenon exhibited by a plant.

INTRODUCTION: There are over 3501000 different kinds of plants in the world.
No one person can know all of them, but he can learn the
characteristics that are common to all of them. Without a
knowledge of botany a plant grower is lost. If he does not know
how plants grow, kow can he possibly be successful in raising
them

REFERENCE: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman pp. 13-19

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What is botany?

1230

2. How many different ki-Ids of plants are known to exist?

3. Name two carbohydrates.

4. What is the major lifference between plants and animals
other than the ability to move and to think?

5. What was the wrong conclusion that Van Helmont made after
his experiment concerning plant growth?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: F-ant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Photosynthesis

OBJECTIVE: To learn how plants produce their food.

942-IV-2

INTRODUCTION: Van Helmont failed in Ms experiment to determine
why plants grow. He thought that water alone was
responsible for the growth. Van Helmont did not
know about photosynthesis; so his conclusion was
wrong.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South. Klingman, pp. 19-24.

QUESTIONS 1. What does photo mean?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Define synthesis.

3. What is a more complete definition of photosynthesis?

4. What is a calorie?

5. What is a molecule?

1464

6. What is the term used to describe the movement of
gas or liquid fro_zi an area of high ooncentration to
an area of low concentration?

1
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UNIT:

TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

Plant Growth and Classification

Respiration

942-IV-3

To learn about the process of respiration and to
study Az; relation to photosynthesis.

INTRODUCT:ON: All cells must carry on respiration in order to stay
alive. Most of us understand less about the process
of respiration in the plant as compared to our know-
ledge of respiration in the animal. Yet the processes
are very similiar in the animal and plant cell.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman. pp. 29-32.

QUESTIONS 1. Define respirat1:ia.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What two materials are formed when food is de-
composed with the addition of oxygen?

3. How much do the chemical equation for photo-
synthesis and respiration differ?

4. What gas do plant release at night?

5. What are the raw materials needed for respiration?
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As signment F he et
ior

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and C ssification

TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

942 -IV-4

Water Absorpt:- 1 and LossNutrient Absorption- -
Movement of Water and Nutrients in the Plant.

To understand how water and nutrients are absorbed
by the plant, to understand how water is lost, and to
study tbs transportation system of the plant.

INTRODUCTION: One of the necessary functions of plants is to absorb
water and nutrients from the soil. For proper manage-
ment, one must understand these absorption processes
and also the transporting of these materials by the
plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 32-35.

QUESTIONS 1.
or

ACTIVITIES:

1573

What will happen to a plant if its inside pressure
is greatly reduced?

2. What is the term used to describe cells that are
filled tight and result in plants standing straight?

3. Explain how an over supp17. of fertilizer around
a plant's roots affect its water absorption process.

4. What is ,:.ranspiradon?

5. What are nutrients?

6. What two conductive tissues make-up a vascular
bundle?

7. Explain wily girdling a tree causes it to die.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IV- 5

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Plant Food

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different plant lo 's aria their functions.

INTRODUCTION: A food is any substance which can be used as a ;:,ource
of energy for carrying on the life processes. To really
understand plant growth, one must understand the basis
for lifefood.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingrnan. pp. 24-29.

QUESTIONS: 1. What is food?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the three foods used for energy and
growth?

3. What elements make up carbohydrates?

4. What is the primary function of fats?

5. Where in the plant are fats most commonly found?

6. What is the process called by which hydrogen is
added to oils?

7. What are the components of protein?

8. What four elements make up around 97% of the
dry weight of most plants.

1400
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

Plant Growth and Classification

The Plant Kingdom

942-IV-6

To become familiar with the system used to classify
plants.

INTRODUCTION: People in West Texas may call a certain r_lant "dove
weed" while an East Texas farmer may call it "croton".
Names vary with localities. The only way to solve this
problem was to develop a unified method of classification.

REFERENCES: Required:

Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 35-40

QUESTIONS 1. What is taxonomy?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the four divisions of plants ?

1380

3. In which division do we find most of the disease
causing plants ?

4, What are some examples of beneficial bacteria?

5. What plant causes smut, rust, mildew, and scab?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKLR

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Introduction to propagation

942-V-1

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding oi: the basic types of
reproduction in plants and to learn the facilities, media,
soil mixtures, and containers used in plant propagation.

INTRODUCTION: Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants
in order that man can have selected plants whiel are of
specific value to him. Today with the many new advances
in science the propagation of plants has become one of
the most fascinating aspects of ornamental horticulture.

REFERENCE& Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Introduction_ to Propagation".

Supplemental:

2. Handbook on Propagation, #24, Brooklyn, Botanic
Garden.

3. "Plant Production" B-178, Floricta.

4. Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hart-
mann and Kester.

5. "Controlling Environment with Plastic Structures
for Plant Propagation, " TAP 387, Texas
Agriculture Extension Service.

QUESTIONS 1. What ie meant by plant propagation?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Give two methods by which plants may be propagated.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Introduction to Propagation
(Assignment Sheet continued)

19 64

Nursery Worker 942-V-1

3. Give three structures used for the reproduction of
plait s.

4. List three requirements of the ideal plant propagation
structure.

5. Give three requirements of a good media or mixture
used in propagation.

6. List five t) the most common types of media.

7. What is used for chemical sterilization of soil?

8. Give three types of containers used in the propagation
of plants.

9. What is the purpose of plant hormones?

10. What is a flat?
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plastic, or similar material.

cables.

Many growers use a propagating case made of plastic to start young plants,

of ventilation, temperature, and shade or fight.

man can have selected plants which are of specific value to him.

Many styles of greenhouses are used; they are usually made of glass,

expensive. Heat is provided by fermenting manure or electric heating

It should be free from seeds, nemai.odes, and disease organisms.

Some common types of media are sand, peat, sphagnum moss, vermiculite,
and perlite.

If son is used, sterilization is a must. It may be treated by steam or

Seed reproduction in plants is basically a sexual process because it
involves the union of sperms and egg cell before the seeds are formed.

new location.

grafting, and budding are the asexual types of plant propagation.

the reproduction of plants.

The ideal structure for plant propagation should have the proper amount

There are several media and mixtures used in propagation. All media
should be loose and of a light mixture so that the excess water will drain.

College Station. Texas

(cooperating)

Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants i.:. order that

Plants may be propagated by two methods - sexual or asexual.

The vegetative methods of propagation such as layering, division, cutting,

There ;s-rear a mumber,- of types of facilities and propagating structures fdr

The hotbed is used far propagating, but it is generally smaller ...nd less

This case may have mist spray in it to control the environment.

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University

The seed has a supply of food sufficient for establishin_ a plant in a

1965.
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Introduction to Propagation
(Information Sheet ccncinued)

chemicals. If chemicals are used methyl bromide is an excellent chemical
to use.

Flats are small rectangular containers used for germinating seeds or root-
ing cuttings. Many types of containers such as clay pots, peat pots, and plant
bands are used.

Many plant propagators use a synthetic plant hormone to promote rooting of
cuttings. Various methods are used in applying these root-inducing substances,
but the most common is to dip the cutting in the hormone powder, which is a
chemical mixed with powdered talc at suitable concentratiors. Many of the
rooting hormones contain a fungicide to give protection against diseases.
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PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

Producing plants from cuttings is often cheaper and faster than producing
them from seed, by budding or by grafting. The use of cuttings also
helps maintain the characteristics of the original plant. Many types and
varieties of plants will not produce the same quality or type of plant
from seed and must be reproduced by cuttings, budding, or grafting.

Commercial plant producers use cuttings to secure large numbers of
plants faster than securing the same plants from s% eds. Cuttings are
also used because they are easier and simpler to make than various
budding or grafting operations.

Cuttings are zlassdied and named according to the part of the plant from
which they come; stem cuttings, leaf cuttings, or root cuttings.

Stem cuttings are most important and more commonly used. They
A.re made by cutting a segment or piece of a growing limb or shoot from
the parent plant. These cuttings are Further classified or named by the
type of wood or growth period from which the cuttings are made.

900

1. Hardwood cuttings are usually made in the winter months ( or
dormant stage) from plants or trees which shed their leaves.
Plants propagated by hardwood cuttings include Junipers and
Yews.

2. Semi-hardwood cuttings are usually made from evergreen plants
and are cut from newer giowth on the plant after it has finished
the rapid summer growth Plants propagated by semi-hardwood
cistt'-igs include euonymus, evergreen, azaleas, and holly.

3. Softwood cuttings are made from new growth in spring or early
summer while that part of the plant is growing rapidly. Plants
propagated by softwood cuttings include pyracantha, magnolia,
and spirea.

4. Herbaceous cuttings are made from plant materials which are
soft, rapidly growing, and relatively high in water content.
Plants propagated by herbaceous cuttings include coleus, chry-
santhemum, geranium, and carnation.



Propagation From Cuttings
(Information Sheet continued)

The following environmental conditions are necessary for rooting cuttings;
high humidity; air temperature of 60 degrees to 70 degrees at night and 75
degrees to 85 degrees during the day, The temperature of the rooting me-
dium should be as close to 70 to 75 degrees as possible. Others are ade-
quate light and a good rooting medium.

After cuttings have been made and placed u..-.der environmental conditions
favorable for rooting, a callus layer may develop at the basal end of the
cutting. The callus serves as a protective layer which retards the dev-
elopment of decay on cuttings that are fairly slow to root. TIe Zormaticri
of callus and the formation of roots are independent of each other, al-
though they often occur at the same time,

The plant fit..?r. which cuttings are taken should be healthy and moderately
vigorous. The cuttings should come from average growth from portions of
the plant in full sun. The cuttings are usually three to five inches long with
two or more nodes. The cuttings should be made with a sharp knife, mak-
ing the basal cut at about a 45 degree angle lust below a node. It is best to
take cuttings in the early morning and keep them moist, cold and turgid
(swollen) by wrapping in damp burlap or plastic bags until they are stuck in
the propagating bed.

The lower 1/3 to 1/2 of the leaves should be removed from the cuttingz.
Dip the base of the cutting in a rootinr, hormone and insert in the rooting
medium, spacing so -hat the leaves barely overlap. The depth of sticking
the cuttings is generally 1/3 of their length. After thc, cuttings are stuck,
the medium should be thoroughly watered to wash t.e particles closely
around the base of the cuttings.

During rooting the medium must be kept uniformly moist, but never soggy.
Until the cuttings begin to root, they should be kept under partial shade. Af-
ter rooting, the shade should be rem-ved for increasing periods of time un-
til it is left off completely.

A good rooting medium is one which can be kept uniformly moist, but which
also provides good drainage and aeration. Some satisfactory ones are: clean
sharp sand (builders gr-2.de); vermiculite (horticultural grade), sand and peat
moss mixture, equal parts of each; peat moss and perlite, equal parts of each.

The propagation box should be at least three to four inches deep. Usually they
are wooden boxes or flats with slatted bottoms. Standard size nursery flats
are usually about 15 inches wide by 22 inches long by 3 1/2 inches deep. This
size is convenient to handle when fi'.1ed with the rooting medium and cuttings.
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for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Cuttings

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the methods of re-
producing plants from cuttings.

94Z-V- 2

INTRODUCTION: Cr.tting is one of the most important methods of
propagating ornamental plants. Many plants can
be started from cuttings in a limited amount of space.
This is an inexpensive, rapid, and simple method of
starting plants.

Cutting may be defined as the process of propagating
plants by the use of vegetative parts, which when
placed under suitable conditions, will develop into
complete plants.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

A PITIVITIES:

898

1. Information Sheet on "Propagation from Cuttings".

2. Basic Gardening IllusV- 'onset, pp. 17-19.

Supplemental:

3. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson, pp. 113-123.

1. List three reasons for producing plants from
cuttings.

2. When are hardwood cuttings usually made?

3. List three plants which would be considered as
herbaceous.

4. When are softwood cuttings made?



UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation from Cuttings
(Assignment Sheet continued)

899

5. What temperature is necessary to root cuttings?

6. What is the function-of the callus growth on cuttings?

7. List three characteristics of a good cutting.

8. What are the requirements of a good rooting medium?

9. Give four types of rooting media.

10. When are cuttings ready to transplant?



Nursery Worker 942-V-2

Propagations from Cuttings
(Information Sheet continued)

To maintain the high humidity needed for rooting softwood cuttings, the
top of the fiat may be covered with plastic. This may be done by placing
a wire or wooden frame over the flat to support the plastic 8 to 12 inches
above the rooting medium. After the cuttings have been stuck and
thoroughly watered, the flat is covered with a sheet of plastic, which
should be tucked under the bottom of the flat or tacked to the sides and
ends to hold it in place

Cuttings should be properly managed after they have rooted. When the
cuttings have roots 1/2 to 1 inch long, they are ready to transplant either
into pots or directly to outdoor beds. U transplanted into pots, 2 1/4 to
3 inch pets are used Th' potti,.. mixture should contain about 1/3
organic matter such as peat or leaf mold, and 2/' sandy loam soil.
The cuttings should be partially shaded for 7 to 14 days after the cuttings
are established. By fall the cuttings will be ready to plant in the field to
grow to a size .c.itable for landscape use. If they were rooted late in the
season, they should be carried over the first winter in a covered cold
frame.

Material for this Information Sheet was partially taken from

1. State Department of Education, Agricultural Education Service, Mont-
gomery, Alab:ma. "Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational Agri-
culture."

2. The Center for Reasearch and Leadership Development in Vocational
and Technical Education. The Ohio State University. "Propagating
Horticultural Plants. "
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Plant Propagation

Propagation by Layering

To develop an understanding of the different types of
layering.

INTRODUCTION: Many plants can be reproduced by layering. Thi, is
the development of roots on a stem while it is still
attached to the parent plant. The rooted plant is then
detached or cut after it has developed roots and be-
comes a new plant.

REPERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Propagation by Layering".

Supplemental:

2. "Propagation of Ornamental Plants", B-816-(1)
Agriculture Extentilon Service.

3. Plant Pro a atiozi les and Practices,
Hartmann and Kester.

4. "Plant Propagation", B-178, Florida.

QUESTIONS 1. Why do we wound plants that are to be layered?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What type of plants can be layered in a simple way?

3. What type of plants are air layered?

4. Why do we air layer plants ?

5. What materials are used in air-layering plants?

6. When is the best time to air layer plants?
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Information Sheet
on

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

The production of a new plant by layering is one of the surest methods.
It is commonly used to propagate plants which are difficult to root.

A simple way of layering is performed by bending a branch of a plart
to the ground and covering it with soil or a rooting medium, but leaving
the terminal end exposed.

It is usually best to wound branches that are to be covered with soil.
This helps to induce root formation. Many plants such as ivy, philo-
dendrons, blackberries, and strawberries will root by this method.

Air layering is a method used to increase many plants such as croton,
hibiscus dracaena, and ruhaer plants. Many tropical plants get "leggy"
and -shed their lower leaves; they cannot be sold as choice plants. This
is a method of securing good plants at a minimum cost.

Air layering is an excellent way to produce plants which do not come true
from seed. In some cases, a layered plant can be produced in a shorter
time than by other methods of propagation.

One method of air layering is to select a spot just below the joint or node
of the plant to be propagated. It may be necessary to remove a few leaves
in order to do this. Make a slanting cut upward. Be careful not to cat
all the way through. Take a toothpick or other small piece of wood aid place
it in the upper end of the slit to keep it from sealing. Then sprinkle the
area which is to be propagated with a hormone. This will stimulate the
root growth. Wrap a small 'andful of moist spaghum moss around this
area to keep the roots moist while in formation. Cover the moss with a small
piece of plastic film, polyethelyne, or kitchen-grade aluminum foil to seal
in the moisture. Tie the plastic with two pieces of garden wire or plastic
tie. In a few weeks, under ideal conditions, the roots should be in for-
mation and the stem may be cut from the parent plant and placed in a pot.

Air l4yering is best practiced during the spring and summer months when
high temperatures and high humidity contribute toward quicker rooting.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Division

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to increase plants
by division.

INTRODUCTION: The propagation of plants by division is an easy and sure
way of increasing plants such as chrysanthemums, day-
lilies, and some shrubs.

REFERENCE& Required:

1. Information sheet on "Propagation by Division".

2. Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 14-16.

Snpplemental: /

3. Propagation of Ornamental Plants, Texas Aim. Ext.
Service, pp. 816.

4 Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hartmann
and Kester, pp. 419.

QUESTIONS 1. List four plants that can be propagated by division.
Or

ACTIVITIES: 2. When is the best time to divide shrubs?

1549

3. Why do you divide perennials?

4. When should you divide perennials?

5. How should you divide a daylily or other bulbous plants?
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on

PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

Nursery Worker 94Z -V.4

Division is a simple form of plant propagation, Some plants which can
be propagated by division are daylilies, iris, chrysanthemums, geran-
i is, sanservieria, and shrubs such as primrose, jasmine and fig trees.

Most of these plants can be dug and shaken free of soil. Then the clumps
can be divided into units or small plants, each having roots, stems, buds,
and leaves. They can be planted in containers or as irdividual plants
where they are to grow permanently.

Plants are best divided after their season of blossoming, but with care
they may be so increased at any season of the year. Larger shrubs may
be divided in the same method as smaller plants, but in most cases they
will have tote separated with a shovel or hatchet. They should be divid-
ed when the shrubs are dormant for best results.
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Plant Propagation

Propagation by Grafting and Budding

To develop an understanding of the methods and types
of grafting and budding.

Budding and grafting is usually performed when certain
plants cannot conveniently be reproduced by cutting,
layering, or division. Also it is used when seeds do
not reproduce the characteristics of the parent
variety.

Experience is necessary to be successful.at grafting
and budding. One of the best ways is to study all you
can about drafting and budding and then practice until
you become skilled.

Required:

I. Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated, Lane Book Co. ,
Menlo Park, Calif. pp. 20-25.

Supplemental:

2. "Propagation of :rtes and Shrubs", Bulletin No. 1567,
U. S. D. A.

3. " Topworking Pecan Trees by Inlay Grafting",
Brison, T. A.P. - 93 - Texas Agriculture Experi-
menting Station.

4. Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hart-
mann, Hudson, and Kester, pp. 266-398.



UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation by Grafting and Buddirlo
(Assignment Sheet continued)

QUESTIONS I. Explain the meaning of stock and scion.
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the cambium layer ?

3. When do you graft deciduous trees and shrubs?

4. Why should you have a sharp knife in grafting?

5. List two kinds of budding.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Seed

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of producing plants
from seeds. .

INTRODUCTION: The production of plants from seed is commonly used
by horticulturists. Many ornamental plants are pro-
duced by planting seeds in flats or othez containers
using the proper cultural methods.

Producing good plants from seed requires great skill
and knowledge. The grower must be able to determine
the requirements for many different plants. He must
know when seeds should be planted, how much space
should be allowed for each type of seed, how deep to
plant them, and the proper cultural methods.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. Information Sheet on "Propagation From Seed".

Supplemental:

2. "Propagation of Ornamental Plants", B -8l6,
Texas Agriculture Extension Service, pp. 2-3.

3. The Ball Red Book, pp. 3-12.

4. "Plant Propagation for Florida Homes", B-178,
pp. 34-37.

QUESTIONS I. Where does the average grower secure good seed?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What characteristics does a good growing media
possess ?

854
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Propagation from Seed
(Assignment Sheet continued)

859

3. What is the proper temperature to germinate
seeds?

4. What will happen when a grower attempts to
germinate seeds at a cool temperature?

5. What is the best temperature to grow plants?

6. Why do you use a sterile moisture holding material
in planting seeds ?

7. What information should the label on a seeded flat
contain?
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PROPAGATION FROM SEEDS

Nursery Worker 942-V-6

There are several basic principles that the grower must observe if he is
to get good germination of his seeds and thereby be successful in produc-
ing new plants. These are:

1. Use good seeds For the average grower good seeds can be obtained
from the commercial producer of seeds These are growers who are
not growing plants for the purpose of getting a flower but for the pur-
pose of collecting and processing the seeds for sale to plant propagators

Z. The grower must always use the best of growing media for germinating
the seeds A wide variety of materials can be obtained for this purpose.
The media, whatever his choice, must possess certain characteristics.
It must be finely screened, porous, loose and have a good waterholding
capacity. It should be sterilized and in most cases low in the nutrients
necessary for plant growth. These nutrients can be added after germin-
ation and after the plant begins its growth.

3. The germinator or grower must maintain the proper temperature if the
seeds are to germinate properly. Different plant seeds require differ-
ent temperatures, however, there are general principles that will be
helpful to the grower that will apply to most plants. Most of the com-
mon plants that the retail grower will deal with require a minimum of
65° for proper seed germination. In most cases the temperature should
be about 70° F. This is very important because the grower who attempts
to germinate seeds at, a cool temperature will find that the seed will rot
before having a chance to ger., Mate.

4. The proper moisture level must be maintained and must be kept uniform.
If this is not done after the seed germinates or sprouts, the plant will die.

5. After germination occurs most species of plants grow better in a slightly
lower temperature and in a cooler house. The best temperature is usually
between 50 to 60°.

To sum up these general principles, you could say that if you start with
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Propagation from Seeds
(Information Sheet continued)

good seeds, sow them in a good growing medium keep them warm and moist
until after germination, success is most likely to occur.

Reasons for failures in germination

If the seed is good and there are : -raper amounts of heat., moisture and air,
nearly all the seed will germinate. However, some factors are responsible
for seeds not germinating. The more important factors are:

1. Damaged seed Seeds with broken seed coats, insect or rodent damage
or heat damage will not germinate properly or else will fail to germi-
nate at all.

2. Old seed - Seeds which are more than one year old will not germinate
as well as fresh seed, especially if the old seed was not stored properly.

3. Soil or media too wet - Too much water keeps air (oxygen) from moving
around the seed, causing it to rot before the plant can emerge.

4. Temperatures too cold - When soil and/or air temperatures are low,
the emerging plant develops slowly and uses up the stored food before
it can manufacture its own food. Cold temperatures also slow down
the absorption of water needed to start the germination process.

5. Hard seed - Some plants produce seed with a tough coat which will not
allow moisture to enter the seed. In such cases, it is necessary to
use a special process to weaken the outer seed coat. This special process
is called scarification, and is used to weaken the outer seed coat so that
water may be absorbed to begin the process of germination.

6. Disease - Many diseases which affect plants are caused by bacteria or
fungi carried to the young plant by air, water, or insects. These pests
are present on the seed itself or are present in the soil. Damping off
is one of the more common diseases affecting new plants. Many of these
diseases can be controlled by using various seed treatments and through
sterilization of the soil or media in which the seeds are planted.

7. Drying out of soil or media - It is .necessary to keep the soil or media
well watered after seeds are planted, Care muss be taken to keep the
soil or media moist enough so that the seed have ..,. continuous supply of
moisture, but not so much as to encourage damping off or reduced aeration
of the media.

8. Planting too deep - Seeds which are placed too deep in the soil or media
may fail to produce a plant. These seeds will use all of their stored food
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Propagation from Seeds
(Information Sheet continued)

and energy before reaching the surface and die before they can begin
to make their own food. A good rule to follow is to plant seed no
cietper than three times the smallest thickness or size of the seed.
Most small seeds Phould be planted from 1/8" to 1/4" deep with a
covering of a loose moistured holding medium.

Seeding in flats

Starting plants by seeding thickly in flats is a common practice. The
seed may be broadcast or planted along marked rows. The seed should
be pliced at a depth which allows for easy emergence of the seedling. If
the seeds are broadcast, little covering is needed. Some propagators
may use a layer of a sterile moisture holding material such as -sphagnum
moss as a seed bed to reduce the chances of damping off developing.
However, care must be taken that the sphagnum moss is not soggy wet.

A flat 2" x 4" board made to fit inside the flat or a brick :_an be used
for firming the top of the soil. In general, the smaller the seed, the less
covering is needed. For example, celery seed would require less covering
than either bean or corn.

Small seeds are often hard to handle and plant. To help distribute the
smallest seed, you can mix them with a small amount of sand or other
inert mate rial.

After the seed are planted in the bed and covered, water the seedbed
gently. To prevent washout of fine and small seeds, use fine misting
nozzles, sub-surface irrigation or place bui tap bagging over the seedbed
and soak the bed thoroughly. When misting nozzles )r sub-surface irriga-
tion is used to moisten the seed and media, the usual practice is to
cover the flat with a piece of glass or place the entire flat in a plastic
bag to converse moisture until germination occurs. After the initial
watering no additional watering is usually required prior to germination.

All seeded flats should be labeled. The label should include the following
information.

1) Name of plant or variety
2) Date seeded
3) Student's name
4) Special treatment, if any
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Propagation from Seeds
(Information Sheet continued)

Using pot labels

1) Always Mart entries at the blunt end of the label.
2) Allow the lower 1/3 of the label to remain free of entries for insertion

into the soil of the flat (or pc>t). This will permit reading of the inform-
atibn on the label without lifting and wiping off the label.

3) The students should be taught that the seeding job is not complete
until the label containing the required information pertaining to the seed-
ing is in place in the container.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pages 54; and also from "Propagating
Horticultural Plants, Module No. 3, Ohio State University.
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Plant Propagation

Developing a Plant Breeding Vocabulary

To become familiar with the words used when dis-
cussing plant breeding.

INTRODUCTION: It is next to impossible to understand any subject
if one does not have a working knowledge of the
terms involved. Reading will be meaningless if
you have to skip every third or fourth word because
you are not familiar with it.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

875

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", Circular 817,
University of Illinois, College of Agriculture,
page 32.

1. What is the process called by which stamens or
anthers are removed to prevent self-pollination?

2. What is a perfect flower ?

3. What are the three parts of the female portion of
a plant?

4. Where do seeds develop?

5. How are generations numbered?

6. What part of the plant bears pollen?

7. Is it possible for one plant to pollinate iteelf?

8. What part connects the stigma and ovary?



UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Developing a Plant Breeding Vocabulary
(Assignment Sheet continued)

876

9. Ask your science or biology teacher to explain
D. N. A. (Desoxyribonucleic acid) to you. The
discovery of D. N. A. has revolutionized the field
of plant breeding.
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ACTNITIES:

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS

INTRODUCTION: order to breed plants successfully it is important
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TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

College Station, Texas

UNIT:

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
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or

******

than a hobby. It is the foundation for developing new

to understand the principles of plant reproduction.

and do plant breeding. Many people make a hobby of
this field. Plant breeding, of course, is much more

and better plants.

Required:

Supplemental:

develop an understanding of L linalion and fertiliza-
tion.

A person does not have t.) be a scientist to understand

1. Practical Plant Breeding, W. J. C. Lawrence,

Plant Propagation

Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding

To become familiar with selection processes and to

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", Circular 817,

London, 1951.

University of Illinois, pp. 3-8.

4. What is the name of the total male reproduction
system?

5. what are flowers called that only contain the male

1. What are the two ways in which plants reproduce?

3. In what general section of a plant are reproduction

NURSERY WORKER

1. What is meant by natural selection?

Assignment Sheet

processes carried out?

reproductive organs?

for

942-V-8
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding
(Assignment Sheet continued)
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6. What is the major difference between pollination and
fertilization?

7. Learn the parts of the perfect flower (figure 17 on page
5).
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ACTIVITIES:
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INTRODUCTION: The study of heredity is not only one of the most

REFERENCES:

UNIT:

OBJECTIVE:

(cooperating)

TOPIC:

Texas Education Agency

Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

Texas A&M University

or

******

NURSERY WORKER

1. If a dominant gene and a recessive gene come

I

2. What is usually necessary to develop new varieties?

will find it interesting to actually try some of the
plant breeding experiments suggested in your

Required:

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", circular 817,

Supplemental:

2. Handbook on Breeding Ornamental Plants, Brooklyn

3. How many genes does a germ cell contain?

4. Can genes be determined by looking at a plant's
color?

Assignment Sheet

Heredity

complicated and dull at first, but with knowledge
comes interest. Once you understand basic concepts
you will want to 1.00k further into the subject. You

Plant Propagation

To understand how traits are passed on from
generation to generation.

interesting. Heredity, like a lot of subjects, seems

reference material.

rewarding studies of man, it is one of the most

appearance?

University of Illinois, pp. 8-13.

Botanic Garden, Brooklyn, N.Y., 1959.

together, which gene will show up in the outside

for

9 42-V-9
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UNIT: Plant Propagation
TOPIC: Heredity
(Assignment Sheet continued)

5. What is meant by segregation as it applies to plant
breeding?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: General Breeding Techniques

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the equipment and techniques
necessary for successful plant breeding.

INTRODUCTION: Successful plant breeding is almost impossible unless
the proper techniques are used. It takes only a little
while longer to do the job right.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Plant Breeding as a Hobby", Circular 817,
University of Illinois, pp. 14-20.

Supplemental:

2. Simple, Practical Hybridizing for Beginners,
D. Gourlay Thomas, John Gifford, Ltd. , London,
195?.

QUESTIONS 1 Make a list of the equipment which is useful inor plant breeding.
ACTIVITIES:

2. When should prepollination steps generally begin?

3. At what time of day does pollinating work best?
Why?

4. If you want to cross pollinate a perfect flower, what
must be done to guard against self-pollination?

5. List the proper steps for labeling the seed parent
after pollination.
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UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Developing a Nursery Vocabulary

OBJECTIVE: To expand the vocabulary to include the terms used
in nursery plant production.

INTRODUCTION: Without words we would be lost. How could you talk
to your employer about a particular problem if you
did not speak the same language? Nursery plant
producers, in a sense, have a language of their own.

The diseases, fertilizers, and techniques used in this
business are often little known by outsiders. To be
successful in your occupation, you must master this
terminology.

REFERENCES Required:

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson, pp. 313,, 5

QUESTIONS Define the following and study all of the words listed
or in the reference as they are all important.

ACTIVITIES:
I. Aerated 8. Floret

2. Alkaline 9. Hormone

3. Bract 10. Humidity

4. Budding 11. Internode

5. Callus 12. Lath House

6. Cold Frame 13. Mylar

7. Dormant 14. ppm



UNIT: Nursery Flant Production
TOPIC: Developing a Nursery Vocabulary
(Assignment Sheet continued)

2 008

15. PVC

16. Pistil

17. Propagation

18. Seedling

19. Sub-Irrigate

20. Vinyl

Nursery Worker 942-V1-1
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UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Planting Ornamental Trees
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the major factors
involved in the proper planing of ornamental trees
and shrubs.

INTROWICTION: Since trees Inc' shrubs are an important part of land-
scaping, it is essential to know how and when to plant
them.

Proper cultural practices will provide the desired
effect s after your careful selection of plants. These
practices include the care of the plants, preparing the
soil, setting the plants, and providing proper care
immediately after planting.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1834

1. Information Sheet on "Planting Ornamental Trees
and Shru'os"

2. Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 31-32,
34-35

Supplemental:

3. Approved Practices in Beautifying the Home
Grounds, Hoover, pp. 143-171

1. When shruld bareroot shrubs and trees be planted?

What size hole should be dug for the correct planting
of shrubs and trees?

3. When planting a bareroot shrub or tree, how much of
the top should be pruned?



UNIT: Nursery Plant Production
TOPIC: Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
(Assignment Sheet continued)

1835

....

Nursery Worker 942 -VI-2

4. What does the nursery term B&B mean?

S. What size tree usually needs guy wires?
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Information Sheet
on

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

Proper planting will benfit both the plants and you. If they are worth
planting, they are certainly worth the time and trouble to do it correct-
ly. Care and attention from the very beginning will be of value.

Container grown plants and those balled and burlapped (BB) can be plant-
ed anytime. Early fall is a good time to plant as they should be well
established before summer.

Bareroot plants suet as pecan and fruit trees, some shrubs, and roses
need to be planted as soon as they begin to arrive at the nurseries.
This is usually in late fall or early winter.

The size of the hole into which the plant is to be placed is very important
It should be at least one to two feet wider and at least six inches or a foot
deeper than the roots of the plant.

The soil in the bottom of the hole should be worked well and mixed with
organic matter. Unle.sE barnyard manure is well rotted, avoid using
it. Do not re.tilize newly set-out plants, especially bareroot (BR) ones.

After the hole has been dug, you can fill it with water and allow it to
soak into the surrounding soil. Place some of the soil mixed with or-
ganic matter into the bottom of the hole; set the plant on this. Fill
in around the roots with more top soil and pack well.

You could water again and complete filling the hole with soil. The
plant should be placed at the same level at which it was originally grow-
ing.

If the shrub was bareroot, you can prune about one-third of the top to
compensate for the roots lost in digging. Generally balled and bagged
will need some pruning also, but container grown do not.

If the plant was in metal, paper, or plastic container, this should be
removed before planting. If it was wrapped in burlap, this does not
need to be removed. It can be loosened around the top near the base
of the plant.
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Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
Information Sheet continued)

Nursery Worker 942-VI-2

Plants in containers may need to be watered before removing to prevent the
soil from crumbling.

Newly planted trees or very tall shrubs will usually need to be staked especial-
ly if they are in a windy area. A stake can be placed on the side of the prevail-
ing wind. This stake can be put in before planting if the plant is bareroot.

If the tree is over five inches in diameter, it may need guy wires. The wooden
stakes would be placed some distance from the base of the tree and driven
about 18" into the ground. Wires can be used from the tree to the stakes.

The wire should not be tied directly to the plant. Rubber hose protectors maybe used around the wires. If the plant is not too large, plastic ties may beused.
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UNIT: Nursery Plant Preiuction

TOPIC: Pruning

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the modern methods of
pruning ornamental shrubs and trees.

INTRODUCTION: Pruning of plants is the cutting off or cutting back of
parts of a plant for better shape or more fruitful
growth.

Trees and shrubs may need to be pruned in order to
remove dead, diseased, or injured wood. Pruning
may be needed to remove a branch that overlaps an-
other, or to remove foliage right after plants are
transplanted in order to make up for the loss of roots.

Pruning also helps to improve the shape of the plant,
and makes it fit into the general pattern of the land-
scape.

I REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1754

1. Information Sheet on "Pruning"

2. "Modern Pruning Methods" -B-997, Texas Agri-
cultural Extension Service

1. What is the cardinal rule to follow in priming or-
namental plants?

2. Give 3 characteristics of pruning tools.

3. When can trees be pruned?

4. What two factors are important in pruning orna-
mental shrubs and small trees?



UNIT: 'Nursery Plant Production
TOPIC: Pruning
(Assigmnent Sheet continued)
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5. How much top growth should be removed from bare-
root dug plants?

6. Why do rose plants need to be pruned?

7. When should deciduous plants be pruned?

8. When is the proper time to prune shrubs which bloom
in the spring?

9. When should climbing roses be pruned?

10. Why is a rounded or pointed top hedge perferred over
a flat top hedge?
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Information Sheet
on

PRUNING

Nursery Worker 942-VI-3

Take stock of your yard and check on an important chorepruning.
Are your sidewalks and driveways covered by overgrown, sprawling
shrubs? Are your doorways crowded and your windows hidden? Then
you should do some pruning.

Pruning, the removal of surplus or undesirable parts of the plant to im-
prove the remaining parts, reduces the leaf surface or buds ghat grew in-
to leafy shoots. This diverts the plant food from root production to shoot
production and incre;eses the leaf growth.

Deciduous plants, those which lose their leaves during cold weather,
should be pruned between leaf drop and first spring growth. The skele-
ton is exposed and the plant is easier to work with. After pruning, the
plant should have a framework of well-shaped lig crowded branches-

Many eve rgreen shrubs need annual pruning. These n-lght include wax-
leaf ligustrum, pittosporum, elee.gnus, yaupon, and viburnum. They
may be pruned into midsummer as they have no dormant period.

Sometimes coniferous evergreens such as arbor vitaes need to be
pruned to keep them within a certain size. This can be done by shear-
ing the main branches and end branches with sharp hedge shears. Grad-
ually clip from tha or'side to almost where the brown foliage begins. This
foliage will turn green when the light reaches it.

The average pruning is from about one-fifth to one-third of the entire shrub.
Many shrubs should be pruned by thinning out rather than by severe pruning.

If a shrub is badly out of proportion to its surroundings, you can cut it
back to within a foot of the around. Fertilized, watered, and allowed to
grow naturally, you will have an attractive shrub again.

Shrubs grown for formal hedges need frequent cutting to keep them closely
sheared within definite dimensions. If a hedge is informal, it can be allow-
ed to grow more or less at will; it can be controlled to some extent.
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Pruning
(Information Sheet continued)

Shrubs which bloom in the spring should not be prut.ed until after their
flowering. Severe pruning cLn be done Shen as the. flowers 1/4re produc-
ed on wood grown the year berore the blooms.

Pyracantha or other berry-bearing shrubs, should be pruned traore the
blooms appear in the spring. The berries for next fall and winter 'Viii
be lessened by late or severe pruning.

Rose bushes procluce flowers on wood formed the swne season. There-
fore, the more of last years' wood you prune, the better for your rose
bushes. Cut back old, non-productive .canes. Remove al:y dead or di a-
eased wood.

Ci3mbing roses should be prtned after flowering. Fiev.-era this apriug
will be produced on canes grown last season; they wilt be much gicner
looking and not as old appearing as rile canes produced the season Lefore.
Branches which are too long may be eut back about one-third of their
total length.

Use the proper tools when pruning. Be certain they are clean and sharp.
Make a clear, smooth cut an leave no jagged edges. braised bark, or
stubs.

Always remove isny dead, diseased or broken t ranches from plants.
If branches are rubbing, crowded, weak: or growing downward, they
should be removed.
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Floral Crop Production

Introduction to Floral Crop Production

942-VII-1

To develop an understanding of the field of floriculture
and to learn about sources of information on the subject.

INTRODUCTION: Floral crop production in the United States is a compazatively
young business which probably started during the early
part of the nineteenth century in Pennsylvania. At that
time, Philadelphia was considered the social center of
the ct-uktry. The need for floral arrangements for
special occasions brought about the beginning of the
production of floral crops.

Today the production of flowers is one of America's
largest industries.

REFERENCES: RequirPd:

Flower and Plant Production, Nelson, pp. 3-15.

QUESTIONS 1. Why is it necessary for flowers to be produced
or throughout the year?

ACTIVITIES:
2. What are the three most widely grown cut flowers?

3. Where do most retailers of pot plants acquire their
plants?

4. What is the motto of the Society PC American
Florists?

5. Whet magazine on The floriculture industry is
airailable to the southern producer and can be
obtained from Ft. Worth, Texas?
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TOPIC: Growing Annuals

942-VII-2

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to successfully grow
annual plants.

INTRODUCTION: Annuals are temporary plants in that they grow for only one
year. Beginners and professionals alike enjoy working
with annuals.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated. Sunset, pp. 102-103

QUESTIONS 1. When do most annualt bloom?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Which small seeded annual is simplest to grow?

2075

3. Give three examples of large seeded annuals which are
easy for beginners to grow.

4. What is the general rule for watering annuals?

5. What should be done to most annuals after they are
through blooming?

6. When do morining glories bloom?

7. Do hollyhocks produce blue flowers?

8. What color blooms are produced by the scarlet sage?

9. Where can the portulaca be used effectively?

10. What is one disadvantage of asters?
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Perennials

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to successfully
produce perennial flowering plants.

INTRODUCTION: Perennials are long-time favorites of.gardeners every-
where. Unlike annuals, they continue4'0 flower year
after year. During the winter the plant goes into a
period of rest called dormancy. The following season it
begins growth and starts to bloom.

REFERENCES: Ret,uired:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

2416

Basic Gardening Illustrated, Sunset, pp. 100-101.

I. What 13 probably the best plant for a new gardener
to grow?

2. What is one of the most common uses of the large mum?

3. How often should primrose clumps be divided?

4. How can one cause: polyantha primroses to repeat
bloom in the fall?

5. If peonies are:Ooperly planted, how often will they
need dividing?
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Bulbs

OBJECTIBE: To develop an understanding of how to properly use bulbs
in the floriculture industry.

INTRODUCTION: A bulb is an underground bud that sends down roots and has
a very short stem covered with leafy scales such as lilies
and onions.

It is both interesting and rewarding to plant a bulb and ob-
tain a beautiful flowering plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, Sunset pp. 104-107

QUESTIONS 1. When do tuberous begonias bloom?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Why should first foliage not be cut until it t -Tis yellow?

3. Whay can be used to protect bulbs from soil insects and
rot?

4. What is a true bulb?

5, What is a rhizome?

6. Study the terms on page 107.

1920
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942-VII- 5

Characteristics, Identification and Use of Important
Pot Plants

To learn the characteristics, identification, and use
of twenty important pot plants.

INTRODUCTION: This assignment contains an information sheet with
some of the characteristics, use and cultural re-
quirements of twenty plants that are g_: ya in many
greenhouses and garden centers in Texas. A student
studying for a horticultural occupation should be able
ti, identify the important pot plants and give their char-
acteristics and uses.

REFERENCES: Requirea;

1. Information Sheet on "Important Pot Plants".

2. Seed catalogues

QUESTIONS 1. Locate pictures in catalogues and other references
or and study the picture as you study about each plant

ACTIVITIES: listed on the information Lheet.

1444

2. As you study each plant, list it on the attached form
and determine its most important identifying char-
acteristics and use.
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IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

Nursery W'rker 942-VII-5

Bright flowering plant from mid- December
through May. Requires acid soil or peat moss
as growing medium, ample moisture but gocd
drainage. 60-65 degree temperature.

2. BEGONIA- --- ------ -Gi:owr. for foliage and flowers. Grown in soil
that is porous and slightly acid. Top soil shcr.ad
become dry before watering. Water thoroughly.
In winter requires full sunlight; in spring and
summer place in filtered sunlight.

Thrive in humid air and do well in a temperature
of 60-70 degrees. Keep foliage dry.

3. BROMELIAD- -a--- Exotic looking plant with showy spikes of blooms
which may be attractive for several months.
Most store an emergency supply of water within
a natural vase shaped center formed by their
durable foliage in leaf base cups. They are
easy to grow ant do well it shade or sunny
locations. The color patterns in the .liage
and unusual growth habits make the Bromeliad
an excellent and interesting plant for the home or
office,

4. CALADIUM- Colorful decorative foliage plant grown from
tubers which are sold in grades exp-eased in
inches of diameter.

1446

Plant in loose, well drained soil. Need high
hurr.4.dity and ample water. 80-85 degrees best
t=emperature to st art caladiums,

Require light but not full sun. Fertilize with
compkte plant food about once a month.

The far:cy-lmed caladiums offer a variety of
form: color, and leaf patterns that few plants



Important Pot Plants
(Information Sheet continued)

5. CHENILLE,

Nursery Worker 942-VII-5

can match. Grow to 2-2 1/2'. Can be used as
house plants or for outdoor planting.

Bright green, broad foliage. Flowers in hanging
cattails up to a foot long of a deep red color.
Needs semi-light and ample moisture.

6. CHRYSANTHEMUM - (Mum) Grows best in porous, well drained
sterilized soil. Rooted cuttings should be planted
as shallow as possible. They are heavy feeders and
need a regular supply of fertilizer. Disease and
insect control is very important. They have special
requirements such as timing , pinching, lighting,
and shading. Disbudding produces larger flowers.

7. COLEUS -

8. CROTON

9. DEVIL'S IVY

Outstanding foliage plant which .e tender; requires
frequent pinching during growing season to produce
attractive, compact plant.

Needs loose, well drained soil with ample moisture.
Requires partial shade in hot, dry areas of Texas.
Occasionally threatened with aphids and mealy bugs.
Easily rooted from cuttings.

Bright glossy leaves of many different colors on a
single plant. Leaves are various shapes. Require
strong sunlight :.o retain their high color. Needs
high humidity. Propagated usually by air-layering.

Variegated yellow-splashed green )eaves. Filtered
light for best coloring. Requires high humie'y,
but do not keep constantly wet. If on totem, moisten
for humidity. Needs rich loam soil. Feed with
complete fertilizer about once a month.

10. DIEFFENBACHIA--- Large decorative foliage plant. Needs well drained
soil high in organic matter. Filtered light. Com-
monly propagated by cutting stems into sections
containing one or more eyes.

11. DRACAENA

1447

A versatile plant of various types. Most varieties
are large and showy; most have leaves that are long
and striped. Shade or filtered light. Moderately
moist, but good drainage, and high temperatures.
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CHARACTERISTICS AND USE OF POT PLANTS

No. Plant

1,

Characteristics Use

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10.

11.

12.

13,

14.

15.

16,

17.

18.

19.

20.
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12. FERNS

Nursery Worker 942-VII-S

Various aseortments usually .alled table ferns.
All like cool, moist shady conditions. Rich com-
post soikand moisture, but well drained. Will
provide cool greenery background for other plants.

Many varieties excellent for basket growing.

13. FICUS(RUBBER PLANT)-- Commonly used as large specimen plants,
so they do need space. Have glossy green
foliage. Will tolerate dry air, and do well at 70
to 80 degrees. Do not overwater.

14. GERANIUM

15. GLOXINIA

Filtered light ideal, but will take a great deal of
sun.

Propagated mostly by air-layering.

Dusty, green foliage, succulent stems. Large
cluster _ lowers in many colors.
Require plenty of sun to bloom properly.
Allow to become quite dry between wateringe.
Sandy loam high in organic matter is best.
Temperature from 60 to 70° is ideal.

Showy, velvety foliage and large bell shaped
blooms in assorted colors. -Like high humidity,
moisture, rich well drained soil.
Water spots foliage and flowers, so avoid getting
water on them.
They need filtered light, and proper spacing.

16. HYDRANGEA -- ----Showy broad dark green foliage. Long lasting
flowering plant commonly grown for Easter and
Mother's Day. Flowers in pink, blue, or white.
Plant requires regular water during flowering and
likes high humidity.

17. PHILODENDRONMost important tropical decorative plant family.
Tropical conditions best, but will tolerate dry air
and low lighting in homes.
Needs loose, porous soil, sufficient water to keep
soil moist.
Many varieties and types. Some used on totems
and are strong climbers.
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18. POINSETTIA

Nursery Worker 942-VII-5

-Seasonal plant most popular at Christmas.
Small yellow flowers surrounded by striking
colorful bracts in red, pink, or white. Keep
warm, chills easily.
Requires moisture and strong light.

19. SANSEVIERIA (Snake Plant or Mother-in-law's tongue)
Among the sturdier of the foliage plants. Will do
well in shade areas or in sunlight.
Do need porous soil, adequate drainage. Do not
overwater.

20. SCHEFFLERA

1449

Attractive, fast growing umbrella shaped foliage
- plant. Glossy green foliage.

Filtered light. Needs good drainage, and don't
overwater.
Large plant, needs space.
Usually propagated from seed.
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Poinsettias

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the cultural procedures in
Poinsettia production.

INTRODUCTION: The Poinsettia is an important blooming plant which is
very popular at the Christmas season. They are a native
of Mexico and the tropical American countries.

The beauty of Poinsettias lies in the brilliant bracts
below the cluster of flowers. They are now being pro-
duced as reds, whites, and pinks.

Cultural practices are more important in growing
Poinsettias than most crops because they have to be timed
for the Christmas season only. The day after Christmas
the prices decline rapidly.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson, pp. 272-279.

Supplemental:

2. The Red Ball Book, pp. 299-310.

QUESTIONS 1. What nutrient should be supplied if cuttings are made
or under a mist?

ACTIVITIES:
2. List three poinsettias colors.

3. What is the most common pest on Poinsettias?

4. What are the most common causes of leaf drop on
Poinsettias?

5. What is the reason for poor root development in
Poinsettias?
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Chrysanthemums

C)
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942- VI[ -7

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of some important
cultural practices in chrysanthemum production.

INTR'JDUCTION: The Chinese began hybridizing or crossing varieties
of Chrysanthemums, or mums as they are more
commonly called, over 2,500 years ago. In the
years since, plant breeders from many lands have
done much to improve existing varieties. The Oriental
growers tried to win the approval of royalty; European
growers concentrated on magnificent showblooms;
the American hybridizers have improved mums for
florist trade.

In recent years, much has been done to cause mums
to flower on a year round basis. This is accomplished
in greenhouses by controlling temperatures, shading,
lighting, diseases and insects.

REFERENCES: Required:

Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhousee, Nelson,
pp. 237-244.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the natural blooming season for mums?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the most persistent pest of pot mums?

3. What is the correct night temperature for raising
muris?

4. What is the mast popular color in mutas?

5. Why is black cloth place:: over mum plants?

2110 6. How and when do you pinch mums?



UNIT: Floral Crop Production
TOPIC: Chrysanthemums
(Assignment Sheet continued)

7. What way happen when mums are planted 2 to 3 inches
deep?

8. What is the proper schedule for misting of mums?

9. How long does the mum season last?

10. What should be done to the soil before planting mums?
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942- VII. 8

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Geraniums

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the cultural procedures
in geranium production_

INTRODUCTION: Few plants can equal the geranium for color, long
period of bloom. and simple care. They make a fine
showing as a pot plant or as a bedding plant

Geraniums were once considered an old-fashioned
plant; today they are one of the most popular plants
for gardeners, indoors and outdoors.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flowers and Plant Production in the Greenhouse,
Nelson, pp. 256-264,

Supplemental:

2, The Ball Red Book, pp...24?-251.

QUESTIONS 1. Why must geraniums be shipped so rapidly?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is done to the plant several weeks before the
cutting harvest is to start?

3. What color of geraniums is most in demand?
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4. What system of watering has proved to be excellent for
geraniums?

5. Give two good management activities in the sanitation
program to prevent diseases from developing and
spreading,



UNIT: Floral Crop Production
TOPIC: Geraniums
(Assignment Sheet continued)

6. What is the second most popular color in geraniums?

7 What is the night and day temperature preferred by
geranium.?

8. How are most geraniums shipved from California?

9. In what size pot are most geraniums produced?

10. Why have geraniums not been widely grown from
seed?
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Hydrangeas

942-V11-9

OBJECTIVE: To develp an understanding of the cultural methods in
raising Hydrangeas.

INTRODUCTION: The Hydrangea is usually raised as an Easter auk'
Mother's Day plant. It is an excellent long lasting
flowering plant for late winter and spring season.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Pr-bdoction in the Greenhonse,
Nelson, pp. 164-26r.

1. The 11... Lod 111411, pp. 159-169.

ODESTICS S 1. What insect must lov controlled on hydrangeas?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. Viet will banes to llydtasagoas if they are net
frequently watered?

3. When are stem tip of leaf bud cuttings made ?

4. For which two occasions are RirdiPangeas cossunoallt
'hewn?

S. 'Lan disease causes severe loss to tbreirangea
bugs in storage ?
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UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC: Turf Grasses for Texas

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of planning the lawn and
the proper selection of turf grasses for Texas.

INTRODUCTION: A beautiful lawn is the foundation for a pleasant home
landscape. No matter how expensive the home, how
beautiful the trees, shrubs, and flowers, they will
not show up to the best advantage with an unattractive
lawn.

A lawn is a living thing consisting of thousands of tiny
living plants or grasses. Each plant needs food, water,
sunshine and soil. It is largely dependent upon you for
many of these.

The lawn is a valuable part of the landscape design
and should provide the proper setting for the house,
trees, shrubs, and other buildings. It should be
established properly in order to provide a beautiful
area which will be easy to keep attractive.

an- MENC2S. Required:

"Koine Lawns", B-203, Texas Agriculture Extenoion
St.Tvize, pp. I-5.

QUESTIONS .. Give five factors to conrider in til ; selection of a
or turf grass.

ACTIVITIES:
2. List two ways turf grasses are classified.

3. Give three pointc ?bout berrnuch as a turf grass.

4. ',Ave six points About St. Augurtine grass as a turf
SY ats $.

5. liaky dose Zoysia grass make an excellent turf?
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UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawr=a

TOPIC: Establishing a New Turf

942- VIII -2

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the principles in the
establishment of a new turf.

INTRODt ZTION: The lawn is a valuable part of the landscape dssign
and should provide the proper setting for the house,
trees, shrubs and °the-, buildings. It should be es-
tablished properly in order to provide a beautiful
area which will be easy to keep attractive.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Home Lawns", 3-203, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, pp. 5-7.

QUESTIONS 1. List three distinct steps necessary in the establish-
or meat of turf.

ACTIVITIES:

152)

2. List five types of organic matter which can be added
to a new turf.

3. How -hould fertilizer applications be determined?

4. What are the factors to consider in determining
whether a yard will be seeded, sprigged, or sodded?

5. Way is the frequency of watering reduced as the
lawn begins to take root and grow?

..w......r.....
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UNI T: Establishin:, and Caring ior Lawns

TOPIC° Ititaaaging art Established Turf

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the principles and
practices involved in manak-..ng an estb.libited turf.

INTRODUCTION: After the lawn has been properly established it is
important to know the time and rate of fertilization,
when to water, and to have a working knowledge of
keeping a lawn beautiful.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Home Lawns", B-203, Texas Agricultural. Extension
Service, pp. 8-12.

QUESTIONS 1. List four major factors involved in maintaining turf.
Or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Why is Nit-b..... the key element in turf production?

800

3. Why is Phosphorous important to the lawr 7

4. Explain what a lawn looks like when it has a nitrogen
deficiency.

5. What does a plant look like when it has a phosphorus
deficiency?

6. Describe an iron deficiency in the turf.

r. When should the turfed areas receive an application
of Complete fertilizer?

8. How may chlorsis be corrected?

9. Why are light, frequent sprinklings harmful ?

10. Why is the aeration of the soil in a turf in ?
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942-VIII-4

UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC: Turf Problems

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the problems which
occasionally arise in the management of a lawn.

INTRODUCTION: Many problems may arise in the successful manage-
mant of beautiful well-kept lawns. The horticulturist
should be able to identify the important lawn diseases
and insects and have a working knowletta of the control
of these problems.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

932

1. "Home Lawns", B-203, Texas Agriculture Ex-
tension Service. pp. 12-14.

2. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects on Ornamental
Plants", Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
L-199.

Supplemental:

3. "Lawn Insects, How to Control Them", B-No. 53.
U. S. D. A.

I. List four problems which occasionally arise in the
oduction of a turf.

2. What is the best way to control weeds?

3. What chemical is commonly used to control broad-
leaved annual weeds in the lawn?

4. Describe the appearance of a lawn which has
Broi,vnpatch.



UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns
TOPIC: Turf Problems
(Assignment Sheet continued)

5. What is a good fungicide for controlling Brownpatch?

6. List eight dusts or sprays which are effective for
controlling most lawn insects.

7. Why is renovation of old lawns necessary?

8. List four dusts that are recommended for the control
of chiggers.

9. Give three good sprays for the chinch bug.

10. Give the mixture for controlling the Bermuda grass
-mite.-
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942 -IX -1

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Causes of Plant Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn what causes plant disease and to learn to recognize
these diseases.

INTRODUCTION: There are probably about as many diseases as there are plants.
Man must constantly strive to ward off these diseases. If all
research stopped, it is possible that man would be living in a
world of famine and hardship.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin--B--995.

Supplemental:

2. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects and Diseases",
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin - -L- -245, 1965.

Q1)1STIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What are the four most important causes of plant disease ?

2. Whet is photosynthesis ?

3. What is a vector ?

4. What is the best approach to controlling canker disease?

5. What are fungi?
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn to identify plant diseases and to become familiar with
the terminology used in connection with plant diseases.

INTRODUCTION: Better quality and higher yields at lower cost are possible with
better disease control. Diseases cost producers millions of
dollars each year. A large part of this expense can be prevented
by learning more about diagnosing and checking plant disorders.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. "Identifying Plant Diseases", Texas Agricultural Extensicn
Bulletin-MP-512

Supplemental:

2. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural E. tension Bulletin-B-995.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What is the key to effective control of plant disease ?

2. What is meant by blasting?

3. What is exudate ?

4. What is toe beat way to check nematode damage ?

501.

1. Study the terms that discrlbe plant diseaws on page 7 of
reference no. 1.

2. Collect all the publications on plant diseases from your
county agent.

=
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942-DC-3

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant D-seases, and
Other Pests

TOPIC: Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural
Chemicals

OBJECTIVE: To learn the safe use of the important horticultural
chemicals and procedures for effective application.

INTRODUCTION: There are numerous methods of applying pesticides,
fungicides and other horticultural chemicals. The
purpose is to completely cover the plant or pest with
the proper amount of control material. The first
factor to consider is the welfare of people using the
material, second is the welfare of the plants, and
then the effectiveness of the material in controlling
the pest or diseases.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Flower and Plant Production, Nelson, pp. 302-311.

Z. Basic GardeniiNallustrated, page 81.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

582

1. What is the first factor to consider when using
chemicals?

2. What is the second factor to consider?

S. What is the third iactor?

4. What is one of 4-he most common means of apply-
ing pest or diseas control materials in the
greenhouse?

,.._.-1:Abi-...--....------------------



UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pesti'
TOPIC: Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural Chemicals
(Assignment Sheet continued)

5. How should you store a water hose to pre-
vent spreading of diseases?

6. that are the safety rules that should be fol-
lowed when a person is working with pest
control chemicals?

7. Why should a plant be completely covered
with contact poisons?

583
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942 -DX-4

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects , Plant Diseases And Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Leaf Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to identify and control the major leaf diseases .

INTRODUCTION A customer who wishes to buy a plant is usually looking for one
which has a lot of healthy leaves. plant will not sale if its
leaves have wilted and turned brown. This will result in
decreased profits on the part of the producer.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. "Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases an Ornamental Plants"
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin-MP-574,pp 10-13

Supplemental:

2. "What Vnu Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin-B-995.

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: I. How does one treat leaf scorch or scald?

2. What causes sooty mold?

3. What causes oedema?

4. What two chemicals are good for treating mosaic or leaf
curl?

5. When do you spray azaleas and cariellias for galls?

6. How often would one spray to control bacterial leaf spots?

7. What usually causes chlorosis?

8. What to of disease is anthracnose?
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Assignment She-et
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases. sold Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Stem, Branch, and Trunk Disease*

OBJECTIVE: To learn the major diseases that effect Memos hialtholt4
and trunks of horticultural plants sad hew to **Wel
these disorders.

INTRODUCTION: The stems, branches, and trunks aE pleats are noose/may
for plant growth. They are the tranoportsidon system tot
the plant since water and food awe *rough litout4 A
disease affecting those systems sea cause a Misfile ism
crease in plat vigor.

REFERENCES: Require*

L "Disease/ on °mammonist Plaits", Testae Agrignitusig
Extension Bulletin = hiP = 174, poo 144t.

Supplemental:

2. "What You Should KikA, About Plant Diaosaeam3 Tomo
Agricultural Extension Bellatia

QUESTIONS L How does a person treat a pleat that has gait
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the control for dodder lafeetatian?

3. How does moss damage a pleat?

4. What part of a plant doe* gives scarf attack?

5. What causes wood rot ?

6. What is the treatment for slime flue.

7. How is mistletoe spread?

01. 1.1sat causes lichens?

627
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX-7

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Diseases Affecting the Entire Plant

OBJECTIVE: To learn the causes, symptoms, and control of diseases
affecting the entire plant.

INTRODUCTION: Many diseases are not localized in the stems, roots, or leaves;
they damage the plant in all parts. There are various controls
for these diseases, but one must first be able to make a proper
diagnosis. Never assume that because a plant shows a symptom
of a known disease that you have diagnosed the disease properly.
Many diseases have some common symptoms. Don't make the
mistake of diagnosing a plant disease without studying all
symptoms of all diseases common to the particular plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

533

I. "Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants"
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin-MP-574,pp. 22-23

Supplemental:

2. Basic Gardening Illustrated, page 80.

I. What symptoms would a chrysanthemum exhibit that had aster
yellows that would not be present if it was affected by
verticillium wilt?

2. What is an effective control for aster yellows?

3. What is an effective control for verti'illium wilt?



UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Diseases Affecting the Entire Plant

(Assignment Sheet Continued)

4. In what secticn of Texas is Verticillium wilt most
common?

5. Win are the only people that should handle chloro-
picrin?

6. What is a chemical called that controls mites ?

7. What are two eaective treatments for botrytis
blight?

534
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for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX-8

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Lawn and Turf Diseases

OBJECTIVES: To learn the major lawn, and turf diseases, and how to control
them.

INTRODUCTION: It has been said that a landscape can be no better than the
appearance of it's lawn. A house can be made into a beautiful

I
home by maintaining a nice green lawn. There are several
diseases which can severely damage the appearance of the
turf if `hey are not controlled.

RE FERE NC ES: Required:

"Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants",
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin -MP-574, pp. 24-26

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES: 1. What is the control for fairy rings or mushrooms ?

2. What is the treatment for chlorosis ?

3. What are the symptoms of fading out?

4 What is the treatment for slime mold?

5. What is the treatment for Piricularia leaf spot?

6 When should treatment for brown patch be applied?

7. When should treatment for rust on bluegrass be applied?

550
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for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX-9

Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pescs

Identifying Plant Insects and Methods of Control

To :earn how to recognize the major insects of horticultural
plants. To understand the various controls for these ir.sects.

INTRODUCTION: On any given day, a producer may walk through his plants
and see numerous insects, Some of these insects and pests
are taking money from his pockets by damaging his crop.
A person who is depending on the proper growth and
development of plants needs to know which insects are of
economic importance and how to control them.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Basic Gardening Illustrated. section to study: "Insect
Pests", pp. 78-79.

Z. Information Sheet, "Identification of Plant Insects and
Methods of Control."

3. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects on Ornamental
Plants", Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin-L-199.
(Study list of insects, descriptions and types of damage.)

Supplemental:

4. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects and Diseases",
Texas Agricultural Extension Bulletin-L-245.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the difference between a snail and a slug?
or

ACTIVITIES: Z. At what time of year do grasshoppers hatch?

3. What are the best. methods of L.ontrolling borers?

678



UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests
TOPIC: Identifying Plant Insects and Methods of Control
(Assignment Sheet continued)

679

4. What part of the plant do grubs damage?

5. In what type of soil are nemtodes most active ?
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Nursery Worker 942-IX-9

Information Sheet
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT INSECTS AND METHODS OF CONTROL

Eternal vigilance and timely applications of effective controls will reduce
losses to a minimum. Weeds in aisles or under benches are breeding
places for a number of pests, and cleanliness is imperative. A generally
overlooked area is that outside the greenhouse. Weeds harbor rilany pests
which can enter through side or top vet's and open doors at the ends of the
greenhouses. Cleanliness and proper attention to the c'itside areas as well
as under glass will reduce the sources of infestation.

Great changes have oecured in the field of insecticides, and there is a wide
array of materials which are useful in combating pests. New materials are
constantly being added, and the horticulturist must keep informed as ber,Ir
insecticides are introduced

Aerosol bombs have radically changed certain pest-control practices. Sp-
ecific directions for their use cannot be given in general terms because they
vary, and directions on the bombs should be followed closely. Alternation in
the use of materials is suggested to avoid the rapid build-up of resistant
strains of pests.

Resistance of mites to insecticides is believed to occur by mutation, which
establishes populations that survive normal effective doses. This resistance
is inherited and does not retrogress. Purchasing plants or cuttings infested
with resistant mites can lead to considerable trouble.

Sprays and dusts are still used because in many instances they are just as
effective as aerosols and may be cheaper for local applications. Many in-
secticides are deadly poisons, and precautions regarding their use will be
found on the container and should be followed.

681
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NURSERY WORKER

942 -DC -10

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Nematodes

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of nematodes as a serious
pest,

INTRODUCTION: When leaves of plants are wilting, drying and falling off
for no apparent reason, nematodes may be the cause.
Nematodes are small, slender, v. .rm -like parasites which
cannot be readily seen by the naked eye. These pests are
small, but they can completely destroy a plant.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1168

1. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", Texas
Agricultural Extension Bulletin B-995, page 3, pp. 13-
14.

2. "Identifying Plant Diseases", Texas Agricultural Bul-
letin MP-512:

1, List the steps involved in preparing a small plant
Fpecimen as illustrated in bulletin MP-512.

2. What is the most common type of nematode?

3. What should be determined before a large amount
of money is spent on nematodes?

4. Knots and galls found on plant roots do not always
indicate root knot nematodes Give at least two
exceptions.

5. Name two plants that are very good hosts for root
knot nematodes.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

Other Pests

TOPIC: Control of Moles, Gophers, Birds, and Deer

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with animals and birds that
are a nuisance to the producer of horticultural
plants.

INTRODUCTION: Plant damage by animals and birds can become quite
costly. The rural nurserymen usually have a big
problem with animals, and the small town producers
are plagued by flocks of birds.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, page 82.

QUESTIONS 1. How can a person detect the presence of moles?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the two most effective means of destroy-
ing moles?

3. Why should traps be used with caution?

4. How do gophers and moles differ in their digging
habits?

5. How do many gardeners who live in the country
protect plant roots from gopher damage without
using poisons or traps?

6. What birds have no friends and should be eliminat-
ed?

bbl



UNIT: Crntrolling Plant Infects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests
TOPIC: Control of 114.o1es, Gophers, Birds, and Deer
(Assignment Sheet continued)

7. What is the best way to protect young seed-
lings from birds?

8. What is the best long term control for deer?

-......,
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942 -IX -12

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Weeds

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to get rid of weeds and to prevent their recurrance.

INTRODUCTION: Weeds grow well without proper water and fertilizer. If you add
these two ingredients , will flourish and this produces a great
deal of trouble. if not controlled, they can crowd out annuals and
perennials and even small shrubs. Chemical, hand, and mechan-
ical methods of control are all effective if you start early and are
persistent.

REFERENCES: Rewired:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 84-86

QUESTIONS
Or

ACTIVITIES: 1. If you are plaraing to pull up weeds in a bed, what should you
do to the soil several days before starting?

566

2. What has been the gardeners }.host useful tool for over
4,000 years?

3. What is a good device for weeding between paving blocks?

4. How does enccuraging shrub growth reduce weed population?

5. After weeds have been cleared, what can be done to prevent
recurrence?

6. What precaution should be taken when mixing and applying
chemical solution where handling is required?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-X-1

Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

Principles Used -o Prevent Personal Injury

To ie, rn the techniques and principles involved in
horticultural work that will prevent personal injury.

INTRODUCTION: Gardening and growing horticultural plants can be
hard work. In many instances a little time spent
constructing a labor saving device can save several
hours of back-breaking work.

REFERENCES: Required:

Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 90-93.

QUESTIONS 1. What part of the body should do the lifting when
or you are picking up an object from the ground?

ACTIVITIES:

1484

2. What effect does one pulley have on the force when
you are attempting to straighten up a tree?

3. What can La used to re., 4 a stump if no heavy
equipment is obtainable?

4. What preparation should be made to clay soils
before attempting to do a lot of digging?

5. Tell how to make a handy device for blasting post
holes and planting holes.
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UNIT:

TOPIC,:

OBJECTIVE:

INTRODUCTION:

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-X-2

Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

Selecting and Maintaining Horticultural Hand Tools

To learn to select the right tools for a job and to
keep these tools in good repair.

No situation is quite as distressing as trying to complete
a job when the proper tools are not at hand.

Required:

Basic Gardening Illl'istrated, pp. 83- 89;94.

1. Why will asking different gardners for a suggested
tool list be of little value ?

2. What type of shovel is effective for moving sawdust,
manure, and other light materials?

3. What is the most common size of hoe?

4. How often should one sharpen a hoe if the cutting
is not too hard?

5. What type of hoe is used by a pushing motion rather
than a chopping motion?

6. What are the two most common shapes of lawn rakes?

%
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942-X-3

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Maintaining Small Power Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To develop the ability to maintain small powered equip-
ment.

INTRODUCTION: Value of small powered equipment quickly decreases
if proper maintenance practices are not diligently
followed. Preventing a breakdown is usually much
easier than repairing one.

REFERENCES: Required:

Information Sheet, "Maintaining Small Power Equip-
ment."

QUESTIONS 1. What are the two factions of preventive maintenance?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What should an operator of equipment do at the end
of each work day?

2342

3. Why should the fuel tank be filled at the end of the
day?

4. What may be used to clean the air filter?

5. What two factors should be considered when checking
a belt?
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Information Sheet
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

Small, engine-powered equipment quickly loses its value if it is not
carefully maintained. Profitable use of the equipment depends on trouble
free operation on the job. While no Equipment, no matter how well maintained,
can be guaranteed not to break down on the job, "down time" can be ex-
tremely short if a careful maintenance program is followed. Human and live-
stock health care is of a preventative nature. Equipment maintenance should
be similar.

Preventive maintenance can be described as consisting primarily of wo
things:

1. Periodic equipment inspection to discover situations which may
lead to equipment breakdown.

2. Upkeep to minimize wear or to remedy potential trouble.

Regularly used equipment should always be checked by the operator.
Should he notice any slight malfunction, he should correct it before further
trouble develops. The operator should see that field maintenance is carried
out regularly.

Usually not enough horticultural equipment is operated by a horticultural
business towarrant hiring a full-time field mechanic or serviceman. The
operator has the responsibility to check oil, apply grease, and perform other
maintenance when needed. In some instances, this may be required every
few hours. At the end of the day, the operator should make an overall check
and properly service his equipment. This will make the equipment ready to
use the next day or on any future date it may be needed.

A regular program of shop maintenance should be carried out on each piece
of small engine powered equipment. Small engines have prescribed periods
of operating time after which oil should be dra,,,ed and replaced. At that time
a general check of the equipment is in order.

Before beginning operation of a small, engine-powered piece of equipment,'
the following should be checked:

2343



Mgntaining Small Power Equipment
(Information Sheet continued)

I. Fuel

2. Engine oil level

3. Oil level and air filter

4. Belt tension

5. Chains, oil if necessary

8. Implement adjustments

6. Moving parts requiring frequent applications of grease or oil

7. Gearboxes

During operation, the operator should constantly witch for any slight mal-
ction. Often a change in the sound of the machine when in operation will

long periods during the day, regular shutdowns for preventive maintenance
practices are advisable.

When equipment has been shut down for the day, it should carefully be checked
and

2344

readied for the following day's operation.

1. Fuel - Fill the fuel tank. Moisture condenses more rapidly in a
partially empty tank as the air cools.

2. Oil - check the oil level and add oil as required. The oil should be
changed periodically.

3. Transmission case - check the lubricant level; adding or changing
the lubricant as necessary.

4. Oil filter - clean and check the oil level.

5. Chains - apply oil to chains at regular intervals. Check the condition
of the links.

7. Moving parts - grease all moving parts.

6. Belt condition - check belts for excessive wear and for proper tension.

.

.

.
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Nursery Worker 942-X-3

Maintaining Small Power Equipment
(Information Sheet continued)

8. Cutting surfaces - clean and check cutting surfaces of plows,
c ttivator tines and mowers for sharpness. Cover cutting
surfaces with used oil or grease if the machine is to sit out
in the weather or not be used over a period of time.

9. Adjustment - check machine to be sure that all operating parts
are in correct adjustment.

10. Bolts - inspect the machine for missing and/or loose bolts.

11. Damaged or broken parts - determine if any parts have been
damaged to the extent that machine operation will be impaired.
Replace these and all broken parts to insure proper operation.

12. Machine cleanliness - clean off accumulated dust and dirt regularly.

When small, engine-powered equipment is put away for the off-season,
give special care to provide the maintenance necessary to insure rapid
starts the following season.

Small engine-powered equipment is most valuable when operating properly.
Proper preventative maintenance helps insure proper operation.

The following general procedure should be used. However, check the
operators' manual for specific maintenance procedures which may be
needed for a particular piece of equipment.

2345

1. Before beginning the check, disconnect spark plug wire to eliminate
a possible accident.

2. Using wire brushes, scrapers, rags, and chemical de-greasers
clean the entire machine. Use chemicals only outdoors.

3. Clean air filter. Rinse with gasoline or other solvent, wipe
dry, and refill with oil. If the air filter has a dry element,
replace with new element according to manufacturers recommenda-
tions.

4. Check carburetor for sediment. Remove and check if necessary.

5. Re-connect spark plug wire and run engine for five minutes.
Stop the engine. remove the spark plug wire and drain the crank-
case oil. Fill!withnew oil as recommended by the manufacturer.



Maintaining Small Power Equipment
(Information Sheet continued)

6. Drain gas tank. Reconnect spark plug wire, start the engine, and
run until the tank and carburetor are free of gasoline

7. Remove spark plug and pour a teaspoonful of oil into the cylinder.
Turn the flywheel to distribute oil. Replace the spark plug with
a new one.

8. Adjust and/or sharpen any blades or implements.

9. Grease or oil any moving parts.

10. Wipe a light coating of oil over bare metal parts.

1 1. Store in a protected, dry place.

*********

Material fbr this Information Sheet was taken from Module 10, "Operating,
Repairing, and Maintaining Small Power Equipment; " Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.

2346'



ACTIVITIES:

817

REFERENCES: Required:

g.

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three general categories of power mowers?

INTRODUCTION: A well mowed lawn can greatly increase the beauty of a
home. There is more to operating a lawnmower than
filling it with gasoline and mowing the grass.

OBJECTIVE:

or

4. A sickle bar mower on fists-pimarily of what two parts?

6. Explain why grass leaves should never be clipped too
short?

Z. Information Sheet, '.Operating and Maintaining Lawn

Z. What is meant by scalping a lawn?

3. What is lie first stet in adjusting the cutting height of a
power mower?

i
S. Why should extremely long grass clippings be removed

from the lawn?

Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: LOperating and Maintaining awn Mowers Safely and

1. Basic Gardening Illustrated, page 94, "Lawn Mowing"

Effectively

To learn how to properly operate and to care for a lawn
mower.

Mowers Safely and Effectively"

Agricultural Education 942-X-4
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT:
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OPERATING. AND MAINTAINING LAWN MOWERS
SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

942-X-4

Power mowers can be divided into three general categories: (I) reel,
(2) rotary, or (3) sickle-bar.

peel Ivinivere. A reel mower is basically a common hand push mower
powered by a small gasoline engine. As the mower moves forward, the
revolving blades slide past the bed knife and cut the grass blades.

824

Reel mowers used on bluegrass and similar grasses have five revolving
reel blades. Reel mowers used on the bent type grasses have seven or
nine blades to provide a smooth, even cut on these fine- bladed grasses.

Reel mowers minimize the tendency of scalping, or extremely close
cutting on the high spots of an uneven lawn. Repeated scalping will
result in a weak turf at those spots.

The procedure for adjusting height of cut varies for each make of reel
mowers. In general the following procedures apply:

I. Disconnect the spark plug &vire from the spark plug and place it in
a position where it is impossible for a spark to jump an air gap to
the plug, possibly causing accidental starting.

2. Place mower on a perfectly flat, hard surface, such as a concrete
walk or solid workbench.

3. Adjust the bed knife to the proper height by manipulating the
height adjusting set screws or by adjusting the wheel height.

4. Check to see that the adjustment procedure has not distorted the
bed knife. Rotate the reel and -check the clearance between reel
blades and bed knife for the entire length of each of the reel blades.
This clearance should be uniform along the length of each blade. If
this cannot be achieved through adjustment, it will be necessary to
utilize special equipment to grind the blades to obtain the desired
clearance.

Rotary Mowers. Rotary mowers have a vertical shaft engine mounted on a
housing which encloses a horizontally revolving blade. The blade may be
raounted on the engine shaft, or one or more blades may be mounted on
vertical jackshafts, As the mower moves forward, the blade revolved at
very high speeds lifting and cutting off the grass blades. Rotary mowers
are generally simpler in construction than reel mowers.



Nursery Worker 942-X-1

Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers
Safely and Effectively
(Information Sheet continued)

Scalping or extremely close cutting of high spots on uneven turf, can easily occur
through careless operation. Because the rotary mower is relatively square in
design, the wheels may pass over a high spot and drop into a lower area during
mowing and cause the blade to crop near to or hit the soil surface. Excessive scalping
may severely damage the turf,

Rotary mower adjustment varies in detail according to the make; but the fol-
lowing general procedures usually apply;

I. Place mower on a perfectly flat, hard surface, such as the
concrete walk or a solid workbench. Remove spark plug wire
so as to prevent the possibility of accidental starting which
might result in serious injuries.

2. Adjust mower blade to proper height by adjusting wheel height
in relation to the housing. Be sure to check the blade height and
not the housing height since the blade is not level with the lower
edge of the housing.

3. Adjust mower handle height to suit operator.

Rotary mower blades should be sharpened regularly, since a dull blade rips,
instead of cutting the grass. Before removing the blade for sharpening,
disconnect the spark plug wire. The blade may be sharpened by grinding or
by filing. Prior to remounting, the blade must be balanced. The blade is
mounted on a rod which is the same diameter as the hole in the blade. Place
the ends of the rod on a hard, perfectly flat surface with room for the blade
to revolve freely. Two short pieces of 2" x 4" hard wood would work. After
resting the ends of the rod on the 2 x 4's, the blade should remain level. If
the blade is not balanced, grind or file the heavier end until perfect balance is
achieved.

.

Individual knives mounted on a base plate should be weighed after grinding to
check their balance. If necessary, metal may either be ground off the back
of the knife or holes may be drilled in the back of the knife to remove excess
weight so that perfect balance can be achieved.

_akklejtar Mower. Sickle bar mowers are used to cut overgrown turf or
heavy weeds. They generally do not cut neatly enough for use on home, in-
dustrial, or recreational lawns.

Sickle bar mowers consist primarily of a cutter bar and knife. The knife is
a narrow steel bar to which several triangular-shaped, sharp, knife sections
are riveted, The knife is driven by a pitman rod through a series of guards
and over numerous wear plates. As the cutter bar moves forward, grass
blades are cut by a scissor-like action as the knife moves rapidly back and
forth over the wear plates.
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Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers
Safely and Effectively
(Information Sheet continued)

The sickle cutter bar is usually mounted on and powered by a garden tractor
or is permanently mounted and powered by a specially-designed power unit.

Height-of-cut adjustment is not present on some sickle bar mows -1. On other
makes, height adjustment is made by raising or lowering a steel "foot" which
rides on the ground and keeps the mower at a set level.

Correct mowing techniques greatly influence the health, vigor, and appearance
of a lawn.

Leaves of the grass plant are essential to producing food for plant growth. When
cut off too low, the food producing section of the leaf is lost and turf vigor
quidkly declines.

Grasses similar in height to the bluegrasses should be cut to a height of 11/2
to 2 inches. Low growing grasses of the creeping bent types should be mowed
to a height of about 1 /2 to 3/4 inches.

If the lawn is mowed frequently enough, clippings need not be removed. They
filter down to the surface of the soil and act as a beneficial mulch for the turf.
If the clippings are excessively long, they must be removed since they may
smother the grass. Under certain conditions, some lawns develop excessive
"thatch ", dense mats of dead grass and clippings, at the soil surface. Under
such circumstances, all clippings should be removed.

The mowing pattern should be varied each time the lawn is mowed to eliminate
low spots, corrugations, and some matting. The changed lawn pattern created
by changing mowing directions also enhance the overall landscape appearance.

Overlapping each opposing cut improves the lawn appearance. Mowing in the
opposite direction of the previous cut and overlapping past the wheel mark of
the previous cut can raise grass that may have been matted down by the wheels
and permit it to be cut.

Safety should be foremost in the mind of any equipment operator. He should
know his mower and its capabilities and should attempt only jobs for which the
equipment is designed. Except for adjusting the carburetor, he should never
place his hands in or near moving parts, nor allow anyone else, especially

children, to be nearby when the engine is running. When the engine is stopped
for cleaning or repairs, the spark plug wire should be removed to eliminate
the hazard of accidentally starting the engine. The operator of a rotary mower
should be constantly on gurad against running over articles such as glass or
stones which could be thrown by the blades of the mower, since such debris can
cause severe injury to people or pets.
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Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers
Safely and Effectively
(Information Sheet continued)

Material for this Information Sheet was partially taken from Module No. 10,
"Operating, Repairing, and Maintaining Small Power Equipment". Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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Teaching Materials Center
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UNIT:

TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different types of tillers and how to
properly operate them.

Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942 -X- 5

Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

Operating Rotary Tillers Safely and Effectively

INTRODUCTION: A rotary tiller can be a handy piece of equipment. It
can also be dangerous. One should exercise extreme
caution in the operation of these machines. If cautions
are heeded, a tiller can be used by even the inexperienced
gardener to loosen soils and in preparing soil mixtures.

REFERENCES: Required:

Information Sheet, "Operating and Maintaining Rotary
Tillers Safely and Effectively. "

QUESTIONS 1. What are the two categories of rotary tillers?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. Which type is used only for light work?

2310

3. On front tine tillers, what moves the tiller forward?

4. If the front tine tiller digs too far into the ground
and does not move forward, what should you do?

5. What should be done before starting any tiller?
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Nursery Worker 942-X-5

Information Sheet
on

OPERATING ROTARY TILLERS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

Rotary tillers are classified into two categories according to the arrange-
ment of the tilling tines. Front tine tillers are those which have the tines
located in front of the wheels. Rear tine tillers have the tines located
behind the wheels.

Front tine tillers are generally designed for light-duty work and are often
used for cultivating. In a loose soil they may do a satisfactory job of
tilling to a depth of several inches. The machines usually are not heavy
enough to till deeper on loose soils or to till heavy clay-packed soils with
heavy vegetative cover.

Front tine tillers do not have power wheels. The rotation of the tines causes
the tiller to move forward. Some control can be exerted over rate of forward
motion by adjusting the depth bar. If the tiller must be held back to do a
proper job of tilling, the depth bar should be lowered to cause the tines
to dig deeper and slow the rate of forward speed. If the tiller digs deeply
and does not move forward, determine the adjustment of the depth bar.

Rear-tine rotary tillers are designed for medium to heavy work.
Excellent tilling can be done to depths of about eight inches in a variety
of soils having various amounts of vegetation or organic matter. This
type of tiller can thoroughly mix organic matter into the soil.

Rear tine tillers have poWered wheels and usually a reyerse gear. Power
can be transferred to either the wheels or the tines. Rate of forward speed
is controlled by selection of proper gear and throttle setting.

Tilling depth on rear tine tillers is also a4justed by a depth bar which is
usually located behind the tines. The bar is raised for increased tilling
depth and lowered for decreased depth.

Since rear tine tillers are often used on heavy or packed soils, several
points of operation should be noted. The following operational procedures
should be observed:
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Nursery Worker 942-X-5

Operating Rotary Tillers Safely and
Effectively
4-nfcrmation Sheet continued)

Rotary till when soil moisture is correct. Use standard method
of squeezing a handful of soil to determine moisture content. When
the soil ball flakes and cracks, soil has the correct moisture content
for tilling.

2. First run tilling depth should be n..) more than one to two inches.
Increase:. depth for each additional pass.

3 Final tilling passes should be at right angles to previous ones to
break down lumps further.

The handling procedures for front and rear tine tiller s are considerably
different. Each type can pose safety hazards to careless operators. Before
starting any tiller, check to see than all clutches, or belt tension pulleys are
ctsengaged. The load on the engine may be great enough to prevent the engine
from starting if these clutches were engaged. If the engine should start while
the clutch is engaged, the machine may get away from the operator and cause
personal injury or property damage. Even if the engine does not start while
the clutch is engaged, a sharp pull on the starting tope may upset the machine
or injure the operator.

Rear tine tillers present added hazards to the operator. Power to the tiller
tines should be disengaged whenever the tiller is not being used for tilling.
this includes turning the machine around when moving it from one site to another.

********

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Module 10, "Operating
and Maintaining Small Power Equipment." Center for Vocational and .Technical
Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-X-6

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating Garden Tractors Safely and Effectively

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to operate a garden tractor safely and
effectively.

INTRODUCTION: The sale of garden tractors has increased steadily in
the past few years. These tractors are used in a
number of horticultural enterprises as well as by home-
owners and hobby gardeners.

REFERENCES: Required:

I. Information Sheet, "Operating Garden Tractors
Safely and Effectively."

Supplemental:

2. Literature from manufacturers of garden tractors.

QUESTIONS 1. If one is planning to buy a gar4en tractor and a
or sickle bar, what should he keep in mind in regard

ACTIVITIES: to tractor size?

2. What is the usual horsepower range of small riding
tractors?

2375

3. Where should one attach pulled equipment to avoid
tipping a tractor backwards?

4. What is the major difference between small riding
type garden tractors and riding lawn mowers?

5. What are the two most widely used types of trans-
missions on garden tractors?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-X-6

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating Garden Tractors Safely and Effectively

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to operate a garden tractor safely and
effectively.

INTRODUCTION: The sale of garden tractors has increased steadily in
the past few years. These tractors are used in a
number of horticultural enterprises as well as by home-
owners and hobby gardeners.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Operating Garden Tractors
Safely and Effectively."

Supplemental:

2. Literature from manufacturers of garden tractors.

QUESTIONS 1. If one is planning to buy a garden tractor and a
or sickle bar, what should he keep in mind in regard

ACTIVITIES: to tractor size?

2375

2. What is the usual horsepower range of small riding
tractors?

3. Where should one attach pulled equipment to avoid
tipping a tractor backwards?

4. What is the major difference between small riding
type garden tractors and riding lawn mowers?

5. What are the two most widely used types of trans-
missions on garden tractors?
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Nursery Worker 942-X-6

Information Sheet
on

OPERATING GARDEN TRACTORS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

The small walking or riding type garden tractor is used in a number of
horticultural enterprises as well as by homeowners and hobby gardeners.

Walking type tractors have had the same basic design for a number of years,
but moderate improvements such as rubber tires, have been introduced.

The basic design consists of a small gasoline er-ine mounted on a set of
wheels attached to a'pair of handles. Power is uoually transmitted from
the engine through a reduction gear arrangethent to a jackshaft. An idler,
or belt tension pulley, is mounted for the belt between the gear box- and
jackshaft. This provides the clutch for the tractor.

The power is transmitted from the jackshaft to the wheels by a chain or
belt arrangement.

Extra pulleys may be mounted on either the gearbox shaft or the jackshaft
to permit use of implements requiring power.

A number of implements are available for walking tractors. Those re-
quiring power, such as sickle bars or snow blowers, demand engines of
high horsepower and tractors of heavier design. Many implements are
simply pulled or pushed by the tractor and often can be used with tractors
of lower horsepower and lighter weight.

Implements are attached to the walking tractor in two basic ways with minor
modifications according to the various manufacturers. Implements which
are pulled are attached by a vertical rod or "pin" which secures the tool to
the tractor frame behind the engine.

Implements which are pushed by the tractor are rigidly secured to the frame
in front of and under the engine With several bolts or pins.

The following implements are available for most walking tractors:
Cultivator Sickle bar mower Law .oller
Plow Cart Rota ,-, roller
Disc Seeder Sulky
Reel mower Fertilizer spreader Grader blade
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Operating Garden Tractors Safely and
Effectively
{Information Sheet continued)

The tractor engine can also be used to power a number of other stationary
pieces of equipment, such as a small rotary cement mixer, saw, compressor,
compost or soil shredder, and others.

The walking tractor is a versatile piece of equipment which, in many horticultural
enterprises, can supplement heavy equipment. Operators of small walking tractor
should, however, be familiar with the equipment since too often the tractor is
damaged and the operator injured where it is used for too heavy work. Quite
often the walking tractor is not properly maintained since it is relatively inex-
pensive and possibly not used as often as larger equipment. Because regular
maintenance schedules are often. neglected, premature equipment failure may
result.

Within the past decade, a small type of riding tractor has been developed. Most
are scaled-down versions of the larger types. Horsepower ranges from 3 1/2 to
10. Due to the heavier weight of the machine and the added rider weight, the
unit can handle somewhat heavier jobs than most walking tractors.

While all small riding tractors can handle mower attachments, they are not
riding mowers. Riding mowers are quite different from small garden tractors,
in that riding mowers are built to be used for mowing grass only. The high
interest in small riding tractors by homeowners with large lots has resulted
in scores of different models produced by various manufacturers.

The construction varies considerably in type as well as quality. For example.
some models have automotive type clutches, some centrifukal clutches, and
others, a belt-pulley type clutch. Transmissions also vary considerably; some
have an automotive type while others have a belt type.

The teacher should obtain a variety of manufacturers' literature giving detailed
specification of the various types of tractors.

The list of equipment available for small riding tractors is the same as that
listed for small walking tractors.

Since the small riding tractors are basically a small-scale, standard tractor,
several similar rules of operation should be kept in mind. All pulled equip-
ment should be attached properly below the rear axle level to avoid tipping the
tract r backwards if the load is too great. Care should be taken when operating
the tractor on uneven or sloping ground to avoid twang over. The operator of
a:.walking,tractor can usually move out of the way quickly in the event of an upset,
but the operator of the riding tractor is in a more precarious position.
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Nursery Worker 942-X-6

Operating Garden Tractors Safely and
Effectively
(Information Sheet continued)

Both walking tractors and small riding tractors can be valuable tools for a
horticultural business or for the homeowner with a large lot. For maximum
value, however, they should be used only to the rated capacity of the unit,
on jobs for which implements are available, and in situations where their
use can be justified economically.

*****

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from "Operating, Repairing,
and Maintaining Small Power Equirerient". Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT. Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC. Introduction to Home Landscaping

9 42 - XI-1

OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of why landscaping
has become important and to learn sources of
information available to the beginner

INTRODUCTION By properly landscaping a home it's value can be
greatly increased The landscaping industry has
grown in leaps and bounds during recent years
This growth is probably caused by the great number
of people moving to the urban and suburban areas
It seems that everyone tries to have a better landscaped
lawn than his neighbor Another factor which has
contributed much to the landscaping business is the
greater amount of leisure time now enjoyed by American
people Many have found that working in a flower
garden or watering the lawn is quite enjoyable and pro-
vides a form of relaxation which is very refreshing in
this hurry-up world in which we live

REFERENCES Required

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES

1936

1 "Home Landscaping", Texas Agricultural Extension
Bulletin B-980, pp 3-4

Supplemental

2 Approved Practices in Beautifying the Home
Grounds, Hoover

1 What are the three basic fields of endeavor involved
in landscaping?

2 List the four main types of home owners

3 Why can gardens no longer be entirely naturalistic ?



942-XI-1

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape
TOPIC: Introduction to Home Landscaping
(Assignment Sheet continued)

4. Why do landscaping plants vary so greatly from one
side of Texas to the other?

5. How do some large nurseries which provide "free"
landscape plans get their money back for the time and
expense which they provide?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942 -XI- 2

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting a Site

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the considerations
to make when purchasing a home.

INTRODUCTION: Many people forget about landscape design when they
are shiapping for a new home. After the house is
purchased, the owner then looks at his landscape
potential Many times, to his dismay, the landscaping
Will present special problems which require considerable
expense.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
Or

ACTIVITIES:

2134

"Home Landscaping", Texas Agricultural Extension
Bulletin B-980, pp. 4-5

1 What should be the first consideration as to home-
site ?

2. What is meant by zoning?

3. Can most farm.ies afford to spend one-half of
their annual income on a lot?

4. List some disadvantages of a corner lot.

5 List two disadvantages' of sites that are too far
above the street.

6. What direction should outdoor living areas face?
Why?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-XI- 3

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Scheduling Landscape Development and Beginning Plans

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to schedule your land-
scape development and to learn how to begin the landscape
plan.

INTRODUCTION: Successful landscapes are a result of proper scheduling
and planning. Few beginners can see all of the problems
which will arise in landscaping a lawn. It is wise to spend
considerable time in reading materials written by specialists
before drawing the plans,

REFERENCE& Required:

"Home Landscaping", Texas Agricultural Extension
Bulletin B-980, pp. 5-9

QUESTIONS 1. Describe a well planned garden,
or

ACTIVITIES: 2, What are the most essential elements of the plan
that should be constructed first?

3. Why are trees so important in Texas landscapes?

4, What are the purposes of hedges, screens, walls,
and fences?

5_ What are the two important steps involved in solving
a landscape problem?

6. What is meant by "site"?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Analyzing Problems and Determining Needs

942-XI-4

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the specific problems
which will be enountered on certain sites and to be-
come aware of the four basic considerations which
should he included in successful landscape development.

INTRODUCTION: Four basic considerations should be included in success-
ful landscape development. These are suitability, function,
economy, ar 4 teauty.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

23u6

"Home Landscaping", Texas Agricultural Extension
Service, pp. 9-12

1. List the four basic considerations which should be in-
cluded in successful landscape development.

2. What is the bas; step in the preparation of a program?

3- What threw questions should you ask yourself in regard
to outdoor surroundings?

4. What are: the three economies to keep in mind in the
development of a homedite?

5. What two factors determine beaeAv?

6. Can a beginner usually obtain simplicity in a landscape .

design?
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UNIT:

TOPIC:

OBJECTIVE:

Assignment ..Beet
for

NURSERY WORKER

Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

Developing the Landscape Plan

942-XI-5

To develop an understanding of the steps involved in
developing the landscape plan.

INTRODUCTION: Planning is the means of accomplishing an objective
through an arrangement of steps. A properly design-
ed and executed plan will result in a landscape of a
desirable nature.

REFERENCE& Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1991

"Home Landscapeing", Texas Agricultural Extension
Bulletin B-980, pp. 12-15

1. When should planning begin?

2, What scale is used on the sketch survey on page 13?

3, What are the four main functions that all homesites
and farmsites must provide?

4. What area should occupy the largest portion of the
property?

5. Around which area of the house should private
areas be developed?

6. What were the two approaches to landscaping which
were followed in fears past?

Activity:
Study the areas in Texas where plants vary.
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-XI-6

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting Plants

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to select the proper
plants to be used in a landscape.

INTRODUCTION: One must be very careful in selecting plants for a land-
scape. Otherwise, he may plant a monument to his ig-
norance. An example would be planting a tree that would
grow high enough to damage the roof of the house.

The completed plantings are the final mark of distinction
in any landscape. These are the elements that provide
beauty and enrichment to the solution of the landscape
problem.

REFERENCES: Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

2280

"florae Landscaping", Texas Agricultural Extension
Bulletin B-980, pp. 20-26

1. How tall are large shrubs or small trees when they are
full grown?

2. How tall do medium shrubs get?

3. How are shrubs classified that do not grow higher
than three feet?

4. What is the danger involved in planting trees with deep,
wide-spreading roots?

5. What type of tree is desirable for the warmer regions
of Texas where year-round shade is needed?

6. What duties are required for proper lawn maintenance?

7. Give two examples of fast growing hedges that require
frequent clipping,
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Grading, Drainage, and Landscape Structures

94Z-XI-7

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the grading and drainage
factors and to learn how landscape structures -should be
constructed.

INTRODUCTION: Every homesite will require some grading to permit prop-
er drainage. There are many factors to be considered be-
fore grading. It must be kept in mind that water directed
to certain areas could cause damage to plants.

The construction of sidewalks and drives is expensive. Be
sure of your planning before the concrete is poured.

REFERENCE& Required:

"Ground Landscaping", Texas Agricultural Extension Bul-
letin B-980, pp. 27-30

QUESTIONS 1. Although not the most desirable, what is the most inex-
or pensive way of preenting water from downspouts from

ACTIVITIES: washing away soil?

2264

Z. Does lowering the grade around existing trees damage
trees as much as filling in around them?

3. When you need to save a valuable tree, what method will
least disturb the tree?

4. What is the most common mistake when constructing
sidewalks?

5. What should be the minimum width of a front entrance
sidewalk?
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Assignment Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits

942-XLI-1

OBJECTIVE: To understand how to increase sales. To develop the
proper personal habits and techniques required to
make a sale.

INTRODUCTION: No salesman is better than his personality. Act
enthusiastic and you will be enthusiastic. Think
happy thoughts and you will be cheerful. Smile,
even though you don't feel like it. Before long
these will become habits and your percentage of
sales will increase.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet on "Developing Personal Traits?

Supplemental:

2. Sales Horizons, Haas and Perry

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three basic ingredients of a salesman?
or

ACTIVITIES: 2. What are the two best ways to learn how to sell?

3. What are two ways in which good habits pay off?

4. How does a person become a "scientific salesman"?

S. What is required for a would-be salesman to become a
tough, aggressive and effective salesman?
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Information Sheet
on

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

The three basic ingredients of salesmanship are knowledge of self, knowledge
of people and knowledge of the product to be sold. A person who wants to
become a salesman must learn to use each of these basic divi isions to its full-
est potentW. Before anyane can understand others fully, he must have a good
understanding of himself and how he relates to others Then it is necessary to
understand the product or service fully.

There are two basic ways of learning to sell after you have studied the basic
knowledge of the product. First, and probably the best, is to apply some FFA
training and learn by doing. This means learning from experience. To do this,
it is necessary to gain employment in a retail store such as a feed, seed, and
horticultural supply store and make direct sales to the customers.

The second way to learn to sell is to learn from others. This makes it nec-
essary to obsc_ ;e very closely the methods used on you while you are having
a product sold to you. Observe what the salesman says during the sale. He
will get your interest by saying or doing certain things. Observe how well
he knows his product. Observe his mistakes These can be very valuable to
you.

A salesman must develop a good sales altitude. This is very important, It
involves knowing oneself. It means knowing if you have the "mind" for selling.

A good attitude means that the salesman recognizes his responsibility to the
company, It means becoming a part of the company and grosing progressively
more loyal to it as time goes On

A good attitude means proving that you are growing and coming up with new
ideas for the company. This involves keeping up to date on new developments.
Agricultural supplies are changing each day and a good salesman keeps up with
these things.

A good attitude means good sales habits. Old habits must be changed. When
the salesman learns good habits, they are his alone. No one can share them.
Good habits pay off in promotions and dollars.
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A good attitude means selecting the right learning methods. These methods
are study, experience, and a combination of the two. Study means lessons
at school or conetant review of materials in the business. Experience
means practice. With each successful sale, the salesman grows, When
study and experience are combined, the result is a good salesman with a
good attitude.

Constant analysis of the sale makes a "scientific salesman". This analysis
is done by getting the facts, analyzing the facts, drawing conclusions from
the facts, and applying the conclusions. This means planning and executing
the sale inch by inch. It means reviewing the sale after it is made. It means
applying what you have learned to the next sale.

A good salesman realises that salesmanship provides a mutual benefit to him-
self and his customer. This makes it necessary to get the customer's view-
point and help him get the most for his money. A good salesman speaks the
customer's language. If possible, he determines the customer needs, prob-
lems, business, and what the prodcut will do for him. This is easily done by a
salesman of agricultural products.

Developing the Right. Sales Per som.lity

In salesmanship as in any field of work the personality of the salesman is of
utmost importance. Hie ability to sell himself will be directly related to his
ability to sell a product. Even before selling himself to others he must sell
himself to himself. This means being sure of what he can do. Strong sales
personality enable the salesman to apply scientific training to the sale of the
product.

Diligence and perseverance are necessary for a would-be salesman to become
a tough, aggressive and effective salesman.

There are several quali _es that make up the sales personality. Each will be
discussed briefly.

1. Sincerity,. Sincerity is a quality that creates an atmosphere of
confidence on the part of the customer in the salesman. Insin-
cerity does just the opposite. Sincerity is, in the final analysis
the total of the salesman's attitude toward his work. The correct
attitude causes the salesman to apply himself to his training and
do his job.

2. Tact - When a salesman meets a customer the opportunity for
conflict or differences of opinions is great. Tact is the quality of
personality that can smooth out these conflicts and bring about the
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proper atmosphere for making a sale. It means that the
salesman will not contradict. The injured pride of a
customer will prevent him from making a purchase. If
the salesman wins an argument, be will still lose.

3. Enthusiasm,- This is the quality of the personality that
means putting everything you have into it. it involves
the whole body-the face, the voices and the actions. To
have enthusiasm, a salesman must he thoroughly familiar
with the merchandise to be sold and he must appreciate it.
The more the salesman knows about the product the more
enthusiastic he will become.

4. Courtesy . One could never say tco much about the impor-
tance of courtesy tc the 3alesina.n. Courtesy is simply good
behavior and good manners. It is the quality that gives
good first impressions. Many times that good first impression
makes the sale.

5. Clieerfulustla - It has been said that we are what we think we are.
If ive think cheerftd thoughts, we are cheerful. The cheerful
salesman will meet his customers with a smile, whether he feels
like smiling or not. Cheerfulness can be measured in important
sales.

6. initiative - This characteristic is most vital to the sales
personality of the successful salesman. The alert mind of the
salesman who possesses this quality will cause him to get new
sales on his own and will cause him to operate without any
prodding from him employer.

7. Friendliness - Many a sale has been won by the firendly sales-
man. His friendly personality puts the customer at ease. The
feeling of the customer can be described as a certain good
friendly feeling. The unfriendly salesman can be sure that his
customers will never buy his products.

8. ,Persistence - This quality can suggest that in some cases a
salesman can become obnoxious. This is not what is meant
by being a persistant salesman. This quality causes a sales-
man to try again after fairing to sell a potential customer. He
does not admit defeat quickly. It simply means trying agiin
to make a sale, using a different method.
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9. Memory - A quick memory of the information involving the
product is very important to the good salesman. A quick
memory involving the name and other facts about the potential
customer is aleo very important. It has been said that forget-
ting a person's name may mean the loss of a sale. To gain
memory, the salesman will practice concentration, associa-
tion and repetition. Concentration on the facts, association
of these facts to something familiar and the repetition of these
facts will cause the mind to grasp them.

10. Application - Nothing is every truly learned until it is put into
practice. The applying of any idea to making a sale is putting
that idea into practice. The only sales idea that is important
is the one that works. The wise salesman will try hard to im-
prove himself by applying what he has learned. Other attrib-
utes that help a salesman to make a sale is a good vocabulary,
a pleasant voice, shaking hands with the customer, being vig-
orous and poised. All good salesmen are recognized as haviig
these qualities.

Material for this Information Sheet was take.. from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture. in Alabama, pp. 229-231.
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Displaying

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to increase sales of horticultural plants
and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: A grower may have an outstanding selection of plaits
and supplies, but if the public does not see these items,
profits will be greatly reduced. No business will succeed
without a market, In most cases, the grower must create
or improve his market. One of the more effective ways of
increasing sales is to properly display items and create a
desire on the part of the buyer.

REFERENCES: Required:
'I

Information Sheet, "Displaying .

QUESTIONS 1. Where should point-of purchase displays be placed?
or

ACTIVITIES 2. What is the basic reason for displays?

3. What types of items are handled best in bin displays?

4. What items should be placed at eye level?

5. What are three characteristics of a good floor display?

6. What is the purpose of a sales floor window display?

7. Why should a single item not be displayed?

1889

8. What should one consider when arranging different dis-
plays around the store?

9. What is the most practical way to display nursery stock?

10. What should be the maximum width of a display bed?
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on

DISPLAYING HORTICULTURAL PLANTS AND SUPPLIES

Point-of-Purchase displays normally consist of tri-plane and peg board
tables, special display racks, bins, display floor windows, and floor dis-
plays. These must be located where they will be seen by the greatest
number of customers. The basic reason for displays is to put merchan-
dise where customers can see it and serve themselves.

Special racks, tri-plane and peg board tables are excellent for displaying
impulse items and other small competitive items. Much of the fast turn-
over metchandise is adaptable to display selling. Customers like to handle
the merchandise they buy; they find it interesting. These displays are easy
to set up and maintain They enable the salesman to handle a larger volume
of sales

Bin displays are more successful when used for familiar products, bulk
seeds, and other seasonal items. It is a good idea to put reminder items
where they command ..he customers attention. The items that are to be
pushed should be placed on shelves at eye level

Most businesses find floor displays are best for large items such as
barrels of special fertilizer packages or for large quantities of small
items in a special promotion. A floor display should be well stocked, safe,
and at a convenient height.

Sales floor window displays have one definite purpose. This is to stop
customers and bring them into the place of business. They must be
appealing and attract attention by action. This necessitates the use of
special signs, background, lighting and display cards. Window displays
are most effective for whole goods, or for tie-ins with advertised pro-
motions

SOME PROVEN PRINCIPLES OF EFFECTIVE DISPLAYS - In point-of-
purchase display merchandising:

1. Display in quantity- -a single item does not attract customers. Bulk
attracts attention and gives the impression of demand.
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Some Proven Principles of Effective Displays
(Information Sheet continued)

2. Use proper arrangement -- consider the traffic pattern. Locate
displays where the greatest number of people will pass them. Each
table and shelf, should have a relation to the others. Establish a
"theme" for the entire area. Keep all displays well stocked; remove
a few items from the cartons, and do not make the display so orderly
that it will discourage the customer from picking up items.

3. Change display frequently -- as customers needs change, so should
displays. Many dealers establish a rule to change dis-lays after a
given number of weeks. This practice permits more items to be
displayed and helps keep them current with the season. Even displays
of non-seasonal items should be changed because customers do not
like to see the same thing on each visit . The change takes very little
time, but it improves the appearance on the department and pays off
in additional sales.

4. Esep displays clean and neat -- this is a problem at many businesse ,
but all agree good housekeeping is necessary.

Point-of-sale display advertising takes advantage of the customer's presence
at the store. Plant displays so that they will act as silent salesmen.

DISPLAYING PLANTS TO BE SOLD

The most practical way to display nursery -tock or other plants to be sold
is to arrange them in beds. This should be done whether the plants are under
a lathhouse for shade or whether they are in the open. The beds should
be rectangular in shape and not more than eight feet wide. A wall' -ay ad-
joining the bed should be at least three feet wide. The plants in the beds
should all be the same type. They are arranged according to size andthe
balls are covered to prevent drying out.

When arranging merchandise other than plants in the sales room, use the
same principles involved in displaying plants. Small displays of similar
.tems should he arranged. The customer should have access to these dis-
plays at all times. He should be encouraged to browse. Above all, these
displays should be kept neat and stocked with merchandise.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, State Department- of Education.
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the different methods of advertising horticultural
plants and supplies. Also, to learn the effective use of each
method and to become aware of the importance of advertising.

INTRODUCTION: If a business is making money, it ca. afford to advertise.
If it is losing money, it cannot affordto under advertise.
This statement is often made to -how the importance of
advertising. It has been said that a4-, - . tieing is the key to
sales. If customers are not motivated to buy, sales will
drop and profits will decrease.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Advertising".

Supplemental:

2. Fundamentals of Advertising.: Rowse and Nolan.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the most rewarding type of advertising?
or

ACTIVITIES 2. In most cases, what type of advertising will take up
most of the advertising budget?

3. In what section of the newspaper will advertising do
the most effective job?

4. What is the most important factor in direct mail
advertising?

5. What three factors should be considered in selecting
a method of advertising?
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Advertising
(Information Sheet continued)

newspaper advertising a "Special for the Week." This is a promotion in
which one item is featured at a special price. This takes very little space
in an ad, and the results are gratifying.

Direct Main Advertising, can be directed toward a given group of prospects.
The key is the mailing list. It must be up to date and broken down by
specific groups, interested in specific items. New names must be steadily
added and old names dropped when mail pieces are returned undelivered.
Salesmon should feed the list with names and addresses of new prospects
and customers.

In a letter, postcard, leaflet, or sales flyer, personalize the message
to the customer. Make the story as detailed as you wish because space
is not a factor.

Radio andr.e. V. have .some definite advantages. They convey fast. hard-
hitting messages. T. V. is high in cost but has he advantage that a machine
or plant can be demonstrated to the viewers. For both radio and T. V., the
time of presentation is vitally important. It should be when a large percentage
of the prospects may be listening or viewing; it should be tied into weather
and news forecasts, or other home audience programs. Many btvinesses use
spot announcements and obtain good results.

Road Signs on main roads leading to the store help in picking up transient
business. Signs should be erected in solo location and kept clean and well
painted.

Many dealers have found handbills to b.- an effective. low-cost way to
advertise promotions, and parts and service specials. A hi_ dbill must
have eye-catching layout and a timely, interesting message.

Special Promotions. This area of merchandising is almost unlimited. Use
the imagination and you will promote sales. In planning these slow-season
specials, consider advertising through the newspaper by d'rect mail, or
with handbills. The purpose is not only to announce the special, but also
to use reduced pricing to get the customer to purchase immediately.

Again these specials must 'le tied into promotional advertising, and put on
display to get attention. Ev,n though a special event is held primarily to
advertise whole goods, there's no reason why you can't advertise parts and
accessories at the same time.

Plan your merchandising program sr it will attract buyers. Make them come
to your store. Includ' displays that will act as "sales clincner." Finally,
broaden your market with special promotions.
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1iLor Plants

We have discussed what is needed by
knowledge of the product and his own
just as important in selling plants as
of all the customers must be induced
called 'getting traffic.'"

Nursery Worker 942',X11-3

the salesman in the way of personal
personal ability to sell. These are
in any other field. In selling, first
to call upon you. This is commonly

Many methods have been used to 'get traffic." Advertising is one of the
best ways. Of course, advertising also takes many foams. One of the
best ways of advertising to sell plants is by the use of attrative well-
placed signs. They should be placed along the approaches to the sales
yard. These signs should be kept in good repair and the paint job should
be fresh. In some cases these signs may be landscaped themselves.
Remember the principle involved in the uses of signs in that too much in-
formation will not be helpful.

Another practice used by salesmen in nurseries or raail rooms where
plants are told is for the salesmen to be dressed in attractive uniforms.

Material forThia In:orxdation Sheet was taken from: Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 236-23'4..
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ADVERTISING

Experiektce has shown that most salesman get the most out of their ad-
vertising budget through point-of-purchase advertising, outside advertising,
and special promotions.

Point-of-Purchase Advertising consists of displays, within the place of
business. Items well displayed are half sold. Impulse buying results in
millions of dollars' worth of sales annually, as the growth of super-markets
shows. Good displays remind the customer of things he wants. If properly
grouped, they will often result in sales of related items. There should
always be a tie-in with the various specialties and service sales programs,
and seasonal items should be displayed several weeks ahead of season.

The trend in modern retailing is increasingly toward self-service merchan-
dising on a super-market scale. People are naturally interested in products.
If it is easy for them to satisfy their curiosity, it will also be easy for them
to buy. Farm businesses have always used bins, tri-plane tables, windows,
counters, and peg boards to display items. Now however, it is realized that
these devices deserve to be the central theme in merchandising planning.
Businesses who have tried self-service merchandising have been highly
successful. Originality and ingenuity in displaying merchandising will be
reflected `in increased sales and profits.

Outside Advertising, in most cases will take up the bulk of the advertising
budget. It includes newspaper, radio, T. V. , handbills, di:.ect mail. and
road signs. The basic problem is selecting the most 4 five media to use.
The media that is selected must produce noticeable resutt.s in the cash
register. Don't be satisfied with anything less.

In selecting the media, consider effectiveness, cost, and coverage. The
salesman must have knowledge of all media. including their advantages
and limitations.

Newspaper Advertising, includes both the display and classified. When you
prepare display ads, make sure that the layout is attractive and that the
headline will arouse interest. Usually, the most successful advertising is
done in the classified section. A skillfully prepared. personalized classified
ad in the newspaper will get results because classified readers are a
voluntary audience. Be sure to identify the business el there is no doubt
who is doing the advertising. Many equipment dealers include in all their
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Labeling and Pricing

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to effectively label and price horti-
cultural plants and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: The very best of plant growing techniques and
practices will not pay off unless items are properly
labeled and priced. A short time studying this
phase of merchandising could pay off in larger
profits to the plant and supply businessman.

REFERENCE& Required:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

1906

Information sheet, "Labeling and Pricing"

1. What is the common fault of most beginners when
pricing plants?

2. What costs are involved in producing plants?

3. What percent mark up do most nurserymen use?

4. What items will not sell at a hip' percentage mark-up?

C. Upon what is the percentage mark-up based?
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LABELING AND PRICING

Nursery Worker 942-XII-4

All plants should be well labeled so that the customer can tell what it
is without asking questions. Tags of various shapes and sizes have been
used for this. These are attAched to the plants or plant containers by the
use of small wires. When plants can be grouped together, the variety
and size may be identified by the use of a single sign placed in a con-
spicuous spot. By all means, if possible, use color photographs on the
labels. The price of the merchandise may be also placed on these
descriptive labels.

When pricing plants and other merchandise for the first time, the beginner
normally prices his plants too low. Much of the cost of production is
hidden in the production of plants, transplanting, salesman's salary, un-
sold stock, shrinkage in volume and overhead. These costs must be ab-
sorbed in the selling price.

There is no rule to follow in pricing nursery stock but to understand the
proper method of determining the mark-up on the plant will be helpful.
The percentage mark-up is based on the selling price not on the cost. For
example if an.item costs the operator 750 and is sold for $1. 50, the mark-
up would be 50% rather than 100%. This common misconception has
caused many retailers to sell his plants too low. Normally a mark-up
of 50% on plants is too low. An average mark-up used by many retailers
is 66 Z/3%. However, high priced merchandise will not sell at this sigh
percentage. An example of this is that a $1. 00 item that costs only 30
or 400 will sell and a $15.00 item will not sell if it is priced at $30 or $40.

Material.. for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, page Z4Z.
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultcral Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Understanding the Customer and Making Sales

OBJECTIVE: To understand customers and to increase sales
of horticultural plants and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: Without a market for the final product, no business
will succeed. Beautiful plants or excellent supplies
are useless if they are not sold. Production and
storing cost will become so great that the business
will operate at a loss if the products are not bought
and paid for by the customer.

Usually the amount of sales depends upon the sales-
man. Everyone working in a business should under-
stand customers and know how to make sales.

REFERENCES: Required:

1. Information Sheet, "Understanding the Customer
and Making Sales."

Supplemental:

2. Popular Sales Techniques, Series, International
Harvester Co., Chicago, Illinois.

QUESTIONS 1. What is the first thing for a salesman to think
or about after losing a sale ?

ACTIVITIES:

1805

2. Which party should bring up the subject of financing?

3. Why do customers bud. products?

4. Why should high pressure not be used in making
sales?

5. What is the first problem of a salesman when dealing
with a customer?
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UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES

We generally come in contact with two distinct types of customers. The
first type is the customer who first has to be sold on the item or need for
the product you are selling. He may be a potential buyer of a piece of
equipment or a new and different type of fertilizer or a new and different
service which your organization can perform for him.

The second type of a prospective customer differs from the first type in
only one aspect, he has already decided he needs your type product. He
may be undecided about buying your brand or buying a similar product
from another salesman. In a case of this kind the customer must be
sold on the superior features of your product. This can be done by point-
ing out a person in the area who is successfully using the product which
you are selling. Seeing is believing.

The buying interests that cause customers to buy products are:

1. Owners comfort and convenience.

2. Performance

3. Safety-This implies safety of the operator and protection of
the equipment or product.

4. Appearance

3. Length of life

6. Economy-This implies to saving time, money, and labor,

7. Service

8. Prestige-This interest implies that a new owner is proud of
his purchase.

Making the Approach to the Sale

Before a sale can be made, a plan has to be developed for getting the
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Understanding the Customer and Making Sales
(Information Sheet continued)

attention of the potential customer in point-of-purchase selling. This approach
is not as difficult as it is in making a sale outside of the store. Farmers who
come into your store are normally in search of a particular product, and if
given the chance by a salesman with a pleasing personality, he will ask about
the product he has in mind. If he comes in with no particular product in mind
but just to browse, the salesman will need to make a sales approach if he hopes
to make a sale.

A salesman should put first things first. His first problem is to get the attention
of the customer. This is done in many ways and it is usually done at the same
time the salesman is selling himself. It is not enough to say that the salesman
must get a customer's attention, he must get his "favorable attention". A sales-
man who is friendly, alert, courteous and has a confident approach to the customer
will usually get this favorable attention immediately. However, his personality
must be bolstered with a reasonably conservative and well groomed appearance.
This appearance should never be underestimated in getting the attention of the
customer especially in the agricultural business. It is true appearance does not
make the man but it does make that part of the man that the customer sees first.
Many times this forms the total impression that the customer has of the salesman.

Enthusiasm plays a definite part in making a successful approach and sale. It
has been said that enthusiasm is contagious. If the salesman displays the idea
that he is "sold" on the product, this enthusiasm is likely to carry over to the
customer.

The first few seconds of the sale are very important. In getting-the attention of
the customer, the salesman has only obtained his temporary interest. During
t:lese first few seconds the salesman in some way should reach the customer by
indicating what the product can do for him. If this is done the customer's atten-
tion or interest is aroused. You are then in a good position to hold his interest
long enough to present your product.

Holding the customer's attention or interest can be done in several ways. Usually
the best way is by doing something. This means showing the product or demon-
strating him the product. The customer's normal reaction is to look, to listen,
and, if pleased with the product and presentation, to buy.

Making and Closing a Sale

Although most salesmen would like to close every sale, it isn't possible to get
that high of batting average. After losing a sale though, a salesman should be-
come concerned about the reason he failed. Some of the reasons for his failure
to close may be found in this section on the do's and don'ts of closing sales.
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Understanding the Customer and Making Sales
(Information Sheet continued)

Be Sincere

Make certain that statements and actions are sincere when dealing with
prospects. If you make factual statements during your sales presentation,
your customers will have confidence in your recommendations and will
be more inclined to buy.

If you believe a customer is purchasing equipment or supplies that will
not perform his job satisfactorily, you are obligated to tell him so. Part
of your job as a salesman is to recommend to the customer equipment that
is matched to the job. Customer satisfaction will result from sincere
opinions and efforts on your part in leading him to a wise and correct buy-
ing decision. He will gain confidence in what you say only if you are
sincere.

Don't High Pressure

People object to being pressured into huying. They like to believe that
they make up their Own minds, Closing a sale without using high pressure
tactics is one of the greatest challenges of salesmanship.

It is easy to fall into the habit of speaking quickly, concentrating on key
points, and then attempting to force the prospect to make up his mind.
There is such a note of urgency in presentations of this type that the
prospect feels he is being high-pressured into something he is not sure
about.

His natural reaction is to feel that something is wrong or that he should
be cautious.

Most people will buy when the salesman has convinced them sufficiently
that the product will fill their needs.

The prospect must be led to believe that the d_cision is entirely his qwn.
The skilled salesman implants his ideas carefully. He presents his pro-
position in such a way as to give the impression that he is helping the
prospect solve his problems.

Sell When the Customer is Ready to Buy

In any favorable sales presentation, there are certain times when it is
logical to obtain the order. Experience indicates that there are certain
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Understanding the Customer and Making Sales
(Information Sheet continued)

times when an opportunity to close seems to present itself naturally. One of
these times is the point when the salesman and the prospect have reached sub-
stantial agreement, and when the prospect appears to be reasonably satisfied
with a favorable indication toward the product by Lie prospect, a "psychological
moment" exists and the salesman should ask for the r:rder at this time.

Don't Oversell

Many salesmen have talked themselves out of an order because they continued
to sell after the prospect has decided to buy. Many times silence is the best
tool.

Certain questions or reactions will indicate that the prospect is seriously con-
sidering the proposal. These indications are signals for the salesman to try
to close, regardless of when they occur in the sales presentation. Here are
some typical indications that the prospect is ready to buy:

I. Favorable response to the reasons given for buying now.

2. Favorable attitude toward the benefits described on a special
trade allowance that is about to expire.

3. When he asks, "Is this the best price you can give me?" or
"Do you have a machine already set up and ready to go?" or
"C a you supply this product in a large enough quantity?"

Recognizing these and similar indications and answering to the prospect's
satisfaction may induce him to buy. Don't be so absorbed in the sales present-
ation that you miss buying signals. Remember, many a salesman has lost an
order because he didn't know when to stop presenting features and ask for the
order.41./11.

Be Honest About All of Your Commitments

The surest and quickest way to lose a sale is to misrepresent the facts. You
can make this mistake without being conscious of doing so. For this reason,
you need to have a thorough knowledge of both your product and your competi-
tor's product so that the possiblility of error or misrepresentation will be
reduced to a minimum.

If you come to points in your feature-by-feature selling and the customer asks
you a direct question to which you do not know the answer, don't bluff your way
through. Bluffing will kill any confidence he may have in you regardless of
how superior your product may be.
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Understanding the Customer and Making Sales
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The proper thing to do is to be perfectly frank A your prospect. Tell
him that you are not too sure about the informa,aon he is requesting, but
that you will obtain it for him immediately. Make sure you answer the
prospect's questions as soon as possible. The answer can skillfully be
used as a reason for calling back on a customer who is offering stiff
sales resistance.

Don't let a question keep you from continuing with your feature-by-feature
selling.

Be PeAistent

Many sales have been lost because the salesman was not persistent.
Sales Management magazine, March 2, 1962, in an article entitled,
"Giving Up Too Quickly", states:

0 1. Almost half of all salesmen--48 percent--quit cold a21.tr a
single call on a prospect.

2. Another 20 percent make two c....11s before quitting.

3. Seven percent make three, and five percent make four calls.

4. The remaining 20 percent make five calls or more, and these
are the men who get from 75 percent to 80 percent of the
business.

This same article points out that, "Discouragement is a luxury no sales-
man can afford."

It is necessary to qualify each prospect and "sense" in your own mind
how near you are to closing the sale. If you feel an individual is going
to buy, stay with him until you sell him. Many sales are lost because
the salesman quites too soon. Customers admire a salesman who has
developed a degree of persistence. Persistence quite often wears down
resistance. Persistent L..iesmen make it easier for customers to buy.

Don't Sell PriceSell Benfits and Advantages.

A dangerous practice that many salesmen fall into is trying to arouse
interest by overstressing price. The weak salesman will quote price,
argue price, and cut price at the drop of a hat. What he fails to realize
is that many customers are interested only in a fair price, and that

1810
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Understanding the Customer and Making Sales
(Information Sheet continued)

more times than not they are more concerned with quality and service
that! price.

Your job is to convin,:e your prospects of the true value of your product.
People will buy the most expensive items if they are convinced that they
will receive their money's worth. If you sell a high quality product that
is priced higher than that of competition, take every opportunity to des-
cribe the features in a way that justifies the higher price. Sell the bene-
fits that make your product worth its price.

Make It For Pros ects to

There are many things you can do during the selling process that will
make it easy for the prospect tu. buy. You should practice all of them
while makiiig a sales presentation. A few methrds of making it easy
tor the prospect to buy are:

£811

I. Know your product so that you are not required to secure
additional information. The lack of product information
may cause ;or. to make an extra trip to see the prospect.
By that time, he marl:8 out of the mood to buy.

2. Know your prospect so that you can fill his needs and anti-
cipate the salts resistance you think he might bring up
during your sales story.

3. Offer available financing. Do not make him ask for financing
arrangements. In addition, offer him a payment achedule that
is possible for him to complete.

4. Summarize all agreements of the sale with him so that there
will b r.o misunderstanding ari the part of either you or the
buyer.

5. Lead tLe prospect ,o a decision or an agree nent at every
opportunity. Many prospfmta need assistance in making a
decision; yo,, can guide them into making a decision in your
favor

6. Stay with your equipment aad the prospect while demonstrat-
ing to make certain tl..e equipment is working properly. You
can answer any questions :le might have ---hile using it. It
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Nursery Worker 942-XII-5

Understanding the Customer and Making Sales
(Information Sheet c4ntinued)

is important when making a demonstration to have the prospect
operate the equipment as soon as possible. Let him operate it
and he will soon fed that the equipment is his or that he would
have a difficult time getting along without it.

7. Make sure that you always have order forms, finance charts,
literature, and other pertinent facts that yo,.:, will need to close
the sale.

8. Be ready to close at any time during your sales presentation.

There are many more techniques that make it easy for the prospect to buy.
Avoid statements, questions, or procedures that make it difficult for him to
buy.

M..terial for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture
for Vocational A riculture in Alabama, pp. 231.236.
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Answer Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN
HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to horticulture

TOPIC: Horticulture as an Industry

1. Vegetables

2. Fruits

3. a. Fruits
b. Vegetables
c. Flowers
d. Ornamental plants

4. Small fruits

5. The out-of-season production in the South and West
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

True or False

1. F

Z. T

3. T

4. F

5. F

6, F
7. F

8. T

9. T

10. F

304
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Answer Sheet
for

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYEES IN
HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Intorudction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities

1. a. Laborer
b. Foreman or Supervisor
c. Assistant Manager
d. Manager or Owner

2. To work on the job

940-1-2

U 3. Garden center employee. Probably others which are diversified in operation

4. This answer depends on the local situations

5. No written answer required. Coordinator should stress the importance of the
student becoming thoroughly familiar with the 18 factors to zonsider in select-
ing a job.
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

9404-2

1. Refer to the eighteen factors listed in the information sheet. The student
should have listed at least 10 factors, in his own words, which should be
considered when evaluating the desirability of an occupation.

2. a. Greenhouse Worker
b. Nursery Worker
c. Garden Center Employee
d. As sistant Groundske epe r
e. Parks and Landscape Employee
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-1

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Types of Greenhouses

1. Glass, plastic

2 . Fall

3. a. The clarity of glass
b. Easily installed
c. Inexpensive
d. Last for several years

4. Advantages:
a. Inexpensive
b. Easily installed

Disadvantages:
a. Not too durable
b. Moisture collects on underside and a vibration or gust of wind makes

the drops fall into the greenhouse.

5. Exhaust fans

188
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

TYPES OF GREENHOUSES

Fill in the blanks:

1. Exhaust fans
2. Fall
3. Humidity, oxygen

True or False:

Nursery Worker 942-1I-1

1. True
2. False-It needs to be painted about every two years.
3. False-It is difficult to prevent dripping in houses constructed from film

plastic.
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-2

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Size and Arrangement of Greenhouses

I. Bench arrangement

2. So that the minimum lengths of mains and returns are needed between the
greenhouses and the boilers

3. Provide nearly level but freely draining units that can be sterilized efficiently,
not be recontminated, and be the right height and width for working with the
c rop.

4. 2-1/2 feet

5. At least six irches
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Nursery Worker 942-11-2

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

1. False - 6"

2. True

3. True

4. False - Wood expands when wet.

5. True
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-3

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Cooling the Greenhouse

I. Breaking down of the foods manufactured by the plant

2. 19,600 CFM needed for this greenhouse
(70' x 40' = 2800 sq. ft. in greenhouse, 2800 x ?CFM needed per sq. ft.
19,600 CFM)

3. 130.6 sq. ft. of pad area
(19, 600 f 150) 1 sq. ft. of pad area needed for each 150CFM

4. Screens can bq used.
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

COOLING THE GREENHOUSE

1. 4000 sq. ft. (100' x 401)

2. 7000 sq. ft. (1000 sq. ft. x 7CFM)

Nurseay Worker 942-11-3

3. 50 sq. ft. (one sq. ft. of padded area needed for each 150CFM)
(7500CFM required

150 CFM)

206
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Answer Sheet
forei.

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-4

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Heating the Greenhouse

1. Pipe coil system

2. Hot water and steam ..

3. Gable ends and exterior side walls

4. a. Direct-fired
b. Indirect-fired

5. a. Vertical blow heaters
b. Horizontal blow heaters

1
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

HEATING THE GREENHCUS711

1. T

2. T

3. F

4. T

5. T

442
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-5

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structuree that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Winter Protection Structures

1. You should notice where the frost will do the most damage by checking the
pattern of nipping.

2. Damp soil holds and releases more heat than dry soil.

3. Allows sun to penetrate soil in daytime and traps this heat

4. Every side of a tree should "see" a heater.

5. a. Trees are still (no wind).
b. Stars out
c. Temperature aroungr45°
d. Dry windshields or windows
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1. HillsEe

2. North

3. Damp

4. Damp, Dry

5. Cloci.c..

455
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Answer Sheet for Test__
. on

WINTER PROTECTION STRUCTURES
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-11-6

UNIT: Constructing,M.iiintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Structures for Summer Heat Protection

1. a. Protect foliage.
b. Keep root.> ,:c::.1.
^. Consume moisture.

2. East

3. Cheesecloth, saran

4. North aid South

5. Nail each lath to a diagonal brace beneath.

461
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1. North
South

2. Shade

3. 10

4. Shade

5. East

471
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(

Ant. aver Sheet for Test
on

STRUCTURES FOR SUMMER HEAT PROTECTION
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

94Z-II-7

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Coldframes and Hotbeds

I. Coldframes are heated by the sun. Hotbeds are heated by artificial means.

2. 85°F.

3. Open the sash or paint the cover.

4. 14-1/2 x Z3-1/2 and 18-I/Z x 18-I/a"

5. Electric light bulbs, heating cable

6. To pert,* maximum sunlight to enter

7. A dome of heavy waxed paper used over a plant
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Answer She :t for Test
on

COLDFRAMES AND HOTBEDS

1. Hotcaps

2. 85°

3. Sunlight

4. Automatic

5. Gravel

483
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Answer She 4
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Origin, Composition, and Importance of the Soil

1. Topsoil, subsoil, parent layer

2. Climate

3. Topsoil

4. When its first plant grows, dies, and decays

5. a. Different amounts of air present when soil is formed.
b. Amount of organic matter present
c. Types of rock from which soil is formed

6. a. Fertilizer elements
b. Air
c. Adequate water

7. a. Sand
b. Silt
c. Clay

8. Sand

9. Climate, especially rainfall and temperature

10. Decayed plant or animal material

111
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Nu,,sery Worker 942-III-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

ORIGIN, COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOILS

PART I:

I. Sand

2. Organic Matter

3. Temperature and rainfall

4. Flour

5. Particles

PART II:

I. a. Topsoil
b. Subsoil
c. Parent layer

2. a. Different amounts of air present when soil is formed
b. Different amounts of organic matter
c. Different rocks from which soil is formed
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Moisture

1. Roots

2. Transpiration

3. Organic matter

4. During droughts

5. Size of soil particles and condition of the soil

6. Structure of soil particles is damaged.

7. Organic: matter

8. Air cannot get to the roots.

9. Soaks in, runs off, e aporates

942-111-2
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL MOISTURE

PART I:

1. Capillary
2. Fine
3. Evaporates
4. R e spi ration
5. Aeration

PART U:

1. False - This would tear down structure.

2. True - By adding organic matter

3. False - Overwatering does this.

4. True

5. Tte

Nursery Worker 942-III-2
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Mixtures

1. a. Better aeration
b. Greater ease of working
c. Better drainage
d. Better moisture-holding capacity

2. a. Uniformity
b. Disease free
c. Low soluble salts
d. Good drainage
e. Good moisture retention
f. No shrinkage
g. Ease of preparation and storage
h. Complete availability

3. To make it uniform and to eliminate large particles

4. Power driven cement mixer or shredder

5. 1 part sand
2 parts loam soil
1 part peat moss or leaf mold
112 part dried or well-rotted manure

131
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL MIXTURES

PART I:

1. Loin
Z. Organic matter
3. Sticky
4. Shredder
5. Shrink

PART IL

a. Uniformity
b. Disease free
c. Low soluble salts
d. Good drainage
e. Good moisture retention
f. No shrinkage
g. Ease of preparation and storage
h. Complete availability

141
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Answer Sheet
-k for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Mulches

1. a. Inorganic or processed
b. Organic

2. Hard to hold in place and can become unsightly

3. Nitrogen

4. Mid-spring

5. Peat moss

6. Crushed stone, gravel chips, pebbles

942-111-4

7. a. Dilutes the soil and usually increases root growth
b. Promotes soil granulation
c. Improves and stabilizes soil structure
d. Affects pH slightly
e. Adds some fertilizer materials
f. Leads to nitrogen deficiency in cases where carbonaceous materials

are added
g. Serves as food for micro-organisms
h. Introduces weed seeds in the soil in some cases

8. Any material applied to the surface of a soil primarily to conserve moisture,
maintain a uniform temperature, and to help control weeds

9. Highly inflammable

92
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PART I:

I. Peat moss
2. Mires- spring
3. Nitrogen
4. Heat
5. Asphalt

PART 11:

I. b
2. c.
3. c

102

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MULCHES

Nursery Worker 942-111-4
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Fertilizer Nutrients

1. Nitrc .fen
Phok_norus
Potassium (potash)

2. Nitrogen

3. Potassium

4. a. Applying dry fertilizers when leaves are wet
b. Planting seeds directly on a layer of fertilizer
c. Spilling fertilizer in heaps on the lawn

5. Before a rain or watering

6. a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen
c. Oxygen

7. a. Calcium
b. Magnesium

56
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

PART I:

1. Nitrogen
2. Calcium
3. Wet
4. Below
5. Broadcast

PART II:

1. a. Nitrogen
b. Phosphorus
c. Potassium

2. a. Calcium
b. Magnesium
c. Su:fur

Nursery Worker 942-111-5
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Organisms

1. a. Bacteria
b. Fungi
c. Algae

2. 1/1000 of the weight of an acre foot of soil

3. Penetrate plant tissue and cause root damage.

4. Causes a great number of diseases

942-111-6

5. Convert nitrogen in the air to available nitrogen for plants (only certain
bacteria).

6. a. Add organic matter.
b. Add lime.
c. Add moisture.

7. a. Soil sterilization with steam
b. Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals
c. Seed treatment

151
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL ORGANISMS

PART I:

1. Bacteria
2. Organic matter
3. Protozoa
4. Fungi
5. Earthworm

PART II:

6. a. Soil sterilization with steam
b. Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals
c. Seed treatment

161
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Soil Sterilization

I. a. To kill soil-borne insects
b. To kill harmful bacteria, fungi, and virus organisms
c. Destroy weeds
d. Promote soil granulation

2. a. Existing steam boilers
b. Portable oil-fired steam boilers
c. Package steamers
d. Bricked in permanent type boilers

3. Because of poor heat conduction and distribution

4. Soil thermometer

5. Burns roots

6. a. Soil temperature
b. Soil moisture
c. Soil texture
d. Organic matter content
e. Seals needed
f. Soil type
g. Depth of application

942-111-7

7. a. Avoid inhaling the material .
b. Avoid contact to the skin.
c. Allow sufficient time for aeration after the material is applied.

8. Steam

273a
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL STERILIZATION

PART I:

I. Steam
2. Nematodes
3. 2 to 3 weeks
4. Root burn
5. Instantly

PART U:

I. a. To kill soil borne insects
b. To kill harmful bacteria, fungus
c. To destroy weeds
d. Promote soil granulation

Nursery Worker 942-111.7

2. a. Avoid inhaling the material.
b. Avoid contact of fumigant with skin.
c. Allow enough time for aeration after material is applied.

275a
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Matti Soil

1. Sand

2. Brown to black

3. 10 to 20 times its own weight

4. Expands or explodes

5. a. Maple
b. Oak
c, Sycamore
d. Elm

6. Shredded bark, sawdust, and wood shavings

7. They failed to add nitrogen.

8. a. Safe and easy to use
b. Chemically inert
c. Completely sterile
d. Excellent water retention
e. Long lasting
f. Specially graded

5
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Nursery Worker 942-11I-8

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN SOIL

I. Sand

2. 10 to 20

3, Vermiculite

4. Southern

5. Nitrogen

6. Acid

7. Peat
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

941-IV-1

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Introduction

1. Study of plants

2. Over 350,000

3. Sugars and starches

4. Plants have the ability to produce food from carbon dioxide and water.

5. Van Helmont concluded that plants produced wood almost completely from
water.

1235
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION

1. Botany

2. 350, 000

3. Sugars, starches

4. Water

5. Carbon dioxide and water

1245
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Photosynthesis

1. Light

2. To combine or to put together

942-IV-2

3. The combining of carbon dioxide and water by the chlorophyll of living
plants in the presence of light

4. Amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a gram of water 1°C.

5. A combination of atoms

6. Diffusion

1465
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1. Diffusion

2. Photo

3. Atoms

4. (In any order)
a. Carbon dioxide
b. Water
c. Chlorophyll
d. Light

5. Molecule

1467

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Nursery Worker 942-IV-2
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942-IV-3

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER
!

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Respiration

1. The release of chemical energy

2. Carbon dioxide and water

3. They are just the opposite,

4. Carbon dioxide

5. Food and oxygen

.I.

1421
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

RESPIRATION

1. Food
Oxygen

2. Stored

3. Decreases

4. Carbon dioxide

5. Respiration

1423
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth anc Classification

942 -IV -4

TOPIC: Water Absorption and Loss--Nutrient AbsorptionMovement of
Nutrients and Water in the Plant

1. The plant will wilt.

2. Turgid

3. If you add too much fertilizer around the roots, water absorption is
slowed down because most fertilizers, chemically speaking, are salts.
This can cause the plant to wilt.

4. Loss of water from the plant as a vapor

5. Elements, or groups of elements, needed for plant growth

6. Xylem, Phloem

7. If you girdle a tree properly, you remove the phloem and leave the xylem
intact. In this way water and soil nutrients continue to moVillup to the top
of the tree, but you prevent the movement of plant foods from the leaves
to the roots. After 6 months to Z years, the tree will usually have used up
its stored food supply in the roots and it will die.

1574
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

WATER ABSORPTION AND LOSS--NUTRIENT ABSORPTION- -
MOVEMENT OF WATER AND NUTRIENTS IN THE PLANT

1. Nutrients

2. Xylem
Phloem

3. Bleeding

4. Transpiration

5. Root hair

1576
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Plant Food

942-IV-5

1. Any substance which can be used as a source of energy for carrying on the
life process

Z. a. Carbohydrates b. Fats c. Proteins

3. a. Carbon

4. Energy

5. Seeds

6. Hydrogenation

7. a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen
c. Oxygen

8. a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen

1401

b. Hydrogen c. Oxygen

d. Nitrogen
e, Sulfur
1. Sometimes phosphorus

c. Oxygen
d. Nitrogen
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Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

I. Cellulose

2. Fat

3. Protein

4. a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen
c. Oxygen
d. Nitrogen

5. Essential

1403

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANT FOOD

Nursery Worker 942-IV-5
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Texas Educatic 1 Agency
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Growth and Cla3sif:cation

TOPIC: The Plant Kingdom

I. Study of the classification and naming of plants

2. a. Thallus plants
b. Mosses and liverworts
c. Ferns and club mosses
d. Seed plants

3. Thallus plants

942-IV-6

4. The heipfui soil organisms and the ,itrogen fixing organisms found in
nodules

5. Fungus



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

1. Thallus

2. Flowering parts

3. Beneficial

4. Algae

5. 4

.

1383

Answer Sheet for Tes'
on

THE PLANT KINGDOM

Nursery Worker 942-IV-6
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Introduction to Propagat.cn

942 -V -1

1. Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants in order that man
can have selected plants wIlich are of specific value to him.

2. Sexual or asexual

3. Greenhouses, hotbeds, and propagating case

4. Ventilation, temperature, shade and light

5. Loose, ligat, free from seeds, nematodes and disease organisms

6. Sand, peat, sphagnum moss, vermiculite and perlite

7. Methyl bromide

8. Clay pots, peat pots, and plant bands

9. To promote ro.,ting of cuttings

10. Small rectangular containers used for seed germination

1967
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PART I:

Nursery Worker 942-V-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO PROPAGATION

1. Sexual or asexual
2. Ventilation, temperature, shade, and light
3. Methyl bromide
4. Seeds, nematodes, and disease organisms
5. Clay pots, peat pots, and plant bands

PART II:

1. T
2. F
3. T

1969
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-V-2

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Cuttings

1. Cheaper, faster, maintains the characteristics of the original plant

2. Winter months or dormant season

3. Coleus, chrysanthemum, geranium, and carnation

4. From new growth in spring or early summer

5. 60-70° at night, 75-85° during the day
Rooting medium 70-75°

6. Senres as a protective layer which retards the development of decay on
cuttings that are fairly slow to root

7. a. Should come from a healthy and moderately vigorous plant
b. Should come from average growth from portions of a plant in full sun
c. Should be 3 to 5 inches long with 2 or more nodes

8. One which can be kept uniformly moist, provide good drainage and aeration

9. a. Clean-sharp sand
b. Vermiculite
c. Sand and peat moss mixture, equal parts of each
d. Peat moss and perlite, equal parts of each

10. When they are 1/2 to 1 inch long

904
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&MUniversity
(cooperating)

PART I:

I. T
2. F
3. T
4. F
5. F

PART II:

Nursery Worker 942-V-2

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

I. 70-750
2. a. One which can be kept uniformly moist

b. Provide good drainage
c. Aeration

3. When roots are 1 /2 to 1 inch long
4. From new growth in spring or early summer
5. Soggy
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Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-V-3

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Layering

1. To induce root formation

2. Ivy, philodendrons, blackberries, and strawberries

3. Plants such as crotons, hibiscus, dracaenas, and rubber plants

4. To produce plants which do not produce true from seed, also they may be
produced quicker

5. Knife, toothpick or small piece of wood, growth hormone, spagnum moss,
and plastic film or aluminum foil

6. Spring and summer months when high temperatures and high humidity con-
tribute toward quicker rooting

2038
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Texas Education Agency
Texas /kW University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
On

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

PART I:

I. F
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. F

PART II:

1. Croton
b.. Hibiscus
c. Dracaenas
d. Rubber plants

Nursery Worker 942-V-3
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

Nu RorinY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Division

1. Primrose Jasmine
Fig Trees
Iris
Chrysanthemums
Sansevieria
Geraniums

942-V-4

2. Dormant season

3. The/ get too big for their space or they become weakened due to competition.

4. Divide in autumn or early spring when plants are dormant.

5. Divide with a hand fork, knife, or hatchet, if clumps are large. Some can
be soaked in water to loosen dirt from around roots. Pull apart and cut old
leaves back about 1/2 and be careful with young growth.

1551
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

1. T

2. T

3. T

4. F
5. T

1553

Nursery Worker 942-V-4
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Grafting and Budding

942-V-5

I. Stock is the name for the plant on which you graft. The scion is the
piece of stem which is grafted to the stock and becomes the new plant.

2. It is the soft layer of tissue on a stem or root that lies between the bark
and the wood.

3. Any time during the growing season. Usually it is more satisfactory if
done before buds begin to swell in late winter or early spring.

4. A sharp knife makes a clean slice, thereby insuring maximum contact
of cambium layers.

5. "T" budding and patch-budding

839
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(coope rating)

PART I:

Nursery Worker 942-V-5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING AND BUDDING

I. Stock is the name for the plant onto which you graft.
2. The cambium layer is the soft layer of tissue on a stem or root that lies

between the bark and the wood.
3. "T" budding and patch-budding

PART II:

I. T
2. T

.

849
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Teaching Materials Center
College Statio,i, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation from Seed

1. From commercial producers of seeds

942-V-6

2. It must be fin:ly screened, porous, loose, and have a good water-holding
capacity. Also, it should be sterilized and in most cases low in nutrients.

3. In most cases 70°F.

4. The feed will rot.

5. A-60°

6. To reduce damping of

7. a. Name of plant or variety
b. Date seeded
c. Student's name
d. Special treatment, if any

861
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM SEEDS

PART 1:

1. T

2. F

3. F

PART II:

1. Sphagnum moss

2. Flat t. ' x 4" board or brick

3. Sand or other inert material

4. a. Name of plant or variety
b. Date Needed
c. Student's name
d. Special treatment, if any

871

Nursery Worker 942V-6
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

Nursery Worker 942-V-7

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Developing a Plant Breeding Vocabulary

1. Emasculation

2. A flower havLng bc1h stamen and pistil

3. Stigma, style, ovary

4. Ovary

5. Fl, F2, etc.

6. Anther

7. Yes

8. Style

9. Ask the strident what he has learned about D.N.A. (desoxyribonucleic acid).

878
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Nursery Worker 942-V-7

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING A PLANT BREEDING VOCABULARY

I. Anther

2. Disc floret

3. Gene

4. Ovary

5. Ray floret

882
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding

942-V-8

1. The process that occurs in nature whereby strong and well adapted plants
survive while weak and poorly adapted plants eventually die out

2. Asexually and sexually

3. Flower

4. Stamen

5. Stamina to flowers

6. Pollination is the transfer of pollen. _Irtilization is the union of the germ cells.
In other words, pollination is the trip over and fertilization is the actual joining
of the male and female germ cells.

1540
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

PART I:

Nursery Worker 942-V-8

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANT SELECTION AND FUNDAMENTALS OF
PLANT BREEDING

1. Pollination
2. Fertilization
3. Stamen, pistil or male and female parts
4. Sepals

PART II:

1. Anther
2. Filament
3. Petal
4. Sepal
5. Stigma
6. Style
7. Ovary
8. Ovule

1543
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Heredity

1. Dominant

Z. Cross-pollination

3. One

4. No

5. When a self-pollinated plant produces plants unlike itself

886

942 -V -9
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i Texas Education Agency

Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

1. True

2. Segregation

3. Mauve

4. Pure lines

5. Ovule
Trait

890

Answer Sheet for Test
on

HEREDITY

Nursery Worker 942-V-9
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-V-10

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: General Breeding Techniques

1. List of Equipment:
Magnifying glass (10 or 15 power) Tweezers
Small sharp-pointed scissors Camel-hair brush
Small containers or vials Tags
Alcohol Rubber bands
Soft wire Paper or cellophane bags
Paper clips Notebook

2. Just before the flower opens

3. Morning, as it is cooler

4. Stamens must be removed.

5. Steps in labeling: Write:
a. The number that you have assigned or the variety name of the seed parent
b. The letter X
c. The number or variety name of the pollen parent
d. The date the cross was made

Example on page 19 of reference.

893
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1. T

2. F

3. T

4. T

5. F

897

Nursery Worker 942-V-10

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GENERAL BREEDING TECHNIQUES
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942 -VI -1

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Developing a Nursery Vocabulary

I. Aerated - Supplied with air.

2. Alkaline - Above pH 7. Most greenhouse soils should be slightly acid-pH 6.0
to 6.5.

3. Bract - Modified leaf immediately below the flower of some plants, such as
the red bracts on poinsettia.

4. Budding - The vegetative reproduction of plants by placing a leaf bud of the
desired plant on the root stock of another plant in such a way that
the two unite and grow.

5. Callus - The first tissue that forms on the cut end of a cutting or at the union
of scion and root stock in a graft.

6. Cold Frame - An outdoor growing area that can be covered with glass or trans-
parent sash.

7. Dormant - Not in an active state of growth.

8. Floret - The individual flower of a flower cluster. The florets may be com-
pactly arranged as in chrysanthemum, or well spaced as in snapdragon.

9. Hormone - Growth substance that influences the growth and development of
plants.

10. Humidity - The amount of moisture in the air expressed as the percent of the
total amount possible.

11. Internode - The portion of the stem between two nodes.

12. Lath House - An outdoor growing area that is covered with lath spaced to allow
penetration of about 1/2 the light.

2009
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Nursery Worker 942-VI-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING A NURSERY VOCABULAR i

1. Condensation

2. Dormant

3. Fertilizer

4. Germination

5. Leaf axil

6. PVC or Vinyl

7. Seedling

8. Sexual

9. Shoot

10. Stamen

2012
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Answer Sheet
kr

NURSERY WORKER

942-V1.2

UNIT: Nursery Plant Productirn

TOPIC: Planting. Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

I. As soon as they begin to arrive at the nurseries, or in late fall or early winter

2. It shotild be at least I to 2 feet wider and at least 6 inches to a foot deeper than
the roots of the plant.

3. 1/3

4. Balled and burlappcd

5. One which is over 5" in diameter

1838
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Nursery Worker 942-VI-2

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

1. 1 to 2 feet wider and 6 inches to 1 foot deeper

2. Same level

ter 3. 1/3

han 4. 5" or over in diameter

5. Balled and burlapped
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-VI-3

I. If you hay, no good reason for pruning a plant, put the tools away without
using them.

2. High quality, sharp, and well adapted to the job on hand

3. At any time

4. Growth habit and blooming characteristics of the plant

5. About 1/3

6. To tidy up their appearance, to control size and to improve their health,
growth habits and blooms

7. They should be pruned between leaf drop and first spring growth.

8. After they flower

9. After they flower

10. Al flat-top hedge is more difficult to maintain and clip and is more easily
broken down by weather and other causes.

1757
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PRUNING

PART I:

1. T

2. F

3. T

4. F
5. T

PART II:

1. Growth habit, blooming characteristics

2. Bareroot

3. Leaf drop, first spring growth

4. Thinning out

5. Better shape, fruitful growth

1759

Nursery Worker 942 -VI -3
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Texas Education Agency
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Crop Production

I. Flowers can not be stored for long periods of time.

2. a. Chrysanthemum
b. Rose
c. Carnation

3. Directly from the producer

4. "Say it with flowers."

5. Southern Florist and Nurseryman

2248

942-VII-1
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Nursery Worker 942 -VII-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL CROP PRODUCTION

I. Carnations

Z. Floriculture

3. Light

4. Commission

5. Beltsville

2250
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOM: Growing Annuals

1. Summer

2. Alyssum

3. a. Marigold
b. Nasturtium
c. Zinnia

942-VII-2

4. Water annuals enough to keep the roots from drying out, but do not "drown"
them.

5. Pulled up and thrown away

6. Summer

7. No

8. Fiery red

9. Rock gardens
Banks

10. Often subject to wilt

2 076
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

GROWING ANNUALS

1. T

2. F

3. F

4. T

5. T

6. T

7. T

8. T

9. T

10. F

2078

Nursery Worker 942-VII-2
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Perennials

1. Chrysanthemum

2. Corsages

3. Every 2 years

4. Cut them back after spring bloom and give them a feeding.

5. About every 20 years

241'

942-VII-3
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PERENNIALS

1. 2

2. Loam

3. Chrysanthemum

4. a. Cut
b. Feeding

5. Fall

2419

Nursery Worker 942-VII-3
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-VII-4

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Bulbs

1. Summer

2. The foliage is needed to restore energy to the bulb.

3. Fungicides and insecticides

4. Short underground stem on solid basal plate, surrounded by fleshy leaves
that store food for future growth

5. A creeping underground stem, often thick with stored food

b. No answer is required.

1921
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

BULBS

1. Bulb

2. Rhizome

3. Divide

4. Sun

5. Rot

1923

Nursery Worker 942-V11-2
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PART I:

t

Nursery Worker 942-1/11-5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CHARACTERISTICS, IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF
IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

1. Acid soil or peat moss
2. Shallow
3. Cuttings
4. Christmas
5. 80-85°

PART II:

1. (b)
2. (a)
3. (c)
4. (d)
5. (a)

1451
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Poinsettias

1. Nitrogen

2. Red, white and pink

3. White fly

4. Lack of nitrogen or lack of water

5. Poorly aerated soil

942 -VII -6

2123
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I. T

2. T

3. T

4. T

5, T

2125

Answer Sheet for Test
on

POINSETTIAS

Nursery Worker 94Z-VII-6
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-VII-7

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Chry santhemums

1. Fall

2. Aphids

3. 60') (some varieties need 653)

4. Yellow

5. To make a short day which helps regulate blooming

6. All pinches must be made into the soft growth,usually 7 days after planting.

7. A slow start, often trouble with rotting of cutting

8. They should be sprayed overhead lightly the first 3 or 4 days.

9. Entire year with proper day length control

10. Sterilized

2112
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

Ci "R YSANTHEMUMS

PART I:

1. T
2. F
3. T
4. F

PART II:

1. Rooted cuttings or cuttings
2. Aphids
3. Fall
4. Chinese

2109

Nursery Worker 942- VII- 7
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Geraniums

1. They are poor shippers and will lose foliage.

2. Pinched

3. Red

4. Plastic tube system

5. a. Use a fungicide on cutting.
b. Sterilize propagating materials.
c. Use disease free cuttings.
d. Sterilize soil.

6. Light pink

7. 600 night, 65-70° day

8. Air freight

9. 4"

10. The seed for moEt desirable varieties has not been available.

2153

942-VII-8
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

GERANIUMS

PART I:

1. T
2. T
3. F
4. F

PART II:

1. Pinched
2. Red
3. Light Pink
4. Cuttings

2155

Nursery Worker 942-V11-8
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A-iswer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Hydrangeas

1. 2 spotted mite (red spiders)

2. Wilt severely

3. March to May

4. Easter, Mother's Day

5. Bud rot

2096
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

HYDRANGEAS

1. Two spotted mite or red spiders

2. March, May

3. Easter, Mother's Day

4. Bud rot

5. Summer

2098

Nursery Worker 942-V11-9
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-VIII-1

1. Geographic location, the amount of water available for irrigation, the degree
of shade present, the time and money the home owner is willing to spend for
establishment, and the expected usage.

2. Warm-season and cool-season

3. a. Does not grow in shade
b. Turns brown after frost in the fall
c. Is more of a nuisance than other turf grasses

4. a. Is susceptible to certain diseases
b. Is more susceptible to iron chlorosis
c. Is atocked by insects
d. Needs more water for survival
e. Will not survive at as low temperatures as will Bermuda
f. Is a broad-leaved course-textured plant

5. a. Is attractive and wear-resistant
b. Is not invaded by weeds
c. Is subject to little damage from insects and diseases

1779
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-V111-1

1. Geographic location, the amount of water available for irrigation, the degree
of shade present, the time and money the home owner is willing to spend for
establishment, and the expected usage.

2. Warm-season and cool-season

3. a. Does not grow in shade
b. Turns brown after frost in the fall
c. Is more of a nuisance than other turf grasses

4. a. Is susceptible to certain diseases
b. Is more susceptible to iron chlorosis
c. Is ati;:icked by insects
d. Needs more water for survival
e. Will not survive at as low temperatures as will Bermuda
f. Is a broad-leaved course-textured plant

5. a. Is attractive and wear-resistant
b. Is not invaded by weeds
c. Is subject to little damage from insects and diseases

1779
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1. F

2. T

3. T

4. T

5. T

Answer Sheet for Test
on

TURF GRASSES FOR TEXAS

Nursery Worker 942-VIII-1
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-VIII-2

1. Preparation of the soil. establishment of the grass, care and maintenance

2. Peat, compost, gin trash, sawdust, and leaf mold

3. Fertilizer applications should be made at rates and in combinations suggested
by soil tests.

4. The type of grass used and the rapdity of cover desired

5. In order to develop a deep root system

1521
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1. F

2. T

3. T

4. T

5. T

1523

Answer Sheet for Test
on

ESTABLISHING A NEW TURF

Nursery Worker 942-V1I1-2
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942 -VIII -3

UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC: Managing an Established Turf

1. Feeding, watering, aerating, and mowing

2. It produces vegetative growth and gives the plant a deep green color.

3. It stimulates development of a good root system.

4. Stunted growth of the entire plant. The leaves are relatively small, thin,
and yellowish-green to yellow. They show yellow to brown color at the tip
of the leaf and down to the midrib.

5. Slow growth of the entire plant, leaves are an unhealthy dark green, roots
are stunted.

6. Pale, bleached leaves

7. Spring and early fall

8. Applying iron sulfate or iron chelate

9. Produce shallow, weak root systems, which does not allow efficient utiliza-
tion of plant food or moisture in the soil.

10. It allows air or oxygen to get into the soil, water to move into and through
the soil, and the soil to hold more water.

804
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PART I:

1. T
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. T

PART II:

Nursery Worker 942-VIII-3

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MANAGING AN ESTABLISHED TURF

1. Feeding, watering, aerating, and mowing
2. Stunted
3. Iron sulfate or iron chelate
4. Soil solids, water and air
5. Loosening



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

1. a. Weed
b. Disease and insect control
c. Clover in the turf
d. Renovation of old lawns

2. By proper turf grass management

3. 2-4-D

942- VIII -4

4. Brown patch occurs as irregularly shaped brown area s,usually circular,
4 to 48" in diameter. The fungus gives the grass a blue, water-soaked
appearance. As the disease spreads, the dark areas turn light brown.

5. A fungicide containing PCNB

6. a. Chlordane e. Malathion
b. Dieldrin f. Aldrin
c. D. D. T. g. Heptachlor
d. Toxaphene h. Lindane

7. When the old turf is run down, weedy, and in a generally undesirable con-
dition, or when a new species is to be introduced

8. a. Chlordane
b. Lindane

9. a. Diazinon

c. Sulfur
d. Toxaphene

b. Ethion c. Trithion

10. 5 gallons of spray mixture per 100 sq. ft. of lawn area

936
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

PART I:

1. T
2. 1-

3.
4. T
5. F

PART 11:

1. Diazinon, Ethion,
2. 10-14 days
3. a. Weeds

b. Diseases
4. St. Augustine and
5. PCNB

944

Answer Sheet for Test
on

TURF PROBLEMS

Trithion

c. Insects
d. Clover

bermuda grass

Nursery Worker 942 - VIII -4
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M Unive-sity
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects= Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Causes of Plant Diseases

I. a. Fungi
b. Bacteria
c. Viruses
d. Nematodes

942-IX- I

2. The manufacture of sugars form carbon dioxide and water with the aid of
sunlight and chlorophyll.

3. An agent that transmits disease producing organisms

4. Prevention by careful pruning

5. Tiny, thread-like plants, commonly called molds

487
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES

I. Fungi, Bacteria, Viruses. Nematodes

2. Vector

3. Prevention by careful pruning

4. Host

5. Virus

Nursery Worker 942-IX-1
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Disease and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Diseases

1. Proper identification

2. Failure to produce seed or fruit

3. Liquid discharge from diseases tissues

4. Microscopic examination of roots

503

942-IX-2



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station,' Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

I. Identification

2. Scab

3. Canker

4. Gall

5. Nematodes

6. Mummy

513

Nursery Worket942-IX2

Answer Sheet for Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT DISEASES
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

9424X-3

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Application and Safety Precaustions of Horticultural Chemicals

1. Welfare of the people

2. Welfare of the plant

3. Effectiveness of the material in controlling the pest or disease

4. Hydraulic sprayers

5. Hang the hose on a rack with nozzle pointing upwards.

6. a. Read label precautions.
b. Keep chemicals locl.ed up when not in use.
c. Keep children away while using.
d. Don't smoke while spraying.
e. Don't spill material on skin or clothing.
f. Wash exposed areas of skin immediately after job is completed.
g. Never spray when windy.
h. Spray edible plants with great caution.

7. The chemical must touch the insect before death occurs.

585
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942 -IX -3

Answer Sheet for Test
on

APPLICATION AND SAFETY PRECAUSTIONS OF
HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

1. Hyuraulic

2. Contact

3. Read

4. Toxic or poisonous

5. Bomb

595
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Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX-4

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Leaf Diseases

1. Water and fertilize properly and remove dead limbs.

2. Caused by fungi which live on secretions from aphids and imMature stages
of whire fly

3. Caused by excess rain or over-watering

4. a. Malathion
b. Lindane

5. Just before buds open and after flowering

6. 2 to 4 weeks or as needed

7. Most often caused by lack of iron

8. Fungus Disease

519
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-IX-4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING LEAF DISEASES

1. Fungi

2. Iron

3. Rain or Over-watering

4. Malathion and Lindane

5. Watering and Fertilization

co
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX- 5

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Stem, Branch, and Trunk Diseases

1. Prune infected portions, sterilizing shears between each cut.

2. If little dodder is present, remove by hand. Destroy badly infected plants.

3. Reduces the amount of sunlight for trees

4. Twigs and Limbs

5, Fungi

6. Install in the infected parts of tree to drain the excess fluid and relieve
pressure.

7. By birds

8. Fungi and algae

630
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Teaching Materials Center
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942 -IX -5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING STEM, BRANCH, AND TRUNK DISEASES

1. Fungi and algae

2. Pruning

3. Destroyed

4. Slime Flux

5. 50% fixed copper and Bordeaux mixture

641
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Answer Sheet
on

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Root Diseases

1. Carbon bisulfide soil fumigation

2. Methyl bromide soil fumigation

3. Removing and destroying diseased roots

4. Ten feet

5. East and Southeast Texas

6. 75-95°

647

942 -IX -6
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-IX-6

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING ROOT DLSEASES

1. 75-95°

2. Methyl bromide

3. Carbon bisulfide

4. Nematodes

5. Sterilize

657
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas
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Texas Education Agency

), Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Diseases Affecting the Entire Plant

942 -IX -7

1. Symptoms exhibited by aster yellows that are not exhibited by verticillium
wilt:
a. Bushy with numerous secondary shoots
b. Leaves may develop a lightly reddish, brownish, or purplish tinge in

later stages.
c. Flower parts may develop into leafy structures.

2. DDT

3. Chloropicrin

4. West

5. Commercial growers or trained personnel

6. Miticide

7. Zineb, CM -19
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Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-IX-7

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING DISEASES AFFECTING THE ENTIRE PLANT

1. DDT

2. Chloropicrin

3. Western

4. Zineb

5. Miticide

546
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Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX-8

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Oher Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Lawn and Turf Diseases

1. Handpick and destroy mushrooms or toadstools.

2. Iron sulfate or iron chelate.

3. Irregular-shaped dead areas from a few inches to more than several feet
in dameter.

4. Wash off with water applied as a spray with 20 to 301 pressure.

S. Zineb, Captan

6. One to two weeks before disease usually appears and a second application
after didease appears
Then apply as needed.

7. Apply chemicals as needed in early stages of disease .

552
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Nursery Worker 942 -IX -8

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING LAWN AND TURF DISEASES

1. Iron

2. Zineb, Captan

3. Needed

4. Handpick

5. Irregular-shaped

562
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Insects and Methods of Control

1. Slugs have no shells.

2. Spring

3. Spray before eggs hatch and prune.

4. Roots

5. Sandy soils

686

942-IX-9
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Nursery Worker 942 -IX -9

Answer Sheet for Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT INSECTS AND METHODS OF CONTROL

1. Roots

2. Pillbug

3. Nematodes

4. Caterpillars

5. Plant lice

6. Scale-3
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas
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Texas Educatio_, Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Nematodes

942-IX-10

1. a. Select a plant that is partly alive.
b. Dig the plait instead of pulling it.
c. Wash the soil from the roots and allow a few minutes for drying.
d. Place the specimen in a polyethylene container and tie it securely.
e. Fill out form D-418, available from your county extension agent.
f. Place bag and D-418 in a box and send it to the research center.

2. Root knot nematode

3. Before spending a large amount of money for chemicals, determine if
nematock:o are causing a significant amount of damage to justify the expense
and labor.

4. a. Crown gall
b. Nodules from nitrogen fixation

5. Tomato, okra

1189
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

NEMATODES

1. Knot root

2. Okra

3. a. Expense
b. Labor

4. Crown galls

. 5. Fertilizer

1191

NurseryWorlwr 942-1X-10
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Teaching Materials Center
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-IX-11

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Control of ?toles, Gophers, Birds, and Deer

1. By conical mounds of dirt pushed up from their main run

2. Baiting and trapping

3. Serious injury might occur to small chiidren or dongs.

4. Gophers open their tunnels; moles do not.

5. Place chicken wire at the bottom and sides of planting holes.

6. Starlings

7. Portable bird protectors made of scrap lumber, chicken wire or cheesecloth.

8. Fencing

664



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas Aga: University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-IX-11

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROL OF MOLES, GOPHERS, BIRDS, AND DEER

1. Mole

2. Baiting
Trapping

3. Starling

4. Fencing

5. Closed

674
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Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Weeds

1. Water should be applied.

2. Hoe

3. Ice pick or screwdriver

4. Shrubs form a shade in which weeds do not thrive.

5. Apply organic mulch 2 to 3" deep.

6. Wear gloves.

568

942-IX-12



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING WEEDS

I. Gloves

2. Hoe

3. Sunlight

4. Chemical

5. Water

578

Nursery Worker 942-IX-l2
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Teaching Materials Center
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Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Principles Used to Prevent Personal Injury

1. Legs

2. One pulley only changes direction of force.

3. Jack

4. Wet the soil 4 to 5 days before digging.

942-X-1

S. 'Hook a 1/2" pipe onto a hose and beat the bottom end into a flattened or
pointed opening. This will enable you to stick the pipe down into the hole
where the force of the water through the small opening will loosen the soil.

1485



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PRINCIPLES USED TO PREVENT PERSONAL INJURY

1. Legs

2. Changes

3. Blasting

4. Moisture
Insects

5. Pulley

1487
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Selection and Maintenance of Horticultural Hand Tools

942-X-2

1. Tools are very personal pieces of equipment and all experienced gardners
have their favorites.

2. Scoop

3. 6"

4. Sharpen the hoe each time you take it into the garden.

5. Scuffle hoe

6. a. Fan-shaped
b. Rectangular

1505



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-2

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SELECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
HORTICULTURAL HAND TOOLS

1. Scoop

2. Level

3. Fan-shaped and rectangular

4. 6"

5. Metal bow

1507
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Maintaining Small Power Equipment

942- X- 3

I. a. Periodic equipment inspection to discover situations which may lead to
equipment breakdown

b. Upkeep to minimize wear or to remedy potential trouble

2. Make an overall check and properly service equipment.

3. Water condenses more rapidly in a partially filled tark.

4. Gasoline or other solvents

5. Tension and wear

1'
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Teaching Material:, Center
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Texas Education Agency
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1. Tension
Wear

2. Operator

3. Grease
Oil

4. Gasoline

Nursery Worker 942-X-3

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

5. Preventive

,

2349
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-X-4

UN:T: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers Safely and Effectively

1. a. Reel b. Rotary c. Sickle bar

2. Mowing too close

3. Disconnect the spark plug wire so that a spark can not jump.

4. Cutter bar and knife

5. The clippings will smother the grass.

6. Leaves produce food for the plant. If leaves are cut too short, the health and
vigor of the lawn will be greatly reduced.

821
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Texas Education Agency
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Nursery Worker 942-X-4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

OPERATING AND MAINTAINING LAWN MOWERS
SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

1. a. Reel
b. Rotary
c. Sickle bar

2. Scalping

3. Cutter Bar and Knife

4. Leaves

5. Smothers the grass

833
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

942-X- 5

TOPIC: Operating and Maintaining Rotary Tillers Safely and Effectively

1. a. Front line
b. Rear tine

Z. Front tine

3. Rotation of the tine

4. Raise the depth bar.

5. Check to make sure that all clutches and belt tension pulleys are disengaged.

"°......"'

2313
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

OPERATING ROTARY TILLERS SAFELY AND EFE ifCTIVELY

1. Tine

2. Power

3. Depth bar

4. Rear tine

5. Disengaged

2315
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-X-6

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating Garden Tractors Safely and Effectively

1. The tractor must have enough horsepower to operate the power sickle bar.

2. 3-1/2 -- 10 horsepower

3. Below the rear axle level

4. Riding lawn mowers are designed only for mowing. Small tractors are de-
signed for several types of attachments.

5. a. Automotive
b. Belt type

2 379
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-6

Answer Sheet for Test
on

OPERATING GARDEN TRACTORS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

1. 3-1/2 -- 10

2. Belt
Atutomotive

3. Jackshaft

4. Rubber tires

2381
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Teaching Materials Center
College Static:44 Texas

*94****

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WCRKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Introduction to Home Landscaping

1. a. Art
b. Engineering
c. Horticulture

942-XI-1

2. a. Homeowners who purchase subdivision or housing development homes
b. Families who buy new homes already designed and constructed, with

no specific client in mind
c. Families who purchase a lot, have their home especially planned and

constructed for them on the lot
d. Families who now live in older homes and desire to remodel or re-

design their gardens

3. They do not fit into our mechanized way of living.

4. Climate varies.

5. The cost is included in the price of plants.

1938



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO HOME LANDSCAPING

1. Mechanized

2. Balanced

3. Plants

4. Garden

5. Space

1940
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-XI-2

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting the Site

1. General location

2. Zoning prevents businesses from moving into a residential section.

3. No.

4. a. Privacy is difficult.
b. Require installation of additional utilities, walks, and drives.
c. Outdoor space is limited.
d. More noise from traffic

5. a. Drives and sidewalks are too steep.
b. Lawn is more difficult to keep.

6. South
Sunlight can be better controlled.

2135
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SELECTING A SITE

1. General location

2. Zoning

3. Homeowner

4. Corner

5. Drainage

2137

Nursery Worker 942-XI-2



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Scheduling Landscape Development and Beginning Plans

942-X1-3

1. A well-planned garden is one that is livable, interesting, beautiful, easy to
maintain, and where relationships between outdoor and indoor areas are co-
ordinated properly.

2. Drives and walks

3. Trees are essential for shade in Texas.

4. Provide privacy and assist in temperature control.

5. a. There must be a program for site and landscape development.
b. There must be a plan.

6. A piece of real estate which may be merely a lot or one with a home on .t.

2057
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Texas Education Agency
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Nursery Worker 942-XI-3

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SCHEDULING LANLSCAPE DEVELOPMENT AND
BEGINNING PLANS

1. Walks, drives

2. Trees

3. Privacy, temperature

4. Expense

5. Site

1059
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Analyzing Problems and Determining Needs

1. a. Suitability
b. Function
c. Economy
d. Beauty

2. Deciding and analyzing specific problems of a chosen site.

942-XI-4

3. a. Do you prefer them to be beautiful and pleasant?
b. Do you want them to make you feel vImfortable?
c. Do IOU care whether they fit together well and serve their .ourpose?

4. a. Space
b. Garden development
c. Maintenance

5. .x. Individual taste
b. Past environment

6. No. It is even hard for professionals.

2307
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-XI-4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

ANALYZING PROBLEMS AND DETERMINING NEEDS

I. Beauty

2. Site

3. a. Suitability
b. Function

c. Economy
d. Beauty

4. Mass, color, texture

5. Property

2309
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOP!C: Developing the Landscape Plan

1. Before the property is purchased

2. 1" r, 10'

3. a. Entrance c. General living area
b. Work space 4. Place for private living

4. General living area

.. 5. Bedroom area

6. a. Formal
b. Informal

1992

942- XI-5
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942 -XI-5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING THE LANDSCAPE PLAN

1. a. Access to property
b. General living area
c. Work space
d. Place for private living

Z. a. East Texas
b. Costal Plains
c. Central Texas
d. Texas Plains
e. Southwest Texas
f. Western Texas

1994
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Teaching Materials Center
College a ation, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting Plants

1. 12-25'

2. 6-8'

3. Dwarf shrubs

4. The roots may clog drain pipes.

5. Broadleaf evergreen

6. a. Watering
b. Mowing
c. Edging-
d. Clipping
e. Weeding
f. Fertilizing
g. Controlling insects

7. a. Privets
b. Arborvitae

2281
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SELECTING PLANTS

1. Annual
Perennial

2. Watering

3. Australia

4. 12. 25

5. Medium

2283

Nursery Worker 942-XI-6
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

942-313-7

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Grading, Drainage, and Landscape Structures

1. Using splash blocks

2. No.

3. Building a wall around it and leaving the grade unchanged in the immediate
area

4. Making them too narrow

5. 4'

2265
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1. F

2. F

3. T

4. F
5. T

2267

Nursery Worker 942-XI-7

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GRADING, DRAINAGE, AND LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES

-
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Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants ai.d Supplies

TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits

I. a. Knowledge of self
b. Knowledge of people
c. Knowledge of product

2. a. Experience
b. Observing others

3. a. Promotions
b. Dollars (profits)

4. Ana lyois of sales

5. Diligence and perseverance

942 -XII- I
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Teaching Mat.:.nlals Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nur .ery Woker 942-X11-1

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

I. a. Knowledge of self
b. Knowledge of people
c. Knowledge of product

2. a. Promotions
b. Dollars (profits)

3. a. Experience (learn by doing)
b. Observing others

4. Analyze each sale or failure.

5. a. Diligence
b. Perseverance

289
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for"

NURSERY WORKER

942-XII-2

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Displaying

1. Where they can be seen by the greatest number cf people

2. To put merchandise where customers can see it and serve themselves

3. Familiar products, bulk seeds, or other seasonal items

4. Items that are to be "pushed"

5. a. Well stocked
b. Safe
c. At a convenient height

6. To stop the customer and bring him into the place of business

7. It does not attract customers.

8. The traffic pattern of the customers

9. In beds

10. 8'

189?.
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

DISPLAYING

1. Floor window

2. Bulk

3. Relationship

4. Impulse

5. bin

1894.

Nursery Worker 942-X11-Z
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Advertising

1. Point-of-purchase

Z. Outside

3. Classified

4. Keeping the mailing list up to date

5. a. Effectiveness
b. Cost
c. Coverage

1873
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College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating,

Answer Sheet for Test
on

ADVERTISING

PART I:

1. Point of sale

2. Impulse

3. T. V.

PART II:

1. a. Effectiveness
b. Cost
c. Coverage

2. Any three of these:
a. Newspaper
b. Television
c. Radio
d. Handbills
e. Direct Mail
f. Road Signs

1875

Nursery Worker 942-XII-3
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Labeling and Pricing

1. Pricing plants too low

2. a. TranPplantinl
b. Salesman's salary
c. Unsold stock
d. Shrinkage in volume

3. 66-2/3%

4. High cost items

5. Selling price of the item

1908
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Texas Education Agency
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

LABELING AND PRICING

Work:

Nursery Worker 942-XII-4

To the teacher: Mark-up is based on selling prit.e. In other words, $1.00
is 50% of $2.00. Therefore, the percentmark-up it 50%.

Answer: 50%

1910
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Answer Sheet
for

NURSERY WORKER

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Understanding the Customer and Making Sales

1. 2N12Lhe failed

2. The salesman

3. a. Owner's comfort and convenience
b. Performance
c. Safety
d. Appearance
e. Length of life
f. Economy
g. Service
h. Prestige

942 -XU- 5

4. People like to think they have made up their own minds. Also, the
customer may think something is wrong wit* the product.

5. Getting the customer's attention

1813
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X11-5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MATING SALES

1. Attention

Z. Price

3. 48

4. Discouragement

S. Misrepresent the facts

1815
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

940-1-1

Place a check under T for True or under F for False:

T F

1. Pomology is the science of producing cut flowers.=111111

Z. Olericulturists are concerned with vegetables.0=111

3. The annual production of vegetables exceeds one0=111
billion dollars.

4. Apples are classed as small fruits.

.11101 5. Cotton is a horticultural crop.

6. Grapes are classed as citrus fruits.

1111411.

303

7. Floriculture has developed in the past ten years.

8. Out-of-season production of vegetables is an important
industry in the West and South.

s. Ornamental plants are considered as horticultural plants.

10. Olericulturists are not concerned with marketing vegetables.
They deal only with production.



940-1-2
Agris;,:ltural Education
Toaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

1. List at least 10 factors, in your own words, which one should con-
sider in selecting an occupation.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g
h.

i.

J.

2. List the five job titles for which descriptions were provided in the
assignment.
a.

298

b.

c.

d.

e.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

TYPES OF GREENHOUSE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Part I: Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942-11-1

1. handle the ventilation problem in greenhouses with no
ventilators.

2. The is the season for repairing greenhouse coverings.

3. It is necessary to provide a good means of exchanging the greenhouse air with
outdoor air it order to regulate the greenhouse temperature, adjust the

, provide air movement around the plants , and introduce new

supplies of and carbon dioxide.

Part II: True or False

1. Vinyl film is more durable than polyethylene .

2. The exterior of a greenholse does not need to be painted more
often than seven years.

3. Film plastic eliminates the problem of dripping water in the
greenhouse.

190
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 94241.2

Topic Test
on

SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

Student: School!

Date: Score;

True of False:

1. The depth of a bench icy cut flowers needs to be at least
twelve inches.

2. The best height for pot plant benches is 2 1/2 feet.

3. Before the type of greenhouse is chosen and built, a careful---..
study should be made of the best bench arrangement for the
crops to be grown.

4. Wood contracts when it is wet; so boards must be fitted close
together when making wooden benches.

197

5. One of the best bench making materials for drainage and air
circulation is one inch by one inch welded wire fabric.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

COOLING THE GREENHOUSE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Problems:

Nursery Worker 942 -11 -3

1. If a greenhouse was 100 feet long and 40 feet wide , how many square feet
would it contain? (answer)

2. How many CFM world need to be exhausted for a greenhouse containing
1000 square feet? (answez )

3. How many square feet of padded area will be needed in a greenhouse that
requires 7500 CFM to be exhausted? (answer)

Work here:

204

It



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

HEATING THE GREENHOUSE

School:

Score:

True or False:

440

Nursery Worker 94241-4

1. In vertical blow heaters the shaft is vertical and the fan blade is
horizontal.

2. Direct fired units are those which contain a combustion unit right
in the unit itself.

3. In recent years the use of unit heaters for heating greenhouses has
decreased considerable.

4. The oldest and most conventional heating system is the pipe coil.

5. The coldest spots in the greenhouse are the exterior side walls and
gable ends .



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

WATER PROTECTION STRUCTURES

Nursery Worker 942-11-5

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. gardens often have definite thermal belts and antic regions.

2. The most dangerous spots for frost damage are stretches of open ground
exposed on all sides, particularly to the sky.

3. Regardless of what kind of shelter you use, keep soil around
plants.

4. soil holds and releases more heat than soil.

5. , made of double strength glass and available in several
sizes, are set side-by-side to protect large areas.

450
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 042-1/-6

Topic Test
on

STRUCTURES FOR SUMMER HEAT PROTECTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

I. A lath sunscreen should be placed so the laths run in a
direction.

and

2. If you like to grow loving flowers such as tuberous begonias and
cyclamens, you may want a permanent display structure.

3. From sunrise to o'clock in the morning there is very little heat
accumulation.

4. The subject of in the garden is frequently ignored or mis-
understoodparticularly by the beginner.

5. A structure facing an direction is ideal, especially if you
live in a hot summer area.

466
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******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

COLDFRAMES AND HOTBEDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. are domes of heavy waxed paper used to cover plants.

2. Most plants grow best at degrees.

3. Hotbeds are heated by auxiliary heat and coldframes are beated by

4. An control assures maximum efficiency when using
electricity for heat.

5. can be used as the bottom layer of soil in a coldframe to aid
drainage.

480
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Agricultural Education Nursery Worker 942-111-1

College Station, Texas

Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University

Teaching Materials Center

******

Topic Test
on

ORIGIN, COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOILS

Student: School:

Date: Score:-..

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. The largest of the soil particles is

2. Decayed plants and animal material is called

3. and determine the rate of soil

0 formation.

4. Clay feels like rubbed between the fingers

5. The difference in texture of soils is caused by the different sizes of
soil .

PART II: List:

1. Threw (3) layers of soil from top to bottom:

a.

b.

c.

Z. Three (3) factors that are responsible for differences in soil color:

a.

b.

116

c.
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

SOIL MOISTURE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART 1 Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942-111-2

1. Moisture moves through the soil in all directions even against
gravity by movement.

2. In textured soils, the particles are closer together and
the attraction between soil and water is greater.

3. Much soil moisture can be lost when capillary water moves to the
surface and

4. All living cells carry on ,.

5. Movement of air through the soil is called .

PART II: Check T for true and F for false:

Soils should be worked while in a we.: condition.

It is possible to change water-holding capacity of soil.

Underwatering causes decreased aeration.

Sandy soils require more frequent watering than heavy clay soils.

Oxygen must be present for respiration to occur.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Fill in the blanks:

1.

Nursery Worker 942-111-3

Topic Test
on

SOIL MIXTURES

soils are a mixture of sand, silt, and clay.

increases aeration of soil.

3. Loam soils become after watering.

4. For large. scale mixing operations, use a power driven cement mixer
or

5. Loam soils often after drying.

List:

6. The characteristics of a good mixture:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

136
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Teaching Materials Center
College Staticn, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MULCHES

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. The most common mulch is

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-111-4

0

2. The time to apply mulch to the garden on established plants is in

3. Additional

fl.IIII.

should be applied to a crushed corncob
mulch.

4. may be produced during decomposition of lawn clippings.

5. A light spray of may be used by contractors to hstld.
soil in place on steep slopes.

PART II: Multiple choice:

97

1. The cost of this material is usually prohibited when large
areas are mulched.
a. crushed corncob b. peat moss c. wood chips

2. This material should not be used in areas where a cigarette
may be dropped.
a. corncobs b. asphalt c. straw

3. Any mulch should be at least this deep:
a. 1/4" - 1/2" b. 1" - 2" c. 2" - 3"
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Teaching Materials Center
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***CC*
Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Nursery Worker 942111-5

Topic Test
on

FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

Scnool:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. is responsible for the dark green color in plants.

2. The two lime elements are and magnesium.

3. Do not apply dry fertilizer to plants when the foliage is .

4. Place fertilizer and to the side of the seed.

5. Dry fertilizer can be (how applied) over the soil
surface by means of a spreader.

List:

1. Three primary elements

a.

b.

c.

2. Three secondary elements

a.

b.

c.

61
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Topic Test
on

SOIL ORGANISMS

Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942-III-6

1. convert nitrogen in the air to available plant nitrogen.

2. Moisture, lime, and can be added to the soil to
stimulate soil organisms.

3. feed on soil bacteria and contribute to organic con-
tent of the soil.

4. decompose organic residues and promote the formation
of humus.

5. The
drainage.

mixes soil and increases aeration. Also it promotes

List:

6. Three ways to control harmful soil organisms.

a.

156

b. .

C
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******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

SOIL STERILIZATION

Student; School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942-111-7

1. sterilization is cheaper than using chemicals.

2. Ethylene di-bromide is especially effective against .

3. No plants should be planted into a fumigant-treated soil for a period
of to weeks.

4. Ammonia build-up in the szil may cause .

5. Nematodes are killed when exposed to 140° F steam heat.

PART II: List:

1. Reasons for sterilizing soils.
a.

b.

c.

d.

2. Three precautions to observe when using fumigants:
a.

b.

e.,

274a

-,./
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7.

4. Shredded bark, sawdust, and wood shavings are most commonly used in

6. Brown to black peat contains approximateml

S. When sawdust is used,

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

2. Sphagn1 will retain

1.

Agricultural Education

College Station, Texas

(cooperating)

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University

the

swampy condition.

******

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN

Student:

the most widely used medium for reproduction of plants.

results from decayed remains of thick vegetation in

3. expands or explodes when heated.

part of the United States.

Topic Test

to

on

School:

Score:

times its own weight in water.

approximately

added to the medium.

Worker 942--8

0
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION

Nursery Worker 942-IV-1

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. is the study of plants.

2. There are over kinds of plants found in the world.

3. and are carbohydrates.

4. Van Helmont did an experiment to determine what made plants grow. His
conclusion was that alone produced growth.

5. Plants differ from animals in that they produce food from
and .

1240
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College Station, Texas
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Texas Education Agency
Texas AIM University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blank:

Topic Test
on

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

School:

Nursery Worker 942-W-2

Score:

is the process by which liquids and gases move from an
area of high concentration to an area of low concentration.

means light.

3. All substances are made up of

4. Photosynthesis requires four components. They are
,and

5. When atoms are combined, we call them a



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

RESPIRATION

School:

Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. Raw materials for respiration are

Nursery Worker 942 -IV -3

and .

2. Energy is during photosynthesis.

3. Respiration dry weight. (increases or decreases)

4. Plants release at night. (what gas ?)

5. is the release of chemical energy.

1422
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0
1575

4.

5. The principal water-absorbing stricture is the

3. occurs from plant injuries.

is the loss of water from the plant as a vapor .

Student:

2. Each vascular bundle has two types of conductive tissue called the

1.

Date:

Fill in the blank:

growth.

and

WATER ABSORPTION AND LOSS -- NUTRIENT
ABSORPTION -- MOVEMENT OF WATER AND

are elements , or groups of these elere its , needed for plant

NUTRIENTS IN THE PLANT

Topic Test
on

Score:

s

School:

Texas Education Agency

z2:-.
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Texas Education Agency
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Topic Test
on

PLANT FOOD

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blank:

1. Examples of the carbohydrates include the sugars starches , and

2. A pound of has about 2 1/4 times as much stored energy as a
pound of sugar.

3. is the principal part of lean meat.

4. and
make up about 97% of the dry weight of most plants.

5. The " elements" are those which the plant must have in order
to survive.

1402
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Teaching Materials Center
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Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

THE PLANT KINGDOM

Nursery Worker 942-1V4

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. plants cause many diseases of higher plants by attacking,
multiplying, and living in or on the higher plants.

2. The botanist classifies the seed-producing plants according to their

3. Helpful soil organisms and the nitrogen-fixing organisms found in legume nodules
are examples of bacteria.

4. forms a green scum on ponds and lives in both fresh water and
sea water .

5. The plant world has been divided into divisions.

1382
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Nursery Worker 942-V-1

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO PROPAGATION

PART I:' Fill in the blanks:

I. Two methods by which plants may be propagated are , and

2. Three requirements of the ideal plant propagation structure are
- and

3. is used for chemical sterilization of soil.

4. A good propagation media should be free of
and .

5. Many types of containers are used in plant propagation such as
and .

PART II: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements:

T F- - 1. If soil is used, sterilization is a must.

1968

1=1,1.111.
2. Many plant propagators use a plant hormone to promote

rooting of seeds.

3. Seed reproduction in plants is basically a sexual process.
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-V-2

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each
of the following statements:

T F

1. Many types and varieties of plants will not produce the same
quality and type of plant from seed and must be reproduced
by cutting, budding, or grafting.

.01111

2. Cuttings are more difficult to make than budding.

3. Cuttings are classified and named according to the part of the
plant from which they come.

..aw

4. Herbaceous cuttings are made from plant materials which are
hard.

,1.

5. Low humidity is necessary for rooting cuttings.,1.

PART II: Fill in the following blanks to make complete true statements.

1. The temperature of the rooting medium should be close to

2. Three requirements elf r. good rooting medium are:

a.

b.

c.

3. Cuttings are ready to transplant when roots are

4. Softwood cuttings are made (when)

5. During rooting the medium must be kept uniformly moist but never

909
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Teaching Materials Center
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******
Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

Nursery Worker 942-V-3

PART I: Place a check under T for true and under F for false in each of
the following statements:

T F

111,1,MI

II

1. The production of a new plant by layering is one of the lowest
methods.

2. Air layering is an excellent way to produce plants which do not
come true from seed.

3. Air layering is best practiced during the spring and summer
months.

4. A growth hormone may help to stimulate root growth.

5. Under ideal conditions, plants should root in a few months
when they are air-layered.

PART II: List:

1. List four plants which can be air-layered.

2039
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Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Nursery Worker 942-V-4

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

School:

Score:

T F

1. Plants are best divided after their season of blossoming.M.
2. Larger shrubs should be divided when they are dormant

for best results.
41M

3. Each root segment or division is actually a plant in itself
or is capable of becoming a new plant.

,...
4. Division is a slow way of increasing your supply of perennials.IMI MIIMMMIII

../....... 5. Deciduous and semi-deciduous perennials may be cut back toI1
about four inches from the ground when you transplant.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Te :as Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nurgiery Worker 942-V-5

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING AN^ BUDDING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Answer the following questions:

1. Define stock.

2. What is the cambium layer?

3. List two kinds of budding.

PART II: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements:

T F

844

1. In ill grafting methods, the tight union between stock and
scion must be sealed off fro a air with some kind of sealing
agent.

2. Evergreens can be grafted in early spring, just before plants
begin to grow activey.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Nursery Worker 942-V-6

Topic Test
on

PROPAGA :ION FROM SEEDS

School:

Score:

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements:

T F

1. There are no bargains when obtaining good seeds.=1
2. A good growing media for germinating seeds should be411 ..11.1.,

high in the nutrients necessary for plant growth.

3. The minimum temperature for seed germination is 70° F.411

PART II:

1. Some
as

Z. A

Fill in the following blanks to make complete true statements:

propagators use a layer of a sterile moistuze holding mate;rial

soil.
can be used for firming the top of the

3. To help distribute small seed, mix them with a small amount of

4. The label on a seeded flat should contain

a.

b.

c.

d.

866



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-V-7

Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING A PLANT BREEDING VOCABULARY

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

I. The

School:

Score:

is the part of the stamen that develops and bears pollen.

2. A is a small flower in a composite flower, having
stameAs and a pistil.

3. A is the unit.that carries hereditary traits.

4. The is an enlarged base of a pistil in which the seed develops.

5. A is a small flower in a composite flower, having
a pistil hi .ti no stamens.

880



1.

4. The

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

2.

3. A perfect flower contains both

(cooperating)

Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University

Agricultural Education

petals and the floral parts.

******

PLANT SELECTION AND FUNDAMENTALS

is the transfer of pollen.

is the union of germ cells.

Topic Test
on

and

1541

2.

3.

4

PART II: Label the parts of the perfect flower:

--
1.

which are often green cuplike structures, support the

Worker 942-ler

6.

8.

S.

:14

2.

0

slt-
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

HEREDITY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942-V-9

1. If a plant that is self-pollinated produces offspring identical to itself,
it is said to breed

2. If the first-generation offspring are not all identical to the parent
plant, then it is said that has occurred._

3. When the red and yellow genes come together and both are incomplete,
the resulting color of the flower will be .

4. Hybrids are results of crosses between two

5. When the male and female germ cells unite in the each
contributes one gene for each .

888



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-V-10

Topic Test
on

GENERAL BREEDING TECHNIQUES

True or False:

895

1. Only those composite flowers containing both disc and ray
florets can be self-pollinated.

2. Prepollination steps generally should begin after the flower
is well opened.

3. Extremely high temperatures or moist conditions are harm-
ful to pollen.

4. Some breeders use chicken bands for marking the parent
plants.

5. C --nposite flowers can be easily closed with a string or soft
wire .



Agricultural Education Nursery Worker 942-VI-1
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING A NURSERY VOCABULARY

Fill in the blanks with the words provided:

1. is the process by which water forms on cool surfaces.

2. moans not in an active state of growth.

3. A is a substance that furnishes chemicals that are
necessary for good plant growth.

4. First start of growth in seeds is called .

5. The point where the leaf attaches to the stem is called the .

6, is film or rigid plastic for covering plastic houses.

7. A is a young plant that was produced from seed.

8, propagation is the reproduction of plants by seed.

9. A is a young stem just starting in growth.

10. The is the male portion of the plant.

Words to choose from:

1. PVC 7. Fertilizer 13. Pistil

2. pH 8. Leaf axil 14. Asexual

3. Condensation 9. Organic matter 15. Union

4. Dormant 10. Seedling

5. Sexual 11. Shoot

6. Germination 12. Stamen

2013
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

Fill in the blanks:

1. The hole which the plants are to be set shoulfi be
wider and deeper than the roots of the plant.

Z. The plant should be set at the
growing.

at which it was

3. When planting a bareroot shrub or tree, of the top
should be pruned.

4. Trees usually need guy wires.

5. The nursery term B&B means and .

1839



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PRUNING

Nursery Worker 942-VI-3

PART I: Place a T for True or an F for false in the blank beside each
statement:

T F- - 1. Trees may be pruned at any time.

2. Climbing hybrid-tea roses look best when old blooms are
cut off just above the second bud in the axil of a leaf.

3. Many shrubs should be pruned by thinning out rather than
by severe prun"ig.

4. Shrubs which bloom in the spring should be pruned in the
fall.

5. Climbing roses should be pruned after flowering.

PART II: Answer the following to make true complete statements:

1. Pruning ornamental shrubs and small flowering trees depends on the
and of the plant.

2. When woody plants are dug without a ball of soil around the roots, they
are said to be dug .

3. Deciduous plants should be pruned between and

4. Many shrubs should be pruned by rathf than by
severe pruning.

5. Pruning of plants is the cutting off or cutting back of parts of that
plant for or more .

1758
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
( cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-VII-1

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL CROP PRODUCTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. The three moat widely grown cut flowers are roses, chrysanthemums,
and .

2. The cultivation and selling of flowers is known as

3. Many greenhouses have been located in a particular area because of the
great amount of during the winter or the mild climate.

4. Most cut flowers are sold to the retail flower shops through wholesale
houses.

5. The U. S. D.A. does research in many phases of floriculture at
Maryland.

2249
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

GROWING ANNUALS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Nursery Worker 942-VII-2

True or False:

1. Annuals grow only one year or less.

2, Morning glories bloom only in the winter.

3. Asters are resistant to wilt.

4. There are many varieties of zinnias.

S. Some annuals take only six weeks from seed to flower.

6. Annuals can be produced in flats.

7. Pansies are biennials.

2077

8. Asters make good cut flowers.

9. Annua).s do best in well prepared soil.

10. Hollyhocks are blue in color.
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Teaching MMerials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

PERENNIALS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. Primrose clumps need dividing every
season.

2. Primroses like most soils, but rich

3. The
gardeners.

Nursery Worker 942-VII-3

years, after bloom

is ideal.

is probably the best perennial for beginning

4. Polyantha primroses will repeat bloom in fall if you them
back after spring bloom and give them a .

5. is a favorite season for dividing and replanting as
well as for planting newly purchased perennials.

2 418
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College Station, Texas

******
I Texts Education Agency

Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

/NM

U

Tupic Test
on

BULBS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942 -VII -4

1. The term is one that is loosely applied to any plant that has a
swollen or thickened basal portion:

2: A is a creeping miderground stem, often thit.k with
stored food.

3. Bu 'Wets grow larger each year until it is time to and re-
plant them:

4. In early spring, cool air and higher humidity enables young plants to
tolerate more a

5. Is mild-winter regions, tulips will if not dug.

1922

dr
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Nursery Worker 942-VII-5

Topic Test
on

CHARACTERISTICS, AIDENTIFICATION AND USE
OF IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

School:

Score:

PART I: Fill in the following blanks.

1. The Azalea requires or
ing medium.

2. Rooted mum cuttings should be planted as as possible.

3. Coleus root easily from

4. The Poinsettia is a seasonal plant most popular at

5. The beet temperature to start Caladiums is

as grow-

PART 11: Underline the most appropriate answer.

1. Exotic looking plant with showy spikes of blooms which may be attractive
for several months. (a) Azalea (b) Bromeliad (c) Hydrangea
(d) Poinsettia

2. Bright glossy leaves of many different colors on a single plant.
(a) Croton (b) Azalea (c) Ficus (d) Sansevieria

3. Showy, velvety foliage plant with large bell shaped blooms in assorted
colors. (a) Geranium (b) Caladium (c) Gloxinia (d) Begonia

4. Flowers in hanging cattails up to a foot long of a deep red color.
(a) Ferns (b) Hydrangea (c) Croton (d) Chenille

5. 11 ost important tropical decorciave plant family. (a) Philodendron
(b) Dracaena (c) Devil's Ivy (d) Schefflera

1440



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(r aoperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

POINSETTIAS

Nursery Worker 942-VII-6

School:

Score:

True of False:

I. Poinsettia cuttings should be rooted under mist if possible.

2. Poinsettias should be staked.,011... ,,....

3. Poinsettias are very sensitive to light, and great care needs to
be taken not to light them accidentiany.

4. The market acceptance for Poinsettias is excellent at Christmas.

5. The most common cause of lack of roots is poorly aerated soil.

2124
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College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

NutseTy: Worker 94Z-VII-7

PART I: True or False

1. The most popular color mum.is yellow.

2. The ideal night temperature for mum is 95 degrees.

3. The pot mum grower can keep diseases under control by using
disease free stock and doing a good job of sterilizing potting
soil and handling equipment.

4. The grasshopper is the most persistent insect on mums.

PART II: Fill in the following blanks:

1. The method of propagation for mums is by

2. The most persistent pests on mums are

3. Mums naturally bloom in the

4. The began hybridizing varieties of mums more than 2,500
years ago.

2108
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

********
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

,.

Topic Test
on

GERANIUMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: True or False

Nursery Worker 942-VII-8

1. Geraniums are not commonly grown from seed because the
seed of the most desirable varieties are not available.

2. Geraniums are notoriously poor shippers.

3. Never pinch geraniums.

4. Blue is the color of geraniums most in demand.

PART II: Fill in the blanks:

1. Geraniums are several weeks before the cutting harvest is
to start.

2. is the most populir color in geraniums.

3. is the second most popular color in geraniums.

4. There are several serious diseases of geraniums, and some of these
can be transmitted with the

2154



1. The

2. Stem tip or leaf bud cuttings are made from

4.

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

3. The hydrangea is forced for

5. Hydrangeas are grown outdoors in the

Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

Texas Education Agency

2097

********

causes considerable damage during storage.

is the most common insect enemy of the hydrangea.

HYDRANGEAS

Topic Test
on

Score:

School:

and

Nursery Worker

to

Agricultural Education
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-V111-1

Topic Test
on

TURF GRASSES FOR TEXAS

Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the following
statements:

T F

1. Many of the 550 species of grass in Texas are suitable for turf.

2. Bermuda is the turf grass most widely adapted in Texas.IMIM

.111=Mo

1780

3. St. Augustine is not as cold hardy as Bermuda.

4. St. Augustine is susceptible to certain diseases, notably
brown patch and leaf spot.

5. St. Augustine will not live in low, wet areas.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942; -VIII-2

Topic Test
on

ESTABLISHING A NEW TURF

Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the
following statements:

T F

IN. MINIMINE

....111. ,,,,........

1522

1. In all instances, the character of the soil needs to be altered
considerable.

2. Terraces should be avoided if possible because of the difficulty
of establishing and maintaining turf on terraces.

3.- A complete fertilizer should be plowed or spaded under to
supply the plant nutrients needed for deep root development.

4. Low-priced seed often are the most costly.

5. Sprigging or sodding must be used for establishing grasses
which cannot be propagated by seed.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942 - VIII -3

Topic Test
on

MANAGING AN ESTABLISHED TURF

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of
the following statements:

T F

1. Nitrogen is the key element in turf production.. 2. Potassium deficiency causes the leaves to be an unhealthy
dark green.

3. Iron chlorosis occurs on soils high in lime.

4. The root system develops during the fall and early spring.

5. Mowing too close encourages thinning of the turf.

PART II: Fill in the following blanks:

1. Four major factors in maintaining a turf are
and .

Z. Calcium deficiency causes growth.

3. Chlorosis may be corrected by applying

I P

or

4. A soil in good physical condition for plant growth is a mixture of
and .

5. Aerifying the soil is a means of the soil.

808



940

411 01M.

411 01M.

T F

1. Three good sprays for the chinch bug are

4. Brown patch is a fungus disease that often attacks

PART II: Fill in the following blanks:

2. Two applications

3. Four problems which occasionally arise in the production of a turf

5. Brown patch may be controlled by spraying the affected and immediate

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of

Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency

College Station, Texas

are

andand

effective control of bermuda. grass mites.

surrounding areas thoroughly with a fungicide containing

2. Brown patch is a fungus disease that attacks only St. Augustine

3. Fungicides which contain PCNB are terraclor and captan.

4. If clovers are not removed from the lawn, they should be

5. Dusts generally are more effective in the control of chiggers

1. Proper turf grass management is the best means of controlling

*******

the following statements:

weeds.

than are sprays.

kept under control by frequent mowing.

grass.

TURF PROBLEMS

Topic Test

days apart may be necessary for most

on

Nursery Worker -4

and

47 41,P.
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TeachingAfaterials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

Nursery Worker 942-DC-1

1. The four most important causes of plant disease are
and

2. An agent that transmits disease producing organisms is called a

3. Is the best approach
to controlling canker disease.

4. A is a plant on (in) which a parasite lives and obtains its food.

5. The smallest form of a plant disease is the

492
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

Topic Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT DISEASES

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942 -IX -2

1. The key to disease control is proper

2. is a rust-like disease lesion; a disease in which scab is a
prominent sympton.

3. A is an open wound or dead spot, often sunken, In a stem or
branch surrounded by living tissue.

4. A is an outgrowth, often more or less spherical, of organized cells.

5. Knots on roots usually indicate that are present.

6. A is a dried, shriveled fruit, caused by certain bogus diseases.

508
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Teaching Materials Center
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.0,4***
Texas Education Agency
Texas AlkM University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-IX-3

Topic Test
on

AIDPLICATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS OF HORTICULTURPL CHEMICALS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. A sprayer is one of the most common means of
applying pest cr disease control materialc in the greenhcuse.

2. Sonic chemicals kill only on , therefore the entire plant
should be covered.

3. Always the label before using a chemical.

4. Many of the control materials are to human 'Wins,
and they must be used in such a way that they do not endanger anyone.

5. For an aerosol application the pesticides are purchased in a ready to
use container commonly callod a .
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0
Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Toxas AIM University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Nursery Worker 942-IX-4

Topic Teat
on

CONTROLLING LEAF DISEASES

School:

Score:

Fill 1n the blanks:

1. live on secretions from aphids and immature stages of the white
fly and cause sooty mold.

2. Lack of causes chlorosis.

3. Oedema is caused by excess or

4.
and

are two chemicals good for treating
mosaic or leaf curl.

and5. Proper
scorch and scald.

524

are the best treatments for



636

4. Plants that have

Date:

2. Plants that have gall are treated by

3.

5. Two chemicals used to control green scruf are

Student:

College Station, Texas

(cooperating)

1.

.1

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University

infected parts of the tree to drain excess fluids and relieve pressure.

Plants badly infected by dodder should be

CONTROLLING STEM, BRANCH, AND TRUNK DISEASES

******

and

Topic Test

cause lichens.

On

School:

Score:

are treated by installing tubes in the

-

Nursery Worker 942-DC-5

and

Agricultural Education
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery W)rker 942-DC-6

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING ROOT DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

I. A soil temperature of to degrees is necessary for development
of southern blight.

soil fumigation is an effective treatment for
crown gall and hairy rot.

3. Mushroom root rot can be effectively controlled by fumigation with

4. Root knot is caused by

5. Always

652

are a problem.
the soil where damping-off and seedling blight



Nursery Worker 942-DC-7
Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
OD

CONTROLLING DISEASES AFFECTING THE ENTIRE PLANT

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. is an effective treatment for aster yellows.

2. can be used to confrol verticillium wilt.

3. The part of Texas is affected mostly by verticilliwn wilt.

4. and CM-19 are both effective controls for botrytle blight.

5. The general name for a chemical used to combat mites is a

541
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING LAWN AND TURF DISEASES

Fill in the blanks:

I. Lack of causes chlorosis

2. and are controls for Piricularia leaf spot.

3. For control of rust on bluegrass apply chemicals as in early stages
of disease.

4. The control of mushrooms is to and destroy them.

5. The symptoms of fading out are dead areas
from a few inches to several feet in diameter.

557



PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1.

4. Leaf Rollers are small

6.

2.

3.

5. Aphids are sometimes called

Student:

Date:

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

691for

shelter and food.

IDENTIFYING PLANT INSECTS AND METHODS OF CONTROL

suck sap from the plant.

********

of plants are damaged by grubs.

are small, attached insects covered with shells or armor that

rolls into a ball when disturbed.

are microscopic worms that attack roots and cause galls.

Topic Test
on

Score:

School:

that wrap leaves around themselves

Nursery Worker 942-IX-9Agricultural Education
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College Station, Texas

**WO*
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

NEMATODES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. The

Nursery Worker 942- 1X-10

nematode is the most common type in Texas.

2. Tomatos and are very good hosts for nematodes.

3. Before spending a large amount of money for chemicals, determine

$ 0 if nematodes are causing a significant amount of damage to justify
the and .

4. and nitrogen nodules are often confused with knots
caused by nematodes.

t 5. .Nematode-affected plants have less ability to withstand lack of
lack of water or any adverse condition.



4.

2.

I. Conical mounds of dirt pushed up from their main run indicates the

3. A bird that has no friends and should be eliminated is the

of destroying moles.

presence of a

is the best long term control for deer.

and are the most effective means

College Station, Texas

Date:

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Fill in the blanks:

CONTROL OF MOLES, GOPHERS, BIRDS, AND DEER

******

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-IX«IlAgricultural Education

r

5. Moles are unlike gophers because they have tunnels.

669
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Teaching Materials Center
College '-lion, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING WEEDS

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-IX-12

1. should be worn while mixing and applying chemical solution.

2. The has been the gardener's most useful tool for over 4,000 years.

3. Peat moss and other organic mulches are applied to soil in weed control to
cut off .

4. In areas where regrowth of persistent perennial weeds require frequent
hoeing, use a recommended weed killer.

5. should be applied to the soil several days before trying to
pull up weeds.

573
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-1

Topic Test
on

PRINCIPLES USED TO PREVENT PERSONAL INJURY

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

1. The should do the lifting when a person attempts to
pick up a heavy object without using equipment.

2. One pulley only direction of force.

3. A 1 /2" pipe hooked onto a. hose makes an effective device for
post holes.

4. A wall rack for lumber and pipe keeps the materials completely off the
ground and ay ay from and

S. When you build bold rock walls and rock gardens, a system
suspended from a tripod is very helpful.

1486
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Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

****55
Texas Education Agency
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(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942.314

Topic Test
on

SELECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF HORTICULTURAL HAND TOOLS

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

School:

State:

1. A shovel is handy for moving sawdust, manure, and other
light materials.

2. The scuffle hoe works best on packed. ground.

3. The two most common shapes of lawn rakes are
and

4. The most C01111/11011 hoes have a inch blade.

5. The rake is a good tool for leveling soil or gravel and
collecting earth clods.

1506



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-3

Topic Test
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

,Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

1.

School:

Score:

and should be checked when inspecting a belt.

2. Regularly used equipment should always be checked by the

3. Cover cutting surfaces with used or

4.

5.

if a machine is
to sit out in the weather for a long period of time.

or other solvents may be used to clean an air filter.

maintenance consists of periodic equipment inspection
and upkeep.

2348



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942.X.4

Topic 'rest
on

OPERATING AND MAINTAINING LAWN MOWERS
SAFELY AND rFFECTIVELY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. The three main categories of powvr mowers are:

a,

b,

c.

AD

2, What is the general term used to at:scribe the practice of Mowing a lawn
too close?

3, A sickle bar mower consists primarily of what two parts?

4. What part of plant prodUces food?

5. How can long clippings damage a lawn?

829



1. The part of a tiller that turns and actually dots the digging is called the

2. Normally, front tine tillers do not have

2314

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

3. If the front tine tiller must be held back to do a proper job of tilling, the

4.

5. Before starting any tiller, check to see that all clutches, or belt tension

College Station, Texas

Texas ABM University
(cooperating)

Teaching Materials Center

Texas Education Agency

pulleys are

duty work and can thoroughly mix organic matter into the soil.

OPERATING ROTARY TILLERS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

******

should be lowered to cause the tines to dig deeper.

rotary tillers are designed for medium to heavy

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-X-5

wheels.

Agricultural Education



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-X-6

Topic Test
on

OPERATING GARDEN TRACTORS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. The usual horsepower range for garden tractors is to H. P.

2. The two most popular garden tractor transmissions are the
type and the type.

3. Extra pulleys may be mounted on either the gearbox shaft or the
to permit use of implements requiring power.

4. Walking type tractors have had moderate improvements such as

2380



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-XI-1

Topic Test
on

INTitt.DUCTION TO HOME LANDSCAPING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks :

=w

1. Gardens can no longer be entirely naturalistic because they do not fit
into oar way of living.

2. A good landscape development results only where plants and architectural
materials are

3. When landscape plans are obtained from a nursery without charge, they
may be of little value or yot: may pay for them indirectly through the
purchase of .

4. The word refers to the entire property.

5. The. main problems of designing or a..ranging elements on the land lie
in properly organizing and using the available .

1939



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

1-.. The

Topic Test
on

SELECTING A SITE

consideration.

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-XI-2

of the homesite should be your first

2. Proper will prevent intrusion of industry in reeIdential
sections.

3. If streets and sidewalks have not been paved or do not exist, part of0 the future Goat will no doubt be borne by the

0

4, lots are often thought preferable but they make privacy
difficult.

5. A lot that is slightly above street level provides and
offers a good setting.

2136



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-XI-3

Topic Test
on

SCHEDULING LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT AND BEGINNING PLANS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Viii in the blanks:

1. and are the most essential elements and you
should construct them first.

2. are important especially in Texas areas where shade is
desirable.

3. Hedges, screens, walls, and fences provide
assist in control around the home.

and

4. Few gardens can be planned, constructed, and planted in one year with-
out considerable

5. is the term used for a piece of real estate which may be
merely a lot or one with a home on it.

2058
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Nursery Worker 942 -XI -4

Topic Test
on

ANALYZING PROBLEMS AND DETERMINING NEEDS

Fill in the bl anks:

1.
environment.

School:

Score: -

is largely a question of individual taste and past

The basic step in the preparation of a program is to decide and
analyze specific problems of a chosen

3. The four basic considerations that should be included in success-
ful landscape development are:

b.

c.

d.

4. From an artistic standpoint, everything varies in
and .

5 Good landscape development always results in an increase of
values.

2308



Agricultural Education Nursery Worker 942-X I-5
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

0 Texas Education Agency
Texas A &M University
(cooper-ting)

Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING THE LANDSCAPE PLAN

Student: School:

Date: Score:

List:

1. Four main functions which hoinesites and farinsites must provide:

a. .-
b. .

0 c. ----
d. .

2. Six areas of Texas ir, which plants vary:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

U

1993



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

SELECTING PLANTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1.

Nursery Worker 942-X1-6

and flowering plants are not as per-
manent as woody plant materials and usually do not provide as good
covering for garden areas.

2. Most native plants require little or other care when
they have become established after transplanting.

3. Plants from the Mediterranean regions and often have
similar cultural and moisture requirements to out native plants.

4, Large shrubs or small trees are to feet tall when full grown.---
5. shrubs attain a height of 6 to 8 feet at maturity.

2282
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-XI-7

Topic Test
on

GRADING, DRAINAGE, AND LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

True or False:

I. The minimum width for an entrance sidewalk is eight feet.

2. Walks should always be as direct as possible.

3. Landscape planners with a minimum of design experience
. should avoid curved walks.

2266

4. The use of splash blocks is the most desirable method of
preventing downspouts from eroding soil.

5. Lowering the grade around existing trees does not disturb
their normal functioning nearly so much as doea filling.



Agricultural Education Nursery Worker 942XII-1
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

444444

)

0
286

4. How can a person become a "scientific salesman"?

5. What is required for a would-be salesman to become a tough,

3. What are the beat two ways to learn selling?

0 2. What are two ways in which good habits pay off,

Student:

Da a:

1.. What ar a the three basic ingredients of a salesman?

Texas ALCM University
(cooperating)

TIM' Education Agency

b.

aggressive and effective salesman?

a.

a.

b.

b.

a.

h.

c.

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

Topic Teat
on

Score:

School:,



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student'

Date:

Topic Test
on

DISPLAYING

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-XII-2

1. displays are designed to stop the customer and bring
him into the store.

2. attracts attention and give the impression of demand.

3. Each table and shelf should have a to the others.

4. Special racks; tri-plane and peg board tables are excellent for dis-
playing items and other small competitive items.

5. displays are more successful when used for familiar products.

1893



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

*44***
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

ADVERTISING

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

Nursery Worker 942-XII-3

1. advertising consists of displays withii the place
of business.

2. buying results in millions of dollars' worth of sales
annually, as the growth of super-markets show.

3. advertising is high in cost but is effective because the product
can be demonstrated.

PART II: List:

1. Three factors to consider when selecting an advertising medium are

a.

b.

c.

2. Three methods of "outside of the store" advertising are:

a.

b.

c.

1874



Agricultural nducation
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas A&M University
(cooperating)

Topic Test
on

LABELING AND PRICING

Problem:

Nrsery Worker 942-XII-4

What would be the percent mark-up of a plant if the production cost was
$1.00 and selling price was $2.00?

Work:

Answer:

1909



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center
College Station, Texas

******
Texas Education Agency
Texas Alai University
{cooperating)

Nursery Worker 942-XII-5

Topic Test
on

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES

Fill in the blanks:

1. The first problem of a salesman is getting the
customer.

of the

2. A dangerous practice that many salesmen fall into is trying to arouse
interest by overstressing .

3. percent of all salesmen quit cold after a single call on a prospect.

4. " is a luxury no salesman can afford. "

5. The surest and quickest way to lose a sale is to

1814
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ut7frrM7Br Occupational Home Economics Course in Floral
Designing.

Alabama State Dept of Educ, Montgomery. Home Econ Service
Pub Date - 64
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 35p.

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS, GRADE 11,
GRADE 12, *FLORICULTURE, *FLORIST WORKERS,

Teachers may use this experimental outline in planning a
2-semester course to prepare 11th and 12th grade students for
entry level floral designing jobs. It was developed by
vocational home economics teachers and state supervisors.
Students learn to plan, design, and make floral pieces and
decorations as well as care for plants and flowers.
Subject-matter areas cover (1) occupational nature and scope,
(2) Japanese and English influence on floral design, (3)
knowledge and skills involved in floral design, (4) the art of
arranging permanent flowers, (5) the art of plant arrangement,
(6) the art of making corsages, bouquets, and funeral designs,
and (7) the floral designer in the world of work. Each subject area
includes objectives and an outline of course content. Books,
bulletins, articles, filmstrips, lecture demonstrations, and
sources for supplies are listed. (FP)
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=RIX PROFILE

or

MORAL D18101111A1

(One or two semester course to be
offered in grades eleven or twelve)

NV= LEVEL JOINS FOR liallat OMER PICNIDES TIVW11103

JOE
TITLE

Floral
Designer*
D.O.T. No.
14E481

JOB
RISPONOZOILETINS

Pre= OF
EPIDINEN?

I

Designs and fashions floral
pieces and decorations. Nikes
corsages and bouquets. Plans
floral settings. Cares for
Plants and flowers.

Floral Cmmds

Flower Sops

BelfImpioyment

OPPC01101121118 FCR ADVAIKSIENZ

Through experience and increased artistic skill persons nay advance to
higher paying positions in floral establishments or may beanie annagers.

031M DEOCRIPfD31

The purpose of the course is to help students acquire knowledge and skills
involved in floral designing which will prepare them for entry level jobs
in this field. The course content includes the. following concepts:

. Nature and scope of the occupation of floral designing

. The Japanese and English influence on floral design

. Knoledge and skills involved in floral design

. The art of arranging permanent flowers.
. The art of plant management

.
. The art of making corsagr bouquets and funeral designs

. The floral designer in the world of work



2

MMUN NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE OCCUPATION
OF FLORAL DESIGNING

ORIECTIVIS: lb help pupils to:

I. Vadesstand the nature of the occupation and the expectations of
the job.

IL Sem* intoned on the scope of the mamma* possibilities of
the floral designer.

OITLINE OP CONTENT
I. IRTERIC OP TM OCCUPATION Or FINAL DESSEIDIO

A. Espeatations of the Job

0. Learning owortunities on the Job

C. Skills which contribute to Job innoess

D. Personal qualities which contribute to maces. as a floral designer

I. Psychological aspects of the occupation

P. Economic aspects of the occupation

8. Managerial aspects of the occupation

II. SCOPE OP OE EliPLOSIINT POSencarrna ce TEE Mein. DIM=
A. Places of as loyaint for the floral thsigner

I. Floor shops

2. Floral Sway Companies

3. thlf-Esployaent

D. Opportunities for Advancement

C. Looal emploonni possibilities for the floral designer

I. limber and kind

2. Future prospects of Job opportunities

......



.3.

Cann: THE JAPANESE AND ENGLISH INFLUENCE
ON FLORAL DESIGN

=Cane: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the Japanese influence on floral design.

II. Understand the English influence on flower arranging.

2UTLINE OF CONTENT

I. SPA= IIWILIBOCE ON ?URAL MIMI

A. History of the Japanese influence on flower arrangement

B. Japanese styles before 1930

1. Ibribana (Novase style)

. Pawns

. Combination of materials
Bolder.

. Stem lengths

. Equipment

Pow
Combination of materials

. Holders

. Stem 14mgthe

SquiPnent

3. Sake or Eltoka (foinal style, simple in design, restrained
and though at times highly dramatic, always restful)

Levele

UPI=
Middle

lower

Principal stems

Shin (prinoipsi) -- truth
Hoe (auxiliary) deed
Tai (opposite) meditation

. Combination of materials

. Stem lengths

. Bending of plant material
Equipment



An arrangement which does not rigidly follow all the ralsos
of a sohool but is near tam in feeling.

S. Abstract sty/te

Cbjeots or part of them ars reduced to the elands essential
to the purpose.

a. Walt ells
The style is created either in wood, metal or down ATM
in feeling of sculpture and used with or without flassts.

4. Avekt-garde sty/.

Ummlly aide /s, men. A sketch is dram which is corded oat
in iron* glass or other material. These are expensive.

D. *dualism

1. Pine represents strong and sturdy traits of hum shaseter

2. Bamboo stands for faithfulness

3. Peach blooms denotes feminine qualities of mildness and
gentleness iddah contributes to a homy marriage

4. Certain types of iris leaves 'J.- forams* mestmline traits of
boldness and power

5. Pule and bamboo together sgmbolise proprisizr and good
fortune

Primary level

Highest
emboli* of heaven

Middle
Symbolic of men



5
2. Tertiary level

L owest
. Symbolic of earth

II. ENOLISH mum ON FLOWER ARMING

A. History of English influence on flower arrangement

B. *ilia bouquet (mixed bouquet)

C. Period studies

colon: KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS INVOLVED IN
FLORAL DESIGN

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the principles and elements of design as related to
floral designing.

II. Select flowers to use in floral designs.

III. Select foliage to use in floral designs.

IV. Learn the basic plans of design and arrangement.

V. Understand general principles that apply to floral designing.

VI. Develop skills in floral designing.

VII. Develop skills in working with ribbons and bows.

OUTLINE OF CONTENZ

I. UNICRSTIUIDIN TM PRINCIPLES AND ELEMENTS OF DEMO

A. Principles of design

1. Unity

J. Scale

3. Accent (a focal point or center of interest)

4. Hammy

5. Rhythm

6. Balance

. Formal (symmetrical)

. Informal (asymmetrical)



a. Elements of design

1. lor
3. Line

3. Span
4. Torture

5. Color

Nee
. Value

Intensity
. Use of color in arrangsments
. Color 'tenants.

II. SVEN= F1 PCI! FLORAL DEMO

A. Kinds of flown for floral designs

1. 'French Marigolds

Hardiest of all flowers
. Ineepensive

2. Double abut& Dalai..

. Last a long time
Easy to mango

3, Zinnias

. Lasts tall

. Ineopensive

. Cans in various colors

4. Nerguerites

. wry

. Inexpensive

. Easy to arrange
Whita and yellow

5. ektm Drawee

A variety of colors available
Nay be used for both horisontal and vertigo' arrawments

6. Chrysanthemum

All aims
. Sony colon
. Economical late season by



7. Gaillardias

. Maroon and bronze

. Often an economical buy

8. Sfeeet Peas

. Variety of pastel colors
Suitable for table bouquets

9. Strad lowers

. Suitable for winter arrangements

. Various colors are available

10. Corsopois

. Yellow

. Used in informal compositions

11. Iris

. Variety of colors available

12. Carnations

. White, pink, red

. Econceical buy during mid-saner

. Easy to arrange

13. Dahlias

. Many colors

. pcopaa, ball types and available in large
decorative types

14. Ca lendulas

. Yellow, orange

. Usually one of the most eamomical buys

III. EURO= .FOR FLOM DBMS

A. Reasons for using foliage

1. Aesthetic purposes

2. Long life

3. Does not absorb water as rapidly as out flowers

B. Kinds of foliage

1. Sprays or large branches

. Magnolia

. lemon

. Huckleberry

. Rhododendron



8

2. Leaves (High sheen)

C omma
. Cowin.

Magnolia
. Rubber plant

Clinia

. Aspidistra

3. Leaves Waft sheen)

. Mama

. Rhododendron

. Lemon

. Ara lia
New Zealand Flax

4. Leaves (Scant sheen)

. Eucalyptus

. Sea Grape
Bird of Paradise

C. Sheen of foliage

D. Shape of foliage

E. Texture of foliage

F. Color of foliage

1. Greens

2. Blue-greens

3. llaw-greens

4. Violet

5. Redoriolet

6. Others

IV. BASIC PLANS OF DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENT

A. Hogarth curve (8 design)

D. Fan design

C. Triangle

D. Crescent

E. "Free arrangement



. 9 -

F. Massed arrangement

G. Vertical arranment

H. Horizontal errangaient

I. Informal arrangement

J. Formal arrangement

C. Miniature armament

V. PIWICIPUIS Cr MAHAL DESIGN IN REAMS TD:

A. Mixing two afferent size flowers

B. Establishing freedom and movement

C. Identifying a center of interest (focal point)

D. Using bright gay colors with light colors

IL Using several colors in one arrangement

F. Placement of blossoms

G. Combining spike.shape flowers with round flowers or foliage

H. Combining light colored, airy flowers with dark-colored,
heavy flowers

VI. DEVEWPMENT Cr =la IN P1 AL =ono
A. Use of tools and supplies

I. Holders (needle and wire)

2. Clay (floral and modeling)

3. Cutting tools

4. Picks

5. Tape

B. Selection of other containers

I. Design

2. Color

3. Texture

4. Size
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S. Designing fruit and vegetable arrangements

I. Principles of dodo

2. nolo:*

3. Texture

4. Selecting fruits and vegetables

5. Containers

. Weight of material (fruits and vegetables)

. Fitness with beobground

. rinds

Plaques of wood
Baskets
Treys
Bowls

. Glass containers
Silver containers

M. Making cos nation arrangaments of flowers, foliage with fruits

and vegetables

I. Bold flowers with refined fruits and vegetables

3. Delicate flowers with bold fruits and vegetables

3. Dominance

I. Designing arranges eats from dried plant materials and other life.
less foam

I. The characteristics of driad materials

Durable
economical

. Require no water

3. Materiaam suitable for dried arramments

. Reeds
Leaves

. Branches

. Grasses

. Seed Pods

. Berries

. Dried Blossoma

Celosia
- Calendula

Dahlia
Chinese lantern

. Marigold

. Statics
Tana,

- Zinnia
- Chrysanthemum



- 13 .

3. Permanent preservation of foliage and flowers

Preserving by drying

Upside.donn method
--Mole of flowers

Natural drying method
- Pressing

. Preserving with Glycerine
lor and testa. i

Time required
Preserving individual leaves
Color with dye
Ilse end care of treated foliage

Preserving with tb. sand treatment

rinds of flowers

Preserving by painting and varnishing
Preserve through skeletok..ising

8tonglag dried foliage end flowers

4. Developmmt of skills in Eakin dried arrangements

Selecting container
. Arranging dried uaterials
. Displaying ranammat

J. Designing special occasion arrangements

1. Holidays

New Year's E. and Des . Mother's Day
Valentine's Day . itatosial Day
8t. Patrick's Di" itaDowass
Easter Thanksgiving
Hey Day

2. Eirthdlys

3. findhationm

4. Parties

5. Anniversaries

6. Wedding,

Munk
Ikea

. Receptions

E. Designing placement arrangonents

1. Church

2. Office
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3. Recepti.rn rooms

4. Rome

. Entry way

. Living room

4. *gentle

.coasional table
- Coffee table
- Piano

. Dining rocs

L. Plaques

1. Pressed flowers

2. Dried materials and seeds

VII. IMMO WITH RIBBON, WAS, MID PAPER

A. rinds of bows

1. Glee= bow with variations

2. Loop bow with variatices

3. Wreath bow

4. Corsage bow

5. Greek bow

6. Pussy cat km

7. Figure -8 bow

O. &ids:et km

9. Tied bow with variations

D. Selection of ribbons

1. Types and use

. Satin

. Grosgrain

. Taffeta

. Moire

. Picot

. Velvet

. Novelty

. Metallic

. Tinsel

. Cause and Ninon

. Plastic

. Laminated

. Ribbonsei..

. Printed

. Fluorescent
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2. Color

Color combination.;
Nassonising or contrast: ribbon with paper said timers

3. Widths Table of standard widths

. No. 1 About le

N o. 1* About 5/16°

N o. 2 About *"

. No. 3 About 5/8"

. No. 5 About 718°

. No. 9 About lr

No. IA About 3r

N o. 40 About 3g/

N o. 2110

. tip to le"

4. Textures

Motorists

. Cotton
Plastic

C. Wein bows

1. Neural roles

Wake loops in proper proportion to the width of the ribbon
Os lavish with ribbon and asks plenty of loops
In general keep loops the woe sine

. When pinching ribbons together to fon loops, asks URN
pleats or gathers
When using ribbon with right and mum side be sure to
keep right side out at all tines by turnings the ribbon as
necossary before Baking a loop

. Handle ribbon as little as possible

. Wind km tightly in the motor with fine wires thread or
narrow ribbon
Fluff out the loops with your fingers and wren* in a
elsnotrical manner

StMitie procedures for making the different SIP& bow

r
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D. Application of bows

E. Selection and use of paper

=M THE ART OF ARRANGING PERMANENT

FLOWERS

ORTECZIVEB: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the principles involved in arranging permanent

flowers.

U. Select, care for and store permanent foliage and flowers.

III. Select; and store containers for permanent arrangements.

IV. Develop skills in arranging permanent flowers.

C2NZENT

I. PRINCIPLES Cr ARRANGING FILMS

A. Principles of design

Unity
. Scale
. Accent
B alance

s Harr
. Itbytion

B. Basic shapes

. Triangle

. 8 Curve (Hogerth curve)
H orizontal
Right angle

. Pyramid

. Vertical

. Crescent

. Circle

. Oval

C. Basic: styles

Contemporary
. Early American
. Period
Western-Oriental

D. Color schemes in permanent flower arrangements

Monochromatic
Analogous
Complementary
Triad
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A. Selecting permanent foliage and flowers

B. Coring for and storing permanint foliage and flows

W. SIMMER MD Mann COSTRINESS AISMIMEM23Fit Pte!'

B. Storage of containers

A. Selecting oontainers

1. Sine

2. Shape

. Dodo containers

Las, flat bus/
Footed oriental plate
Dram bad
Wooden OCIRPOte

.ftikompedestal vase
- Classic urn
Colnonar vase

3. Color

. Cray

. Off-white

. Shades of green

. Others (Brass, Copper, Silver, Accent Colors,

It. Damon or anus sr MAK= MEV= nom
A. Basis of any design

1. Line

2. Mass

3. Focal center of interest

D. Steps in constructing an armament

1. Identify the purpose

2. Dodde on type of design to be used

3. Select oontainer that conforms to the design and its location

4. Select permanent flowers on the basis of color and fora

etc.)

. Lino flown (Spike flows like gladioli, snapdragons,
stook, larkspur, oat-tails)

iia
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. Form flowers Me/ las, Easter lilies, Iris)
. Mass flowers (Carnations, roses, chrysanthemums, daisies)
Transition or filler flowers (Chrysanthemums, gypeogaila,

sweet peas, static*, forget-me-nots, freesia)

3. Secure base for the arrangement

6. Construot the arrangement oreatiorely

C. supplies for making permanent flower arrangements

1. Tape adhesive for anchoring flower holders into containers

2. snips..- for mitt/xi-flower stems

3. Wire «» for wiring flower stems and foliages

4. Pole pins for anchoring sheet moss to flower holders

5. Stem wrap for covering wired and picked flower stews

6. Permanent flower bolder with arty base for arranging thick-
stemmed peemanent flowers

7. Wired flower picks (3°, re and 6°) -- for attaching to stems
of pezwentent flowers before inserting into plastic foam
flower holders

8. Plastic* foam flower holders or styrofoms the but Mu
for mewing most penetrant flowers

9. Beach pebbles end crystal quarts pebbles for weighting
arrangements or decorating base

10. Planter moss for covering flower bolder.

11. Florist clay

12. Peru pins

De Web, of the trade in arranging peemanent flowers

1. Anchor flower holders securely into container

2. Place wired flower picks on ends of the stems

3. lb bend a permanent flower stem, coax it into the desired
shape between thumb and forefinger

4. Cover all flower holders with sheet moss. Anchor it with

pole pins

5. Use florists' wire to add leaves and blossoms to flower stelae
and to give strength to weak stale

4. Tape ell picked and wired stems with etas wrap before using

7. When inserting a stem into 6 flower bolder, grasp it securely
with both hands and insert Slaty, pushing it all the way to
the bottom of the bear
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maw: THE ART OF PLANT ARRANGEMENT

01111017,28: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the principles involved in plant arrangement

II. Develop the ability to select appropriate materials for plant
arrangements

III. Select, care for and store containers for plant arrangements

IV. Develop skills in Plant arrangement

OUTLINE OP CONTENT
I. PRINCIPLES CF PLANT ARRANT

A. Ccmbine plants according to care recptirements

B. Combine plants according to pattern of growth

C. Relate sine of plant to sine of container

U. DE=

A. Triangle

D. 13 curve

C. Oval

D. Others

III. t3B1ZLTION Cr PUNT MATERIAL

A. Characteristics of indoor plants

B. Plants for array:meets

I. Palshedera

2. Maranta

3. Variegated Chinese evergreen

4. Virginia creeper-vine

S. Pepe=lief Obtusifolia, variegated

6. Peerage Sandersil

7. Tri-leaf Wonder

8. Dembaranta
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9. Hawaiian Ti plant

10. Croton

11. Prayer plant; rabbits'

12. risme Elasteia

1$. Kangaroo vine

14. Dieffenbachia

15. Cass= Striate

15. Dutobnan's Pipe (Antbericsun

17. Fittonia Argyronftra

18. Moues grass (Moues grantneuse Variegated)

19. Steroid Goo (Nepthytis)

20. Alunimit plant Riles Cadierel)

21. Wandering plant (Tradescantia)

IV. SELICITON. CARE AND ill'OiRMIE Cr CONTAINERS

A. Selection

1. Shea

2. Type

. With drainage holes

. Without drainage holes

3. Color

S. Care

C. Storage

V. DEVEWPMENT CF sutra IN PUNT ARRANGEMENT

A. Soil preparatio

IL Transplanting

C. Plant arranging

1. Ccnsider where the plant will be used

. Low coffee table

. Mantle

. Floor
. Others

_e.,m,'
-el
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2. Decide on the feature itaa in the arrangasent

3. Use of accessories

. Rooks

. Driftwood

. Figurines

VI. CARE OF PLANTS

A. Feeding

D. Dressing

=m THE ART OF MAKING CORSAGES, BOU
QUETS AND FUNERAL DESIGNS

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

i. Gain an understanding of the history of corsages.

II. Understand the principles that apply to the wearing of corsages
and carryin of bouquets.

III. Gain a workable knowledge of supplies and floors used in
'Baking corsages, bouquets, and funeral designs.

N. Be able to sake corsages, bouquets, and funeral designs.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. =Off OF COBHAM

A. Definition of the word corsage

D. History of corsage wearing

II. MARINO 00021328 AND CARRYING BDUCRIET8

A. Wearing a corsage

I. When

2. Mere

3. How

4. Size

S. Type
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H. Carrying a bouquet

1. When

2. Were

3. Bow

4. Sias

5. Type

C. Caring for corsages and bouquets

1. Before worn or carried

2. After worn or carried

III. gannas MD no us mem IN mann CORSAGES, mune MID MURAL
MONS

A. Selection of supplies

. Supplies needed in order to make corsages, bouquets, and
funeral designs

. Scissors
- Wire clippers
. Wire (light or medium weight)
- Floral toe (green)

Ribbon (various colors)
- Net (various colors)
. Corsage pins
- Pipe cleaners
- Absorbent cotton
- Cellophane begs

Plastic water picks (orchid tubes)
- Miscellaneous decorations

D. Selection of floors and foliage with lasting quality for
MOM, bouquets and funeral designs

1. Flowers with lasting quality

. Ammon*
. Bouvardia
. Camellia
. Celosis
. Coral lily
. Cornflower
. Grape hyacinth
. Ilyaointh
. Lily of the Valley
. Purple cornflower
. Rosebuds
. Zinnia (miniature)

. Chrysanthemums
. Daisy (English)
. Feverfew
. Gardenia
. Gladiolus (florets)
. Globe Amaranth
. Marigold (French)
. Narcissus
. Physoategia

Pinks (garde)
. Shasta Daisy
. Orchid
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Foliage with lasting quality

Lily of the Valley.
. Columbine
Geranium

. Miniature ivy

. Evergreens

. Mull sprays of barberry

. Holly

. Violet
R080

N. Dammam CF anus IN KCMG 00 nfill1 GE8, Dun= AND MUM DESIGN

A. Making corsages

1. rinds of corsages

. Fresh flowers

. All foliage

. Dry materials

. Permanent flowers

. Seasonal corsages

. Corsages for special occasions

- Holidays
Weddings

- Anniversaries
- Football games
Proms

- Mother's Day
Other

2. Steps in making a corsage

. Cutting

. Wiring

. Tapia;

. Construction of the corsage

Tie method
- Stemming method
- Garland method

. Adding accessories

3: Patterns for corsages

. Circle

Cluster
Cs tsoent

El or Bogarth Curve

- Fountain (frontis piece)
- Tussieaussie or Colonial

. Triangle

. Rectangle

. Naturalistic



4. 2ocessorles

. Bows
Ornaments

. Net

B. *Alm bouquets

1. Bouquets for special occasions

Weddings
. Football gams
. Nems.ocadng celebrations

abaft pageants
Other

2. Patterns of bouquets

AIR
. Nosegay

3. Steps in making a bouquet

. Cutting
. Wiring
. Taping
. Construction of bouquets

. Tie method
Btenodng method
Garland method

. Adding accessories (bows; net. etc.)

C. Making funeral designs

1. rinds of flowers used in funeral designs

. Fresh flowers

. Permanent flowers

2. Types of funeral designs

Casket sprays
8Prays

. aPrays (with iambi)
Wreath (with easel)

. Vase arrangements
. Basket arrangements
. Others

3. Reps in making funeral designs

. Cutting

. Wiring
Picking

. %W

. Construction of the funeral design

. Mang ribbons
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COKUT: THE FLORAL DESIGNER IN THE WORLD
OF WORK

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Recognize and cultivate till per.,,,inal qualities which contribute
to somas as a Floral Designer.

I. Develop an understanding of customer relationships, employer..
employee relations, and employee- employee relations in the
occupation of Dotal Designing.

M. Understand eloPlerwint policies relating to the job of Floral
Destgrer.

OUTLINE OF COkJTENT

I. PERSONAL QUALITIES WHICH CONTRIBUZE 10 SUCCESS AB A FLORAL DESIGNER

A. Personal qualities which constitute the "...4-1r

B. Identification, of personal qualities which contribute to success
as a Floral Designer.

1. Personal factors affecting decision to work as Floral De.
signer

2. lhavonality factors in getting and keeping a jab in Floral
Designing

. Character traits
Knowledge and skills in getting along with others

. Attitude toward work

. Ability to meet the iniblio

3. Physical factors in getting tnd keeping a job as a Floral
Designer

. Health factors

. Personal appearances and grooming

4. Ability to perform in keeping with expectations of the job

Knowledge and *ills required
- Ability to proves? on the JO')
. Understanding of duties and responsibilities

1:14 HUNAN IRI11.71:1NS IN THE WORLD OF WORK

A. Ethical Practices

1. Observing rules and regulations of the company (tardiness,
vacations, lunch hours, et3.)
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3. Respect for rank

S. Channels of authority

4. Conduct in relation to established procedures

D. Working as in Amber of the team

1. Respect for the property and privacy of others

2. Maintenance of friendly but not familiar relationships

Putting the company's interest ahead of ones private life

during hotness hours

4. aiming consideration, deference, thoughtfulness, kis:kw/se

and loyalty

C. Enigoies-employee relations

1. Learning to understand end respect the problems, pressures and
responsibilities of the Moyer

2. Vse of correct titles

S. Following instructions and carrying out the employer's
expectations

4. Respect for the employer's time

Avoidance of bothering the emPleiver with minor &Ulla
Organisation of questions and problems to be disowned

SO to save time

S. Respect for the employer's responsibilitV-,; and tlaillitalla

6. Developing and maintaining loyalty

Cooping business infonation confidential
Working for the best interests of the *many

D. Imployee-cuatamer relationships

1. Szercising the Golden Rule

3. Maintaining the integray of the aellDenY

S. Ocemenications

4. Responsible behavior

UI. PIRS011111. 14MA91310T MD 311PWOMINT =ems
A. Personnel monagement

1. Selection, training and supervision of imployees
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2. Sources of employees

. Applications
Newspaper advertisements
Employment agencies

3. Opportunities for advancement

. Salary increase

. Promotions and transfer

B. Employment policies

1. Salary @abode's

2. Prime benefits

4. Age limitations

4. Seasonal lay -off

5. Vacations

b. Hours and Wooden' of work

7. Nick leave

8. Security in employment (job tenure)

9. Clothing requirements

10. Insurance

11. Woman's compensation

12. lotirenent plans

13. Personal conduct and obligations

14. Health and safety of employee.

15. Mithods of check*, in and out

W. Inaba IdAnq ten end social security lass: AMNON; ths
employees

17. Probationary provisions

(4. Membership in professional o- labor organisations

1. Employer -Employee expectations

2. Nature of organisations
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Outline for Occupational Home Economics Course in Child
Development Occupations.

Alabama State Dept of Educ, Montgomery. Home Econ Service
Pub Date - 66
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 44p.

*CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS, *CHILD CARE WORKERS, *OCCUPATIONAL
HOME ECONOMICS, *CHILD DEVELOPMENT, GRADE 11, GRADE 12, *CURRICULUM
GUIDES,

The experimental outline is for teacher use in planning a
two-semester course to prepare 11th and 12th grade students for the
entry-level child care occupations such as nursery school teact:er,
attendant, play roon attendant, and to help them gain understanding
in the field of child development. It was developed by vocational
home economics teachers and state supervisors. Students acquire
knowledge and skills involved in the care and guidance of children.
Subject-matter areas cover (1) significance and scope of the field,
(2) occupational opportunities in child care, (3) personal qualities
which contribute to career success, (4) knowledge of human
development relating to the area, (S) meaning of child care and
guidance in early childhood education, (6) child development centers
as learning laboratories, (7) observation-participation, and (8)
employment factors. Each subject area includes objectives and an
outline of course content. Reference books, pamphlets, and films
are listed. (FP)
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COURSE PROFILE
of

CHILD DEVELIMMENr OCCUPATIMS

No semester COMO to be offered in grades eleven or twelve)

The course in Child Development Occupation: a, a dial purpose in helping

pupils to gain an understanding of the field of child development awl to

prepare for specifi7. occupations in child care.

Et= LEVEL JOBS FOR UM COURSE PROVIDES TRAINING

TITLE

Child Care Center

Worker, D. O. T.

Haber 359.878,

'kick includes:

teacher in nursing

school; nursery

school attendant;

play room attendant.

I:
RESPOIGIBILITIES

!Assists with the routines

and play activities of the

children under the direction

and supervision of the

teachers and directors.

Assists the trscher or

director in caring for the

needs of the children.

OF 1

ENPWYMIff

Child Day Care Centers

Nursery Schools

Kindergartens

Baby Sitting Services

Pediatric Services

Children's lbspitals

OPPORIVNITIES FOR ADvmaterr

Through experience and/or additional training, persons may advance to

involving managerial, supervisory and/or teaching responsibilities. Through

post secondary education programs offered at Junior Colleges and/or Vo-

cational Trade and Technical Schools, courses may be taken which will prepare

individuals for semiirotessional employment as teacher assistants, assistants

to directors and child care attendants. At the professional level (4 years

of college preparation) a person may become a director of child development
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centers, teacher of early childhood education or head teacher in child

development centers.

COMM IZSCRIPTIC.1

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employment at the entry

level in jobs related to the field of child development which involve the

care and guidance of children. Through this course opportunities will be

provided for students to become acquainted with the significance and scope

of occupations in the child development field and to acquire knowledge and

skills appropriate to entry level jobs. The content includes the following

amcopts:

. The signifiance and scope of the field of child development.

. Scope of occupational opportunities in the field of child developannt.

. Personal qualities which contribute to suncess in the field of child

development.

. Knowledge of human development as related to employment in child develop-

AM centers.

. The Banning of child care and guidance in early childhood education.

. Child development centers as laboratory for learning.

. Learning about children through observation and participation.

. 13mployment factors in relation to the teacher aide In child development

centers.

ENROnilliff OF S11.1DEN1S

This two semester course is designed for higi. school students who have an

occupational interest and/or objective in the field of child development,

Founeation Courses in Basic Home Economics and Advanced Mae Economics or

Basic Preparatory and Advanced Preparatory are recomended as prerequisites.
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This case may be offered without prerequisites to pupils who have specified

occupational objectives in this field.

COURSE ScHEDUIE AND atEDIT

This course say be scheduled for single or doubl> periods. Course credit

is one credit for single periods and one and one hall units of credit for

double periods.

PILNDIINV TM COURSE

The outline for the course has been developed with built-in flexibility to

ens...le the teacher to plan the course in keeping with the training, experi-

ences and occupational objectives 'f the pupils enrolled.

WERE= IOR THIS 03MSE

Reference to the Home Economics Course of Study for Alabama High Schools

has been indicated in this course outline. A list of additional references

may be found at the end of the outline.

SPACE AND IKUIPter

Facilities shall be provided which 'will offer experiences with children for

observation and participation. These are to be selected in keeping with

miiteria developed by the Haw Economics Education Service, State Department

of Education, related to:

. Child development laboratories in the schools

. Child cue centers in the comunity

. Ciasstums adapted for groups of children to be brought to school

-11r!tr.'7_
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Or: SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FIELD OF
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVES: lb help pupils to:

I. Understand the contributions of child devekcomnt programs

to the welfare of the children.

Develop an morreness of the increasing significance of child

development progress in the comunity.

OUTLINE OF COP:TENT

I. THE OWTRIBIII1ONS OF CHILD DEVELOPIENT PROGRAMS 70 'NB 'WELFARE

OF CHILDREN.

A. Supplements and complements the care received at home

B. Allows opportunities for expression of feelings in

acceptable ways.

C. Provides varied play experiences.

D. AU.ows opportunities to develop independence and as

responsibilities.

E. Provides atmosphere cceducive to optima development of

each child.

II. IIIB SIGNIPICAPC OF CHILD DEIVELOSENT PROGRAM

A. Effect of changes in family life patterns on care of

chrldren.

B. Increasing nuriber of individuals and families served

by child developing programs.

C. Knowledge of hM Methods of dealing with children influence

the individual development of the child (Physical develop-

ment, personality development, and character dnvelopment.)
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D. Contrikitirms of research to the body of knowledge about

hymn development.

ammt SCOPE OF OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE FIELD OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT

ORJECTIVE: 110 help pupils to:

I. Develop an awareness of opportunities for employment In the

field of ckild development

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
I. swam OPPOIMINITIES IN 411113 FIELD OF MID IEVELMENII

A. Entry level

L Teather-aide In child development centers

2. Maintenance personnel

B. Sub-professional level

1. Teacher assistant

2. Assistant to Director

3. Child care attendant

C. Professional level

1. Director, In dmild development orators

2. Teacher, In early childhood enhcatian

3. Head teacher, In child developmat coitus
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03\CEPT: PERSONAL QUALITIES WHICH CONTRIBUTE
TO JOB SUCCESS IN THE FIELD OF CHILD
DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the meaning and development of self.

II. Understand the personal qualities which contribute to success

in the field of child development.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. WNW AND DEVELOPIONT OF SELF. (REFER 10 INE 1DIE E0C/OfiCS

COURSE OF SAW MR ALABAMA HIGH SCHOOIS, VOL. III, PP. 441-444)

A. Meaning of self.

B. Qualities which constitute the self.

I. Thoughts 4. Feelings

2. Capacities S. Values

3. Abilities 6. Physical attributes

C. The individual's concept of self

D. Self-development and self management.

II. PERSONAL QUALITIES =TRIBUTE TO SUCCESS IN THE FIELD

OF 011W DEVELONENT

A. Personal factors influenceing the decision to work in the

child development field

1. Love for children

2. Interest in human development

3. Desire to serve society



8. Personal factors in getting and keeping a job in the field

of child development.

1. Character traits

2. Knowledge and skills in getting along with others

3. Attitudes toward work

4. Emotional stability

5. Enthusiasm for work

6. Dependability

7. Love for and understanding of children

8. Patience

9. Pleasing personality

10. Sense of fairness

U. Firmness

12. Cleanliness

13. Punctuality

14. Cooperativeness.

C. Physical factors in getting and keeping a job in the field

of child development

1. Health factors

2. Personal appearance and mooing

3. physical stamina

D. Personal qualities in keeping with the eacpectatics of the

job

1. Knowledge and skills required (See Job Analysis page

27)

a. Knowledge of human development

b. Skill in canamicating with children

c. Ability to guide and direct children's activities

and development.
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=awn KNOWLEDGE OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AS
RELATED TO EMPLOYMENT RESPONSI-
BILITIES IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS

OBJECTIVES: lb help pupils to:

I. Understand the ccstribution of a knowledge of human development

to job success in child development centers.

II. Understand the meaning of human development as related to the

recognition and guidance of the development of young children.

III. Acquire lotowledge of bun development related to employment

in child development centers.

N. Develop a concern for the worth of each individual child.

V. Beane interested in keeping informed on current research in

personality development.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
I. PROCESSES OF LFARNING Amur CHILI:ON AS PREPARKIBM FOIL mar-

MEW IN CHILD DEVIMORIFMT OMENS.

A. Acquire knowledge of human development through a study of

research findings.

B. Provide experiences with children.

. Observation

. Participation

II. HAMAN DEVELOPtelt SCIEPUIFIC AND CREKIVE STOGY

A. The contributions of research to an evolving body of

knowledge abut human development.
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B. The contributions of the study of human development to:

. An understanding of self

. An understanding of Paean behavior

. The ability to guide the developaent of young children

C. Meaning of Human Development (Refer to Home Economics

Course of Study for Alabama High Schools, Vol. III, p. 472.)

. Definition of development

. Quantitative change (Growth)

. Qualitative change (Growing-up)

III. PRINCIPLES OP HIMAN DEVELOP/ON (REFER 10 lIE ME =MUM

MUM OF SIUDY PM MAMA HIGH 501301 S, VOL, III,PP. 472473)

A. Principles of development

. Development is antinuous and proceeds in an orderly

sequence.

. Periods of acceleration and deceleration occur in each

phase of development.

. NM one aspect of development is taking place at an

accelerated rate, other aspects any sees to be on a

plateau.

. The Wink organism has great capacity for physical,

mental and social self repair.

. The Inman organism is an open, dynamic system* constantly

taking in stimulation from its envizument and constantly

behaving in response to the stimulation; such behavior

in turn affects and changes the environment.

B. Application of principles of lama development to obser-

vation and participation in child develops** centers.
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IV. DEVEIOPMENT OF 11,'S INDIVIDUAL CHUB

A. The uniqueness of the individual (Refer to the Hoene Eammeics

Course of Study for Alabama High Schools, Vol. III, pp.

463-464, 490)

1. Meaning of uniqueness

2. Relation of socialization process to the uniqueness of

the individual

3. Personality variables that mike a person unique

a. Physical differences

b. Constitutionally based differences (tempermaent

and intelligence)

c. Behavior dispositions

d. Learned habits and skills

e. Acquired attitudes, beliefs, and prejudices

4. The role of the child developmt center in providing

for the unique development of each child

B. Basic Paean needs of children and provisions for these

needs in child development centers (Refer to the How

&atomics Course of foStud 7Sch000ls Vol.

III, pp. 474477)

1. Basic human needs

. Waziath . Elimination

. Security Activity or play

. Independence and dependence . Rest and sleep

Food . Social contact

2. Provisions for basic hum needs in child development

centers



V. ME CHILD DEVELOPHINT CENTER - A LABORATORY POR PERSONA=

DEVILMENT

A. Concept of personality or self (Refer to Home Economics

Course of Study for Alabama High Schools, Vol. III, pp

478-479)

B. Components of personality

1. Sense of trust

2. Sense of autonomy

3. Sense of initiative

4. :Anse of accomplishment

S. Sense of identity

6. Sense of intimacy

7. Parental sense

8. Sense of integrity

C. Stages or periods of personality development

1. Birth to 12 months - trust versus mistrust

2. One, two and three years old - autonomy versus she

and doubt

3. Four to five years old - initiative versus quiet

4. Six to twelve years old - accomplishment versus

Inferiority

S. Thirteen to sixteen years old - identity versus

identity-diffusion

6. Sixteen to eighteen years old - intimacy versus

isolation

7. Eighteen to twenty-five years old - a parental sense

versus self absorption
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8. Twenty-five years on - integrity versus disgust

D. Influences of experienc, in child development center on

the personality development of each child.

B. Development of a positive self-concept in each child

coon: THE MEANING OF CHILD CARE AND
GUIDANCE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the meaning of child care and guidance

II. Understand how children learn

III. thulerstand principles and aspects of guidance

IV. Develop some understanding of the principles and methods of

caring for and guiding children at olleir different development

levels

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
I. lIBANING OF CHILD CARE AND GUIDANCE (REFER 10101 E01301143

OUSE OF STUDY FOR AWN. HIGH SCHOOLS". VO(. III, P?. 487-489)

II. HON CHILDREN LEARN

A. Factors in learning

1. Information

2. Newry

3. Reasoning
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8. Aids to learning

1. Imaginat

2. Curiosity

3. Interests

C. Nature of children's learning

1. Stimulus - response

2. Motivation

3. Reording achievements

D. Stages in development of intelligence

1.. Infoneation 'through action

2. Infarction through labeling experiences

B. Factors in development of intelligence

1. Genetic factors

2. Opportunities for appropriate experiences

3. Developing intellectual capacities through response

to environment by:

. perceiving . classifyiag

. 'mining . recalling

. assimilating . generalizing

. accommodating . reasoning

. associating

III. PRIMIPIMS MD AMOS OF GUIDMCII (REFER ID IM HOCKNICS

03URSE OF S'IWV RR ALABP8It HIGH saws, P. 488)

A. Principles of guidance

1. *dual affection

2. Respect for the child as a growing individual
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9. Overtime

10. Vacations

11. Job tenure

12. State labor laws

13. Birth certificate - proof of age

E. Membership in organizations concerned with the development

of children

1. Employer employee expectations

2. Awe of organizations

III. ETHICAL PRACTICES OF THE TEACHER-AIDE

A. Rules and regulations of the office (tardiness, vacations,

lunch hours, etc.)

B. Respect for rank

C. Channels of authority

D. Conduct in relation to established procedures

E. Respect for the employer

F. Loyalty to the establishment

1. Business information kept confidential

2. Best interests of the organization promoted

G. Employee relationships with others

1. Following the "Golden Rule"

2. Observing acceptable communication practices

3. Exercbing responsible behavior
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MKST: CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS AS
LABORATORIES FOR LEARNING

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Develop an awareness of the varioas types and characteristics

of child development programs

II. Develop an understanding of the -icilities and equipment

used in child development centers

III. Understand safety and health practices for child develop -

ment centers

IV. Understand the routines and pm activities of child

development programs

V. Develop an understanding of special problems which affect

children

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CHIAD DEVELOPMEW CENTERS

A. 'Does of child development centers.

1. Day care centers

2. Niesery or kindergarten programs

a. Privately owned

b. Church or organization sponsored

c. Laboratory schools

3. Pre-schoolers in public or private schools

4. Family day care

5. Foster families

6. Baby sitting services

a. Private homes

b. Commercial establishments
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7. Medical and clinical areas

B. Characteristics of child development centers

1. Meets standards of health and safety for the children

2. Cares for needs and interests of each child

3. Provides opportunity for children's play, alone and

in groups

4. Helps child develop according to his own rate

S. Meets nutritional needs of children during the school

day

6. Allows for flexible program

II. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMBNT OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

A. Physical environment of the center

1. Locating center

a. Easily accessible to families being served

b. One story structure preferred

c. Away from heavy traffic

d. Free of oppressive conditions, such as smoke,

dust, fumes, odors, noise or undesirable

neighborhood influences

2. Indoor setting

a. Space requirements

(1) Minimum of 35 square feet per child

(2) Space far storage of such items as indoor

and outdoor play equipment, cots, clothing

and supplies

(3) Space and facilities for food preparation
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(4) Toilet facilities for children and adults

(5) Room for isolation

(6) Space for consultation and staff offices

b. Floors and walls

c. Heating and lighting

d. Allocation of snare for children's activities

(1) Area for creative activities

. Child level storage shelves for blocks

and accessories

. Space for building endplay (locate near

storage for outside equipment)

(2) Area for manipulative skills (adjacent to the

doll corner; near open shelves and table)

(3) Area for aet activities

. Located near water away from traffic pattern

. Walls protected and floors easily cleaned

. Space for tables and chairs

. Easels

. Storage space for art material

. Space to display art work

(4) Housekeeping and doll corner

. Alcove or corner set apart from room

. Child level storage facilities for dolls

and housekeeping toys

. Child size table, chairs and rockers
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(3) A quiet corner

. Carpeted area so children can sit on floor

. Table and chairs

. Books in shelves accessible to children

. Storage space for records and record player

. Shelves for science materials

e. Furnishings

(:) Appropriate to age, size and activities of

children including:

. Tables, chairs . Cots

. Lockets . Shelves, etc.

(2) Materials non-poisionous and not flammable

(3) Movable shelves for dividing areas of special

activity

3. Outdoor setting

a. Locating play ground area

(1) Away from hazards

(2) Provision for both sun and shade

(3) Variety provided in types of play surfaces

(4) Well - drained grounds

(3) Accessible to toilets, indoor play ..rea and

storage roc

b. Space requirements 100 to 200 square feet per

child

c. Safety precautions

(1) Fenced, with childproof gate

(2) Free of litter, broken glass, holes and debris
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(3) Play equipment free of hazards, such as

rough-splintery edges, rusty protruding

nails, loose or sharp points

(4) Climbing apparatus set in concrete with soft

surface underneath

B. Euipment for children's activities

1. Criteria for selecting play equipment

a. Suitable to age and abilities of child

b. Provides opportunities for creative cwession

c. Stimulates his intellect

d. Develops initiative and imagination

e. Pimotes the development of dexterity and muscle

coordination

f. Directs energy in acceptable and pleasant ways

g. Develops an awareness of the world around him and

helps him to relate to it

h. Provides opportunities for sharing through group

play or for playing alone

i. Appeals to his senses

2. Equipment to develop large muscle coordination

a. Jungle gym f. Wheel toys

b. Balance and jumping g. Slides

boards h. Swings with flexible

c. Balls seats

d. Beanbags i. Large blocks

e. Swings j. Seesaws

r4.
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3. Materials to develop small muscle coordination

a. Puzzles and other manipulative materials

(1) Small plastic bricks (6) Small blocks

(2) Beads

(3) Dressing frames

(4) Peg board and pegs

(5) Tor 'phone

b. Blunt scissors

c. Dolls and housekeeping toys

d. Small wheel toys

e. Art and craft materials

4. Materials for imaginative play

a. Dolls

b. Housekeeping toys

and furniture

c. Adult garments, purses, h. Transportation

jewalry, etc.

d. Dollhouse

(7) Stacking discs

(8) Clock

(9) Lincoln logs

e. Puppets

f. Props to play store

g. Blocks

S. Materials for art .xpresion

a. Easels

b. Supplies for art work

(1) Finger paint

(2) Tempera Paints

(3) Crayons and chalk

(4) Scissors and paste

toys

i. Clay, dough and paint

j. Utensils for water

play

(S) Dough and modeling

clay

(6) Large sheets of paper

(7) Materials for all ages
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6. Equipment for music

a. Record player

b. Records

. Criteria for selecting records

(1) Is the content related to the children's

experience?

(2) Is (are) the musical instrument (s)

familiar to the children?

(3) Does it provide a different experience in

timbre, intensity, tone relationships, or

rhythm?

(4) Is the composition simply performed so that

children can enjoy it without being over -

whebned by complexity of instnments or

voices?

(5) Is it an unusally beautiful performance of

song, story, or instrumental music children

already know and enjoy? Is the melody so

beautiful or catchy that children win say

"Again, again"?

(6) Is it a song or story that delights with

its humor or cumulative effects?

(7) Is there an opportunity to be a participant?

If so, is such participation directed or

inventive?

Is there irresistible rhythm? Is it performed

simply, sincerely, and artistically?
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c. Piano

d. Rhythm instruments

7. Literary materials

. Selecting books for the pre-school child

a. Stories about familiar things

b. 'Clear pictures that are realistic

c. Brief stories with simple plots

d. Simple language used

e. No distracting details

f. Suited to the age of the children and their

interest

(1) Himself - first stories for children

(2) Family

(3) Familiar community people (amen, pblicemen,

etc.)

(4) ntngs (airplanes, trains, etc.)

(S) Children in foreign countries

(6) Nature - S year olds

(7) Fairy stories - 6 year olds

8. Materials for science

a. Seeds f. Scales

b. Magnifying glasses g. Calendars

c. Magnets h. Measuring cups

d. Thermometer i. Animals

e. Textured materials j. Cages
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III. SAFEIY AND HEALTH IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS

A. Personal health records

I. Employers

2. Children

B. Health standards of child care center

C. Practice of health habits

D. Safety of equipment

(Refer to safety in section on equipment and facilities

page 17.)

I. Use

2. Arrangement

3. Condition

IV. mom AND PLAY ACTIVITIES OF CHILD DEVELOP IT CENTERS

A. Routines established In child development centers.

1. Value of routine

a. Provides independence

b. Establishes a feeling of confidence

2. Inspection

. Role of the teacher-aide in inspection

3. Bathroom routines

a. Attitudes

b. Readiness

c. Facilities

d. Role of teacher-aide in dealing with b:throom

routine
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4. Mealtime

a. Attritional value

b. Social value

(1) Pleasure value

(2) Serving

(3) Manners

c. Preparation of food

d. Role of the teacher-aide during mealtime

S. Rest

a. Preparation

b. Facilities

c. Role of the teacher-aide during rest

6. Dressing

a. Clothes for cutfort and self-help

b. Opportunities for self-help

Role of the teacher-aide in dressing the children

B. Play activities in child development centers.

1. Types of play

a. Solitary

b. Parallel

c. Cooperative

d. Group and group relationships

2. Categories of play

a. Free- Guided

b. Indoor-----Outdoor

c.
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3. Kinds of play

a. Dramatic

b. Manipulative

c. Creative

d. Muscular development

4. Supervising and guiding play

a. Observing unobtrustively

b. Adding supplementary materials

c. Setting limits

d. Assisting when needed

e. Promoting safety

f. Settling disputes

S. Experiences for learning through music, art, literature

and science

a. Music

1. Types

. Singing

. Finger plays

. Rhythmic activities

. MAI* instruments

. Records

2. Role of the teacher-aid in music experiences

b. Art

1. Types

. Painting

. Easel painting



. Finger painting

. Soap painting

. Painting variations

. Clay and play dough

Paper, paste and scissors

. Crayons, chalk, pencils

2. Role of the teacher-aid in art experiores

c. Literature

1. Types

. Individual use of books

. Group story period

. Poetry

2. Role of the teacher-aid in literary experiences

d. Science

1. Value of science

2. Role of the teacher-aid in finding and sharing

science experiences

V. SPECIAL PROBLEMS Aug} EtefiENCIES

A. Discipline

1. Methods

. Isolation

. Re-direction

. Withholding

. Recognition

2. Role of the teacher-aid in discipline
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B. Emotional problems

I. Thumbsucking, nail biting, etc.

2. Anger, fear

3. Withdrawal

4. Aggressiveness

S. Role of the teacher-aid in dealing with emotional

problems

C. Accidents

D. Illness

E. First Aid

F. Physically handicapped or retarded child

MET: LEARNING ABOUT CHILDREN THROUGH
OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Learn to observe children

II. Develop knowledge and skills of participation in children's

programs and activities

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
I. OBSERVING CHILDREN

A. Processes in observing children

I. Securing permission for observations

2. Explaining to children the role of observers

3. Observing with purpose (Seeing "s. observing)

4. Practicing observing without participating

S. Deciding what to observe

6. Ethics in relation to observations
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B. Records of observation

1. Diary - a detailed account of activity for a given

period of time - a play by play report

2. Anecdotal an account of a particular incident of

behavior

3. Selective - account of some particular aspect of

behavior in relation, for example, to stoic, painting,

rest, etc.

II. PARTICIPATION IN onmeNts PROGRAMS

A. Purposes of participation

I. Gaining skill of interacting with children

2. Applying of knowledge of limn Developmen.. when

working with children

3. Gaining new knowledge and skills in working with

children

4. Increasing the understanding of how children grow

and develop

B. Places for participation

I. Laboratory schools

2. Public or private day care centers

3. Nursery schools and kindergartens

4. Play schools

S. Sunday school grows

6. Early elementary grades

7. Private homes

C. Considerations in participation

1. Securing permission to articipate in children's

Programs
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2. Considering individual differences when working

with children

3. Scheduling time for participation to include all

phases of program

MEW: EMPLOYMENT FACTORS IN RELATION TO
TEACHER-AIDES IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTERS

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the role of the teacher-aide in child development

COMM

II. Understand the procedures and policies of employment of the

teacher-aide in child development centers

III. Develop an understanding of ethical practices of the teacher-

aide in child development centers

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. ROLE OF 1HE TFACHIR-AIEE IN MUD DEVEIDPMENr COMBS

(JOB ANALYSIS)

A. Title

1. DOT Title

. Teacher, Nursery School (any ind.)

. Child-care leader; child-day-care center worker;

nursery-school attendant; playroom attendant

2. DOT Cade Number

359.878
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3. Job Definition

Organizes and leads activities of pre-kindergarten

children in nursery schools or in playroom operated

for patrons of theaters, department stores, hotels,

and similar organizations: Helps children move

outer garments. Organizes and participates in games,

reads to children, and teachers them simple painting,

drawing, handwork, songs and similar activities.

Directs children in eating, resting and toileting.

Helps children develop habits of caring for own

clothing and picking up and putting sway toys and

books. Maintains discipline. May serve meals and

refreshments to children and regulate rest periods.

May assist in such tasks as preparing food and cleaning

quarters.

B. Mies

Assists in the care of young children under the supervision

of a professionally qualified director. (See concept:

mill) DEVELOMEN COUR AS IABORAIORY FOR LEARNING for

specific roles of teacher-aide).

I. Regular Duties

a. Conducts or assists with daily inspection

b. Supervises play activities and related experiences,

such as arts, crafts, gamic, stories, games.

c. Assists with routine activities such as meals,

snacks, toileting
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Assumes housekeeping duties

e. Promotes health and safety of children

f. Cares for physical and emotional needs of children

2. Periodic Ludes

1. Meets with personnel to determine .ctivities and

emphases of the week

3. Occasional Duties

1. Supervises special trips and visits

2. Adeinisters first aid in emergencies

C. Ninimse starting requirements for position

1. Education

No definite educational requirements are 'mandatory.

Aides and workers having coepleted the course in

Child Development Occupations are desired.

2. Special Training

Special training in yank with small children may be

received in vocational Home Economics courses in

Child Development Occupations.

3. Experience

Workers having experience ie working with children in

approved child develormat cmters are preferred.

4. Personal Qualifications

a. Understands the development of the child

b. Possesses creative ability

c. Possesses the ability to guide children toward

independence, positive attitudes, and habit

formation



d. Possesses the ability to work with children

e. Respects parents

f. Expresses initiative and imagination in working

with children

S. Other Requirements

a. License

License is not required for the occupation of a

teacher-aide

b. Union membership

Membership in a union or professional organization

is not required.

c. Certificate

Health certificates are required to establish

absence of communicable diseases.

d. Civil service examinations

Civil service examination is not required.

e. Standardized tests

Standardized tests are not required.

D. Methods of entering the occupation

1. Applications

a. Letter of Introduction

b. Letter of application

c. Interview

(1) Telephone

(a) Pleasing voice

(b) Response to questions

(c) Specific information prepareil



(2) Personal Interview

(a) Be prompt

(b) Self confidence and poise

(c) Response to questions

(d) Manners

(e) Appearance-appropriate dress

(f) Application forms

d. Follow up letter

2. Employment agencies

3. Advertisements

E. Equipment and materials used

Equipment and materials used are those as listed on pages

17-21, which provide opportunities for the physical,

intellectual, and social development of children.

The teacher-aide possesses the knowledge of the selection,

use, and care of equipment and materials.

F. Responsibilities of the worker

Works under the supervision of a professionally qualified

director in assuming the following responsibilities:

1. Conducts daily inspection

2. Prorates health and safety

3. Cares for physical and emotional needs of the children

4. Supervises play activities and related experiences

S. Assists with routine activities such as meals, snacks,

toileting

6. MAIM housekeeping duties
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G. Extent to which work is supervised

1. Amount and frequency of supervision

The director of the child development center who

supervises the teacher-aide is available at all

times and circulates from group to group.

2. Person to whom worker is immediately responsible

The teacher-aide is immediately responsible to the

head teacher or teacher-director of the child

development center.

H. Working conditions

1. In laboratory schools, working conditions approach the

ideal in the available facilities and equipment and

in the division of work hours.

2. In private and public child development centers,

conditions may be less favorable, less equipment, less

comfortable buildings, longer hours, more children,

less help in maintenance.

3. Hours in nursery schools and kindergartens are usually

only half-day. Day care centers operate from 6:00

or 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 or 7:00 p.m. Work shifts are

staggered to accomodate these hours.

I. Advancements

1. Salary increase

2. Pr motions after additional training

Jr. Earnings
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II. MOMENT OF ME TEACHER AIDE

A. Preparation

1. Resume - interest, experience, education

2. References

3. Wardrobe

B. Selecting the job of a child care teacher

1. Ability

2. Aptitude

3. Interest

4. Availability of job

5. Salary and benefits

6. Opportunities for advancement

7. Need for prior work agreement

C. Keeping the Job

1. Promptness

Z. Regularity

3. Contined growth through study, reading and observing

4. Personal appearance

D. Policies of employment and the legal provisions in relation

to the teacher-aide

1. Rate cf pay

2. Working hours a..d schedule of work

3. Fringe benefits

4. Sick leave

5. Retirement

6. Insurance

7. Social Security

8. Age limitations
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9. Overtime

10. Vacations

11. Job tenure

12. State labor laws

13. Birth certificate - proof of age

E. Membership in organizations concerned with the development

of children

1. Encloyer-employee expectations

2. :tore of organizations

III. ETHICAL PRACTICES OF THE TEACHER-AIDE

A. Rules and regulations of the office (tardiness, vacations,

lunch hours, etc.)

B. Respect for rank

C. Channels of authority

D. Conduct in relation to established procedures

E. Respect for the employer

F. Loyalty to the establishment

1. Business information kept confidential

2. Best interests of the organization promoted

G. Employee relationships with others

1. Following the 'Golden Rule"

2. Observing acceptable communication practices

3. Exercising responsible behavior
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OVERVIEW OF THE PREPARATORY come IN OCCUPATIONAL Ea =CMS IN
THE FIELD OF CLCCHINg, TEECILES AND HONE FURNISHINGS SERVICES

Purposes of the Course

The Preparatory Course in Occupational Home Economics in the Field of Clothing;\

Textiles and Home Furnishings Services is designed to help pupils to:

Became acquainted with the role, structure and scope of the field in

the world of work.

. Gain an understanding of the nature of the occupational expectations
of the jobs end the employment opportunities in the field.

. Acquire basic knowledge involved in occupations in the field.

. Understand the skills included in the field and acquire skill in
basic construction processes.

Develop the personal qualities which contribute to success in the
world of work with particular focus on the field of Clothing, Textiles
and Home Furnishings Services.

Who ft Enroll

The course is designed for(111.--isp;ool stitII who have an occupational
interest and/or objective in field of Clothing, Textiles and Nome
Furnishings Services. Foundation courses in Basic Some Economics and Advanced

Nome Economics or Basic Preparatory and Advanced Preparatory are recommended
as pre-requisites to this course for high school pupils whenever this is

Possible. In some schools only Basic Home Economics or Basic Preparatory
Name Economics may be required as prerequisites. This course may be offered
without pre-requisites to pupils who have specified occupational objectives
in this field.

Planning, the Course

The outline for the course has been developed with built.in flexibility to

enable the teacher to plan the course in keeping with the training, experiences
and occupational objectives of the pupils enrolled.

Um of Rite Course of RAE as a Reference

The basic knowledge and skills in clothing, textiles and home furnishings
have been identified in the Home Economios Course of RIAE for Alabama 11.
Schools. References to the Course of Study have been indicated in this
course outline. Many of the learning experiences suggested in the Course

of Study are also appropriate for this occupational course.



CONCEPT: THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, TEXTILES,
AND HOME FURNISHINGS SERVICES

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the contributions of the field of clothing, textiles, and
home furnishings services to the well-being of people,

II. Understand the role, structure, and scope of the field of clothing,
textiles, and km furnishings services in cize world of work.

III. Understand the nature of the occupations in the field of clothing,
textiles, and home furnishings services.

IV. To recognise the scientific and creative aspects of the field of
clothing, textiles and home furnishings services.

V. Develop some understanding of management processes involved in the
field of clothing, textiles, and home furnishings services.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
I. CONTRIBUTIONS or ME FIELD OF CLOSING, TErrnEs, AND NCH: FURNISHINGS

SERVICES TO THE WELLBEING OF PEOPLE

A. The influence of clothing and housing on people

1. Influences of clothing on people (Horse Economics Course of pl,gL
In Alabama 1113.11 Schools, 1:p. 54.66d 87.791:=

. Ways clothing may enhance and defend the self

. First impressions created by clothing

. Influences of clothing on behavior

. Bow roles are revealed by clothing

. Identification of values through clothing

. Ways in which clothing reveals one's self -image

. How clothing may serve as a medium for artistic perception,
expression and experiences

2. Influences of housing on people (Home EcorcAci Course of ,Studv
In Alabama giik Schools, pp. 332-385 i

. Housing as a setting for the development of individuals and
families

. How the provision for the day -to -day activities of the household
affects family life

. Influences of housing space and its organisation on people

Influence of beauty in the home on the activities and relation-
ships of the family

afoot" of characteristics of envitonment on well-being'or
families
Relationship of storage facilities to simplicity or complication
of living
Relationship of safety in housing to safety of people
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B. Contribution of the field of clothing, textiles, and home furnishings
services to the well-being of people

1. Identification of the services to people

. Mass production and distribution of a variety of clothing and
home furnishings in keeping with the varying needs, wants, and
income of people

. Provision of dry cleaning, laundry, and up-keep services to
keep clothing and furnishings in condition

. Provision of jobs through which money may be earned to buy
clothing, furnishings and to meet other individual and family
needs

2. Influences of people on the success of clothing, textiles, and
hone furnishings business and industry

. Influence of customer satisfaction on volume end quality

. Influence of customer demand on kind and quality of services
end goods provided

* * * * * * * * * *

II. STRUCTURE, ROLE, AND SCOPE OF THE FIELD CF =THING, TEXTILES, AND ECM
FURNISHINGS SERVICES IN THE WORLD CF NOM

A. Role of clothing, textiles, ardimefurniehings in the world of !pork

1. Contributions to the economy

2. Provision of jobs

3. Services to individuals and families.

B. Structure and scope of clothing, textiles and hate furnishings field

1. Industries that manufacture apparel and home furnishings such as:

- Shirts
- Lingerie
Men's Trousers
Blondes

. Athletic Uniforms

. Pajamas
- Children's Clothing

- Sports Clothing
-Work Clothing
- Hosier,
- Gloves
- Collars

2. Textile Industries

Iloven Fabrics
Dating Fabrics

- Tani and Thread
Synthetic Fibers

Curtains and Draperies

P SUP Covers
Towels, sheets, and pillow

cases

- Rugs and Carpeting
- Blankets

- Bedspreads and Coverlets
Furniture

- Mattresses
Accessories (Lamps, Ceramics,

Appliances)
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3. Establishments that distribute clothing, textiles, and home
furnishings

- Wholesale Trade Establishments
- Retail Trade Establishments

4. Establishment/ that maintain clothing, textiles, and home furnish-
ings and/or provide special services

Laundries
Dry Cleaners

- aiming Centers
- Shoe Shops
- Shops
Tailor.

- Department Stores
. Apparel Shops
Upholsterer.
Renovating and Refinishing Shops

- Interior Decorator

5. Self-employment

C. Development and expansion of clothing, textiles, and home furnishings
services in local community

1. Number and kind of establishments in operation

2. Services rendered

3. Growth or decline of the clothing, textiles, and home furnishings
service establishments in the community

4. Future prospects

D. Employment possibilities in the field of clothing, textiles and
home furnishings

1. Identification of job clusters in the clothing, textiles, and hale
furnishings field. (Refer to Summary of Survey Information an
a specific occupation or job clusters.)

a. Clothing and Textiles

Apparel manufacturing

(1) Types of jobs (Sewing Machine Operator)

(2) Job oppoziamities
(3) Advancement opportunities
(4) Major Akio' of the worker
(5) Knowledge, skills, and abilities required of um worker
(6) Personal qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker
(7) Salary range
(8) Working conditions
(9) Fringe benefits

. Clothing construction and alteration

(1) Types of jabs (Seamstess end Moser)
(2) Job opportunities
(3) Advancement opportunities
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(4) Major duties of the worker
(t ) Knowledge, skills, and abilities required of the worker
(6) Personal qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker
(7) Salary or Iacono range
(8) Working conditions
(9) Fringe benefits

. Dry Cleaning and Laundering

(1) Types of jobs
(2) Job opportunities
(3) Advancement opportunit4 4

(4) Major duties of the worker
(5) Knowledge, skills, and abilities required of the worker
(6) Personal qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker
(7) Salm range
(8) Working conditions
(9) Fringe benefits

Textile Manufacturing

(1) Types of jobs
(2) Job opportunities
(3) Advancement oppertunities
(4) Major duties ..sf the worker

(5) Knowledge, skills, and abilities required of the worker
(6) Personal qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker

(7) Salary range
(8) Working conditions
(9) Fringe benefits

b. ROD* Furnishings

. Furniture Finietting

(1) Types of jobs
(2) Job opportunities
(3) Advancement opportunities

(41 Maier duties of the worker
(5) Knowledge, stills, and abilities required of the worker
(6) Personal qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker
(7) balary range
(8) Working conditions
(9) Fringe benefits

. Dome Furnishings Manufacturing

(1) Kinds of plants (factories)
(8) Types of jobs
(3) Job opportunities
(4) Advancement opportunities
(5) Major duties of the worker
(6) Knowledge, skills, and abilities required of the worker
(7) Personal qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker
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(9) Salary range
(9) Working conditions
(10) Fringe benefits

. Floral Desigiting

(1) Types of Jobs
(3) Job opportunities
(3) Advancement opportunities
(4) Major duties of the worker
(5) Know ledve, skills, and abilities required of the worker
(6) Person4 qualities, education, and health requirements

of the worker
(7) Salary range
(8) Working conditions
(9) Fringe benefits

2. Identification of professional career possibilities in the
clothing, textiles, and home furnishings field

. Designer

. Buyer

. Interior Decorator

Teacher (secondary and college)
. Technician
. Editor
. Researcher
Extension Specialist

* * * * * * * * * *

III. NATURE OF THE OCCUPATIONS IN TEE FIELD OF CWJEING, TRITIUM, AND KNE
mammas SERVICES

A. Categories of occupations in the clothing, textiles, and hale fur-
nishings industry

. Managers, supervisors, buyers and workers in department stores .end
apparel shops

. Managers, buyers, designers, supervisors, seamstresses and workers
in interior decorating shops and department stores
Managers, designers, supervisors, inspectors, technicians and
other workers in textile mills

. Managers, supervisors, inspectors, sewing machine operators and
other workers in gement factories

. Managers, buyers, designers, supervisors, inspectors, seamstresses
and other workers in slip cover, draperies, upholstery factories
or shops

. Seamstress and alterer

. Managers, inspectors and other "otters in tailoring shops

. Managers, inspectors, specialty seamstresses, and other workers
in laundry and dry cleaning establishments

. Managers, buyers, and workers in renovating and refinishing shops

. Managers and other workers in shoe shops

. Managers, designers, buyers and other workers in nallinery shops
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B. Nature of work involved in qlothingf textiles, and home furnishings

service occupations

1. Vonagcriel aspects

R. Scientific aspects

a. Creatimo sweets

4. Psychologi0S1 aspects

* t * * * * * * *

IV, SCIENTIFIC AND CREATIVE ARE= OF THE FIELD or CLOTHING, TEXTILES.
AND MOM 'FURNISHINGS BM=

A. Ways in which the field of clothing, textiles, and home furnishings

services involves the application of both science and art principles

1. The application of science principles to the clothing, textiles,

and home furnishings field ins

. Production of natural fibers
Manufacture of manufactured fibers (man-made)
Procesting of fiber into thread
Processes in making fabrics
Fabric dyeing and finishings

. Textile research
Development and *use of automated equipment for the clothing

and textile industry
Processes of dry cleaning and laundry
Manufacture of products for use in dry cleaning and laundry,

. Processes in refinishing furniture
1

2. The awlication of art principles to the field of clothing.
textiles, and home furnishings services

Textile design
4ehion design

Interior design

B. "Tools" used in applying scientific principles in the field of

clothing, textiles, and home furnishings services
f7

Accuracy
Knowledge based on research findings
Ability to follow directions

C. "Tools" used in creating designs in the field of clothing, textiles,

and home furnishings services

Knowledge
Observation

; Inspiration

Experimentation

* * * * * * * * *
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V. MANAGEMENT PROCESSES (DECISION-MENG AND ORGANIZATION) IN THE FIELD
OF =MUG, TEXTILES, AND IX1HE ME M= SERVICES

A. Management processes (decision making and organisation) in the
field of clothing, textiles, and home furnishings (Refer to:
Nome Economics Course of Mitt for Alabama High Schools, pp.
250-239r

B. Influence on the decisions and organisation (management processes)
of businesses and industries in the field of clothing, textiles,
and kale furnishings services (Refer to: ECollaldos Course of

gt... for Alabama High Schools, pp. 133-13r

1. Influence of production and distribution on ccnrnmiption patterns
of individuals and families

COlICEPT:

2. Relationship of methods and risk involved in production and
distribution of clothing, textiles, and home furnishings to
cost, quality, and availability to consumer

3. Influence of consumption patterns of individuals and femilies
on clothing, textiles, and home furnishings industry

4. Effect of economic decisions on the welfare of society

5. World economy and the clothing, textiles, and home furnishings
industry

* * * * * * * * *

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS INVOLVED IN
OCCUPATIONS IN THE FIELD OF
CLOTHING, TEXTILES, AND HOME
FURNISHINGS SERVICES

ORIECTIYES: To help Milo to:

I. Understand the aims and elements of design and the principles of
art and be able to use this understanding in relation to clothing,
textiles, and hose furnishings.

II. Understand the nature of textiles in relation to the field of
clothing, textiles, and haw furnishings service .,.

III. Use, care for, and store equipment involved in specific tasks in
cloth410, textiles, and home furnishings services.

IV. Develop skill in basic construction processes in hand swing and
machine sewing.
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

(Refer to: ACOROIlliCe Course of St for Alabama Ate Schools,

"Rousing" and "Clothing and Textiles.")

I. ELEMENTS CF DESIGN AND PRINCIPLES OF ART

A. Understanding the aims and elements of design and the principles
of art (H. E. Course of Study, pp. 26-50)

1. Aims of design

. Utilitarian (form follows function)

. Aesthetic (variety in unity)

2. Elements of design

. Line
Shape (form)

. Texture

. Color

3. Principles of art

. Balance

. Proportion

. Emphasis

. Rhythm

B. The use of elements of design and the principles of art (H. B.
Course of Study, pp. 6-66; 9045; 340-356; 359-371; and 401-426)

1. Selection of:

. Fabrics

. Clothing
HOMO furnishings

. Accessories (Rome and clothing)

2. Construction of clothing and have furnishings

3. Interior design

4. Fashion design

* * * * * * * * * *

II. NATURE OP TEXTILES (H. E. Course of Study, pp. 146-162)

A. Significance of a knowledge of textiles

B. Fibers

1. Definition of fiber

2. Fiber classification

. Natural fibers

. Manufactured fibers (man-made)
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3. Identification of fibers

4. Meads and ccadnations

C. Yarn

1. Definition of yarn

2. Effect of yarn on appearance, durability and texture of fabrics

3. Effect of twist on yarn

4. Types of yarn

D. Fabrics

1. Definition of fabric

2. Fabric construction Weaving

. Warp and filling threads

. Selvage

. Grain

. Thread count

. Width of woven fabrics

3. Fabric construction - Mtnnzi

. Filling knit

. Warp knit

. Characteristics of knit cloth

4. *-7_rio Construction - Interlocking, of Fibers

. Felting

. Bonding (fusing)

5. Fabric Construction up Braiding

6. Fabric Construction Netting and lace Making

7. Dyeing fabrics

8. Printing fabrics

9. Color fastness

10. Dimensional stability

11. Shrinkage

. Swelling shrinkage

. Shrinkage in pressing or finishing
. Progressive shrinkage
. Shrinkage of bias cut fabric

. Shrinkage in fabric combinations
. Shrinkage control
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12. Stretch fabrics

13. Fabric finishes including permanent press

a 4# 4# 4# a *

III. USE, CARS MD WORMS OF EQUIPMENT

A. Use of Equipment Appropriate for specific job

1. Sewing machines and attachments

. Automatic

. Standard

. Heavy Duty
Portable

2. Irons

Dry
. Dry-steam
. Dry - steam - spray

3. Washers and Dryers

4. Pressing equipment

. Pressing hen
. Sleeve roll
Velvet board

. Seam roll
Pressing cloths

. Iron rest

5. Small Sewing Equipment

Cutting shears
. Trimming or thread 'assort;
. Pinking shears
Ripping scissors

Tracing wheels
. Trac_ag paper
. Tailor's chalk
Transpc.ent dressmaker's

ruler

. Ironing boards

. Edge endpoint presser

. Sleeve board

. Pressing mitt

. Pounding block

. Gauges

. Automatic hem gauge

. Needle cushion

. Wrist pin cushion

. Needles

. Tape measure

. Pins
. Thimbles

D. Safety in Use of Equipment

C. Relation of body positions to fatigue and work efficiency in the
use, care and storage of equiPaent.

D. Care of Equipment

1. Relation of equipment care to production, quality of workmen
ship and frequency of repair or replacement

2. Following instructions in care of equipment

3. Knowledge of safety code in care of equipment



E. Storage of equipment

1. Designing storage according to its to be stored

2. Location of storage to provide accessibility

3. Providing for fledbility in storing such as: Adjustable
shelvea and removable drawer dividers, eta.

4. Labeling again:lent and storage location to permit return of
oquipaent to the right place

******
IV. BASIC CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES IN HAND SEWING AND scams SEWING

A. Processes in hand sewing

1. Preparation for hand sewing

. Clean hands

. Choice of thread in keeping with the fabric and job to be
done

. Choice of thimble which fits without a feeling of tightness
or 1000640138

. Selection of a place to work which provides light and a work

area large enough to spread out the garment or article
Assembly of equipment and supplies to be used

2. Choice of stitches in relation to function

a. Stitches for either basting or permanent use

Running stitch
Back stitch
Combination stitch
Overcasting
Overhanding

b. Decorative stitches

Blanket stitch
. Feather or brier stitch

Cross stitch
- Chain stitch

Lazy stitch

Hemming or whiPPiug
. Running hem or vertical hemming

- Slip stitch
Buttonhole stitch

- French knot
- Long and short stitch
- Satin stitch
Hemstitch

B. Processes in machine sewing

1. Operation and care of the sewing machine

2. Use of sewing machine attachments

3. Safety practices

4. Directional stitching
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5. Understitching

6. Clean finishing

7. Lock stitching

8. Baste stitching

9. Decorative stitches

10. Buttonholes

11. Sewing on buttons

C. Construction processes using machine and/or hand sewing

1. Seams and seam finishes

2. Darts, tucks, gathers

3. Facing (fitted and bias)

4. Collars

5. Skirt band

6. Joining skirt and bodice

7. Belts

8. Plackets and sippers

9. Buttonholes (worked and bound buttonholes)

10. Sewing on buttons

11. Interfacings

12. Linings

13. Pleats

14. Bindings

15. Setting in sleeves

16. Gussets

17. Cuffs

18. Pockets

19. Skirt Drum and Underlay

20. Trimming details

21. Tailoring techniques

22. Problems with special fabrics
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CONCEPT: THE WAGE EARNER IN THE WORLD OF
WORK ( IN THE HELD OF CLOTHING

2

TEXTILES AND HOME FURNISHINGS
SERV ICES)

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Recognise and cultivate the personal qualities which contribute
to success in the field of clothing, textiles and home furnishings
services.

II. Develop some understanding of customer relationships, employer.

employee relations to the field of clothing, textiles and home
furnishings services.

III. Develop use ability to manage time, money, energy and properties
as a wage earner.

IV. thtderstand imposes of trade and professional organisation and
ethical practices in the occupations in the field of clothing,
textiles and home furnishings services.

V. thtderstand employment policies in the field of clothing, textiles
and have furnishings services.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

(Refer to: lige Economics Course of 8.1.4 for Alabama Zs& Schools.
"H en Development and the Family," and Personal ,Develorment and Manage-
ment, A Course for Occupational Education in Home Economics for Alabama
asth ahools, "Self Analysis in Relation to &Troy:sent Capabilities*
and toiatent of Personal Qualities Which Contribute to EsPloYebilitY."

I. PERSONAL QUALITIES WHICH OCHTRIBUTE TO SUCCESS IN TIE FIELD OF CURSING,
TEXTILES AND HONE FURNISHINGS

A. Personal Qualities which constitute the "self"

B. Identification of personal qualities which contribute to success
in the field of clothing, textiles and he furnishings services

1. Personal factors affecting decision to work in the field of
clothing, textiles and haw furnishings services

2. Personality factors in getting and keeping a job in the field
of clothing, textiles and hate furnishings services

a. Character traits
b. Knowledge and skills in getting along with others
c. Attitude toward work



3. Physical factors in getting and keeping a Job in the field of
clothing, textiles and hale furnishings services

a. Health factors
b. Personal appearances and grooming

4. Ability to perform in keeping with expectations of the job

a. Knowledge and skills required
b. Ability to progress on the Job

* * * * * * * * * *

II. HUNAN RELATIONS IN THE WORM OF WORE

A. Ethical Practices

1. Observing rules and regulations of the office (tardiness,
vacations, lunch hours, etc.)

2. Respect for rank

3= Channels of authority

4. Conduct in relation to established procedures

B. Working as anted= of the teas

1. Respect for the property and privacy of others

2. Maintenance of friendly but not familiar relationships

3. Putting the company's interest ahead of one's private life

during business hours

4. Showing consideration, deference, thoughtfulness, kindness
and loyalty

C. Employer.emildoyee relations

1. Learning to understand and respect the problems, pressures
and responsibilities of one's boss

2. Use of correct titles

3. Following instructions and carrying out the employer's
expectations

4. Respect for the employer's time

. Avoidance of bothering him with minor details

. Organisation of questions and problems to be discussed so
as to save time

5. Respect for the employer's moods



6. Developir and maintaining loyalty

. taming business information confidential

. 1ft:irking for the best interests of the adman/

D. Employee-cmatamer relationships

I. Exercising the Golden Rule

2. Maintaining the integrity of the company

3. Communications

4. Responsible behavior

* * * * * * * * * *

III. MANAGEMENT OF TIME, ENERGY AND FAMOUS CF THE EARNER

A. Management of time, energy, properties and money

1. Management of time, energy and properties (Refer to Name
Economics Course of for Alabama Lie pahoolio w.

a. Considerations related to time use
b. Time Management a tool for adhievembat
c. Time and activity plans - means of management
d. wAanagement Goals' of time and energy plans
e. Guides in making a Time and Activity Plan
f. Planning work and leisure tlite activities
g. Consideration in energy management
h. Fatigue
i. Forms of fatigue
J. Effect of motivation on energy
k. Effect of rest periods on anew
1. Planning means of energy management

2. Money Management (Refer to Bane Economics Course of nliE
for Alabaman& Schools, PP. 263.887 f---

a. Concepts of money
b. Money -- a resource
c. Sources of income of youth
d. Abilities .. real income
e. Care of properties .. real income
f. Influence of fun.time activities an money use
g. Origin of habits of management
h. Ways to begin one's money management
i. Buymanship .. a financial resource
3. Planned spending thought spending
k. Influences of information on choices
1. Advertisements -- information for the shopper
m. Label .. information for the shopper

n. Salespeople -- sources of information
o. Publishes materials . source of information



p. Factors influencing when to shop (Time, season and sales)
q. Comparing prices and products as a basis for choices

* * * * * * 4 * * *

IV. TRADE AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, PUBLICAT1 8 AND ETHICAL
PRACTICES IN THE FIELD OF CLOTHING, TEXTILES AND Hen FURNISHINGS
SERVICES

A. Purposes of trade and professionfel oPrAnisations of the Clothing,
Textiles and ECM Furnishings Service Field

1. Alabama Textile Manufacture Association

2. American Association of Textiles, Chemists and Colorists

3. American Home Laundry Manufactures* Association

4. American Institute of Interior Designers

5. American Laundry Institute

6. National Cotton Cbuncil of America

7. National Dry Cleaning Institute

8. American Apparel Manufactuxinc Association

9. America Home Economics Association

10. American Vocational Association

B. Publications of trade and professional organisations in the
Clothing, Textiles and Home Furnishings Service Field

C. Ethical practices of occupations in clothing, textiles, and
home furnishings service field.

* * * * * * * * * *

V. PERSONNEL MANAGEWNT AND EMMEN! POLICES

A. Personnel Management

1. Selection, traini.ig and supervision of employees

2. Sources of employees

. Applications

. Newsr-ner advertisements

. Emiloyment agencies

3. Opportunities for advancement

. Salary increases

. Promotions and transfers



B. Employment Policies

1. Salary schedules
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2. Fringe benefits

3. Age limitations

4. Seasonal layoff

5. Vacations

6. Hours and schedules of work

1. Slek leave

8. Security in employment (job tenure)

9. Clothing requirements

10. Insurance

11. Workman's cowsnsation

12. Retirement plans

13, Personal conduct and obligations

14. Ittalth and safety of employees

15. Methods of checking in and out

16. Withholding tax and social security laws affecting the
employees

17. Probationary provisions

C. Membership in professional or labor ftrganisations

1. Employer-Employee expectations

2. Nature of organisations

* * * * * * * *
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931E SUGGESTED REfERENCE8
FOR THE PREP ARAM COURSE IN
OCCUPATIONAL How ECONCHICS

IN THE FIELD OF
CIANHING, TEXTILES AND HU FURNISHINGS SERVICES

Boob

Alabama State Chamber of Commerce, 468 8. Perry Street, Montgomery. Industrial
Alabama, A Directory of Manufacturers, September 1965 (5.00)

Belt ler, Ethel Jane; and Lockhart, Bell C. Design Ea You. New Tort. New York. l
John Wiley and Sows, Inc., 1964

Bishop, Edna Bryte and Arch, Marjorie Stotler, The Bishop HethodOf Clothing
Construction, Revised edition. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1966.

Craig, Easel Thompson and Rush, Ole Day, Haase With Character. Boston,
Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1966.

Lewis, Doris 8., Burnes, Jean 0., Seater, Esther F. Housing and Home Manage.
pent. New York: The Macmillian Company, 1961.

Ryan, Maw 8Mw. A 0141 in Huuka Behavior. New York Holt. Rinehart end )(
Winston, Inc., 1966. .80)

Bulletins

American Bane Economics Association, 1600 Twentieth Street, Northwest,
Washington, D. C. 20009. Textile Handbook, Revised Edition. 1963 ($1.25)

The Bihara News, Sunday, August 33, 1965. Alabama Yom Industrial
Giant.

Consolidated Trimming Corporation, 27 West 23rd Street, New Ton; City.
1i1 pecoraerta Ideas. (5W)

Consumer Education Division, Eroehler Manufacturing Company, 666 North Lake
Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois. Pocketbook NA To Furniture BuYincr. (250)

Extension Publication, New York State College of Home Economics, Cornell.
the-ersity, Ithaca, New York. The bin a Clothing,. December, 1965.
(34: each)

The Hearst Corporation, 959 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York, 10019.
The Good Housekeeping Furniture Chart, 1962

The Hearst CorPorr4ion, 959 Eighth Avenue, New Yolk, New York, 10019.
How To Make 811Pcovers 1963. (3W)

Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Cooperative Extension
Service, Ames, Iowa. How to Choose and ARE& W d Finishes, 1962.

Y



J. C. Penny Company, Inc., Educational Relations, 1301 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, New York. 1001S.
Consumer Buying guides,

Men's Dress Shirts
Hosiery
Men's and Boys' Sport Coats
Selecting Fabrics For Garments
Swimwear
Sweaters
Slips
Foundation Garments for Teens
Gloves
Shoes
Young Men's Blacks

free to Teachers.
Kirsch Company, Sturgis, Michigan. Guide To Window Beauty. (250) One copy

The Bong Company, 1450 North Dayton Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60622.
hnit mt Facts.
Singer Sewing Centers, Variety and Department Stores.

101 How to ail Curtains (250)
102. How to make ,Draperies (250)
103 - How to Ma_la Valances, (250)
104 - How to WA Bedspreads (250)
113 - Haw to I rk Slip Covers (250)
114 - How to Make WI Curtains (25.)
120 - How to lige sitions Pillows and Bolsters (250)

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402. Home and Garden Bulletin No. 107. Clothing Repairs. October
1965. (250)

Superintendent of Documents, U. 8. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., 20402. Bulletin No. 1375-86. Employment Outlook in the &fuel,
;Masan, 1964. (100)

Filmstrips

J. C. Penny Company, Inc., Educational Relations, 1301 ME of The
Americas, New York, New York. 10019.

The Importance, of Clothing Selection ($3.50)
How To Select Fabrics for Garments $3.00)$3.00)
Understanding Today's, Textiler5.00)
Fashion, Sod 141 Elv3 La ($10.00)
Tailoring ishop ! ($10.00)
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VT 001 298 ED (See July 1968 RIE)
Outline for the Preparatory Course in Occupational 'tome
Economics in the Field of Food Services (Preparation and
Management).

Alabama State Dept of Educ, Montgomery. 'Home Econ Service
Pub Date - 66
EDRS PRICE MF$0.25 HC-$0.u4 21p.

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS, *FOOD SERVICE
WORKERS, FOOD, *F000 SERVICE, HIGH SCHOOLS, ADULT VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION,

Teachers may use this experimental outline in planning a
preparatory course in occupational home economics food service
for secondary and adult students. It was developed by
vocational home economics supervisors and teachers. The objectives
are to help students recognize the contributions and scope of the
food service industry and to acquire personal qualities, knowledge,
and skills required in food service occupations. Concepts outlined
are (1) Orientation to the Field of Food Service which includes
contributions, scope, and occupations in the field, (2) The Food
Service Worker in the World of Work which includes personal
development and management of time, energy, money, and properties,
and (3) Knowledge and Skills Involved in Occupations in the Field

of Food Services which includes basic knowledge of human
nutrition, management processes, health and safety practices, use
and care of equipment, handling of food, and basic food preparation,
Basic home economics courses are a recommended prerequisite. The
course may be scheduled for a single or double class period for
1 year for students with an occupational interest or objective
in the field. A standard kitchen classraxinwill provide adequa,e
space and equipment but availability of a quantity food

ipreparation center is recommended. Second-year courses in
commercial and institutional food services may be offered for
employment preparation. Suggested references are included. (FP)
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,TO: The Ent: Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

FROM: (Person) Ruth Stovall (Agency)State Department of Education

(Address) State Dept. of Education, Mmtgomery, Alabama

DATE: December 19, 1967

I

Outline for a Preparatory Course in Occupational
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Provide information below which is included in the publication. Mark N/A in
each blank for which information is o available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for further
instructions.

(1) Source of Available Copies:
ASelloY nomics Education Di sion te t. of Education
Address e lding Mon e Al abama 104
Limitat on on A =bie Cop es ee Not for Sale
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Su Information Instructional IZtreabama

(2) Means Used to Develop Material:
Development Group Supervisors - Nome Ec. Education and teachers of Occ. Bogie ie.
Level of Group Secondary teachers and_state swervisors
Method of Design, Testing, and Trial

I

Utilization of Material:
Appropriate School Setting Secondary end area schools
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Geographic Adaptabili Statewide
Uses of Material it-nerimental useUsers of MateriallesandizzAnsiamLkaronal home ec.
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Student Selection Cr kagAs

Time Allotment Km.

Supplemental Media -0
Necessary H

(Check Which)Desirable
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Source ,en
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TABU Or CONIStaS

Overview of The Preparatory Course In Occupational Home
Economics In The Field of Food Services

CONCEPT: ORIENTATION 'TO TM FIELD OF FOOD SERVICE

Contributions Of The Field of Food Service To The
Well-Being Of People and Society

Scope Of The Food Service Field

III. Occupations In The Field Of Food Service

CD NOWT: THE FOOD SERVICE WORK= IN THB WORLD OF WORK

I. The Personal Development Of The Food Service
Worker

Management Of Time, Energy, Money And Properties
Of The Food Service Worker

1

1

2

3

S

S

S

CONCEPT t KNOWLEDGB AND SKILLS IPNOLVBD IN OCCUPATIONS IN THB
FIELD OF FOOD SERVICE 6

I. Basic Knowledge Of Humus Nutrition

II, Management Processes In Commercial Food
Establishments 4,

Health, Safety and Sanitary Practices To
Insure Food Safety .

IV. Ube, Care and Storage of Equipment

V. Relationship Of Handling, Storage and Preparation
On The Nutritive Value, Quality of Product, Spoilage
Of Food, and Food Economy

VI. Basic Food Preparation For Small and Large Groups

6

6

7

8

9

10

Some Suggested References For The Preparatory Course in
Occupational Home Economics in the Field of Food Services
(Preparation and Management) 14



MERVIN OF THE PREPARATORY COURSE IN OCCUPATIONAL MOM ECONOMICS
IN THE FIELD OR FOOD SERVICHS (Preparation and Management)

OBJECTIVES OR THE COURSE

The objectives of the Preparatory course in Occupational Home Economics
in the Field of Food Services (Preparation and Management) are to
help pupils to:

I. Recognise the contributions of the Food Service field to the
well-being of people and society.

II. Understand the scope of the Food! Service field.

III. Become acquainted with the occupations in the field of Food
Services.

IV. Recognize the significance of the Food Service worker in the
world of work.

V. Analyse their personal qualities and plan for personal development
in relation to occupational objectives in the field of Food
Services.

VI. Acquire the knowledge and skills involved in the field of Food
Services including nutrition, management, basic food preparation,
and health, safety and sanitation practices.

ENROLLMENT OF SMUTS

This one year course is designed for high school pupils who have an
occupational interest and/or objective in the field of Food Services
(Preparation and Management). It provides an overview of the Food
Service field and is the first course to be offered for pupils interested
in employment in this field. Second year courses may be offered, such
as: "Commercial and Institutional Food Services" or "Serving Food
Commercially."

Foundation courses (the Basic and/Or Advanced Home Economics courses)axe
recommended as pre requisites. This course may be offered without a pre-
requisite to pupils who have already specified an occupational objective
In the field of Food Services.

COURSE SCHBDUIJI AND CREDIT

This course may be scheduled for single or double class periods and may
carry one unit or a unit and a half credit respectively.



PLANNING THB COORS

The eutlinefor the course has been developed with built-in flexibility
to enable the teacher to plan the course in keeping with the training
experiences and occupational objectives of the pupils enrolled.

RBFBRENCES FOR This COLRSB

The basic knowledge and skills in Food and K.strition have been identified
In the Home 8v:comics Course_of Stub For Alabama Hi h Schools. Ref»
erences to the Course of Study have been indicated n this course outline.
A list of additional references say be found on the last page of this
outline.

SPACE AND BQUIPNBNT

A standard kitchen-classroom will provide space and equipment required
for this course. The availability of a quantity food preparation kitchen
or center is recommended for experiences in quantity food preparation
and service in the school or community.



CONCEPT:

OUTLINE OF CONTENT FOR THE PREPARATORY COURSE

IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IN THE FIELD OF

FOOD SERVICES (PREPARATION AND MANAGEMENT)

I. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE FIELD CF FOOD SERVICE TO THE WELL-EBING OP

A, Effect of food on people

E. Role of food service in the community

PROM AND SOCIETY

C. Effect of food service on the economy of a community and

2. Relation of food to efficiency of individuals

S. Relation of food to social and business interests

2. Availability of food for individuals who eat meals

4. Catering for individuals and families

2. Provision of jobs in the field of food service

1. Relation of food to health

S. Dinner meetings held in commercial food establish-

nation

1. Increased number of individr.ls and families who

S. Contributions of food to the health of patients in

6. Food provided for children in public and private

7. Coffee and snacks available to employees

1. Relation of food to the economy of a community

ORIENTATION TO THE ":"' 2LD OF

ftegnentlY eat at commercial food establishments

away from home each day

establish-
ments for professional and evic groups

hospitals and nursing homes

schools, day care centers and nursery schools

FOOD SERVICE
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II SCOPE OF TM FWD SIMMS REILD

A. Types of food establishments and businesses

1. Establishments distributing foods

Wholesale Trade Establishments

Retail Trade Bstablisbaents

Vendors

2. Rood industries

Dairy processing plants

4, Canning plants

Frozen food plants

Moat and poultry processing plants

Food processing and packaging plants

Bakeries

3. Rood service or eating establishments

Hospitals

Nursing Helm

Schools

Private elute

Hotel and Motel room service

. Restaurants

Gxiii
Snack bar
DriveIn
Caste:de

k0011
Tearoom
Coffee shrift
Cafe*

40 Catering or special food service establishments

Mealsonwheels
Airline caterers

. Party foods
Dinner service or especial meals



So Development and expansion of food services in local community.

1. Numbez and kind of establisbnenta in operation

2. Services rendered

3. Growth and decline

4. Future prospects

III. °COMMONS IN= PI= OR POOD SERVICES

A. Nature of work involved in food services

1. Managerial aspects

2. Scientific aspects

3. Creative aspects

4. Psychological aspects

S. General operations or functions rarformed in food service
occupations

1. Purchasing

2, Receiving

3. Preparation

4. Service

S. Sanitation

6. Cost control

C. Scope of occupations

1. Professional occupations

. Dietitian
Teacher (secondary and college)
Institutional Manager

. Specialist
Foods editor
Researcher



2. Technical occupations

Food Service Supervisor
Dining Room Supervisor
Tray Line Supervisor
School Lunch Manager or Supervisor

S. Skilled occupations

Head Cook
Baker
Caterer
Family Dinner Service 4ecialist

4, Semi-skilled occupations

C2ok Helper
Short Order Cock
Baker Helper
Salad Maker
Caterer's Assistant
Tray Line Worker

D. Job clusters in Food Services

1. Commercial food preparation (Refer to III, B!

Types of jobs (cooks, baker, salad maker, etc.)
Knowledge, skills and abilities involved
Personal qualities, education and health requirements
Salary range.
Working conditions
Fringe benefits
Job opportunities

2. Commerfftial food service (Refer to III,B)

Types of jobs (waitress, hostess, etc.)
Knowledge skills and abilities involved
Personal qualities, education and health requirements
Salary range

* Working conditions
Fringe benefits
Job opportunities

3. Commercial food management and/or supervision

Types of jobs
Knowledge, skills, and abilities involved
Personal qualities, education and health requirements
Salary range

* Waking conditions
Fringe benefits
Job opportunities
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maim THE FOOD SERVICE WORKER IN THE

WORLD OF WORK

I. TUB PERSONAL Daysunista OF THE FOOD SBRVICE ISOMER

A. The self and the world of work

1* Uniqueness of the individual

2. Significance of personal attributes in the Food
Services Field

Physical characteristics
* intelligence
Temperament
Behavior

. Learned habits and skills
Acquired attitudes and beliefs

3. Development of personal qualities which contribute to
success as a food service worker

* Health
Personal appearance and grooming
Character traits
Skills in human relaticns
Communication skills
Attitudes toward self and others

* Attitudes toward work

II. MANAGEMENT OF TIME* ENERGY, MONEY AND PROPERTIES OP MB
ROOD SERVICE WORKER

A, Meaning of management

B. Time management

C. Energy management

D. Money management

B. Management of properties



W WEPT: KNONLEDGE AND SKILLS INVOLVED IN'

OCCUPATIONS IN THE FIELD OF FOOD
SERVICES

I. BASIC KNOWLEDGE OP HUMAN NUTRITION (Home Economics Course Of
Study For Alabama. High Schools, "Foods and Nutrition ")

A. Contribution of nutrition to the well-being of people
(Home Economics Course of Study, pp. 170.171)

2. Human need for food

2. Relationship of nutrition to appearance, health,
general well-being and longevity

B. Classification of food nutrients and their function in
the body

C. Relationship of a knowledge of nutrition to job perform.
ance as a food service worker

1. Personal nutrition

2. Retaining food nutrients through correct handling,
storage and preparation

3. Interpretation of nutrition

II. MANAGEMENT PROCESSES IN COMMBRCTAL FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS

A. Contribution of management processes (decision - making and
organization) to:

1. Efficiency

2. Accomplishments

3. Safety

4. Order

S. Conservation of time and energy
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B. belnagement of work

1. Setting goals for work to be accomplished

2. Planning work sequence

3. Completion of one operation at a time

94. Use of both hands whenever possible

5. Elimination of movements that have no purpose

6. Placement of equipment and supplies near the point
of first or most frequent use

7, Placement of supplies and equipment within easy reach

S. Choice of equipment that will perform the task for
which it is designed

9. Consideration of time for care of equipment included
in the time schedule

10. Adjustment or heights of equipment or work surface to
fit the physique of the worker

11. Assessment of own work methods and modification in
keeping with work simplification principles

12, Use of body positions conducive to work efficiency

III, HEALTH, SAFETY AND SANITARY PRACTICES TO IMRE FOOD SAFETY

A. Regulatory agencies contributing to food safety

1, U. S. Public Health Service

2, U, S. rood and Drug Administration

3. Federal Neat Inspection Division of the U. S, Depart..
sent of Agriculture

4. Alabama Public Health Service

Be Requirements for physical examination, testing and other
ordinances regarding Food Service Workers
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C. Health practices

1. Personal cleanliness and hygiene

2. Health habits

De Sanitation practices in relation tos

1. Washing hands

2. Dishwashing

3. Tasting food

4. Food storage

3. Care of work area

6. Storeroom

7. Kitchen walls, floors, working surfaces

8. Equipment -- refrigerator, ranges, ovens," garbage cans, etc.

B. Safety regulations and practices

IV, USE, CARE AND STORAGE OF EQUIPMENT

A. Use of equipment appropriate for specific job

1. Range 11. Dish washer

2. Deep fat fryer 12. Coffee maker

3. Broiler 13. Refrigerator

4. Oven 14. Freezer

5, Grill 15. Toaster

6, Sink 16. Waffle irons

7. Food chopper 17. Bgg cookers

8. Mixer 18. Muffin pans

9. Can opener 19. Baking sheets

10. Vegetable peeler 20. Miscellaneous eqvtp.
ment

, Cutlery
Measuring equip -
sent



S. Safety in use of equipment

C. Relation of body positions to fatigue and work efficiency in
use, care and storage of equipment

D. Care of equipment

1. Relation of equipment care to:

Production
Quality of product
Frequency of repair or replacement of equipment

2. Following instructions in care of equipment

3. Knowledge of safety codes in care of equiprut

B. Storage of equipment

1. Designing storage according to items to be stored

2. Location of storage to provide accessibility

3. Providing for flexibility in storing,such as : adjustable
shelves and removable drawer dividers, etc.

4. Labeling equipment and Storage location to permit return of
equipment to the right place

V. RELATIONSHIP Of NANDLrt4G, STORAGE AM PREPARATION ON TUB Nununn
VALUB, QUALITY JP PRCOUCT, SPOILAGE OF FOOD AND FOOD =MY

A. Safe handling of food

1. State and local regulations

2. Satisfactory personal habits

3. Sanitary practices

B. Storage of food

1. Facilities for food storage

Refrigerated storage

Types of food kept by refrigeration
Plecemant of food in refrigerator
Temperature requirements
Length of tine for keeping foods
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Freezers

Types of foods which can be stored in freezer
Selection of containers
Placement of food in freezer
Temperature requirements

Storeroom

Types of foods stored in storerooms
Perishables, staples, canned foods

Temperature and ventilation control

Location

VI. PRZNCIPLES, OP BASIC FOOD PREPARATION « for small and large groups

(Basic principles are to be taught through demonstration and
laboratory preparation for small groups, Limited experience way be
provided in quantity food preparation.)

A. Interpreting and following recipes

1. Meaning of terms

2. Measurements, abbreviations and food equivalents

3. Methods of measuring ingredients

B. Starch and cereal cookery

1. Types of starch cookery (white sauce, gravies, soup,
cornstarch pudding, etc.)

2. Types of cereals

3, Nutritive value bf starch and cereal

4. Principles of starch cookery

3. Techniques involved in preparing cereals and starch
products

C. Beverages

1. Types of beverages (Coffee, Tea, Cocoa and chocolate drinks)

2. CUtritive valise of beverages

3. Methods and techniques involved in preparing beverages



D. Milk and Cheese

1. Types of milk and milk products

2. Nutritive value of milk

3. Principles of milk cookery

4. Storage of milk

S. Types of cheese

6. Use of cheese in cooking

B. Rags

1. Care and use of eggs in cooking

2. Selection and grading of eggs

3. Nutritive value of eggs

4. Principles of egg cookery

S. Storage and processing of eggs

F. Fruits

1. Classification of fruits

2. Use ,f fresh, frozen and dried fruits

3. Selection of fruits

4. Nutritive value in various fruits

S. Principles involved in preparing fruits

6. Storage of fruits

G. Vegetables

1. Classification of vegetables

2. 'Ise of fresh, frozen and dried vegetables

3. Selection of vegetables

4. Nutritive value in vegetables

3. Principles of vegetable cookery

6. Techniques involved in preparing vegetables

7, Storage of vegetables



H. Salads and salad dressignis

1. Types of salads

2. Types of salad dressings

3, Nutritive value of salads and salad dressings

4. Principles of salad making and salad dressings

5, Techniques involved in preparing salads

I. Meats

1. Types of meats

2. Composition of meats

3. Nutritive value of meats

4. Selection of meats

Cuts of meats used for various purposes

5. Inspection and grading

6. Methods and techniques of neat cookery ( Dry Heat, Moist Neat)

7, Storage of meat (Short and Long term methods)

Jr. Batters and dough.

1. Function of ingredients

2. Types of breads

Quick bretis ( Biscuits, Muffins, Popovers, Waffles,
Doughnuts)

Yeast breads

3. Nutritive value in breads

4. Principles of bread making

5. Methods and techniques in bread making

6. Types of cakes ( Sponge, Angel, Chiffon, Conventional)

7. Principles of making cakes

8. Techniques in making cakes

9. Types of pastry

ID. Methods and techniques used in making pastries

11. Use of mixes



K. Desserts

1. Types of desserts (Gelatin, Puddings, Pxosen, etc.)

2. Nutritive value in various desserts

3. Principles of dessert slaking

4. Techniques used in making desserts

S. Types of sauces used on desserts

L. Sugar cookery

I. Types of sugar and sweetening substances

2. Principles of sugar ccoke;71,

3. 'Types of candies

4. Methods and techniques used in making candies, frostings
and icings
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SOME SLUMMED RBFEREPOLS
FOR THB PREPARATORY COURSE IN
OCCUPATIONAL HOMB ECONOMICS

IN THE FIELD OF
FOOD SERVICES (PREPARATION AND MANAGEMENT)

Alabama State Board of Health. Regulations Governing The Manufacture,
ej2,AsIrandSePreratiorrvice of Food. Confections, and Beverages.

Montgomery, Alabama, Alabama State Board of Health, 1957. (Free)

American Home Economics Association. Handbook of Food Preparation.
Washington, D. C.: American Home Bconomics Association, 1963. ($1.00

Fowler, Sina Faye; West, Bessie Brooks; Shugart, Grace Severance.
Food For Fifty. New York, New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965

McLean, Beth Bailey. Meal Planning and Table Service. Peoria, Illinois:
Charles A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1964.

*McWilliams, Margaret. Food Fundamentals. New York, New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966

Peet, Louise J. Young Homemakers' Equipment Guide. Ames, Iowa: The
Iowa State University Press, 1963.

Peyton, Alice B. Practical Nutrition. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
J. 8. Lippincott Company, 1962. (Paperback edition is available.)

Shank, Dorothy B.; Fitch, Natalie K.; and Chapman, Pauline A. Guide To
Modern Meals. New York, New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964.

Starr, Mary Catharine. Management for Better Living. Boston, Massachu-
setts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1963.

The United States Department of Agriculture. Rood Purchasing Guide For
Grou Feedin Washington, D. C.: The Superintendent of Documents,
1965. ( .40)

The United States Department of Agriculture. Food The Yearbook of
Agriculture, 1959. Washington, D. C.: The Superintendent of Documents,
1959. ($2.25)

The United States Department of Agriculture. Rya For Quantity Service.
Washington, D. C.: The Superintendent of Documents, 1958. ($2.50)

*Especially recommended is a student referetice for Principles of Basic
Rood Preparation
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VT 001 299 ED (See July 1968 RIE)
Outline for Occupational Home Economics
Institutional Food Preparation.

Alabama State Dept of Educe Montgomery.
Pub Date - 66
EDRS PRICE MF$0.25 HC-$2.00 50p.

*OCCUPATIONAL. HOME ECONOMICS, GRADE 11, GRADE 12, *FOOD SERVICE
WORKERS, NUTRITION, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, FOOD SERVICE, *FOODS
INSTRUCTION,

The experimental outline is for teacher use in planning a
two-semester course to prepare 11th and 12th grade students for
entry level commercial food preparation jobs such as food service
workers, cook helpers, caterer helpers, salad makers, baker helpers,
short order cooks, and tray line workers. It was developed by
vocational home economics teachers and state supervisors. Students
learn the techniques of quantity food preparation and safe operation
of quantity food equipment. Subject matter areas cover (1)
orientation to the world of woe and food service careers, (2)
peruonal qualities necessary for success (3) nutrition, (4)
safety and food service workers, (5) hygiene and sanitation, (6)
care and operation of equipment, (7) management of time and energy,
(8) quantity food preparation, and (9) food cost and portion
control. Each subject area includes objectives and an outline of
course content. Reference books, bulletins, and magazines are
listed. (FP)

Course in Commercial and

Hue Econ Service
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COURSE PROFILE

OF

COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FOOD PREPARATION

(Two semester course to be offered
in grades eleven or twelve)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH THIS COMM .ROVIDES TRAINING

JOB JOB
TITLE RESPONSIBILITIES

PLACES OF
EMPLOYMENT

Food Service

Worker or Cook
Helper, D. 0. T.
No. 317.887

Caterer Helper,
D. O. T. No.

319.884

Salad Maker,

D. O. T. Er:.

317.884

Baker Helper,
D. O. T. No.
313.884

Short Order
Cook, D. O. T.
No. 314.381

Tray Line
Worker D. O. T.
No. 355.878

Assists with preparation
of food; weighs and measures
ingredients, cleans cooking
utensils

Prepares and serves food
and refreshments under
supervision of caterer.
Arranges tables and
decorations

Prepares salads, salad
dressings, appetizers,
sandwich fillings, cold
plates and some desserts.

Assists baker by
measuring ingredients
mixing, kneading and
-shaping dough for
breads, rolls, muffings
or biscuits

Prepares and cooks to
order various foods
requiring only a short
time to prepare. May
carve meats and fill
orders from steam table.

Prepares, assembles and
delivers food tays to
hospital patients
and return trays to
kitchen. Sets up food
in cafeteria serving
line.

vi

Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Catering Servic s

Hotels

Restaurants

School and College
Food Services

Child Care Centers

Office, Business
and Industrial
Cafeterias

Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Catering Services

Hotels

Restaurants

Office, Business
end Industrial
Cafeterias



OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Through experiences and/or additional training, persona may advance to
jobs involving supervisory or managerial responsibilities. Post high
school programs offered at the State Vocational Trade and Technical
Schools and Junior Colleges may be taken to prepare individuals for
semi-professional jobs as food service supervisors, dining room super-
visors, tray line supervisors or school lunch managers. At the
professional level (4 years of college and 1 year internship) aperson
may become a dietitians

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employment at the
entry level in jobs which require knowledge and skills in commercial
and institutional food preparation. Through this course opportunities
will be provided for students to learn techniques of quantity food
preparation and safe operation of quantity flod equipment. The course

content includes the following concepts:

. Orientation to good achuice cuoidE as a CaneelL

. Pelaonat quatigieution4 that eontrtibute to aucceaa

. Mutation

. Sagety gort good 44/mice ulohkeha

. Hygiene and 4stutitation

. Cara and opvtation og kitchen equipment

. Management. og time, envy and prtopentie4 ratable to
good aeAvice

. Quantity good plapoAution

. Food coat and potion coutrtot

. Careen oppoiataitie6 AA good 44/mice that /aqui:. -,..

training and expertienee

. Gating and lidding the tight job in good Aertviee

. Trade and pagetosionat oltganization4 in good 4sertvice

vii



ENROLLMENT OF STUDENTS

This one year course is designee for high school pupils who have an
occupational interest in Commercial and Institutional Food Preparation.
It provides both instruction in the fundamentals of quantity food prepa-
ration and varied work experiences to develop skill in food preparation.
This course is open to eleventh or twelfth grade students. The prepara-
tory course in the field of Food Service is recommended as a prerequisite.
However, this course may be offered without a student having any pre-
requisite courses when the specific occupational objective of quantity
food preparation has been decided by the student to be enrolled.

COURSE SCHEDULE AND CREDIT

This course may be scheduled for single or double class periods and may
carry one unit credit for a single period course or one and one-half
units of credf for double periods.

PLANNING THE COURSE

The outline for the course has been developed with built-in flexibility
to enable the teacher to plan the course in keeping with the training
and work experiences that are able to be planned for the students
enrolled.

REFERENCES FOR TRIS COURSE

A list of suggested references for this course may be found on the last
page of this course outline.

SPACE AND EQUIPMENT_

Experiences in the use and care of quantity food equipment is necessary
to develop skill and ability in commercial and institutional food
preparation. Space provided for these experiences might be a commercial
food t" Cory in the home economics department, the school cafeteria,
or of gr mmumunity facilities where approved training may be provided
for the students.



CONMERC/AIL AND INSTITUTIONAL FOOD

PREPARATION

CONCEPT: ORIENTATION TO FOOD SERVICE WORK AS A CAREER

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the history of current trends in the food service
industry.

II. Develop a better understanding of types of food service
establishments, and the many opportunities for employment
of trained food e4rvice personnel in the preparation of
food.

III. Understand the general operations comma to food establiehmen s.

IV. Become informed on employment policies, lam, and ethical
practices for food service workers.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. HISTORY AND PRESENT TRENDS IN COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL
FOOD SERVICE

B. TYPES OF FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS

1. Hospitals

. Employee's Cafeteria

. Patients meals in private, semi-private and ward
accomodations

. Vending machines

. Snack Bars

. Restaurants for the public

2. Nursing Homes

. Meals for Patients

. Employee's Cafeteria or Dining Room -
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3. Hotels

. Formal dining room (European, American or Modified
American plan)

. Coffee Shop

. Room service for meals

4. Restaurants

5. School and College Food Services

. Cafeterias

. Snack Bars

. Vending Machines

. Dining Rooms (Faculty, Catered Banquets, etc.)

. Faculty Clubs

6. Child Care Centers

. Meals for children

. Mid-morning and Mid-afternoon snacks

7. Office, Business and Industrial Cafeterias (Company operated)

8. Caterers

. Air Line flood Service Caterers

. Food Vending Machine Caterers

. Tearoom Caterers

. Caterers for Special Occasions

C. GENERAL OPERATIONS OR FUNCTIONS PERFORMED IN A FOOD SERVICE UNIT

1. Administration

2. Purchasing

3. Receiving

4. Storage

5. Menu Planning
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6. Preparation

7. Service

8. Sales and Merchandising of the food

9. Sanitation

10. Safety

11 Care of equipment

12. Record keeping

13. Cost control

D. TYPES OF JOBS PERFORMED IN THE AREA OF PREPARATION, DEPEND/NO ON
AMOUNT OF EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION OF PERSONNEL

1. Professional Occupations

. Dietitian

2. Technical Occupations

. Food Service Supervisor

. Dining Roos Supervisor

. Tray Line Supervisor

. School Lunch Manager or Supervisor

3. Skilled Occupations

. Bead Cook

. Baker

. Caterer

- Family Dinner Service Specialist

4. SemiSkilled Occupations

. Cook Helper

. Short Order Cook

. Baker Helper

. Salad Maker

. Caterer's Assistant

. Tray Line Worker
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HOME ECONOMICS TRAINING FOR SOME OF THE

OCCUPATIONS IN FOOD MANAGEMENT, SUPERVISION AND PREPARATION

AT THE HIGH SCHOOL, TECHNICAL SCHOOL, JUNIOR COLLEGE, AND COLLEGE LEVELS

TRAY LINE WORKER
(355.878*)

SALAD MAKER
(317.884 *)

COLLEGE LEVEL (PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS)
aZEM JUNIOR COLLEGE LEVEL (TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS)MB' TECHNICAL SCHOOL LEVEL (TECHNICAL OR SKILLED OCCUPATIONS)f=j HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL (SEMI-SKILLED OR SKILLED OCCUPATIONS AT THE ENTRY

LEVEL)

.0

*DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES. 1965. Volume I, Definitions of Titles,
U. S. Department of Labor.

1.1
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E. TES ROLE OP TRAINING IN ASSIGNING DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OP
FOOD SERFECIVAMERS

1. Level of Training

Less than High School

. Nigh School

Technical School

Junior College

. Senior College

2. Types of jobs for which this course will provide training

. Semi-skilled occupations or skilled occupations at the
entry level (See Job Titles, Page 4)

3. Opportunities for Food Service training beyond high school
at Alabama Schools

4. Opportunities for employment in local community or surrounding

area

. Current supply of qualified, trained personnel for work in
food preparation (Local, State, National)

F. EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

1. Sours of work

. Shifts

. Split Shifts

2. Salary

a. Meaning of term "take home pay"

b. Common deductions from paycheck

. Social Security

. State Income Taxes

. Federal Income Taxes

. Health Insurance Premiums

. State Unemployment Insurance
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c. Schedule for payment of salary

. Weekly

. Se-ii-monthly

. Monthly

3. Fringe benefits

Uniforms furnished

Insurance

. Sick leave

Vacation time

Overtime pay

Retirement benefits

. Social Security

. Meals furnished

4. Age requirements

5. Health requirements

6. Dress requirements hairnets, uniforms, etc.

7. Probationary period of employment

. Purpose

. Length of time usually involved

G. LAWS GOVERNING FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES

1. Health certificate - chest x-ray b:Wod test, physical
examination

2. Workmen's compensation

H. ETHICAL PRACTICES FOR FOOD SERVICE WORMS

1. Observance of rules and regulations

2. Respect for rank

3. Channels of authority

4. Personal conduct of food service employees

5. Relationship With management, co-workers and the public
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CONCEPT: PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO SUCCESS

OBJECT/Ms To help pupils to:

I. Understand the personal qualities and qualifications that
contribute to success of Food Service Personnel

II. Develop an appreciation of human relationships that contribute
to success of Food Service Personnel

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. QUALIFICATIONS OF FOOD SERVICE WORKERS WHICH HELP THIN
PERFORM IN KEEPING WITH THE MUTATIONS OF THE JOB

1. Personal qualities

. Dependable

. Conscientious

. Able to get along with
others

. Willing to follow
instructions

. Willing to assume

responsibility

. Interest in working
with foods

. Cooperative

. Intelligent

. Honest

. Courteous

. Judgement

. Willing to work

. Interest in job

. Pleasing personality

. Even disposition

. Command of dish
mitten and spoken

. Neat in dress

. Personal hygiene
Care of hair, nails,
skin

. Sanitary habits (to
avoid spreading germs)

2. Physical factors

. S3und emotionally and physically

. Personal cleanliness

. Physical stamina



3. Educational factors

. Knowledge and skills required

. Ability to progress on the job

B. HUMAN RELATIONS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO SUCCESS

1. Working as a member of the food service group

. Respect for the property of others

. Maintaining friendly relations with co-workers

. Showing consideration, thoughtfulness, kindness and
loyality

2. Employer-employee relations

. Putting the food establishments' interest ahead of
one's private interests during business hours

Learning, understanding and respecting the problems,
pressures and responsibilities of one's boss

. Following instructions and carrying out employer's
expectations

. Respect for employer's time

Loyalty

. Using of correct titles

. Upholding the reputation of the business
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CONCEPT: NUTRITION

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Broaden their concept of nutrition.

II. Understand the relationship of nutrition to the employability
and efficiency of the food service worker.

III. Understand the effect of food preparation and storage on the
nutritional value of food.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. NUTRITION AS IT RELATES TO THE HEALTH AND ENPLOYABILTTT OF
FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL

1. Role of nutrition to health, physical fitness and
occupational competency

. Role of health in helping a person get and hold a job

. Contributions that health plays in relationships With
co-workers

. Role of food and diet to health

. Function of food

2. Role of calories in the diet

. Energy requirements of individuals

. Methods of calculating caloric requirements

. Physical activity

. Age

. Sex

. Body structure

. Weight and size

3. Daily food needs

. Use of the Basic Four Food Guide to meet daily food
requirements
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8. THE RELATIONSHIP OF NUTRITION TO FOOD PREPARATION

1. Nutritive value of food in relation to food preparation
and storage

a. Carbohydrates

. Composition and sources

. Classification

Effect of deficiency or excess

. Effect of cooking

. Digestibility

b. Fats

. Nature and composition

Sources

Digestibility

. Effect of cooking

c. Proteins

Composition

. Complete proteins

. incomplete proteins

. Sources

Function

. Effects of deficinency or excess

Effect of cooking on digestibility

Acceptability

d. Minerals

Sources

. Functions

. Dietary requirements

. Effect of a shortage of various minerals



e. Vitamins

. Composition

. FOnctions

. Food Sources

. Enriched flour

. Enriched margarine

. Revitalised food

. Irradiated milk

. Demineralized foods

. 0:_mdna in the diet

. Effect of deficiency

. Effect of cooking

. Effect of freezing

. Loss of vitamins in cooking and preparation
and prevention of this loss

2. Scientific principles involve: in food preparation

a. Changes which take place in food

. Cooking

. Freezing

. Curing

. Dehydrating

b. Composition of foods

. Elements

. Compounds

c. Principles of cookery (Omit if included in first level of
preceding course)

. Starch cookery

. Milk and cheese cookery

. Egg cookery
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. Vegetable cookery

. Mat cookery

. Bread - making

. Cake-making

. Dessert making

. Sugar cookery

d. Food spoilage

. Causes

. Prevention

b. Food preservation

. Chemical and physical changes

C. MENU PLANNING

1. Planning balanced meals and modified diets

2. Recommended daily allowances

3. Emotional significance of food

4. Factors influencing menu-making policies

5. Factors influencing food preferences of those to be
served

6. Order of menu planning

7. Menu terminology

8. Planning menus in advance

9. Planning cycle menus

10. Use of standardised recipes



CONCEPT:

OBJECTIVES:
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SAFETY FOR FOOD SERVICE WORKERS

To help pupils to:

2. Develop an understanding of says to make food service
establishments safe from occupational hazards and how
to prevent accidents.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. MAKING FOOD SERVICE AREAS SAFE

1. Physical structure

. Floors

. Lighting

. Doors

. Convenient layout of kitchens

2. Stairways

. Having constrasting color on steps and risers of stairway

. Handrails

3. Elevator shafts

4. Equipment

-. Safety Guards on Food Processing machines

. Use of color, texture and other means to designate
moving and non-moving parts

. Sound signals

B. COST OF ACCIDENTS

1. Wage cost to injured employee and/or uninsured medical
costs

2. Cost of repair or replacement a equipment if damaged
in accident

3. Extra cost of overtime wages paid to other employees
to do work

4. Cost of supervisor's time in connection with accident
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S. Wage cost due to decreased output of worker after
returning to work

6. Cost of learning period for another worker to do work
while injured employee is off work

7. Administrative cost for investigating accidents

C. TRAINING FOOD SERVICE WORKERS IN SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

1. Procedures to follow to prevent STRAINS

. Technique to follow in lifting items using legs rather
than straining back and abdominal muscles

. Use of dollies and utility carts

2. Procedures to follow to prevent CUTS

. Safe use of knives in food preparation

. Use of wooden guide to feed food into kitchen equipment
such as meat choppers, grinders and slicers

. Care in discarding broken glass and china

3. Procedures to follow to prevent BURNS

. Use of pot -- holders and gloves

. Knowledge and skill lousing kitchen equipment to avoid
flying grease

4. Procedures to follow to prevent FALLS

. Removal of any substance spilled on the floor immediately
by either wiping it up or mopping

. Use of hand rails on stairways

. Well-lighted work stationtq storage areas and stairways

D. PROTECTION AGAINST FIRES IN THE KITCHEN

1. Periodic fire drills

2. Fire extinguishers in convenient places near cooking
area

3. Filters in ventilation system in cooking area

4. Electrical wiring properly installed

S. Observance of safety practices in preventing fires
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E. PROTECTION OF FOOD FROM FOREIGN SUBSTANCES

1. Inspection of food before it is served

2. Checking dishes and utensils for cleanliness before use

3. Inspection of sieves, brushes and whiskbrooms for loose
wires, bristles, etc.

4. Protection of overhead pipes and ceilings to prevent
chips of rust or paint from falling into food

5. Hair protection

F. FIRST AID PROCEDURES



OBJECTIVES:
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HYGIENE, SANITATION AND HOUSEKEEPING

To help pupils to:

I. Understand new advancements methods and products and layouts
that contribute to better sanitation and hygiene standards.

II. Develop an interest in sanitary way to handle food and
equipment.

III. Understand how food can be contaminated causing food poisoning.

IV. Become aware of causes of food spoilage.

V. Gain knowledge of how rodents and insects can be controlled
in food establishments.

Develop knowledge and skill in procedures for washing dishes,
utensils and equipment.

VII. Develop an appreciation for the legal safeguard that protects
food that is served to the public in cot rcial institutional
or industrial food establishments.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. ADVANCEMENTS IN SANITATION AND HYGIENE

1. Nev, methods

2. Kew products

3. Planning for sanitary kitchen operations

B. ROLE OF HEALTH AND PERSONAL HYGIENE TO SANITATION IN FOOD
PREPARATION

1. Basic principles of hygiene and their application to
health

. Parasitic infections

Diseases

Carriers of diseases

. Characteristics of bacteria and how it may enter food
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2. Health Habits to Cultivate

. Rest Posture

. Exercise . Recreation

3. Personal Grooming

. Care of hair and use of hair nets or caps

. Skin

. Hands and Nails

. Hand washing procedures

. Care of hands and nails

. Bathing and use of deodorants

. Clothing

. Personal clothing

. Care of uniforms

C. SANITARY FOOD HANDLING PROCEDURES

D. FOOD POISONING AND INFECTIONS

I. Microorganisms that cause food poisoning

. Botulism

. Staphlococcns

2. Food infections

. Salmonella

. Streptoccus

. Trichinosis

E. FOOD SPOILAGE

1. Enzymes

2. Bacteria, yeasts, molds

3. Causes of food spoilage

. Improper storage methods

. Improper storage temperature and humidity
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F. RODENT AND INSECT CONTROL

1. Nice aid Rats

Diseases spread

. Ways to detect presence of rodents

. Control and elimination of rodents

. Storage of food to protect them from rat infestation
and spoilage

2. Insects

Insects that spread disease and spoil food

. Ways tc detect presence of insects

Control and elimination of insects common to food
establishments

G. SANITARY DISEWASUINC PROCEDURES

1. Use of detergents

2. Principles of hand and machine dishwashing

3. Sanitary construction of cooking utensils and equipment

4. Sanitary handling and storage of dishes, glassware,
silver and cooking utensils

H. LEGAL SAFEGUARDS IN FOOD SANITATION

1. Laws governing inspection of food

. U. S. Food and Drug Act

2. Public Health Services

. Agencies or ordiances that protect food sanitation

. Federal Agencies and their services

. State Agencies and their services

. Local Ordiances
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I. HOUSEKEEPING PROCEDURES

1. Disposal of garbage and refuse material

2. Care of kitchen equipment

3. Cleaning and maintenance of floors, walls and work
areas



CONCEPT:

OBJECTIVES:
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CARE AND OPERATION OF KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

To help pupils to:

I. Understand the factors affecting the layout of commerical
and institutional kitchens.

II. Develop an understanding of the various food preparation
areas In commercial and institutional kitchens and how work
should flow In the preparation of food.

III. Gain knowledge and skill in the use, care of food service
equipment.

OUTLINE OP CONTENT

A. COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL KITCHENS

1. Size and arrangement of kitchens

2. Layouts planned for efficiency and economy of operation

3. Equipment used in food production

B. FOOD SERVICE PLANNING FOR COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL KITCHENS

1. Planning in advance the scope of the operation

2. Utilizing competent counsel

3. Determining optimum location

4. Allowing ample space for present and future needs

5. Planning layouts for efficient production and distribution
of food

6. Selecting well-engineered and durable quipment

7. Designing kitchens for easy cleaning and sanitation

8. Types of fuel (electricity or gas) used by equipment

C. PLANNING WORK STATIONS FOR FOOD PREPARATION AREAS

1. Range and/or grill area

2. Vegetable area

3. Salad preparation area
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4. Baking area

5. Beverage preparation area

6. Storage area

D. FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT

1. Items of equipment considered to be minimum for food
preparation

2. Relationship between coat and quality, and cost and size

. Initial cost and operation cost of equipment

3. Relationship between maximum care, and the efficiency
and productivity of food service equipment

4. Multiple uses of equipment

5. Cleaning, care and operation, of mechanical commercial
kitchen equipment

. Ranges (Electric, Gas)

. Broilers

. Hot tops

. Steam jacketed kettles and steamers

. Steam tables

. Deep fat fryers

. Convention ovens

Peelers

. Mixers

. Dishwashers

6. Selection, use, cleaning and care of small kitchen equipment,
used in quantity preparation
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CONCEPT: MANAGEMENT OF TIME, ENERGY AND PROPERTIES RELATED TO FOOD

SERVICE

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Develop an understanding of how the use of rational
decision making affects the operation of a business.

II. Gain an understanding of the relationship the organi-
zation of work has to the success of a business.

III. Understand the factors involved in energy management.

IV. Develop an understanding of and the ability to apply
the principles of work simplification in quantity
food preparation.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. INFLUENCE OF RATIONAL DECISION - MAKING BY EMPLOYEES
ON THE OPERATION OF A BUSINESS

1. Meaning of rational decision-making

2. Processes of rational decision - making

3. Relationship of the process of rational
decision making to quality decisions

4. Influence of rational decisions by employees on job
success and to the operation of a business

B. RELATIONSHIP OF "ORGANIZATION" TO A BUSINESS

1. Influence of planning on achievement in work

2. Influence of systematizing on achievement in work

3. Influence of controlling on achievement in work

4. Relationship of attitudes to achievement in -work

5. Relationship of team work to achievement in work

C. FACTORS IN ENERGY MANAGEMENT

1. Fatigue and its effect on achievement

2. Rest periods in relation to fatigue and achievement

3. Energy, use and waste as applied to work
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PRINCIPIES OF WORK SIMPLIFICATION IN COMMERCIAL FOOD
ESTABLISHMENTS

1. Using correct body positions and body dynamics

2. Using a planned sequence and route of work

3. Location of work centers and storage

4. Using equipment appropriate for the task

5. Using work sequence that ft(lnomical in energy,
time and effort

6. Using "quick", easy-to-prepare or prepared products
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CONCEPT: QUANTITY FOOD PREPARATION

OBJECTIVES: To help -upils to:

I. Understand principna of quantity food preparation

II. Develop the ability to read and interpret quantity
recipes.

III. Develop ekill in weighing and measuring ingredient,
for quantity food preparation.

IV. Develop skill in the preparation of food in large
cmantities.

V. Recognize Rtandard products.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. INTERPRETING AND FOLLOWING RECIPES FOR QUANTITY FOOD
PREPARATION

1. The meaning of terms

2. Methods of weighing and meas..eing ingredients

3. Food equivalents and substitutions

4. Relative proportions of ingredients

5. Increasing and decreasing recipes

B. CHOICE OF SMALL EQUIPMENT TO BE USED IN A PARTICULAR
RECIPE OR METHOD OF PREPARATION

1. Size of pans

2. Types of utensils

3. Cutlery

C. HERBS, SPICES, AND SEASONINGS IN QUANTITY COOKING

1. Origin and use of herbs and spices

2. Use of herbs, spices, and seasonings
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D. PREPARATION OF SOUPS

1. Milk-base Soups

. Bisque

. Cream Soup

. Chowder

2. Stock -base Soups

. Bouillon

. Broth

. Consomme'

. Puree

. Stew

. Gumbo

3. Garnishes for Soup

4. Accompaniments for Soup

E. :REPARATION OF BASIC SAUCES AND GRAVIES

1. Neat and Vegetable Sauces

. Tomnto Sauce

. Hollandaise Sauce

. Cream Sauce

. Tartar Sauce

. Mustard Sauce

. Barbecue Sauce

. Raisin Sauce

2. Gravies

. Pan Gravy

. Cream Gravy

. Giblet Gravy
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F. PREPARATION OF CEREALS AND CEREAL PRODUCTS

1. Cooked Cereals

. Cream of Wheat

. Grits

. Rolled Oats

2. Cereal Products

. Noodles

. Macaroni

. Rice

. Spaghetti

G. PREPARATION OF BEVERAGES

1. Coffee

. Hot

. Iced

2. Tea

. Hot

. Iced

. Spiced

3. Cocoa and chocolate drinks

4. Punch

H. PREPARATION OF EGGS

1. Fried

2. Poached

3. Soft or hard cooked

4. Scrambled

5. Omelet
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6. Deviled

7. Creamed

8. Baked

I. PREPARATION OF SPECIAL DISHES

1. Meat, Poultry and Fish Dishes

. Creamed

. Scalloped

. Croquettes

. Meat Rolls

. Casseroles

. Rash

. Spaghetti and Meat

2. Cheese Dishes

. Macaroni and Cheese

. Fondue

. Souffle'

3. Foreign Cookery

J. PREPARATION OF FRUITS

1. Fresh

2. Dried

3. Frozen

K. PREPARATION OF VEGETABLES

I. Dried vegetables

2. Fresh or frozen vegetables

. Methods used in preparation

Boiling
Steaming
Baking

Pan Frying
Deep-fat frying
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L. PREPARATION OF SALADS AND SALAD DRESSINGS

1. Selection of salad ingredients

2. Types of salads

. Fruit salads

. Vegetable salads

. Gelatin salads

. Meat and fish salads

. Relishes

3. Preparation of salad ingredients

Fresh fruits

. Canned fruits

. Meat, fist, chicken, eggs, cheese, nuts

. Raw vegetables

Cooked vegetables

4. Types of salad dressings

. Mayonnaise

. Cooked salad dressing

French dressing

Fruit salad dressing

5. Arranging salads on the piste

6. Use of salads in the menu

7. Accompaniments for salads

M. PREPARATION OF MEATS, FISH AND POULTItY

1. Forms of meat

. Fresh

. Cured

. Canned

Frozen
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2. Methods used in preparing meats, fish and poultry

. Moist beat methods

- Braising
- Boiling
- Stewing

. Dry heat methods

- Broiling
- Roasting

. Cooking meat with fat

- Pan frying
- Deep-fat frying

3. Function of meat in the diet

4. Grading of meats

5. Composition of meat

6. Types of shellfish and methods of cooking fish

. Lobster

. Oysters

. Shrimp

. Crab

. Others

7. Types of poultry and methods of cooking

. Chickens

. Toicays

. Ducks

. Rock Cornish game hens

. Squabs

. Others
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S. Preparation of bread dressing or stuffing

9. Techniques of carving meats and poultry

N. PREPARATION OP BATTERS AND DOWNS

1. Preparing doughe for breads

. Quick breads

- Biscuits
- %Wins
- Popovers
- Waffles
- Doughnuts
- Corn bread

. Yeast breads

- Dinner rolls
- Sweet breads
- Bread

2. Procedure co follow in prepartng doaghs for breads

3. Preparation of basic dosser:: dougbc

. Cakes

- Sponge
- Angel

- Chiffon
- Conventional
- Pound

Cookies

- Drop
- Rolled
- Refrigerator
- Molded
- Pressed
- Bar

. Pastries

- One and two crust pies
- Tarts
- Turnovers
- French pastries (cream puns. eclairs)

- Puff pastry



4. Use of mixes when preparing batters and doughs in
quantity

5. Techniques used in preparing batters and doughs

6. Evaluating standard products

7. Preparation of types of fillings and toppings

8. Preparation of types of icings

9. Techniques in decorating cakes

O. PREPARATION OF PUDDINGS AND OTHER DESSERTS

1. Puddings

2. Gelatin desserts

3. Whips

4. Gobblers

5. Ice Box desserts

6. Meringue shells

7. Sauces for d-Iserts

P. PREPARATION OF PARTY FOODS

1. Tea sandwiches

2. Party cakes and cookies

3. Beverages

4. Nuts and candies

5. Ice creams, sherbets or ices

6. Planning menus for special occasions

. Dinner menus

. Buffets

. Teas and coffees

7. Arrangement of table for serving food at speLal
occasions
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CONCEPT: FOOD COST AND PORTION CONTROL

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Develop an understanding of the cost of various portions
of foods in relation to business profit and customer
satisfaction.

II. Gain knowledge of how to compute the costs of servings
of food.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. RELATION OF PORTION CONTROL TO BUSINESS PROFIT AND
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

B. STANDARD WEIGHTS AND MEASURES USED IN QUANTITY FOOD
PREPARATION

1. Weights, measures and abbreviations

2. Weights and measures according to common can site

3. Dipper and ladel equilivants used in quantity food
service

C. FOOD SUBSTITUTIONS AND PROPORTIONS

I. Approximate equilivant substitutions

2. Relative proportions of ingredients

3. Proportions of dry ingredient solids

. Milk

. Eggs

D. METHODS TO USE IN COMPUTING PORTION COSTS OF FOOD

I. Standardized portions

2. Method of pricing food portion costs



CONCEPT: CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN FOOD SERVICE THAT REQUIRE FURTHER

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCES

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Gain an understanding of career opportunities in commercial
and institutional food service at the post-secondary
and college levels.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. SEMI-PROFESSIONAL CAREERS-AVAILABLE AFTER COMPLETING
TECHNICAL SCHOOL OR JUNIOR COLLEGE TRAINING

1. Food Service Supervisor

. Duties and responsibilities

. Knowledge, skills and abilities required of the

Food Service Supervisors

. Personal qualities, education and health require-

ments

. Salary range

. Fringe benefits

. Job opportunities

. Training available in the locality for Food

Service Supervisors

B. PROFESSIONAL CAREERS - AVAILABLE AFTER OBTAINING A
COLLEGE DEGREE

1. Dietitian

. Duties and responsibilities

. Knowledge, skills and abilities required of
Dietitians

. Personal qualities, education and health
requirements

. Salary range

. Fringe benefits

. Job opportunities

. Training available in locality for Dietitians
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CONCh?T: GETTING AND HOLDING A JOB IN FOOD SERVICE

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Gain an understanding of the considerations that are
made when selecting a job.

II. Become informed on where to obtain leads on exployment
opportunities.

III. Understand how to make a personal interview.

IV. Be able to write a letter of application and fill out
a personal data sheet.

V. Understand factors that influence the obtaining and/or
holding of jobs.

VI. Understand how to progress on a Job.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. /ACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN swarm A JOB

1. Opportunities for advancement

2. Abilities, skills, interests and training required
of the Job in relation to one's own qualifications.

3. General working conditions

4. Employment trends affecting this type of job

B. HATCHING PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS TO JOB QUALIFICATIONS

1. Education and training

2. Interests

3. Aptitudes

4. Work experience

5. Personal traits

6. Physical capacity

7. Vocational goals
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C. PLACES TO OBTAIN EMPLOYMENT LEADS WHEN SEEKING A JOB

1. State Employment Agencies

2. Private Employment Companies

3. ochool Placement Office or Food Service v-Acher

4. Relatives, friends, neighbors

5. "Want Ads" in newspapers and trade Jurnals

6. Classified telephone directory

D. POINvS TO coNurn WHEN BEING INTERVIEWED FORA JOB

1. Stating qualificatit.ns for the job and showing
interest in obtaining it

2. Ilicussing only matters pertaining to the job

3. Beiqg businesslike and brief

4. Letting employers take the lead in asking questions

5. Having a definite understanding as to whit: is to be
required of the person hired for the job

6. Using correct English

7. Having an immaculate, clean and neat appearance

E. WRITING A LETTER OF APPLICATION

1. Typing or writing the letter in ink

2. Using standard sized white paper

3. Writing the letter to a specific individual

4. Using correct grammar and spelling

5. Stating information briefly and in a ousinesslike
manner

6. Making the letter interesting to read

7. Enclosing a d6scriptfln of training and experience on
a Personal Data Sheet

F. REASONS PEOPLE GET THE JOBS THEY SEEK

1. Personal appearance

2. Sufficient raining for work
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3. Positive attitude toward work

4. Calm, poised newer without nervousness

5. Friendly manner

6. On time for interview

7. Impression gives of wanting to work

G. PERSONAL FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE HOLDING OF A JOB

1. Careful and accurate with work

2. Willing to follow rules and policies

3. Jul Oven full attention

4. Present and ou time except for justifiable cause

5. Energetic

6. Conscientious

7. Ambitious

S. Loyal

9. Responsible

10. Able to adapt to the situation

H. MAKING PROGRESS OH GETTING AHEAD ON THE JOB

1. Acquiring confidence in the ability to perform the
job skillfully

2. Development of personal qualities that contribute to
success on a job

. Dependability . Congeniality

. Efficiency . Courtesy

. Initiative . Neat appearance

. Honesty . Accuracy

3. Investigating the possibilities of obtaining more
training to acquire greater skill in food preparation

. Technical schools

. Junior Colleges

. Night ;lasses at extension centers
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CONCEPT: TRADE AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IN FOOD SERVICE

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the role of trade and professional organi-
zations to the Food Service Field.

II. Develop an awareness of the trade and professional
organizations in Food Service.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. ROLE OF TRADE AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS TO THE FOOD
SERVICE FIELD

1. Promotion of the field

2. Definition of standards

3. Maintenance of standards

4. In-service education of personnel

5. Liaison sale with other groups

B. "RADE AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS RELATED YO FOOD SERVICE

1. American Some Economics Association

2. American Dietetic Association

3. Hospital, Institution and Educational Food Service
Society

4. American Hospital Association

5 National Restaurant Association

6. American Motel and Motel Association

7. American School Food Service Association

8. American Nursing Bone Association
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SOME SUGGESTED REFERENCES

FOR THE

OCCUPATIONAL BONE ECONOMICS COURSE

IN

COMMERCIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FOOD PRITARATION

Hooke.

Cron*, Marion. The School Lunch. Peoria, Illinois; Ches. A. Bennett
Company, Inc., 1962.

Fowler, Sine Faye; West, Bessie Brooks; Shugart, Grace Severance. Food

or Fifty. New York, Ne York; John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965 am

notschever, /andel. Quantity Food Production.
McCutdminPublishtag Corp., 1964. ($11.00)

*Sotschevar, Lends'. Ouantitr Food Purchasing.
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965. ($14.00)

Lundberg and totschevar. Understaudina ckas (Programed) Amherst,
Massachusetts; The University Store, University of Massachusetts, 1966
($6.15)

Berkley, California,

New York, New York; John

McWilliams, Margaret, Food Fundamentals% New York, New York; John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966.

Stokes, John W. Food Service In Industry and Institutions. Dubuque,
Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Co., Inc., 1960. ($8.00)

The United States Department of Agriculture. Food: The Yearbook of
Asricw/ture 1952. Washington, D. C.: The Superintendent of Documents,
1959. ($2.25)

*West, Wood, Barger. FoodllerviceInlestitutions. New York, !cork:

John Wiley and Sons, lec.,1966.($7.75)

flescheg-tsference or supplementary reference for students
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Bulletins,

American Home Economics Association. Sandbook of Food Preparation.
Washington, D. C.: American Home Economics Association, 1963. ($1.00)

The United States Department of Agriculture. Food Purchasing Guide For
Group Feeding. Washington, D. C.: The Superintendent of Documents, 1965.
($.40)

The United States Department of Agriculture. Recipes For Quantity Service
Washington, D. C.: The Superintendnet of Documents, 1958. ($2.50)

U. S. Department of Health, Bducacion and Welfare. Supervised Food Service
Worker., Washington, D. C.: The Superintendent of Documents, 1964. ($.20)

Magazines,

Commercial Kitchen and Dining Room. U. S. Industrial Publications, Inc.
750 3rd Ave., New York, N. T. (Quarterly) $4.00 per year

Food Service Magazine. Electrical Information Publications, Inc., 2132 Fordem
Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin (Monthly) $5.00 per year

Institutions Magazine, Medalist Publications, Inc., 1801 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago, Illinois (Monthly) $10.00 per year

School and College Food Management, Food mAnagement Publications, Inc.,
Ojibway Building, Duluth, Minnesota (Montaaly) $5.00 per year

(Most Food Service magazines will send complimentary copies to instructors
who are training for the Food Service industry)
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VT 001 300
Outline for Occupational Home Economics Course in Serving Food
Commercially.

Alabama State Dept of Educ, Montgomery. Home Econ Service
Pub Date - 66
MP AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 26p.

*FOOD SERVICE WORKERS, *OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS, GRADE 11
GRADE 12, *FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, OCCUPATIONAL
INFORMATION,

The outline is for teacher use in planning a one- or two-semester
course to prepare 11th and 12th grade students for the entry-level
job of head waiter, hostess, waiter, waitress, fountain server, car
hop, cashier, or bus boy. It was prepared by vocational home
economics teachers and state supervisors. Students learn the basic

knowledge and skills of the occupation through study and related
experiences. Subject matter areas cover (1) occupational
orientation, (2) qualities which contribute to job success in
serving food commercially_ (3) basic knowledge and skills for
commercial food service, (4) health and sanitation practices, (5)
personal development, (6) human relations for customer, employee,
and employers, (7) applying for a job, and (8) employment policies.
Each subject matter area includes objectives and an outline of
course content. Books, bulletins, filmstrips, and records useful
for reference are listed. (FP)
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COME PROFILE

OF

SERVING FOOD COMMERCIALLY

CE owor two semester course to be offered in grades eleven or.twely,)_,

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR MICH COURSE PROVIDES TRAINING
JOB JOB RACES OF

TITLE RESPCN8D3ILITIES DIPLOME

Waitress, D. 0. T. Presents menu to patron. Restaurants
Answers questions and
makes suggestions re- Dining Roams

garding food and service.
Takes orders for food. Tea Rom
Serves food to patrons.
Totals bill of patron Coffeeshops

No. 3nam

and accepts payment or
refers person to the
cohier.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MANUMIT

Through experience andior additional training, persons may advance to jobs
of head waiter, head waitress, hostess or cashier.

COM DESCRIMION

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for the specific amps-
tion of serving food commtercially in entry level jobs. Throw* this MUM,
opportunities will be provided Tor +As students to learn the basic knowledge
and skills of the occupation throe* stud" and related experiences. The
course content includes the following concepts:

. Opportunities for employment in serving food commercially

. Qualities whie contribute to job success in serving food ocolarodo117

. Basic knowledge and skills involved in serving food costercially (job
knowledge and job nereorrancs)

M eaPt and sanitation practioes expected of pe. 4onnel in serving food
amkerciallv

. Personal development

. Human relations in serving food ocumercially

. Applying fur a job

- Employmellt policies



CONCEPT: OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT IN
SERVING FOOD COMMERCiALLY

OBJECTIVES: To halt. pupele to:

Recognize the opportunities for employment in serving food eammerciallY

(ITTLINE OF CONTENT

I. SCOW OF RESTAURANT INDUSTRY

* * * * * * * * *

KINDS OF 6EATING.OUT" PLACES

* * 4 * * * * * * *

III. Re SATISFACTIONS IN SERVING FOODS COMMERCIALLY

* * * * * * * *

IV. OPPORTUNITIES IN LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR EMPLCUENT

* * * *

CONCEPZ: QUALITIES WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO
JOB SUCCESS IN SERVING FOOD
COMMERCIALLY

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Identify qualities which contribute to J.;b success in serving food
commercially

Recognize the coaribution of job training to performance on the
job

III. Understand how experiences may contribute to job success

OUTLINE OF coRrENT

I. IDENTIFICATION OF QUALITIES WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO JOB SUCCESS IN SERVING
FOOD CCMMERCIALLY

A. Job knowledie
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B. Job performance

1. Quality

2. Quantity

C. Vocabulary

D. Ability and willingness to learn on the job

R. Willingness to work

F. Physical stmaina

CS Aissonal appearance and grooming

H. Pleasantness

I. Smile ability

J. Eye contact

L. Politeness

L. Criticism acceptance

N. Moral qualities

* * * * * * * * * *

II. CONTRIBIKB:21 OF TRAINING TO JOB PERFORMANCE

A. Job expectations

B. Relationship of a sense of pride and dignity in a job well done tojob success

C. Aspectr of job training which contribute to job perfonoance

1. Development of skills expected of the job
2. Acquisition of knowledge required of the Job

D. Provision of supervised loarning experiences through which student
may understand what is involved in the job

R. Opportur ,ty to develop personal qualities which contribute to job
encases

* * * * * * * * * *

III. CONTRIBUTION OF EXPERIENCES 10 JOB SUCCESS

A. Aspects of the job which are learned through experience
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D. Advancements in Job responsibilities which may cote through
experience

1. Head waiter or waitress

2. Hostess

3. Cashier

* * * * * * * * * *

CONCEPT: SAS IC KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
INVOLVED I N SERVING FOOD
COMMERCIALLY (JOB KNOWLEDGE
AND JOB PERFORMANCE)

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the duties expected

II. Develop competencies required to perform the duties

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. DUTIES EXPECTED CIF PERSONNEL EMPLOYED TO SERVE FOOD 00102{RCIALLY

A. Stimulating food sales

D. Fast and efficient service

C. Specific dales of:

1. Head Waiter or Hostess

2. Waiter or Waitress

3. Fountain Server

4. Car Hop

5. Cashier

6. Bus Boy

* * * * * * * * * *

II. DEVILMENT OF a24PETENCIES REMIXED IN SERVING FOOD CCOINERCIALLY

A. The of the Side Stand in serving food
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B. Preparation of the table for setting

C. Tablet Setting for:

1. American Service

2. French Service

3. Russian Service

4. Buffet Service

5. Boom Service

D. Techniques of table service

1. Seating guest

2. Presenting the menu

3. Interpretation of the menu

a. Meaning of terms

b. Cooking procedures involved in different dishes

4. Taking the order

5. Placing the order

6. Picking up the order

7. Methods of saving time

8. Serving the order

9. Presenting the check

10. Clearing the table

E. Techniques of Car &p Service

F. Techniques of fountain service

1. Procedures for dipping ice creme including:

a. Equal portions

b. Dipping by weight

c. Care of r.toop

2. Methods of preparing shakes, sodas, floats, sundaes, banana
sk-its, etc.

3. Procedures for sandwich making
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G. Menu planning and nutrition

1. Relationship of food to health

a. Bodies need for food

b. Classification and use of food nutrients:

. Proteins

. Fats

. Carbohydrates

. Minerals

. Vitamins

. Water

a. rive of Basic Food Groups as a guide for foods needed daily

2. Menu Planning

ri. Factors to consider in menu planning

. Nutrition

. Persons to be served

. Consumer food preference

. Food cost in relation to money available

. Food available (in season, local market, and lett over')

F ood budget and portion control
. Equipment for cooking
. Time available for preparation of meals
. Ability and experience in food preparation
. Variety desired

b. Order of menu planning for luncheon and dinner

a. Menu merchandising

. Nays of featuring menu items

. Menu terminology

. Menu design

d. Factors that determine advenoe menu planning

e. Factors that determine cycle menu plaiuting

f. Considerations in menu pricing for profit

S. Management Practices

1. Procedures for lifting and carrying

2. Procedures for loading and stacking

3. Time and motion econoMY
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I. Relationship of cost of food service operation to menu price

I. Influence of cost in starting and operating a restaurant on
the pricing of items on the menu

2. Relation of profit to capital outlay

3. Recognition of how to cut coat without lowering quality

4. Relation of portion control to controlling food costs

J. Techniques of money handling

1. Making change

2. Recording sales

3. Checking receipts for the day

K. Plower Arrangement and Seasonal Decoration

3.. History of Floral Art

2. Principles of design related to flower arranging:

a.

b.

0.

d.

e.

Line

Rhythm

Color

Proportion

Unity

f. Texture

a. Use of mechanical aids in flower arranging

a.

b.

a.

Use of oasis

Use a frogs

Use of floral clay

d. Others

4. Selection of Containers for:

a. Setting in which the flowers will be used

b. Texture and plant =testa), to be used

5. Se leoV on and We oe aoc73soris

6. Belectiop gad use of flower, and foliage
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7. noral 'Design

a. Basic forms used in flower arranging

. Triangle

. Bogarth

. Perpendicular

. Circle
. Crescent

b. Use. of proportion in flower arranging

c. Creating a focal point

d. Use of color in flower arranging

e. Relationship of else of arrangement to its use

f. Flower arranging for special occasions

8. Use of house plants as roomer table accessories

9. Creating dry arrangements

a. Methods of drying plant materials

b. Vie of dry materials in arrangements

10. Use of permanent arrangements

a. Selection iodine of permanent flowers, fruits, foliage, etc.

b. Use of permanent materials applicable for:

. Thanksgiving

. Christmas

. Valentine's Day

. Easter

. 8t. Patrick's Day

. Spring

. Others

* * * * * * * * * *

HEALTH AND SAN I TAT ION PRACTICES
EXPECTED OF PERSONNEL I N SERV-

NG FOOD COMMERCIALLY

CWECTIVES: To help pupi ls to:

I. Understand and carry out the health and sanitation practices
expected



F. Rodent aad Insect Control to prevent food spoilage and spread of
disease

1. Rodent control

2. Insect control

9

OUTLINE OF CONTANT
I. HEALTH PRACTICES EXPECTED OF FOOD SENICE PERSONNEL

A. Physical examinations and testing

B. Personal cleanliness and hygiene

* * * * * * * * * *

II. SANITARY PRACTICES EXPECTED OF FOOD SERVICE PERSOUEL

A. Prevention of food poisoning and infection caawdby:

1. Botulism

2. Staplwlococcus

3. Other Organisms

B. Prevention of food infection caused by:

1. Salmonella

2. Streptococcus

3. Trichinosis

4. Others

C. Prevention of food spoilage caused by:

1. Enzymes

2. Bacteria, yeasts and molds

D. Food storage to prevent food contamination and spoilage

E. Food preservation methods used to prevent food spoilage

1. Canning

2. Freezing

3. Dehydration

4. Chemical.c

5. Smoking
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G. washing procedures to prevent spread of disease and insure
claanlinese

I. amid dishwashing

2. Machine dishwashing

3. Detergents used in dishwashing

4. Temperature of water

R. Storing dishes to insure cleanliness

I. Procedures for setting tables to insure cleanliness

J. Personal cleanliness

1. Rand washing procedures

2. Care of uniforms

3. Protection of hair

4. Sanitary practices to be observed in relation to:

. Mouth

. Nose
eersonal hygiene

E. Food control agencies and their functions:

1. Federal

2. State

3. Casseraial

4. Professional organisaJons

5. Private agencies

* * * * * * * * *

couczn: PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

ORIECIIVES: To holy pupils to:

I. Recognise the relationship of personal qualities to job success in
serving food commercially

II. Analyse self and to plan for the development of those personal
qualities which will contribute to job success



OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. RELATIONSHIP OP "THE PERSON" TO JOB SUCCESS

The waitress - the contact person between the business and the
customer

8. The waitress - a salesperson

C. The watess - one who renders a service to people

* * * * * * * * * *

II. DEVELOWENT OP PEICONAL QUALITIES WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO JOB SUCCESS

A. Self analysis of:

1. Aptitudes

2. Interest

3. Abilities

4. Disposition

5. Personality Traits

6. Physical Characteristics

7. Personal Values

8. Education

9. Training

10. Experience

B. Relationship of personal appearance to self confidence and Jab
success

1. Personal cleanliness

2. Posture

3. Feet

4. Hair

5. Make -up

6. General health

?a Unifums

C. Personal Grooming
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a. Posture

. Effects of posture popitions on health

. Posture alignment

. Relation of posture to fatigue
Experiences to aohieve desired posture

b. Weight

. Factors affectim weight
Bone structure

- Diet
Type of ocelpation

- Nature and extent of sceroismo
Methods of maintaining weight desired

o. Personal cleanliness

Methods of bathing
Usage of:

enaPe
- Deodorants

Body lotions
Body powder
Other preparations

linnegamnt practces in maintaining body cleanliness

2. Face

a. Structure

. Facial shapes

. Min tone
Type of skin coloring
Wen of enhancing skin tone

b. Cosmetic application

Purpose of cosmetics
Teohniques of applying make-up
Techniques of =moving mete-up

. Corrective makenp

a. skin problems

. Factors affecting the condition of akin
- Diet
Rest
Posture
Exercise

- Daily oars
. Different type, of skin probseme

Aone
Black heads mad pimples

- Skin rashes
Others
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C. Pressing equipment

. Pressing ham

. Sleeve roll

. Velvet board

. Seam roll

. Pressing cloths

. Iron rest

. Ironing boards
, Edge and point presser
. Sleeve board
. Pressing mitt
. Pounding block

D. Small sewing equipment

. Cutting shears

. Trimming or thread scissors
Pinking shears

. Ripping scissors

. Tracing wheels

. Tracing paper

. Tailor's chalk

. Transparent dressmaker's ruler

. Gauges

. Automatic hem, gauge

. Reba. cushion

. Wrist pin cushion

. Needles
Tape measure

. Pins

. Thimbles

E. Safety practices in use of equipment

* * * * * * * *

II. CARE AND STORAGE OF EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IN IONMERMAL SEWING

A. Care of equipment

1. Relation of equipment MO to production, quality of workmanship
and frequency .f repair or replacement.

2. Following instructions in care of equipment

3. Enowledge of safety code in care of equipment

B. Storage of equipment

1. Designing storage according to items to be stored

2. Location of storage to provide accessibility

3. Providing for flexibility in storing such as: adjustable shelves
and removable drawer dividers, etc.

4. Labeling equipment and storage location to permit return of
equipment to the right place.

* * * * * * * * s
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a. Meaning of chant, poise and courtesy in relation to serving

food commercially

b. Developing charm and poise in relation to personal goals

2. Achieving poise through techniques of posture

a. Body balance

b. Methods of sitting, standing and walking

c. Modeling techniques

3. Methods of Figure Control

a. Exercise

b. Foundation garments

c. Others

4. Achieving ohm and poise through dress

a. Uniform or dress selection

b, Clothing care

c. Accessories

E. Personality Development

1. Definition of "personality"

2. Components of personality

a. Wile ability

b. Eye contact

a. Honor

d. Value

e. Self confidence

f. Attitudes

q. Independence

h. Hobbies and interests

3. Relation of personality development to success

F. Gracious Living and Etiquette
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1. Components of gracious living such as:

a. Improved personal arpearance

b. Poise

a. Social awareness

CL Broader interests

2. Acquiring social graces such as techniques of introductions

3. Use of basic tools of etiquette

* * * * * * * * * *

excEPP: HUMAN RELATIONS IN SERVING FOOD
COMMERC IALLY

OBJECZIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand basic human needs

II. Understand reasons for human behavior

III. Recognise the human re:Lations factors involved in serving food
commercially

IV. Understand and observe ethical practices in the world of work

V. Be able to maintain acceptable employee relationships with
employer and other employees

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. THE ROLE Off' =WAITRESS IN UNDERSTANDING HUNAN NEEDS AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR

A. Acceptance of each individual as a person of worth

B. Basic human needs

1. Wazmth

2. Security

3. Independence and dependence

4. Elimination

5. Activity or recreation

6. Rest and sleep

7. Socialization
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C. Moan Behavior

1. Uniqueness of the individuals

2. Personality variables that make a person unique

a. Physical differences

b. Differences that are constitutionally based Itemperment
and intelligence)

c. Behavior disposition

d. Learned habits and skills

e. Acquired attitude, beliefs and prejudices

3. Components of perftnality

a. Sense of trust

b. Sense of autonomy

c. Sense of initiative

d. Sense of accomplishment

e. Senile of identity

f. Sense of intimacy

g. Parental sense

h. Sense of integrity

D. Human relations factors involved in serving food commercially

1. Exercising the Golden Rule

2. Development of empathy

3. Self-control

4. Maintaining integrity

5. Respect for customer's time

6. Communications

7. Responsible behavior

8. Understanding of patrons who present special problems such as:

a. Children

b. Blind Persons
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0. I11 and Handicapped Ammons

d. Noisy Persons

* 46 * 46 46 *

II. ETHICAL PRACTICES

A. Observing rules and regulations of the office (tardiness, vacations,
lunch hours, etc.)

B. Respect for rank

C. Observing channels of authority

D. Conduct in relation to established procedures

* * * * * * * * * *

III. =MG AS AMMENHOF THE TEE'

Respect for the property and privacy of others

B. Maintenance of friendly but not familiar relationships

C. Putting the =Patty's interest ahead of one's private life during
business hours

D. Showing consideration, deference, thoughtfulness, kindness and
loyalty

* * * * * * * * * *

IV. EMPLMER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

Learning to understand and respect the problems, pressures and
responsibilities of one's boss

B. Use of correct title

C. Following instructions and carrying out the employer's expectations

D. Respect for the employer's time

1. Avoidance of bothering him with minor details

2. Organisation of questions and problems to be discussed so as to
save time

E. Respect for the employer's moods

F. Developing and maintaining loyalty

1. Leeping business information confidential

2. Working for best interests of the company

* * * * * * * * *
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CONCEPT: APPLY NG FOR A JOB
OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the procedures in applying for a job

II. Develop competencies in making job applications

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. SCONCES OF INFORMATION ON JOS OPPORTUNITIES

A. Newspaper advertisements

B. Employment Service and agencies

C. laacher or counselor

D. Friends

Porsonnel directors of the food service establishments

* * * * * * * * * *

II. PROCEDURES IN APPLYING FOR A JOB

A. Preparation of Personal Data Sheet

S. Letter of application

C. Application form

D. Methods of obtaining recommendations

E. Use of telephone in applying for a job

F. Personal interviews

1. First impressions

2. Punctuality

3. Appropriate dress

4. Grooming

5. Response to questions

6. Attitudes

7. Voice

8. Use of grammar

* * * * * * * * * *
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II. EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

JECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. OBLIGATIONS OF THE EMPLOYEE TO =CM INFORMED ON EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

covapr: EMPLOYMENT POLICIES

Ii. Understand kinds of employment policies

A. galaxy schedules

B Prima benefits

C. Age limitations

D. Seasonal lay-off

E. Vacations

P. Hours and schedules of work

/I, Security in employment (job tenure)

K. Workman's Compensation

14. Personal conduct and obligations

N. Health tlnd safety of employees

G. Sick leave

J. Insurance

0. Methods of checking in and out

Q. Probationary provisions

I. Understand the obligation of the employee to become informed on

I. Clothing requirements

L. Retirement plans

R. Membership in professional. or labor organizations

P. Withholding Tax and 4ocial Security Lees affecting the employees

employment policies

1. Employer-employee expectations

2. Nature of organisations

3. Benefits received

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * *
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COURSE PROFILE OF

COMMERCIAL SEWING AND ALTERATIONS

(Two semester course to be offered in Grades 11-12)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH COURSE PROVIDES TRAINING

Alterer,
No. 785.281

Sewing Machine
Operator, D.O.T.
No. 787.782

Drapery, Slip -

cover Seamstress,
D.O.T. No.

787.782

Fits, alters and repairs Cleaners, chess Shope, de-
partment stores, and sewing
shops

Interior design and home
furnishings establishments

clothing

Makes apparel

Makes draperies and
slipcovers

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Through experience andlor additional training, per may advance to Jobs
of managers, supervisors, designers, examiners, technicians, buyers, esti.
=tors, instructors andlor consultants.

Garment factories

Nm

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employment at the entry
level in jobs which require knowledge and Skills of commercial sewing and
alterations. Through this course opportunities mil) be provided for students
to learn how to perform the basic construction processes used in commercial
sewing awl alterations including both hand and machine sewing. The course
content includes the following concepts:

. Nature and scope of the occupation of commercial seamstress

. Operation of power sewing machines

. Elements of design and principles of art as related to commercial
sewing and alterations

. Influence of Textiles on the choice of construction methods and
techniques of alteration.

. Skills in Construction Processes used in Commercial Sewing.

. Skills in Basic Alteration Techniques Required of a Commercial
Seamtress.

Knowledge and Skills Involved in Designing and Making Slipcovers,
Draperies, Curtains, bedspreads, and Coverlets.



. Use, Care, and Storage of Equipment Involved in Specific Tasks
in Ccomercial awing.

. Know ledp and Basic Skills in Management of Work in Commercial
Sewing.

. Knowledge c the Apparel Manufacturing Industry.

. Commercial Seamstress in the World of Work.
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=cm NATURE AND SCOPE OF COMMERCIAL
SEAMSTRESS

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Understand the nature of the occupation and the expectations of

the job.

II. Become informed on the scope of the employment possibilities of
the commercial seamstress.

III. Become acquainted with the opportunities for advancement.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. NATUF or THE OCCUPATION OF COMERCIAL SEAMSTRESS

A. Expectations of the job

1. Individual work

. Alterer

. Sefemoloyed seamstress

2. Assembly line production in garment plants

. Piecework

. Reaching production

. Quality performance as measured through inspection

3. Assembly line production in making draperies

. Measuring operations (table measurements)
Cutting operations

. Stitching

. Pressing
Folding

. Storing

. Installation

B. Opportunities for learning on the job

C. Sewing Skills which contribute to job success

Accurate sewing
S peed

. Coordination of movements

D. Psychological aspects of the occupation

E. Economic aspects of the occupation

P. Managerial aspects of the occupation

* * * * * * * * * *



II. SCOPE OP TPS EMPLOYMENT possimurrms OF THE OCESIERCIAL SEAMSTRESS

A. Occupations available to the commercial seamstress

1. Entry level jobs in commercial sewing

a. Sewing machine operator in apparel and home furnishings
industries

. Gloves

. Shirts

. Lingerie

. Men's Trousers

. Blouses

. Athletic uniforms

. Pajamas

. Children's clothing

. Collars

. Curtains and draperies

. Slipcovers

. Towels, Sheets, and pillow cases

. Rugs and carpeting

. Blankets

. MattreLses

b. Seamstress

C.

. Interior decorating shops
. Department stores
. Tailoring shops

. Self-employment

Alterer

. Department stores

. Speciality shops

. Dry cleaning and laundry establishments

. Tailoring shops

. Self-employment

2. Advancement opportunities in commercial sewing

a. Advancement for the sewing machine otarators

. Supervisor

. Examiners

. Technicians

. Managers

. Designers

. Instructors
. Consultants



b. Advancement opportunities for the seamstress

. Manager

. Supervisor

. Designer

. Estimator

. Buyer
. Owner of shop

3. Employment opportunities on local level for coamercial seamstress

. Number and kinds of establishments in operation

. Types of jobs available

. Future prospects of job opportunities

* * * * * * * * * *

CONCEPT: OPERATION OF POWER MACHINES
OBJECTIVES: Tb help pupils to:

I. Understand the purposes of power machines in commercial sewing
and the different kinds in use.

II. Develop some skill in using power machines including safety
practices and care.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. ORIENTATION TO POWER MACHINES

A. Purposes of power machines

B. Descriptions and use of the differant kinds of power machines

. Lockstitch (Plain Sewer)
Overseamers

. Blind stitch

. Overlock machine
. Button- sewing machine

C. Safety instructions

D. Identification and functions of the parts of machines

. Foot control

. Knee control

. Pressure foot and bar

. Bobbin
. Bobbin winder
. Needles

E. Care and cleaning of machine

. Throat plate

. Feed dog

. Thread guides

. Tension

. Oil pan

* * * * * * * * * *



II. OPERATION OP mums

. Putting in needle

. Threading
. Bobbin winding and installation
. Setting tension
. Changing size of stitch
. Starting and stopping
. Using the machine

* * * * * * * *

III. PRINCIPLES OF ART AS RELATED TO CONSTRUCTION AND ALTERATION

II. ELEMENTS OF DESIGN AS RELAIED TO CONSTRUCTION MD ALTERATION

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. AD OF DESIGN AS RELATED TO common% AND ALTERATION

II. Develop awareness of the relationship of design t.' construction

I. Underwtand the alma and elatents of design and the principles of

. Utilitarian (form follows function)

. Aesthetic (variety in unity)

. Line

. Shape (force)

. Texture

. Color

. Balance

. Proportion

. Einphasis

. Rhythm

art in relation to comercial sewing.

and alteration.

ELEMENTS OF DESIGN AND PRINCIPLES
OF ART AS RELATED TO COMMERC IAL
SEWING AND ALTERATION (Review Previous

learnings and include 'repeat" lemmings and new concepts in
relation to the job expectations of the caszercial seamstress.)

OUTLINE

OF CONTENT

* * * *

* * * * * *

* a * * *
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CONCEPT:
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OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

II. TUE NATURE OF TETTILES AS RELATED TO METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION AND

I. INFLUENCE OF =MESON THE CHOICE OF CONSTROLTIGN MEM AND

II. Acquire basic knowledge of the nature of textiles es related to

I. Recognise the influence of textiles on the choice of construction

=MON TECHNIQUES

B. Influence of construction methods on the durability and finish

A. Influence of the type of fabric on the methods of handling the

C. Influence of textiles on the choice of::

TECHNIQUES OF ALTERATION.

A. Identification of fibers and blends and what can be expected of them.

methods of construction and alteration techniques.

methods and alteration techniques.

of the fabric.

2. Length and tension of stitch

3. Width of seams and seam finishes

5. interfacings

6. Hemming methods

1. Thread

7. Pressing techniques

8. Method of ripping

3. Blends and combinations

fabric during construction and alteration.

1. Natural fibers

2. Manama& fibers

... Facings and/or bindings

OF CONSTRUCT ION METHODS AND TECH-
N IQUES OF ALTERAT ION

INFLUENCE OF TEXTILES ON THE CHOICE

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

eeeee*****

_

CONCEPT:
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B. Fabric construction and its relationship to methods of sewing and
alteration.

1. Woven fabrics

2. Knitted fabrics

3. Interlocked fabrics (Felting and bonding)

4. Braided fabrics

S. Net and lace

C. Effect of shrinkage on choice of construction methods.

D. Fabric finishes (including permanent press) and their relationship
to choice of construction methods.

E. Method of handling various fabrics during construction.

1. Knitted fabrics

2. Stretch fabrics

3. Stiff fabrics

4. Lightweight fabrics

S. Crepe

6. Bonded fabrics

7. Plastic fabrics

8. Fabrics with nap

9. Fur fabrics

10. Felt

11. Fabrics with special finishes or treatment.

* * * * * * * * * *

CONCEPT: SKILLS IN CONSTRUCT ION PROCESSES
USED IN COMMERCIAL SEW INC,

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to;

I. Develop skills in hand swim processes used in commercial sewing.

II. Acquire skills in machine sewing processes used in commercial sewing.

III. Become proficient in construction processes used in commercial
sewing.



OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. SKILLS IN HAND SEWING PROCESSEd USED IN COMMERCIAL SEWING

A. Processes in hand sewing

1. Preparation for hand sewing

. Clean hands

. Choice of thread in keeping with the fabric and job to be done

. Choice of thimble which fits without a feeling of tightness
or looseness

. Selection of a place to work which provides light and a work
area large enough to spread out the garment or article

. Assembly of equipsent and supplies to be used

2. Choice of stitches in relation to function

. Stitches either basting or permanent use

- Running stitch
- Back stitch
Combination stitch

- Overcasting
Overhanding

- Henning or whipping
- Running hem or vertical hemming
Slip stitch
Buttonhole stitch

. Decorative stitches

- Blanket stitch
Feather or brier stitch

- Cross stitch
- Chain stitch
. Lazy stitch
. French knot

. Long and short stitch

. Satin stitch

. Henstitch

* * * * * * * * * *

II. SKILLS IN MACHINE SEWING PROCESSES WED IN COMMERCIAL SEWING

A. Processes in machine sewing

I. Operation and care of the sewing machine

2. Use of sewing machine attachment

3. Safety practices

4. rirectional stitching
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5. Understitching

6. Clean finishing

7. Look stitching

8. Baste stitching

9. Decorative stitches

10. Buttonholes

11. Swim on buttons

s *see * *s **
III. CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES tunumm MACHINE AND/OR HAND SEWING

TECHNIQUES) USED IN COMMERCIAL SEWING

A. Seams and seam finishes

B. Darla, tucks, gathers

C. Pacing (fitted and bias)

D. Collars

E. Skirt band

P. Joining skirt and bodice

G. Belts

H. Plackets and silvers

I. Buttonholes (worked and bound buttonholes)

J. Interfacings

K. Sewing on buttons

L. Linings

M. Pleats

N. Bindings

0. Setting in sleeves

P. Gussets

Q. Cuffs

R. Pockets

S. Skirt drum and Underlay



T. Trimming details

U. Tailoring techniques

V. Problems with special fabrics.

* * *

TECHNIQUES OF FITTIEG GARMENTS IN ClMERCIAL ALTERATIONS

C.

I. RECOGNITION OF GARMENT FIT IN RE1ATION TO GRAIN LINE, FIGURE AND FASHION

III. Develop skills in solving fitting problems through alterations

II. Learn the tech -niques of fitting in commercial alterations

A. Fay grain line in fitting garments

B. Amount of ease required for movement and comfort

A. How to measure for alterations

B. Methods of pinning for alterations

D. Maintaining grain line perfection in fitting

E. Achieving balance in fitting

C. Relationships of fashion and fabric to the fit of the garment

a

C. Posture in fitting

F. Achieving ease in fitting

G. Judgment in relation to whether or not alterations are justifiect

to achieve fit.

*

I. Recognise garment fit in relation to grain line, figure and
fashion.

U rn

SEAMSTRESS

OBJECTIVES: To help

SK 1 LLS I N BAS IC A LTERA T ION TECH -
N 1 QUES REQU 1 RED OF A COMMERC 1AL

OUTLINE OF ..ONTENT

* * *

ONCEPT:
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III. SOLVING PINING PROBLEMS THROUGH ALTERATIONS

A. Techniques of ripping (removal of needle and stitching marks)

B. Bodice alterations

1. How to make shoulders more sloping

2. How to make shoulders square

3. How to remove a horizontal ripple at neck base

4. How to eliminate a bulge in the back shoulder area

5. How to change length of under -bust dart

6. How to change length of front underarm dart

7. How to remove fullness over the bust

8. How to remove diagonal ripples in the bodice front

C. Haw to increase or decrease waist measurement

D. How to lengthen or shorten waist including how to mark the position
of waistline seam

E. Skirt alterations

1. How and when to change length and shaping of darts

2. How to increase or decrease hip measurement

3. How to remove a horizontal ripple between waistline and hip line

F. Sleeve alterations

1. How to change positions of elbow dart in fitted sleeve

2. How to make sleeves tighter or looser at elbow or wrist

3. How to change length of shoulder line

4. How to enlarge armhole for heavy arms

5. How to adjust length of sleeve

G. Hem alterations

1. How to mark hems accurately with different types of hem markers

2. Removal of hem creases

3. Pressing the hem

4. Machine hemming
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5. Hand hemming

. Tailor's hem

. Hot with seam binding

. Turned and stitched hem

. Machine finished hem

. Faced hem

. Horsehair braid hem

. Invisible hems

. Hems of garments of circular cut on sheer fabrics

. Hems in pleats

. Hems on a coat including making chain tacks to anchor lining
to coat

. Hems on knitted garments

H. Making zipper alterations

1. Lapped zippers

2. Centered zippers

3. Hand sewn zippers

4. Invisible zippers

5. Thread loop and hook at top of neckline zipper

I. Altering necklines

1. %clueing a neckline

2. Enlarging a forced collarless neckline

3. Correcting a bulge at the back zipper

4. Enlarging or easing a bound neckline

3. Refitting garments at side seams

1. Taking in and letting cut side seams

2. Adjusting Kimono or raglan sleeves

3. Adjustments in sleeves and underamn seams

4. When and how to invade the styling areas

K. Fitting and adjusting crotch seam in pants

L. Adjusting waistbands in skirts

M. Altering men's clothing

1. Cuffing trousers

2. Adjusting waistline

A--
17:



N.

0.

P.

Q.

14

3. Repairing worn pockets

0
4. Replacing broken sippers

5. Repairing belt loops

6. Turning shirt collars and cuffs

7. Adjusting darts

8. Replacing lining in coats

9. Replacing inside Pockets in coats

Pressing techniques

Trimming and grading seams, clipping and understitching

Anchoring facings

Handling special fabrics

1. Knitted fabrics

2. Stretch fabrics

3. Pile fabrics

4. Fur and fur fabrics

5. Permanent press

6. Silks

7. Bonded fabrics

R. Altering children's clothing

1. Lengthening or shortening coats and dresses

2. Lengthening or shortening bodice of a child's dress

3. Lengthening or shortening trousers

4. Lengthening or shortening sleeves

5. Adjusting a garment made for a larger child for a smaller child

6. Tuoking a slip which is too long

7. Adjusting sashes on dresses

* * * * * * * * * *
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CONCEPT: KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
DESIGNING AND MAKING
DRAPER 1ES , CURIA INS ,

AND COVERLETS

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. Develop the ability to design and make nip covers, draperies,

curtains, bedspreads and coverlets using commercial sewing
methods.

II. Understand the processes in making slipcovers.

III. Learn the processes involved in making draperies and curtains.

IV. Learn the processes involved in making bedspreads and coverlets.

INVOLVED I N

SLIP COVERS ,

BEDSPREADS

OUTLINE OP CONTENT

I. DESIGNING AND =NG SLIPCOVERS, DRAPERIES, CURTAINS, BEDSPREADS, AND
COVERLETS USING CCRIERCIAL SEWING METHODS

A. Elements of design and principles of art involved in designing and
making slipcovers, draperies, curtains, bedspreads and coverlets
(Refer to the concept, "Elements of Deakin and Principles of Art

as Related To Commercial Sewing and Alteration").

B. Nature of textiles (Refer to concept, "The Influence of Textiles on
Methods of Ccnetruction and Techniques of Alteration')

C. Grain line and how to achieve grain line perfection

D. Basic construction processes involving both hand sewing and machine
sewing (Refer to the concept, "Construction Processes Used in

Cbmmercial Sewing") used in making slip covers, draperies, curtains
bedspreads and coverlets

E. Skill in taking measurements and achieving fit

* * * * * * * * * *

II. PROCESSES IN MAKING SLIPCOVERS

A. Designing slipcovers for different style chairs for varying purposes
and designs.

B. Measuring and estimating yardage needed

C. Selection of fabrics and trims

D. Selection of closures and trims
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B. Placement of design (when a patterned fabric is used)

F. Construction steps

1. Fitting

2. Cutting

3. Assembling

4. Sewing

5. Finishing

(. Pressing

*

III. PROCESSES IN NA/aNG DRAPERIES AID CURTAINS

A. Designing draperies and curtains for different style windows to serve
varying purposes and designs in keeping with the mood to be established
in the rocs

R. Measuring and estimating yardage needed

C. Selection of fabric and trim

D. Selection of drapery and curtain hardware

E. Placement of design (when patterned Fabric is used)

F. Construction processes

1. Measuring

2. Cutting

3. Assembling

4. Sewing

5. Finishing

6. Pressing

7. Banging

*

IV. PROCESSES IN WRING BEDSPREADS AND COVERLETS

A. Designing bedspreads and coverlets for different style beds to

achieve varying purposes and moods

B. Measuring and estimating yardage needed
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C. Selection of fabrics and trims

D. Placement of design (when patterned fabric is used)

E. Construction processes

1. Measuring

2. Fitting

3. Cutting

4. Asasdbling

5. Sewing

6. Finishing

7. Pressing

CONCEPT:

* a * * * * * * * *

USE, CARE, AND STORAGE OF EQU P-
MENT INVOLVED IN SPECIFIC TASKS
IN COMMERCIAL SEW I NG

OBJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

Learn to use equipment involved in commercial sewing.

II. Learn to care for and store equipment used in specific tasks in

commercial sewing.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. USE OF EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IN COMMERCIAL SEWING

A. Sewing machines and attachments

. Automatic machines

. Standard machines

. Portable machines

B. Irons

. Dry irons
. Dry -steam irons

. Dry-steam-spray irons
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C. Pressing equipment

P ressing hem

. Sleeve roll

. Velvet board

. Seam roll

. Pressing cloths

. Iron rest

. Ironing boards

. Edge and point presser

. Sleeve board

. Pressing mitt

. Pounding block

D. Small sewing equipment

. Cutting shears

. Trimming or thread scissors

. Pinking Shears

. Ripping scissors

. Tracing wheels

. Tracing paper

. Tailor's chalk

. Transparent dressmaker's ruler

. Gauges

. Automatic hem gauge

. Needle cushion

. Wist pin cushion
Needles

. Tape measure
Pins

. Thimbles

E. Safety practices in use of equipment

* * * * * * * * *

II. CARE AND STORAGE ar EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IN IOMMERCIAL SEWING

A. Care of equipment

1. Relation of equipment care to production, quality of workmanship
and frequency .f repair or replacement.

2. Following instructions in care of equipment

3. Knowledge of safety code in care of equipment

B. Storage of equipment

1. Designing storage according to items to be stored

2. Location of storage to provide accessibility

3. Providing for flexibility in storing such as: adjustable shelves
and removable drawer dividers, etc.

4. Labeling equipment and storage location to permit return of
equipment to the right place.

* * *
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CONCEPT: KNOWLEDGE AND 3AS IC SKILLS I N

MANAGEMENT OF WORK IN COMMERCIAL
SEW I NG

CWECTIVES: To help pupils to

I. Become familiar with management processes in Commercial Sewing.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. MANAGEMENT PROCESSES IN COMERCIAL SEWING

A. Contribution of management processes (decision-making and organiza-
tion) to:

1. Accuracy in Commercial Sewing

2. Production

3. Safety in Commercial Sewing

4. Order in Ccomercial Sewing

5. Conservation of time and energy in Commercial Sewing

B. Management of work in Commercial Sewing

1. Setting goals for work to be accomplished

2. Use of both hands whenever possible

3. Elimination of movements: that have no purpose

4. Placement of equipment and supplies near the point of first or
most frequent use

5. Placement of supplies and equipment within easy reach

6. Consideration of time for care of equipment included in the time
schedule

7. Adjustment of heights of equipment or work surface to fit the
physique of the worker

8. Assessment of own work methods and modification in keeping with
work simplification

* * * * * * * * * *
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cotiapr: KNOWLEDGE OF THE APPAREL MANU
FACTUR I NG INDUSTRY

CSJECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. 041n an understanding of the Apparel Manufacturing Industry

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. THE APPAREL HANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

A. History of the apparel manufacturing industry in:

1. United States

2. Alabama

3. Local community and surrounding area

B. Types of apparel plants

. Nen*s outerwear

. 1temen*s outerwear

. Children. outerwear

. Mins underwear

. Children's underwear

. Lingerie

. Gloves
. Collars

C. Future outlook of the apparel manufacturing industry

1. National level

2. State level

3. Local level

* * * * * * * * * *
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mwm COMMERCIAL SEAMSTRESS IN THE

WORLD OF WORK

CRIECTIVES: To help pupils to:

I. ROW4A1150 and cultivate the personal qualities which contribute to
success as a commercial seamstress.

II. Develop an understanding of customer re1_,A.onships employer-employee
relations, and employee-employee relations in comiercial sewing
occupations.

III. Understand etployment policies relating to the job of the commercial
seamstr.Iss.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT
I. IERSONAL MAUVES WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO SUCCESS AS ACOMERCIAL SEAMSTRESS

A. Personal qualities which constitute the "self".

B. Identificat:4' of personal qualities which contribute to success as
a commercial .seamstress.

1. Personal factors affecting decision to work as a commercial
seamstress.

2. Personality factors in getting and keeping a jab in commercial
sewing.

a. Character traits
b. Knowledge and skills in getting along with others
c. Attitude toward work

3. Physical factors in getting and keeping a job in commercial
sewing.

a. Health factors
b. Coordination
c. Personal ,:ppearances and grooming

4. Ability to perform in keeping with expectations of the job

fi. Knowledge and skills required
b. Ability to progress on the job

* * a * * * * *

II. HUMAN RELATIOW IN THE WORLD OF WORK OF THE COMMERCIAL SEAMSTRESS
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A. Ethical practices

1. Observing rules and regulations of the job (time schedule, vaca-
tions, loch hours,

2. *Aspect for rank

3. Channels of authority

4. Conduct in relation to established procedures and practices

B. Working as a member of the teem

1. Respect for the property and privacy of others

2. Maintenance of friendly but not familiar relationships

3. Putting the company's interest ahead of one's private life during
work hvnrs

4. Showing consideration, deference, thoughtfulness, kindness, and
loyalty

C. Employer-employee relations

1. Learning to understand and respect '..ae problems, pressures, and
responsibilities of the employer.

2. Use of correct titles

3. Following instructions and carrying out the employer's expecta-
tions

4. Respect for the employer's time

. Avoidance of bothering the employer with minor details

. Organisation of questions and problems to be discussed so as
to save time

5. Respect for the employer's moods and concern

6. Developing and maintaining loyalty

Keeping business information confidential
. Working for the best interests of the company

D. Employee- oustemer relationships

1. Excroising the Golden Rule

2. Maintaining the integrity of the company

3. Communications

4. Responsible behavior

* * * * * * * * * *
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III. PENSOMMINANAMCNT AND EMMERT POLICIES IN COMERCIAL SEWING

A. Personnel management

1. Selection, training, and supervision of employees

2. Sources of employees

A pplications

. Newspaper advertisements
E mployment agencies

3. Opportunities for advancement

. Salary increase

. Promotions and transfer

B. Employment policies

1. Salary schedules

2. Fringe benefits

3. Age limitations

4. Seasonal lay-of:

S. Vacations

6. Hours and schedules of work

7. Sick leave

8. Security in employment (job tenure)

9. Clothing requirements

10. Inswanc4

11. Workman's Compensation

12. Retirement plans

13. Personal conduct and obligations

14. Health and safety of employees

15. Methods of checking in and out

16. Withholding Tax and Social Security Lave affecting the employees

17. Probationary provisions

C. Membership in professional or labor organizations

1. Employee-employee expectations

2. Nature of organizations

3. Benefits received

* * * * * * * * ««
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SOME SWOEST'ED REFERENCES
FOR THE OCCUPATIONAL HOME E03NO14ICS COURSE

IN
00124ERCIAL SEWING AND ALTERATIONS

Books

Alabama State Chamber of Camerae, 468 South Perry Street, Montgomery.
Industrial Alabama, A Directory of Manufacturers, September 1965 ($5.00)

Beck, Doris May. Custon Tailoring For Homemakers. 237 North, Monroe Street,

Peoria, Illinois: Charles A. Bennett Company. 1964

Battler, Ethel Jane; and Lockhart, Bell C. Design For You. New York, New
York: John Wiley and Sous, Inc. 1964

Bishop, Edna Bryte and Arch, Marjorie Stotler. The .1E.2ho Method Of Clothing,

Construction, Revised Edition. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J. B.7ippincott

Cam Pamir. 1966

Craig, Hazel Thompson and Rush, Ola Day. Homes With Character. Boston,

Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company. 1966

East, Marjorie; Wines, Mary E. Fashion Your Can. 3108 Pleasant Road, N.E.,
Atlanta, Georgia: Houghton Mifflin Company. .11.95 (Paper Sauk), $3.45 (Cloth
Book).

Faulkner, Ray, Ziegfield and Hill, Gerald. Art bilis. 383 Madison Avenue,
New York 17, New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. ($6.60.)

Gately, Olive P. Your Future In The Fashion World. New York: Richards
Rosen Press, Inc. 1960

Jarnow, Jeannette A. Inside The Fashion Business. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc. 1965

Levin, Phyllis Lee. The Wheels Of Fashion. Garden City, New York: Doubleday
and Company, Inc. 1965

Lewis, Bowers, lettunen. Clothing Construction and Wardrobe Planning. Sixty.
5th Avenue, New York 11, New York: The Macmillan Company. 1960

Lewis, Doris S., Burnes, Jean 0., Bogner, Esther F. Housing, and Home Manage-

ment. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1961

Rathbone, Tarpley, East and Ahern. Fashions and Fabrics. 3108 Piedmont Road,
N.E., Atlanta, Georgia: Houghton MiTiComp7rny. 1962 ($4.52)

Ryan, Mary Shaw. A Stuft In Human Behavior. New York: Bolt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc. 1966 (SLAT

Step Henson, John W. Practical Upholstering. New York, New York: Hall
Publishing Company. aCriFT--
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Stepat-DeVan, Dorothy. Introduction To Emus Furnishings. New York: Macmillan

Company. 1964

Tolman, Ruth. Guide To Beauty, ALte, Poise. 3839 White Plains Road, Bronx,

New York 10467: Milady Publishing Corporation. 1962. ($4.25)

Charts

Curtain and Drapery Yardage Charts. New York, New York: Ball Publishing

Company.

Chart No. 1 for Plain or Solid Fabrics (3 for $2.00)

Chart No. 2 for Patterned Fabrics (3 for $2.00)
Chart No. 3 for Slipcovers, Bedspreads and Accessories (3 for $2.00)

Filmstrips

Visual Education Consultants, Inc., Madison

Shopper's Hidden Treasure ($6.95)

1, Wisconsin.

)
)
)

Fibers 'atriaMsCOMT
Color and aktim ($3.50)
Fabric Construction ($3.50) ) $16.50
Fabric Finish ($3.50) )

1C othi ($6.95) )_gm
F her Care ($3.50) ) $11.30
plait Removal ($3.50) )

The Bra n Of Fabric ($6.95)
The a wastof tikti (6.95)

Crompton-Richmond Company, Inc., 1071 Avenue of the Americas, New York 18.
New York: MI Fabric Primer. ($3.00)

Educational and Consumer Relations, J. C. Penney Company, Inc., 1301 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, New York 10019. Tailoring, The Bishop, ay ($10.00)

Kits

Kroehler Manufacturing Company, Consumer Education Division, Dept. 16-9, 66
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Minot* 60611. ftfL Furnishing Classroom at.
$6.00

Educational and Consumer Relations, J. C. Penney Company, Inc., 1301 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, New York 10010

How To Furnish A First Hoare (No. 220) $2.75
Home Funr1Mngs Trends Folder (No. 92) $1.00
Linings and IInderlinimisnro. 62) 100

(Educational materials may be secured on loan andior without cost from J. C.
Penney Stores.)

Canso Products, Inc., 27 West 23rd Street, New York, New York 10010: Canso

Home Economist Kit. Free



Factory Forms Service, P. 0. Box 1354, Co Itr4)1a, South Carolina 29202. ;mina
Exercises.

Cloth Exercises #1, 2, 4, 5, 6 0 .06 each
VreAhreadinsr, Lows Exercises #1, 2, 4, 5, 6 @ .03 each

Pamphlets_

Factory Forms Service, P. 0. Box 527, Columbia, South Caro Una 29202

The Operator's Handbook (450 each)
Cho_omei Your Ca7:71r 100 each)

ftuittes
Hate Furnishings Ideas (Published Annually)

Penney's Home btions mg Fabrics (Current Volumes)
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Some of the problems Invo'ved in business education in the small
school with an enrollment of 350 or less, are explored. Suggestions
are based on observations of practices it, selected small schools, an
examination of the literature in the field, and conferences with
school administrators, teachers, and businessmen. Guidelines for
developing courses suggest ways of reducing the high teacher load
insuring adequate course depth for initial employment, and attaining
course flexibility and adaptability. Each element of the course of
study is analyzed as to content, possibility of combination with
others, and methods. The elements are combined into three business
education programs illustrating ways of providing well-rounded,
adequate instruction for grades 10, 11, and 12 -- a standard program
with and without shorthand, an alternate-year-offering method with
and without shorthand, and a seminar method. The appendix includes
(1) an analysis of job entry requirements such as knowledge and
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room layouts designed for the small school, and (3) a list of baln
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FOREWORD

The small high school makes an important and necessary contribution to
the education of young people for the business occupations. It does not
necessarily follow that because the school is small it cannot make a major
contribution to vocational business education.

Small schools
*
generally do not employ more than one full.time business

teacher. The school, then, is limited to a certain extent as to the number
of business classes offered and the availability of business education
facilities.

Large numbers of high school students in the smaller communities migrate
to the larger centers seeking employment shortly after graduation. These
students, iu order to become successfully employed in the business *coupe.
time, must possess those skills required in a competitive labor market.

Classes in Typewriting and Shorthand must be correlated with other
offerings which include other office skills and understandings in order to
develop competency for successful job performance.

This release was prepared as the result of observation of practices in
some selected small schools by examination of the literature in the field
and conferences with school administrators, teachers, and businessmen.

Curriculums development is a .ontinUous process and subject to review
and revision, It is hoped that school districts will review this material
and make suggestions for its improvement.

R. C. Van Wagenen, Chief
Bureau of Business Education

* For the purpose of this release an enrollment of 350 or less is considered
^ mall school.



DEVELOPING THE OCCUPATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM
IN THE SMALL HIGH SCHOOL

I. PURPOSE OF THIS RELEASE:

The small high school business education program is unique. It must

be able to meet the diverse needs of a small community, as well as provide

for those who will seek enployaent elsewhere. The enrollment in the school

presents curriculum construction problems which when coupled with problems

in scheduling a limited number of students becomes extremely difficult.

Proper selection of facilities and equipment takes careful consideration in

order to meet the changing needs of business education and general education

demands.

The purpose of this release is to:

1. Explore some of the more prevalent problems involved in business
education in the small school.

2. Introduce some guidelines for the course of study and suggested
methods of implementation.

3. Present some room layouts specifically designed for the small
school.

4. Present a list of basic instructional equipment.

II. AREAS OF CONCERN ASSOCIATED WITH THE SMALL HIGH SCHOOL:

It is not the purpose here to explore in depth all of the problems

which may be encountered, since each school has situations unique to itself.

Consideration should be given to the following areas of concern, since they

affect the development of adequate curriculum.

General Education in Business: The small school provides general educa-

tion courses in business education ea well as those vocational in nature.



Time is not available to duplicate the efforts of other courses, hence

courses in business mathematics and English and economics are probably best

left to a coordination effort with the teachers of these subjects.

A responsibility for basic business services and consumer orientation

training is paramount in the general education area. The course in General

Business serves this need well, and should be considered as t...., primary gen-

eral eduoation course. After adequate consideration has been given to develop-

ment of the vocational curriculum, further offerings of a general, or vocational

supportive nature may be implemented.

Vocational Education in Business: Studies done in recent years indi-

cate that due to the diversity of the economy, mobility of the labor force,

and increasing demand for occupationally competent high school graduates, they

must also provide for the development of salable employment skills. These

skills must be provided not only for the local employment market, but the

area, state and national market.

The email high school must have current information available on the

employment patterns of its graduates. In California follow-up studies-indi-

cate that a large percentage of the graduates of small rural schools migrate

to the large metropolitan areas where employment is obtainable. It follows

then that students must be provided with salable occupational competencies

and skills so that they may compete in the job market. Schools should ob-

tain sufficient data on their graduates so that curriculum development will

be based on definitive information rather than spec lotion.

Occupations for which training should be provided: High schools in

California today provide vocational business education for employment in

both the office and distributive occupations.

2



The occupations in the office field are: General Office Clerk, Clerk -

Typist, and Stenographer. So .e of the larger high schools are doing excel-

lent work in training for the specialties within these fields (i.e. medical,

legal, technical, etc.). Training for secretaries and specialists has, until

recently, been the province of the junior college.

The occupations in the distributive field are those engaged in merchan-

dising and distribution of commodities and services from manufacturer or pro-

ducer to consumer, including management of retail, wholesale, and service busi-

nesses. California high schools offer both the cooperative and the project

programs in distributive education.

The foregoing only serves to point up the current occupational programs

being offered. The small school obviously cannot provide for occupational com-

petence in all these areas. For the small high school the programs for Steno-

grapher, General Clerk, and Clerk-Typist probably offer the most potentiality,

both from the ability of the school and the demand for employees in these occu-

pations. These programs are the basis fbr all office occupations. Expansion

into other fields should be considered after providing adequately in the basic

office occupations.

Communtiv needs and larger area employment: As previously mentioned,

many small school graduates migrate to areas where employment demands are strong,

while some remain in the local employment market. Only through a careft.: analysis

of these groups can curriculum adequacy be insured. Methods include: The stu-

dent follow-up study, review of other studies done by surrounding districts, and

&Lt.: ':iailable from the California State Employment Service.

The Teacher: Teacher competence is a prime factor in the small school.

This person must be both a generalist and a specialist. Their teacher train-

ing background should include those courses which will provide a complete

3



competency in ell business education curricula. Adequate course work in

methodology is also essential,. Because of the rural, and sometimes isolated

natrre of small high schools, teachers should maintain as many coLtacts with

professional organizations in their field as possiblo. Att lance at con-

ferences and workshops sponsored by a variety of groups is a must.

III. DEVELOPING CURNICOLUK:

curriculum in the small school must be able to provide adequate skill

development in the teaching time available. A number of small schools are on

a seven period day. with teachers handling six sections. A problem inherent

in the one teacher 401bol is the necessity for multiple preparation, since

the teacher is required to teach all business offerings; plus additional

supervision and activity assignments. Several possible ways of reducing

this high load, or at least alleviating it are:

1. Consider the offering of certain courses on an alternate year
bacis. Examples are: Bookkeeping, Typing II, Sales, and Short-
hand.

2. Baocking" several courses into two periods daily, emphasizing
individual programmed instruction and providing for a hetera-
geneous group of students.

3. Providing space available during the school day for studen.4 to
practice skills previously introduced.

4. Develop more efficient methods of instruction utilizing audio-
visual and electronic equipment, and home study methods.

The development of vocational business education t.urriculme. must be

bailed wn an analysis of the skill requirements for entry jobs in office

,A,cupations for which high school students may be trained. As these skills

are identified, the course of study must be examined to be certain that the

skills are, included in sufficient depth for initial employment. (See Appen-

dix "AP for skill requirement's in the Stenographer, Clerk-Typist, and General

Clerk occupations.)

4



The keynote for small school business education is "flexibility" and

"adaptability."

IV. THE ELEMENTS OF THE COURSE OF STUDY:

General Buqium: This one-year course provides the orientation and

background into the world of business for all students. In the small school

it provides a necessary grounding in business practices and services Through

which the student is better able to understand the vocational courses. Enroll-

ment should be open to all students.

Ming: The Ladlv. ,ocational course in business is Typewriting. All

office occupations are premised on this skill. The problem of the small

school is the allocating of sufficient time to master this competency, or

more specifically, whether or not to offer twu full years of Typing. Often

the small schml must decide between second year Typing and Shorthand. The

Typing I course may be used to develop entry skill competency ik intensive

methods of instruction are adopted for vocational students. Thrcugh the use

of electronic audit,- visual aids in the classroom, and provision of typewriters

for individual Practice as well as periodic practice and testing in the ad-

vanced courses, the development of entry job skill may be developed with one

year of typing. Consideration should be given t, providing ten to twenty

hours of orientation and practice on the electric typewiter for vocational

students.

Shorthand: As previously mentioned, the small high school may not offer

shorthand. The decision is based on the nature of the employment patterns of

graduate', the ellalifications of the teacher, and the availability of time

during the school day. It should be noted, however, that a job entry skill

in Shorthand of at least 80 WPM is quite often required for obtain4ng positions

in evrn the lower office occupations, particularly in metropolitan areas. To
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offer more than the one-year shorthand course in the one teacher department

can only be done at the expense of another course. Through the use of the

electronic teaching lab, coupled with home dictation materials, and supple-

mented by providing an individual study area complete with typewriter and

traneeription equipment, students may obtain entry skill in one year of instruc-

tion. If the alternate year method is employed, provision must be made for

skill maintenance in the Senior year for students taking shorthand as Juniors.

Bookkeeping: The small high school often has local employment demands

for bookkeepers both in small businesses and on farms and ranches, which

requires training in this skill. Additionally, the student planning to enter

a metropolitan employment market should have a background in bookkeeping.

Business Data Processing is closely tied to accounting and an introduction

to this field may be provided in the Bookkeeping course. Additional units

of instruction may be developed for orientation to the elr^tro-mechanical

bookkeeping machines.

Clerical and Office Procedures: This course is oriented toward the

practical application of basic skills to more advanced office operations.

Within the course, units of instruction should be considered to cover the

following areas: (See Appendix "A").

1. Personal factors
a. apvitude

b. grooming
c. deportment

d. initiative
e. job orientation

f. applying for a job

2. Skill development
a. Applied typing of office materials
b. filing
c. arSahmetic

d. communication skill
e. nail ha. fling

6



f. telephone handling

g. transcription

h. record keeping
i. storekeeping

3. electric typewriter

Business Machines: The objectives of this course are to develop entry

skill facility on a variety of commonly used business machines as well as

to develop the peripheral skills needed to apply business machines to every-

day office applications. Consideration should be given to units of instruc-

tion in the frllowing areas:

a. ten-key adding machine

b. full bank adding listing machine

c. rotary calculator
d. printing calculator

e. dictation-transcription equipment
f. electro -static, infa -red, or chemical process copy equipment

g. stencil and fluid process reproduction equipment
h. electric typewriter

Business Law and 40,21 (one semester each): In communities where stu-

dents find employment in small business and on farms, a knowledge of the

Uniform Commercial Code and other units in law are highly desirable, as is

an orientation to the distributive education fields, with emphasis on mer-

chandising and sales. By combining these two areas into a one-year offering,

these objectives may be met.

The Businesa_Skills Seminar: By combining several "courses" into a

block of time (usually two periods daily), the small school may' find a more

efficient format for providing a well-rounded instructional program. This

method may effectively combine the courses of: Office Machines, and Clerical

and Office Practice, and through individualised programming of students, be

able to provide additional instruction and practice in specialised skills

and remedial work.



By obtaining a larger block of time, the class is able to

more work due to less clean-up time and more continuity. Field

outside speakers are easier and more efficient to schedule with

available. The "model office" method can be applied since more

available.

V. THE BUSINESS PROGRAM:

The three business education programs presented here are illustrative

of several ways for providing a well-rounded and yet, adequate program.

They are all based on the six-period teaching day (modifications may be

easily made for other period arrangements). They are:

1. Standard program with and without Shorthand.

2. "Alternate year offering" method with and without Shorthand.

3. "Seminar" method.

complete

trips, and

more time

time is

No Shorthand

10th grade
General Businessl

(TYpingg)

THE STANDARD ?Roam,

11th grad
Typing 14
Typing 112

'May be offered to 9th grade also

2If Typing II offered, Typing I may be offered at 10th grade.
No more than one section. daily of each. If no Typing II,

Business Law Sales may be offered.

3Bookkeeping may be offered at the 11th grade.

12th grade,
Bookkeeping)
Clerical & Office Prac-
tice

Business Machines

8



(The Standard Program continues)

With Shorthan4

10th grade
General Businessl

11th grade 12th grade
Typing 12 Clerical & Office Prac-
Bookkeeping t ice

Business Machines
Shorthand

lfty be offered to 9th grade also.

2Typing may be offered for non-vocational students at 9th grade.

Course

ALTERNATE TEAR OFFERINGS

Basic Tear,

General Business
Typing I
Typing II

Shorthand

Bookkeeping

Clerical & Office Procedures
Business Machines

Business Lax/Sales

The student_promm: The

courses beginning with the 10th

1. Student beginning

10th year program
General Business
Typing I

x
x

x

x
x
x

Alternate Year

x
x
x

x
x
x

followimgchart shows the availability of

grade in either the basic or alternate year:

in basic year at 10th grade:

11th year program 12th year program
Typing II Shorthand

Bookkeeping Clerical &.Office
Procedures

Business Machines
Business Law/Sales

2. Student beginning in alternate year at 10th grade:

10th year program 11th year program 12th year program

General Business Shorthand Typing II
Business Lax/Sales Procedures
Typing I Business Machines

Bookkeeping

9



PROGRAM WITH SEMINAR COURSE

Note: The "Seminar" system can be applied to either the standard sequence

previously discussed, or to the alternate year method, since the

courses in Business Machines and Clerical and Office Procedures are

both offered in each system at the 12th grade level. (See pages 6 & 7

for content.)

VI. THE FACILITIES

In order to carry on an adequate vocational business education program

in the one teacher department, it is necessary to have available at least

tuo instructional areas, and preferably three.

One room should be devoted to the teaching of typewriting, shorthand,

and clerical and office procedures. This may be accomplished by the use

of itIP shaped or other suitable type desks, giving the room a dual usage.

The desks must be large enough to facilitate permanent installation of type-

writers, and still provide space for writing. If the electronic classroom

is utilized, provision must be made for electrifying sane, or all, desks

and installation of listening stations. This roam would be utilized for

the teaching of typewriting classes, shorthand, and the clerical and office

procedures course. The number of student stations necessary varies by en-

rollment in the school.

A second room should be provided for office machines and other instruc-

tional equipment. Through the use of dual purpose furniture, this roam

serves for the teaching of business machines, bookkeeping, business law/

sales, and general business if sections are small. This roam should be

adjacent to and visible from the other classroom. Adequate storage facili-

ties for both instructinal supplies and student work must be provided. A

sink for clean-up is a must.
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A third space need is to provide for individual student study stations

and project areas, separate from the other instructional spaces. The small

school needs an area where students can c ®e at all times of the day to work

on dictation, typing, reproduction, and other assignments. This apace can be

in conjunction with the department office. (See Appendix "EP for suggested

room layouts).

In existing buildings where it is impossible to provide separate in-

structional areas by function, they must, by necessity, combine facilities

into one room. Thia can be done by adequate planning and judicial use of

space. (See Appendix "EP for suggested room layouts for existing buildings).

VII. EQUIPPING THE SHALL SCHOOL:

It is impossible to offer a complete list of equipment for small high

schools with varying enrollments, and differing educational goals; however,

there are certain items of equipment which are ba3ic to all. It is the pur-

pose of thia release to identify equipment items that should be considered in

the small school. Some of the factors to consider when determining equipment

needs are:

1. Estimated section enrollments
2. Courses offered
3. Methods to be employed (i.e. rotation, blocked, etc.)
4. Ability to finance
5 Rental vs. purchase
6. Special community training needs
7. Facilities available

The. following table cm be applied as a "rule of thumb' for determining

the typewriter station requirements for most snail schools. Previous exper-

ience in other classroom enrollments will determine the other requirements:



Enrollment Tvoing_Stations

Under 100 15 - 20
100 - 200 20 - 30
200 - 300 30 - 35
300 - 400 30 - 35 (2 sections Typing I)

The following list of equipment may be considered as an example for a

wall, one teacher department, in a school enrolling approximately 200 stu-

dents. As previously mentioned, many factors will affect the actual equip-

ment employed.

Instructional Equipment:

Typewriters for typing classroom:

20 manual 11" carriage
5 electric 11" carriage

Typewriters for machines room and individual study area:

2 manuals 11" carriage
1 manual let carriage
1 electric 11" carriage

Business machines:

ltrniture:

3 ten-key electric adding machines
1 full keyboard electric adding machine
1 Rotary calculator
1 Printing calculator
2 Transcription machines (1 combination unit)
1 Duplicating machine, fluid process
1 Duplicating machine, stencil process

(Number required depends on type of installation and existing

furniture available.)

1. Dual purpose desks for typing room (steno lab stations if employed)

2. Machine station desks or tables, work tables (dual purpose)
3. Adequate storage facilities

4. Teachers stations and chairs

5. Posture chairs for all stations

6. Bookcases in all rooms

Miscellaneous Equipments

2 stop watches

1 interval timer
1 set stencil preparation equipment



Miscellaneous Equipment (continued):

1 paper cutter
2 staplers
1 tape recorder
1 film strip projector
1 overhead projector
1 movie projector (joint use)
1 paper punch
2 filing cabinets

Miscellaneous Facilities:

1. Electrical outlets convenient to all equipment, with master switch.

2. Projection screens and blackout curtains in all business rooms.
3. Electrical outlets convenient to A/V equipment.

The Electronic Classroom (shorthand lab):

If shorthand is taught, the lab should be considered as a means to

increase the productivity of instruction thereby reducing the amount of time

necessary to reach job proficiency.

Installation of the lab would be in the main Typing/Shorthand room,

with space allocated to equipment and tape storage and installation of the

individual listening stations on the dual purpose typing desks.

For a school of 200 students, a four-source lab with eight to ten

stations should be sufficient.

School personnel should carefully examine equipment available which

will best meet their needs, prior to purchase.
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REPORT OF CONFERENCES

called by the Bureau of Business Education
California State Department of Education

With Business and Industry - 1965

AN ANALYSIS OF ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR

JOBS IN THE OFFICE OCCUPATIONS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

The State Personnel Board job descriptions were used as
a base and material taken from these descriptions is
indicated in the analysis without an asterisk; additional
data taken from job descriptions from other Government
agencies are indicated th one asterisk; other informa-
tion on job descriptions from business and industry is
indicated with two asterisks.
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STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
*OTHER GOVERMENT AGENCIES
**BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

STENOGRAPHER

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES NEEDED

. Aptitude for and ability to perform

clerical and stenographic work

including ability to follow oral
and writtel directions

Willingness to follow a prescribed
routine

*Exercise some independent judgment
**Ability to concentrate
**Ability to work rapidly
**Acoustical Acuity

**Cooperation with others
**Work governed by stenographic

procedure established by
company and not closely
supervised or chscked

**Rapid reading and comprehension
**Skill compositicn

**Skill in verbal expression

DUTIES

Takes dictation and transcribes
Correspondence

Reports
Memoranda

Other
May use transcription machine

*Uses shorthand or stenotype

**Records time, place, and perso%

requiring stenographic service

**Transcribes using required stationery

Handles mail
Re,!tives

Dispttche:

Distributes

AMaintainsmailitag nets
*Sew' out material-etters,

reports, etc,

f 'Opens, time stamps, od
dAtributes
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DUTI.2SLCONIDJ

**Records over-all time spent
servicing individual

**Assists phonographers and typis4
when work load is heavy

**Dictation from one or more persons

Types
Form letters
Hough-draft materials
Other forms and documents

Prepares stencils and other
duplicating materials

*Memoranda
*Reports
*Statistical tables
**Manuscripts
**Statistical reports
**Oral and copy instruciaions

**Cuts stencils and Hectograph
master copies

Uses following machines
Ma: operate duplicator and

other office equipment
*AdCrig machine
*Addressograph
*Transcribing machine

*Calculator
*Mimeograph and tele-

typewriter

Serves as receptionist
Refers telephone calls and

visitors to appropriate
staff member

*Pdrnishes desired informa-
tion when necessary

**Schedules appointments
**Greets visitors
**Keeps tickler
**Takes isessagea



STENWitAPtin

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD

*OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
**BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

DUTIES (CONTD,1

Telephone

*Answers

*Refers calls to proper source of

information

*Answers routine inquiries

*Operates a secretarial switchboard

or does relief work on Pig
**Takes messages

Files

Files materials according to

specified procedures

*Maint.ins office files, records

and indexes including

tickler "Totems and

follow-ups

**Files, sorts, or assembles

material in alphabetical
or numerical order

Keeps records
Posts
Keeps simple records

**Does simple bookkeeping

**Collects data

Prepares reports

Assists in preparation of

reports and statistical
summaries following

detailed instructions

DUTIES IMEELI

Other duties
":Nay supivvise typing or

work of
employees assigned to
assict in the work

* *Tr ins and instructs re ;

employees as directed
**May post or record data with»

out changing the form

**May perform computations
subject to immediate

check or balance

EIMMI MIRAITS

**Initiative

SPEED REGUIREMMTS

Shorthand-40 words per. inute
*Shorthand-80 words per minute
*Shorthand-410 words per minute

with 90% accuracy
*Shorthand-90 words per minute
**Shorthand-.80-100 words per

minute



TYPIST - CLERIC

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD

*OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
**BUSINESS AND INDUSTR!

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES NEEDED

Aptitude for and ability to per-

form simple clerical work
Use good English

Spell correctly

Ability to follow directions

*Abili.ky to concentrate in midst

of distractions

*Transcribing; machine operators

should havc good hearing

*Accuracy and neatness

* *Work is aenerally checked, but

sometimes at much later

date. However, only general

supervision is possible.

* *Work is frequently given to typist

in abbreviated, roughly - assembled

fashion

**Good knowledge of grammar and spelling

**Well organized
**Good attendance

**Good deportment

Types

DUTIES,

Reports

Case records
Legal documents
Requisitions

fbrm letters
Permits
Licenses

Char 'vs

Estimates
Invoices

Bills
Payrr"I sheets

CarPi
Orders
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DUTIES (CQPILI

Types (contd.)

outs stencils
Addresses envelopes
*Fran plain, corrected copy

and rough draft or from
veibal instruction

*Vouchers
*Receipts

*Lists

*hotices

*Statistical late

*Certified copies of documents

*(Manual or electric type-

writer)

**Statistical reports

**Memoranda
**Types Hectograph and Roto

Mas....sr copies

**Completes forms

Uses the following machines
Duplicator
Other office appliances

*Billing machine
*Calculator
*Photocopy

Handles mail
Receives
Distributes
Dispatches
Maintains mail lists
*Collects and delivers cor.

respondence on regular

messenger rounds
*Opens. sorts, time stamps,

and routes
*Stuffs, seals, stamps,

meters, and registers
outgoing mail



STATE PERSONNEL BOARD

*OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.
**BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

DUTIES (CONTD.),

Serves as receptionist

*Waits co public
*Answers routine inquiries

in person

Uses mathematics
Makes and checks simple

arithmetical computations

**May perform arithmetic computa-

tions subject to check

Telephone

Answers routine inquiries by

telephone

*May operate a small switchboard
**Takes messages

**Transfers calls
**Arranges for return

Files

Indexes
*Codes

*Cross-references records or
files according to

established procedures
*Does filing alphabetical,

numerical, chronological,

and code

*Pulls and charges cat

**Maintains circular files

**Maintains tickler for department

affairs

Other duties

Checks columns of figures

*Receives and charges out
supplies

**Processes varied orders

**Maintains records
**Clips newspapers
**Takeo dictation in longhand
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DUTIES (CONTDA

Other duties (contd.)
**Keeps supply room
**Operates transcribing

machines
**Assembles data from various

sources

**May determine accuracy of

information by direct
comparison to a standard

**May perform arithmetic compu-

tations subject to check
**Regularly performs a variety

of clerical work

PERSONALITY TRAITS

*Friendly manner and attractive
personality

**High emotional tolerance level
**Courteous
* *Helpful attitude

SPEED REQUIREMENTS

Typing--40 words per minute
*Typing--40 net stroke words

per minute

*Typing-45 net words per minute
*Typing-40-50 words per minute
*Ability to type at 45 words per

minute
**Typing- 50-60 words per minute



CLERK. GENERAL OFFICE

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD

*0411ER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

**BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES NEEDED

Aptitude for and ability to perform

simple clerical work including

ability to spell correctly,

use good English, and make

arithmetical computations

Ability to follow directions

Willingness to follow, a prescribed

routine

*Independent action

**Ability to grasp details quickly

and retain than

**Analytical mind

**Ability to learn
**Capacity to progress

DUTIES

Handles mail
Opens
Time stamps
Sorts

Distributes
Assists in maintaining

mailing lists

Addresses, stuffs, and

stamps envelopes

Types

*Codes documents
*Prepares input data sheets

for computer operations
*Maintains tiaelards for a

group of employees

*Maintains such files as:

Jacket files of work
order in process

Accumulates daily work

time tickets
Prepares weekly reports

reflecting equipment
in process
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DUTIES (CONTD.)

Types (contd.)
**Fills in forms or form

letters with names,

addresses, dates and
amouma

**From rough draft (handwriting
or from ordinary cor-

rected typewritten
copy; includes prepara-

tion of correspondence
Uses following machines

Duplicator

Other office appliances
Numbering
Dating-stamps, papers and

documents
**Adding machines

**Calculators
**Knowledge of typewriter key-

board for other jobs
**Some knowledge of typing

skill for some joba
**Postage machines

Uses mathematics
Simple arithmetic computa-

tion
**Checking calculations
**Financial transactions
**Bank deposits
**Reconciliation of statements

Files
Sorts
Distributes
Files cards, letters, checks

and other documents
Assists in maintaining files

**Alphabetical, numerical
and chronological

**Simple code
**Locates and removes material

from files when re-
quested



CLERK. GENERAL OFFICE

STATE PERSONNEL BOARD
*OTHEii GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

* *BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

DUTIES LOONTD.

Handles supplies
Procures

Distributes
**Receives
**Stores

**Issues supplies and forms
**Receives incoming orders and
maintains inventory

Other duties

Clips newspapers and pastes

and arranges clippings

Fills in and sends out form and
circular letters

Looks up information

Assists in compiling and tabu-

lating simple statistical

data

Assists in maintaining card indexes

**Billing
**Bookkeeping

**Posts
**Searches files for obscure subject

matter

**Classifies. indexes, and briefs
subject matter of average

difficulty

20

PERSONALITY TRAITS,

*Judgement
*Responsibility for accuracy

**Flexible
**Courteous

-
u--
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Sink Windows (blackout provided)

Counter/Storage
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Table 1
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BUSINESS EDUCATION FACILITIES ONE TEACHER DEPARTMENT
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Bookcase
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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS

. WHAT IS OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS?

. WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO FACETS
OF VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS?

. WHAT IS THE SCOPE OF THE OCCUPATIONAL HOME
ECONOMICS PROGRAM IN ALAEAMA?

. WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR APPROVING PROGRAMS OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS?
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GENERAL INFORMATION

WHAT IS OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICS?

OCCUPATIONAL HOME Ea:CONICS IS 3itration for Rainful employment,

in occupations involving Haw Economics knalledrand skills.

The changing world of work is bringing an increasing number of
women into the labor force, thus creating new patterns of family
life. Business, industry and service occupations are now pro-
viding some of the goods and services formerly considered as
"in-home" responsibilities. New jobs are therefore developing
and many of them utilize knowledge ant skill in home economics.
The subject matter areas of Home Economics and the corresponding
occupational fields which involve time Economics knowledge and
skills are as follows:

Home Economics
Subject Matter Areas

Clothing and Textiles Cloth' Textiles and Hose
Art ings Services
Housing

Foods and Nutrition - Food Services

Home Management and - Home Management and
Family Economics Institutional. Services

arm Development and Child Development Services
the Family
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OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IS --- Provided for in the Vocational

Education Act of 1963.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 was passed by Congress
authorizing funds to develop and expand programs of gainful
employment in Vocational Education. This act included funds
for the expansion of Vocational Home Economics through the
development of programs to prepare persons for gainful employ-
ment in occupations involving Home Economics knowledge and
skills. ,

OCCUPATIONAL 101E EXNCMICS IS --- Ap_rogram designed to serve

maerY groups.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 authorized the develop-
ment of quality programs of Vocational Education for:

. Persons attending high school

. Persons who have completed cr left high school and who
are available fnr full-time study in preparation for
entering the labor market

. Persons who have already entered the labor market and
ydw) need training or retraining to achieve stability
or advancement in employment

. Persons who have academic, socio-economic or other handi-
caps that prevent them from succeeding in the regular
Vocational Education program

OCCUPATIONAL HOME EOCNCMICS IS --- A new dimension of Vocational

Home Economics.

Occupational Education inflame Economics is referred to as
"the new dimension" in Vocational Home Economics since the
Vocational Acts prior to 1963 authorized Home Economics funds
for homemaking education only. Occupational Education in
Home Economics (preparation for gainful employment) supplements
but does not replace the traditional role of Vocational Home
Economics which is preoaration for the vocation of homemaking
referred to as "useful employment" in theV106etional Education
Act of 1963.
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WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO FACETS OF VOCATIONAL

HOME ECONOMICS?

Vocational Home Economics includes two programs, namely:

. Education for Homemaking (useful employment)

. Education for Employment (gainful employment)

These two programs are facets of Vocational Home Economics and are
related in content. The subject-matter areas in the regular
program provide the basic knowledge and skills for the occupational
fields. It is expected that pupil interest in entering an occu-
pational field may grow out of enrollment in Home Economics
foundation courses. The chart below shows this relationship.

--1VOCATIONAL NM ECONOMICS

EDUCATION FOR
USEFUL EMPLOYMENT or

HOMB4AKING

EDUCATION FOR
GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT or

OCCUPATIONAL MI6 maws

Subject Matter Areas 1 I Occupational Fields

IHUMAN DEVELOP? Tr AND THE FAMILY CHILD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 1

1 HOE ININAGBENT 4 FAMILY ECONOMICS HOE MANAO3verr 4 INSTITUTIONAL
SERVICES J

FOODS JD NUTRITION1
ICLOMING AND TEXTILES

HOUSING

ART IN INDIVIDUAL 4 FAMILY LIVING]

FOOD SERVICES

OLCMIING, TEXTILES, AND HeNE
FURNISHINGS SERVICES
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MT IS THE SCOPE OF THE OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAM

IN ALABAMA?

The Occupational home Economics program in Alabama is designed
to serve the following groups and to prepare the individual for
employment in jobs un the following levels:

GROUPS TO BE SERVED LEVEL OF EMPLOYMENT

High School Students

Post-Secondary Students

Out-of-School Youths
and Adults

Special s having
academic and/or socio-
economic handicaps

Entry level jobs

Pre-professional, semi-
professional, sub-professional
and technical level jobs

Training for entry level jobs
or retraining for advancement
or stability in the occupational
field in which the individual
is currently employed

Training for job levels in
keeping with the capabilities
of Os, students

NAL

A PRO' 1J45 FOR vl:v
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

iity0 POST-SECONDARY PROGRAMS FOR
1.1 ROMANS OUT OF SCHOOL

(liga-rid

OUTONFAUDEll

Colleges SPECIAL
PROUNIFTFor \
WiiRiving
Academic and/or
Socio- economic

Handi caps 9?
0 c,1,Acd

7, ..-.)
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WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR APPROVING PROGRAMS OF OCCUPATIONAL

EDUCATION IN HOME ECONOMICSI

Programs of Occupational Education in Home Econanics may be
approved when the following conditions are met:

. A need for Occupational Home Economics has been established
as evidenced through:

- A survey which shows that the opportunities for
employment in occupations involving Home Economics
knowledge and skills are sufficient to assure
placement of students after graduation either in
the school-cconnunity or within the caanuting area.

- A survey which shows that the tlaber of students who
are interested in home economics careers or occu-
pations is sufficient to justify the full-time
employment of an Occupational Home Economics teacher.

. School Administrators and School Boards believe the program
will have long-range educational val.u. and are able to
provide the facilities (space and equipment), instructional
materials and maintenance fund required to meet program
standard.-.

. Funds are available to reimburse the program from State-
Federal appropriations or local funds are available to
operate the program on a non-reimbursed basis.



DEVELoptverr OF OCWPATIONAL HOME ECONMICS PROGRAMS

IN HIGH SCHOOLS

. WHAT ARE THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES IN THE
ADMINISTRATION OF OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS
PROGRAMS IN HIGH SCHOOLS?

. WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE COURSE aFERINGS OF
OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IN HIGH SCHOOLS?

. WHAT PROCEVMS KAY BE USED -N DEVELOPING
OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS?

. HOW MAY EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION SE OBTAINED
THROUGH OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS?

. WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
AND HOW MAY THEY BE ORGANIZED?

. WHAT ARE THE PURPOSES OF RECORDS AND REPORTS
IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS?

. WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS FOR SPACE AND EQUIPMENT
FOR OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS?

. WHAT TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ARE USEFUL
IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS?

. WHAT RELATED EXPERIENCES MAY 8E PROVIDED TO
ENRICH THE OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAM?



OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS IN HIGH SC 1100LS

WHAT ARE THE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES IN TrIE ADMINISTRATION OF

OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS IN HIGH SCHOOLS?

The Occupational Home Economics program is administered under
local Boards of Education in the same administrative relationship
as the regular program of Vocational Home Economics and the same
general policies apply.

. Instructional Program For Occupational Home Economics

There shall be sufficient class tim and depth of content
to develop competencies required for employment in the
specific occupations for which training is provided.
Laboratory, field, and/or related work experiences shall
be 3-cluded as an integral part of the instructional
probrams.

. Facilities and Maintenance Fund

It is the responsibility of local Boards of Education to
provide space, equipment, library, and a maintenance fund
in keeping with the standards set up by the State Depart-
ment of Education. Supplementary and/or additional facili-
ties required will be determined by the particular courses
to be offered.

. Instructional Materials

The local Boards of Education are responsible for the
provision of instructional materials needed including
books, bulletins) periodicals, audio and visa l aids,
in keeping with the number of students enrolled in each
course.

. 3urse Credit

The Occupational Home Economics courses are credit
bearing counting toward graduation; 1 unit for single
class periods and 14 units for double class periods.

. Teacher's Salary

Salary reimbursement will be in keeping with the reim-
bursable salary schedule of the State Department of Education.

. Period I of Emphmitfa. Teachers

The reimbursed period of employment is ten calendar months.

Travel Reimbursement for Teachers

The travel fund for the teacher will be reimbursed from
the Vocational Division, State Department of Education,
in keeping with the travel budget.



. Qualifications of Teachers

The qualifications of teachers to be employed shall be
submitted to the State Supervisor, Home Economics Education,
State Department of Education for approval. The person is
expected to hold a minimum of a Class B Professional Cer-
tificate in Home Economics Education, and to have the com-
petencies and experiences necessary to carry out the
responsibilities of the job. Work experiences related to
the occupations for which training is provided contributes
to the competencies of the teacher. In order to achieve
expected competencies, the teacher may acquire these through
additional training and/or work experiences.

. Teacher's Schedule

It is expected that full-time will be devoted to the
Occupational Wee Economics program, and that time will
be scheduled during the school day for the following
duties and responsibilities:

- Conduct classes

- Counsel students

- Work with administrators, vocational and guidance

counselors in program development and in recruiting
students for Occupational Holm Economics classes.

- Develop yearly plans for the Occupational Home
Economics program

- Make occupational surveys in the community

- Develop job analyses as basis for course content

- Keep a weekly calendar of scheduled activities

- Make monthly reports

- File a record of the occupational objective for
each student

- Keep follow-up records of students' employment

- Work cooperatively with the local Bnployment Service

office in relation to surveys, recruitment and placement

- Organize and work with advisory committees

- Assist with FHA

. Qualifications of Students

Students may qualify for enrollment in Occupational Home
Economics in keeping with the following requirements:

- The Wiliam age of students shall be fourteen years

- For each student there must be, as a matter of record,

an occupational objective for which the course is

designed
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- There shall be reasonable prospects that the person
shall be available for employment after completion of
instruction

- Students shall be selected on the basis of interests,
aptitudes and personal traits relating to their
occupational objective

- Foundation courses in regular Vocational Home Economics
may be considered as prerequisites to enrollment in
Occupational Home Economics

. Occupational Objectives of the Students

The Occupational Hone Economics program is designed to
prepare students for employment in occupations involving
home economics knowledge and skills. Through the Foundation
Courses in Home Economics, exploratory study and counseling,
students have opportunities to decide on objectives directed
toward Home Economics careers or occupations. In keeping
with the 1963 Vocational Education Act, each student enrolled
in Occupational Home Economics courses is required to have an
occupational objective in home economics as a matter of record.
This objective may either be in relation to a specific occu-
pation, a cluster of closely related occupations in an occu-
pational field.

The students' objective at the beginning level in most cases
will be on a broad base. This objective will become in-
creasingly specific or may change as additional experiences
are gained and as depth instruction is provided in the
selected occupational fields. The course offerings in
Occupational Home Economics at the secondary level are
planned in relation to the following occupational objectives:

COURSE OFFERINGS

- Foundation Courses

. Basic Home Economics

. Advanced Home Economics

- Orientation Course

. Personal Development
and Management

OCCUFATIMALOBJECTIVE

. Home Economics

. World of Work

- Courses in Occupational Fields Occupations .in the

.1°"" TIETE-6E:

Chau Development

Clothing, Textiles
and Home Furnishings

Food Preparation
and Service

. Child Development Occupations

. Clothing, Textiles and Home
Furnishings Services

. Food Services



COURSE OFFERINGS

- Courses for Specific Occupations

. Child Development Occupations

. Commercial Sewing and
Alterations

. Floral Designing

. Commercial and Institutional
Food Preparation

. Serving Food Commercially

OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE

. Child Care Center Worker

. Alterer

. Sewing Machine Operator

. Drapery, Slipcover
Seamstress

. Floral Designer

. Food Service Worker

. Caterer Helper

. Salad Maker

. Baker Helper

. Short Order Cook

. fray Line Worker

. Waitress

. Hostess

. Pre - professional preparation . Professional Careers
in Home Economics

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE COURSE OFFERINGS OF OCCUPATIONAL HOME

ECONOMICS IN HIGH SCHOOLS?

Courses in Occupational Home Economics are based on information
obtained through an occupational survey conducted in 1965-66.
This survey was conducted by the Home Economics Supervisory Staff
and the Occupational Home Economics Teachers in tw enty-five pilot
programs. The purpose of the survey was to investigate the scope

of the employment opportunities in occupations involving home economics
knowledge and skills and to find what specific knowledge and skills
the employer expects of the employee. The findings of the survey
have been used in determining the kinds of courses to be offered
and the content of the courses.

The structure of offerings in Occupational Home Economics provides
variety from which administrators and teachers may select courses to
be offered considering:

. Job opportunities in school area

. Interests and objectives of students in careers in home economics,
specific occupational fields or specific, jobs involving home
economics knowledge and skills
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HIGH SGICOL COURSE OFFERINGS FOR OCCUPATIONAL HCME ECONOMICS PIOGRAMS

. Foundation Courses for Occupational Home Economics

- Basic Home Economics or Basic Preparatory course in
Occupational Home Economics

- Advanced Home Economics or Advanced Preparatory course
in Occupational Home Economics

. Orientation Courses for the World of Work

- Personal Development and Management

. Courses in Occupational Fields of Home Economics

- Child Development Occupations

- Clothing, Textiles and Home Furnishings Services

- Food Services

. Courses for Specific Occupations Involving Home Economics

Knowledge and Skills

- Child Development Occupations

- Commercial Sewing and Alterations

- Floral. Designing

- Commercial and Institutional Food Preparation

- Serving Food Commercially
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

Foundation Courses for Occupational Home Economics

Foundation courses in Home Economics may be offered as pre-
ites to the courses in Occupational Home Economics fields

courses which train for occupations involving Home Economics
knowledge and skills.

The purpose of the foundation courses is to help students who
have an occupational or career objective in Hone Economics to
become familiar with all of the broad fields of Wee Economics
from which to make a more specific occupational choice.
Students may be enrolled in occupational courses without having
had the foundation courses when a student has an established
goal in relation to a specific occupation.

The foundation courses may be offered on either a one year or
two year basis. The first course may be Basic Home Economics
or the Basic Preparatory Course in Occupational Home Economics.
The second level course may be Advanced Home Economics or the
Advanced Preparatory Course in Occupational Home Economics.

Orientation Courses for the World of Work

Personal Development and Management, a non-prerequisite course,
may be offered in grades 9 - 12, for two semesters, for anystmt (boy or girl) who is preparing for an occupation or an
occupational field. The purpose of the course is to help
students become more employable through helping them to develop
personality characteristics and establish habits of grooming,
human relations and management which contribute to job success.
The course is designed to help students develop a concept of the
world of work - its progress and expectations and to motivate
students to prepare themselves for it through analyzing and
pinning for their personal growth in keeping with their occu-
pational goals. The content is focused on knowledge of the
world of work; ways and means of developing one's potentialities;
and the management of one's resources of abilities, time, energy,
and properties to achieve occupational goals.

Courses in Occupational Fields of Home Economics

These two semester courses, which may be offered in grades
10 - 12, are designed for students who have indicated an
occupational preference for a particular field of Wee Economics,
It is expected that student interest in a specific field will
grow out of the instruction provided in the foundation course
or courses. These courses in Rue Economics fields may be
offered without pre-requisites to boys or to other students who
have specified occupational objectives in a particular field.
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High School preparatory comes may be offered in the following
fields:

. CHILD DEVEIDPNEtir OCCUPATIONS

. CUYIHING, Taws AND HINE FURNISHINGS SERVICES

. FOOD SERVICES

The purposes of these courses are to:

. Acquaint students with the role, structure and scope of
the particular field in the world of work.

. Help students gain an understanding of the nature of the
occupational expectations of the jobs and the wiz:went
opportunities in the particular field.

. Help students acquire basic !cacti ledge and skills involved
in occupations in the particular field.

. Help students develop the personal qualities which contri-
bute to success in the world of work with focus on the
particular field under study.

Descriptices of these preparatory courses are as follows:

CHILD DEVELOPNEW OCCUPATIONS

This course is described on pages 14-15. The course may be
classified as either an occupational field course or as a course
designed to prepare for a specific occupation.

PREPARATORY COME IN THE FIELD OF
CU/MING, TEXTILES AND 11316 FURNISHINGS SERVICES

This course is designed for high school stun ants who have an
occupational interest and;or objective in the field of Clothing,
Textiles and Home Furnishings Services. Four at on boxy economics
courses are reccemended as prerequisite to pt ilL who already
have specified occupational objectives in th5 s The
purpose of the course is to help students make an occupational
choice through acquainting them with the scope ox the field of
Clothing, Textiles and Home Furnishings Services and its contri-
butions to the well-being of people and society. This came
provides opportunities for students to analyze their personal
qualities, aptitudes and capabilities and to plan for their
personal development in relatirn to their occupational objectives
in the field of Clothing, Textiles and lbw Furnishings Servicees.
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The content includes the following concepts:

. The lieti al clothing, teAtitt4 and home imnishing4
&mace&

. Knowtedge and 411412.6 invotved in occupation& in the
tied al ctotliin9, tertite6 and home itiltniditing4
4eAvice&

. The wage eamet in them:AU al monk (in the (ietd
oi clothing, tentitea and home janni4hing4 4enmicea)

PREPARATORY COURSE IN THE
FIELD OF FOOD SWIMS

This course is designed for high school students who have an
occupational interest and/or objective in the field of Food
Services. Foundation home economics courses are recommended
as prerequisites. The course may be offered without pre-
requisites to pupils who already have specified objectives in
the field. The purpose of the coarse is to help students make
an occupational choice through acquainting them with the
occupational field of Food Services including its scope and
contributions to the well-being of people and society. Oppor-

tunities are provided through this course for students to
analyze their personal qualities, aptitudes and capabilities
and to plan for their personal development in relation to
their occupational objectives in the field of Food Services.
The content includes the following concepts:

. kientation to the field al load 4eAvice

. The load 4eAvice wicket in the woad oi monk

. Kneutedge and &ILIA .involved in occupation in
the geed al load 4etvice

Courses for Specific Occupations Involving Home Economics

Knowledge and Skills

These (two semester) courses, offered in grades 11 or 12,
provide training for specific occupations and/or job clusters
for students who have an occupational objective in a specific
occupation. These courses are considered advanced courses with
the foundation how economics courses and the course in the
respective field serving as a prerequisite for most students.
The prerequisites may be waived when the student has an es-
tablished objective in a specific occupation.
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The purpose of these courses is to prepare students for joss
at the entry level in the occupation of their choice. The
courses herein described are based on the occupations and/or
job clusters in which there seem to b- employment opportunities
in most sections of Alabama as indicated in the 19646 occu-
pational survey. (See page 10) These courses are:

. CHILD DEVEWPNENT OCCUPATIONS

. 0314ERCIAL SEWING AND ALTERATIONS

. FLORAL DESIGNING

. OC801ERCIAL AND DISTIIUTICEIAL FCOD PREPARATION'

. SERVING FOOD OCMERCIALLY

Descriptions of these courses are as follows:

CRUD DEVELCENENT OCCUPATIONS
OW semester course)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH
JOB JOB

TITLE RESPGNSIBILITII3

E OROVIDES TRAINING
PLANS OF
13IPLOYNINT

Child Care Center
Worker, D.O.T. No.
359.878, which
includes: teacher
in nursery school
nursery school
attendant; play-
room attendant

Assists with the
routines and play
activities of the
children under the
direction and
supervision of the
teachers and directors.
Assists the teacher
or director in caring
for the needs of the
children.

Child Day Care
Centers

Nursery Schools

Kindergartens

Baby Sitting
Services

Pediatric Services

Children's Hospitals

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCE/ENT

Through experience and/or additional training, persons may
advance to jobs involving managerial, supervisory and/or
teaching responsibilities.
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Through post secondary education programs offered at the
Junior College and/or Vocational Trade and Technical Schools,
courses may be taken which will prepare individuals for sub-
professional employment as teacher assistants, assistants to
directors and and care attendants. At the professional
level (4 years of college preparation) a person may become a
director of child development centers, teacher of early
childhood education or head teacher in child development
centers.

COURSE DESCRIPTION,

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employ-
ment at the entry level in jobs related to the field of Child
Devel. t which involve the care and guidance of children.
Iltrou:, this course opportunities will be provided for students
to become acquainted with the significance and scope of occu-
pations in the Child Development field and to acquire knowledge
and skills appropriate to entry level jobs. The content
includes .the following concepts:

. Signigewiee of the gad of &Ltd deuetopnott

. Scope oi oempationat oppontAinithe4 in the geed oi
eltad deuetopnott

. Peneonat quer-Lau AAA contlabute to job swami
in the getd oi chUd development

. Knowledge of human development a4 *dated to
emptoyment ke.sponaibit:ttial deuetopent
eentena

. Meaning oi Wed cane and guidance in war/ ekitdhood
abAeation

. Child deuetopnent eentvie a4 tabonatonies jon teaming

. tesAning about &Minn timouah ob4eAvation and
paictieipation

. The note oi the teaeheic-aide gut &Ltd devetorment
eentrns

. Emptoovent iaetous in *dation to teacher -aides
deuetopnent exams
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0214ERCIAL SEWING AND ALTERATIONS
(to semester course)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH COURSE PROVIDES TRAINING
JOB JOB PLACES OF

TITLE RESICESSIBILITIES INPLOYNENT

Alterer, D. O. T. Fits, alters and
No. 785.281 repairs clothing

Sewing Machine
Operator, D. 0. T.
No. 787.782

Drapery, Slip-
cover Seamstress,
D. O. T. No.
787,782

Makes apparel

Makes draperies
and slipcovers

Cleaners

Dress shops

Department stores

Sewing shops

Garment factories

Interior design cad
Dome furnishings
establishments

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVINCOENT

Through experience and/or additional training, persons may
advance to jobs of managers, supervisors, designers, examiners,
technicians, buyers, estimaters, instructors and/or consultants.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employment
at the entry level in jobs which require knowledge and skills
of commercial sewing and alterations. Through this course
opportunities will be provided for students to learn how to
perform the basic construction processes used in cosmercial
sewing, including both hand and machine sewing. The course
content includes the following conctets:

Nam and scope of the occupation of connteiteint
seamatitoss

Op./Lotion oi povJelt setting madame

. Flementa oi detion and ptineiptee of artt mated
coveititetat sexing and afteitation
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. Inguence od texttte4 on onethod4 cd coma/suction and
techniques od atteJtoti.on

. Ski lea rin conatuction pfwet44e4 used comwAaiat
sewing fmac.hine and hand awing)

. SUM basic oltetation tedvaques sequined od a
conmeAciat zeanostices.s

. Knowtedge and 411.Lets involved in designing and making
stipeovens, ditapvties, auttaina, bedopttelds and
eovettot%

. Use, cake and itoitage od eq involved in Apecidie
tasks in conmestant sewing

. Knoweedge and Mulls in nonagement o6 tooth in
eannaciat .set g

. Knmetedge o6 the background oi the appanet nanudactuking
industAy

. Conneitc.iat semnstotess in the won.ed od cool&

FLORAL DESIGNING
(One or two semester course)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR *UCH COURSE PROVIDES TRAININV
JOB PLACES OF

RESPONSIBILITIES
l

BNPLOYMEff
JOB
TITLE

Floral Designer, Designs and fashions
D. 0. T. No. floral pieces and
142.081 decorations. Makes

corsages and bouquets.
Plans floral settings.
Cares for plants and
flowers

Floral Cogenies

Flower Shops

OPFORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Through experience and increased artistic skill persons may
advance to higher paying positions in floral establishments
or may become managers.
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the course is to help students develc:1 knowledge
and skills involved in floral designing which will prepare them
for jobs in this field. The Japanese and English influence on
floral design is the basis of the course. The course content
includes the following concepts:

. *tuft and Awe etc the occupation oif gout deagnet

. The Japanese and &gash inituenee on gout detagn

. Knowledge and Akitt4 invoZved hi gout design

. The ant co; amanging permanent itouem

. The tat of pt ant arrangement

. The ant of making cot:sages and &neva dosigna

. The gout deagnek in the woad oi ataAk

COMMUMEAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FOOD PREPARATION
{Two semester course)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH COURSE PROVIDES TRAINING

TITLE

Food Service
Worker or Cook
Helper, D. 0. T.
No. 317.887

Caterer Helper,
D. O. T. /43.

319.874

Salad Maker,
D. O. T. No.

317.884

JOB
RESPONSIBILITIES

Assists with preparation
of food; weighs and
measures ingredients,
cleans cooking utensils

Prepares and serves
food and refreshments
at social affairs under
supervision of caterer.
Arranges tables and
decorations

PLACES OF
EMPLOYMENT

Prepares salads, salad
dressings, appetizers,

sandwich fillings, cold
plates and some desserts.

Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Catering Services

Hotels

Restaurants

School and College
Food Services

Child Care Centers

Office and Business
Cafeterias



ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH COURSE FROMM TRAINING (CONTINLED)

EMPLOY/SC

Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Catering Services

Betels

Baker Helper, Assists baker by
D. 0. T. No. measuring ingredients
313.884 mixing, lamaing and

shaping dough for
breads, rolls, muffins
or biscuits

Short Order Prepares and cooks to
Cook, D. O. T. order all kids of
No. 314.381 foods requiring only

a short time to pre-
pare. Nay carve seas
and fill orders fro,

steam table.

Tray Line Worker, Prepares, assembles
D. 0. T. No. and delivers food trays
355.878 to hospital patients

and return trays to
kitchen. Sets up food
in cafeteria ening
line.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADvPNcEPENT

Through experiences and/or additional training, perSOM say
advance to jobs involving supervisory or managerial responsi-
bilities. Post high school offered at the State

Vocational Trade and Technical Is and Junior Colleges
any be taken to prepare individuals for semi-professional

jobs as food service supervisors, dining room supervisors,
tray line supervisors or school lunch managers. At the
professional level (4 years of college and 1 year internship)
a person may became a dietitian.

Restaurants

Office and Business

Cafeterias

COURSE DESCRIPTION,

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employ-

ment at the entry level in jobs require knowledge and

skills in commercial and institutional food preparation.
Through this course opportunities will be provided for students
to learn techniques of quantity food preparation and safe

operation of quantity food equipment. The course content
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ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH COURSE PROVIDES TRAINING (CONTINUED)

TITLE

Baker Helper,
D. O. T. No.
313.884

Short Order
Cook, D. 0. T.
No. 314.381

Tray Line Worker,
D. O. T. No.
355.878

Assists baker by
measuring ingredients
mixing, kneading and
shaping dough for
breads, rolls, muffins
or biscuits

Prepares and cooks to
order all kinds of
foods requiring only
a short time to pre-
pare. My carve meats
and fill orders from
steam table.

Prepares, assembles
and delivers food trays
to hospital patients
and return trays to
kitchen. Sets up food
in cafeteria serving
line.

OPIMMENT

Hospitals

Nursing Homes

Catering Services

Hotels

Restaurants

Office and Business
Cafeterias

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT

Through experiences and/or additional training, persons may
advance to jobs involving supervisory or managerial responsi-
bilities. Post high school programs offered at the State
Vocational Trade and Technical Schools and Junior Colleges
may be taken to prepare individuals for semi-professional
jobs as food service supervisors, dining room supervisors,
tray line supervisors or school lunch managers. At the
professional level (4 years of college and 1 year internship)
a person may became a dietitian.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for employ-
ment at the entry level in jobs require knowledge and
skills in commercial and institutional food preparation.
Through this course opportunities will be provided for students
to learn techniques of quantity food preparation and safe
operation of quantity food equipment. The course content
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includes the following concepts:

. 08.1antation to iced aeicvice avock as a casceeic

. Pemonat quatifiestiona that conftibute to Auce6S4

. Nutit,:tiOn

. Sniag 6o* good Amite coo/them

. Hygiene and eanitation

. Cahe and opetation 06 kitchen equipment

. Management o4 time, eneagg and ptopeAtieds *dating
to Good 4envue

. Quantity good pupa/cation

. Food coat and potion contact

C aft.ta opporatinitie4 in good deAviet that azquiae
luAthea. taaining and expeAienc.e

. Getting and holding the. /tight job in good 4eAvice

. Made and ptoleasiotwt oaganizationa An good wwice

SERVING FOOD ONERCIALLY
(One or two semester course)

ENTRY LEVEL JOBS FOR WHICH COURSE PROVIDES TRAINI
JOB JOB PLACES OF
TITLE RESPONSIBILITIES EMPLOYMENT

Waitress, D. O. T. Presents menu to patron Restaurants
No. 311.878 answers questions and

makes suggestions re- Dining Rooms
garding food and service
Takes orders for food. Tea Rooms

Serves food to patrons.
Totals bill of patron Coffee Shops
and accepts payment or
refers person to the
cashier.
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OPPOWILNITIES FOR ADVPNCENENT

Through experience and/or additional training, persons may advance
to jobs of head waiter, head waitress, hostess or cashier.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this course is to prepare students for the specific
occupation of serving food commercially in entry level jobs.
Through this course opportunities will be provided for the students
to learn the basic knowledge and skills of the occupation through
study and related experiences. 'fl course content includes the
following concepts:

. Oppontwatie jox empeosment in amino good eannvaiatty

. Coottabution of twining to job mamma in miming good
connenciatty

. Retationakip of the health mactieea of good aenvice
petsonnet to the meet-being and health of people

. Smatatian pnaetieea .'ut aenving good eonownelatty

. Homan Adationa in waging good coorneneiatty

. Petsonat gitooming

. Oevetopment og eharon and poUe

. /case knotatedge and Akitt4 .involved in iseAving good
con entiatty

. Retationakip of mkt of good avatiee opeution to
me= place

. Mena planning and natation

. Rowe* amangement and iseasonat deco/tat-Lona

. Money - handling

. Applying jot a job
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MT PROCEDURES NAY SE USED IN DEVELOPING OCCUPATIONAL NONE

ECONOMICS PROGRAMS?

The following procedures an suggested when developing both new
and on-going programs of Occupational Wee Economics:

. Analyze present school and community situation in relation

to Occupational Home Economics

- Study information collected locally in relation to
possible employment opportunities in occupations that
involve home economics kno.iledge and skills.

- Consider developments or changes which any have occurred
since the last survey was made and/or those anticipated
that will influence the occupational offerings (establish-
ment or discontinuance of business or industry, changes
in teaching perwmmel, facilities, etc.)

- Detennino possibilities for course offerings considering:

Job opportunities in the school area

- - Interests and objectives of students in home economics

careers and/or occupational fields involving home
economics kn ow ledge and skills

. Study curriculum materials available from Home Economics

Service, Vocational Division, State Department of Education

. Determine courses to be offered based on information obtained

. Develop the curriculum for the course or courses to he offered

- State clear-cut objectives for each course in relation to

over-all accomplishments to be achieved during the year.

- Analyze the job as a basis for course content

- Plan course content and teaching experiences based on the

performance requirements Gob analysis) of the occupation
for which training is offered.

- Include in the lemming experiences sufficient field,

laboratory and/or work experiences to assure the develop-
ment of competencies required in the occupation.
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- Select instructional materials including references
( books, bulletins, pamphlets, periodicals) audio and
visual aids, etc.

- Evaluate the present facilities (space and equipment)
in relation to the course objectives and plan for
additional facilities as needed.

Establish criteria for determining when a student is
ready to be recommended for employment.

. Organize a plan for job placement and follow-up including forms

for keeping records on placement and an evaluation of job success

Maintain records which will reflect whether students trained
enter and follow the occupation for which they have been
trained.

. Consider selecting 'committees made up of persons having knowledge

of or interests and skills in the occupational field or fields

which may be utilized in program development,

Information on advisory committees and how they may be
organized may be found on pages 28-30.

HOW MAY EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION BE OBTAINED THROUGH OCCUPATIONAL

SURVEYS?

Making occupational surveys is an expected part of the Occupational
Home Economics program in Alabama, since a quality program is
rooted in the kinds of jobs available and the expectations of

persons employed in these jobs.

. Purpose of Occupational Surveys

The purpose of occupational surveys is to secure information
on the local level to serve as a basis for program planning
locally, and/or to bring information up-to-date.

. Scheduling Time for Hakilgurveys

It is expected that the Occupational Home Economics teacher's

schedule will include time within the school day to make surveys
and keep them current. Some of the information obtained may be
used immediately in the local program and other information will
have long range meanings and implications for program planning
on a geographical area or State basis.
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Instructions and Forms Available

Instructions and forms for making occupational surveys are
available to teachers from the State Supervisor, Home Economics
Education, State Department of Education, Montgomery, Alabama
as follows:

. Directions for Making Home Economics Occupational
Surveys in Local Comities

. 0ES1 List of Local Sources of Employment in the
Fields of Child Develorem Services; Clothing,
Textiles and Home Furnishings Services; Food

Services; and Home and Institutional Services

. 0E-S2 Interview-Survey of Opportunities for Employ-

sant in Local Businesses

. 0E-S3 Information-Survey on a Specific Occupation
Involving Home Economics Knowledge and Skills

. 0E-S4 Summary of Occupational Opportunities Surveyed
in the Locality in the Field of

. OE -SS Summary of Information-Survey on a Specific
Occupation

. Survey Planning Process

The planning process for making surveys will include decision
making on:

- Methods to be used in obtaining occupational data:

The cstionnaire method - is the use of a form
mai to an vi or business for the purpose
of obtaining information. Since employers may be

besieged with requests of this kind, the request

may be ignored or answered in a sketchy manner. The

data may thus be scerce or incomplete.

The rsonal interview method - is widely used and

is recamoendea, since it 'Ws to focus the attention

of the employer on the task of furnishing information
and involves less work on his part than the question-

naire method. Since the interviewer is able to

explain fully the purposes of the survey and the kind

of information desired, the data is usually more

complete and accurate than that obtained on question-

naires.

i
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- Extent and scope of the survey

- Geographical area to be surveyed

- Type of industries or businesses to be surveyed

- Specific occupations to be studied

- Specific data to be obtained on the particular
occupation or occupations to be surveyed

- Time schedule for all portions of the survey

- Plan for tabulating and analyzing the data

. Information to be Obtained Through Surveys

GENERAL INFORMATION on present and potential employment of
workers in specific occupational categories including
replacement and growth needs is as follows:

- How many persons are employed for the specific job
being surveyed?

- ititat is the anticipated increase in the number of
employees?

- Is there any anticipated drop-off in the number of
employees?

- What is the turn-over annually?

- In what occupations are workers in especially short
supply?

- Mat are the present sources of supply used by the
employers to find new workers?

- How do employers get people to fill their vacancies?

- Does the
of job?

enployer have many applications to fill this

tYPe

What is the miter and the type of employed workers
who need training to update and/or upgrade their
skills and knowledge?

- What would be the opportunity for advancement after
further training is received?

4--



SPECIFIC INFORMATION on present and potential employment
of workers in occupational categories including replace-
ment and growth needs is as follows:

- Data concerning expectations of the employee in
specific occupations

-- What are the responsibilities of the worker?

-- What are the requirements of the job?

(tat are the duties of the worker, or what
are the specific requirements concerning
health, etc?)

-- What are the skills, abilities and personal
qualities needed?

-- What information is the worker required to

know?

- - What are some canton problems with employees
that training programs can help to solve?

- Data on training for the job

- - What training are provided by the
employer (on e job and/or pre-training)?

-- Could some or most of the training be done in
an occupational training course?

-- *mid the employer be more willing to employ a
trained person?

-- Would the employer be willing to pay an increased
salary to workers if they were trained?

-- Would the employer be it ".rested in having a
person (student or learnee) as a trainee?

- Data on policies, practices and conditions of employment

-- What is the rate of pay?

--Mat are the working hours?

-- Mat are the fringe benefits?

uniforms sick leave vacations

insurance retirement overtime
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-- *at are the opportunities for promotion?

*at are the age limitations?

. Sources of Help in Makitcupational Surven

- The State Employment Service in the local community
is a source of help in supplying data which has already
been collected and in advising and assisting with plans
for surveys, including what data shall be sought and
how to organize the findings in order to make them useful
for program planning purposes.

- Members of the State Supervisory Staff in Home Economics
are available for assistance in setting up the survey,
analyzing the findings, and determining the implications

for program planning.

- Counselors and other vocational personnel may provide
information already collected, and may advise on plans
for conducting surveys.

Advisory committee members may help as individuals and
as a in planning and conducting the survey and
in use of the findings in program development.

WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF ADVISORY CONAITTEES AND HON NAY THEY SE

ORGANIZED?

Advisory committees serve as commaticating links between Occu-
pational Home Economics programs and the people they serve.
The involvement of members of the community with the program is
vital for the program's success. Advisory committees make it

possible for interested people to give counsel and advise in the
development and operation of an Occupational Home Economics program
that will fulfill its purposes in the school-comaimity.

PutPOISOLAdmiSaryCOMMittees

- Serve as a him group for the school and comamity
for Occupational Home Economics

- Secure and analyze information concerning opportunities

for emplooyment

- Assist in interpreting the program to the general public
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- Assist in clarifying and strengthening relationships
with inential employers, such as homemakers, business,
industry, health, welfare, and other community agencies

- Advise as needed in relation to the program objectives,
course content, and new directions in relation to the
competencies expected in the occupation or field for
which the training being offered

- Provide supplementary instructional materials

- Develop rapport between Vocational Eaumtion programs
and business and industry

- Develop plans for the growth and expansion of the
Occupational Moe Economics program

- Help determine the occupations for which training
is needed

- Assist with the evaluation of the program

. Suggested Personnel for Advismionnwittees

- SCUP% INISTRATORS -- to interpret the educational
objectives and policies and to provide guidance and
counsel to the committee

- REPRESENTATIVES FPM BUSINESS AND INEUSITC/ to provide
information on the need for trained employees and the
expectations of the jobs

- 3HE ISIPLOYMENTT SERVICE -- to provide information from
occupational analyses and to conduct tests to determine
aptitudes for employment and interests in occupational
fields

- DEPARTMENTS OF MALIN ANWOR PENSIONS AND SECURITY -- to
identify services needed by families, nursing homes and
other groups in the commality

- WHEN (Homemakers and Women in Business and Professions)
-- to identify services homemakers desire and are willing
to pay for and to identify jobs as assistants to r
fessionals for which tubing may be provided

- OTHER TFACHING PERSONNEL -- other Vocational personnel,

guidance counselors and faculty members who have special
interests or abilities in relation to the occupation, 1
program and can assist with program development



- OIHERS -- journalists, public officials, radio and TV
commentators, civic cl..ib representatives, representatives
^£ amber of Commerce, study clubs, etc. to interpret
the program to the general public and to provide support
for the program

. Suggestions anizin Advisoa Committees

- Organize advisory cork iittees in the initial stages of

the program

- Seek help from Principal or Superintendent in selection

of committee members

- Send written letter of invitation to serve on the
adviry committee to potential members. This letter
might be appropriately sent from the Principal or
Superintendent

- Explain in the appointment letter the functions of
members of the advisory committee and term of service

- Organize committees to include a c7,-irmmt and recorder

- Plan clear-cut agendas following a definite purpose for

every committee meeting. Begin and end committee
meo'..lags on time

- Send a copy of minutes of each meeting to committee
members

WHAT ARE THE PURPOSES AND KINDS OF RECORDS AND REPORTS REQUIRED

IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS?

Records and reports are a required part of the Occupational Home

Economics program to serve legal and program development purposes
as follows:

. Legal Purposes of Records and Reports,

- To provide evidence that public funds which support the
programs have been used in keeping with the legal pro-
vision for the use of such funds

- To report the accomplishments of the program as a basis
for program evaluation and development
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. Teacher Use of Records and Reports

- Provide a history of the program

- Report and evaluate program accomplishments on a
periodic basis

- Investigate changes and improvements in program
instruction and offerings

- Use in interpreting the program

Ascertain the extent to which the program is
accomplishing its purposes through follow-up records
OR employment and job success of former students

. Kinds of Records and Reports in Occupational Home Economics

Programs

- Teacher Reports

- - Schedule for Occupational Education in Home
Economics Program

rolans for the Program of Occupational Education
in Home Economics (Program of Work)

-- Monthly Program Report of Occupational Home
Economics Teacher

Manthly Financial Report

Wee117 Calendar for Teacher of Occupational
'dome. Pxonomics (Scheduled activities away from
sctic-t.1 during school hours)

- - Record of Home Economics Instruction (for each
class)

Summary of Pupil Data

Stanuary Record of Pupils' Occupational Objectives

Pupil Placement and Follow-up Records on Bnployment

- Pupil Records

-- Pupil Data

- - Occupational Objective

- - Supervised Experiences in Home Economics
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. Supply

Records and report forms may be secured from the State
Supervisor, Home Economics Education, Montgomery, Alabama
36104.

WHAT ARE THE STANDARDS FOR SPACE AND EQUIPMENT FOR OCCUPATIONAL

UWE ECONOMICS DEPARTMENTS?

Standards for space and equipment for the courses in Occupational
Nome Economics are determined in keeping with the specific courses
offered as follows:

. Foundation and Orientation Course,- require standard space
and equipment used for the regular Home Economics programs.

. Courses in Occupational Fields and Specific Occupations -
require special equipment and facilities in keeping with
the objectives of the course and may be provided in the
school and/or columnity.

Information concerning space and equipment standards for specific
courses may be obtained fram the State Supervisor, Home Economics
Education, State Department of Education, Montgomery, Alabama.
The services of the State Home Economics Supervisory Staff are
available to assist School Administrators with the planning of
facilities and selection of equipment for Occupational Nome
Economics programs.

WHAT TYPES OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ARE USEFUL IN OCCUPATIONAL

HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS?

Instructional materials are an integral part of the instructional
program of Occupational Home Economics. These materials provide
the background for learning and are media for challenging and
stimulating students to learn. Since Occupational Hone
is a new program, only a limited supply of published material
(books and bulletins) is available for class use. Therefore, it

is necessary to rely on other forms of instructional materials for
information that will increase the knowledge and understanding of
the students. 'types of instructional materials that would be
useful in Occupational Home Economics programs are as follows:

. Published Materials

- Books

- Bulletins
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. Visual Aids

- Displays (commercial and creative displays)

- Bulletin Boards

- Chalk Boards

- Flannel Boards

- Magnetic Boards

- Charts (commercial and creative charts)

- Graphs ( commercial and creative graphs)

Mbdels

- Pictures

- Posters

. Audio-Visual Equipment

- Overhead Projectors *

- Filmstrip and Slide Projectors *

- Mbyte Projectors

- Record Players

- Opaque Projectors

* Recommended equipment for each department

WHAT OCCUPATIONAL EXPERIENCES MAV BE PROVIDED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL

PROGRAM?

It is expected that experiences in relation to the particular occu-
pation will be provided to enrich the Occupational Home Economics
program and to contribute directly to the attainment of the occu-
pational objective of the students enrolled. Occupational
experiences are to be planned in keeping with the course objectives
to include experiences, such as:

. Demonstrations

. Laboratory experiences

. Field trips

. Work experience

. Participation in special community or school proJects
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TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR BECOMING A REGISTERED X-RAY TECHNICIAN

The following requirements must be met to become a Registered
X-Ray Technician.

(1) Attend an approved school of X-ray technology a
minimum of 24 months.

(2) Pass an examination given by The American Registry
of X-ray Technicians.

There are presently 670 approved schools of X-ray Technology,
including five in Alabama. Complete information - such as
entrance requirements, locations, and expenses, may be obtained
by writing to the following address:

Executive Director
The American Registry of X-Ray Technicians
2600 Wayzata Boulevard
Minneapolis 5, Minn.
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HOW TO USE THIS STUDY GUIDE AND RECORD OF PROGRESS

The student's record of progress is kept on the Trade Analysis and
Progress Record page. Progress "on-the-job" is kept in the column
headed "Job Progress", and related study progress is kept in the
adjoining column headed "Related Study",

The four step method of training is used in developing the skills of a
trade or occuaption, A record of all these steps for each job is kept
in the squares in the column below "Learning Status" (Steps), opposite
a specific job.

A dot in the center of the square indicates a student is in
F-1 the first step; that of observing the job being done, No
: other mark is made in this square as long as the student

remains in this step.

VA diagonal line across the same square indicates the
--; student is in the second step; that of helping perform

the job under instruction.

Two diagonal lines across the same square indicates that
the student la in the third step; that of doing the job
under supervision.

The square filled in solid indicates that the student has
reached the fourth step; that of a satisfactory level of
accomplishment. The date when this accomplishment has
been reached is placed in the column "Date Objective
Reached", opposite the specific job.

On the day the student has read all the references and has written
the answers to all of the questions, for a specific job, the student
places this date in the column headed "Date Completed", opposite this
job. The grade made on the test on this job is entered in the adjoin-
ing square headed "Test Grade".

The word "Information" will be found in the "Job Progress" column for
all information lessons, When all references have been read and all
answers to the question have been written, for a specific information
lesson, the student places the date of completion in the "Date Completed"
column, opposite this lesson number. The grade made on the test on
this lesson is entered in the square headed "Test Grade".

Ms student should read all references before writing the answers to
questions, The essay type of answers which are required for most questions
have every definite value as they will help the student form the habit of
giving clear-cut, definite answers or explanations. Only a few references
and a few questions have been listed on each job sheet to teach the
student how to study the literature pertaining to his occupation.



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS RECORD

___ _ _____ _ _

Learning
Status
(Steps)

Date Date
Objective
Reached

Com-

Plated

Test
Grade

1 Fundamentals of Magnet ism and r.WMElectricit inf

2 7 , X-ra, Tube Inf.

3 Characteristics of Zrays Inf. IIII

Care for,the Fluoroscopic Screen I

5 Re o nize Film

6 Na tain Diagnostic Eauipment

Se u Diagnostic A Paratus

Practice Safety

III Take Radiograph of MI,

0 Take Radiograph of Femur

1 Ta e Radiograph of Knee

2 Take Radiograph of Le and Mktg.

3 Take Radiograph of Foot

Take Radiograph of OS Calcis Neel

Take Radiograph of Toes

6 Take Radiograph of Clavicle

1 Take Radiograph of Shoulder

I8 Take Radiograph of Numerous

9 lake Radigpraph of Elbow

fo Take Radiograph of Forearm

,1 Take Radiolra,h of Wrist

Take Radiograpn of Finger

23 i Take Radiograph of Child's Chest, :



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROZRESS RECORD

NO. JOBS AND INFORMATION LESSONS JOB PROGRESS RELATED

1 Date
Com,

Dieted

STUDY
[Test

Grade

l

111

/II

1111

Learning
Status
_Maps)

Date
Obje tve

Reached

Tak Radiograph of Adult "'hest

Take .adiolr h of ult 'hest for

Rib Detail

26 Take RadiographdAdult Chest .

Heart Detail

1111 Take Radiogrash of Barium Swallow

.8 Make an Muer G./ Series

IIII
1

29 Take Radio:ra.h of Barium Enema

30 Take RadiograPh_of Ca_l B1 -dde

31 Take Radiograph of dnevs ete s

and Bladder

32 Make an Intravenous ivelotraph

3 ke a RetroArade Pvelograph

111
11111

Make Pelvimetrv_

_ -ke , .,dio.rah f the Skull

_}lake a Radismaph of the Sinuses

IAL,

37

Information Sheet-Sinusesa Lateral

!ske a Radiograph of the Mastoids

li

38

formation Sheet- e Mastoids

Make a Radiograph of.lbe Temmero-

Maudibular Joints

&twat& ox i..._a recta Bones

40 Make a Radiograph of the Nasal Bones

41 Make a RaZiogroh of the Orate



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS RECORD

NO. JOBS AND INFORMATION LESSONS JOB PROGRESS RELATED STUDY
Learning'
Status Objective
Ifteros)1 Reached

Date ! Test
Com i Grade
Alatmf

141a I Information Sheet-Frontal Bone

14

2 Make a Radiograph of the Mandible

43 Make a Radiograph of thcf. Cervical Spin

44 Make a Radtogiaph of the Dorsal Spinel__

45 Make = Radiograph o t.e amber Sine

4 Mak- a Radiogrartja.Sacrum and COCent

47 Make a Radiograph of the Pelvis

Make a Radiograph of Hip Nailing

ke a Bronchogram .

SO

Mill

Malu. a Mvelpgram

Make an Intravenous Cholangiognms

!ill

MillLocate

1111

ke a Cholecystomm

L Foreign Body in the

/nf.E hies

IIIII

11111

11111



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS RECORD

JOBS AND INFORMATION LESSONS JOB PROGRESS IRELATED STUDY

Learning
Status
''(Stets)

Date
Objective
Reached

Date
Com-
,feted

Test
Grade

1 Fundamentals of Magnet ,. nd

Electricity Inf.

3

11.__44&gxj-rtTthg Inf

Characteristics of Xrays
1

4 Care for titlaUSOWSMoi&LAWen

5 R-cognize Film

Maintain Diagnostic Ecuipment

Set u, Dia. ostic A ,aratus

8 Practice Safety

NITake Radictraoh of Hip

0 Take Radiogr: h of Femur

±,e Radiograph Kn-e

IITake Radiograph _ :.d Ankle

IIIITake Radiograph Loo

1111 Take Radiograph of OS Calcis (Heel)

Tak Radio -_ h of Toes

T a k e diograph of Cl v c e

Tak- Rad ograph f S oulde

'.ke Radiograph o: Brous

9 Take Radiograph of Elbow

0 Take Rad o. a.h of 'ori: ,1

Take Radiszaph 1 Wrist

2 Take Radiograph of Finger

3 _ Take Radiograph of_Chites Chest . .



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS RECORD

1

NO. JOBS AND INFORMATION LESSONS JOB PROGRESS
i

RELATED STUDY

I

Learning
Status
Ste.s

Date
Objective
Reached

Date 'Test
Com. !Grade'
plated I

11 Take Radiograph sf Adult Cheat

25 L Take Radiograph of Adult Chest for

Rib Detail MINI
i

6 Take Radio:ra.h of Adult CM, for OM
Heart Detail ME

27 Take Radio:raPh of Barium Swallow

28 Make an Upper G.l. Series IMM 1

29 Take Radiograph of Barium Enema NM
30 Take Radio ra i h of B adder IMI

e Radio ra h of Kidneys Ureters IIIII

INand Bladder

Make an Intravenous ',elo:raph EM
IIIII

MI
33 Make a Retro rade elo ra h

34 e Pelvimetry

Ma e a Radiop,:a h of he Skull MI
MINI36 I Make a RadiograOk_of the Sinuses

36a forma ion Sheet-Sinuses Lateral

Ma a Radio ra.h .f .- o .-

37a Information Shea -Th- Mastoids

111138 Make a Radiograph_ of be Tempero- MEM
I

PIIIIMMININIIIMINIPM
40

Mandibular Joints Mimi.
Ma e a Radio:ra.h of the Nasal Bones

111111111111111M41 lip a Radiograph of the Orbits i



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS RECORD

NO JOBS AND IN ORMATION LESSONS JOB .', SS RELATED slum 1

Lear:Ural! Date
Status lObjective
Ste s Reached

Date ! Test
Com- t Grade

eted'

4 Info nation Sheet-Frontal Bone

Make a Radiogra2b-of the Mandible

43 Make a Radiopra h of the Caryl al S ine

4 Nak a Radio raph_of the Dorsal Spine I

5 Make a RadiugraPh of the Limb r S ine

11111111

ke a Radiograk of Sacrum and Coccyx

47 Make a Radiograph of the Pelvis

Make a Radio ra h of Ei Nailin

9 Make a Branchogram

50 Make a Welogram

5l Make at Intravenous Cholamkimmun

2 ke a Cholecvstogram

3 Locate a Forei n Hods _in the Eve

4 Ethics



OCCUPATION AGENCY

STUDENT'S DAILY RECORD

Data List the Job
Numbers Per-
formed the Pre-
v ous f ernoon

List the References
Read in the Related Class
by Symbols and Pages

List the Numbel
of the Job
Studied Today

1

1
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A
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111 '111INII
Job 1

Laeoading; DATE
PERFORMANCE RELATED STUDY REFERENCES READ
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XRT - Glossary
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1. Define: (a) Matter, (b) Energy, (c) Molecule, (d) Atm,
(e) Kinetic energy, (f) Pontential energy, (g) Nucleus
(h) Ion.

2. State the law of conservation of mass and energy.

3. In what states does matter exist?

4. What do we call the simplest form of matter which cannot be
futher broken up or subdivided?

5. Of what do atoms consist?

6. Describe briefly the structure of the atom.

7. What happens when an atom either gains or loses one or more
electrons?

8. What are the three ways in which electricity may be produced?

9. What can be said about the makeup or similarity of all
electrons?

10. What effect does the negative charge on one electron have
upon the positive charge on one proton?

11. What happens when a silk cloth is rubbed on a glass rod?

12. What is said to be the result of electrons being permitted to
flow along a conductor?

13. Describe briefly the conditions necessary for the produc-
tion of an electric current.

14. What is meant by direct current (D.C.)?

15. Under what conditions will an electric current flow along
a conductor?
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16. What is meant by electric current?

17. What is meant by electromotive force?

18. What is the unit used to measure the rate of flow of
electricity?

19. what is the unit of electric resistance called?

20. What is the unit of electric pressure or electromotive
force called?

21. In what units is electric power or rate of doing work rated?

22. Describe briefly alternating current (A.C.)

23. If the voltage requirements for an establishment are low,
what may be done?

24. what voltages are required by X-ray machines and how are
the needs met?

25. What is the short method of referring to thousands of volts
and thousandths of amperes?

26. What is a magnet?

27. What did the Ancients call magnets?

28. Describe the perculiar properties of behavior of a magnet.

29. What is a theory as to the cause of magnets behaving as
they do?

30. What is a transformer?

31. Describe a transformer as used in the X-ray machine.
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FOR - 9-12
XRT - 39,40

1. How are x-ray produced?

2. What are the 3 essential parts of a modern X -ray tube?

3. Describe the structure of the X-ray tube.

4. What is the purpose of the molybdenum focusing cup?

5. Why is the anode angle slightly away from the cathode?

6. The anodes of diagnostic X-ray tubes may be one of what
two types?

7. What is the purpose of the metal shield which surrounds the
tube?

8. Why is special oil placed between the glass tube and the
shielding?

9. What is the purpose of heating the cathode in the X-ray tube?

10. What occurs when a very high potential (thousands of volts)
is applied to the two X-ray tube components?

11. What will increase the speed of electrons created in the vacuum

12. What results from an increase of the speed of electrons in
the tube?

13. Why must heat be conducted away from the tube as efficiently
as possible?

14. Describe a method used to carry heat away from the tube.

15. What determines the size and shape of the focal spot, whether
small, medium or large?

16. In what way does the size of the focal spot affect the
quality of the X-ray image?
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1. Define X-rays,

2. How do X-rays radiate?

3. What is meant by "primary, beam"?

4. Of what does the primary beam consist?

5. Discuss briefly "secondary rays".

6. What is meant by "central ray"?

7. What are remnant rays?

8. What is the most conspicuous and useful property of X-rays?

9. Why is the X-ray tube enclosed in a lead housing?

10. Do thick pieces or thin pieces of a substance absorb more
X'- radiation?

11. Which material of the same thickness absorbs a greater amount
of X-rays aluminum or copper?

12. Do all X-rayo that enter an object completely penetrate it?
Explain.

13. The extent to which X-rays axe absorbed by a material depends
upon what 3 factors?

14. Why does the human body absorb Xrays in different degrees?

15. Compare X-ray absorptive qualities of bone, flesh, normal
and diseased flesh and bone.

16. Compare briefly lower and higher kilovoltage ranges as to
X-rays produced... their length, penetrating power, etc..

17. What metal is used commonly as a protective device against
X-radiation and in tube housing. thy?
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18. Are there any forms of matter that X- -rays cannot penetrate, 
at least to some extent? 

19. At what speed do all electromagnetic waves travel? 

20. List some biologic effects that may be caused by Xrays. 

21. List some physical effects that my be caused by X -rays. 

22. List some chemical effects that may be caused by X -rays. 

23. What is the unit of measurement of quantity in X-rays? 

24. List 4 advantages of the roentgenographic method of 
examination. 

25. List 4 advantages of the fluoroscopic method of examination. 
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1. What is the purpose of intensifying screens?

2. Ut4 are fluoroscopic screens used?

3. Of what is the fluoroscopic screen generally made?

4. How is the screen designed for use by and protection of the
operator?

5. What is the purpose of the image amplifier?

6. How does the image amplifier work?

7. What is a spot-film device?

8. What purpose does the spot-film device serve?

9. Describe briefly what is involved when an X-ray machine
carries a spot-film device.

10. Explain briefly what causes the fluoroscopic screen to function.

11. What governs the extent to which the screen will light alp?

12. The screen must not continue to do What, after the X -rays
are turned off?

13. What is continued fluorescence of a screen called?

14. What is the radiation that comes from the fluorescent screen?

15. List several advantages of the fluoroscopic method of
examination.

16. List disadvantages o the fluoroscopic method of examination.
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1. what is the basis for radiography?

2. Where is screen-exposure film used?

3. What are some characteristics of screen-exposure film?

4. Discuss dircct exposure film as to its characteristics and
use.

5. By what kind of process is the radiograph made?

6. Lie the two types of X-ray film.

7. What is X-ray film capable of recording?

8. Of what are modern X-ray films composed?

9. What 41.15 the thickness of the emulsion on the film?

10. What effect does the developer solution have on the exposed
film?
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1. who should make major repairs to radiographic equipment?

2. What should be the responsibility of the X-ray technician
regarding any needed major repairs to his equipment?

3, What knowledge of preventive maintenance should the
technician possess?

4. What cricking sequence should be made of equipment before
calling the service man?

5. Why is R tube rating chart supplie4 with each installation?

6. What is the radiographic tube-rating chart designed to
indicate?

7. What may repeated exposures having the same maximum values
do to the tube?

8. What should be checked on the new chart prior to exposure?

9. How may unnecessary evaporation of the cathode filament be
prevented?

10. List several ways in which the X-ry machine table top may
be protected.

11. What daily-bare should be given to tube housing, table ends
and sides, and black ports of control panel?

12. How should a crinkled, black surface paint on parts of
equipment be cleaned?

13. What does a "warm-up" period accomplish, when required by
some radiographic equipment?

14. What should be done to the wall per safety switch of sta-
tionary equipment at the end of work period?

_
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15. that care should be taken in handling high-tension cables?

16. How should cassettes be handled and cared for?
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1. What is perhaps the first thing to determine when setting
up for any roentgenographic examination?

2. Why should the thickness of the part to be filmed be
measured?

3. List several means of determining kilovoltage to use.

4. Why is it necessary to determine the target-film distance?

5. How are desired photographic effects produced?

6. What focal spot should be selected?

7. What cone should be selected?

8. How should the principal ray be projected?

9. Why is the patient placed in a certain position?

10. What caution should be exercised in positioning patient?

11. List several procedures to follow after set-up has been
completed and patient positioned.

12. Why is the Potter-Lacky Diaphragm used?

13. In selecting kilovoltage, what must be borne in mina?

J4. Why is it difficult to set upa chart governing kilovoltage
values and all other data for use of the operator?

4
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1. What is one of the most important matters to be considered
in an X-ray laboratory?

2. Where should the technician look for the best information
on safety in the laboratory?

3. What body tissues may be injured by over-exposure to X-ray?

4. Which parts of the body are particularly sensitive to
X-radiation?

5. What factors with modern films allow for important reductions
in exposure to radiation?

6. In many laboratories, what is determined about the patient
before he is exposed to X-rays?

7. What protective factor is found in modern X-ray tubes?

S. What is a basic aid in minimizing radiation hazards?

9. Whysbould the method of "slight development" be abolished?

10. What causes scattered radiation?

11. Give 2 methods of reducing scattered radiation or "back
scatter".

12, Discuss briefly the use of cones as a means of lessening
radiation hazard.

13. Rowney the gonadal region of the patient be offered some
additional measure of protection?

14. Why must the operator constantly protect himself from
tr exposure to radiation?

15. When a radiographic examination does as well as a
fluoroscopic procedure, which is chosen by the radiologist?
Why?
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16. What should be done when motion of the patient must be
restricted? Why?

17. Who should be used and what provision is made if the patient
has to be held on the table for X-raying?

18. During dental radiation, what special precaution must be
followed?

19. What caution should be taken where high-voltage of the
equipment is exposed?

20. What is the most dangerous situation that might occur in
the laboratory with regard to high-voltage?

21. What is a safeguard for exposed portions of switches, plug
outlets, lamp sockets, etc.?

22. What is a good rule to follow in reaching for any electric
fixture?

23. Briefly, what should be one's attitude toward electrical
current, as well as X-radiation?

24. In what should those who work with X-ray equipment and
electrical apparatus be instructed?
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I. For an anteroposterior views what size film is used and
how is it placed?

2. What cone adjustment is made?

3. Bow is patient positioned on the table?

4. Where is the central ray directed?

S. In What position should film be placed with regard to the
tube?

6. What instruction is given patient?

7. In teing a lateral view (Damslius-Miller Position), what
cone adjustment is made?

8. Bow are the hips elevated?

9. What is the Potter-Husky Diaphragm?

10. What purpose does the Potter -Bucky Diaphragm serve?

11. In taking a hip posterior vf.aw (Routine Position), how
should the equipment be set up or adjusted?

12. what is the purpose of taking a lateral obliqu4 view of
hip?

13. Define: (a) Obliques (b) laterals (c) femoral
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1. what size film is used in taking anteroposterior view of
femur?

2. Is a Ducky or grid used in making the film?

3: Haw is patient positioned for the anteroposterior view?

4. What part of the bone must be Shown on the film?

5. How is the central ray directed?

6. How is the part to be filmed immobilized?

7. Is the Ducky or grid used in taking lateral view of femur?

8. How is the patient positioned for the lateral view?

9. How is a true lateral position maintained?

10. What must be dLoonstratad in the film?

11. How should the central ray and film be positioned?

12. Define: (a) Immobilizes (b) cassette; (c) Ducky-diaphragm.
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1. In radiographing the knee (thigh-posterior view), how should
the principal ray be projected?

2. What size cone is used?

3. in what position should patient be placed for posterior
view?

4. What may be necessary to secure close approximation of
film to the knee?

5. in what position is knee placed with regard to principal
ray?

6. What is done if entire thigh picture is desired?

7. How may subject be immobilized?

8. What occurs if the knee joint is suddenly streched by
traction immediately before examination?

9. (a) In radiographing the knee (lateral view), what should
be the relative position of the X-ray tube to the
cassette?

(b) What size cone in used?

10. At what angle should principal ray be to the film?

11. Describe position in which patient is placed for lateral
view.

12. When there is a fracture of the head of the tibia,
especially if joint is involved, how should the view be
taken?

13. In radiographing the knee (anterior and tangential views),
discus briefly the setting up of equipment.

14. In what position is patient placed for view 'if patella?
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15. What procedure is followed if knee cannot be straightened
out?

16. In what special position is the patient placed for patella
and anterior condyla surface view?

17. What cassette is used for tangential view?

18. How is the X-ray beam directed?

19. How is anteroposterior view of knee obtained?

20. Define: (a) posterior; (b) patella; (a) articular;
(d) semilunar cartilage; (e) pathology; (f) condyle;
(g) anterior: (h) sesamiod bone; (i) tangential;
(j) popliteal space; (k) supine.

gt.
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1. In what position should the patient be placed for a posterior
view radiograph of leg and ankle?

2. What is the position if a radiograph of entire leg and
ankle is desired?

3. What are the two purposes for taking radiograph of leg and
ankle?

4. What size film is used for taking radiograph of leg and
ankle^

5. What instruction should be given the patient for taking
radiograph of leg and ankle?

6. In what position should the injured patient be placed for
the lateral view of leg and ankle?

Define: (at posterior view; CO lateral view.

8. Define: (a) tibia; (b) fibula.

9. Make a sketch of the Lower leg showing and naming all the
parts.
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1. Describe the following positions: (a) prone; (b) lateral;
(c) anterior; (d) posterior.

2. What size film is used for radiograph of os calcis (hee)?

3. In what position is the patient placed fc.r radiograph of
os calcis (a) anteroposterior view (b) posteroanterior
view (c) lateral view?

4. Describe a special position of patient for radiograph of
os calcis (heel).

5. Define: (a) plantar (b) ventral.
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1. Define: (a) supine; (b) medial.

2. What size film is used for rliograph of toes?

3. What is the position of the patient for an anteroposterior
view of toes?

4. What is the position for radiograph of great toe - lateral
view?

5. What instruction is given the patient for a radiograph of
the toe?

6. Is the Ducky used for radiograph of the toes?

7. What bones of the foot do not give a good view in the
radiograph of foot - plantar view?
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6. what size film is used for making radiograph of clavicle?

1. Give the location of the clavicle in the human body.

4. At what age does the clavicle become ossified?

5. Define the following terms: (a) articulation; (b) cancellouss

7. What instructions are given the patient for making a

2. Describe the clavicle.

3. Of what is the clavicle made?

radiograph of the clavicle?

(c) ossifying; (d) scapula.
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Job 17

1. What is the correct name for the shoulder blade?

2. What two bones form the shoulder girdle?

3. What is demonstrated by the anteroposterior view with
internal rotation?

4. Wriai conditions shown an a roentgencsram indicate that the
shoulder is not out of place?

5. Why is the shoulder joint frequently dislocated?

6. What causes the shadow often seen running parallel to the
clavicle?

7. Define the following termss (a) fossa; (b) supra; (c) deltoid;
(d) acromion process.

8. What should be used when making a radiograph of the shoulder
of a very stout person?

9. Why is a posterior coracoil view of the shoulder sometimes
taken?

10. List the parts shown by a superior- inferior projection of
the shoulder.

11. What view is taken in the Lawrence position?
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1. Where is the humerus located in Lae human body?

2. Name the parts of the proximal end of the humerus.

3. What is the middle portion of the humerus called?

d. What kind of joint is the elbow?

5. In case the arm is bandaged tightly to the sider now can a
view of the humerus be obtained?

6. Where does the natrient artery for the humerus enter the
bone?

7. In what position is the patient placed for anteroposterior
view of the humerus?

8. How is the arm immoblized for the radiograph?

9. Haw is the film placed for radiograph of the humerus?

10. In the lateral view of the humerus why are sandbags placed
under the unaffected side?

11. Define the following terms: (a) cephalad; (b) epicondyle;
(c) proximal; (d) sup:me.
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1. Draw and label the bones of the elbow. (see MRT 416)

2. What type joint is the elbow?

3. with what does the lower humerus articulate?

4. With what does the trochlea articulate?

5. Where does the capitulum articulate?

6. What is meant by anterior and posterior, superior and
inferior, proximal and distal, medial and lateral?

7. What is an articulation?

8. Describe the positioning of the elbow when the lateral view
is used.

9. When the anteroposterior view is used describe the position
of the elbow.

10. What is the midportion of the forearm called?
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1. Name and describe the bones 'f the forearm.

2. What is the midportion of the forearm called?

3. Describe the distal end.

4. Where is the radial notch located?

5. Draw and label, both the anterior and posterior views
of the forearm.

6. Where does th- midportion of the ulna terminate?

7. Describe positioning of the forearm when the anteroposterior
view is used.

8. When the lateral view is used describe the positicaL of the
forearm.

9. Where do the distal ends of the radius and ulna articulate
with each other,

10. What is used to keep a patient's arm still while taking
an X-ray picture of the forearm?
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1. Draw and label the bones of the left hand.

2. Make a diagram of the carpal articulations.

3. Describe positioning of the wrist.

4. When the posteroanterior view with eversion is used
describe the position of the wrist.

5. Name the carpal bones.

6. What part of the body is formed by the metacarpals?

7. Does the distal end of the radius articulate with the
navicular and lunate of the carpus?

8. How many phalanges in each of the last four digets?

9. How many phalanges in each hand?

10. Define the following terms: (a) arthrography; (b) articular;
(c) articular cortex.
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1J What bones are included in the hand?

2. Define tale following terms: (a) fossa; (b) groove; (c) (issue.

3. Name the metacarpal bones of the hand.

4. What is ehe advantage of the palmar view of the hand?

5. Why is the medial view of the hand taken?

6. What view is used to demonstrate injury or other pathology
in the bones of the hand.

7. Define: (a) pathology; (b) met.t.Jarpal bones; (c) palmar
(c1 oblique.

8. Describe positioning of the hand when the palmar view is
used.
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Why do the lungs in aciiild's chest require a higher
kilovoltage than would ordinarily be called for from the
thickness of the part?

2. Why should roentgenographic examination of lung fields
be made in 1/10 second or less?

3. At what distance are chest roentgenograms usually madei

4. What is done to even up the e.o.osure in chest conditions
in which one lung is densely consolidated and the other
retains its normal aeration?

5. Describe the procedures used for the immobilization of
infants during roentgenological examination.

6. Why is the anterior view best for examination of the lung
fields?

7. What view is used especially in cases of fractured ribs?

8. Why is the lateral view used in infants under 2 years ')f
age?

9. What restraining apparatus may be used for Children under
2 years?

10. Define: (a) anterior; (b) thymus gland; (c) trachea.
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1. Describe the positioning of tt... chest for the posteroanterior
view

2. Describe the positioning of the chest for the lateral view.

3. From the posteroanterior position, how many degrees is the
patient rotated either left or right in taking the oblique
view?

4. now many inches should the top of the film be placed
above the acromion processes in the posteroanterior view?

5. Where should the median Lim of the body be placed for the
posteroanterior view?

6. Describe the positioning of the chest when the lordotic
view is used.

7. What is meant by the thoracic cavity?

8. wow mazy ribs are there in the human body?

9. What is meant by: (a) anterior; (b) posteriors (c) superior;
(d) inferior; (e) proximal; (f) distal;
(g) medial; (h) lateral.
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1. Draw and label the parts of the heart.

2. Describe the heart in detail.

Name the major arteries.

4. What is meant by systemic circulation?

5. What is meant by pulmonary circulation?

6. What views are made of the chest for estimation of heart
volume?

7. What view is made of the chest that projects the rays
across the left border of the heart showing the conua
arteriosus even when it cannot be demonstrated by any other
view?

oto.71

8. What views are useful in examination of the esophagus and
aorta.

9. Define: fluoroscope, fluoroscopic examination, and
fluoroscopy.

10. Describe the positioning of the chest when the lateral
view (routine position) is used.
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1. Why should the patient be cautioned to make no engagements
or appointments the day of examination of the stomach or
duodenum?

2. Describe the procedure in making a fluoroscopic examination
of the stomach or duodenum.

3. What position is the patient in for the posteroanterior
view of small bowel beyond the duodenum?

4. Why are radiographs of the small bowel made at specific
intervals of time.

5. Describe the procedure in making the fluoroscopic examination
of the small bowel.

6. Describe the routine radiographic position of the patient
for the stomach and duodenum.

7. Describe the procedure in making the fluoroscopic exam-
ination of the large bowel studies.

8, How many more peak kilovolts does the pre-evacuation film
require then the postevacuation film?

9. Name several preparations of different characteristics
that may be added to the barium to increase the diagnostic
value of the study.

10. What is done to alleviate the possibility of lumps in the
barium?
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1. Name the divisions of the gastro-intestinal tract.

2. Draw end label the puts of the chest and abdomen, anterior
and posterior view.

3. With what is the abdominal cavity lined?

4. Describe the colon or large bowel.

S. Describe the structure and function of the spleen.

6. Name the organs of the biliary tract.

7. Describe the positioning of the esophagus when the right
anterior oblique view is used.

8. Why should rapid exposures be made in stomach work when
roentgenographic examination is made?

9. In what way does the stomach vary in its location in the
abdomen?

10. Describe the positioning of the stomach and intestines
when the anterior view is used.
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1. what pre-examination preparation should be given a patient
for a barium enema?

2. What type enema should be given immediately prior to the
barium enema?

3. Why should enemas of a drastic solution never be given :
immediately prior to the barium enema?

4. Describe three methods used to rid the colon of gas?

5. What should be the temperature of the barium enema?

6. Why is tannic acid sometimes used in the barium mixture?

7. What instrument is used to help the patient retain the
barium solution during the examination?

8. What should be done if the patient complains of cramping
while the barium enema is being given?

9. Why is a spot film examination necessary?

10. Define fluoroscopy.

11. What body position is used during X-ray of barium enemas?

12. Why is the double contrast enema sometimes used?
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1. Define Cholecystography.

2. What three new compounds are row being used in the X-ray
f the gall bladder?

3. What is the danger of using Iodeikon?

4. What foods should be avoided in the evening meal prior to
the examination?

5. Why should a film of the upper abdomen be made prior to
the scheduled examination?

6. What are some of the undesirable side effects one may
expect as the result of this type of examination?

7. What is the usual duration of these undesirable side effects?

8. How, many hours are allowed between the taking of the
agents and the examination?

9. What portion of the body is X-rayed first?

10. What three positions are usually utilized in this type of
gall bladder examination.

11. What should be done if the first set of films are not
conclusive?

12. Why should the general body type of the patient be noted
before positioning for gall blather X -ray?

13. What is the advantage of an upright film in gall bladder
X-ray?

14. What effect does standing erect have on the position of
the gall bladder?
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1. The urinary tract is most frequently examined to detect
what substance?

2. Why must only the highest quality film and instruments be
used in this type of examination?

3. What is the position of the patient during the urinary
X-ray?

4. Why must the bladder be empty when being examined for stones?

5. What method of examination is used to detect tumors of the
bladder?

6. Define Cystography.

7. Name two opaque mediums used for urinary examination.

8. Define Pneumocystography.

9. Define ureter.

10. Describe the kidneys.

11. Define peristalsis.

12. What is the capacity of the bladder?
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1. Define pyelography.

2. What pre-examination preparation is required for intravenous
pyelography?

3. Name three contrast mediums used for this type of examination.

4. Who makes the choice of contrast medium to be used?

5. How are allergies determined?

6. Why is a K.U.B. or scout film made?

7. Where is the solution injected in the patient?

8. What explanation is made to the patient prior to the
injection?

9. How long does it take for the solution to reach the kidneys
of the patient?

10. How long is the patient required to stay on the radiographic
tablet

11. Why are the blocks of balsa wood used?

12. Describe the routine Radiographic position.
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1. Define Retro.

2. Define Retrograde Pyelograpby.

3. Explain the pre-examination preparation of the patient prior
to the retrograde pyelography?

4. Wbo is responsible for the preparation of the contrast
0Mdium?

5. What compound is usually used for this type of examination?

6. What is another name for the radiographic roam used for
this type of examination?

7. Describe the position of the patient during retrograde
PYelograPhY

8. What must the urologist do before the films are made?

9. How does the urologist determine when there is enough
solution in the region to make the radiographs?

10. How may the urologist be sure there is complete filling?

11. What three radiographs are obtained?

12. Define catheter.
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1. Define pelviinetry.

2. Why is this examination necessary?

3. What pre-examination preparation of the patient is required?

4. What are the routine radiographic positions?

5. What i3 the purpose of sitting the patient in a half
reclining position?

6. What preparation should be given the patient for pelvimetry?

7: Why are sandbags used with the lateral position?

S. What instructions is given the patient during exposure?

9. Make a drawing of a Colcher-Sussman pelvimeter.

10. Acw is the pelvimeter positioned with the patient in the
lateral position?
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1. Name the two major division of the skull.

2. Name the six major bone divisions of the skull.

3. What bone is commonly known as the forehead bone?

4. Name the bone of the upper jaw.

5. The malar is another name for what bone?

6. Name the facial bones.

7. What is the smallest facial bone?

8. What size film is used for making a radiograph of the
skull?

9. Bowsaw bones does the upper part of the skull include?

10. What bones located in the petrous portions of the tempcval
bones, are not considered as bones of the skull.
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1. Name the sinuses and tell where they are located.

2. What size film is used in A.-caying the sinuses in most cases?

3. ExplainWateesPosition for nasal antra and sphenoid sinuses.

4. Is the patien- placed in prone or supine position for
posterior - anterior skull films?

5. Explain how a patient would be positioned to take a radiograph
of the sinuses in a lateral position.

6. What position is used for a view of the ethmoid, sphenoid,
and frontal sinuses?

7. Describe the placement of the patient for making a radiograph
of the sinuses in the lateral position.

8. What position is the patient placed in !or a radiograph of the
sphenoid sinus, inferosupersor?

9. What instructions are given to the patient for the exposure?

10. That distance isreconmended for the X-ray of the lateral
sinuses?
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The patient is placed in the prone position with the head turned
to one side facing the front of the table. One arm is extended

hold his breath during the exposure. A 30 inch distance is

must be horizontal. The central ray is directed to the center

For an X-ray of the sphenoid sinus, infero-superior the patient

eye is placed over the center of the film. The median plane

of the film.

suggested,

table is flexed and used for support. The outer canthus of the

is placed in the supine position. The patient is instructed to

along the side of the body, while the arm at the front of the
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1. Name the positions the mastoids can be radiographed in.

2. Why should both mastoid tips be radiographed?

3. What size film is used in making a radiograph of the
mastoids?

4. Explain the Towne position.

5. Which position shows a view of the mastoid cells?

6. How many mastoids are there and name them?

7. What size cone is recommended for the mastoids?

S. What instructions are given to the patient for the exposure?

9. Why is the Potter-Sucky diaphragm not recommended for this
X-ray?

10. What distance is usually employed for X-ray of the
mastoids?
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THE MASTOIDS

mastoid, the same procedure is used on the other half of the

mask if a 3-inch cone is used.

The patient is asked to stop breathing during the exposure.

The right and left mastoids are usually radiographed on the
same film for comparison. The cassette is placed crosswise and
the opposite half of the film need not be covered with a lead

The patient is placed in the prone position, head turned to one

degrees toward the patient's feet, the central ray is directed
to the center of one half of the film. To radiograph the other

film. A 3-inch cone is recommended for this part.

The mastoid cells, because they may be covered in a small

is in the direction of reducing secondary radiation, thus making
the Potter-Ducky diaphragm unnecessary.

side, the arms extended along the body. U the right mastoid
is to be radiographed first, the right external auditory meatus
is placed over the center of one half of the film. The head is
allowed to assume a relaxed position. The tube is tilted 15

cone circle, are most satisfactorily filmed without the Potter-
Bucky diaphragm, though in the lateral projection some improvement
is noticeable with it. Since a distance of only 22 inches or
25 inches is generally employed, the energy values are fairly
low. The combination of the 2-inch cone and low .1C-ray energy

1
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1. In what position does the dislocation of the tempero-
mandibular joint show up best?

2. Define tempero-mandibular joint.

3. Define Potter-Bucky diaphragm.

4. Why can no portion of the skull be examined without an
overlapping of shadows from the structures of the opposite
side of the head?

5. What keeps this from being so confusing?

6. Describe the lateral nosition for the tempero-mandibular
joints?

7. What instructions are given to the patient during the
exposure?

8. What is another name for the Lateral Position?

9. What size film is used?

10. In what position is the patient placed for this X-ray?
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1. How natty facial bones are there?

2. For what are the facial bones responsible?

3. The zygomatic bone is demostrated radiographically by the
use of what two positions?

4. Tell where the frontal process is locat-

5. The maxilla is demonstrated radiographically by the use of
what positions?

6. Where is the palatine bone located?

7. Where is the Ironer bone located?

8. What is the largest bone of the facial section of the
skull?

9. What value ig the oblique view of the malar bone -
Zygomatic arch?

10. How is the patient placed for the oblique view of the
nalar bone - Zygomatic arch?
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1. Locate and describe the inferior nasal turbinate bones.

2. that position is used t best demonstrate the inferior nasal
turbinate bone?

3. where are the nasal bones?

4. Describe the axial position for views of the nasal bones.

5. Where is the nasal cavity?

6. What processes form the roof of the nasal cavity?

7. How is the patient placed for a vertical view of the nasal
bones?

8. How is the head immobilized?

9. How is the patient placed for a lateral view of the nose?

10. Why is the lateral view useful?

t.s
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1. In what skull position are the orbits best viewed?

2. In what position is the patient placed for radiograph of the
orbits?

3. The orbits may also be seen in the lateral view of the skull.
Describe this position without Potter - 'Mucky Diaphragm.

4. Where are the orbits located?

5. What are the orbits?

6. What bone forms the roof of both orbital cavities?

7. What bones form the floor of the orbital cavities?

8. What organs are located in the orbital cavities?

9. What sinuses are located between and above the orbits?

10. What sinuses are located below the orbits?
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The frontal bone forms the anterior wall of the cranium. It
is derided into two parts: the Squamous portion, having the
external form of the forehead; and the orbital portion, which
forms the roof of each orbital cavity.

The two waxillary bones unite in adult life to form the entire
upper jaw. They form the floor of the orbital cavities

The eyes axe located within the orbital cavities.

See XRT - 282 Fig. 196
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1. Describe the posteroanterior position, view of the mandible
for the Rami.

2. What is the routine position for X-ray of the mandible?

3. For what is the posteroanterior view of the mandible used?

4. How is the patient placed for view of the mandible?

5. How is the patient placed for the vertical view of the
symphysis?

6. Sow is a demonstration of the stone in the submaxillary
duct obtained?

7. How is a demonstration of a fracture or other pathology
of condylar process obtained?

8. Describe the position of the patient for the lateral view of
the uandible.

9. Why is the inclined position of the head used?
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1. How many cervical vertebrae are

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

What is the first cervical
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found in the spinal colum?

vertebra called?

vertebra called?

vertebra called?

given an unusual name?

a foramen in

What is the second cervical

What is the seventh

Why is the seventh

cervical

cervical vertebra

Which are the only vertebrae that contain
each transverse process?

7. Name the different views usually taken of the cervical
spine.

8. What is another name for the anteroposterior view for the
atlas, axis, and odontoil process?

9. Where are the cervical vertebrae located?

10. How is the patient placed for a posterior view of the first
two cervical vertebrae?
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1. How many Thoracic Vertebrae are found in the spinal column.

2. Bow do thoracic vertebrae differ from other vertebrae?

3. What size film is used in making a radiograph of the
thoracic spine?

4. What are the routine positions for the Dorsal spine?

5. Bow is the patient placed for the posterior view of the
dorsal spine?

6. How is the patient immobilized for a posterior view of the
dorsal spine?

7. How is the patient placed for a lateral view of the dorsal
spine?

8. Describe the shape of the vertebrae of the dorsal spine?

9. Why is it that only a few of the Dorsal spine vertebrae
can be clearly seen at a time.
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1. Where is the lumbar spine region located?

2. How many vertebrae are included in the lumbar spine?

3. Haw do these vertebrae differ from those of the dorsal
region?

4. Why is it very important for the bok of the patient tc, be
in perfect alignment for the posterior view?

5. flow is the patient positioned for the right oblique and
left oblique views?

6. (eat is the purpose of the right oblique and left oblique
views?

7. Why does the lateral view of the 5th lumbar require greater
penetration?

8. To make sure that a patient with large hips is perfectly
parallel with the film in the lateral view what must be
done?

9. Make a drawing of the spine &tailing the lumbar spine.

10. What can be done to improve separation between the vertebrae
bodies in tie anteroposterior view of lumbar spine?

11. Compare the size of lumbar vertebrae with the th,Lacic
vertebrae.
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1. Define Sacrum.

2. Define Coccyx.

3. Make a drawing of the sacrum area clearly defining the
sacrum and coccyx.

4. Make a drawing of skeleton showing the pelvis in the posterior
view.

5. Describe the position of the patient's body for the antero-
posterior view of the sacrum.

6. Describe the position of the patient's body for the lateral
view of the sacrum.

7. Define cephalad.

8. Define caudad.

9. Give the starting technique for sacrum-lateral view.

10. Describe the changes that take place in the sacrum and
coccyx as a young child grows.

11. How are the sacrum and coccyx considered in radiographic
examinations?
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2. Make a drawing of the pelvic region clearly defining the
pelvis.

3. What view is most commonly used in the examination of the
pelvis?

4. What is used to immobilize the feet of the patient?

5. Make a drawing of the pelvis showing the ilium.

6. How fat: above the ilium is the film placed?

7. Give the starting technique for pelvis-anteroposterior view.

8. Define acetabulum.

9. Of what is the ilium composed?

10. Which is the strongest bone of the pelvis?

11. Which boa, !orms the anterior of the pelvis?
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1. make a drawing of the skeleton from the lumbar to the knee
joint and label and identify each segment.

2. What positions are utilized to make X-rays of the hip?

3. Reproduce Figure 88c MRT - 165

4. What view is also known as the Danelius-Miller position?

5. What view is also known as the Lauenstein position?

6. What is the purpose of using the Steinmann pins?

7. What device may be used to guide the insertion of a Smith-
Peterson nail?

8. What is the purpose of flanges on a hip nail?

9. What method of film processing makes it possible to examine
the hip during the operation?
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1. What is bronchography?

2. Name eight contrast agents used in bronchography.

3. What pre-examination preparation should a patient make for
bronchography?

4. At what temperature should the contrast medium be given
the patient?

5. What is the first step taken by the physician for bronchography

6. How is the contrast agent introduced into the throat by the
Supra method?

7. What determines the amount of contrast agent to be used?

8. Why are films sometimes exposed 15 to 30 minutes after the
first ones?

9. What is necessary for bronchography of infants and young
children?

10. Describe the method used for the intratracheal injection
of opaque material.
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1 Define myelography.

2. Who is usually responsible for the sterile preparation
for ayelography?

3. Why is pantopaque the most popular contrast medium used for
myelography?

4. Why is the cisterna technic sometimes used for myelography?

5* Where are the injections made for the lumbar and cisterna
technics?

6. Why is myelography a combined fluoroscopic and radiographic
examination2

7. What is tb purpose of myelography?

8. Why is pantopaque proving to be a successful contrast
medium for myelogrvhyi

9. Name. the positions. used.for myelography.

10. How does the doctor determine the correct amount of contrast
medium to insert into the spinal canal.
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1. Define the term cholangiography.

2. Whit is the purpose of cholangiography?

3. what type X-ray unit is used in surgical cholangiography?

4. What is meant by operative cholangicgraphy?

5. Where is the contrast solution injected for operative
cholangiography?

6. Where is postoperative cholangiography performed2

7. Where is the X-ray tube placed for postoperative
cholangiography?

8. What pre-examination preparation should the patient make
.before intravenous cholangicgraphy?

9. Why is a tourniquet placed on the arm before intravenous
cholangiography?

10. Why is the radiopaque medium injected in a minimum of ten
minutes?
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11. For what patients does intravenous cholangicgraphy have
its greatest use?

12. What will a late film two and on half hours after injection
of contrast solution visualize?

13. What is meant by the oral methol of cholangiography?
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1. Define cholecystography.

2. When was cholecystography first performe0

3. In What form is the radiopaque meaium given for
choleeystograpby?

4. What instructions should be given the patient for pre-
examination preparation?

5, Where is the gall.biadder located in the body?

6. What is the advantage of an upright film iA cholecystograpby7

7. What is the effect on the gall bladder whin the patient
stands erect?

8. Describe the decdbitus position.

9. Define the following terms: (a) opacity; (b) calculus:
(c) polypi.

10. Why should the exposure time be as short as possible for
cholecystography?

11. Why is the four day method of opacifying gall stones used?
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1. Define Sweet's eye location.

2. Describe the Sweet's Eye Localizer.

3. Describe the position of the patient's head for Sweet's
Eye Location.

4. Bow is the position of the eye fixed for Sweet's Eye
location?

5. How is the trigger set on a Sweet's Bye Localizer?

6. What is done to check the localization?

7. What is the advantage of the contact lens method of locating
foreign bodies in the eye?

8. Sow is immobilization of the head secured for the contact
lens method?

9. Describe the Caldwell position for locating foreign bodies
in the eye.

10. What must be done before a negative report is made on an
examination for foreign body in the eye?
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1. What may the technician be called upon to sacrifice if he
is to do a good job?

2. For what should the technician always strive in his work?

3. State the cardinal principle in the treatment of the sick.

4. List several factors in the proper relationship of the
patient and the technician.

5. Why should care be exercised in addressing or talking to the
patient?

6. How should the patient not be addressed under any circumstance'

7. How should facts concerning patient's condition, or incidents
of his behavior while sick, be treated by the technician?

S. Why must the technician be alert to the public's interest
in happenings at his place of work?

9. Who is usually authorized to give out information from the
hospital.?

10. What opinions or ideas should the technician not express to
the laity or fellow technicians?

11. What should be the technicians feeling or attitude when
he hears medical terms that he may not understand discussed
by doctors?

12. How should the technician regard his own profession?

13. Name one way in which the technician shows respect of
authority of a staff physician when he (the physician)
enters the room or addresses him.

14. To whom is the technician always responsible?
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15. Give a definition of ethics.

16.. List several of the more important ethical considerations
or aspects.
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TO THE STUDENT

This is a workbook that has been designed to help students understand the
business operations of the many companies that are supplying materials and services
to the operating farmers. It has bet n written with two groups of students in mind:

1. Students interested in agriculture who do not have an opportunity to
enter the business of farming but who would like to have a job in the
farm related businesses.

2. Students who will return to the farm as operating farmers. Farming is
a business in its own right, and the principles of operating the farm are
similar to the business principles of the farm-related businesses.

In completing the twits in this workbook, the student will learn some of the
principles of operating a farm related business. This is not intended to be a com-
plete course in business management and salesmanship. Rather, it is a basis for a
better understanding of the operations of a business that a student may enter after
graduation. The material here presented is designed to be used along with a student's
occupational work experience in a farm-related business or along with his farming
program if his future plans are to be an operating farmer. The iz.scussion of the
business procedure s will be- conducted in the classroom, and the application of them
will be observed a::4 used on the job or through purchases for the farming 'ousiness.
Actual on-the-job experiences should be applied to the class discussion.

The business principles and procedures will apply, in general, to most farm
supply and service businesses. However, each type of business and each individual
business will have its own peculiar set of problems. The book is written to apply in
any area where there are businesses serving farmers, but local situations should be
worked in to make it more applicable to your community.

There are many job opportunities in the farm related businesses for those
who are willing to prepare themselves for them. in these jobs the businessman is
working directly with farm people both in the place of business and on the farm.
The best background for this kind of an occupation is growing up in a rural commu-
nity plus some understanding of the basic principles of operating these businesses.

It you train for a job in this area, you will be a part of the 'nation's agricul-
tural business which has the vital job of supplying food and fiber to the people of our
country and of the world.



TO THE TEACHER

SEMESTER UNIT:

This workbook has been written as a semester unit and should fit into a curric-
ulum program where semester units are being offered and there is a semester offering
in Agri-Business. The workbook might also be used as the basis for a full year in
Agri-Business with supplemental materials introduced along with the workbook. There
are many opportunities for field trips, outside speakers and special reports along with
the class sessions.

SALESMANSHIP AND ADVERTISING:

These areas have not been covered in this workbook and could very well be added
in making the full year's curriculum in Agri-Business. This book is built around the
mechanical principles of maintaining an inventory of merchandise and getting these pro-
ducts billed out to customers and accounted for as sales are made.

ON - JOB EXPERIENCE:

The unit will be best applied along with the experience of students who are actu-
ally out on a job. They may bring in sales slips and office forms from the business in
which they are working, and their experiences on the. job will add interest to the class
discussions.

GRAIN ELEVATOR AND FEED MILL:

The problems and examples in this unit are primarily from the grain and feed
business. It is felt that in every community there are a number of these businesses and
that a student may very likely be working at one of these places of business. However,
application of the principles can be made to any of the agricultural businesses.

OBJECTIVES:

The educational objectives of this unit are as follows:

1. To develop an understanding of some of the more important business princi-
ples involved in the selling of goods and services to farmers.

2. To develop an understanding of some of the principles of business accounting.
3. To acquaint students with some of the job opportunities and requirements for

employment in the business of selling goods and services to farmers.

TEST AND ANSWER SUPPLEMENT:

Printed as a separate unit to go along with the workbook is a supplement containing
a test for use at the completion of each chapter. In this supplement are answers to these
test sheets and to all the problems and examples used in the workbook. including the one-
month problem. These tests may be duplicated at your school for us, with your classes.
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MATERIALS NEEDED

Each student will need a pad of consecutively numbered sales tickets that have
the features of the examples printed in this unit. They will be used for the one-month
problem. These sales tiekes can probably be purchased from a local merchant at a
reasonable price, or they may be duplicated at the local schoe

All other forms are in the workbook unless the teacher wants additional prob-
lems on such forms as statements, bank deposit slips, inventory records, etc.

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Facts on Farming in Ohio, Department of Agricultural Education, The Ohio State
University. (One copy per vo-ag department with information for the local county
has been distributed.)

Census of Agriculture, U. S. Bureau of Census, U. S. Department of Commerce.
(Latest Report) U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D C. (copy usually
on file in Agricultural Extension Office,%

1960 Changes in Population in Agriculture in Ohio and Their Imnlicationsv RC 104.
The Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Wooster, Ohio.

Phillips, Richard, Managing for Greater Returns in Grain, Feed and Other Retail
Businesses Serving Agriculture, Garner Publishing Co. , Des Moines, Iowa.

Milner, Ross, How to Determii.e Shrinkage in Grain, Bulletin 425, Agricultural
Extension Service, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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The lesson unit, "Business Procedures Used in the Agricultural Services," has
been prepared by Mr. Harry Plank, Teacher of Vocational Agriculture, Smithville, Ohio.
In addition to teaching, Mr. Plank has had extensive managerial experience in the feed
and grain business. The workbook has been prepared as a special problem with the
Department of Agricultural Education, under the direction of Professor Ralph J. Woodin,
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CHAPTER I: TYPE OF FARMING AND KINDS OF AGRICULTURAL
BUSINESSES IN A COMMUNITY

A. Farmers and Agricultural Merchants Work Together.

Modern farming methods require that a wide variety of products produced off the
farm be used in operating the farm business. Because of this there are many busi-
nesses in farming communities that specialize in providing agricultural services,
supplies and equipment to farmers for use in their farm business. This is a great
contrast with the operation of farms of former years when they were largely
self-sufficient.

The kind of agricultural businesses that develop and continue to operate in a
rural community depends on the farming operations in that community.

B. The agricultural merchants actually serve as "purchasing agents" for the
community. They select and assemble the products needed in conducting the farm
business in a convenient location for the farmer.

This local market point has several advantages for the farmer:

1. Manufacturers and whdesalers are not generally organized to deal directly
with the farmer.

2. The farmer can obtain products as he needs them. The expense of carrying
an inventory of supplies is carried by the merchant rather than the farmer.

3. The farmer can obtain information and service from his local merchant that
he could not get from some company located many miles away.

4. The local merchant is in a position to distribute products in small quantities
where this is needed.

5. The farmer's time is saved in locating sources of supply and in placing
orders.

6. The merchant can locate sources of supply for seldom used items not
commonly carried in stock..

7. The farmer obtains his products in a usuable form. They are assembled
ready for use, and he is not troubled with items that have been damaged in
shipment.

8. The merchant proiides the farmer with new ideas by means of displaying,
demonstrating and advertising his products.

9. Some agricultural businesses offer services that reduce the farmer's invest-
ment in high priced machinery such as bulk fertilizer and lime spreaders,
feed grinding and mixing, or the leasing of field machinery.

10. Marketing businesses are organized to help the farmer in marketing his
products more efficiently.

11. Can you think of other services offered by your local agricultural merchants?



C. As you study this chapter you will begin to see that the FARMER AND THE
AGRICULTURAL MERCHANT MAKE UP A TEAM IN THE BUSINESS OF
PRODUCING FOOD AND FD3Eil.

D. Now let us take a statistical look at the agricultural production in your county.
These are figures that an agricultural businessman is interested in. It helps him
determine the products and services that the farmers in his community will need
in conducting their farm businesses.

E. The merchant is actually buying for his customers and must consider the mer-
chandise from the farmer's point of view. It would be foolish to carry a large
supply of hog feeders in a community where there are not many hogs raised.

Try to place yourself in the position of .p. businessman in your community and
study the farms in the area to determine thd types of businesses and kind of goods
and services that would be greatest in demand.

The figures for this kind of a study can be found in the census of agriculture.
These figures are brought up to date every five years and are available for any
county in the United States.

The following exercises will help you in conducting this study: the publication
"Facts on Farming in Ohio" issued by the Department of Agricultural Education, The
Ohio State University, will supply the information called for in your exercise. (Pages
in parentheses refer to this publication.) Other references are suggested in the materials
needed section. In addition you may rely on your personal experiences in determining
the type of farming in your area.

How important is our agricultural industry? (p. 3)

I. Total value of farm land and buildings.

2. Total value of products sold.

3. Number of farms with sales of $5000 or more.

4. Number of farms with sales of less than $5000.

$

$

5. List coirmoditites in order or rank according to cash receipts from sales.

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

COMMODITY ESTIMAGED CASH % OF TOTAL
RECEIPTS FROM SALES CASH RECEIPTS



5. List commodities (cont.)

6th

7th

8t
9th

10th

3

What *a the relationship between the items on the above list and the products that
are handled by your local merchants?

F. What is the size of the farms in your county:

The larger the farms in your community the better the farm managers as a
general rule. They are used to buying in larger quantities and demanding more
service. The agricultural merchant will have*, adjust his operations somewhat
to the size of farms. For example:

1. Large farmers may require more storage for grain.
2. In an area where there is a large acreage of corn the farmers may demand

anhydrous ammonia service.
3. In areas where theyre are a large number of cage layer houses, bulk feed

handling service will be a must.

LIST THE SIZES OF FARMS IN YOUR COUNTY:

Number under 100 acres
Number 100 to 179 acres
Number 180 to 499 acres
Number 500 acres and over
Average size of farm (county)

G. What are the types of farms in your community?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

(1) 5)

(p. 6)



How many livestock are kept and what are the leading crops in acres harvested
on farms? (pp. 17 and 19)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

ENTERPRISE HEAD OR ACRES

H. What are the major farm expenditures in your county?

These figures will help the merchant to determine what lines of merchandise are
more apt to sell and what kinds of businesses will be profitable.

FIND OUT WHERE THE AGRICULTURAL DOLLARS ARE BEING SPENT; (p. 13)

Feed for livestock and poultry
Livestock and poultry purchased
Hired labor
Gasoline and petroleum products
Seeds and plants
Lime and fertilizer
Machine Hire
Other $

The information listed on these two pages shows the enterprises from which the
farmers receive their income and then what these income dollars are spent for.
Analyze the information you have gathered and list the priacipal product lines you
think should be successful in this community. (An example of a product line is dairy
equipment.)



I. Farm related businesses.

As a merchant or as a farmer it is important for you to be acquainted with the
farm related businesses in your territory. For class discussion: Why is this
important? Prepare a list of Ca farm related businesses that serve the farmers
in your territory.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Name of Businebs Firm Type of Business*

.1=1-.111

*Type refers to such businesses as feed, implement, etc.

The farmers of your territory use a great variety of different items in conduc-
ting their business. To help you in understanding the way in which the merchants
and farmers work together, prepare a list of some of the important products and
services offered by your local merchants.

PRODUCTS OR MATERIALS SERVICES

Feed Custom Barn Spraying
Fertilizer Milk Marketing

40

5
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Can you see a relationship between the agricultural production figures from the
census and the types of agricultural products and services offered in your comity?

Suggested Class Activity: Conduct a pre-arranged field trip to one or more local
merchants to obtain their help in listing and classifying the main products being sold
in your community.

J. Comparing types of farming with kinds of related businesses in the territory.

The information you have been gathering about local farms and farm related busi-
nesses will enable a merchant ik, base his business on facts instead of fancies. He
will be less likely to carry a large supply of items that will be slow moving. (For
example, hog self-feeders in a dairy area.) Also, a knowledge of the size of farm and
the pros; -city of their operation will help in judging the size and cost of equipment
farmers will be able to buy. When a merchant stocks the products farmers need in
his line of business, he may well become known as the "headquarters" tor the items
farmers want.

Discuss the following items and write your conclusions in the space provided.

1. How well are the needs of L , farmers being met by the items carried in suck
by the merchants?

2. What problems do the local merchants have is knowing the items they should
stock in their inventory, how many items they should carry and the quality of the prod-
ucts they offer for sale?

3. What are the decisions a merchant must make when a new herbicide or a new
fertilizer attachment or other new product is produced and offered on the market?

4. What are the problems faced by merchants in stocking such timely items as
antifreeze in order to have an adequate supply in their inventory when the demand
arises?

.0.-
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5. What may be the result of a merchant being over stocked with high cost seasonal
items, such as corn planters, and has to carry them over another year?

411=m1.-=

6. Would a merchant ever be totaled in handling low profit items that are in
strong demand by farmers even though he might lose money on the product? ( For
example, grinding and mixing feed at or below cost.)
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CHAPTER II: MAINTAINING AN INVENTORY OF ME, 11ANDISE

The inventory is the basis of the business. The inventory includes all the items
that the merchant has to sell. This means that keeping tbe right items and keeping
the proper amounts on band are very Important to the suocessful operation of the
business.

A. Inventory may be overstocked:

This means that items may have to be sold at a reduced price to get ria of thorn
and this means lower profit.

Some items may get out-dated or a new product take its place. This happens
with many of the drug items and farm chemicals.

Some items do not store well and may have to be sold al reduced price beePase
of broken packages, damaged conditions, etc.

B. Inventory may be understocked:

This means that the merchant may lose business because be does not have an
item on hand when a customer asks for it.

If this happens to a customer too often at the same place of business be migbt
decide that he will just "not bother to stop at that place any more."

Time PS often lost by the manager or the employees of a business if they have
to spend extra time in making out special orders or in going someplace to pick up
s special shipment of an item.

C. Balance is the key word:

Tbus, a balanced inventory is the aim in a good business operation. Rather,
not too bald) of an item on band and at the same time having enough on band to take
care of customer needs.

D. Maintaining balance:

In order to maintain this balance of inventory, 't is necessary that everyone in
the business work on INVENTORY CONTROL.

I. Tbe employees in the store should report to the manager when an item is
getting low.

2. Tbe manager should re-order items promptly.
3. Tbe office clerk must maintain tbe inventory records.

this chapter will deal with the records necessary to keep an accurate control
of the inventory.

E. Some management uses of the inventory records:

I. Determines the rate of turnover during the year. Tbe rate of turnover is
the number of times a given item ells out and has to be replaced during
the year.
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Example: If an average of 25 twelve ounce claw hammers were carried in stock
and 100 were sold during the year the rate of turnover would be 10045, or 4 times.

Problem: If 50 cases of XX brand hog wormer were sold during the fiscal year
and an average of 10 cases were carried in stock, what is the rate of turnover?

One agricultural business lists desired turnover rates as follows:

Feed 15 Seed 9
Venue 4 Oil and Grease 4
Paint - 4 Building Material 4
Hardware 3 General Farm Supplies 4
Machinery 4

2. Helps determine loss due to shrinkage, th..aft, damage and other causes.

3. Shows the investment in the merchandise carried in stock. This is the total
investment in inventory orthe investment in any one item. This helps the
manager determine money needs at various times of the year. The businew
may have to borrow money for inventory at peak times of the year such as
fertilizer season, etc.

4. inventory costs are used as a pricing guide. If an item is otorstocked and
the price has to be reduced to sell it, the cost price can easily be found by
looking at the inventory records.

5. Inventory figures are used for end of the year reports and tax reports. Money
and time can be saved by having accurate and current inventory records.

6. Inventory figures are used to ,letermine the insurance needs of the business.
Insurance is carried on mechandise as well as the buildings and the value of
merchandise can be determined easily from inventory records.

7. Inventory records help to determine which are the most profitable items in
the business. By knowing the costs in each department and the sales from
each particular item, the profit margins can be figured.

F. Classification of Inventory Itemi: Profit wise, there are three types of items carried.

1. Items that make a profit.

2. Items low profit bat which must be carried as a service to customers and
also .a encourage customers to come into the place of business,

3. Items that actually lose money but may be carried or offered to meet
competition. (This often creates a problem for the manager; should I carry
this item and lose money, or should I hold the price and make some money on
the few items that I sell, or should I not carry the item and lose some business.
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G. Keeping track of inventory:

There is only one way of actually knowing how many units of any particular item
there are on hand, and this to TAKE A PHYSICAL COUNT. This physical count
will vary with the business and the manager, but it may be done monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually or annually.

H. Inventory forms:

After the physical count has been taken, these amounts are transferred by the
office staff onto the inventory forms which indicate:

I. The amount of the item on hand.
2. The cost per unit of this item.
3. The total value of this item on hand.

FigurA 1 shows an end of the month listing of inventory items on hand. This
listing shows:

1. The actual count (in 4. The number of these units
different parts of the store) 5. The price of each unit

2. What the item is. 6. The total column
3. The unit in which the price

is listed.

An example of an inventory form that may be used is as follows:

FIGURE 1. END OF MONTH INVENTORY FORM

Inventoryr month ending
4/74t 1.71

19

Actuigunt
Differont cations

r----K51
Efescription of Items Unit

Nar 6f
Units Price Amount

..._ ea .-/-44 kzLecits. e40-#:

N,Yeriu

kyirx

_9z4
,5'

6

$ _4.,364

43 00

00

.2...c 2
i?O0 I 41-1)

.5 /4945,024* 4 ect.A.0

0deo .044.4.1 s -.249-4o ..f7
80

/4
, vue, 414 BO /4_,

oast- Ynatipr,e0Yea") / 4 ul" Das

rod

7s

8
ro

ace 4°W

(144,

8
/ 6

r
..6.- a4le4 ilwe:tiz., 8

TOTAL
A



1. Provision is made w record the actual count of the items in stock. More
than one column is provided since the items may be in more than one location in the
place of business.

2. A brief description of the item is given.

3. The size of unit in which the merchandise is commonly handled in. That is -
ton, hundredweight, box, each (for items sold singly), etc.

4. The number of units in stock. (This may not be the total of column one. For
example, a feed dealer may have fifty 100 pound sacks of bran. Since the unit is in
tons, the number of units would be 2 1/2 tons.

5. The unit price shows the cost of the item to the merchant.
6. The amount is the total value of the item in stock.
Exercise: Complete the "amount" column in the sample inventory form on page 11.

I. Figuring costs:

The invoice is the all important instrument in knowing what any item in stock
costs. These invoices are the bills sent by the company from which the merchandise
items were purchased.

Invoices should be filed in the office so that these prices can be determined
quickly and easily.

J. Perpetual inventory:

This is an inventory record that is adjusted daily for sales of all items and pur-
chases of items as they are received by the company. This record is kept at the end
of each day's business from the sales slips that were made and from invoices of any
merchandise received. This perpetual inventory record should be checked periodically
with a physical count of merchandise.

FIGURE 2. PERPETUAL INVENTORY

BEGINNING OF THE MONTH l
I I

In Out Bal. Ia Out Bal. In Out Bal. In

ilMI
IMII

Ign MI WM I
111M11011latill

2

iti '11 I II
1n 1

III I
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1. The space at the top of the "in, out, balance" column is for listing the item,
such as soybean oil meal, on which the perpetual inventory is being kept.

2. One line is provided for each day of the month.

3. The "in" column is for recording items received by the business.

4. The "out" column is for recording items that have been sold by the business.

5. The "balance" on hand at the beginning of the inventory period is recorded
in this space.

6. The "balance" column is for keeping a daily record of the at 'omit of the
item on hand.

K. A procedure for ordering and receiving new items:

As the merchant sells his stock it becomes necessary for him to purchase new
items from his suppliers. If he is wise he will do this in time to receive the new
items before his stock is depleted.

A well-planned procedure for ordering and receiving merchandise will insure
that the right kind and amounts of items are received when they should be. Proper
records of items ordered and received will prevent paying for items not received or
paying for items more than once.

Example; To help understand the procedure for ordering and receiving mer-
chandise follow the steps in the example listed below. A field trip to a local place of
business where these steps can be observed will help in learning the process. (Note:
Not all merchants follow all of the steps given in the example or use forms of this
type.)

The "Farm Supply Company" of Farmer, Ohio, ordered 18,000 pounds of 5 -20-
20 fertilizer to be delivered by rail in 225-8,' pound bags from the "G-ow More
Chemical Company" of Metropolis, Ohio.

The steps listed below were followed in ordering and receiving the fertilizer.
The forms used are illustrated in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Step 1. Ordering the merchandise.

(1) The purchase order:

The Farm Supply Company manager anticipated the need for more
5-20-20 fertilizer and instructed his secretary to prepare a purchase order for the
fertilizer. TLe original was sent to the Grow More Chamical Company office. Tile
duplicate will be used in checking the materials, the invoice and the bill of lading
when the fertilizer is received..
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Figure 3.

kfllittCHASE ORDER

No._442_ I

TO...AeL044/0teZikeintef:a/?______ DATE*42,3422.41_19.6i1

F 013 TERMS DATE REQUIRED

STOCK NUMBER/DESCRIPTION PRICE PER

Ptgar 712k".:0

10

-H

11

12

IMPORTANT
OUR ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR ON

INVOICES, PACKAGES AND CORRESPONDENC
_

E

ACKNOWLEDGE If UNABLE
Buvvr.

TO DELIVER BY DATE REQUIRED.
- -^ 1- -

r OPM 44 44 11 01 UT OR IP; II.. A

ORIGIYAL
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The purchase order form is not used by all companies but is very useful. It
outlines between the purchaser and the seller all the terms of the sale. Many mis-
understandings may be prevented by using a purchase order. The information given
on the form is illustrated in Figure 3.

1. The name of the company to which the order is being given.
2. The name of the company making the purchase.
3. Purchase order number.
4. Where the merchandise is to be shipped.
5. The date the order is written.
6. How the merchandise is to be shipped.
7. Who is to pay the freight.
8. The terms of payment.
9. The date the merchandise is needed.

10. The quantity of merchandise ordered.
11. The kind of merchandise and stock number if used.
12. The price per unit of the merchandise.
13. The total cost of the order.
14. The name of the person authorizing the purchase.

Step 2. Receiving the Merchandise.

(1) The receiving; report:

When the shipment arrives at the Farm Supply Company the manager
or one of his employees should check the amount and the condition of the fertilizer.
Some companies will use a receivin re form for this purpose, When this form
it: completed it should be compared with the purchase order duplicate to see if the
material received is the same as ordered. The receiving report will serve as the
Farm Supply Company's own record of receiving the fertilizer. The information
given on the form is illustrated in Figure 4.

1. The name and address of the company supplying the merchandise.
2. The date the merchandise was received.
3. The purchase order number.
4. The method of shipment used.
5. Record of shipping. charges.
6. The quantity of merchandise received.
7. The supplier's stock number if used.
8. The kind of merchandise.
9. The number of packages received.

10. The weight of each package.
11. The condition of the packages. (one indicates no damage)
12. The employee to whom. the merchandise was &livered.
13. Any unusual conditions that should be recorded,
14. The person checking the receiving record with the puzchase order.
15. The person issuing the credit memo.
16. The person signing ,4s receiving the merchandise.
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Figure 4.
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(2, .he bill of lading:

A bill of lading will accompany the shipment. It is used by some mer-
chants in checking the merchandise received with their purchase order, receiving
record and the invoice to see that the correct shipment was received. The information
given on the form is illustrated in Figure 5.

1. The name of the carrier is given.
2. The location from which the merchandise was shipped.
3. The name of the company receiving the merchandise.
4. The route over which the merchandise will be shipped and the identification

of the carrier.
5. The number of packages and the description of the merchandise.
6. The address of the company shipping the merchandise.

(3) The invoice:

The shipper (Grow More Chemical Company) will prepare an invoice
for the fertilizer and sent it to the :.xeiver (Farm Supply Company). This serves as
a record of the order received and of the materials that were shipped. The seller
should put ti .e information contained on the buyers purchase order on the invoice. The
receiver should check the invoice with the receiving record, bill of lading and his dupli-
cate copy of the purchase order to be sure they are being biked for the materials
ordered and that the materials were received as ordered. The information given on
the invoice is iii-_strated in Figure 6.

1. The sellers invoice number.
2. The date the invoice was prepared.
3. The address to which the merchandise was shipped..
4. The name and address of the company the merchandise was sold to.
5. The purchase order number used by the buyer.
6. The order number used by the seller.
7. The name of the seller's salesman.
8. The date the merchandise 11,2' shipped.
9. The method of shipment.

10. Who is to pay the freight.
11. The terms of payment.
12. The amount ordered.
13. The amount shipped.
14. The stock number if used and kind of merchandise.
15. The price per unit.
16. The size o 'mit in which the merchandise is handled.
17. The total cost ;A the merchandise.
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All employees will be involved in some phase of purchasing, receiving and
inventorying the merchandise handled by their place of employment.

Exercise: To gain experience in the procedures to follow in ordering and re -
ceiving merchandise prepare the purchase orders, invoices and receiving records for
the following siturtions. Use the blank forms that are provided. The previous examples
may be used as a guide.

Problem 11 The ABC Farm Supply Compa-4, Yourtown, Ohio, is buying from the
Best Kind Soybean Processors, Metropolis, New York, 30 tons of soybean meal in 100#
bags to be shipped by rail and delivered by May 1.. The price is $65.00 per ton and is
to be paid in ten days from delivery.

The ABC Company will pay the freight from New York. You are the manager and
the Ptirch.ase order number is 31.0. The salesman's name is Bob and his order number
is 6C.

Problem 2: The ABC Farm Supply Company, Yourtown, Ohio, is buying from
Well-Known Drug Suppliers, Metropolis, New York, one 50# bag of Terramycin at 150
per pound, one case of 24 mastitis tubes at 650 each, :en bottles of hog wormer at 800
each (1 qt.), six cans of ii each hog lice powder at 750 each.

The freight is prepaid and the material will be shipped by commercial truck. The
payment is to be made the 10th of the month following purchase. You are the manager,
and this purchase order is number is 412. The salesman's name is Tom, and his order
number is 115.
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Figure 10.
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Exercise: A sample monthly inventory is given in Figure 13. To become familiar
with this form determine the amount for each item. For review refer to Figure 1.
(Note: The class may be divided into groups so that each student will not be required
to figure each item.)

Exercise: Some merchants find it is to their aevantage to keep a daily running
inventory form or a perpetual inventcry of their stock. One type of perpetual inven-
tory form is described in Figure 2.

Before starting the perpetual inventory problem try these sample problems.
Determine the new balanue after each transaction.

1. Corn ---- on hand 4860# New Balar.ce

sold 1520#

sold 2340#

bought 5890#

sold 3670#

2. Beef maker on hand 5400#

bought 10,000#

sold 1500#

sold 3000#

3. Alfalfa seed on hand 14 bu.

seld 6 bu.

bought 10 bu.

sold 4 bu.

Now yr -. should be ready for the perpetual inventory problem. Use the figures
o:i page 2: D fill out the perpetual inventory form on page 30.

This is not difficult but requires concentration. You must remember whether
to add or subtract. An entry added when it should be subtracted doubles the error
and throws the inventory record off badly.
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A6RICULTURAI, MERCHANDISING INVENTORY

Inventory for month ending 19

Different Locations II Descrip._on of ItemsActual Count

14,50 lb) I No. 2 Corn cwt.
(6 850 lb.

is cwt.

No. of
Units

1 122 1/21

68 1/2

1.00# bratS.2&
100-0 mineral sack

50# salt blocks

32 17beef maker 100# sk.

40%nork maker 100# sk.

FERTILIZER

CO# sack:, 6-24-12

80# sacks 5-2,0=2,1),_
50# sacks 33-0-0

SUPPLIES

120 lb..Dittejrass seed

210 lb. White clover seed

300Jb, Ryegrass seed
40 10W 30 motor oil (5 ial,c

Unit
Price

1 82

20

Aill OUTIt

=1.1111

AL . 63'110. o-

cwt. 30 4 05

ea. 80 1 05

cwt.

cwt.

260

125

0

4 85

ton 210 58 50

ton 102 58 ILO_

ton 65 14 61 00

lb.

lb.

120

210

40

90

lb
can 40

2

5 0ME
III10

45 Cans h draultc oil 2 al. c. can 45 1 80

Cans 011(2 gal. cart can 10 1 20

MI 12 car
_gear

Tubes lube ao each ) tube 120 20Ell 20 bx. Terramycin (4) box 20 1 1.0

1m)

22 bx.

Terramycin 120) box 8 5 20

jLTilip lipLfLtrie box 30 30.4.51

(5) 20 amp plugiuse box 22 30

15 gale Stock dip gal. 15

22 n1.1

20 gal

30 rat
8 tai

201)oxi

?O.-1H

b;1111

Fly spray
2-4-1a ester

2-4-11 amine

Chlordane

al 22 I

rnd. 20

ligat. 30

8

20 1

lr
20 1

21

Vegetable (lusl.1211)ox) box

Rose-orn. (lust (21k box) liom

Balm, lwino

220

50

310
1

2150

6100

1110

1 30

I
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Enter the following items of sales and purchases on the perpetual inventory
form. Keep a running Balance. Materials received are marked ' "in ".

Date Transaction

1 300# shelled corn
6G0# beefmaker
200# shelled corn
500# soybean meal

1 bale twine

2 200# porkmaker
800# shelled corn
1 ton porkmaker
800# soybean meal
2 bu. alfalfa seed

3 500# shelled corn
600# soybean meal

1000# shelled corn
400# soybean meal

2 bales twine
12,000# shelled conl (In)

4 1 ton beefmaker
500# beefmaker
1 ton soybean meal
80# soybean meal
2 bu. alfalfa seed

5 2 ton shelled corn
1 ton soybean meal
2 ton porkmaker (In)
5 ton beefmaker (In)

8 16 bales twine
800# shelled corn
300# porkmaker
600# soybean meal
500# soybean meal
3 bu. alfalfa seed

9 5 tons soybean meal. (In)
600# soybean meal
500# beefmaker

10 bales twine

Date Transaction

10 1600# beefmaker
1200# shelled corn

500# porkmaker
700# shelled corn
900# soybean meal
50bales twine (In)
10 bu. alfalfa seed (In)

11 300# porkmaker
200# beefmaker
20 bales twine

2 ton shelled corn
1 bu. alfalfa seed

10, 500# shelled corn (In)

12 4500# shelled corn
500# porkmaker
500# soybean meal
800# soybean meal

15 600# beefmaker
800# porkmaker
500# soybean meal

1200# beefmaker
100# soybean meal

16 10 bales twine
500# shelled corn
600# soybean m.al

17 1 ton soybean meal
1 ton porkmaker
2 tons shelled corn
5 bales twine
3 bu. alfalfa seed
8000# shelled corn (In)

18 10 bu. alfalfa seed (In)
700# soybean meal
500# beefmaker
900# shelled corn
400# porkmaker

6 bales twine

Date Transaction

19 3600# shelled corn
1000# shelled corn
1000# soybean meal
1000# beefmaker
3 ton beefmaker (In)
3 ton porkmaker (In)

22 2200# shelled corn
10 bales twine

1500# porkmal 3r
1000# soybean meal

500# shelled corn
6 bales twine

23 1 ton porkmaker -

1800# shelled corn
500# porkmaker
600# beefmaker

1 ton soybean meal

24 1700# shelled corn
500# soybean meal

1000# porkmaker
500# beefrnaker

5 tons soybean meal
(In)

25 10 bales twine
1000# shelled coin
2500# soybean meal

2 bu. alfalfa seed

26 2 tons beefmaker
1000# porkmaker
300# shelled corn

29 1800# porkmaker
1600# shelled corn
500i soybean meal

2 LANs twine

30 600# soybean meal
1000# porkmaker
500# beefmaker

2 bu. alfalfa seed
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price of any item.

while in other cases the will only be a small percentage of the cost. Freight charges

price of a ton of coal.

average employee will not be the person who will establish prices, but he should have

A. Wholesale Costs and Freight Charges:

The freight charges by the railroad to deliver this to a local elevator might be as much
as $4,20 per ton. This must be taken into consideration in determining the selling

CHAPTER III: DETERMINING THE SELLING PRICE OF MERCHANDISE

the management of any business. To remain in operation a merchant must know his

an-
swer to the question that always comes up, "Why le the price of this so high? There
must be plenty of profit in this item."

ie illustrated by the following graph.

goods he has on hand to sell to his customers. This ie the largest part of the selling

to 416 .ocal point. These charges must be figured into the final charges. You will
remember on the purchase orders and invoices it was indicated who would pay the
freight, the buyer or the seller.

are usually figured by the ton or by the hundred pounds. Large tonnages are usually

companies or by commercial trucking concerns.

cost of doing business and set his prices accordingly to allow a reasonable profit. The

some idea ae to how prices are determined. This will enable him to have a better an-

shipped by rail or semi truck while small shipments are made by special delivery

F1
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Actually the "profit" part of the selling price ie only a small part of the total ae

Some Examples: The cost of a ton of coal at the mines might be $5.85 per ton.

Many people forget that the merchant paid his own money to some supplier for the

It ie important to examine each section of this graph.

On some items the freight-charges might account for a large part of the cost price,

The determination of the selling price of merchandise ie a very important part of

n there is always the item of FREIGHT CHARGES to have the item delivered

Wholesale cost

Overhead costs
Freight charges

Profit

82% Wholesale and Freight

Selling Price

$5.85 per ton

per ton

4.20 per ton

per ton

per ton

31
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In the case of a carload of feed the cost of the feed might be $90.00 per ton and
the freight charges $2.50 per ton. This is not as large a percentage of the cost of the
merchandise as was the case witlithe coal, but it is still an item of cost that must be
figured in the selling price.

Where products are handled by the hundred pound units there is usually a minimum
charge for making the delivery. These charges will usually be stated like this: 501 per
hundred pounds, $2.30 minimum. This means that they will not make any delivery for
less than $2.30 but that the charges will be at the rate of 501 per hundred pounds for a
shipment that goes over the minimum rate.

Problems: Figure the freight charges in the following cases:

1. A carload of coal with 55 tons freight
freight rate @ $4.43 per ton

2. A semi-load of coal from a closet mine
17 tons @ $2.88 per ton

3. A 30 ton carload of feed @ $2. 50 per ton

4. A 15 ton semi-load of feed @ $2.10 per ton

5. Figure the freight costs on the following small
lots of items using this schedule:

501 per hundred pounds with a minimum of $2.30.

5500 ryegrass seed

Three 500 bags antibiotocs ....
8000 bird feed

40011 drug items

500 vegetable dust.

6500 rock salt ...

The point that has been made.so far is that the wholesale cost of the merchandise and
the freight charges must be part of the selling price.

B. Overhead Costs:

The retail merchant has a great many costs involved in carrying an inventory of pro-
ducts large enough to meet the demands of his customers. Many of these costs are easy
to see,but some are hidden and difficult to control. Some of the costs the local mt.rehant
has in carrying an inventory and offering the items for sale are as follow s: Discuss the
folio, -.. items and give an example of each in the space provided. (A local dealer may
help in answering these questions.)
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Example:

10. Theft of merchandise.

11. Shrinkage

12. Damage to merchandise in stock.

age of merchandise suc

Example:

such as feed.

13. Wages and salaries.

Example:

1. Merchandise may become obsolete before sold.

Example:

2. Merchandise becomes shop worn.

Example:

3. Some merchandise will be overstocked and will not sell out.

Example:

4. The price of merchandise may drop before the stock is sold.

Example:

5. Interest on investment on inventory items.

Example:

6. Insurance on inventory items.

Example:

7. The cost of warehousing the merchandise.

Example:

8. Freight costs.

Example:.

9. Taxes on the merchandise carried on inventory.



The overhead costs are divided into FIXED costs and VARIABLE costs. These
costs are illustrated in the following chart.

FIGURE 16. The ESTIMATED FIXED and VARIABLE COSTS of CARRYING an INVENTORY*

FIXED VARIABLE

Damage per $1000 ?

Shrinkage per $1000 ?

Obsolete per $1000 ?

Theft per $1000 ?

Warehouse per $1000 7,_.
Total per $1000 ...$30B0 and up

Total FIXED AND VARIABLE COST $120.00 or 12%

*Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Inc, Bookkeepers School.

Insurance per $1000 $ )0.00

Taxes per $1000 20.00

Interest per $1000 60.00

Total per $1000 $ 90.00

The variable costs particularly will differ from business to business. However,
the total costs will usually average out to about the 12% illustrated in the graph in
Figure 16.

How would the warehousing costs differ on fertilizer and alfalfa seed?

C. Customer Service Costs:

A progressive forward looking merchant keeps in touch with improved farm methods
and practices. He thus learns of newer products his farmer customers are becoming
interested in. This knowledge will also enable him to advise and counsel with his cus-
tomers concerning their need for his products and how they may be used to the best
advantage by the farmer.

Another service rendered by merchants is to make adjustments and repairs on pro-
ducts after they are sold. This insures that the customer will receive full benefit from
the product he buys.

U a business is to grow it must have satisfied customers. Today's customers
expect and depend on service from their merchants. At the same time, the customer
must realize that the merchant must be paid, in some form, for these services if he is
to remain in business and continue providing this valuable function.

List some of the services you expect from different kinds of businesses:



D. 4% Profit:

This item must be provided for in the pricing if the merchant is to stay in
basiness. This is a legitimate part of the price of any item and the dealer is entitled
to a fair profit for the service that he renders.

Profit is usually not figured as a separate item in determining the selling price.
The Overhead Costs and Profit are usually combined into what is termed the "MARK-
UP." This is the amount that is added to (marked up) the cost of the merchandise
plus freight charges.

Over a period of years businesses have determined what this "mask -up" figure
should be to cover their overhead costs and allow for a reasonable profit. This
figure is generally expressed as a percentage.

From the analysis of their business records, one farm supply business has
established mark-up percentages as follows:

Fertilizer 13.60 Seed 15%
Grain 6.4% Fence 25%
Commercial Feed .... 22.0% Twine 20%
Hardware 50.0% Drugs 50%

Miscellaneous 25.0%

E. Mark-Up: The amount added to the cost to make the selling price.

There are two ways to express tho mark-up on an item. This may be as a cash
mark-up or a percentage mark-up. The dealer may say, "I am going to mark this up
$1.50:' or "I am going to mark this up 25%."

It is more desirable to use the percentage figure because this automatically takes
care of market changes on the cost of material. For instance if the dealer is used to
marking up Ms feed $10.00 per ton, this might be okay when the feed is costing
$50.00 per ton, but it would be too low if the cost of the feed went to $70.00 (using
the suggested percentage for commercial feed above ).

Cost $ Mark-Up

$50.00 $ 10.00

$70.00 $ 10.00

Mark -U

20.0%

14.3%

If he were figuring Ms selling price by using a percentage of mark-up he would
add $14.00 to the $70.00 cost of the ton of feed at a 20% mark-up.

This is necessary to have more dollar margin on higher priced material because
the hidden costs are greater on higher priced materials. Such things as losses from
shrinkage, damage or theft are higher with the higher priced merchandise, and there
is greater risk of prices dropping when market prices are at a high level.

There is a rule of thumb that is used by some businesses to determine the per-
centage of mark-up. This is: THE NUMBER OF TIMES AN ITEM TURNS OVER
IN STOCK DURING THE YEAR TIMES THE MARK-UP SHOULD EQUAL 100.
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This formula does not work perfectly with all items because of competition and
inventory adjustments, but it is a good basis to start from.

F. Mark-Up on Coat or Selling Price:

This is a principle on pricing that mast be decided upon in establishing selling
prices. This may be one of the factors that makes the difference in the price of the
same item between two different companies. A 50% mark -up on the cost price of an
item may be the same as a 33% mark-up on the selling price of that same item. An
example of this might be a hardware item such as a hammer.

1. Mark-up on cost; The amount added to the cost to make the selling price.

Wholesale cost of the hammer
Merchant prices hammer at
Cash mark-up
Percent mark-up

Cash mark-up .50 =

1.00
1.50

.50

50%Purchase price 1.00

2. Mark-up on selling price:

Wholesale cost of the hammer $1.00
Merchant prices hammer at 1.50
Cash mark-up .. . 50
Percent mark-up

Cash mark-up .50
Selling price 1.50

The dealer must decide which system of mark-up he wants to use.

Problem: Using the percentage mark-up listed on page 35 and figuring this as a
MARK-UP ON COST, figure the selling prices for the following items.

Figure 17. Determining Selling Price

A DEALER IN MERCHANDISE MUST MAKE A PROFIT TO STAY IN BUSINESS

Item
Cost per

Unit
ik) 1

Mark- I

$ Selling
Mark-up I Price

Shelled Corn $ 1..15 bu.
Bran 61.00 ton

Fly Spray 1.00 gal.

Baler Twine 6.30 bale
10-47-12-11 Fence 1.22 rod

,-

Claw Hammer 1.88 each

5-20-20 Fertilizer 58.00 ten

Red Clover Seed 22.50 bu.
Mastitis Treatment .64 each ..
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CHAPTER IV: UNDE1.STANDING BUSINESS POLICY

Most businesses have some policies of discounts and service charges that are
used in making charges to customers. These should be written policies so that all
employees understand them and the charges or discounts are applied uniformily.

Some examples of the policies are:

I. Cash discounts on purchases.
2. Carrying charges on accounts.
3. Tonnage discounts on feed and fertilizer.
4. Early season discounts.
5. Service charges such as trucking or grinding services.

A. Cash Discounts on Purchases:

This discount is used to encourage customers to pay for their purchases as they
are made rather than charge them. This is a legitimate discount for the dealer to
offer because it does cost money to carry charge accounts. The costs involved in
carrying charge accounts are as follows:

I. A bookkeeper is required to handle account records.

2. The dealer ties up his own money in merchandise until the money comes
in from accounts.

3. This may mean that the dealer has to borrow money and pay interest on it
until money comes in from accounts.

4. There is a cost for statement forms, account records and postage in sending
out statements at the end of each month.

5. Some money is lost in accounts that are not paid.

For these reasons it is easy to see the justification of a cash discount. These
discounts are usually 1% or 2% of the purchase price.

Example: The total for a sales slip amounts to ... $28.62

2% cash disco= ,.. .57

Amount to pay $ 28.05

Problems: Figure a 2% cash discount on the ff dewing purchases:

$58.25 = $147.89 = $15.21 = _
Figure a 1% discount on the following purchases:

$95.00 = $66.80 = $42.96 = -



B. Carrying Charges on Accounts:

As was mentioned under cash discounts, it costa the dealer something to carry
charge accounts. The longer these charges have to be carried by the dealer, the
more it costs him. As was mentioned before, he may even have to borrow money to
buy merchandise and pay interest on this borrowed money.

30 Days is Cash: This has been cstablished over the years and is usually a
practice with all businesses. This means that anything paid for within 30 days after
it is purchased has no carrying charge added. HOWEVER, THERE IS NO CASH
DISCOUNT UNLESS IT IS PAID THE DAY OF PURCHASE.

6% Carrying Charge: The most usual carrying charge is 6% on all accounts not
paid in 30 days. This is applied to the account each month and may be stated this
way instead of the 6% -- 1/2 of 1% per month. These statements both mean the
same thing as is shown in this example.

An account charged over 30 days $142.80

6% per annum k2 of 1% per month

$142.80 $1 3.80
. 06 . 01

8.57 4 12 = $ .71 per mo. 1.42 x 1/2 = $.71 per mo.
It is easy to use the 112 of 1% per month system as the 1% can usually be figured

in your head and then divided by IA.

Problems: Figure the carrying charges on the following balances using both
systems:

6% per annum 1/2 of 1% per month

$ 68.55 $ 22.80

15.64 152.90

580.65 14.81

52.10 65.00

88.01 92.60

210.87 116.90

C. Tonnage Discounts:

It is usually an advantage to the dealer to sell products in large amounts. This
often saves handling as in the case of an order of 7 tons of fertilizer to one farm. It
is more economical for the dealer to deliver this entire load to one farm rather than
divide the load among three or four farmers.
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Fertilizer discounts: A typical discount schedule for fertilizer might be set up
as follows:

5 ton order $1.00 per ton discount
10 ton order 3.00 11 11

II

15 tons or over 5.00 " 11

With orders of 15 tons and over this represents a semi-load of fertilizer and
would probably be delivered directly to the farm from the fertilizer plant rather than
being unloaded at the dealers place of business.

Feed discounts: These discounts are usually set up un a ton basis and are usu-
ally applied only if a ton or more of one kind of feed is purchased at one time.
However, some dealers might apply the ton discount if the total of the order comes to
a ton or more even though there were two or three kinds of feed purchased to make up
the ton. For illustration here, we will only apply the discount whenthe order is for
one ton or more of one kind of feed.

A typical discount schedule for feeds might be as follows:

$1.00 per ton discount on orders of 1 to 5 tons.
2.00 " It of vi tt tt 5 to 10 tons.
3.00 " tt tt It tt " 10 tons or more.

Examples: 7 tons of fertilizer @ $58.00 $406.00
$1.00 per ton discount 7.00

399.00

11 tons fertilizer @ $65.00 715.00
$3,00 per ton discount 33.00

682.00

6 tons of feed @ $92.00 552.00
$2.00 per ton discount 12.00

540.00

Using the schedules above, figure the discounted price for the following orders
of feed and fertilizer.

FEED FERTILIZER

2 tons @ $78.00 4 tons @ $54.00

6 tons @ 84.00 8 tons @ 62.00

1 ton @ 91.00 10 tons @ 59.00

10 tons @ 68.00 15 tons @ 68.00

7 tons @ 80.00 18 tons @ 73.00



D. Early Season Discounts:

These discounts usually come about through the manufacturer of products so they
can move them out of their warehouses and make room for more production. This
might be best illustrated by the example of twine. Practically all of the twine is used
in the summer, but the manufacturing companies cannot make it all in Just this one
season. They must produce all year to take care of the demand. Stocks pile up in
their warehouses. To try to move some of this material ahead of the season. they
offer some EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS. This is true with fertilizer, seeds and many
other seasonal items.

Usually the earlier the material is taken the larger the discount. This can be
illustrated with a twine and a fertilizer early order discount.

50/ per bale December delivery $3.00 per ton

40/ per bale January delivery 2.50 per ton

30/ per bale February delivery 2.00 per ton

20/ per bale March delivery 1.50 per ton

10/ per bale April delivery

These discounts are usually set on a delivered basis because it does not do too
much good if the dealer has the order if he has to store it himself until the using
season. This system spreads out the storage of products between the manufacturer,
the dealer and the farmer.

Tiaese discounts are usually applied in addition to tonnage discounts so that in the
case of fertilizer both the TONNAGE and the EARLY SEASON discounts would apply.

Examples: 12 ton load of fertilizer delivered in February:

12 tons @ $56.00 $672.00
Tonnage discount ($3.00 )... $36.00
Early discount ($2.00 )... 24.00 60.00

$612.00

20 bales of twine @ $8.75 delivered in January:

20 bales @ $8.75 $175.00
January discount (40/) .... 8.00

$167.00

Problems: Work out the prices for the following orders using both the tonnage
discount and the early order discount.

TWINE FERTILIZER

15 bales @ $9.20 in Jan 6 tons @ $51.00 in Dec.

24 bales @ 8.50 in Mar. 12 tons @ 62.00 in Jan.

18 bales @ 6.40 in Dec. 5 tons @ 74.00 in Feb.
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E. Grinding, Shelling, and 'Trucking Charges:

These services are charged for because the dealer has a large investment in
the machinery to do these jobs. There is no way to get this investment back except
to charge the people who use these services.

Grinding: This charge is usually set up as so much per 100 pounds. Normal
charges for this service are 100 or 150 per hundred.

Shelling: There is more variation in shelling charges. In fact in some placeL,
if the grain is ground after it is shelled, there is no charge for the shelling, just the
grinding charges. More common, however, are charges such as this:

80 per 100 pounds of the ear corn shelled

100 per 100 pounds of the shelled corn weight after shelling

Which system the dealer uses depends on which is easier for him to do;
weigh the ear corn before it is shelled or weigh the shelled corn after shelling.

Trucking: Incases where the customer asks the elevator to pick up and deliver
his grain for grinding or shelling there is usually a charge of something like 100 per
hundred for this service. Here again the dealer must have an expensive piece of
equipment to offer this service, and he must charge the people that use it for this
service.

Examples: In the examples here a charge will be made for both shelling and
grinding where it applies.

A farmer had a load of 2400# of ear corn that be wanted picked up by the
elevator truck and ground. What are his charges?

Pick-up and delivery 2400# @ 100 $2.40
grinding 2400# @ 150 3.60

6.00
Shelling charge based on ear corn weight:

A farmer brought a load of ear corn to the elevator to be shelled. The
weight of the ear corn was 12,360#. What are the shelling charges at 80 per
cwt. ear corn? $9.89.

Shelling charges based on shelled corn weight:

A load of ear corn which shelled out at 8340# of shelled corn was brought
to the elevator by a farmer. Tha charge f shelling was at the rate of 100 per
cwt. of shelled corn. What are the shelling charges? $8.432

Problems: Figure the charges in the following cases:

4300# of grain picked up by the elevator and ground

1680# of ear corn shelled

Load of corn shelled and then ground. The shelled corn
weight was 2840#. This same weight was ground

Load of corn picked up weighing 3860# was shelled and
charged shelling on ear corn weight. The weight of the
shelled corn that was ground was 3088#
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PRICING POLICY OF THIS COMPANY

Cash Discount: 2% cash discount allowed when payment is made at time of delivery
or pick-up.

gpayashar : A charge of 6% per annum will be applied monthly on balances that
are over 30 days.

Tonnage Discounts: Fertilizer: $1.00 per ton 1 to 5 tons
3.00 " " 5 to 10 tons
4.00 " " 10 to 15 tons
6.00 " " 15 tons and over.

Feed: (applies only o' orders of one kind of feed)
$1.00 per ton 1 to 5 tons
2.00 " " 5 to 10 tons
3.00 " " 10 tons or over.

Early Season Discount: Twine Fertilizer Seed

December delivery 500 per bale $3.00 per ton $2.00 per bu.

January delivery 400 If tf 2.50 tt ft 1.50 ft ti

February delivery 300 II II 2. 00 it is 1.00 " ft

March delivery 200 IP fl 1.50 tt If

IPApril delivery 100
It

Grinding: 14 per hundred pounds.

Shelling: 8 per hundred pounds of ear corn.

Trucking: 100 per hundred pounds.

Remember: Several discounts may apply on the same sale. It is possible to have
TONNAGE, EARLY ORDER and CASH DISCOUNT on the same
purchase.

Deduct early season and tonnage discounts before figuring cash discount.

In figuring fractions of a cent, carry foLward I/2 0 or more and drop less
than I/2 0-



In tne next three chapters of this workbook, the exercises will deal with the selling
of merchandise to customers and making the charges for this merchandise.

One of the most important forms used in retail businesses is the sales ticket. It
performs the following:

A. It is the heart of the accoerting system.

B. It is the first record of the sale of merchandise from the business.

C. It is important to the customer for his records of expenses during the year.

Figure 18 s how s an example of a sales ticket properly completed which
shows the necessary information. At the end of each day, these tickets will supply
the manager of the business with the following information:

1. The amount of cash taken in during tne day.
This is used to make a daily cash balance.

2. The amount of merchandise sold.
This is used in inventory systems.

3. The amount of sales tax collected.
This is used for sales tax reports.

4. Information needed to charge purchases to customer's accounts.
This is the beginning of the bookkeeping system.

5. A permanent record of sales.
A copy of all sales tickets is filed.

This sales ticket is also important to the customer:

1. It is a record of his expenses during the year.
These need to be kept for income tax purposes.

2. It is his record in cases of disputed account.
These slips will snow his purchases and payments he has made.

3. Any merchandise returned usually requires a sales icket as evidence of
purchase from that company.
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Refer to the following sample to see how a sales ticket has been correctly
written. (Figure 18.)

1. Mark the correct date.
2. Write the customer's correct name and address. If partner: 'lip, it should

be noted as such The name and address becomes necessary if the pur-
Autee becomes a charge account.

3. Give a complete description of each article sold.
a. Quantity and unit should be thought of as one item. (i.e. 100 lbs.; 10 gal.)
b. The description should clearly designate the type of merchandise being

sold and not merely be a commodity classification. For example: 100#
calf manna, not 100# feed. This is necessary for checking price and for
inventory controls.

c. Show the price per unit on all merchandise. (Some sales tickets will
have a column heading marked "price.") Bill all merchandise at the retail
price. If the customer is entitled to a discount because of volume, damage,
etc., this amount is then deducted from the retail price.

U. Extensions must be mathematically accurate and legibly written.

4. Make a sub -total of the extension.
5. Calculate the sales tax on all tax le items, if any, and enter under the first

total.
6. Next, calculate any delivery, mixing, grinding or shelling charges and

enter under the sales tax calculations.
7. Add the extension column to obtain the grand total charges for the sale.
8. Check the block on the ticket to indicate the method of payment, cash, check,

charge, returned or account.
9. If settlement is to be made by check in an amount different from the ticket

total, it is well to note the amount of the check on the face of the sales ticket
with the calculation of the charge to be given. A similar calculation is rec-
ommended when a large bill is given in payment.

10. Get the signature of the person receiving the merchandise if the settlement is
to be other than cash.

11. When a customer pays on account make out a sales ticket and mark what he
is paying for. (i.e. fertilizer, feed, balance on note, etc., Figure 20.)

12. In all cases if an employee should ruin a ticket for any reason, the work
VOID should be written across the front of the ticket and the original placed
with the other tickets. Sales tickets are numbered consecutively and each
one must be accounted for at the end of the day's business.

13. The salesman initials the ticket in the appropriate block.
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Figure 18. Properly prepared sales tickets giving full information about the trans-
action will provide the manager with information he needs in conducting the business and
will prevent many misunderstandings with customers if a transaction is questioned.

A to Z Farm Supply Company

OUANTITT DESCRIPTION PRICE I AMOUNT

U. rETZ21

oceivd BY :. Jolt.A.6 Salesraan8YEli
Cash Ch4,Ir C:harg Refound Account

47752soof
COOP. 142 -C Ea 711775 Cassac.wassup svalistaa roams 0 , rrsTsounass Is. PA.



A to Z Farm Supply Company

y AS 1961cfrendgut4
Sold To ejF41144d. Cpdatati

Address kXeldiinzi), (07
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE

4

AMOUNT

.
10

SS-...4

3- is 6 -.24Z-n2 NA.A&Dev... crso i 9.0 ..s-o

1.2p.6 6.6-

Received By: 43.444A filAtit. Salesmen,
Cash Chita Champs iisthsrmad Account

No. 47753k./
COOP. 142C 0 7th. ,NOOLIDATID suossase muse co.. perssmstosi K. PA.

A to Z Farm Supply Company

0,A 194 31
,I..gli2

Sold To CilLiALLA L3-94.4(.101J

Address 1/44.ed_Airset., elatie
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT

.
ar-lc. 4Leettezzi,

Received By: Salesman: 16 ,..,...,...
Cash Chock Charge Rehartssel ACCOUlti

No. 47754'" 4
COOP. 142C 0 ?NM comsocusArso sues:ash wane so.. pressoustes is. PA.
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Importance of making sales tickets for merchandise:

No sale is complete until the merchandise is properly accounted for on a sales
slip. The importance of this may be illustrated by a simple example. Suppose a
farmer buys a ton of feed at the local elevator and he is in a hurry so he tells the
employee to charge it to his account and he leaves without going to the office. The
selling price of this ton of feed is $110. (The actual cost of the feed was $100 per
ton and the dealer figured $10 per ton mark-up.)

If the employee forgets to make a slip for this feed and it does not get charged
to the farmer's account, how many tons of this same type feed will have to be sold
to make up for the loss of this one ton not being billed?

This may sound like an exagerCed situation, but ask any local dealer if this
happens in his business. It may not happen so often with the bigger purchases, but
a number of small purchases may add up to as much loss as the one large item.

Let's look at a couple of other examples:

Suppose a half ton of fertilizer that sells for $72 is not billed to the customer.
(The mark-up on this fertillier is $9 per ton.) How many tons of this same kind of
fertilizer will have to be sold to make up for the loss of the half ton not billed?

Figure that a roll of fence that sells for $36 does not get billed. (The mark-up
on this item is $6 per roll.) How many rolls of fence must be sold to make up for the
loss of the roll that was not billed?

These examples illustrate the importance of getting the merchandise properly
billed. Every employer will expect his employees to be very careful that this is done.

- - -



CHAPTER V: SALES TAX

There is considerable confusion about charging sales tax on products purchased
in conducting the agricultural business. Where this is applicable, it is very important
to the merchant that the tax be charged or the business will have to pay the amount of
the tax that was not collected from the customer.

SOME STATES DO NOT HAVE: Some states do not have a sales tax and other
plans vary from state to state. The Ohio plan is being explained here as this book was
written in Ohio. The understanding of one plan should help the student to understand
SALES TAX and then he can make adjustments for the plan in his state.

OHIO LAW: The Ohio law states that all objects of tangible personal property that
are offered for sale in Ohio are subject to the sales tax except food items and drug
items.

EXEMPTIONS: There are many exemptions to the above statement and this is
what the student must become familiar with in order to make the proper charges in a
place of business.

TAXED AT FINAL CONSUMER: The intent of the law is that products will only
be charged the sales tax once. This will be to the person who buys the product for
final consumption or use. So any product used in the production of an item for sale is
tax exempt as long as the cost of the product is included in the selling price of a com-
pleted product. An example of this is the steel used in the production of a new
automobile. The manufacturer of the car is exempt from paying the sales tax on the
steel. The purchaser of the automobile is the one who pays the sales tax on the steel
and other production items. Another example of this law is where fertilizer is used.
in the production of flowers for sale to customers. However, an exception is where
fertilizer is used for the production of vegetables in a home garden. In this case, the
final consumer of the vegetables is the home gardner, and he must pay sales tax for
the fertilizer. ANYTHING USED IN THE PRODUCTION PROCESS IS EXEMPT
FROM SALES TAX,

SEVERAL EXAMPLES: Feed for dairy cows is exempt from the tax because it
LI:. used in a production. process, while a set of electric clippers to be used in clipping
cows would be subject to the tax since this clipping is not actually part of the pro-
duction process of milk. It has been established that fly spray used on dairy cattle is
tax exempt because the killing of flies on the cows increases milk production and is
therefore part of the production process. This same fly spray used around the
dwelling merely for convenience is subject to the tax since this is not a part of a pro-
duction process.

Feed for all classes of livestock is exempt where the products from these animals
are sold. But the feed for the family dog or riding horses is taxable. Livestock
tonics, medicines, serums and the equipment or instruments to give these are tax
exempt. Yost hardware items are subject to the tax, but light bulbs that are used in
a cage layer house to control the light to the hens and help in the production of eggs
are exempt.
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Liming materials used on fields for better crop production is exempt from the
tax, but this same material used for lawn work is subject to the tax.

Remember -- PRODUCTS USED IN THE PRODUCTION OF PERSONAL
PROPERTY FOR SALE ARE EXEMPT.

USAGE DETERMINES TAX: The use that is made of some items determines
whether or not the tax must be charged. Any building materials that become part of
the permanent buildings or part of the real estate are subject to the tax. The assump-
tion her a is that if it becomes part of the buildings or real estate that this is
probablj the final consumer of the product and that he should pay the tax.

SOME EXAMPLES: Tile used in fields which will increase the production of
crops for sale are exempt from the tax. These same tile used in milk house drains
or in a permanent hog house are subject to the tax.

Fencing material that is put up as permanent fence and would be sold along
with the farm if it were sold as taxable. Temporary electric fence that is moved for
dairy cows to increase pasture area and in turn milk production is tax exempt.

Lumber that is used to build an addition to the hog house is taxable because
it becomes part of the permanent building. But the same lumber used to make a self
feeder for hogs is tax exempt because this is used in the production process.

Farm machinery used in the production of crops for sale is tax exempt.
The repairs for this machinery and the gas and oil foi them is tax exempt. But the
same gas and oil used in your automobile is subject to the tax.

Concrete materials and concrete blocks are normally taxable because these
generally become part of the permanent buildings or real estate.

Holding equipment not attached to farm buildings such as dryers, portable
cribs, bins and bulk milk tanks used for temporary holding rather than storage are
tax exempt.

Remember -- THE USE OF THE ITEM IS IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING
IF IT TAXABLE.

SOME ORGANIZATIONS EXEMPT: By law certain organizations are exempt
from paying the tax. Some of these are: charitable and religious organizations, all
government agencies including local villages, cities, states and federal agencies,
schools and public utility companies.

EXEMPTION CERTIFICATES: From the preceeding examples it probably
seems that the sales tax law is very complicated. This is not the case if a few
points are kept clearly in mind. Remember the statement of the law from the first
page. All sales are subject to the tax UNLESS there is a legal reason that they are
exempt.
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Effective with the revision of the Ohio Sales Tax Law, January 2, 1962, a new exemption
card is required to protect the vendor of exempt sales. Previously, only one type of
exemption was identified. Now there are five reasons why a farm customer might buy
from a dealer on an exempt basis. It is a vendor's responsibility to either collect the tax
on eve ry sale or secure an exemption to show why it is an exempt sale. The exemption
certificate is your protection against being charged the tax in case of an audit. The
following instructions are offered to insure proper use of certificates.

Not necessary to use;
Your firm name see date line below.

Customer name and address
typed for easy filing

Check when selling
to another dealer for

Nome Addressresale.

Check all three whe
selling to a farm
customer.

SPECIAL B KET CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FOR FARMS PLY DEALERS
The undersigns exemption on purchase of tensible p sonol property

from on or after
Nome of Vendor Dart

nd certifies that this claim is based upon the purchaser's proposed use of the items
sod, the activity of the purchaser, or bosh, as shown hereon:

) 1. Sold to another vendor for resole.
) 2c. Directly in production of personal property for sale by farming.
) 6b. Packages. materials, or equipment used in production of personal

sole by forming.
) 10o. Equipment or materials used directly in production of articles

production of other personal property for sole by forming.
) 10b. Equipment or materials used in holding or conditioning of rooseriols for sale by

forming.
) 10c. Materiels or parts to be incorporoted into articles to be used in production of

personal property for sale by forming.
) OTHER specify by number from back of cord or Rule

Check this reason
when selling a
customer bulk milk
tanks, dryers, port-
able cribs or bins.

This date very im-
portant. Certificate
becomes effective
the first of taxing
period in which this
date falls.

pm.

property for

used in the

This certificate shall continue in force
until revoked and shall be considered a
port of each order given to the above
named vendor unless the order specifies
otherwise.
Vendcr's License No.. if any

Dote Sighed Activity
Farm & Power Equipment Retail* of Ohio. Columbus Ohio Gtoin 6 Feed Deegan Ape tteamorthieetem

Purchaser
Nome

Address
By

Necessary only' when Indicate customer
selling to another vendor business

Because of the complications of the present law, it is not wise to try to decide which
specific exemption reason covers any particular sale. This is why we recommend checking
the three basic reasons for farm use (2c, 10a, 10c) and adding 10b when necessary.

Once an exemption certificate is signed and the name and address of b o t h customer and
vendor remain the same, the certificate is valid.

Figure 21. An improved form sales tax exemption certificate.

h*
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In order to support an exemption from paying the tax, the purchaser must be
responsible for signing a statement giving the reason why this purchase should
not be subject to the tax. Figure 21 shows an example of an exemption certificate
to be used for this purpose. This is a short form which lists the reasons that are
applicable to a farm supply business.

ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO THE TAX UNLESS THERE 23 A LEGAL
REASON WHY THEY SHOULD BE EXEMPT AND THEN THIS MUST BE
SUPPORTED BY A SIGNED EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE.

With this background of the sales tax law the student should get some practice
in charging sales tax. The following guide may be used on computing sales tax on
items costing between $ .31 and $10.40. Charge 3% on all amounts above this
range.

OHIO SALES TAX RATES

Less than .31
. 31 to 40
. 41 to 70
. 71 to 1.08

No Tax
.01
.02
.03

1.09 to 1.40 .04 5.71 to 6.08 .18
1.41 to 1.70 .05 6.09 to 6.40 .19
1.71 to 2.08 .06 6.41 to 6.70 .20
2.09 to 2.40 .07 6.71 to 7.08 .21
2.41 to 2.70 .08 7.09 to 7.40 .22
2.71 to 3.08 .09 7.41 to 7.70 .23
3.09 to 3.40 .10 7.71 to 8.08 .24
3.41 to 3.70 .11 8.09 to 8.40 .25
3.71 to 4.08 .12 8.41 to 8.70 .26
4.09 to 4.40 .:3 8.71 to 9.08 .27
4.41 to 4.70 .14 9.09 to 9.40 .28
4.71 to 5.08 .15 9.41 to 9.70 .29
5.09 to 5.40 .16 9.71 to 10.08 .30
5.41 to 5.70 .17 10.09 to 10.40 .31

On the following page are some sales tax problems to be figured.

1 ,-- -.4.



Figure the sales tax on the following items: (Tax ie to be charged on all of
these au you do not need to determine whether or not the tax should be charged.)

50# dog feed @ $2.45

Two 50# bags of fertilizer (0) $2.10 each

40 rode of fence @ $1.45 per rod

200 concrete blocks (0) 180 each

Electric clippers @ $24.50

Order of garden seeds @ $10.30

1 qt. household fly spray @ $1.80

Power lawn mower @ $145.80

50# wild bird seed (0) $3.25

Lumber for repairs @ $62.80

In the following examples determine if the tax should be charged and if so,
how much the tax should be:

1000 field tile @ $54.00 per 1000 for repair of the lines in corn field

Eltztric fence unit @ $24.50 for temporary electric fence

500 concrete blocks for milk house wall @ 180 each

One roll of yard fence @ $18

Two rolls picket cribbing for temporary corn crib @ $7.15 each

20 bales of baler twine @ $8.25 each

5 bushels of alfalfa seed @ $28. per bu.

10# lawn seed @ 450 per lb.

10 tons 5-20-20 fertilizer .@ $68 per ton for corn.

25 sewer tile @ 940 each for septic tank drain

53
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Sales Tax -- Review

The sales tax must b?. collected on every sale or have an exemption certifi-
cate for the sale.

A blanket certificate of exemption means that the exemption is good for all

years and collect the tax on any items during this time on which the tax was not
charged. If there are no exemption certificates on file to support a reason why
the tax was not charged the dealer will have to pay these tax charges.

purchaser signs a certificate at each dealer where he does business. These then
support the sales records of that business.

sales to the person who signed the certificate from the date on which it was signed.
This exemption applies to only the items used as stated on the exemption
certificate. Such as FOR THE PRODUCTION OF TANGIBLE PEFtSONAlo
PROPERTY FOR SALE BY FARMING.

The purchaser assumes the responsibility for whether or not the tax is
charged. He tells the dealer for what purpose the item is being used and this
determines whether or not it should be taxed.

Do not lose a sale because a customer does not want to pay the tax, but be
sure that he signs an exemption certificate and states the reason for claiming
exemption on the item. This puts the responsibility on the customer.

The sales tax auditors can legally examine sales records for the past four

The exemption certificates are kept on file at the place of business. The

Three rules of thumh: (to determine if a sale is exempt from tax )

IS IT USED DIRECTLY IN THE PRODUCTION PROCESS?

ARE THESE PRODUCTS SOLD TO A FINLL CONSUMER?

ARE THE ITEMS USED IN PERMANENT PROPERTY
OR REAL ESTATE?
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CHAPTER VT: BILLING MERCHANDISE TO CUSTOMERS

As was mentioned earlier, the billing of merchandise to customers by using sales
tickets is very important to any business. Every employee of a business is charged
with seeing that proper charges are made for goods sold. This chapter deals with the
actual physical operation of making out sales tickets. These sales slips form a
permanent record of each tray, Action. Companies differ in the number of copies in
their sales tickets and how they file them for records.

A. Distribution of sales tickets

1. In many cases sales slips are filed in a numerical file so that each slip is
accounted for. In case a mistake is made op a slip the word "VOID" shoulti be
written across the face of it and this one filed in its numerical order.

2. Usually one copy of the ticket is filed by the day's business.

3. One copy is usually filed by customer's names by cooperative businesses
who need to keep patronage records.

4. The customer should always have a copy of the transaction. If he fails to
pick it up at the place of business this should be sent with his monthly statement.

Sales tizkets should be !ept for i i" ar seven years. (This will vary with the
laws of the state After this time accounts can no longer be collected because of the
Statute of Llmitations. The statute of limitations is a law that provides a definite
time in which legal action can be taken abainst an account or claim.

B. Preparation of the sales ticket

In spite of the importance of sales tickets many mistakes are made in their use.
Some commoit mistakes are as follows:

1. Ticket is so poorly written it cannot be read.
2. Some merchandise is not billed when sold.
3. Price list and discount policies not Aollowed.
4. Mistakes in addition, subtraction and multiplication.
5. All sales tickets not accounted for.
6. Customers name and address not correct.
7. Customer signature not gotten on a charge slip.
8. Sales tax not figured.

IT IS VERY ESSENTIAL:

That the customer's name be correct. It can be embarrassing to make charges
to the wrong account.

That the figtn.t.13 on the slip are correct. Again it is embarra sing to go back to
I

-I
r a customer and say that you made a ntistake of $10 or_ his bill. Customers often feel

that if you are careless in one thing the whole business is run carelessly.

i

i

That all merchandise be billed.
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B. Some examples of different types of sales tickets

On the itk_lowing pages are a few examples of sales tickets from a number of
different agricultural businesses with a problem to be worked on each one. You
will notice that they are printed up to specially fit the business in which they are
being used.

On the Gold Star Feed Mill sat( i ticket, Figure 22, properly enter the following
information:

On today's date Mr. John Farmer of your town had delivered to his farm
and charged to his account the following items:

500# egg elements @ $4.85

300# shelled corn @ $3.25

100# clipped oats CO $3.80

200# sow and gilt balancer @ $5.60

300# piggy pellets @ $6.25

Five 50# bags granite grit @ 80C

Ten bags of oyster shells @ 850

On the Farr.. Jureau Cooperative sales slip, Figure 23, enter the following
information:

On today's date Mr. John Farmer of your town brought a load of feed to the
mill to be ground.

He had 2340# of grain on his truck that was ground, and the grinding charge
is 150 per hundred.

To this he added: 300# of dairy supplement @ $5.40

200# of bran @ $3.25

200# of soybean meal @ $4.35

320# of molasses @ 30 per pound

40# of mineral @ 70 per pound

20# of salt (mineralized)@ 40 per pound

He did not need the bags from the dairy supplement, bran or soybean meal
so he left these with the mill man for credit at 100 each.

He paid for this orck with a check that he had with him in the amount of
$84.65.



Figure 22

14.11T1S: Net Cash

GOLD STAR
PHONE 263-3045 WOOSTER,

AREA CODE 216

Name

FEED MILLS
OHIO 44692

Date

Address

Egg Elements

Supper Pellets

All Mash Egg Maker

No. 2 Egg Stipp. blend Crumbles

Stars to Finials

All Mash Grower

Big Broiler

% Dairy

Shelled Com

Clipped Oats

40% Hog Supplement Pellets

Sow & Gib %lancer

Hog Builder No.

Piggy Pellets

Spec. Hog

Orenite Ow

Calcite Grit

Oyst :hells

RECEIVED ON ACCOUNT

Order By:

04568 Delivery Dote
nilliArr S-AFIRON 0-6908 A

57
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Figure 23

F. WAYNE FARM BUREAU COOPERATIVE ASSN.
.vi

PHONE 669-2711 SMITNYILLE, OHIO, 196

SOLD TO

ADDRESS--

Sales Agreement, AN dimes are due and payable 20lb of men* following pucka*,
AN put due accounts an sublet to a 1% attylng charge per mo. until paid.

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE
EACH AMOUNT

PULLET STARTER

SUPER LAYING MASH

SUPPLEMENT

BRAN MIDDS

SOYBEAN MEAL LINSEED COTTONSEED

MOLASSES

MINERAL I 1 OYSTER SHELLS I IGRIT1

SALT-ps-m-sB-me-F-m-g-Mt N.

BAGS RETURNED a

GRINDING SHELLING

SIsnell
CANN CHICK CHARON IINTURNID ON ACCOUNT AW.CSMAN

E 4655
ORIGINAL
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C. Practice and experience in writing sales tickets

Make omit sales tickets for each of the transactions made by John Wilson for
September and October. Use the prices indicated on the price list, and remember
accuracy is important.

These are examples of transactions from a feed mill. The instructor should be
able to buy a supply of sales tickets from a local feed dealer for this work.

September purchases for John Wilson:

Sept. 10

Sept. 12

1580# grinding

300# dairy supplement
200# bran
40# mineral
20# salt

120# molasses

500# shelled corn
500# grinding
i00# hog supplement

October purchases for John Wilson:

Oct. 6 1520# grinding

300# oats
300# dairy supplement

30# mineral
30# salt

125# molasses

Oct. 10 540# shelled corn
540# grinding

100# hog supplement

Oct. 15 200# rye grass seed

Sept. 15 30 bu. Lucas seed wheat
1 V2 ton 5-20-20 fertilizer

Sept. 18

Sept. 23

Oct. 18

Oct. 22

Oct. 29

30 tons bulk lime

1640# grinding
300# dairy supplement
200# oats
40# mineral
20# salt

130# molasses

1550# grinding
300# oats
300# dairy supplement
40# mineral
20# salt

122# molasses

$200 paid on account

1600# grinding
200# oats
300# diary supplement
40# mineral
20# salt

132# molasses
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FEEDS

PRICE LfiT

Soybean meal $4.85 3-12-12 per ton $53.00
Cottonseed meal 4.70 12-12-12 It ?I 71.50
Linseed meal 4.60 5-20-20 1, It 75.20
Meat Scrap 5.60 8-16-16 1 19 71.60
Fish meal 8.45 0-20-20 to to 62.90
Bran 3.05
Middlings 3.10 SEEDS:

32% Dairy Supplement 5.05 Ranger Alfalfa per bu. 32.00
40% Hog Supplement 5.75 Vernal Alfalfa ti to 38.00
32% Steer Supplement 4.60 Medium Red Clover ... tt It 28.00
36% Poultry Supplement 6.05 Alsike Clover tt tt 18.00
Calf Starter 50# 2.70 Mammoth Clover tt it 21.00
Molasses per # .03 Timothy II ti 8 00

Rye Grass tt tt .11
GRAINS Lawn Seed II It . 75

Shelled corn 2.95 Seed Wheat per bu. 2.35
Oats 2.65
Wheat 4.35 BULK LIME:

MISCELLANEOUS Per ton spread on field 5.70

Oyster shells 50# .80
Agricultural Lime .... 50# . 70
Salt Blocks . 90
Mineral 50# 1.50
Salt 100# 2.50

Fly spray 1 gal. 1.20
5 gal. 5.50

Baler Twine per bale...... 9.80
Anti-Freeze 1 gal. 1.29
Grinding cwt .15

DISCOUNT SCHEDULE

For ton lots of one kind of feed allow a discount of $2 per ton.
For baler twine allow 100 per bale discount for orders of 10 bales or mg:ire.
For bulk lime allow 100 per ton discount for 40 tons or more.
For fertilizer -- early order discount:

Deduct $3.00 per ton for December delivery
2.00 per ton for January delivery
1.00 per ton for February delivery
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CHAPTER VII: MONTHLY STATEMENTS AND SERVICE CHARGES

Monthly statements are used by almost every business and are a summary or re-
statement of the charges and credits made by another customer during the month.

A. The monthly statements have several advantages both from the dealers and the
customers' viewpoint.

1. It serves as a reminder to the customer of the current balance that he owes
the merchant. Regular payments on monthly statements helps the merchant to keep
his money turning over and reduces the amount that he has tied up in "Accounts
Receivable" which is not available for the operation of the business.

2. Paying by check on the amounts listed on the monthly statement is an excel-
lent income tax record. Both the cancelled check and the statement of business
support the farm expenses for the year.

3. Statements are usually made along with a permanent record that is kept on
file in the place of business. In case any of the farmers business records are lost
he can get this information again from the dealer if all transactions have been posted
on an account card.

4. It is usually easier for a farmer to keep his records if all purchases are
charged and paid for once a month. If some purchases are charged and some are
paid for by cash it is necessary that all of these purchased items be kept track of as
they are made.

5. Since statements are a re-statement of charged sales tickets. it has often
been Dame that mistakes have been made on the original sales ticket and corrections
can be made as these items are posted to the statement form. This may work to the
advantage of either the farmer or the merchant.

B. Following are examples of three different type statement forms. In each case
there is:

1. The date when the statement is mailed.

2. A place for the name and 2ddress of the customer.

3. A statement to pay the last amount in the balance column.

4. A statemeat of the service charges ':.at are applied on account balances
that are past due.

5. A column for each of five items. These are:

a. Date
b. Item, reference, or commodity
c. Charges
d. Credits
e. Balance

6. A line for a "Balance" carried forward from the previous month.
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Figure 24

Phone

'.........""m"....."'".""

669.2801

RUTT
Grain,

STATEMENT

& AMSTUTZ, INC.
DIALERS IN -

Seeds, Feed, Coal, Liene, Fertilizer
and Building Material

Smithville, Ohic ....,........,,...19

--------------"'w-'mmial.* .0=ozw..mMale"..

NYMm000doIr ,E,

AU CHARGH DUE AND PAYABLE 20th OF IIRCNTH FOLLOWING PUECNASE.
AN put dos accounts wiii be &weed °A to t% Cart7iR9 chafes p.r mo. .ins Paid.
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Figure 25

STATEMENT

GOLD STAR FEED MILLS
WOOSTER. OHIO 44692

PHONE
263-3045

AREA CODE 216

r -1 .....,
_.-..._..

L J APAy4°ir
1

DETACH HERE + AND RETURN PART WITH YOUR NAME 6 ADDRESS WITH YOUR PAYMENT, :11--4-1

1

1T

OATS REFERENCE CHARGES CREDITS ::SA-ANCIE

SALANCE FORWARDED

!

!
,iiV,'1 1

wit:AIR. ::, tpilt.

! r
,

ti.a..t:1)19a1T..
t
s

1

i

,,,:_,I .4-1

4114etfi AN AdcouN1
'O-H.Assso

0.1611141_MI/FEED

. .. .... ., . ,

ri r a 0. itiiiiT` AJOUNTERMS NET cASH. , *His4coe.um
iii6CNie0i1.:14eliitit INTEREST wiLif'Re ""
AT THE rtkirstar.ex AR ANNum.

1.411, -$066:ililt. OHIO um

IN
is
I*

1

.-
!!`. L L.-

iltS ." L4

'".-". . ,..."...... .
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Figure 26

1 :

: .
LANIIMITRK 0 i

STATEMENT
WAYNE FARM BUREAU COOP.

Ray At Branch Indicated)
0 Smalwillo Phone 669.2711 MAIN
0 Starling Mono 939-2671

Swim Mono 167.23 1 1

Acommls duo 2011s of month following pareloaso.
All past duo aecoonh are salad to a carrying charge.

STUB WITH YOUR CHECK AMOUNT ENCLOSE

ASSN.

OFFICE:
Sns liiivilla, ON*
Plano 669.2711

$

i

PLEASE

i

a

a

RETURN THIS

DAIS common NO. QUANTITY CHARGE CREDITS

........

.......

fll
l NEM PO

MANN PAY
IN YMIS

LAST MOUNTIE
UNMAN

REFER TO COMMODITY NUMBERS ON REVERSE SIDE. I

Reverse Side of above Statement

I. Coal
6. had

16. Animal Health

4. Naga
7. fertiliser

77. Mind Fertlibar
E. Fwtinsar Materials
79. Liquid Fertilizer
R. Moo
9. Machinery

10. Repair Parts
it Used Machinery
It Field Seeds
it Ontsido Farm Equipment

INDEX FOR COMMODITY NUMBERS

14. Gasollee
G. Fuel Oil
17. Oil, Grease and Anti -Erase
IS. Tins and lotteries
M. Fenn Equipment

20. Electrical Merchandise
Si. Molding Materials
22. Paint
23. Spay Materiels
24. Fora Supplies General
26. GrainCora
26. GraiaOots
27. Grain lovbsom
21. eats -.Witaat

(NV. 4M)

E. Twine
III. Cash

Notes Receivable
110. Seim Tat
241. Fertilizer Dime*
614. Style,
616. &Mies and Mittied

Clesnieg and welds.
117. labor
I. Truckles
Et Storage
134. Fertilizer Spreading

6E. Fertilizer Bleeding
Et Cash Discoed

OlsommIs Allowed
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C. Each of these items should be examined closely:

1. THE DATE WHEN THE STATEMENT IS MAILED. This date is usually
the first month after which the business was done. For instance, this date would be
December 1 for the purchases and payments that were made in November.

Sometimes companies use a different date than the end of the month to send
out statements. This might be the 20th of the month to correspond with the date that
farmers would normally get their milk check. In this case then, the date at the top
of the statement would be the 20th of the month rather than the fir-'.,and the business
recorded in the body of the statement (charges and credits on account) would be from
the 20th of one month to the 20th of the next.

2. NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE CUSTOMER. It is important that these
names and addresses be correct. An incorrect address can cause a needless delay
in the statement reaching the customer. People do not like to have their names
misspelled, and this is poor public relations.

3. PAY THE LAST AMOUNT IN THIS COLUMN. The customer need only
look at this one figure on the statement to know what he owes. He may want to refer
back to the charges and credits that made up this final figure, but the LAST FIGURE
is what he owes.

This column is kept as a running balance column; charges are added to the
balance ahead and any payments on account are subtracted from this figure.

4. STATEMENT OF SERVICE CHARGES. These statements are a record
of charge accounts by the customer with the place of business. It must be remem-
bered that charge accounts arP the same as borrowing money from that company.
They have put their money into these items of merchandise and then they have given
the customer the merchandise until he pays for it.

Everyone who borrows money expects to pay interest on it. This is why
there is an interest charge or service charge on these accounts. On these sample
statements are two statements of the interest or carrying charges to be applied to the
account.

One says: All past due accounts will be charged 1/2 to 1% carrying charge
per month until paid.

The other says: When an account becomes delinquent interest will be charged
at the rate of 6% per annum.

What is the difference in these two statements? Some examples will show this
more clearly:

Assume that a balance of $240.48 is past due or delinquent. Each of the
charges would be figured as follows:

$240.48 $240.48
. 005 or .01

$ 1.20240 $ 2.4048

This means that at 14% carrying charge, $1:20 would be added to the account
that month At 1% carrying charge, $2.40 would be added to the account that month
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This figuring actually can be easily done by inspection. To figure a 1% carrying
charge on an account, all that needs to be done is to move the decimal svint two
places to the left. Then to get 1/4%, all that is required is to take I/2 of the 1% figure.

$240.48 = $2.40 x I/2 = $1.20

To figure 6% per annum requires a little more figuring. This is done as follows:

$240.48
.06

$14.4288 This would be the charge on this amount at 6% for, a full year
(per annum)

$14.42 4- 12 = $1.20 per month (This is the same figure as 14% per month.)

The usual charges are 6% or 14% per morth. There is a maxi/T legal limit of
8% interest that can be charged if it is called interest. This is why these are often
called service charges rather than interest if a company wants to charge more than
the 6%.

The way this may work with some companies that use the lit to 1% system is that
they will charge the 14% on balances that are not paid up to six months and then the 1%
on these accounts if they are not paid after six months or more. This is)ust another
way to try to keep accounts current.

PAYABLE THE 20TH OF MONTH FOLLOWING PURCHASE. Some explana-
tion of this statement needs to be made. This says that all purchases made during the
month of August are due the 20th of September. After this date the dealer has the
right to add his service charges. This is also the date after which accounts become
DELINQUENT.

5. Column headings

a. DATE: This date is the day of the purchase or credit on account. The date
put on this statement form should correspond with the date on a sales slip.
These dates should be in order during the month.

b. ITEM, REFERENCE, OR COMMODITY: This column provides space for
the description of the item purchased or to indicate a payment on account.

Some statements are hand written and these are usually ruled. This type
is shown in the first example, Figure 24. Other statements are made
with a bookkeeping machine and the column for the commodity is rather
limited. In this case the indication of the item that was purchased is
shown by a number. This is well illustrated on the third example.
Figure 26, where the commodity numbers are listed on the back of the
statement form. The machine operators use these numbers to indicate
on the face of the statement what the customer has purchased. These
again should correspond with a sales slip.

c. CHARGES: Figures are entered in this column for the total amount of the
charges on a sales slip. Only the total figure from a sales ticket is
entered here.
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d. CREDITS: This column includes all items on the account that would
reduce the balance that the customer owes. This would include:

1) Payments on account by: check, cash, grain applied on account.
2) Return of merchandise.
3) Credit by error: error in figuring, charge to the wrong account.

e. BALANCE: As was stated earlier, the int figure in this column is
always the current amount that a customer wee the company. This is a
running balance where charges are added each day and credits are
subtracted. A company bookkeeper can go through the accounts file on
any day of the month and by adding together all of these last figures in
this column from each customer's account, can tell the total amount of
the accounts receivable (what customers owe) on that partucular day.

6. BALANCE FORWARD: On every statement there needs to be a place to
carry forward the balance fr:in the previous month. These statement forms are
taken from the files and sent to the customer at the end of each month, so a new one
needs to be started for the coming month. This balance is obtained from the perma-
nent file card that is a carbon copy of the statements that have been

Figure 28 shows a sample copy of a permanent file card taken from the
September purchases of John Wilson, page 59. This card stays inthe files of the
company as a permanent record. This is actually part of the bookkt..4, ng system.
It io a carbon of the statement that is sent to the customers. This means that the

ti figures going to the customer are exactly the same as those going into the permanent
file of the company.

Note that the Date, Nem, Debit, Credit and Balance columns onthis card are
the same as the statement form on '"figure 27. By using carbon paper the statement
and the permanent file card can be made out at the same time.

J

On the following pages are some problems to work out using the Jtatement
form and the permanent record card.

Problem 1. Prepare the monthly statement and permanent record forms for
John Wilson's business transactions for the month of October which are shown on page
59.

Remove the statement form (Figure 29) from the bock and position it over the
perr anent record form (Figure 28). The appropriate columns should line up. The
line 'or the first item entry should be just below the last line of the September entry.
Cut a piece of carbon paper to fit the statement form and insert between the two forms.
Follow the examples given for September in Figures 27 and 28.

Remember, you need J, balance forward figure at the top of the October statement.
This wtil be the same figure that was the last figure on the September statement. The
carbon ishould not be under this part of the statement. Keep the lines straight on the
statement form and the pern...aent file card. The little mark in the last column
should be made at the end of each posting so that you know which line you used last. It
will not appear on the statement.
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Figure 27. A Sample Statement for the Month of September.

Phone 669-2801 STATEMENT

PUTT & AMSTUTZ, INC.
DEALERS 1H

Grain, Seeds, Feed, Cool, Lime, Fertilizer
and Building Material

Smithville, Ohio ea/. / 19

7,11Laes2e4y44-0=,
ALL CHARGES DUE AND PAYABLE Roth Of MONTH FOLLOWING PURCHASE.
MI pest dye accounts will be chereed % to 1% Coltfinti (Inn* fmr no& until Plat

MIM A ,/ - . IMAIMICIWY2

DON SAM ASSOCIA,S5 MANSFIELD OHIO TAY Mg AMOUNT
IN TINS COLUMN

...1141011111.....Mr-IMIMMail
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Problem 2. Prepare sales tickets for the business done by John Wilson in
November, December, January and February. (See pages 83 and 84.) Use the price
sheet from Chapter VI, page 59.

Using the blank statement forms (Figures 30 - 33) and a carbon sheet, make out
statements and the permanent file card for the business of John Wilson for the four
months of November, December, January and February. The statement forms may be
removed from the book and positioned in the appropriate location over the permanent
record form. Remember to carry forward the balance at the end of each month to the
new statement form.



Figure 30. Statement Form

Phone 669.2801

RUTT
Grain,

STATEMENT

& AMSTUTZ, INC.
DEALERS IN

Seeds, Feed, Coal, Lime, Fertilizer
and Building Material

Smithville, Ohio 19

AU CHARGES DUE ANO PAYABLE 20th OF MONTH FOLLOWING PURCHASE.
AN pad doe ammo.* will be charged % to 1% Carrying dame per ow. vein paid.

DATE
(

ITEM CHARGES CREDITS BALANCE
:mow

BALANCE FORWARD

J

°

I

I I I

FORM 2 CON FIARR ASSOCIATES MANSFIELD. OHIO PAT LAST AMOUNT
IN MIS 013141411

75
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Figure 31. Statement Form

Phone 669-2801

RUTT
Grain,

STATEMENT

& AMSTUTZ, INC.
DEALERS DI

Seeds, Feed, Coal, Lime, Fertiliser
and Building Material

Smithville, Ohio 19

ALL CHARGES DUE AND PAYABLE 40th OF MONTH FOLLOWING PURCHASE.
All pest due accounts will b. &need % to I% Camyine Ames per me. until paid.

DAYS I T IT M CHARGE, CAITINTO MALANG(

IPALANCE FORWARD

... ' .

A t .
1

. ,

,

_.

.

. .. ,

,. .. . .

.

I

IOWA 2 0014 SARK ASSOCIATES unnsmao OHIO PAY LAST AMOUNT
IN DNS COLUMN



Figure 32. Statement Form

IPhone 669-2801 STATEMENT

RUTT & AMSTUTZ,
DEALERS IN

Grain. Seeds, Feed, Coal,
and Building Material

Smithville, Ohio

INC.
Lime, Fertiliser

19

ALL CHARGES DUE AND PAYABLE 20th OF MONTH FOLLOWING PURCHASE.
All pass due accounts will be charged %4 to 1% Carrying chore* per ma until paid.

DATE 171161 CHARGES CREDITS BALANCE

.
DALANCt FORWARD

-1
.

.- -

- -

- -I
0 J

In

FORM 2 eon ennnassociares sonnersmo oleo PAY LAW AMOUNT
III LAW COLUMN

- - .



Figure 33. Statement Form

Phone 669.2801

RUTT
Grain,

STATEMENT

Be AMSTUTZ, INC.
DEALERS IN

Seeds, Feed, Coal, Lime, Fertilizer
and Building Material

Smithville, Ohio 19

ALL CHARGES DUE AND PAYABLE 20th OF MONTH FOLLOWING PURCHASE.
All post duo accounts will be charged % to 1% Carrying charge per sm. until paid.

DATE ITEM CHARGES CREDITS BALANCE

BALANCE FORWARD

1 ,

-,--

A

___.

FORM 2 OON PANT ASSOCIATES kimono° cm° PAY LAST AMOUNT
IN THIS COLUMN

81
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November purchases for John Wilson:

Nov. 4 4 gallons permanent
anti-freeze (for tractors )

Nov. 8 800# shelled corn
800# grinding
150# hog supplement

Nov. 12 1540# grinding
300# oats
300# dairy supplement
40# mineral
20# salt

138# molasses

December purchases for John Wilson:

Dec. 3 1000# shelled corn
1000# grinding
150# hog supplement

Dec. 10 1680# grinding
200# oats
300# dairy supplement
30# mineral
30# salt

122# molasses

January purchases for John Wilson:

Jan. 4 1500# shelled corn
1500# grinding
175# hog supplement

Jan. 8 1590# grinding
300# bran
200# soybean meal
40# mineral
20# salt

118# molasses

Jan. 12 5 tons 5-20-20 fertilizer
with January discount

Nov. 18

Nov. 22

Nov. 26

Dec. 15

Dec. 18

Dec. 22

Dec. 26

83

50# calf starter

Paid on account - $150

1730# grinding
100# oats
300# dairy supplement
40# mineral
20# salt

116# molasses

Four 50# bags agricultural
lime.

Ten 50# bags oyster shell

Paid balance on account for
end of year

1650# grinding
200# oats
300# dairy supplement
40# mineral,*
20# salt

135# molasses

Jan. 15 200# shelled corn
200# grinding
25# hog supplement

Jan. 21

Jan. 25

Paid on account - $250

1610# grinding
25011 bran
200# soybean meal
30# mineral
30# salt

124# molasses



February purchases for John Wilson:

Feb.

Feb.

2 1 1/2 bu. ranger alfalfa
1 bu. red clover

1/2 bu. alsike clover

Feb. 15 8720# ear corn sold to be applied
applied on account at $1.70
per hundred

6 1820# grinding Feb. 22 an account $250
200# bran
300# dairy supplement Feb. 24 1b80# grinding

40# mineral
20# salt

140# mineral

Feb. 10 20 bales baler twine

300# bran
300# dairy supplement
40# mineral
20# salt

133# molasses
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CHAPTEt VIII: DAILY CASH BALANCE --... MONTHLY BANK BALANCE

E:ch day the business should check the amount of cash that is on hand in the cash
drawer or cash register. There are a number of reasons why this is important:

1. This is a check on money that might be lost or misplaced.
2. This is a check on mistakis that might be made in making change or writing

sales slips. (This is one reason for always writing the amount of a check
elven in payment on the sales ticket so that the figures for change can be
checked.)

3. This is a check on money that might be taken from the cash drawer and not
accounted for.

The formula for checking the cash balance is simple and the application is easy if
all money is accounted for. The formula is:

Cash and checks on hand at the beginning of the day

plus
An cash and checks taken in during the day

minus

Any money taken out during the day {includes any cash
paid out and any bank deposits made )

equals

New Cash Balance.

Example: $ 236.54 cash and checks on hand at the heginning of the day.

1658.88 cash and checks taken in during the day (for cash sales and
payments ca account).

4.50 cash paid oat for freight charges.

1245.62 hank deposit

$ 605.40 cash halance at the end of the day.

Protlem 1. Add up the cull on hand from the following checks, bills and coins.

C elm $ 48.1,5 Bills: 3 - $20 Coins: 18 - 500
105.81 6 - C, ) 12 - 250
123.46 8 - $ 5 42 -100

66.00 33 - $ 1 30 - 60
4.00 62 - 10

16.16
81.80
45.10

11)0. 25

Total cash and checks on hand.
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Problem 2. Using the cash balance from problem I. as the cash balance for the
beginning of the day, fugure the balance at the end of the day with the following
transactions.

Cash balance at the beginning of the day

Cash slip $18.45

Charge slip 445.91

Cash slip $142.88

Cash slip $61.90

Paid on account $200.00

Charge slip $86.25

Cash slip $158.99

Cash slip $21.66

Cash slip $90.87

Paid on account. $41.76

Cash paid out for gas $3.00

Cash slip $35.89

Cash slip $14.95

Cash slip $50.00

Cash slip $81.90

Paid on account $100.00

Charge slip $46.87

Bank deposit $1235.89

Cash slip $5.10

Cash slip $65.89

Cash balance at the end of the day

the book.

41.

This daily cash balance will be used with the one month problem in the back of
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A. Monthly hank balance

It is important that an accurate check record of expenditures be kept. There is no
better way to keep account of expenses than to pay bills by check and then have the
cancelled checks and the ckeck record on file. This is true for an individual as well as
a business. This is an excellent record for Income tax purposes.

B. Reasons for checking the business figures with the bank statement

Here again, this is like the daily cash balance in that it is a check on the money
flowing in and out of the business. While the daily cash balance is taken for each day's
business, the bank statement is usually only checked once a month. Some of the
reasons for making this monthly chef,'-. are:

1. The bank may make a mistake on your account. It does not happen very often,
but It is possible. One of the most common mistakes at the bank is getting an item
posted to an account because of a similar name. This might happen on an account
where the business name of the company is similar to the owner's near For example,
John Smith might have a personal account at the bank and also operate The John Smith
Con.pa.ny.

2. This is a check on the arithmetic in keeping the check record. Often the sales
clerk might be busy at the time he has to write a cl-eck and in his haste, it is easy to
make a mistake of $100, etc., in addition or subtraction in making the entry. Or in
fact, it might be that a check has even been missed in entering in th., check record. If
the balance In the company book differs from that on the bank statement, the error
should be found.

3. This also is a check on money that might be misplaced. A deposit that might
be left in a coat pocket or a desk drawer after it has been entered in the business books
might not get to the bank, and this would show up at the end of the month:

4. This might be the means of exposing a dishonest employee. An office clerk
could write a check to himself and not enter it in the records of the business. But if
this check appeared on the bank statement at the end of the month some checking would
be done to fiad the reason for the difference in the balances.

Figure 34 shows an example of a bank statement. Note that all of the checks
reaching the bank to be subtracted from the account are listed on this statement. These
checks do not reach the bank in the order that they are written fromthe company be-
cause of time and distance and peoples* money Isabite. A check that has to go to a
company in Chicago or New York will take longer to c:ear through the banks than one to
a local farmer 4*- a load of corn. Some people like to carry checks around with them
for a time b&' re cashing them feeling that this is safer than carrying money. You will
notice on so.ne checks that the statement is made that the check is void if not cashed
in 30 ox 60 days. This is put on there to try and hurry the checks through the banking
system so that accounts can be kept current. Since these checks do not come to the
bank in the same order that they are written at the company office, this sometimes
creates a problem in matching the checks subtracted at the bank with the company
records.



88. THE FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK CO.

Smithy' lie, Ohio
IN ACCOUNT WITH

Kamm EXAMINE AT ONCE. W NO ERROR IS
REPORTED IN TEN OATS ME ACCOUNT w$1.1. BE CONSIDERED CORRECT.

CHECKS

AMOUNT BROUGHT FORWARD !r

DEPOSITS DAIS

AUG. 31 165

71. 73 - SEP. 2' 65
r 8. 85 - SEP. 3'65

9. 60 - SEP. 4'65
6. 00 - 6.00 -

100. 00 - SEP. 7'65
15.33 - 45.88 - SEP. 8'65
5.00 - 7. 00 -
5. 95 -

14. 06 --
SEP. 9'65
SEP. 14'65

16.00 - SEP. 20'65
418. 00 + SEP, 24'65

2.00 - 10.00 - SEP. 27'65
'. 80 - SC SEP.28'65

50.00- - 13. 45 - SEP.28'65
63. 00 - SEP. 30'65

FRED PROM* CO.. can,. Mied.nt
KEY

TXTAx
SC-SERA/ice CHARGES
EC ERROR CORRECTED
CC CERTIFIED CHECK
DMDEBIT MEMO

CMCREDDT MEMO
LSTToTAL or SEVERAL CHEEKS
RETRETURNED :ITM
ODOVERDRAFT

BALANCE

17 561.9x*
1 490.91*
2 481.33*
3 471.73*

6 359.73*
8 298.52*

11 280. 57*
12 266.51*
13 250.51*
13 668.51*
15 656. 51*

655.71*
17 592.26*
18 529.26*

LAST AMOUNT IN THIS
COLUMN IS YOUR BALANCE
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Note also that there is a place for listing all of the deposit's to the bank account
during the month. This is usually easier to check because they are usually made in
fairly large amounts and usually not more than one deposit per day, and these are
generally posted at the bank the same day or the day L.fter they are entered in the
business record. So these are usually in order and easy to follow.

Notice that the balance is kept as a running daily total. In this way the bank knows
each day just what the balance is on any account. This might not be done each day at
the business office. In fact it might be done only once a month when the account is
checked with the bank statement.

Notice at the bottom of the statement there are a number of items that the bank
may subtract from your account that you have not written a check for. They just
deduct this amount from year balance in payment for the service that they have given
you. U these items are not deducted once a month from the check record at the busi-
ness office, the check record will not be accurate.

REMEMBER THE MONTHLY STATEMENTS THAT YOU MADE IN THE
PRECEEDING CHAPTER?

These were statements of the business that a farmer did with the company during
any particular month. This bank statement is the same kind of a record of the money
business that the company did with the bank during this month. Banks deal in money
and get paid for offering this service.

FORMULA: There is a formula for checking the monthly bank balance just as
there is a formula for checking the daily cash balance (page 85). This formula is:

Start with the last balance figure on the bank statement.

Add back to this any service items that have been deducted.
(This is because these have not yet been deducted from the
books at the place of business.)

Subtract the amount of checks that have been written at the
place of business but have not yet come to the bank. (These
are usually checks that have been written at the very end of
the month or a check that someone is holding.)

This should give the balance that is in the company check record.

U these do not balance,
checked.

each item of deposit or check written will have to be



The following two problems deal with figuring bank balances:

Problem 1.

Add all the checks written.

Subtract this from the balance at the beginning of the month.

Add all the deposits made.

Add this to the total after checks were subtracted and this will be the new
bank balance.

This could be done each week, or each month or at any time that the manager
would like to know what the bank balance actually is.

Bank balance at the beginning $32,561.89

Checks written Deposits made

$ 453.80
62.21 $ 980.50
58.19
64.52
88.76

689.00
553.87 1567.90

78.90
123.60

59.62
84.45 520.80
66.21

189.56
345.81
622.58 1018.54
54.19

Bank balance at the end of these transactions $

TI.1 example above might be the way that the check,and deposit record is kept at
the company. A daily balance is not kept and the balance may only be figured once a
month or once a week. This is a record of all transactions and not a daily running
balance. At the bank they keep a running daily balance of all accounts, and a balance
figure is carried at the end of each day's entries.

Problem 2. Figure a balance each day.

Add the checks cancelled that day.

Subtract this total from the balance at the beginning.

Add any deposits made for that day.

Enter this as a daily balance.

Start with this balance for the next day.



This is the way the bank carries each account balance; so they can tell at a
glance how much is in any account at a particular time.

Figure a daily balance figure in this problem.

Bank balance at the beginning

Checks cancelled

$15, 890.80

Deposits made

Oct. 1 $ 546.78
66.81 $ 960.56
48. 90

Oct. 2 780.45
1655.60
445. 90

63. 18

Oct. 3 681. 54
236. 90 2384.16
515.89

Oct. 4 161.56
16.21 885.80

45. 18

Oct. 5 90.95
66.80

145. 55
518. 90

91

In problem 3 these two systems are compared to each other to see if the records
are being kept accurately both at the bank and at the office of the company.

In this problem the final balance should be the same on both sides.

With the company books: Add up all the chccks written.

Subtract this from the beginning balance.

Add the total of deposits to this.

Subtract the bank service charge.

With the bank record: Figure a daily is glance by subtracting checks
cancelled and adeing deposits made.

Subtract the bank service charge.

Subtract the total of outstanding checks. This
is any check that has been written by the
compa,../ and subtracted from their b'iance but
has not been received by the bank to be sub-
tracted from their balance.
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Probltin 3. In problems 1 and 2 the business records and the bank records were
kept separated. In the following example the two systems are put together into one
problem. The company books must balance with the bank records. Anything in the
way of service charges deducted at the bank needs to be deducted from the company
balance at the end of the month and any OUTSTANDING checks (checks written at
the company but not received at the bank) need to be deducted from the bank's balance
before the two balances are equal.

Company Books

Beginning balance $24, 681.50

Checks Deposits

Bank Record

Beginning balance $24, 881.50

Checks received Remit! Balance

Oct. 1 518.54
16. 81

458. 95

Oct. 1 16.81
518.54

Oct. 3 48.16 Oct. 3 458.95 861.90
55.10 861.90 5.5.10

125.18
Oct. 5 88.21 Oct. 5 64.25

64.25 5.10
681.90

5.10 Oct. 7 681.90 2469, 51
Oct. 7 10522.74 41.90

41.90 2469.51 25.94
18.22
25.94 Oct. 8 1052.74

Oct. 9 155.90 42.90
81.56 16.22
42.90
16.22 Oct. 15 75.00 980.90

Oct. 15 122.85 23.50
75.00 980.90
23.50 Oct. 16 Bank service

Oct. 30 18.79 charge $2.85
67.80

168.34 1350.00 Oct. 30 122, 85 1350.00

Balance at end of month:

Less bank service charge:

Final balance. 1
Final Balance

48.16
Balance at end of month:

Leos outstanding checks:
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Sometimes there is a mistake in figures between the company books and the
figures at the bank. Some of the more common mistakes are:

1. Figures may be transposed (writing 84 instead of 48)
2. An entry may be made twice
3. One figure might be dropped from a number
4. A figure might be off by $10 or $100
5. A figure might be added when it should have been subtracted.

Following are two problems to be worked where the gures at the company office
are different than those at the bank. Assume that .tin; figures at the bank are the cor-
rect ones, except in the case of duplicate figures.

When the bank balances on the company books and the Vas* statement are the same
there is no problem, but if the two figures are not the same then a mistake needs to be
found. In the following two examples there is a mistake between thn two balances.
Find the mistake:

Problem 4.

20112lint.-3-4LL BanlSetatem at

Beginning balance $18, 560.55 Beginning balance $18,580.55
Checks written Deposits Checks cancelled Eits Balance

561.89
67.90
51. 10

618.56
114.20
42.80

66.90
345.00

95.80

495.00

689.00

385.68

51.10

561.89
618.65

42.80
66.90

345.00
42.80

End of month balance

495.00

689.00

335.68

Less outstanding chocks:
1.I.m, INIMMMON

Final balance Find balance

=MMIM=
MY:==.11Mm.M
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Problem 5.

Company Books

Beginning balance $9, 568.45

Meeks written Deposits

66. 81
55.10 418.50

168.00

567.89
356.56 444.80
128.90

16.88
94.67 688.40

345.70

Final balance

Bank Statement

Beginning balance $9, 568.45

Cheeks cancelled Deposits Balance

168.0:, 418.50

66.8_
1165.56 44.80
567:89
128.90

16.88 888.40

94.67
345.70

End of month balance

Less outstanding checks:

Final Balance

All of the money that goes from the business to the bank needs to be recorded on a
bank deposit slip. (Figure 35.)

This slip should be made in duplicate with one copy going to the bank with the
money and the other ,:spy staying at the company office for checking of records. On the
following page is a sample bank deposit slip.

There is a place for:

1. the name of the company or person making the the deposit-
2. the date (this is imrortant in checking back).
3. the total in bills (eul.rencY).
4. the total silver (coins).
5. each individual check (the space at the left is tolidentify each

check if this is desired).
6. the total.

Transfer the figures to the deposit slip.
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IITransfer the following checks and money to the bank deposit slip:

El ...14,,i Amount

Ill

10
12

$ 20
10

16 5

U
Checks: $ 345.89

17:1

46.78
116.45

1.52

III

681.90
52.18
66.01

Li
418.60

22.10
9.90

57.35
91.88
12.16
35.66

Silver:

22 ---- 500
35 ---- 100

Figure 3:". Bank Deposit Slip

DEPOSITED WITH

The Farmers & Merchants Bank Co.
SORITHVILLE. OHIO

BY
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vatting 101011

1.000011 ANN. 610 **00.40 00 0011.00.000.
me 51g15. 010ACI To tram. Worn le Wm Ow
welt Om LaMar On 01000.41n OP MI an., 110001100

AM GAO. 1:10101na01n SO at.01100 004. set IS anInt 500/01
W. MOO 0015O11.1 ea

00 15000 Mol.10.10ma
010001 Pima ettvannt antation.
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00014 nag MAIM at MI 110.1001,1010500 maw
am aan, anA01100 1.51,100 a. 60141.1 WI purr
0.0.041 0 .... Cohhea arm ma MO at 001 IMO 001001M0

"a. 1.0000.0

CENTS

00 WI ma. MAW RIM 51110 al. Inn 00101 Nor 000

CURRENCY

v-.....
DOLLARS

SILVER
CHECKS AS FOLLOWS

I

TOTALS
SEE THAT ALL CHECKS AND DRAFTS ARE ENDORSED

......... 510
an
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CHAPTER IX: PURCHASING AND STORING GRAIN

One of the major operations of many local elevator points is the handling of grain
for the farmers of the community. Thit may be the purchasing, drying, storage or
grain banking of the farmer's product. In fact, with some elevators this may be the
major business.

There are a number of topics that need to be discussed and studied in relation to
the grain handling from the farmer to the terminal elevator. These may be listed as
follows:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Terms tund by the grain trade
Discount schedules
Shrinkage in drying
Scale tickets and settlement checks
Warehouse receipts
Storage charges

A. Write a definition for the following terms. Get information on these terms through
class discussion, references, field trips or a speaker into a class session.

I. Carload lot:

2. F. O. B. :

IL Freight charges:

4. Test weight:

5. Grain bank:

6. Shrinkage:

.,..
.1.... .
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Foreign material:

IINSAIONIN

Damaged grain:

ow... ,.,...1MMIMMIm

MIIM.1,

.=1..

Food and Drug Administration:

Mercury compounds:_

Future markets:

Dockage:

Terminal market:

Milling in transit_

December wheat:

.__

Warehouse ,receipt:

Bill of lading:



terms. Keep these in mind as the work is done in the rest of the chapter.

the discounts. applied to their grain. This is caused by a poor understanding of the sys-
tem used and why discounts are necessary. People working in the grain buying trade

under-
standing of the reasons for discounts will improve customer relations.
should be able to explain the reasons for discounts to their customers. A better under-

Farmers selling their grain to country elevators are often confused and irritated by

99

18. Gross weight:

19. Tare weight:

20. Net weight:

21. Moisture tester:

22. Grain sample:

23. Federal inspector:

24. Discount: .--
25. Shell out:

Anyone having connection with tne handling of grain will encounter some of these
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Discounts applied: Discounts are applied on grains for conditions that make a
particular lot of grain inferior to ,first class material than. the grain merchant can buy.
These may be conditions of moisture, test weight, foreign material, heat damage,
insect infestation ox loss of condition through storage.

B. riscount schedules:

On the following pages are iiiscount schedules for corn, wheat and soybeans. It
will be noted on each discount schedule that there is a deduction for the conditions
mentioned above.

A bulletin that should be studied along with this chapter on handling grain is
Bulletin 425 of the Agricultural Extension Service, The Oh;o State University, by
Ross Milner, Extension Economist in Grain Marketing. tit veral parts of this bulletin
are being used in this chapter.

In the discount schedules that follow it will be noted that a large part of the dis-
count is for moisture in the grain. It is understandable that grain qmitations came
to be stated in percentage of moisture content bccauale the value of grains is depend-
ent upon the amount of dry matter they contain. High moisture causes grain to be
worth less for several reasons:

1. Such grain contains less dry matter.
2. This grain creates a storage problem.
3. Moisture promotes insect and disease growth.
4. Excess moisture makes processing difficult.
5. This may lower other related grade factors (high moisture reduces

test weight).
6. Increases transportation costs.
7. Creates a drying cost.

When high moisture grain is handled and shrunk to a dry basis, there are two
types of losses in weight that occur:

1. Moisture loss
2. Dry matter loss

Farmers are used to the moisture loss and have witnessed this in their own
cribs at home. The level of corn in the crib shrinks during the winter as the corn
is ciqing out. The dry matter loss comes from handling and is unavoidable.
These losses come from:

I. Removal of chaff
2. Bee's wings (corn)
3. Parts of tip. ceps
4. Fine parts of cracked kernels
5. Dust caused by rubbing and polishing.

These dry matter losses amount to about one-half of one per cent which is not a
large amount but adds up when a large volume of grain is being handled.
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These factors of shrink have been put together in a chart in Dr. Ifilner's bulletin.
This chart is reproduced below, and a few problems worked from the chart will help in
the understanding of this shrink. The percentage shrink in this chart includes both
the moisture loss and the dry matter loss.

Figure 36. Grain Shrinkage Chart
Percentage Shrinkage When a Unit of Grain is Dried to Selected Percentages

of Moisture'

Percentage
Moisture
In Grain

Percentage of Shrinkage When Grain Is Dried to:

13.0% 13.5% 14.0% 14.5% 15.0% 15.5%
Crl. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 Col. 5 Col. 6

13.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13.5 1.07 0 0 0 0 0

14.0 1.65 1.08 0 0 0 0
14.5 222 1.66 1.08 0 0 0

15.0 2.80 2.23 1.66 1.09 0 0
15.5 3.37 2.81 2.24 1.67 1.09 0

16.0 3.95 3.39 2.83 2.25 1.68 1.09
L6.5 4.52 3.97 3.41 2.84 2.26 1.69

11.0 5.10 4.55 3.99 3.42 2.85 2.28
17.5 5.67 5.12 4.57 4.01 3.44 2.87

18.0 6.25 5.70 5.15 4.59 4.08 3.46
18.5 6.82 6.28 5.73 5.18 4.62 4.05

19.0 7.40 6.86 6.31 5.76 5.21 4.64
19.5 7.97 7.44 6.90 6.35 5.70 5.23

20.0 8.56 8.01 7.48 6.93 6.38 5.83
20.5 9.12 8.59 8.06 7.52 697 6.42

21.0 9.70 9.17 8.64 8.10 7.56 7.01
21.5 10.27 9.76 9.22 8.69 8.15 7.60

22.0 10.84 10.33 9.80 9.27 8.74 &1e
22.5 11.42 10.90 10.38 9.86 9.32 8.7$

23.0 11.99 11.48 10.97 10.44 9.9' 9.38
23.5 12.57 12.06 11.55 11.03 10.50 9.97

24.0 13.14 12.64 12.13 11.61 11.09 10.56
24.5 13.72 13.22 12.71 12.20 11.68 11.15

25.0 14.29 18.19 13.29 12.78 12.26 11.74
25.5 14.87 14.37 18.87 13.37 12.85 12.33

26.0 16.44 14.95 14.45 13.95 1 3.44 12.93
26.5 16.02 15.63 15.03 14.54 14.03 13.52

27.0 16.59 16.11 15.62 15.12 14.62 14.11
27.6 17.17 16.68 16.20 15.70 15.21 14.70

28.0 17.74 17.26 16.78 16.29 15.79 15.29
28.5 18.32 17.84 17.36 16.87 11.38 15.88

29.0 18.89 18.42 17.94 17.46 16.97 16.48
29.5 19.47 19.00 18.52 18.04 17.56 17.07

30.0 20.04 19.58 19.10 18.63 18.15 17.66
30.5 20.61 20.15 19.69 19.21 18.74 18.25

Au of the oboes percentages of simulcast Sautes lulu& acted moistuta ton plea ose"half
wont for ors matter lose.

The percentage of shrinkage may be applied to pounds, bedside, tans and ail other unite of
ottantitY.
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Figure the shrinkage in these problems using the chart on page 101.

Sample: How many pounds will be lost when a load of wheat that weighs 12, 860#
is dried from 18.0; to 14.0%7

12, 860 lhs. grain x .0515 (factor from table) = 662.29 lbs. shrink

Thi3 is the reason some dlbtount needs to be taken for high moisture.

1. What is the weight loss whet. 1), I.oad of shelled corn that weighs 9844# is
dried from 25.0% to 18.0%7 #

2. What is the weight loss when a load of oats that weighs 12, 500# is dried
from 17.0% to 13. 0#7 #

3. How much weight is lost when a load of wheat that weighs 14, 220# is dried
from 16. 0% to 13.5 %7

This table can be applied to other units besides pounds, such as hushels and tons.

4. How many bushels of corn ere lost when a load of corn that contains 242 bu.
of tough corn is dried from 26.0% to 15.0 %? bu.

5. How many tons of shelled corn are lost when a .semi -load of corn that con-
tains 16 tons of tough corn is dried from 24.0% to 15.5 %7 Tons

On the regular grain discount sheets these percentages of shrink have been con-
verted to cents of discount.

In addition to the moisture (or shrinkage) discount, other factors that make the
grain of Inferior quality cause discounts to be applied. Some of these are explained
below.and then note them in the discount sample sheets on the following pages.
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The sample discount schedules are used by permission of Landmark. They are for
the purposes of this exercise, and the discountlik may not be current.

Moisture discount: In the grain trade and through government standards, moisture
levels are established above which discounts are applied. For .:he various grains these
are as follows:

corn - 15.5%
wheat - 13.5%
soybeans - 13.0%

Discounts are applied for moisture in grain for two reasons:

1. The merchant is purchasing water which is of no value to him. When the
grain is dried there will be weight loss.

2. The grain must be dried which takes labor and equipment.

These two factors are taken into account in arriving at the moisture discount.

Test weight discount: Again by government standards, official weights per bushel
are established. These test weights are for high quality grain. If a bushel measure of
the grain does not come up to this weight, it means that some condition in the product
is making it inferior. This means that the miller or processor will not get as much
yield from the bushel of grain as he would from high quality material. The weights
below which grains are to be discounted are as follows:

Grain Official Weights Minimum Test Weight

wheat 60# per bu. 58# per bu.
corn 56# per bu. 54# per bu.
soybeans 60# per bu. 54# per bu.

Foreign material discount: Foreign material may be anything that does not belong
in 'Ids sample of grain. This might be other grains (such as rye in wheat or corn in
soybeans) or weed seeds, or sticks or stones. The dealer is not interested in buying
this material if he is buying it for a specific grain and all of these materials add weight
to the load.

Shrunken and broken kernels: A damaged kernel does not have the feed quality or
milling qualities of sound grain. For high quality products these materials have to be
screened out which requires an extra cleaning and a loss in weight.

Musty-heating-sour-insects: All of these conditions reduce the quality of the grain.
In fact, these conditions often require that the grain be used for livestock feed which
brings a lower price than the regular milling trades.

Smi13Lgb garlicky wheat: The only way that these materials can be taken from
gratis is by a washing process. This again takes labor and equipment.

THESE ARE THE REASONS THAT THE FARMERS' GRAIN IS DISCOUNTED.
IF HE UNDERSTANDS THESE REASONS, HE WILL BETTER UNDERSTAND THE
DISCOUNT ON HIS GRAIN.
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Figure 37: Corn Discount Schedule

Supersedes all previous rail discount schedules, and becomes
effective with contracts written October 16 and thereafter.

applicable to ears unloaded at Columbus,.Sidney or Lima
Minimum Discounts for Corn Grading Below 2#

Subject to Change Without Notice.

Discounts br Moisture

15.6 to 16.0
16.1 to 16.5

16.6 to 17.0

17.1 to 17. 5

17.6 to 18.0

18.1 to 18.5

18.6 to 19.0

19.1 to 19.5
19.6 to 20.0

1 140

30
414

60
70
80
90

10 0

11 0

20.1 to 20.5
20.6 to 21.0

21.1 to 21.5

21.6 to 22.0

:2.1 to 22.5
22.6 to 23.0

23.1 to 23.5

23.6 to 24.0
24.1 to 24.5
24.6 to 25.0

1% discount each 14% moisture beyond 25.0

Discounts other than for moisture,

Test weight
Musty
Heating
Sour
Hot
Weevily
Foreign material
Damaged grain
Heat damage

120

l'...

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

10 each 1# or fraction under 54#
30
50
60
60
30 discount
10 each 1% or fraction over 3.0
10 each 1% or fraction over 5.0
00 each 1/10% over 2/10% to 3% plus
10 over 1/10% over 3%
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From the corn discount schedule (Figure 37) figure the discount per bushel from
the following tests:

1. 55# Vat weight - 21.3% moisture

2. 53#

3. 56#

4. 55#

5. 52#

6. 55#

7. 52#

8. 56#

9. 55#

10. 54#

11. 55#

12. 51#

Of ft

tt II

It 51

II ft

If tt

9 It

Si II

II tt

It It

It tt

It tI

-- 23.'3%

-- 26.9%

- - 19.2%

- - 33.2%

-- 22.8%

- - 24.1%

15.2%

35.0%

21.2%

15.3%

19.8%

II

tt

ft

ft

It

It

tt

It

II

tt

ft

-- 7% damaged grain

3.5% foreign material

heating

3.4% heat damage

musty

With dry shelled corn being worth $1.12 per bushel, what is the value of the
following loads of corn?

1. 164 bushels
55# test weight
24.5% moisture

2. 84 bushels
52# test weight
22.8% moisture

3. 190.8 bushels
56# test weight
23.4% moisture

4. 68.5 bushels
53# test weight
18.7 moiure

5. ?85.54 bushels
55# test weight
15.2% moisture

I

C. Sometimes a customer is interested in only a drying service for corn that he wants
to put in the grain bank or in storage. In this case it is necessary to figure a shrinkage
to determine how much dry corn comes from his load and then figure the charges for
this drying service.

Figure 38 shows a chart that gives this shrinkage in percentage and then a charge
per bushel in cents for this level of moisture.
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Here is a sample problem using tt's chart:

Hew many y mds of dry shelled corn will come from a load of wet corn that
weighs 12,680# and tests 2.5.7%?

12,680 x .137 = 1727.160# shrink
12, 680# 1727 shrink = 10,953

The drying charges are figured PEE WET BUSHEL

12,680# 56 = 226.43 bu. x 7c = $15.85

Pounds of dry corn 10, 953#
(for grain bat*

Drying charges $15.85

Sometimes ear corn is delivered to the elevator rather than shelled corn. The
load of ear corn is weighed and then the shelled corn that will come from this load is
estimated because there is no way to weigh the shelled corn after shelling. This
SHELL-OUT will vary with the moisture in the corn. Here is one tal'le of shell-out
for different moisture levels:

Pounds shelled corn in
% Shell-Out % Moisture in Corn 100 pounds ear corn

80 dry corn 15.5 80 dry shelled corn
78 16.0 - 20.0 78 tough shelled corn'
76 20.1 - 28.0 76 tough shelled corn
75 28.1 - 35.0 75 tough shelled corn
74 35.1 - d3ove 74 tough shelled corn

There are three steps in figuring a problem like this:

1. Figure the shell-out to get the pounds of tough shelled corn.
2. Figure the shrinkage on this shelled corn from the chart on page 107.
3. Figure the charges from the chart.

Exam: How many pounds of dry shelled corn will a farmer have to put in the
grain bank, and what will the drying charges be on a load of tough ear corn that weighs
8630# and tests 29% moisture?

8630# x . 75 = 6472.50# Tough shelled corn from load

e'472.50# x .181 = 1171.5225# shrink

6472.5# 1171.5# + 5301# dry corn

6472.5# 4- 56 = 115.58 bu.

115.58 wet bu. x .08 = $9.2464
Pounds of dry corn for the bank 5301#

Drying charges $ 9.25



Figure 38: Shelled Corn Shrinkage Schedule and Drying Charges

Cash and Regular Storage

Drying
Charge

MpAtizre Shrinkage per wet bu. Moisture

15.6 to 16.0 1.0% 0 0 23.6 to 24.0

16.1 to 16.5 1.6 1/2 23. 6 tr% 24.0

16.6 to 17.1 2.2 1 24.1 to 24.5
17.1 to 17.5 2.8 11/2 24.6 to 25.0

17.6 to 18.0 3.4 2 25.1 to 25.5

18.1 to 18.5 4.0 21/2 25.6 to 26.0

18.6 to 19.0 4.6 3 26. 1 to 26.5

19.1 to 19.5 5.2 3//42 26.6 to 27.0

19.6 to 20.0 5.8 4 27.1 to 27.5
20.1 to 20.5 6.5 41/4 27, ti to 28.0

20.6 to 21.0 7.1 41/2 28.1 to 28.5
21.1 to 21.5 7.8 4 441 28.6 to 29.0
21.6 to 22.0 8.., 5 29.1 to 29.5

22.1 to 22.5 9.1 5 141 29.6 to 30.0

22.6 to 23.0 9.7 51/2

107

Shrinkage

Drying
Charge

per wet bu.

10.4% 5 3/40

11.0 6

11.7 61A

12.3 6 J/2

13.0 6 3/4

13.7 7

14.4 71/4

15.1 7 1142

15.8 7 3/4

16.6 8

17.3 8

L8.1 8

18.8 8

19.6 8
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Using the shrinkage schedule and drying charges (Figure 38) work the following
problems:

1. How many pounds of dried shelled corn will come from a load of wet corn t
that weighs 5986# and tests 27.6% moisture?

Pounds of dried corn

I ,ling charges

2. How many pounds of dried shelled corn will come from a load of wet corn
that weighs 15, 870# and tests 22.8% moisture?

Pounds of dried corn

Drying charges

3. How many pounds of dried shelled corn will come from a load of wet corn
that weight 10, 435# and tests 23.4% moisture?

Pounds of dried corn

Drying charges

In some cases the corn is delivered to the elevatoi in the ear instead of pa shelled
corn. This is then shelled and the weight of the shelled corn calculated on a shell-out .

basis as there is no way to weigh the shelled corn after it has gone through the sheller.
The normal sbell-out fir dry corn is 80%, or 80 pounds of shelled corn from 100# of
dry ear corn. But in the case of tough ear corn the sb111-out is not this good and there
may be only 75 or 76 pounds of shelled corn come from 100 poi Its tough ear
corn.

Work the following problems on the basis of shell-out:

4. How many pounds of shelled corn will come from a load of ear corn that
weight 15, 490#. This is dry corn that will shell out at 80% (80# of shelled corn for
each 100# of ear corn).
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5. How many pounds of dry shelled corn will a fanner have to put in the grain
bank, and what will be the drying charges on the following load of corn: 14, 880# tough
ear corn at 28% moisture (shell-out is 76%) ?

Pounds of dried corn

Drying chOrps

Soyhean discounts: Soybeans are discounted similarily to corn with a regular dis-
count sheet that applies to beans (Figure 39). The amount of the discount "spends on
bow mach handling, drying and cleaning is required by the processor before the beans
are ready for use. The discount sheet states that discounts will be applied for con-
ditions below t' 3e standards:

54# test weight
13% moisture
20% splits

2% total damage
1% foreign material
1% other classes

From the discount schedule (Figure 39) whet discounts would be applied for the
following conditions:

1. 16.3% moisture
2. 52. 5# test weight
3. 25% splits
4. 4.3% damage
5. 3.0% heat damage
6. 3.4% foreign material
7. 3.5% brown beans

What would the discount he per hushel on beans with the following test?

.1 test weight
14.8% moisture
15% splits
1.5% damage

9. 54# test weight
12.8% monitors
30% splits

Discount per bu.

Discount per bu.

10. With beans at $2.45 per bushel, how much is the following load of beans worth
with the following test conditions ?

12. 680# weight
53# test weight
20% splits
13.8% moisture
3.4% foreign material Value of load $
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE OFFICIAL STANDARDS FOR
SOYBEANS.4.1<

:

:

.
.

:Pinimum

t

:

.

.

:

:

:

:

:

.

:

.
: Maximum Limits, of
:Damared Kernels : :

.
:

t

:

:Brown, Black
d bi-

:colored
: Soybeans in

1

:

s

:

:

:

Grade :Test Weight :Moisture:Splits: Total:Heat Damaged:Foreignkateriaanreen, or
Number:Per Bu. Lbs.: % : % : % : % : % :yellow

:

6

.

.

2 : 54 :

:1
: 52__,3

2
4

'

: 49
t

:

: : : :Soybeans %
0: 0 t 0 : 0 0

14.0 : 20 ; 3.0: 0.5 ; 2.0 2.0

231303g;.__5,
t

.
1 :

18.0 : 40 : 8.0: 3.0 ; 5.0 : 10.0
Sample Grade: Sample Grade shall be soybeans which do not meet the requirements for
any of the grades from No. 1 to No. 4, inclusive; or which are musty, sour or heat-
ing; or which have any commercially objectionable foreign odor; or which contain
stones: or which are otherwise of distinctlY_lom_oualityA__
1 Soybeans which are purple mottled or stained shall be graded not higher than No. 3
2 Soybeans which are materially weathered shall be graded not higher than No. 4

Soybeans to be purchased and contracts written basis 54 or more pounds Test Weight;
13% moisture or less; 20% splits or less; 2% total damase or less; 1% foreign
material or less; 1% other classes or less.
DISCOUNTS AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1965 TO APPLY ON

SOYBEANS FOR GRADES LOVER THAN NO. 1*
*This schedule subject to change without notice

TEST WEIGHT: 1/20 per bushel per pound or fraction thereof
under 54 nounds

MOISTURE: 13.1% 13.5%inclusives- 2 1/20 per bushel
11E4-14.0% inclusive3 - 50 per bushel
14.1% - 14.5%inclusiire - 7 1/20 per bushel
14.6% 15.0% inclusive - 10# per bushel
15.1%- 15.5% inclusive -- 32 1/2# per bushel
15.6% - 16.0% inclusive - 15¢ per bushel
16.1% - 16.5% inclusive - 17 1/20 per bushel
16.64- 17.0% inclusive - 200 per bushel
17.1% 17.5% inclusive - 22 1/20 per bushel
17 6% - 18.0% inclusiveus

SPLITS: suer bushel for each 5% or fraction in- excess of 20%
DAAGE: 10 per bushel for each 1% or fraction thereof in excess of

2% damage but not in excess of 8%. 10 for each 1/2% or
fraction thereof in excess of 1/24 Heat Damage, but not in
excess of 5%. Soybeans over 8% Damage or 5% Heat namage
will carry such discounts as may be_aareed upon.

FOR:AGN IL..--11AL: Each fraction of 1% of all foreign material in excess of 1%
shall_he_deducted from the gross weight and will not bemsid for

OTHER COLORS: 1/20 per bushel for each 1% or fraction thereof in excess
Brown. Black. Etc. of 1%.

Soybeans which grade sour, musty, heating, weevily, over 8% damage or over 16%
moisture shall be subject to such discount as may be agreed upon.



Wheat discounts: Wheat is discounted from a discount schedule (Figure 40) sing-
- lar to the other grains, but there is generally less figuring with wheat. Usually the

discount can just be read from the schedule. This schedule is also a little different
than the others in that a premium is paid for very dry and high test weight wheat. Even
though this premium is only 1, farmers are very proud to have grain that will qualify
for this premium, and the premium should not be overlooked by the elevator operator.

From the discount schedule (Figure 40), what discounts would apply to the follow-
- a

Raw

ing conditions?

1. 57.6 test weight

2. 54.0 $1 s$

4. 58.6 11 1$

5. 55.7 u u

6. 61.0 $$ $$

14.7% moisture

18.0 $$

16.2 u

15.8 $$

13.2 u

.

7. 56.0 St tt 12.0 $$

8. 58.6 $1 $1 14.4 $$

$. 53.8 sl u 15.2 1$

10. 56.0 $$ $$ 13.5 u

11. 55.0 " 1$ 16.0 $$ 6.3 damage

12. 57.0 1$ $$ 14.2 $$ 48 smut balls

13. 58.4 01 tt 14.7 1$ 43% foreign material

14. 56.2 11 $$ 13.7 $1 6.2% white wheat

15. 57.2 " $1 15.7 $$ weevily

With the market price of wheat at $1.35 per bushel, what is the value of a load of
wheat that weighs 84806 when the test is as follows:

58. 2# test weight
14.3% moisture
5.4 damage Value of load $

With wheat at $1.35 per bushel, what is the value of a load that weighs 12, 000#
and tests 61# and is 12.5% moisture?

Value of load $



Figure 40: Wheat Premium and Discount Sheet. June 1, 1985, Moisture and Test Weight Table

Moisture

or Under
13.6 to 144
14.1 to 14.5
14.6 to 15.0
15.1 to 14.5
1.5.6 to 1.6.0
16.1 to 16.5
J.616 to 17.0
Damage
4.1 to 5.0 - 10
5.1. to 6.0 -2¢
6.1 to 7.0 - 30
7.1 to 8.0 -
8.1 to 9.0 - SO
9.1 to 10.0 - 60

10.1 or higher -

60 or
Better

+1

Musty or COPY}
100 Discount

58.0 5775- 57.0
to to to

56.5 56.0 55.5 55.0 54.5 54.0 53.5 '4.-53.0 52.5
to to to to to to to to to

7.4 6 4 .4 4 2

0 -1
-2 -3

-5

-7 -8
-10 -11
13 -IA
16 -17

Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount
Market

-6

-12 -12. -11 -1
-1 -151 -16 -17
-14 -1 -18 -19 -20

Garlicky 1000 Gram Sample

.3
-5

-7
-10

52.0
to
2.4

5 -? 0 -UT
-6 -7 -8 -9 1 -12 -13'
-8 -9. -10 11 -1 -14 -1
-11. 12 -13 -14 1.5 -17 -18

-1.5 -17 -20 -21
-18 -19 -20 .21 .23 -
-21 -22 -23 «1 -26

Smutty - 250 Gram Sample
40 Light
80 30 to 44 Smut Balls

100 45 to 59 smut Balls
1205 60 to 75 Smut Balls
160 76 to 89 Smut Balls

90 to 119 Smut Balls
364 120 to 200 Smut Balls

7 to 1.2 Bulblets
13 to 25 Bulblets
26 to 50 Bulblets
51. to 1.00 Bulblets

101 to 150 Bulblets
151 to 300 Bulblets

Foreign Material (Rye. Etc.)
10 Discount for each t% or
fraction 1..1, to 57' inclusive.

For shrunken and broken kernels exceeding 5% - subject to market discounts.
For total defects exceeding 5% - subject to market discounts.
For wheats of other classes - if hard or spring - 10 discount for 5.1% to 8% inclusive, 20 discount for 8.1% to 10% inclusive.
For wheats cf other classes - if soft red or white - 1/20 discount for 5.1% to 10% inclusive.
Wheat testing 80 pounds or better and grading other than No. 1 shall be allowed the premiums for testweight and shall be

discounted in addition to the above as follows: damaged grains 10 for 2.1% to 4% inclusive, and/or foreign material
10 for 640% to 1% inclusive and/or wheats of other classes 10 for 3.1% to 5% inclusive, and/or shrunken and broken
kernels 10 for 3.1% to 5% inclusive, and/or total defects 14 for 3.1% to 5% inclusive.

Seller guarantees that wheat supplied on contract will pass Pure Food and Drug Inspection until unloaded. Until unloaded,
title remains in seller and wheat will not apply.

Dockage shall be stated in terms of half per cent, whole per cent or whole and half per cent as the case may be, with other
I- fractions disregarded as shown in the following examples: dockage ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 per cent shall be stated as

0.5 per cent, from 1.0 to 1.4 per cent as 1.0 per cent, from 1.5 to 1.9 per cent as 1.5 per cent, etc.

3
.15

-17
-20
-23
-26

Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount
Discount

Weevily
50 Discount

201 to 250 Smut Valls
Badly Tagged
Excessive Smut

40 Discount
60 Discount
80 Discount

100 Discount
14 Discount
150 Discount
200 Discount
25# Discount
20f Discount
300 Discount
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D. In the discussion of buying and handling grain, the use of the scales and the making
of weight tickets should be considered. Most grain is purchased over a large truck
scales with the loaded truck being weighed and then the empty truck weighed after
unloading. This is the basis for the settlement of the load and is very important to the
farmer and to the elevator purchasing the grain. All records and settlements with
farmers are made om the weight tickets.

There are simple weight tickets that just show the loaded and empty weight of the
truck, and then there are scale tickets with places to record all the discounts and the
quoted price for the grain, but IN EVERY CASE THIS LS THE IMPORTANT
INFORMATION: Gross lbs.

Tare 11381011=2=1111111=
Net lbs.

The GROSS is the total weight of the loaded truck.
The TARE . is the weight of the empty track.
The NET is the difference between these two weights.

Seller's name: The name of the person selling the grain should always appear on
the scale ticket. This is necessary for proper settlement of the load.

Driver: There is usually a place on the ticket to indicate whet'Aer the driver of the
truck was on or off of the scales at the time the load was weighed. This could make the
difference of 200 pounds or more if the driver stays in the truck when it is weighed
loaded and then steps off the scales when the empty weight is taken.

Weigher: There is usually a place for the person who reads the scales to put his
name or initials. This is often important if there is a question later about any of the
figures on the ticket.

Shown below (Figure 41) is a sample weight ticket that provides just the name of
the person selling the grain, the truck weights and the name of the person doing the
weighing. On the following page (Figure 42) is a sample of a scale ticket with all the
pricing information shown and a sample check (Figure 43) showing how this information
is used in writing the settlement check.

FIGURE 41

RUTT & AMSTUTZ, INC.
TOM DRAM IS

MD, GRAM rDTIUZD. IAMTATION PRODUCTS. IUDS
OW= & SMITIMILL OHMamiiimpoimr

INT? A 499

Load of
From
To

Driver on
Wm off

Fier

__Weigher ( space by bads.
=GRID ON STANDARD SCUTS. at /

10010100 OOOOO 0110101. OHIO AWN

Gross _lbs.
Taw lbs.
Not lbs.

1



114 Figure 42. Sample Weigh Bill

County Farm Bureau Cooperative Assn. Branch

Sold lErStored 0 Del. on Contract 0 Date Itlik,A4,0 /91441
Patron --k9 Truck license No

Addre

Gross24ETILlbs.
Tare 194 lbs.

Net ht hf:0
Dockage lbs.

Net 0729/1 lbs.

COOP 153.8

Discounts
Weight_iii2.__4oisture J1).-3

Trucking

Driver

Weigher e. A.
ON

geOFF

Price

Disc.-Prem.

Net Price

Amount

Check No.

46001

Figure 42. Sample Grain Check

Grain Check

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

ABC FARM SUPPLY COMPANY SH N.
Farmer, Ohio

To THE CITIZENS CO
56.542

412

Dat

501

1014

$ Af 424la

17 ._DOLLARS
MERCER CO. 'Mil IUUAU COOPERATIVI ASVN.. INC.

Das* Won CoadS

ABC FARM SUPPLY COMPANY

COPY

Fanner, Ohio
OATS

ITSCSITIO
SCALE TICKET

NENSSR STOSIO I MED
TSST

meow TSTEST %MEW Sass since pm. LAST NOCE AMOUNT PEMASSCO

44/3 Z lit 444 a 0/ f

AF2 a4.4, .64, 40-3 b/ID , /S OS /. Al //a:26

LESS: TRUCKING
STORAGE
OTHER DEDUCTIONS__49-714*

AMOUNT OF CHECK
DETAIL HERE

$ JAC. oP

s /AC. 4.24
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For these problems w need a sheet with three weigh bills and a sheet with one
settlement check. All three loads are,going on one check. For practice, write up the
following information on wale tickets and transfer this information to the grain settle-
ment check. Use your discount sheets and make a scale ticket for each load of grain.
Put all three loads on one settlement check and write the check for the total of the loads.

0 Mr. John Farmer, Your Town

a

U
ORS

.....11

a

Load of wheat, gross weight 18, 680 #, tare weight 6500#, no dockage,
test weight 56.2, moisture 14.3%, damage 5.2%, driver was Torn who
stayed on the truck, you are weigher. Base price before discount is $1.35
per bu. grain sold.

Load of soybeans gross weight 23,989, tare weight 8900#, 3.4% foreign
material, test weight 52#, moisture 14.7%, splits 15%. Beans are sold
and base price before discount is $2.45 per bu. The driver is Don who got
cut of the truck and was in the office when the truck was weighed both
loaded and empty. You are the weigher.

Load of shelled corn, gross weight 15, 550 #, tare weight 6800#, test
weight is 52#, moisture is 21.7%, foreign material is 4.6% damaged grain
is 4.0%. Base price before discount is $1.15 per bu. Corn is sold. The
driver is Jack who stayed on the truck, and you are weigher.

E. Storage and warehouse receipt:

Notice on the scale ticket that there is a place to check if the grain is to be stored
instead of being sold. This is a common practice with many farmers and elevators.
Most elevators that do a lot of storing are licensed either by the Federal or the State
government which means that they are inspected by these agencies, and the farmer has
some protection that his grain will be stored properly. To keep the records for these
licensed warehouses a warehouse receipt is issued to the farmer. This piece of paper
is almost as good as money and can be used as security in borrowing money or making
loans.

Notice that there is a place on the scale ticket to check if the grain Is to be stored
and not sold. It is the responsibility of the person doing the weighing to determine
what is to be done with the oad. Figure 46 shows a s mole of a warehouse receipt
that is given to the farmer as evidence that he has this mi.% grain in storage at the
elevator. Note that it specifies the kind and quality of :fro 3uct being stored.

In the past there has been some risk in the farme . sto2ing grain at the elevator.
In some cases the elevator operator would sell the farmer's grain and we this money
for his own purposes figuring on buying the grain back at a better price before the
farmer wanted the grain or wanted to sell it. It sometimes worked oat that the elevator
operator could not buy back the grain at a lower price, and this got him in financial
trouble.

To guard against such practices, the Government set up some storage regulations
that require the elevator to have this grain on hand at all times and to give the farmer
a receipt guaranteeing that he could deliver this grain when called upon. These receipts
are called WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS (Figure 46, page 118).
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Figure 44.

County Farm Bureau Cooperative Assn Branch

Kind Sold 0 Stored 0 Del. on Contract 0 Date
Patron Truck License No._
Address 46002

OTHER
Gross lbs. Discounts Price $

Tare lbs. Weight Moisture Disc.-Prem. $

Net lbs. Trucking Net Price $.

Dockage lbs. Driver LeON
0 OFF Amount $

lbs. Weigher Check No.Net
COOP 1133-P

County Farm Bureau Cooperative Assn.

Kind___Sold 0 Vtored 0 Del. on Contract 0 Date

Patron_ Truck License No

Address
)THER

Gross lbs. Discounts Price

Tare lbs. Weight____Moisfure Disc.-Prem. S.

Net lbs. Trucking Net Price $

Dockage lbs. Driver°r"p Amount $
Net lbs. Weigher Check No

AM,

Branch

46003

COOP 1O311

County Farm Bureau Cooperative Assn. Branch

Kind Sold 0 Stored 0 Del. on Contract 0 Date

Truck lIcense NoPetro

Address__ 46004
OTHER

Gros: lbs. Discounts Price

Tare lbs. Weight Moisture Disc.Prem. $

Net lbs. Trucking Net Price $

Dockage. lbs. Driver DOFFiii OFF Amount $

Net lbs. Weigher Check No.

COOP 11 liP
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Figure 45.

ABC FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio

SH N? 502

Date----_ .., 11L..........
PAY TO THE

ORDER OP_

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
56-542 Calms, Ohio

412 COPY

SAM MeV WPM NIT PRIOR AMOUNT

ESS: TRUCKING
STORAGE
OTHER DEDUCTIONS

s
perm. MU

AMOUNT OF CHECK



118 Figure 46. Warehouse Receipt

WANE Alta MOMS Of virAWCWO wealsOule SW!.

WARENDIMMAITA epee WAREHOUSE RECEIPT FOR GRAIN

ISSUE DATE
RECEIVED Me
ACCOUNT Of

Ownerr

'City, tlitater
STORAGE. GRAIN CO TON um Amount. Gum me comma OESCOnng0 Wen

*MIN NS/ WO. SO.

KIND Of WAIN I OW. NO OM

05055 WEIGHT

tee

SU. MI.

This rein km bee* graded atotordine to the official pow etondorde of the United States. and is tut wow
enured for the MI market wane °game lost or damage by lire. lightning, Inherent siViostoa
storm. cyclone and tornado and such other peter as may be required by statute. The under:mimed
werehottantunt to not the owner of the r°' covered by this rect-tpt either rotetY. Noah, or is cons-
ult). Mai ansetS union otherwise stated hereon. Upon the return of Mr ramp& properly endorsed.
mad the ~nest Of tolatofta charges oho the warehouseman with respect to said wain, soul grass
or Pam. Of OW or better grade b deliverable to the above named owner or to his order. The ware-
housemen donna o lies on said groin for Siarfte charges, and Ter advance, and itabastun as side
(cited below.
Mortice from deb r of receipt at the rote Of cents per bushel per

ADVANCES AND Dome Of Wseeriou5E1

WOWS. IVOTODI
SOPS
Stun

rOreeONAAGE NSA! INIAAGR 101.8011
MAMMAL

01,1E0 GRADE rACIDIR

ROAN 01 moan NO.OATS GRAIN otroenso

fttCOVO> or .0 WICK

lOCAtION OF MOM etnettause

tv mush AirentJ vAN4 wine% PIM* 1 OATS *TOMOS MO TO

MAKE EVDORAEXECITS OV I:STEWS SIDE IN sin ovi am

F. Storage charges:

In a study of grain handling some consideration should be given to grain storage.
As acres per farm are being increased and yields per acre go up, there is more de-
mand for storage space for harvested crops. In many cases it is an advantage to store
these crops for sale later in the year. This storage may be done on the farm or may
be a service .offered by the local elevator. If the local elevator does the storage, there
must be some charges made. These charges will include:

1. Cost of the building
2. Cost of the machinery for handling
3. Labor costs in handling
4. Insurance while in the elevator
5. Shrinkage (The farmer always gets paid for the number of pounds that he puts

in. But there is some natural shrinkage in handling that cannot be
helped. )

The normal storage charges are:

1 1/2/ per bushel per month

or
1/20/ per bushel per day

These charges are the same, but the I/201 per day allows the operator to figure
charges to the very day that the grain has been in storage.

1/20 x 30 = 300 = 11/2

Some problems on figuring storage will help in understanding these charges.
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Example: A farmer has 520 bu. of wheat in storage from July 15 to March 15.
What are the storage charges at 1 1/21 per bu. per month?

8 mo. @ 1 1/21 = 12/ per bu. x 520 bu. = $62.40

A farmer has 1040 bu. corn in storage from October 20 to January 3. What are
the storage charges at 1/201 per day ?

October 20 to November 20 -- 30 days
November 20 to December 20 30 days
December 20 to January 3 -- 14 days (count January 3)

74 days

74 x 1/20 = 3.71 x 1040 bu. = $38.48

$38.48

Figure the following storage problems:

1. A farmer stores 680 bu. of soybeans from October 30 to February at
1 1/2# per bu. per month .

storage charges

2. A farmer stores 1450 bu. wheat from July 20 to December 10 at 1/20/ per
bu. per day.

storage charges

3. A farmer stores 1400 bu. shelled corn at harvest, October 18. He decides
to sell half of this before the end of the year on December 18. The rest he keeps in
storage until February 18. What are the storage charges at 1 1/20 per bu. per month?

storage charges

4. How much will a farmer make by storing.his wheat crop? The price at
harvest time is $1.25 per bu. , but in January it has gone up to $1.63 per bu. He
stored 1800 bu. from July 15 to January 15. How much extra income did he realize
with storage at 1 1/20 per bu. per month?
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CIMPTER X: One Month Problem.

On the following pages a problem has been outlined representing the business during
one month for a number of farmer customers. The figures and records are to be com-
pleted for each day's business just as they might be done in a local elevator. The
following types of items are included:

Assume that you are working for the A to Z Farm, Su ply Company:

1. Sales slips: Some will be cash and some will be charged. A sales slip should
be made for all payments on account. A sales slip should be made for grain
transactons.

2. Account records: Keep a separate card for each customer. All charges
and payments are on account to be recorded.

3. Purchase orders: rchase orders are to be completed for items added to
inventory.

4. Perpetual inventory: Each day items that are sold are to be subtracted from the
in entory record and items added as they are received from the supplier.

5. Sales tax: Sales tax is to be added to the sales slip where this is applicable.
Generally speaking, items used in production of goods for sale are tax exempt.
Items used around the house or for personal consumption are taxable.

6. Discounts: Discounts are to be applied where applicable. These discounts are
shown on the price list.

7. Daily cash balance: A daily cash balance is to be recorded. The formula for
this cash balance is shown below:

Cash on hand

Plus Cash taken in during the day

Minus Any cash out during the day (Cash out eta be money
paid out or bank deposits
made.)

Equals Balance:

8. Monthly bank balance: At the end of the monel the bank balance is to be figured
from the deposits made and checks written.

9. Grain accounts: During this month grain will be delivered to the elevator to be
stored in the grain bank, or grain may be taken from the grain bank to be used
in feed mixes, or grain may be sold to the elevator or applied on account. A
special record of all these transactions must be made.

TEACHER DIRECTIONS: (Problem 1, page 122)

Forms for this problem may be secured from a local business or they may be
reproduced at th, school. Completed forms and daily answers to this problem are
found in the test and answer supplement,
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STUDENT DIRECTIONS:

Complete each day's business as a unit. Make all the entries for this day and then
go on to the next.

Problem 1: Calculating Cash-on-Hand and Bank Balance.

Figure the cash on hand at the beginning of the day's business on May 1 from the
following coins, bills and checks in the cash drawer:

Number Species Amount

32 1/ coins
41 50 II

16 100
22 250
18 500

Currency

38 $ 1 bills
12 $ 5 tf

8 $10
6 $20 It

Checks as follows: $142.51
16.00
34.87
19.24
5.00

18.62
542. 16

Cash on hand at beginning of business May 1:

For each day's business fill out the following form: ( Copies provided at the
end of this section.)

Cash on hand at the beginning of the day:

Money taken in (cash and checks):

TOTAL

Cash taken out during day:
(Cash paid out or bank deposits,
not checks written)

New balance on hand:

Date
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BANK BALANCE FROM THE APRIL 30 BANK STATEMENT $18, 568.94

This balance will be used at the end of the month to check the company books with
the bank statement.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE BALANCE AT BEGINNING CF BUSINESS MAY 1- $12,928.62

Problem 2: Making the Daily Business Report. Use price list on page 143.

STUDENT DIRECTIONS:

Be careful of names -- some names in the report are similar. This is done on
purpose to keep the student alert.

Cash or charge -- be sure to mark the sales slip cash or charge. This will be
necessary in determining your daily cash balance and posting to accounts.

Dates -- be sure each slip Is dated. This needs to correspond with dates on the
account record.

DAILY BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS - May 1 to May 30

May 1 John Wilson and Son (cash) purchased:
5 sacks of Beefmaker
5 gal. motor oil (pleasure -4r) - $7.25 (should be $9.25, but use
5 bales twine $ 7.25 to balance)
1 5# box vegetable dust (garden) .

Abel T. Jones (charge) bought:
2 Tons 6-24-12
3 Tons 5-20-20

Earl Tucker (chaige) bought:
2 Tons 5-20-20
1 Ton 33-0-0
3 bu. seed corn - $30.90 (should be $21.05, but use
1 qt. household fly spray $30. 90 to balance)

Larry Erwin (cash) had a load of grinding that weighed 2460#. He added:
500# dairy supplement
200# bran
100# mineral

Ile took home a 50# bag of calf starter
and 2 blocks of salt
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May 2

A load of fertilizer came in from the GOOD PLANT FOOD COMPANY.
(Write a check for this and add to inventory.)

10 Tons 6-24-12 @ $58.50
7 Tons 5-20-20 0 $61.00
3 Tons 33-0-0 @ $88.00

James Hinfield.(charge) purchased:

15 bales of baler twine
5# lawn seed
2 salt blocks

Wilson George (cash) brought in a load of ear corn to be put in the grain bank.
The weight of the load of corn was 12,680#. 'Anis shelled out at 81% shelled.
corn. This corn will go on an account card for Wilson George but will not
go into the inventory of the company. Make a sales slip for the shelling and
a sales slip for the pounds of corn to go in the bank.

Steve Smith (charge) bought:
2000# shelled corn

(corn was ground)
300# Porkmaker

Emery Tucker (charge) bought:
2 Tons 33-0-0
3 bu. seed corn - $30.90 (should be $31.05, but use
3 5# bags of Atzazine $30.90 to balance)

Abel T. Jones (check on account) paid:
$200 on his fertilizer bill.

A bank deposit was made on this date: $100 in bills plus all the checks
that were on hand May 1 plus the $200 check from Abel Jones.
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May 4 GeOrge Wilson (paid by check) brought in a load of corn to be shelled and
ground for hog feed. The load weighed 8850# (ear corn) and shelled out
at 80%.

lie added:
800# Porkmaker

50# mineral

I :. bought:
5# lawn seed
1 2, rose dust
2 qt. motor oil (for car)

James Hinfield (charge) bought:
1 ton Porkmaker
500# soybean meal
3006 linseed meal
3 salt blocks

Earl Tucker (paid by check) bought:
1000# oats and had this

ground with 1800# of his ear corn
500# dairy supplement
200# bran
10 bales baler twine

lie also paid by check:
$50 on his account

After looking at the. inventory sheet for this day, the manager decided that
he should order some feed, seed and twine. Make purchase orders for
the following items:

From the BEST KNOWN ANIMAL FEEDS CO. (Purchase Order No. 1)
2 tons Beefmaker @ $92.00
3 Tons Porkmaker @ $104, 00
1 Ton dairy supplement @ $95.00

From the RELIABLE SEED CO. (Purchase Order No.2)
50# lawn seed @ $ .75
25 bu. seed corn @ $9.00

Froni the KNOTTY TWINE CO. (Purchase Order No. 3)
50 bales baler twine @ $8.60

These supplies are to be shipped by truck and you need them within one week.
They are to be paid for within 10 days.
You sign as the buyer.
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May 5 Wilson George (charge) took 3000# of shelled corn from his grain bank
and had this ground.

May 6

He added:
500# Porkmaker
100# mineral

He took home:
100# ryegrass for pasture
10 1# lobe tubes for machinery

Larry Erwin (charge) bought:
3 Tons shelled corn
3 be. seed corn - $30.90 (should be $31.05, but use
5 1 gal. oil for tractors $30.90 to balance)

Steve Smith (charge) bought:
800# shelled corn and
500# oats that he had ground

He added:
300# soybean meal
300# bran
200# linseed meal
50# mineral

Abel T. Jones (charge) bought:
1 Ton shelled corn

1/2 Ton Beefmaker
3 blocks salt
1 qt. household fly spray
2 qt. oil for tractor

He paid by check the balance of his fertilizer bill.

John Wilson and Son (charge) bought:
1 Ton 33-0-0
2 bu. seed corn
1 5 gal. can 2-4-D
3 5# bags Atrazine



May 7

Emery Tucker (cash) bought:
1 bu. seed corn
2 1 gal. 2-4-D

Wilson George (charge) bought:
4 Tons 6-24-12 fertilizer
2 Tons 5-20-20 fertilizer
5 bales baler twine

Wilson George brought in a load of ear corn to sell and put on his account.
This load of corn weighed 1?, O0 #, He was not charged for shelling
because he is selling it Ear corn is worth $1.80 per hundred. The
office wrote him a check for thio so that it would be on their records
and then be endorsed the check and gave it back to them to apply on his
account. Be sure to make the following entries: (make out sales slip
for the transaction)

(check) Credit account from corn
Shelled corn for inventory (80% shell-out)
Check written to Wilson George

Emery Tucker (cash) bought:
3# lawn seed
1 2# rose dust
1 5# vegetable dust

James Hinfield (charge) bought:
5 Tons 6-24-12 fertilizer

The feed from Purchase Order No. 1 arrived. The manager sent a
check back with the driver. You sign the check as manager.

Write check
Enter in Inventory
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May 8

May 9

Hobert Adams (charge) bought:
1 Ton Beefmaker
1 Ton shelled corn

1/2 Ton oats
500# soybean meal
500# bran
500# linseed meal

Larry Erwin sold a truck load of oats to the elevator. The load weighed
8230#, and the price of oats is 700 per basher. The office wrote a
check for this. He endorsed this and turned it in on his account. Make
out sales slip for the transaction. Add to inventory.

Steve Smith (charge) bought:
1 Ton 5-20-20 fertilizer
400# 33-0-0
1 bu. seed corn

From the inventory records the manager saw that he should order another
load of fertilizer, so he filled out the Purchas'i Order No. 4 for the
GOOD PLANT FOOD CO. for:

8 Tons 6-24-12 0 $58.50
7 Tons 5-20-20 0 $61.00
5 Tons 33-0-0 0 $88.00

John Wilson and Son (charge) bought:
1 Ton Porkmaker
5 gal. motor oil (tractors)
5 bales twine

(check) Paid $100.00 on their account

Earl Tucker (cash) bought:
1 bu. seed corn
1 gal. 2-4-D
1 qt. household fly spray
3 qt. motor oil for lawn mowers



May 11
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Larry Erwin (charge) bought:
501 rye grass seed to plant in corn field
2 bags 5-20-20 fertilizer for garden (501 bags)

A bank deposit was made with $ 180 in cash and all the checks taken in from
May 4 through May 9.

Robert Adams (charge) bought:
4 Tons 5-20-20

1 Ton 6-24-12
2 bu. seed corn.

James Hinfield (check) paid:
$500.00 on his account

(prepare sales slip)

Abel T. Jones (charge) bought:
1000# soybean meal
500# linseed meal
200# mineral

2 blocks salt

Emery Tucker (charge) bought:
800# oats and had this ground
200# Porkmaker
20# mineral
3 bags calf starter
5 bales twine

The seed came in from Purchase Order No 2. A check was written for
this amount.

There was a trucking charge of $4.50 on this seed which was paid out of the
cash register in CASH to the driver.
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May 12 George Wilson (charge) bought:

1 Ton 5-20-20

2 1 gal. 2-4-D

1 bu. seed corn

May 13

The fertilizer came in from Purchase Order No. 4. A check was written
for this and sent with the driver.

John Wilson and Son (charge) had a load of grinding. They purchased:
5420# grinding
500# soybean meal
300# bran
30# mineral

Larry Erwin (cash) bought:
5# lawn seed
1 5# vegetable dust

Wilson George (charge) took:
3200# of corn from the grain bank and

had this ground with
500# Porkmaker
100# mineral
20# rye grass for pasture
10 bales twine - $ $103.00 (should be $102.00, but use

$103.00 to balance )

The twine came in from Purchase Order No. 3. A check was written and
sent to the company.

The manager decided to get a load of feed. Make a purchase order for (No. 5)

(use unit price from inventory sheet):
2 Tons soybean meal
2 Tons linseed meal
1 Ton bran
1 Ton mineral

This was picked up by an A to Z, Farm Supply Company truck from the
FARMER'S WHOLESALE COMPANY.
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The manager sent a check along with the driver. Make this check out and
you sign it as manager.

Steve Smith (check) paid:
$100.00 on his account

Abel T. Jones (cash) bought:
1 5 gal. 2-4-D

May 14 James Hinfield finished planting corn and had a few bags of fertilizer left.
He didn't want these laying around until next year, so he brought them
back to the elevator. He returned 8 bags (50#). To make it easy, the
manager figured what he had paid for these and paid him cash for them
(CASH OUT). Look up the kind of fertilizer that Mr. Hinfield had pur-
chased and figure how much cash he would get back. Add to inventory.

May 15

Earl Tucker (check) paid:
Balance on account

Robert Adams bought a 5 ton load of shelled corn. The manager told him he
would give him a 3% discount in addition to the tonnage discount if he paid
for it today. Mr. Adams then wrote a check for the amount of this corn.

Steve Smith (charge) has a load of grinding 1860#,
200# dairy supplement
200# bran

50# mineral
1 bag calf starter

John Wilson and Son (charge) bought:
1 Ton 5-20-20 fertilizer

James Hinfield (charge) bought:
500# oats
500# Beefmaker
200# bran

3 blocks salt

He also wrote a check:
$100.00 on his account
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May 16

Abel T. Jones (charge) bought:
3 Tons shelled corn
1 Ton Beermaker
3 gal. oil for tractors

Emery Tucker (cash) bought:
5 bales twine

George Wilson (charge) bought:
1,2 Ton soybean meal
1/2 Ton dairy supplement
300# mineral
4 sacks calf starter

Before any charges were made for the 16th, the manager wanted to know
what the total amount in the accounts receivable was as of the end of
business on May 15. He asked the office clerk to get this figure for
him. Find this figure by taking the outstanding balance on accounts at
the beginning of the month plus the current balance on all accounts
receivable ledger cards.

Larry Erwin (charge) bought:
1 5 gal. 2-4-D
1 5# vegetable dust
2 tube tubes for garden tractor

Earl Tucker (charge) bought:
500# soybean meal
200# linseed meal

2 bales twine

Wilson George (check) paid:
$120.04 on his account

A bank deposit was made on this date. This included $200.00 in cash and
all checks taken in from May 11 to May 16, inclusive.
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Salesman Joe Smith, who sells petroleum and chemical products for the
Ace Chemical Company, stopped in. After looking at the inventory
record the manager decided to order some things from him. Make up
Purchase Order No. 6 for the following items. Use unit price on in-
ventory for cost price.

5 5 gal. 2-4-D
10 1 qt. household spray
20 1 gal. motor oil
24 lube tubes

This is to be shipped within one week by Commercial Freight Truck Liras.
You sign the purchase order as the manager. This material would
normally be taxable, so.fill out sales tax exemption form for resale.

Robert, Adams (charge) bought:
1 Ton shelled corn

1/2 Ton Porkmaker
300# soybean meal

(checks PP4 4)350.00 on his account

Wilson ueorge brought another load of corn in for the grain bank. This
load weighed 9460# and shelled out at 82%.

(charge) for the shelling
add shelled corn to the grain bank

(not inventory)

Abel T. Jo des (charge) bough.:
2 Tons 33-0-0 for sidedress, 4 his corn.

Steve Smith (cash) bought:
5 gal. 2-4-D

May 19 The manager decides to order load of commercial feed. Make %Alt Purchase
Order No. 7 fee these items. (Use inventory unit price.)

3 Tons Beefmaker
2 Tons Porkmaker
1 Ton dairy supplement
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Since he is h. iv on the Beefmaker he decides to send an A to Z Farm Supply
Company truck for it today. He sends a check with the truck driver for
this to the Best Known Animal Feeds Company.

The driver had to buy $4.00 worth of gasoline to make the trip. He paid
for the gasoline, and the manager gave hint $4.00 cash out of the cash
register. (Cash Out )

Emery Tucker (charge) boug it:
1000# shelled corn
1000# oats

had these ground -(2000#)
200# soybean meal
200# linseed meal

50# mineral

Earl Tucker (cash) bought:
4# lawn seed
1 5# vegetable dust

John Wilson and Son (check) paid:
$250.00 on account

Larry Erwin (charge) bought:
500# Porkmaker
200# bran
3 bags calf starter

May 20 James Hinfield (charge) bought fertilizer for late planting of corn:
1 Ton 6-24-12
1 Ton 5-20-20
3 bu. seed corn

Steve St pith (charge) had:
1860# load of grinding
300# Porkmaker
20# mineral
2 salt blocks
1 qt. household fly spray
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Earl Tucker (charge) bought:
500# Porkmaker
300# soybean meal
200# bran

50# mineral

George Wilson (cash) bought:
1 5# Atrazine
1 5# vegetable dust

2# lawn seed

John Wilson and Son (charge) bought:
2 bales twine

May 21 There have been some changes in feed prices, so the manager changes his
prices. Even though he has just purchased a load of feed two days ago
he must reduce Ls prices according to the market to meet competition.
Use the following prices and figure the percentage for feeds and change
these prices on your price list (to the nearest 50).

Beefmaker $88.00
Dorkmaker 97.00
Dairy supplement 92.00
Soybean meal 65.00
Linseed meal 76.00

He sees that he rose dust is not moving, so be reduces this price to his
cost pric to try to sell it in order not to have to carry it over.

Robert Adams (charge) bought
2 5# Atrazine
500# soybean meal
2 bags calf starter

Abel T. Jones (check) paid:
$350.00 on his account

Prepare sales slip.
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Wilson George (charge) took 2000# of corn from the grain bank for grinding.

He added:
500# soybean meal
400# oats
200# bran

He took home:
1 block salt

May 22 The material cama in from Purchase Order No. 6 from the Ace Chemical Co.
A check was written for this order. You sign as manager.

Steve Smith sold a load of corn to the elevator. He needed the money so he
did not leave any of this on his account. A check was written to him for it.
The load weighed 9520# (ear corn), and the price of ear corn was $1.75.
The corn shelled out at 80%. Put in inventory.

John Wilson and Son (charge) bad a load of grinding.
4810# grinding
800# Porkmaker
100# mineral
2 bags calf starter

Robert Adams (cash) bought:
10 bags 5-20-20 fertilizer to finish planting corn.
(.0049

Larry Erwin (charge) bought:
1000# shelled corn
500# soybean meal
10# rye grass to seed around the bard yard

May 23 Emery Tucker (check) paid:
balance on his account

James Hinfield (charge) bought:
3 Tons shelled corn
1000# soybean meal
500# linseed meal

5 bales twine
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Abel T. Jones (charge) bought:
2 5# Atrazine
1 5 gal. 2-4-D
1 5# vegetable dust

Earl Tucker (cash) bought:
3 qt. oil for car
1 qt. household spray
2 2# rose dust

A bank deposit was made. There was not much cash in the register, so
this deposit was only checks from May 18 to May 23 inclusive.

Robert Adams (charge) bought:
2 Tons shelled corn
1 Ton oats
1 Ton Beefmaker
500# mineral

James Hinfield (charge) bought:
10 gal. of oil for his tractors
10 tube tubes " " "

This late in the season the elevator was overstocked with fertilizer, so the
manager offered to sell some fertilizer at a reduced price. For 5 tons
or more he would allow an additional 5% discount besides the tonnage
discount, and another 2% discount if it were paid for now. (Figure
tonnage discount first, then 5%, then 2%)

Wilson George (check) ) took advangage of this offer and bought:
3 Tons 6-24-12
3 Tons 5-20-20

He wrote a check for this.
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May 26

Steve Smith (check) bought:
2 Tons 6-24-12
1 Ton 5-20-20

This qualified for the 5% and 2% but not the tonnage disce,mt.

Earl Tucker (cash) had a load of grinding:
2380# grinding
500# Porkmaker
50# mineral

5 2# dust rose

He took advantage of the reduced price on the rose dust.

Emery Tucker (charge) bought:
1/2 Ton Beefmaker
500# bran
3 bags calf starter
100# mineral

George Wilson (charge) bought:
3 Tons 6-24-12
2 Tons 5-20-20

Bought on the special deal, but he didn't have the money to pay now, so did
didn't get the 2% discount.

Larry Erwin (charge) bought:
5 gal. 2-4-D

Abel T. Jones (check) paid:
Balance on his account
Prepare sales slip

Steve Smith (charge) had a load of grinding
1590# grinding
300# oats
200# bran
5^0# linseed meal

50# mineral
8 bales twine
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May 27 John Wilson and Son (charge) bought:
2 Tons of oats
3/2 Ton Beefmaker
4 bags calf starter
2 5# bags of Atrazine

The seed company said that they would take back any seed corn that the
manager didn't want to keep. They would pay the same price as the
elevator had paid for it.

(check) The manager decided to send back 20 bushels.

Robert Adams (charge) bought:
7 bales of twine

Wilson George deeded to take some of the corn front his grain bank and
apply it on his account. He decided to sell 6000# of this (shelled corn).
The price of corn is now $$,1.70 per 100# ear corn. Convert this price
to shelled corn, write him a check for it, and he will endorse the check
back for Ms account. (Take from grain bank and add to inventory.)

(check) on account

James Hinfield (charge) bought:
2 Tons shelled corn
1,4 Ton Porkmaker
600# linseed meal

May 28 Wilson George (charge) took corn from the grain bank for grinding:
2000# grinding
400# Porkmaker
100# mineral
2 salt block9

Abel T. Jones (cash) bought:
3 qt. oil for the oar
1 qt. household spray
3 20 rose dust
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May 2

Steve Smith (charge) bought:
6 bales twine

Emery Tucker (charge) bought:
500# dairy supplement
500# linseed meal
300# bran
200# mineral
5 gal. 2-4-D

George Wilson (cash) bought:
5 bales twine
5 gal. oil for tractors
2 qt. oil for car
1 qt. household fly spray
2 2# rose dust

Larry Erwin (charge) bought
1/2 Ton oats
500# dairy supplement
300# bras

5O# mineral
2800# grinding
3 1 gal. 2-4-D for spot treatment in the corn field.

James Hinfield (check) decided to sell some wlysat to pay on his account.
He brought in two loads. The two loads weighed as follows:

88 54# 58# 14.2%
6420# 560 13.8%

The base price for wheat is $1.52 per bu.

Write out a grain aettlement check for this which he will endorse and
turn back in on the account.

John Wilson and Son (check) paid:
$250.00 on account



Robert Adams (check) bought:
3 Tons 33-0-0 on the discounted pricing

(He paid for this)

May 30 Abel T. Jones (cash) bought:
5 bales of twine

Steve Smith (charge) had a load of grinding:
2180# grinding
200# soybean meal
300# linseed meal
100# mineral

1 salt block

Emery Tucker (charge) bought:
5 gal. oil for tractors
3 5# vegetable dust he will use on pickles

that he sells to the pickle factory.

George Wilson (charge) bought:
500# Beefmaker
300# linseed meal
100# mineral
1 salt block

Earl Tucker (charge) bought:
1 bu. seed corn for replanting
1/2 Ton 5-20-20 at regular price
i rkal. 2-4-D

Make a bank deposit. $100.00 in cash plus all the checks taken in from
May 25 to May 30, inclusive.
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PRICE LIST

Figure the prices on the items for sal' according to the system that was explained
in Chapter IV on pricing. Figure these on a per cent mark-up of cost price using the
following percentages: (Figure to the nearest 5f )

Fertilizer 14%
Grain 8%
Feed 20%

Oil & Grease
cost prices are the unit prices

GRAINS:

Seed
Twine
Chemicals

20%

15%
20%
25%

on the inventory sheet)

SEEDS:

Shelled corn (cwt.) Ryegrass per #
Oats (cwt. Lawn Seed it #

FEEDS:

Becfmaker (cwt.)
Porkmaker (cwt.)
Dairy Supplement (cwt.)
Soybean meal (cwt.)
Linseed meal (cwt.)
Bran ----
Mineral 50#
Calf Stater 50#
Salt Blocks each

FERTILIZER:

6- 24- 12--- ---per ton

Trr..r

5-20-20 ,I II .......a. ......

=m1
.111=1.1=1.1.

Seed Corn " bu.
CHEMICALS:

2-4-D 1 gal.
2-4-D 5 gal.
Rose dust 2# box
Vegetable dust 5# box
Atrazine 5# bag
Household fly spray 1 qt.

OIL AND GREASE:

Motor oil
Motor oil
Lube tubes

33-0-0 o o 100.50 * Twine

Grinding----per cwt.
Shelling ---- " " (ear corn)

Discount schedule:

1 qt.
1 gal.
1 #

bale

...111.

13.40 *

For ton lots of feed or grain (a ton of one kind), allow a discount of $2.00 per ton.
For baler twine, allow 10% per bale discount on sales of 10 bales or more.
For fertilizer allow a discount of:

$2.00 per ton on orders from 5 to 10 tons
$4.00 per ton on orders of 10 tons or over
(can be a combination of analyses to make up the 4 or 10 tons)

USE THESE PRICES IN MAKING CHARGES TO CUSTOMERS.

* Error in these figures: 33-0-0 Should be $100.30

5 gal. 2-4-D should be $14.40

But use the figures shown so accounts will balance.
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Figure 48. SALES TICKETS

Any sales ticket can be used for this problem. They can either be reproduced at the
school or purchased from a local elevator. Each student will need 110 of these. Below
is a sample that can be used for reproduction.

A to Z Farm Supply Company

19

Sold To

Address

QUANTITY
a

DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT

Roceityd tly: Salesman:

Cash Chock Chefs Wormed Amor* I

I No. 47756
COOP. 142C IIMB 711779 CONIOLSOATID SUSIKAOS POMO CO.. PITTSMAION IL PA.
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Figure 50. DAILY SALES DISTRIBUTION

It is important to a business that the sales in the various departments are kept
separate so that the manager can determine if each department is making the profit that
it should. The manager can find the cost during the year of feed or fertilizer items and
then from this sales distribution sheet he can determine how much was taken in from
these items. From this he can figure the percentage margin that was made in each
department.

MAKE A SALES DISTRIBUTION FROM EACH DAY'S BUSINESS:
(Figure 50, page 152)
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Figure 52

PURCHASE ORDER

NO.

TO DATE 19

ADDRESS

SHIP TO

ADDRESS

SHIP VIA 101 lEPOAS DATE RECNIUD

QUANTITY STOCK NUMBER/DESCRIPTION PUCE PER

1 1

3

4

5

6

7 i

8

9 -..

11

12

IMPORTANT
04.1111 ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR ON

INVOICES, PACKAGES AND CORRESPONDENCE

ACKNOWLEDGE IF UNABLE
TO DELIVER IV DATE REQUIRED. Buyer __-

10N m Z 10 01 0...A..;
ORIGINAL
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Figure 52 (Cont.)

PURCHASE ORDER

NO

TO DATE 19--
ADDRESS

SHIP TO

ADDRESS
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1
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,
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Figure 52 (Cont.)
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Figure 52 (Cont)
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Figure 53. DAILY CASH BALANCE 163

Cash on hand

Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks )

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Cash on hand

Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

111
111.111.111.11
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Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Sub -total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits
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Date
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Add Cash taken in during the
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Minus Cash out during the day
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not checks written)

New Cash Balance
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Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance
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Date Date

Cash on hand Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
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Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance New Cash Balance - -
Date Date

Cash on hand Cash on hand
Cash in during the Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)
.Add taken

day (cash and checks)

Sub- total Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance --------- New Cash Balance

Date Date

Cash on hand Cash on hand
in during Add Cash taken in during theAdd Cash taken the

day (cash and checks) day (Josh and checks)

Sub-total Sub-total

Minus Cash during the day Minus Cash oot during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

out
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written) not checks w ritten)

Cash Balance- New Cash BalaneeNew

Date Date

Cash on hand
....--..--

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Cash on hand ---
Add Cash taken in during the

clay (cash and checks) ---,
Sub-total Sub-total

Minus Cask during the Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

out day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance New Cash Balance
.
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Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

ME.M.

alm
Date

Cash on hand
,Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or hank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

4...ff ...

...11111.1

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

Date

New Cash Balance

Cash on hand

Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks',

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

OlMIlige

+....

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus -- Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or hank deposits

not checks writtea)

New Cash Balance

,I==...

Date

1,1!1110

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

ON.=MM.=

4.
a mo..
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Cash on band

Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

MMOIMEIN.1W .* Cash on hand

Date

Add Cash taken in during the
day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written )

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date

Cash on hand- --------- ------
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

Date .

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance

il

Date

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and cneoks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

INew Cash Balance

Date, ,

Cash on hand
Add Cash taken in during the

day (cash and checks)

Sub-total

Minus Cash out during the day
(paid out or bank deposits

not checks written)

New Cash Balance
.10 .10.0=1==M
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Figure 54

Grain Check

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF_

SAMPLE GRAIN CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY SH
Farmer, Ohio 501

Data__- Is--
S

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
56.542 Celina, Ode
412

DOLLARS
Mann CO. TARN SUMO coonaATiva MM. INC.

COPY
l

Grain Check

PAY TO THE

SAMPLE GRAIN CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio

Date_

SH N? 502

ORDER OF S

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK

0 56442 Colima, Ohio
412

MUER CO. TARN SURZAU C.00PERATI1/5 AWN.. INC.

COPY

DOLLARS

Grain Check

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

SAMPLE GRAIN CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio SH N? 503

Data- . 9_....

....,1,....
To THU CITIZENS COMMERCIAL RANK
56-542 Cane, Ohio

412

_gt

DOLLARS
MU= CO. VANN 1/INULU COOPENATIVII AWN., INC.

COPY
1
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Figure 54 (Cont.)

Grain Check

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

SAMPLE GRAIN CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio

DM

S

DOLLARS

811 N? 504

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
56442 Celina, Ohio

MOM CO. PAN auu*u coonmma AWN., /NC.

COPY

Grain Check

SAMPLE GRAIN CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio 811 N? 505

Ditte________
PAY TO THE

ORDER Or'. S

DOLLARSMINCER CO. PAIN MUM COOPERATIVE AWN. INC.To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
56442 Wins, Ohio COPY
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Figure 55

SAMPLE CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio SH 504

Date__

iWEimzENs COMMBROIAL BANK
Celina. Ohle COPY

4-, 4,- ta

T.. TO THE

ER OF
v. 4.

"-CO*

110.44MIIM

MUM CO. VAIN maws COONNATIVI AWN* USC.

SAMPLE CHECK

DOLLARS

-A 'to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmers Ohio SH N? 505

CITIZENS POMIDIECIAL BANK

4

Colinas Olds
MMINIO

S

DOLLARS
MD CO. PAIN NANA. COOONIATM AIM, INC.

COPY

SAMPLE CHECK

A to } ARM SUPPLY COMANY
Farmer, Ohio ,SH N? 506

Date---
PAY TO THE

ORDER Or S

-

-Are CITIZENS C',AIMBRCIAL BANK.
111140 Ulna, Ohio

MOM CC. PARII SCUM CQCVUATIYI AWN., USC.

a . COPY

DOLLARS
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Figure 55 (Cont.)

SAMPLE CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio Sil NO

Date__
PAY TO THE

ORDER OF $

506

19

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
56-542 Celina, Ohio

412

AMOR CO. FARM IOWAN COOPERATIVE Ass lc. INC.

COPY

DOLLAR

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

SAMPLE CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio SH N? 506

Date__ --, 111

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
56-542 Celina, Ohioair

MAUR CO. PAM sunita COOPERAT011 AWN.. INC.

SAMPLE CHECK

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

COPY

DOLLA

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Farmer, Ohio

SH N? 504

Date._ ----,

Im..1;

-ii
To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK

*4.

P.," 412
56-542 Celina, Ohio

n

DOLLA
ammo Co. PASO MEAN COOPARAMO AWN* INC.

COPY
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Figure 55 (Cont.)

SAMPLE CHECK

A to Z FARM SUPPLY COMPANY
Fanner, Ohio

FAY TO THE

ORDER OF

171

SCI N? 505Di--_, 9--
$

To THE CITIZENS COMMERCIAL BANK
0442 Cmliii, Olds

MUSA CO. VAIN 11111BAU COOPERATIIM AMC, INC.

COPY

DOLLARS
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Figure BLANKET CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION

Name Address .

SPECIAL 3LANKET CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FOR FARM SUPPLY DEALVIS
The uncles signed hereby claims exemptien on purchase of tangible personal property

from
Nome of Vendor

on or after
Date

and certifies that this claim is based upon the purche:::'. -....posed use of the items pur-
chased, the activity of the purchaser, or both, as Aeon hereon:

( ) 1. Sold to another vender for resale.
( 1 2c. Directly in production of perseite) p operty for sale by farming.
( ) at). Packages, materials, or equipment u..tif in produc.ion of personal property for

sole by forming.
( ) 10e. Equipment or moteriols used directly in production of articles used in the

production of other personal property for sale by ;arming.
( ) 1%. Equipment ar muieriols used in holding or conditioning of materials for sole by

hairline
( ) 10,. thoteriols or parts to be incorperoted into articles to be used in production Jf

personal property for sale by fonninn.
( ) OTHER - specify by number from bock of cord or Rule 93

This certificate shall continue in force
Purchaser

part of ouch order given to the above Nome

unti; revoked and shall be considered a

twined vendor unless the order specifies
otherwise. Address
Vendor's License No if any

Dote Signed
Farm & Power Eqwpment Re.niters of (Ono. Cutumbu$

By

1

Activity
Onto Grata & Fowl Denims Assocuttion,worthmeten

I... ..4

SUMMARY FIGURES FROM ONE MONTH PROBLEM

1. What is the bank balance at the end of May?
(April 30 balance plus deposits made less checks written)

2. What is the accounts receivable balance at the end of May?
(Balance at the beginning of may plus the open balances on
account at the end of May)

3. What is the cash on hand at the end of May?
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4. Figure the actual per cent mark-up realized on fertilizer. The prices were figured
on a 14% mark-urk, but with tonnage discounts and extra discounts at the end of the
season the company would not have realized the planned on 14%. WHAT WAS THE
ACTUAL MARK-UP? This is the advantage of keeping sale.s figures by departments.

Total of fertilizer sales $

Closing inventory $

Begirning inventory $

Purchases of fertilizer $

Fertilizer. Margin

$....rTsErgy rlIrm

(cos& )

$

Divide fertilizer margin by the total cost figure to get % mark-up
(This can be done for each department if ix is desired. This one
department Illustrates the importance (.. good management de-
cisions and good inventory control.)

CONCLUSION

The lesson unit "Business Procedures Used ila the Agricultural Services" that
you have just completed will help you in becoming familiar with the policies and pro-
cedures common to the feed and grain business.

While the style of the forms used and details of business policies will vary from
one business to another, the principles outlined here will remain'the same. The pro-
cedures outlined in this unit have been proven by actual use in many businesses. Not
all places of business will follow all of the steps given here. Also, some businesses
will keep their records by band while others will use business machines. However,
whether the work is done by band or by machine the principles remain the same.

This unit has covered some of the responsibilities of both the sales floor persons
and the office personnel. It is important that each have some understanding of the
responsibilities of the other. It has not been possible to cover all of the details of
the business operations in this unit. You will also need to obtain some of your in-
struction through actual work experience. No mention is made here if the important
areas of salesmanship and advertising. These units should also be studied in rela-
tionship to your work experience.
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statement of principle are given for the whole unit. Educational
experiences (examples including leading questions, key questions,

develop the content. Tables, illustrations, suggested teacher

and conclusions), association of examples, formulation of the
principle, and student activities (application of the principle)

activities, student exercises, quizzes, and references are g ve
Seven weeks are required for completion of the six units. The
guide is in looseleaf form in a plastic binder. This o men is
available for $2.00 from Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional

Diminishing Returns, Fixed-Variable Costs! Substitution,
Opportunity Costs, Combination of Enterprises, and Time

Chio State Dept. of Educ., Columbus. Agr. Educ. Service

management. It was developed under a U.S. Office of Education a rant
by teacher-educators, a farm management specialist, ana teach

Relationships. Each unit is organized to teach economic principles
by the inductive pro 3s. Term definitions, objectives, and

SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHICS,

The purpose of this guide is to assist vocational agriculture

profit-maximizing principles of farm operation for use in farm

and refined after trial use in 16 high schools. Units include

Agriculture.

*TEACHING GUIDLS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *FARM MANAGEMENT, HI

teachers in stimulating junior and senior high school student
thinking, understanding and decision makin as associated with

i

g

Barker, Richard L., =A.
Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Research Foundation
Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agricultural Educ.

EDRS PRICE MF-$0.75 HC -NY' AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 193p.
Pub Date - Auq67

Profit-Maximizing Principles, Instructional Units for Vocational

Materials Service, The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43210. (JM)
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POREUVRD

This teacher's manual is the result of a cooperative effort
of the Department of Agricultural Education; The Ohio State Univer-
sity, the Agricultural Education Service; Ohio State Department of
Education and The U.S Office of Education.

The contents of this publication include instructional units
designed to assist teachers of vocational agriculture in enhancing
student understanding of basic economic principles as applied to
farm business management. Basic principles were concentrated upnn,
since they lend themselves to student knowledge and application of
the "whys" in agricultural business decision making. Uniqueness
exists in the instructional units in that they were designed to be
taught by the inductive process of teaching with the discovery ap-
proach to learning.

Preliminary instructional-unit -nnstruction was d,ne under
the direction of Ralph E. Bender, Chairman; Floyd G. McCormick, and
Richard L. Barker, Department of Agricultural Education, The Ohio
State University. The following teachers of vocational agriculture
were instrumental in basic unit development:

Richard Adams
Honer Burt
Homer Brown

Carl Nagy
Harry Plank
Ben White

The instructional units were critically reviewed by Dr. Richard H.
Baker, Farm Management Specialist, Department of Agricultural Eco-
nomics, The Ohio State University.

Once developed, the instruetwnal units were field tried
and evaluated by sixteen teachers of vocational agriculture in Ohio.
The units contained in this publication are a revision of the orig-
inal material which was adjusted as a result of the field trial and
the suggestions offered by teachers, supervisors, and teacher edu-
cators.

Ralph E. Bender
Project Administrator and Chairman,
Department of Agricultural Education,
The Ohio State University:
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TO THE TEACHER

This teacher's manual is to assist the teacher in stimulating
student THINKING, UNDERSTANDING, and DECISION MAKING as associated
with Profit-Maximizing Principles.

These Units have two basic objectives:
1. To teach the understanding of selected economic principles ap-

plical e to farm business management.
2. To teach by the INDUCTIVE PROCESS which is a procedure of rea-

soning whereby students build a general principle from the in-
terpretations )f a number of similar situations.

Class Time: The principles approach takes longer to cover subject
matter but does so with greater understanding and in-depth coverage.
Approximately seven weeks is require( to complete all six units.

Study the Introduction before using these units. The teacher should
read carefully the introductory section which includes the PREFACE
and INTRODUCTION. This section explains the use of the principles
approach in the development of understanding and student application
of economic principles.

Definition of Terms is extremely important. Teachers should not use
terms that students are unfamiliar with. Terms that should be de-
fined with the students and clearly understood by them are located
on the cover page of each unit. You may find it helpful to place

an the chalk board during the entirety of unit instruction.

Leading Questions are part of the INDUCTIVE PROCESS. Many approaches
need to be explored before arriving at the principle. It is part of
the teacher's job to ask questions that will lead in the direction
of the principle. Each unit offers suggested questions. You may
want to delete some or to add others. Questions should be appropriate
and timely. One basic purpose of these questions should be to create
problems which students will want to solve.

Many Examples are presented to show that there are different appli-
cations of the same principle. They are to build upon one another
until the principle is developed. You may wish to add to them using
familiar examples and situations. Local and current adjusted prices
and yields should be used when applicable.

1



Many Illustrations in this manual have been placed on separate pages
allowing the teacher to remove and reproduce them for class use.

Student Work Sheets and Sample Unit Quizzes have been prepared and
are placed at the conclusion of each unit. They are designed to

Reference Materials that teachers should utilise are listed at the
end of each unit. You should not rely entirely on the manual for
your understanding of economic principles. The principles approach
requires greater amounts of time for teacher preparation and review
of technical subject matter.

show the application of the given principle. You will want to add
to them.

4

4

2
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PROFIT-MAXIMIZING PRINCIPLES

Diminishing Returns:
1. Physical. The application of additional units of variable re-

sources to a unit of fixed resource increases total output but,
after a certain point, the amount added to teal output by each
successive unit of variable resource diminishes.

2. Economic. After a certain point, the economic returns for each
successive unit of variable resource added to a unit of fixed
resource tends to decline. However, the farm manager, in order
to secure maximum profits, should continue adding variable re-
sources to fixed resources as long as marginal returns are
greater than marginal costs.

Fixed-Variable Costs: The cost per unit of production can be de-
creased by spreading fixed costs over more units of production.
Therefore, the farm manager should continue using more resources,
if capital is available, to increase production as long as variabl-
costs are covered by the marginal returns.

Substitution: When two or more types of resource inputs can be used
to produce a given amount of output, the value of the resource re-
placed or displaced by another resource should be greater than the
value of the resource added if the farm manager is to secure maximum
profits.

Opportunity Costs: The profit of a farm business will be greatest
if each unit of land, labor, and capital is used where it will add
the greatest marginal returns to the farm business; thus, the farm
manager cannot change the distribution of a single unit of variable
resource input without reducing farm income.

Combination of Enterprises: The best combination of enterprises is
where a farm business is so organized that the farm manager cannot
add to or expand the size of one enterprise or delete or contract
another enterprise without reducing income of the farm business.

Time Relationships (Time Comparison): Before investing limited cap-
ital resources in the farm business, the farm manager should deter-
mine the present value of future income in order to make comparisons
between alternatives over time; that is, determine the economic
feasibility of making capital investments in the present to obtain
income in the future.
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PREFACE

Teachers of vocational agriculture have too often focused
their teaching primarily upon facts of production practices and
procedures. Accelerated changes due to economic, scientific, and
technological developments have forced agricultural educators to
take a critical look at previous instructional programs in voca-
tional agriculture in an attempt to make adjustments to better meet
the educational needs of a more diversified clientele. To meet
these needs, courses of study in vocational agriculture must pro-
vide greater "in depth" instruction and, at the same time, provide
for transfer of learning and "carry-over" to all facets of agri-
cultural occupational endeavors.

Principles Approach

No longer is it educationally sound to teach only the
specific facts relating to production agriculture. We need to
broaden our teaching approach by blending in the "why" with the
"know howl, aspects of agriculture. Today's facts soon become to-
morrow's history. For this reason, instructional programs in vo-
cational agriculture should place increased emphasis on teaching
for greater understanding of basic principles that have continued
application to the total world of work in agriculture.

The "principles approach" lends itself to instruction that
is pointed toward the development of understanding and the ability
to make appropriate application of this understanding. It must be
remembered that the ultimate objective of any effective instructional
program is not only the acquisition of knowledge or understanding but
also the application of this knowledge to actual situations and/or
problems. Instructional programs dealing with economic principles
are no exception. In essence, understanding of economic principles
must be carried to the application stage if sound decision-making
is to result.

Inductive Teaching

Teaching is directing the learning process. Inductive
teaching is helping students discover the "why" by developing under-
standing of a principle through the use of situations and problems
that illustrate the principle, either in whole or in part. The in-
ductive teaching approach leads students from simple, concrete situ-
ations to complex generalizations evolving from the association of
commonalities of a number of examples ana, finally, to the discovery
of the principle itself. Inductive instruction starts with examples
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familiar to the students that illustrate a principle and should
eventually lead students to discover and develop a working defi-
nition and an understanding of the principle with the assistance
of the teacher. The success of inductive teaching and the dis-
covery method depends largely upon the questions asked of the stu-
dents. Questions should be aprropriate and timely. One basic
purpose of the questions should be to create problems which stu-
dents will want to solve. In the design of the instructional units
contained in this manual, care has been taken in structuring ques-
tions to promote student interest and participation.



INTRCOUCTION

As a move to meet the increasing challenge to teachers of
vocational agriculture to provide more meaningful experiences to
their students, instructional units have been developed around six
Profit-Maximizing Principles. These principles provide an aclepted
guideline to sound decision making that affects the profitability
of the farm-firm business. These principles are as follows:

1. Diminishing returns

a. Diminishing physical returns
b. Diminishing economic returns

2. Fixed- variable costs

3. Substitution

4. Opportunity costs

S. Combination of enterprises

6. Time relationships

A principle connotes a fundamental truth, a law of conduct
that has general applications. It is a generalization based on
facts and on elements of likeness common to a number of situations.
Once a thorough understanding of a principle has been acquired by
an individual, it is possible for him to apply this knowledge to
all facets of agricultural decision- making. Thus the individual is
equipped with fundamental tools which should help him to answer the
questions, "Why?", "Why does this occur?", "Why do we get these re-
sult2?".

In the development of these units, effort has been made to
adapt the technical information dealing with each principles (1)
to the level of high school students' comprehension, and (2) to
strengthen instruction in decision-waking by developing understanding
of economic principles.

Each instructional unit consists of the following sections:

I Unit Title
II Unit Objectives
III Introduction
IV Teaching-Learning Activities (Educational Experiences)
V Association of Examples

VI Arriving at the Principle
VII Student Activities

VIII Source References
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Unit Objectives

Unit objectives have been formulated in such a manner that
they can be observed and measured. Thus, it is possible for the
teacher to appraise the relative behavioral change brought about
in the student as a result of instruction. Educational experiences
have been selected which will contribute to the attainment of the
specific unit objectives.

Introduction

Techniques for introducing each unit have been suggested
which should have appeal to the student considering his background
and experience. It should be pointed out that in introducing each
unit, teaching and learning will also be taking place. It is not
intended that introductory sections of the units be divorced from
the suggested educational experiences. Instead, the introduction
should flow directly into the teaching-learning activities suggested
for each unit.

Teaching-Learning Activities

Educational experiences in the form of examples have been
suggested to assist the teacher in developing a more complete under-
standing of each specific principle. The examples incorporated in
each unit have been developed to help the teacher bring out certain
ideas. Ideas to be emphasized with each example progress from the
simple to the more comple.x. Bach succeeding example builds upon the
ideas stressed in the previous example and, at the same time, pre-
sents additional thoughts that will help develop greater understanding.

Bach example is subdivided into five parts. First, there is
a brief description of the example or sitraean. This is followed
by a list of leading questions that shanlc help to capture the stu-
dent's interest by /4:tensing in on the emelt.. These lead questions
are only suggestive and are presented as slob to provoke ideas on
how a teacher might introduce the chart or tat le used to illustrate
the specific example. Associated with sac:. tOle is a notation to
the teacher identifying the suggested ideas to be emphasized with the
example.

A list of key questions has been developed to assist students
in reaching conclusions relative to the example under consideration.
The intent of these questions is to help the teacher, through the use
of the questioning technique, draw from the students the conclusions
derived from the observation, study, and discussion of the example.

Finally, the pertinent conclusions to be drawn from the ex-
ample are identified. These conclusions are stated in terms of the
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example; not necessarily in terms of the specific principle. Terms
pertaining to the principle have been identified and placed in pa-
rentheses. In drawing conclusions from the students, the teacher
should attempt to identify the conclusions listed but under no
circumstances, should the teacher list them on the board per se.
Instead, the teacher should list only those conclusions that are
identified by the students. When students are unable to arrive at
valid conclusions, the teacher should present additional examples
that will bring out the ideas desired. This procedure is imperative
if students are to be led to the eventual discovery of a principle.
A list of student-derived conclusions for each example discussed
should be kept in student notebooks for future use. After conclu-
sions for the respective example have been identified by the stu-
dents, the teacher should proceed to the next example. Student work
sheets have been inserted within each unit which are only suggested
activities to break the monotony of reviewing examples. By no means
should the teacher use them in a manner whereby they interfere with
student discovery of the commonalities existing among examples.
Should this condition occur, the student will fail to recognize the
underlying principle involved.

Association of Examples

After the students have observed, discussed, and formulated
conclusions for each suggested example in the unit, they should be-
gin to see the relationship existing between these examples. To
help students discormr the elements of likeness, the teacher should
bring together the student-derived conclusions for the previous ex-
amples by briefly reviewing the examples and accompanying conclusions.
In some instances, it may be necessary to have the students re-formu-
late the conclusions that they had identified at the time the example
was discussed. A brief review of the student-derived conclusions for
each example observed and discussed should help the students arrive
at conclusions or generalizations common to all examples. This con-
cept may be depicted as:

/

Example 1 + conclusions Conclusions
Example 2 + conclusions Common
Example 3 + conclusions -m÷ To All
Example 4 + conclusions Examples

Discovery
Of

--* The
Principle

Arriving at the Principle

The next logical step after establishing common conclusions
is to formulate generalizations that will help the student in arriv-
ing at a working definition of the specific principle. These gen-
eralizations should be listed on the board before stating the specific
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principle. Care should be taken throughout the expanse of these
instructional units not to teach for the purpose of learning prin-
ciples per se. The memorization of definitions as listed in each
unit is not the purpose of these materials. It is the "fundamental
truths" or generalizations and concepts underlying each principle
that are of greatest value to the students' growth and development.

Student Activities

Suggested student activities have been included which should
help establish understanding of the principle in the minds of the
students. Students should become involved in those activities that
will help test their understanding and, in certain cases, provide
for the actual application of their newly acquired understanding.

Student work sheets and sample quizzes have been appended
to the student activities section. These items are not the panacea
for evaluating student understanding of the given profit-maximizing
principle. The teacher should supplement them to meet the needs of
his students and the local situation.

Source References

A list of references pertinent to specific profit-maximizing
principles is located at the end of each unit. The teacher will find
it extremely helpful to examine these books in order to gain greater
insight to the ramifications of the given economic principle. Books
by Castle and by Heady and Jensen have been found to be especially
useful for the teacher.

Further Suggestions

It is suggested that teachers follow the same general sequence
in using the suggested examples to develop understanding of specific
principles. This sequence should be used within each unit. Likewise,
it is suggested that Unit I through IV be taught consecutively since
each of these units builds upon the previous one. However, it should
be kept in mind that the teacher can only use these materials as
guides for his daily lesson planning. Only he knows his students and
the environment in which they learn best. Therefore, the contents of
these units are only recommendations. The teacher may wish to expand
upon the material presented by adding local examples to strengthen
his lesson plans.

In order for the teacher to realize the full impact of in-
ductive teaching, there are several cautions that should be kept in
mind.
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1. Instruction should not start with a statement of
the principle, but with situations that illus-
trate the principle. The pattern of progressing
from simple to complex ideas should be followed.

2. Do not call for conclusions or generalizations
before the students possess an adequate vocabulary
and understanding of the given situation or exam-
ple.

3. The teacher must understand the conclusions in-
volved in a given example; otherwise, he will mis-
lead and confuse the students.

4. Do not call for over-all generalizations before
the students have noticed basic similarities ex-
isting among the examples presented. Otherwise,
a contest may result whereby the students begin
guessing to find out "what does the teacher want
me to say."

The teacher should develop visual aids, either charts or
transparencies, for each example used to develop basic understanding
of the principles. These visual aids will become invaluable when
the teacher begins to associate the examples and student-derived
conclusions to help students to discover the elements of likeness
existing between the examples suggested for each unit. Other edu-
cational experiences such as demonstrations and field trips are ad-
vocated whenever applicable.



DIMINISHING RETURNS

Part I - Physical
Part II - Economic

Suggested Teaching Time: 2 weeks

Terms Used In This Unit:

Cost of Production: Monetary outlay for the fixed and variable in-
put factors needed to obtain output.

Diminishing: Decreasing.

Physical Marginal outputs decreasing with
each additional unit of inpu t.

Factors of Production: Land, labor, capital, management.

Fixed In ut: A factor whose quantity is given and not subject to
variat on by the producing unit during the time period in question.

Fixed Resource: A factor of production which does not vary with
units of total production such as a single acre of land.

Gross Income: Total of all receipts from a project before expenses
are deducted.

Input: A factor of production or basic resource; may be fixed or
variable in nature.

Marginal: Added or additional.

Marginal Cost: The change in total cost, or total variable cost,
due to one-unit change in output.

Maximums The greatest value attained.
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MC = MR: Marginal Costs equal Marginal Returns.

Minimums The lowest point or value attained.

Net Returns: The financial returns after all costs have been paid.

Output: Unit of production resulting from the combination of vari-
able and fixed inputs.

Productios: The combining of inputs to yield output.

Production Costs: The value of the resources used to obtain output.

Profit: The excess of returns over expenditures.

Total Cost: The sum if the cost of variable inputs and the cost of
the fixed inputs at any given level of production.

Total Revenue: Revenue obtained from the sale of output; found by
multiply price per unit by the number of units sold.



I. TEACHING UNIT: PRINCIPLE OP DIMINISHING RETURNS
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II. UNIT OBJECTIVES:

A. To discover that additional inputs must be applied to a fixed
resource to increase total output.

B. To identify the point where the amount added to the total out-
put by each additional unit of input diminishes or declines.

C. To associate the principle of diminishing returns to all input-
output relationships.

D. To discover that the point of optimum combination of inputs can
be arrived at by applying this principle.

The principle of DIMINISHING RETURNS has two parts:.

Physical Returns and Economic Returns.

Bach of these parts should be understood as a section of this prin-

ciple. As the students are discussing the results of increased

physical input, they will soon recognise that it has an effect on

PROFITS.

Examples of DIMINISHING PHYSICAL RETURNS and DIMINISHING ECONOMIC

RETURNS are given separately and then the two are combined into the

one principle,

PART I: DIMINISHING PHYSICAL RETURNS

III. INTRODUCTION:

Technique for Introducing Unit:

Develop a situation appealing to the students considering their

background and experience. An example could be a boy who is hungry

for a pima. Other examples might be used such as cake, ice cream,

etc. Chart 1 may be developed by the students (see page 17 for re-
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production copy) to show how much hunger is satisfied with each bite

of pizza. This can be done after discussing these lead'ng questions.

Leading Questions:

1. How many cf you have eaten pizza pie?

2. How many can you eat? Does the size of pizza make any
difference?

3. How many bites does it take to get filled?

4. Which bite tasted best - the first or last one? Why?

5. is there a point where additional bites made you feel un-
comfortable?

From the chart we see that the first few bites of pizza gave

much satisfactim. Much less pleasure was experienced from each

subsequent bite.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Should we stop after the first bite since it gives the most
satisfaction?

2. What was gained by taking more bites?

3. Did the 11th bite still give some added satisfaction?

4. Was it worth the effort to take more bites up to the 11th?

5. Would there be a bite that would give him less satisfaction
than the one before? Where?

6. For the greatest total satisfaction, where should he stop
taking bites?

Conclusions to be Drawn From the Above Example:

To comprehend the diminishing rate of output (returns), students

must understand the following conclusions.
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CHART 1

CHART SHOWING SATISFACTION FROM RATING PIZZA

100

90

80

Per Cent 70

of 60

Hunger 50

Satisfied 40

30

20

10

0

YA
*4*

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Bites

Amount of satisfaction added by each bite.

- Negative satisfaction.



IV. TEACHING - LEARNING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES)

developed with some leading questions to guide student thinking.

be presented and discussed. In eazh of the examples a situation is
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a record of student-derived conclusions for future reference.

principle of diminishing physical returns with students.

The above points will be developed more completely in the following

to draw these from the students. However, do not give them to the

students. Instead, list the conclusions offered by students. Keep

answers. Allow enough time for student discussion and individual

to assist the teacher in developing a fuller understanding of the

thinking so that each member of the class will understand the facts

shown in the following charts and statements. Question students in

from students.

(teaching-learning activities) section. The teacher should attempt

such a way that conclusions pertaining to each example can be drawn

2 That each bite of pizza (unit of input) helps satisfy a

1. That each bite represents an additional unit of input

3. That the added amount of satisfaction of the boy's hunger

4. At a certain point the amount of hunger satisfied (marginal

The following examples and comments are included as suggestions

The teacher must be careful not to give the students all the

The following examples showing diminishing physical returns may

part of a boy's hunger (unit of output).

(pizza is eaten one bite at a time).

(Diminishing Physical Returns

returns) becomes negative with each additional bite (input).
This point is after the boy is full (100%).

(marginal returns) diminishes as he nears the full mark
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The charts, tables and key questions are tools designed to help

students reach conclusions. The main conclusions to be developed

for each example are listed. Bach example will build on the previous

ones until finally, we associate all the examples and accompanying

conclusions and arrive at the principle.

Example #1. (Effects of Nitrogen on Corn Yield)

A boy is attempting to decide how much nitrogen to "plow down"

for corn. His situation is similar to the research information

found in table 1.

Leading Questions:

1. How many of you plow down extra nitrogen for corn?

2. Will this increase yield? Why?

3. How much nitrogen should be plowed down?

4. Can we apply too much nitrogen? Why?

5. Is there an amount of nitrogen to apply which will give us
the best yield?

Note: Lead questions should be stated in such manner that they
will help the teacher to introduce table 1.

/Note to teacher:/ Ideas to be brought out with this example

are the meaning of output, input, and diminishing returns. A stu-

dent work sheet associated with this problem is located at the

conclusion of this unit.
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TABLE 1

EFFECT OF NITROGEN ON CORN YIELDS (MODIFIED)*

Lbs. Nitrogen Applied Bushel - Yield

0 34
40 48
80 60

120 70
160 79
200 80
240 81

* From "Handbook of Ohio Experiments in Agronomy,"
1957. Table #50.

KeY Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. What happened when more nitrogen was applied? (Increased
output - -don't show marginal output too soon).

2. What other inputs (besides nitrogen) can be added to in.
crease yield? (Show choice possibilities of inputs.)

3. How much increased yield did the farmer receive from the
addition of the first 40 lb. of nitrogen?

4. What was the difference in yield between the first and
second 40 lb. of nitrogen applied?

S. Did the last 40 lb. (200-240 lb.) give as such yield in-
crease as the first (0-40 lb.)?

6. What happened to the increase in yield with each additional
40 lb. unit of nitrogen added? (It became less.)

7. What would happen if phosphorus was added?

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #1:

1. Yield (output) was increased by adding more units of fer-
tilizer (inputs). Definition: An input is any resource
"put in" or added to increase production or output. Ex-
amples of inputs used by a farm operator are feed, labor,
land.
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2. The rate of increase in yield diminished as more units
of inputs were added.

Example #2. (Output from Fertilizer)

The following example shows varying amounts of fertilizer (in-

puts) applied per acre of land in growing corn (output). Assume a

situation involving 1 acre of land with uniform soil characteristics

receiving a uniform level of labor and management. Assume that all

of the resources (inputs) of land, labor, and management are con.

stant, with only one input being variable (fertilizer).

Leading Questions:

1. How many lbs. of fertilizer should be used on corn?

2. Does highest yield give the greatest net profit per acre?
tj

3. Is our main goal to make the highest yield possible?

4. Why?

/Note to Teacher:/ Ideas to be brought out with this example

are: inputs, outputs, marginal returns, and diminishing marginal

returns. The key point to emphasize here is that the term marginal,

means added.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Which input (land or fertilizer) was varied in Chart 2.
(fertilizer) Can you name other examples of inputs?

2. What input was held constant (fixed)? Name others. (land)

3. Is the total yield from 8 bags of fertilizer greater than
from 3 bags? Why?

4. Is the marginal (added) yield from the 8th bag as great as
the marginal yield from the 3rd bag? Why? What was the
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CHART 2

RESPONSE FROM FERTILIZER
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- Amount of additional output added by each successive
unit of input.

- Negative marginal yield.
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added or marginal yield at each of these levels of fer-
tilizer application?

5. Where should we stop applying fertilizer if we are only
concerned with total yield or physical returns (no costs
involved)? Why?

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #2:

1. The yield (output) per added unit of fertilizer (input)
declines after a stage of rapid increasing returns.

2. Continued application of fertilizer may keep increasing
the total yield; however, after a certain point the amount
of marginal (additional) increase in yield (output) be-
comes smaller with each successive level of fertilizer ap
plied.

3. Additional yield or marginal 4111 is the amount added to
the total product by the "pouring in" of one more unit of
input.

4. When all resources except fertilizer were fixed (held con-
stant), each additional unit of fertiliser input resulted
in an increase in yield. However, at a certain point (de-
pending upon the particular input-output relationship),
additional units of fertilizer inputs resulted in a decrease
in marginal yield.

5. Total yield is the output resulting from the addition of
the total number of units of input.

6. Ady input can be either a fixed or a variable resource de-
pending on how it is used by the farm operator.

Example #3. (affect of Feeding Dairy)

A farm businessman decides to increase the production from his

dairy operation. From his dairy records, be finds the following

facts to be true. A standard amount of good quality mixed bay is

being fed throughout.

Explanation of Tables 2, 3, and 4: In Table 2, it is assumed

that all inputs are held constant except grain. In Table 3, all
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inputs are constant except supplement. And, in Table 4, the effects

of the two inputs, grain and supplement combined, are shown.

Leading Questions:

1. Does the feed a cow eats influence her milk production?

2. How much grain and supplement should we feed a high pro .
ducing cow?

Conclusions to Table 2:-

1. Milk was increased by adding more units of grain.

2. The marginal increase in milk decreases after a given
level of grain fed.

/Note to Teacher:/ At this point, the students may want to talk

about the economics of more feed; but hold them back until the con-

cept of Diminishing Physical Returns is established.

Conclusions to Table 3:

1. Milk was increased by the addition of more supplement.

2. The marginal increase in milk due to supplement also de.
creased.

/10'reaf7;her: Ideas to be brought out by this example:

(a) marginal yield
(b) effect of two variables on diminishing yield.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Did these cows give more milk when fed 25 lb. of grain than
5 lb. of grain?

2. Was the marginal milk production (additional) greatest with
5 lb. of grain or 25 lb. :f grain?
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TABLE 2

EFFECT OF GRAIN FEEDING ON MILK PRODUCTION

Grain Fed
Lbs.

Milk Yield
Lbs.

:

:

(for teacher only)
Marginal Yield

Lbs.

0 22 : 0
5 30 : 8

10 37 : 7
15 42 : 5
20 46 : 4
25 47 s 1

TABLE 3

EFFECT OF SUPPLEMENT ON MILK PRODUCTION

Supplement
Fed Lbs.

Milk Yield
Lbs.

:

(for teacher only)
Marginal Yield

Lbs.

0 22
: 0

0.3 28 : 6
0.6 31

:
3

0.9 32
: 1

1.2 32
: 0

1.5 32 2 0

TABLE 4

EFFECT OF COMBINED GRAIN AND SUPPLEMENT ON MILK PRODUCTION

(for teacher only)
Grain Fed Supplement Fed Milk Yield

.

. Marginal Yield
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.

0 0 22 0
5 0.3 36 14

10 0.6 46 10
15 0.9 52 6
20 1.2 56 4
25 1.5 57 : 1
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3. Did the marginal production go up, dean, or remain constant
with each unit of grain added?

4. When the two variables were combined (feed and supplement),
did the marginal milk yield diminish at a different rate
than when the variables were applied separately?

S. What are some other variable :esurces (inputs) that might
be combined with units of feed?

Conclusions to be Drawn From Ex le F3:

1. Wuen the two variables (feed and supplement) are applied to
milk production, we get a combined effect which still shows
the aggregate diminishing marginal returns concept.

2. All variable inputs must be identifi d and properly measured
or faulty conclusions will be drawn.

3. The marginal output from feed decreases as the units of feed
are added.

ASSOCIATIO OF EXAMPLES:

At this point, the students should begin to see a relationship

among the previous examples (pizza, nitrogen, fertilizer, feed).

The students should understand the meaning of "marginal increase"

of output (yield). The concept of "units of input" must be clear

tn them.

Teacher Activity

1. The teacher should bring together Vie foregoing examples
and the stIdent-derived conclusions for each previous ex.
asple to help arrive at generalizations of the principles
of diminishing returns.

2. Draw a funnel showing inputs of a farm business:
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3. We might pose these questions:

a. Is your hunger satisfied the same amount
with each bite you eat?

b. Is the production of corn increased the
same amount with each unit of fertilizer
applied?

c. Did the milk production increase at the
same rate with each added unit of feed?

VI. ARRIVING AT THE PRINCIPLE:

The diminishing returns principle is common to each of the pre-

vious examples and should be the ultimate conclusion the students

obtain frog this unit. aut don't throw it out to them like feed

and say, "Here it is -- write it down." Let it develop and evolve

in their minds.
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Teacher Activity

The students must understand the meaning of the words involved

in explaining this principle.

1. Review with students new terminology evolving from this
unit.

2. Ask students to present one more hypothetical example
showing the principle (either written or oral).

3. Take the best situation and have students bring out the
following facts:

a. As units of a variable input are applied to a fixed
input, the output increases.

b. At a certain point each unit of variable input gives
a dimini,hing return of marginal output.

4. You will want a definition something like: "The applica-
tion of additional units of variable inputs to a unit of
filed input increases total output; but, after a certain
point, the amount added to total output by each successive
met of variable input diminishes."

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

The time is now ripe for establishing this principle in the

minds of tne s`44ents. By applying this principle to realistic

situations, the student will develop &fuller understanding.

The following are suggesteJ student activities the instructor

may wish to use.

Activity #1. Give students research report information and

have them calculate marginal outputs resulting from each unit in-

put added. As a result of interpreting this data, the students

should be able to identify the point of diminishing physical re-

turns. Table 5 is an example.
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Activity #2. You will find the "Handbook of Ohio Experiments

in Agronomy" a good source of charts showing diminishing returns.

Using these data, have students determine marginal and diminishing

returns.

Activity #3. Have students figure marginal increase and point

of diminishing physical returns from research reports showing di-

minishing returns for livestock. A set of hypothetical figures

showing milk-feed relationship could be as follows. Table 6 is an

example.

Activitx21. Construction of graphs using the previous examples

could be useful in developing student understanding. When they see

the relationship of the total yield and marginal yield on a graph

(1) or chart they have constructed, it may be just the "trick" to fix

the principle in their minds. Use both line and bar graphs. Some

time may be spent in reviewing how to make a graph. Don't rush this

part - -it can have much learning value to the student. Prepared

graph paper and colored pencils should be used to increase interest

and learning. Use Chart 3 as a guide for this activity.

Activity #5. The following questions .day be used for class dis-

cussion. The use of one of the previous production-factor charts or

a simple basic graph as shown in Chart 3 should be on the board or a

large chart available during the discussion.

U
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TABLES

RATES OF SEEDING ALFALFA

Rate of Seeding
Lbs.

Yield of Alfalfa
Lbs.

(for teacher only)
Marginal Yield

Lbs.

4 2000 0
5 3000 1000
6 4200 1200
7 5000 800
8 5600 600
9 6000 400
10 6200 200
11 6300 100
12 6100 -200

TABLE 6

EFFECT OF GRAIN FEEDING ON MILK PRODUCTION

: (for teacher only)
Grain Fed Milk Yield : Marginal Yield

Lbs. Lbs. : Lbs.

0 22 1 o
5 30 : 8

10 37 .
. 7

15 42 : 5
20 46 : 4
25 47 : 1

a
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CHART 3

SIMPLE PRODUCT - FACTOR CHART

Units
3

of

Output 2

Stage I Stage I Stage III

ebTotal Yield

ir--14farginbl Yield

taverage Yield

1 2 3 4 5
%
6 7 8

Units of Variable Input
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/Note to Teacher:/

Stage I - Area of increasing returns.

- Point where average and marginal yield curves
cross represents the optimum combination of
variable input resources to fixed resource.

Stage II - Area of diminishing returns.

- Rational zone (or zone of decision).

- Extends to point where marginal yield becomes
zero.

- Marginal yield is zero when total yield is at
a maximum.

Stage III - Area of decreatina total returns.

- Marginal yield is negative.

Questions for Discussion:

1. At what point do we get the optimum combination of physical
inputs?

2. How is the pounds of milk affected by the marginal yield?

3. What is the best level to apply physical inputs?

4. Should I apply fertilizer to my corn until I get no response?

5. Should I continue to increase my dairy cow's grain ration to
the point where she will give her maximum production?

6. If the First unit of feed ga -e the most increase in milk
production, shoAd I stop because the added units give less
increase in milk?
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PART II: DIMINISHING ECONOMIC RETURNS

III. INTRODUCTION:

Technique for Introducing Unit:

Now that the student understands the diminishing physical, re-

turns concept, it should not be difficult to shoo the concept of

diminishing economic returns. A few questions and ditussion of

the economics of profitable corn production sho4ld be sufticient

to introduce thie unit.

Leading Questions:

1. Should our main goal be to produce the highest possible
yield?

2. What should our goal be? (maximum profit)

3. Can we increase profit hem corn other than by increasing
the yield? How? (reduce costs)

IV. TEACHING - LEARNING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIBN(ZS)

The concept of diminishing economic returns is so closely related

to diminishing LI/21.±al returns that they can hardly be separated.

At this point the student understands the diminishing returns prin

ciple as it relates to physical inputs and outputs. The student

should now be guided in his discovery of the principle as it relates

to economic input and output.

Each of the following examples is an expansion (showing effect

of value) of previous illustrations.

Example #1. ()Diminishing Economic Returns from Nitrogen)

After making a choice of how much nitrogen to "plow down," based

on physical returns, a student is now ready to put values on the
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input (nitrogen) and output (corn) to find the most profitable level

to apply nitrogen. In Table 1, the value of corn is $1 per bushel

and the nitrogen cost is 100 per pound.

Leading Questions:

1. What form of nitrogen might one use on corn? (bag - dry,
liquid, gas)

2. How might we apply it?

3. Would the form and way it was applied affect the cost?

4. What is the cost per pound of nitrogen? (usually 70 - 110)

Note: Lead questions should be stated in such manner that they
will help teacher introduce Table 1.

TABLE 1

EFFECT OF NITROGEN ON CORN

Nitrogen Added Nitrogen Cost Added Yield Added Return
Appli.s1 Yield Yield a loalb. a $1.00/bu. Above N Cost,

0
40
80
120
160
200
240

34 bu.
48
60
70
79
80
81

0 bu.
14
12
10
9

1

1

$-0-
4
4
4
4
4
4

$ -0-

14
12
10
9

1

1

ape. .0

$10
8
6
5

-3
-3

/Note to Teachers/ Ideas to be brought out in this example:

(a) assigning values (dollars and cents) to inputs and outputs
(b) profitability
(c) diminishing profitability.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. What is the cost of each 40 lb. unit of nitrogen? ($4)
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2. What was the added return above the cost of the first 40 lb.
unit of nitrogen? ($10)

3. The second? ($8)

4. What happened to the amount of added return resulting from
each unit of nitrogen? (It diminished) Why? (Physical
yield went down.)

S. Did it ever become unprofitable to add more units? (Yes)
Where? (After 160 lb. of N had been applied.)

6. Did maximum yield (81 bu.) give the greatest net return?
(No) Why? (After 160 lb. of N the marginal cost was
greater than marginal returns.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From the Above Example:

1. Values in terms of dollars and cents can be applied to the
diminishing returns principle giving profitability of a
variable input.

(i)
2. Additional units of input diminish in profitability to a

point where they become unprofitable.

0

3. The point where a variable input (tost) is no longer pro-
fitable is when it equals marginal returns. (MC = MR)

4. The addition of units of input beyond the point where they
equal units of returns is profitable.

Example #2. (Diminishing Marginal Return from Fertilizer)

Chart 1 illustrates the effects of varying amounts of fertilizer

applied per acre of land in producing corn.

Leading Questions:

1. How many dollars worth of fertilizer should you put on an
acre of corn?

/Note to Teacher:/ Ideas to be brought out by this example:

(a) effect of value on input and output relationship
(b) effect of marginal cost and return on total cost and return.
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CHART 1

RESPONSE FROM FERTILIZER

$100

90

Dollar 80

Value 70

of 60

Yield 50

Per 40

Acre 30

(Output) 20

10

0

1
aid ' 98

$3 $6 $9 $12 $15 $18 $21 $24 $27

Cost of Fertilizer (Input)

- Amount of additional output added by each successive unit
of input.

- Negative marginal returns.
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Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Is the total return from $24 of fertilizer greater than
from $9 ? Why? (Yes; the total return in terms of dollar
yield is greater.)

2. Is the marginal returns from $24 of fertilizer as great as
the marginal returns from $9 of fertilizer? Why? (No;
the marginal returns begin to decline after the $9 appli-
cation.)

3. Which input (land or fertilizer) varied on this chart?
(fertilizer - this was the only variable.)

4. What inputs were held constant? (land, labor and all other
inputs)

S. Based on Chart 1, where should we stop applying fertilizer
to give the greatest economic returns? (At the $24 level)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #2:

1. The returns (output) per added unit of fertilizer (input)
decline after a stage of rapid increasing returns.

2. Adding dollars worth of fertilizer increases the total re-
turns, although the amount of marginal (additional) increase
from each application of input becomes smaller.

3. Additional returns or marginal returns is the amount added
to the total return by the "pouring in" of one more unit of
input.

4. When all resources except fertilizer were filed (held , "1
stant) each added unit of fertilizer resulted in an increase
in returns up to a certain point.

S. Total returns is the output resulting from the sum of the
units of input.

6. A diminishing rate of marginal return takes place before a
maximum profit is realized.

Example #3. (Effect of Feeding Dairy)

After considering physical production, a dairy farmer wishes to

determine the most economic level for feeding his dairy cows to
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receive maximum profit. The conditiors of this exa: le are the same

as Example #3 in Diminishing Physical Returns except that values

have been assigned in terms of dollars and cen 1. (See Table 2)

Leading Questions:

1. How much should one spend to feed a high producing cow?

2. Is there a point of maximum returns from money spent on feed?

/Note to reaig777 Ideas to be brought out by this example:

(a) marginal returns
(b) effect of two variables on diminishing return.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reachin Conclu.:;,as:

1. As more was spent on grain, what happened to the milk re-
turns? (increased)

2. At what cost were the marginal milk returns the least?
(With the combination of grain and supplement?)

3. What did the marginal returns tend to do? (Decline after
the first application.)

4. What are some other variable resources (inputs) that might
be combined with feed cost in producing even greater re-
turns than are shown in Table 2? (antibiotics and insecti-
cides)

S. What would result if our decision to sped more on feed was
based on a situation where an unknown variable was working?
(It would be more difficult to establish the point of opti-
mum profit.)

6. Where did the combinatior of feed and supplement give us
the greatest profit? (second application)

7. At what point should one stop spending more for feed? (at
600 grain, 80 -lpplement)

Olnclusions to be Drawn Prom Example #q:

1. When two or more variable costs are applied to producing



TABLE 2

EFFECT OP COMBINED GRAIN AND IUPPLEMENT ON MILK RETURNS

Grain at 30 per # -- Supplement at 70 per #

Grain Supplement
Milk Returns

:

.

(for teacher only)
Marginal Returnl

Dollar
Returns Over

# Lbs. Cost # Lbs. Cost 1211 : In Peed Cost
.

0 .00 0 .00 1.10 : .00 1.10
S .25 0.3 .02 1.80 . .70 1.63

10 .30 0.6 .04 2.30 : .50 1.96
15 .45 0.9 .06 2.60 : .30 2.09
20 .60 1.2 .08 2.80 . .20 2.12
25 .75 1.5 .10 2.85 . .05 2.00

:



a product (milk), we get a combined effect which shows the
aggregate diminishing returns principle.

2. All variable resource costs must be identified and properly
measured in a diminishing returns situation or faulty de-
cision-making will result.

3. The marginal returns from feed decreases as the feed cost
increases.

/Note to Teacher:/ Here is an opportunity to associate this

principle with an agricultural business other than farming. It

will give the students an idea of the broad application of these

principles.

Example #4. (Returns from Farm Machinery Advertisement)

A machinery dealer decided to increase his busiwss through ad-

vertising. After running a machinery advertisement for five weeks,

he summarized the results and used them to decide how much adver-

tising to use in the future. The teacher should assume that there

is no seasonal influence affecting the demand for machines. (See

Chart 2)

Leading Questions:

1. We have seen how a farm manager can increase corn returns.
Can a businessman increase his returns in a similar way?
How?

2. How could a machinery dealer increase the volume of income
from equipment sales? (Sell more equipment through adver-
tisement, large stock of equipment, etc.)

3. If you were a machinery dealer how ranch would you spend
for adv. tisement? (Continue to advertise as long as the
cost is covered by additional equipment sales.)
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CHART 2

EPPECT OP ADVERTISEMENT ON SALES

$15,000

dt:

$10,000

$ 5,000
4

0

Cost of Advertising

11111

- Amount of additional output added by each
successive unit of input.
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/Note to Teacher:/ Ideas to be brought ot.4 by this example:

(a) marginal returns
(b) average returns
(c) the effect of more than one variable on to'll output.

Elz_guestions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Did the advertisements increase economic returns?

2. Was the increase the same each week?

3. How much additional gross sales was realized each time
another unit of $100 was spent on advertisement? ($6000,
$3000, $2000, $1000, minus $5000)

4. What was the average gross sales for each $100 spent?
($63,000 + $500 = $126)

5. What happened to total sales? marginal sales? (Sales in-
creased

What would happen to his sales if he hired two new salesmen

6. What was gained by furtt advertisement? (Increased eco-
nomic

to be Drawn From Example #4:

1. The inputs in cost of advertising resulted in an increase

2. The average income (output), which is the total sales di-
vided

up to $400 invested in advertisement; marginal sales
were the greatest with the first $100 spent on advertisement

nomic returns but at a diminishing rate)

7. Where should he stop advertising? ($400 level) Why?

8. What was the variable input? (Dollars of advertisement)

9. Could there have been other variable inputs? (Yes)

then declined.)

and built a new show room? Would these be considered other
variables?

Ex

vided by the total cost of advertisement, decreased after

in total sales, but marginal increase diminished after the
first $100 was spent for advertising.

the second $100 cost.

_ _
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3. Marginal increase in sales declined after the initial ad-
vertisement and eventually became negative after the fourth
$100 was spent.

V. ASSOCIATION OF EXAMPLES

Students 4hould be grasping the relationship among the previous

examples. They should understand that by attaching cost and price

to the physical inputs and outputs that the principle of diminishing

returns becomes useful in decision-making. The student should under-

stand that to obtain the most profitable returns, he must increase

production until marginal cost equals marginal returns. (MC = MR)

Refer again to the funnel showing inputs and outputs of a farm

business. Attach cost and price to make the example realistic.

At this point the teacher should bring together the foregoing

examples and student-derived conclusions as resolved from all the

examples presented. These conclusions should be associated to the

principle of diminishing returns. The following questions may also

be used to show these associations.

Questions to Pose:

1. Is the return from corn increased the same amount with
each unit cost of fertilizer applied?

2. Did the returns from milk increase at the same rate with
each added cost of feed?

3. Did the return from machinery sales increase at the same
rate with each additional amount spent for advertising?

VI. ARRIVING AT THE PRINCIPLE

The principle of diminishing returns is at work in each of the

previous examples and is the conclusion the students should arrive
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at as it has evolved in this unit. This principle applies in all

the examples just as the force of gravity acts in Columbus as it

does in Boston or London.

Teacher Activity

To be certain students understand the meaning of the words in-

volved in explaining the principle, the following is suggested:

1. Review the terminology in view of their language and have
them make specific application in real life situations.

2. Take an example students suggest and bring out the follow-
ing facts:

a. As units of a variable input are applied to a fixed
input, the output increases.

b. At a certain point each unit of variable input gives
a diminishing return of marginal output.

3. A specific definition of the principle is: "After a certain
point, the economic returns for each successive unit of var-
iable resource added to a unit of fixed resource tends to
decline. However, the farm manager, in order to secure max-
imum profits, should continue adding variable resources to
fixed resources as long as marginal returns are greater than
marginal costs."

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIES

To further establish this principle in the minds of the students

the following activities are suggested:

Activity #1. Provide research information to the students and

have them calculate marginal returns resulting from each unit of

cost added. They should also be able to identify the point of di.

minishing economic returns. (See Table 3)

Activity #2. Charts could be developed using livestock and

machinery cost and returns to show the principle at work in these
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TABLE 3

COST OF SEEDING ALFALFA

Cost of
Seeding in 1

: (

.Returns of .

Alfalfa in $ :

teacher only)
Marginal

Returns in $

$2.00 $30.00 : $ 0
2.50 45.00 15.00
3 00 63.00 : 18.00
3.50 75.00 : 12.00
4.00 84.00 .

. 9.00
4.50 90.00 : 6 00
5.00 93.00 .

. 3.00
5.50 94.50 : 1.50
6.00 91.50 : -3.00

TABLE 4

EFFECT OF GRAIN COST ON MILK RETURNS

Grain Cost
in $

Milk Returns
(teacher only)

Marginal Returns
in $

0 1.10 O
.15 1.50 .40
.30 1.85 .35

.45 2.10 .25

.60 2.30 .20

.75 2.35 .05
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areas. A set of hypothetical figures on milk-grain relationships

is shown in Table 4. Have students interpret results of this table

by determining marginal and diminishing returns.

Activity #3. The following questions may be used for class

discussion. Use the previous production-factor chart (Chart 3 --

Part I) for illustration.

/Note to reacher:/ The three stages are the same as when applied

to diminishing physical returns.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What is the best level to apply inputs? (Stage I, because
of marginal returns per unit of input being the greatest.)

2. At what point do we get the optimum combination of economic
inputs? (Within the second stage.)

3. Should I continue to apply fertilizer to my corn until I
get no additional returns? (Stop just before that point;
MC = MR.)

4. Should one continue to buy additional feed for the dairy
cow to the point where she will give her maximum production?
(No.) Why? (Marginal costs will be greater than marginal
returns.)

S. If the first 150 spent for feed gave the most increase in
milk returns, should we stop because the added units give
less increase in returns? Why?



STUDENT WORK SHEET

IDENTIFYING DIMINISHING RETURNS

EFFECT OF NITROGEN ON CORN YIELDS (MODIFIED)*

Lbs. Nitrogen Applied Bushel - Yield

0 34
40 48
80 60
120 70
160 79
200 80
240 81

* From "Handbook of Ohio Experiments in Agronomy," 1957.
Table #50.

Answer the following questions using the table above:

1. What happened to the yield when more nitrogen was applied?

2. How much was the yield increased from the addition of the first
40 lb. of nitrogen?

3. What was the difference in yield between the first and the sec-
ond 40 lb. of nitrogen applied?

4. Did the last 40 lb. ( «00-240 lb.) increase the yield as much as
the first (0-40 lb.)? Why?

S. What effect did each additional 40 lb. unit of nitrogen have on
yield?
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STUDENT WORK SHEST

DETERMINING OPTIMUM FEEDING LEVELS

Sometimes there is more than one variable int 't work in a given
situation at the same time. These need to be .sidered together.

A Dairyman Looks At His Feeding.e___ng Program:

(Use Tables 2, 3, and 4 in Part I to answer the following questions.)

From Table 1:
1. was milk production increased by adding more grain?

2. Was the increase in milk production as great when grain was in-
creased from 10 to 15. as it was when the grain was increased
from 5 to 10.?

3. Would it seem wise to . -ed the 25. of grain? Why?

From Table 2:
4. Did the milk production increase every time the supplemend- was

increased?

5. What level of supplement gave the gre test increase in milk pro-
duction?

6. Would it seem wise to feed the 1.50 of supplement? Why?

From Table 3:
7. At what level of grain and supplement feeding was the increase in

milk production the greatest? grain supplement

8. Did milk production continue to increase as the amount of both
grain and supplement fed were increased?

9. How much was the increase in milk production when the grain was
increased from 20 to 25. and the supplement was increased from
1.2 to 1.5.?
Would it seem wise to make this last increase?

10. What do you think would be the best level of grain and supplement
feeding? Why? grain supplement
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

IDENrIFYING THE POINT OF DIMINISHING ECONOMIC RETURNS

EFFECT OF NITROGEN ON CORN YIELDS (MODIFIED) *

Lbs. Nitrogen Applied

0
40
80

120
160
200
240

...1=1..11.11.111.

Bushel - Yield

34
48
60
70
79
80
81

* From "Handbook of Ohio Exleriments in Agronomy," 1957.
Tele #50.

1. Did the 4ncrease of each additional 40# of nitrogen increase the
yield of corn?

2. How much was the increase in yield from the addition of the first
40# of nitrogen?
How much was the increase in yield from the last 40# added?

3. How much was the increase in yield when the nitrogen application
was increased from 80 to 120# per acre?

4. Find the return for additional investment: When nitrogen costs
IDO per pound and corn is worth $1 per bushel.

Lbs. Nitn..gen Cost of Added Value of Net
Added Nitrogen Increased Yield Return

4-

40 to 80#
80 to )20#

120 t.:4 160#

160 to 200#
200 to 240#

$4.00..,Ir .
4,. -

14.00

.1011Mr

§10.t".:00

=1MM
S. A. what application level does increased yield not pay for the

cost of anothez unit of 40 lbs of nitrogen?
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

USING THE PRINCIPLE OF DIMINISHING RETURNS

Fill in the table below with grain priced at 30 per lb. and supplement
priced at 70 zr lb.

ECONOMIC FACTORS OF COMBINED GRAIN AND 'SUPPLEMENT FEEDING

Grain Supplement Milk Returns Added Returns
$Lbs. Cost Lbs. Cost

0
5
10
15
20
25

0 0
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2
1.5

0 1.10
1.80
2.30
2.60
2.80
2.85

0

-
-

---

--
--
---

WIMVIIMP

Returns Over 1

Peed Cost S.

3 .10

.MMEN=1.No

11=i

1. Did the returns from milk continue to increase as more was in
vested in grain and supplement?

2. At what level of grain and supplement was the added (or Marginal)
returns the greatest? grain supplement

the least? grain supplement

3. At what level of grain and supplement feeding was the return over
feed cost the greatest? grain supplement.

4. What was the cost (both grain and supplement) when lb# of grain
and 0.9# of supplement was fed?

5. At what point should one stop spending money for additional feed?
W grain W supplement
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

DETERMINING THE MOST PROFITABLE YIELD

RESPONSE PROM FERTILIZER

100 1

90

80

Bushels /0

Per 60

Acre 50

(Output) 40

30

20

10

0

Negative
tOWaspal Yield

95

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

'00 lbUnits of Fertilizer (Input)

Amount of additional output added by each successive
unit of input.

Prom the above chart:

ni
Compare the net profit par acre for the 94 bu. and 96 bu. per acre
yields.

Income per acre with corn at $1 per bushel

94 bushel 96 bushel

Cost of fertilizer per acre with fertilizer
at $4.20 per 100# unit

Net profit per acre

THE GOAL SHOULD NOT ALWAYS BE THE HIGHEST YIELD BUT THE MOST PROPITABLE YIELD
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON DIMINISHING RETURNS

Answer the questions below by using the following table:

Grain Fed
Lhs.

ERRECT OP GRAIN REEDING ON MILK PRODUCTION

Milk Yield
Lbs.

0 22
5 30

10 37
15 42
20 46
25 47

Increased or Marginal Milk Yield
With Bach 5N Reed Added

IIMMMIrmarm.Mlar7

53

1. What was the increase in milk production when the feed was in-
creased from 0 ico 5 pounds?

2. What was the marginal return in milk production when the feed
was increased from 15 to 20 pounds?

3. With the cost of grain at 30 per pound and the value of milk
at SO per pound, where would the point of MC = MR be?

4. How much greater was the value of the increase in milk than the
cost of the feed when feed was increased from 5 to 10N? 0

5. Is the maximum yield of milk always the most profitable?
Why?

6. Should the amount of grain fed be increased beyond the 15N level?
Why?

7. State your definition of the principle of diminishing returns.

8. Illustrate the principle of diminishing returns from your own
experiences. You may use the other side of this quiz sheet.



SAMPLE QUIZ ON DIMINISHING RFTURNS

Answer the questions below by using the following tables

EFFECT OF INCREASED RATES OP SEEDING ALFALFA

Rate of Seeding
Lbs.

Yield of Alfalfa Marginal Yield
Lbs. Lbs.

4 2000
5 3000
6 4200
7 5000
8 5600
9 6000

10 6200
11 6300
12 6100

0

1. At what seeding rate was the increase in yield the greatest?
From # to #.

2. At what rate of seeding did the yield decrease?
From # to #.

3. With the cost of seed at 400 per # and the value of hay at $20
per ton, would it pay to increase the seeding rate from 10 to
11# ?

4. With the above prices, the increase in seeding rate from 5 to
6# would cost only 400. What is the net return on this invest-
ment with hay valued at $20 per ton? $

5. By figuring the value of the increased yield, what is the best
seeding rate?

6. Was the increase An yield greater at the lower rates of seeding
or at the higher rates of seeding? Why?

7. State your definition of the principle of diminishing returns
and give an example of it.
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FIXED-VARIABLE COSTS

Suggested Teaching Time: 1 week

Terms Used In This Unit:

Capital: An aggregation of economic goods used to promote the pro-
duction of other goods.

Depreciation: Decline in value of an asset due to such causes as
wear, age, obsolescence, etc.

Fixed Cost of Production: That monetary obligation incurred by the
firm, in the short run, which does not vary with the level of pro-
duction; such as depreciation, taxes, etc.

MC = MR: Marginal (additional) costs equal Marginal (additional)
returns.

Unit ofp:zt: A factor of production 0: basic resource. It may
be fixed or variable in nature.

Unit of Output: Unit of production resulting from the combination
of variable and fixed inputs.

Units of Production: Factors .,hat enter into the production process.

Variable Cost of Production: One of the units of production that
varies in the production process; for example, gasoline used in a
car depending on the amount the car is used.
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I. TEACHING UNIT: PRINCIPLE OF FIXED-VARIABLE COSTS

II. UNIT OBJECTIVES:

A. To discover that all costs of production can be classified as
a fixed or a variable cost.

B. To discover that total fixed costs of an enterprise will not
vary with units of output.

C. To discover that total variable costs will vary with the size
of the enterprise.

D. To identify that fixed costs per unit of production will decline
by spreading fixed costs over more units of production.

S. To identify that length of time determines whether a cost is
fixed or variable.

P. To discover that a best combination of costs (fixed and variable)
can be selected for an enterprise or enterprises which will re-
turn maximum profits.

III. INTRODUCTION:

Techpisul for Introducks Unit:

Develop a situation that will be appealing to the students con-

sidering their background and experience. An example could be the

cost of operating a car. Other examples could be the cost of owning

a house, a tractor or a boat. You may develop a list of the costs

of operating a car on the board by using these leading questions.

Leading Questions:

I. How many of you own a car?

2. How many of you drive the family car?

3. If you drive tae family car, what costs do you have to pay?
(Develop a list on the board.)
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4. If you own a car, what costs do you have to pay? (Develop
a list on the board.)

5. Are all the costs in operating a car alike?

6. What will be the cost of oil if you do not drive the car
next year?

7. What will be the interest cost at 6% on U000 if you do
not drive the car next year?

8. What are addititt al fixed and variable costs associated
with owning and operating a car?

IV. TEACHING - LEARNING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES)

The following examples and information may be used in develop-

ing a better understanding of the principle of fixed-variable costs

with the students.

Example tl. (Identifying. ixedand Variable Costs)

The distinction between fixed and variable costs may be shown

by using the following example of owning and operating a car.

Leading Questions:

1. How much does it cost per year to operate a car? (Attach
values to the list of costs developed in the introduction.)

Al7;73fiia;;;77List all fixed and variable costs of owning

a late model car on the board. If possible, use the car that a

member of the class has just purchased. ideas to be brought out in

this example are the differences between fixed and variable cost*.

After all costs have been identified, have students attempt to clas-

sify these costs either as fixed or variable.
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Costs of Owning and Operating a $3000 Car For One Year:

Depreciation: $3000 - $500 (salvage value) 4. 5 yrs. . . . =
Interest: $1500 a 6% - average investment over life of car = 90

SO1nsJrance
License and tax
Gas: 20,000 miles S 16 mi/gal., 1250 gal. a 320 . = 400
Oil and Grease 80
Repairs = 240

20

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. How are the fixed costs different from the variable costs?
(Fixed costs are those costs incurred whether or not pro-
duction takes place. Variable costs are those costs that
change as output changes.)

2. What determines how much the fixed costs per year will be?
(Original cost and length of service)

3. Will the total fixed costs change on the car as it is driven
more? (No)

4. What determines how much the variable costs will De?
(Amount of use)

S. Will the variable costs occur if the car is not driven?
(No)

6. Will the variable costs change from year to year? (Yes)

Conclusions to be Drawn From example 01:

1. All fixed costs li,,ted above must be met regardless of how
many miles are driven.

2. Total fixed costs remain constant regardless of the amount
of use.

3. Variable costs occur if use (Production) takes place; if
use (Production) does not occur, variable costs are zero.

4. Val_atle costs are not constant but vary with amount of mile.

Example 02. (Depreciation of a Tractor A Fixed Cost)

Since depreciation is a significant cost involved in the total

fixed costs of any item, this example is included to explain it.



Leading Questions:

1. How long will a tractor last?

2. Does it decrease in value each year?

3. What is this decrease called? (Depreciation)

ig7;;77RMI;;77111ve students calculate the annual depreci-

ation of the tractor in the following example. Let them attempt

the solution alone. Ask for answers. Then have them use the form-

ula: Annual Depreciation = Cost Salvage Value s Years of Life

Problem: You have just purchased a tractor for $4,000 with an ex-

pected lift of 7 years and a salvage value (value at the end of

useful service) of $500. What will be the annual depreciation cost

of owning this tractor?

BaltetEtons to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. How much was the annual depreciation? ($500)

2. Can depreciation be estimated each year? Why? (Yes, be-
cause it does not vary directly with the amount of use.)

3. What are other fixed costs? (interest, taxes, insurance
and repairs)

4. Could they be estimated each year? Why? (Yes, because
they are annual fixed costs, also.)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Example #2:

1. Depreciation is an annual fixed cost.

2. Depreciation can be calculated for each year of life.

3. Total fixed costs can be calculated annually.
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example #3. (Depreciation Per four For a Tractor)

Sometimes it may be important to figure the depreciation cost

of the tractor based on the hours of use during the year. This

may be a consideration in determining whether to own equipment,

lease it, or hire custom work done.

The student should .4nderstand that this fixed cost of depreci-

ation can be spread out over many units of production or many hours

of use of a piece of equipment.

diza_gLestisLeaon:

1. will the total fixed costs be the same each year?

2. will the fixed costs per tractor hour change depending on
tha number of hours the tractor is used?

/Note to Teacher:/ Assume the same situation as Example #2 ex-

cept the student wants to determine the depreciation cost per hour

if his annual use is 200, 400, 600, or SOO hours. Assign students

to work each problem by dividing the $500 annual depreciation by

the number of hours the tractor was used. Then make a graph on the

board hiving the bars equal the depreciation cost for each hour op-

erated. Chart I might serve as an example.

az Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. How much does the depreciation per hour cost when you use
the tractor 200 hours? How much when you use the tractor
SOO hours?

2. Why is there a difference?

3. would this be true on other farm power and equipment?
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CHART 1

DEPRECIATION COST PER HOUR OP TRACTOR USE

$3.00

2.50

Depreciation 2.00

Per 1.50

Hour 1.00

.50

.00 1

ri

200 400 600 SOO 1000

Hours Used
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4. Would other fixed costs such as interest, taxes, and in-
surance follow this pattern? Why? (Yes, because they are
also fixed costs.)

5. Does the total annual depreciation change? (No)

6. Why' does the depreciation cost per hour decrease as the
tractor is used more hours?

Conclusions to be Drawn From Bxample_ 3:

1. The total depreciation per year remains the same regardless
of the number of hours used.

2. The depreciation per tractor hour declines by spreading the
annual depreciation charge over more hours of use.

Example #4. (Land Cost Per Bushel of Corn)

This example will show that fixed costs per unit of production

vary with total units of output (production).

Assume that you are cash renting ten acres of corn ground for

$15 per acre.

Leading Questions:

1. Do any of you rent land?

2. What is meant by cash renting?

3. What would you have to pay to rent corn land per acre?

4. Is the rent of land a fixed or variable cost? (fixed)

5. What would be the total amount of cash rent?

6. Would the total cash rent vary with the amount of production?

7. Would the cash rent cost per bushel vary with the amount of
production?
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/Note to Teachers/ Develop Table 1 on the board or on a trans-

parency. Have the students calculate rent per bushel and record

in the last column.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. As the production increased, what happened to the cost of
the cash rent per acre? (same) Total cash rent? (same)

2. As the production increased, what happened to the cost of
the cash rent per bushel? Why? (It decreased because the
fixed cost per acre becomes variable per bushel.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example 04:

1. The fixed cost per acre remains the same regardless of
production.

2. The fixed cost per bushel declines, or becomes variable,
by spreading the fixed cost over more bushels.

pcample #5. (Variable Cost of Fertilizer on Corn)

Assume that you rented four, ten-acre plots to grow corn, and

plan on applying $20 worth of fertilizer per acre an each plot.

Develop a table (See Table 2) showing the fertilizer cost per bushel

if you produced 60 bushel of corn per acre on plot 1, 90 bu. on plot

2, 120 bu. on plot 3, and 150 bu. on plot 4.

Leading Questions

1. Do we apply fertilizer per acre or per bushel?

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Did the costs of fertilizer per acre change? (No)

2. What happened to the cost of fertilizer per bushel as the
yield received increased? Why? (Cost decreased because
there wets more bushels to share the cost.)
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TABLE 1

CASH RBNT COSTS

s

Bu. of Corn Cash Rent . (for teacher only)
Produced /Acre Per Acre . Cash Rent Per Bu.

60 $15 s $.2s
90 15 s .167

120 IS .
. .125

150 15 : . .16

TABLE 2

FERTILIZER COST PER BUSHEL

Bushel of Cost of : (for teacher only)
Plot Corn Produced Fertilizer . Cost of

Number Per Acre Per Acre s Fertilizer Per Bushel

1
2
3
4

60
90

120
150

$2n
20
20
20

.

.

: .

.

: .

$.333
.222
.167
.133

TABLE 3

EFFECTS OP FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS

I N. Applied
Per Acre
1286E___

0
40
80
120
160
200

s (for teacher only)
Yield/A. Rent : Rent N. N. Total
Bu. I/ Per . Per Cost Cost Costs
$1/bu. Acre : Bushel Per Acre Per Bu. Per Bu.

.

.

30 $15 : $.50 $-O- $-0- $.50
60 15 . .25 4 .067 .317
90 15 : . .167 8 .089 .256
120 15 : .125 12 .10 .225
150 15 : .10 16 .107 .207
160 15 : .094 20 .125 .219
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3. Is the cost of fertilizer per bushel fixed or variable
cost? (Variable)

Conclusions to bra Drawn Prom example *S:

1. The variable cost fertilizer per bushel will vary with
the yield received.

Example *6. (Fixed and Variable Costs in Producing Corn)

Assume that you are now renting 60 acres of corn ground at $15

per acre. Nitrogen can be applied in amounts from 0 to 200 lb.

Work out a table (See Table 3) using the differen 7. amounts of ni-

trogen fertilizer and yields per acre. Ease your calculations on

one acre.

Leading Questions:

1. What can one expect by applying different amounts of fer-
tilizer to corn?

2. If we can expect an increase in yield, how will this affect
the fixed costs per bushel? Per acre?

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Was the yield at 40 lb. of nitrogen the same as at 120 lb.?
(No, the 120 lb. of nitrogen gave 60 bushels more.)

2. Did the fertilizer cost per bushel increase as v-re nitro-
gen was added?

3. Would it always pay to add more nitrogen? Why? (No.
Principle of diminishing returns.)

4. Does the rent cost per bushel decline as the yield increases?
Why? (Yes, because the cost is spread over more units.)

S. Are fixed and variable costs affected the same when produc-
tion is increased? (No)
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6. Did the total cost per bushel continue to go down as yield
increased? Why? (No. Variable cost increased more than
the fixed costs decreased.)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Example #6:

1. A variable cost can be increased as long as the cost is
covered by the additional returns. AMC = MR)

2. A fixed cost will be constant in total but will decline
per unit of product (bushels) ae yield increases.

3. An optimum level a production is reached when the balance
;Ietween the fixed and variable costs gives maximum profit.

/liete.--7eactierStudents should realize that there are some

fixed costs in capital investments (interest). This charge can be

figured for the year and should be considered as a cost of produc-

tion. This is an opportunity to consider the comparison of owning

or leasing machinery.

V. ASSOCIATION OP EXAMPLES:

In order to show the association and/or relationship of the con-

clusions derived from the previous examples to the principle of

fixed-variable costs, the following activities are suggested.

Teacher Activity

1. Again, list all conclusions derived from previous examples
illustrated in this unit and show their association and re-
lationship. The teacher should attempt to have students
identify the commonalities derived from the various examples
in order to arrive at basic concepts regarding this prin-
ciple.

2. The following questions could be used for class discussion:

a. How are fixed and variable costs different?
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b. Would the fixed costs of a building change from year
to year?

c. How does the factor of time affect fixed and variable
costs?

d. Does a fixed cost ever become variable or vice versa?

VI. ARRIVING AT THE PRINCIPLE:

Now that the students understand how the previous examples are

associated, they should be ready to develop a statement of the

principle.

Teacher Activitz

1. Review with the students new terminology evolviyAg from the
unit.

2. Have the students prepare an example of the principle and
a written statement of their impression of it.

3. With the students, develop a working definition of this
principle by combining the basic commonalities discussed
from the association of the examples presented in the unit.

4. A specific definition of the fixed variable principle is:
"The cost per unit of prod-Action can be decreased by
spreading fixed costs over more units of production. There-
fore, the farm manager would continue using wore resources,
if capital is available, to increase production as long as
variable costs are covered by additional returns."

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

By applying the principle to realistic situations, the students

will develop a better mderstanding of its meaning.

The following are suggested student activities the instructor

may wish to use:

Activity #1. Have the students calculate the fixed and variable



costs involved in owning various types of equipment.

example for a combine may be used as a guide.
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The following

Example: A twelve foot, 70 hors r, gasoline driven,
propelled combine costing $7,000re

Step 1. Determining the Fixed Costs.

A. Annual resliaLon:

Purchase efigeAuset = Annual depreciation
E xpected life 10 years

(410.00 salvage value.)

B. Annual Interest:

Interest rate
EX short term

x Purchase Price

self-

$ 700,

luala = Annual interest on
2 capital invested

280,

C. Annual Personal Property Tax: (This is the
avers47517;7 Check the local rates when
figuring your situation.)

Purchase price $7,000 x 30% w $2,100 assessed value.

Assessed value $2,100 x 3% (30 ails = 3%) = Annual property

.$ 63

D. Annual, Insurance:

Purchase price $7,000
2

Average value $3,300,
100

Total Fixed Costs

2 $3,500. Average value

x $.40 (Rate per $100) = Annual
Insurance

P 14

1 057

'Combines and Combining, Vocational Agriculture Service, The
Ohio State University.

tax.

.11
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Step 2. aetermini-g Variable Costs Per Acre.

A. Fuel Costs Per Acre:

Maximum Mount .07 gal. gasoline Price
Drawbar 70 x of x of $ .20
Horsepower Fuel. (.05 gal. diesel) Fuel

Hours
x Used .42 . . . Fuel. Cost Per Acre (Gasoline)= 141

Per Acre

B. Lubrication Costs Per Acre:

Fuel. cost $.41 x 13% = Lubrication cost per acre LLIZ.

C. Repair Costs Per Acre:

Purchase price $7,000 x 4% = $280

$280 s 280 A. ......... o . . =

(The number of acres will vary, rid'e the average
here is 280.)

D. Operators Labor Per Acre:

Hours per acre .42 x 2 acre x $1.50 ...... = LAI
Total Variable Costs Per Acre . . ...... $2.10

Activity #2. Charts may be developed to show fixed and variable

costs per acre for each of the pieces of equipment in Activity #1.

Activity #3. Students may be assigned charts to complete which

show fixed and variable costs per unit. Charts A and B are examples.



CHART A

EQUIPMENT COSTS PER BUSHEL

73

Bushels of
Corn Per Acre

: (for student completion)
Tractor and Machinery : Tractor and Machinery

Costs Per Acre r Costs Per Bushel

0 $18
60 18 .30
80 18 .225
100 18 .18
120 18 .15

CHART B

FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL

(for student complation)
Bushel Variable Fixed .

. Pined Variable Total
Corn/A Ccsa.. Costs/A : Costs/bu. Costs/bu. Cost/bu.,

60 $20 $18 . $.30 $.33 $.63
SO 20 18 . .3 .25 .48

100 20 18 .
. .18 .20 .38

120 20 18 . .15 .17 .32



STUDENT WORK SHEET

FIGURING DEPRECIATION AS A FIXED COST

What is depreciation?

Why is depreciation on a car a fixed cost?

How to figure yearly depreciation on a car:
You must know:
1. The cost price of the new car.
2. How many years you expect to keep the car.
3. What you can expect to get for it as a used car.

(salvage value)

The formula for yearly depreciation is:

Cost minus salvage value divided by years of life
(new) (trade-in) (years of use)

Examples:

What will be the yearly depreciation of a new car that you buy for
$3400. You expect to drive it for 3 years and receive a trade-in
value of $1000.

What is the yearly depreciation on a new tractor that you have pur-
chased for $6000. You expect to use this tractor fa- R years and
receive a trade-in value of $400.

What will be the yearly depreciation on a dairy cow that you have
purchased for $500. You expect to milk her for 5 years and then
sell her for beef at $100.

DEPRECIATION IS IMPORTANT SINCE IT IS AN ALLOWABLE DEDUCTION
FROM YOUR INCOME TAX.



STUDENT WORK SHEET

DETERMINING COST PER NILE TO OPERATE A CAR

Many sales people who use their own car for business purposes are
paid a mileage allowance.

What would you 4onsider to be a fair rate per mile for a car allow-
ance?

A salesman is reimbursed 60 per mile for the use of his car. Does
this allowance pay for the costs of operating his car? Consider the
following situation:

Fixed Oasts:
De;;;;Tition' $3000 car that be will keep for

4 years and then sell for $600.

minus divided by
cost trade-in years of use

Interest: This man borrowed $2000 to buy his
car. The bank rate was $5 per $100
per year.

times $5
No units

Insurance: The insurance prenium is $78 for
6 months.

times 2 a
six month's prim um

License: State license charge is $20 per, year a

Total Fixed Costs For The Year

Variable Costs:
Gasoline: 1250 gallons ( 320 per gallon a

Oil and grease: $5 per service--one service per
month a

Repairs and maintenance If $20 pm month a

Total Variable Costs For The Year a

TOTAL Fixed And Variable Costs For The Year

(Continued)



STUDENT WORK SNEET-(Continued)

Detersinin9 Cost Per Mile to Operate A Carl

The car was driven 20,000 miles during the year. What was the
actual cost of operating per mile?

total costs
divided by equals

total miles cost per mile
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Farmer A Farmer B

5 15

625 1,425
$1 $1

bu. a $15
$20
3 bu. $12

$20

200, 12-12-12 a
$75 per ton

200# 6-24-12 1 350# 5-20-20 2
$72 per ton $68 per ton

80#

IF

15 hours 40 hours
$30 $90

STUDENT WORK SHUT

FIGURING 131PF/C/BNCT FACTORS ON CORN PRODUCT/CM

Number of acres .

Total yield--bu. (56 lbs./bu.)
of dry shelled corn . .

Selling price - -per bushel
Char ;b for land per acre .

Seed corn used
Broadcast fertilizer ...

Fertilizer in planter . . . .

Pounds of nitrogen (actual N)
per acre 110 per pound . . 1000

Pounds of atrazine per acre
$2.50 per 2R

Total hours machinery use in
plowing, planting, cultiva-
ting, etc. $2 per hour . .

Picking $6 per acre

Figure BfficiencY Factors

Yield per acre
Total receipts from corn per
acre ..
Fertiliser cost per acre . .

Seed cost per acre
Chemical cost per acre . .

Machinery cost per acre .

Picking charge per acre .

Land cost per acre
Total cost of production per
acre ...

Cost of production per bushel.

Net income per acre

Net income per bushel .



STUDENT WORK SHEET

FIGURING FIXEDVARIABLE COSTS

1. Use the following table to answer questions a and b below:

CASH RBNT COSTS FOR CORN

Bu. of Corn
Produced/Acre Cash Rent Per Acre Cash Rent Per Bushel

60
90

120
150

$15
15
15
15

a. As the production increased,
the cash rent per acre?

b. As the production increased,
the cash rent per busbel?

what happened to the cost of
Total cash rent?

what happened to the cost of
Why?

2. Assume that you rented four, ten-acre plots to grow corn, and
plan on applying $20 worth of fertiliser per acre on each plot.
Complete the following table showing the fertiliser cost per
bushel if you produce 50 bu. corn on plot 1, SO bu. on plot 2,
110 bu. on plot 3, and 140 bu. on plot 4.

VARIABLE COST OF FERTILIZER ON CORN

lot Bushel Corn Cost of Cost of
Number Per Acre Fertiliser/Acre, Fertiliser /Bushel
P

1 50 $20 $
2 80 20
3 110 20
4 140 20

a. Did the costs of fertiliser per acre change?

b. What happened to the cost of fertiliser per bushel as the
yield received increased? Why?

c. Is the cost of fertilizer per bushel a fixed or variable
cost?
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON D8PREC/ATTONA FIXED COS?

One year depreciation:
How much depreciation will there be on a combine for one year
that was purchased for $2000, has a salvage value of $400, and
will be used for 8 years?

One -half year depreciation:
How much depreciation will be allowed for 6 months on a cow
that was purchased for $400, has a $100 salvage (beef) value,
and will have a useful life of 5 years?

5 months depreciation:
How much depreciation can be taken for the remainder of the
year on a corn picker that was purchased for $800, has a sal-
vage value of $80, and will be used for 12 years? This machine
was purchased July 20.

3 months depreciation:
How much depreciation can be taken for one-fourth year on five
sows that were purchased at $500, have a salvage (meat) value
of $100, and have a 4 year useful life?
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SAMPLE QUIZ CM FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS

Complete Tables I and II below.

1. TABLE I

EQUIPMENT COSTS PER BUSHEL

'shells of

Corn Per Acre

0

60

80

100

120

Tractor and Machinery
Costs Per Acre

$18

18

18

18

le

Tractor and Machinery
Costs Per Bushel

2. /ABLE II

FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS PER BUSHEL

Bushel
Co::n/A

Variable
Costs /A

Fixed
Costs /A

Variable
Cost4IaA.

Fixed
Costs/W.,

.so

Total
Cost/bu.,

60 $20 $18 wi
80 20 18 .25 .1===lel

100 20 18

120 20 18 .32

(Continued)
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SANPLB QUIZ ON FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS--(Continued)

3. Assume that you are now renting 60 acres of corn ground at $15
per acre. Nitrogen can be applied in amounts from 0 to 200 lb.
Base your calculations on one acre. Use the following table to
answer the questions below.

PIKED AND VARIABLE COSTS IN PRODUCING CORN

ON Applied Yield/A. Rent Rent Total
Per Acre Bu. a Per Per N Cost N Cost Costs
,t watt 11 AR, Acre Bushel Per Acre Per Bu. Per Bu.,

0 30 $15

6o 60 15

80 90 15

120 120 13 M
160 150 15

200 160 15

a. Was the yield at 40 lb. of nitrogen the same as at 120 lb?

b. Did the fertilizer cost per bushel increase as wore nitrogen was
added?

c. Would it always pay to add more nitrogen? Why?

d. Does the rent cost per bushel decline as the yield increases?
Why?

e. Are fixed and variable costs affected the same when production
is increased?
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SUBSTITUTION

Suggested Teaching Time: 1 week

Terms Used In This Units

Budget: An estimate of costs and returns.

Constant Substitution: When one resource substitutes for another
at the sane rate for each additional unit of input. (Can be physical
or financial.)

Gross Returns: Income before expenses are deducted.

Net Return: Income after all costs have been paid.

Resource: Available means; wealth in money, property, products, etc.

Substitute: To replace or take the place of.

Substitution Ratio: The number of units of "replaced" resource di-
vided by the number of units of "added" resource.
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1-'-cf4I,

0
I. TEACHING UNIT: PRINCIPLE OF SUBSTITUTION

II. UNIT OBJECTIVES:

A. To discover that one input may be substituted for another at
either a constant or diminishing rate to produce a given ou,,mt.

B. To identify that the value of the input replaced must be greater
than the value of the input added to reduce production cost.

C. To discover that the factors of production (land, labor, capital,
and management) may be substituted for each other.

D. To discover that the principle of diminishing returns applies to
inputs that substitute at diminishing rates.

III. INTRODUCTION:

Technique for IntroduciUnts

The teacher should develop an example with the students. The

example should be simplified and involve common student activities

such as the example that follows:

(Substituting Diesel Power for Gasoline)

A farmer has been doing his field work with gasoline-powered

tractors. He has been using the tractors for 100 ten-hour days an-

nually with the consumption of 20 gallons of gasoline per day. The

particular diesel tractors that he plans to substitute in the future

will consume only SOS as many gallons of fuel as compared to. the

gasoline-powered tractors. This is due to diesel power efficiency.

Leading Questions:

1. How many of you have diesel powered tractors at home?

2. How many have both types of tractors?

3. How does the efficiency in this example compare to your
tractors or ones you have heard about?



4. Which type of tractor has the higher initial cost? (Diesel)

S. Which type of fuel is the most costly? (Gasoline)

6. Which tractor requires the greatest &mount of maintenance?
(This varies with the extent of use and type of mainten-
ance.)

/1714717=TeT71ersac Place Table 1 on the chalk board.

TABLE 1

AMOUNTS OP DIESEL FUEL REQUIRED TO REPLACE
GASOLINE FOR FARM TRACTOR OPERATION

Days Gasoline Used Diesel Fuel Used (in Gal.)
of Work (in Gal.) to Re lace Gasoline

25 SOO 400

50 1000 800

75 1500 1200

100 2000 1600

'Note to Teacher:/ Idea to be brought out by this example:

that items of input can be substituted.

Cooclusion3 to be Drawn Pion This Example;

1. By the substitution of so.) itenn of input (diesel fuel)
for other items (gasoline), the cost of operation or the
cost of production may be reduced.

2. Some substitutions may not be practical due to other con-
siderations. Original investment, repairs, depreciation,
etc. need to be considered. In the above example we assume
fuel cost to be the primary consideration.
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IV. TEACHING - LEARNING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES)

Through additional discussion and actual agricultural examples,

the teacher will assist the students in discovering the principle

of substitution and its function. These examples and the discussion

should be made as applicable to the community and the students' sit-

uations as possible.

Example (Reeding Hogs)

A boy has Sus surchased a lot of feeder pigs. Through the use

of research material he estimates the amount of feed required to

produce a gain of 100 lb. He can feed a ration of either shelled

corn alone or one with shelled corn and varying amounts of 4DS com-

mercial bog supplement.

Leading Questions:

1. How many of you feed commercial hog supplement?

2. Are all hog supplements the same? (No. Some contain more
protein, vitamins, etc.)

3. Do hogs grow more rapidly when fed supplement? (Yes)

4. What does hog supplement contain? (Tankage, meat scraps,
soybean meal, etc.)

5. Can a farmer feed his hogs too much supplement? (Yes)

6. What happens when we over-feed supplement? (Costs go up
first. When large amounts are fed they can cause swine
health problems.)

(Note to Teacher: Place the first two columns of Table 2 on

the chalk board. Develop the lit column with the aid of the

class.
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?ABLE 2

MOUNTS OP SHELLED CORN AND 40% HOG SUPPLBWBNT
REQUIRE:, TO PRODUCB 100 POUNDS OP PORK

Combinations That Will
Produce 100 Lbs. of Pork

Pounds of Corn Replaced By Bach
Shelled Corn Supplement, Additional 10 Lbs. of Supplement,

500 0

380 10 120

300 20 80

245 30 55

210 40 35

180 50 30

165 60 15

155 70 10

146 80 9



/Note to Teacher:/ Idea to be brought out by this situation is:

diminishing rate of physical substitution.

Key Questions to Assist_ Students in Reaching Conclusions:

What happened when more supplement was fed? (It decreased
the amount of coin needed.)

2. Did each additional unit of 10 lb. supplement replace the
same amount of shelled corn as the previous unit? (No.
It diminished and finally replaced less pounds of corn than
its own weight.)

3. Which 10 lb. of supplement replaced the greatest amount of
shelled corn? (The first 10 lb.)

4. At what point did an additional pound of supplement replace
less than a pound of corn? (The rate of 80 lb.)

Example 82. (Weed Control Favor Ong Atrazine)

A student has a 10 acre corn project. He can control the weeds

in this field with two cultivations at $1.75 per acre per cultiva-

tion; or, he may substitute a herbicide (atrazine) for weed control

at a cost of $2 per pound and a rate of one pound per acre plus 300

per acre for application.

"adinggate121211:

1. What is Atrazine? (A herbicide.)

2. How many of you use atrazine on your home farm?

3. What is the cost of herbicide and application for one acre?
(Approximately $2.50)

4. Will the corn yield be the same by using either method?
(Usually, if both procedures are properly executed.)

ATIMMR7I;;7;1;77NWke the following calculations on the chalk

board with the assistance of students.
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Cultivation Costs Herbicide Weed Control Costs

10 acres x $1.75 = $17.50 Herbicide 10 acres x $2 = $20
Twice for season 2 x $17.50 = $35 Application 10 acres x
Total f.- cultivation = $35 500 5

Total for herbicide = $25

Cultivation Costs $35
Herbicide Costs - 25
Net Savings for Herb-
icide Weed Control $10

/Note to Teacher: Idea to be brought out by this example is:

marginal costs must equal marginal returns when variable inputs are

to be substituted.

Rey Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions.:

1. Which method of weed control involves the least cost and
maximizes profits? (atrazine)

2. Is cost the only consideration in determining the method
of weed control? (No. The crops that follow and equip-
ment available nay be others.)

3. Is it important that an agricultural operation make a net
profit? (Yes, if it is to continue in operation.)

Conclusions to be Drawn from Example 02:

1. Both chemical and mechanical methods can be used to control
weeds.

2. When all other considerations are equal, the least costly
procedure of production should be used to maximize profits.

3. When substitution involves only one unit of each input (one
added unit substitutes for one original unit), the only
comparison that need be made is between the cost of the
original practice and the one being substituted.

4. In order for a substitution to be profitable, it must re-
sult in the greatest net return.
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Example #3. (Weed Control Favoring Cultivation)

By slightly altering the facts in Example #2, the student can

be shown that under some situations the substitution of atrazine

for -ultivation can actually increase costs and reduce net profits.

In this elample the soil is heavy and two pounds of atrazine

will be needed to give satisfactory weed control.

Leading Questions:

1. How could soil type alter the situation? (Greater costs
for the nerbicide.)

2. What could happen to the cost of mechanical control? (The
cost for mechanical control would probably remain the same.)

/Note to Teachers/ Recalculate with the students the cost of

weed control under these heavy soil conditions.

Cultivation Costs Herbicide Need Control Costs

10 acres x $1.75 = $17.50 Herbicide 10 acres x $4 = $40
Twice for season 2 x $17.50 = $35 (2 lb. per acre, $2 per lb.)
Total for cultivation = $35 Application 10 acres x 500 =

Total for herbicide = $45

Herbicide Control Costs $45
Cultivation Costs 3S
Net Loss for Herbicide

Weed Control over
Cultivation $10

/Note to Teacher:/ Idea to be brought out by this example is:

unfavorable substitution.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Is herbicide weed control always the most profitable? (No)

2. Is the substitution of one resource for another always pro-
fitable? (No)
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Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Example *3:

1. Not all substitutions (atrazine for cultivation) result
in maximizing profits.

2. A substitution say be profitable under one set of circum-
stances (light soil) and unprofitable in another situation
(heavy soil).

Example *4. (Substitutin Factors of Production for Land)

This example shows the student a more complicated application

of the principle of substitution.

A farmer has been raising corn on 20 acres e# his own land and

10 acres of rented land. He produces 90 bushels per acre at home

and 70 bushels per acre on the rented land.

He estimates be could boost his yields from 90 bushels to 125

bushels on his own land by using more fertilizer and herbicides.

In applying the principle of substitution be calculates the relative

cost and returns from a high fertility program compared to his cus-

tomary system. (See calculations for Example *4.)

Leading Questions:

1. Are land and fertiliser the same thing?

2. What axe two ways of raising more corn? (Plant more acres
or increase yield per acre.)

3. Which way will make the most money? (It depends on costs.)

/Note to Teacheril To make this more dramatic, a student's situ-

ation could be used in place of this problem, or just replace the

farmer with a student's name. The student and teacher then r,...zulate

the net return decrease or increase for the substitution. In this

case again the substitution world result in a greater net return.



Calculations for Example 84

A. Customary System of Corn Production

Returns:
Viaatima 2500 bushels
Value $1.10 per

bushel or
Total gross return

Net Returns:
Gross Returns
Costs
Net Returns

$2750
$2750

$2750
1660

$1090
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Costs:
Rent for 10 acres at $20/acre $ 200
Value of land owned--20 acres

at $25/acre 500
Seed for 30 acres (6 bu. at $15) 90
Fertiliser 200 lb. 5-10-10/acre
3 Tun at $50/ton 150

Machinery cost per acre--$15 450
Value of Labor 6 hrs. per acre

$1.50 per hr. 6 x 30 x $1.50 ama
Total Costs $1660

(Plus other fixed costs of production)

B. Higher Fertility and Better Weed Control System of Corn Product, ion

Gross Returns:
Yield of 2500 bushels
Value $1.10/bushel $2750
Total gross return $2750

Net Returns:
Gross Returns
Costs
Net Returns

Costs:
*Value of 20 acres owned land

at $25/acre $ 500
*Seed for 20 acres, 4 bu. at $15 60
*Fertiliser 200 lb. 5-10-10/acre
2 Ton at $50/ton 100

*Amonium Nitrate (Plowed down)
300 lb. - 33/0 N
3 T. at $80/ton spread 240

*Machinery cost per acre $15 x 20 300
**Weed control lb. 2,4-D/acre,

$1.50/acre applied 30
Value of labor 6 hrs./acre at

$2750 $1.50/hr. 6 x 20 x $1.50 180
1410 Total Costs $1410
$1340 (Plus other fixed costs of production)

*Items of total cost reduced by smal-
ler acreage.

*items of cost added or substituted
for land.
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Fertility and Weed Control System
Customary System
Increased return for substitution

$1,340
1090
$ 250

Ideas to be brought out in Example 4 are: (a) one factor of pro-

duction can substitute for another factor; and (b) more than one

input can substitute for a single input. From this example we see

that the farmer, by not farming 10 acres of less productive rented

land, can avoid rent costs. But, in order to secure the same total

yield, he must add other costs of fertilizer and weed control as a

substitute for the land not rented.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. What resources were substituted for land? (Capital for
fertilizer and herbicides.)

2. Was it more profitable for the farmer to do a better job
on his own land in this example? (Yes.)

3. What could be done witb the money saved by not paying rent?
(intensify his own crop production by buying more supplies.)

4. What could be done with the labor and management saved by
not farming rented acres? (Do a better job at home.)

Conclusionr to be Drawn From example #42

1. One factor of production may be substituted for another.

2. More than one input may be substituted for a single re-
source to arrive at the same output.

Example #5. (Diminishing Returns from Substitution)

The above problem could also be recalculated with an additional

application of $150 worth of fertilizer for the 20 acres. This

could be estimated to result in a 5 bushel yield increase per acre.
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(It oust be assumed that any greater expenditure for weed control

would not result in increased yield.)

Returns Costs

5 bushel x 20 acres x $1.10 = $110 Fertiliser - $150

Costs $150
Returns 110
Net loss for
Fertilizer $ 40

/Note to Teacher:/ It should be pointed out to the student that

there is a limitation to the extent of making a substitution. A

relationship can also be made with the principle of diminishing *ca.

nomic returns.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. What happened when more fertilizer was substituted? (The
returns diminished.)

2. Was it profitable to substitute fertiliser for land at this
level? (No)

3. What other principle is at work here? (Principle of Dimin-
ishing Returns.)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Example #5:

1. There is a limit to the economic level of substitution.

2. The optimum substitution level is determined by the Prin.
ciple of Diminishing Returns.

V. ASSOCIATION OP EXAMPLES:

In the previous examples students should begin to note that

there are similarities between the examples. The student will also
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observe some differences. But, most of all, he should begin to see

that the same principle is involved in each example.

Teacher Activity

2. The teacher should be alerting the student of the fact that

1. The student should be assisted in discovering that the value

3. From the conclusions drawn from the previous examples and

develop the following list, or one similar, which should

c. There may be much similarity or considerable difference

He should note by this time that not all substitutions will
maximize profits and that even when a substitution does in-

further study, the teacher and students may cooperatively

b. Some resources may be completely substituted for another

of the resource replaced must be greater than the value of

crease net returns, there may be a point of diminishing re-
turns

in a given situation along with the principle of sub

aid in associating the examples of the principle under study.

a. The agricultural manager has numerous opportunities to

the resource added if the substitution is to be profitable.

other profit - maximizing principles may be concurrently in-
volved

turns after which further substitution is not desirable.

partially substituted for another.

same output.

a constant rate.

f. A substitution may be profitable or unprofitable--depend -
ing

one resource for another to arrive at the

to maximize profits while ocher resources can only be

one with another.

d. Resources may substitute for one another at a diminish-
ing rate when each added unit substitutes for less than
the previous unit.

e. Some resources may continue to substitute for others at

in the type of resources that can be used to replace

ing upon the particular situation.

g. The value of the resource replaced must be greater than

at a minimum.
the value of the resource added to keep production costs
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h. More than one "added" input may be substituted for a
single resource.

i. Some substitution may replace, as well as increase, the
output (yield) over the original resource.

j. The optimum substitution level is determined by the
principle of diminishing economic returns.

VI. ARRIVING AT THE PRINCIPLE:

After the previous discussion, the students should be aware of

the profit-maximizing principle of substitution. Their understanding

of the principle may still not be clear, but they should know that

the substitution of inputs has an important role in the decision.

making process used by farms and other agricultural business managers.

Teacher Activity

1. Have each student independently develop a definition for the
principle of substitution.

2. Some or all of these may be read aloud and a cooperative
definition can be developed on the chalk board by the teacher
and students. The wording should be in the language of the
students.

3. A guide (do not copy on the board) to the teacher for devel-
oping this definition is: "When two or mores types of resource
inputs can be used to prods -n a given amount of output, the
value of the resource replaced or displaced by another re-
source should be greater than the value of the resource added
if the farm manager is to secure maximum profits."

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

The following or similar examples should be worked through first

by the students in a supervised study period. Students should com-

plete a partial budget for each problem. Following this period, the

teacher and class should work ouz the examples on the chalk board

for greater understanding.
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Problem #1. A farmer is feeding a ration of "corn alone" to

his market hogs. It will require 10 bushels of corn at $1.25 per

bushel to produce 100 lb. of pork. By substituting 40 lb. of com-

mercial supplement at $6 per cwt. for part of the corn it will

only require 5 bushels. What is the savings per 100 lb. of pork

produced?

A. 10 bushels corn g $1.25 = $12.50

B. 5 bushels corn S $1.25 = $6.25
40 lb. supplement S
$6/cwt. = 2.40

8.65

Increased profits per 100 lb. pork $ 3.85

Problem #2. A grain elevator has been using clerical help to

write checks and record sales and purchases of grain annually. To

complete this operation it has required two clerks working 4000

hours. The hourly rate for these persons is $2. An IBM unit would

reduce the hours required to 2000 per year. (Thus eliminating one

clerk.) The rental service of the machine is $2250 per year and the

special supplies required will amount to $700. What will be the an-

nual net profit from the i..atallation of the IBM equipment? In

other words, what is the value of this substitution?

Clerical Method

Labor 4000 hrs. at $2 = $8000

Total Cost $8000

IBM Bquipment Substitution

Labor 2000 hrs. at $2 = $4000
Rental of Unit 2250
Special Supplies 700
Total Cost $6950

Clerical Method $A000
IBM Method 6950
Net Savings $1050
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Problem #3. Have students develop partial budgets for problems

#1 and #2.

Problem #4. Bach at dent should select an actual situation to

which the principle of substitution may be applied. He should then

prepare budgets for the costs and returns before and after substi-

tution. The best of those examples pay be placed on the board 4nd

discussed with the class by the students themselves. Similarities

and differences in the way substitutions apply should be pointed

out by the teacher through discussion and questions.
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

SUBSTITUTING DIESEL FUEL FOR GASOLINE

In recent years many trucking industries and farm operators have

switched from gasoline to diesel fueled engines because of the

economy of operation. Although the initial cost of diesel engines

is higher, the efficiency of operation more than offsets this in-

vestment.

Compare the yearly operating costs of a diesel tractor with a gas-
oline tractor:

Each tractor is used the equivalent of 110, ten-hour days per
year.

Fuel consumption is 20 gallons per day or 2200 gallons per year
for the gasoline tractor. The diesel tractor uses 801 of this
amount

The cost of gasoline is 300 per gallon. Diesel fuel is 200 per
gallon.

The initial cost is $5000 for the diesel tractor and $4000 for
the gas tractor.

Both tractors will have a life of 10 years.

The repairs and maintenance are estimated to be $200 per year
for each unit.

YEARLY OPERATING COSTS

Item Gasoline Tractor Diesel Tractor

Fuel Comt

Depreciation

Repairs and Maintenance

Yearly Cost

Per Hour Cost
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

SUBSTITUTING SUPPLEMENT FOR CORN IN FEEDING HOGS

By substituting supplement for corn in a bog ration, 100 pounds of
pork can be produced cheaper than when feeding all corn.

What is the best substitution rate when using the following combin-
ations:

Shelled corn valued at $2 per 100 pounds

Supplement valued at $6 per 100 pounds.

Any of the following combinations will produce 100 pounds of pork.
What is the cost in each case?

Pounds of Pounds of Cost to
Shelled Corn Supplement Produce 100 Pounds of pL

500

380

300

230

210

180

130

0

10

20

30

50

70

90

What is the most economical rate of corn and supplement to produce
100 pounds of pork? corn, and supplement.

Note: Even at the highest rate of supplement it is cheaper to pro-
duce 100 pounds of pork than when feeding all corn.
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

SUBSTITUTING GRAINS FOR FATTENING BEEF CATTLE

Corn is the best grain for fattening animals. However, at times
it is less expensive to use a substitute grain. Consider the fol-
lowing situation when fattening beef cattle:

Wheat has the same feeding value as corn.

Barely has 90S of the feeding value of corn.

Oats has 85% of the feeding value of corn.

When corn is valued at $2.40 per cwt., bow much are wheat, barley,
and oats worth per cwt. at the above feed values?

Wheat $ Barley $ Oats $

Grains are often sold by the bushel rather than by the hundred.

Corn weighs 56# per bushel. Wheat weighs 60W per bushel.

Oats weighs 32W per ton. Barley weighs 48# per bushel.

When corn is selling for $1.12 per bushel, what is the per bushel
value of wheat, barley, and oats for feeding steers. (Use the per-
centages above.)

Wheat $ Barley $ Oats $

When a given grain is selling for a high price it may be profitable
to substitute another grain for it when feeding animals.
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

STUDYING EXPENSIVE HARVESTING MACHINERY VS. HAND LABOR

In the potato, sugar beet, cotton, and vegetable fields expensive
harvesting machinery has replaced much of the hand labor in har-
vesting. These machines are generally very expensive. Therefore,
the manager of the operation must decide if this is a good invest.
Rent. (Should he continue to use hand labor or should he SUBSTITUTE
a high priced machine?)

One example is a potato harvesting machine that costs $25,000 that
will replace two tractor diggers and 30 hand pickers.

What Is The Harvesting Cost Per Acre With Each System?

Hand Harvest ins:
2 tractors and diggersestimated value $10,000

(10 year life) Depreciation cost per year
Repairs per year ($50 per unit each year)
Fuel and Oil ($300 per unit each year)
32 hand pickers and equipment operators d $1200 each

Total cost for 400 acres ....... . $

Cost per acre .......

Machine Harvesting:
2 harvesting machine $25,000 (10 year life)
Depreciation cost per year ......

6 men to operate at $3000 each ....
Repairs per year 200.
Fuel and Oil for the one unit per year

Total cost for 400 acres

Cost per acre ........

Financial advantage per acre of SUBSTITUTING machine for
hand labor ...
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON SUBSTITUTION

True or Palse:

1. P All substitutions are profitable.

2. T The value of the resource replaced must be greater than
the value of the resource added to keep production costs
at a minimum.

3. T Some resources may he completely substituted.

Completion:

4. Constant The total use of one resource usually results in
lowest production costs when a rate of sub-
stitution is applicable.

5. Bconomic There is both a physical and point of dimin-
ishing returns for substitution.

6. Output There are numerous combinations of resources that
can be made by the agriculturalist to arrive at the
-me

Multiple Choice:

7. Purchasing a larger piece of machinery in order to reduce the
cost required to complete a particular operation is feasible ifs

a. the savings in labor is less than the cost of owning
the larger machine.

b. there is sufficient capital available.
c. the savings in labor is equal to the cost of owning

the larger machine.
X d. the value of labor saved is greater than the cost of

owning the larger machine.

8. With a capital investment of $5000, a farmer could install an
automatic feeding system for his dairy cows. It is estimated
that this system would save approximately 300 hours of chore
labor per year. In order for the farmer to make a sound de-
cision on whether or not to invest in this system, he would
need to consider which of the following:

a. the possible return on the $5000 if invested elsewhere
in the farm business.

h. whether the labor saved could be profitable if utilized
elsewhere in the farm business.

c. the annual fixed and variable costs for operating and
maintaining the new feeding system.

X d. all of the above.
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON SUBSTITUTION

Multiple Choice (Check Correct Answer)

1. A gasoline powered tractor burns 4 gallons of fuel per hour,
and a comparable diesel tractor burns 3 gallons of fuel per

hour. A farmer should consider purchasing a diesel tractor if:
a. the annual fuel costs are less for the diesel tractor.
b. the annual savings in fuel costs will be more than the

additional annual cost of owning the diesel tractor.
c. the annual savings in fuel costs will equal the total

costs incurred in owning the gasoline tractor.
d. the rate of operation per acre is the same with the

diesel tv:ctor as the rate for the gasoline tractor.

2. If one pound of soybean meal will substitute for 1.12 pounds
of linseed meal of equivalent nutritional quality, and soybean

meal is 4.8 cents per pound and linseed meal is 4 cents per pound,
which practice should the farmer follow?

a. feed all soybean meal.
b. feed 50% soybean meal and 50X linseed meal.
c. feed all linseed meal.
d. feed 75% soybean meal and 25% linseed meal.

3. Machinery should be substituted for labor when
a. the value of labor saved is more than the increase in

machinery cost.
b. there is a plentiful supply of labor.
c. the machinery is first placed on the market.
d. farm prices are beginning to go downward.

Problems

4. A farmer is feeding a ration of "corn alone" to his market hogs.
With this progr II it will require 10 bu. of corn at $1.25 per by.

to produce 1001 of pork. By using a commercial supplement, he can
produce 1000 of pork with 5 bu. of corn and 401 of supplement costing
$6 per cwt. What is the cost of producing 1001 of pork in each case
and what is the economic advantage for substituting the 401 of sup-
plement for 5 bu. of corn?

A. 10 bu. corn @ $1.25

B. 5 bu. corn @ $1.25
401 supplement @ $6 cwt.

Total (Case B)

Advantage of Substitution

(Continued)

$
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SAMPLE WIZ ON SUBSTITUTION--(Continued)

5. Weeds in a torn field can be controlled either by cultivating
or spraying with a weed killer. To do a good job by cultiva-

tion would require one harrowing and three cultivations. The same
control would be accomplished with spraying and one cultivation.
What would be the cost of these two systems?

Harrowing $1 per acre

Cultivating @ $1.75 per acre .

Cost of weed spray t $2,50/acre

Cost of applying spray a 500/acre

Total cost per acre

ra :1.12 Cultivating

$

MIWWWIMMO&W

.1
Advantage of substituting weed spray for cul-

tivation (per acre) .. $

How such would this amount to on 200 acres of corn?
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OPPORTUNITY COSTS

Suggested Teaching Time: 1 week

Terms Used In This Unit:

Alternative or Opportunity Cost: The cost that is measured by the
income a productive factor would reserve in its best alternative
employment.

Budgets An estimate of costs and returns.

Capital: An aggregation of economic goods used to promote the pro.
duction of other goods.

Rnterprises A project undertaking; an important project.

Fixed Costs A cost of production which does not vary with units
of total production such as a single acre of land.

Interest: The price ox rate of premium for the use of capital.

Investment: The laying out of money in a business with the view
a7;miung an income or profit.

Maximize Returns: Planning so the greatest amount of return is
realized on an investment.

Opportunity: A favorable juncture of circumstances; a good chance.

Profit: The excess of returns over expenditures.

Return on Investment: The income or profit realised from an in-
vestment.
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I. TEACHING UNIT: PRINCIPLE OF OPPORTUNITY COSTS

II. UNIT OBJECTIVES:

A. To discover that the best use of an input resource can be
achieved by selecting the most profitable opportv-ity areas,
one after another, until the resource is exhausted.

B. To discover that the profit of a farm business is greatest
when a change in the distribution of a single unit of resource
would reduce farm income.

C. To discover that the expansion of one enterprise by committing
limited resources decreases the opportunity to expand another.

D. To identify that a cost is incurred in not developing one en-
terprise in favor of another.

III. INTRODUCTION:

Technique for Introduein is

Develop an example that appeals to the students. An example

could be a boy wanting :o buy a car and also wanting to develop his

farming program at home. The boy has limited capital, cannot have

both, and if he makes one of the choices, the other choice is not

available to him. Thus, he has an opportunity to buy either a car

or farm machinery and livestock; not both, due to limited resources.

The teacher could utilize the following leading questions to assist

in the introduction of this unit.

Leading Questions:

1. How many of you have a car?

2. Does a car make you any money?

3. How many of you have money invested in livestock or equip-
ment?
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4. Does this investment return you any money?

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. What would be the advantages of buying a car?

2. What would be the advantages in buying livestock or equip-
ment?

3. How could this investment be used to increase the boyls
income?

4. Is it possible that the car night be used to increase the
boy's income?

5. Could the car be used to obtain livestock and/or crops or
vice versa?

Conclusions to be Drawn From the Above Examples

1. A boy has a choice of where to spend his money.

2. He should choose the best use for his money.

/Note to Teachers/ Another example may serve as a thought pro-

yoking situation to capture initial interest in the principle of

opportunity costs.

paiElv Summer Employment Opportunities

Your brother, home from college for the summer, is faced with

choices of summer work. He can work for the State Highway Depart-

ment on a survey crew where his net return above travel, meals and

deductions will be $89 per week for 12 weeks or $1068 for the summer.

Or he can plant 20 acres of sweet corn on land rented from a neighbor,

He has reason to expect to sell $6600 worth of roasting ears from

this field. By the time he pays for the rent of the 20 acres, the
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seed, fertilizer, insect and weed control, machinery and truck

costs, packaging materials, hired lator a..3 income ax on bis ex-

pected earnings, he would have paid out or set aside $2500, leav-

ing a net of $4100.

To accept the Highway jo,,i which seemed to yield a net of $1068

for the summek, he incurs an opportunity cost of $4100 because he

did not raise sweet corn.

IV. TdACHING - LEMMING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES)

The following examples are included at suggestions to assist

in developing student discovery of the principle of opportunity

costs. At this point the teacher must be careful not t" confuse

sne students. The teacher should not give the student answers to

memorize, but should 'allow time for student discussion and individ-

ual student thinking in order that each student will develop an

understanding of the facts and relationships shown in the following

tables and statements. Student participation should be enewraged

throughout these examples.

Example (Investing $2000 for Maximum Returns)

A farmer has an opportunity to invest $2000 of extra funds and

wants to select the best use of the money to achieve the greatest

net returns. In the eAample, the farmer has four choices:

A- Trade in a 2-row for a 4-row header attachment for a com-
bine. He is now harvesting 60 acres of grain. This would
save him 2 hours labor per acre and would allow him to do
some custom c lbining worth an estimated $200.

B- Drain a 20 acre field. Presently this field is suitable
only for pasture valued at $6 per acre. By draining, crop
production can oc increased to $30 per acre.



C- Build a silo. By adding silage to the dairy ration, the
farmer estimated that his herd would produce 10,0000 more
milk annually.

D- Hire extra labor. By hiring additional labor it is assumed
that production will be increased by $2000.

(See ,:alculations for Bxample #1 on page 115.)

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OP THE CHOICES IN EXAMPLE 1

AMMMMAIIMMIEW.MEMMMUMIIMMEmrA

Use of Funds
Returns Prom
Investment

Costs of
Investment M.

Choice A of $2000
(combine attachment)

$320 $240 $ 80

Chol1-e B of $2000
(drain field;

600 320 280

Choice C of $20u0
(build silo)

450 375 75

Choice D of $2000
(hire labor)

2200 2000 200

-=11
Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Which use of the $2000 would bring the greatest net return?
(Choice B - draining 20 acres)

2. What would be the per cent return to investment for each of
the four choices? (Drainage w 14%; Hired man = 10%; Com-
bine w 4%; Silo = 3.75%)WTeacher:/ Show that the per cent of return equals net

return divided by investment. An example would be for drainages

$280/$2000 = 14%.

3. Since the manager had only $2000 to invest, how many op-
portunities could he L. each would cost $2000?

4. What would he do about the other opportunities?
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Calculations for Example #1

The following partial budgets may be used to find the nIt return
to these investment choices:

CHOICE A: COMBINE ATTACHMENT

Returns
1. Save 2 hours per acre

@ $1 per hey- $120
2. Net income from doing

custom work 200
Total ... $320

Expenses
1. Yearly depreciation . . $150
2. Yearly up -keep . . . . 60
3. Housing and taxes . . . 30

Total $240

$320 (returns) - $240 (expenses) = $80 net profit

CHOICE B: DRAIN FIELD

..: !turns

17333per acre increased
production due to
drainage $600

Total $600

Expenses
1. Present value is $6

acre for pw.Ature .

2. Annual use of $2000
Tile (10 year life)

Total

$600 (returns) - $320 (expenses) = $280 net profit

CHOICE C: BUILD SILO

Returns
1. With silage the herd

would produce an addi-
tional 10,000# of milk

$4.50/cwt.
Total

per
. . $120

. .

$320

Expenses
1. $275 per year to fill

the silo $275
2. Depreciation and up.

keep . ..
$450 Total $375

$450 (returns) . $375 (expenses) = $75 net profit

CHOICE D: HIRE LABOR

Returns
1. Increased production

worth
Total ....

Expenses
1. Wages for the hired man $2000

$2200
$2200 Total $2000

$2200 (returns) - $2000(expenses) = $200 net profit
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S. When would he take advantage of the other opportunities?

6. Could the farmer afford to borrow $2000 at 61E interest to
finance the hired man? to buy the combine? to build the
silo? (Yes; no; no.)

7. Should the farm manager consider all opportunities for in.
vestment of capital before making a decision?

8. What would happen if the farmer over estimated returns or
under estimated costs? (Here the teacher should develop
the importance of an accurate budget.)

9. If the farmer could get SA interest from the bank, should
he buy a combine or build a silo even if the funds are
available? (On a return to investment alone--no.)

10. If $4000 had been available, where would the manager have
invested his funds to realise the greatest net profit?
(Choices B and D)

11. If the farmer were interested in receiving the greatest
return on his $4000, where should it be invested? (Choices
B and D) Note: To arrive at decision, figure return to
investment using data on Table 1.

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #1:

1. When resources are limited in total, Ahoy must be used to
the best advantage to return maximum profit.

2. Capital and other factors of production should be allocated
to the high return investments.

Example #2. (Choosing Between Fertilizer or a New Variety)

A farmer has an opportunity to either use a better adapted

variety of corn on 30 acres or increase the use of extra nitrogen

on 30 acres of corn.

Leading Questions:

1. What variety of corn is commonly planted in this area?

2. Would you use a different variety if it would increase your
yield 3 bushel per acre?
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3. Which would be best: to use a bettee variety or to use
extra nitrogen?

Choice A Use of Funds

Use an improved variety of corn to increase yield per acre by

3 bushels. The new variety will cost the farmer $2.25 per acre

more than the present variety. The following partial budget may

be used to find the net return to this investment choice.

Returns Expenses
1. An additional yield on 1. Cost of new variety

30 acres of 3 bushel over old variety is
per acre or 90 bushel $2.25/acre $67.50

Wbu. $90
Total $90 Total $67.50

$90 (return) - $67.50 (expenses) = $22.50 net profit

Choice B - Use of Funds

Use of an extra 40. nitrogen on 30 acres of corn to increase

yield per acre by 6 bushels. Nitrogen costs 120 per pound.

Returns
1. An additional yield on

30 acres of 6 bushel
per acre or 180 bushel

$1/bu. $1110

Total $160

Expenses,
1. 40# of nitrogen

120 per pound x
30 acres $144

Total $144

$180 (returns) . $144 (expenses) *436 net profit

/oti7errer:1 Ideas to be brought out in this example area

(a) not all investments are equal in funds needed
(b) the per cent return to investment will vary.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Which investment returns the highest net profit? (Choice B)
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2. Which investment returns the highest per cent of net return
on the investment? (New variety = 33%; nitrogen = 25%4

garre Teacher:/ Emphasize the importance of the net return

per total investment. Have students calculate this figure for

choices A and B. Place the formula of:

% of net return = net , on the board for reference.
total investment

3. If capital was limited, in which alternative would the man-
ager invest funds? (New variety)

4. If a farmer invests in this alternative, what is the oppor-
tunity cost for not choosing the other alternative?

Conclusions to be Drawn Pros Example #2:

1. The per cent of net return on the investment must be cal-
culated for good decision-making when capital is limited.

2. Decisions must be made on per cent of net return on in-
vestment and not on the net figure.

Example a,. (Choosing Livestock Enterprises)

A farmer has a 120 acre general purpose farm in the Mid -West.

Some family labor and non-salable forages are available even if no

livestock is produced. The farmer has $4000 of capital available

for the production enterprises.

Assume that gross returns, for each $1000 invested, include
annual expenses of feed, livestock depreciation, building depreci-
ation, and labor costs.

Leading Questions:

1. What livestock would you put on this fax. to maximize re-
turns?

2. Why don't all farms have the same livestock on them?
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/Note to Teacher:/ The idea to be brought out in this example

is the investment opportunities at varying levels. Table 2 can be

exposed one line at a time through an overhead projector.

KeY Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Where should the first $1000 be invested? (It should be
invested in poultry since it grosses $1500.)

2. Where should the second $1000 be invested? (It should be
invested in dairy since it grosses $1400.)

3. Where should the third $1000 be invested? (It should be
invested in hogs since it grosses $1300.)

4. Where should the fourth $1000 be invested? (It should be
invested in hogs also, since it grosses $1300.)

5. Would it have been best to invest entirely in hogs? Why?
(No. There was a better return for the first $2000 because
of extra labor and feed.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #3:

1. The best input use can be determined by choosing the most
profitable opportunity, one after another, until the re-
source is exhausted.

2. All resources must be used where they offer the highest
added return.

3. The use of a resource on one enterprise prevents its use
on another enterprise.

Example #4. (Opportunity Choices of a Feed Mill Operator)

The owner of the local feed mill must increase the size of his

business to reduce his fixed costs. There are two possibilities

he has been considering. One is to handle a line of feed for cats

and dogs which would involve an interest and sales costs. The other

is to sell fertilizer involving the same overhead costs. Because
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TABLE 2 1

ADDED RETURNS PROM USING DIFFERENT
AMOUNTS OF CAPITAL POR THREE

LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES

Amount of
Capital Used

Addition to Income Prom Last 1000 in:

Mg! Chickens 14 lk Cows

$1,000 1,300 1,500 1,400

2,000 1,300 1,250 1,100

3,000 1,200 1,090 1,050

4,000 1,200 1,090 1,050

Total Returns from
$4,000 Capital $5,000 $4,930 $4,600

Average Returns
Per Dollar Invest-
ed at $4,000 $1.25 $1.23 $1.15

1Barl 0. Heady and Harold R. Jansen. Farm Management Economics,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954) p. 78.
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of space and labor he must choose one or the other. He estimates

that he can sell 40,0008 of cat and dog food with an interest and

sales cost of $4 per hundred weight, or sell 1000 tons of fertilizer

at a cost of $7.60 per ton.

Leading Questions:

I. Do feed mill operators have to keep their costs down like
farmers?

2. Is there much profit in cat and dog food? In fertilizer?

S. Which choice would you make?

Comparison of Cat and Dog Peed with Fertilizer:

Cat and Dog Peed
I. Income from 40,000

lb. feeds $8/cwt.

Total costs (interest
and sales)

Net Return

Fertilizer
1. Income from 1000

. $3,200 tons $80/ton . . . $80,000

Total costs (interest
11.6.00 and sales) D4900

$1,600 Net Return $ 4,000

Mote to Teacher:/ The idea to be brought out in this example is

that the principle of opportunity costs applies to all businesses.

The students could be asked to give other choices that the mill op-

erator could have made. Actual figures from the local feed mill

may be substituted in this example.

KeyQuestions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

I. Is this feed mill operator's decision- making problem similar
to those a farmer faces?

2. Which enterprise returned the greatest net? (Fertilizer)
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3. Would the choice have been the same if it were not? Why?
(Probably not. More capital was invested in fertilizer
which would have been an added cost.)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Exarrauti:

1. Businessmen as well as farmers must choose between invest-
sent opportunities.

2. The investment return lost by not being able to include an
enterprise is an opportunity cost to the one chosen.

V. ASSOCIATION OP EXAMPLES:

To assist the student in seeing the relationships among the

previous examples, the following activities are suggested:

Teacher Activity

1. Reproduce the diagram of "MAN" In Management for a presenta-
tion to the class. (located on the opposite page)

2. Class discussions of the following conclusions could help
the students develop an association of the principle:

a. The manager must decide where each unit of land, labor
and capital reserve should be used to maximize profits.

b. Borrowed funds have an extra cost: interest.

c. Some resources are more limited in their application
than others.

d. Expansion of one enterprise decreases the opportunity
to expand another if resources are limited.

e. A cost is incurred in not developing one enterprise
(anticipated income) in favor of another.

f. This cost applies to all investment opportunities.

3. After leading a discussion around the above points, the
teacher should bring together the examples and student-
derived conclusions for each, to help arrive at the common-
alities existing between the situations presented in this
unit. Generalizations identified will help in synthesizing
the principle of opportunity costs.



The "MAN" In Management Is The One To Decide How
Best To Ps* LAND, CAPITAL, and LABOR

"This is How I Work Best for Maximus Profit"

123
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VI. ARRIVING AT THE PRINCIPLE:

By this time the students should be aware of the principle of

opportunity costs although they probably cam define opportunity

cost as an economic principle.

The opportunity Coss principle affects many profit-maximizing

decisions. The students should understand the principle and be

awal_ of how it relates to other principles.

Teacher Activity

1. Review with the stunts what they have observed and
learned making sur they understand the terms used in
this unit.

2. Have students develop some examples utilizing the prin-
ciple.

3. Use these examples to develop the following facts:

a. Resources have limitations.

b. The total use of a resource on one enterprise pre-
vents its use on another enterprise.

c. The profit from the second best enterprise represents
a cost that must be exceeded by the best enterprise.

d. All resources must be used where they offer the high-
est added return.

4. The teacher should now develop a definition on the chalk-
board with the students contributing their concept of the
principle. (It is not necessary for the students to use
these words, but rather define the principle in their own
words.) A definition for the teacher only: "The principle
of opportunity costs states that profits will be greatest
if each unit of laboi, capital and land is used where: it
will bring in the ,neatest added (marginal) return."

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

The following are suggested student activities the instructor may

wish to use to establish the principle in the minds of the students.
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Activiali. Have the students list some situations where the

principle of opportunity costs would apply. The following are ex-

amples for land, labor, and capital.

a. If barley is planted in a field, that field cannot be used
for another crop.

b. If the farmer uses time fo_ the garden, he has less time
to manage the dairy herd.

c. Money spent on fertilizer for corn cannot be used to buy
additional cows.

Activity #2. Have the students list areas where choices of use

of capital is regaired. Examples:

a. breeding livestock

b. feeder livestock

c. grain production

d. building and equipment

e. machinery

f. labor

Activity #3. Have the students identify high and low return

activities in a farm business from farm business analysis reports--

either lc. al u- state.

Develep a case farm. Allow each student to spend

$50,J, then determine who has obtained the highest net return on the

investment.

Activia15. Have the students work budgets for enterprise

choices similar to those found in the exarplea. A contest could be

developed between class groups.



STUDENT WORK WEST

FIGURING LABOR INCOME PER ACRS

1. Find the net return from the following partial budgets.

a. Oats (25 acres)

Yield: 85 bu./A @ $.75/bu.
Seed: 2 bu./A a $1.60/bu.
Fertilizer: 250 lbs./A @ 858/T

b. Wheat (25 acres)

Yield: 35 bu./A
Seed: 2 bu./A
Fertilizer: 200

a $1.56/bu.
82.20/bu.
lbs./A S 858/T

2. Which alternative in question number one offered the greatest
opportunity cost? Why?
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

COMPARING OPPORTUNITY COST OP SELECTED CROPS

(Use the information on the following page to complete this sheet.)

CORN WHEAT OATS SOYBEANS

Total income from 30 acres (1)
(yield per acre times 30
acres times the price
per bushel)

Cost of land ($20 /acre)
(cost per acre times 30
acres)

Cost of seed
(bu. planted per acre
sines 30 acres times
price per bushel)

Cost of fertilizer
(pounds per acre times

Divide by 2000 and multi-
ply

acres = total pounds.

ply by price per ton)

(pounds or gallons per
acre times 30 acres times
price per unit)

Harvestirg costs
(cost per acre times
30 acres)

sentCost

of weed killer

(add 2-3-4-5-6)

Net Profit
(subtract . from 1)

mentCosts

Net Profit Per Acre
(divide line 8 by 30)

Per Cent Return on Invest-

(Net profit divided by
total costs)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(a)

-------

1

.1011. MW1IMP



PARTIAL BUDGET INFORNATICN SHEET

Corn (30 acres)

Yield: 110 bus./A L $1.15/bu.
Seed: one-fifth bu./A 8 $14/A.
Fertilizer: 400 lbs. of 12-12-12/A a $72/T.
Weed killer: 2 lbs./A $3.50/1b.
Harvesting: $6/A.

Wheat (30 acres)

Yield: 40 bus./A $1.35/bu.
Seed: 2 bu./A $2 .50/bu.
Fertilizer: 300 lbs. of 5- 20 -20 /A a $58/T.
Weed killer: None
Harvesting: $5/A.

Oats (30 acres)

Yield: 80 bu./A 4 $.75/bu.
Seed: 2 bu. /A g $1.30/bu.
Fertilizer: 300 lbs. of 3-12-12/A 8 $49/T.
Weed killer: 1 lb./A 8 $1.40 /lb.
Harvesting: $5/A.

Imbeas (30 acres)

Yield: 30 bu./A a $2.45/bu.
Seeds 2 bu./A 8 $4.30/bu.
Fertilizers 200 lbs. of 0-20-20/A 8 $54/T.
Weed killer: 2 gal./A 8 $9.50/gal.
Harvesting: $S/A.
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

DETERMINING THE BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR SUMMER INCOME

Compute the following situations to determine which one offers the
greatest summer income.

1. A summer mill job at $90 per week for 12 weeks.

Income for the summer

2. Planting, harvesting, and selling 10 acres of sweet corn.

Income:

Expenses:

1000 dozen ears sold per acre at
300 per dozen

Rent of land -$20 per acre . $
Cbst of seed100 per pound,
204 per acre

Cost of fertilizer -5004 per
acre 4 $72 per ton . . . .

Machinery cost -$12 per acre .

Hired help for picking -50
per dozen

Total Expenses for the 10 acres $

Net Income from Sweet Corn

3., Working for the neighbor at $1.75/hour for 40 hours/week for
12 weeks.

Situation offers the greatest summer income.

If a student chooses number 3 above, is he giving up an opportunity
cost? Why?
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON OPPORTUNITY COSTS*

Use the following chart to answer the questions below.

HYPOTHETICAL RETURNS PER $100 INVESTED

Units
of Capita/ Bonds Fertilizer Machinery,

Dairy
Cows

Hog
Bouivment

1 104 $150 $129 $170 $144
2 104 140 127 160 135
3 104 135 125 145 126
4 104 128 121 131 115
5 104 120 116 128 114
6 104 115 111 125 110
7 104 110 105 120 100
8 104 104 102 113 96
9 104 101 99 109 90

10 104 98 85 100 87
11 104 90 81 89 82

1. (A) If you had $2000 to invest, bow much would you invest in
fertilizer, machinery , dairy cows , and addi-
tional hog equipment?

(B) What would be your net income at this level?

2. If you had $25100 capital, how much would you invest in fertil-
iser , machinery , dairy , and hogs ?

3. If your banker will loan you $10,000 at 4 per cent interest,
how much would you borrow to use for investment in bonds ,

fertilizer , machinery , dairy , and hogs ?

4. Why did you limit your investments in problem number 3?

*Adapted from B. T. Shaudys and J. H. Sitterley, aregmemmt. The
Ohio State University, p. 30.

ANSWERS: Bonds
1777. 0

(B) 0
2.
3.

Fertilizer

125
600
700

29
600
700

nt Total
00 17536

206 79 439
800 500 2500
900 600 2900
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON OPPORTUNITY COSTS

PROBLEM: An FFA member bas an opportunity to either use a better
adapted variety of corn on 30 acres or increase the use of extra
nitrogen on 30 acres of corn.

CHOICE A:
The use of an improved variety of corn will increase yield per

acre by 3 bushels. The new variety will cost the member $2.25 per
acre more than the present variety. Complete the following partial
budget.

Returns expenses
An additional yield on 30 acres Cost of new variety 'over-old
of 3 bushel per acre 4 $libu. variety is $2.25 per acre

Total $ Total $

returns - $ expenses = $ net profit.

CHOICE B:
The use of an extra 40# of nitrogen per acre will increase corn

yield by 6 bushels. Nitrogen costs 120 per pould.

Returns Expenses
An additional yield on 30 acres 40# of nitrogen a 120 per
of 6 bushel per acre 4 Wm. pound x 30 acres

Total $ Total $

$ returns - $ expenses = $ net profit.

QUBSTIONS:

1. Which investment returns the highest net profit?

2. Which investment returns the biabeet per cent of net return on
the investment?

X of net return = net.
total investment

3. If capital war; limited, in which alternative should the manager
invest funds?

4. If a farmer invests in this alternative, what is the opportunity
cost for n6* choosing the other alternative?
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COMBINATION OP ENTERPRISES

Suggested Teaching Time: 1 week

Terms Used In This Unit:

Competitive: Referring to competition; a contest between rivals.

Complementary: Mutually supplying each other's lack.

Relationshit: The mode in which one thing stands to another.

Risk: Exposure to loss.

Supplementary: Referring to supplement; that which supplies a
want or makes an addition to something already established.
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I. TEACHING UNIT: PRINCIPLB OP COMBINATION OP BNTBRPRISES

II. UNIT OBACTIVBS:

A. To discover that the type of relationships enterprises have
with each othereither competitive, compLientary, or sup-
plementary--must be identified and evaluated in order to
choose a best combination of enterprises.

B. To discover that a competitive relationship exists between
most enterprises in a fare-firm business.

C. To identify that either a complementary or supplementary
relationship exists between enterprises that are not compe-
titive.

O. To discover that risk or uncertainty will affect the choice
of enterprises for a farm-firm business.

B. To discover that choice of enterprises must always be equated
to the resources available.

III. INTROM7.10N:

Technique, for Introducing Unit:

The following situation, or one altered to fit the local con

ditions, may be used to focus interest on this unit.

What would you do if, through inheritance or a death in the

family, you found that yot were responsible for the management of

a 300 acre farm with 220 acres of tillable land, 60 acres permanent

pasture, a full set of farm buildings, a complete line of equipment

to operate this farm, enough livestock to stock the farm correctly,

and a reasonable amount of money in the bank with, of course, a

fairly good coddit rating.

Don't take this situation too lightly! Someday, 10 to 20 years

from now, several of you may be in this, or some similar situation.
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Leading Questions:

1. How would you combine the enterprises of this farm to give
maximum returns?

2. What crop enterprises would give the highe *'t returns on
these 220 acres and make the best use of the soil, your
time and your machines?

3. What livestock enterprises would fit in best with your
crops and buildings?

4. What enterprises would give you the lowest risk combination
or at least, pay for the extra risk you might consider
taking?

5. In what way would you combine all the enterprises on tkis
farm to make the best use of all the resources available?
(Completely use all land, later, capital, and management.)

Mote to Teachers, These questions, focusing on a best combin-

ation choice of enterprises, must be faced and answered by every

successful manager of a farm-firm business. The principles or re-

lationships involved in any combination of enterprises are diffi-

cult to comprehend and apply, even in the simplest situations.

Pealizing that many of our students, youth and adults must make

complex management decisions, we must give them a foundation on

which to base choices of enterprises for their farms. This unit

is not a recipe of "how-to-do" but rather a look at, or an under-.

standing of, what a combination of enterprises is. The application

of all six profit-maximizing principles to a particular farm-firm

business can come only after we have successfully established these

basic principles in the minds of our students. In this unit we

m4t continue to apply ourselves to discovering and understanding

the "why".
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IV. TEACHING - LEARNING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES)

The following examples are suggested ways to lead students

through a discovery of the broad principle of Combination of Enter-

prises. We must keep this process simple and understandable; but

at the same time, include enough material to make it meaningful.

This teaching unit is by no means intended to be a complete and

comprehensive study of this principle. This would involve present-

ing so much information and so many examples that the student would

get lost in the complexity of it all. It is suggested that the

teacher adjust this section of the unit to the educational level of

his students by adding more complex examples where applicable.

Example #1. (Competitive Relationship of enterprises)

You must decide whether to raise sheep or beef brood animals.

They would both compete for your labor, pasture, and investment cap-

ital.

Leading Questions:

1. How many of you have.eitber sheep or beef at home?

2. Are the resource needs of sheep and beef similar? How?

RESOURCE NEEDS OF SHEEP AND BEEP

/tem Labor Capita/ Acres of Pasture Net Profit

1 ewe 4 bra. $150 .2 acres $ 7.50

1 cow 13 hrs. $790 1.0 acres $33.00
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pc=i7Te7irer: The idea to be brought out in this example

is the competitivenem$ of selected factors of production. The

following calculations may be made with the students to show which

enterprise competes best for the resources as shown In Table 1.

Calculations

For Labors

Sheep . net $7.50 labor 4 hrs. = $1.87/hr.

Beef - net $33.00 s labor 13 hrs. = $2.54/hr.

Beef competes best for labor.

For Pasture:

Sheep - net $7.50 pasture .2 A. = $37.50/A.

Beef - net $33.00 f pasture 1.0 A. = $33.00/A.

Sheep competes best for pasture.

For Capital:

Sheep - net $7.50 i capital $150 = $.05/$l invested

Beef - net $33.00 4 capital $790 = $.04/$l invested

Sheep competes best for capital.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusion:

1. was beef most competitive for all factors of production?

2. Was sheep? (No, not for labor.)

3. Why were other factors of production, such as housing, etc.,
not considered here? (Because the enterprises were not com-
peting for then.)

4. Why must he choose between beef or sheep? (There are not
enough resources for both.)
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5. Why can sheep and beef be substituted for each other?
(They use the same resources.)

6. Does this make them competitive? (Yes)

7. On what basis should a farmer determine whether to have
sheep or beef? (Maximum net profit.)

8. What other principles were applit4 in this exampi "? (Prin.
ciples of opportunity cost and stLtution.)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Bxr-ple #1:

1. Enterprises can be competitive for one or more resource.

2. A given enterprise may be more competitive for one or more
of the production resources thi.a, other enterprises.

3. When an enterprise has a competitive relationship with others,
we can evaluate its relative profitability.

4. In choosinv between competitive enterprises, we apply the
principle of opportunity costs and substitution.

Example 02,. (Competitive Relationship of Crops)

You have 200 acres of cropland on which you have decided to

plant either corn, soybeans, or a combination of both. You are

fortunate to have the facts from Table 2 on which to base your de-

cision.

Leading Questions:

1. Mow many of you seise corn or soybeans at home?

2. Do they both make the same income?

3. Why do we sometimes raise both corn and soybeans? (Reduce
competition for time, management and machinery.)

Apte to Teachers/ The lower yields in Table 2 may be explained

as resulting from competition for time, management, and machinery.
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TABLE 2

INCOME PROM VARYING COMBINATIONS
OP CORN AND SOYBEANS

Corn Soybeans Total
Acres Yield Income Acres Yield Income Income

50 100 bu. $2000 4. 150 40 bu. $4500 $6500

100 100 bu. $4000 4' 100 45 bu, $3000 $7000

150 80 bu. $4800 + 50 45 bu. $1500 $6300
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Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Which combination returned the maximum income? (The com-
bination of 100 acres each of corn and soybeans.)

2. Would the relationship of corn and beans change if corn
were $1 a bushel and beans $2 ? (Yes)

3. Would the relationship change if the crop yields were
changed? (Yes)

4. Would the relationship change if the costs of production
changed? (Yes)

Conclusions to be brawn From Example #2:

1. When yield levels vary, the decision process is complicated.

2. To make an accurate choice between combinations of enter-
prises, we must consider factors of production, yields, and
market prices.

3. At each level of acres of land use for crops, we have a
different relationship.

(ImplementaryRelationshiu)

Student discovery of the supplementary (non-competitive) rela-

tionship may proceed as follows:

After you make a choice between beef and sheep you find that

you have more than enough labor to care for the animals that your

pasture will support. Your land and capital are used to capacity,

but you have extra labor.

Looking around, you find that you have a small shed suitable

for farrowing sows. You also have 5 market gilts that could be

brad and kept for brood animals.

Leading Questions:

1. What additional resources would be needed by adding a
brood sow enterprise to the ewe-cow program? (a. land
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and buildings - none; b. extra capital - none because be
has 5 gilts; c. labor - enough available to care for sows.)

2. What could we call an enterprise that does not compete with
any other for resources? (Supplementary)

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusion

1. Why was this enterprise nec competitive? (It used only
those resources not being presently used.)

2. Since large operations are usually more efficient, 'by
couldn't you have 35 sows instead of 5? (The extra animals
would compete for land, capital, labor, and probably manage-
ment presently used by the beef and eves.)

3. Would the cost of the unused resources for a supplementary
enterprise (such as sows) be the same as for a competitive
enterprise? (No, because the costs, such as overhead, would
be carried by the beef and sheep even if the bogs were not
raised.)

4. What are some other enterprises that could have a supple-
mentary relationship in a combination of enterprises? (Small
poultry enterprise, strawberry patch, shoeing horses, etc.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #3:

1. An enterprise that is supplementary does not compete with
other enterprises for any factor of production.

2. When a supplementary enterprise starts competing for produc-
tion resources, it becomes a competitive enterprise.

3. If a supplementary enterprivt iP oxpanded sufficiently, it
eventually will change to a competitive enterprise.

4. Supplementary enterprises need only have returns greater
than the costs to be justly included in a combination of
enterprises.

5. Supplementary enterprises make use of resources that Other-
wise would not be used.

Eama011- (mosaketaUmmItCUOLkmudAP)

Some enterprises have a predominantly complementary relation-

ship to other enterprises.
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After setting up an acceptable combination of crop enterprises,

you find that wheat r,turns a low profit. It dues, however, give

protection to the new hay crop and provides income otherwise lost.

Leading Questions:

1. Should you raise wheat?

2. Should we base this decision on the cash profit from rais-
ing wheat?

TABLE 3

COMPLEMENTARY BPPECT OP wan AND HAY CROPS

{li

Net Income For 00/acre
First Year

$20/acre $45 /acre

Wheat Alone Hay Alone Combined

/Note to Teacher:/ The students may give other complementary

enterprises such as: a. corn and beef; b. corn and hogs; c. legumes

and corn; or even a small scavenger flock of sheep.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. If you want to grow hay, why complicate it by growing wheat
too? (Wheat will act as a complementary enterprise and
raise net profit.)

2. Would this type of enterprise change if it were difficult
to get labor and machinery to harvest the grain? (Yes. It
then becomes competitive.)

3. Can an enterprise be both complementary and competitive?
(Yes)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #4:

1. A complementary enterprise will add to the total production
of an enterprise combination.
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2. A complementary enterprise can
paraded.

3. A complementary enterprise can
same time complementary.

become competitive if ex-

be competitive wh1le at the

Example #5. (Effects of Risk and Uncertainty)

You wish to add a livestock enterprise to your farm business.

The choice has been narrowed to dairy, calves, hogs, and lambs.

You will choose only one of these enterprises because they are com-

petitive for your farm resources. You have the information from

Table 4 giving the relative uncertainty of the enterprise choices.

You will make your choice based on risk alone.

Leading Questions:

1. Have you ever taken a chance? (a risk)

2. What are some risks a farmer takes?

3. What might be the results of some of these?

/Note to Teacher:/ The idea to be brought out in this example

is that risk is a factor in choosing among enterprises. Table 4

shows the variation of net income e'cperienced by several farmers

as a result of imperfect knowledge (risk).

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Based on the information from Table 4, which enterprise
would have t%e greatest risk? Why? (Lambs; income varied
42% from $87 profit to $74 loss.)

2. Which would have the least risk? Why? (Dairy; income
varied only 13% from $44 profit to 0 loss.)

3. Which enterprises would a farmer with limited capital choose?
Why? (Hogs or dairy because of the lower risk.)
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4. Which enterprise would a farmer choose if his capital were
not a limiting factor? Why? (Calves or hogs because of a
chance of higher profits - risk.) Note: Profit is propor-
tional to risk involved.

5. What are sow ways to reduce risk? (Insurance, contracts,
diversification, hedging, etc.)

6. In reducing risk, are there costs involved? (Yes. Anything
reducing risk would add to costs)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #5:

1. Decisions or outcomes of an enterprise cannot be predicted
perfectly.

2. With unlimited resources, more risk can be assumed by the
farm manager.

3. Insurance, hedging, diversification, flexibility, contracts,
discounting, can be used as a risk safeguard or precaution.

4. Imperfect knowledge must be considered as an added cost to
any enterprise when choosing a best combination of enter-
prises.

Example #6. (Selection Based on Available Resources)

A young farmer has just purchased a farm. He is debating whether

to raise hogs or produce milk. In Table 5 he has facts from Exten-

sion studies on which to base his decision. He has inventoried the

resources he has available as follows:

1. He has mostly class III land which requires hay in rotation.

2. His crop land is limited.

3. He is accustomed to milking cows - he has experience.

4. Sufficient capital is available to operate this farm.

5. Ample low cost labor is available.
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TABU 4

RISK IN RETURNS FROM LIVESTOCK

Average
Net Return
For Each

Maximum
Net For
Each

Minimum
Net For
Each Variability

Enterprise $100 Cost $100 Cost, $100 Cost Per Cent

Dairy $20 $ 44 $ 0 13%

Fed Calves 31 121 70 37%

Hogs 42 109 26 23%

Red Lambs 29 87 - 74 42%

TABLE S

RESOURCE NEEDS OF DAIRY AND HOGS

Corn Hay Pasture Labor Per
Enterprise Land Land Land $100 Net

Dairy 15% 33% 52% 31 hours

Hogs 70% 0 20% 4 hours

Management
Per Per 100

$10 2 hours
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Leading Questions:

1. What resources do farmers have to work with?

2. Do all farmers have the same amount of each resource?

/Note to Teacher:/ The concept that a best choice of enterprises

is based upon the resources available is the theme of Example *6.

Key estions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Judging from the resource list, *fiat resources does this
farmer appear to have in sufficient amounts? (Hay,land,
management ability for dairy, capital, and labor.)

2. What resources are limited? (Crop land and experience with
hogs.)

3. Which enterprise would you chm,.t.e? Why? (Dairy. It is
the best use of total resources.)

4. After a best combination of enterprises is found, would a
change in the combination affect profits? How? (Yes; it
would reduce profits.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example *6:

1. The kind and amount of resources available in a farm-firm
business usually determines the best combination for that
business.

2. Maximum returns are greatest when the returns to the most
limiting resource are greatest.

3. There is no one best combination of enterprises that will
fit every faro business available resources.

4. There is a most profitable combination of enterprises for
a given farm business and all other combinations will re.
suit in lower net returns.

S. Under certain conditions, some enterprises make better use
of resources than do other enterprises.
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V. ASSOCIATION Or WAKES:

This principle is not as simple and clear cut as the previous

principles that have been developed with the students. In a sense,

it entails all of the previous profi .maximising principles. This

principle, like the time comparison principle, involves relation-

ships of enterprises. In associating the examples, we must remember

we are dealing with the appli.zation of several principles. The fol-

lowing questions could be asked to show how the above examples are

associated.

Questions to Pose:

1. Do enterprises have differ4nt relationships to one another?

2. Do enterprises that compete have the same relationships as
those that supplement or complement each other? Why?

3. Does an understanding of these relationships assist in
choosing a best combination of enterprises?

4. How does risk and uncertainty affect decision-making?

5. Why does the choice of enterprises depend on the resources
available?

VI. ARRIVING AT TER PRINCIPLE:

The principle of combination of enterprises is involved, in

part, in each of the previous examples. Because of the complexity

of tbis principle, it cannot be spelled out as clearly as the pre

viova principles.

Teacher Activity

1. A review of terminology of this unit and all previous units
should be made.
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2. Have students prepare individual definitions of the princi-
ple of combination of enterprises. From these, derive a
definition similar to the one below.

3. A specific definition of the combination of enterprises
principle is: "The best combination of enterprises is
achieved when a farm business is so organized that the
farm manager cannot add to or expand the size of one enter-
prise or delete or contract another enterprise without re-
ducing the total net farm income."

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIBS:

By applying the principle to realistic situations, students

will develop better understanding. the following problems are sug-

gested student activities the teacher may wish to use.

Problem #1. Assume that a farmer has a 500 acre general live-

stock farm. His most scarce resource is labor. He has 200 acres

of crop land. According to his past records, he can raise 1 acre

of corn for $50 and get $120 worth of corn; 1 acre of oats for $30

and get $64 worth of oats; 1 acre of wheat for $30 and get $80 worth

of wheat; and 1 acre of hay for $40 and get $80 worth of hay. Plan

. sopping program in which he can make the most use of his labor

by receiving maximum profit.

Problem #2. A class developed case farm, if it is being used

to teach farm management, would be the perfect student activity for

applying this principle.

Problem #3. As an employee of a farm management firm, you are

given the task of developing a complete farm plan for a fairly suc-

cessful farmer who feels his farm isn't making as much money as it

should.
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Using the information from Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9, and the Farm

Map, develop:

1. A cropping system'

2. A livestock plan

3. A labor requirement and distribution chart

4. An expected income from crops and livestock sales.

'Note to Teacher: / This problem fare can be used:

1. As a contest between students to see who would have the most
income

2. As an individual study project

3. As a quiz.

Other items could be figured for this farm such as machinery in-

vestment, total capital investment, etc.



DAIRY WOW 8881, COW BEEP PRIM PIG HOG

Unit Milk Cow ewe Cow Cow Sow Sow

Production 12,5000M. 908 Lamb 650n Calf 9508 Beef 14 Pio*
120% Lamb Crop 90% Calf Crop 408
88 Wool

14 Market
Hogs

Peed1
Corn SO bu. 4 bu. 4 bu. 44 bu. 40 bu.
Hay 72000 800, 45008 65000
Pasture 1.7 Acre .26 Acre 1.7 Acre 1.7 Acre .67 Acre

205 bu.

.67 Acre

Ai LAnd2 In
Corn 15% 9% 2% 14% 37%
Hay 33% 29% 20% 31%
Pasture 52% 62% 70% 55% 63%

7511

2511

Hours Labor 60 4 13 23 15 32

Capital $1750 $150 $790 $1226 $750 $1500

Gross $575 $25 $110 $195 $227 $500

Net $172.50 $7.50 $33 $48.75 $56.75 $125

Units to a
$6000 Net 35 800 182 123 106 48

1
Pasture is alfalfa and grass, untreated permanent pasture would require 3 times as many
acres, fertilised and limed pasture permanent ils times as many acres.

2Yields used were corn 100 bu., hay 3.3 tons, pasture .75 animal units.



TABLB 7

LIVBSTOCK RE)UIREMBNTS USED IN PLANNING

Kind of
Livestock

Feed(1)
Bunk or

Feeder ace
Bedding

Material
Water Space
Per Animal

-Pas-
tuner
A.U. Housin 2 & 3

Bu.
Corn

Ton
Ha

A
t,

14000
Dairy Cow
16.0000 3.5% 58 3-4 1650

24"-36"

Stanchion
1,0000
Loose
4,0000

Stanchion
2/cup
Loose
25/cup
25 /sq. ft.

1
Surfaced Lot 50-100 sq. ft.
Resting area 40.75 sq. ft.

_13,0000 3.5% 44 3.4 1250
102000* 3.5% 35 3.4 980
Dairy Heifer 6 1%-2 75 20"30" 10000.15000 2 Surfaced Lot 35.80 sq. ft.

Resting area 20-40 sq. ft.
Dairy Calf 6 is.1% 75 16".20" 100.300 5/cup 4 Box stall 15-100 sq. ft.

Beef Cow
with Calf 4000 4 2-211 24"-36" 2000.2500 alav

25/cum 3

Surfaced Lot 35-100 sq. ft.
Resting area
Surfaced Lot 35.50 sq. ft.
Resting area 12.20 sq. ft.

Feeder Calf
4000 Gain 40 Ws 275 l8 " -22" .2000-2400
Yearling Feeder
3500 Gain

1
40 11-3/4 250 22"-24" 24002700 25 /cap 2

Surfaced Lot 35-80 sq. ft.
Resting area 15-25 Sq. ft.

Heavy Steer
3000 Gain 36 3/4.1 200 24".36" 2700.3000

t

25/cup 1
'Surfaced Lot 35-100 sq. ft.
Resting area 20.40 sq. ft.

Sow & 16 pigs
to weaning 30 210 3 per ft.

1000
Per
10000
Gain

Gravity 25
to 1 cup

Farrowing area 42 sq. ft.
Shade area 8-12 sq. ft.

Feeder Pigs
40.2100

\------a-----__---

10-13 70.80 3.5 per ft.
Pressure 40
to 1 cup 15 Resting area 6-8 sq. ft.

Rue & Laub
to weaninj 7.7 k

Hay 18"-24"
Grain 14".18" 1000 5.5

Surfaced Lot 15-22 sq. ft.
Resting area 15-23 so. ft.

Feeder Lamb
300 Gain 2.5 .075 20 12".1S" 230 25/cup 10

12

Lot Building
Surfaced 6-8 so. ft. 5-8 so. ft.

Replacement
Lambs .175

Hay 12"-14"
Grain l0 " -12" 230

Soil 8.15 sq. ft.

Broilers. 30 .06

A.----..d.-----*

4.5

12.5

2"

0-------

3000 per
1300 birds

10
k

-------

100 per
Fountain
150 per
Fountain

7.10 so. in./bird
Single nest

1 sq. ft./bird 1/5 birds
Hens (Light)

A

.76

71;;;-/Heavy) .91 51.0 4"
.

10 150 per
Fountain

Community nest
21/2 sq. ft./bird .18 so. ft.

(1) Feed requirements based on average hay equivalent.
(24; Specified as to good area drainage.
(3) Nimbi= resting area does not include feeders.
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TABLES

TIME USED IN FIELD WORK*

Job Done
Size of

Trautor Used4
Nan Hours Used Per Acre

Average

Plow with 2-14" plows 2 1.25
Plow with 3-14" plows 3 .92
Plow with 4-14" plows 4 .58
Disk with 7 or 8-foot
disk 2,3 .39

Disk with 9-foot disk 3 .31
Disk with 10-foot disk 3,4 .28
Disk with 12 -foot disk 4 .24
Drag with 10-foot drag 2 .39
Drag with 12-foot drag 2,3 .32
Plant corn and soybeans,
2.40' rows 2,3 .55

Plant corn and soybeans,
4-40" rows 2,3 .29

Rotary hoe corn and soy-
beans, 2 rows 2,3 .27

Rotary hoe corn and soy-
beans, 4 rows 2,3 .15

Cultivate corn and soy-
beans, 2 rows 2,3 .49

Cultivate corn and soy-
beans, 4 rows 2,3 .26

Spray corn with 6-row
sprayer 2,3 .17

Pick corn with 1-row
picker 2,3 1.65

Pick corm with 2-row
picker 2,3 .90

Store corn on farm 2,3 1a83
Sow small grain and soy-
beans, 12 x 7 drill 2,3 .54

Sow small grain and soy-
beans, 15 x 7 drill 2,3 .46

Sow small grain and soy-
beans, 17 x 7 drill 2,3 .37

Combine with 5-foot
combine 2,3 1.06

Combine with 6.foot
combine 2,3 .90

Combine with 7-foot
combine 2,3 .75

(Continued)
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TOW 8-(Continued)

Job Done
Size of Man Hours Used Per Acre

Tractor Used' Average

Combine with 10-foot
combine SP2 .46

Combine with 12-foot
comene SP .42

Store mall grain and
soybeans on farm 2,3 .801

Now hay and straw with
7 mower 2,3 .50

Rake hay and straw with
7' rake 2,3 .45

Sale hay and straw 2,3 .50
Store hay on farm 2,3 1.90
Store straw on farm 2,3 1.30
Seed meadow with broad-
cast tractor seeder 2,3 .16

'Stated in number of plows tractor is rated to pull.

2Self propelled.

3?ractor time .86 hours.

4?ractor time .55 hours.

*Reprinted from Ohio Farm and Home Research, January February,
1961, Vol. 46, No. 1.



TABLE 9

LABOR DISTRIBUTION

Labor requirements for each months

Will this operators

I. Be able to do all the work himself?

2. Need to taro some part time help during peak seasons?

3. Need to hire help for the entire year?

One man working 10 hours per day would work 300 hours per month.

Labor required per months

......1:.

I

eeb. Nar. April

,

May
...

For Crops

.

For
Livestock

. .
,

Total

June July Aug. t. Oct. Nov. Dec.
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FARM MAP

I.

15 Acres
Pasture
And

Parnstead

1 square inch = 10 acres

Total Acres m 200

35 Acres
Pasture

Road

Creek
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

COMBINING ENTERPRISES (Problem No. 1)

Use the following information to complete problems 1 and 2 below.

Animal Units: Equivalent numbers that require the same amount
of feed, pasture, or labor.

Dairy Cows

one

22142a

five

Sows

three

Each animal unit requires 1 acre of pasture and 50 bu. of corn.
Corn yields at 100 bu. per acre.

1. How many acres of corn and pasture will be required for:

No. Animal Units Acres of Pasture Bu. Corn

20 dairy cows

80 sheep

9 sows

Total

Total Acres of Pasture Required

Total Acres of Corn Required

2. A farm is purchased that has 40 acres of pasture land and 25
acres of corn ground. The owner wants to have dairy cows and
sows on this property. How many of each can he have on this
acreage?

dairy caws

SOWS.s.._

Animal Units Acres Pasture Acres Corn

Total Acres 40 Acres 25 Acres
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

COMBINING ENTERPRISES (Problem No±al

Problems
Develop a crop and livestock plan for the farm situation
A combination of both crops and livestock must be used.

The Farms
150 acres of which 20 acres are in permanent pasture. The re-
maining 130 acres can be used for crops or for pasture.

Pasture Requirements:
1 dairy cow per acre

sheep per acre
No pasture for hogs or beef steers.

Reed Requirements:
Hay - 2 dairy cows per acre

10 sheep per acre
8 beef steer per acre

No hay for hogs

Corn - 2 dairy cows per acre
10 sheep per acre

sows per acre
4 beef steers per acre

Net Return From Livestock Per Years
1 dairy cow - $120
1 sow and pigs $ 70
1 ewe and lambs - $ 10
1 beef steer - $ 30

Net Return From Crops Per Acre:
Wheat - $19.40
Oats - $28.60
Corn - $42.30
Soybeans - $33.80



SAMPLE QM ON COMBINATION OP ENTBRPRISES

True -False
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1. T The use of a resource on one enterprise prevents its use
on another enterprise.

2. T The profit from the second best enterprise is a cost to
the best enterprise.

3. P When a farmer can change his investment or labor input.
without reducing income, he is operating at peak produc-
tion.

4. T Interest is the cost of borrowed money.

Completion

5. When resources are limited, the expansion of one enterprise
reduces the expansion of another.

6. Capital should be allocated where it will return the highest
per cent on investment.

7. With competitive enterprises and limited resources, more
corn fed to hogs means less corn to feed to cattle.

8. The manager must decide where each unit of the productive resources
of land , labor , and capital can be used to maximize re-
turns.

Problems

9. A farmer is considering planting 30 acres of sorghum instead of
corn. In preparing a partial budget, he determined the following
information. The production costs for corn would be $800 with a
gross return of $1500. The production costs of sorghum would be
$500 with a gross return of S 0.

Corn Sorghum,

A. What would be the net return? t700 $400

8. What would be the per cent return
on investment? 87% 80%

C. Which crop should the farmer plant? X

(Continued)
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SAMPLE QUIZ--(Continued)

10. Combining crop enterprises to reduce uncertainty is advantageous
particularly for:

s. the beginning farmer with ample capital.
b. a tenant farmer with specialized machinery.
c, a Zaraer with unlimited capital.

x d. a farmer with united capital.



SAMPLE QUIZ ON COMBINATION OP ENTBRPRISBS

Multiple Choice (check correct answer)

1. The farmer's profits
ital, and land is:
.....a. used on one

:rated.
used evenly in a number of enterprises to spread out
risks.
used where it will add the most to net returns as de-
termined by the situation.
concentrated in one major enterprise.

161

will be greater if each unit of labor, cap-

enterprise where production can be concen-

2. A method for a farmer to lower risks would be to:
a. concentrate on one type of livestock enterprise.
b. concentrate on one type of crop enterprise.
c. have one type of livestock enterprise and grow feed

for it.
x d. have supplemental livestock and crops which best fit

into the major system.

3. The most important factor to consider in choosing enterprises
to combine into a farm business iss

a. labor distribution.
b. personal preference.

x c. relative opportunity as compared with competing enter-
prises.

d. capital outlay necessary to begin new enterprise.

4. A dairyman is milking an average of 40 head of dairy cows monthly
and is not utilizing his good hired MAX efficiently during the
winter. He has a large poultry house which is not being used
presently and has, also, a surplus of corn. What should he do?

a. expand his dairy herd.
bo. mast= hire his corn production.

x c. buy 50 to 100 feeder pigs in late fall to feed out each
winter.

d. sell the surplus corn and let the hired man rest some
in the winter.

5. By diversifying crop enterprises rather than specializing in one
major crop, the crop farper will:
_max -tea. reduce risk and uncertainty.

b. decrease annual labor efficiency.
c. facilitate the use of more labor saving equipment.
d. concentrate production knowledge.

(Continued)
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SAMPLE QUIZ(Continued)

6. On a large cash grain and bay farm where summer labor is limited,
which one of the following enterprises would fit in tie best,
providing adequate facilities and equipment exist?

). a. sheep
b. dairy cattle
c. hog feeding
d. laying hens

7. Which one of the following is not one of the four basic produc-
tion functions used in agriculture?

a. land
b. labor
c. management

x d. weather
e. capital

8. An example of competitive enterprises is:
a. bogs and corn

x b. dairy and beef cattle
c. dairy cattle and corn
d. potatoes and poultry

9. Many farmers place a few bogs in the cattle feeding lot, partic-
ularly if the cattle are fed whole cora. The relationship be-
tween these enterprises is:

a. competitive
b. marginal

x c. complementary
d. supplementary

10. The various combinations of inputs that can be used in order to
produce a given quantity of output is known as a:

a. enterprise
x b. production function

c. supply and demand
d. profit maximizing principle
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M#LIMELIUMBEUni (TIME COMPARISON)

Suggested Teaching Time: 1 week

rem: Used In This Unit:

Alternative Investment Opportunity: A choice of two or more oppor-
tunities. If one is selected, the others are rejected, or a lesser
investment may be made in each of the opportunities.

Discounting: To take in advance at less than the full value; to
lend money, deducting the interest in advance. Figuring the present
value of income or costs which occur in the future.

Future Value: Cost or value at a future time. Includes the original
investment plus any interest payments.

Interest: The price or rate of premium for the use of capital.

Investment: The laying cut of money or capital in order to secure
profitable returns.

Present Value: The cost or value now.

Return on Investment: The income or profit realized from an invest-
ment.
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I. TEACHING UNIT: PRINCIPLE OF TINE RELATIONSHIPS

II. UNIT OBJECTIVES:

A. To calculate the present value of a future cost.

E. To calculate the future value of a present cost.

C. To discover that present value and future value may apply to
income as well as cost.

D. To discover that interest rate and length of time determine the
investment cost or return of an investment.

B. '1N) discover that interest rate is determined by choosing the
best investment opportunity available when capital is limited.

F. To apply the time comparison principle by comparing the present
value of a future income or cost with the future value of a
present income or cost in a situation where capital is limited.

III. INTRODUCTION:

Technique for Introducing Unit:

The time comparison principle should be introduced by showing

the effect of interest costs or returns on a one year basis. The

examples under teaching learning activities will bring out the

other aspects of the principle.

Leading Questions:

1. How many of you plan to own a car in the next four years?

2. What will this car cost?

3. Is this the only cost? (Bring out the interest cost.)

4. What is interest?

Situation: You have just bought a used car for 000 and will pay

for it in one year. The interest rate is 12% because of tilt type
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of loan. (The rate on car loans of $6 per $100 per year figures

out at about 12% as a true rate of interest.)

Key Questions for Discussion:

1. Will you pay more than $800 as a result of buying the car?
Why? (Yes; interest costs.)

2. How much will the total cost of the car be? ($896)

3. At what date will this bio the.cares total cost? (At the
end of the year)

4. What would you pay for the car if you had the cash? ($800)

5. What cost does $896 represent? (The future cost)

6. What cost does $800 represent? (The present cost)

7. Why are they different? (The $96 represents the investment
cost over a period of time - 1 year.)

IV. TEACHING - LEARNING ACTIVITIES (EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES)

The principle of time comparison is more complicated than the

previous principles. The following examples are suggested to show

realistic application and lead the student through a process of dis-

covering the principle. The teacher may wish to change some examples

or add others to increase the effectiveness of tt.is unit.

Example Fl. (Future and Present Cost of a Car)

In this example, a comparison is shown between the future cost

and present cost of a car priced at $2300.

Leading) Questions:

1. if you don't have the money to buy a car, what can you do?
(Borrow it.)
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2. Does it cost to borrow money? Why? (Yes; the money could
be loaned to someone else.)

3. If you put money in a savings account, what do you get?
(The bank pays you interest.)

4. Does money make money? (Yes)

Sit,Jation A. (Determining Rotor* Cost): You have the money to buy

a new car for $2800. What will be the total cost of this car at the

end of the year if you could have invested that money at 68 interest?

Calculations

Investment $2800

Interest Rate .06
Investment Value $ 168

Price of Car $2800
Investment lost during

the year 168
Future cost of New Car $2968

Situation B. (Determining_Present Value or Cost): You decide to

set aside (invest) $2800 now to buy the car at the end of the year.

How much will you have to invest right now at 601 interest?

$2800 = price of car

Calculations

PV = 2800 = $2641.50
1 .06

PV = present value or
coat of car

.06 = interest rate

$2641 represents the dollars
needed now in order to buy the
car at the end of the year.

/Note to Teacher:/ The idea to be brought out in this example

is that cost changes with time. The formula in Situation B will be

explained later. Simply ask students to accept it as fact until

later. Have students calculate similar interest problems to develop

understanding at this point. Have problems for one year only.
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Key Questions to Assist Students in ReachingLaxaclusions:

1. Did the car have more total cost in Situation A or Situa-
tion B?

2. Why did it cost more in Situation A? (Time involved)

3. Was time important in the difference in these costs? Why?
(Yes, it changes the value of interest.)

4. Was the rate (per cent) of interest a factor? (No; it didn't
change.)

5. What would the cost be if there were no investment alterna-
tives--no place to invest? (The value would always be $2800.)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom Example #1:

1. The length of time that money is invested will determine
the total value of an investment.

2. Time affects the value of an investment only if we have al-
ternative investment possibilities. (If there is no other
place to put the money, there will be no opportunity cost.)

3. Interest rate and time determine the value of an investment.

4. If there are no alternative investment opportunities, the
value of an investment remains constant.

5. The interest from a bank account will help to pay for a car
if money is deposited and left for a period of time before
making the purchase.

Example #2. (Future and Present Cost for More than One Year)

In example #2, Situation A shows how interest is calculated for

more than one year (figuring future cost based on present value).

Then, in Situation B, we reverse the process and show how to discount

a future cost to give us a present value (Situation A worked back-

wards).
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Leading Questions:

1. How many of you have ever bought a tractor? a cow? hogs?

2. Which would require less money--to buy a tractor now or
raise livestock for a few years and then buy the tractor?
(Wait a few years)

3. Why doesn't everyone wait? (The tractor is needed. It
will give more returns than anything else.)

Situation A. (Future Cost of a Tractor Bought Now): A young farmer

is buying a tractor for $2800. He plans to keep it four years. He

could have invested that $2800 for four years to expand his farming

operation and received a 10% return on that investment. What would

the future cost of the tractor be if we added the 10% investment re-

turn as a cost for four years? (See calculations on next page.)

/Note to Teacher:/ Point out that $4099.48 invested over the

four years is worth $2800 today if it could have been invested at

10% return (interest)--the future cost based on the present value.

Situation B. (Present Cost of a Future Tractor Purchase): The

young farmer decided not to purchase the tractor. Instead, he de-

cided to buy hogs which would return ID% on his investment. Then,

at the end of four years he would pay the $2800 tJr the tractor.

What amount of money would he have to invest now to have $2800 in

four years? The following formula is used to find this value.

PV = present value
q = future cost PV w q
rate = % interest (i+rate)n
n = years invested

Substitute Figures:

PV = 2800 0 2800 = 2800 = $1912.40
11-771571 1.10 x 1.10 x 1.10 x 1.10 1.463
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Calculations for Situation A

First Year Cost:

$2800 x 10% x 1 year = $280 interest

Total investment next year $2800 (cost)
280 (interest)

$3080

Second Year Cost:

$3080 x 10% x 1 year = $308 interest

Total investment second year..... $3080
308 (interest)

$3388

Third Year Cost:

$3388 x 10% x 1 year = $338.80 interest

Total investment third year $3388.00
338.80 (interest)

$3726.80

Fourth Year Cost:

$3726.80 x 10% x 1 year = $372.68 interest

Total investment fourth year $3726.80
372.68 (interest)

Total Future Cost $4°99 8
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/Note to Teacher:/ Point out that $1912.40 is the amount, if

invested today at 10%, would give $2800 in four years. Thus, $2800

discounted at a 10% rate for four years gives $1912.40. Have stu-

dents work through a problem similar to this to help establish

understanding of discounting concept. For example, determine the

total value of a $40,000 farm at the end of 10 years if the interest

rate is 6% annually.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Did the tractor cost more in Situation A or B?

2. Why did it cost more in Situation A? (The added cost of
not being able to take advantage of other investments.)

3. In Situation A, what does the difference between $4099.48
and $2800 represent? (Interest cost for 4 years at 10%.)

4. In Situation 8, what does discounting mean? (The amount of
money which, if invested, would grow to the amount in ques-
tion for the future.)

5. When a value is discounted, what is involved? (interest)

Conclusions to be Drawn Prom IhcaseaL11?:

1. To arrive at the cost of an item in the future, interest
cost must be added to the present cost of that item.

2. After an investment is made, the total interest cost in-
creases as the lel,eith of time increases.

3. The present cost of an item to become a cost in the future
is found by discounting the interest returned.

Example 93. (Present Value of a Baler)

How much could be set aside now at 6% interest to have $1000

to buy a baler 5 years from now?
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TABLE

PRESENT VALUE OF $1 OF COST OR 'NOME FOR YEARS
AND DISCOUNT RATE INDICATE)

Interest Or Jise3unt Rate

Years 4.0 4.S 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 20.)

1 .962 .957 .952 .943 .935 .926 .927 .909

2 .925 .926 .907 .890 .873 .857 .842 .826

3 .889 .876 .864 .840 .826 .794 .772 .752

4 .8SS .839 .823 .792 .763 .735 .708 .683

5 .822 .802 .784 .'"'47 .723 .682 .650 .622

6 .768 .746 .705 .666 .630 .596 .564

7 .760 .735 .722 .623 .583 .547 .523

8 .732 .703 .677 .627 .582 .540 .502 .467

9 .703 .673 .645 .592 .544 .500 .460 .424

20 .676 .644 .624 .558 .508 .463 .422 .386

Bar2 O. Heady, and Harold R. Jinsen, Para Nana9enent Economics
(Laglewond ClifEs, New Jerseys Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 628.
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/!ate to Teacher:/ The idea to be brought out by this example

is the use of a discounting table instead of complicated calcula-

tions. Aid students in discovering that from Table 1 the discounted

value of $1 at 6% for 5 ykIrs is $.747 (about 750) . Since the baler

will cost $1000, they will need to make the following calculations:

$.747 (discount rate/$1) x $1000 (cost of baler) = $747

$747 is the present value discounted.

$747 is i.he amount we would invest today at 6% to give $1000
in five yeers.

Refer back to Situation B in Example #2 and point out that the dis-

counted value of $1 at 10% for 4 years is $.683. Thus, $.683 x $2800

= $1912.40.

Table 1 will be used for all discounting in the future. The stu-

dents might be given problems similar to these to develop understand-

ing. The following examples presuppose the students' understanding

of the discounting chart.

Example #4. (Comparison Costs of Tractors)

A farmer needs to buy a tractor. He has a choice between either

a new $3000 tractor which will last 10 years or a used tractor with

a life of 6 years. He, also, can invest any extra money in his farm

business for a 6% return.

Facts:

a. $3000 is the present tractor investment lasting 10 years.

b. $2000 is the present tractor investment lasting 6 years.

c. $1333.20 is needed at end of 6 years to make the comparison
on a 10 year life basis. (Based on yearly investo*nt cost
$2000 divided by 6)



/Mote to Teachers/ Show that 1/6 of $2000 x 4 years = $1333.20.

Use Table 1 to discount this amount back to the present.

Calculations

$1333.20 discounted for 6 years 6S = $930.90

$.705 per $1 (from Table #1) x $1333.20 = $939.90

$939.90 is the amount, if invested at 6S, that
would grow to $1333.20 in 6 years.

Used Tractor:

Comparison

New Tractor:

Cash cost now of
used tractor = $2000.00

Cash to invest now
for seoold used
tractor = $ 939.90

Cash cost now of
having a tractor
for 10 years = $2939.90

Cash cost now of having a
tractor for 10 yrs. = $3000.00

New tractor's cost now

Used tractor's cost now

= $3000.00

= $2939.90

Slight advantage for
used tractors 0 $ 60.10,

/Note to tA717117717 The replacement value of the used tractor

for the last 4 years should be given. Assume that another one could

be bought for $2000 that would last for 6 years. Pour years of the

10 year life would be equal to $1333.20. This amount plus the $2000

on the first tractor would equal 10 years of life.

Key Questions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. How much longer would the new tractor last than the used
one? (4 years)

2. How much money was invested to pay for these last 4 years?
($939.90 -- This amount would have to be set aside at the
time the tractor was purchased for $2000.)
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3. Why was $939.90 added to the $2000 cost of the used tractor?
(To bring the years of life of the used tractors, 10 years,
up to the new one.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #4:

1. The lengths of time two investments are being compared
must be adjusted to a uniform time.

2. Comparisons can be made between investment choices having
dissimilar lengths of life.

Example #5. (Buying a Baler)

Two farmers have a similar decision to make. They must choose

either to buy a $2000 hay baler now or invest the money elsewhere

and buy the baler 5 years from now.

Leading Questions:

1. Could you buy a good baler for $2000?

2. What else could you buy for $2000?

3. How would you choose between a baler and some other invest-
ment? (Choose the one that would make the most money.)

Situation A. Farmer A is young and is working with very limited

capital. If he spends $2000 for the baler he cannot use it for lime

and fertilizer (an alternate use). Lime and fertilizer would give

a 10% return for the investment.

Situation B. Parser B is an older farmer with more than enough

capital to operate his farm business. He has money loaned to his

friends at 5% interest. If he does not buy a baler now he can in.

vest the $2000 at 5% for the 5 year period.
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Calculations

Farmer A: $2000 discounted for 5 years 10% = $1242.

($.621 per $1 from Table 1 x $2000 = $1242)

Farmer B: $2000 discounted for 5 years 916 = $1568.

($.784 per $1 from table 1 x $2000 = $1568)

Comparison from Calculations

Farmer B: Cost of baler now if purchased after 5 years = $1568

Farmer A: Cost of baler now if purchased after 5 years = $1242

Advantage Farmer A would have over Farmer B = $ 326

Estimated Comparison Based on 7%
Return to Baler

Farmer A: Buying fertilizer gives 1071 return.
Buying baler gives TS return.
Advantage of fertiliser over baler =391

Farmer B: Buying baler gives 7% return.
Loaning to a friend gives 5% return.
Advantage of baler over loaning = 2%

/Note to Teacher:/ The idea to be brought out by this example

is that the opportunity to invest will determine the discounting

rate.

in_guestions to Assist Students in Reaching Conclusions:

1. Did both farmers have a need for the baler? (Yes; it re-
turned 701 to the investment.)

2. Did both farmers have enough money to buy the baler? (Yes)

3. Could both farmers afford to buy the baler? Why? (No.
Farmer A had a better alternative for his limited capital.)

4. Would the decision have been the same if Farmer A could get
only 816 return instead of 10%? (No; the return would have
been 1% less than the baler then.)
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S. What might have been the decision if Farmer A had had un-
limited capital? (It would depend on the rate of return
he could get elsewhere.)

6. Was the amount of money to invest and lencth of time the
AM for both farmers in this comparison? (Yes)

7. Were the choices of these two farmers different? Why?
(Yes; there was a difference in opportunity to invest their
capital.)

Conclusions to be Drawn From Example #5:

1. When capital is limited, the opportunity costs determine
the discounting rate.

2. If time and amounts of capital to invest are the same in
two situations, the management decision will be determined
by how limited the capital is.

3. As capital becomes more limited, the opportunities to in-
vest capital increase.

4. More opportunities to invest permit a choice of the bighest
return.

V. ASSOCIATION OF AIKAMPLES:

The previous examples show various aspects of how the time com-

parison principle can be applied. Now, we can associate the conclu-

sions arrived at with each example. The following suggestions may

be of assistance in making these associations.

Teacher Activity

1. Bring together the conclusions arrived at following each
example. List or duplicate these so the student can refer
to them. Discuss then again.

2. Show what these examples have in common by asking the fol-
lowing questions:

a. What effect does time have on deciding what tractor
to buy?
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b. Now does interest rate effect whether we should buy
now or wait until later?

c. Car you calculate the number of dollars you would have
to have now to buy a tractor 10 years from now? Is
this discounting?

d. What facts would you need in order to find the present
value of an item?

e. Would you need to know all investment possibilities
available? What would this give?

f. Should the same rate for discounting have been used in
each of the examples? Why?

VI. ARRIVING AT TM PRINCIPLE:

Up to now the students have been exposed to examples *Lowing

application. If these examples have been effective, the student

should be ready to fore his understanding into a statement of the

principle. This should cone from the student and not totally from

the teacher.

Teacher Activity

1. Ask a student to tell what this unit is about. Ask for
additional contributions from others.

2. Develop a list of terms and meanings as the student under-
stands them.

3. Clear up any apparent misconceptions.

4. Ask a student to apply what has been studied to a realistic
farm situation.

S. Have all students write on paper, in their own words, a
statement of the principle.

6. Develop some definitions on the board from their papers,
and select a definition something like: "Before investing
limited capital resources in the farm business, the farm
manager should determine the present value of future income
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in order to make comparisons between alternatives over
time; that is, determine the economic feasibility of making
capital investments in the present to obtain income in the
future.

VII. STUDENT ACTIVITIES:

By applying this principle in solving realistic problems, the

student will develop a more complete understanding of the weinciple.

Activityja. The following are possi'le problems the teacher

may want the students to solve. These may also be used for evalua.

tiny or testing the student.

Problem 1. How much should a farmer give for an orchard that

will return a total net in 30 years of $15,000 if he has an al.

ternative of raising field craps at 7% net return?

Problem 2. Which barn to build? (a) $5000 to last 60 years,

(b) $4000 to last 30 years, bated an 4% and 10% interest rates.

(Show figures.)

Problem 3. Should a permanent fence lasting 40 years and cost-

ing $2000 be built or a temporary fence lasting 20 years costing

$1000? (Show figures.)

Problem 4. To have $200 now a $1 = $ needed now.

To have $200 in 10 years @ .614 = $ needed nor.

To have $200 in 20 years a .377 = $ needed now.

To have $200 in 30 years @ .231 = $ needed now.
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STUDENT WORK SHUT

NOSEY AND THE FUTURE

Money makes money when invested in:

A business

Livestock to feed out

The stock market

A bank savings account.

if you spend money for something that gives no return on your invest-
Rent (such as a car) you create a personal cost.

Compare $2000 spent on a car with $2000 invested in the bank for 5
years.

$2000 with interest at 4% compounded
Cost of Car annually for 5 Years

$2000 1st year $2000
.04

2nd year
.04

3rd year
.04

4th year

5th year

Total amount of interest earned on
the $2000 during the five years =

.04

.04

The cost of the car was actually the $2000 plus the amount of interest
that you would have received if you had invested the $2000 in the bank
(less salvage value of car).
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

Sometimes it is desirable to lay aside a certain amount of money
for a future purpose or expenditure. If you needed $1000 five years
from now, it would not be necessary to invest that amount in the
bank today.

The following table lists the percentages needed to be set aside to-
day to accumulate one dollar over a period of years at given interest
rates.

TABLE 1 1

PRESENT VALUE OF $1 OF COST OR INCOME FOR YEARS
AND DISCOUNT RATE INDICATED

Interest or Discount Rate
Years 4.0 4.5 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0

1 .962 .957 .952 .943 .935 .926 .917 .909

2 .925 .916 .907 .890 .873 .857 .842 .826

3 .889 .876 .864 .340 .816 .794 .772 .751

4 .855 .839 .823 .792 .763 .735 .708 .683

5 .822 .802 .784 .747 .713 .681 .650 .621

6 .790 .768 .746 .705 .666 .630 .596 .564

7 .760 .735 .711 .665 .623 .583 .547 .513

8 .731 .703 .677 .627 .582 .540 .502 .467

9 .703 .673 .645 .592 .544 .500 .460 .424

10 .676 .644 .614 .558 .508 .463 .422 .386

1Barl O. Heady, and Harold R. Jensen, Farm Management
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jereept Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1954)

For a fund of $1000 to be accumulated, how much would you
set aside:

for 5 years at 4% for 7 years at 6%

for 3 years at 5% for 4 years at 7%

for 10 years at 5% for 10 years at 10%

Economics
p. 628.

need to
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

INVESTMENT IN A RAM VS. A BANK

The Farm: (Compute)

150 acres of land including buildings at $400 per acre . $
Livestock:

SO cows at $350 each ...
20 some at $75 each
40 sheep at $20 each

Total value of livestock ...

Equipment:
1 tractor at $5000
1 tractor at $3000
1 combine at $3000
1 corn picker at $1800
2 plows a; $300 each ....
1 disc at $1200
1 corn planter at $500 ... --------
1 grain drill at $700 ..
2 wagons at $300 each .

1 baler at $2400 . .....

Total value of equipment

If this farm showed a net profit of $6000, what would be
the % return on the investment in the farm?

The Bank: (Compute)

At 4% interest from the bank, what would be the net return
on $6000 ? .....

Solution:

The best investment is in
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON TIME RELATIONSHIPS

1. Which of the following farmers would be most likely to invest
in a long-range soil conservation plan?

a. A beginning farmer who is short on capital.
b. A tenant with a long-term lease.
c. An owner-operator with money in a savings account.
d. An owner operator who is heavily in debt.

2. Explain your answer to question number 1.

3. A dairyman was milking 50 Holstein cows with a yearly milk pro-
duction record of 8000# per cow. He had $10,000 to invest in
his dairy enterprise and was faced with the following alterna-
tives: (1) invest $10,000 in an ultra-modern feeding system,
or (2) invest $6,000 in a "conventional type" feeding system
and have $4000 to invest in higher producing cows. He decided
to invest the $10,000 in the modern feeding system. He made
the wrong decision. Why?

a. The annual depreciation charge is more than he can
profitably afford.

b. $10,000 is too much to invest in buildings and equip-
ment for 50 cows.

c. The added returns from the investment in high producing
cows would have yielded more profit to the farmer in
the long run than the new feeding system.

d. His neighbors think he made % mistake.

4. State your concept of the economic principle of time relat4on-
ships.
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SAMPLE QUIZ ON TIME RELATIONSHIPS

True or False

1. 1 We can figure present value of a suture cost.

2. P $400 at 6% will return wore than $800 at 34.

3. 1 interest rate is the of interest Charged for the use
of ..apital.

4. T To compare in time means to reduce all future values
to the present value.

Completion

S. Future cost may be discounted to give it a pros. it cost.

6. The income from an investment is called the rate of return or
N, of interest .

The cost or returns from an investment are affected by
interest rate and time .

8. If $2000 is discounted for 10 years at 64 ($.558 on the dollar),
its present value is $1116.

9. All future values can be reduced to a present value by using a
time comparison.

Problem

10. A farmer needs a feed rack. Should he build a wooden one cost-
ing $100 that will last for 10 years or a metal one costing
$200 that will last for 20 years if his investment opportunity
will give an OS return?

Answer: Wooden feed rack.

Solution: .463ex $100 = $46.30
metal - $200 - 20 years
rood - $100 $46.30 - 20 years

metal $200.00 - 20 years
wood -_,6.30 . 20 years

$ 53.70 Advantage of wooden feed rack.

i*rom Table 1
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In preparing this course of study, it has been assumed that the
attainment of occupational competency in any type of work involves
three different, yet closely related, types of learning. They are:

1. Mastery of the practical job Skills and procedures
performed by the worker in the occupation.

2. Comprehension of the technical and related information
basic to an intelligent understanding and practice of
the Occupation.

3. Development of those personal-social.traits which are
essential for the successful'workers.

The first group of the "learning..units"--the job Skills and
'procedures - -has been arranged in the analysis under the heading.of
"Job Training". The second group" of "'earning units"--the Atgachnical
and related inforMation--has been arranged under the beading of -,

"Related Information", The third group-.-the personal-social .traits-" -
has been listed .Under ''Personal Qualifications of the MedicalAssis-
tant"*in the introductory section addressed to the student.

In a cooperative educational program it is necessary for both
cooperating agencies--the school and.the employer - -to understand
clearly juin what each is to, be responsible for the training of
the student-worker. Experience has shown that most of,-the e-practical
fob skills and procedures of an occupation can best be learned through
supervised work on the job. Experiende has shown ilso that the school
can best teach' most of the 'technical and-xelated occupational inform_
matidn needed-by young student - workers .. This division of responai...
bility has been made in the arrangement of this course of study; that
is, it is. expected that the student-worker will master the,..job ski/le
and procedures through practical work on the job under the-immediate
supervision of the employer, and that she will .receive instruction in
related occupational information in the school under the direction.of
the coordinator.

Skills and related information, are matters for direct, instructimi
but personal-social traits are acsiired only through practicing them
during the process of acquiring Skills and information and in one's
daily conduct. Therefore, both the employer and the school,, as well
as the home, must assume responsibility for developing.in the student-
worker those habits, attitudes,' anedbarecter traits which are esseptIEJ
for success in*her Ocdupation'and in life. Both theeiployer and the
school Should be constantly on 'the alert to see that the studentr
places desirable interpretations on her.experiences and that she does
not practice habits and exhibit charaCter traits detrimental to her
success.
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Since the coordinator's class will be made up of fifteen or mere
students, each differing from the other significantly, studying a
dozen or more occupations which differ markedly in their requirements,
it follows that it will be impossible for him to teach, through the
group method, the occupational information which relates to the
specific job of each student-worker. In order to be effective, this
type of instruction must be individualized. There is, of course, some
related information, such as occupational health and safety, workman's
compensation, wage-hour laws, fair labor standards, unemployment com-
pensation, and the like which is of common interest and concern to all
student-workers and may be taught effectively by the group method.
But if the coordinator is to make a real contribution to the in-service
vocational education of his students, he must devote a major portion
of his classroom instruction to content which deals specifically with
the work of each boy and girl enrolled.

With this requirement in mind, and in order to facilitate indi-
vidual instruction, the series of assignment sheets has been prepared.
They contain certain reqord data as to number and range of units
covered, introductory paragraphs designed to develop interest, explain
the importance of the assignment, and to convey to the student What
he is expected to learn, specifid assignments including readings,
learning activities, and a series of new-type questions designed to
check his attainment.

Obviously, it is desirable to teach the related information in
the school at the time it will be used most advantageously on the job.
This means that the two phases of the student-worker's training should
parallel each other in a progressive manner. The coordinator will
find the assignment sheets well' adapted to this end. Be can select
from day to day the assignment which covers the informational units
related to the work being done on the job. With this arrangement,
the coordinator will become, during a major portion of his classroom
time, a supervising study and helping teacher.

In selecting books for the course, an effort has been made to
restrict the number to an adequate coverage of the material, and to
select those of recent publication so that current practices can be
consistently presented. It is recommended that copies of these books
be secured and kept in the coordinator's classroom for ready use by
the student.

The key sheets available in a separate nuAnual, have been pre-
pared to enable the coordinator to score quickly the objective tests
which are a part of each assignment sheet. These key sheets give
the correct answers to the questions, as well as the reference and
the page on which each answer can be found. The key sheets should be
kept in the coordinator's possession.
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TO THE STUDENT WORM

A relatively new occupation, the medical assistant has taken a
definite place in doctors' offices. Many doctors have realized the
value in using assistants as office receptionists for with assistants,
doctors have increased the total number of patients examined each day.

Medical assistants may perform clerical, secretarial, and certain
laboratory tasks along with their receptionists' duties. Efficient
assistants work as important members of the medical team. Girls with
the abilities and interests for service will find medical assistant
positions interesting and challenging.

Opportunities for Medical Assistants,

There are numerous combinations of jobs in Vaich medical assis-
tants may find employment. Work may be in such positions as a
hospital secretary, medical receptionist, or assistant to a specialist.
The majority of assistants work in private offices employing one or
two girls.

Since regular patients become accustomed to the same Person
greeting them, employers of medical assistants prefer to retain the
same assistant fcr some time. Job opportunities for medical assis-
tants are found in practically every community. With the increase in
numbers of hospitals, clinics, and private practices, there will
likely be even greater opportunities for medical assistants.

Personal Qualifications of_the_Medical Assistant

Girls planning to become medical assistants will find it advan-
tageous to learn to type, take dictation, and handle bookkeeping pro-
blems. Although doctors often teach their assistants to handle some
of the clinical laboratory work, girls will find their work easier if
they have some background in laboratory procedures.

Among the personal-social traits of chief importance to the
medical assistant are the followings

Health - Observe habits that promote vitality and vigor.

Friendliness - The assistant manifests her friendliness by
having a sincere and genuine interest in the welfare of each
pati@ut.

Dependability - The dependable assistant is punctual, regular
in her work habits, and does her work well.

znittatim_mmtlmays= - The ability to see things that need
to be done and to keep busy without constant supervision.

Intelligence - Average or above intelligence is necessary for
successful performance as a medical assistant.



Ann arance - Suitable dress, wise use of cosmetics,

medical assistant.

Cooperation - It is essential that the assistant work harmoni-
ously

r. This trait is of extreme:impGetance in a medical

Poise - The assistant should have satisfactory control of her

with Ler doctor, the patients, ar4 ther employees.

- The medical assistant must use good English and speak

coiffure, and satisfactory grooming are important for the

in a pleasant manner.

office Where diagnosis and treatment depend upon accurate

emotions and carriage

testa* information, and preparation of material and equipment.

6
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ANALYSIS OP MEDICAL ASSISTANT

JOB TRAINING: What the
S ould Mae toI Is

Assign. RELATED INFORMATION! What
e to er Shoul ow

3. Walk and stand
properly

4. Dress for the job
5. Greet patients

6. Address the doctor
7. Keep confidential

information
8. Make req,Aired reports

to health department

Medical Off

I. General duties of medi-
gri :Assistant

2. Opportunities for the
medical assistant

3. That value of good pos-
ture

4. Personal appearance
5 Responsibilities of the

medical assistant
6 Ethics and conduct
7. Principles of medical

ethics
8. Legal responsibilities

9. Medical licenses requir-
ed for doctors

co Management

10. Answer the telephone 4 10. Desirable telephone
techniques

11. Speak correctly
12. Give information over

the telephone
12. Telephone ethics

13, Receive information
over the telephone

14. Handle calls from other
doctors

14. Types of business calls

15. Take calls from patients
16. Record emergency calls
17. Placing local calls for

the doctor
17. Types of telephone ser-

vice
18. Placing long-distance

calls for the doctor;
s4ation-to-station and
person-to-person

19. Keep appointment book 4 19. Procedures for keeping
appointment book

20. Arrange appointments 4 20. Problems in arranging
appointments

21. Cancel and reschedule
appointments

4 21. Procedures for Handling
cancelled appointments

22. Arrange reception room
furniture

5 22. Importance of a well
kept reception room



JOE -TRAINING: What the
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RELATED INFORMATION: What
n ker

23. Locate reception desk
24. Arrange office desk
25. Arrange and.clean the

doctor's desk
26. Axrange and clean exa-

mination rooms
27. Supervise the periodic

cleaning of drapes. car-
pets and walls

28. SchedWe routine office
duties

29. Give personal attention
to each patient

30. Pat patients at ease
31. Converse with patients

33. Write medical abbrevi-
ations

34. Spell medical terms
35. Pronounce medical terms
36. Figure patient s fees

17. Explain fees to patients
38.. Mail statements to

patients
39. Maintain daily record

system
4C Write receipts
41. Pay office bills
42. Check.crOlt rating

43. Collect deliquent
accounts

44. Compose a collection
letter

46. Endorse checks
47. Make' bank Leposits
48. Write cheers and complete

stub
49. Reconcile monthly bank

statement with check book
50. Keep general ledger

L. Maintain patients'
account

25. Housekeeping duties

28. Value of a planned work
schedule

29. Technicquee for greeting
patients

32. Types of medical
specialists

33. Value* of learning medi-
cal abbreviations and
terminology _

36. Procedures used to
determine medical
charges

38. Types of billing systems

39. Types Of daily record
systems

40. Value of receipts

42. Problems* in collecting
_deliquent accounts ---

45. Types of free patients
46. :..anteing procedures

50. Value of financial
records
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should be Able_W_Do

52.
53.

54.

55.

56.

Assign. RELATED INFORMATION: What
No. the Worker Should Know

Check and file invoices
Keep yearly summary sheet

Start petty cash account

Maintain petty cash
account
Figure payroll tax de-
ductions

57. Fill out quarterly tax
reports

59. Obtain information for
patients' medical
records

60. Record personal infor-
mation about patients

61. File patients' records
62. Locate patients'

records
63. Position filing cabi-

nets
64. Maintain a tickler file
65. Maintain record security

67. Fill-out insurance forms
68. Identify patients en-

titled to medical in-
surance

69. Collect fees from in-
surance plans

8

8

8

9

9

9

10

10

10

11

11

53. Procedures in making
yearly summaries

34. Purposes of petty cash
account

56. Social security and
withholding tax proce-
dures.

58. Importance of patients'
histories

59. Personal information
needed for medical
history

60. Standard medical forms

61. Types of files

63. Time saving in filing

64. Purpose of tickler file

66. Types of insurance plans

69. Methods of payments by
medical insurance groups

S

71. Prepare examination
room

72. Prepare patients for
physical examinations

73. Measure and weight
patients

74. Check the pulse
75. Record respiration rate
76. Check temperature
77. Check blood pressure

P 4enALI

12 70. Instruments, equipment,
and information needed
for examinations

12 71. Types of Physical
examination
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Assign. RELATED 'INFORMATION: What
Volker

EquiPment a Supplies

13 78.

79. Clean and store instru-
meets

13 79.

80. Recondition hypodermic
needles

13 81.
82. Clean and care for 13 82.

sterilizer

83. Sterilize instruments 13 83.

84. Sterilize dressings
85. Sterilize rubber goods .

86. Sterilize glass ware
87. Handle sterilized

materials
13 87.

14 88.
89. Maintain supply inven-

tory
14 89.

90. Order supplies 14 90.

91. Check deliveries
92. Store supplies 14 92.

93. Label supplies

Office Correspondeloce

94. Sort the incoming mail 15 94.

95. Prepare outgoing ccrres-
pondence

15 95.

96. Take dictation 15 96.

97. Transcribe from dicta-
tion machine

98. File correspondence 15 98.

16 99.

100. Type original manuscripts 17 100.
101. Locate materials in a

library
17 101.

Types of medical instru-
ments
Procedures for instru-
ment maintenance

Methods of sterilization
Procedures for steri-
liBer care .-

Procedures used in steri-
lizing

Value of proper sterili-
zation
Types of office supplies
Value of supply inventory

Procedures for ordering
supplies

Procedures for security
of .medical supplies

Procedures for handling
incoming mail
Types of outgoing cor-
respondence
Methods of taking dicta-

Procedures for corres-
pondence security
Medical assistants'
opportunities and
duties in a hospital
or clinic
Manuscript forms
Procedures for using
library card catalogue
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JOB TRAININOT That the
e.

102. Mail manuscripts

103. Correct manuscript
proofs

105. Type speeches

Aisign.
O.

17

17.

RELATED INP01114ATION: What
0

102. Publishing company re-
quirements for manu-
scripts

104. Purpose of medical
abstracts



Assignment
Sheet No. 1

INTRODUCTION

13

covering
Unit 1.2

For those interested in a service type of occupation there may
be great satisfaction in a career as a medical assistant. The job
opportunities may be considered good for the person who is willing to
accept the responsibilities and carry out the many duties required.

Duties of a medical assistant include not only those required
of any regular office secretary, but also various medical duties such
as assisting the doctor by sterilizing instruments or making routine
medical tests.

Most medical assistants work in one or two.girl offices. To
adequately carry out the duties of such officei it is often necessary
to work long hours. Some assistants work 50-60 hours per week.

The person deciding on a career as a medical assistant should
consider the work as being one of great service to others. She must
consider the work as service to patients as well as working for the
doctor.

anigillanta
1. Rea' the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this a/nig:trent

by

Efferencal:

A. Bredow, MAndhossistmaigLIWAsalsecretarv, pp. 17.6.
B. Frederick, Offige_AssistantA pp.. Forward, Preface,

1-4, 8-11.

Ouestions:

zate=zatai
Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter ntr.$1 If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The medical assistant may find it necessary to arrive at
the office before the doctor.

T F 2. The medical assistant will eldom find it necessary to
collect fees from patients.

T F 3. The sterilizer should be Started the first thing in the
morning.

T F 4. One of the medical assistant's duties is writing case
historiez.
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T P S. The medical assistant's duties are almost wholly secretarial.

T F 6. The medical assistant's duties are routine in the handling
of patients.

T F 7. Patients dislike having people know about their personal
life.

T F 8. The duties of a medical assistant. are pretty much the
same in all doctor's offices.

T F 9. Opportunities for the medical assistant are limited to a
doctor's office.

T F 10. The dental secretary will have duties,very,similar to those
of the medical assistant in a doctor's office.

T F 11. The Rockefeller Foundation works with medical research.

T F 12. -Only the larger insurance companies are likely to have_
medical departiints. =

T

T

F

F

13.

14.

Job turnover is relatively low among medical assistants:

services==The medical assistant will find the pay for her servicere-=
to be uniform throughout the country.

T F 15. The nature of the medical assistant's work demands -that
she give careful attention to detail.--

Completion

Direction: -Fill in -the- blank(s) in eadh-statement With, the word(s)
required.to complete the sentence'correetly.

le Before seeing the doctor it is usually necessary to get infor-
mation about the of a new patient.

2. After each patient is seen by.-the doctor, the service rendered
Must be checked off in the book.

3. Insurance companies have medical departments to attend to the'
company's personnel and to pass on for accident
or disability indemnity.

4. Surveys reveal that medical assistants are employed in about
per cent of tte doctors' offices In this country.

5. Since the majority of medical assistants are employed as the
doctor's only office aid it is necessary that she be proficient
in both and duties.



aLtatila

Dixestions: List the items called for in each of the following.
select your answers carefully9.

1. Due to the illness, injury, and pain of patients the medical
assistant must be extra cautious to develop and exercise:

(A)

(B)

(c)

2. Opportunities for a medical assistant include such situations as:

(A) (G)

(2)
(2)

(c)
(I)

CD) (a)
(2)

(K)

(r) (L)
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,SWI

Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 2 Units 3%4

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS

A medical assistant will be of greatest asmet 'to the doctor and
patients by observing desirable professional pra-tices. Although
good personal appearance, hygiene, and behavior are-necessary to
secure and retain a good position, unless a ctirl has developed such
personal qualities as willingness to work, accuracy,-and -dependability
she will have difficulty in becoming a successful medical assistant.

Since she has contact with a great variety of people, the
doctor's*existent needs to Wee a pleaSing'persOnality. Through

cheerfulness and tact she can help smooth over many of the little
difficult_ies that came _up. patients -are---visiting-a-clectorlis
office.

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to study about
personal qlxalities desired in a medical assistant.

Amts. girdal._

1.__, Read the references
2. Maitm a list of what you consider are desirable personal

_qualities for__A medical assistant,.
3. Answer the questions below and turn in 'tub assignment

by

References;

A. 3redow, dbook for the Medical Secrete pp. 718
B. Frederick, II4TrAMRtAseistant, pp. 4-8, 28-30

Questions;

True-False

Directions; The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. When n doctor tells other people any confidential'infor.-
matiun about a patient he its violating the Jtateclamw.

T F 2. Doctors expedt their assistants to explain the diagnosis
to a patient.

T

T

F 3. After leaving the office, it is a good idea to forget the
names of all patients.

al assistant will never mention her employ-
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T F 5. Doctors will not ask medical assistants to administer in-
injections or medicine.

T F 6. The quality of tact is one that schools can easily teach.

T F 7. A friendly, pleasant personality is probably the most
desirable personal quality of a medical assistant.

T F 8. A iNmetary with a good memory will seldom find it neces-
sary to make a memorandum.

T F 9. In a doctor's office, only a nurse should wear a white
uniform.

T F 10. Perfume is a necessary part of the medical assistant's
cosmetics.

T F 11. It is poor practice for a medical assistant to chew gum
while on duty.

T F 12. Well groomed hands are important in the doctor's office.

T F 13. An advantage to working in a doctor's office is the lack
of criticism the assistant must take.

T F 14. A medical assistant must never apply first aid to a patient.

T F 15. Most girls working as medical assistants have taken
special courses to acquire their training..

T F 16. High heeled shoes are an accepted part of the assistant's

Directions: Fill in the blanks) in each statement with the word(s)
requires to complete the sentence correctly.

4. Around the office the doctor should be addressed by his name and

2. The medical assistant will be more tolerant and considerate if

1. Information learned about patients in the doctor's office should

3. If office hours commence at 8:30, the secretary should be in the

be kept highly

office ready to start work not later than

she will consider how she would like to be treated if She were
the

office Lniform.

Completion



5 phybkotinslranking of thilificatiOns -t1tey dei're in: a medical
assistant are # and

6. The letters AAMA stand .for the
of =

7. The three most important aspects of an attractive appearance
are gocid:--= :0-good* and good

;r!'; i 111.:. Mr2,11.41i-Choils;

pirections: In the space at the left of each statements write4the
lettersOtEthViteik WICK Will4rOvide-tke correct answer to complete
the statement.

iediCal assistant (A) is responsible
to herself only; (8) assumes an obligation to the medical
ethics code: (C) d9es not assume, an obligation to the
4841titl Othidi Coder ID) is responsible to the doctor
only.

2. While mearinOin-offiCe ififforwit is quite acceptable
for the doctor's assistant to wear ;A) .necklace;

-= 4h floWir in the 'hairs (D) -none of these.

3VAtrOteavertaiion4n'tke'difides:the .CorriilOgy. to refer
to thoi:456ftik.ii-e0 brial;(8)..boc'Smithr(C)*DOCtor Smiths
(D) Doctor.

. ".

4. If a medical assistant should give' thi.'Wrofig injection to
a patient (A) the doctorAs_not legally responsible;
(B) the doctor is ill ,responsible; (C) neither he nor
the, secretary is legally responsible; (D) legally each is

-111"-c'w v4APAMIONWPAW4blir:' _ .

5. A patient comes. in this- office Wh4e the.doctor is out
17776z3 441-04-fok ttPe' of injection she Us- boon given before.

The medical assistant will-01-give the injection:
.(p) prepare the injection so. the doctor. can give it quick

f=-119. 40Ailik-thivoatma toWaii,for the doctdr, (D) make
and vat.' to giVe the 'doctor.

3

irectiOn vAlist_ths items calla for in.aich-of the fuliOwing.
Se ect your answers carefully.

1. The secretarial duties of the assistant demand that.shericnow:

(A) 'C)

(s)
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2. The medical duties of the assistant demand that she must haves

(A)

(B)_

(C) ..0Mmm.

3. A well groomed assistant looks her best from top to toe.
Besides personal cleanliness the assistant should attend to the
following details of personal appearances

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(B),

(P)

.
(G)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 3 Units 7-9

MEDICAL ETHICS AND LEGAL AFFAIRS

The modern day medical profession is guided by the code of
ethics of the American Medical Association. This "Principles of
Medical Ethics" contains a basic philosophy similar to that expressed
by Hippocrates in the fifth century. Physicians take the Hippocratic
oath before receiving their medical degrees.

Although the doctor's assistant is of required to take the oath,
she is expected to be guided by its principles. She should learn
which material is to be kept confidential and which is not. Any
medical information given out should 'le done so only with the consent
of the doctor.

Legally, the doctor is responsible for the action of his paid
employees, however, the doctor's assistant may be guilty of negli-
gence due to her own actions. Malpract..ce in the medical profession
includes negligence.

Upon completing this unit you should have an understanding of
the assistant's responsibilities regarding various legal and ethical
medical practices.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed
2. List principles of medical

a medical assistant.
3. Answer the questions below

by

References:

A.

B.

Questions:

below.
ethics that apply to you as

4nd turn in thin assignment

Bredow, gandbook for the MOdical Secretary, pp. 249-2268
262269.
Frederick, The office Assistant, pp. 14-27.

s e

WER2tioap: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter T. If it
is false, draw a circle around 411e letter "F."

T F 1. The work of a Physician is strictly seeing and treating
patients.

T F 2. Doctors cannot carry liability insurance.
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T F 3. A responsibility of the medical assistant is to guard
against letting the doctor's memberships and subscriptions
expire.

T F 4. Hippocrates was a Greek doctor.

T F 5. A madiaal assistant should study the Hippocratic oath.

T F 6. A visiting doctor takes precedence over all other visitors
and patientS.

T F 7. Men a patient is referred by another doctor for a parti-
cular treatment or examination, this, and any other ob-
served condition, ehou'd be taken care of before sending
the patient back to the referring doctor.

T F 8. It is alright for a doctor t" criticize the work of another
doctor to a patient, but the assistan: must not do so.

T F 9. Doctors are expected to advertise for patients.

T F 10. All states have the same requirements for licensing doctors.

T F II. After obtaining a state license the doctor needs to
annually register the license.

T F 12. Doctors do not need a license to prescribe narcotic drugs.

T F 13. Many counties have medical societies furnish legal
counsel for member doctors.

T F 14. A doctor's old liability insurance policies should be
saved.

T F 15. The law does not uphold the principle of professional
secrecy for the medical profession.

T F 16. It is alright for 'the medical assistant to divulge infor-
mation about patients.

T F 17. The law requires doctors to make a full report of all
professional services.

T F 18. Most states require doctors to report treatment of gunshot
wounds.

F 19. In giving legal testimony regarding a patient the doctor
is not permitted to consult his records during a trial.

T F 20. The doctor is liable for any injury to a patient due to
the mistake of the secretary or medical office assistant.

T F 21. The doctor's assistant can not be called into court to
testify in behalf of the doctor.
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Directions Fill in thl blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
co

T F 24, The Principles of Medical Ethics are laws which govern

required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. In order to practice medicine in a state the doctor must obtain

T F 23. The wording of the AMA Principles of Medical Ethics has

T F 25. The doctor should never tell the patient that his condition

10. The medical assistant should NEVER refer tc surgical consent

5. If a doctor should give the wrong injection to a patient and
cause injury. he may be sued for damages due to

6. The doctor is expected to report all contagious diseases to the
department.

7. Unpaid bills: of over $100.00 should in many cases be turned

8. The American Medical Association was organized in the year

9. According to the Principles of the Medical Ethics the primary

4. Probably the first principle of medical ethics is
regarding all matters pertaining to patients.

...

over to a

objective of the medical profession is "to
..

forms or other such forms as forms.

a license.

2. To prescribe narcotic drugs the doctor must obtain a

not been changed since its adoption in 1803.

To aid in the collection of small debts: some cities main-
tain small claims courts:

the conduct and practice of medicine.

is beyond his (doctor's) ability to correct.

.

to humanity with full respect for the
of man."

2icense.

3. A code of rules and customs for physicians helps to govern their
practice and guide the medical

completion

a mv

.

T F. 22.
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Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The medicalocode of ethics is based on a backgroUnd of
(A) seat?. laws: (B) federal laws; (C) Hippocratic oath;
(D) Vewton's omth.

2. Modern medical ethics guide various people during medical
treatment. The least likely to be governed by medical
ethics is the relationship of (A) doctor to patient;
(B) doctor to doctor: (C) Pssistant to patient:
(D) patient to patient.

3. For the medical assistant the most important rule of
medical ethics is (A) secrecy about patients; (B) prommpt

ness in arrIving at work; (C) loyalty to the doctor;
(D) learn the medical assistant craed.

4. In order to start a new medical practice in a community
a doctor is expected to (A) use sensational newspr7er
advertising; (B) make radio and television appearance
to advertise; (C) refrain from publicity; (D) have
printed circulars sent throughout the community.

5. Before allowing a doctor co practice medicine most states
require (A) the doctor to pass a medical examination;
(B) the doctor to serve a five year apprenticeship:
(C) the doctor to pay large sums for a license; (D) the
doctor to graduate from a medical school in that state.

6. A doctor expecting to prescribe narcotic drugs must obtain
a license from the (A) American Medical Association;
(B) local representative of the United States Treasury
Department/ (C) State Medical Bureau; (D) local
hospital.

7. All malpractice insurance policies should '-e carefully
preserved and safeguarded since (A) they may be turned
in for a refund; (B) a patient may attempt a malpractice
suit ten years later; (C) income tax returns require it;
(D) they may be needed for legal records.

8. To divulge information about a patient the doctor must
first obtain approval from the (A) medical association;
(B) courts; (CI patient; (D) state medical bureau.

9. Certain professional services must be reportel to author-
ities. A case that would not be reported is (A) a birth
of a baby; (B) a death; (C) a gunshot wound; (D) an
epileptic.
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10. The most frequent malpractice suits brought against doctors
are for (A) lack of knowledge; (B) lack Of skill;
(C) injuries received during treatment; (D) lack of
treatment.
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Assignment Covering
s Sheet No. 4 Units 10-21

APPOINTMENTS AND TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES

The smoothness of medical office operation will depend upon the
handling of appointments. The nature of this responsibility for the
medical assistant: will vary with offices. It will even vary within
a single office since patients write, telephone, or walk in to make
appointments.

Much of the doctor's time and energy may be conserved through an
efficient assistant carefully handling appointments. In a busy office
it is a major rrOblam to arrange appointments to the sctisfaction of
all and still have patients available with a minimum waste of the
doctor's time.

In this assignment you will study about techniques in scheduling
and keeping appointments. Special emphasis is placed on correct use
of the telephone.

,Asslanment:

1. Read the references liated below.
2. Make a list of rules to guide you in telephone conversations.

(See reference 14 pp. 39-42.)
3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignmentby

Rejermices:

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Segretarz, pp 19-41
B. Frederick, The Office Assist ?nt, pp. 36-72.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either ewe or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T.° If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Arranging appointments is one of the medical assistant's
major duties.

T F 2. The medical Lasistant does not handle any of the doctor's
out of office appointments.

T F 3. In a telephone conversation the assistant should not
sound as if she is in a hurry or rushed with work.

T F 4. New patients are often reluctant to make appointments.
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T F 5. 'Then the doctor leaves the office during the day Ms
assistant should not ok where he may be reached.

T F 6. A pad and sharpened pencil must always be
telephone.

T F 7. Most doctors' office telephone calls are
to call the doctor to the telephone.

close by the

important enough

T F 8. There is little value in keeping permanent records of
telephone calls.

T F 9. A rule to follow is to never cancel the appointment of a
patient.

T F 10. When a patient calls to cancel an appointment. a new
appointment should be suggested.

T F 11. patients should not be allowed to read the appointment
bodk.

T F 12. Men another doctor drops in for a visit he should be
scheduled for an appointment just as a patient.

T F 13. A doctor's over-all practice has little bearing on
appointments.

T F 14. The assistant should make her personal calls during the
doctor's absence from the office.

T F 15. The charge for messenger calls is the same as for person-
to-person calls. plus the_messenger service charge.

T F 16. All doctors schedule their patients on an appointment
basis.

T F 17. Pencil. rather than ink. is recommended when making
entries in the appointment book.

T F 18. Mien the doctor is called from the office for an emergency
the assistant should so inform the waiting patients.

T r 19. 2atients who arrive without an appointment should be told
they must have a appointment before the doctor can see
them.

T F 20. salesmen, doctors. ministers. and civic leaders who come
to the doctors office for personal visits or on business
should be scheduled by appointments the sane as patients.
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Completion

Direofiana: 7 _11 in the blank (s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence xnrectly.

1. Patients initial contact with a doctor's office is generally made
by

b. The medical secretary to several doctors sharing an office may
answer the phone by saying " office."

3. Men an emergency call comes in, the caller's phone nuwber,
name, and should be obtained.

4. The memorandum of each telephone call should indicate the
nature of the message, the date, and of day.

5. To take care of telephone calls after office hours a doctor
may subscribe to an service or have his office
equipped with an and

6. To schedule appointments, the secretary should write them in an
engagement calender or on an book.

7. The telephone transmitter should :se held directly in front of
the mouth and about inch away.

8. In addition to the ability to speak correctly when using the
telephone the assistant must also develop the art of being a
good

9. Long distance telephone calls are of two types:
and

10. Telephone service which allows the doctor to speak to parties
in as many as six cities at one time is known as
service.

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The doctor's daily scheduled office hours will likely .

(A) remain the same from day to day; (B)be eight hours
per day; (C) vary from day to day; (D) remain unchanged.

2. when a patient telephones to discuss a case with the
doctor, his assistant will (A) quickly obtain the patient's
files for the doctor; (B) ,allow the doctor to get his own
files; (C) stand by to explain to the doctor; (D) listen
in on the phone extension.
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3. When another physician telephones {A} ask him what he wants;
(8) check with the doctor before connecting, (C) ask him
to wait; (E} connect him immediately.

4. When a prospective patent telephones but refuses to talk
to anyone but the doctor and insiptc. that it is a personal

matter. the medical assistant shou'd {A) insist upon
finding out the nature of the call; CB) connect the doctor
regardless, (C) suggest an appolntments (D) refuse to talk
to the caller.

5. If a patient asks for an appointment but doesn't specify
a time. the medical secretary.should {R} specify the time
for the appointments (8) suggest a time for the appoint-
ment: (C) forget about any specific timer {D} ask him to
come in anytime.

6. If a patient shows up ten minutes late for an appointment
the doctor's assistant should (A) put him last on the
day's schedule; (8) explain he will have to have another
appointment; (C) try to embarrass him for being tardy:
CD) ask him to wait until a treatment room is ready.

7. Patients overstaying time with the doctor may be encouraged
to leave by {R} the assistant getting into the conversation
and leading the patient out; (El) the assistant calling the
doctor on the phone; (C) the assistant asking him to leave;
CD) the assistant interrupting.

Lis Ina

pirections: List the items called for in each of the following.'
Select your answers carefully.

1. A good telephone voice is characterized by:

(A) {D}

(B) (E)

{C}

2. The assistant should compile a list of frequently used telephone
numbers. ThiS list should include:

(16) {E}

(E)

(C)
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3. When another physician telephones (A) ask him what he wants;
(B) check with the doctor before connecting; (C) ask him
to wait; (D) connect him immediately.

4. When a prospective patient telephones but refuses to talk
to anyone but the doctor and insist'. that it is a personal
matter, the medical assistant should (A) insist upon
finding out the nature of the call; (B) connect the doctor
regardless; (C) suggest an appclatment;,(D) refuse to talk
to the caller.

5. If a patient asks for an appointment but doesn't specify
a time, the medical sicretary.should (A) specify the time
for the appointment; (B) suggest a time for the appoint-
ment; (C) forget about any specific time; (D) ask him to
come in anytime.

6. If a patient shows up ten minutes late for an appointment
the doctor's assistant should (A) put him last on the
day's schedule; (B) explain he will have to have another
appointment; (C) try to embarrass him for being tare':
(D) ask him to wait until a treatment room is ready.

7. Patients overstaying time with the doctor may be encouraged
to leave by (A) the assistant getting into the conversation
and leading the patient out; (B) the assistant calling the
doctor on the phone; (C) the assistant asking him to leave;
(D) the assistant interrupting.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

-
1. A good telephone voice is characterized by:

(A) (D)

(B)

(C)

2. The assistant should compile a list of frequently used telephone
numbers. This list should include:

(2).

(A) (D)

(B) (B)

(C)



3. When scheduling appointments the assistant should follow the
following general rules:

(A)

(13)

(C)

(D)

29

4. When a telephone call comes in for the doctor to make a home
visit, the assistant should Obtain the following five items of
information:

(A} itD)

(E)

(c)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 5

Covering
Units 22-31

RECEPTION OF PATIENTS AND OFFICE ARRANGEMENTS

The initial office contacts by patients are generally with the
medical assistant. The manner in which they are received will have a
great deal to do in determining the attitude toward the doctor and his
staff. A good receptionist will add the success of a doctor.

The assistant should pay especial attention to the waiting room
and be willing to suggest improvements as they are needed. The wait-
ing room should be kept clean Which may mean an occasional picking -up
during the day. Provision should be made for ash trays. magazines.
and a place nor persons to leave their coats and hats.

In this unit you will study-about office procedure in meeting
people and some of he office housekeeping responsibilities of the
medical assistant.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Prepare a list of the things the assistant should take

care of:
(A) Before the doctor or the first patient arrives.
(8) While the doctor is seeing patients in his office.
(C) Before leaving the office at the close of the day.

(See reference 8. pp. 379-381)
3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by.

fprolgeA:

A. Bredaw. handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp. 42-52.
198-202.

8. Frederick. The office Assistant, pp. 30-35. 336-344.
379-381

Ouestions:

=my-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true. draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false. draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Because of the nature of his work. the doctor has little
need to be concerned about good public relations.

T F 2. rAle medical assistant has little influence on the making
of a good doctor-patient relationship.

T F 3. In the interest of time. most patients like to be hurried
through their appointment with the doctor.
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T F 4. The medical assistant Should not plan to do her routine
office work during office hours.

T F 5. The doctor will generally lay out the assistant's program
of work for her.

T F 6. Remembering patients' names is a desirable practice.

T F 7. During the examination of women, for a gynecologic treat-
ment, the medical assistant must always be present.

T F 8. Patients want to keep up a lively conversation during a
treatment.

T F 9. In order to be helplUl and reassuring the assistant is
expected to give her opinion as to the shortness of heal-
ing time.

T F 10. The patient Who will pay best should receive better medical
care than a poor paying patient.

T F 11. Doctors expect their assistants to spend some of their time
keeping the reception room in order.

T F 12. The medical assistant should keep one of the desk drawers
for her personal thing's.

T F 13. A clean well-kept office and desk creates a professional
atmosphere.

T F 14. Office cleaning women will straighten and clean the
doctor's desk.

T F 15. Old magazined in an office are best discarded.

T F 16. one best office arrangement is to have chairs so* patients
will face each other.

T F 17. Fresh flowers are highly recommended for the reception
room.

T F 18. The medical assistant must be sincere in greeting patients.

T F 19. The assistant should carry on a lively conversation with
all patients during their wait in the reception room.

T F 20. Scatter rugs are not recommended for use in the reception
room.

T F 11. The trend in modern medical offices is to use closed
cabinets for storage rather than open shelves.

T F 22. It is recommended that the sterilizer be cleaned daily if
tap water is used.
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T F 23. Only distilled water should be used in the autoclave.

T F 24. Most doctors encourage smoking in the reception room be-
cause it relaxes the waiting patients.

T F 25. The desk in the reception room is best located when it has
a commanding view of the door and reception room.

T F 26. Inner office rooms must be streighterwd and cleaned after
each patient.

T F 27. Inner office rooms should be kept cooler than the reception
room.

T F 28. Brown bottles are frequently used to store solutions that
deteriorate when exposed to light.

Completion

plrections: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The medical assistant usually acts as the
receive patients coming into the office.

2. In filling out information of a new patient it is a good idea
to get the home address and the address.

3. An alert assistant will meet regular patients by greeting them
by

4. Patients usually appreciate the assistant's interest in their
or

5. Two controversial subjects which should be avoided when con-.
verging with waiting patients are and

6. To help maintain a smoothly functioning office the assistant
should adhere to the following housekeeping rule: have a

for everything, keep everything
and for use.

7. Stained surfaces on counters and table tops are a sign of

8. Vinegar is not recommended as a cleaning Esent in the doctor's
office because of its

9. Blood stains are best removed by soaking the article in
water.
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10. Spilled acids should be neutralized immediately with an
substance such as or

then washed thoroughly.

$ultiole-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

IMI410

11=m0

1. In the selection of toys for a children's corner in the
reception room. primary consideration should be given to
their (A) color and wide appeal to children; (8) simplicity
and educational value for the child; (C) ease of cleaning
and quiet operation; (D) cost and durability.

2. A primary reason for scrubbing sinks daily, or more often
is because (A) they reflect the efficiency of the assistant;
00 they are a source of infection and ordori (C) they
may become clogged if left unattended; (D) it is required
by health regulations.

3. After cleaning storage cabinets it is important that the
supplies be replaced (A) in their original position;
(8) in the order of their frequency of use; (C) in alpha-
betical order; (D) with fresh new supplies.

4. The heavy scum formed by water can be removed from Steri-
lizers by boiling with a properly mixed solution.of
(A) muriatic acid; 00 sulphuric acid; (C) sodium bicar-
bonate; (D) hydrochloric acid.

5. Old blood stains are best removed by soaking in (A) hot
water; (8) peroxide and ammonia; (C) naphtha and benzene:
(D) cold water.
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Assignment
Sheet No. 6

WORKING WITH A SPECIALIST

Covering-1z.
Units 32.-35

The medical profession has become so broad that it has been
divided into several specialty branches. Though the general prac-
titioner is still the most predominate type of doctor, especially
in the smaller towns, a great many doctors become specialists and
are able to excel in their field. The person planning to become
a medical assistant may find that her duties will be determined
largely by the specialty of the doctor for whom she works.

Since the disease or ailments of patients will be different
in the various types of specialists' offices, the terminology will
vary also. The assistant should, as soon as possible, try to learn
the common terms used in the type of office in which she is planning
to work. In a relatively short time she will become familiar with
them and by a little concentrated effort be able to keep up with
new terms.

The prospective medical assistant should try to find out as
much as she can about the entire occupation before she decides in
which, type of office she would pregame to work. In this assignment
you will study about medical terminology, abbreviations, and many
of the duties required in various specialists' offices.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference:iisted below.
2. Study the abbreviations, prefixes, and suffixes in reference

A, pp. 294-297.
3. Practice writing the shorthand characters for the general

medicine terms found in the glossary of reference A, pp.
299-315.

4. If your training is being done in the office of a spec-
ialists or you anticipate working for a specialists, you
might also practice the characters listed under that
specialty in the glossary, pp. 315-371.

5. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by

Referencet

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp. 178-197,
294-369

Questions:

True-false

laggmlAgmu The following statements are either true of false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter"F."

T F 1. The assistant should acquaint herself with the special
field in which she is working.
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T F 2. In a small town' most doctors are in general practice.

T F 3. In a general praotitipner's office the assistant is more
likely to repeat the same type of assisting procedures.

T F 4. Of the vaiious specialistsi a surgeon is least likely to
have a trained nurse in his office.

T F 5. Most patients going to a cardicklist's office are refer-
red by another doctor.

T F 6. The dermatologists treats cases of skin allergies, rashes,
and some types of venereal diseases.

T F 7 In most states, cases of venereal diseases must be report-
ed to the state department of health.

T F 8. The medical. assistant in a dermatologist's office will
probably get skin infection from patients.

T F 9. The test meal for diagnosis purposes in the office of a
gastroenterologist is generally prepared by the assistant.

T F 10. Gynecology deals with the functions and disorders of the
heart.

T F 11. A nurse or medical assistant should always be present for
gynecologic examinations.

T F 12. The assistant to an obstetrician need not concern herself
with the routine instvuctions the doctor gives for prenatal
care.

T F 13. An ophthalmologist is the same type of doctor as an oculist.

T F 14. An optometrist is the same type of doctor as an oculist.

T F 15. By dilating the pupil of the eye the patient is able to
see charts better for the examination.

T F le. Smoking should be prohibited in the waiting room fox eye
patients.

T F 17. The office assistant in a pediatrician's office must not
try to notice or talk to children coming to the office.

T F 18. It is generally necessary to use force in examining little
children.

1 T F 19. Temperature of children under 10 years of age is usually
taken orally.

20. Treptinvmental disease is a function of psychiatry.
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T F 21. PsyChotherapy may be a re educational type of thing.

T F 22. X-ray technicians not only take and develop the x -ray film
but me the dianoisis too.

T F 23. Psychiatry'doea not involve the use of medicine.

T F 24. The assistant worting for a psychiatrist will have little
contact with the patient.

T F 25. Assistants working for doctors Who are doing experimental
work should enjoy writing and study.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
7;517;17E0 complete the sentence correctly.

1. The division of medical practice in which patients are treated
through operative procedures is called .

.

2. Patients with heart trouble are likely to be referred to the
office of a specialist called

3. To determine the patient's susceptibility to a given substance
the dermatologists uses either a. - test or :a

test. .
.

.

4. The doctor working only in disorders of the digestive, system
is`-in a specialist's field Called

5. refers to the condition of pregnancy, prenatal
care, childbirth, and its aftermath.

6. The specialist in ;diseases of the eye is an . .

7. Water containing plaster should not be poured down drains as it
it may clog the

8. is the specialist's lietd of treating children
an thesr diseases.

9. Roentgen rays are also called

10. The'examination of pathological specimens with only the unaided
eye is called examination.

11. Microscopic examination of living tissues removed from the body
for immediate study is called a

12. The directory of diplomats, or medical specialists, lists boards
for different medical specialties.
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Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The branch of medicine which deals with the ductless
glands and their disorders is called (A) urelogy:
(B) dermatology; (C) endocrinology (D) gastroenerology.

2. Two closely related and often combined specialities that
deal with disorders of the nervous system are (A) radio-
logy and psychiatry; (B) neurology and psychiatry;
(C) radiology and neurology; (D) otology and rhinology.

3. The speciality concerned with the treatment of muscular
and skeletal diseases is called (A) ophthalmology;
B) pediatrics; (C) radiology; (D) orthopedics.

Listing,

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
iiiiFE7i6ai answers carefully.

The three specialties of the ear, nose, and throat are called:

(A) (C)

(E)

2. List the theoretical branches of medicine in Which research
may be carried on:

(A) (D)

(E) (E)

(C) (F)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 7

FEES, BILLS, AND ACCOUNTS

Covering
Units 36-45

Doctors expect the medical assistant to take care of the bulk
of billing and collecting from the patients. This requires careful
and thorough financial record keeping to avoid mistakes such as over-
looking accounts, overcharging, or duplicate billing.

Practices may vary concerning the time for sending Statementsv.
but to reduce errors it is almost a universal practice to maintain.a
daily record system, which must be carefully followed. Thus, when
first statements are sent out they may be accurately itemized and
the patient will know just for what he is being charged.

In this unit you will study about the medical assistant's
responsibilities in handling patients' accounts.

Assignor:it:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questa:0ns below and turn in this assignment by

References

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretary., pp. 68-83
B. Frederick, The Offi9e Assistant, pp. I-04-154

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter'"T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "12-.."

T F 1. Doctors do not expect their assistants to know about
medical charges.

T F 2. The financial arrangements with surgeons differ from those
of general practitioners.

T F 3. Under no conditions must the medical assistant try to
explain the doctor's fees.

T F 4. Doctor's fees are often adjusted to the financial ability
of the patient to pay.

T F 5. The assistant should feel free to explain to a questioning
patient that the doctor may reduce the fee.
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6. In some offices the assistant is expected to handle all of
the financial charges, billing, and collections.

7. All accounts should be brought up to date at the end of
every day or the following morning at the latest.

8. Statements of charges are usually sent out near the middle
of each month.

9. In discussing financial problems with patients the assist-
ant should refrain from bringing the doctor's name into
the conversation.

T F 10. Persons considered rich are not to be sent a statement of
charges.

T F 11. Although it varies in states, doctor's fees become outlawed
after a period of time.

T F 12. Doctors, themselves, determine which patients are to be
treated free of charge.

T F 13. The American Medical Association (AMA) is in favor of
reducing fees for persons over 65 years of age mho possess
modest means of support.

T F 14. Most medical assistants receive free medical treatment
from their employer.

T F 15. All doctors charge a fee for medical advice given over
the telephone.

T F 16. The assistant should make no attempt to determine a new
patient's ability to pay for the doctor's services.

T F 17. A third party's verbal agreement to be responsible for
the payment of an individual's doctor bill is not binding.

T P 18. An individual's ability to pay his doctor bills can be
predicted by the way he dresses or the car he drives.

T F 19. Information received from a credit bureau can always be
relied upon to be current and accurate.

T P 20. A time-payment plan for paying medical bills is encouraged
by the medical profession.

T P 21. If a second billing statement must be sent to the patient
it need contain only the amount owed.

T F 22. The assistant should tactfully encourage the patient to
pay for the visit before leaving the office.
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T F 23. The devising of collection letters is usually the respons-
ibility of the assistant.

T F 24. The content and form of collection letters should be the
same for all patients with o:erdue accounts.

T F 25. Mimeographed form letters are the most effective type of
collection letters.

T F 26. The assistant will always sign her signature to collection
letters.

T F 27. The assistant must never call a patient about his account
while there are patients in the reception room Who might
hear the conversation.

T F 28. The most effective time to telephone the patient con-
cerning his account is while he is at his job.

T F 29. There is little an assistant can do to trace a patient
whose statement is returned marked "Moved - No forward-
ing address."

T F 30. Claims against the estate of a deceased patierit must be
filed within a specified length of time or they are
canceled.

.)»

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. Most of the doctor's office unpaid accounts are.(A) under
$10; (B) over $10; (C) over $100; (D) over $1000.

2. When a patient telephones for a first appointment and
asks about the fee, the medical assistant should (A) state
an approximate fee: (B) explain that it depends upon the
patient's income; (C) make no committment; (D) give a
figure, but explain the doctor may reduce it.

Although doctor has several types of free patients,
the medical assistant should send a bill to a patient
if he is (A) a medical doctor; (B) a close personal
friend of the doctor; (C) a doctor of philosophy;
(D) a registered nurse.

4. Discussion with the patient of the fees for the doctor's
service should' be done (A) sttictly between the doctor
and the patient; (B) only when the patient inquires;
(C) before treatment is begun; (D) after the treatment
is completed.
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5. The assistant should request information from the credit
bureau whenever ; (A) a new patient comes to the doctor;
(8) there is doubt concerning the patient's ability to.
pay; (C) a. patient requests to make time-payments;
(D) a patient is referred by another doctor.

6. The major advantage of cycle billing is a (A) better
utilization of the assistant's time; (8) more regular
payment of bills by patients; (C) steady, monthly income
for the doctor; (D) reduction of over-due bills.

7. The telephone method of contacting patients concerning
their account should he used only kik) wt en all other
methods have failed; %.0 when the assistant is acquainted
with the patient; (C) after receiving consent from your
employer; (D) when the assistant does not have time to
write a '.e :ter.

8. As soon as possible after the death of a patient who
still owes a bill, the assistant should .(A) inform the
doctor that the bill is canceled; (8) inform the family
of the deceased that the bill is canceled; (C) turn the
bill over to a collection agency; (P) obtain the name and
address of the party responsbile for the bill.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the-sentence correctly:

1. Like medical records, the patient's credit rating should be
:onsidered as information.

2. A service which for a small fee will supply the doctor with
information concerning an individual's record of payment on
his obligations is known as a

3. Assisting patients by making arrangement for bank financing
of their'bills was pioneered by the . profession.

4. A billing method which involves sending statements to a portion
of the patients at various times during the month is known as

billing.

5. The process of keeping a close monthly record of the status of
all accounts receivable, showing to what state the collections
have been pursued is known as of account.

6. For aging accounts it is necessar: that tte assistant devise
and follow a system.

7. The method of pursuing collections preferred by most doctors
is the approach.
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8. A type of letter which requires the retuin of a receipt that it
was delivered to the addressee is known as
letter.

9. Bankruptcy procedures are prescribed by laws.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Patients' accounts may be handled in several ways.

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

2. In recording a patient's account in a ledger, enter:

(A) (C)

(B)

3. When preparing the patient's statement of charges for the
doctor's services the assistant should give careful consideration
to the following:

(A) (C)

(B)

4. List three important elements of a collection letter.

(h)

(B)

(C)



Assignment
Sheet No. 8

FINANCIAL RECORDS

43

Covering
Units 46-57

The keeping of financial records involves considerable book-
keeping on the part of the medical assistant. Record" should be so
neatly atd accurately kept that the financial situation of the doctor
can be determined at any time. .Poor bookkeeping is evidence of poor
businesr practices-and is likely to lead to misunderstandings, loss
of payments, and often creates unfavorable relations with patients.

Record keeping need not be complicated; the simplest forms are
often the best, Medical office records include daily income and
expenses, individual patients accounts, and a general ledger to which
daily records are transferred.

In ihis'unit you will study about the need for careful medical
accounts and some of the types of bookkeeping systems used in doctor's
offices.

1. Read the references listed below.
2. "Write out the answers t exercises 1 and 2, page 106 of

reference A.
3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

references:

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretarir, pp. 84-106.
B. Frederick, The Office ,assistant, pp. 155-205.

puestioriss

True-False
,

Directions: The following stateMeAte are either true, or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F. "

T F 1. All financial transactions as income and expenditures must
be recorded by the medical assistant.

T F 2. Bookkeeping in the doctor's office is difficult because
it is complicated.

T F 3. The nature of the doctor's profession is such that book-
keeping need not be as accurate and clear as ;hose of
other businesses.

T F 4. In perfect bookkeeping payments are made by check.
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T F 5. In a general ledger the classifications for income.should
indicate the source of the income.

T F 6. Patients' names should be transferred from the individual
record to the general ledger.

T F 7. Payroll and tax deductions .of each employee must be kept.

T F 8. Money for deposit may be sent through the mail if placed
in a strong envelope.

T F 9. Checks should be endorsed as soon as received.

T F 10. The check stub is kept as a permanent record and should be
filled out before the check is written.

T F 11. The signature on a check may be done with a typewriter.

T F 12. Overdrawing an account is a criminal offense.

T F 13. No authorization by the employee is necessary for the
employer to deduct income tax funds.

T F 14. Social security requires an employer to pay double the tax
of the employee.

T F 15. The medical assistant is expected to prepare the doctor's
personal income tax return.

T F 16. All withdrawals from the petty cash fund must be receipted
and recorded.

Completion

Directions.: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)-
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. In most business offices a bookkeeping
system is' used.

2. An office with large amounts of cash coming in should plan to
make, deposits.

3. A is kept in order to prepare a
statement of income and expenses for any given period.

4. An advantage of using printed bookeeping forms is that very
little is left.to

5. Transferring totals of monthly record sheets to a
summary sheet facilitates making annual summaries.

6. A special checking account is for personal use only; therefore,
a doctor must have a. checking account for his
office business.
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7. The amount for which a Check is drawn is written as a
and in

8. There must be no corrections and no on the check.

9. A check drawn in excess of the money in the bank is called an

10. SfAal security taxes of employees are deducted from the salary
A paid to the government by the

.11. Federal old-age pension is usually referred to as

12. A doctor may be for failure to pay unemployment
insurance in states where employers are required to do so.

13. As a precaution against forgery, some 'doctors Use two different
signatures in their business. One is used on .

and the other is used for purposes.

PlultiPle-Choice

Direction g: In the -space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. petty cash account in a doctor's office is best started
by (A) the doctor taking money from hls pocket; (B) writing
and cashing a small check to cover a month's expenses;
(C) withholding cash from a patient's fee; (D) adding
small amounts of change laying around.

2. The endorsement of a check is placed (A) in the lower
right hand- corner; (B) in the upper right-hand corner;
(C) on the deposit slip; (D) on the back of the check.

3. An outstanding check.is one which (A) is returned with the
monthly bank statements (B) has been draWn but not yet
presented for payment; (C) is for amounts over $500;
(D) has been endorsed and is ready for deposit.

4. The federal law requires every employee to pay a social
security tax on all wages up to an annual salary of
(A) $3,500; (B) $4,000; (C) $4,200; (D) $4,800

5. A small sum of money kept in the office to make change
. and purchase inexpensive items is called (A) stamp money;
(B) offic, money; (C) petty cash; (D) overbalance cash.

6. A.B.A. numbers are used on checks as a means to identify
(A) the bank and the payer; (B) the bank and its location;
(C) a particular Federal Reserve Bank; (D) the time limit
in which it may be cashed.
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7. Men making out a deposit slip the term currency refers
to (A) silver' or coins only; (B) paper money only;
(C) coins and paper money only; (D) certified checks only.

Li Aing.

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. In a doctor's office the single-entry bookkeeping system is used
for such necessary records as:. -

(A)

(13),

(C)

2. Four types of records needed for medical Qice bookkeeping are:

(A) (C)

(13) (D)

3. Routine precautions which the assistaut should take in handling
cash in the office include:

(B)

(C)

(D)

(n)

4. The use of Checks for paying bills has certain advantages.
These include:

(A)

(B)

(C).

(D)
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5. The business world utilizes various Wpes of Checks for
transacting business. These various types include:

(A)
(F)

(B) (G)

(C) (H)

(D) (I)
(E)
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Assignment Covering

Assignment

References:

ponsibility of the assistant.

medical story of the patient's progress is obtained. Thus before

memory about the patient's medical history.

Questions:

TE7Rairrint is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it

either by the doctor or the medical assistant: However, keeping
the records and hav$ng.them available for immediate use is a res-

adding information each time the doctor sees a patient, a continuous

each visit, records are examined by the doctor to help refresh his

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If

T F 1. Systematic techniques for medical records have been used

T F 2. A patient's medical record may be used in courts to pro=-

T F 3. Upon discharge of a patient, the date and his degree of

information about the patient to help him with his diagnosis. By

is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp. 53-67
-

The medical record should provide the doctor with enough

Information fora patient's medical record may be obtained

2. Explain the proper procedure to use in making corrections

B. Frederick, The Office Assistant, pp. 8393

In this unit you will study about writing medical records,
content, and forms used in recording.

1. Read the references listed. below.

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

or changes on medical records. (See Reference B)

for centuries.

tact the doctor from litigation.

improvement are added to the record.

T F 4. Such things as broken bones are not included in a patient's
medical record.

PATIENTS' MEDICAL

True-False

Units 586O

ME

Sheet No. 9
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T F 5. A new assistant should type a draft of the medical history
of a patient and submit it to the doctor for editing.

T F 6. Standard or commercial forms for keeping medical histories
are not available.

T F 7. Following a patient's visit, the doctor's observation is
added to the medical record.

T F 8. Patients' records belong to the patients and are not the
doctor's property.

T F 9. It is most important that treatment dates appear on -the
patient's medical record.

T F 10. All medical specialists require their patients to supply
them with a complete medical history.

T F 11: -The most important medical record which is maintained
in the doctor's office is the patient's medical case,
history.

T F 12. When adding laboratory, or x-ray reports to'the.patient's
record folder the latest report should be placed on top.

F 13. It is notnecessary to record on the patient's medical
record the telephone calls he makes to the doctor asking
for advice:

T F 14. Information sheets and special reports should be filed
in the patient's medical history folder in loose form.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Larger up-to-date hospitals have a record in
charge of an extensive iiidex system for kbeping and hhving;
patients' medical records available.

2. The record of a patient's visit, progress, dii,aharge, etc., is
-

called the patient's or the medical

3. A doctor's opinion about a patient's chances for recovery is
called his

4. The doctor's impression and recommendation about a patient' is
called his

5. All medical history of one patient should be kept in
folder.
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-.
Listii

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Selcet ybUr answers:tartfully.- ' . .

1. A doctor seeing a patient for the first time will try to obtain
necesaary infokrnation to:

(3)

2. Ther.aftufsta recording of medical information is of importance
for the following reasons:

-s: ..., ,i.'+.

3. General information Which is obtained from even new, patient
Who , cornea- to the doctor for trettmen't.includ,ss,

(A)
. .

-;

- .

.11
- 3 4 .

.

4
-

:. I
,

`...;1tim

- r .
11. A

4. The four tymiof information .which must .he obtained from the

patient in order to prep4i,e:his:complatemid.ical biaibiy:include
the following:

(A)'_

.. .!.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 10 units 61-65

FILING RECORDS

Filing of patients' records must be done in an efficient, time-.
saving manner. By placing filing ,cabinets near thee assistant's desk
theiecords are readily accessible to her. There are several methods
of filing, but folders are commonly used for each patient with per-
tinent.records placed in-.the folder. These are usually filed alpha-
betically according to the patient's last name:

Responsibilities connected with filing include locating the
material when it is needed and the exercising of care to prevent loss,
damage, or destruction of records. Cabinets should be kept locked
and e9ery precaOtion taken to safeguard the contents.. Records are of
importance not only to the doctor but to the patients as well.

In this unit you will study types of files and methods of fil-
ing as they pertain to doctor's offices.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by

References:

Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretarvo-pp; 139-150
B. Frederick* The Office Assistant, pp. 94-103

9uestions:

True-False
'

Directions: The following : statementf are either true or-false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle i.gund the letter "T." If it is
false* draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The numertc method of filing is commonly used in doctor's
offices.

T F .2.. The rotary card file has an advantage of being space'sav-
ing.

T F 3. Cards in a rotary file are not easily removAd for typing.

T F 4. The telephone directory filing system is not applicable
in the doctor's office.

T F 5. In filing, a patient by the name of-Browne would appear
before me named Brown.
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T F 6. Case histories and information concerning patients are
kept separate from other records.

T F 7. Prefixes of such names as de Gaul are filed exactly as
they are spelled.

T F 8. Before leaving. the.office the assistant should lock the
.filing cabinet.

T F 9. Filing of names is done in' front of the respective alpha
betical guide.

T F 10. More subdivisions are required f6r large files.

T F .11. When a patient dies, his record* are transferred to an
inactive file.

T F 12. Inactive records of patients need not be kept over ten
years.

T F 13. A tickler file is useful to remind the assistant of neces-
sary follow-up of certain patients.

T F 14. An individual folder is made for one person whenever sev-
eral papers, concerning the person, are accumulated.

T F 15. The assistant must ignore the file material the doctor
removes from the files.

T F 16. Manuscripts are filed by alphabetical title of the book or
article.

T F 17. Filing by the medical assistant ray include taking care
of scientific books and articles.

T P 18. The active file should contain medical records which have
entries made within the past sic months.:.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Filing in a doctor's. office is most commonly done through the
method, which is supplemented by the subject

system.

2. For filing purposes, write the patient's name
first.

3. Besides having writLmt material available when needed, a good
filing system wilt also keep the contents



4. When remmIng a folder from a file, an
of some sort should be made.01111 M.M

5. Patents actually under care by the doctor are placed in the
file.

6. Recores of a patient uao has moved away are placed in the
file.
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7. To aid in cataloging an office lira _ye the best cards to obtain
are those'used by the

8. Bank statements should be kept in dead storage for a period of
years. .

9. Medical records are the property%of the

Multiple -Choice

Directions: In the space
will

the left of each sta.ement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the. correct answer to complete
the statement.

I. "In-filing alphabetie.:4211Y, the name which woqld came first
ib 0) Woalfe; (B) Wolfe; (C) Wolf; (D) de Wolfe.

2. At" the" end of each year tLe previous years correspondence
is moved to a file called (A) used file; (B) old file;
(C) transfer file; (D) dead ;file.

3. '/n a cross reference of a letter about ,two, people: (A)

--the's4Le material is filed in two places; (B) one ref-
erende tells where the letter is actually filed; (C)
part:. of the leetel are in two places; (D) the letter is
not filed under name of e .ther person.

4. In preparing cards for filing, the name of a married
woman is typed with, her last name first, followed by.
(A) Mrs.; (B) her first name; (C) her first name and her
husband's name; (D) her maiden name.

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Four principle filing systems ate:

(A) (C)
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2. Three different systems fog filing cards are:
a

(A) (8) (C),

: , . .

3. A eloatoi's Office has three types of records to be kept:

(A) (C), :

(8)
.4 ;

4. Patients' recordi are kept in thgee files accoiding to ,,tlykiir

possible-statuil'OrittediOal care:- They are:
t " :; ; . '

, .
"(A)

(B) e

Alphabetic indeiiitci: -Piactice,

Directions r' The lolloWing names -ate not arranged if; any fi34 .=ordait.

Reaivahge the'list alphabetidally. ' '

A. Dibiase, Joseph (1
E. de. Paul; -Jacque ' 12'

C. Jc.husonvt, :Janice 1(3)
D. McDougal, ;$1bert (4)
E., MacOlftlaL Ftieda (5) . % .., . 4..

_

F. Johnson, filliot 11. (0):.0. .:. :: --
G. Janson, Elliot R.

.77.=17---,
H. vi-.John William R. (8)
I. St. Citir;' Vitiiii- (0)
J. Sears, Betty t-:" (10) ,

.. .,.

I
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 11 .; Units 66-69

INSURANCE

Many types of medical and hospitalization plans are available
to the American public. Each of these plans require that the treat-
ing doctor complete a form justifying the patient's claim. The
medical assistant shouold be:familiar with these various forms since
payments often depend upon accuracy and promptness in their comple-
tion. 'Medical claims. may be paid-directly to the doctor or to the
patient. In group plans they are paid to the doctors.

Accident and health insurance may provide some compensation
for an individual's loss of income. It may pay only the doctor's
fee for certain services, or it may pay all hospital and doctor's
charges. Since there are so many combinations, the assistant must
study each claim carefully before completing.

Copies of insurance medical reports filled out in the doctor's
office are kept on file as they may be used in litigation between the
doctor and the insurance company. Records of services to persons
receiving workmen's compensation are kept separate from other
patient's histories.

In this ussignment you will read about various types of insur-
ance claims that are common in the doctor's office and of several
types of formb that are used.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bredow, Handbook for tIle Medical Secretary, pp. 107-123
B. Frederick, The OffrEe-Assistant, pp. 206-222

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a.circle around the-letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle mind the letter "F."

T F 1. More insurance is sold in the United States than in any
other country.

T F 2. Only two or three types of insurance cases are handled in
a doctor's office.

1
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T F 3. A medical assistant often finds it necessary to.teake
arrangements for a patient to enter a hospital.

T F 4. The doctor's assistant will seldom have much to do with
receiving money from insurance carried by private clubs.

T F 5. The medical profession has generally been in favor of a
plan to make medical care available for everybody as a
part of federal or state government.

T F 6. Prepaid medical programs are-now available for persons of
low income.

T F 7. Prepaid medical-care insurance is the same as a commercial.
health insurance plan..

T F 8. With prepaid medical.-care insurance the .doctor is reim-
bursed by the organization according to a predetermined
schedule of payments.

T F With the capitation.service the doctor is paid a definite
amount for each person placed under his care, and in
return, he provides specified medical service to that
person.

T F 10. Most group medical insurance requires each member to pass-
e physical examination.

T F 11. Patients who are not covered by the Service Benefits of a:
Blue Shield plan should be informed of the doctor's fees
before the service is rendered.

T F 12. Most medical insurance plans require a waiting period
before surgical service will be paid.

T F 13. The medical assistant should pay little attention to the
type of medical coverage a patient holds. < 6

T F 14. A copy of the patient's' completed claim form should be
kept for the doctor's record.

T F 15. The cost of premium for a capitation health insurance
group is shared by the employer and employee.

T F 16. There are no doctors who work for a monthly or yearly
salary.

T F 17. Companies' health and accident insurance policies make
their payments to the doctor and never to the patient.

T F 18. The purpose of a company requiring a physical examination
before issuing life insurance is to protect the company.



T F 19. _Examinations for most insurance companies require that

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)

T. F

T F 26. The assistant should never admit to the patient that she

require to complete the sentence correctly.

T F 20.. The fee for a,policy's physical examination. is quite often

T F 21. Workmen's compensation does not pay for illness on the

T Thelftrkien's Compensation Law is usually under the juris-
diction

F 23. ReCoids of Workmen's compensation cases are usually kept

T F 24. Benefit for disibilitY is one of the features of work-

.

1. The largest of the hospitalization insurance plans ie_the

2. A subscriber to a hospital insurance plan should present his

4. In a group practice, the diagnostic tests are generally given

3. Blue MOM report forms should be Sent to the head office with-

6. A person injured While working May have his medical expenses

8. Before an insurance toMpany'will issue a life-insUrance policy,

5. Health and accident insurance policies are written by

7. Health insurance is also called

,should be sent.

paid by the

membership card upon

in

the individual is expected to have a

in the case of lengthy treatments,

5.. Mosthealth_insurance plans pay the fu4 expenses resulting

paid by the insurance company.

'from accident or illness.

policy.

part of, the worker.

men4s-compensation:

the forms be filled out by the doctor's own hand.

of local government.

is unable to interpret the coverages in his insurance

separate from other records.

.

days after completion of the medical servitors, or

Companies.

by who are employed by the doctors.

I

Completion,

to the hospital.

insurance.

reports

57
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9. Operation of the Workmen's Compensation Law is under the direct-
ion of'the states

10. The program whereby dependents of military personnel may be
treated by civilian doctors at government expense is known as

11. The A.M.A. defines health insurance as "a method of transfer-
ring the financial burden of sickness from the
to the n

12. The Blue Cross plan is a voluntary program to provide coverage
of expenses.

13. Tht Blue Shield plan is a voluntary program to assist in paying
the charges made for

14. No information concerning patients should be released to insur-
ance companies or other individuals without proper authorization
from the

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Four general forms of health insurance are:

(A) (c)!

(B) (D),

2. Doctors are reimbursed through prepaid medical care by three
different methods:

(A) (C)

(B)

3. Other types of insurance, besides voluntary. health insurance,
which can be obtained to help meet medical costs include:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

4. Filing insurance claims is generally done by one of the follow-
ing methods:

Ch)

(B)

(C),



S. When a patient asks the assistant about the advisability of
purchasing health,insurance, the best advice she can give is:

(A) =1MIMMIL
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(B)

(C),

(D)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 12

Covering
Unite 70-77

ASSISTING THE DOCTOR WITH PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

Physical examinations are quite often necessary when the patient
comes to the doctors' office. Whether examinations are visual or
done with instruments they may require considerable time to complete.
The medical assistant can save much of the doctor's time by adequate
preparation of the patient, instruments, and the examination room. In
many cases she can obtain and record preliminary information.

Although the medical assistant should expect to prepare the
patient for the doctor's ecamination, she should be instructed by
the doctor concerning the procedures to be followed in examinations.
Generally recording and reporting findings will be among her respons-
ibilities. Emphasis needs to be placed on accuracy at all times.

In this unit you will study abaft techniques in preparing for
and assisting the doctor with examinations.

Znsignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by

2eferences.

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp. 15a.177,
202, 307

B. Frederick The Office Assistant, pp. 223-238

Outtstions:

True -False

DireCtiens: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "P."

T F 1. An ophthalmoscope is not used in making physical exam.
inations.

T F 2. The assistant is expected to take the temperature of a
patient coming in with a badly cut foot.

T F 3. The assistant assumes responsibility in taking care of
patients` purses during physical examinations.
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T F 4. For more accuracy in weighing., the patient should wear
an examination gown.

T P 5. Before taking the pulse, place the patient's atm in a
comfortable position.

T F 6. The thumb is used to take a patient's pulse.

T F 7. At no time should the arteries on the temple be used for
counting the pulse beat.

T F 8. In taking temperatures-of patients the oral Method is the
most accurate.

T F -Temperature thermometers are cleaned by holding them under
hot water.

T F 10. Most doctor's offices do not have a fully equipped
clinical laboratory.

T F 11. Legally, x-ray films do-not have to be given to a. patient.

T F 12. - Exposure to x-rays may be very serioUs.

T F 13. Certain therapy is sometimes accomplished through use of
-radioactive isotopes.

T F 14. After washing the hands with soap and water it is approved
practice: to handle sterile insturments with the bare hands.

T F 15. Inoculations or injections should be done very slowly.

T F 16. Electrotherapy bee' a. stimulatAm,effect on =Saes.'

T F 17. Infrared rays are heat rays used in light therapy.

T- F 18. =I#halational therapy ,involvels only the-therapeutic use
of gases, such as oxygen, helium, and carbon dioxide.

T F 19. Medical examination.roomi should be made more cheerful -:
through use of flowers and plants.

T p 20. It is not a good policy for the assistant to wash her
hands in the presence of the patient.

T k 21. A small hammer is frequently used by the doctor when'he
employs the percussion method of examining . patient._

. rk . . v

T F 22. When taking the patients teApprature by the oral method
the thermometer should remain in place for at least three
minutes.



T F 23. The normal body temperature reading, 98.60F, is the same

T F 24. In many offices the assistant is not permitted to take.

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement withthewordis).

14. Irrigations may be given for the purpose of

required to complete the sentence correctly.

22. A value of ultraviolet light rays in treating rickets is its

13. Exercising in warm water is a form of treatment called

15. Lavages involves the irrigation of an

10. Abbreviation for electrocardiogram is

11. Before injection of a needle, wash the skin area with

1. To prepare a patient for a head or chest examination he is best

62

2. To measure a patient'.s h_ eight he should be in his

4. The average pulse rate is between

3. Thespulse is measured over the.

5. A person's normal rate of breathing is.about

artery.

inbal-

6. The arrow or special mark in a temperature tfiermometer indi-
cates

the ..

8. The reading of blood pressure is recorded as 120/80, this

7. To measure. blood pressure. an instrument called a"

placed in a

production of vitamin .. of:

for

pressure.

feet.

ations per minute.

cateit the normal body temperature of

system..
functioning of thyroid glands and health of the bodyis endocrine

is used.

blood pressure readings.

regardless of the method used.to obtain it.

beats per minute.

.

.

Completion

..

. and the -0

. : -

position.

,

,

test is given to determine

_.

..

and

1

...

..;

".

or

1
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16. Mbst operations performed in a doctor's office are referred to
as minor and require only anesthesia.

17. A method of examining a patient by listening to the munds ftom
withing the body or from avrious organs is known as

18."For an abdominal examination the patient will s nerally be
placed in a position.

19. The normal rectal temperature is F.

20. When using the axillary or groin method of taking the patient's
temperature the thermometer should remain in place for
minutes.

Listing,

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Methods in use for measuring temperature:

(A)

(B)

2. Four types of physical therapy used by physicians are:

CA) (C)

(B) (D)

3. Local anesthesia is accomplished in three ways:

(C)

(A)

(B)

(C)

4. In assisting the doctor with examinations, treatments, ancl minor
operations, the medical assistant's role is threefold. She:

th)

(B)

(C)

5. To be most effective in assisting the doctor during examination
of the patient the assistant must be familiar with:

(A)

(B)

(C)
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6. The various types of examinations require that th' patient be
pr')perly positioned and draped. The five more common positions
are known as:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

. In preparation for a complete physical examination the assist-
ant should take and record the following information for the
doctor:

(A) (D)

(8) (E)

(C)

8. The instruments generally needed for a complete physical
examination include:

(A) (D)

(B) (E),

(C),
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 13 ;Units 78-87

STERILIZATION AND CARL OF INSTRUMEI. S

Of the many functions of the medical as %stant probably none
is more important than seeing that instrument:. and equipment needed
for .operations and examinations are clean and sterile. Sterilization
is the destruction of all liviag organisms. Once sterilized, instru-
ments need careful handling and storing to prevent contamination.
They are handled with sterile.forceps_and wrapped in sterile gauze .

or placed in sterile containers.

Care of instruments requires frequent examinations -,for defects
and steps taken to reined" these defects. Training and practice is
needed to knowhrwto correctly take care of instruments. For
maximum efficiency it is necessary to. develop good individual work
habits so that instruments are in constant readiness for use.

.

In this assignment you will read about various .sterilization
techniques and methods of taking care of instruments.

Assignment:
, ..

1. Raad the references listed below.
2. Make a list ox instruments that should be kept in constant

readiness '!or office. emergencies , or. to be taken by the
doctor to an emergency. (See reference A, page 157)
Answer :the questionb below and .turn in- this assignment by

ReargLAlce

A. Bredow, Handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp. 151-158.
202-2:03

B. Frederidk, The Office Assistant, pp. 239-288

Ouestionesp

1

True-False
,t -f. .

:.6..

tizections: The following states ents are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a cirepe around the letter "T." If it
is .fitise. .draw a circle around.the letter "Zs'

T F 1. Little training or supervision is necessary to learn to
correctly pre-ere .apparetUs and. instruments for operations

T F 2. Doctor's expect their assistants to occasionally lielp
with .exaMinations.
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T F 3. Sterilization by moiling may be used on all dull instru-
ments.

T F 4. To avoid breakage, glassware is best sterilized y placing
in lake warm water and heating it gradually.

T F 5. The sterilizer is used to clean instruments.

T F 6. Punctured rubber gloves can not be repaired and be suit-
able for laboratory work.

T F 7. To !kid in putting on rubber gloves a lubricant, aipotzo-
"loran j e 117 ;-Egal) be rubbed. -orr tha hinds .

T F 8. Sterilizers must be operated with distilled water only.

T F 9. Materials such as hard-rOlber goods should not be steri-
lized in chemical solutions.

T F 10. Towels and gauze materials are best sterilized by steam
under pressure.

T F 11. Dry heat is a better sterilizer than wec heat.

T F 12. The terms antiseptic, sterile, and disinfectant mean the
same thing so they may be used interchangeably.

T F 13. phenol is used as a disinfectant.

T F 14. A fine wire is threaded through steel needles to prevent
rusting.

T F 15. There are no germs which can be killed by a freesing.and
thawing process.

T F 16. Dressings are sterilized in an autoclave or a dry heat
oven.

T F 17. Packets of dressings should be tightly packed in OS
autoclave for effective sterilization.

T F 18. Oils, ointments and powders are best sterilized by dry
heat.

T F 19. Plastic materials are sterilized by use of steam or chdm--
icals.

T F 20. Rubber materials must always be sterilized separately
from other materials.

T F 21. Before sterilization, rubber materials should be washed
with a scouring powder or in an ammonia solution.

T F 22. It is not necessary to clean the instruments before they
are sterilized.
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T F 23. In order for instruments to remain sterile they mu at be
handled with sterile forceps and be stored immediately
in sterile containers.

T F 24. Instruments that need not be stored sterile snould be
thoroughly dried, mineral oil applied to hinges,,and then
placed in their proper places.

T F 25. When sterilizing tubes or containers they should be
pladed on their sides rather than upright.

T F 26. Before instruments are placed in the autoclave for steril-
izing the hinges and moving parts should be oiled.

T F 27. It is not necessary to disassemble the syringe for
cleaning.

T F 28. It..is impossible to remove foreign particles or deposits
in the syringe barrel.

T F 29. Barrels and plungers, hand made by glass blowers, are not
interchangeable from one syringe to another.

T F- 30. All syringes are made of glass.

T F 31. *Lea sterilizing syringes by boiling it is beat to use
distilled water.

T F 32. Sterilization by boiling is not strongly recommended for
syringes.

T F 33. A size 20 hypodermic-needle is smaller than a size 15.

T F 34. Unlike syringes, hypodermic needles do not need to be
cleaned immediately after use. -

T F 35. When sterilizing needles iit a test tube or in a constrict-
ion tube the open end should be plugged with a rubber
stopper.

Completion'

Directions: Fill in the blank(s)In earl' statement with the word
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Probably the most used method of sterilizing instruments is by

2. Since talcum Lowder acts as an irritant in a wound it is better
to use or other vegetable matter in rubber
gloves to facilitate putting them on.

3. The preferred method of sterilizing all sharp instruments is
sterilization as dulls the edges

of knives.
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4. An sterilizes through steam under pressure
similar to a pressure cooker.

5. Anything capable of destroying germs is called a

6. The tools with which a doctor works are called

7. Microorganisms may be killed by exposure to a heat of P.

8. PasteuriLation is a sterilization method, whereby the material
is heated to a temperature of about P for
hour and then cooled quickly.

9. Probably-the most common material used for chemical steril-
ization is

10. Packets containing dressings to be sterilized can be held
together by an envelope fold, the use of or the
Vie of autoclave

11. The least preferred method of holding packets of dressings
together is

12. Most rubber materials can be sterilized by boiling, autoclaving,
or chemicals, but must never
be used.

13. A natural barrier to the process of sterilization in a auto-
clave is

14. Instruments used to grasp foreign bodies embedded in the skin
or under a nail are known 49

15. Instruments used to clamp off small blood vessels are known
as a

16. Instruments used to retrieve sterile instrument:. P-1 material
from thu sterilizer or autoclave are known as st liter

17. All-purpose operating scissors may be either straight or curved
and come in sizes ranging from to inches.

18. An instrument used to hold open small incisions islcnimmas a

19. An instrument used in the examination of the nose is known as
a

20. Syringes may be sterilized by
or



Q2.

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers 'carefully.

21. The recommended methods for sterilizing syringes are by

23.

24.

25.

2.

4.

1. Four common methods of sterilizing instruments in a doctor's

3.

.be taken to protect the

When sterilizing needles in the autoclave the best procedure.

When a wire is used to clean the hypodermic needle it should

When sterilizing hypodermic needles every precaution should

never be inserted from the

Burrs, fishhooks or other flaws on hypoderm:% needle points

office are:

To properly care for the do,..or's instruments the assistant

Most of the names given to surgical instruments have come from

should develop the following habits:

the following sorxces:

Two advantages to disposable syringes and needle combinations
are:

are best detected by using a

is to place them in a

(A)

(B)

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(B)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(A)

(B)

or

Listing

(C)

(D)

tube.

of the needle.

end of the needle.
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5. Syringes are prepared for sterilization in the autoclave by
using one of the followingmethods:

Matching

Directions: In the left hand column is a list of items. The right
EMT1E6E7in otintains descriptive phraiei or .synonymusterms. Match
the descriptions to the terms -by placing the letter-of the 'description
in the blank at the left of the appropriate term.

1. Antiseptics. A. Use of gaseous agent to destroy
2. Asepsis Carriers of:infection-8
3. Bacteriostasis B. Soiled-through 'contact with
4. Bactericides non-sterile material
5; *Contaminated Co Agents:ttiat destroy pazaiitic
6. Disinfection worms
7. Fungicides D. Process that prevents multi-

- 8. Fumigation - plying-of bacteria-
9. Germicides B. Freedom from infection

10. _Sterilization P....Use-of-chemicals to..-destroy
11. Vermicides bacteria

-

G. 'CoMplete distriiCtiOn of all
forms 'of-'living organiens

H. Agents that prevent growth of
. bacteria__ .

I. Agents that destroy fungi
J. Agents that_destroy germs
K. Agents that destroy bacteria



Assignment
Sheet No. 14

71

Covering
Units 88-93

ORDERING AND CARE OF SUPPLIES

The efficient medical assistant will maintain a constant
supply of needed materials for the office. This requires constant
checking and orderly procedures to prevent. running out. Although a
local supplier may have the needed merchandise, it is generally more
economical to order by mail from reputable supply companias. The .

best practice seems to be td order at regilar or established times.

Care of the supplies includes checking deliveries, attaching
correct labels, and adequate storage to protect. humans, as well
as the material itself. Drugs are stored in .a cool, dark place since
light causes deterioration. Every item should have. a definite
storage place and precautions taken: to see-that each item is kept in
its place.

In this assignient you Will read about the care and'ordering
of supplies for the doctor's office, and responsibilities the assist-
ant is:generally expected to Assume.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bred Ow, Handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp.- 203-208
B. Frederick, The Office Assistant, pp. 345351

Questions:

True-Falsel
Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Doctors' assistants seldom, assume duties as caring for
office supplies.

T F 2. Materials used for examinations are not considered part of
medical supplies.

T F 3. It will save time to have a definite place for storing
medical supplies.

T F 4. Label all medical bottles.
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T F 5. The doctor will take care of ordering stationery supplies.

T F 6. Laundry is not a problem in a doctor's office.

T F 7. There is a standard list of supplies to include in a
doctor's bag.

T F 8. Check office laundry when it is delivered.

T F 9. Doctors seldom appreciate economy measures taken by their
assistants.

T F 10. Drugs, poisons, narcotics, and acids should be stored
together in the same cabinet.

T F 11. When pouring from.a cositainer without a spout always pour
away fiom the label Side.

T F 12. A good memory is essential in recalling the amounts and
types of supplies to be ordered.

T F 13. It is a good public relations policy;to rotate the supply
order from company to company.

T F 14. An inventory of all permanent equipment and expendable
items should be made at least once a year.

T F 15. Samples of drugs and medications received in the office
should be kept for distribution to patients.

T F 16. A duplicate set of sterilized items which are a part of
the doctor's bag should be kept. on hand at, all times.

T F 17. An accurate record of all narcotics dispensed and on
hand must be kept in the doctor's office.

T F 18: The organization of items in the doctor's bag is by his
personal preference and should not be changed without his
consent.

tomOletion

Directionss- Fill in the blanks) in each statement With the word(s)
requireEo complete the sentence correctly.

1. Fdr safety and security, office medical cabinets should be
kept

2. To prepare solutidns in imediCal office-it is usually necessary
to use the system of measurement.

3. Send orders Rir new office supplies well before the supplies
on hand are
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4. Before sending out laundry, a list should be
made of all pieces.

5. The best time to check the doctor's handbag is immediately
after he from a call.

6. When new labels are made for medication containers the most
important thing to remember is

7. The least durable method of securing labels to containers is
by the use of

8. Invoices and orders for supplies should be kept for at least
years.

9. Individuals who call at the doctor's office as representatives
of pharmaceutical, surgical, or book companies are known as

men.

10. Unused sterilized items in the doctor's bag should be
at least once a week.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The stationery supplies which should be available in every office
include:

(A) (11) (N)

(B) (X) (0)

(C) (3) (P)

(D) (K) (Q)

(B) (L)

(P) (M) (5)

(G)

2. The following methods are used to secure labels to containers:

(A) (D)

(a) (B)

(C)
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3. Before ordering supplies in large quantities to save money
the following factors nust'be considered;.

...

-,1

. -

........-- .
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Assignment
Sheet No. 15

MEDICAL OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

75

Covering
Units 94-98

In a one doctor office the medical assistant will find it neces-
sary to handle incoming mail, type office letters, and may even be
expected to write the responses to some letter s.

It is quite important that correct fIrm be used in typing letters
and that the final be free of errors. Records should be made of out-
going mail. Certainly all office correspondence and activities are.
kept confidential.

Through careful planning on the assistant's part she can save
the doctor's time by such things as having the mail opened with the
more important mail on top. She will see that a supply of envelopes
and letter head stationery is always on hand. A carbon copy is made
of all letters leaving the office. These carbon copies must be filed
so they can be located quickly, when needed.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Type the letters in exercises 2 and 4, page 137 of

reference A.
3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by .

References:

A. Bredow, Handbook for pp. 124-138.
B. Frederick, The Office Assistant, pp. 73-82.

Questions:

True-Palse

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If.
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around she letter "P."

T F 1. Letters concerning the doctor's practice and medical re-
search make up his professional correspondence.

T F 2. Contents of letters concerning patients may not legally
be divulged to unauthorized persons.

T P 3. Very little professional correspondence is conducted be-
tween doctors.

T F 4. In arranging the doctor's correspondence, place plrsonal
and professional mail on top.
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T F 5. "Professional" or "executive" stationery is a little
smaller than standard letter size paper.

T F 6. Only a medical doctor is addressed as doctor.

T F 7. The correct way to write the title c a medical doctor
is Dr. Warren Smith. M. D.

T F 8. It is satisfactory to use the abbreviation Dr. in profes-
sional correspondence.

T F 9. Carbon copies must be made of every letter that leaves
the office.

T F 10. Carbon copies of responses are filed separately from the
letters they respond.

T F 11. For good professional letters. try to keep sentences short.

T F 12. While the doctor ' away on trips his assistant will avoid
writing him about calls made to the office.

T F 13. It is not necessary to keep a duplicate of telegrams which
are sent because if needed they can be obtained from the
Western union office.

T F 14. It requires a great deal of specialized training for the
medical secretary to learn to se a dictating machine.

T F 15. For efficiency. each piece of mail should be opened and
its contents properly handled before the next piece of
mail is opened.

T F 16. All envelopes Should be filed with their contents.

T F 17. Letters of referral should be acknowledged as soon as
possible.

T F 18. It is not necessary for the assistant to inform the doctor
of mail which contains payments from patients.

T F 19. Samples of medication should never be thrown away.

T F 20. The proper handling of incoming mail will present more
problems for the assistant than will the outgoiAg mail.

T F 21. It is best to never rely upon someone else to mail the
outgoing correspondence.

T F 22. When the doctor is on vacation no important letters should
be forwarded to him because of the danger of them being
lost.



completion

Urga....ima: Fill in th blank(s) in each statement with the words
required to complete the, sentence cor.Tectly.

1... The doctor's office harAles two..types, of correspondence,
.huainess in .

., _ 2 ,: , : :

:. .The; legal term .- 2
. - %- . - .- indicates that

all correspondence about patients must be kept confidential. .

3. . Doctors/often :prefer to open first-class mail themselves and
leairi - printed, and, - . , mail to .the.

essiStant , , ,. . - .-r.

-, . , . o
. . , . .;!il-,

4. Letterhead paper is used for the first-page on a
.

19tter, but.a
sheet is used for the second.

. . . .

5. De fore giving a letter .to the dOctor fOr his Signature. the .
secretary should read it carefully for . . t , .,

errors.

6. Good profesJional letter style requires
siwplicity, and cOherenca. -
" ,; 4 L

In addition to having the mom to use a_4ictating machine the
medical secretary must also be thoroughly familiar with medical

8. .41:-Governmenivprin#in9 Office ,publicatian which the. assistant
may secure to giestions iibinit milling problems is known
as the

.;
LibtiriiT ..

. . t : A!' .., ,.- ..:. ... .

. ., 2: rc,

Directions:, List the 4tems :called fat in .eadh of -.the following. f.',,' i

Select lz.ur ane'iers carefully.,_ :4 : . .' .....'' ..

..'

A .. free aids' which every medical assistanit,:-should-chave available a*
when typing corrwTondence ere,: '. ':".. :

(B)

. , (C):

M.M1,11 di
. c:

Mien tho: entire office is to be ,7.10sed for even a few days the
post :office. should be notified that the'-mail can bei

(A)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet N. 16 Unit 99

HOSPITAL MEDICAL SECRETARY

The modern hospital reqhires the services of several employees
whose combined duties are similar to those carried on by the medical
assistant in a single doctor's office. These responsibilities are
handled by persona who have become.specialized in carrying out their
particular duties.

The girl wishing to become a hospital medical secretary will
have several types of occupational positions from which to Select.
She may work in the administrative office, ward, runic, medical
department, records library, or laboratory. Her work would be mostly
soo.:etarial in any of these positions.

In this assignment you will study some of the various positions
as hospital medical secretary and of responsibilities requirei. in
these positions.

Assignments

1. nee the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by

References

A. Dredow, Handbook for the Hedietinit-pp. 127-243.

Questions:

True - False,

gismcliaw The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle-41mund:the-letter
is false, draw a circle around the letter tP.'''.=.

T AP 1:; A modern hospital is an institution consisting of waiting
rooms and rooms for patients. :

T F 2. Most. departments in 'a hospital will_raquire a_. Medical
secretary,

T P 3. Only a few hosritals employ medical secretaries.

T P 4. Practically every professional staff member of a hospital
will have an individual secretary working full-time with
him.

T P 5. The secretary to the hospital director has very little
medical 'notation to take.
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T. F 6. Telephone messages from .the operating rooms are handled
the medical secretary., _;

-

T F The admisiionS office iequiies very .little secretarial
work.

.-

T i'.' Doctors take care .Of all reservations for patients'
adriissioTi to hOspitaIs.

. .

. ; .

.

T F 9. the di&charging kocess for hospital patienti is handled
through,tbe admipslons office. .-

. .,

P -1.a. 'the medical rpcCidelibrary,makos AXX,Arrangements for
Sval.thingses:.:the deta4s.41.411, auXopsy.-

! .

T F 11. Large hospitals are not as specializld as ..;.aller ones.
_.

tecratary is -expected to ,ohtain &ad. record int-or-F

matic4;-PbRat41,W,1040-ellt4- ; :

.":.C%t i - 4 .4" _.:.:. ..7:',3' . : s ',. -f :
T F 13. The same doctor May not work: daily in e-,bospital clinic.

T...', .P.4......The..clipic.,pecretary should- tiy,to: reschedule a patient
.:': 49r-, Oft same d9cePV.

." i e :. ... : : . 7. : 1

T F 15. A hospital' clinic secretary need not pay much attention to
medical ethics.

T F

z

14,,wW4e purpose.of 4,follow-up.Clinic for hospital patie,ats
;is to check on the progress of patients. -

17. The follow -up card-should koe SO* to tbe patient about one
month in advance of his clinic appointment.

T AP--11L-A:ktmics'are-ustaly operated And attended by one doctor.

T F 19. Patients'

[10rWT
T F° 20. PAientiO

!:

case histories-ail kept iii-thiThcisPital record

;
"

.1.
3. ' 7 3 Tr? 4.

records are often used for statistical etudies.

!Auitipje Choice

Directions: 7.. the spare at the left of each statement, write the
letter-of iterrwhich'witr-providifthe correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The hospital administrative department does not incadde
the department 'of" (A) 18Y records; (C) pur-
chasing; (D) house-keeping.

2. A person taking a secretarial job at a hospital will
probably start (A) as a department head secretary;
(B) as a records librarian; (C) as an administrative
secretary; (D) in the stenographers' pool.
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Upon entering a hospital for an operation, a patient will
probably leave his valuables with the (A) ward nurse;
(B) patient's doctor; (C) admissions's office ;. (D) ad-

ministrator's secretary.

4. The girl receiving her Certificate of Registration and
who is entitled to the letter R.R.L. after her name will
probably work in a (A) clinic; (B) records library;
(C) pathology department; LD) social service department.

S. When a patient's folder is removed from files in the
records room, it is customary to (A) put a blank folder
in its place; (B) not mark the spot in the file; (C) place
an "out" card in its placer (D) make only a written record
of the withdrawal.

Most hospitals file their records of types and number of
diseases treated by 'a system Called (A) Dewey. Decimal
System; (B) Standard Medical Filing System of Diseases;
(C) Library of Congress Systems (D) Standard Nomenclatgre
of Diseases znd Operationd.

7. The coding of the diagnosis on the medical hEbtory is 'the°

job of the (A) medical secretary; (B) doctor Making the
diagnosis; (C) records librarian; (D) admitting office.

Listing

Directions: List the itemscalled for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefullu.

1. The three main work areas in a hospital are:

(C)

2. The medical secretary working in a hospital clinic will probably
have specialized duties. These specialized duties may be one of.

.

the following:
,
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Assignment .,Covering:
Sheet No. 17 Units 100-105

PREPARING MEDICAL MANUSCRIPTS

Since 'so many doctorS contribute .to the literature of the Medi-
cal fields the medical assistant should be. prepared to assist in writ-
ing and typing original manuscripts. There are accepted forms and
techniques which must be followed in preparing copy.

The assistant will likely help in organizing manuscripts for
reSeatch, experiments,* and investigations. Before reports are made
or published, it is necessary to survey printed books and articles
concerning similar reports. This requires considerable library re-
search and is often done by the assistant.

In this unit you will study about the preparation of manuscripts
and how the medical assistant can .help the doctor in his. writing.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2: Type the first page of the first chapter of a book, includ"

ing the titles name of authors chapter headings, and first
subheading. Follow the instructions on pages 248 -252,
reference A4 for acceptable manuscript.form.- -

Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

peferences,:
. :

A. Bredaw* Handbook for the Medical Secretary, pp. 244-261.
B. Frederick, The Office Assistant, pp. 352-370.

. r :7
r

92.914A218:

. . . yruef-Palse

pirections: The following statements are either true or false. If
the-statement is trues- draw-mr.circle around :the letter T. If it is
false, draw a circle around then setter

T 4? 14- The; medical assistaht:it likely to assist .the phyiician
.in assetbling.material!fore lecture.

T F 2. Ability of ap assistant to do medical research is of
Tittle value to a doctor.

T F 3. Reeser& often requires work with a library's card
catalog.

T F 4. Very little medical writing is done by doctors in other
countries.
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T F 5. Abstracts should be as brief as possible.

T F 6. Medical abstracts of important papers and books are seldom
published.

T F 7. Before a medical association will accept a paper to be
read at a meeting, the entire paper must be submitted for
approval.

T F 8. Drafts for manuscripts should be double-spaced when typed.

T F 9. The purpose of typing additional manuscript drafts in dif-
ferent colors is to facilitate revision.

T F 10. Manuscript writing should be done in a simple easy to
read style.

T F 11. The original copy of a manuscript is best sent in a mailing
tube.

T F 12. A typist should underline words to be printed in italics.

T F 13. Men quoting from an article, all grammatical errors and
misspelled words should be corrected.

T F 14. Illustrative matter should be pasted in the manuscript on
the appropriate page.

T F 15. Paper clips should nOt be attached to photographs.

T F 16. Red or purple ink is best for drawing charts to go to the
printers.

T F 17. References in a bibliography are most frequently listed
alphabetically.

T F 18. The publishing company assumes the responsibility for
checking the accuracy of a bibliography.

T F 19. Standardized symbols used in making corrections on proofs
are called proofreading marks.

T F 20. Printers make no additional charges to authors who make
changes, corrections, or additions to their original
manuscript.

T F 21. A page proof is another term for galley proof.
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Myltiroletphoice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement& write the

3. Abe summary of a paper i_ s (A) :the same as an. bbstract _

read in abdilt (A) one; (g) two; -(C) three; ODFfive minutes.

"Irge'tirge-tO aid in reading speichee is called (A) magna-

13; it-id heet-to refer to a chart or picture by writing

the statement.

7. The term (sic) is placeo. after word in quotations to show

letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete

10. The time to make the index for a book is (A) after page

2. An abstract should dhow the nature of the writted.paper.

1. A research worker may best locate publications of current

4. As a general rule, a typewritten speech of*words may be

9. The. term "ibid" in the footnotes indicates_JA1 agreeme-t;

(Cr) the detaild-of-tbe procedUred; (D) the conclusions of

correct room for margins; (Drieisoff-fOcinotes from

--(C) copyist fa-hot:in error; -(D) not true.

context. :

medical literature trough (A) medical books:, (B) Quarterly

Medicine; (D) Medical Guide.
CumUlative'In4eibldicus; (C) Anamnesis Macrocyte Index of

some of the more impoitaiit pdinte Ind (A) the abstracter's
opinion; (B) the good and bad features of the writing;

brief description of the entire paper; (D) a detail des-
cription

spacing is necessary when typing manuscripts as it

per page; (B) allows room for corrections; (C) alloWs

the paper.

beIow"-; (C)-"aki indicated'hy.the iibiei CD) "Table

different author.

cription of parts of the paper.

type: (8) vagnatype: (C) pica type; (D) elite_ type:'

is easier to-read and (A) give the requiied number of words

proofs are received; (g) as the book is written; (C) It fore
any material is sent to the publisher; (D) before the nook

that the (A) writer agrees; (B) writer has corrected;

III".

is written.

(B) a iorief description of each part of:the papert.(C) a

(A) "the following table"; (g) "the illustration given

(B) no auch. reference: (C) in the same place; (D) under a

_ . ,

_

; .

_
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Listipa

pirections: .List the items called for' in each 1)f the'.following.
Select:your answers carefully.

1. An abstract will consist of the following parts:

(A).

(B)

(C),

(D)

(E)

2..Referonces made to bodki should contain the folloWing information
about the book:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)..

.(E)

(F)

3. The materials usually found in a doctor's personal library con-
sist of:

(A)

e

(E))f,

(r)



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
. T- for ,

MEDICAL ASSISTANT mteXoyer's.
Copy*

-
JOB TRAINING: What-the Proficiency RELATBD INFORMATION: What
Wo e ou = e Ableto o corker 1A. I_ OW

Medical Office Manacremept

Arrange reception room fur,
niture, schedule routine
office duties, clean and
tidy office

Time in hours

Appointmepts

Maintain desirable tele-
phone-teChniques, arrange
appointments, keep.apppint-f
ment book

Time in hours
. .

*Reception
-

Speak, weIki stalideand '

dress properly; greet,
seat, and dismiss patients

Time in hours

X

Procedures in, planning work,
daily-hougekeeting
desirable-reception room.

Telephone courtesy, cancel.-

appointments

ResPonsibilitke& 1!. 4
Acceptable greeting-presce-i
duress correct use of medi-
cal terms

adical Records

Figure fees, maintain daily
record system, keep gen-
eral ledger, pay bills,
collect accounts, com-
plete reports to health
department, file records
and invoices, make and
check bank deposits, main-
tain petty cash account

Time in 'ours

AS iS i

Prepare patients for
physical examinations,
measure, weigh, take
pulse, respiration, tem-
perature and blood
pressure

Time in hours

and-Accounts

Methods of keeping records,
value of receipts and fin-
ancial records, time saving
in filing, free patients,
collecting delinquent ac-
counts, professional ethics

na With P'hvsical Examine ns

Instruments used in physical
examinations, types of physi-
cal examinations



Me4ical Equipment andsuralieS

Clean, sterilize, and main- Medical instruments, types
tin instruments; order, of sterilization, security
label -and store Supplies

in hours

of Medical suppliesSupplies

Medical

Write medical terms ani
abbreviations, take dic-
tation, type, arrange core -
respondence, mail cor-
respondence

Time in hours

Office dorrespondcleL

Styles used in correspon,
dente, importance of carbons,
privileged communications,

Code for emplayersit use in marking student's progress:

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most .operations
in area

Performed some opera-
tions with reasonable
proficiency

-

Performed most opera
tions satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

MEDICAL ASSISTANT Student's
Copy

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do Shown the Worker Should Know

Medical Office Management

Arrange reception room fur.
niture, schedule routine
office duties, clean and
tidy office

Time in hours

Maintain desirable tele-.
phone techniques, arrange
appointments, keep appoint-
ment book

-6mintmenta

Procedures in planning work,
daily housekeeping duties,
desirable reception room

Telephone courtesy, cancel
ling appointments, grouping
appointments

Time in hours.

Reception Responsibilities

Speak, walk, stand, and Acceptable greeting proce
dress properly; greet, dunes- correct use of medi-
seat, and dismies patients cal terms

Time in hours

Medical Records and Accounts

Figure fees, maintain daily
record system, keep gen-
eral ledger, pay bills,
collect accounts, com-
plete reports to health
department, file records
and invoices, make and
check bank deposits, main-
tain petty cash account

Methods of keeping records,
value of receipts and fin-
ancial records, time saving
in filing, free patients,
collecting delinquent ac-
counts, professional ethics

Time in hours

Assisting With Physical Examinations

Prepare patients for
physical examinations,
measure, weigh, take
pulse, respiration, tem-
perature and blood
pressure

Time in hours

Instruments used in physical
examinations, types of physi-
cal exatlinations
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Clean, sterilize, and main-
tain :Jinstrdments ; order ,
label and supplies

Titie :in *ours

megical Ofriqe Correspo_nde_nct
Write medical terms and _.
abbiavialapns-e- 'takes0
tali; *Pe, arran4e cot-
rersitkindendew mail ror
respondence

Medical instruments, types
of sterilization, security
of medical supplies

Time in hours

. Styles used in correspcn,
dencei importance- of tarbons,
priyilegsd communications.

t iOcidej:gpr, istskUryers. s- mita-An marking-. student'=s prOgretist

Performed some operations
in area
Performed most operations
in area

wr

.4:4

*1 ,;

,

Performed some opera-
tions with reasonable
proficiency .*

.1...erfOrmsd most opera-
tions setisfectorily,

4.4 ft

i. :



TRAINING PLAIT AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

MEDICAL ASSISTANT

Wafter Should Be Able to E._,
JOB TRAINING: What

Arrange reception room fur-
niture, schedule routine
office duties, clean and
tidy office

Proficiency RELATED INF1RMATION: What
hrt.ijigIcjSowtkerShoulKnow

Time in hours

Maintain desirable tele-
phone techniques, arrange
appointments, keep appoint-
ment book

Office Management

Procedures in planning work,
daily housekeeping duties,
desirable reception room

Appointments

Time in hours

Telephone courtesy, can
appointments, .grouping

appointments

Reception ItesPonsibilitUt

Speak, walk, stand, and .

dress properly; greet,
seat, and dismiss patients

Time in hours,

Acceptable greeting proce-
dures, correct use of medi-
cal terms

MedicalRecords and Accounts

Figure fees, maintain daily
record system, keep gen-
eral ledger, pay bills,
collet: accounts, com-
plete reports to health
department, file records
and invoices, make and
check bank deposits, main-
tain petty cash account

Methods of keeping records,
value of receipts and fin-
ancial records, time saving
in filing, free patients,
collecting delinquent ac-
counts, professional ethics

Time in hours

Assistipa With Physical Examinations

Prepare patients for
physical examinations,
measure, weigh, fake
pulse, respiration, tem-
perature and blocd
pressure

Time in hours

Instruments used in physical
examinations, types of physi-
cal examinations

5



tiedj.col Eattipment and Sunplito

Clean, sterilize, and main-
tain instruments; order,
label and store supplies

Time in hours

Medical instruments, types
of sterilization, security
er medical supplies

Medical Office CorresPondence

Write medical terms and
abbreviations, take dic-
tation, type, arrange cor-
respondence, mail cor-
respondence

Time in hours

x
St-les used in correspone.
de ce, importance of carbons,
prAmileged communications

Code for employer's use in marking studentrs progress:

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

Performed some opera-
tions with reasonable
proficiency

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily
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FOREWORD

This course of study, consisting of an analysis of electrical
construction, together with assignment sheets covering the relat-
ed (occupational) information to be taught by the school, has
been prepared for teaching electrical construction on an individ-
ual basis in a cooperative part-time program.

The or:IgLnal analysis and assignment sheets in e4is course of
study were prepared by Dr. James H. Mahoney. formerly Research
Assistant in Industrial Education at the r-iversity of Missouri.
This revision was prepared by Mr. Robert J. Spinti, and Tommy
R. Koonce, Research Assistants in Industrial Education at the
University of Missouri.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. H. H. London,
Professor of Industrial Education at the University of Missouri,
for the direction and -dministration of the Curriculum Materials
Laboratory in which this material was prepared, and to Dr. James
B. Karnes, Assistant Professor of Industrial Education at the
University of Missouri/ who supervised the preparation of the
material and edited the manuscript. Credit is due to Mr. B. W.
Robinson, Assistant Commissioner of Education, Mr. Merton
Wheeler, Director of Industrial Education, and to other staff
members of the State Department for their efforts in the develop-
ment of the Industrial Education Curriculum Series of which this
course of study is a part.

January 1967

SOO

HUBERT WHEELER

Commissioner of Education
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing this course of study, it has been assumed that the
attainment of occup :ional competency in any type of work involves
three different, yet closely related, ty?es of learning.

They are:

1. Mastery of the practical j212 skills and procedures vel.formed
by the worker in the occupation.

2. Comprehension of the technical and related information, basic
to an intelligent understanding and practice of the occupa-
tion.

3. Development of those personal-social traits which an: essent-
ial for the successful worker.

The first group of these "learning units"--the job skills and
procedures --has been arranged in the analysis under the heading of
"Job Training". The second group of "learning units"--the technical
and related information - -has been arranged under the heading of
"Related Information". And the third group--the personal.-social
traits--has been listed under "Personal Qualifications of the Con-
struction Electrician" iii the introductory section addressed to the
student.

In a co-operative e3ucatIonal program it is necessary for both
cooperating agencies--the school and the employer - -to understand
clearly just what each is to be responsible for in the training of
the student - worker. Experience has shown that most of the practical
job skills and procedures of an oc :patm.07., eta best be learned through
supervised work on the job. Experience has shown also that the school
can best teach most of the' technical and related occupational in.-
formation needed by young student workers. This livision of
responsibility has been made in the arrangement of this course of
study; that is, it is expected that the student-worker will master
the job skills and procedures through practical work on the job under
the immediate supervision of the employer, and that he will receive
instruction in related occupational information in the school under
the direction of'the coordinator.

Skills and related information aremmatters for direct instruction
but personal-social traits are acquired only through practicing them
during the process of acquiring skills and information and in one's
daily conduct. Therefor, both the employer and the school, as well
as the home, must assmie responsibility for developing in the student-
worker those habits, attitudes, and character traits which are
essential for success in his occupation and in life. The employer
and the school should be'constantly on the alert to see that the
student-worker places desirable interpretations on his experiences
and that he does not practice habits and exhibit character traits
detrimental to his success.
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Since the coordinator's class will be made up of fifteen or more
students, eac1 differing from the other significantly, studyinga
dozen or more occupations which differ markedly in t1 it requirempt04,
it follows that it will-be impossible for him to teach, through the
group method, the occupational information whicl, relates to the
specific job of each student-worker. In order to be effective, thAn
type of instruction must, be individualized. Thcze is, of course, same
related information, such as occupational healt% and safety, workieti's
compensation, wage hour laws, fair 1:4Lur standerds, unetployment
compensation, and the like, wh.4h is of common interest and concern
to all student-workers and may be effectively taught by the group
method. But if the coordinator is to make a real contribution to
the in-service vocational educatign of his students, he must devote e
major portion of hi0 classroom,instruction to content Which deals
specifically with the work of each student enrolled.

With this requirement in mina, ane in order to facilitate
individual instruction, the series of assignment sheets has been, pre-
pared. They contain certain record data as to number and range of
units covered; introductory paragraphs designed to develop interest,
explain the importance of the assignment, and to convey to the student
what he is expected to learn; specific assignments including readinas,
learning activities, and a series of objective-type questions designed
to check his attainment.

Obviously, it is desirable to. teach the related information in
the school at the time it will be used most advantageously cn the job.
This means that the two phases of the student- worker's training
should parallel each other in a progressive manner. The coordinator
will find the assignment sheets well-adapted to this end. He can
select from day to day the assignment which covers the units with
which the student is working. With this arrangement, the coordinator
will become, during a major portion of his classroom time, a super.
vising study and helping teacher.

In selecting instructional materials for this course, an effort
VMS lade to restrict the number to only those including information
considered to be most' important for tie electrical construction
worker to know. Among other criteria, the recency of publication was
considered. It is recommended that these materials be purchased and
made available for student use.

Key answer sneets have been prepared to enable the coordinatsz
to scare quickly the objective tests which are a part of each assign-
ment sheet. These key sheets give the correct answer to the questions
and should be kept in the coordinator's possession.



TO THE STUDCHT-WOFKER

Electricity was first used in homed more.than fifty years ago.
For many years after it was introduced, it was Used. &Jelly for
lighting. Customarily, the necessary wiring ;fora 25-Vatt hasp_ in
each room was provided. The lamp holder or docket was equipped with
a key switch and vial switches were seldom used.

Since the use of electricity in early 'days was So small, the
first wiring systems did not have to provide many outlets or circuits.
The amount of current required to supply these few smell lamps was
never much more than five amperes. The wriz-*' Size used in these early
installations was chosen to dtaL4 medhanic: abuse and wad usually
much larger than was needed to supply the necessary current.

By 1910, in addition to lighting, electricity was' used in homes
to operate fans, toasters, and irons. During the lastrtwer.trYears,
the average electrical load was increased twenty times'.

Nature glConstruction plectrical,

Construction electricians insiall.elictric wiring and related
devices, such as lighting fixtures, etc. Trey make"connec0.ons to
various types of electrical equipment and its controlling apparatus:'
Many workmen who work with electrical equipment are not included in
this group. Appliance. repairmen, linemen, ;ttleiephone-equipment.
technicians, and stage and motion-picture elitctricianst.for example,
are not classified as construction electricians:

A somewhat 'different class.af construeti4kiibrk-idheivy electri-
cal installations at power plants; steel mills, kind' establish-
ments with unusually large electrical' requirements. 'Mach Work-is
done mainly by journeymen who move to successive jobs in different
localities.

Remodeling work provides a ondiderable part of total employment,
as does also the installation of additional business or factory equip-
ment in existing buildings.

. .

House wiring iirdone-by comparatively tWellcreWs and a friendly,
cooperative attitude among workers is desirable. The' construction
electrician frequently works closely with carpenters and other con-
struction workers asthe job progressed.' MOit.of.the work is indoors
and work is relatively. ree from interruption. by bad weather. However,
the vo3ume of new work Li progress.varies seasonally. Alteration
and modernization work are lessseasonal, and help to smooth out
annual employment.

p000rtunitiek Ziratridts.a Construction MEWL

Construction electricians are principally employed, along with
the other building trades, in the construction of residences, apartment
buildings, stores, office buildings, industrial plants, and remodeling
work. Some, however, work for electric utility systems, city or
Federal Government departments, coal and metal mines, manufacturing
plants, and large buildings, Where they install, change, and maintain
wiring systems and electrical equipment. There are also various types
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of specialists, such as those, who restrict their:work to the con-
struction and installation Of electric signs.

Employment is naturally greatest in densely populated areas
because of the large amount of commercial and industrial wiring.
However, small cities, towns, villages, and rural areas are offering
more new opportunities than previously. In 1954, more than 90 per
cent of all farms had central-station electric service.

In mid 1960 more than 130,000 construction electricians were
employed. During the 1960-1970 decade the number is expected to
rise at a more rapid rate than employment in most other skilled
building trades.

Electrical construction work is the newest of the large recog-
nized trades. It deals with a new group of materials and a new type
of work. The present stage has been reached in about two genera-
tions. De. lopment over these two generations has been rapid and
almost continuous. Standards have changed, and changes are occurring
at the present time. Several of these changes have reduced the time
needed for specifi- operations, helped to raise the general stan-
dards of electric wiring, encouraged modernization of obsolete or
overloaded wiring in old buildings, and have increased the total
volume of the electricians employment.

The uses of electric current continue to increase. One illus-
tration is the continuous increase in the use of electric ranges and
water heaters. Permanently installed electric heating panels for
individual rooms are on the market. While these seem unlikely to
become common, they are significant in illustrating the increase in
the range of current-using products available. Electrically charged
dust collectors are another fairly recent product adapting electric
current to a new purpose. The use of air conditioning equipment in
many areas is growing rapidly and a continued increase is predicted
for the future. The employment outlook is good for any trade in
which real improvement in the products (as distinct from mare novelty
or /14, change) proceeds rapidly. Electric work is one of the
tra,Ab in which this condition is met most fully.

Training and Qualifications

A four-year apprenticeship or, is some cases, several years as
an electrician's helper, is necessary to learn the trade. Learning
the trade informally through employment as a helper was fairly com-
mon at one time, but is much less prevalent now. The union in many
cases does not recognize helpers as a training position. In many
localities an electrician is required to have a journeyman's license,
for which he must pass an examination showing a well-rounded knowl-
edge of the job and of state and local regulations. In most cities
of any size, and in many of the states, a man must have a contractor'
license to engage in electrical contracting.
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Personal_ Qualifications /gg; the Construction Electrician

Desirable personality traits are of extreme importance for suedes!
in life. They are the factors on which one is most largely Judged web
meeting people and when attempting to secure a job; they are also
vitally important in holding a job. In fact, studies reveal that the
chief cause for 90 per cent of the discharges is due to the lack of
desirable personal-social traits, .while only 10 per cent is due 'to
lack of job skills. It must be noted, however, that without job
skills one would find it exceedingly difficult to become employed.
Personal-social traits can be improved only through conscientious
effort, when one knows *hat to improve, how to improve; and why im-
provement Is advisable. Among the personal-social traits of chief
importance to the construction electrician are the following:

Carefulness --Conserves tools, equtpmont, and materials.

C4:sapArAtkaggiiii--Workei harmoniously with others.

aulasy--Respecte other's opinions, interests, and desires.

Deoendability--Performs as agreed.

Bealth--Observes habits that promote vitality and vigor.

Initiative -- Ability to see what needs to be done and does it, without
constant supervision or prodding.

promntness-Seldom tardy or absent from his responsibilities.

pelf-control-;-Maintains a pleasant disposition and keeps temper under
control.
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ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK

JOB TRAINING: What the Assign-. RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do No. The Worker Should Know

Fundamentals of Electricity

1. Measure wire 1 1.

1 2.
3. Determine direction of

electron flow
1 3.

4- Install series and paral-
lel circuits

1 4.

1 5.

1 6.

2 7.

8. Measure electricity 2 8.

,

9. Solve problems by use of
the electrical power
equation

2 9.

10. Prevent accidents 3 10.

11. Administer first aid 3 11.

12. E::tinguish fires 3 12.

3 13.
14. Detect unsafe conditions 3 14.

15. Report accidents

Planning_

16. Recognize and sketch
standard electrical
symbols

4 16.

17. Read electrical and
architectural drawings

4 17.

18. Plan fundamental circuits 4 18.

19. Scale drawings
20. Estimate wire lengths

Conductors of electricity
and their current carry-
ing capacity
Insulation of electricity
Nature and cause of
electron floO
Characteristics of series
and parallel circuits
Meaning and types of
phase as applied to elec
electricity
Characteristics of direct
and alternating current
Units of measurement of
electricity
Types and uses of elect-
rical measuring instru-
ments
Principles and uses of
the electiical power
equation
The work of the National
Safety Council
First aid, its import-
ance and use
Fire extinguishers and
the It use
Nature of electric shock
Safety precautions relat-
ing to electricity

Standard electrical sym-
bols

Types and uses of archi-
tectural drawings
Pature and extent of plan-
ning services rendered
by electricians



28. Estimate circuit load

21. flajor non-electrical
construction terms

22. Services of the Under-
writers LaboratOriee

23. Purposes and provision);
of the National Eleitric
Code

24., The aftre and purpose
of local inspection

25. Local requirements con..
corning permits

26. Characteristics of an
adequateAighting system

27. Types,-of-lighting
fixtures

28. Number and location of
appliance receptacles

29. Trends in the use of
electricity

30. Uses of electricity on
the farm

31. Safety precautions con+
corning farm animals

32. Advantages` and die-
of undergroum

wiring
33. Types of metering equip-

ment

34. Install overhead and
undergrdund service
entrances

35. Install circuit breaker
and fuse box

36. Ground system to water
pipes and ground rod

38. Mount meter socket and
meter _

39. Instbil service Switch
40. Mount service drop to

building
41. Remove insulation from

wire
42. Make a pigtail splice

farina

8

8

8

8

34. Characteristics of a
satisfactory service
entrances

35. Types and uses of fuses
- and circuit breakers

36. Requirements of a
satisfactory ground

37. Names and uses of the
parts of the service
entrance

9 41. Types and uses of
insulation

9 42. Kinds of splices and
their uses
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JOB TRAINING: What The Assign.
Worker S oul Be Able To Do o.

43. Make a Western Union
splice

44. Make a tee tap splice
9

46. solder connections with 9
soldering iron

47. solder connections with
torch

48. solder connections with
melting pot

49. Connect wires with 9
solderl is connectors

50. Insulate connection with 9
tape

51. Attach wires to terminal
52. Remove box knockouts

53. Mount outlet and switch
boxes

54. Secure cable and conduit
to outlet and switch
boxes

55. Xnetall switches

57. Mount and wire junction
boxes

58. Uncoil cable

10

10

10

10

10

11

59. secure cable in place 11

60. Cut cable to length
61. Prepare cable for con-

nections
62. Ground portable. motors
63. Bore holes for cable'
64. Drill holes in masonry

and concrete
65. Cut thin-wall and rigid 12

conduit to length

66. Bend thin-wall and 12
rigid conduit

67. Install conduit ells 12

68. secure conduit in place 12

69. Install couplings, bush- 12
ings, and locknuts

RBLATM INFORMATION: What
rh t e should Know0

45. Kinds and uses of solder
and flux

46. Methods of soldering
and their advantages

49. Kinds and uses of
solder less connectors

50. Types and uses of tape

52. Types of switch boxes
and their uses

53. Types of outlet boxes
and their uses

54. Cable anchoring con-
nectors and their uses

55. Types of switdhes and
their uses

56. Anti-snort bushings and
their uses

58. Types of cable and their
Uses

59. Methods of securing
cable in place.

65. Types of conduit and
how it is specified and
Used

66. Elbow and sweep
specifications

67. Conduit ells and their
uses .

68. Methods of fastening
cenduit.and cable to
Wall

69. Conduit fittings and
their uses
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JOB TRAINING: What The
Worker Sho 1 e A

Assign.
To

70. Cut conduit threads

74. Ream- conduit'
75. Pull-in wires

79. Install timing devices

80. Install wiring to an
electric motor

81. Reverse a split phase
induction motor

82. Reverse a repulsion
start induction run
motor

84. Install and service a
motor controller

86. Install power and
control lines for a
central heating system

87. Install an electric
baseboard heating unit

88. Install electric heat-
ing cable

90. Install an exhaust fan

91. Install an air condi-
tioner

RELATED - INFORMATION: What
e* Should ow

12

12 /

12

12

13

13

13

13

14

14

14

14

14

15

15

15

15

15

15

16

16

70. Conduit thread
specifications

71. Conduit size specificar
tions and wire capacity

72. Grounding problems in-
volved in conduit wiring

73. Advanta4es and dis-
advantages of conduit
wiring

sizesifs. Types and sizes of
appliance wiring.

77. Wattage requirements of
appliances

78. Off-peak use of electri-
city

79. Time switches and their
use

80. Considerations in sup'
piing power to an
electric motor

81. Motor reversing prin-
ciples

83. Over current protection
of motors

84. Principle of operation
of motor controllers

85. Types of electric
motors and advantages
of each

86. Considerations in in-
stalling power for
heating equipment

87. Types and methods of
electric heating
Code requirements for
heating systems

E). Types of.heating con-
trols

53. Considerations with
exhaust fans

91. Wiring requirements for
air conditioners

92. Types of automatic
control equipment

93. Principles of remote
control units
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JOB TRAXN.'NG: What The Assign.
Worker Shmld,130-_-Able To Do No.

96. Install low voltage
switches

97. Install low voltage
wiring

98. Install relays

99. Fish cable

100. Spot outlets

101. Set an outlet box in
a wood lath and plaster.
ed wall

102. Set an outlet box in a
shet rocked wall.

104. Remove and replace wood
trim

105. Remove and replace
floor boards

16

16

16

16

16

17

17

17

17

17

17

RELATED INFORMAT/ONI What
The Worker Should Know

94. Advantages of remote
control units

95. Regulations and uses
for low voltage trans-
formers

96. Types and uses of con-
trols and switches for
low voltage

97. Low voltage wire

98. Arrangement and uses
of relays

99. Methods of fishing
cable

100. Factors determining the
location of outlets

101. Types of outlet and
fixture hangers

103. Types of framaconstruct-
ion

106. Advantages and disadvant-
ages of knob ani tube
wiring

107. Principles of concealed
and open surface wiring ,

108. Write electrical
specifications

110. Take information off
a plan for estimating

111. Estimate material for
a job

112. Estimate time for a
job

113. Prepare a bid

10

18

10

113

10

10.

108. Electrical specification;
and their use

109. Ethical Practices in
bidding

110. Methods of plan take
off

111. Material estimates

112. Time and labor estimat-
ing

113. Electrical contracting
principles and practices



Assignment
Sheet No. 1

NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

Covering
Units 1-6

This
the
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At the pzosent it is not known exactly wht electricity is.
fact, however, ha.: not prevented rapid progress k) its use during
past fifty years. A Zeteling of mystery about electricity has develop

senceed in the minds of many people because we are not aware of its pre
until action takes place.

A knowledge of'the way electricity behaves under various condi-
ktions is essential to the electrician. Certain fundamentals of

handling electricity have been developed. In most instances these
fundamentals are exact and cannot be ignored.

In this assignment you will learn about the flow of electricity
and the types of circuits in use.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Visit a local power plant and learn how electricity is

produced.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,
pp. 9-10, 15-18.

B. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 17-22.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter *r". If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F".

F 1, Electricity flows between two points, through an
electrical conductor because of electrical pressure.

F 2. In order that electric current may flow, the path or
circuit must be completed.

F 3. A conductor of electricity is a material through which
electrical current will flow, with little opposition.

F 4. Copper wire of number 6 gage and larger gage numbers are
usually stranded wire.

F 5. Copper is the best conductor of electricity for ordinary
purposes.
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T F G. Current carrying capacity is increaSed when the wire size
is increased.

T F 7. If the amperage is too great for the size wire being Used,
the main problem is a loss of power.

T F 3. The National Electrical Code permits nothing smaller than
No. 12 wire for ordinary wiring purposes.

T F 9. No. 8 wire will carry 20 amps. at 115 volts for a distance
of 90 feet with the customary 2% drop in voltage.

F 10. Any given size wire is able to carry the same amperage
twice as far on 230 volts as on 115 volts.

T F 11. The current flowing in all parts of a series circuit will
be the same.

T F 12. One lamp removed from a series circuit will break the
circtit.

T F 13. In a series circuit: increased resistance will result in
an increased current flow.

F 14. The removal of one lamp from a parallel circuit will
break the circuit.

T F 15. If more lamps are connected in a parallel circuit the
current flow in the main lines will be increased.

T F 16. Alternating current is used in factories but is seldom
used in homes.

T F 17. Factories, where many motors are in service, are usually
wired with three-phase power.

T F 13. Three wires between the transformer and the house
indicate the house is wired for three-phase power.

T F 19. The three-phase system provides smoother and,better power
than the single phase current.

T F 20. No. 14 wire is larger in diameter than No 8.

T F 21. When current flows through wire, a certain amount of
heat is generated.

T F 22. If the current remains the same and the wire size is
increased, the heat is also increased.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. When current flows through wire, a certain amount of
is created.
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2. If the current or amperage is doubled, without changing the wire
size, the heat is increased times.

3. The voltage difference betwecn the transformer aad the appliance
is known as

4. Current from a storage battery is a good example of
electricity..

5. The change from positive to negative and back again in alternaang
current is known as a

6. The cycic change takes place times every .second in the
power commonly used in the United States.

7. Number 14 wire is about the size of an ordinary

Listing

Dixections: List the items called for
Select your answers carefully.

1. Two types of electric circuits the
with are:

(A) (11)

2. Two types of electric currents are:

(A) (B)

in each of the following.

electrician should be familiar
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Assignment Covering
Sheet )1o. 2 Units 7-9

MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICITY

Electricity cannot be poured into a measure or weighed on scales.
Nevertheless, it must be measured. A system of measurement has been
developed that has permitted industry to put electricity to many new
uses.

The electrician Must bd familiar with the nature of electricity
and understand certain fundaMettals abp-f its measurement. Many
practical problems in house wiring can ba solved, only, by those who
understand measurement of electricity.

In this assignment yo,: Pill have an opportunity to learn about
units of measurement and measuring devices and how they relate to
house wiring.

wssicgimorlt:

1. Read the references li.7ted below.
2. nith the help of the science teacher, examine electrical

measuring instruments. Report your findings to your coordiam..
ator. . .

3, Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard
10-15, 18-21.

B. Richter, H. P.,

Questkais

C., Intorior Mectric nirina -Residential, pp.

Wiring SimPlified, pp. 14-17.

True False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the stateme. t is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. In most localities the current in homes is 115 and 230
volts.

T F 2. Power transmitted over high-voltage lines varies from 2300
to 230,000 volts or more.

T F 3. Part of the voltage loss or drop is due to the loss in
overcoming resistance.

T F 4. The terms "one ampere" and "one coulomb per second" have
the same meaning.
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Electric .plower is determined by both voltsAind,viripe*ek.,

. T Jr 6. Electric power is measured in watts.

T F 7. Ond'Idilbwait is equal to. one thousand watts.

T F 0. Power is measured and paid for by...the teolt.

T F 9. One kilowatt hour will operate a 50-watt bulb for 20 hours.
r!

T F 10. Many wodern kilowatt meters are read in the same way as
thedi'als in the speedometer of an automobile.

.

F 11. The o.d type meter has four dials with two pointers
turning clockwise and two pointers turning counterclockwise

The volt, Which is electromotive force, is represented in
formulas by the symbOl '!E".

. -
.

T F 13. Ohm's Law may he stated as current in amperes,is_equal to
resiatande in ohms divided by pressure in volts.

T F 14. There are only three forms of the Ohm's Law formula.

T F 15. The rate of producing or using electric energy is called
;veltage4 ,

...,

T F 'le:- Power in watts equals the amperes flowing in.a_circuit
times volts of the circuit.

.
. - .

.

T P 17. ?Cower loss is registered on the. electric meter as part
of -the power" consumed and is paid for by the cvstomer.

;'

T : 3.6. The .veltage drop. per phase in three-phase .curtent
1.73 Oise the voltage drop in a single wire.

.

pirect4mg: Fill in the blank {s} in each statement .with the word {s3
required to complete the sentence correctly.

.

1. Three' important factors of theelectric circuit are
and

2. Electricity is always ,under pressure ar&that.Oressure is'measured
in .

3. Current; Or the ofilaw-OfileciriCity, is measured in

4. All materialsoffer resistance to the flow of electricity and that
resistance is measured in

S. The statement "current in an-electric circuit is:equal to the
piescure divided bythe resistance" is.known as,
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. -

6 To determine how long an appliance wtll operate on one kilowatt
hour, divide by.wattage of the appliance.

7. The flow of one ampere is the movement of j4"1"114144
billion electrons per second.

8. The symbol "E" represents pressure or in
electricity.

9. Electrical current, or ampere, is represented by the symbol

10. The ohm, which is , is represented by the symbol
*RH

11. A device for measuring the rate of electrical current in a wire
is the

12. Electrical pressure in a circuit can be measured by use of a

Problems

Directions: Solve the following problems.

1. A voltage of 12 volts is used to 1,,rce a current through a
resistance of 3 ohms. What is the current? Answer:

2. What voltage is required to force a current of 4 amperes through
a resistance of 12 ohms? Answer:

3. A voltage of 30 volts is required to force a direct current of
6 amperes through a coil. What is the resistance of the coil?
Answer:

4. The voltage across a device is 42 volts and its resistance is
6 ohms. What current will flow through it? Answer:

5. A current of 10 amperes is forced through a conductor by a pres
sure or voltage of 60 volts. What is the resistance of the
conductor? Answer:

6. A current of 60 amperes flows through a resistance of 4 ohms.
What is the voltage that is forcing the current through the
resistance? Answer:

7. Approximately how long will a 1 hp. motor operate on one
kilowatt hour? Answer: (assume
normal efficiency)

8. At the first of the month the meter read 2503; at the end of the
month it read 2618. At a 5 cents per kilowatt hour rate, what
is the cost of electricity used that month? Answer:
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 3 Units 10-1!

SAFETY

Each year thousands of Ameri6ans are killed by accidents and
hundreds of thousands are injured. A conservative estimate of loss
in money alone is in excess of four billion dollars annually. This.
of course. does not include the personal suffering experienced by
tre accident victims and their families.

In the early 1900'S 'a safety movement began in the United States
It is not possible to set an exact date of this movement's beginning.
but the organization of the National Safety Council in 1915 might be
considered as-the first organized attempt on a national scale.
Hundreds of other organizations providing safety services in special-
ized fields have joined in the effort to "ombat industrial accidents.
The success of this movement has been encouraging. Large industries
have experienCed the greatest advancement in accident prevention.
Private shops and workmen working indpendently frequently do not have
the advantages of systematic inspection or direct safety supervision.
CoOtruction electricians working independently and in small groups
might be classified in the grodp in which the individual must assume
a greater share of the responsibility for his personal safety.
,

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to learn ,bout
industrial safety and some of the most important safety precautions
tole .observed by construction electricians.

Aa signnten t I

1. Read the reference listed beloW
2. From the National Board of Fire Underwriters. 222 West Adams

Street. Chicago 6, Illinois. (150) secure a personal copy
of the National Electrical Code. NBFU No. 70.

3. Answer the questions below and hand in assignment by

Beleunge:

I. Information Sheet No. 1. this manual.

Duestions:

True -Palse

pirections: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement i3 true. draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false. draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The National Council was organized in 1915.

T F 2. Despite co-operative effort to combat industrial accide
there has been no.improvement in safety conditions in
industry.
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T F 3. '.'he attitude of large industries toward the worker has
caused an increase in accidents.

T F 4. Since accident prevention is a personal responsibility
of the worker, 'workmen working independently have
experienced the greatest advancemat in accident pre-
vention in recent years in the United States.

T F 5. The cost in money from accidents in the United States is
at least four billion dollars yearly.

T F 6 The actuul number of safety precautions with which the
construction electrician is concerned is relatively few.

T F 7. One hundred ten volts is capable of killing.

T F 8. Direct current is more hazardous than alternating current
from the standpoint of electric shock.

T F 9. High frequency current tends to produce more severe
burns than lower frequency current.

T F 10. Probably the vocation of construction electrician should
not be considered unless the individual knows he can
physicPlly withstand severe electric shock.

T F 11. Serious accidents are sometimes caused inditeetly.as a
result of electric shock.

C F 12. A 110-volt test lamp will safely test circuits of 440
volts and higher.

T F i3. The National Electrical Safety Code, has contributed
greatly to accident prevention.

T F 14. Falling is a major cause of accidents.

T F 15. Ladders should be equipped with antislip feet.

T F 16. If ladders are in good repair there is little or no
possibility of an accident due to slipping.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Three groups who have co-operated in the development of the
National Electrical Safety Code are:

(A)

(B)

(C)
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2. The extent of injury received by the workman who received an
electric shock is determined by the following items:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

3. The amount of current that passes through the body of a shock
victim is determined by the relationship of two factors which
are:

(A) (3)

4. The..following safety precautions are considered essential for
construction electricians:

(A)

(B)

10

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(a)

: . .

. -4

.

.1.):1.

:r .
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Information Covering
Sheet No. 1 Units 10-1A

HAZARDS OF ELECTRICITY

It:::"):factr::rtYif dot tNV(:plgrly,is exellrh::.igcfttg1
progress that has been made in its control. Through co-operation of
manufacturers of electric equipment, governmental. bodies, insurance
companies and others, the National Electrical Safety Code has been
developed. This Code has played an important part in accident-
prevention work.

Frequently, construction electricians working with the compar-
atively low voltage used in house wiring do not have the same respect
for it as they do for the high voltage used in delivering current to
transformers. They fail to realize that the relationship between
the voltage and the resistance of the material serving as ground is
the determining factor, and, therefore, danger is not determined
solely by the voltage. It should be thoroughly understood that the
110-volt current used in lighting circuits is sufficient to kill
under many ordinary situations in which the electricians will be
working. Potentials of 50 volts or less are capable of killing a
person under certain conditions, so extreme caution is necessary.

If the material to which the worker is grounded has low
resistance to the flaw of electricity, the amperage will be high,
resulting in severe electric shock. Electric shock ranges from mild
discomfort to actual stoppage of heart beat artd breathing.

The fo11owing chartX will give some idea of the approximate
injury that 60 cycle 120 volt alternating current can cause.

Current Effect

.0005 or less amperes No sensation

.0005 to .002 amperes Threshold of perception

.002 to .010 amperes Muscular contraction (mild to
strong)

.005 to .025 amperes Painful shock, inability to let go.

.025 or more amperes Violent muscular contraction

. 050 to .200 amperes Ventricular fibrillation (convulsive
movement of the heart-latal)

over .100 amperes Paralysis of breathing (apply
artificial respiration immediately)

1U. S. Department of Labor, Control of Electric Shock Hazards,
Bulletin 216, 1961, p. 6.



workmen employed as construction electricians.

Accident reports indicate minor electric shock has caused serious

has caused workmen to fall from ladders and scaffolds.

wet from perspiration this may drop to less than 1,000 ohms. Using

physical and mntal condition of the victim may also have a bearing.

ual should take chances with electricity.

more severe burns can be expected from direct current accidents.

accidents. In these cases, involUntary contraction of the muscles

This fact should never be interpreted to mean that a strong indivi4-
ual

also factors affecting the nature of shock. High

also the case with direct current. Shock hazards may be less, but

are fewer safety precautions to be considered than in many other
industries. The following rules should be carefully observed by all

Ohes-Law with a 12Q volt source and 1,000 ohms, the current,As

shock is controlled mainly by the amount of current, the path of
the current through the body, and the duration of the shock. The

grodnd. If a perSon's skin is dry his resistance may be about
250,000 ohms Ca great variation can be expected). If* person is

frequency current tends to produce heat instead of shock. This is

the resistance of the body' and the thsulation of the person from the

.120 amperes, more than enough to kill.

As one can see, the extent athe injury received from...electric

While accidents with electricity are frequently serious, there

The frequency of the current and the type of current--direct or

The amount of current flowing' through the body is governed b:5

2. Test circuits with proper testing equipment. (110-volt

4. Main switches should be locked open and a tag. attached

5. Before closing a circuit, check carefully to see that

6. Observe the rules of the National Electrical Safety Code.

7. If minor repair of a live circuit cannot be avoided,

1. Assume a circuit is alive until tested and proved

3. Use safety equipment, such as insulated tools, rubber

workmen are clear of the circuit.

dead.

mats and rubber gloves.

arrange to have a qualified helper present.

8. Make all parts of a job safe even though they are

test lamp placed across a 440-volt line will blow up)

indicating workmen are working on some part of the
circuit before work is started.

temporary.
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Aside from the hazards of electric chock, the construction
electrician is subject to accidents* similar to those encountered by
other workmen in the building trades, such as falling from laddertir
and scaffolds, accidents in manipulation of tools, etc.

Falling is a major cause of industrial accidents. Workmen
should avoid improvised steps and ladders. Dependable ladder and
scaffolding equipment is available and should be used. Ladders
should be of a type designed for the particular purpose. The design
of step ladders is ail important factor in stability. Frequently,
improper placing of ladders:, results in their slipping or the workman
trying to reach too fat find becoming overbalanced.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 4 Units 16-21

BLUEPRINT READING AND BUILDING TERMINOLOGY

During the past fifty years the problem of house wiring has
become increasingly complex. In 1900, house wiring consisted of
little more than running open wires to each room for the purpose of
furnishing light. The light fixture was equipped with a key switch;
wall switches were almost unheard of. Each year new uses for
electricity have been developed and house wiring has had to improve
in order to keep pace with these new developments.

With the wide variety of architectural design and the various
selections of appliances, each wiring job is different. The home
owner, with the help of an architect, records on a set of house
plans the details concerning the way he wants his housevired.
During the years, electricians, architects, and engineers have agreed
upon a uniform system of drawing these plans. It is important that
electricians understand this system.

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to learn to
read electrical drawings and become acquainted with electrial
symbols.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard
pp. 3-7.

C. Mullin, Ray C.,
5-14, 22-27.

Questions:

C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,

Electrical Trades-Residential, pp. 1-3;

Tzue-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter mr". If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F. 1. Architects have developed a group of standard symbols to
represent parts of the electrical system.

T F 2. It is not necessary for the electrician to memorize the
various symbols because they are not standardized.

T F 3. Circuit wires, conduit, and cable runs are indicated in
all drawings for small and large residences.
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_T F 4. The American Standards Association have adopted syMbola
that should be used on drawings Whencver possible.

5. Special purpose outlets may need special circuits. instead,..
of a special outlet.

T F

T F .6. There are bard and fast rules for .the location of outlets.

T F 7. The customary height for wall Switches is.54° from the
finished floor.

T F 8. Special outlets may ,be indicated by use of standard syMbols
with lOwer case subscript-letters.

T F 9. Regular convience outlets are normally located_ 18 ..inches
. , above the finished Root.

T F 10. Symbols for ceiling and duplex outlets are the same and
can be distinguished only by their positicin on the
drawing.

T F 11. Subscript letters in outlet symbols indicate the outlets
are special..

T F 12. Standard designing and planning practices of homes by
architects contain the circuit plan for the electricians.

T F 13. If a dashed line is shown between a switd and an outlet
it indicates the path the conductors should take when
installed.,

T F 14. Architects normally include specifications with plena
for a building to avoid cluttering the drawings with
specific information.

T F, 15. :Electrical, symbols assist the electrician in Visualizing
the completed installation.

con letion

Fil3 in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. For the purpose of estimating wire lengths from a drawing, the
electrician should be familiar with a (an) ;.

2. The process of determining dimensions not known on'a drawing is
called

3. For the ordinary sizedbmuse. a scale in whith inch
equals one foot is commonly used.

4. A switch symbol with a subectipt WP indicates the SwitCh is
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5. Outside wall brackets arc usually located at a height of
inches, while inside are inches.

6. One may show the light controlled by a switch by using a curved
line between the outlet and the switch.

Listing.

Directional. . List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. An electrician will need an architect's scale for the following
four. reasons:

w.11.1.1111Imr

111111111=

010._

Sy0bol Representation

DirectiopsL .In.the space provided at the right of each item, draw
the symbol representing the folloWing parts otelectrical systems,
as_used.in architectural drawing. Draw all symbols in cases where
two or more are acceptable.

1. ceiling outlet 13.

2. Recessed ceiling
outlet

14.

3. fan outlet 15.

4. duplex_ outlet 16.

5. clock outlet 17.

6. weatherproof-
duplex outlet

18.

19.
7. wall bracket

20.
8. motor

21.
9. junction box

22.
10. lampholder with

pull switch 23.

11. range outlet 24.

12. special purpose
outlet

double-41301e switch

electric door
opener

lighting panel

4 -srire cable

2 wire cable

Fluorescent fixture

single pole switch

threeway switch

bell

power panel

4-way switch

heating panel
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Definitions

DAEXI2I12a: With ae help of the coordinator, industrial arts teacher,
or other gu-lified persons, select suitable references and write a
short definition of each of the following building trade terms. See
the dictionary of electrical terms in the appendix of Graham's book.

attic

baseboard

br!-Jk vemer

bridging

casing

4,=4.Maa,

fire stops

frame

framing

girder

header

joist

lath

111..11



molding

parti*ion

plank

33.

Plaster

......1*
plaster board

plate

4

plumb bob

rafterc

scaffold

sheathing -

siding

sole

stud

sub-floor
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threshold 01.1.06

weather boards
.. ...



Assignment
Sheet No. 5

UNDERWRITERS AND CODES

33
Covering
Units 22-25

Electricity helps us in.pany ways. As we look about us we see
the many time-saving appliances in use. It is also true that electri-
city has equal destructive power if not used and controlled properly.

In order that individuale;and:communWes use electricity safely
local and national organizations have been developed. These organ-
izations have as their main purpose.the setting,of minumum standards,
for electrical products and their installation.:.

In this assignment you will study about-Underwriters Laboratorie
National Electrical Code and local regulations and inspection.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Contact a fire insurance representative and obtain a copy

of the National Electric Code.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in by

Referencgs:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Ifiring-Residential,
pp. 1-3.

B. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 5-7.
C. Mullin, Ray C., Electrical p. 3.

Questions:

true- False,

nillatiam: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "P."

T F 1. The National Electrical Code is drawn up by the Federal
Government.

T F 2. Samples of all approved materials and devices used in
electrical wiring are tested by the Underwriters.Labor-
atories, Inc.

T F 3. A wiring permit from the Underwriters Laboratories is
required before wiring a residence.

T F 4. Before a homeowner may wire his own home, te must get a
license.
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T F 5. In cases in which the
not necessary to meet
requirements.

homeowner does his own wiring it is'
the National Electric Code and local

T F G. Ulectricity is helpful to man only when it is under control.

T F 7. Underwriters Laboratories set up minimum and maximum
standards for electrical products.

T F O. The federal government provides the financial support for
for the Underwriters Laboratories.

T F 9. Underwriters guarantees a product to be safe only if used
for what it is intended.

T F 10. If two similar products both bear the Underwriters seal,
it means that each .are of equal quality.-

T F 11. Fire insurance companies may not issue policies.on
buildings that have not been approved by Code inspectors.

T F 12. If a wiring job meets the National Code it can be assumed
it will also net local requirements.

T F 13. The National Electric Code is used effectively as an
instruction manual for electricians.

T F 14. Power companies will furnish power to a building before an
inspection is made by a code inspector. .

T F 15. Underwriters Laboratories are mainly concerned withthe way
electrical products are installed.

T F 16. Wiring installed in compliance with the National Electrical
Code will insure an adequate electrical installation.

T F. 17. Permits from city, county, or state authorities are
required in some areas before a wiring job can be started.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The abbreviation "Und. Lab. Insp.*" molded, stamped, or attached
to a part is used for the words

2. A set of rules whic% outline minimum approved methods of wiring
in the United States is known as the

3. The certifying agency for manufactured electrical parts or
supplies is the



4.. Anew NationstraErctric Code revi-ion is usually issued every
Years-

S. Electrical inspectors often are paid from fees charged for

Listing

Directions* List the items called for in each of
Select your answers carefully.

1. Two national controls concerned with safe use

35

the following.

of electricity, .are:

(A) (b)

2. Permits to start a wiring job are usually required from one or
more of the following levels:

(A) (s) (c)

3. Force upon home builders to properly wire buildings comes front
local and state 14ms and:

(A) (B)

4. Three groups that co-operated in developing the National
Electrical Code are:

(A)

(B)

(C)

5. The purposes of the National Electrical Code are to:

(A)

(B)

(c)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 6

PLANNING THE WIRING 'SYSTEM

Covering
Units 26-29

The older residences in most communities were not wired to meet
present day demands. These installations are now greatly overloaded.
Overloading circuits is not only a fire hazard, but also prohibits
appliances from reaching full efficiency. The use of electricity in
the home has recently expanded at a rate that has surprised even
progressive planners.

It can be expected that future uses of electricity will also
be greatly increased. Careful planning of installations in new homes
will prevent systems from becoming obsolete in the near future. In
view of the fact that rewiring is approximately twice the cost of
the original wiring, builders should be encouraged to wire for the
future.

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to learn about
the requirements of an adequate wiring system.

The abbreviation NEC or Code refer to the National Electrical
Code.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Secure copies of electrical specifications from local

builders, electricians, or architects and observe the way
they are written and what is included.

3. Answer the questions below and nand in by

ReferenceR:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring:Residential,
pp. 2 & 3, 226-231.

B. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 8-13, 33-35.
C. Mullin, Ray C., E3_;ctrical Trades- Residential, pp. 22-27,

31-32, 52-53 59r 90-95.
D. Simplified Electric irinq Handbook, Sears, Roebuck and Co.,

1964, pp. 6-7.

Questions:

True-False,

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. 12
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "r." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "P."

T F 1. Adequate lighting is one of the first items to be con-
sidered when planning a wiring system.

T F 2. In kitchens, an outlet every 8 feet of counter space
provides quick plug-in of appliances.
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T F 3. Three-way switches die no longer needed in wiring jobs.

T F 4. 3xtension cords on the floor are fire hazards.

T F 5. There is no need tp install more receptacles than is
required by the NEC in living rooms and kitchens.

T F 6. Wires heayibr than No. 14 are considered too heavy for
general wiring.

T F 7. The trend is away from central ceiling lighting fixtures
in living rooms.

T F S. If a dining room is equipped with a ceiling light, it
should be in the center of the room.

T F 9. Local lighting of work areas is recommended in addition to
a ceiling light in kitchens.

T F 10. For those Who don't own an electric range, there is no
reason to wire a kitchen with a heavy duty outlet.

T F 11. Basement appliances should be plugged into grounding type
outlets.

T F 12. The price is a reliable factor in determining whether a
light fixture is suitable for a given job.

T F 13. Larger bulbs are more efficient than smaller ones.

T F 14. Eye strain can be caused by a lack of uniformity in
lighting.

T F 15. One large bulb is easier on eyes than several small ones
located in different areas.

T F 16. The minimum size wire permitted by the NEC for wiring
residential outlets is number 1:: wire.

T F 17. The NEC recommends that one circuit be provided for each
500 square feet of usable floor area.

T F 10. When determining the total load for residence the NEC
permits the omission of the smaller of two loads that
will :lot operate at the same time.

T F 19. A homeowner may place any number of outlets anywhere he
wishes in his living room.

T F 20. Copper wire is gaged according to the Birmingham or
Stubbs gage system.

T F 21. In residential work the electrician normally is responsible
for grouping outlets into circuits.



T F 22. One of the factors in determining the arrangement of
outlets on particular circuits is doing it in an economloak
manner.

T F 23. The NEC prohibits the use of 3 wire (two circuit or split
circuit) circuits for outlets in a residence.

T F 24. The grounding conductor and the grounded conductor are, one
and the same thing.

T F 25. The number of conductors entering a switch box is of little
concern to the electrician as long as they a/1 fit in the
box.

T F 26. Generally only one conductor is permitted under a screw
terminal on a lamp fixture.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Wall'switches should be placed close to,

2. The NEC requires that no point along usable wall space should be
more than feet from a convenience outlet. Usable wall
space is considered feet wide or greater.

3. In rooms baying no ceiling light. it is desirable that at least
one receptacle is controlled by a

4. Code requires closet lights to be installed on the,.M1
5. As a general rule, hall lights should be controlled with a

switch.

6. A pull chain receptacle located near a sink must have a /an
in the chain to reduce shock

hazard.
a

7. The NEC requires a minimum of twenty ampere circuits
for small appliances in the kitdhen, pantry, dining room.

.:fast room and laundry.

8. It is recommended that convenience outlets be installed for
every feet of counter space.

9. The grounded conductor in a cable is the, colored
conductor (neutral).

10. When figuring a general lighting load for a residence the NEC
requires a minimum of watts per square foot of usable
floor space.
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11. If one, were to 'compute the number. of cirouits:ffor'general lighting
in a one floor residence 45' x 50' on the basis of one circuit ft.r
each 500 sq..feet. {NEC recommendation), circuits would
be required.

12. A:conaildt6YifiiiE-6-9 a.diametei Of:664inChes (#12AWG) has a
circular mil area of ... .

VW.

1 The size of wire to be used for a circuit_isjaetermined by the
a 'of that is to be carried and the length of
the conductor.

.

14. Common building wire has an insulation capable of insulating for
volts.

-15. If one were to deierMine the number of outlets per circuit on
the basis of 1 1/2 amperes per outlet, outlets would be
the maximum number of outlets for a 20 ampere circuit.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Living rooms should be equipped with separate outlets for each of
the following appliances:

(A)

(B) (D)

2. Colors with good reflective qualities for ceilings are:

3. Three advantages of fluorescent lighting are:

(A) (C)

(B)

4. Electrical planning for small homes may be done by any or all of
the following:

(A)

(B)

5. Wiring installed in a community is governed by what codes? (List
in order of precedence)

(A)

(B)
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G. List the places the NEC requires grounding type outlets.

(A) (F)

(B) (G)

(C) (H)

(D) (I)

(E) (j)



Assignment Covering
Sheet No. I Units 30-33

"

'POWER 'FOR THE 'FARM

41

Electrical power for farms is comparatively new. Each year
progressive farmers find new uses for electricity. No doubt, this
trend will continue in .the future.

Wiring the farm residence is fundamentally the same as residence
wiring in cities, The main difference in farm wiring lies in the
fact that farm power is used partly for production. Planning farm
wiring systems compares favorably to that for factories. The elec-
trician should be able to advise the farmet of the many possibilities
of farm power. The entire job should be considered as a unit rather
than treating each abuilding as a separate job.

In this assignment you will have, an opportunity .o. learn about
uses of power on the farm and how farm wiring is planned and installed.

Assignment:

1. Rcad the references listed below.
2. Visit a.progressive farm and observe the uses of power and

the geheral layout of the installation and report your
findings to the coordinator.

3. ,Answer the questions below and hand in by 4

Aeferences:

A A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,
pp. 215-225.

B. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 105-120.
C. Si.1Liedil.ringHandbook, Sears.Roebuck'and Co.,

1964, pp. 8-9.

Questions:

True -False

DirectiOhs: The following statements are either true or falsct. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." -2 it is
falsedraw a circle around the letter IF.N

T F L. The electrical wiring system on a farm represents a city
in miniature.

T F 2. The wiring material generally used on farms is non-metallic
sheathed cable.

T F 3. All farm buildings are required to have vapor and dust
proof lighting systems.

T F 4. The NEC rules for voltages of 600 or less apply to farm
wiring.
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T F 5. The farmer should be encouraged to realize that electricity
is a convenience and therefore will decrease his profits.

T F 6. Each building housing livestock should have at least one
ground.

T. F 7. The National Electrical ±bde kequires d ground for each
building that has tvo or more circuit'.

T F 8. The ground rod or "made electrode" is usually made of .

solid copper.

T F 9. Galvanizci 3/4" wazer ptpe for ground rods is permitted
by the Code.

T F 10. An electrical system must be ground to .both a dtiven;)?!.
ground and an underground pipe where the pipe system is
less than 10 ft. long.

T F 11. The Code requires that the ground resistlnce must be under
25 ohms.

T F 12. A solid grounding electrode must be at least 1 inch in
diameter.

T F 13. Due to high humidity in barns, rusting is a major problem
to be considered in planning farm wiring.

T. F. 14. Conduit is considered the best form of wiring for farm
buildings.

T F 15. The main purpose of a grounding system is for safety.

T F 16. Improper grounding ie a major cause of electrocutiln of
farm animals.

T F 17. A special barn cable which is more resistant to moisture
has been developed.

T F 18. To prevent damage from rusting, bakelite, and porcelain
boxes are being used in farm wiring.

T F 19. Brass sockets which do not rust are used almost entirely
in farm buildings.

T F 20. Usually the power company 3 wires end at the meter pole
in the farm yard.

T F 21. r. ground must be provided at the meter pole.

T F 22. The meter pole should be located near
the greatest amount of electricity.

T F 23. The ntvitral wire to the meter pole is
wire.

the building lying

always the center
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T F 24. The power company -mislay furnishes and installs the meter
socket.

T F 25. The neutral wire is run to a 230 volt meter because the
meter will not operate without it.

T F 26. The wires at the top of the meter pole are to be soldered
to the linos of the power company.

L.

T F 27. One should not use a span of more than 150 feet between
poles.

each other, the seconc
wires at the point

T F 28.

T F 29.

Where buildings are located close to
building may be w:,red by tapping the
where LI-icy enter the first building.

Cable should be run on outside walls
Where it is possible.

of barns in all cab...s

T F 30. Lighting outlets should be installed between joists so that
the bulb extends well below the lower level of the joist'.

T F 31.' Most barns are equipped with too few receptacle outletz.

T F 32. Dust-eight inciosures for bulbs should ,be used in hAy-mows.

T .F *3:. The use of thin-wall conduit over non - metallic cable is
considered advisable in the wiring of hay-mows.

T F 34. An automatic time switch for the control of lights in .a
poultry house Is recommended.

T F 35. A farm electric water pump should be wired in between the
meter and the main disconnect switch for the farm.'

F .36. Yard .lights should be controlled fromt least two points.

T ,,F 37._ Underground cable may be spliced.

T F 38. For the most efficient electric service on. farms-many
farmers now install a 100 amphere subpanel in the barn.

Completion.

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The recommended span limit between poles of No. 10 AWG conductor
is

2. Overhead spans should clear a road or street at a. minimum height
of

3. Wire clearance should be
ing that can be readily walked on.

above a flat roof build-



4. A ground rod should be driven into the ground a'distance of at
least feet.

5. Wires on poles must be at least inches apart.

6. In Adition to the meter, a should be mounted on
the meter pole.

7. Wires placed on poles that are not used for power shall be located
the power lines.

8. The standard heights of the meter socket is feet above
ground I I

9. For lighting installed in a hay-mow it is advisable to use
receptacles.

10. To serve as a reminder in case ha-mow'lights are accidentally
left ,burning: a. . light should be installed at the

11. A sixty -watt bulb with a good reflector will provide as much:
light as a watt bulb without a reflector.

12.. 'leis a good practice to have all circuits, except the One to
the , controlled tri the main switch.

141stinq

arigiipm: List the items called for in each of thi folloWIng.
Select your answers carefully.

1. advehtages'of underground wiring-Are:.

(A)

71IMP
(CI

2. Wires from pole to buildingi shbuld meet the following three
requirAments:

(A}

1C)

.
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3. In practice, the following items are often pre - assembled on the
meter pole before it is erected.

(A) (C)

(B) CD)

4. Factors to consider in deciding the number of yard poles:

(S)

(C)
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Assignment
Sheet No 8

SERVICE ENTRANCE

Covering
Units 34-40

In order to operatean electrical system in a residence it is
necessary to bring the power from the lines of the utility into the
residence. This is called the service. This is further broken down
into the service gap add service entrance. The service drop is
defindd by the National Electiical Code (BBC)as: "the overhead
service conductors between the last pole or other serial support and
the first point of attachment to the building." It generally is
the responsibility of the power distributor. The system from the
service drop throughtthe main disconnect switch and ground is known
as the service entrance and is the responsibility of the homeowner.
It includes the meter socket which is sometimes supplied by the power
company.

The service entrance is a most important part of the wiring
system. The amount of electricity available for use in the house
depends upon the service entrance. Not only present needs but
anticipated needs should be given careful, consideration.

In this assignment you will learn about the various parts of
the service entrance end how they are selected and installed.

4ssignMent:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References,:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,
pp. 33-54, 249-253.

8. Richter, H. P., Uirina Simplified, pp. 30-33, 43-55
C. Mullin, Ray C., glectrical Trades-Residential, pp. 242-258,

264-2G8
D. gimolified Electric Wiriw Handbook, Sears, Roebuck and Co.,

1964, pp. 10-14.

Questions:

True-False

nirArinnAS The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The service drop is the difference in voltage between the
main line and the meter.

T F 2. 1111:es from the power line to the house are attached to the
secondary rack.
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F 3.
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The line from the service drop may either be a special
cable or wires run throUgh conduit.

T F 4. The service drop is usually installed by the electrical
contractor.

T F 5. Frequently service drops are long and heavy; therefore.
they should be attached to a sturdy part of the structure.

T F 6. The white wire in the service entrance is neutral and
musi be grounded.

T F 7. In a three -wire residential installation only two wires
are "hot".

T F C. Threeire service has almost completely replaced the two- -
wire system in,new homes.

T F 9. The minimum NEC ;ecOmminded service size is 30 amperes.

T F 10. Circuit breakers instead of switches and fuses have been
tried and have not proved satisfactory.

T F 11. In 60.ampere service switches the main fuses are of the
cartridge type.

T F 12. A 230 volt circuit requires only one single pole circuit
breaker.

T F 13. Circuit breakers are available in 15. 20. 30. 40. and 50
ampere ratings.

T F 14. The branch fuses are often in the main switch box.

T F 15. Two fuses are required for each 230-volt circuit.

T F 16. Generally the white wire should never be fused.

T F 17. The main limitation of the circuit breaker is that it can-
not be used as a main switch.

T F 18. The circuit breaker or the switch should be located close
to the point where the wires enter the building.

T F 19. The outdoor type meter is not used in modern installations.

T F 20. The NEC requires service wires to be at least 10 feet above
sidewalks.

T F 21. One of the wires in one type of service entrance cable
is not insulated and consists of a number of stranded
wires.

T F 22. A carefully installed ground connection is necessary from
the standpoint of safety.
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T F 23. The Code requires ground Wires to be insulated.

T F 24. A satidfactory system of grounding a bow installation is
to connect the neutral wire to underground water pipes.

T F 25. The purpose of bonding bushings on Service entrances is
to prevent arcing and fire should a fault in the system
occur.

T F 26. It id considered good dcaign to lOcate the main switch
and fuses or circuit breakers Cloge td the heavier laads.

T F 27. The NEC calls for a 1/4 inch air space between a damp wall
surface and main cabinetb

* r 20. An UhdergrOUhd gad pit* system alloy be Uded as a ground if
an underground water system is not available.

T F 29. The service ground is to prevent the voltage from exceeding
that for which the system was designad.

T F 30. In reading a dial type kilowatt-hour meter the larger of
the two numbers on either side of the pointer is used.

T F 31. It makes little or no difference which wires'are connected
to the various terminals in a meter socket.

T F 32. Conductors that run above a window must be run at least
three feet above it.

T F 33. One of the advantages of a load center is the reduction of
line loss.

T F 34. 2n advantage of a dual element fuse is that it will not
blow on a momentary overload.

aongl1Urct

Virestions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. When a three-ire entrance is used. either or
volts are available.

2. The voltage between the white wire and either of the other wires
in a three wire installation is volts.

3. NEC standards recommend a ampere service as a minimum for
a new home.

4. The switch and fuse system for over-current protection is being re-
placed by the in many places.

5. Steel pipfithrough which electrical, wires run is called .
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At the point where the service wires enter the conduit or cable,
a is used to prevent water.from
entering.

7. When grounding the installation to a city water ayaiaM4 a
should be instalbi

around the water meter.

8. An underground service run in conduit should extend up the pole
at least feet (NEC) for, protection of conductors.

9. Two general types of grounds are the ground and
the ground.

10. Generally inch trade size is. the smallest.conduit that
should be used as a mast for a service entrance.

11. The service drop Must not be attached to a building lower than
feet from finished grade.

Listing,

D4rectioni: List the items called for in each of the following.:.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Five parts of the service:

(D)

(B) (E)

(C)

2. Six things the electrician should know before the service entrance
is planned;

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

3. What are the three general types of underground service connectidals

(A)
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4. Service drops shouli have the following minitaum clearances:

(A) over a roof (voltage 240 maximum between conductors and
roof cannot be walked on)

(B) above a road

(C) aboVe Sidewalk

(D) above driveway

(E) above a platform or other

(F) from windows, doors, porches

Problem

Directions: DO the following computations by filling in the blanks
with the proper values.

Determine the minimum NEC lighting and utility load for a residence
that is 30 feet by 45 feet. Six hundred square feet of the basement
will be used as a recreation room and the owner plans on making
bedrooms and a bath in the attic which will add another 300 square
feet of floor space. All of the first floor
owner will use a 12 KW electric range (the NEC
factor so it may be considered as an 8 KW load).

General lighting: sq. ft. X

will be occupied.
permits

watts
circuits

Total

a demand

.
-

The

watt;Small appliance load: 1500 watts X .. wag

Demand load: first 3000.watts at loog:
remainder watts at 35%

wafts

= watts
0 watts

electric range

NEC minimum demand load

= watts

watts

Article 220-4j of the NECitatei: "Mere four or more fixed appliance
other elm. electric ranges., .air conditioning equipment or space heat-
ing equipment are connected to the same fewler in a single or multi-
family delling, a demand factor of 75 per'cent.May be applied to the
fixed appliance load:"

Using this information determine what additional load should be added
to the above dwelling if a 5000 watt clothes dryer, a..750 watt washer,
a 500 watt garbage disposal, a 350 watt a 1000 watt work-

,shop load were to be added in the home.

Fixed appliance load watts X .75 t watts
rumTotal minimum demand load watts

Current for service watts 4 240 volts amperes



Th1*15904armits an alternate method forr fir' residence. Using the information
ing fixed appliances, determine the

GeneraLlight4g load
Small appliance load
BleCtric range (f0.1.1oad'name plate
'Clothes dryer
Washer
Garbage disposal.
Freezer
Work- shop

:Total connected load

First 10,000 watts at 100%
Remainder watt:Vat 40%

Total deman load

51
determining the demand load
from the above prOb'em in-
demand load by the altirnate

rating)

Current for service = *watts 4: 240 volts

S

411=WIMq

10.000

watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts
watts

watts
watts

wati;2

amperes
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Assignment
Sheet No. 9

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

Covering
Uhits 41-51

It has been said that a wiring system is no better than its
weakest connection. With failure at one connection, power in the
entire circuit will be interrupted.

There are many types of connections in a house wiring job.
Careful methods have been developed to make these connections strong
and efficient. The making of good connections is among the first
skills the electrician is expected to develop. A good connection is
both mechanically and electrically secure.

In this assignment you will learn about the different kinds of
connections and their uses.

Assignments

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in by,

References:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,
pp. 22-32.

S. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 25-29.
D. Simplified Electric Wiring Handbook, Sears, Roebuck and Co..

1964, p. 31.

Questions;

True-False

Directions: The fozlowing statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. A properly made connection will be as strong as an
unspliced wire.

T F 2. Insulation should be whittled from a wire in much the same
manner as wood from a pencil.

T F 3. To prevent cutting the wire when removing insulation, a
dull knife should be used.

-T F 4. Soldering paste used in electrical work should be a non-
corrosive type.

T F 5. The glazed cotton tape, on one side of rubber tape, should
be used only if the splice will be exposed to weather.
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T F 6. When applying rubber tape. it should be 'stretched to about
three times its original length.

T F 7. In order to prevent bulky splices, the splicing tape should
not come in contact with the original insulation.

T F 8. Rubber tape should be applied in layers until its thickness
is equal to the original insulation.

T F 9. Two layers of friction tape may be bstituted..for-rubber
tape.

T F 10. Plastic tape is now generally used because of the saving
in labor and ia. space.

T F 11. The electrical code prohibits the use of wire nuts or
solderless connectors.

T F 12. When making the Western Upion Splice. the length to be
skinned will depend upon the wire size.

T F 13. Tha solder. in a properly made Western Union splice, covers
all of the open sp!-es in the joint.

T F 14. The wire nut is used mainly in making connections with wire
size number 10 or larger.

T F 15. Aluminum conductors may not be soldered.

T F 16. Aluminum and copper conductors can be connected readily
without worry of galvanic actin .

T F 17. Uiree, fastened to terminals with screws. should be placed
under the .screw with the end of the loop pointing in a
clockwise direction.

T F 18. To remove some types of insulation, it may be necessary to
use some type of pressure.

T F 19. A new tape has been developed that provides both insulatir,
and protecting qualities.

Completion,

Direetiorot Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Removing insulation from wires is commonly called

2. Insulation may be removed from ends of small wires by means of a
tool called a

3. Solder specified as 50/50 is made of equal parts of
and
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4. Solderl,ss connections now be used on pigtail splices can be
classified into two general types.
and tyre.

5. Rubber taska is also known as

6. if wire solder is used in electrical work. a
type is required.

tilt

Directions: List the items called for in each Of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Three main hinds of splices are:

(A) (C)

03)

2. Two metals combined to make solder are:

(A) (B)

3. Three princo,ple methods of soldering are:

(A) (C)

(8)

4. Three kinds Lf tape used by electricians are:

(A) (C)

(3)

S. In order fcr solder to flow freely the metals being soldered must
be:

(h) (B)

6. Three types ef solderiess lugs are:

(A) (C)



Assignment
Sheet No. 10

e.st:1;:

OUTLETS AND SWITCHES

55

Covering
-Units 52-57

With the development of many new portable electrical
appliances, the number and arrangements of outlets in old $ nstalia-
tions has proved inadequate. In many old residences owners have
found it necessary to install more outlets and switches. New
residences are being equipped with outlets to serve anticipated
needs, as the cc et of adding them later is greater.

New and better outlets and switches are Low in use. The
proper arrangement and installation of these isve0bential to a gcod
wiring job. Usually, homeowners are more-likely:itrb# critical of
this part of the wiring job, as it is the part I-hey see and use
directly. :7

In this assignment you will have an wpportunity tc learn about
outlets and switches and how they, are-installed: -1

sl anti

s

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Visit a local electrical supply company and observe the

different kindsof outlets .ana switches available. Disciis
your findings with your coordinator.

3. Answer the questions below ant, hand in by

References:

,A. Graham, Kennard
pp. 55-72.

B. Richter, H. P.,
C. Mullin, Ray C.,

uestions:

C., Interior Electric Wiring- Residential,

pp. 56-71.
Electrical Trades-Residential, pp. 41-49.

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. With the exception of switchboards and related devices,
neutral wires are white in color.

T F 2, The neutral wire should always run to the switch.

T F 3. A wire should be placed under a screw head in a clockwise
direction.
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T F 4, When a single-pole switch is used and the power is fed into
the fixture there will be three two-wire pigtail splices
in the outlet box.

T F 5. Outlets may be added to a supply circuit in which a single"
pole switch is used and still be independent of the Switch.

T F .6. The single-pole switch breaks Only one line when in the
off position.

T P 7. The double-pole switch is sometimes used as a safety
measure for plug-in appliances.

T F 8. A three-way switch is use; when three Gr more lamps are
co trolled by one switch.

T F 9. If' a three-way switch has a black terminal, screw. the hot
wire is attached to that screw.

T F 10. A iouble-pole switch may be recognized from a 4-way switch
by the words "ON" and "OFF" on it.

T F 11. To control outlets from three points; two 4-way switches
clnd one 3-way switch are required.

T F 12. The electrolier switch is easily distinguished f-Om other
matches.

T F 13. Pilot lights may be installed to indicate whether lights
or appliances have been left on.

T F 14. If the white wire of a two-wire armored cable is used in a
Switch loop it should be painted to indicate it is not a
ground wire.

T F 5. SwitcheS and Outlets must be housed in fire resistant boxes.

T F 16. Nonmetallic switch boxes are now being used extensively
with metallic cable.

T F 17._ Wall bracket fixtures are usually mounted to a switch
box.

T F 10. The National Electrical Code requires all outlet boxes
, for new work to beat least three inchrs deep.

T F 19. Connec+Jrs are anchored to outlet boxes by means of a
lock nut inside the box.

T F 20. The front edge of outlet boxes should be flush with the
plaster.

T F 21. When a two-wire cable is used for a switch loop the power
is fed to the switch on the black (unidentified conduct.z.)
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7 F 22. In order that outlet boxes can be fastened securely they
must be installed bn'the studding, ,

T F 23. It is perMissible to run a single "hot",conductor through
a.conduit.

T F 24. irregardless of the type of cable used it must be securely.
fastened to the box.

.,
.

T F 25. The new "general-use AC-Only" switch is a quiet switch.
. .3. .

%..

T F 26. Manually operated switches'skuld,be installed on the side
of the' door opening oivosi.te the hinges.-

T F 27. 'A "Ta rated switch may not be used with incandescent lamps.

T F 28. When using a single pOl switch it must always be in series
with the ungrounded CeirOicter.

Completion,

DAXectionsp: Pill in the blank(s) in each Statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence cdrrectly.

1. Wh:n a box is moun d so that the front edge of it will not be
flush with the plaster it is common practice to,use a

coffer .

2. When wires-are connected. in an outlet box, the
splice is normally used.

3. The two wire.branch r_ unning from an out/et box to the switch is
called the

4. The wire between the source and the switch. is called the
-. -leg.

5. The wire between'thr;smitdh and th, lamp socket is called the
leg.

6. Swithes under one faceplate and controlling two separate
outlets are.called switches.

7. A three-way switch can be distinguished from a single pole switch
because it has terminals.

8. When a fixture is wired for different illumination intensities,
a (an) switch may be used.

9. Usually metal switch and outlet boxes have a
finished.

10. For the purpose of bringing wires and cables into outlet boxes,
are provided.

4 el, .
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11. The most common outlet box is in shape.

12. cable is fastened to outlet boxes by means of

13. When wiring one must leave from to inches of free
conductor in each box.

14. A switch should be located about inches above the floor.

15. An LAc-only switch" is used in cases Where
is desired.

16. If boards are used for supporting boxes between joists or studs
they must be at leait inch86 thick.

Listing

nAnclisma: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Terminals on a three-way switch*may be called:

(A) (B)

2. The three wiring systems commonly used are:

(A) (C)

(8)

3. aonductors other than the neutral in an electrical circuit may
be referred to as the:

(A) (B)

4. Switch boxes are commonly made of the following materials:

(A)

(8)

5. Outlet bbxes are usually one of the following shapes:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

6. Outlet box hangers are of two types which are:

(A) (8)

7. Three materials commonly used for wall plates are:

CA) (C)

(B)

(c)



Assignment
Sheet No. 11

CABLE WIitINC

59

Covering
Units 58-64

After outlet and switch boxes have been installed, the next
step is to run wires to these boxes. Armored cable and.nonmetallic
sheathed cables may be used for this purpose. Both types may be used
subject to local codes, for either concealed or exposed work in both
new and old buildings.

The greater part of the electricians' work will be concerned
with this type wiring. The National Electric Code has laid down
specific requirements governing its use.

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to learn about
the various types of cable, their specifications, and methods of
installation.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard
pp. 94-105.

B. Richter, H. P.,
C. Mullin, Ray C.,

Questions:

C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,

ELELTAALIWiAfiEgA pp. 64-74.
Electrical Trades-Residential, pp. 32-37.

True -False

Directions: The following statements are either tru-' or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If the
statement is false, draw a circle around the letter "F,"

T F 1. Non-metallic sheathed cable type NM may not be used for
exposed work.

T F_a. The specifications 14/2 on a cable indicates it contains
two number fOurteen wires.

T F 3. Cable may be placed in notches in studing if it will not
weaken the structure and the cable as protected by a 1/16
inch steel plate.

T F 4. Service entrance cable may be used for any wiring in a
house.

T F 5. Type OF cable is acceptable for underground feeders and
branch circuits.
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T F 6. Type NMC cable may be used in damp locations, such as
cold storage houses.

T F 7. Type NM and NMC cable are available with an uninsulated
grounding conductor.

T F 8. One may splice cable outside of a junction box in concealed
work.

T F 9. A 6/3 cable feeding a range may be run at an angle to
joists and fastened without further support.

T F 10. Outlets should be located and boxes installed before run-
ning wire in new work.

T F 11. Ripping cord* are placed in some non-metallic sheathed
cable by the manufacturer to aid in removing the outer
sheath.

T F 12. At least six inches of armor should be removed ft0m,a
cable for making a splice at a junction box.

.T. F 13. Generally a cable system of wiring will require more
splices than a conduit system.

T. F 14. Usually one can pull cable through bored holes easier if
he will uncoil the approximate amount of wire needed first..' `.

T F 15. A disadvantage of armored cable, type AC and ACT, is that
it may only be used.in dry locations.

T F 16. Four conductor armored cable is available.

T F 17. If an installation requires t change in the direction of
the cable, a sharp right angle is recommended.

T If non-metallic cable is secured to the building within
eight inches of a non-metallic be it need not be
secured to the box.

T F 19. Non-metallic cable is popular because it is economical.

T It is considered good wiring practice to place all outlets
on one floor on one circuit.

11,t, 21. One way to remember the correct connections for a fixture
controlled by a switch loop is that it must have one
Mack and one white wire connected to it.

T F 22. It is permiesege to plaster over a junction box-if all
connections have been made and the box his a cover.

T F 23 Switches and outlets should be installed after plastering..
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,17 .24. Generally rules that apply to armored cable also apply.

to non-metallic sheathed cable.
-

T1 r 256 ..Onetype of armored cable may be used under corrosive
conditions.

T -F 26. Service entrance cable may be used as a feeder, from on,. .

distributioh cabinet to another if the voltage to grodOt
is less than 150.

completion r $

Directions: 'Fill, in the black(0) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Non-metallic and armored cable must be supported at least every
feet andmithin 12 .inches of the outlet lox.

2, When cable is run.through bored holes in joists. the holes
should be close to the, center and at least inches from
the nearest edge.

3. Bends with cable should be such that they make an arc that would
make a circle with a diameter times the_ diameter drthe
cable.

4. Armored cable is generally referred to-as

5. A cable
written

6. The NEC
armored

containing three number ten conductors is
as

requires that a be placed
cable between the 'conductors and armor.

a trade name.

generally

at the end of

7. One may use a for cutting armored cable.

Mating

pirectiong: List the items. called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The two main types of cable are:

(A) (B)

2. Four brand names for non-metallic cable are:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

3. Four things indicated by the specification 14/3. type ACL are:
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4. Five conditions under which non-metallic cable type LAM may not
be used are:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

03)

mismnr

5. List the three NBC designations for non-metallic scrvice entrance
cable:

(A) (JO:" (C)

6. List the two code designations for nop-metallic sheathed cable:

(A) (B)



Assignment Covering
Sheet No '2

- CONDUIT WIRING

Units 65-75

63

Thin -wall and rigid conduit, while more expensive than cable
or knob and tube, is the most generally accepted form of wiring. In
this syttem, the wires between boxes are enclosed in metal tubing.

If conduit is properly installed, fire hazards from over-heated
wires are almost entirely eliminated. Conduit akes longer to install
but maintenance problems are practically eliminated.

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to learn about
the different kinds of conduit and how they are installed.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,
pp. 126-151.

B. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 75-78.
C. Mullin, Pay C., Electrical Trades-Residential, pp. 36, 133,

144-145.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Rigid conduit has about the same inside and outside
dimensions as stancird gas and water pipe.

T F 2. The site specification of conduit refers to outside
diameter.

T F 3. Burrs must be removed from inside conduit to prevent
damage to wires.

T F 4. The National Electrical Code permits the uae of gas-pipe
ells 'n conduit wiring.

T F 5. conduit may be buried in concrete.

T F 6. EMT will offer more mechanical protection to conductors
than rigid conduit.
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T F 7.

T F 8.

T F 9.

T F 10.

T F 11.

T F 12.

T F 13.

F 14.

T F 15.

T F 16.

T F 17.

T F 18.

T F 19.

T F 20.

T F 21.

T F 22.

T F 23.

T F 24.

T F 25.

Most electricians prefer to install EMT in preference to
rigid conduit.

The electrician may often have to work in close cooperatiool
with the bricklayer and other craftsmen on the job.

Appearance is an important consideration in conduit
wiring.

Currea%.carrying capacity of conductors must be reduced
when more than three conductors are installfti in a conduit.

Some conduit is now made of aluminum.

Black enamel conduit may be used in the same places one
crn use galvanized conduit.

The most common application for flexible conduit is for
flexible connections to motors.

It is necessary to use caution when bending conduit so
that the inside diameter is nc.t effectively reduced.

The main reason for a long radius in conduit bendsis to
make at easier to pull in the conductors.

Generally 1/2 and 3/4 inch ccnduit ells are made on this
job.

No conduit should be bent with a radius shorter than six-
times the inside diameter of the conduit.

A hacksaw Made with 24 or 32 teeth per inch is usually .

best for cutting EMT.

When using nonthreaded fittings witn rigid conduit a
locknut is not always needed on the outside of the box.

One must 'use a locknut on the inside and outside of a
box when the voltage to ground exceeds 250 volts.

Size for size EMT has a larger inside diameter than rigid
conduit.

Dry type EMT fittings can generally be used where buried
in concrete.

Connectors and couplings used with EMT fit inside the
tubing.

A one-half inch conduit with three #12 TW would .pass
inspection.

In certain electrical installations EMT may be threaded.
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T F 26. Wires are pulled into the conduit as the conduit is
installed.

T F 27. Conductor splices are not permitted in a conduit.

T F 28. In a conduit system a 4hite conductor may be used in a
switch loop or leg.

T F 29. Octagon boxes used in a conduit system always require
plaster rings.

T F 30. One may secure additional depth in a box by using a box
extension ring.

T F 31. Four inch square boxes are available in several standard
depths and knock -out arrannements.

T F 32. A major consideration with anchoring devices is to make
the proper diameter hole.

T F 33. The number of conductors permitted in conduit is the saw;
for rigid and EMT.

T F 34. The electrician is generally required to furnish most of
the small hand tools needed in electrical work.

T F 35. The bending devices used on smaller sized rigid conduit
are the same as those used on like size EMT.

T F 36. The best method of learning how to bend conduit is through
trial and error to gain experience.

T F 37. The first step in installing a conduit system is to locate
outlets and general layout.

T F 38. Generally it is best to avoid notching structural memberq
when installing wiring.

T F 39. Conduit can be installed easier, in structural members if
holes are bored at least twice the diameter of the conduit.

T F 40. Non-metallic boxes are often permitted in conduit systems.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each Ftatement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Electrical metallic tubing is generally abbreviated as

2. If one is going to bury conduit in cinder fill it must be pro-
tected on all sides by at least inches f concrete.

3. "Thinwall" conduit is the same as
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4. The size conduit to use in a particular place is determined by
the of to be installed in the
conduit.

5. The minimum trade size conduit for five #12 TW condUctors would
be inch.

6. Conduit comes in feet lengths.

7. The largest EMT available is, inch trade size.

8. The trade name is often used when referring to
flexible conduit.

9. Large size conduit is generally bent with a
bender.

10. Generally a hack saw blade with teeth per inch should
be us Ad for rigid conduit.

11. Rigid conduit is secured to a.junction box with a
and

12. When.,joining lengths of conduit together one uses

13. The NEC does not permit more than quarter bends between
boxes., in a conduit ystem.

14. Conduit should be supported every to feet.

15. One uses a tape to pull wires in a 'conduit system.

16. Three #2 TW conductors are being used on a 100 ampere service
entrance. The minimum size conduit permitted by' the NEC is

inches.

17. When fastening to hollow walls one should use

18:- Conductors in Conduit should not exceed per cent of the
cross sectioned area of the conduit.

19. The tool used for bending.conduit is often called a

Listing

Directions: List the items called for.in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Conduit is protected from corrosion by two methods:

(A) (B) .



.The three general types of eSriduit are:

(A) (C)

(B)

3. List four ways in which rigid conduit differs from water pipe:

(A)
. (C)

(8) (U)

4. The two general types of EMT fittings, according to use are:

(A) (B)

5. .List the generally used types of couplings for EMT:

(A) tC)

(B) (D)

6. The three commercial types of anclloring devices for dense
surfaces classified by Graham are:

(A)

(8)

(c)

7. 11,che has difficulty in pulling conductors into conduit the
conductors may be lubricated with

(A) (C)

(B) (D)
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Assi.gpment' Covairing
Sheet No. 13 unicIts.:7VP0c

LARGE WIRING

Heavy duty wiring is requl.red,ip ppist industrial
Part of the circuits in many *der!: lioniet are also of Oio

Dryers, cooking equip:cent, and water bea*re are yeAerePir moreW Vor less permanently wired into the Itelp rutty VA*11.411271re.
larger amounts of current, than Sm#U0r;00,1*A. Iftrimr irtm
must be planned' to efficiently and

p
ed,e/y withstand th#sa .0041.

In this assignment .you will beiV0-80 opportunity-to learn about
the requirements that' 1140e OpAAppcxwiringrnost meet" and how' to
plan and make these inati4OttOhopN.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listads be cw.
Answer .the CP1444009 below and band in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard 4.., I:4W= EtectricAirina-Resi6r4al,
pp. 152-158, 14 4.212e-2.24.4

B. Richter, H. P.,,Miri -eS pp: 485 -90.
C. Mullin, Ray C., 1, pp. 155462,

165-173, 175-18 191195 205.

9wstions:

True-Falge

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T.* If the
statement is false, draw a circle around the letter "F.*

T F 1. The National Electrical Code specifically states which
appliances are considered portable.

T F 2. An electric range is classified by the Code as portable.

T F 3. Permanently installed appliances of less than 30Q watts
require nospecial means of disconnecting.

T F 4. Three wires are run to an electric range.

T F 5. It is necessary. for ranges to be bonded to the plumbing
in the kitchen.

T F 6. The size and arrangement of plugs and receptacles are
such that it is difficult or impossible to use one of a
Particular rating in one of another rating.
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T F 7. The 50-amp. receptacle is -.used mostly for clothes dryers.

T F 8. Ordinary household duplex receptacles are rated at 15 amp.
125 volt.

T F 9. Two --wire cable, with one white wire and one black wire,
may not be used to connect a 230-volt load, unless the
white wire is painted at the source and receptacle.

T F 10. Many power companies offer reduced rates for water heating
if they can control operating times for the heater.

T F 11. Range receptacles may be either flush or surface mounted.

T F 12. Non-metallic sheathed cable should never be used in heavy
appliance installations.

T F 13. NEC rules permit one to operate both the cooking unit and
oven from one 50 ampere circuit.

T F 14. The heating and motor units of most clothes dryers are
both 230 volt units.

T F 15. All water heater elements are wired in the same manner.

T F 16. No. 10 wire may be used for the circuit on a clothes dryer.

T F 17. Wat?r heaters generally operate on 230 (240) volts.

T P 18. Water pump motors for residential use are normally single
phase.

T F 19. It is generally preferable to use the lower voltage on a
dual voltage motor.

T F 20. Most water heaters may be wired by running two No. 12
wires to a disconnect, then to the heater.

T F 21. A water heater requires a 3 wire 120/240 volt feeder.

T F 22. A receptacle and cord must have a current rating not less
than the appliance connected to them.

T F 23. The wattage range of typical electric water heaters is
750 to 5000 watts.

T F 24. It is permissable to use "box- cover" type over current
protection on small electrical equipment.

T F 25. It is considered good wiring practice to use a separate
circuit for a refrigerator-freezer outlet.

T F 26. An appliance that is plugged into a recertacle is
generally considered portable.
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T F 27. Fuses in a switch may have a current rating greatarthen,
these protecting the branch circuit.

T F 28. It is considered good wiring practice to proliidea,
separate circuit' for each automatically started NAPP.

T F 29. White conductors, with few exceptions, may only be used
as a grounded conductor.

T F 30. Service entrance cabLe.may b.d.,:wed`ftztir wiring .a range
or clothesryer (NEC regUlaticifis).

. .

T F 31. One may. use. tap conductors,emaller than the 5Q *were
branch circuit condt*tori.; for an oven or tookiAg. Unit.

T F 32. It is considered advdqable to uSe'a switch in the
cold water lit4 Witbe garbage disposal.

Co etioi
Directions: Fit/ in the blank('t) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A satisfactory. and commonly used methopi of disconnecting portable
appliances is a and arrtmoemerrc.

2. Range receptacles are rated at amperes.

3. The neutral for a range is often
the undergrounded conductors.

size(s) smaller than

4. If the neutral is # on larger, the frame of a range
cooking unit or oven may be grounded to it.

5. Home electric water heaters generally rage _from,, . to
_gallons in capacity.

6. Over current protection for a motor should not exceed
of the full load current rating.

7. A cooking surface heating element may operate on eittler.
volts or volts depending upon heat setting.

8. Most garbage disposal units operate on volts.

Milt=
Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The two main classifications of appliances according to the Code
are:

(A)
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2. Ranges are designed so that parts of the equipment operate on the
following two voltages:

(A) (B)

3. Every appliance must be provided with two tIlings. They are:

(A) (B)

4. Three most commonly found heavy electrical applianc2s in thehome are: .
(A) to
(B)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 14 Units 80-85

ELECTRIC MOTORS

An important use of electrical energy is in supplying mechanical
energy with electric motors. A well-trained electrician should have
some knowledge of motor operation and requirements for wiring to them.

This unit should not be considered as being a complete study of
electric motors but only as an introduction to them. The student may
wish to refer to one of several good books on electric motors for
::ore complete coverage. The purrlse of this unit is only to acquaint
,:he student with necessary wiring procedures.

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Yotl may want to arrange with your coordinator any /or

employer a visit to a motor repair shop.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard
pp. 168-173.

B. Richter, H. P.,

Questions:

C., Intexior Electric Wiring-Residential,

Wiring Simplified, pp. 121-127.

True-False

4rections: The following statements are Hither true or false. If
um statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F".

F 1. If a particular motor draws an amount of current that is
not equal to a standard over - current device, the next size
larger may be used.

T F 2. A 3'4 ho,-Repoyer motor is required to have over-current
protection on the motor under all conditions.

T F 3. Some motors are rated for intermittent use.

T F 4. Some motors have built-in running current protection.

T P 5. It is considered good wiring practice to ground all
motors.

T F 6. One may not use a bare copper conductor from a motor to
a water pipe in order to ground the motor.

T F 7. Magnetic motor switches are generally rated in KW.
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T

T

T

T

F

F

F

F

8.

9.

10.

11.

Push-buttoh btart.-st60 iiatitms on magnetic motor switches
are connected in series with the motor. .

With magnetic motor switches the start button remains
across the button contacts until the ..stop button is pushed.

Three-phase motors cannot be started di? line voltage.

The torque of a motor is greater during startiligthan
when at rated speed.

T F 12. The running current of a motor is greater than the starting
current. . .

T F 13. Electric motors can be used to deliver more than rated
horsepower for very short periods of time.

T 'F 14. With A.C. motors watts are proportional.to amperes.

T F 15. Most A.C. motors are variable-speed motors.

T F 16. A repulsion-induction motor is reversed by shifting the
brush position.

T F 17. If one has a choice on a dual-voltage motor, the higher
voltage should be used.

T F 16. The most common trouble with split-phase motors is
Crush replacement.

T F 19. A capacitor motor has greater starting torque than a
regular.split-phase motor.

T F 20. Capacitor motors tend to be less efficient than regular
split-phase motors.

T F 21. An advantage of split -phase and capacitor motors'is their
relative trouble-free operation...

T F 22. A repulsion-induction motor has about the highest starting
torque of single-phase motors and lowest starting current;

T F 23. A universal motor is a constant-speed motor.

T F 24. three-phase motor may be operated on single-phase power.

T F 25. The NEC Code requires every motor to have a disconnecting
means.

'C F 26. Magnetic motor switches or starters may serve as the
motor-disconnect means.

T F 27. Start-stop switches 'for motors generilly.should be located
as near as possible to the motor.,
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T F 28. It is possibl to have enough voltage drop in the conduc-
tors to a motor that the motor will not operate properly.

T F 29. When installing V-blts on motors one must be sure they
are tight.

T F 30. One should avoid the use o: small pulleys as much as
possible.

Completion,

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. If under normal operating conditigns the temperature of an
electric motor does not exceed 40 Centigrade above the surround-
ing air,it is rated as a motor.

2. The running current prOtection on a motor rated as in the above
question shall not exceed % of name plate current.

3. The smallest permissible conductor for general wiring, including
motors, is

4. In addition to providing convenient locaticin of. mrtor start-stop
stations, magnetic switches also provide

--protection.

5. Three-phase motors require st:dle switches.

6. Electric motors are rated in

7. Most of the commonly used motors operate at a speed of from
to, R.P.M at rated horsepower.'

8. A repulsion-induction motor is properly called a
motor.

9. A universal motor may be operated on either
or single phase

10. :Fuses: should only be placed in conductors operating
ca 114- volts.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers c-refully.

1. List the four essential elements of an electric motor as concerned
in wiring:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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0241:SAiist four typeel,.of single-phase A.C. motors:

(A) (C)

'03) (D)

3. List :five places .one might find a universa*. motor used:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

..
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 15 Units 86-91

WIRING FOR HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING

Modern developments have brought expanding use of electricity
in the areas of heating and cooling homes. Allow is not considered
modern unless it has automatic heat and in many places air condition-
ing is considered almost essential.

The modern uses of electricity for atmosphere control present
.:oMe special considerations that the well-trained electrician should
).e aware of.

In this assignment you will study some of the special considers-
'ions that Should be given when wiring for heating and air conditioning
systems.

".s.siecrunent:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and band in by

Deferences:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric
pp. 158-168, 190-199.

C. Mullin, Ray C., Xlectrical Trades, pp.
197-204, 221-226, 229-233, 236-239.

I. Information Sheet No. 2

Questions:

Wiring-Residential.,

134-135, 150-153,

True- False,

Directions: The following atatements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circlq around the letter "T". If it
is false, draw a circle around the Letter "F".

F 1. Some duct electric heating astems use a main heater as
well as individual duct heate.I.

T F 2. With a duct electric heating system the individual duct
heaters are controlled by separate thermostats.

T F 3. Circuit breakers or other over-current protection must
be associated with each duct heater.

T F 4. A floor furnace may not be controlled by a wall switch.

T F 5. A floor farn7.s.e may serve well in places not adequately
heated by a central heating system.



6i Warbeetin# units are aValiable Only in the glass.Or.
ceramic panel typego

: T F 7. The .only.heatingolOne by wall units isi.tie heating Of -the'
cool air rising from the floor through the unit.

T F 8. Baseboard heating units are installed:on/4'in new work.

T F 9. Baseboard heating is best when used as the only.sourcyrii
heat in a *room.

T F 10. Ba6eboard units are often controlled by wall thermostats.

T P 11.

T F 12.

T F 13.

T F 14.

T F 15.

T F 16,

T F 17.

Heating cables mustneer be cut.

Heating cables shodld be installed in closets.

One may install heating cables in coperete.

It is Importaqt to locate a thermostate where it will not
be inf.xenCeitiby.exdestrive beat or drafts.

'One must be sure to have a thermostat installed vertically
to operate properly.

Line voltage thermostats must be installed in an outlet
box.

A heat pump may be used for heating or cooling.

T F 18. The primary consideratiOn in air conditioning is motor. .7
wiring.

T F, 19. The average electrician should be able to design the layput
for electric heat in an existing building.

.0. Some exhaust fans may be controlled by humidity sensing
devices.

T F 21.

T F 22.

T F 23.

T F 24.

The cord for a portable electric heater should contain a
grounding conductor.

An air conditioner may be connected to the same circuit
as the heating unit for the room.

A receptacle cannot be wired so that. part of it is to
supply 120 volts and another part 240 volts.

One method of.cooling a home
attic fan.

T F 25. An attic exhaust fan-may be a
humidityin a hOme.

T I' 26. It may be desirable. ta have a

I/ 1. 011.14/1 1 0/ 1 .

is through the use of an

method of controlling excess

pilot light on an attic fan.
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I' P 27. Baseboard heating uniteerwavailable in a variety of
wattages.

T F 28. .It is neoeeiary. to run.a.separate circuit for eaerb.01114
. :

unit in a given room. .

010

T F 29. If a baseboard heating unit has a convenience o* et y
be suppliid by the .conductors serving the heiti0q0 .

T F 30. Some places may require a disconhect wItch tpr a heating
unit at the head of 1.6tal,rs if'One.is located in a base-
ment.

T F 31. Plans an4,specificati9ns 144inarily, are s.,qific fn wiring
arrangements `'tor dititrWk6rheatiriglequi t such as an
il burner..

T r 32. WithA gas-!fired he* systel one needs a stack switch
to off the 'fuel ce.

33. Certain gas -fired centraX.heating systems, may operate
independent of outside sOurces.of electricity.

T F 34. Low Voltage thermostats must be. installed in outlet boxes;

T P 35. The most important consideration .in Installing electric
heat is proper p/afining.

'SgmeXtim.
Directions: Pill in the blank {s) in eaCh Statement with the iiorgl)
required to complete the sentence correbtU...

1. A wall heater may be mounted or
depending upon location or personal preference.

2: Theta= refers,to heat,rays Sent out at.right.
angles to the heating surface. while the term
refers to the circulation of air caused by the heater.'

a: Well- or_ceiling. the cable
tape or staaes.

iisads is designed ior.eperating

3. When installing heating cables in
must be fastened at least every

,

4. A heating cable supplied with red
on volts.

. ,.

5. Heating cables must not be instalred.closer It= = inches
to a lighting fixture.

6. The preferable height for a thermostat is :,

7. A heat-pump works on the principle of heat' from
one point to another.

a. Considerations in electric heat design include,.
and temperature variations as well as °heat
transmission constants.
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10. The rating of a portable appliance, including heaters and air
conditioners, should not exceed % of the branch.cirduit
rating.

11. One may use a white conductor in a cable as an ungrounded conductc
if it is or otherwise rendered unidentifiable.

12. In circulating wvter systems the thermostat controls both the
and through a reit'

13. If a number of theimocouples are connected in series it is callea
.a

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1.. List the several types.of electric Mating systems available.

(A) (F)

(B) . (G)

;.- (C) (H)

(D) (I)

(E) (1)

2. List the two types of thermoStats available

(A)

3. List four reasons for installing exhaust qns.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
r

4



14st eight advantages of eleatilc home heating compared te
fired systems. .

(A)

(B)

(C) *,

(D)

(E)

.(F)

(G)
.

(H)



Information
Sheet No. 2

ELECTRIC HEATING

81

Covering
Units 86-91

The use of electricity for heating homes is becoming very
popular. it is very likely you may be installing electric heat in a
home soon, so you should be familiar with it. People use electric
home heat because they believe it will give better results than other
means.

One of the reasons people are not satisfied with fuel heating
is because of poorly planned and poorly installed systems. It is
imperative that when installing an electrical heating system it be
carefully and adequately planned and installed so as to insure
customer satisfaction.

Some of the advantages of electric resistance heating ares_

1. Genuine comfort-individual room control is practical
with electric heat permitting each room to be at the
temperature the home owner desires. With present
modulating controls, one can obtain the closest temperature
control and comfort.

2. .Safetv-with the absence of products of combustion and
generation of high temperature, there is freedom from
asphyxiation hazards, flame and explosion.

3. Convenience-there is no seasonal maintenance; it is ready
to use any time of the year in one room or the whole house.
It requires a minimum of attention.

4. Clean -it is as clean as an electric light bulb, with no
film or residue.

5. Simple and low cost to install-most resistance type heating
systems can be installed at a lower cost than conventional
heating--as simple as installing an electrical outlet.

6. Negligible maintenance-little or no maintenance is likely
to be needed. If one unit should break down the other units
are still able to operate.

7. Dependable-electric heaters are as dependable as the power
supply. An argument often advanced against electric heat is;..
that if the power should go out one would be without heat.
One needs only to remind them that practically all modern
heating systems--oil, gas, and coal--depend upon electricity
to operate.
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Assignment Covering
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LCD- VOLTAGE CIRCUITS AND CONTROLS

With the increase in the use of electricity in the home, the
has been recent development in automatic and remote control of ap-
pliances. Efficiency and convenience have been greatly improved b
these devices.

Appliance dealers insist that their products be properly
installed if guarantees are to be effective. Electricians instal
remote and automatic control equipment should comply completely with
factory specifications. Since the use of this equipment is in-
creasing, electricians should become familiar with the principles
involved.

In this assignment you will have an opportunity to'learn about
the types of automatic and remote-control equipment in use and how
it is installed and used.

Assignment: -

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Inmpect aremote-control wiring system in a local residence.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A. Graham, Kennard C., Interior Electric Wiring- Residential,
pp. 72-78, 201-214.

B. Richter, H. P., Wiring Simplified, pp. 794432.
C. Mullin, Ray C., Electrical Trades-Residential, pp. 209-217,

273-282.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle arcand the letter °T.° If it
is false, draw a circle around the lette? 'P."

T F 1. More than one push button may ialmed to control a bell.

T F 2. A major reason for a two-tone chime is 'so the dwelling
occupant will know which door to answer.-

T P 3. House numbers may sometimes be lighted by leads from the
doorbell transformer.
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T F 4. Intercom systems often use color coded wire.

T F 5. The disadvantage of tranSformers for bell circuits is high
power consumption when not being used.

T F 6. Low voltage insulation may be used for doorbells.

T F 7. The voltage for doorbell (chime) systems should not exceed
30 volts.

T F 8. Voltage drop need not be considered in doorbell systems.

T '1? 9. Bell wires may not be installed in conduit.

T F 10. Annunciator cable may be directly fastened to floor joists
with insulating staples.

T F 11. Conductors with low voltage insulation may be installed
in the same.conduit as 120 volt conductors going to an
outlet.

T F 12. The NEC restricts running low voltage conductors, into an
outlet box with power conductors.

T F 13. Standard switch boxes may be used for TV antennas.

T P 14. If a TV antenna outlet is installed in the same outlet
box as the 120 volt convenience receptacle, they must be
separated by a metal barrier.

T F 15. If a TV 'antenna is to run in a conduit, one should use
shielded cable.

T' F 16. A TV antenna rotor usually requires a fotir-wire cable.

T F 17. Telephone jacks should be supplied by the electrician when
a portable phone is to be installed.

F 18. Normally, one telephone should be permanently installed
where a portable phone is to be used.

T F 19. When installing a residential extension phone system one.
must pay strict attention to NBC regulations.

T F 20. It is beet to consult with the telephone company before
installing a telephone system.

T F 21. The relay coil is energized all of the time the light it
controls is on, with low - voltage, control systems.

T F 22. One side of the transformer for low voltage control is
connected to the center tap of the relay coil.

T P 23. A transformer designed so that it is current limiting need
not have additional over-current protection.
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T F 24. The trouble with most transformers for low voltage wiring
is that only one switch can be operated at a time.

T F 25. Some remote control lighting systems may use D.C. for
energizing the relays.

T F 26. Switches for remote control wiring must be installed in
boxes.

T F 27. An interesting feature of remote control wiring is the
ease of obtaining master control of several circuits.

T F 28. It is possible to wire remote ccItrol circuits so that
one light will go out when another one is turned on.

T F 29. Ope may use #18 wire for the low voltage conductors in
remote control wiring.

T F 30. An advantage with locating relays in outlet boxes at
point of control is saving in high voltage wiring.

T F 31. Transformers for remote control wiring should be mounted
in a central location.

T F 32. The NEC requirements for remote control wiring are the
same as for conventional wiring;

T F 33. Switches and relays are installed before plastering.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. In a doorbell circuit the push button is in with
the power source and the bell.

2. A two-tone chime unit will have leads, the
one being the one that connects to both coils.

3. The transmitter and receiver at each station in an intercommuni-
cation telephone are connected in

4. Conversation in a telephone intercommunication system is carried
on by in battery current.

5. One should use twisted pair conductors in intercommunication
systems to reduce electrical

6. Most transformers for doorbells step 120volts down to about
to volts, whereas chime transformers usually step

down to about to volts.
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7. If one is gOinq to add a second set of chimes to a chime system
to eXtehd the system, it should be wired-in to
the first chime.

8. Signal circuits usually use # gage wire.

9. Relays in low voltage remote control wiring operate on
volts.

10. When installing relays for low voltage circuits allow at least
inches of slack in the low voltage wire.

11. When adding additional control points in a low voltage system,
the switches are connected in to the first swit.J1.

12. The relays for remote control wiring are designed so they may
be mounted in inch openings of standard
boxes.

t3. When installing a relay in an outlet box one must be sure the
120 volt leads are the box and the low voltage
leads are the box.

14. Control switches for remote control wiring are available for
either or mounting.

15. A convenient method of mounting remote control switches in new
work is to use rings.

16. A low voltage relay could be called a

17. In lrw voltage switch wiring for remote control the electrician
need only remember conductors are needed between switch
and relay.

18. Two advantages of gang mounting relays are ease of
and operation.

19. Generally, the transformer for low voltage relays is located in
the or

20. To be considered as class 2 low voltage wiring (NEC) the voltage
'cannot exceed volts and the current not over

21. Remote control wiring Must be supported every feet.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers Carefully.

List three names by which low voltage wire may be identified.

(A) (C)



2. List two advantages of using a multiple conductor cable forlow voltage circuits.

(A)

3. List five advantages of remote control. wiring.

(R)

(B)

(C)

87

(D),

(B)

4. List three types of insula4pp.that may be found on wire usedfor the low voltage .coriductoi*".16.remote control wiring.

(A) (C)

(B)

5. List two methods that might be used for identifying conductorsin a three wire cable.

(A)
(B)

6. List three methods of arranging relays for remote control wiring.

(A) (t)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 17 Units 99-107

WIRING OLD RESIDENCES

The terms "old work" or "old house wiring" refer to installing
wiring systems in buildings after construction work has been completed.
This type wiring has special problems and is considered more difficult
in many ways than new Wiring.

At the present time-, with advancement in rural electrification
and expanded use of electricity in cities, much old work is being
done. Since there is such a great variety of problems encountered
in old work, manly general procedures can be prese.ted here. Details
must be worked out on-eachlob.

In this assignOent you will have an opportunity to learn the
general procedures sd in wiring old residences.

1. Rearithe references listed below.
2. Make a list of problems that, are found mainly in old work.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in by

References:

A.

B.
D.

questions:

aril C., Interior Electric Wiring-Residential,
106-125.
P., tilling Simplified, pp. 93-104..
Electric wiring Handbook, Sears, Roebuck and Co.,
8 -19.

Graham, Kenr
pp. 80-92,
Ric.h.ter, E..

Sin lified
1964, pp. 1

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. A major problem in wiring an old building is to get the
cable inside a wall between fixture and switch.

T F 2. One can expect to use more materials in wiring a new
building than when wiring an old building.

T F 3. Generally, conduit is impractical for rewiring an old
building if the wire is to be concealed.

T F 4. Wall light fixture outlets shoo ,d be 66 to 70 inches above
the floor.

T F 5. One may splice cable between boxes when it is fished
thrormh a wall.
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F 6. The first step in Mduntin4 an outlet in old work is to
cut an opening the size of the outlet box.

.

: T F 7. One should attempt to remove two complete widths of lath
when cutting in for a switch box.

T F 8. Special bOxes for mounting in old work are available.

T F 9. Usually one will have to pull a cable connector into a
box after the boix is Mounted iwthe wall on 'old work.

T F 10. An old work box hanger should be installed so it is
parRilelwith the' lath.

T F 11. If one is to raise tongue-and-groove floorings the first
step is to cut off the tongue.

T 141 121.,
.Mwa.Generaily, a complete rewiring is necessary .to modernize
an installation..,-

T. F 13.. Modernizing an installation will probably start with a new
;4' service.

14. The selection and placement of outlet boxes may depend
upon the thickness and type of ceiling and wall finish.

,`

1! 15Atxto eharpen an auger bit, file the outside of thespur;,4 .

M F 16 The electrician should assume all circuits "hot" until
proven otherwise.

T 17. It is good practice to check the white conductor to make
,sure it is.the grounded conductor.

is"013. Knowledge of huilding construction may often influence..

. loqption_of an outlet.
4:ad-*z.

T W.',ast#r keys may cause trouble in fishing wires.
$

fP 2,Q. tiowIting of receptacle boxes on plaster walls is the same
,as:fer switch boxes.

T ,F '21. The NEC doe_ s not permit knob and tube wiring for new
work.

T F 22.--One may run opposite polarity conductors on *each side of
a split knob which is provided with grooves on each side.

T F 23. Each conductor must go through a separate bushed hole
when conductors enter a conduit.

T F 24. Wooden plugs may be used for fastening electrical equipment
to masonry walls.

T F 25. It is probably safest to use non-metallic boxes with knob
and tube wiring.
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Comagla2M ... ,

....'
DireptA9ns: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the w**1
relOiredto compete the sentence correctly.

1. When mounting boxes in old work one should try to locate them
fairly close to .to gain

_.....-

strength from the l a- th.

2. The length of a switch box is approximately thatof
widths of lath.

3. When mounting switch boxes ,in. o]4. work, long #4
or #5 wood screws are 'commonly

4. One might cut off a for use as a
chisel for cutting off 'toffs fh flocking.

5. When removing a floor board it- should be removed over a span of
at least joists.

6. The distance from the finished floor of one story to the
finished floor of the. next is ;

whereas, is the distance frdm the
top of the finished floor to the finish line of the ceiling_for
that floor.

7. Standard height for switches is inches.

8. Generally, the placement of a switch should provide,
inches clearance between the switch and door trim.

9. Recessed fixtures must have at least inch clearance
from surrounding combustible materials.

10. Insulators should be on every or foist for knob
and tube wiring.

11. Knob and tube wiring requires inch clearance over dry
surfaces and inch clearance over damp surfaces.

12. Both conductors in a tap in knob and tube wiring must be
supported within _inches of the tap.

13. The non-metallic flexible tubing used with knob and tube wiring
is called



ELECTRICAL ESTIMATING

Covering
Units 106-J3

JatAR gerpral'liractice to. select an electrical contra&tot.aftelbids lievelleen.Vade sever01,intOested contractors. ,Skill in.
estimatir_ it;044f fOr obi044tors and electiiiAnis wiring
reeidences rode Y.

The abi11: to-legte 90ft 0; a jOk.and the time required,
for its comOIe ve; tatiay:14veXPet4enqe.. fever, much
can be learzed:a4OUt Pte040-and the .in'Parts of estimating that
will enable the yOunive ectrtdSh to ess rapidity on the jab.

.

In this aiikignment'you wi 4. ilve an opportunity to learn the
sources of intor449h 119e4010r*stiMac.inv and ho0 the 'information
is tabulated Ondused. **-

Assignment:

I. Read the references lipted below.
2. Secure cops of elegtricAl specifications from local

contractors and carefully examine them.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in by

Riferanos:
A. Graham, MAnnarcl,S., Interipr

pp. 233-247. ..
Mullin, Roy c., c 3C.

Questions:

electric Wirina7Resi4ential,

apMs.a, pp. 287-292.

YFuettE0404.

PitIgliana: The following stateMerite!,.fre either trut, or false. If
the statement is trtie,.draw.a circle pound the letter "T." If the.
statement is false, draw a circle Mound the 1ettOr "F."

T F 1. One can expect a complete electrical layout in the plans
for a small home.

T F 2. Cable runs may depend upon door openings, attic accessi-
bility, basement and similar considerations.

T F 3. Cable need not have the same protection in'an unused
attic as in one that is accessible.

T F 4. When measuring cable lengths for estimates use the next
whole foot if it is slightly under it.

arra



T F 5. It is considered good wiring practice to use 4 inch square
boxes in place of switch boxes if more than five conductors
enter the box.

T F 6. There are several methods of estimating material costs
for a residence.

T F 7. Labor time unit schedules should be checked against actual
times periodically. ,

T F 8. sough estimates for electrical installations often are
figured o- a cost per outlet basis.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The essential requirement in estimating is to follow a

2. The form used for listing ceiling and bracket outlets, switches,
receptacles, and similar itmes is called a

and schedule.

3. Outlet boxes, plaster rings, switches and such are recorded on
a schedule.

4. Standard practice is to add per cent to measured cable
lengths when estimating.

5. Grounds other than the service grounds are often referred to as
grounds or grounds.

6. A common amount used for covering overhead and profit in
estimating is per cent.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Factors to consider in estimating are:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

2. Four typical general items to be found in the specifications for
the electrical contractor would be:

(A)

(B)

(D)
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3. I4st four things ti look id*: 10hen familiarizing oneself with a
Plan.



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

INTERIOR WIRING Student's
Copy

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency
Worker Should Be Able to Do Shown

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

Fundamentals of Electricity

Meausre wire, use volt, ohm,
ammeter.

Time in hours

Electrical fundamentals,
units of measurement and
measurement devices, first
aid.

Read and sketch plan symbols
and drawings, plan wiring,
circuits, scale drawings,
estimate circuit loads

Time in hours

Planning

Electrical symbols, NEC,
local codes and inspection,
adequate wiring, location
of outlets, Underwriters
Laboratories.

String outside wires,
install service entrance,
around service.

Tine in hours

Service Entrance

Power considerations for the
farm. NEC regulations for
service entrance, grounding
requirements.

Electrical Connections

Make splices, use solderless
connectors, tape joints,
attach conductors to termin-
als

Time in hours

Types of insulation and
limitations, kinds of
splices and uses, methods of
making electrical connec-
tions, joint insulation
requirements.

Outlets and Switches

Mount outlet and switch boxes
in new work, install single
pole, three way and four
way switches

Time in hours

Types of switch and outlet
boxes, types of swtiches
and their uses.

Cable Wiring

Run armored cable and anchor,
run non-metallic sheathed
cable and anchor properly

Time in hours

Types of cable and their
proper use and limitations,
regulations for securing
cable.



Conduit Wiring

Cut, ream, and bend EMT,
cut, ream, thread and bend
rigid conduit, install
conduit fittings, pull wire.

Time in hours

Install major appliances,
install timing device.

Time it hours

Types and applications of
conduit, types and uses of
conduit fittings, regulations
governing conduit.

Appliance Wiring

Appliance wiring considera-
tions, types of time switch-
es and use.X

Wire to and install an
electric motor, reverse
split phase and repulsion-
induction motors, install
and service a motor con-
troller.

Time in hours

Motors

Motor principles, wiring
considerations, overcurrent
protection of motors.

Heating and

Install wiring for a
residential heating plant,
install electric heating
cable and baseboard, install
exhaust fan & air conditioner.

Time in hours

Air Conditioning

Considerations for power to
heating plants, types and
advantages of electric heat,
heating controls, considera-
tions for air conditioners.

Low Voltage Circuits and Controls

Install a low voltage remote
control wiring system.

Time in hours

Types of automatic control
equipment, remote control
wiring.

Wiring anpld Residence
Considerations in rewiring
types of outlet and fixture
hangers.

Fish cable, set boxes in
lath and plaster, set boxes
in sheet rock.

Time in hours

Electrical

Write electrical specifica-
tions, take information off
a plan, prepare a bid.

Time in hours

VEMIMMEr

Estioatinrc

MetLods of estimating,
contracting principles and
practices.



Code for employer's use in marking student's progress:

Performed some operations Performed some operations

in area

in area with reasonable proficiency

Performed most operations Performed most operations
satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

INTERIOR WIRING Employer's
Copy

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do Shown the Worker Should Know

Fundamentals of Electricity

Meausre wire, use volt, ohm, Electrical fundamentals,
ammeter. units of measurement and

measurement devices, first
Time in hours aid.

Planning

Read and sketch plan symbols
and drawings, plan wiring,
circuits, scale drawings,
estimate circuit loads

Time in hours

Electrical symbols, NEC,
local codes and inspection,
adequate wiring, location
of outlets, Underwriters
Laboratories.

String outside wires,
install service entrance,
ground service.

Time in hours

Service Entrance

411t11.1Ili

Power considerations for the
farm. NEC regulations for
service entrance, grounding
requirements.

Electrical Connections

Make splices, use solderless
connectors, tape joints,
attach conductors to termin-
als

Time in hours

Types of insulation and
limitations, kinds of
splices and uses, methods of
making electrical connec-
tionst joint insulation
requirements.

Outlets and Switches

Mount outlet and switch boxes
in new work, install single
pole, three way and four
way switches

Time in hours

Types of switch and outlet
bores, types of swtiches
and their uses.

Cable Wiring

Run armored cable and anchor,
run non-metallic sheathed
cable and anchor properly

Time in hours

Types of cable and their
proper use and limitations,
regulations for securing
cable.



Conduit Wiring

Cut, ream, and bend EMT,
cut, ream, thread and bend
rigid conduit, install
conduit fittings, pull wire.-

Time in hours

Types and applications of
conduit, types and uses of
conduit fittings, regulations
governing conduit.

Install major appliances,
install timing device.

Time in hours

Appliance Wiring

Appliance wiring considera-
tions, types of time switch-
es Sand use.

Wire to and install am.
electric motoretreverse
split phase and repulsion-'
induction motors, install
and service a motor con-
troller.

Time in hours

Motors

Motor principles i wiring
considerations, overcurrent
protection of motors.

:
Heating and Air Conditioning

Install wiring for a Considerations for power to
residential heating plant, heating plants, types and

. tions for air conditioners.

install electric heating advantages of electric heat,
cable and baseboard, install heating controls, considera-
exhaust fan & air conditioner.

Time in hours 111.1.111.

Low Voltage Circuits and Controls

Install a low voltage remote Types of automatic control
control wiring system. equipment, remote control

wiring.
Time in hours

Wiring an Old Residence

Fish cable, set boxes in Considerations in rewiring

in sheet rock. hangers.
tlath and plaster, set boxes types of outlet and fixture

Time in hours

Electrical Estimating

Write electrical specifica- Methods of estimating,
tions, take information off contracting principles and
a plan, prepare a bid. practices. .

Time in hours



Code for employer's use in

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

marking student's progress:

Performed some operations
with reasonable proficiency

Performed most operations
satisfactorily
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TRAINING PLAN AND iphOGREss RECORD
for

INTERIOR WIRING

JOB TRAINING: What the ProfiCiency RELATED INFORMATT0147-7ENE

Eugajiiallo:ofglectricitv
Measure wire, use volt, ohm.
ammeter.

Time in hours

Electrical fundamentals,
units of measurement and
measurement devices, first
aid.

Planning

Read and sketch plan symbols
and drawings, plan wising,
circuits, scale drawing!,
estimate circuit loads

Time in hours

String outaiee wires,
install service entrance,
ground service.

Time in hours

x
.1110.10-

Electrical symbols, NEr,
local codes and inspection,
adequate wiring, location
of ou*lets, Undermaters
Laboratories.

$erv.ce_Entrance

Power considerations for th
farm. NEC regulations for
service entrance, groqnding
requirements.

Make splices, use solderless
connectors, tape Joints,
attach conductors to term-
inals

Time in hours

ons

Types cf insulation and
limitations, kinds of
splices and uses, methods o.;
making electrical connect-
ions, joint insulation
requirements.

Outlets and Switches

Mount outlet and switch boxes
in new work, install single
pole, the way and four
way switches

Time in hours

Types of switch and outlet
boxes, types of switches
and their uses.

g.able Wiring

Run armored cable and anchor.
run non-metallic sheathed
cable and anchor properly.

Time in hours

Types of cable and their
proper use and limitations,
regulations for securing
cable.



Conduit Wiring

Cut, ream, and bend EMT,
cut, ream, thread and bend
rigid cowquit, install
conduit fittings, pull wire.

Time in hours

Types and applications of
conduit, types and uses of
conduit fittings, regulations
governing conduit.

Appliance Wiring

Install major appliances,
install timing device.

Time in hours

Wire to and install an
electric motor, reverse
split phase and repulsion-
induction motors, 'instill
and service a motor con-
troller.

Time in hours

Motors

Appliance wiring considera-
tions, types of time switch-
es and use.

Motor principles, wiring
considerations, overcurrent
protection of motors.

Heating and Air Conditioning

Install wiring for a
residential heating plant,
install electric heating
cable and baseboard, install
exhaust fan & air conditioner.

Time in hours

Considerations for power to
heating plants, types and
advantages of electric heat,
heating controls, considera-
tions for air conditioners.

Low Voltage

Install a low voltage remote
control wiring system.

Time in hours

Circuits and Controls

Types of automatic control
equipment, remote control
wiring.

Wiring an Old Residence

Fish cable, set boxes in
lath and plaster, set boxes
in sheet rock.

Time in hours

Considerations in rewiring
types of outlet and fixture
hangers.

Electrical Estimating

Write electrical specifica-
tivas, take information off
a plan, pnepare a bid.

Time in hours

Methods of estimating,
contracting princ.,-)les and
practices.



Code for employer's use in marking student's progress:

Performed some operations A7 Performed some operations
in area with reasonable proficiency

Performed most operations Performed most operationsin area satisfactorily
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*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *FURNITURE
UPHOLSTERERS, HIGH SCHOOLS, JOB ANALYSIS, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,
*INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION,

This guide is for student use in studying related occupational
information of furniture upholstery in high school or post-high
school cooperative education programs. It was developed by a
committee of teacher coordinators and teacher educators through an
analysis of the trade and has been field tested and periodically
revised. The 17 assignment sheets, designed to facilitate
individualized instruction contain introductory paragraphs to
develop interest explanations of the assignments, references,
learning activities, and objective-type study questions. Examples
of titles are (1) Frame Construction, (2) Springs and Spring
Work, (3) Padding Operations (4) Outside Covering Materials, and
(5) Slip Covers. An information sheet is included on the
upholstery trade. The material is to be used by individual students
under teacher supervision for 1 year or 180 days. The teacher should
be a qualified coordinator or competent trade teacher and students
should be in grades 11 or 12 with proper prerequisites and employed
in furniture upholstery cooperative classes. Supplementary materials
include a list of references, an analysis of the furniture
upholstery trade, and a student progress record. Answers to the
assignment sheet questions are available in VT 002 055. This
document is available for $1.50 from Industrial Education, 103
Industrial Education Building, University of Missouri, Columbia,
Missouri 65201. (HC)
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This course of study consisting of an analysis of UPHOLSTERY
together with assignment sheets covering the related (occupational)
information to be taught by the school, has been prepared for
teaching furniture upholstery on an individual basis in a cooper-
ative part-time program.

The original analysis was prepared by Mr. beonard Hobart
while coordinator at Chillicothe, Missouri. A subsequent
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by Dr. Max Eddy, formerly Research Assistant in Industrial
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was prepared by Mr. Richard L. Burns, Research Assistant in
Industrial Education at the University of Missouri.
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of Industrial Education, and to other staff members of the State
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing this course of study, it has been assumed that the
attainment of occupational competency in any type of work involves
three different, yet closely related, types of learning. They are:

1. Mastery of the practical job skills and procedures performed
by the worker in the occupation.

2. Comprehension of the technical and related information basic
to an intelligent understanding and practice of the occupaal.
tion.

3. Development of those personal-social traits which are essen-
tial for the successful worker.

The first group of these "learning units"--the job skills and
procedures--has been arranged in the analysis under the heading of
"Job Training". The second group of learning units--the technical
and related information--has been arranged under the heading of
"Related Information". And the third group- -the personal-social
traits--has been listed under "Personal-Social Traits Essential for
the Upholsterer" in the introductory section addressed to the stu-
dent.

In a cooperative educational program it is necessary, for both
cooperating agencies- --the school and the employer - -to understand
clearly just what each is to be responsible for in the training of
the studentworker. Experience has shown that most of the practical
job skills and procedures of an occupation can best be learned
through supervised work on the job. Experience has shown also that
the school can best teach most of the technical and related occupa,s1
tional information needed by young student-workers. This division
of responsibility has been made in the arrangement Of the course of
study: that is, it is expected that the student-worker will master
the job skills and procedures through practical work on the job
under the immediate supervision of the employer, and that he will
receive instruction in related occupational information in the school
under the direction of the coordinator.

Skills and related information are matters for direct instruc-
tion, but personal-social traits are acquired only through practicing
them during the process of acquiring skills and information and in
one's daily conduct. Therefore, both the employer and the school,
as well as the home, must assume responsibility for developing in the
student-worker those habits, attitudes and character traits which are
essential for success in his occupation and in life. Both the em-
ployer and the school should be constantly on the alert to see that
the student-worker places desirable interpretations on his experi-
ences and that he does not practice habits and exhibit character
traits detrimental to his success.
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Since the coordinator's class will be made up of fifteen or more
students, each differing from the other significantly, studying a
dozen or more occupations which differ markedly in their requirements,
it follows that it will be impossible for him to teach, through the
group method, the occupational information which relates to the spe-
cific job of each student-worker. In order to be effective, this
type of instruction must be individualized. There is, of course some
related information, such as occupational health and safety, work-
men's compensation, wage-hour laws, fair labor standards, unemploy-
ment compensation, and the like, which is of common interest and
concern to all student-workers, and may be effective4a, taught by the
group method. But if the coordinator is to make a real contribution
to the in-service vocational education of his students, he must devote
a major portion of his classroom instruction to content which deals
specifically with the work of each boy and girl enrolled.

With this requirement in mind, and in order to facilitate indi-
vidual instruction, these assignment sheets have been prepared. Each
contains certain record data as to number and range of units covered,
introductory paragraphs designed to develop interest, explain the
importance of the assignment, and to convey to the student what he
is expected to learn, specific assignments including reading, learn
ing activities and a series of new-type quest:i.ons designed to check
his attainment.

Obviously, it is desirable to teach the related information in
the school at the time it will be used most advantageously on the
job. This means that the two phases of the student-worker's training
should parallel each other in a progressive manner. The coordinator
will find the assignment sheets well adapted to this end. He can
select from day to day the assignment which covers the informational
units related to the work being done on the job. With this arrange-
ment, the coordinator will become, during a major portion of his
classroom time, a supervising study and helping teacher.

In selecting books for the course, an effort has been made to
restrict the number to an adequate coverage of the material, and to
select those of recent publication so that current practices can be
consistently presented. It is recommended that copies of these books
be secured and kept in the coordinator's classroom for ready use by
the student.

The key sheets, available in a separate manual, have been pre-
pared to enable the coordinator to score quickly the objective tests
which are a part of each assignment sheet. These key sheets give
the correct answers to the questions, as well as the reference and
the page on which each answer can be found. The key sheets should
be kept in the coordinator's possession.
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S. TO THE STUDENt WORXER

e

e

For a number of years there has been a shortage of skilled work-
ers in the upholstery trade. Because of this shortage, the trade
offers opportunity for a limited number of new workers each year.
Since there are usually more people interested in the trade than
there are employment opportunities, the person vocationally inter-
ested in Upholstery'heeds to seek training opportunities in order
to gain initial employment. Acceptable training usually consists of
a four year apprenticeship program or certain equivalent on-the-job
training.

Reauirernents for entry into theupholstery trade and other topics
of interest to the prospective upholsterer are considere in Assign-
ment Sheet No. 1, Upholstery as a Vocation.

Personal-Social Traits Essential forottbs Upholsterer

As in other skilled trades, success as a tradesman in upholstery
depends upon one's skill, knowledge, and personality. The latter
category has wide and varied implications for the upholsterer. The
personal and social traits which he has developed through the years
vitally effects his ability to get along with his fellow workers,
his supervisors, and his family. Those traits are active in deter-
mining how Well the worker can operate within the common and written
laws of society. As important as training, skill, knowledge, and
judgement are; they do not offset the disadvantages of a poor or
undesirable personality.

Assuming that personality is important the worker and that
one can develop desirable attributes with effort and persistance,
what are some of the personal-social traits which are desirable for
the upholsterer to possess? The following are submitted as tra$s
which the upholsterer will need to have or develop:

Honesty - The fact that most of the work that'the upholsterer
does is covered up makes honesty a prime qualification.

Neatness - The decorative function of upholstery requires neat -
AeJe:in. all operations.

Dexterity - The upholsterer must be nimble with his hands and
effective in his use of tools.

Artistic Ability - Designing and styling require that the uphol-

sterer have some artietic;ability.

Sense of color - The upholsterer must know the principles of
color harmony and learn to use color effectively.
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1 Good Vision - Much of the upholsterer's work is quite detailed
1 and fine, requiring good vision.

I

Patience - The nature of upholstery work demands accuracy and
constant attention to detail.

Thoroughness - Each task must be done in its entirety - there
is no place for laxity or short-cuts 2n the upholstery trade.



REFERENCES FOR UPHOLSTERY

A. Bergen, John, All About Upholstering, Hawthorne Boas Inc., 70
Fifth Avenue, New York II, New York, 1962, $4.50* CO)**

B. Bast, Herbert, Essentials of Modern Rthplsterv, The Bruce Publish-
ing Company, 400 North Broadway, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin, 1963,
$3.75* (13)**

C. Criswell, Clyde Agnew, gonlatom and Re-uRholsterinq, Frederick
J. Drake & Co., Chicago, Illinois, 1955, $1.25* (11)**

*Subject to educational discount
**Frequency of use in assignments
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ANALYSIS OF UPHOLSTERY

JOB TRAINING: What the Assign.
Worker Should Be Able To Do No.

RA LAZD INFORMATION: 14hat
the 11orker Should Know

Upholstery as Vocation

1 1. The history of uphol-
story

1 2. Nature of upholstery
work

1 3. Opportunities in the up-
holstery trade

1 4. Job requirements of the
upholstery trade

1 5. Conditions of work
1 6. Salary and advancement
1 7. Outlook for employment

in the upholstery trade
1

Tools of the Trade

8. Select hand tocls and
machines

2 8.

9. Construct special shop
equipment

2 9.

10. Condition hand tools
11. Improvise tools and equip-

ment for special jots
2 12.

2 13.

2. 14.

Common upholstery hand
tocls and machines
Special equipment used
by the upholsterer

Sources of upholstery
supplies* tools, and
machines
Care of upholstery tools
and equipment
The Safe use of uphol-
stery tools and equip-
ment

onstru tion

15. Select framing materials 3 15.
16. align frame 3 16.

17. Construct frame 3 17.

18. Glue frame 3 18.

19 3 19.

Furniture frame ...aterials
Principles of furniture
design
Furniture joints and
bracing
Kinds and types of wood
glue
Standard dimensions for
furniture



JOE TRAINING: That the Assign. RELATED INFORMATION: Mat
worker Should Be Able Do_ No . ^the Uorker Should I now

20. Types of wood stains20. Prepare show wood for
finish

21. Finish show wood

22. Remove old finish

23. Touch *up cld finish

24. Store finish materials
and equipment

4 i

4'

4'

4

It

21. Wood finishes for furni-
ture

22. Types of paint and var-
nish removers

23. Techniques of repairing
a finished surface

24. The care of finish equt-
nent and materials

UPholstery Construction

27. Measure opening
28. Estimate webbing re-

quirements
29. Position webbing
30. Tack webbing

31. Stretch webbing

32. Interlace webbing

34. Layout springs

35. Sew springs to webbing
36. Tie springs to height

37. Cross-tie springs

38. Construct wire edge
39. Fasten springs to wire

edge
40. Cover springs with burlap

41. Sew springs. to burlap
42. Recognize different types

of arms
43. Recognize different types

of seats

5 .25. Principles of webbing
construction

5 26. Sources and manufacture
of webbing

5 28. Methods .of determining
webbing needs

5 30. Upholstery tacks: types
and sizes

5 ; 31. Procedures in webbing
application

6 4 33. Methods of determining
spring requirements

6 34. Types and purposes of
upholstery springs

6'

6

7

7

36. Methods and materials
used in n- _ tying

37. Tools a equipment
used in spring work

40. The source and manufac-
ture of burlap.

42. Methods and materials
used in arms

43. Methods and materials
used in seats
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JOB TRAINING: Vhat the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

Assign.
No.

RELATIM INFORMATION; What
the lorker Should Know

44. Recognize different types
of backs

7 44.

45. Select materials for fur-
niture stuffing operation

8 45.

8 46.

47. Pick and clean padding
materials

9 47.

48. Construct rolled edge 48.

49. Construct stitched edge
50. Install factory-made

rolls and edges
51. Apply padding to founda-

tion
52. Secure padding to burlap
53. Install muslin cover 9 53.

54. Recondition used padding
materials

9 54.

55. Lay out channels on bur-
lap

10 55.

56. Measure channel for pat-
tern

10 56.

57. Construct paper channel
pattern

58. Cut out channel cover
59. Sew channel cover
60. Stuff channel 10 60.

61. Close channel
62. Lay out tufts 10 62.

63. Measure across tufts
64. Sew tuft buttons in place IQ wft.

65. Stuff tufts
11 66.

67. Fill cushion by hand 11 67.

68. Install innerspring unit
in cushion

69. Fill cushion using hand
irons

11 69.

bthods and materials
used in backs
Factors to consider in
d..:ermining stuffing
requirements
Padding and stuffing
materials, their nature
and source
Methods of cleaning and
loosening padding ma-.
terials
Types and kinds of
rolls and edges

Techniques of install-
ing muslin cover
Methods and principles
of salvaging used up-
holstery material
The relation of chan-
neling to furniture
design
Methods of laying out
channels

Methods of channel
stuffing

Relation of tufting to
furniture design

Types and kinds of tuft
buttons

Cushions: reversible
and non-reversible
Techniques of hand fill
ing cushions

Kinds of cushion fill-
ing materials



FOB TRAINING: Mat the Assign.
S oul A e To 'o o.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
Vorkc Should_En

70. Fill cushion using filling
machine

71. Close cushion covers
72. Construct feather casing

73. Fill feather casing

75. Spring-up furniture with
sagless-wire springs

76. Install clips
77. Vim seat and back over

sagless -wire springs
78. Install crossties on sag-

less-wire springs
79. Install edge and torsion

springs
80. Install insulators

11

12

12

12

;12

112

81: Cut out foam rubber pad ;12

X12

112

I

12 1

112

1

82. Pad furniture with foam
rubber

83. Join foam rubber with
cement

84: Install rubberized fiber
padding

85. Reinforce furniture
frames for sagless-
wire spring construction

86. Construct channels and
tufts of slab stock

87. Construct loose cushion
of foam rubber

72. Ticking and casing ma-
terials

74. The nature and character
istics of modern uphol-
stery materials

75. Wools required for mod-
ern upholstery construc-
tion techniques

76. Kinds and uses of clips

79. Methods of supporting
wised edges

80. Hinds and uses of insu-
lators

81. Nature and character?
istics of foam rubber

82. Techniques of padding
with foam rubber

83. Rubber cement anC dust-
ing compounds

84. Types and kinds of rub-
berized fiber padding

85. Principles of frame re-
inforcement for modern
upholstery construction

Upholster_Y Covering

88. Select appropriate cover il3
material

113

.

90. Estimate covering xequlre-
ments

91. Plan cover layout
.92. Construct paper cover

pattern

88. Types and kinds of
covering material

89. Identification of
covering materials
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JOB TRAINING: that the Ascign. RELAT= INFORMATIONA hat
Worker Should Be Able To Do i1o. the T1orker Should Know

93. Cut out cover

94. Attach stretchers to
cover

95. Center pattern on backs
and seats

96. Make welted seam
97. Cover seat
98. Cover inside of backs
99. Lay out pleats for

corners

100.
101.
102.
103.

104.

105.

106.

107.

108.

109.

110.

Cover inside backs
Cover arms and wings
Cover outside of backs
Install dust panels

Construct and attach
welt
Install edging and fringe

Install gimp

Construct and attach
skirts
Construct and install
loose wood panel
Construct and attach a
stuffed panel
Attach ornamental
buttons

112. Measure piece of furni-
ture for slip covering

113. Bstimate material re-
quirement for slip
covers

114. Lay out scale pattern for
slip covers

115. Cut out slip cover from
pattern

116. Fit covers
117. Apply slip cover trim
118. Finish openings

l4

14

14

15

15

15

15

15

16

16

16

93. Techniques of economi-
cal material cutting

99. Methods of fitting
covers-around corners
and posts

103. Dust panels: materials
and purposes

104. Methods and materials
of welt construction

105. Decorative trim Toter-,
is is and their use

106. Ornamental_ nails and
their uses

107. Types of skirts and
their uses

110. Ornamental buttons and
their use in upholstery

111. Slip covers: why and
)ow they are used

112. Popular slip-cover
fabrics

118. Types and kinds of
opening fasteners
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JOB TRAINIUG: Met The
0 hould Be Able To Do

Assigh.
Po

RELATED INFORMATION: What
e Worker, Should ow

Uphols tered Furniture Rebuildin_q

17 119. The nature of uphol-
stered furniture recon-
ditioning

120. Tighten loose covers
121. Tighten or replace loose

webbing
122. Straighten bent spring

bar
123. Re-sew spring to webbing
124. Repair or replace broken

arm, leg, or wing
125. Reinforce weak frame
126. Strip piece of upholstered

furniture
17 126. Procedure for stripping

furniture
17 127. Identification of meter-

ials to be saved or dis-
carded in reupholstery

128. Restyle furniture frame -17 128 Principles of restyling
upholstered furniture



Assignment
Sheet No. 1

UPHOLSTERY AS A VOCATION

15

Covering
Units 1-7

In the early days of the-craft, upholstery was a decorative art
and its product was enjoyed only by the wealthy. Vith the advent of
mass production techniques in furniture manufacture, the average
citizen has come to enjoy comfort and beauty in home furnishings.

Today, thousands of craftsmen are employed in the upholstery
trade --- shaping and covering furniture to increase its beauty to the
eye and to increase its comfort to the user. These craftsmen are
found dispersed throughout the country, employed in furniture factor
ies, custom-order upholstery shops, department stores, auto factories,
and various other industries.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to learn about up-
holstery as a vocation - -its history and nature, opportunities and re-
quirements, conditions of work and salary, and the outlook for employ-
ment in the trade.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, p. 2..
C. Criswell, holsterigursholsterina, Introduction.
I. Information Sheet No. 1, (this manual).

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Upholstered furniture originated in the colonies of America.

T F 2. Chippendale furniture was developed in the ReVolutionary
l'ar period.

T F 3. Early European upholsterers were hangers of tapestries
and other handmade materials.

T F 4. The original European upholsterers were actually employed
in a decorative art.
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T F 5.

T F 6.

T F 7.

T P 8.

T F 9.

T F 10.

T F 11.

T F 12.

T F 13.

T F 14.

T F 15.

T F 16.

T F 17.

T F 30.

T 19.

T F 20.

T F 21.

T F 22.

Chippendale furniture is much more reccnt in origin than
Jacobean furniture.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, comfort
became an important feature in furniture design.

Most people today consider upholstered furnishings to be a
luxury.

Mass production techniques cannot be applied to the constru-
ction of upholstered furniture.

Specialists in the upholstery trade are more often found in
the mass production industries.

There is less. concentration of establishments in the mass
production of upholstered furniture than in custom-order
production.

The majority of custom -order upholstery shops are owner
operated.

The services offered by custom-order shops are very
limited

Manufacturers of transportation equipment offer employment
opportunities for upholsterers.

Most of the leading states in the production of furniture
are southern states.

About 50 per cent of the 'upholstery workers of the nation
are female.

The number of women in the upholstery trade is increasing.

The majority of women in the upholstery trade are claissi-
fied as specialists;

An apprentice in the upholstery trade becomes a journeyman
after four years of training.

Upholsterers who are classified as "helpers" become journey-
men after they gain four years of experience.

Custom-order shop operators grefel workers with a broad
background of training and experience. .

Entry into the upholstery trade is quite difficult unless
the applicant has a high school education.

Slack seasons arenot uncommon in'the-manufacture of*
furniture.
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T F 23. Upholstering is considered to be a dangerous occupation.

T F 24. The earnings of the upholsterer are about the same in all
regions of the country.

T F 25. The competition for jobs in the upholstery trade is rather
keen.

T F 26. After gaining journeyman status, chances for further pro-
motion are limited.

T F 27. Specialists in the upholstery trade usually earn higher
wages than ordinary journeymen.

T F 28. In considering a piece to be re-upholstered, particular
attention should be given to how the job was originally
done.

T F 29. The workmanship on the smaller upholstering jobs must
stand closer inspection and scrutiny than larger jobs.

T F 30, As time has progressed, upholstered furniture has taken on
a less complicated aspect.

T F 31. Upholstering furniture has long been neglected as a hobby
by the home craftsman.

T F 32. Mr. Bergen's book was written primarily for the professional
upholsterer but may serve the student and apprentice up-
holsterer as well.

T F 33. The reference books serve best as one encounters difficultiN
in upholstering and they need not be read from cover to
cover before actually starting a project.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A person whose upholstering job consists solely of cutting covers
is considered to be a in the trade.

2. There are over custom-order shops in the United
States,

3. There are about furniture factories in this country
in which upholsterers are employed.

4. The starting wage for the apprentice upholsterer is between
and per week.

5. After a four year training period, the apprentice upholsterer be-
comes a in the trade.
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6. In earliest European practice, upholstering was a'
art.

7. Upholstery has progressed from the barest sort of pad to the
present day comfort of plush

jAstinq

Directions: List the items called for in eac. f the following .
Select your answers carefully.

1. The general duties of an upholsterer may .include any or all of
the following tasks:

(A) (F)

(3) (G)

(C) (H)

(D) (I)

(E)

2. Other than their employment in customorder shops and in the
manufacture of furniture, upholsterers find work in the follow-
ing industries:

(A) (r)

(3) (G)

(C) (H)

(D) (I)

(E) (J)



Information
Sheet No."1

THP. UPHOLSTERY TRADE

laSTORY:

The upholstery trade had its origins in Egypt, Assyria, and cer-
tain oriental countries. By the Middle Ages, the trade was being
practiced in European countries.

Since the medieval castles were rather drab and colorless, the
ladies of the lay produced fine needle work and tapestries which they
used to cover the bare stone walls and to decorate their crude furni-
ture. The persons who 'hung or draped these fine materials came to be
known as "uPholsterers". Thus, the first workers to be known by the
trade name, "upholsterer", were actually drapers of tartestries or
hangers of fine hand-made materials--plying a decorative art.

Modern upholstered furnishings were developed during the sit "eenlq
and seventeenth centriries. Chippendale and Jacobean furniture were
developed in this era. This new type furniture embodied good assign,
good material, beauty, and comf)rt. The upholsterer's work, now, in-
volved mak-ng furniture comfortable, as well as beautiful.

At this time, however, upholstered furniture was considered to
be a luxury and was found only in the homes of the mighty and wealthy.
As the general standard of living rose and the mars production techni-
que was perfected, other persons were privileged to enjoy beautiful,
comfortable kurniture. Today, upholstered furniture is found in al-
most every home and is taken as a matter of fact.

NATURE OP WORK:

The duties of a person who is classified as an upholsterer, may be
many and varied or, on the other hand, he may be a specialist. Some
upholsterers, especially those employed in. small shops, take a furni-
ture frame and do a complete job of construction and covering. Such
a person would be aa3ified as a journeyman upholsterer. In mass pro-
duction establishments, the upholsterer is more likely to specialize
in some phases of the work, such as cover cutting, arm making, spring-
up or trimming-. This workAir is less skilled in all phases of uphol-
stery than a JouLneyman, AGa he would ore clarified as a spacialist.
Generall speaking, a person classified as at. upholsterer may be res-
poLsible for only one or all '7_*f the following tasks: finishing show
wood, applying webbing, Lista...ling spring work, 'adding operations,
insteling cover, trimming, slip cover making, cover cutting, or
cushion making. The tasks and requirements vary according to the type
of product and establishment in which the upholsterer is employed.

MORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT:

The aphOstery establishments of the United ttates may .be roughly,
classified as custom -order shops and oass produetionenterpriSes.
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There are over 10,000 custom-order chops dispersed throughout the
nation. These shops usually work on individual orders which vary
greatly according to the desires of the customer opposed to mass pro-
duced items. Shops of this nature are generally owner-operated esta-
blishments which offer a wide variety of services and job opportunities.

Mass production of upholstered furniture takes place in approxi-
mately 850 furniture factories. About 150 of these factories are large
producers. Unlike the custom shop, the mass production of furniture
is concentrated in about nine states: New York, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, North Carolina, Illinois, California: Indiana, and
Wisconsin. The following cities are the centers of American Furniture
manufacturing industries:

Boston, Massachusetts
Chicago,. Illinois
Gardner, Massachusetts'
Jrand Rapids, Michigan
High Point, North Carolina
Jamestown, New York

Los Angeles, California
New York, w York
Rockford, Illinois
San Francisco, California
Sheboygan, Visconsin
York County, Pennsylvania

Jobs in upholstery are also available in the. automobile manufac-t
curing indust'yi the aircraft industry, casket making industry, and
the mattress making industry. Other employers of uPholSterer are
boat builders, makers of public building furniture, railway car
makers, hoZ;e1 suppliers, interior decorators, and department stores.

=111fillaci41praeME:
4-

.. :The upholstery trade offers employment'toboth.men and women..
At the present time, however-, only about 12 per cent of the total
upholstery workers are female. Those women in, the trade are predomin-
ately si.ecialiats in some phase of the work, such as cutting or sewing.
The number of women in the trade is increasing.

Most beginners in the trade enter as untrained personnel. many
enter .as apprentices and gain ,status of journeymanafter completing
a four year training program. This type of training is especially
Preva/ent in centerswhere organized labor:isstrong.

Other unskilled persons are employed as helpers.' Their job is
to assist the journeyman or skilled worker, and they usuallyidcrnot
gain the status of journeyman. In some establishments, provisions
are made for on-the-job trainees to attain the status of journeyman or

. specialist after a certain length of time and training. -Custom-order
pnerally prefer to employ fully-trained journeymen because. of

the diversity of the enterprise. Specialists and less skilled Workers
are more likely to find en1myment in the mass producing enterprises.

,

A high school education is generally required for entry into the
upholstery trade and vocational school, or trade school training is
very desirable. The worker's personal qualitiel,..other, than education,
should include: good sense of colcw, ability to work at a fast pace,
handiness, with ,tools, neatness in Mork,.normal vision, and manual dex-
terity. 6Aor-biindness'is considered to be a handicap td' the uphol-
sterer.
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CONDITIOMs OF WORK:

Upholsterers in auto manufacturing industries, department stores,
and railway car construction enjoy considerable stability of employ-
ment. rorkers in these areas will usually work a forty hour week.
Upholsterers who are employed in small independent shops or in furni-
thre factories face the possibility of slack periods; usually in Jan-
uary, February and, also, in July and August. These workers lose. on
the average, from four to six weeks of work per year because of lay-
Iff: periods. This loss. however. is often offset by overtime pay in
the busy periods.

The upholsterer's work is not considered to be especially rigor-
ous or dangerous. However, the upholsterer does most of his work
from a standing position. His heaviest work involves moving. lifting.
and turning furniture. His greatest hazards involve the exposure to
dust and particles of stuffing. filling, and padding,. There is some
danger of splinters. Cuts and punctures are a constant ?azard because
of the t:pholsterers persistant use of shears and knife.

SALARY AND ADVANCEMENT:

The earnings of the upholsterer vary considerably with the loca-
tion of his job. In 1960, the average wage for all workers engaged
in the upholstery trade was $70,69 for one week. The -verage start-
ing salary for apprentices was between $40 to $60 per week. The mini-
mum for skilled workers in the New York and Los Angeles areas in 1960
averaged over $3.00 per hour. with thoroughly trainees personnel com-
manding higher wages than specialists. The wages paid upholsterers
in the southern states are generally lower than wages in other regions.

Most workers begin as apprentices or on-the-job trainees and work
up to the grade of journeyman a3 they gain experience and skill. After
gaining the status of journeyman, there is little opportunity for ad-
mcement. Of course, some few journeymen will have the opportunity

to become foremen or supervisors, but most workers have to shift to
higher levels of work to gain advancement. Some gain advancement by
shifting to drapery cutting. designing, or interior decoration.
Others find greater satis°action and greater earnings by branching out
into management. sales, buying, or by opening their own shop.

OUTLOOK:

.The competition in the field of upholstery is usually rather keen.
The trade off4-.6 entry opportunity to only a limited number of workers
each year. mere is still a shortage of skilled workers in some areas
and the continual expansion of the transportation industry indicates
that theta will be a continued demand for skilled workmen. However.
with many people seeking to enter the trade, the competition should
remain keen.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 2 Units 8-14

TOOLS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES

The upholstery trade requires the use of relatively few tools
and machines. The special equipment needed is rather simple. The
number and types of tools used and the kind of shop in which you
work are the conditions of the greatest importance.

The first requisite for successful work in upholstery is familiar-
ity with the necessary tools and machines. Success will follow
familiarity, study and experience.

in this assignment you have the opportunity to gain valuable
information abput the tools; machines and equipment and the Specific
use of these to the upholsterer.

Assignwnt:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 25-33.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modera209) Pb p 1-8.
C. Criswell, Wholsterina and Re-uaholsterinci, .pp. 23-34.

Questions:

True-palse

Directions: The following statements ere either true or false. If
the statement istrue, draw a circle around the letter °T." If it
is false, draw a circle. around the letter "F.°

T F 1. The long head of the upholsterer's hammer permits tacking
in deep corners.

T F 2. The ripping tool is used to cut wood with the grain.

T F 3. A regulator is used to even out irregularities and lumps
in stuffing.

T F 4. The regulating ot stuffing is done after the top coves
has been installed.

T F 5. A double-pointed straight needle allows one to sew with-
out turning his needle around.

T F 6. Upholsterer's shears are used to cut covering, as well as
burlap and webbing.
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T F 7. Hair pickers may be used in rejuvenating old stuffing.

T F 8. Button machines are single purpose and cannot be used for
Other purposes.

T F . 3. Burlap is usually of 10 oz. quality as used in covering
coil springs, padding, and sagless springs.

T F 10. A heavy duty sewing machine is required for all upholstery
shop sewing.

T F 11. The width of an upholstery work table is 48 inches.

T F 12. If you make a webbing stretcher the nails should project
out of the end lk inches.

T F 13. Vebbing pliers and webbing stretchers are both used to
hold and draw tight short ends of webbing.

T F 14. The upholsterer's pin is used to temporarily pin cover
fabric in place.

T F 15. Round body needles are recommended for use on cotton and
kapok.

T F 16. For heavy rough sewing a packing needle would be desirable.

T F 17. Hand irons serve the same function as a cushion-filling
machine.

T F 18. Either spring clip pliers or common pliers may be used to
fasten springs to the edge wire of seats and backs.

T F 19. A spring driven tacker is an essential tool for the uphol-
sterer.

T F 20. Chalk is used in marking on fabrics.

T F 21. The main material element in upholstery is the coil spring.

T F 22. The coil wire for seat springs usually has a diameter from
12 gauge to 018 gauge.

T F 23. The hard spring has more wire and larger coils near the
middle than do the softer springs.

T F 24. Upholstering tacks should be held in the mouth for conven-
i,Ince while tacking.

T F 25. The bottom of chairs and other upholstered pieces which
use burlap and webbing are covered with unvarnished cam-
bric.

T F 26. The best natural stuffing or fillers are short strands of
hog, horse and cow hair.
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T F 27. Gimp id used to provide decoration or to cover upholstrY
tacks.

T F 20. Rolled edges are usually made by the upholsterer in his
shop.

T F 29. When ordinary thread will not hold in tying heavy elements
together, use lacing twine.

T F 30. Springs are tied with lacing twine.

T F 31. Welt cord is inserted between strips of material which are
sewn between certain seams and on edges of the upholstery
coverings.

T F 32. The advantage of using spiral grooved dowels is because
they make the frames easier to assemble.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The straight needle used for sewing stuffing and burlap is up to
inches long.

2. In order to prevent marring finished woodwork, upholsterer's
benches or trestles have a top.

3. For temporarily basting covers,
or are used.

4. .9air pickers are used for and
stuffing materials.

5. Seat springs are made in three degrees of firmness which are
and

6. Cusbion springs differ front seat springs in that they are
at both ends.

7. Heavy seat springs are tied Aown with

6. Before using hair stuffing for filling of upholstered furniture,
it should be treated with a

9. Cotton felt may be used as a filler on

10. Tufflex, a cotton substitute, should be cut with
or a

11. In filling a cushion a mixture of and-
is used.



12. The tacking strip is made of
material.

LiAAULq

Directions: List the items called for in each of the
Select your answers carefully.

1. The standrad dimensions 07 upholsterer's trestles according to
Bergen are:

(R)

(B)

following.

25

(C)

(D)

2. Metal glides are used under all upholstered furniture to:

(A)

(B)

3, Below are listed the various sizes of upholstery tacks. In the
blank fullowing each type list the use.

Upholstery Tack Uses

1 and 1 oz. (AR)

2 oz. (B)

2 to 4 oz.

4 to 6 oz.

4 to 8 oz.

8 to 14 oz.

(C)

(D)

(E)

(P)

14 to 18 oz. (G)

..
Air

4. Criswell `s, tkholiapj.sterkle, reports several
conditions which are of the greatest importance in upholstering.
They are:

(A)

(B) (D)

5. Four types of buttons commonly used in upholstery shop:

IA) (C)

(D)
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Assignment 3
Sheet No. 3

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

Covering
Units 15-19

A piece of upholstered furniture is satisfactory if it is well
designed, attractively covered, comfortable and durable. Most of
these factors are directly related to the design, the workmanship,
and the materials involved in constructing the frame. The frame is
the foundation, the "muscles and bones", of upholstered furnishings.

In this assignment you have the opportunity to learn about the
materials, design, and construction of framework.

Assiarata:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 41-45.
B. Bast, Essentials of Nndern Upholstery, pp. 99-101.
C. Criswell, Upholstering and Re-uphglAterimg, pp. 35-44.

Questions:

Directions: The
the statement is
is false, draw a

True -False

following statements are either true or false. If
true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Almost any kind of lumber is satisfactory for framework in
cases where the wood will not be visible.

T 2. "Show wood" is the exposed wood that shows after the frame
has been upholstered.

T F 3. Glue does not hold well on unseasoned or green lumber.
t.

T F 4. Lumber that splits easily is not desirable for frame
construction.

T F 5. Pine is commonly used foz framing furniture.

T F 6. A modern glue joint requires heavy clamping pressuxe for
good joint. C-35-36
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T F 7. Metal angle fasteners or braces are a good substitute for
bracing cleats and glue blocks on furniture.

T F 8. Exposed wood is finished after the piece of airnikture has
been covered.

T F 9. Fastening members for the ends or clips of the sagless
springs are 1" thick.

T F 10. New frames for long seats and backs require suppoec.s when
they use sagless springs.

T F 11. Tacking strips should run approximately one-half the
length of the rail for webbing application.

T F 12. Wire laths used in plastering is also u3ed in upholstering.

T F 16. Nails are frequently used in upholstery frame construction.

T F 17. More frames are made of walnut and mahogany than any other

T F 13. Nails or screws are used to fasten and hold the wire lath.

T F 14. Steel webbing will simplify forming strips on curved

T F 15. Framing lumber should be of medium hardness.

edging.

wood.

T F 18. Seat and back slats are required in all frames that are to
seat more than one person.

T F 19. Slats and liners are the pieces that shape and hold the
upholstery materials and covers.

T F 20. Air dried lumber is best for framing furniture.

T F 21. Curved liners on the slats should be on thinner material
than straight liners.

T F 22. Dowel joints are no longer used in furniture framing.

T F 23. Nails are not generally used in frame asseMbly.

T F 24. The corner and glue blocks should be added last to rein-
force the frame and to prevent racking.

T F 25. Rounding rail edges will reduce wear on the final cover.
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Completion

Directions: Fill in'the.blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Two wood fasteners used to draw the wood together when bracing
is irpossible are, and

2. Older typos of furniture had and
cushions.

3. When too much tension is used to tighten steel webbing the frame
may

4. In order to prevent rusting in steel webbing, either
or, should be used as a rust inhibiting paint.

5. Steel webbing is recommended for application to thp
support webbing and not to or
webbing.

. Where iurniture is subjected to outdoor weather or damp climate
the frame should be glued with, glue.

7. Interference from the head of the wood screw on the fabric
covering may be eliminated by the
screwheaus.

8. The Preferred method of assemblying frames includes the use of
and joints.

9. Pieces being glued should be kept under a pressure of
pounds per square inch.

10. The room in which gluing is to be done should be maintained at

Listing

Directions List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The hardwoods suitable for frame construction according to
Bergen:

(A) (E)-

(B) (F)

(C) (G)

(D) (H)
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2. The structural parts of the frame which support the weight of a
seated person:

(A) (E)awiro rm....-.001.110.

(B) (F)

(c) (G)

(D) (H)

3. Name the three categories of glue that Bast discusses for
assembling of frames:

(A) (C)

(B)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 4 Units 20-24

WOOD FINISHING L LID REFINISHING

One of the earmarks of a good upholsterer centers around the
fact that he or she is well informed as to the nature of the materials
in daily use in the industry.

One piece of upholstered furniture may have but a little wood-
work exposed while another piece may have a considerable amount. In
either case, the appearance of the entire piece will be affected by
the quality of finish work that is one Besides the matter of ap-
earance, the finish must be considered as a protector and preserver
wood.

In this assignment, you have the opportunity to learn about some
of the types of finishss used, some procedures in wood finishing, and
the care and use of finishing equipment.

21seignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 45-46, 67-68.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern Upholstery, pp. 102-108.

guestior,s:

iTrneriltalse

Directions: The following statements are either true or falae. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The show wood should be sanded smooth before finishing.

T F 2. Wood always should be sanded with the grain.

T F 3. Light sanding is sufficient for exposed parts if they are
to be lacquered or varnished.

T F 4. Stain is applied over the filler.

T F 5. Glue spots or grease spots left on wood do not affect the
finished appearance.

T F 6. Sanding the wood is not necessary after the grain has been
raised by sizing.
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T P 7. Sizing before staining helps control the amount of grain
raising that occurs.

T P 8. Oil stain has a slower action on wood than does water
stain.

T P 9. Water or acid stains have an almost immediate action on
woc d.

T P 10. The wood filler should be applied with a piece of burlap
in the direction of the wood grain.

T P 11. In preparing a high gloss wood finish, rub on pumice stone
first, then rubbing oil and finally wax.

T F 12. When show wood is to be made a different color or a bro-
ken or damaged place in the wood is repaired the old
finish should be removed.

T P 13. When removing paint or applying a neutralizing agent the
possibility of a fire or an explosion exists.

T F 14. The two solution bleaches of hydrogen peroxide and an
alkaline solution are considered best to lighten the color
of show wood.

T P 15. Premixing the two solution bleach is not very practical.

T P 16. The operation to remove deep dents from show pieces of
wood very seldom needs to be repeated.

T P 17. Slant leg plates should be fastened directly to the cor-
n:Jrs of the furniture.

Completi,n

Directions: Pill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
..equired to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Exposed wood can be given the desired color with
or stain.

2. Water or acid stains are sealed with

3. After the sealer is dry on the show wood, and lightly sanded,
apply one or two coats of

sandinj.

or

4. Piller should have at least hours to dry before

5. If oil stain is applied to the show wood, it ma be sealed with
or other commercial sealers to prevent the

1

color from bleeding through the finish.

or
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G. To ,give the wood a dull finish rub it with
, and :ran with

c.

7. After using varnish remover on a wood surface the directions may
require that it be neutralized with or

3. In order to lighten the color of the show wood, it.

9. Bleaching will the grain of the wood and make
necessary.

10. In order to determine the reaction wr,od and bleach make a
on _he wood.

11. Dents and bruises in wood may be, removed by placing a
over the bruised area and then applying a

1.1111

12. Two types of stains generally used are and

13. A tapered wooden leg has a attached to the bot-
tom and a set in the top.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The three common types of paint and varnish reniovers ares

(A) (C)

03)

2. Commonly used final finishes are:

(A) (C)

03)



Assignment
Sheet No. 5

WEBBING AND WEBBING APPLICATION

33

Covering
Units 25-32

Webbing is widely used as a foundation for the springs and all
that follows, when openings are to be upholstered. Openings refer to
areas enclosed only by framework.

The quality of the job done in the application of the webbing
will be reflected in the appearance, comfort, and the endurance of
upholstered furniture. The beginning worker must become skilled in
the phases of webbing application and sound in his judgement of web-
bing requirements.

In this assignment, yon; have the op7ortunity to gain information
about the webbing requirement; where used, amount and location, o.d
how webbing is stretched and tacked.

Assignment:

1. Reed the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholsterin, pp.,47-54.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern Upholstery, pp.9-13, pp. 144-149.
C. Criswell, Upholstering and Re- upholstering, pp. 67-69.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Seats of chairs and davenports generally require more web-
bing than the backs.

T F 2. If the seat of a chair requires four strips of webbing,
the first strip is placed at the center of the opening.

T F 3. Stretched webbing causes a strain on the frame.

T F 4. interlacing the webbing helps prevent webbing sag.

T F 5. When tacking the S'irst or free end of webbing, the tacks
should pass through but one webbing thickness.
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T F 6. Number "G" tacks are always used for tacking webbing to
frames.

T F 7. Since jute fibre has very little elasticity, it is espe-
cially adapted for use in webbing manufacture.

T F 8. The most commonly used width of webbing is the four inch
strip.

T F 9. It is necessary that the upholsterer keep all widths of
webbing in stock.

T F 10. Most of our jute fibre comas from India.

T F 11. When jute fibre is shipped to the United States, it is
ready to be processed in our jute mills.

T F 12. Prepared jute fibres are about two feet long.

T F 13. Jute processing is very similar to cotton processing.

T F 14. Waste jute fibres, "jute butts", are used in the manu-
facture of wrapping paper.

T F 15. Jute fibre is combed to remove waste material.

T F 16. In calculating jute webbing add about 4 inches to measure-
ment as a pulling end.

T F 17. Insulating-burlap is frequently placed between the wire
lath and the coil springs.

T F 13. Pre-cut webbing pieces will save time and promote speed.

T F 19. The most common of all types of webbing is the steel strap.

T F 20. Place the webbing straps paraUel to each other until one
direction is completed.

T F 21. When using a webbing stretcher, the padded end should be
placed against the frame.

T F 22. Before beginning to stretch webbing, all the bands should
be cut to approximate length.

T F 23. The webbing crossbands on sofas or love seats may require
some support other than the stretching.

T F 24. The cross bands in the saddle seat should be stretched
especially tight.

T F 25. Webbing used in a chair back may be of lighter weight than
that used in the seat.
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T F 26. The back springs should be centered over the crossband
webbing.

T F 27. Cross bands are not used in deeply curved backs.

T F 28. On sofas or love seats, crossband webbing should not cross
the dividing back slats.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the ,flank (s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The amount of webbing required for an opening depends upon the
of the opening ,and by the that

will be supported.

2. In an opening that requires five strips of webbing from iroht to
back, the strip shoulc' be tacked first.

3. The front cross strip of webbing should be placed close to the
from: frame in making a seat.

4. The length requirement of a strip of webbing may be dete ?mined
by measuring from front to back (or from side to side) and add-
ing inches for turnover.

5. The usual proceoure for attaching webbing is to tack it on the
rail and thel stretch it to the

rail.

6. The size of tacks used to secure the webbing will be determined
by the and of the frame.

7. Webbing is made of fibre.

8. The most popular webbing width is inches.

9. A roll of webbing contains about yards of
material.

10. In a seat, the rows of webbing are usually spaced about
to inch(s) apart.

11. In making a pad seat, the webbing is usually stretched over the
of the rails.

12. Spring seats are webbed on the side of the seat
rails.

13. When webbing a spring back chair, the number of vertical rows of
webbing is usually determined by the number of rows of
to be used.
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Procedure

Directions: Below you will find the steps or operations involved in
Lacking WEd stretching webbing. Indicate the order in which these
steps or operations are per2ormed, according to your readings, by
placing the proper numbers in the blanits at the left.

1. Tacking and stretching webbing:

A. Tack free end

B. Locate position of strips

C. Tack stretched end

D. Open roll of: webbing

E. Place furniture in position ft:r webbing

2. Tacking stretched end:

A. Hook webbing in nail end of stretcher

B. Fold webbing back over tacks and tack again

C. Tack webbing to frame

D. Place padded end of stretcher against frame

E. Cut webbing off 1 1/2 inches from tacks

Lasting

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The types of webbing reviewed by Criswell's, Upholstering and
Re- upholstering are:

(A) (C)

(B) -_-_-------
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 6 Units 33-41

SPRINGS AND SPRING WORK

At the time of its origin, upholstery was a decorative art, Sur.
faces of 2urniture were covered with tapestry and other coverings to
make it more beautiful. In more recent times, with tiie advent of the
steel spring, tfie emphasis has been placed on comfort as well as
beauty.

When springs are used in upholqtery, most of the resiliency is
derived from the springs. The pad that is built over the springs is
to provide a smooth, even surface and to disguise the presence of
the springs. The beauty, the life, and the comfort o4f your uphol-
stered furniture depends such on the judge.nent and skill used in the
"springing up".

In this assignwent you have the opportunity to learn about sprin
springs and the processes of springing up upholster,_1 furniture.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A.
B.
C.

Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 35-37,
Bast, Essentials or Modern Upholstery, pp.
Criswell, Upholstering and Re- upholstering,

Questions:

pp. 74-89.
15-30.
pp. 69-76.

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statellent is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. When pressure is exerted on the spring, it should compress
without coming in contact with other springs.

T F 2. The size of the opening will limit the number of springs
that can be used.

T F 3. Springs should be concentrated at the center of an uphol-
stered seat.

T F 4. If springs are placed too far apart, a weak seat will
result.
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T F 5. A weak seat may be remedied by the use of larger springs.

T F 6. When springs are compressed to'..) much in tying, the
resiliency of the spring is reduced.

T F 7. Ordinarily, seat springs are tied so that they extend
about even with the top of the frame.

T F 3. Tying springs too low invites damage to the twine and
burlap spring covering.

T F 9. A spring with a narrow center is softer than one with a
wide center,

T P 10. The end of a spring with the tip bent toward the center
should be placed on the webbing and sewed in place.

T F 11. Placing springs in a straight line makes them easier to
tie.

T F 12. Sewing the spring firmly to the webbing prevents excessive
wearing of the twine.

T F 13. The life and condition of the varing depends much upon
the manner in which they have been tied.

T F 14. Return ties are required in making round seats.

T F 15. The return tie must be long enough to reach over the top
of the first spring so that it may be tied to the top of
the next.

T F 16. As many pieces of string are cut as there are rows of
springs in order that all strings will be of the same
length and so all may be tacked at one end before the
tying begins.

T F 17. Slip tacks are placed about 2 inches apart.

T F 18. No return twine is used in tying a round or stuffed see.

T F 19. °prings are generally tied corsswise after they have been
.ied to height.

T F 20. The spring height should be reduced considerably by the
cross-ties.

T F 21. Cross-ties prevent the sagging of the burlap spring cover.

T F 22. When making a spring edge, it will be necessary to bend or
pull the top coils of the front springs outward to align
with the frame.

T F 23. The wire used to make a spring edge is bent as it is tied
to the springs.
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T F 24. Burlap ,overing is sewed to the springs to hold the springs
in place.

T r 25. Springs used or seat work are made of heavier-gauge wire
than pillow and back springs.

T F 26. An edge wire may be Ittached to the springs with metal
clips or sewing twine.

T F 27. Springs are usually 'cied with a four-way tie in round
seats.

T F 28. Barrel back chairs should have their back springs tied
vertically only.

T F 29. Burlap to fit over the springs should be cut to the exact
size of the spring opening.

T F 30. Coil springs are sound proofed by lubricating with machine

al

s)

oil.

T F 31. Two layers of stuffing are commonly used on springs.

T F 32. Marshall units have many more springF than a convention
spring typed seat.

Completion

Directions: Fill it the blank(s) in each statement with the word(
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The size of the seat springs is determined by the
required in the fini.*hed seat.

2. The tops of seat springs should usually not be tied lower than
inches above the frame.

3. When it is necessary to tie seat springs lower than recommended,

le

the twine should be secured at the of the
of the frame.

4. The weakest part of a spring is the

5. The only method of fastening springs to webbing is to
them down.

6. To hold sp-:_ngs firmly to webbing, not less than
stitches are required per spring.

7. When springs are mounted on a foundation of wood, spring rats
is controlled by the use of a

8. In estimating the length of string needed to tie a row of
springs, we should add about inches per spring
for knots.
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9. /n making a spring edge, the top coils of the front springs
should be bent outward in order that they will extend out even
with the of the frame.

10. Spring wire of No. gauge is commonly used in
making spring edges.

11. All springs must be covered with to form a
foundation for stuffing.

12. Springs enclosed in cloth sacks and sewn in long strips are
called

13. Egyptian cotton or a chunk of foam rubber inserted in the spring
aids in

Procedure

Directions: Below you will find the steps or operations involved in
springs to height. /ndicate the order in which these

are performed, according to your readings, by
proper numbers in the blanks at the left.

Place slip tacks 1/2 inch apart in line With the center of
each row of springs.

Pull springs down to proper height and drive down tack for
return tie.

Fasten twine to slip tacks so that there will be a short

tying
steps
placing

flat-seat
or operations

the

A.

B.

C.
end and a lonc end to tie the remainder of the row.

..=
D., Tie dawn outside coils using short end of twine (return

twine).

E. Estimate amount of twine required, making.allowanceo for
knots.

011=

F. Loop twine around second tack and drive tack down.

G. Loop long end of twine around each side of the top coils
except the outer coil at either end of the row.

H. Cut as many pieces of twine as there are rows of springs.

J
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4E021
Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carel'ully.

1. Tools and equipment required in spring work:

(A) (n)

(B) (E)

(C)

2. Materials used in spring won.:

(A) (F)

(8) (G)

(C)

(D) (I)

(E) (J)
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Assignment
Sheet .No. 7

SEATS, ARMS, AND BACKS

Covering
Units 42-44

Three main components appear extensively in most furniture tt, be
upholstered, These three elements are the seats, backs, and arms.

The upholsterer must know how to use the various tools and
materials necessary to upholster each of the elements. Today there
are many different types of seats, backs, and- arms which will need
to be upholstered.

In t1 3 assignment you have an opportunity to learn about the
materials, design4 and construction of the three major chair compon-
ents in upholstery.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Draw, freehand, the various types of becks-and estimate

the time needed to upholster each back. Take your sketch
of the backs to your work station and have 1910 employer
estimate the time.

3. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

Refereceq:

A. Bergen, All About U0hols4ringt, pp. 54-73.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern U0holsterve pp. 55-58. 73-78.
C. Criswell, Upholster Da and Re- upholstering, pp. 81-101.

galit .2p s S :

pArections: The
the statement is
is false, draw a

True-False

following statements are either true or false. If
true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
circle around the latter "F."

T F 1. Sagless springs used in snip seat construction require the
use of hardwood frame members.

T F 2. A two inch overhang on each side should be allowed for
the final cover on the slip seat.

T F 3. Uhen the slip seat has rounded corners, tack the sides to
the point where the two sides meet and fold the tab of the
cover at the corner.

T F 4. To assure pliability and elasticity, plastic covering
should be warmed to about 900 F.



T F 5. If a firm edge roll is desired stuff it with

T F 6. In making the edge rolls start stuffing and
roll near the middle of one edge.
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hair or moss.

forming the

T F 7. Cotton for the sag seat should be cut to the size and
shape of the pad.

T F 8. Piping gives upholstery a hollow shape which is very com-
fortable for the back.

T F 9. All pipes should be of equal firmness.

T F 10:: In sitting in a chair if one webbing strip is
looser than the other, it will be noticeable.

T F 11. Webbing is applied to the bottom of the frame
springs are to be used.

T F 12. Four-way tying produces a softer seat than does two-way
tying.

T F 13. All layers of padding may be replaced with foam rubber.

T F 14. The best padding for solid base upholstery le foam rubber.

T F 15. The larger the solid area, the denser the foam rubber pad-
ding.

tighter or

if coil

T F 16. The raised effect in seats of foam rubber may be obtained
by placing sections of foam rubber between the insulating
cover and cored unit.

T F 17. It is suggested that the arms be under-padded first before
the seat work is begun.

T F 18. Covering material for the curved or scroll top arms
should be about 3/4" larger in all dimensions than the
backing template.

T F 19. In straight back chairs with no springs in the back and
upholstery covering, the entire badk webbing is usually
placed on the back of the frame.

T F 20. Ventilating holes are used to prevent odors and moisture
from collecting in solid base foam rubber pads.

ConiPle tion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with word(s)
req. 4red to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The easiest type of seat to upholster is the



. 10. ,Cme of the hardest types of. arm upholstery is the

11. Cotton padding in arm upholstery may be substituted by using

12. Ia order to stuff separate back cushions with material:

2. Commercially upholstered slip seats are padded with

4. The top edge of a board used in making a solid board seat should

6. In order to insulate and cover the spring tops use

7. The weight and force taken up by the springs and webbing is trans-

8. Uhen foam rubber over 2 inches thick is needed for seat bases:

9. Foam rubber must have a

3. The exposed edges of seats and backs may be formed and shaped by

.cover.

one -inch

be

5. Slight irregularities in the edge roll along the seat may be

or

or sheet stock must be

applied to its surface before applying the final upholstering

or

removed by probing with the

trans-
ferred directly to the frame by

it must either be purchased as

the use of an

will greatly aid the operatioU..

together.

cover
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ListiDa

Directions: List the items called for in each of.the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The. base of a slip.seat may be made from:

(A) (C)

(8)

2. A board base is generally suggested for the following upholstered
pieces:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

.(C)



3. That are the various pad-seat chair styles?

(A) (C)

(B)

4. What are the various types of arms?

(A) (E)

(B) (F)

(C) (G)

(D) _
5. What are the various types of backs?

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

45
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Assignment
Sheet No. 8

-MATERIALS USED FOR STUFFING AND PADDING

.Coveving
Units 45-47

Padding and stuffing are applied to upholstered surfaces for
several purposes. Mien used over springs, padding adds to the resili-
ence* contour, comfort* and disguises the presence of the springs to
the siqtt and touch. In those cases where it is applied over a slab
or over webbing, it serves all these functions* except the latter.

Since there are many kinds of stuffing and padding, the upholster-
er needs to know the nature and qualities of the various materials.
This information will enable him to buy materials more intelligently
and to make wiser choices in selecting specific materials to fit his
various padding needs.

In this assignment you will gain valuable Information about the
kinds of padding and stuffing materials available, the sources of
that material, the processing of stuffing materials, and the qualities
peculiar to the various materials.

Assianment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

Iteferenees:

A. Bergen, AU About UPholsterina, pp. 33-40.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern UPho1stmar* pp. 39 -40, 149-160.
C. Criswell. UPholstmg/mand_Reu0holsteribm, pp. 9-22.

Questions:

2W-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Cotton linters are made from by-products of the cotton gin.

T F 2. Cotton-felt batting is available in several grades.

T F 3. Spanish moss is imported from Spain.

T F 4. Moss is a parasite which attaches itself to trees.

T F 5. Moss must be ginned several times to produce a clean pro-
duct.

T F 6. Much of the hair used in upholstery comes from South
America.
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T F 7. Curled upholstry hair is twisted lightly into ropes 30 to
40 ft. long.

T F 8. Each individual uphclstry hair is curled into a minature
spring.

T F 9. Carding of upholstry hair removes the animal and dye odors.

T F 10. Animal hair impregnated with pure rubber is called rubber-
ized hair.

T F 11. Rubberized hair is extremely light, self-ventilating and
resilient.

T F 12. A softer density of rubberized hair is used in arms, backs,
and seats of furniture.

T 13. Kapok is baled under high compression for shipping must
be processed before it gains the springy qualities that
a good upholstry filling should possess.

T F 14. After going through the first machine operation the kapok
is called "superfine" kapok.

T F 15. Chicken and turkey feathers are flat, while goose and duck
feathers are curved or cup-shaped.

T F 16. Duck feathers are preferred to goose feathers because of
their abundance of soft fibres on the quill shaft.

T F 17. Pure down should be used in filling cushions.

T F 18. A pound of down goes farther in filling a cushion than a
pound of feathers.

T F 19. Curled hair is considered to be the finest stuffing material
for upholstering.

T F 20. The number of "Vs" in the grade specification of moss
actually indicates the number of times it has been cured
and ginned.

T F 21. The best grades. of moss are not as good as the poorest
grades of hair.

T F 22. Tpw is an. excellent material for building edge rolls.

T F 23. Sisal and tow are used to insulate springs but require a
top covering of a more resilient material.

T F 24. Excelsior is used only in high quality furniture.

T F 25. A cotton felt layer is placed next to the muslin cover to
act as a sound barrier and to keep other padding materials
from working through the covering.
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T F 264 Cotton I:dding should be torn apart rather than cut with
shears.

T F 27. TUfflex is less resilient than cotton.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The best tools to cut foam rubber are the serrated edge
and a fine tooth

2. surface friction in foam rubber can be decreased by the use of

3. The chief use of cotton felt.in upholstery will be for stuffing
spring-filled,

4. The cotton used in upholstery is made from the
which cling to the cotton seed after ginning.

5. The most desirable hair used in upholstsryis obtained from

6. The most desirable feathers are picked from

7. Animal hair is spun into and boiled in chemically
treated water which gives the hair a

Li sting

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1.- Steps involved in processing hair for use in upholstery.

Ch) (E)

(B) CP

(G)

CD)

2. Stuffing is used to accomplish the following purposes:

(B)

(c)
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3. List the types and sizes of foam rubber for each respective type.

Types Sizes

(A) (A)

(B) (B)

(C) (C)

(D) (D)

(E) (B)

Matching

Directions: In the left hand column is a list of materials used in
padding and stuffing operations. The right hand column contains
items suggesting the source of the materials. Match the items with
the materials by placing the letter of the item in the blank at the
left of the appropriate material.

1. Excelsior A. Undercoat of ducks and geese

2. Coco fibre B. Basswood

3. Cotton batting C. Silky fiber

4. Curled hair D. Linters

5. Tow , E. Tufflex

6. Kapok F. Manes and .tails

7. Down G. Flax stalks

8. Cotton substitute : H. Husks of coconut

9. Sisal I. Stripped from trees in
southern states

10. Moss 4.

J. Leaves from tropical plant.
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Assignment COvering
Sheet No. 9 Units 48-54

PADDING OPERATIONS

It is a well-known fact that "Pride of Workmanship" is one of
the basic factors which motivate the workman to develop his ability to
the highest possible level. One of the keys to good workmanship in
upholstery is a knowledge of the padding operations and the ability
to apply this knowledge properly.

The mastery of padding operations is very important to a worker
in the upholstery trade. The padding determines the shape and contour
of the finished product, provides protection for the top oover, and
contributes significantly to the comfort of the furnishing.

In this assignment you have the opportunity to learn the princi-
ples involved in the making of rolled edges and stitched edges, apply-
ing and securing padding. and installing the muslin first cover.
Also you will study the materials and tools that are needed for pad-
ding operations.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this zssignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About UPholsterina, pp. 58-74.
B. Bast. Essentia2s of Modern UOholstem pp. 32 -40. ,
C. Criswell, Unholsterina_pgar, pp. 75-80.

Questions:

Directions:. The
the statement is
is false, draw a

True-Pkise

following statements are either true or false. If
true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
circle around the letter "P."

T F 1. Roll edges are used to keep stuffing on the edge of a wood
frame.

T F 2. A roll, edge prevents excessive wear on covering material.

T P 3. The amount of stuffing required for an edge roll depends
upon the size of the roll desired.

T P 4. It is impractical to attempt to use edge rolls on curved
surfaces.

T P 5. The pleating of burlap is required in both straight and
curved wood frames.



T F 6. Forming a stitched edge molds the shape or outline of an
upholstered area.

T F 7. In making a stitched edge on a wired edge, the burlap edge
covering is tacked to the wood frame.

T F 8. The lateral threads of the burlap may be used as a guide
for sewing the stitched edge.

T F 9. The amount of burlap required to cover a stitched edge de-
pends upon the size desired for the finished edge.

T F 10. The first-row stitch in forming a stitched edge is made
with a curved needle.

T F 11. The purpose of the first-row stitch is to draw the stuffing
forward.

T F 12. The second-row stitch forms a roll.

T F 13. The third-row stitch forms a larger roll than the second-
row stitch.

T F 14. Increasing the rows of stitches in the stitched edge de-
creases the firmness of the edge.

T F 15. Stuffing is "picked" in order to remove lumps.

T F 16. Stuffing should be sewed down to prevent it from Working
out Of place.

T F 17. The first covering for the stuffing is usually made' of bur-
lap.

T F 18. The first covering should prevent strain on the top
cover.

T F 19. All the stuffing material must be sewed to the burlap
foundation.

T F 20. Muslin covering should be tacked at the corners first.

T F 21. Edge rolls are used only in the webbed based area.

T F 22. The first layer of padding is applied densely especially
at the center of the seat.

T F 23. Rolls should be completed before the padding is attached.

T F 24. Upholstery work should be started from the seating area and
work to the exterior.

T F 25. The maximum size of the edge roll is about 3 inches in
diameter.
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T F 26. Ready made edge ro1!s are tackedinto place.

T F 27. The muslin cover holds the stuffing in place and aids in
distributing the stuffingesyenly.

T F 28. The muslin cover may be tacked on quickly as it will be
covered by the final cover.

T F 29. The webbing is tacked to the lower side of the frame in
making pod seats.

T F 30. Burlap over the webbing prevents loose stuffing from fall-
ing out between the bands of webbing.

T F 31. The upholsterer should allow about 5 inches overlap of bur-
lap for a 1 inch edge roll.

T F 32. The edge roll is applied. to the back of a pod chair after
burlap is tacked over the webbing.

T F 33. One and one-half inch diameter and smaller edge rolls are
filled with tow.

Comaetion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentenria correctly.

1. Stitching the edge roll will form it into a
shape.

2. The width of the burlap needed for an edge roll is determined by
the of the roll.

3. Increasing the number of stitch rows in the stitched edge in-
creases the of the edge.

4. The first-row Stitch is made with a needle, but
second and third-row stitches are made with
needles.

5. A material commonly used for the .first covering is

6. In installing the first cover, tha stuffing is drawn down to
desirable and

7. Men applying the stuffing, approximately of the stuf-
fing is sewed down and the remainder is distributed over the
secured material.

8. Muslin is installed over the stuffing by tacking the muslin at
the of each edge and working toward the
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9. All upholstery should have a certain amount of
at the center of the pod.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the foY dng.
Select your answers carefully.

1. In applying the stuffing, the following items should be given
careful attention:

(A)

(E)

(C)

2. Tools and eq- .3ment used in making and installing rolls and
edges-

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

3. Materials used in making and installing rolls and edges:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

4. On the back of pad seats the muslin is tacked along:

(A)

(B)

(C)

5. The important functions served by sewing upholstery are :'

(A) _

(B)

(C) 1w
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Assignuent
Sheet No. 10

TUFTS AND CHANNELS

Covering
Units 55-65

Tufting and channeling are two of.the most interesting and
challenging processes in the upholstery trade.

Sone types of furniture may be made more attractive and comfort-
able by the use of channels or tufts. The over -all covering opera-
tions have been covered in other assignments but the procedures are
changed somewhat when tufts or channels are used.

In this assignment you will become acquainted with the practices
used in channeling and tufting, when channels or tufts are used, what
operations are involved, and how to choose a cover for a tufted or
Channeled piece of furniture.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2.. Aniwer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 152-157.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern Upholstery, pp. 73-85.

uestions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter nr.n

T F 1. In selecting an outside cover for a .liece of furniture
that is to be channeled or tufted, special consideration
should 'be giVen to large floral patterns.

T F 2. Before a chair can be tufted or channeled, all stuffing
should be in place and sewed down.

T F 3. The final cover, on a piece which has channels or tufts,
is usually placed directly over the padding.

T F 4. It is a general practice to use a regulator in adjusting
the stuffing in channels or tufts which are not covered
with muslin.

T F 5. Channels which run up and down on the back of a chair are
simple to construct, but horizontal flutes are more
comfortable.
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T

T

F

F

6.

7.

A straight back chair will have channels of uniform width
at top and bottom.

Curved-back chairs will have channels which .are wider at
the bottom -_han at the top.

T F 8. The channels used in making chairs are usually narrow.

T F 9. Channels mist be of uniform depth from top to bottom.
.

T F 10. The width of the material required to cover the channel
may be determined by bending a steel rule to the shape of
the channel at various points of depth variation and
adding proper allowances.

T F 11. If the channel plan has been chalked out on the burlap
back, it is not necessary to make paper patterns.

T F 12. The individual channel covers are sewed together before the
stuffing operation begins.

T F 13. If channels are muslin covered, the cotton is applied over
the muslin cover.

T F 14. Buttoning and tufting are the same thing.

T F 15. Tufting buttons are covered with the same fabric as the
outside cover.

T F 16. Tufting may be used only on the back of a piece.

T F 17. Tufting may be combined with channeling.

T F 18. Tufting pleats are placed so that the pleats face down on
the back and arms.

T F 19. Cotton padding is not generally used in tufting operations.

T F 20. Diamond shape is the most popular tufting:

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The use of narrow channel causes a piece of furniture to appear
and

2. Wide channels make a piece appear and
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3. Channels are usually made from
inches wide at the bottom.

4. Channels should be at least inches deep at the
center of the channel.

5. The cover material for channels should be cut in such a manner
that the weave of the fabric runs to the center
of the channel.

6. The seams of channels are sewed down toward the
of the work.

7. Tufting buttons are tied down to the with a wad
of cotton between the twines.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The position of the buttons on a chair with a tufted back is
determined by:

(A)

(B)

(C)

2. The classification of chair backs as to shape for purposes of
channeling:

(A) (D)

(8) (E)

(C)

3. The sequential procedure for piping or channeling as described
by Bast:

(A)

(8)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)



Assignment
Sheet No. 11

CUSHION CONSTRUCTION

57

Covering
Units 66-73

Cushions may be classified into two main groups; inner-spring
cushions and stuffed cushions. The former is the most popular today
because of the modern emphasis on overstuffed furniture. The con-
struclion, design, materials, and use of each type will be inyesti-
gatee in this unit.

The comfort, durability, and appearance of a chair or sofa is
quite dependent upon sound cushion construction and design. It is
important that the upholsterer develop both skill and judgement in
all aspects of cushion making.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to gain valuable
information concerning the construction and design of cushions, the
operations involved, and the materials and equipment required in the
processes.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 114-120.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern Upholstery, pp. 70-72, 85-89.

Questions:

4TruetWalse

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If

the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Reversible cushions require more sewing than non-reversible
cushions.

T F 2, Inner-spring assemblies are so expensive that they can be
used only on the more expensive cushions.

T F 3. Generally speaking, a reversible cushion should have longer
life than a non-reversible cushion.

T F 4. The use of certain types of cover materials require that
ventilators be installed in the cushion.

T F 5. Since an acceptable filling job cannot be done by hand
methods, a cushion filling machine should be a part of
every craftsman's equipment.
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T F 21. The down and feather filled cushion casing should be cut
out as marked leaving 1" all around plus 1/2" for seams
and 1/2" for fullness.

T F 22. The cushion casing border consists of one solid piece 4"
wide to reach all around the cushion.

T F 23. The front sections of the down and feather filled cushion
casing should be a little firmer than the middle and rear
sections.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. When measuring the depth or length of a cushion to determine the
covering material requirements, about inches
should be added for handling.

2. The term "marshall unit" refers to the used in
cushion construction.

3. The sides of the cushion, between marshall unit and boxing,
should be filled with

4. In hand filling a cushion, the top cover is held in place by
until all adjustments are made.

5. The casing for down and feathers should be made of
or heavy

8. The casing of a down and feathers cushion is cut
inch(s) wider and deeper than the cover.

7. Front -to -back shifting of feathers and down is prevented by use
of in the casing.

8. When stuffing cushions with inner springs and cotton filler the
number of cotton layers is dependent upon and

of the cotton itself.

9. When sewing the final cover over the inserted stuffing for
cushions a curved and are
used.
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hlatina

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Cushions may be filled by any one of the following ways:

(A)

(B)

(C)

2. State,tbe:sequential procedure:for making and filling down and
feather-filled cushion casing as described by Bast.

(A) (D)

(8) (E)

(C) (F)

Matching

Directions: The left hand column consists of a list of items related
to cushion construction. The right hand column consists of a descrip-
tion of that item. Match the description to the item by placing the
letter of the description in the blank at the left of the number of
the item.

1. Feather cushion casing A. Sewn to top cover

2. Marshall unit B. Justified by volume pro-
duction

3. Non-reversible cushion C. Holds top cover in place

4. Skewers D. Ticking or sateen

5. Boxing B. Require minimum stitching

6. Cushion filling machine F. Inner-springs



Assignment
Sheet No. 12

MODERN MATERIALS AND METHODS

61

Covering
Units 74-87

Traditional methods and materials of upholstery have changed very
little in several centuries. However, in the 1930's several new
materials and methods of construction were introduced into the trade;
These innovations are being rapidly accepted today and their impact
is being felt in practically all industries which produce an uphol-
stered product.

Thus, the beginning upholstery worker has a twofold learning
requirement. He must learn to perform the traditional operations
with skill, and he must learn to use the new materials and methods
effectively.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to become acquainted
with the newer materials and accessories of upholstery and their
application. Special attention is given to the nature and use of
foam rubber, sagless-wire springs, and rubberized padding.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

Reference:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 178-221.

puestions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The use of the newer materials in upholstery requires the
purchase of many special tools.

T F 2. Sagless-wire springs are generally cut by use of a tri-
angle file.

T F 3. A bandsaw is often used to cut foam rubber.

T F 4. The sagless-wire sp;:ings which are used in a chair seat
should be made of hea.rie7: material than those in the back.
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T P 5. The hole in the lower lip of a clip is enlarged in order
that the nail may be driven on a slant.

T F 6. An Etclip should be anchored by two nails.

T F 7. A 7/8 inch nail is recommended for securing clips for all
standard installations.

T F 8. The length of the sagless-wire spring should be increased
when a hinge link is attached for increased resiliency.

T F 9. Less padding is required over springs when insulators are
used.

T F 10. Foam rubber and sponge rubber are the same.

T F 11. Cored stock of foam rubber has open holes on the underside.

T P 12- Molded foam rubber is generally used for loose-cushion
work.

T F 13. Slab stock of foam rubber is available in six thicknesses
and four compression densities.

T F 14. Foam rubber may be applied to flat or curved surfaces with
equal ease.

T F 15. Satisfactory results in rubber cementing are likely to
result if both the foam rubber and the cement are produced
by the same manufacturer.

T P 16. Rubberized-fiber pads are made in three densities.

T F 17. In making rubberized-hair pads, firmness is increased by
increasing the quantity of hair.

T F 18. Rubberized fiber pads should be covered with cotton or
foam rubber.

T P i9. Special care must be taken to keep moths away from rub-
berized padding materials.

T P 20. One can be sure that a material is rubberized Saran fiber
by the dull black color.

T F 21. When using sagless-wire spring construction, all frames
should be corner-blocked.

T F 22. The webbing should be installed before sagless-wire
springs are fastened in place.

T F 23. A poor sagless-wire spring installation will stand up
better under use than a poor coil-spring job.
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T F 24. When installing a clip, one should be sure that the clip
is flush with the edge of the frame.

T F 25. In the installation of sagless-wire springs, the direction
of the bent ends should be alternated.

T F 26. Helical springs connect the sagless-wire spring in order
that they will function as a unit.

T F 27. A chair seat becomes softer as additional rows of helical
springs are installed.

T F 23. Generally speaking, one will use as many rows of sagless-
wire springs in the back of a chair as in the seat.

T F 29. A spring-edge seat is usually more resilient than a seat
without a spring edge.

T F 30. Padding with foam rubber is much simpler than padding with
traditional materials.

T F 31. Foam rubber pads are cut slightly larger than the area to
be covered in order that the cover will fit snugly.

T F 32. A bandsaw is required for cutting foam rubber stock which
is over two inches thick.

T F 33. Bonded joints of foam rubber are usually rather weak.

T F 34. Tacking tape is used to attach a foam rubber pad to the
frame.

T F 35. Channels and tufts are more easily made by using foam
rubber padding.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The logical shop tool to use in cutting sagless-wire springs to
length is a

2. Uncoiled zigzag wire must be and
to the frame before it actually becomes a spring.

3. Sagless-wire springs are usually secured to the frame bir use of

4. Seat helicals and extension springs'are anchored by use of

5. Foam rubber is about 85 per cent and 15 per cent
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6. Cored stock of foam rubber is available in five thicknesses
ranging from to inches.

7. When foam rubber stock cannot be purchased in a desired size or
shape, pieces of material may be fastened together by use of

to gain the desired effect.

S. After foam rubber is joined with rubber cement, the excess
cement is absorbed with or

9. When using sagless-wire springs in a chair seat, the spring
tension is applied between the and
rails.

10. The use of corner blocks will prevent the of
rails under the pull of sagless-wire springs.

11. Chair seats which have a base should have air
holes drilled at regular intervals.

12. On the back of a chair, the sagless-wire springs are attached to
the top 'hack and the back

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Cored stock of foam rubber is available in the following co-
pression densities:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

2. The following padding materials are available in rubberized, form:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

3. The comfort and resiliency provided by sagless-wire springs
depends upon:

(A) (C)

(B)
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Matchial

Directions: In the left hand column is a list of terms. The right
contains descriptive phrases or synonymous terms. Match

to the terms by placing the letter of the descrip-
blank at the left of the appropriate term.

hand column
the descriptions
tion in the

1. Spring.edge clip A. Zigzag wire

2. C clip B. Two-nail clip

3. Insulators C. Used when springs are hung
inside rails

4. Seat helicals D. Used to drop springs below
top of rail

5. K clip E. Long straight end bent
around rail

6. Tacking tape F. ...Anchor helical.andtexten*ion
springs

7. Sag less -wire springs G. Provides higher spring arc

8. Soapstone H. Fastens outside row of
springs to seat rails

9. Retainer Plate I. Ties between sagless-wire
springs in backs

10. G clip J. Fasten border wire to edge
springs

11. Extension spring K. Used where spring-edge
springs cannot be installed

12. Rubberized padding L. Prevents padding from push-
down into springs

13. E clip M. Used to absorb excess rubber
cement from foam rubber

14. Torsion spring N. Reinforce edges of foam
rubber

15. Hinge link 0. Bonded with latex
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 13 Units 88-89

OUTSIDE COVERING MATERIALS

The beauty and utility of upholstered furniture is largely de-
pendent upon the material used for the final covering. The upholster-
er must In able to select these materials intelligently and be able
to advise his customers wisely in their selection of furnittre cover-
ing.

Several different types of cloth and rug materials are used for
outside covering materials in addition to a variety of plaster 7 and
plastic fiber materials.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to learn about the
materials used for final covering, the characteristics of the various
materials, and some principles to observe in the selection of covering.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

1.1MPINM

A. Bergen, All About Uldholsterina, pp. 131-133.
B. Bast, Essentials of Modern Upholstery, pp. 146-147, 160, 162.
C. Criswell, Unholsterina and Re-unbolsterinq, pp. 50-55, 77-80.

Questions:

TriJezia_g. 1

Directions: The following statemen_s are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Cambric is commonly used in the upholstery industry as a
top cover for fine furniture.

T F 2. Cambric material may be made dustproof by a sizing and
glazing process.

T F 3. The wearing qualities of denim are considered to be poor.

T F 4. Denim is available in solid colors only.

T F 5. Muslin is frequently used as a first coverin7 over the
stuffing.

T F 6. Vinyl plastics when properly compounded have many of the
characteristics of rubber.
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T F 7. The vinyl plastic upholstery covering will deteriorate
with age.

T F 8. Plastic coverings should be cleaned with a mild soap and
warm water.

T F 9. In upholstering with fabric backed vinyl plastic material
round and oval pieces can be covered as easily as the
square pieces.

T F 10. The small int-icate plastic patterns are appropriate on
such pieces a:. overstuff chairs and davenports.

T F 11. One of the most difficult upholstery coverings to work
with is leather.

T F 12. One of the easiest upholstery coverings to work with is
plastic.

T F 13. All sheet plastic may be used in upholstery and re-uphol-
stery.

T F 14. The heads of tacks used with plastic upholstery material
must be set firmly into the surface of the plastic.

T F 15. Large headed tacks are bebt used with plastic coverings.

T 16. In some cases the hole in a plastic covering must be en-
larged in order to repair it.

T F 17. Any transparent glue will dissolve the surface of the
plastic covering wherever it touches.

T F 18. Stitches in plastic must be close together in order that
stitch holes will be concealed.

T F 19. Cold plastic resists conforming over odd shapes and i-ontours

T F 20. The plastic material should be heated before cutting the
pieces according to the pattern.

T F 21. Recently developed cloth made from metals are easy to
handle and apply to furniture.

T P 22. Once two pieces of plastic covering are heat sealed they
can be easily separated by reheating.

T F 23. The upholsterer should expect to pay more for the final.
cover than for any other sindyle item needed in upholster-
ing a piece of furniture.

T F 24. Drapery an slip-cover fabrics are generally satisfactory
for upholstered work.



T F 25. A bright colored piece of furniture, whidhis in a room
furnished in subdued colors, will appear to be larger than
its actual size.

T F '26. Generally, small pieces of furniture should be upholstered
with smooth fabrics.

T F 27. StripeG.and.geometric patterns are suitable for all types
of surfaces.

T F Block wax crayon should be used for markings on plastic.

Completion

ILLeatianD Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

r." the fabric backing on the plastic covering provides
and

.
.

2. In order to keep the plastic colors of upholstered materials
looking fresh and new, wipe them with a

3. Two methods of repairing a plastic covering are,
and

4. If a plastic patch is to be used in repairing a plastic covering
at least, is needed around the
hole.

5. Extra pieces of plastic covering may be obtained from
beneath the furniture piece being

repaired.

6. After the glue and patch are in place when mending the plastic
covering usi.L to hold the' mend
until dry.

7. Heavy plastic coating shotld be applied at temperatures
F.

8. Certain types of plastic coverings may be
along the seams.

9. When shopping for upholstery materials, of the
rug material, draperies, and other fabrics used in the room
should be taken along for comparison in the matching and har-
monizing of colors.

10. Stripes and geometric patterns should be used only on upholstered
furniture with surfaces.
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Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Fabrics commonly used 7.is final covering for upholstered furniture.

(A) (G)

(H)

(C) (I)

(D) (.7)

(E) (K)

()
2. List three things to consider when selecting cover for fabrics:

CA) (C)

(B)

3. The three step process of setting buttons on plastic sheeting
involves:

CA)

(C)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 14 Units 90-103

PITTING AND INSTALLING OUTSIDE COVERS

The primary function of the final cover is to decorate the up-
holstered surface. . Therefore, a covering material should be selected
with care, emphasizing such features as pattern design, color harmony,
appropriateness, and wearing quality.

In order to be decorative, the covering must be not only selected
intelligently, but must also be fitted and installed skillfully.
Proper fitting and installation entails considerable experience, some
aptitude, and a great deal of care and patience.

In this assignment, you have an opportunity to learn some of
the fundamentals of fitting and installing covers, the materials and
tools used, cutting and fitting materials, and, finally, the instal-
lation of the cover.

Assignment:

I. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All_About Unholstering, pp. 131-152.
B. Beat, Zausicataaatilgjesne, pp. 41-49.
C. Criswell, vpholsterina and ReuPholstering, pp. 45-48, 80.

Questions:

Tie -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "P."

T F 1. The top covering material of upholstered furniture is
usually relatively expensive.

T F 2. Men cutting out the cover, the larger pieces should be
cut out first.

T F 3. "Piecing out" covers is a practice which is generally
frowned upon by upholstery craftsmen.

T F 4. Care should be taken in order that the covering pattern
will be centered on the seat and back.

T F 5. Pile fabrics may be properly installed without regard to
centering or direction.
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T F 6. *,then making seams, tho stitches should be kept as close to
the edge of the goods as possible.

T F 7. The proper size of the stitches to be used is determined by
the quality of the goods.

T F 8. The showing thread on plain materials should match the
cover.

T F S. A poor job of matching the pattern at a seam is very
conspicuous.

T F 10. Marking middle-points on both the cover and frame is an
aid in getting the cover on straight.

T F 11. In tacking the cover, one should start at a corner and work
across the frame.

T F 12. The pleat for square corners should be sewn shut with a
curved needle.

T F 13. V-- pleats are used at square corners.

T F 14. All pleats on the seat should be laid to the front.

T F 15. Paper patterns should be made of all large areas to be
covered, especially if the area shape is irregular.

T F 16. Liberal allowances in cutting covering material is more
economical than cutting a piece too small.

T F 17. seams are generally used to fasten stretcher to
covering.

T F 18. Stretchers should be used only in locations where they
will not be seen.

T F 19. Cover material should be stretched tight enough to cause
the spring to be slightly depressed.

T F 20. The back of a chair is usually covered before the seat.

T F 21. If the cover istobetacked over show wood, the edges of
the material should be turned under.

T F 22. Banded covers require buttons.

T F 23. Arm covers may be tacked along the bottom side of the
arm boards if there is to be no show wood.

T F 24. cotton, which is used to pad arms, should not be allowed
to overlay the edges of the arm boards.

T F 25. An open cavity in the back of a chair should be stuffed
with cotton.
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T F 26. A dust panel is installed on the bottom of seats to prevent
dust and loose stuffing from falling out.

TA! 27. Dust panels are usually made of burlap.

T F 28. Nhen chip board is used to cover a cavity in the back of
a dtair, it should be covered with a thin layer of cotton.

T F 29. A piece of furniture should be turned upside down in order
to attach the dust panel.

T F 30. After a piece of furniture is completely upholstered, it
should be brushed and vacuum cleaned.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Pile fabrics should be installed so that the nap brushes
on the seat and on the back and

arms.

2. Floral bouquet patterns and other forms having a definite top
and bottom should be placed on a chair so that the pattern runs
toward the of the seat, and toward the

.of the back and arms.

3. Twe materials commonly used for piecing out are
and .

4. In order to prevent cover strain from opening up seams, the
stitching should be at least inch(e0 from the edge of
the goods.

5. A covered cord which is sewed between the edges of covering is
^a fled a .

6. For ease of handling, pulling, and tacking, a inch
allowance should be added to size of cover when stretchers are
not used.

7. Boxed covers are applied to seats and backs that are built with
edges.

8. In covering scroll backs, stitching is used to aid in forming
the

9. Dust panels are usually made of

10. An open cavity in the back of a chair should be covered with
or



11. The process of sewing an added piece or flap of coverin(
material from the backside to reduce the appearance of th,
seam or where sewing would otherwise be impossible is known
as

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Tools and equipment required for installing top cover:
. o
(A)

(B)

(C) (Q)

(I))

(E)

(r)

01?

2. Materials required for installing top cover:

(A) (n)

(B) tE)

(C) (r)

73

3. List the types of backs Which require difforent coverings.

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

vms.10
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Assignment
Sheet No. 15

TRIM

Covering
Units 104-110

The installation of the trim and outside cover is the final
operation in the upholstery of a piece of furniture. A good trim job
adds to the life of the cover and contributes to the appearance of
the furnishing. A poor trim job imposes an opposite effect.

Since trim is both functional and decorative, trim materials
should be selected and used with discretion. Then, in order that the
full utility may be yielded, the trim must be installed neatly and
skillfully.

In this assignment_you have an opportunity to_gain valuable
information about trim materials and their uses, where and how trim
is installed, and suggestions which will aid in the intelligent choice
of trim materials.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and turn in this assignment by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholsterina, pp. 121-131.
B. Bast, Es;;Eilals of Modern Upholstery, pp. 50-69, 89-98.

uestions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The trim of a piece of furniture is used solely for its
decorative effect.

T F 2. Fringes and edgings are not used in the modern upholstery
business.

T F 3. A welt adds durability to the cover.

T F 4. Since one cannot buy ready -wade welts, he is required to
learn to make his own.

T F 5. Plastic welts are difficult to make on a domestic type
sewing machine.
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T F 6. Making your own welts is a good way to use up little
scraps of material.

T F 7. The same kind of cord is generally used in all welted
seams.

T F 8. Brush edging is considered to be more decorative than
welted seams.

T F 9. Brush edging is used but very little because of the diffi-
culty of matching it with the cover material.

T F 10. Boucle edging has looped ends instead of the cut ends
which characterize brush edging.

T F II. Generally speaking, boucle edging is more durable and more
lustrous than brush edging.

T F 12. In order to be sure that the gimp will be securely fastened,
one should be generous in his application of glue.

T F 13. Trim nails may be used to cover gimp nail, adding further
decoration to the gimp.

T F 14. Bullion fringe is installed in such a position that the
fringe tips touch the floor.

T F 15. Skirts are usually made from the same fabric used for the
outside cover.

T F 16. Skirt pleats should vary in size to relieve monotony.

T F 17. A welt is usually sewed around the top of the pleated
skirt.

T F 18. The dust cover should be tacked in place before the skirt
is installed.

T F 19. Ornamental nails should be spaced evenly.

T F 20. Panels have no function other than that of decoration.

T F 21. A panel should always be trimmed with a welt or a brush.
edging.

T F 22. Decorative nails are usually used to hold panels in place.

T F 23. The first edge of a border should be blind-tacked in place.

T F 24. Trapunto is used most with gay patterned covering material.

T F 25. Buttons may be used to hold stuffing in place.

T F 26. Buttons are usually covered with the same material used
for the cover.
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T P 27. Stuffed panels are usually tacked all the way around with
ornamental nails.

T F 28: In nailing around a stuffed panel, the nails should be
spaced about an inch apart.

T P 29. Gimp should be matched to the cover in both color and
quality.

T F 30. A draw twine is used in finishing the fr nt of a round
arm in order that even pleats may be made more easily.

T F 31. Pleated or shirred skirts are especially popular in bed-
room furniture.

T F 32. If the pattern of the material permits, the welt strips
may be cut on a bias to achieve more flexibility in the
forming of curves and corners.

Directions:
required to

1. Ragged
tive

Copletion

Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the 'word(s)
complete the sentence correctly.

edges may be finished attractively by the use of decors -
and

2. An item of trim which is used to protect the cover from wear and
to help hide seams is called a

3. To make a welt, one should start with a strip of material which
is about inches wide.

4. In order to sew a welt on a sewing machine, the machine should
be equipped with a

5. Brush edging is usually made of or
or a combination of these.

6. Gimp is secured to the upholstered surface by both
and

7. When making corners on a flat surface, the gimp should be
; on curved or rounded surfaces, the gimp should

be

0. Bullion fringe or skirts should hang within
inch(s) of the floor.

9. In order to keep the skirt pleat even, a cardboard
may be used.

10. A decorative device, which is also used to cover arm stumps or
back posts which are difficult to cover, is called a
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11.. Borders are used to hold the cotton in place on chair arms which
are or more inches wide.

12. For opening of threads to permit nailing of wood panels to
furniture a is used.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Two functions of welts:

(A)

(B)

2. Hard cords which are made of kraft paper, craft cord or spring
twine are used at the following locations:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

3. Soft cords are used in the following locations:

(A) (B)

4. The various types of trim used in upholstery:

(A) (G)

(B) (H)

(C) (I)

(D) (J)

(E) (K)

(F) (L)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 16

SLIP COVERS

Covering
Units 111-118

Slip covers are widely used to protect upholstered areas and to
cover areas which are worn or unsightly. :any people, who cannot
finance new furniture, setIrle for slip cove,.- on the old. In this
manner, furnishings may be beautified or hart. mized at a relatively
low cost.

Although slip covering is not considered to be u,AloIstering, the
upholsterer is often called upon to do such work. Since the opera-
tions involved aresiMilar to covering operationi, the task is one
that requires but little new learning and manipulation on the part of
the upholsterer.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to gain helpful infor-
mation relative to selecting materials for slip covering, planning t'

and cutting materials, fitting covers, applying trim, finishing open-
ings, and covering loose cushions.

assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions and turn in this assignment by

.11101=1,

Reference:

A. Bergen, All About UOolsterY, pp. 188-178.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter °T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. S14.p covers may be used to brighten up oId furniture which
cannot be replaced.

F 2. Some people economize by upholstering the furniture in
muslin and covering tbel muslin with slip covers.

T F 3. Geometrical designs and solid colors are most appropriate
for use in the spring and summer.

T F 4. Over a long e.:triod of time, subdued patterns and colors
are more pleasing to the majority of people.
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P F 5. Most washable slip cover fabrics should be preshrunk in
order that they will not be too small when laundered later.

T F 6. Several cuts can usually be obtained from each width of a
fabric of large repeat design.

T F 7. It is a commcl practibe to buy extra material to compensate
for the waste resulting from the centering of large
patterns.

T F 8. Welting is often used on the original cover but is seldom
used in the construction of slip covers.

T F 9. Boucle edging is used instead of welting on slip coven;
that are to be home laundered.

T F 10. Corners which are to be sewed by hand should be baote(
pinned to assure neat seams.

T F 11.. The chair arms should bd covered simultaneously.

T F 12. The panels for the arm faces should be of identical size
and shape.

T F 13. Chair wings &re covered after the bac% has been completed.

T F '_4. Seams between the outside back and seat section should be
sewn together bdfore fitting the other adjoining ;,arts.

T F 15. The slip cover seams generally follow the lines and seams
of the upholstered piece.

, .,

T F 16. Pleats to fit the contour of the upholstered_pieee_should
be laid down from the back to face the front at the sides.

T F 17. The terms seat and loose cushion carry the same meaning
in slip cover work.

T F 18. The seat is the first part to be fitted and sewn in slip
cover work.

T F 19. In slip covering the arms, the pattern is placed perpen-
dicular to the floor.

T F 20. The wing patterns should be similar but not identical.

,;

. --.%,_ --o-i-.:.1.,
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Completion

Directions: Pill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Slip covers are generally used to new covers or
to badly worn, old coverings.

2. If a person has two sets of slip covers, one in a geometric de-
sign and another in a floral print, the logical cover to use in
spring or summer would be the

3. Washable cover material will usually shrink from
to inches per yard.

4. When covering a sofa with a material of large floral design, one
should purchase yards of extra material to
compensate for centering the design.

5. One square yard of slip covering material will make
yards of welting.

6. A major disadvantage in the use of boucle edging is that it
should not be

7. The tension between adjoining covers on curvc4 areas may be oe
. reduced by cutting in the fabric.

8. The seat cover should have a at the back and
along the side of the arms.

9. After the seams have been set and sewn they should be

10. The first steps in fitting the skirt are to pin and
the pleats.

11. In order + fasten the back opening
or a is used.

12. The border for the loose cushion should be as wide as the cushion
is thick plus inches for seams.



Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The following cotton materials may be home laundered:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C) (r)
2. The following slip cover materials should be dry cleaned:

(A) (D)

(B) (E) -

(C) (r)
3. Openings in slip covers may be fastened or closed by the fol-

lowing devices.

(A) (C)

(B)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 17 Units 119-128

RESTYLING, RECONDITIONING, AND REUPHOLSTERING

A good frame and foundation in a piece of furniture will often
outlast several covers. Many contain serviceable frames and materials
after their styling is obsolete. Some pieces can made comfortable
and usable again by reconditioning the frame and upholstery materials.
It is obvious then, that part of the work of the upholsterer falls
within the area of reqorking furniture and he should possess the
necessary skills and information concerning it.

In this assignment, you have an opportunity to gain valuable
information about the restyling, reconditioning, and reupholstering
of furniture.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions which follow and turn in this assignment

by

References:

A. Bergen, All About Upholstering, pp. 158-168.
C. Criswell, Upholstering and Re-upholstering, pp. 48-51.

Questions:

Directions: The

True-Fulse

following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is trues draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T 1. It is difficult and impractical to renovate a piece of
furniture which has a poorly made frame.

T 2. Reupholstering is quite unlike upholstering a new piece.

T 3. When stripping a frame, the old cover should be removed
carefully.

T 4. The old cover which has been removed in stripping may be
used as a pattern for cutting a :new cover.

T F 5. The amount of new cover material required may be estimated
by use of the old cover.

T F 6. The old cover is sometimes used for making stretchers.

T F 7. The covers should be removed from the arms first.
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T F 8. Hot hide glue is the ,only glue recommended for use in
frame assembly.

T F 9. It is practically impossible to change the appearance of a
piece of furniture without changing or adding to the
frame construction.

T F 10. Altering a seat is generally a more difficult operation
than altering a back.

T F, 11. The arms of occasional or pull-up chairs are usually
higher above the seat of the chair than are the arms of
overstuffed chairs.

T F 12. If the dust panel is removed it generally should be rep laces
with a new piece of cambric.

T F 13. The fact that the cover is worn out does not necessarily
indicate that the piece should be completely reupholstered.

T F 14. Old cotton is discarded in repairing cushions.

T F 15. A well-built furniture frame will generally outlast two or
three covers.

T F 16. Only that part of the webbing foundation that is badly
worn or broken should be replaced.

T F 17. Gimp and trim should be removed first in starting to re-
upholster.

T F 18. Arm fronts should be removed at the time upholstery tacks
are removed'.

T F 19. Material from the original arm fronts may be used as a
template for new covering.

T F 20. When laying out the final cover allow id inch between each
section.

Completion,

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word (s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The stripping process is begun by loosening the covers from the
of the rail.

2. Parts which are added to the frame in restyling should be
fastened by if possible.

3. Changing the style of the requires the construc-
tion of a new frame unless the area is merely changed from pad,
to spring design.
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4. The minimum distance between the arms of a closed arm chair is
inches.

5. The top of the armboard of an occasional chair should be from
to inches above the seat upholstery.

6. The first part to wear out in the upholstered piece is the

7. Scuff marks, minor scratches and cigarette burns may be rubbed
out or covered by the use of or

8. In general the undercovering that is best to ,:se in re-
upholstering is

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The following items should be discarded in stripping the frame:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C) (F)

2. Mat are the items which should be saved in stripping the frame?

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

3. The five steps of great importance in re-upholstery listed by
Criswell are:

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

(E)
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TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

UPHOLSTERY

JOB TRAINING: that the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Shou d e Able to Do S own t e Worker Should Know

Fundamental Information

Opportunities, requirements
and outlooks in upholstery
industry, accidents and
health factors

Basic Tools, Machine_t_and Supplies

Select, construct, and
sharpen hand tools

Time in hours

Select, construct, design
and glue the upholstery
frame

Time in hours

Frames

Wood_ Finishes

Prepare and finish show wood,
remove and touch up old
finish

Time in hours

Kinds and uses of common
tools and machines, sources
of supply

Materials, construction,
joints, and dimensions of
the frame

Types of wood stains and
finishes. Care and mainten-
ance of finish materials.

Upholstery Construction

Measure, estimate, stretch,
and tack webbing. Layout,
tie and fasten springs.
Select, clean and use pad-
ding and stuffing materials.
Measure, cut, sew and stuff
channels and tufts.

Time in hours

Types and kinds of webbing
and springs. Methods and
materials used in spring
typing. Characteristics
and types of padding and
stuffing materials. Chan-
neling and tufting methods
and techniques.
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Select, estimate, and cut
out cover. Fit around
backs and wings.. Install
decorative trim. Estimate,
lay out and cut out slip
cover.

Time in hours

Repair and restyle
existing furniture

. Time in hours

Types and kinds of covering,
methods and materials of
welt construction. Functions
and types of decorative
trim materials. Types and
kinds of slip covers

Re-uPhols!:erina

Nature, procedure, and prin-
ciples of older upholstered
furniture. Function and
identification of material

Code for employer's use in marking student's progress

Performed some operations
in area.

Performed some operations
with reasonable efficiency

Performed most operations Performed most operations
in area 4,.:. satisfactorily
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TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for Student's Cory

UPHOLSTERY

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Egrker Should Be Abla±MLID-----gMtmIbBU=h2EMI221421191,______

Fundamental Information

Opportunities, requirements
and outlooks in upholstery
industry, accidents and
health factors

Basic Tools, Nashine_, and Supplies

Select, construct, and
sharpen hand tools

Time in hours

Select, construct, design
and glue the upholstery
frame

Time in hours

Frames,

Wood_ Finishes

Prepare and finish show wood,
remove and touch up old
finish

Time in hours

Kinds and uses of common
tools and machines, sources
of supply

Materials, construction,
joints, and dimensions of
the frame

Types of wood stains and
finishes. Care and mainten-
ance of finish materials.

UPhnIsterY_Construction

Measure, estimate, stretch,
and tack webbing. Layout,
tie and fasten springs.
Select, clean and use pad-
ding and stuffing materials.
Measure, cut, sew and stuff
channels and tufts.

Time in hours

Types and kinds of webbing
and springs. Methods and
materials used in spring
typing. Characteristics
and types of padding and
stuffing materials. Chan-
neling and tufting methods
Lad techniques.



UPholstem Coverina

Select, estimate, and cut
out cover. Fit around
backs and wings. Install
decorative trim. Estimate,
lay out and cut out slip
cover.

Time in hours

Repair and restyle
existing furniture

Time in hours

Types and kinds of covering,
methods and materials of
welt construction. Functions
and types of decorative
trim materials. Types and
kinds of slip covers

Re-uPholsterinq

Nature, procedure, and prin-
ciples of-older upholstered
furniture. Function and
identification of material.

Code for employer's use in marking student's progress

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

t04;4
Performed some operations
with reasonable efficiency

Performed most operations
satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

UPHOLSTERY
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Smployctis Copy

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do Shown the Worker Should Know

Fundamental Information

-r Irtunities, requirements
, outlooks in upholstery
industry, accidents and
health factors

Basic Tools, Machine, and_EuPplies

Select, construct, and
sharpen hand tools

Time in hours

Select, construct, design
and glue the upholstery
frame

Time in hours

Frames

Wood Finishes

Prepare and finish show wood,
remove and touch up old
finish

Time in hours

Kinds and uses of common
tools and machines, sources
of supply

Materials, construction,
joints, and dimensiJns of
the frame

Types of wood stains and
finishes. Care and mainten-
ance of finish materials.

UPbolstery Construction

Measure, estimate, stretch,
and tack webbing. Layout,
tie and fasten springs.
Select, clean and use pad-
ding and stuffing materials.
Measure, cut, sew and stuff
channels and tufts.

Time in hours

Types and kinds of webbing
and springs. Methods a. 1
materials used in spring
typing. Characteristics
and types of padding ani
stuffing materials. Chan-
neling and tufting methods
and techniques.
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obolstery Covering

Select, estimate, an4 cut
out cover. Fit around
backs and wings. Install
decorative trim. Estimate,
lay out and cut out slip
cover.

Time u1 hours

Repair aad rtistyle
existing furniture

Time in hours

Types and kinds of coverings
methods and materials of
welt construction. Functions
and types of decorative
trim materials. Types and
kinds of slip covers

e-ILgtholisterins.

Nature, procedure, and prin-
ciples of older upholstered
furniture. Function and
identification of material

Code for employer's use in marking student's progress

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

Performed some operations
with reasonable efficiency

Performed most operations
satisfactosily
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FOREWORD

This course is designed to teach the basic concepts of
the Printing Calculator to the business student. Many
uses of the calculator are not covered in this text.
Uses not required in a normal business situation ank
not included. Neither is the basic ten key principles
covered.

It is assumed that the student has previously completed
a course of study for the ten key machine. It is recom-
mended that, if the student has not completed comprehen-
sive training on the ten key machine, ne complete it
prior to this study.

The student will notice that only the first job covers
addition and subtraction. The next job carries the
student directly into the principles of the calculator.
This writer has tried to combine as many operations as
possible in the practice problems so that the student
can visualize the full utility of the calculator.

Methods of completing each new operation will be illus-
trated in the job in which it occurs. The number in
parentheses after the name of a key will refer to the
number of the key in the series of pictures following
this foreword. If the student has any doubt as to what
or where the key is, he may refer to the proper picture
and locate the key.

Generally, the first prcblem in each job will be solved
in the description of the calculator operation. If two
or more operations are described in the same job, the
first problem utilizing that operation will, generally,
be solved.

The student is to complete each job as indicated there-
on, recording his answers on the separate answer sheets
provided. DO NOT WRITE IN THIS TEXT. Turn the answer
sheets in to the instructor in the manner that he
indicates.
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10 Memory Key
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1. Numeric Keyboard
2. Subtraction Key
3. Addition and Dividend Entry Key
4. Total Key
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6. Automatic Accumulation Lever
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JOB NO. 1

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

The keyboard of the printing calculator is basically
the same as the keyboard of the ten key adding machine.
It is assumed that the student has completed a ten key-
board course. This job is primarily designed to orien-
tate and acquaint the student with the keyboard of the
printing calculator.

This job will include addition and subtraction problems.
Complete each problem as indicated, recording your an-
swers on the proper job sheet. If a problem has a neg-
%tive answer, so indicate by writing cr. (credit) after
the answer.

1. 2. 3.

486.05 589.36 85.37
8.53 849.05 753.85

406.05 cr 6.57 901.03
6.66 1,089.91 cr 1,000.00
6.6G cr 19.39 64.59

37.51 4.11 89.113

79.08 5,801.92 cr 311.98

11. 5. 6.

57.59 61.61 .08
85.89 50.72 1.70
111.23 S 41.59
19.81 Urn s

-4-76
s 5.93

8.54
51.79
116.811

28.73 7.87 h0.51 cr

7.

-4,

8. 9.

44.89 1,080.96 cr 2,961.08
96.73 cr 663.97 1,504.20 cr

1



10. 11. )2.
337.34 36.41 1555
616.39 27.53 3796
617.58 81.67 4973
145.27 96.12 3479
369.54 4.04 417440M 3.80 5000

2



TO ADD

All printing calculators may be used for adding as
a ten keyboard adding machine. Since they are cal-
(Jlators, there are certain settings that are nec-
essary. Gbserve the rules shown below in setting
up your calculator for adding.

MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

Be sure the transfer key is depressed.

MODEL: 416 S

Preferably, use storage I for general adding. The
last figure entered in the keyboard remains there
to be repeated, if desired. Be sure that you do not
depress the plus bar unless you want the figure re-
entered. Put the decimal indicator (10) on 2.

MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

Accumulation Lever (10) set at asterisk. Transfer
Lever (11) set to the right. The constant Lever (12)
down.

MODEL: PC 11!21

Decimal settings at 1 and 1.

OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

Adds conventionally with no special settings required.

VICTOR

Set the Master Control Lever (2) in the center. A
plus will show in the window.

3



JOB NO. 2

MULTIPLICATION

Following the instructions for your calculator,
complete the following problems in multiplication.
Record your answers on the proper job sheet.

1. 13 X 12 13. $3.39 X 288

2. 48 X 24 14. $110.22 A 48

3. 75 X 69 15. $1550.73 X 73

4. 3781 X 4579 16. $3133.35 X 34

5. 4763 X 201 17. .16 X 66

6. 1490 X 810 i8. 18* X 15

7. 15,596 X 728 19. 36 X 88$

8. 10,836 X 134 20. 8,680 X 12*

9. 9,081 X 86 21. 8,680 X 12.5$

10. 1,060 X 368 22. 14 X 1.35

11. 6,065 X 3,625 23. 86 X 75$

12. 90 X 42 24. 144 X 12

4



MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

To multiply: (Note: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears last)

1. Depress the Transfer Key (4). For all
operations the Transfer Key should be
depressed unless the Memory is being
used.

2. Decimal indicator (7) on Zero.

3. Enter multiplicand (depress 13).

4. Depress X Key (3).

5. Enter multiplier (depress 12).

6. Depress Equals Key (6).

7. The correct answer will appear
automatically (answer 156).

Decimals:
If decimals are involved, count the number
of decimal places in the multiplicand and
the multiplier. Point off this number of
decimals in the product, i.e., 15.2 X 1.26 =
19.152. Fixed decimals will be discussed
in Job #3.

MODEL: 416S

To multiply: (Note: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears last.)

I. Depress Store I (5)

2. Decimal Indicator on zero.

3. Enter Multiplicand (depress 13).

5



4. Depress X Key (16).

5. En*-,r multiplier (depress 12).

6. Depress Equals-Key (14).

7. The answer will print automatically
(answer 156).

Decimals:
If decimals are involved, count the number
of decimal places in the multiplicand and
the multiplier. Point off this number of
decimals in the product, i.e., 15.2 X 1.26
19.152. Fixed decimals will be discussed
in Job #3.

To cumulatively multiply with fixed decimals:

1. Depress Store I.

2. Set Decimal Control on 2.

3. Set Round Off Control (11) on triangle.

4. Enter 4560 and depress the X Key (see problem #7).

5. Enter 8790 and depress the Accumulating Equals
Key. The answer 4,008.24 will print and
accumulate.

6. Continue the remainder of the pzoblem in the
same manner. Notice that it is necessary to
add enough zeros to both the multiplicand and
the multiplier to make the number of decimal
places indicated on the decimal indicator.
The answer will be rounded off decimally
correct at two places.

If more than two decimal places are used, and
it is desirable to round off decimally correct,
set th- round off control accordingly. From
this point on, it is assumed that the student
will properly set his decimals, so they will
not be described or explained on future
operations.

6



MONROE

MODEL: Mach. 1.07

To multiply: (NOTE: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears last.)

1. Accumulation Lever (10) set at asterisk.

2. Enter multiplicand (depress 13).

3. Depress X Key (8).

4. Enter multiplier (depress 12).

5. Depress Equals Key (9).

6. The correct answer will appear automatically
(answer 156).

MODEL: PC 1421

To multiply: (NOTE: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears last.)

1. Set Decimal Selectors (22) on 0.

2. Enter the multiplicand (depress 13).

3. Depress the Multiplicand Key (11), the key with
the X in the center.

4. Enter the multiplier (depress 12).

5. Depress the Multiply Key (10), the key with the
equals sign. The answer, 156, will print
automatically.

Decimals:

If decimals are involved, count the number of deci-
mal places in the multiplicand and the multiplier.
Point off this ni_lmber of decimals in the product,
i.e., 15.2 X 1.26 = 19.152. Fixed decimals will be
discussed in Job #3.

7



OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisamma OT-24

To multiply: (Note: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears last)

1. Automatic Total Lever (21) at auto. tot.
on position to the left'.

2. Automatic Grand Total Lever (6) up.

3. Enter the multiplier on the keyboard (in
problem 1, depress 12).

4. Depress the Multiplier Entry Key (15), the
key with the X in the center.

5. Enter tt.3 multiplicand on the keyboard
(depress 13).

6. Depress the multiplication key (16), the
key with the equals sign.

7. The correct answer will be printed
automatically.

MODEL: Divisumma 24

To multiply: (Note: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears last).

1. Automatic Total Lever (14) at aut
on position (to the left).

2. Automatic Sub-total lever (25) up.

3. Enter the multiplier on the keyboard (in
problem 1, depress 12).

4. Depress the multiplier entry key (8), the
key with the X in the center.

5. Enter the multiplicand on the keyboard
(depress 13).

8



6. Depress the multiplication key (9), the
key with the equals sign.

7. The correct answer will be printed
automatically. (answer 156)

Decimals:

If decimals are involved, court the number of
decimal places in the multiplicand and the
multiplier. Point off this Dumber of decimals
in the product, i.e., 15.2 X 1.26 = 19.152.
Fixed decimals will be discussed in Job #3.

9



VICTOR

MODEL: Custom and Premier

To multiply: (Note: Explanation on handling of
decimals appears lasi:)

1. Move the Master Control Key (2) up.

2. Enter the multipliIand (depress 13).

3. Depress the Motor Bar (11).

4. Enter the multiplier (depress 12).

5. Depress the Motor Bar.

6.

Decimals:

multiplier. Point off the number of decimals
in the product, i.e., 15.2 X 1.26 = 19.152.
Fixed decimals will be discussed in Job #3.

The correct answer will print

If decimals are involvsd, count the number of
decimal places in the multiplicand and the

(answer 156)

NOTE: If the Motor Bar is depressed with no
multiplier entered and the calculator
begins to continuously operate, depress
the Stop Button (9).

10



JOB NO. 3

CUMULATIVE MULTIPLICATION

Following the instructions for your calculator,
complete the following cumulative multiplication
problems. If your calculator has no cumulative
register, ask your instructor for instructions.

1.

144 X .53

Total

8,789 X 35

7,675 X 109

2.

145 X 19

48 X $1.37

4,780 X 916

36 X 71 X 48

28 X 67 16 X 75

Total Total

41 X 78

51 X 36

86 x 2.49 107 X 81

Total

17.10 X 36.23

43.25 X 14.48

1,671 X 3 1.6750 X 93

Total Total

11



Before proceeding with these problems, be sure to read
the instructions for your calculator concerning fixed
decimals. Be sure to analyze each problem to find the
number of decimal points that are required to properly
perform the job.

7. 8.

45.6 X 87.9 37.77 X 4.6

47.36 X 1012 .8188 X .71

70.81 X 14.3 3.125 X .15

Total Total

9.

7 doz Hats $36.50 per doz

18 Shirts @ 7.25 each

8 pr Shoes 9.75 per pr.

Total Invoice

10.

144 Pencils 5k4 each

12 Parasols @ $9.26 each

8 5/8 Yds Cloth @ 68 3/4t per yd

Total Invoice

11.

71/2 doz Pants

91/2 gr Hose

12 doz Pants

$93.75 per doz

@ 12.50 per gr

78.50 per doz

12



12.

85 yds Silk @ 75 3/0 per yd

6 1/8 yds Satin @ $1.35 per yd

9 3/4 yds Wool @ $1.25 per yd

12 spools Thread @ 51/24 each

2 cards Buttons @ 354 each

1 pkg Needles @ 15t

Total Sale

.
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MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

To cumulatively multiply:

1. Depress Transfer Key.

2. Set Decimal control on zero.

3. Multiply 45 X 19 in the usual manner. The
product (855) appears on the tape.

4. Depress the Plus Bar (8). Since the last
figure printed always returns to the key-
board, the product of a multiplication can
be added by merely depressing the Plus Bar
(855 prints with a plus following it,
indicating that it has been added).

5. Multiply 36 X 71

6. Depress the Plus Bar.

7. Multiply 28 X 67.

8. Depress the Plus Bar.

9. Depress the Total Key. The accumulated answer
(5287) prints automatically.

To cumulatively multiply with fixed decimals:

This model Marchant has a decimal control key (7)
that will automatically point off the number of
decimal places for which it has been set. To
work problem #3 using the fixed decimal, perform
the following steps.

1. Depress Transfer Key.

2. Set Decimal Control on two.

3. Enter 4800 and depress the X key.
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4. Enter 1:7 and depress Equals Key.

5. Depress Motor Bar.

6. Enter 14400 and depress X Key.

7. Enter 53 and depress Equals Key.

8. Depress Motor Bar.

9. Enter 8600 and depress X Key.

10. Enter 249 and depress Equals Key.

11. Deprwls Motor Bar.

12. Depress Total Key. Total 356.22 automatically
prints.

You will note that the decimal control should be set at
the point that will give you the accuracy needed. Always
be sure to enter enough zeros in both the multiplicand
and multiplier so that the decimals will be properly
aligned.

MODEL: 416-S

To cumulatively multiply:

1. Depress Store I.

2. Set Decimal Control on zero.

3. Enter 45 and depress the X Key in the usual
manner.

4. Enter 19 and depress the Accumulating Equals
Key (13).

5. The first answer 855 will print and accumulate.

6. Follow the same procedure throughout the problem.
Each extension will print as each multiplication
is completed. The keyboard is clear while the
calculator is multiplying or dividing, hence,
you may enter the next figure into the keyboard
while the calculator is operating. This speeds
up the work considerably.

15



7. To obtain the accumulated total, depress the
Total Key. The figure 5287 will print.

To cumulatively multiply with fixed decimals:

1. Depress Store I.

2. Set Decimal Control on 2.

3. Set Round Off Control (11) on triangle.

4. Enter 4560 and depress the X Key.
(See problem #7.)

5. Enter 8790 and depress the Accumulating Equals
Key. The answer 4,008.24 will print and
accumulate.

6. Continue the remainder of the problems in the
same manner. Notice that it is necessary to
add enough zeros to both the multiplicand and
the multiplier to make the number of decimal
places indicated on the Decimal Indicator.
The answer will be rounded off decimally correct
at two places.

If more than two decimal places are used, and
it is desirable to round off decimally correct,
set the Round Off Control accordingly. From
this point on, it is assumed that tte student
will properly set his decimals, so they will
not be described or explained on future
operations.

16



MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

To cumulatively multiply:

1. Accumulation Lever set at triangle.

2. Depress Total Key to clear the register.

3. Multiply 45 X 19 in the usual manner. The
product (855) will be printed on the tape.

4. Do not clear. Multiply 36 X 71 in the usual
manner. The product (2556) will be printed
on the tape.

5. Follow the directions in step 4 to multiply
28 X 67. The product (1876) will be printed
on the tape.

6. To obtain the cumulative total, depress the
Total Key. The accumulated total (5287) will
be printed on the tape.

To cumulatively multiply with a fixed decimal:

Assuming the use of the fifth place, count the
number of decimal places in the multiplicand
and the multiplier. If they do not total up
to five, add enough zeros to obtain five places,
i.e., 12.61 X 3.4 gives three places, so two
zeros should be added to the multiplicand
(12.6100). This is the same procedure as
studied in the ten key course.

MODEL: PC 1421

To cumulatively multiply: (Work all problems from a fixed
decimal place as described
below.)

1. Set both decimal controls on 5. (See note.)

2. Clear both the Accumulating Multiply Key (9)
and the Total Key (16).

3. Enter 45 and depress the X Key in the usual
manner.

17
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4. Enter 19 and depress the Accumulating Multiply
Key.

5. The first answer 855 will print and will
accumulate.

6. Follow the same procedure throughout the prob,
lem. Each extension will print as each
multiplication is completed. The keyboard is
clear while the calculator is multiplying or
dividing, hence, you may enter the next fig-
ure into the keyboard while the calculator
is operating. This speeds up the work
considerably.

7. To obtain the accumulated total, depress the
Total Key. The tot,l 5287 will print
decimally correct.

NOTE: This decimal setting is arbitrary. It was
selected because almost all problems you
will encounter can be solved with this set-
ting. Any decimal setting may be used that
will yield enough decimal places to solve
the problem. To save changing the decimal
setting for each problem, select a setting
as large as you will normally encounter.

A decimal setting of 5 and 5 will render a
10 place decimal setting in the answer. The
control to the right sets the multiplicand
decimals, and the control to the left sets the
multiplier decimals. The decimal setting in
the answer is derived by adding the two deci
mal settings, i.e., 5 plus 5 provides a deci-
mal setting of 10 and 3 plus 3 a setting of 6.

When using a decimal setting other than 0 and 2,
be sure to touch the decimal (1) prior to enter-
ing the figures to the right of the decimal,
i.e., as in problem #3, enter 1 DECIMAL 37.
This may seem awkward at first, but, after get-
ting used to the idea, you will find that it
comes as natural as reading the number.

18



OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisumma GT-24

To cumulatively multiply:

1. Automatic Total Key on.

2. Grand Total Key (6) down.

3. Multiply 45 X 19 in the usual manner. The
product (855) is printed on the tape.

4. Do not clear. Multiply 36 X 71 in the usual
manner. The product (2556) is printed on the
tape.

5. Follow the directions in step 4 to multiply
28 X 67. The product (1876) is printed on
the tape.

6. To obtain the grand total, move the G.T. Key
(9) to the left. Depress the Total Key. The
total (5287) is printed on the tape.

To cumulatively multiply with fixed decimals:

Assuming the use of the fifth place, count the num-
ber of decimal places in the multiplicand and the
multiplier. If they do not total up to five, add
enough zeros to obtain five places, i.e., 12.61 X
3.4 gives three places, so two zeros should be added
to the multiplicand (12.6100). This is the same
procedure as studied in the ten key course.
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VICTOR

MODEL: Custom and Premier.

These calculators do not accumulate totals and give
individual extensions (totals) simultaneously. Ifs
as in problem #1, it is desired to obtain extensions
and a grand total, it will be necessary to add the
extensions after they are completed.



JOB NO. 4

DISCOUNTING

Following the instructions for your calculator, complete
the following problems in percentage. DO NOT attempt to
solve these problems if you do not understand percentage.
Ask your instructor for guidance before proceeding.

Find the Discount:

1.

2.

3.

$85.00 less 20%

$165.00 less 10%

$149.50 less 80%

4. $4.75 less 22%

5. $1,065.38 less 121/2%

6. $9,516 less 65%

7. $5,956 less 33 1/3%

8. $3,418.15 less 61/4%

9. $6,667.36 less 38%

10. $7,171.89 less 66 2/3%

Find the Net Amount:

11. $18.45 less 15%

12. $39.95 less 25%

13. $57.98 less 1/3

l4. $3,841 less 4.2%

15. $4,988.18 less 8%
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16. $1,080.55 less 121/2%

17. $6,943.15 less 15%

18. $4,446.75 less 80%

19. $5.65 less 16%

20. $9.45 less 18%

Find the Discount and Net Akount simultaneously:

21. $17.50 less 25%

22. $48.16 less 30%

23. $198.15 less 80%

24. $69.98 less 5%

25. $32.75 less 45%

26. $175.16 less 36%

27. $98.95 less 15%

28. $50.00 less 8%

29. $25.50 less 12%

30. $18.95 less 40%

22
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8. Point off 4 places for the discount, i.e.,
13125004.3750. Discount it $4.38.

9. Point off 10 places for the net amount, i.e.,
13.125004.3750. Net amount is $13.12.

For tne figures too large to perform simultaneously, use
the following procedure:

1. Find the discount as illustrated above, using
the fixed decimal.

2. Take a subtotal.

3. Enter the gross amount decimally correct.

4. Subtract.

5. Total. The discount will be found when the
subtotal is taken, and the net amount will
be found when the total is taken.

MODEL: 416-S

To find the discount:

1. Decimal Control on 3.

2. Enter the gross amount (85000) and depress the
multiplier on X Key.

3. Enter the discount (200) and depress the Equals
Key.

4. The discount ($17.00) will automatically print.

To find the net amount:

Proceed as above except item #3. In place of
the discount, enter the complement of the discount
(in the above problem enter 800). The answer
($68.00) will be the net amount.

To find the net amount and discount simultaneously:

1. Transfer Key depressed.
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MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

To find the discount:

-. Transfer depressed.

2. Decimai control set on 3.

3. Enter the gross amount into the keyboard
(enter 85000).

4. Depress the Multiplier Key.

5. Enter the discount into the keyboard (enter 200).

6. Depress the equals key.

7. The discount ($17.00) automatically prints.

To find the net amount:

Proceed as above except item #5. In place of
the discount, enter the complement of the
discount (in the above problem enter 800).
The answer will be the net amount ($68.00).

To find the net amount and discount simultaneously:

1. Transfer key depressed.

2. Decimal control at zero.

3. Enter 75 (complement of 25%), 4 zeros, then 25.

4. Depress X key.

5. Enter gross amount (enter 1750).

6. Depress equals key.

7. Answer is printed automatically. (answer
prints as 1312500113750)



MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

To find the discount:

1. Accumulation Lever set at asterisk.

2. Enter the gross amount into the keyboard.
(Enter 85.)

3. Depress the X Key.

4. Enter the discount rate into the keyboard.
(Enter 20.)

5. Depress the Equals hey.

6. The correct answer will be printed automatically.
(Answer 1700.)

7. Point the answer off decimally correct and
round off to dollars and cents ($17.00).

To find the net amount:

Proceed as above except item No. 5. In place
of the discount, enter the complement of the
discount (in the above problem, enter 80).
The answer will be the net amount ($68.00).

To find the net amount and discount simultaneously:

1. Accumulation Lever set at asterisk.

2. Enter 75 (Complement of 25%), 4 zeros, then
25.

3. Depress the X Key. The tape will show
75000025.

4. Enter the gross amount (enter 1750).

5. Depress the Equals Key.
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6. Both totals will be print d simultaneously.

7. Point off for the discount first (4 plaVes)
13125004.3750 - answer $4.38.

8. Point off the net amount second (10 places)
13.125004.3750 - answer $13.12.

For figures too large to perform simultaneously, use
the following procedure:

1. Accumulation Lever set at triangle.

2. Find the discount as illustrated above,
using the fixed decimal point.

3. Enter the gross amount decimally correct.

4. Subtract.

5. Total. The discount will be found as the
product to the multiplication, and the net
amount will be found when the total is taken.

MODEL: PC 1421

To find the discount:

1. Decimal Control set on 5.

2. Enter the gross amount into the keyboard
(enter 85).

3. Depress the Multiplier Key.

4. Enter the discount into the keyboard (enter .2).

5. Depress the Equals Key.

6. The discount ($17.00) prints automatically.

To find the net amount:

Proceed as above except item #4. In place of
the discount, erter the complement of the dis-
count (in the above problem, enter .8). The
answer will be the net amount ($68.00).
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To find the net amount and discount simultaneously:

1. Decimal controls set at 0

2. Enter 75 (complement of 25%), 4 zeros, then 25.

3. Depress the Multiplicand Key.

4. Enter the gross amount (enter 1750).

5. Depress the Multiplier Key.

6. Answer is printed automatically. The answer
prints as 131250043750.

7. Point off 4 places for the discount, i.e.,
13125004.3750. Discount is $4.38.

8. Point off 10 places for the net amount, i.e.,
13.125004.3750. Net amount is $13.12.

To find the net amount and discount simultaneously, using
the alternate method.

1. Using the fixed decimal, enter the gross amount
and depress the Multiplicand Key.

2. Enter the discount, and depress the Accumulative
Multiplier Key (9).

3. The discount $4.38 will print and the figure
will be retained in the register.

4. Enter the gross amount decimally correct
(enter 17.5) and subtract.

5. The net amount will print in red. The net
amount is $13.12.
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OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisumma GT-24

To find the discount:

1. Automatic Total Key on.

2. Automatic Grand Total Key up.

3. Enter the gross amount into the keyboard
(enter 85).

4. Depress the Multiplier Key.

5. Enter the discount rate into the keyboard
(enter 20).

6. Depress the Multiplication Key.

7. The correct answer will be printed
automatically (answer 1700).

8. Point the answer off decimally correct and
round off to dollars and cents ($17.00).

To find the net amount:

Proceed as above except item No. 5. In place
of the discount, enter the complement of the
discount (in the above problem, enter 80).
The answer will be the net amount ($68.00).

To find the net amount and discount simultaneously:

1. Automatic Total Key on.

2. Automatic Grand Total Key up.

3. Enter 75 (complement of 25%), 4 zeros, then 25.

4. Depress the Multiplier Key. The tape will
show 75000025.
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5. Enter the gross amount (enter 1750).

6. Depress the Multiplicand Key.

7. Both totals will be printed simultaneously.
The tape will show 131250043750.

8. Point off for the discount first (4 places),
i.e., 13125004.3750 - answer $4.38.

9. Point off the net amount second (10 places)
13.125004.3750 - answer $14.12.

For figures too large to perform simultaneously, use the
following procedure:

1. Automatic Total at off position.

2. Find the discount as illustrated above, using
the fixed decimal.

3. Take a subtotal.

4. Enter the gross amount decimally correct.

5. Subtract.

6. Total. The discount will be found when the
subtotal is taken, and the net amount will
be found when the total is taken.
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VICTOR

MODEL: Premier and Custom

To find the discount:

1. Control Lever up.

2. Enter the gross amount into the keyboard
(enter 85).

3. Depress the Motor Bar.

4. Enter the discount (enter 20).

5. Depress the Motor Bar.

6. The answer will print (answer 1700).

7. Point the answer off decimally correct and
round off to dollars and cents. Correct
answer $17.00.

To find the net amount:

Proceed as above except item No. 4. In place
of the discount, enter the complement of the
discount (in the above problem, enter 80).
The answer will be the net amount ($68.00).

To find the discount and net amount simultaneously:

1. Control Lever up.

2. Enter 75 (the complement of 25%), 4 zeros, then 25.

3. Depress the Motor Bar. The tape will show
75000025.

4. Enter the gross amount (enter 1750).

5. Depress the Motor Bar.

6. Both totals will be printed simultaneously.
The tape will show 131250043750.
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7. Point off for the discount first (4 places)
13125004.3750 - answer $4.38.

8. Point off for the net amount second (10 places)
13.125004.3750 - answer $13.12.

For figures too large to perform simultaneously, use the
following procedure:

1. Find the discount as illustrated above, using
the fixed decimal.

2. Take a subtotal.

3. Enter the gross amount decimally correct.

4. Subtract.

5. Total. The discount will be found when the
subtotal is taken and the net amount will
be found when the total is taken.
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JOB NO. 5

CONSTANTS

There are many uses for a constant in a business office;
pricing, payroll and discounting to name a few. Comp]Pte
these problems in the use of a constant. Be sure to
accumulate all totals if your calculator has a cumulative
feature.

1. Computing Wages: (Assume no overtime)
Hourly Hours Total

Employee Rate Worked Earnings

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

I

Total Payroll

$1.45 36

1.45 39

1.45 47

1.45 43

1.45 21$

1.71 40

1.71 16

1.71 42

1.71 36
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2. Computing FICA Tax: (Assume a rate of 4.2%)
Taxable

Employee Earnings

J $ /8.50

K 141.98

L 51.04

M 100.00

N 433.33

0 775.00

P 68.15

Q 88.50

Total Taxes

3. Payroll Computation: (Assume
rate of 4.2%, Income Tax rate
wages. Assume no dependents.)
next page.
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Total Tax

no overtime, FICA
-f 18% of total

See problem on



Employees
Hours
Worked

Hourly
Rate

Total
Wages

FICA
Tax

,

Income
Tax

Hosp.
Ins.

Life
Ins.

Am't.
Check

A 115 1.62 3.15 1.45

B 37 1 61

C 110 1.01 3.15 1.75

D 112 1.39

E 41 1.39 1.75

F 36 2.05 3.15 3.00

G 40 2.05

H 45 2.05 3.15

I 39 2.10 3.15 1.75

J 40 2.10 3.15 1.75

TOTALS 1 XX XXXX A



your calculator has a cumulative feature. Read the

Transfer of a sum to the multiplier. Figure the total
wages of the employee. Accumulate total earnings if

directions for your machine.

35

Employee: SMTWTFS Rate Earnings:

Simmons, Janice 1.87

Rabeaux, Edward 8 8 101 6 8 1.115 B

Alexander, George 1 8 9 8 8 1.90

Franklin, Rose 8 8 5 8 8 2.15 D

Middlebrooks, Bob 9 8 8 9 11 1.50

Brewster, Dale 10 6 8 8 6 6 1.50

Johrston, Pat 8 8 a 8 8 3.12 G

Miller, Linda 6 6 6 8 9 1.115

Langley, Richard 8 7 8 6 6 1.55

Dorris, Henry 9 8 8 9 9 1.50
IJ

TO

4.

TAL X In' x X X III XXXX 1K



5. Occasionally a store may have a price reduction because
of a sale or general price change. Assuming a price
reduction, find the new prices for the items involved.
Use net amount method. Round off to the nearest cent.

.

Item: Stock No. Discount
Old

Price

1

New
Price

Hammer 4Y51 5 $ 8.95 $ A

Hammer 3Y51 5 $ 6.95 $ B

Hatchet 4061 5 $ 15.50 $ C

Saw, Electric 8965 15 $ 29.75 $

Drill, Electric 1872E 15 $ 21.50
I
$ E

Router, Electric 2516 15 $ 89.50 $ F

Lawn Mower 612 33 1/3 $150.00 $ G

Motor, 2H.P. 71C 33 1/3 $ 67.95 & H

Boat D-516 33 1/3 $325.00 $ I

Gun, 16 Gauge 16-437 33 1/3 $ 49.95 $ J
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MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

To use constant in multiplication:

To store a figure in the memory, depress the Memory Key after
the figure to be stored has been printed on the tape. Entry
of the constant into the memory automatically takes place on
the next machine cycle.

1. Depress transfer.

2. Decimal control at 2.

3. Enter 145 and depress X Key.

4. Depress Memory Key.

5. Enter 3600 and depress Equals Key. ($52.20 prints).

6. Enter 3900, depress X Key, then depress Equals Key.
The answer ($56.55) prints automatically.

7. Enter each new figure depressing the X Key and Equals
Key in sequence.

Note: When the memory is in use the 316 cannot accumulate. It
will be necessary, in this problem, to add the total
earnings to ascertain the total payroll.

To transfer a sum to the multiplicand:

1. Add your column (see problem #4).

2. Depress the Total Key (36T prints).*

3. Depress the X Key (36 X prints).

4. Enter the multiplier (187) and depress Equals Key.

5. The product prints automatically ($67.32).

*Since the last figure printed returns to the register, this
figure can be used in any manner merely by depressing the key
for that operation.
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MODEL: 416 S

To use a constant in multiplication:

The memory of this calculator is controlled by two keys.
These are the enter memory key and the memory key.
Neither of these keys performs any function of itself.
They simply preset the memory to receive or recall
figures, when directed to do so by an operating key.

After the enter memory key is depressed, the next figure
printed on the tape is entered into the memory. Anything
previously stored there is automatically cleared. The
memory need never be specially cleared, as it has no effect
on any function of the calculator unless called upon for a
specific operation.

Either a positive or negative value may be entered into
the memory. Once it is entered, however, it may be
selected or used either positively or negatively by the
operator's choice. To enter a figure directly from the
keyboard into the memory, depress the enter memory key
and operate the non-add key. Most frequently, figures
are entered into the memory as they are used for the first
time as a part of an operation. To accomplish this,
depress the enter memory key then the operating key.

The memory figure may be recalled as any factor of any
calculator operation. To recall the memory figure and
enter it as a factor of an operation, touch the memory
key and the desired directing key, simultaneously.

1. Decimal control set at 2.

2. Enter 145.

3. Depress Enter Memory Key and X Key.

4. Enter 3600 and depress Accumulating Equals
Key. ThL product, $52.20 will print.

5. Depress, in order, the Memory (15) and the
X Keys.

6. Enter 3900 and depress Accumulating Equals
Key. The answer, $56.55, will print.

7. Follow items 5 and 6 through the remainder
of the problem. When it is necessary to
enter a new figure in the Memory, follow
items 2 and 3.
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8. Depress the Total Key to obtain the total
payroll.

To Transfer a sum to the multiplier:

1. Add your column (see problem #4), inserting
2 zeros to line up the decimals.

2. Depress the Total Key (36T will print).*

3. Depress the X Key (36X will print).

4. Enter the multiplier (187) and depress the
Accumulating Equals Key.

5.. The product, $67.32, will print automatically.

*Since the last figure printed returns to the register,
this figure can be used in any manner merely by depressing
the key for that operation.
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MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

To use a constant in multiplication:

Any number may be set as a constant by entering the
number, depressing the X Key, then raising the Con-
stant Lever. As long as the Constant Lever is raised,
a constant is locked in. To clear a constant, lower
the Constant Lever, depress the X Key then the Equals
Key. The constant may also be cleared on the last
use of it by lowering the Constant Lever prior to the
last multiplication.

Example: (See part of problem #1.)

1. Accumulation Lever at the triangle.

2. Enter $1.45.

3. Depress the X Key.

4. Raise the Constant Lever.

5. Enter 36.

6. Depress the Equals Key. Answer $52.20.

7. DO NOT ENTER A FIGURE ON THE KEYBOARD.
Depress the X Key.

8. Enter 39. Depress the Equals Key. Answer
$56.55.

9. Continue this process. At the conclusion of the
problem depress the Total Key to obtain the total
payroll.

To transfer a sum to the multiplier:

1. Accumulation Lever at triangle.

2. Add your column (see problem #4).

3. Move the Transfer Key to the left.

4. Total.
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5. Enter the multiplier.

6. Depress the Equals Key.

7. The product will print.

MODEL: PC 1421

To use a constant in multiplication:

Any figure entered by the multiplicand key (X key)
remains in the calculator until a new figure is
entered or until a division problem is solved.
All that is necessary to do after the figure is
entered as a multiplicand is to enter the multi-
plier and depress the equals key. If it is de-
sirable to accumulate a series of totals, as in
problem #1, use the equals plus key (9). When
the total is needed depress the total or
subtotal key.

1. Set decimals

2. Enter 1.45 and depress the multiplicand key.

3. Enter 36 and depress the Equals Plus Key, or
if no accumulation is desired, depress the
Equals Key. The product, $52.20, will print
and accumulate.

4. Enter 39 and depress the Equals Plus Key.
The product, $56.55, will print and accumulate.

5. Repeat step 4 until it is necessary to change
the constant or until the problem is complete.
At the conclusion of the problem depress the
Total Key to obtain the total payroll.

To transfer a sum to the multiplicand:

1. Set decimals.

2. Add your column (see problem #4).

3. Enter the multiplier decimally correct.
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4. Depress the Multiplicand (11) and Transfer
(6) keys simultaneously.

5. Depress the Multiplier Key or Accumulative
Multiplier Key if a further operation is
desired.

6. The product $67.32 prints automatically.
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OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisumma 24 or GT-24

To use a constant in multiplication:

Any number may be set as a constant with the "X"
Key, All that is needed to multiply any figure so
set is to enter the multiplicand on the keyboard
and depress the Equals Key.

Example: (See part of problem #1)

1. Engage the accumulation register as previously
described.

2. Enter $1.45.

3. Depress X Key.

4. Enter 36.

5. Depress Equals Key. Answer $52.20.

6. Enter 39

7. Depress Equals. Answer $56.55.

8. Continue this process. At the conclusion of
the problem take a grand total.

To transfer a sum to the memory (or multiplier):

1. Add your column (see problem #4).

2. Depress Memory In Key and Total Key in succession.

3. Enter the multiplier.

4. Depress the Equals Key.

5. Continue this process throughout the problem.
At the conclusion take a grand total.

M read the memory:

Depress in succession the Memory Out Key and the
Non-Add Key.



OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisumma 24 or GT-24

To use a constant in multiplication:

Any number may be set as a constant with the "X"
Key All that is needed to multiply any figure so
set is to enter the multiplicand on the keyboard
and depress the Equals Key.

Example: (See part of problem #1)

1. Engage the accumulation register as previously
described.

2. Enter $1.45.

3. Depress X Key.

4. Enter 36.

5. Depress Equals Key. Answer $52.20.

6. Enter 39

7. Depress Equals. Answer $56.55.

8. Continue this process. At the conclusion of
the problem take a grand total.

To transfer a sum to the memory (or multiplier):

1. Add your column (see probler #4).

2. Depress Memory In Key and Total Key in succession.

3. Enter the multiplier.

4. Depress the Equals Key.

5. Continue this process throughout the problem.
At the conclusion take a grand total.

"":0 read the memory:

Depress in succession the Memory Out Key and the
Non-Add Key.
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VICTOR

MODEL: Premier and Custom

To use a constant in multiplication:

1. Control Lever up.

2. Constant Lever down.

3. Enter the constant factor (enter 145).

4. Depress Motor Bar (145 has become a constant).

5. Enter 36.

6, Depress Motor Bar. Answer $52.20.

7. Enter 39.

8. Depress Motor Bar. Answer $56.55.

9. Continue this process.

10. To clear the constant, raise the constan* lever
before or during the last multiplication.

To transfer a sum to the multiplier:

1. Add your column (see problem #4).

2. Constant Lever down.

3. Control Key up.

4. Depress the Total Transfer Button (on the custom
depress Total Transfer Button then Motor Bar).

5. Enter the multiplicand.

6. Depress the Motor Bar.
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JOB NO. 6

DIVISION

Complete these problems in division according to the
directions for your calculator.
have no remainders or decimals.

Problem 1-10 should

1. 144 + 12 7. 1,976 + 76

2 156 + 12 8. 722 + 19

3. 3,1:0 + 48 9. 952 + 56

4. 816 + 17 10. 575 + 23

5. 1.530 + 34 11. 96 + 24

6. 792 + 36 12. 729 + 27

Express the remainders in the following problems as
fractions. Do not reduce to lowest terms.

13. 158 + 13 17. 369 + 8

14. 635 + 14 18. 404 + 96

15. 364 + 29 19. 736 + 44

16. 165 + 35 20. 1,050 + 55

Complete problems 13-40 expressing remainders as decimals
accurate to two places.

21. 75.71 + 7.7 25. 9.657 + 8

22. 63.84 + 84 26. 7.569 f .6

23. 78.36 + 15 27. 1.968 + .06

24. 806.1 + 17 28. .0002 + .004
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I

t

4. 400 35. 1,870 + 2,96029 100

30. 36. 15 + 1,3600. 23 + 549

31. 1,260 4. 4,826 37, 46.1 + 178 9

2732, 103 + 6,345 .

33. 668 + 2,614 39. .8 + 6.1

34. 443 + 879 40. 4.76 + 89
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MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

To divide:

1. Depress transfer.

2. Decimal control set at zero.*

3. Enter dividend (enter 144).

4. Depress Dividend Key.

5. Enter divisor (enter 12).

6. Depress Equals Key (9).

7. Answer (12) is printed on the tape.

Remainders in answer:

If there is a remainder in the answer it is
shown first with a # sign by it. The whole
numbers follow the remainder and have a "T"
by it. (Example: 158 13 = 2# or 12 2/13.)

12T

Decimal point in answer:

1. Set the decimal control at the desired number
of decimals.

2. Enter both dividend and divisor around any
common decimal. (See note)

3. The answer will be pointed off decimally corre..t.
(Example: Enter 155, depress dividend ke", enter
13, depress equals key. The tape will )w
0.158 + 0.013 = 12.153.)

NOTE: It is not necessary to enter the factors deci-
mally correct. It is only necessary to enter
the factors around the same points. When
using decimals, any remainder may be omitted
as nonessential.
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MODEL: 416 S

To divide:

1. Decimal Control set at zero.*

2. Enter the dividend (depress 144).

3. Depress Dividend Key (12).

4. Enter the divisor (depress 12).

5. Depress the Equals Key (14).

6. The quotient, 12, is printed on the tape.

Remainders in the answer:

I If there is a remainder in the answer, it is
shown first with the symbol TR to its right.
The whole numbers follow the remainder and
have a T by it. Example: 158 + 13 = 2TR or

12T
12 2/13.

Decimal point in answer:

1. Set the Decimal Control at the desired number
of decimals.

2. Enter both dividend and divisor around any
common decimal. (See note)

3. The answer will be pointed off decimally correct.
Example: Enter 158, depress dividend key, enter
13, depress equals key. The tape will show
0.158 + 0.013 = 12.153.

NOTE: It is not necessary to enter the factors decimally
correct. It is only necessary to enter the factors
around the same points. When using decimals, any
remainder may be omitted as nonessential.

Accumulation of quotients:

Divide as previously explained except use the
Accumulating Equals Key.

*If it is desired to carry the division to the full capacity
of the calculator, set the decimal control on the blue mark.
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MODEL: Mach 1.07

To divide:

MONROE

1. Accumulation Lever set at asterisk.

2. Depress Total key to clear the register.

3. Enter dividend (depress 144).

4. Depress the Divide Set-up key. (13)

5. Depress the Plus bar.

6. Enter divisor (depress 12).

7. Depress the Divide Set-up key.

8. Depress the Divide key. (14)

9. The quotient (12000000000) will print. The
quotient is automatically carried to the full
capacity of the machine. To correctly point
off the quotient apply this rule: THE DECIMAL
IN THE QUOTIENT IS AS MANY PLACES TO THE LEFT
OF THE DECIMAL IN THE DIVIDEND AS THERE ARE
WHOLE DIGITS IN THE DIVISOR, LESS ONE.

Applying this rule: There are two whole digits
in the divisor. Subtract one. The remainder
is one, so count one place to the left of the
decimal in the dividend and draw a straight
line down to find the decimal point in the
quotient.

Dividend is printed 144.
Divisor is printed 1
Quotient is printed 4:0000000
Quotient is 12.

If an answer with a remainder is desired, enter
the dividend on the right hand side of the tape.
This eliminates step #4. Otherwise, proceed as
illustrated above.
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MODEL: PC 1421

To divide:

1. Set the Decimal Control at 5 and 5.

2. Enter the dividend in the keyboard
(depress 144).

3. Depress the Dividend Key (4).

4. Enter the divisor in the keyboard (depress 12).

5. Depress the Divide Key (5). The quotient, 13,
will print. When using decimals, any remainder
may be omitted as nonessential.

To divide with remainders expressed as fractions:

1. Decimal Controls set at O.

2. Enter 158 (see problem #13), and depress the
Dividend Key.

3. Enter 13 and depress the Divide Key.

4. The remainder will be beneath the whole numbers
with an R following it, and would be read as
12 2/13.
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OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisumma 21$ and GT-24

To divide:

1. Automatic Total on.

2. Enter dividend (depress 144).

3. Depress Motor Bar.

4. Enter divisor (depress 12).

5. Depress Division Key.

6. Answer (12) is printed on the tape.

Remainders in answer:

If there is a remainder in the answer, it is
shown as a second figure in red with a "T" by
it. (Example: 158 + 13 = 12T or 12 2/13.)

2T

Decimal point in answer:

RULE: The number of decimal places in the quotient
is equal to the number of decimal places in the
dividend less the number of decimal places in
the divisor.

Applying this rule to problem #13--there are no
decimal places in the dividend or divisor, so
all that is needed is three decimals in the
dividend, i.e., 158000. When the division is
completed, the answer will show 12153, re-
mainder 11. Count off three places (12.153)
then round off to two places (12.15).

Decimals in the dividend and divisor:

Read again, the rule shown above. In applying
the rule to problem #21, you will note that
there are two decimal places in the divisor.
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This would leave one decimal place to the quo-
tient. Since we need three decimal places to
round off to two decimal places, we add two
zeros to the dividend, i.e., 75.7100. We may,
now, complete the division in the usual manner.

Divisor larger than dividend:

To divide a smaller number by a larger number,
add as many zeros to the dividend as there are
digits in the divisor, then proceed in the
usual manner.
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VICTOR

MODEL: Premier and Custom

To divide:

1. Control Lever down.

2. Enter the dividend (depress 144).

3. Depress Motor Bar.

4. Enter the divisor (depress 12).

5. Depress Motor Bar.

6. The answer will print automatically. (Answer
12.)

Pemainder in answer:

If there is a remainder it will be shown as
a second figure with a "T" by it.
(Example: 158 + 13 = 12 or 12 2/13.)

.02T

Decimal points in answer:

RULE: The number of decimal places in the quotient
is equal to the number of decimal places in
the dividend less the number of decimal places
in the divisor.

Applying this rule to problem #13--there are
no decimal places in the dividend or divisor,
so all that is needed is three decimal in 4A
dividend, i.e., 158000. When the division is
completed, the answer will show 12153, remainder
of 11. Count off three places (12.153)
then round off to two places (12.15 ).

Decimals in dividend and divisor:

Read again, the rule shown above. In applying
the rule to problem #21, you will note that
there are two decimal places in the dividend
and one decimal place in the quotient. Since
we need to round off to two decimal places,
we add two zeros to the dividend, i.e., 75.7100.
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We may, now, complete the division in the
usual manner.

Divisor larger than dividend:

To divide a smaller number by a larger number,
add as many zeros to the dividend as there are
digits in the divisor, then proceed in the
usual manner.
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MARCHANT

MODSL: 316

To average:

1. Transfer key depressed.

2. Decimal control on three. (see note)

3. Depress Total Key to !lear eegister.

4. Add and total problem #1.

5. Depress Dividend Key.

6. Enter 4 (total number of items) and depress
equals key.

7. Answe.:. (43) will be printed decimally correct.

NOTE: If a remainder is desired, sr.t the
decimal control on zero.

MODEL: 41b S

To average:

1. Set the Decimal Control as desired.

2. Clear the regiser.

3. Add and total problem #1.

4. Depress the Dividend Key.

5. En ar '4 (the to...;a1 number of items) and depress
the Equals Key.

6 The answer (43) will be printed automatically.



MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

To average:

1. Depress Total key to clear register.

2. Add crlumn in usual manner.

3. Subtotal. (See note.)

4. Enter the divisor (depress 6).

5. Depress Divide Set-up key.

6. Depress Divide key.

7. The quotient will print (28 4/6 or, rounded off
to the nearest whole number the answer will be
29).

NOTE: If it is deemed preferable to carry the answer
out seve :al decimal places, follow either step
below.

1. Add the number of zeros to each item listed
to give the proper'answers i.e., to round
to two decimal places add 12,000, 38,000,
46,000, 76,000, then proceed as described
above.

2. Add the items as listed, but in step #3
depress the Total key, then reenter the
total for division.

MODEL: PC 1421

To average:

1. Set the Decimal Control on 5 and 5.

2. Clear the registers.

3. Add problem #1.

4. Enter 4 (total number of items).
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5. Depress Dividend Entry (1$) and Transfer (6)
Keys simultaneously.

6. Depress Divide Key (5).

7. Answer (43) will be printed decimally correct.
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OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODEL: Divisumma GT-24

To average:

1. Depress the Total Key to cletr the register.

2. Add problem #1. Do not total. (see note)

3. Enter 4 (total number of items) and depress
the Dividend Key. The total of the column
(172) will print in red with a division sign
to its right, and the 4 will print with the
same sign printed to its right.

4. The answer (43) will print.

NOTE: If decimal points are desired, add as
many zeros as you want deciTal places
in the answer plus one.
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VICTOR

MODEL: Custom and Premier

To average:

1. Control key in center.

2. Depress Total Key to clear register.

3. Add problem #1.

4. Lower control key.

5. Raise Sub-total Key (12).

6. Depress Total Transfer Button (3). Total of
column (172) is subtotaled and transferred
to the dividend.

7. Enter 4 (total number of items) and depress
the Motor Bar.

8. Answer (43) will be printed automatically.
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JOB NO. 8

MULTI-FACTOR AND INTEREST

Referring to the directions for your calculator, solve
the following problems:

Multiplying times a previous product:

1. 88X 16 X 97 6. 1,081 X .561 x 23

2. 36X 88 X 96 7. .011 X .61 X 15

3. 19 X 16 X 8 8. 19 X 19 X 36 X 15

4. 9X .6x 5 9. 41X 69 X 37

5. 19 X .35 X 11 10. 16 x 76 X 92 X .199

Multiplication and Division Combined:

11. 36 X 45 + 18 15. 179 X 16 + 16

12. 98 X 65 4. 5 16. 158 X 71 + 5,609

13. 88 X 14 .1. 22 17. 16.93 X 14 + 5

14. 15 x 30 4. 9 18. 47.95 X 6 + 38

Find the amount of Interest (use 360 day year):

19. $400 X 6% X 60 Days

20. $1,050 X 4% X 45 days

21. $4,920.50 X 6% X 72 days

22. $3,995 X 4 3/4% x 240 days

23. $8,500 x 5 1/2% x 75 days

24. $65 x 2 1/2% x 15 days
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Find the amount of interest (Use months)

25. $400 X 6% X 2 mo.

26. $11,050 X 11% X 3 mo.

27. $8,500 X 51/2% X 1 mo.

28. $1,560.24 X 3 3/11% X A Tho.

29. $1,575.40 X 3% X 8 mo.

30. $75 X 5% X 3 mo.
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MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

Multiplying times a previous product:

1. Transfer Key depressed.

2. Set the Decimal Control on three.

3. Multiply the first two figures (88 X 16), enter:-----iP--
ing them decimally correct (88000 and 16000).

4. Depress X Key. Total is entered as new
multiplicand.

5. Enter next multiplier decimally correct (97000).

6. Answer is printed decimally correct (136,576).
If there are more than three items, depress the
X Key and continue as described in '4 and 5 above.

To divide by a previous product:

1. Use the machine settings listed above.

2. Multiply the items (36 X 45).

3. After the multiplication, depress the Dividend
Key.

4. Enter the divisor (18) and depress the Equals
Key. Since decimals are being used the divisor
must be entered decimally correct (18000).

5. The answer (90) prints.

To figure interest:

1. Transfer Key depressed.

2. Decimal Control on three.
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3. Multiply cumulatively the principal, interest
and time.

4. Divide by 360 if time is expressed in days or
by 12 if time is expressed in months.

$400 X .06 X 60 days = $4.00
360

$400 X .06 X 2 months = $4.00
12

MODEL: 416 S

Multiplying times a previous product:

1. Set the Decimal Control on 3.

2. Multiply the first two figures (88 X 16), entering
them decimally correct (88000 and 16000).

3. Depress the X Key. The total is entered as a new
multiplicand.

4. Enter the next multiplier decimally correct
(97000).

5. The answer is printed decimally correct
(336,576). If there are more than three items,
depress the X Key and continue as described in
3 and 4 above.

To divide by a previous product:

1. Use the machine settings listed above.

2. Multiply the items (36 X 45).

3. After the multiplication, depress the Dividend
Key.

4 Enter the divisor (18) and depress the Equals
Kay. Since decimals are being used, the divisor
must be entered decimally correct (18000).

5. The answer (9C) prints.
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To fig, interest:

1. Decimal Control on 3.

2. Multiply cumulatively the principal, interest
and time

3. Divide by 360 if time is expressed in days or
by 12 if time is expressed in months.

$400 X .06 X 60 days = $4.00
36a

$400 X .06 X 2 months = $4.00
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MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

To multiply times a previous product:

1. Accumulation Lever set at asterisk.

2. Enter multiplicand (depress 88).

3. Depress X key.

4. Move transfer lever to the left. (See note)

5. Enter multiplier (depress 16).

6. Depress Equals key.

7. Product prints on tape.

NOTE: If more factors are to be multiplied, as in
problem #3, move the Transfer Lever to the left
prior to the entry of each new multiplier.

To divide a previous product:

1. Accumulation Lever set at triangle.

2. Enter multiplicand (depress 36).

3. Depress X key.

$. Enter multiplier (depress $5).

5. Depress Equals key.

6. Enter divisor (depress 18).

7. Depress Divide Set-up key.

8. Depress Divide key.

9. The answer prints automatically. Remember to
find your decimal place in the manner previously
outlined. Be sure to increase the last digit
in the answer if the remaining fraction is over
on3 half. In the above problem the answer is 90.
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To figure interest:

1. Multiply, cumulatively, the principal,
interest and time.

2. Divide by 360 if time is expressed in days
or by 12 if time is expressed in months.

$400 X .06 X 60 days = $4.00
3

$400 X .06 X 2 months = $4.00
12

MODEL: PC 1421

Multiplying times a previous product:

1. Set the Decimal Controls on 5.

2. Multiply 88 x 16 using the Accumulative Multiply
Key to enter the multiplier.

3. Depress the Multiplicand and Transfer keys
simultaneously.

4. Enter 97 and depress the Multiplier Key.

5. The product 136,576 will print. If there are
more than three items, repeat steps 3 and 4
until the last item, except, use the Accumu-
lative Multiply Key until the last item, then
use the Multiplier Key. The use of the MO.-
tiplier Key clears the register. If, in error,
you fail to use the Multiplier Key lap.,,
depress the Total Key to clear the register.

To divide- by a previous product:

1. Multiply 36 X 45 as described in #2 above
(see problem #11).

2. Depress the Dividend (4) and Transfer (6) Keys
simultaneously.

3. Enter 18, the divisor, and depress the Divisor
Key.

4. The answer, 90, will print.
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To figure interest:

1. Multiply, cumulatively, the principal,
interest and time.

2. Divide by 360 if time is expressed in days
or by 22 if time is expressed in months.

$400 X .06 X 60 days = $4.00
3-GO-

$$00 X .06 X 2 months = $4.00
12
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OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODELS: Divisumma 24 and GT-24

To multiply times a product:

1. Automatic Total Key on.

2. Enter multiplier (depress 88).

3. Depress X Key.

4. Enter multiplicand depress 16).

5. Depress TR (transfer) Key. The first answer
(1408) is printed and transferred to the
memory.

6. Enter the next ficare (97).

7. Depress the Equals Key. (Since this is the
last operation. If more multiplication is de-
sired, continue to depress the TR Key until
the last operation appears.) The answer
136,576 will print.

To multiply aad divide (as in interest):

SOLVE: $400.00 principal with interest at 6% per annum
on a 60-day loan.

1. Automatic Total Key on.

2. Enter 400.

3. Depress X Key.

4. Enter 6.

5. Depress TR Key.

6. Entc- 60.

7. Move Automatic Total to off position.

8. Depress Equals Key.

9. Enter 360.
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10. Move Automatic Total Key to on position.

11. Depress Division Key. Answer $4.00 prints.
Be sure to correctly count your decimals.

$400 X .06 x 60 days = WOO
367

$100 X .06 X 2 months = Woo
12
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VICTOR

MODEL: Custom and Premier

To multiply times a previous product:

1. Control Lever up.

2. Subtotal Lever (12) up.

3. Multiply first two figures. (Multiply 88 X 16.)
Answer 1408 prints.

4. Depress Total Transfer Button (3).

5. Enter next multiplier (enter 97) and depress
the Motor Bar. Answer 136,576 prints.

To divide a previous product:

1. Control Lever and Subtotal Lever set as described
above.

2. Multiply the factors together (36 X 45).

3. Move the Control Lever down (for division).

4. Depress Total Transfer Button.

5. Enter the divisor (depress 18).

6. Depress Motor Bar. Answer (90) prints.

To figure interest:

1. Control Lever up.

2. Multiply cumulatively the principal, interest
and time.

3. Divide by 360 if time is expressed in days or
by 12 if time is expressed in months.

$400 X .06 X 60 days = $4.00
360

$400 X .06 X 2 months = $4.00
12
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JOB NO. 9

CHAIN DISCOUNTS

Referring to the directions for your calculator, complete
the following problems.

Find the net amount:

1. $89.20 less 40% and 2%

2. $492 less 15%, 10%, arid 5%

3. $735.20 less 50% and 21/2%

4. $2,439.97 less 40%, 5%, 5%, and 21/2%

5. $980.20 less 30%, 10%, and 5%

C. $256.60 less 40%, 8%, and 2%

7. $1,500.00 less 20% and 10%

8. $1,620.00 less 25% and 20%

9. $2496 less 33 1/3%, 121/2%, end 12k%

10. 4,500.00 less 30% and 20%

11. $7,850 less 20% and 20%

12. $1,050 less 10% and 10%

Extend the invoice on tl,e next page. Be sure to use
accumulation total if your calculator accumulates.
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TECHE WHOLESALE, LTD.
INO'LEMAIRE ST.

NEW IBERIA, LOUISIANA

SCIOTO 1MVENCEM1750
INVOICE DATESczu-a Construction Co. MVID

P. 00 Box 693 Aim 8, 19 --
New Iberia, Louisiana

TERMS 8 /10, N /30

F.O.B.
Destination

UNITIPAU
QUANTITY NUMBER DESCRIPTION PRICE UNIT EXTENSION

12 R-671 Hammers 6.75 Ea

36 R-944 Hatchets 8.50 Ea 14

500# G-139 Nails .08 Lb 15

4 101-458 'Tapes 12.50 Doz 16

10 1085 Lawn Mowers 42.70 Ea 17

3 gr. B-501 Blades 21.60 Gr 18

Total Invoice 19

Leas 121% and 0% 20

Net Amount Invtice 21

22. If the invoice was paid on June 15, 19 - -, what would

be the amount of the check?
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MARCHANT

MODEL: 316

To find the net amount:

1. Transfer Key depressed.

2. Decimal control on three.

3. Enter 8920 decimally correct and depress the
X key.

4. Entar the complement of 40% (enter .60) decimally
correct and depress the equa's key.

5. Depress the X key.

6. Enter the complement of the second discount
decimally correct and depress the equals key.

7. If there are more than two discounts, repeat
steps 5 and 6 or all remaining discounts.

8. The answer printed after the last discount is
the net amount. In the above problem, the answer
is $52.'.5. (Note; if, after finding the net
amount, it is necessary to ascertain the discount,
subtract the net amount from the gross amount.)

MODEL: 416 S

To find the net amount:

1. Decimal control on three.

2. Enter 8920 decimally correct and depress the
X Key.

3. Enter the complement of 40% (enter .60) decimally
correct and depress the equals key.

4. Depress the X Key.

5. Enter the complement of the second discount
decimally correct and depress the equals key.



6. If there are more than two discounts, repeat
steps 5 and 6 for all remaining discounts.

7. The answer printed after the last discount Is
the net amount. In the above problem, the
answer is $52.45. (Note: if, after finding
the net amount, it is necessary to ascertain
the discount, subtract the net amount from
the gross amount.)

25



MONROE

MODEL: Mach 1.07

To find the net amount using chain discounts.

1. Using multi-factor multiplication as explained
in Job #8, multiply each amount times the com-
plement of each discount in the series. Example:
$10.20 X .60 X .98 $52.45. See problem #1.

2. Be sure to count all the decimal points in each
factor. The above problem has six places to
point off.

MODEL: PC 1421

To find the net amount using chain discounts.

1. Decimal Controls set on 5 and 5 and Addition
Transfer Control set on asterisk.

2. Enter 89.2.

3. Depress the Plus Bar and the Multiplicand Key in
that sequence.

4. Enter .4 and depress the Negative Multiplier Key (8).

5. While the calculator is multiplying, enter the next
discount into the keyboLrd.

6. Depress the Multiplicand and Transfer Keys
simultaneously.

7. Depress the Negative Multiplier Key.

8. If more than two discounts are involved, as in
problem 02, repeat steps 5, 6 and 7 throughout
the problem.

9. After all discounts have been multiplied, depress
the Total Key. The net amount will print. In the
cbove problem, the net Amount is $52.45.
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OLIVETTI UNDERWOOD

MODELS: Divisununa 24 and GT 24

To find the net amount using chain discounts

1. Automatic Total on.

2. Enter gross amount (depress 8920).

3. Depress X Key.

4. Enter the complement of the first discount
(depress 60).

5. Depress TR Key.

6. Enter the complement of the second discount
(depress 98).

7. Depress Equals Key (TR Key if more than ',wc
discounts).

8. Answer ($52.45) automaticary prints. (Note:
If, after finding the net amount, it is nec-
essary to ascertain the discount, subtract
the net amount from the gross amount).

EXCEEDING THE CAPLCITY OF CALCULATOR

1. Round off the answer at that point where
the capacity is exceeded.

2. Enter in keyboard.

3. Depress X Key.

4. Proceed in usual manner to fini:h problem.
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VICTOR

MODEL: Custom and Premier

To find the net amount:

1. Control Lever up.

2. Sub-tt:tal Lever up.

3. Enter $89.20 and depress the Motor Bar.

4. Enter the complement of 40% (enter 60) and
depress the Motor Bar.

5. Depress the Total Transfer Button.

6. Enter the complement of the next discount and
depress the Motor Bar. (Note: If there are
more discounts be sure to raise the Sub-total
Key prior to or during each multiplication so
that the total may be retained for further
use.)

7. If there are more discounts repeat steps 5
and 6 for the remaining discounts.

8. The answer printed after the last discount is
the next amount. In the above problem the
answer IL $52.45. (Note: If, after finding
the net amount, it is necessary to ascertain
the discount, subtract the net amount from
the gross amount.)



JOB NO. 10

PRORATION

Often times one may need to divide a series of factors
by the same divisor. On most calculators, a divisor
can be set up as a constant by the use of a reciprocal.

To find the reciprocal of a number, divide that number
into I. Round off the reciprocal at the point that
will give the desired accuracy.

Find the reciprocal for the following numbers, acciwate
to .:ix decimal places.

1. 485 6. 25

2. 671 7. 100

3. 8,192 8. 1,000

4. 1,080 9. 85,400

5. 2 10. 3,200

To find the reciprocal of a decimal, find the recipro-
cal as if the decimal were a whole number, then move
the decimal in the reciprocal as many places to the
right as there are decimals in the divisor.

11. .04 16. 9.51

12. .25 17. 8.617

13. .781 18. .006

14. 1.92 19. 5.333

15. 78.6 20. .6667

Complete the schedule on the next page using recipro-
cals. Round off percentages to two places. Force
the largest number to make 100%, if necessary. In
this problem it is possible to employ division, con-
stant multipliatIon, and grand total accumulation.
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ACE DEPARTMENT STORE

Department
Moe Feet

Occupied

Pei Cent of

Spam
Rental

Ladies' Hats 850 22

-

31

Ladies' Dresses 1,050 23 32

Ladies' Shoes 475 24 33

Ladies' Jewelry 168 25 34

Men's Clothing 1,575 26 35

Men's Shoes 250 27 36

Men's Jewelry 75 28 37

Children's 375 29 38

TOTAL 21 30 39

In the balance sheet on the next page, find the _percent of
each asset item considering total assets as 100%, and the
percent of each liability and proprietorship item consider-
ing total liabilities and proprietorship as 100%. Make
each answer accurate to two decimal places. Use the re-
ciprocal method, carrying the reciprocal to eight places.
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WHOLESALE TOYS, INC.
Balance Sheet

December 31, 1966

ASSETS

Current Assets:
Cash 5,300
Notes Receivable 3,325
Accounts Receivable 18,890
Merchandise Inventory 21,230

Total Current Assets 48,745

Fixed Assets:
Land and Buildings
Fixtures (Warehouse)
Furniture (Office)

Total Fixed Assets

Total Assets

LIABILITIES

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Notes Payable

Total Current Liab.

Fixed Liabilities:
Mortgage Payable

Total Liabilities

PROPRIETORSHIP

T. F. Jones

Total Liabilities and
Proprietorship

54,495
4,755

3,750

63,000

111 745

24,090

32,000

56,090

55,655

111,745
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JOB NO. 11

REVIEW

Extend the invoice:

TELEPHONE ACME WHOLESALERS CAC..E ADDRESS

369.4160 HYFIRSTSTREET ACMEW

NEW IBERIA. LOUISIANA

INVOICE NUMBER

Central States, Inc. 81940

1404 Avenue H INVOICE DATE

Alexandria, Louisiana August 28, 1966

PURCHASE ORDER 41650
TEMISVANAM Shipped Via Blue Ball S/P

9 Doz 12 oz Hoe 48" Handle Doz 25 ,16.00

li Doz Shovels, Round Blade Doz 30 24.00

100 Bxs #10 I 1" Rd Hd Metal Box 10 .12
Screws Bright

10 Doz Hoe Handles 48" Ea Net .63

Transportation 12.65

Invoice Total

6. If the above invoice was paid on September 3, 1966,
what would be the amount of the check? Remember,
the discount is not taken on transportation.
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Find the discount:

7. $99.79 less 31%

8. $1,768.32 less 2/3

9. $1,545.95 less 50%

Find the net amount:

10. $49.50 less 121/2%

11. $101.00 less 37%

12. $2,850.00 less 95%
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JOB NO. 12

REVIEW

$46. 75. MONROE, LOUISIANA .4ittacbafti2-&21 19 -142-4L

iLfAiLL_Grna1 AFTER DATE 'col" PROMISE TO PAY TO

THE ORDER OF ae-4-yue- 0-1fi-i-0-1,-/).-44-i.e--,

PAYABLE AT

VALUE RECEIVED WITH INTEREST AT ...640

NO.. Ii '7 DUE 914.a.A...db 24 1947 ...1 e., AL...4J

DOLLARS

1. Amount due on the above note at maturity is

Figure the cost of concrete for the various slabs.
Remember: there are 27 cubic feet per cubic yard.

Length Width Depth Price per
Cubic Yard

Cost of
Pour

2. 36' 6" 9' 6" 2' $18.50

3. 60' 3" 40' 9" 1' 9" $21.75

4. 18' 0" 18' 9" 3' 4" $15.25

Find the average weekly sales.

5. Weekly sales for the quarter
$716.19 $1,971.61, $881.93,
$1,881.63, $943.37, $792.15,
$993.64.

84

: $118.77, $1001.50,
$356.14, $616.77,
$1,501.55, $1,193.00,



Find the net amount:

6. ;375.02 less 18%, 30%, and 40%

7. 4,996.04 less 15%, 10%, and 5%

Find the discount:

8. $573.00 less 25%, 10% and 3%

9. $445.50 less 35% and 8%

Compute the interest:

10. $1,555.00 X 4% X 30 days

11. $365.50 X 5% X 45 days

12. $500.00 X 8% X 2 months



VT 002 261, ED (See May 1968 RIE)
A Distributive Education Guide to Available Literature.

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Distr. Educ. Mat. Lab.
Pub Date - Se 66
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.25 HC-$1.28 32p.

*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,
*PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,

Handouts, reprints, pamphlets, and brochures available from the
Distributive Education Materials Laboratory at The Ohio State
University are listed. These are for use in the classroom, or in
developing or promoting distributive education programs. The
manual includes (1) a list of materials for sale with form number,
brief description, and price, and.(2) a list of free materials.
Order blanks for both are included. This document is available
from Distributive Education Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State
University, 124 West 17th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (MM)
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This brief manual will serve as a guide as to what literature pieces
ate available from the Distributive Education Materials Laboratory. "Litera-
ture" will include for our purposes here - handouts, reprints, pamphlets and
brochures for classroom use and as aids in the overall functioning of the
Distributive Education program.

A distinction will be made on items necessary to be sold as opposed
to the free materials that are available. A brief description of each 4.tem
will be stated to familiarize the reader with the literature piece.

It is hoped that the recipients of this manual will:

1) Give the lab a "reading" as to how well a literature piece
performs its intended function.

2) Notify us immediately when you feel a literature piece is
becoming obsolete and help us with your suggestions for
rovision.

3) Submit original forms and literature pieces that you have
developed so that we may mass produce these for use by
all Ohio coordinators.

4) Let us know of any pertinent article or reprint that you have
read and found for use in your classroom, again so that we
may contact its author and secure these for use by all our
coordinators.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Thomas A. Hephner, Consultant
Distributive Education Materials Lab

Anna Mae Barnett, Secretary
Distributive Education Materials Lab

Distributive Education Materials Laboratory
The Ohio State University
124 W. 17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210



PART I

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

LITERATURE PIECES FOR SALE ONLY

Form_Number Name and DescriPtion Price

DEML Form #1 TEN PRINCIPLES OF MODERN RETAILING $ .10 each
Source - Materials Lab, (16 pages).

(TO/SO) Based on a National Cash Register
booklet of the same name. A radio or
TV script suitable also for assembly
Programs or banquet skit. Good role-
playing mechanism.

DEML Form #2

(TO)

DEML Form #3

(TO/SO)

DEML Form #4

(TO/SO)

RESEARCH PROCEDURES FOR DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION $ .10 each

Reproduced by Materials Lab, original source,
D. E., Florida Department of Education. A
paper presented at the AVA Convention, 1965.
(10 pages) Describes planning approach to
classroom research by D. E. students with a
step by step assignment process, also techniques
of collecting, tabulation and analization of results.

CREATIVE MARKETING RESEARCH PROJECT
Reproduced by Materials Lab (5 pages). An
actual copy of a student made marketing survey
in Bellefontaine entitled "A Survey on Night
Openings in the Bellefontaine Business District
(Summary)." Gives conclusions, findings, scope
of study.

A PROFITABLE EDUCATION EXPERIENCE FOR
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION STUDENTS -- GOING
INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

Reproduced by Materials Lab (5 pages). A
concise format for st.dent p.-oject giving
objective to be met, sources of information for
students and specific project outline with refer-
ences - excellent creative classroom project tool.

$ .08 each

$ .10 each



i

DEML Form 05 MARKETING AS A CAREER - A BIBLIOGRAPHY
(TO/S0) Reproduced by the Materials Lab from the same

listing published by the American Marketing
Association (4 pages) . Gives some 16 sotu-ces
of information on marketing areas of special
interest to the career minded student* Many of
these listed sources provide free materials to the
student and/or teacher.

DEML Form #6

(TO/SO)

(2)

$ .05 each

THE PLACE OF THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN AND
HIS BUSINESS IN OUR NATIONAL ECONOMY $ .10 each

Source: A speech 1-.7 Howard Ridgeway, The
Seven Up Company, reproduced by the Materials
Lab (8 pages). An excellent speech answering
per.. tent questions such as - what is a small
but__ assman?, Can they compete with big
business ? and How can I become a small business-
man?

DEML Form #7 LAND OF OPPORTUNITY $ .02 each
Poster idea, included in packet of poster ideas

(SO) (see DEML Form 030) .

DEMI. Form 08 MY STORE AND MY JOB $ .10 each
Source: Materials Lab (16 pages). A long

(SO) standing individualized workbook for students to
acquaint them with beginning rules and regulations
of their jobs. Extremely valuable to the beginning
student, supplements greatly teacher orientation
and serves as excellent lead into units such as
advertising, layout, personal grooming, etc.
Suggest a copy for each student at the beginning
of the school year.

DEML "orm #9 A PROPOSAL FOR A NON-COOPERATIVE
PREPARATORY PROGRAM $ .10 each

Source: Reproduced by the Materials Lab
(5 pages). An answer to the problem of providing
a Distributive Education curriculum for the small
school unable to support a 15 member Coop D.E.
program. Suggests a course "track" for D. E.
Outlines clearly a three year non-working program
for grades 10-12.
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(3)

DEML Form #10 SCREEN PROCESS PRINTING $ .75 each
Source: Patterson, Ohio Materials Lab, original

(TO /SO) project (24 pages bound). A new publ'cation by
Pat Patterson describing in detail the silk screen
printing process. Includes specific details on
how to make your own equipment, how to print
with screen equipment, and suggestions for uses
of finished products. Well illustrated, written for
the layman and full of ideas.

DEML Form*11

(TO /SO)

DEML Form *12

(TO)

DEML Form 013

(TO)

Dis PLAY MADE EASY $ 1.00 in state
Source: Patterson, Ohio Materials Lab, an $ 2.00 out of
original project (67 pages). An excellent unit state
on teaching display as part of the D. E. course.
Simply written for student comprehension, it
thoroughly covers the field of display illustrating
profusely the different principles involved. As a
bonus, it is loose-leaf bound so that the teacher's
copy may be separated and individual pages run on
Thermofax to produce transparencies or spirit master
hand-outs (if every student doesn't have the entire
unit).

A POST-HIGH SCHOOL COOPERATIVE DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM IN THE WHOLESALING FIELD:
MANUAL #1: ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING A
PROGRAM $ 1.50 each

Source: Materials Lab, printed in booklet form
(52 pages). Authored by Dr. William B. Logan,
Projector Director, Director of D. E. Institutes;
Bernard C. Nye, State Supervisor, Ohio Distributive
Education; and Leon Linton, Instructor Coordinator,
Ohio Wholesale Management Program. Discusses
very thoroughly objectives for the Wi.olesale Program,
Advisory Committees, Administration, Staff, Promotion,
Classroom Instruction, Instruction on the Job, Student
Evaluation and concluding Bibliography. Invaluable
as a guide to the establishment of a Wholesaling
Post-High School Program.

A POST-HIGH SCHOOL COOPERATIVE DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM IN THE WHOLESALING FIELD:
MANUAL 4I2: CURRICULUM FOR A PROGRAM $ 1.50 each

Source: Materials Lab, Printed in booklet form
(47 pages). Authored by Dr. William B. Logan,
Project Director and Director of D.E. Institutes;
Bernard C. Nye, State Supervisor, Ohio Distributive
Education; and Leon Linton, Instructor-Coordinator,
Ohio Wholesale Management Program. Describes



(DEML #13 cont.) curriculum content with specific subject areas
detailed for first year and second year Wholesale
students. Each course plan Includes suggested
objectives, topic outlines, methods and techniques
for presentation and bibliographies.

(4)

DEML Form #14 ADVISORY COMMITTEES - MANUAL #3 $ 1.00 each
Source: Materials Lab, printed in booklet form

(TO) (29 pages). Developed from a Coordinator
Committee on Advisory Committees under the
direction of Dr. William B. Logan. An excellent
guide to advisory committee organization and
function. Includes types of advisory committees,
committee composition, organization of committee,
committee meetings, advisory committee role and
function and evaluation with concluding bibliography.

DEML Form #I5 STUDENT ABILITIES AND ATTITUDES IN A DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION PROGRAM $ .05 each

(TO) Source: Materials Lab, (4 Pages). Not for general
distribution, directed toward Guidance people and
school administrat -s. A brief, but good, synopsis
of Distributive Education attitudes and abilities
required of the student and how the D.E. student
with these traits influence those around him. An
excellent piece to be read by those people who play
a part in selection of students or in the over all
function of a Distributive Education program.

DEMI. Form #I6

(SO)

DEML Form #17

(SO)

OHIO'S HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM OF DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION 10 for $ .25

Source: Materials Lab, (7 pages). Concise 50 for $1.00
printed pamphlet explaining the high school
coop program from the daily program, subjects
studied, to possible career opportunities available
co the D. E. graduate. Excellent as a recruiting
device.

D. E FOR ME ?? COULD BE...
Source: Materials Lab (3 pages). Somewhat
similar to DEML Form #16 but less detailed.
Number 17 is used by most coordinators to
guage initial reaction in mass recruiting
assemblies, etc. Has a fill-in blank on hack
cover for indication of interest in program.

$ .01 each



DEML Form *18

(TO)

DEML Form 09

(TO)

MANUAL OF OPERATIONS FOR ADULTS
Source: Materials Lab (20 pages). Covers the
scope of the adult education program including
establishment procedures, curriculum, instructor
qualification, course content, etc. Illustrates
necessary forms to be filled out. Acts as a
complete guide to starting and maintaining an
adult education program.

WHY USE AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS?
Source: Materials Lab (7 pages). Gives audio-
visual tips for classroom teaching and discusses
briefly the various audio-visual techniques avail-
able to todays classroom instructor.

(5)

$ 1.00 e ,,..-:h

$ .05 each

DEML Form *20 EXPENDABLE SUPPLIES FOR A D. E. CLASSROOM $ .05 each
Source: Materials Lab -- compiled from a survey

(TO) of 21 Ohio Coordinators (5 pages). Lists materials
and supplies by the normal D. E. classroom in the
course of the school year. Excellent for the beginning
coordinator, of help to the experienced coordinator in
requisitioning materials. Gives quantities and average
prices.

DEML Form *21

erws co

A LIBRARY FOR DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Source: Materials Lab (16 pages). Gives
complete bibliography sources of student,
teacher reference books dealing with major
topic areas of Distributive Education. Over
200 titles listed with approximate cost involved
for each one. Also a text book source and class-
room report source for specific subject areas.

$ .25 each

DEML Form 022 D. E. CLASSROOM LAYOUTS $ .10 each
Source: Materials Lab (16 pages). Many excellent

(TO) tips are included on selected D. E. classroom layouts
that have been successful in acutal practice through-
out the state. Data on lighting, physical consideration,
equipment and rough position layouts are included to
help the school system that is remodeling or building a
new D. E. classroom laboratory.
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DEML Form #23 WOIX EXPERIENCE VS. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION $ .05 each
Source: Materials Lab (4 pages) from a published

(TO) report printed in the Illinois rlcational Progress,
Sept. 1948. Contrasts specifically, point by
point, the pros and cons of a work experience
vs. a cooperative education program as seen
through the eyes of the student, the parent, the
school, and the employer. This report is specific,
to the point and quite objective.

DEML Form #24 A REPORT OF A SIGNIFICANT FOLLOW-UP STUDY
OF STUDENT POST-HIGH SCHOOL OCCUPATIONAL

(TO) AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES $ .05 each
Source: Materials Lab, reprinted from a nation-
wide study of vocational education completed by
the American Institutes for Research (3 pages).
Indicates major occupational findings of 10,000
vocational graduates and 3,000 academic graduates
selected from 100 high schools in 38 states. Graduates
ranged from 2 to 11 years out of high school.

DEML Form #25 MR. EMPLOYER $ .01 each
Source: Materials Lab (4 pages) (currently being

(TO) revised). A handout applicable to businessmen,
parents, and students; but primarily designed fcr
potential job stations. Explains briefly the
Distributive Education program and the responsibilities
of all parties involved.

DEML Form #26 HOW TO HAVE MORE IDEAS $ .10 each
Source: Reproduced by the Materials Lab from

(TO/SO) "Winning Personal Recognition", Prentice Hall,
Inc. (12 pages). A four step approach to building
a creative mind. A practical approach to develop-
ing thought processes leading to fresh ideas and
innovation.

DEML Form #27 HOW TO PROMOTE A CAREERS IN RETAILING WEEK $ .10 each
Source: Materials Lab reproduced from an article

(TO) by the National Retail Merchants Association,
11/23/64 (17 pages). A planned project for a
Distributive Education class. Detailed information
concerning all phases of the retailing careers project
including publicity tips, source materials, sample
releases and a suggested speech text.



DEML Form #28

(TO /SO)

INTRODUCTION CARDS
Source: Materials Lab. Attractively printed
"3x5" cards 'introducing" the Distributive
Education student to a prospective employer.
Backside of card indicates employers decision
as to whether or not he will hire the student.
Excellent card to introduce the student.

(7)

$ .0X each

DEML Form #29 WORDS OFTEN USED IN BUSINESS $ .50 each
Source: Materials Lab reproduced from Cities

(TO /SO) Service Oil Company's List (54 pages). Used in
the DECA Vocabulary Contests, this is an excellent
list used also in development of class comprehension
of business terminology. Used also successfully in
seeking out and identifying terms applying to a specific
unit the class may be studying.

DEML Form #30

(TO /SO)

DEML Form #3I

(TO)

DEML Form #32

(TO)

PACKET OF POSTER IDEAS
Source: Materials Lab, original renderings by
Pat Patterson (total of 17). A collection of
poster and bulletin board ideas for use in the
classroom. They depict graphically and often
humorously certain rules to be remembered.

$ 1.0"! each

THE STORY OF DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION $ 4.00 each
Sources Materials Lab. Published by NADET
in cooperation with the Sears Roebuck Company.
A very attractive portable (15"x 11 1/2") flip-
chart presentation. It is blue vinyl bound and
carries 15 colored glossy board sheets, includ-
ing 2 blank sheets for local publicity. Profession-
ally done, this printed piece can be set on a mer-
chant's counter to explain specifically all phases of
the Distributive Education program and how his partici-
pation is an integral part of the program. This item
has been used quite successfully in securing job
stations by all Ohio Coordinators .

A TEACHING OUTLINE FOR CONDUCTING A SHORT
COURSE - METHODS TO DETECT SHOPLIFTERS $ .10 each

Source; Materials Lab, authored by William Ruth,
Distributive Education Coordinator, Whitehall
Yearling High School. A unique Distributive
Education teaching unit on shoplifting illustrat-
ing preventative measures, factors inducing
shoplifters, tools used by shoplifters, types of



(8)

shoplifters and reasons why stores have shop-
lifting problems. Explains the role of the sales-
person in preventative measures and discusses
at length Ohio's shoplifting laws. Well documented
and supported by bibliography sources.

NOTE: (TO) Indicates generally that the item is teacher oriented.
(SO) Indicates student oriented for use with the class.
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The following materials are printed pieces available in limited quantity.
A small number of copies is available and generally will be purchased gccording
to need.

Number Nme,_Source, and Description Price

LQ 4P1 FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION

Source: American Vocational Association
Geared to informing school administrators,
board members, etc. of the administrative
guidelines and objectives of a Distributive
Education program.

LQ #2 THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963
Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare
A detailed account of the function of the 1963 Act
and the master plan for its future use.

$ .10 each

$ .15 each

IQ #3 SALESMAN OF THE FUTURE $ .10 each
Source: Research Institute Recommendations
A report on the future of the salesman - discussion
Provoking as a tie-in to a sakes unit.

LQ #4 DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION POST-HIGH SCHOOL
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS

Source: U.S. Office of Health, Education and
Welfare

A booklet detailing findings of various studies
conducted on cooperative D.E. programs.
Contrasts in-school programs with post-high
school programs, notes similaritias and
differences.

LQ #5 THE EDUCATION OF BUSINESSMEN
Source: Business Week
(44 pages) A very complete paper discussing the
education of the American businessman, what is
needed, different approaches now being taken,
recommendations for improvement and questions
for discussion. Geared mostly to post-secondary
education.

$ .15 each

$ .75 each
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LQ #6 VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION $ .40 each
Source: U. S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare
A thorough review of activities in federally aided
programs in Vocational and Technical education
for the fiscal year, 1963. A state by state report
of their vocational programs is an integral part of
this booklet.

LQ #7 GUIDELINES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION $ .30 each

Sources U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

A guide developed as a result of a national
conference of leaders in Distributive Education
in 1961. Includes objectives, curriculum
development, advanced professional programs,
and administration of the teacher educator program.

LQ #8 BUSINESS AND DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION IS ALSO FOR
THE COLLEGE BOUND $ .05 each

Reprinted from "The Balance Sheet"
A brief but well written discussion of why
college bound students could benefit from a
Distributive Education course.

LQ #9 SAMPLE STUDENT ON-THE-JOB EVALUATION FORMS $ .10 each
Several of the better job evaluation forms used
by Distributive Education coordinators over
the state compiled by Thomas Shesky, Teacher-.
Coordinator, Marion, Ohio. These have been
reprinted by the Lab and are available for your
use.



LITERATURE ORDER BLANK

Send to: The Ohio State University
Distributive Education
Materials Laboratory
124 W. 17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

I. MATERIALS FOR SALE
FORM

OUANTITY NUMBER,

DEML #1

DEML #2

DEML #3

DEML #4

DEML #5

DEML #6

DEML #7

DEML #8

"DEML #9

DEML #10

DEML #11

DEML #12

DEML #13

DEML #14

NAME PRICE,

Ten Principles of Modern Retailing $ .10 each

Research Procedures for Distributive Education $ .10 each

Creative Marketing Research Project $ .08 each

A Profitable Education Experience for D.E.
Students -- Going Into Business for Yourself $ .10 each

Marketing as a Career - A Bibliography $ .05 each

The Place of the Small Businessman and His
Business in our National Economy

Land of Opportunity

My Store and My rob

A Proposal for a Non-Cooperative Preparatory
Program $ .10 each

Screen Process Printing $ .75 each

/y

$ .10 each

$ .02 each

$ .10 each

Display Made Easy

A Post-High School Cooperative Distributive
Education Program in the Wholesaling Field -
Manual #1 - Organizing and Conducting a
Program

A Post-High School Cooperative Distributive
Education Program in the Wholesaling Field -
Manual #2 - Curriculum for a Program

$ 1.00 in state
$ 2.00 out of

state

$ 1.50 each

$ 1.50 each

Advisory Committees $ 1.00 each
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DEML #15

DEML #16

DEML #17

DEML #18

DEML #19

DEML #20

DEML #21

DEML #22

DEML #23

DEML #24

DEML #25

DEML #26

DEML #27

DEML #28

DEML 029

DEML #30

DEML #31

DEML #32

Student Abilities and Attitudes In A
Distributive Education Program

Ohio's High School Prceram of Distributive
Education

D.E. for ME? Could Be....

Manual of Operations for Adults

Why Use Audio-Visual Materials ?

Expendable Supplies for a D. E. Classroom

A Library for Distributive Education

D. E. Classroom Layouts

Work Experience Vs. Cooperative Education

A Report of a Significant Follow-Up Study of
Student Post-High School Occupational and
Educational Experiences

Mr. Employer

How to Have More Ideas

How to Promote a Careers in Retailing Week

Introduction CArds

Words Often Used in Business

Packet of Poster Ideas

The Distributive Education Stow

A Teaching Outline for Conducting a Short
Course on Methods to Detect Shoplifting

07

$ .05 each

10 for $ .25
50 for $1.00

$ .01 each

$ 1.00 each

$ .05 each

$ .05 each

$ .25 qach

$ .10 each

$ .05 each

$ .05 each

$ .01 each

$ .10 each

$ .10 each

$ .01 each

$ .50 each

$ 1.00 each

$ 4.00 each

$ .10 each
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LQ #1 Facts You Should Know About Distributive
Education $ .10 each

LQ #2 The Vocational Education Act of 1963 $ .15 each

LQ #3 Salesman of the Future $ .10 each

LQ #4 Distributive Education Post-High School
Programs $ .15 each

LQ #5 The Education of Businessmen $ .75 each

LQ 16 Vocational and Technical Education $ .40 each

LQ #7 Guidelines for Teacher Education Programs in
Distributive Education $ .30 each

LQ #8 Business and Distributive Education is Also
for the College Bound $ .05 each

LQ #9 Sample Student On-The-job Evaluation Forms $ .10 each

Please send above order to:

Enclosed is myLl check El money order - in the amount of $

Please Do Not Send Cash.
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Send to: The Ohio State University
L".stributive Education
Materials Laboratory
124 W. 17th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

I. MATERIALS FOR SALE
FORM

QUANTITY NUMBER

DEML #1

DEML #2

DEML #3

DEML #4

DEML #5
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DEML #9
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DEML *I I

DEML #I2

DEML #I3

DEM:, # I 4

NAME,

Ten Principles of ! :ode% Retailing

PRICE,

$ .I0 each

.I0 each

$ .08 each

Research Procedures for Distributive Education $

Creative Marketing Research Project

A Profitable Education Experience for D.E.
Students -- Going Into Business for Yourself $ .10 each

Marketing as a Career - A piblionraphy .05 each

The Place of the Small Businessman and His
Business ill 'Ws National Economy $ .I0 each

Land of Opportunit7 $ .02 each

My Store and My job $ .I0 each

A Proposal for a Non-Cooperative Preparatory
Program $ .10 each

Screen Process Printing $ .75 each

Display Made Er sy

A Post-High School Cooperative Distributive
Education Program in the Wholesaling Field -
Manual #1 - Organizing and Conducting a
Program

A Post-High School Cooperative Distributive
Education Program in the Wholesaling Field -
Manual #2 - Curriculum for a Program

$ I.00 in state
$ 2.00 out of

state

$ I.50 each

$ I .50 each

Advisory Ccmmittees $ I.00 each
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DEVI #15

DEML #16

DEML #17

DEML #18

DEML #19

DEML #20

DEML #21

DEML #22

DEML #23

DEML #24

DEML #25

DEML #26

DEML #27

DEML #28

DEML 029

DEML #30

DEML #31

DEML #32

Student Abilities and Attitudes In A
Distributive Education Program

Ohio's High School Program of Distributive
Education

D.E. for ME? Could Be....

Manual of Operations for Adults

Why Use Audio-V; sual Materials?

Expendable Supplies for a D. E. Classroom

A Library for Distributive Education

D. E. Classroom Layouts

Work Experience Vs. Cooperative Education

A Report of a Significant Follow-Up Study of
Student Post-High School Occupational and
Educational Experiences

Mr. Employer

How to Have More Ideas

How to Promote a Careers in Retailing Week

Introduction Cards

Words Often Used in Business

Packet of Poster Ideas

The Distributive Education Story

$ .05 each

10 for $ .25
50 for $1.00

$ .01 each

$ 1.00 each

.05 each

.05 each

.25 each

.10 each

.05 each

.05 each

.01 each

.10 each

.10 each

..,1 each

.50 each

$ 1.00 each

$ 4.00 each

A Teaching Outline for Conducting a Short
Course on Methods to Detect Shoplifting $ .10 each
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LQ #1 Facts You Shoe id Know About Distributive
Education $ .10 each

LQ 42 The Vocational Education Act of 1963 $ ,15 each

LQ .3 Salesman of the Future $ .10 each

LQ #4 Distributive Education Post-High School
Programs $ .15 each

LQ #5 The Education of Businessmen $ .75 each

LQ *6 Vocational and Technical Education $ .40 each

IQ #7 Guidelines for Teacher Education Programs in
Distributive Education $ .30 each

LQ *8 Business and Distributive Education is Also
for the College Bound $ .05 each

LQ #9 Sample Student On-The-Job Evaluation Forms $ .10 each

Please send above order to:

Enclosed is myEj check moaey order - in the amount of $

Please Do Not Send Cash.



II FREE MATERIALS*

The following list of materials is available from the Materials Lab. These
are free and generally are items in limited qua:.:tity left over from previous
coordinator mailings. In keeping with our policy, anything that we receive
at no cost will be passed on to you at no cost. Since these are free and
most coordinators are already familiar with them, the description will be
brief. Please order only what you need and will use

Itgat Name and Source

1) EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK
Source: Upjohn Institute
165 pages - A very complete report containing various studies
of employment and unemployment from different states.

2) POCKET NOTES (8)
Source: Fine Hardwoods Association
Leaflets -- product information on 8 different kinds of wood.

3) THE LAZARUS ENTHUSIAST
Source: Lazarus Depaitment Stores
Reprint of the store organ featuring Distributive Education

4) TEACHER'S KIT ON CONSUMER FINANCE
Source: National Consumer Finance Corporation
A one week teaching unit on consumer finance - very complete
with a multitude of things available for the classroom.

5) YOUR FUTURE THROUGH TECHNICAL EDUCATION
YOUR FUTURE THROUGH VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Source: Ohio Division of Vocational Education
Leaflet describing sound-filmstrip presentation of the available
vocational programs in Ohio.

6) WHOLESALING
Source: Small Business Adwinistration
A brief description of the wtolesaling function with a very
detailed bibliography of readings available to the individual
interested in the field.

7) IN-STORE SIGN CENTER
Source: Speedrite Products, Inc.
Manufacturer's leaflet on a complete sign making unit for the
store or classroom.

8) 1964 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF 31 PETROLEUM COMPANIES
Source: Chase Manhatten Bank
Self-explanatory.

*Applies to Ohio residents only and generally those who are associated with the Ohio
Distributive Education Services.



9) YOU: PUBLIC RELATIONS EXPERT
Source: American Oil Company
Booklet containing helpful tips on your public relations program -
quite detailed..

10) USING OUR CREDIT INTELLIGENTLY
Source: National Foundation for Consumer Credit
54 pages -very good detailed discussion of credit, could be
used as a classroom text for a unit on consumer credit.

11) GUIDANCE IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
Source: South-Western Publishing Company
Good comprehensive study of business education with curriculum
suggestions, etc.

12) SOME CONCEPTS ESSENTIAL TO A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF ECONOMICS
Source: South-Western Publishing Company.
Short course on understanding basic Economic principles (leaflet form)

13) DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION ISSUES
Source: South-Western Publishing Company
Describes pertinent issues effecting Distributive Education teacher
training, value of work experience, levels of D.E. administration,
etc.

14) THE AMA STUDY ON CONSUMER JUDGMENT OF ADVERTISING
Source: American Association of Advertising Agencies
31 page booklet detailing studies made of consumer reactions to
advertising - answers many pertinent questions about the field,
ties in well with advertising unit.

15) DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION CLUBS OF AMERICA
Source: DECA
Leaflet describing DECA - good-introductory-piece.

16) HOOK N` LOOP BOARD
Source: Charles Mayer Studios
Various literature sheets describing audio-visual materials
available to D. E. coordinators.

17) THE MIRACLES OF CREDIT
Source: Ohio Consumer Loan Association
Booklet depicting a family and its introduction to and use of
credit - fits into a teaching unit on credit.

la) FAMILY DEPARTMENT STCRE INSTALLATIONS
Source: Columbus Show Case
Glossy booklet showing pictures of department store displays -
could be used nicely as part of a display unit.
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19) DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION - AN ANSWER TO TRAINING NEEDS
OF BUSINESS

Source: Washington Report
Excellent hand-out to those unfamiliar with Distributive
Education. Of particular value to coordtgators starting a
new program.

20) VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND MANPOWER NEEDS
Source: U.S. Department of Labor
A brief discussion of the national manpower needs with the
Part that Vocational Education plays in answering these needs .
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Education and Training for the World of Work

Pocket Notes

The Lazarus Enthusiast

Teacher's Kit on Consumer Finance

Your Future Through Technical Education
Your Future Through Vocational Education

Wholesaling

In-Store Sign Center

1964 Financial Analysis of 31 Petroleum Companies

You: Public Relations Expert

Using Our Credit Intelligently

Guidance in Business Education

Some Concepts Essential to a Basic Understanding of Economics

Distributive Education Issues

The AAAA Study on Consumer Advertising

DECA

Hook IV Loop Board

The Miracles of Credit
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Family Department Store Installations

Distributive Education - An Answer to Training Needs of Business

Vocational Education and Manpower Needs
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Although this guide provides resource materials for development of a
program for the training of clothing maintenance specialists, the
teacher will need to adapt it to the needs and experiences of her
trainees and to the local community. Under the employer's
supervision, the clothing maintenance specialist altars, cleans,
presses, repairs, and stores clothing of families and individuals.
The objectives of the program include preparing trainees to (1)
determine the repair, alteration, or cleaing needed by a garment,
(2) use Judgment and manipulative skills in various clothing
maintenance procedures, (3) pack clothing for storage or travel,
and (4) practice rules of safety. A course of 180 hours with five
basic units is suggested. Suggestions are given for planning the
learning experiences, evaluating achievement, and planning teaching
facilities. The teacher should have had some college-level
instruction in clothing construction, alterations, upkeep, textiles,
consumer buying, and experience in working with adults. The trainee
should be a high school graduate who is interested in clothing and
styles and who has had some experience in high school or adult
clothing classes. Referenzes and criteria for judging trainee
readiness for employment are listed. A well-equipped clothing
laboratory as well as community resources are required for a
successful course. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.287--87005 for 20 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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FOREWORD

THE MAJOR ROLE of home economics training in vocational education has b..:en to assist youth
and adults to prepare for the responsibilities and activities of homemaking and the achievement
of family well-being. Although this role will continue to be a responsibility of home economics
education, many socioeconomic changes affecting women and families require that homq econo-
mists now assume, to a greater extent than in the past, the responsibility of providing training
for wage earning. An increasing number of women find it necessary to spend part of their lives
in some wage-earning occupation. In addition, many employed homemakers and community agen-
cies find it necessa:y to secure assistance in the care of family members or in the provision of
other services that coairibute to more satisfactory family life.

A series of work conferences held in 1963, under the direction of the Professional Services
Section of the Manpower Development and Training Program, U.S. Office of Education, brought
together national leaders in adult education in home economics, who in cooperation with workers
in other branches of vocational education and several national organizations and agencies, se-
lected nine service occupations for which to prepare suggested training materials. These occupa-
tions, based on home economics knowledge and skills, provide a service to families within a
community setting or within the home. Suggested resource materials from which to develop a
training program that meets the needs of a particular group of trainees have been prepared for
each of the nine occupations. The job analyses and job descriptions used in the suggested training
pi grams were prepared for inclusion in the revised edition of the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, issued by the U.S. Department of Labor.

This guide for the Clothing Maintenance Specialist provides resoueft material from which a
local training prqtram can be developed. It is recognized that the experience and education of
trainees will vary, as will the aims and needs of the local employer of the trained Clothing Main-
tenance Specialist. A schedule for training is included, but the program should be adapted to each
group of trainees. This publication will be useful for the development of training programs that
will enable women to acquire competencies having a valid wage value and needed in assisting
families.

Walter M. Arnold
Assistant Commissioner for
Vocational and Technical Education

ill
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TRAINIT7G PROGRAM FOR THE CLOTHING MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

Developing Course Flans

The following suggestions are for training persons for empltiment in the home to maintain,
repair, and store the clothing of families or individuals. Nationally, this job has been given a
variety of descriptive titles. In this training guide the title Clothing Maintenance Specialist is
used.

Teachers must adjust and adapt the suggestions in this guide to the ..aeds of the particular
group they are teaching because the duties expected of the Clothing Maintenance Specialist may
differ from ccmmunity to community and the trainees will vary in education, experience, and
ability. In addition to having first-hand information concerning job requirements, the individual
teacher must secure as much information as possible about trainees. The specific objectives,
teaching methc,ds, and time allotted to each aspect of the training can then be adjusted to the
local situation and to the trainees.

Job Functions

Under the employer's supervision, the Clothing Maintenance Specialist alters, cleans,
presses, repairs, and stores the clothing of families aid individuals.

Program Objectives

To prepare trainees:

1. To examine a wardrobe to determine the type of repair, alteration, or cleaning
required;

2. To arrive at a work agreement with employer;
3. To use judgment and manipulative skills in performing the following maintenance

procedures
a. Mending, repairing, and making simple alterations
b. Cleaning, laundering, and pressing
c. Securing commercial services where needed
d. Shopping upon request
e. Storing clothingdaily and seasonally

4. To pack clothing for storage or travel;
5. To recognize and to practice rules of safety.

It is suggested that the teacher review the "Criteria for Judging Trainee Readiness for Em-
ployment" prior to developing the pis ns for teaching this course. The criteria will be useful
throughout the course in setting up specific objectives, providing learning experiences, and making
periodic evaluations.

Teacher Qualifications

A qualified teacher has had some college-level instruction in clothing construction, altera-
tions, upkeep of clothing, textiles, and consumer buying. Her experience should include care 01
clothing, work with community groups, and teaching adults. She should be capable of adapting
instructional materials to the needs of trainees and employers, of relating herself to others, and
of inspiring in them a feeling of confidence and security.

1
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Background of Trainee

A trainee should be a high-school graduate who has interest in clothing and styles, and some
work in high school or adult clothing classes.

Length of Course and Course Units

A course of 180 hours is suggested for training. The following suggested time for each of the
five units can be used as a guide for planning a course to meet trainee and community needs.

Course Unit

I

Title Hours

Overview of the Job 5

li Clothing Maintenance Standards and Basic
Sewing Skills 130

Laundering, Cleaning. and Pressing 25

Storage of Apparel 8

ID

IV

V Packing and Shopping for an Employer 12

Total 180

2



COURSE UNIT I

OVERVIEW OF THE JOB

Suggested Training Time 5 Hours

Objectives

To help the trainee develop an understanding of the nature and importance of her duties as a
Clothing Maintenance Specialist; to provide a knowledge of important elements of employer-
employee relations, Social Security procedures, laws affecting employment, and procedures for
keeping records.

Course Unit Outline

A. Importance of the lob to employer and
employee

B. Duties of the Clothing Maintenance
Specialist

1. Conferring with employer to determine
job scope and limitations, and to arrive
at a work agreement

2. Examination of wardrobe to determine
necessary alterations, repairs, renova-
tions, and estimates of time and cost

3. Maintenance procedures
a. Mending, repairing, and making

simple alterations
b. Cleaning, laundering, and pressing
c. Securing commercial services when

needed
d. Storing clothing

4. Doing the shopping upon request
5. Maintaining adequate records as needed
6. Recognition and practice of safety rules

C. Desirable qualities and abilities

1. Personal characteristics
a. Honesty and dependability

References

b. Good grooming
c. Pride in work
d. Ability to make decisions
e. Ability to work and cooperate with

others
f. Ability to read and follow directions

2. Manipulative skills
a. Ability to use equipment for home

sewing, laundering, and pressing
b. Hand-sewing ability

D. Employer-employee relations

1. Scope and limitations of job
2. Work agreements
3. Interpersonal relationships
4. Social Security
5. Laws affecting employment
6. Records

a. Names and addresses of commercial
firms used by employer

b. Employer's address in case of emer-
gency

c. Forms for recording clothing meas-
urements and expenditures

Chambers, Helen G., and Moulton, Verna. Clothing Selection. New York: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1961.
Dale, Edgar. Audio-Yisual Methods in Teaching (Revised). New York: The Dryden Press. 1956.
Kilboum, Dorcas. Short Cuts and Common Saving Problems. Mrs. Dorcas Kilbourn, 6430 Wyandotte Street, Kansas

City, Mo. 1963.
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COURSE UNIT II

CLOTHING MAINTENANCE STANDARDS AND BASIC SEWING SKILLS

Suggested Training Time 130 Hours

Objectives

To develop trainee knowledge of clothing maintenance standards to enable her to judge the
condition of a garment; to determine and make needed alterations and repairs and to evaluate
results; and to acquire machine- and hand-sewing skills needed in clothing maintenance.

Course Unit Outline

A. Development of standards for clothing 3. Processes for remodeling and repairing
maintenance garments

I. Judge the condition of apparel a. Types of seams and appropriate uses

2. Determine needed repairs, alterations, b. Types of facings and appropriate

or reconditioning of fabrics uses
c. Setting in sleeves and zippers3. Judge quality of workmanship
d. Joining skirt and waist

B. Use and care of sewing machine and simple e. Darning and mending various types

attachments of fabrics
f. Patching

I. Use of various types of machines and
attachments D. Techniques and standards for alterations

2. Care of machinecleaning, oiling used in clothing maintenance

C. Construction processes commonly used I. Lengthening and shortening skirts,
sleeves, blouse of dress, slipsin clothing maintenance

2. Altering bustline, skirt band, collar,
I. Essential equipment, basic techniques, neck finish, hang of skirt

acceptable standards 3. Refitting or altering neckline
2. Making and using hand and machine 4. Enlarging or taking up hipline of skirts

stitches and dresses
a. Basting and hemming stitches 5. Changing shoulder lines of blouses,
b. Stitches for attaching hooks and eyes, dresses, jackets

snaps, and buttons 6. Making or covering belt and belt buckle
c. Other stitchesbuttonhole, tailors 7. Turning frayed shirt collar and cuffs

tacks 8. Cutting men's trousers

References

American Home Economics Association. Textile Handbook (Revised). Washington, D. C.: The Association. 1963.
American Wool Council. The Pressing and Care of Your Wool Wardrobe. Denver, Colo.: The Council, Home Sewing

Division. n.d.
Bishop, Edna B., and Arch, Majorie S. Bishop Method of Clothing Construction. New York: J. B. Lippincott Co. 19S9.
Chambers, Helen G., and Moulton, Verna. Clothing Selection. New York: J. B. Lippincott Co. 1961.
Hollen, Norma H. flat Pat,qrn Methods with Selected Sewing Suggestions. Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Co. 1961.
Logan, William B., and Moor , Helen M. Facts About Merchandise. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1962.
Michigan State University, Cooperative Extension Service. Reading Fiber Labels for Clues to Better Clothing Care,

Bulletin No. 373. East Lansing, Mich.: Michigan State University. March 1960.
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References (cont'd) ''

Editors of McCall's. McCall's New Complete Rook of Sewing and Dressmaking (Revised). Englewood Cliffs, N. 3.:
Hawthorne Books. 1957.

Oerke, Bess V. Dress (Revised). Peoria, Ill.: Charles A. Bennett Co. 1960.
Singer Education Department. How to Make Belts and Hems. New York: Singer Sewing Machine Co. 1960.

. How to Make Buttonholes and Pockets. New York: Singer Sewing Machine Co. 1961.

. How to Mend and Refit. New York: Singer Sewing Machine Co. 1961.

. How to Make Zipper Closures. New York: Singer Sewing Machine Co, 1961.

. Teacher's Textbook of Machire Sewing. New York: Singer Sewing Machine Co. 1960.
Sturm, Mary Mark, and Greiser, Edwina H. Guide to Modern Clothing. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1962.
University of Wisconsin Extension Service. Save Material by Repair, Special Circular. Madison, Wis.: University of

Wisconsin Extension Service, College of Agriculture. n.d.

COURSE UNIT III

LAUNDERING. CLEANING, AND PRESSING

Suggested Teaching Time 25 Hours

Objectives

To develop trainee skills in home laundering, cleaning, and pressing various kinds of
clothing. Trainees will also learn to use the services or facilities of commercial cleaning
establishments.

Course Unit Outline

A. Commercial cleaning

1. Use of coin-operated equipment
a. Assist employer in deciding what

articles are to be cleaned at coin-
operated establishments

b. Follow instructions for use of machine
and handling of garments

2. Use of services provided by dry-clean- I.
ing establishments
a. Assist employer in deciding what

articles should receive professional
cleaning and pressing

b. Mark stains and identify types

C.

3. Select type of cleaning agent and appro-
priate procedure suitable to fabric and
stain

4. Follow precautions on cleaning fluid label
for using and storing

Hand laundryspecial care to

Nylon hose, fine lingerie, foundation
garments. and gloves
a. Desirable temperature of water and

type of soap
b. Squeezing not rubbing or wringing
c. Temperature for drying

2. Drip-dry or wash-and-wear fabrics
a. Temperature of water and type of

soap
b. Patting, not squeezing or wringing
c. Extract water only by dripping

B. Spot removal

1. Identify type of stainlipstick, grease,
fruit, nail polish

2. Always remove spots before laundering

i
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D. Guides for ironing

1- Check dampness of fabric
2. Use correct temperature for fabric
3. Follow special procedures

a. Iron with the warp to avoid stretching
b. Straighten hems and edges, and

square the corners
c. Iron on wrong side to avoid shine
d. Iron on wrong side of embroidery

placed on a pad, ar I complete drying
of the fabric to maintain smooth
effect

E. Care and storage of special clothing
itemsshoes, galoshes, hats, purses,
sweaters, fur collars and cuffs

1. Suitable methods of cleaning
2. Daily care

References

Dupont de Nemou7s, Inc., Rome Cleaning Guide for Articles Containing Dupont Textile Fibers. Wilmington, Del.:
Dupont de Nemours. n.d.

Jackman, A., and Rogers, B. Principles of Domestic and institutional Laundry-work. New York: St. Martin's Press.
1934.

Martin, Albert R., and Fulton, George P. Dry Cleaning. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1958.
Mellen, Ibert and Eleanor. Removing Spots and Stains. New York: Tudor Publishing Co. 1960.
Moore, Alma C. Row to Clean Everything (Revised). New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc. 1961.
National Safety Council. Safety Education. Chicago, lli.: The Council. n.d.
New York State College of Home Economics. Pressing Equipment, Bulletin No. 793. Ithaca, N.Y.: The College. n.d.
Ohio State University Agricultural Extension Service. Launder the Easy Way. Columbus, Ohio: The University. n.d.
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COURSE UNIT IV

STORAGE OF APPAREL

Suggested Training Time 8 Hours

Objectives

To help trainees develop an understanding of the seasonal storage of apparel; to teach them
how to organize storage space, choose storage supplies, prepare and store apparel.

Course Unit Outline

A. Supplies for storage of apparel B. Seasonal storage

I. Containersbags, boxes, or trunks 1. Commercial storageadvantages dis-
2. Hangers and tissue paper advantages
3. Moth preventives a. Furs, coats, suits, and winter

dresses
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2. Home storageadvantages, dis-
advantages
a. Preparation of storage space

closet, trunk, box
b. Cottons and linenswashed, unironed

(1) Pack flat; separate layers with
black tissue to prevent dark spots
in light-colored fa "ric

(2) Cover with heavy paper or plastic
(3) Seal box with gummed tape

c. Woolenscleaned and brushed
(1) When storing in box or trunk

sprinkle moth flakes between
layers and spray with moth
preventive

(2) When hanging in garment bag
attach sack of moth crystals or
spray with moth preventive

d. Nonwashable garments
(1) Hang in zippered garment bag to

prevent crushing
(2) Use moth preventive flakes or

spray if any wool in fabric

References

Lopick, Gaetan J., and Geller, Jack. Scierttftc Fur Servicing. New York: Fairchild Publications. 1952.
Oerke, Bess V. Dress (Revised Edition). Peoria, Ill: Charles A. Bennett Company, Inc. 1960.
State College of Home Economics. Dresser Drawer Storage, Extension Bulleti.. :Jo. 839. Ithaca. N. Y.: Come?' Uni-

versity. n.d.
Storm, Mary Markand, and Grieser, Edwina H. Guide to Modem Clothing. New York: McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc. 1962.

COURSE UNIT V

PACKING AND SHOPPING FOR AN EMPLOYER

Suggested Training Time 12 Hours

Objectives

To develop trainee skills in handling such special assignments as packing for travel or shop-
ping for an employer.

Course Unit Outline

A. Packing for travel

1. Organizing the job
a. Assemble clean garments to be

packed and accessories to match
b. Clean shoes and fill with hose cir

small articles
c. Assemble toilet articles; refill con-

tainers, close securely
2. Packing procedures

a. Place uneven articles on bottom
layer, heavier articles toward hinged
side of bag

b. Place toilet articles and sleeping

7

garments in overnight bag, if one is
used

c. Assemble like garments in plastic
bags to facilitate packing and use

d. Close fastenings of garments before
folding

e. Make folds at sides of dresses,
blouses or skirts, and as near
waistline as possible, to avoid too
conspicuous wrinkles

f. Make folds over crushed tissue
paper to lessen wrinkles

g. Place garments either crosswise



or lengthwise in bag to make as
few folds as possible

h. Fill in small spaces with small
articles, such as scarf, gloves,
sweaters

B. Shopping for sewing supplies

1. Selection of thread, buttons, binding, or
needles suitable for the job

Z. Keeping receipts and records

References

Fitzsimmons, Cleo. Consumer Buying. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1961
Logan, William B., and Moon, Helen M. Facts About Merchandise. Eng Imo'. 'Ifs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1962.
Sturm, Mary Mark, and Grieser, Edwina H. Guide to Modern Clothing. New YOIK: McGraw-Hill Book Co., lnc. 1962.
Wingate, Isabel B., and others. Know Your Merchandise (Second Edition). New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1952.
Wise Buying. MPM-10 min. Chicago: Coronet Instructional Films. n.d.
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TEACHING THE COURSE

Planning. the Learning Experiences

The objectives of a training program are achieved by learning experiences designed to help the
trainees develop those behaviors and abilities designated in the objectives. Each experience shoold
serve a definite function and should not be introduced because it is traditional or "modern" or be-
cause it is satisfying to the teacher.

A good teacher constantly reminds herself that "covering" the topics outlined for a course does
not autotnatically result in learning. She knows that effective learning exporiences should be planned
by visualizing what Ow trainee must be able to do on the job. The job analysis will be an important
guide, because the class experiences must be realistic and base.: on work situations for which the
training is bei-g given. Each trainee needs opportunity to apply her understandings and abilities to
the different kinds of problems she may face.

A variety of learning experiences will be needed to develop the kinds of abilities required in
home and community service occupations. Creativity is a key in providing meaningful experiences
for a particular group. The successful teacher will see new ways to synthesize, adapt, and revise
experiences to fit the unique characteristics of the group and fulfill the requirements of the job.

These are some planned experiences to be considered:

A. Experiences that will add to and enrich the background of trainees

I. Bringing employers to class to give information on nature of the job
2. Using persons from specia_ fields such as mental health, geriatrics, nutrition or die-

tetics, child development, medicine, public health, and housing to extend basic knowl-
edge and answer questions

3. Providing reading material appropriate to age and reading ability
4. Using movies, filmstrips, charts, tape recordings, or other audiovisual materials to

present specific information (it will be necessary for teachers to preview films, film-
strips, and tapes for anpropriateness of and familiarization with the cc 'tent)

B. Experiences which help develop insight and desirable attitudes

I. Playing out roles of people- who might be involved in a work situation
2. Visiting with prospective employers who are to benefit from services to be given by

trainees
3. Comparing methods of doing a task by making simple time and motion Bitches
4. Reacting to situations illustrated in movies, cartoons, or short dramas
5. Making planned trips to representative places of employment

C. Experiences in analyzing work situations and solving problems

1. Considering w specific employment rroblem or work situation. The situation presented
lust be realistic. (If actual cases are studied, anonymity should be maintained.) The
t ?a(ner should questions which 1 ^au trainees to recognize the problem, to decide
%vita additional inforn,ation might be needed, a id to suggest and evaluate solutions.

2. P.:veloping step-by-ste- work schedules for some aspects of the job
3. Working out typLal proulems L a laboratory situation

9



D. Experiences to develop srccific skills and abilities

1. Watching demonstration of a tecanique, with follow-up practice in class, laboratory, in
own home, or in a situation provided by cooperating employer(s)

2. Observing and participating in specific zeti": it i e s in places similar to those where
trainee will be employed

3. Experimenting with different arrangement or placement of equipment and supplies, or
different techniques for completing a job

4. Acting out situations such as interviewing a prospective: employer, re.-mting directions
given, or getting help from a supervisor

E. Some teaching methods which help trainees draw conclusions and summarize important ideas

1: Circle discussioneach member tells of something she observed on a field trip or in a
film that would be useful to an employee

2. Buzz groupa small. group of trainees applies a principle to new situations
3. Summarizing panel-2 to 5 members of the class review important ideas presented in a

class session
4. Summary sheetsbrief summafies of major ideas, important facts, or steps in a work

process, prepared by the teacher for distribution to trainees at the end of a les_iuri

Evaluating Achievement

Major functions of evaluation in a program designed to prepare individuals for wage - earning.

1. Asse.sing basic abilities of persons desiring to enroll in the training program as a basis
for selection

2. Determining needs and backgrounds of trainees; as one basis of setting up specific goals for
the course

3. Measuring the extent to which trainees achieve the goals

Evaluation made for these purposes also will give the teacher a basis for developing learning
experiences, modifying course plans, and selecting appropriate references and teaching materials.
The needs, backgrounds, and abilities of potential trainees can be assessed by teachers in informal
interviews with each person. Personal data sheets and more formal measurement of reading ability
and aptitudes for the job may be supplied by vocational counselors or employment service plaices.

An integral part of planning a course is selecting some means for checking the progress of
each trainee. The desired understandings, attitudes, and abilities are described in the objectives.
Course plans must include:

1. Ways of observing each trainee's progress toward achieving objectives
2. Methods of recording observations so progress may be assessed

A teacher can obtain some clue to progress from the trainee's participation in class and from
individual conferences. An "anecdotvl record," which is a factual report of what the trainee says or
does, needs to be written at frequent intervals. Evaluation of the anecdotes should not be attempted
until a number of observations has been recorded and at a time when the teacher's feelings and emo-
<tons are least likely to influence her judgment.

A rating scale may be used to indicate the level or quality of trainee accomplishment. Three
levels are commonly used such as "very good," "acceptable," "not acceptable." (An experienced
teacher may use one with 5 to 7 levels, but those used by trainees should be less complex.) The
accomplishments being evaluated should be stated specifically and the meaning of the different levels
on the scale should be indicated clearly so that all persons using the scale have a common under-
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standing of the meaning of each rating. A check-off type of list can be used by both teacher
and trainee to record completion of learning activity or achievement of some measurable skill.
Rating scales, sometimes called "score cards," may also be developed to rate a completed task.

Evidence of trainee accomplishments should be compiled throughout the training course. Since
observations are more valid if made in realistic situations, much of the evaluation will usually
take place in laboratory and practice sessions.

Planning the Lesson

The best guide or lesson plan is, of course, one that has been prepared by the individual
teacher, band on personal experience and manner of teaching. Althongh teac.iers differ in their
ways of organizing and coordinating importnt parts of their presentations, they agree that the
purpose ot a lesson is effective and meaningful classroom instruction.

Written plans may be very brief. but the good teacher will know before the class starts:

1. The goals or objectives of the lessonthe kind of learning desired
2. The outline and suggested time schedule for the lesson, including

a. An interest approacha way to introduce the lessor., to capture the inte-est of the
trainees and to direct their attention to the lesson's goals or objectives

b. Activities which will involve the trainees in discovering new facts and principles,
solving realistic problems, or practicing skills

c. A way to summarize the lessonto help trainees arrive at some valid conclusions anu
/or to evaluate the extent to which lesson goals ',aye been achieved

d. Assignments of additional study or practice
3. Tie subject matter contentthe facts and principles or main ideas to 1-e brought out in

the lesson
4. The teaching materials and references to be used

Teaching Facilities

A suggested teaching facility is a well-equipped clothing laboratory with pressing boards,
laundry facilities, and a sewing machine for earth trainee. There should be ample chalkboard
and bulletin board space and access to equipment for projecting visual material. If possible,
ther3 should be adequate storage for individual and teaching materials.

In addition to the clothing laboratory, various types of public and private housing facilities,
if available locally, could be used to enhance the effectiveness of the course. Trainees, for
example, could profit from visits tl local facilities to observe techniques used in clothing main-
tenance.

Because all of the suggested facilities will not be available in every community, it remains
for the teacher to modify or supplement the suggestions which follow.

1. Rooms in recreation centers, YWCA's, libraries, schools, housing centers
Roo'' di any of these institutions may provide space and facilities for class meetings.

Of part' ular interest are rooms which contain bulletin boards or chalkboards and are suit-
able for the use of audiovisual aids.

2. Knusehold of cooperating homemakers
Through visits to the homes of cooperating homemakers, particularly those trained in

11
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home economics, trainees can observe techniques of clothing maintenance in the home.
Trainees can gain practical experience by organizing and completing a task, such as the
seasonal storage of nlothing

3. Local clothing or department stores
Field trips to local stores can hel2 trainees learn more about desirable shopping

techniques, general price levels, and characteristics of various kinds of apparel.
4. Local appliance stores and utility companies

These stores and companies usually employ trained specialists who give demonstra-
tions in the use and care of common household appliances, not all of which may be avail-
able for Jass practice sessions or demonstrations. Much can be learned about the use,
operation, and care of these appliances throtk,h a well-planned visit to these facilities.

5. Commercial dry-cleaning establishments
Field trips to commercial dry-cleaning establishments offer opportunities for trainees

to observe and familiarise themselves with some cleaning and spot-removal techniques as
well as with the nature of commercial services.

Criteria for Judging Trainee Readiness for Employment

The criteria which serve as guides in determining whether the trainee is ready for employ-
ment as a Clothing Maintenance Specialist will be more intangible than in some occupations. How-
ever, acceptable performance of necessary skills is of such importance that every attempt should
t: made to evaluate trainee performance.

The use of various eval :alive devices is necessary for the teacher and the trainee to accumu-
late objective information about the growth of the trainee. The following kinds of competencies
are important to develop or to strengthen during the training program.

A. Personal qualities

1. Courtesy, friendliness, and tact in dealing with members of the family and local
service establishments

2. Acceptable appearancegood grooming, cleanliness and neatness in dress, sensible
choice of clothing

3. Good personal habits in speenh, mannerisms, cleanliness, methods of work, and
punctuality

4. Mature judgment in a variety of situations
5. Acceptable attitudescooperativeness, pride and interest in work, dependability, and

ability to work under supervision

B. Activities showing knowledge, understanding, and skills

1.. Demonstrates knowledge of the scope and limitations of the work of the Clothing
Maintenance Specialist

2. Demonstrates ability to keep necessary records
3. Demonstrates knowledge of correct safety, procedures on the job
4. Demonstrates knowledge of standards for wardrobe maintenancecondition of

apparel, needed repairs
5. Demonstrates basic skills in home sewing, spot removal, laundering, cleaning, and

pressing
6. Demonstrates ability to identify and handle special clothing-maintenance Problems

12



7. Demonstrates knowledge of proper care and use of household appliancessewing
machine, washing machine, pressing equipment

8. Knows when and how to use commercial cleaning establishments
9. Demonstrates knowledge of techniques for daily and seasonal storage of apparel

10. Demonstrates understanding of procedures for packing for travel and shopping for
the employer

13
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The purpose of this document is to provide vocational agriculture
teachers with a series of overhead projection transparency masters,
instructions for preparation of transparencies, and suggestions for
the use of masters in presentations, self-instruction, displays,
reviews, and tests. It was developed by a teacher-educator and
gradklte assistant to demonstrate the feasibility of providing
transparencies for vocational agriculture classes by this means and
as a forerunner of further development of transparency masters to
complement the vocational agriculture curricilum. Included in the
series are masters of (1) a boar, (2) a sow, (3) pig selection, (4)
a sheep, (5) a lamb carcass, (6) a beef carcass, (7) a water cycle,
(8) an apple leaf, (9) a corn kernel, (10) an arc welder electrode
holder, (11) the metal fusion process, (12) the arc striking
process, (13) the joint welding process, (14) work traits, and (15)
a Washington state map. Some sets include nomenclature, special
features, and number overlays. Teachers may use the masters to
prepare transparencies or multiple copies for high school production
agriculture classes. (JM)
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OVERHEAD PROJECTION TRANSPARENCY MASTERS
FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Joel H. Magisos I and Stanford Sleeth2

INTRODUCTION

The use of the overhead projector in vocational agriculture classrooms
has increased rapidly in the last two years as a result of funds made available
by the Voce onal Education Act of 1963. Fifty-two or 91% of 57 teachers re-
sponding to a recent questionnaire had the use of an over; ead projector.

Commercial concerns are producing transparencies and transparency
masters in several subject matter areas. Few transparencies have been com-
mercially developed for vocational agriculture, however. Because of this,
the writers conceived the idea of pooling the talents and materials of the state's
vocational agriculture teachers, further developing these materials, and re-
producing the finished material in a form suitable for production of overhead
projection transparencies of tot. quality by a variety of techniques for use in
several ways.

The material being made initially .available was designed to serve the
purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of this type of activity. Further de-
velopment activities will be directed toward thorough illustration of course
units in the vocational agriculture curriculum as part of a system of instruc-
tion which may include such media. as references, programed units, filmstrips,
movies and models.

The contribution of unique illustrative material by vocational agriculture
teachers to the Washington State University Vocational-Technical Education
Research and Development Project will speed the continuance of this specific
project. Material submitted may be refined by a alified artist under the
direction of educz tional media specialists and ad of subject matter special-
ists. Additions to this series will be periodically published in the form of
supplements and disseminated to the teachers of vocational agriculture.

1Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education, Lapartment of
Education, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington

2Teaching Assistant, Department of Education, Washington State
University. Pullman. Washington
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PRODUCTION OF TRANSPARENCIES

The vocational agriculture teacher will find available for his use a num-
ber of ways to produce quality transparencies from 'ste masters introduced in
this series. The masters have been reproduced on translucent paper to per-
mit the production of transparencies in color by the diazo process.

The teacher interested in developing his own techniques may consult com-
mercial representatives, enroll in courses or workshops, refer to appropriate
texts or manuals, or make inquiry of personnel in institutional audio-visua
centers.

Herein are briefly described several basic processes or techniques for
the utilization of the overhead projection transparency masters introduced in
this and subsequent supplementary series 'designed for vocational agriculture.

Plasti

The teacher has the choice of three materials for tracing the masters
directly on plastic. Although not as satisfactory or permanent as other
methods, it may be useful when appropriate equipment is not available.

China marking pencils, plastic inks or felt pens may be used on clear
acetate of .005 or .010.' thickness.

Treated or coated acetate permits the use of transparent colored draw-
ing inks and lettering aids.

A fine tooth frosted (matte) acetate permits the use of inks, felt pens,
and transparent colored pencils. A clear .plastic spray should be applied care-
fully and lightly on the frosted side on which the tracing has been placed.

Heat Sensitive Film

The use of heat sensitive film to produce transparencies permits com-
pletely dry and immediate results. The film is placed directly on the master
and infra-red light is passed through the film to the master. The dark por-
tions on the master absorb the heat and the increased temperature affects the
film and produces the images. Actually, the process is as simple as follow-
ing the manufacturer's directions in placing the film on the master and running
the two through a dry copy machine (ie. Thermofax)

Photoco ley_ra

This procedure, involving a reflex exposure, is merely a contact photo-
graphic process conducted in subdued room light. Light is passed through the
negative film and is reflected back from the lighter surfaces of the master to
expose the negative. Placed in contact with positive film and developed in a
chemical solution, a positive transparency is produced. A copy machine,
negative and positive films, and a chemical solution are necessary.
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Diazo Film

Transparencies may be produced in ten brilliant colors by use of diazo
films which are dye coated. Exposure to ultraviolet light chemically changes
the dye coating so that no image will appear on the exposed surfaces when the
film is developed in ammonia fumes. The procedure is to pass the ultraviolet
light through a translucent master to the film. Images in ink on the trans-
lucent master shield 'he dialm !Um and when developed the film will have the
image in color corresponding to the master. The masters in this series are
printed on translucent paper and are suitable for use in this process. The de-
veloping of the diazo film is simply a matter of placing the film in a jar or
tank in which ammonia has been allowed to evaporate.

Overlays may be produced by this process in colors different than those
of the basic transparency to better illustrate the features of the materials.

Other Techniques

New techniques are constantly being developed and pi.' .rooted commer-
cially. The teacher should keep in contact with commercial representatives
who will generally be prepared to demonstrate new processes and techniques.

The use of the foregoing techniques and processes are not necessarily
limii.ed to the masters in this series. The heat lift process of lifting pictures
from clay coated paper is very useful in supplementing line drawings. The
heat sensitive film, photocopy film, and clear ace hate processes may be used
on any suitable material.
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USING THE TRANSPARENCY MASTER

Transparency masters may be utilized by the teacher in a variety of
ways. The flexibility of use of the transparency master is probably as diverse
as the talents of the teacher using it. Described herein are several sugges-
tions for use of the overhead projection transparency master.

Presentationa

Most teachers will first think of using the overhead projection transpar-
ency as an aid in the presentation of material to a class of students. Several
of the masters in this initial series are in sets all wing the preparation of a
basic transparency to which may be hinged one or tore overlays tc, illustrate
special features, teach nomenclature, or number _ets for use in drill, review
or testing. When transparencies are produced in color by the diazo process,
variety and distinguishing features may be irt,.oduced with more clarity.

The skillful teacher will plan his presentation carefully, selecting appro-
priate transparencies which contribute to the presentation objective. and avoid
the danger of merely basing instruction on avail ble aids.

A certain amount of showmanship will be involved in a good presentation.
The overhead projector will be in place and focused prior to the presentation
and the transparencies to be used will be in order beside the machine with the
first one in place on the machine.

The transparency may be modified with the use of a wax pencil, felt pen,
or special overhead pencil. During a presentation the teacher may mark,
shade, draw or write on the transparency, but it is helpful to do this on a
cover sheet of clear acetate to avoid leaving permanent scratches on the trans-
parency. The clear acetate cover sheet may be cleaned repeatedly until it is
no longer useful.

The transparency may be presented in consort with other media in the
same presentation. For example, a movie projector or filmstrip projector
might be focused on the same screen prior to the presentation. and used at an
appropriate time in the sequence.

Multiple Copies

Spirit duplicating masters may be produced by a thermal transfer proc-
ess in a dry copier tie. Thermox..4 and multiple copies prepared on a spirit
type duplicator. These multiple copies of the overhead projection transparency
masters will afford the teacher with the opportunity of providing each student
with a copy of the material being presented on the screen for his notebook, so
that he might label, take notes, review and test himself. When overlays are
involved, an additional spirit duplicating master might be prepared for each
overlay, possibly in different colors, and used to develop a multi-colored
multiple copy.
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Self instruction

Students may use the overhead projection transparency on the machine
themselves (individually or in groups) for enrichment, remedial or study
purposes.

Chalkboard and Display Patterns

An overhead projection transparency may be used to project an enlarged
image on a chalkboard so that the teacher might work up a satisfactory sketch
or diagram for variety or for referral when using the overhead projector for
other purposes in the same presentation.

As a means of preparing displays for fairs, bulletin boards and posters,
the transparency is appropriate for the projection of an enlarged image which
can be quickly traced with accuracy. The distance of the projector from the
paper may be adjusted to enlarge or reduce the size of the image. The opaque
projector is also suitable for this purplse, especially in proiecti% material
not prepared as transparencies.

Review and Testing

Several sets in this series in ,-' le an overlay which provides a set of
numbers. These numbers may be t...ed in reviewing nomenclature without the
benefit of the labels (on another overlay). The teacher mu') .vish to use these
numbers for testing of the students' knowledge of the nomenclature, in which
case he should avoid using the cumbers prior to the test as students may have
a tendency to memorize numbers rather than parts. Additi dal sets of
numbers may be prepared with pencil or pen on clear acetate.
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*CURRICULUM, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *PRINTING, POST
SECONDARY EDUCATION, *MANAGEMENT,
Printing Management Technicians,

The printing management curriculum was designed for use in
technical institutes and commality colleges to prepare the student
for initial employment, usually in the category of trainee or
assistant, in the management offices. The printing management
technician is involved in the handling of customer inquiries and
other front office operations such as cost, production, and
inventory estimation, scheduling control, and recordkeeping. The
material was developed by a curriculum committee on printing
management at the state level and the tentative guide was evaluated
by a committee and instructors and developed more fully to
incorporate teacher suggestions. A 6-quarter curriculum for a total
of 98 quarter hours and 10 hours of suggested electives is listed
with course description by quarters. Some courses are (1) Grammar,
(2) Business Mathematics, (3) Printing Processes, (4) Paper
Technology, (5) Copy Preparation, (6) Lithography, (7) Estimating,
(8) Plant Management, (9) Applied Psychology, (10) Economics, and
(11) Principles of Supervision. The teacher should have a major in
printing management and experience in the field. (PS)



/ BUSINESS lECHNOLOGY
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NIPurpose of Curriculum

CaThe graphic arts industry is large a d varied and provides excellent opportunities
Cmfor the individual with ability and raining. The Printing Management Curriculum
Luis designed to prepare the student f initial employment, usually in the category

of trainee or assistant in the management offices. He progresses through earned
promotions to work requiring increasing experience and responsibilii,. The program
of instruction inc'udes both classroom and laboratory experience with practical
application to the graphic arts industry. In addition, field trips, speakers, and
movies enrich the program.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION N !WELFARE

OFFICE Of EDUCATION

0111 DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED EXACTLY AS REC:116 FRON THE

PERSON OR MAINTAIN ORIGINATING IT. POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS

STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY PIPPIN! OFFICIAL OFFICE Of EDUCATION

POSITION OR POUCY.

1 PRINTING MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Job Description

Printing Management Technicians perform many of the planning and sunervisory tasks
necessary in the printing and al';ed industries. Depending on the size of the
organization, the technician may work directly with management or with skilled

Al craftsmen, or function as a liaison between them. The technician is Involved in
the handling of customer inquiries and other front office operations such as
estimating cost. production, inventories; scheduling; control; and recordkeeping.
The graduate may perform functions in ordering printing production supplies;

4 measuring and scaling copies; production capacity and operation of plant machinery;
and uses various tables, charts, and devices for calcu'ating time factors and pro-
duction costs for a variety of printing jobs.

Itr
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(Old No.)

BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

Hours ger Week Quarter
Hours
Credit

PRINTING MANAGEMENT

SUGGESTED CURRICULUM BY QUARTERS

Course Title

FIRST QUARTER Class Lab.

X T-ENG 101 Gramar 3 0 3

MA 310 T-MAT 110 Business Mathematics 5 0 5

GA 301 T-PRN 101 Printing Processes 2 2 3

GA 302 T-PRN 102 Layout and Design 2 2 3

GA 303 T-PRN 103 Principles of Typography 2 2 3

14 6 17

SECOND QUARTER

X T-ENG 102 Composition 3 0 3

BUS 301 T-BUS 101 Introduction to Business 5 0 5

GA 306 T-PRN 106 Letterprdss Printing 4 4 6

GA 304 T-PRN 104 Paper Technology 2 0 2

BUS 351 T-BUS 115 Business Law 3 0 3

17 4 19

THIRD QUARTER

ENG 303 T-ENG 103 Report Writing 3 0 3

BUS 320 T-3US 120 Accounting 5 2 6

GA 305 T-PRN 105 Copy Preparation 4 2 5

GA 307 T-PRN 107 Camera 4 2 ___,_5
16 6 -1'
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(Old No.) FOURTH QUARTER

Course Title Hours Per Week Quarter
Hours

CreditClass Lab.

ENG 307 T-ENG 204 Oral Communication 3 0 3

BUS 317 T-BUS 232 Sales Development 3 0 3

GA 315 T-PRN 215 Copy Preparation 2 2 3

GA 308 T-PRN 208 Offset Stripping and Plate Making 2 2 3

BUS 360 T-BUS 110 Office Machines 2 2 3

Elective 3 0 3

15 6 18

FIFTH QUARTER

6A 309 T-PRN 209 Lithography 3 6 6

GA 310 T-PRN 210 Estimating 3 2 4

Social Science Elective 3 0 3

Elective 4 0 4

13 8 17

SIXTH QUARTER

GA 311 T-PRN 211 Production Planning 3 2 4

GA 313 T-PRN 213 Estimating 3 2 4

GA 312 T-PRN 212 Plant Management 3 2 4

Social Science Elective 3 0 3

Elective 3 0

-17-

3
15 18

Total Quarter Hours in Courses 98

Electives (Min.) 10

Total

T26 4 I February 66



BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

PRINTING MANAGEMENT

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS BY QUARTERS

(Old No.) FIRST QUARTER

X T-ENG 101 Grammar

MA 310

GA 301

GA 302

Hours 1--r Week Quarter
Hours

Class Lab. Credit

3 0 3

Designed to aid the student in the Improvement of self-expression in
grammar. The approach is functional with emphasis on grammar, diction,
sentence structure, punctuation, and spelling. Intended to stimulate
students in applying the basic principles of English grammar in their
day-to-day situations in industry and social life.
Prerequisite: None.

T -MAT 110 Business Mathematics 5 0 5

This course stresses the fundamental operations and their application to
business problems. Topics covered include payrolls, price marking, in-
terest and discount, commission, taxes, and pertinent uses of mathematics
in the field of business.
Prerequisite: None.

T-PRN 101 Printing Processes 2 2 3

An introduction to the printing processes incorporated in lithography,
mitography, xerography, gravure and letterpress with emphasis on the
study of the equipment, plates, inks, paper and the advantages of each
process.

PrerEquisite: None.

T-PRN 102 Layout and Design 2 2 3

A study of the elements in layout and design, including the principles
of balance, proportion, harmony, contrast and color in printed matter.
An evaluation of designs used for advertisements, business forms,
stationery, books, posters and brochures will be emphasized. Instruction

will include thumbna;1 sketches, roughs, comprehensives, affinity of
type faces, and marking copy in the preparation of dummies in both
conventional and modern design.
Prerequisite: None.

T26 5 1 February 66



GA 303 Principles of

BUS 301

GA 306

GA 304

BUS 351

2 2 3

A brief history and function of type, kinds of type, and type identi-
fication, point sizes, foundry, monotype, linotype, ludlow, and
photo composition. Mathematics of copy and proper selection
of type based on analysis of visibility, readability and legibility.
Prerequisite: None.

SECOND QUARTER

T-ENG 102 Composition 3 0 3

Designed to aid the student in the improvement of self-expression in
business and technical composition. Emphasis is on the sentence,
paragraph and whole composition.
Prerequisite: T-ENG 101.

T-BUS 101 Introduction to Business 5 0 5

A survey of the business world with particular attention devoted to
the structure of the various types of business organization, methods
of financing, internal organization, and management.
Prerequisite: None.

T-PRN 106 Letterpress Printing 4 4 6

Practice and theory, including the principles of imposition, lock-
up of single and multiple page forms, press make-ready, register,
die cutting, numbering, perforations and specialized processes.
Prerequisites: T-PRN 102, T-PRN 103.

T-PRN 104 Paper Technology 2 0 2

A study of paper and paper making (manufacturing and converting) with
reference to classifications, sizes, weights, purchasing and special
characteristics. Time will be given to studying the problems involved
in selecting the proper paper for the various printing processes. Use
of paper catalogs and sample books will be stressed.
Prerequisite: None.

T-BUS 115 Business Law

A general course designed to acquaint the student
mentals and principles of business law, including
instruments, and agencies.
Prerequisite: None.

T26
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ENG 303

BUS 320

GA 305

GA 307

ENG 307

THIRD QUARTER

T-ENG 103 Report Writing 3 0 3

The fundamentals of English are utilized as a background for the
organization and techniques of modern report writing. Exercises in
developing typical reports, using writing techniques and graphic
devices are completed by the students. Practical application in the
preparation of a full-length report is required of each student at the
end of the term. This report must have to do with something in his
chosen curriculum.
Prerequisite: T-ENG 102.

T-BUS 120 Accounting 5 2 6

Principles, techniques and tools of accounting, for understanding of
the mechanics of accounting. Collecting, summarizing, analyzing, and
reporting information about service and mercantile enterprises, to
include practical application of the principles learned.
Prerequisite: T-MAT 110.

T-PRN 105 Copy Preparation 4 2 5

Planning,' visualizing and designing copy for photographic reproduction.
The use of roughs, comprehensives, thumbnails, mechanicals, paste-ups,
photostats, mechanical screens, veloxes, photography, reductions and
enlargements of copy, color separation (in-plant and out-of-plant) and
imposition.
Prerequisites: T-PRN 102, T-PRN 103.

T-PRN 107 Camera 4 2 5

Theory and practice of camera operation for line and halftone and color
operation. Selection and handling of materials, development, reductions
and enlargements, illumination and the use of screens and filters will
be introduced.
Prerequisites: T-PRN 102, T-PRN 103.

FOURTH QUARTER

T-ENG 204 Oral Communication 3 0 3

A study of basic concepts and principles of oral communications to
enable the student to communicate with others. Emphasis is placed on
the speaker's attitude, improving diction, voice, and the application
of particular techniques of theory to correct speaking habits and to
produce effective oral presentation. Particular attention given to
conducting meetings, conferences, and interviews.
Prerequisite: T-ENG 101.

T26 7 I February 66



BUS 317

GA 315

GA 308

BUS 360

GA 309

GA 310

T-BUS 232 Sales Development 3 0 3

A study of retail, wholesale and specialty selling. Emphasis is placed

upon mastering and applying the fundamentals of selling. Preparation
for and execution of sales demonstrations required.
Prerequisite: None.

T-PRN 215 Copy Preparation 2 2 3

Laying out and marking up copy which is to be set in type. Editing,

copy-fitting, proof reading, syllabication and hyphenation. Selection
of and uses of borders, ornaments and other fundamental components of
layout and design are strPssed.
Prerequisite: T-PRN 105.

T-PRN 208 Offset Stri I and Plate Making 2 2 3

Arrangement of negatives or positives in the form of flats from which
press plates are to be made. Examination and treatment of negatives
to remove defects by opaquing and retouching. Fundamental principles
of plate making by photomechanical means, including surface, wipe-on,
deep etch, pre-sensitized, multimetal plates, paper and plastic.
Prerequisites: T-PRN 105, T-PRN 107.

T-BUS 110 Office Machines 2 2 3

A general survey of the business and office machines. Students will
receive training in techniques, processes, operation and application
of the ten-key adding machines, full keyboard adding machines, and
calculator.
Prerequisite: None.

FIFTH QUARTER

T-PRN 209 Lithography 3 6 6

Practice and theory of offset press work, including the operation of
duplicating machines, (Multilith and Davidson) the Harres and Chief
printing presses. Instruction will include setting up, ink and water
balance and register.
Prerequisite: T-PRN 208.

T-PRN 210 Estimating 3 2 4

Instruction covers the function of estimating; also detailed practice
in estimating time, labor and materials, according to the P.I.A.
Instruction Manual and Hoch's Estimating Standards for Printers. Instruc-

tion, demonstrations, work practice in the proper use of the Franklin
Catalog (letterpress).

T26 8 1 February 66



GA 311

GA 313

GA 312

SIXTH QUARTER

T-PRN 211 Production Planning 3 2 4

A study of printing production planning and control techniques. Emphas:s
is placed on a practical approach to the use of records as the job pro-
gresses through the shop. Instruction includes the part estimating plays
in production, principles and application of production forecasting,
production order, routing and planning, scheduling, dispatching, records
of production, inspection and quality control and materials handling.
Prerequisites: T-PRN 101, T-PRN 106, T-PRN 209, T-PRN 215.

T-IrN 213 Estimating 3 2 4

Instruction covers the lithographic phases of the printing plant. Pricing
and charging for camera negatives, stripping, plates, paper, ink, press
run, copy preparation and finishing operations. Instruction, demonstra-
tions and work practice in the proper use of the Franklin Catalog (offset),
Cost and Production Tables - Offset and Duplicating Lithography by Hoch,
and Estimating Lithography by Piper.
Prerequisite: T-PRN 210.

T-PRN 212 Plant Management 3 4

A study of printing production management and its supporting activities
as applied to the printing industry. Instruction includes the structure
of the industry, specialization and standardization, organization, plant
location and layout, personnel management, industrial engineering organi-
zation, operation analysis, time study, personnel and taxes.
Prerequisite: None.

T26 9 I February 66



ELECTIVES

An appropriate !ist of electives for this curriculum is shown from which the
institution may select courses to complete the program of study. The institution
has the prerogative to develop new courses for the electives or To modify courses
from the suggested list to fulfill the local objectives. It is suggested, however,
that technical courses be appropriate to the major area of study; that they not
change or after the major objectives of the program nor create a false impression
of proficiency in an area either related or foreign to the major.

Elective courses must be selected from an associate degree course or new courses
should be developed at a comparable level. The institution may elect to require
certain courses or may let the student select an appropriate course.

BUS 366

GA 314

BUS 372

PRINTING MANAGEMENT

T-BUS 266 Budget and Record Keeping 3 0 3

The basic principles, methods, and procedures for preparation and
operation of budgets. Special attention is given to the involvement
of individual departments and the role they play. Emphasis on the
necessity for accurate record keeping in order to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of budget planning.
Prerequisite: T-BUS 121.

T-PRN 214 Printing Production Laboratory 5 6 8

This course is designed to correlate the laboratory experiences pre-
viously gained by the student. Students are given the opportunity to
follow the job through all sequence operations of printing from the
receipt of the copy to the delivery of the job, including the selection
of the type, materials involved, making the layout, and estimating the
cost and selling prices.
Prerequisite: T-PRN 211.

T-BUS 272 Principles of Supervision

Introduces the basic responsibilities and duties
his relationship to superiors, subordinates, and
on securing an effective work force and the role
Methods of supervision are stressed.
Prerequisite: None.

T26
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

X T-SSC 201 Social Science 3 0 3

An integrated course in the social sciences, drawing from the fields
of anthropology, psychology, history, and sociology.
Prerequisite: None.

X T-SSC 202 Social Science 3 0 3

A further study of social sciences with emphases on economics, political
science, and social problems as they relate to the individual.
Prerequisite: T-SSC 201.

SOC 310 T-PSY 206 Applied Psychology 0 3

A study of the principles of psychology that will be of assistance in
the understanding of inter-personal relations on the job. Motivation,

feelings, and emotions are considered with particular reference to
on-the-job problems. Other topics investigated are employee selection,
supervision, job satisfaction, and industrial conflicts. Attention
is also given to personal and grow) dynamics so that the student may
learn to apply the principles of mental hygiene to his adjustment
problems as a worker and a member of the general community.
Prerequisite: None.

SOC 302 T-ECO 102 Economics 3 0 3

The fundamental principles of economics including the institutions
and practices by which people gain a livelihood. Included is a study
of the laws of supply and demand and the principles bearing upon
production, exchange, distribution, and consumption both in relation
to the individual enterprise and to society at large.
Prerequisite: None.

X T-SSC 205 American Institutions 3 0 3

A study of the effect of American social, economic, and political
institutions upon the individual as a citizen and as a worker. The
course dwells upon current local, national, and global problems viewed
in the light of our political and economic heritage.
Prerequisite: None.

X T-FOL 201 United States Government 3 0 3

A study of government with emphasis on basic concepts, structure,
powers, procedures and problems.
Prerequisite: None.
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VT 002 674 ED (See April 1968 RIB)
A Guide on Record Keeping and Analysis in the Vocational Agriculture
Record Book for Production Agriculture.

Duncan, A. O. * Toben, George E.
Georgia Univ., Athens
Pub Date - Mar66
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-$2.68 67p.

*GUIDES, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE' *SUPERVISED FARM PRACTICE,
*FARM ACCOUNTS, RECORDS (FORMS), AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION,

Based upon "Vocational Agriculture Record Book for Production
Agriculture," developed during 1965, this guide for vocational
agriculture teachers and students illustrates the use of the

record book, explains selected features, and provides assistance
with record keeping and analysis. It was developed under U.S.
Office of Education (USOE) contract by an agricultural education
subject matter specialist with the assistance of an agricultural
economics professor, a representative of the national committee
which developed the record book, and USOE personnel. (ED 011 064
gives the details of its developme.t.). The guide explains the
importance of farm accounting and record keeping, illustrates and
explains record keeping and analysis, and gives procedures for
evaluating success in a farming program. Ways of adapting the
record book to meet the needs of individual students are shown.
The record and analysis for a hypothetical farming program of an
advanced student are illustrated with an explanation of each entry
and calculation. A less-involved program typical of that of the
beginning student is also illustrated. (JM)
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FOREWORD

The Vocational Agriculture Record Book for Production Agriculture was developed
during 1965. This Guide illustrates the use of that record book, explains selected features
in it, and provides assistance with record keeping and analysis.

Students may use the guide for many purposes and in many ways. The purposes
include (1) studying simple farm accounting, (2) learning procedures in keeping records,
and (a) lesrning procedures in analyzing racords. Even though the illustrations and
explanations in the guide are not for the sac .e kind of enterprises that a given student
may have in his program, they will give him a real understanding of how to keep and
analyze his records. A student seldom encounters the exact problems that were studied
in the classroom, but he should apply the instructions in this guide to his own -'4uation.

Teachers may use the guide for many purposes and in many ways. The purnoses
include (1) making preparation for teaching farm accounting and the use of records,
(2) teaching record keeping, and (8) teaching record analysis, Ways of using the guide
in teaching may include (1) use as printed, (2) use of parts with visual aid equipment,
and (8) use as an idea for preparing illustrations appropriate to the local community.
Sufficient copies of the guide should be available to the students for study and reference.

As indicated in the table of contents, this guide is arranged in three parts 'th eight
chapters. It begins with a background for farm accounting and record keeping and con-
cludes with calculations of selected kinds of farm returns and their uses. It contains an
illustration of records and analysis, along with an explanation of each phase of the
illustration.

This guide will be very useful to students with advanced supervised farming pro-
grams. Certain parts of it will be useful to beginning students or to other students with
limited supervised farming programs. Some students may use only those parts of the
ecord book that are appropriate for single enterprise programs. As these students ad-

vance to enlarged programs or a full scale business, they will become involved in more
advanced record keeping and analyses.

The record book which is a basis for this guide was developed by a National Record
Book Committee from four vocational agriculture regions of the Natiow The committee,
appointed by the Chief of the Agricultural Education Service, included C. A. Cromer,
Lincoln, Nebraska; A. 0. Duncan, Athens, Georgia; Percy B. Kirk, Cheyenne, Wyoming;
and Dan Koble, Dover, Delaware. George E. Toben of West Virginia University served
as consultant.
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Part One

A BACKGROUND FOR FARM ACCOUNTING
AND RECORD KEEPING

0

..

Chapter I

IMPORTANCE OF RECORDS

I

One of the purposes for keeping records with a supervised fanning program is to learn records, how to
keep them, and how to use them. This learning involves two processes : one is studying and the other is doing.
This guide provides both limited study material and procedures for making entries.

Farm records are as valuable as a person makes them. When they are kept accurately, stu'Hed carefully,
and used frequently, they will serve a person well.

The more Information that is entered into records, the more service they will be. When entries are
restricted to amounts of money, then the record use is restricted to monetary comparisons. When entries
include quantities as well as monetary values, then both factors may be evaluated.

Written records provide information that would otherwise be forgotten. In a short period of time the
memory can recall many di tails. As time passes, the mind fails to recall the particulars. Unless the details
are recorded, they will not be available when needed for making decisions that might influence income.

Records may be used in comparing various factors of production. The greater the student's knowledge
about records, the more he can accomplish with them. It has been said, "Idle tools create no wealth." By
comparison it may be said that idle records create no value. Records recorded and not used are comparable
to crops produced and neither fed nor sold. Records should be kept, and then they should be used to answer
appropriate questions.

Some of the specific uses of records are the following.

1. Preparation of reportsincome tax, social security, supervised farming enterprise, and placement
for experience,

2. Determining incometotal farming business, a given enterprise, and a placement for experience in
a supervised agribusiness program.

3. Making various kinds of analysestotal farm income, enterprise, machine operating costs, capital
structure for measuring progress, loan requirements, and money available for personal spending.

The analysis of a student's record provides a persona! use of mathematics, which is an import ,1.-
segment In the high school curriculum. Farm accounting, inch ding record keeping and analysis, is applied
mathematics. In the planning for and the management of any business, the ability to figure correctly is
important because:

I. Correct jobs and practices, si,ch as fertilizing and using machinery, should be based on net retr, ,s.

2. Optimum farm organization can be determined by comparing budgets which include alternative
enterprises.

3. Capital decisions may ma. or break a farmer. Processes that are involved in investment decisions
can be experienced with record keeping by students of vocational agriculture.
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The system of records incorporated in the Vocational Agriculture Record Book is a simple set. It pro-
vides for a limited number of enterprises. As a student develops into a commercial farmer, he will find it
advantageous to expand his record system.

Not all abilities needed in record keeping are obtained overnight. By the time a student completes
four years of vocational agriculture, however, he should have acquired the abilities needed (1) to keep each
phase of farm business records, (2) to analyze various parts of the records, and (3) to use the records for
making important decisions.

What a student puts into his records should be decided from what he needs to get out of them. He should
determine what he needs and then record information to meet his needs. If the early attempts with records
do not provide adequate information for answering the problems, then more details should be entered.
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Chapter II

KINDS AND SYSTEMS OF RECORDS

A. KINDS OF RECORDS

8

The kinds of records that a student keeps should be determined by his needs. Needs may change;
therefore, the kinds of records may have to be changed. The soundest choice of the kind of record that should
be used to meet a need is improved by an increase in the understanding of records. Wise selection is
dependent upon a knowledge of records.

In this guide the information on records is limited to the kinds of records that are generally needed in
vocational agriculture. This includes inventory records, cash records, and =change records.

Inventory Records

An inventory record is a systematically ^rranged list of assets and liabilities with values assigned to
each item. It is a record as of a given date. It is used for the purpose of accounting for the values of property
and commodities on hand when the record for a given period of time is closed.

Inventory records may be taken at any time. Mast farmers, however, maintain a record system that
conforms to the calendar year, For this reason inventories are usually started as of January 1. Closing
inventories for one year are transferred to the record as beginning inventories for the next year.

Once an inventory is taken, it should be used. It may be used in determining a person's net worth. When
the summary of the year's business is made, inventory records are needed in calculating business or labor
incomes. When an expansion in the business is desired, inventory records will be needed as supporting
evidence for loan requests.

Once an inventory record is complete, it is available for various uses. It does not have to be changed
until it is retaken at the end of another period, usually one year later.

When values between two dates are compared, changes in net worth can be measured. This reflects the
financial change that results from sources of income and personal spending.

Details within an inventory provide numerous opportunities for planning. For example, the feed and
livestock programs can be coordinated to determine feed needs or surpluses at cu'upared with the desirability
of selling or buying livestock.

The portion of an inventory record dealing with depreciable property is an essential part of an income
tax report. It contains the details important to the depreciation charge in the tax return.

In farm record keeping, all property on hand is treated as in' entory property. Feed, seed, and supply
inventories provide a convenient method of crediting the year closed with the values produced and charging
the year that is beginning with these same items as costs. Similarly, the inventories of poultry' and feeder
livestock provide an opportunity to evaluate the performance in a given year. Inventories of livestock held
for breeding reflect changes in the production herd. Inventories of improvements provide a procedure for
allocating costs to the years of use for those items used for production over a period of time.

Cash Reco-ds

A cash record is a statement of all cash expenses and cash receipts with individuals and firms outside
the farm. It is a record of a business in action and provides a recording of financial transactions, involving
cash.

A cash record provides an accounting of the cash flow. If it is kept for the farm enterprises only, it
reflects the details and the ne., cash for that part of the business. If cash records are kept for other s.iurees
of income and also for personal spending, then they can reflect business progress and personal thriftiness.

Th9 cash record is an important part of an income tax report. With its use the problem of reporting
income during the year is reduced to the job of adding. With its use the problem of assembling costs is
simplified. The cash cost record contains tho details. Without records many details would be neglected
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because expenses tend to occur in small and irregular amounts. With the complete and accurate listing of
costs, the proper, but not excess, tax amounts can be reported.

A cash reco '7 itself has to be used with an understanding of its limitations. It reflects gross receipts,
gross expenses, and net cash. These terms take on meaning only when evaluated with a knowledge of the kinds
of transactions and the changes in inventory. For example, a large net cash could reflect an income resulting
from property produced or acquired in an earlier year. Conversely, a low net income does not reflect poor
management, provided inventory was increased sufficiently.

Use for cash records increases when used in conjunction with an inventory record. Then the two may
be used to prepare an income tax report, to calculate measures of earning, and to show management progress.

By itself a cash record provides information for future use about transactions of the past. It may be
used as evidence of a payment.

A cash record involves both cash expenses and cash income.

Exchange Records

Exchange records are especially valuable to a student of vocational agriculture because they provide a
means of accounting for the contributions both from and to others. Only when all costs and returns are
recognized are true results reflected. If a student should receive feed, seed, labor, land, buildings, or equip-
ment without charge and fail to charge the value of this contribution, ideas of great profit might develop.
These ideas would lead to false conclusions.

Exchange between the student and the parent may be good or bad. The important fact is to recognize
it and to place a value on the exchange. When that is done, then success or failure with a single enterprise
or group of enterprises can be measured.

This kind of record specifically provides a means for recognizing values received from others even though
no cash is paid. Similarly, the record provides space for recognizing values produced by the student's projects
and value of his self labor when provided to others for non-cash considerations.

These exchange transactions can occur within a farm and be appropriately charged and credited to the
two parties. The exchange transactions also account for trades with others outside the farm. In either case
the exchange value represents an appropriate market assessment that should be placed on the goods or the
services.

By itself the exchange record has limited use. Without it, however, false evaluations are likely to occur.
In fact, the system used in the Vocational Agricultrre Record Book combines cash records and exchange
records after they have been accounted for separately. Exchange values are cash equivalents and are con-
sidered as cash in determining net income.

Exchange records apply to both expenses and income. An item traded for another item is income; and
the item received in exchange if used in a bu ness is an expense.

Self-Labor Records

A daily self-labor record is a listing of the work performed on specific enterprises or activ:ties. The
record includes the date, description of work, amount of time, and enterprise on which work was performed.

Detailed labor records are decreasing in importance because of the la.'ge amount of time involved in
recording and analyzing them in comparison with their usefulness. Farmers are not keeping them, and
relatively few have need for such labor records. Farmers may determine labor income without a record of
the hours of self labor

The Vocational Agriculture Record Book does not contain provisions for recording daily self labor. It
was omitted because labor income can be calculated without the details. For some students and farmers net
farm income is an indication of success that does not require self-labor records. The record book concludes
with net farm income,

B. SYSTEMS OF RECORDS

A system of records is an arrangement which includes one or more of the different kinds of records to
form a record unit. Systems are important because students and farmers generally have need for more than
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one type of record. There are three systems of rec. s that meet the needs of most vocational agriculture
students: the enterprise system, the whole-farm system, and a combination whole-farm and enterprise system.

The Enterprise System

Some students begin in production agriculture with one enterprise. The scope of this may vary from
small to substantial. Even the smallest scope of all enterprise will usually require the use of cash records
and exchange records, along with a summary for the enterprise.

As the student progresses in his program, additional enterprises are included. The more separation that
is made in the accounting system for the enterprises, the more the student can learn about the economics of
each enterprise. As the volume of individual enterprises increases and as the number of enterprises increases,
they take on the comp-gait' ut of a total-farm record.

The Whole-Farm System

In the whole-farm system the expense items are entered as totals and are not prorated among the enter-
prises using them. For example, if two tons of fertilizer are purchased for $80 to be used for cotton, corn,
and pasture, only one entry of $80 is made; and no record is kept of the cost to each enterprise. Hired labor
and other expenses are done likewise. Also, there is no effort to keep the income from each enterprise
separate. The marketing practices, however, naturally allow for separating income by enterprises much more
readily than they allow for the expenses. A summary of records by the whole-farm system would show only
the net farm income or operator's labor income for the whole operation and not for each enterprise separately.

Combination Whole-Farm and Enterprise System
In the combination system the records are kept in such a manner that the operating expenses and income

are recorded for the total farm and are prorated among the various enterprises. Inventory items are also
prorated at the close of the year.

A complete farm record system or a single enterprise system would involve the following:

0 I. Annufil inventories of all assets and liabilities.
2. Cash costs and receipts.
3. Exchange expenses and receipts.
4, Summary of expenses and earnings.
5. Net cash and net farm i...come.

When a total-farm system and an enterprise system are combined, the combination involves information
in addition to that listed above. This includes the following:

I. A provision for prorating the value of nun-cash feed, seed, and other items among enterprises using
the item,

2. Provisions for crediting one enterprise and charging the other enterprise for the product produced
by one and used by the other. Such a provision is included in a combination whole-farm and enterprise system.

3. A provision for determining net returns from each enterprise. A form for this is also in the record
book.

Forms for each of the systems discussed are included in the Vocational Agriculture Record Book (see
Chapter IV of the guide). Students may select and use only those that they need.

Certain students, especially those beginning in agriculture, may have relatively small supervised fanning
programs for which they own no capital items and have no beginning inventories. In such cases sections of
the record book not needed can remain unused (see Chapter VI of the guide). Records for some students,
therefore, will consist of only rash expense, exchange expense, cash income, exchange income, an ending
inventory, End a summary showing net cash and net farm income.

Advanced students should learn to keep records for the whole-farm system in order to prepare them-
selves for keepir s records as full-fledged farmers. Also, they should keep records for analysis by enterprises,
since they need to prepare enterprise reports in connection with their supervised farming programs. This
means that eventually they should learn how to keep and analyze records on all the forms in the Vocational
Agriculture Record Book on which this guide is based.
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Chapter III
EXPLANATIONS OF TERMS APPROPRIATE r it RECORDS

IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Students starting to keep records may encounter terms that they have not used before. Chapter III is
included to acquaint them with the meaning of selected terms used in the Vocational Agriculture R6cord Book
and with selected terms that are used in farm record keeping. It is assumed that Chapter III will be us,ad as
the occasion demands for the purpose of gaining understanding needed rather than as a task of memorizing.
This list, therefore, is arranged in alphabetical order for convenience in locating terms. Certain terms are
entered in two alphabetical places for additional convenience in locating terms. Capital expense, for example,
is entered under capital and under expense.

Advanced supervised farming program. An advanced supervised farming program reflects one of a
relatively large magnitude. It may include one enterprise of a large scope or a program with a nuiAber of
enterprises.

Agreement. An agreement is a mutual understanding c ncerned with the duties and rights among the
student, parent or other person, and teacher on the extent of the things to be done with a supervised farming
program.

Agricultural earnings. Agricultural earnings consist of the net cash income plus an increase or minus a
decrease in total-farm.inventory ?.!us the value of farm products produced on the farm and used by the farm
family, and minus the value of unpaid labor furnished by members of the family other than the student.

Analysis of records. An analysis _4 records is an examination and an evaluation of the physical and the
economic data for purposes of determining performance or evaluating alternatives.

Asset. An asset is anything that is owned or receivable that has exchange value. Asset values corre-
spond with the total investment included in the summary of inventories.

Beginning inventory. A beginning inventory is a systematically arranged detailed list of all assets and
all liabilities at the beginning of the year.

Calendar year. A calendar year is the period of time from January 1 through December 91.
Capital expense. Capital expense is the cost of property used in the production of income; it includes

permanent improvements, machinery, equipment, and livestock held for breeding purposes.
Capital income. Capital income consists of the receipts from the sale of property that was subject to

depreciation prior to the time of the sale. For income tax purposes certain work and breeding stock may be
recognized as capital income although they may be raised and are not subject to depreciation.

Cask expense. Cash expense includes all goods and services that are paid for with cash or check.
Cash income. Cash income includes all receipts for goods and services that are received in cash or by

check.

Cost. Cost is the value paid for an item when it is acquired. This includes the cash payment and the
inventory value of depreciable property traded, or else the cash payment and the current market value of the
produce exchanged.

Cosi less salvage. Cost less salvage is the value on which depreciation is claimed from the date of
purchase when the straight line and the sum of the years-digits niathod of depreciation are used.

Depreciation. Depreciation is the decline in value of property because the property is used, it deteriorates,
or it becomes obsolete. It is an accounting system for recovering costs of such property as farm buildings,
machinery, equipment, and purchased work and breeding stock over the expected useful life.

Depreciation, straight line. Straight line method of depreciation is a method for recovering the cost of
an item in equal amounts over the life of the item. Annual depreciation is cost minus salvage, when salvage
is appropriate, divided by the estimated life.

Depreciation, declining balance. Declining balance method of depreciatio. is a method of recovering
cost in which the anneal depreciation is largest during the first year of use and declines in amount during each
following year. The cost and the life of an item must be used for this method; salvage is Aot deducted from
cost. The initial annua: rate may double the straight line rate. This rate is applied to the remaining cost at
the first of each ear.

Ending irl'entorY. An ending inventory is a systematically arranged detailed list of all assets and
liabilities at the close of a year.
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Enterprise. Enterprise is a part of a farm business involved in producing an individual product or ckss

of productsfor example, beef cattle, dairy cattle, poultry, cotton, corn, and alfalfa.

Enterprise anolge4. An enterprise analysis is ail evaluation of the income and the performance of a0 particular part of the business, such as corn or hogs.

Exchange expense. Exchange expense is the value of non-cash goods or services that are received from
somere else in exchange for other goods or services. The student is obliged to enter the value of non-cash
goods or services.

Exchange itcome. Exchange income is the value of non-cash goods or services that are given to someone
else in return for the other goods or f ery ices.

Expense, cash. Cash expense includes all goods and services that are paid for with cash or check.

Expense, capital. Capital expense is the cost of property used in the production of income; it includes
permanent improvements, mackinery, equipment, and livestock purchased for breeding purposes.

Expense, non-cash. Non-cash expense is the value of the products from one enterprise that is used by
another. The enterprise receiving the products is charged with the value; the other one is credited with the
same amount. Included are such items as feed and manure.

Expense, operating. Operating expense includes the cash cost and exchange value of items received that
are ordinary and necessary in the production process. Included are such items as feed, seed, fertilizer, and
repairs.

Financial statement. A financial statement is a summary of the mon- tary value of the assets and
liabilities for a business or an enterprise.

Fiscal year. The fiscal year is a twelve-month period. It is distinguished from a calendar year in that
it may begin at t. time other than January 1.

Grart-in-aid. A grant-in-aid is a financial support to provide assistance which otherwise would not be
available. It may be used to stimulate vocational agricultural students to carry out an enterprise or a
recommended practice. A grant-in-aid is usually provided to farmers with purchase orders. It is generelly
provided to an individual through institutions or agencies.

Income. Income is.the money and other gain received by an individual or business.

Income, agricultural net. This term has a special meaning in the record book. It includes all income
associated with agriculture except that income derived from the student's own enterprises. It includes such
income as custom work with parent's equipment and the student's labor on the family farm other than on the
student's enterprise.

Income, capital. Capital income is the receipts from the sale of property that was subject to depreciation
prior to the time of the sale. For income tax purposes certain wt,rx and breeding stock may be recognized as
capital income even if raised and not subject to depreciation.

Ince) ;e, cash, Cash income includes all receipts for goods and services that are received in cash or by
check.

Income, labor. Labor income is the net farm income minus a charge for the use of farm capital.

Income, net cash. The net cash income in this record system includes the gross cash and exchange income
minus the gross cash and exchange expense.

Income, net farm. The net farra income is .the net cash income plus increases in inventory or minus
decreases in inventory.

Income, non-agricultural net. Non-agricultural net income is net income received by a student from earn-
ings other than those associated with agriculture.

Income, non-capital. Non-capital income is the income from the sale or exchange of crops, poultry, and
feeder livestock held for gale. It does not include income from the sale of real estate or machinery.

Income, total of student's net. The total of student's net income is the sum of the student's net income0 from all sources.

Interest on investment. Interest on investment is a charge for the use of capital items. It is calculated
by multiplying the capital invested in the business by a ...ate of interest comparable to that which would be
paid for borrowed capital or earned on surplus capital.

1\
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Inventory. Inventory is a systematically arranged list of property owned, or receivable, and all debts
or obligations with a value assigned io each item.

Investment. Investment is the monetary value of all assets.

Labor earnings.' Labor earnings are net farm income plus the value of farm products furnished the
farm family minus a charge for the use of farm capital. The measuie of labor earnings is distinguished
from labor income by including the value of farm products famished the family in earnings but not in income.

Liability. Liability is the monetary value of an obligation. Liabilities include mortgages, notes, liens,
accounts, and promises.

Livestock, breeding and work. This term includes a livestock held primarily for work, dairy, or breed-
ing purposes. It includes cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, horses, mules, and other mammals; it excludes all poultry
and feeder livestock. The classification is important for income tax purposes.

Livestock for sale and home use. This term includes livestock held for sale rather than for beeeding
purposes.

Management. Management is the decision process of chock, ig between alternatives.

Net worth. Net worth is the remainder when the value of the liabilities is subtracted from the value
of the assets.

Net returns. Net returns carry the same meaning as net farm income in the Vocational Agriculture
Record Book. Net returns are cash income plus increases in inventory or minus decreases in inventory.

Occupational experience. An occupational experience is an employment undertaking as a part of the
education requirements in vocational agriculture. It is planned to provide supervised experiences in a chosen
agricultural occupation or business.

Other party. Other party is an expression to designate a person assisting a student in a manner com-
monly done by a parent.

Permanent improvement. Pei manent improvement is a term used to describe capital expenditures. It
includes such items as buildings, permanent fences. and tile drains.

Production agriculture. Production agriculture is a term used in vocational agriculture to broaden the
concepts of supervised farming beyond the usual farm enterprises to include specialty agricultural products,
such as flowers, nursery stock, and animal furs.

Returns to capital. Returns to capital are the returns on an investment. Returns consist of net cash and
exchange with adjustments for inventory changes minus a charge for the student's capital.

Returns to management. Returns to management are returns to capital minus a charge for the use of
capital. The charge for capital is the investment times an appropriate intere3t rate.

Salvage. Salvage is the estimated value to be received at disposition of a depreciable item. It is the
estimated value when the item is planned to be withdrawn from use. Income tax regulations are largely
responsible for introducing salvage value into depreciation. The easy way to meet the requirements is to use
a life on buildings and machinery that will wear out the items. If the salvage is expected to be 10 percent
or less of the cost, it should be treated as zero.

Self labor. Self labor is the labor of t.ii student. It is valued at rates comparable to those prevailing
in the community. These rates may be expressed on an hourly, daily, monthly, or yearly basis.

Share basis. Share basis is the term to describe the division of responsibility and division of returns for
a joint undertaking.

Supervised Arming program. A supervised farming program is a phase of a supervised practice
program that includes a group of farm enterprises which the student selects, plans, and conducts under the
supervision of the teacher and parent or other party. The program is intended to develop the student to become
better established as a farmer, an agribusiness mail, and a citizen.

Unpaid family labor. Unpaid family labor is the value of services provided by members of the family
who do not receive cash for their services. It does not include the value of the student's self labor.

' The distinction between labor earnings and labor ircome is based on definitions prepared by a farm records committee:
Pond, G. A., et at "Some Recommendations for Standardizing Farm Management Terminology," Journal of Farm Economics,
Vol. XXXV, No. 4, November, 1953.
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Part Two

ILLUSTRATION OF RECORD KEEPING AND ANALYSIS
AND EXPLANATIONS OF THE ILLUSTRATION

Chapter IV

THE RECORD BOOK ILLUSTRATED

This guide includes two illustrations entered :n the Vocational Agriculture Record Book. The first one,
in Chapter IV, is for a hypothetical advanced supervised practice pr gram of a student in the last half of
Agriculture III and the first half of Agriculture IV. It includes six enterprises and other sources of inco:.J.
The second one, in Chapter VI, is for a student with a less-involved program

Both illustrations include entries for specific situations. It is important that a student know why the
entries were entered in the manner shown. Knowing why will help him when he is encountering entees
unlike those in the illustrations.

Some students with one enterprise may prep nr to postpone studying Chapters IV and V until they have
examined the illustration in Chapter VI. In ar event each student should study the John Doe example in
Chanter IV before starting to keep or analyze his own records. He should understand (1) what expenses and
income to eliter, (2) how to make each entry, (3) how to make the calculations for summarizing the records,
and (4) how to interpret the results. The explanations of the illustration in Chapter V should be used in
connection with the study of the illustration.

A. INTRODUCTION TO RECORD KEEPING

Records for a student should be continuous for all years. They should begin with the first project and
continue as long as he has a farming program. These records may be kept beyond high school and until a shift
is made to another system of record keeping.

If a student has a program with much size, he will be required to submit income tax returns. Tax regu-
iations require records to be kept and returns submitted on a yearly basis. Reports can cover a period of one
year or, under certain circumstances, a period less than one year, but never more than one year; therefore, it
is essential that each student establish an accounting year. If it begins on September 1, then each succeeding
one must begin on September 1 unless permission to change is received from the Internal Revenue Service
Most farmers use the calendar year and begin each year on January I.

If a student plans to submit the tax returns on a calendar-year basis, he needs to choose between (1)
keeping records on a school-year basis and preparing the tax report from records in two books, or (2) keeping
records on a calendar-year basis and haying a part of each of two years of vocational agriculture in each
book. This record may be used with either choice but is more convenient when kept in correspondence with
the tax year.

If a student has filed income tax reports before entering vocational agriculture, he has established his
tax year. He needs to continue on the same tax-year basis.

The student who maintains his records on a calendar year basis will have a record for his enterprises for
parts of two school years in the same book. The second half of one and the first half of the other school year
will be included.
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B. ILLUSTRATION OF ENTRIES AND CALCULATIONS IN THE RECORD BOOK
FOR AN ADVANCED SUPERVISED FARMING PROGRAM

The following hypothetical illustration is developed to show how the complete Vocational Agriculture
Record Book can be used for a student who has an advanced supervised farming program. It illustrates a
supervised farming program of an Agriculture III student whose supervised practice program was expanded
as an Agriculture IV student. It is for the calendar year 1966. It includes a record for the latter half of
third-year agriculture and the first half of fourth-year agriculture. If the student should nit enter Agri-
culture IV, then the supervised records may end with his supervised practice program as an Agriculture III
student. If the student continues farming, he should not quit record keeping; for he will lose the benefits
of a written record for business analysis and income tax purposes.

The variou., forms and instructions in the Vocational Agriculture Recoil:. Book for Produrtion Agri-
culture, with corrections, were used in developing the illustration.

The record book page numbers are at the bottom of the pages; whereas, thost. for the guide are at the
top of the pages. To avoid the confusion of two conflicting numbers at different positions on the same page,
the guide page numbers are omitted oi. the reproduction of the pages of the record book containing the
illustrations. This arrangement is appropriate because the references in the guide to the illustrations refer to
record book page numbers. The succeeding page numbers for the guide are resumed on the pages following
the illustrations.
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AGREEMENT FOR STUDENTS IN PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE

This agreement is entered into this... /day of ...

-- by and between -CeitZet.ca'ssi. a d
(Student))the student's enterprises in production agriculture.

,19 40, for a period of one year,
4.07.14.2.4.7,

(Parent or Other Party
and covers

This agreement contains statements concerning responsibility for providing equipment, land buildings,
capital, and management; and the percent that is the student's share for each enterprise.

Student agrees to provide the following: (Specify details by enterprises.)

Student is to receive: (Specify details by enterprises.)

t=0en,

41,,,AeS

c12 J1?/6.. e).L otLtgezji

Parent or "other party" agrees to provicl .1: (Specify details by enterprises.)

_a_adat.

Parent or "other party" is to receive:

011.4?-ees-t_.2

ok,g4/i9tarvz.e.m14.- ditet,41.4_4.2.4 -

(Specify details by enterprises.)

.10-te

_ f iii_ -AL

-ar

Responsibility of of vocational agriculture teacher:

oritorrhum

3

(Student)

(Parent or "otner 'arty ")

(Vocational agriculture teacher)
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INVENTORY OF CROPS, FEED, SEED, AND SUPPLIES
Inventory all feed, seed, and supplies on hand by multiplying the quantity times the price at the farm. Also

basis of actual value at the time the inventory is made. For fall-seeded crops the value should be at least the
has a record book for last year, the beginning inventory in this book must be the same as the ending inventory

Multiply values in columns 4 and 7 by percentages in column 8 and enter the figures in columns 9 and 10,

inventory unharvested crops on the
cost of establishment. If the student

in last year's book.
respectively.

Item

1

Beginning of year

Quantity
& unit

Price
per
unit

2 3

Total for each item
End of year

Price
per
unit

6

Quantity
Value & unit

4 5

Value
Per

cent

Student's share

Beginning
value

Ending
value

7 8 9 10

/OZ igt, $11,30

.20D it4...123 - 01210o_le/~
/.6, SC2470 670

Zadm,p_eeit , Cold'

d'ilt4A14,E-p.
ads1.44_.

$13_7 g0
00

/cell
e_itt.igiu .6_0

,1_006 /40

32.6_

-r

TOTALS (Carry forward to page 24)

$/273o$/57. go
70 00 1(9,00

6 OD 3.00
/ 00 30.0d
j00
/40

d C11

/0 o

3( 04 3 60
oa

3e. 0 0
00

$ Yza, jto 2 6.f.4-0 $ a$0



TOTALS (Carry forward to page 24) *.<6 Xs5421 1 14' "GPI q' ZourP 7:4(.4 74c)

INVENTORY OF LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY HELD FOR SALE AND HOME USE
Inventory all livestock and poultry held for sale and for home use by multiplying the quantity limes the price at the farm. Livestock held for

sale include feeder stock. Inventory on page 6 livestock kept primarily for breeding or milk production. Omit columns 7 and 13 for those animals
acquired during the year, and omit columns 11 and 14 for those animals disposed of during the year. Leave column 3 blank for animals raised. If
the student has a record book for last year, the beginning inventory in this book must be the same as the ending inventory in last year'3 book.

Multiply values in columns 7 and 11 by percentages in column 12 and enter the figures in columns 13 and 14, respectively.

Kind
Date
ac-

quired

Cost
if

bought

F Beginning of year

Quantity

No. Pounds

4 5

. _ _ _ _ _________.___

Student's shareTotal for each item

Price
per Value
unit No.

End of year
Quantity Price

per
Pounds unit

6 7 8

/ x,00 $ 2/ $_ 5.1zoo
/.2-Air 70 00 4400

SO. 01).__O 2490 Jg 00

Ye. 00
_Uldez.-4, 1/-00 oo ffb

-4-

9 10

$

Value Per
cent

12

Beginning
value

P40-6- _eZit. Ld_fLgo
3,0 4/ if

etlit

U444Le A;4
Af/Z2,14

ZzZli
frd.4( __gArs

Ending
value

14

Y;oos
00 ____7P.o
oa 4.00

c<

TOTALS (Carry forward so page 24)

6'42 0
23_9_4

1

JA44_,(44

Is/96,00 04474 mA:a 35A36



INVENTORY OF LIVESTOCK HELD FOR IRFEDING AND DAIRY PURPOSES
Enter breeding' and dairy stock on hand at the beginning of the year, sad then add those acquired during the year. Omit columns 6 and 12 for

those items acquired during the year. Omit columns 10 and 14 for those items sold during the year. If the student rias a record book for last year,
the beginning inventory in this book must be the same as the ending inventory in last year's book.

Depreciation in column 8 should be for the portion of the year that the items were on hand. Column 4 should be used for calculating depreciation
when a salvage value of more than 10 percent of cost is claimed.

Multiply values in columns 6, 8, and 10 by percentages in r.olumn 11 and enter figures in columns 12, 13, and 14, respectively.

Kind
Date
ac-

quiTed
At

Tot
cost
ifbouot

Total i

cost
lealss

salvage
value

Total for each kind Student's share
Beginning of year Methor,

of
deer Jot's-

tion

Depvecia-
tion this

year
8

End of year
Beginning

value
De retie-

tion
Ending
valueQuan-

tity Value Quan-
tity

9

Value

10

Per
cent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 11 12 13 14

1691X rA4i.4./ .6 /--04
... -

$300. al $.2/0.410 /
/

$2.16 Oa
/32112

Ati*.S. 442 0 d
0

0
/

nada
..t,ffOted
230,00l

Aft, ILzu eloi staz e; $ -6-
252100
230.410

Joe A1710 a
.0-

-0-
441 Se. o O .0,L7 / /Do

_.,,,,IL , : 7; .-.IPPIPIPW_______ A . , .e'

s.

TOTALS (Carry forward to page 24) $3 ` f 0 1E'''-,,, zee, o.00 Lro,;takr---71kr3ge,o40 $ 34z0,91$510,40



INVENTORY OF PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS, MACHINERY, AND EQUIPMENT
Enter permanent improvements, machinery, and equipment on hand at the beginning of the year, and then add those acquired during the year.

Omit columns 5 and 10 for those items acquired during the year. Omit columns 8 and 12 for those items sold during the year. If the student has a
record book for last year, the beginnt g. inventory in this book must be the same as the ending inventory in last year's book.

Depreciation in column 7 should be for the portion of the year that the items were on hand. Column 4 should be used for calculating depreciation
when a salvage value of more than 10 percent of cost is claimed.

Multiply values in columns 5, 7, and 8 by percentages in column 9 and enter figures in columns 10, 11, and 12, respectively.

Items
Date
ac-

quired

Total
cost
if

bought

Total
cost
less

salvage
value

Total for each kind Student's share

Beginning
of year
value

Method
of depre-
elation

Deprecia-
tion this

year

End of
Year
value

Per
cent

Beginning
value

Deprecia-
tion

Ending
.,ralue

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

/
_1_4.A_... ,... /-1.6"41$ ,,A ed$ 71 ii i -20$ ;' /4 ;._ i,1 0 -0- . 0_ $ .a.

"+.

___ 1 J., 2 i, I 6_ 0 j 00 i 4 4 i 6 0 .. 1 190 00 OD J 412 r 04 00
...

., ..3fr : ad ; a i I II A, - d a ° iJ1 / el 0 s,04 ;-'ioa

it I g, , .43.
vaAjj

4424thiltadAl
46

.:1".1414'

.2.,17.4a4c11,42.

-lgAng
- "4,), las.eA1 -lea/2 ...e.' /y.6-e.

TOTALS (Carry forward to page SO 8/ 9.6:A $ / O *do 9 000 -0- 8 3/ed 82,204:



II
OPERATING AND CAPITAL

These instructions apply to pages 8 through 17. Enter all expenses including (1) cash operating costs, (2)
cash for machinery, breeding stock, and other depreciable property, and (3) the value of goods and services
received (without a cash cost) in exchange for other goods and services.

Write the enterprises in the headings of columns 8-15 in the same order as recorded on page 2.
Enter in column 5 the amount for each item for which actual cash was paid, including grant-in-aid purchase

orders. Enter in column 6 the value of the student's products, personal labor, etc., given in exchange for other
products. Also enter in column 6 the appropriate charge for the use of equipment furnished by others (unless

Date Expense items
Quantity

and
unit

Price
per

_unit

Expenses Total
cash &

exchange 111I.Cash Exchange 049,1#4,1 I

1
3 4 5 6 1 7 1 I

F: : - ) z ,.., C 40414, t$ 90 00$ $ ir .1 o $ 30 otiMW .000 0 ' 410_00
/_. ,, IM I

a-1, ' 20 .1 3.00 Roo I ,

-,LA-JA - ' ./i 1;Mri_, i,-,t, 60 00 1 00
,...... . / i 00 a.. SOD 3, eol

i a , 4 O L 0
0 dA

/ UM IMPT! I
0 , 4, I

_..__ , 600 ooMMIMPli 1
ef /" IAd IA /1 ear. 0 3 0 I

PAM" 00 06 ri
0 .11111 / .1 40 2.0

_
IP E,711M.1. 3.60 60 t.
If 6-I2-/2 A g OD .4. .o2 /6.00 /6.00 / d_O

___11
.

--AJal ll a Ji,/ .. ir-Od lift. j 28.00 00
,

ft _, -41 . .20 rIld CO 06 i
-- - - , .1.141 'MrEMMI

-.0 MIMI e 00 ., 001
6,64 , 2 _ ed cm 0 MienlI

...,

MAIIMIIIIMA lIrri 0 1
tr.1111111111FAMIr=illr-,____-- M D/1W-011 MEM EngS111 1
70 /GILL 11-00 _Era, .0 ft. /6.04 /6.00=1

I
2 4 Le' 0 0 d0

2 ,,_1_,___,Ai OM al 490MM.
F7W11/Wil,, IIMMIIIMI/1Mini so I
ge, ,. , FallWirli 67, T. 11

43 eR I / 0 00 0 00 I
TOTALS (Carry forward to next page) $4322,69* 7'19,a $4,463./9 $ 10 W .
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(2)
'ces

ase
her
.ess

EXPENSES (CASH AND EXCHANGE)

student is operating on a share basis), family labor, gifts, etc., received in exchange for other considerations. Dis-
tribute the amounts in column 7, except for capital items purchased during the year, among the appropriate
enterprises of columns 8-15. Certain expense items, such ns repairs, should be prorated as accurately as possible

'Also
enterprises benefiting from the expense. Omit columns 8-15 for all capital items and use column 16 instead.

'Also inventory these capital items on pages 6 and 7.
Enter on these pages all cash expenses and non-cash exchanges for each enterprise although production is on

a share basis. The student's share is calculated on page 24.
Carry forward totals to each succeeding page and enter the totals of the last expense page on page 24.

Distribution of operating expenses by enterprises (cash & exchange)

612igi ditiftt4-ft 0,20.
ll l2 l3

30,60$ 30.00$

3, Se 1.7
-3, 00

Capital
expenses

14 15 16

ZO00.spo

30,00
3o
x.00

/5:6
/. 620
S. 00

134,040 /4400

16,0D

4.60

S

4.0

OD
/50

/44. oo
Ado 4410

66.(70 4d
0.,75" goj-

o
67,00$ 5200$ 4fo$ .3.5:2 $0e4009



See instructions on pages 8 and 9

Expense items

Totals brought forward

Expenses

Cash

6

$0:2 Z 6

OPERATING AND CAPITAL

Exchange

6

$ "fa A5-6

/2 0
$/363

mmi
,rmimmirmerysio- OCJErn

_LA
2

if!

0 0dr. z 22 a oorrirmi
3

/0 60

-.if4AL L

i. -z, /L__

-Lr 'I M.,ffl

10



Distribution of operating expenses by enterprises (cash & exchange)

13 14

$ co

/,00

MEI
11111111MEIPSI =MI===

=.=
wyziWirM=
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i

Distribution of operating expenses by enterprises (Cash & exchange)

40

12 18

$6 2.3o. o $

14

$

$

15

Capital
expenses

16

VO- 4 o r

$/3/0 06



INCOME FROM CAPITAL AND NON-

These instructions for recording income apply to pages 18-23.
Write the enterprises for which this record is kept in tne headings of cclumns 8-15 in the same order as

recorded on page 2. Enter in column 2 cue products sold or exchanged for other items and considerations including
family consumption. Do not enter products used for the student's other enterprises. Enter in column 5 the
amount from cash sales. Consider certain such as agri.lultural program payments or purchase orders, as
cash income. Enter in column 6 the value of the student's products given to others and those used by family
members.

Date Income items Quantity
& unit

Price
perunit

Income Total
cash &

exchangeCash Exchange zrozir
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1144/12 tut_A&. .20 $ $ 020,00$ 20, ed $

' 12, 810 &a, ,2 20.2 So 202,5)
_1:4427ea.,ko

,500ileJ.. 072._ 9 g ,C0 Yg. &
0:91 6z8 4. - . ko 39-. 5 /ado (9 li-4

18 8 7.020/8 ..WeiL ?go ..4,, ast If 7, ..14

Adfirea&24L,
443

.__.

MO iseLl
_ : an ;4 dd_..11_44tikit_1_20

c-ed-c ,/ , . go $0 i g eoo
4129 09.44/1.42.444.47. oat_ Ay34-u_, 2Pei X, Da 4. a O

r " 1:ftlAille .A7.33 /0 66 /o, 602 0-7Cgtt

9 ii ,e-&-12 2440..4.,054 F . e 44 2/ 9.
_1_

2
, J. oteiftt ._47) ..aa. ,

.4 0/ 14,
, /9-
./402_3..V4,11-1

Z a O Z a
-20 4 JBikerf:1.°4--)

Ntia LS da.4.t.wiz 4.44,./ #2 ao, Ade agda
.ei oto

20,0 0
1/..g,/0 1_1Z _aez-17_. g 7.4... 13o Y.2 /6 //3. JO

17 61-3.14sawl..2.# Al86814, .1444460,86 41,40,1 4
..a taw/ diAT.,ei 1 fe..e,LI .23400 230, oo 230,o o

,

TOTALS (Carry forward to next page) 2 ; i 3/ do f 11 /i 0

04



CAPITAL ITEMS (CASH & EXCHANGE)

Distribute the amounts in column 7 among the appropriate enterprises of columns 8-15. Lump-sum income,
such as agricultural program payments, should be prorated among the appropriate enterprises. Omit from columns
8-15 sales of capital items, such as used machinery and breeding stock, but record them in column 16 instead. Also

II omit these capital items from page 6, columns 10 and 14, and page 7, columns 8 and 12.
Entor on these pages all income from an enterprise although it was produced on a share basis. The student's

share is calculated on page 24.
Carry forward totals of each column to each succeeding page and enter totals of last income page on page 24.

Distribution of non-capital income (cash & exchange) Capital
income

19



SUMMARY OF YEAR'S BUSINESS

Section I. Summary of the Year's Inventories
Transfer to this section the totals of the inventory accounts from pages 4-7. If the student owns a fixed share

of one class of inventory, enter the total investments in columns 4 and 5, and the student's share ;(, columns 6 and 7.
When the student owns 100 percent interest. his share will be identical to the "total."

Line
No. Kind of inventory

From
page
No.

Total investments Students Share

Beginning Ending Beginning Ending

1 2 s 4 5 6 7

1 Crops, feed, seed, and supplies 4 $ 2S9, 3V 9.7?.0,3c0 $ 209-5a$
/96 cio
38I4.04

3(204
3.53c. X

YfO.DO

Livestock and poultry held for sate
and home use / 90.00 7.26,23
Livestock held for breeding and
dairy purposes 6 3fiaolo 3,40,60

4
Permanent improvements, machinery,
and equipment 7 4 f /674768o 9 !JD

$70.47:04-515:42
-0-

$ g50766t/op.-C,CM

$ ÷709.2,4

2 f9,040

5 Totals (lines 1-4)

6 Gain or loss in investments (-1- or } $it- . 42.17.3

Section II. Summary of ib. Year's Expenses and Income (Cash & Exchange)
Transfer the totals from pages 8-17 and 1$4$, respectively, to columns 4 and 5. When the student's share of

any one enterprise is less than 100 permit. datsranne the student's share for each and enter in columns 7 and 8.

Line
No. Enterprises from pp. 843

From
col.
No.

Total Student's Share

Expenses Income * Expenses Income

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

7 &{ A.. 8 /*A sla $ 1/3 AO Ma $ /*gado $ lie. M

8 OaA Air, 1-4-42.1-__

.$

9 12.57/4. /293,( Ioo /767/0 /29,345(

;0 3 d9

_

ifyvkna,,,,LAwd- 10 Agr ;0 o leo
10 (u aft,tted.. 11 AZ 3( 516g 70 /od /*7836/

Ss: ?ii.

fed PPO

98.6011 tot:;Lz. 12 8,57.7( 98, ao 00
12 bilidvz,,, 18 231/ 74 6 767.61 2 /)..c_476"8 ./ 494:51
13 14

14 15

15 Capital items 16 ? 3/4, 00 ,2300 4 3/6. 60 236M
16 Totals (lines 7-15) 4216214;702.6 ....._ af. 1243,7SZSA

$ -t- /g 6,7017
Net cash income
(gain or loss; + or.} / 7$ ' iVO.

18
Change in inventory
(gain or loss; + or) $ -1-16ZsP1 3 $ I- nt k . Ag

19
Net farm income
(gain or loss; + or } $-±427-$1, $ .fr fi44 1 4

24



Sec& a I. PRODUCTION OF FEED RAISED THIS YEAR
As each item of feed is Larvested, the production should be determined and entered in the table below. This

information is needed for determining the yield per acre and for allocating in Section II of this page the amount

Kind of feed produced Acreage Total production Yield per acre

e,..,..s4 .. 22 2. -444.. / 1 / 14.4_,I...
Ore. 2.,

CA)
/ 2 1 La..
ao 6 .44.A.A...

43 1444,
_1 a o,

LI zy....4..wy....... - , - - C2) AV 0414%.1 67) laidge.
00....k.,_ ..........- 2 PNisia

Section II. DISPOSAL OF FEED THAT WAS ON HAND AND WAS' RAISED THIS YEAR
Column 2 describes the sources of feed and methods of disposition. List in columns 3-10 the kinds of feed to

be prorated. For each kind of feed, enter the quantity on lines 1-9, calculate the values at the prevailing hunt
price, and enter on lines 8 and 9. The major function of this table is to determine and place on line 8 the amount
of feed fed to livestock and to allocate on lines 9a, b, c, and d the amount fed to each kind of livestock.

The values on lines 8 and 9 for each kind of feed will be needed on page 26 of this book for the purpose of
determining the net returns for each enterprise in the student's program.

Line
No.

____
1

Source and siisposition of feed

Quantity and value by kinds of feed

e./144.... ll'a
Amt. Value Amt. Value A t. Value Amt. Value

2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10

1 Beginning inventory
(from page 4)

Ath.

/02
444.4

0
-

_... . 0 ,- --_:-.

2 Feed raised this year
(from page 25 upper table) 222 AZ6 200

-- -,--.4iiitiv (0) ai
ma

--- 4,7
.--

3 Totals (lines 1 & 2)
32 /24 . 30o

.74---

_.-

24.46,
do

4 Ending inventory
(from page 4) /24 Yko / .:.).-414

, 46.

Feed sold this year
(from pages 18-23) 9/ 6 g /0 4

- ,
,-,z.,,I,,

6 Used for seed
-,:1:1 r-T-.7,.-.÷

Totals (lines 4-6) 2/3 Adis 0
i

8 Fed
(line 3 minus line 7) ft/ /.33,26 A zs za 94 SO $ fltio 4 04; 0,40

$
9 Fed to:

64,2.A. /1/ 1332o 4.2. /2.94 go Stet, adc. 4c400

b.

C.

d.

10 Totals fed
(must be same as line 8) /1/ /3320 /4,21/2,9 ito 'Stet, 440, tit,

26



ANALYSIS BY ENTERPRISES
The source page, line, and column are indicated in columns 3, 4, 5, and 6. In columns 7-15 make an analysis

for either the total business or the student's share. Both analyses may be necessary, but duplicate forms will be
needed.

When making the "total business" analysis, ignore column 6 and use column 5. Non-cash entries, such as
corn, pasture, and manure, must have identical totals in column 7 for items 4 an 9. The net returns of item 11,
column 7, must be the same amount as on page 24, line 19, column 5.

When making the "student's share" analysis, ignore column 5 and use column 6. Enter only the student's
share of capital sales and purchases in items 2 and 7. The student's percentages are given on pages 6 and 7. Non-
cash entries for items 4 and 9 must be identical. The net returns for column 7 of item 11 must be the same amount
as on page 24, line 19, column 8.

ItemNo. Item
From T Total

amount

8

ill
9

Enterprises from pages 8-23

14 15

p L 1 c Lc
10

iste#14141.41.1,111.;h44,_
11 12 131 2 4 6 6

_ggeet.....44..
7

1 Cash
income

24
7
to
14

5 8
$

' 216 ' -

$

(430 A- ' a

$

, .4r

$

2 Capital
sales

18
to
23

16 16

.2./a- 0-- 0 03o tb

3 Ending
inventory

E
, ,

11 ..,
00

,...0 Kota
6 10 14

8 W. 0106 7Y-Od ,
4 Non -cash : 1

25

9 4 LI
9
9

6
8

6 lirilli.
lEi ., 40 71,04

l j 148.4v

26 go

25 9 10 10 Atm
datuit,L, 26 9 40 do

5 Total
income

26
1

to
4

$

. _ .

$

3d -4

$

Mg

$

ip.-

6 Cash
expenses 24

7
to
14

4 7

4.93.2'. MA, 174.10 lics:z 14(7 $61:9 $i 42301,
7 Capital

purchases
6 3 3 do , 0,
7 3 3 pram RAO Oak &I

8 Beginning
inventory

4 4 9 -, a -, . _ 40
5 7 13 ed /Mod 574, , .,

6 6 12 go oe, d ,
7 510 - 00

9 Non-cash: 25 9
25 9
259

4 4 13226
6 6 /249
8 8 ap

-

25 9 10 10 0 WV,
0,24040.. 26 4 20 J . 620.06

10 Total
expenses

26
6
to
8

$ $

4,245:.0 .29.113 2i /6

$

SI 12/149,11S.74
11 Net $ $ $

returns
(item 5 minus 10) Z1709. i2eL4, 749es

$

3855
$ $

/AN 37,84

$ IS

8144N1.
26



Name of enterprise

Cerkkr_.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING INCOME

FROM DIFFERENT ENTERPRISES

Statements of special conditions affecting income

_./ _ /Al _ _

a-14) /tit t,c svt 7iA4A IffegiALtea&traglr

uait At4;,e ia4114
JAL 71,4, ,41,giik et, .41d iea

eyie , 4.424ape.e Z*Ice-e

A _4,2
rge14Aged,Ag.40441.

0.40

.n4 72d _Ad/CtAg,2/
ittew-ce.vt.1

eAst-gi
=1111,

634-0-fie 64'4'11'7?
,a4 1. /L -a .0 i L1/

AikidddLat/stitigLatZ7._ 14_ ?Lei -
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Section I. TOTAL AGRICULTURAL AND NON-AGRICULTURAL EARNINGS

Enter in column 2 the kinds of agricultural earnings of the student other than those entered on pages 8-23 of
this book. Student's labor on the farm given in exchange for use of equipment. family labor, and other considera-
tions which were cnarged as-cash expenses on pages 8-17 would be an item of agricultural income to record.
Include income from custom work and a value for student's equipment used by the family. Do not include in this
record the value of a commodity exchanged for another commodity. Calculate 'let income in columns 3, 4, and 5.

Date Kind of earnings
Agricultural net income other than from student's enterprises

Income Expenses Net income

1 2 3 4 5

-241EL i Ana ArAiwz- - Sri 14 AAA., $

str .51/4/ !--dA_ ty..41....9..4.

ea-ab.. --/e4-24 ,

. / v... _....9.4,4t ,......
A 21A3 O

TOTALS $ Silitc.90 $ 31 t-.400 .2.21. 9 0
Enter in column 2 of the following table, the student's earnings of a non-agricultural -nature. Calculate net

income and enter in column? 3, 4, and 5.

Date Kind of earnings
Non-agricultural net income

Income Expenses Net income

1 2 3 4 5

-t /.%.. 'awl:
AL., .7.....t *Ma 4.. *Igo'

Alia&r:te.4 .d., .wigAllt-4.44 // .23, 6d _1./0 9/,,c0
40"

cbd..3/ ,.sz.i.be442/- 6$.t... _,Iime.e.44_.

0.2.4/4.0,t7 p4.0.0 _-2-2... ..2_.

TOTALS $ /34 . /6 .2.a./.0 $ M(,1-6
Section II. TOTAL OF STUDENT'S NET INCOME

Student's Net Income From Page 24 (line 19) $ 4. 96
Agricultural Net Income From Upper Table of This Page $ 221,90
Non-Agricultural Net Income From Lower Table of This Page /3(.1 00
Total of Student's Net Income From All Sources 4230. V628



STUDENT'S FINANCIAL STATEMENT

I. Assets
Beginning

Dated /466
Ending

Date Atit,.35 a

1. Total inventory value
(p. 24, Section I, line 5, columns 6 and 7) $ gik57s0$

I o g . AO

6 .5:5-3. n,
9/ 7 2.2. Accounts receivable

3. Cash on hand / 0 . : 0 Y-,3 g
4. Accounts at the bank (checking plus savings) 44/ id ..5-19 6, vo
5. Other investments (bonds, cash value of life insurance,

postal savings, etc.)

,

31 0 ID 3 g o_,.60
6. Other property owned (specify) :

*8' o DO 44-06 00
90,6d
7 c__4

#7,i4241,101.14:a.A.' tai,L / e 0 too
g a. aa

A. TOTAL ASSETS $.2) 14-7, X-0 $ 3 a 914 5/4.

II. Liabilities

1. Unpaid bills Jai ao
00 _, OO

(-1, gel
7oZteto2. Accounts payable (notes and mortgages)

3. Liens
4. Other liabilities (specify) :

B. TOTAL LIABILITIES $ .5-0 / . 00 $ 75 1t9a

C. NET WORTH (A minus B) $4/14-1t,5-0$.236. 0 &

D. CHANGE IN NET WORTH (+ or ) $1-02 oi.sa
-- 29 --



IMPORTANT DATES AND NOTES
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Chapter V

EXPLANATIONS OF ENTRIES AND PROCEDURES USED IN THE ILLUSTRATION

A good practice with every new project is to read instructions. Have the printed instructions in the
record book been read? If not, they should be read on each page before the illustration is studied.

A. EXPLANATIONS OF PROCEDURES IN RECORD KEEPING

Comments in Chapter V are identified by the record book page numbers in the illustration in Chapter
IV and by othc references to entries.

Page 2En rprises for W' !eh This Record Is Kept

This record was kept for the calendar year and for the parts of two school years that occurred during
the calendar year. The record, therefore, was kept for enterprises started during the latter part of the
student's third year and continued for the first part of his fourth year. The list of enterprises and the scope
of each were brought forward on January 1 from last year's book and were added to during this calendar
year as the supervised farming program was expanded.

The enterprises listed on page 2 are for all those that were produced during any part of the current
calendar yearthose in operation during the latter half of the student's third year and the first half of his
fourth year. The list could not be completed until the end of the calendar year. Also, enterprises may be
completed during the year ; in such cases they will not be transferred to the following year's record book.

The scope is the number of units included during the year. Some units were completed and others were
started; both were counted. When the young were born, the mother and the young were counted. Since the
scope of some enterprises changed during the year, it was corrected at the end of the year.

The enterprises and scope of each were listed as fellows :

1. The corn on two acres was produced during the latter part of the student's third year and the first
part of his fourth year of vocational agriculture.

2. The two acres of oats were seeded in the fall of the student's third year and were transferred from
last year's book to page 2 of this book at the beginning of the year. The two acres of oats were continued by
planting again in the fall of his fourth year. This record, therefore, involves two crops of oats on two acres
of land.

3. The permanent pasture of two acres, which was begun during previous years, was transferred from
last year's book and was produced throughout the current year.

4. Four head of the beef cattle were transferred from last year's book. Two other head were added
during this year: one in the spring when the student was in his third year and the other in the fall when he
was in his fourth year. A scope of six head was listed on page 2 for the entire calendar year.

5. Three head of pigs were transferred from last year's book. These were sold, and four other h. ad were
added in the fall, the total listing being 7 head for the year.

6. The broiler enterprise was begun in July of the fourth year. Some of the facilities, however, were
on hand throughout the year. The scope is 24,000 birds; 16,000 were grown and sold during the year. The
other 8,000 were purchased late in the year and will be transferred to and completed in next year's record
book.

Page 3Agreement
The student's responsibilities and income for each enterprise, as well as those of the parent, were briefly

stated on page 3. With the exception of the broiler enterprise, the student is operating on a 100 percent
income and expense basis. The cost of the parents' machinery and family labor is to be charged as an ex-
change item for personal (self) labor of the student on the parents' farm. The broiler enterprise is to be
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operated on a 25 percent share basis. The parent is to furnish the house and 75 percent of all other expenses.
The student is to furnish 25 percent of all expenses except the house. Broilers are produced under a contract
with a supplier. Proceeds to the grower are divided between the student and his parent, the student receiving
25 percent.

Pages 4, 5, 6, and 7Beginning-of-Year Inventories

The beginning-of-year inventory for each item on each inventory page was transferred from the end-of-
year inventory in last year's book.

Page 4beginning-of-year inventory of crops, feed, seed, and supplies. There were three items of
harvested crops, feed, and two growing crops on hand on January 1, which were transferred from the end-
of-year inventory of last year's book. The corn, lespedeza hay, cottonseed meal, permanent pasture, and seeded
oats were listed in column 1; their quantities of 102 bushels, 100 bales, 200 pounds, 2 acres, and 2 acres,
respectively, were entered in column 2; and their values of $127.50, $70, $6, $30, and $36, respectively, were
entered in column 4.

Page 5beginning-of-year inventory of livestock and poultry held for sale and home use. The two steers
and three pigs for sale were described in column 1. The date that each was purchased or born was entered in
column 2. The purchase cost was entered in column 3. The number, weight, and value of each kind at the
beginning of the year were entered in columns 4, 5, and 7. The values recorded were $84 and $76 for the
two steers and $36 for the three pigs.

Page 6beginning-of-year inventory of livestock held for breeding and dairy purposes. The beef cow and
heifer for breeding stock were entered in column 1, and the date of purchase was entered in column 2. The
$300 cost of the cow was entered in column 3. The salvage value of the beef cow was set at $90, and the $210
($300.00 minus $90.00) was entered in column 4. The annual depreciation is $210 divided by 5 years, or $42.
The eight months depreciation during the year of purchase (May 1-Lecember 31) is $42 x 8/12 of the year,
or $28. Prior depreciation, therefore, is $42 plus $28, or $70. The beginning-of-year values of $230 ($300.00
minus prior depreciation of $70.00) for the cow and the $150 for the heifer were entered in column 6.

Page 7 beginning -of -year inventory of permanent improvements, machinery, and equipment. The broiler
house was on hand on January 1. This item wig: entered in column 1. The cost of the house was $1,995. A
salvage value of $395 was set, and the cost less salvage value of $1,600 was entered in column 4. The beginning
value of $1,915 ($1,995.00 minus $80.00, depreciation for 1965) was entered in column 5.

Pages 817Operating and Capital Expenses

The enterprises of corn, oats and lespedeza combination, permanent pasture, beef cattle, swine, and
broilers were written at the top of columns 8-15 on pages 8 and 9 in the order shown on page 2. These enter-
prises were also written at the top of their respective columns on additional pages needed for recording all
the expenses for them.

Three kinds of expenses were recorded on pages 8 -17: (1) cash purchases for operating expense items,
(2) operating expense items furnished by the family in exchange for the student's labor or farm commodities,
and (3) capital (cash or exchange) expenditure items. The instructions given at the top of pages 8 and 9
were followed in making the expense item entries on pages 8-17 of the record book. Feed consumed by the
student's livestock from the student's inventory or from this year's production was reported on page 25
rather than on pages 8-17.

As each expense was incurred, it was described in column 2 of the expense pages. The otes in column 1
are consecutive for the year. Often the same date appears for many lines because several fr. zls were pur-
chased on the same date.

it Since the quantity and the price per unit incy be different for various items, a separate line was used
K- for listing each item. Careful descriptions were used in the listing of items. Fertilizer was described as
A 6-12-12 and ammonium nitrate, not fertilizer alone.
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Land rent for the six acres was the first expense item listed. According to the agreement the student is
to receive 100 percent of the income from crops and is to pay for 100 percent of the expenses, including cash
land rent. Six acres at $15 per acre is a cost of $90, which was recorded in column 5, page 8, as a cash
expense for this student, and in column 7. According to the inst-uctions on page 9, the $90 was distributed
among the appropriate enterprises in columns 8-15. In some programs for certain other students, the land
rent could be charged as an exchange rather than as a cash expense in keeping with such an agreement.

New broiler house equipment was purchased on January 2. This item was entered as a capital expense
of $1,000 in columns 5, 7, and 16. The cost was entered in column 16 instead of 13 because on7;f the depre-
ciation on the equipment will be charged to the broilers for this year; therefore, the $1,000 was entered on
page 7 of the record book, also. The depreciation and the end -of -dinar value were figured and entered in
columns 7, 8, 11, and 12 of page 7.

The other expense items were entered on these pages in the same manner as described for land rent,
except the cost of certain items, such as hammer mill and family labor, was charged in the exchange column 6.
These items were entered as exchange according to the agreement on page 3, which stated that the parent
would furnish equipment and family labor at prevailing rates in exchange for student's personal (self) labor
on the parent's farm.

All exchange charges in column 6 are included with cash expenses in column 7. When charges from
column 7 were prorated among the various enterprises in columns 8-16, the exchange and cash identity were
disregarded.

The cost of the baby chicks and medicine was entered in column 5. It was necessary, however, to
calculate The feed expense for the broilers after the broilers had been sold because the contract with the feed
company guaranteed 21/2 cents per pound of live weight of bird to the producer for the broilers after chicks,
medicine, and feed cost were paid. The feed cost, therefore, was calculated after sales were made.

On the 29th of September, 22,901 pounds of bi oilers were sold at 141/2 cents per pound for $3,320.65
(see page 18). The feed cost was calculated as follows:

22,901 pounds of broilers times 141/2 cents per pound=$3,320.65 (see page 18).

22,901 pounds times 21/2 cents per pound=$572.53. This is the net amount guaranteed to the producers.

$3,320.65 minus $572.53=$2,748.12. This is the contractor's allowable cost for chicks, medicine, and feed
to the producer. These are the only items that the contractor provided.

$2,748.12 minus ($360.00 chick cost + $12.00 medicine) =$2,376.12. This is the assessed cost of feed
consumed by the broilers.

4C,502 net pounds of feed were consumed by this batch of broilers which was calculated to cost $.048+
per pound ($2,376.12+49,502 ft)s.).

The feed expense for the second batch of broilers was calculated in the same manner as for the first.

23,868 pounds times 141 /2 cents per pound=$3,460.86 (see page 18). This is the value of broilers sold.

23,868 pounds times 21/2 cents per pound=$596.70. This is the net amount guaranteed to the producer.

$3,460.86 minus $596.70=$2,864.16. This is the allowable cost for chicks, medicine, and feed to the
producers.

$2,864.16 minus $417.00 ($400.00+$17.00)=$2,447.16. This is the assessed cost of the feed consumed
by the broilers.

$2,447.16+49,552 net pounds of feed consumed by the second batch of broilers=$.049+per pound of feed.

The cost of broilers, shavings, medicine, electricity, and feed consumed to the end of the year was entered
on page 12, column 5, for the third batch of broilers. The cost figures were as follows: chicks, $400;
shavings, $12.50; medicine, $5.50; electricity, $6.50; and feed, $71.33. The total of these expenses ($495.83)
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was entered as ending inventory on page 5, column 11, and will be charged against broilers in the form of
beginning inventory in next year's book.

The beef heifer purchased on December 26 for $230 and entered on page 12 was a capital expense and
was treated in the manner described for the broiler house equipment by placing it in column 16, page 13,
and also on page 6.

Each column 5-16 was totaled on each page, and the totals were carried forward to the top of their
respective columns on the next page. By using this plan, the final total on the last pages is the sum of all
entries in a column and will be carried forward to page 24 when the summary on page 24 is developed.

A check was made on the totals of page 8 before carrying them forward to the next page. The total for
column 7 is $1,363.19. This was obtained by adding all the figures in column 7. Columns 5 plus 6 must equal 7
($1,322.69+$40.50=$1,363.19). Columns 8 through 16 must also equal 7 ($67.00+$67.00+$52.00+$61.90+
$35.29 +$1080.00= $1363.19). Likewise, this check was made on each page of the expense record.

When the anal expense totals on pages 12 and 13 were checked, they were transferred to page 24.

Pages 18-23Income from Capital and NonCapital Items

The enterprises were recorded in the top of columns 8-15 on the income pages in the same order as on
previous expense pages.

Three kinds of income entries were made on the income pages: (1) items sold for cash, (2) items given
in exchange for other benefits received by the student for his farming program, and (3) capital items sold
or exchanged. Products used by the student for certain of his enterprises, such as the student's corn fed to
his beef cattle, were entered on page 25. Each income item of the kinds listed above was entered in column 2.
For example, on May 12 a steer and some hogs were sold. They were described on separate lines. The weight
was entered in column 3, the price in column 4, and the amounts of $202.50 and $98.60 were entered in
column 5. The cash values were also entered in columns 7, 11, and 12.

On July 8 the pasture hay was given to the parent in exchange for other items furnished by the parent.
This income of $28 was entered in columns 6, 7, and 10.

For other income items, such as the oats on June 10 and the corn on December 16, a split income credit
was made. A portion of each was sold for cash and a portion was given in exchange. The divisions are seen
in columns 5 and 6. The total for oats of columns 5 and 6 ($34.44+$15.00=$49.44) vas entered in column 7
and was credited to the oats in column 9; and the total for corn of $113.10 ($92.10+$21.00) was entered in
column 7 and credited to the corn in column 8.

The beef cow on December 26 was exchanged for a bred heifer. Since the bred heifer was charged as a
capital expense on pages 12 and 13, the brood cow was credited as capital income on pages 18 and 19. The
$230 value was entered in columns 6, 7, and 16.

All columns were totaled and a check for accuracy was made on pages 18 and 19 in the same manner as
described for pages 8 and 9. Columns 5 plus 6 must equal 7 ($7,528.65+$314.00=$7,842.65). Also, columns
8 through 16 must equal 7 ($113.10+$129.44+$80.30+$409.70+$98.60+$6,781.51+$230.00=$7,842.65).

Pages 4, 5, 6. and 7Endof-Year Inventories

In practice, the closing inventories are recorded after all receipts and expenses for the year are recorded.
For that reason this discussion returns to inventories and describes them as entered on pages 4, 5, 6, and 7
for the end of the year.

Not all corn, oats, hay, beef cattle, swine, and broilers were sold or used during the year. The leftovers
were inventoried on pages 4-7.

Page 4end-of-year inventory of crops, feed, seed, and supplies. The corn, lespedeza hay, cottonseed
meal, permanent pasture, and. seeded oats had already been entered in column 1 on January 1 because such
items were on hand at the beginning of the year; therefore, an end-of-year inventory was made for each and
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was entered in column 7. The values in column 7 of $137.80, $84, $3, $50, and $37.60, respectively, were
determined by multiplying the quantity for each of the items in column 5 by its price per unit in column 6.

In addition, combined oats, pasture-grass hay, and crushed corn were also on hand at the end of the year.
These items were added to the description in column 1. The actual quantity of each item on hand was entered
in column 5; the price per unit was determined in keeping with the instructions at the top of page 4 and was
entered in column 6; and the values were entered in column 7 as $40 for oats, $36 for pasture-grass hay, and
$32 for crushed corn.

Since the items in this inventory were owned 100 percent by the student, the entries in columns 9 and 10
were the same as those recorded in columns 4 and 7, respectively, for each item.

Page 5end-of-year inventory of livestock and poultry held for sate and home use. Two steers and three
pigs have already been entered in column 1 of page 5. None of these animals were on hand at the end of the
year; columns 8-11, therefore, were left blank for them. A steer, however, that was born on February 1,
4 pigs that were purchased on September 30, and 8,000 broilers that were purchased on December 20 were
described in column 1 below those items listed that were on hand at the beginning of the year.

The number, pounds, price per unit, and value for each item at the end of the year were entered in
columns 8, 9, 10, and 11 in keeping with the instructions at the top of page 5.

The end-of-year value of broilers in column 11 is based on cost to the end of the year. In the illustration
on page 13, the cost record was $495.83 (chicks$400.00+shavings$12.50+medicine$5.50d-electricity
$6.50+net feed consumed$71.33=$495.83).

All of the items except the broilers were owned 100 percent by the student, and the figures in columns 7
and 11 for these items except the broilers were entered in columns 13 and 14, respectively. The student,
however, owned only 25 percent interest in the broilers. The value of broilers, therefore, in column 11 times

_) 25 percent gave $123.96 to be entered in column 14 for this item.

Page 6end-of-year inventory of livestock held for breeding and dairy purposes. The beef cow which
was on hand at the beginning of the year was exchanged during the year for a $230 bred beef heifer (see
page 18) ; therefore, there was no ending inventory in column 10 for the beef cow. The depreciation for the
beef cow was $42 for the year ($210.00, cost less salvage value, divided by 5=$12.00). For depreciation
purposes this cow was owned for the full year (until December 26). The bred beef heifer for which the cow
was exchanged (see pages 12 and 13) was entered in column 1 on the same date that she was acquired. The
exchange price of $230 was entered in column 3, and the cost less salvage of $150 was entered in column 4.
The bred heifer will be depreciated by the straight line with a 7-year life. No depreciation, however, was
claimed for this year, since she was purchased on December 26. The end-of-year value for column 10, there-
fore, is the same as the cost of $230.

The other beef heifer which was raised had a beginning-of-year value of $150. No depreciation is
allowable on this raised (not purchased) animal. The animal, however, increased to a value of $250 during
the year, and this value was entered in column 10.

Since the student has 100 percent interest in the three breeding cattle, the end-of-year values in column
14 are the same as recorded in column 10.

Page 7end-of-year inventory of permanent improvements, machinery, and equipment. The broiler
house was inventoried as a beginning-of-year inventory on page 7 because it was on hand as an end-of-year
inventory in last year's book. The broiler house, which was on hand for the entire year, was depreciated by
$80 for the year in column 7 ($1,600.00, cost less salvage value in column 4, divided by 20-year life, in column
6=$80.00). The deprecation of $80 was subtracted from the $1,915, beginning-of-year value, to give the
$1,835, end-of-year value for column 8. No entries were made in columns 10, 11, and 12 because the house
was owned only by the parent.
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The broiler house equipment which was purchased at the beginnning of the year was entered on pages 8
and 9. It was also entered on page 7. It was described in column 1 and dated in column 2; the cost of $1,000
was entered in column 3. No salvage value was claimed; therefore, the cost less salvage value of $1,000 was
entered in column 4. The depreciation was $100 ($1,000.00 divided by 10 years) and was entered in column 7.

The portable chute was first entered on pages 8 and 9 and then on page 7. The date purchased was
entered in column 2, and the cost of $80 was entered in column 3. There was no salvage value anticipated;
therefore, the cost less salvage of $80 was entered in column 4. The depreciation of $6 for the part of the
year the chute was kept ($80.00 divided by 10 years times 3/4 year) was entered in column 7. The end-of-year
value of $74 ($80.00 cost less $6.00 depreciation) was entered in column 8.

The student owned 25 percent interest in the broiler house equipment; therefore, his end-of-year in-
ventory value in column 12 for this item was $225 ($1,000.00 times 25 percent). Since the student owned 100
percent interest in the chute, his end-of-year inventory value for column 12 was the same as that for column 8.

B. EXPLANATIONS OF PROCEDURES USED IN MAKING THE SUMMARY
AND THE ENTERPRISE ANALYSIS

After the close of the year and after the columns on pages 4-23 have been totaled, the summary and the
analysis should be made. The following explanation shows how it was done in the illustration.

Page 24Summary of the Year's Business

Section Isummary of the year's inventories. In Section 1 of page 24 the entries for lines 1-4 were
transferred from pages 4, 5, 6, and 7. The title of each inventory page is printed in the second column of
Section I.

On line 1 the total investments and the student's share that were entered in columns 4, 5, 6, and 7 were
transferred from the last line of page 4 ($269.50 to column 4; $420.40 to column 5; $269.50 to column 6; and
$420.4 to column 7). A similar procedure for the other three inventory items was followed on lines 2, 3,
and 4.

Lines 1-4 for columns 4, 5, 6, and 7 were added and the totals were entered on line 5.

The gain or loss in investments for line 6 was found by subtracting the smaller total in columns 4 and 5
from the larger ($4,435.63 minus $2,760.50=0,675.13). The + sign was used because there was an increase
in column 5 over column 4. Likewise, for the student's share, the smaller total in columns 6 and 7 was sub-
tracted from the larger ($1,553.76 minus $845.50=$708.26). The + sign was used because there was a gain
in investments in column 7 over column 6.

Page 24, Section IIsummary -.2 tha year's expenses and income. In Section II of page 24 the enterp ises
were written in column 2 in the same order on lines 7-12 as they appear on pages 8-23, so that each number
in column 3 corresponds to the column number for each enterprise on pages 8-23.

The total expense on each line of column 4 was taken directly from the corresponding total for each
column, 8-15, of the last page of expenses ($148.00 from column 8 of page 12, $175.10 from column 9, page
13, and so on) until all the transfers were made. The capital expense of $1,310 on line 15 was taken from
the total in column 16 of the last expense page.

Likewise, the total income figure for each line of column 5 was taken directly from the corresponding
total for each column 8-15 of the last pages for income ($113.10 from column 8 of page 18, $129.44 from
column 9, and so on). The income for the capital item of $230 was taken from the total of column 16 on
page 19.

The figures on lines 7-15 of columns 4 and 5 were added, and the totals were entered on line 16 for each
column. The totals were $8,242.84 for the expenses of column 4 and $7,842.65 for the income of column 5.
These figures are the same as the totals of column 7 of pages 12 and 18.
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It should be noted that the student's share for Section 1 of page 24 was transferred as totals from the
preceding pages. The student's share for Section II, however, was calculated individually on page 24 for each
enterprise, in keeping with the agreement for each enterprise as recorded on page 3.

) All of the enterprises except broilers were owned 100 percent by the student. The expense and income
figures in columns 7 and 8, lines 7-11, therefore, were copied from the corresponding lines of columns 4 and
5, For the student's share of broiler expenses and income on line 12, 25 percent of the entries in columns 4
and 5 were taken ($6,230.70X25 % = $1,557.68) for column 7, line 12, and ($6,781.51><25%=$1,695.38) for
column 8.

Page 24, tines 17, 18, and 19net cash income and net farm income. The total net cash income, which
may be either a gain or a loss, was found by subtracting the smaller total from the larger on line 16 of columns
4 and 5 ($8,242.84 minus $7,842.66=$400.19). The net cash income was a loss and the $400.19 is preceded
by a minus () sign.

The student's share of the net cash income was calculated in the same manner as described above
($2,756.52 minus $2,569.82=$186.70). A -I- sign was used because there was an increase in the total of
column 8 over column 7. The increase in "student's share" compared with a decrease in columns 4 and 5 came
about because the student purchased only 25 percent of the $1,000 for broiler equipment.

The net farm income on line 19 combines inventories in Section I and net cash income in Section II.
Totals on line 6 of Section I were transferred to line 18 of Section II; then the two were combined on line 19.
In this illustration the $1,676.13 from line 6 was transferred to line 18. The sum of $1,675.13 was adde..1 to
the $400.19 to obtain $1,274.94. (Notice the $400.19 is a negative figure.)

The student's share of net farm income was found in the same manner as described above. The $708.26
from line 6 was entered on line 18 and added to $186.76 of line 17, and the total of $894.96 was entered on
line 19 as the "student's share" of net farm income.

Chapter VII gives a more comprehensive explanation of net income.

Page 25, Section IProduction of Feed Raised This Year

When each crop included in the student's program was harvested, the production was recorded in Section
I, and the yield per acre was determined.

Page 25, Section IIDisposal of Feed That Was on Hand and Was Raised This Year

Section II was completed so that each enterprise can be analyzed separately. Crop production should be
credited to each particular crop. The feed that was consumed by the livestock from the crops that were on
hand as beginning inventory or that were raised during the year should be charged to each particular class
of livestock,

The Minds of feeds that were on hand or were raised during the year were listed at the top of the double
column in Section II. The beginning inventory of the amount of each kind of feed was transferred from page
4, column 2, to line 1 as corn-102 bushels, oats-0 bushels, lepedeza hay-100 bales, permanent pasture
grazing-2 acres, and grass hay-0 bales.

The feed that was raised this year and entered in Section I of page 25 was transferred to line 2 of Section
II as corn-222 bushels, oats-126 bushels, lespedeza hay-200 bales, permanent pasture-2 acres (same two
as in inventory), and grass hay-100 bales.

The total quantity for each kind of feed that was on hand plus that raised during the year was entered
on line 3.

The ending inventory of each kind of feed was talin from page 4, column 5, and entered on line 4. The
106 bushels of ear corn plus the 1,600 pounds (20 bushels) of crushed corn equal 126 bushels.

The amount of each kind oZ feed sold or exchanged was obtained from page 18 and entered on line 5; for
example, an amount of 87 bushels of corn was entered on line 5, column 3.
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If the seed used for crops planted during the year were obtained from the supply on line 3 of page 25,
then that amount was entered on line 6. The oat Crop was the only one for which home-grown seed were
used. The 8 bushels were entered on line 6, column 5. Purchased seed are not included in this section.

The totals for each kind of feed on hand, sold, and used for seed were obtained by adding the entries on
lines 4-6. These totals were entered on line 7.

When the amount on line 7 wes subtracted from the corresponding amount on line 3, the amount of each
kind of feed fed to livestock was determined. These amounts were entered on line number 8 as 111 bushels
of corn in column 3; 16.2 bushels of oats in column 5; 80 bales of lespedeza hay in column 7; 2 acres of pasture
in column 9, except the $20 worth that was rented to the parent; and 0 bales of grass in column 9a.

The corn was valued at $1.20 per bushel, or $133.20. This was entered in column 4. The oats were valued
at $0.80 a bushel, or $12.96, which was entered in column 6. The lespedeza hay was valued at $0.60 a bale, or
$48, which was entered in column 8. The permanent pasture value of $48 was entered in column 10.

All of the feed on line 8 was fed to the beef cattle; therefore, the values on line 8 were entered on line 9a
for the beef cattle. If feed had been fed to two or more kinds of livestock, the quantity and the value of each
would have been prorated on lines 9a, 9b, 9c, and 9d according to the quantity and the value for each.

Page 26-Analysis by Enterprises
In addition to the analysis of net income at the end of Section II, page 24, an analysis by enterprises is

made on page 26. The form on page 26, designed for analyzing each enterprise, may be used for different
ownership arrangements. Instructions at the top of the page tell the procedure for each.

When the student owns the total enterprise and the parent owns no part, then the analysis reflects the
total enterprise. If a student has a partnership arrangement, he has several choices: (1) he may summarize
the total enterprise including his and his partner's share; or (2) he may include only his share of each item
as it is entered; or (3) if he wants both analyses, then he should use two copies of page 26. Choice number 1
is most commonly used in enterprise analysis. The illustration, therefore, is for choice number 1. This is a
100 percent share for corn, oats, pasture, cattle, and hogs. The illustration for broilers includes both the
student's 25 percent share and the parent's 75 percent share.

Each enterprise listed on page 2 was entered at the top of columns 8-15 on page 26 in the same manner
as for previous pages.

Since this illustration is to be an analysis for the total of each enterprise, the instructions at the top of
page 26 specify the use of columns 3, 4, and 5 as a basis for the data to be recorded in columns 7-15.

Page 26, column 7. Entries were first made in column 7 as follows:

Item number 1-Cash income of $7,612.65 was transferred from the totals of lines 7-14, column 5, page
24. The $230 income from capital items was not included.

Item number 2-An amount of $230 was transferred from page 24, line 15, column 5.

Item number 3-The ending inventory Las four amounts: $42(:.40, $726.23, $480, and $2,809. These
amounts were transferred from the totals on page 4, column 7; page 5, column 11; page 6, column 10; and
page 7, column 8, respectively. They are recorded on page 24, Section I, column 5, also.

Item number 4-Non-cash has five amounts. The first four are $133.20, $12.96, $48, and $48. These were
transferred from page 25, line 9a, columns 4, 6, 8, and 10, respectively. The $20 worth of broiler manure
used on the corn was credited in item 4 as a non-cash income.

Item number 6-Cash expense of $6,932.84 was transferred from the totals of lines 7-14, column 4, page
24. The $1,310 for capital purchases is not in this total.

Item number 7-Capital purchases of $230 and $1,080 were transferred from the totals on page 6, column
3, and page 7, column 3, respectively.

Item number 8-The beginning inventory has values of $269.50, $196, $380, and $1,915. These values
were transferred from the totals on page 4, column 4; page 5, column 7; page 6, column 6; and page 7, column
5, respectively.
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Item number 9Non-cash has values of $138.20, $12.96, $48, and $48. These were taken from page 25,
line 9u, and entered in column 7. The $20 for manure is the same figure as was recorded in item number 4.
The sum of the charges and the credits for non-cash items for item 4 and item 9 must always be the same.

Item number 5The total income of $12,540.44 was obtained by adding all of the figures for items 1-4
of column 7.

Item number IIThe net returns of $1,274.94 in column 7 were obtained by subtracting line 10 from
line 5 ($12,540.44 minus $11,265.50=$1,274.94). This is also the same figure as is shown on page 24, line 19,
columns 4 and 5. This comparison acts as a check for the accuracy of column 7. These two must be the same.

Page 26, columns 8-15. After all the t stets were recorded in column number 7, they were prorated among
the enterprises of columns 8-15 by transferring individual entries from the designated pages ar I column
numbers specified in columns 3, 4, and 5 of the table as indicated below.

The cash income for item number 1 in each enterprise cmumn was taken from the total for that enter-
prise in column 5, Section II. of page 24. The total of all the entries recoraed in columns 8-13 of item number
1 ($113.10+$129.44-480.30+$409.70-498.6G4 $6,781.51) was $7,612.65. This is the same value that was
previously recorded in column 7 and is a check for the accuracy of item number 1.

The amount of $230 for item number 2 for the beef cow was transferred from column 16 of page 19.

The ending inventory on the first line of item number 3 of $420.40 was prorated among the enterprises in
keeping with the individual listings on page 4, column 7. The value of $169.80 for corn was determined by
adding $137.80 for ear corn to $32 for crushed corn. The value of $:01.60 frr oats and lespede-a was deter-
mined by adding $40 for oats, $84 for lespedeza hay, and $37.60 for seeded oats. The value of $86 for
permanent pasture was determined by adding $36 for pasture grass hay and $50 for permanent pasture. The
remaining value of P. was the cottonseed meal wisch was on hand for the beef cattle. The sum of all the

) entries was $420.40, which 4 'he same figures as in column 7.
s

I

The ending inventory of $726.23 on the second line of item number 3 was prorated among the enterprises
in keeping with the individual entries on page 5, column 11. The ending inventory of $480 on the third line of
item number 3 was credited to the beef cattle, since this enterprise was the only one entered on page 6,
column 10.

The ending inventory of $2,809 on the fourth line of item 3 was prorated in keeping with the individual
entries on page 7, column 8. The $74 for beef cattle was transferred directly, and the $2,735 for broilers was
determined by adding $1,835 for the broiler house to the $900 for the broiler house equipment. The sum of
all the prorated values on each line of item number 3 is the same figure that was recorded previously in
column 7 for each line and serves as a check for accurac of item number 3.

The non-cash income figures on tile first for.,' lines of item 4, column 7, were credited to the various
enterprises in keeping with the figures on page 2E, line 8, columns 4, 6, 8, and 10. The $20 for chicken manure
was credited to the broilers.

The total income, item number 5 for each enterprise, was obtained by adding the entries for items I, 2,
3, and 4 for each enterprise. The sum of all the totals for columns 8-13 in item number 5 was $12,540.44,
which is the same figure chat was placed in column 7. This check proves the entls for items number 1-5 to
be correct.

The cash expenses for item number 6 of each enterprise were taken from entries on page 24, Section II,
column 4, lines 7-14. The toinl of all entries of item 6 for columns 8-13 was $6.9:12.84, which is the same
figure that was recorded in column 7 and proves the entries to be correct ($14b.00-4175.10+$145.754-
$147.354 $85.94+$6,230.70=$6,932.84).

The capital purchases in item number 7 were prorated among the enterprises in keeping with the in-
dividual entries on pages 6 and 7, column 3. The $230 on page 6 went to the beef cattle. The $80 on page 7
went to beef cattle, and the $1,000 on page 7 went to broilers.
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The beginning inventory on each line of item number 8 for each enterprise was obtained from the in-
dividual entries on pages 4, 5, 6, and 7. The $127.50 for corn was transferred directly from column 4. The
'106 for oats and lespedm -vas determined by adding the $70 for hay to the $36 for seeded oats. The $30 for
permanent pasture was transferred directly. The $6 for beef cattle was the remaining $6 of column 4 for
cottoiiseeu :vieal. The sum of all the entries was $269.50, which is the same figure that was recorded in
column 7.

The $160 for beef cattle and the $36 for swine were obtained from page 5, column 7. The sum of these
two checked with the $196 of column 7.

The $380 for beef cattle came from page 6, column 6; and the $1,915 for broilers came from page 7,
column 5.

The non-cash entries in item number 9 of $133.20, $12.96, $48, and $48 for beef cattle were taken from
page 25, line 9a, columns 4, 6, 8, and 10, respectively. The $20 charged to corn was for the broiler manure. All
the entries in item number 9 are the same values as those in item number 4 except that they are charged to
different enterprises. They are the value of the feed and manure credited to the feed and broiler enterprises
and charged to the beef cattle and corn.

The total expenses in item number 10 for each enterprise were determined by adding each column for
items 6-9. The sum of all the totals was $11,265.50, which is the same figure as the one that was previously
recorded in column 7, and is a check for the accuracy of item 10.

The net returns in item number 11 for each enterprise were determined by subtracting the total expenses
of item number 10 from the corresponding total income of item number 5. All of these net income figures
were added; and the total was $1,274.94, which is the same figtn that appears in column 7 and that is recorded
on page 24, line 19. This total is a chedt for the accuracy of all the calculations on page 26.

Compa,..on of enterprises from the standpoint of net returns. The broiler enterprise had the highest
net return of any in the supervised farming program. The student, however, received only 25 percent of this
income. The 25 percent as the student's share would be greater than for any otter enterprise. The corn and
beef cattle were next with approximately the same net returns, slightly over $120 each. The oats and
lespedeza produced a net return of a still lower figure, and the permanent pasture showed only $38.55 largely
because it was charged to the beef cattle at a low cost figure.

When comparing the net returns from each enterprise, the student snould notice that there are i.c.rtain
factors that have not been equated. The units of scope for each are not of the same magnitude, no. is the
self labor the same for each. These facts should be taken into consideration when the various enterprises
are being evaluated.

Page 27Special Conditions Affecting Income From Different Enterprises

The name of each enterprise was entered in the first column, page 27. The experience with each enter-
prise was reviewed to determine: (1) Was the income high, low, or medium? (See paragraph above.) (2)
What factors as revealed by the record, such as high or low fertilizer application or high or poor feed
efficiency, were responsible for the level of the income? (3) What factors not shown by the records, such as
high rainfall, droughl-, and fertile soil, contributed to the level of income?

Mlb

The remarks on page 27 are typical of the types of special conditions that may be important.

C. EXPLANATIONS OF THE TOTAL OF STUDENT'S NET INCOME
AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT

To this point in the explanations, the discussion has been restricted to the student's supervised farming
program. Beginning with the discussion on page 28 in the record book, the student will find all income,
business costs, and financial considerations explained.
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Page 28, Section ITotal Agricultural and Non - Agricultural Earnings

Upper tableagricultural net income other than from student's enterprises. The student operated his
parent's equipment for custom hire for his neighbors. His part of the income for his labor was $168, and it
was entered in column 3. Ten dollars of expenses (ear oxpenses, lunch, etc.) in column 4 was deducted. This
left $158 net income for column 5.

The agreement with the parent provided that the student help the parent with the regular farm work;
and in exchange the parei,; would provide equipment, land, buildings, and family labor. The parent, however,
would receive, in addition to the student's personal labor, certain other items in exchange for the equipment
use land, etc.

The total exchange expense of $377.90 in column 6 of pages 8-17 inclusive was entered on page 28, upper
table, column 3, as income of the student. This is done because the student received this value from the
parent. The total exchange income of $314 in column 6 of pages 18-23 inclusive, was entered on page 28,
upper table, column 4, as expenses of the student. This is done because the student provided value from his
enterprises to the parent. The difference between the two values entered on page 28, columns 3 and 4, repre-
sents net income or net loss to the student. In this case it was $63.90 ($377.90 minus $314.00) , which was
recorded in column 5. If the amount in column 4 had exceeded the amount in column 3, then the results
would have been a negative amount. The student should be certain that the exchange expense total M column
6 on the last line of the expense page is recorded in column 3 o; page 28, and that the exchange income total
in column 6 on the last line of the income page is recorded in column 4.

Each column of the table was added and the totals were recorded on the last line. A check for accuracy
was made by subtracting $324.00 fnin $545.90 to get $221.90, the same figure as the total of column 5.

Lower table--non-agrieultural rat income. The student, who was a good mechanic and did the mechan-
ical work on his parent's farm in exchange for equipment use also did odd jobs of mechanical work for Mr.
Smith's garage. From June 1 to September 1 he was paid 013.60 for his part-time work; and he paid $22.10
for car expenses, meals, and other expenses in connection with the work. These figures were entered in
columns 3 and 4, respectively. The net income of $91.50 4113.60 minus $22.10) was entered in column 5.

The student owned $500 in 41/2 percent interest-bearing bank certificates. The interest for the year was
$22.50, which was entered in columns 3 and 5. Columns 3, 4, and 5 were totaled, and the totals were entered
on the last line of the table. A check for accuracy was made ($136.10 minus $22.10=014.00, which is the
same figure as the total d. crtumn 5).

Page 28, Section IITotal of Student's Net Income

The $894.96, student's share of net income tom page 24, line 19; the $221.90, agricultural net income
from the upper table, column 5 of page 28; and the $114, non-agricultural net income from the lower table,
column 5, were added to get the $1,230.36 total of the student's net income from all sources.

Page 29--- Student's Financial Statement

The entries were made in the beginning columns according to instructions in column 1. The student's
net worth in item C showed an increase in the ending inventory over the beginning inventory of $201.56,
which was entered in D.

Pages 30.32Important Dates and Notes

This is a very important section of the record. The notes and dates written on page 30 were recorded so
that plans could be made accordingly. These are only samples of many mute like them. Any other special
records, such as self labor, cculd be entered on these pages if needed.
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Chapter VI
VARIATIONS FROM THE ILLUSTRATION IN CHAPTER IV THAT MAY BE MADE

FOR DIFFERENT STUDENTS

A. EXPLANATIONS OF VARIATIONS

A Student Who Operates Completely on a 100 Percent Basis

A student who operates completely on a 100 percent basis for all enterprises may omit the following
columns of certain pages :

Page 4, columns 8, 9, and 10.
Page 5, columns 12, 13, and 14.
Page 6, columns 11, 12, 13, and 14.
Page 7, columns 9, 10, 11, and 12.
Page 24, Section I, columns 6 and 7.
Page 24, Section II, columns 6, 7, and 8.
Page 26, column 6.

It is necessary to use the columns for the "total" of the above pages because it is these entries that give
a complete picture of each enterprise of the practice program. The "total" is also the "student's share" for a
completely 100 percent share student. The figures for the "total" and the "student's share" would be identical
and would, therefore, not need to be repeated in the "student's share" columns.

When the student has less than 100 percent share for any item in his supervised farming program, as
did the student in the illustration in Chapter IV, then both the "total" and the "student's share" would be
er.lculated and entered on pages 4, 5, 6, 7, and 24.

A Student With Only One Enterprise in His Supervised Program Who Uses No Feed From His Supply for
His Livestock

In this case columns 8-15 of pages 8-23 could be omitted because column 7 would represent both the
total and the enterprise values, since they would be the same.

Also, in this case pages 25 and 26 could be omittad because they are used for (1) prorating expenses and
income among two or more enterprises, (2) giving credit to feed-producing enterprises for the feed fed to
livestock, and (3) placing charges for feed that is used for student's supply by his livestock. None of these
situations would exist for a one-enterprise program, and pages 25 and 26 would not be needed.

A Student With No Capital Assets

Pages 6 and 7 and column 16 of pages 8-23 would be omitted entirely for a student with no capital assets.

A Senior Who Graduates or Any Other Student Who Discontinues Vocational Agriculture

In this case, one of two choices could be made : (1) close out the record at the end of the vivo' year by
using the inventory pages, or (2) continue the record until the end of the calerdar year and close it out on
December 31. Option number (2) would be the more desirable for the student who is to remain on the farm
and stay in close contact with the teacher. Young men who are qualifying for an American Farmer degree
must continue with the supervised farming records.

A First-Year Student of Vocational Agriculture

In certain instances a student, especially one enrolled in Agriculture I, may have a single enterprise, 100
percent ownership, supervised farming program for which he owns no capital items of investment and has no
beginning inventories. In this case, only a part of the record book is used. This usually consists of cash or
equivalent expense and income records, an ending inventory of crops or livestock that are on hand at the
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end of the year, and a summary in which the net cash income and the net farm income are shown. This kind
of record would be simpler and easier to keep than one which involves all phases of a complete set of record
forms.

) A student who enrolls in Agriculture I in September may have very few entries in his record book before
December 31. In this case, he may not need a record book for the short period and an additional one for the
next year. He may, therefore, include these entries with those of the next year in one book. In case a student
files income taxes on a calendar-year basis, he would need to separate the income and the deduction for each
of the calendar years, or else he would need to keep two record booksone for each year.

l

A Farmer Including One Enrolled In a Young Farmer or Adult Class

A farmer can use this record book as illustrated in Chapter IV and explained in Chapter V. This book
is ideally suited for a farmer who desires to make various kinds of analyses.

The inventory, expense, income, and summary pages will provide a good picture of the total farming
operations. The pages for analyses are ideally designed for making enterprise analyses for purposes of
evaluating past performances for each enterprise.

A farmer might elect some method other than enterprise classification on pages 8-23 for prorating the
expenses and income. For example, columns 8-16 might be classified similarly to those used in income tax
reporting.

B. ILLUSTRATION OF ENTRIES AND CALCULATIONS FOR AN AGRICULTURE I STUDENT
WHO CONTINUES IN AGRICULTURE II

The following hypothetical illustration is developed to show how the Vocational Agriculture Record Book
can be adapted for a simple record of a beef steer project of an Agriculture I student and then expanded to
a program consisting of two steers and one acre of winter grazing as an Agriculture II student. It should
be noticed that only certain forms in the record book have been selected for use. If the student should not
enter Agriculture II, then the record would end with the Agriculture I beef steer and could be simplified even
further.

The explanations in Chapter V are given for a complete and advanced supervised farming program of
a student as represented by the illustration in Chapter IV. Certain ones of the explanations, however, may be
used for understanding the illustration in Chapter VI that follows.

As was done in Chapter IV, the guide page numbers were omitted on the forms used from the record
book for this illustration. They were resumed on the pages that follow the illustration.
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INTRODUCTION

The Vocational Agriculture Record Book is designed to include appropriate forms
for recording valuable financial information about the enterprises of the supervised pro-
gram in productic agriculture. The record should include all expense and income items
for each enterprise whether paid for or received by the student or some other person. All
purchases and sales should be included even when the enterprise is produced on a share
basis, since the student's share is calculated on the summary page. The record should be
kept on a calendar-year basis and should include beginning and ending inventories made
on January 1 and December 31, respectively.

Information in this record book will be needed for business analysis and filing
reports, such as income tax, social security, and reports of various achievements. This
book is designed on an enterprise basis and conforms as nearly as possible to the type of
business accounting that is used by managers in agricultural production. Correct usage
will give a sound basis for understanding the record systems in production agriculture
that will be encountered after the student leaves high school.

In order for records to be of value, they should be complete and accurate. Entries
must be made as soon as possible after transactions take place to insure that accuracy will
be achieved. Throughout the book are printed brief insttuctions to be followed in making
entries. The student should study the instructions before he uses the book. Detailed
directions are available in A Guide supplementing this record book. The teacher will
teach record keeping and will assist the student in keeping and analyzing the record.

ENTERPRISES FOR WHICH THIS RECORD IS KEPT:

Enterprises
Scope

and unit

Column No.
on expense and
income pages

3.-4,21At 8

43.404,..v,
10

11

1ff / 4,&42 /en /14 12jr
..

lift. .4412r 18
1 0f"

14

II15

2

P"'



AGREEMENT FOR STUDENTS IN PRODUCTION AGRICULTURE

This agreement is entered into this../.4et...day of..... , 19.44for a period of 11/2 years,

by and between --.(./...e.::4a441._ and e7l1.074441/2,
(Student)

'the student's enterprises in production agriculture.
This agreement contains statements concerning responsibility for providing equipment, land, buildings,

capital, and management; and the percent that is the student's share for each enterprise:

and covers
(Parent or Other Party)

Student agrees to provide the following: (Specify details by enterprises.)

Student is to receive: (Specify details, by enterprises.)

Parent or "other party" agrees to provide: (Specify details by enterprises.)

--4 (a- ),-I.- ___Atoze

vig,v1.4_12_5114_3_110/k4,_

n
21/16-e4.;-cet'

Parent or "other party" is to receive: (Specify details by enterprises.)

Responsibility of vocational agriculture teacher; _IE.Z

I
' Signatures

itit47,4441,4t, .._ ofArk`"
da. V -4ari$4.4.141---. a

(Student)

(Parent or other party")

(Vocational agriculture teacher)

1
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INVENTORY OF CROPS, FEED, SEED. AND SUPPLIES
Inventory all feed, seed, and supplies on hand by multiplying the quantity times it':e price at the farm. Also inventory unharvested crops on the

basis of actual value at the time the inventory is made. For fall-seeded crops the value should be at least the cost of establishment. If the student
has a record book for last year, the beginning inventory in this book must be the: same as the ending inventory in last year's book.

Multiply values in columns 4 and 7 by percentages hr column 8 and enter the figures in columns 9 and 10, respectively.

Total /or each non
Beginning of year

Item

1

Quatitit
& unit

2

Price
per

unit Vali) a

Student's share
End of year

Quanti Pricety per& unit Valueunit
Per
cent

Beginning Ending
value value

9 4 6 6 7

gettn.-enrersa.a
.P.ettettur- -40 41.-12

$

8 9 10

31Lit,__1112s $ Xsao_ mo
4 ed IA I g,ed Itto

_I Ikea., ____oAs- An 45ek 1_60

* (i 7. zs:

TOTALS (Carry forward so page 24)
' on.. /.4,

mamma

$

,-Arlis

1-

all
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INVENTORY OF LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY HELD FOR SALE AND HOME USE
Inventory all livestock and poultry held for sale and for home use by multiplying the quantity times the price at the farm. Livestock held for

sale include feeder stock. Invent y on page 6 livestock kept primarily for breeding or milk production. Omit columns 7 and 13 for those animals
acquired during the year, t.nd cll. columns 11 and 14 for those animals disposed of during the year. Leave column 3 blank for animals raised. If
the student has a receed book for mat year, the beginning inventory in this book must be the same as the ending inventory in last year's book.

Multiply values in columns 7 and 11 by percentages in column 12 and enter the figures in columns 13 and 14, respectively.

Kind
Date
ac-

quired

Cost
if

bought

Total for each item Student's share
Beginning of year End of year

Per
cent

Beginning
value

Ending
value

Quantity Price
per
unit

,

Value
Quantity Price

per
unit

Value
No. Pounds No. Pounds

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

$ Imo$
_ MP ... 0 0 170 a 'RM I i 0E

)it 0/30,60 ,WILVIMOMMAIPL _. , _.W1100P1 _ . MIMI
11111=1

1=1/

TOTALS (Carry forward to page 24) $ MRS:



OPERATING AND CAPITAL

These instructions apply to pages 8 through 17. Enter all expenses including (1) cash operating cost (2)
cash for machinery, breeding stock, and other depreciable property, and (3) the value of goods and services
received (without a cash cost) in exchange for other goods and services.

Write the enterprises in the headings of columns 8-15 in the same order as recorded on page 2.
Enter in column 5 the amount for each item for which actual cash was paid, including grant-in-aid purchase

orders. Enter in column 6 the value of the student's products, personal labor, etc., given in exchange for other
products. Also enter in column 6 the appropriate charge for the use of equipment furnished by others (unless

Date Expense items
Quantity

and
unit

Price
per
unit

Expenses Total
cash &

exchange PrillCash Exchange
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EXPENSES (CASH AND EXCHANGE)

' student is operating on a share basis), family labor, gifts, etc., received in exchange for other considerations. Dis-
tribute the amounts in column 7, except for capital items purchased during the year, among the appropriate
enterprises of columns 8-15. Certain expense items, such as repairs, should be prorated as accurately as possible
among enterprises benefiting from the expense. Omit columns 8-15 for all capital items and use colwan 16 instead.

I Also inventory these. capital items on pages 6 and 7.
Enter on these pages all cash expenses and non-cash exchanges for each enterprise although production is on

a share basis. The student's share is calculated on page 24.
Carry forward totals to each succeeding page and enter the totals of the last expense page on page 24.

Distribution of operating expenses by enterprises (cash & exchange) Capital
expenses

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

$ $
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INCOME FROM CAPITAL AND NON.

consumption. Do not enter products used for the student's other enterprises. Enter in column 5 the
amount from cash sales. Consider certain income, such as agricultural program payments or purchase orders, as
cash income. Enter in column 6 the value of the student's products given to others and those used by family
members.

recorded on page 2. Enter in column 2 the products sold or exchanged for other items ai.1 considerations including
Write the enterprises for which this record is kept in the headings of columns 8-15 in the same order as
These instructions for recording income apply to pages 18-23.

..ay,



CAPITAL ITEMS (CASH & EXCHANGE)

Distribute the amounts in column 7 among the appropriate enterprises of columns 8-15. Lump-sum income,
such as agricultural program payments, should be prorated among the appropriate enterprises. Omit from columns
8-15 sales capital items, such as used machinery and breeding stock, but record them in column 16 instead. Also

vomit these capital items from page 6, columns 10 and 14, and page 7, columns 8 and 12.
Enter on these pages all income from an enterprise although it was produced on a share basis. The student's

share is calculated on page 24.
Curry forward totals of each column to each succeeding page and enter totals of last income page on page 24.

Distribution of non-capital income (cash & exchange) Capital

__1144T
,

P5"
income

10 11 12 13 14 15 it;
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....17.13
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SUMMARY OF YEAR'S BUSINESS

Section L Summary of the Year's Inventories
ns Transfer to this section the totals of the inventory accounts from pages 4-7. If the student owns a fixed share
'so of one class of inventory, enter the total investments in colums 4 and 5, and the student's share In columns 6 and 7.

When the student owns 100 percent interest; his share will be identical to the "total."
t's

Line
ssfo. Kind of inventory

From
page
No.

Total investments Student's Share

Beginning Ending Beginning Ending

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Crops, feed, seed, and supplies 0 $ _1/1a 6 $4' $

2
Livestock and poultry held for sale
and home use 5 7' -V

3
Livestock held for breeding and
dairy prrposes

4
Permanent improvements, iyal?hinery,
and equipment

5 Totals (lines 1-4) -o-
$ t_..2g7,

$.2ft2"L
/

$

$_ Ata-Afte___6 Gain or loss in investments (-1- Gr )

Section II. Stunmary of the Year's Expenses and Income (Cash & Exchange)
Transfer the totals from pages 8-17 and 18-23, respectively, to columns 4 and 5. When the student's sia.ire of

any one enterprise is less than 100 percent, determine the student's share for each and enter in columns 7 and 8.

Line
No. Entarplises from pp. 8-23

From
co'..
No.

Total Student's Share

Expenses Income Expenses Income

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

9

4..2.54-31$

6 703
42t535 ZS

/S,6/
A"

Ate

$

8

9 lo

10 11

11 12

12 13

13 14

14 15

15 Capital items 16

16 Totals (lines 7-15)' $ f' 123 $2 3C 4:.,,t_

17
Net ash income
(gain or loss; + or ) $ ""...?/9 a/ $ _ao-Ng. e.

18
Change 41 inventory
(gain or loss; ± or ) $ 1- .2 g 7, / 5( L$ r'

19
Net farm income
(g or loss; + or ) $ T 6.g. /3 $ ..weds-fit.c...(gain

24
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Part Three

EVALUATING SUCCESS IN A FARMING PROGRAM

Chapter VII

PROCEDURES FOR CALCULATING SELECTED KINDS OF
FARM RETURNS FROM RECORDS

Many kinds of analyses can be made with farm records. Some can be made with speed and with a
minimum of records. Others require more information. Conclusions that can be drawn vary with details
that are included. The greater the amount of details that are included, the more specific can be the conclusions.

Record books provide some space for recording information and usually provide some arrangement for
measuring success, but they do not provide forms and instructions for calculating all measures of success.
Students and farmers should not expect record books to provide tit) suggestions and forms for making all
kinds of analyses that are needed. If record books did provide them, then the user would be faced with the
difficfilt decisions of selecting those measures that would be useful and of rejecting those that would have
limited vas

Many measures of success can be analyzed with information that can '..e recorded in the Vocational
Agriculture Record Book for Production Agriculture. The larger the scope of the farming program, the more
important it is to evaluiti the records kept. The illustration in Chapter IV contains only two kinds of
analyses: an analysis of net farm income on page 24 and an analysis by enterprises on page 26 of the illus-
tration. These are explained in Chapter V.

Chapter VII identifies selected measures of success, explains the procedure for calculating the measures,
and explains the procedure with examples from the illustration in Chapter IV. On a comparative basis these
examples are similar to those that a farmer can make for his business.

A. NET CASH (Not Net Cagh Income)

Net cash is the remainder after subtracting the gross cash expenses from gross ca3h income. The net
cash can he determined from the information in the record book on pages 8 through 23. It may be calculated
at any time during the year or can be summarized at the close of the year.

The following example is based on entries in the illustration for the advanced supervised farming pro-
gram in Chapter IV. The procedure, description, sources, and amounts are as follows:

Item Pages Column Amount
Total cash income 18-23 5 $7,528.65
Total cash expenses 8-17 7,864.94

Net cash (subtract) $-336.29

In the preceding example the net cash is a negative amount. The net cash indicates only the change in cash
in the farming program. It indicates whether cash income is more or less than cash expenses. It does not
indicate success.

If the student owns 100 percent of his enterprises, the net cash represents his cash balance. If he is in
partnership for one or more enterprises, then the parent's or partner's share must be deducted to determine
the student's share.

In the example below, the student's share of a broiler enterprise was 25 percent. Seventy-five percent of
the cash represented the paret's share. In this case all the expenses and all the income were cash, and none
were exchange; therefore, the student's share and the parent's share can be determined from the totals in the
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column for broilers. If part of either were exchange items, then the exchange values would have been ex-
cluded. The adjustment for the partner's share can be solved in this way:

Student's
Total Share

Parent's
Share

Item Cash (25%) (75%)
Total cash income from broilers

(pages 18-23, column 13) $6,781.51 $1,695.38 $5,086.13
Total cash expense

(pages 8-17, column 13) $6,230.70 $1,557.68 $4,673.02

Net cash $ 550.81 $ 137.70 $ 413.11

The student's total net cash from all enterprises can be determined by removing the parent's share from
the net cash previously calculated,

Item Amount
Total net cash $336.29
Parent's share of the net cash 413.11

Student's net cash (subtract algebraically) $749.40
In the foregoing example the first cash balance showed a decline, and the parent's share for broilers was

a gain; therefore, the student's share is a larger decrease (his loss of $336.29 plus the parent's share of
$413.11). This decrease in cash was due to the inventory that the student accumulated.

What conclusions can be urawn? The details of the net cash are very important. They are needed for
income tax reports, for measuring success of the total farm, or for evaluating separate enterprises. The net
cash, with adjustments for personal living costs and other income, can be compared with the bank balance
and cash on hand to determine if all money has been accounted for.

The net cash balance does not indicate success or failure. Exchange values and inventory changes must
be recognized before conclusions can be drawn about success or failure.

B. NET CASH INCOME
Net cash income, as used in this record system, includes both cash and exchange values. Net cash income

is the gross cash and exchange income minus the gross cash and exchange expense. Exchange income and
exchange expenses are particularly important with most vocational agricultural students because of the
partnership arrangements with the parent or other party. The exchange values are a real part in under-
standing farming. These are costs and income and must be recognized in studying success.

The amount of the net cash income was entered on page 24, Section II, line 17, of the record book. The
calculations for determining net cash income are as follows:

Item Total Amount Student's Share
Total cash and exchange income

(page 24, line 16, columns 5 & 8) $ 7,842.65 $ 2,756.52
Total cash and exchange expenses

(page 24, line 16, columns 4 & 7) 8,242.84 2,569.82

Net egsh income (subtract) $-400.19 (Loss) 4 7 3.70 (Gain)

Before drawing conclusions about the business, a student needs to examine the inventory to determine
the extent and the direction of the changes. Page 24. Section I, line 6 shows a considerable gain in inventory
which partially offsets the low cash income.

C. NET FARM INCOME
Net farm income is the net cash income plus increases in inventory or minus decreases in inventory. Net

farm income is a more accurate measure of the success of a business than net cash income because it is
based on net cash income and changes in inventory.

The net amount of farm income ras calculated on page 24, lines 17, 18, and 19. The details are as follows:

Item Total Amount Student's Share
Net cash income $ 400.19 (loss) $186.70 (gain)
Change in inventory +1,675.13 (increase) 708.26 (increase)

Net farm income $ 1,274.94 (increase) 3894.96 (increase)

After a student calculates the net farm income, he has determined his returns to three factors of pro-
duction : his self labor, his management, and his investment.
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D. LABOR INCOME

Labor income is the net farm income minus a charge for the use of capital.
If a student wants to determine the returns for his physical labor and his management, then he must

make a charge for the capital he has invested in his farming program.
The charge for the use of personally owned capital can be determined by multiplying the investment by

an interest rate. There is no fixed interest rate. The one that a certain student uses may differ from the one
that another student uses. A convenient rate to use is the same one thzit '.he student is paying on his borrowed
capital. If he owns all his capital, he can use a rate commonly charged in his community.

The interest rate used in the example that follows is 6 percent. That is the rate used in the illustration
in the guide. The details are on page R of the record book and are dated May 12. The 6 percent rate applies
to money borrowed during November of the preceding year with arrangement.. to pay the interest when the
note matured.

There are a number of ways that the interest rate can be charged. There is one that can be worked easily
from the student's financial statement on page 29 in the record book. To begin with, the student can identify
the assets and the liabilities that are associated with the farming program, and then he can use these amounts
and disregard the others. The accounts receivable in this illustration were not a part of the supervised
farming program.

In the particular illustration used, the assets in the farming program include those on page 29, lines 1, 3,
and 4: total inventory values, cash on hand, and accounts in the bank. The liabilities associated with the
farming program include both the unpaid bills and the notes.

A procedure for calculating the interest charge on personal investments in the fanning program from
the financial statement on page 29 of the record book is as follows:

Beginning Ending
Item Values Values

Total inventory value $ 845.50 $1,553.76
Accounts receivable -0- -0-
Cash on hand 10.80 4.38
Accounts at the bank 641.10 500.00

Total assets in the fanning program (add) $1,497.40 $2,058.14
Liabilities in the fanning program 501.00 748.80

Net worth in the farming program (subtract) $ 996.40 $1,309.34
Total beginning and ending net worth

($996.40+$1309.34) $2,305.74
Average combined net worth ($2,305.74÷2) 1,152.87
Interest rate to be charged 6%

I-tercst charge ($1,152.87x.06) $ 69.17

After a charge for personally owned capital has been determined, the labor income can be calculated by
deducting the charge for capital from the student's net farm income. For example:

Student's net farm income
(page 28, Section II, line 1) $894.96

Charge for student's personal capital 69.17

Labor income (subtract) $825.79

Two simplifications can be made in the foregoing procedure if the particular farming program justifies
the short cut. In the first place, if there is relatively little change in the net worth during the year, the
averaging of the inventories can be omitted; and the interest rate can be multiplied by either the beginning
or the ending inventory. In the second place, if the student does not have liabilities, the interest rate can be
charged against the assets used in the farming program.

E. RETURNS TO MANAGEMENT

Returns to management are estimated returns for the manager's ability to make decisions. They are the
returns after charges have been made for all factors used in the farming programs including charges for all
exchange items, self labor, and a charge for capital.

The calculation is simple after labor income has been determined. If the fanning program is small in
scope, the manager can estimate the hours of self labor. Then he can place a value on this labor at an existing
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wage rate per hour. If the farming program requires the full time of the manager, he can place a value on
this labor that corresponds with an existing wage for full-time farm labor.

If the self labor in the following example is estimated at 300 hours and if the wage rate for farm labor
is estimated at $1.25 per hour, then the value of the labor is $375 (300X $1.25) . This charge subtracted from
labor income will give the estimated returns to management. For example:

Student's labor income (preceding example) $825.79
Estimated value of self labor (300 hrs.X $1.25) 375.00

Returns to management (subtract) $450.79

The returns to management in this example exceed the value of the student's self labor. This level of
return is in keeping with the relatively high level of performance within enterprises.

F. RETURNS PER HOUR OF LABOR

4_ student can calculate the returns per hour of labor on each enterprise provided he has a record of
the labor used. A detailed labor record involves the regular attention to recording details. Rather than
maintaining a daily accounting of labor used, the student can delay the assembling of the labor data until
the time of the analysis. Then he can classify the kinds of jobs and allocate the time per job or per day to
the job. For example, labor records for a crop can be assembled by listing each job in the growing and
harvesting process and by allocating time per acre by jobs. Labor records for a livestock enterprise can
be assembled from normal chore time and time on special jobs.

If a particular student desires to prepare self-labor records, he may record them on pages 30-32 of the
Vocational Agriculture Record Book. The information recorded may be either on a detailed basis or on a
job basis.

A student can calculate returns per hour of labor by dividing labor income by hours. Labor income was
calculated in an earlier section identified as labor income. Hours of labor were estimated at 800 in the
previous section of this chapter. From these data, returns per hour of labor are calculated as follows: $825.79
student's labor income÷300 hrs. estimated self labor=$2.75 per hour.

G. RETURNS TO CAPITAL AND MANAGEMENT

The returns to capital and management are the returns after assessing charges for all factors in pro-
duction except the management and the capital. This process reflects the manager's ability to Lanage capital.

As explained previously, the farm income is the returns for self labor, capital, and management. If a
charge is made for the physical self labor and this is deducted from net farm income, the remainder is the
returns to capital and management

The discussion on returns to management explained two procedures for placing a value on physical labor.
The preceding example placed a value of $875 on the self labor for the student. Continuing with the $875 for
self labor, the procedure is as follows :

Student's net farm income
(page 24, line 19, columns 7 and 8) $894.96

Estimated value of self labor (300 hrs. @ $1.25) 375.00

Returns to capital and management (subtract) $519.96

Returns to capital are usually evaluated in percentages relative to the assets and expressed as a rate
earned on the investment. The procedure for determining the assets in the fanning program from investment
data on page 29 was explained under labor income. In the example below, the calculation is as follows:

Beginning assets $1,497.40
Ending assets 2,058.14

Total $3,555.54
Average investment (total divided by 2) $1,777.77

The rate of returns is determined by dividing the returns to capital by the average investment. In the
example the rate is 29 percent ($519.96$1,777.77) .

The rate in this example is high, but the magnitude is influenced by the broiler enterprise. Broilers have a
rapid turnover, and in the illustration the inventory of broilers is low because the batch on Lventory is less
than two weeks old.

H. COSTS AND RETURNS FROM BROILERS
An analysis can and should be made for each enterprise. Only one of these will be used in the following
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example, and that is for the first batch of broilers. For convenience the cash and exchange expenses and
income entries on pages 10 and 18 of the record book are repeated.

Broiler lbs. $3,320.65sales-22,901
Chick cost-8,000 head $ 360.00
Shavings-2 loads 20.00
Medicine 12.00
Electricity 34.29
Feed-49,502 lbs. $2,376.12

Cash costs (add) 2,802.41

Net cash gain (subtract) $ 518.24

Results from the broilers can be evaluated with the use of many measures. Some of these measures and
the procedure for figuring them are discussed.

Feed efficiency commonly called feed converston. The feed efficiency is the ratio between the pounds of
feed fed and the pounds of birds sold. It is determined by dividing the pounds e feed fed by the pounds of
birds sold, as 49,502 lbs. feed÷22,901 lbs. birds=2.16.

Returns per dollar feed cost. The returns per dollar of feed cost are an important indication of success
in feeding. This measure is valuable with all classes of livestock because feed is the largest item of cost. The
returns are determined by dividing the value of livestock produced by the value of the feed. In this example
of broilers the returns per dollar of feed cost equal ($3,320.65 total returns÷$2,376.12 feed charge) $1.40.

The broiler contract used by the student in the illustration provided a guarantee to the grower of 2.5
cents per pound of broiler sold above the cost of chicks, medicine, and feed. Consequently, the feed is billed,
not at retail price, but as a residual after deducting the chick and medicine costs from sales. If feed had
been charged at market price and if market price of feed had been $5.50 a hundred, then feed cost would have
been $2,722.61 and the returns per dollar feed cost would have been ($3,320.65 return÷$2,722.61, $1.22.

Returns per dollar cash cost. Returns per dollar of cash costs provide a comparison between cash
receipts and cash expenses. The value of the quotient above one dollar represents the returns for non-cash
costs such as buildings, equipment, farm-raised feed, and self labor. The returns per dollar of cash cost are
determined by dividing the value produced by all cash costs. In this example of broilers, the answer is
($3,320.65 value produced÷$2,802.41 cash costs) $1.18.

1. Returns per pound of broilers sold. Returns from broilers sold divided by pounds sold give the returns
a per pound of broilers. For example, $3,320.65 returns÷22,901 pounds sold give 14.5 cents per pound.
ke Feed cost per pound of broilers sold. Feed cost per pound of broiler sold is feed cost divided by pounds

of broilers sold. This process is illustrated as follows: $2,376.12 feed cost÷22,901 lbs. broilers sold=10.4
r. cents per pound.

to
nt

Cash cost per pound of broilers sold. Cash cost per pound of broilers sold is all cash costs divided by
pounds of broilers sold. This process is calculated as follows : $2,802.41 cash cost÷22,901 pounds broilers
sold=12.2 cents per pound.

After cash cost per pound of broilers sold is deducted from the returns per pound of broilers sold, the
remainder is the returns to the producer for his investment, work, and management. In this example the
returns per pound are (14.5 cents returns minus 12.2 cents cash costs) 2.3 cents.

Other analyses. Many more analyses can be made for each batch of broilers. Included among these are
comparisons per bird similar to those illustrated on cost-per-pound basis, death loss, and days to produce.
The student can select the measures that provide answers to the appropriate questions to be evaluated in
broiler production.

I. OTHER MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Measures of success which have been identified and discussed are suggestive of the kinds of analyses that
can be made. The list is only a start. There are many more that can be made. A general suggestion that can
be offered is to make evaluations for the total farming program and then make separate analyses for each
enterprise.

Analyses should not be made because they can be worked. If measures of success are used, it is essential
that the user understand what each measure is intended to express. It is even more important that the user
have an understanding of the significance of the answer relative to the performances among many producers.
Then, for the measure of success to be really meaningful, the user must have sufficient agricultural knowledge
to enable him to plan for improvements in keeping with the performance.
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Chapter VIII
SUMMARY

This Guide was written for the student and the teacher of vocational agriculture. It was written about
record keeping and record analysis with farming programs. It was written to conform with one record book
namely, the Vocational Agriculture Record Book. It was written to help an individual progress from simple
records to as complex a system of records as is appropriate to his farming program.

Since this publication was written as a guide, it includes instructions in considerable detail. Besides
containing a copy of the Record Book with illustrations, the guide also explains the step-by-step procedure
for numerous entries and calculations.

The guide was written with the expectation that each user would adapt the particulars to his personal
needs As the needs for an individual increase, he can increase his use of the guide.

Record keeping and analysis are considered as two of the most important jobs in operating a farming
business. They are also considered to have real importance in the learning of arithmetic as a high school
subject. For these and other reasons they are considered as important parts of the instructional program
in vocational agriculture.

The three major kinds of records are inventory (beginning and ending), cash (expense and income), and
exchange (expense and income). They may be kept by using any of three systems: enterprise, whole-farm,
or a combination whole-farm and enterprise system. The third system is most appropriate for students of
vocational agriculture.

There are certain terms that are significant in understanding farm accounting, record keeping, and
analysis of records. Chapter III is a convenient reference for terms used in the record book and some addi-
tional terms used in record analysis. Repetition of definitions was deliberate to assist the reader in quickly
locating terms that might be looked for under more than one key word.

The illustration in Chapter IV is a hypothetical advanced supervised farming program of six enterprises.
It illustrates the kinds of entries and calculations that are needed for the combination whole-farm and enter-
prise system of records in the Vocational Agriculture Record Book. Forms on various pages of the record
book are used for the different phases of the illustration on record keeping and analysis.

A second illustration in Chapter VI shows how an adaptation of the record book can be made for a
student (usually a first-year student) with a limited supervised farming program. Only a small portion of
the record book is needed by many beginning students. The student should begin with the simple system of
record keeping and progress in his learning until he can keep and analyze the more advanced one.

Chapter V, between the two illustrations, explains how each entry and each calculation was made in the
more advanced illustration of Chapter IV. The John Doe illustration in Chapter IV and the chapter of ex-
planations that folk Ns it should be studied by each student before he attempts to keep the record and analyze
it for his own supervised farming program.

The procedures for calculating selected kinds of farm returns from records are explained in Chapter
VII. There are many kinds of analyses that may be made from a good set of records. Some of these analyses
are needed by students and by farmers for measuring the success of the business. Not all forms needed
for all the measures of success are found in the record book for use in making the entries and calculations.
The record hook does provide, however, for calculating net cash income and net farm income on page 24, net
returns from each enterprise on page 26, and the total of the student's net income from all sources on page
28. The forms for each of these will be needed by most students in vocational agriculture and by farmers.

The examples and disci scion in Chapter VII will be of further use to a student or a farmer as he
calculates the various kinds of net returns that are needed by him.

The guide is a valuable text on farm accounting, record keeping, and analysis of records. It should be
made available to each student of vocational agriculture for use by him in his program of study in vocational
agriculture.
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Related Training Record
A column labeled "Assignment Date" has been provided at the right-hand
side of each page in the Contents. Whenever your instructor assigns a topic,
he should write this date in the appropriate kr! ank. When you have com-
pleted the topic satisfactorily, your instructor should place his initials next
to the ossignment date. If this procedure has been followed, and you should
transfer from one school to another, you will have an accurate record of the
work you have completed. It should never be necessary for you to duplicate
work on topics already studied or to skip topics not previously assigned.

In order to provide other school records needed, be sure to fill in below
your name, home address, and telephone number. Then ask your instructor
to fill in the official date of your enrollment in his class and to sign his name.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE_

DATE ENROLLED

INSTRUCTOR(S)
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Foreword

e

The organization of related training courses for apprentices to sup-
plement their work at the trade is relatively new. These courses
are highly Fpe cialized, rond few commercially prepared training
manuals related to course content are available. Accort4:-Ily, the
California State Department of Education has been given the assign-
ment of developing relevant instructional matrials. The Depart-
molt meets this responsibility primarily through the Bureau of
Industlial Education.

We are confident that the apprentices who have chosen to work in
this trade, as well as the journeymen who are instructing them,
will find participation in the related training course both helpful
and stimulating.

Superintendent of Public Instruction



Preface
The Bureau of Industrial Education has responsibility for making available to
the apprentice relt%;.ed instructional materials required for use in the train-
ing programs offered by the various trade groups in the state. The Bureau
meets this responsibility by working cooperatively with employer-employee
groups representing each of these trades in determining what materials are
needed and in developing these materials.

This edition of Glazin was planned under the direction of the State Edu-
cational Advisory Committee for the Glazing Trade. The membership of
the committee included the following representatives of employers and
employees:

Representing the Employers

Norman Tyre, Los Angeles
Harold 0. Swaney, San

Francisco

Representingipesentin the Emplo ees

Luther Knight, Los Angeles
Francis J. O'Connor, San Diego
Robert Kerr, Oakland

Material for this edition was written by Neil W. Bates, Seal Beach; Julian R.
Gallegos, San Gabriel; Luther Knight, Los Angeles; Stanley M. Smith, San
Bruno; and Francis J. O'Connor, San Diego.

Special thanks and appreciation are extended to Mr. Harold 0. Swaney, who
served as Special Consultant to the Department of Education in coordinating
the development of this training program, and to Julian R. Gallegos, who
reviewed the material in the various stages of preparation for publication
and gave valuable assistance in verifying data and supplying needed
information.

DONALD E. KITCH
Acting Chief,
Division of Instruction
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Introduction
This information is intended to help you understand why you are required by
your apprenticeship agreement to enroll in a course of approved instruction.
It will tell you what you are expected to do in the course and what your instructor
will do. It will explain how to use the workbook and its accompanying testbook
and how to study so that you will remember what you read. You will find that
these things are important to your study of the course, and you should therefore
read this section carefully before beginning your first assigr neni. There are
no questions covering this information in the accompanying testbook.

The Purpose of the Course

The program of education for modern apprenticeship includes two distinct
phases. In the first phase, you learn the skills of the trade on the job; as an
apprentice glazier, you work under an experienced journeyman glazier, and
you will be paid for your work while you are learning. In the second phase
of the program, you attend a class, usually during the evening, in which you
study information related to your job. Such technical information is easier
to learn in a school than on the job, since much of it is available only in books,
manuals, and films that can best be used in a schoolroom with the aid of a
teacher. This related information explains the "why" of the trade and is con-
cerned with such things as safety practices, the interpretation of drawings, and
the use of tools.

It is necessary fir you to realize the importance of the technical information
relating to your work. The worker who understands this side of his craft is
better able to plan work, to understand the plans of others, and to solve imme-
diate craft problems. A glazier can sometimes keep on working with only a
small understanding of his trade, but: such a worker rarely becomes a really
successful journeyman, a foreman, or a superintendent. The knowledge you
can obtain through regular school attendance and careful study of the assignments
in this course will prepare you for advancement in the glazing trade.

This course has been designed to make it as easy as possible for you to acquire
knowledge about your trade. The information is organized systematically,
and frequent checks are offered to test your understanding of the material.

Workbook Assignments

The workbook is a guide to the material you will study in class. Assignments
to certain reference books will be made in most of the topics of the workbook.
You will be told what pages to read in the reference books, what blueprints to
consult, and what problems to solve in order to C.)tain the fundamentcl technical

xi



knowledge you will need. Occasionally there will be a topic for which no
adequate reference materials could be found; in such a topic, the background
information has been included in the workbook.

You will be required to purchase all of the technical books that are assigned
in the workbook topics. These are books used repeatedly throughout the
course. You will find them helpful to have as your own personal property,
both during the course and later on as you encounter problems on the job.
Other publications will be used less frequently; these may be found in your
classroom library. Books and other instructional niaterials needed in your
study of this course are listed under the heading "Instructional Materials"
in the back of this workbook.

As you work on your study assignments, you may encounter ideas that you do
not fully understand. Your teacher, who has earned his living at the trade,
will help you with such problems. Most of the time he will be working with
small groups or with individuals, trying to divide his time equally among them.
When he is working with others, you can make progress on your own by
following the instructions in your workbook. Remember that your teacher
cannot learn your assignments for you; the effort to learn will have to come
from you, yourself.

The teacher will do his best to assign topics that relate to the work you are
doing on the job. However, it will not always be possible to match your work
with your study in class. You should keep in mind that all of the topics contain
information that will be valuable to you at some time in your work.

Your instructor will probably make your assignments by writing the date in
the column provided for that purpose in the "Contents" pages at the front of
your workbook. When you have finished the assignment, he will probably
initial it in the same place.

Supplementary Materials

Reading is only one method of learning. When you are learning about certain
operations, your instructor will perform demonstrations to help you to under-
stand the processes involved. Once in a while he may arrange for a field trip
to a shop or to a construction project at the time that various types of glass
are being installed. He may use charts and drawings to explain the techniques
used in present-day glazing, and occasionally he will conduct group discussions
on questions you may not have understood fully. You may be asked to be pre-
pared to discuss one or more assigned topics relating to the material being
studied.

Study Guide and lest

Exercises and test questions are included in each topic in the workbook to
enable you I:- check your knowledge after you have studied the assignment.
If you cannot answer one of these questions, you will find the needed infor-
mation in the workbook or in one of the assigned reference books. Look the
answers up yourself; you will find that you remember them better that way.
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Testbook

When you have finished studying an assignment and feel that you have mastered
it, the teacher will test you on it. The tests he uses are in a testbook that he
keeps in his files; these tests enable you and your teacher to find out how well
you haire learned what you were studying. He will grade the test after you have
completed it. The results of the test will reveal those parts of the assignment
in which you may need further help, and the teacher will discuss those parts
with you. He may require you to do all or part of the assignment again if he
feels this is necessary. When you have completed the test satisfactorily, the
teacher will give you a new assignment.

Give your classroom work the attention it deserves. Keep in mind that if you
keep failing the tests in the course, you will be asked to appear before the
local joint apprenticeship committee to show why you should not be released
from your apprenticeship agreement.

Progress Records

In your study of this course, 3,.,u may progress as fast as your ability allows
you to. Because the course consists of a series of individual study assignments,
you and your classmates may all be working on different topics at any given
time. For this reason, your instructor will probably use a chart to keep an
accurate record of your progress. This progress chart indicates, for each
apprentice, the assignment he is working on and the assignments he has already
completed.

It is important that you keep a record of your work processes on the job. Every
apprentice agreement specifies that the apprentice spend a 'ertain number of
hours on each kind of work on the job; this is to ensure that when his apprentice-
ship is completed, he will be a skilled all-around craftsman. It is your respon-
sibility to make sure that this agreement is followed. Your employer will
probably be too busy to keep a work process record for you, but in most cases
he will be willing to see that you get a well-rounded training as a glazier if you
keep such a record accurately and remind him when the time for a new assign-
ment is at hand.

Another reason for keeping up your records is that the joint apprenticeship
committee must have specific information about your job experience before it
can authorize your periodic pay increases. Also, your record must be complete
before the committee can recommend that you be awarded journeyman status.
Both job and school records are of great importance to your progress as an
apprentice. You will be wise to take the time necessary to keep them up to
date.

How to Study E :ciently

It is unlikely that you will have enough time to do all the work of the course
in the classroom; you will probably have to study at home as well if you are
to finish the course on time. It will be a great help ,3 you in your work if you
can finish this course in the shortest time that will permit thorough studying.
The best way to accomplish this is by outside study.



Did you ever wonder why some things are easily remembered and others are
quickly forgotten? If you think about it, you will usually find that you have had
reason to talk about and review the things you remember, or that you have a
special interest in those things. The following method of reading technical
information will work if you give it a chance:

1. Skim through the entire assignment, reading paragraph headings and topic
sentences. Get the overall picture of what the assignment is about.

2. Go back to the beginning of the assignment and read the first paragraph;
then look up from the book and see if you can repeat to yourself, in your
own words, the meaning of the paragraph. If you cannot do this, the infor-
mation did not "soak in and you will have to go over it again until it does.
You cannot avoid the fact that if you did not understand what you read, you
will not be able to remember and use it at some future time

3. Repeat this process with each loaragraph in the assignment. As you Ftudy,
try to relate the material you are reading to your work experience.

4. If possible, talk the assignment over with someone to reinforce your memory
and clarify your ideas.

Although this method of study requires a little more time at first, you will
soon find that you can work as rapidly as before and that you will retain more
information than you ever did with less systematic methods. The ability to
read fast and accurately is an important advantage if you want to progress as
a glazier. Such ability will enable you to finish this course in less time and
with more lasting results, and it will help you keep up to date in your assigned
classwork.

xiv



A The Apprentice Glazier and His Trade

TOPIC 1--THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM

This topic, "The Apprenticeship System, " is planned to help you find answersto the following questions:

What are the origins of the apprentic ship system?
How has modern apprenticeship developed from the guild system ofthe Middle Ages?
How is apprentice training regulated in California?
What contributions do labor and management organizations make tothe training of the apprentice glazier?

Apprenticeship as a system for training new workers in the skilled tradeshas been in use since the dawn of history and has withstood the test of time.Various other training systems have been tried, but in general they have notbeen successful. The apprentice learns by doing--by practicing his tradeunder the instruction of a journeyman. Training on the job is essential tothe development of skilled tradesmen, and apprenticeship has proved to b.:the best means of providing and regulating such training.

Apprenticeship in the Guilds

A written code regulating apprenticeship existed as early as 2100 B. C., butvery early records of the operation of the apprenticeship system are unclearand incomplete. The system began to flourish in the early part of the twelfthcentury with the emergence of the craft guilds, which were trade associationswhose membership consisted of the masters, journeymen, and apprentices ofeach occupe Lion. The craft guilds became very powerful in the Middle Ages;the right to work at a trade depended upon membership in the guild, and guildmembership often carried with it the privileges of citizenship.

The system of basing apprenticeship upon a written agreement--an indenture--was originated by the guilds. The relationship between master and apprenticewas much like that between father and son, the master's authority extending toevery aspect of the apprentice's life. The master was responsible for providingthe apprentice with food, clothing, housing, and the tools of the trade; forinstructing him in his craft; and for teaching him ethics, morals, and religion.
After a period of time-- usually four years--the apprentice 3ceived his firstpay, and thereafter he provided his own support. Still later, his pay was in-creased so that he could both support himself and furnish his own tools. When
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his training was completed, the apprentice was given an examination; if he
passed, he became a journeyman (or day worker, in the original meaning of
the term). When he was able to pay the required fees and set up his own
establishment, he himself could become a master. Apprenticeship in all its
aspects was closely supervised by the guild, and consequently the system
provided very thorough and effective training.

Apprentice training provided the chief means of trade education until about
the middle of the eighteenth century, the time of the Industrial Revolution.
Then, the changeover from handicraft to factory production methods doomed
the guilds and forced the traditional system of apprenticeship into rapid
decline.

Apprenticeship in Colonial America

In early colonial times, America's supply of skilled workers came for tne
most part from Europe; the young country at first had qo organized method
of trade education. As America grew and as its society became more complex,
colonial tradesmen organized their occupations and established apprenticeship
systems. Colonial apprenticeship resembled that of the guilds of the Middle
Ages, although it was not as closely supervised.

Apprenticeship and the Industrial Revolution

As the factory system developed, abuses in the apprenticeship system became
prevalent. The protection for the apprentice that had been provided by the
guilds was gone, and the system developed into a form of industrial slavery
for the young. Frequently an apprentice was required to perform all manner
of tasks that had no bearing on his trade training, and his period of apprentice-
ship was often much longer than would actually have been necessary for learning
the trade. By 1860, the Industrial Revolution had eliminated the old type of
apprenticeship, and America entered the period of industrial expansion of the
1870s and 1880s with no effective program of industrial education.

Apprenticeship declined with the growth of the factory system for many reasons.
With the development of machinery, fewer skilled workers were needed. Many
employers considered it unprofitable to train apprentices. After the training
period was over, the new journeyman often found work with another employer
who had not bothered to train his own apprentices. Workmen themselves often
did not approve of the apprenticeship system and sometimes tried to prevent
the apprentice from learning the trade. Apprentices were in general poorly
paid; workers in unskilled jobs were often paid much better. Also, many boys
hesitated to enter manual trades because such work meart soiled hands and
rough clothes.

Substitutes for Apprentice Training

With the derAine of the old type of apprenticeship, many substitute methods
of trade education were tried, but none succeeded. Occupational training
schools--private institutions, for the most part--did not fill the need; they
failed because of the opposition of labor groups, whose memaers sometimes

I



Unit A, Topic 1 3

felt that such training schools would overcrowd the trade, and because they
were training too few men to keep the ranks of skilled workers filled. All of
these training schools were subject to the same handicap: school training
alone, without training on the job, is inadequate preparation for success in
the trades. On-the-job factors such as pay, production speed, commercial
standards of workmanship, and the possibility of layoffs create mental attitudes
toward learning that cannot be produced by the school environment alone.

The Re% ival of Apprentice Training

By the early part of the twentieth century, it IN- 1 evident that an effectively
organized system of trade education was neede, in America. &me of the
more active trade groups in the country workeo zo improve trade education,
but their efforts did not provide a broad enough solution to the problem. The
federal government acted to encourage th-,-e efforts with the establishment,
in 1934, of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship and the Apprentice-
Training Service. The Fitzgerald Act of 1937 made the Apprentice-Training
Service (today known as the Bureau of Apprent:ceship and Training) a perma-
nent agency of the Department of Labor.

The Federal Committee on Apprenticeship is now made up of five representa-
tives of employers, five representatives of labor, and a representative of the
U. S. Office of Education. The committee's functions are:

To promote a better national understanding of apprenticeship standards
and to develop anc recommend minimum standards of apprenticeship
for various trades.
To act in a technical, consulting, and advisory capacity in support of
all agencies concerned with labor standards for apprenticeship.
To cooperate with state apprenticeship councils and with local trade-
apprenticeship committees.
To act as a control agency for the collection and distribution of infor-
mation on methods and procedures useful in promoting labor standards
for apprenticeship.

Apprentice Training in California

Although the establishment of national agencies contributed greatly to the
rebirth of apprenticeship in America, the details of apprentice training pro-
grams have been determined en the local and state level. The passage of
the Shelley-Maloney Apprentice Labor Standards Act of 1939 established the
legal basis for the development of organized apprentice training programs in
California. According to the provisions of this law, the Governor appoints
the members of the California Apprenticeship Council, which is composed of
the following: six representatives of industry and six of labor; two representa-
tives of the general public; the Director of Industrial Relations; and the Chief
of the Bureau of Industrial Education. The Apprenticeship Council promotes
and develops apprenticeship throughout the state and establishes standards for
minimum wages, maximum hours, and working conditions for apprenticeship
agreements.
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An apprentice is defined by the Shelley-Maloney Act as a person at least 16
years old who has entered into a written apprenticeship agreement with an
employer or his agent. This agreement must provide for not less than 2,000
hours of reasonably continuous employment for the apprentice, as well as for
his participation in an approved program of training in related and supplemental
subjects.

The Shelley-Maloney Act named the Director of Industrial Relations as the
Administrator of Apprenticeship and established the Division of Apprentice-
ship Standards to assist him in his duties. This office does the detail work
necessary to ensure that all apprenticeship agreements conform to the stan-
dards established by law and by the policies of the Apprenticeship Council.

Apprenticeship arrangements are handled by committees representing the
local employee and employer organizations. In tile glazing trade, representa-
tives of local unions and employers' associations form local joint apprentice
ship committees, which have the responsibi'ity of supervising and enforcing
the individual apprenticeship agreements. The authoriv of the joint apprentice-
ship committee is stated in a written agreement (usually called the Apprentice-
ship Standards Agreement) between employee and employer groups. The
standards agreement usually covers the selection, rating, registration, pro -
motic'n, and discipline of apprentices; the enforcement )f individual apprentice-
ship agreements; the determina'.-"an of wages for apprentices; and the supervision
of job training. The joint app. .ticeship committee works to encourage the
public's interest in, and support of, the apprentice training program and may
at times be called upon by local boards of education to advise school personnel
in the details of class organization for trade instruction and to assist in the
qualification and selection of instructors for apprentice-..

The Apprentice Glazier

In the course of his four-year apprenticeship, the apprentice glazier will
receive instruction in the many phases of the flat-glass industry, and he will
learn to perform the many tasks that are related to his trade. This training
will help him to achieve the goal of becoming a skilled craftsman in the glazing
trade. A skilled glazier will be called upon to undertake a wide variety of
glass installation jobs. Such jobs include new work and replacement work in
residential jobs and large commercial jobs; work involving standard glazing
techniques and materials; and work that requires the use of new techniques and
the ever-increasing variety of new materials relating to the glazing trade.

When his apprenticeship has been completed and he has advanced to becorie a
journeyman, the glazier should be able to do any type of glazing job in the shop
or in the field correctly and efficiently. As a bona fide glazing journeyniari in
the flat-glass industry, he will work under the wage scale of a journeyman.
As time passes and his skill is recognized, he may become a leadman or fore-
man, and he may begin training other apprentices who will be coming into the
trade.

1
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Labor Unions, Management Associations, and the Apprentice Glazier

The union glassworkers in California are affiliated with the Brotherhood of
Painters, Decorators, and Paperhangers of America. At the present time
there are seven glaziers local unions in California. In some cf the outlying
areas of the state, where there are not enough glaziers to warrant a local of
their own, the glaziers affiliate with what is called a "mixed local, " which
means that they are in the same local with the painters.

One basic function of the glaziers union is to negotiate with employers, through
the proc.Iss of collective bargaining, to obtain for its members improved
working conditions, better wages, and such fringe benefits as health and welfare
plans, pensions, vacations, and holidays. Another is to make sure that both
the employer a il the employee abide by the current working agreement. The
glaziers unions in California have also negotiated apprentice trust funds to
improve the training prograli for the apprentice glazier, with the aim of
providing the glazing industry with top-notch craftsmen.

There are three Regional Conferences of Glaziers and Glassworkers in the
United States: the Western States Conference, the Middle States Conference,
and the Eastern States Conference. The three regional conferences make
up the National Conference of Glaziers and Glassworkers of the United States
and Canada. The regional conferences meet twice a year; the national confer-
ence meets once a year. Each local union elects delegates from its membership
to represent the local at these conferences.

For the past few years, the employers of the union-membered glazing shops
have formed organizations known as glass management groups. These employer
organizations meet with the unions within their jurisdictional areas to solve
problems of mutual concern before these problems get out of hand. Members
of the employer organizations, together with representatives of labor, set up
trust funds for apprenticeship, for health and welfare, and for pensions, and
form such labor-management bodies as joint apprenticeship committees and
labor negotiation committees. The labor negotiation committee negotiates a
single contract to apply in the area of jurisdiction of a single union, to ensure
that there will not be different contracts for the various shops within the area.
When the contract has been ratified, it is binding upon all members of the
participating glass management group.

The glazing industry in California has made significant progress in its appren-
ticeship program since the adoption of the Shelley-Maloney Act. This progress
in apprentice training has come about not by chance, but through the combined
efforts of industry and organized labor, both of which can be expected to con-
tinue their work to develop a better and more effective apprenticeship program
for the mutual benefit of the apprentice glazier and the glazing industry.
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Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if you are asked to do so:

1. The functions of a local joint apprenticeship committee

2. The significant differences between apprenticeship in the Middle Ages and
apprenticeship today

3. The decline of guild apprenticeship and the development of modern appren-
ticeship

4. The part played by local unions and employers' organizations in the training
program :!or the apprentice glazier

N



UNIT A--THE APPRENTICE GLAZIER AND HIS TRADE

TOPIC 1--THE APPRENTICE SYSTEM - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in
the exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the
same number as the space in the exercise.

1. One difference between modern apprenticeship and 1.
guild apprenticeship is that today's apprentice
receives 1 in addition to his instruction.

2. The apprentice learns by practicing his trade under 2.
the instruction of a 2 .

3. A written code regulating apprenticeship existed as 3.
early as 3 B. C.

4. Under the guild system, apprenticeship was based
on a written agreement, called an 4 . 4.

5. Guild apprenticeship was forced into decline by the 5.
5 6 . 6.

6. As the factory system developed, many employers 7.
found it unprofitable to train 7 .

7. Occurational training schools were unsuccessful as 8.
alternatives to apprenticeship because they failed 9.
to train enough 8 9 .

8. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is an 10.
agency of the 10 of 11 . 11.

9. Apprentice 12 13 have been negotiated by 12.
the glaziers urTiOris7O-rm-frove the apprentice- 13.
training pr ogr am.

10. Local joint apprenticeship committees ere made up 14.
of representatives from employers' associations 15.
and 14 15 .
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Test

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Apprenticeship has been employed for craft education
for at least d,000 years.

2. An apprentice under the guild system was bound by an
indenture.

3. The original meaning of the term "journeyman" was a
day worker.

4. The Industrial Revolution increased the influence of
the craft guilds.

5. Apprentice training was the source of most of
America's skilled workers in early colonial times.

6. The Shelley-Maloney Act established basic standards
for apprentice labor in California.

7. The local joint aprrenticeship committee has the
authority to escipline the apprentice.

8. In some outlyiing arras of California, glaziers
affiliate with carpenters to form "mixed locals. "

9, Unions negotiate benefits for their members through
collective bargaining.

10. The regional conferences of glaziers aid glassworkers
meet once a year.

I. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



UNIT A--THE APPRENTICE GLAZIER AND HIS TRADE

TOPIC 2--THE HISTORY OF GLAZING

This topic, "The History of Glazing, " is planned to help you find answers to
the following questions:

How did early glassmakers produce glass and make ornamental and
useful glass products?
When and where did glassmaking originate in America, and how did
the industry develop?
How is modern flat glass produced?

The Early History of Glass

The exact location and date of the first manufacture of glass are not known,
but evidence has been found that glass was manufactured in Egypt as early as
3400 P.C., and excavations indicate that glass may have been manufactured
in Mesopotamia in 2450 B. C. The first glasses were made from quartz sand,
natural lime, and soda, which were readily available in the desert. Early
workers in glass fused these materials at comparatively low temperatures.
Glassblowing, an invention that has been attributed to the Phoenicians, was
developed to a fine art by the Egyptians, who produced colored glass and laid
exquisite glass mosaics.

Egypt was the center of the glassmaking craft for many centuries before the
birth of Christ. From Egypt, glass was carried to the entire Mediterranean
area by Phoenician trades. Colored opaque glass was used by the Athenians
for decoration, and glass was manufactured in all of the countries of the
Roman Empire. Spanish glassmaking can be traced from the time of Christ.

Historical accounts indicate that stained-glass windows were in use in churches
in the fourth and fifth centuries A. D. Pictorial designs were being applied to
such windows by the twelfth century. The first colored glass was produced by
adding metallic oxides to the glass batch during melting, ^. method that is still
in use today. The fusing of enamel to the glass surface was a later technique
used by stained-glass artisans.

The Romans, qo produced a great variety of both ornamental and utilitarian
glass objects, probably made the first relatively clear glass windows, which
were small panes about one-half inch thick. The use of glass for windows,
however, remained very limited until about the seventh century A. D. , when
new production techniques, including the use of the blowpipe, simplified the
manufacture and improved the quality of early flat glass. The glass window
was considered a luxury for many centuries after its introduction. Principally
because of their high cost and the high tars levied on them, early glass windows
were installed mainly in churches and castles. A tax on glass windows was still
being levied in England in the middle of tjie nineteenth century.

9
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Following the neriod of the Crusades, many small glass factories, employing
thousands of -:tisans, g-ew up in Venice. Venetian glassmakers were incorpo-
rated in 1268, and an elaborate guild ystem developed. In 1291, glassmaking
operations in Venice were relocated to the neighboring island of Murano to
reduce fire hazards and to safeguard the secrets of the trade, but the pirating
of skilled glassworkers by other communities and nations ultimately reduced
the importance of Venice as a center of glassmaking. However, the influence
of Venetian glassmakers on the growing craft was still great in the period of
the early Renaissance, which can be considered to mark the 'eginning of the
era of modern glassmaking. By the early seventeenth century, the art of the
European glassmaker had become sufficiently advanced to make possible the
production of glass for microscopes, telescopes, and other early scientific
apparatus.

Glassmaking in America

The first American glass plant was established in what is now Jamestown,
Virginia, in 1609. This glass factory, like the few otti..trs that operated for
brief periods in early colonial America, produced crude bottles, bowls, and
window panes, and made beads and other glass trinkets for use in trading with
the Indians. The first American glassworks to achieve :yen a moderately
long period of success was that of Caspar Wistar, a Philadelphia button maker.
Wistar's plant, employing European glass workers and using European equip-
ment, was established in 1739. Tit ; plant like that of its later competitor
Henry Stiegel, passed out of exister.ce dy.:.zig the Revolutionary period. After
the American Revolution, glass plants were established in New York, in
Pennsylvania, and u the New England area. Toward the end of the eighteenth
century, three glassworks were in operation in Pittsburgh. Largely because
of its accessible supply of sand and coal, this city had become the major
American glass center by 18-1.

The development of the American glass industry proceeded slowly in the first
half of the nineteenth centu:y. The glass industry, like other industrial
enterprises of the period, was handicapped by an inadequate supply of trained
workmen and heavy competition from foreign manufacturers. By 1800 there
were about 170 operating glassworks in America; about one-fourth of these
were producing window glass, employing techniques essentially like those of
earlier centuries. Flat glass was produced by flattening hand-blown cylinders
and bubbles, or by spinning a molten glass ball on the end of an iron rod to
form a thin disk which, when cooled, was cut into small lights. By 1865,
many new developments had improved glassmaking in America, but hand
methods dominated the flat-glass industry until the early part of the twentieth
century.

In 1903, a mechanical method of producing large glass cylinders for the manu-
facture of flat glass was developed, and ten years later the Belgian Fourcault
designed a machine to draw a flat glass sheet vertically over rollers directly
from a vat of molten glass. Variations and improvements of the latter method
are used today to produce sheet Mass of excellent commercial quality.
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The production of ground and polished glass, or plate glass, like that of
sheet glass, was handicapped by a lack of economical production techniques
in the American glass industry until the early years of the twentieth century.
Until the early 1920s, plate glass was produced entirely by the casting process,
both in the United States and elsewhere. The glass wa$ melted in pot furnaces,
each holding as many as 20 pots. When the melted glass was ready for casting,
a pot was removed from the furnace, skimmed, and ics contents were poured
over a flat, cast-iron table, which was covered with fine sand to prevent the
glass from sticking and chilling. A cast-iron roller was passed over the
poured glass to form the unfinished plate, which was subsequently annealed
and then ground and polished, by hand in earlier methods, and on large
mechanical grinding and polishing tables in later methods.

The production of flat glass, inelzding quality plate glass, is accomplished
with high-volume automatic production machinery in modern American glass
plants. Raw materials are mixed at one ens.. of the production line, and a
continuous output of finished and cut-to-size glass is obtained at the other
end of the line. Even the packaging cf glass for storage and shipment is
accomplished with automatic machinery in modern plants.

American glass manufacturers have in recent years produced many new prc
ducts that have multiplied the uses of glass and challenged the skill of the
glazier. Among these are laminated safety Vass, thermal-insulating and
heat-absorbing glass, and heat-treated tempered glass. The industry will
continue to produce raw and improved flat-glass materials, and the glazier's
art will advance to accommodate these developments as they appear.
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Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if you are asked to do so:

1. Modern production methods for flat glass

2. Recent product developments in ill flat-glass industry

i

Glazing



UNIT A--

TOPIC 2

THE APPRENTICE GLAZIER AND HIS TRADE

--THE HISTORY OF GLAZING - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

1. The exac- vocation of the first ancient glassworks is 1.
1 2 . 2.

2. For many centurie before Christ, the center of the 3.
glassmaking craft was 3 .

3. The use of glass for windows was very limited until 4.
about the 4 century A. D.

4. Taxes on glass windows were levied as late as the
5 century.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

in the period of the early Renaissance, many skilled 6.
glassworkers came from 6 .

The first American glass plant was established in 7.
7 , Virginia, in the year 8 .

Toward the end of the eighteenth century, 9
1g "orks were in operation in Pittsburg

8.

9.

Nineteenth-century American glassworks produced 10.
flat glass from hand-blown 10 and 11 11.

A Belgian named 12 designed a sheet-glass 12.
production machineirThi e early part of this century.

Modern flat-glass production is accomplished with 13.
high-volume 13 production 14 .

13
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. The first glass was made by fusing quartz sand at
high temperature.

1. T F

2. Glass was manufactured in all the countries of the 2. T F
Roman Empire.

3. Stained-glass windows were in use in churches as
early as the fourth century A. D.

3. T F

4. The Venetian glassmaking guild system developed
in the fifteenth century.

4. T F

5. Glass for scientific instruments was being produced
in the seventeenth century.

5. T F

6. Henry Stiegel operated the first successful glass-
works in America.

6. T F

7. After the American Revolution, glass plants were
established in New York, Pennsylvania, and the

7. T F

New England area.

8. By 1800 there were about 170 operating glassworks
in America.

8. T F

9. Hand methods dominated the American flat-glass
industry until the early part of the twentieth century.

9. T F

10. The casting method was used for the production
of plate glass until about 1800.

10. T F



UNIT A--THE APPRENTICE GLAZIER AND HIS TRADE

TOPIC 3 - -SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

This topic, "Safe Working Practices, " is planned to help you find answers to
the following questions:

What are the principal causes of industrial accidents?
What are the safe working practices that the glazier must observe to
avoid accidents and injury on the job?
How does the State of California establish standards and enforce
regulations pertaining to the safety of workmen?

Both the employer and the worker contribute a part in the prevention of
on-the-job accidents and injuries. It is the responsibility of the employer
to provide safe working conditions, including the proper maintenance of all
equipment; the worker, on the other hand, must know and observe the gener-1 .

rules of industrial safety and accident prevention, as well as the particular
safety rules and precautions that relate to his trade. Recommended safety
practices will be given throughout this course in topics where they are specifi-
cally appropriate; a general discussion of industrial safety and safe working
practices in the glazing industry will be the concern of this topic.

Accidents and Their Causes

An accident can be defined as an unplanned and unforeseen event that interrupts
the orderly progress of an activity. Accidents usually result in damage to or
loss of equipment and material, and all too often they result in painful, costly,
and disabling injury. In 1965 in the United States, more than 14,000 workers
lost their lives as a result of on-the-job accidents. Every accident should be
analyzed to determine why and how it happened, and steps should be taken to
ensure that similar accidents will not happen in the future. This process is
an essential part of accident prevention.

Industrial accidents are caused by unsafe working conditions, unsafe acts, or
some combination of these two hazards. Unsafe conditions go hand in hand
with equipment that is poorly designed and constructed, improperly installed,
or badly maintained. Makeshift scaffolds, unguarded power tools, poor house-
keeping, and inadequate lighting are common factors in accidents. Unsafe
acts are violations of safe working practices--for example, wearing loose
clothing when operating power saws and similar power tools; operating machinery
without guards where these are required; throwing materials and tools instead
of carrying them; and lifting or carrying with the back bent.

Unsafe conditions and unsafe acts are each threats to the worker's safety,
but it is usually a combination of these hazards that causes industrial acci-
dents. A wheelbarrow with cracked or loose handles (an unsafe condition)

15
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may not figure in an accident until someone attempts to wheel a heavy, poorly
balanced load in it (an unsafe act).

Accident-prevention programs maintained by employers typically inc)' de group
safety meetings, individual safety instructions, and the work of safety com-
mittees. The apprentice should actively support and participate in such
programs; he owes it to himself, to his family, and to his employer to learn
the rules of safety and to observe them faithfully.

Accident Prevention

Glaziers are exposed to a variety of hazards in the course of their work. A
glazier must know and respect the hazards of his trade, but he need not fear
them; accidents and injury can be prevented if safe working practices are
always followed.

Work clothin and protective equi__Dment. The glazier should wear clothing
appropriate or e to , an e shoilid-Tise protective equipment in hazardous
operations. Ties, garments with loose-fitting sleeves or open cuffs, wrist-
watches, and rings should not be worn in the vicinity of power machines or
when operating portable power tools. Shoes with worn soles offer little
protection against nails and other sharp objects. Pants or overalls with torn,
bulky, or turned-up cuffs are dangerous because they tend to catch on pro-
jections and cause falls. Goggles must be worn if the glazier is working in
the vicinity of a grinding or chipping operation; respirators must be worn
when they are called for; and hard hats must be worn when construction is
going on overhead.

Hand tools. A poorly maintained hand tool is dangerous. A mushroomed head
oichirei or a hammer is very likely to chip on impact, and the flying chip
may cause serious injury. Dull tools slip- -they do not cut. Over-tempered
tools are brittle and are easily broken. Loose hammer heads fly off their
handles unexpectedly in use.

Powder-actuated tools. Powder-actuated tools should be handled with the
respect normaTIT accorded to firearms. The stud is like a bullet, and it may
in fact cause more serious injury than a bullet. Powder-actuated tools must
be operated only by persons trained in their use and by persons whose com-
petency has been verified by examination. Operators of these tools must be
persons at least twenty-one years old or apprentices in the final six-month
period of their apprenticeship. The safe operation of powder-actuated tools
is discussed in detail in Unit E of this course.

Power tools and equipment. Glaziers are frequently required to operate
electricartools and equipment. Electrical shock is always dangerous in itself
and is sometimes fatal, but even a relatively mild shock from a defective,
incorrectly grounded portable electric tool can cause the worker to lose his
footing and suffer injury from a resulting tall. The following precautions
should be observed when working with electrical tools and equipment:
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1. The equipment should be checked to make certain that it is not electrically
defective. Portable tools should be tested periodically in the shop to ensure
that electrical leakage to the case or frame is negligible.

2. Electrical tools should be checked to make sure that they are properly
grounded. Pot .able tools employ three-conductor power cords; the third
conductor is provided for grounding the tool. The grounding wire or the
grounding pin should not be cut off on the plug end of the cord. Only heavy-
duty, three-conductor extension cords should be used when additional cord
length is needed. The tool should be connected only to a receptacle that is
provided with an additional contact for grounding the third conductor of the
cord. Power cords and extension cords must be in good condition, with
no damaged fittings or worn insulation. Cords should not be hung or bent
over nails or sharp objects, nor should cords be laid on wet surfaces (such
as wet cement). Cords should be protected from being run over by trucks
and other construction equipment.

3. Hands must be kept dry when handling electrical equipment, especially
portable power tools. If it is necessary to work on a wet surface, rubber-
soled shoes and rubber gloves should be worn. (These must be in good
condition, with no holes or breaks in the protective rubber material. )

4. A person or piece of equipment in contact with a live power line should
never be touched. First, the power on the line should be shut off, then
a dry rope should be used to pull the injured person free. First aid
should be given and a doctor called immediately.

Power tools and maciiines that are provided with guardspower saws, for
example-- must have these guards in place for safe operation. A power tool
or machine should never be used unless instruction in its proper use has been
given.

Working at heights. Special safety precautions must be observed in working
at heights:

1. 'Ainea working from a scaffold, the worker must make sure the scaffold
meets the safety requirements given in the Construction Safety Orders.
(See the study assignment at the end of this topic. )

2. The working areas on the scaffold must be kept uncluttered; this will help
ensure the worker's safe movement from point to point.

3. Special care should be used in handling planks when a wind is blowing: the
edge of the plank should be kept to the wind and a very firm footing main-
tained. Large pieces of glass should not be handled on a scaffold or on
the ground, if windy conditions prevail.

4. Both hands should never be used in a hard pull to tighten a rope or wire or
loosen P board; these may come loose suddenly and cause a bad fall.
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5. Guard rails should be provided in all jobs that are to be done at heights
over 10 feet.

6. A safety belt should be worn in places where no safe working platform can
be erected or installed

7. Nothing should be thrown down without first checking to ensure that there
is no one below, and then only after calling out the warning: "Look out
below!" Whenever possible, material should be lowered by rope or hoist.

8. If subject to dizziness or a great fear of falling, a worker should not try
to work at heights. The problem should be discussed openly with the
foreman.

Hanc .ng and transporting glass. Special techniques and procedures must be
employed if glass is to be handled and transported with safety. Observe the
following precautions when handling large cases of glass:

1. Hoists and similar mechanical devices, not manpower, should be used for
handling the cases.

2. Before an electric hoist is used, the glazier should learn how to operate
it. It should be checked to ensure adequate lifting capacity for the intended
load and to ensure that both slings are securely located on the case of glass.
Fingers should be kept out of the way when tightening the slings.

3. Cases should be stacked carefully, ensuring that they have adequate support.
When a case is removed from a stack, the workman should make sure that
cases in adjacent stacks remain well supported.

4. The glazier should watch out for other workers in the area.

5. If cases or large pieces of glass start to fall, the glazier should get out
of the way.

The following rules should be observed when handling single pieces of glass:

1. The glazier should plan ahead. He should know what he is going to do and
how he is going to do it before he begins to handle the glass, All the men
in the crew should be informed on work plans so they can work together
effectively and safely.

2. Hand grip pads should be used to avoid cutting the hands, and web carrying
straps should be used for the larger pieces of glass.

3. Glass should always be carried in the vertical position. The pieces should
not be "cartwheeled."

4. The glass should never be leaned at an angle great enough to cause it to
bend.
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5. The glazier should -tand close to the work table when placing glass on it
or removing glass Loin it.

6. When glass is being handled in the field, the glazier should never work
from a single-horse scaffold, but should use two horses with strong planks
laid across them. The horses should be in goo.; condition and should be
placed on firm ground or have other solid support.

7. The glazier should avoid carrying glass up or down a ladder but should
either pass it from one man to another or use a hoist.

8. Working on wet, slippery surfaces should be avoided.

9. Broken glass should not be removed from a broken window with bare hands.
A suction cup or pliers should be used, working from the top down. Goggles
should be worn when nipping glass overhead.

When glass is being transported by truck, the following precautions should be
taken:

1. The truck should be inspected to ensure that it is in good mechanical order.
Special attention should be given to the brakes, tires, lights, and turn
signals.

2. The load should be blocked securely to prevent it from shifting. The cases
or loose pieces of glass should be anchored at both top and bottom. Glass
should be secured to racks with tie-down sticks rather than loose rope.

3. The glazier should drive carefully and obey traffic laws.

Guards and barricades. There are generally a number of carefully guarded
or aEiaed areas on any constructLn site--elevator shafts, stairwells,
excavatioAs, and floor openings, for example. Such danger spots should be
kept in mind on the job and should be reported immediately to the responsible
person if they are incorrectly guarded. The public must be protected from
these and other hazards of construction. In this regard, construction materials
should be removed from streets and sidewalks as soon as possible. Power
equipment should be disconnected when it is not m use; and ladders should be
taken down at the end of the work day.

Construction elevators and hoists. Unless a coi stet otion elevator or hoist is
designed and approved for carrying men as well as materials, it should be
used only for carrying materials.

Trucks in the work area. The glazier must be CA the alert for heavy trucks
backing into the area in which he may be working. Heavy trucks for hauling
dirt and construction material often have automatic backup-warning devices,
but the truck's warning signals may not be heard because of the noise of nearby
construction activities.
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Good housekee in . Work areas must be kept clear of debris and other obstacles
that mig cause workmen to stumble or fall; this precaution is doubly impor-
tant in areas where glass is in place or is being stored or handled. Tools and
materials strewn about work areas are frequent causes of accidents. Materials
should be piled neatly and away from passageways, electrical outlets, and work
areas. Glass materials should not be left overhanging the edges of work tables
or projecting from storage racks. Protruding nails should be removed from
materials as soon as possible.

Treatment of injuries. Injuries, however slight, must be reported and treated
promptly. Small cuts or abrasions may seem of little consequence; but if
untreated and allowed to become infected, they can be as serious as major
injuries.

Safety agencies and organizations. A number of public agencies and private
organizations are concertied with on-the-job safety. Among these are unions,
employer groups, insurance companies, and the California State Department
of Industrial Relations, which acts through the Division of Industrial Safety
to prepare standards for job safety, investigate serious accidents, and enforce
safety laws. From a practical point of view, however, the worker himself
has the basic responsibility for his safety and well-being on the job.

Study Assignment

Construction Saki-- Orders. Sacramento: California State Department of
dustria e anons, 'vision of Industrial Safety, 1965. Read the following

sections:

1. 1509-1523 (General Safety Regulations)
2. 1604-1607 (Construction Elevators)
3. 110 -1618 (Hoisting)
4. 1620, 1621 (Railings)
5. 1625-1627 (Ramps and Runways)
6. 1630, 1631 (Stairwells and Stairs)
7. 1632, 1633 (Floor, Roof, and Wall Openings)
8. 1637, 1640, 1647 (Scaffolds)
5. 1675-1678 (Ladders)

10. Appendix A (Labor Code Excerpts)
11. Appendix B (Handy Construction Data)

Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if you are asked to do so:

1. Typical unsafe conditions and unsafe acts that cause accidents

2. The proper maintenance of tools and equipment for safety

3. Safety requirements for scaffolds

4. Cooperation with other workers to ensure on-the-job safety
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TOPIC 3--SAFE WORKING PRACTICES - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in
each numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in
the space that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1.. Both the 1 and the 2 contribute a part 1.
in the prevention of acci eran the job. 2.

2. An accident is an 3 and 4 event that 3.
interrupts normalTvo7.kactivrtiv. 4.

3. Accidents are usually caused by a combination of 5.
5 6 and 7 8 . 6.

7.
8.

4. The apprentice should actively support 9 10 9.
programs. 10.

5. Hazardous operations require the use of 11 12 . 11.
12.

6. The head of a chisel should never be allowed to be- 13.
come 13

7. Powder-actuated tools should be treated with the 14.
same respect accorded to 14 .

8. Electrical tools must be properly 15.. 15.

9. Heavy glass cases should be handled with 16 . 16.

10. Always carry glass in the 17 position. 17.

11. Broken glass should be removed from a window 18.
with 18 19 or 20 . 19.

20.

12. Dangerous locations in construction areas should 21.
be 21 or 22 . 22.

21
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13. In general, construction elevators are not
intended for carrying 23

14. Safety laws that apply on the job are enforced
by the State Division of 24 25

23.

24.
25.

15. The basic responsibility for safety on the job 26.
lies with the 26

Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1, Analysis of the causes of accidents is a part of
accident prevention.

2. Scaffolds may be constructed of wood or metal.

3. Extension ladders may be used fully extended.

4. A California contractor who develops his own safety
code need not follow the Statctts Construction Safety
Orders.

5. A scaffold 12 feet off the ground should have a
backrail.

6. Relatively mild electrical shocks can cause serious
accidents.

7. Extension cords for portable electric tools should
have three conductors.

8. Web straps should be used for carrying large pieces
of glass.

9. Glass may be carried up a metal extension ladder.

10. The mechanic should work from the bottom up when
removing broken glass from a window.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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UNIT A--THE APPRENTICE GLAZIER ANP HIS TRADE

TOPIC 4--LAWS, BENEFITS, AND SERVICES OF SPECIAL INTEREST
TO WORKMEN

This topic, "Laws, Benefits, and Services of Special Interest to Workmen. "
is planned to help you find answers to the following questions:

How does the social security law contribute to the security of the
worker?
What benefits are available to California workers under the workmen's
compensation law?
What services and benefits does the State Department of Employment
offer to California workers?

The apprentice glazier should have a knowledge of the federal and state laws
that contribute to his security as a worker and affect the conditions of his
employment, and he should understand the benefits and services that are
available to him if he should be unemployed, suffer injury on the job, or
become disabled.

The Social Security Law

The federal social security law provides for monthly retirement payments
to insured workers and, under certain conditions, to their wives and dependent
children; monthly survivors' payments to widows or other dependents of de-
ceased insured workers; and payments to totally disabled insured worke..'s
under 65 years of age and to certain of their dependents. Nine out of ten
workers in the United States participate in the social security program.

Retirement benefits. To be eligible for retirement benefits under the social
security law, the worker must be fully insured and must be at least 62 years
of age. Monthly payments can also be made to his wife if she is at least
62 years old or if she is caring for his dependent child. A worker is fully
insured under the social security law when he has completed the required
number of calendar quarters of covered employment. He must have completed
at least six quarters of such employment and may be required to have completed
as many as 40 quarters, depending upc.. the yuar in which he will reach the
age of 65.

Survivor's benefits. If the worker is fully insured at the time of his death,
monthly payments can be made to his widow, if she is at least 60 years old
or is caring for his eligible child, and to his dependent children and depen-
dent parents. Benefits may be available to certain survivors even if the
worker was not fully insured at the time of his death. The social security
law also provides for the payment of a small lump-sum death benefit to the
deceased worker's widow.
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Disability benefits. If before age 65 a fully insured worker becomes disabled
and is therefore unable to work over a long period of time, he and certain
members of his family may be eligible for disability payments under the
social security law. To qualify, the worker must be unable to do substantial
gainful work, and he must have a disability that has lasted (or is expected to
last) for at least 12 months and that in other respects meets the requirements
of the law.

The social security card. The worker should obtain a social security card
as soon as he starts on his first job covered by the law. The number shown
on the card will be used by the Soc; -1 security Administration to keep a record
of his earnings in covered jobs. If the card is lost, application for a duplicate
card can be made at any social security office. Reference to the social security
num1-.:r must be mad in applying for benefits under the law.

Keeping informed. iine worker can obtain specific and current irforraation
concerning eligibility for retirement and other benefits under the social
security law, determine his current insurance status, or get answers to any
other questions relating to the social security program at local offices of the
Social Security Administration, U. S. Department of Health, Education,and
We-dare.

Other Federal Laws Affecting the Worker

Among the federal legislative acts that are of particular concern to the worker
are the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Walsh-Healy Act, the Taft-Hartley Act,
and the Landrum-Griffin Act.

The Fair Labor Standards Act sets minimum wages and maximum working
hours for all workers engaged in interstate commerce or in the production
of goods for interstate commerce. Although this law does not directly affect
many of the skilled trades, it does tend to raise the level of pay and reduce
working hours for workers in general.

The Walsh -Healy Act, as amended, establishes standards for pay and working
conditions for persons employed under federal government contracts or sub-
contracts. This legislation, like the Fair Labor Standards Act, has the effect
of romoting better working conditions and raising pay levels for workers other
than those directly affected by the legislation.

The Taft-Hartley Act (the Labor-Management Relations Act) is an amendment
of the National Labor Relations Act of 1935. The Labor Relations Act as
amended guarantees the right of workers to organize and bargain collectively
with their employers, permits the existence of a union shop, prohibits a
closed shop, and requires a 60-day cooling-off period before a strike or lock-
out can be called. The Taft-Hartley Act contains a number of other provisions,
many of which are considered controver -al but al? of which are of concern to
the worker in his relations with his union and his employer.

The Landrum-Griffin Act (the Labor-Management Reporcing and Disclosures
Act) outlines a "bill of rights" for union members; requil.es labor organizations
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and employers to report regularly on certain of their activities; sets standards
regarding union elections, the handling of union funds, and the qualifications
of union officers; and prohibits secondary boycotts, certain kinds of strikes
and picketing, and certain kinds of labor contracts.

California Workmen's Compensation Law

Most California employers are required by the provisions of the California
workmen's compensation law to guarantee certain benefits to employees
injured on the jobs. Every employer who is so obligated must post a notice
either giving the name of his workmen's compensation insurance cart ier or
stating that he is self-insured. Benefits available to workers whose employ-
ment is covered by the law may be one or more of the following: medical
care or reimbursement for medical expenses; disability payments and pensions;
subsequent injury payments; and death benefits.

Medical care. Under the workmen's compensation law, all medical treatment
a worker may need as a result of an industrial injury (an injury occurring in
the course of his employment and arising out of his employment) must be
provided for by the employer or his insurance company. If the employer
fails to provide for such treatment, the worker may arrange for the treatment
himself and, through the Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board, seek to
charge its cost to the employer. Benefits for medical treatment include pay
for time lost in the course of required medical examinations; reasonable
expenses for transportation, meals, and lodging, when necessary; and pay-
ments for examinations, x rays, and laboratory tests needed to prove the
injured workzes claim for workmen's compensation.

Disability benefits. If a worker suffers a temporary disabling injury on the
job, he will receive payment under the workmen's compensation law for all
or part of his resulting loss of earning power, depending upon the duration
of the disability. A worker permanently disabled as a result of such an injury
may receive compensation in an amount determined by the rating assigned to
the disability by the Division of Industrial Accidents. A permanently disabled
worker can receive a lifetime pension if the severity of his disability entitles
him to this benefit.

Subsequent injury payments. A worker who is partially but pe-2manently
disabled at the time he sustains a further-disabling on-the-job injury may be
entitled to special benefits under the workmen's compensation law. Eligibility
for these benefits is determined in part by the relationship of the existing
disability and the subsequent injury.

Death benefits. The workmen's compensation law provides for the payment of
certain benefits to the survivors of a worker whose on-the-job injury results
in his death. These benefits include burial expenses, up to a specified maxi-
mum amount, for the deceased worker and a substantial death benefit payment
to the worker's widow, dependent children, or other specified dependents.

Reporting injuries. The worker should notify his employer, his superintendent,
or his foreman as soon as possible in the event of his on-the-job injury or
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claim of injury. If he should fail to give such notice within 30 days after being
injured, his claim may be denied. The employer is required by law to report
to his insurance company every claim of injury within five days after he learns
of it.

Application for adjustment of benefits. If the worker thinks that his workmen's
compensation benefits have not been accurately determined, he should apply- to
the Dis.ision of Industrial Accidents, California State Department of Industrial
Relations, for their review and possible adjustment. Application for adjust-
ment of benefits should be filed within one year from the date of the injury or
the date of the last medical treatment for the injury.

Keeping informed. Additional information concerning the workmen's compen-
sation law can be obtained at any branch office of the Workmen's Compensation
Appeals Board, Division of Industrial Accidents, California State Department
of Industrial Relations.

Services of the California State Department of Employment

The California State Department of Employment performs three major functions
in providing assistance to workers in the state: (1) operates a statewide system
of public employment offices to assist unemployed persons to find work as
quickly as possible; (2) pays unempl- vment insurance benefits to eligible
workers; and (3) pays disability insurance and hospital benefits to eligible
workers who are unemployed because of sickness or injury that did not result
from the job.

The public employment offices of the Department of Employment help workers
find suitable jobs and help employers fill job vacancies. These offices also
accept claims for unemployment insurance and for disability insurance.

Public employment service. The placement of tradesmen is in many instances
accomplished almost exclusively through the offices of their unions; the trades-
man who is seeking employment will, therefore, usually apply firsi. to his
local union office. If no work is available there, he should go to the Department
of Employment to register for work and file for unemployment insurance bene-
fits. Job placement and vocational counseling services are available to all
persons at all times at public employment offices; a worker does not have to
be a claimant for .-.:,employment insurance to use these services.

Unemployment insurance. Certain employers in California, including most of
those hiring glaziers, are covered by the California Unemployment Insurance
Code. As soon as a covered worker becomes unemployed, he should file a
claim for unemployment insurance benefits. To be eligible for such benefits,
he must have earned a specified amount of wages in employment covered by
the law; the amount of the benefits will depend upon the wages earned. A
worker currently residing in California may file his claim at any public employ-
ment office, even though his work in covered employment may save been per-
formed outside the state. Other states in turn serve as agents for claims
against California earnings by workers who have left California.
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To receive unemployment benefits, the worker must be unemployed but
physically able to work; he must be available for work; and he must be willing
to make a diligent effort to find a job on his own. In addition, he must not
have quit his job voluntarily without good cause; he must not have left his
work because of a trade dispute; he must not have quit for family reasons,
except in specified circumstances; and he must not refuse to apply for or
accept suitable work. If the worker is still unemployed seven days after he
has filed h:-; claim, he can receive benefits for a specified period of subse-
quent unemployment. During the seven-day waiting period, his eligibility
will be examined and his benefits computed. He must meet all the eligibility
requirements for unemployment insurance during the waiting period, despite
the fact that he will not be entitled to benefits for that week.

If the worker does not meet the requirements for eligibility, he is disqualified
from receiving benefits for a period of at least five weeks, but no more than
eight weeks. Disqualification does not necessarily mean that he loses his
eligibility permanently; it usually means only the' he may not begin to draw
benefits until after this waiting period. Even though a worker has been dis-
qualified, he must meet all conditions of eligibility, including reporting
weekly, to avoid loss of benefits after the period of disqualification has ended.
Denials of benefits may be appealed through local offices of the Department
of Employment. An impartial referee will hear and decide the appeal. A
referee's decision may be appealed to the California Unemployment Insurance
Appeals Board.

A worker who has become "partially" or "part-totally" unemployed, in th
definition of the Department of Employment, may also be entitled to receive
insurance payments if the amount he earns does not exceed his weekly benefit
amount. A partially unemployed worker is one who has had his work (and thus
his earnings) reduced below the regular number of working hours or has been
laid off but expects to return to work with his regular employer within two
weeks. If he is partially unemployed, he will need to present a "Notice of
Reduced Earnings?' when he files his insurance claim. A part-totally unemployed
worker is one who earns less than his weekly benefit amount at casual jobs, who
is actively seeking full-time employment, and who is available for and physically
able to accept suitable employment if it is offered to him.

Disability insurance. Certain employees are protected by the aisatility insur-
ance provisions of the California Unemployment Insurance Code. Such employees
are insured either under a state plan or under a state-approved voluntary plan
with a private insurance company. (If your place of employment is covered by
such a private plan, consult your policy or your employer to determine your
benefits and eligibility requirements. ) Just as employers pay for unemployment
insurance through a tax on wages, employees pay for disability insurance
through contributions based on their earnings. If the worker is unemployed
because of nonoccupational illness or injury and has received sufficient wages
in employment covered under the California Unemployment Insurance Code, he
may be eligible for disability insurance benefits (not to be confused with work-
men's compensation benefits, which are paid to eligible workers who suffer
on-the-job injuries). If he is hospitalized, the worker may be eligible for
hospital benefits in addition to disability benefits under this plan. Additional
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information concerning disability insurance and other benefits and services
offered the worker by the State Department of Employment may be obtained
at any public employment office.

Topics for Discussion

Be repared to discuss the following topics if you are asked to do so:

1. The value of the social security program in the development of your
personal plan for retirement

2. The effect of federal labor legislation on the pay levels and working
conditions of the skilled worker

3. The benefits available to a glazier who suffers a disabling injury
on the job and the benefits available to a glazier who becomes disabled
as the result of a hunting accident

4. The steps you would take to find another job in the glazing industry
in the event of a layoff in your shop and the steps you would take to
provide income for yourself and your family while you were seeking
employment



UNIT A--THE APPRENTICE GLAZIER AND HIS TRADE

TOPIC 4--LAWS, BENEFITS, AND SERVICES OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO
WORKMEN - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

Af'er you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in
an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the
same number as the space in the exercise.

1. To be eligible for retirement benefits under the 1.
social security law, the worker must be fully

1

2. Social security benefits for the survivors of an 2.
insured worker can include 2 payments to
his dependent children.

3. The Social Security Administraticr keeps a record 3.
of the worker's 3 in covered jobs; this record 4.
is identified by means of the worker's 4 5 5.

6 . 6.

4. The 7 - 8 Act establishes standards 7.
for pay working conditions for persons 8.
employed under government contracts.

5. Most California employers are required to insure 9.
their employees against loss of earning power due 10.
to injuries suffered 9 10 11 . 11.

6. Any on-the-job injury or claim of injury should 12.
be reported to the employer as soon as possible
and in no event later than 12 days after the
date of the injury.

7. Application for adjustment of workmen's compen- 13.
sation benefits should be made within 13 14.

14 from the date of the injury or the date of
Th-Fist medical treatment for the injury.

8. The California State Department of Employment 15.
operates a 15 system of public employment
offices.
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9. As soon as a glazier becomes unemploy 1, he
should file a claim for 16 17 benefits.

16.
17.

10. The California Unemployment Insurance Code 18.
provides for the payment of 18 19 benefits 19.
to covered workers whose unemployment is due
to nonoccupational illness or injury.

Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The social security law applies to all workers
in the United States.

2. The provisions of the social security law require
that the worker be fully insured to be eligible
for retirement benefits.

1. After a worker has completed a minimum of
one year of covered employment, he is fully
insured under the social security law.

4. To be eligible for the disability benefits of the
social security law, a worker must be fully
insured and must have a disability that will
prevent him from working for a long time.

5. The Fair Labor Standards Act directly affects
wage levels and maximum working hours for
workers engaged in interstate commerce.

6. The Walsh-Healy Act establishes pay standards
for persons employed under state government
contracts.

7. The California workmen's compensation law
provides for the compensation of any worker
who is injured on the job.

8. Application for adjustment of workmen's
compensation benefits may be made to the
Division of Industrial Accidents.

9. The California State Department of Employment
pays disability benefits to workers who are injured
on the job.

10. Lr al unions usually provide job placement
assistance for their members.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



Basic Mathematics

TOPIC 1--WHOLE NUMBERS

This topic, "Whole Numbers, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What is a whole number?
How are whole numbers added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided?

if the apprentice glazier is to become competent in his trade, he must acquire
a thorough knowledge of simple mathematical processes. One of the most
important factors in glazing work is size information. The glazier must
accurately determine required sizes for glass, he must plan cuts to minimize
glass waste, and he must verify the sizes of openings and related structures
to ensure accurately fitted glazing work. These and many other operations
in glazing require the use of basic mathematics.

The ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers is essential for
the performance of even the simplest mathematical calculations. These basic
mathematical operations will be reviewed in this topic using whole numbers- -
numbers that do not contain fractions or that are not in themselves fractions.

Study Assignment

Glenn M. Hobbs, James McKinney, and J. Ralph Dalzell. Practical Mathe-
matics. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1940, pp. 1-23 of Section 1.
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UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 1--WHOLE NUMBERS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have read the material in the workbook and studied the assigned
material, test your understanding of the topic as follows:

1. Solve the following practice problems in Practical Mathematics, Section 1:
1-3, p. 7; 1-3, p. 11; 1-7, pp. 16 and 17; and 1-7, p. 23.

2. Complete the trial examination in Practical Mathematics, Section 1, p. 24.
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UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 2--COMMON FRACTIONS

This topic, "Common Fractions, " is intended to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What is a common fraction, and how does it differ from a whole number?
What is meant by the "reduction" of a common fraction?
How are common fractions added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided?

Fractional. dimensions and dimensions that include fractions as well as whole
numbers--as in a 7/8-in. wide sash, or a 27-1/2 in. x 30-3/8 in. light of
glass, for example--are frequently encountered in glazing work. The study
assignment discusses the basic mathematics of common fractions, which are
fractions with both the numerator and the denominator expressed, as in the
examples given above.

Study Assignment

Practical Mathematics: pp. 1-46 of Section 3; pp. 1-26 of Section 4.
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UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 2--COMMON FRACTIONS STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have read the material in the workbook and studied the assigned
material, test your understanding of the topic as follows:

1. Solve the following practice problems in Practical Mathematics, Section 3:
1-5, p. 11; 1-5, p. 13; 1-5 and 11-14 p. 21; 1-5, pp. 26 and 217; 1-5, p. 29;
1-12, p. 34; 1-5, p. 38; 1-10, p. 41; and 1-10, p. 46.

2. Solve the following practice problems in Practical Mathematics, Section 4:
1-4, p. 3; 1-10, p. 8; 1-6, p. 10; 1-5, p7iTT=7137).; :TO, p. 18;
1-5, p.20; 1-10, p.21; 1-6, p. 23; 1-6, p. 24; and 1-10, p.26.
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UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 3--DECIMAL FRACTIONS

This topic, "Decimal Fractions, " is intended to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What is a decimal fraction, and how does it differ from a common
fraction?
How are decimal fractions changed to common fractions, and how are
common fractions changed to decimal fractions?
How are decimal fractions added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided?

A decimal fraction (or "decimal") is a fraction with only the numerator
expressed, the value of the denominator being indicated by the position of the
decimal point to the left of the numeral. The unexpressed denominator of a
decimal fraction will always be either ten or a multiple of ten (100, 1000,
and so forth). For example, the decimal fraction 0.5 is equal to the common
fraction 5/10; 0.05 is equal to 5/100; 0.005 is equal to 5/1000; and so on.

Decimal fractions are employed in many figuring operations in the glazing
trade. Their use is of course required in making estimates of labor and
material costs, in ordering and billing, and in keeping financial records of
all kinds, because the money system of the United States is based on the
decimal system; and many sizes and metal tolerances in glazing, as in craft
work in general, are expressed decimally.

Study Assignment

Practical Mathematics: pp. 1-21 of Section 5.
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UNIT B- --BASIC Ma THEMATICS

TOPIC 3DECIMAL FRACTIONS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have read the material in the workbuuk - 'd studied the assigned
niaterial, test your understanding of the topic by solving the following practice
problems in Practical Mathematics, Section 5: 1-4, p. 7; 1-5, pp. 9 and 10;
1-9, pp. 12 and 13; 1-5, p. 14; and 1--8, p. 20.
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UNIT BBASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 4-1-ERCENTAGE

This topic, "Percentage, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What is "percentage"?
In what ways are percentage problems similar to problems involving
common and decimal fractions?
What is the "decimal equivalent" of a common fraction, and what is the
"fractional equivalent" of a decimal fraction?

"Percentage's is a te:m employed in arithmetic to denote the method of express-
ing a fractional part of a whole as hundredths of the whole. As an example of
the method, assume that a 10-ft.-square piece of glass is cut into 100 equal
squares; each 1 ft. square then represents one hundredth or one percent (1%)
of the original whole piece. Ten such squares equal 10 percent of the whole;
50 squares equal 50 percent of the whole; and all 100 pieces taken together
equal 100 percent of the whole. Percentage th... provides a means of indicating
the relationship of the parts to the whole: a quarter is 25 percent of a dollar,
and a pint is 12-1/2 percent of a gallon.

The processes employed in the solution of percentage problems are similar
to those employed in the solution of problems involving common fractions and
decimal fractions. It has been shown that common fractions can be changed
to decimal fractions, and vice-versa: 1/100 and 0.01 are equal in value, as
are 0.25 and 1/4. The common fraction 1/100 is the "fractional equivalent"
of 0.01, and the decimal fraction 0.25 is the "decimal equivalent" of 1/4. In
this topic it will be shown that fractions can be expressed as percent, P. nd
that 1/100, 0.01, and 1 percent are three ways of writing the same quantity.

Proportional relationships in glass work are often described in terms of
percent. For example, a type of plate glass may consist of 25 percent cullet
and 75 percent raw materials, and an aluminum sash may weigh 50 percent
less than an equivalent wood sash. Percentage problems are also encountered
in the business aspects of glazing, as in the determination of costs, profits,
discounts, and interest rates; the glazier must be prepared to solve such
problems.

Study Assignment

Practical Mathematics: pp. 1-40 of Section 6.
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UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 4--PERCENTAGE - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have read the material in the workbook and studied the assigned
material, test your understanding of the topic by solving the following practice
problems in Practical Mathematics, Section 6: 1-16, pp. 11 and 12; 1-8, p. 14;
1-10, p. 18; 1-6, p.20; 1-8, 13. 22; and 1, 3, 5, 8, 11, and 22-30, pp. 32 and 33.
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UNIT BBASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 5-- COMPOUND NUMBERS

This topic, "Compound Numbers, " is planned to help you find answers
following questions:

to the

What is a compound number?
How are compound numbers added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided?
Where are compound numbers employed in glazing?

Measurements in glazing often involve two or more related units of measure,
such as feet and inches or pounds and ounces. The expressions of such
mee.surements--6 ft. 5 in., for example--are called compound numbers.
Dimensions involving compound numbers often must be added, subtracted,
multiplied, or divided. The first step in performing any of these operations
is the reduction, or changing, of the related but dissimilar units to one kind
of unit, because only like units can be combined in an arithmetical operation.

Working with Compound Numbers

After the unlike but related units in a compound number have been reduced to
like units, the number can be added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided in the
conventional. way. The principles of working with compound numbers are out-
lined in the illustrative problems presented in this topic. Each problem is
accompanied by its step-by-step solution. The only units of measure employed
in the problems are feet and inches, but the principles demonstrated apply
equally to compound numbers involving such other unlike related units as
gallons, quarts, and pints, hours and minutes, or pounds and ounces.

Reduction

Problem:

Step 1.
Step 2.

Reduction

Problem:

Step 1.
Step 2.

from higher to lower denomination units

Reduce 13 feet to inches.

1' = 12"
13 X 12" = 156"

from lower to higher denomination units

Reduce 216 inches to feet.

12" = 1'
216" -:- 12 = 181
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Addition cf compound numbers

Problem: Add 2'7" to 8'10'i

Step 1. Add the inch column.

7" + 10" = 17"

Step 2. Reduce the inches to feet and inches.

17" = 1'5"

Write the 5" in the sum and carry the
I' from the inch column to the foot
column.

Step 3. Add the foot column.

V +2' + 8' = II'

Subtraction of compound numbers

Problem: Subtract 3'4" from 9'2".

Step 1. Since 4" cannot be subtracted from 2",
borrow 12" from the 9' and add to the
2", thus changing the compound number
902" to 8'14".

Step 2. Subtract both columns.

14" - 4" = 10"

8' - 3' = 5'

Multiplication of compound numbers by whole numbers

Problem: Multiply 3°7" by 8.

Step 1. Multiply the inches by 8.

7" X 8 = 56"

Step 2. Reduce the product to feet.

56" = 4.8"

Step 3. Multiply the number of feet in the multipli-
cand by 8.

3' X 8 = 24'

2' 7"
+8' 10"17"

(11
2' 7"

+8' 10"
------En

(11
2' 7"

+8110"
111"3"

8' 14"
- 3' 4"

M'

3' 7"
X 8VLSIi = 4'8"
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Step 4. Add the results of Steps 2 and 3.

4'8" + 24' = 28'8"

Division of compound numbers by whole numbers

Problem: Divide 31'3" by 15.

Step 1. Reduce the feet to inches.

31' = 372"

Step 2. Add the total number of inches.

3" + 372" .2 3751'

Step 3. Divide the sum by 15.

375's -: 15 = 25"

Step 4. Reduce the quotient to feet.

25" = 2'1"

3, 71
X 8
241+418" = 28'8"

Problems involving compound mixed numbers. If the lowest-denomination
units in a problem involving compoundimbers are expressed in fractions,
one must first reduce the fractions to the lowest common denominator before
proceeding with the calculation. The following problem illustrates this point.

Problem: Add 12'8-3/2", 1714-3/8", 515-1/4", 2'10-5/8".

Step 1. Reduce the fractions to terms of
the lowest common denominator..

Step 2. Add the fraction column and reduce
the sum to inches.

4/8" +3/8" + 2/8" + 5/8" = 14/8"

14/8" = 1-6/8" = 1-3/4"

Write the fraction 3/4" in the sum,
and carry the 1" to the inch column.

Step 3. Add the inch column and reduce the
sum to feet.

1" + 8" + 4" + 5" + 10" = 28"

28" = 2'4"

LCD = 8
1/2 = 4/8
1/4 = 2/8

(1")
12' 8-4/8"
17' 4-3/8"
51 5-2/8"
2' 10-5/8"

3/4"

(2')
12' 8-4/8"
17' 4-3/8"
5' 5-2/8"
2110-5/8"

381 4-3/4"
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Step 4. Add the foot column.

2' + 12' + 17' + 5' + 2' = 38'

Quick method of multiplying compound numbers. It is frequently necessary
to find the area of a surface where both the length and width are expressed
in compound numbers. Although it is of course possible to multiply the com-
pound numbers, it is often easier and sufficiently accurate to reduce the
compound numbers to mixed numbers. For example, to multiply 14'6" by
8'4" to find the area of a piece of glass, simply change the 6" to 1/2' and the
4" to I /3' and then multiply 14-1/2' by 8-1/3'.

Division of compound numbers by compound numbers. Occasionally, a glazier
will need to di "ide one compound number by another compound number, as for
example when he must find out how many short pieces of sash material can be
taken from one long piece. The steps in solving a typical problem of this type
are as follows:

Problem: Divide 12'3" by 3'2".

Step i. Reduce the feet to inches in each compound number.

12' = 144"

3' =36"

Step 2. Add the inches in each reduced number.

144" + 8" = 152"

36" + 2" = 38"

Step 3. Divide.

152" ÷ 38" = 4



UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 5--COMPOUND NUMBERS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, test your understanding
of the topic by solving the following problems. Record the answer to .;ach
problem in the space at the right that has the same muriber as that of the
problem.

1. Change 372" to feet.

2. Change 16'8" to inches.

3. Add 4'8", 17'3", 11'5", 44'2", and 32'10",

1.

9,

3.

4. Subtract 23'8" from 57'2". 4.

5. Subtract 23'11" from 32'10". 5.

. Multiply 3'8" by 9. 6.

7. Multiply 22'4" by 37'11". 7.

8, Divide 11'6" by 3. 8.

9. Divide 19'2" by 3'10". 9.

10. Add 7 hr. 18 min. and 3 hr. 47 min. 10.
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UNIT B--BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 6--AREAS OF CIRCLES AND TRIANGLES

This topic, "Areas of Circles and Triangles," is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What is meant by the term "mensuration"?
How is the area of a circle found?
How is the area of a triangle found?

A number of operations in glazing involve the determination of the areas and
angles of pieces of glass, metal, and other materials. A knowledge of men-
suration, the branch of applied geometry concerned with finding the length of
lines, the areas of surfaces, and the volumes of solids, is essential for
solving such problems.

Study Assignment

Practical Mathematics: Section 12, pp. 1-42.
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UNIT B- -BASIC MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 6--AREAS OF CIRCLES AND TRIANGLES - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have read the material in the workbook and studied assigned material,
test your understanding of the topic as follows:

1. Solve the following practice problems in Practical Mathematics, Section 12:
1-8, p. 6; 1-5, p. 11; 1-3, p. 16; 1-6, pp. 21 and 22; 1-4, p. 27; 1 and 2,
p. 30; and 1 -6, pp. 40 and 41.

2. Complete the trial examination in Practical Mathematics, Section 12, p. 43.
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Applied Mathematics

TOPIC 1--STORE FRONTS

This topic, "Store Fronts," is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What glass-to-metal clearances must be calculated in store-front
glazing?
In cutting a light for store front glazing, how much allowance is typi-
cally made for penetration of the glass into the glazing pockets of the
metal framing tubes?
How do required glass-to-metal clearances affect the determination
of sizes for glass and metal?

The construction of store fronts is a large and important part of the glazier's
work. Quite often, store fronts are constructed with aluminum extrusions
and glass. The mathematics and procedures for calculating the various sizes
and clearances involved in store-front work are the subject matter of this
topic. The general knowledge acquired here will apply to all store-front
construction. No effort will be made in this topic to cover the entire field of
store-front construction; installation methods will be covered in Unit H of this
course.

An elevation view illustrating a typical store front construction is given in
Fig. C-1 (a). Quarter-size details of a vertical cross section taken through
E, J, and K of the elevation are given in Fig_ C-1 (b); those of a horizontal
cross section taken through S and N are given in Fig. C-1 (c). A study of the
elevation view and the related cross section details will reveal the various
clearances allowed for the different materials involved. Referring to the top
section (E) of Fig. C-1 (b), the glazier will note that an allowance has been
made for clearance between the tube section and the R.O. (rough opening).
This example illustrates the standard procedure, which is to allow for a 1/4-in.
bead of sealant to be applied at all joints between metal and the material of the
rough opening. This does not apply at a bulkhead; this metal is set tight ia
the R. 0., as in detail K, Fig. C-1 (b).

Details E, J, and K in Fig. C-1 (b) are good examples of the spacing relation-
ships between metal and glass in store fronts. The glass penetrates the glazing
pocket approximately 1/2 in. Two exceptions to this are illustrated in Fig. C-2.
In the tube section shown in Fig. C-2 (a), the top pocket is deeper than the
bottom pocket, and the glass penetrates the shallow pocket only 3/8 in. An
example of a tube section with applied stops is Fig. C-2 (b). In this instance,
the glass penetrates 3/8 in. into the pocket formed by the stops.
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rfl'e 1/ 2 in. glass penetration as it applies in other typical glazing sections is
illuarated in Fig. C-3. To establish the correct size for either glass or metal,
the required penetration of the glass must be taken into account. The light of
glass adjacent to the door in the store-front elevation, Fig C- 1(a), would
therefore be 1 in. wider than the daylight dimension of the .pening, as details
S and N in Fig. C-1 (c) indicate.

Many different types of glazing members are used L Store -front construction,
and some types will not conform exactly to the Examples that have been covered
in this topic. In every case, however, an awareness of the need for adequate
clearance between glass and glazing member is of paramount importance in
doing a professional job.
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UNIT C-- APPLIED MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 1--STORE FRONTS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

After you have studied the material in the workbook, solve the following
problems:

1. Referring to Fig. C-1, calculate the sizes of glass required for the tran-
som area, allowing for required clearances. Assume the width of the
rough opening try be 9 ft. 1 in. and the distance from the left face of the
rough opening to the center of the vertical tube "M" to be 74-3/4 in. (All
tubes in Fig. C-1 are 1-3/4 in. by 4-1/2 in. flush glazing.) Assume the
height dimension of the transom glass to be 40 in.

2. Change the height and width dimensions given in the above problem, and
again calculate the glass sizes. Construct and solve a number of problems
in this way for practice.



UNIT C--APPLIED MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 2--METAL AND GLASS MEASUREMENTS

This topic, "Metal and Glass Measurements, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What considerations are important in the development of material sizes
in glazing?
What clearances and tolerances apply between glass and other materials
in various types of glazing jobs?
Why must variable coverage requirements be taken into account in the
calculation of glass sizes?

It is impossible to do a professional glazing job if accurate size information
for the various materials involved is not available. Too often, clearances
and tolerances between glass and metal or other material become a matter
of guesswork. In this topic, an attempt will be made to indicate some patterns
of procedure and some general rules that may be applied when the mechanic
is called upon to develop material sizes in glazing work.

Glass must have a clearance around its perimeter between the glass edge and
the inner face of the glazing pocket. The clearances and tolerances given in
the reading assignment are typical. The clearance required may vary depend-
ing upon the type of material employed to hold the glass in place. Also, some
types of glass require more clearance than others; the heat absorbing glasses
are an example of this.

Two typical store front elevations are shown in Fig. C-4. The letter-designated
sections indicated on the elevation drawings are keyed to quarter-size details
having the same letter designations in Fig. C-5. Other typical metal details
are illustrated in Figs. C-6 through C-8. A careful study of the drawings will
provide familiarization with typical metal and glass clearances.

The detail drawings provide examples of metal sash, tubes, bulkheads, and
division and corner bars. Some slight differences in glass edge clearances
are evident from one to the other of these metal units. This lost pro-
nounced in the corner and division bars shown in Fig. C-7. The standard
1/ 2 in. glass coverage does not apply in every instance here. The 9/16 in.
division bar, for instance, shows a variation in coverage. Because of the
offset in the attaching reglet of the face member, one light of glass penetrates
the bar 3/8 in., the other 5/8 in. Also, glass penetration in the corner and
reverse bars is slightly greater than in the division bars. This is due to the
angle at which the glass is installed; the more acute the angle, the greater the
glass penetration. It may be said, then, that variable coverage requirements
must be taken into account when glass sizes are calculated.
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Study Assignment

Architectural Data Handbook. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
1965, pp. 48 and 49.
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UNIT C--APPLIED MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 2--METAL AND GLASS MEASUREMENTS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Accurate 1 information is essential if the 1.
glazier istTidca professional job.

2. Glass must have a 2 around its perimeter 2.
between the glass edIFTnd the inner face of the 3.

3 4 . 4.

3. Heat-absorbing glass requires 5 edge 5.
clearance than plate glass.

4. Glass penetration is slightly greater in 6 6.
and 7 8 than in division bars. 7.

8.

5. The 9 reglet of the face member of a 9.
divisiorTh7r may affect the requirement for
depth of glass penetration into the bar.

6. The more acute the angle of installation of glass 10.
into a corner bar, the 10 the glass penetration.

7. The standard 11 glass coverage does not 11.
apply in every-IR-TM-ern in glass measurement; 12.

12 glass coverage requirements must there-
of' taken into account in the calculation of
glass sizes.

8. When a glass size is correctly developed, the 13.
dimensions will provide for adequate bite on the 14.
glass and room for 13 and 14 and will 15.
allow for 15 in glass and op-iii-sizes.

9. The minimum rabbet depth for a metal sash in 16.
which a 150 sq. ft. light of 114 in. plate glass
is to be face glazed is 16 .

10. Greater tolerances may apply for 17 cut 17.
glass than for factory-cut glass.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The type of construction metal employed for rl
opening is a factor in determining the glas. _ten-
sions for the opening.

2. Glass measurements for flush-set tube installations
require a tolerance of 15/16 in.

3. Glass requirements must be carefully adapted to
the clearances and tolerances that apply in the
?articular installation.

4. Only standard sizes of glass are employed for metal
openings.

5. An adjustable setting block provides a means for
changing the size of a .t of glass in an opening.

6. Setting blcc.ks may not be needed in the installation
of small lights of SS or DS window glass.

7. All installed glass requires edge clearance.

8. The same edge clearance can be employed for any
standard size light of plate glass.

9. Factory tolerances for glass sizes make no
allowance for flares.

10. At least 11/32 in. edge clearance at head, sill,
and jambs should be allowed for a 200 sq. ft.
light of 1/4 in. plate glass.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



UNIT C-- AP'LIED MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 3-..DOOR OPENINGS

This topic, "Door Openings, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following quebtions:

Why is accuracy especially important in making calculations for door;
installations?
Why mtur.. pivot or hinge centers be accurately located and plumb?
How does the incorporation of a threshold affect a store-front layout?

The measurements and calculations involved with door openings must be made
with great accuracy. The clearances and tolerances that must be established
at the time of installation must allow for movement of the door and thus are
more critical than those for fixed installations. The subject of door openire,s
should be studied with tais requiretnent for high accuracy in mind.

The metal structure that frames the door opening, as well as the door or doors
themselves must be true and square, and jambs must be plumb. Great emphasis
must be placed on the accurate location of the pivots or hinges. For example,
the swing clearances seen in the door openings detailed in Figs. C-9 and C-10
can easily be lost if the' pivot points are not accurately se% This becomes even
more critical when the installation involves a pair of doors, ar, in Fig. C-10.
The lateral dimension points of layout that establish the lc,cation of the checking
devices in stt re-front work muss therefore be very carefully determined and
marked. If for example the pivot centers of the two checking devices in Fig.
C-10 were not accurately located, the doors when installed would not have the
correct clearance at the center. Cfreful attention should also be given to the
relationship between the top and bottom pivot points of the door; if these two
points are not on a plumb line, the door may drag when in the open position.
In general, pivot centers are located 2-3/4 in. from the face of the jamb.

SWING CLEARANCE

PIVOT CENTER

OF CHECKING DEVICE

Pig. C-9. Opening with single door Wet& Is)
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SWING CLEPioNCr

MVO CENTER
OF CHECKING DEMI:

Fig. C.10. Opening with pair of doors (details)

The use of a threshold in the door opening has a marked effect upon the layout
of an entire store front. Door panels are fixed in size, and if the installation
includes a threshold, the transom bar is raised to r-rrnit the door to be in-
stalled with correct allowance for trireshold clearance (Fig. C-11).

(a)

TRANSOM BAR SET HIGHER

WHEN INSTALLATION INCLUDES

THRESHOLD

(b)

Fig. C-11. Door details with threshold (a) and without threshold (b)

The information that has been given in this topic will be of particular value
to the glazier in store-front work, but it is also applicable to the installation
of doors in general.



UNIT C--APPLIED MATHEMATICS

TOPIC 3--DOOR OPENINGS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the worm that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercis, and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
iiumber F-.5 the space in the exercise.

1. The 1 znd
musiE-e-made wit.

2 in- solved with door openings 1.
Th-117at accuracy.

2. The 3 and
lation-nriff alloii-

4 relating to a door insta:.- 3.
ror--77novement of the 5 . 4.

3. The accurate location of 6 or 7 is very
important in door installation.

5.

6.
7.

4.

5.

6.

Correct swing 8 must be provided if free move-
ment of the insUMddoor is to be assured.

Pivot centers are usually located 9 from the 9.
face of the 10 . 10.

The metal structure that frames the door opening 11.
must be 11 and 12 . 12.

.
'7. Top and bottom pivot centers must be 13 . 13.

8. The requirement for accurate layout in door instal- 14.
lation is especially critical if the opering is to have
a 14 of 15 .

15.

9. Door panels are 16 in size. 16.

10. The use of a 17 affects the layout of the entire 17.
store front.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Calculations relating to door openings may be of an
approximate nature.

2. The required clearances and tolerances for the door
action must be taken into account in the construction
of the frame.

3. Measurements in door installations are more critical
than those in fixed-light installations.

4. The measurements applied to butt-hinge installation
and pivot installation are the same.

5. Swing clearances are important considerations at
the time of pivot installation.

6. The installation of a threshold in a store-front door
opening affects the height of the transom bar.

7. A pair of doors will have insufficient swing clearance
at the center if the floor hinges are placed too close
together.

8. The height dimension of the door must be reduced
if a threshold is employed in the door opening.

9. If a door is rot hung in a vertical plane, it will drag
when it is opened.

10. Pivot centers are usually located 2-1/4 in. from
the jamb face.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



Blueprint Reading and Sketching

TOPIC I --BLUEPRINTS AND THEIR USE

This topic, "Blueprints and Their Use " is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

In what ways are blueprints important in the building trades ?
What part do written specifications play in conveying the architect's
intentions?
How are lines of various types employed in architectural drawings?

Many individuals and groups of individuals cooperate to bring a new building
to completion, and effective communication of information is essential in
every phase of the project. The large amount of information needed by the
builder must be put into compact, readable form. The architect performs
this service by using what might be called the "language of drafting" to make
working drawings, plans, or blueprints. He also prepares written specifi-
cations by means of which he is able to tell more about some itemsmaterials
and finishes, for example- -than can be told conveniently on the drawings.

The Importance of Blueprints and Specifications

Blueprints and specifications must convey all the information necessary for
the construction of a building and for the cost estimates that must be made
in advance of construction. Whether the plans are for a large office building,
a factory, or a residence, the same "language" is used, and the apprentice
glazier therefore must begin as soon as possible to gain a thorough mastery
of that language.

A competent glazier, like any other craftsman in the building trades, must
know how to get the information he needs from a set of drawings and pecifi-
cations. A thorough knowledge of blueprint reading will enable him not only
to visualize how the building will look when it is completd, but also to deter-
mine the size, shape, and location of all glass to be installed; the types, sizes,
and lengths of all metals to be used in the construction of frames and store
fronts; and the types and size of the staging and scaffolding necessary to com-
plete the job.

Specifications are written statements outlining such items as the kinds and
grades of materials to be used the standards of workmanship to be followed,
and the t:me limit given for the completion of the contract. They ar--; usually
supplied separate from 4-he drawings in the form of a typewritten booklet.
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78 Glazing

The Language of Blueprints

It would be impossible to describe any proposed building by words alone. The
development of the art of drafting has provided the construction industry with
a more efficient means for transmitting ideas. A complete et of plans and
specifications can be mailed to any location, and a building can be constructed
irom them without the exchange of a word between the designer and the builder.
All the required information can be obtained from such a complete set, and a
mechanic with a sound knowledge of the language of blueprints can visualize
every bit of information shown on the drawings.

Several types of lines are employed in architectural drawings; some lines are
thicker than others, some are solid, and some are broken. Each type of line
has a specific meaning. Some of the more common types of lines, with an
example of their application, are shown in Fig. D-1. Symbols and conventions,
which are also part of the language of blueprints, will be studied in future
assignments.

o

76h1__ 1 41.90

1 .11,
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51_ r------ Extension line

Dimension line

Fig. D-1. Blueprint lines
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Unit D, Topic 1 79

Preparation of Blueprints

In the past, it was considered necessary to ink all drawings, but today satis-
factcry blueprints are made by using a comparatively soft pencil and by drawing
directly on tracing paper. The blueprints are produced from the pencil drawings
by a process resembling that for the printing of photographs. In most cases
today, blueprints are made by means of a blueprinting machine.

Many copies of each drawing are needed because many different tradespeople
use them. As soon as the architect has completed the plans and specifications,
they must be made available to contractors and subcontractors for preparation
of their bids for a job or their estimates of total cost. The complications that
would result if the blueprints were not complete or if all sets were not identical
can be appreciated readily.

Building designs must be approved by the building inspection department and
checked for compliance with the building code and zoning ordinances before
building permits may be obtained. For this purpose, a set of plat-16 must be
filed with the building inspector. This requirement protects the general public
and the property owners in the locality.

If a loan is necessary in the financing of the project, plans must also be approved
by the lending agency. Finally, of course, a complete set of plans and specifi-
cations is needed on the job as a guide for the builders.

Study Assignment

J. Ralph Dalzell, Building Trades Blueprint Reading: Part 1--Fundamentals.
Chicago: American Technical Society, 1956. Read pp. 5 and 6, "introductian
to Working Drawings. "



UNIT D -- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 1 -- BLUEPRINTS AND THEIR USE - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Complete information for the construction of a 1.
building is obtained from the 1 and 2 . 2.

2. Plans for a building are drawn by the 3 and are 3.
made available to 4 , who then suMinnSids for 4.
the job.

3. The heaviest line on a blueprint is the 5 line; 5.
next to it in thickness is the 6 7 rine. 6.

7.

4. Objects concealed from the eye are shown by means 8.
of 8 9 lines. 9.

5. A line consisting of alternating long and short dashes 10.
is a 10 line.

6. Specifications contain information concerning kinds 11.
of 11 , 12 GI workmanship, and contract 12.
con-IP-en-on-TS , 13.

7. Before work on a building can be started a(n) 14 14.
must be obtained from local authorities, and iffir" 15.
requires that a set of plans be filed with the local 16.

15 36 department.

8. Copies of the set of plans are also needed by the
17 and 18 for the preparation of 19 , by

the 20 agency if a loan is necessary, axiTa the
job or the guidance of the 21 .

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

9. Specifications are usually supplied in the form of a 22.
22 23 . 23.

10. Blueprints are made by a process similar to that 24.
employed for printing 24 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Ability to read very simple drawings is adequate
for an apprentice in a technical subject.

2. Standards of workmanship relating to the glazier's
work may appear in the specifications for a new
building.

3. To determine the required standards of workmanship
for glazing in a new b..ilding, the mechanic should
refer to the blueprints shouing the installation.

4. Cost estimates for the required glass work fox' a
new building can be made from information given
in the specifications.

5. Dimension lines, break lines, center lines, and
extension lines are all light lines.

6. The border line is the heaviest line on a blueprint.

7. The border line indicates the outline of the object.

8. The information given in the blueprints aids the
glazier in the selection of staging and scaffolding
needed for the job.

9. A drawing need not be inked to ensure the production
of clean blueprints.

10. Most blueprin+s are produced by weans of blueprinting
machines.

I

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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UNIT L- -BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 2-- ELEVATION VIEWS

This topic, "Elevation Views, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What is an elevation view?
What information about the building is given in the elevation views?
What are working drawings, and where are they used?

The Importance of Elevation Views

Elevation views (often called simply "elevations") make up an important part
of the' glazier's working drawings. An elevation view represents that part of
a building seen by an observer standing directly in front of one of its sides or
faces. Like other working drawings, an elevation view shows the object in
true proportion; in other words, no perspective is employed. Depending upon
the face of the building shown, the view is called a north, south, east, or west
elevation to designate it clearly. The elevation views show the various types
of glazing that apply to the building, whether it be a relatively simple one-story
structure or a stricture many stories high.

Architectural Symbols

Architectural symbolsstandardized representations of materials such as
glass, metal, masonry, wood, and so forth - -are employed in the preparation
of architectural drawings to simplify and make uniform the "language" of the
drawings. Each symbol is drawn to look nearly like the material or detail it
represents. These symbols on the elevation views provide the various building
trades with a great deal of information concerning the exterior parts of a
building. They help the glazier determine the location, types, and sizes of
such items as store-front entr,Lnces, openings on side elevations for aluminum
frames and glass installations, wood doors with glass, and aluminum-framed
sliding glass doors, as well as curtain-wall and window-wall construction of
aluminum or steel sash.

Working Drawings

The term "working drawings" is used to describe those drawings- -floor plans,
elevations, sections, details, and so forththat are used by the builder and
the various cr fts in bringing a new building to completion. Working drawings

the larger,

are also known tt. some of the people in the building trades as "shop drawings.
Shop drawings also include drawings that are made up by individual manufacturers

extrusions and curtain-wall structures, for exampl-,. Shop drawings present
the needed information in a more compact rnd accessible form than

and suppliers of items and materials used in the construction industrymetal
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more complicated, complete set of architectural drawings upon which they
are based. Although he may occasionally need to refer to the complete set
of architectural drawings, the tradesman will be concerned primarily with the
working drawings for his particular trade, which are used wherever possible
in place of the bulkier and hence less usable complete architectural set.

Three sets of working drawings, showing selected features and glazing details
of a churct., a bank, and a shopping center, have been included following
Topic 6 of this unit (Plans 1-10). The value of elevation views to the glazier
will be evident from an examination of these typical working drawings. The
various elevation views locate and indicate sizes of doors and windows; provide
door, window, and hardware schedules; include written notes and certain speci-
fications; and are keyed to detail drawings by means of circled reference
numbers. Although the drawings in each case have been reduced to book page
size for convenient inclusion in the workbook, it can be seen that the elevations
were drawn to scale. The details for the most part were drawn to size. Detail
drawings, which are keyed by :lumbers to related numbered locations on ele-
vations and other working drawings, are very helpful to the mechanic in that
they allow for close tolerance in measurements and clearly indicate joinery
methods, sizes of anchorage, and other construction details. Detail drawings
will be studied in a later assignment.

The finish of the extruded aluminum construction materials is also specified
on the elevation drawings; the finish of the material for the bank job is to be
"Permanodic 28" (a trade-mark desigaation of the Kawneer Company for a
bronze finish), while the materials for the other jobs are to be of a certain
grade aluminum finish. Modern aluminum extrusions for window-wall, curtain-
wall, and store-front construction can be finished to 'Almost any shade and color
to meet the requirements of the architect.

Study Assignment

Building Trades Blueprint Reading: Part 1--Fundamentals.

1. Read pp. 7-9, 13-15, and 21-24; study all the drawings carefully using
the self-check quiz as a study aid.

2. Study the elevation symbols found in the illustration on p. 122.



UNIT D--- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 2--ELEVATION VIEWS - STUrY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
check your understanding of the topic by completing the following exercises in
Building Trades Blueprint Reading: Part 1Fundamentals:

1. Answer the questions for 'rade Competency Test No. 1, p. 11.

2. Answer the questions for Trade Competency Test No. 2, p. 17.

3. Answer the questions for Trade Competency Test No. 3, pp. 27 and 28.

Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The glazier works directly from the complete set of
archit :....ttu.al drawings.

2. The location and sizes of doors and windows can be
determined from an examination of a building's
elevation views.

3. Compass directions may be employed to designate
elevation views.

4. Architectural symbols are part of the language of
drafting.

5. Shop dr Awings are working drawings.

6. Symbols are seldom employed in elevation drawings.

7. Shop drawings are in every case drawn by the
architect or his draftsman.

8. All the information needed by the glazing contractor
will be found on the shop drawings.

9. Elevation views are drawn to scale.

10. The finish required for store-front metal may be
specified on an elevation view_
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TOPIC 3- -PLAN VIEWS

This topic, "Plan Views,'' is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What is a plan view?
What information of importance to the glazier is given in a floor plan?
How are plan views and elevation views related?

In the foregoing topic, it was shown that elevation views are scale drawings
employed to represent the exterior parts of houses and buildings and that .he
draftsman employs symbols, terms, and abbreviations to indicate various
types or kinds of materials and structural parts. A stucy of representative
working drawings showed that elevation views are of great value in helping
the workmen visualize the materials and external features specified for the
building by the architect. Another kind co; working drawing, the plan view,
will now be discussed.

The Importance of Plan Views

Elevation views include important information, but they alone are not sufficient
to portray a new building; plan views are also essential for this purpose. When
the apprentice has learned to read and visualize plan views and to relate them
to elevation views, he will have improved his ability to read blueprints to a
point that will permit him to visualize both the interior and exterior features
of a proposed building.

Floor Plans

A set of related drawings or blueprints is commonly referred to as a set of
plans, but the term "plane' may be used in another way: in this other sense,
a 'plan" is a drawing that shows the arrangement of rooms on one floor of a
house or building. Such a drawing is called a floor plan. If a building has
more than one floor, each floor is represented by a separate plan that is named
according to the floor it represents. To visualize a floor plan, one can imagine
that the house has been cut in half horizontally to permit a view down into it
from above; this is a plan view. Other types of plan iyiewsplot plans, foun-
dation plans, and roof plans, for example- -will not be considered in this topic.

A floor plan will be found among the working drawings following Topic 6 of this
unit. This plan view (Plan 4) is reproduced from the set of architectural draw-
ings for a church. The arrow on the drawing indicates north, establishing the
orientation of the building and making it possible to relate the various elevation
views to the floor plan. Examination of the plan reveals that the entrance of the
church faces west and that the entrance and the vestibule together require six
pairs of doors, all of which in this case swing out.
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Plan views, like elevation views, are drawn to scale and are picture-like
representations employing symbols, terms, and abbreviations to indicate
materials and structural parts.. A close study of the floor plan of the church
will reveal. a great many construction details and written specifications of
interest not only to the glazier but to workers in all crafts participating in
such a construction project.

Study Assignment

Building Trades Blueprint Reading: Part ' Fundamentals.

1. Read pp. 29-35, 39, 43, and 44.

2. Study the abbreviations listed on L. p. 44-46. Check those that you
believe would be particularly important to a glazier.

3. Study the drawings on pp. 39-41. Be sure to read all the explanations
that accompany the drawings.

4. Study the symbols for plan views given in the illustration on p. 122.

5. Answer the questions in the self-check quiz, p. 49; check your answers
on p. 50.
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 3--PLAN VIEWS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
check your understanding of the topic by completing the following exercises in
Buildin Trades Blueprint Readin : Part 1--Fundamentals:

1. Answer the questions for TrAe Competency Tests No. 4 and No. 4A, pp.
37 and 38.

2. Answer the questions for Trade Competency Test No. 5, pp. 53 and 54.
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Test

Read each statment and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Plot plans, foundation plans, floor plans, and roof
plans all come under the category of plan views.

2. Plan views are drawn primarily to outline the peri-
meter of a building.

3. Plan views and elevation views give essentially the
same information about a building.

4. Shop drawings for the construction glazier always
include a plan view.

5. The symbols employed in plan views are very much
like those employed for elev ition views.

6. Plan details are identified by numbers in the same
manner as elevation details.

7. Plan views have little or no relationship to elevation
views.

8. The various floor plans for a multistory building
are identified in accordance with the floor each plan
represents (First Floor Plan, Second Floor Plan,
and so forth).

9. To visualize a floor plan, one can imagine a building
cut horizontally in half and then can view the bottom
half from above.

10. An arrow symbol indicating north will be found on
a main floor plan.
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 4 -- DETAIL VIEWS

This topic, "Detail Views, " is planned to help you answer the following
question:

What is a detail view?
What are the two general classes of detail views, and what are the
characteristics of each class?
What kinds of information are conveyed by means of detail views?
flow are detail views related to other types of working drawings?

The architect makes use of several types of views to present clearly the many
kinds of information required in a set of architectural plans. In addition to
elevation views and plan views, he includes structural, sectional, and detail
views in the set of drawings for the proposed building. Detail views--drawings
that show selected features or parts of the building in greater detail than would
be possible with other types of views - -will now be discussed.

Detail views, like other working drawings, are picture-like representations
in which terms, abbraviat4ons, letters, and numbers are employed to convey
information about the building in a compact form. Elevation views and plan
views are for the most part drawn -.o a .,-eiatively small scale, but detail views
are usually drawn to a much larger scale, or even full size, and on separate
sheets. A detail view must be drawn large enough to ensure that it will be
clearly understood, for it must convey to the mechanic, not only the structural
design of the object represented, but also the purpose and method of applying
and joining its structural and mechanical parts.

Detail views may be divided into two classes--the placement class and the
assembly class--according to their intended purposes. If the primary purpose
of the detail view is to indicate the placement of items such as cabinets,
fixtures, machinery, and the like, it will be of the placement class, usually
taking the form of a plan or elevation drawilig. Detail drawings of the assembly
class, which are of greater interest to the glazier, illustrate `tie arrangement
and relationship of the parts of the object or structure represented. An assembly
detail drawing may take the form of an interior or exterior elevation view, a
plan, a sectional cut, a cutaway drawing, or some combination of these types
of views. It may consist of a single detail, or it may combine two or more
details in one drawing.

Detail drawings are designated by numbers or letters for identification,
arrangement, and reference. The identifying number or letter permits the
reader to relate the detail drawing to elevations, plans, and other working
drawings and thus helps him to visualize the detail in its relationship with
the larger object or structure of which it is a part.
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A study of the working drawings included following Topic 6 of this unit will
reveal the value of detail drawings and their relationship to other working
drawings. For example, the circled numbers appearing at many places
throughout the plan and elevation views of the church (Plans 1, 2, and 4) are
keyed to numbered detail drawings (Plans 2 and 3) included in the set. The
construction at the locations designated by the circled number 2 on the east
and west elevation views :Plan i) is shown in detail drawing No. 2 on P3 an 2.
This cut-through or sectional detail illustrates several actual details of
importance in the construction of this front. Note that the full-size detail
also gives the manufacturer's catalog numbers for the structural materials
shown.

In the west elevation shown oil Plan 1, the door features designated by the
circled number 3 are shown in full-size detail in detail drawing No. 3 on
Plan 2. By means of a vertical section, this detail makes clear the structural
design of the bottom rails of each of the three pairs of entrance doors and
indicates that a threshold and a weather strip are included in the construction.

The floor plan of the church (Plan 4) shows that the entrance includes a vesti-
bule and a second set of three pairs of doors. An elevation-type detail view
of the vestibule entrance will be found on Plan 2. The difference between the
set of entrance doors and the set of vestibule doors will be made clear from
a careful study of the related drawings.

Plans 5-7 are working drawings showing glazing features of a bank. Four of
the five elevation views that make up Plan 5 show doors. The dotted lines on
each door, extending from the upper and lower corners and meeting at the
center of one side, serve to indicate the side the door is hinged on. Here
again, circled detail numbers at many places on the elevation views relate to
similarly numbered details on separate sheets (Plans 6 and 7). Details 8 and
9 on Plan 7 indicate that the doors shown on all but one of the elevations are
center hung; details 10 and 11 indicate that the door shown in the south eleva-
tion (courtyard) is offset hung. Each of these methods of hanging and hinging
a door calls for a type of hinge that is manufactured to meet its special require-
ments.

Additional examples of the use of detail views in a set of working drawings
will be found in the drawings for a shopping center (Plans 8-10) included
following Topic 6 of this unit.

Study Assignment

Building Trades Blueprint Reading: Part 1--Fundamentals, pp. 71-91

1



UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 4--DETAIL VIEWS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study C-uide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Detail views show selected 1 or 2 of a 1.
building in detailed form. 2.

2. A detail view illustrates an object's structural 3.
design and the 3 and 4 of applying and 4.
joining its structural and -3 parts. 5.

3. A detail view must be drawn large enough to ensure 6.
that it will be 6 7 . 7.

4. A detail drawing of the 8 class serves mainly 8.
to indicate the location Fir-abinets, fixtures,
machinery, and the like in the Funding.

5. A detail drawing of the 9 class serves to 9.
illustrate the arrangement relationshil of the
parts of an object or structure.

6. Detail drawings, like other working drawings. are 10.
10 representations that employ symbols, 11 , 11.

Tbeviations, 12 , and 13 to convey iai5-- 12.
mation. 13.

7. Detail drawings are designated by .!4 or 15
for identification, arrangement, andrence.

8. Trim details are usually drawn 16 scale.

14.
15.

16.

9. A detail view may consist of two or more 17 in 17.
one drawing.

10. Assembly-class detail drawings may take the form 18.
of interior or exterior 18 views, 19 views, 19.

20 cuts, 21 drWi-ngs, or some combination 20.
zarlhge typeaVews. 21.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Detail views are picture-like representations that
take the place of symbols.

2. Details are usually drawn to a large scale or full
size.

3. An illustration of a cut-through section of a transom
bar is an example of a placement-class detail drawing.

4. Details are drawn primarily to clarify elevation views.

5. A sectional view of a wall shows interior details, and
it therefore may be called a detail view.

6. Sectional and cutaway details include information
relating to the joining of structural parts.

7. Details are usually grouped together and shown
on separate sheets of the working drawings.

8. Details are not a part of shop drawings.

9. A detail view illustrating the location of kitchen
cabinets on an interior elevation is an example
of a placement class detail drawing.

10. Detail drawings of stor-; front metal contain infor-
mation of value in determining glass sizes for the
installation.
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 5--SCALES AND DIMENSIONS

This topic, "Scales and Dimensions, " is planned to help you find answers to
the following questions:

What is meant by the phrase "drawing to scale"?
What is an architect's scale, and how is it used?
How are dimensions taken from a drawing?
What dimensioning standards and styles are used in the making of
working drawings?

A thorough understanding of scales and dimensions is ess..ntial to the correct
reading of blueprints. A careful study of this important assignment will reveal
how the architect scales and dimensions working drawings and will thus give
the apprentice a clearer understanding of the information presented on blue-
prints.

Sometimes it is necessary to determine a missing dimension by scaling directly
from the drawing. Because blueprint paper may shrink or change its shape in
other ways, it is wise in stIch a case to check the missing dimension with the
architect if it is one which must be accurate to very close limits.

Study Assignment

Building Trades Blueprint Reading: Part 1-- Fundamentals. Read pp. 57-64.
Answer the questions izself-check quiz on p. 65; then check your answers
on p. 66.
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 5--SCALES AND DIMENSIONS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
check your understanding of the topic by performing the following:

1. Answer the questions for Trade Competency Test No. 6 in Building Trades
Blueprint Reading: Part 1Fundamentals, p. 69.

2. Scale the lines in the following exercises. Each line is drawn to a different
scale, as shown. In each exercise, write the full-size length of the line at
the right in the space that has the same letter as the exercise.

3/4" = l'0"

I 1/4" = PO"rb.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

1/8" = 1'0"

1.11.1

1-1/2" = 110"

3/8" = l'0"

l'0"

1/2" = l'0"

,.m01.1

3/32" = 114.1

1

3/16" = 1'0"
ri

411

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

h.

i.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the stattment is false.

1. An object drawn to scale is shown in its true
proportions.

2. Two or more scales may be employed for different
parts of the same drawing.

3. Several different scales may be employed in a corn-
plete set of blueprints.

4. If a dimension tt.At must be determined within very
close limits is not shown on a drawing and cannot
be calculated, it should be scaled directly from the
drawing.

5. The dimensioning standards employed for drawings
vary from area to area and according to the prefer-
ences of architects and draftsmen.

6. Extension lines and dimension lines are thin, solid
lines.

7. An architect's scale is more convenient than a
common ruler for scaling a drawing.

8. The smallest scale on an architect's scale is labeled
1/8.

9. Ina floor plan drawn to a scale of 1/4m=1'Om, a
partition 6" wide would be represented by parallel
lines spaced 1/8" apart.

10. Dimension lines are always terminated by an

i
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 6- - SKETCHING

This topic, "Sketching, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

Why is skill with sketching useful to a worker in the building trades?
What are the techniques of freehand sketching?
What method of drawing most nearly portrays an object as it would
appear ,a the eye of the observer?
What method of drawing is used to produce working drawings?

Freehand sketching is useful to workers in almost every occupation, in all
trades and all industries. It is a way of conveying ideas rather than a method
of making perfect, completed drawings. By means of one or more freehand
sketches, the many parts of an assembly c an be described clearly and ade-
quately, or the essential ideas in more complex drawings can be brought
together.

Learning to sketch is of benefit to the apprentice in still another way. If he
makes a habit of sketching the objects he wishes to describe, he will notice
improvement in his power of accurate observation; an object must be studied
carefully if it is to be sketched accurately.

Types of Sketches

Architectural sketches may be divided into two general classes. The first
els- "ncludes the sketches made in connection with the designing of the
etc .4. ,Is such as preliminary layouts, which represent schemes or ideas
used in studying and developing the arrangement and proportion of the parts.
An example of this first class of architectural sketches would 1343 a rough floor
plan, showing the sizes of rooms to be arranged in developing a well propor-
tioned house plan.

The second class includes detail sketches, usually developed from sketches of
the first class, but detailed to give type of materials, size of fastenings,
dimensions, and other necessary information.

Materials for Sketching

The only materials necessary for sketching are pencils, a pencil eraser
(preferably soft), and paper--a notebook, a pad, or a single sheet clipped to
a board. Pencils should be kept sharpened to long conical points, with plenty
of lead showing. Fine sandpaper should be used to touch up the points as they
wear down. Two pencils are needed--one of fairly hard lead (H or 2H) for
blocking in i,he outlines and one of soft lead (HB or 2B) for finishing the work.
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Drawing should not be done with a blunt or stubby-pointed pencil. The sharpness
of the pencil point influences line weight: a fine point produces a fine line and
a blunt point a heavy line.

Scales and Measuring

Before any sketch is drawn, measurements should be laid out. A flat rule or
a triangular scale may be used for this purpose, but an architectural scale is
best for architectural sketching. Sketches are not drawn to exact scale, but
they should be made so that the objects shown are in proper proportion to each
other. Sometimes finely ruled paper may be used to simplify proportioning.

Sketching Lines Freehand

The development of correct skills in sketching lines freehand is more important
than speed for the beginner. Drawing should always be done with light, firm
strokes preventing uncertain lines. The pencil should be held 3/4 inch to
1 inch from the point so that the lines to be drawn are not obscured by the
fingers and so that there is a free and easy movement of the pencil. A free
arm movement makes it possible to sketch smoother, neater lines than the
rough and inaccurate lines produced by a finger and wrist movement. The
mechanic should try to control the smoothness and weight of the lines, but
accuracy of direction is the most important factor here.

The three types of straight lines used in drawing and sketching are horizontal,
vertical, and oblique (sometimes called slant or inclined). All vertical lines
should be drawn in one direction--toward the body. Horizontal lines should
be drawn from left to right. Oblique lines running from right to left are drawn
as are vertical lines, but oblique lines running from left to right are sometimes
more difficult to execute; it is advisable to turn the paper and draw them as
horizontal lines.

An important technique to learn in drawing straight lines is to keep the eye
on the point to which the line is to go, not on the pencil point. Short, over-
lapping strokes should be used; the entire line should not be attempted in a
single stroke.

Basic Forms in Sketching

In sketching most objects, one or more of certain basic forms--squares,
rectangles, triangles, circles- -will be employed. Some of the easiest methods
of drawing these fundamental shapes are described in the following paragraphs.

Squares and rectangles. To sketch a square, two lines should be laid out at
right angles to each other and equal distances marked off on each from the
center point where they cross. Then the square should be sketched in accord-
ingly. (See Fig. D-2.) A rectangle is laid out in a similar way, except that
sh -'ter distances are marked off for the shorter sides of the rectangle.
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Fig. D -2. Sketching a square
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Circles. To sketch a circle, intersecting vertical and horizontal lines should
be drawn first, then two oblique lines that will cut each quarter of the circle
in half. Equal distances should be marked out from the center on each of the
lines and the arcs drawn between the marks. (See Fig. D-3. )

Fig. D3. Sketching a circle

Trian les. A right triangle can be sketched by first drawing a vertical and a
norizon line to intersect and then laying out the proper distance along each.
Other triangles can be sketched by laying out part of a circle as in Fig. D-3
and dividing it so that the angle of the radial lines corresponds to the angle
to be drawn; or a protractor can be used, if one is at hand.

Methods of Drawing

Two general methods of drawingpictorial drawing and orthographic pro-
jection- -are widely used in the building trades. Pictorial drawings, which
show objects more or less as they would appear to a person viewing them,
are the easiest type to understand. Various methods of pictorial drawing
have been developed; each has advantages and disadvantages, both in ease of
drawing and in the clarity of results.
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Oblique drawing. One method of pictorial drawing, called "oblique" drawing,
involves drawing one side or view of the object on a horizontal base linethat
is, directly facing the viewer--then drawing the adjacent side and the top at
an angle of 30°, 45°, or 60° with this line. This method portrays the object
in a distorted way, since all lines are drawn to scale. (See Fig. D-4. )

Horizontal
base line

Fig. 0-41. Oblique drawing of a cube

Cabinet drawing. To overcome this difficulty, at least in part, a type of
drawing called "cabinet" drawing has been adopted by many persons who make
working sketches. In cabinet drawing, an oblique drawing is laid out with the
receding lines at a 30° or 45° angle, but these lines are foreshortened exactly
one-half. The object then looks relatively natural, and dimensions can still
be approximated because the object's receding lines are understood to be
twice the line length shown. In other variations of oblique drawings, the
receding lines are foreshortened by two thirds or three fourths.

Isometric dr awing. A dimensionable sketch of a simple object can be made by
what is called rrisomete-ic" drawing. A drawing made this way is sketched on
three base lines--one vertical and two at 30° to the horizontal; these are the
"isometric axes. " All horizontal lines are drawn parallel; all vertical lines
are drawn parallel; and all lines that are parallel on the object are parallel in
the drawing. Lengths are marked out to scale. As in oblicue drawing, this
method results in a slightly distorted view, which would be confusing if the
object were very complicated. An isometric drawing of a cube is shown in
Fig. D-5.

Perspective drawing. The most frequently used method of pictorial drawing
is called "perspective" drawing. An object depicted by this method has a
natural appearance, because all lines are drawn in relation to the horizon in
the same manner as they would appear to the eye. In this type of drawing, all
parallel straight lines seem to converge toward a "vanishing point's at the
horizon, which is the eye level of the viewer. The portions of the object
nearest the viewer appear largest. Lines and surfaces become smaller and
closer together as the distance from the eye increases (Fig. D-6).
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Fig. 0-5. Isometric drawing of a cube

Horizon Vanishing point Vanishing point
Horizon-,,4

Parallel perspective,
vanishing point left

in center

above)

HorizonC Vanishing point

Parallel perspective,
vanishing point

(view from
Parallel perspective,
vanishing point right

Horizon

i
Vanishing point Vanishing point

Angular perspective,
vanishing points right and left

Fig. D-6. Perspective drawings of a brick
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There are two types of perspective drawing. In the first, called "parallel"
perspective, one face of the object is toward ;he viewer, and the lines com-
posing the remainder of the faces (except those of the rear face) converge
toward one point on the horizon. If the view is from directly in front of and
above the object, this point will be in the center of the horizon. If the view
is from one side and above the object, the point will be either to the right or
to the left of the viewer. The most frequently used type of perspective, how-
ever, is called "angular" perspective. In this method, lines on one side
converge to the right, and lines on the other converge to the left.

Orthographicyrojection. Working drawings, which are produced by the drawing
methoct cartea orthographic projection, do not represent objects as naturally
as c'ctorial drawings. Elevations and floor plans, for instance, show only one
vie. of a building at a time, and each view includes only those portions of the
building directly facing the viewer. It would take six such views to show all
sides of an object that has length, width, and thickness. In practice, however,
usually not more than three views are necessary to convey the desired infor-
mation. (See Fig. D-7. ) Elevation drawings are an exception to this, since
four views are required to represent the front, rear, and both sides of a
structure.

Top
View

Front
View

Right
Side
View

Fig. D-7. Orthographic projection of o cube
(note: views must appear in the
positions shown)

Floor plans, section drawings, and detail drawings are special cases of ortho-
graphic projection. A floor plan represents the view from directly above if
the top of the building were cut off at a designated level. A section drawing
represents a view from a point directly in front of the cut if the object were
cut along the plane indicated by the section line. Detail drawings are usually
enlargements of parts of another drawing.

Dimension Lines

Dimension lines in sketches and drawings should be drawn in the direction
the arrow is pointing, and the pencil should not be lifted from the paper until
the arrowhead is completed. The size of the sketch or drawing and the space
allowed determine the size of the arrowheads to be used; in general, the length
should be about three times the width. The arrowhead should always be sharp.
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Dimension lines shoula be no less than 1/4 M. away from the drawing and
preferably as much as 1/2 in. They are placed between views and outside
the drawings whenever possible. Dimensions are n_laced so that they can be
read conveniently.

The preferred method of dimensioning circles is to place the dimensions out-
side the circle; however, the dimensions may be placed inside. Unless their
reference is obvious, the dimensions should be followed by "R" or "D, " indi-
cating radius or diameter. (See Fig. D-8. )

Fig. D-8. Dimensioning circles

Special Kinds of Drawings

Two special kinds of drawings (cutaway and exploded-view) are particularly
valuable for the workman. Cutaway drawings show the interior of objects,
sometimes to make clear the operation of a mechanism but often simply to
show its interior construction, as in the case of a wall or other parts of a
building. Exploded-view drawings are used to show how parts are fitted
together; they are particularly appropriate for showing how parts of a complex
mechanism fit together.

Study Assignment

1. Practice drawing lines and sketching circles, triangles, and rectangles.

2. Practice sketching a number of simple objects (cubes, rectangular boxes,
or other objects that may be assigned by your instructor). Draw some of
the objects in oblique, some in isometric, E-...,me in angular perspective,
and some in orthographic projection.



1

1

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in
an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

,

UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING AND SKETCHING

TOPIC 6SKETCHING - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

1. Sketching develops accuracy of 1 . 1.

2. Blocking in the outlines of a sketch requires the
use of a fairly 2 pencil.

2.

3. Before the sketching of an object is begun, 3 3.
should be laid out.

4. The distance between the dimension line and the
drawing should be at least 4 inch.

4.

5. In sketching, arm movement should be 5 . 5.

6. The basic forms used in sketching are 6 , 6.
7.7 8 , and 9 .,
8.
9.

7. Straight lines in sketching are either horizontal,
vertical, or 10 .

10.

8. A perspective drawing is a type of 11 drawing. 11.

9. Ina cabinet drawing, receding lines are 12 . 12.

10. Plans and elevations are 13 projections. 13.

107
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Tzst

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. In perspective drawings, parallel receding lines
appear to converge toward a vanishing point.

1. T F

2. A floor plan is a kind of orthographic drawing. 2. T F

3. One or more of four basic geometric forms are
part of any drawing.

3. T F

4. A cabinet drawing is a kind of isometric 4rawing. 4. T F

5. An object appears slightly distorted in an isometric
drawing.

5. T F

6. A parallel perspective drawing has two vanishing
points.

6. T F

7. An isometric drawing has four isometric axes. 7. T F

8. The first step in sketching a circle is to draw
intersecting vertical, horizontal, and oblique
lines as guides.

8. T F

9. The edges of a cube in an isometric drawing are
drawn to scale length.

9. T F

10. Dimension lines should be placed within the out-
line of the object whenever possible.

10. T F
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UNIT'

Tools and Equipment

TOPIC 1--TOOLS FOR MEASUREMENT AND LAYOUT

This topic, "Tools for Measurement and Layout, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

Why is the proper selection and use of measurement tools important to
the glazier?
What measurement tools are commonly used in the glazing trade?
How are glazier's measurement tools used and maintained?

If the glazier is to produce first-class work, he must know how to select and
use the correct tools and equipment for the job, since a finished glazing job
must not only be pleasing in appearance but must also be true and accurate.
The glazier must know how to use and maintain many types of measuring tools.
This is an essential requirement if his work is to meet the high standards for
accuracy that apply in the glazing trade.

Measuring Tools Used in the Glazing Trade

Among the measuring tools commonly used in the glazing trade are tape rules,
folding rules, lip rules, slip sticks, straightedges, squares, levels, and
transits.

The tape rule. The tape rule is a measuring tool that can be carried easily
in the mechanic's pocket or tool box (Fig. E-1). The typical tape rule has a
1/2-in, blade with a white face and black numbers. The blade is contained in
a strLng, lightweight, alloy-metal case and is attached to a return spring. The
tape rule used most commonly in the glazing trade is 10 ft. in length; 8-ft. and
12-ft. tape rules are also available. The 12-ft. rule is more useful in a 3/4-
in. width, which is more rigid and can be extended farther without buckling.

Fig. F-1. Tape rule (left) and steel tape (right)

131



132 Glazing

When a tape rule is selected, the glazier should remember that the poorer
quality rules may not be accurate. The measurement of any new rule should
be checked before it is used. The construction of the case should also be con-
sidered. The standard case in use today has a net length of 2 in., but the
glazier should check ar.y rule he buys to confirm this measurement, He
should add 2 in. when he is using the rule to obtain an inside measurement.
For example, if the exposed numbers on the face of the tape show 3 in. when
an inside measurement is being made with the tip of the rule on one point and
the back of the case against the other point, the actual distance measured is
5 in., not 3 in.

A tape rule should have a lip at the end that either turns to the side or is
slotted to recess flush with the blade end; otherwise, inside measurements
will be made inaccurate by the thickness of the lip.

Caution should be taken not to drop the tape rule; dropping always shortens
the life of the case, which is strong but not indestructible. Also, the blade
is made of very thin tempered steel and will crack if stepped on or folded
over sharply. Wiping the tape occasionally with a light coat of oil will improve
its readability, Steel measuring tapes of the type illustrated in Fig. E-1 are
available in lengths of 25 it. or more for measuring relatively long distances.

The folding rule. The folding rule, sometimes called the "zigzag" or "ziggy"
rule, may be used in determining inside measurement up to 6 ft. 6 in., although
it has largely been replaced in glazing work by the tape ruler. The folding rule
is made of hardwood, with brass pivot joints and an extension slide 6 in. long.
Care should be taken when folding up a rule of this type, since the pivoted ends
can be broken easily. Light oiling of the pivots lengthens the life of the rule.
A folding rule is shown in Fig. E-2.

The lip rule. The lip rule is of great assistance to the glazier in making
accurate measurements for cutting glass (Fig. E-3). Tile rule is made of
hard maple, with ends that are fitted with brass. A lip extends past the zero
point on the scale so that when the lip of the ride is caught over the edge of
the glass, the measurement starts from exact zero. Wooden lip rules are
manufactured in lengths up to 144 in.

A good cutter or inside man will always hang the lip rule on a peg, so that
there will be less chance of its being bent. Wiping off the surfaces :)f the
rule during and after use will keep small glass chips from becoming imbedded
in the wood and scratching when the rule is laid upon glass. Care should be
taken not to drop maple rules, as the hardwood may split. If a lip rule be-
comes warped or bent, it can no longer be used to cut a straight line. The
glazier should not try to straighten such a rule himself, but should take it to
a shop equipped to true up the edge correctly.

The straightedfe, A straightedge, as the name suggests, is a tool used by the
glazier to obtain a straight edge when he is cutting glass. Measurements are
not indicated on a straightedge. This tool, which is made of laminated wood
or hard maple, should be given the same care that is given to a lip rule, so
that it will remain true and straight and free from imbedded glass. A straight-
edge is used more often at the glass cutting table than on the job site.
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Fig. E.3. Lip rule

The L square. The L square is used mostly around the cutting table, but it
can be used wherever a square is required (Fig. E-4). The common L square
used in cutting glass is made of selected straight-grain hard maple. Wooden
squares are more desirable for use in glazing work than steel squares, as
wood is less apt to scratch glass. These squares are thoroughly kiln dried
before they are finished. The finish keeps the square straight and true. Re-
inforced corners and sideplates of brass also help ensure accuracy. As the
"stock" or base of a square receives the most abuse, it is made of heavier
material, and the side that comes in contact with sharp edges of glass is
faced with a continuous plate of brass. The straight or "blade" side of the
square is marked in inches on both sides with deep lines and figures for easy
reading. The L squares are available in four popular sizes: 24, 36, 48, and
60 in.

Fig. E-4. I. square

When a maple L square is. used, the base of the square must be held tightly
against the material to be checked. U the base rocks on the edge of the glass,
ti. quare will not measure the adjoining side accurately. Care should be
taken when bringing the base up to the glass to prevent the brass facing from
marling "clams" or chips on the edge of the glass.

A wooden square must never be allowed to fall to the floor; this will destroy
its acnuracy and thus make it useless. Also, if the square is allowed to fall
sideways too often, the blade (which is made of quarter-inch maple 3 in. wide)
will soon begin to split down from the tip, which has no brass reinforcement.
If the blade should split, it must be glued correctly or shortened by being cut
off to a point past the split. The split must not pass the sideplates attached
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to the corner brace; if this happens, the wooden square is ruined. If a maple
square has become "out of square" by long use, it is best to take it to a quali-
fied shop to be squared.

Maple, no matter how straight grained, sometimes acquires small slivers on
the edges; when these appear on the tool, they should be removed to keep the
straight edge of the cutting side of the square in good condition. Like straight-
edges and lip rules, L squares should be kept free of small pieces of glass
that could become imbedded in the wood.

The combination square. The combination square is available in two sizes:
the most commonly used size has a 1-in. by 12-in. blade with a scale reading
down to 1/64 in.; a 1-in. by 6-in. square is also used (Fig. E-5). A combi-
nation square has an adjustable head with two precision-ground surfaces. One
side of the head forms a 90° angle with the blade; the other side forms a 45°
angle with the blade. The adjustable head slides the full length of the scaled
blade, or within certain limits on the blade, depending on the manufacturer.
A knurled lock nut allows the sliding head to be secured at the desired point
along the blade.

The combination square can be used to measure depth or to mark cuts; for
example, with the head set at 1 in. on the scaled blade, a 1-in. line can be
scribed or a 1-in. depth checked. When the glazier is working with store
front materials, the combination square is a useful tool for checking 45°
mitered cuts and 90° square cuts. The combination square is also equipped
with a level bubble, which is very useful in checking the level of small surface
areas such as hinges or brackets. Wiping down the scale with light oil pre-
vents rusting and keeps it readable for the Hie of the square. The combination
square is a precision tool and must be handled accordingly; like the L square,
it can be made useless by dropping.

The angle divider. The angle divider, a precision instrument made of polished
steel, is used by the glazier mainly to establish or bisect angles on glass store
front materials (Fig. E-6). The angle divider can be used to establish both
inside and outside angles. A set screw allows the user to set the divider to
any desired angle within its range. The tool cannot be used to measure the
degrees of an angle--a protractor is required for this--but it is most useful
for scribing materials into corners and for the repeated marking of the same
angle on many pieces of material.

I
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Fig. E5. Combination square
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Fig. E-6. Angle divider
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Water level. A water level (not shown) may be used to establish two level

When two points are checked for level with a water level, care should be taken

The T bevel. The T bevel, or miter square, consists of a sliding blade and

of steel.

A level should be checked occasionally on a level surface or with another level
that is known to be correct. If one of the bubbles proves to be inaccurate, it

measurements in different rooms or on different walls. Since glaziers no
longer do a great deal of interior structural work, this tool is used less often

long with a glass gauge tube at each end. When a water level is used, it is
filled with water and one gauge is placed at the desired level on one wall; the
remote end is then raised or lowered until the two gauge markings are the

gether and checking to see that the reading is the same on both gauges. If a
water level is used in a furnished building, care should be taken not to allow
the water to run out. This is best prevented by placing the thumb over the

must use a protractor in conjunction with this tool; the T bevel has no degree
markings. Some T bevels are made of steel and wood; others are made entirely

The spirit level. The spirit level is used in many types of glazing work for

should be marked with a dot or touch of paint as a reminder not to use it. If

crack the frame, break the glass, or affect the accuracy of the bubbles.

than was once the case. The level consists of a piece of hose about 40 to 50 ft.

same.

to see that there is no air in the line; if there is, any reading taken will be

a handle with a lock nut to set the blade. It is used to find and hold any desired
angle (Fig. E-7). If the glazier is checking or scribing an angle or bevel, he

checking the plumb or level of mirrors, walls, jambs, headers, floors, and

from the 6-in. pocket type to the 72-in, extra long type, and incorporate two or

A carrying case or box is useful in maintaining the accuracy of a good level.

incorrect. Heat on one end of the water level will also cause an error in read-
ing. The accuracy of a water level can be tested by holding the two ends to-

strong, light metal alloy. Spirit levels used in the glazing trade vary in length

more bubble vials. The 36-in. metal level is the most useful type, although

a level becomes warped or bent, it is no longer useful. Dropping a level can

so forth (Fig. E-8). The most popular type of spirit level is made from a

18 -in, and 24-in. metal levels are more suitable for carrying in the tool box.

Fig. E-7. T bevel (miter square) Fig. E-8. Spirit level
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open end of the gauge and keeping it there until the gauges are at approximately
the same level. With a little practice, the user can learn to remove his thumb
from the open end for an instant, and if the water begins to rise on the gauge,
replace his thumb immediately over the end of the tube gauge. The end should
be raised slightly before the thumb is removed again, or lowered if the water
begins to recede when the thumb is first removed.

Transit. The transit is a measuring tool used to establish the horizon level
marks from which job layouts are determined (Fig. E-9). It is very useful
in the layout of structural glass store fronts, and it can also be used to good
advantage on jobs requiring extended horizontal tube construction. Once it is
set up, the transit will establish level measurements over a 360° swing.

The transit is a precision tool and should be handled very carefully to prevent
damage to the delicate setting parts. It should always be stored in a carrying
case. If the transit becomes damaged, it should be repai. ed by a qualified
mechanic.

Fig. E-9. Transit

Slip stick. The slip stick is a versatile tool that simplifies a num'. Br of
measurement and layout operations in glazing work (Fig. E-10). It can be
used for making inside and outside measurements, and it is especially useful
for such difficult operations as overhead measurement and measurement for
the installation of large lights of glass. Using this tool, the glazier can per-
form many operations of this type quickly and accurately without a helper.

Ale.--
LOCKING KNOB

fig. E-10. Slip stick
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The slip stick is a light-weigitt precision rule, typically consisting of three
extendable graduated sections in extruded frames and incorporating a durable
locking knob and stainless-steel hardware. A typical slip stick can be used
for measurements in the range of 50 in. to 144 in. The tool should be carried
and stored in its case. In measuring a wide horizontal spa where the slip
stick cannot be supported by a surface, it is best to hold the tool on edge rather
than flat; this will prevent flexing.

Study Assignment

Examine catalogs and other sales literature describing tools for measurement
and layout. Such p,..blications will be found in your classroom library.
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TOPIC 1--TOOLS FOR MEASUREMENT AND LAYOUT - ST (MY GUIDE AND
TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

1. The 2-in. wi_dth of the tape-rule case should be 1,
added to I measurements.

2. The scale faces of steel measuring tools should 2.
be 2 with 3 occasionally to preserve 3.
reiTiEMfy.

3. The glazier's lip rule is made of 4 . 4.

4. When the lip rule is not in use, it should be 5 5.
on a 6 . 6.

5. It is important that the glazier keep wooden measur- .
ing tools free from 7 8 , which tend to C.
scratch the surfaces 1:1e-'11- measured.

6. A straightedge differs from a rule in that it has no 9.
Q

7. Wooden squares and straightedges are preferable 10.
to metal types for glass work because they have
less tendency to 10 .

8. If an L square splits beyond the 11 , it is 11.
unusable.

b. The most useful and most widely used spirit level 12.
for glazing work is 12 long.

10. For leveling widely separated indoor points, the 13.
glazier sometimes uses a 13 14 . 14.

11. If an angle is to be checked or scribed repeatedly, 15.
the glazier should use an 15 16 . 16.

12. Establishing levels in store front work is usually 17.
done with a 17 .
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13. The slip stick is very useful for the measure- 18.
ment of 18 openings.

14. When it is used for measuring a wide horizontal 19.
span, the slip stick should be held on 19 .

15. In measuring large openings with the slip stick, 20.
the glazier can often work without a 20 .

Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. A wooden square with a slivered edge cannot be
repaired.

1. T F

2. A 12-ft. tape rule should have a 3/4-in. wide
blade.

2. T F

3. The standard net length of a tape-rule case is 3. T F
2 in.

4. The tape rule is replacing the folding rule in
glazing work.

4. T F

5. When measuring with the lip rule, the glazier
must allow for the length of the lip.

5. T F

6. A warped lip rule or straightedge can be straightened
on the job with a pair of hand screw clamps.

6. T F

7. If a maple L square is split below the corner brace,
it cannot be repaired.

7. T F

8. The angle divider is an aid to scribing the same
angle on many pieces of material.

8. T F

9. The T bevel is marked from 0° to 90°. 9. T F

10 The slip stick is more useful for measuring large
openings than the folding rule.

10. T F
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TOPIC 2--CUTTING TOOLS

This topic, "Cutting Tools, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What tools and equipment are used for the cutting of glass?
What is the most widely used glass cutter?
How are holes, notches, corners, and irregular shapes cut in glass?

The glass cutter, one of the most frequently used of the glazier's tools, is
manufactured in many sizes, shapes, and qualities. The choice of cutter to
be used depends largely on the glazier's individual requirements and work
habits, but regardless of the cutting tool he selects for a given application,
the glazier must be able to use the tool with skill and confidence. Once the
score has been made on a piece of glass, it cannot be erased or corrected.
It must be right the first time.

The life of any type of glass cutter depends upon the care it is given. All
moving parts should be correctly lubricated when cutting is being done, and
the tool should be kept clean and dry when it is not in use. The glazier may
use several types of glass cutters, many of which are discussed in this topic.

The Wheel Glass Cutter

The wheel glass cutter is the cutter most commonly used in the glazing industry
(Fig. E-11). It consists basically of a wheel, head, and shank or handle. The
wheel is usually made of tempered high carbon steel, and includes a bronze
bearing. The head of the glass cutter is notched on one side for breaking
small cuts in the range of 1/8 in. to 1/4 in. The handle is made of cast iron
or wood. The wheels on some cutters can be removed and replaced. If a
glass cutter with a nonreplaceable wheel does not work properly, it should be
thrown away; the expense involved in repairing or sharpening 4 would be more
than the value of the cutter. A good glazier makes a practict carrying extra
cutters in his tool box.

The wheels of these cutters range in diameter from 1/8 in. to 1/4 in. The
diameter of the wheel determines the use for which the cutter is best suited,
such as all-purpose cutting or cutting plate glass, hard glass, or odd shapes.
the 3/16 in. (or 02) cutter is the general purpose cutter; it is the one used
most frequently by glaziers. When the 02 cutter is new, it is used for sheet
glass; when it becomes too dull for sheet glass, it can generally be used for
the softer plate glass. The larger 1/4-in. size wheel is best suited for use
on plate and other soft-surface glass. Wheel glass cutters are available with
or without a ball knob on the end of the handle. The ball-knob handle is pre-
ferred because it can be used to tap the back of a score to start a break.
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Fig. E.11. Wheel glass cutters

Diamond Glass Cutters

The diamond glass cutter consists of an industrial diamond mounted in the
head of a glass cutter that is otherwise similar in appearance to a standard
wheel glass cutter (Fig. E-12). The diamond glass cutter is most often used
where production cutting is done, as in glass manufacturing. The diamond
cutter is expensive and is not practical for glazing on the job, where cutters
are easily broken or lost. Various types of diamond glass cutters are made
for cutting thin sheet glass, medium thickness glass, and thick glass. Diamond
scribers are also in use.

Fig. E-12. Diamond glass cutters

DiamGnd Cutoff Wheels

The diamond cutoff wheel is very similar in appearance to a conventional
radial saw blade, except that the cutting edge consists of a continuous built-up
diamond-impregnated bead instead of teeth. Wheel sizes range from 6 in. to
12 in. in diameter. The diamond wheel is invaluable in cutting out corners,
notches, and small cutoffs. It is important that the material and the machine
be very securely set up so that the material will not bind against the diamond-
impregnated edge of the wheel. The work must be run into the wheel true, and
plenty of water must continually be run over the cutting edge.. Extreme caution
should be used at all times in operating machines equipped with diamond cut-
off wheels.

Circle Cutters

A circle cutter, which is somewhat similar to a compass, is used for cutting
perfect circles for such articles as flashlight lenses, portholes, and round
table tops. Two kinds of circle cutters are available, as illustrated in Fig.
E-13: one is portable, with a manually positioned pivot; the other is a
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stationary machine cutter with a fixed pivot. A typical portable circle cutter

A combination oval and circle cutter is also available. This type of cutter
operates on a turret that is mounted on a table. When the glass is to be cut,

the turret. A handle on the top of the turret operates the cutter arm.

not be relied upon; before the final cut is made, the setting of the cutter should
be checked on a scrap of glass or on the waste area of the glass to be cut. Also,
the glazier should ensure that the cutting heads receive plenty of lubrication and

Glass-Cutting Guides

Glass-cutting guides or gauges used with wheel cutters are designed for pro-
duction work in which many lights of glass must be cut to the same size. The

illustrated in Fig. E-14 (b),
is used.

consists of a small metal base that incorporates a rubber mat or a suction cup
to prevent slipping, an adjustable arm that pivots around the base, and a wheel
cutter on the end of the arm. This type of cutter cuts circles from 2 in. to

it is laid on the table, and the arm with the cutter on it is brought down from

In using any adjustable circle cutter, the settings marked on the bar should

typical guide illustrated in Fig. E-14 (a) consists of a round metal plate that

a groove on one end of the bar, and a lock nut secures the cutter in place. To

72 in. in diameter.

are in good condition.

slides over a long, 1/4-in. diameter bar. A set screw holds the guide plate
at the required setting. A notch in the head of the wheel glass cutter fits into

an
ensure accurate work, care should be taken to keep the edge of the guide plate
against the edge of the glass at all times. For inside cutting on other than
flat glass, a different type of cutting guide, as i

umAkiEmmmril
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Fig. E.13. Circle cutters
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The Automatic Glass-Cutting Board

The automatic glass-cutting board is used mostly for production cutting (Fig.
E-15). After it has been set for cutting glass to one size, as many lights of
this size as are required may be cut without further measurement. A typical
glass cutting board incorporates two metal rails precisely assembled at a
90° angle to assure a square cut; the side rail has an adjustable slide to which
the cutting wheel is attached. Large-size cutting boards have means of adjust-
ment to provide the proper cutting tension for all types of glass. Cutting
boards vary in size, the largest being 48 in. wide and 69-5/8 in. high.

The Pattern Cutter

The glass pattern cutter is used for cutting circles, ovals, squares and rect-
angles with rounded corners, and all kinds of irregular shapes (Fig. E-16).
The wheel of the pattern cutter is located on a swivel-jointed arm that extends
out over the cutting table, and can thus be moved over the glass in any direction.
The cutting wheel is mounted on the bottom of a screw-adjustment handle at
the end of the arm. The screw adjustment allows the correct tension to be set
for cutting any type of glass. Pattern cutters can cut corners to a radius as
small as 3/8 in. The larger cutters of this type can cut glass in any shape or
size from 2 in. square to 36 in. square.

Fig. E-15. Automatic glass-cutting board Fig. E-16. Pattern cutter
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Glass Drills
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A glass drill is a tool specially designed for cutting holes in glass. Although
three-cornered files are still in use for this purpose, most glaziers find that
drills with carbide or carboloy tips brazed to the point and ground to the desired
shape are more durable and do the job faster. Such drills are available with
two or three cutting edges (Fig. E-17).

When using a glass drill, keep two important rules in mind: the drill will
not cut glass unless turpentine or commercial coolant are used, and the drill
must not be misused or abused. The point is made of very hard steel, but it
is brittle and will chip or break if the drill is misused.

igenanimmes

Fig. E.17. Glass drills

SONACA

If a hole larger than 1/2 in. in diameter is to be drilled in glass, a tube drill
(hole saw) should be used. Tube drills can be used to cut holes of various
sizes in tile, marble, or ceramics, as well as glass. A typical drill of this
type is simply a brass tube in which vertical slots have been cut; these slots
provide means for feeding carborundum abrasive and water to the work during
the drilling operation. The tube grinds through the glass as it rotates. In
another type of tube drill, the bottom 1/4 in. or 1/2 in. of the tube is diamond
impregnated; no abrasive is required in using this drill, but a coolant must be
used in the drilling operation.

Care should be taken to handle and store tube drills so that they will not be
crushed or bent. Any out-of-roundness will cause the drill to run off center.
Unless the drill runs perfectly true, it may either break the glass or be thrown
out of the drill head. Also, if the drill is not held at a 90° angle to the material,
it will not come through cleanly and smoothly. A drill press should be used
rather than a portable drill with tube drills.

The Sandblaster

Sandblasting tools are important in the glass business, but they are not com-
monly used by the glazier. Except in some of the largest glazing shops, sand-
blasting is generally left to outside specialists. The sandblaster is used to
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cut notches and make other cutouts that can be made only with great difficulty
using other cutting tools. When a sandblaster is used, the glass areas to be
protected are masked with a rubber compound; then the sand is blown with
great force upon the glass to cut away the uncovered area. A cutout is thus
produced with edges and inside corners that are clean and free from invisible
runs. Care must be taken in using a sandblasting machine to direct the con-
centrated stream of sand and air only at the area to be cut, not toward persons,
equipment, or other exposed glass areas.

Study Assignment

Examine catalogs and other sales literature describing glazier's cutting tools.
Such publications will be found in your classroom library.
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TOPIC 2--CUTTING TOOLS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Lubrication of moving parts is essential in using 1.
1 type glass cutters.

2. The diamond glass cutter is used mostly for 2 2.
cutting.

3. Diamond cutoff wheel edges must be 3 cooled 3.
and lubricated while cutting.

4. The wheels of glass cutters are made of tempered, 4.
high 4 steel.

5. A pattern cutter can cut corners to a radius as 5.
small as 5 .

6. The 6 of a pattern cutter has 7 joints. 6.
7.

7. Tube drills must be handled carefully to prevent 8.
their being 8 or 9 . 9.

8. The abrasive mixture used with a conventional 10.
slotted tube drills is 10 and 11 . 11.

9. Turpentine or 12 13 must be used in 12.
drilling glass Ish-Tilametal tipped glass drill. 13.

10. Complex cutouts in glass are best made with a 14.
14 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

I. The circle cutter can be used to cut various
patterns.

2. A wheel glass cutter that has become too dull
for sheet glass can still be used for plate glass.

3. The wheels on some glass cutters can be removed
for replacement.

4. The purpose of the ball on the handle of one typ a
of wheel glass cutter is to improve the balance
of the tool.

5. A glass-cutting guide simplifies the cutting of
complex patterns.

6. Diamond cutoff wheels are especially useful in
cutting notches, corners, and small cutoffs.

7. Circles smaller than 5 in. in diameter cannot
be cut with a portable circle cutter.

8. Irregularly shaped pieces of glass are best cut
on a pattern cutter.

9. An automatic glass-cutting board simplifies the
cutting of large numbers of equal-sized lights.

10. Sandblar-ing is usually done by outside specialists.

I. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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UNIT E- -TOOLS

TOPIC 3--HAND

AND EQUIPMENT

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

This topic, "Hand Tools and Equipment, " is planned help you find answers
to the following questions;

What types of common ...nd special-purpose hand tools and equipment
are used in the glazing trade, and for what purposes are they employed?
Why is a quality hand tool less expensive in the long run than an "economy"
tool?
How are hand tools maintained for best service and longest life?

The quality and efficiency of a glazier's work are dependent to a great extent
upon his ability to select, use, and maintain correctly the various types of
hand tools and related equipment required in the trade. An experienced
journeyman will take to the job c j the tools he knows he will need to do the
work correctly; if a mechanic ma.;.es a habit of filling his tool chest with tools
he will never use, he will simply be carrying around excess weight.

Selection and Care of Hand Tools

The glazier should never buy "economy" hand tools; one good tool will usually
outlast a dozen inferior ones of the same type. Good-quality tools are usually
gw:ranteed; in many cases, if such a tool breaks, the glazier can return the
broken pieces to the dealer or factory and get a replacement.

Small hand tools will last for many years if they are given correct care, but
if a hand tool is abused--subjected to too much pressure or used in the wrong
application, for example--its usefulness will be reduced or it may be ruined.
Tools should be cleaned and dried when they are put away after use, and sur-
faces subject to rusting should be wiped with an ay rag. The specific pro-
cedures for maintaining hand tools are given along with the tool descriptions
in this topic.

Putty Knives

Putty knives are made with either straight or bent blades (Fig. E-18). The
straight putty knife is used for scraping, caulking, and putty-running in wood-
sash glazing; it is the general purpose putty knife. Most straight putty knives
have stiff blades 1-1/4 in. or 1-1/2 in. wide. Bent putty knives are also used
for running putty, especially on steal or aluminum sash. The blades of bent
putty knives range from 3/4 in. 3 2-1/2 in. in width, depending upon their
intended use, and are usually made with sharp or curved bends of 30° to 35°.

All putty knives are made of steel, but some have stiffer blades than others.
The flexible or thin-blade putty knife is used mostly for cleaning grooves oz
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separating miters in replacement work. The finish of a putty knife is made
very smooth so that glazing compound and similar materials will slide or
clear off easily. A putty knife is of no value to a glazier if it has become
rusty or worn or if the edges are no longer straight. A putty knife should
never be used as a chisel; such abuse damages the handle and usually ruins
the tool.

Hammers

Fig. E-18. Putty knives

Hammers are important tools in the glazing trade. In the course of a day's
work, a glazier may use a straight claw hammer, a curved claw hamer,
or a special glaziers' hammer, which also may be straight or curved. i'he
working faces o: the glaziers' hammers are polished to remove any roughness.
A glaziers' hammer is shown :n Fig. E-19.

A straight claw hammer is just as popular as the curved claw hammer, but
the curved claw is generally more satisfactory for nulling nails and for open-
ing cases or Loxes of glass. Some glaziers prefer t;ie straight claw for this
purpose because it is less likely to chip the glass or split. the wood. The
glazier should include among his tools a medium-size claw hamrr er that is
light enough for driving small brads but heavy enough for such work as re-
glazing; a hammer with a weight of 12 to 14 ounces is usually preferred for
general-purpose use.

It is very important that the head of any hammer be secured tightly to the
handle to prevent it from flying off. The faces and edges of any type of hammer
used around glass should be, kept polished and free from nicks or burrs to pre-
vent scratching. Remember also that a hammer should not be used as a crowbar.

Fib. E19. Glaziers' hammer

The point-driving hammer, or point driver, is used to drive triangular glazing
points into wood sash. It has a special swiveled het.d with square, flat sides
(Fig. E-20, The surfaces of the heads that slide along the glass are ground
and polished so that they will not scratch the glass.
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Although some glaziers prefer to use a chisel to th-ive points, this type of
hammer offers the advantage of permitting the points to be driven in close to
the glass. If the straight and square edge of the hammei 's striking surface
becomes nicked or dented, it should be ground or filed square again so it will
drive a point properly without breaking the glass. The end of a point-driving
hammer opposite from the head resembles a screwdriver; this end is used for
bending the corners of glazing points so that the glass will be tight in the sash.

Another popular tortl for driving points is the automatic point driver shown at
the right in Fig. E-20. This tool incorporates a quick-loadirlg magazine fo::
the points, and is available in two types, one for 3/8-in. arid one for 1/2-in.
points.

Chisels

Fig. E-20. Pointdriving hammer (left) and motaratic paint driver (right)

Three types of chisels used in glazing work are shown in Fig. E-21. The
glaziers' chisel, which is made especially for the trade, is of heavy, one-piece,
forged construction. Heavy hammer blows will not damage it, and its rugged
construction makes it very useful for such work as lifting plate glass when
adjusting setting blocks.

Glaziers often use woodworking chisels with thin blades of widths from 1/4 in.
to 1 in. Good chisels of this type are made of fine steel that holds a cutting
edge well. A wood chisel is tempered and is not designed for pry-bar work.

Cold chisels used by glaziers are made of the toughest type of alloy steel and
are tempered so that they will stand up under hard use. The cutting edge of a
cold chisel should be ground to an angle of about 60°. The head or a chisel must
never be allowed to become flared or mushroomed; pieces of the flared head
are easily chipped off in hammer,ng, and the flying pieces can cause serious
injury. Any flared steal should be ground off before the chisel is used.

A good basic glazing tool kit should include at least one glaziers' chisel; 1/2-,
3/4- and 1-in. wood chisels; and 1/2- and 3/4-in. cold chisels.

The Hacking Knife

The hacking knife is used to take hard putty off sash (Fig. E-22). The hacking
knife has a wedge-shaped, square-ended blade about 4 or 5 in. long made of

I
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hard steel. Many glaziers make their own hacking knives out of tempered
steel to ensure lightness, durability, and a cutting edge that will remain sharp.

Glaziers' chisel

Screwurivers

11,1--

Cold chisel Wood chisel

Fig. E-21. Chisels

A glazier needs many sizes of both straight-blade and Phillips screwdrivers
in his work. These can be purchased with either wooden or plastic handles;
the plastic handle is generally more satisfactory as it is mire durable. A
workman should never hammer on a screwdriver and should never use it for
prying.

The automatic ratchet screwdriver is one of the greatest time- and energy-
saving hand tools that the glazier can own (Fig. E-23). It can be used or, most
glazing jobs, but it is most useful on store front and metal work that involves
the installation or removal of many screws. The tool can be set for left-hand
or right -hand ratcheting as well as for conventional rigid operation. When an
automatic ratchet screwdriver is used in glazing, the sprir-c return should be
taken out of the handle so that the spindle will not tend to fly out and break
glass. The tool should be kept well oiled, and it should be kept in the closed
position when not in use. It should never be hammered on or used for prying;
if the shaft is bent, the tool will not work properly.

.01maampanivermisal=
Fig. E-22. Hacking knife Fig. E-23. Automatic ratchet screwdriver

Glass Pliers

Two types of pliers for breaking glass are preferred by glaziers: these are
the flare-grip-jaw pliers and the drop-jaw pliers, which are very similar.
Two other types of glass pliers, both having offset jaws, are used by glaziers;
one type is spring operated, and the other is manual. The latter types are
designed for store front work and for use in tight places. These four types of
glass pliex are used for 1/2-in, and thinner glass, and range in length from
6 in. to I , in. (Fig. E-24). Glass pliers up to 15 in, in length and weighing
as much as 5 lb. are available for use on glass that is more than 1/2-in. thick.

Glass pliers should never be used for anything but glass. If the jaws of the
pliers are badly marred or out of alignment, they will not grip the glass
correctly, and a poor break will result.
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The Glass Breaker

Fig. E.24. Glass pliers
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The glass breaker, which was designed for on-the-job use, is a tool that can
save the glazier a great deal of work (Fig. E-25). There are several types of
glass breakers, most of which are made of an aluminum alloy. Glass breakers
find their greatest use when cutting is necessary after the glass is in place.
If they are to work properly, they must be kept from becoming badly marred
or bent.

Fig. E25. Glass breaker

The Plate Glass Lifter

The plate g3 ass lifter is used for lifting one end of a plate for blocking (Fig.
E-26). It can be useful when block adjusting is necessary on flush glazing.
The glazier must be careful to place the lifter squarely under the edge of the
plate if he is to avoid chipping or breaking the glass.

Glass Tongs

Glass tongs are used to pull large plate glass from slot storage racks in the
glass shop. They are made of forged steel and have large rubber-lined jaws
that grip the glass (Fig. E-27). One handle is hooked to prevent the glazier
from losing his balance if his hands slip. When the jaws of the tongs are
forced into the slot rack to grip a plate, care should be used to avoid chipping
the edges of the plate glass in the adjoining slots.

Straps and Slings

Straps and slings are used for carrying glass that is too large for two men
to carry. A typical sling is made of leather or heavy canvas webbing witil a
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handle on each end; a rubber pad in the middle of the sling cushions the glass.
Sometimes a simple leather strap of appropriate length, usually about 2 in.
wide and 1/8 in. thick, is used as an aid in carrying large lights of glass;
such a strap is often used in setting large glass in place. A workman at each
end grips the strap by wrapping it around his hand.

fig. E26. Plote gloss lifter

II
Fig. E-27. Glass tongs

A novel type of sling- -the "third man" sling--is made of padded wood or
aluminum and has a handle on one end and a padded hook on the other. This
type of sling, which is about two feet long, is very useful when two men are
handling wet glass or when an extra man lifts the middle of the glass.

Vacuum-Cup Glass Holders

The vacuum-cup or suction-cup glass holder is one of the most useful safety
tools available. It can be used to good advantage in most glazing jobs- -
construction, replacement work, or shop work- -where flat glass must be
handled safely and efficiently. A typical vacuum-cup glass holder is manu-
factured with one, two, or three vacuum grips (Fig. E-28). A good vacuum
cup is capable of holding more weight than a man can lift. The rubber part
of any vacuum-type glass holder must be protected at all times against
scratches, gouges, cuts, or mars, and the tool should not be used if there is
evidence that the rubber is rotting. The tool must .be kept in its storage box
when not in use and must be kept clean. The glass surface to which it is to
be applied must also be kept clean.

A recently developed heavy-duty vacuum-type glass holder is shown in Fig.
E -29. This holder is similar in principle to the large power-operated vacuum-
cup holders that are now used in conjunction with power lifts or telescopic booms
in the handling of large plate glass in factories or in jobs such as the glazing of
high-rise buildings. The heavy-duty holder shown has an 8-in. flat gripping
pad and, like the power-operated holder, is designed for lifting heavy glass.
It develops about 1/4-ton attaching pressure by means of a built-in, hand-
operated vacuum pump that also provides a safety feature. The free-floating
pump plunger serves as an indicator that gives warning of any leakage, and
consequently of any reduction of gripping force; thumb operatic'n of the p..mp
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plunger restores full holding power in this event. Grooves on the face of the
flat gripping pad equalize pressure and eliminate distorting forces. Operation
of a release valve on the body of the tool completely releases the grip.

WI Nil k...
low lir

Fig. E-28. One-, two-, and three-grip vacuum-cup glass holders

*

A.

Fig. E-29. Heavy-cloy vacuum-type glass holder

The Ruh. er Hand Grip

The rubber hand grip used by the glazier is invaluable for carrying glass. It
is made of any soft pliable rubber and is about 7 in. square. Rubber hand grips
not only protect the hands against cuts but also give the glazier a better grip on
large lights -sf glass. The rubber hand grip should be kept clean at all times,
and its surface should be kept rough.

The Glass Doily

Glass dollies are designed to help the glazier handle and move glass safely
and easily. A typical unit is made of a length of hardwood with a padded groove
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down the center for holding the glass. Two 6-in.-diameter wheels with solid-
rubber tires are mounted at the center of the dolly, and a smaller swivel-type
roller is mounted on each end. These smaller rollers do not touch the ground
unless the dolly tips.

When he is using a glass dolly, the glazier should practice the good safety
rule of being prepared at all times to lift the plate in case the dolly should
turn over, and he should always be sure that the glass is carried as close as
possible to the balance point of the dolly.

Caulking Guns

Caulking guns for use in glazing are of either the full-barrel or the half-barrel
type (Fig. E-30). The full-barrel gun incorporates a cylinder that can be
loaded with either bulk caulking or a special cartridge; a hand digger forces
a plunger down the cylinder, and the plunger forces the caulking material out
of the nozzle. The caulking for the half-barrel gun is purchased in a cardboard
cartridge that is equipped with a soft plastic nozzle. The cartridge is inserted
in the top side of the barrel. Like the full-barrel gun, the half-barrel gun
(or "cradle" caulker) has a hand trigger and plunger for forcing out the caulking
material.

Fun barrel

Fig. E-30. Caulking ioins

Saws Used in Glazing Work

A variety of common types of saws--hacksaws, handsaws, hacksaws, and
keyhole saws--are used in glazing work.

The hacksaw. A hacksaw selected for the glazier's tool chest should be of
quality construction and have a strong frame and handle to ensure the straight
cutting of metal. Dropping the tool may break the plastic handle and may
spring the frame, reducing the span between the blade-attachment pins and
making adequate tightening of the blade impossible.

The handsaw. A crosscut saw with eight teeth to the inch is a good general-
purpose handsaw that is useful in glazing work for cutting such items as mirror
backs, wood stops, plywood sheets, and the like. The handsaw should be kept
sharp, true, and free of rust. It is a good rule never to lay a saw on its side.
It should be hung up or put in a saw rack when not in use; this will prote:- . the
set and sharpness of the teeth and keep the saw from being accidentally bent.
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The backsaw. The backsaw, which is smaller than the handsaw and is rigidly
reinforced along the back of the blade, is used only for cutting miters of butt
ends on wood stops. The reinforcement of the blade keeps it straight for accu-
rate cutting.

The keyhole saw. The keyhole saw is useful for cutting inside holes in wood.
The blade is long and tapered so that it can be started in a very small hole,
and in some saws of this type is replaceable. Never force a keyhole saw; the
thin, tempered blade is easily bent or broken.

The Metal-Cutting Miter Box

The metal-cutting miter box is used in conjunction with a hacksaw in glazing
work to cut metal trim, metal sash, or any metal that can be cut with the
hacksaw. The miter box incorporates an adjustable frame that guides the
hacksaw to ensure accurate cutting of the selected angle. The device is equipped
with screw clamps for securing the piece to be cut, and has a replaceable wooden
cutting base. The miter box should be kept assembled and equipped with a saw
if the shop does a great deal of metal miter cutting. A metal cutting miter box
is shown in Fig. E-31.

Miscellaneous Hand Tools and Equipment

The glazier uses a number of small hand tools and related articles in addition
to the items that have been discussed so far in this topic; included among these
are pocket knives, nail sets, wrenches, and respirators.

The pocket knife. The pocket knife has many uses in glazing, but in no case
ehau a it ever be hammered on or used for prying. The glazier should choose
a knife with two or three high-grade steel. blades, each about 3 in. long.

The nail set. The nail set is used in glazing work to countersink the heads of
finishing nails and casing nails. Nail sets are usually 4 in. long, and have

poitted or cupped tips ranging in diameter from 1/32 in. to 5/32 in. The body
of the tool is knurled.

The hexagonal nut wrench. The hexagonal nut wrench, in sizes from 1/4 in.
to 9/16 in., is used in certain glazing operations. The 5/16 in. wrench is
used in many store-front jobs for tightening the nuts that secure the metal
division bars.

The respirator. Whenever a glazier must work in an area where he will be
exposed to such unhealthful dust as that produced from silica or cement, he
should wear a respirator (Fig. E-32). Special cotton pads ("facelets") in the
cannisters of the mask filter most of the dust from the air the worker breathes.
The mask is made of soft rubber to fit the contours of the face and is held on
by an elastic band.
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Fig. E-31, Metal-cutting miter box

Glazing

Fig. E-32. Respirator

Study Assignment

Examine manufacturers' catalogs and other sales literature describing hand
tools and related equipment used in the glazing trade. This material will be
found in your classroom library.
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UNIT E--TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

TOPIC 3--HAND TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT - STUDY GUIDE AN]) TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook an.:. the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The most economical hand tool is not necessarily 1.
the least 1 one.

2. If a hard tool has polished steel surfaces, these 2.
should be wiped occasicnally with a(n) 2 3.

3 .

3. A bent-blade putty knife is especially useful for 4.
running putty in 4 sash.

4. A screwdriver with a 5 handle is likely to 5.
be more durable than (3173.1h a 6 handle. 6.

5. The point-driving hammer should never be used 7.
as a 7 8 hammer. a.

6. The head of chisel becomes dangerous if it is 9.
permitted to 9 .

7. The vacuum-type glass holder that has an 8-in. 10.
gripping pad can develop an attaching force of
about 10 .

8. The 11 12 jaw and 13 jaw types of
glass 1-3-1.s are preferred by list glaziers.

9. Rubber hand grips should be kept 14 at all
times, and their surfaces should be kept 15 .

14.
15.

10. A putty knife should never be used as a 16 16.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the'

1. The plate-glass lifter is used for lifting a corner
of a plfste for blocking.

1. T F

2. No attempt should ever be made to disassemble an
automatic ratchet screwdriver.

2. T F

3. Glass pliers can be used for pulling nails from
places that cannot easily be reached with a claw
hammer.

3. T F

4. A wood chisel can be used for moderate prying. 4. T F

5. The "third man" sling is useful in handling wet
glass.

5. T F

6. A nail set may have a pointed tip. 6. T F

7. The hacking knife is the appropriate tool for
removing hardened putty from sash.

7. T F

8. A glazier's chisel should never be used with a
hammer.

8. T F

9. The metal-cutting miter box is used with a backsaw. 9. T F

10. Vacuum-type glass holders can hold heavier loads
than a man can lift.

10. T F
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TOPIC 4- -POWER TOOLS AND MACH,LNES

This topic, "Power Tools and Machines, " is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

What portable power tools are commonly used in glazing work?
What power machines are employed in the various fabrication and
finishing operations of glazing?
How are power tools and machines used and maintained?

Power tools and machines play an important role in glazing. They are great
time savers, and they enable the glazier who can use them properly to work
with less effort and greater efficiency. They are fast, dependable, and useful
in many jobs, and they are therefore standard equipment for most glass shops.

Although the glazier does not have to purchase the power tools needed for the
job--they are always furnished by the employer--he should remember that
they are expensive items that are costly to repair or replace, and he should
use them carefully and ensure that they are properly maintained. Portable
power tools are easily damaged by dropping: cast housings crack, handles
and controls bend or break, shafts and other external moving parts bend or
become misaligned, and power cords are pulled loose. A power tool or
machine that is in heavy and continual use must be lubricated more often than
one that is subject to only light, intermittent duty. By the time a power tool
gives evidence of inadequate lubrication--an overheated bearing or a howling
gear drive, for example--the costly damage has been done. The manufacturer's
instruction chart should be followed to ensure that the correct lubricant, in
the proper amount, is used for each moving part of the tool.

A power tool must be operated only at the voltage specified on the rating label,
and it should not be overloaded or allowed to overheat. A portabie pcwer tool
should never be picked up or carried by the cord; this weakens and often breaks
the wires or their terminal connections, including the internal ground connection,
All, electrical tools and machines must be properly grounded to minimize shock
hazard.

Extension cords of any reasonable length may be used with portable power
tools, but they should be the 3-conductor groundii_g type described in Unit A
of this course, and they must be of at least 12 or 14 gauge wire if they are to
carry the heavy currents required by most such tools. It should be kept in
mind also that the longer the cord, the less power delivered to the tool.

Every apprentice glazier should become thoroughly familiar -,ith the standard
safe working practices for the use of power tools and machir, _ry, and he should
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observe these practices faithfully to ensure his own safety and that of his
fellow workers. Instructions for the safe use and proper maintenance of power
tools and machines are given in the discussions of specific items of equipment
that follow.

The Portabl. Electric Drill

The portable electric drill is the most widely useful of all power tools to the
glazier. Portable electric drills are available in various sizes and speeds,
but the 1/4-in. electric drill is satisfactory for most glazing jobs; it has
sufficient power for drilling aluminum and other light metals and wood, and
can be used for making small holes in concrete or steel. When much drilling
is to be done in concrete, steel, or other hard materials, a 3/8-in. or a 1/ 2-in.
electric drill should be used. No attempt should be made to use a high-speed
electric drill for drilling glass. Special low-speed units are employed for this
work. The tools employed for drilling glass are discussed later in this topic.

Several precautions should be observed in using an electric drill. Like other
motor-driven tools, it should never be overloaded or allowed tp.,orerheat.
Never force the tool hard enough to slow down the motor. When the drill is
in ese, the bit should always be pointed away from the operator's body. When
an electric drill is not in use, it should be stored in its own case and kept dry
and free of dust.

The Portable Electric Hammer

Portable electric hammers are used for drilling, cutting, and chipping in con-
crete and masonry and for removing old putty from steel sash in reglazing
work (Fig. E-33). These tools are particularly useful for jobs on which a
great deal of steel sash reglazing is to be done. A light hammer is recom-
mended for chipping out putty and a heavier type for digging out floor hinges
in concrete. Tool bits of various sizes are used, depending upon the type of
work to be done.

:9:13),.,

Fig. E33. Electric hammers

When the glazier uses an electric hammer for removing putty, he must be
careful to ensure that the vibrations of the hammer do not oreak other glass

No
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in the same frame. Tool bits must be kept sharp. The trigger should never
be pressed unless the bit is held against something solid; otherwise, the tool
bit might come loose and cause an injury.

The Portable Electric Belt Sander

The portable electric belt sander is almost a necessity in the glazing trade
because of its versatility (Fig. E-34). It is used for grinding, roughing, and
smoothing and for edgework on lights that are too big to be held over a glass
edger. Portable sanders can be fitted with sander belts of various grits or
with cork-faced polishing belts.

The sander belt is driven by a powerful mote, and it can quickly cause damage
to finished surfaces or painful injury if it is r_ t kept under control. Hold the
sander firmly, and direct it carefully on the work. Never turn on the sander
while the belt is being changed or when the sander is in an upright position on
the cutting table. The abrasive surface should always be held away from the
body or from clothing. When a sander is in continuous use, lubrication should
be checked several times a day.

Fig. E-34. Portable electric belt sander

The Wet Abrasive Belt Sander

The wet belt sander is used for grinding, roughing, smoothing, or polishing
edges of glass. Various sizes and types of wet belt sanders are available, all
of which work on the same principle; that is, they consist of one or more
vertical sandpaper belts each operating on two rollers. The belts are avail-
able in different grits, ran,:ing from 40 to 400 grit. A double machine is
shown in Fig. E-35.

A thin spray of water is directed on the belts to keep the glass from burning,
chipping, or breaking. While operating a belt machine, the glazier should be
careful that neither his hands nor any other part of his body contacts the faces
of the abrasive belts. In grinding a small piece of glass, it is safer to use thie
flat plate rest than the rollers and glass rest platen. In trying to hold a small
piece of glass on the rollers and platen, the glazier may get caught by the belt
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have his hand pulled into the small area between the face of the belt and
the glass rest.

The life of a grinding belt will be extended if the mechanic avoids running the
sharp corners of the glass into its face; this practice tends to cut holes in the
belt and shred it off the machine.

Fig. E-35. Double wet abrasive belt sander

The Electric Rougher

The electric rougher, essentially a large., flat, cast-iron, motor-driven wheel
mounted in a tray enclosure on a rigid base, is used for grinding the edges of
glass and for making bevels and miters rapidly and economically (Fig. E-36).
Above the roughing wheel is a tray from which abrasive grain (crystolon or
carborundum) is washed onto the rougher wheel as it rotates. The glazier
must be sure to use the right amount of grain and water on the rougher to avoid
breaking the glass. Since the rougher has ball bearings and since water is used
around its working parts, it is especially important that lubrication be given
regular and thorough attention.
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Electric Smoother

The electric smoother, which is similar in appearance and construction to the
rougher, consists basically of a large circular stone set horizontally over a
steel frame (Fig. E-37). The smoother wheel, which is made of Alundum-
Aloxite, is used for smoothing ground edges, bevels, and miters. When a
ground edge is to be smoothed, it is run over the revolving stone at the same
angle at which it was ground. An even stream of water should be directed on
the stone when a is in use. The face and edge of the smoother wheel are kept
true by means of a barring-off stand.

The Electric Scratch-Wheel Polisher

The scratch-wneel polisher is used for removing scratches on glass surfaces
and for polishing bevels and edges (Fig. E-38), The typical scratch wheel
consists of a 24-in, cast-iron wheel around which a wooden rim 2 in. thick is
fitted. A 3-in. thick and 3-in. wide layer of fine wool felt, made from strong
fiber that has been combed and cleaned thoroughly, surrounds the wooden rim.
The ovei-all. diameter of the wheel is thus 34 in. Cork is used in place of wool
felt on some scratch wheels. The motor and wheel are held by a heavy cast-
iron frame in a rigid unit that assures true and smooth operation. The felt is
dampened with water, generally from an automatic water feeder, and rouge is
added automatically to the felt from sticks or bars. When a glazier is holding
glass over the wheel, he should be careful not to let the felt catch an edge and
pull the glass out of his hands.

Fig. E36. Rougher Fig. E37. Smoother Fig. E38. Scratch wheel polisher

Glass-drilling Machines

A glazier's work may involve the use of both stationary and portable machines
designed for drilling holes in glass (Figs. E-39, E-40). The spindles of electric
drilling machines for glass usually operate at a slow speed, sometimes as low
as 130 rpm. The larger glass drills may be adjusted to different speeds for
different types of work. The surface of the drill press table should be kept
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free from mars or deep cuts; an uneven surface results in uneven pressure on
the glass being drilled and consequent glass breakage and chipping around the
hole.

Safety should always be kept in mind during the operation of any drill press.
The revolving chuck or tool can easily catch onto clothing and cause injury.
A chuck key should never be left in the chuck after the drill has been tightened
in place or removed.

Fig. E-39. Stationary gloss-drilling machine

The Radial Saw

Fig. E-40. Portable gloss-drilling machine

The radial saw is used in glass shops chiefly for metal cutting in the prefabri-
cation of shower doors, bath tub enclosures, sliding glass doors, and aluminum
preglaze (Fig. E-41). This tool is a time and effort saver and ensures accuracy
on both straight and miter cuts. The radial saw can be equipped with saw blades
for either light-gauge steel or aluminum.

Power saws are among the most dangerous power tools if they are not set up
and used correctly. Before using the saw, the glazier should check to make
sure that the hand guard works properly and that the blade of the saw is tight.
The operator of a radial save should not be interrupted while he is using the
machine. When .stny adjustment must be made on the saw, the power should
be turned off. Goggles should be worn vihr a the saw is operated.

Special care should be taken to keep radial saw blades in good condition; they
are expensive, and the length of their life depends on how they are used. Avoid
jamming metal into the blade; this can cause the blade to twist or warp. Cutting
lubricant should be used at all times to lubricate the blade and to keep soft
aluminum metal from binding or loading up in the teeth of the saw blades.

The Portable Electric Saw

The portable electric saw is made in various sizes, of which the 6-in, and
8-in. saws are the most common (Fig. E-42). The glazier can use the portable
electric saw to cut wood or aluminum. The safety precautions given for the
radial saw apply as well to the portable electric saw. Special care should be
taken in using any electric saw to make certain that the blade does not bind.



--here small invisible runs may branch out from the cut. The machine must be

The Finger-pull Machine

for controlling the depth of the finger pull. The cutting wheel is counterbalanced

wheel, the edges of the wheel will be cut away by the sharp edge of the pull.

to cut down work spoilage caused by excessive heat in the corners of the notch,

The finger-pull machine is used for cutting finger pulls in sliding glass doors

from 1/2 in. to 3/4 in, wide, runs vertically over a large table on which large
pieces of glass may be laid. Some finger-pull machines have automatic gauges

so that it will produce only the required amount of pressure on the glass. Water

Care should be taken to hold the glass firmly in place while the wheel is cutting.
The top of the table should be kept clean so that the glass laid on it will not be
s "ratched. The cork wheel should be used with care when a pull is being
polished out; if the glass is not held firmly in place and in line with the cork

It is also used for cutoff work. The typical machine consists basically of a
frame, a diamond-impregnated cutting wheel on a shaft, and a powerful electric

in Fig. E-44.

In using a notching machine, the mechanic should never crowd the wheel or per-
mit his work to bind up on the wheel. The cut should be kept as cool as possible
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in showcases, information booths, cashiers' cages, and the like (Fig. E-43).
It is equipped with an abrasive cutting wheel and a cork polishing wheel. The
aloxite cutting wheel, which is typically 1/4 in. to 1/8 in. in diameter and

is run on the wheel while the pull is being cut.

The notching and cutoff machine is used by the glazing mechanic to cut notches
in lights of glass and in other hard, nonmetallic materials, such as ceramics.

motor. The wheel, which runs in water, is from 6 in. to 12 in. in diameter and
is 0.032 in. or 0.040 in. thick. A portable notching and cutoff machine is shown

solidly based. Spindle rotation should be true, with no perceptible end play.

The Notching and Cutoff Machine

Plenty of water should be used in the cutting operation.

Fig. E-41. Radial saw

-435

Fig. E-42. Portable electric saw
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dip

Fig. E-43. Finger-pull machine

L

Fig. E-44
Portabie notching and cutoff mochine

Tie Glass Edger

The glass edger or upright polishing wheel consists essentially of a steel
frame that holds a r.otor- drive'i horizontal spindle. One, two, or three carbo-
rundum, Alundum, or Aloxite grinding wheels may be mounted on ..he ends of
the spindle (Fig. E -45). A cork wheel for polishing with pumice is sometimes
used in place of one of the grinding wheels. The grinding wheel requires water,
which is furnished by pans or a pipe system.

The surfaces of the wheels must be dressed with grooves for edging the glass.
These grooves are turned in by the factory or by an experienced mechanic who
has the dressing tools and the diamond cutting tool needed for their proper
cutting. Because continuous use of the wheels causes the grooves to become
worn, periodic truing and honing are required to keep the needed pencil edges.
A mechanic inexperienced in the proper truing and grooving of the edger wheel
can do as much harm to the machine as would be done if a piece of glass were
broken during the edging process, chipping out a piece of the wheel.

The mechanic should use a wheel edging machine only for those sizes of glass
he feels that he can control correctly. In grinding any glass, the glazier must
guard against shrill or sharp vibration, which can break the glass.

The Diamond Wheel Glass Edger

Diamond wheel edgers are high-speed precision machines designed for the edge
polishing of safety glass. The diamond wheel turns faster than other edging
wheels. The diameters of diamond wheels range from 6 in. to 10 in., whereas
the diameter of other edging wheels is typically about 18 in. Water or special
coolant must be used with the cutting wheel at all times. A diamond wheel
glass edger is shown in Fig. E-46.
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putty rather than toward the glass. The heating element of the electric putty

operation, and after al:mg period of continuous use it may burn out and require

turned on, and the hot tool should never be set on anything that will burn.

with possible injury to the operator.

The Elearic Putty Softener

The electric putty softener consists of an exposed heating element in a cast
asbestos body (Fig. E-47). The tool is designed to direct the heat toward the

softener, which operates from the 115-volt power line, becomes red hot in

replacement. The putty softener should never be left unattended while it is

Special care should be taken not to try to edge a piece of glass too large to
control. Safety glass will not shatter and fly apart when it is edged; plate or
sheet glass, on the other hand, can break while being edged in this machine,

Fig. E-45. Glass edger

Fig. E-47. Electric putty softener

Fig. E-46. Diamond wheel glass edger
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Study Assignment

Examine r .nufacturers' catalogs and sales literature describing power tools
and machines used in the glazing tr ide. Such publications will be found in
your classroom library.



UNIT E--TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

TOPIC 4--POWER TOOLS AND MACHINES - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the spaco
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1, When an electric drill is in use, the 1 1.
should always be pointed away from tise 2.
operator's 2 .

2. A 3 portable electric hammer is useful
forWping out putty.

3. When a portable electric belt sander is in
continuous use, 4 should be chec! ed
several times a ra=;=

4. Portable Leh sanders can be fitted with 5
6 polishing belts.

MO

3.

4.

5.
6,

5. The abrasive grain used with the rougher can 7.
be either 7 or 8 . 8.

6. The abrasive wheel of the smoother should be 9.
used only for 9

7. The wheel of an electric scratch wheel polisher 10.
usually has a 10 polishing edge.

8. The radial saw i.3 used in glazing work chiefly 11.
for cutting 11

9. The cutting vheel of a finger-pull machine is 12.
made of 12

10. The edging of very large lights of glass should 13.
be done with a 13 14 15 . 14.

15.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is trill; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The electric hammer can be used in reglazing
work.

2. The ball bearings of a rougher are lubricated
for life at the factory.

3. The 1/2-in. electric drill is suitable for heavy
drilling in concrete or steel.

4. The felt rim of the scratch wheel polisher is
dampened in use.

5. The portable glass - drilling machine operates at
high speed for fast cutting.

6. Water is used on a wet abrasive belt sander to
prevent burning and chipping the glass.

7. The portable sander can be used to miter large
lights of glass.

8. Some finger-pull machines have depth-control
gauges.

9. An extension cord for power tools should include
a ground conductor.

10. When a small piece of glass is to be smoothed
on a wet belt sanding machine, it is preferable
to rest the glass on the flat plate.

11. The wheel of an electric smoother is made
cork.

12. A diamond wheel edger is used primarily for
safety glass.

13. Power saws must be equipped with blade guards.

14. The chuck key may be left in the chuck of a drill
press after the drill has been removed so that it
will be conveniently at hand for the next drilling
operation.

15. Power saws are used by the glazier for cutting
metal as well as wood.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F
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TOPIC 5--POWDER-ACTUATED TOOL SYSTEMS

This topic, "Powder-actuated Tool Systems, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What are the basic components of a powder-actuated tool system?
What are the basic rules for operating any powder-actuated tool?
What are the operating techniques that ensure good results with powder-
actusted tools?
What safety rules must be observed in using such tools?

The problems of fastening construction materials to steel, concrete, and other
difficult-to-penetrate bases have been greatly simplified by the development
of powder-actuated tools. Although these tools have found their widest appli-
cation in other trades, they are often great time and effort savers in glazing
work, as for example in fastening store-front metal or curtain-wall construction.

The dangers that accompany the use of powder-actuated tools were briefly
discussed in Unit A. This subject, as well as the proper use and maintenance
of powder-actuated tools, will be discussed in detail in this topic.

The Powder-actuated Tool System

The basic components of a powder-actuated tool system are the tool itself, the
powder charge, and th' fastener. Each will be described in the following
paragraphs.

P-Nder-actuated tool. Powder-actuated tools resemble guns, both in
: :,( ,,ance and in principle of operation (Fig. E-48). In the same manner
that a pistol fires a bullet, the fastener gun fires a pin- or stud-type fastener
down its barrel by means of the force generated from an exploding powder
charge. Two methods of driving the fastener are in use in one, the gases
from the exploding charge act directly on the fastener, propelling it with great
force; in the other, the gases act on the head of a piston that in turn drives the
fastener down the barrel of the gun.

The amount of power required to drive a fastener depends upon the type and
thickness of the base material into which it is to be driven. In every case,
the operator should use the minimum power that will do the job. In some types
of tool systems, the size of the powder charge can be selected to get the power
needed for a particular job; in others, provision is made for setting the fastener
or piston at variable distances from the charge in the gun barrel to obtain dif-
ferent effective charge strengths from a given cartridge.
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Fig. 648. Powder-actuated tools

Powder-actuated tools range from about 12 in. to about 16 in. in length. The
usefulness of the larger tools is limited to some extent by the difficulty of using
Clem in confined work areas; for example, door bucks and sash may be too
small to permit a large gun to operate in corners. Some tools are available
with interchangeable barrels to permit operation with fasteners of a wide range
of sizes.

Each gun is provided with a safety guard at the muzzle end of the barrel to
protect the operator and others in the area against injury from flying material
dislodged by the blast or the impact of the fastener. Special guards designed
for specific jobsattaching metal lathing channels or door bucks, for example- -
are often used with fastener guns to give added protection to the worker and to
permit better placement of fasteners.

The powder charge. Powder charges are manufactured for each powder-actuated
tool system in accordance with the system design. The caliber of the cartridge
varies with the size of the fastener gun; .22, .25, and .38 caliber are the common
sizes used. In the tool systems that get variable firing power by using cartridges
with powder charges of different strengths, the load strength of the cartridge will
be identified by a color .code. The State Construction Safety Orders require that
a standard color code be employed for the identification of such cartridges. (See
the study assignment at the end of this topic. ) The color code should be memo-
rized by the worker who is likely to be called upon to use powder-actuated tools.
In those systems where the firing power is determined by the distance between
the charge and the fastener, the depth of insertion of the fastener in the gun
barrel is controlled by means of a calibrated positioning rod.

cue fastener. Fasteners of many types, ranging in length from less than 1 in.
to about 6 in. , are available for use with powder-actuated tools. One common
type is a smooth - sharked drive pin that looks and functions like a nail; another
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has a threaded stud end that projects from the base material alter the fastener
has been properly set. (See Figs. E-49 and E-50. ) Some types are meant to
be used for setting into concrete or masonry only; others are for steel only;
and still others can be used for either material.

In some applications, it is inadvisable to drive the fastener directly into the
surface material; in such cases, the fastener should be driven through a metal
disc, which will provide additional bearing surface between the head of the
fastener and the material. Metal discs for this purpose range in diameter from
7/8 in. to 2 in.

Basic Rules for Operating Powder-actuated Tools

Th-2 basic rules for the operation of a powder-actuated tools are few and simple,
but they all must be observed faithfully if good work is to be done with minimum
risk of injury. These rules are as follows:

1. Work safely. Remember that safety must always be the first consideration
in the operation of any powder-actuated tool. Follow the safety instructions
provided by the manufacturer of the tool system and his authorized repre-
sentative; know and comply with the regulations for the safe operation of
powder-actuated tools given in the Construction Safety Orders; and _bserve
the safety precautions given in this topic of your workbook.

2. Know the material. Know the characteristics of the material that is to be
penetrated. To begin with, if a nail can be driven into the base material
with a hammer, a powder-actuated tool system should not be used. A
powder-actuated tool should never be used if the operator does not know
and cannot determine the type or location of the base material (as in the
case of a covered floor, for example).

3. Select the correct fastener. The correct fastener must be employed if
good results are to be achieved. Use only those fasteners recommended
by the tool manufacturer. For concrete, choose a fastener that will pene-
trate the base material a minimum distance of eight times the diameter
of the shank; thus, a light-duty fastener with a 5/32-in. diameter shank
must be long enough to penetrate the concrete 1-1/4 in. , and a heavy-duty
fastener with a 1/4-in. diameter shank must be long enough to penetrate
2 in. A fastener driven into steel must be long enough so that its entire
point protrudes through the reverse side of the steel plate.

4. Use minimum power. When selecting a powder charge for driving a fastener
or when determining how far to insert the fastener into the barrel to get the
desired driving force, always use a relatively weak charge, or set the
fastener a fair distance into the gun barrel for the first fastening. It is
easier to correct the error of using too little power than to repair the damage
(or suffer the injury) that may result from using too much.

5. Know the holding power of the fastener. The holding power of a fastener
designed for use with a particular powder-actuated tool system is influenced
by a number of factors. Among these are the strength of the powder charge
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used or, in systems where this applies, the positioning of the fastener
in the gun barrel; the type, strength, and thicknes3 of the base material
into which the fastener is to be driven; and the suitability of t:.e fastener
for the base material. Consult the tool manufacturer's operating instruc-
tion manual for specific information about the holding power of a selected
fastener in various base materials.

Spall Control

The term "spall" refers to the chipping or breaking off of concrete at and
around the point of entry of the fastener. This defect is caused by the stress
that results from the compression of the concrete as the fastener drives in.
The tendency to spall is least when the fastener is driven exactly perpendicular
to the face of the concrete base material. Also, spall can be greatly reduced
or avoided by firing through a steel disc that is from 7/8 in. to 2 in. in diame-
ter; the disc acts as a large washer to hold the concrete in place around the
point of entry of the fastener.

Other techniques for reducing or eliminating spall include (1) reducing shock
waves and vibration by giving the shanks of long fasteners added support, as
by using double driver heads; and (2) using fasteners of relatively small shank
diameter, which produce lower stresses when they drive into the concrete.

If the spall is confined to a shallow depth near the surface of the concrete, the
strength of the installation will not be seriously reduced. If the fastener pene-
trates 8 shank diameters into the concrete, the lower 5 diameters provide the
holding power; the top 3 diameters are not considered as contributing to holding
power, since failure in this region is expected in all cases.

Tips on Good Fastening

The following suggestions and observations relating to the safe and effective
use of powder-actuated tools have been found useful under actual working
conditions:

1. When fastening steel to concrete, be especially careful to avoid over-
power on fasteners set less than 10 in. apart. Occasionally under these
conditions shock waves cause the second fastener to loosen the first.

2. When fastening into relatively hard steel, always fire through a metal
disc.

3. A ricochet hazard exists when fasteners are driven into large-aggregate
concrete. In such a case, always use the longest possible fastener and
see that a substantial portion of the fastener remains in the bore at the
time of firing; this engagement tends to prevent the fastener from escaping
into free flight if the shank bends or deflects as it strikes aggregate.

4. Never use even a light charge directly for the trial fastening into cement
or cinder block; push the fastener at least 2 in. away from the cartridge,
or drive through a 7/8-in. steel disc.
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Insert fastener and powder charge,
dose tool

-

Hold tool tight against work, Pull triggerfastener is installed
depress barrel and correctly set

Fig. E-49. Basic steps in fastening with a powder-actuated tool

Charge too heavy Charge too light

Fig. E-50. Correct and incorrcct stud settings

Correct charge
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5. When fastening steel to steel, if the fastener must finish flush with the
surface of the steel, use a threaded stud and break it off at the threads
after firing.

6. When fastening into steel about which you are in doubt, or which you think
may be hardened, apply the following test: use a fastener as if it were a
center punch; drive it with light hammer blows on the steel. If the tip of
the fastener makes indentations in the steel, it will penetrate satisfactorily.
If the tip tends to curl and leaves no marks on the steel, DO NOT USE A
POWDER-ACTUATED TOOL,

7. When a fastener fishooks, it is an indication that the shank is too long in
proportion to its diameter. Use a fastener with a shorter shank, a greater
diameter, or both.

8. A stud can be fastened into common brick, but it is more desirable to
fasten it into a mortar joint, using a 7/8-in. disc to span the joint.

9. If the fastener must be set into a hard-faced brick, chip the surface of
the brick with a chisel first.

10. Powder-actuated tools are effective on terrazzo; fasteners hold very well
in this material.

11. Rubber or asphalt tile floor coverings sometimes crack when powder-
actuated tools are used on them. Heat the the slightly with a torch to
eliminate this trouble.

12. When fastening wood to a cinder block or a cement block, use a 2-1/2 in.
or 3-in, fastener, and use low power. This will leave the fastener head
protruding above the wood. Use a hammer to drive the fastener the rest
of the way, and the result will be a perfect fastening.

13. A fastener with a knurled shank is required for maximum holding power
in steel up to 3/8 in, thick; such a fastener is seldom necessary or even
desirable in thicker steel.

14. A smooth-shank fastener set into steel 3/8 in. or more thick can be moved
in the pull-out direction if sufficient force is applied; however, it will
maintain an approximately uniform holding power over the entire travel
of the shank through the steel, or until the point is no longer fully protruding
from the steel.

15. If a smooth-shank drive-pin fastener does not penetrate into steel as far
as necessary, drive it home with a series of hammer blows. The holding
porter will not be affected so long as the entire point pierces the steel.

16. A 7/8-in. disc in combination with a utility stud provides the very best
method of fastening 2 in. x 4 in. lumber to concrete. The threads control
the penetration as they pass through the disc, and variation is never greater
than 1/8 in.
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17. When fastening steel to uneven concrete, or whenever a gap exists between
the steel to be fastened and a base material, assemble two driver heads to
a utility stud. Because driver heads are not hardened, the first head will
deform as the stud strikes the steel; this deformation causes a pushing
action, forcing the steel down tight to the base material. Technically,
this has the effect of a gradually applied load instead of an impact load.

18. All studs are very difficult to remove; break them off if necessary by
repeated bending back and forth.

19. In cases where a steel member has been welded, set studs as far away
from the weld as possible. However, if a fastener must be set close to
a weld, fire through a steel disc. This will generally permit successful
fastening.

20. The strength of a 1/4-in. stud is approximately equal to that of a 3/8-in.
bolt.

The Safe Use of Powder-actuated Tools

Powder-actuated tools make use of the high-pressure gases developed from
the confined burning of gunpowder, and they are therefore potentially as
dangerous as conventional firearms; however, the development of these tools
over the years has made them relatively safe to operate, so long as the pre-
scribed precautions are observed.

Certification of operators. Because safety is the most important consideration
in the operation of powder-actuated tools, no person may use them unless he
meets the requirements listed in Article 27 of the Construction Safety Orders.
(See the study assignment. ) In brief, a worker cannot be certified to operate
a powder-actuated tool unless he (1) is at least 21 years of age or is in the
final 6-month period of his apprenticeship; (2) is able to read English; (3) has
been adequately trained in the use and maintenance of the tool; (4) has passed
a related written examination; and (5) has demonstrated his competence to use
the tool.

Safety precautions. The safe use of powder-actuated tools is absolutely depen-
dent upon the faithful observance of safe working practices. First of all, a
glazier should never attempt to operate any powder-actuated tool without reading
and understanding the instruction manual for he tool. The manual will describe
the components of the tool kit, listing parts aid part numbers; explain the load-
ing and firing cycle of the tool, and the use of exi tnsions, jigs, fixtures, and
shields; give appropriate maintenance instruc; ion ;; and give the safety pre-
cautions to be observed in using the tool.

All of the safety precautions given in the tool manual, as well as those given
in the Construction Safety Orders, are important and must be observed if these
tools are to be used without injury to operators or bystanders. Some of the
more important rules for the safe operation of powder-actuated tools are the
following:
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1. NEVER attempt to set a fastener through a previously prepared hole in
steel without using an acceptable alignment guide.

2. NEVER fire the tool in half-shield position, unless the work itself provides
protection against ricochet.

3. NEVER use a barrel extension unless the safety control rod is accurately
set to prevent firing at an angle.

4. NEVER use fasteners, cartridges, or other components that are not speci-
fically made for the powder-actuated tool system.

5. NEVER fire into anything unless you are sure that the fastener will not
drive completely through it.

6. NEVER set a fastener less than 3 in. from the edge of concrete or less
than 112 in. from the edge of steel, unless a special guard, jig, or fixture
is used.

7. NEVER use anything but a factory-recommended fixture for any special
fastening.

8. NEVER remove a tool from the work surface immediately in the event it
does not fire; wait for at least 15 seconds, then remove the powder charge
and dispose of it safely, holding the muzzle against the work surface until
this operation has been performed.

9. NEVER leave a loaded tool lying about. If you decide not to fire it, unload
it.

10. NEVER fire into cast iron, tile, high carbon steel, or other hard or
brittle materials.

Study Assignment

1. Construction Safety Orders. Read Article 27.

2. Read catalogs and operator's manuals issued by such manufacturers of
powder-actuated tool systems as Raxnset and Remington. Such materials
will be found in your classroom library.
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Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right, in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The most important consideration in the operation 1.
of any powder-actuated tool is 1 .

2. The operator of a powder-actuated tool must use 2.
only those 2 recommended by the tool manu-
facturer.

3. A(n) 3 sign must be posted in any area where
a pow-Mi-actuated fool is being used.

4. Each qualified operator of a powder-actuated tool
must carry a(n) 4 5 .

5. In case of a misfire, the powder charge should not
be extracted until at least 6 seconds have
passed.

6. A tool should never be fired in 7 8
position unless the work itself pi-7)Viaes protection
against ricochet.

7. The penetration of the fastener is controlled in
some types of tools by using 9 10 of
various strengths and in others by aUjiitg the
distance between the cartridge and the 11 .

8. A(n) 12 13 must be used when setting
a fasTFrierotihg a pre-drilled hole in steel.

9. If a fastener is too long in proportion to its
diameter, it will 14 .

10. Fasteners with 15 shanks should be used to
get maximum holding in steel that is less
than 3/8 in. thick.
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3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.
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11. When a fastener is to be driven directly into
a mortar joint, a(n) 16 17 must be
used to span the joint.

12. When 18 is to be fastened to a cinder block
or a cement block, a steel disc of at least 2-1/2
in. diameter must be used.

13. Short fasteners must never be used in 19
20 concrete.

16.
17.

18.

19.
20.

14. No attempt must ever be made to fire a fastener 21.
into 21 - 22 steel or other than 23 or 22.

24 mateFg 23.
24.

15. A powder-actuated tool must never be used in 25.
a(n) 25 atmosphere.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Cartridges may be stored in the same box with
a powder-actuated tool.

2. All powder-actuated tools must be kept unloaded
until just prior to the intended firing.

3. In the event of a misfire, the muzzle of the tool
must immediately be removed from the work
surface.

4. Spa.11 results from the compression of the steel
base material by the fastener.

5. Color coding is used to distinguish the strengths
of powder charges in fastener-gun cartridges.

6. Some fastener guns are available with interchange-
able barrels.

7. Fasteners made from long nails can be used with
the smaller powder-actuated tools in an emergency.

8. A fastener driven into steel must be long enough
to allow all of the point to appear through the
reverse side of the steel plate.

9. The first or test firing into a base material should
be done with low power.

10. Firing through a steel disc is an effective means
of controlling spall.

11. The cracking of the floor-covering material that
is sometimes encountered when firing through
rubber or asphalt tile can be avoided by using
relatively weak powder charges.

12. The strength of a 1/4-in. stud is about equal to that
of a 3/8-in. bolt.

13. Powder-actuated tools are potentially as dangerous
as firearms.

14. A loaded fastener gun may not be left unattended for
more than 15 minutes.

15. Special fasteners are available for setting in high-
carbon steel.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F



Materials

TOPIC 1--GLASS AND RELATED GLAZING MATERIALS

This topic, "Glass and Related Glazing Materials, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What are the qualities of glass?
How is glass handled to prevent damage?
How is glassy- e?
What different kinds of glass are available?
What uses are made of the different types of glass?

Glass. in addition to being one of the most durable and beautiful of all man-
made products, has many qualities that make it one of the most valuable of
all man-made products. The cathedrals that were built in Europe hundreds
of years ago are today landmarks of architectural art and are proof that glass
is durable and that it has an outstanding quality of beauty. Other sources of
such proof are numerous, for many of the very old buildings in the United
States have glass that is in good condition and that has retained its original
luster. Proof that glass is one of the most valuable of all man-made products
is also in evidence everywhere one looks. And the ever-increasing number of
different uses being made of glass reveals that its value is far from being fully
realized.

Despite the proven durability of glass and its retention of original luster and
beauty, glass requires careful handling and appropriate care; for it is subject
to damage and may be made unsatisfactory for use by even minor damage to
its surface. Certainly, glass is subjected to more detailed visual scrutiny than
any other man-made material; for it is most frequently installed so that it is
in the line of vision. The human eye, a powerful comparator, quickly detects
eve the smallest of flaws in the glass. The greatest of care must, therefore,
be taken to select for each installation the proper quality of glass and, in making
the installation, to handle the glass so that it is not damaged in any way.

Handling glass properly is a responsibility that is shared by the manufacturer,
the dealer, the glazing contractor, and the glazier. The manufacturer is
primarily responsible for packaging glass correctly for shipping. The dealer
is responsible for keeping glass stored correctly and for taking it from storage
and delivering it safely to the site where it will be installed. However, most
dealers not only sell glass but also contra ,t for the installation of it In these
instances the dealers become the contracting glaziers and hence assume respon-
sibility for correctly storing the glass on the job site and for all phases of safe
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handling until the glazing work is completed and the job is accepted by the
general contractor. The glazier's responsibility is to know how to handle
glass properly, to know the installation requirements, to be skillful in his
trade, and to follow the work orders issued by his employer. However, if
the glazier finds a work order that would require the use of other than approved
glazing procedures, he should confer with the one who issued the order and
discuss the problem before he does the required work.

Glaziers and others who share responsibility for handling glass should be
informed regarding ways in which glass may be damaged and its value thus
reduced. And in addition to having this information, all must know the pre-
cautions that should be taken to prevent glass from being damaged by any
force that can be controlled.

Glass can be damaged in a great variety of ways, even destroyed by dropping
it or subjecting it to excessive heat or pressures. However, it must be as-
sumed that the contractor will ensure that the proper glass is selected for each
installation. The glazier will also ensure that each light of glass is handled
with the care required to prevent it from being broken and will make the instal-
lation so that the light will not be subjected to pressures which might cause it
to crack or break. However, it cannot be assumed that all other steps will be
taken to make certain that the glass is not damaged, especially while in storage
on the job or after it has been installed. Only if the causes for damage are
known can steps be taken to control conditions in the area where the glass is
stored and to control operations in the area where the glass is installed so as
to protect it from all forces that might damage it.

Protection of Glass at the Job Site

Glass must be protected from damage in all phases of its handling and storage,
and protection must continue after the installation is complete. The following
paragraphs will discuss the steps that should be taken to protect glass at the
job site.

Storage. Responsibility for the storage of glass at the job site rests primarily
with the glazing contractor. However, the genera contractor must assume
responsibility for making available a storage area that is adequate and satis-
factory for the purpose. The glazier should be informed regarding how glass
should be stored and should be prepared to advise either the general contractor
or the glazing contractor regarding the storage conditions required and how
they may be secured.

The storage area for glass should be located where the necessity for handling
and transporting the glass is at a reasonable minimum. The area should be
one that is dry and that remains dry; the humidity content of the air should be
consistently low; and the temperature of the area should remain at a relatively
constant level. Glass should be placed in the storage area so that the necessity
of moving it except to the points of installation will be at a minimum. And the
glass should be stored so that air will be constantly circulating over the glass.

Protection after installation. The glazing contractor's responsibility does
not end until he has met all the requirements of the contract and the job has
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been approved by the proper authority. He must, therefore, exercise every
precaution to make sure that his product is protected from the time he begins
work until the job is completed.

This protection will be planned to prevent any glass from being damaged by
the occurrence of wet-dry stains; etching, frosting, and fogging; weathering
and aging; pitting; abrasion; scratches; and impact marks or spalling (clams).
He myst therefore, know the causes of each of these types of impairments
and the procedures to employ that will most likely prevent the different types
of damage from occurring. The following descriptions of each of the types of
impairments and the causes should, therefore, be of value to the contractor,
the glazier. and apprentice glazier; for all must pay, in some way, for damage
to material or poor workmanship that results in the cost of a job being greater
than it would have been had there been no damage.

Wet-dry stains. Wet-dry stains may be caused by repeated cycles of conden-
sation forming on the surface of glass and the moisture evaporating. As the
condensation forms, a light solution of sodium and calcium is produced by
these elements being leached from the surface of the glass. As the condensed
moisture evaporates, the solution becomes increasingly strong; and when
evaporation is completed, the precipitate has recombined with and adhered to
the surface of the glass in an irregular pattern. The result is a wet-dry stain
that is undesirable and that may be of sufficient magnitude to make it necessary
to replace the glass.

An important consideration regarding wet-dry staining is that when a portion
of a light of glass is exposed to the condensation-evaporation cycle, any stain
produced may be even more noticeable because of the contrast between the
stained and unstained areas. However, the important consideration in every
instance where wet-dry cycles are common is to take steps to eliminate the
occurrences before the glass is impaired by such staining. Certainly, when
the cycle is caused in any way by the construction activities, every effort
should be made to change or correct the conditions responsible.

Etching, frosting,. fogging. Etching, frosting, and fogging are terms used
interchangeably to refer to glass surface damage that gives the glass the
appearance described by the terms. Such damage is commonly caused by
marking on the glass surface with soap or by alkaline washes, such as are
used in cleaning masonry, flowing onto the glass surface and drying. This
damage can also be caused by fluorides from the atmosphere attacking the
surfaces of the glass.

Such damage in most instances is easily avoided. For example, a glass sur-
face should never be marked with soap. If there is danger of glass breakage
caused by workmen or others failing to notice the glass because of its clear-
ness, streamers or signs should be hung where they will direct attention to
the glass installation. And when masonry is being washed, steps should be
taken to make sure that the wash does not flow onto the glass and dry, or that
if it flows onto the glass, the glass is washed before the mixtt.,%e dries. Obvi-
ously, little if anything can be done to eliminate fluorides from the air in an
area thus contaminated. But attention should be directed to the fact that etching,
frosting, or fogging may be expected unless the glass is kept covered.
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Surface damage. If posters, labels or slip sheets are fastened to glass with
adhesives that are alkaline, the surface of the glass they contact will be
affected to some extent, even though the materials are left on the glass for
relatively short periods of time. If the adhesives are neutral or slightly acid,
the surface opposite the one contacted will be affected. Irregular accumu-
lations of dirt on a glass surface affect the surface in about the same way it
is erected by adhesives.

Glass surface damage that is caused by fastening posters or other paper pro-
ducts to the surface with adhesives can be avoided by keeping the surface free
of all sticky-type materials. Damage caused by irregular accumulations of
dirt on the surface can be avoided by cleaning the glass surfaces often. How-
ever, as simple as these practices appear, they may not be employed unless
the glazing contractor or the glazier informs those on a job of the damage that
may be done to the surface of glass by sticking materials on the surface and
by permitting accumulations of dirt to form and remain on the surface.

Pitting. Pitting is usually identified by what appears to be little black specks
on the surface of glass. The specks may have been caused in various ways;
but one of the commonest of the ways, particularly on new construction, is by
welding spatter hitting the glass. The glazing contractor or glazier should,
therefore, always take the steps required to make certain that any glass stored
or installed in an area where welding is being done is covered or otherwise
protected from being hit by welding spatter.

Abrasion. Abrasion of the surface results in the destruction of the luster
and Zarness of glass. Abrasion is most commonly caused by the surface
being hit by wind-blown dirt and sand or by the surface being cleaned improperly.
Little can be done to prevent wind-blown dirt or sand hitting glass that is in-
stalled, but some consideration should be given to the problem if heavy winds
are blowing and are carrying dirt and sand that would hit glass installed in a
given location. Whenever sandblasting is to be done in an area where glass is
installed, the glass should be covered before the blasting is begun. In all
instances, glass should be cleaned by means and methods that will not cause
the surfaces to be scratched. Dirt and other rough materials should be thor-
oughly soaked and rinsed from the surface, never rubbed over the surface.

Scratches. Scratches are really cuts in the surface of glass. They are made
1Torihrp-pointed hard materials being drawn across the surface or the surface
being drawn across such materials when a light is being prepared for instal-
lation. The steps required to prevent scratches from occurring are difficult to
enumerate. Scratches are sometimes produced intentionally, perhaps even to
prove that the setting in a ring is a diamond. However, every glazier can and
should handle glass with the care required to prevent the glass from being
scratched. Whenever materials are being handled at new glass installations,
steps should be taken to make sure that none of the glass is scratched by sharp
corners of the materials being pulled across the surface of the glass or by
workmen's tools coming in contact with the surf ice.

Impact marks or walling. Impact marks in glass are similar to those caused
by flying rocks. These marks, however, may be caused by sharp blows or
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improper removal of paint, plaster, varnish, or dirt that has adhered tightly
to the surface of the glass. The precautions that must be taken to avoid such
marks are easily identified. In areas where there is extreme danger of the
glass being hit sharp blows, the glass should be covered. For example, when
concrete is being broken, small pieces of it are likely to be thrown at high
rates of speed. This will cause impact marks or spalling if the glass is hit.
Materials such as paint, plaster, and dirt that have tightly adhered to the
surfac- of glass should be removed by first applying a remover to soften the
mater als sufficiently that they can be removed without the use of force.
HowE .-er, when any form of remover is used, the surface of the glass should
be thoroughly cleaned so no residue that might produce undesirable effects
will be left on the surface.

The Manufacture of Glass

The principal raw materials used in manufacturing glass are the highest
quality silica sand, salt cake, limestone, dolomite, feldspar, soda ash, and
cullet (broken glass). All the materials used are constantly protected from
contamination that might result in the mixture being unsatisfactory for the
production of the highest quality glass.

The manufacturer of glass has a formula for the mix or combination of the
materials he uses for each pound of glass he manufactures. The completed
mix of the materials is called a batch.

Usually the manufacturer employes some combination of the principal raw
materials that his company has determined will produce glass that has the
quality and the characteristics desired. And the manufacturer may add to the
raw materials the quantity of cullet or other substance that his company has
determined is essential to secure a batch that will produce glass which is free
of discolorations, cloudiness, bubbles, and other flaws. Coloring materials
are added when the glass is to be other than clear. The cullet used in a mix
must contain the same combination of materials as that of the glass to be
manufactured. The proportion of cullet used depends upon the manufacturer's
formula, but it may be as much as 75 percent of the total batch. Cullet is used
primarily to increase the speed at which a batch melts and to secure a uniform
product.

Each ingredient in a batch has been powdered and the exact amount determined
by weight. When all ingredients are in the batch, they are thoroughly mixed
before the batch is moved to the melting furnace. After the batch is melted
and refined, the heated glass is drawn or otherwise made into large sheets of
specified sizes. These sheets are then cut to standard sizes.

Types of Glass

Many types of flat glass are employed in glazing work. The most widely used
of these are window or sheet glass and plate glass, but the many special-purpose
types of glass -- obscure glass and tempered glass, for example- -find numerous
applications in modern residential and commercial construction, in consumer
products, and in industry.
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Window or sheet glass. Window glass is the type of glass the glazier will use
most frequently. In the glazing trade, the 3/32- and 1/8-in, window glass is
referred to as sheet glass, and the 3/16-, 7/32-, and 1/4-in, as heavy sheet
glass or crystal. On most work orders where sheet glass is to be used, the
letters SSA (single strength, grade A); SSB (single strength, grade B); DSA
(double strength, grade A); and DSB (double strength, grade B) are used to
specify the types of glass.

Window glass is drawn vertically and held to a flat surface from the molten
state to the finished sheet, which has an unusually brilliant, unmarred finish
on both sides. This glass has remarkably permanent transparency which per-
mits true vision of shapes, actions, and colors viewed through it,

In the drawing process, wave or distortion is of the direction of the draw.
Window glass should be glazed into the opening with the waves running hori-
zontally to the sill of the window frame. When glass is ordered, the horizontal
dimension is written first. For example, if the sash is 44 in. wide and 16 in.
high, the dimensions are written 44 in. x 16 in. The waves will then run
parallel to the sill when the sash is glazed and 4-'-e light is in place.

Window glass is manufactured in the following standard qualities: (1) AA
Qualitybest quality window glass obtainable, made on special order only and
priced accordingly; (2) A Quality -- highest standard grade window glass for
commercial purposes, contains no imperfections that appreciably interfere
with vision; and (3) B Quality- -may contain larger, heavier, and more numerous
defects than A Quality.

Plate glass. Plate glass is manufactured by two different processes: rolling
and floating. The rolling process is the oldest and most commonly used. The
floating process, developed in England and first used by manufacturers in this
country quite recently, is becoming increasingly important in the manufacture
of glass.

Rolling process. In the rolling process, hot viscous glass from the furnace is
fed between pars of horizontal rollers that roll the glass into a sheet of the
desired thickness. This sheet is carried by a series of rollers into lehrs for
annealing (slow cooling process). At this time, the surfaces of the sheets are
level or smooth, and the thickness of the glass is not uniform.

Floating process. In the floating process a continuous ribbon of glass floats
on the surface of a bath of molten metal in a controlled atmosphere, and the
glass emerges ready for use without grinding and polishing of the surfaces.
Glass produced by this process is used only for glazing.

Plate glass is manufactured in the following standard qualities: (1) silvering;
(2) mirror; and (3) glazing. Silvering-quality plate glass is free from defects
that are caused by the batch-mix used or that result from any process involved
in finishing the glass. This quality of glass is employed where highest quality
requirements must be met. It is rarely made available for gl: 'ding purposes in
sizes that contain more than 20 sq. ft. Mirror quality plate ez:... is specified
when perfection is not required, but when a very high standard, exceptionally
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free of defects, is desired. Glazing quality p1 to glass is of sufficiently high
grade to meet the specifications for ordinary glazing installations.

Grinding_and polishing. Polished plate glass is made by grinding each surface
of plate glass after rolling to make it level and uniform in thickness and then
by polishing both surfaces. Both the grinding and polishing are now dote by
two different processes. One of these involves grinding and polishing each
surface separately, and the other grinding and polishing both surfaces at the
same time. The latter of these is known as the twin-ground process.

When the surfaces of the glass are ground and polished separately, provision
is made to hold the glass rigidly while each surface is processed. This is
sometimes accomplished by setting the sheet on a flat surface in damp plaster
of Paris, waiting for the mixture to dry, and then grinding and polishing the
exposed surface. The grinding is done by heavy metal discs lowered onto the
surface; and as these rotate, a grinding compound is fed under them and the
grinding process continued until the surface is flat and even.

The heavy discs are then removed, and the surface is polished by revolving
felt-covered discs; and as these rotate, fine rouge is fed under them. The
process is continued until the surface is clear, brilliant, and free of all scratches
caused by grinding the surface flat. After one surface is polished, the sheet of
glass is turned over and set in plaster of Paris and the unfinished side ground
and polished to uniform thickness. By thus making the two surfaces level and
in parallel planes, the plate glass affords undistorted vision and true reflection
from any angle.

Twin-roller grinding and polishing process. In the twin-roller grinding process,
both surfaces of the sheet of glass are ground level, brought into parallel planes,
and polished simultaneously. This process is relatively new, but is rapidly
replacing the process of working each surface separately. Polished plate glass
meets the highest quality standards and is therefore used wherever high quality
visual performance is essential.

Heavy polished plate glass. Plate glass that has a thickness of from 5/16 in.
to 1-114 in. is termed heavy plate glass. Since the strength of plate glass in-
creases in direct proportion to the square of its thickness, heavy polished plate
glass is commonly used where great strength is required. Its strength, true
flat surfaces, great brilliance, high reflectivity, and clarity, which affords
excellent vision, make heavy plate glass adaptable to many uses. In commercial,
industrial, and public buildings it has proved its value where wind loads and sound
reduction are problems. In addition to being used in large, unobstructed expo-
sures, heavy plate glass is widely used for book partitions, theater marquees,
valances, lighting fixtures, radio sound control rooms, refrigerator doors, show-
case tops, soda fountain counters, and many similar applications. In general,
heavy polished plate glass is manufactured in glazing quality only; however, it
is also sometimes manufactured to meet the requirements for specified uses.
Size information and other specifications for plate glass are given in Table 1.

Roughplate glass. Rough plate glass is produced entirely by the rolling process;
the sur aces are neither ground nor polished. The knurled surface pattern pro-
duced by the rollers gives this glass a translucent quality, the degree of the
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translucency being determined by the lighting conditions and the distance of
objects behind the glass. Under normal conditions, objects more than a few
feet behind the glass will appear as vague images when viewed through the
glass, while objects at less distance behind it may be seen clearly enough to
identify, but their detail is not apparent. Its uses include partitions, obscured
windows and door panels, skylights (tempered), table tops, roofs (tempered),
shelves, and trays. Rough plate glass is available in two patterns: swirl and
stipple. Specifications for rough plate glass are given in Table 2.

Heat-absorbing glass. Heat-absorbing glass is made in heavy sheet, polished
plate, pattern, and wire glass. This glass absorbs much of the energy of the
stun without significantly interfering with visible light transmission. This type
of glass transmits only about 45 percent of total available solar heat and light.
Clear glass transmits approximately 85 percent of total available solar heat
and light.

Heat-absorbing glass is manufactured in a bluish-green tint, bronze, and gray.
The light transmission of gray glass is substantially lower than that of the other
two colors. Heat-absorbing glass absorbs and retains a considerable amount
of heat, and this causes an increase in glass temperatures and also temperature
differences o-rer the glass because of partial shading, particularly by store
front moulding sections. It is, therefore, advisable to provide larger glazing
clearances than are provided for other types of glass and to limit excessive
edge cover which produces "cold edge" effects and which may result in cracking
caused by the shielded edge remaining cold when the exposed area of the glass
is being warmed by sunshine.

Heat-absorbing glass must have clean-cut edges. Stress concentrations on
irregular edges can result in breakage after the glass is installed. For this
reason, "nipping" the edge of a light of heat-absorbing glass must be avoided.

Tempered glass. For tempering, glass is reheated to just below its melting
point and then suddenly cooled by air blasts or by being dipped into a special
solution. As a result, fully tempered glass will support four times the weight
of ordinary glass and will bend four times as far without breaking. Also, its
impact resistance is eight times that of ordinary glass. Tempered glass is
highly resistant to varying surface temperatures and will not break even when
the temperatrre on one surface is 550° F. and relatively low on the other surface.
Tempered glass alsc resists shocks and impacts as well at -65° as it does at
ordinary temperatures.

Although tempered glass is three to five times as strong as annealed glass of
the same thickness, it is breakable; and when broken, it cracks up in innumer-
able small fragments somewhat cubical in shape. Tempered glass is most
easily broken by impact from a small sharp object, such as a center punch.
Its resistance to impact by relatively large, smooth objects is immeasurably
greater than ordinary glass. A steel ball that weighs 1/2 lb. may be dropped
from an elevation of 35 ft. on tempered glass of 3/4-in, thickness without
breaking the glass. This same ball, if dropped from 3 ft. elevation upon
regular plate glass of 3/4-in. thickness would break the glass.
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Product

Regular
polished
plate glass
(clear)

r
e

g

TABLE 1

Polished Plate Glass Specifications

Qualities

Silvering;
mirror;
glazing

Thickness
(inches)

1/8
1/4

Recommended maximum
size* (inches)

Standard I Special

76 x 128
130 x 218

130 x 286

193

Weight
lb. /sq. ft.

1.64
3.29

Heavy Commercial 5/16 130 x 218 130 x 286 4.06
polished Selected 3/8 130 x 218 130 x 286 4.93
plate glass 1/2 130 x 218 130 x 286 6.58
(clear) 3/4 94 x 130 Contact 9.67

1 74 x 148 Mfgr. for 13.16
1-1/4 74 x 148 larger 16.45

size

* Size shown untrimmed factory edge

TABLE 2

Rough Plate Glass Specifications

Product Thickness
(inches)

w e.

Recommended maximum
size (inches)

Standard Special

Weight
lb. /sq. ft.

Rough 21/64 130 x 218 130 x 286 Approx.
plate glass 1/2 130 x 218 130 x 286 same as

5/8 130 x 218 130 x 286 polished
7/8 94 x 130 plate glass

1-1/8 74 x 148
1-3/8 74 x 148
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Tempered glass is easily distinguished by indentations along both surfaces on
one edge of the glass, usually the short edge. These indentations are caused
by the tongs which are used to support the glass while it is in the tempering
process. However, these indentations will not be in evidence in tempered glass
that has been produced by a new process now in use. In the new process the
glass is floated on air, water, or molten metal while it is being tempered,
rather than held with tongs. This process results in the elimination of: (1) warp-
age normally found when the tong process is used; and (2) much of the distortion
normally caused by the tong process. Tempered glass is not as flat as regular
plate glass, particularly along the edges and at the tong marks; however,the
difference is slight. Usually, the greater thicknesses of glass have flatter sur-
faces than the thinner ones.

When cutting, drilling, notching, or grinding is required, it must be done before
the glass is tempered. Decorative designs can be cut by sandblasting to a depth
of 1132 in. before the glass is tempered. If the sandblasted design is on only
one side, the glass will be somewhat more bowed after it is tempered than would
be true with clear glass, and the sandblasted tempered glass will be only half
as strong as clear tempered glass of the same thickness.

Tempered plate glass does not qualify under the Underwriters Laboratory Code
as fire retardant therefore, it must never be used as a retardant. However,
tempered glass will withstand temperatures up to 5500 F. for considerable
lengths of time and temperatures around 700° F. for short periods of time with-
out losing its temper.

The following is a partial list of tempered glass uses in industry, construction,
and commerce:

Automotive

Side and back windows

Railroads

Headlight lenses
Observation windows
Cab glazing
Instrumental and gage covers
Mirrors
Sight glass
Passenger car windows

Water vehicles

Port lights
Bridge windows
Control room windows
Instrument and gage covers
Mirrors
Sight glass

Commercial uses

Shelving
Counter tops
Counter dividers
General glazing
Basketball backboards
Entrance doors
Hockey rink screens
Baseball park screens
Handba2 courts
Balustrades
Stair railings
Push and kick plates
Television implosion plates
Display cases
Shower doors and bath enclosures
Windbreaks
Sliding doors
Control tower glazing
Protective explosion windows
Aquarium glazing
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Furnace windows
Helmets and goggles
Fire-fighting shields
Lehr windows
Machine enclosures
Crane cab observation windows
Oven doors
Washing machine doors
Pool vision windows
Wind tunnel windows
Vending machines
Drafting tables
Casting plates
Lighting fixtures
Partitions
Jalousies

Gauges and dials

Steam pressure covers
Oil pressure covers
Electrical panel covers
Weighing- and metering-

device doors
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Heat-stren ened or spandrel glass. Heat-strengthened or spandrel glass is
1/4-in, po 'shed plate glass that is coated on the back with a ceramic frit to
give it opacity and color, and then the glass is heat treated. The color is sun-
fast and offers the same natural resistance to weathering, crazing, and checking
as ordinary glass. It is used for spandrels and other opaque panels of curtain
walls.

The heat treatment fuses the ceramic coating to the glass and greatly increases
its strength. This increased strength is important, for the thermal stresses in
spandrel panels are much higher than those encountered in windows. Heat-
strengthened glass has approximately twice the strength of ordinary glass, but
less than that of tempered glass.

There are distinct advantages in using glass for the opaque panels of a curtain-
wall construction. When glass is used for the spandrel panels and the windows,
the metal frames can have the same section throughout. Then enclosure of the
entire building can be done at one time by one contractor, employing uniform
glazing techniques throughout. When glass is used for spandrel panels, there
need be no concern about corrosion, stair_ ng, or buckling.

Scattered "pinholes" in ceramic coatings, particularly in the darker colors,
and some nonuniformity in the thickness of the ceramic coatings, are accept-
able. However, when such coatings are viewed against a strong light, these
conditions cause mottled or streaked effects. Heat-strengthened glass should,
therefore, be installed only in front of a backup such as masonry or fiber glass
insulation.

A minimum of 1 /2 -in. air space should be allowed between heat-strengthened
glass and the backup material. This space should be vented to the exterior,
and weep holes should be provided to drain any moisture that might collect.
However, under most conditions a I /2 -in. air space will ensure sufficient air
movement to carry away moisture th..t might condense on the back of the glass.
The colored surface of heat-strengthened glass should be set to the inside.
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All necessary cutting, grinding, drilling, and notching must be done before
glass is heat strengthened. After glass is heat treated, its flatness is essenti-
ally the same as it was before it was treated. Also, heat-treated glass is free
of tong marks and kinks commonly found in fully tempered glass.

Laminated safety glass. Laminated safety glass is made by sandwiching layers
of tough, transparent, plasticized polyvinyl resin or vinyl plastic between sheets
of glass and cementing them into one unit by applying heat and pressure. This
type of glass will crack if it is hit with sufficient force, but the glass will be
held intact by the plastic material between the layers of glass, even though the
blow might cause the glass to bend considerably. The safety feature of this
glass is its ability to remain intact even when badly cracked. The cracking is
not considered failure.

Laminated safety glass can be fabricated in almost unlimited combinations for
special effects or for use in different applications. Gray or colored glass may
be laminated for use where glare and light control is needed; multiple sheets
of plastic are used in the interlayers to provide for control of sound; and differ-
ent materials and shapes are set in the plastic interlayers to secure various
designs and effects.

Bullet-resistant plate glass. Bullet-resistant glass is exactly what its name
implies. It is produced by laminating three to five lights of polished plate
glass and interlayers of clear, strong sheets of plastic. These are bonded
together by the application of heat and pressure, thus making a solid trans-
parent plate that is resistant to bullets fired from the heaviest side arms, sub-
machine guns, and high-powered rifles. This type of glass is extensively used
in glazing bank-teller cages, cashier booths, jewelry display cases, observation
windows, and the like.

Insulating glass units. Insulating glass units are manufactured by separating
two or more lights of glass with 3/16-, 1/4-, or 1/2-in. space filled with
dehydrated air that is retained by the edges of the glass being hermetically
sealed with a metal-to-glass bond or glass to-glass fused bond (Fig. F-1).
The glass is specially wasteed, and the air scientifically cleaned and dried. On
all insulating glass units, except those manufactured with window glass, the
edges of the glass are protected by a metal channel that minimizes the danger
of edge chipping during installation and that makes the units easy to handle.

The insulation in the unit -educes the tendency of condensation to form on the
room side of the glass surface; and unless conditions are unusually severe,
frost will not form on the surface. Insulating glass units reduce cold down-
drafts at windows, cut down the "cold shoulder' effect, and h-') to maintain
uniform temperature. Insulating glass units also reduce heat loss during the
cold season and heat gain during the hot or air-conditioning season. Only about
half as much heat is lost or gained through insulating glass as through single-
glazed windows. An insulating glass unit has year-round value, for it permits
the maintenance of a comfortable environment at minimum cost.

An insulating glass unit has approximately 50 percent more resistance to wind
load than any single piece of glass which is used in the unit. Thus, if 1/4-in.

I
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plate could withstand 20 psi, an insulating glass unit of the same size consist-
ing of two piec.Js of 1/4-in. plate could withstand 30 psi. Where extra strength
is required to withstand pressure sufficiently great to fracture the standard
glass in an insulating unit, a unit made with tempered plate glass should be
used. When tempered glass is used as the outer glass, the wind load resist-
ance of the unit should be figured as that of the outer glass; no consideration
should be given to inner glass.

Fig. F-1. Insulating glass units

Units with metal-to-glass seal are available with various glass combinations;
however, if obscure glass is used, one side of each light is smooth. In all
instances, the thicknesses of the lights do not, and should not, vary more than
1/16 in. For example, a unit cannot be manufactured with one light of 1/4-in.
thick glass and the other of 1/8-in. thick. Patterned glass in units of metal-
to-glass seal will always be fabricated with the pattern on the outside and the
smooth surface ::side. Since sardblasting reduces glass strength 50 percent,
glass thus finished is not recommended for insulating units. Patterned glass
should be considered when obscurity is -seeded.

Units with metal-to-glass seal that have four or five sides are manufactured,
provided that no angle is less than 45° nor any one edge less than 8 in. long.
Insulating units are not manufactur ed in triangular, circular, or bent shapes;
nor are they available with cutouts, notches, hole q, or finger pulls. Triple
insulating glass units in various glass combinations are available for special
jobs. Insulating glass units must be ordered to job specifications. Adequate
clearances and rabbet depths must be provided for all units 3o that the metal
seal is not visible.

Patterned glass. Patterned glass is referred to by glaziers as obscure glass.
This is a semitransparent glass that diffuses transmitted light and affords
varying degrees of obscurity for the many requirements of de..orative or func-
tional uses. Obscure glass comes in many forms and finishes, 'ncluding
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standard, with natural finish; heat absorbing or heat resisting; translucent
annealed or tempered; at I wired (patterned or polished surface) for safety
and for use as a fire retardant. It is often cut to special shapes or bent into
special configurations, for use in special applications such as lighting fixtures.
This is a regular rolled flat glass with an impressed design on one or both
sides accomplished during the rolling process. It is available in a variety of
designs and finishes. Patterned glass (sometimes called rolled, obscure,
rough, or translucent glass) is used for industrial, commercial, or domestic
glazing where light is r luired and privacy is essential.

Genera:ly speaking, standard patterned glass is regular plain rolled glass a'
it comes from the rolling machines, with no additional treatment except possi-
bly a surface satinol or frosting. This type of glass has distinctive designs or
patterns in either surface or in both surfaces. Since these designs are produced
in rolling the molten glass, the finish is known as "fire polish. "

The surface patterns give the glass a semitransparent appearance and, there-
fore, varying degrees of translucency ranging from nearly clear to almost
obscure. By choosing carefully the pattern designs to be used, the designer
can secure almost any effect he desires. The obscurity of standard patterned
glass can be increased by treating the fire-polished surface as required to pro-
duce a satinol, frosted, or sandblasted surface. The translucency of glass
decreases as the pattern becomes increasingly heavy. The weight per square
foot of obscure glass, like that of othe._ glass, depends upon its thickness.

Each manufacturer has its brand name for glass with similar pattern. A few
of the many patterns available are shown in Fig. F-2.
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Fig. F-2. Patterned glass
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Wire glass. Wire glass is a regular rolled flat glass with either a hexagonal
twisted, square, or diamond-shaped, welded, continuous wire mesh imbedded
in it. The wire mesh is inserted into the molten glass as it passes through
the rolling machines. Annealing produces a stress-relieved flat sheet of wire-
reinforced glass. The wire mesh is centered between the surfaces of the glass
sheet, which makes the glass stronger than glass of the same thickness and
pattern but with the wire nearer one surface than the other.

The wire does not add to the strength of the glass; however, it does hold the
light in place in the frame in case of breakage. This characteristic of wire
glass accounts for its being a fire retardant; whereas glass without wire,
though it may be stronger, is not a "fire retardant."

American-made wire glass has proved itself as a fire retardant and thus has
had the approval of the Underwriters Laboratories for more than 60 years.
The permanent fire protection given by wire glass was first determined by a
test given by Underwriters Laboratories. This was the basis upon which it
was approved as fire retardant No. 32. The following procedure is used in
making this test. Several lights of wire glass are glazed in a removable wall
of a gas-fired furnace. The furnace is fired to raise the temperature of the
glass to approximately 1,600° F. in 45 minutes, and this temperature is main-
tained for 15 minutes. 4t the end of this time, the removable furnace wall
is moved aside, and a 1-1/8 in. stream of cold water under 35 to 40 psi of
pressure is turned on the hot glass. The glass must remain in the sash in
substantially unchanged condition except for cracking due to thermal shock
if it is to be approved as fire retardant No. 32 by the Underwriters Laboratories.

Rules of the National. Board of Fire Underwriters limit the size of wire glass
that can be glazed in openings where it will be exposed to fire hazards. With
Underwriters Fire Window Frame No. 1, in no case shall the unsupported area
of the glass measure more than 48 in. in either dimension or exceed 720 sq.
in. (5 sq. ft.). With Underwriters Fire Window Frame No. 2, in no case
shall the unsupported area of the glass measure more than 54 in. in either
dimension or exc::.ed 1,296 sq. in. (9 sq. ft.). In approved fire doors the
glass size will d: uend on the rating of the door. In no case shall the glass
exceed 1,296 sq. in., and no dimension shall exceed 54 in. Local building
codes may further restrict these areas and dimensions.

The ability of wire glass to remain in place after breakage fulfills the safety
requirements of heavy traffic areas, such as school entrances, corridors,
machine shops, and other work areas. It also meets safety requirements for
sliding doors and shower enclosures in the home. The stubbornness with which
wire glass withstands abuse and remains in the sash also makes it admirably
suitable for protection against burglars. Wire glass is manufactured as
polished plate, obscure, heat-absorbing, and glare-reducing glass.

Structural glass. Structural glass is made by the same process as quality
plate glass. Metallic oxides give it its opacity and color. Structural glass
has the same general characteristics as plate glass. It is manufactured in
light colors, in black and white, and in thicknesses ranging from 1/4 in. to
1-1/4 in.
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Structural glass has innumerable uses in building construction, interior deco-
ration, furnishing, and industrial production. These uses include exterior and
interior surfaces; panels, murals, columns; tops and sliding doors for furni-
ture, counters, and laboratory equipment; operating and x-ray rooms; chute
linings; and surface plates.

Structural glass can be bent to a specified radius; tempered or semitempered
to give extra strength and resistance to thermal change; sand carved; laminated;
or cut to free-form patterns. It is manufactured with a polished suede finish
(in 11/32-in, thickness) and with a rough textured finish.

Mirrors

Among the types of mirrors encountered in glazing installations are conven-
tional silver-back mirrors, mirrors with a protective copper back over the
silver reflective back, window-glass mirrors, and transparent mirrors. These
mirror types will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Silver-back mirrors. Mirrors are made by a chemical process in which the
silver from silver nitrate is deposited on one surface of the glass. Since the
silver in the thin reflecting coat tarnishes rapidly when it is exposed to the
air, a protective backing is applied directly over the cleaned and dried silver
film. This coating may consist of a two-coat system of dissimilar, but com-
patible, protective backing material, or it may be a special backing material
that is applied in one operation as a double coat.

Copper-back mirrors. Copper-back mirrors offer a high resistance to deterio-
ration. In producing these kinds of mirrors, a double coat of silver is applied
to one surface of the glass, and then a layer of copper is deposited electro-
lytically over the silver. Copper-back mirrors are usually guaranteed against
silver spoilage from climatic or atmospheric conditions for five years from the
date they are manufactured. Copper-back mirrors are not guaranteed when
installed in bathrooms or showers where moisture is excessive, nor when they
are installed on the exterior of buildings where they are exposed to the elements.
Polished plate glass of silvering quality or mirror-glazing quality is used to
make high-grade mirrors.

Window-glass or shock mirrors. Window-glass or shock mirrors are produced
by silvering one surface of window glass. In such mirrors, reflection is gener-
ally wavy, and images are usually distorted.

Transparent mirrors. A transparent mirror serves as a mirror when viewed
from one side, but the mirror is transparent when viewed from the opposite
side. In effect, such a mirror is a "one-way mirror" when properly installed.
This effect is produced by applying to one surface through thermal evaporation
a special chrome alloy in a coat that is thin enough to be transparent.

The results obtained from a transparent mirror are directly proportional to
the degree of difference in illumination on each side of the mirror. Ideally,
the mirror side should be brightly lighted with dimmed lighting on the opposite
side. Observers on this darker side then have a peffectview through the glass
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and into the lighted side. Those on the illuminated side will have only a good
mirror (Fig. F-3).

BRIGHTER SIDE

...gi

Fig. F-3. Transparent mirror

Where the necessary differential of light intensity between the two areas in-
volved is not available, a transparent mirror made of 1/4-in. grey polished
plate glass should be used. This glass is available in any size up to a maxi-
mum of 72 in. x 96 in.

To be fully effective, transparent mirrors on regular plate glass require a
10 to 1 light ratio on opposite sides, but in most cases a 5 to 1 ratio will work
satisfactorily. With grey glass, positive effectiveness is obtained with as
little as a 4 to 1 light ratio, and a 2 to 1 ratio will work satisfactorily. In
many installations, the use of grey glass, therefore, has a definite advantage.

Where additional strength and/or safety are desired, transparent mirrors are
available on tempered plate glass which is from three to five times stronger
than regular plate glass of the same thickness. The modulus of rupture of
1/4-in. polished plate glass averages 6, 000 psi, compared with an average
of 30,000 psi for 1/4-in. tempered plate. When fractured, tempered glass
does not disintegrate into sharp, dangerous splinters, but into relatively small
harmless particles.

Mirror glass is also available either on one of the outside surfaces of lami-
nated safety glass or laminated between the two pieces of glass. The two
lights of glass in safety glass are laminated with a clear, tough plastic be-
tween them. If the glass is broken, the pieces cling to this plastic interlayer,
thus preventing any hazard from falling glass. This feature of safety glass is
a great safety factor.

Transparent mirrors are used in many locations and for many purposes, and
new uses are constantly being found for them. Some of these uses are the
following:

Residence entrance doors
Hospital observation windows
Shop windows
Variety chain stores
Supermarkets

Ambulance windows
Colleges and universities
Toll houses
Elementary and high schools
Nightclubs and taverns
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Department stores
Commercial refrigerators
Nursery doors in residences
Residential shower doors
Factories and institutions

Bending Glass

Security windows in government
buildings

Offices
Banks
Post offices

All kinds of glass can be bent or curved, including window glass, plate glass,
and structural glass. However, the maximum size of glass that can be bent
is 150 in. x 180 in.

How glass is bent, Bending or curving of a flat sheet of glass is done by re-
heating until it softens and sinks, taking the shape of the mold onto which it
is placed. After bending, it is carefully annealed. Plate glass is the best
type of transparent glass for bending.

Sizes of curves. It is necessary that a pattern or template be used in all cases
for bending or curving glass, even when regular curves are being made. It is
not recommended that plate glass be bent to a curve exceeding a half circle,
nor to acute bends approaching right angles. Making such extreme curves in-
volves great risk of glass breakage and of damage to polished glass surfaces.
Segments of ellipses, parabolas, and compound curves can also be obtained
by bending. It should be noted that curves may be made sufficiently accurate
for all practical purposes. Plates with openings or speaking holes cut for
information booths, bank fixtures, ticket offices, and the like cannot be bent
without great risk of breakage. In ordering glass with standard bends, the
drawing of the desired bend should be used. Some standard bends that are
made are shown in Fig. F-4.

Acrylic Plastics

When used for sidewall window glazing, skylights, doors, and partitions in
industrial plants and schools, plastic reduces the inconveniences and the hazard
of frequent window breakage. Although plastic is stronger than glass, it is not
unbreakable. However, when plastic breaks, it breaks into large dull-edged
pieces, rather than into sharp fragments like those from ordinary glass.

Acrylic plastic is a rigid, resilient, weather-resistant sheet material. It is
supplied as a colorless transparent material and also in a variety of tints and
translucent colors. It is manufactured in thicknesses from 1/16-in. to 4 in.
and in standard sizes up to 67 in. x 102 in.

The degree of stiffness of plastic is about one-twentieth that of glass. Plastic
expands and contracts, because of temperature changes, eight times as much
as glass. This wide range of expansion and contraction may cause the plastic
to break the seal of the glazing compound over a period of time.

Elastic (nonhardening) glazing compound should be used at all times to prevent
breaking such seals.
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Fig. P-4. Typical bends for glass

Plastic should be cut with a circular saw or handsaw. If the plastic is cut with
a circular saw, the blade should be 8 in. to 10 in. in diameter, 3/32-in. to
1/8-in. thick, and should have 6 to 8 =.eeth per inch alternately set and filed
radially. Regardless of whether a circular saw or bandsaw is used, it should
be operated at approximately 8,000 to 12,000 feet per minute. To prevent chip-
ping of the plastic, the height of the circular saw blade above the table should
be 'lightly greater than the thickness of the plastic sheet being cut.

Plastic is a combustible material classified as slow burning. Nevertheless,
it can be a fire hazard.

Different temperature 2 d humidity conditions on the inside and outside sur-
faces of plastic rr ay cause the sheet to b^w somewhat in the direction of the
higher temperature or hurr.idity. However, the plastic will return to approxi-
mately its original flatness when the temperature and humidity conditions on
both sides are equalized. Bowing does not affect visibility through the material
but will cause distortion.

Since plastic has a much softer surface than glass, a razor blade or other
sharp instrument should not be used to remove dirt or other deposits from its
surface.

In outdoor use where temperature varies widely, plastic should be handled in
accordance with the following:
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1. Plastic sheets or panels should be installed in a channel frame engaging
the edges of the material, so that it is free to expand and contract without
restraint.

2. The channel fratie should be sufficiently deep to allow for thermal con-
traction of the plastic without withdrawal of the edges from the frame.

3. Through-bolting or other fastenings should be installed so as to provide for
expansion and contraction. Inflexible through-bolting and fastenings may
cause failure of the installation.

4. Before installation in the channel frame, plastic should be cut so as to have
sufficient clearance inside the channel frame to allow for thermal expansion.

5. Plastic should be sealed with sealant compounds and tapes which are flexible
enough to accommodate thermal expansion and contraction.

Study Assignment

1. Glazin Manual. Topeka: Flat Glass Jobbers Association, 1965. Read
pp. 1 -S, ypes of Glass and Descriptions Thereof"; p. 10, "Strength of
Heavy Glass"; and pp. 12 and 13.

2. Architectural Data Handbook. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
i 6.7-1 the descriptive material on flat-glass products, pp. 5-47.

3. Glass for Construction. Toledo: Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 1965.
Read the descriptive material on flat-glass products.

4. Read descriptions of flat-glass products in other catalogs and manuals
prepared by American manufacturers of flat glass (American Saint-Gobain
Corporation, Mississippi Glass Company, and others).



that has the same number as the space in the exercise.
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each

UNIT F-- MATERIALS

TOPIC 1--GLASS AND RELATED MATERIALS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

1. In the glazing trade, 3/32- and 1 /8 -in, window
;lass is called 1 glass; 3/6-, 7/32-, and

1.
2.

1/4-in. window is called heavy 2 or 3.
3 .

2. The principal materials used in the making of 4.
glass are high quality 4 sand, salt cake, 5.

5 dolomite, soda ash, and 7 . 6.
7.

3. The best quality window glass is designated as 8.
8 quality.

4. Window glass should be 9 with the waves 9.
running 10 . 10.

5. To smooth the surfaces of plate glass and make 11.
them parallel, the glass must be 11 and 12.

12 .

6. Plate glass is available in three qualities: 13 , 13.
mirror-glazing, and 14 . 14.

7. After plate glass has been 15 , it is polished 15.
by means of 16 covere ca7gC. 16.

8. In the float process, the plate glass, like window 17.
glass, is not mechanically 17 and 18 . 18.

9. Plate glass in thicknesses of 19 to 20 19.
is termed heavy plate glass. 20.

10. Rough plate glass, due to its textured surface, is (I,.
21 rather than 22 . 22.

11. Pitting is a surface defect often caused by 23 23.
24 24.

205
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12. Heat-absorbing glass is manufactured in heavy 25.
sheet, 25 , polished plate, and 26 26.
glass.

13. Glass surfaces should never be marked with 27.
27 .

14. Heat-absorbing glass transmits about 28 28.
percent of total available solar heat an7F-21 . 29.

15. In cutting heat-absorbing glass, 30 cut 30.
edges are required; therefore, "Tmust be 31.
avoided.

16. In the first step in tempering glass, it is 32 32.
to just below the 33 point. 33.

17. Tempered glass is 34 to 35 times 34.
stronger than annealedFr-ass arifi7same thickness. 35.

18. In no sense should tempered glass be considered 36.
a 36 37 . 37.

19. In the last step in tempering glass, the hot glass 38.
is suddenly 38 by 39 blasts or by being 39.
dipped in a special solution.

20. Tempered glass cannot be made as 40 as 40.
other glass, particularly about the 4r. 41.

21. Tempered glass is easily 42 by impact from 42.
small 43 objects. 43.

22. Heat-strengthened glass has approximately 44 44.
the strength of ordinary glass, but its strength 45.
cannot equal that of 45 glass.

23. Spandrel glass is coated on the back with a 46 46.
frit to give it opacity and 47 . 47.

24. Spandrel glass cannot be cut, nipped, ground, 48.
drilled, or notched after 48 49 . 49.

25. Heat-strengthened glass is free from the 50 50.
marks and 51 often associated with fa 3-1 51.
tempered glass.

26. A minimum of 52 of 53 space is recom- 52.
mended betweerstrered glass and the 53.
backup material.
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27. Laminated glass consists of two or more sheets
of 54 with a layer of tough, transparent

55 sandwiched between the adjacent sheets.

28. Laminated glass is cemented into one unit by
the application of 56 and 57 .

54.
55.

56.
57.

29. If gray or colored glass is used in its manu- 58.
facture, safety glass can control 58 and 59.

59 .

30. Bullet- resistant glass is built to resist the impact 60.
of bullets from the heaviest 60 arms and from 61.

61 guns and high-powered

31. The interlayer of laminated glass is a plasticized 62.
62 resin or 63 plastic. 63.

32. Insulating glass is essentially two pieces of glass 64.
64 by 3/16, 1/4, or 1/2 in. of 65 air 65.

space.

33. Insulating glass is 66 sealed around the edges 66.
with a metal-to-glass or 67 bond. 67.

34. Insulating glass units with metal-to-glass seal 68.
can be produced in 68 69 . 69.

35. Corner angles on insulating glass units cannot 70.
be less than 70 , and no edge can be less than 71.

71 in length.
36. In the glazing trade, patterned glass is referred 72.

to as 72 73 . 73.

37. Patterned glass has a 74 polished finish. 74.

38. Patterned glass is a regular rolled flat glass 75.
with an impressed 75 on one or both 76 . 76.

39. Obscure glass is 77 glass that diffuses trans- 77.
mitted 78 . 78.

40. Glass with a 79 patterned surface is more 79.
obscure than t- a relatively 80 surface. 80.

41. In wire glass, the wire mesh is inserted into 81.
the 81 glass as it passes through the 82 82.
machines.

42. The wire mesh in wire glass is either 83 ,
hexagonal twisted, or 84 shaped.

83.
84.

207
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43. Over the years, wire glass has proved itself 85.
as a(n) 85 86 material. 86.

44. Wire glass is manufactured as 87 , 88 , 87.
heat-absorbing, and glare-redu-Mrilass. 88.

45. The wire mesh in wire glass is 89 between 89.
the surfaces of the glass.

46. Structural glass is made by the same process 90.
as quality 90 91 . 91.

47. Structural glass comes in thicknesses ranging 92.
from 92 to 93 in. 93.

48. Plastic expands and contracts 94 times as 94.
much as glass through 95 Z azhs. 95.

49. Plastic is cut with a 96 saw or a 97 saw. 96.
97.

50. Plastic is a 98 material, but it is 99
burning.

98.
99.

Glazing
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Glass is a combustible material that burns slowly. 1. T F

2. Window glass is usually referred to as sheet :lass. 2. T F

3. Window glass should bt, glazed with the waves
running horizontally.

3. T F

4. The "A" quality is the best window glass obtainable. 4. T F

5. Plate glass is vertically drawn. 5. T F

G. The float process w 's developed in the nineteenth
century.

6. T F

7. Polished plate glass has no waves or visiole
distortion.

7. T F

8. Glazing-quality polished plate glass is used in
the making of mirrors.

8. T F

9. Rough plate glass has a patterned surface. 9. T F

10. Rough plate glass L essentially the first product
obtained in the cycle of producing polished plate
glass.

10. T F

11. Heat-absorbing glass transmits only 45 percent
of the total available solar heat and light.

11. T F

12. Clean-cut edges are required with heat-absorbing
glass.

12. T F

13. Tempered glass can be broken only with blows
from small, sharp objects.

13. T F

14. The glazing shop can sandblast tempered glass
to a depth not to exceed 1/32 in.

14. T F

15. Tempered glass is a fire-retardant glass. 15. T F

16. Heat-strengthened glass should oe cut on the job
site to ensure perfect fit.

16. T F

17. Beat- strengthened glass has approximately twice
the strength of ordit 4:7 glass.

17. T F
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18. Bullet-resisting glass is a 2- to 3-in. -thick piece
of polished plate glass.

18. T F

19. One kind of laminated safety glass can be used to
control sound.

19. T F

20. The air space between the pieces of glass in an
insulating glass unit is vacuum sealed.

20. T F

21. Triple insulating glass units in various glass
combinations are available.

21. T F

22. Pattern glasz has a fire-polish finish. 22. T F

23. Obscure glass can have the pattern impressed
into one or both sides.

23. ,
L

24. Wire glass is a fire-retardant glass. 24. T F

25. The wire in wire glass does not add to the
strength of the glass.

25. T F

26. Structural glass is another name for plate glass 26. T F

27. Structural glass is made by the same process as
patterned glass.

27. T F

28. Plastc should be cut with a sharp glass cutter. 28. T F

29. Plastic expands and contracts with temperature
changes eight times as much as glass.

29. T F

30. Elastic (nonhardening) glazing compounds should
be used with plastic glazing materials.

30. T F
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TOPIC 2--GLAZING SEALANTS

This topic, "Glazing Sealants," is designed to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What are the various kinds of glazing compounds and sealants?
Why are glazing compounds and sealants needed?
What qualities in modern sealants are not only desirable but necessary?
How are glazing compounds and sealants tested for the necessary
qualities?
How are surfaces prepared for the application of sealants ?

Modern Building Sealants

With the advent of curtain-wall construction methods and the growing use of
Arge precast panel sections, obtaining suitable caulking or sealing materials

became very important. In the last ten years sever& new types of caulking
or sealing materials have been developed and made avajlable in attempt to
meet this ns.w demand. These new materials will be discussed in this topic.

The so-called flexible or nondrying caulking compounds came into use many
years ago to replace the older hardening types which shrank on final drying,
did not adhere to surfaces, and usually broke up and fell from openings. The
drying-type caulking compounds had been developed to replace oakum or
similar materials which were driven into the cracks by appropriate hammers
and chisels. This practice was developed in boat building and was adopted
later for sealing dwellings.. Early in this development, mixtures of clay and
straw, mud, natural bitumens, and so forth were used as sealants.

When the limitations of hard caulking compounds became apparent, nondrying
compounds, based on linseed or similar oils, were developed. These are
simple mixtures of oil and fillers, which are soft enough to be forced through
a quarter-inch nozzle by the 20 to 30 psi of pressure generated by a caulking
gun. Since the oil does not dry, or at least dries very slowly, the compound
remains soft and, therefore, lasts for a considerable length of time. Actually
the oil in a "nondrying" compound is a drying oil, but it requires many months
(.1en years) for air to penetrate the mass, so that the compound forms a skin
and then remains soft. It is flexible but has a very limited elongation. As th:
oil in the compound dries, the compound may develop considerable brittleness
and lose its flexibility.

With a gradually ri eveloping need for better caulking compounds, some of the
more modern res,_is have been used to replace the drying oils. These give
caulking materials better flexibility and elongations up to 100 percent. The

211
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best of this group of sealants is probably butyl rubber. In this compound the
oil is replaced by a solvent system which contains raw butyl rubber and a
catalyst. After the butyl rubber compound is applied, the solvent in the com-
pound is lost over a period of weeks. During this time, the caulking compound
is similar to the oil type. After the solvent has evaporated, the rubber slowly
cures, so that finally a highly filled, cured rubber remains. Such a seal has
some flexibility and elongation. Adhesion is obtained through the addition of
various saturated adhering agents such as terpene resins. Polymer systems
such as a polyvinyl chloride, polyvinyl acetate, acrylate resins, and synthetic
rubbers of various types--for example, neoprene and hypalon--have been used
to develop similar caulking materials.

Asphalts and tars, used in the past to seal older type structures, are in popular
use today for sealing highway openings. However, since the bitumens softer
and run when warm, they are not useful for sealing vertical joints. Combining
asphalts with epoxies or other resins results in a material which will set up
rapidly and which has long resistance to weather. Natural asphalt or coal tar
polymerizes very slowly when exposed to air. When this oxidation is complete,
the product is hard and brittle, but such a hardening process may take years.
Until oxidation is complete, the bitumen-based caulking compound has good
adhesion and is flexible. It does not crack and will stretch somewhat. Such
material also retains ability to flow, and splits or cracks will close up if sur-
faces remain clean.

In modern building construction, openings between sections will vary from 1/2
in. to 1-1/2 in. due to thermal changes; therefore, highly flexible sealing
materials are needed if water is to be prevented from entering.

in developing new materials to meet this demand, the chemists first turned to
a Thiokol synthetic polysulfide rubber sealing compound which had limited uses
as a gasoline-resistant material and which is best known as the "body" of solid
fuel propellant used by the manufacturer (Thiokol Chemical Corporation) of the
sealing compound. One form of the Thiokol sealant was a liquid material which
polymerizes slowly (2 to 12 hours) to a soft rubber when in contact with certain
catalysts. From this knowledge the chemists developed a "two-part" caulking
compound. The glazier uses this compound by mixing two liquids just prior to
use of the compound. These liquids mix readily and partially react chemically.
The first reaction creates a viscous mass which does not flow but which can be
forced into a gun and applied to surfaces. Then a secord or rubber reaction
takes place, and a true sealant results. By proper coi . ending, adhesion
and a sealant bond of as much as 500-percent elongation can be obtained.

The first modern caulking compound opened a whole new field of endeavor for
chemists and made possible the weatherproofing of many new types of con-
struction. These new caulking materials are now called "sealants, " a term
which is more descriptive than "caulking compound" when their purpose is
considered.

Properties of Sealants

A few of the scientific or technical terms used to describe the various pro-
perties of sealants should be considered at this point for an understanding of
the desirable properties being sought in sealants.
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Adhesion. Adhesion is the force by which one material attaches itself to an-
Trth7M-. t is usually measured in pounds per square inch (psi). For sealants,
an adhesion of 50 to 100 psi is goodusually very good.

Cohesion. Cohesion is the force by which a material holds itself together. If
the cohesive strength of a material is overcome, the material will tear or split.
Obviously, the adhesion and cohesion of a sealant are related in actual use,
since good adhesion is of no value if cohesion lets the aaterial tear. Chewing
gum is an example of a material having good adhesion and poor cohesion.

Elongation. Elongation is ability of a material to stretch without breaking.
Elongation is measured in percent, and a material of 200-percent elongation
is simply one that can be stretched three times its original length without
breaking. However, for sealing purposes elongation must be accompanied by
recovery; that is, the sealing compound must tend to go back to its original
size and length. A good illustration is the comparison of a rubber band, which
has good stretch and recovery, and chewing gum. The gum has stretch, but
it has no ability to recover.

Modulus of elasticity. Modulus of elasticity is the ratio of stress to strain or
the measure of elasticity of a material. A material of low modulus of elasti-
city is soft and stretches easily but recovers its original shape and length. A
material of high modulus of elasticity requires more force to get elongation,
but should still recover the original shape and length.

Hardness. Hardness of a material is measured by the force required to move
a sn'iM7art of the mass in relation to the whole mass; that is, by the amount
of force needed to put a certain size dent in the finished or cured piece. In one
method of measuring hardness, th- scale of measurement is arbitrarily set
from 0 to 100. This method is called the Shore A hardness test, and the scale
is called the Shore A scale. On this scale the soft rubber of a crepe shoe sole
is about 25, and an automobile tire would be 75 or 80.

Ultimate. Ultimate is a term that designates the measurement taken at the
gncra The test when the speciman either fails and breaks or can go no further.

Tensile stren h. Tensile strength is an expression used to designate the force
require to re an object by pulling it apart. Such a test is called a tensile
test. However, other ways are used for testing strength of materials and of
bonds besides pulling them apart. One of these is a test based upon shear,
where the pull is at a speOfied angle to the material or joint being tested.

Testing of materials. The discussion of qualities of materials and testing used
to evaluate those qualities is very important in considering caulking and sealing
compounds. When a joint is tested, it is placed in a machine which measures
force and distance of movement. Then, the machine is started, and the pull on
the material begins. As the force increases, the sealant stretches. At 100 -
percent elongation, the force is 25 psi; and at 200 percent it is 60 psi. At 250
percent and 90 psi, one side of the joint separates at the bond. From the
example, the following is evident: (a) the ultimate elongation of the sealant is
over 250 percent (the break being in the bond, not the sealant); (b) the adhesion
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is 90 psi; (c) the cohesion of the sealant is over 90 psi; (d) the elongation at
90 psi is 250 percent. If the sealant had failed instead of the bond, (a) the
ultimate elongation of the sealant would be 250 percent; (b) the bond strength
or adhesion would be over 90 psi; and (c) the cohesive strength of the sealant
would be 90 psi.

The adhesion of organic substances to inorganic surfaces is basically dependent
on surface ..nergy phenomena. Only with a few bonding agents, such as the
urethanes, is an actual chemical bond possible; and this chemical bond is to
the surface water layer only. The adhesion of sealants to surfaces depends
more on the development of energy bonds, and in many cases such bonding is
made difficult by the nature of the surfaces.

Primers

To minimize bonding difficulties caused by the surfaces to be bonded, primers
have been developed over the years. For a long time various rubber solutions
or cements have been used to assist in bonding materials to concrete or wood
surfaces. The rubber cements seal the surfaces and penetrate the pores; the
sealant then adheres to the rubber face. However, rubber cement has no power
to bond smooth metal and glass surfaces, but such highly polar materials as
isocyanates and silanes serve as primers for these surfaces.

The use of primers with modern sealants is essential. The force applied to
a sealant bond is directed entirely to the interface between the sealant and the
substrate. Since the sealant must have a reasonable modulus of elasticity if
it is to have any cohesive strength at all, the interface force can be minimized
but cannot be eliminated. To have this bond hold when the face is smooth, a
high-energy primer or coupling agent is needed.

Primers are of value on concrete and wood even though the surface is porous,
since they help to seal such a surface. Glass, when primed properly, presents
a surface to which excellent bonds can be made. Since the bond to glass is
often exposed to ultra-violet light, which has a very serious deteriorating
effect, the bond to glass deserves extra consideration.

Aluminum and copper alloys, if bare metal, expose an oxide surface which
can be either primed or sealed directly. Since the surface is smooth, primers
give a strong bond. Stainless steel, like glass, adheres to little except polar
primers.

Development of New Sealants

The search for new sealants with good adhesion, cohesion, and elongation was
opened up by the success of Thiokol-based sealant material and the desires to
meet the points where Thiokol sealant was presumably deficient. The search
was given great impetus by the sudden increase in the price of sealants from
between 20c to 30 N ner pound to between $3.00 and $5.00 per pound; the demand
at these high prices shows that the users would pay for quality. The properties
which were sought after were: (1) freedom from on-site mixing; (2) freedom
from staining of white substrates; (3) consistent rate of flow or viscosity;
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(4) nontoxicity of material; (5) freedom from bad odor, inherent in sulfur
compounds; and (6) better price.

Silicone rubber sealants. Silicone rubber sealants are very expensive; and
though industry has been willing to pay for quality, some question exists as
to how much. The next new sealant to be developed, a silicone rubber, was of
excellent quality. It cost up to twice as much as Thiokol sealants; however,
it had the advantage of being a single-component type. It smelled of acid but
was consistent and did not stain. With excellent handling properties, color,
good adhesion, and appearance, the silicones became a significant factor in
the market, taking 20 to 30 percent of the business from the Thiokol sealants.

The chief advantages of silicones as glazing sealants ar..?. resistance to temper-
ature extremes, weathering, and aging; easy release; good insulating proper-
ties; and water repellency. These materials contain man-made polymers that
combine the best properties of certain organic and inorganic substances. The
organic part of the polymer consists of one or more hydrocarbons, which give
these sealants their flexibility. The inorganic component, silicon, is the most
abundant solid element on earth, accounting for about 28 percent of the earth's
crust. Linked with oxygen, it provides the sealant with its resistance to heat
and cold, as well as its relative immunity from the effects of time and exposure
to weather.

Several other materials have chemical properties which seem to make the
materials adaptable to sealant manufacture, considering the six points that
have been enumerated and also considering that a good product must have good
adhesion, cohesion, elongation, and reasonable hardness characteristics. The
materials must retain these properties for many years while exposed to the
elements. These systems are acrylic copolymers, urethanes, and epoxies.
Of these, the first two have been developed, and new epoxy resins make the
development of the third likely soon.

Acrylic copolymers. An acrylic sealant material, now on the market, has
taken a considerable volume of the sealant business. Newer Thiokol sealants
are now one-part types so that on-site mixing is unnecessary. These sealants
discussed compose the current lineup of sealants. Certain likes and dislikes
for these materials are based on their good and supposed bad properties: odor,
rate of cure, flow, viscosity-temperature behavior, staining, adhesion, and
others.

Urethanes. The urethane sealant system is probably the most versatile chemi-
cal system to be made available on the commercial market for many years. It
has been manufactured in many forms: soft foams, hard foams, molded items,
adhesives, coatings, tires, and many others. Its use has grown from nothing
to almost 500,000 pounds in ten years.

Two-part type urethane sealants came easy and early; and like two-part
Thiokol sealants, nothing about them excited the user. But a one-component
system was developed, and the chemistry which permits of so much variation
is still being utilized in development of new products.
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Unlike other one-part sealants which cure by air- or moisture-activated cata-
lysts, the urethane sealant molecule itself reacts with the moisture of the air.
The degree of reaction of the molecule is thus subject to many variations,
which makes easy the creation of special properties, various hardnesses, and
t:Arnost any desired behavior.

Butyl rubber sealants. Butyl rubber sealants are manufactured in a variety
of forms: caulking, mastic, and glazing tapes; extruded, solid, and sponge
shapes; and calendered sheeting. Butyl rubber is used in varying percentages
as the binder for a number of caulking and sealing compounds on the market
today. These butyl-based materials fill the caulking and sealing gap that
exists between conventional oil-based caulking compounds and the new poly-
sulfide sealants. The adhesion, dimensional stability, and life of butyl-based
caulking compounds far exceed the performance of oil or alkyd-based caulking
compounds. The butyl-based compounds are recommended for installations
where a material of greater durability or elasticity than oil or alkyd-based
compounds is desired and where cost or technical requirements do not justify
the use of the more expensive polysulfide sealants. While tapes can some-
times be put into place more quickly than a caulking compound, the use of
tapes is more often associated with a specific application or design that takes
full advantage of the preformed shape. Butyl-based caulking compounds and
sealants are one-part plasticized butyl rubber combined with suitable inert
fillers and solvents to either gun- or knife-grade consistencies.

These compounds are designed to utilize the inherent advantages of butyl
rubber in obtaining a caulking material which gives outstanding performance
many times longer than conventional oil-based caulking compounds.

Sunlight and weather are known to have rapid deteriorating effects on natural
rubber and on many synthetic materials. However, because of its low degree
of chemical unsaturation, butyl rubber has an inherent resistance to attack by
sunlight and weather. This resistance has made butyl rubber a natural choice
for applications requiring exposure to the elements. Because of its tightly
packed molecular structure, butyl rubber is remarkably impermeable to
vapors, gases, and moisture. The excellent impermeability of butyl rubber
has been demonstrated for many years in auto inner tubes. As a caulking
binder, this long-lasting barrier to gas and moisture continues to give out-
stailding performance. The expected life of butyl-based caulking compounds
is as much as five times that of oil-based materials.

Since butyl-based caulking materials are nonoxidizing, they depend on solvent
evaporation in order to set up. Since the butyl binder does not react chemi-
cally with the solvent, the caulking compound retains its resilient character-
istics permanently. Initial set occurs after about 24 hours. Shrinkage of the
caulked joint is minimal, being less than 5 percent in most cases. Nonsagging
flexibility and adhesion is retained over a wide range of temperatures.

Butyl-based caulking compounds may be applied with conventional caulking
guns, cartridge or pressurized bulk applicators, and by thumbing and knifing.
They are nontoxic, nonstaining, nonirritating to the skin and are free from
objectionable odor. Excess caulking and smearing nw be easily cleaned with
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aromatic solvents or mineral spirits. No elaborate joint preparation, mask-
ing, or priming are required prior to application. Since butyl-based compounds
have a one-part system, mixing is not required; and additives or accelerators
are unnecessary. Also, container life is indefinite.

Caution should be taken in the use of butyl-based caulking material in curtain-
wall sealing. This type of construction is subject to a great deal of vibration
and movement, particularly high-rise buildings. Butyl based caulking com-
pounds have sufficient elongation to compensate for building movement, but
do not have full return after tension has been released. The elongation of
butyl compounds is about 200 percent, and the return is about 15 Percent.

Painting of butyl caulking is not required, but, if desired, it may be accom-
plished after full setting-up occurs or after about one week.

Butyl-based caulking compounds should not be applied in beads less than 1/4 x
1/4 in. No fills should be deeper than 1/2 in., and a fill should have a bonding
surface of six square inches for each cubic inch to fill. If volume exceeds this,
two applications of compound are advisable. Butyl-based caulking compounds
need no more surface preparation than conventional caulking; that is, a wiping
out of all openings with clean cloths to remove grease, oil, dust, and moisture.
No priming is required, since these compounds are self-priming. Cleanup of
waste material is best done about a day after application of the compound.
Material that has not been pressed against the surfaces may be rolled off with
a dry cloth or knife.

Glazing tape. Butyl rubber glazing tape comes in many sizes, shapes, and
colors; but these basically are very similar. Glazing tape is used mostly on
preglazed sash in place of bedding putty. It is also used for sealing of panels,
mullions, metal-lap or other joints and for filling and sealing openings in metal
construction, as a protective seal, or as a cushion between metal or glass and
metal surfaces to eliminate vibration and dust.

Glazing tape will not run or melt in the sun or in very high temperatures, and
it remains flexible and adherent in low temperatures. Most good glazing tape
will not bleed or stain finished surfaces, and it can be painted as soon as it is
applied. It adheres to all types of clean, dry, oil- and dust-free surfaces,
such as glass, aluminum, stainless steel, porcelain, enamel, and the like.
Care must be taken to thoroughly clean the surface to be taped of all moisture,
dust, or oil substances. Some advantages of using glazing tape are the follow-
ing: (1) easy and rapid application; (2) no cleanup problems; (3) good adherence.
to most clean, dry surfaces with only slight pressure; (4) no susceptibility to
sagging or running from joints when subjected to sandwiching action; (5) ability
to be used alone or in combination with other glazing materials for glazing of
glass; and (6) drying or setting-up time not required before sash or other
material can be moved.

Preformed rubber sealants. Preformed gaskets of either natural or synthetic
rubber, which have long had many uses in industry (notably in automobile manu-
facture), have in recent years begun to find application for sealing buildings.
Neoprene is the material most widely employed for such preformed sealants;
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it is tough and weather-resistant, and it has the mechanical properties needed
for withstanding heavy structural loads.

A correctly designed rubber gasket maintains a tight seal despite the various
types of movement that occurs between the building's sealed edges and sur-
faces. When an external force is applied against a gasket fitted into a con-
fined space--as in sealing a light into a metal frame structure, for example- -
the rubber, under compression, conforms closely to the adjacent materials
and effects a permanent water-tight, dust-tight, air-tight seal.

Relatively little preparation is needed for the installation of a preformed
gasket. Absolute cleanliness of the adjacent members is not essential; and
once the sealing operation is complete, there is little chance of dirt entering
the joint. Also a correctly made and well-fitted gasket can be installed in
almost any weather, often from the inside of the building.

Polysulfide based sealants. Polysulfide based glazing compounds (usually
referred to by the trade name of Thiokol) are one or two-part thixotropic,
polysulfide sealants, which cure at ambient temperatures to firm, flexible
rubber. They have been specifically developed for glazing curtain-wall and
window-wall structures where an absolute water-tight seal is required and
where severe structural movement may be encountered.

Polysulfide glazing compounds have outstanding resistance to weathering,
ozone, and solar radiation; and they provide excellent adhesion to glass,
aluminum, stainless steel, and other architectural materials, even under the
most severe weather conditions. The high adhesive strength of polysulfide
glazing compounds is maintained even after long exposure to ultra-violet
radiation, moisture, vibrational stresses, and extremes in temperature.

Polysulfide sealants are furnished in two forms: the one-part premixed seal-
ant and the two-part sealant mixed on the job site. The advantage of two-part
sealant is shorter curing (hardening) time, which is approximately seven days
for the final cure at approximately 75° F. It has tack-free cure time of 24 to
72 hours at 75° F. This type of polysulfide sealant has a storage time (unmixed)
of about one year. The basic part of the sealant is liquid polysulfide polymer
(Thiokol) which is combined with an activator or curing agent of lead dioxide.
The usual mixing ratio by weight is ten parts of base material to one part
activator. Application time is the period of time that the sealant retains a
workable consistency suitable for application with caulking gun, knife, or
trowel. The length of time that the mixed compound remains workable depends
upon temperature and humidity conditions. Low temperature and low humidity
retard cure and increase working time, and high temperature and high humidity
conditions accelerate cure and decrease working time. With approximate
temperature of 75° F. and humidity of 50 percent, application time will be
reduced from 2 to 6 hours, depending on the type of sealant used. For every
10° F. rise over 75° F., the application time is reduced by half; and for every
10° F. drop under 75° F. , the application time is doubled. For mixing, the
activator is added to the base compound, and the two should be mixed together
immediately to avoid possible "spot curing. " It is recommended that the acti-
vator be added to the base in small amounts and thoroughly mixed until all the
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activator has been added. The compound should be slowly stirred with a flat
paddle or a square-ended knife and thoroughly mixed approximately 7 to 10
minutes. The sides and bottom of the container should be scraped to include
all the compound in the mixture and to ensure uniform blending. The mixing
paddle should be scraped periodically to improve unmixed compound. Slow
mixing by hand is recommended. When a mechanical mixer is used, it should
not be operated above 300 rpm. High-speed mixing equipment may introduce
air into the material and cause sponginess after aging or may raise the tempe-
rature within the mixture and shorten application life.

When it Is desired to store sealants or premix at the job site, the sealant
should be kept under refrigeration. Use of a quicl.-freeze technique is recom-
mended so as to minimize the amount of application time that would be lost in
a slower cooling procedure. One successful method is to immerse the filled
cartridges for ten minutes in a slurry of dry ice and alcohol. The temperature
of the sealant will drop to approximately -70° F., and the cartridges may then
be transferred to a storage unit maintained at -20° F. Mixed sealants may be
stored for 7 days at -20° F., or for 15 days at -65° F. The time consumed by
freezing and thawing operations reduces the application time by approximately
30 minutes. Normally, "thaw time" is approximately one-half hour. After
the sealant has been permitted to "thaw" or reach room temperature, the
glazier can proceed to apply the material in the conventional manner. The
sealant should not be overheated when thawing for use.

The one-part or factory-mixed polysulfide sealant has a longer curing time of
about 10 to 20 days at 75° F. and a shorter storage time of about 4 months.
Advantages of the one-part sealant are: (1) mixing is unnecessary since the
material is ready to use as furnished; (2) longer time in the wet condition
insures more positive adhesion; (3) air bubbles associated with mixing are
eliminated; and (4) laboratory control insures consistent uniformity. All other
characteristics of the two-part polysulfide sealant are approximately the same;
the rest of the information in this section will pertain to both the one- and two-
part polysulfide sealants.

As with all gli.....ing compounds or sealants, the sealing effectiveness of a poly-
sulfide compound is only as good as the quality of the surface preparation.
The surface must be clean, dry, structurally sound, and free of loose mate-
rials, coatings, rust, oil, grease, paint, wax, silicones, weatherproofing,
and release agents. New surfaces may be adequately cleaned with the use of
a household cleanser and hot tap water. Surfaces should be washed thoroughly
with hot water to remove all traces of cleanser and should be dried immediately
with a clean rag or paper towel. When it is impractical to use cleanser, the
surfaces may be cleaned with an oil-free solvent such as kylene, toluene, or
methyl ethyl ketone. Surfaces cleaned with these cleaning agents should be
wiped immediately with a dry clean cloth before the solvent has evaporated.
Old surfaces having a coating of old oil-base caulking and glazing compounds,
rust, or other products of corrosion must be thoroughly cleaned. Such clean-
ing can be done in most cases by scraping and sanding followed by solvent
cleaning. However, in extreme cases, sandblasting or chemical cleaning may
be necessary. Primer is not normally needed for nonporous material such as
glass, metal, porcelain, and semiporous materials such as wood, marble,
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concrete, and common brick. In some cases, the use of primers may be
necessary to insure 100-percent adhesion. Deep cavities may be filled to
within 1/2 to 3/4 inch of the surface with nonimpregnated jute, oakum, grout,
preformed rubber, wood, and so forth before the sealing compound is applied.

Application sf polysulfide sealant at temperat'ir 9 below 40° F. is not recom-
mended because of the possibility of the pres 1 of condensation or frost,
which may interfere with good adhesion. Som of the specific benefits and
advantages of using a polysulfide sealant are the following:

Seals surfaces th7.t are subject to extremes in movement, pressure, and
temperature to provide an air-tight, water-tight, chemical-tight joint
with a calculated life expectancy of more than 20 years

_. Remains flexible to form a joint that may expand and contract from 200
to 300 percent without breaking

3. Never shrinks after application, since it contains 99-percent minimum
solids

4. Adheres without prir- to almost any clean nonporous surface, such as
glass, aluminum, steel, metals of all kinds, porcelain, and plastics

5. Has a service temperature range from -65° F. to 250° F.

6. Has excellent resistance to the elements and may be used Oa* -der either
interior or exterior exposures

7. Is economical to use since it preven expensive maintenance

8. Can be applied best with a caulking gun, but application may be made with
a putty knife

9. Can be used without heat either for application or curing

10. Resists water, sun, ozone, gasoline, oil, diluted acids, alkalines, and
most solvents

11. Is available in a variety of colors

Health and safety precautions. The activator of polysulphide based compounds
may contain lead, tin, zinc, and/or epoxy resins, depending on the particular
type of selant used. These compounds may be irritating to the skin and eyes;
therefore, direct contact with the material should be avoided. Any material
on the skin should be removed promptly with suitable hand cleaner before
eating or smoking. Inhalat:Dn of the vapors should be avoided. The material
is combustible and is dr gerous if taken internally. If the activator is taken
internally by accident, a physician should be called immediately. It should
be kept out of the reach of children.
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Conventional Sealants

Although the modern sealants are finding wide acceptance in glazing, the con-
ventional sealants- -the putties and oil-based caulking compounds--remain
important.

Wood sash t_p_Aty. Wood sash putty or linseed oil putty, as it is sometimes
referred to, is designed for glazing primed or unprimed wood sash and sash
treated with water-repellant toxic solutions. We ad sash putty is generally
made of a mixture of pure linseed oil., whiting pigments, and driers such as
soy bean and perilla oil.. Some woos: sa-311 putty contains basic carbonate of
lead, or white lead, used generally where extreme hardness is desired on
primed wood sash. Other types of wood sash putty contain a nondrying resin
that prevents a stone-hard set.

A good grade of wood sash putty should not adhere with too great a tenacity to
the putty knife or to the glazier's hands; yet, it should not be too dry for easy
application to the sash. Application of a suitable primer, a priming paint, or
bailed linseed oil. to wood sash before applying putty is a necessary practice
for good adhesion. II' putty is too hard or stiff and has to be softened, p
linseed oil. should be used as the softening or mixing agent; experience ;Lexie
will tell the glazier what the right consistency is.

Putty sl../uld not be painted until it is thoroughly set. Too early painting forms
an air-tight film, retarding drying and later perhaps causing the surface of
the paint to crack. All wood putty should be painted at the correct time for
proper protection of the putty surfaces.

Metal sash putty. Metal sash putty differs from wood putty by its being formu-
lated to adhere to a nonporous surface. It is used in the glazing of aluminum,
steel, stainless steei, bronze, and bonderized-galvanized steel sash. It is
generally a mixture of pigment, vegetable oil, and volatile thinner.

If the metal sash putty is too hard or stiff to be used, the putty manufactt!rer's
recommended thinner or white unleaded gasoline should be used as the mixing
or thinning agent. At no time should any type of oil be used as a mixing agent.
Oil mixed into metal sash putty will form pockets and cause the putty to bubble
or wrinkY P.

When glazing metal sash, the sash surfaces must be clean and dry. The sash
must also be correctly installed and adjusted (racked) prior to glazing. The
presence of grease, oil, ( "1st from other construction activities, sand, mortar,
water, fri.,01., el-low, conit,lsation, rust flaking, incompletely dry paint, or
othe foreign or incompatible 'material will pro/ it satisfactory performance
of the putty.

Tinder most conditions, metal sash putty will reach t firm se,, in about 14 days.
A surface film will also have developed by this time, and the putty will not
suffer damage from casual fingering at this stage. The putty will have good
adhesion bat may still be damaged if sash surfaces are handled carelessly.
Full adhesion will develop within two to four months, depending on the job
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conditions. If putty is to be painted, it may se painted at the finger-hard stage
or later. Earlier painting will delay or prevent proper set.

Oil-based caulking compound. This compound is a ready-to-use oleoresinous
Toil and resin)resin) and elastomeric base of gun- or knife-grade caulking compound
designed to seal joints where either similar or dissimilar building materials
are joined. It is a uniform mixture of fibers, pigments, oils, and volatile
solvents formulated to form a tougil, durable skin, which will remain elastic
and protect the body of the compound beneath this skin. The compound should
stay soft, pA.t.stic, and tacky, adhering well to the surface on which it is appLed.

All caulking installations should be made at terni:eratures above 40° F. Below
this temperature, surfaces can become covered with condensation, which
materially interferes with the bond. Further, at these low temperatures, the
caulking compound stiffens so that the surface of the sash does not become
sufficiently wet, resulting in further weakening of the bond.

If long lasting performance of a caulking ccmpound is to be expected, it is
important in any caulked joint that the depth be one to three times the width
and that the joint be closed on three sides. If the depth is less tian the width,
it should be raked out to a greater depth. If the depth is more than three times
the width, it should be partially filled with jute or oakum.

Before caulking compound is applied, all surfaces should be clean and dry.
Masonry surfaces should be dusted with a stiff brush and blown clean to ensure
the absence of dust. Metal and glass surfaces can be wiped down with mineral
spirits or similar solvents, but should be thoroughly dry when the caulking
compound is applied, since moisture interferes with adhesion. Priming is not
necessary except on marble or granite. In all caulking installations, the sur-
faces should be smoothly tooled. The tooling not only provides an attractive
smooth surface but, more important, presses the caulking compound firmly
into place, increasing the adhesion to the sides of the joint. Caulking com-
pound should always be used as received. If the consistency is too firm for
proper working, the container may be placed in hot water for a short while.
However, thinning or dilution should not be permitted. Oil-based caulking
sealants should not be used for large lights of glass or as a metal-to-metal
sealant where heavy movement from expansion and contraction will occur.

Study Assignment

1. Glazing Manual. Read pp. 7-10, "Glazing Materials. "

2. Examine the sales literature and catalogs of the manufacturers of caulking
compounds, putties, and sealants. These materials are available in the
library.
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TOPIC 2--GLAZING SEALANTS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows' (1) determine the word the t belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that haw the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The newer types of caulking compounds employ 1.
1 in place of 2 oils. 2,

2. Natural asphalt or coal tar 3 very slowly, 3.
but it ultimately becomes U and 5 . 4.

5.

3_ -'dhesion is the 6 by which one 7 6.
attaches itself toaiaffer. 7.

4. Elongation is the property that enables a si.

material to 8 without 9 . U.

5. The 10 strength of a material is the resist- 10.
anceargrs to being pulled apart.

6. The bonding of sealants to surfaces is improved 11.
by the use of 11 .

7. One disadvantage of silicone rubber sealants is 12.
that they are very 12 .

8. Glazing tope is mostly used on 13 14 in 13.
place of bedding putty. 14.

9. Butyl - based caulking compounds are 15
16 systems, and thus require noTT.

10. The life of a seal made with a butyl-based corn-
pounO car be expected to be as much as 18
times that of one made with an oil-base icinTfaial.

15.
16.
17.

18.

ii
a. . Smeared butyl caulking material can be cleaned 19.

with 19 solvents or 20 spirits. 20.

223
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12. Preformed
glazing- se

13. Polysulfide
for glazing
structures.

21 22 'are available for
ant app

sealant was specifically developed
23 24 and 25 26

21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

14. The usual mixing ratio for two-part polysulfide 27.
sealant is 27 parts by weight of base material 28.
to 28 pTrTisTof activator.

15. Mixed two-part polysulfide sealant may be stored 29.
for 7 days at a temperature of 29 or 30 30.
days at -65° F.

16. New surfaces can be prepared to take polysulfide
sealant by cleaning them with 31 32 and

33 34 .

17. If wood sash putty is too hard or stiff, it can be
softened with 35 36 .

18. Under most conditions, metal sash putty will
37 in about 38 days.

19. If oil is mixed in metal sash putty, it will form
39 and cause the putty to 40 or 41 .

20. All caulking should be done at temperatures
above 42 to ensure that condensation will
not interfere with the 43 .

31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.

37.
38.

39.
40.
41.

42.
43.
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Test
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Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Metal sash putty is sometimes called linseed
oil putty.

2. Some wood sash putty contains white lead for
extreme hardening.

3. Unleaded white gasoline can be used in mixing
metal sash putty.

4. Adhesion is the force by which a material holds
itself together.

5. Oil-based caulking compound can be thinned
with linseed oil.

6. Oil-based caulking compound may be applied
to a moist surface.

7. One advantage of using glazing tape is that
clean-up problems are eliminated.

8. Good glazing tape will neither bleed nor stain
finished surfaces.

9. Butyl rubber caulking compounds are less
expensive than polysulfide sealants.

10. Elongation of butyl rubber caulking is about
200 percent, but return is only about 15 percent.

11. Polysulfide sealant is manufactured only in pre-
mixed form.

12. Butyl-based sealants are nontoxic.

13. After the two-part polysulfide sealant has been
mixed, it cannot be stored.

14. If polysulfide sealant is accidentally taken
internally, a doctor should be called immediately.

15. Low temperature retards the curing of poly-
sulfide sealants.

16. Absolute cleanliness is required in the instal-
lation of preformed rubber gaskets.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F
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17. Neoprene is the material most commonly used
for preformed rubber gaskets.

17. T F

18. Silicone sealant cures by reaction with moisture
in the air.

18. T F

19. Silicone sealants are available only in a neutral
color.

19. T F

20. Silicone must be mixed on the job site. 20. T F



Glass Processing

TOPIC 1 -- ECONOMY IN SELECTION AND CUTTING

This topic, "Economy in Selection and Cutting, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What rules apply in the economical selection and cutting of plate glass?
Of window glass? Of rough rolled glass?
How are stock sizes of plate glass bracketed?
How are "united inch" classifications employed to bracket stock sheets
of window glass ?

The profits of a glass business are affected greatly by the amount of waste
involved in the cutting process. Almost all of the glass used must be cut from
stock sheets supplied from the factories. Skillful selection of stock sheets
from which the smaller sizes are to be cut is the mark of a good journeyman.

Different rules apply in selecting and cutting the three general types of flat
glass: plate glass, window glass, and rough rolled glass. Plate glass and
window glass are bought and sold in sheets of various classifications, or
"brackets, " which indicate size ranges. Bracket classifications and their
values vary from area to area and between different levels of the trade.
Rough rolled glass is bcught and sold in increments of square feet.

Plate Glass

In order to determine the value of a given light of plate glass, the glazier must
first establish the total area, in square feet, of the light. He must then multi-
ply this total square-foot area by thc, value per square foot of the glass. Be-
cause of the wide variation in sizes of plate glass, a means of deciding what
square-foot value to apply is needed. As a general rule, as the size of the
glass increases, the value per square foot increases. This is caused by
various factors, among which are increased cost of handling, risk of breakage,
cost of storage, and cost of manufacture. For example, four lights of plate
glass 36 in. x 60 in. have a total combined area of 60 sq. ft., and one light
60 in. x 144 in. also has an a2 ea of 60 sq. ft. However, even though the st,
number of square feet is involved in both instances, the four smaller lights of
glass have less total value than the one large light of glass, because the value
per squat e foot of area is less for the smaller lights than for the large light.

To simplify this problem, therefore, stock sheets of plate glass are valuers
according to "brackets." These are classifications that describe a range of
square feet within which the price per square foot is the same. If, for example,
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a stock sheet of plate glass contains more than 10 sq. ft. but less than 15 sq.
ft., it is classified as being in the "10 to 15" bracket. If it contains more
than 15 sq. ft. but less than 25 sq. ft., it is classified in the "15 to 25" bracket.
Each bracket has its own cost per square foot. Although values and ranges of
square feet may vary, the general pattern of groupings of the more commonly
used sizes is about as follows:

Less than 5
5 to 10
10 to 15

15 to 25
25 to 50
50 to 75

When a light of glass is to be cut to a particular size, it is wise to choose a
stock sheet that is within the same size bracket as the piece required. The
value of the stock sheet and the piece to be cut will th,n be the same per square
foot. A minimum of waste should be trimmed from the stock sheet, of course,
since waste glass was paid for when the stock sheet was purchased and will
therefore affect the profit on the light being cut.

Window Glass

Window glass is bought and sold in stock sheets classified in brackets of
another type, which are determined by the "united inch," the sum of any two
sides of a piece of glass that form a 90' angle. For example, a light of glass
has one 12-inch side and one 24-inch side: the stun of the lengths of these two
sides is 36 inches, whicn is the united-inch size of that light of glass. When a
united-inch size has been determined, it is then checked against the bracket
values to determine the value of the piece of glass. For example, all lights
with a united-inch size up to and including 40 inches are valued in the 40-inch
bracket, and all lights having a united inch size of from 41 inches to and
including 50 inches are valued in the 50-inch bracket. As the number of inches
specified by the bracket increases, so does the value per inch. Therefore,
when stock sheets of window glass are being selected for cutting to smaller
sizes, care should be taken to cut from lights that fall into the same bracket
as the piece desired.

Rough Rolled Glass

Stock sheets of rough rolled glass supplied from the factory vary in width from
18 in. to 60 in. and in length from 120 in. to 144 in. The combination of width
and length varies according to the pattern of the glass. Other widths and lengths
are available in some special instances. The value per square foot does not
increase as the size of the glass increases. When cutting this type of glass, the
important factor to consider is waste. Careful selection will keep waste losses
to a minimum.

Topic for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the factors that could influence the selection of glass
for cutting if you are asked to do so.
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UNIT G--GLASS PROCESSING

TOPIC 1--ECONOMY IN SELECTION AND CUTTING - STUDY GUIDE AND
TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

1. The term "bracket, " as it is used in connection 1.
with 1 glass and 2 glass, means a -5...

3 range. 3.

2. The most important consideration in deciding
what size stock sheet to cut to obtain a particular

4.

size of glass is 4 .

3. The value per square foot of a piece of plate glass 5.
is in part determired by the 5 of the light from
which it is obtained.

4. Stock sheets of window glass are classified according 6.
to 6 7 size brackets. 7.

5. A bracket described as "15 to 25" could be used in 8.
determining the value of 8 glass.

6. A light of window glass 16 in. x 20 in. could be cut 9.
most economically from a sheet in the 9
bracket.

7. A type of glass whose cost per square foot does 10.
not vary with the size of the light is 10 11 11.
glass.

8. A light of store-front plate glass 48 m. x 120 in. 12.
would fall into the 12 bracket.

9. Among the factors that make for the higher cost 13.
per unit of area of glass in the larger size brackets 14.
are the increased risk of 13 and the increased 15.
costs of 14 , 15 : ai'd: 16 . 16.

. The profits -f a glass business are reduced by
cutting which invokes too much 17
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Test

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. All flat glass is priced according to size brackets. 1. T F

2. Bracket classifications vary from area to area. 2. T F

3. Rough rolled glass is sold in increments of united
inches.

3. T F

4. When a light of glass is to be cut to a particular
size, a stock sheet should be chosen that is within

4. T F

., the same size bracket as the piece required.

5. Plate-glass size brackets are based on united feet. 5. T F

6. Each size bracket for plate glass of a given specifi-
cation has its corrtsponding cost per square foot.

6. T F

'I The value per square foot of rough rolled glass is
not related to the size of the light.

7. T F

8. The united-inch size of a piece of window glass is
the product of the lengths of any two sides that

8. T F

,...irm a 90° angle.

9. A piece of window glass 18 in. by 24 in. should he
cut from a sheet in the 50-in. bracket.

9. T F

10. Stock sheets of rough rolled glass are available
in 60 -in, widths.

10. T F
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TOPIC 2--CUTTING

the cut. There should be no nicks or gaps in the wheel. It should run free

primary importance in successful glass cutting. The index finger should rest

per-
pendicular to the glass surface.

Correct Procedure for Cutting Glass

of practice and close observation to detail. Although the cutting of glass may

must always be wiped clean and free from water and dust. With heavy glass
over 1/4 in. thick, including structural. glass, a cloth or a finger cot soaked

imper-
fections and is reasonably sharp and well lubricated. It is advisable to make

the wheel of the cutter by the sound it makes when cutting and by observing

of the wheel on its axle can cave skips that in turn prevent the cut from running
true. resulting in a waste of glass. Cutting should always be done in a normally
warm room, preferably at about 600 to 70° F. No cut should be made on glass

Holding th3 cutter. The way in which the craftsman holds the cutter is of

on the curved shoulder on the front of the cuter. As the cut is made, the
tool may incline slightly toward the operator. The degree of this angle is not

not lean to one side or the other in relation to the cut; the wheel must be per-

Applying pressure. The second consideration in the proper cutting of glass

glass. Only by practice and careful study can a glazier a lquire the knack of
applying the proper pressure. The sound of the wheel moving over the glass
varic.: with pressure, and the glazier learns to gauge the amount of pressure

A glazier can develop skill in the art of cntting glass only by a great Linount

are involved.

in a lubricant is drawn along the proposed path of the cut. Before making any
cuts, the glazier should make certain that the cutting wheel is free of

a trial cut on avast-: material. An experienced glazier knows the condition of

at temperatures above 110° F.

critical and will vary according to the individual. However, the cutter should

is the amount pressure to be used when a cutter is drawn across a piece of

appear to be simple, a closer analysis of the process reveals that many factors

Preparing to make the cut. Before a cut is traced, the surface of the glass

and should not wobble on its axle. Nicks on the edge of the wheel or binding

What preparations must be made before the cutting of glass is attempted?

What special precautions must be observed in cutting mirrors and lami-
nated

What techniques are employed for making cuts of various types in glass?

nated glass?
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This topic, "Cutting, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:
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to use by the sound. With practice, he will be able to tell when a correct
"cut" is made and also when the glass is merely scratched.

After the mark is made, pressure is applied to break the glass; the pressure
to be used varies with the thickness of the glass. The depth of penetration
of the cutter also varies with glass thickness.

The glazier should never try to retrace a cut. Retracing will only roughen
the edges of the first cut and may cause the cut to jump (or run). If the
original cut is not satisfactory, the straightedge should be moved a fraction
of an inch outside of the intended line of cut and a new cut made.

Straight cuts. If a table is used for cutting glass, it should be as flat as
possible and free of dirt and cutting debris, since glass has a tendency to
break incorrectly when any surface tension or strain is present. If glass is
cut in a vertical position, as is often the case in field work, care should be
taken to ensure that the glass is not twisted or bent, as such conditions also
cause the glass to break improperly.

The size of the light of glass being cut will determine the proper method of
running the cut. When glass is being cut on a table, one of the three following
methods may be used to run the cut:

1. (Method used when there is approximately the same amount of glass on
each side of the cut. ) Position the glass with a straightedge directly under-
neath the cut. Apply pressure to the glass on both sides of the cut.

2. (Method used when only a small amount of glass, perhaps 1 or 2 in., are
to be removed from a large piece. ) Place the glass so that the waste 'Age
extends slightly over the edge of the table. Using glass pliers, exert suffi-
cient steady downward pressure to cause the run. (In some cases, the glass
may be tapped lightly from the under side to start the run.)

3. (Method suggested for use when the light of glass is small enough for one
man to handle and when the area to be cut off is too wide for the use of
method No. 2, yet not large enough for method No. 1.) After the cut is
made, extend the waste portion of the glass over the edge of the table until
the cut is in line with the edge of the table. Then lift the waste side of the
glass slightly and drop it. (The height to which the glass must be lifted
depends upon the thickness of the glass. )

When vertical cuts are made on the job, the following rules should be observed:

I. Do not attempt to remove more than 2 to 4 in. of waste at one time. If more
must be removed, repeat the cutting procedure. This is referred to as
"stripping. "

2. Be certain that the glass is standing free and that no undue strain or twist
is present.
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3. Do not attempt to cut glass that has been allowed to stand in the sun for any
great length of time; thermal strain caused by this exposure will often cause
the cut to fail.

Circles and outside curves. The cutting of cirzles or curves requires pro-
cedures different from those followed for making straight cuts. After the cut
has been made, the light of glass should be turned over and laid flat on the
table, and pressure should be applied directly over the cut. This pressure
should be moved arou) d the cut, following the run.

In most cases, the waste glass cannot be removed in one piece. The method
used to remove the waste glass (selvage) from circular or curved cuts varies,
depending upon the size, thickness, and shape of the glass. Removing this
selvage a small piece at a time is the generally accepted procedure, which
may be facilitated by making straight cuts from the edge of the waste to the
circular cut. Each straight cut should be made tangent to the circular cut.
This method will minimize the chance of chipping the edge of the work

Incuts. Frx making incuts that have shapes other than circular, the same
procedure should be followed as for circles and outside curvets, except that
the waste area must be removed in a different way. One method is to cut,
run, and remove triangular pieces of glass from the waste area, one after
the other. The size of these pieces may vary. depending upon the size of the
waste area involved, but in all cases one point of the triangle should terminate
at the original cut. The points are usually started by drilling,.

Holes. Although round holes are most frequently cut with a tube drill, they
may also be cut by the same general procedures described for cutting circles
and outside curves. A suggested method for removing the waste material
from a hole is to drill four small holes connecting with the original cut at four
equally spaced points, as shown in Fig. G-1. Cut and run a square connecting
these four points. Then cut and run diagonals in the square. After these cuts
have been made, the selvage glass may be tapped out.

Fig. 0.1.
Removing waste material to make a hole:

Adrilled holes; 8square; Cdiagonal
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Laminated glass. The same requirements for cutting the types of glass already
distAtssed in this topic -,,,re applicable to the cutting of laminated glass. However,
several additional requirements must be met. Laminated glass should not be
cut at a room temperature below 70° F. or above 110° F. if satisfactory results
are to be achieved. A cut should be made on one face of the glass and should
immediately be run carefully, with the least possible amount of bending. The
glass should then be turned over and another cu; made and run directly above
the cut on the opposite face. Although both pieces of glass in the laminated
piece will now have been cut, the plastic sheet between will not have been
severed. Special care must be employed at this point; the chief cause of glass
breakage is chipping during the cutting of the p? ;tic and the removal of the
waste glass.

Three different methods may be used to sever the plastic: the ho; -wire method,
the cold method, and the solvent method. The hot-wire method was once used
almost universally on exacting work, but it is now becoming obsolete.

In the hot-wire method, the glass should be blocked up about 2 in. above an
asbestos-covered table with felt-covered blocks, and the wire should be placed
in the cut about 1/16 to 3/16 in, toward the w.-ste side. The Hot wire will
soften the plastic in a few minutes, and the waste piece of glass can then be
pulled away horizontally far enough to permit the plastic to be cut with a razor
blade without causing chips on the good side of the cut.

The cold method of cutting the plastic requires glass pliers and a razor blade.
The glass should be clamped securely to a table top with the waste portion
overhanging the edge of the table. Gripped with one hand, the pliers pull the
cut apart and stretch the plastic sufficiently to allow a razor blade, held in
the other hand, to cut the plastic. The waste piece should not be allowed to
bend up or down, as chips in the glass may result. Stretching and cutting the
plastic can be facilitated by immersing the entire sheet of glass for a few
minutes in a vat of water heated to a temperature of 160° to 170° F. Then the
waste can be removed easily with the pliers and the razor blade. No edgework
on glass should be done until the glass has been cooled to room temperature.

The third method of severing the plastic--the solvent method--is by far the
easiest and is becoming the most widely used. The appropriate solvent for
the plastic is squirted on the cut, which can then be broken out almost immedi-
ately.

Mirrors. When mirrors of various sizes are cut from stock sheets, these
a7=nust be handled even Lore carefully than fine plate glass. Special
care must be used in laying mirrors on the cutting table. When large stock k
sheets are to be cut, a tilting cuttl.ng table is most desirable. The table
should be tilted to the upright position and the mirror set up flat against the
table. This procedure eliminates sliding the sheet onto the table, which is
likely to scratch the back of the mirror. However, smaller lights may be
laid down onto the table by one or two men, although here again great care
must be taken to see that the glass does not slide on the table. Any dirt or
debris trapped between the mirror and the table may scratch the sack of the
mirror. One method of preventing this whenever glass is moved is to raise
the mirror from one side so that the back does not come into contact with
the table surface.

I

i

i
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TOPIC 2-

GLASS PROCESSING

-CU TINGT - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

1. The cutting wheel must always be perpendicular
to the 1 ; the cutter may be inclined slightly
towar ticrn 2 .

2. An experienced glazier judges the proper amount
of pressure to apply in cutting by thr; 3 of
the cutter.

1.

3.

3. The amount of penetration nee in a cut may 4.
vary with the 4 of the glass.

4. Retracing a cut will invariably 5 the edges 5.
of the first cut.

5. It is important for any cutting table to be 6 6.
and free of 7 because glass may bream 7.
incorrectly Wei it is subject to 8 . 8.

6. When the glass is cut vertically, the mechanic must 9.
be sure it is not 9 or 10 ; only small pieces 10.
should be removed7c7. time, a process called 11 . 11.

7. Whenever a large light of glass is cut approximately 12.
in half, a(n) 12 is placed under the cut.

8. When a cut is run by placing the waste edge over 13.
the edge of the table, the cut may be tapped from
the 13 side.

9. The cuts in the waste pieces of a circular cut should
be 14 to the circular cut; this minimizes the
likelihood of 15 .

10. The waste glass may be removed from incuts by
cutting it into 16 pieces, then 17 and
removing the pieces.
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14.
15.

16.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

f. The chief problem in cutting laminated glass is to
cut the plastic and remove the waste without sepa-
rating the laminated sheets.

2. Lubricant should be used between the cutter wheel
and the surface of heavy glass.

3. Nicks on the edge of the cutter wheel will prevent
it from running true.

4. To ensure an adequately deep cut, the glazier
should retrace the cut on heavy plate glass.

5. Glass will not break correctly if it is cut while
under stress.

6. Small waste pieces from straight cuts can best be
removed with glass pliers.

7. Stripping is a technique of removing waste glass
from circular cuts made at the job site.

8. Glass selvage is usually removed in small pieces
when a circular piece is being cut.

9. Large mirrors must be cut in the horizontal
position.

10. The condition of a cutter wheel is best verified
by making a trial cut on waste material.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 3--EDGEWORK

This topic, " Edgework, ft is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What types of edgework are performed in the glazing shop?
How do the various types of glass edgc.s differ in appearance, and how
is each type produced in the shop?
What precautions must be observed if quality edgework is to be done':

Types of Edgework

A glazier is often required to work in the shop. Edgework, one of the many
jobs done in the shop, includes the finishing of the exposed edges of such
items as mirrors, table tops, and auto glass. This topic deals with the
various types of edgework that must be done by the craftsman in the glazing
trade.

Clean-cut edge. When glass is cut, a clean-cut edge usually results if the cut
is made correctly with a good cutter (Fig. 0-2). The edge and the flat surface
of the glass should meet at 90°, and the edge should be reasonably free of spalls,
flares, and chips.

Swiped edge. The purpose of the swiped edge is to relieve the sharpness that
is characteristic of the clean-cut edge. This operation is done in several
different ways, including using a hand stone, a grinder, an upright abrasive
belt sander, or a portable abrasive belt sander. The tools most commonly
used are the sanders. The glass is placed so that it meets the belt at approxi-
mately a 450 angle, and the sharp corners of the clean-cut edge are thus ground
away. Since a rough belt is generally used, this procedure is done very quickly
so that not too much glass will be grcend away. Nothing is done to the flat sur-
face of the edge; this remains as it is on a clean-cut edge (Fig. G-3). The most
common use of the swiped edge is in work on mirrors to be installed with metal
frames. Here the swiped edge serves to minimize the possibility that the edge
might chip as the mirror is slipped into the close-fitting frame. L. a variation
of the swiped edge, the flat surface may also be ground. This is called a flat-
ground edge.

Fig. G2. Clean-cut edge
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Fig. G3. Swiped edge
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Seamed r.,,J e. The seamed edge is similar to the swiped edge but is used more
wide y, sme it is generally considered to be a more finished product (Fig.
G-4). The seamed edge is used when a finish is desired on the exposed edge;
greater care must therefor be exercised during its processing. Either a
flat stone or a fine smoothing belt is used to produce this edge. Except that
the belt or stone employed is less coarse, the procedure is similar to that
used to produce the swiped edge. A good seamed edge will appear to be semi-
polished. A common application of this type of edge is on table tops.

In some cases, a seamed edge may be polished instead of merely smoothed;
such an edge is referred to as a polished seam.

Flat polished edge. The procedure used for producing a flat polished edge is
similar to that used for making the seamed edge, except that the flat edge is
also polishd (Fig. G-5). This, therefore, is an even more refined edge. It
is used for such work as showcases, shelves, and mirrors. Sometimes when
eass is cut, small dimples, flares, or flaws occur in the flat edge. As the
seaming process does not eliminate these imperfections, a flat polish is desir-
able for improved appearance of the edge.

Fig. G-4. Seamed edge

SMOOTH

NATURAL CUT

Fig. G-5. Flat polished edge

POLISHED

Ttie belt or stone used to fabricate the flat polished edge may be the same as
that used for the seamed edge. However, an abrasive of a finer grit may be
more desirable. The flat polished edge is produced by the following five steps:

1. Rough grind- -The edge of the glass is placed at an angle of 90° to the grinder;
this may be a flat steel wheel upon which a mixture of either carborundum and
water or aluminum oxide and water is allowed to flow, or it may be a wet belt
machine. This process will flatten the edge and eliminate all irregularities.

2. Smooth--The edge of the glass is placed at 90° to the smoothing wheel or
fine belt. This will smooth out the rough ground edge and produce a smooth,
dull finish.

3. Seam--This is done in the mariner prescribed for the seamed edge.

4. Cork polishThe edge of the glass is brushed back and forth lightly against
a cork wheel or belt. The wheel or belt is kept saturated throughout the
operation with a mixture of fine pumice stone and water. The wheel or belt
should not be allowed to dry out, as friction will cause burning, which
results in a spalled edge; if this occurs, the entire process must be done
over. After several strokes, the glass edge will become milky white, and
the glazier may proceed to the next step.
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5. Rouge polishThe edge of the glass is brushed lightly against a felt wheel
impregnated with a jeweler's rouge and Water. This process eliminates
the milky white cast left by the cork polisher. A very high or glossy shine
sa -;filar to the flat surface of the glass will be produced in a short time.
Ag -in, caution should be used to keep the wheel from drying out. If the
glass burns, the entire process fails and must ue done over.

Variations of the flat polished edge. The rouria polished, pencil polished, and
bullnose polished edges are all variations of the flat polished edge (Fig. G-6).
Tne same basic procedures apply except that the seaming and polishing are
done in one operation by means of a slightly different type of machine. The
most satisfactory machine employs an upright abrasive wheel. The edge of
the wheel is grooved to fit these various edges. Although the wheel is made
of a very fine abrasive, the initial step of rcugh grinding may be eliminated
in most cases. However, if the edge is rough, preliminary rough grinding
is advisable; if this precaution is not taken in such a ^ase, the rough edge of
the glass may tear up the wheel.

Round polished edge Semiround or pencil iaolished edge

Fig. G-6. Variations of flat polished edge

Bullnose polished edge

Beveled edge. The beveled edge i.., widely used in mirror work. This edge
is formed by grinding away a part of the top surface of the glass and then
repolishing this area to match the finish of the flat surface of the glass (Fig.
G-7). Almost all beveling today is done by machine; the glass is set in a jig
to the desired angle and is finished by an automatic process. However, a
knowledge of the basic processes can be helpful to the glazier in emergencies
when a beveled edge must be made and automatic machinery is not at hand.

The process used for producing a beveled edge is similar to that used for a
flit polished edge. The angle of a beveled edge varies according to the width
of bevel desired; the width is measured on the flat surface, in from the edge.
The glass is held to the wheel at an angle that will allow for the required bevel
and a sufficient flat surface. It is moved across the grinding wheel until the
proper amount of glass (typically 1/2 in. ) is ground away. After the rough
grinding has been done, the edge is polished, following the procedures outlined
for flat polishing.

Mitered edge. A mitered edge is ground to a single continuous angle with the
flat surface of the glass (Fig, G-8). This type of edge is used most frequently
in cases where two pieces of glass meet at an angle other than 1800, either in
a store front or a showcase. If the edge of each light is ground to one-half the
angle of the joint, the two pieces can be butted together and cemented to form
a continuous unbroken line of glass. This eliminates the vise of corner bars,
which is desirable in some types of work. An example of ::he use of such an
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edge is the installation of two pieces of plate glass to form a 90° corner. The
edge of each light is ground away to an angle of 45°, and the two lights are
joined to form a 90° corner. When the miter is ground back under the face of
the glass, it is called a back miter; otherwisepit is a face miter. The edge of
the glass is ground but not polished! this permits the cement used to join the
twc, pieces together to make a much better bond with the glass, and a firmer
joint results.

Fig. G-7. Beveled edge (all edges polished) Fig. G-8. Mitered edge (ground)

Quirk miter. In a quirk miter joint, the points are cut off the two mitered
edges to be joined so that the edges resemble beveled edges (Fig. 0-9). How-
ever, in a quirk miter the bevel is ground and the flat edge is polished; the
bevel makes the joint, and the flat edge is exposed. Because the glass is not
ground to a feather edge, tbis joint is less subject to spall than a regular miter
joint.

When a miter joint is in al. inside corner, the joint is referred to as a reverse
miter; a quirk miter cannot be used in such a case, since the polished edges
cannot be seen effectively from the front of the glass or mirror surface.

Decorative edges. The V-groove motif obtained from the two exposed square
Whed edges in a quirk miter is highly decorative and is often used in mirror
work, sometimes on the vertical edges of mirrored pilasters. The best angle
with the flat surface for such an edge is 90°. As the angle increases, the
polished edges become less effective.

When a thin piece of glass is joined to a thicker piece below it, a polished
seam or small bevel may be applied to the exposed edge of the thicker piece,
as in Fig. 0-10. The result is a very decorative effect, which may be used
for the bases of bulkheads and plinth blocks on door or window casings.

Special precautions for edging mirrors. Although most mirror edging is done
on automatic machines, in smaller shops it may be done by hand, either with
portable abrasive machines or stationary machines. It is easy to damage a
mirror dur' ; this process, but several things can be done to minimize the
damage.

Since the portable abrasive belt machine is operated without a coolant, there
is an ever-present danger of overheating the glass. This danger is especially
critical in edgework with mirrors, since the film of silver and the protective
coating on the back of a mirror.may flake off if they become overheated, as a
result of friction between the belt and the; glass. The use of the following pro-
cedures will prevent overheating the work:
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1. Use only slight pressure against the glass.

2. Use a continuous back and forth motion along the edge of the glass.

3. Do not allow the machine to stop in any one place, as this may cause excess
heat to build up.

\et...GROUND EDGE

POLISHED EDGE

Fig. G9. Quirk miter Fig. G10. Polished bulkhead edge

Although a water coolant is used with the stationary machine to minimize the
danger of heat damage, other hazards are present when this type of machine
is being used. When an edge is processed on an upright belt machine, for
example, the glass is often laid down flat on a movable table, and the table is
then moved along in front of the machine as the edge is processed. The vibra-
tion of the machine can, cause the surface of the glass that is resting against
the table to be damaged if any debris becomes trapped between the glass and
the table.

As the process of finishino the edge of a mirror often involves the use of water,
:mall flakes, chips, or particles of abrasive may be trapped in the excess
water on the glass. Special care should be taken in removing this excess water
to prevent scratching the glass.

A number of other machines may be used to process the edges of mirrors. If
the precautions given above are observed in all cases, no damage should occur.
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UNIT G--GLASS PROCESSING

TOPIC 3--EDGEWORK - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the work000k, complete the exercises
as follows: In the numbered blank to the r: a- '-. o:' each statement below, write
the name of the type of edge described in tha.. statement.

1. Edge and flat surface meeting at 90° 1.

2. Edge polished in three planes 2.

3. Edge polished to a hall circle 3.

4. Top part of edge ground away at a large angle with 4.
the flat surface and polished

5. Edges in three planes, two of which are smoothed 5.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. A seamed edge is used for table tops. 1. T F

2. A quirk miter is more fragile than a face miter. 2. T F

3. A seamed edge has a better finish than a swiped edge. 3. T F

4. A pencil polished edge may also be car d a round
edge.

4. T F

5. A clean-cut edge is unfinished. 5. T F

6. A back miter undercuts the face of the glass. 6. T F

7. Only the flat edge of a quirk miter is polished. 7. T F

8. A mitered edge is ground rather than polished
primarily because it will not be exposed to view.

8. T F

9. All planes of a beveled edge are polished. 9. T F

10. The rough-grinding step ordinarily may be skipped
during the flat-polishing process.

10. T F

11. The final polishing of a flat-polished surface is
done with jeweler's rouge.

11. T F

12. A grooved abrasive wheel is used to produce a
beveled edge.

12. T F

13. The width of a bevel is measured on the flat surface,
in from the edge.

13. T F

14. In a miter joint, each piece of glass is ground do"--
to an angle equal to the angle of the joint.

14. T F

15. Special precautions to prevent overheating must be
observed in doing edgework on mirrors in the shop.

15. T F



UNIT G- -GLASS PROCESSING

TOPIC 4--FABRICATION

This topic, "Fabrication, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What does the term "fabrication" mean as it is applied in the glazing
trade?
How do hand drilling and machine drilling methods differ in the fabri-
cation a glass, and what tools and equipment are used in each method?
How are I.-Itches cut in glass?

The glazier is often required to drill holes and cut notches in glass. The
general rules and procedures governing this g *neral classification of work,
which is called fabrication, will be discussed in this topic.

Drilling Holes

Because of the variety of hole sizes and glass thicknesses involved, many
different tools and procedures are required for drilling holes. However, two
basic methods will apply in most instances --hand drilling and machine drilling.
Cutting notches usually involves first drilling holes, then cutting, but this
process may also be done by automatic machines.

Hand drillin holes. For drilling holes from 1/8 in. to 1/2 in. in diameter
in g ass, a ar carbide or tungsten-steel tipped drill bit is most often used.
Several types of drill bits are available for this work; however, the type of
bit employed is not as important as the use of the correct procedure. Any one
If the appropriate drill bits will do the job very well if the procedure described
below 1- followed:

1. Pia.ze tie glass on a clean, flat, padded table. Be certain that the glass is
supported firmly under the entire area. The glass must not be twisted, as
twisting sets up undue surface tension that may cause the glass to break
during drilling.

2. Select a drill bit of the proper size. Insert it in a brace or portable electric
drill. Press the point of the drill bit against the glass, and with a very
light pressure, twist the drill bit one-half turn back and forth. Repeat this
procedure until a mark is made in the glass. (If a portable electric drill
motor is being used, do not attempt to use power until the starting mark
has been made in the glass. ) Unless this mark is made, there is a possi-
bility that the drill point will slip.

3. Lubricate the drill bit and the area of the hole. Turpentine is recommended
for this purpose. Keep the drill bit and general area of the hole well lubri-
cated during the entire drilling process. This will minimize the heat from
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the friction between drill bit and glass, which can cause breakage if it
becomes excessive.

4. After the starting mark has been made, complete the drilling. Employing
a steady, continuous, counterclockwise motion with gentle pressure, turn
the drill bit until it penetrates approximately halfway through the glass.
Turn the glass over and repeat the entire process. The drilling should be
done from each side to the half-way point in order to prevent the drill bit
from breaking through the surface and chipping the glass around the hole.
CAUTION: If a drill motor is used, it must be geared to a low speed that
is as close as possible to the speed used in the hand process. If the drill
speed is too high, friction between the drill bit and the glass will cause
excessive heat that may result in damage to the drill bit, breaking of the
glass, or both.

5. Goggles should be worn as a protection against flakes and chips of glass.

Machine drilling holes. For holes of from 1/2 in. to 6 in. in diameter, a
drill press with cylindrical metal abrasive bits -tube drills, as described in
Unit E--is recommended. This type of drilling should not be attempted free-
hand, as the slightest variance in the vertical position of the drill may cause
the bit to bind and break the glass. Low speeds are used, but in most cases
speeds may be slightly higher than those employed for hand drilling. The
procedure for machine drilling holes is as follows:

1. Place the glass in position under the drill head. The glass should lie flat
and be free of tension or twist.

2. Select the proper tube drill, and insert and tighten it in the chuck, making
sure that it runs true.

3. With putty or some other waterproof pliable material, construct a circular
darn slightly larger in diameter than the hole to be drilled. This dam should
be about 1 in. high.

4. Fill this dam with a mixture of abrasive and water. Carberundum or alumi-
num oxide are good abrasives for this purpose. The use of water with the
abrasive will minimize the heat buildup caused by the friction between drill
bit and glass, which could break the glass should it become excessive.

5. Start the drilling machine. With light pressure, allow the drill bit to come
in contact with the surface of the glass. The success of this type of drilling
process depends on the wearing effect of the abrasive between the edge of
the tube drill and the glass. Therefore, it is necessary to decrease the
pressure on the drill frequently to allow fresh abrasive to flow under the
drill edge, then reapply pressure. This alternation should be repeated as
often as is necessary throughout the operation until the drill bit has worn
its way through the glass.
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r When notches are to be cut in glass by hand, the following procedure is used:

Unit G, Topic 4

Cutting Notches
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1. Place the glass on a clean, flat, padded surface.

2. Lay out the pattern of the notch with a grease pencil on the surface of the
glass.

3. Drill a 1/4-in. hole at each of the two points where the lines of the pattern
intersect, as shown in Fig. G-11.

4. With a glass cutter, mark between the two holes and between the holes and
the edge of the glass.

5. Turn the glass over and run the marks.

6. Carefully remove the waste glass from the notch. Make any secondary
cuts in the waste glass that may be required to relieve the tension and to
remove the waste glass without undue chipping of the finished cut.

i/4" HOLES

Fig. G.11. Cutting a notch



UNIT G- -GLASS PROCESSING

TOPIC 4-- FABRICATION - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercise; arid (2) write that word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

1. The most important factor in the hand drilling 1.
of holes in glass is the 1 used.

2. Drill bits used for hand drilling are usually 2.
2 or 3 steel tipped. 3.

3. A mark is made before drilling is started in 4.
order to prevent the drill 4 from 5 5.

4. Tube drills use an 6 and 7 mixture to 6.
accomplish the actual drilling away of the glass. 7.

5. In hand drilling, the hole should be drilled from 8.
8 side(s) of the glass; the purpose of this 9.

procedure is to prevent 9 of the glass.

6. In hand drilling, the recommended lubricant is 10.
10 .

7. The wearing of 11 is an important safety 11.
precaution in drilling

8. If the machine method rather than the hand
method is used to drill £ hole in glass, a
slightly 12 drill speed can usually be
employed:

9. Glass drilling with tube drills should not be
attempted 13 because such drills can work
safely only if they are operated in an exactly

14 position.

10. A(n) 15 mast be constructed around the
proposla-Me when glass drilling is to be done
with an abrasive bit.
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13.
14.

15.
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Test

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true. circle F if the statement is false.

1. A low-speed portable electric drill can be used
for drilling holes up to 1/2 in. in diameter in
glass.

2. Light pressure must be employed in any glass-
drilling operation.

3. Water is an acceptable lubricant for hand drilling
in glass.

4. In drilling glass by hand method, the drill bit
should be turned counterclockwise.

5. Dry abrasive is used for drilling thick glass.

6. The dam required in machine drilling should be
about 1 in. high.

7. The speeds at which glass drilling is done are
too low to present any serious safety hazard to
the operator.

8. Holes in the range of diameters from 1/2 in.
to 6 in. can be cut with tube drills.

9. Glass breakage probably will result if the tube
drill does not run true in the chuck of the drilling
machine.

10. A 1/4-in. electric drill motor of the type used in
general shop work is suitable for glass drilling.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



Installation

TOPIC 1-- WINDOW AND OBSCURE GLASS

This topic, "Window and Obscure Glass," is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

What is the most common type of installation for window glass and
obscu e glass?
What 'actors govern the selection of window glass or obscure glass
for a given job?
How is window glass installed in wood sash and in metal sash?
What are the special requirements for installing glass in sliding
windows?

One of the glazier's major concerns is the correct installation of window and
obscure glass. In most of the jobs of this kind that he will be called upon to
do, the glazier will set the glass into window sash. Heavy window glass and
obscure glass may also be glazed into door frames. To do the best job possi-
ble, the glazier must know the different types of sash, the ways of preparing
the sash before glass installation, and the various types of putty available.

! He must also know how to mix and thin putty or mastic correctly to avoid
destroying their qualities and how to apply these materials most efficiently.
Putties and other glazing sealants have been discussed in Unit F of this course.
In this topic, the methods of installing window glass into wood or metal sash
will be considered.

Selection of Glass

The type and thickness of the glass selected for a job must suit the require-
ments of the installation. If cost and quality are not factors in a job, the thick-
ness of the glass is governed by the 1;ize of the opening to be glazed. Manu-
facturers' publications should be consulted to determine the maximum recom-
mended sizes for window and obscure glass of various types and thicknesses.
Domes+ic heavy sheet glass is not furnished in widths over 76 in. or in lengths
over 120 in. Imported window glass sizes and quality do not necessarily conform
to domestic standards.

Obscure glass (as discussed in unit F) is available in many patterns and is used
in the trade where some degree of obscurity of images is required for privacy
or for special architectural effects. The methods of installation of obscure
glass are essentially the same as those employed for clear window glass, with
the additional requirement that in general practice obscure glass is glazed with
the smooth side out.
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Any expected abuse i special usage of glass is not generally considered as
a factor in selecting he thickness of window glass to be employed; however, it
cannot be overlooked that the heavier glass will stand more abuse, sustain
harder blow, without breaking, and withstand greater wind pressure than the
thinner material.

To obtain best appearance, the glazier should install window glass so that the
draw, or distortion, is horizontal.

Installation in Wood Sash

Wood sash is by far the leader in residential windows now in use, new and
old, and wood sash containing single or multiple lights is almost always glazed
with window glass, except on a few special orders. The installation of window
glass into a wood sash is much the same as other types of glass installation.

Rabbeted wood sash. The sash may be rabbeted out to receive the glass. In
both new and old sash, if the rabbet does rot line up evenly on all sides, the
window glass will not lie flat in the opening.

Wood sash is generally glazed with the putty side out. The sash should be dry
and,correctly primed before putty is applied so that the pores of the wood will
be filled, thus preventing the putty oils from being completely drained off
before the putty has time to set, leaving nothing but powder. Sufficient back
putty is applied to the rabbet to allow it to squeeze out when the window glass
is pressed into the opening. The window glass should be pressed down evenly
around the eo.ges, with a uniform clearance maintained on all four sides be-
tween the glass and the sash. If there is a little too much clearance, it is
possible to use small wood blocks to hold the glass more securely in the sash.
Glazing points are used to hold the glass in place. The glazier should be sure
some points are not forced down farther into the rabbet than others, thus
causing waves in the glass. Points should be placed no farther than 24 in.
apart wound the wood frame. Where the sides are 12 in. long or less, one
point centered on each side should be sufficient.

Special point hammers, guns, or large chisels are best used to install points.
These tools, which have been described in Unit E of this workbook, work most
efficiently and also help to prevent the glass from breaking. Points should be
started in the upper right-hand corner of the sash and run down the right side
and across the bottom. The sash is then turred Dyer and the procedure repeated
for the remaining side and the top. Care shot id be taken to see that the points
are driven down far enol.:gh into the wool fram a s z that they do not stick up into
the top sight line of the facing putty. Also, wk an ;electing glazing points to be
driven into the muntin bar, the glazier must ti sure that they are not too large
for the sash, which will cause them to go thra.gh the muntin and break the glass
on the other side.

After points are installed, the remainder of the glass rabbet is filled with putty
of the same consistency as the back putty. This facing putty is run in a neat
trim line 1/16 in. below the sight line at the top of the rabbet (Fig. H-1). Much
practice is required for the glazier to make a neat corner miter with a workman-
like finish. To match the straight putty faces, skill should be developed so that
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putty is touched up as little as possible. After a little practice, the. first
passes always turn out the best. Facing putty works best at temperatures
above 41)* F. ; for this reason, sash and door glaziers working on easels use
heated "putty boards. "

When surplus back putty is back cut or stripped off, the back-putty line should
not be undercut. If there are areas where the back putty has not oozed through,
a soft back-fill putty should be run into the unfilled spots. Undercutting of
back putty is avoided for several reasons other than appearance. Just as on
face putty that is flat or undercut, water will stand on the back putty and, in
due time, leaks will break down the bond between the glass and the putty. Also,
an undercut in the small area between the glass and the rabbet creates a catch-
all for grease and dirt. Undercut putty will also prevent the painter from doing
a correct painting job, because the putty will not be sealed to the glass.

Putty smudges or smears in long sweeps around the perimeter of the glass or
across the outside surface of the glass not only make the window glass harder
to clean after the putty has set, but are also signs of sloppy workmanship.
Sash of any kind should not be handled or operated after puttying until the
putty has set.

Fig. H-I. Face glazing in wood sash

BACK PUTTY
OR BEDDING

FACE PUTTY

GLAZING POINT

Wood sash with stops. Window glass is set into sash with wood stops using
much the same procedure that is employed for setting the glass into face-
puttied, rabbeted wood sash. When setting the stop or bead into the glass,
the glazier must be sure the putty or caulking is between the glass and the
bead. The top stop is usually applied first. If the stops are tight and the
miter corners have to be driven in tight against the window glass, care should
be taken to prevent the stops from being too tight against the glass. When
stripping the surplus putty or compound from both sides of the window glass,
the glazier should be sure not to undercut the putty as the sight line. When
the glazier is required to nail the glass stops into place, the proper tool for
setting the nail head below the woos surface is a nail set, which prevents the
occurrence of hammer marks around the area where the nail. is driven in.

Installation in Steel or Aluminum Sash

Metal windows should be aligned correctly (racked) and adjusted before any
window glass is installed. Casement metal windows, which are the most
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common of this type, require approximately 3/16 in. to 9/16 in. stand-out
of the bottom rail of the vent frame from the fixed sash when the top rail is
tight to the sash. Racking may be done in several ways, but one of the best
methods is the following: taking the edge opposite from the hinge edge, hold
the bottom with one hand and push the top inward so that when the vent is
closed, the top touches the frame first. Then pull the bottom tight also.

Before the sash frame is filled with bedding putty, the rabbet groove should
be free from plaster or dust. Small welds or burrs in the corners of steel
sash should be knocked out with a cold chisel. Otherwise, the window glass
will not lie flat, and runs may be started in the corner of the glass with any
movement of the vent. Screws used to fasten handles or regulators protrude
through the "Z" section of the frame, and the window glass should be notched
around these points. Steel sash should be primed to prevent rust.

Bedding on metal sash has the same effect as on wood sash, making an even
surface for the glass to be held against and making the joint moisture-proof.
A perfect seal is just as important with metal as with wood sash, because the
constant presence of moisture will soon cause the metal, to rust or corrode
away under the paint and putty. Putty will not stick to greasy or dirty metal
sash. Back putty on metal windows should be held to a thickness of i / 8 in.;
too small an amount of putty dries out and loses its suction-like holding power,
allowing the glass to loosen. The window glass should be cut shy enough from
the inside frame dimension to allow putty to surround the glass on all sides.

Glazing clips for metal, sash differ from points for wood sash in that they are
made in the form of small springs that fit holes in the frame. They are usually
called spring wire clips. One leg of the clip keeps pressure on the glass to
hold it in place in the frame until the putty has set. Wire clips are spaced
approximately 18 in. on centers around the frame.

Face putty is used to fill in the remainder of the sash and is faced off in a
triangular fillet holding down the top edge 1/16 in. below the sight line of the
back rabbet of the frame. Face putty should be packed into the corner of the
frame so as not to permit air spaces that will allow the putty to dry out unevenly
and crack out or pull away. Neatness is necessary in metal, window-frame
facing to ensure that when the putty is painted it will look like a metal extru-
sion. When cutting off back putty surplus, the glazier should be careful not
to undercut. If there are any voids in the back putty, they should be filled in
before painting.

The glass should be pressed into the metal frame very carefully. Too much
back putty between glass and frame will cause the glass to be wavy wherever
the spring wire clips are installed. Broken window glass will be kept to a
minimum if the wire clips are not allowed to snap down on the edge of the
glass.

Safety first should be stressed in window glass installation. Window glass,
being the thinnest type of glass, will stand only a limited amount of pressure.
When the window glass lights are forced into the back putty, the thin glass
can easily be broken if too much pressure is applied. It is better to apply the
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pressure around the perimeter of the glass than in the center; then, if the
glass breaks, the glazier's arm and wrist are not likely to be cut by going
through the window glass.

Metal stops. Window glass set with metal stops (underwriters) or angles
should be bedded sufficiently so that when the glass is pressed back against
the rabbet, the compound is extruded well around the edge of the glass. When
the stop is applied, the putty or compound should center the glass in the rabbet,
leaving the proper amount of compound on both sides of the window glass. Metal
stops are held on with screws or stove bolts. Al]. voids are to be filled, anti
surplus compound from both sides of the glass should be removed without under-
cutting or feathering the edges.

Sliding windows. In sliding windows (or full surround), the perimeter of the
glass is surrounded with metal extrusion to which is attached weather stripping,
roller guides, locks, and hand pull hardware (Fig. H-2). When assembled,
the frame itself is not very rigid; the window glass and rubber glazing channel
play a large part in the rigidity and smooth operation of the window.

Fig. 1.12. Full-surround sash MINIMUM
DEPTH

t
W.

4

RUBBER GLAZING
CHANNEL

ALUMINUM
FRAME

On new or replacement installations, the glazier will find that the most impor-
tant consideration in glazing sliding windows, other than keeping the glass
square, is the correct measurement of the window glass sizes. The reason
is that the extrusions that form the rabbets to receive the glass are normally
standard in width and depth, but the rubber glazing channel varies in weight
to fit the different thicknesses of window glass. Many aluminum frames do
not have a web in the extrusion to give the rubber glazing channel support from
the back; in such a case, support is provided by the extruded roll or lip on the
glazing rubber itself. Also, depth dimensions of the glazing channel vary con-
siderably. Since the gasket or glazing channel is made of a flexible material,
the glass size must be correct. If the size is under the correct measurement,
the frame will not be held rigid or square laterally. On the other hand, if the
glass is too large and the channel is driven on with a heavy rubber mallet or
block of wood, the glazing rubber will stretch, but in tune it will try to acquire
its original dimensions. With the corners held firm and rigid, the only place
the frame will expand is in the center of the rails or stiles, which will cause
a bow in the extrusions.
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Care should be taken on frame installation to prevent cutting the gasket or
glazing channel when setting the extrusions over the rubber. Corners should
be mitered or wrapped around, with the back cut out, but not through the face
or roll flange (Figs. II-3 and II-4). Stretching the rubber on application will
cause it to draw back later and open the coler so that water can enter (Fig.
II-0. Any joints except corner miters should be made at the top center to
minimize leaks. If leaks are anticipated because of environmental condi :ions,
the joint should be sealed with caulking or a flow-in sealer.

Fig. H-3. Corner with mitered channel Fig. H4 Corner with cut channel

Fig. H.5. Corner with stretched channel

When glazing channel rubber is used around the perimeter of the glass to hold
it in a metal frame, at no time is the exposed roll or flange to be cut off with
a razor blade because it does not fit snugly to the frame; instead, the rubber
should be forced back with a block of hard wood or a blunt tool so that it does
fit snugly. If it will not drive back, the rubber channel is probably the wrong
size, or it should have been lubricated. If new rubber does not have a waxy
or treated feel and does not slide easily, a rubber lubricant can be used to aid
installation.
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Study Assignment

Glazing Manual, p. 3, "Preparation by Others Before Glazing"; pp. 4 and 5,
"General Conditions Governing Glazing, " paragraphs 1-6; p. 7, review para-
graphs on putties; pp. 14-16, study drawings and table of clearances and
tolerances as applicable to window-glass installation.



UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 1--WINDOW AND OBSCURE GLASS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in
each numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in
the space that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The installation of points in wood sass' is done 1.
with special point 1 , 2 , or large 2.

3 . 3.

2. Glazing points should be placed no farther than 4.
4 apart around the wood frame.

3. Small burrs in corners of metal sash, if not 5.
removed prior to glazing, can cause 5 in
the glass.

4. Heavy sheet glass is furnished in widths up to 6.
6 and lengths up to 7 . 7.

5. The allowance for edge clearance for a 25 sq. ft. 8.
light of 7/32-in, thick sheet glass is 8 .

6. Sheet glass should be installed with the wave 9.
9 .

7. The use of a 10 will prevent damage to wood
stops by hammer marks.

8. Steel sash and putty should be painted within
11 after glazing.

9. Aluminum sash should be cleaned with 12
before glass is installed.

10. Wood sash is generally glazed with the putty
on the 13 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Wood rash may be installed as soon ..s it is puttied. 1. T F

2. Steel sash should always he back-bedded. 2. T F

3. W!ndow glass and obscure glass are glazed by the
same methods.

3. T F

4. Obscure glass is manufactured in many patterns. 4. T F

5. Obscure glass of 7/S2-in. thickness may be glazed
in doors.

5. T F

6. Wood sash requires a heavier grade of glass than
steel sash.

6. T F

7. Putty is held 1/16 in. short for painting. 7. T F

8. Brads may be used as glazing points. 8. T F

9. The approximate spacing of wire clips around
metal sash is 18 in.

9. T F

10. Obscure glass is glazed with the smooth side out. 10. T F



UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 2--PLATE GLASS

This topic, "Plate Glass, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

How do the requirements of plate-glass installation differ from those
of window-glass installation?

e How is plate glass installed in wood sash? In metal operative sash?
In store front sash?
What tools and equipment are employed in the installation of plate glass
in various types of sash and frames?

Although the number of lights of window glass installed per year far exceeds
the number of lights of polished plate glass installed, plate glass is the most
important product in the flat glass industry because the total number of square
feet installed per year far exceeds the number of square feet of window glass.
A knowledge of the correct installation of plate glass is therefore of great
importancelo the apprentice glazier.

Since the two surfaces of plate glass are perfect polished parallel planes, it
is imperative that plate glass be handled with even closer adherence to proper
glazing procedures than is the case with window glass. The apprentice glazier
should become familiar with the many types of plate glass and with the limi-
tations of each in regard to use and installation.

A great many materials used in setting plate glass are the same as those used
in setting window glass. For example, mastics, putty, caulking, sealers, and
extruded rubber, vinyl gaskets, or channels are recommended for setting all
types of glass, except that as the thickness of the glass varies, the materials
used in making the installation also vary. Differences in procedure are due
mostly to the differences in weight.

Installation in Wood Sash

Since its greater thickness makes plate glass much heavier per square foot
than window glass, a sash structure that is adequate in one case may not be
suitable for the other. The glazing rabbets and grooves required for plate
glass installations in wood sash should be true and plumb, and the sash must
be rigid enough to withstand the load. The proper edge clearance on all four
sides of the glass is very important, not only to allow for, expansion but also
to allow :or movement of the structure and for settling.

To avoid distortions in the plate glass, special care should be taken in appli-
cation of the putty to ensure that the plate glass is not bowed or pulled in too
tight in some places. As an example, if the ends or corners of the glass are
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backed by lumpy or unmixed putty and the putty is pressed out in the center
of the sash, the perfect reflection expected from plate glass will not be obtained I

in the area that is pulled in too tight.

Special care shall also be taken when the glazin,1 points are set. Whether this
is done with a special point driver, glazing hammer, or heavy chisel, if the
steel surface of the tool is rough or burred from misuse, it will scratch the
surface of the plate glass. By Moh's scale, which is a measure of hardness
on which a diamond is equal to 10.0, plate glass is 5.5 to 6.5, which is less
than t1 .:. hardness of the unpolished surface of a flame-finished material such
as wi :how glass.

Installation in Steel or Aluminum Operative Sash

Setting plate glass in steel or aluminum sash is the same as setting window
glass, with one exception. Plate glass of 1/4-in. thickness weighs twice as
much as double strength window glass and just under three times as much as
single strength, and thicker lights of plate weigh proportionately more. This
factor alone requires special blocking in the vent sections to prevent them
from sagging. The extra weight will also demand sufficient points on all four
sides to keep the glass from pulling away from the back putty. If this bond is
loosened after the putty has begun to set, the glass will become loose in the
frame. Also, the cracks that develop make good collectors of moisture and
water to start breaking down the remainder of the bond between glass and
compounds.

Sash that is free from grease, dirt, and dust; putty that is mixed to perfect
consistency; and the installation of spring clips every 12 in. are important
here, but will not alone make a perfect job. Most important are the correct
measurement of the plate glass and the recommended edge clearances, which
are not seen in the finished job, but which must be right. A plate with only
1/16-in, coverage on any side does not have enough bond to support the glass
correctly for any length of time.

Installation in Store Front Sash

The installation of plate glass in store fronts makes up a large and important
part of the glazier's work. The methods employed in this type of installation
are discussed in the remaining paragraphs of this topic.

Measuring and cutting. The first precaution in installing plate glass into store
front sash is to be sure that the opening is set true and plumb and that the sash
is not bent or out of line. If plate glass cannot lie perfectly flat, pressures
will be exerted which may cause the glass to break. In measuring all the
dimensions before cutting the plate glass, the glazier must remember the
recommended coverage for the glass and should know whether the opening is
square. If the glass is measured correctly but the opening is out of square,
a great deal of time will be needed to make the glass fill the opening after it
has once been cut. In field cutting, the glass can be cut on A-racks or in
front of the opening.
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Two methods can be used to cut glass in the opening. First, if the glass is
nearly the correct size in both dimensions, one side can be trimmed to allow
the glass to get closer to the sash, or both sides can be cut first to a close
dimension. The remainder of the glass can be trimmed by sight, using the
sash as a guide line and finishing up the correct coverage with a breaker or
offset pliers. Second, the glazier can use a slip stick to measure the height
off the setting block points and mark the glass, cutting against either a straight-
edge or a chalk line. If there is only one plate to an opening, the width can be
measured in the same way by allowing the correct coverage on two sides. In
multiple openings of more than one plate each with division bars or mullions,
the height can be cut as previously mentioned and the sides stripped after the
glass is in the opening. When the last glass is cut, it is placed so as to over-
lap the last plate set and then cut to the correct size, using the last plate set
as a guide line and racking sure to allow for correct coverage on both sash and
division bar.

Setting blocks. Setting blocks should be placed one-fourth of the way in from
the edge of the plate glass that is to be installed. If the area of the plate glass
is less than 75 sq. ft., two setting blocks are sufficient. For any plate glass
over this size, multiple setting blocks are necessary, but this leads to problems.
When two setting blocks are used on a side, they should be , .)se together so
that they act as one, not distributed over the length of the opening; otherwise,
the plate is almost certain to rock.

Wood should not be used for setting blocks if the plate is large enough to re-
quire two men to set it. Lead, leather, rubber tile, or plastic should always
cover metal setting blocks so that the plate glass edge will not come into con-
tact with the metal, creating a chip or run. It is always a good safety practice
to let the cover extend past the metal setting block to ensure that the glass does
not rest on the metal. No material that will compress under the weight of the
glass should be used; if one end of a plate that is tall and narrow drops a frac-
tion of an inch because the setting block on that end compresses, the top will
move many times that amount.

Safety and care should be practiced at all times when plate glass is being set.
One practice that should become automatic is the use of temporary or "safety"
blocks while setting plate glass. If the glass were to slip off the setting block
down onto the metal sash or a hard sill, a very serious condition could arise
more rapidly than the glazier could correct it. If hard rubber or felt safety
blocks are wide enough and thick enough to be under the plate and extend about
an inch out from the permanent setting block, a piece of glass that slips cannot
drop very far before it falls onto the safety blocks. This will save the plate
and may prevent serious accidents. After the last plate has been moved into
place, the permanent setting blocks should be reset.

Handling and placing the glass. Large plates are stored in racks, then moved
to the truck on dollies (Fig: H-6). On the job, the glazier moves the plates
from truck to installation point by hand. He must hold the glass high in order
to maintain the best balance possible (Fig. H-7). If large "jumbo" plate is too
heavy to be carried by two glaziers bucking on both ends, extra men should be
furnished to help carry the load, using webs or suction cups. When corrt 15,
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cared for suction cups will not turn loose while they are being relied upon to
carry their share of the load. A cup should always be inspected before it is
used, while the plate is still on the setting blocks. If there is a nick or cut
in the rubber, it is unsafe to rely upon the suction cup.

t-

Fig. 11.6. Handling glass on dolly

Fig. 11-7. Carrying glass with hand grips
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Straps, webs, or slings are used under the edge of a plate to carry the weight.
They should be set in approximately the same location as the setting blocks
will rest; this takes the pressure off the center of the plate glass. The straps
will not be cut if they are not allowed to work back and forth or to slip along
the sharp edge. When glass is being set into an opening, straps that have rings
or reinforcements on the ends can be used only as far as the setting blocks in
front of the opening. Then the straps must be exchanged for others that can be
pulled through after the glass is in the sash and close to its final resting place.
The web or strap should never be pulled to the outside or "set" side of the
sash, but to the inside, so that the pressure will not force the plate glass off
the setting blocks. The strap should be toward the center from the setting
block so tha: it can be slipped to the center of the plate just before it is to be
removed. The bow in the plate will then allow the strap to slip out more easily.
When the top of the installation is high over the glaziers' heads, one man may
control the top of the glass from a ladder.

A large chisel and a small block of wood for a leverage point can be used to
raise a large plate to line it up in the opening. This saves taking the plate
back out of the opening to get a hold on the side or using suction cups. Also,
the plate can be moved with much greater control in this way than by the other
two methods. Care should be taken to protect the edge of the glass in much the
same way as when it is set on a setting block, so that it will not chip or start
a run. Some tool manufacturers make special lifting pliers that will also per-
mit lifting The plate without removing it from the sash. If clearance is small,
glass can be handled only with suction cups while it is installed (Fig. H-8).

4' T..

Fig. H-8.

Installing plate where clearance is small

Completing the installation. After the plate glass is set into the opening with
the correct clearances allowed on all sides, the face section of the sash should
be put in place with care so as not to impose a strain on the glass at any one
point. Care should be taken to tighten all lugs or screws firmly, but not too
tightly, with the same amount of pressure all the way around the perimeter of
the plate. Each lug or screw should be tightened a little at a time until all the
fasteners are brought up evenly to the required tightness. Division bars should
also be tightened with the same pressure so as not to cause breakage.
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Flush setting of plate glass requires much greater accuracy in measurement
than setting into exposed sash. Flush-set glass also has less coverage than
exposed-sash glass. Care should be taken not to allow foreign material such
as plaster or sand to be left in the flush-set channels. Rubber wedge gaskets
are often used for flush glazing, and the same rules apply as in full-surround
windows, except that the gaskets are two-piece and the face gasket is rolled
with special tools. Care should be taken not to stretch the gaskets; they will
shrink back from the corners if stretched. The gaskets are cut on the back
side to allow turning at sash corners.

If springs and putty are used in the flush glazing, the movement of the glass
should not be allowed to cause the springs to work behind the edge of the plate.
If the clips are too narrow and work their way close to the edge, any sharp
movement may cause chipping of the edge and a run in the plate.

Blocking plate glass so that there is no expansion room in either flush-set or
exposed sash will create pressures that could very easily cause the glass to
explode in very warm weather. If blocking is required to prevent movement
caused by heavy equipment or structure movement, a soft piece of material
such as redwood should be used so that the glass, if expanded, can compress
the blocking material easily. Lead or hard materials should not be used,
since they tend to increase the danger of glass breakage.

In the installation of heat-absorbing or glare-reducing plate glass, special
care should be taken to hold the coverage to a minimum to avoid a "cold edge."
The area where the glass is inside the sash does not receive as much heat as
the exposed area, and the colder areas do not expand evenly with the exposed
areas. Chips or nips along the edge of this type of glass should be avoided
because expansion, contraction, and pressure caused by the seams may start
runs from the edges, even though there is no pressure from the sash or from
the points where the glass is held secure.

Doors. Installation of door lights into metal door sash is done as follows: The
light of glass is cut to the correct measurement, and the stops on one side of
the frame are removed. Setting blocks are placed in the bottom, in the side
that will be installed to the jamb, and in the upper corner on the opposite side.
The glass is set on the blocks and laid flat against the back stop. Next, the
front stops are applied. An adjustment screw is usually located in the upper
part of the top rail of the door. The glass can be forced down into its blocked
position and the door raised and leveled by screwing this adjustment screN
down.

Study Assignment

Glazing Manual, p. 6 (paragraphs 12 and 14); pp. 14-16 (study drawings and
the table of clearances and tolerances as applicable to plate-glass installation).



UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 2- -PLATE GLASS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Double-strength window glass weighs 1 as 1.
much as 1/4-in. plate glass.

2. By Moh's scale, the hardness of plate glass is 2.
from 2 to 3 . 3.

3. Spring clips should be installed every 4 in 4.
steel sash.

4. The most important factor in setting plate glass
in steel or aluminum sash is 5 6 .

5.
6.

5. The first precaution in the installation of plate 7.
glass into sash is to ensure that the opening is 8.

7 and 8

6. In field cutting, plate glass can be cut on 9 9.
or in front of the 10 . 10.

7. More than two setting blocks are needed if the 11.
area of the plate is 11 or more.

8. Plate glass is set into an opening with 12 12.
straps.

9. A suction cup should alw-ys be 13 before 13.
it is used.

10. Plate glass is moved to the truck on a 14 14.
and from the truck to the installation point 15.

15 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Plate glass has one polished surface. 1. T F

2. More lights of window glass are installed than
lights of plate glass.

2. T F

3. Heavy sheet glass weighs more per square foot
than 1/4-in. plate.

3. T F

4. Distortions in plate glass can be caused by pinching
the glass.

4. T F

5. Glazing points may be installed with a heavy chisel. 5. T F

6. Plate glass is softer than window glass. 6. T F

7. A coverage of 1/16 in. is enough for plate glass. 7. T F

8. More than one setting block can be used on one
end of a plate of glass.

8. T F

9. Plate glass can be stripped after it has been placed
in the opening.

9. T F

10. Setting blocks should be set evenly across the
bottom of the plate.

10. T F

1



UNIT IIINSTALLATION

TOPIC 3--TEMPERED GLASS DOORS

This topic, "Tempered Glass Doors, " is planned to help you find answers to
the following questions:

What are the special characteristics of tempered glass doors?
What precautions must be observed in the handling of tempered glass
doors?
How are tempered glass doors installed and maintained?

Prior to the development of the all-glass door in 1937, glass doors were
always encased in wood frames. Modern architectural designs make extensive
use of glass entries of various kinds, many of which incorporate tempered
glass doors (Fig. H-9). The installation and maintenance of tempered doors
and their hardware is therefore one of the glazier's important concerns. If
the correct procedures are followed, the installation of such doors is only a
little more difficult than that of standard types.

Fig. 11-9. Tempered glass door

ezt: fimitwo

-

Characteristics of Tempered Glass Doors

Any of the usual methods of decoration can be used on tempered doors, but
the surface of the glass must be decorated and completely fabricated before
the glass is tempered. Any attempt at subsequent fabrication, including grind-
ing, chipping, or sandblasting, is likely to result in the destruction of the
tempered plate. Sandblasting can be no more than 1/32 in. deep, regardless
of the thickness of the glass.
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Tempered glass can be furnished with holes, notches, or bevels. The spacing
of holes is rel. led to the thickness of the glass and is governed by definite
rules ..:..-id specifications. Manufacturers reserve the right to refuse fabrication
of notches and cutouts they consider impractical. They seldom encourage the
use of bevels on tempered glass doors, for the resulting thin edge heats and
cools too rapidly and therefore usually warps.

Tong marks will usually be fund along one edge of glass that has been supported
vertically for heat treatment. Slight mold marks appear near the edge of the
plate if the glass has been supported horizontally, but these are scarcely notice-
able.

Tempered glass doors can withsts.nd from six to eight times as much shock as
regular plate glass doors, they withstand thermal stress better, and tiny are
adaptable to the usual means of burglar protection.

Handling Tempered Glass Doors

The glazier should keep in mind in handling tempered glass doors that they
are considerably heavier than aluminum-frame doors. He should follow the
correct safety practices for lifting and carrying glass, as outlined in Unit A
of this workbook. A tempered door is lifted in much the same manner as
large plate glass and is carried upright to minimize stresses. The added
weight of tempered doors also makes extra care necessary in loading and
tying them onto racks for transport they must be secured in a manner that
will prevent the 'ailing over or sliding out at the bottom.

Tempered doors and their hardware a-e expensive, and every care should be
taken to avoid damaging the glass or disfiguring the hardware. Although tem-
pered doors are made of heavy plate glass, they will chip if they are not
handled carefully. In handling a pair of such doors, special care should be
taken to prevent the two door edges from hitting and thus chipping each other.

Installing Tempered Glass Doors

The frame that will carry a heavy tempered door must be designed to be strong
enough to support the load and to hold ti- , door in correct alignment throughout
its range of operating positions. Swing type tempered doors are made in
standard and custom sizes from 30 in. x 84 in. to 60 in x 108 in. with standard
clearances and standard pivot distance (2 -5/8 in. from pivot center to jamb
edge of door fitting). The net size of the opening must be accurately established;
tolerances are minimum, and no racking adjustments can be made. However,
the top and bottom pivot assemblies in the doors do allow a small lateral adjust-
ment of the edge clearances. The correct distance from the upper pivot center
to the face of the jamb is 2-3/4 in.; this allcws 1/8 in. swing clearance at the
jamb. The 1/8 in. clearance is the typical minimum for tempered doors at
the top and at each long edge; 3/16 in. clearance is typical at the bottom (Fig.
H-10).

The two pivot poi. ;:s in the head and base must be set plumb; "he lack of racking
adjustment makes it essential that these points not be out of plumb either in-
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and-out or sideways. Occasionally, a door may come from the factory warped,
but not often. it is nearly always possible to maintain the two points in perfect
plumb. Tht, di? Ince away from the finish jamb may vary slightly, but not the
vertical angle.

Fig. H-10.
Clearances in tempered glass door installation

(vertical section)

TRANSOM BAR
OR

HEAD JAMB

THRESHOLDT-40001Mil=1Nal

After the top pivot is made secure, the floor should be built up or cut down
if necessary to fit the door more closely into place, with extra care being
taken during this operation to ensure that the door will not move because of
its weight. Then the door hardware must be installed into the lower rail of
the door. The manufacturer supplies shop drawings with each tempered door,
and the layouts and drill sizes specified should be followed closely. If the
drawing calls for four 1/4" x 20 flat-head machine screws to hold the adapter
plate in the lower rail, all four screws will be needed; if one of the screws
breaks off, it should be replaced to ensure a strong installation. If the door
must be raised or lowered because of required adjustments in the hinge, shims
supplied by the manufacturer can be added or removed from the pivot assembly
in the bottom rail.

After the assembly is complete _n the lower door rail, the door is placed on
the hinge pivot. A small amount of grease at the end of the hinge spindle will
lubricate the spindle sides and mating parts upon assembly and make it easier
to remove the door for any further adjustments that may be required. Lubri-
cation also helps prevent rusting of these hinge parts. After the door has been
lifted into place, it will have to be opened to approximately 35° to expose the
top pivot assembly so thatit can be operated for assembly. The top pivot pin,
also greased, should be run down all the way into the bushing in the top rail.
If the pin enters the bushing only partially, not enough of the surface of the
bushing will come into contact with the pivot pin, and the pin and bushing will
not last very long without wearing out completely or at least wearing out enough
to 'ause the outside corner of the door to drop.
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When the pivot pin has been put securely in place, the door should still not
be allowed to shut under its own control; it should be held until the glazier has
made sure that the door edges do not bind against the frame. In a pair of
doors, the two doors must not be allowed to strike each other on their leading
edges. Pivot a4justment must be checked before the door is finally turned loose
for operation.

If the clearances are correct and the door passes through the frame correctly,
then the closing speed should be adjusted. Floor closers are most commonly
used with tempered doors; these should be the heavy type to carry the door's
weight. The closing speed and the latching speed are in general adjusted from
the top of the bottom hinge by means of set screws; the closer mechanism does
not have to be removed or taken apart to be adjusted. The setting of the corre.:.
closing speed of a heavy tempered door is very important; because of its weigh ,

the door swinging too fast back to center could very easily knock a person down.

The hardware is installed with bushings and felt pads to protect the glass from
direct contact with the metal parts. Care should be taken to ensure that hard-
ware is tight and will not work loose. Thresholds or cover plates cover the
floor closer and prevent tampering with the hinge. Locks and strike plates
are much the same as for aluminum-frame doors. The lock or dead bolts in
a pair of doors should be operated several times to make sure they line up
correctly. Push or pub. bars are usually made of aluminum, bronze, or
Lucite or other plastic.

If plaster or terazzo workers are to follow up the glazing of the entry, the
aluminum rails of the tempered door should be protected in much the same
way as other aluminum finishes.

Maintenance of Tempered Glass Doors

The most frequent replacements on tempered doors are the hinging adjustment
screws. If a door is forced to swing past the end of the hold-open or stop on
the hinge, damage can occur in two ways: first, the hardened steel spindle
can be snapped cd, but the strength of the heavy spindle makes this unlikely;
second, the mach. .11: screws in the arm hardware can be broken. Continuous
abuse of the door can cause the lower rail to become so loose that it will have
to be replaced.

Study Assignment

1. Architectural Data Handbook, pp. 72 and 73.

2. Study sales literature describing the tempered glass doors produced by
American manufacturers. (This material will be found in the classroom
library. )
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UNIT H -- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 3-- TEMPERED GLASS DOORS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The all-glass door was developed in 1 . 1.

2. Sandblasting on tempered glass doors can be no 2.
1.11:%re than 2 deep.

3. Tempered glass can be furnished with 3 , 3.
4 , or 5 . 4.

5.

4. A tempered glass door must be carried in the 6.
6 position.

5. Tempered doors are made of heavy 7 8 . 7.
8.

6. Tempered doors are available in sizes up to 9.
9 .

7. No 10 adjustment can be made in a tempered 10.
door installation.

8. The two pivot points in a tempered door must be 11.
set 11 .

9. The door should not be allowed to shut under its 12.
own control until it has been ascertained that the 13.

12 13 do not bind.

10. A heavy tempered door that closes too 14 14.
can be a safety hazard.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Tempered glass doors cannot be fabricated on the
job.

2. Sandblasting and decorating are done on glass
before it is tempered.

3. Tempered glass doors can be made burglar proof.

4. Manufacturers encourage the use of bevels on tem-
pered doors as it makes the glass easier to temper.

5. Glass can be tempered in either a vertical or a
horizontal position.

6. Tempered glass doors are stronger than other
doors but are very sensitive to temperature
changes.

7. The standard distance from pivot center to fitting
edge for tempered doors is 2-5/8 in.

8. The distance away from the finish jamb need not
be constant from top to bottom of the door.

9. The first pivot secured in installing a tempered
door is the top one.

10. The door is put on the lower hinge pivot before
the hardware is installed on the lower rail.

11. When a floor closer is employed in a door instal-
lotion, closing speed is adjusted on the bottom of
the top hinge.

12. Extra heavy floor closers are needed for tempered
doors.

13. The parts that most frequently require replacement
on tempered doors are in the hinges.

14. The pivot pins should be greased.

15. The top pivot pin should be adjusted to enter only
partially into the bushing.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F



UNIT H -- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 4 -- INSULATING GLASS UNITS

This topic, "Insulating Glass Units, " is planned to help you fuld answers to
the following qu...6tions:

What factors must be considered in the installation of insulating glass
units?
What clearances apply in such installations?
What procedure is followed for the installation of insulating glass units?

Although insulating glass units are used less commonly in California than in
colder parts of the country, they are used in this region occasionally,. particu-
larly at high elevations, and the apprentice glazier must be sufficiently familiar
with their installation to know how to proceed.

Insulating glass units are available in various glass combinations, but glass
thicknesses in the same unit cannot differ by more than 1/16 in. Insulating
glass units are produced in many standard sizes in square or rectangular
shapes, and they can be ordered to specified straight-edged patterns within
the manufacturing limitations discussed in Unit F of this workbook. Most
units are made up with two lights, but specially made units with three or more
lights are sometimes used in scientific or industrial applications. One type of
insulating glass is set in metal channel all the way around; another type is
bonded to inside spacers or fused together at the edges. The latter type has
no protective metal sur ..,und.

The glazier must check very carefully when he plans the glazing job to see
that the metal sash details provide sufficient rabbet depth and height to accom-
modate the insulating glass and sufficient strength to support it. He should
also be aware that the room-side light of an insulating glass unit may crack
if excesEdve hot air is directed onto it from a furnace register or wall heater.
If he should find any such dangers, he should call attention to them.

A factory-sealed insulating glass unit is subject to continuous movement be-
cause of changes of temperature and barometric pressure. Adequate provision
should be made for expansion and contraction of all metal glazing members- -
long, continuous expanses of metal in particular--to protect the glass from
pressure resulting from such movement. Neoprene or vinyl spacers must be
used to ensure that there will be no contact between sash and glass at any point,
for such contact can result in glass breakage or seal failure. When an insu-
lating glass unit is transpdrted from one elevation to another, the pressure
within the unit should be adjusted accordingly if this is possible. This is done
on some units by means of pore seals; outlets can be established in other types
of units. Areas of insulated glass should never be covered with paper or paint;
the covering acts as a heat trap and may cause glass failure.
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The correct procedure for glazing insulating glass should be followed in every
det ail:

1. Make sure that the sash opening is square and plumb so that correct face
and edge clearances can be maintained.

2. The face cleaiance between glass and stops must not be less than 1/8 in.
Clearances at each edge between glass and frame must not be less than
1/8 in. for 1/2 in. -thick insulating glass, and 1/4 in. for units over 1/2 in.
thick.

3. Whenever possible, use neoprene setting blocks and spacers to ensure uni-
form clearances on all units set with face stops. Wood setting blocks are
permissible with some types of insulating glass, however. Use metal
glazing clips for 1/2 in. -thick units in sash without face stops. Locate
setting blocks or glazing clips at the bottom of the unit in from each corner
a distance equal to one-fourth the width of the glass. Use spacer strips at
the sides and top of the unit to ensure uniform setting.

4. Use a good knife-grade, nonhardening glazing compound, free from corro-
sive materials, and do not dilute or thin the compound. Do not use putty.
Use a full bed of compound on the bottom of the sash, and use enough at the
sides and top to make a weather-tight seal. If a void is left Li the bottom
rabbet, provide weep holes for drainage of moisture to the exterior. Trim
and slope glazing compound from the glass to the outside stop for water
drainage.

5. Do not nip corners or grind edges.

6. Install any units that include heat-absorbing glass so that the heat-absorbing
glass is on the outside.

Study Assignment

1. °lazing Manual, p. 2 (paragraph on insulating glass); pp. 17 and 18.

2. Examine manufacturers' catalogs and sales literature describing insulating
glass units. (This material will be found in the classroom library. )
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TOPIC 4INSULATING GLASS UNITS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and 6,e assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Insulatinf, glass units are available in many I 1.
sizes in square or rectangular shapes, and they can 2.
be obtained on special order to certain specified

2 .

2. In one type of insulating glass unit, the two lights 3.
of glass are set in a surrounding 3 4 _; in 4.
the other type, the lights are bonded to inside 5.
:1r 6 together at the edges. 6.

3. Metel sash for an insulating glass unit must provide 7.
sufficient rabbet r and 8 to accommodate 8.
the glass.

4. The room-side light of an insulating glass unit may 9.
crack if excessive 9 air is directed onto it.

5. A factory-sealed insulating glass unit is subjected 10.
to continuous movement because of changes in 11.

10 and 11 12 . 12.

6. When an insulating glass unit is moved from one 13.
elevation to another, the 13 within the unit
should be adjusted for the new location if means
for such adjustment are provided.

7. Areas of insulating glass should never be covered 14.
with 14 or 15 ; the 16 trapped by such 15.
covering could cause glass failure. 16.

8. Setting blocks under insulating glass units should
be located in from each bottom corner a distance
equal to 17 the width of the glass.

17.

9. Insulating glass must not be 18 at the corners 18.
or 19 at the edges. 19.

..gMi.I..,...,=.1......

.....1....o.
..... erm...m.
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10. If a void is left in the bottom rabbet of the sash,
20 21 must be provided for moistureragT---

Test

20.
21.

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1, The air inside insulating glass units is dehydrated.

2. Units can be made with lights of different thicknesses,
so long as the variation in glass thickness does not
exceed 1/16 in.

3. Insulating glass units can be obtained in any specified
pattern if 30 days are allowed for delivery.

4. Putty is used in the installation of insulating glass
units.

5. An insulating glass unit that includes a light of heat-
absorbing glass must be set with the heat-absorbing
light to the outside.

6. The minimum face clearance for insulating glass
units is 1/4 in.

7. An insulating glass unit 1/2 in. thick should be face
glazed with metal clips.

8. Insulating glass units must be glazed with neoprene
or vinyl setting blocks.

9. An insulating glass unit should "float" in the sash.

10. An insulating glass unit 3/4 in. thick should be set
with edge clearances of 1/4 in.

1. T F

2. T F

3. 'f F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 5- -SLIDING ALUMINUM-FRAME DOORS

This topic, "Sliding Aluminum-Frame Doors, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

How does the glazing of a sliding aluminum-frame door differ from
that of a regular door?
How are the stationary and sliding panels of the door unit designated
on the work order or blueprint?
How is a sliding aluminum-frame door unit installed in a rough opening?

Sliding aluminum-frame doors--or patio doors, as they are often called--are
made up of stationary and sliding panels which are usually preassembled in
the frame before being brought to the job site. The assembly and installation
procedures given in this topic apply to sliding aluminum-frame doors in general,
but each manufacturer provides a detailed instruction sheet with his door unit,
and the manufacturer's instructions should be consulted to ensure correct
assembly and smooth operation of the unit.

Assembly and Installation

In the glazing of a regular door, the glass is installed in the door; in the glazing
of a sliding door, however, the door is built around the glass. The glass is
first cut to size, and a U-shaped piece of vinyl is then applied around all four
edges of the glass. Next, the top and bottom rails and the sides (stiles) are
driven on carefully with a rubber mallet. Each rail and stile has a channel
that fits very tight over the U-shaped vinyl. The vinyl is manufactured in
different thicknesses, permitting the same door frame to be used for 3/16-,
7/32-, or 1/4-in. glass. The right vinyl must be used for each thickness of
glass.

The glazier must be careful not to pinch or cut the vinyl with the sharp edge
of the glass when he is putting on the rails and stiles. These metal members
must be hit squarely on the back, not at an angle; otherwise, they will be dented
or will go on unevenly, and glass breakage may result. A stile must not be hit
where the holes for the lock are cut out; this area can easily be dented, with
the result that the lock will fit improperly and the installation will show poor
workmanship. Also, the stiles must be put on straight, with no bows, or the
sliding panel and the stationary panel will not line up.

The assembly drawings thit accompany a sliding-door unit portray the unit as
seen from the outside of the building, looking in, with the sliding panel closed.
The sliding panel is denoted by the letter "X, " the stationary panel by the letter
"0." If the work order or the blueprint for the unit shows "X0, " it will be
understood that the stationary panel is to be on the right, with the sliding panel
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thus opening from left to right. If "OX" is specified, the stationary panel is
to be on the left, with the sliding panel opening from right to left.

The stationary panel should be installed in the frame before the frame is in-
stalled in the rough opening; this makes a semirigid, preassembled unit that
is easier to shift in the opening for best fit. The frame must be installed so
that it will be level and square in the opening when the work is completed. The
rough opening is seldom both level and square, and the frar.-- is seldom a
perfect fit; for these reasons, the glazier must usually block the frame with
wood shims as necessary to make a level and square installation. The shims
should be placed under the screw holes on the sill so that when the screws are
tightened down, they will not bow or distort the frame, The inside of the nail-
ing fin on the frame should be caulked before it is set into the rough opening.

After the frame is nailed or screwed (or both) in place, the sliding panel is
inserted. On a typical patio door panel, an adjustment screw at the bottom of
the stile permits raising or lowering the back roller to compensate for minor
misalignment of the door.

Study Assignment

Examine sales literature and assembly and installation instructions for sliding
aluminum-frame doors. (This material will be found in the classroom library. )
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UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 5-- SLIDING ALUMINUM-FRAME DOORS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The letter "X" denotes the 1 panel, and "0"
denotes the 2 panel on tlie aTawing of a sliding
door unit.

2. If the blueprint shows "X0, " the door will slide
from 3 to 4 to open.

3. Roller-adjustment screws permit compensation
for 5 6 of the door.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

4. The vinyl that fits around the glass is 7 -shaped 7.
in section.

5. Vinyl is manufactured in different thicknesses so 8.
that the same door frame can be used with 8 of 9.
different 9 .

6. In the glazing of a sliding door, the _10 is built 10.
around the 11 . 11.

7. If the blueprint shows "OX," the stationary panel
will be on the 12 .

12.

8. The glazier must be careful in putting the stiles and 13.
rails on a panel not to 13 or 14 the vinyl 14.
with the 15 16 arthe glass. 15.

16.

9. The assembly drawings portray the sliding door 17.
,aril as seen from the 17 of the building, 18.
loot _ng 18 .

10. The frame must be installed so that it will be 19 19.
and 20 . 20.
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Test

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The letter "0" denotes the sliding panel. 1. T F

2. The stationary panel should be installed in the
frame before the frame is installed in the rougii
opening.

3. The letter "Y" denotes the stationary panel.

4. A rubber mallet is used to driv.e the stiles and
rails over the vinyl-covered glass edges.

5. A different type of dour unit must be used with
each thickness of glass.

6. In driving the stile onto the panel, the glazier
must avoid hitting the lock-cutout area on the
stile.

7. An important reason for putting the stiles on
straight, with no bows, is to ensure that the
two panels will line up correctly.

8. The chief reason for employing good workmanship
in installing a sliding door unit is that no final
adjustment can be made to compensate for minor
door misalignment,

9, Sliding doors are glazed in the same way as
regular doors.

10. A sliding door panel in a unit designated as "OX"
opens by sliding to the left.

2. T F

5. T F

6. T F

T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 6- -STORE FRONTS

This topic, "Store Fronts, I, is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What proportion of the glazier's work is related to store front instal-
lations?
What are the general classes of store front metal?
How are store fronts of various types installed?
How do the various types of door closers used in store front entrances
differ, and how is each type installed and adjusted?

In many glazing shops today, particularly in city areas, at least 70 to 75
percent of the glazier's work is done on store fronts. Plate and other types
of glass (and in some cases plastics) are used in such installations, but the
glazing itself differs only a little from that done in any other type of metal
sash. In most cases, at least three-fourths of the work of installing store
fronts has to do with providing the framework for the glass.

Store Front Metal

Store front metal comes in many sizes and shapes, each different style requir-
ing a slightly different method of installation. The apprentice glazier should
become familiar with the funthmentals of installation for each style, since he
can expect to spend a good part of his working life performing these operations.

The various store front metals provide a variety of glass setting units with
harmonizing trim. Each piece of metal is intend Al both to support the instal-
lation of glass and to add to the appearance of the building on which it is used.
Store front metal may be made of aluminum, steel, or bronze, but aluminum
with an anodized finish is used most widely, partly because it is less expensive
than other metals and partly because it is lighter and softer and thus easier
to handle and work. Store front metal may be rolled or extruded, but most of
it is extruded, as this gives a better surface, sharper lines, and greater
rigidity. A review of the typical working drawings included as Plans 1-10 in
Unit D of this workbook will provide the apprentice with many examples of the
details and applications of store front metals.

During installation, anodized aluminum should be protected from wet mortar
or plaster, acids, or strong alkalis. Any of these will destroy the anodized
finish, whiei can be restored only at the factory. It is also necessary to guard
against electrolysis, which will occur if aluminum and certain other metals
are in contact in a place where moisture is present; if the aluminum is left in
contac' with a dissimilar metal, its surface will soon be corroded by the result-
ing electrolytic action.
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The general classes of store front metals used by the glazier in providing
fastening complexes to hold the glass in place are as follows:

Entrances, including doors, door frames, and thresholds
Sash
Window frames (jambs, heads, sills)
Division bars and H bars
Brake shapes
Mouldings
Box tubes and split tubes
Muntin and mullion bars

Store front metal is usially delivered to the shop and is then taken to the job
on the company truck, although it can be delivered directly to the job if that
is practical. The stock length of most store front metal is 21 ft., a length
that seems to make for the least waste when used in fronts constructed in
accordance with current building practices.

Pre' -minary Work

Before the actual work of installing the store front can be started, two pre-
liminary steps must be taken: first, the job must be checked to ensure that
the necessary materials are at hand and that openings are as described in the
working drawings or blueprints; then the metal must be cut, in accordance
with the cutting list.

Checking the job. The first things the glazier must do when the metal arrives
on the job is unwrap the stock lengths and check to be sure that the right types
of metal have been delivered, in the right quantities.

After checking the metal over, the glazier must examine the openings, follow-
ing the shop drawings or manufacturer's blueprints sent with each assignment.
Shop drawings usually represent details of a building, drawn so that the mechanic
in a particular trade will have all the information he needs to fabricate and
assemble the materials he works with. These drawings are taken from the
architectural drawings included in the master blueprints. The subcontractor
in each trade may prepare detailed shop drawings to help his workmen lay out
their jobs. However, the glazing contractor often follows the procedure of
taking the appropriate drawings off the master blueprints and sending these to
the manufacturer when he orders the metal; tilt, manufacturer then sends the
necessary detail drawings along with the order. These drawings must be fol-
lowed as closely as possible, since they are approved by the architect. The
working drawings in Unit D are representative of shop drawings.

Each opening must be measured, allowing for the pr per clearance. Then the
drawings must be the ked for the type of metal that is to be used in each posi-
tion. Many different designs of metal may be used in a given opening. The
frame members that are installed to hold doors and glass are manufactured in
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many different sizes, ranging from 1-3/4 in. x 3 in. in section up to 2-3/4 in.
x 9-1/2 in. The most widely used sizes are 1-3/4 in. x 4 in. and 1-3/4 in. x
4-1/2 in.

Cutting the metal. A cutting list designating the cuts to be made out of each
length of metal is sent along on each job. This list must be followed as closely
as possible.

One of the most important tools for store front work is the power saw. A
table saw may be used for cutting the metal to length and for cutting miters,
but a radial arm saw (cutoff saw), which cuts as the blade is pulled through
the material, has more power and is used exclusively by many glaziers. Be-
cause of its method of operation and its greater power, it can cut stock lengths
of material with less tendency to bind the saw blade. The saw blade should be
kept well waxed when metal is cut; the wax serves both to lubricate the blade
and to keep it sharp longer. If a power saw is not available, the metal can be
cut with a hack saw and a metal-cutting miter box.

Store front metal is manufactured for use with many types of glazing materials;
the design possibilities pre almost limitless. Considerations of design are
important, of course, but frequently the determining consideration is price.
The prices of different types of store front members vary widely, and the sav-
ings obtainable by using the cheaper types of construction are considerable.

Methods of Store Front Installation

Some glaziers prefer to start all store front installation from the left side of
the building. Others find it more convenient to vary the beginning point in
accordance with the type of installation.

Heads, jambs, and sills. The perimeter of the opening may or may not be
fitted with head jambs, side jambs, and sills. (See the working drawings in
Unit D for representative details. ) If these are not used, the opening may
sometimes be lined with brake metal. In many cases, however, the sash or
other type of metal holding the glass at the bottom may be placed directly on
the masonry or wood.

Sash and division bars. Many store front frames consist entirely of sash and
division bars. In such an installation, the gutter of the sash is placed first.
The surface against the opening is caulked; -this is particularly necessary if
the sash is to rest directly on the opening without sills, jambs, ,rake metal.
Typical screw-set store front sash details are shown in Fig. H- L A..

The division bars are put into position as Goon as the sash gutter has been
placed. Three different parts may be included in a division bar: the stiffener,
the spring member, and the face. Some bars consist of only a spring member
and a face. Other bars have no spring members; the stiffener is made of
aluminum and is shaped to receive the glass directly. The stiffener is used to
support the division bar and the glass against wind loads. If the stiffener is
made of steel, it has been coated to retard electrolysis at points where it will
make contact with the aluminum extrusions. However, some glaziers also
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coat the cut edge of the stiffener where it fits against the sash with a bitumi-
nous paint that serves the same purpose.

Fig. H-11. Screw-set store front sash (typical details)

The parts of the division bar are cut at the top and bottom to fit flush with the
sash, thus providing a solid backing for the glass. Anchors are installed at
the top and bottom for greater strength. The face is installed last, fastened
by screws that go through the stiffener and into clips contained in the face of
the sash. Care must be used in tightening the clips; if the screws are too
tight, the glass will break when it exF _ds. Screws must be tightened evenly
all around.

Flush glazing sash, which may be used on three sides of an opening, is usually
installed in two sections (Fig. H-12). The first section is used by the plasterer
as a plaster ground. After the plasterer has done his work, the glazier installs
the finish metal into the channel that has been recessed into the plaster. The
gutter of the sash contains the adjustment screws, which are tightened down
on the clips that hook into the face metal and hold it in place.

Half sash is used chiefly where the glass is installed against a wood back stop
(Fig. H-13). The back stop is puttied, and the glass is pushed tight against the
putty for a seal. The face sash is applied to hold the glass in place. Proper
clearance must be allowed below the glass for passage of the screws that go
through the face of the sash and into the wood. Cutting the glass so it fits too
tightly can result in breakage as it expands with exposure to heat.

Muntin and mullion installation. Another popular type of store front construc-
tion consists entirely of muntin and mullion tubes. This is primarily a flush
glazing syslem, and sash isnot ordinarily used. The opening may or may not
be lined with brake metal. The tubes around the opening are anchored to the
perimeter with screws and sealed off with caulking. Weathering clips are
screwed into the vertical mullions to provide the connections for the horizontal
muntins. Caulking is applied around these clips. The muntins are installed
over the clips and screwed down tight.
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Fig. H.12. Flush glazing channel and sash Fig. H-13. Faceset half sash

Unless they must be split to provide expansion joints, mullions are constructed
in one piece, with glazing pockets down each side. Muntins may be made in
one, two, or three pieces. One-piece muntins have pockets similar to those
in mullions. Two- or three-piece muntins include face pieces that snap on one
or both sides of the glass after the glass has been set. The glass fits into the
pockets in the sides of the mullions, one pocket usually being deeper than the
other. The glass is first inserted into the deeper pocket, then swung into the
shallow pocket. After the glass has been inserted, the coverage on both sides
is equalized. Muntins and mullions may also be glazed with glass stops and
vinyl. Steel reinforcing is used in muntins and mullions Surrounding doors; in
some instances, all muntins and mullions may be reinforced.

When the last piece of metal is ready for installation in muntin-and-mullion
construction, the vertical mullion and the horizontal muntin are usually in-
stalled as one piece. This is done by cutting the last mullion and holding it
temporarily in position against the jamb while the horizontal muntin is mea-
sured and cut. After the metal is cut and the burrs are filed off, the muntin
is drilled and countersunk, ready for installation. It is rested on the clips on
the last mullion already in place and on the mullion to be attached to the jamb,
which is still loose but to which anchors have been applied. Then the whole
section is pushed into place, with enough clearance to !it. The muntin is
screwed into the mullions, and the last mullion is anchored to the jamb and
sealed off with caulking.

Bulkheads. Bulkhead material usually comes in two pieces. The first piece
is installed hard to the floor. (See detail No. 3 on Plan 9 of the working draw-
ings, Unit D.) if the bulkhead is to be installed on concrete, a masonry drill,
star drill, or powder-actuated tool is used to make holes, which are then plug-
ged with plastic or rawlplugs. Screws are used to fasten the bulkhead down.
Caulking is always used under bulkheads to make a complete seal. The mate-
rial is fastened to vertical frame members with angle clips.
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The material used for the upper half of the bulkhead is usually designed to
slip down over the bottom half and clip into place. If it is desired to have the
finished product end at the same height all the way across the store front, it
will be necessary for the height of the top of the upper half of the bulkhead to
match the height of the glass stop on the door. However, since many modern
doors have narrow bottom rails, it is not always possible to achieve this.

If the bulkhead is to be covered with some material, such as tile or structural
glass, but there is a need to cover structural members below the opening, a
metal sill or bulkhead sash may be used instead of regular sash. Bulkhead
sash has an extension that goes below the sill, providing sash and a wide
decorative covering in one opei-ation. Companion pieces of the same design
as the bulkhead sash can be purchased if it is necessary to extend the covering
beyond the opening.

Other types of store front installations. One of the important characteristics
of store front construction is the great number of design variations that are
possible; the installations discussed above are only a few of those most com-
monly found in store fronts. For instance, a type of division bar called a
mullion bar may be used instead of the conventional three-piece division bar.
(See detail No. 11 on Plan 3 of the working drawings, Unit D.) Finned box
tubes- -tubes having narrow fins extending from each side--may be used; glass
stops are applied below the fins, and the glass rests between the stops and the
fins. Split tubes also require glass stops. Sash may be used with any of these
bars and tubes, and even with conventional muntin-mullion construction, if
desired.

Many miscellaneous mouldings are used in store front work. These may cover
expansion joints, seams, or large unfinished areas, such as canopy fronts or
areas surrounding special display cases. If no mouldings or facings are avail-
able to .solve a particular problem, brake metal may be purchased and shaped
to fit. Some glazing shops have metal brakes available and do their own bend-
ing; others send the metal out to a sheet metal shop, accompanied by shop
drawings to show the bending needed, Shaping may also be special-ordered
from the factory supplying the metal.

Wall systems. Factory-fabricated unit walls, often referred to as curtain
walls, are employed in many types of construction. The walls are attached
to the floors with angle anchors and leveling clips. The anchors can be placed
most easily and rapidly by means of a powder-actuated tool. The horizontal
rails and the mullions are joined togethei by concealed fasteners that make the
joints especially neat, The mullions are usually split to provide for expansion
joints.

Unit walls are glazed after installation. The type of glass stop used is inter-
locking and requires no exposed screws. Vinyl is used in one continuous run,
and the glass is installed from the inside; thus no swinging scaffold is required.
If the glass is contained in operable sash, the hardware is made of stainless
steel or some other corrosion-resistant material, and it is adjustable so that
the windows may be held open in any desired position.
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Spandrels and other architectural panels may be employed in conjunction with
glass panels for the construction of store fronts as well as for window-wall
and curtain-wall multistory building faces. These architectural panels are
usually glazed into the frame on the job site, but they are sometimes pre-
installed in the shop.

Fastening Devices

Fastening devices--screws of various types, clips, toggle bolts, powder-driven
fasteners, and the like--play an important part in store front work and in
glazing installations in general. By selecting the right fastener for the job,
the glazier can save time and money and make an installation that is both sound
and attractive.

Screw sizes. The diameter of a screw may be described by a number or by
its appropriate fraction of an inch. For machine screws of less than 1/4 in.
diameter, the size is usually designated by a number. From there on, as the
size increases, the diameter usually is described by the actual diameter dimen-
sion. The diameters of sheet metal screws, however, are designated entirely
by number, with numbers ranging from 1 to 14; wood screw diameters are also
designated by number, 1 to 24. The larger the number, the larger the screw
diameter.

The number of threads per inch is included in the descriptions of machine
screws and bolts. Self-tapping screws such as sheet metal screws do not
have to be fitted into a threaded hole, and therefore the number of threads per
inch is not usually included in the description; this is also true of wood screws.

The length of a screw is always designated by its actual length dimension. The
size of a machine screw of 114 in. diameter, with 20 threads to the inch, and
a length of 1 in, would be described as follows: 1/4 in. x 20 x 1 in. The size
of a certain small sheet metal screw 1/4 in. long could be described as 4 x 1/4
in.; the size of a certain large wood screw 1-1/2 in. long could be described
as 18 x 1-1/2 in.

Since the numbers representing screw diameters are arbitrary and must be
memorized to be useful, many mechanics find it preferable always to specify
the actual diameter dimension desired. If he does this, then the mechanic
does not run the risk of making a mistake in the number and getting the wrong
diameter.

Powder-driven fasteners. On store front installations, glaziers use many
powder-driven fasteners of the types discussed in Unit E of this workbook.
These fasteners are particularly useful for anchoring door and window frames
to concrete, and they are also used extensively in curtain-wall construction.

Door Closers

Door closers of many types are installed in store fronts. The types commonly
used range from connealed floor or header closers to units for exposed surface
installation. Some closers are manually operated, but many in modern instal-
lations are automatic.
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Manual door closers. Manual door closers, whether concealed or exposed,
overhead or floor type, operate by a combination of spring and hydraulic action.
In a typical closer, the Pittco checking floor hinge shown in Fig. H-14, the
initial fast closing speed and the final slow checking speed are adjustable with
the door in place by means of slotted control screws.

CHECK SHAFT

CHECKING ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 11-14. Pinto checking floor hinge

Floor closers are not difficult to install. They come complete with a "cement
case, u a metal housing that must be cemented in place in a pit in the floor.
The closer can be removed from the cement case in the event repairs to the
mechanism are required. Since mistakes made in the installation of a floor
closer are not easily corrected, the mechanic must take extra care in every
phase of the operation to ensure that the cement case and the hinge will be
correctly located and aligned in the pit when the job is completed.

Manufacturers of floor closers provide detailed installation instructions with
their products. An installation template for the Door-O-Matic 260 M series
floor closer is shown reduced in size in Fig. H-15. In placing a floor closer
with a manufacturer's installation template, the glazier must be sure he is
using the correct, up-to-date template for the closer at hand; a template that
was supplied with a unit of the same make but of earlier manufacture might
not be suitable for the installation of the new closer.

The template shown in Fig. H-15 contains much information of value to the
glazier in the installation of the manufacturer's floor closer. It locates the
pivot and screw centers for installation both with a dress plate and with a
threshold, and indicates the correct depthing of the cement case for both modes
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of installation; it indicates the distance from pivot center to jamb face, as well
as other dimensions and clearances that must be taken into account in the instal-
lation; and it locates and identifies the closing-speed and latching-speed adjust-
ing screws and the spring-tension adjusting nut.

The Rixson "Checkspotter," Gin adjustable fixture that simplifies the installation
of Rixson floor closers, is shown in typical application in Fig. H-16.

The fixture, which includes a built-in bubble level, is attached to the closer
and cement case as shown, and the closer and fixture are set over the pit in
the floor. Shims are employed if they are needea. The leveling screws are
then adjusted to provide correct depthing and leveling of the closer assembly.
Next, the fixture and attached closer and case are removed from the pit and
carefully set aside, and a small quantity of quick-set grout is troweled into the
pit. The closer-and-fixture assembly is then replaced in position over the floor
pit, and final leveling and alignment corrections are made. The quick-set grout
should cover the bottom inch of the cement case. After the grout has set up,
the fixture is removed from the closer, and regular grout mixture is added over
the quick-set grout and allowed to harden. This completes the installation of
the closer into the pit.

An overhead concealed door closer (Jackson No. 20-330) is shown with associ-
ated hardware for a center-hung door in Fig. H-17. The Jackson unit shown
can also be installed as a floor closer (Jackson No. F20-330). In the overhead
installation, the closer is mounted within the header, the arm being installed
in the top rail of the door. A removable clamp secures the arm to the square
stub shaft of the closer. If the adjustable center-hung botm pivot shown is
used in the door installation, lateral clearance may be adjusted with the door
in place; if either the type B or the type E pivot is used, the door must be
removed for lateral clearance adjustment. The adjustable pivot assembly is
available for either flush or threshold mounting,

The Rixson type 808 door closer (not shown' is another unit representative of
the overhead concealed, nonhanded (double-acting) type. This closer is similar
in general appea_ ante and application to the Jackson unit described above.
Either closer will fit into a" 1-3/4 in. x 4 in. aluminum header, and either can
be ordered with a choice of spring capacities for light, regular, or heavy door
loads. Each closer is available with or without a hold-open feature and with a
specified angular degree of opening to positive stop. Closing speed is inde-
pendently adjustable for each direction of door swing in the Rixson closer;
initial closing speed is factory-set in the Jackson closer, but provision for
field adjustment of checking (final closing) speed is made.

If a transom is included above an entrance having a concealed closer, the door
must be center hung. A door stop may be applied to the transom in the event
single action only is desired.

An exposed-type overhead closer is installed to the door and to the frame
header or transom header. If necessary, soffit brackets may be used on the
header. The exposed closer ordinarily must be installed a specified distance
away from the jamb, allowing for the full opening of the door. A template is
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incluGed with the unit to permit easy location of the mounting screws, which
:,.re usually 1/4 in. x 20 or 12 x 24 machine screws. Exposed closers are
adjusted from either the top or the side, depending on the style of the unit; a
special tool supplied by the manufacturer is employed for the adjustment.

Automatic door closers. Automatic doors are operated by powered overhead
(7Fflor--7-7)71'3e closers. The closer is commonly actuated by pressure on a
floor mat, the actuating mat being the one on the side that is away f-om the
direction in which the door opens. The mat on the side toward which the door
opens is called the safety mat. So long as pressure is exerted on the safety
mat, the door will not operate.

Automatic door closers may be set up fo.. door-handle actuation rather than
mat actuation. An advantage of the handle-actuated installation is that the
door or doors can be double acting.

The components of one type of automatic floor closer, the Dor-O-Matic "Invi-
sible Dor-Man, " are shown in Fig. H-18. The unit shown is a dual operator
for a peir of doors. The photograph shows only one of the four mats required
for the dual installation.

The hinge of an automatic floor closer is operated by hydraulic pressure , am
the power unit, which is basically an electrically powered and electrically
actuated compressor. Hydraulic Fries cannect the power unit to the floor
hinge (or ' inges, in the case of the dual unit shown). This type of closer
usually requires a large floor pit to house the power unit, but some instal-
lations permit the unit to be located as much as 50 ft. away from the entrance.
An electrical impulse from the floor mat or door handle starts the compressor,
and the resulting hydraulic pressure operates the hinge. The operating speed
and hold-open time of an automatic door are set in a conrol box that ,2ontains
a timer.

Both manually operated and automatic doors may incorporate a safety feature
for the protection of hands that might get caught between the door and the frame;
this consists of a 1-in.-wide rubber spacer strip attached to the frame in the
region where the pressure of the door would offer the greatest hazard to hands.

The concealed overhead type of automatic closer is an all-electric device
having no compressors, hydraulic systems, or restoring springs. The closer
is installea into the header with screws, and it can be removed and replaced
in less than 10 mit,....tes, Switches on the jamb permit the door to be set for
automatic or manual operation or to be held open. If an electric closer be-
comes defective, it should ',le sent to the factory for repair.

Study Assignment

Examine catalogs and sales literature describing store front mttal, fa,tening
dc ,ices, and manual and automatic door closers. (This material will be found
in the classroom library. )
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UNIT If -- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 6--STORE FRONTS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the righ. in the space
that has the wane number as the space in the exercise.

'. Store front metal serves two basic purposes: 1.
it 1 the insWlation of 2 , and it adds 2.
to the-3 of the building on wEich it is used. 3.

2. Most store front metal is manufactured by the 4.
4 process.

3. The danger of corrosion from 5 6 5.
exists whenever aluminum is pl.Frin contact 6.
with certain other metals at places where 7 7.
is present.

4. Before the actual work of installing the store front 8.
is begun, the job must be 8 and the metal 9. .
must be 9

5. Store front metal is cut in accordance with a(n) 10.
10 11 . 11.

6. Many store front frames consist entirely of 12.
12 and 13 bars. 13.

7. The three parts that may be included in a division 14.
bar are the 14 , the 15 member, and the 15.

16 . 16.

8. After the glass is inserted in a muntin-and-mullion 17.
framed opening, the glass coverage is 17 .

9. Mouldings are used in store front work to cover 18.
18 joints, 19 , or large unfinished areas 19.sues 20 'fonts. 20.

10. If a transom is included above an entrance having 21.
a concealed closer, the door must be 21 hung.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Shop drawings are taken from the specifications.

2. Plastics are sometimes used in the glazing of
store fronts.

3. The installation of metal is usually started from
the right side of the store front.

4. Bulkhead sash is sometimes used as a substitute
for a separate sill.

5. Division bar stiffeners may be made of steel or
aluminum.

6. Unit walls are fabricated on the job.

7. A manual overhead concealed door closer operates
by means of a combination of electricity, springs,
and hydraulic pressure.

8. The cement case must be removed to repair a
floor closer.

9. Floor closers require more precise installation
than overhead closers.

10. The greatest depth dimension for.nd in regular
store front metal is about 6 in.

11. When sash is used in a store front, division bars
must be used for the vertical members of the
framing.

12. A table saw may be use(' for cutting miters.

13. Stiffeners must be attached to division bars.

14. Price is often the controlling factor in the choice
of store front metal.

15. Flush glazing installations require the use of sash.

16. Half sash is used chiefly against wood back stops.

17, Muntin-and-mullion construction requires the use
of sash.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F
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18. Mullions are usually constructed in one piece. 18. T F

19. The number of threads per inch is included in the
description of a machine screw.

19. T F

20. A swinging stage is used when unit walls are
installed.

20. T F

21. Unit walls are installed by means of anchors. 21. T F

22. Weathering clips are used with muntins and
mull ions.

22. T F

23. Overhead concealed door closers are installed
by means of soffit brackets.

23. T F

24. Door closing speeds are usually set in two stages. 24. T F

25. Automatic door closers are commonly actuated
by pressure on a floor mat.

25. T F
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UNIT H--INSTALLATION

TOPIC 7-- STRUCTURAL GLASS

This topic, "Structural Glass, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

Where is structural glass used?
How is the backing prepared to receive structural glass?
How is the structural glass installed to the backing?

The special characteristics of structural glass determine its range of uses.
It is not harmed by moisture or stains, and it does not pick up odors; it can
therefore be used where sanitary conditions must be maintained, as in restau-
rants, hospitals, laboratories, and food processing plants. However, the
widest use for structural glass is in store fronts. It can be used for fascia,
pilasters, bulkheads, and other structural members to make up an all-glass
front.

Structural glass is not used as widely today as it was a few years ago, even
in store fronts; however, the glazier must still know how to install it, for
he may be required to do so at any time.

Cutting and Fabricating the Glass

Structural glass comes in sizes up to 72 in. x 132 fal. and ranges in thickness
from 114 in. to 1-1/4 in. The maximum area of an single piece of structural
glass to be installed less than 15 ft. above the sidewalk is 10 sq. ft. ; if the
piece is to be installed more than 15 ft. above the sidewalk, its area must not
exceed 6 sq. ft. The maximum length on any one edge shall not exc_ed 4 ft.
These maximums may vary with local building codes.

Structural glass is as easy to work and process as plate glass, but it should
never be cut dry. When structural glass is cut, it should be broken as soon
as possible, using correct pressure to assure a clean cut. If a hole up to
5/8 in. is needed, a three-cornered drill of the right size may be used. If
fIrm pressure Is applied and the drill is well lubricated, the hole will be made
easily. For larger holes, a tube drill may be used with the usual carborundum
and water mixture for abrasive action and cooling.

Preparing the Backing

Backing for structural glass should be substantial and fireproof. Cement,
plaster, tile, brick, concrete, stone, cinder block, and terra cotta are suit-
able backing materials. If the backing is not rigid, it will be impossible to
push the structural glass back to the proper position with assurance that it
will remain there. Backing should be built so that no more than 1/2 in.
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thickness of mastic is used to hold the glass to the wall. Mastic shrinks
slightly in the curing process, and the thicker the gobs of mastic, the more
the shrinkage. The use of too much mastic can result in an uneven finished
product. Bond coats on the backing prevent it from absorbing the oils that
give the mastic its adhesive power and flexibility. One gallon of bond coat
covers between 75 and 100 sq. ft. of backing area.

Where glass is applied at a height greater than one story, many local building
codes call for the application of mechanical fasteners. These shelf angles
must be secured to the backing with drive-in nails, toggle bolts, mollies,
lead anchors, or some other approved type of fastener.

Installing the Glass

After the structural glass has been fabricated and is ready for installation,
the next step is the application of asphalt mastic. Before the mastic is applied
to the back of the glass, the glass surface must be dry; if a moisture film is
present, the adhesion of the mastic will be hindered. An electrically heated
hand scoop can be used to speed up the application of exterior mastic. The
heated scoop makes it easier to remove stiff mastic from the can in cold
weather and also forms gobs of the proper size and shape to permit the glass
to be worked against the backing until proper adhesion is obtained.

After the mastic has been applied to the back of the glass, the glass is installed
by placing it against the backing and moving it up and down, pushing inward at
the same time; this flattens the gobs of mastic (Fig. H -19), The result is
good adhesioi of the structural glass to the backing.

Fig. H-19

Instollation of structuroi glass

When one light of structural glass is to be stacked upon another, the best
material for taping the joints is asphaltic cork joint tape, 1/16 in. thic'., set
back from the edge 1/8 in. The work should be finished by pointing the joints
with joint cement and wiping the job down.



UNIT II- - INSTALLATION

TOPIC 7--STRUCTURAL GLASS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Structural glass is not harmed by 1 or 2 ,
and it does not pick up 3 .

1.
2.
3.

2. An all-glass store front can be produced if structural 4.
glass is employed for 4 , 5 , 6 , and 5.
other structural members. 6.

3. Structural glass is used not only in store fronts, but 7.
also in applications where 7 conditions must
be maintained.

4. Structural glass comes in sizes up to 8 x 9 . 8.
9.

5. Backing for structural glass should be 10 and 10.
11 . 11.

6. The maximum area of any single piece of structural 12.
glass that is to be installed higher than 15 ft. above
the sidewalk is 12 .

7. The use of too thick a layer of 13 can result in 13.
a(n) 14 finished product. 14.

8. One gallon of bond coat covers between 15 and 15.
16 sq. ft. of backing area. 16.

9. The application of exterior mastic is made easier
by the use of a(n) 17 heated 18 .

17.
18.

10. When installing the structural glass onto the backing, 19.
the glazier should move the glass 19 and 20 20.
while pushing it 21 ; this wir make for uniW 21.
thickness of the 2.-- and will ensure good 23 . 22.

23.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Structural glass is used mostly in store fronts. 1. T F

2. Structural glass is harder to work than plate glass. 2. T F

3. A moisture film on the back of structural glass will
prevent good adhesion of the mastic.

3. T F

4. Bond coats on the backing help keep the mastic flexible
and adhesive.

4. T F

5. The backing for structural glass must be rigid. 5. T F

6. Mastic between the structural glass and the backing
may be no more than 1/4 in. thick.

6. T F

7. Horizontal joints in structural glass should be filled
with caulking to a thickness of 1/16 in.

7. T F

8. Mechanical fasteners are often required if the
structural glass to installed at a height greater
than one story.

8. T F

9. Mastic is best applied with a putty knife. 9. T F

10. Pieces of structural glass may be stacked one above
the other.

10. T F



UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 8--SHOWCASE GLAZING

This topic, "Showcase Glazing," is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What operations are required in snolvcati.e glazing?
What are the main parts of the most common type of showcase?
What procedure is followed in glazing a wood - and -gloms silo:NI/ease?:,., .

Showcase glazing is mainly done in a mill or a cabinet shop. Many times,
however, a glazier may be required to replace broken glass in a showcase in
the field. Certain standard procedures are followed for showcase glazing,
both in the shop and in the field. This type of work offers the glazier a good
opportunity to employ his kriowledg of fabrication, edgework, and installation.

Showcases are usually made with wooden backs and supports and with glass
tops, sides, and faces. The edges of the glass exposed to view are finished
by polishing and grinding; this protects the public from injury or harm from
sharp edges and gives the showcase a finished appearance.

Glazing a ShowcP-a

When new work is to be done on a showcase having a wooden base and back,
the following steps should be taken.

I. Clean out all slots and grooves where glass is to be installed.

2. Cut the two side panels of glass to
panel to pass in front cf the sides,
that are to be placed in grooves in
of each side panel where cement .

bond.

size. Allow clearance for the front
making a lap joint. Swipe the edges
the wood. Grind the front and top edges
to be used; this helps ensure a good

3. Cut the front panel to size. Allow enough length for the front panel to pass
by the side panels and form a lap joint. Grind the top edge, and swipe the
edge that is to be placed in the wooden groove. Polish the two ends.

4. Set the two end panels and the from: panel in place. Use masking tape to
hold the three pieces together temporarily.

5. Cut the top panel to size. Use the temporary setting to determine the proper
size, which should allow approximately 1/2 in. lap at both the front and the
sides. Polish all exposed edges of the top panel.
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6. Remove the front panel from its temporary setting. Butter the front edges
of the side panels with showcase cement. (Showcase cement is applied
directly from the can without being thinned. In some cases, it may be
necessary to apply heat to the cement to make it pliable. This may be done
by placing the can with the lid removed in a pan of water and then bringing
the water to a boil. )

7. Set the irc...1 panel in place. Press it into the cement at the joint to form a
firm bond. Use masking tape to hold the joints firmly in place.

8. Butter the top edges of the front panel and side panels with cement. Set the
top panel in place, press it firmly into the cement, and tape as required.

9. Clean off all excess showcase cement. This can be done by using thinner,
being careful that the cement is not weakened or loosened from its seal.
After the cement has set approximately 48 hours, remove the maskirg tape.

In some types of showcases, the wooden back rail is designed to be cemented
to the top panel; showcase cement is used to form this joint between thP top
panel and the wooden back.

With slight variations to allow for design differences, the procedure given
above can be used for almost all showcase installations.
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TOPIC 8--SHOWCASE GLAZING - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The edges of showcase panels that go into g ooves
are 1 .

1.

2.2. The edges to be cemented are 2 , and exposed
edges are 3 . 3.

3. The joints between front and side panels are 4 4.
joints.

4. The 5 panel is the last to be installed. 5.

5. If showcase cement is not sufficiently pliable to 6.
use, it should be 6 in a pan of 7 8 7.

8.

6. The top panel is cut to size 9 the front and 9.
sides are cemented together.

7. Grinding the edges of glass makes the cement 10.
10 better.

8. The back of a showcase is usually made of 11 . 11.

9. The lap allowed for on the top panel should be about 12.
12 at the front and sides.

10. Slots and grooves in the showcase framing members 13.
must be 13 before they receive the glass.
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A,

Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Replacer lent work accounts for the greater part
of the showcase glazing in the field.

2. The same standard procedures are used for showcase
glazing both in the shop and in the field.

3. Showcase cement can be thinned with alcohc:1 if it is
not workable.

4. Masking tape may be used to hold showcase joints
during the setting of the cement.

5. Excess cement should be scraped off the glass with
a razor blade.

6. Showcase cement must set for approximately 48 hours
before the temporary joint support can be safely re-
moved.

7. Showcase cement is only usable for making glass-to-
glass joints.

8. Showcase supports are usually made of wood.

9. A polished edge makes a satisfactory bond with the
cement.

10. The front panel of the showcase is cut to size after
the side panels have been made.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. * T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 9--MIRRORS

This topic, "Mirrors," is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What materials are used for the installation of mirrors?
What precautions should be taken to ensure that mirror stock sheets
will not be damaged in storage or during h. fling?
How does the installation of a one-way mirrvr differ from that of a
conventional mirror?

The various types of mirrors that have been described in Unit F of this work-
book may be installed in a number of ways and with various materials. The
method of installation to be used will depend upon the type and size of the
mirror specified for the job, the mouldings or trim required, and so forth.

Storing and Handling Mirrors

Mirrors of all types must be stored correctly and handled with great care
during installation if damage to the glass surfaces and coatings is to be avoided.
The protective film of paint or copper on the silvered back of a mirror is very
thin and easily damaged by being marred or scratched. If the protective film
is broken, the mirror's reflective silver coating, which in some cases if.i only
5 millionths of an inch thick, will discolor. The face surface of the mirror
must also be protected; any scratch or imperfection will be exaggerated be-
cause of its reflection from the silvered surface.

The transparent evaporated -metal coating on a one-way mirror is exceptionally
hard and durable, but it is less than one-tenth as thick as the reflective silver
coating on a conventional mirror, and it can be damaged through careless
handling or incorrect cleaning. Any normal cleaning procedure can be em-
ployed provided that no abrasive materials or hard types of cloth are used;
mild soap, clean water, and a soft cloth or absorbent cotton are satisfactory.

Stock sheets of mirrors are generally stored in racks, with several sheets
leaned in one pile; when mirrors are stored in this way, paper should be placed
between the sheets to prevent damage that might result from their rubbing to-
gether. It is also good practice to pair the mirrors in the pile with their face
sides or their back sides together. When stock sheets are moved about in the
racks, they should not be allowed to rub or slide against each other.

Mirror Installation Procedures

Mirrors of all types must be installed so that the glass is not under any strain
or tension; if the mirror surface is not a perfect plane, the image it reflects
will be distorted. For this reason, good working practices are very !mportant
in mirror installation.
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Conventional silver-backed mirrors are installed on walls or other backing
surfaces by means of clips, wood or metal frames, or mastic, or by some
combination of these means (Fig. H 20). One-way mirrors are glazed into
openirgs. The procedures for each type of installation are described in the
following paragraphs.

Clips. Clips used for mirror installation may be either plastic or metal. In
either case, the following procedure should be employed:

1. Mark the location of the bottom edge of the mirror. Level the line and
install the bottom clips, leaving them slightly loose.

2. With the mirror held in ;glace, check the flatness of the wall by sighting
along the sides and top to determine if the glass is resting flat against the
wall.

3. Fasten the top clip or clips and then the side clips in place, but do not
tighten them.

4. Starting with the bottom clipF and working around the mirror, tighten the
clips evenly to the proper tericinn. Be careful not to tighten the clips Po
much that tension is set up in the glass; the mirror should rest freely en
the wall, held lightly but firmly by the clips.

Wood frames. Wood frameb for mirrors usually consist of wood mouldings.
The following procedure should be followed to install a wood-framed mirror:

1. Tack the bottom mould in place, leaving it loose.

2. Set the mirror into the bottom mould groove and tip it back against the
wall, checking the setting for twist or tension.

3. Tack the top mould and side moulds in place, leaving them loose.

4. Starting at the bottom, tighten the mouldings around the mirror. Draw
them up until the mirror is secure and rests freely against the wall with
no twist or tension.

5. Countersink the nails or screws.

Metal frames. Metal frames for mirrors are usually of the concealed-fastener
type, and the mirror comes set into the frame. The installation of a metal-
framed mirror should be done as follows:

1. Remove the mirror from the frame; then reassemble the frame.

2. Place the frame against the wall in the correct position and check the wall
for flatness, blocking out the frame as required.

3. Mark the fastening holes on the wall and attach the frame.
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4. Remove the side or top rail of the frame, depending on the installation;
slide the mirror in place, then reset the missing rail.

Mastic. Mastic may be used alone or in combination with other installation
nr-als to secure the mirror in place on the wall. In some installations, a
piece of channel mould is used at the bottom of a mirror installed with mastic;
this ensures a better job, as the weight of the glass is then not borne by the
mastic. Large mirrors may have a tendency to shear the mastic if such i ein-
foi cement is not provided. To install a mirror with mastic, the glazier should
proceed as follows:

1. Check the wall for flatness with a straightedge or string.

2. Apply mastic to the back of the mirror, making allowances for unevenness
in the wall by ;.ising more or less mastic in given areas as required.

3. Press the mirror against the wall. Exert only enough pressure to seat
the mirror in place, making sure that the pressure is evenly applied so
that no surface tension or twist will result.

..

Mastic setting Frame setting in plaster

Fig. H20. Mirror installation

Frame setting in tile

One-way mirrors. A transparent or one-way mirror will not work as intended
unless it is correctly installed. It must be glazed into an opening betweer two
rooms, one of which must be kept dimly lighted, the other brightly lighter..
The mirror should be glazed with its coated (mirrored) surface toward the
brightly lighted room. The coated surface can be identified by placing a
pencil point against the glass; if the pencil point is touching the coated surface,
the true point and the reflected point will appear to meet.
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Before glazing a one-way mirror with putty or glazing competind, the glazier
should make sure that the glazing material chosen for use is not a type that
could in time damage or spoil the mirror. ,
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TOPIC 9MIRRORS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

I Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete he exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Mirrors of all types must be 1 correctly and
2 carefully.

2. The film of 3 or 4 on a mirror back
serves to protect the 5 coating.

3. The evaporated- 6 coated surface of a one-way
mirror can be clean.ld safely with a 7 cloth,
mIld 8 , and 9 water.

4. Scratches on the face surface of a silvered-back
mirror will be 10 because of their 11 images

5. The clips used for installing mirrors may be made
of 12 or of 13 .

6 If clips are overtightened, 14 will be set up in
the glass.

7. Wood frames for mirrors usually consist of 15
16 .

8. In the installation of a wood frame for a mirror, the
17 moulding is tacked in place first.

9. Metal frames for mirrors are usually of the 18
fastener type.

10. A mirror should be installed so that it is not 19
or under any 20 or 21 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The reflective silver coating of a mirror is in some
cases only .000005 in. thick.

2. Mirror installation may involve a combination of
several materials.

3. When mastic is used for mirror installation, it is
wise to use some type of rcAnforcement to take the
weight of the glass.

4. On a metal frame installation, both sides or the
frame must be removed before the glass is inserted.

5. Stacked sheets of mirrors should be separated by
paper to protect their faces and backs from abrasion.

6. Clips should be fully tightened as soon as they are
put in place.

7. The coating on a one-way mirror is half as thick
as the silvering on a conventional mirror.

8. Any good grade of glazing compound may be used
in the installation of a one-way mirror.

9. A one-way mirror should he installed so that the
mirrored surface is toward the brightly lighted
room.

10. Mirrors should be stored in the rack with their
face sides always on the left.

1

i

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



UNIT H-- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 10--GLASS REPLACEMENT

This topic, "Glass Replacement, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

How is a broken light of glass removed from wood sash? From metal
sash?
What steps should the glazier take when replacing glass in the customer's
home or place of business to avoid marring or soiling floors and furniture
in the work area?
What special safety precautions must be observed in the removal of
broken lights of plate glass from store fronts?

The replacement of a broken light of glass presents problems not encountered
in new work. The removal of the selvage glass an,-I the preparation of the frame
for tae new glass can be dangerous if not done correctly. The glazier is often
assigned to this type of work, and he should therefore be thoroughly familiar
with correct replacement echnique to ensure his own safety as well as that of
others with whom he may be working.

In general, any broken light of glass, whether large or small, is potentially
dangerous to the person removing it, and the danger becomes greater as the
size of the glass increases. In every case, the safe removal of the broken
light of glass is chiefly a matter of good common sense.

Removing Broken Glass from Wood Sash

Removal of all broken glass before chipping at the putty is especially important
in wood sash; back putty often is not used when glass is set in wood sash w;th a
putty facing, and there is thus great danger of prematurely loosening broken
pieces of glass by vibration. This falling glass can be a serious hazard to the
glazier. If the glass is removed in a shop, the best way is to place the sash
over the cutoff barrel, face putty down, and to break the glass into the barrel.
If the glass is broken out correctly, part of the putty will stick to the glass az..;
fall out with it.

If the repla ment is being done on the job site, a good way to break the glass
oil:. is to first make two diagonal cuts across the light. If the sash if. in place
in the building, the glass should be broken from the inside toward the outside.
More cuts may have to bemade to get all the glass out.

Any putty remaining in the sash should be removed with a hammer and a hack-
ing knife or chisel, care being taken to work with the grain of the woods. Since
wood sash putty is usually thoroughly sealed to the sash, it is likely to take
pieces of the sash with it when ii: is dislodged; this makes it difficult to putty
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in a straight line when the glass is replaced and results in a rough-looking
job. Goggles should be worn for this operation to protect against flying debris.
All putty should be removed irom the raFaet. When the sash is thoroughly
cleaned, nev glass is installed accore:ng to the usual procedure for new
installation.

Removing Broken Glass from Metal Sash

Replacement of glass in metal sash is seldom done in the shop, but rather is
almost always done in the customer's home or place of business. This means
that the glazier must be careful to prevent damage to the floor and any furni-
ture or equipment in and around the work area. A small canvas or tarpaulin
inside and another witside below the window will usually prevent damage to the
floor and outside area. When walking on a tarp, the glazier must avoid track-
ing dirt, oily residue, or debris onto rugs, cement, flagstone, or other sur-
faces. If canvas or tarps are not used, the glazier should take care to clean
up all slivers of broken glass and other waste around the area he has worked
in, particularly in places like rugs and flower beds.

it is advisable to remcve as much of the glass as possi:Jle from the sash before
removing the putty. A hacking knife, chisel, or a small pointed instrument
like a screwdriver may be used. Working on the back putty first will tend to
force the glass and face putty away from the sash, speeding up the job.

Removing Broken Glass from Store Fronts

The removal of breakage from store frontf: presents problems entirely differ-
ent from those erf...ounteIed in the removal of breakage from wood and metal
sash, chiefly because store front glass is almost always plate glass and large
in size. Because no two breakages are alike, no standard method for the store
front glass replacement operation can be given; however, the general procedure
outlined in the following paragraphs will serve as a guide for the glazier in such
work.

Safety is the primary and most important consideration in removing breakage
from a store front. In this regard, the first step is to check out and stop runs,
giving particular attention to the bottom area of the broken light. Runs are
often found there, and these can be especially dangerous. A run can be stopped
by cutting a semicircle across the end of the run.

Any broken glass in the corners should be removed first; then the remaining
plate should be taken out. The pieces most difficult to remove are plates that
are broken completely across in a horizontal line. In such a case, holes may
be cut from the break large enough to allow the placement of supporting poles
through the glass. The poles will hold the weight of the upper glass while the
bottom part is beir removed. Finally, the upper glass is removed.

If the glass is broken horizontally more than halfway up, the bottom stop should
be removed and a setting block placed to hold the larger bottom piece. The
smaller upper piece is removed first, then -tie bottom piece.
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If plate glass has been set in place without putty or compound (dry glazed),
there is no firm bond or seal between the glass and the aluminum. In this
case, the glass can sometimes be slipped out of the sections very easily_
However, this should be done very carefully, one piece at a time. The glazier
must be certain that no piece being removed is holding another piece in place.
It may be advisable to cut the broken pieces into smaller pieces so that only
small sections are removed at a time. Also, the possibility must be kept in
mind that all of the pieces may let loose at the same time; the falling pieces
of heavy glass would be very dangerous to the glazier and could also damage
the store front metal.

Large pieces of plate glass with bullet holessmall holes caused by small,
hard objects striking the glass at high speed--must be handled with extreme
caution. The glass must be held as nearly perpendicular as possible and must
not be allowed to wobble or shake as it is being removed.



UNIT H -- INSTALLATION

TOPIC 10--GLASS REPLACEMENT - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in ..e exercise.

1. The danger involved in glass replacement work 1.
increases as the 1 of the 2 increases. 2.

2. The removal of all broken glass before chipping at 3.
the putty is especially important with 3 sash.

3. In removing glass from wood sash in the shop, the 4.
best procedure is to place the sash over the 4 5.

5 , face putty down, then break the glass out.

4. When replacing glass in a private residence or a 6.
place of business, the glazier must take care not 7.
to soil or damage 6 , 7 , or 8 in and 8.
around the work area.

5. If the broken glass is in metal sash, the glazier 9.
should first remove as much of the 9 as 10.
possible; then he should remove the putty, working
on the 10 putty first.

6. The primary consideration in removing breakage 11.
from a store front is 11 .

7. Before any attempt is 'made to remove a broken 12.
light from a store front, any 12 in the glasP
must be stopped.

8. If plate glass has been 13 glazed, there will 13.
be no firm bond betweerithellass and the aluminum.

9. Bullet holes are breaks in the glass caused by 14 , 14.
15 objects striking the glass at high 16 15.

16.

10. Where the broken plate glass is in a dry-glazed open- 17.
ing, it may be advisable to cut the broken sections 18.
into 17 18 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. A screwdriver is a useful tool for removing putty
from wood sash.

2. There are essential differences between the instal-
lation of glass in new sash and the replacement of
glass in old sash that has been correctly prepared.

3. Glass is sometimes more dangerous to remove from
wood sash than from metal sash; this is so because
back putty is seldom used in wood sash.

4. The removal of broken glass from a store front is
less dangerous if it has been dry glazed.

5. Debris stuck to the rabbet or channel can be puttied
over when new glass is installed.

6. A problem in removing glass from wood sash is that
part of the sash may come off with the putty.

7. If a large plate has been brokei: across horizontally
more than halfway up, it is best to remove the top
piece first.

8. If a large plate has been broken horizontally near
or below the middle, the top piece should be removed
first.

9. If the corners of a large plate are broken, the un-
roken large pieces should be removed first.

10. Supporting poles should be used to hold the upper
piece of plate while the lower piece is being removed.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5, T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

10. T F



Suspended Glazing

This unit, "Suspended Glazing, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What is suspended glazing?
What factor led to the development of suspended glazing?
How does suspended glazing differ from conventional glazing?
What are the advantages of suspended glazing?

Suspended glazing is a system of installing large glass by hanging it so that its
total weight is carried at the points of suspension above the top edge of the glass;
the bottom edge of the glass, which floats in a metal channel filled with spongy
material, carries none of the weight. In this and other respects, suspended
glazing is totally unlike the standard glazing system.

The extent to which the suspended glazing system will replace the standard
system cannot be predicted at this time. However, every glazier should be
acquainted with this new glazing technique, for it offers certain advantages
over the standard glazing method and may therefore come into wide use in the
future.

The suspended glazing system was developed in response to the continuing
requirement for larger and larger lights of glass in construction. In the stan-
dard method of glazing a large light, the glass is generally set on blocks of
wood, lead, rubber, or other firm substance. The blocks are set under the
bottom edge of the glass, close to the corners. Thus, all the weight of the
glass is carried on the blocks, the surrounding frame serving only to keep the
light of glass from bulging and falling out. As a result, there is strain at the
blocking points which, together with possible settling of the building, can cause
breakage. In suspended glazing, however, the light is held by two clamp as-
semblies suspended from the ceiling or other overhead structural support;
either single clamp or twin clamp assemblies are used, depending on the size
of the light to be held (Fig. I-1). Each clamp is locked to bronze plates that
are bonded to the glass with epoxy cement. This is done prior to moving the
light to the jobsite.

The bottom edge of the glass is held in a metal channel, without setting blocks,
to prevent the glass from swinging in the wind. The bottom channel does not
give support to the plate; however, it is filled with weatherproof sealant to
prevent leakage. The glass plates are butted and bonded together with an epoxy
cement. A vertical glass stabilizer is cemented at the joint on each side of
the plate at a 90° angle. The stabilizer, which is also suspended, prevents
the la, ,,... lights from bowing in and out (Fig. 1-2).
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Fig. I-1. Typical clamp assembly details

Among the advantages claimed for the suspended glazing system are the
following:

Glass can be installed without limitation on height, maximum size of
the light being dependent only upon manufacturing capabilities.
Distortion tends to be reduced because the glass hangs straight down in
perfect equilibrium.
The glass is not subject to stresses caused by settlement of the building,
for it is suspended like a curtain and is free to move with the structure.
A safer installation results. When glass breaks in a conventionally glazed
opening, it often falls with a guillotine effect; if the suspended glass breaks,
the top piece remains in place, held by the clamps.

Tests conducted at the University of Miami in 1964 demonstrated that the sus-
pended glazing method makes possible an installation having excellent resistance
to wind loads. At the time of this writing, the suspended glazing method has not
been tested for earthquake resistance.

The two drawings included in this unit as Plans 11 and 12 show details of the
suspended glazing system.

Study Assignment

Glazing Manual. Read the section on suspended glazing, pp. 22 and 23.
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Fig. 1-2. A suspended glazing installation
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UNIT I--SUSPENDED GLAZING - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. In suspended glazing, the 1 edge of the glass 1.
is held in metal 2 , but no 3 blocks are 2.
used. 3.

2. The 4 assemblies employed to suspend the 4.
glass may of either the 5 or the 6 5.
type. 6.

3. The bronze plates are bonded to the glass with 7.
7 8 . 8.

4. The glass is sealed into the bottom channel with 9.
9 10 , but it is free to move with the 10.

11 . 11.

5. If a suspended light breaks, the top piece 12 12.
in 13 . 13.

6. Suspended glazing installations show excellent 14.
resistance to 14 loads.

7. Distortion tends to be reduced in suspended glazing 15.
because the glass hangs 15 16 in perfect 16.

17 . 17.

8. A layer of 18 is cemented between the glass 18.
and the faceaWe bronze plate.

9. The suspension device includes a vertical 19 19.
rod.

10. Suspended glazing was developed in response to
the continuing requirement for larger 20 in
construction.
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Test

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. In suspended glazing, the bottom edge of the glass
is held in metal channel to keep it from swinging.

2. The stabilizers prevent the glass from bowing in
the wind.

3. The clamps are locked to the glass after it is
suspended.

4. The stabilizers are set on setting blocks.

5. One drawback of suspended glazing is that it
limits the height of the glass that can be used.

6. A glass stabilizer is put on both sides of the butt
joint.

7. The glass is held together at the butt joint with
an epoxy cement.

8. The sill channel helps support the weight of the
glass in suspended glazing.

9. The glass stabilizers are suspended by means
of clamps.

10. The glass stabilizers are cemented to the butt
joints at a 45° angle.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



Ji Special Jobs

TOPIC 1--SPECIAL SURFACE PROCESSES

This topic, "Special Surface Processes," is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

What techniques are employed for changing the texture of glass surfaces?
How are engraving, mitering, and carving employed in the decoration of
glass?
What is the easiest and safest way to etch glass?

Many standard decorative processes are used to increase the beauty and use-
fulness of flat glass. For example, many of the rollers used for the manu-
facture of rough rolled glass are patterned. Certain surface processes can
also be employed to achieve attractive surface effects on plate or window glass;
chief among these are the processes designed to change the texture of the sur-
face, such as sandblasting, etching, grinding, and chipping, and those designed
purely for decoration, such as engraving, mitering, and carving. The choice
of the process to be used depends, of course, upon the quality of the original
surface, the thickness of the glass, and the use to which the product will be
put.

Sandblasting, Etching, Grinding, and Chipping

Sandblasted, etched, ground, or chipped glass is most often purchased from
manufacturers already processed. However, if these processes are to be
applied to glass already on hand, the glazier may need to carry them out.

Sandblasting. The cheapest and easiest method of obtaining a frosted surface
on glass is by sandblasting. In this method, a sandblasting gun is used to blow
sand, shot, or carborundum against the glass surface. Very fine or very
coarse textures can be obtained by varying the pressure on the gun, the size
of the abrasive particles used, and the length of time the gun is held in one
place. Finely sandblasted glass is sometimes referred to as ground glass,
but it should not be confused with meer...nicall:; ground glass. Sandblasted
glass tends to be fragile and difficult to clean.

Designs can be produced by sandblasting through a stencil that has been sealed
to the glass, or by covering the area not to be blasted with a rubber compound.
The masked-off area remains clear. Variations in tone or depth of a sandblast
design can be secured by successive removal of different portions of a stencil;
in this case, the finest-textured sandblasting is left until last.
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Carved sandblasting is achieved by holding the gun in one place longer in order
to produce a deeper sandblasting job. Plate glass at least 3/8 in. thick is
recommended for effective modeling, especially if edge lighting is to be used.
Deep modeling requires plate 1/ 2 in. to 3/ 4 in. thick.

Decorative effects can be obtained by applying colored paints or lacquers to
sandblasted surfaces; this is sometimes referred to as "Italian" processing.

Etching. Acid etching is another method of giving a frosted or semipolished
appearance to a clear glass surface. This process depends upon the chemical
action of hydrofluoric acid or other fluorine compounds. Hydrofluoric acid (HF)
is a colorless, corrosive, volatil- liquid which must be handled with great care.

The entire surface of he glass may be etched to give a frosted appearance and
to :tut down light transmission, or designs may be produced on the glass by
etching only selec` 1 areas. A stippled effect may be obtained by sprinkling
small shot or coarse sand on the glass while it is being etched; this process is
called acid stippling. If a design is desired, the portion of the glass to remain
clear is first covered with a resinous paint or with paraffin or other wax; then
the acid is directed upon the uncovered portion. After the design has been
etched into the glass, the acid is flushed away and the "resist" is removed.

Etching may also be done with etching cream, which is easier to obtain than
hydrofluoric acid and is much easier and safer to use. Any portions of the
glass to be left clear are taped off and the cream is spread like butter over
the design. Only two minutes are required for the cream to etch the design
well into the glass. The cream is removed from the glass with water.

Etching tends to reduce the strength of the glass. For this reason, etched
glass should not be used for partitions or other decorative purposes where
the glass could be exposed to stress.

Etching may be used in combination with sandblasting. A pleasing satin finish
is obtained from a combination of very light sandblasting and etching. Glass
treated in this way is stronger than regular sandblasted or etched glass, but
its resistance to impact or stress is less than that of equivalent clear glass.
It does not show finger marks and is easily cleaned.

irface grinding. Mechanically ground glass is used largely for optical and
other special purposes. The grinding is done with a roughing machine or other
type of grinder, usually with corundum, Alundum, or Aloxite. The smoothress
of the resulting surface finish depends to a great extent on the quality of the
abrasive used; the finer the grain, the smoother the finish.

Most of the glass referred to as "ground" is in fact either blasted or etched
or both, since these processes in general are cheaper and easier than mechani-
cal grinding.

Chipping. An obscure or translucent glass may be given a brilliant surface
pattern by the process of chipping. First the glass (usually plate, though not
always) is sandblasted lightly to make the surface rough; then the surface is
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coated with a special glue called "chipping glue." Next, the glass is either
set out in the sun, placed in a room that is at a temperature of 80° F. or higher,
or placed in an oven. Exposing the prepared glass to th,: sun is generally con-
sidered to be the most effective method. When the glue dries in the sudden
heat, it shrinks and peels off in flakes. As the flakes of glue pop off the sur-
face, they take with them slivers of glass, a process that involves considerable
noise.

Light glue tends to take large chips from the surface, heavy glue smaller chips.
If still smaller chips and greater obscurity are desired, the process may be
repeated; thus, chipped glass is often described as either single-chipped or
double-chipped. The shapes of the slivers of glass removed from the surface
vary greatly, producing a delicate tracery pattern. Special chipped designs
may be obtained by masking the glass prior to the sandblasting and the appli-
cation of the glue.

Chipped glass was once used extensively in banks and other commercial build-
ings, but demand has decreased in recent years. However, the process is
still used occasionally. One of the chief disadvantages of chipped glass is
that it catches dirt easily and is difficult to clean.

Engraving, Mitering, and Carving

Engraving is done on the glass surface with motor-driven grinding wheels or
sometimes with special copper engraving wheels. The wheel revolves at a
rather low speed while the workman holds the glass pressed against or directly
below it. The edges of engraving wheels range in shape from a V to a flat sur-
face. If the edge is V-shaped, the wheel is called a mitering wheel, and the
engraved line may be referred to as a miter. Mitering, which is usually done
in a straight line, is most often used on plate glass door panels or mirrored
surfaces. After engraving or mitering has been done, the groove is usually
sandblasted or polished. Carving is done by deep wheel grinding and then
polishing. This method of decoration is especially effective when used on
edge-lighted decorative panels.
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TOPIC 1--SPECIAL SURFACE PROCESSES - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Some special surface processes change the 1
of the surface; others are purely 2 processes. 2.

1.

2. Sandblasted glass tends to be 3 and difficult to
4 .

3. When several textures are to be produced on a single
piece of glass by sandblasting, the 5 sandblast-
ing is done last.

3.
4.

5.

4. The decorative process that involves the application 6.
of colored paints or lacquers to sandblasted glass 7.
surfaces is sometimes called 6 7 .

5. Mechanically ground glass is used largely for 8
or other 9 purposes.

6. Before a glass surface is chipped, it should be 10

7. Chipping is best done by exposing the prepared glass
to the 11 .

8. Glass can be etched with 12 acid, but an easier
and safer method is to use 13 14 .

9. The smoothness o1flained on a mechanically ground
glass surface depends to a great extent upon the
quality of the 15 used.

10. Masking for sandblasting is done with a 16 or a
17 compound.
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11.

12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.
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Test

Glazing

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. When specifications call for etched glass, the usual
procedure is for the glazier to order plate glass and

.eh it in the shop.

2. Sandblasting is the cheapest method of obtaining a
frosted surface on glass

3. Chipping is usually performed on heavy sheet glass.

4. Acid stippling is done with carborundum or very
fine sand.

5. A copper wheel is sometimes used for engraving.

6. Hydrochloric acid is used for etching glass.

7. A double-chipped plate has a fine chipping pattern.

8. Engraving wheels turn at high speed.

9. Mitering is a type of decoration frequently employed
on mirrors.

10. Most so-called ground glass is in fact sandblasted
or etched glass.

J. T F

4-, T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. I' F

10. T F
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TOPIC 2AQUARIUMS

This topic, "Aquariums, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
question-:

I nat conside-ations are of greatest importance in the glazing of an
dquarium?
What metal is preferred for the aquarium frame?
What procedure should be followed in the assembly and testing of an
aquarium?

Building an aquarium is a highly specialized job that cannot be accomplished
without a certain amount of special knowledge. Regardless of the size or
shape of an aquarium, the two most important considerations in the work are
the thickness of the glass and the quality of the cement to be used. The glass
must be sufficiently thick to withstand the pressure of the water, and the
structure must not leak. The glazier will not generally determine the thick-
ness of the glass for the job, since this requires a knowledge of hydraulic
engineering. However, given the correct glass with which to work, he is
responsible for seeing that the finished aquarium does not leak.

Framework

Although the expected water pressure on the glass is compensated for by the
thickness of the glass used, an aquarium cannot be expected to support the
water pressure at the joints merely by means of the cement between lights;
the glass must be installed in a frame of some type, metal being almost uni-
versally employed for this purpose. The larger the aquarium, the stronger
and stiffer the metal frame needs to be.

Many metals are currently in use for the frames of home aquariums, ranging
from painted angle iron to solid copper or brass; iron, either painted or galva-
nized, is usually the least expansive frame metal. It can be very attractive
when it is properly maintained. Because of the metal's tendency to oxidize
and to combine with the water to form minerals that may kill the fish, an iron
frame must be painted, preferably with black asphaltum. The paint should be
retouched whenever it gets scratched.

Aluminum is somewhat more expensive than iron, but it makes an aquarium
frame that is light, strong, rust-resistant, and attractive. Probably the best
combination of appearance and easy maintenance, however, is offered by stain-
less steel, which is more expensive than aluminum in some places but can be
bought very cheaply as surplus in others. Unlike iron, aluminum, copper, and
brass, which can be dangerous to fish, stainless steel is almost entirely re-
sistant to corrosion in fresh water. It takes a high polish and can be kept
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shining with a variety of metal cleaners (none of which, however, must ever
be spilled into the tank itself).

Cement

No aquarium should be assembled without the correct cement. A special
aquarium cement is made for this purpose, with certain properties that make
special handling necessary. This is the only type of cement that should be
used, because it is nontoxic; regular showcase cement would kill the fish.
Under no circumstances should the cement be touched with the hands. The
small amount of oil present on the skin will destroy the adhesive qualities of
the cement in the contaminated area. Aquarium cement should be warmed in
hot water before it is used; this will loosen the cement in the container and
make it more pliable.

Installation Procedure

When the glass is cut for the frame, sufficient clearance should be allowed for
the cement between frame and glass, but in order to ensure leakproof joints,
this clearance should be kept to a minimum; in me cases, it should not
exceed 1/8 in. For smaller sizes (such as three-gallon tanks), 1/16 in.
clearance is ample. After the glass has been cut to size, the edges to be
cemented should be cleaned thoroughly to ensure that no oil or grease is pre-
sent. Next, the metal channels of the frame should be cleaned with a solvent
that does not leave a greasy residue.

The glazier should proceed as follows in assembling an aquarium:

1. Bed the bottom channel of the frame with cement, using a putty knife or
other similar tool. Do not touch the metal or the cement with bare hands.

2. Put the bottom light of glass in place. Use a firm and even pressure to
force the cement out of the frame, thus squeezing out all air trapped be-
tween the glass and the cement.

3. Follow this same procedure for the sides of the aquarium. (Some glaziers
prefer to install the sides first and place the bottom last. )

4. Smooth out any excess cement on the inside to help make a watertight seal.
Trim away all excess cement on the outside.

5. Fill the aquarium with warm water. The pressure and warmth of the water
will force the glass into place. Check for leaks. If small leaks occur, it
may be possible to seal them by forcing fresh cement between the channel
and the glass. If this does not stop the leak, it will probably be necessary
to tear down the work and start over.

Most leaks in newly assembled aquariums are caused by dirty channel or glass
or by cement that has been handled and will therefore not bond properly. For
all aquariums, large or small, proper sealing of the edges is of -imary impor-
tance. No job can be considered finished if there is any tendency :or any joint
to leak.
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TOPIC 2--AQUARIUMS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The two most important considerations in 1.
aquarium glazing are the 1 of the glass 2.
and the quality of the 2 .

2. An iron frame should be painted, preferably 3.
with 3 4 , for the protection of both 4.
the 5 and the 6 . 5.

6.

3. The least expensive metal for an aquarium 7.
frame is usually 7 .

4. One desirable quality of stainless steel as a 8.
material for aquarium frames is its resistance
to 8 .

5. Aquarium cement should be 9 before it 9.
is used.

6. The metal channels of the frame should be
thoroughly cleaned with a 10 that leaves
no 11 residue before assembly of the
aquarium is begun.

10.
11.

7. The cement should be bedded in the frame 12.
channels with a 12 13 or similar 13.
tool.

8. Excess cement should be 14 15 on the 14.
inside and 16 17 on the outside. 15.

16.
17.

9. Small leaks in the assembled aquarium can 18.
sometimes be sealed by forcing 18 19 19.
between the channel and the glass.
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10. The determination of glass 20 required for
a given aquarium glazing joEWot usually the
responsibility of the glazier.

Test

20.

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. If no special aquarium cement is available, showcase
cement will be satisfactory for sealing the aquarium
joints.

2. The best metal for an aquarium frame, from all
points of view, is iron.

3. The special enemy of aquarium cement is oil.

4. Aquarium cement should never be forced into place
with the bare hands.

5. The glass should be pressed into place on the
cement bedding until the cement squeezes out.

6. The clearance for cement between the glass and
the aquarium frame should not exceed 1116 in. for
any aquarium.

7. Checks for leaks in a newly assembled aquarium
should be made with warm water.

8. The glazier is responsible for seeing that the
aquarium joints do not leak under the pressure of
the water.

9. Metal cleaners can be used safely on an aquarium
frame with no special precautions.

10. Most leaks in aquariums are caused by the use of
insufficient cement.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. F



UNIT J-- SPECIAL JOBS

TOPIC 3--AUTO GLAZING

This topic, "Auto Glazing, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

What are the National Auto Glass Specifications?
What lights of auto glass must be obtained from stock, and what lights
can be cut in the shop?
flow are the various lights of auto glass installed?

The installation of glass in automobiles provides a good opportunity for those
who prefer inside work. Although the work is routine in many ways, it offers
a constant challenge because of the many different types and models of cars
involved. In most localities, very few glaziers move back and forth between
the flat glass shops and the auto glass shops, but the man who can work in both
has a tremendous advantage, especially to employers with shops in both fields.

Types of Auto Glass

Auto glass is manufactured in America by two large glass companies and one
automobile company (Ford). Curved windshields and backlights are purchased
already fabricated, but sidelights, unless of tempered glass, are cut to a
pattern by the glazier. In older car models, the windshields and sidelights
were made of safety glass, the backlight of tempered glass. In many recent
models, all the lights except the windshield are made of tempered glass.

National Auto Glass Specifications

National Auto Glass Specifications are published for each model of each make
of car, with a number assigned to each piece of glass. When a particular job
is to be done, the auto glazier checks the parts book containing the specifica-
tions and finds the number of piece to be replaced. If the piece is curved, or
if it is tempered glass, he must get it from stock. Otherwise, he should have
in his files a pattern corresponding to that number; this is used to cut the piece
from a stock size of safety glass. The NAGS number is used to identify the
particular piece of glass wherever it is mentioned.

Principles of Installation

Three fundamental types or principles of installation have been developed over
the years by the three major automobile manufacturers: Chrysler, General
Motors, and Ford. The minor producers have each followed one of these
principles. However, in recent years, the three have become increasingly
similar. Almost all installations are now made from the outside, except for
doorlights and quarter glass. The installation parts of all three are basically
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similar and are described by the same general terms, although their exact
shapes may differ somewhat. The tools used are generally the same, although
a few are specialized for one or the other type of installation.

Study Assignment

Study the following:

1. Auto glass installation tools illustrated in any standard glazing tool catalog
(that of Sommer and Maca, for example)

2. The parts and the methods of installation described in the auto glazing
manuals published by the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company and the Libbey-
Owens-Ford Glass Company

3. The pattern system described in parts books containing National Auto Glass
Specifications
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TOPIC 3--AUTO GLAZING - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

1. Describe and identify the function of each of the following basic installation
parts:

Garnish molding
Reveal molding
Pillar drip molding

Checking blocks
Pinchweld flange

2. Name and describe as many as you can of the various types of windshield
weatherstripping.

3. Name and describe the various types of compounds and sealers used in auto
glass installation.

4. Explain why a windshield should be seamed before it is installed.

5. Describe as many as you can of the tools needed for a doorlight installation.
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Most flat glass shops also provide auto glazing
service on the premises.

1. T F

2. Curved windshields are purchased by the shop as
prefabricated units.

2. T F

3. Automobile sidelights of safety glass are cut to a
numbered pattern by the glazier.

3. T F

4. All American glass manufacturers make auto glass. 4. T F

5. Each piece of glass used in each make and model
of car is identified by means of an NAGS number.

5. T F

6. In many recent cars, all lights except the back-
light are made of tempered glass.

6. T F

7. Edgework may be required on tempered glass side-
lights obtained from stock.

7. T F

8. Three fundamental types or principles of auto-glass
installation are in current use.

8. T F

9. Standard flat-glass glazing tools will suffice for
all auto glazing procedures.

9. T F

10. Curved auto glass must be obtained from stock. 10. T F
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The design and construction of a stzined glass window or panel involves the
i following operations:
1

UNIT J--SPECIL JOBS

TOPIC 4--ART GLASS

This topic, "Art Glass, " is planned to help you find answers to the followirg
questions:

What is art glass?
Row is an art glass window designed?
What are the steps in the construction and installation of a stained glass
window?

The Origin of Art Glass

Relatively simple, undecorated stained glass windows were employed in
churches as early as the fourth century A. D. , but -de art glass or pictcrial
stained glass window was a much later development, probably originating in
the eleventh century. By the middle of the twelfth century, the art of apply-
ing line work designs to stained glass was flourishing, and several examples
of the elaborate and beautiful art gir 6 windows of this period can still be seen
in old cathedrals ; England and Europe. The art of stained glass reached its
high point it the fourteenth century and fell into decline in the seventeenth
century; however, a revival of interest 'n art glass is well under way today,
and contemporary glass artisans are producing windows of great beauty not
only for churches but for many other types of buildings as well.

Design and Construction of Stained Glass Windows

The unique feature of a stained glass window is that light is passed through it
to display the color, not reflected from it as in a conventional painting. Be-
cause of this, the colors are fresh and cheerful, depending for their brilliance
upon the sunlight; and the window presen' , a multitude of subtly different
pictures with the changing lights of days and seasons. The artisan designs
his window to take fullest advantage of these qualities of art glass.

1. Designing. The de..ign is first worked out on paper at a convenient size
and in proportion, to be scaled up later to the full size of the proposed
window. The small drawing shows not only the picture design but the
general color scheme as well.

2. Makin the cartoon. The approved design is next enlarged to full size.
e en argemlitcalled a "cartoon" is usually made k drawing; in

this case, care must be taken tc see that the cartoon preserves the pro-
portions and artistic quality of the small sketch. For speed and accuracy,
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the small sketch can be enlarged to full size by photography, though this
is not usually possible in the small workshop.

3. Cutting. A piece of tracing cloth or paper is spread over the cartoon,
and lines are drawn showing the size and shape of each individual piece
of glass required to form the whole window. These lines are spaced to
allow for the thickness of lead between the various pieces of glass. The
tracing (called the "cutline") is marked to show the color of the glass
required for each piece and all the pieces are then cut to size.

4. Waxing up. When all the pieces are cut, they are temporarily secured in
their correct positions on a large sheet of clear glass with drops of molten
beeswax at the corners. An even inargin, representing the core of the
lead, must separate all the pieces of glass. Once the pieces have been
waxed in place, the glass sheet may be fitted to an easel or frame and held
up to the light to show the effect of the colors and to permit visualization
of the general layout of the window.

5. Etching. If the window incorporates flashed glassbase glass coated with
a thin layer of glass of another color--the top layer of the glass is etched
away in accordance with the design to reveal the base glass.

6. Painting. The painting of line work now takes place. The lines may be
drawn directly onto the window as a viiole where it stands on the easel,
or they may be drawn on the separate pieces removed from the frame and
placed on tile cartoon. The last method enables the worker to trace the
lines of the cartoon with great accuracy.

7. Firing. When the desired amount of pigment is added to the glass, the
separate pieces are placed in a kiln and fired to about 850° C. The firing
operation fuses the pigment with the glass surface and makes the coloring
permanent.

8. Further waxing up and painting. After the first firing, the glass is again
waxed up into position and further painting is done. The second pai .rig,
is usually concerned with matting, stippling, and other brush work which
supplements the already fired line work. Should the first or second firing
be in any way unsuccessful, the glass may be touched up where necessary
and given an additional firing.

9. Staining. Silver stain, if required, should now be applied; this material
is generally painted on the back of the glass and fired at a temperature
somewhat lower than that required for opaque pigments. The result is
a color varying from pale lemon to deep orange.

10. Leading up. The separate pieces of finished glass are next placed on a
flat 'tench or board and are joined together by strips of lead called "calm,"
Seen in section, the lead strip looks Hitt, the letter "H," the top and bottom
of the H forming the pockets for the glass.
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11. Soldering. The lead joints are now cleaned and soldered. When all the
joints on the front face of the window have been soldered, the window is
carefully turned over and soldered on the reverse side.

12. Cementing. A cement of suitable type is next brushed into the spaces
between the lead and the glass. The leads are then pressed down neatly
and cleaned, and the window is left for the ctement to dry.

13. Fitting. The finished work may be fitted to a window space; if so, it may
require strengthening in some way. Alternatively, the stained glass work
may be in the form of a panel to be hung before a strong light; in this case,
it may be unframed or lightly framed in wood, or wire may be threaded
around the outside leads and a loop made at the top for hanging.
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TOPIC 4--ART GLASS - STUDY GUIDE AND TEST

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) determine the word that belongs in each
numbz:red space in an exercise; and (2) write that word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. The use of art glass for church windows probably 1.
originated in the 1 century A. D.

2. The unique feature of a stained glass window is 2.
that the colors are brought to life by 2 passing 3.
through the 3 .

3. In the making of the cartoon, the proportions and 4.
artistic quality of the 4 5 must be 5.
preserved.

4. The pieces of glass are cut in accordance with 6.
a tracing called the 6 .

5. When all the glass pieces for the window have been 7.
cut, they are secured temporarily in their correct 8.
positions on a large 7 of clear 8 with
beeswax.

6. The waxing-up process permits the artisan to study 9.
the effect of the 9 and to visualize the general 10.
layout of the 10

7. After the line work has been painted on the glass, 11.
the pieces are 11 in a 12 at a temperature 12.
of about 13 13.

8. The process of joining the glass pieces to form the 14.
completed window is called 14 up.

9. The lead strips employed in a stained glass window 15.
are shaped in section like the letter 15 .

10. If the completed window is to be fitted into a window 16.
space, it may require 16 .
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Test

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statemeri is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. The design sketch for a stained glass window is
called a cartoon.

1. T F

2. Photography is used to make the cutline. 2. T F

3. The cutline is marked to show the color of the
glass required for each piece in the window.

3. T F

4. In waxing up, it is important to have an even
margin between pieces.

4. T F

5. Etching flashed glass reveals the base glass. 5. T F

6. Painting of the glass pieces can be done on an
easel.

6. T F

7. The firing operation fuses the lead to the glass. 7. T F

8. Silver stain is sometimes applied and fired on the
back of the glass to give it a color ranging from
pale yellow to deep orange.

8. T F

9. The strips of lead that join the pieces of glass are
called "seams."

9. T F

10. The lead joints are cleaned before they are soldered. 10. T F
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Glossary

The definitions of terms included in this glossary are those that are pertinent
to the glazing trade and are not necessarily those found in standard dictionaries.
Some of the terms included are colloquial in nature and are used with the mean-
ings given for the glazing trade only.

Abrasion- -The rubbing away of material, as in grinding glass.

Alcove--Any large recessed portion of a room.

Annealing -- Heating glass in order to fix laid-on colors, to soften it and make
it less brittle, and to remove stains resulting from previous heat treating.

Anodized aluminum -- Aluminum with a finish that is produced by an electro-
chemical process to give the metal a hard, glass-like finish that is easy to
maintain. The anodized aluminum surface is approximately twenty times
harder than that of untreated aluminum and is corrosion resistant.

Aquarium--A glass container of almost any size used for display of aquatic
life.

Arch--A structure spanning an opening, usually in the form of a curve.

Ashlar, or ashler--A facing of square or rectangular pieces of material, such
as thin slabs of structural glass, used to cover a wall. Structural glass
ashlars are usually 8 in. x 16 in.

Astragal--A small convex moulding or bead.

Autoclave--A container used mainly to apply heat and pressure simultaneously.
Used to make laminated glass.

Awning windows--A window with a frame of wood, steel, or aluminum pivoted
at the top and opening out at the bottom.

Barricade--A screen of boards or plywood used to enclose a construction area.
Protects the public from construction hazards and accidents.

Baseboard--The lowest wood trim on a wall next to the floor, sometimes called
a mopboard.
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Bay window--A windowed recessed area in a room projecting beyond the wall
line and commencing at the floor line. The window itself is called a bay.

Bead--A strip of moulding.

Beam--A horizontal support of wood, steel, or other material used to carry
a load over a large opening from post to post.

Bearing wall--A wall or partition that supports the floor or weight above.

Blemish--A defect or flaw in glass or aluminum.

Bracket--A support projecting from a wall, usually intended to carry orna-
ments; made of various types of materials.

Brake mouldingThe forming of simple angular shapes by placing flat sheet
aluminum in a hand or power brake.

Brown coat--The second coat of plaster applied.

BulkheadAn upright partition wall or structure. On a store front, the wall
or structure between the sill and the sidewalk or floor.

Bullet hole - -A small hole in a light of glass resulting from the light being
struck by a small object--a stone, buckshot, or the likeat high speed.

Butt joint--Joint formed at the point at which two pieces of material butt
together.

Canopy - -The suspended covering over an entryway or doorway.

Casement window--A window that opens on hinges affixed to the vertical edge
of the window fram4l.

Ceramic tile--Clay that has been baked with a glazed surface in pieces of
various shapes. Used for floors or walls of bathrooms and for decorative
facing of exterior walls or pilasters.

Chair rail - -A moulding, usually of wood, that goes around the room at the
height of a chair back.

Chamfer (champfer)--A furred, beveled edge.
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Clerestory (clearstory)--The portion of a building or multistory room that
rises above other parts of the structure, or above the height of a single
story, and that contains windows for light or ventilation.

Cold rolling - -A method of forming metal into various shapes by passing it
through a series of roll dies. Also, forming a square ribbon of metal into
a thin, detailed sash or moulding.

Column--A vertical shaft; a prop or a support. Also, any object resembling
a column in form and position,

Concave--Curved inward.

Conduction--Transmission of a substance or of energy in some form, as for
example water through pipe; current through wire; heat through metal, or
heat through the walls and roof of a building.

Convex--Curved outward.

CO1 nice--A projection at the top of a wall.

Corrosion--The destruction or eating away of a substanr...e by a chemical
process.

Course--A continuous layer of glass blocks or structural glass in a building.

Crown glassAny glass containing the usual soda, lime, and silica but
modified by additional materials to make optical glass.

Cullet -- Cutoffs and broken glass, also used in the manufacturing of new glass.

Curtain wall--A nonbearing wall of nonstructural materials attached to struc-
tural members such as steel or cement columns or piers.

Decal--A printed or painted picture on a process paper that can be dampened
and transferred by gumming to a surface of glass.

Detention windows--Fixed steel windows having small window lights approxi-
mately i in. x 9 in. with vents to open outside of the fixed steel muntins;
used mainly in institutions.

Dormer--A vertical window in a small gable rising from a sloping roof.

Double-acting door--A hinged door that will open in both directions.
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Double doors--A pair of doors hinged at the sides and coming together in the
center, or a pair of doors hinged in the center and closing at the jamb or
side of the door frame.

Double glazingTwo separate panes of glass, in one frame or two, separated
by an air space of dry air, and sealed permanently around the perimeter of
the unit.

Double-hung windows--Two sliding window frames hung in such a way that they
may slide up and down past each other.

Eaves--The margin of the roof hanging over the side wall.

Elevation--A geometrical drawing of the exterior upright parts or walls of a
building or structure.

ErectionThe raising of a building or part of a building, as in the erection
of a curtain wall.

Escutcheon-- A shield or ornamented plate used to protect the door from the
wear of the key.

ExtrusionThe forcing of metal at high pressure and temperature through a
die to form it into the desired shape.

Fabricate--To frame, construct, or build; to process glass in certain ways,
particularly to notch or cut holes.

Face--The whole exterior front of a building or structure that can be seen at
one view.

FirewallA vertical structural barrier or wall built to resist fire and to pre-
vent its spread.

Flaking--In cutting glass, small chips leaving the sides of the cut when the
wheel is pressed too strongly or when a sharp cutter is used incorrectly.

Flashing - -A piece or pieces of metal inserted at any point on a building at
which leakage of water might occur; usually employed around dormers and
chimneys and at angles.

Flint glass -- Optical glass containing lead.
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Floor plan--An architectural drawing of a horizontal section of a building. It
shows the exterior walls; partitions; sizes, shapes, and arrangement of
rooms, corridors, and so forth; and location of windows, doors, and
fixtures.

Furring--A flat piece of wood, steel, or aluminum used to correct an irregular
surface by making it even, plumb, or level.

Gable window--A large window under a gable, most often the window in the
gable itself.

Girder--A large timber, concrete, or steel beam used to support joists or
walls.

GlassAn amorphous (uncrystallized) substance, usually transparent, most
often produced by fusing silica sand, soda, and lime, but often including
other materials, such as borates and phosphates.

Glazing - -The setting of glass in window frames, door panels, and other
openings.

Greenhouse--A building constructed mainly of glass for the protection and
growing of tender plants.

Grille - -A grating of screen, metal, or other material used in the protection
of windows or other openings.

Ground--A piece of wood embedded into plaster or cement to which other
materials such as sash can be attached.

Grout--A mortar or cement thinned sufficiently to fill joints or cracks around
masonry work.

Gutter--A wooden or metal channel at the eaves or on the roof for carrying
off rainwater.

IncurveA bending or curving inward; also an incurve cut; that is, a cut into
the edge of a piece of glass.

JambThe side post or lining of a doorway or window.

Joist- -A horizontal timber to which the boards of the floor or the laths of the
ceiling are nailed.
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Kalamein door--A wooden door covered with a light gage metal; used as a
fire-retardant door when made according to specifications of the National
Fire Underwriters.

Kick plate--A plate sometimes fitted to the bottom of a door to protect the
door against damage from impact of toes or heels; usually found on swinging
doors.

Light--A term applied to any one of the different pieces of glass in a window;
loosely, any piece of transparent or translucent flat glass intended for
glazing purposes.

Litharge--Fused lead monoxide ground to a fine powder; added to wood putty
for speeding up the hardening process.

Louver--A type of window with eloping slats that keep out the rain and provide
ventilation.

Mantel - -A shelf installed over a fireplace in front of the chimney, usually for
ornamental purposes.

Marquee--A projection such as an awning or permanent hood over the entrance
of a building.

Mastic--A thick adhesiv ), usually a mixture of bituminous preparations.

Mezzanine--The intermediate story or balcony overlooking the main floor,
between the main floor and the floor above.

MiterThe edges of two pieces of material joining at an angle. Each edge is
cut at one-half of the angle of the joint. The joint itself is also sometimes
called a miter.

MullionThe vertical division between several windows.

MuntinThe horizontal bar dividing window lights.

Parapet--The low wall along the edge of a roof, bridge, or terrace.

Perspective drawing--A geometrical representation of an object upon a plane
surface so that it will appear as it would in three-dimensional form to an
observer's eye.

Pilasters--Vertical shafts attached to and projecting from a wall.
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Pillar - -A vertical, upright support.

Plate Glass--Ground and polished glass, as distinct from window or sheet glass.

PlumbIn the exact vertical direction; that is, perpendicular. ("Off plumb"
would mean not vertical or true. )

Pot-colored--A term used to describe solid-colored glass.

Projected windows--Windows with wood, steel, or aluminum frames that pivot
horizontally at the top or bottom to permit opening to the outside or inside.
Such windows have balance arms and sliding shoes on both sides of the sash.

Protection or security windows--Steel wilidows for commerc A buildings having
larger glass openings than those found on detention-type windows; glass size
is approximately 6 in. x 18 in.

Pumice--A hardened volcanic-glass froth used for smoothing and polishing
glass.

Push bar--A bar or handle on a door at hand height.

Push plate--A plate on a door at hand height; protects the door against damage
at the point where it receives hard use.

Return--The continuation of a projection, moulding, or wall in another or
opposite direction.

Reveal--The vertical (or horizontal) side of an opening between the face or
front of the wall and the window, door frame or other object in the opening.

Sash--The framework that holds the glass in a window.

Scale drawingsDrawings whose measurements are relative to and proportional
to the actual object drawn, such as a drawing of a building on which 1/4 in.
equals 1 ft.

Section drawing - -A drawing showing the internal construction and dimensions
' the various parts of a structure. A section drawing shows interior struc-

tural arrangements that cannot be shown in floor plans and elevations.

Seed--A small bubble (of less than 1/32 in. diameter) in glass.
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Shop drawing--A drawing made up for the purpose of fabricating a particular
object or objects; a working drawing.

Short finish--A piece of glass whose suface has not b, :n completely polished.

SillMost frequently, the horizontal framing 1:-,tuber at the bottom of a door
or window.

Single-acting door--A hinged sioor that is restricted to opening only one way.

Skylight--A window in the roof or ceiling to admit light.

Soffit--The underside of an archway, cornice, or other similar minor part of
a building.

Spall - -A chip on the edge of a piece of glass.

Spandrel--The space between the head of one window and the sill of a window
above it.

S;ecificationsThe printed information about a set of plans that designates the
kind, quality, and quantity of work and materials to go into a building.

Stile- -The upright framing pieces into which secondary members are fitted.

Storm windows or sash--Extra outside removable windows or sash applied to
the permanent windows to add weather protection.

Structural glass - -An opaque grass used in facing walls and floors.

Templet (template)--A pattern, usually of wood or metal, used as a guide in
cutting a desired shape or mounting a component.

Terrazzo--A floor made up of cement and crushed marble chips of various
colors, rolled and rubbed smooth and even.

ThresholdThe pieces of material fitting under the door.

Transom--A email window over a door or over another window.

Window--An opening in ^ wall or door for the admission of light, air, or both,
usually incorporatiag ;fixed or operable glazed sash.
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Instructional Materials

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS REQUIRED

Architectural Data Handbook (Fifth edition). Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Company, 1965.

Construction CRfety Orders. Sacramento: California State Department of
IndustrignMaraiii77Wision of Industrial Safety, 1965. (Sold by State of
California Documents Section, P.O. Box 1612, Sacramento, California
95807.)

Course in GlazirA (Workbook and Testbcok). Sacramento: California State
153artment education, 1967.

Dalzell, J. Ralph and Others. Buildin Trades Blueprint Reading: Part 1 --
Fundamentals. Chicago: American ec nica ociaTritNe.

Glazing Manual. Topeka: Fiat Glass Jobbers Association, 1965.

Hobbs, Glenn M. , James McKinney, and J. Ralph Dalzell. Practical illathe-
matics. Chicago: American Technical Society, 1940. (The seiMrra e
sections of this book can be ordered from the publisher in optional pamphlet
form. Sections 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 12 are required for the course in glazing.)

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS RECOMMENDED

Electrical Safety Orders. Sacramento: California State Department of Indus-
trial Relations, Division of Industrial Safety, 1965.

Tips (To Albany: Delmar Publishers, Inc. ,
100b.

In addition to the two publications listed above, the classroom library should
include catalogs, brochures, installation manuals, and other descriptive and
informational materials from manufacturers, fabricators, and distributors of
products used in the glazing trade. The following list of such products includes
suggested sources of infnimation for each item:

Auto 1:-.ss. Any parts book containing National Auto Glass Specifications;
in s ield and Backlight Installation Manual, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass

riii-Tipany; Automotive Curved Glass Installation Instructions, Pittsburgh
Plate GlasrConany
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Cutting tools. C. R. Laurence Company f_a division of L. H. Butcher
Company); Red Devil Tools; Sommer and Maca Glass Machinery Company

Door closers. Dor-O-Matic; Jackson Exit Device Corporation; Rixson Closers

Fastening devices. C. R. Laurence Company; Sommer and Maca Company

Glass products. American Saint Gobain Corporation; Libbey-Owens Ford
Glass Company (Glass for Construction and other publications); Mississippi
Glass Company; Pittsburgh -Plate Glass Company; other American glass
manufacturers

Glazin sealants. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company; Thiokol Chemical
orpora ion

Hand tools, including tools for auto glass installation. C. R. Laurence
Company; -Red Devil Tools; Sommer and Maca Company; Stanley Tools

Measurement and layout tools. Lufkin Rule Company; Stanley Tools; L. S.
Starrett Company

'powder- actuated tool systems. Drive-it Powder-actuated Tools; Ramset
Fastening System; Remington Arms Company, Incorporated

Power tools and machinery. C. R. Laurence Company; Henry G. Lange
Machine Otrrks, Incorporated; Milwaukee Electric Tool Corporation; Porter-
Cable Machine Company; Sommer and Maca Company; Stanley Tools; Syntron
Company

Slid' aluminum-frame doors. Air-Lite Metal Products; Kawneer Company;
itts urg Plate lass ompany

Store front metal, curtain wall systems, wall facin s, and mirror frames.
Kawneer ompany; or rop Architectural ys erns; urg
Company; Rebco, Incorporated; Stylmark Company

89464-300 3-67 1003 OSP 40-
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VT 902 771,
Salesmanship Group Instruction -- A Course of Study Designed for
Students Preparing for or Presently in Distributive Occupations.

Karnes, James B.
Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dept. of Industrial Education
Missouri State Dep of Educe Jefferson City. Vocat Ed Div.
Pub Date - Feb66
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 100p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *SALESMANSHIP, HIGH SCHOOLS,
POST SECONDARY EDUCATION,

This study guide is for both teacher and student use in a course for
high school or post-secondary students with career objectives in
salesmanship and merchandising. It was developed by a consultant
committee and research assistants at the state level and tested in a
pilot program. The student objectives are to (1) gain a mastery of
practical job skills and procedures, (2) gain a comprehension of the
technical and related information, and (3) develop personal-social
traits. Each of the 20 assignments includes (1)explanation, (2)
assignment, (3) reference, and (4) questions. Sow --signment titles
are (1) Retailing in Our Modern Society, (2) Why - .)le Buy, (3)
Plus Selling, (4) Merchandising, (5) Selling Through Media, and (6)
Careers in Selling. A chart correlates job-training steps, related
information and assignments. Training pan and progress record forms
for use by student, employer, and teacher are included. Time
required for this course is 180 hours. Three tests are
required -- (1) Wingate and Nolan, "Fundamentals of Selling,"
Eighth edition, 1964, (2) Robinson, Blacker, and Logan, "Store
Salesmanship," Fifth edition, 1959, and (3) Richert, Meyer, and
Haines, "Retailing Principles and Practices," Fourth edition, 1962.
This document is available for $1.50 from Industrial Education, 103
Industrial Education Building, University of Missouri, Columbia,
Missouri 65201. An answer key (VT 002 059) is available for 50 cents
from the same source. (MM)
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MEMORANDUM
TO: The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University

980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 4323.2

FROM: (Person) James B. Karnes (Agency) University of Missouri at
COluMbia

(Address) 103 Industrial Education Bldg., Columbia, Mo.

DATis September 26, 1967

BE: (Ater, Title, publisher Date) Industrial Education Dept., Univ. of
at Commnia'SALESMANSHIP GROUP INSTRUCTION, cooperatively with

uriI - - s

Supplementary Information on Instructional Material

Provide information below which is not included in the publication. Mark NA in
each blank for which information IsO't available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. Bee reverse side for further
instructions.

(I) Source of Available Copies:
Agency

- Address
'" Limits on on ava.uabie

(2)

op auantity

Means Used to Develop Materials
Development Group consultant ttee and Research
Level of Group
Method of Design, ant Trial Subject matter
.tailattar adueatorm and nilot tested

$1.50
(quantity prices) same

instructors k
$.50

Assistants

specialists&

(3) Utilization of Materials
Appropriate School Settiqk Secondary and post secondary sc.'hools
Type of Program preparatory distributive education
Occupational Focus occupational cluster
GeographicAdaptabilityynaggiLrt_
Uses of Material for D.E. occu ationa u ins ruction
Users of Materi student

(4) Requirements for Using Material:
Teacher Competency ijimalified distributive education instructor
Student Selection Junior and High School lir with

0 h 180 hours

Supplemental Media --
Necessary
Desirable (Cheek which)

Describe p

Source (5pnwa) . See attached iist_of references
Mayas
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REFERENCES

A. Wingate, John A. and Nolan, Carroll A., Fundamentals of Sellial*
Eighth edition, 1964, South-Western Publrinir6545-1571132c
Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227, $4.12* (15)**

B. Robinson* O. Preston, Blacker, William R., and Logan, William
B., Store Salesmanship, Fifth edition, 1959, Prentice -Hall,
Inc.* Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632, $4.32* (10**

C. Richert, G. Henry* Meyer* Warren G., and Haines, Peter G.
Retailing Principles and Practices, Fourth edition, 1962,
MtGraw-Hill Book Company. Gregg Division, 4655 Chase Avenue,
Lincolnwood, Chicago, Illinois 60646, $5.76* (13)**

As indicated by the frequency of use of the references above
(numbers in parenthesis) the three references are used in approximatel:
the same number of assignments. However, this does not mean that an
equal number of questions was taken from each. Reference "A", Funda-
mentals of Selling.* is considered the priority text. For each as

it was considered first for content material, Store Salesmanship
was next and 1:.1iLs102.les_Pri3idPractices received third consi-
deration. Where only one reference ls used for an assignment, either
the other two references did not cover that particular phase of sales-
manship or their content overlapped with the one used: their use then
was not essential. Each time two or three references were used, they
were covered in A, B, C order. Material was taken from each additiona;
reference that was not brought out in the first or second one used
for each assignment.

A student could complete at least half of this Salesmanship Study
Guide having only Reference A, Fundamentals of Selling. With both
Reference A and Reference B, Store Sa1esmanshi about three-fourths
of the study guide can be worked. Whi e Re ax in Princi les and
Practices is used as Reference C, the third reference, by no means
should it be considered unnecessary. This text has an approach to
retailing unlike the other two references and serves well to com-
plete this study guide with important information for the Distributive
Education student. For a well-rounded understanding of selling and of
this study guide content, all three references are recommended.

*Subject to educational discount
**Frequency of use in assignments



FOREWORD

This course of study contains an analysis of SALESMANSHIP
together with assignment sheets designed for group instruction
covering the related information taught in preparato y distributive
education programs.

The original analysis and assignment sheets were prepared by
Mr. Roy P. Roberson, Research Assistant in Industrial Education,
University of Missouri. Credit is due Mr. Lester B. Kesterson,
Director of Cooperative Industrial and Distributive Education,
State Department of Education, for guidance and assistance in pre-
paring the distributive education series, of which this is a part.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. H. H. London,
Professor of Industrial Education at the University of Missouri, for
the direction and administration of the Curriculum Materials Labora-
tory in which this material was prepared, and to Mr. James E. Karnes,
Instructor in Industrial Education at the University of Missouri, who
supervised the preparation of the material and edited the manuscript.
Credit is due to Mr. B. W. Robinson, Assistant Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Mr. Merton Wheeler, Director of Industrial Education, and to
other staff members of the State Department of Education for their
efforts in the development of the Industrial Education Curriculum
Series of which this course of study is a part.

FebruFebruary, 1966ary,

HUBERT WHEELER

Commissioner of Education
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing this course of study, it has been assumed that the
attainment of occupational competency in any type work involves three
different, yet closely related, types of learning.

1. Masteryof the Practical nob Skills and Procedures,
performed by the worker in the occupation.

2. Comprehension of the Technical and Related .information
basic' to an'intelligent'understanding and practice. of
the occupation.

3. Development of those Personal-SoclAinAiliwhich
'are essential for the successful worker.

'Thefirit group of these "units for learning"--the job skills
and procedures--has been arranged in the analysis section under the
heading of'"aob Training." The second group of learning units- -the
technical and related information--has been arranged under the heading
of-"Related Information." The third group--personal-social traits- -
has been-listed under "Personal Qualifications" in the introductory
section addressed to the student.

In a cooperative educational program it is necessary for both
cooperating agencies, the school and the employer, to understand
clearly just what each is to be responsible for in the training of the
student - worker. Experience has Shown that most of the practi6a1 job
skills and procedures of an occupation can best be learned through
supervised' work on'the job. Experience has shown also that the school
can best'teach most of the technical and related occupationalnfor-
mition needed by young student- workers.' This division of responsibili-
ty bas'beentiede in the arrangement of this course of.studv.that is,
it is expected that the student-worker should iaster.the.jdb Skills and
procedures through practical work on the job undei the immediate
supervision of the employer, and that he will reaeive_instruction in
related occupational information in the school under the direction of
the coordinator.

The last section of this course of study contains three copies
of a TRAINING PLAN and PROGRESS RECORD for SALESMANSHIP. One copy is
marked "Student" in the upper right corner. With this copy, in the
space marked Time sn the student will keep a tally of the hours
he spends on his job performing operations in each of his training
areas. The next copy marked "Employer" should be given to the employer
for recording the student's job performance In each area. The third
copy may be used by the coordinator for his record.

Skills and information related to the student's job can be taught
through direct instruction. But personal-social traits are acquired
only through practicing them during the process of acquiring skills
and information and in one's daily conduct. Therefore, both the em-
ployer and the school, as well as the home, must assume responsibility
for developing in the student - worker those habits, attitudes and char-
acter traits which are essential for success in his occupation and in
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life. Both the employer and the school should be constantly on the
alert to see that the student-worker places desirable interpretations
on his experiences and that he does not practice habits and exhibit
character traits detrimental to his success in life and on the job.

Since a coordinator's class is usually made up of fifteen or more
students, each differing from the other significantly, and possibly
studying a dozen or more occupations which differ markedly in their
requirements, it follows that it mill be impossible for a coordinator
to teach, through the group method, the occupational information which
relates to the specific job of each student - worker. In order to be
effective, this type of instruction must be individualized. There is,
of course, some related information, such as occupational health and
safety, workman's compensation, wagetbhour law*,:fair labor standards,
unemployment compensation, and the like, which are of common interest
and concern to all student - workers, and may effectively be taught by
the group method. However, if a coordinator is to make an optimum
contribution to the in-service vocational education of his students,
he must devote a large portion of his classroom instruction to content
which deals specifically with the occupation of each boy andgirl in
his program.

Obviously, it is desirable to teach related information in school
at the time it will be used most advantageously on the job. This means
that the two phases of the student - worker's training should parallel
each other in a progressive manner. The coordinator will find the
assignment sheets in this study guide well adapted to this end. He
can select from day to day the assignment which covers the information-
al units related to the work the student is doing on the job. With
this arrangement, the coordinator will be able to serve, during a
major portion of his classroom time, as a supervising study and helping
teacher for a variety of occupations.

Your attention should be called to the fact that there are ti,m
tying of s udv _auides available f the field of selling. Both
types cover the identical material, but each is designed for a dif-
ferent purpose. Although both types require the same reference mate-
rials, one is designed for individual study, while the other is design-
ed for group discussion, as their titles indicate. This study guide,
Salesmanship Group Instruction, has been developed with essay type
questions which lend themselves well for group instruction. The other
study guide, Salesmanship IngiyAdual Study, utilizes objective type
questions and is designed for guiding a student's study on an individ-
ual basis.

A coordinator who has students in distributive occupations, as
well as trade, industrial, or service occupations represented in his
class, might choose to utilize the study guide with objective type
questions for directing the related study of D. E. students. In a
class consisting solely of students in distributive occupations, a
coordinator might elect to use the study guide with discussion type
questions for goup teaching purposes. Each study guide has the same
content covering the same reading assignments, differing only in the
design of the questions and the purpose for which they are intended.
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Each of the two study guides contains certain record data such
as; numbers and range of units covered by each assignments introduc-
tory paragraphs designed to develop interest and explain the importance
of the assignment, and to convey to the student what he is expected
to learn; specific reference reading; activity assignments; and a
series of questions designed to check student attainment. If a co-
ordinator uses the discussion type study guide for his students, he
will find that tt. study guide with objective r estions serves as
excellent objective type test material for tt. corresponding discus-
sion material covered.

In selecting books for this course of study, an effort was made
to restrict their number, yet adequately cover the subject of selling.
Only those references with the most recent publication date were
selected so that current information and practices can be consistently
presented. Possibly, older copies of the references could be used.
However, ooth the study guides are written for use with, and are keyed
to the particular editions listed on the reference page.

Keys for the study guides assignments are available in a separate
manual. They have been prepared to enable the coordinator to score
quickly the questions include' in each assignment. The key gives
ple correct answers to the q..istions, as well as the reference and
the page on which each answer can be found. The key manual is bound
under cover separate from each study guide so the coordinator may
keep it apart from student use.
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TO reta'STUDENT-PWORKER

&Ming car be learned by -study and practice; and. cOntrary -to-
what Moat people believe, salesuten are 'not..born.bUt become :good Salt...-
people through observation,...study, bard work, and -experiente. No
matter hew long one has been ins selling or hoWmudh: he knoWs about it,
there is more to be learned. No matter how ineXpertefided a person is,
he can learn ta'sell successfully if he' is willing to 'learn, has an
open mind, and workshard'at it.

In past years many workers, espeCially youth, have entered the
retail trades largely by Chance: Pew hirie.cnoseh thirWeation as .a
result of: definite investigation and plabniug. however, selling
has progressed as.a field of employment to the point where it is'advan-
tageous to make systematiC.preparatiowifette:wishes:_tiventer end- ::ads
vance in these occupations.

, .

Tic primary 'ptirpose. of this course' of. study' is to provide a guide
for instruction through.whith students-mirgain certain-basic knowledge
and training in the field of retail merchandising. This material is,
designed. to help-tae--DiStributiVe--Education istudenttitcqizire.:X.. alefige
about .selling that properly. applied tO the-job,.- get
off to a good, solid, succesP101 start in the field., Students who have
had-ConOderable work experience Should-also-"lini4thie cOUree7intersilt-
ing and nelpful.-. .

In most occupations it is impossible to d a good job unless one
has the proper physical arid-mentall.tools
methods. are used:isi-perfOrming=the tadke Of that:occupation oi145-%2'
fession. Retailers, as weIl ar people in the professions have.sepcifi
tools to_be-usedand-definite:vethedb of using: them WiA0Bieve a:prem.
fitable store operation. : -

-Therattaineent of ocdepattofiSrtOmpetericfiii Wit type.. of Lwakrle'tin-
.vOlves -three different, yet closely' relates, types of learnitigs

-Mastery -of the practical 1 o_b-beki lit. and -proleiaurefe pertok6io
by the: worker in the'rlecupation'. '.

2 .Comprobension of the ±gragga and gillakmaplsgtuWADr-
basic an intelligent understandin0,and practice of the

,--

occupation. , .

3...--Devslopment of: those persenal-soc triblte wliiCh are
:essential _for successful 'workers. .=. '

Job-skills and procedures will mostly be taught by your employer
o. the job. Some of the fundamental principles and procedures of your
occupation can be acquired from class instruction. Specific technical
and related information required in your occupation will be taught both
by group methods and individual study. The asslgnments in this study
guide are directed to the related information fundamental to successful
pfformance of duties in the field of selling. Therefore, this materia
is broad and basic to the ?articular field.
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Personal-social traits may -be developed +.-:.a.-result of your claps-
rooacinstruction and your employer's teaching. Desirable personality
traits are of extreme importance for success in life. They are the
factors by which one primarily is judged when meeting people and when
attempting to ottair a job. They vitally important in holding s4
job. In. fact, studies reveal that the chief cause of ninety per -cent'
.of the persons being discharged from their jobs is due to a lack cf,!.
desirable personal-social traits. only ten per cent of the ditd-
charges are the result ota lack of 'skills. It should be noted; how-
ever. that withcA job skills it is exceedingly difficult to find
employment.

The following are some.of the more important personal - social
traits that a Distributive Education student should possess:

Personal Cleanliness. Dirty hands or clothing repel customers.

Good_Healt11. Selling requires abundant encrgy, and the ability
stand on one's feet for-long hours.. A student-worker must bave'no .

health prOhlems.that-areoffensive to customers..

Pleasina Permonalitv. People,employed_in'selling must be pieasent%tO
meet, approachablevemotiOnally stable) and have's sense of.humor.,:..

r
Courtesv.. The practice of being, pOlite, considerate, and sympathetic
to others will pay dividends in any business, especially in the field
of retailing.

tact.. This means knowing what to do and say_ in dealing witb'others..
so as not to give .offense and thus to win.good will%for the firm.

fi .
_

llinglag 4poearance. This includes manners'and posture, .neatness. end
good habits in personal grooming. . -

Attentiveness.. The ability to.payfclose attentions -to respond quickly
and to concentrate on his.work'is essential to,the.stedent,in retailing.

Cooperation. The ability and dispositirci to work harmoniously .with
others, to'be belpfUl, and to. do one's share.are necessities.

Bonestv,.. A salesman must give'full value for _every cent.he.receives
from his customers -- workers in all phases of retail...activity must
be accurate in,giving merchandise .information at-all-times.-

liatigretzt. Vbe-ability-to see things that need-to be done and to
keep 'Amy doing theti withiUt constant supervisions is one of the best
marketable traits of a retail employee. .

dZ

:1
La
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(numbers in parenthesis) the three references are used almost the
same number of times. However, this does not mean an equal
number of questions was.taken from each. Reference 'A', Fundamentals
of Selling, is considered the priority text. For each asaignment it
was :considered first for content material, store_Salesmanshikwas
next .and Retailing Principles and Practices received third considera-
tion. Where only one reference is used for an assignment, either the
oi:11:4. two reference!' 04.4Pt Wrer that Particular phase of salesman-
ship or their content overlapped with the one used; their use then was
not essential: Each time two or three referenced:were used, they were
covered in A, B, C order. Material was taken from eacw additional
reference that was not brought out in the first or second one used for
each assignment.

A student could work at least half of this Salesmanship Study
Guide having only Reference A, Fundamentals of Selling. With both
Reference A and Reference B, Store Salesmanship, about three-fourths
oz the study guide can be worked. While Retailina"Printiples ani
Practices is used as Reference C, the third reference, by no means
llould it be considered unnecessary. This text has an approach to
retailing unlike tha other two references and serves well to complete
this study vale kith impOrtant information tot' the Distributive
Education student. For a well-rounded understanding of sailing And
of this study guide content, all three references are recommended.

*Subject to educational. discount
**Frequency of use for assignments
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ANALYSIS
OF

SALESMANSHIP

JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker _Should_ Be .:Able. to ioo

1.

2.
3.

10.

12.

14.

15.

Assign.
NO.

Modern Retailing

Make a consular market
survey

1 1.

Analyze consumer survey
Identify phases of
distribution

1 3.

-1 4.

1 5.

1 6.

1 7.
1 8.

9.

Maintain good health
habits

2 10.

2 11.

Improve voice quality 2 12.

2 13.

Develops selling
vocabulary

.2 14.

Develop good penmanship 2 15.

MATED INPORWiTiON: What
the Worker Should Know

Consumer market make-up

The processes of distri-
bution
Allied forma of distribu-
tion
Development of modern.
retailing
New merchandising techni-.
ques
Trends in retail business.
Economic importance of -..

retailing

S .J.

The part personality- plays
in selling .

Importande of good health _

Importance, of cleanliness
and good .grooming
Values of a gOod speaking
technique
Important mental character-
istics for good selling
Requirements for good
language skills
Values.- of good penmanship

17. Draw an organization
chart

20. Utilize tore service
policies

Store Policies

3 16. Business history and growth
of employing firm

3 17. Organizational make-up of
employing firm

3 18. Company operating policies
3 19. Company sales policies
3 20. Customer service Policies

3 21. Company personnel policies
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REIATED 1- What

FiOtte. min salary

23. Evaluate fringe benefits

.a

222. liaritiu13 lidithodb-r.ffir mg-
pensating sales employes

3 134' Ptitille-:beniEffts, fibm
empIoyMent

3 24. Fe:ptOrtfr f lUeneitig store
-tittle!

25.

26.

r Zs

-- Customer Buying Motives
,_;

Motivate custon*s to 4 25. Buying mo7 tTies cii-customeri. ;41:,buy
Discover custonie**-grants 4 26. Techniqu.08- of deitiiimising
abd heeds} xi' ." mititoniek'deaites' -

4 27. Types of custOntetti:

Merchandise Knowledge Necessary For Seranci.-

.5 28. Values cif 'possessing *Pio-
&Kt knowledge

5 29. *f rSOiirceif'brinekieliendiee
in

cri mei -
obandise 7"infbimation to
customers

30. Identify selling points
31. Utilize the beichaildise
32. Separate merchandise

into classifications
31. `äiniiitOinere-Orive at

fizier-bitYing-deiinIons

5 30./- tree's-'-Of erietch lnditib enki-
ing

5 31. Merchandising approach to
Ptcitaidt

5 32. lanai Wild- clasedb Of
chanclise

5 '13; '611.6:16- dtietontek
decisions

;,.- t

35. Prepare to meet the
customer --

37. Greet cuetcitneis.
court-eft:ay"

39.. Arouse interuat iri
:'inerchandise-

40. Arco-se intere Arid
present merchandise

The Sales Process

C

. - .04. .1.

6 34. Comprehensive selling
proceso

6 36. Pr,opek:'clotifi-rri "i!or 3

37. Techniques fur c.:1.i:ninq a
sale

6 38. Now to determine customer
interest

L.

7 40. Elements of an effective
presentation
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JOB" TRUNINds What the
c-

Assign.
I I.

RELATED IteORMATIONt What

41. Demonstrate merchandise

42. :..Get sales information by
asking questions

43. .Convert merchandise
qualities to selling
points

45. Recognize real
objections

46. Overcome customer
objections

47. Suggest additional
items

48. Determine sizes and .

amounts of merchandise
for customers

50. Close a sale

51. Summarize and add up
customer purchases
correctly

52. Operate .cash register.
53. Make change

54. ,Open Charge accounts
55. Receive payments on

accounts
56.. Give service information

57. Wrap packages
58; Arrange for deliveries

59.

:1.

63.

7 41. Techniques of demonstrating
merchandise

7 43. Techniques of converting
merchandise features and
values to selling points

8 44. Ethical praCtices observed
in selling

8 45. Types of customer object-
ions

8 46. Methods of meeting object-
- ions

9 47. Related items usually
*, needed by customers

10 49. Signs of buying decisions
10 50. Types and techniques of

closing sales .

10 51. Various prices, for mer-
chandise and how to write
up sales Check

11 53. Store check-cashing
policiei

11 54. Store credit policies

11 16. Various customer services
offered by store

11 58:- Store delivery systerdi
schedules, and policies

iterchandisina

Restore displays to
original order

12

Display merchandise 12

12

12

Receive goods 12

59. Iiportance of care Of
stock

60. Effect of display upon the
customer

61. Uncle of stockkimmpin4
duties

62. Results of improper care
of merchandise

63. Procedures for receiving
.goods
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JOB TRAININGs What the
o SiBA1 AsSIgn:

k

64. Mark merchandise 12 64.

65. Read price ticket codes 12 65.

66. Figure retail prices 12 66.

67. Identify methods of
stock control

12 67.

68, Analyze stock control
information

12 68.

13

-AMA= INFORMATION: What

Principles of marking
merchandise .

Reasons for coding price
tickets
Principles of determining
retail price
Purposes of stock control

How stock control informa-
tion is 'accumulated and u
used

Customer Services

71. Dissolve customer com-
plaints

73. Analyze reasons for
offering credit to
customers

74. Evaluate credit
applications

13 69.

13 70.

13 71.

13 72.

13 73.

13 74.

13 75.

*Inds of customer services
tillered
Problems involved in offer-
ing various customer ser-
vices
Remedies for customer
complaints
Factors affecting the
store's service policy
Advantages and disadvan-
tages of offering credit

Various types of retail
credit
Personal shopping services

Pxmootonz' Activities

78. Maintain good public
. relations

79. Price merchandise
80. Grant special discoUtits
81. Interpret price code

83. Plan sales promotion
activities

14 76. Policies regarding channels
of distribution

14 77. Types of promotion policies

14 79. Nature of price policies

14 82. Policies regarding bands

14 84. Purposes of retail adver-
tising

14 95. Types of advertising, anti
advantage of each type
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be AbLq to Do

86. Evaluate competitive ads
67, Select products to

advertise
88. Write ad copy
89. Prepare ad layouts
90. Write advertising

letters
91. Select advertising media

93. Plan advertising program
94. Budget advertising costs

95. Prepare handbills

97. Coordinate display with
advertising and sales
promotion

99. Arrange counter displays
100. Make interior displays
101. Build window displays

102. Assemble menufacturers
displays

104. Letter dhow cards and
signs for displays

105. Design posters for dis-
plays

106. Decorate store interior

Assign. RELATED INFORMATION: What
NoAL_ the Worker Should Knew

14 91. Kinds of advertising media
14 92. Types of manufacturer's

advertising aids
14 93. TechniquJs of advertising'
14 94. Factors involved in costs

of advertising

14 96. Ethics and laws of adver-
tising

14 98. Importance and objectives
of displays

14 99. Kinds of displays

14 101. Techniques of building
displays

14 103. Principles of line. design,
and color

Worker Relations

15 107. Desirable traits of retail
employees

15 108. Benefits of maintaining
good human relations

15 109. Working benefits provided
by the employer

15 110. What employers expect from
their employees

15 111. Foundations of good rela-
tions with supervisors

15 112. Principles of human-rela-
tions prdbZem solving
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be'Able. to Do

Assign. RELATED INFORMATION: What
No. -the worker phould_Kgm____

15 113. Values of understanding
fellow worker's attitudes
and beliefs

15 114. Characteristics of an
effective sales person-
ality

Sent= Throualt Media

:r

16 115.

.116; Develop list of pro-
spect140 customers

16 116.

117. ''Qualify listing of pro-
spective (duo tamers

16 117.

16 118.

119. Make appointments to
meet with prospective
customers

16 119.

16 120.
121. Write a sales Letter 16 121.

122. Make telephone sales 16 122.
16 123.

16 124.

111
BusinessBt

17 125.

17 126.

17 127.

Principles and procedures
of prospecting for 'Oustos-
_niers

Sourues of prospects

Methods of qualifying and
reaching prospects
Purposes of the pre-t
approach
Methods for making sates
appointments

Uses of sales letters
Techniques of writing
sales letters
Telephone sales techniques
Types of radio and tele-
vision presentations
Principles of selling by
radio and television

,11=,IM

The place of business
ethics
Importance of good customer
relations
Essentials of maintaining
good competitor relations

Successful Caareer_In Retailing

128. Choose the best pro -
notional direction

129. Determine current trends
of employment

18 128. Types of retail positions

19 130. Opportunities in distribu-
tion
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should_ Be Able to Do

_Assign!. .RELATED INFORMATION: What
)TO 4 thy o; ger Should Know

19 131. Kinds of fringe benefits
19 132. Typer of wage payment plans

Mathematics

133. Figure sales totals

134. Determine amount of
sales needed to earn
salary

135. Determine retail prices

136. Compute multiple prices

137. Compute expected
earnings'

.

used In Retailina

20 133.

20 134.

20

20-

20

135

136.

137.

Ways of calculating the
customer's total-bill
Methods of determining
individual sales produc-
tivity
Fundamentals oinpricing
goods and Services'
Principles and purioses
of multiple pricing
Methods of determining
wage earnings



Assignment
Sheet No. 1

17

Covering
Units 1-8

RETAILING IN OUR MODERN SOCIETY.

Today, more than fifty per cent of our nation's work force is em-
ployed in the various areas of the field of distribution. In the
downtown or suburban buiiness districts of most cities we find
specialty stores, some general stores, variety chain stores, indepen-
dent groce4y stores, manufacturer's retail outlets, consumer coop
stores, mail-order retail stores, and many more forms of busihess es-
tablishments serving the public. What do they.all have in common? .

Every one of these businesses is engaged in a form of retailing: The%
merchandise or service they offtr for sale is just as varied as the
types of stores are. The moderh retail store 'reflects many .chariges
through the years and continues to meet our ever-demandin%,_ever-
changing needs. .

Retail stores are an important aspect of any community: They
bring us goods and services and provide jobs for many people. How has
retailing developed into such a wide assortment of stores, services,
and merchandise? Has it just come aJout since World War.II?:
retailing has been developing for thousandi of years. For almost every
type of prevent-day. retail outlet, there was a forerunning type of
business in earlier civilization. As population his increased and
methods of transportation and communication have beeniMpreVeC re-
tailing has grimh.propottiOnately. Aswe shall. see in this assignment,
today's retailing is quite a contrast from the iradglent, dishonest
methods of bartering as practiced by early traders;

This leis& is...Mealit to generally acquaint the new retail .trainee
with distribution mid retailing as it is in our countrytodayThe-
asdignment will give the student a very brief look at the history of
retailing so he can see the progress that has been made.' After work-
ing this unit, the student should be able to better understand the
complexImportance of modern retailing in our present day economy.'

Assignment:

1. Rtad the reference listed below.
2. Select a retail establishment that has an important place

in your community. Write a one to two page historical
report on that business, covering its original opdning4
its Ownership through the years, its contribUtion,to
community economy; and, its growth through the years.
This report is to be general in nature and is not meaLt to
reveal any irformation of a confidential nature. The business
you select to write about should be 20 years 44 or older.
Check with your coordinator on criteria and standards for the
paper.

.

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment by
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C. Richert and -Others jagaxincialeLancjWsttsgs,
pp. 357-377E 119.

ouesti010
4-

F

'itihat-,RajOr purposes did the ;Consumer spend his dollars in
2,g49 zetaijers need to study ._the. nation's consumer

- 't

.

- 4.1 1-- C.

FOlit;cloeSoneli real 'inconie, differ:from his -disposable income?
7 .7 ,

3;.1-1.,14-t-i;ii....dl.scretiorsary buying :pc wer"? In what two ways is it
.:.9e4grap-trAided?,-..tictit "any:American families .now have discre-
tional "bliYirig 'pdirei?

4. vie Ie4Pictme of our ,r opulation, with -numbers of ipeople,
fpA jcafigng?ages,

.

zeta
0. living.

At

S. rile, cma-3ctr.-.Annolvaplona retaximig suburnap
-Lgov OtaCiit4 the shopping .habits. .of :the suburbanite.y7 in . .

.. Oita Chang.i5ng Picture' :of -retailing going to effect: fuiUre.

-AO .thigir
. . ,:esonw&q,AcrAvaTaies or our country _fal,x, into_what three

ca .agories'7 What the:main- fOnctions of 44..at_ri4utipn?. !mat
is a Nchannel'a distribution?.

'T IS

;ZS CA% ..4;gifir 44*.*** today ?.
_

'j",3":" 17": ": . . .

Ate the y.ariTiis type ,services:provided to. consumexs through.
44ttirifit.businesiesli. What services d'orjuiny. wliolesalers.

_9. wt.ikre,m.ne two Rost important functionsthat.
'manufacturer's perform?

10. What type business seems to be the forerunner of today's
speciality stores? Describe_the first type of department

-,,AltrStsW.MIA114.111?.
11. Who) . eagl -,

_ ';Hto

retailing orgenigation. that appeared
iir2J '-lanitesiStateigt -WheAS were pots, pane,- Pinife: needles,

gods .i.,iret.thanuftatured in the
vniteidltatesf aligt forth of retailirsg.bro4ght these _household

r
ki6diictieto Vie Vest:ern ter' ritories7 .

. : .
'ati-ot.retailing took the Oily general_ store?
idilor'cOntributions did the early 4e'aral store make

to its community?
. ,

13. During the last half of the 290.-century-whet-new--types of stores
were developed? During this time how did retailer's attitudes

and advertising change2
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14. Describe the modern food store of today. How much capital is
required to stock an average food store today2

15. In what sense is the service business, not considered a retail
business?

16. "Scrambled merchandising" has brought on the need for what type
abilities in certain store personnel? How has night openings
brought about new opportunities for retail employees?

17. Bow has visual merchandising brought about changes in the amount
of forward and reserve stock needed?

18. What areas of retail. store.operation are being adapted to auto-
mated techniques?

19. In what ways can small retail stores offer attractive op-
portunities to young persons?

20. What factors could we say characterize an "independent" store?
What is the major difference between local, sectional, and
national chain stores?

21. With what four factors can one characterize corporate chain -
store merchandising methods?

22. How have voluntary chains helped independent stores meet their
competition?

23. Why are department stores so called "department" stores? Why
do department stores appeal to a large number of people?

24. What criteria does a store have to meet to be considered a
supermarket?

26. What merchandise practices peculiar to discount housesseem-
ingly account for their popularity?

26. Describe the two main types of shopping cel_ters

27. For what principle reasons is a consumer co-operai-ive store
operated?

28. How should one fiv*me Aether or not a isretwi.144 cz.lislimem;;
effective

29. In what f:::cr major ways do retail establiamants serve com-
munities?

30. How ddes the retailet serve to help the economic condition of
his community?
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 2 Units 9-15

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS IMPORTANT IN SELLING

A person' appearance is all important in determining the first,
and probably most lasting, impression he makes on a customer. .A sales-
person who.is neatly dressed and well groomed will always be a step
ahead in "selling" a customer. Salespedple are constantly in,contact
with other people, day in and day out. They should always Ott their
best foot forward with dress and personal cleanliness. Good health,.
good posture and proper grammar. also-h^lp to make a person more
effective as a salesman.

How doesone improve is shortcomings in manner. dress, grooming.
and voice? Certainly, one cannot Olange himself overnight". But a
good look at one's self, a self-analysis is a start toward.improvement.
One has to become aware of his.need for change and be willing to work
at making necessary personal alterations for any progress to come about.

This assignment will help you ewluite yourself. Do you "measure.
up"? Look.at yourself objectively as you do this aseignMent. Decide
how and where you need to do better - then start trying:

Assictimen

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Makea copy of the chart on either page 138 or 139 of

Store Salesmanship, Fifth Edition. Rate yourself
accordingly on the points mentioned. Save the chart
and rate yourself again when-yoU complete all fehe
assignments in this study guide. Then talklekth.yeur.
coordinator about the improvements you feel you made.

3. Answer the questions belew and turn in this assignment
by

Reference:

A. Wingate and Nolan. }Fundamentals of Selling. pp. 131-184..

Questions:

1. Why is it so important. today especially, that employers hire
qualified people to train as salesmen?

2. What are we speaking of when we mention one's "personality"?

3. How can one develop and improve his personality?

4. What is the difference between an extrovert, an introvert, and
an ambivert?

5. Why is the appearance of a salesperson's clothing so vital to
his job?
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6. Why is it so important that a salesperson be well and in good
health while working?

7. What are a few simple rules for sensible eating that the sales-
person might do well to follow?

8. In regular saleswork, which human muscles receive the most
exercise? The least?

9. Why would his having bad teeth, poor eyesight. Or being under-
weight be reason to reject a sales applicant?

10. How might a salesman's poor posture impress those who come in
contact with him?

11. What are we speaking of ,when we say someone is "well groomed"?

12. What three simple things does being well dressed require o5 a
salesperson?

r.

13. Why is a controlled, well modulated voice so important in sales'
work?

14. Why is it so important that a salesperson vary the pitch cf his
voice?

15. What are a few mannerisms to be avoided by salespeople?

16. Why is it so imprtant that a busineesian be completely honest
in dealing with customers?

17. How should a businessman demonstrate "responsibility" in dealing
with his customers?

18. Why should a salesman have a greater need for courage than most
other business employees?

19. Why is employee loyalty to the firm and to fellow, workers con..
sidered an asset to any business?

20. How might employee resourcefulness help any store increase its
sales?

21. In what way will a salesman's confidence tend to "rub off" on
his customer?

22. How might a salesperson with a vivid imagination use this ability
in selling?

23. Why is the art of "showmanship" so essential to a good sales
demonstration?

24. Just enough ambition in a person is ideal. But how might an
overdose of ambition in a salesman be detrimental to his sales
and to his company?
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25. Why do some employers prefer to hire and train new, inexperienced
salespeople for vacancies rather than employing experienced sales
personnel?

26. Why is it so important for an outside salesman to be an industrious
type person?

27. How can a salesperson's enthusiam, or lack of it, help determine
the degree of his job success?

28. Why do employers place heavy emphasis on their sales employees
showing courtesy to all customers?

29. What is "tack"? How does tack enter into selling?

30. What part does each of the three factors - a communicator a
mrdium, and a receiver - play in communication?

31. Why should a salesman be very selective with his descriptive
words when selling merchandise? Why would the word, cheap, not
be an acceptable word to use in describing a low priced watch?

32. Why if, one's reading vocabulary usually much larger than his .

speaking vocabulary?

33. Why ie it' essential for salespeople to avoid thefidee of colloquial
isms when talking with customers about merchande?

34. Why is the use of slang in selling frowned upon?

35. What type mistakes in billing and shipping departments might
result from careless writing, by salespeople?

g

ty
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 3 Units 16-24

STORE POLICIES

There are many things to learn about a new retailing job - what is
expected of you, that your working hours will be* and so on. Why
should it be so important for you to become acquainted with store
policy? With so many new facts thrown at a beginner, one would think
that such a thing as stn -e policy could wait.

No, a basic knowledge of store polioy is essential to any begin-
ning employee's training. If not* how will you know to give refunds
for returned merchandise? How will you know whether or not home
deliveries can be made? What hours will you work? Upon what basis
will you be compensated for your services?

With a knowledge of policy a salesperson should better understand
cis store's place in the world of business and the part he is to play
in his store's daily activity. This lesson is outlined to give the
student informatinn fundamental to his understanding policies adopted
by most retail stores.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment.

by

References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling* pp. 105-130.
B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanshp* pp. 277-301.
C. Richert and Others* Retailing Principles and_Practices*

pp. 85-92.

Oaestions:

1. How should the salesman use his kmwledge of his company's image?

2. why "shOUld a salesman fully understand his comnany's organizational
structure? When should he become acquainted with this informationS

3. what is a company "policy"?

4. What type pricing policy will a store probably adopt if it plans
to quickly increase its volume of sales?

5. What is a "quantity" discount?

6. why should a manufacturer be interested in the price a retailer
charges for his (the manufacturer's) products?

7. How may a merchandise brand name be of value to the customer?
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8. What is "mercantile" credit? To what extent is it used in our
country today?

9. When selling goods on the installment plan, how does the seller
gain the right of repossessing the goods if payment is not made?

10. What services do specialized credit agencies offer retailers.

11. What should any retailer's policy be on customer returns and
adjustments?

12. How far reaching should a .dealer's policy be on products he sells
that require installation and maintenance?

13. When should a salesman receive ,an,explanation of his firm's wage
policy? Why should this information be important to the sales-
person?

L4. In selling, which person usually gets the promoticn?

15. Most firms have adopted what type Policy toward "knocking" their
competitors and hiring competitor's employees. .

16. For what four reasons should every retailer have detailed know-
ledge 'of *hit suppliers?

17. What areas should be covered by a company's public relations
policies?

19. How can salespeople help in..implementing their store's policies?

19. From what four sources do store policies evolve?

20. How can good, sound company policies help a store to function
smoothly from day to day?

21. What are the five types of store policies?

22. What are durable goods? What are nondurable goods?

23. What areas should be covered by store personnel policies?

24. The format and coverage of a store's customer-service policies
is dependent upon what five factors?

25. On what basis are salespeople paid a salary?

26. What factors are used for rating salespeople?

2'. What are the various wage payment plans for compensating sales-
people?

28. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the straight salary
method of compensation?
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Assignment
Sheet No. 4

Covering
Units 25-27

WIBePEOPLEHBUY

Nobody forces customers,to come in and buy from you. or from
your store. Then, why do they come in? Why, do they purchase products
from your store? Why do many customers always!: request a certain-sales
person to serve them?

Your first step in becoming a competent salesman is to learn about
the desires that cause people to buy - their buying motives. You need
to understand why your customers think and act as they do. A good
salesperson will not be just an order taker. Through his understanding
of people and their desires he can guide them through their buying
decisions. Appealing correctly to customer buying motives is basic in
all forms of personal selling.

So, if you are working toward a career in sales you will find thin
assignment of great value. This assignment will help you gain insight
into human needs and desires. You should develop more of an objective
view of why people buy.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write a paper, not more than one page. on a recent sale

you missed making. Pick a situation where you were able
to show the customer exactly the article, size, color,
style, and price she asked for. Tell why you feel you
did not make the sale. Talk this assignment over with
your coordinator.

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

Aeferencess

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling: pp. 47-66.
B. Robinson and Others. $tore Salesmanship. pp. 16-18.

Questions:

1. How c- the salesman help our country maintain continued
prosperity?

2. Explain the difference between a customer and consumer.

3. What are human "needs"?

4. How are human ''wants" differelt from human "needs"?

5. How does discretionary spending differ from subsistence spending?

6. What is "disposable personal income"?
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7. Why is it not probable that human wants will ever be completely
satisfied?

8. What are "buying motives"?

9. How are. rational buying mo4ves and emotional buying motives
different?

10. How does au individual sometimes rationalize the purchase of
Something he really did not need?

11. How do manufacturers sometimes get people to try out a new food
product?

12, What products have enjoyed good sales records as a result of
human need for rest and comfort?

13. What evidence shows there is an intense desire in people to
exercise their bodies?

/4. Which basic human desire causes us to buy.nealth insurance?

15. Give three ways people frequently express their desire for
recognition.

16. Teaching services are sold as a result of which human desire?

17. Name three areas of business ,ti.at have boomed as a result of our
desire for relaxation and amusement.

18. A salesman should appeal to the customer's desire. for beauty when
selling what tYpe products?

19. Why should a sdlesperson not ap ',eal to one's sympathy in making
a sale?

20. What negative outcome often results when. a customer buys something
just because it is a bargain?

21. What type products are frequently sold to the consumer on the
basis of his sense of fear?

22. What is the difference betimes primiti, and selective buying
motives?

23. Row is the itronage motive important in the field of selling?
Name and explain three examples.

24. How is a change in consumer demand reflected inn change in retail
'sales?

25. Explain 'why consumer demand is seen as a constantly changing
thing.

26. Indicate the five requirements for success in selling. in addition
to an understanding of the selling process.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 5 Unite 28-33

MERCHANDISE KNOWLEDGE FOR SALESPEOPLE

Rave you had salespeople to till you something like this--"this
suit is guaranteed:"--or maybe, "this material is fifty per cent
stronger:* Next time that happens, ask them what the suit is guaran-
teed for and against, or, fifty per cent stronger than what? If tb-
make statements like that shouldn't they be able to explain? Do 4.-a-
as a salesperson make such pointless. gross statements? Oh no, that's
always the Other salesclerk, isn't it?

If a customer is going to invest his good money for products or
services you are selling. he will wan", expect, and often demand
straight forward :did to-the-point, useful answers. Customers wart to
know what your products or services will do for them--how they will
benefitfrom.theit purchase. Can you give them the information they
need?

This asSignMent should make you. as a retail trainee. aware of
the importance in answering questions correctly and giving merchandise
the build-up it deserves. It should help you prepare yourself to be
able to compare various choices for the customer in a clear and intel-
ligent way.

Assignment:

1. Read the references llsted below.
2. Select just one piece of the type merchandise you sell the

the greatest quantity of. Use the Merchandise and Store
Information Check List on pages 162164 of the Store
Dlammuuadi!teference in testing yourself to see just
how much you know about*that popular selling item. Go
over the results of your self-check with your class
instructor.

3. Aniwer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

ReferenceB:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Sellina. pp. 87-104.
B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship, pp. 156-175.
C. Richert and Others, RetailinoPrinciples and_Practices.

pp. 143-165, 218-222.

Questions:

1. Pot what four main reasons Should a salesman know'his merchandise?

2. Justify a condition where a salesman should attempt to get his
customer to "tradeup".

How might salespeople ha partly at fault for merchandise returns?
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4. Should a salesman know his competitoeS products almost as well
as he knows his own? Why?

5. Why should salespeople be familiar with their stords entire stock?

6. What benefits do buyers of industrial goods expect from their
purchases?.

7. How can merchandise itself be a valuable source of information
to salespeople?

8. What type product tnformation can be obtained from customers?

9. Why will a ierehandisi buyer in any store, be a good source of
product information?

10. What methods are used by manufaCturers to keep theit Customers-
informed?

11. What is meant when we 'hear of a store buying only'Products that-
meet their "specifications"?

12. What are merchandise manuals?

13. Why do ctStomers have to rely so heavily upon salespeople, labels,
and advertisements for product information?

14. Basically, what will deterrune°the value a customer receives
from a purchase?

15. What questions should salespeople answer when organizing product
information from the customer's point of view?

16. Why will their need for information vary when customers are shop-
ping for convenience goods, shopping goods, and specialty goods?

17. From what four main sources might salespeople gather merchandise
information?

18. What are "textile" goods? Nontextile.

19. When shopping for fine Jewelry, what merchandise qualities is a
customer usually interested in?

20. What are the two classes of fibers? Why should the retail sales-
person need to be thoroughly familiar with textile goods and their
construction?

21. That factors determine fabric strength?

22. What two things determine the type finish a cloth will need?

23. Contrast principal selling points of cotton cloth to that of
nylon.
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24. Should silk garnets be-washed? -ShOuld bleach be used?H'

25. What commercial use is made of acrylon?

26. What five major decisions will most of us make when purchasing
an item?

27. How should the salesperson go about finding which of the five
buying decisions he might help the customer make?

28. Why should salespeople be very carefUl in relating personal
experience with merchandise to customers?

29. Of what value can comparison shopping be to a store

30. How de s the U. S. Bureau of Standards test cloth for wearing
_quality?

31. Why is good oral expression so important in a salesperson's work?
Why should slang be omitted from a sales VOcabuIary?-

32. What are the four principles of effective expression necessary th
good salesmanship?

.1
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Assignment
. Covering

Sheet No. 6 Units 34-39

OPENING THE SALE

What type salesperson do you enjoy buying from when you go shop-
ping? What is there about the sales manner of a person that makes you
want him to serve you each time you visit his store? Have you had
customers come in to your store and request to see a particular er"
article--yet they eid not buy? Why didn't they make that purchases
Was it your faillt?: Did you open the sale properly?

We are never too old to learn, contrary to many people's way of
thinking. Regardless of whether you have been on the job several
months. or you are just starting, you should continue to be conscious
of and try to improve your customer approach. A good sales approach
will make customers feel confident in your willingness and ability to
help them solve their buying problems. What a salesperson does and
says during the first two minutes of a sale will usually set the stage
for either making.or not making a sale.

This assignment is designed tO help a student become more aware
of the type sales approach he .is using. This information should help
you to evaluate yourself in bringing to light a few weak spots in your
approach that might need working on.

Assianments

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling, pp. 245-264.
S. Robinson and Others, StomSalesmanshio, pp. 20-21, 32-45.
C. Richert and Others, Retailing Principles and Practices,

pp. 172-182.

Questions:

1. Specifically, what composes good personal appearance for sales-'
people?

2. Now might a store salesman determine the best time to approach a
customer?

3. Give two negative reasons why customers'are not promptly waited
on. A positive reason?

4 In what ways will a good salesman show interest in his customers'
buying problem?
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5. What part does a salesman's self-confidence play in making a
sale? What two things can help a salesman develop a confident
attitude?

6. Upon what two factors should a salesman's opening remarks depend?
How might a salesman's power of observation help him to tailor
his presentation to the individual customer?

7. What is the difference between a formal salutation and a service
type salutation? Under what Conditions might an informal
customer greeting be used?

8. Under what circumstances might the "merchandise approach" be
effective?

9. At what phase of a sale should the customer's.dttention be
directed to the merchandise?

-

10.; How might a customer's wandering attention be.redirected to the
Merchandise?

11. What guides should sales personnel follow to help them satis-
factorily open a 'sale?

12. No matter what the customer's reason for coming into a store,
what is the twofold job of a salesman?

13. Regardless of a customer's appearance, how should sales personnel
treat him?

14. Why is customer confidence in a salesperson so important?

15. What would be a proper greeting approach if the customer's
name is not known?

le.' Other than words; what conveys a saleiman's attitude to a.
customer2.':,

17. What two factors, other than his persona.', appeirance, will
help a salesman create customer confidence?

18. What does the orderly appearance of a department suggest to a
customer? .;

19. Why is eye contact with the customer considered so important'

20. If a salesperson is performing stock work a good distance
from the entering customer, when should the customer, be
greeted? -Why?

21. How should a salesman go about recognizing a waiting customer
without" offending his present customer?
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22. Why are the opening statements, "May I help you?" and "Something
for you today?" not considered very effective?

23. Classify customers into three categories, according to the
strength of their needs and desires.

24. under what circumstances should a salesperson engage in
"substitute" selling?

25. What possible dangers to a self' could arise as a result of a
salesman asking too many direct questions?

26. Why is a customer's attire not a good indication of what he
will pay for merchandise? What does the way a customer is
dressed indicate?

27. What are the two general types of sales?

28. Uhen does the actual selling process start and when does it end?

29, In preparing to meet customers, sales personnel should know
what four things?

304 Bow might a store's preapproach contact with customers enhance
sales? Be detrimental to sales?

31. What is probably the one most important factor in affectin4
customer attitude toward a store?

32.- How can salespeople help to build good word-'of-mouth advertising
about their store?

33. How do good window and interior displays contribute to sales?

34. What psychological effect upon customers will cluttered displays
and poor store lighting have?

35. Discuss three methods of preapproach preparation a store sales-
man can utilize in getting ready to meet customers.

36. When is a salesperson considered well-groomed?

37. Give three reasons why customers are sometimes not promptly
approached.

38. 10W is a standard form customer salutation not recommended?
What should determine the proper approach greeting?

39. What one important factor determines the effectiveness ofan.
approach greeting?

40. What will a salesperson's facial expression reveal to a customer?
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Assignment
Sheet No. 7

'Covering
units 40-43

PRESENTATION OF MERCHANDISE

SuccessfUJ. presentation of merchandise isof..prime importances both
to the customer and to retail businesses. It helps to bring out what
the customer is looking for in the way of merchandise and helps to
break down the barriers of sales resistance.

Every salesperson should want to be successful in his vocation..
To a considerable degree, his success will depend upon his showing the
custdmerhat he wants to see. in his knowing when to stop showing mer-
chandises and in closing the sale at the proper time. Showing or dis-
playing only that merchandise the customer asks'for'does not cultivate
a good customer-salesman relationship nor does it add very much to the
salesperson's chances fora career in selling.

This unit covers the differentinspects of the.presentation of -

merchandise. As the student works this assignment he should become
aware of the important considerations- involved in effectively present-
ing merchandise to his customers. The material in this assignment
should encourage the student to seek ways of improving his sales
methodology.%'

AILLAMINLIts

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Prepare a sales presentation to be presented to your.claSss

'your business club.' or at-a,cdnventiono. Choose a preduct
you know well, possibly one you have had considerable 'success
in selling. Ask your coordinator for any materials he might
have available to aid in: preparing yoUr presentatiow..:

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

References:

A. Wingate and Nolan. Fundamentals of Sellincid pp..287-440.
B. Robinson and Othersi'Store Salesmanship,-pp. 27-32, 46 -06.
C. Richert and Others,. getailina'Princitaes and Practices,

pp. 183-190, 205-216.

Puestionss

1. What are the fott.paychoiogical steps in a male? How 'tided one
step lead'into-the tither:?

2. How does- a salesman accomplish the ability'to Aide a "you" attitude
with his customer? What four methods might a salesman use to
create customer interest and desire?

3. How many human senses might a good sales demonstration appeal to?
Why is importance attached to the utilization of senses in sales
presentations?
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4. What part does the salesperson generally play in sales made from
self-service displays?

S. Explain the difference between the demonstration and the display
of goods. What-factors place limitations on opportunities to
demonstrate goods? Generally, what is the idea behind all sales
demonstrations?

6. How might a traveling salesman demonstrate his products without
having them with him?

7. Why is customer comfort during a sales demonstration so important?
Why is customer handling of goods during a demonstration
important?

8. What three groups of product information should salesmen possess?

9. 'ghat four methods will a good salesman utilize to create customer
_nterest and desire?

10. What is the "opening barrage" phase of a sale?

11. Why is it important for a salesman to use a key feature for each
product he sells during his presentations? Why can quality sales+
mans/lip not be based upon a list of standard sales statements?

12. 161.7 can mail-order catalogs help a salesperson determine what
features about products are important?

13. In appealing to customer emotions, why is it so important that a
salesman be enthusiastically sincere? What are three techniques
a salesman might use to convince his customers to buy?

14. What four best ways might a salesperson use to overcome customer
objections to product style, type, or color?

15. The customer objections. "That'S more than I want to pay," :usually
pinpoints what type of shortcoming in the sales presentatiOn?

16. How might a.salisman aid one of his retail customers in sellitig.
off an overload of stock?

17. When is the best time to handle customer objections?

18. Describe the five mental process steps most customers progress
through in deciding to buy merchandise.

19. Customer satisfaction. is dependent upon wha' three main factors?

20. How might an effective sales presentation hcllp i-customer decide
what particular item to purchase? How could an inadequate sales
demonstration cause a customer to later become dissatisfied with
his purchase?
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21. Which type customer usually wants and needs to see an adequate
selection of y.,ods before buying? What rules should be followed
as an aid in effectively presenting goods?

22. How does one determine when he has shown the "right" merchandise?
What is one of the safest ways of making a satisfactory presenta-
tion?

23. Why is there such a problem in knowing what price goods to show a
customer? What is a good rule to follow when in doubt as to the
customers price preference?

24. What is often the result of showing a customer too much merchan..
dies? What is the best means a salesperson can use to determine
when the Customer has made a decision?

How do customers usually accept the invitation to "feel the qualit
in this material"? Why? From what other standpoint will encour-
aging the customer to handle the merchandise aid in selling?

26. In what two basic ways may goods be demonstrated? What is the
value of appealing to as many senses as possible during a demon-
stration? What possible negative associations might a customer
make of a salesperson's rough handling of goods?

27. customers generally confront Salesmen with two types of sales
resistances (1) excuses and. (2) real objections. How can a
salesman distinguish between the two types?

28. What type customer objection is most common and often the most
difficult? How should this type objection be met and uncovered?

29. What type information will salespeople find useful in handling
customer objections to merchandise and its qualities?

30. Stores tell people about their products for sale through what
twc basic ways?

31. What guidelines are important to the salesperson in determining
what merchandise to show first? WIT should a salesman fu3ly
develop the technique of using his hands?

32. What is a "merchandise approach"? ';ndtr what two conditions
should it be used?

33. What four factors determine the effectiveness of suggestion
selling? What are the ultimate benefits a store will derive
from employee's suggesting additional merchandise? Why do stores
encourage sales personnel to "trade-up" customers?
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 8 Units 44-46

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER

Let's look at buying from the customer's point of viewhis wife
has "emphasized* the fact that she needs a new fall coat, his T.V. set
ie on the blink, the car payment is due, the house is in need of paint-
ing, etc. The average consumer's "yearnings" far exceeds his earnings.
He is . bombarded with advertising staggered by attractive displays and
pushed to compete with the Joneses---then sought by bill collectors.

An understanding of people,
accept customers as they are. A
will help to emotionally equip a
of assisting his customers solve

in general will help a sales trainee
good understanding of the customer
salesperson so he can best do his job
their buying problems.

If the sales trainee is so anxious to help, to offer the right
merchandise, to do a good job why don't people buy what he tries to
sell them? Why do customers make comments likes' "The price is. too
high." "Will it stretch] shrink', launder or dry clean?" "I never heard
of thit brand'.!". In isn't exactly whet I want." "I want to look
around.* "I'll think it overl;"*.. "I don't like that color." One just
starting out in a career of retailing should realize that sales re-
sistance in one form or another is perfectly natural in all type& of
personal selling. He will hear these and many other objections. A
sales person must understand customer objections and look upon them as
a normal part of the sales procedure. He must be ready to meet them
effectively when they are made.

The purpose of this unit is to familiarize:the student with the
many types of customers, customer demands, and with the different types
of objections. This lesson should help the student become more'pro- !

ficient in meeting and handling the wide variety of daily sales situ-
ations he will be confronted with.

Assianments

1. Read the references listed belOw..
2. Prepare a two page paper. to be turned in to your coordinator.

on a recent "interesting" customer-salesperson disagreement
that you have observed in your'store.. The content should be
centered around a sales situation involving one of your
coworkers and. a cuetomer, not about yourself: Be objective,
do not mention names, analyze the case how it arose, how it
was handled. and its'outcome. Who was at fault? How could
the controversy lave been preVented? How should it have been
handled? Could you have handled the situation properly?

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by
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References:

A. Wingate and Nolan. Yundamentals of Selling, pp. 265-286.
B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanahia. pp. 177-185, 194-199.
C. Richert and Others, Retailina Principles and Practices.

pp. 21-27, 225-238.

Ouestiones

1. What is meant by "sizing up" a customer?

2. What type customer needs a chance to compare merchandise before
he decides to buy?

3. Certain merchandise has to be matched to what two factors in
order to satisfy consumer demand? Describe the three broad
"searches" that come about during the process of satisfying
consumer demand.

4. Row is "CRIM analysis* related to a store's success?

5. Row and when should a contact salesman attempt to analyte his
customer's needs and wants?

6. If a particular requested item is out of stock, what action
should a salesman take in attempting to bring about a compromise
between'the customer's request and the merchandise available?

7. Describe the three different types of customers. Why can we not
assume that a customer will'always belong to the same one of the
three types?

8. When does substitute selling become necessary? Name one type
business where substitute selling is quite Common.

9. How should a salesman handle a situation where a customer insists
upon buying merchandise unsuitable to his needs?

10. Can most customers who visit drug stores or.iervice stations be
classified:as decided? Why? Which of the three type customers
is in most need of a salesman's help? Why should a salesman be
extremely careful to not show too wide an assortment of -goods to
this customer? What are two good arguments against quizzing an
undecided customer about price, type, or color before your mer-
chandise presentation?

11. Suggest five rules for personnel in a men's clothing store to
follow in determining what merchandise to show.

12. Why is it never safe for an automobile salesman to judge his
customers by the clothes they are wearing?
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13. if _a customer makes no price specification in his reqftest to see
a Certain article, what rule should be followed in determining
the price range merchandise to show? How should the salesperson
then follow through? Why is the "just looking" customer consider'.
ed the more difficult customer to sell?

14. Give two reasons why the well-informed salesman is usually the
one who "sells." By what criteria-might a customer determine
whether or not a salesperson has "good taste"?

- .

15. Sales personnel. need to suggest certain materials* and :olors for
which customers? Why should a person with a vivid complexion
never wear a bright red sweater?

16. When we speak of costume "silhouette" what are we making referencg
to? What factors are involved in the compositional makeup of.a
costume silhouette? -

17. A, dignified or sophisticated type person will probably possess
what general characteristics? Explain the composition of line,
texture, and colors that go together to make this type person
appear dignified or sophisticated.

18. A tall, thin woman can combat her towering frail appearance by
focusing attention to clothes with what type line characteristics?
Why should the short, heavy woman not wear tweeds or heavy pile
ftbrics?

19. Give examples of the special customer buying problems that pro-
bably will be difficult to Landle.

20. How valuable an asset to today's modern stores is a permanent
clintele? What factors work together in helping to build a
store's regular following?

21. Do you agree that the customer is actually the one most important
factor in retail selling? Why? Why is customer attitude toward
a store of such great importance?

22. Why does the position of store buyer demand a well qualified.
experienced person? Who is charged with responsibility of re-
ceiving and narking goods in large stores?

23. Some authorities consider advertising to be a customer service.
What is the justification behind that thought?

24. What are sales variables? Why does a salesperson need a thorough
understanding offliales variables" as they contribute to the dif-
ficulty of a sale?

25. Compare the buying motives behind purchases of business goods to
consumer good purchases.
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26. Di what way, or ways, does t proCuct have tc be considered to
determine to what extent it is-a-Part of the sales load?

27. Management throughout the field of retailing, is not uniform in
its thinking as to what constitutes good salesmanship. Why does
this situation prevail?..

:. .
28. What type of economic condition might bring on a "sellers market"

for some products? A "buyers market"?

29. What problems sometimes arise as a result of competition betwomm-
salespeople? In what ways can a salesperson be considered a
sales variable?

30. What are a. few (at least 6) of the factor* that: cause every sale
a store makes to be different?

31. What type customer will probably not rev*al his renal reason for
not buying? .

.
.: . .

32. Suggest five different methods a saledperson might use in effect-
ively meeting customer objections. What are the three basicways
of dealing with .customer lralom

I

resistabce? ,

. -

;

;WO,



Assignment
Sheet No. 9

PLUS SELLING

Covering
Unit 47-48

43_

Have you thought.about just exactly what your selling objective
really is? When you make a sale*, d0.you think "Say, I really unloaded
the merchandise on that guy!" Cr do you feel you have done.the cus-
tomer a service by suggesting items other than those he came in for?
Which is it? Do you'usell" him or are you offering a service? .

.

The objective of your efforts as a salesman'ihould:be to help
the customer make his buying decision and to sell as much as you can.
However, make sure that what you sell will meet customer needs. Be
sure to remember, your custwies must be satisfied:with what they buy,
both quality. and quantityyise, A good salesman is always alert for
the-Opportunity to increase the .size vf.eadh sale he is making. But,
while. be wants to increase the size of each sale, the conscientious
salespeation will 'mays strive to benefit the-customer with his
suggestive selling efforts. When tactfully handled and properly done,
"plus" selling serves'the dUal purpose of helping to satisfy -customer
needs and, in turn, to build up store sales.

Do not confuse suggestive selling with high pressure selling; no
is suggestive selling the same as substitution selling. This lesson
is designed to help the student grasp the fundamentals of plus
selling, what it is, when and how it should be used. .

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Make a list of twenty-five items of merchandise. By each

item list a related item that is often sold in conjunction
with the first item. (Examplei Soup--Crackers) Check with
your coordinatOr when you finish yout list as to its exact-
ness.

3. Answer the.cluestions*below and turn* in this assignment
by

,References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Sellinge pp. 361-379.
S. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship, pp. 100423.

gpestions:

1. What are the five various sales effort methods included in "pigs
selling"?

2. Define "suggestion selling." In what three ways might suggestive
selling be accomplished?

3. Why does multiple-pricing tend to encourar customers to buy in
larger quantities?
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4. How do wholesalers practice multiple pricing? How do retailers
benefit from the use of "blanket orders"?

5. The selling of related goods seems to be an excellent opportunity
for a salesman to effectively apply suggestive selling. Explain.

6. What type of unrelated goods most likely can be sold through
suggestion?

7. What are acme general rules to be used by salespeople in making
suggestions?

8. What is nonpersonal selling? In what area of retailing has non-
personal selling seen the most growth? How important is the part
impulse items play in nonpersonal selling?

9. Why do supermarket managers feel that spreading demand items
throughout the store will help total store sales?

10. What type items get the preferred eye level shelf space in super-
-markets?

11. That are the two schools of thought in placing goods related
in use near to each other?

12, What type supermarket items are thought of as "small impulse
items of a convenience nature"? Why are they placed near the
checkout aisles?

13. What arguments do many managers use to back up their thinking that
nonpersonal suggestion devices are superior to attempts at verbal
suggestion by sales personnel?

14. How does the term, "it pays in the long run to buy better quality,
serve as good backing to get customers to "trade up"?

15. Why is it a good idea, when attempting to get a customer to trade
up, to allow the customer to compare the wirchandise?

16. By what two distinct ways can stores increase their sales?
Briefly, how can each of these methods be accomplished?

17. On what occasions might a salesperson have to wait on more than
one customer at a time? Why can't situations of this sort be
allieviated?

18. The owner of a new automobile returns his car to the dealer for
a periodic check. How can the dealer utilize return visits of
this sort for a follow-up of the automobile sale? What other
type articles present a good opportunity for follow-ups?

19. What are the two chief rules for handling customer complaints?
What procedure should be followed in dealing with people who take
advantage of a liberal adjustment policy of this type?
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20. What is the old psychological law behind the idea of suggestive
selling?

21. Why is everything a salesman does or says while engaged in
suggestive selling of such importance?

4

22. How can store managers justify their thinking that buying deci-
.. sions'are more trequently-based upon suggestion, than upon
argumentation?

_ .

23. lg a salesperson is to employ suggestive selling effectively, What
five important factors must he give consideration?

24. Briefly explain four keys, as revealed by customers, that spell
the secretof successful suggettion.

25. In what light can suggestive selling be considered beneficial
to customers?

26. Why are merchants' anxious fot their sales personnel to sell
more and higher-priced merchandise?-

27. What is a good general rule to follow in determining when-to
suggest other or higher-priced merchandise?

28. In what type.of Sales'sit, tion should a saledperson bring
in sUggestsd.additional merchandise' during the original sales
presehtation? -

. ,

29. Contrast the term, substitution Selling, with that of
suggestion selling:,

30. How has the development of the ensemble idea contributed con-
siderably to the effectiveness of suggestion selling?

31. What are a few ways that manufacturers are cooperating with re-
tailers in an attempt to Bel,. larger quantities of merchandise?

32. Why should salespeople make every attempt to avoid the use of
words such as "cheap", or "poor quality "?

33. What are the two most important ways that customers are informed
of a store's newly arrived merchandise?

34. Why.should salespeople consider it a part of their-job to suggest
to customers new uses for merchandise?
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Assignment
Sheet No. 10

CLOSING THE SALE

Covering
Units 49-E,L

A sale is not made until it is closed and the money received.
A salesman who cannot close a sale is not a salesman at all. The
most important measure of sales effectiveness is the number of
sales that are closed. Customers have to be led all the way through
the final closing step. Many sales have been lost because a sales-
person failed to provide the proper stimulas that leads the customer
all the way through the sue.

Sometimes improper techniques are used or improper closing times
are chosen. No matter how convincing the salesperson may be, it is
the closing of the sale, the receiving of money for a product, which
means success or failure to everyone involved.

The purpose of this unit is to acquaiat the student with some
of the suggested methods for closing sales.. This lesson will also
point out many "do's" and "don'ts" in helping students become more
aware of their own sales actions.

Assianments

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Choose a recent sales situation where one of your fellow

salesmen failed to make a sale that he thought wss"in the
bag." Pick an incident where the fault was in the sales-
person's not properly closing the sale. Write a one page
paper of your opinion as to how the closing could have been
effectively handled.

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling, pp. 341-359.
B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship, pp. e8 -104.

puestions:

1. What circumstances will lead up to an almost automatic sale
closing?

2. Should a retail salesman show his customer eight ovten different
styles to choose from? Why? What procedure should the salesman
follow here?

3. What type customers will probably need help to bring the sale
into its closing stages?

4. Why must the customer be made to feel he can have confidence
in a salesperson?
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5. When is the "right" time to close a sale? Upon what does this
"right" time depend?

6. What is a "trial close"?

7. How is the "Premium Close" expectLA to act as a decision stimula
lator? How could this type close sometimes prove detrimental?

8. Why do many consider the price-concession close to be question-
able as a decision stimulator?

9. What hum..n characteristicsi or emotions, does the "You-Owe-It-
To-Yourself" sales close appeal to?

10. 'What is.a "negative" type. close? Does this type close prove
stimulating to sales?

11. Vhy-should salespeople. use the. utmost of tact. when confronting
a customer with an installment contract? -

12. What two bad effects could come about as a result of a manufac-
turer overselling a retailer on a line of merchandise?

13. Generally speaking, when are customers usually ready to discuss
the method of payment for their purchase?

14. Management asks salespeople to handle the offer of delivery
service in what manner?

15. Why is "dispatch" during the mechanical closing of a sale so
important?

16. In your own opinion, should a customer be thanked for making
a purchase? Even if he does not make a purchase? Why?

17. Why should any salesman, good or average, analyze his lost
sales? When should lost sales be analyzed?

18. What are some questions that will help a salesperson determine
why he lost a sale?

19. At what point will attention, interest, desire, or conviction
be recognized as having a commercial value?

20. Research shows that customers who are experiencing difficulty
in deciding between items should be helped by salespeople in
what three ways?

21. Upon what conditions does a customer's decision to close the sale
depend?

22. In order to bring about a natural close, in what manner should
a salesman present his questions and statements?

Ij
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23. What principle is a salesperson following When he uses the techni-
que of leading a customer from small decisionsinto those-more
forceful in nature?

24. :What pait'-doei repeating the demonstration in.moredetail.play
when a salesman is.attempting-to.bring the tale to close?

25. What is the attitude today toward there being one psychological
moment to close a sale?

26. What particular signs or indicators should the salesman look for
in deciding when to bring a. sale to a close?

27. How can direct questions be sometimes used to help an undecided
customer make uphis,mind to buy? How does the.use of testi-
monials possibly help spur a buying decision?

28. In the final,, analysis, what ability distinguishes the efficient,
productive saleiperson from the unsuccesvoul?

29.' What are six common shortcomings of many salesmen who make, it
difficalt tor.clistamers to decide to buy? .



Assignment
Sheet No. 11

. :

.1 .

Have you ever become a bit per.grbed at: e: salesperson when he
made a inistake.in giving back your change? How do you react to :Os-,
takes made on the.salescheck wherkiyOu make a purchase? Were you
annoyed? Then, Whe'n the "shoe is on the other foot'.".. heiw do-you
react? When you make mistakes, can you visualize just how your custo-
mers reel? They really should, pin get upset atnaat should they?

Human error probably can never be completely eliminated from our
everydaywork world: But Many costly. business. errore, such asover=
charging a customer, or giving back too much change, is the result of
oversighted carelessness. Writing up sales, ringing up sales on a
cash reqister, and staking change, all reqUire close attention and
acctiricy. -There are two ways to do these things, the right way and
the wrong way -- there. *PO JP-between.' Towhich extrethe do you tend

'lems?. Everything yoU. are asked to-do in the way :Ok. recording sales
had,,a leason.- 'Xt. all contributes to more effective business operation.
If you will. accept your responsibility, fallow:directibns and'stay
a lerti.lrOxi 4411 contribute much toward the smooth- operation of your

'-,diPgrtikent zn tUrP, your store can enjoy the profitable Service you
are rendering.

.

assignment' is designed to make you more' aware of the impor-
tance of closing sales with accurate and effective recording. After
doing this -lesson you should be able to de- a bit.of self-evaluation'
aid ImPrOire"Yteur'Weak points during the final few, but*go itaivable,
minutes of making a sale.

47

Units 52-58. .

Aseicaimeitti

1. Read the references listed below.
2-..::"Intrite a brief paragraph on how you would handle each Of'the

following:
a. A.customer...who wants ,to make an even exchatige.'
13:. A customer olio Wants xto pay $5 down.On al$7-5-tOPcOat-

:,:::- c. X customer, tells.. you 1.4e is entitled .to a 1096 disooiint.
d.- ) customer' presents a $100 payroll check, on an out -of-

toWn bank, when:paying for a- $15. itlem.',; _

Present your paper to your. coordinatoi and ask his reaction
to your methods.
Answer the questions. be tow: Ara ttirrids this--assigniten

References:

a, .

B. -.1i0binion and Others, Store Salesmanshir. PP -.93-1104'
C. Richert' and Others, Retailina Principles and PfaqiFessra

pp . 3414359.
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Questions:

1. What are three ultimate results that might come about in a store
as a result of improper sales recordings?

2. What is the estimated average lose per error made on sales cbecks?

3. What particular care should the salesperson take with a salescheck
before writing on it?

4. Why is manuscript or single-line printing recommended for filling
out saleschecks?

5. Why do some stores want employees to print all capital letters
on saleschecks?

6. Xf. abbreviations are permissible, what type should be used?

7. How do statistics revealed by thePost Office Department's Dead
Letter Office emphasize the need for care in writing addresses?

8. Where would a'letterr,with no return address, go with an address
of just "Washington" instead of Vashington, D. C. for the city
and state line?

9* What procedure,should he follow when a salesperson makes an error
"on a salescheck?

10. What is the recommended way of writing the mrinth and date on a
salescheck?

11. Generally speaking, what information, in the way of merchandise
description, should be written on a salescheck?

12.' What is the recommended routine that should be used in writing
saleschecks?

13* What has been found to be a very effective way of making a custo
mer know hir opinion is important to a store in its determining
'of which merchandise to carry? What is a customer clinic?

'-. 14. What are want slips? That three types of merchandise are sought
through the use of want slips?

15. on what dccassions will 4 44148 person need to make a special
order for merchandise? What procedure-should be followed in mak-
ing-out-a. special .order? s

r

16. What are the advantages of a cash register system of handling
sales transactions?

17. What are the two basic type of sales transactions?

18. How does a charge plate help a salesperson to .give Ahster and more
accurate service when recording a sale.

1
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19. How does a ciistomet benefit fro6 using the 41ay-away plan"?

20. Just bOw important is an accurately filled-in salescheck?

21. In deciding whether to first wrap the package and then ring up
the sale what rule shoultbe followed? Why should it be follow-
ed? Why is it so important to enclose the sales receipt with the
merchandise?

22. Why should the cash drawer be kept closed at all times? flaw
should a situation where a customer questions the correctness of
the change be handled?

23. What type instruments are recommended for writing checks? Who
is the payee of a check? Who ftendorses".a check?

24. What suggestions are made to help salespeople avoid being deceived
by a short - change artist?
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Assignment Coveiiftg
Sheet No. 12 Units 59.48

MERCHANDISING

Selecting merchandise of the right quality, quantity, size,
and style is the job of the store buyer and requires advanced training
and know-how. But once the proper merchandise is ordered and.received
by the store, how does it end up on display counters, shelves, tables,
and racks? No, the merchandising (displayingl of goods does not come
"ready-made" or "built-in" with the wholesale price. The salesperson
and stock clerk play important parts in preparing newly purchased
goods for sale. Shelves must be kept full and kept clean and neat.

Reconditioning and replenishing forward stock after a big sale
may not be a very attractive challenge to a salesperson's skill and
ingenuity but, nevertheless, it plays a role of prime importance in
keeping a store neat appearing and ready for business. Why is it
necessary to expend time and materials in placing a price on every
single article? This can be answered in one statement - -would you like
to have to commit to memory the individual price of each piece of mer-
chandise in your store? They may require a little work but- -those
little price tags just might be handy little gadgets after all.

Basically, there are two types Of stock control: control in
dollars and control in physical units. Either method may be used,
depending upon what information the business wishes to obtain from
its stock control records. A store's profits are never determined
by the amount of dust collected on unsold goods. Store profits are
directly related to the rate of buying and selling merchandise(stock
turnover).

This assignment is designed to help students understand some of
the "behind-the-scenes" jobs involved in selling such as: receiving
and marking merchandise; bringing stock forward to the sales floor;
keeping merchandise displays neatly filled; and the opportunities
that an employee has to help insure greater and more efficient turn-
over of stock.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

References:

B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship, pp. 218-233.
C. Richert and Others, Retailing Principles and Practices,

pp. 117-141.
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gustiones

1. How does stockkeeping experience for the beginning salesman help
him to. later becomeaJbetter salesman? What, will prObahlybe-
his duties in stockkeeping? -

2. Why are good displays considered very effective "silent salesmen!?

3. What are the stockkeeping duties that regular salespeople are
expected to perform daily?

4. When should "stock-listing" be done? Of what value to the store
is stock-listing?

.

5. HOW will systematiCally arranged stock help salespeople-to expe-
dite their selling efforts? What type display location should
fast-moving articles enjoy? Why should related articles be .

placed near each other?

6. How can selling with the use of samples help to hold down merchan
disc damage? How might an attentive saleslady help prevent per-
spiration damage When dresses are tried on?

7. What is a frequent cause of blood stains on new merchandise?

8. How can salespeople help eliminate the possibility of a customer's
receiving only part of a set of merchandise he purchases?

9. In what ways will rapid turnover of stock help to stretch a store'f
investment capital?

10. For what purposes must stock be constantly checked in self - service
stores? Of what value is "rotating stock "?

11. How does a "basic stock list" aid in self-service stockkeeping?
On what basis is the basic stock list figured?

12. What type stockkeeping duties do sales personnel in non-self -
service stores perform quite -v:equently?

13. What is forward stock? Under stock? Reserve stock?

14. What is stock shrinkage? How can stockroom employees help to
reduce stock shrinkage?

15. How do want slips help buyers determine what to buy?

16. Explain in general terms what an adequate assortment of merchan-
dise is. At What point in the distribution press can merchan-
dise be considered salable?

17. Employees assigned to receiving stock must know how to perform
what six operations?
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18. What are the duties of the merchandise "checker?" What is an
invoice? What is an open check? What is a blind check? How
do spot checks speed the checkers job?

19. In larger stoma, who is usually responsible for routing ship-
ments of merchandise from suppliers? On what basis is routing
determined?

20. that are the important reasons for stores undertaking the task
of marking each piece of merchandise?

21. What factors determine the type of price ticket to be used on an
article?

22.' How do markers in big chain stores determine the price to put on
merchandise?

23. What is. "stock turnovers? Why do stores strive to increase their
annual rate of stockturn? What steps might a store take in an
effort to increase stockturn?

24. How does.good stock control procedures help a merchandiser to do
a better job? Why do some retailers favor unit control over
dollar control?

-*;



Assignment
Sheet No. 13

CUSTOMER SERVICES

53

Covering
Units 69-75

Why do customers visit a certain store? Why do some customers
becote regular customers of particular stores? When asked, customers
say they patronize a store because of the merchandise it carries, the
store's location, and the store's reasonable prices and special sales.
A great many customers said they liked the stores they shopped at be-
cause of customer services offered.

customer service takes many ford, such as charge accounts, free
delivery, free gift wrapping, time payment plans, good parking lotsi
rest rooms, check cashing departments, shoe and watch repalr depart-
ments, etc. The amount and types of services provided by retail
stores range all_the way from many special services of large depart-
ment storn's to the minimum service of the self-service stores.

Stores must, of course, include costs of customer services in
the prices they. Charge for their merchandise. Soe.indirectly, custo-
mers determine how many and what types of services will be offered
through their demands and their willingness to pay for them. This
assignment should give the retail student a look into the "why" of
offering customer services. The student should be able to learn Why
some services are offered at '141s store and, possibly, realize why.
others are no* offered. He should be able to better understand his
Part in helping, to make his store's services more successful.

AmmAsmaitat

1. Read the references listed below.
2. After doing this assignment, prepare a list of customer

services offered by your store. Prepare a list of customer
services offeredcustomers by your biggest competitor.
compare the two lists. Which store does the most business?
Write.a one page paper on what part you think the offering
of customer services pills in making a difference in the
volume of businels done by .the two stores.

3. Antwer,the questions below, and turn 'in this asSignme**
by

References:

.

B. Robinson and Others, Store SaleSmanships pp. 105-190.
c. Richert and .Others, Principles and Practices,

pp. 111-115, 3l3335.

1. Giving good service has many implications. In order for a store
to be able to offer good customer serviceq,what 's demanded of
salespeople?
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2. From the store's standpoint, what value is placed on a well-
wrapped package? How might new employees learn the art of
good package wrapping? What probable effects will poorly
wrapped packages bring?

3. Why is so much importanceplaced on"wrapping gift packages?
What is wrong with enclosing a seescheck inside the wrapped
gift package? ,

1

'

4. How must irate custc ers be handled so as to minimize ill
feeling toward the store?

5. Most stores have found it profitable to willingly exchange
merchandise fcr their customers. What is the thinking behind
offering this service?

6. When"easily crushed items are sold, what protection should they
receive before leaving the store? How should a set of drinking
glasses be wrapped? ,

7. What does "caveat emptor" mean? When was-this thought dis-
played in retail practice? Contrast "caveat emptor" with today's
retailing ideas.

8. Explain "shopping services". What is a "convenience service"?
What is a "full-service" store?

9. In dec4iing whether or not to offer a customer service, in
what respect should a retailer consider his competition? His
clientele? The type of merchandise his store carries?

10. What factors should enter into a store's choice of what type
delivery system to use? What disadvantages result from use of
the individually operated delivery service? What are the
main advantages to be realized from using a consolidated
delivery service? Why do some retailers look upon a deliv_cy
service as being a "necessary evil"?

11. How extensive is the use of credit in our country today? What
is consumer credit? Merchantile credit?

12. For what two basic reasons do consumers use credit? What
advantages do retailers realize from granting credit to cus=
tomers? How is consumer credit disadvantageous to the retailer?

13. Why is open-account credit so called? What are the three
variations of open-account credit? Why do some retailers favor
the revolving charge-account plan?

14. What type merchandise is usually offered for sale through
installment cred4t plans? .In what ways does installment credit
differ from open-adcount credit?

15. How does a chattel mortgage differ from a conditional sales
contract?
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16. What are the *three C's" of credit? What part does each play
in helping.to determine whether or not credit should be granted
to someone?

17. How does a retail crediibureau help a retiiier to*deteimili4.*
whether or not a customer should be granted the credit. privilege?
How are retail credit bureaus usually financed?

18. What are some of the tried solutions to the customer parking.
problems faced by retailers? Why do'some retailers feel the
parking problemis going to get worse? In. hat ways might
store salesmen aid customers with their parking problems?

19. What function does the "personal shopper" play in some retail
stores?

20. What are the two types of telephone shOpping services offered?.

21. Why have, many specialty stores, department stores, and.dxsoount
*houses added mail-order departments in recent yeirs?
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 14 Units 76-106

ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION, AND STORE DISPLAY

Pick up today's newspapers or glance through a current magazine.
Turn on the radio or view ,a television program. Take a ride in an
automobile, or-travel by trolley, subway, or bus. Look through the
mail4you received yesterday. These are the.things-that people
ordinarily are doing everyday of their'lives; and as they do these
things; theyare confronted with advertisements, newspaper and maga.
tine ads, radio bluibs and jingles, televised merchandise, billboards
and signs, sales letters and circulars.

Any person employed in business today needs a basic knowledge
of advertising and how it is tied in with the total selling process
of the store. Once advertising does its job and gets the customer'
into the store, who takes over? Yes, then the job of selling that
customer is up to the sales personnel. All by themselves? Nope,
they do have a little help. Citdhing the customer's-eye and tempting
him to buy is partly the job of visual merchandising--selling through
display. Why do stores have displays? They are set up for the pur-
pose of promoting the sale of merchandise and to build up the pre-
stige or goodwill of the store.

In this unit we shall consider the meaning, purpose, and types
of advertising and some of the techniques used by retailers. This
presents an opportunity to gain information about the aspects of
display, both interior and window display.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed, below.
2. Using the Merchandise Display Rating Form, pages 268 -270,

in Retailing Principles and Practices, evaluate a special
display of merchandise recently featured in your store.
Use the text and write your answers in your notebook or
make a copy of the form, if you prefer. You might want
to read pages 265 to 272 befor, you do the project. If
possible bring in the newspaper advertisement announcing
the special display.

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by

References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Sellinc, pp. 381 -392;
392-401.

B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship, pp. 235-239.
C. Richert and Others, Retailing Principles and Practices,

pp. 281 -298; 247-253.
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Questions;

1. What does the term "sales promotion" cover? What are the two
major nonpersonal selling methods?

2 in what two important ways does advertising liffer from personal
selling? What are three advantages advertising holds over
personal selling? Why is advertising thought to be less com-
pelling than personal selling?

3. What are the four main objectives of advertising?

4. What are the two major types of advertising? What does each
attempt to do?

5. What are the four requirements for effective advertising?
Explain the importance of each one.

6. How does advertising attempt to create desire? How does good
advertising go about inducing the reader to buy?

7. Why is sales promotion considered the job of the whole store?
What are the two major types of sales promotions?

8. What are four good sources to use in seeking desirable credit
customers?

9. Assuming the retailer bears the cost of the trading stamps
he offers, what proportional discount will his customers
realize? How much in additional gross sales will a retailer
have to take in for trading stamps to be profitable?

10. Why is advertising often called a form of "mass salesmanship"?
What is co-operative advertising? How do retailers feel about
the value of charity advertising?

11. What is an advertising "media"? What is the one mair purpose
of advertising? What are the two big merchandising seasons?

12. Which advertising medium is used most by retailers? What
major advantage does it offer over other media?

13. How has television changed people's radio listening habits?
What advantages does the new type radio advertising offer?
What type television advertising has come to be widely used
by retailers?

14. What are the three major types of merchandise displays? What
is an open display? An architectural display?

15. The past decade has seen what three particularly important
improvements in packaging of goods? How has packaging been
used to encourage multiple selling?
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16. Who will probably do window displays in a small, independent
store? Which two departments in large stores, usually cooperate
in planning and decorating windows?

17. In addition to attracting attention, what additional store
benefit might a good window display accomplish? Why might a
window display sometimes be considered an i-Idex to a store's
chara,%er?

18. What is an "institutional" window? Why do most customers like
to see prices marked on window displayed goods?

19. What are the six general classifications of store displays?
What type articles will be found in most closed displays?

20. Why are good displays considered effective as "silent salesman"?
In addition to helping sales, what contributions will good
displays :hake?

21. In what ways ehould visual -.:r-handising help to increase sales?
Why are retailers of to&iy very 1..*-41rested in visual merchandising
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 15 Units 114-121

TEAMWORK IN SELLING:

The reference for this assfgnment mentions that. "Retailing is
people." Why is this so true? We could have massive
modern stores with every conceivable type and variety-of.merchandise
on display but- without other people-customers,* fellow workers,
department managers, supervisors, and top executives--how would busi-
ness go on? None of us is in a world alone. To succeed in retailing,
then, you must succeed with people.: Youhave to like people to
work with them, tn.be a member-of a team. If you ,do .not like to work
with people and cannot take the "bitter with the sweet" that goes
with working with the public, then for the good of all concerned do,
either of twc things--learn tolike them, or request a transfer to
a different kind of work. Retailing really is peoples

Every store s3eks to maintain good human relationi with each of
its employees. Setisfactory customer relations,. as.every successful
store manager knows, are the result of SatisfaCtory employee rela-
tions.: in a store where a spirit of teamwork and,co-operation.exists
among the employees, that spirit of friendliness and interest will
carry over to employees' .relations with. customers. .Successful sell
ing requires teamWork.liow'thight better employer-imployee.relations
be developed?

This asdignaleht is designed to make 'you as ail, employee in distri-
bution more aware of the importance oT your acntacts with other peo-
ple. Your success is not only dependent upon you as an individual
but also upon how well you gez along with other individuals. This
lesson should help yOu see are As whete.imiorovement can be Jade in
your human relations activities. Ahd if you happen to be one of those
people who_ is always right; but the world is wrong, it- may be this
assignment can help you."cOme aroUnd" a little before. you go under
for the third time.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

Reference:

C. Richert, G. Henry, Retailing Principles and_Practices,
pp. 67-83, 238-245.

puestions:

1. What are the common goals, rights, and desires that most of us
as individuals share with others?

2. What are several desirable traits that most employers want their
employees to possess? Which undesirable traits in an employee
could cause conflict on the job?
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3. What twelve suggestions could we make for the beginning employee
that might help him get off to a good start on the job? What
is "passing the buck"? Why is this not a good practice for
any employee, new or old?

4. What certain things does an employer have a right to expect
from his personnel?

5. The job of supervision is not an easy one. Generally speaking,
what areas must a supervisor's duties cover? Give suggestions
for ways to help an employee get along with his supervisor.

6. What is the four-step method of solving prdblems? In what
way must one consider the effects of his on-the-job decisions?

7. How does one acquire skill in problem solving?

8. What kind of attitude and outlook do most successful retail
salespeople have? What is a good salesman's real purpose in
doing a good job?

9. Why is a congenial relationship with fella* wtkers so important
to doing a good job? What is "sales grabbing"?

10. What is a good definition of "merchandise information"? Why
might selling without adequate merchandise information be
considered deceitful to customers?

11. What is one's "sales procedure"? What will determine a sales
procedure? Suggest two procedures that are used.

12. Name and describe each of the three basic ways of organizing
sales procedures.

13. What is a "sales personality"? Why is communication on sales
work considered a threeway activity: Explain the importance
of each one.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 16 Units 115-314

SELLING' THROUGH MEDIA

Of the vast amount of goods and services produced and sold in
our economy, only a part:of them are sold in stores, over-the-counter.
Not all goods and services lend themselves to being sold in retail
outlets. Can't you just see yourself wrapping a caterpillar tractor
in pink with-ribbon and bow, for a building contractor to take
to his next job? No, we have many types and desbriptions of selling
going on.from day to day in our country. Within the past few years
our way of selling certain products has changed. Often the product is
taken to the cUstomer.rather than the customer coming in to a place of
business to buy. Surveys show that many people in large metropolitan
areas had rather buy over the telephone, with the aid of a catalogue,
and have their order mailed, than to drive downtown to make purchases.
It has often been mentioned that television has changed the course of
the business world. We do know that television has greatly affected
the individual consumer's knowledge of available products.

Changes and developments in methods or ways of'selling have
created many new job opportunities in the past few years. Some com-
panies have no retail outlets for their products. They sell to the
consumer by contacting him in his office, at his home, through the
mail, over his telephone, or via his radio and television set. Other
companies carry on both retail and direct type sales operations. But
how do they find their c stoners? .How do sellers find people outside
of stores who will buy" their products? Hots important a place in our
economy does selling directly to the consumer occupy? The telephone
is to be used for conveying messages--how effective is it as an
instrument for carrying sales messages?

This assignment is confined to the presentation of information on
selling that goes on outside of retail stores. This material is meant
to introduce you to the various methods of selling by outside contact,
house-to-house, by mail, by telephone, and through the media-of radio
and television. Chances are you, as a retail sales' employee, will not
engage in the type of sales work described in this assignment. But
certainly you should know what it is, understand it,-and realize the
important place in the business world it holds..

Assignment

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

Reference:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling, pp. 207-243;
403-459.
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Questions:

1. How important is the contact with the customer in our world of
business today?

2. What type products are those that are sold door-to-door? What
certain disadvantages might the door-to-door salesman encounter
while doing his job? What seems to be the requirements for
a salesman to make an adequate living selling door-to-door?

3. What arethe three most frequently used techniques fa: attracting
customers to a place of business? Why is store location so
important to a retail business? On what occasion might a
retail business receive free newspaper advertising?

4. What sources might a door -to -door salesman use to develop-a
list of prospective customers? Why should a salesman take
time to qualify his list before making calls?

S. How does a business-promotion letter differ from a sales letter?
What three factors are needed to make sales letters effective?

6. Why should salesmen "tailor" each sales presentation to the
particular customer? How does the "preapproach" tie in with
good selling? When will a good salesman take time to learn his
prospective client's name?

7. Why should the age and sex of a customer determine the type
of sales appeal to be used?

8. What is an individual's "temperament"? Contrast the decisive and
deliberate, with the impulsive type of customer. How will the
alert salesman probably benefit from recognizing the different
types of customers?

9. How might "reciprocity" prevent a salesman from obtaining an
order from a new prospect?

10. Which type salesmen will normally have to make their calls by
appointment? What are the four most often used methods of
obtaining appointments?

11. What advantages does a sales talk offer over the use of a sales
letter? What are the advantages of a sales letter as compared
to a sales talk?

12. Under what type sales situations will a business probably send
out "form" sales letters rather than individual sales letters?
Why do businesses not use individual sales letters under these
circumstances?

13. What services do list houses offer businesses? What particular
service does the Limited-Line House offer?
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14. Why does a sales letter really have to *stand out" to do a
good job? Of what importance is the grade of paper used in
a sales letter? What is the task of the letterhead on
business stationery? .

15. Opening sentences in a sales letter are supposed to be informa-
tive, but what is their real purpose, or "hidden task"? What
are the rules for effective sales letter writing?

16, Explain the "you attitude." What three metods or appeals do-
businesses use in sales letters to create a desire for the
prricluct they are selling? What are three popular plans used
in sates letters to get the reader to act?

17. What are the recommended psychological steps to be used in
telephone selling? Why should a sales talk never be read to
a telephone customer?

. ,

184 After gaining the.prospectsattention, how must the telephone
salesperson create desire for what he is selling? HoW must
Objections be met? .When: is a telephone sales talk complete?

19. What it one's "telephone personality"? In what way, or ways,
. may one favorably express his personality over a telephone?

20. Has television pushed radio back into aplace of.non-importance?
Defend your answer..

21. Briefly describe how a sponsored program is used by an adver-
tiser. What advantages: do spot radio or TV announcements
offer? -

22. How limited is the selltng,job that radio or. TV can do? What
are the three selling, or advertising, objectives of radio or-
TV? By What fourbaSic.ways does radio or TV attract attention
to the selling message?-

- :

23. Mainly, what will determine whether a seller advertises to a
local or network area? What factors should the seller take
into consideration when deciding upon the best time of-day to
advertise?

24. Why is a follow-up so important for any type of sales promotional
effort?
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Assignment
Sheet No. 17

Covering
Units 125-127

BUSINESS ETHICS, BUSINESS LAW, AND THE SALESMAN

When you ask the butcher in the corner market for a pound of
ground beef, do you pay for it then rush home and weigh the package
to see-if yoU reallar'got 16 ounces of meat, or if you got 13 ounces
of beef and "3 ounces of the butcher's thumb "? Are you really sure
when you purchase a container of milk labeled "1 qUart liquid" that
you got a full quart. No, you don't weigh the meat* and yes, you get
the full quart of milk, However, only in recent years have consumers
been able to confidently rely upon product labels or what the seller
told them about the product they bought.

Years ago the common business practice was "lec the buyer beware!"
But today we have laws.and regulations covering the manufacturing and
selling of.products. Tie public is assured of protection against re-
ceiving goods that would be'detrimental to health. Prices are regu-
lated to the extent that a consumer will receive reasonable quality
for what he pays.. Legislation has been enacted to help maintain fair
competition and to Aire:vent unfair practices in retail competition whicl
have a tendency to destroy or restrain trade. In some areas of the .

business world we do not have to have laws and le'aI regulation-. We
have business ethics based upon a moral code* that are usually unwrit-
ten but firmly restrict us to work within the boundaries of obligation
And fairness to all concerned. Retailers not only must abide by our
laws but they also must function within the realms of business ethics-.
within.society's conception of:what is right and wrong..

This' assignment is designed to acquaint you with a few of the
better known laws and reguldtiont that control much of our daily
business activities. You should develo" a better understanding of. the
need for rules and regulations in the business world. This unit will
introduce you to only a part of the vast code of business ethics that
exists today. You should take time to learn the unwritten ethics of
your particular business. This lesson is a good starting -oint for
you.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

Reference:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling, pp. 495 -520,
461-494.

Questions:

1. Define "Ethics." Upon what basic concept is ethics founded?
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2. How dependent is the well-being of the producers of our society
upon the well -being of the consumers of society? What groups and
organizations are working to better promote etaical selling?

3. in what ways might planned clstomer relax ins help business
activity? What is the basis for business "goodwill?" What does
goodwill represent? In what three ways may a seller create and
increase goodwill'

4. Even though "caveat emptor" (let the buyer beware) is stin a
part of our law today, why is it that businessmen no longer
follow this practice?

5. What is meant by a "one price policy?" Under what conditions
would price differences be legal?

6, What are the six most common types of misrepresentations in
selling? Briefly explain how unethical practice enters each of
the six misrepresentations.

7. Under what condition would the hiring of a c.ipstitor's employee
not be considered unethical?

8. What is Style Piracy? Why do some think a c-4lsin amount of
style piracy is good for the fashion industryr

9. In what "Ways are sellers cooperating, other than by exchanging
business infollation, that will benefit both the consumer and
business?

10. When a salesman is working his territory, what obligation concern-
ing time does he have to his employer? From the employer's point
of view, normally, what is taken for granted about a salesman's..
expense account?

11. What is a contract? What are the necessary elements of-a
contract?

12. Generally, how does the Uniform Sales Act and the Uniform
Commercial Code help to minimize misurderstandings in the sale
of goods and services? What is the difference in a sale and a
contract to sell?

13. Why is a warranty with lertain goods and services so important?
What is an express uarranty? An implied warranty?

14. What are the distinguishing characteristics of a conditional
sales contract? Generally, how does a bailment differ from a
conditional saes contract? What is the role of the consignee
in consignment ...ening?

15. Contrast the duties and powers o.e a company salesman with those
of ar independeLl- agent hired by the same company. What are
the aro major classifications of agents?
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16. Contrary to caveat emptor, how do the coues now view the con-
sumer's position to judge merchandise? Today, how is protection
to the buyer brought about?

17. What is the purpose of each of the three types of labels? What
information will generally be found on an informative label?

18. Whatisproduct grading? How do standard grades facilitate the
sale of agricultural products?

19. What does the USDA designation of a food package tell consumers?
What is the relationship between grades and price?

20. Today, federal law requires inspection and grading of which
types of met? What are the standard grades used? Does the
law apply to meat not shipped out of state?

21. What information most a compounded drug label give? Why is it
necessary that certain cosmetics made from coal-tar.dyes carry a
statement of caution? 3

r

22. Why do we not have grade labels for textileW When 4 a clothing
manufacturer allowed to use a tag with _u.ASA-L224 on,this.products?

23. The Textile Fiber Prnducts Identification Act now requires
textile labels to contain what information? What requirement
do :s the Fur Labeling Act of 1951 make concerning labeling of
fur products? How extensive is the salesman's responsib.lity
in passing on label information to his customers?

24. What type unfair advertising practices are Controlled by the
Federal Trade Comission?

25. What are the four major types of laws that control princing
practices? Briefly, what area does each one apply to?
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Assignment Covering
Sheet Bo. 18 Units 128429

CAREERS XN =LING

Selling is a vital link of the distribution processes in our
country. Selling helps move goods and services from sources-of
supply to points where there is need for them. Unless its products
are sold, the plant that makes them or the farm that grows the
products cannot keep operating.

One does not become 'a salesthan in the true sense just overnight.
Hard work. learning on the job, and study is essential to becoming
a good salesman* Moafe often the "goW.salesman is the happy and _well
compensated one. Subcess in a career of selling, can bemost reward:
ing to an individual.

. . .
, .

Is this tne field of work for you?' Will You,make a good sales-
. ..

person? Dg you have the basic, qualitfications to launch e career in
....

selling?"'

The 'purpose of:.this,:assignment is to help you answer the abov.e-
questions and to fabiliarize you with the many opportunities open in
retail

t - .

Assignment:
. I

-1; Iv.sid the references liiiied beloO.

. . ..
Ask2. Ask your coordinatOr.bOnt.the availability of the boOks.

--- Occurtlitilial.Ontlodkliandb06.K: Redd the.material4err
ta

i .

lnlng to your'-OttibUlar-telling job in the'section,
"Sales Occupational*" _. .-

3.' Answer the:4neitionibeloWl_and tutnrin thii'assignment
by .- :

Refereridess-

Wingate and Nolan,. PundaAentale of.sel;pq, pp. 1718.
-18.. Rubinson and ftheri;.,:iptorepalesmansh4, vp.:M7315.,
C. Richert and Others,: RetaiI1m1Prindiplei and Practices,

pp. 167172.
;

Questions;
.".

_. How might a Baling career assure one of both .business success
andpersonal success-in his.lirese.work7 - _

4..
. A . 1

. . .,
2. Discuss the ways thit incoie and advancement cork hand-in-!hand

in the field of selling.

Why is it important to Choosen vocation early and ipecinlize.'.

4. Why should one consider his physical fitness in selecting a
merchandise specialization field?
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11

12; What are the functions of a store's Merchandise Div,isicn?

10. How has automation brought added responsibility to the salesman?

11. Why should satsspeople be so 'concerned about the constant .out-
pouring

What are the duties and functions of the two managers who work

14. The Controller -is in charge of what. portion of store operation?

15. The division under the Director, of Store Managetnent is expected

16. .How does past selling experience help one along in his jobs as

17. What type person will most likely experience job satisfaction

18. why does the merchandise manager find it necessary to analyze

19. Why is the buyer considered a "purchasing agent " ?"

20. Why should the head of stock be the one to.keep the perpetual

21. Even if one cannot, secure the 'exact position "he *desires at a

22. Explain the difference between store selling and direct selling.

9. How is our country going to have to meet the European Common

8. Explain the thought behind this statement: "A salesman is in

6. What are the main satisfactions most people gain from retail

5. What advantages would there be in selecting retail selling as a

7. Why are customers thought of as a great challenge to retail

pouring of new and improved products?

he passes up through the channels of promotion?

with his work in the merchandise division?.

Market challenge?

nation."

under the Director of Sales Promotion?

to assist in the overall store Operation in What ways?.

records of sales, stocks.-- and purchases?

inventory?

certain store, why is it advisable to go ahead and take an

vocation while still in school?

sales people?

a key position to help maintain the United States as a prosperous

alternate job at that store?

selling?

.
.. _

.

.

. , .

. .

.

...

..,

11..
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23. What 1.s the difference between the three grade levels:
salesclerk, salesperson, and salesman?

24. Why is salesmanship thought of as both a science and an art?

25. Why have companies found it necessary to carry on a continuous
sales-training program?

26. What has experience shown us to be the m4.-zt useful definition
of retail selling?

27. Explain the difference between personal and nonpersonal selling.

28. What is the basis for the thought, "everyone has something to
sell"?

29. Why is it so essential that salespeople show courtesy and a
sincere interest An being of service to the customer?

30. How can the sales technique of the successful industrial sales-
man:be used to advantage by every salesman?

31. With what type customer will retail salespeople find a need
to sometimes use persuasion?

3:. Why is "high-preisurew selling not recommended at any time?

33. Briefly, what does Ceilings as a field, have to offer over many
jobs in agriculture, corn-Irces and industry?

34. What are some major qualifications for entering4 career in
selling?

35. What is one good way for a young person to determine whether or
not he is qualified for selling?

36. If one has the potential for becoming a good salesman by having
the right temperament and interest, in what way might he spur
the best results for success?

37. Briefly and simp"Irs in what two ways does one obtain experience
in selling?

38. Briefly discuss the basic steps of a retail sale.
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Assignment
Sheet No. 19

Covering
Units 130-132

GAINING SUCCESS IN RETAILING

A person who is considering a career in retailing should ask
himself, "Where can I fit into retailing work, and what are the
opportunities for advancement?" Retailing today is big business,
ranging all the way from the large, complex department and chain
stores to tea candy and bubblegum machines we find around. Retail
stores are many sizes and of various types. The main purpose of
retailing is to make a profit while rendering a service to the -

public. Retailing is made up of customers, merchandise, and sales-
people. In small stores workers perform many duties; in larger
stores a worker's job is more specialized.

There are positions in retailing for just about every kind of
talent. If one is to effectively match-his knowledge and skills
with the right job, he will have to put careful thought and good
planning into choosing where and at what job he will work. In
choosing a career, among the things that should be considered are
the educational requirements, the personal qualifications, the
experience needed, and the opportunities for promotions and success
in that field. Most people hope to choose a job in which they will
be of use to society, can earn a living, and can enjoy a satisfactory
personal life. Is this what you want from your life's work? How
much sincere thought have you put to What you do want? What can you
as an individual do best? What are your ability selling points?

Many people never-take the time to try to'determine what type
of work they are best suited for. Many apply for jobs never having
paused a moment to ask themselves, "Why would this prospectiye
employer want to hire me? What can I do for him?" This assignment
is designee to help the student look into what the field of distri-
bution has to offer in the way of opportunity. After working. this
unit, the student should be more capable of deciding what type work
is better for him. He should be more critical of both himself and
a potential job as to how the two fit together.'

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
.

2. Obtain a state or federal application blank from your
local public employment office. Fill in the application
blank just as though you were applying for-a job with the
government. Decide with your coordinator, beforehand,
the job you intend to use on the application blank. If
you do not have access to an employment office, check with
your coordinator on where you might obtain a well-made,
detailed application blank for this assignment.

3. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment
by
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References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling, pp. 23-46,
521-556.

8. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship) pp. 318-343.
C. Richert and Others, Retailaill Principles and Practices,

pp. 28-358 54-65.

Questions:

1. What is distribution? What are the three basic functions in
distribution?

Generally, how does the work of retail salesmen differ from
that of the wholesale salesman? What. type products come under
the heading of industrial goods? What type services do
"sellers of services" Sell?

3. No matter if a salesman works for a producer, middleman, or a
service establishment, what three basic marketing functions
must-he perform? What is a producer? A middleman?

4. In what three categories are wholesalers classified?

5. What determines how retail stores are classified? What are
the three major classifications of retail stores? In addition
to, part A of this question, how else might retail stores be
grouped?

6. What are the various classifications of service establishments?
What is the employment outlook for service businesses?

7. What three major choices do sellers have as to the method by
which their products will be sold?

8. With what areas of retailing is sales management generally
concerned? Where does retailing get most of its successful
sales Managers and many of its company presidents? Generally,
what are the duties of a sales manager?

9. Why should a new employee not allow himself to be influenced
by an older employee's negative attitude toward their employer?

10. How can doing a self - .analysis before applying for a job be com
. pared to obtaining product knowledge before attempting to sell?

11. What is a personal rebume What kind of personal information
does a prospective employer need from a job applicant?

12. Give seven ways in which a graduating high school senior might
establish contact with prospective employers for the purpose of
securing job interviews.
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13. What is the main purpose behind writing a letter of application?
Why do large firms use the preliminary interview procedure?

14. How will your personal self-analysis help you in securing the
employer's interest at- he beginning of the interview? If you
are applying for a selling position what points should you
emphasize about yourself?

15. To help get action when writing a letter of application, what
information should you be sure to include? How should you go
about asking your prospective employer when you will know
whether or not you get the job?

16. What factors do interviewers generally consider when judging an
applicant's character and ability? Why is applying for and
getting a job considered a difficult type of salesmanship?

17. How much weight should a person place on his natural aptitudes
and preferences when selecting his life's vocation?

18. What four things does the preliminary interviewer consider when
looking for indications of an applicant's ability?

19. What can a job applidant do in preparing himself for an employ
ment interview?

20. In what ways will keen observation help an individual to
develop? What are the three simple rules for keen observation?

21. For 4/hat primary purpose does a retail store exist? Why is it-
so important that a worker understand the rules and policies
of the store he works for?

22. In what ways does retailing offer a wide range of employment
opportunities? What-kind of working conditions in retailing
can a beginning employee. expect?

23. When 'comparing retailing wages with pay in other fields, what
four points should one keep in mind? WhatIringe benefits
might a retail employee generally receive?

24. Where can a person engaged in retailing receive training for
the purpose of making him a more effective employee? Where
might a young person receive pre-occupationsl retail training?

25. How will past, work experience aid a person in deciding where
to work and what field to work in?

26. What are thq different-types of employment agencies where a
person can o:otain help in finding a job? When seeking job
finding assistance from a private employment agency, what most
important understanding should one have with the agency?
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27. When you do find a satisfactory job, Why is it to your benefit
to start at the bottom and work up? Who gets the more respon-
sible positions?

28. Why do some people master their jobs quicker than others?

29. What is a duty? A responsibility?

30. Briefly, what is a job breakdown? How Will recording informam.
tion help some people to do better on their job?
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Assignment
Sheet No. 20

MATHEMATICS FOR RETAILING

Covering
Units 133,437

In almost any field of endeavor, it is impossible to do a good
job unless the proper tools are available and unless proper scienti-
fic methods are used in performing the tasks of the occupation or
profession. This certainly holds true for the field of retailing.
One of the very essential abilities needed for retailing is that of
having a good working knowledge of business mathematics. Mathematics
is truly a much used tool of retailing.

If you as a retailing student are weak in math, you won't have
to tell your customers about it. If they doOt knoW it already, they
will very soon. When a customer is overcharged, who loses? If you
give a customer change for a ten dollar bill when he only gave you a
five, who loses? Who loses when a customer finds you miscounted his
purchases and shortchanged him? So, what do you do--use the excuse
that you are weak in math? Why are you weak in it? Chances are if
you give numbers a little practice and overcome that fear of them, you
will find you are much more competent as a mathematician than you
thought you could be.

This assignment is designed to do several things: (1) to help
you see why you need to know business math better; (2) to give you
practice in working typical business math problems; and (3) to help
you overcome any apprehensiveness you might have toward working with
numbers. After working this assignment and developing an understand4
ing of how to do the problems, you should be able to approach your
everyday retailing arithmetic with much more confidence.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed beloW.
2. Answer the questions below and turn in this assignment

by

References:

A. Wingate and Nolan, Fundamentals of Selling, pp. 185-205.
B. Robinson and Others, Store Salesmanship, pp. 203-217.

Questions:

1. How important will the use of mathem,tics be for the person
going into retailing?

2. Give six ways in which a seller will need his arithmetic skills.
What four different type discounts have to be figured frequently
by sellers?

3. Who makes use of sales tax? At what point in the process of
distribution are sales taxes collected?
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4. Most sales commissions are figured fiom What base? What is the
salary procedure called when a salesman is paid $400 a month

.plus 5 percent on all his sales over $5,000 for the month?

5. Why should a salesperson need to understand how to determine
sales productivity?

6. What base is used for making most business comparisons? For
easiest understanding, how'should most comparisons be expressed?
What is stock turn? Briefly, what is the "average sale"?

7. A retailer bases his selling price upo.1 What two important
factors? What is a markup?

8. Why should retailers want to calculate their net income at least
once a year? Who requires them to do this? Generally, what in
formation does an income statement containi

Why do most salespeople neglect arithmetic? What are a few of
the many things arithmetic can show a retailer?

10. What is a sales tally? How will grouping numbers help one to
add columns of numbers?

11. What system of counting is United States money based upon?
By what mathematical method are taxes and discounts figured?

12. What is multiple pricing?

Problems

Directions: The following problems require a sampling of the type of
mathematical 'skills and abilities used by people in retailing. Refer
10 both references for information and examples when working the
problems. Work the problems on your own note paper.

1. A customer purchases the following items:

.

City sales tax is 1% and state sales tax is 396. What is the
total the customer will pay?

2. A store employee buys a suit that retails for $79.50, a pair

1 shirt @ $ 3.98
1 tie ® 1.49
4 pair socks 0 2 pr./01.98 3.96

12 handkerchiefs @ $2.49 per doz. 2.49
1 pair of shoes @ 14.98

'3.

of socks @ $1.49 and a, tie @ $1.08. If he.is entitled 'to a
10% discount:'city sales tax is 1% and state sales tax is 3%
(Compute taxes after deducting,the discount), what is his bill?

A manufacturer gives a.tiade.discount.to,a particular wholesaler
of 25%. On a $500 purchase, *what amount would the wholesaler
owe?



4. A manufacturer grants a 30% trade discount to his chain store
customers. To all his customers he gives,a 5% quantity discount
on total single orders of $1,000 or more (after the trade
discount is deducted) . He also allows.a 2% discount on all
orders paid for in full within ten days after shipment. On
May 15th a chain store placed a $12rn 'rder with the 'manufacturer.

(A) What amount owed should haVL, been on the invoice
sent with the shipment two days later?

(B) If-the chain store paid within ten days of Shipient,
how much additional discount would they realize?

(C) If the order was received the day it was shipped, what
is the list day of the cash discount period?

(D) The bill was paid on May 23rd. What was that final
amount?

5. A salesman is paid on a 5% basisowith'a drawing account of $90
per week. At the end of twelve weeks he had sold $27,500 worth
of merchandise. Duringthis time, $1500 of the sales were
returned. If he-drr *his $90 each week, how much commission
income was due.him. c the end of the twelve weeks?

6. A salesman is paid $340 a month plus a 4% commission on all
sales above $2500 each month. What will his total earnings for
tht month be if his month's sales (after deducting .liturns).are
$4,328?,

7. A service station's average inve.toty was worth $10,000 list
year. The station's annual sales last year was $100,000.
What was the stock turn?

8.. Vbu are albuyen for a.furniture store. You have a-. customer Who
Will pay $150:for a Certain -living room YOur-coMpany
needs a markup of 559 on: 'What is the. MaXimuni you
should pay for the Chair?.(ilie s:11ing. price as your tase).'

9. The following information appeared on a retailer's annual '.come
statement. "

Sales $106;000
Beginning priontory '(Jan. 1) 50,000
Ending :Inventory (Dec. 31) 44,000
Purchase0 during the year 60,000
Operating expenses 30;600

What was the reta' 9r's net income? .

10. How much Should be-charged for 4 ounces of candy at 300 per
1/2 pound and 1/2 pound of mixed nuts at 250. per 1/4 pound?

11. Brand uk" of Florida orange juice sells 0600,for 2 sixteen ounce
.cans, and Brand "V!" of Florida orange jUice for al
pinto 12 ounce can:. With the same quality in wadi), which is the
tetteriXWV.
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12. Hew much would 5 pints of ice cream cost at the rats of $2,00 per
gallon?

13. How much would a dozen apples cost if they sell for 4 for 25*?

14. A Distributive Education student earns $1.00 per hour at his job.
Last week he worked 20 hours and his take home pay was $17.50.
What per cent of his total pay did his payroll deductions amount
to?

15. Pencils at 2 for 50 sell for how much per gross?

16. A piece of luggage costs a retailer $18.00. He needs a 40% markul
based on the selling price. What should his selling price be to
yielc the needed markup?

17. A retailer pays $3.00 for a man's shirt that he sells for $5.00.
(A) What is his markup per cent, based on the selling price?
CB) What per cent would the markup be of cost?

18. A markdown is a reduction in retail price. If a jacket price
is reduced from $25 to a new price of $20, what per cer4 of the
original selling price is the amount of the reduction?

19. How much w1.11 30 paper plates at 12 for 250 cost?

20. A Distributive Education student earned $25 a week while in high
school and living at home. His income tax deduction each week
was approximately 15%; social security payment was approximately
3.5% per week. Upon graduation from hie school he was offered
a full-time job in bie old D.E. job at $75 per week. But as most
red-blooded young men do, he wanted to go to a big city a couple
of hundred miles away, live in an apartment, and take a job with
a big department store. Above all, he was going to buy a new car:

The young man's D. E. experience paid off, he landed a selling jot
in the big city paying $100 a week. Hs, found a nice apartment at
$toG a month. His payment on the hew auto each month was only $85.
Food only cost him $60 a month. tasoline bills only came to about
'$30 a month. Utility bills for t the apart:dent were approximately
$25 per T .nth.

(RI Using the 1574 income tax rate and the 3.5% social security
tax tate, how much money did the young man have left over
eac-.1 month f.,x incidental and V-iasure spending (using a 4
wea month) ? How much per week.

(B) Ha-:4 the young men stayed in his home town, too/, the job
offered these, 10Jught nis car, paid the sate tax rate, pur-
chased the same amount of gasoline, and lived at home with
the folks, how inch money would hm have for incidental and
pleasure spending?

00 Optional question: Which would y.)11 lave done?
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TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
FOR

SALESMANSHIP Employer's

JOB TRAINING: That the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: That
porker Should 41WALI2I111 shown 'fie Worker Should_KhOw

Modern Retai lin%

Conduct and analyze a
customer survey; identify
and determine contributions
of each phase of distribu-
tion

Time in hours

Personal ghausimistics
Maintain good health;
develop a good selling
voice and vocabulary,
also, good penmanship

Time in hours

Draw an organizational
chart; apply store
policies where and when
needed

Mims in hours

Composition of a consumer
market; processes of distri-
bution; new merchandising
techniques; trends in re-
tailing

Important in Retail Salespeople.

Store Policies

Discover customer needs
and motivate to buy

Time in hours

x

Importance of a pleasant
personality; values of good
health and being wall-
groomed; requirements for
good selling voice and
proper language skills

History of employing firm;
organizational make-up of
store; store policies

Customer 4gyinajMottves

"O.

Various types of customers;
ways of determining custo-
mer desires

Merchandise Englaresims ry fog Selling

Identify sources cf
merchandise information;
identify merchandise selling
po ..nts; practice the merchan-
dise approach; classify
merchandise

Time in hours

Knowledge of merchandise;
different classes of
merchandise; principles of
using the merchandise
approach



Xleet customers; present 4
gond appearance; determine
customer wants; present
merchandise: effectively
close sale; suggest re-
lated items; receive pay-
ment; record sale; wrap
Packages

Time in hours

Yhe Sales PEWAML

Display merchandise;
perform stockroom duties;
collect and analyze stock
control information

Time in houre-

Render various store
sec -Ices to customers

Time in hours

n ILtgag,

Customer Services

Pre-approach methods;
effective opening and pre-
sentation, methods of meet-
ing objections: closing
technigOes; related sellins

Psychology of merchandise
display; proper care of
muchanZLee; stock control
methods

Customer services-offered;
types of credit offeredt
credit 1.4liciee

Promotional Activities

Plan sales promotions;
help prepare advertising;
write sales letters;
build interior displays;
build window displays

Time in hours

List and qualify pro-
spective Customers;
make sales appointments;
make telephone sales;
write sales Letters

Time in hours

pTorker Relations_

Promotion policies; funda-
mentals of advertising;
objectives and techniques
of display

Importance of good personi-
nel relations; characteris-
tics of a good sales per-
sonality

Selling Through Media

Principles and procedures
of contact selling; effect-
ive techniques of communi-
cation



Business Ethics' and Regulations

I >1
Business ethics; importance
of good relations with
competition

A Successful Career in Selling

Opportunities in retailing;
wage payment plans-

latima ticsil Retailing

Compute total sales;
determine retail prices;
compute earnings

Time in hours-

IX I
Fundamentals of pricing;
compensation plan

Cede :?or employer's

Performed some
operations in area

Performed most
operations in area

use in marking student's progress:

Performed some operations
with reasonable profi-
ciency

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
FOR

SALESMANSHIP
Student's Copy

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do Shown the Worker Should Know

Modern Retailing

Conduct and analyse a
customer survey; identify
and deternime contributions
of each phase of distribu-
tion

Time in hours

Pe so -1 arac e ist CS I Or

Composition of a consumer
market: proceases of distri-
bution; new merchandising
techniques; trends in re-
tailing

n Re a 1 Sales le

Maintain good health;
develop a good selling
voice and vocabulary,
also, good penmanship

Time in hours

Draw an organizational
chart; apply stare
policies where and when
needed

Time in hours

Discover customer needs
and motivate to buy

Time in hours

MISMAdiElER2MilagSILIMMUYISULAaLLEa

Store Policies

Importance of a pleasant
personality; values of good
health and being well-
groomed; requirements for
good selling voice and
proper language skills

History of employing firm;
organizational hake --tip of
store; store policies

Customer Buying Motives

Various types of customers;
ways of determining custo-
mer desires

Identify sources of
merchandise information;
identify merchandise selling
points; practice the merchan-
dise approach; classify
merchandise

Time in hours

Knowledge of merchandise;
different classes of
merchandise; principles of
using the merchandise
approach



Meet customers; present a
good appearance; determine
customer wants; present
merchandise; effectively
close sale; suggest re-
lated items; receive pay-
ment; record'salerwrap
packages

Time in hours

The Sa_les*Process

Display merchandise;
perform stockroom duties;
collect and analyze stock
control information

Time in hours

Merchandising

Pre-approach methods;
effective opening and pre-
sentation; methods of meet-
ing objections; closing
techniques; related selling

Psychology of merchandise'
display; proper care of
merchandise; stock control
methods

Customer Services

Render various store
w-lces to customers

\<1
Cuitomor services offered;

s types of credit offered;
credit policies- --

Time in hours

Promotional Activities

Plan sales promotions;
help prepare advertising;
write sales letters;
build interior displays;
build window displays

Time in hours

List and qualify pro-
spective Customers;
make sales appointments;
make telephone sales;
write sales letters

Time in hours

Work° Relations

Promotion policies; funda-
mentals of advertising;
objectives and techniques
of display

Importance of good person-
nel relations; characteris-
tics of a good sales per-
sonality

Se llina Through Media

Principles and procriures
of contact selling; effect-
ive techniques of communi-
cation



Business Ethics and Reaulations

171I/

A Successful Career

.\r71

Mathematics

Compute total sales;
determine retail prices;
compute earnings

Time in hours

I XI

Business ethics; importance
of good relations with
competition

in Selling

Opportunities in retailing;
wage payment plans

Fundamentals of pricing;
compensation. plan

Code for employer's

Performed some
operations in area

Performed most
operations is area

use in marking student's progress:

Performed some operations
with reasonable" profi-
ciency

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
FOR

SALESMANSHIP

JOB TRAINING: What the Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to DO Shown the Worker Should Know

Modern Retailing

Conduct and analyze a
customer survey; identify
and deternime contributions
of each phase of distribu-
tion

Time in hours

Composition of a consumer
market; processes of distri-
bution; new merchandising
techniques; trends in re-
tailing

Personal Characteristics ImPortant in Retail SalesP_eoPl.e_

Maintain good health;
develop a good selling
voice and vocabulary,
also, good penmanship

Time in hours

Draw an organizational
chart; apply stare
policies where and when
needed

Time in hours .011=111.

Discover customer needs
and motivate to buy

Time in hours

Merchandise Knowledge Necessary for

N.

V \I

Store Policies

V

Importance of a pleasant
personality; values of good
health and being well-
groomed; requirements for
good selling voice and
proper language skills

History of employing firm;
organizational make-up of
store; store policies

s tom A[ig.gtio.wo.
various types of customers;
ways of determining custo-
mer desires

Identify sources of
merchandise informacion;

points; practice the merchan-
identify merchandise selling 12,!\-]
dise approach; classify
merchandise

Time in hours

Knowledge of merchandise;
different classes of
merchandise; principles of
using the merchandise
approach



Meet customers; present a
good appearance; determine
customer wants; present
ierchandise;.effectively
close sale; suggest re-
lated items; receive pay-
ment; record sale; wrap
packages

Time in hours

The SaleS__Process

Display merchandise;
perform stockroom dutie_;
collect and analyze stock
control information

Time in hours

Render various store
se:Aces to customers

T
Time in hours

[7i

perchandisina

Pre-approach methods;
effective opening and pre-
sentation; methods of meet-
ing objections; closing
techniques; related selling

Psychology Of merthandise
display;- proper- care of
uerchesdifefstock control
methods

Customer Services

Customer Services Offered;
types of credit offered:
credit policies

.-re

Promotional ActiviUes

Plan sales promotions;
help prepare advertising;
write sales letters;
build interior displays;
build window displays

Time in hours:

List and qualify pro-
spective Customers;
make sales appointments;
make telephone sales;
write sales letters

Woxker Relations

Promotion policies; funda-
mentals of advertising;
Objectives and techniques
of display

nImportance
of good persons*

relations; characteris-p

1/NI tics of a good sales per-
sonality

Sekjj.mgnrs_ou h Me La

Time in hours

Principles and Procedures
of contact selling; effect-
ive techniques of communi-
cation



Ousiness Ethics and

A Successful Career

1.- N
Mathematics Used In

Reaulatiens

Compute total sales;
determine retail ptices;
compute earnings

Time in hours

Business ethics; importance
of good relations with
competition

in Selling

Opportunities in retailing;
wage payment plans

RetailLA

Fundamentals of prixing;
compensation plan

Code for employer's use in marking

Performed some
operations in area

Performed most
operations in area

student's progress:

Performed some operations
with reasonable profi-
ciency

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily .
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A competent tradesman In the field of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, and

Beating must have a strong foundation in the basic principles of electricity,

refrigeration, and air conditioning. This background enables the tradesman to

make installations of equipment and control circuits. It will also enable him

to difignose malfunctions and make the necessary repairs.

Inctruction of all students as a single group is recommended for most of

the fundamental section and for other areas where it is applicable. The infor-

mal leciung-demonstration method Ls likely to be the best approach in this type

of instruction. Laboratory experiments and applications will be performed by

paired students at workbenches. Each workbench should be equipped with standard

tools for the refrigeration, air-conditioning tradesman. Additional tools,

special equipment, and necessary supplies will be issued by the instructor as

needed.

The need to familiarize the student with safety practices and with the use

and care of hand tools is very important. Instrection in principles, safety

practices, and the use of additional hand tools should immediately precede their

application.

Fundamentals and general shop, conventional domestic refrigeration, and

residential air conditioning are the three major divisions of the guide. This

guide emphasizes the domestic, rather than commircial, equipment because the

size, expense, and complexity of commercial equipment make an extended program

impractical for the beginner. Moreover, a student who has sufficient background

in domestic refrigeration end air conditioning is employable and should be able

to acquire a knowledge of commerical equipment through experience and by further-

ing his education oaks own initiative.
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A major portion of the student's time should be invested in manipulative

trade experiences. These experiences or shop activities are designed to

simulate industrial problems. The student should be involved in planning and

insLalling equipment and controls. The ability to diagnose and repair operat-

ing circuits, equipment, and controls is essential. The new types of equipment

and controls that are constantly being introducer require a high level of skill

and technical knowledge on the part ci those called upon to install and maintain

the various systems and components.

The importance of mathematics and scientific principles for the tradesman

can hardly be overemphasized. The application of these principles must be

given by the trade teacher as part of the trainee's instruction. In the outline

of instruction, sufficient time has been allotted throughout the entire tr., years

to permit adequate presentation of mathematics and science without sacrificing

experiences in the development of trade skills.

Each section of the outline begins with a list of references and of equip-

ment selected to assist the teacher in presenting his material and in enriching

his instruction. These lists have been carefully chosen and should prove

invaluable if used consistently. Usually, there is one reference to material

from Louisiana. This material, when used as a guide, will be especially helpful

as the teacher prepares his own job sheets and *titer instructional material

sheets necessary for his work as a teacher.
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TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Introduction

The purpose of trade training is to prepare persons for entry into a specific

trade. To accomplish this, the instructor guides each trainee in the development

of knowledges and skills of his trade. The instructor uses teaching methods and

instructional materials as tools, much as he uses the tools of his trade to per-

form specific tasks. His skill as a teacher and as a tradesman depends upon his

ability to use these tools.

A full treatment of the role of the Curriculum Materials Laboratory in im-

plementing the foregoing process is contained in the Operational Plan. Simply

stated, the Laboratory provides technical assistance to state and local educators

in improving instruction through the development of instructional materials, and

communicates with industry about training being offered.

The first step

Since the accepted practice in trade training is the identification of the

knowledges and the skills of the trade, the Laboratory asked Mississippi trade

instructors to supply information. The process described in the FOREWORD was

used in arranging the information in a teachable form. It is an instructional

base and is usually referred to as a course outline or guide. Its proper use

requires skillful applications of teaching methods as tools in presenting the

content of the outline. The end result is a trainee who is skilled and know-

ledgable.

Since this publication is the instructional base for the teaching of a

specific trade, all future work will be planned around this base. Workshops will

be held to e gelop supplementary instructional materials for use by the trade

instructor in enriching his program.

Characteristics of this publication

First, its scope, in terms of content, is broad and applicable in all parts

of the state. The instructor, who directs his class in becoming proficient with

each of these knowledges and skills, assists each student in meeting beginfting

employment standards. The student is prepared to take advantage of opportunities

for gainful employment in any part of the state.
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Second, while the scope of the program is broad and there is depth, an ef-

fort was made to confine the content of the outline to those knowledges and

skills essential to occupational entry. This policy allows the local instructor

to supplement his program with additional experiences. Although identifying only

essentials, this publication encourages local insitiutions to seek and to offer

the special instruction which will meet regional industrial needs.

Third, a serious effort has been made to arrange the content in a usable

form. The elementary knowledges and easiest tasks precede more difficult ones.

Assignments are written in a step-by-seep fashion. All content has,been care-

fully sequenced. Time for instruction in class and in shop is listed in approxi-

mate terms.

Fourth, as indicated by certain items in the format, this publication is

designed for the Type B Shop found in Mississippi secondary schools. However,

it should not be inferred that this is its only valid use. The content and

sequence are equally applicable to trade training in junior colleges and in NDTA

programs or in any preparatory program.

The jpact of this publication

What then should be the impact of this publication on the local program?

Since the purpose is to encourage a planned, orderly, more efficient instruc-

tional program, it must be used and evaluated by the instructor. He should give

this publication his best effors in light of the principles and practices of

trade training. Examinatiou, evaluation, and recommendation during preparation

of instructional materials and while teaching from them will assist in continued

program development. Using this publication as a guide, the instructor should

make lesson plans for lectures and demonstrations and should prepare shop activ-

ities. In some. instances, the instructor will likely find more information and in

greater detail than he is presently using. There may be more than one job assign-

ment. In other instances, the development of an idea may appear to shallow or

a job may be absent. It is at this time that the instructor can be most helpful

in the following ways: (1) by suggesting which areas can be effectively covered

in a shorter time, (2) by identifying areas remiring greater emphasis, which

would involve additional detail and an extended time allocation, (3) by extending

the instructional content to reinforce or clarify ideas, (4) by preparing addi-

tional or alternate jobs, (5) by listing references, texts, and instructional

aids at appropriate places, and (6) by suggesting additions and deletions.
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Some of the suggestions listed above may require only marginal notes; others may

call for development of completely new and more comprehensive materials. The

result will be realistic evaluation of content, organization, and time allotment

for each unit.

himmumamd characteristics not, inferred

As previously stated, this publication is intended to assist in improving

instruction. It is planned, items are sequenced, and time limits are set because

these characteristics are the heart of a strong instructional program, and for no

other purpose. Consequently, it should not be inferred that this publication is

an exact image of any given program. As noted earlier, local institutions go

well beyond these minimum requirements to enrich their programs.

Also, it is not expected that every in.titution's program be exactly like

every other program, that hour allotments be rigidly adhered to, or that students

be rotated on a clockwork or calendar basis. On the contrary, the emphasis is

on individual proficiency. It is likely that students of lesser atility will

require longer periods in certain areas. These students may gain only the mini-

mum proficiencies, while more able students will progress rapidly and engage

in many enriching experiences. Consequently, the planning, sequencing, and

allotting are not designed to standardize programs, but to assist local teachers

in planning more carefully and conducting their instruction more effectively.

Evaluation

Finally, recent vocational-technical legislation contains provision for

follow-up and program evaluation. The day is coming when vocational-technical

education will be held accountable for its actions in training youth and adults

and for the millions of dollars it has mpent. The Curriculum Materials Labora-

tory will, no doubt, he involved in developing suitable instruments and evalua-

tive criteria at that time. This publication, repreaating the combined efforts

of Mississippi education and industry and containing the material these group

consider appropriate, may well serve as one basis for making such a study.
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VOCATIONAL REFRIGERATION AND AIR- CONDITIONING MECHANIC (DOMESTIC)

The tradesman who undertakes a job of refrigeration and air conditioning

must be able to perform a number of mechanical duties singly or in total. He

reads blueprints or schematic drawings to determine location, size, capacity,

and type of components, such as compressor, condenser, valves, and tubing or

piping needed to build or repair a refrigeration system. Remounts compressor,

condenser, and other components in specifi 1 locations of frame, using hand

tools and acetylene welding equipment, using knowledge of metal properties. He

cuts, brazes, and bends specified tubing to inlets and outlets of components to

form liquid and suction lines of the refrigeration system. He installs expansion

and control valves, using acetylene torch and wrenches; adjusts valves according

to specifications; removes air from system and charges system with specified

amount of refrigerant; attaches thermoc.2uples to various points of refrigerati.m

system; and test-operates equipment to evaluate functioning and cooling capacity

of the system. He records pressure and temperature readings from gages and

temperature potentiometer during test run, and then compares his readings with

specifications to evaluate performance of the system and to adjust or replace

parts as indicated.

He observes functioning of components such as controls, fan, condenser,

evaporator, or compressor to determine need for reps' .eplacement. He

drains oil and pumps gas from unit; loosens bolts and melts solder or brazed

seams to dismantle unit, using hand tools and torch; removes and replaces

defective components; assembles unit by bolting, soldering, brazing, using

measuring instruments, hand tools, soldering iron, and hand torch.

An air-conditioning mechanic services and repairs domestic air-conditioning

units, usually ranging from 1/2 to 2 tons capacity in private residences and

small business establishments. He examines the unit visually for defective
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parts or determines cause of malfunction by listening to machine in operation,

utilizing knowledge of mechanical, electrical, and refrigeration theory. He

dismantles the whole unit or part of it, as indicated by type of malfunction,

and repairs or replaces such parts as switches, relays, fan motors, thermostats,

and other components, using hand tools and power tools. lie replaces filters,

lubricates unit, and adjusts controls; riassenbles machine, making necessary

adjustments to insure efficient operation. lie may estimate cost of repairs or

adjustwent; may remove machines from customers' premixes for major repairs or

overhaul ...a shop, or for return to manufacturer for more extensive repairs.

And he may install air conditioners.

An additional Description can be found in the Dictionary Occupational

Titles - Third Edition, under AIR - CONDITIONING -- MECHANIC, DOMESTIC (any ind.)

637.281. Air-conditioning-window-box serviceman, also REFRIGERATION MECHANIC

(any ind.) 637.281. Air - conditioning attendant; air-conditioning mechanic;

refrigeration-equipment erector, and REFRIGERATION UNIT REPAIRMAN (refrigerat.

equip.) 637.381.



CHARACTERISTICS OF TRADE TRAINING

Introduction

Physical Facilities, Equipment and Supplies

ments per pupil are higher than those for general education are facts that must

be teccgnized because they are intrinsic in the nature of the training and can-

assisted in establishing the requirement of at least two years of work experience

is

being given effectively by simulating, in locales other than industrial plants,

product handling, waste-disposal systems, etc. --each of which is duty-rated to

not be side-stepped. Equipment and supplies must meet the standards of quality

and variety used in industry, and they must be maintained and replenished.

Instructor Qualifications

an on-the-job environment. The industrial environment is achieved in an educe-

techniques and industrial-type equipment and facilities. The additional require-

ments placed upon the training as a result of its operating wfthin an institution

have been successfully met. It has proved advantageous to all concerned to pro-

vide preparatory training for qualified students and extension training for

employed tradesmen. Characteristics of institutional training are briefly

described in the following paragraphs.

,

structed so that they lend themselves to fabrication and service operations found

in industry. Built-ins are provided with adequate floor space, lighting, climate

control, power sources, entrances, equipment, storage for supplies, finished -

serve its purpose in an industrial manner. That costs and floor-space require-

ments

institution by performing jobs of fabrication and service using industrial

As previously stated, trade-training facilities must be designed and con-

of equal importance is the caliber of the instructor. Past experience has

Training for various trades without on-the-job experience can be and



beyond the learner's level, in the specific training being given, and of broad

experience in the major areas of the industrial occupation. The instructor

must be adept in selecting, organizing, and presenting trade information and

skills--a fuller treatment of which may be found in later paragraphs. The

trade teacher must also keep himself occupationally up to date through study

and association with industrial activities.

Student Screeniq and Selection

The State Plan states that any student who wants, needs, and is able to

profit by instruction is eligible for enrollment in vocational training. His

ability to profit by the instruction depends, in large measure, on his making

a definite vocational choice, his desire to gain the knowledges and skills of

the trade, and his educational background. These qualifications are evalu.ated,

insofar as is possible, by a vocational-guidance process which includes an

examination of the applicant's school record, a personal interview, a check of

references, and tests for interests, motivations, and learning rates; and, in

the absence of adequate guidance facilities and a screening process, it is

reasonable to expect that a considerable number of those accepted for training

will need remedial instruction in science, mathematics, and communication skills.

In Mississippi, preparatory training is offered in the Type B Shop located

in the comprehensive high school. Trade training is carried on 180 days per

year. Normally, the course is elected for both the junior and the senior years.

In two years a student receives 1080 hours of instruction. However, some

students enroll for the senior year only. Although these students receive no

more than minimal experiences, instruction on a planned rotational basis will

provide them with knowledges and skills in the basic ylocks of the trade and

will render them employable.

Xi
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Teaching Techaisstes

Trade training uses most, if not all, of the conventional teaching tech-

niques and adapts them to the information to be presented. The "tell-show-do-

check" method has been found highly effective and is the one most commonly used.

The instructor "tells" by informally lecturing on a given topic. Open periods

of discussion allow the student to clarify points not Initially grasped. The

instructor may choose to stimulate thought or to spot-check comprehension by

questioning. The "show" method is employed when a demonstration can more vividly

present a principle or the steps of trade procedure. Specially prepared audio-

visual aids may be involved to "shoal ". The major investment of time is on the

"do", where the student is engaged in useful and productive work in typical

trade jobs. He uses tools, equipment, and materials common to she trade. Thus

he learns by doing. At predetermined intervals, a "check" of the student's

progress serves to evaluate command of knowledge and skill learned to date.

Deficiencies identified are rer.aught through additional, individual instruction,

through reading, shop practice, etc., until an acceptable level of learning and

performance is reached.

Related Instruction

The value of scientific principles and mathematical applications for the

tradesman is unquestioned. Indeed the caliber of his work in these areas is

determined by the quality of his foundation in these principles and his ability

to apply and adapt them. However, trade trainees, characteristically, react to

mathematics and science with dieterest when these subjects are presented on

the academic level with the usual academic approach. But these subject areas

become much more acceptable when they are applied to the job in which the trainee

expects to develop skill and earn a living.

In the Type B Shop, no outside instruction related to the trade is given.
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The shop teacher is expected to meet the need. Upon him rests the responsibility

of supplying any and all necessary teaching of trade mathematics, trade science,

trade drafting, etc. This information is also correlated with trade practice

and given as needed by the etudent.

Group instruction and group shop activity are encouraged when space and

equipment are available, for it is generally conceded that instruction of the

typical class as a group is an advantage for the progress of the class. Exten-

sive preparation prior to group instruction and keen observation of individual

behavior are necessary to meet the variety of need and speeds in a heterogeneous

class. The volume of trade tools, equipment, and materials, as well as adequate

space and shop facilities required for the instruction of large groups, makes

the costs prohibitive in many instances; and a scheduled rotational process must

be employed. A suggested plan is found in the Appendix.

Instructional Content

The source of the instructional content of a given trade program can come

only from the trade itself; that is, from the knowledges and the skills of the

master. Usually a trade analysis is used to identify this content. Following

the analysis, there is much need for proper organization and preparation prior

to presentation of the material. An extension of this characteristic of the

program is the establishment and maintenance of an up-to-date reference library

in the classroom -shop. Materials housed here are found in many forms,' such as

textbooks, technical manuals, trade periodicals, manufacturers' catalogs, safety

bulletins, etc. All of them should be shelved in a systematic arrangement with

a careful record kept for ready reference.

Safety Instruction

The place and value of safety instruction cannot be overemphasized. The

instructor is morally and legally responsible for introducing safety instruction

xiti



prior to performance, for using safe techniques in demonstrations, and for tact-

fully, but firmly, pointing out each violation.

niILGUISu

In summary, trade training can be characterized as instruction in trade

practices given by an occupationally competent teacher. Related information is

carefully correlated with shop activities and is given by the trade teacher as

it is needed by the trainee. Students who have made a vocational commitment,

and who are able to profit by the instruction are engaged in productive learning

experi-,nces. Successful completion of such a program prepares a student for

employment at an advanced-learner level.
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COURSE OF STUDY



GENERAL SHOP AND FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY



COURSE DESCRIPTION

Vocational Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, and Heating is designed to help

the learner develop employable skills in the trade. Manipulative skills, such

as soldering, brazing, wiring, and other skills that are used in the repair and

installation of equipment are stressed. Analyzing domestic refrigeration and

air conditioning systems is one of the most important phases included in the

course.

Time has been allotted so that the instructor may include the necessary

related subject matter, such as mathematics, science, and safety. An outline

of mathematics and science is included in the appendix of this guide to help the

instructor identify these areas.

INSTRUCTIONAL BLOCKS

Contact
Hours

FUNDAMENTALS AND GENERAL SHOP 400

REFRIGERATION 400

AIR CONDITIONING 280

Total Contact Hours 1080

3



INTRODUCTION TO REFRIGERATION, AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING

Trade Knowledge

References

1. Opportunities

a. Industrial
b. Commercial
c. Domestic

2. Growth of the various phases
3. Overview of course

a. General course content
b. Related course content

Trade Practice Time 5 hours

Job

Practice the use of safety precau-
tions and first aid

Safety

Tools Emuipment2Amplies

Procedure

1. Introduction to safety
2. General ground safety
3. Accident causes
4. Work area safety practices

a. Housekeeping
b. Horseplay
c. /mnroper working methods
d. Safety color codes
e. Danger tags

5. Fires and fire prevention

a. Vire prevention
b. Classes of fires
c. Portable fire extinguishers

6. Electrical hazards and safety
practices

a. Effects of electrical shock
b. Electrical maintenance

c. Electrical fires

7. Compressed gases

a. Care of refrigerant cylinders
b. Care of oxyacetylene cylinders

8. Introduction to first aid
9. Specific types of wounds

a. Stopping bleeding
b. Application of tourniquet
c. Prevention or treatment of shock

d. Protection of the wound

4



II. BASIC ELECTRICITY

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 153-154

1. Electron theory

a. Electron
b. Proton
c. Neutron

2. Electron theory of current flow
3. Static charges

a. Attraction
b. Repulsion

5

10. Fracture and severe burns

a. Arm fractures
b. Fractures backs
c. Leg fractures
d. Hip and thigh fractures
e. Treatment of burns
f. Broken necks

11. Treatment for electrical shck
12. Artificial respiration

a. Exhale air method
b. Back pressure - arm lift method
c. Back pressure - hip lift method

13. Emergencies from toxic substances

a. Fuels
b. Gas vapors

Trade Practice

Job

Time 6 hours

Use electrical hand tools for solder-
ing and splicing

Safety

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Wire strippers
Wire cutters
Drills
Wire gages
Measuring tape

Procedure

1. Practice using wire strippers,
wire cutters, and wire gage

2. Practice soldering, assembling
and disav-embling parts of used
refrigeration and air conditioning
electrical components

3. Practice soldering, wiring, cabling,
and splicing, using the pigtail

4. Use mathematics to indicate frac-
tional sizes of wire; solve some
problems dealing with simple frac-
tions, and first degree equations



4. Conductors as applied to work, energy, power,
horsepower, efficiency

a. Good conductors
b. Semiconductors
c. Nonconductors

5. Static electricity

a. Attraction and repulsion of
charged bodies

b. Electrostatic field

6. Measurement

a. System of measurement
b. Measurement of quantities
c. Measurement of temperature
d. Comparison of system

7. WIrktenergy, power_ efficiency,
horse;....ver: exp': ation of each

III. ELECTRICAL TERMS AND UNITS

Trade Knowledge

References

Trade Practice

Job

Time 3 hours

(1) pp 153-158 Identify electrical component accord-
(11) pp 293-312 ing to wiring diagrams and color codes

1. Electrical units

a. Volt
b. Amperage

c. Ohm
d. Hatt

2. Terms associated with electrical
components

a. Resistors
b. Coils
c. Capacitors

6

Safety

loolst, Supplies

Resistors
Capacitors
Wiring diagrams
Coils

Procedure

1. Identity electrical components by
their characteristics and by Cae
interpretation of color codes as
used in resistors. and capacitors

2. Identify electrical symbol: that
are used in wiring diagrams

3. Examie some of the physical com-
ponents and draw the symbols for
each

4. Draw a simple electrical diagram of
a domestic refrigerator and ident-
ify each electrical component



d. Transformers

e. Insulators
f. Conductors

3. Symbols and diagrams

a. Types of symbols
b. Types of diagrams; pictoral,

schematic
c. Types of electrical circuits;

series and parallel
d. Prefines used for electrical

units

(1) Kilo-
(2) Milli-
(3) Micro-

(4) Micro-micro- (pico)
(5) Mega-

IV. MAGNETISM

Trade Knowledge Trade Practice Time 9 hours

References Job

(1) p 157 Determine the polarity of a magnet
(8) RSA#1 Job #1 and construct an electromagnet

RSA#2 Job #2

Safety

Tools Eoulmetammlia

Magnet, her
Minot :con
Compaza
Wire, #22
Contac-_er, 3-phase; with holding coil
Tranrfcrmer, step-domnt(110-240 volts)

Proca.'rrf---____

1. Magnetic poles 1. Wien.,_re polarity of magnets with
coy-

a. Molecular theory
b. Fundamental laws of magnetism
c. Factors affecting magnetic

force

7

2. Use ii-_rt 1 414 1 to determine the
meAf.exle

3. Make an electromagnet with a soft
iron core



2. Magnetic fields

a. Magnetic line of force
b. Introduction to geometric

patterns

(1) Small

(2) Complex

c. Properties of magnetic lines
of force

d. Additional characteristics

of magnetic fields

3. Types of magnets

a. Natural magnets
b. Artificial magnets
c. Electromagnets

4. Shapes and uses of

a. Bar magnets
b. Horseshoe magnets
c. Ring magnets

5. Electromagnetism

a. Magnetic field around a
conductor

b. Left-band rule

c. Magnetic field around two
conductors

d. Magnetic field around a coil
of wire

e. Solenoid

(1) Plunger
(2) Industrial application

f. Relays

(1) Overload
(2) Magnetic-amperage type
(3) Hot-wire type
(4) Voltage-magnetic type

V. RESISTANCE - OH N'S LAW - CIRCUITS

Trade Knowledge

(1) p 155
(8) RSA#5 Job #5, Unit II

(11) pp 293-303

8

4. Increase the number of turns on
the core and explain effect on
strength of magnetic field

5. Lind an electromagnet with a few
loose turns of wire and explain
the effect opon the magnetic field

6. Wind an electromagnet with the
turns close together and explain
the effect upon the magnetic field

7. Connect two coils in series with
the magnetic fields aiding each

other
8. Connect two coils in series with

magnetic fields opposing
9. Examine a 3-phase compressor start-

ing contactor
10. Explain the operation of the hold-

ing coil and draw the electrical
symbols for a contactor with a
24-V holding coil

11. Write an explanation of the rela-
tionship of electromagnet construc-
ted above and the holding coil of
the contactor

Trade Practice Time 15 hours

Job

Construct and analyze a series circuit,
parallel circuit, and series-parallel
circuit



1. Definition of resistance
2. Types of resistors

a. Wire-wound
b. Composition
c. Other

3. Resistance of wire conductors

a. Copper
b. Aluminum
c. Nichrome

4. Effects of the following items
on resistance

a. Size of conductor
b. Length of conductor
c. Temperature coefficient

5. Ohm's law

a. The fundamental relationship

that exists between voltage,
current, and resistance

b. Relationships that are assoc-
iated with Ohm's law

6. Electrical circuits

a. Series
b. Parallel
c. Series-parallel

ToolgjEgginelmu_kkulits

VOM
Ammeter
Resistors
Wire, nichrome
Wire, copper
Aluminum

Procedure

1. Construct a series circuit and mea-
sure the resistance of each resis-
tor; compare the measured reading
with the color of the code value

2. Measure the total resistance of the
circuit and compare with the addi-
tion of each individual measurement

3. Apply power to the circuit and mea-
sure the voltage drop across each
resistor

4. Add each of the individual voltage
drops and compare with the total
measured input voltage of the
circuit

5. Measure the current it the circuit
and use Ohm's low to calculate the
individual voltage drops

6. Compare the calculated reading with
the measured reading

7. Repeat the above step with a paral-
lel circuit and a series-parallel
circuit

8. Measure the resistance of the start-
ing and running winding of an elec-
tric motor

9. Compare the resistance reading of
the electric motor windings and
explain the difference in values of
resistance

VI. PRINCIPLES, USE, AND CARE OF VOLT, AMPERE, OHM, AND WATT PETERS

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 184, 185
(11) p 278, 283
(8) RSA #4 Job #4

9

Trade Practice Time 15 hours

Job

Make measurements using a volt, ampere,
ohm, and wattmeter



1. Types of meters used

a. VOM
b. Ammeter
c. Clamp-on-type meter
d. Voltmeter
e. Ohmmeter

f. Voltage tester a-c and d-c
g. Wattmeter

2. Purpose of each type of meter
3. Basic operation of meter movement
4. Type of meter movements

a. D'Arsonval type
b. Iron vane type
c. Dynamometer type
d. Other

5. Damping of a meter
6. Sensitivity and accuracy of

meter movements
7. Reading of meter scales

8. Techniques used in connecting
meters in a circuit for correct
measurements

9. Shunting of an ammeter

10

Safety

1. Take necessary precautions to pre-
vent electrical shock

2. Avoid connecting meter into the
circuit incorrectly

3. THINK when using a meter

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

VOM
Ammeter, 0-15 amps
Wattmeter
Meter, clamp-on-type
Voltage tester, a-c and d-c
Motor, 1/3-hp
Voltmeter, 0-300 volts

Procedure

1. Connect a 1/3-hp, single-phase
motor in a circuit; observe the
operation of the motor

2. Unplug the motor and draw a diagram
of the starting and main windings

of the motor
3. Measure the resistance of each

winding and compare the value of
each winding

4. Reassemble motor connections and
place an ammeter in series with
the circuit

5. Place the motor in operation, read
and record the amperage of the motor

6. Measure the amperage of the motor
with clamp-on-type meter and compare
the two ammeter readings with each
other

7. Measure the voltage in the circuit
8. Measure the wattage in the circuit
9. Compare the amperage, voltage, and

wattage reading with the informa-
tion on the nameplate

10. Use the VOM to measure the resis-
tance of several sizes of small
coils of wire

11. Measure the resistance of several
composition and wire wound resis-
tors

12. Use the VOM in making continuity
checks



VII. INDUCTANCE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 159
(11) pp 295-296

1. Explanation of inductance and an
inductor

2. Purpose and use of inductors
3. Types of inductors

a. Coils
b. Chokes
c. Transformers

4. Unit of inductance

a. Henry
b. Microhenry

5. Phase relationship in a circuit
containing inductance

6. Self-inductance

7. Mutual inductance
8. Connecting inductors

a. Series (magnetic field aiding)
b. Series (magnetic field oppos-

ing)

c. Parallel

9. Explanation of an inductor in a
relay

10. Explanation of an inductor in a
motor

11. Explanation of function of an
inductor in a solenoid

11

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Examine solenoids, relays, and motors
for types of inductors used and con-
struct coils and solenoids

Safety

Tools Equipment, Supplies

Motor, Induction; 1/3-hp
Relay, control
Relay, overload
Solenoid
VOM
Wire, #22

Procedure

1. Construct a simple coil in a 114"
hollow core; connect each end of
coil to a power source and move a
metal bar in and out of the core;
explain the action of the coil

2. Increase the number of turns on the
coil and repeat the above steps

3. Construct a coil so that the metal
plunger will be drawn into the
center of the coil and explain the
action

4. Construct a coil so that the metal
plunger will be rejected from the
coil and explain this action

5. Connect two coils in series with
magnetic fields aiding each other

6. Connect two coils in series with
magnetic fields opposing each other

7. Examine several coils and write
what each coil is used for

8. Disassemble the 1/3-hp induction
motor; explain the effect of increas-
ing or decreasing the number of turns
in the motor; explain the effect of
increasing or decreasing the size
of wire used in the

9. Examine several relay. end explain
the operation of each



12. Explanation of back emf

13. Importance and use of inductors
in control circuits

VIII. CAPACITANCE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 171, 172
(11) pp 296, 297

(8) Unit II, RSAill, Job #11

1. Definition of capacitance and
capacitive reactance

2. General types of capacitors

a. Electrolytic (start capacitor)
b. Paper and oil (running capacitor)

3. Parts of capacitor

a. Plates
b. Dielectric (insulating

raterial)

12

10. Examine several solenoids and
explain the action of each

11. Draw a schematic symbol of a coil,
motor windings, solenoid, overload
relay, control relay, and a con-
tactor with a holding coil

12. Use a schematic wiring circuit
drawing and identify eack of the
above components

Trade Practice

Job

Check and replace capacitors

Safety

Time 12 hours

Always discharge a capacitor before
handling

CAUTION: A starting capacitor is
designed to be in the circuit only
a short time: therefore, any readings
must be taken in a matter of five to
eight seconds

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Motor, capacitor; 1/3-hp
Capacitor checker
Capacitor
VON
Ammeter, 0-30 amps
Voltmeter, 0-300
Motor, capacitor-run, capacitor-start;
1/4-hp

Procedure

1. Examine a capacitor and record the
data marked on the outside of the
container (example 250 mfd, 250 VDC);
name the parts of the capacitor

2. Use the nameplate data of amperage
and voltage to calculate the mfd
rating of capacitor

mfd = 2650 x
volts

3. Compare the calculated value with
the value marked on the capacitor



4. Basic factors which influence the

capacitance of a capacitor

a. Area of plates
b. Distance between plates
c. Type of dielectric

5. Use of capacitors

a. To neutralize the effects of
inductance

b. To obtain pulses
c. To reduce sparking when

contact points are involved
4. Nang other uses in a-c

circuits

6. Explanation of how current leads
the voltage in a capacitive
Circuit

7. Connecting capacitors in series
8. Connecting capacitors in parallel
9. Physical construction of an

electrolytic and oil capacitor
10. Checking a capacitor with VON for

a. Shorts
b. Open

c. Satisfactory condition

11. Checking a-capacitor with a
capacitor checker

12. Figuring the approximate value
of a capacitor, using the
formula

mfd = 2650 x ama
volts

13. Effects of a defective capacitor
on a capacitor-start motor

14. Effects of a defective running
capacitor in a motor circuit

IX. ALTERNATING CURRENT

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 156-157
(11) pp 309-323
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4. Check the capacitor with an ohm-
meter for an open, shorted, or
satisfactory condition

5. Make a live or positive test,
using an ammeter and voltmeter in
a circuit for testing capacitors

6. Use the reading of voltage and
amperage to calculate the value
of capacitor in mfd: use the
formula

mfd - 2650 x am
volts

7. Place a 1/3-hp capacitor-start
motor in operation. Observe the
starting torque and time that it
takes the motor to reach full speed

8. Replace the capacitor with a
faulty capacitor

9. Place the motor in a live circuit
10. Place a capacitor-start capacitor-

run motor in operation with an am-
meter in the circuit

11. Break the circuit and replace the
running capacitor with a faulty
capacitor

12. Energize the circuit for a few
seconds only. NOTE: High amperage
irawn by the motor.

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Use oscilloscope to observe a sine
wave and explain operation of simple
a-c generator



1. Introduction to sine wave

a. Comparison of alternating
current and direct current

b. Electromagnetic induction
c. Magnitude and direction of

induced emf

2. Operation of simple two-pole
generator

3. Operation of two-phase generator
4. Operation of three-phase

generator
5. Characteristics of sine wave

a. Instantaneous peak and peak-
to-peak values of voltage

b. Average value of voltage
c. Effective or rms value of

voltage
d. Phase difference and phase

angle

e. Frequency and period

X. TRANSFORMERS

Trade Knowledge

References,

(4) pp 148-149
(5) pp 302-306
(11) pp 280-281
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Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Transformer, step-down; 110-240 volts
VOM
Load resistor

D-C power source (optional)

Procedure

1. Use oscilloscope to observe a sine
wave form from output of the step -
down transformer (control transfor-
mer)

2. Use oscilloscope to observe the in-
put of the voltage of the trans-
former

3. Calibrate the oscilloscope for
measurement of a-c voltages

4. Measure the 24 volts output of tran
transformer, using the oscilloscope

5. Use mathematical formulas to calcu-
late average or rms peak, and peak -
to -peak voltages

6. Measure peak-to-peak values, using
the oscilloscope

7. Use oscilloscope to observe a d-c
wave form

8. Draw a simple two-pole generator
9. Explain the difference between an

a-c generator and a d-c generator

Trade Practice Time 6 hours

Job

Construct a step-up and step-down
transformer

Safety

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Wire, #22; several feet
Cylinder, round air-core ceramic or
paper

Transformer, step-down; 110-240 v, a-c
VOL'

Load resistor



1. Types of transformers

a. Power
b. Instrument
c. Auto
d. Step-up
e. Step-down

f. Other

2. Purpose and use of transformers
3. Construction of transformers
4. Effects of eddy currents
5. Explanation of how the voltage

and current in the secondary
are a function of the primary

6. Use of VOM to check continuity
and resistance of a transformer

7. Identification of leads of
transformer

8. Use of 24-volt control trans-
formers in air-conditioning
and refrigeration control
circuits

XI. RELAYS

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 142, 149
(8) RSA#7 Job #7
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Procedure

1. Construct a simple transformer
2. Vary the number of turns in the

primary and secondary
3. Show that the voltage and current

in the secondary are a function
of the primary

4. Use the VOM to make voltage, cur-
rent, and resistance measurements
of a transformer

5. Connect a step-down, 110 tc 24-volt
control circuit transformer in a
circuit with a small load resistor

6. Measure the input voltage and out-
put voltage

7. Measure the input amperage and out-
put amperage

8. Use mathematical formulas to figure
the number of turns in the primary
and secondary

9. Draw a simple control circuit,
using 24-volt control transformer

10. Practice reading a schematic wiring
diagram

Trade Practice

Job

Check or replace relay

Safety

Time 6 hours

If relay is to be removed from the
circuit, a check should be made for
a live circuit

ToolsAjoutpment, Supplies

1 Refrigeration unit with current
magnetic relay

1 VOM
1 Meter, clamp -on -type

1 Refrigeration unit with voltage
magnetic relay

1 Refrigeration unit with hot-wire
relay



1. Types of relays

a. Magnetic amperage type
b. Hot -wire type

c. Voltage magnetic type

2. Purpose and operation of each
type

a. Magnetic amperage type is used
in starting winding circuit of

motor and used the electrical
characteristics of the motor
to operate it

b. Hot-wire relay is used in the
starting winding and works on
the theory that electrical
energy can be turned into
heat energy

c. Magnetic voltage relay is
also in the starting circuit
and is based on the principle
of an increase in voltage as
unit reaches a certain speed

3. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, service
manuals, nameplate data and hand-
books to determine characteristics

a. Type of relay
b. Voltage rating
c. Amperage rating
d. Connections
e. Numbering data according to

manufacturer

4. Interpretation of National Associ-
ation of Relay Manufacturers (HARM)
nomenclature

5. Importance of correct location of
controls

ii. Effect of ambient temperature
7. Methods of installing control

devices

a. Panels
b. Enclosures
c. Boxes

8. Methods of wiring and connecting
9. Methods of testing for

a. Continuity
b. Grounds and shorts

16

Procedure

1. Obtain a refrigeration unit with a
relay control in compressor start-
ing circuit

2. Use a set of manufacturers' drawings
or wiring diagrams to locate and
determine the type and connections
of a relay

3. Locate the relay in the electrical
circuit and make the following
Checks

a. For continuity
b. For normally open or normally

closed
c. For the contacts for pits

4. Place the unit in operation and
make a voltage or current check on
the relay. NOTE: A starting relay
should remain energized in a live
circuit for only a few seconds to
prevent damage to the motor

5. Disconnect the unit and remove the
relay

6. Replace the relay with a substitute
relay

7. Use manufacturers' catalogs, manuals
and handbooks to obtain the

a. Type
b. Voltage
c. Amperage

d. Connections
e. Mounting position

8. Check all work for completeness and
place the unit in operation



c. Mechanical tightness
d. Polarity

10. Inspection and checking of air
gaps

11. Techniques of inspecting and
checking mechanical components
and linkage

12. Importance of care and cleanliness
13. Substitution of relays

a. The necessity of knowing exact
electrical characteristics

b. The relay mounted in the
proper position

c. The proper type of relay

14. Defective or burned out relays

a. Incorrect relay: check and
replace

b. Incorrect mounting angle:
remount relay in correct
position

c. Line voltage too high or too
low: determine the reason and
correct it

d. Relay being influenced by
loose mounting vibration:
remount rigidly

XI/. HAND TOOLS

Trade Knowledge Trade Practice Time 12 hours

References Job

(1) pp 54-64 Use hand tools for various jobs

SaIetl

1. Do not use hammers that have heads
loose on the handle

2. Do aot use screwdrivers for chisels
and pry bars

3. Do not use chisels that have be-
come mushroomed on t- driving end

4. Use proper size wrench for the nut
to be removed or tightened

5. Never use file without handle on
tang

17



1. Torsioning tools

a. Screwdriver
b. Wrenches

2. Screwdrivers

a. Common (flat blade)
b. Reed
c. Prince
d. Phillips

3. Use, purpose, and description of
each type

4. Socket wrenches and attachments

a. Types, sizes, and uses of
sockets

b. Types, sizes, and use of
ratchets

Tonle, Equipment Supplies

Screwdrivers, flat blade; assorted sizes
Screwdrivers, Phillips #1, #2
Screwdrivers, offset
Wrenches, socket; with attachments
Wrenches, box end
Wrench, crescent
Wrench, pipe
Wrench, Allen
Wrench, torque
Hemmer, ball peen
audaer, claw

Bruner, plastic
Nallet, rawhide
Pliers, diagonal cutting
Pliers, long-nose
Shears, tinners
Square, combination set
Chisels

Scribe
Files' coarse, bastard, second-cut,
smooth

Racksaw
Taps and dies (small set)
Calipers
Scales
Tubing cutter
Bending spring
Cage, screw pitch
Cage, thickness
Block, pinch-off
Bender, tube
Tool, flaring

Procedure

1. Identify each of the tools in the

student tool kit and on all the
tools listed in the above tool list

2. Use the hand tools listed above in
a simple work project to illustrate
the knowledge anti 'roper use of
each



c. Extent:11,a bars

d. Universal joints for inecces-
sale places

5. Box ..ad wrenches

a. Types, sizes, and uses
b. Offset of wrench shank

6. Adjustable wrenches

a. Types, sizes, and use ,f each
type

b. Techniques in using adjustable
wrenches

7. Torque indicating wrench

a. Types of torque wrenches
b. Reading or torque indicator

8. Hammers

a. Types, sizes, and use of each
type

(1) Claw

(2) Ball peen
(3) Plastic

b. Techniques in gripping and
striking an object with a
haw-

9. Pliers

a. Types, sizes, and uses of
pliers

(1) Diagonal-cutting
(2) Long-nose
(3) Combination slip-joint
(4) Other

b. Techniques in gripping an
object with pliers

10. Shears

a. Types, sizes, and uses of
each

b. Selection of hacksaw blades
according to the number of
teeth and material to be cut

11. Squares

a. Types, sizes, and uses of
each

(1) Combination
(2) Carpenter's
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b. Making linear and angular
measurements with square

12. Hacksaws

a. Types, sizes, and uses of
each

b. Selection of hacksaw blades
according to the number of
teeth and material to be cut

13. Files

a. Types of files

(1) Coarse
(2) Bastard
(3) Second-cut
(4) Smooth
(5) Dead-smooth

b. Sizes and uses of files

(1) Use dependent on type of

material to be filed
(2) Smoothness of surface

dependent of type and size
of file used

14. Taps and dies

a. Types of taps

(1) Tapered taps
(2) Plug tap
(3) Bottoming tap

b. Purpose and use of each type
of tap

c. Techniqnvi in cutting threads
with a teo

15. Gages

a. Types

(1) Thickness gage
(2) Screw pitch gage

b. Techniques used in measuring
with gages

16. Tubing cutter

a. Use of a tubing cutter
b. Techniques in cutting tubing

with a tubing cutter
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17. Flaring tool

a. Type of flaring tools

(1) Single flare
(2) Double flare

b. Use of flaring tools
c. Techniques in making a flare

with a flaring tool

18. Pinch-off block

a. Use of pinch-off block
b. Methods of installing and

removing a pinch-off block
from tubing

19. Cleaning and care of wrenches

a. Washing grease and solvent
from wrenches with cleaning
solvent

b. Removing rust from wrenches
with crocus or abrasive cloth

c. Applying a thin coat of oil
on tools to prevent rust

XIII. REFRIGERATION FITTINGS

Trade Knowledge

,References

(1) pp 32, 35, 37, 46, 63, 125, 483,

504

(7) RSA#3 Job #3

1. Type of fittings

a. Capillary-tube
b. Commercial
c. Flared
d. Refacers
e. Streamlined
f. Tubing
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Trade Practice

Job

Identifying refrigeration fittings

Safety,

Time 3 hours

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Fittings, copper, brass, etc.; assorted
Wrenches, ratchet; 1/4" to 3/4"

Vise
Flaring kit

Procedure

1. Select a numt.er of fittings of
different sizes and types

2. Identify each type of fitting
3. Make a run of tubing, using a union,

male elbow, female elbow, male tee,
and female tee



2. Purpose of each type of fitting
3. Type of threads used on most

fittings

a. Stanuard
b. SAE (National fine)

4. Type of material from which fit-
tings are made

a. Copper
b. Aluminum
c. Brass
d. Steel

e. Plastic

5. Flare tube fittings

a. Male elbow
b. Female elbow
c. Reducing union elbow
d. Female Swivel elbow
e. Short nut
f. Long nut
g. Plug
h. Male branch tee
i. Union tee
j. Male run tee
k. Reducing union tee
1. Manifold union coupling
m. Swivel flare nut to solder

adapter

n. Flare to solder union

6. Fusible metal pipe plugs
7. Capillary-tube fittings
8. Cylinder-adapter fittings
9. Compression-tube fittings

a. Sleeve
b. Nut
c. Union
d. Ball check
e. Elbow check
f. Union tee
g. Restricted flow connector
h. Tank fitting

10. Universal fittings for making
connections with either plastic
or soft metal fitting

a. Bodies and nuts are made of
brass

b. Nut is half-knurl, half-hex
for finger tightening to
plastic tubing
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11. Protection of fittings

a. To prevent damage of threads
b. To prevent damage to 45° flare

12. Fitting sizes as related to tubing
sizes

13. Thread lubricants and sealers,
as applicable to the types of
fittings

)tIV. PIPE CLITTI.:0 AND THREADING

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 61-64

(9) RSA#5 Job #8
(11) p 158

1. Types of piping

a. Galvanized
b. Lead
c. Plastic
d. Copper

e. Aluminum
f. Other

2. Type, size, and use of stocks,
dies, and cutters

Trade Practice Time 15 hours

Job

Make a short run of pipe, using 112"
and 314" pipe with assorted couplings

Safety

0181itSuliesTo

Cutter, pipe
Reamer, burr

Oil can
Vise, pipe
Wrench, pipe; 12"
Wrench, pipe; 14"
Flare, half union: 114" x 114"
Pipe, 112" x 2' long
Pipe, 314" x 8" long
Elbow, 112" x 314"

Pipe union, 112"
Cutting oil
Reamer, pipe
Sealer compound

Procedure

1. Clamp 112" pipe, 2' in length in a
pipe vise

2. Cut three pieces of 112" pipe 8"
long

3. Clamp the piece of pipe to be
threaded in the pipe vise and ream
each end of the pipe

4. Select the die size for the pipe to
be threaded and fit the die in stock

5. Fit die on pipe, with guide toward
vise and start die to cutting thread
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3. Techniques used to start the
thread correctly

4. Cutting the thread

a. Turn 1/4 to 1/2 turn clockwise
then 1/4 to 1/2 turn in a
counterclockwise direction

b. Use cutting fluids

5. Type of cutting fluids used to
cut threads

6. Proper length to thread standard
piping

7. Thread types

a. NF
b. NC
c. V threads

8. Connecting piping with fittings

a. Union
b. Tee
c. Elbowe
d. Met

9. Importance of closely fitting
joints to prevent leaks

XV. SOFT-SOLDERING JOINTS

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 37

(7) RSA#5 Job #4, #5
(11) pp 243, 250
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6. Turn die clockwise and oil dies
with cutting oil every few turns

7. Cut threads to a length of about
3/4 the diameter of the OD of the
pipe

8. Reverse stock ratchet and turn
counterclockwise to remove stock
and die from pipe

9. Thread both 6r.de si each piece of

pipe
10. Connect the pipes together in one

run, using I/2" pipe tee, 1/2"
plug, 1/4" flare x 1/4" male pipe
union, 1/2" x 3/4" elbow, 3/4" pipe
cap, 1/2" pipe elbow and 1/2" pipe
union

11. Tighten all joints, using pipe
wrenches

12. If available, plug one end of pipe
run and test with about 30 pounds
of air pressure

Trade Practice

Job

Soft-solder joints of tubing

Safety

Time 12 hours

Aiways keep torch pointed away from
the body

Tools,__Equipmsel Supplies

Torch
Brush, wire; small
Solder, 60/40

Couplings, 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/16",
3/4"

Adapters, 1/4" x l /2', 1/2" x 3/4"
Tees, 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"
Steel wool
Sandpaper
Vise
Hacksaw
Cutter, tubing
Tubing, 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"



1. Sizes of tubing
2. Size and type of fittings

a. Coupling
b. Adapters
c. Tee

3. Cutting of tubing with

a. Hacksaw
b. Tubing cutter

4. Importance of deburring tubing
and removing filing from inside
tubing

5. Cleaning of tubing with

a. Sandpaper
b. Said cloth
c. Steel wool

6. Use of noncorrosive flux
7. Techniques of joining fitting

and tubing for proper fits
8. Techniques used in heating solder

joints to insure a uniform solder
joint

9. Types of solder to be used in
making solder joint

a. 50/50 tin and lead
b. 95/5 tin and lead

10. Purpose it using different types
of solder

a. :kiting points

b. Solder joints that are made
for use in low-temperature
units

11. Importance of appearance, neat-
ness and condition of solder
joints

XVI. FABRICATION OF TUBINC

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 31-42
(7) RSA#2 Job #2, #4, #5
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Procedure

1. Select a piece of 1/2" copper
tubing and a T

2. Place tubing in a vise and take
the necessary precautions to prevent
crimping the tubing

3. Cut tubing to the proper length and
remove burrs with file or scraper

4. Clean outside of tube with sand-
paper or a sand cloth

5. Apply fluid thoroughly to inside of
fitting

6. Apply Mid to outside of tube;
assemble tube and fitting

7. Insert tuba into fitting so as to
have a snug fit

8. Anplu heat uniformly around fitting
9. '.:hen solder melts upon contact with

ti fitting, remove the flame
10. Feed solder at one or two points

on the joint; when collar is formed
arouni the fitting, stop feeding
solder

11. liipe cif excess solder with a wet
rag or a small brush

12. Let solder joint cool and inspect
for excess solder, appearance, con-
dition, etc.

Trade Practice

Job

Fabricate tubing

Safety

Time 12 hours



1. Unrolling of tubing from master
roll

a. Effects of improper unrolling
b. Effects of improper bending

of tubing

2. Use of tubing cutter

a. Types of cutters
b. Care of tubing cutters

3. Use of hacksaw

a. Types of blades to be used
in cutting tubing

b. Techniques used in cut .Ing
with a hacksaw

4. Use of inside caliper to measure
the diameter of tubing

5. Use of micrometer to measure the

OD of tubing
6. Transferring of measurements

from calipers to micrometers
7. Care of measuring instruments

a. Micrometer
b. Calipers

8. Use of flare blocks and vises for
holding tubing

9. Effects of excessive pressure on
tubing when clamping the tubing
in a vise

1). Results of improper flaring

a. Flare too thin because of too
much pressure applied to the
cone

b. Split flare caused by the im-
proper seating of tubing in
the flaring tool
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Tools_, Equipment, Supplies

Tubing, 114", 318", 1/2", 314"
Bender, tubing; for 3/8", 1/4", 1/2",

3/4"
Hacksaw
Cutter, tubing
Micrometer
Tool, flaring
File

Vise

Procedure

1. Unroll tubing from larger roll and
cut off a niece 12" in length with
a tubing cutter or hacksaw

2. Ream and file the edge of tubing
for deburring

3. Maasure the outside (OD) of the
tubing with a micrometer

4. Place the tubing in a flare block
and clamp tubing firmly; the tub-
ing should extend about 3/16"

above the block
5. Select the proper yoke for the size

of tubing to be flared and attach
it to the flare block

6. Place a drop of oil on the cone
7. Screw the cone firmly into the end

of the tubing to.make a 45° flare
8. Unscrew cone and remove tubing

from the flare block
9. Examine the flare for defects such

as: flare too thin, split flare,
uneven flare

10. Join the flare and a fitting and
observe the closeness of fit

11. Place the tubing in a tube-bendinr
tool and make a 45° bend, a 90°
bend, and a 180° bend

12. Observe the tubing for the follow-
ing defects

a. Collapsed
b. Stretched
c. Hard as a result of working

13. Repeat the above steps, 1 through
14, several times with different
sizes of tubing



c. Uneven flare caused by the im-
proper seating of tubing in
the flaring tool

11. Importance of the closeness of
fit that the flare tubing makes
with the fitting

12. Methods of bending tubing

a. Bending tool
b. Hand

13. Use of bending machines and
springs

14. Bending allowances for different
sizes of tubing and types of
bends to be made

15. Metal stresses

a. Hardening
b. Stretching

16. Results of improper bending

XVII. WELD SHEET METAL WITH OXYACETYLENE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 298-300

1. Purpose and use of the basic
equipment

a. Gas supply: oxygen and

acetylene
b. Gas regulators
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Trade Principles Time 6 hours

Job

Butt-weld two pieces of mild sheet
steel

Safety,

Wear properly fitting protective
clothing and welding goggles with
#5 shade lens

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Oxyacetylene welding outfit, complete
Welder's tools, 1 set
Welding tip
Mild steel sheet, 16-gage x 4" x 6";

(2 pieces)

Filler rod

Procedure

1. Set up and adjust the oxyacetylene
welding equipment

2. Clean the edges of the pieces to
be welded



c. Hose
d. torch and tips

2. The oxyacetylene flame

a. Parts
b. Temperature
c. Colors

3. Technique of good welding

a. Selection of tip
b. Adjustment of torch
c. Angle of torch
d. Form of the puddle
e. Movement of the filler rod

and the torch

4. Appearance of a good weld

a. Beads even in width
b. Fine, regularly spaced ripples
c. Slight convex above joint
d. No undercutting
e. Good, even penetration

XVIII. WELD PIPE WITH OXYACETYLENE

Trade Knowledge

References,

(1) pp 298-300

1. Variations in angles of the
torch when welding pipe

2. Use of the filler rod to control
the puddle

3. Method for beveling the pipe edge
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3. Place the two pieces with a long
edge of each in a parallel posi-
tion at a distance of 1/16"
(called a gap)

4. Attach the welding tip, light the
torch, and adjust a neutral flame

5. Make 1/4" tack welds at either end
and at 1 1/2" intervals it between

6. Begin weld at the right-hand end
of the joint; carefully observe
the puddle; add filler rod as
necessary, an- move at the optimum
speed

7. When the weld is completed, cut
off the torch and cool the piece
of work

8. Make a visual examination and a

bend test

Trade Principles Time 6 hours

Job

Butt-weld short sections of pipe in
the horizontal and the vertical
positions

Safety

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Complete oxyacetylene welding outfit
Welder's tools, 1 set
Welding tip
Pipe, short lengths; 1" diameter
Filler rod, mild steel

Procedure

1. Set up the oxyacetylene welding
equipment

2. Select two pieces of 1" diameter
pipe; align on a jig with the weld
in a vertical position leave a
1/32" gap



4. Proper space between pieces of
pipe

5. Reasons for poor welds

a. Puddle varied in size
b. Irregular speed along the

joint
c. Filler rod added improoerly
d. Torch improperly adjusted

and/or held

6. Positions clocked as they refer
to the points on a circle

7. Purpose of and method of tacking
pipe

XVIX. CUTTING WITH OXYACETYLENE

Trade Knowledge

References

1. An explanation of "burning"
2. Types of cutting tins

a. Thin-plate
b. Rivet-splitting
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3. After attaching the welding tip,
light the torch and adjust a
neutral flame

4. Tack-weld at four evenly spaced
places; remove the jig

5. Begin welding at the 2 o'clock
position and weld up to 12 o'clock;
use a high torch angle and observe
closely for nenetratian

6. Rotate the pipe so that the end of
the weld is in the 2 o'clock posi-

tion
7. Resume welding at 2 o'clock and

weld to 12 o'clock
8. Continue the method of rotation and

welding
9. Cut off the torch and cool the

joint
10. Make a visual examination and a

destructive test of the joint
11. Repeat the above steps with the

weld in horizontal position

Trade Principles

Job

Time 3 hours

Use an oxyacetylene cutting torch to
cut sheet metal and pipe

Safety

Remove all combustible material from
the area where the cutting is to be
done

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Oxyacetylene cutting outfit, complete
Welder's tools, 1 set
Sheet steel, 16-gage; scrap (several
pieces)

Mild steel plate, 3/8"; scrap (several
pieces)

Procedure

1. Set up the equipment and adjust the
gas pressures

2. Place a piece of scrap so that one
edge hangs over the edge of the
work table



c. Gouging
d. Other

3. Technique of cutting

a. Torch angle
b. Preheating
c. Feeding oxygen
d. Speed of movement

XX. SERVICE ENTRANCE, 1-PHASE, 3 -WIRE

Trade Knowledge

References

(14) pp 2-24, 9-220
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3. Light and adjust the cutting torch
for light cutting (16-gage)

4. Use the left-hand to support the
torch, and as a pivot point on
short or curved cuts

5. Direct the flame at the point
where cut ig is to begin; hold
the torch head about 5° off the
vertical position and away from
th- 4irection of travel

6. Alit the metal to preheat until
a puddle begins to form

7. Press the oxygen, or cutting, lever
slowly

8. As the flame penetrates, move it
slowly at a regular rate in the
desired direction of travel

9. Cut off the torch; cool the piece
and examine the cut

10. Repeat the above steps for pieces
of 3/8" plate

Trade Practice

Job

Time 12 hours

Install a single-phase service entrance
(3 -wire)

Safety

Take necessary precautions to prevent
electrical shock -- ground all power

tools when they are be.' f-ig used

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Meter base, socket-type; 1" hub

Weatherhead for 3-wire service entrance
Conduit, 1"; 9' long
Connector, entrance cable; 3 -wire, #6

(10 feet)

Wire, #8 (8 feet)
Electrode, grounding
Clamp, ground
Pliers, side cutting
Drill, electric; 1/2"
Saw, keyhole
Screwdriver, 6"
Screwdriver, 4"

Hammer, claw
Rule: 6'



1. General description of service
entrance

2. Types of service entrance

3- phase, 4-wire

b. 1-phase, 3-wicc
c. 1-phase, 2-wire

3. Purpose and application of each
4. Type of feeder system (example

480 volt, 208Y/120)
5. Location of service entrance
6. Type of conductors used

a. #6 wire, current-carrying
capacity

b. #8 wire, current-carrying
capacity

7. Type of weathechead

a. 3-wire
b. 4-wire
c. 2-wire

8. Matching conductors to load
9. Type of meter base

a. 110 volt, 2-wire
b. 220 volt, 3-wire, socket type

10. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, hand-
books, and service manuals to
determine the

a. Type
b. Size
c. Voltage
d, Amperage rat inns

e. CorAilections of panel board

and meter

11. Use of National Electrical Code
and local codes relevant to
service-entrance installation

12. Ground procedure
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Panel, twelve-circuit-breaker; surface
mounting

Mounting bolts and screws for mounting
service-entrance conduit

Conduit, 3/4" (10 feet)
Circuit breakers, single-role, 15-amp

(4)

Procedure

1. Draw a diagram of service-entrance
circuit, including panel-board bus

bars and connection of branch cit.-
cults to bus bars

2. Consult a set of drawing specifi-
cations, manufacturers' catalog,
handbooks, and service mantuils
determine ratings of conductors,
meters, and special hardware infor-
mat ion

3. Consult the national electric and
local code relevant to installation
of service entrance

4. Mount meter base
5. Run conduit from weatherhead to

meter base
6. Run #6 entrance cable in 1" conduit

and install weatherhead
7. Mount circuit-breaker panel
8. Run conduit from meter base to

circuit-breaker panel
9. Pull #8 (3 -wire) cable from meter

base through conduit to circuit-
breaker panel

10. Connect #8 wires to meter base and
main lugs of panel

11. Install watt-hour me; .: in meter
base

12. Install circuit breakers in panel
board

13. Check all work for completeness
14. Connect to a 120/240 power source



13. Special hardware

a. Weatherhead
b. Water-tight connections
c. Ground rod
d. Conduit connectors

XXI. CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Trade Knowledge

References

(14) pp 9-29 to 9-59, 4 -'3 to 4-130

1. Use of electrical drawings
2. Rating and cha lcteristics of

circuit breakers

a. Interrupting current rating
b. Thermal
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 24 hours

Install circuit breakers

Safety

Take the necessary precautions to
prevent electrical shock

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Lighting panel, 12-circuit, 100-amp

rating
Power panel, with 100-amp rating
Circuit brew .- ars, 15-amp, single-pole,

;4)

Circuit breakers, 30-amp, 3-pole, 220v
single-phase (2)

Circuit breakers, 30-amp, 2-pole, 230v,
single -phase (2)

Circuit breakers, 30-amp, 3-pole, 230v
3- phase. (2)

Starters, magnetic; with thermal over-
load protection #0 (2)

Bender, conduit; for 314" EMT
Fittings, conduit
Control, pushbutton; start-stop
VOM
Ammeter, clamp-on-type
Cutters, lineman's; 9" (1 pair)
Pliers, diagonal; 6"
Pliers, long-nose; 6"
Pipe threading set
Screwdrivers, assorted sizes
tire, #14, #12, #10, and #8 TW

Procedure

1. Draw or obtain print layout of
circuit to be constructed

2. Obtain panel and breakers
3. Mount panel board on stand
4. Draw panel layout of how circuit

breakers are to be installed



c. Thermal magnetic
d. Magnetic
e. Solenoid, circuit breakers

3. Construction features and
component parts of circuit
breakers

4. Use of National Electrical Code
and local codes relevant to .

installations of electrical

wiring and installations
5. installing circuit breakers in

panel board so as to balance
the load

6. Types and purposes of conduit
7. Conduit sizes
S. Conduit fittings
9. Number and size of conductions

that are permitted in the
different sizes of conduit

XXII. REPULSION TYPE - INDUCTION START MOTOR

Trade Knowledge

References

1. Theory of repulsion induction
type motor

2. Proper function of brushes

3. Techniques of installing, remov-
ing, and lubricating bearings

4. Correct amount of inplay
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5. Mount circuit breakers in the panel
board

6. Wire complete layout

Trade Practice

Job

Test an induction start motor

Safety,

Time 12 hours

Take necessary precautions to prevent

electrical shock

Tools, Equipment Supplies

Sand cloth
Growler
Brushes, new; if applicable (1 set)
Hammer, wooden mallet
Screwdriver
VO?

Rags

[Wrenches, assorted
Motor, induction start, induction run

Procedure

1. Remove motor for accessibility

2. Check brushes
3. Check bearings
4. Check inplay
5. Check position of reversing switch
6. Check centrifugal throwout switch



5. Reversing .he rotation of an
induction motor

6. Operation and mechanical construc-
tion of centrifugal switch

7. Use of VON in checking for starts,
open, etc.

8. Use of growler in checking arma-
tures

9. Techniques used in checking motor
using a VOM and wiring diagram

XXIII. A-C MOTORS: SPLIT-PHASE TYPE

Trade Knowledge

References

(8) RSA#9 Job #9A
(13) p 38

(14) pp 7-77, 7-11

1. General description
2. Types

a. Single-speed
b. Multiple-speed

3. Purpose and application
4. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, and
handbooks to determine

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating

c. Speed
d. Nameplate data
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7. Check push rods for centrifugal
throwout switch

8. Check short circuiting necklace
9. Check armature

10. ChecT brush bracket
11. Make continuity checks on all

motor windings

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Service and make minor repairs on split-
phase motor

Safety

Take necessary precautions to prevent
electrical shock

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Motor, split - phase: 1/4-hp

VOM
Ammeter, clamp-on-type
Tachometer
Identification tags
Wattmeter

Iftenches, nut driver (1 sal
Screwdriver, flat blade; 6"
Pliers, combination
Hammer, soft head

Procedure

1. Draw a schematic diagram for a spilt
phase induction motor

2. Explain the operation of this motor
3. Identify the principal parts and

explain the function of each
4. Use drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, and hand-
books to determine the characteris-
tics of a split-phase motor

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating

c. Speed
d. Connections
e. NEMA rating



5. Parts and function of each part

a. Rotor
b. Stator
c. End plates
d. Centrifugal switch

6. Operation of split-phase motor

a. Rotor winding
b. Stator winding

7 (1) Main winding
(2) Starting winding

7. Special split-phase motor

a. Two running windings with one
starting winding

b. Two running windings with two
starting windings

8. Rewinding procedure for the split-
phase motor

a. Recording data
b. Stripping old windings
c. Insulating the slots
d. Rewinding
e. Connecting the windings
f. Testing
g. Varnishing and baking

9. Analysis of motor troubles

a. Mechanical test

(1) Excessive wear: shaft,

bearing, other
(2) Freedom of rotation:

shaft, bearing

(3) Centrifugal switch

b. Electrical test

(1) Ground
(2) Open winding
(3) Short

10. Repairs: mechanical, electrical

a. Worn or tight bearing
b. Overload devices
c. Centrifugal switch

11. Reversing a split-phase motor

a. Interchange of running-
winding leads

b. Interchange of starting-
winding leads
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5 Compare data from catalogs and
handbooks with data on the name-
plate

6. Disassemble, remove centrifugal
switch, and inspect each part

7. Test stator and windings

8. Identify the leads
9. Reassemble the motor
10. Check shaft rotation manually
11. Connect to proper power source and

operate
12. Measuye and record voltage, amp-

erage, and wattage
13. Calculate the wattage

14. Measure and record rpm
15. Reverse rotation of motor



XXIV. A-C MOTORS: CAPACITOR TYPE

Trade Knowledge

References

(8) RSA#9 Job OA
(13) chapter 2

1. General description
2. Types

a. Capacitor-start, induction-run
b. Capacitor-start, capacitor-run

3. Purpose and application
4. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, and
handbooks to determine

a. Type and size
b. Voltage rating
c. Amperage rating
d. Speed
e. Connections
f. Nameplate data

5. Parts and function of each part

a. Rotor
b. Stator
c. End plates

d. Centrifugal switch or relay
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Trade Practice

Job

Service and/or make minor repair on
capacitor-start motor

Time 12 hours

Safety

CAUTION: A capacitor is designed to
be in the circuit a short time; there-
fore, reading must be taken in a matter
of five to eight seconds

Tools. Equipment, Supplies

Motor, capacitor-start; 1/4-hp
VOM
Ammeter, clamp-on-type
Tachometer
Wattmeter
Nut driver set
Screwdriver, 6"
Hammer, soft head
Pliers, combination
Checker, capacitor
Capacitor, defective
Tags, identification

Procedure

1. Draw a schematic diagram for a
capacitor -start motor

2. Explain the operation of a capacitor -
start motor

3. Identify the principal parts and
explain the function of each

4. Use drawings, specifications, manu-
facturers' catalogs, and handbooks
to determine the following charac
teristics of a capacitor motor

a. Type and size
b. Voltage rating
c. Amperage rating
d. Speed

e. Connections of motor
f. Nameplate data

5. Disassemble the motor
6. Remove the centrifugal switch and

inspect each part of motor and switch



6. Operation of capacitor motor

a. Rotor winding
b. Stator winding

(1) Main

(2) Starting

c. Capacitor

7. Analysis of motor troubles

a. Mechanical tests for

(1) Excessive wear: shaft,
bearing, other

(2) Freedom of rotation:
shaft, bearing

(3) Centrifugal switch

b. Electrical tests for

(1) Ground
(2) Open winding
(3) Short

(4) Defective capacitor

8. Reversing a capacitor motor

a. Interchange of running-
winding leads

b. Interchange of starting-
winding leads

9. Repairs: mechanical, electrical

a. Worn or tight bearings
b. Overload devices

c. Centrifugal switch
d. Defective capacitor

XXV. PSC MOTOR

Trade Knowledge

References

(3) p 98-99
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7. Test stator windings and identify
leads

8. Test capacitor for capacitance
value and calculate capacitance
mathematically

9. Reassemble the motor
10. Check shaft rotation manually
11. Connect to proper power source and

operate
12. Measure voltage, amperage, and

wattage

Trade Practice

Job

Troubleshoot PSC motor

&is=

Time 6 hours

1. Take necessary precautions to pre-
vent electrical shock

2. Always discharge a capacitor before
testing or handling the capacitor

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Refrigeration unit with PSC motor
VON
Capacitor, defective



XXVI. ArC MOTORS: POLYPHASE TYPE

Trade Knowledge

References,

(8) RSA#9, #12, Job #9B, 11, 12

1. General description
2. Types

a. Three-phase
b. Two-phase

3. Purpose and application
4. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, and
handbooks to determine

a. Type
b. Size
c. Voltage rating
d. Amperage rating
e. Speed
f. Connections
g. NEMA rating

5. Parts and function of each

a. Rotor
b. Stator

c. End plates
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 12 hours

Service and make minor repairs on a
three-phase motor

Safety,

Tools E ui nt Su Iles

Motor, three-phase; 1/3-hp
VOM
Ammeter, clamp-on-type
Tachometer
Tags,'identification
Wattmeter

Nut driver set
Screwdriver, 6"
Pliers, combination
Hammer, soft head

Procedure

1. Draw a schematic diagram of a 3-
phase motor

2. Explain operations of the motor
3. Identify principal parts and ex-

plain function of each
4. Use drawings, specifications, manu-

facturers' catalogs, and handbooks
to determine the following charac-
teristics of a polyphase motor

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating
c. Speed
d. Connections
e. NEMA rating

5. Disassemble and inspect each part
6. Test the stator winding and identify

the leads
7. Reassemble the motor
8. Check shaft manually for free

rotation
9. Connect to proper power source an

operate



6. Operation of a 3-phase motor

a. Rotor windings
b. Stator windings

7. Analysis of motor troubles

a. Mechanical

(1) Excess wear: shaft,
bearing, other

(2) Freedom of rotation;
shaft, bearing

b. Electrical

(1) Ground
(2) Open winding
(3) Short

8. Reversing a 3-phase motor
(interchanging winding leads)

9. Repairs: mechanical, electrical

a. Worn or tight bearings
b. Open phase
c. Loose rotor bars
d. Wrong internal connections
e. Reversed phase
f. Defective controller

10. Measure amperage, voltage, and
wattage

11. Reverse rotation of the motor

XXVII. ArC MOTORS: DUAL VOLTAGE TYPE

Trade Knowledge Trade Practice Time 12 hours

References Job

(8) RSA#12 Job 12 Service and/or make minor repairs on
(13) chapter 2 dual-voltage type a-c motor

,Safety,

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Motor, dual-voltage capacitor; 1/2-hp
Ammeter, clamp-on-type
VOM
Tachometer
Tags, 14entification
Wattmeter
Capacitor, defective
Pliers, combination
Nut driver set
Screwdriver, 6"
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1. General description
2. Types

a. Single-voltage

b. Dual-voltage

3. Purpose and application
4. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, and
handbooks to determing! the
Characteristics of dual-capacitor
motors

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage
c. Speed
d. Connections
e. NEMA rating

5. Parts and function of each

a. Rotor
b. Stator

c. End plates
d. Capacitor
e. Centrifugal switch or relay

6. Operation of capacitor motor,
dual voltage

a. Rotor windings
b. Stator windings

(1) Main

(2) Starting

c. Capacitor

7. Analysis of motor troubles

a. Mechanicw.

(1) Excessive Wear: shaft,
bearing, other

(2) Freedom of rotation:
shaft, bearing

(3) Centrifugal switch

b. Electrical

(1) Ground

(2) Open winding

(3) Short
(4) Defective capacitor

8. Identifying and labeling

a. Value of capacitor
b. Dual- winding leads
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Procedure

1. Draw a schematic diagram for a
dual-voltage capacitor-start motor

2. Explain the operation of dual-
voltage capacitor motor and compare
to operation of a single-voltage
capacitor motor

3. Identify the principal parts and
explain the function of each

4. Use drawings, specifications, manu-
facturers' catalogs, and handbooks
to determine the following charac-
teristics of the dual-voltage capac-
itor motor

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating
c. Speed

d. Connections
e. NEMA rating

5. Disassemble the motor
6. Remove centrifugal switch and in-

spect each part
7. Test the stator windings and iden-

tify leids
8. Test the capacitor for capacitance

value and calculate the capacitance
mathematically

9. Reassemble and check shaft manually
for freedom of rotation

10. Connect to proper power source and
operate

11. Measure voltage, amperage, and
wattage on both high- and low-volt-
age hookups

12. Reverse rotation on both high- and
low-voltage hookups



c. Series dual-main windings for
high voltage

d. Parallel dual-main windings
for low voltage

9. Reversing a dual-voltage capaci-
tor motor

a. Parallel dual-voltage main
windingp and starting for
low voltage

b. Series dual-voltage main
windings and Pmvallel start-
ing winding with one main
winding for high voltage
CAUTION: Capacitor should

operate for short intervals
on low voltage only.

10. Repairs: mechanical and
electrical

a. Worn or tight bearing
b. Overload devices
c. Centrifugal switch
d. Defective capacitor

XXVIII. TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION FOR SPLIT-PHASE AND CAPACITOR-START MOTORS

Trade Knowledge

References

1. Failure to start (motor
completely dead)

a. Fuse blown
b. Power off

Overload protector tripped
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Trade Practice

Job

7ime 24 hours

Troubleshoot split-phase and capacitor-
start motors

Safety

Take the necessary precautions to
pl-ement electrical shock

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

VOM
Meter, clamp-on-type
Screwdriver, flat blade; 6"
Screwdriver, Phillips #2
Nut driver set

Procedure

1. Check fuses
2. Check voltage at motor terminals



d. Internal ftonnectio-.4 either
broken or loose

2. Motor failure to start (hums and
attempts to start)

a. Low voltage
b. Faulty centrifugal switch

operation
c. Capa,:itor failure, short(d

or open circuit
d. Stator windings defective

or p,rounded

e. Improperly connected motor
f. Bearing tight or frozan
g. Excessive load
h. Rotor rubs stator

4. Overheating

a. Incorrect voltage
b. Faulty centrifugal switch

operation
c. Stator winding grounded or

:shorted

d. Improperly connected
e. Bearing tight
f. Motor overl3ad
g. _accessive ambient temperature

5. Excessive bearing wear

a. Improper mounting
b. Improper lubrication

6. Noisy operation

a. Loose external or internal
parts

b. Excessive end play
c. Worn rubber mountings
d. Loose pulley or coupling
e. improper mounting or align-

ment with driven unit
f. Transmitted vibrations

7. Motor shocks when touched--
stater grounied

3. Push reset button, manual-type
overload protectors; automatic
overload protector will auto-
matically reset itself when motor
returns to a safe temperature

4. Disconnect motor from the line
and make a continuity check of
the circuit through the motor,
using a VOM

5. Check connections at switch contact
plate and terminal plate

6. Mack main anc phase windings
separately

7. MaasuYe voltage at motor terminals
8. Uncouple motor from load, :lose

the line switch; if motor comes
up to correct speed or if the
motor starts itself only in certain
positions, the centrifugal switch
mechanism should be checked

9. Check the capacitor and replace
if defective

10. Use ne VOM to check for r -11nd

across the common stator load and
the frame

11. Check amps input to the motor with
clamp-on-type meter and compare
meter reading with nameplate data
(high amperage reading indicates a
shorted winding)

12. Check wi-ing diagram for proper
connections (some matters have

wiring diagram on nameplate)
13. Attempt to turn motor shaft by

hand; if tight or frozen, add oil;
if it is rough, replace

14. Examine load unit for evidence of
overload conditions

t5. Check for worn bearings or cracked
end frames

16. Check the power supply to see if
thc voltage, frequency, and amper-
age capacity are in accord with the
frequency nameplate data

17. Check governor weight to see that
it slides freely on switch pin

18. Check switch on top of contact
mounting screw

19. Check contacts 'or pits or for
being welded together

20. Usinz VOM, check for grourd across
tie common stator lead and frame



21. Check amperage input to the motor
with olann-on-type ammeter and
compatz with rated mins on the
motor nameplate (high-amp reading,
indicates shorted winding)

22. Connect the motor to the power line
accordinft to the wtrin diagram;

be sure all connectio-u are correct
electrically and mechanically tight

23. Tutn motor shaft by hand; if tight
or frozen, add oil! 4f bearing is
rough, replaze

24. Measure Tutor input in amps with
clamp-km-type ammeter ar.e cc mpare

meter readtng with nameplate data
on motor

25. Check Cr tight bearinc or a rough
bearing

26. Check the temperature cif surround-
ing air with thermometer and see
if temperature is too high for
operating conditions

27. Check manufacturers' data for
correct belt tension

28. Check motor shaft by hand for free
rotation or rough bearing and oil
if necessary

29. Check cover plate and capacitor
mounting box

3C. Add thrust or spacer washers
31. Replace mountings if they are

gummy or hard and brittle
32. Check for mechanical wear and check

to see that pulley is securely
fastened to shaft

33. Improper alignment produces exces-
sive bearing wear, shaft wear and
vibrations. Check motor mounting

34. Remove motor from driven unit and
run motor separately on a solid
surface to determine if the motor
is the source of the vibration

35. Check for ground across the common
stator lead and the frame

36. Check amperage input to the motor
with a clamp-on-type ammeter and
compare reading with nameplate
data; high amperage indicates a
shorted winding
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XXIX. EOTORS: UNIVERSAL TYPE

Trade Knowledge

References

(8) RSA#10 Job 110
(13) chapter 9, p 243

1. General description of universal
motor

2. Types

a. Two-pole
b. Distributed-field, compensated
c. Single-field, compensated
d. Two-field, compensated

3. Purpose and application of each
type

4. Use of drawings, specifications,
manufacturers' catalogs, hand-

books, and service manuals to
deterwile

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating
c. Connections
d. Nameplate data

5. Construction

a. Main .Ats
b. Fiwe
c. Field and core
d. Armature
e. End plates
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 12 hours

Service or make minor repairs on a
universal motor

Safety,

Take necessary precautions to prevent
electrical shock

Tools, Egulpment, Supplies

Motor, universal; 1/8-hp
Coil, choke
Growler

VON
Screwdriver, 4"
Nut driver set
Hammer, soft head

Procedure

1. Draw a schematic diagram for a
universal mote-

2. Explain the operation of the motor
3. Identify the principal parts and

explain the tunction of each
4. Use drawings, specifications, manu-

facturers' catalogs, handbooks, and
service manuals to determine

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating
c. Connections
d. Nameplate data

5. Make visual inspection, note exter-
nal characteristics, read nameplate,
and analyze data

6. Disassemble for an electrical and
mechanical check

7. Hake electrical bench check for
continuity, shOrts, open, and grounds

8. Re,lace and/or repair faulty elec-
trical parts

9. Apply lubricant to bearing if

needed and reassemble
10. Check work for completeness
11. Use a wiring diagram or blueprint

to wire equipment in a circuit



6. Electrical operation

a. Field coils and minor coils
connected in series

b. Reaction between magnetic
lines of force in field and
armature

7. Connecting the field coils and
armature

8. Reversing the universal motor

a. By reversing current
through armature

b. By reversing current through
field coils

c. By relocating leads on
commutator

9. Use of growler

XXX. A-C MOTORS: SHABEO-PaZ TYPE

Trade Knowledge

Refcrences

(13) chapter 9

1. General description
2. Types

a. Two-pole
b. wOur-role
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11. Use a wiring diagram or blueprint
to wire equipment in a circuit

12. Make an rpm test
13. Vary speed by use of

a. Choke coil
b. Tap-field coil
c. Governor (centrifugal)

NOTE: Avoid excessive motor speed.

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Service or make minor repairs on a
shaded-pole motor

Safety,

Tools, Equipment. Supplies

Motor, shaded-pole; approximately
200 watts

QOM
Ammeter, clamp-on-type
Tachometer
Tags, identifi-ation

Wattmeter
Screwdriver, 6"
Hammer, soft head
Nut driver set

Procedure

1. Draw a schematic diagram for a
four-pole, shaded-pole mote= with
field plates connected in alties
for alternate polarity



3. Purpose and application
4. Use of drawings, specifications,

manufacturers' catalogs, and
handbooks to determine

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage ratings
c. Speed
d. Connections
e. NEMA rating

5. Parts and function of parts

a. Rotor
b. Stator
c. End plates
d. Shading rings

6. Operation of shaded-pole motor

a. Rotor winding
b. Stator winding
c. Shading coil

7. Analyzing motor troubles

a. Mechanical

(1) Excessive wear: shaft,
bearing, other

(2) Freedom of rotation:
shaft, bearing

(3) Centrifugal switch

b. Electrical

(1) Ground
(2) Open winding
(3) Short

8. Reversing a shaded-pole motor
by removing the stator and

shifting the stator 180° (end
for end)

9. Repairs: mechanical, electrical

a. Worn or tight bearings
b. Overload device
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2. Explain operation of shaded-pole
motor

3. Identify principal parts and ex-
plain function of each

4. Use drawings, specifications,
manufacturers' catalogs, and hand-
books to determine the following
characteristics oUshaded-pole
motor

a. Type and size
b. Voltage and amperage rating
c. Speed
d. Connection

5. Disassemble the motor
6. Remove and inspect each part
7. Test windings and identify the

leads
8. Reassemble and manually check the

shaft for freedom of rotation
9. Connect to the proper power source

and operate
10. Measure voltage, amperage, and

wattage of motor and compare with
nameplate data

11. Reverse the rotation of the motor



DOMESTIC REFRIGERATION



I. PRINCIPLES OF REFRIGERATION

Trade Knowledge

References

(3) pp 1-56
(11) pp 16, 21-50, and fold-out chart

in back of text

1. History of refrigeration

a. Refrigeration in industry
b. Absorption refrigeration
c. Automatic refrigeration
d. Automo.iye air conditioning
e. Equipment cooling

2. Physics

a. Natural laws of

(1) Mechanics
(2) Forces

(3) Matter
(4) Light
(5) Sound
(6) Pressure

(7) Gases
(8) Heat
(9) Temperature

3. Heat

a. Definition of heat
b. Heat as form of energy

4. Measurement of heat

a. Thermometers
b. British thermal unit (Btu)
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 24 hours

Determine the correct refrigerant
charge

Safety

CAUTION: Do not fill service cylinder
over 85% of its capacity

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Large cylinder of refrigerant
Gas

Scales
Cylinder, service
Connecting line, 1/4", and valves

Procedure

1. Draw a simple refrigeration system
and use the graphic symbols for
each part

2. Explain the function of each part
3. Transfer refrigerants from a large

cylinder to a smaller cylinder
4. Mount larger cylinder in inverted

position so that the cylinder valve
is accessible

5. Run a 1/4-inch service line from
large cylinder to the service
cylinder

6. Place small cylinder on set of

scales
7. Determine the approximate amount of

refrigerant gas in the service
cylinder by weight

8. Do not fill service cylinder over
852 full



5. Type of heat

a. Sensible heat
b. Latent heat
c. Latent heat of melting
d. Latent heat of vaporization
e. Superheat
f. Liquid freezing point

g. Vapor condensate point

6. Heat transfer

a. Conduction
b. Convection
c. Radiation

7. Measurcaent of heat intensity

a. Fahrenheit scale
b. Centigrade scale

8. Pressure

a. Meaning of pressure
b. Pressure as applied to

refrigeration

9. Pressure measurement

a. Absolute scale
b. Standard (gage) scale
c. Compound scale
d. Mercury scale
e. Small pressures

10. Gas laws

a, Charles' law
b. Boyles' law
c. Daltonss law

11. Refrigeration cycle

a. Liquid receiver
b. High-pressure gas
c. Liquid line
d. High-pressure liquid
e. Refrigeration control valve
f. Evaporation

(1) Absorption of beat
(2) Liquid to gaseous state

g. Suction line
h. Low-pressure gas
i. Compresz.or

(1) Low-pressure side
(2) High-pressure side
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j. High-pressure gas
k. Condenser
1. High-pressure liquid

m. Returning to receiver as high -
pressure liquid

12. Refrigeration system components

a. Compressor

(1) High-side
(2) Lowside

b. Condensers

(1) Metal cooling fins
(2) Metal tubing

c. Evaporator
d. Refrigerant control

e. Receiver

II. REFRIGERANTS

Trade Knowledge

References,

(1) pp 56-57

1. Refrigerant characteristics

a. Nonpoisonous
b. Nonexplosive

c. Noncorrosive
a. Nonflammable

e. Easily detected by lead
detect-:tr

f. Operation under low pressure
g. Stable gas
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Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Use halide leak detector in checking
for leaks in a simple refrigeration
system

Safety

1. Avoid getting liquid on skin
2. Avoid getting liquid in eyes
3. Avoid inhalation of vapor or gas
4. Never fill refrigerant cylinder

over 83% of capacity

Tools, Equipment, Sunnlies

Leak detector, halide
Refrigeration system

Procedure

1. Open the adapter needle valve 1/16
to 1/8 of a turn

2. Light the flame detector tip
3. Using needle valve, adjust flame to

approximately one inch
4. Observe the reactor place until it

becomes cherry red
5. Using needle valve, adjust flame

to about 5/8"



h. Nondestructive to the lubri-
^nting properties of oil

1. 4.ntoxic
j. High latent heat of evapora-

tion
k. Relatively small displacement

per pound of liquid refrigerant

2. T-pes of refrigerants

a. Ammonia, NH3, R-717
b. Sulphur dioxide, SO2, R-764
c. Methyl chloride, CH3C1, R-40
d. Trichloromonofluoromethane,

CC13, R-11
e. Dichlorodifluoromethane,

CC12F2, R-12
f. Monochlorodifluoromethane,

CC1F3, R -13

g. Monochlorodifluoromethane,
CHC1F2, R-22

3. Hydrocarbon refrigerant

a. Methane, R-50
b. Ethane, R-170
c. Butane, R-600
d. Isobutane, R-600A

4. Refrigerant color codes

a. Amme,-;.a ... white

b. Sulphur dioxide ... black
c. Methyl chloride ... red
d. R-11 ... orange
e. R-12 ... white
f. R -13 ... black

g. R-13B1 ... black
h. R-22 ... green

5. First aid when using refrigerants

a. Liquid on skin
b. Liquid or vapor in eyts
c. Vapor or gas inhalation

6. Care in handling refrigerant
cylinders

a. Never drop cylinder
b.. Tie cylinder securely whftn

transporting
c. Close. I valves tightly
d. Use protective caps on

cylinders
e. Never mix refrigerants
f. /lever put anything except

refrigerant in a cylinder
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6. Explore for leaks by moving the end
of the suction hose very slowly
around all joints and connections

7. Observe flame for a color change
as small leak will produce a blue-
green flame and a large leak is
indicated by a purplish-blue flame



g. Never use cylinders for rollers
or supports

h. Never attempt to repair
cylinder

1. Never permit flame to come in
contact with cylinder

j. Never fill a cylinder over
85% full

7. Temperature charts

a. Convert ng temperature to
pressure

b. Converting pressure to
temperature

c. Variation in types of
refrigerants according
to pressure

III. EVACUATING A DOMESTIC UNIT

Trade Principles

References,

(1) p 396
(8) Job #16

1. Installation of manifold and gases

a. Connections to SSV
b. Connections to DSV
c. installation of one-half union
d. Purging the air and moisture

from manifold and lines

2. Service and testing operation
with manifold system all in one
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Trade Practice

Job

Evacuate a domestic unit

Safety,

Time 6 hours

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Manometer
Services gtges, 1 set
Pump, v4nuum; 10 microns or more
Wrench, adjustable; 8"
Hermetic kit; if applicable
Wrench, ratchet; 1/4"
Extension cord, 12-3; 50'

Procedure

1. Install manifold gages

a. Connect one side of manifold to
SSV, using 1/4" tubing

b. Connect one side of manifold to
DSV, using 1/4" tubing

c. Install two 1/8" MP x 1/4" in

NP half unions in service valvr
d. Turn valve stems all the way out



a. Observing operating pressures
b. Charging refrigerant through

compressor
c. Purging recliner

d. Changing liquid into high side
e. Building up pressure in low

side for control settings or
testing for leaks

f. Charging oil through the
compressor

3. Installation of hermetic kits
4. Use of vacuum pumps

a. Evacuating commercial system
b. Evacuating domestic system

5. Selection of vacuum pumps

a. .1 micron pump
b. 10 micron pump

6. Effects of temperature upon
evacuation of a system

7. Techniques used in opening high-
pressure valve when connected to
a gage

8. Correct reading of gages

a. Familiarization of gage
markings

b. Inerpretation of gage
readings between markings
on gage

9. Importance of evacuating system
to a vacuum as low as possible

10. Removing of moisture from the
system at low-vacuum readings

11. Readinea manometer

IV. CHARGING AN OPEN-ME SYSTEM

Trade Ktcaledge

References

(1) pp 283, 128, 495
(2) pp 264, 268

(8) Job #16
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e. Clean valve externally before
ream4 sg the pipe line plugs
and installing the half unions

f. After the half unions are
installed in gage ooening, con-
nect lines from the manifold to
the fittings

g. Leave line to SSV loose by two
turns

h. Tighten line to DSV
1. Open both manifold valves 1/4 to

1/2 turn and cao middle opening
j. Purge manifold system
k. Tighten all fittings and test

for leaks

2. Install hermetic kit if applicable
3. Install vacuum pump (10 microns or

better)
4. Check high side gage for damage to

gage
5. Check compound gage for degree (or

inches) of vacuum
6. Check with instructor for further

instructions in reference to amount
of time that system is to be evac-

uated
7. Use manometer in step three if

available

Trade Practice

Job

Charge an open type domestic system

Satm

Time 12 hours

Wear goggles when working with high-
pressure lines

CAUTION: Do not charge into high
side of system. This is dangerous
because excessive pressure may be
produced.



1. Installation of service gages
and manifold

2. Installation of vacuum pulp
3. Evacuation of domestic system
4. Installing a gage manifold
5. Purging a line to eliminate

air and moisture
6. Testing for leaks with halide

torch or electronic leak tester
7. Adding refrigerant to system

from the suction side

a. Length of charging line
b. Weight of cylinder
c. Position of cylinder
d. Pressure of cylinder
e. Opening of valves
f. Starting of compressor

g. Regulating flow of refrigerant
from cylinder

8. Sight glass

a. Provides method of checking
for refrigerant quantity

b. Mounded in liquid line
c. Bubbles give certain

indications of the refrigerant

9. Use of proper wrenches in
working with valve stems and
gages

V. INSTALL A TAP -k-LINE VALVE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 387

(2) p 258
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Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Manifold, gage,complete
Pump, vacuum;10 microns or better
Wrench, ratchet
Tube, changing
Tester, leak
Goggles
Cylinder, refrigerant- 5 lbs.
System, refrigerating

Procedure

1. Install service gages
2. Install vacuum pump (10 microns or

better)

3. Evacuate system properly
4. Connect service cylinder access

line on ;.age manifold (middle
opening of manifold)

5. Connect access line to refrigerant
system; purge ths line and test
for leaks

6. Start compressor with the DSV
turned all the way in (CAUTION:
this should be done only for a
short period of time to build up
Pressure In the refrigerant
cylinder)

a. Open the cylinder valve very
slowly at first

b. Never allow low-pressure side
to exceed the following pres-
sures

(1) 5 psi for sulphur dioxide
(2) 15 psi for chloride
(3) 25 psi for Freon-12

8. Check sight glass for proper
charge

9. Remove gages and 1/8" pipe to 1/4°
half unions if used in this
procedure

10. Install 1/8" pipe plug on service
point

Trade Practice

Job

Install tap-a-line valve

Time 3 hours



1. Suitable location of tap-a-line
valve

a. Locate near compressor
b. Locate in accessible area

2. Techniques is cleaning copper
tubins

3. Construction of tap-a-line valve
4. Importance of selecting correct

size valve for copper line to be
tapped

5. Operation of tap-a-line valve

VI. REPAIR OF REFRIGERANT LEAKS

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 38-41. 281

(2) pp 266-267
(3) pp 277-281
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Safety,

Wear goggles when working with high
pressures

fools, Equipment, Supplies

Manifold, gage
Screwdriver, flat blade; 6"
Screwdriver, Phillips; 6"
Tap-a-line, 1/2"
Valve, line-tap

Soapsuds, one can
Ste wool.

lint a oir-conditioning unit

Procedure

1. Select location for installation
of tap-a-line valve and clean the
area with steel wool

2. install tap-a-line valve
a. Tighten needle seat until copper

line is pierced
4. Test for leak, using soapsuds
5. Connect charging hcses

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Locate and repair a refrigerant leak
in a domestic unit

Safet

Wear safety goggles when using torch
for repair. Caution should be used
when lighting and using torch

Toolat_Equipment, Supplies

Detector, leak; halide
Wrench, ratchet; 1/4"
Prest-O-t te, B Tank; include regulater,
hose, and torch

Arc striker

Refrigerant, one drum



1. Knowledge of testing for "R" and

ethyl. chloride leaks with halide
torch

a. Detector operates on ac-tylene
and produces colorless flame

b. Air tube of torch is brouelt
near the leak and its
presence is shown by brilliant
green color of flame

2. Proper use and Storage of halide
torch

3. Soldering-brazing procedure

a. Cleaning of area, mechan-t'ally
b. Support of the tubing ,e

soldered

c. Application of flux to match
the silver brazing alloy

d. Correct amount of heat to
evenly heat the area to be
soldered

e. Application of silver solder
as directed by instructions

f. Proper cooling of soldered area
g. Proper cleaning of soldered

area

4. Knowledge of correct refrigerant
charge

a. Use of specification and
charts for charging domestic
units

b. Effects of overcharging and
undercharging a system

5. Knowledge of electrical system

a. Reading of schematic
diagrams

b. Use of instruments to make
proper electrical checks
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Pump, vacuum; 10 microns
Kit, hermetic accessible
Cord, extension! 112, 3-wire (50 ft.)
Manifold and gages
Solver
Tubing; 3/16 ", 1/4", 1/16", 3/8",

1/2"

Proceeiure

1. Open acetylene cylinder
2. Light halide torch and allow

torch to warm up
3. Check all refrigerant coils with-

in the system for leaks, using the
htlide torch

4. Install hermetic kit and manifold
gages

S. Check the presc:::e for approxi-
mately 10 psi

6. Repair leak

a. Clean area to be soldered
b. Apply solder, using sufficient

heat to melt solder and heat
repair area

c. Cool repair area properly
d. Clean repair area properly and

thoroughly

7. Install r lid core dryer
8. Evacuate system
9. Charge system
10. Check all work for completeness

and operate unit



VII. SEPVICE CYLINDER

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 50, 300

(8) RSA#2 Job #1
(7) Job #18

1. Thermodynamics of bimetal
refrigerant gases

2. Dangers involved in heating a
cylinder or using a hot cylinder

3. Function of fusible and spring -
loaded plugs

4. Proper capacity of refrigerant
cylinder

VIII. DRYERS

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 500

(11) pp 56-58
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Trade Practice

Job

Charge a service cylinder

IgittY

Time 3 hours

Wear goggles when working with high
pressures. Do not drop refrigerant
cylinder.

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Scales, one set: weight to 150 lbs.
(calibrated in ozs.)

Wrench, adjustable; 12"
Wrench, ratchet : 3/8"
Wrench, ratchet; 1/2"
Hose, refrigerant
Cylinder, service; small
Cylinder, storage; 145 lb.
Chiller, one drum

Procedure

1. Chill service cylinder
2. Set scales for accurate reading of

weights
3. Install hose from storage cylinder

to service cylinder on scales
4. Charge service cylinder to 85%

capacity by allowing liquid
refrigerant to flow from storage
cylinder to service cylinder

5. Remove and replace storage cylinder

Trade Practice

Job

Install a dryer

Safety

Time 6 hours

1. Wear goggles when working with high
pressures

2. Bleed off all refrigerant gases
into well-ventilated area



1. Installation of mahifold gages
2. Knowledge of liquid lines and

valves in domestic system
3. Pumping down a domestic system

4. Types of moisture indicators
5. T;Tes of dryers
6. Function of dryer

Desiccant; chemical makeup
8. Types and sizes of dryers to be

used with differett types of
refrigerants

T.X. HERMETIC COMPRESSOR

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 375-400, 500
12) pp 254-268
(8) Job #12
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Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Gages, service; one set
Tools, flaring; one set if applicable
Dryer
Cylinder, refrigerant
Wrenches, tubing
Tubing

Procedure

?. Ins :all manifold gages

2. Close off liquid line
3. Pump down system
4. 'Use off suction line
5. Crack open flare nut on old dryer
6. Install new dryer, purge nonconden-

sable gases from system
7. Place system back In operation

Trade Practice

Job

Replace a hermetic compressor

Safety

Time 24 hours

1. Wear goggles

2. Provide proper ventilation
3. Observe precautions when working

with acetylene torch
4. Observe necessary precautions for

ptosgene gas

Tools, Equipment, '1PPlies

Kit, hermetic
Gages, manifold; 1 set
Refrigerant, tone drum

Press -O-Lite: B Tank; complete. influd-
ing torch, regulator, hose, and leak
detee_tor

Dryer, solid-core
Kit, acid clean-out
Compressor, new
Controls, electrical; new, as applicable
Pump, vacuum; 10 microns or more
Wrench, ratchet; 1/4"



1. Removal of a compressor

a. Properly venting released

refrigerant gas into the air
b. Identification of electrical

wires by tagging
c. Methods of cutting tubing (do

not use hacksaw, as metal
filing will enter the system)

d. Dismantling of compressor from
the frame (care should be taken
not to loosen mounting frame)

2. Knowledge of Group I refrigerants:
Freon 113, methylene chloride,

Freon -11, Freon -21, Freon 114,
Freon -12, Cairene -7, Freon -22,
Xulene 131, Carbon diolcUle, Freon
-13, Freon -14

3. Four basic functions of cleaning

a refrigeration system are

a. Water removal
b. Acid removal
c. Filtering out solids
d. Indication of completed drying

job

4. Techniques used in mounting
compressor

a. Bolting the compressor to the
mounting frame

b. Making the correct electrical
connections

c. Soldering of joints
d. Cleanliness of work

5. Proper identification of electri-
cal wiring and making necessary
connections

6. Steps that may be used in
evacuation

a. Evacuation of the unit, using
very good vacuum pump

b. CrhArging system with CO2 from
50 to 100 poi

c. Re-evacuation of the unit

7. Reading of schematics of wiring
diagrams

a. Knowledge of electrical symbols
b. Ability to trace complete

circuit
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Procedure

1. Remove old compressor

a. Vent gas to atmosphere in a well
ventilated area or to outside
space

b. Remove electrical connections
and correctly identify each

c. Cut tubing
d. Remove the compressor

2. Install wash system, using.Freon
-11 refrigerant; pump system and/or
install Sporlan acid; clean kit

3. Test acidity of system
4. Install new compressor
5. Evacuate the system
6. Make all electrical connections
7. Charge system with proper amount of

refrigerant
8. Check for leaks
9. Check for propel sequence of

operation
10. Check all work for completeness

and cleanliness



8. Effects of overcharging and
undercharging a system

9. Use of halide leak detector or
an electronic leak detector

10. Use of manufacturers' data or
operational procedure

11. Importance of checking work for
completeness and cleanliness

X. CAPILLARY TUBE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 124-126
(2) pp 57, h20 -230

(7) RSA#19 Job #19
(8) RSA#7 Job #20

1. Use and application of hand tools

2. Sizes and lengths of capillary
tubes

3. Charging procedures
4. Knowledge of desiccants
5. Welding of capillary tubes
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 12 hcoirs

Test, remove or reuair a capillary-
tube refrigerant control

Safetli

Wear goggles when working with high
pressure

Tools, Equipment_ Supplies

Detector, leak; halide
Wrench, ratchet 1/4"

Scratcher, arch
Prest-O-Lite, B Tank; torch and solder

if applicable
Tube, capillary; new
Dryer
Wrenches, tubing
Wrench, adjustable

Precedtre

1. Install manifold gages
2. Pump down unit
3. Close off suction and receiver

valves
4. Slowly remove flare nut to allow

remaining refrigerant to escape
5. Install hydraulic pressure device

for removing obstruction
6. Cut and splice capillary tube to

remove obstruction
7. Replace capillary tube if unable to

remove restriction
8. Connect flare nut
9. Install dryer
16. Pull vacuum
11. Open all valves



XI. AUTOMATIC EXPANSION VALVE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 77-103
(2) pp 220-230

(8) ESA#6 Job #17

1. Proper Function of auto-expansion
valve

2. Proper use of halide lees.
detector

3. Knowledge of use of hand tools
4. Component parts of automatic

expansion valve
5. Proper procedure for removal of

moisture, air, and noncondenaable
gases

6. Desiccrt types of dryers and
their emical makeup

7. Cost factor in replacing or
repairing a new valve

XII. THERMOSTATIC EXPANSION VALVE

Trade Knowledge
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12. Check for correct charge
13. Check for leak,
14. Check for correct operation

procedure
15. Weld if necessary

Trade Practice

Job

Repair and/or replace an automatic
expansion valve

Time 9 hours

Safety

Wear goggles when working with high
pressure

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Pump, vacuum; optional
Gefms, manifold (1 set)
Refrigerant
Valve, expansion; new

Wrenches, tubing
Dryer

Procedure

1. Install manifold gages

2. Close receiver valve and pump down
the refrigerant into the receiver

3. Pull disconnect switch to motor
4. Close suction valve
5. Slowly purge off refrigerant vapor
6. Remove and check valve for defects
7. Repair or replace expansion valve
8. Upon replacing valve, purge to

remove air and noncompressible gases
9. Tighten flare nuts
10. Check system for leaks
11. Open suction and receiver valves
12. Energize - disconnect
13. Check refrigerant of system
14. Add dryer if applicable

Trade Practice Time 24 hours



References

(1) pp 106-116

(7) RSA#18 'ob #17

(8) RSA#6

1. Operation of constant superheat
expansion valve

2. Proper use of halide leak detector
3. Knowledge of use of hand tools
4. Component parts of thermostatic

control valve
S. Proper removal of noncondensable

gases
6. Db0:4.ccants - types and chatical

makeup

XIII. REPAIR OF TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 141
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Job

Test, remove, or repair a thermo-
static expansion valve

Safety

Wear gogglesiwhettworking with high
pressures

Tools, Equipment, Supplies.

Pump, vacuum
Gages, manifold; 1 set
Dryer, if applicable

Valve, thermostatic expansion; new
Wrenches, tubing

Procedure

1. Install manifold gages
2. Pump system down
3. Remove thevnostatic bulb
4. Pull disconnect swicch
5. Close suction valve on compressor
6. Slowly bleed off remaining vapor

at expansior valve
7. Remove valve
8. Check

a. Power element
b. Needle seat
c. Strainer
d. Push pens
e. Spring
f. Superheat adjustment

9. Repair expansion valve or replace
expansion valve if necessary

10. Replace system in operating order

Trade Practice

Job

Time 12 hours

Repair of bimetal and thermostatic
temperature controls

Safety,



11

II

II

I

1. Theory of dissimilar metals
Making and breaking of circuit
by use of bimetal control

Thermostatic control

1. Temperature-pressure relation-
ship on thermostatic controls

2. Explanation of spring tension
versus bellows

3. Calibration of thermostats
4. Making ted breaking of circuit,

using thermostatic control

XIV. HOT -WIRE START RELAY

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 142, 149
(11) p 295
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Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Thermometer, calibrated
Sand cloth
Screwdriver, stall
Control, temperature; bimetal
Control, thermostatic temperature

Procedure

(Bimetal control)

1. Check calibration of bimetal
control

2. Inspect contact for pits
3. If necessary, use sandpaper to

smooth contact points
4. Check for continuity of circuit

when switch opens and closes

(Thermostatic control)

1. Check power element of tsmperature
control

2. Check contacts for pits
3. Sand contact points if necessary
4. Calibrate thermostat
5. Check differential Wings approxi-

mately three degrees (30)
6. Check continuity of control where

contacts make and break

Trade Practice Time 6 hours

Job

Test and/or replace a hot-wire relay

Safer7,

Observe the necessary precautions Lc,
prevent electrical shock

MILIk61L4AMA,JWPP3AVL

Meter, clamp-on-type

Relay, hot-wire
Wrenches, nut drivc.; one set
Screwdriver, 6"
Screwdriver, 1 1/2"
Kit, relay test
Cord, extension



1. Types of hot-wire relays
2. Operation of hot -wire relay

3. Purpose of hot-wire relay
4. Use of time-delay relays
5. Techniques= of coecking a hot -wire

relay
6. Repair of a relay

7. Cleaning and filing contacts
8. Interpretation of nameplate

data on relay

9. Use of manufacturw:st catalogs
for ordering replacements and
showing connections of a hot -wire
relay

XV. HOT-GAS DEFROST

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 137, 366-369, 444

1. Types of hot-gas defrost systems
2. Operation of hot-gas defrost

system
3. Purpose of defrost system
4. Use of solenoid valves
5. Thermodynamics of refrigerant

gases

6. Electrical circuits used with
hot-gas defrost systems
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Procedure

1. Disconnect wires from relay
2. Label and/or correctly identify

each wire

3. Check relay fcr weak hot-wire
element

4. Check relay for burned or dirty
contacts

5. Repair or replace the relay
6. Connect repaired or new relay in

circuit
7. Check work for completeness
8. Operate the system and check proper

friction of the relay

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Test and/or repair a hot-gas defrost

Safety

Wear goggles when working with high
pressures of refrigerant

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Screwdrivers, one set
VOM
Tester, voltage
Control, hot-gas defrost

Procedure

1. Turn to defrost cycle
2. Remove solenoid valve
3. Check operation of solenoid
4. Check voltage to solenoid
5. Check for sticking valve
6. If solenoid is sticking, clean

system
7. Reassemble defrost-system

components
8. Check all work and connections for

completeness
9. Operate system and check the

function of the defrost system



XVI. ELECTRIC DEFROST

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 372, 447
(2) Manufacturers' Manuals and

catalogs

1. Types of electrical defrost
systems

2. Operation and function of
electrical defrost system

3. Techniques used in checking a

defrost system
4 Reading of schematics

yes of fan motors
). operation of fan motors
7. Repair of fan motors

Trade Practice Time 18 hours

Job

Test, repair and/or replace an elec-
tric defroster

,Safety

Observe the necessary precautions to

prevent electrical shock

Tools. EmLt Su :ies

VOM
Wire, heater
Timer, defrosting
Gun, soldering: electrical: 250 watts
Motor, far,

Cord, extension
Wire, copper; electrical (1 roll of

#16 standard)
Terminals, electrical! (1 set)
Tape, electrical (1 roll)

Procedure

1. Check electrical outlet for proper
voltage

2. Check power - internal hookup to
heater

3. Remove wires connecting to heater
4. Identify each wire and terminal
5. Check heater wire with VOM
6. If heater wire is defective, re-

place or repair
7. Clean and/or adjust contacts
8. Adjust timing mechanism
9. Replace timer if defective
10. Check timer gears
11. Reassemble
12. Check circulating fan blades
13. Check circulating fan motor
14. If motor is defective, check for

lack of oil, short, opens, grounds,
broken lead wi-ie

15. Reassemble fan motor or replace
motor

16. Check work for completeness
17. Operate unit and check the system

for proper operation



RV//. AUTOMATIC ICE MAKER

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 345, 418

1. Types of ice makers
2. Purpose and application of ice

maker units
3. Float controls as used with ice

makers
4. Temperature controls as used with

ice makers
5. Use of manufacturers' catalogs

for different makes of ice makers
6. Use of schematics to identify

wiring and controls of automatic
ice maker

NOTE: The use of manufacturers'
data is almost essential
when working with auto-
matic ice makers because
of the number of models,
name brands, etc.

Trade Practice Time 18 hours

Job

Check, test and/or repair en auto-
matic ice maker

Safety,

Observe the necessary precautions to
prevent electrical shock

Mo016144Esept. Supplies

VOM
Cord, extension; 12-3
Tape, electrical (1 roll)
Kit, terminal connector

Procedure

1. Check for correct voltage at wall
outlet

2. Check for broken wires
3. Check water level control
4. Check temperature control
5. Check heater wire
6. Check motor that rotates ice tray

XVIII. INSTALLATION OF DOOR SEALS AND ADJUSTMENT OF DOORS

Trade Knowledge

Reference

(1) pp 226-234
f'% p 299

(8) RSA#12 Job 24
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 9 hours

Install door seal and adjust door of
domestic unit



1. Types of gaskets and purpose of
each type

a. Standard rubber gasket
b. Magnetic rubber gasket
c. Plastic gasket

2. Techniques used in removing
doors and gaskets

3. Handling of door and other parts
so as to prevent damage to
finish of refrigeration unit

4. Methods of installing door
gaskets

a. Clamping
b. Use of adhesives

5. Adjustment of gasket and door
6. Techniques used in checking the

proper fit of gasket

XVIX. INSTALLATION OF DOMESTIC ELECTRIC UNIT

Trade Knowledge

References

Safety.

Avoid excessive lifting

Tools, Equipment, Supplies.

Refrigeration unit
Cutting tool, gasket
Casket, new
Drop cloth
Hand tools, assorted

Procedure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Remove plug from wall outlet
Remove door from refrigerator
Place drop cloth on floor or table
so that door may be positioned on

the drop cloth
Lay door on cloth
Remove "0" gasket by removing
screws or clips
Take gasket cutting tool, ay out
old gasket and new gasket, and cut
at proper places
Re-install gasket
Re-install door
Adjust gasket clearance on door
seal and hinges
Check work for completeness and
place unit in operation

Trade Practice

Job

Time 12 hours

(1) pp 221-242 Install and check a domestic electric
(3) pp 307-318 unit

(8) RSA#8
,Safety

Technique of lifting with a dolly

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Dolly, household
Level
Pliers, channel-lock
Wrench, open end: 1/2" - 9/16"
Wrench, adjustable
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1. Procedure for removing shipping
bolts and block

2. Electrical circuitry of house-
hold unit

3. Methods of adjusting magnetic

door closure
4. Proper adjustment of temperature

range on household unit

XX. INSTALLATION OF AN ABSORPTION UNIT

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 325-347
(2) pp 8-17, 175, 178, 180, 181

(8) RSA#5

1. Locating absorption unit so
that a correct draft for air

circulation is possible
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Ratchet, 3/8" dr.ve; 1/2", 9/16"
socket

Refrigerator, domestic
Meter, clamp-on-type
Drop cloth

Procedure

1. Remove shipping bolts
2. Set refrigerator in position
3. Adjust to level both ways
4. Check voltage at plug,
5. Plug into receptacle
6. Check amperage of the unit
7. Check door seal
8. Check interior light
9. Check temperature
10. Correct the thermostat setting
11. Check exterior wall for condensa-

tion

Trade Practice

Job

Install an absorption refrigerator

Safat

Time 36 hours

Danger of

a. Burns
b. Explo3ions
c. Deadly gas

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Dolly, household
Level
Hand tools, arcless
Wrenches, pipe
Threaders, pipe
Tubing, copper
Fittings
Wrenches, adjustable

Procedure

1. Using a dolly, move refrigerator
to its proper location



2. Operation of absorption system
and its components

a. Ammonia vapor
b. Separator
c. Liquid heat exchange

d. Absorber
e. Analyzer

f. Rectifier
g. Condenser
h.. Evaporator

i. U tube
1. Cooling coil

3. Connecting an absorption unit

a. Use of 3/8" copper or aluminum
tubing

b. Locating tubing for protection
c. Locating unit as close to gas

outlet as possible
d. Installation of hand shutoff

between main gas line and
tubing

e. Installation of strainer at the
outlet of the shutoff cock

4. Use of different types of fittings
necessary to install a unit, using

3/8" tubing
5. Techniques used in purging air

from lines
6. Knowledge of different gases

and fuels

a. Natural
b. Butane
c. Propane

d. Kerosene

7. Types of orifices to be used with

a. Natural gas
b. Butane
c. Propane

8. Types of burners

a. Type A - for fast-burning gas
b. Type D - for slow-burning gas

9. Adjustment of burner to obtain
correct distance from generator
flue
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2. Level refrigerator (leveling should
be as nearly perfect as possible)

3. Connect gas connections and water
lines for automatic ice maker (if
used)

4. Purge air from lines
5. Light pilot
6. Adjust flame
7. Check for proper operation procodure



XXI. GAS REGULATOR

Trade Knowledge

References

(2) p 180

1. Types of control valves

a. Gas volume
b. Safety control

2. Pressure - temperature control
bulb

a. To regulate gas flow
b. To work in conjunction with

volume control

3. Manual adjustment

a. To increase flow of gas
b. To decrease flow of gas

4. Safety control

a. To prevent the waste of gas
b. To protect against other

dangers when gas is extin-
guished

5. Resetting safety control by use
of reset button

6. Effects on refrigeration cycle
when large amounts of heat are
used
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Trade Practice

Job

Adjust the gas regulator

Safety

Time 6 hours

Take precautions against burns and
explosions. Take necessrTy Precau-
tions to prevent the escape of any
deadly gas
NOTE: Extreme caution should be used

when working with gas volume
control, because of collection
of gas and danger of explosion

Tools, Equipment Supplies

Screwdriver, arcless
Wrench, adjustable; arcless
Pliers, plastic; arcless
Absorption unit with regulator valve

Procedure

1. Check for constant gas pressure to
regulator valve

2. Consult manufacturers' catalogs or
service manual for adjustment
specification for control valve
being adjusted

3. Adjust flame control by turning
adjustment screws for the type
of flame desired



XXII. ELECTRICAL HEATING ELEMENT

Trade Knowledge Trade Practice

XXILI. AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES, TRERMO- COUPLE PILOT OPERATED

1. Types of electrical heating 1. Remove electrical plug from wall

4. Use of manufacturers' catalogs

Trade Knowledge

2. Techniques in checking resistance

3. Reading of schematics and wiring

References

(1) pp 335- 347
(2) p 180 a

b. Light bulbs

heating elements

absorption units 2. Remove old heating element

a. Resistance wire or strip
3. Install new heating element,

and service manuals to obtain
necessary data for replacement
parts

elements used in domestic

diagrams and operate
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Job

(2) p 181

Safety

Tools, ERmipmentt Supplies

Install electrical heating element

Take necessary nrecautions to prevent

VON

Unit, with electrical heating element
Hand tools, assorted

JC?,

Safety

electrical shock

Light, trouble
Cord, extension; 12-3

Procedure

Ty

4. Check schematic for proper elec-
2.

Check all work for completeness,

Trade Practice

Ad'ust and/or repair automatic

orerated)

Take necessary precautions to prevent
rnbus, danger of deadly gas, and

possible explosion

cotr valve (thermocouple pilot

outlet

resistance-type or light bulb

plug in unit to electrical outlet

trical connection to heating strip

Time 6 hours

References

Time 9 hours

---



1. Types of thermocoupled automatic
valves

2. Techniques in removing automatic
control valves

3. Importance of correct size of
orifice and effect upon the
system when orifice size is
changed

4. Techniques of checking safety
valves by heating and cooling

5. Installation of safety valve
and orifice

XXIV. REPLACE THERMOSTAT

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 342-343
(2) p 180

1. Type of capillary tubes used in
domestic absorption system and
their function

2. Techniques used in replacing a
capillary tube
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Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Unit, absorption; with thermocoupled
automatic expansion valve

Light, trouble
Prest-O-Lite B Tank; complete unit
Mirror
Hand tools, assorted

Procedure

1. Cut off gas
2. Remove valve
3. Check orifice for cleanliness
4. Check safety valves with torch

(if safety valve is operating
properly, orifice is not worn)

5. Reinstall valve unit
6. Adjust air-port and gas-mixture

valve to proper flame setting
7. Check all work for completeness

and place unit in operation

Trade Practice

Job

Check and/or replace thermostat

,Safety.

Time 9 hours

Take necessary precaution to prevent
escaping of gas and creating an
explosive hazard

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Refrigeration unit, absorption
Assembly, thermostat; applicable to

the unit being serviced
Light, trouble
Hand tools, assorted

Procedure

1. Check gas-filled capillary tube
2. Replace entire assembly if tube

has lost charge
3. Turn off the gas
4. Remove entire thermostat assembly



r

r.

ri

3. Techniques used in the installa-
tion of a thermostat

4. Explanation of how the thermostat
controls the gas flame by regu-
lating gas flow into the system

5. InstAll new thermostat
6. Adjust minimum flame adjustment

screw and maximum adjustment screw
7. Check all work for completeness

and check unit while in operation

XXV. FLUE BAFFLE ADJUSTMENT FOR DOMESTIC ABSORPTION SYSTEM

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 344

1. Purpose of flue to provide path
for flame gases

2. How the twisted flue baffle helps
make the heat transfer efficient

3. Sections of flue

a. Horizontal
b. Vertical

4. Techniques used in cleaning a
flue

5. Effect of a partially blocked
flue upon operation of system

XXVI. AUTOMATIC DEFROSTER

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 238
(2) pp 133, 195
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Trade Practice Time 3 hours

Job

Clean and adjust baffles on flue

Safety

Take necessary precautions to prevent
burns from gas flame

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

Hand tools, assorted
Brush, cleaning
Unit, absorption; domestic

Procedure

1. Turn off gas to the unit
2. Examine the flue for any type of

foreign material
3. Use a brush to clean the horizontal

flue

4. Use forced air to clean flue (where
necessary)

5. Replace flue, all baffles, covers,
etc.

6. Check to see that absorption unit
is balanced for proper operation

7. Check all work for completeness
and place unit in operation

Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Troubleshoot and/or repair automatic
defrost system

§afety,

Take necessary precautions to prevent
electrical shock



1. Use of VOM to check an electrical
switch for proper operation

2. Measuring of nichrome wire or
other resistance wire with VOM

3. Function of a timer in the
defrost system and best time
to defrost a unit

4. Use of wiring diagram to trace
a defrost system

5. Function of complete defrost
system and its component parts

a. Heater
b. Timer
c. Dellrost switch
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Tools Equipment, Supplies

Absorption system, domestic; with
automatic defrost system

Heater, defrost
Timer, defrost
Switch, defrost
VOM
Hand tools, assorted
Wenches, assorted

NOTE: Manufacturers' catalogs and
service manuals should be sed when
replacing the automatic defrost system
or any part of it.

Procedure

1. Check defrost switch with von
2. Use VON to check resistance of the

automatic defrost heater
3. Check function of automatic timer

(if time is applicable to unit)
4. Replace any faulty parts of the

defrost system
5. Use wiring diagram for checking all

electrical connections
6. Check all work for completeness and

place unit in operation



DOMESTIC AIR CONDITIONING



I. FUNDAMENTALS IN AIR CONDITIONING

Trade Knowledge

References

(3) pp 1-28

1. Composition of air

a. Nitrogen 78%

b. Oxygen 20%
c. Noble gases 1%
d. All others 1%

2. Changes in air volume

a. Volume change
b. Pressure change

3. Standard air

a. Pressure, 14.7 psi at 70° F
b. Volume 13.34 cubic feet

4. Dew point temperature

a. Mixture of air and water
vapor

b. Effects of temperature
c. Condensation

5. Relative humidity

a. Grain - a unit measure of
moisture

b. Water vapor
c. Saturated air
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Trade Practice

Job

Define definition of terms

Time Hours

Safety,

Tools, Equipment ,Supo lies,

Procedure

Define the following terms:

1. Air conditioning
2. Refrigeration
3. Ventilation
4. Fahrenheit
5. Humidity
6. Relative humidity
7. Bimetallic strip
8. Dew point
9. Superheated steam
10. Dry bulb temperature
11. Wet bulb temperature
12. Centrigrade
13. Conservation
14. Mean temperature
15. Heat gain
1C. Barometric pressure
17. Dehumidifying
18. Effective temperature
19. Saturated air
20. Standard atmospheric pressure
21. Nitrogen
22. Oxygen



d. Relationship between amount
of moisture in the air and
amount it could hold at same
temperature and pressure

6. Wet bulb temperature

7. Heat exchange between air
and water

II. PSYCHROMETRIC CHARTS

Trade Knowl*dge

References

(5) pp 29-90

1. Psychrometric chart

a. Psychrometry
b. Use of psychrometer
c. Use of psychrometric chart

2. Air mixtures as related to psy-
chrometric chart

3. Air measurement

a. Manometer
b. Velometer
c. Pitot tube
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Trade Practice Time Hours

Job

Determine the dew point temperature
and dry bulb temperature of air; then
use psychrometric chart to find other
properties of air

5af etv,

1. Use caution when working with
ether

2. Do not use ether near open flame
or sparks

TooltaL _Figitimeent t_SuPplies

1 Dew point indicator apparatus
2 120°F thermometers
1 Aspirator bulb and tubing
1 Pint of ether

Procedure

1. Clean dew point apparatus
2. Clean glass window
3. Pons% surfaces if aecessary
4. Connect pump to inlet of dew point

apparatus
5. Fill with 1/2 fuel ether
6. Mount thermometers
7. Obtain readings
S. Use psychrometric chart to deter-

mind other air properties



4. Pressures

a. Static pressure
b. Velocity pressure

5. Checking velocities of air in
open spaces

6. Checking velocities of air at
supply openings

7. Checking velocities of air at
wction openings

8. Checking velocities of air inside
ducts

III. CHECK THE REFRIGERANT CHARGE ON A HERMETIC UNIT

Trade Knowledge

References

1. Tap-a-line operation
2. Operation of pressure gage
3. Location of valve

LI
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Trade Practice

Job

Time 1-1/2, Hours

Check the refrigerant charge on a
hermetic unit

Safety

Wear safety goggles

,Tools,jouiomentt Supplies

1 Manifold gage set and charging
hose

1 Hermetic unit
1 Line tap, 3/8"
1 Tap-a-line valve
1 Screwdriver 6" Mat blade)
1 Screwdriver 6" (Phillips)

1 Steel wool pad

Procedure

1. Clean location on line
2. Install tap-a-line
3. Install gages
4. Open tap-a-line



IV. EVACUATE A REFRIGERATION A/C SYSTEM

Trade Knowledge

References

(11) pp 261, 268
(11) pp 263, 264, 297, 396

1. Installation of manifold gages

2. Care and operation of vacuum
pump

3. Purpose and principle of mano-
meter

4. Types of manometer

a. Open -tube type
b. Dial type

5. Fluids used in manometer

a. Water for low pressure
b. Mercury for high pressures

6. Effect of reducing pressure to
the boiling point of water

a. Boiling of water at standard
atmosphere and pressure
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Trade Practice Time 12 hours

Job

Evacuate a refrigeration A/C system

Safe

Tools, &nil...agent, Supplies

1 Vacuum pump
1 "_ubing cutter

1 Socket set, 1/4" drive
1 Manifold gage
1 Refrigeration system
1 Manometer
1 Nitrogen rig, tank and regulator

refrigerant gas (cylinder that is
applicable to unit)

1 Refrigerant gage hose
1 Prest-O-Lite torch
1 Dryer (applicable to system)

Procedure

1. Install manifold gages on valve
ports and bleed the system

2. Connect vacuum pump and manometer
at manifold gages

3. Evacuate system until fluid levels
are equal; should the fluid levels
not even out, check the system for
leaks and repairs

4. Break the vacuum with nitrogen un-
til pressure reaches +5 psi;evacu-
ate the system

5. Repeat pressurization with nitrogen
and evacuate unit until manometer
is even; warm vapor with torch to
dispel moisture

6. Break unit with refrigerant appli-
cable to unit up to 5 psi

7. Install dryer

_ .



b. Boiling of water at low pres-
sures

7. Purpose and installation of
dryers

V. REPLACE A HERMETIC COMPRESSOR

8. Evacuate and charge with proper
refrigerant

9. Remove gage manifold

Trade Knowledge Trade Practice

Re erences Job

1) pp 388-3EW Replace a hermetic compressor
(2) p 144
(11) p 204-205 Safety

Time Hours

1. Silver soldering
2. Installation of test manifold

gages

3. Operation of a vacuum pump
4. Charging kit
5. Operating pressures of gases
6. Different sizes of fittings
7. Use of pinch-off tools
8. Purpose, use, and care of ther-

mometer
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Wear goggles when working with high
pressure refrigerant
Wear goggles when working with torch

Toolst_Boipment. Supplies

1 - Hermetic system
1 - Replacement compressor of correct

specifications
1 - Manifold gage set and hoses
1 - Prest-O-Lite
1 - Silver solder and flux
1 - Vacuum pump
1 - Charging kit
1 - Refrigerant charging cylinder
1 - Tub ink cutter
1 - Steel wool
1 - Pinch-off tool
1 - Thermometer
1 - 9/16" x 1/2" box end
1 - 8" adjustable wrench
1 - 3/8" sweat coupling
1 - 1/4" sweat coupling

Procedure

1. Clean location for valve

2. Install valve

3. Install manifold gages
4. Remove refrigerant
5. Cut compressor lines
6. Remove compressor hold-down bolts
7. Remove electrical connections
8. Remove compressor



9. Location of valve attachment kit
10. Pressure-leak testing with nitro-

gen

VI. REBUILD A SHMIHERMETIC COMPRESSOR

Trade Knowledge

References

(3) pp 158-160

1. Knowledge of wrench sizes and
use

2. Marking of parts
3. Oil level and grade
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9. Replace new compressor
10. Replace hold-down bolts
11. Connecting compressor by soldering
12. Evacuate system
13. Pressure-test system
14. Evacuate system
15. Charge system
16. Test for refrigerant leaks
17. Check unit for normal operation

Trade Practice

Job

Rebuild a semihermetic compressor

Time 6 Hours

Safety,

Tools, Equipment, Supplies,

1 - Semihermetic compressor
1 - Socket set, 1/2" to 3/4"
1 - 8" screwdriver
1 - Hammer (ball peen, 8 oz)
1 - 8" adjustable wrench
1 - Small center punch
1 - Oil drain can
1 - Gasket set
1 - Armature puller
2 - Piston rod assembly

Procedure

1. Remove plug and drain oil

2. Mark all removable parts with
punch

3. Remove bolts from valve plate and
cylinder :lead

4. Remove head and valve plate
5. Remove bolts from end bell (com-

pressor end)
6. Remove motor end bell bolts
7. Remove motor end be,
8. Remove motor armatw? nut
9. Remove oil sling



VI/. INSTALL A WINDOW UNIT

Trade Knowledge

References

(2) pp 391-403
(10) RSA #2, Job #2, 3
(5) pp 252-257

1. Exercising care when uncrating
units, to prevent damaging of
surfaces and parts of unit

2. Interpreting of manufacturer's
nameplate data

a. Voltage
b. Amperage
c. NEMA rating

3. Use of hand tools

a. Power drill
a. Hand saw
c. Screwdriver
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10. Pull armature with puller
11. Remove eccentric shaft
11. Remove rods and pistons
13. Replace piston rod assembly
14. Replace eccentric shaft
15. Reverse above procedure and install

new gaskets and oil

Trade Practice

Job

Install a window unit

Time 1-1/2 Hours

Safe

Take precautions to avoid damage when
fitting heavy unit

Tools Equipment,. Supplies

1 - 1/4" drill
1 - Handsaw
1 - Claw hammer
1 - Level
1 - 6' rule
1 - 2 ft. square
1 - common screwdriver
1 - complete window unit
1 - VOH

Procedure

1. Uncrate air conditioner
2. Chcat manufacturer's nameplate
3. Remove unit from case
4. Remove shipping blocks from com-

pressor
5. Center and mount case in window

6. Fill in side strips

7. Install weather strips



4. Measuring of window cases and
centering of window unit

5. Techniques used for weather
stripping

6. Using a VOM to measure voltage
7. Checking wiring from power panel

for proper electrical size,
proper circuit breaker, etc.

8. Install unit in case

9. Measure voltage at wall outlet
10. Plug power cord in wall outlet

and set controls of unit for
proper cooling

VIII. MAKE COMPLETE ELECTRICAL CHECK ON WINDOW A/C UNIT

Trade Knowledge

Reerences

(3) pp 1-42 Sec. #1
(10) RSA #2 Job #3,4

1. Use of fuses and circuit breakers
as protective devices

2. Use of manufacturers' catalogs
and service manual, nameplate
data to obtain

a. Voltage
b. Amperage
c. NEMA rating
d. Btu rating

3. Use of wiring diagrams to make
complete electrical checks of

units
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Trade Practice Time Hours

Job

Make a complete electrical check on a
window unit

afe

Take the necessary precautions to
prevent electrical shock

Tools Equipment, Supplies

1 - Window unit
1 - VOM
1 - Screwdriver, 6"
1 - Screwdriver, 6", phillips

Procedure

1. Check fuse or circuit breaker in
panel

2. Check fuse in equipment (if appli-
cab,e)

3. Check manufacturers' nameplate for
electrical data

a. Voltage
b. Amperage
c. NEMA rating
d. Btu

4. Unplug unit, switch to the "on"
position (cool), and check for con-
tinuity at male plug

5. Check for ground at male plug



4. Checking a unit for correct volt-
age according to rating on com-
pressor nameplate

5. Use of wiring diagram in trouble-
shooting a unit

6. Use of VOM to check compressor
motor for grounds and shorts

7. Use of clamp-on type of ammeter
to check current flowing through
a wire

8. Use of nameplate data in
analyzing a motor

9. Knowledge of fan motor circuit
and techniques used to analyze a
circuit, using VOM or ammeter

10. Overload switches and their pur-
pose

a. Internal overload protectors
b. External overload protectors

11. Check of an overload protector

a. Making continuity checks on a
two-terminal overload

b. Making continuity checks on
a three-terminal overload

12. Methods of checking the different
types of relays

a. Current-type relay
b. Potential relay

13. Types of capacitors used on com-
pressor motors and fan motors

14. Methods of checking a capacitor
with VOM or a capacitor checker
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6. Change switch to fan and check
male plug for continuity

7. Plug in unit
8. Check the power source and the

voltage at the compressor terminals

9. Check all wiring visually and com-
pare with published wiring diagram

10. Check the compressor motor for
ground by means of continuity check
between the common terminal and
compressor shell

11. Check fan motor by clamping on one
fan-motor wire, using a clamp-on
type ammeter

12. Compare amount of amperage reading
on the clamp-on type ammeter with
nameplate data

13. If no amperage reading is indicated
on the ammeter, disconnect unit
from power source and open fan motor
circuit from unit and use a VOM to
make continuity check on motor
winding for grounds, shorts, opens,
etc.

14. Make a continuity check of over-
load protector on compressor
motor (if overload switch is
mounted externally)

15. Check relays, using VOM and refer
to the wiring diagram for techni-
cal information about the relay

16. Use a VOM to check the capacitor
on the compressor and fan motor
(if applicable)

17. Check all work for completeness
and place unit in operation



IX. ADD A COOLING SYSTEM TO EXISTING HEATING UNIT

Trade Knowledge

References

(10) RSA #5, Job 114

(5) pp 266-270
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Trade Practice

Job

Time M Hours

Add a cooling system to presently
existing heating system with ducts

SAFETY

Do not weld on system under pvassure.
Make sure switch panel is dead before
wiring

Tools, Equipment. Supplies.

1 - Cooling coil
1 - Thermostatic expansion valve,

3-ton, F-22
1 - Liquid indicator
1 - Dryer
1 - Solenoid valve
1 - 3-hp, air-cooled condensing unit
1 - Heat and cool thermostat

5/8" copper tubing
3/8" copper tubing
5/8" sponge-rubber insulation

1 - Evaporator rack
1 - Fan relay

3-wire (8-gage)
3/4" thin-wall conduit

2 - 3/4" connectors
6 - Couplings

Freon-22
Nitrogen

1 - Heating unit (existing)
1 - Pair tin snips
1 - Levels 2 inch
1 - Carvnter's square
1 - Claw hammer
1 - Ratchet wrench, 3/8" drive with

sockets 1/2" through 3/4"
1 - Flare nut wrench, 3/4" - 1"
1 - Flare nut wrench, 7/8" - 1-1/8"
1 - Adjustable wrench, 12"
1 - Adjustable wrench, 8"
1 - Pair pliers 6"
1 - Pair diagonal pliers, 6"
1 - Phillips screwdriver, 6"
1 - Common screwdriver, 6"
1 - Conduit bender 3/4"



1. Procedure for setting evaporator
basic duct work

2. Use of manufacturers' data for
mounting evaporator

a. Mounting information
b. Duct installation
c. Wring installation

3. Planning a run of pipe from
evaporator to condenser

4. Brazing, soldering, bending, and
cutting pipe

5. Proper location for

a. Solenoids
b. Expansion valves
c. Liquid line solenoid

6. Methods of running EMT
7. Operation of heat and cool

thermostat
8. Proper locations for mounting

thermostats
9. Use of electronic leak detector

10. Types of wires used in heating-
and cooling-control systems

11. Use of VOM to check

a. Continuity
b. Voltage
c. Resistance
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1 - Manifold gage set with changing
hose

1 - Vacuum pump
1 - Oxyacetylene torch
1 - Stan drill, 3/4"
1 - Ball peen hammer, 1-16
1 - Hand brace
1 - 3/8" bit
1 - Valve ratchet wrench

Procedure

1. Set evaporator in duct above heat-
ing unit

2. Set condensing unit on concrete
slab

3. Install gages on compressor and
manifold

4. Run suction line from condenser to
evaporator and braze and solder

5. Set solenoid on evaporator

6. Set sight glass and dryer on con-
denser

7. Run liquid line from evaporator
and solenoid to condenser

8. Pressure test at 250 psi with a
mixture of nitrogen and F-22

9. Check with leak detector and soap
bubbles

10. Repair any leaks
11. Evacuate and dehydrate system;

maintain vacuum while wiring system
12. Throw switch at power panel
18. Run conduit from switch to con-

densing unit
14. Pull wires from panel to condenser,

connect at wires
15. Use ohmmeter to make continuity

and ground checks
16. Run 1/2" conduit from condenser

through wall to panel on heater



12. Use of wiring diagram for proper
installation and connection to
relay

13. Use of manufact-Arer's published
wiring diagram to install com-
plete unit wiring system

14. Charging a central cooling sys-
tem

17. Install fan relay (consult wiring
diagram for proper connections)

18. Replace thermostat with heat and
cool thermostat

19. Charge out wiring for thermostat

20. Connect control system
21. Charge through unit

22. Check all work for completeness
23. Place system in operation and check

heating and cooling operation

X. THERMOSTATIC CONTROL (WALL MOUNTING TYPE)

Trade Knowledge Trade Practice

References Job

(1) pp 526-530

1. Types of thermcstatic controls:
electrical, pneumatic, and
electronic

2. The function of thermostatic
control: to sense and control air-
flow temperature

3. Method of operation of the
thermostatic control

a. Gas expansion and contraction
against dianhragm in filler bulb

b. Adjustment in or out varies
spring tension against dia-
phragm which act on points
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Time 2 Hours

Check, calibrate or replace thermo-
static control

Safety

Take necessary precaution to prevent
electrical shock

Tools, Equipment, Supplies

1 - Central air-conditioning unit
1 - Thermometer
1 - 1 -l/ 2" screwdriver
1 - 6" screwdriver
1 - JOM

Procedure

1. Remove one wire And check continuity
through the thermostat control in
"off" position and in the "on"
position



4. Adjustment differential corrected
by turning a screw in or ont

5. Use of manufacturers' catalogs
and service manuals to obtain

a. Specification
b. Amperage
c. Voltage
d. Thermostat range
e. Differential
f. Other

6. Explanation of wiring diagram
with thermostat control included

2, Check the temperature of the return
airstream with a thermometer

3. Remove end plate and turn range-
plate screw for higher or lower

temperature

4. Make adjustment of differential
screw to affect cut-in temperature

XI. CHECK C }X, CLEAN CONDENSER AND EVAPORATOR

Trade Knowledge

Reference

(10) Job #7, 10

1. Use of velocity meter
2. Use of cleaning fluid
3. Use of Anemometer
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5. Check to see that fillar &ilb is in
the return airflow

6. If control is faulty, :,screw and
replace

Trade Practice Time 2 hours

Job

Check cfm; clean Cendenser and evapo-
rator

2121s, Equipment, Supplies

1 - Operating A/C system (aircooled)
1 - Velocity meter
1 - Cleaning fluid
1 - Spray tank
1 - Garden hose
1 - Air hose
1 - Anemometer

Procedure

1. Check cfm
2. Check filter and fan
3. Cover all electrical parts with

paper or plastic
4. Spray cleaning fluid on evaporator

and condenser coils
5. Use garden hose to rinse off
6. Blow off water with air



XII. CHARGE A CEDMAL SYSTEM

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) p 215, 219, 278-284

1. Installation of manifold gages
2. Reading of manifold gages

3. Operation of low-side and high-
side cut-out switch

4. Correct operating pressures for
each refrigerant

5. Putting nitrogen in a system as
a vapor or as a liquid
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Trade Practice

Job

aarge a central system

Time: 12 Hours

Safe

Tools, EouinmentLioilies

1 - Manifold gage set
1 - Valve wrench
1 - Vacuum pump
1 - Manometer
1 - Refrigerant hose
1 - A/C unit (central tnit for resi-

dential use)
1 - 8" adjustable wrench
1 - 6" Screwdriver (flat blade)
- Refrigerant
- Nitrogen

Procedure

1. Install manifold gage to valve
ports; check valve ports for proper
position

2. Evacuate system

3. Select refrigerant to match Ait

4. Run line from refrigerant tank to

manifold gage
5. Put in approximately half the

capacity of liquid on the liquid
side of the compressor

6. Turn switches on

NOTE: Unit will not start because
of low-side cutout

7. Put vapor in on suction side of
compressor until unit starts; con-
tinue adding until sight glass
clears

8. Align valves and remove gage nu-ni-
fold



XIII. THERMOSTATIC EXPANSION VALVE

Trade Knowledge

References

(1) pp 77-78
(2) pp 224-228
(7) RSA 18, Job 17

1. Install :ti of pressure gages
2. Technique of opening testing

gages to i:%avent damage to the
gage from high pressures

3. Low back pressure - power element
failure in thermostat

4. Pumping down of a refrigeration
system

5. Types of thermostatic expansion
valve

a. Constant pressure valve
b. Constant superheat
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Trade Practice

Job

Check thermostatic expansion valve

Time 4 Hours

Safety

Use safety pules when working with
refrigerants

Tools EquipmeigaSupolies

1 - Central air-conditioning system
I - Manifold gage set, with hoses
1 - Valve ratchet wrench
1 - Adjustable wrench, 12"
1 - Adjustable wrench, 8"
1 - Flare nut wrench, 7/8" x 1-1/8"
1 - Flare nut wrench, 3/4" x 1"
1 - Screwdriver (standard) 10"
1 - Screwdriver (standard) 6"

1 - Phillip screwdriver, 6"
1 - Drum F-22 refrigerant

Procedure

1. Remove access panel on condensing
unit

2. Install gages on cowpressor
3. Open service valve to obtain gage

reading

4. Check operating pressure

5. Remove side panel from air-condi-
tioner unit

6. Install gages on compressors
7. Open service valve 1/4 turn from

back seat to obtain gage reading
8. Close liquid receiver valve
9. Pump down system to approximately

1/2-pound lowside pressures

10. Stop compressor



6. Purpose of automatic expansion 11. Remove thermostatic expansion
valve valve and replace with new one

a. To restrict the flow of the
refrigerant from the low to
the high side

b. To regulate the refrigerant
flow according to the needs
of the system

7. Location of expansion valve on
most units

8. Construction of automatic expan-
sion valve and function of each
point

a. The thermal bulb
b. Bellows
c. Adjusting screw
d. Spring
e. Valve seat
f. Valve stem
g. Inlets and outlets

9. Function of automatic expansion
valve

10. Starting a unit and making checks
to see that the unit is operating
properly
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12. Open liquid service valve and allow
pressure to build to 25 lbs. on
compound gage

13. Close liquid valve

14. Open low side of manifold; allow
pressure to escape to zero pounds
of pressure

15. Close low side of manifold valve
16. Check all work for completeness.

Place unit in operation and check
for proper function



A HORD OF EXPLANATION

One of the major purposes of this publication is the identification of the

content of the trade. To this end, a trade analysis is given in the Appendix.

The greater portion of this publication is a detailed treatment of the

principles and practices of the refrigeration, air-conditioning trade. An

examination of the content will reveal that the treatment of these principles

and practices, called a course outline, carefully parallels the analysis in the

Appendix.

Because of time limitation, the course has been only partially completed.

The total guide will include both domestic and commercial refrigeration, air con-

ditioning, and heating, requiring 2180 hours of instruction. The portion of the

guide presented herein identifies the major portion of the content to be taught

in the first 1080 hours. The instructor is encouraged to carefully examine the

completed portion and to develop his own further course of study, using the

analysis as a guide.

At a later date, the Laboratory will schedule workshops and lend technical

assistance to instructors in developing additional instructional materials. All

materials developed in the future will use this guide as a starting point.



APPENDIX



RECOMMENDED TEXTS AND KEY TO INSTRUCTOR'S REFERENCES

RECOMMENDED TEXT:

either

Althouse, Andrew D., and Carl H. Turnquist. Modern Refrigeration and Up.
Conditioning. Homewood, Illinois: The Goodheart-Wilicox Company, Inc.,
1960.

or

. §Mastibb Sheets (to be used with the book Modern Wsigeration,
and Air Conditioning by Althouse and Turnquist). Homewood, Illinois: The
Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc.

Lang, Paul V. Principles of Air Conditioning, rev. ed. Albany, New York: Delmar

Publishers, Inc., 1964. (Instructor's Guide under separate cover)

Marsh, R. Warren, and C. Thomas Olivo. Principles of ildrijelaLiia. Albany,

New York: Delmar Publishers, Inc., 1964. (Instructor's Guide under separate
cover)

KEY TO INSTRUCTOR'S REFERENCES:

1. Althouse, Andrew D., and Carl H. Turnquise. Modern Lefrig"ration ,aid r
Conditioning. Homewood, /111no.:.: The Goodheart-Willcox Company, Inc., 1960.

2. Anderson, Edwin P. Andela Home ficLUItEetIglland Air Conditioning Guide.

Iodianapolic, Indiana: Howard W. Sams & Compeoy, Inc., 1966.

3. James H. Doolin's Trouble Shooters Bible. Dallas, Texas: Doolco, Inc.

1963.

4. Goliber, Paul F. Refrigeration Servicing, (Lab Manual). Albany, New York:

Delmar Publishers Inc., 1960.

5. Lang Paul V. Principl:s of Air Conditioning. Albany, New York: Delmar

Publishers, Inc., 1961-

6. . Instructor's Guide for Principles of Air Conditioning.
Albany, New York: Delmar Publishers, Inc., 1965 rev.

7. Louisiana State Vocational-Technical Schools. Refrigeration and AILCondition-
ja& Unit I - Related Study Assignments; Unit I - Job Sheets; Unit I -
Mathematics. Natchitoches, Louisiana: Louisiana State Vocational-Technical
Curriculum Laboratory, 1962.
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8. IttEigeonAnstAir Conditioning; Units II & III -

Related Study Assignments; Units I/ 6 III - Job Sheets; Units II & III -
Mathematics. Natchitoches, Louisiana: Louisiana State Vocational-Technical

Curriculum Laboratory, 1962.

9. . Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. Unit IV - Related

Study Assignments; Unit IV - Job Sheets; Unit IV - Mathematics. Natchitoches,

Louisiana: Louisiana State Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, 1962.

10. . Refrigeration and Air Conditioning; Unit V - Related Study
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BASIC MATHEMATICS

I. ARITHMETIC

A. Whole numbers

1. Addition of whole numbers
2. Subtraction of whole numbers
3. Multiplication of whole numbers
4. Division of whole numbers

B. Fractions

1. Addition of common fractions
2. Subtraction of common fractions
3. Multiplication of common fractions
4. Division of common fractions

C. Decimal fractions

1. Addition of decimal fractions
2. Subtraction of decimal ' actions
3. Multiplication of decimal fractions
4. Division of decimal fractions

D. Measurements

1. Linear measure
2. Angular measure
3. Circular measure
4. Area

5. Volume

E. Percentage

1. Finding the percent of numbers
2. Application of percentage
3. Averages
4. Estimates
5. Percentage of simple finance
6. Use of percentage in manufacturing and cost

F. Graphs

1. Bar graphs
2. Line graphs
3. Circle graphs

G. Symbols

1. Addition of symbols
2. Subtraction of symbols
3. Multiplication of symbols
4. Division of symbols
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H. Equations

1. Concept of positive and negative numbers

2. Solving equations by addition

3. Solving equations by subtraction
4. Solving equations by multiplication
5. Solving equations by division

I. Formulas - application as applied to

1. Rectangles
2. Squares
3. Circles
4. Fundamental electricity

J. Geometry of lines and shapes

1. Lines
2. Angles
3. Circles
4. Basic solid and flat shapes
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RELATED SUBJECT MATTER

PHYSICS

I. MATTER

A. Structure of matter

1. Atoms
2. Molecules

B. Physical state of matter

1. Solid

a. Density of copper
b. Density of aluminum
c. Density of steel

2. Liquid

a. Special properties of liquids

(1) ender pressures
(2) Under different temperatures

b. Specific gravity

(1) Water
(2) Acids
(3) Oils

3. Gas

a. Special properties of gas

(1) Under pressure
(2) Under temperatures differentials

b. Density of gases
c. Gas laws

II. MEASUREMENT

A. English system

1. Linear

a. Inches
b. Feet

c. Yards

2. Area

a. Square inches
b. Square feet
c. Square yards
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3. Volume

a. Cubic inches
b. Cubic feet
c. Cubic yards

B. Metric system

1. Linear

a. Centimeter
b. Meter

2. Area

a. Square centimeters
b. Square meters

3. Volume

a. Cubic centimeters
b. Cubic meters

///. FORCES

A. Rinds of forces

B. Effects of forces
C. Mechanical advantages
D. Work, power, and efficiency of motors
E. Balance and equilibrium
F. Vectors

IV. SIMPLE MACKNES

A. Levers

1. Hand tools
2. Mechanical advantage applied

3. Industrial use of simple machines

B. Inclined planes

1. Mechanical advantages
2. Wedges as tools

C. Wheels and axles
D. Screw threads

1. Terms and uses
2. Force and motion of screws

E. Simple and compound

1. Pulley for electric motors
2. Vises and clamps
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F. Power

1. Power transmission

a. Belts, 11-belt drives

b. Coupling

2. Power measurements

a. Prony brake
b. Horsepower calculations

G. Friction

1. Causes qnd types
2. Coefficients of friction

3. Reducing friction

H. Lubrication

1. Types (4 lubrication

a. Gravity
b. Pressure
c. Splash

2. Types of lubricants

HEAT

A. Sources of heat

1. Solar (sun rays)

2. Electrical

3. Atomic
4. Frictional
5. Other

B. Measurement of neat

1. Specific heat
2. Latent heat

a. Fusion
b. Evaporation

D. British thermal unit (Btu)
E. Transfer of heat

1. Radiation
2. Conduction
3. Connection
4. Evaporation

F. Boiling points of 'squids and gases

1. Refrigerant 12
2. Refrigerant 22

3. Alcohol
4. Ut-er
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C. Effects of pressure on boiling points of liquids
H. Change of state of heat as in refrigerators

VI. CHEMISTRY

A. Structure of matte:

1. Elements

a. Oxygen

(1) Common element

(2) Combustion
(3) Properties

b. Otters

2. Compounds and mixtures

B. Physical state

1. Solid
2. Liquid

a. Solution
b. Suspension

3. Gas

C. PI-Ts/cal and chemical change of matter
D. Acids, base!, and salts

1. Use of acid
2. Use of bases

E. Acids and metals
F. Neutralization
C. Ferrous and nonferrous metals

1. Ferrous

a. Iron
b. Steel
c. Nickel

d. Other

2. Nonferrous

a. Aluminum
b. Copper
c. Brass
d. Other

H. Corrosion

1. Effects on ferrous metals
2. Effects on nonferrous metals



ANALYSIS

MT I. FUNDAMENTALS AND GENERAL SHOP

1. Cut and thread pipe

2. Flare and swage copper tubing

3. Use electrical meters and test lights

4. Use halide and electronic leak detectors

5. Use thermometer to measure temperature

6. Use manifold gages

7. Fabricate tubing and identify refrigeration fittings

8. Soft-solder joints

9. Silver-solder joints

10. Weld pipe with oxyacetylene

11. Cut metal with oxyacetylene

12. Ueld flat metal with oxyacetylene

13. Install single-phase service entrance

14. Install circuit breakers

15. Install circuit fuses

16. Repair or replace solenoid valves

17. Tlstall, repair, or replace thermostats

18. Replace or repair rectifiers

19. Check and/or replace relay

20. Install wall outlet

21. Run conduit

22. Connect control systems to high and low voltage

23. Service or make minor repairs on split-phase motor

24. Service or make minor repairs on capacitor motor
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25. Service or make minor repairs on capacitor-start motor

26. Service or make minor repairs on capacitor-start and capacitor-run
motors

27. Service or make minor repairs on repulsion types of motors

28. Service or make minor repairs on 2-phase motor

29. Service or make minor repairs on 3-phase motor

30. Service or make minor repairs on manual starters

31. Service or make minor repairs on automatic starters

32. Reverse rotation of various types of motors

33. Change voltage of dual motors

34. Clean, oil, and maintain electrical motors



UNIT II. DOME;TIC REFRIGERATION

A. Conventional domestic refrigeration

1. Evacuate a domestic unit

2. Charge an open-type domestic system

3. Charge a sealed-type domestic system

4. install and check a domestic unit (electric)

5. Install and check a domestic unit (absorption)

6. Locate and repair refrigerant leaks in domestic units

7. Replace a hermetic compressor

8. Repair and/or replace an automatic expansion valve

9. Test, remove, and/or repair a capillary -tube refrigerant control

10. Test, remove, and/or repair a thermostatic expansion valve

11. Charge a service cylinder from a storage cylinder

12. Repair bimetal temperature controls

13. Repair thermostatic temperature control

14. Test and/or minor repair motors

15. Install a dryer

16. Test and/or replace a starting hot-wire relay

17. Test and/or replace a starting current relay

18. Test and/or replace a starting potential relay

19. Test, repair and/or replace hot-gas defrost

20. Test, repair and/or replace electric defrost

21. Check, test, and repair automatic ice maker

22, Check the electrical system on refrigeration unit (from plug through
motor)

23. install door seals and adjust door of domestic units
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B. Domestic absorption refrigeration

1. Adjust the gas regulator

2. Install an absorption refrigerator

3. Install electric heating element

4. Adjust and/or repair automatic control valves (thermocouple pilot
operated)

5. Cteck and/or replace thermostat

6. Clean and adjust baffles on flue

7. Troubleshoot and /or repair automatic defroster

8. Service automatic ice maker

UNIT III. RESIDENTIAL AIR CONDITIONING

A. Window units

1. Install window units

2. Install a servicevalve attachment

3. Make electrical checks of motors on airconditioning units containing
different types of electric motors

4. Check the relay on a hermetic unit

5. Test and/or replace a capacitor on a hermetic unit

6. Check the refrigerant charge on a hermetic unit

7. Troubleshoot a capillarytube system on a hermetic unit

8. Replace a hermetic compressor

9. Make electrical checks on fan motors

10. Rebuild a semihermetic compressor

11. Check CFR and clean condenser and evaporator

12. Check, calibrate, or replace thermostatic control

13. Make a complete electrical check on a complete window unit

B. Central systems

1. Add a cooling system to presently existing heating system with ducts
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2. Check and repair mechanical failures in central systems

3. Troubleshoot the electrical circuits of central systems

4. Evacuate an air-conditioning system

5. Charge a central-unit system

C. Controls

1. Install, test, and/or replace winter-summer switch over controls

2. Install, test, and/or replace day and night controls

3. Install, test, and/or replace a thermostat control

D. Water towers

1. Treat water

2. Repair water pumps

3. Adjust, repair, or replace float

4. Clean spray nozzles

5. Cheek and repair forced-draft mechanism

6. Clean and repair air-cooled condenser
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Care should be taken when ordering the equipment in the following list so

that control valves, expansion valves, and other parts will be applicable to the

=jot units involved in the training program.

The central heating unit, and split-cooling unit with evaporator coils and

controls should all be integrated so that they can be used separately or in

conjunction with each other.

All tools, equipment, and supplies should be of high quality and backed by

a reputable manufacturer's guarantee.
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HAND TOOLS

Quantity Item

4 Torches: Kit

1 Torch: Welding and cutting outfit

5 Wirebrushes: Wire bristle brush

1 set Screwdrivers: Round-shank, flat-blade, 3", 6", 8", Je", 12", 18"
in length

1 set Screwdrivers: Square shank, 6", 8", 10", 12", 18" in length

1 set Screwdrivers: Phillips, #1, #2, #3; 3", 6", 8", 10", 12" in length

5 Pinch-off tools: Pinch-off pliers

5 Hammers: Ball peen; 8 oz., 12 oz., 18 oz., and 24 oz.

5 Center punches

1 set Pullers: Gear

1 Bender: Conduit, 1/2" thin-wall

1 Bender: Conduit, 3/4" thin-wall

1 Pipe Cutter: 1/4" to 1"

1 1" to 8"

1 set Taps and dies: NF and NC thread

5 Trisquares

2 Wrenches: Pipe, heavy-duty, 8"

2
I/ 11 11

" 14"

5 sets Swaging tools: 1/4" to 5/8"

4 Wrenches: Nut driver set, 3/16", 7/32", 1/4", 9/32", 5/16", 11/32",
3/8"

5 Pliers: Combination

5 Vise grips: Straight jaw

5 Pliers: Utility, heavy-duty

5 Hammers: Soft head
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Quantity Item

5 Wrenches: Adjustable, 8"

5 Wrenches: Adjustable, 10"

1 Level: 2 ft. in length

3 each Wrenches: Service valve ratchet wrench, reversible; 1/4", 3/8",
5/16"

4 Arc strikers

1 Wrench: Auto-flare, aet of 1/2", 9/16", 3/8", 3/4", 1", 1-1/4",
1-1/2"

5 Soldering irons: Heavy-duty, 250 watts

5 Wire strippers

5 Wire cutters: 9" side cutters

5 Wire cutters: 7-1/2" diagonal with plastic grip

5 Pliers: Needle-nose, 6-3/4" with plastic grip

2 Wire gages

5 Measuring tapes: 12' in length

4 Vise: 5" jaw width

1 Vise: 6" jaw width

5 Flaring kits: 1/8" to 3/4", flaring tool kit

2 Flaring kits: 1/4" to 3/4", double flaring tool kit

2 sets Bender: Tubing, from 1/4" to 7/8"

5 Hacksaws: Adjustable for 8", 10", 12" blades

3 Dozen Hacksaw blades: 1 doz 8", 1 doz. 10", 1 doz. 12"

4 Cutters: Tubing, 1/4" to 1-3/8m

1 set Calipers: Inside, for measuring cylinder sizes

1 set Micrometers: 0-1", 1" - 2", 2" - 3", 3" - 4"; graduated in
thousanths

5 Files: Mill, 8" long

1 set Drill bits: Fractional drill set with holder, 1/16" to 1/2" by 32nds
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Quantity Item

1 set

1 set

1 set

2 sets

2

2

Socket wrenches: 1/4" square drive socket wrench handles and
attachments; sockets, 6-point, 3/16", 7/32", 1/4", 9/32", 5/16 ",
11/32", 3/8", 7/16" openings; sockets, 8-point, 1/4", 5/16", 3/8",
opening; socket, 12-point, 1/2" opening; ratchet; extension 2" & 6";
sliding bar ha4tdle all in metal box

Socket wrenches: 3/8" square drive socket wrench handles and
attachments; sockets, 12-point, 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8",
11/16", 3/4" opening ratchet; extension bar 3-1/2" x 12" long;
hinge handle; special handle; and metal box

Socket wrenches: 1/2" square drive socket wrench handles and
attachments; socket 12-point, 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 19/32", 5/8",
11/16", 3/4", 25/32", 13/16", 7/8", 15116", 31/32", 1", 1-1/16",
1-1/8", 1-3/16", 1-1/4" opening; ratchet 10" long; extension bars,
hinge handle; steel box

Wrenches: Combination open end, box end, 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2",
9/16", 5/8", 11/16 ", 3/4", 3/16", 7/8", 15/16", 1", 1-1/16", 1-1/8"
1-1/4" opening

Handsaws: 12-point

Squares: Framing square

POWER TOOLS

1 Drill: 1/2" electric, reversible, 115-volt

2 Drills: 1/4" electric, 115-volt, variable speed

1 Key saw: Electric, 115-volt, two-speed

1 Spray tank

1 Air compressor: 5-hp, 220-volt, 3-phase

1 Drill and stand: 3/4 ", drill with floor stand

1 Cleaning vat: For cleaning parts

1 Grinder and stand: 7" grinder, with safety shields, floor stand,
115/230 volt motor, one fine grinding wheel and one coarse
grinding wheel
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METERS

Quantity Item

5 VUltimeters: 20,000 ohms per volt DC,5(W' ohms per volt AC
10, 100, 500 MA, 10 amp, 0-3000 volt DC and AC

5 Amu -ters: 0-15 amps

5 Wattmeters: 0-5000 watts

5 Meters: Clamp-on-type, amp range AC 0-15/40/30,volt range AC
0-150/300/600

2 Voltage testers: a-c and d-c, 0-600 volts

1 Capacitor checker: 1 to 2000 mfd, with Prest-O-test safety feature

2 Tachometers: 100 to 4000 rpm, with two tips, one for measuring
flat shafts and one for shafts having a center hole and one for
measuring speed of flat shafts, pulley, etc.

2 Manometers

1 Leak tester: Electronic

1 Thermometer

1 Thermometer: Bimetallic dial, -35° to 75°F.

1 Thermometer: Freezer,-40° to 60 F.

1 Thermometer: for general purpose testing, refrigeration, heating,
calibrated for total immersion; 5-1/2" long

2 Velocity meters

1 Dolly: Household

4 Refrigeration units: used but operable

4 B- -Tanks

2 Hermetic accessible kits: Service kits

4 Dryers: Filter dryers, assorted 1/4" to 3/8" flare or equal

2 Acid kits: Cleo-out kit

1 Compressor: 1/6 hp, 115-volt, refrigerant F-12, with matching
starting relay

Expansion valves: Assorted
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Quantity Item

1

2

4

2

2

2

* 1

Automatic expansion valve

Temperature controls: Bimetal

Temperature controls: Themostat

Test kits: Relay test kits

Defrost controls: Automatic defrost control

Timers: Defrosting timers

Central heating unit: Electric, 110/220 volt, with fan section

* 1 Air conditioning evaporator coil: Uncased, coil to fit carrier
unit above

* i Air conditioning condensine unit: 2-ton capacity, air-cool,sd,
220 volt

1 Quick coupling yokk

5 sets Gages: Manifold, complete set of gages wish yellow jacket hose

1 Vacuum pump: Portable charging station

1 Vacuum pump: 0.1 micron, high vacuum pu")

1 Vacuum pump gage: High vacuum Rage

1 Vacuum pump test manifold: Hi-vac-test manifold

1 Demonstrator unit

1 Domestic absorption refrigeration unit

1

3

REPRICERATION EQUIPMEW

Hose: Flexible

` facuum pump;: pump down tG 29.62 ches of mercury; unit to include
manifold gages and 3' charging lines

5 Hermetic mat analyzers: 11.0/220 -volt

* These utits should be purchased so that they can be used in combination with
each other in a traimIng proppeam.
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Quantity Item

1

1

1

1

Cylinder: 25# drum, P-12

Cylinder: 50# drum, F-22

Cylinder: 145# drum, V-12

Cylinder: 125# drum, F-22

3 Refrigeration units: open-type, 1/3-hp, 115/230-volt, F-12 with
evawrator and controls to match

3 Refrigeration units: open-type, 1/3-hp, 115/230-volt, with
evaporator and controls to match unit

3 Evaporators: Units should be applicabls to above units

Refrigeration unit: Open-type, water-cooled

3 Air conditioning units: Window unit, complete 12,000 Bt2

3 Air conditioning units: Window unit, complete 18,000 Btu

3 Compressors: Zompressor to be applicable for replacement of 12,000
Btu window unit above

3 Compressors: Compressor to be applicable for replacement of 18,000
Ptu window unit above

10 each Tap-a-line valves: 1/4", 3/8", 5/16", 1/2",

5 each Control valves: For tap-a-line valves for 1/4", 5116", 3/8", 1/2",
5/8" pipe

* 1 Thermostat and base: Control for above units

1 Drum nitrogen: 244 cubic feet

1 set Regulators: For ary nitrogen, co 4000 lbs., regulator from 0-50 lbs.

1 Heat pump: 2-ton with 25-kw heating strips

Gaskets: Gaskets applicable for training units that are to be used

Silver solder

2 Silver solder flux: 6-ounce bottles

Couplings: Sweat assorted from 1/4" to 1-1/8"

5 Oil cal.s: Flexible spout

2 gals. Cleaning fluid
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Quantity Item

Hose: Garden, 5/8" dia.

Hose: Air, 50' long

Insulation: Rubber sponge, 50' long

Conduit: 1/2" EMT, 100' long

Conduit: 3/4" EMT, 100' long

12 Connectors: 1/2" for EMT

12 Connectors: 3/4" for EMT

12 Couplings: 1/2" for EMT

12 Couplings: 3/4" for EMT

Resistors: 1-ohm, 50 -watt

Resistors: 4-ohm, 50-watt

Resistors:

Resistors:

Resistors:

Resistors:

Resistors:

Resistors:

Resistors:

Resistors:
2 waits

Capacitors:

10-ohm, 50-watt

25-ohm, 50-watt

50-ohm, 50-watt

100-ohm, 50 -watt

200-ohm, 50 -watt

500-ohm, 50-watt

1000-ohm, 50 -watt

Composition, assorted group from 15 ohms to 1500 ohms,

Assorted, 5 mfd, 270 volts, oil capacitor

f1 11 25

35

130-170

180-230

"

"

"

"

270

270

.270

270

"

"

"

"

I
11 11

dry electrolytic

"..pinery cubing: 50' of .032 tubidg

Capillary tubing: 50' of .036 tubing

Scales: Weight to 150 lbs. calibrated in ounces
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1

1

1 pack Relay: Potential type

3 Relays: Rot -wire type

MISCELLANEOUS

Quantity Item

5 Coils: Solenoid valve, 112" opening, 24-volt coil, DPST with 25-amp
contacts

1 Wire: 5 -lb. roll, #28 coated wire for winding coils

1 Wire: 5 -lb. roll, #34 coated wire for winding coils

5 Relays: SPST, 115-volt coil, 15-amp contacts

S Relays: DPST, 115-volt coil, 15-amp contacts

S Relays: DPDT, 135-volt coil, 15-amp contacts

4 Solenoids: 115-volt, 115-volt coil, design for refrigerant 12,

22. cno and water

2 Relays: Current, motor-starting relays

Assorted Fittings

S rolls Solder: 60/40

Couplings: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1/16"

Reducers: 1/4: x 3/8", 1/4" x 5/16", 1/4" x 1/2", 1/2" x 3/4"

Tees: 1/4" x 1/4" A 1/4", 1/2" x 1/2" x 1/2", 3/8" x 3/8" x 3/8",
1/4" x 3/8" x 1/2"

Steel wool: assortment

Sandpaper: assortment

S Extension cords: 50' long, #12-3 wire

10 pair Goggles: Clear

S Drop cloths

S Arc strikers

Sand cloths: Assortment

Wire: Copper, 100' roll, #12
Wire: Copper, 100' roll, #14
Wire: Copper, 100' roll, #16

4 boxes Terminals: Assorted electrical terminals
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Foreword
The provision of related courses for apprentices to
supplement their training for the trade is a relatively
recent development. Since these .ourses are highly
specialized a comparatively few commercially pre-
pared training manuals are available. The California
State Department of Education has there fore developed
manuals of this type that can be used by the schools
for this purpose.

We are confident that the young men who have chosen
to work in this trade and the journeymen who are in-
structing them will find participation in these courses
both helpful and stimulating.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface

The Bureau of Industrial Education has responsibility for making
available the related instructional materials required for use in the
training programs offered by the various trade groups in the state.
The Bureau meets this responsibility by working cooperatively with
employer - employee groups representing each of ttlese trades to de-
termine what materials are needed and to develop these materials.

This revised edition of Floor Covering, Part 1, was planned under
the direction of the State Educational Advis.:47 Committee for the
Floor Covering Trade. The membership of the commit irciuded
the following:

Employee Representatives Employer Representatives

Bruce Adam Los Angeles Paul McCullough Los Angeles
Ralph Dutter Los Anuele Max Weddle Los Angeles
Thomas Baies Oakland Harlan Collins Oakland
Reginald Ransted Oakland Leo Eachus Oakland
Ray Maley Orange County Gerald Ivy Orange County
W. W. Percy Sacramento A. W. Colwell Sacramento
Joseph Ortiz San Diego Richard Payne Sar Diego
Ralph Mitchell San Francisco Earl Conner Sat. Francisco
John Petrini San Francisco Bernard Tambour San Francisco
William Duval San Jose Henry Heckman San Jose
John Hughes San Jose Howard Taylor San Jose
Walter LeVeck Santa Barbara Kenneth Coffman Santa Barbara

Material was written by the following instructors and journeymen
in the trade:

Jack Bartels San Francisco William McPherson Los Angeles
Tom Bates Oakland Robert Miller San Jose
E. B. Conkright Los Angeles John Petrini San Francisco
Ralph C. Dutter Los Angeles Leroy Schoenberger Oakland
Earl Ewins, Jr. Santa Barbara Bob Stahl Los Angeles
Duncan Harden Sacramento Bud Trombatore Los Angeles
John Hughe s Sem Jose

Ralph Dutter, Business Agent, Local 1247, Los Angeles, coordi-
nated the work of the writers. He and William McPherson, Ap-
prenticeship Coordinator, Southern California Carpet, Linoleum,



and Soft Tile Crafts Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee,
served as technical advisors to the Bureau of Publications, State
Department of Education. L. D. (Steve) Brodie and Howard (Man-
sky, Los Angeles; William A. Brennan, Sacramento; and Pacific
Floor Products, Sacramento and San Francisco, assisted in ob-
taining photographs and reference materials. Wallace Thai lm ann,
Supervisor of Instructional Materials, Bureau of Industrial Educa-
tion, coordinated the project activities.

J. Graham Sullivan
Chief, Division
of Instruction
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E. G. Kramer
Chief, Bureau of
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Instructions for
Checkup Questions 1.

Checkup questions appear at the end of each topic in the work-
book. Answer the questions for each topic as soon as possible
after you finish studying the assignment. Remember that al-
though you are not graded on the checkup questions, your ability
to answer them correctly car show you how well you understand
the information and assignments in the topic preceding tb.z.m.

Checkup questions of the following types apear most often
throughout this course: true-false, completion, and group dis-
cussiun.

True-false questions are statements followed by the letters T
and F. If you believe the statement is more nearly true than
false, circle the letter T. If yon believe it is more nearly false
than true, circle the letter F.

Completion questions are sentences in which certain key words
are omitted. A numi .ered blank ,s placed in the right-hand mar-
gin to correspond to each of the missing words. Write the re-
quired word in the blank with the correct number.

Group discussion questions are direct questions intended to
stimulate class discussion. However, if the instructor indi-
cates,the answers may be written.

Other types of questions may appear from time to time. When
this is the case, directions will be given for their use.

ix
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unit A... INTRODUCTION TO

THE TRADE

Among the professions to which man has devoted himself through-
out history, the floor covering trade is relatively new. It is one
which requires a considerable amount of manual skill, and offers
the craftsman great satisfaction in a job that is well done.

Resilient floor and wall covering is a fast growing business. For
many years there has been a steadily increasing growth of sales
in this line of work, and all indications point to a continuation of
this '-'end at the same rapid rate. There is a good, well-paying
future in this expanding fifld for the competent journeyman, since
the shortage of trained mechanics is greater than ever before.

This unit presents some of the advantages and prospects of this
challenging and rewarding trade.
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TOPIC 1 HISTORY OF THE TRADE

Introduction

How was linoleum developed?
What led to the popularity of cork tile?
In what forms has asphalt flooring been used?
What are the two newest floor covering materials?
What are the principal features of vinyl products?

The floor covering trade as we know it today is about one hundred years old.
As in all trades, new materials are continually being introduced and new meth-
ods tried, some to be abandoned, others to be adopted as standards in the in-
duEtry. The installer of these materials must be completely familiar with the
products and procedures in use and keep constantly up to date on new products
as they appear.

Related Information

Linoleum. Linoleum has the longest history of any of the resilient products in
current use. It was developed quite by accident in 1862 by Fredrick Walton,
an English inventor. Walton had been experimenting with various oils, var-
nishes, and fibers, in an attempt to design an artificial bookbinding material
which would simulate Florentine le tiler. He noticed the rubbery skin which
appeared as a result of oxidation on the surface of a can of linseed oil. After
another three years of further experiments and mounting debts, Walton dis-
covered that this oxidized oil, ccalbined with Kuari gum, resins, and cork,
made a durable, sanitary floor covering. Where and by whom it was named is
somewhat obscure. There are accounts of its being called "kamptulicon" some-
time during the 1860's. The name linoleum, however, applied quite early, is
derived from the Latin words "linum" (for the flaxen fibers) and "oleum" (oil)
Walton spent forty years in its manufacture and further development.

Cork tile. While other floor covering products have come and gone during the
yeaM-7-sTheiween Walton's invention of linoleum and the turn of this century, cork
tile is the only one invented during this period that has endured to the present.
The manufacturing proc ;s was at first so slow and expensive that the total
annual volume in 1920 was only about 200,000 square feet; by 1927, only 3,000,000
square feet. During the depression of the 30's and World War U, cork tile
almost disappeared from the market, and it was not until 1945 that its produc-
tion was resumed by several manufacturers. The introduction of improved

3



INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

manufacturing processes and the increased demand for this the since that time
have resulted in a substantial reduction in its price.

The introduction of synthetic resins allowed manufacturers to produce a thinner
cork tile with a superior wearing surface. Prefinishing then became the normal
method of production and was no doubt a further key factor in reducing the cost,
since prior to this time, cork tile had been laid on the job, sanded, and then
finished with varnish and wax. While cork the is still widely used, its peak
of popularity was reached in the mid-1950's, when annual production exceeded
15 million square feet.

Asphalt tile. The early 1900's also saw the birth of a product which proved to
be the forerunner of asphalt tile. This flooring material was known as "trow-
eled-on mastic flooring." It had a consisten^y similar to heavy paint and con-
sisted of a mixture of Gilsonite asphalt, asbestos fiber, and naptha solvent.
It was applied in a series of 5 to 8 troweled-on coats, depending upon the thick-
ness required. It had good wearing qualities and some resilience, but its
outstanding feature was its stability for application to on-grade and below-grade
concrete. Negative factors included limited colors, difficult maintenance, lack
of uniformity in thickness, and difficulty of patching in case it wo..e through.
In the early 1920's some of the people engaged in the manufacture, sales, and
installation of troweled-on mastic flooring began to produce the same material
in the form of tiles fabricated to definite size and thickness so it would be easier
to apply and repair. This became the asphalt tile we know today.

Vinyl-asbestos tile. Vinyl-asbestos tile appeared after World War II. By that
time, asphalt tile had advanced to the stage where asphalt and Gilsonite resins
had been replaced with coumarone-indene resins. From there it was a natural
step to the inclusion of vinyl resins, which make vinyl-asbestos tile grease-
proof, more flexible, and much easier to maintain.

Vinyl the and sheet goods. Both of these plastic products are newcomers,
relatively speaking, having also appeared after World War II. Vinyl plastics
in both the and sheet form are today's astest growing line of floor coverig.
Translucent, transparent, embedded, floding chip, and other widely varied
styles of vinyl are most popular today for both floor and counter covering.
History will undoubtedly show that the introduction of plastics in this field was
a development second in importance only to that of the development of linoleum.

Seamless resilient flooring. The newest major addition to floor covering
seamless resilient -- has made several appearances in various forms over
the years. Many attempts have been made to provide the ingredients of resili-
ent floor covering in liquid form, easily applied directly to the floor, where
it would "cure" or set up to become a floor covering with all the beauty, dura-
bility, and comfort required of modern floor covering. Although modern as-
phalt tile began as an outgrowth of an unsuccessful "spread-type" material,
the search has gone on, and there are now several products on the market, one
or more of which could be the answer to this old problem. Men in the floor
covering trade should keep an.open mind and avail themselves of all oppor-
tunities to learn everythinepossible about this type of floor covering as it
continues to be improved and refined.

4
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Checkup

The floor covering trade is one which requires a 1.
great deal of 1 2 . 2,

Linoleum was invented by 3 4 . 3._6.
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TOPIC 2- PROSPECTS OF THE TRADE

Introduction

How do working conditions in the floor covering trade compere with
those in other building trades?
What --e the prospects for advancement in this and related fields?
What is the required investment in tools?

The floor covering trt- le can be an interesting and rewarding line of work for
the man who takes pride in true craftsmanship. New materials, new techniques,
and new problems are always arising, and the skilled artisan can take justifiable
pride in a well-done job and a personal satisfaction that is over and above the
financial rewards that are expected from any job.

Related Information

A career in floor covering offers:

Steady employment
Indoor working conditions
Above-average wages
Excellent opportunities for advancement
r aatively high degree of job safety
Paid on-the-job training

Conditions in the trade. Unlike some building trades, floor covering work is
rarely interrupted by bad weather; sometimes the start of a job is delayed be-
cause other "exterior" trades have not been able to meet a schedule, but gen-
erally this work is not considered seasonal. This means that a good mechanic
can look forward to year-round employment, contingent only upon prevailing
economic conditions.

The work is nearly always done indoors, under temperature conditions consid-
ered in the "comfortable" range--seldom where the temperatures are extreme.
Another advantage of the trade is that the cleanest of working conditions are
always necessary.

Wages for crafts within the building trades are relatively high, mainly for two
reasons: (1) building trades are well organized by labor unions, which places

6



PROSPECTS OF THE TRADE

them in a strong collective bargaining position; and (2) wage scales for the
trades are based on the premise that full employment is not available through-
out the year. As a result of the latter, the wage rates are set 10 to 20 percent
higher to compensate for anticipated "bench time." Wage scales for the floor
covering trade are above the overall building trades average, and this, along
with below-average unemployment, adds up to a healthy gross annual wage.

Other compensations to be taken into account are such fringe benefits as health
and welfare insurance, pension and vacation plans, mileage and travel time,
overtime differentials, paid holidays, and so on. Admittedly all of the benefits
do not exist in all areas, but they are so well accepted today that they are fast
becoming standard.

The construction trades are considered somewhat hazardous. However, there
are relatively few hazards in the floor covering trade, and those are produced
by using the required tools.

Apprentice training offers an ideal way of learning the trade while being paid
on-the-job training, plus regular classroom instruction under professional
supervision, provides excellent opportunity to learn a life-time trade.

The initial investment necessary to enter the trade as an apprentice is a mod-
elt one--about $40 to $50 will cover the cost of the tools needed to begin the
required training. Then as one advances in the trade he will have to purchase
additional tools. Eventually, an entire set of hand tools will be acquired at a
cost of approximately $200.

The importance of being provided with all the necessary tools is exceeded only
by the necessity of keeping the tools in good shape. A craftsman is frequently
judged by a prospective employer by the condition of his tools. A man who
keeps his tools orderly, and in good repair is usually an orderly and compe-
tent craftsman.

Eventual possibilities. After a number of years in the trade the man who pre-
pares himself will find open to him such positions as foreman, cutter, sales-
man, measureman, or owner of an independent business.

For men who show leadership and are willing to put in extra time, positions
are open in organized labor, including both paid and unpaid, part-time and full-
time positions. Among these are elective offices of the local union, executive
board and committee memberships, and jobs as business representatives.

The floor covering trade is like many others in that, having acquired the basic
mechanical skills, a desire to learn new methods and techniques, a determina-
tion to do the best possible job, and the ab41ity to get along with customers and
fellow workmen alike, the installer can take pride in his job and look forward
with reasonable assurance to advancement.

Checkup

Wage rates in the building trades are based on the assump- 1. T F
tion that full-time work is not always available.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

Generally speaking, floor covering installers earn more
money over a full year than workmen in most other build-
ing trades.

Weather conditions often cause unemployment among
floor covering installers.

The floor covering installer may plan on a maxi: va:n in-
vestment of $40 for tools.

Trade practice dictates that the apprentice should use the
hand tools of the journeyman on the job.

One di: advantage of the trade is the frequent need to work
in extreme temperatures.

Floor covering work ranks relatively high in the list of
hazardous occupations.

An employer of floor coverers may consider the condition
of the prospective employee's tools as indicative of his
competence as a craftsman.
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TOPIC 3 CUSTOMER AND EMPLOYER RELATIONS

Introduction

Why is the installer's personal appearance on the job an important
consideration?
How might an installer make the best impression on a customer?
Why is proper cleanup essential?
How can an employee help hold the shop owner's problems to a minimum?

Although the importance of knowing how to do a job, coupled with the ability to
put this knowledge into practical use, must be stressed, it is also important
for a workman to know how to get along with his fellow workers, his employer,
and the customers he serves.

Since a floor covering installer is often called upon to work directly with the
customer, his personal appearance and conduct are extremely important and
determine in large part how well he will get along on the job. His ability to
get along with customers and his attitudes, habits, and general demeanor in
the shop will determine to a large extent the length of his employment and his
chances for advancement.

Related Information

Customer Relations

An installer's reputation will be established primarily by the quality of work
produced. Customer good will is attained when the quality of the workmanship,
as well as that of the material, is above reproach.

The personal appearance, conduct, and working habits all tend to reflect upon
the firm for which the installer works. Job problems and deviations from the
job schedule should be discussed with the foreman. The installer must always
keep in mind the fact that "good pub4r relations" is important to his employer,
and that he, the workman, is an important member of the team responsible for
these relations.

Handling of customer's property. On most residential jobs the installer must
handli some furniture. Heavy pieces of furniture should be moved on a set of
coasters or carpet strips. Care should be taken to avoid damaging the furniture,
al::: walls, and woodwork. Furniture left in the work area and builtins should
be covered while old floor covering is being removed. In confined areas care

9



INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

should be taken to avoid soiling the walls with shoe or felt paper marks. In
case some damage occurs, repair the damage immediately, or if this is not
possible, inform the customer when the correction will be made. Considera-
tion for the customer's property will gain the customer's confidence.

Cleanup. Keep th working area clean by throwing scraps and other discarded
material in a carton or other container. Inspect the installation thoroughly and
make any necessary changes before the job is declared completed. Generally,
left-over materials belong to the shop and should be removed from the job un-
less the stop has given other instructions. All furniture should be replaced
as carefully as it was removed. If the customer is present when the job is
completed, thank him for the opportunity he has given your employer and re-
mind him that future business will be appreciated.

Employer :telii.tions

The specialty shop owner is faced with many difficulties. He must maintain
an adequate and competent staff of workmen, and to do so he must maintain a
steady flow of work. To secure the necessary work he must bid competitively
and maintain an attractive place of business. Then he has the additional prob-
lem 3 of providing the tools and equipment required for various types of instal-
lations and financing his operation, while realizing a reasonable return on his
investment.

Proper attitude. All the things an employee should or should not do would be
difficult to enumerate, but if his mental attitude is good, what he does will
generally reflect in his favor. An employer cannot help being impressed with
a worker who dresses neatly, handles and cares for his tools properly, and
runs a job in a clean, orderly, and workmanlike manner.

Morale is an important factor in the success of an organization. Pleasant work-
ing conditions result when both employer and employee morale is high. An in-
staller should accept any work assignment--no matter what it is--in the right
spirit. There are good and bad jobs, and all employees must be willing to
accept a fair amount of the bad without complaint. In all instances he must
employ his craftsmanship to the best of his ability, give a full day's work for
his day's pay, and always keep the welfare of his employer and the employer's
customer in mind.

An employer must know how long a job should take for he must bid accordingly.
Occasionally, of course, unforeseen circumstances will require the use of ad-
ditional time. An employer expects this, although frequent occurrences of this
kind may raise a question in his mind as to the competence of his employee.

Advancement. When opportunities for advancements occur, the man who is a
good worker and well versed in his trade will qualify for advancement before
the man who is not, provided he possesses desirable personality traits. The
employer will most likely seek answers to the following questions as a basis
for determining which of his employees merits advancement.

Does the installer know his trade thoroughly?

10
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CUSTOMER MO EMPLOYER RELATIONS

Is his appearance neat?
Can he handle responsibility?
Does he get along with his fellow installers?
Are his relations with the public beyond reproach?
Is he efficient?

Retard for equipment. An employer invests a large sum or money in his estab-
lishment, including the tools and equipment required. His provision of tools
and equipment makes it possible for his employees to do their work with a
minimum of investment in tools. The employee must, however, exercise care
in the use of the employer's tools and equipment just as he would if they were
his own.

An instant who has no regard for tools and equipment shows little regard for
his trade. Wastefulness of materials on a job increases the employe.r's costs
and reduces his profits. He hires his workmen in good faith and expects them
to help earn a profit for him.

Vehicles supplied by the company for transportation of workmen and materials
should be driven carefully and kept orderly and clean. All heavy equipment
should be handled properly. Heavy rollers should be lowered from the truck
to the giound, not dropped. The sanding machine bag should be emptied before
the machine is loaded for return to the shop.

Personal responsibility. Every installer has a moral obligation to his employer.
If is assigned as a lead man on the job, he must see to it that every installer
under his supervision is kept busy during working hours. Skilled workmanship
and good pay go hand in hand. A skilled installer who produces good work meets
this moral obligation in many ways, and in so doing gets the satisfaction that
he seeks as a master craftsman.

Checkup

The dependability of each employee has a bearing on the
shop owmr's ability to stay in business.

The word neatness, applied to a floor covering installer,
refers mainly to personal appearance.

A job may occasionally take more than the employer
estimated.

Efficiency is the sole consideration for advancement.

The installer must provide all the tools used on the job.

The installer's manners are his own business and no
reflection on the shop for which he works.

1. T F

2.

3.

T
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

In the event of a material shortage on the job, the
installer should ask the customer to inform the shop.

The customer should be made to understand that when
furniture must be moved it will be done at his risk.

It is customary for the installer to remove remnants
from the job.

A careful cleanup gives the installer opportunity to
make a thorough inspection of the job.

12
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TOPIC 4. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

Assignment *

Introduction

Construction Safety Orders, Division of Industrial
Safety, California State Department of Industrial Rela-
tions, Sec. 1601-11 and 1680.

Is the floor covering trade particularly hazardous?
What general safety practices should be kept in mind at all times?
What is the safest way to handle heavy rolls of material?
What are the special hazards related to working with mastics?

General safety practices for the building trades may be found in Construction
Safety Orders and other publications of the Division of Industrial Safety, as
well as in the Introduction to Apprenticeship. Every workman should learn and
employ these practices.-

Although it is true that the floor covering trade is one of the least hazardous of
the building trades, it still must be remembered that hazards do exist and must
be taken into account if on-the-job injuries are to be avoided. Floor covering
installers work with electrical tools--saws, drills, sanders, and the like--and
also with a variety of knives. The use of epoxy resins and other volatile mastics
is common in the trade. These activities present a variety of hazards.

Many agencies and groups are interested in the safety of the workman. Among
them are employers, labor unions, insurance companies, safety councils, and
the State Division of Industrial Safety. Much time and money is spent by these
groups each year to reduce hazards on the job, call to the attention of each work-
man the safety hazards he faces, and promote new and better safety practices
everywhere. It is the wise workman who becomes and remains aware of all
threats to his health and general welfare, for upon this awareness depends his
continued livelihood.

Related Information

General Safe Working Practices and Precautions

Wear proper work clothes. Shoes with thin or worn soles are dangerous
to wear, since they offer little protection against sharp objects, such as

For publication information, see the list of instructional n medals in the back of this book.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

nails. Pants or overalls with torn, bulky, or turned-up cuffs should
never be worn because they are lit-ely to catch on some projection and
cause a fall or other accident.

Wear the personal protective equipment that is supplied for the job.
Wear knee pads when kneeling for long periods or around sharp objects
of any kind. Always wear respiratory equipment when working in any
area where dust particles or other matter is floating in the air.

Lift objects correctly. The human back is not a crane. The back
should always be kept in a straight position and the lifting done with
the leg and thigh muscles. Never attempt to lift any object that is ob-
viously too heavy for one man to handle.

Practice good housekeeping. Tools, materials, and scraps left around
the job can cause accidents. Keep tools in tool boxes and pile material
neatly away from passageways and working areas.

Special Safety Precautions

Handling heav materials. Handle heavy materials caredly. Heavy rolls of
s eet goods, boxes o oor tile, and other heavy objects should always be han-
dled with proper care to avoid injury.

When handling rolls of sheet goods, use a standard four-wheel hand
truck, designed to carry heavy cylindrical material. If such a truck is
not available, an ordinary two-wheel warehouse truck may be used, pro-
viding it is large enough and has wide, parallel frames. A concave cen-
tering block should be bolted to the top of the cross bar of the truck frame
to help keep the load centered for good stability. The upper part of the
roll being carried should rest on either the shoulder or the arm of the
operator.

Hand trucks should never be run along an incline; that is, perpendicular
to the angle of an incline. The pathway the truck is to follow should
always be clear of trash and other obstructions that could tilt the load
or otherwise throw it out of balance.

When trucking heavy loads, always walk facing the load.

If the roll being trucked gets out of control and starts to fall, stand
back and let it go. Do not attempt to catch it.

Electrical equipment. A floor covering installer is often required to operate
electrically-powered saws, sanders, and buffers. The use of such equipment
always carries with it the danger of electrical shock. Electrical shock is al-
ways dangerous and sometimes fatal; in addition, secondary human reaction
to any such shock causes many injuries.

Never touch a person or any equipment in contact with a live power line until
the power has been shut off. A victim should be given first aid and a doctor
called immediately.

14
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SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

When operating electrical equipment, observe these basic precautions:

Be sure hands are dry. If it is necessary to work on a wet or damp
surface, wear rubber-soled shoes and rubber gloves.

Use only heavy-duty extension cords and inspect them before use. If
damaged insulation or iittings are present, repair or replace them.

Do not hang or bend an extension or any other power cord across nails
or any sharp surface. Do not run cord where it is in contact with a
wet surface or where any vehicle can run over it.

Make certain that all portable electrical tools, such as saws and drills,
are grounded. If a ground has not been incorporated in the design of
the equipment (three-wire tools are of the grounded type) use an extra
wire to ground the casing of the equipment to a water pipe.

Some sanding machines and buffers have fuse plugs. If a fuse should
blow, do not replace it without first disconnecting the machine from
the power source.

Cuts and abrasions. Floor covering installers use knives a great deal of the
time. The proper ase of knivesas well as their proper storagewill help
prevent cuts. But should cuts or abrasions occur, they should be taken care
of at once. This is a responsibility you owe to yourself and to your employer.
First aid means just what it says--do it first, continue the job afterwards if
no further treatment is indicated.

Elevators and hoists. Construction material elevators and hoists are used
only for carrying materials, not for carrying pass 3ngers. No one is permitted
to ride in them (except to repair guides or oil moving parts). Only construction
elevators and hoists specifically designed and designated to carry passengers
should be used by workman.

Chemical hazards. Several cements and mastics used in the floor covering
trade are either flammable or toxic, or both. The following safety precautions
should be observed whenever handling or working with adhesives:

Before using any adhesive, make certain that the material in the con-
tainer is the same as that described on the label. Avoid transferring
adhesives from an original container into one with a different label or
no label at all.

Prior to using any adhesives, review the instructions for their use
carefully.

Use adhesives only in areas where the ventilation is adequate and avoid
any prolonged breathing of the fumes.

Avoid getting adhesives in prolonged contact with the skin. If any of
the material does get on the skin, remove it with solvent (if necessary)
and then wash the skin thoroughly with plenty of soap and water.

15
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRADE

Do not use flammable adhesives in any room where there is an open
flame, such as a gas pilot light or a burning blow torch. Make certain
also that the fumes from the adhesive are not allowed to drift into
another closed room where an open flame exists.

Wash hands thoroughly after using adhesives, particularly before eat-
ing or smoking.

Checkup

When lifting, the back should always be kept 1 . 1.

Whenever possible, a 2 -wheel hand truck should be 2.
used to carry rolled s&Wrnaterial.

When moving heavy loads on a hand truck, the operator
should always walk 3 the load. 3.

If it is necessary to work on a wet or damp surface when
operating electrical equipment, rubber-soled shoes and

4 5 should be worn. 4.

Extension cords should always be inspected before use
for damaged 6 or I .

All portable electrical tools should be of the 8 type,
or precautions taken to make them so.

Before a fuse is replaced in a sanding machine,
chine must be 9 .=mr
Adhesive should never be used from a(n) 10
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MATERIALS OF
THE TRADE

l lient floor covering products are long wearing, relatively in-
expensive materials designed to cover almost every kind of floor.
Because of easy maIntenance, wide decorative possibilitiez, and
low replacement cost, they are the most widely used of all floor
coverings. Known in the trade as "hard - surface" materials, they
are supplied in two principal forms: sheet goods and tile.

Many related materials and tools have been developed to facilitate
the installation of these products and this unit describes these in
general use today.



TOPIC 1- RESILIENT SHEET GOODS

Introduction

In what forms is linoleum available?
What are the advantages of felt base?
In what respect has sheet vinyl changed the floor covering trade?
What is "rotogravure vinyl" as applied to floor covering?
What is meant by "seamless resilient" floor covering'?

The oldest and best known resilient floor covering is linoleum both of the in-
laid and "print" variety. The latter is not linoleum in a technical sense, but
a substitute product. Sheet vinyl and "roto-vinyl" are newer products and not
so well known, but both have gained wide popularity over the past decade. Since
the word "linoleum" has long been a household word and is used by the public
to describe virtually ally hard-surface floor covering, some confusion is to be
expected. Resilient sheet materials can be placed in four main categories:
inlaid linoleum, felt base (or "print linoleum"), sheet vinyl, or roto-vinyl.

As the word "resilient" implies, products thus labeled will generally withstand
considerable shock and pressure without being permanently deformed. In floor
covering, these qualities have great value for they result in long and satisfac-
tory service. Suca resiliency has an added advantage, especially when the
covering is laid over a hard surface such as concrete or steel, a value which
may be best expressed in terms of comfort; not only is the resilient material
comfortable to work on but noise level is reduced considerably.

The great variety of designs, colors, and textures of resilient floor covering
materials on the market add to their popularity for both commercial and resi-
dential use.

Related information

Standard Products

Inlaid linoleum. Inlaid linoleum is most frequently used in sheet form, although
its use as tile is not uncommon. As yard goods this linoleum is manufactured
only in 6' widths and is obtainable in three gauges: 1/8" (burlap backing), stand-
ard (usually .090"), and light (also known as "service gauge, " usually about
.070" to .065"). The latter two gauges have felt backing rather than burlap.
Generally speaking, the 1/8" gauge is considered to be commercial grade and
the lighter gauges are recommended for most residential use.
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MATERIALS OF THE TRADE

The main ingredients used in the making of inlaid linoleum are linseed oil,
cork and wood flour, resin, and color pigment. The great variety of designs
and colors available make matching decorative schmies an easy job. Linoleum
is used primarily in commercial buildings and in the kitchens, bathrooms, ser-
vice areas, and family rooms of residences. It is also used extensively on
counter tops and walls.

Linoleum may be installed on suspended wood, concrete, terraz..o, and tile
floors; it should not be installed on below-grade or on-grade floors. It is easy
to work w*.th, exceptionally durable, and easy to maintain.

Felt base. Felt base is commonly called "print linoleum," although this is
misleading since it is not linoleum at all. It is simply a printed, baked-on
enameled surface on a saturated felt base. The term "felt base" should not
be confused with "felt backing" as used with inlaid linoleum. Felt base is
available in 3', 6', 9', and 12' widths and 2' wide "runners" in hardwood pat-
terns. These runners are used mostly around linoleum or felt base rugs to
give the appearance of a hardwood floor.

Felt base may be loose-laid or cemented to the floor, either method being en-
tirely satisfactory. Most of the goods available in this material have a distinct
pattern and require careful matching at the seams; in fact, almost every pat-
tern in inlaid linoleum is also available in felt base. Felt base is a satisfac-
tory economy floor covering for residential use and has exceptional durability.

Sheet vinyl. An extensive line of sheet vinyl floor coverings have been marketed
in recent years. This material has added greatly to the use of resilient floor
covering, not only because its wide range of colors and patterns are to be found
in no other product, but because it can now be installed on floors at any grade
level with special water-resistant asbestos backing and latex base adhesives.
Through the use of transparent vinyl layers, the illusion of depth is achieved
as well as such variations as "floating chips" which add even more to the three
dimensional affect.

Sheet vinyl is available only in 6' widths, has proven to be exceptionally long
wearing and is easily maintained. It does not however have the dimensional
stability of linoleum, nor the resistance of linoleum to static loads. Sheet
vinyl is somewhat more difficult to work with than linoleum, mainly because
of its greater density, but the required techniques are easily mastered.

Roto-vinyl sheet goorld. Rob-vinyl sheet goods are produced by the rotogravure
printing process. The felt backing is printed with the desired design and then
covered with a thin, transparent layer of vinyl plastic. The finished product
is attractive, long wearing and, like print linoleum, may be cemented to the
floor or loose-laid. It may only be installed, however, on suspended floors.
It is available in 6', 9', and 12' widths for field applications; 2', 3', and 4'
widths are also available for use as borders or runners.

Special Products

Mastipave. Mastipave is a heavy duty felt base sheet goods with a tough resin
wear surface. It is manufactured in 3' widths in a limited number of plain
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SHEET GOODS

colors and is used in industrial areas and heavy equipment rooms where the
floor surface may be subject to moisture and oil deposits.

Seamless resilient. The newest hard-surface floor covering product, seam-
less resilient, is a solid coat of material applied in a semiliquid form which
produces a single, monolithic floor covering consisting of such substances as
vinyl, fiber glass, or a combination of resins.

Seamless resilient materials are applied in various waysthey may be troweled,
sprayed, or brushed on. Most of them may be applied to any type of room in
commercial; :esidential, or industrial structures. Some of them are also
used for exterior applications and are gaining some popularity as business
entrance walkways.

The thickness of the finished covering depends upon the number of coats applied.
This material is reputed to withstand the damaging effect of stiletto heels much
better than conventional sheet materials., and at least one manufacturer adds
a special rubbery compound which increases the resiliency of the product well
beyond the limits of other materials.

Checkup

Linoleum is manufactured in five gauges. 1. T F

Linoleum is considered as a nonresilient product. 2. T F

Linoleum of 1/8" thickness is usually manufactured with
a felt backing.

3. T F

Patterns and colors available in linoleum are practically
unlimited.

4. T F

Felt back linoleum is designed specifically for on-grade
concrete floors.

5. T F

Felt base linoleum is manufactured in several widths. 6. T F

Print linoleum is considered to be a luxury floor covering. 7. T F

Sheet vinyls with asbestos backing may be installed on
below-grade concrete floors.

8. T F

All sheet vinyl patterns are translucent. 9. T F

The manufacture of roto-vinyl sheet goods involves a
photographic process.

10. T F
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TOPIC 2. RESILIENT TILE

Intro& Hon

Why has resilient tile become so popular?
What are the primary uses for asphalt tile?
How does viny?-asbestos tile differ from asphalt tile?
Are linoleum tile and lino tile the same?
What are the characteristics of vinyl tile?

Resilient tile or "soft tile" is produced in this country in huge quantities. It
is made from many different materials and its cost ranges from the lowest to
the most expensive of all the hard-surface materials that are used in the floor
covering industry.

Tile has won wide acceptance in commercial installations because worn or
otherwise damaged tile can be replaced without causing a patched appearance.

Resilient materials in tile form are usually less expensive to install than the
same materials in sheet form, especially when the shape of the floor area is
irregular or a custom design or regular block pattern of many different colors
is desired.

Related Information

Asphalt tile. Asphalt tile derives its name from the base material of the tile,
which was originally an asphalt compound. This type of tile was at one time
available only in dark brown and black; however, it is now available in light,
attractive colors.

Asphalt tile, resistant to moisture and alkalis, is designed primarily for in-
stallation on on- or below-grade concrete floors; however, it may also be in-
stalled on suspended floors. This tile is used most frequently in commercial
areas or on floors of homes built on concrete slabs, less frequently in kitchens
and bathrooms with wood floors. Asphalt tile is available in many sizes and
colors, the usual size being 9" X 9", in thicknesses of 1/8" and 3/16".

Vinyl-asbestos tile. Because of its physical properties, size, and decoration,
vinyl-asbestos the is sometimes mistaken for asphalt tile, but the two are
made of different ingredients. Vinyl-asbestos tile is composed mainly of vinyl
resins, asbestos fibers, binders, and color pigments. It is marketed in sev-
eral sizes, with thicknesses of 1/16", 3/32", and 1/8".
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RESILIENT TILE

Vinyl-asbestos tile is more pliable than asphalt tile, but it is more susceptible
to indentation, especially when subjected to high temperature such as that pro-
duced by radiant heat. It is designed primarily for installation on concrete
floors of any grade level.

Cork tile. Cork tile is made from the bark of an East African tree. It forms
an extremely resilient, quiet, and easily maintained floor covering. The cork
material is ground up and then bound together under heat and pressure with
its natural resins or with added chemical resins. This product was originally
designed for installation on wood floors, but new adhesives have made it pos-
sible to use cork tile on on-grade and above-grade concrete floors as well,
even where radiant heat is present. It is particularly appropriate for the floors
of reception rooms, doctor's offices, libraries, hallways, conference rooms,
and most areas of the home.

Cork tile comes in various sizes from 611 X 6" to 12" X 24", and in thicknesses
of 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", 5/16", and 1/2". It is normally produced in three shades:
light, medium, and dark. A random pattern design may be attained by using
all three shades in combination.

Rubber tile. Rubber tile is an extremely resilient and luxurious floor cover-
ing product. It is unlike most of the other products, be: in composi-
tion and quite pliable. The basic ingredient is rubber, with fillers and color
pigments added. The color runs through each tile, eliminating the possibility
that the pattern will wear off.

Rubber tile is manufactured in several sizes, with thicknesses of .080", 3/32",
1/8", and 3/16". It may be installed in both commercial and residential areas
except on below-grade floors. For underfoot comfort and quietness it is second
only to cork tile.

Linoleum and lino tile. Linoleum tile and lino tile are similar in that they are
both made from the same surface material and neither one should be installed
on other than an above-grade floor. Here the similarity ends, for linoleum
tile is cut from standard gauge linoleum sheet goods of .090" thickness, and
lino tile, which is manufactured without a backing, is 1/8" thick, and the color
runs completely through it.

Vinyl tile. Vinyl tiles, of plastic resin composition and sometimes referred
to as homogeneous vinyls, are a rather recent addition to the list of floor cover-
ing products and are supplied in many varieties. Some vinyl tiles are "full-
thick" vinyls, others are surface vinyls on felt or rubber backing.

Vinyl tile is manufactured in many colors. Many of the tiles are made by ap-
plying photographic reproductions of other materials to the backing and coat-
ing this with clear vinyl.

In the full-thick vinyls, almost any style or pattern may be reproduced. Opaque
colors can be marbleized, with results that are similar to the patterns used in
rubber, lino tile, or terrazzo. Also, with a texture added to the surface of the
tile, an effect such as that of slate or brick can be attained. Wood grain effect
can also be developed by using this procedure.
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Vinyl tiles, manufactured with a translucent vinyl for a three dimensional effect,
are among the most attractive of the hard-surfa-e floor coverings.

Originally, most vinyls were made for use only on above-grade floors of all
types. Now that certain new adhesives are available, most vinyl tile can be
installed on on-grade concrete floors, even those containing radiant heat in-
stallations. Some vinyls, applied with certain adhesives, are suitable for in-
stallation at all grade levels.

Vinyl tile is available in three thicknesses, 1/16", .080", and 1/8". These
tiles were designed originally for use only on floors, but in recent years they
have been widely accepted for use on counter tops, including those with sinks.

Checkup

Tile is used on many Jobs because " -ern or damaged areas
are easy to repair.

1. T F

The labor cost is generally greater on tile than it is on
sheet goods.

2. T F

Asphalt tile may be used on wood floors in a residential
installation.

3. T F

Vinyl-asbestos tile is similar in appearance to asphalt
tile.

4. T F

Vinyl-asbestos tile is used above grade only. 5. T F

Cork tile makes one of the best floor coverings in a
room where quiet is desired, such as a library.

6. T F

Rubber tile is usually made with a felt back. 7. T F

It is undesirable to use rubber tile for coving as it is
too difficult to bend into the cove.

8. T F

Many commercial installations use lino tile, because it
has a thicker wear surface than linoleum.

9. T F

Vinyl tile has received wide acceptance because it is
made in more patterns and colors than is possible with
other tiles.

10. T F

All of the vinyl tiles have a smooth glossy finish. 11. T F

Vinyl tile may be used on grade or below grade. 12. T F
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TOPIC 3.-- METAL PRODUCTS

Introduction

What are the types of metal trim most commonly used in the floor
covering trade?
What are the common types of cap moulding in use today?
How are T-type sink rims installed?
What is a tap-down trim and how does it work?

With the increased use of hard-surface floor covering materials, metal trims
became a major item needed for the installation of floor coverings, drainboards,
tub enclosures, and the like. When flash coves, drainboards, shower stalls,
and numerous other innovations were coming into vogue some 30 years ago, a
further need developed for metal trims of even more types. Today there are
at least 150 different types of metal trims used in the floor covering industry.

The metals used in the floor covering trade are of three main kinds--chrome,
aluminum alloy, and stainless steel. When first introduced, metal trims were
made of-an aluminum alloy, which, when rubbed, would leave dark stains on
clothes and hands. Aluminum trims of today no longer have this trait since
they are:now given a final chemical treatment called "anodizing,' which pro-
duces a finish that ensures the highest standard of quality and endurance.

The types of trim most commonly used are cap mouldings, nosings, edgings,
bindings, dividers, T-metal, and cove mouldings.

Related Information

Sink frames. T- type rims for sinks are
qu[ckly an easily installed. Sanitary
and watertight, they are completely
self - scaling. No rabbeting or scribing
is necessary, and no special tools are
required. The frame is installed after
the top covering material has been ap-
plied, making later removal possible
without damage to the top material. Fig. 1. Ttype sink dm

Cap mouldings. The seven basic styles of cap mouldings most popular today
are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Various types of cap mouldings

(I) Several sizes of square-topped, tapered, and slotted flanges

(2) A dustresistant cap moulding with tapered and slotted flanges

(3) A level-faced cap moulding with a wider surface showing,
useful in matching other mouldings of the same variety

(4) A series of Rot topped, curvedfaced cap strips
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(5) Curved-face cap trim with tapered and slotted flange

(6) Dust resistant cap moulding (a popular cap trim with a slop-
ing outer surface). The tapered flange is slotted and the trim
taps down over the covering in place.

(7) A stainless steel slottedflange cop moulding i ..



METAL PRODUCTS

Tap-down--(roll-down). Adaptable to linoleum, laminated plastic, and hard-
board covering material, tap-down trim is manufactured to simplify installa-
tion without the need of close fitting (see Fig. 3).

ROUAVAM IYFE
METAL RIM

RAT RIM SINN

LINING FELT

Ausimiumprimialoyvf. \\
Sei

ROLLOONTI coma MING FELT
MUM RIM
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vaik. "wir
55555SYS

Fig. 3. Top-down rim, before and after rolling or tapping

Fig. 4. Concave cove metal

Concave cove metal. Concave cove is
a metal trim that is installed after the
wall covering material is in place and
before installation of the deck covering.
It is also used around the tops of tubs.

T-mouldings. 'F- mouldings are especi-
any designed and suited for shopwork.
T-mouldings are installed by cutting a
groove into the edge of the ;lywood top
1/2" deep and slightly narrower than
the thickness of the insert tongue. No
screws or nails are needed.

Fig. 5. T-moulding installed
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MATERIALS OF THE TRADE

Face metal or counter nosing. Many different types of face metals are avail-
able. These come in sizes and shapes to cover the edges of almost all types
of sink installations and in varied decorative designs. Of these many varia-
tions, the face metals shown in Fig. 6 are sufficient to demonstrate different
types of applications.

a. Applied-ohsr nosing with nondrip lip

d. Scribe-to nosing with securing Range

b. Handal), no-scribe nosing with securing c. Top.down, nondrip nosing with securing
RangeRange

e. Channel-type nosing

Fig. 6. Common types of nosings

hs.

Divider bar metal. Some kinds of cov-
ering material make the use of divider
bar metal advisable. This metal is par-
ticularly useful for installing and join-
ing sheets of laminated plastic.
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f. Insert nosing with nondrip lip

Fig. 7. Divider bar metal
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Snap-on metal. Snap-on nosing, made
of stainless steel, is difficult to saw and
form into corners. No nails or screws
are necessary with this trim. Sections
are simply fitted into place. Snap-on
metal gives a solid ribbon of gleaming
stainless steel at its outer edge and a-
long the top. The most popular of this
type of moulding has the standard "no-
drip angle" at the top, making it ideal
for counter top installations.

METAL PRODUCTS

fig. 8. Snap-on metal

Linoleum edging. Linoleum edging is recommended for covering the edge of
linoleum at doorways and in other unprotected areas. Some edgings are de-
signed for a simple effect and are applied on top of the linoleum. These are
quickly and easily installed. Others are designed to fit partially under the
linoleum and must be cut to fit.

Cove base fittings. In years past when linoleum mechanics installed cove base
or flash cove, they used aluminum alloy mouldings for cove base fittings on the
inside and outside corners and the end stops. These flange-like fittings were
six inches high. Ease of installation was assured in view of the fact that fittings
overlapped, covering the material a full 3/4". This eliminated the need for
careful cutting. One-piece cove installation has almost eliminated the use of
these mouldings.

Binder bar. A binder bar is an extra-sturdy, versatile moulding of stainless
steel laminated on galvanized iron. It is used where a heavy-duty linoleum
edging is essential, or where two thicknesses of linoleum must be joined.

Checkup

The average trim is provided with nailing 1 . 1.

T-rims have to be 2 down. 2.

Face metal is used on many types of 3 installations. 3.

Nosing of the 4 - 5 type takes no screws. 4.
5.

Divider bar is designed for joining 6 7 . 6.
7.

Linoleum edging is used principally for protecting lino-
leum at 8 . 8.

T-moulding is installed mostly on jobs, since it 9.
requires the plywood be 10 . 10.
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TOPIC 4 ADHESIVES

Introduction

Is there any one adhesive that can be used successfully on all floors?
What specific adhesive problems are found with each common type
of floor?
What are the five basic groups of adhesives?
What are sealers and when are they used?

An unsatisfactory floor covering installation can re -alt from poor fitting, but
other factors can also lead to unsatisfactory installation. For example, a well-
fitted installation may have to be completely redone if the wrong adhesive is
usedor the right adhesive improperly applied. Perfect bonding is a prereq-
uisite to a satisfactory floor coverin- tistallation.

Many adhesives are available in the floor covering trade, some for specific
applications, o;hers for use with severpl materials and floor finishes. Each
type of floor presents its own problem to the installer, and he should be famil-
iar with the characteristics of each before attempting to cover it with material.

Related information

Types of floors. Donne types of floors and their problems are:

On- or below-grade concrete: Hydrostatic pressure is present; that
is, water is pushing its way up tit sough the concrete and may cause
adhesive problems. The preseme of alkalis is also a common prob-
lem witn this type cf floor.
Suspended concrete: Some moisture may still be present in the con-
crete or the surface may be dusty and porous.
Magnesite: The chlorine present in magnesite has been known to
cause problems vith some adhesives.
Asphaltic underlayments and lightweight aggregate: 'lost manufacturers
will not guarantee their floor covering over these floors becaune the
surface tends to powder out or separate immediately below the adhesive.
Wood: Very few problems are present here. However, at least one
manufactut-r will not guarantee its product over wood 'article board,
since some poor grades of this board have been known to separate or
powder out just below the adhesive level.
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ADHESIVES

Nonporous surfaces (such as steel, marble, and ceramic tile): It is
very difficult to achieve a sufficient bond to these smooth surfaces be-
cause there is little chance for an adhesive to get a good "bite."

Types of adhesives. Adhesives may be divided into five basic groups:

1. Water soluble paste. This paste can be d'ssolved by water after it
has dried. Its use is limited to suspended floors, walls, end some
countertops. It must be used with linoleum, wall coverings, and cer-
tain tiles (other than horn( leneous vinyl or asphalt base). Wall cover-
ings require a thin watery paste, linoleum a moderately thick paste,
and tiles a thick, tacky paste.

2. Asphalt base adhesives. Asphalt adhesives are used for the installa-
tion of asphalt or vinyl-asbestos tiles. They are usually black.

a. Asphalt emulsion: Asphalt emulsion, which can be mixed with water,
can be used successfully on on-grade and above-grade floors. Once
it has dried on the material or walls, steel wool or cleaning solvents
are required to remove it.

b. Cutback adhesive: Used on below-grade or on-grade concrete floors,
a cutback adhesive cannot be mixed with water, and steel wool or
cleaning solvent must be used to remove it when dried.

c. Brushing adhesive: Mostly a "do it yourself" item, but also used
by installers, brushing adhesive is used on all types of floors.
Steel wool or cleaning solvent must be used to remove dried spots.

3. Waterproof adhesives.

a. Alcohol-resin base: The color of alcohol-resin base adhesive may
run from almost white to black. It is not truly waterproof, but it
is highly water resistant. It is used for the installation of rubber,
homogeneous vinyl, cork, and linoleum tiles with on-grade or above-
grade floors, for rubber cove base, and for many types of counter
tops. A cleaning solvent is required to remove any dried spots.

b. Rubber-water emulsion adhesives: Cream to grey in color, these
adhesives are more nearly waterproof than the alcohol-resin base
type. A cleaning solvent is required to remove dried spots. These
adhesives are useu to perform the same type of job as the alcohol-
resin adhesives.

One manufacturer makes two excellent rubber-water adhesives.
One performs the same job as the alcohol base, plus bonding as-
bestqs backed vinyl sheet goods to below-, on-, and above-grade
wood or concrete Mors. The other product does all this, plus
drying very fast, which is valuable in case the floor indicates the
possibility of a particularly rapid transmission of water.
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4. Two-stage on- and below-grade concrete adhesives.

a. Chemical-setting cements: These consist of liquid latex and pow-
dered aggregate, mixed as they are used. This type of cement has
been ure.d successfully to install nonporous materials such as rub-
ber or homogeneous vinyl tiles on both ongrade and above-grade
concrete floors.

b. Epoxy cements: These cements are mixed as they are used. Their
chief use is for bonding homogeneous vinyl and rubber tiles to all
concrete floors.

5. Specialty adhesives.

a. Contact bond cement: A cement for use in bonding materials to
small areas of nonporous or very porous surfaces and to round
surfaces such as step and counter edges.

b. Cove base cements: These may be any of several adhesives de-
veloped specifically for installation of top set cove base. Usually
they are characterized by high initial tack or "grab."

c. Pressure- sensiave film: Manufactured in a continuous length and
up to 54" wide, this film is reinforced internally by a resin-treated,
open-weave rope paper and is wound on a release paper. For appli-
cation, the film is placed on the flow, paper up, and rolled with a
heavy roller. The paper is then peeled off, the tile laid on the film,
and the whole assembly rolled.

Sealers. Sealers are made for use on both floors and walls. They are used
before the paste or cement required for installation. Sealers are used on con-
crete floors to seal dusty or porous surfaces or to act as a moisture barrier.
On walls, sealers are nsed to size dusty or porous surfaces that tend to absorb
and dry out a paste or cement very rapidly. Asphalt primer is one example of
this type of materi.
Checkup

Adhesives are divided into two basic groups. 1. T F

Water soluble paste is used on below-grade concrete
floors.

2. T F

Asphalt-type adhesives are used for cementing homo-
geneous vinyl tiles.

3. T F

Chemical-set adhesives are mixed on the job. 4. T F

Cutback adhesives are mixed with water. 5. T F

Alcohol base adhesive bonds asbestos-backed vinyl
sheet goods to below grade concrete subfloors.

6. T F
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Water soluble paste is used to bond rubber base to a
surface.

7. T F

Epoxy adhesives are mixed on the job. 8. T F

Sealers are used on walls as a moisture barrier. 9. T F

Hydrostatic pressure is present in wood subfloors. 10. T F

A dry or dusty wall surface may require a sealer. 11. T F
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TOPIC S- UNDERLAYMENTS

Assignment

introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Company,
pp. 29-32, 186-7.

Why is an underlayment sometimes necessary in floor covering?
What are the two main types of underlayments?
What is the most commonly used underlayment in the trade?
When is a mastic underlayment permissible?

Many times existing floor surfaces are not suited for the direct application of
resilient floor covering. As a result of various conditions, the installer is
often required to apply one of several types of underlayment.

Related information

Plywood. The most commonly used underli-yment material is plywood. For
this purpose a good grade of 1/4" plywood with no voids in the center ply is
recommended. Plywood is available in 4' X 8' sheets.

Masonite. Masonite is also known by several other familiar names--Temboard,
hardboard, and fiberboard, to name a few. The product is a highly compressed
wood fiber composition and is probably the most satisfactory underlayment ma-
terial for most uses. Although available in several thicknesses, 1/4" is the
most widely used for this purpose. For convenience in hauling and handling,
masonite is manufactured in 3' X 4' and 4' X 4' sheets as well as the standard
4' X 8'.

Particle board. Many manufacturers make particle board. These products
vary widely with respect to their performance under resilient flooring. Some
particle boards are suitable as underlayments, but not all resilient flooring
manufacturers guarantee their products over such material. Its performance
characteristics are unknown and varying.

Installers should be careful in making any commitments or accepting respon-
sibility where particle board has been installed as an underlayment, because
performance is uncertain.
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Felt. The underlayment products previously mentioned are secured to the sub-
floor by nailing or stapling, and such underlayments are required when the con-
dition of the existing floor is quite bad. Thene are occasions, however, when
only relatively minor correction is necessary. This can be accomplished by
installing lining felt, saturated or semisaturated, depending upon the type of
wood floor involved and the floor covering being installed.

Mastic underlayments. Mastic underlayments are used where irregularities
are not so sever ; as to require board, and where monolithic floors (such as
concrete) have a slightly irregular surface.

Checkup

The plywood most commonly used as an underlayment is
1/ 4" thick.

Voids in the center ply of plywood are not important
because they can be filled with patching plaster.

Temboard is a brand name for the same material as
masonite.

Masonite is manufactured only in 4' X 8' sheets.

Some resilient floor covering manufacturers refuse to
guarantee an installation of their products over particle
board underlayments.

Lining felt is a satisfactory underlayment for floors with
minor imperfections.

Single applications of mastic underlayments containing
latex binders should not exceed 1/8".

Mastic underlayments with asphalt binders should be
applied in coats of at least 1/2".

Board underlayments may be used to resurface all types
of subfloors.

Patching plaster is recommended as an underlayment
provided the edges can be properly feathered.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 6- TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Assignment

Introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. I.

What basic tools are commonly used in the floor covering trade?
What special toolE, are used by a floor covering installer?
What power tools are commonly used in the floor covering trade?
Why are so many special-purpose tools required in the installation
of resilient floor covering?

It is not uncommon to hea:° an old-tinier in the trade refer to the days when
"all we had for tools was a knife: a hammer, and a stick with a nail in it for
a scribe bar." The workman of today, however, uses a wide variety of tools,
including many special tools, to install modern floor covering. The introduc-
tion of many new materials, special-purpose adhesives, and improved tech-
niques made possible an ever-growing variety of jobs, but with this came the
need for special tools.

The floor covering industry has kept pace with this need and the knowledgeable
mechanic is familiar with each of the tools and its proper use, thereby en-
abling him to perform his work better, faster, and with a minimum of expense.

Reiatecti Information

Basic Hand Tools

The following basic hand '._,ols, used by craftsmen in many fields, are also
used by the floor covering installer:

Wood and metal chisels Chalk lines
Wood and metal saws Plumb blobs
Files Screwdrivers
Tin snips Crescent wrenches
Drilling tools Pipe wrenches
Awls Nail sets
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I TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

Steel tapes Hammers
Levels Pliers
Steel squares Putty knives
Counter brushes Long-haired paint rollers

:Special Hand Tools

Special hand tools used by the floor covering installer include the following:

e Fastening tools

1. Spot milers are used to fasten 1/4" plywood, hardboard, or par-
ticle board underlayments with a 7/8" staple, and similar 1/ 2"
underlayments with a 1-1/8" staple. The staples are driven by
striking the plunger with a rubber mallet.

2. Power nailers are also activated by st-lking the plunger with a
mallet, and are especially useful for securing 1/2" iinderlayments
with 1-1/4" staples.

3. Hammer staplers that drive small staples (usually from 3/8" to
9/16") are used for securing thin materials, such as padding.

4. Brad pushers are used for driving brads in hard-to-reach places.
The magnetic point drives and countersinks the brad in one opera-
tion. There are many models of brad pushers on the market, but
they are all of basically the same design arld operation, with dif-
ferences mainly in size.

5. Special hammers are used for driving small nails and brads. The
smallest of these hammers have magnetic heads.

Scribers

The scriber is a device for scoring floor covering material to facilitate
cutting: ;And also for marking patterns. Alt/lough scribers vary in de-
sign, several general types are used by the trade. The name and uses
of each of these types of scribers follows:

1. The common divider-type scriber which has an extra leg with a
pin vise in the end of it, can be used either for scribing to walls
by using the leg with the pin vise, or for pattern-scribing by using
a straight or bent leg.

2. The conventional underscriber, some of which are hinged with one
hinge, is used for underscribing on all thicknesses of floor cover-
ing material, for butt-scribing, and for scribing feature strip.
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Hook knife

Knives with interchangeable blades
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3. The double hinged scriber is similar to the conventional under-
scriber except that it has two hinges and allows for two settings- -
one for heavy gauge linoleum and certain vinyls, the other for
standard weight inlaid linoleum.

4. The bar scriber has helped to eliminate much freehand guesswork.
It can be used for scribing against porcelain and tile, for inside
corners, and for cap strip. Bar scribers are available in several
sizes. For big jobs, two common sizes are used: 7" extending to
13-1/2", and 14' extending to 28".

5. Outside corner scribers are used for marking sheet goods and
resilient tile along certain corners and edges as well as along out-
side cove corners.

6. A pin vise consists of a chuck that can be adjusted to hold replace-
able needles. In some models, the required pins are stored in the
handles. A pin vise is used to cold-cut tile or for simple scribing
of material.

Cutting tools

1. Various types of knives are used in the floor covering trade.

... A regular linoleum knife is standard equipment. This is a
fixed-blade knife with a two- to three-inch blade and either a
deep or shallow hook.

A hook knife is used for cutting felt-base goods. The blade is
designed to cut along a scribe line.

... Certain of the knives used in the floor covering trade are
equipped with replaceable blades. One model features blades
like those in linoleum knives that are shaped for special types
of work and for use with various material, including vinyl.
Another model features small, straight blades with points
shaped and ground so that they may be used for many special
purposes.

2. A rubber cove base cutter is used to cut a "V" on the back of rubber
cove base, for easier bending to an inside or outside corner.

3. A tile cutter is designed to cut resilient tile straight or diagonally.
Most models accommodate 9", 12", or 18" asphalt or vinyl tiles.

4. Metalmiters are designed for cutting notches and miters in various
metals used in the trade. They have interchangeable dies for cutting
different shapes of moulding as required.

5. Miter boxes, are used in cutting wood and metal mouldings or trims.
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Miscellaneous tools

1. Straightedges in lengths from 18" to 75" are indispensible to the
floor covering trade. They are available in both rigid and flexible
blue steel.

2. Rubber base straightedges are used for squaring the ends of top
set base. Two sizes are available for use with 4" and 6" base.

3. Base shoe lifters, also known as base moulding lifters, are used
for removing baseshoe and baseboard, and doing various light
prying jobs.

4. Floor scrapers, from its to 14" wide, are used to remove old floor
coverings and to scrape wood and concrete floors as required for
new installations.

5. Cap supporters are used to hold heavy cap metal in place prior to
securing it to the wall.

6. Rollers of various sizes and weights are used to remove small air
pockets from under sheet goods and resilient tile. Rollers weigh-
ing from 150 lbs. are designed for general floor use; smaller,
lighter rollers are designed for wall, cabinet, counter, and rubber
base work.

7. Relative humidity meters are often used to measure the amount of
moisture present in a concrete floor. Placed under a transparent,
airtight cover, the meter indicates when too much moisture is pre-
sent for proper adhesion.

8. Trowels and spreaders of many sizes and shapes are used exten-
sively in the trade. Those designed to apply paste or cement have
serrated edges.

9. Margin trowels are used for smoothing asphalt tile after it has
been heated, cut, and set into place. These trowels are sometimes
referred to as spatulas.

10. Butane torches are used for heating sheet goods and resilient tile
to make bending, forming, and cutting easy.

11. Hand trucks and dollies are used for moving and unrolling sheet
goods and for transporting other heavy objects such as boxes of tile.

12. Skat skates are used under appliances and heavy furniture for mov-
ing them to and from the area of installation. The installer must
be careful not to use too much adhesive under the floor covering,
or the wheels of the loaded skat skates will leave an impression
when rolled across the floor.
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Fig, 11. A typical linoleum dolly

13. The scooters are convenient to use when laying resilient tile.
Stacks of tile can be place(' on the scooter which is r-,11ed along
with the installer as he works. Most installers mak-:., their own
scooters.

Power Tools

Electric floor sanders are usually in one of two types: one a drum
sander with 8" wide sardpaper for general field work, and another, an
edger-sander, with d 7" disk, mostly for small areas that cannot be
reached with the larger sander and for areas close to walls and other
vertical objects.

Buffers are used for polishing floors and, with the proper attachments,
for grinding and cleaning concrete in preparation for the installation
of floor covering.

Electric drills, with 1/4" and 3/8" chucks, have many uses on the job.

Portable electric circular saws are used mostly for counter work, but
they are convenient for many small cutting jobs.

Electric Eaber saws are used primarily for making cutouts in counter
tops for sink installations and the like.

lockup

Skat skates are used to remove heavy objects from the 1. T F
area of installation.

The buffer removes old plyw^od or hardboard under- 2. T F
layments.
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The use of staplers is a fast way to secure plywood or
hardboard underlayments.

3. T F

One inch staples are used for securing 1/2" underlayments. 4. T F

One of the uses of dividers is for pattern scribing. 5. T F

Bar scribers can be used to mark resilient floor
coverings to fit most vertical obstructions.

6. T F

Bar scribers can be extended to 33". 7. T F

Double hinge underiicribers are used for marking seams
in resilient floor ce7ering.

8. T F

Outside corner scribers are used for marking circles. 9. T F

Floor rollers are used for smoothing out srnz-11 cuts
in the material and minor protrusions showing through
a newly installed floor covering.

10. T F

Butane torches are used for heating floor coverings so
they can be bent easily.

11. T F

Tile cutters Pre designed to cut on a curved line. 12. T F

Using the tile scooter is an easy way to carry tile up
or down a stairs.

13. T F
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unit BLUEPRINT READING
AND ESTIMATING

The abilityto read and interpret blueprints is an essential part of
a craftsman's art. The bDteprint serves as a form of comniuni-
cation between the architect or designer and the men who will do
the work. Like all forms of communication, blueprints use apar-
ticular language which is easily and accurately translated by those
familiar with that language.

The floor covering installer is concerned only with those portions
of aprint that tell him what he must know toperform his work. He
will be aided further by special detail dwz.ngs and, very often,
specification sheets, all of which, taken togethbr, should give him
a complete picture of what material is to be used, how it is to be
installed, and how it should look when the job is compieted.

In some areas, the installer - -if in charge of ajobisheld respon-
sible to see that specifications, schedules, and codes are followed.
In other areas this is the responsibility of the shop foreman or the
owner. However, in all cases, the installer must have the ability
to read and interpret blueprints.

This unit explains how blueprints are used in the trade, what the
installer should know about specifications, schedules, and codes,
and the importance of floor plans and details.
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TOPIC 1 SPECIFICATIONS, SCHEDULES, AND CODES

introduction

How does the floor covering installer use specifications?
Where does the installer find floor finish information on large plan sets?
When does the installer need to be concerned with building codes or
FHA requirements?

In order to determine the specifications regarding floor covering for a particular
job, the installer may have to examine several sources. These may include a
room finish schedule on the plans, notes included on floor plans or details, a
floor finish schedule, or the specifications that accompany any large set of plans.
To save time in finding such information, the installer needs to know where to
look first for each type of job--residential or commercial, large or small.

Related Information

Residential plans. On residential jobs it is usual for the specifications regard-
ing floor covering to be included in the room finish schedule on the working
drawings. Even on the room finish schedule, however, they may not be in suf-
ficient detail. In this case, detail can usually be found noted on the floor plans
or interior elevations. Sometimes the only provision in the specifications, if
they exist, is for a certain dollar amount to be spent on floor covering.

Large plan sets. On larger jobs, specifications include a section on floor cover-
ing. Generally this it not extremely detailed, but merely lists a standard type
of covering and then adds "or equivalent." Occasionally complete information
is included, which must then be followed in detail. On large jobs, therefore,
it is important to check specifications first. If any changes have been made in
the original specifications, they are included in "addenda' attached to the back
of the specifications. If such an addendum exists, it is wise tc 11. ek this first,
then the specifications, and then the working drawings.

Plans of larger jobs may also include a separate floor finish schedule which in-
dicates the type of finish for the floor in each room. A typical schedule is re-
produced in Fig. 12.

Tinderlayments. In addition to floor or wall covering specifications, it is also
necessary to check the specifications for the type of underlayment to be used.
Although the underlayment is normally installed by other tradesmen, the floor
covering installer should determine whether the plans and specifications have
been followed and report his findings to his employer if they have not been
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followed, for should he install the floor covering over an improper underlay-
ment, his employer may be held responsible for replacing the floor covering
if the underlayment fails.

FLOOR FINISH SCHEDULE

ROOM LINOLEUM ASPHALT TILE L CORK i PAINT
1

CARPET

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110 _

Fig. 12. Typical floor schedule

Building codes and FHA requirements. The floor covering installer is usually
not concerned with building codes. Two important exceptions to this are bath-
rooms in multiple dwellings and conductive floors in certain hospital or other
areas where explosion hazards exist. _Jcal building codes usually require that
certain materials and construction be used in such locations, and the installer
should be familiar with code requirements pertaining to such jobs.

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) guarantees the loans made by banks
or other lending agencies on a large proportion of construction. When the FHA
guarantees a loan, it also requires that certain minimum construction require-
ments be observed. The specific requirements vary in different localities. In
regard to floor covering, they are very general, usually specifying certain mini-
mum thicknesses of "standard" grades of material, and specific grades required
for certain purposes. The installer should be familiar with the requirements in
the locality in which he works.

In general, of course, the architect must draw up his specifications in accord-
ance with local building codes and FHA requirements where they apply. How-
ever, it is wise for the installer also to be aware of the requirements so that
he can call attention to any inconsistencies he may find between the specifica-
tions and local regulations.

Checkup

The details of floor covering for a residential installation I. T F
are most likely to be found in the specifications.
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Floor covering specifications can be drawn up by the
architect without regard to codes or requirements.

Changes in original specifications are referred to
as "addenda."

Most floor covering specifications for larger jobs
are very specific.

A floor covering contractor frequently does not even
have a copy of the specifications for a residential job.

Greatest detail regarding floor covering for a residential
job is often found on the plans or elevations.

FHA requirements, when they apply, may be substituted
for local building codes.

Local building codes frequently contain requirements
regarding bathrooms in multiple dwellings.

Specifications for underlayments are of little interest
to the floor covering installer.

Building codes usually control the installation of
conductive materials.

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 2- FLOOR PLANS AND DETAILS

introduction

When is there a need to check the drawings?
What does the installer look for on floor plans?
How does the installer know what details to inspect in order to learn
what he needs to know?

In the floor covering trade, most of the work with blueprints is done by the per-
son who estimates and bids the jobs. By the time the installer arrives on the
job with his materials, the structure is completed (or nearly so) and the fixtures,
cabinets, and such items are in place. However, it is important that an installer
know how to check the drawings for special information. Any building trades-
man should be capable of checking plans, schedules, and details relating to his
craft and interpret such information accurately.

Included with this book is a set of drawings of a typical, modern, custom-built
home. In the checkup section at the end of this topic there are questions con-
cerning these drawings. To find the answers to these questions, the apprentice
will need to study the plans in detail until he understands them thoroughly.

Related Information

Floorplans. When the installer goes on a job, he has a work order which in-
dicates the materials to be installed in certain designated areas. However, if
the job is large, he may need to check the plans to determine the material that
goes in each room. The floor plans will locate each room for him. He should
also check the dimensions of each room to be sure he has sufficient material
on hand.

The dimensions appearing on floor plans are measured from the outside stud
line (in the case of outside walls) to the center of the partitions. These dimen-
sions are obviously not appropriate for the floor covering man, since he is work-
ing entirely within the inside perimeter of the rooms. Therefore, if he wants to
use the plans to check room measurements, he must scale them himself. The
scale of most plans is 1/4 inch to the foot. More probably, however, he will
simply tape a room to determine its dimensions.

Elevations. The floor covering installer has little, if any, need to check ex-
terior elevations, since all his materials are installed inside. However, ele-
vation drawings are also made of parts of the interior of a building -- cabinets
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Fig. 13. Some commonly used symbols and conventions
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in particular, or other vertical surfaces. The installer may want to check the
cabinet drawings for toe-space treatment and for all kinds of trim, such as
baseboard, casings, and thresholds.

Sections. Sometimes even the interior elevations will not give sufficient in-
formation about some important aspect of the installation. The installer may
need to check the section drawings that apply to the particular problem. Usu-
ally these drawings are of sections of cabinets that detail the toe space, the
counter top, and the like.

Symbols and conventions. In order to understand what floor plans and details
are designed to show, the installer needs to understand certain symbols and
conventions used on drawings. Although attempts have been made by architects
to standardize these symbols and conventions, architects remain highly indi-
vidual in their use of them. Unusual symbols are usually explained on the plans.

Certain symbols are generally accepted and will be referred to often by the in-
staller who makes a habit of checking plans and details. Fig. 13 illustrates a
few of the more important symbols and conventions.

Conventions are a standard means of drawing certain features on a plan. For
example, when only part of a feature is illustrated and the reader must imagine
the rest, a conventionalized break line is used to show that the feature continues.
Particular types of windows are usually drawn in a certain way, the direction
of swinging doors is indicated in a certain way--anyone who reads drawings
soon becomes familiar with these methods and learns to recognize them instantly.

Checkup

Referring to the set of house plans in the back of the book, answer the follow-
ing questions:

How many roams will have linoleum floors? 1.

How will the base be finished in the family room? 2.

What kind of floor is specified for the bedrooms? 3.

How many square yards of floor covering will be laid in 4.
the family room?

What material is to be used on the kitchen drainboards? 5.

Will it be necessary to lay linoleum under the bathroom 6.
pullmans?

How many square feet of floor covering is eliminated in 7.
the space taken up by the bathtub?

How many square yards of linoleum are required for the 8.
shower bath if a 4-inch cove is used?
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What is the total number of feet of cove required for the 9.
kitchen and dining areas?

Is it necessary to install floor covering in the area marked 10.
"refrigerator space"?

D
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unit ID SURFACE
PREPARATION

Preparing a floor surface for the installatiln of a resilient floor
covering is one of the most disagreeable jobs in the floor covering
trade. However, it is of great importance because correcting or
repairing floor defects after a floor covering is installed is next
to impossible. For this reason, an installer must be able to pre-
pare all types of floors for the application of floor covering.

The method of floor preparation to be used is determined by the
type of material of which the floor is made. Ingeneral, two main
types are recognized: (1) masonry surfaces and (2) wood or other
surfaces. A thorough understanding of the methods employed in
surface preparation of either of these types of floors is essential
if a successful job of floor covering is to be achieved.



TOPIC 1 MASONRY SURFACES

A:signment

introductie

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chaps.2,
3, 4, and 5.

What is meant by "grade level" and of what importance is it to floor
covering?
What is the purpose of a moisture test on a concrete floor, and how
is it accomplished?
How are fillers used to prep.re a floor?
What is the best method of priming a concrete floor?

The life of a resilient floor covering, as well as its appearance, depends in
large part upon the condition of the floor upon which it is laid. In the case of
new concrete floors, they must be thoroughly dry, clean, and cured to a hard
finish. Any dampness or powdery surface condition will prevent proper bond-
ing of the adhesive. All imperfections must be co4rected--low spots filled in
and high spots smoothed out. It is especially important in the case of old con-
crete floors to look for and repair cracks, holes, or breaks in the surface.
The surface must be free from oils, varnish, paint, dirt, or any other foreign
substance.

Related Information

Grade Level

The proper preparation of a concrete floor depends to a large extent on its lo-
cation in relation to grade. "Grade" refers to the level of the ground adjacent
to the floor (see- Fig. 14). Thus, if the floor is a concrete slab poured on the
ground and level with it on all sides, it is an on-grade floor. If any part of the
floor is lower than the surrounding ground, the floor is considered to be below-
grade. If a floor is above the ground level, it is called above-grade, or sus-
pended. All properly constructed wood floors, as well as many concrete floors,
are above-grade floors.

Concrete floors in direct contact with the ground (on-grade and below-grade),
as well as suspended concrete floors that lack adequate ventilation underneath.
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Suspom hot Florrs

Cork tile
Rubber the

tinoleum
Vinyl tile

Vinykabes- ss the
Sheet vinyl flooring

Linoleum tile

Asphali tile
it '.

, 00-Cfrodo Floors
e ,

i,11 Asphoor the

Cork tile
Sliest vinyl flooring with

Hydrocord back
Vinyl tile
Rubber tile
'inyl-osbest. tile

NOTE: Definitions of subiloor %tattooist

Asphalt the
...ISheet viol' flooring with

Hydrocord bock

Vinyl-asbestos tile
Rubber tile
Vinyl tileSuspendedWith a minimum of 18 inches of well ventilated air

spa.* below
On-gredeAt ground level ir. direct contact with the ground; or
above ground level, with All that is in direct contact with the

ground
Below- grade Partially or completely below the surroundLso
ground level in direct contact either with the groi. Id or with a

fill that is in direct contact with the ground One foot obey- grade, with drain-
age away from floor

Fig. U. Kinds of resilient floor covering which may be installed on VOriul types of subfloors

are always damp to some degree. In addition, all new concrete floors retain
a certain amount of moisture for a long period of time. Al :: such floors must
be tested for moisture content before a floor covering can be installed.

Moisture Tests

Although ss..tveral different tests may be used to determine moisture content in
concrete floors, the two easiest and most commonly used are the mat moisture
test and the primer test.

Mat moisture test. The mat moisture test may be used to check all types of
floors for ptoper bonding of adhesive, and to detect an abnormal amount of
moisture. This test should be used before the installation of rubber tile, vinyl
tile, cork, t,e sheet vinyl A.,) 11 an asbestos-fiber batE.

...tie procedure fs.r carrying out this test is given in the assigned reference.
(The apprentice should uncle rata. d, ho, 4ver, that any water-solnble or water-
pr- of cement may be used instead of the specific branc, given in the reference.)
This test will indicate that an abnormal amount of moisture is present in the
concrete if, at the end of the 72-hour testing period, the water-soluble cement
is partly or completely dissolved or the waterproof cement has turned yellow.
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MASONRY SURFACES

If the mat moisture test has been repeated twice and mo: .ture still exists, none
of the resilient coverings referred to should be installed. Asphalt or vinyl-
asbestos tile may be substituted, but a primer test should still be made.

Primer test for moisture. Details en conducting a r rimer test for moisture
are given in the reference assignment. (As with the mat moisture test, the
apprentice should realize that a number of primers on the market are s:-Us-
factory for conducting this test. The procedure is basically the same with all
of them.)

General Pre at.rati.

In the general preparation of any floor to be covered with resilient covering,
the removal of all foreign matter is of prime importance. ALything that will
mar the finished floor or that could cause an adhesive failure must be completely
removed from the surface to be covered. On some floors, scraping and s'vveo.p-
ing may be adequate; on extremely dirty floors, sanding may be necessary. If
a concrete floor has been exposed to grease or oil, the floor may need to be
scrubbed with a 10 percent solution of muriatic acid.

- -it s e
- V-

-4VA IN I

F

Fig. 15. Applying filler to concrete floor
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SURFACE PREPARATION

All cracks, seams, and holes must be filled to the level of the floor surface.
Any goad commercial filler may be used in most cases. However, if the filler
is to be feathered out, as it would be in a leveling process, a latex-type filler
should be used. The use of fillers on concrete subfloors is explained in the
assignment under "Mastic Underlayments."

Sealing concrete. Many good commercial floor sealers are on the market to-
day. None of them, however, is absolutely guaranteed to seal moisture from
a concrete floor. All of them will slow down the seepage of water through con-
crete, but because of changing conditions in the ground, no absoluie claims can
be made for any of them.

A concrete floor that is poured over a plastic membrane is usually considered
waterproof, but breaks or tears in the membrane caused in pouring the con-
crete will permit wi.ter seepage. Therefore, a properly conducted moisture
test before any resilient floor covering is installed is essential.

Priming concrete. On-grade or below-grade concrete floors ar_i dusty or porous
above-graaConcrete floors should be primed with an approtd primer. The
primer, which is a thin solution of the adhesive, penetrates e po_-es of the
concrete and acts as a binder between the concrete and the adhesive. In effect,
the atillezive clings to the primer and thus bonds better with the concrete.

The primer is spread with a trowel, squeegee, brush, or broom. If the con-
crete is very porous, several coats of primer may be required. The primer
is allowed to set until completely dry. It is best to prime the floor the day be-
fore the floor covering is to be installed.

Pruning a floor is not a waterproofing process, although some types of primer
(such as epoxy) will slow down water seepage in concrete. The main purpose
of priming a floor is to obtain a better adhesive bond.

Checkup

Ii any part of a floor is lower then the surrounding
ground, it is called a(n) I -grade floor.

If the floor is entirely above ground level, it is a(n)
2 -grade floor.

If the floor level is the same as that of the surrounding
ground, it is referred to as a(n),._ 3 -grade floor.

In the mat moisture test, a testing period of 4 is
recommended.

In the primer test for moisture, the primer is left
on fc 5 before a determination can be made.

1.

2.

3.

a.

5.

If the mat moisture test shows that moisture is present 6.
'n an on-grade floor, the only kinds of tile that may be 7.
used on it are 6 or 7 - 8 . 8.
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The best filler material to use where feathering out is
required is 9 filler. 9
For cleaning a concrete subfloor of grease or oil, a
10 percent solution of 10 11 is used. 10.

11.
Sometimes needed as a bonding agent between a floor
and the adhesive is a(n) 12 . 12.
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TOPIC 2 WOOD AND OTHER SURFACES

Introduction

When is lining felt used and what precautions must be taken in its use?
What are the most important items to check for on a wood underlayment?
What is the most commonly used wood underlayment?
Why is it not considered good practice to install new floor covering on
top of old covering?

The preparation of wood floors prior to the installation of floor covering is much
the same as for concrete in that the floor surface must be dry, clean, and level.
The methods of attaining this, however, are different and the variety of types of
wood floors makes tha procedure more complex.

All wood floors should have at least 18" between the ground and the underside
of the floor with sufficient ventilation to prevent dampness. If underlayment is
not used, the surface of the floor must be entirely free from paint, wax, varnish,
oil, or any other substance that will prevent a good bond.

Related Information

Stripwood Floors

Sanding. Most stripwood floors require sanding before the installation of re-
silient covering. The floor should first be inspected for evenness, since strip-
wood floors have a tendency to warp and cup. Any loose boards should be nailed
securely and any broken ones should be replaced. All paint and varnish will be
removed during the sanding process.

Stripwood floors should be sanded with a medium grit paper on a sanding ma-
chine run with the grain of the wood. If the floor is extremely uneven, the
sander may be run at a 45-degree angle to the boards unlil the surface is level.
A floor should never be sanded across the boards as this only causes exaggera-
tion of the unevenness. If the sanding is to be done in a small, or confined, area,
an edger or belt sander may be used.

After the sanding has been completed, a sanding sealer should be applied to the
floor to prevent the moisture in the adhesive from being absorbed into the newly
sanded floor, thus causing warping.
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WOOD SURFACES

Lining felt. As a general practice, lining felt is used only with stripwood floors.
The installer should observe the following points:

After the felt has all been pasted and rolled, all paste should be cleaned
from the surface of the felt as well as from the baseboards and walls.

A careful check should be made at this time for any blisters in the felt.
These must be corrected before the floor covering is installed as they
will show through the finished floor and result in a poor installation.

The lining felt should be protected with building paper if it is not to be im-
mediately covered with resilient covering; otherwise excessive traffic
on the felt will cause scuffing and tearing which will later show through
the finished floor.

Board underlayments. Three basic types of wood or board underlayments are
commonly used. These are hardboard, plywood, and particle board. Any of
these three underlayments may be used to cover an unsatisfactory surface.
However, the floor covering manufacturer's specifications should be consulted
before the floor is installed, since some floor covering manufacturers will not
guarantee their products if they are installed over certain types of underlayment.

Plywood, particle board, and hardboard underlayments are all installed in the
same way, with one exception. The seams of plywood and particle board under-
layments should fit snugly. No gap should be left between the panels (although
a 3/8" gap should be left between the walls and the edge of the underlayment).
With hardboard, a 1/32" gap should be left between sheets to accommodate pos-
sible expansion,

Board underlayments may be fastened with 3d or 5d ring-grooved or cement-
coated nails spaced 3" apart around the perimeters of the panels, and from 1/2"
to 3/4" from the edges. Nails should be spaced no farther than 6" on center
throughout the rest of the panels.

If the underlayment is to be fastened with staples, an etched staple with a diver-
gent chisel point should be used, one that extends into the subfloor at least 5/8",
but not more than 1". Staples should be spaced 2" apart on the edges of panels,
placed 1/2" to 3/4" from the edges. Through the rest of the panels, the staples
should be placed on 5" centers.

Plywood Subfloors

Plywood subfloors are usually constructed of DFPA interior grade, or a good
exterior grade such as DFPA CC (plugged) in sizes no larger than 4' X 8'. A
plywood product known as 2-4-1 as specified by DFPA is the most suitable for
sietple flooring. An even better type is 2-4-1 T&G, a 1-1/8" combination sub-
floor and underlayment. It has tongues on one, side and one end and grooves on
the opposite end and side. It may be applied directly on the floor joists, but
the ideal installation is over 4' X 4' grid. In this way, all seams rest on a
bearing surface and no additional bracing is required.
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SURFACE PREPARATION

When checking a plywood subfloor, the installer should look for such things as
improper nailing, loose boards and joints, and defects in the plywood itself.
When cleaning the surface, the installer should remember that any irregularities
on the surface will show through the finished resilient floor. Therefore, the
floor must be thoroughly cleaned of all paint, varnish, cement or other sub-
stance. It may be necessary to use a power sander to prepare the floor for
covering. If so, sanding should always be done with the grain of the wood.

During the manufacture of plywood, open knots or other voids may occur. These
may result in holes under the top layer of the plywood. If such defects go un-
noticed, the finished floor may easily be punctured. When such a defect is
found, the top layer of the plywood must be removed and the hole filled.

All seams and holes in a plywood floor must be properly filled with a good com-
mercial filler applied with a smooth trowel. Slight variations in the plywood
seams can be corrected by carefully feathering the filler. Proper bonding of
fillers is sometimes a problem, particularly on dusty floors. Commercial ad-
ditives that help solve this problem are available, and the addition of a small
amount of an emulsion type adhesive to the filler is often valuable. Extremely
dusty floors should be dampened immediately before application of the filler.

If the unevenness at the seams is too pronounced to cure with filler, a groove
may be sanded first (as shown in Fig. 16) and then filler used to level the floor.

////
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Fig. 16. How to groove or. uneven seam properly



WOOD SURFACES

Other Surfaces

Existing resilient floors. For a satisfactory surface, old resilient floor cover-
ing should be either removed or covered with board underlayment before a new
floor is installed. Under no circumstances should a felt underlayment be used
over old resilient floor covering because it results in a surface that is much
too soft.

For the sake of economy, however, the installer is sometimes required to in-
stall a new floor directly over the old floor covering. This is not the best kind
of installation. In most cases, the new floor will adhere sufficiently to the old
one, but there is no guarantee that the great drawing power of the adhesive will
not pull up the old covering. The installer has the additional disadvantage of
not knowing, in most cases, how well the origiral floor was laid, nor what ad-
hesive was originally used. As a general rule, this type of instrllation is not
recommended and should be avoided whenever possible.

If a new floor covering is to be installed directly over an old floor covering
without an underlayment, the entire area must first be checked for loose spots.
Any such places should be cemented and rolled thoroughly (see Unit I). The
entire floor should then be sanded with a coarse grit paper to remove all wax
and to ensure a good bond.

If the existing floor is coved, the cove must be removed. The field material is
cut along a line on the floor approximately 1/ 4" from the cove wood. Then all
material is removed from that point up the cove to the metal strip. Patching
plaster is then used to fill the gully between the edge of the field material and
the cove wood.

Metal subfloors, Occasionally a floor covering installer lays resilient cover-
ing on metal subfloors. Most important to remember is that such a floor must
also be true and even before a covering is placed on it. A mastic underlayment
should be used for smoothi.ig if rivets, lap joints, or welds protrude above the
surface level of the floor.

Checkup

A sanding machine used on stripwood floors should be run
across the grain of the wood.

1. T F

Lining felt should be cut so it fits snugly against vertical
surfaces.

2. T F

Buckles or blisters in the lining felt are of no consequence
because the weight of the material will compress them.

3. T F

Panel r of plywood underlayment should be fitted snugly
together.

4. T F

Sections of hardboard underlayment should be placed 1/8"
apart for best results.

5. T F
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Hardboard panels should be laid with the smooth side down. 6. T F

When the floor boards in adjoining rooms run in different
directions, the point where they meet in a doorway should
be covered with an extra thickness of lining felt.

7. T F

If staples are used to fasten plywood underlayments, they
should be spaced throughout the panel on 5" centers.

8. T F

Lining felt is recommended for use over an old resilient
flooring.

9. T F

Sanding with emery paper is recommended for removal 10. T F
Of paint from a wood subfloor
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TILE LAYOUT
AND INSTALLATION

_....

For a neat, balanced installation of resilient floor tile, the cor-
rect layout is the first requisite. Incorrect layout will result in
time wasted during the installation, poor appearance, and perhaps
the replacement of the entire job.

This unit discusses square and diagonal layout and installation and
includes a clpecial topic on wet-laying procedures. If the correct
adhesive is applied in the prescribed manner over a floor that is
clean, even, and without imperfections, and a well-planned tile
pattern is laid, the end result will be an attractive and serviceable
floor covering.

Close attention to details when performing this work will enable
the apprentice to master the art of resilient the laying to the ex-
tent that his jobs will always have the professional appearance that
is the hallmark of the master craftsman.



TOPIC 1- SQUARE LAYOUT

introduction

How shs-m I room measurements be made for tile layout?
How are border widths determined?
How is the center of a circular room located?
How is a perpendicular line erected?

Two things should be considered in preparing to lay out a tile floor: (1) the
border should be as nearly balanced as possible, and (2) tile waste should be
kept to a minimum. Both of these requisites can be met only by careful plan-
ning from the very beginning.

Tile layout falls into two categories: (1) square layout, where the tile run
parallel to the walls of the room; and (2) diagonal layout, where the tile are
set at a 45° angle to the walls. When an irregular-shaped room is involved,
the predominate walls should be used as guides, unless there is a reason for
not doing so, such as the presence of a main entrance on another wall which
might be used as a base point.

Related information

Measurements should be taken across the length and width of the room. These
measurements should be made at both ertos of each wall to determine whether
the room is square, or nearly so. If the room is not square, it will be neces-
sary to make adjustments in the layout in order to retain a square field and ob-
tain satisfactory borders.

Determining Border Width

General rule. Fundamentally, the space to be used by border tile (cut tile at
the edges of the room) is determined by dividing the room dimensions by the
size of the tile. The steps are as follows:

Step 1.
Step 2.

Determine length and width of room in inches.
Divide each by the the size. The remainder is for border.

Using the room illustrated in Fig. 17 as an example, the problem can be worked
as follows:

Length 204" Width 149"

204" ÷ 9" = 22 full tile with 6" remaining for border
149" ÷ 9" = 16 full the with 5" remaining for border
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

NEW CHALK LINES

ORIGINAL CHALK LINES

17'4'
(2041

Fig. 17. toying out a room for square installation

Since the 'border should be equal on both ends of the room and equal on both
sides, the 6" and the 5" must be divided by 2. This would give borders of 3"
and 2-1/2", which would not be adequate if, as is sometimes preferred, border
of at least 4" is to be maintained, In this case, the width of one tile is added
to the 6" to make a total of 15" and to the 5" to make a total of 14". The bor-
ders are then determined to be 7-1/2" and 7".

It is not usually considered desirable to use full the as a border, since this
allows no cutting leeway in case" the room is not absolutely square. It is pref-
erable in such cases to use a half-tile border on each side, which gives more
opportunity for making adjustments.

Special rule for 9" tile. In working with 9" tile, a special rule cal..ed the "rule
of nines" is s3metimes used to determine the width of the border. It works as
follows:

Step 1. Add the numerals in the number of inches measured. The total- -
if it contains only one numeral--is the remainder for border.

Step 2. If the result of Stop 1 has two numertis, add those two. This
total is the remainder for border.

Using the same room (Fig. 17), the problem is worked as follows:

149" 1 + 4 + 9 = 14 204" 2 + C + 4 = 6" for border

1 + 4 = 5" for border (Step 2 is unnecessary)



SQUARE LAYOUT

Note that this method, while eflective for determining border width,does not
indicate the number of rows of full tile needed between the borders.

Rule for 12" tile. When 12" tile is used, the measurement may be made in feet
an inches rather than in inchee alone, since the number of feet in each dimen-
sion indicates the number of fur- tile needed and the number of inches indicates
the total border width. A dimention of 17' 3" (Fig. 17) indicates that 3" will
be left for border. If tl.is is considered inadequate, the width of one full tile,
or 12", should he added to the 3', to give a border width of /5", cr 7-1/2" on
each side.

Tile patterns._ When a tile pattern is laid out, the full pattern should be con-
sidered as one tile. For example, a 27" pattern to be installed in the room
shown in Fig. 18 should be looked upon simply as a series of 27" tile. The
steps are the same as for any other size, and when full tile width is to be added
to the remainder to give adequate border width, the full 27" is added.

A

B

BORDERS LAM OUT FOR 27" TILE PATTERN

CHALK LINE I

2I" H D

17'4"

Fig. 18. Layout procedure for 27inch tile patters,

Using the length of the room in Fig. 18:

204" :: 27" = 7 full patterns with a remainder c: 15"
15" + 27" = 42"

42" + 2 7.21" for balanced order

Striking Chalk Lines

When the border widths and number of rows of field tile needed have been deter-
mined, the next step is to strike chalk lines to find the starting point for the first
tile. Using the room in Fig. 17, proceed as follows:
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

1. Determine the midpoints of the two shortest walls (A and C) and strike
a chalk line on the floor connecting these two points.

2. Determine the midpoint of this line and strike a second line perpendic-
ular to the first and extending to walls B and D. (Do not use the mid-
points of walls B and D to determine where to strike the second line,
since rooms are not usually exactly rectangular. )

If it is desired 0 begin laying tile at a point away from the center of the room,
these lines may be moved in any direction by an amount equal to any multiple
of the size of tile being laid. If calculations indicate that the number of field
tile across the room (in either direction) will be d rather than even, one or
both lines should be moved half the width of the tit (rig. 17), or half the tile
width plus any multiple of the full the width.

The intersection of these two lines gives a s' rting point for laying the tile.

Special Layout Problems

Findinft the center of a circular room. The icaowing procedure may be used
to find the center of a circular room:

1. Strike a chalk line between any two points on the wall (Fig. 19, AB).

2. Draw arcs from points A and B to find point D.
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SQUARE LAYOUT

3. Strike a chalk line through point D to point C, which is the half-way
point between points A and B. This line, CD, is a center line of the
room, and the midpoint on this line is the center point of the room (E).

Use steel tapes-or a board with a nail in each end to form the arcs. The use
of a string is not recommended because string has a tendency to stretch.

Erecting a perpendicular line. The method described for finding the center of
a circle may also be used in any kind of room for erecting a perpendicular line,
because the resulting line is perpendicular to the criginal chalk line.

Another method that may be used is the 3-4-5 method of constructing a right
triangle. Using Fig. 20 as an example, the steps are as follows:

A

CHALK LINE

F

Fig, 20. Rectangular layout, using the 3-4-5 method

1. To erect a perpendicular to line AB, first determine the point (C) at
which the perpendicular is needed. (If a center line is needed, the
perpendicular must run through the center of line AB. Otherwise, it
may run through any point on the line. )

2. Using a steel tape, strike an arc 3' from point C toward the center of
the room.

3. Measure 4' from point C toward point B along line AB (point E).

4. Strike an arc 5' from paint E toward the center of the room, intersect-
ing the first arc. The junction of the first arc and the second arc de-
termined point D.

5. Strike a chalk line through points C and D. Line CD is the desired
perpendicular.
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

A simple way of checking the accuracy of the points plotted by this method is
to measure 4' from point C toward point A on line AB (Fig. 20). Using this
new point as a base, strike another arc 5' out in the direction of the recently
established paint D. This new arc should intersect the junction of the original
two arcs. If it does not, replot all points to find and correct the error. In
large rooms, the 3-4-5 method may be expanded by using any multiples of
these measurements, such as 6 -8 -IA or 9-12-15.

Checkup

Layout lines may be adjusted at any time during the instal-
lation.

1. T F

In layout, consideration should be given to both balanced
borders a-,d the waste factor.

2. T F

After the border line has beers established, it may be
moved to any convenient location, provided it is moved
in exact multiples of the width of the tile being used.

3. T F

The desirable niinimum width for bonier tile is 2 ". 4, T F

When the center of a circular room is to be established,
the first line may be struck between any two points on
the wall.

5. T F

When a perpendicular line is plotted, the measurements 6. T F
12' - 16' - 20' may be used.

A string is recommended for marking out an arc. 7, T F

In the layout of a pattern job, the repeat of the pattern
takes the place of the individual tile as the multiple unit.

8. T F

After an area has been laid out for 9" x 9" tile, 12" x 12"
tile may be substituted without changing layout lines,

In a square layout the tile runs parallel with the walls.

9.

10.

T

T

F

F
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TOPIC 2- DIAGONAL LAYOUT

Introduction

Why is it important to mair.L'n the 45° angle in laying out diagonal tile?
s For what purpose is tile laid dry first?

How may border width be determined by calculation?
How is a 45° line established?
After guidelines have been struck, can they be moved?

Correct diagonal layout requires the tile to run at a 45° angle to the walls. If
this angle is not maintained, an uneven appearance results. Diagonal layout
requires a little more time than square layout. If the layout is done p..operly,
however, install?tion is less difficult and the finished job is much more attractive.

Related Information

Method using perpendicular guidelines. The border for a diagonal layout may
be determined by dividing the room dimensions by the diagonal width of the tile.
For 9" X 9" tile this may be done by dividing the dimensions by 38", the approxi-
mate diagonal width of three tiles. If the remainder is tco wide for the borders,
it may in turn be divided by 12-3/4", the approximate diagonal width of one tile.
With 12" X 12" tile, the dimensicns may be divided by 17". This calculation
tells the installer quickly approximately how wide his border will be. The
center layout can then be adjusted to obtain this border.

Another method is dry-laying the tile. First find the centers of two opposite
walls and strike a line across the room between them (sine AC, Fig. 21). Next
determine the center point of this line and erect a perpendicular at that point
(3 ine BD, Fig. 21).

Lay tile dry along these chalk lines, starting from the center of the room, to
determine the width of the border. It may be ne.ter,ary to shift the position
of tile at the center in order to obtain a satisfactory border (Fig. 22).

If a diagonal layout is to be laid with contrasting tiles, the problem of color at
the border must also be considered. It is essential that the same color domi-
nate all borders, otherwise the finished floor has an unbalanced look. Quite
often it is necessary to shift the center layout in order to get this balance
(Fig. 22).

After the perpendicular lines have been struck, the border determined, and the
center layout planned, the installer may begin installation, using the original
perpendicular lines as guidelines to align the opposite corners of the tile
(point-to-point).
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

-r

0

Fig. 21. Initial step in laying out for diagonal pattern
B
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DIAGONAL LAYOUT

Fig. 23. Marking a 45° angle from center of room

1

C

Method using 45° guidelines. Another method of diagonal layout is using a
45° guideline to align the edges of the tike. After the border and center lay-
out have been determined, ii- is necessary to bisect the 90° angle formed by
the two perpendicular lines in the center of the room. To do this, measure
an equal distance from point E (Fig. 23) in each direction on the perpendicu-
lar lines in the center of the rJom. Mar!. the lines at those points to establish

\`
\\ \\\\ \\\

ORIGINAL LINE

NEW UNE

'Fig. 24. Shifting a diagonal line for convenience
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

F, G, H, and I. Using a steel tape or a board with nails in each end (with
nails spaced farther apart than the distance from point E to the recently estab-
lished points), strike arcs from F, G H, and I so that they intersect at two
new points (3 and K). Then strike a line through these arcs and through center
point E to establish the diagonal guideline LM. %.

To balance the borders when using this diagonal guideline, it may be necessary
to move the line by the widtt. of half a tile. Measure the needed distance at two
widely separated points along the diagonal line (and perpendicular to the line)
and strike the new line from these points. The resrlt will be a diagonal line
Ptarallel to and at the desired distance from the original one. This line may
then be used as the guideline for installations.

Checkup
x 8

\ I`\ I

i

I
I

t \\
I \
I

1

I

i
0

Fig. 21 Typical layout for diagonal installation

In the following three questions regarding Fig. 25, write in the appropriate
blank the letters for the line or lines referred to in each description. Note:
more than one line may fit the description.

Divides the room in half:

Perpendicular to line AC:

Forms a 45° at.,,le to the walls:

Arcs drawn from lines AC and BD are used to strike
line 4 .

After line XY is struck, it may be 5 in order to
balance the borders.
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Diagonal tile may run at an angle other than 45° in
long narrow rooms.

Diagonal layout is extremely time-consuming.

Tile may be laid dry along the center lines to determine
the border width.

It is necessary to know how to bisect an angle in order
to lay out diagonal tile.

String should always be used to draw the arcs for bisect-
ing angles.

---.
Diagonal layout should be done before the paste is spread.

Determining border width is less important with diagonal
layout than with square layout.

Border width may be determined by dividing the room
dimension by the diagonal width of the tile.

The guidelines for diagonal tile layout may be parallel to
the walls.

There is no quick, accurate method for making a diagonal
tile layout.

DIAGONAL LAYOUT

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

141. T F

14, T F

15. T F
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TOPIC 3 SQUARE INSTALLATION

Introduction

What is the proper method of starting a the installation?
How are straight and irregular walls cut in?
How are tiles measured and marked to fit around door jambs?

Although this topic is based primarily on procedures for square installation
of asphalt and vinyl-asbestos tile, the measuk ing, fitting, and cutting me.hods
described apply to most types of floor tile.

Related Information

Adhesives

After the area has been laid out, the next stet. is spreading the adhesive. Dur-
ing the spreading, the previously established layout marks must be preserved.
This may be done any one of several ways. The easiest way is to secure one
end of the chalk line to a nail in the floor on the starting line farthest from the
starting point. Secure the other end of the chalk line so that the line is off the
floor while adhesive is being spread. Another method is to spread adhesive
in a narrow strip over the general area where the starting line will be, allow
this adhesive to set up, snap the line, then spread the balance of the area.

The recommendations of the manufacturer should be followed regarding the
type of spreader to be used and the spreading rate of the adhesive, which
varies according to the porosity of the floor. For instance, there is a greater
rate of spread over a dense concrete floor than over a wood floor.

A slightly coarser spreader is used for asphalt tile adhesives than for vinyl-
asbestos tile or linoleum adhesives. For best results when adhesive is spread
for vinyl-asbestos tile, the ridges should be smoothed La a thin film after the
spreader grooves have laid the right amount of adhesive on the floor.

Adhesives should be spread with a sweeping motion in both directions. Suffi-
cient pressure would be applied to the spreader to leave only a light film on
the floor between the grooves or notches of the spreader. The entire floor
should be covered at one time.

Field Tile

After the adhesive has set up and the starting line has been struck, begin appli-
cation of field tile. Work on top of the tile as it is installed. Starting near the
center of the room (usually in line with a doorway), lay one or two rows of tile
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SQUARE INSTALLATION

along each side of the layout line, from the center to the wall. Then return to
the center and lay the rows along the layout line to the opposite wall (Fig. 26).
Take extreme care to make the rows straight and make the tile fit tightly, since
these rows will be the basis for the squareness and alignment of the entire
installation.

Fig. 26. First rows of the laid

=PIM
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Fig. 27. Pyramiding Me from first row

In the next step, begin on one side of the starting row, near the middle, pyra-
miding or stairstepping the tile out into the 'nom (Fir,. 27). Cover the entire
field area in this way. The border tile, or "cut-in" area, remains.

Usually tile is laid so that the grain in each tte is at right angles to the grain
in the adjacent tiles. All tile has certain directional characteristics that govern
expansion and contraction due to temperature, humidity, and moisture content
changes. If tile is laid with the grain running in the same direction throughout,
expansion and contraction are cumulative. If alternate tiles are at right angles
to each other, peaking or loss of bond due to expansion is much less.

Border Tile

The difficulty involved in measuring and cutting the border tile, often referred
to as "cutting in, " depends on the complexity of the cuts required, which may
vary from a parallel to a diagonal, or irregular line.

In cases where the wall line is straight and parallel with the edge of the field
tile, it is merely necessary to measure the width needed and cut the tile to this
width. However, wren irregular cuts are required, a more complicated pro-
cedure is used. Since it is impossible to trace the wall outline onto the tire,
it must be projected or transferred by some means onto the surface of the bor-
der tile to be cut.

Where the contour of the wall varies from tile to tile, a prescribed method of
measuring and marking is used. First, remember the following:

I. The tile must fit exactly into the space between the field tile and the
wall, butting against the field tile on one side and against the wall on
the other side.
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

2. The tile edge against the wall must follow the contour of the wall,
including any irregularities.

Positionir. To meet the requirements listed, the border tile to be cut must
be careftilfy positioned before the outline of the wall is projected onto its face.
The most practical way to do this is to align directly over the field tile adjacent
to the space to be filled. However, in the case of irregular cuts and border
tiles in corners, it may be necessary to slide the tile along the tile seam so
that the two scribing lines drawn will intersect.

Orientation. When any border tile is positioned for cutting, assuming alternate
field tiles are laid at right angles to each other, it must be placed face up and
so oriented that the surface decoration will be at right angles to the adjacent
tile when it is placed in its proper position. Therefore, when the border tile
is placed over -"ie field tile for measuring, its decoration must be going in the
same directioi, as that of the adjacent tile, and at right angles to the direction
of the pattern of the tile beneath it.

Measuring border tile &gainst straight surfaces. When the border is positioned
for cutting, it is exactly one tile width away from the position it will finally
occupy. Therefore, a common practice is to use a whole tile as a measuring
device or template. If scribers or dividers are used, they must be set to the
width of a full tile.

The measuring tile, which overlaps the border tile to be cut, should always be
positioned with sides parallel to the rows of field tile. Both the border tile to
be cut and the measuring tile must be held firmly in place while measurements
are being made.

'a' PAS1CD

Fig. 28. Tile C is placed directly Fig. 29. Scribe tile C along edge
over tile B as shown. Tile 0 is then of 0 and cut into *we parts, shown
placed against wall so it overlaps as C1 and C2

tile C
If no tile cutter is available, the procedure for measuring border tile
when the side walls are parallel to the tile rows is as follows:

1. Position and orient the border tile to be cut directly over the field
tile adjacent to the space to be filled.
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Fig. 30. Remove tile D and C1 and
snap C2 in place against wall

2. Butt the measuring tile against the wall, overlapping the border tile
to be cut (Fig. 31).



SQUARE INSTALLATION

3. Holding both tiles firmly in place, mark the face of the border tile
along the front edge of the measuring tile (Fig. 32).

_ *:"; '"7-
mAt ."

..41116ka_`.-

Fig. 31. Positioning border tile for scribing Fig. 32. Scoring tile

A-

t

Fig. 33. Laying the in final position

When the side walls are at an angle to the tile rows, the procedure is
as follows:

1. Position and orient the border tile to be cut directly over the field
tile adjacent to the space to be filled.

2. Align the measuring tile with one corner against the wall surface
at a point in line with one edge of the border tile to be cut. Mark
the point on the edge of the border tile where the corresponding
front corner of the measuring tile falls.
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

3. Align the measuring tile with one corner against the wall surface
at a point in line with the other edge of the border tile. Mark the
point on the edge of the border tile where the corresponding Front
corner of the measuring tile falls.

4. Connect the two points on the border the with a straightedge and
mark or score the line.

Measuring borderinst irregular surfaces. The following is the most
comp ex me od of etermining the contour or line followed by a wall surface.
It is most frequently used on jobs where it is necessary to fit around a door
jamb, but it may also be used on any other irregular surfaces and projections.

Principle of plotting points. This method is based on the principle that
any irregular line or curve may be plotted if a sufficient number of individual
points can be connected. The method consists of projecting and plotting a point
onto the surface of the border tile to be cut wherever there is a change in the
contour or shape of the wall surface. The points are then connected to develop
the wall contour.

Measuring is done in two steps, since not only must the distance out from the
wall line or door jamb be determined, but also the lateral or side-to-side
placement. It might seem that it should be possible to project the wall surface
onto the border tile by tracing the path of the corner of the measuring the as
it is slid along the wall surface, but this is not the case. The fallacy in this
method can best be demonstrated by citing an example, using 9" X 9' tile.
Almost inevitably, some slight misalignment occurs when the measuring tile
is slid along an irregular surface. Assuming that the misalignment of the
measuring the is only slightly under 1° as it traces its path along the wan,
this 1 makes a difference of less than 1/1000" with respect to the distance
away from the wall, but it makes a difference of 1/8" or more in the lateral,
or side-to-side, measurements. Nine inches is too great a distance over
which to scribe accurately by this method. Therefore, the tile must be repo-
sitioned and measured in the other direction also, in order to place the lateral
or side-to-side measurements accurately.

Each of the plot points is positioned by the intersection of two perpendicular
lines. If the border tile to be cut were left in place exactly over the field tile
adjacent to the space to be filled, lines drawn along the front edge of the
measuring tile would come only up to the intersecting lines, not through the
points of intersection. Therefore, the border tile to be cut is oriented for
decoration, placed over the field tile adjacent to the space to be filled, and
then slid back and forth along the tile seam parallel to the wall as necessary,
in order to make the lines drawn cross, rather than meet, the intersecting lines.

Before tile is cut or measured around a moulded door jamb or other irregu-
larity, the border tiles on both sides of the irregularity should already be
cut and in place.
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SQUARE INSTAUATION

First series of measurements.

I. With the border tile positioned and oriented, align the measuring tile
so that one corner of the measuring tile is against the wall surface Li
line with one edge of the border tile which is to be cut along the front
edge of the measuring tile (that is, the edge away from the wall).

2. Slide the measuring tile along the wall to the point where the corner
meets the moulded door jamb or irregularity as it projects from the
wall. Slide the border tile to be cut along the tile seam to a point a
short distance away from the door opening. Mark a line along the
front edge of the measuring tile.

3. Slide the measuring the away from the wall to the corner of the face
of the moulded door jamb or irregularity. Draw another line along
the front edge of the measuring tile on the face of the border tile
to be cut.

4. Continue to draw additional lines in the same way, one line for each
face of the moulded door jamb or irregularity (Fig. 34). It will not
be necessary to reposition the border the to be cut until the door jamb
or irregularity starts to go back in toward the wall. Then slide the
border tile along the seam parallel to the wall to a point a little past
the door opening.

Fig. 34. Starting to plot for door

.

L
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

Second series of measurements.

1. Without turning or rotating the border tile to be cut, shift its position
into the doorway, opposite the moulded door jamb. Place it over the
next border tile, which is already in place, and align it with the tile
seam perpodicular to the wall surface. Slide the tile into the room
along the s-Itam at least as far as the door jamb or irregularity pro-
jects into the room.

2. Align the measuring tile, placing one corner opposite the back edge of
the door jamb and the other corner over the border tile to be cut.
Mark on the border tile along the edge of the measuring tile, intersect-
ing the lines for the wall behind the moulded door jamb and for the cor-
ner of the face of the jamb.

3. Moving the measuring tile toward the center of the doorway, continue
to draw additional lines for each point where the wall or door jamb
changes its contour or shape. The measuring tile must continue to
be held in alignment, so that this second series of lines will also be
parallel. Each line in the second series must intersect the corres-
ponding line for the same point in the first series, and must be perpen-
dicular to the lines made in the first series.

t
,

A

I r
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Fig. 35. A finished plot line



SQUARE INSTALLATION

4. Connect each of the points determined by the series of plot points to
form the contour of the moulded door jamb and wall. Draw in curves
connecting the plot points (see Fig. 35).

Measuring for corners. Tile which are to be cut to fit into the corner of a room
are measured by placing them first on one side of the corner, over the border
the which have already been "cut in," and then over the border tile on the other
side of the corner. All of the procedures applying to alignment and positioning
must be followed.

Cutting tile. The most common practice in making straight cuts is to use a
tile cutter. If the cut is square, set the gauge on the tile cutter to the desired
dimension and cut the tile (Fig. 36). If the cutting line is straight from one
side of the tile to the other but at an angle, it may still be cut on the tile cutter.

Certain har tiles, such as asphalt tile, generally lend themselves to snapping;
score the s face and snap the tile apart along the scored line (Fig. 37). Softer
materials, such as vinyl, cork, and rubber tiles, are easily cut through.

Fig. 37. Breaking tile

fig. 36. Cutting with a tile cutter

If the irregularity of the wall is such that angles or contours occur within the
width of one tile, it may be necessary to heat the tile and cut it with snips or
a utility knife.

The cut edge of the tile is always fitted against the wall so that irregularities
in the cut edge are inconspicuous.
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

Checkup

A greater amount of adhesive is required on a dense
concrete floor than on a wood floor.

Asphalt tile requires slightly more adhesive than vinyl-
asbestos tile.

The entire "field" is laid two rows at a time.

On an asphalt tile installation, the installer works from
the uncovered floor.

Adhesive is spread so that the entire floor area is covered.

A skilled installer is able to make all required cuts with
a tile cutter.

The cut edge of any tile should be placed against the field.

Any irregular curve may be plotted if there are a suffi-
cient number of individual points which can be connected.

The adjoining border tile should be set in place before
those around a door jamb have been fitted.

Adhesive should be spread so that chalk lines on the floor
are left uncovered.

The first tile should be installed near the center of the
room.

The second step in laying tile is usually referred to as
usta.i.rstepping."

Adjacent tile are laid at right angles to each other in
order to achieve a basketweave pattern.

For diagonal cuts, the edge of the measuring tile is held
firmly against the wall surface.

In scribing to an irregular surface, the installer lic )s
the measuring tile along the well but positions the box dcr
tile over the adjacent field tile.
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TOPIC 4 DIAGONAL INSTALLATION

Introduction

How does diagonal installation differ from square installation?
Why are special templates sometimes needed to scribe tile for diago-
nal installation?
Of what materials may these templates be made?

When tile is cut for a diagonal installation, some special problems are encoun-
tered. For the most part, however, the laying procedure is much the same as
for square installations.

Related Information

Along straight walls and other vertical surfaces where a snug fit is Pat required,
since moulding or coving will cover the edges of the tile, the border width may
be measured and the diagonal attachment on a tile cutter set for the correct width.
The tile may be cut without first being measured individually.....

Fig. 38. Making a tile tem-
plate for diagonal layout

TEMPLATE

9" TILE

If a the cutter is not available, or if a tighter fitting border is required, a tem-
plate made of sheet metal or heavy cardboard may be used (Fig. 38). The tem-
plate should be square, with side dimensions equal to the diagonal measurement
of the the being laid. For 9" X 9" tile, for example, the template should be ap-
proximately 12-3/4" square. Place the border tile in the same position for
scribing as with square layout, and move the template along the wall as a guide
for the scoring lines (Fig. 39). Then cut the tile, either by snapping along scor-
ing lines, cutting with a knife, or cutting with a tile cutter if one is available.
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

Fig. 39. Using a template

The odd angles produced around doorways are often difficult to fit when tile is
laid diagonally. Around such areas it is sometmes better to use a lining felt
pattern (as is done with sheet goods). Cut a piece of felt the size of the tile
being used. Lay the felt in the place of the tile to be installed and mark each
angle with a pair of dividers. Then lay the felt over a piece of tile and care-
fully trace each mark from the felt onto the tile. Cut the tile according to
the markings.

Checkup

A template is valuable when tile is fit diagonally. 1. T F

A tile cutter with a diagonal gauge should be used when-
ever a tight fit is required.

2. T F

A 12-314" template is used when scribing 9" X 9" tile. 3. T F

A felt pattern is required when fitting tile to walls and
most other vertical surfaces.

4. T F

The size of the template is determined by the width of
the border.

5. T F
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TOPIC 5 WET-LAYING PROCEDURES

Introduction

How does radiant heating affect wet-laying?
What are the fastest-drying cements of those commonly used?
Why is the dry-cutting of border tile recommended in wet-laying work?
Where does the installation start in wet-laying?

Many factors must be considered before installing tile on wet adhesives. The
first factor to be considered is the time alloted for the adhesive to develop a
"live bond, " which means that the adhesive will adhere to the floor and to the
tile before it dries. Another factor to consider is that the amount of adhesive
to be spread is controlled by the depth of the trowel teeth. Certain types of
tile require less adhesive than other types, especially when wet-laid. If more
adhesive is used than necessary, it will bleed through the seams of the tile,
causing extra cleanup work. Consideration must also be given to the area to
be spread at one time; the correct area depends upon the drying time of the
adhesive. Today, with the large variety of tiles and adhesives manufactured,
the installer must be familiar with these considerations before proceeding with
any installation.

Consideration should be given to grade level before spreading an adhesive to
make sure the installer has the adhesive specified by the tile manufac carer for
that level.

Related Intormatioh

Adhesive dr ing time. Adhesives generally used for wet-laying are epoxies,
waterproo a esives, rubber or latex base adhesives, and linoleum paste.
The area to be spread at one time with each is limited to the amount of tile that
can 13e laid before bonding effectiveness is lost. If the floor has radiant heat,
setting time is accelerated.

Drying times of all types of adhesives vary with the ventilation and temperature
conditions. Waterproof adhesives have a rapid setting time, and most rubber
or latex base adhesives have a much shorter setting time than any other adhe-
sives. In any case, the manufacturer's recommendations should be followed.

Application of materials. The following two paragraphs are reprinted from
Congoleum-Nairn "Installation Specifications:*

*Technical Service Bulletin, Congoleum-Nairn, Inc. , May,1961 (A. I. A.
File 23g).
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Fig. 43.
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Removing excess adhesive

Fig. 44. Spreading for last two rows
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Spread and by from center all
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WET-LAYING PROCEDURES

Start at the established guide lines and spread an area as far as the
arm can reach. Embed the tiles into the adhesive immediately.
Each tile shall be properly fitted against the prec...ding tiles and
shall not be forced into tight contact but merely allowed to drop in
place. Care must be taken -..o see that all four edges of each tile
are firmly in contact with the adhesive. Care shall be used to
maintain right angle lines in laying the tiles. The installer shall
work from the uncovered floor as much as possible until the aL.he-
sives has set up enough to hold the tiles from sliding out of align-
ment. When necessary to walk or kneel on the newly installed tiles
make certain that aligument has not been changed.

As soon as the adhesive has set so that it will not come up between
the joints, the surface shall be rolled in both eirections with a 150
pound roller to assure contact of the tiles and adhesive and to bring
the edges of the tile flush. At junction with vertical surfaces the
tiles shall be scribed carefully so as to form a neat joint at these
points. The tiles shall never be forced into place or laid under
pressure.

Sequence of application. Either one of the two sequences may be used in wet-
laying tile. In the first, and preferred, method (Fig. 46), use a straightedge
anchored to the floor at the starting point, generally near the center of the
room. Spread adhesive and lay the field tile only, leaving the last two rows
of tile next to the vertical surfaces unpasted. Clean any edges showing excess
paste. Proceed to lay the next row of tile ry, butting the field tile. Scribe
this row of tile to fit the. vertical surfaces. Cut, remove, paste, and lay the
last two rows of tile, completing the installation. If the border tile is too diffi-
cult to scribe to the vertical surfaces, use a lining felt pattern as for diagonal
tile or sheet goods.
In the alternate method, laying is started with the border tile before adhesive
has been spread. Fit the border tile to the vertical surface and dry-cut them.
Remove the tile and spread an appropriate area with adhesive. Lay the tile in
this area, starting with the border tile and being sure all tile are square with
the layout lines (Figs. 47, 48, 49). Proceed in the same way around the room.
Make as many dry cuts of nonfield tile as possible, thus minimizing the amount
of adhesive that gets on the hands and the tile. This will reduce cleaning time
when the installation is comOeted.

Checkup

"Wet-laying" means laying tile while the adhesive is
still wet.

Radiant heating in a floor extends the working time of
adhesives.

Adhesive drying time is an important factor to be con-
sidered in making a wet-laying installation.

The fastest drying type of adhesive is waterproof cement.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. , , F
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TILE LAYOUT AND INSTALLATION

When being laid, the tiles must be forced tightly together.

Wet-laid tile floors must be rolled in both directions.

For best results, the installer should work from the un-
covered portion of the floor whenever possible.

The preferred depth and spacing of trowel notching is
related to the room temperature of the area being spread.

Kneeling or walking on installed tile prior to rolling may
cause shrinkage.

The chief reason for dry-cutting the border the is to
avoid excessive cleanup.

The amount of adhesive required is determined by the
kind of tile used.

The installer should press the the firmly into the adhe-
sive.

The border tile must be placed last in wet-laying pro-
cedure.

In the usual (and preferred) method of wet-laying tile,
the center lines of the room are used to set the square-
ness of the layout.

Even when border the are laid out first, the border area
is the last spread with adhesive.
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SHEET GOODS

The installation of sheet goods accounts for up to 80 percent of the
floor covering business. Ever since the early development of lino-
leum, which marked the beginning of the trade as weknow it today,
sheet goods has played a leading role in the industry. The subse-
quent development of modern materials in sheet form, especially
the family of vinyls, has kept pace with thedemand and, to a large
degree, opened up new avenues for increased sales.

As the variety of sheet materials has expanded and the quality of
the goods has improved, so, too, has the need for special skills
been increased to meet the demands of this competitive business.

This unit deals primarily with the proper handling, laying out, and
installation of sheet materials and the skills required to perform
a workmanlike job.



TOPIC 1 HANDLING SHEET GOODS

introduction

In what grades are sheet goods supplied?
What precautions should be taken in shop cutting to prevent excessive
waste?
At what average temperature should sheet material be stored previous
to laying?
Why are dollies and hand trucks essential on a job site after delivery
of material?

The proper handling of sheet goods as they are shipped from factory to whole-
saler to shop, and carried from shop to job, can save m- 'I needless expense
by preventing waste of material and possible customer complaints.

While the installer may not often be called upon to handle packaged sheet goods
apart from the job area in which he is working, a knowledge of the dangers and
the prccedures involved will help him to handle them more efficiently on the job.

Related information

Grades. After manufacture, sheet goods are packaged in rolls, most of which
contain about 60 square yards per roll. Before shipment, sheet goods are
rolled out on a large table, inspected and graded, wrapped, labeled, and
weighed. The label on each roll shows the pattern number, yardage, grade,
and code. The code number is based on the month and year of manufacture
and the roll number. This code number is also placed on a small slip inside
the roll to aid in identification of the roll in case of complaint.

Materials are priced according to their grade. The grades used by the manu-
facturers are as follows:

Perfects--A roll of perfects must contain not less than 30 square yards
and usually contains 60 to 64 square yards. Material in perfect rolls must be
in one piece and free from imperfections which could adversely affect the ap-
pearance or wearing qualities of the material.

Seconds--Seconds are one-piece rolls of not less than 40 square yards.
The sheet goods must contain no defects serious enough to affect the product
materially.

Remnants--Remnant rolls contain two to six pieces of one pattern; no piece
is smaller than six square yards, none larger than 20 square yards. P -,,es
are not always perfectly matched in shade.
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Cuttings -- Cuttings are imperfect material in Xeces of from two to six
square yards.

General handling precautions. Sheet goods should never be transported or
stored in any position but on end, and a roll should always be secured to pre-
vent any movement. To speed handling, handlers of heavy freight use craies
or winches to hoist the material from truck, train, or boat. Care must be
exercised at all times by the freight handler because sheet goods can be dam-
aged easily while still inside the wrapper. Serious damage can occur to sheet
goods, particularly to linoleum, if the roll is dropped on its side. Sheet
vinyls will not crack as easily as linoleum unless the weather is especially
cold, but they never should be dropped, regardless.

Handling by retailers and wholesalers. The wholesaler will be held responsible
for checking the rolls for possible damage to the goods. If the sheet goods are
delivered to the retailer direct from the transportation company, the retailer
should examine the bill of lading to see that he receives all the rolls recorded
and check each roll carefully for possible damage. The workman should look
at the end of the rolls to see if any cracks show along the edge from the paper
core outward. A roll of sheet goods dropped at a certain angle can be cracked
about every 12 to 18 inches, as far as halfway through the roll. The workman
should also check the wrapper on each roll to see if it has been cut or torn
and inspect the surface of the wrapper for deep cuts or scratches.

A single workman, if he is without additional help, can lower the roll from a
truck to a rubber mat made for freight handling. However, it is much safer
if three men work together to lower the roll to ground level.

The sheet goods delivered from the transportation company or the wholesaler
should be stored on end in the retailer's establishment.

Cutting material in the shop. Cuts made in the shop must be square across
the material; otherwise the measurement could be short by a considerable mar-
gin, depending on how far the cut was out of square. Using a two-foot carpen-
ter's square applied against a six-foot steel straightedge is one method of
cutting to be sure the material is cut square with the edge of. the roll. Line
up the square perfectly on the factory edge of the roll, then place the straight-
edge against that part of the square lying on the back of the material. Then
cut on the back of the material across the six-foot sheet with a linoleum knife
held against the straightedge, which is held firmly against the square.

Efficiency in the cutting of material is such an important item that some shops
have one man do all the cutting. In cutting material, the installer should be
careful not to waste any more than necessary. Accurate cutting of material
can prove to be especially valuable on a large job. Because of variations in
room sizes, odd pieces left from previous cuts can sometimes be used prof-
itably.

Delivery of rolls to job site. While material is being transported to a job, the
surface sho'ild be well protected against damage.
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After the matelal arrives at the job, the installer in charge determines the
number of rolls to be placed on each floor, specifying their approximate total
yardage. He may require a hoist in order to put the rolls where he wants
them if, as is so often the case in new construction, no elevators are available.
Hoisting must be done carefully so that the surface of the goods is not hit or
the wrapping broken. Sheet goods should never be dropped to the floor from
a vertical position. Instead, the installer can use a regular linoleum truck,
or place a roll of lining felt or several sandbags next to the vertical roll, and
lower it gently to the floor. Laying sheet goods can be greatly simplified by
using dollies and trucks. In addition to their labor-saving value in the handling
of goods, dollies and trucks are extremely helpful in moving refrigerators and
other heavy fixtures and appliances, which is often found necessary on a floor
covering job.

Placing sheet goods. Sheet goods are affected by temperature. (Sheet vinyls
are even more susceptible to cold than is linoleum.) Before they are laid,
sheet goods must be stored for at least 24 hours in a room kept at a tempera-
ture of about 70° F. If possible, the handling can then be done in this room also.

Sheet goods are unrolled on the floor, face down. To turn the strip over with-
out scratching the surface, the installer starts at one end and folds the mate-
rial so that one end is over the other at the edge of the room, leaving a loop
in the center of the room. He then doubles the loop back toward the ends. As
he approaches the ends, the bottom end will pop out, and he can then slide the
goods over to the opposite wall, face up.

Special dollies now available from many manufacturers allow the installer to
cut the material easily face up and to roll up the remaining piece.

Checkup

The amount of material contained in most full rolls of sheet
goods is about 1 . 1.

Sheet goods containing not less than 30 square yards in one
piece and free from imperfections are graded as 2 . 2.

Sheet goods should always be stored or carried on 3 . 3.

When sheet goods are cut in the shop, it is important for
the cut to be 4 . 4.

Remnant rolls of sheet goods contain pieces not perfectly
matched in 5 . 5..

Crated or uncrated sheet goods should never be dropped
to the floor from aln) 6 position. The best way to 6.
lower it is to use a(n) 7 8 . 7.

8.
To be in perfect condition for installation, sheet goods
should be stored for 24 hours at a temperature of about

9 . 9.
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The.pieces in a roll of cuttings usually contain from 10 10.
to 11 11.

It is particularly dangerous to drop a roll of sheet goods
in 12 weather. 12.

The tools used to line up a cut made in the shop are the 13.
1.3 14 and a(n) 15 . 14.

15.
Sheet goods are unrolled 16 down. 16.

Efficient use of material depends on accurate 1.7 . 17.

The small slip inside a roll of sheet goods contains the
1.8 number. 1.8.

Remnant rolls of sheet goods contain various lengths and
usually contain how many pieces? 19.

How many men should work together to lower a crate of
linoleum to the ground from the delivery truck? 20.
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TOPIC 2- LAYING OUT MEASUREMENTS

Introduction

What sources of information should an installer check before he begins
layout on the job?
How should seams generally be run in relation to the flooring material?
When does the use of a border actually save material?
How does the installer determine what lengths to cut for each room?
What methods are used in measuring and cutting sheet material to achieve
maximum utilization?
What different repeat dimensions can be found in patterned sheet ma-
terials?
Are the patterns found at the beginning of a roll identical in every re-
spect with those at the opposite end?

A floor installation job in a new building is usually bid for by the floor cover-
t ing firm before the building is erected, from a blueprint of the floor areas.

After construction, these measurements can show errors of from several
inches to several feet. For this reason, accurate measurements must be made
before any material for the job is actually cut.

Upon his arrival at a new job, the installer in charge checks the blueprint
measurements aad the specifications sheet drawn up by the architect. (Fig. 50
illustrates a sample set of specifications.) Checking these sources has two
purposes: (1) it acquaints the installer with the job layout specifications; and
(2) it helps him to avoid possible later disagreements. The installer also re-
checks his firm's instruction sheet to be sure he follows that as well.

The installer sometimes finds that the cuts to be used on a residence job are
already laid out for him before he arrives. On larger jobs, however, it is not
possible for the direction of the seams to be indicated in advance without some
margin of error. The installer responsible for the layout of a large installa-
tion usually cuts the material a few days before the installation crew comes on
the job. Thus, when the crew arrives, they can install the material without
any loss of time. Mistakes in the measurement and distribution of material
can be quite costly if they are not found until the end of the job.

When sheet goods are laid in large buildings such as schools or hospitals, per-
mission is usually obtained to store material and equipment in a room that can
be locked. The temperature in this room must be at least 70° F.
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RuEBER,10P
SET COVE BASE

AFTER 'THE LINOLEUM HAS BUN CEMENTED 10 THE FLOOR
WITH SEAMS PROPERLY LAPPED, -THE SEAMS SHALL BE
UPEERSCRJEED. THE EDGE OF EMU UPPER SKEET
WALL DE USED AS A GUIDE FOR CUTTING THE LOWER
SSW IN O?.DER 'TO SECURE EVEN AND SIGHTLY SEAMS.
TILE LINOLEUM SHALL 'TWIN SE 'WEDDED et* Me AD-
HESIVE AND THORC43514LY *WAD TO OMAN A WORKMAN-

SEAM.

WHERE CROSS SEAtii5 uNDLEM ARE NECESSARY_
UNDLEUM 94ALL BE LAPPED APPRoximATELT

G; WHERE SEAM IS 10 SE CUT.
THE LINOLEUM SMALL GE LEFT IN THIS LAPPED
COVITION FOR AT LEAST 01E HOUR. To Pc.RM1T

Y SHRINKAGE.

LINOLEUM ABUTTING WALL 4 OMR
VERTICAL SURFACES SHALL ESE %REED
TO FIT St Glipw,A)

ONE HALF OF LiteelluM SHEET
PIPED (CR FOU.E0) EMDC PRIOR.

GEmENTH,40.

IN EVERY CASE THE UNOLEUM SHALL BE LAID WITH
ITS LENGTH AT RIGHT ANGLES TO -10P FLOOR esocaos.
ALLOWANCES SHALL BE MADE FOR A SLIGHT LAP IvVr TO
EXCEED ;se AT ALL SEAMS.
THE UN0LEUNI SHALL THEN GE CEMENTED AU. OVER D1REC'TLY
TO TIC UNDERFLOOrt AND Ro.LED IMMEDIATELY bar $4 Of-
RECTioNs FROM THE CENTER OF THE 51EET OUT WITH A 75-
ROLLER TC7ceTAIN COMPLETE ADHESICe4 AND TO REMOVE ALL
AIR eutBLIO.

Hon pArrRati G0205;
SuccESSIVE WID1145 SHALL GE
INSTALLED SO 'MAT THE PAT-
MN of Ile LINOLEUM MATCHE5.

TotissuE,4 GRoalE 'Me 13eARD5 (per 10
MUD .mi;FeicE) oR put* woo
LAIO IN PCCORDANCE WITH INSTAL-
LATION SPECIFICATIONS

-TONGUE' 4 ovate
FLCCRING,WELL %IA LEO,
LAID 01A4ONA1- (NOT 10
EXCEED 6" FACE)

Fig. 50. Installation specifications for linoleum on suspended dovbiewood subfioors
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Related Information

LAYING our MEASUREMENTS

Planning the Layout

Seams. The first decision to be made is where the seams are to go. Best re-
stitiare obtained on wood floors by laying the sheet goods (and lining felt, if
used) so that the seams will run across the floor boards. On installations
where seams have to run in the same direction as the floor boards, the installer
can protect the seams with strips of a fabric seam protector.

If the floor boards in two adjoining rooms run in opposite directions, the in-
staller must plan the job so that no seam falls directly over the meeting point
of the two floors.

The location of cross seams in a center position on floors that have standard
columns can help make a better-luoking installation. The cross seams enable
the installer to fit his material more tightly to the columns, where it is always
difficult to obtain a perfect fit.

tritting material. Many considerations apply when the fit of the material is
planned, depending on the shape and size of the rooms and the type of material
used. As the man in charge of a job, the installer should keep two rules in
mind: use all the material in as large pieces as possible, and avoid damaging
any material that can be used at all.

Some examples of fitting considerations are as follows:

One way of saving material in rooms that are only slightly wider than 6,
12, or 18 feet (or other multiples of the standard sheet goods width) is to use
a border, which makes it unnecessary to cut up a full sheet of material merely
to cover a few inches.

If the most prominent wall of a room is angled (in relation to the opposite
wall) and has a doorway in it, and if the opposite wall does not also have a door-
way, the installer should start laying the sheet goods at the angled wall with a
full 6-foot width and continue laying full strips all th, way across the room.
This leaves a wedge-shaped area to oe covered when he reaches the opposite
wall; this piece can be fitted by scribing. However, this wedge-shaped piece
cannot be laid along a wall that has a doorway; since the floor in front of a door
always receives the greatest wear, seams should be kept away from this area.

When a border is to be installei in a room of irregular shape, it should
be equal width all around, parallel with the walls. This means that the edges
of the field are also parallel with the walls.

The installer may find that remnants are among the rolls to be delivered
for the job. A knowledge of the construction of the rooms involved in the job
will enable him to determine where these pieces can be used to best advantage.
Because remnant pieces are from different mixes of goods, the shades some-
times vary, requiring the shifting of these pieces to locations where they will
be least noticeable.
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Plain goods or goods with a nondirectional pattern are much easier to lay
out than pattern ' goods. Patterned goods must be matched carefully and
usually r,quire more material.

Room Measurement

Keeping all these considerations in mind, the installer measures all the rooms
in the job to determine exactly Prow much material each will require. Since
the installer has to keep accurate records of the location of each room and its
measurements, he carries a notebook in which to record the measurements
and a marking crayon to mark the floor of eP,:h room for easy identification.
He refers to this notebook constantly from the '...e the first measurement is
taken until the job is completed.

Widths. The first step in measurement of a room is to determine how many
widths of the material will fit into the room. Start to measure by stretching
a tape across the room to determine the number of 6-foot pieces required.
Since sheet goods are usually wider than 6 feet by a fraction of an inch, measur-
ing for 6-foot widths results in sufficient allowance for excess from which to
cut the seams after the material is cemented.

With the tape still stretched out, mark each 6-foot width r.ith a crayon line on
the floor 3 or 4 inches long, so that the seam locations will be obvious at a
glance from then on. These lines also help to make it clear whether projec-
tions and partitions will give difficult-. In order to measure widths accurately
when there are pro4tions or partitions, it may be necessary to meas..re from
the centers of doorw..ys.

Visualizing how the finished job will look ca:A be of help in making many de-
cisions on the layout of widths.

Lengths. Once the number of lengths in the room and the approximate loca-
tions for seams are known, the next step is to measure the lengths needed.
Allow about 1 inch extra on each length measurement, unless the wall is very
irregular; in that case make an additional allowance of 1/2 inch to 3/ 4 inch.
Mark the measurement for each length in feet and inches along the wall line,
and write each measurement in the notebook, identifying it exactly so that the
material can br marked accordingly.

Borders and coving. If the coving or border is a different color from the field,
it has usually been estimated previodsly by the salesman. However, check
the total footage to be installed to make sure there will be no shortage of ma-
terial. In figuring for the border or coving, figure in the basis or using miter
joints, which require overlapping the two pieces and thus use more material.
Computing this .vay is advisable even though butt joints, requiring less ma-
terial, may be used instead. Follow all the outlines of walls, cupboards, and
other projections in laying out a border.

In computing the amount of cove material needed for separate coving, a simple
rule is to allow the 'arm amount for height against the wall as 4he material will
run out from the base, This is usually 4 to 6 inches, most commonly 4 inches.
With an allowance for trimming, 10 inches is usually figured as tl..? total width.
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First determine the longest piece of base needed in one piece. If the longest
piece is 10 feet, for example, it car usually be assumed that a piece of 6-foot
material 16 feet long should be sufficient to cut all the border. If several
rooms are being done this way at once, convert the 6 feet into 72 inches and
divide this figure by the cove width of 10 inches. This will give the number of
10-foot pieces that can be cut from that one sheet of material. Shorter pieces
can be cut from that piece also, of course.

If a separate piece is to be used fc border or coving, but the material in the
coving or border is the same as the field material, the installer computes
the amount of material needed for this at the same time he computes for the
field. If he waits until the field is laid and cut back from the wall, he may
have to use far more material for this purpose than he would if he had included
it in his original planning. Sometimes he can use one piece of sheet goods to
cut all the border or cove.

Measurement of Materials

The next step is to measure the rolls of material to determine their exact
lengths and the sizes of remnant pieces.

Remnants. The remnants are usually measured first. Even though the length
measurements of remnants in rolls are usually indicated on the roll, open
each roll, piece by piece, marking each piece a_ a recording the measurement
in the notebook. Roll each piece up after it has been measured and marked,
finish side facing out. Stand each roll on end with the measurement mark on
the top inside edge so that it can be checked at a glance.

Full rolls. Next check the full rolls for length, calculating ir. feet and inches
rather than in yards. Usually a roll runs a few inches longer than indicated
by the square yardage marked on the roll.

A simple procedure for calculating the linear footage of rolls of material 6
feet wide is to divide the total number of square yards marked on the wrapper
by two. Add the resulting amount to the square yardage figure. This dives
the number of linear feet in the roll. For example, if a roll contains 60 square
yards, it also contains 90 linear feet. In calculating, proceed as follows:

60+ 2 = 30
30 +60 90

Some manufacturers indicate the measurements of a roil in tenths of a square
yard to make it easy for the installer to compute. Each tenth of a square yard
equals 1.8 linear inches.

Patterned goods.* The installer sometimes makes the mistake of failing to
check the mac of a piece of patterned sheet goods when figuring lengths.

*Adapted from Installation Msnual (Lancaster, Pa. : Armstrong Cork Co.,
1962), p. 60.
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Patterned materials require extra lengths of material and more care in layout
because the elements of the design recur at regular intervals. Depending on
the interval between identical design elements, the material is said to have a
"repeat" of a certain dimension. Patterns over the length of the material are
matched on 9", 18", 27", 36", or 54" repeats, of which the 18" repeat is the
most widely used. The 9" and 18" repeats usually occur in small block or
tile effects.

Repeats also occur across the material's width, spaced 18", 36", or 72" apart.
These "cross repeats" are an installation factor only in cases where a 6-foot
width can be split into two 3-foot strips (in a 14'9" X 14'9" room, for instance)
to make a cross seam that matches the length.

Cutting Materials

The final step before installation is cutting the material. Try to work in a
place that allows ample room for laying out the longest length of material and
cutting it on the floor. Sometimes a large vacant room is available for this
purpose; sometimes a smooth driveway will be a good place to work. In any
case, however, be sure that the temperature of the cutting area is high enough
(70° F) to prevent the material from becoming brittle. Cold sheet goods are
apt to break knife points.

The cuts to be made are measured with a 50-foot cloth tape. A simple method
of handling the tape on a wood floor when working alone is to use an awl or a
common icepick to hold the ring end of the tape.

Always try to use up partial rolls where possible, to save the firm money by
using all material efficiently. If more than one partial roll is available, de-
cide which one contains the most appropriate lengths for each cut. Draw from
the remnants as often as possible so as to avoid having too many of them on
hand. Remember that seldom is it possible to use to advantage a piece of ma-
terial 6 feet wide if it is less than 24 inches long, except possibly for a small
counter top.

A full roll should ne-.-er be cut into until it is known where all pieces are going
to be used without v.ra te. Work cautiously, noting where each piece will be
used and keeping track of the pieces remaining. As each piece is cut, label
it and check it off in the notebook.

A good policy is to leave two or three rolls uncut until the cutting is well along,
to allow for any damage that may show up. Damages occurring in shipment
may not be discovered until the roll has been opened and measured.

When unrolling material for cutting, be careful when approaching the inside
end. This end is wrapped around the core of the roll and can be very curly.
For that reason, it is very often convenient to use as coving.

In cutting patterned material, it is occasionally found that the repeats in a
strip cut from the end of a roll do not exactly match the repeats in a strip cut
from the center of the roll. The material at the ends of a roll sometimes
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stretch°s slightly more than the material at the center. Therefore, before
cutting the second strip from the roll, lay the first strip alongside the roll to
determine if the repeats match. If they do not unroll the whole roll and cut
the second strip from the inside end of the roll. The two strips should then
match exactly.

After the lengths have been cut, store one roll against the other to prevent
their becoming unrolled. If rolls are tied to prevent unrolling, the twine will
often cut the edge of the outer flap. This can be prevented by placing a piece
of scrap or wrapping paper between the twine and the linoleum edge.

Checkup

On wood floors, the best results are obtained if sheet
goods are laid so that the seams run parallel to the
floorboards.

Plain-colored and nondirectional pattern sheet goods are
the easiest to lay out.

Seams should be placed as close as possible to the front
of a door.

Cutting cold material increases the possibility of damage
to the knife.

On residence installations, a smooth area in which the
installer can lay out goods for cutting is often the hallway.

On floors with standard columns, cross seams should be
located near the center.

To measure widths accurately, the installer measures
projections or partitions from the edges of the doorways.

The installer allows approximately 1 inch extra on each
length measurement that he takes.

A cloth tape is preferred by most men in the trade for
measuring sheet goods.

An awl can be used to hold the ring end of the tape for
measuring sheet goods on a wood floor.

The installer figures patterned sheet goods to match by
measuring the material the same length as the room.

Rolls of remnants are opened last on any job because
all the pieces are together.

A 64-square-yard roll contains 96 linear feet.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F
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On a measure given on a roll of linoleum as 50.2 square
yards, the .2 is equal to 3.6 linear inches.

Miter joints are the most economical for borders or
coving.

Little use can be made of a full width of sheet goods
that does not measure at least 2 lin. ft, in length.

When laying out a border the installer may ignore the
wall outlines, cupboard lines, and projections.

An installer should leave two or three rolls uncut until
the job is well along, as an allowance for possible
damaged pieces.

If the floor boards run in opposite directions in adjoin-
ing rooms, it will be necessary to have a seam at the
meeting point of the two floors.

In a wedge-shaped room, the shape of the field should
be kept square.

The pattern repeat most frequently encountered in
linoleum is 18 inches.

Slight variations in the repeat of the pattern often
occur within a given roll of material.
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TOPIC 3 PLAIN OR NONDIRECTIONAL FIELDS

Assignment

introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chaps. 7,
8, 9, and 10.

How extensively is lining felt used in modern installations?
How are sheet goods fitted to the walls?
What precautions should be observed when cross seams are required?
How is material scribed to irregular surfaces?

Installation procedures for the various kinds of sheet goods are basically the
same, but techniques vary because not all sheet goods can be handled the same
way. For example, vinyls are adversely affected by heat and are also harder
than linoleum. These variations in procedures are described in the assigned
reference.

The basic procedures in making plain and nondirectional pattern field instal-
lations are: (1) laying lining felt (if it is used); (2) determining the lay of
sheets (with nondirectional patterns); (3) scribing the field material; (4) apply-
ing adhesives; (5) making lengthwise seams and cross seams; and (6) fitting
around obstructions.

Related information

Lining Felt

Lining felt was formerly widely used under linoleum installed over wood floors.
On commercial installations, a saturated felt was used as lining. However,
this is seldom done today (except for tongue-and-groove floors), as other under-
layments are more satisfactory.

Field Material

Patterns and colors.* If strips of nondirectional patterns are laid sick-by-
side just as they are cut from the roll, the mottling, graining, or spatter
effect at the seams may produce a peaked or off-shade appearance. This can
be avoided if the directions of the strips are reversed as they are installed.

Adapted from Installation Manual (Lancaster, Pa. : Armstrong Cork Co.,
1962), p. 60.
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In a room requiring five strips of linoleum, for example, pieces 1, 3, and 5
are laid exactly as cut from the roll; but pieces 2 and 4 are turned end for end,
so that the mottling or graining continues across the seam from one piece into
the other. In the case of sheet goods that are face trademarked along only one
edge, matching is simplified by placing the two trademarked edges of adjoining
pieces next to each other. However, adjoining pieces should always be checked
visually for the best match, regardless of the reversing process.

Because sheet goods vary in shade, the installer should always check the two
strips which are to be joined to form a cross seam to determine the amount
of contrast in the shade of the two strips. To check the shade problem further
it might be necessary for him to match the whole area before cutting in any
strips in order to avoid objectionable adjacent shades in the placement of
cross seams.

....:.*.A.._

Fig. 51. Scribing linoleum *long wall

.'e '.. ., Cr < 1 --'-',-,ni 7.4-.
40-, ea . .

Scribimt. Place the first sheet of material on the floor approximately 1 inch
from th:. wall on a straight line. Set the wall scriber so that one point is in
firm contact with the wall at the floor line, and the other point rides on the
surface of the material near the edge to be fitted.

Hold the scribing tool care .ully at right angles to the edge of the goods. Draw
it over the entire length of the piece to be fitted, leaving a visible line on the
material, which reflects acci.rately any wedl, door sill, and other irregulari-
ties. Cut the goods along this line and move the piece of goods against the
wall, fitting it in place.

With the sheet fitted snugly against the side wall and the ends riding somewhat
up over the baseboards, draw a line on the floor using the edge of the sheet
as a guide. Then make a chalk or pencil mark on the sheet, extending it on
to the floor. Fold the opposite end of the material back and draw the entire
sheet away from the end wall until it lies flat on the floor, keeping the edge
of the sheet true to the guide line on the floor.
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Now set the wall scriber at the exact distance between the key marks on the
underfloor and on the goods. Keeping the goods on the guide line, place one
leg of the wall scriber firmly against the baseboard and, with the other leg
pressed into the goods, draw a scribe line along the end of the sheet. When
cut on this line, the material will fit solidly against the wall. Repeat this
operation at the other end of the sheet, trimming as before, acid then cut the
first sheet to fit the three wall surfaces.

Special situations. Certain special situations such as borders and feature
strips require special treatment of the field. Special procedures are ex-
plained in the topic covering these situations.

Applying Adhesives

The next step is spreading the adhesive. Fold one end of the sheet back on it-
self (called 'lapping") and spread adhesive the full width of the sheet. Using
a trowel producing a spread of about 14 square yards to the gallon is advisable.
if linoleum paste is used.

Lay the sheet back into the spread adhesive and repeat the same procedure
with the other end. On commercial installations involving long lengths of ma-
terivl, "tube" the material by folding one side of the sheet back on itself. Lay
one-haf of the tubed sheet into the spread adhesive and repeat the folding and
pasting operation for the other side of the sheet. Roll the surface thoroughly
with a weighted roll.

Seams

Double-cuttinff seams. On some installations involving long lengths of mate-
rial, the seam can be double-cut. Lap the edges of the goods 3i4 inch and

- .

S.-

Fig. 52. Double-cutting o net seam
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strike a chalk line 3/4 inch from the edge of the top sheet along the entire
length of the material. Then make a cut on the chalk line completely through
the top sheet and deep enough into the undersheet to leave a guide for the
second cut. Cut the undersheet on this guide line and remove the selvage. A
neat, workman-like double-cut seam results only from holding the knife blade
at the correct angle. If the blade is held at a true 90° angle with the floor, a
"net" seam will result. Tilting the knife blade away from the edge of the top
sheet will result in an open seam. Tilting the knife towards the edge of the
top sheet results in an unsatisfactory tight seam. Seams in heavy-gauge ma-
terial should be thoroughly rolled.

Cross seams. The location of cross seams is very important in the average
large installation of sheet goods. The odd measurements likely to be found
in rolls of goods as they are delivered by th, manufacturer create a need for
cross seams. Be sure at all times to put cross seams in the least noticeable
places -- usually in the corners or at the ends of a room. It is always good
procedure on jobs requiring two or more lengths side by side to stagger the
position of the cross seams so that they occur in every other strip rather than
in each adjoining strip. Briefly, a cross seam should never be put in an area
where another cross seam is likely to be used.

Cross seams on plain linoleum, which is seldom used today, are usually made
full-lapped, by either double-cutting or straightedging the under piece, using
a seam scriber for transferring the underside edge to the top piece for cutting.

Remember never to cut the cross seams until all longitudinal seams have been
finished and rolled. If the cross seams are cut before these longitudinal seams
are finished, shrinkage will always occur at tie cross seam.

Checkin . While installation is proceeding, check all seams day to day as the
jo progresses. If the seams' made the previous day were cut too tight or too
loose, it will be possible to determine this error only by careful inspection.
Experience teaches the correct way to adjust seam-cutting tools in order to
prevent most of these troubles.

Obstructions

When it is necessary to fit around pipes, door jambs, or other projections,
cut the linoleum on a straight line and remove enough of the goods to ensure
a good fit, while at the same time allowing room for expansion and contraction
around pipes.

Safe Practices

The installation of sheet goods requires the observance of certain safe prac-
tice;. The following are examples:

Having to cross a pasted surface at any time is poor plannin_, much like
painting oneself into a corner. If dry stepping boards are not available for
crossing a pasted area, use a rag or piece of paper to wipe stepping areas in
the surface.
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Whenever possible, keep a clear route to tools.

LAIN OR NONDIRECTIONAL FIELDS

Remove the tools and equipment used for one part of the job before start-
ing another. Return them to the tool box or the established tool and equipment
storage place in the work area.

Checkup

Linoleum that is installed over wood floors must be laid
over lining felt.

Lining felt should always be laid in the same direction
as the floor boards.

The seams in lining felt should fall directly under the
seams in the sheet goods.

Wall scribing consists of transferring the exact contour
of a vertical surface to the surface of the linoleum.

Scribers should always be held square to the edge of
the linoleum.

A straightedge and pencil are used to draw the lines
on the linoleum that mark the edges of the radiator
pipes and legs.

In the installation of linoleum, longitudinal seams are
usually cut before the cross seam is cut.

After each piece of linoleum has been fitted closely
against one side wall, a chalk or pencil line should
be drawn on the underfloor using the edge of the
sheet as a guide.

A blister in the felt indicates that the spot underneath
is unpasted.

Ironing a linoleum seam requires using a flat iron
which has been disconnected.

Since cross seams are seldom objectionable, they
can be placed anywhere on an installation.

In pattern scribing, dividers are held at right angles
to the pattern.

The scribing lines are transferred from the felt to the
linoleum in pattern scribing.

Pattern scribing can be used to advantage in small bath-
rooms and closets.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F
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TOPIC 4PATTERNED FIELDS, BORDERS, AND FEATURE STRIPS

Assignment

Introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chaps. 11,
12, and 13.

What special problems arise in laying patterned material?
When is the border installed?
How is a feature strip laid?
What special requirements must be met in laying the field when border
or feature strip is to be used?

Installing plain goods or nondirectional patterns is routine and involves only
a few special problems. Techniques involving a somewhat higher degree of
skill are required for making a neat patterned material installation; straight,
attractive borders; and perfectly fitted feature strips.

Related information.*

Patterned Material

In laying patterned material, certain problems must be considered even when
the cuts have been made as carefully as possible. The following are examples: *

In fitting strips of patterned materials next to each other, bring the re-
peat in one strip directly opposite the repeat in the other.

If mismatching is discovered after the material is cut, and the material
has a burlap or felt back, allow it to become more pliable by keeping it in a
warm room. Then take the piece that has stretched and roll it face-in on it-
self to shrink it. Take the short piece and roll it face-out to stretch it. Ma-
terial stretched or shrunk in this way should be "tubed" (turned back across
its length) rather than "lapped" (turned back across its width) before it is
pasted.

If after two or more pieces of linoleum or sheet vinyl have been installed
with perfect match, the pattern of the next piece runs long at one end, the
material can be made to match by the following method:

Adapted from Installation Manual (Lancaster, Pa. : Armstrong Cork Co.,
1962), pp. 60-62.
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Pig. 53. Unmatched pieces of linoleum Fig. 54. Properly matched pieces (seams have been
exaggerated to emphasize

I. Fit and paste down the end of the piece that matches the adjoining piece.
2. At the point where the pattern lines start running long, turn back the

piece and spread paste on the felt.
3. Before replacing the material, place a thin strip of wood (such as lath

or broomstick, depending on the size of buckle required) across the
pasted area. The wood should be halfway between the 3* 3ginning and
the end of the off-match section.

4. Lay the material over the stick so that a buckle is formed.
5. If this buckle does not pull the pattern back into alignment with the ad-

jacent piece, form one or more similar buckles along the out-of-line
section until alignment is obtained.

6. Remove the stick and roll the material on each side of the buckle. Then
roll it slowly from one side of the buckle to the other, gradually press-
ing the buckle into the paste to make the pi oper bond. This usually
compresses the material enough to bring the pattern into perfect align-
ment with the pattern of the adjacent piece.

Simple Borders

Two methods are used for installing a simple border without a feature strip.
The field may be laid first, or the border may be installed and the field pasted
and underscribed to it. Either method results in a satisfactory installation.
The single exception is a geometric or tile pattern, which requires that the
field be laid first to avoid mutilating the design.

Laying the border first. When the border is laid first, the first step is to
measure and cut the border. Then scribe the border to the wall, paste it down,
cut the corners, and under scribe the field to the border.

Cut the desired lengths from the roll of border material, allowing enough
extra to overlap the adjoining piece at each corner. It is important to use a
wide enough piece of border to allow for doorways and other setbacks.
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Place the pieces parallel with and just clear of the baseboard or door
jamo. To make sure that the border is of uniform width on all sides of the
room, measure in from the outer edge of the border a distance equal to the
border width desired. Then set the legs of the dividers or overscriber from
this point to the wall. Scribe the border to the wall, cut or. iis scribe mark,
and remove the selvage edge.

When all of the border has peen scribed and cui, cet the pieces in their
proper positions against the wall. Then mark a line . i the floor, using the
outer edge of the border as a guide. Remove the border and spread adhesive
to this line. Press the lengths of border back into place, overlapping the cor-
ners as shown. (Note that a right-handed installer usually works from right
to left.)

After all of the borders are pasted, corners should be cut while the ad-
hesive is still fresh. Either butt or miter joints may be used for both inside
and outside border corners.

To make a butt joint, use the overlapping piece as a guide for the knife and cut
through the underpiecti. Remove selvage and press both pieces into the adhe-
sive. For a miter joint use a small steel straightedge, holding %, diagonally
from the corner of the wall to the point where the outer edges of the two border
pieces intersect. Cut along the straightedge through the top piece. This
leaves a mark on the underpiece. Then lift the overlapping pies and cut the
underpiece on the line. Remove the trim and press both pieces i. :o the paste.
After either type of corner has been cut, it should be wiped clean with a damp
cloth and rubbed smooth with a hammer.

Whenever possible, when a border is to be laid, the linoleum should be
laid across the floorbov.rds to help ensure permanently tight seams. Cut the
field material long enough to overinp the border slightly at both ends. Rough
out any jogs or projections, but leave sufficient material to overlap enough at
all points to permit underscribing. Underscribe and cut all seams in the over-
lapping field to the border, and cut on the scribe lines for a neat fit Clean
all seams and rub with a hammer, then roll the whole floor.

Laying the field first. When the field is laid first, the border is cut and pasted
and the corners are cut in exactly the same way as when the border is laid
first. It is also important to lay the linoleum strips across the floor boards
if possible. The only difference in procedure is that the border is underscribed
to the field.

Feature Strip

ivlaking provision in the field. When a feature strip is to be included, it is
especially important to plan the job so ...wit the field material is laid across
the floor boards.

,

Snap a ct.alk line around the entire perimeter of the room at a distance from
the wall equal to the width c the border and feature strip combined. Use this
line as a guide for the adhesive, which should be spread only inside the chalk
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line. Cut the field material slightly longer than required and cement it in place,
overlapping the chalk line at the ends. Underscribe the seams in the field, cut
the material, and roll it as in a simple wall-to-wall installation. Snap a chalk
line again on the face of the material at the predetermined distance from the
wall, and straightedge the field of to this line.

Many self-bordered installations are laid by cementing the field material from
wall to wall and then cutting in the feature strip. This method offers an advan-
tage where the room is small, where the feature strip is at a greater-than-
average distance from the wall, or where a more elaborate treatment is used
than a straight feature strip. However, butting the feature strip and border to
the previ4 usly cemented field eliminates the problem of cleaning felt and adhe-
sive from the floor before installing the feature strip. No seams appear in the
border except at t!Le corners. And, in those rooms with a dimension of slightly
over 12 feet, an extra seam in the field is eliminated.

Cutting and scribing the border. When feature strip is used and the field has
been laid and straightedged nfi, cut the bordee slightly narrower than the open-
ing between the field and the wall. For example, if the exposed floor portion
between the field and the wall is 7 inches wide, cut the border approximately
6-1/ 2 inches wide.

Next set the overscriber (or dividers) at the exact width of the feature strip
that is to be inserted between the border and the field. Place the border in the
opening (dr; holding its true edge tightly against the edge of the: pasted field.
Draw the overscriber, set to the width of the feature strip, along the walls,
leaving a scribe mark on the border material.

Pasting border and feature stria. After the border has been cut on this scribed
line, spread adhesive for it aud the feature strip. Insert the feature strip or
strips tightly against the cemented field. Then place the border in position
with the true edge against the feature strip. Press the outer or scribed edge
into place at the wall line. This assures neat seams. With the border and
strips in place, the intersections at the room col ners can be mitered or butted,
as preferred.

Checkup

Wh,...n a miter joint is cut in the border, the straightedge
i3 held diagonally from the corner of the wall to the point
where the edges of the two border pieces cross.

There are two possible methods of installing a simple
border without feature strip.

If the border material is installed first, scribed to the
wall and pasted, the linoleum field is underscribed to
the border.

Tight If rolling a sheet of goods face-in will tend to
stretch it.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F
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Purposely creating a buckle across the width of a sheet
is one way of bringing the pattern into alignment.

5. T F

Material that is to be rolled face-in or face-out should
first be warmed.

6. T F

"Tubing" material means turning it back across its width. 7. T F

Buckling should be done before adhesive is applied. 8. T F

The wood used for buckling should be placed in the center
of the off-match section.

9. T F

If the field has a tile pattern, the border should be
laid first.

10. T F

The border should be wide enough to allow for the deep-
est irregularity in each wall.

11. T F

In laying lengths of border, a left-handed installer usually 12.
works from left to right.

T F

Corners in the border are cut after the border is scribed
to the field.

13. T F

When feature strip is used, the field should be laid last. 14. T F

The field may be laid wall to wall and the feature strip
cut in.

15. T F
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TOPIC 5-JOB RECORDS

Assignment

Introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. 24.

What is the main purpose of a delivery ticket?
What are job sheets and how are they used on the job?
What specific items should an installer check on when inspecting an
area to be laid?
If floor sanding is to be done on the job, what equipment and extra ma-
terials should the installer order from the shop?

Careful records must be kept of any job from the time the job is contracted
through a bid until, the installer has made the last finishing touches on the in-
stallation. Job specifications, material lists, delivery tickets, job sheets,
measurement and materials notes--each of these is important to doing the job
in a businesslike way. The competent journeyman understands their impor-
tance and keeps his records accurate and complete.

The chapter assigned in the reference contains a c omplete summary of how to
estimate various kinds of jobs. Reading this chapter will help the apprentice
floor covering mechanic to become familiar with the standards used for most
estimating and the quantities usually accepted as sufficient for various pur-
poses. The journeyman keeps these standards in mind at all times in order
to forestall shortages and be sure he will be able to do the best job possible.

Related information

Bids and materials lists. When a job has been contracted by bid, the sales-
man concerned receives confirmation that his firm has been aa-r-'ed the job
and submits a material list to the office for execution of the cc. act. This
list, together with a duplicate copy of the bid, is filed away until the installa-
tion is ready to be made, which may take as much as a year or even longer.

Usually the materials list for each job carries a job number for the office
record. It notes the type of floor to be covered, the measurements, any
special effects (such as border, cove base, feature strip, or inset), and the
approximate total yardage as estimated by the salesman.

Acquisition of materials. When it appears that the job will soon be ready for
installation, it is necessary to move to acquire all the materials that will be
needed. It is important for needs to be checked early, because if a factory
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J08 RECORDS

special order is involved, delivery may take time. The installer does not
usually take part in this step, which is handled by the office.

Job sheets. To guide the installer, the salesman makes up a job sheet, de-
scribing the job in detail and all the materials and equipment needed. The
shop foreman gives this job sheet to the installer, often giving him additional
oral instructions as well. An installer should never do any work not specified
on the job sheet unl'ss it has been ordered by the shop foreman or received
as orders in writing from a person in authority.

A sample job sheet is shown in Fig. 55. Note the customer's name opposite
the salesman's name, and, under this, the starting date of the job and the time
of day, together with the job number. The following paragraphs describe the
sample in terms of what it means to the installer.

The salesman has indicated a wood tongue-and-groove floor, which he
wants sanded. He has also specified that floors will be sealed with
floor sealer. Material is to be laid in all areas over 15-pound satur-
ated felt after the floors are sealed.

Area measurements given are wall-to-wall measurements, either
taken on the job site or scaled from a blueprint.

The gauge of the material is indicated as Standard or 1/8 inch for each
area to be laid. The pattern of material is given by number, followed
by the approximate total yardage needed according to the salesman's
estimate.

Metal edging is also indicated for the kitchen doorways. In the bath,
cove base is ordered, with enough metal cap strip and cove wood tl
do the job.

The layout of the job is given only briefly, but from these simple in-
structions the installer will be able to install the complete job as sold
by the firm.

Delivery tickets. The delivery ticket is written up on the basis of the informa-
tion contained in the job sheet prepared by the salesman. It includes the job
number, the address, and a complete list of all the materials and equipment
to be delivered to the job.

The materials may be delivered to the job after the installer in charge has
arrived, or they may arrive before he does. In the latter case, the driver
leaves the delivery ticket so that the installer can check it off when he arrives.

The delivery ticket is usually similar to the one shown in Fig. 56. A compari-
son of this ticket with the job sheet shows that the listing is approximately the
same as that shown on the job sheet (Fig. 55), except that the piece of linoleum
that happened to be in stock is larger than that specified. Thus, a check of
each item listed on the delivery ticket will enable the installer to notice any
difference between the amounts listed and the material delivered to the job.
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A careful check of each item in the RECEIVED column on the delivery ticket is
essential, as it will become a permanent record. The heading on the delivery
ticket is a duplicate of that on the job sheet, with name and job number indicated.

For this job, the following notes point up the value of the delivery ticket:

Linoleum paste has been delivered, figured in amounts of 15 yards to
the gallon, which in this case will also include paste for the felt yard-
age. Instead of using paste for only the linoleum, the installer will
cement the felt with paste first, then cement the linoleum to the felt,

The No. 5 metal was estimated at 20 feet. The delivery included 24
feet (2 pieces 12 feet long), since most types of metal edging are manu-
factured in 12-foot lengths. The extra footage could prevent the installer
from having a metal joint between the mitred corners, thus avoiding a
possible customer objection. The No. 2 metal, he can assume, is the
doorway metal which was requested for the kitchen.

The installer will need nails for the metal cap and cove wood and screws
to use in the installation of the No. 2 doorway metal.

Since sanding will be necessary and will require sandpaper of a No. 4
grit, cut to size, with a total of 10 linear feet, a sander is included,
and this machine should be checked to see that the fuse plugs have also
been sent. Two or three extra fuse plugs fastened to the sander will
make possible the replacement of blown fuses without lost time. After
sanding, the floors will be sealed with floor sealer, figured at 1 gallon
for each 300 to 500 square feet.

The roller delivered weights 150 pounds.

As a precaution against lost time, the foreman has provided 10 pounds
of underlayment in order to be safe.

A handtruck is delivered on the job so that material can be shifted from
place to place easily and without damage.

Other sources of information. In addition to the job sheet and delivery ticket,
other sources of information may also be necessary for the installer in charge
of a job. Any diagrams and blueprints needed are usually available at the same
time as the job sheet. The good journeyman always checks the specifications
if they are available on the job. When he arrives on the job, he notes any un-
usual conditions prevailing which might differ from the ordinary job and which
do not show on the job sheet. Any changes necessary in the job should be veri-
fied immediately by the shop foreman, and often the salesman must be called
in to correct or clarify deviations from the job sheet.

Listing; during installation. Once any irregularities have been straightened out
and all the materials needed have been checked, the installation can get under
way. By checking his needs from day to day, an installer can keep ahead of
the job to allow time to obtain any material or equipment he may need. With
this precaution, no costly job delays will occur on this part of the installation.
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When material cutting has been completed, the amount of material used should
be entered in the USED column of the delivery ticket, and the size of the re-
maining pieces noted in the LEFT column.

At the completion of the job, the installer checks all remaining linoleum. Since
each piece was marked as it was rolled out, it will be easy to determine the
amount of yardage used on the job and the amount returned to the firm. If the
installer has kept a notebook record as he proceeds, this will be easier yet to
determine. Such records of the linoleum, felt, and adhesive used and remain-
ing will save time for everyone.

Checkup

The original rnaterials list is made up by the 1 after 1.
acceptance of the 2 is confirmed. 2.

Checking all the materials needed for a job must be done
early in case 3 4 is necessary. 3.

4.
When the job is ready for installation, the installer in 5.
charge receives a(n) 5 6 made out by the 7 . 6.

7.
When the driver leaves the materials on the job, he leaves 8.
a(n) 8 9 , which has been made up on the basis of 9.
the 10 11. 10.

11.
During installation, the installer in charge should check
the materials 12 13 iri order to avoid unexpected 12.
delays because of shortages. 13.

When differences exist between entries on the job sheet
and those on the delivery ticket, the ones on the delivery
ticket must always be 14 . 14.

The job sheet and delivery ticket list 15 as well as 15.
materials.

Group Discussion

1. Describe a job sheet.

2. Describe a delivery ticket.

3. What is the difference between a job sheet and a delivery ticket?

4. Give some advantages in keeping accurate records.

5. Why are all measurements and material notes filed as a permanent record?
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The coving of sheet goods is a common practice in the floor cov-
ering trade, especially in residential work. Coving, whether top-
set base, self-cove, or border cove, enhances any installation,
but the value of coving is not entirely esthetic. From a strictly
practical viewpoint, coving flooring results in the elimination of
sharp corners and crevices, thus making proper cleaning an eas-
ier task.

As in all phases of this trade, new products and techniques have
helped to increase the popularity of cove work, and the floor cover-
ing installer can demonstrate his skill and versatility in this task
better, perhaps, than in any other. Outside corner fills, border
cove, or radius cove--each job presents a different challenge and
demands a different knowledge.

This unit examines the problems relating to each of these jobs and
the procedures recommended for performing the work.



TOPIC 1 TOPSET BASE

introduction

In what forms is top-set base available?
What are the prescribed methods of making inside and outside corners
without using preformed corners?
What is the best method of applying adhesive for inrtalling rubber or
vinyl base?

Top-set base, which is a preformed cove base applied to the wall, serves as
a finish for the juncture of the wall and the floor. It matches or complements
the floor covering material but is not of the same pattern. If top-set base is
to be used, the field is laid first and fitted to the wall. Then the top-set base
is laid against the wall, its foot resting on top of the floor covering material.

Available on today's market are two general kinds of top-set base: a pure
rubber base and a vinyl base. They are very similar in size and shape.. How-
ever, the vinyl base usually has a higher gloss or sheen and is more rigid than
the rubber. The pure rubber base is easier to work with and, because it is
more flexible than the vinyl compound, may be made to conform to irregular
walls with relative ease.

I 1
SWAN TOE TYPEYea 3/16N Sea thitkaeu

Fig. 57. Types of top-set base
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Both types of base should be applied to walls with the adhesives recommended
by the manufacturer and according to the manufacturer& specifications. Most
manufacturers provide some type of corrugation on the back of the base. This
provides a itey to hold the adhesive and assures good bonding.

Most manufacturers of top-set base also market prefo. .1 outside and inside
corners for the three common sizes of base, which art 1/2", 4", and 6"
(Fig. 57). If preformed corners are not available, the ...orners required can
be formed from straight pieces of top-set base.

With preformed corners, the most critical part of the installation is getting
the ends of the corner pieces to fit snugly against the straight wall pieces.

Related Inf- motion

Fornling Corners

Because preformed corners in the size and color desired are not always avail-
able, an installer must know how to form corners.

Inside corners. To form the first aide of an inside corner, extend a straight
strip of base into the corner to the end of the wall. Then fit a second strip
into the corner at right angles to the first and, with a pair of dividers, scribe
onto its end the profile of the first piece (Fig. 58). Use a sharp linoleum
knife to cut the second piece along this profile, beveling as the cut is made.
Then paste the second piece against the first and against the wall to complete
the inside corner.

it

g

1'

Fig. 58. Scribing, cutting, and fitting an inside corner

Outside corners. Either of two methods may be used for forming an outside
corner. Whichever is chosen, an adhesive permitting quick setting is advis-
able. The first method is not always satisfactory with certain colors of base
because the pressure created at the bend may cause discoloration at that point;
therefore, the second method is sometimes preferred.
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1. The first method (Fig. 59) calls for using a straight strip that extends
well past the corner. On tl.e back of the strip, draw a vertical 'ine at the turn
of the corner. Bend tie strip face to face on this line and, with a very sharp
knife, cut shay about half the body from the back of the strip. To do this make
a single cut, starting at the top and cutting toward the bottom, and keep all the
c.itting on the turn side of the line. Removing this material from the back of
the strip allows it to lie flat against tne wall.

4.'f- ;:e-

traxeiti

4r,

fig. 59. Scribing, cutting, and fitting an outside corner

When wrapping the strip around the corner, hold it tight against the wall with
a downward pressure so that the foot will retain its shape.

2.' In the second method, use an outside corner scribe. :.pply the first piece
of base to the ,orner and extend i;. 3/4 inch past the corner line. Then set a
scrap piece of base against the other side of the corner and butt its end against
the back of the first piece. With an outside corner scribe, trace the profile of
this scrap onto the extended end of tF.e first piece. Use a sharp knife to cut
along this profile on the first piece, beveling at a 60 angle. Then remove the
scrap piece and replace it with a fiMsh piece of base. Use the outside corner
scribe to trrre the profile of the first piece onto this, and cut and bevel this pro-
file at a 60° angle also. The two pieces are than ready to be fitted and pasted.

Allying Adhesive

With both straight pieces and corners, adhesive can be applied either to the
back of the base or to the wel. If adhesive is applied to the wall, strike a
chalk line 1/ ...len lower the i the height of the base used, and spread the ad-
hesive 40 this line.

Alter excess cetent has been IA!, .d fror the wall or the face of the base, roll
the base firmly into place with a small steel roller like that reco. amended for

asphalt tile. Marks of dirt that have gotten on the base during instal-
lation should be removed by applying a good polishing wax.
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Checkup

Top-set base is applied after the floor covering material
has been installed.

Vinyl top-set base is more pliable than rubber.

In installing preformed corners, allowance must be made
at the joint for expar lion of the base.

Two acceptable methods are used for forming outside
corners.

The adhesive used with top-set base should preferably be
applied to the wall.

The adhesive should be applied to an area slightly less
than that covered by the height of the base.

A slow-drying adhesive should be used for outside corners.

To remove mar..s on top-set base, rub it with a polishing
wax.

The foot part of top-set base should be under the floor
covering material.

The method of applying top-set base by cutting a straight
strip that extends well past the corner is sometimes inef-
ficient because it may cause discoloration of the material.
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TOPIC 2 TRIMMING OUT

Introduction

el That tools are used to cut and form cap metal?
How is cap metal measured for a cut on inside and outside corners?
How should cap metal be securec' to the wall?
What are the two methods of installing metal trim on self-coving or
border coving?

Although the top-set base described in the previous topic is used in some in-
stallations, both self-coving and border coving are becoming increasingly popu-
lar. The skills required for finishing an installation with either of these types
of coving are the most complex the installer is required to use in his trade.

A metal cap strip is used with both self-coving and border coving. It is usu-
ally inaialled after the floors and walls have been prepared to receive the floor
covering materials. This metal strip forms a decorative finish for the top
edge of the material and provides a stopping point on the wall.

Rotated Information

Cap Metal

Materials and tools. The main tools required for the installation of cap metal
are r hacksaw, miter box, metal miter tool, hammer, rule or tape measure,
tin snips, chalk line, level, and nail set. The nail set should be used to set
the nails, for the surface of the metal should be kept free of dents such as
mis_ A. be caused by the hanuntsr head coming into contact with the metal.

The metal miter tool consists of a handle that is constructed like a pair of
double hinged pliers and has sufficient leverage to cut metal easily. A number
of different, interchangeable dies to cut out various shapes of notches in metal
are used m the metal miter.

Most metal used in the floor covering trade is either a chrome aluminum alloy
or stainless steel. A hacksaw blade with 18 to 24 teeth per inch should be used
for cutting the chrome metal. A hardened blade with 32 teeth per inch should
be used for cuttinr -:ainless steel.

Many styles of cap metal with various external shapes are available, but so
far as work in cove base installation is concerned, they are all used in essen-
tially the same way.
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Shaping the strip. Extreme accur *cy of measurement is necessary in fitting
the metal around the wall, because open corners are unsightly and pieces too
long cannot be shrunk. Taking off ''just a tittle more" is very difficult. There-
fore, make certain that the first cut is the right cut.

Two methods of forming corners are used, both of which are acceptable. How-
ever, the first method, though often used, is not preferred with outside corners
because it creates tiangerously sharp edges. Th3 two methods are as follows:

1. Cutting method. Whether the first corner is to be an inside or outside cor-
ner, take the first measurement from a door casing to the point where the wall
ends in the corner. Transfer nis measurement to the cap metal and, using a
hacksaw and miter box, cut the metal at the correct angle exactly on this mark.
When cutting the metal, hold it securely in the miter box and apply pressure on
the forward stroke of the hacksaw. The metal may be clamped in the miter box
to hold it securely while it is being cut.

To cut the other side of the corner, measure from the start of the other wall
at this first corner to its end in the next corner (which may be either an in-
side or outside corner). Transfer this measurement to a second piece of
metal, then cut it with a hacksaw in a miter box. Again, the metal must be
cut at the correct angle and exactly on the mark.

For the second corner, follow the same procedure at the other end of the second
piece of cap metal, and complete that corner by cutting a third piece of metal.
Form the remaining corners in the same way.

2. Notching and bending method. In the second method, V-shaped wedges are
removed from the cap metal so it can be bent. The allowances that must be
made in measuring for the thickness of the metal are important. Table 1 gives
a handy reference, and Fig. 60 illustrates the parts of the cap metal.
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TABLE I

Allowances for Corners in Notching and Bending Method

The distance from inside
corner to inside coner

The distance from inside
corner to outside corner

The distance from dead
end to inside corner

Thedistancefrom outside
corner to outside corner

The distance from dead
end to outside corner

Total length minus two
times flange thickness

Total length plus width of
top minus flange thickness

Total length minus flange
thickness

Total length plus twice=
the width of top

=
Total length plus width
of top
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If the Arst corner to be bent is an inside corner, such as that shown
in Fig. 61, A represents the starting point at the door casing, B the
first corner to be bent, and C an outside corner that is the second cor-
ner to be bent.

When measuring from A.to B, subtract 1/16" (or the thickness of the
flange) from the total measurement, because this thickness of the
flange is, in effect, being added to the length. Thus, 1/16" is taken
off the measurement for each half of an inside corner.

LIP OR

FACE

TOP

FLANGE

Fig. 60.
Ports of cap metal

Fig. 61. Forming an inside corner
to on outside corner

Fig. 62. Forming an inside corner
to an inside corner

If the corner to be formed is like corner X in Fig. 62 (that is, the wall
extends from an inside corner to an inside corner), subtract twice the
thickness of the flange (or 1/16" + 1/16" = 1/8") from the measurement
X to Y.

In measuring the distance B to C in Fig. 61, remember to add the width
of the top of the metal (which is usually 3/16") to each half of the out-
side corner C. Thus, for measurement B to C, add 1/8" (3/16" -
1/16" for the inside corner = 2/16" or 1/8").

Once the required measurements have been determined, the metal may be
notched in one of two ways: (1) filed out with a square metal file, or (2) cut
with a metal miter tool.

Fig. 63, Cutting cop mete' for inside corner
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For an inside corner, cut from the front of the metal, but leave the top portion
of the flange intact (Fig. 63). For an outside corner, notch from the back of
the metal, but leave the face (or lip) of the metal intact (Fig. 64).

Fig. 64. Cutting cap metal for outside corner

In addition, the flange must be cut out or relieved. Do this with either a pair
of tin snips or a metal miter tool.

Fastening the strip. The cap metal should be fastened to the wall along a
straight level line of any height. This line may be marked off by measuring
in every corner an equal distance from the floor and snapping a chalk line be-
tween these points. Another method is to use a small stick of wood of the re-
quired height and let the lip of the metal rest on this stick approximately every
18 inches as nailing proceeds around the room.

In a wooden wall or nailing surface, the metal should be fastened every 6 to 8
inches. On plaster walls quite often the only points with any holding ability
are the studs. On such walls, the nails must be long enough to go through the
plaster and anchor securely into the stud. Studs are oa 16 inch centers in
most walls.

Galvanized or cement-coated nails are recommended instead of regular steel
wire nails because of their better holding power. If the cap metal is to be
nailed to a cement block wall, small case-hardened screw nails can be driven
into tine mortar joints. For installations on concrete or ceramic tile walls,
one method is to drill small holes and plug them with wood for nailing points;
another method is to fasten the metal with contact cement.

Thin ca metal stri . In some areas, cap strip is applied after the coving has
been installe . This metal trim is thinner than the trim installed before the
cove, and ..ne coved field material (or border cove, as the case may be) is not
cemented to the wall, but bradded to hold it in place. The flooring material
is scored and cut an equal distance up the wall from the floor all around, and
the cap strip is installed with the flange of the metal dropping down below and
behind the top edge of the material. A brad pusher is then used to drive brads
tl,rough both the floor covering and the cap strip flange, and into the studs.
This method of trimming out is faster and cheaper, and it is generally satis-
factory if sufficient care is taken to assure a neat, secure job.
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Fig. 65. Securing cap metal with brad pusher Fig. 66. Completed installation of cap metal

Cove Wood

Cove wood is also known as fillet strip, cove stick, or backing strip. It is
used with coving as ,he backing at the junction of floor and wall (Fig. 67). It
may be made of various materials, such as wood, saturated felt, or wax-
filled cloth, but the most widely used and least expensive is wood. It is made
in sizes from 1 inch to 1-1/2 inches.

Cove wood provides the contour of the curve both along the wall and at the cor-
ners. Because of the importance of this contour, a few precautions must be
kept in mind:

The cove wood must be fitted at the corners as neatly as possible, with
special attention being given to outside corners.

The cove wood must be nailed so ti t it is fixed firmly in place, usually
on not less than 1 2-inch centers.

If nails are used (rather than staples), care must be exercised to pre-
vent the hammer nead from damaging the wood.

Nail heads must be driven flush with or slightly below the surface of the
wood so they will not show through the surface of the material.

If more than one piece of cove wood is used along a wall, not more
than 4/2 inch cf spac a should be left between pieces.
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Two pieces of cove wood joined at an outside corner should be kept
apart by approximately the width of a knife blade (about 1/16 inch) to
facilitate cutting material later on in the installation.

When cove wood is being nailed to the floor and pronounced "hollows" are
noticed in the wall, the stick should be kept in a straight line by nailing it
straight down instead of back at an angle. Any bumps along the wall should
be removed, although sometimes shaving off some of the stick is advisable
to help keep it in a straight line. A staple gun may be used for fastening the
stick to the floor; also a brad pusher.

Fig. 67.

Cross section of installed cove wood

Fig. 68. Metal end stops for cove wood

Metal Corners and Stops

Although the practice is not general on the west coast, cove base jobs are in-
stalled with metal inside dnd outside corners and metal end stops. The cor-
ners and stops are usually made of polished stainless steel or chrome alloy
to prevent rusting as well as to give a pleasing appearanr" They are pre-
formed and available in two widths, 4-1/2 and 6 inches.

Metal corners. When metal corners are used, the cap strip must be placed
so as to coincide with the tops of the corners. This occasionally presents a
problem because the installer cannot always adjust the cap metal height to
exactly 4-1/2 or 6 inches. Both sizes of corners can be shortened somewhat
by using a "parrot-nosed" snips or hacksaw and cutting off the top end. Care
should be taken to smooth and file the top if it has been cut off.

The metal corners have flanges on both sides with slots at the top and bottom
for fastening them to the wall and floor. The cove wood should be cut squire
and stopped appro:limately 1/2 inch from each corner to permit the insertion
of the metal corner. When the corners are installed properly, they for a
90° angle with the cap strip. This angle permits the use of a sqqare to de-
termine the cut at the end of the piece of cove material, However, if a test
piece indicates that this method will not work, the material can be scribed
at the corners.
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Metal end stops. Metal end stops are designed to cover what normally would
be an open-end piece of cove. They fit on the end of the cove stick and are
nailed to the wall and floor in the same way as the metal corners. If the con-
struction of the room is such that a wood casing is provided around the door
frame, the end stops are of little use. In the case of "bull-nosed" plaster
construction, they are ideal. On this type of job, the cap metal is returned
down the wall to the point where it meets the top of the end stop. This makes
a continuous metal edging all the way to the floor (Fig. 68).

Checkup

Metal cap strip is designed for use primarily with border
coving.

One of the functions of cap metal is to provide a decora-
tive finish at the top of the cove.

A hacksaw blade with 18 to 24 teeth per inch should be
used for cutting stainless steel cap metal.

For notching and bending cap metal from an inside cor-
ner to an inside corner, add two times the width of the
top of the metal to the measurement.

To notch and bend cap metal from an inside corner to
an outside corner, add the width of the top of the metal
minus the thickness of the flange to the measurement.

When filing a notch for an outside corner, leave the face
(or lip) of the metal intact.

Studs are generally installed on 18" centers for most
walls.

Cement-coated nails are recommended for nailing cap
metal on ordinary walls.

Galvanized nails driven into the mortar joints are recom-
mended for fastening cap metal to cement block walls.

Saturated felt is the most commonly used material for
cove backing.

Cove wood should be nailed at least every 12".

Where the cove wood meets at an outside corner, an
opening approximately the width of a linoleum knife
blade should be left.

Preformed metal corners are available in widths of
both 4-1/2" and 6".
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"Bull-nosed" plaster construction requires metal 14. '11 F
corners.

End stops are unnecessary where wood casing is pro- 15. T F
vided around the door frame.
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TOPIC 3PATTERN SCRIBING FOR ONE-PIECE COVE

Assignment

introdudion

Ski/ led Hands and Skilled Installers, 16 mm. sound
film color Congoleum-Nairn Inc.

In what ways is pattern scribing used in roving work?
What material is generally used for patterns?
Why does the overscriber play such an important role in pattern work?

Pattern scribing is the term applied to using a pattern or template to ensure
the correct fit of a piece of material. Pattern scribing requires using another
material, usually saturated felt, which is made to fit with the aid of an over-
scriber. The resultant pattern is then transferred to the material that is to
be installed.

Pattern scribing is used with self-coved material and with border cove, but
it is used less extensively with border cove. It is particularly useful with
certain kinds of corners and with radius cove. This topic describes its use
with one-piece cove.

Related Information

Placing the felt. Figure 69 illustrates the use of saturated felt as a pattern.
Shown is one inside corner of a room with the felt tacked in place. The room
is to be self-coved. Corners have been cut out of the felt so that point A is
at the bottom of the miter in the cove stick. The top of the felt is stopped just
below the flange of the cap metal, and the felt is held in place with thumb tacks
as indicated. The felt must be tight against the cove stick around the room.

If more than one piece of felt is needed to pattern the entire room (as is usu-
ally the case), make certain that the position of one sheet with respect to
another is well marked. (Note match marks in Fig. 70.) Do this by butting
the two edges of the felt together and then making two or three marks with a
pencil or knife across the seam. If the felt is lapped instead of butted, make
a mark also along the edge of the top sheet. In fitting around objects to be
scribed, keep the felt approximately 1/2 inch away from the objects.

Scribing the felt. When the felt is fastened in place securely and marked for
position, the installer is ready to start scribing. Set the overscriber so that
it extends far enough that the felt can be marked even at the v idest point in
the room if the roam is out of square.
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Fig. 69.
Using saturated felt as a pattern

CAP METAL

FELT PATTERN

SATURATED FELT

COVE WOOD

Fig. 70.
Using two pieces of felt pattern
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PATTERN SCRIBING FOR ONE-PIECE COVE

The next step is to carry the overscriber setting onto the felt (point B) in case
the setting should be changed accidentally during the operation. Now hold the
overscriber parallel to the floor and at right angles to the wall. Start at the
top of the corner and bring the scriber down the corner, allowing the needle
point to mark a line on the felt. Repeat this operation on the opposite side of
the corner and on the balaace of the inside corners.

After all of the corners are scribed, mark the top of the felt below the cap
metal with the overscriber, at the same setting used for the corners. For
this operation, hold the overscriber vertical to the floor. Do this around the
entire room. Scribe any vertical surfaces to which the floor covering must be
fitted, such as door casings and tubs. The overscriber setting must remain
the same at all times.

Before removing the felt pattern, it is wise to put positioning marks on the
felt and wall or floor (points A, Fig. 70) as aids in getting the floor coverin
properly placed for installation. Do this by making one mark in the doorway
and another on an opposite wall, or by marking opposite valise

Transferring to the material. After all scribing and marking are finished, re-
Titit. and I-eassemble it on xop of the material. Hold it in position
with weieats., tape, or very small staples. The use of thumb tacks should be
avoided for they leave holes in the material. Figure 70 shows the felt assembled
on the material. The dotted lines indicate scribe marks. After the felt is se-
curely in place on the material, check the overscriber once again to make cer-
tain the setting has not changed. Now place the overscriber so that the smooth
leg rides in the groove on the felt and the needle makes a mark on the material.
Mark corners and vertical surfaces first.

After corner and vertical surface scribing has been transferred, the installer
is ready to mark the edges that will fit to the metal. This calls for a change in
the overscriber setting. The setting must be increased because otherwise the
material will not extend up into the metal but instead will come only to the bot-
tom, where the scriber leg was when the patterr was marked. This increase
in setting is usually 1/8 inch but will have to be determined by the type or size
of metal used.

After all the scribe marks are completed, cut along the m "rks with a knife.
Leave the felt in position until all the marks have been cut, to make certain
that no Part has been missed.

Checkup

The overscriber should be kept at the 1. setting except 1.
for scribing along metal.

Patterns may be made of 2 felt. 2.

The felt pattern must be kept tight against the 3 4 . 3.
4.

The tool required for marking patterns is a(n)._ 5 . 5.

i
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If more than one piece of felt is used, the seams may be 6.
6 or 7 . 7.

Scribing is required for fitting floor covering around
irregular vertical surfaces, such as door 8 and 9 . 8.

9.
A pattern is also known as a(n) 10 . 10.

Reasonable 11 is required even when using a pattern. 11.

In fitting a felt pattern around objects, the fel' lhould be
kept away from objects by about 12 . 12.

The position of one sheet of felt with respect to another
should be 13 14 . 13.

14.
The overscriber is held 15 to the floor and at 16 15.

17 to the wall. 16.
17.

Before he removes the felt pattern, the ins4-0.11er should
put two or three 18 marks on the felt and wall or floor. 18.

The installer should leave the felt in position till all the
marks have been 19 . 19.

When edges are marked to fit to the metal, the over-
scriber setting should be increased by about 20 ,
depending on the metal used.
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TOPIC 4 OUTSIDE CORNER FILLS

introduction

What are the two types of outside corner fills and how do they differ?
What is the proper procedure for making a mitered corner?
Why is the V-plug outside corner fill preferred in many cases?
Can the V-plug type of fill b' used when installing patterned material?

One of the most intricate operations to be performei in a one-piece cove in-
stallation is the forming of an outside corner. Two types of outside corner
fills should be understood: the "mitered" fill and the

types
or "V-

plug" fill.

Related Information

Mitered Corners

Fitting the pattern. In cutting the atiern material for a mitered corner, it
is not possible to flash the material up both sides of an outside corner. Fold
the felt up one side of the wall, then cut along the bottom of the lip of the cap
metal to about 3/4 inch beyoni the corner.

Then cut the felt downward on a 90° angle for a distance equal to that from the
top of the cap metal to the bottom of the mitered joint of the cove wood. This
makes it possible to flash the pattern up the other wall. Enlarge the cutout
section well beyond the area occupied by the cove wood so than, the pattern will
lie free. Then trim the second side along the bottom of the lip. (See Figs.
71, 72, 73, and 74. )

f

ColorigY Congolowntleini One.

Fig. 71. Finished pattern at outside corner

. ,-.
-,..

Coloring CorgoieumNoirn Inc.

Fig. 72. Removing pattern from corner
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Courty Congo hum-Nairn Inc.

Fig. 73. Shape of patter:: in flat position

Courtesy ConoekwasAem foe.

fig. 75.

fig. 76.

..

CoveNsr Cengelevat-Noka Ism

Cowlay Congekunn-Moire Ism

Fig. 77.

Court's), Congskrum-Noirn Inc.

fig. Th. Identification of cuts

Fig. 78.

Courtesy CongshesnAeine Inc.

Fig. 75. Using two squares to form anglo

fig. 76. Cutting material to pattern

Fig. 77. Material exactly cut to fit

fig. 78. Making fill from small scrap



OUTSIDE CORNER FILLS

Transferring the pattern and cutting the material. When the cove line has been
transcribed to the open edge of the outside corner fill, place a small square on
this line so that a perpendicular cut may be made. This cut becomes the ver-
tical side of the corner cutout.

Place the square at right angles with this cut about 6 inches below and parallel
with the cove line (Fig. 75). Make a cut along this square, as shown in Fig.
76. Cut the curved side of the cutout freehand (Fig. 77).

The last thing to do after transcribing the pattern is to cui. the fill for the out-
side corner. This can be made from a small piece of scrap material. A piece
2 inches wider than the height of the cove will be ne ?ded. Score a straight line
to form side 1 (Fig. 78), another at 90° from t11;.: first to form side 2, and a
third parallel with side 1. Leave the fourth side longer than required, as this
will be fitted later.

After the material has been rubbed into the paste, the outside corner is ready
for cutting. The side that was originally cut to project beyond the corner must
be cut on a miter. To do this, place a small piece of scrap against the adjoin-
ing wall (Fig. 79) and underscribe the outside corner down to approximately
the middle of the cove wood.

I'.

Ceifftens C golswadlohn Inc,

4t4 fCf470".

e.

- ,-

A° fadaddia-

Couriosy C0090levonNoin1 Inc.

Fig. 79. Underscribing outside corner Fig. 80. Cutting miter corner

Cut this scribe line on a 45° angle from the top of the cove woc.a to the cap
metal (Fig. 80). Using the miter cut in the cove wood as a guide, continue
the cut to the bottom line of the cutout.

Cut a piece of felt to fit into the cutout, with the corner edge long enough to
overlap the corner. Rub the felt in along the edge of the material at the
corner to leave an impression line that may be used to cu: the felt to an
exact fit.
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Fig. 81. Pressing felt for exact fit Fig. 82. Transferring pattern

When cutting from this pattern onto the material, be certain to make the cut
with a 45° bevel. Apply paste to the finished piece, place it in proper position
in the cutout, and rub it well with a wet rag to assure a firm and lasting bond.

Wrap-Around or V-Plug Outside Corners

With vinyl sheet goods it is possible to make a new type of outside corner fill
that eliminates the sharp mitered corner and joint. The fact that this new V-
plug corner is less subject to damage than the mitered corner, along with its
simplicity and good appearance, has resulted in its being widely accepted by
the industry.

Preparation. When preparation is made to install a V-plug corner, it is neces-
sary first to eliminate the sharp miter edge in the cove wood. This can be
done with either a sharp utility knife or sandpaper.

Cutting pattern felt (Fig. 84). Lap the felt up one wall, then measure from
the corner back along the cap metal a distance equal to the measurement
from the middle of the cove woos: to the cap metal. (This will be about 3-1/3
inches on 4-inch cove.) Next, make a diagonal cut from this point to the center
of the cove wood in the miter. Then drop the felt around the corner to form
the cove on the opposite wall. This leaves a V-shaped void at the corner,
and the point of the V falls approximately in the miter of the cove wood.

Marking the pattern. The crucial point on the pattern, one which must be re-
located exactly when transcribing later to the material, is a spot half-way
down the curve of the cove wood and exactly at the point of the miter. Mark
this point on the pattern by placing one leg of the dividers in exact position
and scribing a 1--inch to 1-1/2-inch circle with the other leg (Fig. 85). Then
scribe the balance of the pattern in the usual manner.
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Fig. 83. Completed outside corner
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Courtesy CoefroteurnNeito Carlow Completion-Naito inc.

Fig. 84. Cutting felt pattern Fig. 85. Molting reference point

Transferring thepattern to the material. When the felt is Lid flat on the mate-
rial, the two cut edges will come together (Fig. 86) and the two scribe marks
indicating the position (* the cap metal on two walls intersect to form a right
angle. Then transfer to the material the mark on the pattern that represents
the exact midpoint of the miter.

Cutting the material. Using a small straightedge, hold the knife perfectly ver-
tical to the material and make a cut from the reference point through the inter-
section of the cap metal scribe lines (Fig. 87). (Caution: During the installation
of the sheet, be certain that sufficient heat is applied to till bottom point of the
cutout to prevent tearing. This is critical, since the pressure at this point
can be great.)
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Fig. 86. Relocating reference point on material
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Fig. 87. Cutting scribed material
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Template for fill. Crease a triangular piece of felt, cut large enough to over-
lap the cutout by about 1/4 inch, and place it over the cutout (Fig. 88). Rub
the felt hard along the edges of the cutout and then remove it and cut along the
impressed lines. This should result in a perfect template.

Cutting and installing fill. Trace the ff It template onto the floor covering ma-
terial and cut the material carefully along the score marks. Cut a portion of
the material backing away to facilitate installation, apply paste to the corner
area, and insert, heat, and rub in the fill (Figs. 89, 90, and 91).

4
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Courtesy Congeteven-Neks Me,

Fig. 88. Marig felt tbmplate

Courtesy CongeleumNoim ht.

Fig. 90. Backing material partially removed
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Fig. 89. Culling material ham template

Fig. 91. Pasting corner fill into place
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COVING SHEET GOODS

Finish work. Rub down the joints with a paste wax and fine steel wool. The
final installation should resemble that shown in Fig. 92.

7

4-1

ltr.Is:kc

Courtin), Congeleum.ttain

Fig. 92. The finished Vnotch corner

This V-plug method of installing an outside corner can be used to swan advan-
tage also with matched-pattern lincieurn by installing the fill in two pieces,
with a miter fromthe middle of the cove wood to the cap metal. This elimi-
nates the seam or joint on the floor surface.

Checkup

It is 1 to flash the material up both 2 of an 1.
outside corner. 2.

The cutout section for the 3 4 is enlarged well 3.
beyond the area occupied by the 5 6 . 4.

5.
6.

In cutting out the material, after the vertical and bottom 7.
sides have been cut, the 7 side is 8 . '8.
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OUTSIDE CORNER FILLS

The top cut of the piece which will be used for the fill
must be 9 with the bottom cut. 9.

The precise cut to trim the first side of the outside cor-
ner is made 10 the material has been installed. This 10.
line is scribed with a(n) 11 and cut on MO 12 angle. 11.

12.
To obtain a perfect miter for the fill, mark the pattern
by pressing it against the 13 of the already trimmed 13.
first side.

When the V-plug corner is used, the sharp 14 in the 14. _
cove wood must be 15 . 15.

In marking the pattern, the crucial point is a spot half-
way down the cuzve of the 16 17 and exactly in 16.
the 18 . 17.

18. -
To make the template for the fill, insert a piece of 19 19.
into the opening and press along the edges of the 20 . 20.
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TOPIC 5 RADIUS COVE

introduction

Why is it preferable to cove radius corners?
What type of cap metal should be chosen when radius corners will be
included in a job?
W' at is the best material to use for cove moulding?

Although the terms "radius cove" and "radius corners" may cause one to think
of the radius of a ,-ircle rather than the circumference, these terms have en-
joyed wide usage .n the floor covering industry over the years and have become
a part of the trade terminology. The craftsman in this trade therefore thinks
of the arc formed by a circular, semicircular, or rounded vertical surface,
such as a wall or column,when either of the terms is used.

Although some floor covering installers still use the wrap-around method of
covering radius corners, whereby the field material is scribed to the vertical
surface and a flat piece is wrapped around the radius, the true professional
masters the art of coving these corners.

Coving that flows in and around radius corners or semicircular walls is indeed
a thing of beauty. In every trade, one feat or accomplishment marks the crafts-
man as an artist in his trade. in the floor covering trade, it is the ability to
cove radius corners. Coving around radius corners is difficult because the
floor covering material must be bent in two directions--on a vertical line from
" Vsor and the wall, and on a horizontal line around the radius. The re-

.s highly desirable, for the coving protects the base from damage, elimi-
nates dust-catching corners, and keeps the flow of coving symmetrical.

Related information *

Careful planning is needed to apply linoleum or sheet vinyl to an outside round
corner. The coving is in two parts, a separate upper section and a lower sec-
tion of the field that comes up to meet it.

Cap metal. If cap metal is to be used, select one that is of light enough gauge
to bend around the curve without notching or relieving the flange. A standard
gauge aluminum is usually satisfactory. The cap metal on a projecting rounded
corner is installed as follows:

*Permission has been granted to use the pictures and adapt the material in
this topic from Ralph Dutter, "8-Step Guide to Radius Cove Installation,"
Installation Specialist, Fall Quarter, 1963.
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Cove moulding. A wax fillet strip is best for the cove moulding (Fig. 93), butif it is not available, regular cove wood may be used. In that case, followthese steps:

1. Begin the installation of the cap metal by fastening one end to the

2. To prevent the lip of the cap metal from closing in while it is beingbent,

3. When the bend is completed, remove the sheet goods and fasten the

insert a scrap of sheet goods in the channel of the metal and

straight wall at some distance from the start of the radius.

then bend the metal to fit the wall.

cap metal to the straight wall on the other side of the radius.

-._

Fig. 93. Cove moulding installed on radius

- f". Pr
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COVING SHEET GOODS

1. Cut the cove wood into 1 inch to 1-1/ 2 inch lengths to go around the
arc of the circle, stopping where the arc ends.

2. Embed these pieces as close together as possible in linoleum paste
and allow the paste to dry.

3. After the paste is dry, mix a small amount of patching plaster and
fill the voids between the sections of cove wood.

4. Wipe off the excess patching plaster and smooth the surface with a
damp rag; then allow it to dry.

cit. In laying out the job, decide where the seams in the sheet will fall
and, if possible, arrange the lengths so that the entire round corner will
come within a single length.

Fitting the u er section. Assuming that the area to be coved is a projecting
rout corner, e first step is to prepare the upper section. To get the length
of the upper section within the radius corner, measure the distance around
the rounded area. For the width, measure from inside the cap metal to 1/4
inch below the top of the cove moulding. Then proceed as follows:

1. Cut a piece of floor covering to these exact measurements, being sure
to make all cuts square, not beveled.

2. Paste this fl,)or covering material in place, using enough heat so that
the bottora edge will flare out to conform with the beginning of the curve
in the cove moulding (Fig. 94).

-s%

" .

A1'414 j.rtt -y ; !r.;.;
-a S'

Fig. 94. Upper section in place on radius Fig. 95. Scribing the radius for lower section

Pattern scribing the lower section. Lay out the f'.1. pattern in the conventional
manner, fastening it securely at various spots, especially around the radius
cove area. Around the radius, trim the felt to within 1/8 inch of the three
exposed edges of the upper section (one horizontal, the other two vertical at
the ends of the rounded area or the seam, in case of a column). The steps
in scribing are as follows:
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RADIUS COVE

I. To scribe around the upper section, set the dividers at 1/4 inch (Fig.
95). Throughout the operation, be sure to hold the felt tight against
the cove moulding.

2. After scribing all the pattern, remove it and fasten it onto the field
material to be installed.

3. Trace the pattern onto the material.

Cutltgi . Cut the field material in the conventional way and, where it fits against
the upper section of the radius corner. make perfectly square edges.

41

01....-
s

,,

Fig. 96. installing the lower sodium Fig. 97. Finished installation of radius corner

Installation. After the sheet has been placed and all the cove tucked in, includ-
ing that meeting the vertical edges of the upper section of the radius, heat the
material thoroughly. Then, using a damp rag, press the material into the cove
around the radius so that the top edge of the lower section fits smoothly against
the bottom edge of the upper section, au around the radius (Fig. 96). The
material pressure created by the bend in the cove will now be exerted against
the seam. If both edges have been cut straight and square, the result will be
a nearly invisible joining of the two pieces of material.

Finishing. Apply the usual professional finishing touches. If the material used
is linoleum, rub down all seams any joints with paste wax and steel wool; if it
is sheet vinyl, use the electric iron and aluminum foil method. The completed
job is shown in Fig. 97.

Checkup

The best way to handle a radius job is by the wrap-around 1. T F
method.

Standard gauge aluminum cap metal is the most satisfactory 2. T F
kind for an outside corner.
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COVING SHEET GOODS

Begin fastening the cap metal in the center of the radius.

To prevent the channel of the cap metal from closing when
it is bent, insert a scrap of material in the channel.

The best material to use for the cove moulding is regu-
lar cove wood.

In laying out a radius cove job, it is desirable to plan a
seam at the exact center of the radius.

The width of the upper section of a radius cove is estab-
lished by measuring from inside the cap metal to 1/4
inch below the top of the cove moulding.

In cutting the upper section, make the cuts perfectly
square.

To scribe around the already installed upper section,
set the dividers at 3/4 inch.

If sheet vinyl is used as cove material, rub down all
joints and seams with paste wax for the finishing touch.
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TOPIC 6 BORDER COVE

Assignment

Introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. 14,
: sections on "Pattern Scribing" and Corner3 Without

Metal Pieces."

How does border cove differ from top-set cove?
In border cove installations, when is the field material laid?
How does the installer determine the dimensions of border cove?

In addition to a top-set base or a self-cove finish, resilient floor covering is
sometimes finished with a border cove. Although the end results are basically
the same, the procedure for installing border cove differs considerably from
that for other finishes.

Related Information

Trimming the field. Even though the field material is laid before the border
cove, the cove wood and cap metal are installed first (see Topic 2). The field
material, instead of being fitted to the wall or other vertical surfaces, is
stopped approximately 2-1/2 inches from such surfaces. After the field area
has been fitted, cem'nted, and rolled, it is ready to be trimmed.

Fig. 98 shows a composite corner to illustrate one method of trimming the
field. Cut two strips of linoleum approximately 1-1/2 inches wide and long
enough to overlap the field when the strip is in place in the groove of the metal.
The distance from the wall at which the field should be trimmed can be varied;
however, the accepted rule is that unless otherwise specified, the distance
out from the wall should be the same as the distance up the wall. One thing
to keep in mind is that if the cove is a different color from the field, the farther
from the wall the field is trimmed, the smaller the floor area will appear to be.

Using the straightedge and linoleum strips, as shown in Fig. 98, trim the field
around the entire room. Measurements with the linoleum strips should be
taken at least every 24 inches around the room to insure against loose or extra
tight spots along the cove.

Scribing the inside corner. For the inside corner, the actual piece to be used
may be scribed. Often, however, it is better to make a pattern from a piece
of 30-pound saturated felt approximately 15 inches long and to transfer the
result onto the floor covering. Scribing the corner with an overscriber differs
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COPING SHEET GOODS

Fig. 98. Trimming of field

from conventional pattern scribing in that the fit is obtained directly from the
pattern rather than by transcribing. In other words, cut the pattern along the
scribe line, trial-fit it into position, and then make whatever adjustment is
necessary. Then lay the pattern directly over the cove material and cut along
the outside of the pattern. Fit both ends

(wall
the cove material in this manner,

taking into account the actual length of the . Next, cement and fit them
into place.

In scribing either side of the corner, run the scribe mark to the bottom of the
cove wood only, allowing both pieces to lap from that point to the junction of
the strip with the field. When the second piece has been fitted, cement and
set it in place. Then use a small straightedge as a guide to cut a miter from
the bottom of the cove wood to the field.

Scribing the outside corner. In making the nt ter :or an outside corner, re-
member to take the thickness of the material into consideration. Before scrib-

theing the first side of the corner, insert a scrap piece of material against
wall to represent the second side. Then cut the material along the scribe mark,
with the heel of the knife kept pointing directly at the corner of the field. This
puts a 45 angle on the cut. When the knife reaches the top of the cove woos!,
allow its blade to follow the small space between the two pieces of cove wood.
Again, allow the material to lap from the bottom of the cove wood to the field.
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BORDER COVE

Fit the other side of the corner in the same way, except that this time the
small piece of material against the wall need not be used.

Checkup

For most border cove installations, the field should be
laid to within 2-1/2 inches from the wall.

A wide, contrasting border cove tends to make the room
look larger.

If the cove is to snap-fit and the linoleum strip method is
used, measurements should be taken every 6 feet around
the room.

Using a pattern for fitting inside cove corners is more
accurate than scribing directly to the material.

If cove is cut oversize in width, an overscriber should be
used to fit it to the field.

For cutting miters on floor sections of the corners, the
installer should use a small sttaightedge as a guide.

Inside corners should be scribed from the cap metal all
the way to the field.

To make allowance for the miter for an outside corner,
a double thickness of material is placed against the ad-
joining wall as a guide for the corner scriber.

When cutting along a scribe mark on an outside corner,
the installer should hold the knife at an angle of 180° to
the cove.

The field area must be cemented in place before its edges
are trimmed.

A small pin vise is a good aid for cutting miters in cove
installation.

Both wall and floor areas should be cemented to ensure
the best job.

The height of the cove varies with the reauirements of
each particular jcb.

The tool used to make or fit inside corners is called a
hinge scriber.

The procedure for installing border cove is exactly the
same as that for self-cove.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F
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SPECIAL JOBS

Aside from the general, everyday type of job the floor covering
installer is called upon to perform, demands are frequently made
uporL him to make special installations or to work with other than
ordinary materials. The competent journeyman is familiar with
these facets of the work and has made it a point to keep abreast of
all new materials and techniques of application.

It is not uncommon these days for a home installation to require
such items as coved tile, counter top covering, and wall covering.
In addition, special sheetmaterials, factory and custom-made in-
sets, and the commercial installation of static conductive floors
all offer a challenge to the floor covering installer.

Familiarization with all aspects of the trade is a prerequisite to
becoming a skilled journeyman. This unit presents some of the
special jobs the journeyman may expect to encounter from time
to time, along with the materials and procedures used to perform
these jobs.



TOPIC I- COVING TILE

Introduction

How does the installation of cove tile differ from that of border cove
for sheet material?
How are the problems presented by uneven wall and floor surfaces
handled?
How is cove tile scribed so it will form a perfect fit when cut?
What is the best method of bending tile to follow the cove line?

The art of coving tile requires both skill and patience. The more uneven the
walls and floor, the greater the skill and patience required, for uneveness in
either instance must be compensated for if gapping and overlapping seams are
to be avoided. And unless these are avoided the job will be less than satisfac-
tory.

The steps in coving tile are as follows: (1) making adjustments for bulges or
hollows; (2) laying out the border; (3) installing cap metal; (4) laying the field;
and (5) measuring, cutting, and installing the border.

Related Information

Adjustments on walls and floor. Many construction factors must be taken into
consideration before a tile coving job can be started, and one. of the most im-
portani is the straightness of the walls to be coved. An outward bulge causes

_1_
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Fig. 99. Indented wall
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SPEaAL JOBS-

a crack or opening to appear between tiles at the top edge of the border; an
inward curvature causes an overlapping of tiles and necessitates trimming one
or both adjacent tiles.

The unevenness of floors is another factor to be considered. An example is
the high and low rolling effects that are characteristic of concrete floors.
Crack filler can be used to fill in indentations along wall lines.

COVE WOOD

7-7, vr -v. -0. _v....-. ----, mr- 0. ... -0.. _T ...? a. w
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Fig. 100. Indented floor
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In many instances the #tove line can be straightened by the proper installation
of cove wood. In these installations the cove wood is butted against the out-
ward bulges and nailed as it lies in a straight line. Slight gaps are thus left
between th': wood and wait, but one problem caused by construction defects is
thus corrected. In al instances, such defects pose problems that must be
solved in one way or another if the coving is to be well done.

Layout and cap installation. In most cases the tile layout methods ex-
plained in earlier topics can be employed even though metal cap is used. It
is recommended that the cap metal be installed Arst so that it will hold the tile
securely in place as it is laid. The height of the cap metal is determined by
the tile layout. Por example, if a full tile fits up the wall exactly 2-1/2 inches,
or any similar reasonable cove dimension, then the tile layout itself determines
the height of the cap.

Two important layout factors must be given careful attention. A tile line should
never hit on the cove wood. The field tile should stop at least 2 inches from the
cove wood so that the piece of tile to be coved can be firmly attached to the floor
surface before starting up the wall.

Equally important, the field tile line should never stop at a point so low on the
wall that a one- or two-inch piece of tile must be added to reach the cap metal.
Make sure the tip of the cap metal is wide enough for the tile to fit into it. Fit
the metal securely to the wall surface. Then install the cove wood by using
the procedures previously outlined.

Installing the field tile. In most cases the field tile is installed, rolled, and
allowed to set before the cove is installed. The procedure for the installation
of field tile depends on the kinds of tile and adhesives to be used. As an ex-
ample, asphalt tile and vinyl asbestos tile require mastics that must "set" or
"tack up" before the tile can be laid. Rubber and most vinyl tile must be laid
with waterproof adhesives.
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Measuring and cutting the core tile. The width required for the tile to be coved
varies because o irtiThill artirriwall and floor, so it is not feasible for an
overall measurement to be taken and the tile for the entire wall cut from this
one measurement. Instead, the width required for each tile sitould be dter-
mined and tile cut accordingly. The completed job will reflect the care it has
thus been given.

CAP METAL

SCRAP

COVE WOOD

ROW OF 000BLE TILE

SCORE LINE

ROW OF DOUBLE TILE

Fig. 101. Marking caving title for cut Fig. 102. Cutaway view of wall and floor

A scrap of tile an inch or two wide can be used to measure the width required
at each joint in the field tile. Lay the tile to be coved exactly over the last row
of field tile. Fit one end of the scrap piece into the cap metal and rest the
other end on top of the tile. Mark each tile as the scrap is moved along the
wall. A perfect pattern of the contour of the wall is thus produced. Always
hold the scrap piece securely under the cap metal (see Figs. 101 and 102).

Inst 'ling the cove tile. After measuring and cutting all the cove tile, proceed
to speead the adhesive on all the areas to be coved, except the inside and out-
side corners. One possible exception to this rule occurs when the adhesive
used requires a prolonged set-up time; then all surfaces to be covered may be
spread at the same time.

Some installers prefer to insert every other cove tile, then the others. This
procedure makes it easier to maintain proper alignment of joints, even though
the slight heating of the coved tile (to make it bend more easily) tends to ex-
pand it. The use of excessive heat should he avoided, for it may cause tile
to shrink too much. Only rubber tile can Le coved without using heat.
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When all the cut the is in place, roll it properly and clean off
hesive showing on tile, metal, or wall surfaces.

All inside corners and door cuts can be installed in one piece

any excess ad-

by pattern scrib-
ing. Outside corners are installed in the usual manner.

Checkup

Two structural defects that cause trouble in coving tile 1 .
are 1 2 and 3 . 2.

3.
Inside corners and door cuts are laid out by means of 4 4.

5 . 5.

The first installation step should be the installation of 6 6.
7 . 7.

The height of the cap metal above the floor is often deter-
mined by the 8 of the the in the room. 8.

The recommended distance away from the cove stick for
the field tile to be stopped is 9 . 9.

If too much heat is used to cove tile, the tile may 10 10_
excessively.

When there is an outward bulge in the wall surface, the
result will be a(n) 11 in the tile. 11.

Unevenness a walls can sometimes be compensated for
by correct placement of 12 13 . 12.

13.
Hollows in floors can be filled with 14 15 . 14.

15.
Group Discussion

1. Why is the field the installed first?

2. Why is it advisable to measure each coved tile separately?
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TOPIC 2 COUNTER TOPS

Assignment

introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. 21.

What materials are considered best foi use on counter tops? What
materials should be avoided?
How are edge mouldings applied?
What clearances must be considered in making sink cutouts?
What are the two most frequently used finishes for counter tops?
How is a sink installed when a T-type rim is used?

Experience installing resilient floor covering on floors helps the installer ac-
quire much of the knowledge and most of the skills used in counter top instal-
lation. However, in making such ar: _astallation, he must exercise even greater
caution and care, for the counter will be used at eye level where even the slight-
est flaw in its surface will be obvious.

Rotated information

Counter top materials. Some manufacturers produce materials especially de-
signed for counter tops, most of which have a vinyl surface with an asbestos
back. Some floor coverings work very well for counter tops.

The use of a dry, paperback material for counter tops should be avoided where
water is to be present, because water leaking through a seam will cause the
paper to rot and destroy the installation. Asbestos, on the other hand,is
damaged very little by water.

Adhesives. The adhesives used for installing counter tops should be those gen-
erally recommended by the manufacturers of the materials installed. A good
waterproof cement should always be used where water is to be present, espe-
cially in the area around a sink. On the rolled or curved surfaces, a contact
cement of a transparent or clear type may be used to best advantage. Some
contact cements contain a green stain that penetrates the back of the material
and shows through the clear vinyl surface. These should be avoided.

A 2-inch paint brush is commonly used to apply contact cement. This can be
kept in good working condition if it is stored in a container of water between
installations. The water keeps the cement from setting.
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In installing the surface material, avoid overlapping one kind of adhesive -Ato
another, for if they are not compatible, no bond will be formed.

Types of finish. The two most frequently used finishes for counter tops are:

1. A square or a rolled front edge with a flash cove backsplash that is
either trimmed with cap metal or fitted up to cabinets and window sills.

2, ,.I rolled front edge with a rolled edge above a flash cove back- or end-
splash.

Fig. 103. Back splash with cap metal Fig. 104. Back splash with quarter round

Base construction. The base for a counter top where water is to be present is
constructed of 3(4 -inch waterproof plywood. If the top is to have a rolled edge,
it may even be advisable to use 7/8 inch plywood. Fasten the base securely to
the cabinet frame. If countersunk screws or nails are used from the top, fill
the holes and sand the surface.

In making some installations, the installer makes the sink cutout and sets the
edge mouldings. (After the material is installed, he may also set the sink.)

To make the sink cutout, mark the lines to be cut by using the sink rim or tem-
plate provided for the sink to be installed. Allow 1/8 inch between the sink and
the plywood, and make the cutout so that the sink will be at least 3 inches from
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Layout. Most counter tops are made to fit by pattern scribing. Certain pro-
cedures

backsplash. Make the cutout by cutting the straight lines with a portable
re-

quired, first use the portable circular saw to make a straight cut across the

In preparing to set the edge mouldings, use a circular saw to cut the plywood

box.
finishing nails. Cutting

them in place with contact cement, then nail them with 2-1/2-inch or

patched areas smooth so that no imperfections will show through the covering.

If cap metal is to be applied, use a level to draw a line above the counter

Use a level to mark the horizontal line for the top of the end splashes and

When water is to be present, place the seams as far as possible from the

circular saw and the curved lines with a saber saw. If a round cutout is re-

area to be removed. Then start a saber saw in this cut and saw out each half
of the cutout.

top back 1/ 2 inch from the edge of the cabinet. Cut the mouldings in a miter

in th_ a way add extra strength to the mouldings.

Inspect the plywood surface and the mouldings. Fill any holes or irregularities.
Sand all joints in the top until they are smooth. If the joints are open, fill them
with hard - dying filler before sanding. Be careful in sanding plywood to keep
the sander from cutting through the surface,

cedures required in making the layout of a sink top follow:

3-ine- tting back the plywood and cementing the mouldings

Plaster preparation. If metal cap strip is to be used at the top of the back-
splash, inspect the plaster to be covered. Fill holes, indentations, nail and
screw holes, and cracks with a nonshrinking plaster compound. Sand the

palm

frequently.

line. The appearance of an installation may be less than satisfactory if

main source of the water, or from where the water will be used most

top at the height desired. If the metal cap is installed on a line determined
by measuring from the counter top, the cap metal line will be on a slant
if the counter is not level.

the vertical line from the outside edge of the counter top to the horizontal

this procedure for marking is not employed.

Fig. 105. Typical edge mouldings for 3/4" plywood

trANZaViti

COUNTER TOPS
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Installation. Once the material has been set in place and the contact cement
applied, insert butcher paper or lining felt between the material and the sur-
face to be covered in order to delay the formation of a bond until the cement
is dry. When a bond is desired, remove the paper or felt.

In pressing materials on areas covered with contact cement, press from the
back of the installation toward the front edge so that bubbles or ripples will
be forced out. In pressing materials on a nondrip moulding, first press the
material into the low point or dip in the moulding. Otherwise the material
may be suspended between the high point of the moulding and the flat surface
of the counter.

The chief problems encountered in installing material on counter tops are
produced by the edges and corners of the tops.

When installing 6-foot wide material on an L-shaped counter, spread
contact cement from the inside corner of the counter edge about 18
inches in both directions and on the corresponding area on the back of
the material before you set the material in place. This is necessary
because it will not be possible to turn back Um, aterial in this area to
apply the contact cement. Use lining felt or butcher paper to keep the
material and base from bonding while the two are being aligned. Remove
the felt or paper when the bond is desired.

The edge of the inside corner of an L-shaped or U- shaped counter pre-
sents a cutting problem. Cut the material at a 45 angle from the inside
corner and add two pieces of material to fill out the corner as shown in
Fig. 106.

i
i
I Fig. 106. Inside corner on counter edge

The inside corner of the rolled edge above a backsplash is difficult to com-
plete because the material that comes in contact with the wall must be
"freehanded" or "knifed" to a fit. Therefore, sufficient material must
be left for this purpose (Fig. 107).
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Fig. 107. Rolled-over edge above back splash

The bottom edge of the material used on a rolled front edge moulding that
is square underneath should be sanded or filed smooth.

Joints and seams should be finished properly. If electrical heat is not avail-
able, the corner joints should be welded by pressing a heated knife blade
against aluminum foil in the same way an electic iron would be used.

Setting T - type sink rim and sink. (See Fig. I. in Unit B for an illustration of
T-type sink rim.) When a T-type rim is installed, the leg part of the rim is
extended down between the sink and the cutout in the plywood top and clamped
onto the sink and counter top so that the sink is forced upward and the rim
pulled downward against the counter top.

Leave a 1/8-inch allowance between the sink and the cutout to allow sufficient
room to slide the rim into position. Use calking to make a waterproof seal
at the edge of the sink cutout, where the rim will bear against the counter top,
and on the underside of the rim that bears against the sink flange.

Maintain at least 1 inch between the sink and any obstructions below the sink
top for installing the clamps. If this space cannot be obtained, take precautions
to locate the sink cutout hole so that room will be left at the back of the sink for
a clamp. Then groove or notch the edge of the cupboard top to make room for
the clamps. Often at the side of a sink hole it is necessary to notch the upright
supports to allow room for the clamps.

The various manufacturers of the T-type rim provide different methods for
clamping the rim securely. Instructions on the method of installation are
usually sent with the rim, bat if not, it is possible to determine how the clamps
are to be secured by examining thf, rim before installing it.

Installing a sink with slightly warped flanges is no problem. The pressure
that the clamps bring on the underside of the sink forces the rim to the shape
of the sir..
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After the clamps have been put in place and tightened securely, clean the ex-
cess calking compound from the sink and top with a cleaning fluid, such as
kerosene, that will cut the calking compound.

Checkup

The space to be left for sliding the T-type sink rim into the
cutout is 1/8 inch.

Half-inch waterproof plywood is the recommended base
material for sink tops.

Asbestos-backed counter top materials are preferred for
areas where water is to be present.

When a T-type sink rim is to be used, the cutout should
be 1/4 inch larger all around the sink than for other types
of installation.

When edge moulding material is to be installed, the ply-
wood top should be cut back 1/2 inch from the edge of
the cabinet.

Edge moulding should be applied with contact cement and
finishing nails.

To help preserve the usefulness of the brush used for
applying contact cement, keep it in a container of tur-
pentine between uses.

A contact cement of a color matching the material should
be selected for use on rolled edges.

In pressing materials onto surfaces where contact cement
has been applied, press from the back of the installation
toward the front.

Calking compound should be applied to the underside of
the top horizontal flange and the upper surface cf the
bottom horizontal flange of a T-type sink rim.
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TOPIC 3 WALL COVERING

Assignment
I

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. 23..
What types of material are commonly used for all wall covering?
Of what basic materials are laminated plastics composed?
What are the principal applications of plastic wall tile?

introduction

The floor covering installer is sometimes called upon to install wall coverings.
These may be regular floor covering materialsmost often cork tile--or they
may be some of the many materials made especially for wall covering. In this
category are linoleum materials made ir. a lighter gauge than those for the floor,
vinyl sheet goods in a lighter gauge than those for the floor, plastic-surfaced
materials with a linen backing, laminated plastics, and various metal and
plastic tiles made especially for wall covering.

Related Information

Laminated plastics. A laminated plastic consists of layers of paper which are
impregnated with a plastic resin and then compressed under heat to form a
hard brittle sheeting. (If the material is to be made in a "forming stock" to
be used in coving or around corners, the laminated material is a thin creped
paper.) Above this base is a decorative or finishing surface consisting in
most cases of a photographed pattern. Over this layer is a "wear" layer of
clear, hard, glossy plastic (melamine).

The areas where this material is most widely used are desks, tables, counter
tops, and sinks. Occasionally it is used for the walls around bathtubs and
showers.

Sheet sizes of laminated plastics most readily available range from 24" X 72"
to 4' X 16'. The material is available in numerous attractive colors and de-
signs, the wood tones being the most expensive.

Plastic wall tile. Plastic tile is a wall-covering product that is moulded rather
than laminated. Its main ingredient is a plastic resin. It is available in vari-
ous colors and designs, and in the usual field tile size of 4-1/4" X 4-1/4". It
is also available in different sizes of feature strips and borders.

Principal areas of use are bathtub enclosures, showers, bathroom wainscot,
and areas such'as behind stoves and refrigerators. It is also used as a
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wainscot in kitchens. It should not be installed on or near areas exposed to
heat because plastic will melt under high temperatures.

Metal wall tile. Metal the is made of a pressed aluminum or steel base, coated
with a high-gloss enamel paint. Sizes and colors generally are the same as
those of the plastic tile. It may be used in the same areas as plastic tile.

Wallboard. The name "wallboard" refers to the many types and brands of
pressed paperboard used as wall and ceiling coverings. Most wallboard con-
sists of a rigid pressed paper backing with a high-gloss enamel surface.

Wallboard is available in a variety of colors ranging from pastels to the deep
tones. It may be either plain, with two or three horizontal lines on a sheet,
or in a tile block design. All brands average 1/8 inch in total thickness and
are available in sizes from 4' X 4' to 4' X 8'. Because of the brittle enamel
surface, wallboard edges and seams are usually covered with metal. When
installed properly, wallboard makes a permanent, easy-to-clean, and decora-
tive wall. It should be installed with the special adhesives manufactured for
the purpose.

The principal areas where wallboard is used are the kitchen and bathroom
walls and ceilings and shower stalls and tub recesses.

Checkup

In areas of interest to the floor covering installer, lami- 1.
nated plastics are used principally for 1 and 2 1.
work. 2.

The base of a laminated plastic consists of layers of paper
impregnated with a(n) 3 4 . 3.

4.
Compressed under heat, these layers form a(n) 5 5.
sheeting.

Mn) 6 surface is added to this sheeting. 6.

The top layer' is clear 7 . 7.

If the plastic is to be- forming stock, the base layer of
laminated plastic is 8 paper. 8.

The most expensive designs are the 9 tones. 9.

Plastic tile is 10 rather than laminated. 10.

The usual size of plastic tile is 11 square. 11.

Plastic tile is not resistant to 12 . 12.

Metal wall tile is made of a pressed 13 or 14 13.
base. 14.
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Metal tile is surfaced with a high-gloss 15 . Its uses
are approximately the same as those of the 16 tile.

The name wallboard refers to a class that includes many
types and brands of 17 18 .

The average thickness of all brands is 19 .

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

WALL COVERING

The 20 and 21 of wallboard are usually covered with 20.
metal. 21.

Wallboard should be installed with the special 22 manu- 22.
factured for the purpose.
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TOPIC 4 INSETS

Assignment : Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. 17.

Introduction

What are the two principal types of insets?
What skills are required to cut and install an inset?
How does the installation of a factory-cut inset differ from that of one
that is custom made?
What are inset templates and how are they used?

Floor covering firms must have installers who can install a particular pattern
or a designed inset in a regular installation. Because of the extra detail in-
volved in a job of this type, a charge is added to the regular installation price.
Skill in cutting is required in working with insets. All cuts must be made with
a sharp knife, and the knife point must be held in a vertical position. Some-
times the installer may have to cut the insets, at other times he may be re-
quired to install precut insets.

Customers who purchase jobs with insets or special layouts are usually critical
of workmanship, but most appreciative when the product meets a high standard
of perfection. The skill required is emphasized, for the mechanic's ability to
do quality work must be fully displayed in doing custom work.

Related Information

Installation of factory-cut insets. When an inset can be obtained precut from
the manufacturer, setting the inset is not too difficult for the average mechanic.
Follow this procedure:

1. Use insets of the same gauge material as the field into which they will
be set. If this is impossible, use felt under the field material or inset,
depending on which needs the extra thickness.

2. Determine the location of the inset before laying the field.

3. Make sure the inset will be square with the room itself (unless an
irregularly placed installation is desired). This can be accomplished
by striking center lines on the floor or felt. Divide the inset into four
equal parts. The lines on the inset and the center lines on the floor
should line up perfectly.
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4. Roughly trace the outline of the inset on the floor. Do not apply adhe-
sive on the area to be covered by the inset.

5. Install and finish the field material.

6. Strike the center lines again on the completed floor in the same way
as was done previously on the floor or felt.

7. Lay the inset in position on top of the field material and line up the
cross lines so inset will be in the position planned.

8. Fasten the inset to the field material with an adhesive tape so that it
will remain in position while the outline is scored on the field material.

9. Score the field material along the perimeter of the inset using a very
sharp tapered knife blade and making sure the knife is held in a verti-
cal position at all times. Remove the inset and cut out the field
material.

10. Since the inset area was not covered with adhesive when the floor was
prepared for the field material, the cutout .n the field material can be
removed easily and adhesive then applied to the area thus exposed.

11. Place the inset in the opening. Then roll the inset.

12. All inizetel e held together with tape so they will not separate during
shipment. Remove this tape carefully and then clean the inset.

13. The last step is to make sure all edges are flush; if not, use a hand
roller or the smooth head of a hammer to finish the job.

Handmade insets. Certain jobs require special hand-cut insets. The first
task is to draw the design and cut it out. Next transfer the design onto the
field material at rue location where the inset is to be installed.

Several methods are used to reproduce the design on the material. The de-
sired image may be projected and outliz on paper or on the floor. Carbon-
back transfers may be purchased for the reproduction. One of the most
popular methods of making designs Ls to use a template containing the basic
design elements to reproduce the designs desired.

yemplates. The following procedu,e is practical when using aiomplate:

1. Work out the desired design on a piece of paper, making sure it is the
actual size of the inset. This will be used as a guid' for the layout on
the field (which has already been fitted into the area but not pasted
down).

2. Place the template over the inset colors and cut out all insets. Use
a pin vise or scribing point to mark the material, hole ng the point
tight to the template at all times.
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3. Place Le template on the field, using the same procedure outlined in
No. 2, and cut out the material from the floor covering.

4. run back field for applying the adhesive. After the field has been re-
placed, drop the inset segments into their positions and roll the floor-
ing. In designs where a large number of segments are used, it is
advisable to tape the various pieces i.ito the cutouts in the field mate-
rial and insiall the covering as a unit.

5. Hand-roll and clean , le inset itself, making sure all surfaces are flush.

Inset design transfers. Designs can be drawn on heavy paper and, with the
use of carbon paper, transferred onto the inset colors. The cut inset is then
used as a template to trace the design on the field material.

Checkup

Insets are usually installed at no extra cost to the
customer.

1. T F

All insets are precut by the manufacturer. 2. T F

The knife is always held at an angle with the vertical so 3. T F
a proper cut can be made.

The exact location of an inset is usually determined be- 4. T F
for flooring material is laid.

The gauge of the inset is of small importance to the 5. T F
installer.

Insets must be installed in a room before the field ma- 6. T F
terial has been laid.

Templates are used to advantage in designing insets. 7. T r
Adhesive tape is used to hold segments of an inset 8. T F
together during shipment.

Great skill is required in doing the outlining for the instal- 9. T F
lation of insets.

Factory-cut insets are pasted at the same time as the 10. T F
field.
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TOPIC 3 ROTOGRAVURE SHEET MATERIAL

introduction

What underlayments or subsurfaces are considered suitable for the
installation of rotogravure material?

How is the pattern applied to rotovinyl, and how does this affect its
durability?

What is considered the best way of cutting rotogravure sheet material?

One of the relatively new floor covering materials on the market is felt- back --
or rotogravure--vinyl. This sometimes has an asbestos fiber base rather than
felt, but the characteristics are the same. Although there are slight differences
in processing, a photosensitive layer has been applied to the base of this ma-
terial, upon which is photographed a pattern. This layer in turn is covered
with a clear vinyl overlayment. Since the pattern does not go clear through
the material, any scrape, scuff, or laceration of the surface invariably destroys
the appearance of the covering, and the pattern cannot be "rubbed back in."

Related intonation

Preparation of floors. Felt-back vinyl may be applied over old linoleum if the
linoleum is well adhered and smooth, and the surface is sanded to remove any
wax that may be on it.

Plywood is a suitable underlayment, if it is of underlayment grade or is an ex-
terior type plywood. Nailing the underlayment should be done with ring shack
nails or with "poorel cleats." In case the latter are used, they should be driven
at shorter interval: than is necessary if ring shank nails are used.

Concrete, tile, and terrazzo floors that are in contact with the ground are suit-
able for the installation of rotogravure sheet goods if they have been properly
prepared. However, depressions (in concrete, wood, or metal floors) that
cannot be eliminated by sanding should be filled with a nongritty latex-type
filler before the vinyl is laid.

Handling and layout. To make a smooth cut on a felt-back vinyl, the material
should be cut from the back.

Felt-back vinyl may be handled at lower temperatures than most other sheet
goods. However, the temperature must be high enough so that the adhesive
will work.
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If the pattern allows, alternate sheets should be reversed so that each seam
is composed of material from the same side of the roll. Color shift at a
seam may be avoided by this procedure.

Installation. A recommended waterproof adhesive should be used to apply the
material A fine-notched trowel is best, and the coverage should be 25-30
square yards per gallon. The best method for cutting seams in vinyl is double-
cutting, using a utility knife against a straightedge. For light-colored patterns,
the seam is cut dry and then a white cement is spread down the seam area.
When the seams are cut wet, the installer must be sure to reapply cement
where the bottom trimmed piece is pulled up.

Vinyl wear surfaces may be welded by use of a special material to produce a
waterproof seam. The welding material, which is applied with a dauber,
actually dissolves the wear surface on both sides of the cut. The sides should
then flow together and, upon drying, produce a continuous surface. After re-
finishing the treated area, which will appear much glossier than the surround-
ing area, the installer must restore the finish to match the untreated areas.
This is done by rubbing lightly with powdered pumice.

Like all other sheet goods, felt-base vinyls must be rolled in both directions
with a 150-pound roller immediately after installation.

Checkup

Felt-base vinyls may be applied over terrazzo floors. 1. T F

All cutting should be done from the top of the goods. 2. T F

Felt-back vinyls require higher temperatures for
handling than most sheet goods.

3. T F

If the pattern allows, alternate sheets should be reversed. 4. T F

Seams should be straightedged and butted. 5. T F
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TOPIC 6- STATIC CONDUCTIVE FLOORS

a

Assignment i How To Install Static Conductive Linoleum, Congoleum-
Nairn, Inc. (Installation File B-1464).

Introduction

What is the reason for using static-conductive floor covering?
How does static-conductive floor covering reduce the chances of fire
and explosion in certain hazardous locations?
What are the grounding procedures used for the two types of static-
conductive materials?

Static electricity is a grave hazard in the presence of explosive vapors, com-
bustible material vapors, explosive dust, or any other substances which are
combustible with oxygen. In hospitals, missile propulsion fuel labs, and
other areas where volatile substances are present, explosions and fires are
a constant threat to safety. These explosions and fires are often caused by
the ignition of combustible gases from electric sparks. The chance that this
will happen can be substantially reduced if personnel and equipment are
grounded to a static-conductive flooring.

A static-conductive floor covering should be used to:

Offer maximum protection to those working with explosive materials.

Avoid annoying static discharge shocks to those working with high-
speed machines that build up static electricity.

Related Information

Two types of static-conductive floor covering are available, sheet linoleum
and vinyl tile. The installation of either of these products differs very little
from that of any other vinyl tile or linoleum, with the exception of the processes
of making the installation conductive and of grounding it, if that is necessary.

Static-conductive linoleum. Static-conductive linoleum is manufactured in 6-
foot wide sheet goods only, 1/8 inch overall gauge on a burlap back, weighing
approximately 7-1/2 pounds per square yard. The linoleum mix has "built-in"
electrical conductivity properties. The sheets are "tied" together at one end
of each seam with a nonferrous metal connector placed under the sheets, bridg-
ing the seam. The entire floor may then be grounded by connecting the floor
material to a ground.
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Applying static-conductive tile. * Different manufacturers recommend different
ways of installing static-conductive tile and different means of making it con-
ductive. The method that is described herein is recommended by the manu-
facturer of one widely used brand of such tile. The important consideration
for the installer is that he follow the instructions of the manufacturer of the
tile being installed and at the same time produce a product that meets the speci-
fications for the job.

The adhesive used with static-conductive tile is a chemical-setting type, and
therefore it is necessary to work within the time limit shown on the container.
With a notched trowel, spread the adhesive in strict accordance with the direc-
tions on the side of the container. Spread at the rate of 175 to 200 square feet
per gallon for either 1/8-inch or 3/16-inch static-conductive tile.

First, spread the adhesive on a small area, starting at one of the chalk- or
guidelines. Copper foil ribbons of .0025 gauge and 1-inch width are furnished
with static-conductive tile. These ribbons are laid on top of the freshly-spread
adhesive as the tile is being laid so that they run in one direction under and
along the center of each course of tile. The ends of the foil ribbons are lapped
over an inch or two wherever a joint is made to assure continuous conductivity.
Avoid allowing any adhesive to get between the copper foil ribbon and the tile.

Press the tile into the freshly-spread adhesive and tightly against adjacent tile
to assure a tight-fitting and water-tight installation, but take care to prevent
the adhesive from spreading into the joints between the tile. Cut the last
course of tile slightly oversize and force the tile into place so that all the rows
of tile are compressed.

As the installation of the tile is being made, roll each area completed, and for
about 20 minutes after all the tile has been installed, roll the entire area with
a standard, 150-1_ _and, three- section roller, to assure proper contact between
the tile and the adhesive.

Grounding static-conductive tile. Grounding is not ordinarily necessary. How-
ever, if it is required by the authorities: extend the foil ribbons a few inches
beyond the tile next to the wall. Fold each ribbon around a 1/2-inch strip of
copper and crimp or punch it into the copper strip to make good contact. This
1/2-inch strip of copper can be made by folding 1-inch ribbon. E ;tend the
copper strip around the room under the cove base or baseboard and attach it
to a cold water line or other approved ground.

If grounding is prohibited by the local code, dO not locate the copper tapes
where they will be in contact with a ground. /

i

Checkup

High-speed machines build up static electricity.

i

1. T F

*This material has been adapted from Material and Installation Specifications
(Technical Bulletin No. 1, May 1, 1959; Robbins Floor Products, Inc.,
Tuscumbia, Ala.).
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The primary function of conductive flooring is the elimi-
nation of static electricity.

Static-conductive linoleum is manufactured in both stand-
and and heavy gauges.

The conductive properties of static-conductive linoleum
are contained in the backing.

In installing conductive tile, adhesive should be spread
over the entire area to be covered before any tile is laid.

Copper foil ribbons used in conductive tile installation
are laid on top of the adhesive.

Care must be taken to be sure the copper foil ribbons
are directly under the edges of each course of tile.

Three cross courses of copper foil ribbon are required
in each room laid with static-conductive linoleum.

Grounding the entire installation is not usually necessary.

The last course of tile should be cut to be slightly loose
to prevent peaking of the joints.

410

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T III

8. T F

9. T F

10, T 17
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I unit I REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE

The repair of floor covering material alter it is installed is also
part of the mstaller's work. Most this work is necessitated by
damage to the coveringteal's, burns, dents, discoloration, and
the like--and the journeyman must be familiar with thecharacter-
istics of each kind of material used for floor covering to know how
best to effect a satisfactory repair.

Although the installer is net called on to maintain floors, he must
nevertheless be able to advise owners on the preferred or recom-
mended methods of cleaning, waxing, and otherwise maintaining
a resilient floor covering to nrotect its surface and prolong its life.



TOPIC 1REPAIR OF SHEET MATERIALS

introduction

Why is knowledge of how sheet materials can be repaired important to
the installer?
What are the prescribed methods of repairing rotogravure floor covering?
What are the characteristics of linoleum that make it more easily re-
paired than most other floor coverings?
How dues the repair of rubber and cork tile differ from that of vinyl and
linoleum?

The installer of sheet materials must know how to make corrections, altera-
tions, and repairs in completed installations and have the skills he needs to do
each type of job well. High-quality work on such jobs reflects favorably upon
the floor covering firm by which the installer is employed and, in doing so,
helps to increase the sales of the firm. And in helping increase these sales
the installer is also improving his position with the firm and helping to create
job opportunities for other installers.

In nialcing a correction, alteration, or repair in a completed installation, the
installer should try at all times to keep the customer pleased. lie can do this
by being courteous and considerate and doing his work well.

Related information

Linoleum. Because of the unique construction of linoleum, several features
favor the installer when a repair is to be made. One of the first things is that
material does not have the high gloss that is present in most vinyls. Also,
most linoleum has a pattern of some type, such as a marbleization, spatter or
speckled effect, or a straightline or embossed design. These patterns tend to
hide replacement sections. Where removal of a section is necessary, the thick-
ness of the material makes removal in one piece easier than on a thinner mate-
rial. Also because of the heavier gauge (or thicker body) of the material and the
higher resiliency, cuts and punctures tend to close up and be less apparent than

vinyls. When heat is used to soften the adhesive, shrinkage is usually slight.
however, linoleum does shrink if it is exposed to moisture for long periods
of time.

A filler may be made from material similar to that being worked on so that the
filt;,r will be the same color as the material to be repaired. The steps are as
follows:

1. Scrape the cork portion of a piece of the same type of material
as that to be repaired, with a back and forth motion similar to the
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motion with which a barber sharpens a razor on a strop. Only ex-
perience will tell how much material to make up.

2. Rub the shavings of linoleum between the palms of the hands to a
fine dust.

3. Add either a paste wax or lacquer to the dust to make a knife -
cons istency paste.

4. Rub the paste filler into the area to be filled and wipe off the excess
with a clean wet cloth.

NOTE: Be sure to mix the materials on a clean surface which will not
dissolve when the vehicle (wax or lacquer) is added to the dust. Also
be sure the instrument used to mix the two products together is clean
and free of any foreign materials which might dissolve when subjected
to the vehicle.

Rotogravure. Rotogravure sheet materials may be repaired in two ways, de-
pending on the nature of the required correction.

First, in the case of a burn on rotogravure vinyl or a slightly open joint in the
floor covering that collects foreign matter and causes the material along the
joint to discolor, it is advisable to find out what material the manufacturer
recommends for use in removing blemishes of these kinds.

Second, if the blemishes in the surface cannot be removed by the use of fluid
made available by the manufacturer, or the material has been gouged or in-
dented, a cut may be made, following a predetermined outline, with a sharp
razor knife held perpendicular to the damaged surface. This cut must be made
with care because of the lack of body materials in vinyl and because the mate-
rial tends to ball or roll up in front of the cutting edge of the razor knife.

Different procedures for removal of the damaged area must be used, depending
on the type of adhesive used in the original installation. Usually a combination
of low heat and a razor blade in a holder (similar to a window-scraping device)
will prove satisfactory. The use of excessive heat must be avoided, for it may
cause the surrounding area to discolor or to be otherwise damaged. Also, as
in the case of all vinyls, shrinkage is usually the final result when heat is used.
A cold, wet cloth should be kept nearby for use in controlling the heat level of
the repair area.

Avoid the use of abrasive materials such as sandpaper to remove the sharp
edge or ridge which will appear when the vinyl is cut. The use of abrasives
will result in a scuffed and dull surface as well as in removal of the patterned
portion of the material.

Vinyl. All vinyls can be handled in much the same way as rotogravure vinyls,
with particular attention given to the heat problem.

Even when the pattern of the material that must be repaired is nondirestional,
care must be taken to install the replacement section with the grain running in
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the same direction as that on the sheet repaired. This is necessary because
some materials have a definite "lay," and when another piece of the same ma-
terial is fitted in, an off-shading or apparent discoloration results unless at-
tention is given to laying the pieces in the same direction.

As is the case with all floor coverings, the manufacturer's recommendations
regarding adhesives should be followed.

One method of eliminating the sharp edge on a seam or the reaking of a seam
is to lay a strip of aluminum foil over the repair or seam, iron over the foil
with the tip of a household electric iron set at its highest temperature, and then
wipe the area with a clean cloth that is damp( ned with cool water. Keep the
iron moving slowly over the foil.

Rubber. Sheet rubber is one of the more easily repaired floor coverings be-
cause of its thickness and resiliency. It is not readily affected by heat or
moisture, which makes it quite stable, and it is usually easy to remove from
the floor for it generally does not tear or crack under the stress of removal.
The repair area must be clean and dry before the repair is made.

Cork. The removal of the section to be replaced is probably the most difficult
part of repairing a cork floor. This is because cork has a tendency to disinte-
grate or break up when subjected to stress. Inasmuch as cork is manufactured
usually in plain colors, it is very difficult to conceal a repair easily. Some-
times a light sandpaper and wax treatment will camouflage the repair. A fine
grit sandpaper with a paste wax vehicle must be used for this work or scratches
will show up later when dirt or foreign materials are introduced to the area
of repair.

Wall coverings. Wall coverings are materials of lighter construction than con-
ventional floor coverings, although some floor coverings are installed on walls.
Usually repairs of lightweight wall coverings include removing buckles or in-
serting a square of material where the covering has been damaged.

Buckles may be corrected by injecting a watered-down solution of adhesives
into the buckles with a syringe. This is done by inserting the needle into the
buckle, forcing the adhesive throughout the buckle area with a wall roller, and
then rolling the buckle area from the outer edge or perimeter of the buckle
toward the pin hole left in the wall covering in making the injection. Adhesive
forced to the surface of the wall covering is then wiped off with a clean cloth.
Do not use a wet cloth until it has been determined that the wall covering will
not be damaged by moisture. Do not use fingers to spread the adhesive under
the buckle as this will leave marks in the wall covering.

If a section must be replaced because the wall covering is damaged, use the
following procedure (or a similar method of repair):

1. Cut away the wall covering approximately 1 inch outside the damaged
area.

2. Fill the damaged subsurface, if necessary, with proper filler material.
Make sure that the surface is-smooth and level.
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3. Take a piece of the material to be used for repair and :ither staple,
thumbtack, or by any other method temporarily secure it to the wall
subsurface.

4. Doublecut through both layers of materials (replacement and existing
wall coverings) with a straightedge and razor knife held vertical to the
surface. Then remove the temporary securing devices, the replace-
ment material, and the existing wall covering out to the seam cut.

5. Carefully spread the adhesive over the replacement area, being sure
not to allow any of the adhesive to contact the surface of the existing
wall coverings. Set the replacement material in place and roll the
surface with a wall roller from the center of the repair outward toward
the perimeter of the damaged area. Wipe off any adhesive on the sur-
face of the wall covering with a c:ean cloth. Do not se a wet cloth
unless it has been determined that the wall covering will not be dam-
aged by moisture.

Checkup

When excessive heat is used on vinyls, 1 in the ma-
terial is to be expected.

A(n) 2 knife should be used in cutting rotogravure
materialer

1.

2.

Sandpaper will 3 the pattern if used on rotogravure 3.
materials.

Damaged rotogravure materials may be removed by using
low heat and a(n) 4 5 device. 4.

5.
Because linoleum does not have a(n) 6 7 finish, 6.

7.a repair can usually be hidden betterffaTCon -11-
materials. 8.

Very little 9 occurs when linoleum is subjected to heat. 9.

10.When linoleum is subjected to water for a long time, 10

=1.

results.

Wax or 11 may be used in making a filler material for 11.
linoleum.

The sharp edge on a seam may be reduced by heating a(n)
12 of 13 with a household 14 . 12.

13.
14.

A(n) 15 may be used to inject adhesive into a buckle in 15.

16.
a warering. Fingers should not be used to spread the
adhesive becausz they will leave 16 .
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"feet rubber is repaired more easily than most floor
coverings because of its 17 and 18 .

REPAIR OF SHEET MATERIALS

Sandpaper and 19 may be used to camouflage a repair
in cork materii

17
18.
i 9.

The proper method of cutting a patch for a damage:et wall
area is 20 . 20.
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TOPIC 2MAINTENANCE OF FLOOR COVERING

Assignment

Introduction

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Co., Chap. 25...

Of what particular importance to the installer is the proper maintenance
of Mar covering?
How should floor wax be applied for best results?
What is the most important characteristic to look for when choosing a
floor cleaner?
What conditions should indicate the frequency of waxing?

Although the floor covering installer does not maintain the floor he installs, he
should know how it can be done properly. Two of the important principles to
follow in preserving resilient floors are to avoid (1) was:ling them too often;
or (2) at plying layer upon layer of wax.

Checkup

The installer should know the 1 and 2 procedures 1.
for each type of floor covering.

Wax should always be applied in 3 layers.

2.

3.

Frequency of waxing can be determined by tsge particular
4 each floor bears.

All resilient floor coverings will wear better if they are
5 periodically. 5.

Furniture with 6 - 7 rests tends to indent the floor 6.
covering. 7. ...,1=111

The wax or finish used on resilient flooring should con-
tain no 8 harmful to the surface. 8.

Washing powders that contain 9 and 10 should not 9.
be uses on resilient floors. 10.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The first listing of each publisher includes the address from which publications
may be purchased. List prices are given where known. School prices may be
obtainable in some cases, through the instructor.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR EACH APPRENTICE

Floor Covering, Part 1. (Workbook and Testbook). Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1965. See price list.

Construction Safety Orders. Sacramento: California State Department of
Industrial Relations, Division of Industrial Safety, 1957. (Documents
Section, Department of General Services, P. 0. Box 1612.) $1.00

How to Install Static Conductive Linoleum, Congoleum-Nairn Inc.
----Installation File B-1464.) Request from nearest regional office.

Installation Manual, Armstrong Cork Company. (Reque- t from nearest regional
office or, if not available, request from H. C. Long, Armstrong Cork Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.)

FILM

Skilled Hands and Skilled Installers (16 mm. color sound films), Congoleum-
Nairn Inc. If films are not available, the following pamphlets contain
many illustrations from the films:

How to Install Self-Coved Flooring, (Installation File B-1365).
How to Install Inlaid Vinyl Flooring with White Shield Backing,
(Installation File B-1560). Films and pamphlets should be requested from
nearest regional office.

44176 40f6 1
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This guide provides basic information on organization, operation,
curriculum, facilities, and resources for the development of a
homemaking experience-centered program in elementary schools. It
may be used by a homeroom teacher with a visiting homemaking teacher
consultant or by a homemaking teacher in scheduled classes. It was
developed by a statewide advisory committee of home economics
teachers and state supervisors. The homemaking experiences, based on
children's characteristics at the different ages, are grouped under
foods, clothing, family life, and housing for each grade level,
kindergarten through the sixth grade. Each group of experiences is
arranged in parallel columns headed by some basic understandings,
some suggested experiences, integration possibilities, and some
suggested resources. Characteristics of elementary school children,
the elementary curriculum with its implications for homemaking, and
the scope and sequence of homemaking concepts in the elementary
schools are listed. Sample lesson plans for a nutrition experiment
using albino rats and a cclonial experience of making soap, and
adult and elementary references, sources of materials and films are
included. Photographs show experiences such as entertaining visiting
leaders, sharing work in food preparation, grinding corn as the
early Indians did, experimenting with animals to understand human
nutrition, and practicing family roles. This document is available
for $3.00 from Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers
University, 10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.
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FOREWORD

An important key to learning is modvaqon. The good teacher is constantly

seeking new ways and means of motivating her pupils so that real learning can

take place. Under such circumstances, education becomes a joy; something to

look forward to for teachet and pupil as the horizons of learning are expanded

and new and exciting doors of knowledge are opened.

This v' -ame is, in a sense, one to help the elementary teacher motivate her

work through home economics. It represents the efforts of many and the editorial.

dedication of Miss Sue Sick ler.

Frederick M. Raubinger
Commissioner of Education



A Homemaking Experience Can Enrich and Interpret What the Pupil Learns in Other Areas.



I

A Homemaking Teacher, the Classroom Teacher, and the
Principal Share die Planning of the Homemaking Experiences.



PREFACE

Home and family living is the Lasis for many educational experiences in the
elementary schools. The elementary school homemaking program is an experi-
ence-centered program which is concerned with helping children in their daily
living. The homemaking experiences should contribute to the child's developing
personality by increasing his knowledge of many phases of living and by helping
him to understand his part as a contributor to his school and home life.

The elementary school curriculum is effective for the learned when all the
areas of learning are integrated to make a complete picture. Elementary home-
making should not be looked upon as a special subject but as an integral part of
the curriculum providing experiences which will enrich and interpret what the
pupil learns in all areas of the curriculum. This can be accomplished by having
the homemaking teacher act as a consultant who works with classroom teachers
of all grade levels, kindergarten through sixth, or by teaching scheduled classes
in homemaking in grades four through six, and by acting as a consultant, or re-
sources person, in grades kindergarten through three. She can make significant
contributions by carrying out homemaking experiences which have been planned
cooperatively with the classroom teacher and which correlate, extend, and enrich
the regilar classroom work in progress.

It is the purpose of this guide to provide some basic information for the deve-
lopment of a homemaking experience-centered program in the elementary schools.
Since it is the hope that the guide will serve all educators, both in school districts
not having homemaking teachers on their staffs as well as those who do, the out-
line form of organization has been used. Because of this dual-purpose, it has
been necessary to include information which might be of more va lue to one group
than another.

In the preparation of this guide an attempt was made to answer questions
concerning the organization, operation, curriculum, facilities and resources
for such a program. To insure the information presented would be in agreement
with the most accepted philosophy of elementary education, the writer consulted
with iTiany elementary and home economics curriculum specialists and examined
many elementary text and refe-ence books. As with any publication of this type;
it should be considered just what it is, "A Guide". The publication is sf value
only when the reader makes use of the suggestions that are best for her pupils
and is stimulated to discover additional home and family life experiences which
will continue to enrich the elementary curriculum for her children.

The assistance and interest of many individuals contributed to the writing of
this guide. For assistance in developing the outline as well as reviewing the



original edition and giving much constructive help, the writer is especially
indebted to: Dr. Albert E. Jochen, Asst. Commissioner Vocational Education;

Dan ley, former State Supervisor of Home Economics; Mrs. Elizabeth Darlington,
Homemaking Teacher, West Orange Elementary Schools; Mrs. Mabel Denney,
Home Economics Teacher, Pequonnock Valley Schools, Pompton Plains;
Dr. Katherine Hall, Chairman, Department of Home Economics, Montclair
State College; Mrs. Marilyn Hatzenbuhler, Asst. Professor, Home Economics
Department, Montclair State College; Mrs. Florence Heal, State Supervisor
of Home Economics; Dr. Anne Hoppock, Director of Elementary Education,
Division of Curriculum and Instruction; Dr. Margaret Lockwood, Homemaking

Director of Curriculum Laboratory, State Department of Education, Vocational
Division for printing.

Teacher, West Orange Elementary Schools; Mrs. Anne V. Ramsey, Helping
Teacher, Hunterdon County; Mrs. Merria Samples, Chairman, Department of
Home Economics, Douglass College; Ihrs. Beverly Savidge, Home Economics
Education, Douglass College; Miss Elizabeth Wilton, Director of Elementary
Education, West Orange Elementary Schools; book companies for providing
sample copies of text and reference books. Special thanks are due to
Miss Margaret McSweeney for editorial assistance and to Mr. Benjamin Shapiro,

Miss Dorothy Brevoort, State Supervisor of Home Economics; Miss Verna

M. S. S.
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THE HOMEMAKING PROGRAM IN OPERATION

A. Homemaking is an important part of the elementary school program
because it helps to:

1. Contribute to the child's personality development.
2. Teach the child's role in school and home life.
3. Develop the child's appreciation of the family.
4. Enrich the child's learnings in other areas.

B. Homemaking can fit best into the elementary program by:

1. Meeting the everyday needs of boys and girls.
2. Providing experience ) that are realistic and related to the ability

of the child.
3. Integrating homemaking experiences with the rest of the curri-

culum.
4. Promoting better family living through the schools.
5. Contributing to special areas of learning as do art and music.
6. Having principals, classroom teachers, and homemaking teacher

share the responsibilities for the planning and operation of the
program.

C. Role of the hornermating teacher. The homemaking teacher is a resource
person in homemaking. She should:

1. Help the classroom teacher to understand the aims and objectives
of the homemaking prcgram and the contributions that it can make
to the total school program.

2. Assist the classroom teacher to carry out the homemaking program
and be of special help in those areas in which the classroom teacher
may not feel so adequate.

3. Provide ideas and suggestions for correlating homemaking ex-
periences with the classroom program.

4. Guide the classroom teacher in choosing homemaking experiences
that are suitable for the child's ability and follow a progression of
learnings.

5. Work with the classroom teacher on the experience rather than
taking over the class.

6. Be available in the school on a flexible schedule to work with a
class as needed.

7 Help to organize and maintain the homemaking equipment in each
school. When necessary, demonstrate the proper use and care
of ne-m equipment to the classroom teacher.

- 1 -



8. Help to organize and maintain the home economics resources
available to teachers. Suggest new materials; explain how
Lney may be used and where they may be obtained.

D. Role of the classroom teacher. Since the classroom teacher knows
the pupils best, she is the "key" to successful homemaking experiences.

How the homemaking program functions:

1. How the homemaking program functions will be determined by

4. Relate the homemaking experiences to other class experi-
ences

She should:

6. Inform the homer: teacher about the "mechanics" of

8. Be re spoi_aible for all equipment used in the absence of the

1. Help the homemaking teacher to know her pupils.
2. Plan with the homemaking teacher the kinds of experiences

the type of organizati.m, facilities, and personnel within the

that best will meet the needs of the boys an girls in her

home-
making teacher can be prepared.

homemaking teacher.

class.
3. Plan experiences far enough in advance so that the home-

ences as the opportunity arises.
5. Share the responsibility for completing and evaluating the

homemaking experience.
m

scheduling the homei.laking experience.

scheduled class cannot be held.

school or school system.
a. Consultant type program - the homemaking teacher has no

regularly scheduledclasses but works on call with all grades.

a. What problem is to be considered.

d. How she is to work.

b. With whom she will work.
c. What materials she should have available.

e. How much time she has and how many lessons should be

learner.

planned.
7. Be responsible for notifying the homemaking teacher when a

The curriculum is organized around the problems of the

(1) The homemaking teacher would be "on call" in a
school on an assigned day. If she is not needed
there, she would be free to work in another school.

ii
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(2) The classroom teacher would plan - in advance and in
cooperation with the homemaking teacher - the ex-
periences for her class and reserve the necessary
time on the homemaking teacher's schedule.
- The schedule might be posted in the principal's

office for easy reference.
- See appendix forsamples of "Schedule and Experience

Plan".
(3) The principal should be responsible for notifying the

homemaking teacher at least a week in advance what
services and experiences she will be providing in his
school.

(4) The homemaking teacher should feel free to visit those
classroom teachers not requesting her services and
offer suggestions as to how the program might be of
help to them and their classes. The principal should
inform the classroom teachers that the homemaking
teacher will be doing this. As a beginning, the home-
making teacher might study what the teachers and
children are doing to see what she can contribute.

b. Departmentalized type program - the homemaking teacher is the
specialist who teaches scheduled classes in homemaking.

;1) The homemaking teacher would plan with the class-
room teacher the homemaking experiences for her
class. Where possible these experiences should
cGrrelate with, extend, and enrich the regular class-
room program.

(2) The homemaking teacher might have scme free time
during the day when she could serve as a consultant.
(S.le above - a. )

Z. The homemaking facilities in the schools have been planned to increase
the effectiveness of the program. In many of the schools these facilities
have been located in a Related Arts room. Here an entire class, or a
committee, can meet to participate actively in the learning experiences.
.176r schools where a Related Arts Room is not available or for those
times when homemaking experience can be done effectively in the class-
room, portable equipment - oven, burner, sewing machine, etc. -
and paper supplies are included in the facilities.

3. Care of the homemaking facilities.

The primary purpose of the homemaking facilities is to provide first-
hand learning experiences for the children in the schools. To be
effective these facilities must be available aiid in good condition when
the need arises. The responsibility for their care is shared by the

I



entire school personnel. The homemaking teacher will help to
maintain the equipment ir_ each school. She will be glad to demon-
strate the proper use and care of the equipr- .Int and help to teach
the children good work habits and standards. The classroom
teacher, principal, and custodians are responsible for all facilities
used in the absence of the I. -)memaking teacher.

4. Professional services that a classroom teacher might expect from the
homemaking teacher include assistance with:

a. Information concerning foods, clothing, family life and
housing.

b. Methods of teaching.
c. Learning experiences in homemaking.
d. Correlating homemaking experiences with the other curri-

culum areas.

5. Resources which might be avail-.ble to a classroom teacher through the
homemaking teacher (home economics supervisor, home economics
office). Refer to Section VII and VIII for more detailed information.

a. Teaching resource units. See sample printing materials.
b. Charts, posters, commercial materials in single or

quantity lots.
Supplies for homemaking experiences.

d. Visual aids such as filmstrips, slides, mounted pictures.
e. Reference books, pamphlets, and materials on all areas of

homemaking.
f. Exhibits and illustrative materials on selected subjects.
g. Homemaking newsletter containing information about home-

making experiences taking place in the schools and suggestions
for other class experiences.

6. Supplies for homemaking experiences.
a. The purchase of supplies for homemaking experiences

will be determined by the procedure established by the
local school system. One school system has developed
a plan whereby a set sum of money is alloted for each
child in the school. This becomes the homemaking bud-
get for the year. Supplies are purchased centrally in
quantity lots and then charged to the individual schools as
used.

b. Children might be asked to contribute supplies for the
homemaking experience. This could be done by sharing
the cost of supplies or by bringing in the supplies from
home. Arrangement for doing this should be made in
advance and cleared with the administrators in charge.

-4-



c. Many opportunities are available for obtaining supplies
free of charge through friends cf the school. (Ex. dis-
carded nylon stockings, drapery and upholstery fabric
remnants, etc.)

d. A guide for determining what supplies provided by the
home economici; department might be:

(I) For cool:ing lessons - all necessary groceries.
(2) For class luncheons or special parties - may pro-

ide some of the groceries.
(3) For simple parties having or'y a snack for re-

freshments - may provide all necessary groceries.
(4) Class instruction or class projects to stay in school -

all necessary materials.
(5) Students projects for own use or for gifts - pupils

furnish necessary materials or purchase from school
at cost.



EVALUATION AND THE HOMEMAKING PROGRAM

Evaluation is an important part of any educational program. It should be
v. continuous process helping to give purpose and direction to the program. It
should be considered a part of the total learning experiences with adequate
time being allowed for teachers and pupils to participate in it together.

Evaluation in homemaking education is conce :ned with the pupils, the pro-
gram, and the teachers. It can be considered successful if:

A. The pupil is able to:

1. See the purpose of the homemaking experience and under-
stand how it enriches his other curriculum learnings and
contributes to his daily living.

2. Apply what he has learned to daily living.
3. Judge how well he did and learn how he might do better.
4. Improve behavior and habits thus bc;coming a better family

and community member.

B. The program and experiences are

1. Those which will help the pupil in his daily living.
2. Planned to ail in teaching the pupil his role in school and

home life and to develop an appreciation of the family.
3. Realistic and related to the ability of the child.
4. Integrated with the rest of the curriculum.
5. Able to contribute to other areas of learning.
6. Concrete experiences which will facilitate concept de-

velopment in the different areas of the curriculum.
7. Planned to follow a progression of learnings.
8. Principals, teachers, pupils, and parents participate in

the program.

C. The teachers are able to:

1. Understand the objectives of homemaking education and re-
late the homemaking experiences to the other curriculum learnings.

2.. Choose homemaking experiences that are suitable for the child's
ability and follow a progression of learnings.

3. Plan all lessons to have purposeful learning experiences.
4. Use appropriate teaching methods and resources for each lesson.
5. Share the responsibility of the homemaking program.
6. Utilize the services and facilities of the homemaking department

to advantage-
?. Evaluate together the experiences done in homemaking.



A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING BASED ON CHARACTERISTICS
OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

The successful elementary homemaking progrzm provides experiences that
are realistic., relLted to the ability of the child, and follow a progression of
learnings: The curriculum should be related to what is known about ages and
states of growth, but it must establish guides and suggest practices helpful to
the teacher in planning learning exper.ences of real meaning to children.

. -

The wise homemaking teache:. utilizes the research that has been done by
specialists in the field of child growth and development. She knows that growth
is a continuous, but uneven, .process and that it is different for each child. She
also realizes that within each class there is a range in mental, physical, emotion
and social abilities and that this range c.)ntinues to widen during each succeeding
grade.

The guide on the following pages has been developed to id homemaking
teachers in understanding the elementary school children with whom they will
work. It also, shows how the charac--eristicE and needs of these children form
the basis for the great variety of homemaking experiences that can be given to
the boys and girls in the elementary schools.

- eller

r :!gr.....4
4-,C1

PACKING CLOTHES FOR NEEDY FAMILIES

The Homemakinn Program is Successful if It Teaches Children to Become Better
Family and Community Members.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN

5 year - olds

General:

- Alive, eager, noisy, and active; activity not highly social; like to go
from one activity to another

- Have better control over large muscles than small ones; not ready
for complicated skills and small muscle coordination

- Cooperative; want supervision; like to have approval; blame others for
ov n misdeeds; decide quickly what they want

- Like to have things go smoothly; interested in immediate and real-
istic experiences; still in "I" stage

- Flay well with other children if groups are kept small; imaginative
play in which each child plays his individual role; like activate a story

Not much interested in physical differences between sexes; not as
interested in own name or names of others - more important 4. s his
age or what he is doing; usually no concern about racial differences;
have concrete, down to earth fears

School:

- Build with olocks; mold objects with clay; like to color within lines;
paint at an easel; like to cut and paste simple things even though
not adept

- Sometimes take their products home front school

- Like to identify repetitious phrases, words, letters; print first name

- Count by ones; count objects; name coins; like to copy numbers

- Sensory motor equipment not ready for reading - far sighted

Reference: Gesell, Arnold, and fig, Frances, child Development - an
Introduction to Study of Human Growth, Harper and Brothers, N.Y. 19t...
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A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCES
for

Kindergarten Children

Clothing:

- Need reminder to wash hands before meals
- Can scrub fingernails but can't cut or file them
- Dress self completely; (might aot tie shoe laces); mother might select

clothes and lay them out
- Proud of own appearance and nice clothes but are careless about taking

care of them
- Can "sew" wool through a card by turning it over

Foods:

- Breakfast is poorest meal
- Child will clean his plate if given small serving
- Prefer meat, potatoes, raw vegetables, milk, and fruit; dislike cooked

root vegetables, gravies, casseroles, and puddings
- Talking interfers with eating

Family:

- Strong feeling for family; like to be with family; enjoy family picnics
and holiday celebrations

- Mother is center of the child's univer;e; may be very proud of mother
- Fond and proud of father; may obey him better than mother
- Girls like to care for younger siblings - should not be given too much

responsibility as they are not too dependable
- Need to be reminded about manners - "please", "thank you"

Home:

- Like to help mother around the house; like to do errands around the
house

- Play centers around a home as they irritate adult activities
- Like to go shopping with mother
- Interest in money not strong; like to pay the man in the store or

restaurant



CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRST GRADE CHILDREN

6 year - olds

General:

Very active; in almost constant motion; often clumsy

- Highly emotional; self-assertive and aggressive; want and need t3
be "first"; enjoy competition if win (will cheat if necessary)

Need praise and approval; punishment. does not improve behavior - may
respond to isolation; need extra chances; need clear and simple direc-
tions in advance to get started in right direction

- Better at accepting blame for big things than for small

- Much group play; imaginative play of house, store, etc. ; interest mostly
self-expressive; little solitary play; often play with a constant friend

- Like to do things "just like Mormyty and Daddy"

Short attention span so activity needs to be one that can be completed
in a short period; waste time

Name is important - write name on products

- Understand seasons in terms of activities suitable for them

- Grasp ideas of God as creator of things; prayers are importazu

School:

- Need a flexible school program; activities to give them a feeling of
success; getting ready to handle numbers, read, write

- Attempt .o use tools and materials; can join boards and make simple
structures; beginning to use pencil crayons as well as wax crayons for
coloring and drawing; cut and paste

- Like to write on blackboard

- Like to take products home to show parents

- Like to be read to; recognize words, Arases, sentences; like poems
about "sounds the letters make"; print most of capital letters and some
words; print first and last name

- Write from 1-20; count to thirty; name coins and numbers; add within
ten; group objects; use simple measurements - pint and quart

- Picture book interest in children of other lands
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A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCES
for

First Grade Children

Clothing:

- Need to be reminded to wash hands
- Dress self completely; mother might select clothes and lay tnem out
- Have a pride and interest in clothes, what to wear for different seasons

and weather; need help with caring for clothes; use mirror
- Accessories frequently lost
- Can use large needle and stitcheb - running stitch as decoration

Foods:

Breakfast poor meal
Eat often; need mid-morning snack
Prefer meat, potatoes, milk, raw vegetables, peanut butter, ice cream,
candy; dislike cooked vegetables and desserts

- Like foods plain; texture is important
Finger foods preferred
Willing to try new foods; like parties
Feeding animals helps to show relation of food to growth
Work in groups to prepare simple foods; often helps poor eater to
develop an interest in food

- Table manners poor; spills food; stuffs mouth; awkward in use of knife

Family:

- Expanding environment; home. school, community relationships important
- Don't give much thought to the concept of family (child too egocentric);

in school learn about other families with different standards and ways
of doing things; erjoy family secrets

- Mother is no longer the center of the child's world - child himself now
holds this position; relation with mother most difficult

- Father is an important figure - interested in his many roles
- Want a new baby; interested in the origin of babies; difficult to accept a

new baby in family
- Quarrel with older siblings

Home:

- Like to have many possessions but don't take care of them
- Interested in things mc.ley buys rather than in money itself, little sense

of values so need help in planning what to do with money; on shopping
excursions must buy something

- Want allowance - will work in return; parents can motivate saving
- Difficulty in making decisions - need guidance in planning activities



CHARACTERISTICS OF SECOND GRADE CHILDREN

1 year - olds

General:

- Reacting out for independence; need encouragement

- Sensitive to praise and blame; easier to discipline; not as boisterous and
rebellious; little sense of humor; realize being "bad" spoils things;
directly accuses others >

- Absorb impressions from what they see, hear, do; apt to identify self
with characters read about

- Muscle coordination better but frustrating if too exacting

- Want and accept responsibility bat often forget; may like things orderly
and attractive but don't do sha,rt

- Play in pairs or groups; make rules and insist on taking turns, fairness
important; beginning of real cooperation; learning to lose hit must win in
end; prefer older playmates; largely ignore sex lines in play groupings -
may be last age when '-oys and girls play together regardless of sex lines

School:

Learn best in concrete terms and in situations where they can be active
in learning; interested in relationships within home, school and community -
not ready for study of far places and times; greater interest in activity
than in end product

Developing sense of completion; impatient in demands for help from
teacher

Bring fewer things from home; accumulate products in desk and take home
occasionally

Boys interested in carpentry; girls prefer to color and cut out paper do11

- Can read ;entences; print or write words and sentences in capital and
small le 3rs

- Count to one hundred by one, five, and by two to twenty; write one to
twenty; name coins and pennies in each; add and subtract within twenty;
use fractions of i of a unit or group
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A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCES
'for

Secc ..d Grade Children

Clothing:

- Variable in interest in personal appearance; need help with care of
hair; can take ca-:e of shoes

- Slow in dressing
- Not much interested in clothes
- Careless about care of clothing
- Enjoy sewing - quick project to hold interest

Foods:

- Interested in "Clean Plate Club"; begin to accept disliked food
Prefer milk, meat, sandwiches, peanut butter; dislike strongly
flavored foods, especially vegetables, cheese

- Can plan and prepare simple snacks and foods
- Better table manners;use implements well; prefer napkin beside plate

to use as needed
- Can set table

Family:

- Serious about concepts of home, family, d government
- Interested in finding "leis" place as a real family member; might feel "he"

is adopted
- Very proud of home and family possessions
- "We" age for mother and child
- Chiefly good with siblings; je...lausy at times causes disagreements; like

to invite brothers, sisters to class to sha:e experiences
- Intense longing for new baby of cwn sex in family; interested in baby's

growth, what it eats, size, what it costs

Home:

- Ready for responsibility; like to help at home; better at helping than doing
things alone

- Lose things easily - need help in storing possessions
- Increased interest in money and what it does; know money and how to

ask for change
- Want an allowance; may save for bigger items
- Like to telephc:ie friends
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THIRD GRADE CHILDREN

8 year - olds

General:

Emerging from the egocentric stage; personality is more expressive;
trying self against environment; want to be like an adult

Recognize self and differences; try to live up to standards of others

Show more enthusiam and judgment in what they try to do

- Time is important to them; can't wait for future events

Like to do thinEs neatly but sometimes at too much of a hurry

- Increase of speed and smoothness in fine motor performance

- Can accept a fair amount of responsibility

- "Gang life"; influenced by peer group

- Group play 1,ctter; more cooperation; best friend attitudes important;
can somPtimes lose gracefully; realize role in group depends upon
abilities an1 limitations ,

- Excellent company manners away from home
- Increased interest in distant and long ago people and places

School:

- Like to help teacher; want teacher to enjoy activity with them and have
a turn; teacher handle problems with humor and control child by her
silence

- Better able to understand foreign csvntries and world relationships;
interested in primitive people and times past; interested in reading
books on these topics

- Eager to vertalize and respond; mechanics and reading for meaning
now in better balance; use table of contents and index

- Able to write several sentences and both names with good spacing and
correct use of capital and small letters

- Count by three's to thirty and four's to forty; learning to adi and sub-
tract one to three digit numbers requiring borrowing and c.-rrying;
simple multiplying and dividing; fractions of i and -%; interested in
weights of people and things; interested in money and relative value
of coins

-14-
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A GUIDE FOR PLANNING POIVIEMAKING EXPERIENCES
for

Third Grade Children

Clothing:

- More pride in personal appearance; need help and reminder with
cleanliness; shampoo hair and cut nails

- Some able to take full respousibility for care of clothing, some care-
less

- Interested in buying ar 1 selecting clothes, especially fabric and
why clothes are warm and cool

- Can hem a straight edge
- Like to make gifts for family - place mats, towels, simple aprons

Foods:

- Picking up good food habits
- Can plan balanced meals and have a knowledge of health foods; can

plan and prepare simple meal; can plan as a grAup - centerpiece, what
to serve for snack and supper

- Express "love" for certain foods; prefer plain foods; dislike sauces
- More ready to taste things; judge food its odor

Needtable manners stressed; variable manners, poor at home and good
out; less frequently need to use fingers; cut meat with a knife even
though not skillful

- Interested in trips to bakery, mill, dairy

Family:

- Trying to make concept of family really work; interested in family
background

- Interested more in mother than in family as a whole; what mother does
and thinks is important

- Child's best responses may come with his father at this age
- Less good with siblings - too strict in caring for the-
- Warm and loving interest in babies; understand the growth process

within mother
- Aware of orderliness; like award system; do best when helped at start

and told how to act

Home:

- Like to earn money at home; can manage own money; will save for bigger
items; realize differences in price of items

- Age of -ollecting and bartering
- Can make grocery order and buy groceries for class luncheons
- Will do things at home for pleasure
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FOURTH GRADE CHILDREN

9 year - olds

General:

- More responsible, independent, and cooperative

- Want to feel an important and useful member of family group

- More skillful; work and play hard until exhausted; eyes ready for close
work with little strain

- Need ;ecial friend of same age as well as group of friends; less inter-
ested in relations with friends and more in what they do together; gang
or club important; values of group often more important than those of
parents

- Enjoy competition

School:

- Interested in the expanding community life; cultures outside of own
world and understandings; strong interest in details of life in foreign
countries and primitive times

- Like to contrast present with past - how did things start and why are
they like they are

Individual variations in skills of eyes and hands

- Talk at home about a few school activities or a special event

- Work for longer periods of time and may be unwilling to stop

- Utilize dictionary; increase in speed and volume of writing

- Good with arithmetic skills; use fractions and measurements; do long
division; can keep accounts and records
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A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCES
for

Fourth Grade Children

Clothing:

- Dress rapidly; not careful about care of clothing
- Can be taught about bcoming and appropriate color combinations and

choosing clothing for hobbies
- Can cut out and sew simple garments
- Can knit, weave, embroider, work with felt and yard

Foods:

- Prefer plain foods; more sweets and desserts in meal; may refuse food
cooked in new ways

- Like to read cook books and prepare foods
- Prepare after school snack
- Nutritious meals and holiday foods are good experiences
- Animal experiments good to show differences foods make in the body
- Eating much neater; control of implements good; need help with use

of knife

Family:

- Need to respect child's increased maturity
- Concept of family important; sensitive as to how family and possessions

compare with those of others; need help to get along with people who
are different than they

- Variable feelings about doing things in fami ly; best relationships with
parents in regard to some activity which really interests both

- Need to be reminded but like to do tasks for pleasure, not money
- Good with younger children

Home:

- More dependable and responsible; like activities that can be used at
home - records, accounts, do own shopping for gifts

- Interested in cost of things; less interest in allowance; can save
money for costly items

- Interested in collecting; club activities are important
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FIFTH GRADE CHILDREN

10 year - olds

General:

- Show greater degree of responsibility,dependability, and reasonability
- Sense of right and wrong

- Capable of prolonged interest

A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCES
for

Fifth Grade Children

Clothing:

- Care of self and clothing
- Gills - how to dress attractively; boys - cleanliness and the scientific

aspects of clothing; how made and from what
- Able to sew on snaps, buttons, and mend
- Boys enjoy using the sewing machine
- Girls knit; sew for themselves and for dolls

Foods:

- Inclined not to eat breakfast
- Prefer meat, potato, raw vegetable; dislike mixed dishes
- Have soda, cookies, and fruits for snacks
- Enthusiastic for cooking; like to prepare special dishes for family members
- Can plan, buy, prepare food for meals, parties

Family:

- Interested in people, community, country, world; emotional attachment
for country

- Closer relation with family; need family activities
- Child satisfied with both parents
- Get along better with siblings

Home:

- Casual about money - more stress needed on saving
- Not good at helping at home - need methods for making work easier;

work better away from home

-18-
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SIXTH GRADE CHILDREN

11 year - olds

General:

- Strortly Individual; many different levels of physical development and
temperment

- Vague ideas about abstract issues relating to adult life

- Prestige more important than adult approval

- Competition is keen; will submerge personal ego for good of team

A GUIDE FOR PLANNING HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCES
for

Sixth Grade Children

Clothing:

- Need to improve personal appearance - posture, care of hair, simple
manicure, and general cleanliness; less resistance to taking a bath

- Clothing problems - relation to beauty and health; underclothing;
selection of clothing for school

- Need to learn to press and launder clothes; simple mending
- Girls more interested in sewing clothes

Foods:

- Eat more
- Very enthusiastic about cooking; center cooking experiences around

foreign countries
- Begin to understand function of food in body and able to plan nourishing meals
- Animal feeding experiments of interest
- Often have problems with the family at breakfast time with the result

that breakfast is not eaten
Family:

- Strong family feeling
- Important to child who has begun to mature to escape from too much

adult domination
- Need to have a say in deciding .7,hat is to be done
- Critical of younger brothers and sisters

Home:

- More interested in and careful about money; more apt to save
- Worse about helping at home; like room in mess
- Care of kitchen equipment and home appliances can be taught; may

stimulate interest in doing more at home
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Concrete Experiences Facilitate Concept Development. Here Children
SEE That Cotton Material is Gotten From the Cotton Plant.
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THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM WITH ITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR HOMEMAKING

The elementary school curriculum comprises the school experience which
children undergo to improve living now and in the future. It is organized to
encourage and promote the continuous growth of children. It takes into con-
sideration the fact that a child grows and learns according to his educational
capacity and potential and that children differ in their readiness to learn the
basic concepts in the various subject areas. As a child progresses from
kindergarten through grade six, the curriculum should reflect the provisions
that have been made to meet his changing needs.

The summary on the following pages outlines SOME of the basic concepts
or learnings which might be taught in the different elementary schools. The
placement ' these basic concepts might differ in some schools depending
upon their curriculum organization. The important thing is that the home-
making teacher remembers that this summary should be used as a guide since
EACH CHILD'S individual abilities and needs influence what is to be taught
to him in each grade. His classroom teacher evaluates his growth and deve-
lopment at the beginning of the school year and plans the experiences which will
help him to continue along a progression of learnings. It is through various
groupings within the regular classroom that provision is made to handle the
wide variations that exist among children of the same age. The homemaking
teacher will want to develop concrete experiences which will facilitate concept
development and affect interest and attitudes toward learning for each child
at every stage of development.



KINDERGARTEN

Curriculum Learnings:

- Routines; accept responsibilities; follow directions; common
courtesies; cooperation; respect; self-control

- Immediate environment of child - units on home, school, pets, farm,
neighborhood, holidays, friends, seasons, store

- Good health practices; safe ways to go to school; healthful snacks

- Listen to stories and sound; printed words tell a story; sequence;
read left to right

- Comparative concepts - more, less; count and measure real objects

- Curiosity about physical world - see, smell, taste, handle

- Get acquainted with music; wide range of art mediums

Homemaking Experiences:

- Felt bookmarks - made for father. Holes were punched in the felt,
then children used yarn to form designs. End of yarn was wrapped
with tape, thus eliminating the use of needles.

- Cupcakes for Thanksgiving - made from a mix and decorated with a
sugar icing.

- Cookies for Christmas - made from quick sugar cookie dough. Shaped
by hands into faces or figures and then decorated.

- Pumpkin Pudding and Roasted Pumpkin Seeds - used the pumpkin. and
seeds from the class Halloween pumpkin. The pudding is easier for
the children to make than is pumpkin pie. Cooked pumpkin is added
to vanilla pudding.

- Cereal Tasting Party - cooked a variety of cerals and the children
sampled one. Brown sugar, honey, and cinnamon sugar added
interest as does the addition of nuts, ra'sizt, and dates.



FIRST GRADE

Curriculum Learnings:

- All people need food, clothing, shelter; many people help to supply
these

- Use and care of tools; cleaning up

- Safety and health habits

- Getting ready to read, write, and converse; free conversation, like-
nesses and differences in pictures and word sounds and appearances

- Number concept and functions in everyday life; counting anti adding;
meaning of numbers

- Simplest way to make letters; manuscript writing using letters based
on circle, half circle, and straight line

- How, what, why about the physical world

- Sing songs by rote; in art, world usually represented through
symbolism, sky may or may not be indicated at top of page

Homemaki ng Experiences:

- Breakfast Tasting Par - as part of the health unit teacher and class
prepared foods children could prepare for themselves at home - frozen
orange juice, instant cocoa or milk, cold cereal.

- Getting acquainted with the homemaking room - the children were
taught names of equipment which correlate with sounds B M R S
(example, - beater, mixer, roaster, spoon).

- Cornbread - as part of the unit on "Thanksgiving and the Indians. "

- Marmalade for a gift - learned names of five citrus fruits. Painted
baby food jars to hold marmalade.

- Popcorn balls - for Christmas gifts. Teacher demonstration; colored
the syrup red and green. The children wrapped the balls in waxed paper.

- Burlap mats - for gifts. Mats 12" X 18". Did a center design with a
running stitch border; edge fringed.

- Butter, Ice Cream, Eggnog - as part of the unit on the "Farm".
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SECOND GRADE

Curriculum Learnings:

- Broader view of community and community workers and helpers -
people, stores, safety, courtesies

- Nourishing foods for children; breakfast and noon meal

- Basic reading skills; simplest type sentences; capitals

- Counting, adding, subtracting, telling time

- Use simple scientific method of problem solving

- Singing, moving, listening to music; playing instruments

- Symbolic stage in art; work more detailed; like to have materials
to express ideas

Homemaking Experiences:

- Breakfast unit - as part of health unit. Children planned and prepared
foods they could prepare at home for themselves - juice, cocoa, cereal,
toast.

- Grape jelly - for gifts. Made from grapes (fruits of harvest) or frozen
juice. Decorated the jars.

- Tutti-Fruitti Bars - for gifts. Worked in two big groups with a teacher
in each group - could be done in homemaking room or classroom.

- Burlap mats - for milk containers; 5" squares. Did blanket stitch and
fringed edges.

- Candied apples - for Halloween. Used caramel candy recipe. Children
brought apples. Worked in groups. Had apples for the class party.

- Coconut pudding - as part of a social studies and health unit. Make a
milk dessert. Used fresh coconut with cornstarch pudding. Could use
instant pudding and do it in the classroom.

- String popcorn and cranberries - how to pop corn, the Colonial decora-
tion for the Christmas tree.

- Machines in the home - compared effort needed to beat an egg with a
fork and with an egg beater.



THIRD GRADE

Curriculum Learnings:

- Larger community and community-wide functions and activities;
How alike and how different; interest in rules and codes; work and
live together

- Better health habits, especially food; beginning of team activities

- Small muscles ready for cursive writing and some types of weaving
- Use of dictiolary; table of contents; new words, dramatization

- Mathematics related to child's experience; number concepts, place
values; make change within limits of one dollar; concept of "times
as many"; simple fractions with whole; enlargement of concepts of
value, size, distance; tell time; read thermometer

- Greater interest in the physical world
- Begin elementary musical notation; printed page of music
- Symbolic stage to representational stage in art; use of color more

realistic
- Begin to use routines more efficiently

Homemaking Experiences:

- Bread - study of wheat in social studies. Worked in classroom to make
dough, let it rise, shaped it into loaves, and let rise again. Several
stu-lents took it to homemaking room to bake.

- Milk units - as part of the social studies. Discussed sources, care.
Made - banana milk drink, cottage cheese, butter (ate on crackers).

- Knitted squares - to make coverlets for kindergarten.

- Felt scissors cases - to keep scissors in desk. Decorated in own
designs. Used sewing machine under close supervision.

- Puppet clothes - made heads in art class. Children brought old fabric
and decorations from home to make the clothes. These were done
on the sewing machine. The finished puppets were used to entertain
the younger children with a "Family Relations Puppet Program".
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FOURTH GRADE

Curriculum Learnings:

- Other lands and the child's home state; men's customs and habits
today are different in many respects from those in past; character
development and morel and spiritual values

- Creative express:on in writing; physical parts of a book; use ref-
erence books; card catalog; write short stories and reports

- Roman numerals; fractions; change within limits of five dollars;
square, rectangle, circle; comparison - 24 inches or a feet; express
fractional parts of one unit of measure as an integral part of
smaller unit - i gallon = 1 quart

- Facts regarding man's dependence upon natural laws, controlling and
improving environment; trend of interest is towards realism

- Important music year

- Art experiences are realistic in nature; attention to small details

Homemaking Experienc,;s:

- Luncheon - included a study of nutrition, health, and arithmetic.
Studied the four good groups, planned the menu and work schedule.
set the table, purchased the food, prepared the food, and served the
meal. The class was divided into four working groups.

- Felt coat hanger covers - for gifts. Sewed together by hand.
signs were made by cutting or punching.

De-

- Dress dolls - part of unit in social studies. Dressed in costumes of
different periods of history.

- Amazon Tasting Party - committees studied clothes and foods of the
Amazon people. Prepared pineapple tapioca, manioc bread, mangoes.

- Norwegian Breakfast - included a study of customs, manners, recipes,
decorations, costumes. Prepared and served fish chowder, fruit soup,
cheese, flat bread. A mother wore her Norwegian costume and
demonstrated the making of a NoLwegian dessert for the class.

- Foods of New Jersey - committee studied the foods of the state;
assemble shopping for food; prepared and served the
foods as a "State Luncheon". Each group was responsible for
reporting on some phase of New Jersey Government. The Town
Mayor and two town officials were guests at the luncheon.
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FIFTH GRADE

Curriculum Learnings:

- Early American life and life in different regions: Colonial, pioneer,
U.S. regions, U.S. possessions, new states

- More about food and eating habits

- Individual reading; library skills; use reference sources; write friendly
and business letters and poetry

- Units of length, liquid, measure, dry measure, time, counting, weights,
money; fractional equivalents

- Interest in science continues toward realism

- Sing well in good tone quality

- Principles of design £4:1 art theory more meaningful; backgrounds and
details more important; realistic use of color

Homemaking Experiences:

- Cookies and Baby Kimonas - made for Red Cross as a community ser-
vice project.

- Cranberries - as part of study of holiday foods prepared in a variety of
ways. Made cranberry and orange relish and cooked cranberry sauce.

- Alaskan Tostiu Party - prepared salmon, sour dough pancakes and
ligonberry sauce.

- "extile Study - as part of social studies. Emphasis on cotton and wool,
understanding of spinning, felting, basic weaves, chief characteristics
of each. Children made own looms and art department helped in design
and texture. Wove 12" X 18" mats and gave to Mother on Mother's Day.

- !ELI - as part of social studies and arithmetic.. Tasted different
spices and prepared spice cookies. The cookies used five different
spices, each calling for a different fractional measurement.

- Colonial activities - prepared foods, soap, candles, and made a quilt
to demonstrate home and family life in Colonial Days. The soap experi-
ence has been found to be an excellent science project. The quilt
utilized arithmetic problems when designs were made of squares,
rectangles, triangles which had to be sewed together into one quilt,
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SIXTH GRADE

Curriculum Learnings:

- Europe and European background of American people; Western and
Eastern Hemispheres; like stories of family life; people are alike in
basic desires

- Household safety

- Nutrition

- Study skills; parliamentary procedures; writing well-organized
- Exact and relational thinking with numbers; use of measures extended

in typical situation, including estimates.
- Thinking more complex and scientific
- Chemical changes

- Moral and spiritual values important; good manners and courtesy

- Increased confidence in artistic expression; more critical and less
imaginative

Homemaking Experiences:

- Breakfast survey - determined eating habits and the effect on health.

- Basic food groups - compared U.S. with other countries.

- Class flag - designed as an art project. Made out of felt by the class.
A school flag was also made in this same manner and is on display in
the school auditorium.

- Eggs - discussed grading, food value, use. Made five different types
of scrambled eggs.

- U.N. Luncheon - included table decorations, costumes, invitation,
foods of different countries.

- Graduation Dinner - planned menu for sixth grade dinner at end of
year. Set the table and made attractive table centerpieces. A similar
project was done in schools where class picnics were held instead of
dinners. There the children prepared and served the food in addition
to the planning.

- Demonstration of machines that help us in cooking - blender, mixer,
toaster, electric frypan, deep fat fryer.
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CORRELATION OF HOMEMAKING WITH THE ELEMENTARY
CURRICULUM

Homemaking experiences may be integrated with almost every phase of
the elementary school curriculum. These experiences should help to enrich
and interpret what the pupil is learning in his regular classroom work.
Some suggestions for integrating:

Area Kindergarten to Grade Three Grade Four to Grade Six
Art - Murals in classroom, booklets,

posters on food, meals.
- Place mats, invitations
- Food habits of Indians
- Telling a story of family experi-

ence through pictures
- Cookie designs and decorations

Murals in classroom, posters
on scenes of harvesting or
food production in this or other
regions; food habits in other
countries.

- Maps and charts of food ....
where obtained,food nutrients
Making artistic displays for
home
Design patterns for toys, cos-
tumes, flags, gifts
Ways to improve school appear-
ance - cafeteria - table decora-
tion, flowers, pictures, etc.

Arith-
metic

- Measurements - length, time,
weight, height

- Buying foods for tasting parties,
money value
Solving problems
Counting ingredients used in
recipes

- Changing recipe for different
number of servings

- Calculating amount of food
needed

- Figuring costs of food for class
use

- Cost factor in production, pro-
cessing, distribution of food,
clothing, housing

- Comparing and evaluating costs
of food, clothing, housing
supplie s

- Calculating cost of food wasted
on plates in cafeteria

Lang-
uage
Arts

- Read stories, play games,
simple dramatization of home
and family situations

- Name foods with sounds of vowels,
and consonants

- Write stories about homemaking
experience s

- Invite to and introduce guests at
tasting parties

- Letters written home about new
foods or recipes

- Copies of lunchroom menus to go
home
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- Stories, reviews, reports on
family life

- Dramatize homemaking problems
- Listen and discuss radio and TV

programs and movies that have
family life situation as their themes

- Write articles for paper about
homemaking experiences

- Write business letter to com-
panies requesting information
on foods, clothing

- Do research on sources of foods,
clothing, etc.



Area
Langu-
age

Arts
Cont' d

Music

Kindergarten to Grade Three
- Reading the recipe
- Meaning of words and directions

Write new words used in study of
homemaking

Grade Four to Grade Six
- Letters to children of othei

countries - life here, foods
we eat; clothing, etc.

Science-
health

Sing songs about homemaking
experiences

- Write original songs about
homemaking experiences

- All living things need foods -
care of animals (pets)

- Protecting our food by keeping
it clean

- Weather and seasons affect our
clothing, foods, etc.

- Fruits of the harvest
- Clothing for rainy days

- Machines that help us work
- Vacuum cleaner, toaster

- Ice cream making
- Butter and cheese making
- Parts of plants used for food

- Conserve natural resources
- Foods for the Space Age
- Preserving food ... freezing,

drying
- Simple experiments to deter-

mine composition of foods
- Machines used in the home
- "east in bread making, food

preservation
- Sugar cookery
- Food for Fitness as part of

the Government Physical Fit-
ness Program

Social
Studies

- Foods and the home
- Sources of our foods, clothing
- People who help us to get our

foods, clothing
- Study eating habits of people in

other lands
- Study how transportation has

made it possible to have foods
all year

- Map of U. S. and world picturing
sources of foods

- Food as a world problem
- Food and our ancestors
- Food and its influence on building

and expansion of America
- Compare food customs of our

country with those of people in
other lands

- Research study "Why people
are poorly fed".

- Amount of foot' waste and what it
costs the city to remove the gar-
bage



ONE HOMEMAKING LESSON HAS MANY LEARNINGS

(An example of some related experiences and 'earnings)

Topic: Fourth Grade Class Makes Chocolate Pudding

Science Learnings:
- Use wooden spoon for stirring hot liquids as metal spoon conducts heat.

Starch mixtures must be stirred when cooking to obtain a smooth sus-
pensirn.
Stare A granules cooked in moisture will swell thus causing the liquid
mb are to thick n.
Starch dishes should be rinsed in cold water first for easier dishwashing.

- A glass measuring cup is used for measuring liquids so that the true level
of the liquid can be judged rather than the curved edge caused by surface
tension.

Arithmetic:
- Using fractions.
- Measuring ingredients - cups, pints, quarts.
- Determining cost of recipe.
- Changing recipe for different number of servings.

Social Studies:
- Learning about dairy farms.
- Learning about the products of the farm.
- Studying the different types of milk containers.
- Comparing life on the farm with life in the city.

Health and Safety:
- Pudding made with milk is another way to use milk in our diet.
- Cooking starch makes it easier to digest.
- Cleanliness is important around food - clean hands, apron, work areas.
- A potholder and a wooden spoon will help to keep from burning fingers.
- Pan handles are turned toward back of stove to prevent accidents.
- Each food eaten should be part of a well-planned menu.

Language Arts:
- Reading the recipe.
- Meaning of words and directions.
- Writing poems and stories about the lesson.
- Doing research and oral reports on the food product and its ingredients.

Home and Family Life:
- Helping mother.
- Making something good to eat for the family.
- Developing an appreciation of what mother does for the family.
- Pride in a job well done.
- Group planning and group cooperation.
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Making Cookies is Fun For the Cook and the Eater As They Learn Safety, Cleanliness, and Use of Equipment.



LEARNING ABOUT FRUITS CAN BE INCLUDED
IN ALL ELEMENTARY GRADES

- Some suggested experiences for providing continuous learning -

Kindergarten: Show pictures of fruits and discuss:
- Where each fruit grows; when it is in season; where

we buy it.
- Ways to eat fruit - raw, cooked, cold, etc.
- What fruit skins can we eat? Why?
- Where should each fruit be kept?

Observe and feel fruit. Study the parts of the fruit.
Use fruit to practice counting.
Prepare and serve fruits:

Snacks - cut up fruit and serve on tray for tasting
Applesauce with cir.:.tmon candy
Fresh orange juice
Frozen orange ice on sticks using canned juice and frozen in ice

cube trays
Orange and citrus marmalade for Mother's Day gift
Orange pomander balls for a gift
Apple Santa for Christmas party favor

Grade One:

Grade Two:

!

Show pictures of how different fruits grow.
Take a trip to an orchard at different seasons of year to see

how fruit grows, is picked, is packed.
Note color and size of ripe and unripe fruit as well as different

varieties of the fruit.
Show pictures of fruits with names beneath the pictures. Learn

to read and print the names.
Use fruit to count by 2's and 3's, practice addition and sub-

traction, meaning of one dozen and one-half dozen.
Have a store in school to sell fruits for snacks.
Show pictures of ways to use fruits for breakfast:

Orange - raw, juice, egg nog, marmalade, fruit cup
Banana - raw, on cereal, milk shake, fruit cup
Apple - raw, sauce, juice, fruit cup

Plan and prepare a Mother's Day breakfast party using fruit
as suggested above.

Show pictures of foods needed by body. Note the fruits needed.
Visit supermarket to see fruit delivered, stored, and sold. Pur-

chase some fruit for snacks or luncheon project.
Sample fruits that have been processed for preservation - canned,

frozen, dried, cooked, stored in natural state.
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Grade Two: Read about lands, people, and growing. conditions of fruit.
Cont'd Learn division by cutting fruit in half, thirds, fourths.

Plan and prepare luncheon menu using fruit.
Plan and prepare a holiday luncheon and invite the community

helpers - schoolbus driver, school policeman, etc.
Prepare and serve dishes made with fruits:

Fresh fruit cup
Easter eggs made from fruit jello and molded in egg shells
Banana and peanut butter sandwiches
Banana milk shake
Applesauce whip
Apple Brown Betty
Vanilla and fruit cup pudding
Orange cookie s
Orange ice

Grade Three:

Grade Four:

Learn about fruits that grow on bushes.
Show pictures of the citrus family of fruits and discuss how

they are alike and how they differ.
Learn more about fruits growing in their part of the country.
Write and read reports about the history and development of

fruits.
Discuss how fruits are used in the different meals,
Plan a holiday tasting party - prepare and serve different

desserts and beverages using fruits.

Learn about fruits that grow i..1 the Tropics and the Desert.
Read about and discuss fruits found along the sea coast and

in the New England area of the United States. (Ex. cran-
berries, blueberries, blackberries, strawberries, grapes,
apples, beach plums, nuts.)

Make a Colonial Times Cookbook of foods, especially fruits,
native to that region of New England studies. Some of the
dishes might be prepared and served at a tasting party,
(Cranberry relish; New England applesauce cake; Huckle-
berry tarts; Beach Plum jam).

Study weights and measures; cost of fruits used in recipes;
thermometers and timers used in cooking fruits.

Do a Colonial Thanksgiving holiday project. Make cranberry
relish to take home for the family dinner. Discuss the
Pilgrims' Thanksgiving dinner and compare with ours
today.
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Grade Five:

Grade Six:

Read and discuss digestion of food in our body. Consider how
fruits help the body.

Read about and discuss fruits found in our newest state of
Hawaii - pineapple, bananas, melons, papayas, coconuts,
avacados.

Compare growing conditions of fruits in Hawaii to the other
states.

Have a Hawaiian Wikiwiki Luau in which fruits are the main
food.

Make a study of the people of the world and discuss the fruits
native to each country. Compare the growing conditions to
other states and countries that have been studied before.

Write reports on people, customs, food, clothing, and living
conditions in these countries. Tell how fruits are important
to them as food. Are there other uses for these fruits and
the plants on which they grow?

Have a United Nations tasting party complete with decorations,
costumes, and entertainment. Invite guests. Foods might
include:

Brazil nuts dipped in chocolate
Congo - banana cream pudding or tarts
Congo tropical pineapple gingerbread squares
Arabia - raisin date sticks
Norway - fruit cup

Adapted from a project prepared by Mrs. Mabel Deaney of North Caldwell, New
Jersey; a home economics teacher at Pequonnock Valley School, Pompton Plains,
New Jersey.
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF HOMEMAKING CONCEPTS IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Classified by Areas

FOOD

I. Eating for health
Why eat
Composition of food
Foods needed

II. Getting our food
Source
Production
People who help
Marketing

III. Protecting our food
Cleanliness
Regulations
Food preservation

IV. Preparing and enjoying food
Meal planning
Preparing - recipes, skills,

equipment, safety
Variety
Table setting, etiquette
School lunch

V. Learning about the history of food

CLOTHING

I. Dressing for health and appearance
Occasions, weather, health

appearance

II. Getting our clothing
Source
Production - cloth, clothing
People who help
Marketing

III. Caring for our clothing and our
Appearance
Cleanliness
Care of body, posture, cosmetics
Care of clothing

IV. Sewing for fun
Tools and equipment
Gifts, needlework

V. Learning about the history of food

FAMILY LIFE
I. Learning about people

Basic needs
How people differ
Emotional growth

II. Living in a family
Appreciation of roles
Relationships
Responsibilities
Fun

III. Living in a community
People
Services
Responsibilities
Fun

IV. Learning about the history of
family life

HOUSING

I. Living in homes
Purpose of homes
Types of housing
Housing condition
Home life

II. Getting and furnishing our homes
Building and furnishings
People who help us
Materials, appliances, heating,

etc.
III. Caring for our homes

Machines and equipment
Safety
Skills
Finances - money, spending, etc.

IV. Having fun in the home
V. Learning about the history of housing
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Working Together in Food Preparation Boys and Girls
Learn to Share in Homemaking Tasks.
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(Source of Food), Language Arts.



MOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

It is important that the children in the elementary grades enjoy the study
of foods and nutriti. a since this is the period when food habits and mental
attitudes towards foods are being established. Their future as alert and
healthy adults will depend upon what they learn now. It is much easier to
help them ..cquire the right habits and attitudes in the elementary grades than
to wait until they are in the secondary schools and then try to correct their
poor habits.

At the beginning the teacher should choose experiences that will help th..1.
child to learn that food influences growth. Then oan learn that different
foods do different things for him. After he is conv4rced, his natural interest
will encourage him to choose the food!, that will help him to reach his growth
goal. Thus it is that homemaking and classroom teachers should have the
following purposes for foods and nutrition teaching in the elementary schools:

- to develop favorable attitudes toward a variety of foods that are
essential for growth and good health.

- to establish desirable habits of food selection
- tc develop acceptable practices in the handling of food
- to develop the ability to plan, prepare, and serve simple meals.

In the primary grades the teachers .ght choose to use a theme for their
teaching such as Ok.t. ig acquainted with a variety of good foods". They could
certer their fool experiences around home life situations as they strive to
develop favorable attitudes and establish good 1.'ood habits. In the upper grades,
as the children become more "why and how" conscious, the teachers could emphasize
the effects of different foods on growth and well-being while striving to strenghten
the good eating habits which were started in the lower grades. They could in-
clude scientific experiments on the composition of food and its chemical pro-
perties; the basic food groups as a guide to eating the foods needed by the body;
the general functions of foods; the knowledge of foods and food pioducts of other
countries and their influence on our eating habits.

The most successful food experiences are those where:

- Learning experiences are integrated with the regular classroom program.
- Foods are taken into the classroom so that children are able tc see,

prepare, and taste them.
- Lessons are planned with emphasis on simple directions* sanitation, and

safety measures.
- The teachers can use the cafeteria, mid-morning snack time and class

parties as occasions for the children to practice nutrition learnings.
- Advantage is taken of a variety of learning experiences to stimulate inter-

est - field trips* tasting parties, animal experiments, refre, hments for
parties, simple science experiments, meal planning and servir3, etc.

- Learning experiences are so well understood by the children that they are
able to explain them to their parents. Thus it becomes possible for the school
and home to work together to acomplish the objectives of good nutrition
education.
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BASIC CONCEPTS IN FOODS AND NUTRITION

I. General concepts to be developed

A. Nut., tion is the science of how the body is nourished.
B. Nutritionists do research to find new and better ways to feed people.
C. Nutrition can affect a person's growth and development, his looks,

his actions, and his work.
D. Good nutrition is attained by selecting, handling, and using foods in

such a manner as to pro ide the nutrients in amounts needed by the body.
E. A good diet is based on an understanding of how the body uses food.
F. Good nutrition involves the ability to discriminate between fact and

fallacy in regard to the use of food as well as the wise and economical
purchase and use of foods.

G. Good nutrition involves the wise distribution of foods among meals and
snacks.

H. Good attitudes toward foods are essential to the establishment of good
food habits.

I. Each person should be responsible for his own nutrition.
J. Some products have no place in the diet.
K. Man uses plants and animals for food.
L. Custom and environment influence what man eats.
M. New inventions, transportation, and methods have influenced the variety

of foods available as well as the price of food.
N. Food tastes good when prepared by a variety of methods.
0. Table eiguette influences how the body uses and enjoys food.
P. Preparing and eating food can be a source of pleasu:*e in home and

family life.
Q. An understanding of basic scientific principles can contribute to the ease

and success of food preparation.
R. Food has played an important role in the history of the world.
S.

II. Kindergarten - basic concepts to be developed.
A. The human body needs food to build strong bodies.
B. People need to eat a good breakfast, lunch, and dinner everyday.
C. Fruits, vegetables, cereals, and milk make good breakfast and snack foods.
D. Children need to eat the food their parents select and prepare for them.
E. Animals need good food.
F. Plants and animals supply man with food.
G. Different foods are available at different seasons of the year.
H. Clearliness is important around food.
I. Machines and tools make the preparation of food easier.
J. Following directions and working carefully help people to prevent acci-

dents in the kitchen.
K. Many people help to prepare food.
L. Eating is fun when good manners are used.
M.
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III. First Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grade.
B. Children should be responsible for eating the right food.
C. Good snacks ,.,re low in sugar.
D. Fruits, vegetables, cereals, mill:, and meat or eggs should be eaten

every day.
E. Food comes from stores, farms, or places far away.
F. People wash their hands before eating or handling food.
G. Food may be stored in the refrigerator or covered to 1-zeep from spoiling.
H. Sometimes it is necessary to work in a group and share the jobs when

preparing food.
I. Children can prepare their own breakfast in the morning.
J. Some foods may be eaten raw or cooked.
K. Some people eat food in the cafeteria.
L. People prepare foods differently at different seasons of the year.
M. Food should never be wasted.
N. Many sounds can be heard in the kitchen.
0.

IV. Second Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. The body changes food so that it can be used to make bones and teeth

and to supply energy.
C. The body should have rest after meals.
D. Children try to avoid eating too many sweets or drinking tea and coffee.
E. People need to eat more fruits and drink more liquids when they are ill.
F. People eat foods that 'tome from different parts of the plants.
G. Transportation snakes it possible for people in different parts of the

country to get a variety of foods.
H. Food is store4_ sc it is available in different seasons of the year.
I. Germs may be present on the hands or in the dirt on food and should be

washed away first.
J. Some foods dissolve and heat faster than others.
K. Recipes are used to tell what quantity of ingredients is needed and what

method to follow in making a food product.
L.

V. Third Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. People must have the proper kinds of food to live and keep healthy.
C. Many different kinds of workers are needed to provide food for everyone.
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D. New inventions have improved ways of growing, preparing, and dis-
tributing foods.

E. Modern transportation plays an important part in carrying food from
point of origin to consumer.

F. Greater variety of food is available at all times because of transporta-
tion and new methods of packing and preserving.

G. Heat changes food in many ways.
H. Good table manners make mealtime pleasant.
I.

VI. Fourth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Proper balance of food is necessary to supply body needs for energy,

growth, repair, and elimination of waste material.
C. The digestive system changes food so it can be used by the body.
D. Eating habits are improved by eliminating food prejudices.
E. People eat differently in different parts of the United States and the

world.
F. Custom and environment influence what people eat.
G. People in different countries use different kinds of plants and animals

for food.
H. Food prices vary at different seasons of the year or under different

conditions.
1. Bacteria may be hel?ful or harmful.
J. Proper care of food is necessary to prevent spoiling.
K. Most communities provide safeguards for food and water supplies.
L. Conservation of food is necessary if people are to be well fed and

food costs kept down.
M. People in the United States and other countries have different ways of

preparing, serving, and eating food.
N. Chemical and physical changes are taking place at all times with foods.
0. Good table manners create a pleasant mealtime atmosphere. They also

aid digestion.
P. Many of the recipes now used in this country were brought here by

people from other lands.
Q.

VII. Fifth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. There are six classes of food. Each class meets certain body needs

and is digested in its own way.
C. Food is changed physically and chemically in the breakdown in the body.
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D. Meal planning means including foods that meet the needs of the body.
E. A knowledge of basic food groups and mealtime patterns is useful in

the daily selection of food.
F. Good eating habits aid digestion. They must be practiced everyday.
G. Disease germs can be spread, by people or through food and water.
H. Local health departments test milk, water, food, and inspect buildings.
I. Evaporating all or some of water from liquid is a method of prevent-

ing for a long time the spoiling of liquid food.
J. In the past people had to rely on foods grown locally.
K. The need for new and better foods influenced the discovery of new

countries.
L.

VIII. Sixth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. A good diet is based on an understanding of how the body uses food.
C. The body uses calcium, fats, proteins, minerals, vitamins, and water

in certain amounts and specific ways as food for body building, heat,
and energy.

D. The digestive system is the route of the food through the body.
E. A chemical change within the body releases the heat and energy.
F. Poor health habits are morelikely to be responsible than glands for

fatigue, overweight, or underweight in children.
G. Food choices should be based on value, not on fads.
H. Properly planned outdoor or party meals can be healthful as well as fun.
I. Maintaining good health and preventing the spread of disease are an

individual responsibility.
J. Coffee and tea are stimulants which interfer with good eating, have no

food value, and do not belong in a child's diet.
K. Disease germs may enter body in air we breathe, from food and drink,

or breaks in the skin.
L. Bacteria and molds may be helpful or harmful.
M. Some food mixtures will separate if allowed to stand.
N. In future years the body will continue to need the same food nutrients,

but the types of food, their sources, and methods of preparation will
be different.

O. Through the study of food and nutrition people are better able to
understand and appreciate each other.

P. The people of the United States have a responsibility for helping to
improve the nutrition of the people in other parts of the world.

Q.
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES !N HOMEMAKING

Clothing experiences for elementary children are planned to teach con-
cepts about the clothing people wear, their personal appearance, and the
use of sewing and needlework skills as a source of pleasure. At no time
should teachers stress the mastery of sewing skills. The development and
appreciation of good habits is more important.

Children enter school in the primary years proud of their personal appear-
ance and the fact that they can dress themselves. They like to choose the
clothes they wear even though they still need adult supervision. As they
grow older, they lose this interest and become careless. Consequently, when
they reach fifth and sixth grades they need help with posture, cleanliness,
skin, and choosing clothing combinations appropriate for different occasions.
They need to be convinced of the importance of good personal appearance. To
be successful this must be done through improving peer standards rather than
by enforcing adult standards. As they become careful about money, they can
be helped to recognize the relationship between money and the care of clothing
and personal appearance and thus renew their early interest.

Elementary children learn about sewing skills and equipment as the need
arises. They get to know them as "helpers" in caring for their clothing,
making gifts for others, and bringing beauty to the home. In this way they
develop a desire to learn more and are willing to give the careful attention
and practice that is important to the development of any skill. As to what
skills and equipment are taught, this should be determined by the muscle
development and attention span of the children involved. Young children have
short attention sp s; large muscles develop before small. Thus, for the
young child, we would choose simple projects that can be completed quickly.
He can use large needles and do large stitches, usually the running type. By
the time he reaches third grade, he is ready and interested in learning to use
the sewing m..chine.

Finer stitchery, more complicated sewing projects, knitting, weaving, and
embroidering are done in the upper elementary grades when children have
better muscle coordination and their eyes are ready for close work.



BASIC CONCEPTS IN CLOTHING

I. General concepts to be developed

A. The clothing people wear depends upon the environment, what is avail-
able, what is appropriate, and custom or tradition.

B. New inventions, transportation, and methods have influenced the
variety of clothing available as well as the cost of clothing.

C. Cleanliness and appearance contribute to good health, attractiveness,
comfort, and success in life.

D. Each individual should be responsible for his personal appearance and
for the care of his clothing.

E. An understanding of basic scientific principles can contribute to ti e
wise selection and care of clothing.

F. Clothing is made from animal, plant, and synthetic fibers which haw
different properties and require different care.

G. Sewing and needlework can be a source of pleasure in home and family
life.

H. The history of clothing and needlework can contribute to a better
understanding and appreciation of all people.

I.

II. Kindergarten - basic concepts to be developed

A. People wear clothing for protection and for more attractive appearance.
B. People wear different clothing for different occasions.
C. Mcther makes or buys clothing.
D. People try to protect their clothing when working or playing.
E. It is important to wash the body, brush teeth and hair everyday.
F. Sewing is fun when a person knows how.
G. Sewing tools, when used properly, can make sewing easier.
H.

III. First Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grade.
B. Cleanliness impro, -.s health and appearance.
C. Children may help at home by hanging up clothing properly.
D. Wearing wet clothing may make a person ill.
E. Plants and animals give wool and cotton for clothing.
F. Some machines are used in cutting cloth and in sewing.
G. People who know how to sew can make gifts for other people.
H.
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IV. Second Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. People look well and feel well when they are clean and well dressed.
C. Using an individual towel, comb, and brush is a good habit.
D. A mirror is a good grooming aid.
E. Many machines help man to make animal or plant fibers into clothing.
F. Transportation makes it possible to get a variety of clothing.
G. People get clothing 1,y making it, buying it at the store, or as gifts.
H. Needlework can make a good hobby.
I. People in the past used to make their own cloth and clothing.
J.

V. Third Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Clothing helps to keep the body's heat from escaping.
C. Many different kinds of workers cooperate to provide clothing and

thereby contribute to our health, attractiveness, and comfort.
D. Cloth is made from animal, plant, and synthetic fibers which are

first made into thread.
E. People have used science to find out how to make better cloth.
F. Machine and transportation make it possible to get a greater variety

of clothing.
G. Long ago people used to s w by hand and wear what they could spin or

weave for themselves.
H.

VI. Fourth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Cleanliness and a neat appearance do much to make people feel better,

to make a good impression on others, and to be successful on a job.
C. Children should be responsible for the care of their own clothing.
D. Dark clothing becomes warmer in sunlight than does light colored

clothing.
E. The clothing people wear depend upon climate of the country and what

is available.
Clothing should be suitable to the occasion.

G. People dress differently in different parts of the United States and
the world.

H. Methods of making clothing are improved from time to time. Spinning
wheels and hand looms have been replaced by spinning and weaving
irtachines.
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I. Sewing clothing and making gifts can be a source of pleasure in home
and family living.

J.

VII. Fifth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Posture is influenced by clothing.
C. In the past the raw materials that were available in the United States

would determine the clothing that people wore.
D. Peopl e today appreciate clothing more when they understand what

and how clothing was made years ago.
E. Many people use cloth and thread to satisfy their creative interests.
F.

VIII. Sixth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Being neat, clean, and wearing becoming clothing do much for

personal appearance.
C. It takes care to keep clothing looking the way people like to have it.
D. An understanding of basic scientfic principles can contribute to the

wise selection and care of clothing.
E. Different fibers have different properties and require different

care.
F. The ability to sew can be a useful skill for home and family life.
G. Infuture years people will use many different fibers for cloth and

many different methods for making clothing.
H. The study of clothing and needlework can help people to better under-

stand and appreciate each other.
I. The people of the United States have a responsibility for conserving

clothing and for helping to improve the clothing of the people in
other parts of the world.

J.



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Education for family life should be a part of the whole curriculum. It
should be a gradual and continuous preparation for the oncoming physical,
emotional, and social changes. It is concerned with the development of
favorable attitudes toward good human relationships.

The homemaking experiences in family life can be divided into those
dealing with:

- the individual as a person
- his life as a family member
- his life in the community and the world
- his learning how people lived and are living today

This section includes fewer learnings experiences than do those in the
other areas of homemaking. It is not because this area is considered less
important. Rather, it is because most of the experiences listed under cloth-
ing, foods, and housing sections also make a contribution to home and
family living since few experiences take place which do not involve human
relationships. Also because family living is the basis of the social studies
and health curriculums in the elementary schools, the classroom teacher is
prepared to make this area an important part of her teaching.

VIM

I

I

t

By Grinding Corn as the Early Indians did,
Children Can Appreciate Better Their Life Today.
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BASIC CONCEPTS IN FAMILY LIFE

I. General concepts to be developed

A. The family is important to the continued development of our country.
B. A family is composed of different members who contribute to the

needs, comfort, and pleasure of all.
C. The home is the center of family life.
D. Each individual should have a wholesome pride in his home and his

family.
E. Each individual shares the responsibility for improving and increasing

the satisfactions of family life.
F. A community is composed of a group of people who live in the same

place under similar conditions and are dependent upon each other for
satisfying basic needs.

G. Every individual is a member of several communities -- the local,
the nation, and the world.

H. A family, a community, and a nation become stronger when individuals
understand, appreciate, and help each other.

I. The life of a community is enriched by the contributions of people
from other countries who come to live in America.

J. People are alike and different in many ways. How people are alike
is more important than how they differ.

K. All people experience problems and have emotions. How they handle
them is important.

L. Each individual needs to recognize and acquire the qualities that
attract and keep friends.

M. Each individual should be resourceful and have creative interests so
that he can live independently when necessary.

N.

U. Kindergarten - basic concepts to be developed

A. All people need food, clothing, shelter.
B. A family is made of different members.
C. Families live in homes.
D. Many families live in a community.
E. Family members help one another.
F. Parents do things for their children.
G. People are happier when they are polite and share their possessions.
H.

M. First Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grade.
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B. Home is the center of family life.
C. Families are alike and different in many ways.
n. Each family member has an important role to play in his family.
F. People are alike and different in many ways.
F. People can learn to control their feelings of fear, anger, and dis-

appointment.
G. People are happier when they belong to a group.
H. People are happier when they have friends.
I. People enjoy and benefix. from relaxing activix." s.
J. Many people help to make life successful.
K.

IV. Second Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. People are happy when they have families, homes, and friends.
C. Family members accept and share family responsibilities and

privileges.
D. Meeting new eYperiences with courage and learning to overcome fear

can bring new friends and fun.
E. Children should talk over their problems with their parents.
F. Many people in a community help to provide services for the family.
G. People in a community work together as do people in a f.-- ily. They

obey its rules, help to make it attractive, and are conside-ate to each
other.

H. The people in the count7y and in the city depend upon each other for
goods and services.

I.

V. Third Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Children inherit some body characteristics from their parents.
C. People of a community help one another to satisfy basic needs.
D. Sharing with others and taking turns help people to get along better.
E. Many types of workers are needed in a community to contribute to

welfare and happiness of people.
F. Long ago people had to depend upon what was raised and made in their

own community to satisfy their needs.
G.

VI. Fourth Grade - basic concepts to 136 developed

A. Ir-clude those concepts from previous grades.
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B. Work and good times are shared in the family.
C. How a person feels often influences how he acts.
D. People are alike in many ways but different in others.
E. Members of a group are friendly and cooperative.
F. Community members and workers help to make the community a safe,

healthy, and pleasant place in which to live.
G. People live, work, and play differently in different parts of the world.
H. People from many lands have come to live and work in America.
I. People from other lands have enriched the life of our community with

their family life customs, fine foods, and handicraft skills.
3.

VII. Fifth Gratl, - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. The differences in people make life more interesting.
C. Persons in the same family often resemble each other.
D. Worries and fears are easier to handle if understood.
E. Attitudes and feelings make a difference in how new experiences and

ideas are met.
F. Friendships result from people being interested in others, sharing

possessions and interests, and being courteous.
G. People get along better with each other when they understand and

appreciate why they live as they do.
H. Peopl.t need to work and trade with each other in order to make life

easier and to provide better things for all people.
I.

VIII. Sixth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. All people experience problems and feelings of fear, anger and jealousy.

How they handle them is important.
C. Discussing problems with understanding adults often helps.
D. Good feelings help people toward good health.
E. People learn to enjoy new experiences by doing them.
F. Actions have much to do with the way people feel about each other.
G. Many people are needed to advance good physical and mental health

in the community.
H. The people of the world will be better friends and neighbors when they

understand and appreciate what others have to offer.
I. The people of the world will be stronger when they learn bow to live

and work together.
3. How people live is influenced by where they live, their heritage, and

the amount of freedom given them.
K.
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

From the time the child is able to walk, he is eager to help Mommy and
to do things "just like Mommy and Daddy". His first toys include kitchen
pots and pans and his play consists of "playing house" as he imitates adult
activities. The wise teacher and parent capitalize on this interest to develop
favorable attitudes and appreciations towards the home and homemaking.
They help the child to acquire the skills which aid in the care and management
of a home.

The child in theprimary grades likes to help at home, run errands, go
slopping; he begins to understand the purpose of money, wants an allowance,
and may save for bigger itenis; he has many personal collections since he is
at the age of collecting and trading. His biggest probelm is how to store and
care for these personal possessions.

The child in the intermediate grades changes rapidly in regard to his in-
terest in his home. In the fourth grade he is very dependable and responsible
in caring for his possessions and in helping at home. The following year he
becomes very careless - he wants things nice but doesn't want to share the
responsibility of caring for them. Here is the time to introduce new methods
and appliances to stimulate interest in doing more at home and in making work
easier and faster.

Children Can Practice Family Roles in the Play Centet.
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BASIC CONCEPTS IN HOUSING

I. General concepts to be developed

A. The home is the center of family life.
B. The responsibilities and privileges of home life should be shared by

all family members.
C. Each individual shares the responsibility for improving the satisfac-

tions and safety of home life.
D. Housing needs are determined by the environment in which people live

as well as the individual family needs.
E. People everywhere have homes that give them shelter, but the types

and furnishings differ.
F. Good housing is important to good health.
G. New inventions, transportation, and methods have influenced home

building, furnishing, and management.
H. The furnishing and care of a home can provide an opportunity to use

creative abilitie s.
I. Machines in the home increase man's productivity and make difficult

tasks easier.
J. The ability to spend, save, and invest money wisely is important to

the family member.
K. An understanding of basic scientific principles can contribute to the

ease and efficiency of home management.
L. Housing has played an Important role in the history of the world.
M.

II. Kindergarten - basic concepts to be developed

A. Families live in homes.
B. Homes offer protection and a place to store possessions.
C. There are many ways for children to help at home.
D. Holidays are times when families have fun.
E.

III. First Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those from previous grades.
B. Homes are places where people can have fun together.
C. People live in many different kinds of houses.
D. Different kinds of homes suit the needs of different families.
E. Plants and flowers make pretty decorations for homes.
F. Family members share the responsibility for keeping things neat and

clean in their home.
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G. There are many machines in homes which help to make work easier.
H. Many things in the home make sounds.
I. People try to avoid accidents by being careful when they work and

Play
J. People should be thrifty and spend money wisely.
K. There are many different kinds of stores.
L.

IV. Second Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Many materials are used to build houses.
C. Transportation makes it possible to have a variety of building

materials and furnishings.
D. Many workers help to provide homes.
E. Machines help to do work around the home. Some machines are run

by electricity.
F. People must know and obey safety rules to prevent accidents.
G. People work together to improve their homes.
H. People enjoy entertaining their friends in their homes.
I. People like to share their toys and experiences.
J. People should take care of and return things they have borrowed

when they are through with them.
K.

V. Third Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. People are interested in good housing.
C. People depend on workers who are experienced to build houses.
D. Materials and types of homes are determined by climate, location,

and cost.
E. House furnishings come from many parts of the world.
F. It is important to follow directions when using machines in the home.
G. People should learn to take responsibility for their own safety and

that of others.
H. People should keep calm and get help if an accident happens.
I. It takes practice to lea.-n to use money wisely.
J.

VI. Fourth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. People everywhere have homes that give them shelter, but in some

parts of the world the homes are very different from ours in the
United States.
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Home and Family of 100 Years Ago is Reflected in the "General Store " Created
by 5th Grade Children and Enjoyed by the Principal, Teacher, and Town Mayor.
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C. Homes in our country are built in many different places and with
many kinds of materials.

D. People live differently in different parts of the world.
E. Safety becomes a habit through practice.
F. People have found ways to make work easier by using machines

and getting rid of friction.
G. Some people in the world have machines to help them at home and

some don't.
H. Allowances are best spent when budgeted in advance.
I.

VII. Fifth Grade - basic concepts to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Safety rules should be remembered and applied.
C. Machines in the home increase man's productivity and make

difficult tasks easier.
D. Man uses the science principles concerning heat in many different

ways in the home.
E. The community is interested in the housing conditions of its citizens.
F. In the past home building and home chores were a vital part of

everyday life. They were made the occasion of social gatherings.
Fun and work went together.

G. In the past people had to use the raw materials available for heating,
lighting, and furnishing the home.

H. In times of trouble the home becomes more important to the family.
I. A regular saving program is the best way to achieve a financial goal.
J.

VIII. Sixth Grade - basic concept s to be developed

A. Include those concepts from previous grades.
B. Safe homes make a safe community. Safety requires the cooperation

of every person. Special occasions require special safety cautions.
C. New kinds of lighting and heating devices improve the conditions

under which we live.
D. Electricity runs many of the machines in our home.
E. Through the study of housing, people are better able to understand

and appreciate each other.
F. Home building and furnishings are an indication of changing world

conditions.
G. Many skills are necessary for efficient management of the home.
H. People use money for different reasons in different countries.
I. An understanding of scientific principles can contribute to the wise

selection and care of the home and its furnishings.
J. The people of the United States have a responsibility for helping to

improve the housing conditions of the people in other parts of the world.
K.
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I

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF THE HOMEMAKING PROGRAM
BY GRADES

The following section has been planned to give the teacher help with
choosing the homemaking learnings and experiences most appropriate for
her grade level. Also included are suggestions as to how these learnings
might be used to correlate with and enrich the teaching of the basic curri-
culum that she has developed for her pupils. The suggested resources are
but a few of the great variety available to increase the effectiveness of her
teaching.

At the end of each listing of basic understandings is placed an extra
letter to show that more understandings are possible. The suggested ex-
periences as listed, should provide the teacher with a variety of learnings
from which to choose. In one situation it might be possible to teach all
the desired basic understandings using one learning experience; another
time it might require several experiences to teach one basic understanding.
The important thing is that the teacher choose carefully the learning exper-
ience that will best meet her requirements. At no time should she do an
experience just to do something.

Although this section has been planned using the "Grade system of
organization'', the teacher will not want to limit her choice of understandings,
experiences, and resources to her grade level. Rather she will consider
this a guide to levels of difficulties and progression of learnings and so
choose from whatever grade level listing is most appropriate for the needs
and abilities of her pupils.

For easy reference the homemaking experiences have been grouped
under foods, clothing, family life and housing for each grade level.
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

I. EATING FOR HEALTH

Some
SuggestedSuggested Resources

A. We need food to
grow, to keep well
and strong, and to
satisfy hunger.

B. We need to eat fruits,
vegetables, cereals,
and milk everyday.

C. We like to eat the
foods that our parents
select and prepare
for us.

D. We need to eat a good
breakfast every morn-
ing.

E. We eat food at break-
fast, lunch, dinner.
snacktixne , and parties.

F. Our animal friends
need to eat the right
food.

G.

--Have each child bring in his baby
pictures to show how he has grown.
Discuss the foods that helped them
to grow.

- -Try on big brother's or sister's
clothes. What will help him to get
big enough to wear them? (Can
also be done with mother's or
dad's clothes).

- -Discuss what causes baby brother
or sister to cry. What happens
after he gets his bottle? What
other foods does he eat? Why is
it important for baby to eat the
right food? Relate this to child's
needs.

- -Collect pictures of foods and di-
vide into fruits, vegetables, meats,
cereals, milk. etc. Tasting par-
ties might be held to acquaint
children with unfamiliar or un-
popular foods.

--Plan and serve new raw foods
in classroom.

- -Invite parents to tasting parties
so that they are familiar with the
foods the children are learning to
eat and enjoy.

Arithmetic
Count, mea-
sure. com-
pare

Health
Body needs
food to grow

Good break-
fast

Science
Animals need
food

Classify things

Class Pet

Filmstrip
",The Foods We Eat". -
American Bakers
Assoc.
"Growing Up" Ency-
c lopa edia Britannic a

"Why Eat a Good
Breakfast" Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

References
Instructor, September
1961 Early Primary
Activities on Breakfast



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -Use cut-out pictures of foods (or
real foods) to show the set-up of
a good breakfast, lunch, snack.

--Prepare several varieties of hot
cereal and let the children sample
each one.

- -Let children try brown sugar, hon-
ey, cinnamon, sugar nuts, raisins,
or fruit on cereal for variety and
interest.

--Prepare and serve a simple break-
fast.

--Display pictures of foods (or actual
foods) that different animals like to
eat. If class has a pet in the room,
the children can observe what the
animal eats and discuss the reason
for its choices. The children might
observe the animal experiments be-
ing conducted in the upper grades.
Let the children discuss what andhow
they will feed their pets at home.

II.- GETTING OUR FOOD
A. Animals give us

meat, eggs, and
milk.

B. Plants give us
fruits and veget-
ables.

--Take a trip to a produce market to
see, smell, and touch a variety of
fruits and vegetables. Note the un-
familiar ones. The children could
purchase some of the unfamiliar
fruits and vegetables. These could
then be prepared and served in the
classroom at a tasting party.

Arithmetic
Compare things,
prices

Count

Art
Draw pictures of
what they saw
trip

Field trips
Bakery
Farm
Neighborhoodmarket

Filmstrips
"The Food Store" -
Encyclopaedia
Britannica
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings

I

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources
C. We get different --Take a trip to a market, a bak- Science Picture CollectionColorfoods at different ery, or a dairy to observe the Animals-foods they

seasons of the year. food supply. Children might draw Learn by use give
D. We get our foodfrom pictures of things they saw on of senses Plants-foods they

the store, the gar- the trip. Plants, ani- give
den, or the farm. -- Children might make biscuits or mats Fall fruits and veget-

E. small loaves of bread after a Things change ables
trip to the bakery. They might
make egg salad, butter, or a
milk drink after a trip to a farm
or market.

(foods spoil,
change color)

Winter fruits and
vegetables..,

Summer ruits and
vegetables

Foods that grow in
our gardens

Foods that come from
the farm

Fruit and vegetable
store

References
Grade Teacher, May
1961, This is Our
Farm.

III. PROTECTING OUR FOOD
A. We wash our hands

before eating or
handling food

B. We wash fruits and
vegetables before
using them.

- -Demonstrate the proper method
for washing hands before pre-
paring or eating food.

- -Demonstrate washing fruits and
vegeatables before preparing
and serving at class tasting
party.

Health
Cleanliness

Science
Water is 9 clean
ing agent.



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

C. Examine washed and unwashed
fruits and vegetables under mag-
nifying glass.

Science(i. )net)
Use of magni-
fying glass- -
make small
things bigger.

IV. PREPARING AND ENJOYING OUR FOOD
A. Working in the

kitchen:
1. We wash our

hand^ and wear
an ap, on to pro-
tect our food
and our clothes.

Z. We follow direc-
tions carefully.

3. We use machines
and tools to make
food preparation
easier.

4. We use our kit-
chen machines
and tools care-
fully.

5. We prevent acci-
dents by working
carefully and
wiping by spilled
foods.

6.

--Have children wear aprons and
wash their hands when they pre-
pare foods.

--Recipes and directions can be put
on large paper for all to see and
follow. Recipes can be done on
primary typewriter and given to
each child to take home. This will
help the child to learn the purpose
of a recipe as well as letting the
parents know what is being done in
class

--When children prepare food,
attention should be given to the
tools or machines that are being
used. They should understand ho,
they make work easier, the safety
features, the sounds they make,
etc. Ex. --Making applesauce:
Divide apple in half with hands,
then knife. Cook apples and put
through food mill or strainer
rather than paring first, then
straining.

I

Arithmetic
Copy numbers
Count objects
or ingredients

Measure

Health
Cleanliness
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions
Printed words
tell a story

Sequence in a
recipe

Science
Electricity to
run machines

The

Exhibit of machines
and tools they will
use.

Printed Recipes
(Done on primary
typewriter)

Safety or work directions
can be done as cartoons
since all children can't
read printed words.

Set 4prons for class
to wt -r when cooking.



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understat 'ings
MINA.1.1111

Some Suggested Experiences

B. Vreparing foods:
1. Milk can be nsed

for making g..,od
drinks and des -
se rts.

Z. Fruits, vegetables,
cereals, and cheesei
make g od snacks..

3. Fruit, cereal,
bread, and milk
are good goods for
breakfast.

4. We use foci. ; when
they are in season.

5. Gifts of food are
fun to make and to
give.

6. At our parties we
prepa:e and serve
some of the good
foods we have stud
led in school.

7.

- -Prepare arid serve a variety of
milk drinksflavored milk,
egg nog, banana milk.

- -Prepare and serve different
flavors of milk, puddings(instant
pudding mixes make it possible
to do lesson in the classroom).

- -Have a tasting party to try sam-
ples of nee: foods: dried fruits;
fresh fruitpineapple wedges and
apple sandwiches; fresh vegetables,
lettuce rolls, carrot sticks, carrot
curls; whole wheat bread and
butter sandwiches.

-Have a cold or hot cereal tasting
party.

--Plan and prepare a breakfast that
the child can get for himself- -
orange juice, cold cereal, and
milk.

Prepare and serve a different
healthful snack each day with ele
children's milk.

Integration
Possibilities
Science (con't)

Tools and
machines

Sounds
Water- -
cleaning

KINDF-R.GARTEN

Some
Suggested Resource..

Arithmetic
Copy numbers
Count
Measure

Art
Decorate cook-
ies

Make place mats

Health
Cleanliness
Healthful snacks
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Follow directions
Printed words
Write stories
about projects

Picture Collectirm
Children working in
the kitchen

Foods for breakfast
Foods for different
holidays

Food gifts
Foods in season
Healthful snacks

References
Grade Teacher,
October 1957,
"Experiences with
a Pumpkin"

Grade Teacher, May
1960, "We Made a
Ginderbread House"

Crade Teacher,
March 1961, "Run,
Run As Fast As
You Can" (ginger-
bread men)

Instructor, Oct.
1961, "Cooking
Capers"



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understa..,dings

I

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Uae the class pumpkin to make

pumpkin pudding and roast pump-
kin seeds.

--Make grapes into juice for children
to taste or else into jelly for sampl-
ing (at snack time) or to take home
as a gift. Apples can be made into
applesauce for snack sampling.

-A quick sugar dough is good for
cookies. Give children small balls
of dough which they can shape into
faces or figures and then decorate.
These cookies can be served for
class parties, made for gifts, or
used to hang on the Christmas tree.

- -Vanilla cooky dough can be purchased
and used for shaping and decorating.

--CLoose cooking project:. acck,rding to
season of year: ex. , Halloween --
orange jello, orange junket, pumpkin
pudding, and roasted pumpkin seeds,
popcorn balls; Thanksgiving --raw
cranberry relish, cup cakes, prune
turkeys; Christmas -- butterscotch
lollipops, cookies, red and green
jelio; Spring -- vegetable soup, raw
vegetable snacks or salad.

- -For parties children prepare own
refreshments rather than bring thing
from home. Ex. -- Each child shape
and decorate own cookies. These are
baked in advance and then served wit
fruit juice or milk at party.

Integration
Possibilities
Science

Color
Electricity to run
machines
Fire for cooking
Heat causes
change

Machines and
tools
Thermometer
Sounds
Water---cleaning
dissolving

Some
Suggested Resources



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
C. Enjoying our food:

1. Eating is fun when
we use good man-
ners.

2. Food is 3ood for
us. We t,at every-
thing that is put on
our plates.

3. We thank mother
for preparing food
for us.

4.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
- -Children can practice setting the

table in their play areas. Dishes
and silver may be borrowed from
the homemaking room:

--Practice good manners at all
tasting parties and at snack time.

- -To prevent waste, encourage the
children to take small servings
and come back for seconds.

--Children enjoy hearing about the
source of new foods and how they
are related to other foods they
know well.

- -Send samples of food products
hcme to mother as a way of say-
ing "thank you" for the food she
prepares.

- -Clean-up in a foods' lesson can
be done by a class committeft.

-Take a trip to the cafeteria to
meet the personnel, see the
kitchen and equipment, and learn
about the type of lunch children
eat there. Samples of food being
prepared for that day could be
tasted.

KINDERGARTEN

Some
Suggested Resources

Arithmetic
Count (saves
for table)

Art
Make center-
pieces for table

Make place mats

Health
Attractive
surroundings

Cooperation
Courtesy
Self-control
Sharing

Lan_staLeArts.
Duties of host
Follow directions
introductioLs (if
parents come)
Write stories

Science
4Lon erve food
Machines and
tools

Social Studies
Mothers do thing
for us

People who help
Sharing responsibili-
ties

Picture Collection
Attractive table set-
tings

Cartoon drawings to
illustrate table man-
ners.



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE

--Collect pictures or articles of
clothing and arrange in groups --
suitable for different seasons
or weather.

--Take a trip to a clothing store
to see the different types of

-clothing available.
--Dress dolls in clothing suitable

for different weather, season,
or occasion.

- -Have a fa3hion show where each
child can model aothing suit-
able for a certain season,
weather, or occasion. (Children
may wear parents' clothing or may
dress dolls and put on display)

--Demonstrate how clothing can make
a person less attractive by putting
on wrong colors, sizes, types, etc.
Ask child to evaluate.

Examine the different patterns and
colors that are used in the clothing
of the children in class.

A. We wear clothing
to protect us from
the weather and the
seasons.

B. We wear different
clothing for school
and play.

C Clothing helps to
make us look more
attractive.

D.

Integration Some
Suggested Resources

Art
Dress dolls
Pattern and
color

Health
Clothing for pro-
tection

Science
Color
Feel of fabrics
Seasons

Picture Collection
Clothing for different
seasons or weather

Clothing for play
Clothing for school



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

KINDERGARTEN

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

U. GETTING OUR CLOTHING
A. Motner buys our

clothing at the store.
B. Mother buys cloth

and makesour cloth-
ing.

C.

- -Take a trip to a clothing store to
see the different types of clothing
available.

- -The teacher can wear a dress
that she has made. Bring a sam-
ple of the cloth and the pattern
for the class to see. Or she may
bring cloth and pattern first and
then make the dress.

- -Let class model garments that
have been made for them by
mothers or others.

- -Let class tell which articles of
clothing they are wearing were
made by mother and which were
bought. Who made those that were
bought?

- -Discuss other ways that they get
clothing.

Social Studies
Mother helps us
People who help
us

I

Exhibit
Apron bought at store
Apron, cloth, pattern
made at home.

(Can be same design
and color)

Field Trips
Clothing store

Picture Collection
Articles of clothing
found in store

Articles of clothing
that can be made at
home.

III. CARING FOR OUR CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCE
A. We wear an apron

when we work to
keep our clothing
neat and clean.

B. .At night we brush
our. clothing, put
the dirty clothing
in the laundry, and
hang up the rest.

- -Have children wear smocks and
aprons when doing art work,
cleaning, food preparation, etc.

- -Demonstrate method for washing
hands and nails.

Demonstrate proper way for brush-
ing and combing hair.

--Demonstrate proper way for brush-
ing and hanging up clothes.

Health
Care of cloth-
ing

Personal
cleanliness

Science
Water - -clean-
ing, evapora-
tion

Exhibit
Grooming aids



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

C. We give Mother any --Prepare a grooming aid kit
clothing that has (clothes brush, shoe rag, hang-
spots or any that is ers) for the homemaking area
torn. of room so children can use it

D. We take off our wet when "keeping house."
clothing and hang it --Discuss importance of having

E.
up to dry.
We wash our hands

own towel, washcloth, comb,
brush.

often. --Show importance of giving mother
F. We scrub our nails clothing that has stains on it by

when we wash our demonstrating ease or difficulty
hands. of removing stain--spill juice

G. We try to take a bath and wipe up immediately; re-
everyday. move we stain, remove dry

H. We brush our hair stain.
everyday. --Discuss how to dry clothing that

I. We try to smile
often.

is wet.

J.

IV. SEWING FOR FUN
A. We like to make gifts

for our mothers and
fathers.

B. Sewing is fun when we
know how.

C. We follow "irections
carefully.

D. We take caze of our
sewin,_ supplies.

E.
1

--Demonstrate proper method for
using and caring for sewing tools;
ex. pas ing scissors, putting
pins in pincushion, etc.

--Make simple gifts for parents at
Christmas, Easter, Mothe r' s Day,
etc. Felt material with punched
holes and yarn for lacing can be
used for such gifts as bookmarks,
costmetic cases, pictures cases,
etc. 1

Art
Choosing colors
Creative designs

Health
Safety

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Sharing

Exhibits
Sample gift projects



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Science
Color
Sounds
Tools

Social Studies
Doing something
for parents

FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
I. LEARNING ABOUT PEOPLE

Integration
Possibilites

KINDERGARTEN

Some
Suggested Resources

A. People need food,
clothing, and
shelter.

B. We are happier when
we are polite. We
say "please" and
"thank you. "

C. We like to share our
possessions.

D.

- -Tell about all the times you are
able to say "please" and "thank
you" in a day.

- -During the school year birthday
or holiday parties have the
children practice being polite.

- -Children prepare foods in school;
share with another class.

- -Discuss how our animal pets are
like us in needing food and shelter.
How do we meet their needs?
Show pictures of dogs wearing
sweaters to keep warm as an
example.

Health
Basic needs
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Follow direc-
tions

Routine
Self- control.

Picture Collection"
Children in different
situations being po-
lite and impolite.



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Som?
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

--Discuss how we must return things
(that are lent to us) in good con-
dit ion.

II. LIVING IN A FAMILY
A. A family is made of

different members.
i3. Families live in

homes.
C. Family members

help one another.
D. My parents do things

for me.
--.3 E. I try to be polite to

my family.
F. We work and play to-

gether in my family.
G. Holidays are times

when we can be nice
to other people.

0

H.

--Tell about the new baby at home.
What does he do for himself; what
must others do for him? Discuss
why we like to do things for the
baby.

-- Discuss what causes baby brother
or sister to cry. What can we do to
help to keep him from crying.

- -Children can practice family roles
in the play center.

- - Prepare a gift o*: candy or cookies
for the family- -do at a time of the
year when the family wouldn't be
expecting a gift and call it a "thank
you gift for being nice to me."

- - Discuss how caring for clothing,
wear in ; smock, changing to play
clothes are all, ways to help
mother.

- - Collect pictures of families show-
ing different family members. Dis-
cuss what the different members do

-Show pictures of family members
helping one another. Have children
discuss whether they do these
things; or have seen others &these
things, etc.

Art
Draw pictures
Wrapping paper
for gift

Health
Family roles
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Follow direction
Routines

icture o section
Family members
Family working,
playing



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

--Draw pictures of the things par-
ents do for children; children do
for parents; work done at home;
play activities, especially of
parent and child.

III. LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY
A. Many families live

in our neighborhood.
B. Our neighborhood is

part of our commun-
ity.

C. There is a school in
my neighborhood.

D. There is a store in
my neighborhood.

E. I am friendly to the
people in my neigh-
borhood.

F. I am careful of my
neighbor's property.

G.

--Take a walk through the neighbor-
hood. Note homes; stores, school;
how families care for their homes;
how we have sidewalks and roads
and do not need to walk on grass.

--Children might draw pictures of
buildings they saw on the walk
through the neighborhood.

--Discuss how children might show
their friendship for the neighbors.
They might prepare a cookie or
candy gift to take home to the
neighbor or a community helper.

--Show pictures of homes and dis-
cuss 14nds of families that live
there and how child can be
friendly to each family that lives
in his neighborhood.

Arithmetic
Compare types
Count homes,
stores

Read house nos.
Art
Draw pictures
Wrapping pap-
er

Health
Cleanliness
Safety (on walk)
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Follow direc-
tions

Routines
Tell story

Picture Collection
Homes, school, stores
found in a neighbor-
hood



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings
I. LIVING IN HOMES

Some Suggested Experiences

A. We live in homes.
L. Our horr. 4 protect

us fror.J. heat and
cold.

C. We can store our
possessions in our
homes.

D. We can have fun in
our homes.

E.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resourc-,s

- -Have children tell abc it their
homes.

--Take a walk through the neighbor-
hood. Note the lifferentinds of
homes.

- -Have children tell about the things
in their homes that protect them
from heat and cold (furnace, air
c aditioner, etc. )

--How does the school protect the
children from heat and cold?

--Discuss how possessions are
stored in the classroom. Have
children tell how they store their
possessions at home.

- -Display pictures of different ways
to store possessions.

--Display pictures of families
having fun.

--Have children tell about the fun
they have in their homes.

Arithmetic
Compare homes
Count homes,
objects

Art
Draw pictures

Health
Cleanliness
Courtesy
Family fun
Protection from
heat and cold

Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Follow directions
Routines--caring
for things
Tell story

Science
Classify things
Conserve
things in home

Machines

allIIMMII

Picture Collection.
Families have fun
Homes
Storing possessions



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Families
Homes
Sharing respon-
sibilities

III. CARING FOR OUR HOMES
A. We like to help at

home.
B. There are many ways

that we can help at
home.

C. We pick up our toys
so no one will fall
over them.

D. We are polite when
we go to the store
with mother.

E. The man in the
store helps us get
the things we need.
We pay the man in
the store for what
we buy.

F.

-- Discuss all the ways water is used
to clean things at home.

- -Discuss how caring for our bed-
rooms, possessions, and our
clothing are all ways to help
mother.

- -Show pictures of family members
helping one another. Have children
discuss as to whether they dothese
things; seen others do these thing.;
etc.

- -Have children discuss the tools or
machines that they use to help at
home. They should understandhow
they make work easier, safety
features, sounds they make, etc.

-Tell about all the ways you can
be polite, when you go to the store.

- -Take a trip to the neighborhood
store to observe how the clerks
help us. Have children select
and pay for some vegetables to
take back to school.

Arithmetic
Compare
thing s ,pric e s

Count objects,
money

Art
Draw pictures
of trip

Health
Cleanliness
Courtesy,
Family relations
Safety
Sharing

Picture Collection

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy - -home,
store

Follow directions
Rc.atine s
Tell a story about
helping at home 1

Family working
Machines in the home
Water in the home

Play centers in class-
room



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

-Children can practice "helping at Science
'tome" in the play centers. Electricity to

run machines
Sounds
Tools and ma-
chines to help
at home
Water--cleaning

Social StudieJ
Family relations
Family roles
Neighborhood
stores

People who help
us in store

i

Sharing respon-
sibilities

IV. HAVING FUN IN OUR HOMES
A. Many families en-

joy picnics.
B. H_ .days are times

when we have fun.
We like to decorate
and do many things.

C.

--Display pictures of families
having fun.

--Have children tell about the fun
they have at home.

--Prepare foods for different sea-
sons of the year - - ex. , Halloween-
orange jello, pumpkin pudding,
roasted pumpkin seeds; Thanks-
giving - raw cranberry relish,
prune turkeys; Christmas - cook-
ies, red and green jello; Valen-
tine - cookies.

Aritbn etic
Count, mea-
sure, compare

Art
Decorate foods,
gifts, etc.

Make place mats
centerpiece

Picture Collection
Families have fun



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING KINDERGARTEN

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -For parties let children prepare
own refreshments rather than
bring them from home. Ex. ,
Halloween -- each child shape
and decorate own cookies. Bake
these in advance and then serve
with fruit juice at party.

- -Practice good manners for
different occasions.

- -Discuss how families can enjoy
each other more when all mem-
bers are polite

Health
Cleanliness
Fun
Safety
Sharing - -party

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Follow directions
Write or tell
stories about
holidays

Social Studies
Family fun
Holidays
Sharing



Some
Basic Understandings
I. EATING FOR HEALTH

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some Suggested Experiences
FIntegration
Possibilities

GRADE ONE

Some
Suggested Resources

A. We need food to
grow, to keep well
and strong, to supply
energy, to satsify
hunger, and to build
strong teeth.

B. We need to eat fraits,
vegetables, cereals,
milk, and meat or
eggs everyday.

C. We like to eat the
foods that our par-
ents select and pre-
pare for us.

D. We need to eat a
good breakfast every
morning.

E. We need to eat a good
lunch at noon.

F. We eat snacks low in
sugar.

G. We eat food at dinner
and parties.

H. We are responsible
for eating the right
food.

I.

--See previous grade.
--Show pictures of healthy boys and

girls. Discuss the signs of good
health and the foods that might be
eaten.

--Discuss foods that give heat. and
and energy. Have a tasting party
of these foods in winter. Repeat
in spring but show how these same
foods might be prepared in a more
appetizing manner for warm
weather.

--Discuss winter activities in all
parts of the country. Discuss the
foods that help us to take part in
these activities.

Make a list of foods liked by the
class members. Note the variety.
Have a tasting party of foods which
were not familiar to most pupils.
Have both raw and cooked foods.

-Collect pictures to illustrate need
for breakfast (girl asleep at desk,
car out of gas, children fightirg
or crying).

--Collect pictures of foods suitable
for breakfast. Group according
to those liked by class members,
by fathers, etc.

Arithmetic
Counting
Grouping foods

Art
Decorate place
mats for tast-
ing party

Draw pictures
of foods

Make mural to
illustrate foods
for health, etc.

Hetalth
Foods needed
Health habits

Language Arts
Follow directions
Likeness and
difference in
pictures, words,
sounds

Tell a story about
the foods needed
or eaten

Filmstrips
"Growing Up"
Encyclopaedia:
Britannica

"Why Eat a Good
Breakfast?" Ency-
clopaedia

Picture Collection
Breakfast foods
Foods for spring (or
warm weather)
Foods for winter (or
cold weather)

Footis that build good
teeth

Healthy boys and girls
Lunch foods
Snacks low in sugar
"They ate breakfast- -
They didn't eat
breakfast"

References
Grade Teacher, Jan.
1960, Snack Bar

Grade Teaciier, March
1962, Tasting Party

See textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggest ed Experiences

- -Check number of people eating a
good breakfast.

--Discuss what will happen if Tommy
has coffee and cake for breakfast
and nothing else; if Jane won't eat
breakfast. How can you help them
to learn to like a good breakfast?

-Have each child bring in a sample
of his favorite cereal and fruit.
Prepare cocoa and serve i" with
the cereal and fruit.

-Bring in empty cereal boxes for
class collection. Name the kinds
of cereals, their favorites, those
never tasted, those liked, etc.
Later prepare the less familiar
or less popular and taste.

- -Make oatmeal cookies and let
class sample. Prepare cereal
snack using a variety of cold
cereals mixed w4h melted butter
and garlic salt and roasted in
oven. This will illustrate ano-
ther way to use cereals in the
diet.

- -Have collection of pictures to
demonstrate a good lunch.

- -Have an exhibit of pictures, or
actual foods, of snacks low in
sugar. Prepare and serve at a
tasting party.

Integration
Possibilities
Science
Animals need
food

Seasons

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Things we need
Variety avail-
ab!.e



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

--Have a snack tree. Make a large
tree out of brown paper. Mount in
room. Children can collect or
draw pictures of foods for snacks.
They can be added to tree. Children
can pick out snacks to show "good
combinations," "ease of preparing,"
"ready-to-eat," "wholesome."

--First graders invite second graders
to tasting parties or breakfast.

=1.,

II. GETTING OUR FOOD
A. Animals give us

meat, eggs, and
milk.

B. Plants give us
fruits and veget-
ables.

C. We get some food
from the store.

P. We get some food
from the farms
near us.

E. We get some food
from far away.

F.

--See previous grade.
--Take a trip to a dairy farm to see

how milk and eggs are processed.
--Take a trip to a grocery store.

Explcoe the different shelves and
note the wide variety of foods
available. Pick out foods that could
be purchased for a class breakfast.

--Arrange for a fall or winter
vegetable show.

--Exhibit fruits and vegetables that
we get from plants in our commu-
nity; that come from far away. Pre-
pare and serve at a tasting party.

--Collect a variety of containers
and labels and use them for plan-
ning meals.

--Prepare and serve a tossed salad.
Let the class tell what parts of
plants their vegetables were.

Arithmetic
Add
Compare things
Count
Group
Make change

Art
-Draw or make

food models
Draw pictures
of what they
saw on trip

Lants
Follow direc-
tions
Pictures,words,
sounds of foods

Field '.:rips
Dairy farm
Grocery store

...,

Filmstrips
"The Food Store" -
Encylopaedia Bri-
tannica
"Plants We Use" -
Encylopaedia Bri-
tannica

"Where Food Comes
From" Encylo-
paedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Foods that come
froA i animals
Foods that come
from plants



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
:Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

--Plan and construct a grocery store
or cafeteria with articles of food
made of papiermgche; cans, pack-

etc. Have children practice
planning breakfast or lunch, choos-
ing foods at store, buying, making
change, etc.

--Make popcorn and let class sum-
ple. Find out how popcorn grows,
etc. Let class see and hear pop-
corn cook; see, touch, smell,
taste when done.

Lantuage Arts Picture Collection
(cont. ) (cont. )
Tell a story.
about trip or
experience

Science

Foods that come from
the farm

Foods that grow in
our garden

ReferencesColo r
Learn by use
of senses

Plants and
animals

Things change
(color, spoil)

Social Studies

Grade Teacher, Oct.
1959, To Market, Tc
Market

Grade Teacher, Jan.
1962, Let's Have a
Fruit and Vegetable
Market

See textbook listings
Buying food
People whol..21p
Source of food
Transportation
sets us variety

III. PROTECTING OUR FOOD .

A. We wash our
hands before
eating or handl-
ing food.

B. We wash fruits
and vegetables
before using
them.

- -See previous grade.
--Demonstrate the proper method

for washing hands before pre-
paring or eating food.

--In the middle of a cooking class,
stop and examine the "cook's
hands" under a magnifying glass.
Have him wash his hands An,' re-
examine. Discuss what these
findings mean when related to cook.
ing at home. Repeat for several
other class members.

Health
Cleanliness
Safety- -harm-.
ful insects,
spray

Science
Harmful plants
that cause
foot spoilage.

Field Trip
Neighborhood store

Filmstrips
"Keeping Food from
Spoiling" Encyclo-
paedia Britannica



1 ing at home. Repeat for several
other class members.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKI.4G

Some
Basic Understandings
C. We keep our foods

covered to protect
them from the diet
in the air.

D. We keep some foods
in the refrigerator
to keep them from
spoiling.

E. We keep our gar-
bage cans covered.

F.

1

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Demonstrate washing fruits and

vegetables.
- -L.camine washed and unwashed

fruits and vegetables under
magnifying glass.

- -Leave bread, milk, crackers,
fruit, vegetables unprotected
for a day or two. Observe what
happens.

- -Have pictures of foods and dis-
cuss where to store them.

--Discuss how to tell if food is
spoiled (taste, color, appear-
ance, odor).

- -Have children bring in fruits,
vegetables, etc. that have
started to spoil.

--Discuss what is done to keep
foods from spoiling. Have
children bring in samples of
foods that are canned, dried,
etc.

Take a trip to supermarket
to see different ways of keep-
ing food from spoilingdried
vegetable, vegetable soup in
can, fresh vegetable, frozen
vegetable, etc.

Integration
Possibilities

I

Science (cont'd)
Magnifying
glass - -make
smaller things
bigger
Water is a
cleaning agent
(dissolve)

GRADE ONE

Some
Suggested Resources
Picture Collection
Where should we store
these foods?

References
See textbook listings
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings I Some Suggested Experiences
IV. PREPARING AND ENJOYING OUR FOOD

1

Integration
Possibilities

Some
I Suggested Resources

A. Working in the
kitchen:

We wash our
hands and wear
an apron to pro -
tect our food
and our clothing.
We folk vc.,
directions care-
fully.
Sometimes it is
necessary to
work in a group
and share the
jobs.
We use e kitchen
tools to make
food preparation
easier and faster.
We prevent acci-
dents by working
carefully, wiping
up spilled foods,
using potholders,
and being careful
around electrical
appliance s

1.

2.

r

3.

00
I...

r

4.

5.

I

I

- -See previous grade.
- -Have children wear an apron and

wash hands when they prepare
foods. Have a set of white aprons
for the class or have children
bring from home their fathers'
old white shirts to use for cooking
smocks.

- -The teachers should wash hands
and wear aprons when working
with food.

- -Keep a wet dish cloth or sponge
near work area to wipe up spilled
food.

- - When giving a foods demonstra-
tion, the teacher should have a
tray near the work area on which
to put the dirty dishes.

- -Demonstrate cleanliness in pre-
paring and serving food.

--Recipes can be done on primary
typewriter for mimeographing.
These can be given to children
to follow in class (with teacher
help) and then taken home to
mother.

Al ithmetic
Copy numbers
Count objects
or ingredients

Measure
Pint, quart

Health
Cleanliness
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Likeness or
difference in
pictu-e s.
Printed words
tell a story

Sequence in a
recipe

I Printed Recipes

Reference s
Grade Teacher, Oct.
1957, "Our Autumn
Halloween Party for
Mothe rs"

See textbook listings

Safety cartoons, pic-
tures, or slogans

Sets of Aprons



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GI:ADE ONE

Some
Basic Understaadings

6. We use recipes
to tell us wha,
to do and how
to measure in-
gredients.

7. The cafeteria
people work
hard. They do
many of the
things that we
have learnedto
do in the kitchen.
They serve
many more peo-
ple than we do.

8.

some Suggested .L1.:xperiences
--Class teacher can write words

on board as they are used in
food preparation.

--Take a trip to the homemaking
room to associate letter sounds
with simple t-Jols found in a
home kitchen.

--Take a trip to the homemaking
room to se all the different
electrical appliances in the
room (and for home use). If
time is available, demonstrate
uses and care.

- - Demonstrate how simple tools
make work easier. Try to do
tasks with tools and without
them: ex. , different types of
can openers; nutcracker vs.
hammer; egg beater--electric
or hand, vs. fork; funnel, etc.

- -Take a trip to the cafeteria to
watch workers prepare food. In
schools with homemaking kitchens,
the class might take a trip to the
kitchens to watch the older girls
prepare food.

- -Demonstrate how water makes
things slippery so it requires
careful attentionspilled on
floors, wet glasses, or dishes,
etc.

I

Integration
Pos sibilitie s
Science
Air pressure
(punch can
opener - -2
holes in can)

Electricity
Tools and
machines

Sounds
Wate r-- clean-
ing (dissolve
dirt), reduce s
friction

Social Studies
People who
help us

Sharing

Some
Suggested Resources

5



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings
B. Preparing foods:

1. Fruits, veget-
ables, cereals,
and cheese make
good snacks;
candy is not a
good sna 'K.

2. Fruit, cereal,
bread, and milk
are good break-
fast foods. We
can learn to
make our own
breakfast.

3. All children
need a good
lunch. Some
children eat
lunch in the cafe-
teria. Some
children go home
1,,r lunch.

4. We get different
foods at different
seasons of the
year.

5. Many foods come
from the farm
and can be eaten
raw or cooked.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources
- -See previous grade.
- -Prepare and serve a variety of

fruits, vegetables, cheese, pea-
nut butter snacks.

- -Serve a different healthful snack
each day with the ch9dren's milk.

- -Prepare a breakfast that the child
could make at home--juice, cold
cereal, toast, milk.

--Bring fruit; prepare in class and
serve hot cereal with raisins,
brown sugar, and milk.

--Invite second graders or parents
to a breakfast or cereal tasting
party.

- -Prepare a simple lunch such as:
peanut bt"ter and jelly sandwich,
carrot sticks, milk, fruit.

- -Invite parents to visit school
lunch period.

- - Prepare foods using fruits of the
season: ex. applesauce, pumpkin
pudding, cranberry sauce.

- -Have tasting parties to sample
popcorn, roast nuts, fruits and
vegetables.

- - Prepare foods that come from
farm--butter, eggs, cocoa.

Arithmetic
Copy numbers
Count
Measure
Pint and quart

Art
Make place
mats

Make place
cards

Health
C le anline s s
Safety
Health habits
Sharing

Language Arts
Fellow direc-
tions

Host and guests
Introductions
Picture s, words,
sounds

Sequence
Write stories

Picture Collection
Children working in
the kitchen

Foods for ireakfast
Foods for lunch
Foods for our pets
Foods in season
Healthful snacks
When we entertain

References
Grade Teacher,
Dec. 1959, Cookies
for a Merry Christ-
mas

See textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandin s

6. Gifts of food are
fun to make and
give.

7. We can see that
our pets get the
foods they need.

8. We can prepare
and serve good
foods for our
parties.

9. Many sounds can
be heard in the
kitchen when we
prepare our food.

10.

C. Eating our food:
1. Eating is fun

when we use
good manners.

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Try other ways to have milk be-

sides drinking it plain--soup,
:milk drinks, desserts, ice
cream.

- - Sample a variety of fruits and
vegetables raw and cooked.

- -Make food gifts: ex. , grape jelly,
cranberry relish, orange mar-
malade, fruit bars, peanut butter
candies, cookies.

- -Set out a bird "cafeteria." Ex-
periment with different kinds of
food.

--Enertain little friends, other
cle-sses, or parents with simple
nutritious foods.

--Experiment with heat in cooking--
freeze water and use ice for
fruit drink; make ice cream in
old fashioned freezer; drop maple
syrup, molasses, sugar syrup,
or hot fudge on snow or ice. Have
children discuss what happens.
Taste.

I Integration
Possibilities

- -See previous grade.
- -Practice good manners at all

tasting parties, snack time, and
holiiIrky parties

Science_
Doing experi-
ments

Electricity
Fire
Heat--change
in state, taste

Machines and
tools

Sounds
Thermometer
Water- - cleaning
dissolving,
states

Arithmetic
Count- - silver
for table,
plact...,

Some
Suggested Resources

Picture Collection
Attractive table
settings

Cartoon drawings
to illustrate table



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings

2. Food is good for
as and should
never be wasted.
We eat every-
thing on our
plates.

3. We say "please"
and "thank you."

4. There are many
things to know
and do when we
eat in the cafe-
teria.

5. We thank mother
and the cafeteria
workers for pre-
paring our food.

6.

ISome Suggested Experiences
- -Take the class to the cafeteria

and let them practice going
through the line, setting up tray,
saying "please, thank you, "
taking tray to table, using uten-
sils, opening milk carton.

- -Make place cards and decorations
for class parties.

- -Discuss with cafeteria manager
(or mother) the need to serve
smaller portions of food, espe-
cially- new food. Samples of new
foods might be taken to class-
room for tasting.

--Measure the amount of milk left
in the cartons at snack time or
noon. Start a campaign to avoid
this waste.

--Survey foods not eaten at noon.
Discuss why not eaten and what
'-o do about it.
.row some plants for center-
'ecescarrot, turnip, beet, or
.turnip tops put in water.

I
Integration

Possibilities
Art
Attractive
surroundings

Cooperation
Courtesy
Self-control
Sharing

Language itits
Follow direc-
tions
Host, hostess
Introductions
Write stories

Science
Conserve foot.,

Social Studies
Appreciation
Interdependence
People who help
us

Sharing respon-
sibilities

Some
SuggestedSuggested Resources
References
See textbook listings
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Some
Basic Understandings J Some .. '.,gested Experiences
I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE

CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

1 integration SomeT
Possibilities Suggested Resources

A. We wear clothing to
protect our health.

B. We should change
our clothing regular-
ly.

C. We change our cloth-
ing when it gets wet.

D. We wear different
clothing for school,
fun, and parties.

E. We wear different
clothing for different
seasons and climates.

F.

- -See previous grade.
- - Collect pictures of clothing. Have

children tell when to wear them- -
play, dress, school, weather, etc-

- -Take a trip to a clothing store to
see the different types of clothing
available.

- -Dress dolls in clothing suitable
for different seasons, weather,
or occasion.

--Have a style show or exhibit of
different types of clothing for
different occasions.

- -Tell why different fabrics are
used for different types of cloth-
ing. Let children touch different
fabrics and describe how they
feel.

--Have children tell about new cloth-
ing they have.

--Collect pictures, dolls, or arti-
cles of clothing worn in other
lands. Discuss when the people
might wear this clothing and how
it protects them.

- -Show pictures of children dressed
for rain and those not dressed
for rain. Discuss various things
needed for rain protection.

--Discuss why rubber and plastic
are good for rain clothing.

Art
Color
Dress dolls

H. tlth
Clothing for
protection

Science
Color
Feel of
fabrics

Properties of
fabrics

Szasons

Lxhibits
Different types of
clothing
Samples of differ-
ent fabrics

Field Trips
Clothing store

Picture Collection
Clothing for differ-
ent seasons or
weather

Clothing for play
Clothing for school
Clothing worn in
other lands

References
See textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOME,4AKING GRADE ONE

Some Integration Some
Bas Understandings Some Suggested Experiences Possibilities Suggested Resources

--Discuss how to dry your clothing
when you get wet.

--Test an old shoe, sweater, rub-
ber, etc. , to see which keeps out
water the best (put a dry sock or
cloth in each and see which stays
dry).

--Show pictures of children in dif-
ferent types of clothing. Discuss
season of year or occasion. Is
child dressed appropriately?
What changes need to be made.

--Wrap jars of warm water in cotton
and in wool fabrics. Keep one jar

CID
...1 unwrapped. Remove fabrics one

hour later and check temperature.
Sweaters may be used. Compare
cotton and woolen clothing. Use
children's clothing for practice.

II. GETTING OUR CLOTHING
A. Animals give us

wool for clothing.
B. Plants give us

cotton for cloth-
ing.

C. Mother buys
cloth and makes
us clothing.

--See previous grade.
--Take a trip to a store or look

through catalogs to see the dif-
ferent types of clothing available.

--Use children's clothing to com-
pare animal and vegetable (wool
and cotton) fabrics. Discuss how
they feel, how they look, what
they do (warm, shed dirt, etc. )

Science
Machines
Plants and
animals

Social Studies
Making cloth
People who
help us

Stores

1

Exhibits of things
made at home and of
things bought at
store.

Picture Collection
Articles of clothing
found in store

Articles of clothing
that can be made
at home



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandin s
D. Mother buys cloth-

ing at the store.
E. Some machines are

used in cutting
cloth and in sewing.

F.

Some Suggested Experiences
--Show pictures of an animal and

have samples of fabrics that come
from it; repeat for plants.

--Do experiments to test for warmth,
water repellency, etc. (see part I).

- -Have children bring in patterns
that mothers used to make their
dresses.

--Discuss the types of clothing
mother can make; those that must
be bought at store.

--Have children model garments
that have been made for them by
mothers or others. Include
knitted sweaters, gloves, etc.

--Arrange a simple demonstration
of making wool fiber into yarn
into cloth.

--Discuss machines (tools) that are
used for cutting cloth from bolt,
etc.

Inte gratinn
Possibilities

Some
Su ested Resources

icture Collection
(cont'd)
Clothing from ani-
mals

Clothing from plants

Samples of wool and
cotton for children
to touch and com-
pare

References
See textbook listings

III.
A. We wear an apron

when we work to
keep our clothing
neat and clean.

B. We hang up or put
away our clothing
when we take it
off.

CARING FOR OUR CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCE
--See previous grade.
--Collect pictures of different kinds

of clothing. Have children tell how
they would take care of the differ-
ent types.

--Assemble kit of soap, nailbrush,
wash cloth, towel. Have pupils
demonstrate proper use.

Art
Color-- choos-
ing and com-
binations

Health
Care of cloth-
ing

Health habits
Personal appear-
anc e

Exhibit
Grooming aids

Picture Collection
Different kinds of
clothing
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

C. We change our cloth-
ing regularly.

D. We wash oar hands
when they get dirty.

E. We try to be neat
and attractive at all
times.

F. We wash our hair
when it gets dirty.

G.

- -Take two pieces of cotton cloth,
one clean and one dirty. Demon-
strate the cleaning power of hot
water and soap vs. cold water.

- -Have two children get hands dirty.
Have one wash with cold water
and one with hot water and soap.
Discuss difference.

- -Make a list of things we can do
each day to be neat and attractive.

- -Have children tell where they
put clothing at night.

- - Have children tell how they would
dry clothing that became wet.

- -Discuss why people choose color-
ed garments.

Science
Color
Water--dis-
solve, evapo-
ration

GRADE ONE

Some
Suggested Resources
References
See te:tbook listings

IV. SEWING FOR FUN
wwottat

A. Sewing tools make
sewing easier.

B. We take good care
of our sewing tools.

C. We can make sim-
ple gifts for mother
and father when we
know how to sew.

D.

- -See previous grade.
- -Demonstrate how to carry and use

sharp objects such as scissors,
needles, pencils.

- - Demonstrate how putting pins in
pin cushions keeps them from gett-
ing lost, spilling, and jagging
fingers.

- -Demonstrate how machines make
work easier -- experiment: tear
cloth, use dull scissors, use
sharp scissors.

Art
Choosing colors
Creative de-
signs

Health
Safety
Self expression

Lan1uage Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Sharing

Exhibits
Sample gift projects

References
See textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings

.00
i

Integration
PossibilitiesSome Suggested Experiences

--Discuss how to care for sewing
tools for safety and better use- -
ex. scissors--use sewing scis-
sors for cutting cloth as paper
dulls them. Give children dull
and sharp scissors to cut cloth
and they will note the difference.

--Simple sewing projects might in-
clude 9" x 12" burlap place mats
with fringe edges and yarn design
at ec'ge; pin cushions made of 9" x
4" cotton fabric and stuffed with
nylon stockings; felt cases with
yarn and running stitch.

Science
Color
Sounds
Tools

Social Studies
Doing some-
thing for
parents

Some
Suggested Resources



Picture Collection
Animals--alike and
different
Friends
People - -alike and
different

References
Metropolitan: About
Us and Our Friends

See textbook listings

FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
I. LEARNING ABOUT PEOPLE
A. We are alike and

different in many
ways.

B. We can learn to
control our feelings
of fear, anger, and
disappointment.

C. We are happier when
we can be part of a
group.

D. We are happier when
people are consider-
ate of each other.

E. We enjoy and bene-
fit from relaxing
activities.

L Integration
Possibilities 1

Some
Suggested Resources

F.

- -See previous grade.
--Collect pictures to illustrate how

people are alike; different. Ex. --
alike, need to eat, sleep, have
friends; different, body build, hsir
coloring, size, interests.

- -Write stories about animals that
are alike and different.

- -Have children demonstrate how
they can be considerate of:
- -father who is trying to take a

nap.
- -new boy in school.
- -guests at a tasting party.

--Make a scrapbook of friends. Dis-
cuss why they are your friends.

Health
Courtesy
Emotions
Relaxation
Sharing

Language Arts
Dramatization
Likeness and
difference in
pictures

Cooperation
Routine
Sell control

Social Studies
Basic needs
People

IL
A.

LIVING IN A FAMILY
Home is the center
of family life.

B. Families are alike
and different in
many ways.

C. Each family mem-
ber has an impor-
tant role to play in
his family.

D. Parents help chil-
dren to grow.

- See previous grade.
- Collect pictures of happy homes;
activities being done in the home,
etc.

-Collect pictures to illustrate how
families are alike, different. Ex. --
size of family, age of members,
parents living.

- -Draw a picture of a family.
--Encourage children to play house

and act out roles of family mem-
bers.

Art
Draw pictures

Health
Family char-
acteristics

Family re-
lations

Family plea-
sure

Sharing

Filmstrip
"Brothers and
Sisters" Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Homes and home
activities
Families
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings
E. Brothers and sis-

ters need help
from one another.

F. It is fun to play
with a baby.

G. It is fun when
family members
share their pos-
sessions.

H. We have fun in
our family.

I.

III. LIVING IN '1r"
A. People in a

community
work together
to help one
another.

B. My friends and
their families
live in our com-
munity.

C. I try to be con-
siderate of the
people in my
community.

I
0;OMMUNITY

Some Sugtested Experiences
- -Act out types of work father does.

Draw pictures of work mother
does.

- -Discuss jobs mother does.
- -Observe animals caring and feed-

ing young.
--Tell about new baby at home
- -If someone in family is sick, what

can children do to help? (amuse
young, attractive food tray).

- -How does family help you? What
can you do to help family?

- -Discuss how caring for one's own
possessions is a sign of growing
up.

- -Talk about good family times and
fun shared.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Follow direc-
tions

Routines
Self-control

Science
Heredity

Social Studies
Family life
Family roles

F

Some
Suggested Resources
References
Grade Teacher, Oct.
1960, The Family

Grade Teacher, Oct.
1961, Home and
Family
See textbook listings

- -See previous grade.
- -Suggest ways in which you can be

of help to someone in the neigh-
borhood.

--Tell how you feel when someone
helps you; when you help someone
else.

- -Show pictures of people who live
and work in the community. Dis-
cuss how they help us and how we
can help them.

- -Act out roles of people in com-
munity.

Art...I1
Draw pictures

Health
Courtesy
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Dramatization
Group work
Routines
Tell story

Picture Collection
Community helpers

References
See textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
D. I try to share and

take turns with the
people in my com-
munity.

E.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Community
Interdependence
People

HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings
I. LIVING IN HOMES
A. Homes provide us

with protection.
B. Homes are the

places where fami-
ly membe.ls live
togetl-Jr.

C. Homes are the
places where we
can have fun to-
gether.

D.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources

- -See previous grade
--Show pictures of homes and dis-

cuss kinds of famine: that live
in them.

--Collect pictures of happy homes;
activities being done in home,
etc. Discuss.

- -Tell how homes provide protec-
tion. Collect pictures to illus-
trate.

- -Have children tell about the fun
they have at home. Discuss why
they are able to have this fun at
home.

- -Discuss how children can help to
provide fun at home.

Health
Cleanliness
Courtesy
Family plea-
sure

Family re-
lations

Family roles
Protection
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Follow direc-
tions

Routines
Tell or write
stories about
family fun

Picture Collection
Homes and home
activities

Homes protect us

References
Grade Teacher, Feb.
1959, Our Homes

Instructor, Sept.
1961, How My First
Graders Developed
a Concept of Hous-
iiig
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HOITSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandinge Some Suggested

Integration
Possibilities
Social Studies
Family life
Homes
Sharing respon-
sibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

U. GETTING AND FURNISHING OUR HOMES
A. People live in

many different
kinds of houses.

B. Houses are
made of differ-
ent things.

C. Building a house
is a big job.

D. Many people
helped to make
our house.

E. Plants and
flowers make
pretty decora-
tions for our
home.

F.

- -See previous grade.
- -Collect pictures of different kinds

of houses--1 floor, 2 floor, apart-
ment, trailer, etc.

- -Collect pictures of houses made
of different kinds of materials- -
wood, stone, etc.

--Take a trip to see a house being
built.

--Discuss what color does for a
room. What colors are used in
the different rooms in your home?
Who chooses them?

--Discuss how homes are heated.
Tell how you can keep heat in or
out of your home.

--Take a trip to a store to observe
all types of electric lamps.

--Create decoration for fall parties.
--Make decorative arrangements

of fall plants for school room or
home.

--Grow some plants for decorations-
carrot, turnip, beet or parsnip
tops put in water; or plant orange
or grapefruit seeds in dirt.

Arithmetic
Compare
types of
houses

Group, classify
house

Art
Color used in
home
Home decora-
tions

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Pictures,
words, sounds
Tell story
about homes

Science
Building
materials

Color in homes
Heating

Picture Collection
Kinds of homes
Lighting the home
Home decorations

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Science (cont'd)
Lighting
Plants- -decora-
tions

Tools and
machines

Social Studiee
Building homes
People who help
Variety of
houses and
building mater-
ials

III. CARING FOR OUR HOMES
A. We share the re-

sponsibility for
keeping things neat
and clean in our
home.

B. It is fun to help
at home when you
know how.

C. We have many
things to help us
with the work in
our home--elec-
trical helpers,
tools, water.

D. We try to avoid
accidents by be-
ing careful when
we work and play.

- -See previous grade.
--Make a chart of family work and

the members who do it.
-.Show pictures of family getting

ready for winterhow are they
dressed, what are they doing,
why?

- -Take a trip to a nearby home to
see how they get ready for win-
ter; spring?

- -Take a trip to a store or to the
horn"' emaking room to see all the
kinds of electrical appliani es...

- -Collect pictures of electrical
helpers -- toaster, mixer, re -
frigerator , juicer, dishwasher,
etc. Have children tell how used
in homes.

Health
Cleanliness
Courtesy
Family roles
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
among family

Courtesy- -
home and
store

Follow direc-
tions

Routines
Self-express-
ion

Picture Collection;
Electrical helpers
Family prepares for
summer; winter

Family working
Machines in the home
Stores
Water in the home

References
See reference or
textbook listings
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE ONE

Some
Basic Understandings
E. It is fun to listen

to the many dif-
ferent sounds in
the home.

F. It is fun to go to
the store.

G. There are differ-
ent kinds of stores.
Some stores sell
many things and
some sell only
food, clothing, eir
furniture.

H The man in the
store will help us
when we shop for
groceries.

I. We try to be
thrifty and spend
money wisely.

J.

Some Suggested Experiences
--Show pictures of people doing

work when no electric helpers
are available.

--Discuss ways to make elec-
tricity safe- -wire covering,
switches, proper way to put in
plugs.

- -Use simple machines to make
work easierex. , can openers,
nutcrackers, eggbeaters. Try
to do tasks without the tools.

- -Observe the fire hazards in a
home. Tell what to do about
them.

--Discuss all the ways that water
is a helper in the homewash
clothes, people, dishes; water
plants; cooking; drinking.

- -Discuss how to use water in
the homeex. , dissolve things
in hot or cold water; how to
measure for cooking, etc.

-Discuss what makes floors or
dishes slippery. How can you
prevent accidents?

Integration
Possibilities
Science
=M.-ix ity

Fire and
hazards

Safety
Sounds
Tools, machines
Water- -clean-
ing, reduce
friction

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Family roles
Interdependence
Money and thrift
People who help
us

Sharing respon-
sibilities

Stores



HOUSING- EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandin s Some Suggested Experiences
IV. HAVING FUN IN OUR HOMES
A. Families can have

fun together.
B. Holidays are times

to have fun.
C. We like to bring our

friends to our homes.
D.

GRADE ONE

Integration
Possibilities Suggested Resources

Come

- -See previous grade.
- -Display pictures of families

having fun.
- -Talk about good family times

and fun shared.
- -Show pictures of different holi-

days. Have children tell how
they celebrate these holidays.

- -Discuss how we should act
when we are invited to some-
one's home.

- -Discuss how we can entertain
our friends in our home.

- -Discuss what we should do be-
fore we invite friends to our
home.

Health
Fun
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cow -.ration

home
Dramatization
Introductions
Write or tell
stories about
family fun

Social Studies
Family fun
Holidays
Sharing

Picture Collection'
Families have fun
Holidays

References
See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandin s Some Su ested Experiences
I. EATING FOR HEALTH

Integration
Possibilities

GRADE TWO

Some
ested Resources

A. We need food to
grow, to keep well
and strong, to
supply energy, to
satisfy hunger, and
to give us pleasure.

B. Our body changes
the food so that it
can be used to make
bones and teeth,
and to supply energy.

C. We need to eat fruits,
vegetables, cereals,
milk, and meat or
eggs every day.

D. We need to eat a,
good breakfast every
morning.

E. We need to eat more
fruits and liquids
when we are sick.

F. We try to avoid
drinking tea and
coffee and eating
to many sweets.

G. We can buy a good
lunch in the school
cafeteria.

H. We can bring a good
packed lunch from
home.

- -See previous grades.
--Collect pictures a families

eating meals together. Stress
how they enjoy eating. What
makes them enjoy eating? How
help our bodies to digest food?

--Discuss how to help mother
teach younger children to
choose foods wisely; other boys
and girls who do not eat their
food?

- -Discuss kinds of food that
babies eat. Bring some to
class to sample. Do they
taste good? Tell why babies
must eat these foods.

--Have children discuss what
they want to be when they grow
up What foods will help them
to grow faster and to be able
to do the job?

--Show pictures of children and
animals well nourished and
poorly nourished. Discuss what
foods are needed to make the
poorly nourished children
better nourished.

- -Try on some big children's
clothing. Discuss foods that
will help them to grow big
enough to wear the clothing.

Arithmetic
Adding, sub-
tracting

Counting
Grouping foods

Art
Decorate place
mats for
tasting party

Draw pictures
of foods

Make posters,
murals

Health
Foods needed
Health habits
Nourishing
foods when
sick

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions
Likeness and
difference in
pictures,
words, sounds

Self expression
Write or tell
stories

Exhibits
--CaraTen's clothing

Filmstrips
"Why Eat a Good
Breakfast?"
Encyclopaedia
Britamiica

"Growing Up"
Encyclopaedia
Britarmica

"Proper Fo ods"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"Skimpy and a Good
Breakfast"
Cereal Institut,.

"What's in Our
Food ? " Ameri-
can Bakers Assoc.

"Billy Meets
Tommy Tooth"
National Apple
Institute

Picture Collection
Breakfast and lunch
foods

Children and animals
well and poorly
nourished

Children eating
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I Children eating

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings
L We eat snacks low

in sugar.
J. We eat food at din-

ner and parties.
K. We eat the foods

that are prepared
for us.

L. We are responsible
for eating the right
foods.

M.

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Cut out food pictures--arrange

on chart as good meals.
- -List on board foods which can

be eaten for breakfast. Tell
which they like best; which are
new; etc.

- -Hold up pictures of children
eating. Tell what foods they are
having for breakfast; what they
will need during the day.

- -Prepare breakfast that a child
can get for himself if mother
is sick or at work; if he is in
a hurry.

- -Tell about foods you eat in hot
or cold weather.

Write names of foods on board.
Match pictures of foods with
names. Discuss when the foods
might be eaten, how eaten, etc.

- -Pretend there is a new girl in
school and you escort her to
the cafeteria. Help her select a
good lunch. Explain how the
cafeteria workers plan good
meals.

- -Discuss desserts as to favorites
and why; when eat them and why;
which desserts give more milk,
egg, fruit, etc.

--Each child can bring a favorite
fruit or vegetable from home.
Demonstrate ways to serve raw.
°ass samples.

Integration
Possibilities
Science

Body changes
food

Children grow
and change

Social Studies
Variety avail-
able

Some
Suggested Resources
Picture Collection
(s ont' d)
Vamilies eating to-
gether

References
The Instructor,
March 1961, School
Lunch Learnings

General Mills, Eat
and Grow

Kellogg's, A Good
Breakfast for Good
Health, and The
Best Breakfast to
You Each Morning

See textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilitie s

- -Discuss foods made of milk that
would taste good to a sick child.

- - Discuss foods that children can
bring from home for a packed
lunch.

--Discuss how mother uses eggs
at home. Prepare and sample
some egg dishes.

- -Prepare party foods or snacks
that don't include sweets.

Some
glested Resources

II. GETTING OUR FOOD
A. The different parts

of plants are used
for food in a variety
of ways.

B. Transportation
makes it possible
for people to get a
variety of foods.

C. Bread is a food
that we get from
the cereal plant.

D. Milk, cheese, and
butter are animal
products,

E. Meat, eggs, fish
are animal pro-
ducts.

F. We buy fruits,
bread, milk, cheese,
and butter at the
store.

G.

- -See previous grades.
- -Have a display of fruits and their

seeds -- fleshy, berries, pods,
nuts, grains. Label each. Taste.

- -Bring in samples of different
foods from seed.

- -Trace journey of wheat from
stalk to bread.

--Visit bakery or observe work of
baker.

- -Make posters or scrap-books to
show the foods we get from ani-
mals; from plants.

- -Primitive people prepared grain
for eating. Grind and cook some
whole grains. Compare with the
me shod we have for getting our
grains at store and cooking quick-
ly or serving cold.

- -Show picture of squirrels. Discuss
how they get food, why they save
some how they store it.

Arithmetic
Compare items,
prices

Count, add
Grouping
Mat change

Art
Draw or make
food pictures,
scrap-books,
posters

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions
Pictures,
words, sounds
of foods

Write or tell
stories about
foods

Field Trips
Bakery
Grocery store

Filmstrips
"A Family Shopping"
Society of Visual Ed.
The Food Store"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"Getting Food Ready
for the Market"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"How We Get our
Food" Society
of Visual Ed.

"Plants We Use"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understanding Some Suggested Experiences

- - Discuss foods that grow only in
warm climates. How do we get
them?

- -Plan a trip to the stare to find out
how they get their food. Make a
picture book about foods.

- -Compare prices of milk, etc. , in
towns, cities, farms.

- -Dramatize role of storekeeper and
customer.

- -Show how dried foods can be used- -
soaking peas, raisins, prunes.
Note difference. Collect pictures
of--or prepare--good foods using
raisins.

- -Visit a store to see how many
lifferent ways apples are available
in the store.

- -Take a trip to the store to see
things being unloaded.

Integration
Possibilities
Science
Changes in
food

Climates
Plants and
animals

Transportation

Social Studies
Buying food
People who
Lelp

Source of
food

Transportation
gives variety
and foods at
all seasons

Some
Suggested Resources
Filmstrips (cont'd)

'The Story of Bread"
Society of Visual
Ed.
"Railroads and the
Food We Eat"
Ass'n. of American
Railroads
"The Story of Milk"
Society of Visual
Ed.

"Where Food Comes
From" Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Foods from animals
Foods from plants
Foods from the store
Transpoeing food

Refe renc es
Grade Teacher,
April 1958, Is a
Sweet Potato a
Seed?

Grade Teacher,
May 1960, Baker's
Dozen and Did You
Every Eat a Root?



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources
References (cont'd)
National Dairy Coun-
cil, Animals That
Give People Milk;
Milk for You and
Me
See textbook listings

III
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

. PROTECTING OUR FOOD
We wash our hands
before eating our
handling food.
We wash fruits
and vegetables be-
fore using them.
We keep our foods
covered to pro-
tect them.
We keep our milk
products in the
refrigerator.
We keep some of
our fresh foods
in the refrigera-
tor.
We keep bread in

.ead box.
04 ,.. preserve fall
fruits and veget-
ables for winter
We store nuts in
a dry place.

- -See previous grades.
- -Put foods with much water in

them (apples, banana, tomato)
and those with little water and
a hard covering (nuts) on a
plate. Let stand for several
days. Discuss why the foods
with much water started to
spoil. What does this mean in
terms of storing food?

- -How are foods kept fresh for
long periods of time?

- -Discuss how the invention of
the refrigerator and freezer
has made life easier.

- -Discuss the importance of keep-
ing some foods clean, cold, and
well-covered. How is this done?

--Visit a dairy to see how milk is
pasteurized, kept clean, and
cool.

- -Examine water under a micro-
scope. Boil some of the water
to sterilize it; then re-examine
it. Compare results.

Health
Cleanliness
Safety

Science
Evaporation
Food preser-
vation

Harmful plants
that cause
spoilage

Microscope
Pasteurization
Water--dis-
solves

Field Trip
Cafeteria
Dairy
Grocery store

Filmstrips
"Keeping Food from
Spoiling" Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

Picture Collection_:
Where should we
store these foods?

References
See textbook listings



it. Compare results.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
ested Resources

--Look for the government inspection
stamp on meat. What does this
mean?

--Bring in samples of food storage
containers. List the foods packed
in each type.

--Visit the cafeteria kitchen to see
how food is prepared so that it is
clean and good to eat.

--Take a trip to the grocery store
to see the things that are used to
help cut, grind, and protect food.

--Have pictures of foods and discuss
where they should be stored.

--Discuss how roods are preserved
for later use. Make applesauce or
jelly and save until later in year.
Different methods of preservation
can be demonstrated.

IV. PREPARING AND ENJOYING OUR FOOD
A. We use simple

kitchen tools to
make work easier
and faster.

B. We prevent acci-
dents by wipingup
spilled foods,
using potholders,
and being careful
around electrical
appliances.

--See previous grades.
--Compare work required to do

simple cooking jobs when using
s tool and when doing the work
by hand:
--break apple, nuthand, knife,

nut cracker
--chop nutmeatsknife, grinder
--beat eggfork, beater
--juice orangeshand squeeze,

hand juicer, electric juicer

Arithmetic Cookbooks

Picture Collection
Copy numbers
Count
Measure
Pint, quart,

1 1 12,-3-,:r

Health

Different kinds of
food
Foods in different
forms
Fruits, vegetables,
eggs prepared ins,
variety of ways

Machines used in
the kitchen

Attractive
surroundings

Cleanliness



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
C. We like to watch

the cafeteria and
restaurant people
work.

D. We follow recipes,
follow directions,
and measure in-
gredients accurate -
1y.

E. We have found that
some foods dis-
solve and heat fast-
er than others.

F. We can prepare
fruit and vegetable
snacks.

G. We can prepare
milk drinks and
snacks.

H. We can prepare
fruits in a variety
of ways.

I.

- -Tell how electricity is used to
get food ready to eat.

- -Collect pictures of machines or
tools used in the kitchen.

- -Have a tasting party of new foods
and different methods of prepara-
tion.

--Hold up pictures of food and ask
children to give changes that have
taken place in the different foods
ex: baked cookies.

- - Demonstrate what happens when
heat or cold is applied to food
ex: Jells is dry. Add hot liquid
and jello dissolves and is liquid.
Add ice cubes and jello becomes
solid.

- -Discuss how to put out a fire in
kitchen using water, soda, vine-
gar, salt, and blanket.

--Have a "Sense Tasting Party"
let children hear and guess
sounds heard in a kitchen; taste
and guess foods; smell and guess
goods; touch foods.

--Prepare a variety of milk dishes
creamed vegetables, milk des-
serts. Make cottage cheese.
Sample different kinds of cheese
and use in cooking.

--Make butter or ice cream.

Integration
Possibilities
Health (cont'd)

Good manners
aid digestion

Safety
Sharing

1

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions
Printed words
tell a story
Self expression
Sequence in a
recipe

Write stories

Science
Changes in
food
Electricity
Fire
Learn by use
of senses

Temperature
Tools and
machines

Sounds
Water

GRADE TWO

Some
Suggested Resources
Printed recipes

References
Grade Teacher,
March 1961, School
Lunch Learnings

See textbook listings

Sets of aprons
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Same
Basic Understandin s Some Su ested Experiences

- -Cook and taste mild and strong
flavored vegetables.

- -Study recipes in a cookbook to
discover the many uses of eggs
in cooking.

--Study cookbooks to discover the
many different ways to prepare
and serve fruit. Prepare and
serve some fruit raw and some
cooked.

- -Discuss what is pleasant and
conversation to have at meals.

Practice chewing slowly and with
mouth closed.

- -Write stories about the food
studies.

- -Visit the cafeteria (or restaurant)
- -to see how they use machines

to make work easier.
- -the methods they use for cook-

foods.
- -the variety of ways they serve

fruits, vegetables, milk, eggs.
- -how they make food appear

attractive.

Integration
Possibilities
Social Studies
Interdependence
Sharing respon-
sibilities

Some
ested Resources
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences I

Integration
Possibilities 1

Some
Suggested Resources

I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE
A. We wear clothing

to protect us from
the weather.

B. We wear different
clothing for differ-
ent seasons and
weather.

C. We wear different
clothing for differ-
ent occasions.
We wear clothing
that fits us proper-
ly.

E. Clothing can help
to make us look
more attractive.

n.

F.

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures from magazines,

etc. showing children dressed
for different occasions. Who pro-
vides the clothing?

- -Dress dolls in clothing suitable
for four seasons. Explain why
certain fabrics are best used.

- -Have child try on sweaters of
her own, a smaller classmate,
a larger classmate. Let class
discuss the fit as to appearance.
Let child discuss the fit as to
comfort.

- -Let child borrow classmates'
sweaters. See which colors go
best with his outfit.

- -Using samples of clothing, demon-
strate how some colors and
patterns go together and some
don't.

- Have pictures of all types of
clothing and in many colors and
design. Use them to motivate a
discussion on choice of clothing
for different occasions, seasons,
weather, and people.

- Discuss why people choose to
wear light colored clothing in
lot weather; dark colored cloth-
ing in cold weather.

Art
Colo r
De sign

Health
Clothing for
protection

Science
Color
Feel of
fabrics

Properties
of fabrics

Seasons

t Exhibits
Different types of
clothing

Samples of different
fabrics

Picture Collections
Clothing for different
occasions, weather,
seasons, people.

Clothing types in many
different colors and
designs.

References
Instructor, October
1960, A Look in the
Mirror

See textbook listings
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Erperiences

Integration
Possibilities 1

Some
Suggested Resources

II.
A. Animals give us

wool and silk for
clothing.

B. Plants give us
cotton for clothing.

C. Man makes thread
from wool , silk,
cotton.

D. Man makes cloth
from the thread.

E. Man makes cloth
into clothing.

F. Many machines
help man to make
the fibers into
clothing.

G. Transportation
makes it possible
to get a variety of
clothing.

H. Clothing is bought
in different kinds
of stores.

I. Mother buys us
clothing at the
store.

J. Sometimes people
give us clothing
for gifts.

K. Sometimes mother
buys cloth and
makes us clothing.

GETTING OUR CLOTHING

L.

- -See previous grades.
- -Makes posters of clothing that

comes from plants and animals.
- -Plan a mural or chart on "Our

clothes are made of many differ-
ent fabrics. "Make sections for
cotton, wool, silk, nylon, etc.
Have children collect pictures
and put on chart in proper section.

- - Display pictures of animals and
of plants and have samples of
fabrics that come from them.

- -Use children's clothing to com-
pare animals and vegetable (wool,
cotton, silk) fabrics. Discuss how
they look, what they do, etc.

Get different kinds of cloth. Use
a magnifying glass to see how
threads have been used to make
the cloth. Let children make
thread from cotton by pulling and
rolling. Then use the threads to
make cloth. The children might
be interested in doing a simple
weaving project (to make own cictli).

- -Discuss the kinds of stores where
mother buys the family's clothing.

- -Look at catalogs (ex. Sears) to
see what clothing is available.

- -Look at ads or magazines articles
to learn how transportation has made
it possible for us to have clothing
from Europe, West coast, etc.

Science
Machine
Plants and
animals

Social Studies
Making cloth
People who
help us

Stores
Transportation

Filmstrips
How We Get Our
Clothing., (4 film-
strips) Society of
Visual Education

Railroads and the
Clothes We Wear,
Association of
American Railroads

Picture Collection
Articles of clothing
found in stores

Articles of clothing
that can be made at
home

Clothing and fabrics
from animals and
plants

Samples of wool and
and cotton for children
to touch and compare

References
See textbook listings
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Under standin s Some Su ested Ex eriences

- -Have child tell about or model an
article of clothing he has received
as a gift.

- -Have ch'41ren tell about or model
garments that have been made for
them.

--Discuss the types of clothing that
people usually buy instead of mak-
ing.

--Demonstrate what to look for when
buying clothing (ex. fit, color,
fabric).

CARING FOR OUR CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCE

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Sug ested Resources

A. We protect our
clothing when we
work and play.

B. We put our cloth-
ing away when we
take it off.

C. We use a clothes
brush to keep our
clothing neat.

D. We give special
care to our dirty,
wet or stained
clothing.

E. We give specia,
care to our win-
ter and summer
clothing.

F. We keep our body,
hands, and hair
clean.

- -See previous grades.
- -Discuss how to protect clothing

when working and playing (apron,
smock, change clothing, etc. )

- -Make pis Lure of closet and label
how to use space.

- -Demonstrate how to keep things
orderly when space is limited.

- -Display pictures of neatly arrang-
ed closets dresser drawers.

- -Discuss how to care for winter
and summer clothing when not in
use.

- -Display hangers, etc. , for hang-
ing up clothing.

- -Assemble a "good grooming" kit
for class. Encourage children
to repeat at home.

- -Demonstrate how to shine shoes.

Art
Color
Design

Health
Care of
clothing

Health habits
Personal
appearance

Language Arts
Self expression
Words and
pictures

Write story

Science
Color
Tools

Exhibit
Grooming aids
Hangers

Picture Collection
Different kinds of
clothing
Neatly arranged
closets

Well groomed and
poorly groomed
children

References
See textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

-- ............... .,....v....1M

Some
Basic Understandings
G. We comb our hair

when it needs it.
H. We look and feel

better when we have
good posture.
We look better when
our -lothirg is neat
and clean and appro-
priate for the occas-
ion.
We try to smile
often.

K. We use a mirror to
see how we look.

L.

Some Su ested Ex eriences
Integration

Possibilities
- -D...nonstrate how to wash and

dry hands. Discuss what to do
if hands get chapped.

- - Demonstrate how to use a nail
brush.

- -Discuss how- -and when at.i
where- -to comb hair.

- -Display pictures of children
neatly and appropriately dressed
and of children not well dressed.
Discuss what makes the children
appear well-groomed; what can
be done to help children not well
groomed.

- -Write names of clothing on L.oard.
Ma.`"h picture of cloth .ng with the
word.

- -Write story or letter about how
to care for clothing, dress attrac-
tively, etc.

- -Encourage children to check
appearance in mirror before
leaving bedroom or bathroom.

- -Have A "personal appearance check"
each morning.

Science (cont d)
Water - -di s -
solve, eva-
poration

Some
Suggested Resources

IV. SEWING FOR FM
A. Sewing tools make

sewing easier.
B. The sewing machine

makes sewing
C. We use our sewing

tools correctly and
safely.

- -See previous grades.
--Demonstrate how to carry T vid

use sharp objects such as scis-
sors, needles, pencils.

- -Use the sewing machine to make
a simple project.

Art
Choosing
colors

Creative
deRigns

Exhibits
Sample gift projects

References
Grade Teacher,
January 1961, A
Mural in Yarn.
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
D. We can make sim-

ple gifts and things
we need when we
know how to sew.

E. Knitting, crochet-
ing and embroider-
ing can be good
hobbies.

F.

GRADE TWO

Some Suggested Experiences
- - Demonstrate the use of a sewing

kit or box for storing sewing
supplies.

--Sew a ten inch seam by hand and
another seam by machine. Com-
pare results as to ease of doing,
time required, appearance of
finished seam, etc.

--Demonstrate how to do simple
knitting, crocheting, or em-
broider:Ls-4. Let children make
a simple project.

--Simple sewing projects might
include burlap mats for school
use, felt pad and pencil kits,
bean bags, afghan squares

Integration
Possibilities
Health
Safety
Self expression

LaAguage Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Sharing

Science
Color
Sounds
Tools

Social Studies
Doing some-
thing for
others

Hobbies

Son-ie
Suggested Resources
Reference (cont'd)
See textbook listings

V. LEARNING ABOUT
A. The people in the

past had different
kirds of cloth and
clothing.

B. The people in the
past had different
ways of making
cloth and clothing.

C.

THE HISTORY OF CLOTHING
- -Have parents 07 grandparents

tell how their parents made
cloth and clothing.

--Display pictures of sewing bees,
home sewing, clothing of past
years.

Art
Color
Design

Health
Courage
Hobbie s
Safety
Self expression

Picture Collection.
Clothing worn in
yJaz s past.
Early family life
Making cloth

References
See textbook listings
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Research
Sharing
Write stories
about past

Science
Color
Making cloth
Machines and
tools

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Early family
life

Sharinginter-
dependence

Hobbies
Meeting basic
needs

New inventions



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration Some
Possibilities Suggested Resources

I. LEARNING ABOUT PEOPLE
A. People need food,

clothing, shelter.
B. People are happy

when they have
families, homes,
and friends.

C. People are happy
when they share
things and are
good winners and
losers.

D. People can learn
to overcome fear
and to control
anger.

E. Children should
talk over their
problems with
their parents.

F.

--See previous grades.
--Discuss what to say when you

meet new friends.
--Discuss how we feel when we

quarrel.
--Discuss why children fight. How

can they prevent it?
- - Discuss why mother scolds. How

can you help her not to scold?
--Make a chart of leisure time

activities.
--Collect pictures of different ways

children entertain themselves.

Art :
Draw pic-
tures of
people,
activities

Health

Filmstrip
"Growing Up" En-
cyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Children's fun
Unhappy children
and people

References

Basic needs
Courtesy
Emotions
Sharing
Sportmanship

Language Arts

Anglund, A Friend
Is Someone Who
Likes You

Dramatization
Introductions
Self control

Metropolitan, About
Us and Our Friends

See textbook listings

II. LIVING IN THE FAMILY
A. Families are made

of people who like
and help each other.

B. Each family mem-
ber has an impor-
tant role to play
in his family.

--See previous grades.
--Write a story of your family and

how you like and help each other.
--Act out how you live in a family.
--Show pictures of family groups.

Discuss the people who make up
the family group.

--Discuss differences in a family
of one child and of several children.

Art Filmstrips
Draw pictures
of families

Health

"Families Around the
World Series" En-
cyclopaedia Britan-
nica

"Family Fun" En-
cyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Family char-
acteristics
Family roles
Sharing



r FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

C. Family members
accept and share
the family respon-
sibilities.

D. Family members
cooperate with each
other.

E. Family members
share their possess-
ions.

F. Family members
work and play to-
gether.

G.

--Show pictures of farm animals
and their babies. How do the
parents care for the babies?

--Show pictures of individual fam-
ily members performing
necessary duties.

--Tell how a baby learns to walk
and talk.

--Discuss ways you can help
parents.

--Discuss how different ages give
different pleasures a-id respon-
sibilities.

-Show pictures of family problems.
Discuss what is happening. Has
it ever happened to you? What
would you do?

--Discuss what things you could
sometimes plan with parents.

--Tell how electricity is used for
your fun.

--Discuss some of the things you
and your family do for fun.

--Write a story about things the
family buys with father's pay.

--Draw pictures showing "What
Families Can Do Together."

- -Make booklets about "My
Fami'y."

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Routines
Self control
Write and tell
stories

Social Studies
Family life
Family role

Filmstrips (cont'd)
"Helping Mother and
Father" Encyclo-
paedia Britannica
"Mother Cares for
the Family"
Society of Visual
Education

Picture Collection
Family groups
Family activities
Family problems

References
Appell, We Are
Six... The Story
of a Family

See textbook listings
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

III. LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY
A. Many families live

in a community.
B. The people in our

community work
together as they
do a family.

C. The community
has many facilities
and services for
our use.

D. The people in our
community help
to provide us with
the things we need.

E. The people in the
country and in the
city depend upon
each other for goods
and services.

F. People in a com-
munity are happier
if they are friendly
and considerate.

G. People are happier
when they know how
to behave in the dif-
ferent community
facilities.

H.

GRADE TWO

Some
Suggested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- - Tell about the different families

that live in your Neighborhood- -
size of family, type of home, etc.

--Take trips to the different com-
munity facilities and discuss how
they help the people. What should
the people do in return.

- - Discuss how everyone can do
something and how people do
different kinds of work. We all
benefit from the work of others.

--Discuss all the possible ways
for saying "thank you" to people
in the community for what they
have given you.

- -Practice how to act in a restau-
rant, library, person's home, etc.

- -Tell how you feel when someone
is nice to you; when you are nice
to someone else.

Arithmetic
Number con-
cepts

Art
Draw pictures

Health
Courtesy
Facilities
Sharing

Language Arts
Comparing
Cooperation
Dramatization
Group worth
Routines
Tell story

Social Studies
Community
helpers

Interdependenc
People

Picture Collection
Community facilities
Community helper s

References
Grade Teacher,
Jan. 1960, Com-
munity Helpers
Grade Teacher,
Feb. 1960, Our
Town

See textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some 8..ggested Experiences
Iv. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FAMILY LIFE
A. We can appreciate parents talk about life when

family life more
when we know how
people lived in the
past.

B. We can appreciate
the people of the
world more when
we understand how
they live and act
and the things they
do for us.

C.

they were little.
--Have children tell about trips to

other communities. Discuss
likenesses and differences.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Art
Draw pictures

Language Arts
Dramatization
Research
Tbn story

Social Studies
Family life
Heritage
Passage of
time

People- -re-
lationships

Picture Collection
Family life in differ-
ent periods of history

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1962, The Pilgrims

See textbook listings
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HCnvIEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
I. LIVING IN HOMES
A. Homes provide us

with protection.
B. Homes are places

where family mem-
bers live together.

C. Homes are places
where we can have
fun together.

D. Homes are places
where we can sleep.

E. We like to share
our toys and our
possessions.

F. We should take care
of and return things
we have borrowed
when we finish with
them.

G. Homes are places
where we can bring
our friends.

H.

Some Suggested Experiences

--See previous; grades.
Show pictures of houses. Discuss
what kind of families live in them
or will move into them. What
might a family do in that house?

--Show pictures of different weather
conditions and ask children to
tell how a good house would serve
as protection.

--Show pictures of different types
of houses and ask children to tell
how the houses offer protection;
what they like about the houses.

- -Discuss what things make a good
home?

--Make a scrapbook of different
kinds of houses in the community,
state, country, or other countriAs.

- -Discuss how we must return things
in good condition chat are lent to

fIntegration
Possibilities

GRADE TWO

Some
Suggested Resources

US.

Health
Family fun
Family life
Friendship
Homes
Protection
Sharing

...anguage.,,Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Routines
Tell or write
stories about
horn F's

Social Studies
Basic needs of
housing

Family life.
Friendships
Houses artd
homes

Sharing
Values that in-
fluence home
life

Resource Unit: Our
Homes, Warren,
Ohio Public Schools,
November 1956

Filmstrips
"Family Fun"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"Why We Need Homes"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Picture Collection
Home life
Houses
Weather (kinds)

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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IL GETTING AND FURNISHING OUR HOMES
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources

A. Homes differ in size,
materials, and color.

B. Homes are made of
wood, stone, and
brick.

C. Building a home is
a big job.

D. The builder follows
a plan when he builds
a house.

E. Many people help to
build a home.

F. Transportation makes
it possible to have a
variety of building
materials.

G. Many types of
furniture are used
in our homes.

H. Some furniture is
made of wood and
metal.

I. Some furnishings
are made of wool
and co.,ton.

J. Homes can be made
more attractive with
plants, decorations,
and personal collec-
tions.

- -See previous gra es.
--Show pictures of homes and ask

children to tell how they differ.
- -Tell about the workers who help

to build houses or keep them in
repair.

--Write names of workers onboard.
Identify picture of worker that
goes with each name.

- -Display pictures of single, double,
apartment, primitive houses.

- -Draw a picture of a house you
would like to live in. Tell why.

- -Make book of pictures that show
how stone is used in a building.

--Label samples of materials used
in building a home

- -Discuss the needs of a home--
light, heat, books, fun, furniture.

- -Visit a home under construction.
--Examine house plans and discuss

how they are like a map.
- -Discuss the things which make

a house good. In what parts of
the house are these things locat-
ed? Of what materials are these
things made?

Arithmetic
Compare
things

Count
Group,
classify

Art
Draw pictures
of houses

Home decora-
tions

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions and
plan--house

Pictures,
words, sounds

Self expression
Write or tell
stories about
housing

Science
Building
materials

Machines,
tools
Transporta-
tion

Exhibit
Building materials

Burns: World Full
of Homes, McGraw
Hill, N. Y. > 1953

Werner: Houses,
Simon and Schuster,
N. Y. > 1955 - 25

Filmstrips
"Men Who Build
Our House" Ency-
clopaedia Britan-
nic a

"Parts of a House"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Picture Collection
Homes
Home builders
Home decorations
Home furnishings

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO
_

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

K. --Collect pictures of furniture Social Studies
used in a home. Label samples Building homes
of materials used in building People who
the furniture and in making the help
furnishings. Source of

--Discuss where and how we get materials
the furniture and furnishings. Transporta-

--Create artistic arrangements tion
of flowers. Have a garden show Variety in
to display them. housing

--Demonstrate different ways of
storing and displaying personal
collections.

--Discuss how a house is kept
warm in winter.

--Find out the different tempera-
tures in your home--near
furnace, in the kitchen, in the
refrigerator, in the freezer,
near the ceiling, near the floor.

III. CARING FOR OUR HOMES
A. It is fun to help

at home when
you know how.

B. There are many
things that we
can do to help
at home.

- -See previous grades.
- -Discuss errands you can run

for mother.
--Make a list of the many jobs

you can do at home.
--Di scuss the workers who help

us to keep our homes in good
repair.

Health
Cleanliness
Courtesy
Family roles
Safety
Sharing

Exhibit
Cleaning supplies

Filmstrips
"Machines and
Tools to Help
Us Work"- -
Society of Visual
Education



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings
C. We can try to find

new ways of making
work easier.

D. There are many
machines to help
us with the work
in our homes. Some
machines are run
by electricity.

E. There are special
jobs to do around
the home in winter
and in summer.

F. Many people help
us in caring for
our homes.

G. We try to avoid
accidents by being
careful when we
work and play.

H. There are different
types of stores.

I. Some stores where
we shop are close
to where we live;
others are further
away.

J. Many people help
us in the stores.

K. We have many rules
to help us when we
go shopping.

L.

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Collect pictures of household

appliances which are examples
of different types of machines.
Discuss how they make work
easier. On back of each picture
list questions that might be
asked about each machine.

- -Discuss the special jobs that
must be done around the home
in spring and in winter. Which
ones can you do?

--Discover the electric tools and
machines that are used in the
laundry, kitchen, bakery, bath-
room, school. cafeteria, etc.

- -Make a collection of soaps and
tools for washing and cleaning
things.

--Discuss how we can avoid acci-
dents around fire--use hot pad,
clothes on fire.

- -Plan a trip to different types of
stores to see what they sell, how
they get their products, who
works in the store, how we should
act in the store, etc.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Follow direc-
tions in use
and care of
machines

Routines
Discussions
Self expression
Tell or write
about homes

Ecienc e
Chemicals for
cleaning
Electricity
Fire
Machines,
tools
Safety--pre-
vent acci-
dents

Seasons and
home care

Social Studies
Buying rules
Family roles
Interdependence
People who
help us
Sharing chores
Stores

Some
SuggestedSuggested Resources
Filmstrips (cont'd)
"Mother Care for the
Family" Society of
Visual Education
"Learning to Use
Money" Society of
Visual Education

Picture Collection
Electrical helpers
Family prepares for
summer, winter

Machines in the
home

Stores

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE TWO

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

IV.
A. Many families have

fun on picnics.
B. Holidays are times

when we have fun.
We like to decorate
and do many things.

C. It is fun to enter-
tain our friends in
our homes.

HAVING FUN IN OUR HOMES

D.

--See previous grades.
--Draw pictures showing "What

Families Can Do Together."
- - Discuss some of the things you

and your family do for fun.
- -Collect pictures of different

ways children entertain them-
selves.

--Show pictures of family holidays.
Discuss how to make these
happy occasions.

- -Collect pictures of different ways
to entertain friends. Discuss
what is necessary if these are
to be happy occasions for you
your fami_y, and your friends.

- -Discuss how you should act when
a family member is entertaining
a friend.

Health
Fun
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Guest and host
roles

Introduction
Write or tell
stories about
family fun

Social Studies
Family fun
Family re-
lations

Friendships
Holida s
Sharing

Filmstrip
"Family Fun" Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Children's fun
Entertaining friends
Family fun
Holidays

References
See reference and
textbook listings

V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF HOMES
A. We can appreciate

our homes more
than we know how
people lived inthe
past.

B.

- -E. :use how houses are better
today than in the past. What do
we have in our homes that make
them more comfortable to live
in.

Art
Draw pictures
of early homes
and home fur-
nishings

Filmstrip
"Houses of Long Ago" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings

......
GRADE TWO

Integration
PossibilitiesSome Suggested Experiences

--Collect pictures of common home
items of one or two generations
ago.

Language Arts
Dramatization
New words
Research
Wi:te or tell
stories

Social Studies
Attitudes- -
appreciate
homes

Early home
life

Heritage
Inventions
and machines

Some
Su ested Resources
Picture Collection:
Homes of different
periods in history

Home utensils of
different periods
in history

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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Some
Basic Understandings
I. EATING FOR HEALTH
A. We neee food

grow, to keep well
and strong, to
supply energy; to
satsify hunger,
give pleasure,and
to keep warm.

B. We need to eat
something from
each of the 4 Basic
Food Groups every-
iay.

C. Ye need to eat more
ruits and vegetables

when we are sick.
D. We have different

reasons for liking
and disliking food.

E. We can learn to
enjoy foods that are
good for us.

F. We try to avoid
havinr tea and cof-
fee.

G. We eat sweets only
after our meals.

H. We eat a good break-
fast every morning.

I. We eat well-balanc-
ed meals everydk.,.y.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some Suggested Experienc, s r
Integration

Possibilities

GRADE THREE

Some
A Suggested Resources

ee previous grates.
-Have a tasting party of fcods good
for elimination of body wastes.

- Tell how you can tell yu.e body
uses food for growth (weight, cut
nails, cut hair, larger clothing),
repair (sunburn, cuts, blisters,
broken nail), warmth (ice in
mouth, sit on cold chair), move-
ment (eyelids move, breathing
blood moving, parts of body
move).

- Develop unit around contents of
various foods. List and classify
foods. Cut pictures of foods from
magazines and store in envelopes
by groups.

- Make picture sets of Basic 4
Groups giving foods that are alike
in each group. Group 1, milk;
group 2, meat - most animal
sources; group 3, fruits and ve-
getablef, - most plant sources;
plus one sweet group. Stress tea
and cc "fee not included.

-Plan cafeteria lunch and discuss
"why this menu" - prepat.e break-
fast to go with it at home or
school.

_Arithmetic
Adding, am,-
tracting

Counting
Grouping
foods

Weight- -
pounds,
ounces

Art
Decorate
p1P,'..e mats
for tasting
party

Draw pictures
of foods

Make charts,
murals,
posters

Health
Diseases of
body

Health habits
Planning meals

Filmstrips
"Growing Up"- Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

"Proper Foods"
Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica

"Skimpy and a Good
Breakfa t" Cereal
Institute

"Why Eat a Good
Brealciast" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

"What's in Our
Food?" American
Bakers Assoc.

Picture Collection
Foods in basic groups
Foods used for swee-
tening

Good snacks
How body uses food

References
Grade Teacher,
Sept. 1961, Milk,
The Food That Tops
Them All

Florida Citrus, What
You Eat



Some
Basic Understandin s
J. We are rec. nsible

for eating the right
foods.

K.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some Su ested Ex erience^
.......--Use food models to test menu,

planning. Check ability to plan
good menus and to detect unde-
sirable food habits.

--Plan and prepare "Good Bedtime
Snacks."

--Prepare a box of nutritious de-
licacies for sick classmates.
Stress friiit and cereal goodies.

--Make a list of liked and disliked
foods individually or by class. Do
the "liked foods" serve the body's
needs? Do"disliked foods" serve
the body's needs ?

--Teach children to like new foods
by having a tasting party of fore-
ign foods, foods served in homes,
or different ways of preparing a
food.

--Try the "2-bite" way of learning
to like new or unusual foods.

--Make daily food charts of good
snack foods to take home.

--Ask mothers what foods ',1 each
Basic Group they prepr...re at home.

- - Discuss what dentist had to say in
regard to foods and the amount of
sweets and candy.

- - Discover naturally sweet foods.
Sample those that taste sweet with-
out adding sugar.

--Discuss foods used for sweetening.
How are they produced?

I

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Language Arts
Dramatization
Follow direc-
tions

Invitations,
introductions

New word.
Routines
Self expression
Write or tell
stories

Science
Body charac-
teristics

Body changes
food

F.esearch

Social Studies
Importance of
food

Variety avail-
able

References (ccnticl)
General Mills, Eat
and Grow

National Diary
Council, Child
Feeding Posters,
Food Models,
Guide to Good Eat-
ing:

See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings I

Ll. GETTING OUR FOOD
A. Plants and animals

give us a variety
of foods which are
used in different
ways in our diet.

B. Many people help
to get the plants
and animals to us
in the form of food.

C. We buy foods in
different types of
stores.

D. Food can be
bought in many
different forms.

E. We have rules to
help us when we
buy milk and milk
products, cereals,
fruits, vegetables,
meat, fish, eggs,
nuts, and sugar.

F.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Po s s ibil itie s
Some

Suggested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- -Visit a grocery store. Make a

list a foods from other countries
(imported). Make a class list
of those foods tasted and those
eaten regularly. Locate on map
where first produced and used.

--Pictures or samples of different
methods of preserving foods. Have
a tasting party of samples of fresh
and preserved foods.

--Compare peasfrozen, canned,
dried, fresh.

- -Check store prices to see most
economical form of food preser-
vation.

- -Make a collection of food contain-
ers.

- -Exhibits of different parts of plants
we eat. Classify vegetables as to
parts of plants from which they
come.

- -Exhibits of cereals and foods made
from them. Make rolls.

- -Name all animals that give people
milk. Sample.

--Discuss primitive grinding and
threshing equipment and methods.

- -List same foods eaten by people
and animals.

Arithmetic
Compare
items,
prices

Count,add
Group,
classify

Weights
and measures

Art
Draw or make
food pictures,
scrapbooks,
posters

Make exhibits
of food groups,
types, etc.

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

New words
Research
Write or tell
stories about
foods

Exhibits
Dairy products and

other food containers
Labels
Nuts
Primitive grinding
equipment

Sugar --varietie s

Field Trips
Grocery store
Neighborhood market

Film
"Uncle Jim's Dairy
Farm," National
Dairy Council

Filmstrips
See grade 2 listings

Picture Collection
Animals that give
milk

The many forms
of milk

Methods of food
preservation

Milk in our diet
Parts of plants
used for food
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings, Some Suggested Experiences

- -Visit ma:1;et--note varieties of
bread offered, the prices, how
wrapped, size loaves.

-Discuss different kinds of corn.
How used? Test cornstarch with
iodine. Test inside of kernel of
corn (starch). Repeat for field
corn, popcorn, canned corn,
hominy, grits, etc. Take corn
off cob. Have a popcorn party.

- -Name foods in milk group; tell
foods prepared at home with
milk; various ways milk is pro-
cessed; price of milk in various
forms.

- -Discuss weights and measures
used with dairy products.

- -Collection of containers for
dairy products. Discuss all the
purposes they serve (protect,
delivery, ad, etc. ).

--Collect samples of nuts in shells.
Taste.

- -Collect samples of granulated,
brown, maple, beet sugar. Tell
where to get and how used.

--Name some common foods not
grown in this country but brought
from other countries. How do
they get here?

Integration
Possibilities
Science
Changes in
food

Evaporation
Experiments
Plants and
animals pro-
vide food

Preservation
of food

Transporta-
tion

Social Studies
Buying food
Conservation
People who
help

Primitive
methods

Source of
food

Transporta-
tion

I

Some
Suggested Resources
References
Grade Teacher, Oct.
1957, Farm Unit

National Geographic,
Aug. 1947, Our
Vegetable Travel-
ers

National Geographic,
Sept. 1951, Fruits,
H.)w They Came to
America

American Bakers
Assoc. , Come Along
and Watch Us Bake
Taystee Bread, Your
Daily Bread and Its
Dramatic History

American Fruit
Growers--Buying
Guide for Fresh
Fruits 1.nd Vegetables

American Institute
Baking, Bread in the
Making,

American Meat In-
stitute, Where Meat
is Grown and Where
Meat is Eaten

American Museum of
Natural History,
Cereals and Civili-
zation, Rice as a
World Food



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Basic Understandings
Integration

s
Some

Some Suggested Experiences Possibilities
--Do research at homeread labels

to see what label tells about what is
inside containers ingredients, etc.

--What Bible stories, rhymes, folk
tales tell about bread (Miracle of
loaves and fishes, hot cross buns)?

omo

N

I

Some
Suggested Resources
American Sugar Re-
fining Co. , Story of
Sugar Cane

Kellogg, The Grains
Are Great Foods

National Dairy Coun-
cil, Buttermaking in
the Classroom, May-
be I'll Be a Dairy
Farmer, Maybe I'll
Be a Milkman, Milk
for You and Me, Milk
made the Difference,
My Friend the Cow

Ralston, Whole Wheat
Structure

Sunshine Biscuits,
Story of Wheat

Swift and Co., Story
of Dairy Animals,
Story of Meat

Wheat Flour Institute,
From Wheat to Flour

Corn' Industries; Cur
Gift 'from: the Indians

See references and
textbook listings
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings
III.

A. Our milk, water,
and food supply re-
quire special care
to keep them safe
for our use.

B. Refrigeration has
made it possible to
keep our food cold.

C. The stores use many
methods for keeping
our food fresh and
clean.

D. The government
makes laws to pro-
tect our food.

E. Food can be canned
or frozen for use
at a later time.

PROTECTING OUR

F.

Some Suggested Experiences
FOOD
--See previous grades.
- -Make a collection of cans and

frozen food packages. What are
other ways of keeping food from
spoiling? Collect as many differ-
ent types of foods preserved by
other methods as possible.

- -Discuss why we spend so much
time and effort to preserve food.

- -Collect or draw pictures of
methods of food preservation.

- -How was food cared for before
we had refrigeration?

- -Take a trip to a food store to see
how food is kept fresh or is pro-
tected from spoiling.

- -Ask the food store manager,
school lunch manager, etc. to
discuss what the government re-
quires them to do in order to pro-
tect our food.

- -What care should be given the
frozen food that we buy at the
store.

- -Show pictures of food and have
children tell where it should be
kept.

- - What should be done with the milk,
left-over food, etc. , as soon as
you are finished with them.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Health
Cleanliness
Safety

Science
Changes in
food

Evaporation
Food preser-
vation

Harmful plants
that cause
spoilage

Microscope
Pasteurization
Refrigeration
Water dissolves

Social Studies
Conservation
Government- -
laws

People who
help
Primitive
methods

Exhibits
Food storage con-
tainers

Field Trips
Cafeteria
Grocery store

Filmstrips
"Keeping Food from
Spoiling," Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

Picture Collection
How stores protect
our food

Keeping food cold
Preserving foods
Where do we store
these foods

References
See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings I Some Suggested Experiences
IV. PREPARING AND ENJOYING OUR FOOD
A. Food is prepared for --See previous grades.

eating in a variety
of methods.

B. Many people work
to prepare food
for us.

C. Our kitchen tools
must be used safe-
ly and given good
care.

D. Science helps us
when we cook.

E. Heat changes food
in many ways.

F. There are different
ways of preparing
food to give variety
in our diets.

G. Eating is fun when
we have good man-
ners.

H. Eating in the cafe-
teria or restaurant
is fun when you know
what to do.

I. A good host and guest
know how to act.

J.

IIntegration
Possibilities

Some
1 Suggested Resources

- -Make own cookbook. Include pic-
tures.

--Prepare different forms of bread
for breakfastbiscuits, French
toast, cinnamon toast, etc.

- -Pictures of fruits and vegetables
and ways we eat: raw--in skin or
peeled, cooked by different methods.
Prepare and sample a variety.

- -Have a "Recipe Reader" to keep all
informed of procedure

- -Tell what foods you eat at different
meals that do not need cooking.

- -Investigate ways foods are prepared
at home. How did mother learn
these?

--Tools for cooking--demonstrate
uses and care. Ex. - potholders,
thermometer; wash and dry knives
and how to store them; kinds of
pots and pans--good and poor heat
conductors, handles to bak of
stove, lifting off lid.

- -Demonstrate science principles:
--Make rolls or bread to demon-

strate use of warm air to help
yeast to work.

- -Ice cream melts--how prevent
on picnic ?

- -Investigate the many places that
food can be cooked.

Arithmetic
Copy numbers
Count
Measure
Pint, quart,
gallon, -},÷,t.

Quantity
Temperature--
thermometer

Weight

Art
Attractive ways
of serving
food

Attractive table
setting

Make cookbook
with pictures

Health
Attractive sur-
roundings

Cleanliness
Good manners
Safety
Sharing

Cookbooks

Picture Collection
.Attractive table

settings
Food dishes can be
attractive
Fruits and vegetables-
ways we eat them

How we cook food
Know the science be-
hind cooking (food
products to illustrate
principles)

One job--a variety of
tools (ex. variety of
eggbeaters)

These foods are good
eaten raw

Tools for cooking

Printed recipes

References
See reference and
textbook listings

Sets of aprons



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING Gr.ADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -Heat causes change- - demon-
strate carmelizing sugar; boil
vegetable or fruit in water for I
hour. Compare with fresh- -
examine under microscope, taste
stnell,toUch. Boil potato to get
softer, egg harder, onion change
flavor. Color changes in cooking.
Make candy by boiling sugar and
water.

--Demonstrate how man has improv-
ed on a kitchen tool to make work
easier- -fork, whisk, egg beater,
electric beater for beating egg.

--Ways for making food appear more
attractive. What is the effect of
overcooked or unattractive foods
on cafeteria sales? What do cafe-
teria workers do to make food
more attractive?

- -Demonstrate use of napkin.
- - Practice chewing food with mouth

closed.
- -Demonstrate proper way to eat a

sandwich.
--Demonstrate setting table correct-

ly and correct table manners.
- -Have a "Reporter" to give sugges-

tions about courtesy and table
manners.

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Self expression
Sequence in a
recipe

Write stories

Sc ienc e
Changes in
food--texture,
form, flavor,
color, taste

Electricity
Evaporation
Fire
Insulation
Magnets
Temperature
Tools and
machines

Sounds
Water

Social Studies
Cleanliness
factors

Conservation
Interdependence
Machines
Sharing res-
ponsibilities
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

--Draw pictures illustrating right
and wrong ways of eating. Ex. -
spoon left in cup, leaning on
table, table set incorrectly.

--Make milk dishes-- chees e, butter,
ice cream, pudding and egg nog
with three forms of milk.

--Make porcupine meat balls to
correlate with source of meat
lesson and as a basic for the
lunch menu. Have children bring
fruit and sandwiches from home.
Get milk from cafeteria.

--Make raw vegetable snacks or
fruit candied to serve at class
parties.

V. LEARNINCi ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FOOD
A. The kitchens in our

homes have changed
during the past years.

B. It is fun to cook and
eat some of the
favorite foods of
past years.

C.

--See previous grades.
--Show pictures of pioneer kitchens

and see apple rings, corn on cobs,
etc. , hung to dry. Prepare some
of these foods.

--Ask parents and grandparents and
do reading to discover how much
easier it is to prepare meals to-
day than it was 50 years ago.

--Use primitive methods for grind-
ing and threshing wheat.

--Grind corn for a typical pioneer
dish such as hasty pudding.

Art Exhibits
Draw pictures
of early
kitchens and
foods

Language Arts

Grinding equipment

Picture Collection
Pioneer kitchens

Dramatization
New words
Research
Write or tell
stories



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities
Science
Changes in
food

Evaporation
Food preser-
vation

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Conservation
Early home
life

Inventions -
machines



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings 1 Some StIggested Experiences
I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE

I Sonic
Possibil ties Suggested Resoon-es

A. We wear clothing to
protect us from the
elements, to help
our appearance, and
to assist us in our
different activities.

B. We need different
clothing for work,
play, dr 'ss up,
special work,
weather, sleep,and
variety.

C. We wear clothing
that is comfortable
and fits well.

D. People in all parts
of the world wear
clothing, but it may
be different from
ours.

E.

- -See previous grades.
- -Plan clothing to take on different

kinds of trips.
- -Collect pictures of clothing boys

and girls wear in winter and in
summer.

Bring doll clothes to school and
display.

--Collect pictures of a family dress-
ed for different occasions for th.:
present, for grandparents time,
for long ago.

- -Mount pictures showing a fashion
parade.

--Window shop to see the variety of
clothing and fabrics available.

- -Coiluct pictures and articles about
clothing from newspapers and
magazines.

- -Use the colors of the rainbow as
a guide in choosing colors of
clothing.

- -Discuss how to dress to keep cool
in summer and warm in winter.

- -Try on classmates' clothing to test
for fit and comfort.

--Collect pictures of clothing worn
by people in other countries.

Art
Color
Design

Health
Appearance
Comfort
Protection

Science
Color
Properties
of fabrics

Seasons

.1~
Picture ;o11-.tction
Clothing for different
occasions, weather,
seasons

Clothing of other
countries

Colors of the rainbow
Family clothing in
different periods of
history

References
Instructor, Sept.
1960, Our Clothing;
Unit

Instructor, Nov.
1960, Our Indian
Pr- .s.ct

S. ..ference and
text000k listings
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Som.-
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Ex eriences
IL GETTING OUR CLOTHING
A. We use the r cf --see previous oracles.

some animals or I --Collect pictures of animals and
the fiber. of some advertisements for products they
plants to ;make give.
cloth. --Collect pieces of woolen nilsterial

B. We use many man- and compare them with pieces ox
made fibers for cotton, rayon, silk, and linen
makini, clot% fabrics. Let children judge which

C. Man makeb the seems softest, smoothest,
fibers 4" to threads. warmest.

D. Man makes the --Make 1st of things you weer which
thread into cloth, come from animals and plants.

E. Many p 1ple and - - Carding and spinning wool is a
many kinds of good way to learn how tedious it
work are net..es- once was to satisfy clothing needs.
sari: to suppl7us --Demonstrate difference between
with clothing. woven and knitted material.

F. People haw, used Demonstrate simple knitted stitch.
science to learn --Experiment weaving on paper or
how t make better with yarn. Make looms, weave
cloth, pattern.

G. We make machines --Collect samples of cloth, weaves,
that spin and weave colors, kinds.
cloth 1-..tter and --Pull piece of cloth apart to examine
faster. weave and fibers in thread.

H. Machines and good --Untwist piece of yarn and discover
transportation make individual fibers.
it possible for us to --Compare processes of making A.-"ol,
have more clothing cotton, flax into cloth.
and a greater variety --Collect samples of each and make
of it. a flow chart showing productioi..

Integration
Possibilities

GRADE THr.EE

Some
ested Resources

Arithmetic
MeasurcAents
Buying cloth
and clothing

Art
Charts and
posters

Color -- dyeing
cloth

Language Arts
Clothing voca-
bulary
Name clothing
with different
sounds, et
Write stories
about source
of clothing

Science
Airinsula-
tion (clothing
for warmth)

Dye cloth
Machines
Man-made
fibers

Role of science

Exhibits
Sa.nples of wool and
cotton for children
to touch and compare

Samples of woven,
knitted, and felted
materials

Filmstrips
"How We Get Our
C,othing" (4 filmstrips)
Society of Visual Ed.

"Railroads and the
Cotton We Wear"
Assin. of American
Railroads

Picture Collection.
Articles of clothing
found in stores

Articles of clothing
that can be made at
home

Clothing anc, fabrics
from animals a.id
plants

References
Rogers, First Book
of Cotton

See reference and
textbook 'ibtings



CLOTHING EXPERIEF:;ES IN HOMEMAKIINTG GRADE THREE

Som:
Basic Unders.1-,,i3cLngs Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Su ested Resources

I. Woolen clothing is --Find out how felt is made. Let Social Studies
usually warmer than children see and feel as great a Buying cloth
clothing made of variety of cotton materials as and clothing
plant fibers. possible. Compare fine linen vs. Construction

I. Clothing is bought in coarse linen. of cloth and
many different kinds --Make three posters on cotton clothing
cf stores. showing: Wearing apparel, Machines

K. It is important that Industrial cottons, Household People who
we choose our cloth- cotton. help us
ing wi.-ely. - - Demonstrate meaning of tub Source of

L. We go hopping for fast, vat dyed, sanforized, pre- fibers, etc.
our clothing. shrunk. Stores

M. We receive clothing --Dye samples of different fabrics Transporta-
for a gift. with natural and commercial Lion 3h es

N. We have clothing dyes. variety
made for us.

0.
--Use terms "inches, foot, yard,

width, length" with fabrics.
--Report on personal experiences

while shopping for clothing.
--Use advertisements from paper

to find prices of clothing.

A. We appreciate and
care for our cloth-
ing because so
much work has
gone into it.
We work to keep
our clothing neat
:lad clean by giving
it the proper care
as soon as it is
needed.

III. CARING FOR OUR

B.

CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCE
- -See previous grades.
--Tell what clothing is the hardest

to care for. Discuss how this
care might be made easier.

- -What are the machines in the
home that help care for clothing?

- -What are the places in the com-
munity that wash or clean'clo;.11-
ing.

Health
Attitudes
Body care
Cleanliness
Health habits
Pe rsp,iratior
Teeth

---r- Exhibits
Grooming aids

1.1

Picture Collection_.--....
Neal) arranged closets
"How should we care
for this? 11- pictures
of clothing
Well groomed and
poorly groomed
children



needed.

Some
Basic Understandin s
C. We use a variety

of '.grooming aids"
to take care of our
clothing,

D. We give s )ecial
care to our cloth-
ing when it is
needed.

E. We wash our bodies
daily and our hair
when necessary to
get rid of body per-
spiration and oil.

F. We enjoy a warm
bath or shower.

G. We keep our teeth
clean by brushing
daily and, when-
ever possible, after
eating.

H. We try to appear
cheerful at all times .

CLOTMING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

I.

Some Su ested Ex eriencef
- -Salt, waste, and water come

through the pores of the skin as
perspiration. What are the best
ways for getting it off the body?

- -Discuss harmful bacteria and
how it gets into the body.

- -Discuss how you feel after you
have washed the body.

-- Discuss why people prefer to be
with people who are neat and
clean.

- -Demonstrate proper way to
keep skin healthy, wash off old
oil, care for blackheads, etc.

Integra ti on
Possibilities e

i1;xis
Discussions
Words and
picture e

Write Story
about appear-
ance

Science
Bacteria
Chemicals for
cleaning body,
clothing

Machines,
tools for
clothing care

Water--dis-
solve, evapora-
tion

children

GRADE THREE

Some
Suggested Resources
References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings I

IV. SEWING FOR FUN
A. Sewing is easier

when we use our
sewing tools and
sewing machine
correctly and safe-
ly.

B. We can make sim-
ple gifts and things
we need when we
know how to sew.

C. Needleworkmakes
a good hobby.

1 Integration
Some Suggested Experiences Possibilities

- -See previous grades.
- -Make simple gifts--ex. felt

scissor cases, compact andlip-
stick cases, shoe bags.

--Burlap mats, 12" x 18", or bur-
lap squares are good for
creative stitchery projects.

--Children can knit squares for
an afghan or rectangle pieces
for pin cushions. The knitted
squares can be used to make
coverlets for the kindergarten.

- -Bring old fabric and decorations
from home to make puppet
clothes. The puppet heads can
be made in art class. The clothes
are made on the sewing machine.

I

GRADE THREE

Art
Choosing
colors

Creative de-
signs

Health
Safety
Self expression

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Sharing

Science
Color
Sounds
Tools,
machines

Social Studies
Doing some-
thing for
others

Hobbies

Some
Suggested Resources

Exhibits
Sample gift projects
Sewing tools

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandin s Some Su ested Experiences

THE HISTORY OF CLOTHINGV. _EARNING ABOUT
A. Long ago people had

to wear what they
could spin or weave
for themselves.

B. All sewing had to
be done by hand.

C. Clothing is better
fitting and more
comfortable today
than in the past.

D.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

--See previous grades.
--Discuss how people in different

parts of the world dress and
sew.

--Demonstrate early methods of
dyeing cloth. You might use
for dye- - walnut bark, red oak,
hickory bark, goldenrod juice
and indigo and alum, outer
skins of onions, sassafras and
barberry bark, red cabbage,
beets, tea, etc.

Carding and spinning wool is a
good way to learn how tedious it
once was to satisfy clothing
needs.

Art
Color
Design

Health
Comfortable
clothing

Hobbies
Safety
Self expression
Self reliance

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Research
Sharing
Write stories
about past

Science
Color
Making cloth
and clothing
easier and
better

Machines ana
tools

Picture Collection.
Clothing from different
periods of history
Early family life
Making cloth

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration Some
Possibilities Suggested Resources
Social Studies
Early family
life

Sharing--inter-
dependence

Hobbies
Meeting basic
needs

New inventions

FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
I. LEARNING 45.BOUT PEOPLE
A. People need food,

clothing, shelter,
and affection.

B. People are happy
when they are part
of a group.

C. People need to
share and take
turns if they are
to get along.

D. People need to re-
spect the wishes
and feelings of
others

Integration
Possibilities I

Some
Suggested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures of children cry-

ing, laughing, fighting, playing
together. Discuss which are better.
Why? How handle? What caused?
Why wrong in behaving this way?

- -Discuss fights. What causes fights;
keeps t-em going; how end; how
avoid?

--Show pictures of situations third
graders might face. save children
tell how they would feel in each
situation.

Health
Consideration
for others

Courtesy
Emotions
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Dramatization
Routines
Self control
Reportsoral
and written

Picture Collection
Children in different
situations

Children displaying
different emotions

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
E. People have similar

feelings when faced
with similar situa-
tions.

F. People gain plea-
sure from helping
others.

G. People need to
realize that they
are alike and dif-
ferent in many
ways.

H.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities

GRADE THREE

Some
Suggested Resources

--Discuss "helping others" - what
:night they do to help in school,
home, on street? Might include
the importance of good manners
as one way of helping.

--Let each child think oi. one thing
he might do to help someone.
After he has done this, have him
report tc the class on how he felt
and what the person he had helped
had said.

Social Studies
Basic needs
Interdependence
People--role

II. LIVING IN A FAMILY
A. Iamilies are made

of different mem-
aers.

B. Each family mem-
ber contribut es to
the general welfare
of the whole family
and so he is im-
portant.

C. Children of different
age levels and sex
have different pri-
vileges and respon-
sibilities.

D. Each family mem-
ber respects the view-
po!:-' of the o'tier
family members.

--See pr,v,ous grades.
--Discuss ways: "Parents help baby,

"People care for you," "You help
others."

--Discuss why child should work at
home.

--Discuss the importance of the
child's work in the home.

--List the work that children can
do for mother and dad.

--Discuss how sex and age make a
duference in family life. Make a
list of these differences. Discuss
reasons why these differences
exist. Children might consider if
these are true for all families.
Why not?

11

Health
Family re-
lations

Family roles
Family unit
Friendship
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Routines
Self control
Write or tell
about things

Filmstrips
"Family Fun" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica
"Growing Up" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica
"Brothers and Sisters" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Children using money
Family groups
Family roles
Families and friends



Some
Basic Understanding s
E. Family members

may disagree, but
they can work out
their differences.

F. Family members
help each other with
their problems.

G. Few families have
all the 4hings they
want.

H. Family members
share the family
income and have a
responsibility to
spend it wisely.

I. Family members
enjoy having their
friends visit their
hor_Le.

J. Family members
appreciate the
attention given
their friends.

FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

K.

GRADE THREE

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
--Make chart showing different

ways a family spends its income.
Discuss the child's role in spend-
ing and saving.

--Show pictures of children spending
money (good and poor). Discuss
why it is good or poor. Howinight
the money be used more wisely in
some situations?

Social Studies
Family income
Family life
Family roles
Interdependence
Importance of
family

Some
Suggested Resources
References
See reference and
textbook listings

1



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Basic Understandings I Some Suggested Experiences
III. LIVING IN THE CO
A. The people in a com-

mlinity help one
another to batisfy
their needs.

B. The people in the
community must
know how others
live and Iee..I about
things if they are to
work well together.

C. The community size
affects how people
live and work to-
gether.

D. Communities are
alike and different
in many ways.

E. The community needs
many types of work-
ers to contribute to
the welfare and happi-i
ness of its people.

F. People it other lands
are much like us in
many ways but may
differ in language and
customs.

Some

MMUNITY
I

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

G.

--See previous grades.
- -Discuss "How to be a community

helper. "
- -Read in the newspaper about

good deeds of good neighbors.
Discuss.

- -Discuss the things that make it
difficult to live in a city and the
things that make it good.

- -Collect pictures about community
helpers and their work. Discuss
what they are doing and how they
are helping us.

--Discuss what kind of manners
good shoppers have. How do they
affect other people?

- -Collect pictures of children of
other lands. How are they like
us? How do they differ?

Health
Basic needs
Courtesy
Environment
affects way
people live

Sharing

Languabe Arts
Comparing
Cooperation
Dramatization
Read about
people and
communities

Research
Tell or write
stories

Social Studies
Community
helpers

Environment
and way people
live

Get along with
people

Interdependence
People in other
areas

Picture Collection
Children of different
lands

Community helpers

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some I

I

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences Suggested Resoux !a;

IV. LEARNING. ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FAMIL LIFE
A. Long ago ople had

to depend more upon
each other and what
was raised and made
in their own com-
munities.

B. Holidays are for
remembering people
or events that :Lave
influenced family
life.

C. We can appreciate
the people of the
vorld more when we
understand how they
live and act and the
things they do for us.

D. Science, in the form
of television, has
helped us to learn
more about family
life as it eristed in
the past and is
existing in the world
today.

F.

Integration
Possibilities

--See previous grades.
- - Discuss how television has helped

us learn about people and places.
- -Ask grandparents and others to

tell what family life was like when
they were little.

- -Exhibit articles and pictures of
t1,4ngs made and done as a family
group in past years and in the
present.

- -Discuss the holidays that honor
people or family life. How do we
celebrate these holidays. What
might we do on these holidays to
celebrate them as originally in-
tended? (Food and clothing gifts;
helping at home or in neighbor-
hood, etc. )

- -Collect pictures of people of other
lands. Discuss how they live and
act.

--Exhibit articles of clothing, food,
furnishings that came from other
countries. Discuss why we like
to get things from other countries.

Language Arts
Dramatization
Read about
people, holidays
Research
Tell or write a
story

Social Studies
Family life
Heritage
Holidays
Interdependence
Passage of time
People--re-
lationships

Science contri-
butes tci family
life

Exhibits
Articles that come
from different
countries

Picture Collection
Family works to-
gether

Holidays
People of other lands

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings
I. LIVING IN HOMES
A. People are interested

in good housing.
.3. Homes provide pro-

tection and a center
for the family unit.

C. Climate makes a
difference in the way
people live.

D. Suburban living is
different from city
living.

E. People move from
the city to the suburbs
to have more family
living space.

F. Each place of liiing
has good and bad
features.

Some Suggested Experiences

G.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- -Display pictures of city and subur-

ban housing. Discuss how they are
alike, differ, etc. Why do some
people pre.er city living, others
suburban?

- -Display pictures of houses. Dis-
cuss the good and bad features of
each.

- -Make a scrapbook of pictures that
show how climate influences the
way people live.

--Draw pictures of good homes and
the different activities that take
place in them.

Art
Draw pictures
of houses

Health
Basic needs
Homes
Climate and
health

Sharing

Lai 1 tiaL

Cooperation
Courtesy
Dramatization
Routines
Tell or write
stories

Science
Climate and
type of
housing

Environment
affects living

Social Studies
Basic needs
Family life
Housing needs
Types of com-
munities

Filmstrips
"Why We Need Houses" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
(cont'd)
Sharing
Values that
influence lo-
cation of
home

U. GETTING AND FURNISHING OUR HOMES
A. Materials and types

of homes are deter-
mined by climate,
location, and cost.

B. Building a home re-
quires much planning
and organization.

C. Machines mac it
possible to build
houses faster.

D. People depend upon
experienced workers
to instruct their
homes and furnish-
ings.

E. Home furnishings
come from all parts
of the world.

F. Many hcmes are
insulated to keep
them warm in win-
ter and cool in
summer.

G.

--See previous grades.
--Study blueprints of home or other

buildings.
--Make a list of the materials used

in your home.
--Make a list of your neighbors. For

each, write the kind of house he
lives in (brick), etc.

--Name as many tools as you can
which are used in building a house
and in cleaning it.

--Contribute something of worth to
your home which shall be a pro-
duct of your skill - ex. towel,
gi.Igharn tray cloth .

--Discuss how plants are used to
improve the appearance of a
home both indoors and out. Cut
slips from plants and root and plant
for Mother's Day gifts, school
room, etc.

--Show pictures of workers. Discuss
how they are helping us.

Art
Home
decorations

House plans

Language ^..rts
Follow direc-
tions and plan
Pictures, words
sounds

Self expression
Write or tell
stories about
housing

Science
Environment
Insulation
Machines and
tools
Plants
Transportation

Filmstrips
"Kinds of Houses" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
People working

References
See reference and
textbook listings



ROUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Sc _le Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Building homes
Furnishing the
house

Interdependence
Source of
materials
Transportation
Variety of
furnishings

Workers who
help us with
our housing
needs

III. CARING FOR OUR
A. We appreciate and

care for our homes
because so much
work has gone into
them.

B. Family members
share the respon-
sibilities of their
home care.

C. Machines, which
ch, many kinds of
work and make dif-
ferent sounds, re-
quire proper care
and use.

HOMES
--See previous grades.
--Make a list of things the child

can be depended upon to do at
home. Practice at school and do
at home.

- -Tell the machines in use around
the houseex. , for opening a
bottle or jar cap, cracking a nut,
whipping cream and eggs.

- -Bring in thermometers of various
kinds and demonstrate how used.

- -Collect pictures or objects to
show some things used to measure-
thermometer; pint, quart and
gallon container; scales; ruler;
egg carton; measuring spoons; li-
quid and dry measuring cups.

Health
Attitudes- -
appreciation

Cleanliness
Courtesy
Safety
Sharing home

ssponsibili -
ties

Language Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Follow direc-
tions

Discussions
Routines

Exhibits
Measuring devices

Filmstrips
"Helping Mother and
Father" - Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

"How to Have an
Accident in the Home"
Eacyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Children spending
money

Machines in the
homes



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings
D. Water and electric-

ity are used to help
do work.

E. Science has helped
LIS in our homes by
providing better
tools and better ways
of working.

F. The home should be
a safe place in v nich
to live.

G. We need to take the
-esponsibility for
our own safety and
that of others.

H. We have rules and
devices for helping
us to prevent or
correct accidents
in the home.

I. Money is used for
pleasures and ser-
vices.

J. Saving money is a
way of providing for
future needs and
pleasures.

K. Different types of
stores provide us
with our needs and
pleasures.

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Discuss how electricity makes

heat.
- -Demonstrate "safety in the horne'L

what to do if clothing is on fire,
how to use knives safely, how to
pick up broken glass, etc.

--Tell how and when to use the
following to put out fire--rug,
sand, water, blanket, salt.

--Make a chart showing different
ways a family spends its income.
Discuss the child's role in spend
ing and saving.

--Show pictures of children spending
money (good and poor). Discuss
why it is good or poor. How might
the money be used more wisely i i
some situations?

--Discuss what you think about when
shopping for things.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
(cont' d)
Tell or write
stories

Science
Electricity
makes heat

Fire
Machines,
tools

Safety
Water

Social Studies
Appi eciation
Family roles
Interdepe,-' .ce
Money
Saving--child's
role

Stores

Some
Suggested Resources
Picture Collection
(cont'd)
Measuring devices
Stores

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic *Understandings
L. In order to take

more care of our
needs, it is im-
portant that we
spend our money
wisely.

M.

Some Suggested ELperiences
Integration

Possibilities

GRADE THREE

1

Some
Smggested Resources

IV.
A. It is fun to enter -.

tain our friends in
our homes.

E. We enjoy using
nature's gifts to
decorate our homes.

C. It is important to
provide space in
our homes to do the
things we like.

HAVING FUN IN THE HOME

D.

--See previous grades.
- Use fir trees to make holiday

decorations.
- -Grow plants from seeds lulbs,

or slips.
- -Bring in and discuss hobby

collections.
- -Have children discuss where they

play, work, study, etc. in their
homes. Give the advantage of
having proper space to do these
things. What responsibility d.)
they have for caring for these
areas?

Health
Friends
Fun
Home-- space
for work and
play
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Co; rtesy
Dramatization
Guest and host
roles

Introductions
Invitations
Tell or write
about experi-
ences

Social Studies
Family fun
Family re-

1 tions

Filmstrip
"Family Fun"
Encyclopaedia
Britannica

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE THREE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
(cont'd)
Friendships
Homes
Sharing work
as well as
fun

V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF HOMES
A. In the past people

had to build houses
and make furnish-
ings of the materials
found near at hand.

B. Knowing how people
lived and cared for
their homes in the
past, makes it possi-
ble to appreciate
more our home life
as it is today,

C.

- -See previous grades.
- -Make a list of the things in the

kitchen that our grandparents
didn't have as children.

- -Exhibit articles and pictures of
things made and done as a family
group in past years and in the
present.

Art
Draw pictures
of early homes
and home
furnishings

Language Arts
Dramatization
New words
Research
Tell or write
stories

Social Studies
Attitudes
Early home
life

Heritage
Inventions
and machines

IMM,=1=MINoFilmstrips
"Houses of Long Ago"-
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nic

Picture Collection
Homes and furnishings
of different periods of
history

Home care during dif-
ferent periods of
history

References
See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOTTR

Some Integration Some
Basic Understanding;s Some Suggested Experiences 7ossibilities Suggested Resources
I. EATING FOR HEALTH
A. Our diet is the food

we eat.
B. Nutrition is the study

of food needed by the
body.

C. We need a proper
balance of food to
meet body need* for
energy, growth, re-
pair, heat, and
elimination of waste
materials.

D. The daily food guide
is helpful in selecting
the kinds and amounts
of food needed by the
body.

E. What we eat is in-
fluenced by custom,
environment, occupa-
tion, and age.

F. People eat differently
in different parts of
the United States and
the world.

G. The digestive system
changes food so it can
be used by the body.

H. Most substances used
as foods are liquids
or solids.

--See previous grades.
- -Arrange for cooking lessons

featuring various food groups:
carbohydrate -cook cereal,
whole wheat bread, fruit salad,
jelly or preserves, maple
syrup candy; fats - make salad
dressing, deep fat fry a food
(use a thermometer), fry bacon,
make French toast; proteins -
make cottage cheese, custard,
rennet desserts, cook eggs,
toast nuts; vitamins and miner-
als - cook vegetable, make raw
vegetable salad co, sandwich,
fruit juice punch.

- -Name foods for breakfast and tell
which contain sugar, starch, fat.

-..Classify foods as to body builders,
energy givers, and body regulators.

- -Study ads for animals foods. What
food groups are they getting?

- -Plan wholesome diet for pet at
home or for classroom animal.

- -With cooperation of school lunch
manager, plan as adequate lunch
menu around a holiday.

- - Compare diet and meals in north
with ours.

Arit,u-netic
Comparison
Counting
Grouping foods
Fractions
Weigh--measure

Art
Draw pictures of
food

Make charts,
murals, poster..

Health
Body uses food
Digestion
Eating habits
Food groups
Food guide
Meal planning?.

Language Arts
Dramatization
Follow direc-
tions

New words
Routines
Tell or write
stories

Filmstrips
"Eating Right Kinds
of Food" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

"You and Your Food" -
Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica

References
What's New in Home
Ec.)nomics, Feb.
1960, Home Econo-
mics in an Elementary
School

National Dairy Coun-
cil, Eat a Square
Lunch, Food Models,
Guide to Good Eating,
It's Always Breakiast
Time Somewhere,
Meal Charts, They're
Your Teeth

See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKINC GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings
I. Only parts of food

that can be dissolved
in liquids can be
digested and used by
the body. The rest
pass out of the body
as waste materials.

J. Coffee, tea, and soft
drinks interfeiewith
good nutrition.

K. Eating habits are im-
proved by eliminating
food prejudices.

L.

Some Suggested Experiences
- - Compare food habits of people in

our locality with those in other
lands.

--Make sandwiches of avoided or
new foods.

--Have a project of "Milk Break. "
Trace a meal through the digestive

tract. Compare to a boat on a
river.

--Discuss how heat is used in baking
to change starch to dextrin.

- -Use scientific tests to determine
which foods are acid in nature.

--Examine pieces of raw meat and
describe difference in appearance
between meat that is fat and meat
that is lean.

- -Discuss how food needs are differ-
ent for children and for parents.

--Demonstrate how food prejudices
can make meal planning more
difficult and lessen the pleasures
that come from eating.

- -Investigate hinted poverty of Asia,
Latin America, etc.

Integration
Possibilities
Science

Body food
needs

Digestion
Dissolve
Physical
changes

Research
Science of
nut rition

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Attitudes and
food habits

Environment
and food needs

...111MOINIIMIMIF



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandin s
II.

A.

Some Suggested Experiences
I Integration

Pcssibilities
Some

Su ested Resources
GETTING OUR FOOD

People in different
countries use dif-
ferent kinds of
plants and animals
for food.

B. Many different
workers are needed
to provide food for
everyone.

C. New inventions have
made gradual im-
provements in the
way food is grown,
prepared, and dis-
tributed.

D. Modern transporta-
tion is important in
getting the great
variety of foods from
where it is grown to
the consumer.

E. Food prices vary at
different seasons of
the year or under
different conditions.

F.

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures of foods from

other countries.
- -List and study the animals of

the desert.
Take an animal for further study.

Tell breed, good points. if
raised for meat, milk, or both;
European country first to raise
it; how improved in this country;
products that come from it.

- -Invite parents to tell about foods
peculiar to their countries.

- -Discuss how to shop in different
countries. List foods that the
people have. Can we get in our
stores? Do we grow these foods
too?

--Tell how dried food--ex. pow-
dered milk--is made from fresh
and how used.

- -Find pictures of plants used to
make breakfast food. Display with
samples and label.

- -Collect nuts and group according
to hard or thin shells, wild or
cultivated.

--Discuss how soil must be prepared
for growing vege:.ables. The grow-
ing plants need good nutrition as
well as growing boys and girls.

Arithmetic
Compare
items prices

Count, add
Group,
clas'iify

Weights and
measures

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Research and
reports

Write or tell
stories about
food sources

Sci- rice
Animals and
plants used
for foods
Effect of new
inventions on
food production

Environment in-
fluences growt
of food

Plants make an
store food

Exhibits
Cereals
Nuts

Filmstrips
"Our Food Comes
From All Parts of
World" - Popular
Science

Picture Collection
Food from other
countries
These plants give
breakfast cereals

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1957, South America
Pioneer

Grade Teacher, April
1958, Let's Visit
Hawaii -r

Instructor, Dec. 1961,
Traveling Fourth
Graders Learn
Georgra_phy Too

Natioilal Geographic,
Sept. 1952, Jungle
Jaunt on Amazon
Headwaters



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandin s Some Suggested Experiences

--Discuss how eact food eaten came
from green plants in the beginning.

- -Go shopping with mother. Look
for the cheapest food in each group.
Plan menus using the cheapest
food.

- -Plan a market trip to get food
prices.

- -Compare prices of cheapest good
with your favorite foods.

1

Integration
Possibilities
Social Studies

Buying food
Interdependence
Native people
eat

Relation of
food prices to
choice

Sources of food
Transportation,
inventions

Some
Suggested Resources
References (cont'd)
Austrialian News
and Information
Bureau, Australia:
A Guide for Teachers

Hershey Chocolate
Co. , Story of Choco-
late and Cocoa

National Dairy Coun-
cil, Hello, South
America; Hello,
New Z.taland

Nestle Co. , Manu-
facture of Chocolate,
exhibit

United Nations- -
Teaching Kit

See references and
textbook listings

III. PROTECTING OUR FOOD
A. Proper care of

food is necessary
to prevent spoil-
age.

B. Bacteria may be
helpful or harm-
ful.

C. The different met-
hods of storing or
protecting food will
determine how or
when it is used.

--See previous grades.
--Visit the school lunchroom (or a

restaurant) to observe the
method of food storage and sani-
tation practice.

- -Take a field trip to a dairy to
observe pasteurization of milk;
a trip to a canning factory or
frozen feed locker to observe
food preservation.

Health
Cleanliness
Community
regulations in
regard to food

Safety

Science
Bacteria- -
helpful and
harmful

Cookbooks

Exhibits
Food storage aids

Field Trips
Cafeteria
Canning factory
Dairy
Frozen food locker
Restaurant
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings
D. Most communities

provide safeguards
for food and water
supplies.

E. Conservation of
food is necessary
if people are to be
well fed and food
costs kept down.

F.

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Boiling kills disease micro-

organisms. Study recipes to see
the different times you are told
to boil or scald the liquid. Ex. -
Bread making.

- -Investigate to see how yeast is
used in cooking and the wide
variety of products.

--See how cafeteria cleans dishes
to kill disease micro - organisms.
Repeat at home.

- -Helpfu.1 bacteria is at work when
milk sours f lr use in cooking.
Taste sour milk. Test sour milk
with litmus paper. Add baking
soda and test again. What is the
result? Taste. Why is baking soda
used in a recipe calling for sour
milk? Look through a r..cipe book
to see how many different food
products are made with sour milk.

--Experiment to show why we use
pasteurized milk. Put 1- cup of
pasteurized milk in two bottles.
Place 1 cup of raw milk in two
bottles. Label four bottles. Place
one of each in sun and in shade.
Record changes.

- -Learn how foods can be preserved
by evaporation of moisture content.
Note this method as used by Arabs.

Integration
Possibilities
Science (cont d)

Climate and
effect on food

Conservation
Evaporation
Food storage
and sanitation
Pasteurization

Social Studies
Conservation
Food storage
and sanitation
in different
parts of world

People who
help

Spices influence
world discover-
ies

Some
Suggested Resources
References
See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings

I

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources
--Study effect of climate on food

which can't be stored under re-
frigeration or dried to be pre-
served. Consider this it. relation
to different sections of the world
as well as to our own Domes.

- - Discuss early methods of food
preservation--apple butter, dried
corn, dried fruits, jellies pre-
serves, root vegetable in cellar.

--Discuss how spices influence dis-
coveries. Sample different spices.
How used to preserve food?

--Thirk of simple ways we have of
protecting food in every day life- -
ex. wrap sandwiches or butter
bread to keep from drying ow .

--What are the many aids available
for use in homes today to help
with food preservation? (Foil,
plastic bags, Saran, et c. )

IV. PREPARING AN ENJOYING OUR FOOD
A. People in the U. S.

and other countries
have d.L.-erent ways
of preparing, serv-
ing, and eating food.

B. Chemical and physi-
cal changes are tak-
ing place at all times
with foods.

- -See previous grades.
- -Pretend you are eating in a foreign

restaurant. What foods do you line
to eat?

--Have a tasting party to introduce
foods to subject taught.

- -Have a "Pack It Meal" to eat as P.
world tour of foods.

Arithmetic
Count
Comparison.
Fractions
Measure and
weig!

Liquid and
dry measures

Quantity
Temperature

Cookbooks

Field Trips
Cafeteria

Picture Collection
Foods that travel
Foreign foods



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings
C. In cooking we use our

knowledge of physical
and chemical changes
to prepare a variety
of foods for our diet.

D. We have many kitchen
tools and machines
which help us in the
preparation of food.
These require careful
use and care.

E. We should be respon-
sible for using safe
work habits in the
kitchen when we cook.

F. Success in cooking de-
pends upon our ability
to read and interpret
directions, to choose
proper ingredients and
utensils, to measure
accurately, and to use
proper methods of pre-
paration.

G. Cooking is a source
of fun for individuals
and the family.

H. Good table manners
create a pleasant meal
time atmosphere and
are an aid to digestion.

Some Suggested Experiences
--Experiment to find new ways to

prepare foods.
--Try different combinations of

foods.
--Have a vegetable fair--try a varie-

ty of ways to prepare and serve
carrots, etc.

- -Take a trip to cafeteria to observe
preparation of foods.

- -Prepare a meal showing how to
use science:
Hot vegetable soup, crackers
(change in form, substance,
boiling)

Tuna fish sandwich and whole
wheat bread.
Cottage cheese and jelly sandwich
(cheese -- bacteria to sour milk,
pectin in jelly)
Raw carrots, celery, tomato,
grape juice.

'llooking to illustrate science
Ways to cook vegetables deter-
mined by types.

Potatoes cooking in open pan burn
more quickly than covered.
Small pieces dissolve and cook
faster than large.

Milk or ice to demonstrate sub-
stance--milk, liquid, changed
to solid either as frozen or dried
milk.

Integration
Possibilities
Art
Attractive
table settings

Make cook-
books

Health
Attractive
surroundings

Clean liness
Digestion
Good manners
Safety
Shaking

Language Arts
Cre-Live ex-
pression

Interpret and
follow directions

Sequence in a
recipe

Introductions and
invitations
Write stories,
reports, recipes

Science
Chemical and
physical changes

Helpful bacteria

Some
Suggested Resources
References
Instructor, May 1961,
You Can Get Fractions
and Division Practice
from a Kettledge

Thomas Lipton Company,
Tea inIvIaLy1 Lands

See references and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandin s
I. There are many people

involved in preparing
food for us in differ-
ent types of eating
places.

J.

GRADE FOUR

Some ..kiested Experiences
Jello--.'issolve in boiling water.
Add ice cubes to melt and chill
jells. Then jello becomes solid.
Syrup--boil sugar in water.
Make rock candy- -how to pre-
vent crystals from forming in
candy.
Baking pancakes, bread, biscuits.
Air as leavening agent--cream
puffs, souffle.
Warm air rises -- placement of
food in refrigerator.
Magnets used in the kitchen

--Plan a unit around a food--ex.
Irish potato. Bake the potato;
cleanliness; use electric oven;
food value.

--Prepare foods using early forms
of food preservation--ex. apple
butter, dried fruits, dried corn,
etc.

Plump raisins (put moisture back
into raisins). Collect pictures of
good foods which could use raisins
as an ingredient. .

--Grow some plants for centerpieces-
tops from carrots, turnips, beets,
parsnips, pineapple.

Integration
Possibilities
Science(cont'd)
Magnets
Machin,. and
tools

Temperature
Water

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Conservation
Interdependence
Machines and
tools

Sharing respon-
sibilities and
fun
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FOOD

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

A. IV ny of the recipes
nr %,/ used in this
country were brought
here by people from
other lands.

B. We can learn much
about people all over
the world by studying
the foods they have
available, their
methods of food pre-
paration, and their
eating habits.

C.

--See previous grades.
--Have mother tell you about recipes

that have been in the family for
years. From where did they come?

--Have grandparents tell about care
of crops, harvesting, fireplace
cooking, preserving foods, gather-
ing wild foods.

--Make a study of foods and customs
from different countries. Plan
menu, table decorations, costumes
etc. , for a tasting party.

--Grind flour as done in different
countries.

Have international tea party. Con-
sider different ways of serving tea
in other countries; customs for
drinking; dress; how grown; tea
tasters; methods of preparation.
For an arithmetic correlation, buy
tea and supplies.

Arithmetic
Buy foods
Compare foods,
prices

Quantity

Art
Make costumes,
table decora-
tions

Language Arts
Dramatization
New words
Re search
Use reference
books
Write short
stories, reports

Science
Changes in foods
Food preser-
vation
Plants and ani-
mals used as
food

Social Studies
Conservation
Early home life
Environment and
influence on food

Other people- -
how alike and
different

Exhibits
Grinding equipment
Old recipes

References
Instructor, Nov.
1961, Thanks iving,
Meant Much to Pilgrims;
What Can It Mean to
Fourth Graders?
See references and
textbook listings
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some Integration
Basic Understandings Same Su esteciences Possibilities
I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE

Some
Suggested Resources

A. Cleanliness and a
neat appearance do
much to make us
feel better, to make
a good impression on
others, and to be
successful on a job.

B. The clothing people
wear depends upon
the climate of the
country and is avail-
able.

C. Our dark clothing be-
comes warmer in sun-
light than does our
light-colored clothing.

D. Our clothing should
be suitable to the
occasion.

E. People dress differ-
ently in different
parts of our country
and the world.

F.

- -See previous grades.
--Do a survey to determine how

people feel about "The Importance
of a Neat Appearance."

- -Collect pictures of people dressed
for different occasions. Evaluate
as to the impression they make on
you.

- -Discuss what helps people to know
how to dress for the day.

- -Tell why people in different coun-
tries wear what they do--ex. , The
Arabs wear head cloths to cover
their faces.

- - What clothing do people in other
countries wear that you would like
to wear?

- -Dress dolls in costumes of different
countries or different periods of
history.

--Do research to learn the origins of
clothing styles and accessories.

--Collect pictures of "idols" in sports
movies, etc. Discuss their actions,
personal appearance, etc.

Art
Color
Design

Health
Cleanliness
Personal
appearance
Protection

Language Arts
Discussions
Judging good
and poor
appearance--
establish a set
of criteria

Research on
origins of
clothing, what
is worn in
other countries,
etc.

Write or give
reports - -out-
line, composi-
tion, vocabu-
lary

Filmstrips
"Clothes and Why We
Wear Them" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Clothing for different
occasions

Clothing of other
countries

References
International Shoe
Co. , Shoes Through
the Ages
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Science
Color and
temperature
Climate and
choice of
clothing
Water--clean-
ing

Social Studies
Climate and
availability in-
fluence cloth-
ing
Personal
appearance in-
fluences self-
confidence and
relationships

Interdependence
World conditions
reflect in cloth-
ing worn

IL
A.

GETTING OUR CLOTHING
We get clothing
from all parts of
the world.

B. Man has learned
to use animal and
plant fibers in a
variety of ways to
make clothing.

- -See previous grades.
- - Read labels on clothing of chil-

dren in room. What are the
sources of the textiles?

- - What are the different types of
clothing worn in different countries?
Why? How are they obtained?

Arithmetic
Measurements

Art
Charts and
posters

Exhibits
Samples of fabrics
for children to touch
and compare

Labels fr JM clothing



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

C. Man has learned to
use other materials
to create man-made
fibers for clothing.

D. Methods of making
cloth have improved
from time to time.
Machines have re-
placed the spinning
wheels and hand
looms.

E. The government has
standardized the

..I., measurements for
0a* different clothing
1 sizes to help us in

purchasing or mak-
ing clothing.

F.

--What types of clothing do we get
from other countries? Why do we
buy clothing from other countries
instead of making it ourselves?

--Investigate the standardized mea-
surements for different clothing
sizes. Have children determine
their own measurements and the
proper clothing sizes.

Learn about the history of cotton
and its use as a wearing apparel.

--Learn how cotton is used in dif-
ferent parts of the world. How do
the people get their cotton?

Language Arts
Clothing vocab-,
ulary

Read labels
Write stories
about source
of clothing/

1

Science
Machines and
inventions

Synthetic fi-
bers
New uses of
fibers
Role of science

Social Studies
Government
standards

Interdependence
How people of
world dress

Machine and
inventions
improve
methods,
prove greater
variety, etc.

People who
help us

Some
Suggested Resources
Filmstrips
"The Clothing Fac-
tory"- Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"Cotton' - Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

"How Cloth is Made"-
Incycbpaeclia Britannica
'Materials for Clothes"-
encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica

"::tory of Cotton" -
S)ctery- Visual Ed:-.
cation
"St pry of Leather" -
So,liety Visual Edi-
-ct. ion

"Story of Wool" - Society
Vis ial Education

"Where Clothes Come
From" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Picture Collection
Clothirg and fabrics
from animals, plants
man -u ade

Referenc es
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1961, C,lor, Nature's
Gift
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings

A.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Socia udies
(cont'd)
Source of fibers
and clothing
world wide
Transportation

III.

GT.ADE FOUR

Some
VW gested Resources
References (cont'd)

ee reference and
textbook listings

CARING FOR OUR CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCE
We should be respon- --See previous grades
sible for the care of --Tell how to dry clothing
our clothing.

B. We should be respon-
sible for our own
personal appearance.

C. Our posture affects
our personal appear-
ance.

D. Soap, towel, nail.
file and mirror are
helpful in keeping
neat and clean.

E. We make use of a
variety of devices
for hanging up our
clothing.

F. The weather affects
the drying time of
wet clothing.

G.

ly.
quick-

- -Discuss how animals keep clean.
Can we learn a lesson from them?

--Make a list of sensible rules to
follow when washing or bathing.

--Write a story about water and its
role in keeping us clean.

--Demonstrate what should be done
with clothing at night.

- - Prepare an exhibit of different
types of clothing and the various
devices that can be used for car-
ing for each type.

--How does a person's appearance
affect his disposition?

- -Make a "good grooming kit" to
carry with you to school.

Health
Attitudes
Cleanliness
Health habits
Personal
appearance
Posture
Responsibility
for own
appearance

Science
Tools for
clothing care
Water-- dis-
solving, clean-
ing

Weather and
rate of eva-
poration

1

exhibit
Clothing and "care
aids"

Good grooming kit

.I'ilmstrips
"Proper Clothes and
Their Care" - Ency-
clopaedia. Britannica

Picture Collection
Posture affects our
appearance

Good grooming habits

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings
IV. SEWING FOR FUN
A. Sewing clothing and

making gifts can be
a c.ource of pleasure
in home and family
living.

B. Sewing is more fun
when we use our tools
carefully and correct-
ly.

C.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- -Aprons of percale or Indian head

make good gifts.
- -Tie dyeing may be used for luncheon

scarf, head scarf, or place 'mat.
- -Children may create designs on

graph paper and then do cross stitch
samplers.

- -Creative stitchery can be used to
make maps of different countries on
burlap.

- -Felt coat hanger covers can be
made for gifts. They are sewed
together by hand and designs made
by cutting or punching the felt or by
embroidering.

- -Scraps of fabric can be used for tea
napkins. Edges can be fringed.

--Demonstrate the use and care of
the sewing tools, the pressing
equipment, etc.

Art
Choosing
colors

Creative
designs

Dyeing
cloth

Language Arts
Following
directions

Sharing

Science
Color
Sour ds
Machines,
tools

Social Studies
Doing some-
thing for
others

Hobbies

Health
Safety
Self express-
ion

Exhibits
Sample projects

References
See reference and
textbook lirting b
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
Some Integration

Possibilities 1

Some
Suggested Resources

V.
A.

B.

1.0
Cr C.4.0

LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF CLOTHING
Some of the clothing I --See previous grades.

- -Have grandparents tell about
making cloth and clothing and
how they cared for their clothing.

Why can clothing be lighter and
less bulky today than in past?

- -Make a collection of pictures
showing children of different coun-
tries dressed for school, play,
church. Discuss why they dress
as they do. Can you notice any
U. S. influence in their clothing
habits; any of their influence on
our habits?

we wear today was
influenced by cloth-
ing worn in other
countries.
We can learn much
about people all over
the world by studying
the fabrics they have,
how they get their
clothing, how they
dress for different
occasions.

Social Studies
Clothing teaches
about people
and their lives

Interdependence-
people, coun-
tries

Heritage

Picture Collection
Children of different
countries dressed
for different occas-
ions

References
Instructor, Dec.
1961, Traveling
Fourth Graders Learn
Geography, Too

See reference and
textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some Integration Some
Basic Understandin s Some Su ested Ex eriences Possibilities Su ested Resources
I. LEARNING ABOUT PEOPLE
A. No matter where

people live they have
the same basic needs
for food, clothing,
shelter, love, success
and belonging.

B. People are alike and
different in many ways.

C. Members of a group
are friendly and
cooperative.

D. How we feel often
influences how we
act.

E. When we help others
we have self-respect
and feel good.

I

F.

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures of people of dis-

tant lands. Discuss the people
and their homes, food, clothing,
useful animals, work, play,
goods they trade, etc.

--Does sharing of ideas between
people or countries cause more
or fewer inventions?

--Collect pictures showing people
being alike and different. Dis-
cuss the reasons.

--Have each child keep a record of
how he felt and acted for several
days. As a class summarize and
discuss the results. Have children
relate their findings to their par-
ents to further illustrate the effect
of feelings on action.

--Use television commercials (ex.
those recommending drugs for
headaches, etc. ) to illustrate how
feelings affect actions.

Health
Basic needs
Consideration
for others

Emotions
Individual
differences

Language Arts
Comparing
Cooperation- -
part of a
group
Creative ex-
pression

Dramatization
Write stories
and reports

Research

Social Studies
Basic needs
and behavior

Interdependence
People of the
world

Helping other
people is good
for us

Filmstrips,
"Growing Up" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

Picture Collection
People--alike and
different

People of other lands- -
their needs

References
Instructor, Dec.
1961, Traveling
Fourth Grade -s
Learn Geography
Too

See reference and
textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings
II. LIVING IN A FAMILY

Some Suggested Experiences

.1110..

Integration Some
Possibilities Suggested Resources

A. Family members --See previoua grades.
should learn to --Tell how father's work helps the
accept the ideas and family and the community in which
opinions of each it lives.
other. --Collect pictures of home and

B. When family mem- families in distant lands. Discuss.
bers share work and --Discuss how the family mea? habits
play, they can enjoy influence family unity, manners,
each other and have etc.
fun together. --Have children tell what they do with

Health Filmstrips
Consideration
for others

Cooperation
Family re-
lations

Family roles
Interdependerce
Strengthening
the family

"Families Around
the World" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Homes and families
of other lands

References
C. Family members their grandparents and other rela- See reference and

should be as friendly tives.
and polite to each --Discuss what children can do to give
other as they are to happiness to their relatives (include
their friends. personal actions as well as material

D. Family members en- gifts).
joy their grandparents
and relatives and have
responsibilities for
their happiness and
welfare.

textbook listings

E.

III. LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY
A. Being friendly makes 1 --See previous grades. Art References

a community a plea-
sant place in which
to live.

- - Discuss how to be friendly to the
community helpers--ex. , milkman.

Tell about the kind of neighbor you

Draw charts,
maps

See reference and
textbook listings

B. Community members like best. Health
and workers help to --Make charts showing how people in Cooperation
make it a safe, health-. different communities help one in commun-
ful and pleasant place
in which to live.

another. ity
Environment
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

C. Girls and boys have --Make a study of the community. Health (cont'd)
different but as im- How do they get the things they Friendship
portant roles to
play in the commun-

need?
--Investigate how people in other

Sharing

ity as adults,
D.

countries (Alaska, Eskimo) are
dependent upon each other for
survival.

Language Arts
Cooperation
Dramatization

--Discuss how children can help
to make the community a safe
and happy place.

--Tell what you could do to help a
careless community member
change his habits.

Research
Tell or write
stories or
hold discussions

Social Studies
Community
members rules

Environment
Friendship
Interdependence
Relationships
with others

IV. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FAMILY LIFE
A. People live, work,

and play differently
in different parts of
the world

B. People from many
lands have come to
live and work in
America.

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures showing how

people live in different parts of
world. Compare with life in
U. S. How alike?

- -Make a study of the way our
family life has been enriched
by people from other countries.
Have discussions, exhibits,
food tasting parties, demon-
strations, etc.

Language Arts
Comparing
Dramatization
Research on
family life

Tell or write
a story about
family lire

Picture Collection
Family 1 ife in differ-
ent parts of world

References
Instructor, Nov. 1961,
"Thanksgiving Meant
Much to Pilgrims,
Who.i. Can It Mean to
Fourth Graders



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
C. People from other

lands have enriched
the life of our com-
munity with their
family life customs,
fine foods, and handi-
craft skills.

D.

Some
Basic UncaJrstandings
I. LIVING IN HOMES

Some Su ewted Ex eriences
- -Have children tell about their

ancestors.
--Discuss the contributions of dif-

ferent nationality groups to our
country. Emphasize the good
traits that each group has to share.

GRADE FOUR

Integration
Possibilities
Social Studies
Family life
He ritage- -
from other
countries

People--re-
lationships

PA- zonal traits
L.._ values

World family.
how alike and
different

Interdependence

HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some Su ested Ex eriences

some
Su ested Resources
See reference and
textbook listings

GRADE FOUR

Some
Su tested Resources

A. People everywhere
have homes that give
them shelter, but in
some parts of the
world the homes are
very different from
ours in the U. S.

B. People live differ-
ently in different
parts of the world.

C. People try to be
comfortable no mat-
ter where they live.

- -See previous grades.
- -Compare homes in the neighbor-

hood. Why are they different?
- -Compare houses and home life

in different countries. How are
they alike and different?

- -What conditions make shelter
necessary? Could you live in
the homes of other countries?

- -In some homes the kitchen is
the most important room of the
house. Why is this? What is
the most important room at your
house?

I

Art
Draw pictures
of houses

Health
Basic needs
Homes differ
Individital
differences

Sharing

Filmstrips
"Why We Need Houses"
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica
"Home Life" Series
Popular Science

Picture Collection
Housesof the world

References
Grade Teacher, June
1958, Neighbors
Around the World
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
D. There is a differ-

ence between a house
and a home.

E. Family members
work to make their
home meet their
needs.

F.

Integration
Possibilities

- -Do research to determine the
difference between a house and
a home.

- -Discuss what cq.ch person can do
to help make his house a home.

Language Arts
Cooperation--
world

Courtesy
Dramatization
Research
Tell or write
reports about
people of world

Social Studies
Attitudes
Basic needs of
housing

Family life
Housing
Values are re-
flected in our
home life

Some
Suggested Resources
See reference and

textbook listings

II.

A. Homes in our
country are built
in many different
places and with
many kinds of
materials.

B. New inventions
have made grad-
ual improvements
in our homes and
our home furnish-
ings.

GETTING AND FURNYSHING OUR HOMES
--See previous grades.
--Discuss how climate and weather

influence houses- -their design,
building materials, windows, etc.

--Discuss heating homes - -types
of heating; where placed in room;
furniture for warmth and coolness
effect of different seasons of the
year, etc.

- -Investigate why radiators are
usually placed near the floor.

Art
Home deco-
rations

House plans

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions and plans
Pictures,words,
sounds

Research
Write or tell
reports

Filmstrips
"Home Life Series" -
Popular Science
"Kinds of Houses" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Electricity and gas
uses in the home

Lighting devices for
the home
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Undestandings Some Suggested Experiences
C. Science has helped

man to make homes
better.

D. When people plan
ahead for their hous-
ing and furnishings,
they are most likely
to get what they
really want.

E. Changes in lighting
and heating have
improved home con-
ditions.

F.

- - Discuss lighting the home--
materials and products for light-
ing; arrangements of lighting
fixtures; use of candles.

- -Make candles for use in the home
at holidays. Discuss early
methods of making candies and
use of berries as a source of
wax.

- -Show pictures of things in the
home using gas or electricity.

--Compare homes and furniture of
different countries. Why are the
building materials, types of
homes, etc. used?

Integration
Possibilities
Science

Environment
Heating and
lighting

Inventions
Role in hous-
ing
Variety of
materials

Social Studies
Homes
Home building
Interdependence
Inventions
Transportation

Some
Suggested Resources
Picture Collection (cont'd)
7ariety of homes and
furnishings in U. S. and
other countries

References
See reference and
textbook listings

III. CARING FOR OUR HOMES
A. People have ways to

make work easier by
using machines and
getting rid of friction.

B. Some people in the
world have machines
to help them and some
don't.

C. We .,.could all be con-
cerned about safety
in the home and should
work to develop the
safety habit through
practice.

- -See previous grades.
--Collect pictures of uses of water

in the home.
--Collect pictures of uses of

electricity in the' home.
--List the things that are run in

the home by an electric motor.
Tell how the work used to be done
before electricity.

Tell how the following were done
before we had electricity--light-
ing, cooling, washing, cooking,
heating, drying clothes.

Health
Attitudes
Cleanline s s
Safety habit
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Follow direc-
tions around
appliances

Routines
Tell or write
reports

Filmstrip
"Helping Moth er and
Father" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Picture Collection
Electricity in the home
Monet in daily living
Water in the home

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings
D. People use money

for different reasons
in different countries.

E. Allowances are best
spent when budgeted
in advance.

F.

,t,

Suggested Experiences
--Discuss how electric switches,

plug, and fuses work.
- - List things that help to make a

home safe.
- -Tell how to prevent sliding or

slipping accidents in the home.
- -Tell what safety features need

to be observed around electric
applicances. What are electrical
conductors and non-conductors?

-- Why are frosted light bulbs used
in the home?

--Demonstrate how to put out grease
fires in the kitchen.

- -What must be done to prepare the
home for summer and winter?
List those things that can be done
by the children.

Integration
Possibilities
Science
Electricity- -
electric motor

Fire
Friction
Machines,
tools- -make
work easier

Safety around
electric
appliances

Seasons- -
home care

Water- -uses in
home

Some
Suggested Re sources

Social Studies
Attitudes
Fa.nily roles
Interdependence
Money--uses
Planned spend-
ing allowances



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FOUR

Some
Basic Understandings

HAVING FUN IN THE HOME
Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

IV.
A.

Some
Suggested Resources

It is fun to plan sur-
prises for our parents.

B. Younger brothers and
sisters enj oy having
us entertain them.

C. It is fun to display our
collections and to
share them with the
family.

D.

--See previous grades.
--Tell about how people had fun in

early timeshouse raising bees,
quilting bees, etc.

--Make a gift for the family. Do it
at a time of the year when the
family wouldn't be expecting a
gift and call it a "thank you gift
for being nice to me."

--Make a scrapbook of things that
can be used to entertain younger
children.

--Make a toy for a younger child
and give it to him as a surprise
gift.

--Collect pictures of different ways
to display our personal collections.
Children could make a display de-
vice to use in their bedrooms.

Health
Family fun
Homes
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Dramatization
Tell or write
stories about
personal
collections

Social Studies
Attitudes
Family life
Family re-
lations --
brothers and
sisters

Home life
should be
fun, too

Sharing

References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF HOMES
A. Many different --See previous grades.

activities have been
performed in the kit-
chens of homes of
long ago and in homes
of other countries.

B. Home furnishings
and cooking utensils
tell an interesting
story about the history
of housing through the
years.

C.

GRADE FOUR

Integration
Possibilities

.11111
Some

Suggested Resources

- -Make a list of inventions that have
helped to make homes better
(kitchens, plumbing, etc. )

- -How did people in early times
get light? Make candles.

- -Have grandparents tell about
daily activities--carrying
water, cleaning dirt floors,
making candles and soap, etc.

- -Show pictures of kitchens of long
ago and look for types of furnish-
ings, cooking devices, foods,
clothing, etc.

- -Exhibit furnishings and utensils
from different periods in history.
For interest include the item
(or a picture) as it appears today.

Language Arts
Comparing
housing
through the
years
Dramatization
Researcli
early housing
Tell or write
reports about
early housing

Social Studies
Attitudes
Early home
life
Heritage
Inventions
and machines
World homes

Exhibit
Furnishings from dif-
ferent periods of
history

Filmstrips
"Houses of Long Ago" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica
"Life in Early Ameri-
ca" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Picture Collection
Home and furnishings
from different periods
in history
Kitchens of early homes

References
See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandin s
I. EATING FOR HEALTH
A. 1.-ere are six classes

of nutrients. Each class
meets certain body
needs and is digested
in its own way.

B. Food is changed physi-
cally and chemically in
the body.

C. Meal planning means in-
cluding foods that meet
the needs of the body.

D. A knowledge of basic
food groups and meal-
time patterns is useful
in the daily selection of
food.

E. Good eating habits aid
digestion. They must be
practiced every day.

F. People can learn to
like new foods and to
change poor food habits
if they understand and
care about meeting the
needs of their bodies.

G. People who eat foods
different from ours
can still get the neces-
sary nutrients.

H.

Some Su ested Ex eriences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Sup t ested Resources

- -See previous grades.
Conduct animal experiments to

show difference diet makes.
- -Use food charts showing food

values and water based on
scientific research.

--Arrange for scientific experi-
ments to test foods for carbo-
hydrates, fats, calcium, and
water.

- -Evaluate menus that appear in
newspaper tabulating servings
from each food group. Plan sub-
stitutions for different foods to
take care of likes, season,
variety, etc.

- -Study labels on six cereals. List
nutrients. How do they differ?

--Give a Food Fair for the fourth
grade. Have a tasting center of
"milk drinks you can make" -
simple meals without cooking,
etc.

--Look in Boy or Girl Scout hand-
books for simple recipes.

--Visit a zoo or pet shop and watch
animals being fed. Describe kind
of food and eating habits of each.

Arithmetic
Comparison
Counting,
tabulating

Grouping foods
Metric system
Equivalents
Weigh, mea-
sure

Art
Make charts,
murals, post-
ers

Health
Attitudes
Digestion
Eating habits
Food classes-
Meal planning
Variety
nutritious
foods

Language Arts
Dramatization
Follow direc-
tions

Read and in-
terpret menus,
etc.

Exhibits
Cereal labels
Food ads
Menus

Filmstrips
"Eating Right Kinds of
Food" - Popular Science

"Food for Life" - Swift
"You and Your Food" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Resources
Forecast, Feb. 1961,

at Feeding Experiments
Grade Teacher, Jan. 1958,
Experiments with Energy
in Foods

Grade Teacher, Dec. 1962,
Animals Go to School

Illinois Teacher, Vol. II,
No. 5, at Experiments

Instructor, Oct. 1962,
Feeding White Rats
Taught Us The Importance
of Food

American Bottlers, What
Little Rats Drink and
How They Grow

American Institute of
Baking, Enriched Bread
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -Collect food ads from paper, etc.
How do they encourage you to eat
certain foods? Do they list prices?
Do they tell you the nutrients in
foods? Do they tell you what famous
people eat the foods?

- -Discuss reasons for eating at
certain times. Compare with other
countries.

- - Could our "Basic 4 Food Guide"
serve other countries?

- -Arrange "tasting-testing" parties
of typical or unfamiliar foods of
regions that are being studied.

Plan foods and menus for different
weather conditions.

- -Why is food harder to digest if not
chewed properly? What methods
of food preparation help to make
food easier to digest?

Language Arts
(cont'd)
Research
Write reports,
stories

Science
Chemical and
physical
changes

Digestion
Food classes
Research
Scientific
food experi-
ments

Resources (cont'd)
Merck and Co. ,
Enriched, etc.

National Dairy Council,
Food Models, Meal
Charts

See reference and
textbook listings

II. GETTING OUR FOOD
A. The need for new and

better foods influenced
the discovery of new
countries and the de-
velopment of better
farming in this country.

B. Food production has
helped to influence
where people lived and
the types of communi-
ties that developed.

- -See previous grades.
--Make a map showing source of

meats, fruits, vegetables, and
staples which are in local market
at a given time.

- -Plan a study of foods that grow in
the different sections of our coun-
try. Visit a market to see fresh
fruits and vegetables that are
shipped to our locality.

Art
111111111.M.

Make maps

Language Arts
Follow direc-
tions

Research and
reports

Write or tell
stories about
food sources

Cookbooks

Filmstrips
"Our Food Comes From
All Parts of World" -
Popular Science

"Production of Maple
Syrup" - Dept. of
Agriculture
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Underst andings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

C. Scientists spend many
years of research and
study before they make
a decision about a new
product of discovery.

D. Scientists have been
responsible for help-
ing farmers to produce
more and better food
with less work; dis-
covering new foods,
and recognizing the
need for finding new
ways to feed the people
of the world as the
population increases.

E. Food processing means
taking a food or com-
binations of foods and
changing them to some-
thing else. This has re-
sulted in a greater
variety of foods as well
as the utilization of
more plants and animals
as food.

- Make a map of the United States
showing major food production
of each other.

--Prepare an exhibit of products
of different countries. Have a
tasting party.

- -Do research to see original
source of food and how it can now
be produced.

- -Make list of foods that might be
made from things grown on farms
in different regions.

- Use phone book to see what
articles are made or foods pro-
cessed in our city.

--Have a tasting party of tropical
food crops.

-- Discuss former waste products
now in use--ex. things from sea,
early and late fruit and vegetables
etc.

- Do research to discover names
of foods called by area from
which they comeex. Maine or
Idaho potatoes.

- -Visit a fruit store to see hybrid
fruits or vegetables.

-Identify edible greens of New Jer-
sey. Take a trip to gather, pre-
pare, and taste the greens.

Science
Environment
influences
food crops

New methods
of food pro-
cessing

Greater utili-
zation of ani-
mals and
plants for
food
Research in-
volves years
of study

Science's role
in world feed-
ing

Social Studies
Food pro-
duction and
community

Interdependence
Relation of
food to new
discoveries

Some
Suggested Resources
Filmstrips (cont'd)
"Science, Invention and
Food" - Popular Science

Picture Collection
Foods from farms of
Northeastern United
States, etc.

Foods of the United
States

Fruits of New Jersey
Vegetables of New Jersey

References
Forecast, Nov. 1959,
Hawaiian Food Customs
Forecast, March 1960,
Alaskan Foods

American Museum
Natural History, Cereals
and Civilzation, Rice
as a World Food

American Spice Trade
Assoc. , All publications
Corn Industries Research,
Our Gift from the
Indians
Griffith Lab, Spice and
Herb Handbook

Hawaiian Extension Ser-
vice



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandin s
F. The food grown in an

area is influenced by
the climate, topo-
graphy, and population
(the workers available
as well as the needs
of the people).

G. In the past people had
to rely on foods grown
locally.

H.

Some Suggested Experiences
- -Make a study of Dairy Industry

to discover raw materials used
and finished products made.

Cook an egg until hard. Cut into
half lengthwise and examine.
Note layers of albumen that form-
ed around yolk.

--Cut open such fruits as apples,
oranges. Locate parts that were
eggs, ovary wall, and stem end
of flowers.

--Cook cereal as done in past. Grind
and add 1 cup wheat to 4 cups of
boiling water and 1 teaspoon salt.
Cool 3 hours. Compare with pre-
sent cereals. Repeat for other
breakfast foods.

--Go into market to discover the
many uses for cereals. Cookbooks
might also be used for information.

Make list of foods that might be
made from things grown on farms
in different regions.

- -Check advertising statements for
information about sources of foods.

Integration
Possibilities

some
Suggested Resources
References (cont'd)
Hawaiian Visitors'
Bureau

Kellogg, Grains are
Great Food

McCormick Co. , Map
of the World

National. Dairy Council,
Animals that Give
People Milk, Hello
from Alaska

National Federation
Coffee, Trip to Columbia

N. J. Dept. Conservation,
Indian Lore of New Jer-
sey

Pan-American Coffee
Bureau, Coffee, etc.

Public Service, Riches
of New Jersey

Ralston, Whole Wheat
Structure

Sunshine Biscuits, Story
of Wheat
Wheat Flour Institute,
From Wheat to Flour

See references and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested ExFariences
III. PROTECTING OUR FOOD

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

A. Molds, --See previous grades.
- -Discuss how micro-organisms are

used to help in food production.
Ex. cheese making, vinegar, etc.
Have a tasting party of cheeses.

- -Invite Board of Health official to
come in to tell what they do to see
food is safe.

- -Visit a restaurant to see what they
must do to see sanitary conditions
are provided and observed.

- -Visit the school lunchroom to see
what the health inspector does
there. Observe the operation of
the dishwasher. Why is it an im-
portant piece of the cafeteria
equipment?

- -Investigate the big companies that
have developed a big business out
of food processing. What other
services do they render?

- -What are the advantages of dehy-
drated food today over primitive
times?

- -Why aren't cans of fruit full when
opened? When they were canned,
the boiling hot fruit was placed
to the top. This can be demon-
strated by open kettle canning of
peaches, etc.

- -Investigate agencies that safe-
guard the food supply.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

bacteria,
and yeasts cause much
of food spoilage. They
also can be used to
help in food production.
Living things need
food, warmth, and
moisture to grow. Con-
trolling these can help
to make food safe.
Evaporating all or
some of water from
liquid is a method of
reventing the spoiling

of liquid food for along
time.
Disease germs can be
spread by people and
through food and water.
Certain public agencies
sup3rvise the handling
of food.
Local health departments
test milk, water, food,
and inspect buildings.
The government has
established laws to
regulate getting foods
by hunting or fishing.

Health
Cleanliness
Community
agencies

Safety

Science
Disease
germs

Evaporation
Food pro-
cessing

Micro-
organisms in
food produc-
tion

Social Studies
Community's
role in pro-
viding a safe
and adequate
food supply

Contributions
of commercial
food process-
ing companies
to all people

Improvements
An food process-
ing can bene-
fit all people

Field Trips
Cafeteria
Food processing
company

Restaurant

References
Grade Teacher, Dec.
1960, The Canning
Industry

See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Sug ested Experiences
IV. PREPARING AND ENJOYING OUR FOOD
A. Different methods of

cooking influence the
ingredients used the
time necessary, the
resulting flavor and
the appearance of the
finished product.

B. Cooking makes some
foods easier to digest.

C. Cooking drives out
water and fat from
meat.

D. Egg proteins give
firmness to certain
foods.

E. Minerals and some
vitamins dissolve in
water. Vegetables
and fruits should be
cooked in as little
water as possible.

F. Shiny pans reflect
more heat than dull
ones.

G. Using the correct
amount of heat, c
temperature, is im-
portant to successful
cooking.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Su ested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- -Prepare fruit drinks. Compare

cost with soft drinks. Create new
flavors.

- -Demonstrate cooking terms- -
boil, broil, simmer, steam,
bake, fry.

- -Make collection of favorite recipes.
- -Prepare food products. Discuss

how to do jobs, number of machines
or tools.

--Collect thermometers. Note
differences. How used in cooking?

- -Make a study of tile safety tech-
niques that should be used in the
kitchen.

- - Discuss science principles in
food pi eparation: Ex. how coffee
percolator works, why cover goes
up and down when water boils,
changes of state in cooking and
baking.

--Demonstrate now eggs are used in
cooking to thicken product; to cause
product to rise.

- - What should be done to flame once
water in pan starts to boil? Why?

Arithmetic
Compare
prices

Equivalents
Fractions
Liquid, dry
measure

Art
Attractive
table settings

Creative
table settings
for different
occasions

Make cook-
books

Health
Cleanliness
Digestion and
cooked foods

Eating habits
and manners

Hobby of
cooking

Meal planning
Preserving
food nutrients

Safety

Cookbooks and recipes

Filmstrips
"Food Habits and
Customs" - Popular
Science

Picture Collection
What Cooking Method
Is This?
Thermometer and Its
Many Uses

References
Sturbridge Village Pub-
lications, Customs on
Table Tops

J. Walter Thompson,
Have Fun, Make Rolls

See reference and
textbook listings



Some
Basic Understandia s
H. Each ingredient in a

recipe serves a useful
purpose.

I: Knowing the riglit
utensil and tool to use
shoul.. make cooking
easier and more
successful.

J. Cooking can be a hobby
or a vocation.

K. Eating slowly and
chewing food well will
aid digestion.
Different types of
table settings and ser-
vice are used for dif-
ferent occasions.

M. There are basic table
manners that are es-
sential for all occasIons.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

,ome Su ested Experiences
-- Experiment with cake ingredients.

Mix a batter of 4 tbsp. flour, 2
tbsp. water, .g tsp.tsp. baking powder,
1 tbsp. melted butter. bake. Each
time emit one ingredient. Compare
finished products.

-- Effect of atmosphere on food:
How does pressure affect bak-
ing of food? When you open
the door of the refrigerator,
what happens to air in it? What
causes frost on refrigerator?
In food markets, how doe s food
stay frozen in boxes with ao
..--vers?

--Entertain parents or other class at
a tea party to learn proper eti-
quette. Have a committee visit the
guests to explain the purpose and
rules they will follow. This will
also help to teach the other class.

--Plan, prepare, and serve regional
holiday recipes for class parties.

--With cooperation of school admin-
istrators and school lunch managers
plan ways of improving school
lunchroom from standpoint of
beauty, safety, health, eq.zipment.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
Interpret and
follow direc-
tions

Invitations,
introductions,
and guests

Terms (words)
in cooking

Science
Atmosphere
Chemical and
physical
change

Food classes
How electrical
equipment
works
Preserve food
nutrients
Purpose of in-
gredients
Thermometers
Variety of
tools

Social Studies
Conservatittn
Interdependence

GRADE FIVE

Some
Suggested Reso..rces



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

I Some Suggested E3speriences
Some

Basic Understandings
V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FOOD
A. We can learn much

about peoplc by
studying the foods
originally produced
in their countries;
which ones are still
in use; how famine,
destruction of crops,
etc. .Lffected them.

B. The heritage of the
different parts of our
country and other
countries is reflected
in the food and eating
habits of the people.

C. The need for new and
better foods influenced
the discovery of new
countries and the de-
velopment of better
farming methods,
machines, and tools.

D.

--See previous grades.
--Discover the food habits and cus-

toms of our ancestors.
- -Display articles of Pi, neer Days.
--Compare the impersonal services

of a large chain grocery store with
services rendered in early small
town or country store.

- -Cook cereal as in past. Grind grain.
Add 1 cup to 4 cups boiling water
and 1 tsp. salt. Cook 3 hours. Com-
pare with present cereal method.
Do for other breakfast foods.

--Plan, prepare, and serve a lunch-
eon typical of a region in the
United States.

- -Compare modern vs.
of food pre servation--drying,
salting, use of pepper and spices,
vegetables kept in caves and cel-
lars.

- -Make butter.
--Plan a pioneer par.y for January and

for August. Play games that pioneer
children played. Serve typical foods.
Use no modern games or toys,canned
or packaged foods.

- -Make hominy out of corn. Make lye
water by pouring hot water through
wood ashes; soak corn in lye water
until h- s come off; rinse; boil corn
until soft, brown in butter, and eat.

old met' ods

Integration
Possibilities

....
Some

Su ested Resources

iLanguage Arts
Dramatization
Individual
reading

Research
Use reference
sources

Write reports
and stories

Science
Conservation
Effect of en-
vironment on
food

Food preser-
vation- -old
and new met-
hods

Machines and
tools

Social Studies
Environment
and influence
on food and
eating cus-
toms

Food needs in-
fluenced dis-
coveries of
countries and
machines

Exhibit
Cooking Uten ils of
Pioneer Days

Filmstrips
"Food Makes History" -
Popular Science

"Foods of Hawaii"
Pure Cane Sugar

"Foods Through Ages"
-achersLibrary

dm

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1959, Gadgets of
Colonial Times

Field Enterprises,
Colonial Life in
America, Pioneer
Life in America

Nebraska State Historical
Society - -Homes and
Food in Early Nebraska

See reference and
textbook listings
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some Integration Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences Possibilities Suggested Resources

Social Studies
(cont'd)
Heritage
Interdependence

CLOT 4INO EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE
.101!1=

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH AND APPEARANCE

Integration
Pos sibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

A. A person's appear-
ance is an expression
of his personality.

B. People should not be
judged by their appear
ance alone.

C. People should be
guided by the situation
in dressing for health
and appearance.

D. A knowledge of basic
fibers and fabrics is
useful in selecting or
making clothing.

E. Posture is influenced
by clothing.

F. People who wear
clothing different from
ours can still be pro-
perly dressed and
groomed.

G.

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures of well-groomed

people. Discuss what makes them
well groomed.

- -Discuss if you are treated differ-
ently when you go to a store all
dressed up than when you go in
clothes for play? Why?

- -Collect pictures of way people
dressed years ago and now. What
changes have taken place? Why
were these changes possible?

--Explain how fabrics keep you warm
and cool.

--Practice to improve posture.
- -Discuss the effect of clothing on

posture.
--Demonstrate how line and color in

clothing can change a person's
appearance.

- -Choose sleeping garments appro-
priate for different seasons.

Art
Color
Deign
Line

Health
Cleanliness
Personal
appearance
Personality
Posture

Language Arts
Discussions
Judging appear-
ance use of
criteria

Science
Environment
and clothing
Propertie- of
fibers zoi,.. abric

Filmstrips
"Clothes and Why We
Wear Them" - Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Clothing for different
periods in history
Line and color in
clothing

Well-groomed people

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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CLOTHTNG EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

some
Basic Miderstandings Some Suggested Experiences

- - Plan clothing to take on a trip to
different parts of the country.
How should the clothing be packed
to stay in good condition?

Integration
Possibilities
Social Studies
Grooming and
relationships

Social situations
influence
grooming

Variety in
clothing and
grooming
standards

GRADE FIVE

Some
Suggested Resources

GETTING OUR CLOTHING
In the past the raw
materials that were
available in the U. S.
determined the cloth-
ing that people wore.

B. The need for new,
better, and less ex-
pensive clothing in-
fluenced the discovery
of new fibers and the
development of better
methods for making
cloth and clothing.

C. Clothing production
has helped to influence
where people lived
and the types of com-
munities that devel-
oped.

--See previous grades.
--Collect pictures of clothing and

the machines that make it.
--Wash and card raw wool, spin

into yarn, and weave intf cloth
on a hand loom.

--Show pictures of raw materials.
Where are they grown in U. S. ?
Why do they grow there? Which
can be produced everywhere in
U. S. ? On what conditions ;lo raw
materials depend?

- -Make exhibit of raw materials and
finished products from your area.
Tell what machines and tools were
used in making them.

- -Investigate and tell about the
cities that have sprung up around
clothing and textile mills.

Arithmetic
Consumer
practices

Cost factors
in production
and distri-
bution of cloth
ing

Measurements

Language Arts
Research
Read labels
and ads

New words
Write about
clothing
sources,
construction

Exhibits
Raw fibers at different
stages plus finished
products
Labels and advertisements

Filmstrips
"`The Clothing Factory" -
Encyclopaedia Britannica
"Cotton" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"How Cloth is Made" -
Encyclopaedia Britannica
"Materials for Clothes" -
Encyclopaedia Britannica
"Story of Cotton" - Society
Visual Education

"Story of Wool" - Society
Visual Education



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
D. Scientists have been

responsible for helping
manufacturers to pro-
duce more and better
clothing with less work
and for discovering
new fibers and textile
finishes.

E. Both the government
and the clothing in-
dustry provide help
for consumers with
their choice of textile
fibers, fabrics, and
clothing.

F.

Some Suggested Experiences
--Many clothing advertisements

tell consumer to "add 10% to
clothing cost, west of the
Rockies. " Why does this happen.

--Take a product. Imagine all the
workers who would be needed to
produce it. Stress that because
of this interdependence, we can't
say whose work is more im-
portant. We must value all work
and those who do it.

--Learn how the government and
consumer groups help us in
choosing clothing.

- - Collect labels that come on
clothing. How do they help us?
How should we use them?

Integration
Possibilities
Science
Fibers
Machines
Scientists
help pro-
duction, ne
fibers, fin-
ishes, etc.

GRADE FIVE

Social Studies
Government
and industry
help consumer

Clothing pro-
duction in-
fluences
where workers
lived

Interdependence
Mass production
Integration
World market

Some
Suggested. Resources
Filmstrips (cont'd)

"Where Clothes Come
From" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

Picture Collection
Clothing and machines
that made them

References
Fleisher Yarns, From
the Sheep to the Needle

Institute of Hand Knitting,
Knitting for Young
Americans

International Silk Assn. ,

Naturally Silk, Story of
Silk Sample

Irish Linen Guild, Story
of Irish Linen

Pearce Woolen Mills,
Story of Wool

Pendleton Woolen Mills
Romantic Story of Man
Sheep

See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Basic Understandings I Some Suggested Experiences
Some

III. CARING FOR OUR CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCE
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Cleanliness helps a
person look and feel
better.
Bacteria grows in
body perspiration and
soon causes unplea-
sant odors.
Bathing regularly is
the easiest way to
keep the whole body
clean.
Soap, water, and
deodorants are aids
to good grooming.
Some textile fabrics
are more suitable for
protecting our cloth-
ing and appearance
than others.
Some textile fabrics
require less care
than others.
Scientists have dis-
covered finishes for
cloth which makes
its care easier.

GRADE FIVE

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -See previous grades.
- -Discuss importance of soap today

and in the past. How is soap
made? Test yc+1r regular soap
with litmus pa., er. (Red turns
blue when there is free lye).

- -Try to improve care of clothing
practices. Demonstrate how to
repair ripped seams and hems,
sew on buttons, polish shoes,
wash and dry stockings.

Using two skirts, demonstrate
the result of letting one skirt
lie in a ball on the chair while
the other is hung up.

- -Try soaps on your tongue. If it
stings, there is too much lye.
(Chemists do this).

- -Discuss the difference in the
appearance of the skin of a well-
nourished person and a poorly
nourished person.

- -Plan and present skits:
One girl uses careless pro-
cedures (dirty towel, wash-
clot h,etc . ) when washing face,
picks at pimples, puts on
greasy cream, etc. Another
girl demonstrates the proper
care of the face and skin. Dis-
cuss how each girl might feel

Health
Bathing
Cleanliness
Perspiration
Deodorants

Science
Bacteria
Cleaning pro-
perties of
soap and
water

Deodorants
Fabric fin-
ishes

Soap testing
Conservation
of clothing

Exh41%its
Ads and labels telling
about fabrics finishes

Samples showing fabrics
with special finishes

Filmstrip
"Proper Clothes and
Their Care" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

as she leaves for school.
What impression would each
make on others? How does
the way the face looks affect
the general appearance?
(this can be done with boys
too).

I--Make a list of cloth finishes that
make care of clothing easier.
Study advertisements and labels
to see how common these finishes
are.

....-
IV. SEWING FOR FUN
A. Many people use

cloth and thread to
satisfy their crea-
tive interests and
for leisure time
activities.

B. Commercial com-
panies produce
patterns to help
people with their
sewing.

C. Success in sewing
and needlework de-
pends upon our
ability to read and
interpret directions;
to choose proper fab-
rics, patterns, sew-

Integration
Possibilities

I

Some
Suggested Resources

--See previous ;,rades.
--Make samplers like those done

in Colonial times.
--Wool plaid fabric ma.y be used

for making scarves for gifts for
fathers. Cut crosswise on the
fabric. Hem the two long edges
and fringe the narrow edges.

--Make a collection of commercial
patterns. 1-Tow do they make a
contribution to our life?

--Examine sewing books, adver-
tisements in newspapers, etc.
Make a list of all types of tools
and machines used in sewing.
List the reading and arithmetic
skills and knowledge that is
needed for sewing.

Arithmetic
Measure-
ments

Art
Choos7sng
color s

Creative
designs

Health
Safety
Self-express-
ion

Exhibits
Sample projects

References
Coats and Clark,
Embroidery Stitches

Singer Sewing Company

See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings

ing supplies, and tools;
to measure accurately;
and to use proper sew-
ing methods.

D. Sewing can be a hobby,
a necessity, or a vo-
cation.

E.

.M.Imrwwwe.aI.NIM.rVmlar.wy.../mer

Some S2ssested
--Use sewing skills to help others--

ex. Red Cross sewing.
-Make quick projects using the
sewing machines ex. , Turkish
towl apron, place mats, felt
purse, pleated skirts, percale
aprons.

-Have committees take turns mak-
ing simple repairs on children's
clothing as the need arises.

-Make plastic bags for storing
clothing.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
Interpret and
follow direc-
tions

Sharing
Vocabulary

GRADE FIVE

Science
Color
Sounds
Tools,
machines

Social Studies
Commercial
sewing c,-:/m-
paries

Yet itag e
Hobbies
Lnei tl.re time
Purpose and
effect of sew-
ing on family
life

Some
ested Resources



Sorn,.:.
Basic Understandin s
V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF CLOTHING

CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some Su: ested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources

A. We can learn much --See previous grades.
about people by study-
ing the clothing ori-
ginally produced and
worn in their countries;
what is still in use;
how world conditions
influence what they
wear and buy, etc.

B. The heritage of the
different parts of our
country and other
countries is reflected
in the clothing of the
people.

C. People today apire-
ciate people and cloth-
ing more when they
understand what and
how clothing was made
years ago.

D.

--Display clothing and sewing tools
of Pioneer days.

- -Make a "picture movie" showing
the many processes used by the
pioneers in making their own
cloth.

--Have a fashion show of clothing
from different periods in history.
Have each model tell how the own-
er got the cloth made or bought
the garment, the cost, the home
and family life he or she had, the
fashion highlights of the garment,
etc. Pictures may be used in place
of the actual garments.

--Collect pictures of clothing worn
in different parts of the U. S.
during different periods of history.
Note differences and similiarities
and give reasons.

--Make a study of our current fashions
Can any of these be traced back to
different periods in our history? If
so, why would people choose them?

Social Studies
Appreciation
of people

Clothing re-
flects history
and world
conditions

Heritage
Interdependence

Exhibits
Clothing and sewing
tools of Pioneer days
Clothing from different
periods in history

Picture Collection
Fashions through the
years
Clothing from different
periods in history

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandirgs Some Suggested Experiences
I. LEARNING ABOUT PEOPLE

I

Integration
Possibilities

Some
SuggestedSuggested Resources

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

A person's personality
includes how he feels
about things and acts
towards others.
Each person, in his
personality, is differ-
ent from others in
some ways and alike
in other ways.
The differences in
people make life
more interesting.
We do not inherit our
feelings; we learn
them.
Attitudes and feelings
make a difference in
how new experiences
and ideas are met.
Worries and fears are
easier to handle if un-
derstood.
People get along bet-
ter with each other
when they understand
and appreciate why
they live as they do.

--See previous grades.
- -Discuss how you would help a new

boy or girl in your neighborhood.
What could they do to make friends.

Make a chart showing what friends
do for each other. Collect pictures
to illustrate.

- - Make a new friend.
- -Discuss how to make friends.
--Discuss why people are referred to

as "human resources"?
- - Compare your feelings with other

members of your family. In what
ways do you differ? Discuss why this
can be true.

- -Collect pictures to illustrate differ-
ences in people as well as in material
things. Discuss how these differences
make life more interesting.

--Make a study of the family life of the
different nationalities in the class,
town, or U. S. Compile the values
they have in common. Discuss why
it is possible to share these values
and still live different types of lives.

Health
Basic needs
Consideration
for others

Emotions
Friends and
feelings

Heredity
Personality
development

Language Arts
Comparing
people and
behavior

Cooperation
Dramatization
Research
Write stories
and reports

Sc' ial Studies
Appreciate
other people

Basic needs
People can
make friends

Values of dif-
ferent groups
of people

Filmstrps
"Colonial Children" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Friends
People--alike and
different

References
Instructor, Feb. 1961,
We Looked Into
Yesterday

See reference and
textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

H.

L

Friendships result
from people being in-
terested in others,
sharing possessions
and interests, and be-
ing courteous,
Even people whose
family life differs from
ours have values, many
of which are the same
as our own.

J.

IL
A.

LIVING IN A FAMILY
Persons in the same
family often resemble
each other.

B. Sometimes it is help-
ful to discuss emotional
and social problems
with our parents or other
adults.

C. Home ties are important
to all people.

D. We need to understand
and appreciate how
family members are
important to each other.

--See previous rades.
- -When a baby lb born, its father

and mother must give it care for
a long time. Why does a human
baby need more care than a baby
animal?

- -Compare family pictures and
make a study of heredity.

--Discuss how family heritage has
changed in each generation.

--Have each child write about some
member of his family and how he
helps him.

- -Discuss how the social life of the
family is different in different
sections of the U. S.

Health
Emotions
Family re-
lations

Heredity
Maturity
Prcblem
solving

Language Arts
Comparing
Creative ex-
pression
Discussion
Dramatization
Research on im-
portance of
family to society

filmstrips
"Families Around the
World" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"Life in Early America" -
Encyclopaedia Britannica

References
Grade Teacher, Nov. 1959,
Colonial Children, Their
Work and Play

Instructor, Sept. 1960,
Colonial Life in New
England

Field Enterprise, Colonial
Life in America, Pioneer
Life in America
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings

We need to learn how
to express our love
and respect for Our
family members (and
relatives).
Differences in family
living are due in part
to our cultural heritage.
The role of the family
member has changed
considerably during
the past years.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources
- -Tell about some recreation that

can be enjoyed by the whole
family.

- -Pretend you are an Indian girl or
Eskimo boy of long ago. Tell
where you live and some of the
things you and your family do.

- -Discuss the changing rola of
women in the U. S. today.

- -Discuss the effect of floods,
famines, no work, etc. on
family life.

Language Arts
(cont'd)
Write stories
and reports
about family,
he redity

Social Studies
Family
appreciation

Family roles
change

Her:.tage- -
cultural

Home

References (cont'd)
Hawaiian Extension
Service

See reference and
textbook listings

III. LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY
A. People live in com-

munities in many dif-
ferent societies.

B. The home life and
activities differ in
city, suburb, and farm
communities.

C. The community is de-
pendent upon the help
of many people in the
community and in dif-
ferent parts of the
country.

- -See previous grades.
- -Make a study and write a report

on the improvements needed in
your community. Tell what you
can do to help get them.

- -Discuss how life is differei in
different sections of the U. S.

- -Tell about the large cities that
have areas in which clothing and
food are produced and sold. What

tld you see if you were to visit
these areas? Why are they im-
portant to the city? (Ex. , 1\14:w York
City garment district)

--Dramatize "Life on a Southern
Plantation. Act out family scenes.

Health
Cooperation
Environment
Health factors
Sharing

Larivia. Arts
Cooperation
among people
of all nations

Discus s ion
Dramatization
Research--
home life
and cultural
differences

References
See reference and
textbook listings



Some
Basic Understandin s
D. Cloopera inn among

people is important
if our country is to
become, and remain,
great and strong.

E. The lives of people
are affected by storms,
floode, famines, and
wars.

F. The cultural differ-
ences among the nations
of the Western Hemi-
sphere are wide but
cultural exchange is to
the advantage of all.

FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some Su! ested Experiences

G.

Integratior,
Possibilities
Language Arts
(cont'd)
Write stories
and reports

GRADE FIVE

Social Studies
Community
life

Envi-onrnent
infinences
family life

Heritage
Home life
differs

Interdependence
World relation-
ships

Cultural
differences

Some
ested Resources



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Sor..e
Basic Understandings Some SuaredE2cperiences
IV. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FAMILY LIFE

fIntegration
Possibilities

A. People need to work - -See previous graciec.
and trade with each - -Make a study of things we get
other in order to make from other countrie. How do
life easier and to they improve our living? Repeat
provide better things for things we send to other
for all people. countries.

.C>. We can learn much --Make a list of the things in our
about people by home that help to make your life
studying their early easier. (Include material pos-
camily life; what cus- sessions and personal services).
oms are still in exis- --Discuss how your life is "better"
ence; how they have because of these things; how you

1 een affected by corn- can use these things to make your
munity and world pro- life "b^tter" as well as "easier."
blems, etc. --Have children discuss with parents

C. The heritage of the their family customs--the origin,
different parts of our how changed, etc. Report to class.
country and other Summarize for class. What are
countries is reflected common for class? Why?
in the way families --Do research on the nationality
live. groups that settled in different

D. se,:lions of the U. S. Consider why
they settled there; contributions to
the 7ommunity and the U. S. ; family
life customs still in existence; etc. ,

Some
Suggested Resources

Language Art s
Comparing
people and
family Fie
Dramatization
Research- -
way people
live; national-
ity groups in
U. S.
Write reports,
stories, letters

Social Studies
Family life
Heritage
Interdependence
Good personal
relations im-
portant to all
people
Values reflected
in way we live

Filmstrips
"Life in Early
America" - Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

References
Grade leacher, Nov.
1959, Colonial Children,
Their Work and Play,
Gadgets of Colonial Times

Instructor, Sept. 1960,
Colonial Life in New
England; Feb. 1961, We
Looked into Yesterday

Field Enterprise, Colonial
Life in America, Pioneer
Life in America

See reference and t-xtbook
listings



Some
Basic Understandinkm,
I. LIVING IN HOML,..i
A. The community is

interested in the
housing conditions of
its citizens.

B. In times of trouble
the hr'ne becomes
more important to the
family.

C. There are similarities
and differences in home
life in the different
sections of the country.

D. The differences in home
living are due to differ-
ences in cultural herit-
age, resources, envir-
onment, and individual
choice.

E. Even people who live
differe_itly from us have
values, many of which
are the same as our own.

F. Family members share
the responsibilities as
well as the privileges of
home life.

HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

ISome Su

GRADE FIVE

ested Ex eriences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

ested Resources

G.

- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures of homes in cities,

small towns, country, etc. , and
discuss how alike and 'different.
Why?

- -Discuss the likenesses and differ-
ences among home life in the city,
suburb, and farm.

--Investigate what the community
does to provide good housing.

- -Investigate what housing standards
have been set by the community.

- -Discuss how home life has changed
in each generation. Try to deter-
mine the causes of change. Repeat
for home life in another section of
the U. S. or in another country.

- -Make charts showing the roles of
family members in different
families.

--Display pictures illustrating the
responsibilities and privile- as of
family life. Discuss which can be
handled by different family members.

Art
Draw pictures
of houses

Make charts

Health
Bazac needs
Home life in
different en-
vironments

Housing and
health

Sharing

Language_ Arts
Cooperation
Courtesy
Discussion
Research on
how people
live
Write stories
and reports
on howpeople
live

Social Studies
Attitudes
Communities
and housing

Environment
Family life
Home life--
standards valaes

Heritage
Personal values

Filmstrips
"Home Life Series" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica,

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
II. GETTING AND FURNISHING OUR HOMES
A. People today are not --See previous grades.

building such large
homes as they did in
the past.

B. Houses planned today
are more functional
and utilitarian.

C. People may choose
to own or rent their
homes.

D. Our different cultural
heritages are reflect-
ed in the architecture
and furnishings of our
homes.

E. In the past people had
to use the raw mater-
ials available for heat-
ing, lighting and fur-
nishing the home.

F. Science and new in-
ventions will continue
to influence the mater-
ials and design of home,-
and furnishings.

G. Home ownership for
life and little replace-
ment of furnishings is
not as important today
as in the past.

H.

GRADE FIVE

Integration
Po s sibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

- -Discuss why homes today are
smaller and of different design
than in past.

--Discuss how houses are planned
to take advantage of the natural
environmentex. , arrangement
of rooms for summer and winter
light and heat, view from picture
windowns, etc.

--Study the different shapes of roofs.
Tell how different types are used
to regulate amount of sunlight en-
tering home, to withstand heat,
cold, rain, snow, etc.

- -How are different kinds of rocks
used in the home?

- -Investigate how chalk or calcium
carbonate is helpful and harmful
in the home. (Ex. , lime in water
leaves calcium deposits in tea
kettle or steam iron).

- -Discuss how to arrange light at
home for reading, working, etc.

- -Why is furniture usually more ex-
pensive on the West coat?

Art
House, de-
signs diff-
erent

House
plans--roof
shape

Language Arts
Follow plans
of house

Organization
Pictures,
words

Write or tell
reports

Science
Environment
and housing

Heating and
lighting

Inventions
Role in
housing

Source and
variety of
materials

Picture Collection
House designs
Homes of yesterday
and today

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1959, Gadgets of
Colonial Times

Instructor, Sept. 1960,
Colonial Life in
New England
Feb. , 1961, We Looked
into Yesterday

Field Enterprises
Colonial Life in America
:Pioneer Life in America

Nebraska Historical
Society, Homes and Food
in Early Nebraska,
The Sod House

See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
Heritage
Home reflect
world con -
diti ons

Home owner-
ship

Interdependence)
Inventions
Personal values

III. CARING FOR OUR HOMES
A. Machines in the home

increase man's pro-
diction and make diffi-
cult tasks easier.

B. Man uses the science
principles concerning
heat in many different
ways in the home.

C. Safety rules should be
remembered and
applied.

D. The cost of housing
includes renting or
owning, furnishing, up-
keep of furnishings,
maintenance of building,
replacement, insurance,
utilities, services, etc.

E. A regular saving pro-
gram is the best way to

- -See previous grades.
- -Discuss the jobs in the home that

have been made easier because
of machines.

- -Collect pictures of t1, Jigs usedin
the home and the machines that
made them.

- -Investigate the different types of
heating devices for the home.
Compare.

- -Make a list of all the safety rules
that could be applied to home
living. Check at home to see where
improvements need to be made.

- -Check with parents, or ask a
speaker to help you determine the
cost of providing housing for the
family. Compare renting and own-
ing costs. Discuss what part of the
income is used for housing. Con-

Health
Attitudes
Cleanliness
Energy ex-
penditures

Safety
Sharing

Language Arts
Cooperation
Follow direc-
tions

Routines be-
come habits

Research
Write reports
on housing
costs

Filmstrips
"How to Have an
Accident in the Home" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Machines in the home
Science in the home

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
l95Q, Colonial
Children, Their Work
and Play

See reference and
textbook listings
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Su ested Resources

achieve a financial sider the importance of wise Science
plan. choice, proper care, etc. , of Electricity

F. People today have house and its furnishings. Heating
the opportunity to shop
in wholesale, retail,
or discount stores.

--Discuss with a banker the differ-
ent types of saving programs
available. Explore the benefits

Machines,
tools

Safety
G. of each and decide which would

be best for you. Consider start-
Work easier

ing a saving program of your Social Studies
own. Attitudes

--Make a chart comparing the dif- Financial
ferent types of stores where you plans
can shop. Consider the advantages Housing
of each. Decide when you would costs
choose to shop in each type. Interdependence

Productivity
Stores--kinds

IV.
A. Increased leisure

time will bring
changes in the type
of recreation and
social life enjoyed
by the family.

B. Fun in the home is
different in different
kinds of homes and
communities.

HAVING FUN IN THE HOME
--See previous grades.
--Discuss why people still engage in

crafts today that used to be a ne-
cessity.

- -How does fun in the city differ from
fun in the country?

--Organize class hobby show. Tell wh
the hobby is interesting.

--Discuss family hobbies and tell why
they are important.

- -Ter about fun in different parts d the
country.

Health
Family fun
differs

Hobbies
Leisure time
Sharing fun

Social Studies
Environment
and recrea-
tion

Family life

Picture Collection
Family fun in the U. S.
Recreation through
the years

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1959, Colonial Children,
Their Work and Play

See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandin s Some Su: ested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

C. Parents try to plan --Make candles in different shapes Social Studies
areas in the home to give as gifts. (cont'd)
which the family mem- --Consider how social life has Leisure time
berg can use for fun. changed from past generations. Sharing

D. Sharing fun' in the How has this affected you andyour Social life
home results in in- family? changes
creased pleasure. --Make a list of the different types

E. of facilities available to your fam-
ily for family fun. This list might
be duplicated for other families.

V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF HOMES
A. In the past home build-

ing and home chores
were a vital part of
everyday life. They
were made the occasion
of social gatherings.
Fun and work went to-
gethe r.

B. The heritage of differ-
ent parts of our country
and other countries is
reflected in the homes
and home life of the
people.

C. The homes of famous
people that have been
preserved as historical
monuments can tell us
much about the people,
their personal traits and

--See previous grades.
--Display articles from pioneer days.
- -List modern conveniences that we

have today that were not available
in Pioneer days--gas, electricity,
stoves, central heating, etc.

- -List and discuss various jobs which
early settlers had to perform for
themselves that most people no
longer do.

- -Collect pictures of way people lived
years ago and live now. People hay
changed their ways of living. How
are they able to do this?

- -Discuss trips made to homes of
famous people. What did they learn
about home life of different periods
of history? Display pictures, gifts,
etc.

Language Arts
Comparing
early chores
with present
Research
Write reports

Social Studies
Attitudes
He
Home life
Historical
homes

Exhibits
Articles from Pioneer
times

Filmstrips
"Houses of Long Ago" -
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica
"Life in Early America"
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Historical homes
Home life through the
years
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE FIVE

Some
Basic Understandings

values, the home life
of the time, the
country's resource,
and environment, etc.

D.

Some Suggested Experiences
--Class make soap as a reminder

of early times and to illustrate
science principles.

J

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources
References
Field Enterprises,
Colonial Life in
Amertca,Pioneer
Life in America

See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings
I.

1
Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

EATING FOR HEALTH
A. A good diet is based on

an understanding of
how the body uses food.

B. The body uses carbo-
hydrates, fats, vitamins,
and water in certain
amounts and specific
ways for body building,
heat, and energy.

C. Because fat has more
fuel value than sugar or
starch, it is an im-
portant food in cold
climates.

D. The body should be de-
pendent upon proper
foods rather than laxa-
tives for regular
elimination.

E. The digestive system
is the route of the food
through the body.

F. A chemical change with-
in the body releases
the heat and energyfrom
food.

G. Food not digested and
used is stored in the
body or eliminated as
solid and liquid waste.

- -See previous grades.
- -Read about vitamin deficiency

disease. How can they be cured?
--Do research project to show foods

other than animal foods that contain
protein.

- -Experiment to show that milk con-
tains fat, protein, minerals, vita-
mins.

- -Do experiences that will demon-
strate reasons for the importance
of essential nutrients for health and
the best food sources.

- -Discuss the food sources of protein
as they relate to the study of milk Art
and milk products. Make charts,

- -Have a basket of food from which murals,
children will pick food that will give posters
themex. Vitamin A for good vision, Self expression
etc. Have products labelled--"I
have little Vitamin A but much iron Health
and am good for It Body uses

- -Collect pictures of children of dif- food
ferent ages and growth. Put all of Deficiency
one age together. Note differences diseases
in different children. When is most Diet
growth? .What does this mean to eat- Digestion
ing habits? Elimination

- -Compile and discuss food charts Health habits
as food nutrient groups. What re- Meal plann4ng
lation does this have to overweight, Responsibility
Vitamin C, etc. ?

Arithmetic
Comparison
Cost of
"good" nutri-
tion

Counting,
tabulating
group, classi-
fy

Equivalents
Metric System
Weigh, mea-
sure

Filmstrips
"Eating right kinds
of food" Popular
Science

"Food for Life" -
Swift

"You and Your Food" 11

Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica

Picture Collection
Cheeses around the
world

Children--different
ages and growth

Digestive system
Sources of food
nutrients

Structure of foods
Vitamin deficiency
diseases

References
Forecast, Feb. 1961,
Rat Feeding Experini,ents

Grade Teacher, Dec.
1962, Animals Go to
School

Grade Teacher, Apr.
1963, Sixth Grade is
Ready for Chemistry
Experiments
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandin s
H. Poor health habits

are more likely to be
responsible than glands
for fatigue, overweight,
or underweight in
children.

I. Food choices should be
based on values, not on
fads.

J. Maintaining good health
and preventing the spread
of disease is an individua)
responsibility.

K. Coffee and tea are stimu-
lants which interfere with
good eating, have no food
value, and do not belong
in a child's diet.

L.

Some Su ested Ex eriences
- Do an experiment to prove that
increasing the amount of food
you eat at breakfast will not
make you gain weight. For one
week eat your normal breakfast
or what you please. Weigh your-
self. Then for a week eat your
normal breakfast plus an egg
and juice and weigh yourself. Re-
peat if necessary.

- -Report on foods enriched or
fortified. Learn what the process
adds to food.
- Study structure of foods such as
the cross-section of cereal grains.

- Show that cheese contains water
by weighing cheese. Then allow
it to dry (grate to speed up eva-
poration). Weigh again.

- -Make a study of "cheeses around
the world".

- - Make a study of food values of
various plants and the cost of ani-
mal protein in relation to proteins
from other food products.
- What candy is best for quick energy'

- -Make large chart of food canal,
showing what digestion of nutrients
takes place in each part.
-Change starch in cracker to sugar.

Integration
Pos sibilities
Itax.

Dramatization
Follow direc-
tions

Read and in-
terpret food
information

New words,
terms
Research
Write, reports,
stories

Science
Chemical and
physical
changes

Composition
of foods

Digestion
Disease
Food from
sun's energy

Research
Scientific food
experiments

Social Studies
Attitudes and
food

Environment
and foods needs

Some
Suggested Resources
References (cont'd)
American Bottlers,
What Little Rats Drink
and How They Grow

Arne rican Institute
Baking, Enriched Bread

National Dairy Council,
Food Models, Meal
Charts, Taking Milk
Azart

National Education Ass'n. ,
Food for All

See reference and
textbook listings
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

---------.

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

Social Studies
(coned)
Health and
eating habits
affect human
relationships

Individual and
shared respon-
sibilities for
health
Personal values
reflected in
food choices

World food
patterns

GETTING OUR FOOD
In future years the
body will continue
to need the same food
nutrients, but the
types of food, their
sources, and methods
of preparation will be
different.

B. Food scientists and
nutritionists will con-
tinue to experiment
and develop new and
better methods for pro-
ducing and distributing
food.

- -See previous grades.
- -Learn how food plants are grown.
--Do research on the development

of food for space travel.
- -Discuss the kinds of milk; taste

differences; compare costs per
quart; most economical form to
use for beverage and cooking; take
milk apart; investigate cleanliness
from dairy to consumer.

- -Visit a vegetable market- -list as
many vegetables as you can find
there. Fine out where each was
grown and how it got to community.

Arithmetic
Compare
prices, quali-
ties

Fraction:.1
parts

Equivalents
Group, classi-
fy

Measure,
approximate

Art
Make charts,
posters, maps

Cookbooks

5'ilmstri s
"Our food comes from
all parts of world" -
Popular Science

"Production of Maple
Syrup" - Department
of Agriculture

"Science, Invention,
and Food" - Popular
Science
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basis. Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibir ties

C. The sea, which has
gilien us food for
years, will be one of
the sources which will
provide us with new
and different types of
food in the future.

D. Chemists analyze some
foods by group tests to
determine 'ood nutrients,
methods of preparation,
and desirable qualities.

E. The quality and price of
foods are influenced by
the season of the year,
the form available, and
the problem involved in
getting from the source
to the table.

F. The wise use of money
is important to the suc-
cessful purchasing of
food.

G. The ability to read and
interpret advertising
is important to the
successful purchasing
of food and health pro-
ducts.

--Make a chart or poster showing
all the ways an animal is used by
man.

--What mammals, other than cows,
give milk.

- -Visit fish market and note varie-
ties sold. Where do dealers get
the fish? What forms are sold?
How is the fish protected from
spoiling? What nationality fish
specialities are sold?

- -How are mollusks important to
man? Study menu cards to see how
used as food.

--Make bulletin board showing" foods
from sea".

--Have a fish tasting party--serve
bites of salmon, hum, sardines,
fish sticks, etc.

- -Discuss "Oysters should be eaten
only in "R" months. "

- -How has fish cookery become eas-
ier than in past and why?

-How is seaweed being used as food?
- What is "plankton" and why is it
considered a food for space jour-
neys?

- -Visit extension college to find out
what experiments are in progress?
How do these places help all
'eople as well as farmers?

Language Arts
Outlining
Read and
interpret ad-
vertisements

Research
Reports- -
well organ-
ized

Science
Foods for
future
Science's role
in world feed-
ing and health

Scientific food
experiment
Sea as a source
of food

Social Studies
Economics of
foot?

Fooct and
world conditions

Interdependence
U. S. and world
nutrition

World food
markets

GRADE SIX

Some
Suggested Itesou:ces
Picture Collectir,iiJ
Foods frlm tke sea
Food plants from Old
World

Food p ants from New
World

Mammals that give us
milk

Vegetables -- familiar
and unfamiliar

References
Grade Teacher, Nov.
1957, A Classroom Trip
to India

Practical Home Economics,
Jan. 1962, Food and
Family Life of India

Doubt -clay Co. , Around
th orld Program
book.,JtS

Embassy of Country
French Embassy
Glossary of French
Culinary Terminology,
etc.

Kraft Food--World of
Cheesy

Pineapple Growers

See reference and
textbook listings



Sc 4:e
Basic Understandings
H. The people of the U.S.

have a responsibility
for aelping to imrrove
the nutrition of ti

ople in oe:- ar parts
of the world.

I.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

ISome Suggested Experiences
Investigate the use of surplus
foods. How are they handled?
How are they used locally; in
school lunch? How do they help
the world?the

important food plants that
come from Old World and New
World. Which is greater?

--Visit the market to find foods
from France, etc. , made possi-
ble for American consumption
through canning What French
words and foods are part of the
American food vocabulary? Pre-
pare a French menu (etc. ) for
school lunch.

--Investigate the ways we can share
our food with people of other
countries.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
St ested Resource ..

M. PROTECTINL :BUR FOOD
A. Disease Fra.rrns may --See previous grades.

enter the body in the --Interview the sans' are inspector
air we breathe, from for proper care and handling of
food and drink, or food and equipment -ex. health
breaks in the skin. inspection, clean kitchen, no

B. Both the individual and cracked dishes. Can any of this
the community share apply to home?
the responsibility for --Examine a cracked dish under
preventing the spread magnifying glass to see where
of disease germs through germs might collect.
rood and water.

Health
Cleanlines s
Community
agencie s
Disease
Safety

Science
Chemical
changes in
food- -help-
ful & harmful

Field Trips,
Creamery
Garbage disposal and
sewage system

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understanc..ings
C. One of the individual'

and community's re-
sponsibilities is mak-
ing provision for ade-
cuateand safe garbage
and sewage disposal.

D. People are protected
by government regula-
tions dealing with the
sanitary handling of
food in co4nmercial en-
terprises.

E. Yeast and bacteria
cause chemical change
to take place in foods
upon which they live.
Some changes are
helpful and some are
harmful.

F. Molds may be helpful
or harmful. Some molds
spoil food while others
give flavor to food.

G. Foods kept in a sunny,
airy place are not as
likely to mold.

H. Sterilizing foods kills
the microorganisms
while freezing foods
inhibits the growth of
the microorganisms.

I Some Suggested Experiences
..Discuss the harm of people

eating from the same dish, can-
dy, etc.

- -Investigate the Pure Food, Drub,
and Cosmetic Law. How does it
protect us?

-Investigate how garbage and
sewage disposal is handled in
West Orange. What should be
done with garbage in our own
homes?

- -Make list of health habits to pre-
vent spread of disease.

- -Visit a creamery to see how mi-
croorganisms in production of
milk products are used.

- -Discuss how coffee growers are
.lependent upon micror;rgan4.sms.

--Bring samples of cheese flavored
with mold.

- -What is "mother of vinegar"?
How is it used?

- - The nose and mouth help you to
know a great deal about food.
How do they help to tell you when
food is spoiled? Do foods taste
the same if you can't smell them?
Experiment.

- -Find out about the special work of
"Tea Tasters." How do they
identify different teas as to country
grown, variety, etc. ?

I

v

GRADE SIX

Integration Some
Possibilities Suggested Resources
Science
Disease pre-
vention

Freezing
foods

Sterilizing
foods

Social Studies
Community
and indivi-
dual's role
in preventing
spread of
disease

Government
laws protect
consumer of
food

Interdependence
Sharing respon-
sibilit, for px e-
venting sprea'
of disease in
other parts of
world

ba.....e...........1......r.1._...a.M......



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Una: r standing s
I.

IV.
A. One of the most im-

portant skills in pre-
paring food is the
ability to conserve the
food values present
in the food.

B. The ability to cook
means knowing how to
plan, prepare and
serve foods for break-
fast, lunch, dinner,
party, and snacks.

C. People interested in
cooking will want to know
how to prepare the less
common foods in the
Basic Food Groups and
how to prepare a food in
a varietyof ways.

D. Properly planned outdoor
or party meals can bl
healthful as well as fun.

Integration
Some Suggested Experiences Possibilities

--One. of the ways for conserving
food is to use careful measure-
ments in cooking. Show howthis
is true.

GRADE SIX

Some
SuggestedSuggested Resources

PREPARING .ND ENJOYING OUR FOOD
- -See previous grades.
- Demonstrate how to cook veget-
ables to preserve vitamins.

-Prepare a dish containing several
foods. See if class can guess what
is in it.

- Experiment with flours mixed with
water and fat but no leavening. Fry.
kbtarpow flat product is without leavening

- What is the purpose of baking pow-
der, and other ingredients, in
food products?

- -Arrange a display of cacao products
and discuss. Compare chocolate an
cocoa. Experiment to show differ-
ence. Look up the food value of
chocolate. Make and enjoy different
chocolate drinks and foods.

-What sounds are connected with
cooking?

-How does weather affect cooking
(candy, icing, etc. )?

-Clean, prepare, and serve simple
international foods.

mrmtillaw

Arithmetic
Compare food
values, prices

Equivalents
Estimates
Fractions
Measures,
weights

Art
Attractive pre-
paration and
serving of food

Creative table
;ettings, foods
etc.

Health
Attitudes
(lea liners
Eating habits
and manners
Meal planning
Preserving food
value

Safety

Exhibit
Chocolate production
Cacao products

Filmstrips
"Food habits and customs" -
Popular Science

Picture Collection
International foods

References
Grade Teacher, Mar.
1961, Recipes of the
World

Grade Teacher, Nov.
1961, With Applecrack
and Cornbread for All

American Swedish News
Service, Swedish Food:.,
Customs, Holidays

French Embassy
France and Her People
French Christmas Customs
French Holidays
Glossary of French Culi-
nary Terminology, etc.
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Some
Basic Understandin s

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

E. Preparing food can be
a pleasant or unplea-
s lilt experience, de-
pent-A:mg upon the atti-
tude and ability of the
person doing the pre-
paration.

F. Science and art prin-
ciples contribute to
the successful and
attractive preparation
and serving of food.

G. The need for people to
learn about focdand food
preparation will never
stop. New foods, new
methods of processing
which involved different
principles of prepara-
tion, space travel, more
people to feed, and oth-
ers will make it necess-
ary for us to study in
order to keep our know-
ledge up-to-date.

H. Part of the pleasure of
food comes in the eating.
Knowing how to serve
and eat food properly
will help us as guests

hosts.

Some Su ested Ex eriences
-Pretend you are invited to a
friend's to eat. They serve a
vegetable you dislike. What
should you do?

-Have tasting parties of foods
native to the different countries
studied.

I

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
Interpret and
follow direc-
tions

Recipes as
sources of
information

Social skills
Sci ea) ce
Machines and
tools
Atmosphere
Chemical and
physical
changes

Conservation of
food and food
values
Experiments
with foods
Food research
for future need

Sounds in food
preparation

Social Studies
Appreciate and
understand
people of the
world

Interdependence
Responsibility o
people to help
each other

GRADE SIX

Some
Su ested Resources
References (cont'd)
Pineapple Growers
J. Walter Thompson,
Breads of Many Lands,
Have Fun, Make Rolls

United Nations Teach-
ing Kits

See reference and
textbook listings



FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

L

I.

J.

K.

People can show their
respect for other
people by using good
table manners, eating
the food served, and
thanking the people who
were responsible for
pr Dviding the food.
People in America
have found pleasure
in learning how people
in other countries
grow, cook, and serve
their food and in being
able to eat these foods
in our own homes znd
restaurants.

V. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FOOD
A.

B.

Through the study of
food and nutrition
people will be better
able to understand and
appreciate each other.
The United Nations
has established several
organizations to help
the people of the less
advanced sections of the
world meet their needs
for food, health, and
medical care.

--See previous grades.
--Take a field trip to museums,

antique shops, restaurants serv-
ing international foods, or to
grocery store selling foreign
foods.

Compare dairying in U. S. and
other countries. Collect pictures
of a country -- Native costume,
animals that give milk, ways to
carry and sell milk in that country.

I

Health Field Trips
Food and
disease

Responsibility
for food needs
of others

Sharing
Worldhealtfr

Language Arts

Grocery store
Museum
Restaurants

Filmstrips
"Food Makes History
Popular Science

"Food Through Ages'
Teachers Library

Dramatization
Letter writing
Research



Some
Basic Understandin s
C. The people of the

U. S. have a respon-
sibility for helping to
improve the nutrition
of the people in other
parts of the world.

D.

FOOD EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some Suggested Experiences
--Discuss tea in many lands. Con-

sider customs, preparing, drink-
ing, hiptory (trade, colonization,
effect on history), where grown.

- - Write an advertisement telling
American colonists how to make
tea.

--Food tester experiment. Tell
foods (sugar, salt, flour, corn-
starch, cream of wheat) apart by
looks, feel, smell, taste.

--Collect cooking utensils and dishes
used in other countries.

--Investigate the organizations that
are at work to help people of other
countries with their food problems.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
(cont'd)
Use reference
sources

Science
Conservation
Disease
Food nutrients
Use of food
by body

World food
needs

Social Studies
Contribution
to civilization

Interdependence
People and
their problems

Sources of food

GRADE SIX

Some
Suggested Resources
Picture Collection

Cooking utensils of
foreign countries
Dishes of foreign
countries

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
nasic Understandings
I. DRESSING FOR HEALTH
A. Being neat, clean, and

wearing becoming
clothing do much for
personal appearance.

B. A good appearance is
aided by a smile and
pleasant manners as well
as by neatness and
cleanliness.

C. Suitable clothing increas-
es ronifort and protects
the health. The fit of the
garment can affect the
normal functioning of
various parts of the body.

D. The color of ;,abrics will
influence the choice of
clothing for different sea-
sons of the year. Heat
and light are reflected by
white and absorbed by
slack thus making light
fabrics better for warm
weather and dark fabrics
for cool weather.

E. A person should consider
the art principles about
color, line, and design,
when choo.Ang clothing
or fabrics.

Some Suggested Experiences
AND APPEARANCE
- -See previous grades.
- -Collect pictures of well-groomed

and poorly groomed people. Dis-
cuss how the poorly gAoomed
people can be helped to improve
their appearance.

--What are the provisions made at
school for helping people to make
a pleasing appearance? At home?

- -Read newspapers and magazines fo
fashion ideas. How can you tell
fashions from fads?

- -Collect pictures or have a style
show of garments to illustrate ease
of care, proper fit, fashions from
the past, etc.

--How have synthetic fibers helped
to make it easier to be well groome

- -Plan a fashion show on "Fashions
for Space Ships or Space Travel. "
Use imagination.

--Experiment with different lines,
colors, and designs in fabrics and
clothing. Have classmates help you
choose most becoming for you.

Integration
Possibilities

Art
Color
Design
Line

Health
Cleanliness
and clothing
affect appear-
ance and be-
havior

Clothing choice
affects body
health

Emotions affect
appearance

Science
Color of fabrics
and seasons of
year
Properties of
fibers and
fabrics

social Studies
Grooming and
relationships

Occupations and
clothing

Some
Suggested Resources

Filmstrip
"Clothes and Why We
Wear Them" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica

Picture Collection
Clothing--ease of care,
proper fit, fashions,
etc.

Clothing--line, color,
design
Well-groomed and
poorly-groomed people

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some i

Basic Understandings I Some Suggested Exeriences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

ested Resources
F.

G.

A person's occupation
will influence the type
of clothing that he
wears.

II. GETTING OUR CLOTHING
A. An understanding of --See previous grades.

basic scientific princi- --Collect different "man-made"
pies can contribute to clothing fabrics and labels. See
the wise selection and if you can discover the best fea-
care of clothing. tures of each. Write to chemical

B. The textile industry companies for information.
has been important to - -Look in paper for advertisements
the development of the for arts and crafts from other
United States. countries.

C. Chemists are able to -Discuss the fibers that are used
analyze textiles by group in other ccuntries.
tests. Sonie of these . Many sweaters are sent to this
tests may be used by country from England. Why do we
the consumer to distin- buy so many of these sweaters?
,-;./ish basic fibers. Collect ifferent fabrics. Test

D. In future years people fibers by burning acids, and lye
will use many different solution. Study labels tc., fiad fiber
fibers for cloth and content. Study wool labels to find
many different methods if virgin, reprocessed, or mixture
of making cloth. of wool and synthetic fiber? Chart

E. The synthetic fibers strong and weak points of different
have not replaced the fabric s.
use of natural fibers in --What are some of the things you thi
the making of fabric about when shopping for clothing
or clothing. Rather the (include manners)?
synthetic and natural

Arithmetic
Buying cloth-
ing

Wise use
of money
Cost factors
in clothing
from source
to consumer

Language Arts
New words
Read labels
and ads

Research
Write reports
on textih.
test, etc.
Write letters
to chemical
companies for
information

Science
New fibers

Exhibits
Advertisements and
labels

Fabrics for comparing
and testing

Filmstrips
"The Clothing Factory"
Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica
"Cotton" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica

"How Cloth is Made" -
Encyclopaedia Britannica
"Materials for Clothes" -
Encyclopaedia Britannica
"Story of Cotton" -
Society Visual Educa-
tion

"Story of Leather" - Society
Visual Education

"Story of Wool" - Society
Visual Education

"Where Clothes Come
From" - Encyclopaedia
Britannica



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX
Some

Bz.sic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
Integration

Possibilities
=a

Some
Suggested Resourcesfibers together have

increased the variety
of fabrics available
for different uses and
require different types
or care.

F. "Dressing for Space
Travel" has provided
the need for textile
scientists to invent a
new type of clothing.

G. The wise use of money
is important to the
successful purchasing
of clothing.

H.

- -Discuss what should be consider-
ed when buying shoes? Include
types, construction, cost, part
of wardrobe.

III. CARING FOR OUR CLOTHING AND OUR APPEARANCEA.

B.

C.

It takes care to keep
clothing looking the
way people like to
have it.
Different fibers have
different properties
and require. different
care.
Modern inventions have
helped to make the care
of clothing much easier.

Science (cont'd)
Science prin-
ciples influence
selection & care

Space clothing
Textile caernists

Social Studies
Clothing pro-
duction in
future

Interdependence
Textile indus-
try's contribu-
tion to U. S.

World clothing
markets

References
See reference and
textbook listings

- -See previous grades.
--Analyze cleanliness and groom-

ing qualities which we admire most
in friends.

- -Discuss how people in the past kept
clean in comparison with modern
practices.

- -Demonstrate how clothing will last
longer if given proper care--ex.
darning, hang in sunshine to air,
remove mildew stains, etc.

Health
Cleanliness
Commercial
products- -
use on skin

Grooming
habits

Personal
appearance

Skin- -acne

Exhibits
Commezcial products
for use on skin, etc.

Labels for clothing
care

Filmstrip
"Proper Clothes and
Their Care" - Ency-
clopaedia Britannica



Some
Basic Understandin s
D. Molds (mildew) and

animals (moth, silver
fish) are harrr4',11 to
clothing. They can be
controlled by keeping
clothing clean and dry
and by putting clothing
out in the air and the
sun.

E. Clothing will last longer
if repairs are made as
the need arises.

F The commercial products
available for care of
the body and hair should
be examined carefully be
fore being used. Never
should they take the place
of soap and water.

CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

G.

GRADE SIX

Integration
Some Su: ested Ex eriences Possibilities

Science-Discuss why it is dangerous to
try to clean clothes by t ebbing
gasoline on dirty spots. What
should be used to remove stains,.

- Have spot cleanirc lesson. Get
different types of stain removers
and demonstrate how to use.

- Demonstrate how careful care
of clothing will help to conserve
clothing.

-Make a collection of labels from
clothing. What do the labels tell
you about care of clothing? Do
you understand all the informa-
tion given on a label? Is there
some additional information you
would like to see given?

-Make a study of the comuicrcial
products available for the care
of the body and the hair. Consider
costs, ingredients, aafety,
government regulations, purposes,
results, etc.

- What products should boys and
girls use in caring for the skin?

-Learn what causes acne and how it
can be prevented or citred.

Animals,
molds, and
clothing

Chemical
fluids for
cleaning
clothing

Commercial
products,
ingredients,
etc.

Fibers- -
properties
and care

Inventions
make care
Jasier

Safety
Stain removal

Social Studies
Grooming
and relation-
ships

Conservation
of clothing

Government
regulations on
commercial
grooming pro-
ducts

Some
Su ested Resources
References
See reference and
textbook listings
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CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandin s
IV. SEWING FOR FUN
A. The study of clothing

and needlework can
help people to better
understand and appre-
ciate each other.

B. The ability to sew can
be a useful skill for
home and family life.

C. The ability to sew can
be helpful in evaluating
the quality of workman-
ship and price of com-
mercially made clothing.

D. The ability to sew can
enable a. person to give
pleasure to others
through the construction
of gifts.

E.

Some Su ested Ex eriences
Integration

Possibilities
Some

Suggested Resources

--See previous grades.
- - Use sewing skills to make kimonas

and animals for the Red Cross.
- -Dolls may be dressed in the cos-

tumes of the countres studied.
- -Children may help to make curtains

for the classroom, flag for the
school, etc.

- -Compare commercially made cloth-
ing and gifts with handmade gifts.
Ccnsider quality, individuality,
price, etc.

- -Demonstrate using sewing and
creative abilities as a method for
adding individual toucnes to com-
mercially made garments - -ex.
applique or embroider designs on
clothing, place mats, napkins.

- -Use fabric shapes and embroidery
stitches to create pictures or ab-
stract designs for wall decorations.

- -Make place mats. Decorate with
original design cut from "press on"
tape.

Arithmetic
Buying cloth-
ing

Evaluating
clothing - -
costs, quality

Art
Choosing colors
Creative de-
signs

Health
Appreciate
people

Safety
Self expression

Language Arts
Interpret and
follow direc-
tions

Sharing
Vocabulary

Social Studies
Appreciate
people

Doing some-
thing for others

Heritage

Exhibits
Sample projects

References
Coats and Clark,
Embroidery Stitches

Singer Sewing Company

See reference and
textbook listings
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CLOTHIM EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings

I

Some Suggested Experiences
Integret ion Some

Possibilities !Suggested Resources
1

Social Studies
(cont'd)
Hobbies
Home and
family life

V. LEARNING ABOUT THE
A. Through the study of

clothinr and needlework,
people will be better
able to understand and
appreciate each other,

B. Clothing fashions today
have been inspired by
clothing needs and fash-
ions of the past.

C. The people of the U. S.
have a respmaibility
for conserving clothing
and for helping to im-
prove the clothing of the
people in other parts of
tl.. world.

D.

HISTORY OF CLOTHING
--See previous grades.
- -Make a clothing study to determine

which countries have the greatest
variety and quantity of clothing.
Why? Would price of clothing have
any effect?

- -Consider the "Clothing Drives"
held by different churches and
civic groups. Discuss why this is
done. What types and conditions of
clothing should be donated? Why?

- -Prepare an exhibit of clothing con-
struction and needlework done by
mothers, relatives, or the maker's
opinion of it, how she learned to
make it, etc.

--Make a study of your wardrobe to
./ind one garment that needs some
C f re or repair that you might
learn how to do.

- -Make a study of fashions through
the years. Which might be gocdto-
day? What determines fashion?

- -Study family and home life during
different periods of history. How
are living conditions reflected in
the clothing worn by the people?

Art
Color
De sign

Health
Attitudes
Clothing needs
change

Respor ability
for clothing
needs of others

Language Arts
Research
Sharing
Write stories

Social Studies
Appreciation
of other people
Conservation of
clothing

Interdepend .nce
Heiitage
Responsibility
for clothing
needs of others

Picture Collection
Clothing from different
periods of history

References
See reference and
textbook listings



CLOTHING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRAEE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

Integration Some
Possibilities i Suggested Resources
Social Studies
(cont'd)
Living con-
ditions re-
flected in
clothing

FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
I. LEARNING ABOUT PEOPLE

--See previous grades.
--Discuss people who are consider-

ate of each other. Why are they
considerate?

--Make charts to show how groups
make people more happy, feel
comfortable, be more effective,
etc.

--Make a list of the kinds of differ-
ent feelings you had in one day.
Tell why you had each feeling.

--Collect picture of children show-
ing emotional growth from baby-
hood until now.

--Act out problems
- -if offered a food you never saw

before
- -If given a food you dislike and

you are a guest in a f riend' s home

A.

B.

C.

D.

Mental health is as im-
portant to our happiness
and well being as physi-
cal health. Learning to
live happily with your
self and others can be
acquired.
Ability to get along with
others involves being
concerned for their
happiness and welfare.
All people experience
problems and feelings
of fear, anger, and
jealousy. How they han-
dle them is important.
Discussing problems
with understanding adults
often helps.

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

A.-

Health
Basic needs
Consideration
for others- -
maturity

Emotions- -
effect on health

Mental health

Language Arts
Cooperation
important to
good health

Dramatization
Research
Self control- -
can be learned
Write or dis-
cuss

Picture Collection
Adults and their
emotions

Children and their
emotions

Ref e re .1c es
See reference and
textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES 1N HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings
E. Good feelings help

people toward good
health.

F. People learn to enjoy
new experiences by
doing them.

G. Actions have r uch to
do with the ways people
feel about each other.

H. Immaturity is shown
by one's lack of con-
sideration for the feel-
ings of others.

I. How people live is in-
fluenced by where they
live, their heritage,
and the amount of free-
dom given them.

J. People are more suc-
cessful when they have
goalstoward which they
can plan and work.

K.

Some Suggested Experiences
--parents won't let you do some-

thing
- - Collect pictures of adults who

are acting like children.
--Observe how other boys and girls

act in school, play, home.
How do sounds make you feel- -

ex. , glad, guilty, afraid?

Integration
Possibilities
Social Studies
Basic needs
Environment
influences
how we live

Goals
Heritage
Interdependence
People and per-
sonal relation-
ships

Values reflected
An relationships
with people

Some
jested Resources
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings
H. LIVING IN THE FAMILY
A. The family is important

to the continued develop-
ment of our country as
well as to the other
countries of the world.

B. Each individual shares
the responsibility for im
proving and increasing
the satisfactions of
family life.

C. The actions of a family
member can affect the
happiness and welfare of
all the family members.

D. Each individual shouldbe
resourceful and have cre
tive interests so he can
live independently when
necessary.

E. The heritage of our an-
cestors has influenced
our family's attitudes,
ways of doing things, cus
toms, and values.

F. "Space travel" acid other
scientific discoveries
will have an important
influence on family life
in the future.

G.

Some Suggested Experiences

GRADE SIX

Integrati pan Some
Possibilities Suggested Resources

--See previous grades.
- -List the most important things

which a family does for you;
does for the community.

- -Write an account of "My Three
Wishes for My Family. "

- -Display pictures attraztive
rooms and home showing happy
family relationships.

--Discuss how you should g.ve
when parents, brothers, sisters
have friends come to visit.

--Tell how you can show concern for
the happiness of family and friends.

- -Discuss what is required of a good
- baby sitter.
-- Practice dressing a child (put on

diapers, shirt, care for dirty
clothes).
-Practice feeding a child (heat a
bottle, hold baby, give new foods).
-Learn how to play with children
(know what they can do, make sim-
ple toys, games, stories, songs).
-Discuss the roles of boys and girls
in other countries.

Health
Attitudes
Emotions
Family re-
lations

Individual's
resources

Language Arts
Cortpa.ring
Discussing
importance
of all family
members

Dramatization
Research in
family heritage
Write reports
and stories

Social Studies
Family and
society

Family of
future

Family re-
lationships

Family roles
He ritage--
influence on
our values,
etc.

Filmstrips
"Families Around the
World" - Encyclopae-
dia Britannica

"Housing and Home
Life in Soviet Union" -
Society of Visual
Education

Picture Collection
Home life

References
Practical Home Ec-
nomics Jan. 1962,
Food and Family
Life of India

Doubleday Co. , Around
the World Program
booklets

Embassy of Country
United Nations Teaching
Kit

See reference and
textbook listings



FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences

I

integration
Possibilities
Social Studies
(cont'd)
Personal
development

Values are
influenced by
our environ-
ment and
heritage

I

Some
Suggested Resources

III. LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY
A. Human beings are the

most valuable re-
sources a commun-
ity or nation can have.

B. Many people are need-
ed to advance good phy-
sical and mental health
in the community.

C. The people of the world
will be better friends
and neighbors when they
learn to live and work
together. This requires
understanding and
apprecia on of what
each has to offer.

D. How people live ,s in-
fluenced by where they
live, their heritage, an
the amount of freedom
given them.

--See previous grades.
- Discuss why different people in
the world have different customs.

- .1.'ell about ideas, food, customs,
etc. , that we have in our country
that were borrowed from other
countzies.

- Discuss the different groups of
people who live in the community,
How do they differ? Why do they
get along with each other?

- Why do people like to visit other
countries or communities?

--Does travel help to bring under-
standing among people? Why is
the tourist industry important?

- Prepare a list of food or clothing
words derived from names of
places (ex. , frankfurter, cologne
damask, hamburger).

Health
Cooperation
Environment
influences how
we live

Physical and
mental health

Sharing
World health

Language Arts
Cooperation. -
family, com-
munity, world
Discussion
Dramatization
Research--how
to improve
understanding
and apprecia-
tion among peo-1
ple of world

References
Embassy of country
United Nations

See reference and
textbook listings
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING
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GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings

The life of a commun-
ity is enriched when
people of other cultures
and countries come to
live in it.

F. The government, acting
for the people, is con-
cerned with the conser-
vation of natural resour-
ces.

G. The people of the U. S.
have shown concern for
the less fortunate people/of the world in many
tangible ways. These la-
clude sharing of surplua
commodities, educators
working with the people
in their countries, the
Peace Corps, etc.

E.

H.

Some Suggested Experiences
-Look at advertisements in the
newspapers or magazines for
crafts and arts from other
countries.

-How many crops and animals from
other countries are found in the
U. S. ? Why?

-Investigate the different organi-
zations of the United Nations.
Tell how they are helping fami-
lies in other countries.

--Have people come to speak, or
read their repoes, about their
experiences in other countries as
members of U. N. teams, etc.

Integration Some
Possibilities Su gested Resources
Language Arts
(cont'd)
Write reports,
stories,
letters

Lotroductions
Words

Social Studies
Community
members'
roles

Concern for
others

Gust ,ms
Government
roles

Heritage
Human re-
sources

Interdependence
Relations with
others

United Nations
World relation-
ships
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FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
IV. LEARNING ABOUT THE HISTORY OF FAMILY LIFE

I

Integration
Possibilities

Some
I Suggested Resources

A.

B.

C.

The people of other
countries have helped
to develop and strength-
en our country. We have
the responsibility to
help them to develop
and strengthen their
countries.
The family life of a
country, with its laws
pertaining to marriage,
divorce, and family -gel-
fare as well as it cus-
toms, reflects the atti-
tudes and values of that
society toward family
life.

- -See previous grades.
- - Discuss what we might do to

help people in other countries.
Include understanding, financial
and material help, etc.

- -Invite people who have served
in other countries as members
of Peace Corps, U. N. teams,
etc. , to discuss their experi-
ences.

- -Investigate the different organi-
zations working to help people
in other countries.

- -Investigate family life patterns
in different countries. Consider
differences, strengths, changes,
improvements needed, etc.

- -Discuss changes in family life
here in the U. S. What changes
have improved our family life,
caused problems, weaknesses, etc.
What might we do to strengthen
family life?

Language Arts
Comparing life
in different
countries

Discussion
Dramatization
Introductions
Research--how
we might help
to strengthen
family life

Write reports

Social Studies
Attitudes
Family life
Heritage
Interdependence
Moral responsi-
b.lity to help
co hers
Personal re-
lationsloca)-
ly and nation-
ally

So :iety andthe
family
Values regard-
ing family life

World family

Filmstrips
"Housing and Home
Life in Soviet Union"-
Societ,, Visual Edu-
cation

References
Embassy of countries
United Nations

See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings
I. LIVING IN HOMES
A. Through the study of

housing, people are
better able to under-
stand and appreciate
each other.

B. People have learned
to adjust living patterns
to environment condi-
tions and to change the
surroundings to meet
their needs.

C. The size and appear-
ance of homes have
changed as people have
placed more emphasis
on simplicity in design
and on serving a useful
function for the indivi-
dual family.

D. Individuality in design
of homes is sacrificed
when mass production
is necessary to improve
the housing conditions
of a community or to
make housing costs more
reasonable.

E. Individvals and families
in this and other coun-
tries differ in their hous
ing needs and desires.

ISome Suggested Experiences

F.

- See previous grades.
- Display pictures of attractive
homes which show evidence of
careful family planning.

- Display pictures showii/g "before'
and "after" views zf homes that
have been remodelled to meet
family needs.

-Discuss changes that have been
made in your home through the
years. Explain reasons for
changes.

- -Display pictures of homes of 50
years ago and of today. Discuss
differences and likenesses. Why?

- Do research to discover how mass
production has contributed to
improved housing conditions in
your community.

- -Discuss how individual families
use their creative abilities ar and
their homes.
What determines housing needs
for a family; for an individual?

1

Integration
1 Possibilities

Some
SuggestedSuggested Resources

Art
Creative ex-
pression
in home
decoration

House plans--
simple in de-
sign

Health
Attitudes
Basic needs
Housing

Language Arts
Cnoperation--
family and
world

Research
Write reports

Social Studies
Attitudes
Environment
and living
conditions

Horne values
Heritage
Mass productio
World housing

Filmstrips
"Housing and Home
Life in Soviet
Union" - Encyclopae-
dia Britannica

Picture Collection
Homes-"before" and
"after" remodelling

Homes - good and
poor planning
Homes of yesterday
A, n d today

References
See reference and
textbook listings

1
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Basic Understandingb I Some Suggested Experiences
Some

GETTING AND FURNISHING OUR HOMESII.
I

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

A. Home building and
furnishings are an in-
dication of changing
world conditions.

B. An understanding of
scientific principles
can contribute to the
wise selection of the
home and its furnishirgs.

C. M,ny scientific dis-
coveries can be good
or bad depending upon
how the discoveries are
used.

D. The home engineer is
a special kind of scien-
tist who applies the dis-
coveries of scientists in
many other fields in
practical, useful ways.

E. Many synthetic products
are being used in the
home as a replacement
for, or as a supplement
to, the natural products.

F. New kinds of heating and
lighting devices have
improved the conditions
under which we live.

- -See previous grades.
- -Make a list of products in your

name that come from trees.
--Visit a furniture store tc ,ee the

different kinds of lamps.
Tell how you can control noise

in the home through the use of
furnishings.

- -Tell what curtain materials you
would choose for windows if you
want them opaque, translucent,
or transparent.

- -Discuss the synthetic products
used in the home. What products
have they replaced, and are they
better than the natural ones? If
not, why use them?

--Discuss how a house is lighted
by direct and indirect lighting.
How is light measured?

--Mirrors are supposed to make a
room appear larger. How is this
possible?

--Do light and dark colors on the
walls have any effect on appear-
ance, temperature, etc. ?

-- Why are houses in hot climates
of different designs and lighter
colors than in north?

Art
Home deco-
ration

House plans
Creative
abilities

Language Arts
Comparing
Follow plans
Research
Vocabulary
Write reports

Science
Heating and
lighting

Inventions
Scientist- -
home engineer

Synthetic pro-
ducts

Social Studies
Homes reflect
world con-
ditions

Inventions
Mass productio
World housing

Exhibits
Curtain fabrics
Synthetic products
-ased in the home

Picture Collection
Art in home decora-
tions

Furnishings for the
home

Heating devices
Lighting devices
Synthetic products in
the home

References
See reference and
textbook listings
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HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Ex eriences

Integration
Possibilities

Some
Suggested Resources

G. Mass production of
houses has made it
possibl-a for more peo-
ple to have better
housing.

H. Furnishing the home
can enable the family
to use the members'
creative abilities to
provide comfort and
enjoyment for all.

I.

-Discuss heating the hometypes
of heaters; pictures of heating
devices; ways to prevent fires.

-- Investigate the calar stoves that
are being used for cooking in
tropical countries.

-- Discuss ways of cooling homes in
summer--insulation, trees, fans,
roofs overhand, etc.

-Dernonperate the three methods
of :teat transfer as they relate to
the home:
conductionmetal for cooking
utensils, handles, radiators

con, action -- rein .,;erator and
storage of food
radiationbroiler of the stove

III. CARING FOR OUR HOMES
A. Sale homes make a

safe community. Safety
requires the coopera-
tion of every person.
Special occasions re-
quire special safety
cautions.

B. Many skills are necea-
sorry for the efficient
management of the home.

C. An understanding of
scientific principles can
contribute to the wise

' --See previous grades.
--Tell how to care for prod' r:ts in

the home that are made of wood and
other materials.

Collect pictures of home situations
and discuss safety rules to observe.

--Explore the home for safety hazards.
Discuss with parents how theycanbe
eliminated.

--Discuss the importance of following
directions to avoid accidents around
electricity.

Health Filmstrips
Cleanliness
Safety
Sharing

Language Arts

"How to Have an
.ccident in the Horn
Encyclopaedia Brits.:
nica
"Life in Early Ameri
Encyclopaedia Brita:
nica

Picture Collection

Cooperation
needed for
safe homes

Follow direr-
Lions to avoid
accidents

Routines

Safety in the home



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING GRADE SIX

Some
Basic Understandings

care and most efficient
use of the home and its
furnishings.

D. Electricity runs many
of the machines in our
homes. Machines save
time and energy. The
machines today are com-
binations of a few sim-
ple machines.

E. People use money for
different reasons in dif-
ferent countries.

F. A financial plan and
the ability to choose
wisely are necessary if
people are to get therrost
value for their money.

G. Children who share in
the responsibility of
caring for the home are
better able to enjoy the
privileges and satis-
factions of the home.

H.

Some Suggested Experiences
--List ways electricity 'AP..s helped

you, mother, etc. , during the
day. How were these. things done
in the past?

--Have children make a list of the
conveniences which they enjoy.
Have the parents scratch off what
they didn't have as children and
then have grandparents do the
same. Discuss the changes that
have been made.

--Discuss the use and care of
machines in the. home. Give, a
food demonstration using same of
the machines.

-How have power machines helped
to give more leisure tivr.ct?

-Find out the horsepower iltings
of household appliances. What
does this mean?

--Why is it necessary to defrost
the refrigerator? Why does fr-Iat
form? How can it be prevented?
How are new refrigerators being
made to have automatic defrosting?

--St-ody the gas stove. How does air
get into the burner?

--Discuss ways that heat is helpi..,11
and harmful.

-Demonstrate cleaning silverware
by chemical action.

Integration
Possibilities
Language Arts
(contid)
Write reports
Research

Science
Air-- atmos-
phere, gas
stove

Chemical
action inhome
care

Electricity- -
circuits

Gas
Heating and
cooling

Home manage-
ment

Machines,
tools

Safety

Social Studies
Attitudes
Coraimu.nity and
home safety

Financial plans
Famil., roles
Interdependence
Money used for
many purposes

Some
Suggested Resources
References
See reference and
textbook listings



HOUSING EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some
Basic Understandings Some Suggested Experiences
IV. HAVING FUN IN THE HOME
A. The family should enjoy --See previous grades.

its home. Efficient work
habits and shared re-
sponsibilities should re-
sult in more time for
family fun.

B. The family should plan
its fun around the home.
It should be a place
where friends are wel-
come and where they
enjoy coming.

C. With the increase in
leisure rime, families
will have more time for
creative interests.

D.

Integration
Possibilities

GRADE SIX

Some
Suggested Resources

- -Arrange flowers and leaves for
home in Japanese manner.

- -Do time and motion studies to
develop more efficient work
habits around the home. Choose
studies dealing with jobs done
by the pupils in their homes.

- -Investigate popular magazines to
see how they help the family with
work habits.

--Tell about a home y..0 like to visit
because you have such a good time
there. What makes this home so
pleasant?

--Learn to do some creative work- -
foods, clothing, needlework,
painting, etc. --that is good for
leisure time hobbies.
Make a list of things families can
do together as they have more
leisure time.

Art
Arts and
crafts

Home deco-
rations

Health
Family fun
Friendships
Hobbies
Leisure time
Sharing
Work habit_

Social Studies
Family life
Leisure time
Sharing
Social life

Filmstrips
"Life in Early
AmeAca" - Encyclo-
paedia Britannica

Refe7enc es
See reference and
textbook listings
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N
N
Crs

Some
Basic Understandings

LEARNING ABOUTV.

HOUSII4.- EXPERIENCES IN HOMEMAKING

Some Suggested Experiences
THE HISTORY OF HOMES

A. The people of the U. S.
have a responsibility
for helping to improve
the housing conditions
of the people in other
parts of the world.

B. Modern conveniences
now are replacing many
jobs formerly done by
servants.

C. Through the study of
housing, people will be
better able to under-
stand and appreciate
each other.

D.

Int ration
Possibilities

GRADE SIX

Some
Suggested Resources

-See previous grades.
-Ask parents about the inventions
or discoveries in their lifetimes.
What changes have been made?

-- Investigate and discuss how pro-
ducts of other countries are
helping us today.
Investigate how people in other
countries live and care for their
homes. Why do Americans enjoy
visiting in these countries on
their vacations?

-Investigate the organizations that
ars at work to help people of other
countries with their housing pro-
blems.

I
Health
7:1F.'"zeing and

health
Responsibility
for needs of
others

Sharing
World health

Language Arts
Dramatization
Letter writing
Research
Use reference
sources

Science
Conservation
Environment
Inventions and
modern con-
veniences

World housing

Social Studies
Appreciation
and understand-
ing

Contribution to
civilization

Interdependence
People and their
problems

World family

References
See reference and
textbook listings



RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR ELEMENTARY HOMEMAKING

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

ASCD, NEA, ORGANIZING THEELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOR LIVING AND
LEARNING, Association for Supervision and Curriculum, NEA, Washing-
ton, D. C. 1947.

ASCD, NEA, THE SELF-CONTAINED CLASSROOM, Association for
Supervision and Curriculum, NEA, Washington, D. C. 1960.

Fleming, Robert S. --editor, CURRICULUM FOR TODAY'S BOYS AND
GIRLS, Charles Merrill Books, Columbus Ohio, 1963.

Hill, Wilhelrninaeditor, SELECTED RESOURCE UNITS IN ELEMENTARY
SOCIAL STUDIES, K-6, National Council for Social Studies, NEA,
Washington, D. C. $2.25.

Hurley, Beatrice, CURRICULUM FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN,
Ronald Press Company, New York, 1957.

Jarolimek, John, SOCIAL STUDIES IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION,
MacMillan Company, New York, 1963.

Kearney, Norton C. , ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OBJECTIVES, Report Mid-
Century Commission on Outcomes in Elementary Education, Russell
Sage Foundation, New York, 1953.

Klausmeier, Herbert and others, TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, Harper and Bros. , New York, 1956.

Lee, Doris and Murray, THE CHILD AND HIS CURRICULUM, Third Edition,
Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 1960.

Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools Office, GUIDING TODAY'S
CHILDREN, California Test Bureau, Los Angeles, California, 1959.

New York State University, A DESIGN FOR IMPROVING ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION IN NEW YORK STATE, New York, 1955.

Otto, H. J. , ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION,
Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 1954.
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Petersen, Dorothy and Velma Hayden, TEACHING AND LEARNING IN
ThE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. , New
York, 1961.

Rucker, Ray, C URRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1960.

Sowards, G. Wesley and Mary-Margaret Scobey, THE CHANGING
CURRICULUM ANL THE ELEMENTARY TEACHER, Wadsworth Pub-
lishing Company, San Francisco, California, 1961.

Stratemeyer, Florence, and others, DEVELOPING A CURRICULUM FOR
MODERN LIVING, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, New York, 1957.

Swenson, Esther, MAKING PRIMARY ARITHMETIC MEANINGFUL TO
CHILDREN, Department K, Primary Education, NEA, Washington
D.C., 1961. 75

U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, EDUCATI"e_i
CHILDREN IN GRADES 4, 5, 6, Bulletin 1958 #3, Superintendent of
Documents, Washington D. C. $1.00

U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, IMPLICATIONSFOR
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (FOLLOW UP ON 1960 WHITE HOUSE CON-
FERENCE ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH), 0E-20033, Superintendent
of Documents, Washington D.C. , 1961. 25

U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, SOCIAL STUDIES
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM, Bulletin 1960 #5,
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. 5C4

Zerbes, Laura, GUIDELINES TO DEVELOPMENTAL TEACHING, Teaching
Aids Laboratory, Ohio State University, Columbus Ohio, 1961. $1. 00

CURRICULUM GUIDES

EFFECTIVE LIVING EXPERIENCES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS - A GUIDE
FOR TEACHERS: KINDERGARTEN-SIX, Flint Public Schools. Flint,
Michigan, 1957.
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FAMILY LIFE (GRADES k - 6), HOMEMAKING DEPARTMENT, ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOLS, Brookline Public Schools. Brookline, Massa-
chusetts, 1957.

HEALTH TEACHING - A GUIDE FOR GRADES 1 - 12, Tennessee De-
partment of Education. Nashville, Tennessee, 1952. $1.00 (Good
references and experiences. )

HOME AND FAMILY LIVING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Great
Neck. Public Schools. Great Neck, New York, 1957. 75'

HOMEMAKING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, West Orange Public
Schools. West Orange, N.J. 1963. 514

THE OVERVIEW, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM, University
of State of New York. Albany, New York, 1954. 414

HOMEMAKING EDUCATION, GRADES K-6

Below, Mary and Virginia Endly, HOME ECONOMICS IN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, Illinois Teacher of Home Economics, Volume VII - No. 3,
Univeristy of Illinois.

Buntin, Ann, EDUCATION FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS PREPAR-
ING TO GUIDE HOME AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION IN THE ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM, Ed. D. Project, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1956.

Cowles, Ruth C. , INSTRUCTION IN HOMEMAKING, NEA Journal, May
1956, pp. 286-7.

Galbraith, Lilyan King, INTEGRATION OF EDUCATION FOR FAMILY
LIVING INTO THE CURRICULUM OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
Ph. D. Project, Pennsylvania State University, 1954.

Lockwood, Mararet, AN EXAMINATION OF HOMEMAKING PROGRAMS
IN GRADES ONE THROUGH SIX IN SELECTED PUBLIC ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS, Ed. D. Projtr:r, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1963.

Martin, rthel Austin, NUTRITION EDUCATION IN ACTION, Holt, Rine-
hart, Winston, N. Y. , 1963.
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i

McMillan, Marian, AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM OF FAMILY LIFE
EDUCATION FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, Ed. D., Pennsylvania
State University, 1956. Summary of Project appears in Journal of
Home Economics, Volume 49, March 195?.

Stevens-n, Elizabeth, HOME AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION IN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1949.

EXPSRIENCES IN HOMEMAKING FOR GRADES K-6

Adams and Schmahl, EDUCATION FOR FAMILY LIFE, Forecast
Volume 69, December 1952. (A related project in family life)

Arnold, Mary, HOME ECONOMICS IN AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
Whatb New Li Home Economics, Volume XXIV, February 1960.

Banks and Dunham, TEACHING NUTRITION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation,
NEA, Washington, D. C. , 1959. 75

Bosley, Bertlyn, OUR CEREALS, Bureau of PubLications, Teachers
College, New York, 1950, nutrition unit for 4th and 5th grade.

Department of Health, Education,and Welfare, TEACHING NUTRITION IN
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, Nutrition Education Series, Pamphlet # ?,
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C. , 1955. Z5

EDUCATION FOR FAMILY LIFE IN THE PRIMARY GRADES, Elementary
School Bulleti.i #13, 1948, Department of Education, Trenton, New Jersey.

Fleck, Henrietta, HOMEMAKING, NEA Journal, Volume 45, December
1956, pp. 576-7.

Fleming, Mary and Vesperella E. Ott, SLEEPY HOLLOW TEA PARTY- -
EXPERIMENT IN TEACHER EDUCATION, Practical Home Economics,
Volume 33, December 1954, pp. 10-12.

Franklin, Doris C. , BREAKFAST PARTY FOR THE SECOND GRADE,
Forecast, Volume 77, February 1961, pp. 77.

HIGH SCHOOL HOMEMAKING AND NUTRITION EDUCATION IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS -- A Suggested Guide, Missouri Home Eco-
nomics, Revised 1956.
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Hill, M. Estner, FAMILY LWING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
Journal cA Home Economics , Voluyne 50, December 1955, pp. 741-2.

Hill, Dr. Mary M. , NUTRITION ACTIVITIES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
Nutrition Committee News, U. S. Department of Agriculture, July-
August 1959.

Hill, Dr. Mary M. , PLANNING NUTRITION PROGRAMS FOR ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS, Nutrition Committee News, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, March-April 1963.

HOME ECONOMICS GOES TO KINDERGARTEN, What's New in Home
Economics -- Volume XXVII, January 1963, pp. 22,23,36.

.7-.ckson, PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF SOME HOME ECONO-
MICS TEACHING MATERIALS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
Journal of H. Economics, Volume 42, p 730, 1950.

Jacobson, Boyd, Hill, PROMISING PRACTICES IN NUTRITION EDU-
CATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Bureau of Publications ,

Teachers College, 1959 (monograph) $1. 00

Mabee, Elsie, YOUNG NUTRITIONISTS IN ACTION, Teacher's Lesson
Unit Series #103, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, New York,
1942.

Maltby, Lucy; SUGGESTED PLACE AND EXTENT OF NUTRITION EDU-
CATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN GRADES 1-7, Journal of H. Econo-
mics, Volume 42, p. 730, 1950.

McDonald, Solona, TEACHING NUTRITION AT NURSERY SCHOOL LEVEL,
What's New in Home Economics, Volume XXVII, January 1963, pp.
16-18.

McMillan, M. , UNIFIED ARTS IN AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, School
Executive, Volume 48, September 1959, pp. 62-3.

MY GUIDE TO CLASSROOM GOOD FACTS, and , FUN AND MAKE-A-
MEAL PICTURE BOOK, Wheat Flour Institute, 1955.

NEA, FOOD FOR ALL - 6th Grade Experience, Department of Elementary
Principals, NEA, Washington, D. C. , 1951. 504
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Rice, Betty Pratt, TEACHING HOMEMAKING TO TINY TOTS, Forecast,
Volume 67, October 1951.

Ritchie, Jean, TEACHING BETTER NUTRITION, Food and Agriculture
Organization of United Nations, 1950.

Rose and Bosley, VEGETABLES TO HELP US GROW, Bureau of Publi-
cations, Teachers College, New York, 1947. (A nutrition unit for
grades 1,2,3).

SELECTED LIST OF NUTRITION EDUCATION MATERIALS FOR TEACH-
ERS, Nutrition Education Research Project, Teachers College, Colum-
bia Univerbity, January 1961.

Simons, Alice Ann, AN ELEMENTARY CHALLENGE IN NUTRITION
TEACHING, Journal of Home Economics, Volume 52, December 1960,
pp. 546.

Simons, Alice Ann, NUTRITION GOES TO GRADE SCHOOL, Forecast,
Volume 77, February 1961, pp. 74.

Sipe, Norene S. , WE TEACH THEM WHILE THEY'RE YOUNG, Practical
Home Economics, Volume 29, October 1951, pp. 437.

Smey, Justine, EVEN THE YOUNGEST ENJOY LESSONS IN FAMILY LIFE,
Forecast, Volume 70, May 1954, pp. 10-11.

Smey, Justine, NUTRITION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Journal of
Home Economics, Volume 50, May 1958, pp. 335-9.

Smey, Justine, OUR NEW CHALLENGE ON THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL,
Practical Home Economics, Volume 33, October 1954, pp. 22-23.

Stevenson, Elizabeth, FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, Journal of Home Economics, Volume 35, November 1943,
pp. 569-71.

Stone, Mary Eloise, SOME HOMEMAKINK' PROJECTS DESIGNED FOR GRADE
CLASSES, Journal of Home Econorr. cs Volume 43, February 1951,
pp. 116.

Taylor, Dr. Clara Mae, NUTRITION EDUCATION DEMONSTRATIONS,
Nutrition Committee News, U. S. Department of Agriculture, May-June
1960.
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TEACHER'S ACTIVITY BOOK FOR A PROGRAM IN NUTRITION AND
HEALTH, Department of Public Services, General Mills, Minnea-
polis, Minn. 35

Tinsley, Dr. Willa Vaughn, PRESENT DAY CONCEPTS OF LEARNING- -
THEIR USE IN NUTRITION EDUCATION FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CHILDREN, Nutrition Committee News, U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, March-April 1958 (Good Bibliography).

Tinsley, Dr. Willa Vaughn, TEAMING UP TEACHERS - NUTRITION-
WISE, Forecast, Volume 77, April 1951

Todhunter, E. Neige, EVERYDAY NUTRITION FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN,
Extension Service, University of Alabama, 1949. 414

Todhunter, E. Neige, NUTRITION TEACHINGSUGGESTIONS AND DE-
VICES, Extension Service, University of Alabama, Bulletin M-12,
1951. 504 (Good 1:eferences)

Wagner, Gertrude, RAT FEEDING EXPERIMENT: LIVING PROOF OF
NUTRITIONAL NEEDS, Forecast Volume 77, February 1961.

Walz, Gladys, THE TEACHABLE MOMENT, What's New in Home Econo-
mics, Volume XXIV, October 1959.

Warren City School, OUR HOMES--SECOND GRADE UNIT, Teaching
Staff Bulletin FC-15, November 1956, Warren Ohio.

Wasterman, Beulah, Nancy Klee, NUTRITION EDUCATION IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Journal of Home Economics, Volume 46,
April 1951, pp. 237-40.

Wiltrack, Amelia, FOURTH GRADERS HAVE OLD-FASHIONED BREAD
BAKE, Skilled Techniques, J. Walter Thompson, Volume 2, Spring
1960.
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SOME SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR RESOURCE LIBRARY

Clothing and Textiles

1

i Evans, Mary, COSTUME THROUGHOUT THE AGES, Lippincott, 1950.
1

Gorsline, WHAT PEOPLE WOREANCIENT TIMES TO TWENTIETH
CENTURY, Viking Press 1942.

Hoffman, Peggy, SEW EASY (GRADES 3-7), Dutton, 1956.

Jordan, HOW TO SEW (GRADES 3-7), Harcourt-Brace, 1941.

Karasz, Mariska, ADVENTURES IN STITCHES, Funk and Wagnall, 1959.

Leeming, Joseph, THE COSTUME BOOK FOR PARTIES AND PLAYS,
Lippincott, 1938.

Nighert, Esther, TRUE BOOK OF CLOTHING, Grades 1-4, Children's
Press.

Paul, Edith, SEWING IS FUN, Grosset and Dunlap, 1958.

Roberts, Catherine, FIRST BOOK OF SEWING, GRADES 4-6, Franklin
Watts, 1956.

Rogers, Matilda, FIRST BOOK OF COTTON, Franklin Watts, Inc.

TEACHING LITTLE GIRLS TO SEW, Good Housekeeping Institute, New
York, GHN 745. 250

Tonous, Helen Nicol, SEWING IS EASY, Grades 4-6, Random House, 1956.

Family Life and People

Anglund, Joan Walsh, A FRIEND IS SOMEONE WHO LIKES YOU, Har-
court Brace, New York, 1958.

Appell, Clara and Morey and Suzanne Szasz, WE ARE SIX... THE STORY
OF A FAMILY, Golden Press, New York, 1959.

Block, Irvin, PEOPLE, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Buckley, Peter, JAN OF HOLLAND, Franklin Watts, Inc.
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Buckley, peter, MICHEL OF SWITZERLAND, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Epstein, Morris, ALL ABOUT JEWISH HOLIDAYS AND CUSTOMS,
KTAV Publishing House, 1959.

Epstein, S. and B. , FIRST BOOK OF MEXICO, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Hahn, Emily, FIRST BOOK OF INDIA, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Hughes, L. , FIRST BOOK OF WEST INDIES, Franklin Watts, I s.

Jones, Eli rabeth, GOD PLANS FOR HAPPY FAMILIES, Warner Press,
Anderson, Indiana, 1955.

Kubie, Mora, FIRST BOOK OF ISRAEL, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Mears, Helen, FIRST BOOK OF JAPAN, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Reck, A. , FIRST BOOK OF FESTIVALS AROUND THE WORLD,Franklin
Watts, Inc.

Rethie, Lili, FT SST BOOK OF ITALY, Franklin Watts, Inc.

Sloan, Eric, The SEASONS OF AMERICA PAST, Wilfred Funk, N. Y.
1958.

Wernecke, Herbert, CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS AROUND THE WORLD,
Westminster Press.

Foods and Nutrition

Barbour, Helen, Eppright, Ercel, and Pattison, Mattie, TEACHING
NUTRITION, Iowa State College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1957.

Carey and others, FRUITS OF HAWAII, University of Hawaii.

Culinary Arts Press, 2000 FACTS ABOUT FOODS, 1953.

Fenton, Carroll L. and Herminie Kitchen, PLANTS THAT FEED US,
John Day Co. , New York,1956.

Godshall, Frances R. , NUTRITION IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, Harper.

Green, Carla, I WANT TO BE A BAKER, Children's Press, 1956.
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1

Leverton, Ruth M. , NUTRITION, 7th edition, Houghton Mifflin, Boston,
1960.

Martin, Ethel Austin, ROBERT'S NUTRITION WORK WITH CHILDREN,
3rd edition, University of Chicago Press, 1954.

McHenry, E. W. , FOODS WITHOUT FADS, Lippincott, 1960.

Pfaffmann and Stern, HOW TO TEACH NUTRITION TO CHILDREN,
Barrows, 1944.

Scheib, Ida, FIRST BOOK OF FOOD, Franklin Watts, 1956.

Sheppard and Newton, THE STORY OF BREAD, Charles Branford Co. ,
69 Union Street, Newton Centre, Mass.

Sherman, Henry C. and Lanford, Caroline Sherman, ESSENTIALS OF
NUTRITION, MacMillan Co. , New York, 1957.

Taylor, Clara Mae, FOOD VALUES IN SHARES AND WEIGHTS, 2nd
edition, MacMillan Co. , New York, 1959.

United States Department of Agriculture, FOOD--YEARBOOK OF AGRI-
CULTURE, 1959, 1960. United States Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.

Cook Books

Batafogo, Dolores, ART OF BRAZILIAN COOKERY, Doubleday Company.

Beer, Gretel, AUSTRIAN COOKING, Citadel Press, 1954.

Beilenson, SIMPLE FRENCH COOKERY, Peter Pauper Press.

Beilenson, SIMPLE ITALIAN COOKERY, Peter Pauper Press.

Beilenson, Edna, THE MELTING POT, Peter Pauper Press.

Beim, B. , FIRST BOOK OF BOY'S COOKING, (Grades 4-6), Franklin
Watts, Inc. , 1957.

Benedictine Sisters of Peking, ART OF CHINESE COOKING, Tuttle
Company, 1956.
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\ Bcrtholle, Beck, Rippeger, WHAT'S COOKING IN FRANCE, Ives Wash-
burn, Inc. , 1952.

BETTY CROCKER'S COOK BOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, Simon and
Schuster.

BETTY CROCKER'S GOOD AND EASY COOK BOOK, Simon and Schuster.

de Biro, Elizabeth, HUNGARIAN COOKING, Citadel Press, 1955.

Cass, Elizabeth, SPANISH COOKING, Andre Deutsch, 1957.

Chowdhary, Savitri, INDIAN C"nvi:ING, Citadel Press, 1957.

Campbell, Elizabeth, ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF WORLD COOKERY, Spring
Books, Londe.

Chan, Esther, CHINESE COOKERY SECRETS, Boys' Town Trade
School, 91 miles Bakit Timah Road, Singapore 23.

Clark, Garel, LET'S START COOKING, William R. Scott, New York,
1951.

Craig, Elizabeth, THE SCOTTISH COOKERY BOOK, Andre Deutsch,
1956.

Culinary Arts Press, THE FRENCH COOK BOOK, 1955.

Culinary Arts Press, THE GERMAN AND VIENNESE COOK BOOK, 1956.

Culinary Arts Press, THE ITALIAN COOKBOOK, 1956.

Culinary Arts Press, THE NEW ENGLAND COOKBOOK, i956.

Culinary Arts Press, PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH COOK BOOK, 1936.

culinary Arts Press, ROUND THE WORLD COOKBOOK, 1936.

Culinary Arts Press, THE SCANDINAVIAN COOKBOOK, 1956.

Culinary Arts Press, THE SOUTHERN AND SOUTHWESTERN COOKBOOK,
1956.

Culinary Arts Press, WESTERN COCv:BOOK, 1936.
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Donovan 1.faria Kozslik, THE FAR EASTERN EPICURE, Doubleday,
1958.

Eberle, Irmengarde, BASKETFUL, THE STORY OF OUR FOOD,
Thomas Crowell Company, 1946.

Freeman, Mae Blacker, FUN WITH COOKING, Random House, 1947.

Frost, Helen, WORLD OF GOOD EATING, Phillips Publishing Company,
1951.

Fumiko, SUKIYAKI, Hawaiian Books distributed by South Sea Sales,
P. O. Box 376, Honolulu 2, Hawaii.

Griffin, Stuart, JAPANESE FOOD AND COOKING (paper bound),
Tuttle Company.

Grossirger, Jennie, ART OF JEWISH CCOKING, Random House, 1958.

Hare, BEST FOOD FROM INDIA, Arco Publishing Company, 1957.

Hayes, Elizabeth SPICES AND HERBS AROUND THE WORLD, Double-
day and Company, 1961.

Hefferman and Anderson, FOODS FROM FAR AND NEAR, Harr Wagner.

Hoffman, P. , MISS B'S FIRST COOKBOOK, Bobbs-Merrill, 1950.

Hosfcrd, Mary, THE MISSOURI TRAVELER COOKBOOK, Farrar, S. C.
1958.

Howe, Robin, GERMAN COOKING, Andre Deutsch, 1953.

Howe, Robin, ITALIAN COOKING, Citadel Press, 1956.

Kagawa, Aya, JAPANESE COOKBOOK, Charles Tuttle, 1958.

McGuire, Lelia, OLD WORLD FOODS FOR NEW WORLD FAMILIES,
Wayne State University Press, 1947.

Morton, AliceD., TEACH ME TO COOK, Hart Publishing Company, Inc. ,

New York, 1955.

Mosser and Roberts, FOODS OF OLD NEW ENGLAND, Doubleday, 1957.
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1

Oliver, Frank, CHINESE COOKING, Citadel Press, 1957.

Orga, Irfan, TURKISH COOKING, Andre Deutsch, 1958.

Rombauer, Irma D. , A COOKBOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS, Bobbs
Merrill, 1952.

Ross, Irma Walker, RECIPES FROM THE EAST, Charles E. Tuttle
Company.

Ltacland, THE FINEST FOOD OF 15 NATO NATIONS, NATO Cookbook
Commission, U. S. Naval Institute, 1957.

Sunset Books Editors, COOKING WITT', A FOREIGN ACCENT, Lane
Publishers.

Tracy, FAVORITE REGIONAL RECIPES OF AMERICA, Grosset and
Dunlap.

United Nations, COOK BOOK, Harper, 1951.

Commission for U. N. , FAVORITE RECIPES FROM THE U. N. , 1956.

Waldo, Myra, PAN AMERICA- 'S COMPLETE ROUND-THE-WORLD
COOKBCOK, Doubleday and Company, 1954.

Zelayeta, Elenas, MEXICAN COOK BOOK, Prentice Hall, 1958.
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ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS AND REFERENCE BOOKS

(Listed under Publisher)

PUBLISHER I HEALTH

Benefic Press

.SCIENCE SOCIAL. STUDIES

Gr. l Come On
2 Here We Go
3 Step Lively
4 Good for You
5 Full of Life
6 Here's Health

PP
P

Gr.

Let's Go
Let's Try

l Let's Find Out
2 Let's Look

Around
3 Let's See Why
4 Let's:. Learn How
5 Let's Know Why
6 Let's Discover

More

PP Our Way
P Our Family

Gr. l Our Home and School
2 Our Neighborhood
3 Our Community

How Series
Gr. l How Schools Help Us

l How We Celebrate Our
Spring Holidays

l How Fami les Live To-
gether

2 How We Celebrate Our
FallHolidays

2 How We Get Our Cloth-
ing

2 How Foods Are Pre-
served

2 How We Get Our Dairy
Foods

3 How We Get Our Cloth
3 How We Get Our Shelter
5 How People Live in the

Middle East
5 How People Live it .7apan
5 How People Live in Africa



-0

N
I-

PUBLISHER HEALTH . SCIENCE SOCII.L. STUDIES

Bobbs Merrill

Creative Educa-
tional Society

Gr. 1 Health at School
2 Health Day by

Day
3 Health and Fun
4 Health and Growth
5 Health and Living
6 Health and Happi-

iness

D. C. Heath &
Company

Gr. 1 Science 1957
2 i
3
4
5
6 Wonderworld of

Science

I t

I t

I

(Scribner)
Gr. 1 Working and

2 Visiting Our
3 B gilding Our
4 Building Our
5 Building Our
6 Building Our

Playing
Neighbors
Town
Communities
America
World

Gr. Science for
Work and Play

2 Science Here
and Now

3 Science Far
and Wide

4 Science in Your
Life

5 Science in Our
World

6 Science for To-
day and Tomor-
row

Living Together in the Modern
World

(8 Volumes)
1 Food
2 Shelter
3 Clothing



N
'4N
i

PUBLISHER

Laid law

HEALTH SCIENCE SOCIAL STUDIES

Gr. 1 My First Health Book
2 My Second Health Book
3 Easy Steps to Health
4 Health Trails
5 Your Health and You
6 Keeping Healthy

MacMillan

Rand, McNally
Company

Gr. 1 Science Life
Series - #1

2 Science Life
Series - #2

3 Science Life
Series - #3

4 Science Life
Series - #4

5 Science Life
Series - #5

6 Science Life
Seri - #6

Social Studies Series - 1962
Gr. 2 Living As School Friends

3 Living in Places Near and
Far

4 Living in Our Country and
Other Lands

5 Living in the United States
6 Living in the Old World

Science Series - 1961 Social
Gr. 1 Down Your Gr. 3

Street
2 Around the

Corner
3 In Your

Neighborhood
4 Here and Away
5 Far and Wide
6 Your Science

World

Studies Series - 1961
Around the Home

4 Many Lands
5 Geographyof the New World
6 Geography of the Old World



PUBLISHER HEALTH SCIENCE I SOCIAL STUDIES
- ott Foresman and

Company

L. W. Singer Com-
pany

Gr. 1 Just Like Me
Being Six

2 Seven or So
3 From Eight to

Nine
4 Going on Ten
5 About Yourself
6 About All of Us

Singer Science Series-
1962
Second Edition and
Guides

Gr. 1 Science for You
2 Science All the Year
3 Science Adventures
4 Science Discoveries
5 Science Experiments
6 Science Problems

Gr. P At Home (1958)
1 At School
2 In the Neighborhood
3 In City, Town, and

Country
4 In All States
5 In the Americans
6 Beyond the Americans

Gr. P We Play (1963)
1 We Live With Others
2 We Have Friends
3 We Look Around Us
4 Man Changes His

World
5 This Is Our Land
6 The Great Adventure

John Winston Company Gr. 1 From Head to Gr. 1 The New I Wonder Gr. 3 Our Neighbors At Home
Toe Why 4 Neighbors Around the

2 Side by Side 2 The New Seeing Why World
3 How We Grow 3 The New Learning 5 Building Our America
4 Bigger and Why 6 History of World Peoples

Better 4 The New Explaining
5 Getting Ac-

quainted
Why

5 The New Discovering
6 Knowing Your-

self
Why

6 The New Understanding
Why



ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS AS REFERENCES
FOR HOMEMAKING

(Note: The textbooks are listed by grades under the publisher. The
"X" designates where there is information given on foods, clothing,
family life, or housing)

Company Subject Title Fdsl Cl F. L,
A

Hs

Grade 1

B tnefic Health Come On X X X X
Press Science Let's Find Out X X

Soc. Stud. Our Home and School X X X X
Our Family X X X

Bobbs Health Health at School X X X
Merrill Soc. Stud. Working and Playing X X X X

Heath Science Science for Work and Play X X

Laidlaw Health My First Health Book X X X X

MacMillan Science Science Life X X X X

Rand, Science Down Your Street X X X X
McNally

Scott,
Foresman

Health
Soc. Stud.

Being Six
At Home

X X X
X

X
X

At School X X

L. W. Science Science for You X X
Singer Soc. Stud. We Play

We Live With Others
X
X X

X
X

X
X

Winston Health From Head to Toe X X X X
Science The New I Wonder Why X X X X

Grade _a

Benefit Health Here We Go X X X X
Press Science Let's Look Around X X

Soc. Stud. Our Neighborhood X X X X
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Company Subject Title

Bobbs
Merrill
(Sc ribne r

Heath

Laidlaw

MacMillan

Rand,
McNally

Row,
Peterson

Scott,
Fore sman

L. W.
Singer

Winston

Grade 3

Benefic
Press

Bobbs
Merrill
(Sc ribner

Heath

Laidlaw

MacMillan

Fds Cl F. L Hs

Health Health Day by Day XX X X
Science The Wondeiful World of Science X X x
Soc. Stud. Visiting our Neighbors x X X

Science Science for Here and Now XX X X

Health My Second Health Book X X X

Science Science Life, No. 2 XX X X
Soc. Stud. Living as School Friends x X X

Science Around the Corner X X x

Soc. Stud. Basic Social Studies, No, 2 X X

Health Seven or So XX X X
Soc. Stud. In the Neighborhood x X X

Science Science All the Year XX X X

Soc. Stud. We Have Friends XX X X

Health Side by Side XX X X

Science The New Seeing Why x X X

Health Step Lively XX X X

Science Let's See Why X X

Soc. Stud. Our Community XX X X

Health Health and Fun X X

Soc. Stud. Building Our Town X X

Science Science For Far and Wide X X x

ealth Easy Steps to Health XX X X

Science Science We Series, No. 3 XX X X

Soc. Stud. Living in Places Near and Far x X X
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Company

Rand,
McNally

Row,
Peterson

Scott,
Foresman

L. W.
Singer

Winston

Grade 4

Benefic
Press

Bobbs
Merrill
(Scribner)

Heath

Laidlaw

MacMillan

Rand,
McNally

Scott,
Fore sman

t

.

Subject I Title Fds Cl F. L, Hs

Science In Your Neighborhood X X X X
Soc. Stud. Around the Home X X X X

Soc. Stud. Basic Social Studies X X X

Health From Eight to Nine X X X X
Soc. Stud. In City, Town, and Country XX X X

Science Science Adventures X X X
Soc. Stud. We Look Around Us X X X X

Health How We Grow X X X
Science The New Learning Why X X X
Soc. Stud. Our Neighbors and Home X X X X

Health Good For You X X X X
Science Let's Learn How X X

Health Health and Growth X X X X
Soc. Stud. Building Our Community X X X X

Science Science in Your Life X X X

Health Health Trails X X

Science Science Life Series, No. 4 X X X
Soc. Stud. Living in Our Country and Other X X X X

Lands

Sci....ace Here and Away X X

Soc. Stud. Many Lands X X X X

Health Going on Ten X X X X

Soc. Stud. In All States X X X X
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Company Subject Title Fds Cl F. LI Hs

L. W. Science Science Discoveries X X
Singer Soc. Stud. Man Changes His World XX X X

Winston Health Bigger and Better XX X X
Science The New Explaining Why X X X
Soc. Stud. Neighbors Around the World XX X X

Grade 5

Benefic Health Full of Life XX X X
Press Science Letts Know Why x

Bobbs, Health Health and Living XX X X
Merrill Soc. Stud. Building Our America XX X X

Heath Science In Our World x X X

Laidlaw Health Your Health and You XX X X

MacMillan Science Science Life Series, No. 5 XX X X
Soc. Stud. Living in the United States XX X X

Pand, Science Far and Wide x x
McNally Soc. Stud. Geography of the New World XX X X

Scott, Health About Yourself XX X X
Foresman Soc. Stud. In the Americas XX X X

L. W. Science Science Experiments x x
Singer Soc. Stud. This is Our Land XX X X

Winston Health Getting A 'quainted XX X X
Science The New Liscovering Why XX X X
Soc. Stud. Neighbors in the United States XX

and Canada
X X

Grade 6

Benefic Health Here's Health XX X X
Press Science Let's Discover More x

Bobbs Health Health and Happiness XX X X
Merrill Soc. Stud. Building Our World XX X X
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Company Subject Title

Heath

Laid law

MacMillan

Rand,
McNally

Scott,
For esman

L. W.
Singer

Winston

Science

Health

Science
Soc. Stud.

Science
Soc. Stud.

Health
Soc. Stud.

Science
Soc. Stud.

Health
Geography
Science
Soc. Stud.

Science for Today and Tomorrow

Keeping Healthy

Science Life Series, No. 6
Living in the Old World

Your Science World
Geography of the Old World

About All of Us
Beyond the Americans

Science Problems
The Great Adventure

Knowing Yourself
Neighbors Across the Seas
The New Understanding Why
History of World Peoples
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X

X

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

Cl

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

F. L Hs

X

X X

X X
X X

X
X X

X X
X X

X
X X

X X
X X

X
X X

I



\
SOME BOOKLETS, PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS, SOURCES OF

INFORMATION

AFRICA
Around the World Program booklets -- Doubleday and Company.
information Service of South Africa
National Geographic Magazines--February 1948, March 1950, August

1959.
United Nations Teac ing Kit.

ALASKA
Forecast Magazine, March 1960, A- ...kan Foods.
National Dairy Council, Hello from Piaska.
National Geographic Magazine, September 1942, Alaska.

AMAZON
National Geographic Magazine, September 1952, Jungle Jaunt on Amazon

headwaters. (Good picture of manioc flour tortillas. )
National Geographic Magazine, May 1959, Giant Insects of the Amazon.

ASIA
Around the World Program booklets -- Doubleday and Company.
Embassies of the different countries.
Field Enterprises Educati- .ial Company, Asia (reprint).
Natiinai k eographic Magazine --March 1946, April 1954, January 1961.
Unite,' Nations Teaching Kits.

AUSTRALIA, ETC.
Around the World Program booklets -- Doubleday and Company.
Australian News and Information Bureau, Australia: A Guide for

Teachers.
National Dairy Council, Hello New Zealand.
National Geographic Magazine, December 1945, New Guinea.
National Geographic Magazine April 1952, New Zealand.
Practical Magazine, September 1959, Cook's Tour-Australia.

BEVERAGES
American Bottlers of Cari)onated Beverages, Soft Drinks and Balanced

Diet.
Thomas J. Liv:ton, Inc. , Tea in Many Lands. (Unit on tea for inter-

mediate grades. )
Sunkist Growers, Beverage Sampler. (Leaflet with recipes. )
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BREAD
American Bakers Association

Come Along and Watch Us Bake Taystee Bread - leaflet
Your Daily Brer. LI and Its Dramatic History - booklet

American Institute of Baking
Bread in the Making - student booklet and teacher's guide, grades

3-4-5.
Enriched Bread - booklet, history, ingredients, nutritive value.

Continental Baking Company
Bread to Help 'wild Strong Bodies - unit
The Story of a Loaf of Bread - unit

Merck and Company, The Slice of Life - booklet.
J. Walter Thompson Company

Breads of Many Lands - booklet
Have Fun, Make Rolls - booklet

Wheat Flour Institute
From Wheat to Flour - booklet
A Primer of Yeast Breads - booklet

BREAKFAST
Cereal Institute, Inc.

A Basic Breakfast Pattern
Breakfast Source Book

Florida Citrus Commission, Better Breakfasts for Primary Children,
Teacher's Guide

r'',neral Mills, Eat and Grow - kindergarten to grade 3.
Kellogg Company

A Good Breakfast for Good Health
The Best Breakfast to You Each Morning

National Dairy Council
It's Always Breakfast Time Somewhere - booklet and chart
Ready for Breakfast - poster YA99. 113

BRITISH ISLES
Around the World Program booklets -- Doubleday and Company
Embassies of the different countries.
National Geographic Magazine, December 1947, Keeping House in

London.

BUTTER
National Dairy Council, Buttermaking in the Classroom - teacher's

guide and student folder, YB56, 14 -- Primary unit.



\

1

}

CANDY
Corn Product Company

Corn Syrup in Home Candy Making - leaflet
Dandy Homemade Candies - leaflet

Hershey Chocolate, Story of Chocolate and Cocoa - booklet and chart
National Confectioners Association, School Kit on Candy.
Nestle (...ompany, The Manufacture of Chocolate - small exhibit.

CEREALS
American Museum of Natural History

Cereals and Civilization, #129 - $1.76
Rice as a World Food, #121 - 34%

Corn Industries Research Foundation, Our Gift from the Indians -
booklet

General Mills, The Story of the Cereal Grains - booklet.
Kellogg Company, The Grains Are Great Foods - booklet.
Merck and Company, Enriched; the What, the Why, the How, and the

Wherefore - booklet
Ralston Purina Company, Whole Wheat Structure - student leaflet and

wall chart.
Sunshine Biscuits, The Story of Wheat - booklet.

CHEESE
Kraft Foods, The World of Cheese - booklet

CHINA
Embassy of the country
National Geographic Magazine - April 1947, September 1942, June 1954,

February 1954.
Pineapple Growers Association, 1959 - Kit.
United Nations Teaching Kits.

CLOTHING
Internatig. Shoe Company, Shoes Through the Ages - booklet

COFFEE
National Federation of Coffee Growers of Columbia, Trip to Columbia,

Land of Mountain Coffee - booklet.
Pan-American Coffee Bureau, Coffee, the Story of a Good Neighbor

Product - booklet for grades 5-10.

COLONIAL LIFE
Field Enterprises Educational Company

Colonial Life in America, booklet, 25.
Pioneer Life, booklet, 25.
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COLONIAL LIFE (continued)
Nebraska State Historical Society

Homes and Food in Early Nebraska
The Sod House

COTTON
Cleutt Peabody and Company, See How Important Cotton is to

United States, chart.
National Cotton Council of America

Cotton and You - four page folder.
Cotton Panorama - booklet.
Cotton Processing and Products - charts
History of Cotton Textiles - booklet

Pepperell Company, Magic of Textiles - booklet; Cotton kit exhibit;
Bookle of pictures.

L. A. Willis - Teacher's Kit on Cotton.

DAIRY PRODUCTS
National Dairy Company

Dairy Food in U.S. A. - booklet YB102,
Maybe Be a Dairy Farmer - booklet.

Swift and Company, Story of Dairy Animals - booklet.

EUROPE
Around World Program booklets - Doubleday and Company.
Embassies or Government Information Service of different countries.
Field Enterprises Educational Company, Europe - booklet, 25 .

National Geographic Magazines.
United Nations Teaching Kits.

FAMILY
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

About Us and Our Friends - booklet (grades K-3).

FOOD
Allis Chalmers Company, The Stonr of Man and Food - booklet and

chart.
Norton's of Gloucester, Inc. , America's Earliest Industr ; The

of Food from the Sea.
National Dairy Council, Cooking is Fun - booklet.

Food Models

FOOD PRESERVATION
American Can Company

The Story of Canning and Can Making - guide for elementary teaching.
A Word about Tin Cans - booklet, grades 4-6.
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FOREIGN
.round the World Program booklets - Doubleday and Company.

Embassies of the countries.
Lipton, Thomas Inc. , 'Round the World Food Ideas - leaflet.
National Geographic Magazines.
Pineapple Growers Association.
United Nations Teaching Kits.

FRANCE
French Embassy

A Glossary of Frency Culinary Terminology, Foods, and Con-
fections - booklet, l5

France and Her People - booklet.
French Christmas Customs - booklet.
French Holidays - booklet.

National Geographic, July 1950, Home Life in Paris Today.

FRUIT
American Fruit Growers, Inc. , Buying Guide for Fresh Fruits and

Vegetables - booklet, 544.
California Raisin Advisory Board, Raisin land, U. S. A_. - unit on

raisins with booklet and guide.
National Geographic Magazine, September 1951, Fruit.:... How They

Came to America.
Public Service, The Riches of New Jersey - booklet.
United Fruit Company, Catalog of free educational materials on

bananas and related subjects.

GROOMING
Procter and Gamble

Ivory Inspection Patrol Game - wall chart and student score sheets.

HAWAII
Dole Hawaiian Pineapple Company, How to Have a Wikirniki - leaflet.
Forecast Magazine, November 1959, Hawaiian Food Customs.
Hawaii Visitors Bureau

Hawaiian Pa-..ty Time
Primer of Hawaiian Language.

Hawaiian Extension Service
It's Fun to Entertain
Oriental Foods
Table Settings in Hawaii
Yasai Magic (Vegetable Tricks)

United Air Lines
Your Hawaii - booklet
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HOLIDAYS
Owen Publishing Company, Christmas Customs Colonial Life.

HOMES
Field Enterprises Educational Company, Homes - booklet,

INDIA
7riendship Press, This is India, Pakistan, Ceylon by Constance

Hal lock 614
Government of India Tourist Office

Handbook of India
Festivals of India

National Geographic Magazines - April 1946, December 1950.
Pineapple Growers Association, 1959 Kit.
Practical Home Economics Magazines - January 1962, Foods, Family

Life.
United Nations Teaching Kits.

INDIANS
Field Enterprises Educational Company, American Indians - booklet,

25 .

Highlights Handbook - November 1960, American Indians,
Nebraska State Historical Society

Indian Tribes - 95 a set
New Jersey Counsel Division of Planning and Development--Depart-

ment of Conservation and Economic Development, Indian Lore of
New Jersey.

Plimot.. Plantation, Inc. , Indians of Pilgrim Times by Charles
Overly - 23 pp.

Random House Book Company, Famous Indian Tribes - 100.

JAPAN
Cor, sulate General of Japan

Facts about Japan
Japan Today

National Geographic Magazines, August 1942, December 1945,
December 1960.

United Nations Teaching Kits.

KNITTING
Institute of Hand Knitting, Knitting for Young America - 96 pages.

LINEN
Irish Linen Guild, Story of Irish Linen and other teaching aids.
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LUNCH
American Institute of Baking, The Pack-It-Meal - leaflet and teacher

handbook.
Dow Chemical Company, Something Special in the Lunch Box.
Merck ?..nd Company, What's for Lunch? - chart.

MEAT
American Meat Institute

Livestock in Early America - I page.
Meat in Lives of Washin ton and Lincoln - 1 page.
Story of Beef - 27 pages.
Story of a Steak - chart.
Where Meat Is Grown and Where Meat Is Eaten - chart

Americzn National Cattleman's Association, Beef Cattle Industry -
11 pages.

Armour and Company
Armour Foot Source Map
Non-Food P,.oduct3 of a Meat Packing Company

Swift and Company
March to Market - comic.
Meat and the Mississippi River - 19 pages.
Story of Meat Animals - booklet.

MENSTRUATION
Kimberly Clark Company - write for free materials.

MILK
Borden Company, Journey of Milk Through a Milk Pasteurization

Plant.
Borden's Farm Producers of Ncw Jersey

The New Story of Milk - booklet and film for grades 5-9.
How We Get Our Milk - poster.

Evaporated Milk Association
Let's Enjoy Milk - Panics and Eichelberger - food party uuit for

primary grades.
Milk Industry Foundation

Story of Milk - 17 pages, illustrated booklet.
National Dairy Covvicil

Animals That Give People Milk - booklet and guide, YB69, 20q.
Hello from Alaska - booklet and guide
Hello South America - booklet and guide
Hello U. S. A. - booklet and guide
May_be Be a Dairy Fanner - booklet, YB81
Maybe I'll Be a Milkman - booklet and guide, YB82 -
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MILK (continued)
Milk for You and Me - primary study guide.
Milk Made the Difference - charts and guide.
My Friend the Cow - teacher's guide and booklet.
Taking Milk Apart - food experiments YX311, 200.
Uncle Jim's DairY Farm - film and study guide - booklet YB284,

130.
We All Like Milk - 21 photographs of children and animals with

teacher's guide - YB301, 300.

NEEDLEWORK
Coats and Clark

Embroidery Stitches - single sheet
Spool Cotton

Gingham Book of Embroidery, 5c.

New England
Sturbridge Village Publication, Cu&toms on the Table Top (How

New laiiclons.:twives Set Cut Their Tables) by Helen Sprackling.

NUTRITION
American Institute of Baking

Food Sense Not Nonsense - leaflet
Follow the Foodway - leaflet and poster

Florida Citrus Commission
Citrus Fruit and Dental Health - booklet, grades K-3.
The Nutrition Ladder booklet
Vitamin C poster, grades K-3
What You Eat - poster, grades K-3

Food and Agriculture Organization of United Nations
FAO - What It Is, What It Does, How It Works - leaflet
Let There Be Bread - booklet

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
From Six to Twelve - booklet
Whit to Eat 2na Wh - booklet

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Food for Families - booklet
What Focd Do You Choose - leaflet

National Dairy Council
Child Feeding Poster - YA23, 350 set
Choose Your Calories by the Company They Keep - leaflet YW,2, 50
Feeding Little Folks - booklet
Food and Care for Dental Health - booklet YB58
Food Models - YB12, $3. 00 per set
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A Guide to Good Eating - leaflet and guide - YB76, 44; poster -
YA5, 20

Eat a "Square" Lunch - poster YA19, ltq
Is It True? - booklet and guide YB4, 1C4
Meal Charts (7 charts) - YA64, 75
They're Your Teeth - poster YA11, 15
Ventures, Voyages, Vitamins - booklet and guide YB194, 12

National Livestock and Meat Board
Colored Food Value Charts - $1.50 set of 10 charts
Elementary School Nutrition Teaching Kit - Food To Grow On,

15 and Daily Food Record,
Tots at the Table - booklet

Nutrition Foundation
Activities in Nutrition Education for Kindergarten Through Sixth

Grade - $1.00
Goals for Nutrition Education for Elementary and Secondary Schools -

leaflet, 35
Superintendent of Documents

Food for Family with Young Children - booklet, 1951 - 104
Foods Your Children Need - leaflet, 1(4

PUERTO RICO
National Geographic Magazine - December 1939.

RATS
American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages, What Little Rats Drink

and How They Grow.
Forecast Magazine, February 1961, Rat-Feeding Experiment.
Illinois Teacher, Volume II, No. 5, Rat Experiments.

SCANDINAVIA
American-Swedish News Exchange

Christmas in Sweden - 3 page leaflet
Festivals in Sweden - 4 page leaflet
Swedish Foods and Food Habits - 2 page leaflet

SCHOOL LUNCH
Superintendent of Documents, The School Lunch--Its Educational Con -

tr ibution s.

SILK
International Silk Association

Cocoon Box - samples in small box
Naturally Silk - student foler
Story of Silk - pamphlet; also 15 minute film from Modern Talking

Picture.
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SOUTH AMERICA (See Amazon)
Around World Program - booklets, Doubleday and Company
Creole Petroleum Company

Latin American Studies - bibliography
Venezuela - resource unit for gradea 4-6.

Embassies of different countries.
National Dairy Council, Hello from South America.
Pineapple Growers Association - Kit 1959.
United Fruit Company, Middle America - leaflet
United Nations Teaching Kit

SPICE
American Spice Trade Association

Heritage of Spices - booklet
Spice Map - poster
Spices, What They Are and Where They Come From - booklet

Griffith Lab
Spice and Herb Handbook - booklet

McCormick Company
Map of the World - poster

National Geographic Magazine - March 1949, Spices, the Essence
of Geography.

SUGAR
American Sugar Refining Company

Story of Sugar Cane - 22 page booklet
Sugar Information, Inc.

Sugar--What It Is - How's It Made - Why It's Important, booklet

UNITED NATIONS
Teaching kits on different countries

VEGETABLE
National Geographic Magazine - August 1949, Our Vegetable Travelers.
Public Service, The Riches of New Jersey.

WOOL
Fleisher Yarns, Inc.

From the Sheep to the Needle - 2 page leaflet.
Newell Textile Sales Company, Evaluation of Woolen Cloth- exhibit
Pearce Woolen Mills, Story of Wool - 23 page booklet.
Pendleton Woolen Mills, Romantic Story of Man and Sheep - booklet

and movie.
Wool Bureau - write for information.
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ELEMENTARY MAGAZINE REFERENCES

Note: The following two elementary school magazines, The Grade Teacher
and The Instructor, contain articles that are excellent sources of informa-
tion for the homemaking program. These articles are listed under the
magazine and the month in which they appeared.

The Grade Teacher, The Educational Publishing Corporation, Darien,
Connecticut.

Volume LXXV - September 1957
Heffernan, Helen, "Teach Reading in Kindergarten" -- pp. 16, 89,

108. Tells what a kindergarten should do for children.
Lansdown, Brenda, "A Hamster Comes to School" -- pp. 22, 76.

Tells care of hamster and how it can enrich the curriculum.
Van Driel, Violet and Mildred Hooper, "We Study Our Own

Arizona Navajos" -- pp. 36, 37, 119, 121. Second grade unit
giving objectives, teaching aids, activities, projects.

Volume LXXV - October 1957
Frackman, Sheila, "Our Autumn Halloween Party for the Mothers"- -

pp. 22, 110. First grade project giving many related experiences.
Garf, Pearl and Celia Davis, "Experiences with a Pumpkin" --

pp. 16, 102. Learnings possible for a kindergarten class.
Ortman, Dorothy. "Farm Unit" -- pp. 32, 137. Thikd grade unit

giving related experiences and learnings, community resources.
Peterson, Mary N. , "How Plants Get Ready for Winter" -- pp.

52, 119. Outline giving approach, problem development,
activities.

Volume LXXV - November 1957
South, Belle, "American Pioneers" -- pp. 46, 47. Fourth grade

unit.
Ross, Frances, "A Classroom Trip to India" -- pp. 64, 65, 110.

Sixth grade unit with good ideas for setting scene, eating, use
of slides.

Volume LXXV - January 1958
Bridge, Gertrude, "The Southern Area" -- pp. 58, 59, 87. Teaching

unit with good outline on life then and now. Southern tea is a
culminating activity.

Joseph, Dr. Alexander, "Experiments with Energy in Foods" --
pp. 61-78. Good experiments on burning foods to test for energy.
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Parish, Charles, "La Belle France" -- pp. 53, 77, 79. Teaching
unit with basic information.

Strebel, Aida, "Farm Unit for Primary Class Stow Learners" --
pp. 25, 92. Trip to farm with related experiences.

Volume LXXV - February 1958
Bridge, Gertrude, "The Northwestern States" -- pp. 64, 65, 118,

119. Suggested teaching unit with some good creative ideas.
Heffernan, Helen, "Dramatic Play in Kindergarten" -- pp. 14,

76, 78. Some excellent suggestions for enriching the program.
Also learnings possible from a trip to the bakery; then making
"real cookies."

Volume LXXV - April 1958
Bridge, Gertrude, "The North Central States' -- pp. 49, 120-122.

Motivation for unit, foods for breakfast, unit for teaching.
Kenworthy, Leonard, "International Understandings Begin Early"

--pp. 44, 106-108. Suggestions for broad topics for elementary
social studies and implications for homemaking.

Lansdown, Brenda, "Is a Sweet Potato a Seed?" -- pp. 35, 126-
129. Second grade lesson on parts of plants, seeds.

Robinson, Eve, "Let's Visit Hawaii" -- pp. 75, 132, 134, 138.
Teaching unit which used food as a motivadon device and a
party as a culminating activity.

Volume LXXV - June 1958
Chappel, Bernice, "Neighbors Around the World" -- pp. 53, 75,

76. Fourth grade unit - how people are alike and different; home
building - materials and environment; good outline on building
materials, home building, types of homes, other peoples' homes,
Eskimos, jungle life, desert nomes and people.

Heffernan, Helen, "Kindergarten, A Growing Up Year" -- pp. 14,
69, 71. Good list of learnings in eight different ?.reas.

Volume LXXVI - October 1958
Continental Baking Company, "All About Growth" -- pp. 71-83.

Science unit; good information on wheat, plants manufacturing
food, plants becoming food, animal experiments, human growth.

Westlake, Phyllis, The Food We Eat" -- pp. 25, 113. Objectives,
approach, and activities for the food unit. Good.

Volume LXXVI - November 1958
Dobbs, Mary Carolyn, "Thanksgiving Foods" -- pp. 55. Food

activity with many academic learnings.
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Volume LXXVI - January 1959
Greenlee, Julian, "Some Things Make Other Things" -- pp. 16.

Use of tools by workmen, mother, children.

Volume LXXVI - February 1959
Crocker, Betty, "Cooking Around the World" - pp. 64-67. Gives

countries, short food summary, and recipes.
Greenlee, Julian, "We Use Water for Ma. Purposes" pp. 16,

87. Use of water in cooking, putting out fires, and cooling things
Westlake, Phyllis, "Our Homes" -- pp. 20, 74. First grade unit

giving approach and activities.

Volume LXXVI - March 1959
Westlake, Phyllis, "The Search for Shelter" pp. 28, 112.

Primary unit giving many activities.

Volume LXXVI - April 1959
Winn, Juanita, "A Resource Unit on China" - - pp. 68-70. Purpose,

objectives, motivation, experiences, related lear..algs and skills.

Volume LXXVII- September 1959
Saul, Mignon, "Indians Come to School" -- pp. 40, -.. 100. Third

grade unit.

Volume LXXVII - October 1959
Mattenney, Ella, "To Market, To Market" pp. 34, 35, 82.

First grade unit giving complete plan in detail, correlation ,
evaluation, learnings.

Volume LXXVII - November 1959
Greenleaf, Elizabeth, "Colonial Children, Their Work and Play"

pp. 42, 82, 88. Good information.
MacCarthy, Josephine, "The Fascination of Map Making" pp.

45, 148. Includes embroidered picture maps for intermediate
grades.

McGuire, Mabelle, "Gadgets of Colonial Tin es" -- pp. 42, 43,
114. Good information.

Parish, Dr. Charles, "India" -- pp. 34, 35, 116, 118. Unit with
introduction, research, culminating project.

Simsweet Growers, kr.. , "The Story of Sugarplums" -- pp. 69-
77. Unit with activities, information.



Volume LXXVII - December 1959
14u/slander, Edith, "Cookies for a Merry Christmas" pp. 40.

First grade cookies lesson.
"Hanukkah" -- pp. 58, 76, 77. Good information on foods, customs,

other lands.

Volume LXXVII - January 1960
Dallmann, Dr. Martha, "Community Helpers" -- pp. 20, 80. Unit

for first or second grade. Gives approach, planning, activities,
and evaluation.

Lidstone, John, "Weaving a Design " -- pp. 46, 47. Pictures of a.
cardboard loom and designs.

:sae, Virginia, "Project Snack Bar" - pp. 35, 91. First grade
unit. Class sold snacks to earn money for gifts.

Volume LXXVII - February 1960
California Raisin Advisory Board, "Rail inland, U. S. A. " -- pp.

63 -68. Good activities and recipes.
Dallmann, Dr. Martha, "Our Town" -- pp. 44, 45, 108, 109. Unit

for primary grades giving approach, planning, activities, and
bibliography.

Volume LXXVII - March 1960
Stains, Dr. Katharine B. , "Hawaii... Islands of Paradise' pp.

49, 100-102. Information, activities, bibliography.

Volume LXXVII - April 1960
Godshall, Frances, "Effective Teaching of Health and Nutrition" --

pp. 77. 91-95. Good discussion on how to teach nutrition with
some activities listed.

"Nutrition; A Resource Unit" -- pp. 78-79. Good outline giving
objectives, needs, functions, selecting, factors in'Aiencing
nutrition, activities.

Volume LXXVII - May 1960
Berninger, Beatrice and Wilhelmina Yadack, "We Made a Ginger-

bread House" -- pp. 18, 101. Kindergarten unit.
Derr, Margaret, "Did You Ever Eat a Root?" -- pp. 16, 100. Good

unit and bibliography.
Larson, Diane, "Baker's Dozen" -- pp. 30-35, 96. Second grade

unit in social studies giving pictures, outline of bakery learnings,
field trip followed by class bakery lesson, bibliography.



Volume LXXVIII - September 1960
Anderson, Ethel, "Let's Eat!" -- pp. 60, 147. Unit on school

lunches. Good outline giving objectives, introduction, research,
trips, resources, activities evaluation.

Bare 11, Ruth and Jean Scott, "Teepee, Teepee, Tipi" -- pp. 30,
126. Second grade unit on Indians.

Darrin, Dr. Garney, "Economics in the Primary Graaes" -- pp.
54, 55. Good outline of learnings and some activities. Biblio-
graphy.

Johnson, Florence, "Corn... the Golden Treasure" -- pp. 69,
140. Good story.

Volume LXXVIII - October 1960
Altschul, Suzanne, "The Family" -- pp. 28, 99, 100. Good first

grade unit with bibliography.
Sunkist Growers, "The Golden Fruit" pp. 80-88. Good in-

formatiat with color pictures.

Volume LXXVIII - December 1960
Green, Edith, "The Canning Industry" -- pp. 28, 94. Fifth grade

resource unit. Good outline and bibliography.

Volume LXXVIII - January 1961
Eckman, Ruth, "A Mural in Yarn" -- pp. 41, 14 Second grade

project.

Volume LXXVIII - February 1961
Branley, Franklyn, "Heat Transfer" -- pp. 54, 109. Examples

given from daily experiences.
Darrin, R. Garney, "Economics in the Intermediate Grades" --

pp. 42, 43, 126-129, 131, 134. Good outline of learnings and
some activities.

Volume LXXVIII - March 1961
Andrews, Estell, "Recipes of the World" -- pp. 35, 107. Discuss-

ion of "recipe book" procedure and project for sixth grade.
Massoglia, Elinor, "Japanese Festival of Dolls" -- pp. 29, 104.

Story.
Updike, Dorothy, "Run, Run, As Fast As You Can" -- pp. 18

Kindergarten lesson on making ginerbread cookies (men).



Volume LXXVIII - April 1961
Congdon, A. Kirby, "The Story of Eggs" -- pp. 68, 69, 147. The

eggs of many animals. Can serve as motivation for lessonon
use of eggs in our diets.

Koerner, Grace, "Science May Be Safety Insurance" -- pp. 47,
129, 130. Good article telling how science demonstrations can
be applied to home safety.

Volume LXXVIII - May 1961
Bacon, Dr. Phillip, "Land and People of Brazil" pp. 46-48, 88-

90. Unit outline contains basic information on Brazil.
Gilman, Dorothy, "An All-School Health Night Program" -- pp.

30, 84-87. Tells what each grade did for the program.
Manno, Avis, "Sniff, See, and Savour" -- pp. 16, 73, 74. Kinder-

garten science lesson telling three ways people learn about
substances. Use foods to illustrate. Can relate what this means
in cooking or eating.

Narsell, Evelyn, "This Is Our Farm" -- pp. 41-44, 97. Kinder-
garten unit which has good pictures.

Volume LXXIX - September 1961
Darrin, Dr. Garney, "The Food Store" Part I -- pp. 56, 57, 127-

129. Primary grade unit. Uses grocery store to teach basic
economic concepts. Good outline of concepts, discussion,
activities.

Swanson, Jeanette, "Arizona Indian Harvests" -- pp. 23, 143.
Information on Indian foods and harvesting.

Volume LXXIX - October 1961
Darrin, Dr. Garney, "The Food Store" Part xi -- pp. 48, 128-130.
Keating, Evelyn, "Home and Family" -- pp. 26, 101, 102. Unit

foi- first grade. Well done with suggested activities and biblio-
graphy.

Volume LXXIX - November 1961
Bartlette, Margaret, "Color.. . Nature's Gift" 'p. 23, 98. Good

information on Indian methods for coloring (....,...i.
Bosom, Myrna and Margaret Lockwood, "With Applecrack and

Corn Bread for All" -- pp. 53, 94, 95. Sixth grade project to
emphasize giving thanks and sharing at Thanksgiving.

Taylor, Dr. Clara Mae, "Let's Have a Breakfast Party" -- pp.
62, 124, 126. Tells how to run a classroom breakfast party;
gives food groups, bibliography, and activities.
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Volume LXXIX - December 1961

Bran ley, Franklyn, "Fabrics" -- pp. 36. Short summary on fabrics,
activities, and bibliography. Science unit.

Haebig, Jane, "Christmas Belongs to the World" -- pp. 46, 91, 93.
Customs in the different countries.

Massoglia, Elinor Tripato, "Happy Holidays in Japan" -- pp. 34,
35, 71, 72. Information in Japanese holidays.

Volume LXXIX - January 1962
Taylor, Clara Mae, and Miriam Braun,"Let's Have a Fruit and

Vegetable Market" pp. 31, 101-102. First grade project - -ways
to set up a market in classroom, learnings possible, information
on vegetables, bibliography.

Volume LXXIX - February 1962
Darrin, Dr. Garney, "Pioneers and Their Movement Westward"

part II -- 38, 82, 90-92. Economics unit--good principles,
discussion, suggestions, and activities. Bibliography.

Volume LXXIX - March 1962
Anderson, Muriel, "Let's Try Creative Stitchery" -- pp. 56-57.

Grade 2-6 with suggestions for projects and learnings possible.
Lauderdale, Ruth, "An Adventure in Nutrition" -- pp. 22, 91,

92 . Seventh grade unit- -four white rats experiments.
Strong, Arline, "Good Classroom Pictures -- A Tasting Party" --

pp. 40-41, 71. First grade. Tells how to take pictures, some
excellent photos of tasting party lesson.

Taylor, Clara Mae and Miriam Tuck, "Snacks, Fads, and the
Teens" -- pp. 58 -59, 92-94. Information and activities.

Volume LXXX - September 1962
Continental Baking Company, "A Visit to the Bakery" -- pp. 81-

92. Unit for elementary grades, good information, photographs
of trip.

Taylor, Dr. Clara Mae, "Milk, the Food That Tops Them All" --
pp. 57, 128-130. Information, recipes, bibliography.

Volume LXXX - October 1962
Clements, Grace, "And They Lived 'Healthily' Ever After" --

pp. 62, 139, 140, 142. Grades 4-6 health unit. Outline, corre-
lated subjects, evaluation, and bibliography.
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Volume LXXX - November 1962
Moore, Marjorie, "The Pilgrims" -- pp. 49, 133-134. Second grade

unit with a good outline.
Syrochi, Dr. John "Heat and Gold" -- pp. 25, 72. Kindergarten

unit. Information on using hot water, fuels, electricity, changing
state of matter, food storage, saving heat and cold.

Volume LXXX - December 1962
Ancierzhon, Mamie, "From What Places Does My Breakfast Come?"

--pp. 34, 35, 77, 79. Excellent primary unit. Gives outline of
objectives, materials, activities, evaluation, bibliography.

Kolter, Oneita Cherry, "Christmas Customs Around the World" --
pp. 42, 43, 96, 98. Gives customs of nine countries.

Taylor, Dr. Clara Mae, "Animals Go to School" -- pp. 27, 92.
Gives information about animals, diet, preparation necessary,
reporting, experiment.

Volume LXXX - April 1963
Taylor, Clara Mae, "Weight Control and the Young Teon-Ager" --

pp. 10, 148, 149, 152. Information, bibliography.
Excellent articles on social studies in the elementary schools and

implications for homemaking.

Volume LXXX - May 1963
Liece, Ruth M. , "Dairy Farming" pp. 48, 100-102. Teaching

unit outline.

Volume LXXXI - October 1963
Bartlett, Margaret F. , "Harvest Time" -- pp. 21, 83, 84. Good

ideas for "Autumn Season" experiences.



The Instructor, F. A. Owen Publishing Company, Instructor Park, Dans-
vale, New York

Volume LXX - September 1960
Dobbs, Mary Carolyn, "Nutrition Activities for a Special Class" - -

pp. 107. Good.
Engel, Alvin, "Colonial Life in New England" -- pp. 87, 101. Fifth

grade unit.
Gallegas, Barton, "Using Art to Upgrade Attitudes" -- pp. 54, 55,

92, 94. Tells about a creative stitchery workshop for fourth and
fifth grades.

Morgan, Angela, "No Bread for Breakfast" -- pp. 63, 99. 100, 120.
Story for Better Breakfast Month.

Trutner, Josephine, "Our Clothing Unit" -- pp. 84, 85. Picture
story of a third grade unit. Good.

Volume LXX - October 1960
Kenworthy, Leonard S. , "Nigeria" -- pp. 37-40. Good information

on life in Nigeria.
Wells, Dorothy, "A Look in the Mirror" -- pp. 42, 50, 60. Second

or third grade unit--includes correlating activities, evaluation,
and bibliography.

Volume LXX - November 1960
Gorman, Charlotte, "Water in Everyday Life--A Science Unit" --

pp. 20, 113. Kindergarten unit; includes uses of water and
integration experiences.

Wear, Nell, "Our Indian Project" -- pp. 28, 104, 108. Third
grade unit-- good information on homes, food, clothing, biblio-
g raphy.

Volume LXX - December 1960
"Our Hobby is Baking" -- pp. 45.
Tibbette, John H. "This is the Way... We Studied Ourselves" -- pp.

23, 72. Fifth grade unit; gives procedure and activities.

Volume LXX - January 1961
Taylor, Ethel, "Lunch-box Sandwiches Led to a Study of Bread and

the Bakery" -- pp. 38, 90. Second grade unit- -good methods of
approach, activities, facts, evaluation.

Volume LXX - February 1961
Brockway, Edith, "We Looked Into Yesterday"

grade lesson -- good for fifth grade too.
"My Hobby is Weaving" -- pp. 52.
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Volume LXX - March 1961
Robinson, Susie, "School Lunch Learnings"--pp. 116. Second grade

learnings.
Thomas, Rosemary and Beulah Crenshaw, "Our Easter Project"- -

pp. 41, 86, 134; combined first and eighth grade unit.

Volume LXX - May 1961
Roberts, Emilyn, "You Can Get Fraction and Division Practice

from a Kettle of Fudge" -- pp. 31, 73, 78. Fourth grade unit,
excellent.

Volume LXX - June 1961
Jubilee, James R. "We Discovered Indian Apartment Houses When

We Built Pueblo Homes" pp. 29, 56. Fourth grade unit --
good procedure, facts, activities.

Volume LXXI - September 1961
Beauchamp, Zola, "How My First Graders Developed a Concept

of Housing" -- pp. 49.
"Early Primary Activities on Breakfast" -- pp. 38, 39. Some

good experiences for kindergarten children.
Rose, Arlene, Helen Mack, Revena Littell, "Nutrition--A Part

of the Whole Curriculum" -- pp. 42, 118, 120, 135. Excellent
for developing a nutrition program for all grades as part of
the regular curriculum.

Volume LXXI - October 1961
Karpe, Eleanor, "Cooking Capers" -- pp. 53, 102. Kindergarten

food experiences with a variety of learnings.

Volume LXXI - November 1961
Clements, Grace, "Thanksgiving Meant Much to the Pilgrims,

What Can It Mean to Fourth Graders?" -- pp. 49, 72, 109.
Fourth grade unit giving good objectives, motivation, experiences.

Volume LXXI - December 1961
Teitz, Naunda, "Traveling Fourth-Graders Learn Geography Too"

pp. 52, 75. Excellent article for correlating food and clothing
needs with a trip to the different countries.



\
Volume LXXI - March 1962

Blanchard, Harriet, "First-Graders: Doll Festival" -- pp. 42, 60.
Unit for first grade; gives approach and many good activities.

Kraut, Evelyn, "Sixth-Graders: Life in Japan" -- pp. 43, 61, 62.
Good information.

Volume LXXI - April 1962
"The Farmyard" -- pp. 24, 25. Kindergarten activities.

Volume LXXI - May 1962
Ainslie, Dorothy, "A Dairy Unit at the Primary Level" -- pp.

50, 57. Excellent for concepts, and activities.

Volume LXXI - June 1962
Higgins, Elizabeth June, "Concept of Survival" -- pp. 30, 59, 86.

Unit for primary children.

Volume LXXII - October 1962
Martin, Mildred, "Feeding White Rats Taught Us... The Importance

of Food" -- pp. 51, 107. Sixth grade unit -- excellent information
on rats, daily responsibilities, activities, and evaluation.

Volume LXXII - December 1962
Crenshaw, Beulah, "Two Grades Integrate Social Living Experi-

ences Through Temporary Adoptions" -- pp. 39, 45. An eighth
grade project in clothingmade dresses for a first grade class.

This issue has good information on gifts, Christmas
customs in different countries.

Volume LXXII - February 1963
Hurley, June Morgan, "Project Topics for Primary Community

Experiences" -- pp. 83, 87, 102. Excellent ideas for projects
with suggested experiences.

Volume LXXII - March 1963
Lucey, Annetta M. "A Log of Our Farm Study" -- pp. 29, 62, 110.

Kindergarten unit giving day-by-day experiences and bibliography.
Ribuffo, Kay, "All Grades Salute Health and Good Grooming" --

pp. 59, 114, 120. Tells about using an assembly program to teach
good dress and grooming attitudes and habits.

Senesh, Lawrence, "The Economic World of the Child" 1= 4. pp. 77-
79. Excellent experiences for first graders.

"Widen Fourth Grade Horizons With Day Camp Experiences" --
pp. 50, 51, 136. Fifth and sixth grade unit giving "pre" and "in"
camp experiences.
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Volume Lxxri - April 1963
Munch, Theordore and John Chubbuch, "Sixth Grade Is Ready for

Chemistry Experiments" -- pp. 51, 75. Gives some experiments
for showing chemistry in our lives.

Volume LXXII - May 1963
Jewett, Mary McCall, "Science or Social Studies?" -- pp. 82.

Bread lesson for 4th grade as outgrowth on unit on wheat-farming
community. Made yeast bread and banana bread (baking powder).

Volume LXXII - June 1963
Engel, Alvin, "Colonial Life in Williamsburg" -- pp. 72-92. Fifth

grade unit on colonial life in Virginia as part of social studies.
Kokes, Lucile, "Teaching with Food Ads", pp. 17. Curriculum

correlation ideas for mentally retarded children. Could be used
for intermediate grades.

Threet, Cecil Carson, "Teas, Tours, and Whole Neighbors" --
pp. 71, 91. Fourth grade unit. Excellently planned. Based on
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. -- "Tea in Many Lands".

Waterbury, Helen C. , "Milk and Arithmetic" -- pp. 70, 92. Second
grade project -- milk wagon in classroom stimulated interest
in arithmetic.

Volume LXXIII - September 1963
Gree, Ivah, "The Moon of the Wild Rice" -- pp. 93, 113. Factual

story about the Indians and September wild rice harvest.
Muente, Grace, "Grains that Feed Us" -- pp. 66, 70, 132A,

Second grade project on grains. Ties in with "Better Breakfast
Month". Complete unit with information, experiences, evaluation.

Volume LXXIII - November 1963
Fuelle, Gretchen, "A Hawaiian Holiday", pp. 33, 37, 42. Third

grade unit with correlated activities, and evaluation.
McGregor, Mary T. , "Why Do We Have Thanksgiving Day?" --

pp. 32, 36, 37. Primary grades unit with costumes and
correlated activities.

Volume LXXIII - December 1963
Gilman, Dorothy, "Come to the Social Studies Fair" -- pp. 60,

64-66. A method to show progression of learnings from kinder-
garten to sixth grade.

Wakely, Hazel, "Making Apple Jelly ' -- pp. 61, 91. A unit
giving curriculum learnings and procedure.
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Volume LXXIII - January 1964
Aceti, John F. , "An Audio-Visual Approach to Italy" -- pp. 98,

108. Sixth grade unit giving concepts, activities, and evaluation.
McAllister, Anne Reid, "Economic Education a New Horizon" --

pp. 7, 15. Examples of generalizations about the family which
can be taught in the elementary school and the development of an
economic education curriculum for all grades.

Muente, Grace, "A Class of Second-Graders Developed Concepts
of Cotton" -- pp. 96. Gooct outline.

Note: Excellent articles on teaching science in the elementary
schools.

Volume LXXIII - February 1964
Higgins, Elizabeth June, "Launching a Luncheon" -- pp. 45, 101,

115. Third grade unit. Good.
Ohnxnach, Walter A. "We Really Did Get a 'Feeling for' Colonial

America" -- pp. 47, 100, 101. Fifth grade unit. Good.

Volume LXXIII - April 1964
Owen, Marian, "Better Ways to Present South America" -- pp. Zl-

Z4, 30. Excellent background information.
Roh Ifs, Marjorie and Harriet Kinghorn, "Let's Take a Trip to

Latin America" -- pp. 36, 78, 99. Excellent article giving
concepts, family life, food.

Note: Excellent articles on South America.
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FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

Films:

BILL'S BETTER BREAKFAST PUPPET SHOW, Cereal Institute,
25 min. , color - free.

COTTvINIS -- NATURE'S WONDER FIBI -1 National Cotton Council,
27 min. , color - free.

GOOD EATING HABITS, Coronet Films, 11 min.

KING WHO CAME TO BREAKFAST (Story of Wheat), Association
Films, 17 min. , elementary.

SOMETHING YOU DIDN'T EAT (Nutrition and importance of cereals),
Association Films, 9 min. , color.

UNCLE JIM'S DAIRY FARM, National Dairy Council.

YOUR DAILY BREA_ i (bread in making, nutrition, health), American
Bakers Association, l24. min. - all grades.

Filmstria: (Price is for purchase)

BILLY MEETS TOMMY TOOTH, National Apple Institute, $1.00.

BREAD AND HISTORY, Pepperidge Farms - obtain from Audio-
Visual School Service - free.

CLOTHING SERIES, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 47 frames, $6. 00
each for primary, intermediate - #8540:

CLOTHES AND WHY WE WEAR. THEM
PROPER CLOTHES AND THEIR CARE
WHERE CLOTHES COME FROM
MATERIALS FOR CLOTHES
HOW CLOTH IS MADE
THE CLOTHING FACTORY

COLONIAL CHILDREN, Encyclopaedia Britannica - intermediate.

COTTON, Encyclo adia Britannica - 85 frames.
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FAMILIES AROUND THE WORLD SERIES, Encyclopaedia Britannica,
$6. 00 each for primary, intermediate - #9460.

FOOD FOR LIFE, Swift and Company - free.

FOOLS OF HAWAII, C & H Pure Cane Sugar, $3. 00.

FOOD SERIES, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 48 frames - $6. 00 each for
primary, intermediate - #8420.

KINDS OF FOOD
WHERE FOOD COMES FROM
GETTING FOOL Rr,ADY F'...,11 MARKET
KEEPING FOOD FROM SPOILING
THE FOOD STORE
FOOD FOR GOOD HEALTH

FOOD SERIES, Popular Science

FOOD MAKES HISTORY
SCIENCE INVENTION AND FOOD
OUR FOOD COMES FROM ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
EATING THE RIGHT KIND OF FOOD
FOOD HABITS AND CUSTOMS

FOOD THROUGH THE AGES, Teachers' Librainr, 82 frames - Record,
upper elementary.

TH:1 FOOD WE EAT, Arnercan Bakers Association - guide, grades
K- l.

THE HOME CCMMUNITY SERIE% Encyclopaedia Britannica, $6. 00
each for primary, #7700.

OUR FAMILY TO THE RESCUE
FAMILY FUN
KEEPING BUSY
HELPING MOTHER AND FATHER
BROTHERS AND SISTERS
GROW UP

HOME LIFE SERIES, Popular Science, 45 frames - for intermediate.
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HOW TO HAVE AN ACCIDENT IN THE HOME, Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica, $6. 00, 50 frames - for primary intermediate.

HOW WE GET OUR CLOTHING SERIES, Society Visual Education -
33 frames, primary, intermediate.

THE STORY OF COTTON
THE STORY OF LEATHER
THE STORY OF WOOL

HOUSING AND HOME LIFE IN SOVIET UNION, S. V. E. - 53 frames,
for intermediate.

JUDY'S FAMILY FOOD NOTEBOOK, Wheat Flour Institute. guide
free.

MI

LIFE IN EARLY AMERICA SERIES, Encyclopaedia Britannica, $6. 00
each, set of six, 52 frames - for intermediate, #8340.

PLANTS WE USE, Encyclopaedia Britannica, $6. 00 - primary, $9430.

THE PRODUCTION OF MAPLE SYRUP, U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture.

PROPER FOOD (health), Encyclopaedia BritannIca, $6. 00, color -
48 frames for primary #7660.

SHELTER SERIES, Encyclopaedia Britannica, $6. 00 each, 49 frames
for primary, intermediate, #8120.

HOUSES OF LONG AGO
WHY WE NEED HOUSES
KINDS OF HOUSES

SKIMPY AND A GOOD BREAKFAS'.., Cereal Institute - free.

THE STORY OF BREAD, S. V. E. , 41 frames.

THE STORY OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, S. V. E. , 41 frames.

THE STORY OF MEAT, S. V. E. , 41 frames.

THE STORY OF VILLAT, Wheat Flour Institute, guide - free.
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WHAT'S IN OUR FOOD, Arrizrican Bakers Association, guide -
grades 2,3 - free.

YOU AND YOUR FOOD, Encyclopaedia Britannica, $6. 00 - 50
frames for primary, intermediate.

tr,
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SOURCES OF MATERIALS

Book Publishers

Appleton Century Crofts, 29-35 West 32nd Street, New York 1, N. Y.

Arco Publishing Company, 480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Barrows Company, 425 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Benefic Press, 1900 N. Narragansett, Chicago 39, Illinois

Bobbs Merrill Company, 4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis 6, Indiana

Children's Press, Jackson Boulevard and Racine Avenue, Chicago 7,
nimbi s

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 432 Park Avenue S. , New York 16, N. Y.

Creative Educational Society, Inc. , Manhato, Minnesota

Culinary Arts, Chicago 1, Illinois

Doubleday and Company, 575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

E. P. Dutton and Company, 201 Park Avenue S. , New York 3, N. Y.

Funk and Wagnall, 153 E. 24th Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Golden Press, Inc. , 850 Third Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Grosset and Dunlap, Inc. , 1107 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y.

Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc. , 750 Third Avenue, New York 17,
N. Y.

Harper and Row, 49 E. 33rd Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Hart Publishing Company, 74 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.

D. C. Heath Company, 180 Varick Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park Street, Boston 7, Massachusetts,
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I

Laid law Brothers, 36 Chatham Road, Summit, New Jersey

Lippincott Company, E. Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa.

MacMillan Company, 640 Fifth Avenue, N-w York 19, N. Y.

Charles Merrill Books, 1300 Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio

Prentice Hall, Inc. , Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey

Rand McNally Company, 8255 Central Park Avenue, Skokie, Illinois

Random House, Inc. , 457 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Ronald Press, 15E. 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Row, Peterson and Company, Elmsford, New York

Russell Sage Foundation, 505 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

William R. Scott, Inc. , 8 W. 13th Street, New York 11, N. Y.

Scott, Foresman and Company, 19-00 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, N. J.

Simon and Schuster, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.

L. W. Singer Company, 249-259 Erie Blvd. W. , Syracuse 2, N. Y.

University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois

The Viking Press, 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California

Franklin Watts, Inc. , 575 Lexington Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

John Wiley and Sons, 440 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

John Winston Company,1010 Arch Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Film and Filmstrip Publishers

American Bakers Assoication, 20 N. Walker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois

Audio Visual School Service, 48 E. 29th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Association Films, Inc., 347 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Cereal Institute, 135 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois

C & H Pure Cane Sugar, 215 Market St. , San Francisco 5, California

Coronet Films, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, 1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois

Modern Talking Picture Service, 3 E. 54th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

National Apple Institute, Washington Building, Washington 5, D. C.

National Cotton Council, P.O. Box 9905, Memphis 12, Tennessee.

National Dairy Council, 111 N. Canal Street, Chicago 6, Illinois

Popular Science Publishing Company, Audio-Visual Division, 353 Fourth
Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Society for Visual Education, 1345 W. Diversey Parkway, Chicago 14,
Illinois

Teachers Library, 1841 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington D. C.

Wheat Flour Institute, 309 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 6, Illinois

Swift and Company Public Relations Department, Chicago 9, Illinois



Booklets, Pamphlets, Leaflets, Sources of
Information Publishers

Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Public Relations Division, Box
512, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

American Bakers Association, 20N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois

American Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages, 1128 Sixteenth Street,
N. W. , Washington 6, D. C.

American Can Company, 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

American Fruit Growers, 112 E. Seventh Street, Los Angeles 14, Cali-
fornia.

American Institute of Baking, 400 E. Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois

American Meat Institute, Public Relations Department, 59 E. Van Buren
Street, Chicago 5, Illinois

American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street,
New York 24, N. Y.

American National Cattlemen's Association, 801 E. 17th Avenue, Denver
18, Colorado

American Spice Trade Association, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

American Sugar Refining Company, Department CB, 120 Wall Street,
New York 5, N. Y.

American Swedish News Exchange, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.

Armour and Company, Public Relations Department, Union Stock Yards,
Chicago 8, Illinois

Association of American Railroads, Public Relations Department, Trans-
portation Building, Washington 6, D. C.

Australian News and Information Bureau, 636 Fifth Avenue, New York
20, N. Y.

The Borden Company, Consumer Services, 350 Madison Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.
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Borden's Farm Producers of New Jersey, 55 Nesbit Street, Newark 3, N. J.

California Raisin Advisory Board, Fresno, California

Cleutt, Peabody and Company, Educational Service Department, 10 E.
40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Coats and Clark, Inc. , 430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Corn Industries Research Foundation, Inc. , 3 E. 45th Street, New York
17, N. Y.

Corn Products Refining Company 17 Battery Place, New Yolk 4, N. Y.

Dole Pineapple Company, Department 15F, Fifth an Virginia Streets,
San Jose 8, California

Evaporated Milk Association, 228 North LaSalle Street, Chicago 1, Illinois

Field Enterprises Educational Company, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54,
Illinois

Fleisher Yarns, Inc. , 30-20 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.

Florida Citrus Commission, Lakeland, Florida

Food and Agriculture Organization, Special Information Liason Office,
Room 372, United Nations, New York

french Compary, 1 Mustard Street, Rochester 9, N. Y.

French Embassy, 972 Fifth Avenue, New York 21, N. Y.

Friendship Press, 475 Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y.

General Mills, Inc. , Department of Public Relations, 400 Second Avenue,
S. , Minneapolis, Minnesota

Gorton's of Gloucester, Inc. , 327 Main Street, Gloucester, Massachusetts

Griffith Lab, 1415 VT. 37th Street, Chicago 9, Illinois

Hawaii Visitors Bureau, 323 Geary Street, San Francisco, California

Hawaiian Extension Service
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Hershey Chocolate Company, 19 E. Chocolate Avenue, Hershey Pa.

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company, Box 111, Boston,
Massachusetts

Highlights, Columbus, Ohio

Institute for Hand Knitting, 15 E. 26th Street, Room 1806, New York 10,
N. Y.

International Shoe Company 1509 Washington Avenue, St. Louis 3,
Missouri

International Silk Association, 489 Fifth Avenue, New York 17 , N. Y.

Irish Linen Guild, 1270 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N. Y.

Kellogg Company, Department of Home Economics Services, Battle
Creek, Michigan

Kimberly-Clark Company, Education Department, Neenah, Wisconsin

Kraft Foods Company, 500 Peshtigo Court, Chicago, Illinois

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. , Hoboken, New Jersey

McCormick and Company, Baltimore 2, Maryland

Merck and Company, Rahway New Jersey

Metropolitan Life Insurance Compary, Health 2n4 Welfare Division,
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

National Cotton Council, Box 9905, Memphis 12, Tennessee

National Dairy Council, 111 North Canal Street, Chicago 6, Illinois

National Federation of Coffee Growers of Columbia, 120 Wall Street, New
York 15, N. Y.

National Livesteck and Meat Board, Room 825, 407 S. Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Minois

Nebraska State Historical Society, 1500 R. Street, Lincoln 8, Nebraska
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Nestle Company, 2 Williams Street, White Plains, N. Y.

Newell Textile Sales Company, 40 E. 34th Street , New York 16, N. Y.

Nutrition Foundation, 99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

Owen Publishing Company, Dansville, N. Y.

Pan American Coffee Bureau, 120 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

Pearce Woolen Mills, Inc. , Latrobe, Pennsylvania

Pendleton Woolen Mills, 218 S. W. Jefferson Street, Portland 4, Oregon

Pepperell Manufacturing Company, 40 Worth Street, New York 13, N. Y.

Pineapple Growers Association, 215 Market Street, San Francisco 5,
California

Plimoth Plantation, Inc. , Box 1620, Plymouth, Massachusetts

Practical Home Economics, 468 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Procter and Gamble Company, Box 599, Cincinnati 1, Ohio

Public Service, Park Place, Newark, N.J.

Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis, Missouri

Rit Products Company, 1437 W. Morris Street, Indiannapolis 6, Indiana

Spool Cotton Company, Education Bureau, 264 Ogden Street, Newark 4
New Jersey

Sugar Information, Inc. , 52 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.

Sunshine Biscuits, New York, N. Y.

Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25,
D. C.

Swif .nd Company, Agricultural Research Department, Union Stock Yards,
Chicago 9, Illinois
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Thompson Company, J. Walter, Educational Services, 420 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

United Air Lines, 80 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

United Fruit Company, Educational Service Department, Pier 3, North
River, New York 6, N. Y.

Wheat Flour Institute, 309 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 6, Illinois

Wool Bureau, Inc. , 16 W. 46th Street, New York 36, N. Y.



RESOURCES AVAILABLE THROUGH THE ELEMENTARY
HOMEMAKING 1- AOGRAM

I. Teaching Units

The homemaking teacher is prepared to help the classroom teacher
with many teaching units. Because of her home economics training
she has the scientific and technical information which is helpful in
planning and executing these different units. Included among these
are:

Foods and Nutrition:

Foods for healthsnacks, tasting part4.es, animal feeding experi-
ments, body requirements, meal planning, etc.

Food chemistry
Food habits and customs
Foreign foods
Food sources, value, preparation
Foods of different seasons, areas, countries
Outdoor cookery
Recipe study
Marketing
Table setting
Emertainingclass parties
Equipment in the kitchenproper use and care
Holidays--foods, gifts, customs

2ottg_iin :

Textiles
Fabric constructionspinning, weaving
Needleworkknitting, crochetihg,. embroidery
Gifts
Sewing equipment--proper use and care
Costumes -- history, construction
Care of clothing
Choosing clothing
Personal appearance

Family Life:

Family life--U. S. and other countries
Family customs
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Family Life: (cont'd)

Family relationships
Colonial times
Indian life--foods, customs, arts
Appreciation of the roles of family members
Community :services
Care of the baby
Child development
Allowances
Budgets
Leisure activities

Housing:

House plans
Flower arrangements
Color and design
Home decoration
Home responsibilities
Equipment in the homeproper care and use
Buying
Comparative shopping

U. Picture Collections

Pictures become an important part of the teaching unit when real
objects are not available. To be of most value in teaching, the pic-
tures should be new to the children. This eliminates their use as
wall decorations. Suggestions for picture collections include:

FOOD:

Children-well-nourished; poorly nourished
Fall fruits and vegetables
Food for gifts, holidays, different meals, seasons, snacks
Food from Old and New World and other countries
Food groups, nutrients
Food sources
Machines used in the kitchen
Where shall we store these foods?



FAMILY LIFE:

Children and their emotions
Community helpers
Family life in different periods of history
Family members and their roles
Family problems
Friends
Homes and families of other lands

CLOTHING:

Clothing and fabrics from animai6, plants, and .tynthetics
Clothing and the machines that made them
Clothing for different sear -as, weather, occasions
Clothing worn in other lands
Family clothing in different periods of history
How should we care for these? (Clothing pictures)
Line, color, and design in clothing
Well groomed and poorly groomed children

HOUSING

Electrical helpers and machines in the home
Families have fun at home
Home of yesterday and today and in other parts of the w:3rld
Safety in the home

III. Exhibits

Collections of real objects available to the teacher as the need arises
do much to enrich the homemaking experiences. Suggestions for such
collections include:

Chocolate products
Grains
Grooming aids
Nuts - variee0s
Spices

Cookbooks
Grinding equipment
Measuring devices
Sample sewing projects
Textiles





A NUTRITION EXPERIMENT USING ALBINO RATS

Note: This teaching unit was written by Miss Miriam E. Cohen, a fifth
grade teacher, and her pupils who attended Fairmount Elementary School
in West Orange, New Jersey. The experiment lasted for seven weeks.
The interest and results have lasted indefinitely.

I. Purpose of the experiment

A. To learn the importance of a nutritionally adequate breakfast
B. To learn how to be "Fsiod Scientists"
C. To learn the procedure for conducting scientific experiments

U. Introduction

A. "The Science of Food," as a tcpic a further study,was introduced
first in the basic science text, "Science, Health, Safety" published
by MacMillan Company.

B. Then the class asked the help of Miss Margaret Lockwood, home-
making teacher in the West Orange schools. Miss Lockwood talked
about the different food nutrients, their functions in the body, and
the food sources of these nutrients. Recognizing their interest in
experiments, she explained how nutrition scientists use animal
experiments to demonstrate the importance of food for the body.
The class decided that they would like to do a rat experiment.
Since they had heard so much about the importance of eating break-
fast, they would do a "Breakfast Experiment."

C. Prior to the experiment the class divided into committees. These
committees prepared for the experiment by:

I. Doing research on food nutrients and preparation of related
charts.

2. Doing research on the nature and characteristics of the
albino rat which would be used iri the experiment. They also
learned how to care for and handle the rats.

3. Making charts for the bulletin board on which they would
record the progress of the rats while on the experimentaldiets.

4. Collecting the equipment needed for feeding and caring fox
the animals.



D. A committee wrote to the Red Cross Nutritionist asking her
helpin obtaining the white rats and cages. It was an important
day when this committee was able to go to the front door of
the school and help to carry the rats to the classroom. The
nutritionist, who was introduced by the chairman of the com-
mittee, told the class about these two rats, their ages, where
they were born, and how much they liked to work with children
in school. Then. ... the big experiment was on!

III. Procedure aced learrti.sgs are best stated in the talk given ty the class
committee when they visited the other elementary schook in the
town and discussed the experiment ard d..splayed the rats. This talk
is given below just as the caildren wrote it.

1. We stated our problem as a questiJn: 'Why is a good breakfast
necessary?

2. We gathered the necessary equipment for conducting the experiment.
3. We planned how we were going to work ..he experiment. We put

both rats on a. good diet for one week; then one was rut on the poor
diet while the other was 1 ept on the good diet. At the end Of five
weeks the rat on the poor diet was put back on the good diet.

4. Each week we carefully observed the rats and recorded their re-
actions to their diets.

5. We kept accurate records of the progress made by the rats.
6. In our conclusion we were able to show the effects of a good break-

fast and of a poor breakfast on the rats and on our own bodies.

We chose white rats because their reaction to food is similar to that
of man and because their reaction shows quickly since rats grow thirty
times as fast as people. The rats are clean and easy to handle if treated
properly. We named our rats 'Herman' and 'Elmer. '

Herman was given the good breakfast diet consisting of powdered milk,
oatmeal, margarine, and water. Elmer was given the poor breakfast diet
consisting of coffee and doughnuts.

We observed our rats weight, length, coat, and behavior. The rats
are weighed on a balance scale. It works like the nurse's scale. We

i
weighed our rats in grams. A gram is a measure of weight in the metric
scale. We expected our well-nourished rat, Herman, to have pink feet,
tail, eyes, and nose as well as long, sharp whiskers and fluffy fur. Our
poorly nourished rat, Elmer, would have dry scaly feet and tail, short
and dull whiskers, and shaggy and dull fur. We kept a record of our
observations on a graph which we have here to show you. Do you notice
the differences between Herman and Elraer?

i
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Taking care of our rats was an important job and lots of fun. Pupils
took turns cleaning the rats' cages and ch.,,nging the newspaper. Other
pupils were responsible for making the rats' diets and for weighing the rats.

We are looking forward to putting Elmer back on a good diet. He has
shown us what happens when we don't eat the right food. Now he will
prove that good fc )d can help to make him strong even though he was once
sick.

(Note: Elmer liklthe good diet and grew to be a healthy rat even though
he never got to be as big as his twin brother, Herman. And he got over
his bad case of nerves and became a good friend to one of his 'food
scientists'

We thank you for you kind attention and hope that you have learned just
as our class did 'Seeing is believing, so if you value your heal;:h, start
the day with a good breakfast'.

(Note: The committee took the rats out of the cages and took them down
each aisle so that all the children could see, and touch, Herman and Elmer)

IV. Materials naeded for experiment

A. Cages and rats supplied by the Red Cross
B. Balance scale
C. Food containers (cold cream jars)
D. Waterbottles
E. Coffee cans to hold rats on scales
F. Scrub brush and detergent
G. Supply of both diets
H. Charts to record progress
I. Gloves to wear when handling rats

V. Correlation

A. Art

I. Charts of nutrients
2. Chart showing progress of rats on experimental diet

B. Arithmetic

I. Weighing and measuring of animals
2. Metric system
3. Figuring quantities of food for diets
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C. Health

I. Cleanliness
2. Cooperation
3. Good diet
4. Effect of food on body
5. Food nutrients
6. Sharing responsibility

D. Language Arts

I. Letiers of request and of appreciation
2. Speeches outlined, prepared, and presented by the children to

other classes in the elementary schools. This involved
written and oral work

3. Newspaper articles written by committees
4. Research
5. Vocabulary related to characteristics, bel,vior, nutrients,

system of measurement, etc.

E. Science

I. Body characteristics
2. Food nutrients and relation to body needs
3. Food science - nutrition
4. Scientific experimentation

VI. Resources

A. Class encyclopaedia, "World Book," Field Enterprises, Inc.
B. Class text, "Science, Health, Safety," MacMillan Co.
C. Pamphlets and charts supplied by home economics department.

(See reference listings).
D. Nutrition charts
E. Red Cross nutritionist

VII. Evaluation

A. Pupil evaluation

1. Througl- the care of the animals, the children developed a
sense of responsibility.

2. The children came to understand the necessity for the accuracy
and consistency involved in the scientific method.
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3. The children were impressed with the effect food has on the
growth an4 development of the body.

4. The parents reported a new interest in eating better break-
fasts each morning. Also younger brothers and sisters were
being influenced by these "Food Scientists. "

B. Teacher evaluation

This experiment involved a long period of time (2 monthsin all)
plus careful planning and daily work but it was extremely worth-
while. It generated an enthusiasm for learning that permeated
all other areas of the curriculum. The improvement of nutritional
habits will be of value to the children all through their lives. The
sense of responsibility they developed, while caring for the rats,
also will be of value. They became very fond of Herman and
Elmer and hated to see the experiment end. Even I, who felt
this might be too much work and who dreaded the thoughts of
being near rats - even those in cages, experienced a feeling of
sadness when Herman and Elmer left our classroom as we reached
the end of our experiment and wrote our simple conclusion,
"Breakfast is important - we pzoved it to be true!"
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, COLONIAL EXPERIENCE - SOAP MAKING

Note: This teaching ur4t was written by Dr. Margaret Lockwood, Home-
making Teacher in the West Orange, New Jersey Elementary Schools. It
has be,ome one of the most successful units for fifth grade classes in the
Nest Orange Schools.

I. Purpose of the experience

Usually the reason soap making is chosen as a homemaking ex-
perience in the Colonial Unit is to let the children make something
the colonists made which is not done in the home today. Modern
American families have become consumers of ready-made pro-
ducts. As one child said at the end of the soap lessons, "By making
soap we see what trouble the colonists had to go through just to
get something that we now take so much for granted and often wish
we didn't have."

II. Introduction to experience

A. To stimulate interest and thinking the chr.dren might be asked
the following questions:

1. What do you already know= about soap?
2. What shall we find out about soap and soap making?

B. These questions can serve as an outline for pupil research in
preparation for the lessons on soap making.

C. The soap making experience will be most valuable if it can be
done in three lessons. These lessons can be planned around the
following:

1. Lesson I - Discuss soap making and type of fat needed for the
experienc e

2. Lesson U - Render and clarify the fat
3. Lesson III - Make the soap

III. Lesson I - Discuss soap making and type of fat needed for the experience

A. What do you already know about soap?

(Children may answer. )
1. Soap cleans.
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2. Colonists had to make their own soap.
3. Fat is used in making soap.
4. The colonists used potash, too, in malang soap.

B. What shall we find out about soap and soap making?

(These questions may be asked about the answers given by the
children to question A. )
I. Soap cleans.

How does it clean?
2. Colonists had to make their soap.

How does soap making today compare with soap making in
colonial times?

When was soap first used?
3. Fat is used in making soap.

What kinds of fats are used?
What is lard, suet, tallow?
What is the difference between a fat and an oil?

4. The colonists used potash, too, in making soap.
What is potash?
Define a base and an acid.

C. Some child usually asks if lye is poisonous. Another question
might be Did you ever hear about chemical charge? These and
other questions may be added to the list, depending upon the
knowledge the children alreaiy have and what they are capable of
absorbing.

D. Class assignment:

I. Do research on the questions listed above.
2. Bring in 61*or more pounds of animal fat. Some explanation

should be given about the type of fat preferred.

a. The fat should be beef, lamb, or pork.
b. It can be in the form of drippings from cooked meat or

fat trimmed from uncooked meat. Some child may kmw
a butcker from whom he can get suet.

c. The aibount of fat for each child to bring in can be esti-
mated by solving this problem: If there are 2 cups in
each pound of fat, how much should each member of the
class bring in to make a total of 61 pounds?
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IV. Lesson II - Render and clarify the fat (Allow 45 minutes to an hour
for this lesson. )

A. Procedure

1. Collect fat brought in by the students. Separate suet and solid
fat from drippings and handle as different experiences.

2. Discuss and prepare suet and solid fat.

a. Suet is the hard fat found around the kidneys of beef or
mu4;:on. When it is melted to free the fat from the tissues,
it forms tallow. This process is called rendering. (Show
how the fat cannot be p 'led apart because of the tissue
(fibers).

b. Suet and solid fat needs to be rendered (melted).

(1) Cut the fat into small pieces
(2) Put the fat in pan in oven (325° for 45-60 minutes).

or
Put in frying pan on stove burner (use low heat and
watch carefully).

3. Discuss drippings.

a. What was the source of the drippings?
b. Drippings have been rendered (melted) but need to be

clarified since they have seasonings, salt, or particles
of meat in them.

4. Clarify the fat.

a. To make soap the fat must be clarified (made clear).
This is done by combining fat and twice as much water in
a pan and bringing to a boil. Cold water is then added
and the fat will come to the surface and harden.

b. Directions:
(1) Collect drippings and rendere hi a number 10

can. Weigh. (There should be at least 64 pounds to
allow for loss due to foreign substances)

(2) Put hot water in a large kettle on the stove burner.
(3) Add the melted fat to the hot water and bring to a

boil.
(4) Allow the mixture to boil for a few minutes.
(5) Add cold water to precipitate (separate) any foreign

matter.
(6) When fat is hard, it is removed from the kettle and

used for the next lesson.
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B. Learnings that can be included in this lesson"

1. Density of fat and water.
Fat is lighter, therefore, always rises to the top.

2. Safety measures when working with melted fat and how to
put out a fat fire.
Use a low temperature.
Keep flame from fat.
In case of fat fire, do not use water to try to put it out.

Rather, it is important to cut off the supply of oxygen
by covering fire with a pan, lid, fire blanket, salt or soda.

3. Use of scales and how to get weight of fat without the weight
of the container.
Weigh container first. Then add fat. Get total. Substract

weight of can; result is weight of fat.
4. Drippings that have hardened can be melted by holding con-

tainer in hot water for a few minutes. A rubber scraper
an be used to remove the drippings from the containers.

C. Equipment needed for this lesson:

1. Stove or electiic plate and pot holders
2. Scales and number 10 can
3. Newspaper
4. Large kettle and hot water
5. Rubber scraper

V. Lesson III - Make soap

A. Recipe: 5 c. water
1 can lye

6 lbs. fat
2 tbsp. ammonia
1 tbsp. citronella

1. Put the water in a container (not aluminum).
2. Add the lye to the water.

Cover with newspaper to prevent fumes from escaping.
Stir with wooden stick to be sure the lye dissolves.
Cool solution to about 80°. Feel the outside of the con-
tainer to judge the temperature. NEVER PLACE THE
HAND OR A THERMOMETER IN THE SOLUTION. The
container can be placed in a sink with ice to hasten the
cooling.

3. Place the fat in a mixing pan. (Not aluminum. An oval
enamel pan is good to use). Warm the fat to 1000. Use
thermometer to check temperature.
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4. Very slowly add the cool lye solution to the fat. Stir slowly
and e%enly with a wooden stick. (May take 10-15 minutes).

5. Add the ammonia and the citronella. (These ingredients
are optional). Ammonia bleaches the soap and the citronella
gives it a fragrance similar to Ivory soap.

6. When tne mixture becomes thick and honey-like, it is
ready to mold. Pour into a shallow box or carton 12" x 16"
that has been lined with a clean, wet cloth.

7. Allow to harden for 48 hours. Cut soap with string or wire
cheese cutter.

B. Learnings and information to correlate with this lesson:

1. Protect the working surface with a thick padding of news-
paper.

2. Lye

a. Lye will dissolve aluminum so it should never by mixed
in an aluminum container. Use iron, enamel, or pyrex.

b. Lye is poisonous and when dissolved in water, or even
damp, will burn the skin if touched.
Acids and bases can. be explained and why vinegar is
used to wash off any burn caused by lye. (Vinegar, an
acid, neutralizes lye, a base).
Wear rubber gloves when handling lye solution.
Replace lid on lye can and discard.
DiEcuss storage of poisonous items in the home.
Lye dissolved in water will give off fumes and heat. The
children will notice the fumes and can feel the outside of
the pan for the heat. Keep pan covered because of fumes
and be careful not to inhale fumes.

3. Fat

a. Allow fat to get warm, not hot. The cooler the fat and lye
can be when combined, the quicker the saponification will
occur.

4. How can soap be used on the skin if it has lye in it?

a. Discuss change that occurs in soap making.

(1) Animal fat is composed of fatty adds and glycerol-
C3 H3 (C17 H35 COO)

3
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(2) These two are joined together in chemical bondage.
(3) They can be separated by drastic chemical treat-

meat, such as treating with a strong base

C3H5 (C17H35C00)3 + 3NaOH C3H5 (OH)3+3C17H35COONa

Glycerol Stearate Sodium Glycerin Soap
(Fat) Hydroxide

(Lye)

(4) Fat ant' lye combine to produce soap and a by-product,
glycerin. This glycerin can be removed and used as a
separate product or left in the soap.

b. Glycerin left in the soap adds special advantages to the soap.

(1) Less skin irritation from the soap.
(2) Improved wetting properties of the soap.

c. Glycerin removed from the soap is purified and used in
medicines, cosmetics, explosives, etc.

5. Lye is poured into fat slowly, stirring constantly. Children may
take turns stirring. Be extremely careful that none of the mix-
ture is spilled outside the pan. Stirring may take 10-15 minutes
depending upon the temperature of the fat and lye when combined.
While stirring is taking place discussions may be held on the
soap questions.

6. When mixture is ready to pour it will be similar in consistency
to that of pudding. Be sure that the children notice that a chemi-
cal change has taken place - no longer can they see the lye or
the fat. (Review chemical equation).

7. Leave box of soap 48 hours on surface heavily padded with news-
paper in order to harden.

C. Equipment needed for this lesson:

1. Stove or electric plate and pot holders
2. Enamel pail for dissolving lye
3. Enamel pan or kettle for making soap
4. Wooden stick for stirring lye and soap
5. Newspaper
6. Rubber gloves
7. Scales
8. Vinegar (in case of accident)
9. Wooden or cardboard box 12" x 16" with cotton cloth lining



10. Measuring spoons and cup
11. Thermometer for measuring temperature of fat

VI. Correlating experiences:

A. Relate soap to health and cleanliness
B. Study soap and synthetic detergents on the market with special

reference to their cost and advertising claims. Compare cost
of making soap with buying soap.

C. Stimulate children co try other experiments to show chemical
change.

D. Use soap for carving in art class. For this the soap could be
molded in I pint milk cartons that are clean and have tops re-
moved.

VU. Evaluation of experiences as to learnings provided:

A. The colonists spent much time in making things that can be
bought today.

B. Method for making soap and how it compared wi4h the method
used by the colonists.

C. How to render and clarify fat.
D. What to do in case of an oil or fat fire.
E. Certain elements, when combined, react to produce a chemical

change.
F. Poisonous substances should be handled with great care. They

should be kept out of the reach of ydung children and animals.
G. Waste products, such as fat trimmed from meat, can be used

to make something useful like soap.
H. Homemade soap is kind to the skin because of the glycerin it

contains. Commercial soap containing glycerin is better for
the skin than soap without glyceri:

VIII. Resources:

A. Children

1. World Book Encyclopaedia, Field Enterprises, Inc.
2. Compton's Pictured Encyclopaedia
3. "The Manufacture of Soap and Synthetic Detergents"

(booklet), Fels and Company, Philadelphia



B. Teacher

1. Francis, C.A. and Morse, E. C. , Fvndamentals of Chemistry
and Applications, MacMillan and Company, New York, 1950

2. Leaper, P. J. , "The Manufacture of Soap and Synthetic De-
tergents", Fels and Company, Philadelphia
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Many Homemaking Experiences are More Valuable When Done in the
Regular Classrooms. Portable Eauioment Helps to Make it Possible.



1

Different Heights of Kitchen Work Surfaces Make it Convenient for all Children.



\
ELEMENTARY HOMEMAKING FACILITIES

The homemaking program in an elementary school should determine
the type of facilities that are needed. Well-planned facilities should in-
crease the effectiveness of the program. However, a good homemaking
teacher will be able to carry on an effective program with whatever
type of facilities is available in a school.

These facilities could be one of the following types or their modifi-
cations:

- running water, storage cabinet, portable oven, electric burner,
and protable sewing machine in the classroom

- small home unit containing storage cabinet, sink, and range in
the classroom or as a portable unit on wheels; portable sewing
machine

- in a 8-grade school, share the homemaking facilities provided
for the eighth and seventh grade

- a multiple purpose room in the elementary school which includes
provision for homemaking, art, and industrial arts

It is desirable that the homemaking teacher take an active part in
planning the homemaking facilities for the school. She should take ad-
vantage of the help that is available from any of the homemaking teachers
and supervisors working in the elementary zchools. Some suggestions
that might prove of valueinhelping the school personnel to start their
planning might include:

A. The all - purpose room, related arts room, homemaking room,
etc.

1. Might have two cabinet-sink-range units instead of the usual
four

2. Desirable to have one standard height unit (36") and one low
unit (28") to make it more convenient for the smaller children.
If this is not possible, low step stools should be available for
the small children when they are working at the range, sink,
or counter.



3. A range with two ovens and divided surface burners can be
the equivalent of two ranges. It is desirable to have a light
in the oven and a window in the oven door. For the low unit,
an electric wall oven and two-two plate burner inserts will
solve the problem of a low range.

4. Tote cabinets provide good storage for student work, displays,
sewing supplies, etc.

5. Stainless steel sinks might be better because of the hard use
given to the sinks by other groups using the room. They
usually require less care.

6. Cabinet doors with locks will solve the problem of unau-
thorized people using the equipment and supplies.

7. Adequate bulletin boards, chalk boards, display areas. Peg
board is good on the wall surface between lower and upper
cabinets in the foods area.

8. Portable sewing machines can be used in the classroom as well
as in the homemaking room. In a school system having more
than one elementary school, a portable sewing machine may be
purchased for each school. The homemaking teacher could
borrow from each school thus making it possible to have three
or four sewing machines to take to a school when a sewing pro-
ject is being done.

B. Homemaking experiences taking place in the classroom - no
special room in the school for homemaking.

1. Utilize the great variety of electrical appliances that is avail-
able - roaster oven, two-plate turner, toaster, frypan, blender,
etc.

Z. Cafeteria personnel can be very cooperative. They can provide
water, food, utensils, ranges, etc. Be sure to consult with
them in advance and plan your work schedule to coincide with
their slack work schedule.

3. Baskets etc. are necessary for carrying equipment and supplies.

C. Equipment suggestions

1. Utensils should be of metal because of breakage and care. A
pyrex pan is desirable to include because it will enable children
to see what is happening.

Z. Old-fashioned equipment (ex. corn popper, butter churn) is im-
portant for many of the homemaking experiences.

3. Enamel equipment is necessary fnr some experiences - ex.
making soap.
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4. Paper supplies are very important in the elementary program
because of ease in carrying to the room and in lessening the
time spent in clean up, - paper plates, cups, napkins for
serving; aluminum foil for lining cookie sheets and ovens;
brown paper for work area, blackboard, etc.

D. Care of equipment and supplies

1. Discuss the procedure that should be followed with the school
principal.

2. Enlist the cooperation of the school custodians to help in
caring for the facilities. They will be able to help you in trans-
porting supplies from your car to school room, etc.

3. Children should be encouraged to help with the care of the
facilities.



QUALIFICATIONS FOR AN ELEMENTARY HOMEMAKING
TEACHER

The homemaking teacher is regarded as a specialist in home and family
living. She must be able to do an educational experience in family living
better than the classroom teacher or there is no reason for her being
there. Her qualifications should include:

A. Ability to work cooperatively with many people.

B. Personality that appeals to children, teachers, and principals.

C. A broad background in home economics with additional training
in foods (not just cooking), research and teaching methods, social
studies, science, art, and writing.

D. Belief in the value of home economics at the elementary school
level and the ability to inspire others to share this belief.

E, Understanding of the elementary school curriculum, how home
economics can be integrated into the elementary cuiriculum, and
methods for teaching elementary school children.

F. Being creative, inmginative, and adventureous - doesn't get dis-
couraged easily.

G. Sense of professional responsibility for the most efficient use of
time, equipment, and resources.

H. Capable of handling a flexible type of program, worki:tg in many
different types of situations, and meeting and working with many
people.

I. Knowledge of resources, references, end illustrative materials.

J. Up-to-date information about equipment and its uses and care.

K. Pride in being a home economist - must like to work with and for
people.

L. Set a good example - practice the principles that she is trying
to teach

M.

1
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HOMEMAKING SCHEDULE

School:

Teacher's
Date Name Time

Additional time during
Experience week, if available

(Give Name, Time, Ex-
perience)

Due: Principal

(These schedules may be prepared at the beginning of the school year.
They are bound in a pad with a shee+ for each school week during the
year. The pad of schedules is kept in the principal's office or some
other convenient place and teachers may request exr.:eriences by "sign-
ing up.")
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HOMEMAKING EXPERIENCE
PLAN

School: Teacher's Name:

Date of Experience Time:

Experience desired:

Purpose of experience
and

Learnings to be emphasized:

Number of students to be included:
Number of other people to be included:

Materials to be provided by Home Economics teacher:

Principal

(This plan is completed by classroom teacher and sent to homemaking
teacher. It is to help with the "communication and planning together"
problems.
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PUBLICITY

Example of a newspaper story which will serve to acquaint the public with
the homemaking program as well as helping to inspire teachers to include
such an experience in their curriculums.

"DOWN ON THE FARM" Mathew Waldor milks "Boast' as Marilyn Robinson gives her a

`Bossy' Insp:res Youngsters
For Life 'Down On The Farm'

In Mrs. Frances Redcington's
kindergarten at Fairmount
Sohoo.I there was a cow. Shel
placidly chewed her cud, slowly
breathed in and out and every
once in a while switched her
tail.

This brown-eyed "Bossy"
came from the Henry Becker
Dairy Farms and was the in-
spiration for many interesting
kindergarten activities. The chil-
dren were "down on the farm"

'building fences and a bare',
milking. de'iyering milk, and in-

:he.. things children
can imagine to do when they
have a mechanical cow large
enough to appear real.

"Bossy" was the inspiration
or songs and games about farm
nimals. "This is the Way We
ilk the Cow" was sung and

cted out by the group. Class-
oom walls were decorated with
rawings of "Bossy" in,her stall
nd out to pasture. Stories of
ows and other farm animals
ere read.

With a real looking cow in the
classroom many questions can
be answered: "Why does she
chew all the time?. From where
does the milk come? How many
stomachs does she have?" Mrs.
Reddington helped the children
with their questions and guided
them in the discussion of milk
its importance as a food, the dif-
ferent forms of milk we drink
and the many things made from
milk.

Classes going by the kinder-
garten room saw the cow and
were interested to know more
about it so they were invited to
come In to see "Bossy'' and ask
questions which kindergartners
were able to answer with de-
light.

Miss Margaret Lockwood, the
homemaking teacher-consultant,
was called in to help the chil-
dren make Kunkel Through this
experience the children could
actually see milk being used to
make an easy, good dessert and
see one way milk can be
chanced horn A liquid to a solid.
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Miss Lockwood al,o helped the
hthiren make bteter. Followmg

1.% the children's own story about
making butter:

GOOD BUTTER
We made butter in the kinder-

garten. Miss Lockwood helped
us.

First we poured cream in the
bowl. Then we beat it with an
egg-beater. Everyone had a turn
to beat and to hold the bowl.
We counted to five for each per-
son so everyone would have a
turn.

While we were beating the
cream it got stiff and it turned
into huller and buttermilk. We
lasted the buttermilk and it was
sweet.

We wa shed the butter in cold
water and we-cubes. Then we
added salt and mixed it and
then we spread it on graham
crackers and ate it.

It was very good'
The children will miss tueir

barn-yard friend when she re-
turns to Becker's this week.
Through this experience the
children have been able to touch
and feel a very life-like cow and
in so doing learned much about
cows and how important. milk is
o the growing boy and girl.
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Related Training Record
A column labeled "Assignment Date" has been provided at the right-hand
side of each page in the Contents. Whenever your instructor assigns a topic,
he should write this date in the appropriate blank. When you have com-
pleted the topic satisfactorily, your instructor should place his initials next
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your name, home address, and telephone number. Then ask your instructor
to fill in the official date of your enrollment in his class and to sign his name.
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Foreword
The apprenticeship programs offered in California are im-
portant phases of the total educational program for which the
state is so well known. They are also unique phases of the
total program, for they offer each participant opportunity to
profit from paralleled and closely related learning experi-
ences. One of these is to learn by actually working at one's
chosen vocation under the direction and supervision of men
who are both trained and experienced in the vocation. The
other is to learn by attending classes in which allinstruction
is directed toward helpingone to acquire the information and
understanding he needs to perform on the job intelligently
and with increasing proficiency and success.

The California State Department of Education has the respon-
sibility for developing and making available the instructional
materials that are used in the related training classes. It
meets this responsibility primarily through the Bureau of
Industrial Education.

Every effort is being made to produce instructional materials
that are appropriate and adequate. These materials should
be helpful to instructors in conducting their classes and to
students in doing the required learning.

Superintendent of Public Instruction

Ili



Preface
The Bureau of Industrial Education has responsibility for making available
the apprentice related instructional materials required for use in the train-
ing programs offered by the various trade groups in the state. The Bureau
meets this responsibility by working cooperatively with employer-employee
groups representing each of these trades in determining what materials are
needed and in developing the materials.

This edition of Roofing, Part 2, was planned under the direction of the State
Educational Advisory Committee for the Roofing Trade. The membership
of the committee included the following representatives of employers and
employees :

Representing the Employers

Charles Ashbourne, Long Beach
James E. Magowan, Chairman,

Santa Rosa
Edward D. Weyand, Sacramento
James P. Witherow, San Diego

Representing the Employees

R. E. Franklin, Sacramento
Francis McCarthy, Los Angeles
Thomas Moore, San Francisco
M. L. Van Dyke, San Diego

Material for this edition was prepared by William Woltjes, Apprentice
Training Specialist, Los Angeles City Schools, assisted by John Fredricks,
Francis McCarthy, Kenneth Jacobs, Richard Isaacs, and Marvin Mainer.

Special thanks and appreciation are also extended to William Finch, Oakland;
L. H. Thomas, Oakland; William Phalanger, Oakland; and James Magowan,
Santa Rosa, for assistance given in checking the material for technical content.

DONALD E. KITCH
Acting Chief,
Division of Instruction

V

RICHARD S. NELSON
Chief, Bureau of

Industrial Education
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rpunit
i Built-up Roofing,

Dampproofing, and Waterproofing

TOPIC 1 --APPLICATION OF A BUILT-UP GRAVEL ROOF

This topic, "Application of a Built- p Gravel Roof," is planned to help you
find answers to the following questions .

On what major factors does the quality of a roof depend?
What are the primary techniques used in the application of a built-up
roof?
Why are slip sheets used, and how are they usually applied?
Why is the amount of exposed roofing important to planning?
What effect does the kind and color of a roof coating have upon interior
temperatures?
What is glazing, and when is it required?

The application of built-up r....,fing constitutes a major portior of the work
done 13:, Litt oofer, and since many of the applications of such roofs are on
largc deck areas, much of the processing may be done by mechanized means.
However, applying roofing on si..all deck areas by mechanized means is
impractical and is therefore done by hand.

The quality of any roofing job is controlled somewhat by the materials used
for the job, and these materials are usually chosen in the light of what the
customer wants or can afford. However, while it is certainly true that no
roofer, no matter how skilled, can do a quality roofing job while using inferior
or inadequate materials, this is no reason for lessening in any way the quality
of workmanship that goes into the job.

The two prime ingredients for a quality roofing job are: (1) good materials
with which to work and; (2) sufficient knowledge and skill on the part of the
workmen. But the catalyst that turns these ingredients into a properly per-
formed and "finished" job is the desire of the roofer to do good work. It is
best defined, perhaps, as "pride of craftsmanship," and Lt should be a basic
part of any job, large or small.

The Bunt -Up Roof

Owing to the very nature of roofs, it is not practical or possible to prefabri-
cate a roof. Every roof must be fabricated on the roof deck to be covered,
and built-up roofs are made by sealing layers of roofin&, felt together with
bitumen adhesive. Each layer of felt is called a "ply."
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The type of roof and ni,mber of plies to be used on any job may be determined
by the roof engineer, architect, specification writer, or the roofing contractor.
Many factors influence this decision--the prevailing climate in a given area,
the type of deck being covered (whether it is concrete, gypsum, wood, or
steel), the pitch of the roof, and building codes. For example, the flatter a
roof the more plies required: a deadfiat roof usually requires a minimum of
4 plies, and roofing material manufacturers specify 4 plies over concrete and
insulation, and prefe 5 plies over wood.

Roofing felts are usually applied "shingle fashion" so as not to buck water,
and are either shiplapped or strapped, depending on the pitch of the roof.
This applies to 15, 30, 40, or 50 lb. felt, depending on the specifications.
Any roof with more than a 1" in 12" pitch will require that the felts he nailed
as well as sprinkle-mopped to prevent the sheets from slipping off the deck.
Heavier material is either mopped or flopped in place, but the lighter weights
can either be rolled or pulled into place. Care must always be taken, howeveq,
to avoid any wrinkles in the felt, as these may later become blisters which
can cause a roof failure.

Felts are mopped solidly together, but never to the deck. They are attached,
instead, by nailing or by sprinkle-mopping and nailing. If nailed only, it must
be done in such a manner that every sheet is held by the nails.

Application of a 3-Ply Gravel Roof

The construction of a built-up roof with no cap sheet specified is done as
follows:

First Operation: Preparation of roof deck (Refer to Unit D, Topic 1,
l':39,f_lui, Part 1.)

Second Operation: Application of insulation (Refer to Unit A, Topic 3,
Roofing, Part 2.)

Third Operation: Application of base or dry sheet (Refer ::.) Unit C,
Topic 2, Roofing, Part 1.)

The base felt application of 3-ply may either be laid up "one and two" or
straight .3-shingle fashion. When the pitch of the roof is greater than 1/4"
in 12", it is betler to lay up a straight 3-shingle fashion to minimize the
gravel weight on the exposed portion of the felt. The reason for this is that
when laid up with a base sheet (also called a dry or slip sheet), there is a
17-in. strip of exposed felt that must support the gravel; whereas with the
same sheets laid up in straight 3-ply, the exposed portion is minimized,
thereby reducing the amount of gravel weight that must be supported by nails.

Perforated felt should never be used ven laid "one and two," since this is
*leant to be bedded. A rosin sheet is always used as a slip sheet, which also
prevents asphalt from dripping between the roof deck sheathing.
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Purpose of a Drysheet

The main reasons for using a drysheet are:

To prevent the normal expansion and contraction of the deck from
buckling the finished roof assembly
To prevent the moisture from penetrating insulation materials (providing
a saturated felt is used)
To allow the roof deck to breathe, thereby proiventing the formation of
blisters

Disadvantages of a Drysheet

Drysheets have disadvantages, and the following are two prime exarnplft:

A drysheet may develop wrinkles if exposed toothe weather while waiting
to be govered with plies. Sprinkle-mopping wevents this condition to
some extent, as does water glazing. (Note: sprinkle-mopping is per-
missible cm any deck except 1" x 6" sheathing. )4'
A drysheet, when nailed, has a tendency to tear up and blow off easily.
Sprinkle-mopping helps to prevent this to some extent, but the presence
of asphalt on the top of the sheet, which is hard to avoid, results in the
drysheet sticking to equipment or the workmen's feet, causing holes to
be torn in the sheet before the roof assembly is applied.

Application of a Roof Assembly with a Base Sheet and Two Felts

The correct procedure for applying a roof assembly with base sheet and two
felts is as follows:

Starting at the lowest, or drain, point of the roof, lay a full 36-in. base
sheet and proceed up the incline, lapping 2 in. on side laps and 4 in.
on erio lays,
Start the 2-ply at the low point by solid-mopping an 18-in. wide roll of
felt, then solid-mopping a 36-in. area and embedding a full roll of felt.
Follow this by solid-mopping the upper 19 in. of that roll, leaving 17 in.
exposed (Fig. A-1).

Application of a Straight 3-Ply Roof Assembly

Safety Note: When applying felts in the following manner, care must be taken
to prevent hot asphalt from dripping through cracks in the sheathing when
1" x 6" decks are being covered. It is best to keep the mop bucked or cart
close to the sheet being mopped to avoid splashipg the asphalt on the unpro-
tected deck.
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Fig. A-1. Roof assembly with base sheet and two felts

Starting at the lowest, or drain, point of the roof, lay a 1/3 sheet of
felt by nailing or sprinkle-mopping (nailing only on 1" x 6" sheathing).
Solid mop this 1/3 sheet and embed the remaining 2/3 sheet.
Solid mop the 2/3 sheet and embed the full sheet.
Proceed up the incline, lapping each sheet 24-2/3 in. leaving 11-1/3 in.
exposed (Fig. A-2).

A rule to remember: To find the number of inches of exposure, it is neces-
sary to divide the number of plies into 34 in. Since 2 in. is required for a
headlap (which also provides a little margin for error), only 34 in. is left
to use from the full 36-in. width. For example, with a 3-ply assembly:

34 = 11-1/3 in. exposure
3

With a 5-ply assembly:
34 = 6-4/5 in. exposure
5

Application of the Gravel Surface.

For a quality application of gravel, a minimum of 40 lb. of asphalt per
square is usually needed; certain roof and weather conditions may require
more. (Review Unit C, Topic 2, Part 1.) An amount this large must be
poured; the steeper the roof, the cooler the asphalt will have to be to keep
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riq. A-2. Straight 3-ply roof assembly

from running. Around gravel stops and eaves, however, the asphalt must be
mopped. All hips and ridges must be double-rocked, which requires two_

I separate applications of asphalt.

Gravel is spread immediately behind the application of hot asphalt to avoid
bare spots (called "holidays"). The amount of gravel (or rock) required
depends on its size and type. It must be spread evenly and smoothly and
devoid of "holidays." It should also be "dolled up" as soon as possible.

It should be noted here that new developments in aggregates for roof surfac-
ing have made possible the use of increasingly larger quantities of material
with appreciably less weight, thus providing better coverage and protection
without danger of roof structure failure. This is especially important where
double-graveling is necessary for a more durable roof. In double-graveling,
asphalt is poured over the first layer of aggregate, and a second layer is
then applied.

Cleanup

The roofer is responsible for cleaning up all excess material, debris, gravel,
and so forth on the roof as well as the grounds and walks in the surrounding
area.

Checkup

While in the process of cleaning up, it is good practice to inspect the
finished job carefully, especially at pipes, curves, and flashings to make
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sure that the plastic in these areas has been correctly applied and that there
are no breaks. All outlets, overflows, and drains should likewise be inspected
to make sure they have been cut open, properly sealed, and are free of any
blockage. This kind of careful checkup may prevent a repair call later on
or water damage to the roof or building because of a subsequent failure.

Applying a Mineral Surface Capsheet

Capsheet is frequently used when the roof is steeper than 3" in 12", as gravel
will generally not hold on such a slope.

The application of base felts for a capsheet installation is identical to that
for a gravel surface roof. The following is a summary of materials used on
a typical capsheet job as listed in Built-Up Roof Specifications (Pioneer-
Flintkote):

Materials Weight per Square

2 layers of No. 15 asphalt felt
(perforated felts may be used)

Roof asphalt
1 layer of 90-lb. mineral capsheet

Approximate total weight

30 lb.
50 lb.
90 lb.

170 lb.

The mineral surface capsheet on a roof is the exposed sheet. A very impor-
tant step I-I laying mineral surface roofing is to allow the rolls of capsheet
to stretch, since they are rolled and wrapped tightly at the factory. If they
are not stretched prior to laying, they will stretch afterwards, causing
buckles and bows. Stretching can be accomplished by stock-piling 36-ft.
lengths of capsheet on the high point of the roof, keeping the granule side
down and the roll ends even. They may then be cut into the desired lengths
and brought down into place ready for flopping. Stretching by this method
takes only a few minutes, especially in hot weather.

There are many different ways to lay out a capsheet roof, but it should always
be done neatly with all end laps staggered by at least 2 ft. and header sheets
installed around all edges. Capsheet should always be laid so that none of the
sheets will buck water.

One method of application is to "stairstep, " or "stepback," as follows:
(Fig. A-3)

Lay the sheets in sequence, starting with an 18-ft. sheet, followed
by a 14-ft., a 12-ft., and so on.
Bypass pipes 4 in. and bring the next sheet to the pipe, covering the cut.
Place all pipe jacks, vents, and the like as the material is being laid.
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If the roof has a pitch, nail the selvage edge according to the pecifi-
cations for the job.
If the pitch of the roof is steep, the capsheet may be laid vertically with
the top edge nailed 6 to 8 inches on center about 3 inches down from the
top edge (Fig. A-4).

If capsheets used are no longer than 18 ft., they will be easier to handle and
a better job can be done. Some roofers use a "slop" sheet to do a neater
job--this is a piece of capsheet cut straight off the end of the roll and laid at
the endlap to enable the mopman to maintain a straight, neat edge. Capsheets
should never be nailed solidly to an old roof deck; they should always be
mopped either to a newly-applied or a nailed-clown base sheet.

For capsheet jobs requiring an especially neat appearance, matching granules
may be sprinkled on any exposed asphalt as soon as the capsheet is flopped
and while the excess asphalt is still hot enough to allow adhesion. This process
is also necessary when the roof is to receive a protective coating, as this
provides a surface for the coating to cling to.

Glazing

The purpose of glazing is to prevent the curling of seams of all exposed felt
when it is necessary to leave them overnight, over weekends, or during work
stoppages.

Most specifications of roofing jobs indicate a standard procedure such as:
"Cover exposed felts with gravel or capsheet at the close of the day, or glaze
the roof." There is however, one exception: If the felts are to be graveled
or otherwise covered the following day, it is best to leave them unglazed, for
it is difficult to walk on a newly-glazed roof on a hot day. The time of year
and prevailing weather conditions, therefore, have a bearing or, what is done
in this regard. If overnight dampness is to be expected, or if the unfinished
roof is to be left more than one day, it is probably best to glaze it. This
decision becomes even more difficult to make if low-meit asphalt is used,
because it is difficult to walk upon or pu :h wheeled equipment over it without
tearing up the felts.

The procedure for glazing is as follows:

Spray a fine mist of water over the exposed felt to be glazed.
Mop with hot asphalt. (The water allows the mop to slide easily over
the surface, leaving behind a very thin coating of asphalt.)
If for some reason a regular water spray cannot be used, a bucket of
water and a burlap sack can be used to sprinkle water over the felt.
Even the hand can be used to accomplish this.

Safety Note: When sprinkling by hand, use a clean, galvanized pail for the
water. A pail previously used for hot asphalt will make the water take on
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the appearance of "hot", and it has been known that a roofer, in the process
of sprinkling, picked up a bucket of hot asphalt by mistake, suffering severe
burns as a result.

Topcoating

In those areas of the country where the weather is not severe on roof surfaces,
only topcoating is done. This consists of about a 40-1b. solid mopping. In
normally cold country, the resultant "black" roof absorbs heat from the sun
and actually helps warm the building. It also acts to melt snow at a rapid rate,
since heat frcm the building escapes through the roof. The initial cost of the
roofing is reduced because no expensive capsheet is applied.

Reflective coatings of aluminum are sometimes used on roofs in hot climates.
It is especially important that perfect coverage be achieved in these cases
without any "holidays.". Maintenance cost is reduced and roof life expanded
by periodic recoatings.

Topcoating should be done over sheets of 40 lb. and heavier, except lightweight
asbestos sheets and glass, as these form a durable base. These sheets will
actually last longer without recoating, whereas 15-1b. and 30-1b. regular felts
will deteriorate rapidly after the coating dissipates.

Recovering With Built-up Roofing

Generally speaking, all factors pertaining to the application of gravel and
capsheet roofs on new decks applies equally to recover jobs. There are,
however, twc special considerations:

Preparation is probably the most important single item on a recover
job. (Review "Preparation of the old Deck," Unit D, Topic 2, Roofing,
Part 1. )
Selection of the proper job specifications and skillful application over
old material is vital to the job. (Review "Nails and Nailing, " Unit C,
Topic 1, Roofing, Part 1, and "Flashings, " Unit A, Topic 4, Roofing,
Part 2.)

Study Assignment

1. James Mc Cawley, Roofing: Estimating - Applying - Repairing. Chicago:
Shelter Publications, 1959, pp. 14-18, 130-33, and 143.

2. J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products. New York: Asphalt Roofing Industry Bureau, 1964,
pp. 66-79.



UNIT A-- BUILT -UP ROOFING, DAMPPROOFING, AND WATERPROOFING

TOPIC 1--APPLICATION OF A BUILT-UP GRAVEL ROOF

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Mechanization of the roofing industry is largely
due to the abundance of residential jobs.

2. The small roofing job requires relatively more
hand skill.

3. The quality of workmanship is determined by
what the customer can afford.

4. The skill required to do a quality job of built-up
roofing can be learned in a few months.

5. Each built-up roof must be fabricated on the roof

0 deck largely because of the very nature of the work.

6. The pitch of the roof has little or no effect on the
direction the roofing is laid (shiplapped or strapped).

7. Heavy roofing felts should be solid-mopped to
wood decks.

8. Sprinkle-mopping is a technique that can be used
to fasten roofing felts to the roof deck.

9. When sprinkle-mopping and nailing are both used,
sheets may be laid to "buck" water.

10. The shape of the roof does not have a bearing on
whether a 3-ply roof is laid "one and two" or
straight 3-ply.

11. The drysheet separates the roofing from the roof
deck, which reduces problems created by expan-
sion and contraction.

12. The exposure area of the roofing felts can be
determined by dividing 36 by the number of
plies.

U
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F
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13. If a 20-lb. mopping is required between plies,
14-lb. will be acceptable.

14. The gravel surfacing for a built-up roof should
be applied immediately behind the asphalt flood
coat.

15. The main purpose of a gravel surface is to add
color.

16. A mineral surface capsheet should be laid in
strips as long as possible to pull the "stretch"
off.

17. A mineral surface capsheet can be applied to
a roof of any pitch and still give proper service.

18. The finished appearance of a capsheet roof is
especially important.

19. "Water glaze" is a term usually associated
witli shower-pan membranes.

20. Two factors that must be considered when
deciding whether or not to glaze a roof are
moisture and length of exposure time.

Roofing, Part 2

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F

18. T F

19. T F

20. T F
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UNIT A--BUILT-UP ROOFING

TOPIC 2--CUTTING AND FOLDING CORNERS

This topic, "Cutting and Folding Corners, " is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

What are the procedures for cutting and folding inside corners?
What are the procedures for cutting and folding outside corners?
What effect does the use of cant strip have on folded corners?
What special procedures are required when cutting and folding corners
on stairways?

Correctly cut and folded corners are an important part of any roofing job
because, like any other phase of flashing work, this is an area where leaks
are most apt to occur. The correct procedures for cutting and folding cor-
ners are outlined in this topic. The apprentice should learn these procedures
by practicing them in the classroom using paper or ;Traps of roofint, felt.
In this way the apprentice should be able to cut and fold corners quickly and
accurately. to cardboard carton jig for cutting and folding corners is
illustrated in Fig. A-5.)

Step 1Cut any suitable corrugated carton, as shown by dotted
line in view "A." Use dimensions indicated.

Step 3Cut corrugated cardboard in the manner illustrated in
view "C" to form simulated cant strips. These strips must be
accurately mitered and toped into place for practice work.

Step 2Glue the cutout section to a piece of rigid cardboard,
as shown in view "BP thereby forming a cornered vertical pro-
jection on a "deck."

Fig. A5. Cardboard carton jig for practice in cutting and folding comas

13



14 Roofing, Part 2

The Folded Corner

The straight folded corner is the one used on most roofing jobs whenever
possible. A cut corner can be made faster tl_ 1 one that is folded, but it
requires the application of more sealer to ensure adequate, waterproofing.

The following iter,s should be given c,.., --ful consideration whenever a cor-
ntr is to be fabricated.

Folding and lapping should always be done in such a way that edges do
not face ("buck") the normal flow of water.
Corners should have adequate fabric and mastic backing.
Skecial care must be taken not to break or crack capsheets by creasing;
this is especially important during cold weather.
FOlds an 2 euts should be planned so that they are in the correct loca-
tkm for finishing as soon as they are made. (Woken felts deteriorate
very rapidly when exposed to weather.)
The application of fibrated plastic as a seal. on both the front and
back surfaces of a corner piece is considered good practice.
Nails of adequate length must be used viten securing corners. The
nails must penetrate far enough into the pal ;,-: t wall or other vertical
surface to hold the folds securely.
The felt used for corners should always be installed so that it is in
contact with walls, cant strips, and decks at all appropriate points.
This ensures a watertight job.
Corners should always be reinforced with fabric and mastic, even
when the come- s appear to be well made.

Disadvantages of the Folded Corner

The folded corner is usually preferred over the cut corner, but it does have
the following disadvantages:

Folded felt makes a bulky corner because of the many thicknesses that
are built up by this process; alternaLing the folds, side to side, helps
reduce this bulk.
Extremely low temperatures sometimes cause folded corners to crack
at the creases.
Some difficulty is upially found in handling the felt sweet during th-
folding process.
The folding of felts to form a corner is always a difficult task.
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Folding Inside Corners

A folded corner may be prepared as shown in Fig. A-6. When many layers
of felt are required, only the last two layers should be folded; she others
should be cut and butted. In this way, excessively bulky corners can be
avoided.

The fabrication of a cut corner requires the greatest care since it presents
many possibilities for leaking. Inside corners may be cut insteaci of folded,
and outside corners must be cut, since there is no "surplus" material to fold.

oso

.e-e...

.."11..., ' .......Ii.0'
. P4 P#2 .-.'"..,..,,,.., . . --" 1 .....;" .. '

MASTIC HERE ONLY )

Fig. A-6. Folding an inside torner without a tont strip

Cutting and Folding Inside Corners Without Cant Strips

Two possible ways that felt can be cut to form an inside corner are shown
in Fig. A-7. The recommended procedure follows:

Lay the first sheet of felt (indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. A-7,
Method "A" ) on the deck and turn its end up the wall 6 inches.
Fold the felt snugly into the corner to form a right angle.
Fo3d this end back against itself so the crease extends all across the
felt sheet.
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Fig. A7. Cutting and folding an inside corner without a cant strip

Without altering the position of the felt, make a second crease along
the edge against the other wall, folding this edge back the same way.
Thus, a 6 x 6 inch square is formed on the deck at the intersection of
the two vertical surfaces.
Make a cut on one crease (designated by ® in Fig. A-7), forming
a tab.
Fold both ends of the felt back against the sails, treat wit: fabric and
mastic, and nail in place. The felt tab will turn correctly to form a
neat, square corner.
Follow this same procedure with all successive layers of roofing,
except that the side on which the cut is made should be alternated so
that each successive tab falls on opposite walls, helping to make the
corner watertight. The entire assembly may now be spRled with
plastic or other flashing compound.

Another method of making this cut on an inside corner (without cant s';.-ips)
is illustrated in Fig. A - ?, Method"B".

Cutting and Folding Outside Corners Without Cant Strips

Cuts may be made for outside corners in much the same manner as outlined
for inside corners. One method used for outside corners is shown in
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Fig. A-8. The roofing material is laid in a position that will allow a 6-inch
turnup at the wall. The following steps are then taken:

Cut straight down from the top edge of the felt to the point of the outside
corner at deck level ( ® in Fig. A-8). Fold the end of the roofing
(the tab left after the cut is made) down to the deck. (This tab will be
covered with the next sheet of felt.)
Lay the next felt on the other side of the angle in the same way, and cut
from the outside edge of the sheet to the corner at deck level (lain
Fig. A-8). This cut will form a tab, or fly; bend this around the corner
of the vertical surface.
Carefully crease the felts at all angles, seal, and nail securely to the
vertical surfaces.

An alternate method of cutting an outside corner is shown in Fig. A-9. An
angles cut is made to form a tab, and the cuts are alternated from sheet to
sheet so that the tabs will fall on opposite sides of the corner. When the
final layer of felt is cut and fitted, the entire corner is sealed with mastic
to make it watertight.

Cutting and Folding Inside and Outside Corners With Cant Strip

Waterproof corners depend entirely upon accuracy of layout, cutting, snug-
ness of fit, and proper sealing with flashing compound. The sequence in
which the flaps should lap over each other for inside corners is shown in
Fig. A-10. Care must be taken to see that they drain over each other in
shingle fashion and are nailed into place. The cutting and folding sequence
used on outside corners with cant strips is illustrated in Fig. A-11. The
apprentice should practice making these cuts and folds in the classroom,
using the cardboard carton aid previously described and waste paper in
place of roofing felts.

Stairway Membrane

The principles of cutting and folding corners apply equally to the waterproofing
of an exterior stairway. The technique used to apply felts to a typical stair-
way illustrated in Figs. A-12 through A-14.

Waterproofing a Stairway

Waterproofing an outdoor stairway that is to receive tile or some masonry
material involves only good roofing principles. The basic procedures for the
cutting and folding of corners should be followed, and the same care practiced
in other phases of a roofing job is essential on stairways.

Although the covering of stairway landings involves only those procedures
previously mentioned, the steps followed require a few additional considerations.
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MUST NOT BUCK WATER

Fig. MI Cutting an outside corner without a cant strip

Fig. A-9. Alternate method of cutting an outside corner without a cant strip
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FOLDS

1.. Li I ILDS

Fig. A-10. Cutting and folding an inside corner with a cant strip
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Fig. A-11. Cutting and folding an outside corner with a cant strip
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NOSING ---------____ii..

RISER

TREAD ----,k

Fig. A-12. Construction of a stairway

A stairway consists of treads, risers, and landings, or platforms. (Fig. A-12).
Most building codes call for minimum dimensions for stairs and stairways.
While certain occupancy or design factors may require dimensions other than
those considered standard, the following specifications are typical of those
found in building codes, although it must be remembered the dimensions used
will vary:

Stair width -- 30 in.
Tread width -- 10 1/2 in.
Riser height -- 7 1/4 in.

With these dimensions in mind, the roofer should compute the total length of
material (cut from a roll of 15-lb. felt) in this fashion:

Stair width -- 30 in. (or specified width)
Overhang ...., 4 in.
Wall turnup -- 4 in.

Total -- 38 in.

Since at least two 15-lb. felts with 25-lb. low-melt mopping are required in
most cases, an added difficulty is presented in the handling of the felts when
the somewhat intricate folds are made. (Note: Laps in the felt may be placed
anywhere parallel with the step.)

Once a pattern is made, one roofer can cut, fold, and premop the pieces
while another roofer does the installation. It is always best to make separate
boxes for each step rather than lay up full sheets double, because this allows
the installer more time to form the felt and fit it to the step before the asphalt
hardens (Fig. A-13).

The general preparation and installation procedures are as follows (Fig. A-14):

Measure the width of the stairway, allowing enough for overhang and wall
ttrnup.
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FULL SHEET
FOLDED

2 LAYERS 15# MOPPED UNDER SILL

BEFORE FRAME IS INSTALLED

2 LAYERS 15# FELT

TZF4/12151 Wik

Fig. A-13. Cutting and folding stair felts

DOOR JAMB SET AFTER MEMBRANE INSTALLED

PLASTIC

-1:161Wr 'rot/

TRIM

1511. BOX

WRAP CORNERS

2 x 4

Fig. A-14. Application of stair and sill coverings
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Fold the felt lengthwise with a 2-in. overlap over the nosing end of tread.
Complete the folding in accordance with the pattern.
Cut, mop, and apply the felt to the first step, immediately fitting the
felt snugly into place.
Nail to stair treads and riser boards, but only over supporting stair
stringers. (Do not nail where nails from subsequent layers will pene-
trate, as this constitutes double nailing.)
When all the stairs and landings have been covered with the required
number of layers, top-mop with low-melt asphalt and sprinkle with
dry cement.

The wall turnup will be covered with paper and stucco netting or siding after
the roofer completes the installation of the stair waterproofing membrane.
The overhang at the end of the tread or on the open side of the stairway should
be bent down over the building paper that is applied by the carpenter or lather.

The roofing membrane is placed under the doorsill before the carpenter
installs the doorframe (Fig. A-14). Small pieces of felt should be placed A t
each end to form a box. The assembly thus formed is nailed securely in
place and top-mopped.

Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if you are asked to do so:

1. What is considered the best overall method of flashing corners in our
geographic area?

2. What job or weather conditions will determine whether corners are to
be folded or cut?

3. What is the best (or most acceptable) method to follow in our area for
making corners watertight?

4. If you were a job foreman, how would you make corners, and why?

5. Do the procedures outlined for forming corners on a roof deck apply
to showerpan construction?

6. What teamwork methods should be used in applying stair membrane?

7. What safety precautions should be observed when waterproofing a stair-
way (specifically: hands, feet, cleanliness, and slipping)?
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TOPIC 2-- CUTTING AND FOLDING CORNERS - Study Guide and Checkup
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Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) sel .ct the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write the word at the right in the space
that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. To ensure tight corners, felts should toue:_ 1.
all points on the 1 and 2 . 2.

2. Alternating a corner fold from 3 to 3.
4 helps avoid excessive bulkiness. 4.

3. A disadvantage of the cut corner is the need 5.
for additional 5 and 6 . 6.

4. On folded inside corners, no more than two 7.
layers should be folded; the remainder should 8.
be 7 and 8 .

5. In nailing corners, the nails used should be of 9.
sufficient length to 9 the 10 wall. 10.

6. When making a folded corner, the roofer must
take special care to see that capsheets do not

11 or 12 .

11.
12.

7. All lniping must be done in such a way that no 13.
edge will 13 14 . 14.

8. It is always difficult to 15 corners 15.
16 in place, because felts are bulky 16.

and hard to handle.

9. For the purpose of roofirg procedures, it may 17.
be stated that stairways consist of 17 , 18.

18 , and landings.

10. In most cases involving the waterproofing of 19.
stairways, at least 19 15-lb. felts and 20.
a mopping of 25-lb. 20 asphalt are
required.

25
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Checkup

Read each statement znd decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. When corners are made, the roofing should be
turned up 4 to 6 in. on vertical war

2. Cutting corners is usually the accepted procedure
rather than folding.

3. A disadvantage of folding corners is the difficulty
in handling the sheet prior to folding.

4. The same procedure is used in making cuts for
both inside and outside corners.

5. The principles of cutting and folding corners
apply to stairways as well as to flat decks.

6. A stairway cons is of three basic parts:
treads, risers, And steps.

7. When an outside corner is made with a cant
strip, three cuts are necessary to make a
correct fit.

8. An application of asphalt is all that is required
to fasten the felt turnup to the f rewall.

9. At least three layers of felt are used in water-
proofing stairways.

10. The best method of creasing the roofing felt
into the angle is to "walk it in" with the toe
of the shoe.

11. Only one man is usually required on a stair-
way covering job.

12. Extremely cold weather may cause roofing
material to crack in a cut corner.

13. In waterproofing a stairway, each ply should
be installed separately.

14. When a stairw- , is waterproofed, the doorsill
covering should be fabricated after the door
frame is installed.

15. Minimum dimensions are specified for stairs
and stairways in most building codes.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F
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TOPIC 3INSUATION AND ITS APPLICATION

This topic, "Insulation and Its Aprlicatior," is planned to help you find
answer3 to the following questions:

What is insulation and how does it function?
What protection should be given insulation both while it is in storage
and when it is being applied?
What are vapor barriers, and when are they installed?
What are breathers, and how are the locations for them determined?
Why are water stops installed, and how are they constructed?
What steps are required to prepare different types of roof leeks for
the installation of insulation, and how should insulation be installed
on each type of deck?

Many different kinds of insulation have been plact.1 on the market. Certain
of these have been made possible by scientific advances. For example, glass
filaments, cellular glass, spun rock, and foamed plastics are new materials
produced by scientists. Certein of the different kinds of insulation have been
produced by making improved uses of well known materials, suet' as cork,
cane, and wood fiber. But regardless of the material that is used in the pro-
duction of a particular kind of insulation, the basic principle in the construction
of insulation is to provide a multiplicity of connecting but separately sealed
cells filled with air.

The Purpose and Selection of Insulation

Roofing instuation serves more than one function: its main function is to
deter the transfer of heat, either from inside the building to outside, or
vice versa; but insilation also acts as a sound absorber and fire retardant.

Althougn :he coefficient of heat transmissic determines the type of insula-
tion to use on a given roof, these calculations and determinations are not
made by the roofer. His :espy -Ability normally begins and ends with the
application of the material. Nevertheless, the uroficient. roofer will famil-
iarize himself with the methods and procedures used in these determinations.

Generally, the type of insulation to be used on a roof is selected by the archi-
tect or other per,on who is well informed regarding insulating qualities and
the stanaards that must be met if the desired results are to be obtainz.i.

27
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But every roofer should know how insulation is selected and have a good
knowledge of the insulating values of different materials, because he may
find it r:-...cessary to make a substitutior when circumstances prevent the
installation of the specified insulation.

Handling and Applying insulation

The qualities and values of most insulating materials are reduced or destroyed
by the absorption of moisture. Consequently, insulation must be kept dry
while in storage on the job and during installation because most types will
absorb moisture readily.

Storage of Insulation

Rain, fog, and dew all pose a threat to unprotected insulation. Some types
of insulation, if subjected only to overnight exposure, will c IA and become
unsuitable for use. Even when it is possible to use insulation that haE
absorbed moisture, it is never advisable to do so, because this moisture
wil, turn into steam under the heat of the sun, causing blisters to form on
the roofing felts. Blisters thus formed will usually crack in time and cause
the roof to leak.

Insulation should be completely cofered overnight and during rainy days with
polyethylene sheeting or 15-lb. felt, and insulation should always be stacked
while still in its protective paper, ,3ach wrapper broken open only as the
insulation is needed.

Insulating material should never be installed so rapidly that it cannot be
sealed and made watertight at the end of each work day; otherwise, moisture
absorbed overnight will be sealed in by the next day's application or felt,
causing trouble later on when the moisture, in the form of steam, tries to
escape.

Vapor Barriers

The primary purpose of a vapor barrier is to prevent moisture in the building
or roof deck from entering and damaging the insulating material. Vapor
barriers are not really necessa::7 under favorable climatic conditions, but
their use is generally recommended between the roof deck and the insulation.
Even under ideal conditions, lightweight cement and gypsum decks require
vapor barriers, however, because decks made of these materials usually
contain a great deal of moisture.

The use of correct felts, sealed with coal tar pitch or asphalt, is standard
practice iii building a vapor barrier. Felt, by itself, is not a vapor barrier;
it must be .oated and sealed.

.....................t/MIll
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Some noncombustible rubber- and plastic-base materials are also used as
vapor barriers. These materials are applied with a compatible adhesive.
(Hot asphalt cannot be used because it will usually damage the material.)
The main difference between these rubber- and plastic-base materials and
those made of asphalt is that they are noncombustible, while asphalt is highly
combustible.

Breathers

Venting is necessary on insulated roof decks because E it trapped under the
roofing felts expands in hot weather, generating steam that will cause blisters.
Although edge-venting is adequate on small roofs, larger areas may require
venes located in the field as well. It is usually difficult to tell where vaporiza-
tion will occur under the felts; consequently, the correct number and location
of breathers is virtually impossible to determine during construction. It is
sometimes best, therefore, to install vents aftsr the ---oof has been completed
because the vapor areas will then show up, indicating whei breathers are
required.

Water Stops

A water stop may be applied to isolate roof areas and prevent widespread
water damage from a leak caused by the puncturing of j. 9 roofing felt. Some
specifications may call for water stops to be installed 2 ft. from all edges,
walks, monitors, and the like, spaced no more than 30 ft. apart in all direc-
tions. Thus, with the exception of roof edges, the insulation would be
completely sealed in separate 30 x 30 ft. areas. In this way, if a leak occurs,
the water will be confined to an individual area and prevented from traveling
between the roofing and the deck.

Usually, a 12-in. strip of lb-lb. felt is mopped with hot asphalt in a 6-in.
wide strip and mopped to the deck surface or vapor barrier. The edge of
the insulation should also receive a coat of asphalt (Fig. A-15). Care must
be taken to make all corners square and avoid making holes in or around the
water stop.

WATERSTOP APPLIED WITH ASPHAILD

INSULATION APPLIED WITH ASPHALT

VAPOR BARRIER

DECK

Fig. A-15. Installation of waterstop around insulation
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Application of water stops is a very time-consuming and costly process
because the roofing is divided into many small sections, requiring that the
insulation be interrupted every 30 ft. while the water stop felt is applied.
This operation also creates extra work in cutting around walks, pipes,
monitors, and the like. The time, trouble, and extra cost of this pror?.ss
accounts for the fact that it is seldom called for in specifications.

Fastening Insulation

There are several ways of fastening insulation to roof decks, depending upon
the type of deck involved. The method to be followed is generally indicated
on the blueprint or in the specifications. Following are some of the methods
employed in this process:

Prwation of wooden decks. On wooden decks, insulation may be nailed or
sprinkle-mopped with or without a vapor barrier. When a vapor barrier is
used, the insulation may be solid-mopped only or solid-mopped and nailed.
The fastening method depends upon the type of sheathing: plywood, 1 x 6,
tongue-and-groove, and so forth,

The deck must be smooth, dry, well-nailed, and free from sharp projections,
knotholes, and large cracks. Any such openings must be covered with sheet
metal prior to applying the insulation. A 4-inch wide nailing strip with a
thickness equal to that of the insulation must be installed by the building con-
tractor at all eaves (Fig. A-16).

INSINATION
NAILING STRIP

Fig. A-16. Use of nailing strip with insulation

Preparation of steel decks. Insulation may be fastened to steel decks by
mopping with asphalt, nailing with steel fasteners, or applying an appropriate
cold adhesive. If asphalt is to be used, the deck must first be primed. Insu-
lation may be applied with or without a vapor barrier. When metal decks
have high "ribs, " the insulation should be applied so that the edges rest on
the center and top of the ridges (Fig. A-17).

Several types of fasteners are available, all designed to be driven through
the insulation into the space between the steel ribs without penetrating the
dec!:. Metal clips are also made that penetrate the deck, and at the same
time, seal the puncture with a self-adjusting clip.
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STAGGERED JOINTS
;NSULATION BOARD
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INSULATION ENDS ON RIBS

METAL DECK RIBS

Fig. A-17. Position of insulation on a ribbed steel deck

The roofer should always refer to the specifications before starting to apply
insulation on a steel deck. The deck must be clean and free from sharp
projection, large cracks, and welding imperfections. Steel decks must be
primed and allowed to dry completely before the loading of material or the
installation process is begun.

Preparation of concrete decks. A concrete deck is prepared for the applica-
tion of insulation much the same as for a wooden deck, but a few exceptions
should be noted. The deck surface must be dry, clean, smooth, and free
from any sharp projections and depressions. Any high spots should be
chiseled down; any low spots built up. (See Unit D, Topic 1, Roofing, Part 1.)

The entire deck must be primed and allowed to become completely dry before
any work is begun. Nailing strips should be installed by the building con-
tractor as outlined for wooden decks.

Preparation of gypsum and lightweight concrete decks. The preparation of
decks constructed of gypsum or lightweight concrete is the same as that for
standard concrete decks, except that surface priming is not always required.
A dry sheet or a vapor barrier is applied- -but not solidly - -to the deck.

These decks offer the most problems to the roofer. Architects and engineers
are usually very deliberate in specifying the method to be used to apply insula-
tion. The method should always include the application of one or two dry
sheets (or a vapor barrier) fastened to the deck with "gyp" nails or mopped
and nailed lath. If the gypsum deck has a hard dust-free finish, it can be
primed and spot-mopped with no nails required to hold the baJe sheets.

Application of Insulating Material

Although roof deck preparation varies with the type of deck, the insulation
is applied in the same manner on all decks, except for variations called for
in the specifications. Two variations are shown in Fig. A-18.

Apply insulation flush to parapet walls or nailing strips.
Do aot force insulation into place allow sufficient space between units
to permit asphalt to exude from the joints.
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Fig. A-18. Two methods of applying insulationhot-mopped (left) and dry (right)

After all the insulation is installed, wrap the extended felt (see second
step) back on top of the insulation and seal with hot asphalt.
If specified, apply 4-in. cant strips of insulation or wood in all angles
where the roof deck jo,gts vertical surfaces s1.1-.11 as walls and curbs.
(If cant strips are made of insulation material, they should be mopped
to the deck with hot asphalt.)

Apply roofing felt as insulation is installed. This is essential because
all installed insulation should be covered with roofing and sealed at the
close of the workday. Such covering should be made with not less than
one layer of 15-lb. felt, solid-mopped.

Note: Joints between sheets of insulating materials must be staggered
by starting either the first or second course with a half sheet.
Insulation must be applied flush to parapet warl_s or wood nailers.

Study Assignment

James McCawley, Roofing: Estimating-Applying-Repairing, pp_ 119-129.
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TOPIC 3-- INSULATION AND ITS APPLICATION

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Fiber insulation is so constructed that it can
be left unprotected on a job site.

2. A vapor barrier is usually recommended for use
between insulation and roof deck.

3. Lightweight cement and gypsum decks usually do
not need a vapor barrier.

4. Entrapped moisture will cause a built-up roof
to blister, crack, and leak.

5. Breathers are placed between the roofing felts
and the vapor barrier.

6. A wateL stop is used to attach the insulation to
the deck.

7. Water stops are time-consuming and costly to
install.

8. The insulation should always be naned to a
wooden deck.

9. The best way to fasten insulation to a steel
deck is by sprinkle-mopping.

10. When insulation is applied to a wooden deck,
the surface must be dry, smooth, well-nailed,
and free of debris.

11. Wooden decks should be primed oefore insula-
tion is applied.

12. When insulation is applied, nailing strips should
be used as a guide to keep the material straight.

13. When sheets of insulation are imbedded, they
should be forced against each other co make a
tight fit.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. '1' F

13. T v
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14. Cant strips of insulation material should be
mopped to the roof deck with hot asphalt.

15. Installed insulation must be covered and sealed
at the end of each day.

16. Vapor barriers are not necessary on concrete
decks.

17. Staggering the joints of insulation is necessary
only when application is made over steel-ribbed
decks.

18. The type of insulation material to be used on a
roof is usually specified by the architect.

19. Roofing insulation should always be covered
when it is stored in the open.

20. Roof breathers are installed only on the edges
of a deck to permit the escape of moisture.

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F

18. T F

19. T F

20. T F
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TOPIC 4FLASHING

This topic, "Flashing, " is planned to help you find answers to the following
questions:

How many type of flashing are used in roofing, and how are they used?
What factors must be considered when flashthg materials are selected?
What purpose does flashing serve in the joining of new and old roofs?
How do building codes and local ordinances relate to flashing work?
What is a "flexible" flashing, and when does its use become necessary?

Flashing is used to seal off a roof at termination points or provide drainage
at those points where the roof meets various structural parts of a building
(usually vertical structures) and to prevent the intrusion of moisture at ad
such points. The proper selection, cutting, and application of flashing
materials is one of the main skills a roofer must learn. Incorrect flashing
accounts for most roof leaks today, and selection of the proper flashing for
a job can prove to be most economical both for the client and the contractor.

Only minimal flashing is usually called for in competitive work. When
quality flashing is required, the roofer must be familiar with all the materials
and the principles of application of those materials normally used on this
type of work.

Flashing Materials

Flashing material should always be suited for the conditions found in the
area where it is to be used. Corrosive metals should not be used near the
ocean or in factory areas where destructive fumes are present. Flashing
that cannot stand extreme heat (such as around hot stacks) should be avoided
where such heat is apt to be prevalent. The roofer must also avoid using
flashing material:, that will allow electrolytic action to occur in the presence
of other, unlike metals that may be found on a roof.

Although the type of flashing material to be used on new work is generally
specified by the architect, in actual practice the roofer is often forced to
substitute or modify the specifications. And flashing on recover work is
almost always handled entirely by the roofer, from the type of flashing used
to its method of ins talle.tion. Therefore, the roofer must have a thorough
knowledge of flashings and how they are installed.
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Certain factors must be considered when selecting flashing material:

Geographic location
Type of work done in the building being roofed
Whether or not insulation is used
Whether the roof is subject to alternati, condensation and drying
Whether the roof is subject to extreme. temperature variants
How much water is expected on the roof
The thickness required for the metal used in flashing
How much galvanizing will be required
How much flashing area is located at the drip point of wood shingle
Whether or not the flashing will be correctly treated and painted
How the job will be assembled
How much orgEnic matter will fall onto the roof

Types of Material Used for Flashing

Flashing is manufactured in finished forms or it may be fabricated on the
roof of many different materials. Among the many types of materials used
f _ flashing are

Galvanized iron
Alm...inum

Sheet copper
Lead sheet
Asphalt felts and capsheet
Asbestos felts Fad sheets
Flexible vinyl
Flexible neoprene
Plastic (fiberglass impregnated with polyester or epoxy resin)
Stainless steel (chrome and steel alloy)
Monel metal (copper and nickel alloy)
Terneplate (lead-coated sheet iron)
Ti;? (clay and glazed)
Asbestos fibrated plastic cement (a putty type of flashing compound
applied with trowel, putty knife, or gun)
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Galvanized iron. Galvanized iron is made in various thicknesses, the thick-
ness of a sheet indicated by a gauge number; the smaller the number, the
thicker the metal. The U.S. Standard gauge for sheet metal for plate ranges
from No. 0000000 (equal to 1/2 ill.) to No. 38 (equal to 1/160 in.) The i. o 1 -
lowing table lists gauges in the range from No 16 to No. 28. The gauges
most commonly encountered by the roofer are indicated by an asterisk.

Number
of gauge

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25*
26*
27
28

Approximate
thickness in
fractions of

an inch

Approximate
thickness in

decimal parts
of an inch

1-16
9-160
1-20
7-160
3-80

11-320
1-32
9-320
1-40
-320
3-160

1i -640
1-64

0.0625
0.0563
0,05
0.0438
0.0375
0.0344
0,0313
0.0281
0.025
0.0219
0.0188
0.0172
0.0156

Galvanizing is accomplished by pickling (cleaning) and hot-dipping sheet
steel into an alloy of zinc and tin. Galvanized iron is made in various
qualities and thicknesses to meet different specifications. It is generally
used for flashing only on competitive type work where the best quality
flashing is not required. When working with this material, the roofer must
be careful not to bend it any more than necessary because bends cause slight
fractures to occur in the coating, allowing the steel to rust under normal
moisture conditions. The quality of galvanized iron is difficult to determine
by appearance alone; it can, however, be indicated by the following factors:

Good quality galvanized iron will not flake or crack readily when
it is bent.
No holidays, voids, or blisters will be observable on the surface.

Purchasing the material from a reputable company will generally ensure the
quality of the product.

Copper sheet. Flashing made of sheet copper is durable, providing it is not
installed on or close to another dissimilar metal that will allow electrolytic
action to occur. Copper flashing is frequently called for by architects not
only for its inherent qualities but because the green oxide that is formed on
its surface after weathering lends an aesthetic effect to certain buildings.
The following table shows some of the gauges and sheet sizes available in
this material. Those marked with an asterisk are most common to the
roofing trade.
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Stubs' I

gauge
(nearest
number)

Thickness
in decimal
parts of
an inch

Oz. pe,
sq. ft.

Sheets
14" x 48"

weight
in lbs.

Sheets
24" x 48"

weight
in lbs.

Sheets
30" x 60"

weight
in lbs.

Sheets
36" x 72"

weight
in lbs.

Sheets
48" x 72"

weight
in lbs.

26* 0.0188 14 4.08 7 10.93 15.75 21
24* 0.022 16 4.66 8 12.50 18 24
23 0.025 18 5.25 9 14.06 20.25 27
22 0.028 20 5.83 10 15.62 22.50 30
21 0.0322 24 7 12 18.75 27 36
19 0.042 32 9.33 16 25 36 48
18 0.049 40 11.66 20 31.25 45 60
16 U.0645 48 14 24 37.50 54 72
15 0.072 56 16.33 28 43.75 63 84
14 0.083 64 '.b.66 31 50 72 96
13 0.095 70 ..... 35 55 79 105
12 0.109 81 .... 40 11? 63 91 122

Sheet lead. Lead flashing is used extensively in high quality roofing work.
This flashing may be purchased in standard sizes and forms, but much of
it is custom-welded for the specific job. Lead has long been used for
flashing because of its malleability; that is, it can be stretched and molded
into the desired shape by pounding with a mallet. Lead is especially advan-
tageous for use on tile and slate roofs not only because of its plasticity but
because of its lasting qualities, since both tile and slate are costly to remove
and replace (Fig. A-19).

Aluminum flashing. Aluminum has been used as a flashing material in
increasing quantities during recent times. It has the advantage of lo-t cost
and easy handling, but its disadvantages are many. It is highly subject to
rapid deterioration by electrolysis, adversely affected by alkali and salt air,
and has a high expansion coefficient, causing it to break its seals.

SHEET LEAD JACK

WHERE THE ROOF CAN BE SEEN FROM THE STREET
TILE IS LAID OVER THE LEAD UP TO VENT PIPE

TURNEO UP

Fig. A-19. Installation of a lead pipe flashing on a tile roof
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Types of Flashing

There are two general types of flashing: flashing which provides a metal
flange for the roofer to 'seal off' to (which may be c msidered "plain"
flashing) and countertiashing, which is metal (or other material) used to
seal off or dr tin water over the exposed ends of a built-up roof assembly,
or metal that is part of the flashing assembly and placed at the juncture of
vertical and horizontal surfaces. Counterflashing may also extend over the
top of a parapet in conjunction with metal coping.

Many kinds of flashing are to be found within these two types. The following
list identifies many of them by name. Following each name is a figure number
which may be referred to for a pictorial representation of that kind of flashing:

Plain Flashing

Flange (F-15)
Drip or edging (F-21 to 23, 24)
Expansion joint (F-26)
2. .bar (A-21)
Channel (F-32)
Jack (A-20)
Elastic (F-37)

Counterfiashing

Three and five course (F -33, 34)
Cap (F -22, 23, 24)
Coping or hood (F -7, 22, 35)
Base (F-1 thru 5; 10,11,33,34)
Asbestos parapet (F-36)
Flat-to-steep (A-22, 23; F-25)
Hot stack (F-17)
Fibrated plastic (F-33,34)
Skylight drain (F-18)
Basket drain clamp ring (F-20)

Composition shingle. The principle of flashing is to provide a series of
surfaces so arranged as to shed water upon each other just as shingles do.
This holds just as true in composition shingling as with any other type of
roofing, whether metal, asphalt, paper, or plastic. Any surface that bucks
or scoops water is not properly flashed; it is, therefore, not properly roofed.

An important factor to consider when flashing any roof is the ease with which
reroofing can be done; this is especially true of a shingle roof. A superior
method to follow for a quality job is shown in Fig. A-20 (B).

Care should be taken in the construction and installation of metal to provide
a shape to drain water the natural way. For example, when lifting the Z-bar
for reroofing, the roofer must make certain that the slope is not reversed,
thus forming a trap for water.

The installation of Z-bar is usually done by the carpenter or sheet metal man
during the construction of a new building. It can, however, be installed by
the roofer on old structures with wood siding.

When composition shingles are specified to recover old wooden, shingles,
proper flashing can be accomplished by applying a 90-degree tun-Pup under the
Z-bar as shown in Fig. A-20.
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There are many expandable metal flashings designed to take care of most
expansion problems. However, if a problem is encountered for which there
is no ready-made device, any competent sheet metal shop can fabricate one
to meet the condition involved.

Flexible flashings. A problem inherent An metal flashings is that they expand
and contract with temperature variations, causing fractures of the asphalt
or pitch to which they are bonded. The development of neoprene, vinyl,
butyl, and other rubber-like substances used for flashing has eliminated
this problem, provided proper installatir- has been made.

Since many brands of flexible flashings al.: now on the market, the roofer
should study thoroughly the application instructions before attempting to
apply any of them. The following general steps should be taken before using
any of these products

Clean all roofing surfaces of foreign material, including oil, dust,
old roofing, asphalt, and pitch.
Check to see that the proper malarial has been specified and supplied.
When preparing the compound, make precise measurements of the
catalyst and resin. (Do not let these substances contact the skin, as
they are both corrosive and noxious. They are also flammable- -keep
them away from fire, flame, and sparks.)

Fiber glass and polyester resin. The application of fiber glass aad polyester
resin is performed by only a few specialized workmen, since the compounding
of the material is extremely sensitive to proportion, temperature, and so
forth. This compound has a limited application because it lacks the strength
to withstand shock and fracture. It is used mostly for edging and gutters .

Sprayed plastic and chopped fiber glass roving material, when coated on
certain parts of a roof, becomes flashing, and this material can be made to
become rigid or flexible. The flexible mix is sprajed on base flashing,
expansion joints, and around protrusions. The roofing manufacturers
specifications should always be followed in regard to embedment and plying,
since these methods will vary. None of these materials should be confused
with monolithic roof systems, which are entirely different.

Three-course flashing. Composed of alternate layers of fibrated plastic,
three-course flashing .3 used in lieu of metal (or other materials) around
protruding pipes w'aere jacks have not been specified.

Base flashing. Base flashing consists of one or more membranes (asphalt-
impregnated fabric) used to protect the upturned ends of a roofing assembly
at a vertical wall or similar projection. This type of flashing is commonly
referred to as a "kick strip."

Pipe jacks. A pipe jack is a flanged metal covering which fits snugly around
a pipe to make a waterproof juncture between the pipe and the roof.
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1 Co in . A coping is designAl to prevent the intrusion of water at the top of
a parapet. Coping may be fabricated from metal and installed by the roofer
or a sheet metal worker. The roofer may also install tile coping, a special
interlocking glazed coping tile with appropriate corner pieces, or clay barrel
tile applied with cement mortar on top of the parapet. The barrel tile should
be nailed as well as sealed with mortar.

Roofer-built Flashings and Installation Procedures

Application of three- and five-course flashing. Because three- and five-course
flashings are hand-crafted on the job by the roofer, some principal points are
outlined here as an aid to understanding the procedure:

Clean new brick and concrete surfaces so they are free of dust, dirt,
sand, dampness, and irregular spots that could serve as bond break' rs.
On recover work, chop off old flashing to leap" a snooth, clean surface.
Prime the surface with a material compatible with the fibrated plastic
or other flashing compound to be used. Primer should be permitred to
dry.
Nail turnup of roofing wIth concrete nails and caps.

Apply first coat of fibrated plastic or flashing compound, embed a layer
of fabric (or 15lb. perforated asbestos felt), and nail.
Apply a second coat of compound (additional coats are required if five-
course flashing is specified).
Apply metal counterflashing if specified.

Edging. A series of edgings used in shingling and built-up roofing are shown
in Figs. F-21 through F-24. While some of these are used for decorative
purposes -- that is, to cover the unsightly roof edge -- they all serve the
purpose of preventing water from seeping back into the wood of the roof deck.
Edging should always be sealed with some plastic between the joints to prevent
moisture intrusion through capillary action. The length of metal roof flashings
should never exceed ten feet. This is because excessively long flashing strips
will expand under heat to the point where the asphalt seal will be broken.

Application of gravel_guard. The correct installation of gravel guards can
do much to assure a leak-free roof and protect the supporting woodwork
against rot. A standard procedure follows:

If guard is made and installed by the sheet metal worker, no cutting
will be required, as all corners will be soldered and the guard lengths
tacked in place.
Lay a 12 in. strip of 15-lb. felt over the fascia.
Lay gravel guard straight with an application of plastic between the
joints.
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In most areas, prefabricated gravel guards are stamped out in pairs,
and one end is math slightly larger than the other. Consequently,
start applying gravel guard from left to right so each piece will fit
correctly and the bottom laps will be even.
Nail only enough at first to hold the guard straight and firm against the
deck and the fascia. eight along the long runs before driving nails all
the way to make sure they are in proper alignment.
Apply a porous fabric and hot asphalt over the metal and on to the
previously laid 15 lb. felt.
Apply the roofing.

The foregoing procedure is only one of -many methods used -..o install gravel
guard. This method may also be used for the installation of roof jack flanges.

Installing a pipe jack on an existing shingle roof. When plumbing or heating
contractors anfamilar with correct roofing and flashing practices install
pipe jacks in existing shingle or flat roofs, a potential leak is invariably
created. A pipe jack should be inserted into an existing roof just as if it
we:e shingled into the roof during the initial construction. If the pipe has
already been put into place, then the roof must be torn back, the jack
installed, and the shingles woven back in the manner of a new roof.

Here are a few key points in the procedure to follow when ilstalling a roof
jack in an existing roof for a pipe not yet in place (Fig. A-21):

Determine the location of the hole to be cut. (This may be done with
a plumb bob.)
Cut the hole. If the roof has a steep pitch, the hole can be made with
a irill and compass saw.

If a sheathing board is cut in two, provide a support cleat underneath it.
Remove the top shingle in which the hole is cut.

to Cut any shingle nails that will obstruct the jack flange. This can be
done with a nail saw or ripper.
Slip jack into place.

Caution: Never apply flashing compound on top of an existing wood or compo-
sition shingle roof because it will dam water, causing it to back up and leak
into the building.

Installing a pipe jack on an existing built -up roof. When installing a pipe jack
on an existing built-up roof, the roofer should spud off the gray ._ around the
area where the hole will be located. After cutting the hole, the roofer should
set the jack in place, apply felt and asphalt to match the construction of the
existing roof, and then regravel around the jack.

(
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PLASTER OR SIDING

DECK

STUD

SIDING

15# BACKING FELT LAPS OVER ZBAR

B

Z-BAR

SilINGLES

BENT TIN SHINGLE

CRAFTERS --

Fig. A20. Proper flashing procedures using Z-bar
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Step 1Remove shingle around pipe open.
ing.

Step 2Cut nails with nail sow (ot ripper).

Step 3Slide jack Ranges under shingles.

Pig. A-21. Proper method of installing a pipe
jack on an existing shingle roof
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Joining new and old roofs. The correct tie-in of new and old roofs will
reduce to a minimum one of the most common sources of leaks. As an
example, a tie-in job may consist of a flat, capsheet roof meeting a wooden
or composition shingle roof.

In new work, the ideal flashing application can be made with little trouble,
but when old wooden or composition shingles are encountered, the problems
of application are many. One reason for this is that leaks usually result
when any old and weathered shingles are disturbed. Tin roofer must soma-
times determine, therefore, the most satisfactory method of doing the work,
regardless of what the new work code may require. One method of applying
a -;ie-in flashing on a new roof is shown in Fig. A-22. (For old work tie-in,
see Fig. A-23.)

FEATHER

SHINGLE°

30# FELT REINFORCEMENT OF BASE

FLASHING FOLDED TO CONFORM
90# CAPSHEET

WO I5# FELTS

Fig. A-22. New work tie-in

REPLACE SHINGLES PREVIOUSLY REMOVED
AFTER ROOF ASSEMBLY HAS BEEN APPLIED

:11 '110°

INSTALL REINFORCEMENT

</// A.
/II Air

90#

e

30#
000'

waroliii,ArtoovrifosaTir/fAall

Fig. A-23. Old work tie-in
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Codes and Ordinances

Minimum requirements governing flashings are set forth by most building
codes. The Uniform Building Code (Topic 1, Part 2) is generally accepted
throughout the nation as a minimum and may be followed where no local
codes have been prepared. It is impossible, of course, to cite all of the
variations throughout the state and nation. Some essential points to keep in
mind, however, are the following:

FHA property requirements apply where they exceed the local code.
Military specifications are usually of superior quality to local codes
and can vary considerably wit: the building structure. and its location.
If unfamiliar with local area practice, the roofer is wise to constit
with the local building and safety depai -ment.

Study Assignment

1. James M.-.:Cawley, Roofing: Estimating- Applying-F :pairing, pp. 52-65,
279-85, and 303.

2. J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products, pp. 25-37.

3. Built-up Roof Sp ifications. Los Angeles: The Flintkote Company,
1964, pp. 163-86.
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TOPIC 3-- FLASHING

Checkup
)

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Quality flashing is usually specified for com-
petitive work.

2. Since it is the responsibility of the architect t.
specify the type of flashing to be used, the
roofer need not be concerned with knowledge
of flashing materials.

3. The possibility of organic matter getting onto
the roof should be considered in the selection
of flashing.

4. There are two general types of flashing.

5. There is no way to determine by observation
alone the quality of galvanized flashing.

6. The chief advantages of aluminum flashing
are its streng;,h and durability.

7. It is necessary to use plastic cement between
the joints of gravel guard, even when the roof
is pitched.

8. All plumbing and heating contractors are capable
of installing pipe jacks correctly in existing roofs.

9. At le st four layers or courses of shingles must
be 7 noved when a composition shingle roof is

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. 1 F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

tied in to a new addition.

10. The usual thickness of galvanized iron used for
flashing is 24 gauge.

10. T F

11. Asphalt, kerosene, gasoline, and motor oil can
all be cons idered compatible.

11. T F

12. Lead flashing will last many years and is
extremely easy to cut and form.

12. T F
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e.

13. A cricket is used sz metimes at the base of
walls as a substitute for cant strip.

M. One factor to be considered when selecting
flashing to be used on a job is the ease with
which a reroofing job can be done.

15. Metal edging should always be sealed to keep
moisture from penetrating the roof.

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

(
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TOPIC 5--SUMPS AND DRAINS

This topic, "Sumps and Drains," is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

How many basic types of roof drains are there?
How is a ring drain usually inste'led?
Why are sump drains and overflow scuppers similar in function?
How is a new roof prepared for the installation of a drain?
When should an old drain be replaced, and how is this done?

Proper roof drainage is a prime factor in roof life. Standing water causes
roofing to deteriorate, and, if left und. <..ined,it will damage the structure
itself by causing dry rot. In addition, excess water collecting on a roof in
large amounts will often cause roof collapse because of the excess weight
for which tie roof structure was not designed.

The prime contractor has the responsibility of constructing the roof deck in
such a manner that correctly applied roofing will allow prompt drainage.
But the roofer has the responsibility of applying the roof and drains so that
no obstruction will present itself to water flow.

The steeper the roof, the faster the drainage, and flat roofs drain slowly.
A dead-flat roof theoretically will drain evenly in all directions; however,
a low spot anywhere in the field of such a roof can easily cause a problem of
serious proportions. The correct installation of drains and the repair of
drains already installed are perhr,ps the most critical jobs performed by
the roofer.

Installation of Drains

There are four basic types of drains: the ring drain, the wall drain, the
sump drain, and the overflow scupper.

Ring Drains

The ring drain is a cast iron clamp-type drain consisting of three main parts:
base, clamp ring, and strainer. If the roof deck in which the drain is to
be installed is to receive insulation, the following installation procedure is
recommended:

49
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Apply the insulation first. (If the plumber has connected the drain
pipe, you must be extra cautious when applying materials. It is some-
times wise to insert a rag or other similar material into the pipe to
keep asphalt. bits of roofing felt, gravel, or any other substances from
falling into tht. pipe and obstructing it.)
Taper the insulation back at least 18 in. all around the opening to allow
the drain to be set slightly below the deck level (Fig. A-24).

If the deck is not to receive insulation, proceed as follows:

Follow the deck around the drain opening in the same manner as was
done with insulation. The drain should be set so that its outside edge
is no closer than 12 in. away from curbs, walks, or other vertical
projection at any point.
Fill the base clamp ring groove with plastic cement before applying
any roofing.
Extend roofing felts over the ring groove during the course of roofing
application.
Trim roofing felt evenly at inside edge of the ring after all felts are in
place.
Install the clamp ring and tighten clamps securely before the asphalt
cools.
Apply gravel surfacing (if specified) flush to the top on the clamp ring.
The application of a 6-in. lead collar is sometimes specified. This
collar will prevent the clamp ring from breaking the roofing material.

AWN ULATION Mr.A.WrAVAIrAvAvA, 'ff////////i/MMWRifif
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Fig. A-24. Construction of a ring drain
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Sump Drains

A sump drain is usually a recessed box made of sheet metal with a screen
basket at the bottom (Fig. F-15). This type of drain usually empties
directly into the street or sewer. Sump drains are usually installed on
wooden decks.

A sump drain should be installed as follows:

Apply a layer of felt around the drain opening in the roof deck. This
opening will contain the outlet box.
Trowel a coating of plastic cement over this felt, being certain to
cover the area surrounding the opening and wide enough to include
t-e entire flange area.
Drop the outlet box into place, and nail the flange around its outside
edge.
Apply an additional layer of flashing compound with fabric on top of
the drain flange to ensure a watertight job.
Apply the built-up roofing. The felts used should be tapered back
away from the drain at least 18 in. on all sides.

Overflow Scuppers

Scuppers are used for much the same purpose as sumps, and the installation
is quite similar, except that the scupper is installed on a vertical surface
(an outside wall) and the tapering procedure is not necessary.

A scupper is always installed in conjunctidn with the application of wall
flashing, and extreme care must be taken to see that it is made watertight
(F g. A-25).

Overflow scuppers are usually placed in a wall 2 to 4 in. above the lowest
part of the deck. They serve as "safety valves" in the event the main drains
at deck level become clogged.

Wall Drains

Wall drains are installed in a manner similar to sumps and are made for
installation in left corners, right corners, or the middle-of-the-wall
(Fig. A-26). The recommended procedure for installing wall drains follows:

Apply a layer of felt completely surrounding the drain area, followed
by an application of plastic cement.
Install the outlet box into the wall opening, allowing at least three
inches to extend beyond the outside surface of the wall. This extension
provides a suitable drip edge for water drainage.
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Fig. A25. Overflow scupper Fig. A26. Wall drain

Apply an additional layer of plastic cement on the flange above the
drain opening. This layer should not be too heavy; otherwise,it can
slide down in hot weather and plug the opening.
Apply the remaining felts in the usual manner for parapet flashing.

Repairing and Reroofing Operations

In reroofing operations, a sump or scupper drain should be checked carefully
for corrosion and leaks. Replacement of rusty outlet boxes is always recom-
mended, but this can be quite expensive. An attempt to remove a partially
rusted sump or outlet usually results in breaking the metal, which renders
the assembly completely useless.

If a rusty outlet box is fairly sound, it is possible to add a few more years
to its service in the following manner:

Clean all dirt, gravel, and debris away from the box.
Mop solidly around the box with hot asphalt.
Mop one side of Irish flax, and apply it so that it extends down and
covers the inside of the box.
Mop solidly again with hot asphalt.
Apply the new built-up roofing.

Sometimes an old drain will have a completely deteriorated box that cannot
be used. In this case, the following steps should be taken:

Remove the old box and check the deck for dry rot.
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Prepare the deck in the usual manner for reroofing.
Feather the old roofing back from the drain opening at least 3 ft.
Apply a new box as you would on a new roof, feathering the roofing
material carefully to ensure good drainage.
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TOPIC 1--SUMPS AND DRAINS - Study Guide and Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the exercises
as follows: (1) select the word that belongs in each numbered space in an
exercise; and (2) write the word at the right in the space that has the same
number as the space in the exercise.

1. The cast iron clamp drain consists of three 1.
parts: 1 , clamp 2 and 2.

3 3.

2. insulation should always be tapered back at 4.
least 4 inches from a drain opening.

3. There are four basic types of drains: 5 $ 5.
6 , 7 , and 8 . 6.

7.
8.

4. After the roofing has been laid around a ring 9.
drain, the felts should be 9 evenly 10.
around the 10 edge.

5. A sump drain is usually a 11 box of 11.
sheet metal with a screen basket at the 12 . 12.

6. A sump drain usually empties directly leo 13.
the 13 or 14 . 14.

7. Overflow scuppers are used for much the same 15.
purpose as 15 drains.

8. A scupper is always installed in conjunction 16.
with 16 17 . 17.

9. A wall drain box, when installed, should extend
18 inches past the outside surface of the

wall.

10. Whenever a new drain outlet is installed to
replace an old one, the existing roofing material
should be 19 to ensure good 20 .

55

18.

19.
20.
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Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if
the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. On reroofing jobs, the roofer should replace
all existing drains.

2. Overflow scuppers are usually placed 4 to 6 in.
above the roof deck.

3. When a roof is to receive insulation, the drain
should be placed even with the top surface of
the insulation, but under the roofing felts.

4. There are two basic styles of wall drains.

5. Low spots on a new roof deck can always be
compensated for by feathering the built-up
roofing.

6. Wall outlets should have a drip edge of at
least 3 in.

7. The ring drain is a cast iron clamp-type drain.

8. Scuppers and sump drains are similar in function.

9. Scuppers require the same tapering procedure
as sump drains.

10. Wall drain3 are designed only for corner
drainage.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 6ROOFING REPAIRS

This topic, "Roofing Repairs, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What are the most common conditions that lead to roof leaks?
What tools and equipment are generally needed for roof repair work?
What is the best method of locating a roof leak, and when is the best
time to look?
What are the two main repair procedures for patching leaks, and when
are they used?

Locating and repairing leaks is an important phase of the roofer's work. The
man who possesses the skill and knowledge necessary to perform this work
efficiently is often the man who enjoys full employment all year, instead of
having to depend entirely on the uncertainties of the construction field. The
roofer who has a good general knowledge of building construction has an
advantage in this work.

Roof leaks may be repaired not only when it rains but anytime when other
work is unavailable. The roofer who can be kept busy finding and repairing
leaks can realize a substantial increase in his annual income. Roof repair
can be considered a specialized field in the roofing trade, and nowhere is
this more evident than in huge industrial complexes where there may be acres
of roof areas to maintain.

Types of Leaks

A leaking roof may be caused by many things, but most leaks may be clas-
sified into three main types: obvious, difficult; and hidden. Almost any
roofer can fix an obvious leak; that is, one where the location and cause of
the leak is visible. A difficult leak may be one in which the cause is not at
all obvious; one may see the water leaking inside the building, but the opening
or fracture in the roof is not easy to find. The hidden leak is the worst and
one that challenges the skill, imagination, and ingenuity of the roofer.

Causes for Leaks

A roof may leak for many reasons, but one fact is inescapable: if a roof is
leaking, there is a point somewhere that is not watertight. If the roofer is
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familiar with .ne most common causes for leaks, he knows what to look for
and where he is most apt to find the trouble.

Listed here are some of the most common causes for roof leakage or the
most common locations that may be reasonably suspected of giving trouble:

Dried caulking at counterflashing reglets on chimneys and masonry walls
Nails that have backed out of the deck
Improperly primed surfaces from which roofing has peeled away
Cracks in the base flashings
Incorrectly installed new vents on wood shingle roofs and vents which
have been incorrectly installed after the roof has been applied
Cracks on large roofs where expansion joints should have been installed
Cracks in roll roofing material caused by lifting in the wind
Inside and outside corners which have been incorrectly cut, folded, or
sealed
Broken tile or cement copings on parapets
Incorrectly installed air conditioning equipment or breaks caused by
vibration of such equipment
Breaks or openings around flagpoles, signposts, guywire attachments,
and the like, where the necessary pitch pans were not installed
Roof areas over which traffic has moved, creating cracks which are
not immediately apparent to the eye
Cracked stucco walls or incorrectly installed flashing on stucco or
siding
Faulty installation of roofing felts, such as insufficient asphalt
between layers
Structural problems, other than those caused by poor design or con-
struction (sometimes due to settling)
Careless or poor work by other tradesmen in the installation of their
work prior to application of the roof
Inadequate inspection and corret tics of deck defects prior to the applica-
tion of the roof
Defective or poor quality roofing ma terials
Rusted outlet boxes and flashing!
Wood shingles with cracks over cracks
Capillary action where flashings are not high enough
Blistering of the felts
Improper installation of sky lights
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Oxidation of the roofing surface, weathering from the elements, or
corrosive residue from manufacturing processes
Extreme variations in temperature and humidity, causing severe expan-
sion and contraction of the roof
Poor patching
Errors in original roof specifications or structural design
improperly installed gravel stops, edgings, and flashings
Water from condensation on heating or cooling ducts and pipes. (These
items often drip and appear to be leaking although they are not. The
water, however, is just as damaging. )

Tools and Equipment

The roofer who is assigned to "chasing" leaks will find his work easier and
more successful if his truck (sometimes called the "patch wagon") carries
the right repair materials, tools, and equipment. Only a ladder may be
needed to find a leak on one job, but it may require anything on the truck to
do the repair. Sometimes temporary repairs are made during a rain, and
permanent repairs will be made later when the roof is dry. But it is a great
saving to the contractor (and the customer) if the second trip can be avoided
by making a permanent repair on the first call.

The Patch Wagon

The following is a suggested list of tools, materials, fasteners, and equipment
for a "patch wagon":

Ladder (two-story type) Wet patch and plastic
Spud bar Fabric (cotton or glass)
Shovel Mineral surface material (90-lb. )
Heavy broom Tin shingles
Hand cleaner Nails (cement, 7/8-in. and 1 1/4 in. )
Rags Hand line
Pencil and pad with clipboard (used to draw sketches necessary for
locating leaks, and for writing information needed for reports on the
back of job sheets)

Note: Should the roofer notice upon arriving at a repair job site that the roof
is in such bad condiCon that even temporary repairs are not possible, it is
wise to measure the roof, make a working sketch, and outline the work that
should be done. The contractor can use this information to estimate and sell
a new roofing job. In this way, the roofer has not wasted his time on the job
and, perhaps, has created a job for himself in the process.
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Personal Tools and Equipment

The roofer should have the following tools and equipment with him on repair
jobs: I

Nail bag
Hatchet
Claw hammer
Knife

Tools for Permanent Repairs

Crowbar
Wirebrush
Whisk broom
Tin snips

Small pointing trowel
Rain gear
Rubber-soled shoes
Tennis shoes

Permanent repairs are generally done from reports prepared by someone who
has inspected the job beforehand. Permanent repairs usually require two men.
In addition to the tools and equipment already mentioned, the following items
should be brought to the job:

Small patch kettle
Small mop and bucket
Rope and wheel
Irisn flax

Roofing felt (15-1b. )
Mineral surface capsheet (90-1b. )
Bagged rock
Asphalt

Locating Leaks

Roof conditions which indicate possible leaks can be recognized most any time
by the experienced roofer, but the best time to locate a leak is during a rain.
Sometimes during dry weather a leak may show up when water is turned on
the roof by means of a garden hose, but this method is seldom successful.
All too often, the point in the building at which the leak appears is far removed
from the point on the roof at which the water has entered the roofing material.
As a consequence, a roofer must often trace the flow of water along pipes,
rafters, beams, and sheathing until he arrives at the source. This is done
best during a rain.

The following procedure is a good way of locating a leak point on a roof by
using evidence found inside the building:

Step off, inside the building, the distances the leak is from points
visible from the outside; for example, outside walk, skylight, chimneys,
pipes, and the like.
Make a diagram of these findings, including anything that is easily
discernible from the roof.
On the roof, use the diagram to locate the area above the leak, and look
for obvious signs of damage in and around that area. Mark the roof with
keel in this area. You may immediately detect something which is
obviously causing a leak, but this does not mean you should stop looking.
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A roof leak is sometimes very deceiving, and the roofer must look at every
possibility. For example, sometimes the roof deck has been roofed more than
once. One way to determine this is by making a cut in the roof in tht form of
a V, then lifting the roofing at the .ntersecting point. A previous roof may be
found underneath. If only one built-up roof has been applied, then the chances
are that the defect will be found in the immediate area above the interior point
of leakage. But if more than one roof has been applied, the roof defect may be
far removed from this area. This is because the water, getting through the
new roof, will travel underneath it and on top of the previous roof iintil it
finds an opening into the building.

Once located, a temporary repair may be indicated with a permanent repair
called for at a later date. In this event, a full report should be made to help
those who will make the second call. This report should include the followinr
information:

Special equipment that will be required
The type of material that will be needed and how much
Number of men and man hours that will be required
General re_ummendation as to what should be done
Diagram of the roof and dimensions

Whenever possible, it is best to assign a repair je. to the man rho worked
on the original roof application. This man will know what kind of deck lies
underneath the roofing, the quality of the overall structure, what deck defects
were covered up, and how the materials were applied. It may be that this
man is not the best qualified to find and fix the leak (repairing is a specialized
field), but he should at least be consulted because he knows many things that
might require several hours to discover by someone who is not familiar with
the specific job.

Repair Procedures

Although some roof repairs must be made during dry weather, others can be
done during rain. Whether these repairs are temporary or permanent in
nature, the procedure used is basically the same.

Patching Leaks in the Rain

The following procedure may be followed when patching a leaking roof during
rain:

Clean away any rocks or dirt with a spud bar or wire brush in the
vicinity of the leak. Prepare a smooth surface for the patch.
Using a wet patch, spread the material over the wet surface, working
it in until a good bond is made over and around the spot where the leak
has occurred.
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Place glass or saturated cotton fabric over the wet patch.
Smooth additional wet patch over the fabric.

(Note: This process may be done under water if necessary, but it will
require more "working-in" to establish an adequate bond. )

Repairs on a Dry Roof

The basic procedure to follow when repairing leaks on a dry roof is as follows:

Clean all dust and gravel away from the repair area.
Use hot asphalt in the same manner as on a reroofing job.
Prime all dry and dusty areas
Cover any rough or irregular surfaces with Irish flax, and cover this
immediately with gravel or 90-lb. felt.
Apply mastic, plastic, or other flashing compound around pipes, flashing,
and 3-course roofing instead of wet patch.

Safety Factors

The following sat..Ity precautions should be taken to prevent accidents and
possible injury:

Exercise extreme caution when working on wet wood shingle roofs, for
they can be very slippery if they are covered with moss or if they have
been painted with graphite.
Make certain that ladders have a secure footing, especially when placed
on saturated soil. Only wooden ladders should be used because they
are heavy enough to withstand moderate wind without blowing over and
because wood is a poor conductor of electricity. Also, a wooden exten-
sion ladder, when extended to its last rung, is not so apt to buckle as
an aluminum ladder. Always tie a ladder to a secure gutter, roof jack,
or other object that will hold it in place.
Neer climb a ladder during an electrical storm.
Keep a safe distance away from all electric wires, especially during
wet weather or while on a wet roof.
Avoid, if possible, walking on a roof during freezing weather when ice
patches are prevalent.
When working in an attic area, step only on supports such as ceiling
joists, cat walks, beams, and the like. Never step on or rest against
a plastered area.
Always use "chicken ladders" on extremely steep roofs.
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Special Precautions

When it is necessary to enter a house or building after having been on the roof,
take the following precautions:

Make sure there is no mud or asphalt on your shoes--change shoes if
necessary before entering building.
Check clothing the same way, especially for evidence of asphalt that
could rub off on something.
Do not touch walls, ceilings, or similar surfaces when inspecting for
leaks unless your hands are clean and dry.

Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to di ss the following topics if asked to do so:

1. What are the seven most common sources of leaks on a skylight?

2. What may be called a leak, but really isn't?
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TOPIC 6--ROOFING REPAIRS

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle 'I' if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The patching of leaks accounts for a large portion 1.
of roofing work.

2. In most cases, the cause for a roof leak is easily 2.
determined.

3. A ladder, a broom, some wet patch, and fatric 3.
are all the essentials needed for repairing leaks.

4. Permanent roof repairs are always done by the
man who made the initial inspection.

5. The best time to locate and repair a leak is right 5.
after a rain.

4.

6. It is best to find the location of the leak on the 6.
inside of a building before getting onto the roof.

7. When an obvious cause for a leak is found, such
as a hole in a base flashing, the roofer should
patch lt and go on to the next job.

8. Whenever possible, the roofer who originally
installed the roof should be sent out to repair it.

7.

8.

9. Almost any roofer is qualified to do patch wort . 9.

10. Irish flax is an excellent material to use for
patching leaks.

11. Adequate and satisfactory repairs may be made 11.
to a leaking roof in the rain.

12. Mastic and wet patch are equally good to use on 12.
a dry surface.

13. The best ladder to use on a roofing job is one made 13.
of wood.

10.
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14. It is not possible to patch a leak properly while the 14.
leak area is under water.

15. Cracks in base flashing will always result in 15.
a leak.
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TOP..; 7--DAMPPROOFING AND WATERPROOFING

This topic, "Dampproofing and Waterproofing, " is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What is the difference between waterproofing and dampproofing?
What materials are most commonly used in waterproofing?
What special safety precautions should Je observed when waterproofing
an excavated basement area?
What problems are generally encountered in the waterproofing of
residential slabs?
What are the procedures used in preparing a shower pan?

The waterproofing of a building is so essential that if improperly done the
building can be rendered unusable for any purpose. Knowledge of the princi-
ples and practices of waterproofing techniques should be acquired by the
roofer, for this will prove to be of inestimable value to the roofing contractor
and earn the appreciation of the building owners.

The skills needed for this work are not unlike those practiced in ordinary roof-
ing, except that more of the work must be done in cramped quarters, on verti-
cal surfaces, and from scaffolding.

Floors and walks exposed to excessive moisture below grade must be water-
proofed to prevent the intrusion of moisture. Also waterproofed are planter
boxes, reflection swimming pools, reservoirs, canals, showers, and the like
to prevent moisture from escaping.

Waterproofing

In either case, membrane waterproofing is applied; that is, alternate layers
of asphalt-saturated felt and hot or cold asphaltic coatings or special adhesives.
A membrane may also consist of a single layer of plastic or rubber sheeting
applied to the wall (or floors) with an appropriate adhesive.

Underground springs, water from excessive run-off, proximity to lakes and
rivers, or water conditions resulting from industrial processes are all con-
ditions that may result in a need for waterproofing structures.
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Under the conditions described water can exert up to 62.5 lbs. pressure per
square foot against the underside of a basement floor or the outside of a
below-grade wall. Were it not for the resistance of the earth against the
surfaces of the foundation footing and the ....ails, a building could actually
float. This should emphasize the importance of an adequate waterproofing
job in these areas, for with this kind of pressure, it is not difficult for water
to find a way into a basement.

Dampproofing

Dampproofing is done where moisture without hydrostatic pressure is present.
Only asphaltic or pitch coatings aad water repellants are applied. Dampproofing
may be done on above- or below-gr,.ie surfaces.

Materials Used

All roofing material manufacturers produce materials for use in various
dampproofing and waterproofing applications. For the most part, standard
products are used throughout the construction industry. There are, however,
a few specialized materials, such as canal, reservoir, and pool liners;
silicone water repellants; plastic and rubber sheeting; and appropriate adhe-
sives for application.

The most common materials used are the following:

Fifteen-pound perforated and nonperforated saturated felt. This is the same
material used in all roofing work and is the most common membrane used
under basement floors and walls.

Polyethylene and neoprene sheeting. This plastic sheeting may be applied
over a troweled-on adhesive. It is sometimes laid loose on the ground (or
base slab), over which concrete is poured.

Fibrated and nonfibrated asphaltic plastic. This is the same material used
on roofing operations for installing standard 3-course, sealing corners, and
similar work.

Catalyzed adhesives. These adhesives are used in the application of neoprene
rubber sheet material.

Webbing. Webbing is used as a reinforcement material in or on joints when
motion may be expected to occur because of expansion, contraction, or
vibration of the structure.

Asphaltic emulsions. These are the same emulsions used for cold-roofing
applications. They may be of two types: fibrated and nonfibrated. A fibrated
emulsion is one ir. which a certain amount of asbestos fiber has been added
for extra strength. Since this compound is emulsified (mixed with water under
pressure and subjected to violent agitation), it hardens after application as
the water evaporates and is no longer soluble in water.
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Primer. A primer may be purchased in a prepared form or made on the job
by cutting back bitumen with kerosene. (Caution: Neither gasoline nor paint
thinner should ever be used for this purpose.) Primer is used prior to the
application of hot asphalt, pitch, or emulsions to prevent the absorption of
their essential oils and to provide better adhesion.

Water repellants and coatings. These products consist mainly of silicones
and vinyls and are brushed or rolled on in their application.

Caulking compounds. Caulking compounds may be either knifed or gunned
into place. They are specifically designed to fill cracks or provide a seal
between two structural materials.

Asphalt and coal tar pitch. These are the same types of materials used on
other phases of roofing work. The asphalt may be high-, medium-, or low-
melt variety. Because the surfaces to which these materials are applied on
a waterproofing job are cold, the asphalt or pitch becomes brittle, usually
fractures, and is always a potential cause for leaks.

Seventy-pound felt or 1/2-in. saturated fiberbos 1. Either one of these
products may be used over a membrane to prevent. accidental puncture during
backfilling operation.

Hand Tools and Equipment Used

The hand tools used for dampproofing and waterproofing are the same as those
used in any roofing operation. High-p assure spray guns, rollers, and brushes
are used to apply asphaltic emulsions, liquids, and primers. (See Unit C,
Topic 6, Roofing, Part 1.)

proofing work progresses .

All safety rules previously listed for general roofing operations apply to

Because foundation wall waterproofing usually takes place in excavated areas
and walls may be from 10 to 40 ft. or more high, a roofer may have to erect
a simple scaffold or use two ladders with ladder brackets as a scaffold.
Generally, the work is up so high that the backfilling is done as the water-

waterproofing work. Some additional rules applying specifically to these
operations follow:

Scaffold Safety

Before the work is started, the scaffold and the ground upon which it rests
should be inspected to provide answers to the following questicns:

Safety Rules and Precautions
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is the excavated earth firm and n...:: subject to caving? (Cement is
often "gunited" over the earth to hold it solidly.)
Are the scaffold leg pads strong, level, and on a firm footing?
if the scaffold is of wood, is it properly nailed or bolted?
Have proper ties been made between the building and the scaffold?
Does the scaffold deck consist of at least two 2 x 12-in. planks? is it
in sound condition?

The following general safety rules should be observed:

Never pry between a scaffold and a structure.
Never overload a scaffold.
Always secure help to handle awkward loads on a scaffold.
Always get help when changing scaffold decking.

Refer to Construction Safety Orders for more information on scaffolds.

Application Procedures

The following procedures outline application of dampproofing and waterproofing
materials with occasional notes on special safety precautions:

Residential slab

Section views of typical residential floor waterproofing are shown in Fig. A-27.

in geographic areas where freezing may be expected, the floor slab is com-
pletely isolated from exterior weather conditions as shown in Fig. A-27 (D).
This type of floor may also be constructed without a base slab. Fiber insula-
tion may be included between the floor and the foundation as indicated.

Sometimes "admixtures" are used to make concrete waterproof; such concrete
requires no asphaltic applications. Admixtui es may be special soaps, treated
tallow, lime, or simply a concrete mix rich in cement. Plastic cement, used
for stucco, contains a powdered, water-soluble tallow, which makes it water-
proof.

Ordinary concrete can be made waterproof by the proper amount of tamping
or vibration. This process eliminates pores and air bubbles within the slab
which would provide channels for water.

Plans for high-quality residences, however, will have waterproofing specifi-
cations equivalent to those of the best class A structures. The following
illustrations show section details of waterproofing required on such structures
(igs. A-28 and A-29):
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Application of floor membrane. Before a membrane is applied over a base
slab, certain preparations must be made. The concrete must be completely
dry. (Moisture tests should be made to determine the exact condition of the
slab.) All curing compounds that may have been applied form oils or other
"bond-breakers" that should be removed. The surface must be made clean
and level, free of all protrusions, rocks, nails, dust, and dirt. The following
steps may then be taken:

Apply primer by spray, roller, or brush. (Safety note: Adequate ven-
tilation should be provided when using certain primers. Good ventila-
tion must be provided when spraying any material. Extinguish all
flames and do not smoke. Wear a respirator or fresh air breathing
device if necessary.)
Roll felt into the asphalt specified, according to the ply requirements
of the job.
Seal off all points around protrusions, such as pipes and vents, with
flashing compound.
Fold felt snugly into corners.
"Cuff" felt firmly into all footing keys (Figs. A-28 and A-29).
Bend felt down wherever it extends beyond footings (Fig. A-28). Later,
this must be lapped up on to the vertical wall when constructed.
Apply webbing snugly into all footing keys and over concrete joints.

Membranes on walls. If concrete walls are erected following the application
of the floor membrane, they must be dry and prepared in the same manner
as the floor slab before the application of primer, asphalt, and membrane.

Apply wall membrane from the bottom up and "broom-in" as the
asphalt is applied (Figs. A-28 and A-29). This will ensure good
adhesion before the asphalt cools.
Nailing strips should be provided on the wall so that membranes may
be nailed at the top with tin caps (Fig. A-28).
Apply saturated fiberboard by nailing to the nailing strip and sticking
with random spots of hot asphalt. Fiberboard may be installed while
backfilling is ir prcgress.

NOTE: Low-melt asphalt or pitch may be poured into keys or expansion
joints in floor field or floor joints against the wall. This may be done with
a pouring can and will provide a good, permanent seal. (Safety Note: Be
sure the footing key is completely dry before pouring the hot asphalt into it.
If any moisture is present, steam will form and may "blow" the asphalt.)
Be sure all keys are free from dirt before filling.

Parapet Walls

Parapet walls are waterproofed in accordance with procedures outlined in
Unit A, Topic 4, "Flashings."

i
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Planter Boxes

Planter boxes are waterproofed in the same manner as described for basement
floors and walls.

Shower Stalls

When a shower stall is installed over a cement base, the procedure is the
same as described for floors and walls. When the shower stall is installed
over a wooden base, however, the following procedure for folding and
applying a 3-ply felt shower pan should be used (Figs. A-30 and A-31):

Measure exact pan base size; add turnups.
Cut and fold as shown in Fig. A-30.
Sprinkle-mop floor base and apply first pan, cuff into place, and nail
folds at top edges. (11 a presloped base is encountered, slight modifi-
cations in measurement and cuts should be made.)
Cut drain hole in pan small enough so that its edges extend past the

I drain clamp ring (Fig. A-31).
I(NOTE: Be extremely careful not to clog the drain weep holes with
dirt or asphalt. These are provided to drain any water which may
penetrate through possible future cracks in shower tile.)
Apply a thin coat of fibrated flashing compound at the drain and at the
pan corners.
Measure, cut, and fold next pan, making the joint, or lap, cross the
first joint at right angles. Make all corners to fold in opposite direc-
tion to first pants corners (Fig. A-30, points "A" and "B"). The cor-
ners are folded in this fashion to reduce thickness. Install pan in
manner previously described.
Fabricate and install third pan in the same manner. Bolt drain clamp
ring in place and trim off any excess felt that extends into drain.
(In the majority of cases, inspection departments require that the pan
be filled with water for 48 hours as a leak test.)

r

Summary

The basic principles of dampproofing and waterproofing have been set forth
in this topic. There are, however, many other materials, situations, and
specifications which cannot be taken into account in so brief a treatment.

The roofer must be constantly on the alert for new materials or methods that
may be introduced and must learn how to use them before applying them.
Many good products entering the market in the past have failed only because
the roofer did not take the time or trouble to learn how to use them effectively.
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Fig. A-30. Construction of shower pan
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TOPIC 7-- DAMPPROOFING AND WATERPROOFING - Study Guide and Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook, complete the following
exercises:

1. List five safety factors to check on a scaffold.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

2. List six conditions under which waterproofing should be done.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

3. List six conditions under which dampproofing should be done.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Waterproofing urly be needed on both below-
and above-grade structures.

2. Dampproofing may be needed n both below- and
above-grade structures,

3. Showerpan installation is a form of waterproofing.

4. Two cats of asphaltic emulsion on a waterproof
wall constitutes waterproofing.

5. Asphalt-saturated fiberboard is part of a water-
proofing membrane.

6. Pitch coating, when cooled, will become more
brittle than low-melt asphalt.

7. high-melt asphalt is th best to use in cold
only: s.

8. Flashing compound is used for foundation
waterproofing.

9. Planter boxes require different waterproofing
principles than are required for basements.

10. Waterproofing may be done to keep water either
in or out of a structure.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

(
8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

{
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Composition Shingling

TOPIC 1--SAFETY ON STFEP ROOFING

This topic, "Safety on Steep Roofing," is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

How can the inherent dangers of "high work" be effectively reduced?
What roof pitch is considered "steep" for walking?
What is tne safestway to walk on a roof?
If falls should occur on a steep roof, what action can be taken to
prevent serious injury?
What are ladder jacks, and how are they used by the roofer?
When must a scaffold be used by the roofer, and who generally erects

V:orking high off the ground is an essential part of the roofing trade. Any
apprentic: roofer who has a fear of height should choose another occupation.
Even though "high work" seems to carry with it certain dangers, it need not
oe dangerous if all established safety rules are observed. A thorough study
of this topic may help to avoid a serious injury at a later date.

It is never advisable for any person, even though he may be used to high work,
to work on a roof or scaffold when he is not feeling well. There may also be
occasions when emotional strain makes it advisable to stay on the ground. In
any event, steep roofs should never be climbed on unless the correct e Lp-
ment is available and the roofer has the knowledge and training to use such
equipment effectively. Even with correct safety equipment in use on the job,
the roofer should remember at all times a cardinal rule for all high work:
"Keep your mind on the job - -don't let it wander off to other problems:"

Roof Pitch

A roof with a pitch over 8" in le is considered steep for walking upon, but
it is not considered unsafe so long as the surface provides sufficient traction
against the roofer's shoes to prevent slipping. Even roofs with less pitch
may be considered dangerous if the roof is wet or covered with dust, mess,
or any other substances that may act as a lubricant to overcome friction.

Wearing shoes with lather soles and heels on a roof constructed of dry
wooden shingles is an extremely hazardous practice and should not even be
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attempted on roofs with a pitch even as low as 3" in 12". Gripper-type,
rubber-soled tennis shoes are most satisfactory when shingling a steep roof,
but proper roofer's shoes for each purpose should be worn at all other times.

When a roofer walks on a steep roof, he should always place the entire
surface of his foot down upon the roof and stand erect (Fig. B-1). If the
roofer leans forward toward the peak of the roof, the weight of his body
is thrust downward, and the heels of his shoes normally lift off the roof,
reducing the traction to less than one half of what it was.

If one should fall on jobs where no hot asphalt is being used, he should lie
flat with arms and legs outstretched. This position provides the maximum
resistance to slipping and rolling. When a fall occurs on a job where h,
asphalt is used, however, it is best to sit up with hands off the deck in I. ..;,
the hot asphalt is encountered. (A light sprinkling of asphalt on a steep
wooden deck will provide good traction on warm days.)

The effect of walking parallel with the slope of a roof is illustrated in Fig. B-2.
Note that the lower foot assumes the major portion of the body's weight;
therefore, one should always secure good footing with this foot and keep the
other always ready in case of slips.

TRACTION
SURFACE

Fig. B1. Standing "fiat-foot d" on a steep roof
adds to surface traction

Fig. B-2. Correct position of feet when walking
parallel with the slope of a roof

Chicken Ladders

A chicken ladder (or "cleat ladder," as it is sometimes called) is sometimes
used on steep roofs as a safety device for walking. Such ladders are also
used in some cases to protect the roof surface against damage from foot traffic.
Chicken ladders are usually made by nailing wooden cleats at regular intervals
of about 12 in. on a 15 or 20 ft. plank. At one end of the plank, and on the side
opposite the cleats, is nailed a short piece of lumber -- usually a 2" x 4" or
4" x 4" -- as illustrated in Fig. B-3.
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Fig. B-3. Construction of a typical chicken ladder

Chicken ladders are light in weight, yet awkward to handle because of their
length. They are placed in position by hooking the top cleat, or hook, over
the ridge. This is accomplished by sl4ding the ladder up the roof from the
eave until it passes the ridge. It can then be hooked over the ridge by giving
the ladder a slight downward pull. (Caution: Always test the ladder first by
pulling on it as hard as possible. Do this after it is hooked on the ridge, but
before climbing on it. )

Roof and Ladder Jacks

When shingling on a steep roof, a roofer nails the first two courses in
place while standing on a plank supported by two ladder jacks. (See Fig.
50, p. 75, Roofing, Part 1.) The roofer next nails jacks (sometimes called
roof brackets) not more than 10 ft. apart and in such position that they do
not interfere with the next course of shingles. (See Fig. 47, p. 74,
Roofing, Part 1.) Planks are placed upon the roof jacks to become the
''platform" from which the roofer will work. (Caution: Care must be taken
to see that the planks are of the right size and of such quality that they will
support the load they will be required to carry.)

The roofer shingles up as far as he can conveniently do so, then nails on
another set of jacks (Fig. B-4). This process continues until the roofer
has reached the ridge. When the job is completed, the roof jacks should
be removed, starting from the top of the roof and working down. The jacks
can be removed with a slight push upwards and sideway s. (See Fig. 48,
p. 74, Roofing, Part 1.) It is only necessary to leave enough jacks and planks
in place to provide access to the roof until the job has received its final
inspection.
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LADDER JACKS

Fig. B-4. Typical placement of ladder and roof lacks

(Note: Roof jacks should be secured to the roof with nails no smaller than
16 penny. Nails must be driven into a solid base, such as a rafter.)

Scaffolding for Roofing

It is sometimes necessary to install scaffolding when working on spires or
other roof surfaces too steep to accommodate roof jacks. Scaffolding is also
used when siding is installed. Such scaffolding is usually erected by the
general contractor on new jobs, or it may be done by a scaffolding company
on repair and recover work.

Boatswains' Chair and Hand Line

Boatswains' chairs may be used for minor repair work on spires and other
extremely steep (nearly vertical) surfaces when access is not possible in
any other way. A sling is used for temporary traverse or for safety purposes.
The main factor to consider when using such equipment is proper anchoring
of the loose end of the line.

Working on steep roofs and on high work or any kind frequently requires the
use of hand and safety lines. Consequently, a good knowledge of and skill in
tying knots is essential to the roofer's safety. The knots illustrated in
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Construction Safety Orders should be studied and practiced by every roofer
until the correct tying and use of these knots becomes second nature.

The best way to learn how to work on steep roofing is to gain experience by
working with an experienced journeyman roofer who is familiar with all the
processes and safety requirements involved.

Slipping on Asphalt

The danger of slipping is always present when one works around asphalt.
Generally speaking, slips under these conditions are caused by the following
actions:

1. Stepping directly on hot asphalt
2. Stepping on a sheet of roofing freshly laid in hot asphalt
3. Walking on a wet glazed surface
4. Walking without due caution on a cold glazed surface
5. Wearing shoes not proper for the job

Safety Note: When "glazing in, " always keep water in a clean bucket. If
water is kept in a "hot" bucket, it is too easy tc confuse this with a bucket
actually containing hot asphalt. Because of this confusion, many a roofer
has accidentally put his hand into a bucket of hot asphalt when he thought it
was a bucket of water.

Study Assignment

Construction Safety Orders. Sacramento: Division of Industrial Safety,
California State Department of Industrial Relations, 1965, Sections 1636-52,
1669-72 and 1725-26; and pp. 34-29 to 34-33 and 34-47.
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TOPIC 1--SAFETY ON STEEP ROOFING

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. A safe means of fastening together the ends
of two ropes of equal diameter is a square knot.

2. The minimum size plank to use when working
on a roof with a 4" in 12" pitch (or greater) is
a 2" x 8".

3. The use of roof jacks is required for all roofs
with a pitch greater than 6" in 12".

4. Construction Safe Orders are rules made up
by the genera contractor.

5. Rubber-soled tennis shoes are not recommended
for wear when working oii steep roofs,

6. The best wood to use for planks on roof jacks
is fir or cedar.

7. Roof jacks may be nailed no mere than 12 ft.
apart.

8. Roof jacks may be secured with 8 penny nails.

9. A shingler's bracket and plank are used only
for a toe hold.

10. Ladder hooks .s.,e used primarily for very
steep roofs

11. The use of a boatswains' chair is restricted
by the Construction Safety Orders to towers
and cones.

12. Chicken ladders are attached to regular ladders
on the last three rungs.

13. Cleat ladders are fastened on to the gables of
a roof.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T

4. 'r. F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F
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14. High work need not be dangerous if safety 14. T F
rules are observed.

15. The most important safety item on steep 15. T F
roofing work is surface traction.
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TOPIC 2--ROOF FPEPARATION

This topic, "Roof Preparation," is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

What should be looked for when inspecting an old or new roof prior
to reroofing with composition shingles?
How can a roofer determine whether an old roof should be removed
prior to reroofing?
How are the correct shingles selected for a job?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of composition shingles?
What is the correct way to load a roof with bundles of asphalt shingles?

The application of a shingle roof should be looked upon as a work of art. The
general appearance of a customer's home (or an entire neighborhood, for that
matter) depends to a larpo extent on the skill and ability of the roofer. On a
conventional residence with a pitched roof, every shingle shows; it is there-
fore essential that all horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines caused by the
application of shingles be kept straight and parallel.

Composition Shingles

Composition (or asphalt) shingles are one of the most popular types of roofing
materials. They are adaptable to almost any kind of building with an adequately
pitched roof, and they are used extensively in reroof jobs on older homes. The
composition shingle is truly an American product and is used in all parts of
the United States, Canada, and Mexico.

The method of application varies throughout the country because of different
climatic conditions, but once the roofer learns the basic principles involved,
he will have no trouble adapting them to local situations.

Asphalt shingles have many advantages. Among them are the following:

A large number of styles, shapes, and designs
Extensive color selection, including blends and artificial shadow lines
Excellent characteristics for recover purposes (It is not necessary to
remove old composition shingles unless required by local building code.)
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Will not curl or buckle if properly installed
An economical roofing material for any job

Like any other product, asphalt shingles also have disadvantages. Among
these are the following:

They do not obtain the true, bold :shadow line, an effect desired by some
architects and customers.
Precautions must be taken to ensure tight application it.. windy areas,
for they have a tendency to lift and blow off. (This problem is partially
solved in the "seal down" shingle.)
They can be punctured during severe hail storms.

Inspecting and Preparing the New and Old Deck

(Review Unit D, Topics 1 and 2, Roofing, Part 1. This information applies
to asphalt shingle roofs.)

Old Roofs

When the roof framing is not sufficiently strong to support the additional load
of new roofing (that is, when three or four roof applications have already been
made), the structure should either be reinforced or the old roofing removed.
Most modern structures are designed to withstand a dead load of 15 to 20 lbs.
per square foot, and such a structure will support two or three roof applica-
tions before it becomes necessary to remove the old roofing prior to the
application of the new. This factor should be considered when estimating
the cost of a reroofing job.

Wood shingle roofs quite often are deteriorated to the point where they will
no longer hold nails. In these cases, it is wiser to remove the shingles and
prepare the deck to accept the asphalt shingles.

In this regard it must be remembered that on very old houses with wood
shingle roofs, the shingle lath or sheathing may be narrow and widely-spaced.
Because of this the nails used on the reroofing operation may penetrate a
board only occasionally, making for a very weak job. Under these conditions,
asphalt shingles can be blown off easily in a high wind. It is best to check the
sheathing spacing and prepare appropriate recommendations for correction.

The general procedure for reroofing with asphalt shingles over old wood
shingles is as follows:

Remove all hip and ridge shingles.
Nail down all high "curls" or rough shingles. This may be done while
the new roof is installed.

t
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Drive in all nails that protrude from the old shingles.
Remove all shingles or sheathing affected by dry rot and replace with
new materials. (Dry rot conditions are generally found along the eaves.)
Install metal edging if required or if specified.
Sweep the old roof, removing all old dirt and debris.
Fill in all holes and replace missing wood shingles.

Loading the Roof

Shingle bundles should never be dropped upon the roof, and the roofer should
walk upon the roof carefully to avoid damaging the plaster inside the house.
(Review Unit B, Topic 3, Roofing, Part 1.)

Shingles should be hoisted and carefully placed on the roof, spaced along the
hips and ridges. When placing the shingles, the roofer should estimate the
number of squares on each section of the roof and distribute the bundles
accordingly.

The approximate amount of material required for valleys, starter strips,
hips and ridges, and metal edging should also be hoisted and placed on each
portion of the roof where required. This should be done in such a manner
that the material will not be in the way during the installation process, which
would require double handling.

Preparation for installation on masonry and stucco walls and wooden siding.
(See Unit D, Topics 1 and 2, Roofing, Fart 1.) Much of this informatioh
applies to shingling.

Study Assignment

J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products, pp. 11-17 and 20-24.
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TOPIC 2--ROOF PREPARATION - Study Guide and Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

1. List five things to look for when inspecting a new roor prior to the
application of composition shingles:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

2. List five things to look for when inspecting an old roof prior to the
application of composition shingles:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

3. Name the two basic kinds of asphalt shingles and the different types of
each:

(2)

(a)
(b)

89
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4. List five things that must be considered when applying an asphalt shingle
roof in windy country:

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

5. List three conditions when an underlayment should be used for an asphalt
shingle roof:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false:

1. A Dutch lap shingle gives better coverage than
any other kind.

2. 'Shingle lath" and roof sheathing" are the same.

3. Metal edging is used on the rakes of an old wood
shingle roof only to hide the unsightly ragged edges.

4. A quality reroof job on a wood shingle roof with two
existing layers of asphalt shingles would require
the removal of all the old shingles and replacement
of the deck.

5. One of the main objections to composition shingle
roofs is they do not have a "bold" appearance.

6. Most residential roofs are strong enough so that
bundles of shingles ma:- be dropped on them with
vo danger A damage to the interior of the building.

7. Composition shingles are among the most popular
roofing mat,-ials.

8. The method of applying asphalt shingles does not
vary with prevailing weather conditions.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F
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9. If a roof structure is already burdened with
maximum shingle weight, it can be reinforced
before another roof is applied.

10. For the sake of appearance, more care must be
taken in the application of a shingle roof than
on a flat, built-up job.

11. Roll roofing, cut in shingle design, is considered
to be shingles.

'2. Hexagon shingles weigh 167 lbs. per square.

13. On a..tch lap shingles, the side lap is 3 in. and
the head lap, 2 in.

14. The best practice when loading a roof is to put
all the shingles in one spot to keep them out of
the way while the installation is being done.

15. Composition shingles have many advantages cver
other types and practically no disadvantages.

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F
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UNIT EtCOMPOSITION SHINGLING

TOPIC 3-- PRELIMINARY INFORMATION ON SHINGLING

This topic, "Preliminary information on Shingling," is planned to help you
find answers to the following questions:

What are the advantages and disadvantages of a composition shingle
roof?
Under what conditions will a composition shingle roof deteriorate
rapidly?
What weather element takes the greatest toll on a shingle roof?
What is the effect of roof insulation on the roofing material used?
What effect does color have on the longevity of an asphalt shingle roof?
What does roof pitch have to do with wind damage on a roof?

Because of the trend in recent years toward "mass production" in house
construction, the roofing trade has begun to lean towara specialization; that
is, some roofers are specialists in built-up roofing, others in shingling.
Although such specialization has some advantages, particularly in the way
of high unit production, it also has some disadvantages, especially for the
roofer. A man who is highly skilled in one phase of roofing, but not in
another, may find himself out of work simply because the type of roof he
specializes in is not being done at the moment. Therefore, a roofer, for his
own welfare, should be proficient in all phases of roofing. This topic deals
specifically with certain characteristics of composition shingles; such infor-
mation is valuable to the apprentice who will be developing skills in applying
this kind of roofing.

Characteristics of Composition Shingles

To understand the advantages, disadvantages, possibilities, and limitations
inherent in composition shingles requires study that goes beyond whpt may be
lc:rued on the job. Laboratory research testing provides much information
essential to the roofer so that he may selczt and apply a composition shingle
roof properly. Among the points to keep in mind when preparing to apply
asphalt shingles are:

Roofing applied over a wet deck will incur more leaks than if applied
when the d-ck is dry because lumber shriakage and warpage often
cause the roofing to split. Good ventilation helps prevent deck boards
from warping, rotting, or shrinking. Plywood decks are not as
susceptible to this problem.
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Roofing laid over an insulated deck will deteriorate more rapidly than
would otherwise be the case because the roofing material will retain
heat for a longer period of time, since the heat cannot be transferred
to the deck below. This heat causes rapid evaporation of the oils in the
asphalt, shortening the life of the roof.

Wind pressure under a deck will often blow off or crack the roofing.
Light-colored roofing will last longer than dark-colored roofing of the
same quality because dark colors absorb more heat.
Even though "seal tab" or interlocking shingles have a high resistance
to wind, they are still vulnerable.
Heavy shingles withstand wind best.
The best cohesion. takes place when tabs are sealed during warm
weather (over 700 F,).
Underlayment helps prevent shingles from lifting in the wind.
The steeper the pitch of a roof, the less vulnerable are shingles
to wind damage and the longer the roof will generally last. (See Fig. 7,
p. 19, in the assigned reference.)
Proper nailing is essential to long roof life.
Double coverage shingles are better than single coverage.
The flatter the roof, the more apt it is to leak.
Roofs always covered with leaves or dust, or exposed to prolonged
dampness causing moss to grow, will deteriorate rapidly.
Roofing material to be used on roofs exposed to corrosive factory
processes should be chosen carefully with this particular hazard in
mind.

Study Assignment

J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products, pp. 17, 19, 21-27, 30-39, and 45-46.
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TOPIC 3--PRELIMINARY INFORMATION ON SHINGLING - Study Guide and
Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in this topic and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

1. Describe the three steps to take when flashing composition .shingles to
an existing stucco wall:

(1)

(2)

(3)

2. What is the best way to flash a composition shingle roof to wooden siding
on new construction?

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Heat keeps asphalt soft and durable. 1. T F

2. An insulated roof prolongs the natural life of 2. T F
the roofing material.

3. Wind destroys asphalt shingle roofs more rapidly 3. T F
and more frequently than any other element.

4. The main purpose of a metal drip edge on a 4. T F
roof is to prevent the rotting of wood at the
eaves.
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5. Starter strips are a form of flashing.

6. Starter strips are placed under metal drip
edges.

7. Counterflashing goes over the turned-up
shingle.

8. Metal counterflashing on a chimney fits into
a reglet.

9. There are five ways to flash a chimney.

10. The terms "cricket" and "saddle" mean the
same when applied to a chimney.

11. Light colors absorb heat; dark ones relfect heat.

12. When flashing walls and chimneys, the roofer
should always work from the highest point
downward.

13. If a wood shingle roof with one existing layer
of composition shingle is to be reshingled with
composition shingles, 1 3/4-in. nails should
be used for the job.

14. A 1-in. nail should be used to apply a comp-isi-
tion shingle roof over a 3/4-in. exposed porch
V-joint deck.

15. The steeper the roof pitch, the more chance
wind has to destroy the shingles.

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F



UNIT B-- COMPOSITION SHINGLING

TOPIC 4-- APPLICATION OF ASPHALT SHINGLES

This topic, "Application of Asphalt Shingles," is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What is the correct nailing procedure to follow when applying asphalt
shingles?
What are the major differences between various types of asphalt shingles?
How is the correct shingle selected for a specific job?
How are valleys laid with shingles, and how many methods are generally
used?
How are shingle joints "broken"?

Shingling practices differ throughout the country because of varying weather
conditions. Consequently, this topic deals with the application of asphalt
shingles under all conditions.

Shingles with lock tabs and adhesives for use on tabs are designed for use in
areas where strong winds prevail. Special "heavy" shingles are produced
for use on public buildings and factories. Double-coverage shingles are
those with an extra coating of asphalt and mineral coating on the butts (thick
butt shingles) and can be considered the "quality" shingle, while the thinner,
single-coverage shingles are used most where price competition is an impor-
tant factor.

Covering Valleys

There are three standard methods of covering a valley: open, closed, and
half-open (or half-lapped). Of the three, the half-open method is the most
popular. It is also easy to construct and, therefore, economical.

The Half-open Valley

An 18-in. strip of capsheet is centered in the valley over the previously-
installed underlay. The shingles are then laid on an entire side (or slope)
of the roof, covering the valley sheet and extending at least 12 in. up the
opposite slope. A chalk line is then snapped down the center of the valley,
and a bleeder strip is laid parallel to this line on the unshingled slope side
(Fig. B-5).
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SHINGLES CARRIED OVER AND UP

OTHER SIDE OF VALLEY

18" VALLEY SHEET
90# MINERAL SURFACE

BLEEDER

SHINGLES CUT TO OUTSIDE
EDGE OF BLEEDER STRIP

Fig B-5. Installation of the "half-open" valley

Shingles are now laid on the second slope, with the top corner of each valley
shingle extending to the chalk line (or the edge of the bleeder strip). Each
shingle thus laid is then cut parallel to the chalk line, from top to bottom.
(The bleeder strip edge provides an excellent cutting guide for this operation.)
The final effect is shown in Fig. B-5.

The visual result of using this method is a "woven" effect that still offers a
straight, bold line down the center of the valley. This line gives depth and a
definite outline to the valley as well. This type of valley may be made with
all types of shingles.

Shingling on Dormers and Roof Intersections

When valleys formed by dormers, or any other intersecting roof, occur in
the field of the roof in such a position as to break the field into two large
sections, certain problems are presented. This is an area where the roofer's
skill can best be demonstrated.

A problem exists in that the two sections of roof must be laid out independently,
yet the shingles must meet each other with precision at the ridge of the inter-
secting roof. It is necessary, therefore, to chalk line the roof and lay the
shingles to the line.

One side of the roof is laid and the shingles are run up the valley, with those
in the top course permitted to run over the head of the valley. A chalk line
is then snapped across the roof on this top course which is parallel to the
ridge or eave (Fig. B-6).

Measurements in the area of the center and lower end of the valley are taken
on the shingles already laid, and these measurements are transferred to the
roof field not yet shingled, and chalk-lined (Fig. B-6). Measuring on the top
course from the end of the last full shingle laid to a point that will clear the
lower eild of the valley, the roofer should strike a chalk line perpendicular
to those already made. These vertical and horizontal lines are sufficient
to keep the shingle in perfect alignment on both fields.
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Fig. B-6. Shingling procedures on dormers and intersections
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Correct Nailing

Anchoring shingles securely to the roof is essential to a good job. This is
especially important along eaves and rakes, as these are the areas most
susceptible to wind damage. Following is a list of pointers to keep in mind
when nailing a shingle roof:

Always use the right length of nail for the job. Make sure nails are
not so long that they penetrate through an open eave or ceiling.
Always nail from the center out or from one end to the other. Never
nail both ends of a strip shingle first, and then the center.
Line up the shingle correctly before nailing. Be sure the shingle is
lying flat on the roof.
Drive all nails in straight.
Nails should never be driven so far in that the shingle is cracked or
broken. (Any shingle so broken should be replaced.)
All nails should be spaced correctly.
If a nail is driven into a sheathing board crack, another nail should
be driven in farther up on the shingle.
Always use galvanized, aluminum, or rust-resisting nails.

Study Assignment

J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Sid.ng Products, pp. 38-65, 70, and 73-74.
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UNIT B-- COMPOSITION SHINGLING

TOPIC 4APPLICATION OF ASPHALT SHINGLES

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false:

1. On a shingling job, if a nail misses a sheathing
board, no corrective action need be taken,
since it may be assumed that the other nails
used will hold the shingle adequately.

2. The term "joint breaks" refers to cutting the
shingles to the desired spacing or pattern.

3. The main purpose of using ribbon courses is to
ensure a more waterproof roof.

4. Giant Dutch lap shingles are double coverage.

5. Individual large hex shingles are single coverage.

6. Hex strip shingles are single coverage.

7. Square butt strip shingles are single coverage.

8. Hex strip shingles have a longer life expectancy
than individual hex shingles.

9. Underlayment is used as a protective device
mainly on roofs with a pitch of less than
4" in 12".

10. blind (or closed) valleys are generally
preferred over all other types.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



unit

Rigid Roofing

TOPIC 1--TILE TYPES, STACKING, AND LOADING

This topic, "Tile Types, Stacking, and Loading," is planned to help you
find answers to the following questions:

How many types of roofing til' are there?
What is the main difference between plain tilt and interlocking tile?
What are some of the standard tile tests?
Why are custom tile designs sometimes required, and when are they
generally used?
What are the recommended procedures for stacking and loading tile?

Perhaps more roofs throughout the world are covered with tile than with any
other type of roofing material. The universal availability of tile, its ease of
fabrication, and its excellent durability in all climates probably accounts for
its popularity. No one really knows where or when clay tile was originated.
Although early tile was undoubtedly sun-dried and, therefore, easily destroyed
by weather, ample evidence exists that indicates tile in some form was used
by the Greeks and Romans in ancient Europe and by the Japanese and Chinese
in Asia.

Tile played a major role in roofing during early California history. Although
missions were originally covered with straw roofs, these were soon replaced
by tile roofs- The tile used was usually molded over an Indian's thigh or over
a formed section of a log. Then the tile was allowed to dry out and was
eventually fired in a kiln.

Although roofing tile is no longer used extensively in this country, most
roofers will be called upon from time to time to work on a tile roof.

Tile Types

Hundreds of variations in tile design have been used throughout the years,
some tile measuring as large as 2 by 3 feet. But tile generally can be clas-
sified into two main categories -- shingle (or flat) tile, either plain or inter-
locking, and pantile. There are also combinations of these two. Pantiles
may be interlocking, too, and are considered a single coverage tile. (See
Roman tile, Fig. C-1.) The two most popular types of pantile used in the
United States are the Spanish and the Mission (or "Barrel") tile. Most tile
used today is made of cement or baked clay, but the latter is more prevalent
because of its inherent strength and resistance to water.
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INTERLOCKING SHINGLE TILES

LIGHTWEIGHT

EARLY AMERICAN

WILLIAMSBURG

PATTERN
STANDARD
SURFACES

STANDARD
COLORS

AVERAGE
WEIGHTS

AVER AGE
EXPOSURES

LIGHT-
WEIGHT

SMOCTH ,
WEA

BLACKS,
BROWNS,

GREENS, REDS

800 lbs
per sq

mom tenons

7 Ye " 103/4 "

WILLIAMSBURG ROUGH COMBED
GRAYS,
GREENS

830 lbs
per sq

-r

TILE STONES

EARLY
AMERICAN

RUGGED GRAINED
TEXTURE

GRAYS,
GREENS

780 lbs
per sq

7 ye" 103/4"

TILE
STONES

STONE -LIKE
TEXTURE

GRAYS,
GREENS

800 lbs
per sq. 8"

TILE SHINGLES

PATTERN
STANDARD
SURFACES

STANDARD
COLORS

AVERAGE
WEIGHTS

AVERAGE
EXPOSURES

WIDTH IINGT14

PROVINCIAL
FINE SCORED

OR WEATHERED

BLACKS,
BROWNS,

GREENS, REDS

PROVINCIAL GEORGIAN
GEORGIAN "IUGH COMBED

GRAYS,
GREENS

1560 lbs
per sq 71/2 " 63/4"

1500 lbs
per sq. 6 W "or 8"

COLONIAL RUGGED GRAINED
TEXTURE

GRAYS,
GREENS

1760 lbs
per sq. 7" 61/2"

NORMAN PITTED AND
WEATHERED

COLONIAL NORMAN

SPANISH
Exposure

Width 81/4"
Length

Weight
900 lbs pe. sq

FRENCH
Exposure

Width 81/4"
tenger 131/4"

Weight
940 lbs per sq

MISCELLANEOUS PATTERNS

ROMAN
Exposure

Width tr oC
Length 10"

Weight
1300 lbs per sq

OR ELK
Exposure

Width tr oc
Length to- or
Width 19" 0 C
Length 15"

Weight
1350 1bs per sq

Fig. C-1. Types of roofing tile

AVERAGE
1750 lbs.

per sq
7" 5", 6"

or 6Yr "

STRAIGHT SARREL MISSION

W idth 111/4" 0 C.
Length 111/4" Of
Width 11 V2" O C
Length 15"

Weight
lbs per SO

. CUSANA TAPERED MISSION
Exposure

Width 11 %" 0 C.
Length 15"

Weight
vns lbs per so

When used with Straight Bartel Pans
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Interlocking Tile

Interlocking '.i1e is designed with a series of tongues and grooves, which
serve two purposes: (1) to provide a guide for accurate laying; and (2) to
improve the weatherproof qualities of the tile by preventing "blowback" of
water into the undertile membrane.

Roof layout must be precise when interlocking tile is used, so that the tile
at rakes, walls, chimneys, and the like will come out even. Normally there
is no more than an inch of leeway in twenty feet by squeezing or stretching
the layout on a course.

Roofs o.- which tile is used must have enough pitch to permit proper drainage;
otherwise, the water may run back under the tiles and cause leakage.

Tile Quality

Some tiles are st.onger and less porous than others, depending on the quality
of clay used and the way in which the tile is formed and fired. The clay used
for tile is similar to that used in making brick, but is generally of . gher
quality. A large amount of clay tile is made in Southern California, but it
is produced in other sections of the country as well. Ir addition, the United
Sta+Ths imports tile from Mexico, Italy, Japan, Germany, and the Netherlands.

Tile Durability

Some tile roofs in many parts of the world are hundreds of years old and are
still cute serviceable, although a number of the tiles have had to be replaced
because imperfections caused them to deteriorate. A roofer soon learns to
detect a defective piece of tile prior to installation, and such pieces are either
discarded or saved for use cn hips and valleys, where the tile may be cut.
Tiles with hairline cracks m ill usually break in cold climes because of the
expansion and contraction occurriAg during alternate freezing and thawing
periods. Mociern tile manufacturing techniques include a vacuuming process,
which removes all air pockets, making the tile dense enough to withstand
extreme temperature changes without cracking.

Architects s netimes prefer to use a light tile for reduced roof weight.
To achieve this, a thinner tile is made --down to 1/2-in. where appropriate.
If heavy roof trafflt is expected, a 3/4-in. tile embedded in cement mortar,
may 1- required.

Tile Tee's

A single flat or shingle tile laid 10 in. on ,;enter should be able to withstand
a weight load of 175 to 200 lbs. (Cement tile will not have this strength,
especially if made with vermiculite.)
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A typical building code requirement may read: "In the immersion test, tile
should absorb not more than 15 percent water in 48 hours." (Cement tile
made with a lightweight aggregate such as vermiculite may have a higher
absorptioi. rate; consequently, such tile must be waterproofed with a repellant
or treated with a vinyl- of oil-based material.

Another test requirement might -ead:

All ci ..ved, burned-clay roofing tile shall successfully meet the
following test requirement: Each tile from a group of five tile
selected at random from the field shall be lali with the crown
(or convex) side up across two bearings 12 in. apart to make a
clear span of 12 in. A concentrated load shall then be carefully
applied at the crown at its center or mid -scan. This load shall
be increased slowly to the destruction of the test sample. In no
case shall any individual tile fail or fracture under a test load
which is less than 350 lbs., and the rIrerage destruction load for
the five samples tested shall not fall below 400 lbs.

Tile used for roofs is generally unglazed, therefore only water resistant.
Because of this, an underlayment (or undertil' membrane) is used with tile.
High.Nuality tile has s proportionally higher water resistance, and glazed tile
is considered waterproof.

Tile Colors (

Tile color is generally that of the natural baked color of the clay used in its
manufacture. "Variegated" tile is sorted and stacked at the tile plant to give
a pleasing variety and distribution of tones. Such tile is more costly, of
course, but is often preferred by the architect or builder. The tone variation
is obtained during the process by varying the baking time. Conversely,
uniform colors are obtained by glazing the tile prior to baking and then
firing at 1800° F.

Custom Tile Designs

Tile may be custom-designed and manufactured for a special job; for example,
a conical tower roof. In cases such as this, each tile is numbered according
to its designated location on the roof; for example, going from wide tile at the
eave of the roof to progressively narrower tile toward the ridge or peak.

In addition, a number of specially shaped pieces may be manufactured to serve
specific functions. These may include ridge, hip, and valley tiles, which often
are a different size or shape than the field tiles. These special tiles must be
made to fit over the rai tiles and can be made to fit the various angles found
in ridges and hips.

Special rake tiles are made to give a finished edge on the rakes of a roof,
and these are designed for both the right and the left rake.
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"Bird stops" or eave closures are made to close the ends of tiles located on
the eaves of a roof. Sometimes special field tiles are used for this purpose,
and these are simply field tiles with one closed end.

Eave, or starter, tile (also called "boosters") are often used on a roof eave
before the first course of regular tile is laid. They can also be used at
random in the field to create an irregular pattern. These tiles are usually
i in. in length and, when used under another tile, ''boost" the low end of the
tile to create a slight flare for the sake of appearance. In boosting the low
end, however, the high end of a tile is lowered, allowing a better fit for the
next course of tile.

Another special the is sometimes used for coping on parapet walls, but
special coping tiles are also made. These tiles are frequently glazed to
make them waterproof, since they serve as small roofs on masonry parapet
walls. (Coping tile may also be called "flashing. ")

Loading Tile

In the loading of a roof, roofing materials should always be placed where
there is sufficient support to carry them, but this is especially true of tile
since it is so heavy. It is a good practice when on a tile job to inspect the
underside of the roof structure to locate thr relative positions of main support
beams and posts. Insofar as possible, tile should be stacked over such mem-
bers, as well as along ridges and hips (Unit B, Topic 1, r :offing, Part 1).
No stacking should be done in valleys because these areas are generally the
weakest part of a roof. The weight problem is negligible on class A structures
because these are usually strong enough to withstand normal loading stresses
almost anywhere on the roof.

Tile weight per square is from 750 to 1, 800 lbs., depending on the type.
It is sometimes necessary, therefore, to increase the structural strength
of a roof prior to the application of tile. The need for additional strength
is usually obvious; for example, a roofer should never attempt to lay tile
on a roof that W83 first covered with wood or asphalt shingles, since such
shingles weigh only about 150 lbs. per square. It should be noted, too, that
a tile roof may increase in weight from 15 to 100 percent when saturated
with water.

Tile should not be stacked on a roof in the manner of asphalt shingles, that
is, several rows deep. Instead, small groupings should be distributed over
the entire roof. To avoid slippage, tile should be stacked at right angles to
the ridge of the roof.

Various +,pes of tile should be kept in separate groups--rake, eave, field,
and so forth. They should be so placed as to be readily accessible to the
place where they will be used.

Only an experienced tile man can load a complicated roof in the correct
manner. The apprentice can gain this knowledge from the journeymen on
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the job and from this topic. On a simple shed or gable roof the job is not
complicated, but when a variety of tile types is being used, layout will depend
on such considerations as sequence of loading and proper placement of We
types. (Proper loading and placement of tile is described in further detail
in the following topic.)

Walking on Tile

An experienced tile layer, using an "eggshell step," can walk over a tile
roof without causing any damage, but precautions should usually be taken.
Among the things that can be done to protect roof tile from damage are the
following:

Fill small burlap sacks with wood shavings or sawdust. Throw these
bags ahead of you to walk on. These bags tend to distribute your
weight over three or four tiles.
If not using the burlap bag technique, walk on two tiles at a time, rather
than just one. A careful step requires a knowledge of how tiles are laid.
Always step on the outer ends of a tile--never in the center.
If you must do extensive walking, place sacks of wood shavings (or
sawdust) under the two ends of a plank and use the plank as a catwalk.
Cemented hips and ridges also offer a safe route to follow.
If necessary, lay a single course or path of tiles in cement to provide
a safe access route.

Safety note: Nevei attempt to stand a ladder directly on tiles. A ladder
thus situated can slip too easily, and too much weight is concentrated on
each ladder leg. Use sacks of wood shavings under the ladder instead,
making sure the ladder footing is completely solid.

Handling Tile

Roofing tile, being fragile, must be handled with care. When loading tile
on a truck, the roofer should stack the tiles on end on a cushioned surface,
such as corrugated cardboard, blankets, and the like. (See Unit B, Topic 2,
Roofing, Part 1.) This precaution is taken to avoid cracking avid chipping the
tile ends during transport.

When laying tile out prior to installation, the roofer should determine
installation sequence so that the correct number of the right tiles can be
placed in the most convenient locations. Such a procedure will eliminate
much double handling, thereby reducing not only the time factor but the
chance of tile damage. The smaller the number of tiles handled, the less
are the chances for damage.

Regardless of the layout, however, certain precautions should always be
observed. For example, tiles must be loaded on a roof in such a manner
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that they will not slip, fall, or otherwise endanger the roof structure or
pErsons below.

Ground Stacking of Tile

109

Tile should be stacked on the ground in the following manner (Fig. C-2):

The first row: stack a pile of tile flat to a height equal to the length
of a tile ("A" in Fig. C-2). Stack tile on ends, leaning against the
flat stack ("B" in Fig. C-2).
The second row: add to pile "B" sufficient tile to bring the height
equal to a second tier of tile ("C" in Fig. C-2). These tiles will
rest partially on the first flat stack and partially on the pile of standing
tile.
The third row: proceed with this row in the same manner as the second.

It is not advisable to stack tile higher than four tiers because their own weight
may cause chipping and breakage of the lower pieces.
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Fig. C-2. Ground stacking of tile

Lifting and Stacking Tile

On jobs where lift-bed trucks or conveyers cannot be used for loading, tile
may be pulled up to the roof with an "A" frame pulley wheel anJ rope. Tile
bundles should consist of 10 to 15 pieces. The rope should be wrapped
around the pile at its center of balance, as shown in Fig. C-3. A lift-bed
truck is a great time and energy saver and should be used if the terrain
around the building will permit. As a safety precaution, the earth around
the building should first be checked for firmness before rolling a truck in
for loading purposes.

The roof underlayment should be sprinkled with dry cement before loading
the tile on the roof. This prevents th,a tile, tools, and workmen's feet from
sticking to the asphalt surface. If a sheet of underlayment (either sand-
covered or mica-covered) is used, however, this procedure is unnecessary.
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Depending on the pitch of the roof, a few tiles may be laid in a row, with the
remaining tiles placed with their lower ends on these first tiles (Fig. C-4).
In this way, the tile stack will be more level and less apt to slip off. Tile
stacks should be evenly distributed piles over the roof area with no single
stack more than 10-15 tiles high.

Stacks of tile should never be placed too near the eaves of a roof because of
the danger of them slipping off, and also because of the inherent weakness of
any roof overhang.

Fig. C-3. lifting tile bundle with rope Fig. C-4. Stocking tile on roof
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TOPIC 1--TILE TYPES, STACKING, AND LOADING

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false:

Circle T if the

1. There are two basic types of tile. 1. T F

2. Spanish tile and French tile are similar in
appearance.

2. T F

3. Spanish tile weighs 1,200 lbs. per square. a. T F

4. Standard colors for shingle tile are gray,
green, brown, and black.

4. T F

5. Tiles deteriorate more from imperfections
than from age alone.

5. T F

6. Mission tile is made from clay and laid out
in the sun to dry.

6. T F

7. Tile is generally glazed, which makes it
waterproof.

7. T F

8. Tile thickness runs from 1/2 in. to 1-1/2 in. 8. T F

9. Some types of tile may absorb water up to 9. T F
100 percent of their own weight,

10. It is safe to stand a ladder on some types of tile. 10. T F

11. The maximum safe height for stacking tile is
ten deep.

11. T F

12. Most tile is waterproof. 12. T F

13. Tile is the best roof 'overing to Ilse in
extremely cold areas.

13. T F

14. A "booster" helps greatly in the loading of a roof. 14. T F

15. Only a very light person can walk with an 15. T v
"eggshell step. II
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TOPIC 2- -TILE APPLICATION

This topic, "Tile Application," is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

Why is tile layout so important to an installation, a d how should it
be done?
What problems do irregular roof shapes present to the roofer on a
tile job, and how does he solve them?
What are the accepted procedures to follow in loading a roof with tile?
In what major way eoes mission tile vary from Spanish tile in respect
to the finished job?
What special precautions must be taken with tile roofs to avoid the
possibility of leaks?
What are the recommended steps to follow on a tearoff and recover job?

Knowledge of and skills in all phases of roofing are essential to the success of
the apprentice. Because of this, the apprentice should grasp every opportunity
to work on as many different kinds of roofing jobs as possible. Among these,
tile work offers several challenging variations.

Each tile job presents its own layout, application, and flashing problems;
therefore, this topic can offer only general suggestions for solving these
problems. The information contained in this topic be used to advantage
if applied to these problems and adapted, if necessary, to fit the individual
job.

Not all roofs will accept tile because of its weight. Only those structures
constructed or reinforced to withstand the weight of this material should be
covered with tile. Structures of this type usually have rafters made of
2 x 6s, or larger, and are often provided with additional support trusses or
purlin. The rafters should be on 16-in, centers, and wall bracing must be
more substantial than normally found in other structures. Frequently, walls
are completely sheathed for additional strength. If a roof to receive tile is
sheathed with plywood, the sheathing should be blocked at all joints.

The application of any roof is governed by local building codes. Therefore,
before laying any tile roof, the roofer should determine that the specifications
from which he will work conform to whatever building code is applicable in
his area.
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Preliminary Preparation for Roofing

Prior to the roofers arriving on a job to tile a roof, someone should have
inspected the site to make sure the roof is ready for roofing and that the area
around the structure is clear for access to trucks and other equipment.

As preliminary steps to tile application, the roofer should perform the fol-
lowing functions:

Check the blueprints and specifications, work order, shop drawings,
and change orders if any.
Make a final inspection and a determination on tile layout.

s Sprinkle dry cement over the raw asphalt on the roof.
Lay out the tiles as they are loaded onto the roof for the greatest con-
venience and advantage to those who will be laying the tile. Proper
layout cannot be done conveniently after the tile is once loaded onto the
roof.
Separate and organize all "special" tiles, locating these pieces close to
the area in which they will be used.
Set diamond saw in a place most convenient for use.
Apply tile ties if required.

Layout Methods

A layout is usually made for the installation of interlocking tile because not
much opportunity for "give and take" is afforded by this type of tile. On
simple roofs where interlocking tile is not to be used, however, experienced
layers will make only a minimum layout or none at all. This is not recom-
mended practice for the appren'ice, however, and it should be remembered
that unless a narticular roof style calls for irregular lines, straight lines
must be maintained for all tile courses and rows. (A 'Prow" of tile runs from
the eave to the highest part of the roof_ --usually the ridge; a "course" of tili,
runs horizontally, parallel to the ridge and perpendicular to the rows.)

The layout of vertical and horizontal guidelines may be made in the following
manner: On a gable roof, vertical and horizontal guidelines may be laid
parallel to the rake and ridge (respectively) of the roof. However, on a hip
roof, or on any roof where the rakes or barge boards are not parallel to each
other (nor perpendicular to the ridge or eave), the vertical guidelines must
be establisl-ad at a 90-degree angle to the horizontal lines. This can be done
as illustrated in Fig. C-5.

Scribe two arcs from points X and Y, which are equidistant from point Z.
Scribing may be done by using a strip of wood not less than 10 ft. long
as a trammel. Precaution: Never use a_ chalkline to scribe arcs because
it stretches.
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RIDGE

EQUAL DISTANCE

Fig. C-5. Layout of guidelines on a hip roof

Strike a chalk line from point Z to the intersection of the arcs. This
will form a vertical line (V) exactly perpendicular to the eave.
Strike similar vertical guidelines on each side of the center line, making
sure they are all parallel. As many lines as desired may be made,
perhaps one for every five or six rows of ale.
Horizontcl lines may be struck as course guidelines, the number again
dP-ending on individual desires--some roofers use only a few lines;
others may snap a line for every third or fourth course.

Spacing the Rows

Another layout method is to lay one full row and one full course of tile on the
roof to determine how they may best be placed. Once this is established,
marks are then made on the roof to indicate tile positions, and guidelines
then struck in the manner previously described. In small or irregularly-
shaped areas, it is someti 'les necessary to lay all the tile in a loose fashion
to determine final layout.

Because a hip roof with a valley is the most difficult to load correctly, this
type of roof will he used in the following example of special considerations
to observe when loading (Fig. C-6):

Mark eave course line as shown in Fig. C-5.
a Snap remaining horizontal and vertical guidelines.

Begin leading tile. (Title should be loaded above the fourth cotmse level,
allowing sufficient work room for installation of initial courses.)
Using barrel tile, place eight pan tile and eight cover tile in alternate
stacks above the fourth course. (This nuh.ber may vary slightly,
depending upon conditions.)
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Fig. C-6. Loading tile on a hip roof with a valley
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Since inadequate space is available to load tile for the point of the hip,
load this triangular portion (X, Y, Z in Fig. C-6) from the eave to the
point at which the fourth course will meet the hip line (X).
You may load rake tile, like ridge and hip tile, along with the pan and
cover tile, but pay special attention to this operation to see that "right-
hand rake" and "left-hand rake" are loaded in their proper areas.
Load a lesser amount of tile in the valleys. The number of tiles placed
in each row should decrease in proportion to the row's length from the
valley to the ridge.
When you stack tile on a steep roof (6" in 12" for example), place one
tile under the low end of the stack to prevent the stack from spilling.
Do net concentrate too much weight on small areas when eave overhangs
are exceptionally long.
Always leave a sufficiently large area open for a small mud box, which
serves as a central supply of mortar. This box should always be placed
near the completion area of a roof.

Layout of Ridges and Hips

Ridges having one open end are laid as shown in Fig. C-7. Ridges having two
open ends are laid as shown in Fig. C-8. (In the latter case, the tiles are
laid beginning at each end of the ridge and capped by a single tile at the center.)

Spacing on hips and ridges may be adjusted, but an adequate lap must always
be maintained when installing barrel tile. Spacing of interlocking shingle tile
is governed by the interlocking grooves or the hanging strips, if any are used.

1
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Fig. C-7. Ridge with one open end

CAP

Fig. C-8. Ridge with two open ends

Spanish Tile

Spanish tile generally comes in two sizes, approximately 8 1/2 in. by 10 1/2 in.,
and 10 1/2 in. by 14 in. Such tile will vary in weight from 8 to 9 lbs. per sq. ft.
The roofer should always measure the tile delivered to the job to determine if
it varies even slightly from the size designated in the specifications. This Li
especially important with Spanish tile because the symmetry of the finished
roof may be spoiled by any variation in tile size or layout. Also, if the chan-
nels for directing water off the roof are not in proper alignment (which may
occur if tile sizes vary), the course of water may be obstructed or diverted
in such a manner as to cause it to flow back under the tile.

Once the roofer has checked the size of the tile, he should then study the
detail:, to determine how much overhang the eave tiles will have. With this
information at hand, he is able to measure and mark on the roof where the
upper end of the first course will fall. From this initial mark the roofer
is then able to measure for and mark succeeding horizontal lines for each of
the courses to follow. Overlapping courses may be allowed for as necessary
to avoid cutting tiles, but the lines must be kept parallel to the eaves and to
the ridge nailing strips.

Once these horizontal lines have been made, the roofer may then determine
the vertical spacing of tile rows (making necessary allowances foe the rake
tiles at the ends of each course). Dividers may be use to step these distances
off. The dividers should be set to the width of each V. :, measured from the
edge of the pan side to just inside the side lap on the cnannel side. (This is
done because each pan should overlap the side lap on the adjacent tile.)

I
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The spacing from row to row should not vary more than 1/16 in. Once the
vertical spacing has been determined, chalk lines are snapped at these points
at right angles to the eaves.

When Spanish tile is to be applied to a hip roof, the tiles that intersect the
hip line must be ,:ut at the desired angle and laid flush and tight to the nailing
strip. Likewise, tile must be cut and fitted to all vertical projections, such
as chimneys and dormers.

Mission Tile

Mission tile is made in both straight barrel and tapered barrel shapes. The
straight barrel type is usually 18 in. long and 7 1/2 in. wide. As with any
tile, the size of mission tile varies slightly among different manufacturers,
but the tapered barrel tile generally comes in three sizes: "small" (5 in. at
one end, 6 1/2 in. at the other), "standard" (6 in. and 7 1/2 in.), and "large"
(8 in. and 10 in.). All of these are 18 in. long. As a rule, mission tile weighs
from 1, 000 to 1,400 lbs. per square. Mission tile, like Spanish tile, requires
an undertile in conformance with local building codes.

Since part of the appeal of mission tile is its appearance of having been hand-
made as were the original mission tile, symmetry is not as important in the
finished roof as it is with Spanish tile.

Before the roofer begins to lay mission tile, he should measure the individual
pieces to determine if they deviate from specifications. Sometimes the
specifications call for pans and tops of slightly different sizes--quite often
the case when tapered barrel tile is used--and the specifications should be
checked closely on this point. In addition, the specifications may call for
a variation in exposure for the cover tiles, one designed to ensure that
vertical rows will be in alignment but the horizontal courses will not. This
irregularity adds beauty and versatility to a mission roof. Some specifica-
tions call for the use of a combination of colors as a further means of adding
to the irregular appearance of a roof.

The layout. In laying out a mission tile roof, first importance should be given
to the location of the centerline of the pans. Centerline positions are usually
stated in the specifications and should be followed closely as they determine
the overall weight of the roof. Generally speaking, if large pans are used,
the centerlines are 12 in. apart; if standard pans are used, the centerlines
are 10 1/2 in. apart; and small tiles will r^,quire centerlines 9 1/2 in. apart.
Most tile is stamped with a code, such as: "10-1/2 x 14, " which means use
10-1/2-in. centers for the pans and I4-in. exposures for the tops.

If the roofer finds in laying out the first course that he cannot maintain the
specified centerlines and still end his course with a full tile at each end, he
may vary these centers slightly to avoid cutting any tile. On short spans
espc:cially, the roofer should make certain any spacing variations are kept
as even as possible for the sake of appearance. Once these centers have
been determined, the first horizontal course may be laid out parallel with
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the eave. Allowing 2 in. for overhang, he marks a point 16 in. up from the
eave and snaps a horizontal line. This is done whether the roofer intends to
lay the tile in symmetrical or random pattern. From this point on if the
pattern is to be symmetrical, the roofer will snap additional horizontal lines
parallel with the first line and 14 in. apart (or other distance, depending on
the specified overlap), up to the ridge or other high point of the roof.

As was the case in horizontal layout, the roofer may find that he must vary
his exposure in his vertical rows to avoid cutting tiles at the top. In this
case, the exposure should always be ree7ced rather than lengthened because
protection of the roof is the prime facto. When a symmetrical pattern is to
be laid, the same variation in exposure skiould be maintained from tile to tile
insofar as possible.

The eave course is the first to be iaid,and the roofer generally works up the
roof along the vertical rows. The channels created by the pans must be kept
continuous and unobstructed, although not necessarily in a straight line.

Mission tile is fastened with nails or tile-tie systems as governed by local
building codes. If nails are used, they must be inserted in each tile- -both
pans and covers--and must provide 3/4-in. penetration into the roof deck.

New Roofs

Leaks in Tile Roofs

A tile roof is not waterproof in itself because wind can always blow water in
under the tiles no matter how well they are installed. Consequently, certain
steps must be taken and other conditions avoided to ensure a good watertight
job on a tile roof:

An underlayment of top-mopped felt (2 layers of 30-lb. felt with 25-lb.
asphalt between layers), or a mica- or sand-coat felt is needed under
the tile.
Any nails driven through the underlayment and into the deck should be
sealed with fibrated plastic.

Old Roofs

A leaking tile roof can be caused by many things, but the most common
causes are:

Cracked, broken tile
Shrinkage of flashing compound in reglets
Incorrectly installed flashing
Leaves and debris building up on the roof, damming up gutters or
pan tile channels, causing water to back up
Severely deteriorated underlayment
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Tearoff and Recover

When an underlayment has deteriorated or the holes at anchor nails enlarged,
it is necessary to remove the tile and apply a new underlayment. Because of
the high cost of tearoff a.id recover procedure, underlayment should always
be of the highest quality.

The steps to take on a tearoff and recover tile job are as follows:

Remove the tile, starting at the eaves. Some of the tile will have to
be lowered to the ground so that membrane may be applied a section
at a time. If the entire roof must be recovered, it is usually more
feasible to lower all the tile. (I:ote: The objective here is to handle
the tile the least number of times, which saves labor and re&ces the
breakage factor.)
When, due to circumstances, removal must begin at the top of the roof,
clear a foot path first by removing two or three complete adjacent rows.
Remove hip tile as field tile is removed.
Pull straw nail,' and cut tie wires as removal progresses.
Organize tile on the ground so it can be replaced on the roof in the same
order as it was removed. (This is not important on a plain gable roof,
except where tiles have been cut for vertical projections. On more com-
plicated rvofs, tiles should be marked with chalk for easy relocation.
It is sometimes a good idea to make a Ample layout drawing, showing
special information or dimensions that will make relocating easier.)
Keep a written record of all broken tile (type, size, color, and so forth),
so that needed pieces can be ordered and delivered in time for the
recover operation. Always keep tile protected from breakage when
stored. (Rare tile, no longer produced, may be encountered from time
to time. In these cases, extreme care must be taken to prevent damage.)
Remove all flashings, nails, and undertile, and renail the deck where
necessary. Perform any required deck repairs at this time. To save
time, some flashings may be bent up out of the way and left in place.
Apply undertile material in accordance with job specifications.
Reinstall tile in the same manner as would be done with a new 2oof,
installing flashing wherever needed.
Clean up the job.

Safety Precautions

Tile is usually lowered from a roof by a derrick or ladder and wheel method.
The roofer should see to it that such a device meets all standard safety
requirements. (See Unit C, Topic 3, Roofing, Part 1.) In addition, the
following precautions should be observed:
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Be careful of accumulated dust and dirt under the old tile. This dirt
can make the roof extremely slick, especially when wet, and care
should be taken when walking on the roof.
Bees, hornets, and other insects will often nest underneath tile. Keep
an insect spray can handy for this purpose, and do not reach under any
area with the bare hand without first looking for such danger.
Pull out or drive in all protruding nails when tile is removed. This
will eliminate the possibility of injury being incurred by kneeling on or
tripping over such projections.
Lower broken tile and refuse to the ground in containers or chutes.
Never throw anything off the roof.

Study Assignment

1. James Mc Cawley, Rocfing: Estimating-Applying-Repairing, pp. 221-30.

2. Manufacturers' Specifications.

3. Review: Roofing, Part 1, Unit B, Topic 2, p. 34; Unit B, Topic 3, p. 56;
and Unit C, Topic 5, pp. 63-69.



i UNIT C --RIGID ROOFING

TOPIC 2--TILE APPLICATION - Study Guide and Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

1. Illustrate by drawing cross-section sketches the differences between
various tile types:

Pan Tile Interlocking Tile (Spanish)

Plain Spanish Tile Mission Tile

) Plain Shingle Tile

2. Why does layout differ for various roof tiles?

3. Give three reasons why proper layout is important:

4
123
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4. Describe the steps in laying out a gable roof for tile:

5. What is the major difference in layout for Spanish and mission tile?

6. Why is correct layout more important for interlocking tile than for
pan tile?

7. Why should a roofer not lay tile on a roof which has been previously
wood shingled?

8. What is the difference in the construction between a roof designed for
tile and one designed for wood shingles?

9. If plywood sheathing is used under a tile roof, what in particular should
the roofer check for prior to laying the tile?

10. What is the difference between plumbing extending through a tile roof
as compared to the same thing on a shingle roof?

11. Why should tile have specified breaking strength?
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12. Why should tile have limited water absorption characteristics?

13. What are the dimensions of the two sizes of Spanish tile?

14. Spanish tile varies how much in weight per square?

15. What are the two names for the felts mopped on before the tile is laid?

16. Under what conditions does 15-lb. felt always have to be mopped?

17. Why will the same type of tile vary in size, and how does this affect
the installation?

18. What is the difference in the right and left rake of Spanish tile?

19. What is the purpose of the pan or channel in tile?

20. What is a booster tile?

21. What are the seven special tools used by the roofer on tile work?
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22. How does a roofer strike a right-angle layout on a roof?

23. Where are tile tying systems required?

24. What different methods are used to tie or fasten tile to the roof?

25. Why should protruding nails be driven or pulled when tile is removed?

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false:

1. Galvanized metal and copper can be used together
in some climates.

2. A symmetrical roof is one in which the sides are
straight and run parallel or perpendicular to each
other.

3. Incorrectly installed flashings are a major cause
of leaks on +ile roofs.

4. A row of tile runs horizontally, while a single
course runs vertically.

5. A mud box is used to collect dirt and dust that
collects under a tile roof.

Mission tile is usually ins;:alled in a symmetrical
manner.

7. Tile underlayment need not be nailed because the
tile is waterproof.

8. On the ordinary residence with a tile roof, support
rafters are usually 2 x 6s, spaced 16 in. on center.

9. Plywood sheathing is not recommended for roof
decks designed for tile application.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F
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10. Barge boards and 2ake edge boards are the same.

11. Di.nensions for tapered tile vary among manufac-
tut ers.

12. Measuring standard tiles prior to installation is
not necessary on most jobs.

13. "Straw nails" is a term given to the first type of
nail used in tile work, but no longer used.

14. Underlayment actually waterproofs a roof, rather
than the tile itself.

15. In consideration of the normal life span of tile,
only lead or copper !lashings should be used.

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F
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TOPIC 3--TILE TIES AND TYING METHODS

This topic, "Tile Ties and Tying Methods," is planned to help you find
answers to the following questions:

What are the chief materials used to fasten tiles?
What part do nails play in the installation of a tile roof?
When are field strips used and for what purpose?
What two major kinds of wiring methods are generally used in tile work?
AVhen is mortar used on tile roofs, and in what areas will it generally
be needed?

Fastening Methods

Wooden pegs and rawhide ties were used many years ago for fastening tile
to roofs. Today in the United States, however, different and more convenient
methods are employed for this purpose. Although the weight of the tile itself
will usually hold it in place on a flat roof, public safety and protection of
property have resulted in building codes requiring the fastening of tiles. If
the tiles are not tied, it is possible for wind to blow them off.

Typical methods used to fasten tiles to a roof and the materials used for
this purpose are described in this topic. Other patented methods or materials
may be encountered by the roofer, but familiarity with the basic principles
will make it possible for a roofde to adapt to any existing system.

The major tile fastening materials used today are nails, wire, metal strips,
cement, and combinations of these.

Nails

Tiles may be nailed directly to the roof deck. A major disadvantage to
this method is that it results in many holes in the deck that may leak later
on when they start to enlarge through expansion and con4raction of the under-
tile, This condition may be at least partially prevented by the application of
self- healing plastic around each nail.

Long straw nails (up to 6 in.) may be used on cover tiles when pan tiles are
installed, with a shorter nail used for the pans or channels. Shingle tiles
also require a shorter nail.

129
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In some cases 1 x 2 or 1 x 4 field strips are nailed directly over the
underlayment, and the cover tile is nailed to them. This method provides
added support, better alignment, and easier nailing with no need for tie
wires. Such nailing strips (although larger--usually 2 x 4, 6, or 8) are
often used for nailing ridge and hip tiles, depending on the style of instal-
lation being followed. The nails used to secure tiles are usually aluminum,
copper, or galvanized wire.

Driving and sealing nails. Nails used to anchor tile must be driven in just
far enough to anchor the tile snugly, but not so far as to break the tile. If
the nails are not snug, the tile w..1 rattle on windy days. Nail heads and
the points at which the nail will penetrate the deck should, whenever possible,
be treated with a self-healing material.

Wire

Tie wire is used to secure both pan the and shingle tile. Sometimes the
wire is threaded through the holes in the cover tile and fastened to nails
driven into the deck above each tile piece (Fig. C-9).

1W x NAILING STRIP__

1" x 4" FIELD STRIPS

FIRST ROW OF COVER TILE 14" LONG

DOUBLE EAVES TILE 6" LONG

ALL PAN TILE AND COVER TILE 18" LONG

WW1 0.C.

1" x 2° CANT STRIP

Fig. C-9. Application of tile by the wiring method

HIP NAILING STRIP
STARTS 10" BACK

FROM CORNER
OF ROOF
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The application of tile by the wiring method is illustrated in Fig. C-9. The
roof sheathing is covered with felt,and each pan tile is nailed to the sheathing
with one copper nail. Each cover the is then wired, and the wire is nailed
to the sheathing. This method is the most popular for attaching tile to a
roof because of the speed, economy, and slight irregularity of the vertical
alignment that is possible.

Another method consists of fastening to the deck a long, twisted, double
strand of tile tie into which is lashed the ties from individual tiles (Fig. C-10).
This is the method commonly used on concrete decks, mainly because it
requires a minimum number of nails.

Fig. C-10. A typical the tie

Although galvanized wire is sometimes used for this purpose, it is not recom-
mended because the wire rusts rapidly, especially in those geographic areas
where ocean air is present; a copper-alloy wire has proved to be the most
practical in these cases. The gauge of the wire used depends upon the slope
of the tile, since the weight the tie must carry increases proportionately
with the pitch of the roof. (Refer to the manufacturer's tile-tie charts to
verify that the correct material has been specified.)

Tie strips. Tie strips are used when the strength required for the job is
greater than that afforded by wire (Fig. C-11). These strips, applied to
either concrete or wood decks, will serve the same purposes as twisted
wire ties.

Tie tile "hook and loop" tie is another method of tying that requires a minimum
nailing. The principle used in fastening mission tile applies equally to

shingle tile.

Another method of setting tiles involves the use of mortar. This method is
sometimes used for special architectural effects or when roofs are subject
to high winds or excessive foot traffic. The chief disadvantage of the use of
mortar is that it does not allow for the normal expansion and contraction of
a roof, and this often leads to cracking.

Cement mortar is applied by "buttering" each piece and then setting it in
place. The mixture used consists of three parts of fine washed sand to one
part Portland cement, with just enough water added to make it easily workable.
The mortar is sometimes colored with oxides to match the tile.
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Fig. C-11. Typical tie strips
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Tile that is to be cemented in this manner should be dampened to prevent
too-rapid drying. Flat tile, pan tile, or coping tile are often applied with
mortar, although in some cases asphalt or mastic is used instead.

Hanging or Furring Strips

Furring strips may be used to fasten pan tile, although its one main dis-
advantage is that a great many holes occur in the deck from the nailing.
If fUrring strips are used, the lumber should be such as to resist dry rot
(Fig. C-12).

Fastening Mission Tile

Either the tile tie system or nailing is used to fasten mission tile. The tile
tie system used consists of two parts--tile tie strips (lengths of standard
wire or brass strips) fastened to the roof deck and shorter tie wires that
connect the tiles to these strips.

The tile tie strips are set at right angles to the eaves and run from the eaves
to the ridge. They are fastened to the deck by specially made anchors. They
may be placed in one of two ways: either under every vertical row or under
every other row. These strips should be put in place before any tile is
loaded onto the deck.
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CORRUG. 2"
FIAT 1"

RIDGE

SHEATHING

REGULAR TILE

PAPER

2f

LUGS ON TOP
UNDERSIDE

APPLICATION DETAIL

FURRING STRIP

NAIL HOLE

HEAD LAP
Adominewerii

/11 HALF TILE

DOUBLE INTERLOCK BEAD

2"

Fig. C-12. Installation of shingle tile with furring strips
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The short tie wires are fastened to the strip and to the hole in the pan at the
top of each tile. Instructions on how to fasten these wires ie provided by the
manufacturers of the various the tie systems.

In areas on the roof where holding strips cannot be anchored to the deck in
the conventional manner--such as at chimneys, shafts, and dormers--the
roofer may wrap the wire around such an item and fasten the tile ties to it
at the most convenient spot.

Metal Valleys

Metal valleys should be nailed into place before any tile is laid. Either
galvanized iron or copper clay be used for valleys, the choice determined
by the appropriate local building code. Nails of the same type metal should
be used to fasten the valleys and should be applied 1 in. from the edges.
The edges should be sealed with glass or cotton roofing fabric and solid-
mopped.

Fleshings

The lead flashings used on tile roofs are furnished by other trades, but are
applied by the roofer. Flashings are installed as the roof is laid and are
"woven" into the tiles where needed around pipes, dormers, chimneys,
parapets, and the like. (See Unit A, Topic 4, and Fig. F-32. )
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TOPIC 3--TILE TIES AND TYING METHODS

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The gauge of wire to use for tile ties is determined
primarily by the steepness of the slope.

2. Wooden pegs and rawhide are still used to fasten
tiles in those areas where metal would corrode.

3. Cant strips should be used when fastening mission
tile.

4. Aluminum, copper, or galvanized wire nails are
used for securing tile on roofs.

5. Tiles set in cement are more subject to cracking
because of roof movement.

6. Tile should be dampened before being cemented.

7. A "tile tie" is an anchor for securing tile.

8. Furring strips may be used as a means of fa s-
tening certain tiles in place.

9. Cement, wire, metal strips, and nails are all
used for securing tile.

10. Tiles may be nailed directly into a roof deck.

11. Undertile need not be sealed at entrance of nails.

12. Tie wire may be used with both pan and shingle
tile.

13. An inherent disadvantage of furring strips is that
the many nail holei become potential roof leaks.

14. Tile tie strips run horizontally across the roof
and are set every other course.

15. Lead flashings are supplied and installed by the
roofer.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T

t

F

15. T F
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TOPIC 4--ASBESTOS CEMENT SHINGLES AND SLATE

This topic, "Asbestos Cement Shingles and Slate, " is planned to help you
find answers to the following questions:

What are the sources and types of asbestos cement shingles and slate?
What special tools are required for the installation of asbestos cement
shingles?
What type of fasteners are used on asbestos cement shingles?
In what sizes and thicknesses is slate supplied for roofing purposes?
Why are slater's tools essential to a good slate roof job?
What special precautions must be taken when installing an asbestos
cement or slate roof?

One of the most interesting things an apprentice roofer can do is learn the
application of the more exotic roofing materials--slate, straw, and asbestos
cement, to name a few. Even though the apprentice may not have an early
opportunity to work with this type of material on the job (roof jobs calling
for these materials are few and far between these days), he should still have
acquired sufficient knowledge through his studies to work on such jobs with
some skilled journeyman should the need arise.

This topic deals with two roofing materials that the apprentice might well
be called upon to install--asbestos cement shingles and slate. Both of
these products offer special installation problems to the roofer, and their
unique characteristics are a challenge to the craftsman who must also deal
with varying roof shapes and configurations.

Study Assignment

James Mc Cawley, Roofing: Estimating-Applying-Repairing, pp. 177-96 and
203-21.

Topic for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following if you are asked to do so:

"What are the four major types of asbestos cement shingles, and
what are their outstanding features?"
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TOPIC 4--ASBESTOS CEMENT SHINGLES AND SLATE

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false:

1. One of the advantages of the asbestos cement
shingle is its high impact resistance.

2. An underlayment is required under asbestos
cement shingles because water will soak
through them.

3. Asbestos cement shingles should always be
nailed hard to the roof deck.

4. Layout and alignment of asbestos cement
shingles is the same as for asphalt shingles.

5. Another name for Dutch lap shingles is Scotch
lap.

6. Cant strips or starter strips are not required
for use with asbestos cement shingles.

7. A roofer should avoid walking on asbestos
cement shingles.

8. The minimum pitch of a roof to be covered with
asbestos cement shingles is 3" in 12".

9. Asbestos cement shingles should be installed
only during dry weather.

10. Furring strips are used to build tp ai.ps and
ridges so that shingles will assurile he proper
level.

11. The removal of asbestos cement :shingles may
best be done with a shingling hatchet.

12. Slate that is 1-3/4 in. thick is used for most
roof work.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

'I. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F
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13. Slate is waterproof under all weather conditions. 13. T F

14. That part of a slate roof most vulnerable to
damage is the fastener.

14. T F

15. One advantage to slate is that battens may be
laid in any position.

15. T F



Blueprint Reading

TOPIC 1--BLUEPRINTS AND THEIR USE

This topic, "Blueprints and Their Use," is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

What are blueprints, how are they made, and in what varied forms
may one expect to find them?
What is architectural language, and how is it used?
What do architectural drawings usually consist of?
In what way does a set of plans for a "Class A" structure differ from
others?
How does a roofer use blueprints, and how extensive should be his
knowledge regarding such drawings?

The Blueprint as Related to Roofing

Many individuals and groups of persons work together to bring a new building
to completion. The enormous amount of information needed by those concerned
with the structure must be put into an organized, compact, and readable form.
The architect first develops this information in the form of architectural
drawings, plan views, elevations, sections, and details by using what might
be called the "language of drafting." On very large or especially complicated
structures, separate drawings are generally made for each trade, such as
plumbing, electric wiring, air conditioning, and heating. This is not usually
done for the roofing trade as this work is included on the "architecturals."
In addition to all of this, the architect prepares written "specifications,"
which provide certain information about some items -- information that could
not be shown conveniently on a blueprint. These specifications accompany
the blueprint. (The worksheet--sometimes called the "spec's" by the roofers- -
given to the roofing foreman by the contractor is an interpretation of the
architect's specifications.)

Not too many years ago all architectural drawings were reproduced from
tracings, and the resultant "prints" were blue with white lines (hence,
"blueprints"). This term has remained in common use even though several
new processes that do not produce the same type of print have been developed.
Today it is common to find such prints in the form of ozalids (blue lines on
white background--sometimes called simply blue-line drawings), Van Dykes
(brown lines on a white background), and others that produce straight black-
on-white-prints.
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Blueprints gained initial popularity because of their permanence and because
they were easy to read, even in bright sunlight. Their main disadvantage,
however, has always been that they were difficult to mark or write on without
special pencils or pens. The newer forms of printing are now widely used.
Even so, all of the forms are still referred to equally as "blueprints, "
"prints," or just "drawings."

The Architectural Drawing

Architectural drawings consist of the following:

Plans -- a view looking down on the subject
Elevations -- side and face views
Sections -- cut through to show construction
Details -- precise detail for fabrication
Shop drawings and change orders

All roofers should be familiar with all types of roofs and should be able to
recognize them on house plans. They should also have a good general under-
standing of the entire set of drawings. A roofer should know the proper names
for all parts of a roof structure so he can identify them on a print and use this
knowledge in estimating. He should also know how to use the construction
specifications and understand their relationship to the drawings. (Roofing
construction specifications may be augmented by reference to manufacturers'
specification manuals.)

Although the roofer is not concerned with the entire set of drawings on a
structure, he should still have a knowledge of what the drawings cover.
The reasons for this are as follows:

The roofer may, in addition to installing roofs, be called upon to
apply siding, foundation and wall waterproofing, floor membranes,
and the like.
The roofer should know the general layout of the buildings on the
site before going to the job and should have sufficient information
on the structures to inspect them prior to roof installation.
The roofer will make fewer errors in planning the job.
It will not be necessary for the roofer to ask someone else to read
the drawings.
The better the roofer's knowledge of blueprints, the better are his
chances of success in his field.

Architectural Language

It would be virtually impossible to describe in words alone all the details
of a building structure. A more efficient way of transmitting the architect's
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ideas to the builder is by architectural drawings in the form of blueprints.
A complete set of drawings and specifications may be mailed to any location,
and a building can be constructed from them without any verbal communication
between the designer and the builder. Whether the blueprints and specifica-
tions are for a large office building, factory, or a simple residence, the same
architectural "language" is used; hence, the apprentice roofer cannot begin
too soon to gain a thorough mastery of that language.

Preparation of Blueprints

House plans are usually prepared by the architect and the owner (or builder)
working together. It is the architect's job to interpret the desires of the owner
into a design that meets the owner's mode of living and his budget. Since all
items cannot be noted on the drawings, a set of specifications is prepared,
itemizing in detail the catalog numbers of fixtures, appliances, and the like;
the various concrete mixes, types of materials, and hardware; the areas of
legal responsibility, type of workmanship, time limits, and so forth. (See
Unit E, Topic 2.) Specifications are usually prepared in the form of a type-
written booklet.

Several sets of blueprints are generally made through a process similar to
that of photography. More than one copy is always needed because many
individuals or firms must have them in order to complete the structure.
These copies are first made available to contractors and subcontractors for
use in preparing bids and estimates. The owner will usually be given one copy;
the local building department, the loan company, or bank will each be given
one copy, and the general contractor will be given several. On large jobs the
roofing contractor will frequently secure details of all iteths pertaining to
his phase of the work, and job superintendents and major suppliers are often
supplied with copies.

Drawings for large "Class A" structures differ from others only to the extent
that considerably more details and specifications are involved, and engineering
service provided. But the fundamentals to be gained by studying the architec-
tural drawings of a house will prepare the apprentice to understand almost
any drawing with which he may be confronted in the future.

Use of Blueprints

There are four main reasons why blueprints are prepared:

To show how the finished building will look when completed: views
of exteriors, plan, and elevations show the style, shape, arrangement
of windows and doors, design of porches, entrances, chimneys, and
the like. .

To show how the building is to be constructed: the blueprints will show
the type of foundation to be used, how the different parts are to be
fastened together, the construction of walls and roof, and the materials
to be used for the structure.
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To indicate the size, shape, and location of all parts of the building:
The blueprints are drawn to scale, and all of the main dfmensions are
written in. All measurements must be carefully checked and followed
from the start of the job to the finish.
To make it possible for contractors to prepare an estimate of the total
cost of constructing the building, or for the carpenter, mason, plasterer,
roofer, or other building tradesman to make lists of material to be
delivered to the job.

The blueprints of a simple five-room house usually consist of not more than
six sheets, with eight to twenty pages of specifications. If the house is
especially complicated in 6.: cign, a number of extra detail sheets will be
attached. These sheets will include:

The ple4 plan
The ft.- .dation plan
The floor plan
Elevations (North, south, east, and west, as well as auxiliary views
are usually included. Occasionally some construction details may be
included on the elevations.)
Interior wall elevations with cabinet details. (Occasionally, other
construction details will be included on these.)
Construction details that comply with particular code requirements
for the area in which the structure is being built. (This may include,
among other things, sections and elevations of parapets, windows,
framing, fireplace and chimney, other special features, and nailing
schedules.)

Each architect has his own means of expression and his own style. Conse-
quently, variations will be found in symbols, conventions, schedules, and
lines used on blueprints coming from different architects. However, these
will not be so different that they cannot be understood and correctly interpreted
by tie apprentice who understands the fundamentals of blueprint reading and
can, therefore, adapt himself to any architect's style.

Study Assignment

J. Ralph Dalzell, Building Trades Blueprint Reading - Part 1. Chicago:
American Technical Society, 1956, pp. 5-6.

Study the blueprints in Buildin Trades Blue riot teadiil Examination Kit,
noting the many things inc roo ing waterprooling section.

Secure several sets of blueprint. from your instructor or from a roofing
contractor, and note the variations in organization.
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 1--BLUEPRINTS AND THEIR USES

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in the workbook and the assigned material,
complete the exercises as follows: (1) select the word that belongs in each
numbered space in an exercise; and (2) write the word at the right in the
space that has the same number as the space in the exercise.

1. Complete information about the roofing of a
building may be obtained from the 1

1.
2.

and 2 .

3.2. Specifications may sometimes refer the roofing
contractor to the manufacturer's 3 on
roofing products.

3. Building plans are initially developed through 4.
the cooperative efforts of the 4 and the 5.

5 ..

4. In relation to the construction of a large "Class A"
building, the roofing contractor is a 6 .

6.

5. Copies of specifications and plans are often needed 7.
by 7 , 8 , the 9 , 10 8.

11 , 12 , and 13 and 14 9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

6. Blueprints are supplemented by 15 15.
statements called 16 . 16.

7. The four views normally found in a set of 17.
house blueprints are 17 , 18 , 18.

19 , and 20 . 19.
20.

8. A set of plans that consist of brown lines on 21.
white paper are really 21 22 22.
prints.
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9. The two types of drawings which architects may 23.
make for a proposed house are 23 views 24.
and 24 drawings.

10. The most efficient way of expressing ideas af,out 25.
the design of a building is through the use of
architectural 25 .
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 2--ROOF SKETCHING

This topic, "Roof Sketching, " is planned to help you find answers to the
following questions:

Row can a roof sketch be made of an existing building?
Row can a roof sketch be made from elevations?

to What pertinent information for estimating purposes should be noted
on a roof sketch?
What safety rules and special precautions should be observed when
sketching a roof on a job site?

Need for a Roof Sketch

Every roofer should know how to make an intelligible sketch of an existing
roof with details, dimensions, and pertinent information for reroofing pur-
poses. The apprentice who learns to do this will not only broaden his knowl-
edge of the trade but increase his value to any employer. Some basic training
in architectural drawing is a valuable asset to any roofer, for he can assist
his employer in securing new jobs by providing accurate information concerning
the roofs he works on.

An apprentice sent out on a repair job may find that no repairs can be made
due to advanced deterioration of the roof. Instead of returning to the shop
with a report that nothing could be done, the prepared apprentice will take
the time to measure and sketch the roof, noting certain details such as
flashings, projections, and overall dimensions. In this way he will provide
his employer with a potential sale and, perhaps, additional employment for
himself.

Estimate Forms

As a courtesy to contractors, roofing material manufacturers supply roofing
estimate forms on which is printed a crosshatched section for sketching a
roof to scale. Generally, a I/4-in. or I /8-in. crosshatch is used for this
purpose, and any size of roof may be sketched on these forms, providing the
appropriate scale is chosen. Estimate forms also include a material, labor,
and overhead checklist. (Many contractors print their own forms with certain
modifications to fit their particular operation.)
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A typical checklist of items found on an estimate form should include the
following:

Pitch of roof and its parts
Gutters
Air conditioners and ducts
Roof protrusions
Chimneys
Dormers and skylights
Expansion joints
Sections or parts requiring

special flashing

Guy wires
Access areas
Signs and signposts
Work areas
Antennas
Porches
Decks
Drains and leaders

The following notations should be included on roof sketches from which an
estimate is to be made:

Address and general location
North symbol
Need for protection of plants,

property, and material
Unsupported rafters
Outside wall heights
Access to roof
Special flashings required
Type of wall construction

(covered, coated, or treated)
Type of deck involved
Type of existing roof

Devices mounted on roof
Replacements needed
Washbacks, saddles, and the

like (showing hidden lines
if necessary)

Direction of drainage
Fire protection
Safety precautions
Trash removal problems
Desires of owner or tenant
Whether all areas can be figured

into costs
Special problems

Safety Rules and Special Precautions

Whenever climbing upon, measuring, or sketching a roof, observe the fol-
lowing safety rules and take whatever other precautions common sense demands:

Make measu'ements from the ground whenever possible.
Be sure the ladder is sound. Do not use owner's ladder unless it is
of good quality and in sound condition.
Climb on roofs only if the slope is flat enough to be safe. (A pitch of
over 8" in 12" is considered too steep under most conditions. The
steepness must also be considered in relation to the roof's condition:
composition roofs usually provide good traction; old, dirty, or damp
wood shingles are generally slippery.
Keep away from electric wires. Never touch them. Be careful to
keep away from all low-hanging wires that may carry electricity.
Take no unnecessary chances by climbing to hard-to-reach places. It
is sometimes better to estimate an inaccessible area than to try to
reach it.
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Exercise extreme care not to cause more damage to an already
deteriorated roof.
Take normal precautions to protect plants and shrubs around the
building.

Making the Sketch

A roofer should be able to make a roof plan sketch from elevations or from a
perspective drawing. In this regard, the following points should be kept in
mind:

A "bird's eye perspective view" simulates that which would be viewed
by the roofer if he climbed onto the roof.
Elevations simulate a view of the house from the ground.
Elevation views are generally drawn to a scale of 1/4 in. = 1 ft. or
1/8 in. = 1 ft., but the elevations included in this topic are, for space
considerations, made to a scale of 1/. in. = 1 ft. This is the scale
that must be used to prepare a roof sketch from the elevations.

A roof sketch may be made by measuring the elevations directly from the
ground, although a flat roof with parapets would have to be measured and
sketched from the roof itself.

There are four ways to determine the pitch of a roof:

Using a pitch card
Using a spirit level and a rule
Sighting over a folding rule, adjusting it until the two sections match
the roof slope, then measuring the rise per foot
When calculating from a blueprint, extending the eave and roof lines
and measuring the rise per foot or checking for the symbol indicating
the roof pitch

Experienced roofers are soon able to determine roof pitch with reasonable
accuracy without measuring.
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page upon which has been drawn a roof plan of the house. You are to fill
eliminated for the sake of clarity. The next page is a 1 /4-in. crosshatch

in the dimensions on the roof plan by scaling the elevations and counting
the crosshatch squares.

PERSPECTNE VIEW
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 2--ROOF SKETCHING

Exercise

1. Below is a perspective drawing of a house, and on the following page are
four elevations of the same building. All superfluous details have been
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2. Pictured below is a perspective "bird's eye" view of a factory building.
On the adjacent 1/8-in. crosshatch page you are to make a scale sketch
of the perspective drawing, including all appurtenances, such as skylights,
canopies, and the like. Be sure and dimension the sketch correctly, and
show everything that would normally concern the roofer.

ELEC. SERVICE

SPECIFICATIONS: WAILS- CEMENT BLOCK

FLASHING -3 COURSE

ROOF-3 LAYERS 15# FELT AND GRAVEL

BIRD'S EYE PERSPECTIVE VIEW
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 3--LINES, SYMBOLS, CONVENTIONS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

This topic, "Lines, Symbols, Conventions, and Abbreviations," is planned
to help you find answers to the following questions:

How can the roofer discriminate between different line weights and
learn the purpose of each on blueprints?
How does one identify and relate the different symbols used on archi-
tectural drawings?
What is the difference between symbols and conventions as used by the
architect?
Why are so many abbreviations used when preparing a set of drawings?

Just as words make up our language, lines, symbols, and conventions make
up the language of architecture and put meaning into the drawings. While
the roofer needs to know the meaning of all lines, he is required to know only
a limited number of the symbols, conventions, and the abbreviations used
on blueprints. Consequently, this topic is devoted only to that information
necessary to the roofer.
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Lines

Bold lines usually surround major portions of
r tb7=g, section, or detail.

Light lines describe other portions of a drawing.

Extension lines are intended to relate one part
of a drawing to mother at the same position,
but in a different view. These lit -., may also
extend to accept a dimension line.

Dimension lines are usually the lightest of all
lines on the drawing. Dimensions are written
on these lines.

Dotted lines are usually short dashes which
indicate a hidden surface. The dots may vary
in length, depending on the size of the Crowing.

Cutting plane lines are used when a detail is
shown for a section of the structure or part of
the structure. The arrnws point in the direction
in which the observer v.441 be looking at the
scrciloi . "A-A" may be the identification of
the section in the drawing.

Long break lines are used to reduce the size
of a drawing by cutting out superfluous detail.

Short break lines are used the same as long
break lines, but are much shorter in length.
They may, however, be used interchangeably.

Center lines indicate the center of any sym-
metrical object.

Roofing, Part 2
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Conventions

159

Conventions are representational drawings of mechanical devices or parts
of a building shown in plan or elevation form on the architectural drawings.
Some typical conventions a roofer shonld be able to recognize and identify
are shown in Fig. 13-1.

4

STPAWAT

SHOWER STALL

TUB TOILET WASHBASIN

FIREPLACE

RIPPLE' OUTLET ELECTRIC
'WALL BIKE

SINGLE POLE
SWITCH

3

SWITCH

F. O. 14. IL

FUEL OAS r NOSE NB

1.

LEASER

III

GANG SHOWER

sruGHT

w. p.
WEATHERPROOF

ounn

`11!t1lmririri firintollirit,
ROOF. WALL OR FLOOR

INSULATION

O
ROOF SUMP

Fig. D-1. Typical architectural conventions

04P

BASKET STRAINER
ORAI5
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Symbols

Symbols are representations of cross sections of material only, such as
plaster, brick, lumber, insulation roofing, earth, and the like. The symbols
pictured in Fig. D-2 are those a roofer is most likely to encounter in his
work. Since many of the same symbols are used for various items on an
architectural drawing, the context in which the symbol is used must be
closely observed: for example, metal and asphalt are both black. It must
also be remembered that symbols used may vary between different architects
or specification manuals. Architects usually place a schedule on the first
page of the drawings identifying the symbols used if they are different from
standard symbols.

GRAVEL ROOF

l
A ..

: ja ** '
4
.

- - i

.

.

A .

. .
. .

: A ..
. .

CONCRETE

METAL

CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER

CONCRETE BLOCK

.
.

.
. . . -.. 4,

MORTAR

. A ,
-. .

.
-

_
.A

TERRAllO

EARTH

GLASS

.
.4.

-
-* - . .

**

SAND

Fig. D.2. Typical architectural symbols

FLASHING COMPOUND
FIBRATED PLASTIC OR
JOINT SEALER

PLASTER

WOOD

BRICK

LUMBER

(lengthwise section)
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Abbreviations

Abbreviations are used for brevity and to eliminate from the drawing
excessive lettering that might result in confusion. The following abbrevia-
tions are those the roofer is most likely to encounter in reading blueprints
for his work. When reading such drawings, the roofer should keep in mind
that a few abbreviations are the same, but connote different things, depending
upon the context in which they are used. The same abbreviations will also
be used in specifications, code books, and manufacturers' literature.

access area AA
access door AD
acoustic ACST
addendum ADD
adhesive ADH
aggregate AGGR
air conditioning AIR COND
aluminum AL
American Institute

of Architects A. I. A.
American Society of

Civil Engineers ASCE
anchor bolt AB
angle
approximate APPROX
area drain AD
asbestos AB
asbestos roof

shingles.. ARS
asphalt ASPH
barrel BBL
basement BSMT
beveled BEV
blueprint BP
bolts BT
brick BRK
bronze BRZ
building BLDG
building line BL
cadmium plate CD PL
calking CLKG
cast concrete CONC
cast iron CI
cement asbestos CEM A
cement asbestos

board CEM AB
cement floor CEM FL
cement mortar CEM MORT
ceramic CER
channel CHAN
cinder block CIN BL
circumference CIRC
cleanout CO

cleanout and deck
plate CO& DP

concrete block CONC B
contractor CONTR
contract CONT
copper COP
courses
cover COV
cubic foot CU FT
dampproofing . DP
detail DET
diameter DIA
dimension DIM
downspout DS
drain DR
elevator ELEV
enamel
equipment EQUIP
estimate EST
excavate EXC
expansion bolt EXP BT
expansion joint . EXP JT
exterior EXT
extinguisher,

fire F EXT
fabricate FAB
facing tile FT
finish FIN
fireproof FPRF
fire standpipe FSP
fitting FTG
flame proof FP
footing FTG
frame FR
full size FS
galvanized iron GI
galvanized steel . GS
gauge GA
grade GR
gypsum GYP
height HGT
insulation INS
joint JT

ladder LAD
level LEV
light weight

concrete LWC
light weight insu-

lating concrete LWIC
linear feet LIN FT
liveload LL
membrane MEMB
minimum MIN
mounting MTG
National Board of Fire

Underwriters NBFU
overflow OVFL
penny (nail size) D, d
plastic PLSTC
pounds per cubic

foot PCF
pounds per square. PPS
quarry tile floor. QTF
quarry tile roof QTR
roof RF
roof drain RD
roofing RFG
saddle SDL
scupper SCUP
scuttle
seamless SMLS
sheathing SHTHG
sheet SH
siding SDG
slate SL
specifications SPEC
stainless steel SST
stairway. STWY
temperature TEMP
vapor proof VAP PRF
vent pipe VP
vent stack VS
waterproof,

waterproofing or
weatherproof WP

weephole WH
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TOPIC 3--LINES, SYMBOLS, CONVENTIONS, AND ABBREVIATIONS

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle, F if the statement is false:

1. Lines, symbols, conventions, and abbreviations
may be called the language of architecture.

Circle T if the

1. T F

2. A bold line indicates a section. 2. T F

3. The lightest line is usually the center line. 3. T F

4. A dotted line indicates a hidden plane. 4. T F

5. A cutting plane line refers to a section and
detail.

5. T F

6. Abbreviations are used to identify only materials. 6. T F

) 7. Conventions are symbolic of materials. 7. T F

8. A plan view fireplace is representative of a con-
vention.

8. T F

9. The cross section of gravel on a roof is a con-
vention.

9. T F

10. "G.1. 26 ga." is a military specification. 10. T F

)
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Problem

In the spaces provided below, draw the convention for the item named space.

1M

STAIRWAY FIREPLACE

1
DUPLEX ELEC. PLUG LIGHT BRACKET

SHOWER

HOSE BIBB

In the spaces provided below, draw the symbol for the item named.

[
IRON

CONCRETE

PLASTIC COMPOUND BRICK

CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER

TILE

WOOD

CONCRETE BLOCK



UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 4--PLAN VIEWS AND ELEVATIONS

This topic, "Plan Views and Elevations," is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

Huw does one relate a plot plan to a floor plan?
In what way and for what reason does the roofer "marry" the roof or
floor plan to the elevations?
How does a roofer identify the parts of a roof by referring to the blue-
prints?
How can one visualize a three-dimensional object from a two-dimensional
drawing?

The ability to orient one's self to the drawings is an essential part of all
blueprint reading. In other words, one must be able to "marry" parts, one
to the other, such as plans, elevations, sections, details, notes, and speci-
fications. This is necessary to visualize a three-dimensional object in rela-
tion to all of its materials and structural features.

For all practical purposes, there are two directions in which to look "mentally"
when viewing a set of architectural drawings for a building--downward and
horizontally.

Viewing the Blueprints

Plans

A blueprint in which the reader is looking "down" on a building or object is
called a "plan iew." Theoretically, this expression should be used only
when referring to objects viewed from above. Plot plans, foundation plans,
floor plans, and fap views of details are all "plan views."

Elevations

Elevations are horizontal views of the sides of an object meant to stand
upright and should not be identified with plans. (Usually, however, details
have "side views" instead of elevations.) Hereafter in this topic a complete
set of drawings for a structure will be referred to as "architectural drawings"
or a "set of drawings" or "blueprints"--never by the word "plans" alone.
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166 Roofing, Part 2

Using Plans and Elevations

The information contained in this topic, together with the Blueprint Reading
and Examination Kit (American Technical Society), will help the apprentice
roofer become acquainted with the proper use of plan views. He should
familiarize himself with the drawings in this topic and the residential prints
contained in the kit, as they will be used frequently in this study for scaling,
estimating, and so forth. Opportunities are presented in other parts of this
unit to make effective use of what is learned from this topic.

Orientation Procedure

Using the Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit, the roofer should perform
the following steps with the aid of the plot plan:

1. Determine north direction as the first step in orientation.

2. Note the slope of the property, as this may make a difference as to
where to locate the truck and kettle.

3. Note the slope or slopes of the roof, direction of drainage, drains,
crickets, gutters, diverterse and the like. This information will provide
a guide for loading of the roof.

NOTE: A plot plan includes orientation data, overall dimensions, grades and
drainage, walks, streets, and the like.

The roofer should take the following steps through comparing the floor plan
with The roof plan:

1. Note how the roof may cover porches not shown on the floor plan.

2. Note how hips, ridges, and valleys are superimposed in long, light,
dash lines on the floor plan. (The points at which these lines cross
may be considered areas of good support that should be utilized when
loading the roof.)

3.. Note exposed ceiling areas where no attic exists. (This will provide a
guide for proper length of nails, the need for rosin sheet, and so forth.)

While comparing each side of the floor plan with the corresponding elevation
view (on the elevation sheet) by holding them adjacent to and in line with each
other, the roofer should take the following steps:

1. Note how the ridges, hips, eaves, and valleys on the floor plan correspond
to those same points on the elevation.

2. Note how the chimneys and windows are placed on the floor plan and on
the corresponding elevations.
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3. Determine from the foundation plan if a floor membrane is needed. Look
for other points on the prints for additional areas that might require
waterproofing--shower pans, planters, and the like.

At the end of Unit F is a set of special drawings of a factory building
(Figs. F-38 through F-44). These prints are designed to acquaint the appren-
tice roofer with those parts of a set of blueprints pertaining specifically to
the roofing trade.

Subsequent topics will outline how to identify these building "parts" in an
actual set of architectural drawings. (Although blueprints do not usually
include a perspective or other pictorial view, one is included with this set
to provide for better orientation in the initial stages of blueprint reading.)
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 4--PLAN VIEWS AND ELEVATIONS- -Study Guide and Checkup

Study Guide

Using the drawings at the end of Unit F, perform the following exercises:

1. Scale the dimension lines (1 through 11) in Fig. F-42 and write these
dimensions in the numbered spaces below:

1. 5. 9.

2. 6. 10.

3. 7. 11.

4. 8.

2. Scale the width of the chimney.

3. Scale the length and width of the skylight.

4. Determine the total distance of the span of the barrel roof.

5. Determine the length of the sawtooth rafter.

6.

7.

8.

Scale the dimension lines in Fig. F-43.

Determine the height of the west wall.

Determine the height of the water tank from the ground.

9. Compare the foundation perspective view, Fig. F-39,
plan, Fig. F-41.

10. Compare the plot plan, Fig. F-40, with the roof plan,
note the elimination of detail.

with the foundation

Fig. F-42, and

11. List three reasons why the roofer should be familiar with a plot plan:



12. Determine how many protrusions appear on the roof, and li.t those with
which the roofer is concerned:

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The term "plans" refers to a complete set of
architectural drawings.

2. To visualize and understand the entire scope
of a set of blueprints, one must be able to
"marry" the plans, elevation, sections, and
details, each to the other.

3. Plot plans show the location of the building on the
lot, the general outline of the structure, and
sections of the roof construction.

4. Plan views show the elevations of an object.

5. Plot plans convey information essential to the
roofer in determining materials needed for the
job.

6. Floor plans will provide the roofer with informa-
tion needed to determine where roof supports are
located.

7. Roof plans and elevations must be "married" to
determine the shape and configuration of a roof.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F
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8. There is no need for a roofer to concern him-
self with the interior construction of a house.

9. The true length of hips can be determined by
reference to a plan view.

10. Pictorial views are not usually included in a
set of architectural drawings.

11. In order of sequence, plot plans always precede
floor plans in a set of blueprints.

12. Perspective views are an essential part of any
set of blueprints.

13. Section indications may be placed on any part
of a building where deemed necessary.

14. Roof plans contain all the information a roofer
needs to perform the roof job.

15. A plot plan is of little interest to the roofer,
because he is concerned only with roof configura-
tion.

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F



UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 5-- SECTIONS AND DETAILS

This topic, "Sections and Details," is planned to hely. you find answers to
the following questions

How are details located in a set of blueprints?
What is the method used to interpret sections and details?
How may sections and details be identified?
What is the difference between a sectior and a detail?

A roofer cannot always perform efficiently unless he .s able to read blue-
prints. He should be able to "marry" "plan views with elevations, and he
must also know how to match section and detail identification numbers with
their respective sections and details appearing on ottio) pages of a set of
drawings. Although an apprentice may have occasion to use this knowledge
only infrequently, he should still be prepared for such opportunities when
they do arise.

When an architect prepares the drawings and specifications for a structure,
he determines the type of roof and its application entirely from the following
sources:

Code requirements
Roofing manufacturer& specification manuals.(Manufacturers' specifi-
cation writers and engineers are often consulted on special jobs.)
Recommendations of roofing contractors

Since few architects are experienced roofers, they must rely on the judgment
and experience of thcse who work in the rooi:.ng field. Because of this, the
roofer should be alert to conditions on the job that may make the architect's
recommendations unsuitable. When this occurs, the matter should be called
to the attention of the general contractor, supervising inspector, or the
architect. In most cases, the roofer will first inform his own employer,
the roofing contractor,

Definition of Section and Details

A section is a "cut" run through any item (a mechanical device, building
structure, or the like) which reveals how the item is constructed. To put
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174 Roofing, Part 2

it another way, a sectional view is one in which a portion of the object is
assumed to be removed to reveal the interior details.

A detail may be a combination of a section and other extraneous items which
reveals how the completed item is constructed. This drawing may be
isometric, perspective, or oblique-- showing three sideswhile the section
usually reveals only one viewer side.

Locating Sections and Details

On minimal drawings of residences, the sections or details will be identified
as "Section A-A, " "Section 13-13," and so forth, since, at most, only ten to
fifteen drawings are included, covering five or six pages of such wings.
On drawings of large structures, however, there may be fifty to a A undred
pages (or even more), plus additional shop drawings and accompanying
change orders from the arelk:tect. This requires a different and more complex
indexing method.

Examples of sections and details are illustrated in Topic F, Figs. F-1 through
F-38.

Identification

An east elevation of a guard entrance station is shown in Fig. D-3. A small
heIagon printed just above the roof contains the notation "15-A6." In this
case, "15" refers to the detail or section number, and "A6" indicates the
page on which it is to be found in the set of blueprints. The section in question
is shown in Fig. D-4, and is identified with another hexagon labeled "15-A6"
over "A6," which verifies the proper page and section.

Shown in Fig. D-5 is a corner of a typical sheet from an architectural drawing
that might be used for a large building. This corner contains a combination
of various numbers and letters used for identification 1.arposes. It will be
noted that the sheet number is "A-6, " referred to in Figs. D-3 and D-4. The
sheet number is the most important reference with which the roofer is concerned.

In addition to the sheet number, the main items of interest to the roofer are:
(I) the building number (9/1, in this case), which is extremely important
when more than one structure is included on a building site; and (2) the plan
number, which should be checked carefully, since a different set of p *nts
may occasionally be inserted for purposes of new additions.

Variations of the foregoing are occasionally found in this "title square, " but
the apprentice will have no trouble understanding the information given,
providing he is familiar with the basic system.
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UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 5-- SECTIONS AND DETAILS

Study Guide

Solve each of the following problems as described:

1. Complete the section drawing below by refs ring to the combination
section detail illustrated in Fig. F-1 (A4-1). Show how all plies,
flashing, and metal are lapped.

2. Complete the section drawing below by referring to the combination
section detail illustrated in Fig. F-15 (N-N). Show how all plies,
flashings, and metal are lapped.

DECK I
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3. Using Fig. F-42 (Unit F), locate each of the sections and details appearing
there by referring to Figs. F-1 through F-38.

4. Using the two guidelines drawn below, reproduce the section of the guard
station roof, edge shown in Fig. 2 in this topic. Execution, accuracy, con-
struction, proper scale, and clarity will be considered in evaluating the
drawing.

Answer the following five questions relating to the illustration below:

5. Number (1) is found on the 1 or detail. 1.

6. Number (5) is found on the 2 or floor plan. 2.

7. Number (4) indicates the 3 verification. 3.

8. Number (2) indi..'ates the 4 or 5 4.
number.

9. Number (3) indicates the 6 in a set of 5.
blueprints.



UNIT D-- BLUEPRINT READING

TOPIC 6--ROOFER'S TAKEOFF SKETCHES

This topic, "Roofer's Takeoff Sketches," is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

How is a set of architectural drawings actually used?
How are estimator's sketches correctly made?

The preceding topics of this unit have outlined the fundamentals leading to
functional blueprint reading needed by the roofer -- lines, symbols, conven-
tions, dimensions, plans, elevations, sections, and details. Previous topics
have also required the making of sketches of models, perspective drawings,
and existing buildings constructed from blueprints. This topic offers the
opportunity to test the roofer's ability and knowledge in the field of blueprint
reading while using an actual set of architectural drawings.

Estimator's Sketches

On the following page are roofing estimator's sketches made from the
assigned reference material, Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit
(American Technical Society). The roofer must complete the estimator's
sketches by referring to the prints and the statements which follow:

As no vents are shown on the roof plan of the plot plan, further investi-
gation must be made to determine the number of vents and their location.
There are ten projections on the roof. Refer to the prints fcr location,
sizes, and types. Detail and label these on the sketch.
Label hips, ridges, and valleys.
Show the flow direction of each slope.
Label the porches and indicate the type of deck involved in each case.
Indicate the scale of the sketch.
Study the blueprints and sketches carefully, and coordinate them mentally.
Draw or write in all details necessary for a proper estimate to be made
from the reference print.
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unit

Estimating
TOPIC 1--TYPES OF BUILDINGS, ROOFS, AND ZONES

This topic, "Types of Buildings, Roofs, and Zones, " is planned to help you
find answers to the following questions:

What is the Uniform Building Code, and where is it used?
How do zoning regulations affect the roofer?
How many types of zones are there, and what purpose do they serve?
How many roof classifications are there, and where may they be used?

The work of the building industry affects the life of every individual in the

The Uniform Building Code

have been improved as time passed and necessity warranted.

but it contains most of the information needed for this type of structure.

A pamphlet entitled Dwelling House Construction has been prepared as a quick

nation. Man must have shelter from the elements to survive, and an adequate
building structure with a good roof is essential to his life, whether at home

certain rules and regulations have been adopted to become part of a uniform
building code. For the most part, building codes are designed to promote the
welfare of the public. A roofer should have an understanding of existing codes
and know where to go to secure information in regard to them.

the protection of the public, for certain regulation of the construction of
buildings, and for the purpose of protecting investments. Many small towns
and counties that have not adopted a local building code follow the Uniform
Building Code prepared by the International Conference of Building Officials.
(In most instances, the code is amended or revised to meet local conditions.)

A building code is a set of laws and rules governing the construction, repair,
and demolition of building structures. These codes have grown gradually and

reference for information concerning code requirements for residential con-
struction.

Uniform Building Code is the result of an attempt on the part of those
involved in the building and contruction field to standardize building laws
and rules on a national basis.

or at work. To achieve some semblance of regulations and uniformity,

struction. The. information contained in this pamphlet is by no means complete,

Building Codes

Most cities have adopted a building code and a set of zoning regulations for
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The Uniform Building Code classifies buildings in accordance with several
different principles:

1. Their use or the character of their occupancy, such as residences,
theaters, stores, churches, and the like. These classifications are
called "groups" and are categorized as follows:

Grotzi type of occupancy
A Large assembly buildings
B Small assembly buildings
C Schools
D Jails
E Public garages, planing mills, storage places for

flammable materials
F Stores, service stations
G Factories
H Hotels, motels, apartment houses
I Dwellings
J Private garages, fences over 6 ft. high

2. Types of buildings, of which there are five:

Type
I Fire-resistant

II Heavy timber construction
III Ordinary masonry
IV Light incombustible frame
V Wood frame

(Heavy timber construction has a much higher rating than wood frame con-
struction. One reason for this, of course, is strength; another is the hours
of fire resistance a heavy timber has as compared with smaller-dimensioned
material.)

Another type of classification, one used principally for insurance purposes,
employs the terms "Class A," "Class B," "Class C," and so on. These terms
are often confused with the foregoing category and used as if the two were
interchangeable, which is incorrect. This erroneous usage should be avoided
because, correctly used, the terms "Class A" and the like indicate only the
fire-resistant quality of parts of a building--i.e.,materials used in construc-
tion, partitions, doors, roofing, and so forth.

Zoning

Most cities today have planning commissions established to help ensure orderly
growth and development through the control of building placement. density,
and use of areas in which various types of structures are permitted to be built.
Zoning regulations are established to protect the health and safety of the people
of the community.



The following excerpt from a typical code defines in some detail the purpose
of zoning:

The purpose of this Article is to consolidate and coordinate all
existing zoning regulations and provisions into one comprehensive
zoning plan in order to designate, regulate, and restrict the
location and use of buildings, structures and land, for agriculture,
residence, commerce, trade, industry, or other purposes; to
regulate and limit the height, number of stories, and size of build-
ings and other structures, hereafter erected or altered; to regulate
and determine the size of yards and other open spaces and to regu-
late and limit the density of population; and for said purposes to
divide the City into zones of such number, shape, and area as may
be deemed best suited to carry out these regulations and to provide
for their enforcement. Further, such regulations are deemed
necessary in order to encourage the most appropriate use of land;
to conserve and stabilize the value of property; to provide adequate
open spaces for light and air, and to prevent and fight fires; to
prevent undue concentration of population; to lessen congestion on
streets; to facilitate adequate provisions for community utilities
and facilities such as transportation, water, sewerage, schools,
parks, and other public requirements; and to promote health,
safety, and the general welfare, all in accordance with a compre-
hensive plan.

The building zones designated in most cities throughout the United States are
generally uniform. The following is a list of various zones and their approved
abbreviations:

1. Al, A2 - Agricultural 9. CR, Cl - Limited commercial
2. RA, RS - Suburban 10. C2, C3, C4, CS - Commercial
3. RE - Residential estate 11. CM - Commercial manufacturing
4. R1 - One family 12. Ml - Limited industrial
S. R2 - Two family 13. M2 - Light industrial
6. R3, R4, R5 - Multiple dwelling 14. M3 - Heavy industrial
7. P - Automobile parking 15. RD - Research and development
B. PB - Parking building

Fire zoning. All large cities are divided into fire zones. These zones are
designated in the Uniform Building Code as Fire Zones Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
Although the occupancy of a building is a controlling factor in determining its
type of construction, fire zoning is equally important. For example, a four-
family apartment might be built Type V in one fire zone, but--for the same
occupancy--would be built Type I or Type II in another fire zone.

Types and Classifications of Roofs

Roofs may be classified into two general types--fire retardant and ordinary.
Fire-retardant roofs are designed for use on all business and commercial
buildings. Ordinary roofs are used on apartments (depending upon the fire
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zone involved), dwellings, and other small buildings. Fire-retardant roofs
are required by code on all buildings that fall under the following "occupancy"
classifications: Groups A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. Ordinary roofs may be
used on buildings in groups H, I, and J.

Underwriter Laboratories has established specifications for fire-retardant
roofs, designated as "Class A" and "Class B." Ordinary roofs are designated
as "Class C." All roofing delivered from the factory with a UL label is
"Class C material" (not to be confused with a "Class C" roof). "Class A"
and "Class B" roofs are produced by wrapping together certain combinations
of felts, capsheets, or gravel to produce the requirements established for
the class of roof desired. (Some fiber glass shingles and asbestos shingles
are acceptable to use on a fire-retardant roof.)

The Federal Housing Administration

The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) is a government agency which
guarantees to lenders the payment of home loans. The loan itself may be
made by any private lending institution, in accordance with rules laid down
by the agency. As a prerequisite to such guarantee, the FHA has laid down
certain minimum standards of construction. This provision lessens (though
by no means eliminates) the possibility of the FHA being responsible for
poorly-constructed or substandard houses. Whenever the FHA standards
differ from those set up by state, county, or city governments, the higher
standards must prevail.

FHA minimum construction requirements vary from one part of the country
to another. Whenever "Minimum Property Standards" are referred to in
this workbook, it relates to the code applicable in the reader's geographical
area. Most cities maintain a building department for the assistance of the
public, and information regarding building regulations and local ordinances
may be obtained at such places. The FHA also maintains throughout the state
offic s staffed by representatives who can supply all needed information on
construction requirements.

Changes

The roofer must be constantly alert to changes in building code requirements,
as building zones are continually being added and changed as population
increases and new industries are developed. Especially important to watch
for are new zone designations for such industries as atomic power plants and
industrial plants using radioactive materials. These operations may affect
changes in operations, methods, or materials used in roofing.

Study Assignment

Uniform Building Code. Pasadena, California: International Conference of
Building Officials, 1964, pp. 47-50 and 298-308.
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Topics for Discussion

185

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if asked to do so:

What is the "Uniform Building Code" and where is it used?
Why is it necessary to have fire zone?9
What constitutes a fire-retardant roof':
Who determines the qualifications for a fire-retardant roof?
Are all building code requirements similar for fire-retardant roofs?
Do building code requirements help or hurt the roofer?
Does a fire-retardant roof really help to contain a fire?
What are the beneficial effects of proper zoning?
What is the difference between general zoning laws and fire zoning laws?
Is a fire-retardant roof considered fireproof?
Why should a roofer be familiar with zoning laws?

$
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UNIT E-- ESTIMATING

TOPIC I--TYPES OF BUILDINGS, ROOFS, AND ZONES - Study Guide and
Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in this topic and in the assignment,
answer the following questions:

1. List five residential situations in which zoning or codes specify certain
roofs must be installed:

a.
b.
c..
d.
e.

...= ...

.IMI.MI.

... List five different industries which, because of their nature, require
different types of roofing materials:

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
.111!..

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement _ 3 true; circle F if the statement is false:

1. Any type of roof may be installed in Fire 1. T F
Zone No. I.

2. A building constructed in Fire Zone 1:,. 2 2. T F
requires a fire-retPrdant roof.

3. Class "C" material is not recommended fir 3. T F
use on a fire-retardant roof.

4. Buildings on which ordinary roofs are permitted 4. T F
ara included in Groups Ii, I, and J.

:t47
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5. A No. 2 Fire Zone usually includes business
streets and neighborhood districts.

6. A class "C" roof is a fire-retardant roof.

7. A No. 3 Fire Zone is ukolally a residential
district.

8. Building codes are adopted primarily to protect
the public.

9. Ordinary roofs may be installed on apartment
houses.

10. Double-coverage composition shingles are
acceptable for use on a fire-retz.7dant roof
installation.

11. All cities are required to abide by the Uniform
Building Code.

12. The Uniform Building Code classifies structures
according to their occupancy.

13. A dwelling is usually a Type V construction.

14. Heavy timber construction has a high fire rating.

15. The fire zone in which a building is or will be
situated can determine the class of roofing
material used.

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F
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UNIT E-- ESTIMATING

TOPIC 2--PRINCIPLES OF ESTIMATING

This topic, "Principles of Estimating, " is planned to help you find answers
to the following questions:

What is involved in the estimating process for roof jobs?
What short cuts should be used in estimating?
What mathematical calculations are necessary in estimating?
How do specifications and contracts affect job estimates
What is a bonded roof, and how does this enter into estimating?

Roofing jobs can be estimated with the help of many things--handbooks, tables,
pitchcards, rules of thumb, and the like. But the roofer who learns at the
outset to use mathematical procedures for calculating areas, linear feet of
material, and so forth and who is confident of his ability to make these calcu-
lations may later feel free to take some of the shortcuts of experienced
estimators. It is often necessary--and usually a sound idea--to recheck
estimates, especially if large amounts of money are involved.

The ability to estimate correctly is of great value to the journeyman and
apprentice alike. A man with such ability will have a constant awareness
of the needs of a job, which he can duly report to his foreman or employer,
thus eliminating extra trips and thereby reducing costs. This ability also
leads toward advancement into other phases of work in the roofing trade.

Specifications

Before any roofing jobs can be estimated (a process sometimes called a
"take-off"), the roof specification for the job should be checked. This pro-
cedure reduces the possibility of making errors when the time comes to
determine the proper material, fastening methods, and so forth. All too
frequently, contractors who are low bidders on a job find out too late the
specifications were not interpreted correctly.

Architectural drawings and the specifications on a job, taken together, serve
several functions:

They provide an equal basis and a set of standards upon which all
roofing contractors can bid a job.

189
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They supplement each other; for example, model designations, serial
numbers, textures, finishes, and the like are generally too numerous
to be included on the drawings. Using both items, requirements can be
set forth in greater detail for an entire job.
They provide a firm easily understood record of all requirements, upon
which to establish agreements between contractor and client as well as
a good base for the settling of disputes.
They establish a legal basil for supplemental authorizations, divisions
of responsibility, and other relationships.
They provide a satisfactory basis for negotiating contracts.

Specifications indicate specific areas of responsibilities regarding performance,
quality, and completion time for all subcontractors. Specifications are required
for any job on which loan commitments are to be made hecause lending agencies
demand complete preplanning of a structure so that definite costs may be deter-
mined.

In residential construction, specifications are legal and binding, but they
are not usually as complex as those prepared for large structures. Every set
of plans for a residence should have specifications provided, but only a few
city building departments require this. Home building jobs having FHA guar-
anteed loans, however, are required to have written specifications which
reflect the minimum standards demanded by the agency. When a loan commit-
ment is sought under these conditions, several sets of prints and specifications
are usually needed. The prints and specifications should always be available
on the job site, regardless of the stage of completion.

Contracts

A building contract is a binding agreement between a client and a contractor
to perform a job in accordance with the blueprints and specifications issued
for that job.

On most large, complex building jobs, the specifications are studied and
contracts negotiated by attorneys, and this frequently involves complicated
legal procedures. Very often thousands of dollars are expended by those
concerned before the contract is finally signed, and a contract attorney is
maintained on a retainer basis for the duration of the jot.

The roofing contractor, however, has to deal only with the party with whom
he has a contract (usually the general contractor) to clarify such matters as
material needed, methods of application, and the like. It is the responsibility
of the general contractor to clear such matters with the architect or other
specification writer.

Certain conditions governing contracts are customarily observed on all
building jobs. These conditions cover such items as insurance, bonding,
job-site facilities, owner-contractor relationships, public safety, and so
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forth. A summary of conditions generally involved has been published by
the American Institute of Architects and has received wide approval from
contractors' associations.

A basic understanding of the responsibilities of both the architect and the
contractor is important to the roofer if he is to carry out his job effectively.

Bonded Roofs

A roof that is bonded by the manufacturer is one that is guaranteed for a
stipulated length of time (usually 10 or 20 years), providing the roof is

ed
applied in strict accordance with the manufacturer's specifications.

es I Such a warranty is a form of insurance and costs a certain amount of moneyr- per square of roofing. This cost, borne by the customer, will run about
$1.75 per square over and above the cost of material and labor. If roof
repairs are required during the warranty period, the manufacturer's costs
will run about five or six dollars per square. If, however, it is found that
the roofing material was not installed as stipulated by the manufacturer,
the cost of repair falls directly on the roofing contractor who did the job.

As a general rule, if no problems occur with a roof within the first two years,
it is reasonable to assume the roof will remain satisfactory for the remainder
of the warranty period. Bonded specifications are usually referred to by
number in the manufacturer's specification manual, and the roofer must
interpret the requirements in a manner that will enable him to apply the
roof to the satisfaction of the manufacturer. (An architect's specification
may refer also to the manufacturer's manual for bonded recover work.)

Factors to Consider When Estimating

An estimator's approach to his job is governed by the following situations:

When a new roof is to be installed on an unroofed existing structure
When an old roof is to be recovered or repaired
When a roofing job must be estimated for a building Lot yet constructed

To do a proper job of estimating on either new or on recover work, the
estimator should know the number of squares his crew will be able to lay in
a given number of hours. Ile must also be familiar with whatever problems
may exist regarding working space, weather conditions, and the like. (Long
range weather forecasts are available and should be considered in the con-
tractor's schedule. )

The estimator must decide what method to use when "loading the job, " and
whether or not the crew will encounter loading obstacles such as metal
flashing, air conditioning units, signposts, and similar objects.
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When quantities of material needed for a job must be determined before the
structure is built, these figures are estimated from the plans, sections,
details and specifications. The specifications are the most important in this
type of estimating.

(NOTE: Architects are not experienced roofers and sometimes make errors
on details which the estimator should note. Such errors should be called to
the attention of those in authority on the job, but there is a "line of command"
that should be observednormally from the roofing contractor to the general
contractor, then to the architect. No major change should ever be made
without going through channels.)

The procedure for estimating a roof job on an existing structure is basically
the same whether the structure is new or old, except that a new deck requires
a more thorough inspection before the roofing operation can commence. Both
types can and should be measured, providing the roof pitch in each case is
such that climbing upon the roof is not dangerous. (See Safety Rules, Unit D,
Topic 1.)

Estimating recover work is more difficult than estimating new work in at
least one respect--it is more difficult to detect flaws in an existing roof
because such flaws can be covered up by the original roof. The age of an
old roof and the number of previous applications should be determined before
any estimate is started. Excess weight on an old roof, brought about by the
new application, can often cause serious structural damage; the building will
sometimes settle, causing plaster to crack, or the roof can even collapse.

When large recover jobs must be estimated, it may be necessary to study the
original architectural drawings as well as visit the job site.

To estimate a roof job on a struct.re not yet built, however, requires that
the roofer interpret the architect's drawings and specifications. If specifica-
tions are not available (other than notations on the roof plan or job order),
sound judgment on the part of the roofer is required to select the right
materials and best methods for the job. To do this, the estimator must be
familiar with the following items:

Applicable building codes
Materials to be used
Available equipment
Methods
Access to the roof
Time required for the job
Overhead costs

(NOTE: The estimating of wages and overhead will not be included in this
workbook, since it involves too much additional study.)
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Factors Influencing Estimates

Roofing contractors must be realistic in estimating jobs. They can perform
a "quality" job or a "competitive" job, depending on what the customer wants.
The contractor must remember that he is in competition with others, and his
price, in most cases, must be competitive--something that is possible only
through careful and thoroLgh control of his costs of operation. He may want
to do the best possible job in every instance--and this is a worthy goal--but he
would soon be out of business if he bid all jobs without considering his compe-
tition. This is a fact of life that everyone in the trade must face.

It is still possible, however, for the roofer to perform each job in the best
possible manner regardless of the job specifications or the contractor. A
good roofer who knows how to do a quality job, using the correct procedure,
can soon learn to do his work rapidly and with top quality.

Roofing Estimate Forms

Estimate forms are available from manufacturers for the convenience of
contractors. Some contractors print their own estimate forms, and Fig. E-1
is an example.

All estimate forms call for the same basic information, but some may be
orgarIzed differently from others. The estimator should always use a sharp
pencil and print clearly when filling out the forms. Since this form serves
as a form of communication concerning a job, nothing should be left out that
could be considered an essential point of information. A checklist should
also be used to further aid in compiling a complete estimate. A separate
checklist for each type of roof should be compiled.

Quantity Survey Service

Roofing contractors may subscribe to a Quantity Survey Brief, which provides
the essential roof plans, elevations, details, and specifications - -all the
written and geographic information required to prepare an estimate. This
material is available chi jobs under construction and on those jobs not yet
underway. Having been checked and rechecked, these briefs are accurate
except for change orders from the architect. Prior to starting work, how-
ever, the contractor or estimator should inspect the structure and review
the change orders, as he may have to modify the bid, the material order,
or the labor requirements.

Study Assignment

J. L. Strahar, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products pp. 91-97.
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ROOFING CONTRACTORS' INSPECTION RECORD

EST. NO.
JOB NO.
DATE

NAME OF BLDG. PHONE
ADDRESS
OWNER PHONE
ADDRESS
CONTACT PHONE

TYPE OF BLDG.: STORIES
Office CONDITION OF ROOF Good Fair Bad
Factory Is roof leaking? Where?
Warehouse Has it been coated Painted?
Garage Material
Commercial Resurfaced?
Store Repaired? Low spots?
Hotel Age?
House Are walls coated? Covered?
Other Material

ROOF STRUCTURE: Loa insulation? Type
Wood Thickness
Concrete Should roof be removed?
Gypsum Spud-off
Steel Nearest dump?
Flat Permit License
Truss ACCESSIBILITY OF BLDG.
Sawtooth Street Yard Alley Other
Steep

EXISTING ROOF: RECOMMENDATION OF WORK:
Cap Roof
Gravel
Asphalt
Tar
Iron
Shing es
Asbestos Wars
Tile
Fastener
Slate Flashings
Wood
Skylights

FLASHINGS: 1tEMARKS:
Galvanized
Copper
Aluminum

Irish
Fabric
Nail -on
Valleys
Gutters
Coping
Others

Inspection made by
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TOPIC 2--PM4CIPLES OF ESTIMATING - Study Guide and Checkup

Study Guide

After you have studied the information in this topic and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

1. List the three circumstances under which estimating is done:

a.

b.

c.

2. List four things an estimator should know before he can estimate a
job correctly:

a.

b.

c.

d.

3. List four safety precautions other than those mentioned in this topic
that should be observed when estimating on site:

a.

b.

c.

d.

4. Name four things with which an estimator should be familiar before
he can estimate a job:

4.

b.

c.

d.

195
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Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false:

1. The initial steps to take when learning to estimate
roof jobs include the shortcut methods often used
by experienced roofers.

2. The apprentice should not concern himself too early
with so-called "quality" methods because contractors
rarely have a quality job to do.

3. Previous job records can often be of major assistance
to a roofer when estimating for a reroof job.

4. For all practical purposes, there is ro real limit to
the number of reroofing operations on one roof before
a spud-off job is necessary.

5. Interpretation of both the architect's drawings and
his specifications are necessary to prepare a proper
estimate.

6. The estimate sheet is essentially a form of communica-
tion.

7. Competition and job costs must both be considered
carefully when estimating a job for a bid.

8. Specifications are not legal and binding on
residential construction.

9. A bonded roof is guaranteed by the manufacturer
of the roofing material regardless of location,
climate conditi,ms, or method of application.

10. Estimate forms, supplied by roofing material
manufacturers, must be used by the contractors
doing the roof work.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOP 7. 3MEASURING FLAT RECTANGULAR AREAS

This topic, "Measuring Flat Rectangular Areas," is planned to help you
find answers to the following questions:

Why is the ability to perform certain arithmetical calculations essential
to the roofer?
How many different formulas must be used to determine roof areas?
How do the physical characteristics of each type of roof vary the
formulas used for area computation?
How can a complicated roof shape be broken down into one or more
simple shapes for calculating purposes?

The ability to do arithmetical calculations accurately is essential to the
roofer who wants to succeed in his occupation. Once the surface areas,
lineal measure, and so forth have been determined for any job, the amount
of material needed for the job may be calculated easily. Most roofing
material manufacturers supply guides and charts showing what quantities
of materials are required per square foot of rcofing. With these aids, simple
arithmetic - -multiplication and division--is all that is needed to determine the
quantities required for a job.

Formulas for Roofing Problems

This topic presents and explains the common formulas used on the job to
solve measuring and calculating problems often faced by roofers.

Area of a Shed Roof Without Irregularities

The formula for :finding the area of a shed roof that is square or rectangular
without any irregularities is:

Area of shed roof 2 rake times width

In the case of the shed roof shown in Fig. E-2, the area would be computed
thusly:

22 ft. X 20 ft. = 440 sq. ft., or 4 1/2 squares
(Note: The actual mathematical answer here is 4 4/10 squares, but the
roofer should round this off to the nearest half when estimating small jobs.
On big jobs, this fraction would be rounded off to the next whole number.)

197
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PLAN VIEW

END ELEVATION

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

FRONT ELEVATION

Fig. E-2. Four views of a shed roof

Area of a Gable Roof Without Irregularities

The formula for finding the area of a gable roof without irregularities is:

Area of gable roof = 2 times the slant width of roof (length of
the rafter), times the length of the roof (ridge length).

In the case of the gable roof shown in Fig. E- 3, the area would be computed
thusly:

2 X 10 ft. X 20 ft. = 400 sq. ft. or 4 squares.

(NOTE: The roofer must be alert to the possibilit that a gable roof may have
a different slant width on one side than on the other. Also, the rakes may
not always run parallel with the walls.)

Area of a Plain Hip Roof

The area of a plain hip roof is simPar to the area of a gable roof of the same
plan view dimensions and pitch. The formula for finding the area for a plain
hip roof is:

Area of a hip roof = 2 times length of main slope times length
of roof at eave.

In the case of the hip roof shown in Fig. E-4, the area would be computed
thusly:

2 X 10 ft. X 30 ft = 600 sq. ft., or 6 squares.
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW

Fig. E-3. Four views of a gable roof
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Area of a Flat Roof with Parapets

The formula for finding the area of a flat roof with parapets is:

Area of the flat roof
of

(without the parapets) = length times
width. In the case of the roof shown in Fig. E-5, this would
be 30 ft. X 20 ft. or 600 sq. ft.

(NOTE: The slight area difference caused by the shallow slope makes a
negligible difference in area computation.)

Fig. E -5. Fiat roof sloping to top edge of parapet

AVERAGE HEIGHT

Fig. E-6. Stretchout of vertical surfaces of parapet
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The vertical area on the inside surfaces of the parapets must now be added.
This area may be computed in several ways. One way may be described
thusly:

If the roof tapers up to the top of the parapet at its high point (as shown in
Fig. E-5), the vertical area of the parapet may be thought of as two right
triangles as shown in Fig. E-6.

The solution may be arrived at in two steps:

1. 50 ft. X 2 ft. X 1/2 = 50 sq. ft. (area of one triangle)

2. 50 sq. ft. x 2 2 100 sq. ft. (vertical area of parapet)

If, however, the highest point of the roof is lower than the top of the parapet,
the vertical surfaces of the parapet may be thought of as an elongated rec-
tangle. (See Figs. E-7 and E-8.)

The solution in this case may be arrived at thusly:

3 ft. X 50 ft. = 150 sq. ft., or 1 1/2 squares.

(NOTE: When actually estimating at the job site, this procedure is greatly
simplified by simply adding the avers.- a height of the parapet to the roof
dimensions. The average height in .g. E-8 is found at about 27 ft., while
in Fig. E-6 it is found at 25 ft.)

Area of a "T" RoofGable or Hip

The area of a fir roof may be determined in the following manner (Fig. E-9):

1. Calculate the area of the main roof, disregarding the "T". (Use
the method previously described for a simple gable roof.)

2. Add to this area the square feet of the "T". (Do not include the
shaded area, since this was included in the calculations for the
main roof.)

Calculate the areas as follows:

24 ft. X 25 ft. = 600 sq. ft.

5 ft. X 16 ft. = 80 sq. ft.

Total area = 680 sq.

(NOTE: When figuring a hip roof,
included.)

ft., or 4 squares

the extra ridges and hips should be
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Fig. E -7. Flat roof sloping to within 6 in. of top of parapet

AVERAGE HEIGHT

30-CP

B
A

Fig. E.8. Stretchout of vertical surfaces of parapet

I
I
1

1

I/0 I

--I
Fig. E -9. Intersecting roof with'?" gable
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Area of an "L" Roof--Hip or Gable

The area of an "L" roof = total length of two ridges times the
length of the rafter times 2.

In the case of the "L" roof shown in Fig. E-10, the total area may be
determined in three steps:

1. 20 ft. + 30 ft. = ft.

2. 10 ft. X 2 ft. = 20 ft.

3. 50 ft. X 20 ft. = 1,000 sq. ft. , or 10 squares

NOTE: It is sometimes easier to take measurements at the rake and eave
to arrive at the same conclusion. In this fashion only two rectangles need
be considered:

203
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1. 40 ft. X 20 ft. = 800 sq. ft.

2. 10 ft. X 20 ft. = 200 sq. ft.

3. 800 sq. ft. + 200 sq. ft. = 1,000 sq. ft., or 10 squares

Study Assignment

1. G. M. Hobbs, J. McKinney, and J. R. Dalzell, Practical Mathematics,
Section 12, pp. 437-52.

2. J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products, pp. 91-97.



UNIT E -- ESTIMATING

TOPIC 3MEASURING FLAT RECTANGULAR AREAS - Study Guide and
Checkup

Study Guide

Ai ler you have studied the material in this topic and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

Give the formula for finding the following areas:

1. A gable roof 1.

2. "T" roof 2.

3. A shed roof 3.

4. A parapet 4.

5. A hip roof 5.

6. An "L" roof 6.

Checkrp

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. To find the area of a "T" gable roof, multiply I. T F
the length of the main roof rake by two, and
then multiply this figure by the length of the
eave. Next, multiply the rake length of the
"T" by two, and multiply this figure by the
length of the eave. Then add the two results.

2.

3.

4.

5.

To find the area of an all hip "T" gable, add 2. T F
10 percent wab:-.;.%. to the area of the same size
gable roof.

When estimating a flat roof with parapets, no
consideration need be given the parapet areas.

3. T F

The rake length of a building is always the same
as the rafter length.

4. T F

The pitch of a roof has no bearing on the area. 5. T F
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6. As a practical matter, parapet areas can be
computed by using average heights.

7. The area of an "L" roof can be estimated by
considering the main roof and the "L" as two,
separate rectangles and adding these areas
together.

8. A perspective view of a building always shows the
entire roof of a hip roof.

9. In the case of a flat roof with a slight slope,
adjustment must be made for the slope in the
area computations.

10. Once the total area of a roof is determined in
square feet, that figure is divided by 100, then
raised to the nearest whole number, to arrive
at the number of squares required.

Roofing, Part 2

6. T F

7. T F.

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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TOPIC 4--MEASURING CURVED AND IRREGULAR SURFACES

This topics "Measuring Curved and Irregular Surfaces," is planned to help
you find answers to the following questions:

What method is used to determine the area of a triangular roof?
How can the area of a circular roof be broken down into square feet?
What are the best methods of determining the area of cylindrical
tanks and conical roofs?
How does the area of a sphere relate to a dome roof?
What is the main difference between a barrel roof and a bullnose roof?
Why should the roofer estimate off the plan view of a hyperbolic roof?
In what way can irregularly-shaped roofs be broken down into calculable
areas?

The most complicated roof measurements to make are those dealing with curved
and irregular surfaces ai.d edges. This process involves only basic arithmetic
with simple formulas. Even the most irregular surface areas, such as hyper-
bolic and kidney-shaped roofs, are simple to calculate when broken down into
smaller areas of more conventional shape.

Methods of Calculating Curved Surfaces

Once the process of calculating these areas is understood, shortcuts and tables
can be used with confidence. The following methods and formulas are essential
for figuring areas of curved surfaces:

Area of a Triangular Dead Flat Roof

A triangle with three equal sides is called equilateral. A triangle with one
10-degree corner is a right triangle. When a triangle has two equal sides, it
is an isosceles. Any other triangle is considered a scalene (Fig. E-1l).

The formula for figuring the area of a triangle may be stated thusly:

Area = Base X Altitude
2

207
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RIGHT TRIANGLE

Roofing, Part 2

41/41-0.1

Fig. E-11. Types of triangles

SCALENE TRIANGLE

In the case of the roof pictured in Fig. E-12, the area would equal 40 ft. (the
base) times 35 ft. (the altitude), divided by 2, or 700 sq. ft. (7 squares of
roofing). Dividing by two is the same as dividing in half, and it will be noted
in Fig. E-11 that the shaded areas are equal to one half the total area of the
rectangle, therefore equal to the unshaded areas. The shaded areas, reversed
and placed together, will form a triangle identical to the unshaded triangle.
This explains a shortcut to the formula given: divide either the base or the
altitude in half before multiplying, and the proper answer is secured without
having to divide by two.

PERSPECTIVE VIEW

Fig. E-12. A triangular roof

EliVATION VIEW
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Area of a Circular Roof

The formula for determining the area of a circle is Area = irr2, where a
equals 3.1416 (the Greek letter pi, a constant, meaning that the diameter of
any circle will fit around the circumference 3.1416 times; this is usually
shortened to 3.14 for calculating roof areas); r equals the radius of the circle
(one-half the diameter); and the '2" means squared (multiplied by itself).
Thus, in the case of the roof shown in Fig. E-13, one-half the diameter of
100 ft. is 50 ft. This figure squared is 2,500. Multiplying this by 3.14, the
result is 7,850, expressed in square feet. This roof will require 79 squares
of roofing.

Fig. E.13. Cylindrical water tank

Area of the Walls of a Cylindrical Tank

The formula for determining the area of the walls of a cylindrical tank is
Area -4 7 Id X h), where "d is the diameter of the tank and "h" the height
(Fig. E-13). Thus, 3.14 X 100 X 28 u 8,792, expressed in square feet. The
walls in question will therefore require 88 squares of roofing.

4".rea of a Conical Roof

The surface area of a conical roof may be found by the formula: one-half
slant height times circumference of the base equals the s- "- 7Lrea.

In the case of the conical roof shown in Fig. E-14, the following steps
should be taken:

1. 1/2 X 10 = 5

2. 5 X 31.5 = 157.5, expressed in square feet
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k

Area of a Dome Roof

31=6
Fig. E14. Conical roof

The area of a semispherical dome roof is equal to one-half the area of a
sphere with the same diameter. Dome roofs are becoming quite common,
and the roofer should know the process for finding the area of a sphere and
how to use this in his calculations.

The dome roof shown in Fig. E-15 has a diameter of 100 ft. and a height of
50 ft. Since the height is exactly half i,of the diameter, it is equal to the radius.
The area of a sphere is equal to 47t r4, and the area of a semispherical dome
is one-half of that.

The ea of the dome roof shown in Fig. E-15 may be determined as follows:

1. 4 X 3.14 X 502 71 31,400

2. 31,400 + 2 2 15, 700, the area of the roof in square feet, requiring
157 squares of roofing

Area of a Barrel Roof

The area of a barrel roof (shown in Fig. E-16) may be computed as a curved
rectangle by adding 1/7 (or 14 percent) of the span to the span length. This
procedure is not wholly accurate, nor will it apply equally well in all cases,
but it is used successfully as a rule of thumb by many roofers when estimating
for a barrel roof.
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Area of a Bulinose Roof

Although there is a slight reduction in area because of the bullnose, it is

the bullnose roof hi Fig. E-17 is the barrel portion of the roof.)

The area of a bullnose roof is figured just as though the bullnose did not

negligible and can be disregarded for estimating purposes. (Section A of

exist and the barrel roof extended to the end of the building (Fig. E-17).

Fig. E-1& Barrel roof

Fig. E-15. Dome roof

ISRE

citeso.

-o"
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Fig. E-17. Su Nose roof

Area of a Hyperbolic Roof

A hyperbolic roof, looked at in plan view, often turns out to be nothing more
than a modified rectangle or diamond (Fig. E-18). In this case, it should
be figured from this standpoint, multiplying A times B and dividing by 2,

Area of a Kidney-shaped or Other Irregularly Curved Flat Surface

The most accurate method of calculating the area of an especially irregular
shape, such as that pictured in Fig. E-19, is with the grid system.

Grids should be drawn to the scale of the architectural drawing being used.
Transparent grid sheets are available which can be laid over the drawing for
this purpose. If the scale of the drawing in Fig. E-19 were 1/16" = 11-0",
then each 1/4" would equal 16 sq. ft.

For computation of an area using grids the following procedure should be used:

1. Count the number of whole squares within the outline.

2. Count the number of half squares within the outline and divide by two.

3. Count the number of third squares within the outline and divide by three.

4. Count the number of triangles within the outline and divide by two.

5. Add all of these totals together and multiply by 16. The final answer
will be the area of the roof expressed in square feet.
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Fig. E-111. Hyperbolic roof

A faster but less accurate method to calculate the area of an irregular
surface is to break it down into calculable shapes -- triangles, rectangles,
circles, and so forth. Such a surface is shown in the perspective view in
Fig. E-20. A suggested division of this surface is pictured in Fig. E-21.

In the breakdown in Fig. E- 21, the areas A, B, Co and E are calculated and
totalled. Then areas D, F, and G are calculated and subtracted from the first
total. The result is the area of the surface.

Lineal Measurements

Lineal measurement is used in the roofing trade for determining the straight
footage of edgings, hips, ridges, starter strip flashings, gutters, and so
forth. It does not involve area in the sense of square footage. When estimating
for amounts of material, the roofer must not only figure the exact lineal meas-
urement (in linear feet) but also make allowance for laps, corners, and waste.
These considerations increase the total amount of material required.
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Fig. E-19. Calculating area a kidney shape by use of a grid system

The perimeter of a roof is the distance around the roof (or outer boundary) in
linear feet, regardless of the shape of the roof -- square, triangular, round,
or whatever. Such a measurement does not, of course, reflect the total amount
of material needed because other parts of the same roof, requiring the same
material, may have to be considered.

Volume

Volume calculations may be necessary in an estimate when. large quantities
of "low melt" and fibrated plastic are required to fill a number of pitchpan
fleshings. Frequently, large factory roofs are found to have hundreds of
such fleshings. U, for example, each one takes one pint of material and 300
must be filled, total volume then becomes an important item.

The following formula may be used ill determining the volume of material
required:

Volume of each cubicle 2 length X width X height

Volume of each cylinder 2 pi X diameter X height
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Fig. E-20. Kidney-shaped roof

Fig. E-21. Irregular shape broken down into calculable areas
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The container of material will show the weight of the contents in pints, quarts,
or gallons transposed into cubic measure. With these figures available, the
roofer can easily determine the amount needed for any job.

Study Assignment

1. J. L. Strahan, Manufacture, Selection and Application of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products. Review pp. 191-97.

2. G. M. Hobbs, J. McKinney, and J. R. Dalzell, Practical Mathematics,
pp. 452-86.
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TOPIC 4-- MEASURING CURVED AND IRREGULAR SURFACES

Study Guide

After you have studied the material in this topic and the assigned material,
complete the following exercises:

1. Draw, in the spaces below, (A) an isosceles triangle, (B) a right triangle,
and (C) a scalene triangle.

I
A B C

2. What is the formula for calculating the area of a triangle?

Area =

3. What is the formula for calculating the area of a circle?

Area =

4. What is the formula for calculating the area of a sphere?

Area =

5. What is the formula for calculating the circumference of a circle?

Circumference =

6. What is the formula for calculating the area of a cone?

Area =

7. What is the procedure for calculating the area of a bullnose roof?

217
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9. Show how to divide the following irregular shape into calculable areas,

8. What is the procedure for calculating the area of a hyperbolic roof?

and show how to find the area of the shape using the grid system. The
scale may be assumed to be 1/16" = P 0 ".

Roofing, Part 2

10. What is the formula for determining the volume of a cylinder?



Exercises in Estimating

TOPIC 1- -BASIC INFORMATION

This unit, "Exercises in Estimating," consists of a series of exercises which
do not have corresponding tests in the testbook. These exercises should be
graded by the instructor for accuracy, clarity, readability, and the correct
application of knowledge gained through the study of this course. To perform
these exercises satisfactorily, the apprentice will be required to reason out
complete roofing problems, thereby testing his understanding of estimating
procedures.

Practice in Lineal Measurement

It is suggested that the instructor secure surplus architectural drawings and
specifications and that he use the Blueprint Lseadir and Examination Kit of
the American Technical Society. The instructor may devise special drawings
which will serve the same purpose--that of offering practice in area and
linear measurement and in the calculation of material quantities.

Suggested Estimate Form

Each exercise or group of exercises includes some basic instructions for the
specific estimating job being considered. A suggested estimate form appears
on the following four pages and may be used as a sample to make a sufficient
number of forms for use in the classroom. This form is also included in
the back of the testbook and may be removed for reproducing purposes. The
instructor may, however, supply forms of his own choosing. Most roofing
estimate forms call for the same basic information; the only differences
involved are in the scope or organization of the form. The forms provided
herein are designed to include the best characteristics of several different
forms used throughout the industry.

Some exercises call for the use of a specification which must be selected from
a manufacturer's specification manual. (A custom specification may be
developed by the instructor.)

As an answer key for each exercise, the instructor will prepare a complete
estimate as it should be done, except for labor, overhead, and material
costs.

Roofing practices differ from region to region, and each instructor's answer
will reflect this. In view of these differences the instructor should exercise
a certain flexibility in checking the student's work for accuracy.

219
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Roofing Estimate
Name of Building
Job Location
Owner
Architect
Contractor

Estimating Exercise No.

Job No. Date--Phone
Address

Estimator's Check List

1. Main roof
2. Base flashings
3. Counter flashings (plastic)
4. Cap flashings (plastic)
5. Co'inter flashings (metal)
6. Cap flashings (rnef ul
7. Valleys
8. Insulation
9. Gutters

10. Leaderpipes
11. Masonry walls

1

12.
3.

22.

20.
21.

23.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

-Phone
Phone
Phone

Skylights
Monitors
Dormers
Chimneys
Pipe and other metal flashings
Outlets
Roof decking
Debris
Use of roof
Shingles
Hip and ridge
Other

RECOMMENDATIONS: (Place item number below and suggest treatment)
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Roofing Estimate
Name of Building --Phone
Job Location
Owner ..ress r one
Architect Phone
Contractor Phone

Roofing, Part 2

Estimating Exercise No.

Job No. Date

MATERIALS

Sale Price
Solicitor
Labor - Material
Salesman
Overhead
Profit.
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Felts

ESTIMATOR'S MATERIAL

CHECK LIST

0 Insulation thickness
strip

ElInsulation thickness
Insulation thickness

7# sheathing
20# rosin size
30# rosin size
15# asphalt felt
30# asphalt felt
40# smooth roofing
45# smooth roofing
55# smooth roofing
65# smooth roofing
75# smooth roofing
15# asbestos felt
30# asbestos felt
45# asbestos felt
55# asbestos felt
15# tar felt
30# tar felt
8# fiberglas plysheet
Super plysheet
Vapor barriers

Capsheets
105# mineral surfaced capsheet
90# mineral surfaced capsheet
90# asbestos mineral capsheet
72# fiberglas mineral surfaced

cap
035# split sheet mineral surfaced

capsheet

Plastic and Asphalt Pitch
Asphalt (steep)
Asphalt (low slope)
Coal tar pitch
Plastic cements
Caulking compounds

Fasteners
bTin caps_
_ Cap nails

Roofing nails (other)
Concrete nails

Insulations
Insulation - type

thickness
Insulation thickness cant strip

tapered edge

air 3
adhesive

Fabrics
Pitch saturated fabric
Asphalt saturated fabric
Fiberglas fabric
16# fiberglas combination
Flaxfelt

Flashings and Hardware
]Edge metal
Counter flashings (metal)
Roof drains and strainers
Base flashings
5 course or 3 course flashings
Plastic type flashings (neoprene)
Pitch pockets

_I splash pans

Damp and Waterproofing

Coatings
Aggregate (kind)
Primer, asphalt
Asphalt roofcoatings
Asphalt foundation coatings
Asphalt emulsions
Aluminum coatings
White coatings

Shingles
Asphalt shingles (kind)
Hip and ridge units
Starter rolls (size)
Valley rolls

Miscellaneous.
Cotton mops
Glass mops
Kerosene
L.P.G. gas
Guarantee
Schedule of Roofing Work
Access to buildings
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TOPIC 2--COATINGS

Protective coatings serve three main purposes: (1) extend roof life; (2)
provide architectural effects; and (3) act as a heat reflector. The roofer
must know when coatings should be used and which specification is appropriate
to meet existing conditions. Incorrectly applied, a coating job can be a waste
of the customer's money and a reflection on the professional competence of
the contractor.

Instructions

Before an attempt is made to perform this exercise, the following points
should be considered in a classroom discussion:

2. Manufacturers' specification manuals
3. Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit (ATS)

Is the surface to be coated absorbent or rough enough to require
additional material?
What percentage of waste may be expected?
Will the prevailing temperature have any effect on the application
procedure?

What preliminary preparations should be made before coating a capsheet,

What different types of coatings are available for use, and what are their

What problems might arise if spraying must be done on a windy day?
If a coating job involves a weathered deck, will it waterproof the deck
adequately, or should the deck be replaced first?

individual characteristics and purposes?

Suggested Reference Materials

1. Selected architectural drawings and specifications

Exercise

1. Using any suitable architectural drawing, working sketch, or actual
structure, calculate the amount of roof coating required.

225

a
gravel, or tile roof?
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TOPIC 3MATERIALS AND METHODS

Many custcmers are not aware that roofing applications and methods vary to
the extent that several different estimates can be worked up on one job. Most
customers will appreciate advice on these matters and a chance to make a
choice. The roofer, therefore, should make three different estimates on a
job, using three different job specifications.

Once the take-off measurements have been made, all that is necessary for the
three estimate figures is to recalculate the cost per square of roofing, based
on the materials to be used and the methods employed. This takes only a
short time and often makes the difference between getting or losing the job.
It also demonstrates to the customer that his interests are being considered.

Instructions

Class discussion should take place on the foregoing points before the estimating
exercises are attempted. Variations in materials and methods should be
explored as they *night relate to the following types of deck construction:

1. 1" x 6" douglas fir deck with parapets

2. 1" x 6" douglas fir deck and concrete block parapet

3. 1/2-in. plywood deck and ceramic brick parapet

4. Concrete deck and parapet

5. Any of the various "lightweight" decks (gynsum, lightweight aggregate,
or mineral lightweight aggregate)

Suggested Reference Materials

Selected architectural drawings

Exercises

Make estimates as follows, using a selected architectural drawing:

1. A very competitive bid, using the minimum building requirements
existing in your area.

227
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2. A minimum bid which, on the basis of your knowledge and experience, is
designed to serve the customer best from the standpoint of durability,
quality, ease of maintenance, and the like. Explain on a separate sheet
of paper why you chose each part of your specification.

3. A bid using a manufacturer's 20-year bonded specification.

NOTE: Label the bids to indicate what they are--"Competitive Bid,"
"Quality Bid," or "Bonded Specification Bid."



UNIT F-- EXERCISES IN ESTIMATING

TOPIC 4--RECOVER WORK

Many roof conditions require a repair or a recover job. The condition of an
existing roof will determine which corrective action to take if the condition is
analyzed carefully in the light of what has caused the failure to occur and what
effects the failure will have on the roof's performance. Roof failures are not
always easy to diagnose--for example, a leak in a skylight may have several
causes: cracked solder joints, plugged weepholes, sagging drain, obstructed
channels, and broken base flashings, to name a few.

The estimator should base his decision solely upon the cause-and-effect
relationship, calling for a repair when that is all that is needed or ordering
a recover job only when a repair will not suffice. He should never attempt
to "oversell" just to secure a bigger job. Honesty and forthrightness in
estimating are essential to long-range success and will never fail to establish
a good reputation for the roofing firm involved.

Instructions

From the list of common roof conditions that follow, the instructor will
select those which will govern the decisions of the students while working
exercises 1, 2, and 3:

Built-up Roof - Recover Only

1. A number of existing applications 15. Reg let separating from wall
2. Ability of the existing structure 16. Holes in base flashing

to support additional load 17. Three-course flashing pulling
3. Fishmouths loose
4. Blisters up to 12 inches 18. Pipes without flashing (new roof
5. Blisters up to 10 feet jacks or pitchpans)
6. Loose granules 19. Leaking expansion joints
7. Splitting 20. Leaking at a tie-in
8. Numerous patches 21. Leaking or cracked coping
9. Leaks around scuppers and outlets 22. Badly installed air conditioning

10. Water between existing roof equipment or ducts
application 23. Burned-out valleys

11. Skylight leaking 24. Severe condensation
12. Plugged weepholes 25. Gravel off in various areas,
13. Leaks around flagpoles exposing felt
14. Splitting and sagging around

parapet
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230 Roofing, Part 2

Exercises

1. Estimate a competitive gravel recover job to conform to minimum codes.
The building to be recovered is 60 years old and has three existing roof
applications.

2. Working from blueprints, estimate for a quality job one that, in your
opinion, will best serve the customer.

3. Working from the same blueprint, estimate for a capsheet application
one that, in your opinion, will best serve the customer.



UNIT F-- EXERCISES IN ESTIMATING

TOPIC 5COMPOSITION SHINGLES

A quality job of shingling can be considerably more expensive than one per-
formed on highly competitive work. The estimating exercises in this topic
set up different sets of conditions and problems that may exist on a job. For
example : sealing or flashing composition shingles to old wooden siding can be
done the "proper" way (which is costly), or it can be done in a "satisfactory"
manner (usually the case in competitive work). Proper Z bar can be installed
as would be done on new work, or the shingles may only be sealed to the siding
with flashing compound.

Instructions

Before an attempt is made to perform these exercises, the following points
should be considered in a classroom discussion:

Are very high quality shingles normally used on a class "A" or "B"
structure which must provide maximum fire resistance?
Is it possible that composition shingles cannot be applied over some
roofs, even though the roof pitch is adequate?
What are the normal mechanical precautions to take when shingling in
freezing climates?

Suggested Reference Material

1. Manufacturers' specification manuals
2. Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit (ATS)
3. Other architectural drawings as needed

Exercises

Using the material in the Blueprint Reading al_i_Examjnation Kit, make
estimates in accordance with the following conditions:

1. A competitive bid on new work, within the minimum code requirements
of your area.
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232 Roofing, Part 2

2. A quality recover bid on the same structure. Assume the following when
preparing the bid:

(a) The house is 60 years old.
(b) The existing wood shingles are deteriorated and brittle.
(c) The shingle lath or sheathing is 1" x 3" and 10 in. on center.
(d) The owner wants it covered with composition shingles.

Using a blueprint for a Group B occupancy structure, make estimates based
on the following conditions:

3. A bid covering the use of a quality composition shingle for a bonded
specification.

4. A bid similar to number 3, making allowance for the fact that the
structure will be subjected to alternate freezing and thawing.

(

(



UNIT F--EXERCISES IN ESTIMATING

TOPIC 6--TILE AND CEMENT ASBESTOS

Estimating tile or other rigid roofing from a blueprint or job is the most
efficient way of analyzing the problems that may be encountered when the
work is performed. It is in this way that every contingency is considered
and allowed for in advance of the job.

Suggested Reference Material

1. Selected tile specification manuals
2. Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit (ATS)
3. Selected architectural drawings suitable for estimating tile roofs

Exercises

Assuming that the roof to be covered is constructed to accept a 1,500 lb.
per square tile, make estimates based on the following conditions:

1. Estimate the best quality new job of interlocking tile, using a suitable
blueprint for the structure.

2. Estimate a tearoff and recover job, using tapered mission tile and ties
on concrete deck.

3. Estimate a cement asbestos shingle roof for a new deck.

(NOTE: Thorough discussion and review should take place on each phase of
each job before completing estimates.)
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UNIT FEXERCISES IN ESTIMATING

TOPIC 7 -- FOUNDATION WATERPROOFING

Foundation waterproofing jobs are not encountered as frequently as roofing,
but such jobs are still an important part of the roofing trade. These exercises
are designed to allow the apprentice to think through a complete job, step by
step, as he completes the estimating forms.

Instructions

All phases of the work covered by the estimates should be discussed thoroughly
in class before the exercises are attempted.

Suggested Reference Material

1. Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit (ATS)
2. Manufacturers' specification manuals
3. Selected construction blueprints

Assignment

1. Review Unit A, Topic 7, "Dampproefing and Waterproofing" in this
workbook.

Exercises

1. Using any selected blueprint, estimate for dampproofing only.

2. Using the material in the Blueprint Reading and Examination Kit,
estimate for a floor membran,

3. Using any selected blueprint of a Class "A" structure, estimate for
waterproofing against hydrostatic pressure. For this estimate, firmre
on using a membrane.

4. Estimate the job as outlined in Exercise No. 3, but figure for a sprayed,
plastic-type coating over a floating membrane.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ART

The following illustrations, consisting of sections,
details, plan views, and elevation views, are referred
to throughout the text. Many of these illustrations may
also we used for the study of crnstruction methods,
installatic procedures, ebtimating, and blueprint read-
ing. All 1.,..e illustrations are typical of those used every-
day it the roofing industry.

The apprentice should also make full use of AIS specifi-
cations, manufacturers' catalogs and brochures, and
any other literature published for the purpose of intro-
ducing, describing, or illustrating new developments,
techniques, or materials in the roofing trade.
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CONCRETE OR MASONRY WALLS

Special Flashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Nails

SS lb. Asbestos tam Flashing Sheet
en Onto Deck

Asphalt Flood Coat and Gravel

DETAIL A'At

Nail 12'. 0.C.

Prime Wall

Three LayersIS lb. Felt
2", 4" and 6" Onto Main Deck

Reefing Fells Turned Up
2" Above repot Cant

WOOD FRAME STUCCO WALLS

Metal Counteract:bins

Special Flashing Compound
Tame Ming to Cover Nail Heads

Asphalt Flood Coat and Gravel

DETAIL As-Al

Fig, F-1. Flashing on gravel roofs
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Nail 12" 0.C.

SS lb. Asbestos Base Flashing Sheet
8" Onto Deck

/Mee layers-1S lb. Felt
2". 4" and 6" Onto Main Deck

Base Board at Least 10" Nigh

Reeks Felts Tamed Up
2" Above Top of Cant



CONCRETE OR MASONRY WAILS

Counterlashing
Special flashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Nail Heads

finish Asphalt Glaze Coot

55 lb. Asbestos Base fleshing Shoot
8" Onto Deck

4" Wide 15 lb. Asbestos Felt Sealing Strip

Prime Wal
2 Layers-15 lb. Asbestos felt

feathered 4" and 6" Onto Deck

Stucco

Plasterers' felt

Counter Basking

' 2" O.C.

finish Asphalt 01..te xt

4" Wide 15 lb. Asbestos hit Sealing Strip..

DETAIL B'l'

Main Body of Asbestos Reef

WOOD FRAME STUCCO WAILS

Special flashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Nails

55 lb. Asbestos Base flashing Sheet
B" Onto Deck

DETAIL EV-8'

Fig. F-2. Flashing for smooth surface asbestos roofs
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ass Seoul at least 10" High

Two Layers -151b. Asbestos felt
hallooed 4" and 6" Onto Deck

Main Body of Asbestos Roof



CONCRETE OR MASONRY WALLS

Mails 12" O.C.

Prime Wall

Two Leven 1 S lb. Asphalt Fell
Feathered 4" and 6" Onto Dock

Cap Otto Roof Trimmed
to Top of Cant Strip

Coyote/flashing

Special Flashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Nails

DETAIL C't'

Plasterers' Felt

Metal Counter Basking

Cop Sheet Extend ° Onto Deck

Cap SheerExtend I" Onto Dock

WOOD FRAME STUCCO WALLS

DETAIL Cie'

Special Flashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Nail Heads

Mail 12" O.C.

Two layers -13 lb. Asphoft Felt
Feathered 4" and 6° Onto Deck

Bea* Board at Least 10" High

Cap Sheet Roof Trimmed to
Top of Cant Strip

Fig. F-3. Flashing for capstieet, slate, mineral, and alumi-shield roofs
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CONCRETE OR MASONRY WALLS

Countereashing

Special Hashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Neil Heads

Nail 12" O.C.

Prime Wall
2 Layers SS lb Roofing or

53 lb. Pass Sheet 4" and 6. Onto Deck

Roofing Felts Turned Up to fop of Cant

WOOD FRAME STUCCO WALLS

Stucco

Plasterers' Felt

Countereashing

Special Flashing Compound
Trowelling to Cover Nail Heads

Nail 12" O.C.

Hashing Compound
2 Layers SO lb. Roofing or

53 Its Bose Sheet 4" and 6" Onto Deck

Roofing Felts Turned Up to Top of Cant

DETAIL VD'

DETAIL D,-1:1=

Fig. F4. Flashing for use with cold process assemblies
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1. Concrem deck

2. Built-up roofing

3. Asphalt prima

4. No. 15 asphalt felt

5. Asphalt mappings

6. Mineral surfaced capsheet

7. Throe-course plastic flashing

8. Metal covnterRashing

9. Masonry wall

10. Parapet wall coating

1. Wood dick

2. livat-up roofing

3. Asphalt primer

4. No. 15 asphalt felt

5. Asphalt mapping

6. Mineral sedated copsheet

7. Flashing compound

S. Metal counterllashing

9. Masonry block will

10. Parapet wall coating

Fig. F.S. Metal counterflashing on concrete or stucco walls
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Stucco and Wire Mesh Plasterer's Felt

4' Minimum End Lap of Counter
FlashingJoints Packed With
Flashing Compound

"Zoe Type Metal Counter
Flashing-16 Oz. Copper or
26 Ga. Galvanised
Galvanised Iron 4" Minimum
Cap Over Base Flashing-
1" Plaster Step

Nail @ / 2" O.C.

ran! Board

Reeling and Base Flashing
Assembly

DETAIL F-F

Fig. F-6. Metal counterflashing and stucco stop for wood frame and stucco walls

Wall Primed to 111" Above Dock
Finish Trowelling of Special Flashing Compound
1/4" Thick Top and Bottom
Edges Feathered

6" Wide Strip perforated 1S lb.

1--

Asbestos Felt ........._i____

Trowelling of
dSpecial Flashing Compound e

41" wide x 1/4"

iff

4" Wide Strip Perforated
15 Lb. Asbestos Feb

Troweling of Special
Flashing Compound
6" Wide x Thick

DETAIL G-G

Base Flashing Assembly
Securely Nailed

Fig. F-7, Five-course plastic flashing for concrete walls more than 18 inches high
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Finish Trowelling of
Special Flashing Compound

..r'-- 1,4" trick Top and Bottom Edges
Feathered

DETAIL 111

4" Wide Strip Perforated 15 lb.
Asbestos felt

Trowelling of
4731 Special flashing compound
6" Wide, Ye ° Thick

Roofing Nails Driven Throu9h Tin
Discs

Prime lir Above Deck No. 1099
Concrete Primer

Roofing and Base flashing
Assembly

Fig. F4. Three-course plastic flashing for concrete walls more than 18 inches high

Top of
Well Slopes Inword

JAIIk-M-
=

Feather Edge

lable.e.°. Two Layers 15 Lb. Perforated
_....- Asbestos felt 19" Lop - 17"

Exposure

DETAIL J1

Buse fleshing Assembly

14" thick Trowelling Special
Flashing Compound From Top of
Cent to Within 2" of Outside
Face of Top of Parapet

Wall Primed to Within 2" of
Outside Face of Top of Parapet

Fig. F9. Five-course plastic cap flashing for parapet walls less than 18 inches high
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i. Concrete desk

2. Built-up roofing.

3. Asphalt primer

1. No. 15 asphalt felt
5. Asphalt mopping:

6. Mineral surfaced capsheet

7. Emulsion priMer

8. Asphalt emulsion

9. Yellow 'locket glass fabric

10. Masonry wall

Fig. F-10. Flashing on a masonry parapet wall

1. Frame p000pet wall

2. No. 15 asp::olt felt

3. Asphalt mopping

1. 4$4b. asbestos sheet

5. lase flashing

6. Standing seam metal toping

Fig. F-11. Flashing on a wooden parapet wall
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Reglet

Metal
Flashing

Metal Hanger
1" Wide 24" O.C.

Cant

Roofing

Inside Ell

Outside Ell

Reglet

Metal
Flashing

Metal Hanger
1" Wide 24" G.C.

Cant

Lading

Special waterproof
bonding tape will
prevent reglet filling
wish comae*

Fig. F-12. Removable type of wall counterflashing

Bead of Hashing Compound

Flanged Vent Square Cut

r
Za Nails

. .

. .

. $
.

2 Collars Felt
Over Flange

Hydroseol Roofing
or Hot Asphalt Felts

: . '

Structural Slab

Lightweight Slab
Wilh Cored Hole

SECTION aa

Fig. F-13. Typical pressure release vent
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V - ! . .1/ -.-R---e

%" lied of Hydros's'

.7"

6" Strip of Webbing

mamIl///Nmmm/ffa.I- TIImmmI&II0.1AP/I00.02ara, /N,0101-MIIIMffI'MIAIffm

30 lb. Fat
UnderklYment

Sump Sox
end Strainer

DETAIL DM

Fig. F-14. Typical sump drain installation

DETAIL NA

Fig. F-15. Typical installation of overflow drain
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SECTION bb

A. Steel deck

R. Inner bottom sleeve extending of least 2 in. above final roof
level

C. Insulation

D. Roofing hits

E. Flashing compound (Vs in. thick)

F. Lead vent pipe top flashing

G. Two layers of felt set in asphalt
H. Send of flashing compound

GRAVEL-SURFACED ROOF. DOUBLE SLEEVE

A. Roofing felts

S. flashing compound (Vs in. thick)

C. Lead vent pipe flashing in bed of flashing compound, turned
down inside pipe

D. Two layers of felt set in asphalt over flange of lead vent pipe
flashing

E. Bead of flashing compound encircling flashing

GRAVEL-SURFACED ROOF, SINGLE SLEEVE

SECTION c-c

SECTION 66

A. Base sheet

B. Flashing compound (lk in. thick)

C. Lead vent pipe flashing

0. 6n. strip of webbing

E. Finishing felts for smooth surface roofing

F. flood of flashing compound

SMOOTH-SURFACED ROOF WITH BASE SHEET

SECTION e-e

A. Roofing felts

S. Flashing compound in. thick)

C. lead vent pipe flashing

O. Nails

f. 64n. strip of webbing

F. Copsheet

G. Bead of flashing compound

CAPSHEET ROOFS

Fig. F-16.

A. Vapor barrier

S. Insulation

C. Bottom two layers of 1$.1b. asbestos felt

D. Fleshing compouni (;4 in. thick)

E. Lead vent pipe flashing

F. loin. strip of webbing

G. Top two layers of asbestos felt

H. Bead of flashing compound

ASBESTOS FELTS OVER INSULATION

Lead sleeve installations
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t
Fig. F-17.
Collars for large stacks and flagpoles

Skylight Curb

Bead of Flashing
Compound

led of
Flashing Compound

Base Flashing Assembly

WM!

ROOF SOPS-..--....:#7,X.
Roofing Assembly DETAIL 08

1. Wood roof deck

2. iktiltup roofing

3. Metal projection

4. Metal pan collar flashing

5. Yellow jadtet glass fabric (6" wide)

6. No. 13 asphalt felt (12" wide)

7. As swat mopping

S. Flashing compound

DETAIL P-P

Cricket on Upper Step*

SECTION gi
Roofing

Felts

Fig. F-18.
Largo ventilators, skylignts,
and similar structures

Fig. F-19. Metal pan collar flashing



Strainer

Clamp Ring and Grovel Stop

Almit'sry Gravel Stem With Four Logs

Roofing ConnectionFabric Top and Bottom

Reef Drain Bose
Fill With Heavy Troweling of Plastic

Clomp Ring and Gravel Stop

Felt Mies Feathered at Leos/

One Ply Under Clomp Ring

Roofing ConnectionFabric Top and Bottom

Roof Drain Ban
Fill With Went Troweling of Moak

SECTION Ih

Fig. F-20. Drain and clamp rings
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0

1. Cowes dock

2. Insulation

3. livilaup roofing

4. Wood nailer

S. No. IS asphalt enveloping Ms

& Asphalt snapping

7. Yellow lade glass fabric

8. Gravel stop

1. Noel dock

2. Imo Won

3. lioNt.up rasing

4. Wood miler

5. Asphalt mopping

6 Yellow jacket glass fabric (6" wide)

7. No. IS asphalt felt (12" wide)

8. Gravel slop

1. Gravel stop

m Roof flange -4" to SW
b. (Dinole maw

c. fascia-3W max. (24 go.)

2. Roofing felts

3. Asphalt mopping

4. Yellow Oche gloss fabric (6" wide)

5. No. IS asphalt fob (12" wide)

Fig. F-21. Gravel stop details
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DETAIL WM

1. Wood desk

2. Built-up roofing

3. No. 15 asphalt felt

4. Asphalt mopping

5. Mineral surfaced capsheet

6. Combination metal coping and edging

7. Metal dip

g. Wall

Fig. F-22. Low parapet wall flashing

A. Built-up capsheet roof

II:Galvanized metal angle, nailed ovary 6 in.

SECTION k-lt

Nail 0 12" O.C. to Prevent Slippage

Cap Sheet Extending 6" Onto Hat Surface

DETAIL IF-1,

1. Built-up roofing
2. flat-tosteep flashing

a. +In. flange

b. 64n. tang*

c. 314n. rise (max.)

3. Asphalt mopping

4. Yellow least gloss fabric (6" wide)

5. No. 15 asphalt felt (12" wide)

6. Oak, roofing or asphalt shingles

Fig. F-23, Flat-to-steep gashing

Fig. F.24. Metal ridge cap

12" Minimum Lap of Felts on Stoop Surface

Asphalt Flood Coat and Gravel

Fig. F-25. Steep-to-fiat roof transition
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Fig. F-26. Expansion joint metal coping

Coating

Angles Reinforced Top and Bottom With Fabric
1" Send

Traffic Top Membrane
Runs Clear Through

Structural Slob

1. Metal holding clip

2. Standing seam metal coping

3. Roofing felt wall covering

Expansion Joint Compound

Traffic Slob

SECTION m

Fig. F.27. Planter box on traffic top deck
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1. Bow slob and curb

2. Reinforcing strips

3. Membrane

4. Grout fill
5. Promenade ha.

6. filler strip

7. Feint sealer

8. Metal counterRasking

9. Threshold

10. Flashing compound

)

DETAIL TT

1. Concrete deck

2. Ilui It.up membrane assembly

3. Asphalt primer

4. Reinforcing drips

5. Asphalt snapping
6. Super &mine protection sheet

7. Flashing compound

8. Mortar setting bed

9. Promenade tile

10. Expansion joint sealer

11. Masonry parapet wall

Rg. F-28. Woll flashing for promenade the topping

DETAIL rm:

Rg. F-29. Threshold flashing for promenade tile topping
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1. Concrete deck

2. Built-up membrane *monthly

3. Asphalt primer

4. Reinforcing skips

S. Asphalt snoppleg

6. Mineral surfaced capshom

7. Flaiheng attopsund

S. Asphaltic conemar top*,

9. Aiesoary wall

10. Concrete curb

DETAIL (11-11`

Fig. f-30. Vertical well flashing for asphalt concrete topping

1. loss slob sad curb
2. Roinforcimp drips

3. Atombrono

4. Topping slab

S. Filler strip

6. Joint soar

DETAIL Uk Us 7. Coontorloshlop sorb

U. Ilelltmp roofing

9. Ben Awhile

10. Throomourso plastic lashing

11. Metal countorkshieg and mold

Fig. f-31. Combination roof and concrete topping noshing
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This Piece Cu!
and folded Rock

ref4

Lower Wall of Chimney
- Sid* Well of Chimney

.

J

4

Roof Sheathing

1 1.4. 4»

DETAlk,V-V

'Solder fleshings Together

Chimney Pan

Norm Lower end of flashing kept 1 th" up
from roof to fake pon tile

4* to e Clearance for Too '. ...
-.1 . '''''

I ....
t"

HP

; gei
1 lib-1J

Ks. SECTION AT TOP SIDE OF CHIMNEY**
A !-

dog

SECTION AT "r

vie./...r..............°PNobs Keep steno up 3"
from bottom of gutter.

Fig, F42. Chimney flashing using channel and chimney pan
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1. Masonry curbs
:

2. Asphalt primer
.."

3. Asphalt mopping

4. No. IS asphalt felt

S. Minstrel surfaced capshoot

6. Anchor clips

7. Expansion topingIt,.o : , ',..0 I., .
. .6. ' .., .

6... .*

*.-P.' ::. :::
DETAIL X-X

Fig. F-35.

Os

Expansion joint metal coping
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1. Metal holding dip

2. Standing some metal coping

3. Roofing felt wall naming

DETAIL Y-Y



1. Masonry parapet rroN

2. Asphalt primer

3. Asphalt mopping

4 4516. asbestos sheet

5. throacouno plastic noshing

6. lose flashing

DETAIL 1.1

Fig. F-36. Parapet wail flashing of asbestos felt and hot asphalt

Fig. F-37. Flexible flashing
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SEE Pt 11 .. NIT, A-TOPIc 7 DAMP AND
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Fig. F.39. Perspective view of foundation and basement
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Fig. F-41. Foundation plan of factory building
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Fig. F-44. East and West elevations of factory building
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*HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION, *STUDENT PROJECTS, HIGH SCHOOLS,
*PROBLEM SOLVING,

Four problem-solving projects which may be used as full-class or
individual assignments or as enrichment materials for high school
students are included in thib portfolio. Each presents the problem
in case form. "Organization - Meal Planning" requires wise choice
of menus, work schedules, and serving plans (with sketches), for tao
meals. "Child Development" describes four girls who need various
kinds of help in growing up. The student is to recommend a wise
procedure for a young camp instructor to use with each girl.
"Housing" requires choosing between two apartments and planning

furnishings during a 1-year period. "Equipment" describes present
condition and Inadequacies of family's major kitchen and laundry
equipment. Wi-t a budget of $20 per month, students are to prepare
a 3-year equipment plan. Each project leaflet includes a description
of the problem, information, charts, work sheets, and criteria for
evaluation. Each project can be duplicated for student use. This
document is available as Stock Number 268-08396 for $1.00 from
National Education Association, 1201 SixtJenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. (FP)



...OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING

The four selected projects in this portfolio are echoes of the Washington
Gas Light Company's efforts to work with the home economics teachers in the
Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. The program was devised to give recog-
nition to home economics through a college scholarship to a senior high school
student enrolled in home economics. To compete for this award, additional
effort is required in the form of a comprehensive written test and a practical
demonstration on meal planning and preparation before a panel of judges. The
program has been in successful operation for four years. The uniqueness of the
award is that the projects are planned so that they might provide learning
experiences for many girls in many classes. The program was planned with area
supervisors of home economics and all of the projects were developed by an
outstanding tticher of home economics. Teacher educators in a neighboring
university participated in developing the comprehensive test for the scholar-
ship applicants.

The Department of Home Economics of NEA requested that some of the projects
be shared with other teachers, who are continually searching for materials to
enrich their teaching. DBE hopes the four projects selected will stress for
you, as they do for us, the_oreativeness in teaching and the satishmtions for
all concerned resulting from the cooperative efforts of home economists in
business with those in education.

The projesta were designed for high school students. They involve Equip-
ment, Child Development, Housing, and Organizatiiii-.--The projects may be used
in many ways - as a full-class project with emphasis on class discussion; as a
class presentation for small group assignments; and ideally, as projects
developed in detail by individual class members. Any project selected from the
enclosed should be evaluated against the plans made. Each project can easily
be duplicated for student use. (One of the valuable learning experiences is
to have students find and record their own references.)

Dire is grateful to the Washington Gas Light Company for its generous
support of home economics and for permitting us to share with you these contri-
butions to home economics in the secondary schools.

DUE /NEA
1967



APARTMENT #1

Fill in furniture arrangement and indicate how storage space will be used.

Scale: 1/4 inch 1 foot



DESCUPTION OF APARTMENT #2:

Equipment in kitchen (not new):
refrigerator-freezer
apartment size range 20" wide
double bowl porcelain sink with double drainboards

No air conditioning but a tenant's own window unit may be installed with a $6.00

charge for the months of May through September
Closets - broom

I coat closet in living room
1 closet in bedroom

Tenants permitted to build in personalized storage facilities
Locker space in basement 4' x 6' x 8'
Ceiling height 8' - distance between window and celing is l'

Rent - $90/mo
$110/mo available for new furniture or total of $1320 available for entire

year beginning in October

"Furnishing Purchases - furniture, floor coverings, window and wall treatment
Description Month purchased and
of each item Cost Method of payment

Total



APARTKENT #2

Fill in furniture arrangement and indicate how storage apace will be used.
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Decide which apartment would be par choice and explain below the factors
which would enter into the decision.
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OVERVIEW

A young working wife is looking for an apattment in the town in which she
will reside while her husband is oversnas and where both will live after his
return. She has narrowed the choice to two apartments convenient to her work:
a modern, small, rather expensive place and an older, less expensive, slightly
more spacious one. There is considerable differences in the rent, the storage
space, and the kitchen equipment in the two apartments. She has very little
furniture and 'met supplement it, whichever apartment the chooses.

The project involves planning new purchases for both apartments during the
husband's one-year absence within the amount of money available for each. Primary
emphasis is upon provision of adequate storage space and an attractive furniture
arrangement. The student should explain her personal preferences between the
apartments, weighing the extra cost of the new, better-equipped one against the
less expensive, less convenient one which woad permit more purchases because of
the lower rent.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Items -

Cost -

.should satisfy storage requirements.

.should supplement items already owned to provide attractive,
comfortable, convenient furnishings, appropriate for husband and wife.
.should have long-range usefulness.

.must be within money allotted for each apartment ($720 for apartment
#1, $1320 for apartment #2).

.should be reasonable for each item selected in terms of long- or
short-tern use.
.must include monthly fee if air conditioner is purchased for apartment
#2.

Furniture Arrangement -

.should follow recommended practiced of interior design.

.should permit convenient entertaining, both in table service
and seating arrangement.
.should provide adequate storage, with frequently used items stored
near sites of use.

DHE/NIA
1967



HOUSING PROJECT

Barbara and Ken admen have been living in very sparsely furnished quarters while

he completed his military training. Ken will soon be sent overseas for one year,

but no dependents are allowed. Barbara has gotten a job in the town where Ken will

be stationed next. She is now looking for an apartment which will be suitable both

while she is alone and after Ken's return.

Barbara will need space to store all Ken's belongings, in addition to the usual
storage requirements. She likes to cook, and expects to entertain family and
friends. Thus she also wants a place with adequate kitchen equipment, in a well-
planned arrangement, so that preparation of both everyday and special occasion
meals is convenient.

Barbara has found two apartments within easy distance of where she will be working.
Neither one satisfies all her requirements for storage space and equipment, but she
feels she rust settle for one or the other because of the location. Apartment #1
is in a new, atr-conditioned building with limited shopping facilities with the
building. The kitchen has modern equipment, compactly arranged. There are a good
number of closets, but the rooms themselves are a little small. The apartment floors
are already carpeted. The rent is $140 per month. Apartment #2 is older: The kitchen
does not have a garbage disposal or dishwasher, though Barbara could add a portable
dishwasher. There is one less aoset, but the rooms are more spacious, permitting
the use of urge pieces of furniture to increase storage space. There is a small
basement storage locker and the apartment management allows tenants to build-in
personalised storage facilities, and to install their own air conditioning units.
The rent is $90 per month. Shopping facilities are within easy walking distance.

Since Barbara has gotten a full-time job, she will have may in addition to the
allotment she will receive from :Gen. She has set $200 a month as the combined total
she will spend for rent, for supplementing her small collection of furnishings, and
fa.: improving the deficiendies of whichever apartment she selects. She wants to
make the purchases carefully, selecting items which can be used in the house they
hope to buy someday as well as turning the apartment into an attractive home by the
time Ken returns.

Study the plans and descriptions of each apartment. Through articles, advertisements
and actual visits to furniture, equipment and other appropriate stores, you are to
select and describe the purchases and the "do-it-yourself" projects which you think
will most improve each apartment. Kent) within the money available and remember
Barbara's preferences and requirements. She will be moving into the apartment in
October. Give the month in which each purchase will be made and tell whether it
will be bought on time or if she will have accumulated enough money to pay cash.
All items moist be paid in full by the end of the one year. Fill in both floor
plans with the furniture arrangements you recommend, combining the old and the new
items. Indicate how the storage areas will be used with labels or written explanations.

Tell which apartment would be m9E:preference if you were in Barbara's situation,
explaining the additional factors which would enter into your decision. There is
no "correct" answer. Base your decision on lour personal values.
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Following are a list and scale drawings of those pieces of furniture Barbara
and Ken have decided to keep from the hodge-podge collection they have accumulated.

1 sofa
1 stuffed chair
1 end table
1 floor lamp

Floor Lamp

1 drop leaf dining table
4 chairs

1 double bed
743434 9x35 gl18x26

1 6-drawer chest
sofa Easy chair End Table

STORAGE NEEDS

Ken's belongings:

Civilian clothes
suits, jackets, slacks
sports clothes, shoes

Sport and Bobby
skiing equipment
tennis racket
3 large boxes of books
typewriter
globe
pipe rack and humidor

Luggage
1 foot locker
2 suitcases

Side Chairs

Other Storage Needs:
Barbara's clothing
Linens
Cleaning supplies and equipment
Food items
Cooking and serving utensils

p

601x 38"
overall

Drop leaf table

42" x 18"

6.drawer chest

sr x 80"

Double lied



DESCRIPTION OF APARTMENT #1:

Equipment in kitchen (all new)
refrigerator-freezer

single bowl stainless steel sink with garbage disposer
dishwasher
range with low temperature oven

Air conditioned
Carpeting included
Closets - broom

linen

1 clothes closet in bedroom
1 closet in hallway

No locker space
Limited shopping facilities within building

valet
delicatessen

Ceiling height 8' - distance between window and ceiling is 1'

Rent - $140/mo
$ 60/mo available for new furniture or total of $720 available for entire

year beginning in October

Furnishing Purchases - furnitui, window and wall treatment
Description Month purchased and
of each item Cost Method of
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OVERVIEW

Descriptions are given of the present condition and inadequacies of a
family's major kitchen and laundry equipment. With a budget of $20 per month,
students are to prepare a three-year equipment plan. A chart is provided of
satisfactory equipment models from which to choose and information on costs
and various possible methods of payment. A floor plan is given of the present
kitchen arrangement, and students are to complete a floor plan to the arrange-
ment they recommend after all purchases from the three-year plan have been
made. Emphasis is primarily upon the ability to work out a financially sound
purchase plan with justifiable selection of equipment models and sequence for

purchases.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Purchase Plan

.Cost m_3t remain within the $10 allocated for each month; figures
from page 2 must be correct for methods (f payment selected.
.Sequence of purchases should reflect knowledge of remaining "life
expectancy" of old appliances, giving priority to actual equipment
needs (refrigerator replacement essential soon; washer is inadequate
though repair is possible, etc.).
.As many of the family's needs and desires as possible should be met.
during the three-year period.
.As a general rule, time purchases of major items should not be made
without a sizeable down payment.

Appliance Arrangement

.Equipment shown most agree with purchase plan.

.Recommended practices of kitchen arrangement should be followed:

.Whether the kitchen is used for a laundry center depends upon
whether a washer and dryer are purchased simultaneously, or
within a fairly short time of each other.

DIUS/NEA
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Equipment Selection and Kitchen Arrangement Projcet -

Mr. and Mrs. Edwards have been married for 12 years, and have 3 children. In the chart

below is a description of their major kitchen and laundry equipment. Some of it is in

poor condition; some is inadequate for their present needs. If they can stretch their

money beyond just keeping the present equipment repaired, Mrs. Edwards has definite

ideas about the equipment she would like to buy. She does a large amount of laundry,

and presently has to carry the wet clothes from the bas2ment to the clothes lirs out-
doors. When she is able to afford both an attractive new washer and dryer, she would
like to convert the breakfast area of her kitchen into a laundry center. She does lots

of baking, and wishes she had more oven space. And some freezer space would not only

allow her to shop less often and to "cook ahead" for her family, but could make the
entertaining she enjoys both easier and less expensive.

rresent xitcnen ma Launary iglu emu

Description
of Features

Age Present
Condition

Inadequacies

For the
Edwards'
Present needs

,....inimmma..

No working space
on top -
Insufficient oven
space for large
amount of baking

Probable

Re-sale I
Trade-in
Value

$5 re-sag

PO trado

Range
-apartment size
20" wide
-4 burners
-single oven
-broiler

10 Years
(bought new
when they
bought their
home)

All burners
and oven
operate
properly -

Exterior
surface

chipped

Refrigerator
-8 cu. feet
- single door
with small ice
tray compart-
ment

14 Years
(bought used
when they
bought their
home)

?rost forms
quickly -
Temp. varies
too much in
different parts
of refrig. -

Door gasket
deteriorating -

Door to ice-tray
compartment
doesn't close
tightly

Not operating
properly -
Insufficient space,
necessitating
frequent shopping-

No space for
keeping frozen
foods

.

$2 re-sal

$10 trade

Automatic Washer
-8 lb. load

6 Years
(bought new
when second
child
arrived

Agitator doesn't
turn occasionally

Lint screen gets
clogged -

Water does not
always empty
completely -
Exterior surface
stained

Small capacity -

Repairs beginning
to be required
more frequently

$5 re-sa:

$15 tract



The Edwards studied their finances very carefully, and decided that they could set aside
$20.00 each month for the purchase of equipment. Nrs. Edwards studied the equipment on
the market, compared features and prices, and narrowed her choices to the following:

DESCRIPTION
Ranges,

1-30" range
- 4 burners

-extra width oven
- broiler

2-40" range
- 4 hurners

-2 ovens
- 2 broilers

3-Portable oven - rotisserie

LIST PRICE ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR PAYENG
$249 a. pay in full within 90 days

b. 1/3 down ($83) and $5.44/mo. for
36 mos.(DOTAL COST of $278.84)

c. pay nothing down, and pay $8.16/mo.
for 36 mos.(TOTAL COST of $293.76)

$375 a. pay in full within 90 days
b. 1/3 down ($125) and $8.19/mo. for

36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $419.84)
c. pay nothing down and pay $12.29/mo.

for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $442.44)
$ 80 pay in full within 90 days

Refrigerators and Freezers
1-Refrigerator with 1 door
-12 cu. feet
- small frozen food compartment

2-Refrigerator-Freezer
Combination

- 2 doors

-10 cu. feet refrigerator section
-4 cu. feet freezer section

3-Upright Freezer - New
-13 cu. feet

$288 a. pay in full within 90 days
b. 1/3 down ($96) and pay $6.29/mo.

for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $322.44)
c. nothing down and pay $9.44/mo. for

36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $339.84)
a. pay in full within 90 days

$360 b. 1/3 down ($120) and $7.86/mo. for
36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $402.16)

c. pay nothing down and pay $11.,0/mo.
for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $424.80)

$300 a. pay in full within 90 days
b. 1/3 down ($100) and $6.55/mo. for

36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $335.80)
c. pay nothing down and pay $9.83 ma.

for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $353.88)
4-Upright Freezer - Used
- 5 yrs. old

- 10 cu. feet

- 1 . _guarantee)

$ 90 pay in full within 90 days

-itutomatic Washers and Drum
1-Automatic Washer
-10 lb. load

2-Automatic Clothes Dryer
- 10 lb. load

$258 a. pay in full within 90 days
b. 1/3 down ($86) and pay $5.63/mo.

for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $288.68)
c. pay '. _ down and pay $8.45/mo.

for- fULTAIos.'STof304.20
$198 a. pay in full within 90 days

b. 1/3 down ($66) and pay $4.32/mo.
for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $221.52)

c. pay nothing down and pay $6.49/mo.
for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $233.64)

3-Washer-Dryer Combination $471 a. pay in full within 90 days
b. 1/3 down ($157) and pay $10.29/mo.

for 36 mos. (TOTAL COST of $527.44)
c. pay nothing down and pay $15.43/mo.

for 36 mos. (TOTAL. COST of $555.48)



Equipment Selection and Kitchen Arrangement Project -

After studying carefully the information you have been given, you are to work out
what you believe is the wisest equipment purchasing plan for the Edwards to follow
over the next three year period.

Consider first the best sequence for new purchases, based primarily on the condition
of present equipment. (Which repairs are worth the cost, which ones a waste of money?
Row long can present equipment be expected to last?) Consider next the features
Mrs. Edwards would like in new equipment, and decide which of the pieces of new equip-
ment described would be most satisfactory, which are second choice, etc.

Then (on scrap paper) work out the actual possibilities for buying the desired equip-
ment. There will be $20.00 per month available. You are to plan the purchases possible
during a 36-month period. Experiment with different purchase plans for the equipment
you recommend, in the sequence in which you recommend buying it, keeping track of how
much money would be left over each month after any payments are made. (New purchases
or down payments toward new purchases will come from this accumulated money plus any
re-sale or trade-in money.)

Revise your sequence of purchases, choices of equipment, or methods of payment, if
necessary, until you arrive at what you consider the best plan possible for the Edwards'
situation. (You need not have "paid off" all purchases by the end of the 36-month period.)

Fill in the chart below with your recommendations and your reasons for them. Supply
the information about when each purchase could be made, the method of paying, and the
TOTAL COST for each piece of equipment (dependent upon method of paying).

Description of
Equipment Models
Chosen from page 2
in the Sequence

Reason(s) for
Selecting the
Particular
Models in
First Column

Month
Selected for
Purchase (use
number of the
month, 1-36)

Method of
Paying (pay
in full,
1/3 down or
nothing down)

TOTAL
COST
of each
Piece of
EquipmentYou Recommend

-----

. 1
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Below is a floor plan of the Edwards' kitchin with present equipment: (The washer
is in the basement.) At the bottom of both pages are scale drawings of the equip-
ment described on page 2.

000

Scale: 3/4" 1'

30" Range 40" Range Refrigerator

40.

Ref/Fr



Complete this floor plan for the Edwards'
after all purchases from your 3-year plan
drawings for all equipment. Please label
be placed there.

kitchen in the arrangement you recommend
have been made. Use the proper scale
"In basement" if any equipment is to

Freezer Used Freezer Washer Dryer Wesher/Dryer



Amity wed couple has already invited some friends to a Saturday night
supper party when they learn that relatives are going tole in town on Friday,
the might before the supper party. They invite the relatives for dinner, but
smut nem review their party plans so that the original amount of money they
bad set aside will pay for both evenings' entertainment.

The life has a fulltiae job and is allowed one week for advance preparation.
basis is primarily upon wise choice of menus (permitting extensive advance
pragmatism) and well-thought-out work schedulei for these menus. Duplication or
similarity is maws and decorations is permissible and probably desirable. An
soma for food and decorating expenditures must be made. The project requires
pleased sages, work schedules, and serving plans (with sketches) for both occasions.

IBURIUSIUMAILLti

Jim should -
.be nutritionally well balanced.
.have a pleasing appearance.
.provide good and varied textures.
.allow for advance preparation of some foods.
.allow for last minute preparation of some foods.
.be appropriate for the occasion.

,Plan of work should -
.include major steps in preparation.
.determine time needed for each operation.
.include a planned sequence of preparation: shopping, storing,
planning and setting table, serving, and cleaning up.

Cost must -
.be within specified amount.
.be itemised for food and decorations (if purchased)

Preparation of food involves -
.choice of recipe.
.taste.
.orderliness in preparation.
.appearance.

,serving entails -
.correctly and attractively set table.
.correctly and attractively served food.
.case of management. DEE/WEL
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Sue and Frank Foster sent invitations for a buffet supper to six close
friends soon after returning from their wedding trip. Just one week
before the buffet, Frank's aunt and uncle called to say they would be
in town on Friday. Frank felt he should invite them home for dinner,

and Sue agreed. Thus she is faced with givine dimmer for four on
Friday night, and a buffet supper for eight the following night.

Sue has a full-time job, which limits the amount of time available for
food preparation. And though there are two regular paychecks, Sue and
Frank have set up a strict budget to cover the initial cost of setting
up housekeeping. They had decided that twenty dollars was the maximum
they would spend for the buffet supper, and Sue must now revise that
menu so that the same amount of money will cover expenses for both
occasions.

On the following pages, you are to prepare menus and serving plans Sue
could use, and prepare the work schedules for both meals. You must
account for purchases of food and decorations for both occasions, and
must not exceed $20. You may plan for Sue to begin her shopping and
advance preparations as early as the Saturday before the dinner, remem-
bering that she works each weekday from nine 'til five. There is a
combination refrigerator-freezer in the apartment, and a good collection
of cooking and serving equipment. The dining area in the apartment is
large enough for Sue's table (which seats six people) and a serving cart.
This is where she will serve at least the main course of her dinner, but
she will use it only to arrange the food for her buffet supper, and have
guests take their food to individual folding trays in the living room,
or, if the weather is nice, on the patio. Since there is no duplication
of guests, the two menus do not have to be completely different. The
most important factors are adherence to time and money limitations, and
appropriateness of menus for serving style.



FRIDAY NIGHT DINNER

SERVING PLAN FOR ENTIRE MEAL

COST OF FOOD AND DECORATIONS

Description of
eac item

Quantity or Mount Cost of Quantity or
of each item used of each item used

FRIDAY NIGHT TOTAL



FOR ENTIRE MEAL

Cost of Quantity or Amount
of each item used

FRIDAY WIGHT TOTAL

WORK

List of all major steps in

DAY including the estimated t

ww0.1

MM



WORE SCHEDULE,

major steps in preparation of food and decorations,
the estimated time for servi each course of the meal.

,s,M=N=lw

Use pictures or sketches to ind
will be arranged. Use enough I
scheme and decorations.

Table: 360 x 60'



DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Use pictures or sketches to indicate how the table (and any other serving areas used)
will be arranged. Use enough labels to explain your illustrations. Describe the color
scheme and decorations.

Tab6; 36" x 60"

Table; 36" x60"



SATURDAY NIGHT DINNER

SERVING PLAN FOR ENTIRE NEAL

COST OF FOOD AND DECORATIONS

Description of
each item

Quantity or Amount Cost of Quantity or
of each item used of each item used

SATURDAY NIGHT TOTAL

FRIDAY NIGHT TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL



LIM

IMOMa
MEI

of Quantity or Amount
f each item used

DAY TIME

WORK SCHED

List of all major steps in preparati.
includig the estimated time for se



AY TIME

WORK SCHEDULE

List of all major steps in preparation of food and decorations,
incite the estimated time for serving each course of the meal.

...
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DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Use pictures or sketches to indicate how the table (and any other serving areas used)
will be arranged. Use enough labels to explain your illustrations. Describe the color

scheme and decorations.

Table: 36* x 60"

Table: 36" x 60"



OVERVIEW,

The study of child development usually centers on the social, physical,
and mental growth of preschool children. Rarely do we stop to realize that
the true evaluation of how well children are cared for and managed in the early
years cannot really be made until sometime later in a child's life. Now a child

between ages 6 to 15 years or even older reacts to others is often a reflection
of earlier experiences. Likewise, the same techniques used to assist small
children in developing into well-adjusted individuals can be used to understand
our own and other people's behavior at all ages.

The project describes four girls who need various kinds of help in growing
up. The student is to recommend a wise procedure for Carol, a young camp
instructor, to use with each girl.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Recommended Courses of Action -

.must relate to the specific problem of the girl in question.

.should demonstrate comprehension of how people learn through example
and attitude as well as words; for direct comment as well as inference.
.should present an opportunity for influencing behavior in a believable
manner.
.should include extreme caution in the decision of whether - and, if so,
how - to involve other campers in confidences about the "problem girl."
.should include, if possible, several approaches and a recommended
sequence that is desirable.
.should be appropriate for the given age level.

Beliefs and Attitudes

.Recommendations and explanations definitely need not reflect a specific
set of beliefs and attitudes, but must instead demonstrate that the author
has thought through what she believes are desirable attitudes and conduct
in each situation. She should demonstrate a reasonably consistent
philosophy (considering her recommendations as a whole) concerning the
degree to which she believes adults should try to shape children's attitudes
and behavior, and the most desirable ways to do so.

DNB /NBA
1967
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Child Development Project -

Carol Davis is the swimming instructor at a summer camp. The girls in

the camp's four units are divided by age, 8-9 years, 10-11 years, 12-13
ears and 14-15 years. Carol and the other instructors share the round-

the-clock responsibility for the campers with the regular unit-counselors,
living in the units, and helping with dining hall duty and other unit or
camp-wide activities.

Carol has had quite a bit of experience with children, but has had to
cope with new problems as an instructor-counselor. Brief descriptions
follow of four campers, one from each age group, who particularly concern
Carol. Applying your knowledge and insight into how children develop --
how they acquire certain attitudes and patterns of behavior -- how they
arrive at a particular impression or concept about themselves -- you are,
to discuss different courses of action Carol might follow in trying to
hel each irl. Explain which of these you think might be most successful
and why. Use the space below each description for your discussion and
explanation.)

There is not enough information available for simple, obvious solutions,
and if it is not possible to get the desired information, Carol must act
without it, perhaps trying several approaches in succession in an attempt
to improve each situation. There are no "correct" answers. Your ideas
and recommendations should reflect and defend zoiLr own philosophy about
how to help young people develop feelings of security and adequacy, and
to learn what you consider to be the essential elements of mature, rep
sponsible socially acceptable conduct.



JULIA IS A 15 YEAR OLD CAMPER IN THE UNIT TO WHICH CAROL IS ASSIGNED. SHE
ANTAGONIZED HER TENTMATES IN THE OPENING DAYS OF. CAMP WITH HER SEEMINGLY
ENDLESS TALK -- LIFELESS, COLORLESS, POINTLESS, BORING TALK. SOON THEY WERE
IGNORING HER COMPLETELY, OR GOING OUT OF THEIR WAY Td AVOID CONTACT WITH HER.
SHE HAS NOW LATCHED ON TO CAROL, AND BECOME ALIVE SHADOW. SHE ALWAYS MANAGES
TO GET NEAR ENOUGH TO TALK TO CAROL AT UNIT AND CAMP-WIDE ACTIVITIES, AND HAS
NOW BEGUN COMING TO THE COUNSELORS' TENT TO TALK TO CAROL AND THE OTHER COUN-
SELORS DURING THEIR FREE TIME TOO.



ELLEN IS 13 YEARS OLD, AND AMONG THE CAMPERS AT THE TABLE CAROL IS IN CHARGE
OF IN THE DINING HALL. SHE IS ONE OF MANY CHILDREN IN AN UNHAPPY KM SITUATION,
AND HER TUITION TO CAMP WAS AN ANONYMOUS GIFT. CAROL LEARNED QUICKLY THAT THE
CAMPERS TEND TO FORGET ANY MANNERS THEY RICEi, AND TO PRIDE THEMSELVES ON HOW
MANY SERVINGS THEY CAN EAT OF FAVORITE FOODS. BUT ELLEN'S LACK OF TABLE MANNERS
IS OBVIOUSLY THE RESULT OF NEVER LEARNING ANY. SHE PUTS HER MOUTH DOTAL TO THE
EDGE OF THE PLATE, AND "SHOVELS" THE FOOD IN NOISILY. SHE REACHES OUT AND GRABS
DISHES CC FOOD NEAR HER, OR UNCEREMONIOUSLY CALLS OUT THE NAME OF THE DESIRED
FOOD IF IT'S AT THE OTHER END OF THE TABLE.



HELEN IS AN 11 YEAR OLD CAMPER IN CAROL'S INTERMEDIATE GROUP. SHE ATTENDED
THIS CAMP LAST YEAR, AND RETURNED THIS SUMMER FULL or ENTHUSIASM ONLY TO FIND
HER TWO CLOSEST FRIENDS PLACED IN THE AGE 12-13 UNIT. .(HELEN WON'T BE 12 UNTIL
SEPTEMBER, BUT IS IN THE SAME CLASS AT scum, WITH THESE GIRLS.) THE UNIT
COUNSELORS HAVE ALSO CHANGED SINCE LAST YEAR, AND HELEN HAS MADE NO EFFORT TO
MAKE NEW FRIENDS. SHE TALKS INCREASINGLY OF NOT LIKING CAMP, MISSING HER FAMILY,
AND HAS DECIDED SHE WANTS TO GO HOME. SINCE CAROL IS ONE OF HELEN'S INSTRUCTORS,
THE CAMP DIRECTOR HAS ASKED CAROL TO JOIN THE DISCUSSION WITH HELEN'S PRESENT
UNIT COUNSELORS TO DECIDE WHAT TO DO.
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WINIFRED IS 8 YEARS OLD, AND IS ATTENDING CAMP FOR THE FIRST TIEIE. SHE IS
IN CAROL'S BEGINNERS SWIMNING GROUP, BUT AFTER A FULL WEEK'S LESSONS SHE IS
STILL UNABLE TO MASTER HER VW DEEP FEAR OF PUTTING HER FACE UNDER WATER.
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Foreword.

The provision of related courses for apprentices o
supplement their training for the trade is a relatively
recent development. Since these courses are highly
specialized, a comparatively few com.aercially pre-
pared training manuals are available. The California
State Department of Education has therefore developed
manuals of this type that can be used by the schools
for th4, purpose.

We are confident that the rung men who have chosen
to work in this trade and the journeymen who are in-
structing them will find participation in these courses
both helpful and stimulating.

*?- (#-/1"
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface
The Bureau of Industrial Education has responsibility for making
available the relater instructional materials for use in the train-
ing programs offered by the apprenticeable trades. The Bureau
meets this responsibility by working cooperatively with employer-
employee groups representing each of these trades in determining
what materials are needed and in developing these materials.

The 1964 edition of Roofing, Part 2, was planned under the direc-
tion of the State Educations.: Advisory Committee for the Roofing
Trade. The membership of this committee included the following
representatives of employers and of employees.

Employer Representatives Employee Representatives

Charles Ashbourne, Long Beach
Robert Baker, Oceanside
Vern Potter, Riverside
Edward D. Weyand, Sacramento

yfilliam Jerrold, Sacramento
Francis McCarthy, Los Angeles
Thomas Moore, San Francisco
M. L. Van Dyke, San Diego

Wallace Theilmann of the Bureau of Industrial Education has re-
sponsibility for maintaining liaison with industry groups who are
interested in the preparation of instructional materials.

John Fredricks, Francis McCarthy, and William Woltjes assume
the responsibility of the revision of Roofing, Part 1. Edward D.
Weyand and Richard Isaacs assisted them in the preparation of
certain units of the course.

DONALD E. KITCH
Acting Chief,
Division of Instruction
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ERNEST G. KRAMER
Chief, Bureau of

Industrial Education
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Instructions for
Checkup Questions
Checkup questions appear at the end of each topic in the work-
book. Answer the questions for each topic as soon as possible
after you finish studying the assignment. Remember that al-
though you are not graded on the checkup questions, your ability
to answer Clem correctly can show youhow well you understand
the information and assignments in the topic preceding them.

Checkup questions of the following types appear most often
throughout this course: true-false, completion, and group dis-
cussion.

True-false questions are statements followed by the letters T
and F. If you believe the statement is more nearly true than
false, circle the letter T. If you believe it is more nearly false
than true, circle the letter F.

Completion questions are sentences in which certain key words
are omitted. A numbered blank is placed in the right-hand mar-
gin to correspond to each of the missing words. Write the re-
quired word in the blank with the correct number.

Group discussion questions are direct questions intended to
stimulate class discussion. However, if the instructor indi-
cates,the answers may be written.

Other types of questions may appear from time to time. When
this is the case, directions will be given for their use.

VI



unit .A.
THE APPRENTICE ROOFER

AND HIS TRADE

A journeyman roofer has skills and knowledge of many kinds.
Particularly important are the following: (1) he is informed about
roofing materials; (2) he knows how each kind of roofing material
should be applied; and (3) he has the skills used in applying these
roofing materials. He has acquired these skills from his on-the-
job training as an apprentice. He has become increasingly profi-
cient in using his skills as he has worked at his trade. He has
become informed regarding roofing materials and the ways they
are applied on roofs from the instruction he received as an appren-
tice. He has kept up to date by studying the printed materials
regarding their products that are supplied by manufacturers.

This workbook is designed to give you, the apprentice roofer, the
information you will apply as you learn the skills on the job. The
journeymen roofers who have written the workbook have arranged
the material in what they believe to be a practical order for learn-
ing. They have divided the content into units and arranged the
units so that each one is based upon and grows out of the preced-
ing one. However, because of local job requirements, the instruc-
tor's own experience in teaching apprentice classes, and the back
grounds of the apprentices he is teaching, an individual instructor
may wish to vary the order.

A Glossary has been provided in the back of the workbook so that
you may learn the meaning of each new trade term as soon as you
encounter it.

Grouped in this first unit is the information designed to introduce
you to your trade--its history, its scope, the necessary safety
measures, and the employee and employer organizations that serve
it. It also includes a topic to help you recognize the responsibili-
ties you must assume as a craftsman.

In addition, you are reminded of the material you have learned
from studying the Introduction to Apprenticeship. Particularly
important to your understanding of your own place in the trade are
those portions of the Introduction to Apprenticeship that comprise
Units A, B, and C.

I
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Topic 1 HISTORY AND SCOPE OF THE TRADE

.
her O&M' !A

The apprentice is generally interested in the trade he has chosen to the extent
that he wants to know its history. And as you study this history, you will begin
to learn something of the scope of the trade. Your knowledge of the two will
give you a background against which you may determine the opportunities that
become available to you as a journeyman roofer.

Rotated Information

Shelter. From the very beginning, man's survival has depended upon his abil-
ity to get the food required to sustain life and the protection required to keep
himself from destruction by the elements or by enemies. Since primitive man
had none of the skills required for producing food, nor any of the skills required
for developing the needed protection, he had to depend wholly upon his environ-
ment for the food he ate and the protection he secured. He found that caves
were his best shelters and began living in them.

From this time on man began developing skills that he could use in making
things he needed., At the same time he began wandering over wide areas.
Probably this tooK him into areas where there were no caves and he had to
seek some other kind of shelter. The simple skills he had acquired were used
for this purpose. The shelters were simple. They were built with the mate-
rials made available by nature. Some were built in trees, made of the branches
that had fallen and covered with leaves and grasses that could be gathered eas-
ily. Others were hutches built on the ground and roofed with grasses and brush.
Later, some were formed with branches and covered with the skins of animals
he had found ways to kill. The important point is that man began in these ways
to build the shelters he needed.-

At first man's progress in building shelters for his protection was very slow,
but as time passed the rate increased. The shelters you see today tell you
how far man has progressed. The rapidity with which changes are being made
in the shelters being built tells you also that you may see great improvements
in the future. These improvements will include roofs that are designed to
meet particular weather situations, constructed of new and unusual materials,
attractive beyond anything now available, and in other ways expressions of the
know-how and skills that man has at his command.

3
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THE APPRENTICE ROOFER

Roofing materials. A few points are presented here about roofing materials
that have been widely used in both past and present.

An example of a material used very early in history and still common in
some parts of the world today, though not in this country, is the weeds
and grasses used for thatching. Historically, they were easily obtainable
and low in cost.

Tile, slate, lead, and copper as roofing materials date back thousands of
years. Some roofs of these materials have lasted for 600 to 1000 years.
All these materials are still used to some extent, and particularly tile,
which is ore of the most durable available today.

Wood roofs came into general use around 1700 and are still considered
as modern as those made with more recently developed materials.

Coal-tar pitch and asphalt products make up probably 90 percent of the
roofing materials used today.

In recent years, many new coating materials for built-up roofs have been
developed. Examples are plastics, epoxies, and fiber glass. These ma-
terials are particularly adaptable to unfavorable conditions and to designs
on which this type of roofing was previously difficult or impractical. Their
development has made it possible for architects to introduce such designs
as thin-shell concrete molded roofs, conical roofs with epoxy coverings,
serpentine roofs, and the liket

Roofing methods and equipment. As materials have changed, so have methods
and equipment. Years ago, for example, asphalt was heated by wood; later
fuel oil became the primary source of heat; today butane gas is the main fuel
used in most areas.

The methods of lifting asphalt to the roof have also undergone changes. At
one time, the only method of hoisting was the rope and wheel. Although this
procedure is often still followed, many roofers have added a pump to the kettle
and pump asphalt directly to the roof. As roofers have found that their kettles
are not large enough to meet the demand, some have turned to the use of tank
trucks to supply hot asphalt directly to the roof.

Apprenticeship in roofing. Every skill or craft requires a period of training.
Sometimes this learning phase is called "apprenticeship," other times it is
not. For example, many journeymen in the roofing trade are not aware that
they served apprenticeships because they were not called apprentices. Some
of them were known as helpers and others as "improvers." However, the fact
remains that before they became journeymen, they had to learn the trade.

4



HISTORY AND SCOPE OF TRADE

Before the depression of the early 1930's, men were trained on the job ass they
were needed. This training sometimes was a long process. When a man
reached the point where he thought he knew his trade, he often had to leave his
employer and hire out to another in order to be recognized as a journeyman.

During the depression years, when work was scarce, the few remaining jour-
neymen trained few new men because no work was available. When World
War II came, the need was suddenly great, and few journeymen were in the
trade. To get the work done, employers used the kind of training that gave
quickest results- -that of teaching a man only one phase of the work. For
example, some men were taught only how to apply composition shingles, oth-
ers only built-up roofs, and still others only roofing tiles. This kind of train-
ing met the need during the emergency, but when that was over, the trade was
left with a number of only partially trained men, or specialists.

The lack of well-trained, well-rounded jourkeymen has worked a hardship on
employees as well as employers. The specialists are able to work only when
the specialty they know is available. Today, the need is for journeymen who
are qualified in all phases of the trade. Competition among roofing contractors
has made low bids necessary. Material prices remain fairly stable, but labor
costs can fluctuate according to the various problems encountered on the job
and even, what is more important, according to the skill and knowledge of the
workers. This has resulted in a heightened demand for skilled, competent
journeymen on every job.

Scope of the trade. "Apprenticeship Standards for the Roofing Industry in the
State of California" designates the scope of the roofing industry through the
work training schedule for apprentice roofers.

Process Apzoximate Hours

A. Built-up roofing 2700
(225 hours maximum time as kettleman)

B. Composition shingles 450

C. Miscellaneous 1350

(1) Slateltiletand rigid asbestos materials
(2)- Pipe wrapping
(3) Enameling
(4) Spray work
(5) Dampproofing

Total 4500

5



THE APPRENTICE ROOFER

Channels for advancement. Many men who enter the roofing trade think only
of journeymanship as their ultimate goal and do not realize the possibilities
for higher positions. In the apprentice training program, of course, the pri-
mary aim is journeymanship. However, many other horizons lie within the
reach of every journeyman, with just a little extra effort. The journeyman
may become a foreman of a roofing crew, salesman or estimator for a roofing
company, a superintendent of a roofing company, or a contractor. He may
also become a salesman of roofing materials or equipment for a manufacturer.

Requirements for advancement. Entrance into any field of work beyond jour-
neymanship requires additional qualifications and training. Courses are avail-
able in the public schools and in correspondence schools in which the journey-
man can gain technical knowledge additional to that he acquired during his
apprenticeship. Whereas the journeyman roofer possesses skills in the use of
hand tools and equipment, as well as related knowledge, the good foreman also
has the ability to lead men. The superintendent needs all these qualities plus
a keen mind, a pleasing personality, a level head, and a good deal more tech-
nical information.

'lb become a salesman requires knowledge of selling methods, understanding
of people, acceptable speech, knowledge of basic mathematics, and some book-
keeping, and skill in reading blueprints. Roofing companies often sell many
items indirectly related to roofing, such as siding, waterproofing, and insula-
tion. These products, too, must be studied by the salesman. Usually iufor-
mation about such products is available most readily from the manufacturers.
In most cases, a salesman of roofing products who is a qualified roofer is
more successful than is a person without this qualification.

Usually a roofing contractor must obtain a license from the state, as well as
from the city or county, or both, in which he operates. However, much more
is involved in becoming a successful contractor than obtaining a license. A
successful contractor is a good businessman; he knows business procedures,
some business law, bookkeeping and cost accounting, and business organiza-
tion; and he has all the qualities required of a good foreman, superintendent,
and salesman as well. The training necessary for a roofing contractor is
available in most evening schools or correspondence courses.

Many variations in roofing practices as well as differences in jurisdictions
exist throughout the United States. Roofers who plan to change locations should
find out what skills might be needed in the area to which they plan to move and
should acquire these skills as soon as possible.

The ambitious journeyman has many doors open to him. By taking advantage
of every opportunity to improve himself, he may feel real pride in his trade
and may soon advance to higher goals.

6
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AND SCOPE OF TRADEHISTORY

Checkup

Lead has been used as a roofing material for thousands
of years.

1. T F

Gaining skill in all branches of the roofing trade will add
to the journeyman's security.

2. T F

Roofing contractors today prefer to hire specialists to do
a particular job.

3. T F

Wood is the main fuel used for heating kettles. 4. T F

Material prices remain relatively stable while labor costs
can vary because of sldll and knowledge or lack of it. 5. T F

Journeymen can expect to advance readily without addi-
tional training.

6. T F

Every craft requires a period of apprenticeship. 7. T F

The United States entered World War II with an abundant
supply of well-trained roofers available.

8. T F

A roofer should keep informed concerning new develop-
ments in his trade.

9. T F

Because of the many mechanical roofing devices now in 10.
use, a roofer needs less knowledge to engage in his trade.

T F



Topic 2 SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

Assigmnont*

Introduction

1. Construction Safety Orders, Division of Industrial
Safety, California State Department of Industrial
Relations, Sec. 1514, 1615-16, 1620, 1675-78, and
1715-21.

2. Ladder Safetr (Bulletin 121), Division of Industrial
Safety, California State Department of Industrial
Relations.

3. Safety Rules for Roofers (Bulletin 124), Division of
Industrial Safety, California State Department of
Industrial Relations.

General safety practices for the building trades may be found in Construction
Safety Orders and other publications of the State Division of Industrial Safety,
as well as in the Introduction to Apprenticeship. Every apprentice should learn
and employ these practices. Since the roofing trade is cne of the most danger-
ous of the crafts, certain safety practices that merit special emphasis are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs, and every roofer should become familiar
with these practices and employ them for his own safety and the safety of those
around him. Responsibility for maintaining safe conditions in the work area
and working in a safe manner lies equally with the employer and the employee.
The employer should make the provisions necessary to establish safe working
conditions; the employee should put forth full effort to maintain the conditions
established, and to follow safe work practices.

Rotated Information

Clothing. When working on a roof, wear high work shoes with rubber cleat or
crepe soles and pants of sufficient length and suitable material to offer maxi-
mum protection to the legs.

For manses of publishers and places and data of publication, refer to the list of instructional materials at the back of this book.

8
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SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

When handling hotstuff, wear a shirt with long sleeves that can be buttoned
securely around the wrists and leather gloves. Both the shirt and pants worn
should be of heavy material that provides reasonable protection from burns.

On certain kinds of construction jobs, all workmen are required to wear safety
hard hats. Even when there is no requirement of this kind, the workmen should
wear such hats, for they give valuable protection when it is needed.

Roof work. Inspect the roof before getting on to it to make sure that is is strong
enough to support the crew and material to be taken to the roof. Also decide
what, if any, repairs have to be made before the new roof can be applied. At
all times exercise such caution as is required to avoid hazards that result from
the roof surface. If the roof is covered with ice, snow, or frost, exercise
extreme caution.

When working on or loading a roof, keep in mind the points of a roof that will
carry the greatest weight--ridges, hips, valleys, and areas over rafters--and
use this information in deciding how the roof will be leaded and how it should
be walked upon.

Exercise extreme caution when walking or working on the eaves of a roof to
prevent becoming victim of a fall.

If you suddenly suffer from dizziness or have fear of falling, get off the roof
and advise your foreman of the condition. Staying on the roof can be extremely
dangerous to you and those with whom you are working.

When laying felt, mark and cut the felt as necessary to expose existing roof
openings. A 3-1/2 ft. guard rail must b:-_, placed around the perimeter of each
hole. (Construction Safety Orders, Sec. 1615.)

Precautions in handling hotstuff. Carelessness at any time and in any phase
of roofing is dangerous and particularly so in the handling of hot a 1.nalt or
hot tar. Only workmen who have been trained in the proper methods of han-
dling hotstuff should be allowed to handle it and these workmen should be re-
quired to employ the following safety measures:

When carrying hotstuff, keep your eyes open and make sure to avoid all
obstructions in your path. On the ground, a clear unobstructed path must
be maintained between the kettle and the hoist. (See Precautions for the
Kettleman.)

Whenever a bucket of hotstuff is carried, hold it slightly away from your
body and avoid swinging it. The bucket should not be filled to a point where
the surface of the liquid is less than four inches below the top edge.

9



THE APPRENTICE ROOFER

Place carts, buckets, and highboys of hotstuff convenient to the mop man,
but never where he may fall over them as he is mopping.

In pouring hotstuff from one bucket to another, pom Slowly and evenly to
prevent splashing and flashing. Should the contents of a bucket flash, it
may be extinguished quckly by placing a puce of roofing or other cover-
ing over the bucket. This will immediately *. 'other the fire.

When filling a bucket from 3, highboy or other device that has a spigot, keep
one hand on or near the spigot at all times so that it may be turned off im-
mediately in case of flashing. A handle extension may be used as a further
safety measure.

Do not :tarry more than one bucket of hotstuff at a time on roofs of 1/4
pitch and over. (This is a slope ratio of 6 in. vertical to 12 in. horizontal.)

Use a hoist to lift hotstuff to the roof where asphalt pumps are not being
used. Never carry hotstuff on a ladder. When taking .. oucket of hotstuff
off a hoist, use one hand to brace yourself. With the other hands carefully
guide the bucket to a safe landing on the roof, avoit-ling any swing that might
cause splashing.

Never walk on a sheet of roofing that has just been laid. The hot asphalt
or pitch under it may still be in a molten state, allowing the sheet to slip
and cause you to fall.

Precautions for the kettleman. A kettleman is responsible for the safe opera-
tion of the kettle and for employing practices in and around the kettle area that
are essential to the safety of himself and others who must enter the work area.
These practices are outlined in the following section:

Always wear a long-sleeved tight-wristed shirt of heavy material and gloves
when working around the kettle. If working with hot pitch, protect all
exposed areas of skin with an approved protective skin lotion to avoid burns
from the fumes.

The space immediately around the kettle must be kept clear, also the path-
way from the kettle to the hoist.

Never leave a kettle unattended once it is lighted. If a flash fire or boil-
over occurs, or individuals who are not informed enter the area, an attend-
ant should be on the job to take the necessary safety measures.

The kettle must be kept clean. A dirty kettle is more apt to flash than one
that is clean.

10



SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

When using a kerosene-fuelA kettle, never loosen the tap under the fuel
tank when air is under pressure and the burner is lighted. To do so may
result in the kerosene spraying out with the further possibility of igniting
and burning you and causing the hotstuff to flash.

Chop the asphalt or pitch into small chunks which can be fed easily into
the kettle. Feeding should be done carefully by lowering the chunks to the
surface of the hotstuff before releasing them, thereby avoiding splash.
Wear gloves when feeding a kettle to avoid being burned by hotstuff that
is accidentally splashed.

Keep the temperature of hotstuff below that of its flash point. Every ma-
terial used has a slightly different flesh point and care must be exercised
to make certain that this point is not reached. Also, the bituminous in
terials being melted are subject to distillation at high temperatures ana
the gases resulting from over-heating will condense in the cooler surround-
ing air and fall on nearby objects. (See Unit E for specific precautions. )

Be sure that the hoist used in lifting hotstuff to the roof is designed so that
the bucket of dope may be raised without its hittingthe wall of the building.
Raise the hotstuff at a slow, steady pace and do not release the hoist line
except as instructed by the workman on the roof.

Never set a bucket of hotstuff at the foot of a ladder on the "out" fide. If
it must be set down near the ladder (in preparation for hoisting, for exam-
ple) be sure it is under the ladder on the inside so no workman can acci-
dentally step in it while descending.

Always keep the kettle less than full, to avoid splashing and slopping over,
and to secure better temperature control so that flashes may be minimized.

When possible place kettle in a position where natural barricades can be
utilized to protect from injury those who might enter the area unaware
of the danger.

Before lighting the burner, empty any water that may have accumulated
inside the kettle. Foaming and boiling over will be avoided by this practice.

Be sure the gallows frame of derrick used is an approved type (Constrez:-
tion Safety Orders, Sec. 1717) and is properly situated for safe operation
from the ground.

The kettleman should keep a bucket of water containing gunny sacks close
at hand where he can grab the wet sacks in case of kettle flashing and lay
them over the lid to cool the contents and smother the fire.

- .........0-.-
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THE APPRENTICE ROOFER

Before filling the fuel supply tank, be sure the burner is not lighted.

Before lighting a burner, make sure all fuel lines have been cleared of
any obstructions.

Never transport a kettle when the burner is lighted. The kettle should be
fired up only on the job site, and the flame extinguished before the kettle
is moved to another location. Before a kettle is moved, the hotstuff should
be drawn off to the top of the tubes. It is good practice to avoid overfeed-
ing the kettle prior to its being moved so that not so much of the hotstuff
will have to be drawn off.

Prior to each lighting; fuel tanks and lines should be inspected for leakage.
This is especially important when using LP gas. Always protect the fuel
lines and tanlrn from accidental damage when on the job.

Tires on the kettle trailer should be inspected just prior to transporting
to make sure they are in good condition. If they are found to be damaged
or otherwise unsafe, they should be repaired or replaced before the ket-
tle is moved. In addition, when transporting a kettle, make sure the
trailer tracks the towing vehicle properly and th:.t the trailer hitch and
safety chain are both secure. A weaving kettle on the road creates a
most dangerous situation.

Precautions for the mop man.

A used mop that has not entirely cooled always presents a fire hazard.
Every experienced roofer knows of cases where mops, long after use,
have been fanned into flame, thus setting fire to the roof.

Never leave used, uncleared mops where they might cause fires. Even
for short periods--such as lunchtime --place such mops in empty metal
containers or mop buckets.

At the end of the day, squeeze out all possible hotstuff from the mops and
then flare the fibers by twirling the handle. The mop head will thus be
cooled sufficiently for storage.

Miscellaneous precautions.

Make sure there are two fire extinguishers of an approved type on the job,
one on the ground and one on the roof where they can be easily reached.
Dry chemical, carbon dioxide, or similar extinguishers are generally used
on roofing j..bs.

12
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SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

Check all ladders for safety prior to use. Do not use ladders that are in
a generally weakened condition or that have split or cracked side rails;
broken, cracked, or missing rungs; or sharp edges or splinters. Always
secure ladders against accidental displacement.

General safety rules for the use of ladders are listed in detail in Ladder Safety
(Bulletin 121, Division of Industrial Safety) and in Construction Safety Orders.
Every roofer should know these rules and follow them.

Checkup

According to the Construction Safety Orders, the maximum
distance that the kettleman should be from a kettle that has
no thermostat is 200'.

The Construction Safety Orders specify that a roofer may
carry two buckets of hotstuff on a roof with a 114 in. slope
(6 in. rise in 12 in.).

Two feet is the minimum lap permitted for a two-section
ladder with a working length of 30'.

According to the Construction Safety Orders, a mop bucket
is the same thing as a carrying bucket.

If the weather is unusually warm, the roofer is permitted
to remove his shirt while working.

A sheet that has just been laid with hotstuff may be insecure
and slip under foot.

The roofer is advised to put both hands on the bucket when
removing it from a hoist line.

If a bucket is not too full, it may be carried up a ladder.

In the roofing trade, the largest percentage of reported
accidents involves strains and sprains.

More accidents are suffered by roofers while carrying
hotstuff than while doing any other part of their job.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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Topic 3- APPRENTICE, EMPLOYER, AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Introduction

Everyone needs to take pride in his work and feel that his trade is looked
upon with respect. And the roofer should be a man who commands respect.
He is practicing a trade that requires skill, that calls for extensive instruc-
tion both on the job and in the classroom, and that produces an item essential
to every building.

But whether the public does indeed consider the roofer a man worthy of its
respect depends upon whether the roofer is willing to accept the responsibility
of being a man deserving such respect.

The roofing trade--like any other industry--is known by the accumulation of
the actions of everyone in it, from the apprentice through the contractor.
Thus, the picture that the public forms of the roofing trade is colored by the
way each apprentice and journeyman in it learns his trade, works at his job,
and conducts himself.

Beginning with his very first job, each apprentice must realize that he now
has a three-way obligation--to hi.,,self, to his employer, and to the public.

This topic cannot teach him how he should conduct himself in the eyes of each
of these groups. But because it is being written by men who have worked in
the trade, it can offer practical suggestions to help guide him.

Related Information

Of prime importance to the apprentice is the question of how soon he will be
entitled to higher wages. Much more is involved in this than just learning
the mechanical skills of the trade. Not only is he judged on how he does the
work, but also on his attitude toward his job.

The beginning apprentice cannot be expected to know how to carry out his
work until, he has had instruction. But he is expected to be a responsible
workman from the very start. For example, he may not know what method
is used to remove debris from a roof until he has been shown. But from the
first time he goes on a roof he is expected to know that he does not dispose
of debris by dumping it off the side of the roof without first making sure that
a clear space below has been provided for it, and even then not if persons or
property might be injured.

14
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Likewise, the beginning apprentice is expected to know that he must exercise
courtesy at all times. From the time he arrives on his first job, he should
know -- without being told--that roofing equipment is set up in a location that
will be most convenient for the workmen and least inconvenient for passersby.

Also important is for the apprentice to practice cleanliness, both in his per-
son and in his workmanship.

These three thingsresponsibility, courtesy, and cleanlinessare regarded
by men in the roofing trade as essentials for a successful craftsman. And the
apprentice who starts in his trade with these things in mind will stand a better
chance of being regarded as an asset to his employer.

Suggestions for the beginning roofer.

Help maintain a clean job site. If old scraps and discarded pieces are
allowed to lie around on a roof while it is being worked on, the work of
the roofers is slowed. Mop handles and the outsides of buckets, particu-
larly the bails, should be kept clean. The best way to do this is to use a
roofing knife to scrape off the asphalt or tar. Also, the paths followed
by the roofers in doing their work should be kept open. These are chores
that the beginning apprentice is often asked to handle.

Provide service for the journeymen working on the job. One way is to
make sure that clean drinking water is taken to the roof for those who
are working there.

Protect the public and its property through helping to erect barricades
around equipment, to get the truck in a safe location, and to collect debris
that might clutter up the area.

Help get things in order at the end of the day. All equipment and materi-
als must be collected before the crew leaves a job, and motors and 'ma-
terials must be covered to protect them from moisture. When equipment
is left on the roof overnight, a felt or sheet of vinyl should be used to
cover the motors.

Assist in maintaining equipment. On the highboy, for instance, the spig-
ots should be oiled and the wheels cleaned, and, before lunch and at the
end of the day, the tanks drained.

Take particular precautions with kettles and mops that are stored. Ket-
tles should not be left under a shed, or mops on a roof where they could
cause damage if they ignite.

15



THE APPRENTICE ROOFER

Be courteous. Remember that the good will of your employer's customers
can be maintained through such courteous acts as notifying the occupants
of a house to close their windows before spudding or other dust-producing
work is done.

Be dependable. If you accept a job, make every effort to be on time for
it, or notify your employer if you must be late or absent.

Do your best to cooperate with your foreman and fellow workers while
you are on the job. Usually, you will find that several different methods
may be used to do a job that is workmanlike and watertight. Many times,
different foremen will.have different ways of doing the same job. As an
apprentice, you must follow the instructions of the foreman for whom you
are working. But if you are wise, you will study each of the different
methods you are taught, and when you are on your own, you will be able
to choose for yourself the one you find best.

Avoid profanity, intoxicants, violence, and horseplay of all kinds.

Work constantly to improve your knowledge and skill in the trade. You
will find that your job is a great deal more interesting if you try to learn
about all phases of it. You will have plenty of time later to specialize.
If you permit yourself to specialize too early in your apprenticeship, you
will dew yourself the opportunity for a well-rounded training. If at some
time in the future your specialty should suffer a cutback, you will not be
able to get a job in another phase of the trade.

Observe basic laws of cleanliness. For example, keeping your hands
clean is important because it helps prevent infections. The waterless
hand soaps are best because they will cut asphalt but will not crack your
hands. Also important is regular changing of your work clothes. You
should put on clean work clothes at least once a week, and when you are
traveling to and from the job you should change into a clean set of clothes
as a protection for your employer's truck and other equipment.

Help protect your employer's future. As long as he is successful, you- -
as his employee - -are assured of a job. Ways in which you can help are to:
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--work safely. Not only is this important to your own health, but
also to your employer. Costly insurance claims lead to higher pre-
miums and thus to increases in his bids.

-- handle trucks safely and courteously. Doing so will help avoid
accidents, law suits, and high maintenance costs. By all means,
keep your driver's license up to date.
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- -learn how to handle your employer's equipment properly. You
can do much to hold down repair and replacement costs.

- -keep your employer's truck in clean, workmanlike shape. His
truck is actually an advertisement for him. Would-be customers
tend to judge the quality of his work at least in part on the basis
of the way in which his truck is kept.

- -be particularly careful in handling spray equipment. Overspray-
ing, spraying in high winds, or spraying just before a rain can lead
to extensive damage to surrounding property.

These are ouly a few of the many guideposts you can follow in your trade.
Undoubtedly many others will occur to you as you work to improve and
strengthen yourself as a member of the roofing trade.

Checkup

The best way to clean asphalt off a mop handle is to use
a(n) 1 2 . 1.

2.
The recommended material to clean asphalt from a roof-
er's hands is 3 4 . 3.

4.
On a highboy that is in use all day, the tank should be
drained how often during the day? 5.

Group Discussion

1. What are some of the tasks an apprentice should be able to handle on his
first job--in the shop? On the job site? In loading?

2. How can an apprentice help his employer hold down job costs?

3. In what ways can an apprentice help his employer develop good will?

4. What clean-up jobs can be taken over by an apprentice?

17



Topic 4 EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER ORGANIZATIONS

Introduction

A brief history of the labor movement and the background of employer organi-
zations is given in the Introduction to Apprenticeship (Topic 4 of Unit A).
Emphasis in the material given here is on the organizations direaly affecting
the roofing trade.

Related Information

Employee organizations. The United Slate, Tile and Composition Roofers,
Damp and Waterproof Workers' Association came into being through the amal-
gamation of two organizations chartered by the American Federation of Labor:
the International Slate and Tile Roofers Union of America, chartered in 1903,
and the International Brotherhood of Composition Roofers, Damp and Water-
proofers of the United States and Canada, chartered in 1906.

The amalgamated organization received its charter from the AF of L on
December 17, 1919, under its present name. The organization is affiliated
with the Building and Construction Trades Department of the AFL-C10.

Employer organizations. The first organizations of roofing contractors were
informal and usually grew up when contractors found they needed to band
together in cases of emergency, such as the Chicago fire. In 1882, a formal
organization called the Master Slag and Gravel Roofers of America was
founded in Chicago. At the beginning of the century, another national organi-
zation, the Associated Rooferti of America, was formed in Omaha. In 1911,
these two organizations merged to form the United Roofing Contractor& Asso-
ciation, which, in 1948, became the National Roofing Contractor& Association.

Also in 1911, manufacturers of asphalt and coal tar pitch products organized
the Prepared Roofing Manufacturer& Association. Out of this grew the
Asphalt Roofing Industry Bureau, an information bureau of the industry. The
Western Asphalt Roofing Bureau serves the same function on the Pacific coast.

The National Roofing Contractors' Association includes all phases of the roof-
ing industry, but at present the majority of its members are specialists in
built-up roofing. Its objectives are to disseminate to members information
on trends in the industry; on improved methods of application, estimating, re-
cord keeping, and merchandising; and on specifications.
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Roofing contractors have also banded together into local roofing contractors'
associations. Their functions are similar to those of the National Roofing
Contractors' Association, but are localized. Their principal purposes are
the negotiation of the master labor agreement and the handling of problems
in the area that affect the industry.

Master labor agreements. Apprentices as well as journeymen in the roofing
industry are affected by employee and employer organizations. Wages, work-
ing conditions, and the so-called fringe benefits are negotiated, agreed upon,
and put into writing by the employee and employer organizations. These are
known as the master labor agreements. The agreements are limited to a
definite period. When the time has expired, a new agreement is negotiated.

Provisions of these agreements -- particularly the fringe benefits--vary from
one locality to another. As a rule, fringe benefits include such things as
health and welfare plans, pensions, and vacation or savings funds,

The health and welfare plan is a form of insurance for paying hospital and
medical expenses for the employees. Most of the plans in existence pay a
certain percentage of all costs, leaving only a minimum to be paid by the
employee. Many plans also include the dependents of employees. In most
areas, plans are paid for by the employer after the employee has qualified.

Pension plans are set up to make monthly payments to employees who have
worked at the trade a designated number of years, and who have reached a
certain age and are no longer able to work.

The vacation or savings plan withholds from the employee's wages an agreed
amount of money and places it in a fund under his name. Thus he can accumu-
late enough money for a vacation or for an emergency. Withdrawals from the
funds are regulated so the employee cannot exhaust his savings. Some funds
allow one withdrawal every 12 months, others every six months.

Joint apprenticeship program. In addition to the master labor agreements,
the establishment and maintenance of an apprenticeship program in the roof-
ing trade is also a joint effort of employee and employer organizations.

Recognizing the need for appropriate and complete training and education for
young men desiring to enter the roofing trade, the United Roofing Contractors'
Association and the United Slate, The and Composition Roofers, Damp and
Waterproof Workers' Association were instrumental in the development of the
apprenticeship program in this trade. In an effort to establish trade training
for apprentices in accordance with the recommendations of the Federal Com-
mittee on Apprenticeship, these national associations in 1945 established a
national pattern for local apprenticeship standards in the roofing industry.
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In 1956, these organizations formed the National Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee for the Roofing Industry, which functions to "revise the
original pattern standards as well as to establish minimum national standards
for the industry to meet the everchanging techniques and new competitive
materials introduced which have constantly increased the skills and technical
knowledge required in the trade and the necessity for more versatile, thor-
oughly trained craftsmen, capable of a more economical, long-lasting, and
perfectly executed job."* This national group cooperates in its activities
with local groups also concerned with apprenticeship.

Checkup

The roofers' union is the 1 Slate, The and Cotapo- 1.
sition Roofers, Damp and 2 Workers' Association.

=r,m
2.

The 3 Roofing Contractors' Association was organ- 3.
ized under that name in 1948.

The agreements negotiated between employer and em-
ployee groups within the roofing industry are known as

4 5 agreements. 4.
5.

Under these agreements, the health and welfare plan is
an insurance that pays for 6 and 7 services. 6.

7.
The joint apprenticeship program is a joint effort of

8 and 9 organizations. 8.
9.

The 10 of the two original unions for roofers took 10.
place in 1919.

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship, Notions! Roofer? Appreoticesbi, Standards (Washington, DC., 1956), p. 1.
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INFORMATION FOR THE

BEGINNING ROOFER

As a beginning roofer, the apprentice has much to learn before he
can be considered a full-fledged member of his trade. Merely to
be an able-bodied man reporting to a job site is not sufficient in
this day of sharp competition. The sooner he can take his place
as a working member of the crew, the sooner the apprentice will
win t. recognition that means steady income.

Apprentices are immediately assigned in every trade to certain
beginning jobs. In roofing, this job is loading -- loading the truck
to go to the job and loading the roof to start the job. Therefore,
loading is a subject dealt with in this unit.

In addition, a topic is included on the various types of roof struc-
tures. The apprentice 1^ expected to be able to recognize each
type and have some und...,standing of its peculiar problems. Funda-
mental parts of this study are the recognition of roof pitches and,
later in the course, determination of roof areas. Therefore, the
apprentice must have an understanding of basic mathematics before
he can go far in his trade. For those who need such instruction,
Unit D is provided in the Introduction to Apprenticeship.
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Topic 1 TYPES 0' ROOF STRUCTURES

introduction

As you will soon discover when you begin to work on different roofing jobs,
roofs can be built in any one of a number of structural types. Not only do they
look different, but they have different structural parts. All have certain stronger
points that are safer for loE.ding raate:Aals and equipment, and all have some
weaker points where weight should not be placed.

This topic includes sketches and descriptions of the more commonly used struc-
tural types, for both residential and commercial structures. It also presents
information on roof pitches, which is fundamental to the trade.

Rotated information

The discussion that follows is divided into two sections, one on residential struc-
tures and one on commercial and industrial structures. The same types of roofs
are oft- a used for both. The chief difference lies in the engineering.

In residential buildings, rafters or beams are used as the chief support for the
roof. When the size of the building is too great, however, stronger supports
must be used. For these, specially engineered and c..nstructed steel web or
laminate(' wood beams or truases have been developed.

1

1

i
1

1

I
e

1

1

1

1

i
1

R7 1. Howe truss (left) and bolsterina truss (right)

Although the construction of these srnports is not part of the roofer's trade,
knowing about them is important to you. This is belause the points at which
the roof deck comes in contact with these supports are the strongest points of
the deck and thus are the places where materials and equipment may be loaded,
and where you can walk most safely.
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Another factor that is important in determining the load that may safely be
placed on a roof is the material of which the roof deck is constructed. The
deck may be rnade of a number of different materials, only some of which are
strong enough to hold good-sized loads without danger. Decks that are par-
ticularly strong are those made of prestressed concrete, monolie-lc concrete
(thick slabs), and metal.

On the other hand, on gypsum decks, thin-shelled concrete decks, and wood,
plywood, and fiberboard (including thick fiberboard) decks, the weight of equip-
ment and materials must be carefully distributed aad not concentrated in only
a few places. This does not mean that these decks are not strong enough to
cover the buildings on which they are used, but it does mean that when the
roofer loads such roofs, he should pay particular adention to placing materials
and equipment over the beams or trusses. Likewise, he should not drop ma-
terials abruptly onto these decks.

Residential Roofs

Many thil.gs influence an architect or builder's choice of type of roof structure.
Certain house styles require related types of roofs. Weather conditions also
play a part. For example, in snow country, roofs are usually built with a
steeper pitch than are those in warmer climates. Personal preferences also
enter into the choice, as do certain style trends.

You will also discover that not every roof consists of a single type of structure.
Many, for instance, are combinations of hip and gable roofs.

U a building with a pitched roof has more than one wing (see "Hip roof") or has
dormers, the points at which the roofs of the wings intersect are called valleys.

Hip roof.

A hip roof slopes in four directions.
The ridges and hips support them-
selves, but the valley rafters (if
there are such) must often be sup-
ported from below. This is not al-
ways possible because a valley will
sometimes occur over a large room.
For this reason, you stctid avoid
placing heavy loads over valleys.
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ROOF STRUCTURES

Gable roof. A gable roof is easier, cheaper, and faster to build than is a hip
roof because it slopes in only two directions. The ridge is also its strongest
point and the valley (if one is used) is weaker. As with all roofs, the eave,
because it has no support, is the weakest part of the roof, especially if no
fascia, or board, has been nailed onto the ends of the rafters.

RIDGE DETAIL OF EASE

Mansard roof.
FIELDS

Gambrel root
FIEUIS ROOF DREAM

Like the hip roof, the mansard roof
slopes in four directions. However,
each slope is broken in the middle,
as is the gambrel roof.

Like the gable roof, the gambrel roof
slopes in two directions, but each
slope is broken inthe middle to pro-
vide more living space under the roof.
This type was developed in the United
States in colonial times so the home
owner could avoid the payment of a
tax imposed on two-story houses.
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Shed roof.

The shed roof is also caned a lean-
to roof. It slopes in only one direc-
tion and is therefore an inexpensive
type to construct. It is generally
used for porches but also for some
houses. Frequently the underside
of a shed roof also serves as the
ceiling of the house. For this rea-
son, you should be sure the nails
you drive into the roof deck are not
so long that they will show on the
underside.

Dormer.

The dormer is an addition to one of
the other roof types. The dictionary
defines it as a "houselike structure
added onto a roof, providing_ space
for windows or ventilation for the in-
side of the house. " Dormers are
used with pitched roofs, and at the
point where they join, a valley is
formed. Dormers are roofed at the
same time as the rest of the roof.

Commercial and Industrial Roof

Flat roof. Roof structures over commercial and industrial buildings must be
of stronger construction than those over residential buildings. This is because
they usually cover wider spans and because they often serve as support for ma-
chinery and other heavy equipment. As was pointed out earlier, this added
strength has been provided in a number of different ways, such as by steel
beams, laminated wood beams, or trusses.

In many cases, the roof deck laid over these supports is flat or nearly so.
Generally, provision must be made for draining water from these wide expan-
ses. Fo:.. this reason, the roof may be sloped slightly toward the center, sides,
or corners where drains are located.
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Commercial or industrial buildings in many cities are required by fire laws to

made possible through the develop-
ment of asphalt to provide a water-

but it is usually considered to be any

to side within the building. These too extend above the roof deck.

residences is comparatively recent,

tight seal. Distributing the load over
a flat roof is particularly important.

roof surface with a slope of less than

be separated from other buildings by walls that extend some distance above the
roof. These are called parapet walls. In additioa, to prevent the spread of
fire from one part of a building to another, firewalls are constructed from side

Of prime importance when loading a flat roof is distributing the weight, and

The extensive use of flat roofs on

The definition of anflat" roof varies,

insofar as possible it should be placed over the trusses or beams.

1-1/2" in every 12".

the slope cannot be too great. How-

Flat roof.

Barrel roof and other variations.

pri-
mary type of covering used on com-
mercial and industrial structures,

the truss shapes and to aid in drain-
age,

than "flat. " The barrel roof

metal or wooden tapered beam, which

most completely flat. -

Because built-up roofing is the pri-

ever, to take advantage of some of

age, commercial buildings often have
a pitch great enough to be considered

is an example of one of these types.

Another often-used type employs the

is engineered to give added strength.
It can be turned so that the deck over
it forms a low-pitched gable roof or
it can be turned so that the top is al-

FOAM WAIL

. .
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Vaulted, serpentine, parabolic, domed, conical roofs.

VAULTED

PARABOLIC

SERPENTINE

On occasion, you will encounter more
unusual roof shapes, such as the vaulted
serpentine, parabolic, and domed roofs.
The use of epoxies is generally required
because the shapes are such that built-
up roofing materials cannot be applied
to conform to the shape of the structure.

The church steeple is a good example
of a conical roof. CompoSition shingles,
slate, or tile are the most practical roof
coverings. In many cases, these and
related roof types cannot be worked on
except from a scaffold.

28
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Sawtooth Roof.

Pitch

ROOF STRUCTURES

The sawtooth roof is used over in-
dustrial buildings to admit light from
above. Windows are placed in the
vertical part of the roof projection.

Essentially, each sawtooth is a shed
roof and is treated as such. When
roll roofing is used, it is often ap-
plied vertically because of the pitch.
Drainage takes place through wash -
backs in both directions.

Virtually every roof has a pitch, or slope, of some amount. As was stated
earlier, if the pitch is slight enough, the roof is considered to be flat.

In the roofing trade, pitch is generally expressed as 1" and 12", 2" and 12"
3" and 12", or just as 1 and 12, 2 and 12, and so on. What is meant is that
the roof rises the specified number of inches for each 12" that the run extends
horizontally. Figure 12 illustrates these terms.

Spantotal horizontal distance from
lower end of one rafter to the
lower end of the opposite
rafter

Run --one-half of span (except on a
shed roof or a roof with more
than one pitch)

Rise -- Vertical distance from the top
of the plate the rafter rests
on to the top of the roof

Fig. 2. Pitch terminology
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Pitch may also be expressed as a fraction. This is arrived at by dividing the
total span (twice the run) into the total rise. Thus, a 4 and 12 pitch may also
be expressed as a 4/24 or 1/6 pitch. Likewise a 1/2 pitch is a 12/24 or 12
and 12 pitch.

Checkup

A hip roof slopes in only two directions. 1. T F

A shed roof is also called a lean-to roof. 2. T F

A gambrel roof slopes in only two directions and each
slope is broken in the middle.

3. T F

On residential buildings, the chief support for roofs is
provided by beams or 4 . On larger buildings, steel 4.
laminated wood beams or 5 are often used. 5.

On a vaulted roof, the roofing material generally used
is 6 . 6.

A roof pitch that is described as being 1/8 may also be
described as 7 and 12. 7.

A pitch of 8 and 12 is also a(n) 8 pitch. B.

A pitch of 6 and 12 is also a(n) 9 pitch. 9.

The fire walls around a roof are called 10 walls. 10.
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Topic 2 LOADING THE TRUCK

Introduction

Usually the first job to which apprentice roofers are assigned is loading the
truck preparatory to going on a roofing job. This is a more involved assign-
ment than it may sound because the object is not just getting on the truck all
the materials required, but also getting them on in the order in which they will
be used and getting them arranged so their weight will be evenly distributed
over all wheels of the truck. On the job the roofer should be able to lay his
hands immediately on precisely the piece of equipment or material he needs.

You should also be aware that no workman should ride on the truck bed unless
adequate seating is provided for his safety and comfort.

Related information

Checking the Truck

Number one on the list of tasks involved in loading a roofing truck is checking
the truck itself to be sure it is in good working order. Many a truck has been
completely loaded and then found not to be operating - -this is not only time con-
suming and costly but also very exasperating.

Therefore, before putting any equipment or materials on the truck, check it
for oil, gas, lights, windshield wipers, tires, and the like. 1 0
Every truck should Le equipped with a fire extinguisher, preferably of a powder
type, and a first aid kit. Both should be checked regularly to be sure they are
filled and ready for use.

A number of roofing contractors maintain different trucks for different types
of jobs. b these cases, the trucks used for composition shingle jobs do not
carry mops and buckets and the ones used for hot jobs generally do not carry
roof brackets and planking.

Providing a specific truck for each type of job has definite advantages. Not
only does it eliminate the need for transferring equipment from one truck to
the other, but also it protects the materials and equipment. For example, a
truck used for hot work may have asphalt spattered on the bed and sides. If
shingles are loaded in the truck, they might become marked and spoiled by the
asphalt drips.
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Proper Loading

As pointed out earlier, a truck should be loaded with the job in mind. There-
fore, the required materials and equipment should be loaded so they can be
ta%en off in the order needed.

Before any equipment or materials are placed on the truck, the experienced
roofer visualizes the job and figures out which materials and equipment will
be needed first. These he loads on the truck last. However, you do not have
this experience to rely upon and so this topic will attempt to point out what the
proper order should usually be.

Built-up roofs. Built-up roofing, which is used on low-pitched roofs, is one
of the major types laid. The list of materials for one such job might read:
14 rolls of 15-1b. felt, 20 lb. of 7/8 nails, 10 cartons of asphalt, 50 lb. of
plastic cement, 20 rolls of 90-1b. cap sheet, plu3 tools and equipment. (For
descriptions of roofing materials, see Topic 2 in Unit C.)

When the roofer arrives at this job, the first thing he must do is put the kettle
into operation. Therefore, the asphalt should be Loaded at the rear of the
truck where it can be reached immediately upon arrival. Then, after the roof
has been prepared, he will need the 15-1b. felt. Thus, it should be loaded
before the asphalt.

Once the 15-1b. felt has been applied, the cap sheet is put on. And so it must
be loaded before the 15-1b. felt.

Thus, you would load the truck in this order: The cap sheet, the 15-1b. felt,
and, last, the asphalt. Because the quantities of plastic cement and nails
required are small, they may be placed on the truck where they will fit.

Proper loading of a roofiril truck involves not only determining the order in
which materials will be used. Also important is placing the load on the truck
so that its weight is equally distributed among the four wheels.

In the example given above, the cap sheet should be stacked in rows on end
against the cab of the truck from sidegate to sidegate. Never lay this material
flat, because doing so would make the rolls egg-shaped and might crack the
material. If a row of cap sheet is short, complete it with the felt.

Next after the cap sheet, stack the 15-1b. felt on end. if the job requirement
for felt is no greater than that in the example, the quantity of 15-1b. felt will
not be large enough to require stacking it from side to side. Therefore, a
good idea is loading such equipment as buckets and kegs on the left side and
the felt or the right side.
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If the truck is not equipped with racks to hold such tools and equipment as
mops, brooms, and shovels, they should be put upright in or between the rolls.

Next, the asphalt- -which is the first thing to be used -- should be loaded. Place
it from side to side against the 15-lb. felt and equipment. In most cases, the
weight of the asphalt will hold the load in place. But if the load is very large,
it should be secured with ropes.

Where ladder racks are not provided, ladders can be placed on top of the load
or on the sidegate, but in either case, they must be tied to prevent them from
falling off.

The last step in the loading process is hooking up the kettle. This connection
is usually made with a ball trailer hitch or pin. Be sure the safety chain is
connected every time you hook up the kettle going or coming from the job, and
that the leg is raised before the kettle is moved. Remember also that the
burner should not be in operation while in transit. Do not hang anything on the
kettle. If a brake light connection is available, hook it up.

Composition shingle roofs. Because the variety of materials required for lay-
ing a composition shingle roof is not as great as that for a built-up roof, the
order of loading materials for one of these jobs is not so important. However;
when loading a truck for a composition shingle roof, be careful not to concen-
trate the shingles at the back of the truck. This could cause an excessive
strain on the axle and result in a broken spring if the truck strikes a bump.
The recommendation is to distribute the load equally from side to side and
from back to front. Thus, its weight is shared equally.
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To prevent stacks of composition shingles from sliding or toppling, the bundles
should be alternated, a layer of three in one direction and a second layer criss-
crossed on top.

Tile roofs. Although the roofs are applied much less frequently than are
built-up roofs and composition shingle roofs, the tile itself requires a great
deal more care in loading and handling.

The major types of tile used for roofing are shingle, mission, and Spanish tile
(see Topic 2 in Unit C for information on the types). All tile should be stacked
on end and as straight as possible, to prevent them from breaking or cracking.

If Spanish tile has been designated, stack the field pieces in rows or tiers.
Keep the rows even so that when loading is completed, a rope can be tied from
side to side of the truck to secure the tile and prevent breakage.

Because of their fragile nature, the hip, ridge, and rake tiles may be placed
on top of the rows tc protect them.

Mission tile consists of tops and pans. They are of the same size and shape,
but the tops can be identified by the hole in the small end, whereas the hole is
in the large end on the pans. Both pans and tops should be set on the truck
with small ends down, but they should be placed in separate rows on either
side of the truck. Nest them with the open side toward the cab. Set them
upright and lean the final four or five tiles against the upright ones so they
serve to brace the rows.

Unloading
Because competition demands efficient operation, the loading and unloading of
trucks must be well organized, and materials and equipment must be handled
as few times as possible. Therefore, before any material or equipment is
unloaded, the best locations for the kettle and truck shou/d be determined
in acvance.

The best location for the truck on most jobs is next to the building to be roofed,
so that materials may be loaded from the truck to the roof. If the truck can-
not be moved that close, it should be parked as close as possible to eliminate
unnecessary carrying, The best location for the kettle is the safest place that
is convenient to the job site. But it should always be far enough away from
buildings to avoid setting them on fire in case it should flash.

Although some contractors use fork lifts or lift-bed trucks to get materials to
the roof, many contractors use various types of holt s or conveyors for this
procedure. The following information applies to these cases.
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If the truck can be left near the building throughout the application of the roof,
many roofers prefer to leave materials on the truck until they are needed.
However, if the truck has to be moved, the asphalt should be unloaded imme-
diately (for built-up roofs) and placed conveniently near the kettle. The fire
extinguisher should also be kept handy. Other materials should be placed
near the roof-loading device.

The first thing placed or the roof should be the equipment needed for prepar-
ing the roof. Individual situations will alter the process, but, in general, ma-
terials are sent to the roof in the order in which they will be used

For shingle roof jobs, after the placement of the roof brackets and planks (if
they are required), shingles and fiashings are taken to the roof and placed as
outlined in Topic 3.

Loading for Return

When the job has been completed and the truck is reloaded for the return to
the yard, trash should be separated. If the trash is stacked on top of left-
over material and equipment, good materials or equipment may be thrown out
with the trash. A common practice is putting the trash at the rear, and the
tools, equipment, and leftover materials against the cab.

Be particularly careful in loading hot mops so they cannot come into contact
with flammable materials, because a mop may start to burn at any time When
the truck is returned to the yard, the mops should be removed and the kettle
disconnected and both put in a safe place at once.

Checkup

If assigned to load a roofing truck, the first thing the
apprentice should check is the 1 .

When a truck is loaded, the first things to be used on
the job should be loaded 2 .

Not only must the order of use of materials be taken into
consideration in loading a truck, but also the 3 of
weight.

1.

To prevent stacks of composition shingles from toppling
over, they should be stacked in layers of 4 , each 4.
layer crisscrossed.

5.
Tile must be stacked 5 6 . 6.
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Whenever the kettle is taken on a job, it is necessary to
be sure the 7 8 is connected.

8.
For a built-up roof, the last of the roofing materials to
be loaded on the truck should be the cartons of 9 . 9.

In mission tile, the pans have the hole in the 10 end. 10.
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Topic 3 LOADING THE ROOF

Introduction

As was pointed out in an earlier topic, loading roofs takes skill and a knowl-
edge of the roof structure. Unless careful consideration is given to loading
properly and safely, damage to the roof and to interior finish may result.

When loading a roof, consideration must be given to the strength of the roof
deck, condition of sheathing boaris, v. eight distribution, accessibility of ma-
terial for application, and order in wbich materials will be needed.

Related Information

Checking the roof. A good workman will look over the roof deck before he
loads any material on it, to determine if it will support the load. For exam
ple, cracked sheathing or sheathing with large knotholes may break under the
weight of the material. LikewiP- the overhang or cave should never have a
load placed on it, and the eoofe, aimself should exercise extreme care when
walking or working on it. Among the things the roofer will look for is spacing
of rafters and rafter supports so as to determine the parts that can carry
weight. In cases where the rafter location is not easily determined, as in
reroofing, the rafters can be located by tapping the Ivo_ until a solid pattern
is found. Usually, rafters are placed every 16 or 24 inches apart.

Location for receiving. A location that will be accessible to all sections of the
roof should be selected to receive the material from the ground. Probably as
near the edge as practical and as near its center as possible would prove the
best place if it could be used, because it would mean the shortest distance for
distributing material to all parts of the roof. However, the location selected
should be clear of obstacles that may be a hindrance in transferring material,
such as skylights, dormers, valleys, or high fire walls.

Loading a pitched roof. Sketches of several different kinds of roofs are shown
in Topic 1 to help you recognize the various parts of a roof and to give you an
idea of the best places for loading materials. For instance, the strongest part
of a gable roof is the ridge. The hips on a hip roof may also be used for load-
ing. In addition, the support called a purlin that is usually placed midway
between the ridge and outside wall at the eave may be loaded. Material should
never be loaded in a valley because the valley has the least support of any part
of a roof except the overhang. Nonetheless, the valley is still the safest place
for the roofer to walk on a steep roof.
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Loading commercial roofs. As a rule, roofs on commercial buildings are
stronger than residential roofs, but care must also be taken in loading them.
On flat roofs, the weight of the materials must be equally distributed over the
roof. Although barrel roofs do not have a ridge, they are strongest along the
highest part. In either case, the greatest part of the load should be placed
over the trusses.

How to load. Sometimes, on large decks, the loading of the roof is done before
the roofing crew arrives. The information given here is for these cases. How-
ever, at times the loading is done under the direct supervision of the foreman.
Generally, the equipment needed for the job is placed on the roof even before
the materials.

Built-up and roll roofing materials

As a rule, material is loaded on the roof deck starting from the high point,
with care taken to distribute the weight. If the material is loaded in one spot,
the weight may cause the roof deck to collapse. The material that is to be
used last, such as cap sheet, should be loaded at the highest point, thus elimi-
nating the necessity of moving this material several times to apply the under-
layers of felt. Felt should be loaded behind the cap sheet toward the low point.
All roll roaing such as cap sheet and felt must be loaded in an upright position
where possible. On steep roofs where this is impossible, rolls should be laid
flat and parallel with the rafters. They should never be placed one on top of
another because this causes them to lose their shape and makes them difficult
to work with.

Under all circumstances, two fire extinguishers should be provided before the
roof is loaded, one on the ground and one on the roof.
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Gravel or rock should be loaded after the roofing felts have been applied, and
sacks must be distributed to wok! placing too much weight in one spot. All
material and equipment, including sacked gravel, should be set down carefully
on the deck, never dropped. If they are dropped, damage may be done to the
material, roof deck, structural members, and interior. Bulk gravel or rock
is usually loaded only under the supervision of the foreman.

On one-story houses, composition shingles are very often loaded directly from
the truck to the roof. When loaded from the truck, they should be placed beyond
the overhang and then distributed along the ridge where the roof has more sup-
port and where the shingles will not have to be moved by the applicator. On
higher structures, where loading directly from the truck to the roof deck is
not possible, shingles are hoisted from the truck or ground by using an A-frame
or ladder hoist. ail steep roofs where shingles will slide, roof brackets and
planking should be used to hold them. Remember, however, that a plank can
only hold so truch weight, and, if necessary, use several brackets and planks
to hold the shingles.

Asbestos-cement shingles are loaded in the same manner as are composition
shingles. However, because they are made of asbestos and cement, they are
very brittle, and extreme care must be used when handling and loading them.
They must be laid flat because U they are sucked on edge, damage may be
done to the edges that would render them useless. Likewise, care must be
taken not to bang the corners because they will chip off. If the shingles are
stacked in tiers, three should be placed in one direction and the next three
crisscrossed on top. Stacked in tiers, they cannot topple over. Placing strips
of wood lath between tiers is also a good idea. Asbestos shingles have almost
twice the weight of composition shingles; therefore they must be distributei
more widely on the roof deck to equalize the weight.

Loading the on a roof requires a great deal of skill and is usually done under
the supervision or instruction of a foreman or tileman. It is seldom done by
a beginning apprentice and therefore will not be dealt with in this topic but will
be explained later in the detailed discussion on tile.

Protection. In certain parts of the country, roofing materials must be protects
against rain at all seasons. However, good practice usually demands that roof-
ing materials in most parts of the country be protected against moisture. Cov-
erings of felt, polyvinyl, or canvas tarpaulin, weighted with boards or other
rolls, are used for this purpose. Under all circumstances, insulation should
be protected from moisture, because it is particularly absorbent.
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Chockup

Roof hips may safely be used for stacking roofing materials. 1. T F

If roll roofing cannot be :laded in an upright position, it may
be laid flat but should be parallel to the rafters.

2. T F

Asbestos-cement shingles should be stacked on edge for safe-
keeping.

3. T F

Insulation should always be protected from moisture. 4. T F

The roof valleys are considered safe places for walking. 5. T F

Any location on the roof that is accessible from the ground
is satisfactory for stacking roofing materials on the roof.

6. T F

The strongest part of a gabled roof le the 7 . 7.

On steep roofs, roof brackets and 8 should be used to 8.
hold bundles of shingles that might slide.

Material is usually loaded on a roof deck starting from the
9 point. 9.

On roofs where the rafters are not visible, their location
may be determined by 1 the roof. 10.



MATERIALS, TOOLS,

AND EQUIPMENT

Before an apprentice can progress far into the second phase of
this program--how to apply a roof--he must be familiar with the
materials and tools with which he will be working. He must be
able to recognize each of them, know their speclic purposes, and,
especially in the case of tools and equipment, be aware of the haz-
ards stemming from their improper use. These are the subjects
dealt with in this

The information is presented in six different topics. It begins with
the importance of selecting f.e proper nails and using them correc-
tly, -continues thrclgh detailed listings of roof covering and other
roofing materials, and concludes with discussions of the tools gen-
erally supplied by the journeyman and the equipment furnished by
the contractor.

Many of the tools and much of the equipment used by the roofer are
also used by other building trades. For this reason, the apprentice
should study the material on basic tools presented in Unit E of the
Introduction to Apprenticeship. The information in this workbook
regarding the tools used in the roofing trade is planned to supple -
ment--not replace the discussion on tools presented in the Intro-
duction to Apprenticeship.
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Topic 1 NAILS AND NAILING

Introduction

Nailing is one of the first jobs given the apprentice roofer. And the apprentice
soon finds that his work is judged not only by the speed with which he nails, but
also by the skill and precision with which he drives nails into the deck. Nails
that are improperly driven can cause roof failures, especially when they punch
unnecessary holes in the material nailed or the heads stick up and fracture the
material laid over them.

The roofer uses a shingler's hatchet or a straight claw hammer for driving
nails. In all instances he s-ould use tools of high quality and that are designed
so that he cansuee them skillfully.

In some areas, nailing machines are being used by roofers. These machines
can drive nails at a faster rate than any human nailer, but they cannot be used
to advantage on all roofs, nor can they always be used to do all the nailing re-
quired on a roof. For example, they can be used efficiently on many flat, open
areas, but not on small areas. They cannot be used on steep roofs, in confined
areas, near edges, or against --iurbs.

Another innovation in the roofing trade is the Ole of staplers. Staples have now
been generally approved for use in the application of some kinds of roofing. The
stapler used, whether of the manual or pneumatic type, must be handled only by
roofers who are skilled in the operation of these tools.

Related Infornicr "on

Rooting nails. It is important that any nail to be used in roofing is intended
specifically for roofing. The practice of using nails designed for any other
purpose is wasteful because it will result in a job that has to be done over or
that is easily damaged and therefore frequently requires repairs.

The holding power of a nail driven into wood results chiefly from the resistance
between the wood fibers and the nail shank. For this reason, rough shank nails,
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such as galvanized nails, are generally used. And for this same reason, smooth
steel nails are not used. Plywood roof decks do not have this holding power
because the relatively thin lavers of wood lack the resistance found in solid wood.
A ring-shanked or barbed nail is therefore generally used in roofing over ply-
wood decks.

Roofing nails made of different metals are available for use with the different
types of roofing materials or to meet different requirement3. For example,
galvanized steel or copper nails are generally used to fasten tile or slate. The
one used may be determined by the job specifications, or the requirements
specified by the local building code, or if no specifications are available the
contractor may use the kind-of nail he finds most satisfactory and that meets
code requirements. The roofer is rarely if ever called upon to select the nails
used, but he should know why nails made of a given metal are selected for use
on a specific job.

A bright steel nail -- called a "slick"--will rust out rapidly if exposed to the
weather; galvanized steel nails will last many years, even if exposed, and cop-
per, brass, and aluminum nails will last almost indefinitely under the same
conditions. Although these are important considerations, it should be remem-
bered that most nails used in roofing are never directly exposed to the elements.
In hot roofing, all nails used are covered with asphalt or felt, and in shingling,
nails are covered by the succeeding layers of shingles. Even so, the nails are
subjected to a certain amount of moisture and for this reason the rust-resistant
qualities of the different kinds of nails shGuld be considered in selecting the ones
to be used.

Next in importance to the metal selected for roofing nails is the size of nail
head. The larger the head, the more holding power it will have on the surface
--provided the nail has been driven properly. The most commonly used head
size for roofing is 1 /2" in diameter. Properly spaced, this size will afford-
adequate holding power for 'composition roofing, including shingles.

When holding power greater than that of 1 /2" nail heads is required, either
capped nails or regular nails driven through the center of tin disks are used.
These disks are usually its to 1-1/2" in diameter.

The length of the nail used is also an important consideration. One that is too
short will not hold properly and may pull out, and one that is too long will pro-
ject through the slit- thing and thus create an undesirable condition. Therefore,
both holding power and appearance must be considered.

In most cases, specifications will indicate the type and size of nail to be used.
However, the journeyman should be informed to the extent that he can select
the right nail length when job specifications do not indicate the nails to be used
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or so he can call attention to specifications that call for the use of nails appar-
ently not suitable for the job.

Among the factors to be taken into consideration in determining the nail length
is whether the underside of the deck is to be exposed, as the ceiling of a porch
or patio might be. If so, the nails must not protrude through the deck where
they can be seen from the underside. In all cases, however, it is best to use
a nail short enough to avoid penetrating the deck on the underside.

The nails selected for a job must be long enough to penetrate the roof deck suf-
ficiently to assure adequate holding power. In wood, this is usually considered
to be 1/1". In reroofing, a special problem is faced in selecting the length of
nails for the nails must be long enough to go through both the new and old roof
and penetrate the deck by this distance.

To determine thicknesses of old roofing to be nailed through in reroofing, either
find a raw edge that shows the depth of the old roof or cut a patch to determine
the depth.

Nailing. On rolled roofing, the specifications will usually give the proper nail
spacing for the job, such as 12 inches on center (12" o.c.), 18" o. c., and so
on. When no specifications are given, the kind of material being used, the type
of roof, and other prevailing factors will go to make this determination.

Driving nails properly requires long practice. In driving nails on a roof use
sharp taps, not hard blows. The head 1.-4 tie hatchet or hammer should strike
the nail head so that the "face" of the one used is parallel to the nail head so
as to avoid bending the nail or slipping off onto and breaking the surface of the
roofing. A nail driven in too far will break the surface of the roofing material
and thus be useless for holding. Conversely, a nail that has not been driven
in far enough to be "flush" with the surface, will not hold the material firmly
and the nail head will also cut through the cover layer.

Once an apprentice has the ability to drive nails properly, he is then ready to
start building nailing speed.

In nailing, most roofers use the "flip" method. They keep several nails in the
hand opposite to that used for holding the hammer. As they need each nail,
they turn, or "flip" the hand so that the back of it faces the roof deck and with
the thumb push a nail, point down, between the two forefingers. They then tap
the nail lightly with the hammer or hatchet to make it take hold enough to stand
by itself, then remove the hand holding the nail before they driv, the nail home.
The rule of the nailer is "save the last lick," which means to withhold the last,
final tap that would drive the nail past the point where the head rests snugly on
the surface of the roofing.
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Checkup

The roofer uses a(n) 1 claw hammer or shingler's 1.
2 for nailing. 2.

The nails used in applying a roof on a wood deck should
be long enough to penetrate the deck not less than 3 .

The most commonly selected nail head size for roofing
is 4 in diameter.

The holding power of a nail is derived mostly from the
5 of the wood fibers against the nail. 5.

When the material used on a roof deck offers less resist-
ance than is offered by wood a 6 or 7 nail should 6.
be used to secure the holding power required. 7.

In hammering roofing nails, the face of the hammer head
should be 8 with the surface of the nail head when the 8.
two meet.

a

When additional surface holding power is required, 9 9.
nails are used, or regular nails used in conjunction with
tin disks of 10 to 11 in diameter. 10.

11.
As a general rule, nails should 12 penetrate past the 12.
underside of a roof deck.

If nails have not been driven so they are 13 with
the roofing, breakage may result in the 14 layer.

In nailing, most experienced roofers use what is com-
monly referred to in the trade as the 15 m etho
handling nails.

13.
14.

15.



Topic 2 ROLL AND SHEET ROOFING

1. Strahan, J. L., Manufacture, Selection, and Appli-
cation of Asphalt Roofing and Siding Products, pp.

Assignment 1-9 and 11-14.
2. Manuals and catalogs published by manufacturers of

various roofing materials.

Introduction

Each type of roofing material is made primarily for a specific purpose. How-
ever, certain materials have multiple uses. Knowing the materials and their
uses will increase the apprentice roofer's value to his employer.

In this course roofing materials are presented in three topics. The first deals
with the materials that form the various layers of a roof that are supplied in
roll or sheet form, generally referred to as "flexible" materials; second, com-
position shingle and rigid types of roofing; and, 'third, other roofing materials
used in the trade, such as adhesives and coatings, caulking compounds, flash-
ing, insulation, and siding materials.

Related Information
Slip and Dry Sheets

Roofing should never be mopped solid to a wood roof deck because of the dif-
ference in the contraction and expansion of the roofing material and the deck
upon which it is laid, causing the roofing to buckle, split, or crack. Dry sheets
or slip sheets are therefore used to keep the new roofing material from being
attached to the roof deck or previous roof covering. These sheets also prevent
the asphalt or tar from causing damage inside the building being roofed by keep-
ing it from reaching the sheathing and bleeding through it.

The weights of roofing materials are generally given in pounds per square (100
square feet). However, the weights of rolls of slip sheets are given in terms
of full rolls.
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The types of slip sheets most generally used are:

20-1b. (per total roll) rosin-sized sheathing, rolls 36" wide, contain 500
sq. ft. (5 squares)

30-1b. (per total roll) rosin-sized sheathing, rolls 36" wide, contain 500
sq. ft. (5 squares)

7 -lb. (per square) saturated sheathing is an asphalt-saturated rag or wood-
pulp-base paper roll, 36" wide, contains 500 sq. ft. (5 squares)

Felts and Synthetic Coverings

In the construction of a built-up roof, the main cover or base of the roof is
made up of a number of layers or plies of felt that are held together by coats
of asphalt or coal tar pitch. These are applied by mopping them on while the
material is hot and rolling the felt on before the hotstuff sets. The cover sheet
is applied on this base by using hotstuff as the cohesive agent.

Asphalt-saturated felts. Felts that have been completely saturated with as-
phalt either perforated or unperforated, are packaged as follows:

15 -1b. felt, in 4-square rolls, 36" wide, 432 sq. ft., weight 60 lb. per
roll; also in 3-square rolls, 36" wide, 324 sq. ft., weight 45 lb. per roll.

30-1b. felt, in 2-square rolls, 36" wide, 216 sq. ft., weight 60 lb. per roll.

40-lb. felt, a heavy rag felt thoroughly saturated and coated on both sides
with a sand finish. It is furnished in 2-square rolls, 36" wide, 216 sq. ft.
weight 80 lb. per roll.

53-lb. base sheet, in 1-square rolls, 36" wide, 100 sq. ft. Used in the
application of cold process roofs.

Coal tar pitch felts. Coal tar pitch felts are similar in appearance to asphalt
felts, but are saturated with coal tar pitch rather than asphalt. They must be
applied with coal tar pitch. Asphalt cannot be used for it is not compatible with
pitch. Coal tar pitch felts are packaged as follows: 3-square rolls, 324 sq. ft.,
36" wide, weight 45 lb. or 1 5 lb. per square; 4-square rolls, 432 sq. ft., 36"
wide, weight 60 lb. per roll or 1 5 lb. per square.

A-hestos felts. Asbestos felts are made of inorganic asbestos fibers which give
it a greater life span than that of material made of rag or wood fibers. They
are manufactured by similar processes. Asbestos felts may be used either as
base sheets or as finish roofing. In either case, they should be applied with
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perforation dimples up so that gases or air trapped in the application will be

Fiber glass felts. In addition to the felts described, a further group of cover-
ings has come into widespread use. These are made of glass fibers and are
not "felts" in the strict sense of the word. The most generally used fiber glass
materials are:

used asbestos felts follow:
released in the contraction of the felt. Brief descriptions of the most commonly

with asphalt. It comes in 5-square rolls, 540 sq. ft., 36" wide, and
weighs approximately 46 lb.

bonded to the face. It serves as both base and slip sheet in the applica-
tion of Perma Ply or similar material. It is supplied in 4-square rolls,

the 45-1b., and available in the same size rolls.

Fiber glass base sheet, a mat of glass fibers, reinforced with continuous
glass yarns, bonded together with a stable resin. It contains 12 lb. of
asphalt per square. This material comes in 4-square rolls, 432 sq. ft.,
36" wide and weighs approximately 62 lb,

Fiber glass Perma Ply, trade name for a porus sheet of strong fiber glass
reinforced with continuous glass yarns, bonded with resin, and saturated

Combination sheet, a fiber glass reinforced base sheet with kraft paper

432 sq. ft., 36" wide, and weighs approximately 62 lb.

Glass fabric, a lightweight cloth woven from glass strands. It is manu-
factured in various widths. This fabric is often Lied as flashing material
and certain kinds of reinforcement, as well as ply in built-up roofing and
waterproofing assemblies.

combination rag and asbestos. The perforations allow air to escape from
underneath the felt at the time of application, thereby providing better bed-
ding in the asphalt, which prevents buckling and blistering in the felt.

s45-lb. asbestos-base felt, a heavy asbestos roofing felt, thoroughly satur-
ated, coated on both sides with asphalt, and covered with sand. It is fur-
n:Ished in 1-square rolls, 108 sq. ft., 36" wide.

nated together and used for base flushings. It is furnished in 1-square

15 -lb. perforated asphalt-impregnated asbestos felt, 3-square rolls, 324
sq. ft., 36" wide, weight 45 lb., used for built-up roofs of asbestos and of

55 -lb. asbestos-base felt, an extra heavy asbestos roofing felt similar to

38 -lb. two-ply asbestos felt, consists of two 15 -lb. asbestos felts latni-
ft

rolls, 108 sq. ft., 36" wide.
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Fig. 5. A roof covered wish two layers of 53lb. base sheet and one layer of glass cloth embedded in an
adhesive, and then coated with a reflective white
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Cowley Iii -Noel. C.D.

Fig. 6. A sawtooth roof structure covered with one layer of 65-lb. felt, impregnated
wish a finish coat of reflective white



Cap Sheets

ROLL AND SHEET ROOFING

Cap sheets are finish saturated felts of different weights and with different sur-
faces. The following surfaces and weights of this material are the ones com-
monly used:

90-1b. mineral-surfaced cap sheet, an asphalt-saturated rag felt, coated
on both sides, and more heavily on the side into which colored mineral
granules are embedded. It is used for covering built-up roof assemblies
and nali-on roofing. This material is furnished in 1-square rolls, 108 sq.
ft., 36" wide, with 2" selvage, weighing approximately 90 lb. per roll. It
is also used in certain areas in 77-1b. rolls, which contain 96 sq. ft.

105-1b. mineral-surfaced cap sheet, similar to the 90-1b. mineral sur-
faced, but with a heavier felt awl 4 4" selvage. It is furnished in 3/4-
square rolls, weighing approximately 80 lb. , 75 sq. ft., 36" wide.

45-1b., 55-1b., 65-1b., and 75-1b. cap sheets, heavy asphalt-saturated
rag felts, coated on both sides, and dusted with talc, mica, or sand. They
are furnished in 1-square rolls, 108 sq. ft., 36" wide, weighing approxi-
mately as designated.

Flexstone mineral-surfaced roofing, a heavy asphalt-impregnated asbestos
felt, surfaced on one side with mineral granules. Inorganic asbestos fibers
are used in place of rag or wood fibers to increase the life span of the ma-
terial. It is furnished in 1-square rolls, 36" wide, with 2" selvage and a
shipping weight of 80 lb. per roll.

Salamander White Top roofing, an asphalt-saturated asbestos felt cemented
in manufacture to an unsaturated asbestos felt. It is used as a white cap
sheet for asbestos built-up roofs where spraying or coating is not desired.
This material is furnished in 1-square rolls, 108 sq. ft., 36" wide, weigh-
ing approximately 38 lb. per roll.

Split sheet or S.I. S. (seventeen-inch-selvage), a heavy asphalt-saturated
rag felt, 36" wide, 19" selvage, with 17" of exposed surface that is covered
with colored mineral granules embedded in hot asphalt. It is used over
built-up roofs where color is desired or where the pitch is too great for
gravel. This material is furnished in 1/2-square rolls, 108 sq. ft, ,
weighing about 58 lb., covering 50 sq. ft. of roof.

Fiber glass mineral-surfaced cap sheet, a mineral-surfaced cap sheet for
use over Perma Ply or combination sheet. It is an extra thick mat of glass
fibers reinforced with glass yarns and bonded together into a tough sheet
with a resinous binder. This material is impregnated and coated with

Si
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND ElUIPMENT

asphalt and covered with colored granules on one side. It comes in 1-
square rolls, 108 sq. ft., 36" wide, and weighs approximately 72 lb.

Roof Gravel

Gravel is often used in place of cap sheets as a finish material on built-up roofs.
Like the granules in cap sheets, gravel helps prevent the evaporation of oils
in the asphalt and felts. It also decorates roofs and reflects heat and ultra-
violet rays, which are the biggest contributors to roof deterioration. There-
fore, the light-colored rocks are often preferred. The maximum pitch on
which rock roofs are practical is 3" and 12" where asphalt is used and 1" and
12" where coal tar pitch is used.

Coal tar pitch does not have oil in it, as does asphalt. Thus, the molecules of
pitch, if protected by gravel or slag will, when exposed to the sun, tend to heal
themselves and will never deteriorate. The ouly gravel used on pitch roofs
should be hard and opaque and not less than 3/8" in size. The slag used should
be graded from 1/4" to 5/8" in size.

While the term "gravel" is used to describe this material, it may have a num-
ber of different origins, often depending upon the resources of the particular
area. The rock may be brought from the quarry, being only crushed and
screened according to size before delivery, or it may be treated with a glaze
and fired in a furnace before delivery. Among the quarried materials used
are marble, gravel, and dolomite. In addition, a number of other materials
are used on rock roofs. These include crushed china, crushed brick, and iron
ore slag.

The materials used are usually delivered in bulk or bags. The materials should
be free of dust and moisture. The more angular the pieces, the better they
will embed themselves in the asphalt or pitch.

Checkup

Under certain conditions, recommended practice calls for
mopping a slip sheet solidly to the roof deck.

1. T F

The ouly purpose of slip sheets is to keep tar from leaking
or bleeding through the sheathing.

2. T F

7-lb. saturated sheathing is packaged in rolls containing 3. T F
500 sq. ft.

Asphalt-saturated felts are available in unperforated
rolls ouly.

4. T F
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30-lb. felt is furnished in 3-square rolls.

The so-called rock roof is a form of built-up roof.

-1101.1. AND SHEET ROOFING

5. T F

6. T F
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Topic COMPOSITION, RIGID, AND TILE ROOFING

1. Strahan, J. L., Manufacture, Selection, and Appli-
cation of Asphalt Roofing and Skiing Products, pp.

Assignment 1-9 and 11-14.
2. Manuals and catalogs published by manufacturers of

various roofing materials.

Introduction

Most residential structures, as well as some commercial buildings, require
a different type of roofing material than the roll or sheet type. This may be
due to decorative considerations, climatic conditions, the shape of the roof
or the slope involved. Usually, however, the slope of a roof will determine
whether rolled or shingle roofing should be used.

The material most commonly in use today for residential purposes is composi-
tion shingle, since it is relatively simple to apply, comes in a wide variety of
colors and textures, has a long life expectancy, and is comparatively inexpensive.

Asbestos-cement shingles are also popular and various kinds aad shapes of
tile are still in wide use, particularly in the western states. Slate is used
very little.

Related Information

Composition Shingles

Composition shingles are an American product used in all parts of the United
States, Canada, and 'Mexico. They are among the most popular types of roofing
material and may be used on any type of roof with considerable pitch.

These shingles are available in three basic types: strip, individual, and inter-
locking. Composition shingles should not be confused with "diamond point" or
''Clothic point" roofing with a shingle design edge, which is commonly referred
to as nail-on roofing.
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Nail-on Roofing

COMPOSITION, RIGID, AND TILE ROOFING

Nail -on roofing is also known as pattern-edge roll roofing, which in turn is
known under many brand names. Diamond. point and Gothic point are special
designs of pattern-edge roofing.

Although nail-on roofing takes on the appearance of composition shingles, it
has the advantage of a lower initial cost and is less expensive to put on because
it is applied in long strips rather than short units like those of composition
shingles. Nail-on roofing is single-coverage material and has a shorter life
span than composition shingles.

Rigid. Roofing

Even though the rigid roofing materials shed water, they are not waterproof.
Therefore, the roof deck must have an underlayment. This varies from one
layer of 30- or 40-lb. felt to several plies of 15-1b. felt mopped and coated
with hot asphalt, depending on the pitch of the roof, before rigid material
is laid.

Asbestos- cement shingles. Asbestos-cement shingles, as their name indicates,
are made of cement and asbestos under pressure and are finished in grain or
smooth patterns. They come in four basic stylesAmerican, Dutch lap, hex-
agonal, and multiple-unit.

American shingles are individual shingles, rectangular in shape. They
are applied so that each succeeding course laps the previous one, thus
giving double coverage. In coverage, they average about 226 shingles
per square.

Dutch lap shingles are larger than the American. They come in either
squares or rectangles. Unlike the American shingles, they give only
single coverage and are partially lapped at the head and one side. They
average 113 shingles to a square.

The hexagonal or French shingle is six-sided. Like the other types, it
is drilled for receiving nails, but, unlike them, it is also notched on two
sides to receive clips. Each hex shingle is lapped on two sides by succeed-
ing shingles to give head coverage. These shingles average about 80
per square.

Multiple-unit shingles look very much like American shingles when applied.
However, they are produced in larger units so that each covers an area
equivalent to that covered by several of the American shingles. This type
averages 80 shingles to the square.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Asbestos-cement shingles weigh approximately 240 to 290 lb. per square de-
pending upon the pattern. They come prepunched.

Tile. The primary types of tile used for roofing are shingle (or flat), Spanish,
and mission.

The shingle tile is merely a shingle made of clay or cement. However, loading
and application require a great deal more skill than for composition or wood
shingles. Some forms are grooved for interlocking to help keep ti . tiles in
alignment. The approximate weight of these tiles is 900 to 1500 lb. per square.

Spanish tiles some in single, complete pieces consisting of a curved top and a
flat channel. When the tiles are applied, a flat channel is left between the
curved tops.

Mission tile is similar in appearance to the Spanish tile. Generally, however,
it comes in two pieces--pans and tops. When the single-piece mission tiles
are used, the channel between tops is more curved than in the Spanish. The
two-piece mission tile comes in a tapered or straight barrel pattern. The two-
piece tile averages 1230 to 1330 lb. per square.

Portland cement in a mixture with sand is used in installing tile. Details on
its mixture and use will be dealt with in the topic on installation of tile.

Slate. Slate used for roofing is a dense, fine-grained rock, quarried and slit
into the desired shape and thickness, finished in either asmoothor rough texture.
Slate roofing varies in thickness fron 3/8" to 2" and in length from 9" to 26".
The widths vary in proportion. It comes in a variety of natural colors.

Checkup

American and multiple-unit shingles are similar in
appearance.

1. T F

Asbestos-cement shingles come in two types - -rigid and
flexible.

2. T F

Pattern-edge roll roofing gives double coverage. 3. T F

Slate used for roofing is manufactured in much the same
way as tile.

4. T F

Learning to recognize roofing materials and know their
proper uses will 5 the apprentice's 6 to his 5.
employer. 6.
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Topic Al OTHER ROOFING MATERIALS

Introduction

In this topic, adhesives and coatings, flashings, insulation materials, siding,
and caulking compounds, the materials most commonly used in the roofer's
work, are discussed. Once the apprentice roofer is informed regarding the
materials that are available, he must then be constantly reading trade publica-
tions to keep himself informed, for new materials are continually introduced
on the market and knowledge of them is essential to the roofer.

Related Information

Adhesives and Coating!

Asphalt. Asphalt, which is a by-product of the petroleum industry, is used to
cement the different layers of built-up roofing together and also to embed gravel
on a rock roof. When this product is to be used on a pitched roof, the melting
point ranges from 135° F to 200° F; on a flat roof, the melting point can be
lower. Asphalt is manufactured with stabilizers to prevent alligatoring when
used as a top coating. It is commonly marketed in 100-1b. sacks and cartons,
various sized drums, and large quantities may be purchased for delivery in
tank trucks.

Coal tar pitch. Coal tar pitch, which as a by-product of soft (bituminous) coal,
was the first adhesive used for roofing and is still used for built-up roofs with
coal tar pitch felts and for the embedment of gravel for these assemblies. It
is extensively used for waterproofing. Coal tar pitch is marketed in drums
of various sizes.

Mpliatm . Asphalt plastic cement is a thick compound of asphalts,
asbestos fibers, mineral stabilizers, an solvents. It is used for flashing and
sealing and as an adhesive. It is marketed in one- and five-gallon cans and
in 55-gallon drums.

Cold process cement. Cold process cement is very similar to asphalt plastic
cement but is of a much thinner consistency. It is used for built-up roof as-
semblies. This material is marketed in one- and five-gallon cans and in 55-
gallon drums.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Noah's pitch. Noah's pitch is a coal tar pitch product. It is used with coal
tar pitch roofs as asphalt plastic cement is used with asphalt roofs. It is mar-
keted in one- and five-gallon cans and in 55-gallon drums.

Asphalt emulsion. Asphalt emulsion, used as a protective coating on roofs and
as part of waterproof membrane systems, consists of particles of asphalt sus-
pended in water. It also is manufactured with asbestos fibers for greater bridg-
ing ability. One form of asphalt emulsion is available in a variety of colors.
It is marketed in one- and five-gallon cans and in 55-gallon drums.

Asphalt primer. Asphalt primer is a thin solution of asphalt and petroleum
solvents. It serves as a priming --at under built-up roofing, waterproofing,
dampproofing, and other asphalt coatings on surfaces of concrete, gypsum,
cinder block, brick, and metal. This material is generally brushed or roiled
on with a roller rro . It can be applied with a small portable sprayer. It is
marketed in one- kti..1 five-gallon cans, and in 55-gallon drums.

Rain patch Rain patch sealer is used to repair leaks in wet weather.
It is composed of asphalt, asbestos fibers, and non-oxidizing minerals. It
is marketed M cans of one to five gallons.

Aluminum coating. Aluminum coating consists of aluminum flakes suspended
in asphalt roof coating and is used to protect roofing and to reflect heat. It is
also manufactured to include asbestos fibers for greater bridging ability. This
material is marketed in containers of 1 to 55 gallons.

Cut-back roof coating. Cut-back roof coating is asphalt that has been cut back
(diluted) with petroleum solvents to a thick liquid. It is manufactured in two
forms, plain and with asbestos fibers. This material is used as a protective
coating, and one form of it is used as an adhesive. It is marketed in containers
of 1 to 55 gallons.

Decorative coatMg. Decorative coatings are resin-based materials available
in various colors. Their primary purpose is to waterproof a structure or ob-
ect where color is desirable. These coatings come in the same size packages

as aluminum coatings.

White reflective coating. White reflective coatings are used for appearance,
for heat reflectivity, and for protection. These are made from vinyls, lime,
and combinations of both. They are available in containers of 1 to 55 gallons.

Neoprene roof coating. Neoprene roof coating is a synthetic rubber coating
that is used as a roof covering primarfiy as a base on wood to be covered by
Hypalon. It is packaged in containers of 1 to 55 gallons.



Cooky/ Ms Nine,* ce.
Fig. 7. A thin-shelled concrete roof covered with Mondavi roofing system and coated with a reflective white.

Behind the dome may be seen several flat roofs with built-up roof coverings

Fig. 8. A flat roof in the process of being treated with aluminum roof coating
Covrtiosy Make% Ce.
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Hypalon roof coating. Hypalon roof coating is a synthetic rubber coating
similar to neoprene, with the exception that carbons have been removed. thus
allowing pigments to be added. It is manufactured in various colors. Some of
its features are elasticity, light weight, and flame resistance. Both neoprene
and Hypalon are used to great advantage for roofs of unusual contour and odd
shapes. Hypalon is available in containers of 1 to 55 gallons.

Monoform. Monoform is a three-part product. One part is plastic resin in
liquia form (delivered in containers of 1 to 55 gallons). The second is a cata-
lyst or chemical to set up the plastic, and the third is a glass fiber in long
strips (packaged on large coils). The resin and catalyst are sprayed onto the
roof deck at the same time as the glass fiber is chopped and spread onto the
deck. The fibers thus serve as reinforcement to the plastic. The plastic may
be compounded to suit the conditions at hand--for example, soft and resilient
where expansion ability is needed. A special applicator that both sprays and
chops is used with this material.

While Monoform is a trade name used by only one manufacturer, a number of
variations are on the market.

Flashing Material

Glass fabric, coaon fabric, jute fabric, Irish flax felt, elastic flashings (syn-
thetic rubbers), as well as most materials used in built-up assemblies are
used as flashings. In addition, a number of different metals -- galvanized iron,
copper, terneplate, and sheet lead--are also used as flashings. These will be
discussed more fully later in the course.

Insulation Materials

Insulation materials, which are applied under roofing felts, are used on roofs
requiring thermal (heat) or sound barriers.

They are made of either organic (derived from plants) or inorganic material- .
Those of organic origin are the fiberboards, which are made from sugar
cane, wood fibers, or bark. They come in larger sizes than do the inorganic
materials, which include those made of plastic foam, fiber glass, and spun
rock. The inorganic materials are more satisfactory than the organic for
use in damp areas.

In addition, both fiberboards and insulation made of glass fibers may be
asphalt saturated to help protect them from moisture during their storage and
application. Because the purpose of insulation is to insert a layer of dead air
cells between a building and its roof, the materials are porou ' and thus most
of them tend to absorb water readily if they are not kept protected.
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OTHER ROOFING MATERIALS

The insulation materials, which come in various thicknesses and sizes, ave
fastened to roof decks with special nails, adhesives, or asphalts.

In some cases, insulation materials are manufactured with roofing material
applied to one side. When these are properly taped together, no additional
roofing is required on top of them.

Siding Materials

The three major types of siding materials used by roofers are asphalt-covered
fiberbccird, asbestos-cement, and aluminum. They are generally used to cover
or recover the exterior walls of a house for decorative or protective purposes,
or for both.

Asphalt-covered fiberboard, one of the three types most often used, comes in
a brick or stone pattern. It is cut to size with a knife and nailed in place.

Asbestos-cement siding is similar to the asbestos cement shingles used on
the roof. It comes in various sizes and must be handled carefully because it is
brittle and will break or chip.

Aluminum siding in a variety of colors is made with an insulating liner.

Caulking Compounds

Caulking compound is used primarily in the application of siding materials.
It is particularly useful in fitting shingles around windows and doors, in work-
ing around pipes, in bedding flashing, and to seal cracks.

New caulking compounds are constantly being introduced. However, before an
untried product is used, the roofer should understand its use. Basically, caulk-
ing compounds fall into these types: (1) self-curing (by the addition of a catalyst
they will cure after application); (2) rubber, semi-drying; and (3) rubber,
nondrying.

Compounds come in a variety of colors, but black asphalt asbestos fiber plastic
is the one most generally used.

Caulking materials are sold in tubes, one- to five-gallon cans, and 55-gallon
drums. They are also available in cartridges for use in caulking guns.

Checkup

Asphalt emulsion is supplied both plain and with 1. T F
asbestos fibers.
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190° melt asphalt is always used on flat decks. 2. T F

Noah's pitch is used for flashing asphalt built-up roofs. 3. T F

Siding comes in three major types-- asbestos- cement,
aluminum, and 4 -covered. 4.

Ins dation is used for both heat and 5 barriers. 5.
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Topic 5 TOOLS

: Handy Rules for Hand Tools, prepared by the California
Assignment i State Department of Industrial Relations, Division of

: Industrial Safety.

Introduction

The tools a craftsman owns and uses in his trade tell a good deal about his
attitude toward his trade and the quality of work he produces. If the tools are
the correct ones, of good quality, and well cared for, the craftsman is prob-
ably one who takes pride in a job well done. If, on the other hand, his tools
are of poor quality and poorly cared for, the craftsman is probably one who
does a job, but that's about all he contributes to his trade. The apprentice
should therefore begin to acquire the tools he will need and, once he has these
tools, he should take proper care of them.

Even though practices vary throughout the country concerning the tools a
journeyman is required to carry and those the employer must furnish, the
workman should be familiar with all the tools he might be called upon to use.
In this workbook, the tools most generally furnished by the journeyman are
listed and described in this topic. The equipment usually supplied by the em-
ployer is discussed in the topic that follows.

Related Information

Basic tools. The roofer should first acquire the basic tools, then add the
others as he finds use for them. His goal should be to have a complete kit of
well-kept, quality tools.

The basic tools of the roofer include the following:

Tool bag.

Web belt and leather nail pouch that is approximately 8" square.
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Fig. 9. Roofer's basic tool kit
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Hammer. A 16-oz. hammer with straight claw and steel shaft.

Utility knife, also known as a fiberboard knife.

Small 8" crescent wrench.

Medium-size screw driver.

18" tin snips, also called combination snips.

TOOLS

Roofing hatchet. This hatchet differs from a regular wood hatchet in that
the blade (which is generally longer and thinner than that of a wood hatchet)
is sharpened at one vertical edge as well as at the horizontal edge. This
hatchet is used in almost all roofing processes.

Safety precaution: Be sure the head of the hatchet is secure on the
handle. When you drive nails with it, keep your head clear of the
blade. Never strike hard metals with the blade end, because it may
chip. When the hatchet is not in use, keep the blade shielded.

Roofing knife. Also known as a grape pruner's knife, it is similar in ap-
pearance to a linoleum knife, but the blade of the grape pruner's knife is
thinner, which makes it easier to pull through the material being cut.

Pointing trowel. A must for applying mastics around vent; and for point-
ing up around three-course flashing. The experienced roofer frequently
has three sizes of this kind of trowel in his tool kit. The small trowel is
used for mastic, medium size for most tile work, and the larger one for
laying large quantities of tile. The points of the trowels are generally
rounded before the trowels are used. Trowels should be kept clean at all
times and never stored until cleaned.

Putty knife.

Small can or similar container. This can be used for:

1. Extra shoe laces
2. Faucet handle
3. Assorted screws and bolts
4. Knife blades
5. Shingler's gauges. These are clamped or screwed on the hatchet

to gauge the exposure of shingles.
6. Book matches
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1

Courtesy Stanley Teo) Co.

Fig. 10. Straight claw hammer with
steel shank

Covrftsy Stanley Too/ Co.

Fig. 11. Utility knife

s;.,...,w
Courtesy Proto Tool Co.

Fig. 12. Crescent wrench

,,waswis'llill°
Courtesy Stanley Tool Co.

Fig. 13. Screwdriver

Courtesy Mager. Too/ Co.

Fig. 14. Tin snips

Fig. 15. Roofing hatchet

Fig. 16. Roofing knife

Courtesy Mersbantown

Fig. 17. Pointing trowel

ceurwriNd 0..i.

Fig. 18. Putty knife
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D.

Proper clothing. Well chosen, proper clothing is the mark of the pro-
fessional. The roofer needs high-top shoes, several work shirts and
pants, a hard hat and leather gloves. (See safety rules, Topic A-2.)

General tools. The following tools, commonly used in the building trades, are
particularly important to the roofer:

Measuring tapes. Cloth tapes are generally preferred by roofers because
they cannot be kinked, weigh less than metal tapes, and will follow the
contours of a roof.

Rules. The roofer uses both zig-zag and push-pull types.

Hacksaw.

Handsaw. A 26" blade is commonly used.

Cold chisel.

Side-cutting or diagonal-cutting pliers. Used mostly for cutting tile ties
and tie wires.

Levels. Metal levels in various lengths are commonly used. A line level
is also used.

Chalk-line reel. Used to snap straight lines on decks, felts, and walls.
A powdered chalk, available in several colors, is contained in the reel
canister.

Framing square or steel square.

Wing dividers. Used in making layouts for roof tile.

Hand drill.

Other roofing tools. The following are the more specialized tools used by the
roofer on his job:

Tile pincers. Also called nippers, these are used for cutting or nipping
off chips of roofing tile.

Shingle and slate ripper. Used for pulling nails and for removing shingles
of slate.

Tile pick. A pick designed for cutting tile which may also be used to
make new holes for nails and drains. It may have a round, square, or
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Courtesy Crescent feel Co.

Fig. 24. Side-cutting pliers

Courtesy M. Vein II Sea

Fig. 25. Diagonakuning pliers
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Courtesy Sloe* feel ce.

Fig. 26. Metal level

Courfely Stoehr Tea Cur

Fig. 27. Chalk line reel
Courtesy Stanley fool Co.

Fig. X Framing square

Courtesy L S. Storm* Co. Quotes), Shut* het Co.

Fig. 29. Wing dividers Fig. 30. Hand drill
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Fig. 31. Tile pincers

Courtesy NotinveN peer Co.

Fig. 32. Shingle and date ripper

Cowles, COY roof Woks

Fig. 33. tile pick and tile stake
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Courtesy I. S. Dewitt ce.

Fig. 34. Slaters scribe
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Courtesy Alorsholitown

Fig. 35. Flat trowel



TOOLS

hexagonal head, the latter preferred. The head may be used to drive
nails for tile or slate. The best tile picks are custom made.

Safety precautions: When using the pick to drive nails, keep your head
well clear of the pick to avoid injury from the sharp point. Keep the
pick wrapped in cloth to protect the point when in storage.

Tile stake.. A custom-made tool used to support tile while it is being
shaped or cut with a tile pick. The tile stake should be sheathed when
not in use.

Slater's scribe. This is used to punch holes in slate and also to mark
the slate for cutting it to fit.

Helmet. On some construction jobs workers are required to wear protec-
tive helmets, generally called "hard hats." They are made of fiber or
aluminum.

Flat trowel. A flat or plastering trowel used in the application of plastic
cement in large areas. Sometimes one end and one edge are serrated.

Wire brush. Where flashing is to be applied to a brick surface, a wire
brush is used to remove the white powder that forms on the brick.

Checkup

A tile pick may also be used to drive nails. 1. T F

The shingler's gauge is used to protect the hatchet blade. 2. T F

Roofing contractors furnish all tools for the roofer. 3. T F

A shingler and slate ripper is uscd to help hold shingles
or slate for nailing.

4. T F

The tool generally used for cutting off chips of roofing
tile is the pointing trowel.

5. T F

A putty knife should be on the apprentice's list of basic tools. 6. T F

The roofing hatchet differs from a wood hatchet in size only. 7. T F

The most generally useful handsaw for roofers is one with
a 26" blade.

8. T F
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Topic 6 EQUIPMENT

Assignment

Introduction

1. Construction Safety Orders, Division of Industrial
Safety, California State Department of Industrial
Relations, Sec. 1654, 1675-79, and Appendix 3,
Operation 58.

2. Manufacturers' catalogs of roofing, equipment.

New tools and equipment for use in applying roofs and new roofing materials
are being introduced at a rapid p --e. In most instances the use of these ma-
chines will re '. in reduced labor costs, and, used in conjunction, with the
new roolIng materials, will result in an improved product.

The journeyman roofer must therefore stay informed regarding new materials,
techniques, and equipment, and above all else know how to use them correctly.
He can learn a great deal about items new to his trade by studying trade jour-
nals, manufacturers' catalogs, and specification manuals.

Related Information

Portable El, ztric Hand Tools

Portable electric saw. The portable electric saw is described in the Introduc-
tion to Apprenticeship. The roofer generally uses a carborundum blade, since
he uses it for such things as cut.ing reglets that have been left out of walls.

Equipment for Handling Hotstuff

Buckets. Many different kinds of buckets are used in the roofing industry, but
those listed here are the most common types. A general safety precaution for
the use of any bucket is to be sure that it is empty of water before using it, be-
cause water in he bucket may cause hot asphalt to boil ow M.

A special bucket called a "crack filler" is used by the roofer co fill expansion
joints, cracks or Joints in cement with hot asphalt.
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EQUIPMENT

A sprinkler pot is used for sprinkle-pouring of bitumen on the surface of built-
up roofs before graveling or similar jobs.

-

rh
-

.-
Courtesy Tortoni* Mfg. Co

Fig. 36. Crack filler in use

Coulees), format MIg. Co.

Fig. 37. Sprinkler pot

The roofers' bucket is made of 24-gauge steel. Its round iron carrying handle
rests off the top to engage a hoisting hook. In some cases, this bucket is insu-
lated to help hold the heat.

Courtesy rorront AIN. Co.

Fig. 38. Roofer's bucket

Fig. 39. Dipper
Cov-Nmg normal Mfg. Co.
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Courtesy Cloosby.Wittie Co.

Fig. 40. Dumping type insulation and felt cart

72
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Courtesy Cloosby-Wittio Co.

Fig. 41. Mop cart with removable tray

Courtesy CtoodryWittio Co.

Fig. 4. Insulated highboy

Courtesy Roofmoster Products Co.

fig. 43. Asphalt carrier



EQUIPMENT

A lightweight dipper or ladle is used for hot tar or asphalt. It has a long, hard-
wood handle.

Carts. Carts are used for various hauling jobs, such as transporting rolls of
felt and insulation and pails of hotstuff. Mop carts, some designed with remov-
able trays to carry hotstuff, are in wide use on larger roof jobs today.

Highboys. The highboy is a drum mounted on a frame equipped with wheels,
so it can be moved around the roof easily to deliver hotstuff where needed. It
is used on large jobs where the hotstuff is pumped to the roof and into the drum.

Mops. Mops are made with various size heads of fiber glass or cotton. Cotton
mops hold larger quantities of asphalt than glass mops of the same size, but
glass mops are more durable and easier to drain. Both aluminum and wood
are used for the handles.

Ceeday American AlsodaNd Commis*

Fig. 44. Roller mop

tr,

r-

="e '

Fig. 41 Bituminous squeegee
Courtesy Torrent Mfg. C..

Roller mops. The roller mop is used for applying hot asphalt in the water-
proofing of walls and the like. A similar roller with short strands is used for
applying roof coatings.

Safety precaution: Be sure mops are cleaned, fanned out, and placed
where they will not become fire hazards through spontaneous com-
bustion. Never leave a mop on a roof overnight.

Another piece of equipment in common use is the bituminous squeegee. It is
generally used for spreading emulsions and waterproofing compounds and for
coating the blocks in industrial plants.

Shingling Equipment

Brackets. The shingler's bracket fits a 2" X 4" on edge to make a safe toe
hold on roofs of less than 1/4 pitch (see Fig. 46).
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Roofing brackets are required for all roofs of 1/4 pitch or steeper. For spans
of less than 10', lumber not less than 2" X 6" must be used. The roofing brack-
et for this size plank, shown in Fig. 47, has three notches for fastening and
can be used on all slopes including 1/2 pitch. For spans of 10' or more, the
lumber used must be 2" X 8". The roofing bracket for this size plank, shown
in Fig. 48, has a simple locking device to prevent accidental closing of the
bracket. (See Construction Safety Orders, Section 1717.)

Fig. 46. Shinglers bracket

;

0'

Fig. 47. Roof bracket for
2" x 6"

It,

Fig. 48. Roof bracket for
2" x 8"

cwt.,' Reiman cod Oporpo

Caulking guns. Caulking guns are available in various sizes and with many noz-
zle designs. They either use disposable cartridges or can be filled with bulk
mastic. For jobs on which large quantities of mastic are required, air pres-
sure guns are used.

Fig. 49. Cartridge type caulking gun

Precaution: Always keep the caulking gun clean while in use as well as in stor-
age. In particular (on bulk-type guns), the leather plunger must be kept oiled.
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EQUIPMENT

Asbestos-cement siding and shingle cutte-. This tool is used by roofers for
cutting both asbestos- cement siding and shingles to fit specific areas.

Safety precaution: Before using the cutter, be sure it has an ade-
quate bearing surface and is securely anchored on the roof or scaffold.

Ladders. Only those ladders supplied by your company should be used--and
checked for safety before use. General safety rules for the use of ladders
are given in ladder Safety (Bulletin 121, Division of Industrial Safety) and in
Construction Safety Orders.

An adjustable ladder jack, which rests on three ladder rungs and hooks on the
side rail (Fig. 50), can be adjusted to use over or under a ladder. (See Con-
struction Safety Orders, Sections 1654 and 1675.)

The ladder hook (Fig. 51) is equipped with a swivel plate that allows a ladder
to be hooked over a ridge. The plate prevents the hooks from digging into as-
phalt roofing.

Courtesy lteroseon and Gnaw Couday. Winona and Cow

Fig. 50. Adjus. .le ladder jack Fig. 51. Ladder hook

Stapling equipment. Staples are sometimes used for applying roofing material,
particularly composition shingles. They can also be driven through tin disks
for application of roofing felts. In any case, they are used only when the ma-
terial is applied directly to the deck, on either an old or new roof.

Fig. 52. Stapling hammer

outs, ft.-_"-ousslismsAi,
°IV ft 4

leo

Centinsy Iodi d.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Staples are applied with a stapling hammer. The hammer should be soaked in
kerosene after each day's use to remove all asphalt, then dried and lubricated
before it is used again.

Kettles and Pumps

Various types of kettles and pumps are used in roofing. These are discussed
at length in Unit E, along with their operation and maintenance.

Hoists and Conveyors

The selecting of the hoists and conveyors for getting equipment and materials
to the roof will depend upon the type of job being performed. In the case of
new high-rise buildings, the roofing contractor generally makes arrangements
with the general contractor to use his hoisting equipment. When this is not
possible, he may use his own equipment or hire the services of a hoisting com-
pany. When reroofing a high-rise structure, the roofing contractor may use
the freight elevator or, if none is available, a passenger elevator. Should this
be necessary, the roofing crew must be sure that all care is taken to avoid
damaging the elevator.

For lower buildings, the roofing contractor usually uses one or several of the
different pieces of equipment described below. His choice is governed by the
requirements of the job.

Hoists. As a rule, hoists are capable of lifting things higher than are convey-
ors, because conveyors must generally be set at a greater angle.

Types of hoists used for roofing are the A-frame and winch, ladder-type, lad-
der hand wheel, and such lifting equipment as lift-bed trucks and fork lifts.

An A-frame roof beam is used for handline hoisting. A variation of this is the
swing type, which is used for handline roof hoisting as well as with the power
winch. Various hooks, scoops, hoppers, forks, buckets, and tongs may be
used with this equipment.

The motorized ladder -type hoist is ath.ptable to heights of 10 feet to 30 feet
(and sometimes more), and, with the addition of a bucket and hopper, may be
converted to the hoisting of gravel.

A third type of hoist frequently used is the ladder hand wheel, which is mounted
on a standard ladder. It is suitable for buildings as high as two stories.

Lift-bed trucks have proved excellent for use with low, one-story structures.
For use with higher buildings, the fork-lift is becoming popular.
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The Lad-E-Vator

The Lad-E-Vator is a skip type
hoist that handles all types of
roofing material except hot as-
phalt. It will handle loads up
to 1,200 pounds at each lift.

Shown here being used on the
Sacramento Court House, this
hoist is lifting materials to
103'. It can be used on heights
of 20' or more. It is made of
extruded aluminum and is tele-
scopic, so it is not heavy and
set-up time is at a minimum.

As it is attached to a swivel
carrier and one man can set
it up to heights of 40', this
hoist is extremely portable.
Heights above that require ex-
tension and bracing as shown
in the picture.

A line of thin wall tubing, ex-
tending from the kettle to the
root which provides the hot as-
phalt, is used in conjunction
with this equipment. Required
materials for roof construction
can be handled efficiently with
this arrangement.

Fig. 53. LadEVator in operation

I

c

EQUIPMENT

Courtesy Cfoosby.Wittire Co.
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Courtesy leofmoste Products Co.

Fig. 54. Ladder wheel for hoisting

&-h

taa IM
Courtesy Cloor-fiokf Mig. Co.

Courfosy Roofinostor Products Co.

Fig. 55. Top power section of hoist

,

d _

°massy Itoofrooster Products Co.

Fig. 56. Continuous chain conveyor Fig. 57. Power hoist in operation
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EQUIPMENT

Conveyors. The two main types of conveyors used by roofers are the continuous
belt and continuous chain. Most of these conveyors are easily portable, and they
are generally equipped with buckets or hoppers for lifting specific materials.

Felt Layers and Gravel Spreaders

Felt layers and gravel spreaders have been perfected to permit almost perfect
application. Machines are now available that apply flood coat and gravel in one
operation. Although this procedure is successful on large jobs, hand operations
are still required on most small jobs. Even on large jobs, application around
skylights, flashings, and parapet walls still requires hand operation.

Felt layers. The two principal types of felt layers used are the dry layer,
which requires a man to mop in front of it, and a combination layer, which
flows asphalt onto the deck as it lays the felt.

The combination felt layer has many variations. With some, the asphalt is
applied by means of gates or valves. With others, such as the rotary felt
layer (a stationary unit), the asphalt is applied directly to the felt by means
of a drum.

Some layers are only suitable for working on level or nearly level roofs. Others
can be adapted to sloped roofs by means of adjustable legs. However, the
greater the slope, the less practical the use of an automatic felt layer.

Safety precaution: Because a roofer walks backward while operating
a felt layer, he must exercise extreme care to avoid backing into sky-
lights or off the roof. This type of accident seems to happen daily, in
spite of precautions. The Construction Safety Orders of California
require that a felt layer should never be operated without approved
barricades at roof openings and perimeters. (See Construction Safety
Orders, Title 8, Appendix 3, Roofing Operation No. 58.)

Gravel spreaders. Some gravel spreaders are hand - operated- -that is, they
are pulled or pushed by one or two men--and others are mechanically operated.
With all of them, the gravel flow can be adjusted for the individual job.

Safety Equipment

lateirators. Respirators are used for protection against concentrations of
fumes and vapor common in spray painting and cleaning operations.

Safety precaution: Keep respirators in sanitary condition; use proper
respirator for function performed.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Fig. 58. Universal felt layer

4k. if
_40

Roller Type Felt Layer

Counew Chasby-Wiffig Co.

The roller type of felt layer consists of a roller or drum set in a trough which
is mounted on four wheels, each with height adjustment. The trough swivels
a full 360°.

The felt is laid on casters and is in contact with the drum. The felt is then
pulled over the drum and layed on the ply line in about 18' lengths. After 18'
has been pulled out, the machine may be backed up to lay the rest of the roll,
or the felt may be cut and the machine moved over 1 ply and another 18' sheet
pulled out.

This machine can be used on steep roofs, such as barrel or mansard.

As the felt is pulled from the machine, it is pulled over the rollers; this trans-
fers the asphalt from the roller to the felt, thus eliminating hand mopping.

It is important to keep the temperature of the asphalt in the felt layer to about
400° to insure sufficient asphalt application. The higher the temperature, the
less asphalt will be applied to the felt.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AN" EQUIPMENT-

Goggles. Goggles to protect the eyes from dust or flying chips should be worn
when the roofer is working in or must go through an area in which such things
are present.

Fire extinguisher. Portable fire extinguishers of the ary-powder, carbon di-
oxide (CO2), foam, or pump type should always be kept on the job; one or more
of each type should be on ....le roof and on the gr% nd. Dry-powder extinguishers
are the most effective for smothering asphalt fir .,a and for all small blazes.
CO2 extinguishers are also used to smother flames. A spray-type fire extin-
gisher is less effective than a powder or foam type because wind tends to blow
away the sprat:" whereas powder or foam, being heavier, creates a shield
around a fire so that oxygen cannot get to it. A further consideration in choos-
ing a fire extinguisher is the fact that neither the powder-type nor CO2 leaves
a permanent residue on the surroundings. Carbon tetrachloride extinguishers
are no longer permittee. in California because of toxic effects.

Three things to remember when fighting a fire are these:

1. Maintain an adequate distance from the fire when using an extinguisher.
If you are too close, the pressure from the fire extinguisher may blow the
flames to other parts of the structure.

2. When using the extinguisher, hold it ao its discharge sweeps from side to
side away from you. Thus, you can move up to the fire.

3. Regardless of the size of the fire, always call the fire department.

Sae_t_arecaution: Keep a fire extinguisher handy whenever you are
on the roof and be sure you have a clear way to get off in case it
should catch fire. When water must be used to extinguish an asphalt
fire, apply it in a fine fog because a heavy spray spreads flames.
Never use liquid on an electric fire or where it might come into
contact with electrical equipment. Check your fire extinguishers
daily to be sure they are full and usable.

Equipment for Removing Gravel, Roofing, and Debris

Spudding machines. Spudding machines are used to loosen old roofing or gravel.
Their operation is comparatively safe and efficieLt. The key to quality results
rests entirely in the skill of the a, erator.

Thy, main points to consider are: Always obtain assistance when lifting the
spudder; wear a respirator when dust is profuse; be sure V-belts, pulleys,
sprockets, and chains Ore fully enclosed; and provide adequate protection
against rotating spudders.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Spudding bars. Spudding bars are manually operated tools for loosening old
roofing and gravel. They are made with steel handles and heavy blades. Al-
ways wear gloves when using a spudding bar.

Spades. Spades are used primarily for light spud-off where gravel is not go-
ing to be cleaned down to the felt. As with spudding bars, wear gloves when
using spades.

Scoop shovel. The scoop shovel is another tool used in the spudding operation.
It can be used for removing old roofing and gravel after spudding, for loading
debris, and for hand graveling.

Brooms. Both push brooms and upright brooms have their place in the roofers'
equipment. A stiff-bristled broom is used to clean heavy dirt from walls as
well as roofs, and I soft-bristled broom is used mainly to apply roll roofing.

Wheel barrow. The wheel barrow is useful for general clean-up work and for
the moving of gravel.

Spray Equipment and Brushes

Air compressors. Air compressors are used in roofing to operate spray equip-
ment (such as small air guns) and gads, and for dusting roofs that are to be
reroofed. Occasionally, compressed air is also used to operate small air
motors for other roofing equipment.

Spray equipment. Spray equipment is used largely for the application of pro-
tective coatings and primers on decks and foundation walls.

Special spray equipment is available for the application of the combination
chopped glass and plastic roof material, like Monoform. This equipment
chops and sprays at the same time

Some general instructions and key points to follow in setting up and operating
spray equipment used by roofers are: be sure adequate ventilation is avail-
able in closed areas; wear protective clothing, mask, and respirator; be sure
pressure is not in excess of that required for the material and equipment; never
r..-,..tay when winds can blow the vapors onto finished surfaces; enclose V-belts
and pulley drives; and ground all noncurrent metal parts by using 3-conductor
cable and 3-pole plugs and receptacles.

Coatis brushes.brushes. Brushes used for applying roof coatings are specially made.
They have long 'fondles and may be either of the three-knot or four-knot type.
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MATERIALS, TOOLS, AND EQUIPMENT

Checkup

The minimum gauge of sheet steel that may be used
for a bucket to be used for carrying hotstuff is 1 . 1.

Roofing mops are made of 2 or 3 fibers.

Roofing brackets are required on all roofs of 4
pitch or steeper.

2.
3.
4.

For spans less than 10', the wooden supporting members
between brackets may be 2" X 5 . For spans greater 5.
than 10', they must be at least 2" X 6 . 6.

The use of ladder-sack scaffolds is not permitted by the
Construction Safety Orders if the platform is more than

7 above the ground. 7.

To remove the asphalt that clings to a stapling hammer,
soak it in 8 . 8.

Of the two types of lifting equipment, hoists and con-
veyors, 9 can generally lift loads higher. 9.

When using electric sprayers, 1 conductor cable 10.
is required for safety.
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ROOF PREPARATION

The work in units A, B, and C provides the apprentice opportunity
to acquire considerable information basic to the roofing trade- -
the tools and equipment used and the safety rules followed. Be-
ginning with this unit he is given opportunity to learn how to use
this information to advantage in the roofing trade.

In learning to use the basic information he has acquired, the ap-
prentice should become acquainted with the practices that are fol-
lowed in getting ready to apply roofs and acquire the skills used
in making the applications.

Getting ready to apply a roof is an important step, for unless this
part of the job is well done, trouble may be encountered in apply-
ing the roof and the finished roof may be unsatisfactory. An un-
satisfactory roof may cause the contractor to assume responsibility
that he might have avoided by making a careful examination of the
roof and securing the corrections needed before the roofing was
applied.

In making an inspection of the roof, an important and necessary
step to take before roofing is applied, the roofing contractor or
his representative should use the blueprint of the roof as a guide.
He must note each detail pictured in the blueprint and make cer-
tain that the proper provision has been made.

The apprentice will find information regarding blueprints in the
Introduction to Apprenticeship, Unit CI, Basic Blueprint Reading,
which will be of value to him from this point on. Later in this
course he will have opportunity to become better informed regard-
ing the use of blueprints and to become proficient in reading blue-
prints.



Topic I NEW ROOF DECKS

Strahan, J. L., Manufacture, Selection and Applica-
i tion of Asphalt Roofing and Siding Products, pp. 20-22.

Introduction

The roof deck should be inspected by the roofing contractor or his crew super-
visor to determine whether all preparatory construction work has been com-
pleted and what work, if any, remains to be done on the deck. If in making
this inspection unfinished or improper construction is discovered or flaws are
found in the deck, all should be fixed before any roofing is done. Unless this
procedure is followed, the roofing contractor may be faced at a later time with
the problem of replacing or repairing a roof that should have been satisfactory,
and in all probability would have been satisfactory had the necessary steps been
taken to have the roof ready for roofing.

Related Information

In making an inspection of the roof of a new building, the roofing contractor or
his representative should use the blueprint of the roof to determine (1) what
pipes will extend through the deck and the locations of the pipes; (2) where
ventilators will be located; (3) where drains will be located; (4) what chimneys
or stacks have been installed; and (5) what surface structures, such as sup-
ports for electric signs, are required.

Pipes and Vents. Each pipe and vent extending through the roof should be exa-
mined to determine whether it is in place and properly installed, and the re-
quired jack or flashing is in place or available.

Plumbing pipes. Plumbing pipes that extend above the roof level are
black, pitch-coated iron soil pipes or galvanized pipes that are connected
to the sewage system of the building. They are equipped with jacks.

Conduits. Electrical conduits that penetrate the roof require jacks or
flashings wherever such penetration occurs. Although lead is sometimes
used for this, the trend is toward the use of elastic flashing materials.
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ROOF PREPARATION

Ventilation outlets. Ventilation outlets vary in size and sometimes terminate in
a gooseneck, hood, or mobile unit. Jacks or fleshings are not always needed with
them, because some have their own flanges to keep out water. However, when
these flanges are used they must be secured to the roof in a water-tight manner.

Drains. Decks for flat roofs should always be leveled properly to insure the
free drainage of water. In addition, the roofer must be sure that all drainage
connections will permit the free flow of water, with all drain outlets set flush
with the roof deck. On a flat roof, the overflow should be close to the outlet
and about two inches higher than the lowest part of the roof. On an enclosed
roof with a steep pitch, the overflow should be raised to compensate for the
slope. The following table is provided to help determine the proper outlet size
for various roof areas:

TABLE 1
OUTLET SIZE REQUIREMENT FOR GOOD DRAINAGE

Diameter of Drain Areas the Pipe Will Drain When Laid at Grades of:
1/4" per foot 1/2" per foot

3" 1, 200 sq. ft. 4, 500 sq. ft.
4" 2, 500 sq. ft. 5, 200 sq. ft.
5" 4, 500 sq. ft. 6, 000 sq. ft.
6" 8, 000 sq. ft. 10, 000 sq. ft.
7" 12, 400 sq. ft. 15, 000 sq. ft.
8u 18, 000 sq. ft. 22, 500 sq. ft.

Chimneys and stacks. Chimneys are generally constructed of brick or stone,
while stacks are made of metal or metal-jacketed products. In addition, it is
usual for stacks to have weather caps attached. Both chimneys and stacks
must be flashed or jacks used for waterproofing.

Surface structures. Surface structures may include any of those items placed
on a roof deck after the structure has been completed. They may include such
things as legs to support a sign, the base for a flagpole, or an air condition-
ing unit. The roofer should make certain these items are properly installed
on the deck prior to roofing around them.

Flashing and cant strops. Check to see that all required saddles, crickets,
washbacks, and cant strips have been installed. Saddles, crickets, and wash-
backs are diverters placed on the high side of skylights, chimneys, and similar
vertical structures to direct the flow of water away from the obstructions.
Cant strips may be installed to protect the base flashing wherever a vertical
rise occurs. If cant strips are of wood, they are applied before the roofer
begins his work; if they are of fiberboard, they are part of the roofing appli-
cation. Parapet walls are sometimes used around steep roofs, generally along
the rake. This requires the use of step flashing and the procedure to be used
in these cases will generally be found in the job specifications.
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Fig. 63. A thin-shelled concrete roof structure covered with Monoform roofing system and a reflective (*Meg
to relent the sun's rays

coefter A.
Fig. 64. A fiat roof covered with Monoform roofing system. On the deck may be seen a number of roof

obstructions, such as vents, pipe braces, railings, and air conditioning condensers
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ROOF PREPARATION

Wood or Plywood decks. All sheathing boards should be dry, smooth, and free
from large knotholes and cracks. If there are large knotholes or holes with
loose knots, these should be covered with metal, nailed down before roofing
material is applied. All sheathing boards should have a bearing and any curled
edges must be nailed down securely if a good roof surface is to be attained.
A nailing schedule that may be used as a guide is given in the following table.
It shows the number of nails to be used on each bearing for the size of the
board used:

X 4" two 8d common
X 6" two 8d common
X 811 three 8d common
X 10" three 8d common
X 12" four 8d common

If thin plywood is used for decking, the joints must be blocked 'to avoid possible
edge movement that will result in roof damage.

Concrete or gypsum decks. A concrete or gypsum deck must be smooth, firm,
thoroughly cured, free from frost or the effects of freezing, properly leveled,
and free from all debris prior to the installation of a roof. If the deck is found
to be rough, any high spots--such as sharp ridges or other projections --must
be removed and any low spots filled with portland cement or gypsum mortar.
This kind of preparation is done by the deck contractor. On precast concrete
slabs, all joints must be filled with mastic by the roofer

Clsckup

The plans and specifications should be checked before
a new job is started.

The overflow on flat roofs should be 2' higher than the
the lowest point on the roof.

Large knotholes in a roof deck should be covered with
metal.

A drain outlet on a 25-square roof graded at 1/4" per
foot should be 3" in diameter.

Sheathing that is 1" X 6" should be nailed to each rafter with
two 8d common nails.

On a precast concrete deck, the roofer should fill. all
cracks with mastic.
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DECKSNEW ROOF

A low spot on a concrete deck should be filled with
asphalt.

7. T F

Vent pipes often have weather caps on them. 8. T F

Cant strips are used in place of crickets and saddles. 9. T F
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Topic 2 REROOFING JOBS

Introduction

Rei...ofing jobs represent a veu large and important segment of the roofing
industry today. In the majority of cases, the new roofing is applied over the
old one but this is not always possible in the case of badly deteriorated or
damaged roofs. Whether to remove the old roof or not is generally decided
by the customer, usually on the advice of the roofing contractor who is best
qualified to determine the c dition of a roof.

Many conditions and circumstances will go to make such a determination, how-
ever, and the appropriate procedure to follow in each case will vary from job
to job. This topic is devoted, therefore, to a general discussion of these
conditions and the procedures used in reroofing jobs.

Related Information

Inspection,

When inspecting an existing roof prior to reroofing, the following items should
be checked:

Vertical structures on the roof for structural cracks that might cause
leaking, defective flashings in need of replacement, or the addition of
cant strips.

Drain outlets, pipes, vents and other projections for possible replace-
ment as well as defective, missing, or otherwise inadequate flashings.

Existing roofing material, looking particularly for alligatoring, splits,
evidence of standing water, buckles and blisters, decomposition, shell-
ing, and missing r broken tiles and shingles.

Equipment installations in the roof for inadequate flashings or other
conditions that might cause leaking or interfere with the application of
the new roof. Any obsolete equipment on the roof should be removed
at this time.
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Weak or broken members of the roof structure that should be repaired
or replaced prior to reroofing.

Preparation

Roof re-coverig, If it has been determined that the new roofing may be ap-
plied over the old, the following preparatory steps should be taken:

If the existing roof is covered with gravel, spud or scrape off the gravel
so as to achieve a reasonably smooth surZace. Sharp gravel left on the
roof will often cut through the new covering and cause leaks. Spudding
on large roof areas is sometimes accomplished by using a spudding
machine. (See Fig. 61, Topic C-6)

Cut all buckles and blisters with a knife in the form of a cross. Smooth
out and feather the edges of the four segments so that they will lie flat
and butt properly. Then nail securely around the edges with large
headed roofing nails.

Spud off ftshirouths, wrinklzs, and rough spots caused by previous patch-
ine;. These defects are usually on the cap sheet only and can be removed
easily with a spudding bar.

Fill in all low spots on a flat roof with asphalt or felt and level the sur-
face of these areas. This will lessen the chance of water puddles being
formed on the new surface and will improve drainage.

Remove any nails which protrude through the old roof. Such nails, if
left in may eventually pierce the .tew covering and cause leaks.

Where cant Strips do not exist at the base of parapets, firewalls, and
similar vertical structures, the old roofing may have shrunk and pulled
away from the corners. To correct this condition and prevent a recur-
rence, bre- the old roofing in these spots with a heavy spudding bar so
that when the new material is applied, square corners can be made or
cant strips installed if desired.

Flashingr, that are uefective or inadequate '1ould be removed for replace-
ment. Drain outlet boxes should be removed at this time also and the
old rooting cut away abo i thre feet around the drain. The removal of
old mastic and asphalt from the metal flanges round the drain is also
essential, since this will eliminate the chance for a build-up to occur
around the drain outlet box when the new roofing is applied. If the out-
let box is detective, replace it; if not slide a layer of 15 lb. felt under
the flangos prior to nailing back down. This will result in the felt, tl...?.
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ROOF PREPARATION

flange, and the new roof being all bonded together when the job is com-
pleted, thereby insuring a waterproof job.

Scrape off all plastic, mastic, fabric, Irish felt, and asphalt from
around pipes and vents. This will insure a firm bond of th_e new roof
to these metal surfaces. Collar the pipes on the deck with a piece of
cap sheet large enough to extend 6" around each pipe. Where metal
roof je As are used around vents and excessive rust or deterioration
is present, replace them. Rusted or defective metal coping on fire-
walls should be removed for replacement.

Stucco or masonry walls are often flashed with plastic or 3-course
flashing. Wherever this is found, remove 1...iis material with a spudding
bar, then prime the top of the wall with a good primer. If the wall has
been covered with the coping, this should be removed so the new roof-
ing can be applied up and over the top of the wall or flashing can be
applied prior to re-installing the coping.

If he reglet flashing on a wall or chimney is in bad condition, it should,
of course, be replaced. Quite often, however, such flashing is usable
and it is only necessary to pull it away from the wall enough to allow
the new roofing to extend up and under it. The flashing should be pushed
back down; nailed securely, and sealed with mastic or plastic cement.

A steep roof, of course, does not require the same amount of preparation as
one that is flat. On composition roofs, for example, it has only to be swept to
remove any substantial amounts of loose granules and any loose, protruding
nails should be removed or driven back in place. Missing shingles should be
replaced to provide a uniform surface on which to reroof. With that, the new
application of shingles can begin.

Rigid roofing, however, must always be removed before any new covering is
applied, unless the work order calls only for repair. In that case, only bro-
ken pieces are removed for replacement.

Roof renici . If a roof is to be removed before the application of a new
covering, one of the first considerations must be the best and safest place to
lower the old roofing material to the ground. It should be a place that is free
of obstacles, away from foot or vehicular traffic, and easily accessible for a
truck to haul the material away. Great care must be taken to avoid injury to
persons on the ground or image to the side of the building during the lower-
ing process.

After all the old roofing has been removed, check the sheathing for protruding
nails which should be pounded flush or removed. The sheathing should then be
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cleaned of loose dirt and gravel or any deposits of pitch or asphalt. Broken,
warped, or weak sheathing should be replaced before application begins.

Checkup

Good reroofing practice requires that the gravel on
a roof be removed before the new roof is applied.

1. T F

Buckles and blisters are cut in the form of a cross and
nailed down securely.

2. T F

Fishmoutho and wrinkles are cut off with a sharp knife
and nailed down.

3. T F

Low spots are of no concern to the roofer, because the
new roofing will cover them.

4. T F

Nails may be left protruding through the old roofing. 5. T F

By cutting the rounded angles at a firewall or parapet,
the roofer can make a square angle on the new roof.

6. T F

A stucco or masonry wall should be scraped and primed
before applying new material.

7. T F

Tile coping need not be removed prior to applying new
roofing material.

8. T F
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KETTLES AND

KETTLE OPERATION

The importance of skillful kettle operation is too frequently
underestimated by the employer and the apprentice. It is
sometimes falsely contended that a good place to start a be-
ginning apprentice is on the kettle. This is a serious mistake
which has cost many thousands of dollars in loss of time, in in-
Nees, and in roof failure.

An apprentice should never be assigned to kettle work until he has
been made familiar with the operation, and then only under the
close supervision of a competent journeyman. Prior to actually
trying his hand at kettle operation, the apprentice should become
familiar with the safe handling of asphalt, observe the various
methods of kettle operation, and learn the particular function of
different kinds and types of kettles.

This unit will provide the apprentice with basic information which
is not usually taught on the job, and must therefore be learned in
the classroom. A good kettleman has this information plus much
more which he has gained from many years of experience.

Catalogs, literature, and specifications issued by the various ken]
manufacturers, such as Blackwell, Aeroil, Roofmaster, and
Cleasby-Wittig, are the most useihl refer4nces for the topics in
this unit. These may be obtained from local distributors or by
writing to the manufacturers.
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Topic 1 TYPES OF KETTLES AND BURNERS

Assifinenent : Catalogs and literature from kettle manufacturers.

Introduction

Several types of kettles are used for heating bitumen. Of these, the most com-
monly used are the kerosene and liquid petroleum (butane or propane) kettles.

Waled Information

Bottom-fired kettles. Bottom-fired kettles are seldom used for roofing work
because they take too long to heat. This type of kettle is so constructed that
heat can be applied directly to the bottom of the inside shell which holds the
bitumen. Such kettles are commonly used, however, for heating bitumen for

Fig. 65. Typeal bottom fired ketti.
Cougar ChasbrMativ Co.
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KETTLES AND KETTLE OPERATION

wrapping pipe with corrosion-proof materials, street repair work and, occa-
sionally, for roofing jobs requiring coal tar pitch and asphalt.

Tube-type kettles. Most kettles today use "tube-type" heating. These kettles
are constructed so that heat is directed through a tube unit which is submerged
in the asphalt (Fig. 66). The tube unit rests in the kettle a few inches from the
bottom. This allows the asphalt to surround the tubes completely, giving more
even heat distribution and more kettle production.

MANWOLD
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Fig. 66. Tube arrangement inside kettle. The heat generated by the burner (placed in the burner well)
travels up the center tube into the manifold, where it circulates and escapes back through the side hobos
to the exhaust stacks. Thus, the heat is evenly distributed throughout the kettle, avoiding "hot spots"

that can cause carbonizing and flashing

A kerosene- heated kettle is fired by a burner that is supplied with a mixture
of kerosene and air from a fuel tank with a capacity of about 20 gallons. Pro-
truding into the tank is an air pump that is operated by hand in a way similar to
the way a tire pump is operated. Thi3 allows the air to mix with the kerosene,
forcing the mixture through a hose into the burner.

A shut-off valve is located at the hose connection of the tank and a strainer
valve at the burner. The valve on the tank should be fully open when operat-
ing and closed when not operating the kettle. The valve on the burner is for
straining the fuel through a screen and for adjusting the size of the flame.
Both valves act as safety devices, since closing either one will shut off tne
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TYPES OF KETTLES AND BURNERS

burner. The tank is also equipped with an air gauge to indicate the amount of
air pressure in the tank, usually about 30 lb., depending upon the size of the
burner. Larger burners generally require more pressure to operate.

The burner itself consists of a steel coil surrounded by a metal shell. The
size of the coil and the number of coils vary. Small burners have fewer coils
than larger ones and do not generEte as much heat. Small burners are used
mainly for patch work and small kettle operation.

Kettles heated with butane or propane (LP gas) burners are constructed
the same as kerosene-fired kettles; however, the butane burner differs from
the kerosene type in that no coils are necessary. The gas is fed directly to
the outlet burner tip where it mixes with oxygen from the air.

Courtesy ChosbrWilig Co.

Fig. 67. 140-g*Ilon tube-type kettle

Automatic kettles. The automatic kettle is relatively new to the roofing industry
but is already in general use throughout the country. This kettle is equipped
with automatic heat controls.

4

The advantages of automatic coatrols are many, but the most important is :hat
overheating can be completely prevented. This eliminatzs the need for the
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KETTLES AND KETTLE OPERATION

constant attention of the kettleman to the cooking process.

This type of kettle is fired by LP gas (propane or butane).

Cowen &Omega. hakes Ca

Fig. a Ons type of automatic pump kettle

Weed burners. Weed burners are similar in construction and operation to the
burners used for heuting kettles, but they are not interchangeable. Weed
burners are small, portable burners, usually using fuel from a small tank
carried on the shoulder and are used most frequentl; "Jr drying off small por-
tions of a damp or frosty roof to prepare it for the application of roofing.
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Fig. 69. Wool burner setut, showing fuel tank, pressure gauge, and generating pan



TYPES OF KETTLES AND BURNERS

Weed burners are also used for heating pumps and pump-piping to melt the
bitumen that has hardened inside so that hotstuff can be pumped through them.

Checkup

Bottom-fired kettles are equipped with tubes. 1. T F

A beginning apprentice should start on kettle work. 2. T F

Most kettles used today are of the tube type. 3. T F

A kerosene heated kettle is fed by butane. 4. T F

Propane burners are impractical for heating kettles. 5. T F

At least 100 pounds of air should be pumped into a
kerosene fuel tank.

6. T F

Weed burners are used on the roof primarily for
burning off spilled bitumen.

7. T F

The flame on a kerosene burner seldom needs to be
adjusted.

8. T F

The air gauge on the tank indicates the amount of
fuel in the tank.

9. T F

Butane or LP burners require smaller coils than do
kerosene types.

10. T F
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Topic 2 LIGHTING AND LOADING KETTLES

.
Assignment ! Catalogs and literature from kettle manufacturers..

Introduction

Efficient and safe operation of kettles calls for skills and attentiveness to an
even greater extent than is required for other roofing jobs. There is no rea-
son for burns, fires, property damage, or warped kettles if the proper prac-
tices are employed in lighting burners and in loading and operating kettles.
In addition to the material presented in this topic, every apprentice should
study carefully that section of the safety code reviewed in Topic A-2 on safe
kettle operation, and the applicable sections of the Construction Safety Orders
and Safety Rules for Roofers (Bulletin 124, Department of Industrial Safety).

Related Information

Lighting Burners

Kerosene burners. The proper procedure for lighting a kerosene burner is
as follows:
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1. Fill the kerosene tar::, but never to capacity; allow sufficient air
space above the fuel. Replace the filler cap firmly, using hand
pressure only.

2. Use the hand pump to build up the air pressure inside the tank
until the gauge reads approximately 30 pounds.

3. Open the valve on the tank (not on the burner; as far as it will go.
4. Open the valve on the burner about 1/4 turn, or just enough to

allow the raw kerosene to trickle into the burner pan,
5. Shut _If the burner valve when the burner pan is half full.

NOTE: in this operation, the burner should be placed on the ground. Do
not open the valve too wide, as a stream of raw kerosene may shoot out
and flood the area. Should this happe , move the burner to a new area,
well away from the spilled fuel before lighting the burner.



LIGHTING AND LOADING KETTLES

6. Saturate a small piece of paper or cloth with kerosene and place it into
the burner to act as a wick.

7. Light this wick and wait for it to ignite the kerosene in the pan. The
flame will heat the generating coils that contain kerosene supplied from
the fuel tank. When the coils become hot enough, the kerosene con-
tained within the coils vaporizes and, as the pressure of the vapor in-
crease ', the vapor enters the orifice tip and ignites. A blue, roaring
flame is produced. The whole process is then said to be "generating."
After a full flame emits from the burner and is gene.fating properly,
open the valve on the burner slightly to adjust the flame. When the
excess kerosene in the pan has burned out, place the burner in the
burner well and adjust the flame for the required heat. An adjustment
in air pressure may also be required.

Butane and propane burners. Burners of the propane or butane type (usually
referred to as LP gas or LPG) are not as difficult to operate as kerosene
burners; however, they still require a competent kettleman to operate them.

LP gas (liquified petroleum gas) is supplied in high pressure cylindrical tanks
called "gas 1-ottles." Those used by roofers are generally of the 25-gallon
size, but those serving larger kettles may be 100- or 200-gallon capacity.
These larger tanks may be filled right on the job by an LP gas tank supply truck.

Recommended Pressures for LP Gas Kettles

Kettle size
(gallons)

30
55
85

115
140
175
230

330-350
544

Recommended pressure
(pounds)

`,..... 10-15
20
25
25
25
30
35
35

35-40

Gas bottles should be equipped with pressure regulators, for the initial pres-
sure of the gas is at least 100 pounds. The regulator allows the gas to flow
from the bottle to the kettle burner at a lower rate of pressure, such pres-
sure determined by the size of kettle being fired. The hose connecting the
regulator to the kettle burner must be of the approved type, manufactured
specifically for use with LP gas. Hose fittings must nevom be allowed to be-
come bent out of shape or loose.
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When using LP gas it is necessary to open the val t on the gas bottle all the
way, then open the burner valve just enough to release sufficient gas so that
the burner may be lighted. Some LP gas burners are equipped with pilot lights
so the burner may be turned off w ten the kettle gets hot and relighted by the
pilot when needed.

It is not a safe practice to idle a gas burner down to the point where the flame
is not strong enough to flow completely through the center tube. Too small a
flame will create hot spots along the center tube that may lead to flashing.

Automatic kettles. Automatic kettles operate on LP gas. The pilot light is
lit first and acts as a pilot generator, developing sufficient electricity to hold
the safety valve open. The thermostat :s then set to the desired temperature
and the burner goes on automatically. It stays on until the bitumen reaches
the proper temperature. At this time the burner goes off and remains off un-
til the temperature of the bitumen drops by about 13° F. Then the burner goes
back on and this cycle continues until the burner is shut down.

If for any reason the pilot light is extinguished, the safety valve immediately
cuts off the flow of gas to the burner to prevent raw gas from escaping.

Kettle Loading

Tube-',Ipe kettles. Proper loading of a kettle is as important as any skill in
the roofing trade. If the kettle is empty, or nearly so (that is, when the tubes
are exposed above the bitumen), the kettle should not be fired up without first
adding sufficient bitumen, chopped into small pieces (about baseball size),
around and well over the tubes. The burner may then be placed in the burner
wall with a low flame. This will start the bitumen melting gradually without
flashing or burning. If a high flame is used, the bitumen way ignite before
it is melted.

After the bitumen in the kettle is melted, additional chunks A slightly larger
size mry be added until the kettle is about 314 full. This method will allow
space for additional bitumen should the kettle become overheated. It will also
decrease the danger of flashing due to overheating.

When the bitumen is completely melted, the flame should be adjusted to main-
tain an even heat. This should be done by regulating the valve on the burner--
NOT the 'valve on the tank.' In actual practice, the tank valve should always
be,wide open and the flame should be adjusted only at the burner valve. Most
kettles are equipped with a thermometer that shows the temperature 4f the
liquid. As hot bitumen is drawn off, additional chunks are fed into the kettle
in order to maintain the proper level. The burner flax may need to be ad-
justed from time to time, depending on the thermometer reading during draw-
off and feeding periods.
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A good kettleman will always have an ample supply of bitumen chopped and
ready for feeding, so that when there is a large draw of hotstuff, he can im-
mediately bring the kettle load up to the desired level. A kettleman who has
learned to coordinate drawing off, feeding, and uniform temperature can keep
a craw of roofers supplied with hotstuff.

If a kettle is partly filled with cold bitumen in gond form when the kettle is to
be lighted for the day's work, and the tubes are well covered, the same light-
ing procedure must be followed as previously explained, except that no bitumen
need be added until the bitumen present has melted.

Bottom-fired kettles. Extreme care must be taken when heating a bottom-
fired kettle. This type allows for direct heat to be supplied to the bottom of
the kettle, which often causes the bitumen at the bottom to overheat whlIe that
at the top is still cold. This will often cause a kettle to flash or explode, since
the trapped gapes cannot escape. Consequently, only a low flame should be
used with this type of kettle, and the bitumen should be agitated so as to dis-
tribute the heat as quickly as possible.

Checkup

A kerosene tank should always be filled no less than 1. T F
3/ 4 full.

LP gas burners are easier to operate than kerosene
burners.

2. T F

LP gas burners require no generating. 3. T F

A low flame should be used if kettle tubes are exposed. 4. T F

Before heating, the kettle should be loaded at least 5. T F
3/4 full.

An automatic kettle requires no hand loading. 6. T F
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Topic 3 HEATING KETTLES AND BITUMENS

Assignment : Catalogs and specifications from manufacturers.

Introduction

The heating and melting of bitumens are an important aspect of kettle operation,
for the kettleman plays a major part in achieving the desired durability of the
completed roof assembly. Kettle design and construction have progressed over
the years from crude wood-fired units t:. fuel oil, kerosene, and gas; from
bottom-fired kettles to tube-type units, and from guesswork temperature con-
trol to highly accurate automatic heat controls. The result has been the modern
engineered high-temperature, fully insulated kettle that serves today's roof-
ing needs.

These modern kettles, when properly maintained and operated, will produce
hot material in sufficient quantities to keep pace with other labor-saving
methods and devices that are now employed in the application of built-up roofs.

Improper operation, on the other hand, will nullify many of the advantages now
offered by today's equipment. In the following paragraphs, some of the problems
involved in kettle operation are discussed.

Related Information

Overheating bitumen. Roofing materials manufacturers have set specific tem-
peratures to be maintained if the bitumen is to give the required service and
longest roof life. If asphalt is heated over 400° to 450° F (considered to be a
safe range), the more volatile oils will be driven off in the form of vapors- -
and the loss of these oilb will cause the asphalt to carbonize and become brittle,
thereby drastically shortening the life of the roof.

Coal tar pitch should never be heated over 400° F. Above this temperature,
loss of vapors begins to occur at an inverse ratio for each degree of rise, since
these oils are even more volatile than those in asphalt. Among the chemicals
dissipated in this way are napthalene, phenol, and carbolic and creosote oils,
which are the life-giving properties of pitch.

In addition to the loss of useful life, another result of overheating pitch and
thus releasing these chemicals in vapor form is severe irritation to skin. The
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kettleman and the moppers will be exposed to these fumes, which cause burn-
ing of the hands, face, neck, and any other unprotected areas of the body.
Protection from this danger is discussed in Unit A, Topic 2 of this.workbook.

These escaping vapors usually have a yellow-green appearance. Should they
turn a vivid orange color, the kettle can be expected to flash. When this hap-
pens, the burner should be turned off immediately and the kettle lid closed to
cut off the oxygen. After the fire is extinguished, extreme care should be used
when opening the lid, for escaping vapors may flash again. After the lid is
opened, small chunks of coal tar should be added to help lower the temperature.
The burner should not be relit until the kettle has cooled well below flash point.

Results of overheating. Overheating damages the kettle, causing tubes to wart
and leak, which allows molten asphalt to en :2r the fire chamb.ars creating a
dangerous condition. The kettle shell itself may warp out of shape as a result
of severe overheating and resultant flashing. For this reason a kettleman
should keep the outer surfaces of the kettle clean, since the accumulation of
pitch and asphalt on the outer shell and tires of his kettle is one of the largest
factors in creating this hazard. Once the tar on the outside of a kettle begins
to burn, it is almost impossib. .o extinguish. Such fires will often damage
equipment to the extent that replacement of parts will be necessary, or even
the loss of the equipment. A cardinal rule in roofing can be stated simply:
"A clean kettle won't burn."

Excessive heat in kettle operation is also the cause of carbon formation around
the tuhes, resulting in heat loss, much longer heating time, and an increased
danger of fire. Both fuel and man hours are wasted when this condition prevails.

The kettleman has full responsibility for taking the steps required to keep the
kettle from overheating.

Inn:oortance of kettle size. Overheating is frequently caused by using a kettle
too small for the job. The usual result is that the kettleman is tempted to "push"
the operation, in an attempt to run too much material through in too short a
time. To do this, he must raise the bitumen temperature well above normal
level, and this will result in overheating the bitumen. Either more than one
kettle should be used to reduce this demand or, if possible, a single, larger-
capacity kettle should be substituted.

On any job requiring the delivery of hotstuff as one of the first operations of
the day, the kettle should be fired at least one hour before the crew arrives.
If the kettle is fired at the same time as the crew arrives on the job, over-
heating may result as the kettleman "pushes" the burner to get the hotstuff in
a hurry.
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Overheating is also caused by a kettleman who does not watch the progress of
the roofing operation closely enough and lets his supply of hotstuff get too low.
He should know how much of the hotstuff will be required on a particular job
and when it will be needed. For example, on a job that is to be "graveled in, "
he should ask the foreman to notify him at least one hour before pouring opera-
tions are to begin so the supply can be made ready.

Rules to remember.

A fire out of control can cause serious damage to the equipment and the
surrounding area. If the fire cannot be controlled at once, call the
fire department.

Use extreme care when adjusting the flame on a kerosene burner. If
it has been operating on a low flame and the valve is suddenly opened,
the cells may have cooled below vapor-point, causing raw kerosene to
be ejected, igniting the surrounding area. at is not a good practice to
operate a k,n.osene burner on a low flame for a long period of time.
The small, yellow flame tends to cause excessive carbonizing of the
burner coils.)

When heating pitch, an approved protective lotion should be used by the
kettleman on all exposed skin areas to prevent burning from coal tar
fumes.

Re3pirators and eye protectors should be used when coal tar pitch is
heated or used in confined areas where there is inadequate ventilation.

Checkup

How well a kettleman operates has a direct bearing on
the ultimate quality of the roof job being worked on.

Heating asphalt to 400° to 430° F will cause distillation
and loss of oils.

Coal tar pitch, when overheated, produces an acid vapor
VL'hich can be harmful to exposed skin.

Severe overheating or flashing will often warp the kettle
tubes, but not the kettle shell.

The responsibility of avoiding overheating on a kettle
operation rests primarily with the job foreman.
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Topic 4-- CLEANING AND MAINTAINING KE'T'TLES

Introduction

A rod kettleman is a systematic workman. Through proper maintenance of
his equipment, he can save many dollars in overhead expense and, in addition,
k..an keep jobs on schedule by supplying the required amount of hotstuff when it
is needed. Cleaning and maintenance are all part of the kettle operation, and
if performad properly will produce efficient operation and delivery. The kettle-
man can do much to prevent work stoppages and slow-up by making a habl' of
cleaning his equipment frequently so it is always ready for trouble-free opera-
tion when needed.

Related Information

Kerosene burners. Burners should be kept clean and free of carbon if they are
to function properly. A burner that has a bent shell, pan, or plugholder will
not function as it should. Some rules for long service We are:

Clean strainer on burner valve periodically.

Inspect hose fittings. Loose fittings are a fire hazard.

Clean a dirty burner by removing the vaporizing plug and flushing about
a quart of clean kerosene through the (.A-1.

Do not pound burners on the ground to loosen carbon'deposits. This
will throw the plugholder out of alignment with the flare tube and coil
and loosen the fittings, causing them to leak.

Keep an extra vaporizing plug and cleaning needle handy.

Use only a top grade of clean fuel oil or kerosene.

Kerosene tanks. Kerosene pressure tanks do not present any major maintenance
problems, but certain precautions should be observed for correct operations.
Use only the appropriate filler cap on the tank. Such caps are manufactured
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so that the air in a tank can be released without completely removing the cap.
The backwasher and gasket made specifically for the cap should always be used,
and air should never be left in the tank overnight.

The pump is the hardest-working part of the kerosene tank and should therefore
be properly serviced. The pump rod should always be pushed straight in --
never leaned on. Once the rod is bent, it will always have a kink in it, making
it more difficult to push.

The pump leather should be oiled occasionally to keep it from drying out, and
it should be replaced when found to be worn or deteriorated. U the neoprene
check valve becomes hardened or the spring becomes weak, fuel oil will leak
into the pump barrel.

LP burners. LP gas burners (butane or propane) require little maintenance.
The tips should be removed periodically to clean out any residue that may have
seeped through from the tank. Before lighting, always wipe the burner with
a clean rag to remove any accumulated dirt or soot.

Kettles. Kettles should be cleaned at least once a week, and more often if
necessary to keep them clean. When the interior of the kettle requires cleqa-
ing, it should be "run down" as far as possible on the job and the remaining
bitumen run into buckets and set aside. The tubes are removed while the kettle
is still hot. The tubes are usually secured to the shell by two bolts on each
side of the burner exhaust stacks.

Tubes may be removed from some kettles without removing the lid. It is ad-
visable

4
to use a hoist to lift the tubes from the kettle. Tie a rope or chain from

the exhaust stack to the handle on the manifold end of the tubes. Tubes can be
lifted straight out or at a slight angle, with the burner-well end slightly higher
than the manifold end.

Cleaning of the inside shell should be done at once, since the carbon and sludge
are more easily removed while still hot. Scrape down the inside and shovel
out the sludge. U the draw-off cock has not been functioning properly, remove
and clean or repair it. Clean the kettle screen by scraping end gently tapping
on the debris that has accumulated on the mesh.

Use a scraper or spade to remove carbon from the tubes. U there is hard
carbon present, remove it on round tsAbes by gently tapping them with a hammer;
on flat-sided tubes, however, scrape it off, since hammering will sometimes
cause splits or punctures on this type of tube. Never hammer on an old, weak
set of tubes. Wear goggles to protect the eyes whenever such hammering
is done.
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CLEANING AND MAINTAINING KETTLES

When reassembling the kettle, replace all defective parts, use extreme cau-
tion when replacing the draw-off cock so as not to strip the threads.

The bitumen that was drawn off into buckets at the beginning of the operation
may now be poured back into the kettle, providing it is free of sludge; if it is
not, simply discard it The kettle should now be ready for reloading and firing
as outlined in Topic 2.

Safety pointers.

Remove the burner before cleaning a kettle. .

Wear a long-sleeved shirt and gloves during the cleaning process to
prevent burns.

-
When pouring hot bitumen back into the kettle, 'take are to raise the
bucket high enough to clear the kettle top, and pour slowly and evenly
to avoid splashing.

When reassembling, replace all defective parts and do not strip the threads
when replacing the draw-off cock.

Checkup

Kerosene burners require no maintenance. 1. T F

Excess carbon cannot form in the coils of a kerosene
burner U it is properly operated.

2. T F

It is a good policy to have extra burners and plugs on
hand at all times.

3. T F

The kettle should be cleaned only when it is hot. 4. T F

Butane and propane burners require relatively little
maintenance.

5. T F

Hoists are sometimes used to remove kettle tubes for
cleaning.

6. T F

Carbon should always be knocked off the tubes with a
hammer.

7. T F

It is seldom necessary to clean the kettle screen. P. T F
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Since the fire is out when a kettle is cleaned, no
special safety measures are required.

Cleaning of kettles is required about once a month
when they are in continuous use.
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Topic 5 ROOF PUMPS

Introduction

For many years, the only method of hoisting hot asphalt or pitch from the
ground to the roof was by hand, using buckets. This was a slow and danger-
ous method, and nearly 70 percent of all roofing accidents are attributed to
the handling of hotstuff in buckets.

Around 1948 a system of pumping hot asphalt was devised using an engine and -,

pump mounted on a frame which sat on the ground next to the kettle. A flex-
ible metal hose was used to draw the asphalt from the kettle to the pump, which
then elevated it to the roof where it by-passed a draw-off cock mounted on a
roof stand to return on another line back to the kettle. In this way, the hot-
stuff could be kept circulating through the system and, az the same time, could
be drawn off at tie roof by using the draw-off cock to supply the material to
buckets, carts, or highboys as needed. When the draw-off cock was again
closed, the continuous circulation was reestablished. This method of pump-
ing was known as the "double-line" system, and its main drawback was that
coniBiderable cooling of the material occurred as it made its way from kettle
to roof and back to kettle. This system generally required a larger kettle than
would otherwise have been used just to keep the material at usable temperature.

Following this came the development of the kettle-mounted pump with a single
line to the roof which greatly increased pump efficiency and lowered costs.
This newer, now popular system is fully described in the following discussion
on heavy duty pumping systems and submerged pump units.

Rotated Information

Heavy-duty, single-line asphalt pumping system. 'The most modern and effi-
cient system yet devised for the elevation of hot asphalt from kettle to roof is
the single-line pumping system.

Basically, this system consists of a circulating unit mounted on the kettle. An
engine of approximately four horsepower operates the pump, which circulates
the hotstuff from the pickup point to the discharge point within the kettle. In
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KETTLES AND KETTLE OPERATION-

this process the hotstuff passes through a line on which is installed a quick-
acting valve. Whenever this valve is in open position, continuous circulation
takes place.

To elevate the hotstuff to the roof, the roofer simply pulls a control rope to
close the line valve. The hotstuff is then directed through a single line to the
roof where it is received in whatever receptacle is being used for the purpose,
usually a 30-gallon insulated highboy. It takes about (me minute to fill such a
receptacle. When the rope is released, the quick-action valve on the circula-
ting system is pulled open by a spring on the valve lever and the continuous
circulation is once again established. The hot material left in the line is re-
turned to the kettle through a gravity drop and syphoning action.

The supply line to the roof is generally made of thin wall metal tubing, avail-
able in lengths of from 5 to 20 feet. Through the combination of different
lengths, any desired height can be obtained. At the roof end, a flexible metal
hose is used as a filler pipe to the receptacle.

The main advantages of this type of system are:

1. Temperature loss is kept to an absolute minimum, usually running
about 100 F for a 60-foot elevation. The hotstuff therefore remains
at an easy mopping temperature without having to be overheated in
the kettle.

2. The engine, pump, and supply lines are all attached directly to the
kettle, which saves considerable time and effort over that required
by a ground pump.

3. Thin wall tubing is simple to erect and easy to handle because of its
light weight. (A 20-foot section of tubing weighs only 19 pounds.)

4. This type of pumping system has been used to carry hotstuff to
heights of over 150 feet.

Submerged pumping systems. A new type of pumping system, known as the
submerged pump unit, is generally classified as a light-duty system. It con-
sists of a small pump, either rotary gear or centrifugal, mounted inside the
kettle and immersed in the bitumen. A small engine is mounted on the kettle
rear platform and connected to the pump by means of a drive shaft.

When the pump is in operating, a continuous circulation of hotstuff is estab-
lished. The hot material is picked up at one point in the kettle and elevated
to a line mounted just above the kettle platform, where it is returned again
to the kettle a short distance from the pick-up point.
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cssfasy Maser -waft Co.
Fig. 70. Typical 540-gallon thermostatically controlled, single-line heavy-duty pump' kettle

A quick-opening valve is mounted on this line which, when in open position,
allows continuous circulation from kettle to line and back to kettle. To elevate
the hot material to the roof, the roofer has only to pull on a control rope which
closes the line valve, and the material is diverted to the line of thin wall tub-
ing running up to the roof, where the hotstuff is run into a receptacle.

This system is considered light duty because the limit of the centrifugal pump
is only about 60 feet elevation and that of the rotary geqr pump about 100 feet.

The main advantage of the submerged system is that, the pump, being immersed
in the bitumen, is hot whenever the bitumen is hot and the operation begins as
soon as the engine is started.

The submerged system has its disadvantages in that the smaller pump and en-
gine are more susceptible to vibration and will not last as long nor perform as
well as a heavy-duty system.

Checkup

One of the first pump systems used in roofing was the I. T F
double-line system.
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In the single-line, heavy-duty system, an engine of
approximately two horsepower is used.

The single-line setup is also a continuous circulation
system.

Supply lines to the roof are generally made of flexible
metal hose.

A submerged pump system is considered to be for light
duty.
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to the roofing trade and are not necessarily those found in standard dictionaries.

A-frame

Asbestos

Back-fill

Backing

Back-mopping

Base sheet

Some of the terms included are colloquial in nature and are used with the mean-
ings applicable only to the roofing trade.

Arch

Architect

Architecture

Asphalt

The definitions of terms included in this glossary are those that are pertinent----.

Apex

sup-
ported at the sides or ends; to cover with a curved

water-
proofing and foundation work are completed; provides

A portable frame built in the shape of a letter "A" and

A curved or pointed structural member which is sup-

One who plans or designs buildings.

The art or science of designing buildings; the style of

A fibrous, noncombustible mineral used to make fire -
retardant

brownish-black, natural petroleum residue used in

Dirt used to fill in about a structure after the water-

give support and strength.

The first layer of roofing applied on the deck. Also

A long piece of timber or iron used to support the rafters
of a building; a horizontal timber or support.

used by roofers to hoist materials.

The point, tip, or summit of anything; the highest point
of any roof or structure.

structure or to form a bent top or covering.

a building.

retardant roofing.

applying roofing.

a slope for drainage away from the foundation.

Lumber placed behind or between other members to

Mopping the back or underside of roofing

a dry or slip sheet.
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Bevel
a tool used to test accuracy of beveled edges.)

Bind To cause to stick together.

Bitumen Coal tar pitch or asphalt.

To give a sloping edge; to slant or incline. (T bevel:

Bleeding

Blister

Bond

Bonded roof
performance.

Boom
to a derrick to steady or guide in hoisting.

The draining or loosening of saturants from the roofing
material.

A swelling and separating of the top layer of roofing
from the underfelti. A bladder-like air pocket.

To fasten or stick together.

A roof that is secure or assured of satisfactory

A strong chain, cable, or line; a long pole attached

Brace A piece of wood or other material that holds anything
tightly or supports it firmly; a prop.

Browning The act of sweeping in roofing felts with a broom.

Buckles

Building code

Built-up roof

Burner

Butt

Butter

Butt joint

Cable
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Bends, crumples, or curls in roofing.

Governmental rules and regulations for building.

Roof formed by a number of layers of roofing mopped
together with hot asphalt or pitch.

An apparatus that emits flame used to heat a kettle or
to dry off roofs.

Short length of material; the unused end portion of a
roll of roofing.

To smooth on plastic with a trowel.

Two pieces of roofing material fitted squarely against
each other without overlapping.

A heavy rope or chain.
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Canopy An overhanging covering.

--__GLOSSARY

Cantilever A projecting beam supported at only one end.

Cant strips Triangular shaped material installed on a roof deck in
the angles formed by the intersection of vertical and
horizontal surfaces.

Canvas A heavy, strong cloth used for roofing decks.

Cap sheet A finish roofing material, used as a covering for a roof.

Caulk To make watertight by plugging with mastic.

Chalk line A heavy string or cord used for lining purposes.

Chicken ladder A lightweight ladder used to hang over the ridge on
steep roofs.

Circumference The perimeter of a circle; a line that bounds a circular
plane surface.

Cleat A strip of wood or metal fastened across other materials
for additional strength; may be nailed against the wall
for supporting an object.

Coal tar pitch A thick, dark liquid obtained by distillation of soft
coal; used for roofing and waterproofing.

Coating liquid A liquid with an asphalt or coal tar base used for pre-
serving roofs.

Concealed gutter An eaves trough installed or lowered into the roof in
such a way that it is invisible.

Condensation The change from vapor to liquid form, as from steam
to water.

Connection The act or means of joining or uniting.

Coping The top covering of a wall; may be metal, tile, masonry,
or wood.

Cornice A horizontal molded projection at the top of a building;
also the plastered underside of the eaves.
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GLOSSARY

Corrugated roofing Roofing shaped into alternate ridges and grooves.

Counterllashing Flashing that extends over another flashing.

Course A continuous row or layer of shingles or other roofing
material.

Creosote A by-product of coal used for preservation of wood
surfaces and in waterproofing materials.

Crowbar A long heavy steel bar, pointed or wedge-shaped at the
working end.

Cupola A hemispherical roof; a small structure above the roof.

Curb A protective rim.

Cured Completely dry; moisture free.

Cutback Asphalt dissolved into its liquid form.

Dampproofing The application of coatings of hot or cold bitumens or
the use of membranes to keep out dampness.

Debris Accumulated rubbish, trash, and fragments of roofing.

Deck The roof surface to be covered; a small platform. used
for walking.

Derrick A framework, with a long beam, ropes, gear, and
pulleys used for hoisting heavy weights.

Detail One of the many minor parts into which a building may
be divided; a drawing of such a part.

Diagonal Crossing obliquely as from corner to corner.

Diameter

Diamond-point

Diverter
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A line through the center, as of a circle or sphere,
terminated at the boundary thereof.

A rolled, split roofing with the edges cut in the form of
a diamond.

A piece of metal bent at right angles to change the flow
of rain water.
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Dormer window A vertical window rising from a sloping roof.

Downspout A pipe or conductor to carry the water from a roof.

Draftsman One who makes plans and mechanical drawings.

Drag line A guideline rope.

Drain A pipe to drain water from the roof.

Drip Roofing extended over the edge of a roof; a projecting
member shaped to throw off rain.

Dutchman A piece of roofing placed or fitted over a poorly made
corner or cut.

Eaves The projecting lower edge of a roof.

Eaves trough A gutter along the eaves of a roof for carrying off rain
water.

Emulsion An asphalt and water mixture used in dampproofing and
roof coating. After drying, the asphalt remains.

End lap The material lapped at the point at which the ends of
two pieces of roofing material are joined.

Expansion joint A metal flashing installed on a roof to compensate for
expansion and contraction.

Exposure The portion of roofing exposed to the weather.

Fabric Cotton or glass cloth saturated with asphalt.

Felt (dry) A roofing material manufactured from cellulose fibers
of rags, paper, wood, and asbestos.

Fiberboard Wood pulp that is molded into a sheet and used for
insulation.

Fiber A tough substance that is separated Into threads and
spun or woven.

Firewall A wall erected above the roof to block fires between
sections of the building.
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Fis 'mouth Open seam or ripple on roof surface.

Flashing Sheets of metal or other suitable materials used to make
watertight joints in roofs.

Flash point The temperature at which asphalt or tar, when slowly
heated, gives off vapors that will ignite upon the applica-
tion of a flame.

Flopping
place.

Flue

Flush

Gable roof A ridged, double-sloping roof.

Lifting and dropping a sheet of roofing in a specific

A channel or passage for smoke or gases of combustion;
a chimney.

A term applied to surfaces that are level and form a
single unbroken surface.

Galvanized iron Iron coated with zinc.

Gambrel roof A gable roof with its slopes broken by an obtuse angle;
a gable roof with two pitches in one field.

Gauntlet A modern glove with long wrist extension.

Girder The large supporting, spanning beam of a roof; a main
spanning beam.

Glaze To apply a very thin mopping of hot material; to sprinkle
a roof with water and mop with hot asphalt.

Granite A rock used for of gravel.

Graphite A variety of earl) bn kised in roofing stains and coatings.

Gravel Crushed stone or rock used for surfacing roofs.

Gutter A trough installed along the eaves to carry off water.

Hand line A rope used by hand to hoist light loads.

Hanger A metal strap used to secure or hang gutters along
the eaves.
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Hatch An opening in the roof; an access hole to the attic.

Header Sheets of roofing laid around openings or parallel with
the walls or the edges of the roof.

Hexagon A figure with six sides.

Hexagonal shingle A composition shingle with six sides.

Hip roof A roof having sloping ends, thus four sloping sides.
The line where adjacent sloping sides meet is called
a hip.

Hoist A hoisting machine; to pull up.

Holiday A space or spot on the roof that is missed or unmopped.

Horizontal In the direction of or parallel to the horizon.

"Hot" or "hotstuff" A term used for asphalt or coal tar pitch after it has
been heated.

Imbricated Overlapped in regular order, as is done with shingles.

Impregnate To cause to be filled or permeated with; to saturate.

Incline A slope; a sloping surface.

Insulation A material to prevent the passage of heat or sound;
also used to reduce fire hazard.

Inverted In an opposite position, or turned upside down.

Irish An imported brownish roll fiber material used for
flashing purposes.

Jack, roof A device used in scaffolding a roof: a flashing used to
cover pipes and vents.

Joasam drain A patented outlet or drain used on flat roof decks.

Joint The point at which two or more surfaces are united.

Joist A horizontal timber to which the boards of a floor or
lath on a ceiling are fastened.
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Kerosene

Kettle

Kettleman

LP gas

Lead

Leader

Lean-to roof

Lightweli

Lining

Linen

Marble chips

Marquee

Mastic

Membrane

Metal edging

Mission tile

Monitor

Mop yarn

Mortar
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A light, colorless petroleum fuel used in kettle burners
and for cleaning uses.

A metal vessel for heating asphalt or coal tar pitch.

A man who operates a kettle.

A liquid petroleum product (butane or propane) used as
fuel on certain kettle burners.

A bluish white metal used for pipes, roofs, and gutters.

A downspout that carries water from the roof to ground
level.

Roof sloped one way; a shed roof.

A shaft or opening in the center of a building used to
obtain light and ventilation for inside rooms.

Marking of a roof with a chalk line.

An asphalt-impregnated webbing.

Crushed marble.

A covered roof extending oat from a building.

Thick adhesive mixture of Preparations such as asphalt;
used for repairing roofs.

An asphalt-impregnated fabric; a material used for
flashing.

A metal trim used around the outside edges of a roof.

A curved tapering tale unit.

A small tower rising from the roof of a factory or other
buildings, with windows or louvers, or both.

A material of cotton or glass fibers used to make roofing
mops.

A mixture of sand and lime or cement and water.



Molding

Mud

Nailing strip

Nail (cut)

Nail (roof)

GLOSSARY

A cornice or projecting decorative member used on
any part of a building.

A colloquia term used for mortar.

A strip of wood set in concrete along the eaves or gable
of a roof.

Nails, rectangular in section, cut by machines from
sheet metal.

A nail with a large head.

Nail (straw) A galvanized nail 6" long used for nailing on tile.

Nipper (tile) A tool with jaws for gripping and cutting tile.

Nosing The part of the tread of a step projecting beyond the
riser; a drip mounding or mold along eaves or gables.

Offset A recess in the plane of a wall, or broken line in eave
or gable of roof.

Outlet Roof drain.

Overflow Roof drain in wall, above outlet elevation, for excess
water.

Overhang Length of rafter projecting beyond wall line.

Pan the A terra cotta roof tile that is laid under a cover tile.

Parapet A low wall above roof level.

Pencil rod A heavy copper rod, about 1/4" in diameter, some-
times used in anchoring roof tile.

Penthouse A room or house built upon the roof of a larger building.

Pitch The slope of a roof, indicated by the relation of the rise
to the span; also a coal tar roofing material.

Pitch pan A metal, pan filled with pitch or mastic set in hot pitch
to waterproof under sign supports, angle irons, plumb-
ing pipes, etc.
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Plans

Plaster bond

Plastic

Plumb

Drawings showing the proportion and relations of parts
of a building.

Dampproofing material sprayed or brushed on masonry
and basement walls before plastering.

Waterproofing material, composed of coal tar, asphalt,
asbestos fibers, etc.

True as indicated by a plumb line; upright, vertical,
or perpendicular to the horizon.

Ply Layers or thicknesses of roofing material.

Ply stick

Portal

Porte-cochere

Stick used in application of roofing felts to obtain proper
lap and exposure.

An entrance way. especially one that is grand and im-
posing.

A carport attached to a building.

Portico An open space with roof upheld by columns, often
attached to a building.

Pot Roofing kettle.

Precast Cast beforehand, as precast gypsum roof slabs.

Primer A thin asphalt base sprayed or brushed on roof before
applying asphalt.

Protective curtain

Pulley

Pur lin

Putty

Heavy, smooth cap sheet, nailed at top edge and left
hanging loose on exterior basement walls to protect
waterproof membrane when back-filling is done.

A wheel grooved to receive a rope; used for hoisting.

One of several horizontal timbers that support rafters.

Whiting mixed with linseed oil to consistency of dough.
(Plastic is sometimes referred to as putty.)

Pyramid cleat A raised metal cleat, sometimes used in surface nail-
ing in windy areas, on oil tanks. etc.
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Rafter : sloping timber giving support to a roof.

OSSARY

Rake The slope of a roof; or sloping edge on a gable roof that
may be covered with a barge board, or verge board.

Ramp A sloping road or corridor. Also, the concave part at
the top or cap of a railing, wall, or coping.

Re-cover To apply a new roof over an old roof.

Reg let, or niggle Beveled nailing strips for "lashing set into the masonry
wall in con:.-A-ete construction.

Relravelling A double layer of gravel and floodcoats of asphalt,
(Double gravelling: designed to give additional protection for dead level

asphalt builtup roofs that are to be ponded with water.

Return A part of the face of a building at an angle with the
main part of the facade.

Ridge The point on a double-sloping roof at which the rafters.
meet the ridge pole.

Ridge roll A rolled metal cap to cover and finish the ridge.

Ridge shingles Units of roofing made for ridge covering.

Rise The vertical height of the top of a roof above the plate
line, or the increase in height of a rafter per foot of
run.

Rock roofing
(Aggregate)

P lting rod

Roofing

Rot

Run

Crushed rocks of various colors and origin substituted
for gravel in order to impart color to roofing surfaces.

A pipe or rod used to hold a roll of roofing.

Roofs collectively; materials for roofs; the act of
covering a roof.

Decay that attacks wood. The two major types are dry
rot and wet rot.

Usually one-har the distance of the span of a roof.

Rung A cross strip, as of a chair or ladder.
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Saddle

Salamander

Saturate

A water diverter located behind a chimney. (Some-
times referred to as a critket.)

A white top asbestos roll roofing; usually called white
top.

To soak thoroughly.

Saw-tooth roof A roof built in the shape of saw teeth; the vertical posi-
tions are well supplied with sash to admit light.

Scab A cleat nailed over a joint, etc.

Scaffold A temporary elevated structure for the support of
workmen and materials during the construction of a
building.

Scar An indentation mark made on roofing.

Screen A metal wire screen or basket used on outlets or
downspouts.

Scrub To rub vigorously; to spread the hot material very thin.

Scupper A hole or gutter bordering a deck, to let water run off.

Seam A visible line of junction between two parts; a ridge
made in joining two sheets of roofing.

Selvage edge A 2" or 3" sanded edge on roll roofing.

Shake A rough, unshaved wood shingle.

Sheathing The boards or other material used for covering the
frame or roof structure.

Shingle A unit of roofing, usually wood, composition, tile, or
slate.

Ship lap A certain form of lapping of sheets of roofing.

Side lap The lap of roofing material along its side or edge.

Siding Asbestos, pressed board, or lumber used in covering
the exterior walls of a building.
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Silica White or colorless, extremely hard, crystalline silicon
dioxide.

Skein A fixed quantity of yarn, used in making mops.

Skylight A window facing skyward, usually located on the roof.
An opening in the roof containing a window for light
and ventilation.

Slag A refuse product of the smelting of ores that is used
on roof for gravel.

Slate A fine-grained rock that splits into thin, even layers
used for roofing; a tile.

Slip sheet A light sheet of paper applied over roof sheathing to
prevent the roofing from bonding to sheathing. May be
called dry sheet.

Slope See "pitch" above.

Soffit The underside of a beam, lintel, archway, cornice, or
stairway.

Solder Equal parts of tin and lead used to joint or patch metal.

Span A space or distance between supports; in roof framing,
width of frame between outside edges of building.

Specifications Written information augmenting plans of a building.

Spigot A faucet for drawing asphalt from the kettle.

Spire A tapering or pyramidal roof of a tower; a steeple.

Splice

Split

Spreading rate

To unite in such a way as to form one continuous piece.
To join two ropes or parts of a rope by intertwining
the strands.

A long crack or tear in the roofing.

The quantity of bitumen, roofing aggregate, and other
materials that may be spread over a roof deck in a
certain time. Always given in gallons, pounds, or
other designation "per square."
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Spud (bar) A sharp, narrow spade for removing gravel and roofing;
to dig or remove with a spud (bar), as to remove roof
gravel.

Square A unit of measure of roofing area equal to 100 sq. ft.

Square butts A type of double-coverage shingles.

Standing sheet The sheet or sheets of roofing laid at the eave or lower
part of the roof and around all openings on the roof.

Staple A U-shaped piece of metal with pointed ends.

Stapler A device used for stapling materials together.

Starter strip A strip of roofing used at eaves of roof on first row of
shingles.

Starter tile A short piece of tile used in starting tile.

Storm collar A narrow strip of metal formed to fit around vent pipes.

Stud An upright piece of lumber in the walls, usually 2" X
4", to which the lath is nailed.

Tab The lower or butt end of a shingle.

Talc A soft magnesium silicate used on roll roofing.

Taper To make or become smaller toward the end; to lessen
gradually, growing smaller by degrees in one direction.

Tar

Template

Thatch-on

Thick butts

A by-product of coal; often referred to as coal tar or
coal tar pitch.

A pattern or guide of wood or metal used for shaping
or marking work.

A type of interlocking shingle; a method of laying a
shingle.

Same as square butt shingles.

Tile A thin piece of baked clay used for covering roofs,
available in varied shapes.
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Tile pick

Tile strip

Tile tie (tye)

Tin caps

-GLOSSARY

A sharp pointed hammer used to pick holes in tile units.

Wood strips used for lolling the on top of roofing.

A heavy braided wire, or flat metal strip, used in
securing tile to the roof.

A tin flat disk, used to nail through, giving greater
holding area to the nail head. Used in windy areas
and on soft roofing materials.

Tin snips Cutters used for cutting light metal.

Toe board A protective board placed on a sloping roof to prevent
workmen from slipping or falling.

Toenail. A nail driven obliquely to hold the foot of a stud or
brace; also to draw boards into place.

Trowel A flat, bladed, pointed instrument having an offset
handle that is parallel with the blade.

Truss A braced framework over long spans such as found on
large roof or bridge construction; also to brace or

0. support by a truss.

Turn-up

Valley

Valley metal

Roofing material turned up on a wall or at an opening
usually about 4" wide.

The gutter or angle formed by the meeting of two roof
slopes.

Sheet metal used in forming a valley.

Valley sheet A sheet of roofing laid parallel with the valley.

Vapor seal Material placed under insulation in order to avoid con-
densation of moisture inside the insulation. (An adequ-
ate vapor seal for cold climates should consist of two
15-1b. felts and two moppings of hot bitumen.)

Vault An arched structure; an arched ceiling or roof.

Vent An opening for the circulation of air, etc.; an outlet,
as a vent pipe.



GLOSSARY

Vent sleeves Flanged sheet metal collars placed around vent pipes
(collars) that go through roofs for the purpose of sealing off the

roofing around the vent pipe opening.

Ventilator A device for gathering a supply of fresh air.

Veranda

Verge board

Water table

Waterproofing

Washback

Weeper

Whetstone

Winch

Z-bar

Zone

136

An open portico or gallery along the side of a building
usually called a porch.

The outer false rafter on the rake of a gable, some-
times referred to as a barge board.

A strong coarse molding placed so as to throw off
water.

Making impervious to water by use of membranes;
also the material used in . Le process.

Pyramid-like structure on a roof provided to direct
water to a drain.

A small opening or hole at the base of a skylight to
permit the escape of water or moisture collected in-
side the skylight.

A stone for sharpening cutting tools.

Hoist used for hauling or hoisting materials to the top
of a roof.

Metal flashing used especially on walls where roof,
plaster, or wood siding meet.

A division of political subdivision (city, county) into
districts that may have different building regulations.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Books and pamphlets listed below may be ordered from their publishers.

BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR EACH APPRENTICE

Roofing, Part 1 (Workbook and Testhook). Sacramento: California State De-
partment of Education. See Price List

Strahan, J. L., Manufacture, Selection and lictiot) of Asphalt Roofing
and Siding Products. Seventh Edition, Revised, 1959. New York: As-
phalt Roofing Industry Bureau, August, 1959. (757 3rd Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y. ) $ . 35

BOOKS RECOMMENDED FOR CLASSROOM LIBRARY

Construction Safety Orders, Sacramento: Division of Industrial Safety, Calif-
ornia State Department of Industrial Relations, 1957. (Documents Section,
Printing Division, N. 7th and Richards Blvd., Sacramento, Calif.) $1.00

The following free pamphlets, issued by the Division of Industrial Safety, De-
partment of Industrial Relations, State of California (P.O. Box 603, San Fran-
cisco, Calif. 94101):

Handy Rules for Hand Tools (Bulletin 122, July, 1952)
Ladder Safety, Step By Step (Bulletin 121, Revised, May, 1957)
Safety Rules for Roofers (Bulletin 124, Revised, July, 1957)

Catalogs and other descriptive literature from roofing and kettle manufacturers,
such as:

Blackwell Burner Co., P.O. Box 4426, San Antonio, Texas
Clear-Field Manufacturing, Inc., 352 Sorth Main, Clearfield, Utah
Cleasby-Wittig Co., Inc., 2600 Ingalls St., San Francisco, Calif.
Roofmaster Products Co., P.O. Box 62023, Los Angeles, Calif. 90063
The Flintkote Company, P.O. Box 2218 Terminal Annex, Los Angeles,

Calif. 90054
Universal Roof Equipment Co., 5321 East 9th, Kansas City, Mo.

SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCES TO ENRICH THE COURSE

McCawley, James, Roofing - Estimating,Applying, and Repairing. Chicago:
Shelter Publications, 1959. (180 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.) $7.50
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VT 00 ED (See April 1968 RIB)
ribcCovering. Part 2, Carpeting. (Workbook).

California State Dep of Educ, Sacramento. Bur of Ind Educ
Pub Date - 66
EDRS PRICE MF-$0.50 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 112p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *FLOOR LAYERS,
*FLOORING, *APPRENTICESHIPS,

The information in this study guide was developed for use in
related technical instruction in apprentice training for the floor
covering trade. The material was written by trade instructors and
Journeymen under the direction of the State Educational Advisory
Committee for the Floor Covering Trade. The units are (1)
Introduction to the Trade, (2) Materials of the Industry, (3) Tools
of the Trade, (4) Carpet Preparation, (5) Carpet Installation, and
(6) Carpet Repairs. The units are divided into study topics each
of which has an introduction of background information with an
outline of major points in question form, a section of related
information, a study assignment from supplementary materials, and
a checkup test of true-false questions for student self-evaluation.
Photographic and line-drawing illustrations are included. A record
of topics completed may be kept in the study guide index. The
study of this 144-hour course by indentured apprentices on a group
or individual basis is to be directed by a qualified journeyman of
the trade. A list of supplementary Instructional materials is
provided. Testbooks and final examinations are available to
instructors. This document is available for $2.25 from Bureau of
Industrial Education, California State Department of Education,
721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, California 9581k'. "Floor Covering,
Part I -- Resilient Coverings," VT 002 784, is also available. (HC)
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A column labeled "Assignment Date" has been provided at the right-hand
side of each page in the Contents. Whenever your instructor assigns a topic,
he should write this date in the appropriate blank. When you have com-
pleted the topic satisfactorily, your instructor should place his initials next
to the assignment date. If this procedure has been followed, and you should
transfer from one school to another, you will have an accurate record of the
work you have completed. It should never be necessary for you to duplicate
work an topics already studied ar to skip topics not previously assigned.

In order to provide other school records needed, be sure to fill in below
your name, home address, and telephone number. Then ask your instructor
to fill in the official date of your enrollment in his class and to sign his name.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE__

DATE ENROLLED

INSTRUCTOR(S)
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Foreword
The apprenticeship programs offered in California are im-
portant phases of the total educational program for which the
state is so well known. They are also unique phase of the
total program, for they offer each participant opport pity to
profit from paralleled and closely related learning experi-
ances. One of these is to learn by actually working at one's
chosen vocation under the direction and supervision of men
who are both trained and experienced in the vocation. The
other is to learn by attending classes in which all instruction
is directed toward helping one to acquire the information and
uuderstanding he needs tc ne dorm on the job intelligently and
with it '-easing proficiency and success.

Tha California State Department of Education has the respon-
sibility for developing and making available the instructional
materials that are used in the related training classes. It
meets this responsibility primarily through the Bureau of
Industrial Education.

Every effort is being made to produce instructional materials
that are appropriate and adequate. These materials should
be heApful to instructors in conducting their classes and to
students in doing the required learning.

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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Preface
The Bureauof Industrial Education has responsibility for making available the
apprentice related instructional materials required for use in the training pro-
grams offered bythe various trade groups in the state. The Bureau meets this
responsibility by working cooperatively with employer-employee groups repre-
senting each of these trades in determining what materials are needed and in
developing the materials.

This edition of Floor Covering, Part 2, was planned under the direction of the
State Educational Advisory Committee for the Floor Covering Trade. The
membership of the Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee included the
following:

Bruce Adam Los Angeles Howard Weitzel San Jose
Ray Ullmann Los Angeles Walter LeVeck Santa Barbara
Herb Watkins Los Angeles Paul McCullough Los Angeles
Ray Maley Orange County Raymond Carlson Los Angeles
Larry Gladding Oakland Leo Eachus Oakland
Leroy $choenenberger Oakland Harlan Collins Oakland
W. W. Percy Sacramento Richard C. Payne San Diego
Joseph Ortiz San Diego Reginald Valencia San Francisco
John Petrini San Francisco Bernard Tambour San Francisco
Russell Halterman San Francisco Howard A. Taylor San Jose
John Hughes San Jose James R. Hill San Jose

The material was prepared under the direction and guidance of a State Edr-l-
tional Advisory Committee to the Department of Education consisting of .ne
following:

William W. McPherson Los Angeles Robert Miller San Jose
Henry Hect:man San Jose C. S. Peterman Oakland
William Duval San Jose John McCarthy Sacramento
A. T. Hickman San Francisco John Petrini San Francisco

The material was written by the following instructors and journeymen from
the trade:

Robert Miller San Jose William Guillett San Jose
Ralph Dutter Los Angeles B. A. Trombatore Los Angeles
John Petrini San Francisco harl Ewins, Jr. Monterey Park
William W. McPherson Los Angeles Don Cudaback San Jose
A. T. Hickman San Jose Howard Weitzel San Jose
Jack Fowlie San Jose Garland Wilson Los Angeles
George Brown San Francisco Robert Stahl Los Angeles
Gordon Rogers Camarillo E. B. Conkright Los Angeles
Henry Sanchez San Francisco
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William W. McPherson, Chairman of the State Educational Advisory Commit-
tee, coordinated the work of the writers and served as a technical advisor to
the Bureau of Industrial Education. Special thanks and appreciation are ex-
tended to Howard Olansky, Los Angeles, and Leif Narvesen of the American
Carpet Institute of New York for their help and cooperation in making this
publication possible.

DONALD E. KITCH
Acting Chief
Division of Instruction
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that determines the ultimate success or failure of the industry. A poor in-

weaving as we know it dates back thousands of years. Rugs made in the six-
teenth century are still in existence. Today the carpet industry offers hun-
dreds

practical and luxurious floor covering.

The development, manufacture, and distribution of carpet are no more im-
portant than the installation of the finished product; for it is the installation

must be constantly alert to the desires of the customer and be proficient

to the customer in every possible respect.

Duffin, D. J. The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 1-4.

UNIT Ao Introduction to the Trade

TOPIC 1--HISTORY AND SCOPE OF THE TRADE

dreds of styles, colors, weaves, textures, and fibers to meet the need for

in-
stallation of the world's finest carpet will result in customer dissatisfaction
and can nullify every attribute the product might have. The carpet mechanic

Assignment

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

Floor covering of some kind is possibly as old as man. It is probable that
animal skins adoeued the floors of caves during prehistoric times, and rug

enough in his trade to do a satisfactory installation job, one that is pleasing

animal

To what extent has carpet become a part of the American home?
For how long a time has carpet served the needs and comfort of

What effect did the Industrial. Revolution have on the carpet craft?
What effect does a poor installation have on the customer, the em-

mankind?

player, and on the future of a carpet mechanic?

1



Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Rugs and carpets are one and the same. 1. T F

2. Carpet weaving became mechanized in the eighteenth
century.

2. T F

3. Marco Polo described the beauties of Persian rugs
in the thirteenth century.

3. T F

4. The Moors introduced rug weaving into Europe in
the early 700s.

4. T F

5. The first products of the rug weavers' looms in 5. T F
Europe were used as wall tapestries.

6. The word "carpet" is derived from the Scandinavian
verb "carpere."

6. T F

7. Eli Whitney invented the sewing machine in 1793. 7. T F

8. The Jacquard loom is called the "Spinning Jenny." 8. T F

9. Erastus Bigelow perfected the power loom in 1841. 9. T F

10. "Moquette" is another name for Axminster. 10. T F

11. Nearly 75 percent of all households in America use
some kind of carpeting.

11. T F

12. The carpet business is rated considerably below the
appliance and clothing industries in size.

12. T F

13. Carpet is not considered really "sold" until it is
installed to the satisfaction of the customer.

13. T F

14. The carpet installer has many responsibilities which
he must meet to 1.ie successful.

14. T F

15. The material in the assigned reference is intended
primarily for the journeyman carpet layer.

15. T F

2
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will judre. To be a good mechanic is commendableand certainly something

he maintains a proper attitude toward his work, his fellow employees, and

not to be underrated--but it is not enough. To be a "good fellow" or to be

find twat the impression he gives others will be influenced by his attitude. If

thole with whom he comes in contact during his workday, his success as a

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 21-29.

clean am] appropriately dressed are equally avimirable traits. But, standing
alone, none of these is enough. A workman, to be successful, should reflect
all the se qualities and should constantly strive to improve them. He will soon

craftsman, as an employee, and as a person will be practically assured.

3

)

TOPIC 2--CUSTOMER AND EMPLOYER RELATIONS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What part does salesmanship play in the installation of carpet?
What is the importance of dress as far as the installer is concerned?
How can the carpet installer promote good will for and confidence in
his company?
Why does public relations play such a major part in the carpet trade?

Good customer relations are an important part of a carpet installer's Sob,
just as good emplcoyer relations are essential to success in the trade. To be
competent and proficient at one's trade is a prime consideration for any
^raftsman, but even these attributes can be easily overshadowed by the ina-
bility of the workman to get along with those he works with and for.

Deficiencies in a finished job cannct and should not be overlooked simply be-
cause the workman has a pleasing personality; by the same token, good work
often goes unappreciated if the relations between the workman and his em-
ployer or customer are strained.

How a wor-sman dresses, how he talks and deports himself, and how he does
his work :4re all part of one picture that both the customer and the employer



Checkup

Decide what word belongs in each blank space so the statement will be com-
plete and true. Then write the word at the right in the space correspondingly
numbered.

1. A carpet mechanic's work is generally judged by
two "bosses "; the 1 and the 2 .

2. The carpet on any job is considered "sold" only
after the carpet mechanic has completed a 1
installation.

1.
2.

1.

3. A customer's good will and confidence are preserved 1.
by the proper observance of common-sense rules of

1 .

4. The installer's work clothes should always be 1 , 1.
2 , and in good condition. 2.

5. It is essential that the installer show respect for the 1.
customer's 1 at all times.

6. An installer should play the part of a good salesman 1.
by restricting himself to 1 forms of discourse 2.
while on the 2 prc..mis7E

7. Never, under any circumstances, should an installer 1.
get into an 1 with t he customer.

8. Conversation with the 1 should always be kept to 1.
a minimum.

9. The responsibility for correcting errors in measur- 1.
ing or cutting rests with the 1 .

10. Differences of opinion on the job with fellow employ- 1.
ees should always be discussed in 1 ; never in 2.
the presence of the 2 .

11. The carpet mechanic's motto should be "Always 1.
1 2 after every job. " 2.

12. A carpet mechanic, no matter how skilled, should 1.
never be prejudiced to the point where he can 1 2.
nothing 2 in the trade.

13. Quality workmanship, with careful attention to detail, 1.
will not go unnoticed by the 1 or the 2 . 2.

4
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TOPIC 3--SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What are the two types of accidents to which the carpet layer is most
susceptible?
What are the three basic approaches to a sound accident prevention
program?
Who is fundamentally responsible for a "safe" job?
What four things usually result in an "unsafe act"?

Safety is everybody's business, and safety on the job is as important to the
employer as it should be to the workman. When we consider that accidents
are generally caused by a combination of two thingsan unsafe condition and
an unsafe act--it becomes evident that most accidents can be avoided.

Many accidents that cause no injuries or damage occur daily. Under these
circumstances it is natural for us to ignore these accidents as though they did
not happen and concentrate on those that did have destructive results. If we
do this, however, we are aiming only at the effect and not at the cause of ac-
cidents. It is therefore necessary for every workman to recognize and elimi-
nate all unsafe conditions and avoid all unsafe acts before an accident occurs.
Only in this way can the number of industrial accidents be reduced.

Related Information

Accidents are caused by people who:

Do not know or do not care about safety
Break rules if it's convenient to do so
Resent being corrected after ignoring instructions on how to work
safely
Ignore good housekeeping and leave it to someone else
Think horseplay is funny
Are in too much of a hurry to observe safety precautions
Do not realize it is easier to prevent an accident than report one
Do not realize "little" hand tools can and do cause big injuries
Have failed to learn that the most effective safety device is the built-in
attitude of safety awareness developed through sincere effort and habit.

4
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General Safety Precautions:

First-aid. Have adequate first-aid material available. Take care of
mangy cuts ts and abrasions immediately, and see a doctor if required.
Report all injuries, no matter how small, to your employer.
Clothing. Wear proper work clothes. Shoes should be sturdy with
heavy soles. Thin, worn soles offer little prote-lion against sharp
objects. Torn, bulky, or turned-up cuffs on pants or overalls are
hazardous because they are likely to catch on a projection and cause
a fall or other accident.
Housekeeping. Keep walkways and work areas free from obstructions
and debris. keep tools in boxes. Pile material neatly out of the way.
Personal_Erotective equipment. Wear proper equipment for the job
being done. Wear knee pads when kneeling for long periods or when
working around sharp objects.
Drinking water. Use °my personal or throw-away drinking cups or
g asses.
Liiielt. Know how to lift correctly. The human back is not a crane.

the back straight. Do the lifting with the leg and thigh muscles.
Never attempt to lift any object that is obviously too heavy for one
person to handle. Use power equipment when necessary.
Hand tools. Hand tool injuries can be avoided by selecting the right
tool for the job, making sure it is sharp and in good condition, using
it in the correct way, and putting it in its proper place when not in use.
Carpet stretching tools. Be sure all connections are properly made
before using knee kickers or power stretchers. Many an improperly
connected kicking head has caused a knee injury.

Assignment

Introduction to A renticeshi , California State Department of Education,
rut , op c , pp. 31-41.

Construction Safety Orders, Division of Industrial Safety, California State
Department of Industrial Relations, Articles 1 and 3.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

6

1. Most accidents are caused by an unsafe condition 1. T F
and an unsafe act.

2. Employers are required to maintain accident pre- 2. T F
vention programs.
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3. Only foremen are permitted to remove safety de-
vices and warning tags from shop equipment.

4. A reasonable effort to ensure safety is the sole
responsibility of the employer.

5. In comparison to other crafts, the floor covering
trade is one of the most hazardous.

6. The best protection against electrical shock when
using portable electrical tools is to wear rubber soles.

7. The wearing of a hard hat on a construction job is
not necessary for carpet men.

8. It is generally agreed that accidents are caused;
they are not simply the result of chance.

9. In the construction trades the three most common
types of accidents are electrical shock, falls, and
burns.

10. Proper grounding of electrical equipment is the best
insurance against shock.

..,

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

7
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UNIT Materials of the Industry

TOPIC 1--CARPET CONSTRUCTION

Introductiet

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

In what standard widths is carpet made?
What is meant by the term "broadloom"?
What are the four basic carpet weaves?
How can different carpet constructions be identified?
How is carpet backing constructed, and of what material is it
usually made?
How many methods are there of carpet dyeing, and how do they
differ from one another?

Carpet construction was once limited to four basic weaves in a relatively
small variety of colors and patterns. An extremely wide range of fibers, col-
ors, weaves, and patterns are now available to the buyer, so many, in fact,
that to list them all would be a monumental task. Carpet widths, once limited
to the familiar 3/4 and 4/4 carpet, are now made in 12 ft. , 15 ft., and 18 ft.
broadloom, and some custom carpet can be manufactured in widths up to 30 ft.

The most popular weaves today are Axminster, Wilton, velvet, and the lux-
urious chenille, along wick the tufted and knitted carpets, many of which use
/ tan-made fibersnylon, acrylic, and rayon--as well as the

many
fibers,

cotton and wool.

Carpet backing, too, has changed. The backing is the foundation for the yarns
that make up the carpet and that blve it added strength and durability. Both
tufted and woven carpets may have latex-coated backs, and some types are
dot.hle- backed.

The carpet fibers the. selves are dyed in a variety of ways, sometimes before
spinning, sometimes afterwards. In some cases the carpet is dyed after weav-
ing, and other times the yarn is dyed as soon as it is wound. Ali of these

9



methods have their place and serve a special purpose. It is not really essen-
tial to the art of carpet laying for the mechanic to know the varied methods
employed, but he should be able to answer customers' questions with some
sense of authority.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J. The Essentials of Modern Car et Installation, pp. 30-45.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Tufting, a process of carpet manufacturing, is 1. T 1,

based on the principle of the sewing machine.

2. Tufted carpets are not woven; hence, they should 2. T F
not be included within the term "weaves. '

3. Tufted carpets are sometimes made with a backing 3. T F
of cotton canvas.

4. Tufted carpets can be identified by the rows of tufts 4. T F
running widthwise across the carpet backing.

5. In most of the velvet weaves, the pile is short, with 5. T F
cut loops.

6. Most Wiltons are made in solid color. 6. T F

7. Axminsters are made in a wide variety of patterns. 7. T F

8. Most Axminsters have a cut pile. 8. T F

9. Axminster carpet can be rolled only lengthwise be- 9. T F
case of the stiff weft shots running across the width.

10. Since it can be woven in any pattern, color, shape, 10. T F
size, and design, chenille is often "custom-made. "

11. Chetra le is a luxury item that is rich, heavy, and 11. T F
long-lasting.

12. In carpet construction, wool fibers are used because 12. T F
they have excellent resiliency.

13. Carpets of cotton fiber construction are generally 13. T F
soft and very resilient.

10
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14. Soft man-made fibers used in carpet construction
are nylon, acrylic, and rayon.

14. T F

15. Acrylic fibers have contributed much to carpet
durability and warmth, but they lack resiliency.

15. T F

16. Kraftcord, made from wood pulp, is used for carpet
backing.

16. T F

17. Rayon, cotton, and jute are three materials used in
backing.

17. T F

18. A heavy coat of latex on backing is referred to as 18. T P
"double-backed."

19. Latex seals the tufts to the backing of the tufted carpet. 19. T F

20. Backing yarns are made of various fibers to increase
the strength of the finished product.

20. T F

21. In the "raw-stock dyeing" method, fibers are dyed
in bulk form before they are spun.

21. T F

22. The dyeing of skeins of yarn after spinning, but be-
fore weaving, is called "skein dyeing."

22. T F

23. Solution dyeing is called "wet dyeing." 23. T F

24. "Package dyeing" is done after the carpet is woven. 24. T F

25. One method of dyeing after weaving is called "piece
dyeing."

25. T F

11



TOPIC 2 -- PADDING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What is carpet padding and from what is it made?
How many functions are served by carpet padding?
Why is an interliner sometimes used with padding?
How does one determine the correct padding for a particular carpet?

Carpet padding serves many purposes. Long considered essential in any car-
pet installation, padding (which is alternately called underlay, cushion, and
lining) prolongs the life of a carpet, adds to walking comfort, and lends to the
carpet a certain feeling of "luxury. " It also makes the vacuuming of the carpet
more effective and provides an extra layer of insulation against the floor.

Padding is made of different materials and in different weights. It may be
made of foam rubber, animal hair, or a combination of materials. But no
one type of padding can be considered "best" for all carpets or all installa-
tions. The carpet manufacturer can generally advise what kind of padding is
best for a particular carpet over a particular type of floor.

Customer preference also influences choice; some customers prefer thick,
cushiony padding; others like a firmer feel to their carpet. Cost is another
factor the customer considers. The difference in cost between the most eco-
nomical and the most expensive padding may be a nominal figure compared
with the price of the carpet itself; yet this sometimes serves as the deciding
factor with a buyer. Some customers insist on all-hair padding; others can-
not use it because of allergy problems and must, instead, use rubber.

To a large measure, however, customers are unaware tie differences in
padding and show little interest in it It is then up to the carpet salesman or
estimator to make this decision, one that should always be made in the best
interest of the customer. A poor quality padding, or one that is poorly in-
stalled, can ruin an otherwise good carpet installation and damage the carpet,
as well. It is recommended that the choice and the installation of padding be
given the same thoughtful consideration and meticulous workmanship that is
afforded the carpet.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J. The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 96-99.
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I Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is fa:Lae.

Circle T if the

1. The material known as "padding" or "lining" serves
as a foundation or cushion for most carpet insta2lstions.

1. T F

2. One function of a carpet pad or cushion is to soften
the shock of walking.

2. T F

3. Carpet padding helps compensate for any uneven-
ness in the floor.

3. T F

4. It is unnecessary to use padding under thick carpet. 4. T F

5. "All hair" padding is made from hair of various wild
animals.

5. T F

6. Padding increases the sound-absorbing qualities of
carpet.

6. T F

7. "Combination" padding is made of felted animal hair
on a layer of sponge rubber.

7. T F

8. Jute is used as a material to manufacture padding. 8. ' T F

9. Burlap is sometimes used as --1 interliner. 9. T F

10. Cotton sheeting is sometimes used as an interliner. 10. T 0
11. Pre-cut and bound rug cushions are available in

9x12 and 9x15 ft. sizes only. 11. T F

12. One way of classifying padding is by weight per
square yard.

12. T F

13. Rug-size cushions are usually cut 1 in. shorter and 13. T F
1 in. narrower thanihe measurements of the rug.

14. Padding with a "waffle" side should always be in-
stalled with the waffle side down.

14. T F

15. On most jobs it is correct to install padding with the
waffle side either up or down.

15. T F

16. The waffle-side-down method of installing padding
prevents soft-back, solid-color carpet from form-
ing an imprint of the tread design of the padding.

16. T F

13



17. When using combination padding, the hair surface,
rather than the jute, should be in contact with theback of the carpet.

17. T F

18. Combination padding is made of 90 percent hair and 18. T F10 percent jute.

19. Combination padding is made in only one proportion: 19. T F50 percent hair and 50 percent jute.
20. Roll-size carpet padding, regardless of width, meas-ures 100 ft. in length. 20. T F

14



TOPIC 3--FASTENERS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What kind of fasteners are commonly used in carpet installations?
What is tackless strip and how is it used?
What method is generally used when installing carpet on a concrete
floor?
What type of fastener can be used on carpet when easy removability
is desired?

A major item in the carpet trade is the fastening of carpet. Fastening de-
vices, to use a general term, come in a variety of forms to meet a variety of
needs. In fastening padding, for example, an installer may use tacks, staples,
padding cement, or linoleum paste. For special padding problems, such as
sometimes exist when the pad is pieced, tape may be used to hold the padding
in place and prevent "bunching."

A great number of products are available for fastening carpet. Perhaps the
installer will use the conventional tacking method, in some instances using
tacking strips on difficult surfaces. Tackless strip is now widely used, both
on residential and commercial jobs, and its use results in an especially neat
installation, devoid of any outward evidence of fastening. Tackless strip
(which should not be confused with "tacking" strip) was introduced in 1938,
and this method is now employed on the majority of carpet installations. It
can be used in a variety of forms over almost any type of floor, and may be
nailed in place around the perimeter of a room or fastened by special adhe-
sive, a method sometimes required when nails cannot be used.

Adhesives may also be used alone to secure carpet, or with various kinds of
tape. In addition, the "pin and plug" method or one of its variations is used
to fasten carpet in an area where no other method is practical.

Binder bars are also used, usually on commercial jobs, where the carpet
meets another type of floor covering in an open area. These bars are es-
pecially valuable on "free form" installations where a neat-appearing job can
be done, even with irregular edges and wide, flowing lines.

New products for fastening carpet are being introduced daily, and the instal-
ler who wants to prosper with the industry will learn all he can about new
devices, materials, and methods as they are introduced to the trade.

15



Assignment

Duffin, D. J. , The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 102-17,
141-42, 179-80, and 226-27.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Automatic stapling hammers are used to drive sta-
ples that secure padding to wooden floors.

2. Tacks, staples, or linoleum paste can be used to
anchor padding.

3. Staples cannot be used to anchor padding over
concrete.

4. Staples can sometimes be used to anchor padding on
asphalt tile laid over concrete.

5. Linoleum paste cannot be used on concrete floors.

6. In general, tacklers strip is made of 1/2 in. 3-ply
plywood.

7. Tackless strip is usually made of Douglas fir.

8. Tack less strip has two rows of steel pins set at a
45 -degree angle.

9. "Smoothedgeutackless carpet gripper, manufactured
by Roberts, is made in 5 ft. lengths.

10. Roberts Company makes two forms of tackless strip;
one form has prestarted nails for wooden floors, and
the other has prestarted nails for concrete floors.

11. "Smoothedge" strip with prestarted nails for wooden
floors is called the "standard" form.

12. An forms of "Smoothedge" are available in four
types, each designed for various combinations of
carpet backs and padding weights.

13. "Smoothedge" type A and type B tackless strip are
designed for regular padding weight (up to 40 oz. ).

14. "Smoothedge" type A tackless strip is designed to
hold heavy carpet.

16

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F



15. The Ankorite tool is used to secure tacklers on ter-
azzo, brick, and marble floors.

15. T F

16. Plywood tacking strips are prenailed wooden strips
for tacklers installations around fireplaces.

16. T F

17. Tacking strip is usually anchored on concrete floors
with concrete nails.

17. T F

18. A "PM" bracket, which fastens to the wall rather than
the floor, can be used on "problem" floors.

18. T F

19. Where removability of the carpet is required,
"Velcro" or other fastening tapes are recommended.

19. T F

20. Carpet binder bars are used at doorways and on car-
pet edges in "free form" areas.

20. T F

17



UNIT C o Tools of the Trade

TOPIC 1--HAND TOOLS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What kinds of tools should the carpet installer carry with him on
his jobs?
What are the first tools the apprentice should acquire?
What hand tools are usually supplied by the employer?
Why should an installer purchase special tools made and recommended
by certain carpet manufacturers?

Correct care of the tools of the trade is the first step to craftsmanship. A
systematic arrangement of the right tools in a tool box of adequate size and
practical design curtails loss and allows easy access. Tool checkup and
cleanup periods should be a definite part of the daily schedule. Tools are
personalevery mechanic should carry his own and avoid the distasteful task
of borrowing from others. In most cases, a mechanic can be judged pretty
well by the tools he carries and the way he maintains them.

Related Information

The major tools used in the carpet trade and their uses or features are as
follows:

1. Burling shears Sewing nap back into carpet
2. Large cutting shears Cutting pad and carpet
3. Serrated-edge shears Prevents pad edge from fraying
4. Napping shears Trimming nap at seams
5. Pad knife For all padding except sponge
6. Carpet hook knife Cutting carpet
7. Loop pile cutter Cutting loop pile carpeting
8. Utility knife Changeable bladeseliminates sharpening
9. Smoothedge trimmer Cutting carpet at wall line on tackless

installation
10. Back cutter Cutting carpet off roll

19



- mgr. er..

11. Strip cutter Cutting tacIdess strip
12. Cushionlok cutter Cutting sponge-bonded carpet
13. Sharpening stone For good cutting edges
14. Hacksaw and miter box Cutting heavy door metals
15. Magnetic tack hammer Driving tacks and small nails
16. Tack hammer Driving tacks and small nails
17. Carpenter's claw hammer Driving large nails, concrete nails, and

hammering the stair stool
18. Rubber mallet For quint installation with stair stool and

securing binder bars without denting
19. Stapling machine Fastening lining on wood floors
20. Base shoe remover General prying duties
21. Porcupine roller Improves aeliesion between carpet and

pin tape
22. Pliers Turning, cutting, and pulling
23. Pipe wrench Removing and tightening pipes and

couplings
24. Tweezers Pulling catcher threads and damaged

tufts
25. Screwdrivers Driving and removing screws
26. Notched spreader Spreading paste and holding carpet at

wall during stretch
27. Putty knife Spreading strip cement
28. Needles Sewing carpet seams
29. Awls Scoring back and lifting secured carpet

off pins
30. Metal punches Centering and removing hinge pins
31. Ankorite tool Securing carpet in doorways with con-

cealed pins
32. 50 ft. metallic fiber

cloth tape
Measuring rooms and materials

33. 12 ft. metal tape Measuring rooms and materials
34. 6 ft. metal tape General measuring work
35. 6 ft. folding rule Measuring in limited spaces
36. Carpenter's square Layout work
37. Challdines Aligning long seams
38. Knee kicker Achieving uniform stretch in concen-

trated area
39. Crab Stretching carpet in halls
40. Suitcase Storage of tools and equipment
41. Chest with drawers Storage of tools and parts

Assignment

Duffin, D. J. , The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation,
111-16, and 119-29.

20
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Checkup

In the first column is a list of functions of various hand tools, preceded by a
letter. In the adjacent column are listed hand tools by name, each one fol-
lowed by a number. Match each tool with its function by writing the appro-
priate Ittter after each number.

(a) Spreading of strip cement Smooth r. trimmer 1.

(b) Measuring difficult-to-reach Rubber mallet 2.
areas =11IMIIIM

Knee kicker 3.
(c) Cutting tacklers strip

Tweezers 4.
(d) Layout and estimating

Staple hammer 5.
(e) Cutting loop pile carpet

Chalk line and reel 6.
(f) Laying out carpet before cutting

Nail set 7.
(g) Fastening padding to woo4 floor

50 ft. tape 8.
(h) Cutting padding

MIIIM

Strip cutter 9.
(i) Cutting carpet at wall line on

tacklers installations Putty knife 10.

(j) Securing binder bars without Small steel tape 11.
denting

11=,,
Cuahionlok cutter 12.

(k) Lifting secured carpet off pins ..,
Back cutter 13.

(1) Removing or holding catcher ...11
threads and damaged tufts Loop pile cutter 14.

(m) Holding carpet in place at wall
during stretch

Tin snips 15.

(n) Achieving uniform stretch in
concentrated area

(o) Cutting z-bar metal

(p) Removing door pins

(q) Cutting sponge-bonded carpet

(r) Cutting carpet off roll
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TOPIC 2--MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

low important on the job is the power stretcher?
What equipment is used only in the workroom, never on the job?
What is "Cold Pack Canner, " and why is it used?
How does a "railway" sewing machine differ from a "hurdy-gurdy"?

The machinery and equipment of the well-equipped carpet workroom repre-
sents a large investment on the part of the employer. It is the dut,. A each
carpet mechanic to care for this equipment as if it were his own. Although
the operation of some of this equipment is usually assigned to women in the
industry, it is still desirable for the journeyman of the trade to familiarize
hit..self with the use, care, and safety practices applicable to this equipment
The machinery provided, if used properly, will save much time and labor
both in the shop and on the job.

Related Information

Special machinery and equipment generally used in the carpet trades and
their uses are as follows:

1. Trucks For transportation of men and materials
2. Electric carpet saw Cutting rugs, yardage; and padding in shop
3. Binding machines Applying binding tape to the edges of rugs

in the shop.
4. Vacuum. cleaner Cleaning up the finished job
6. Pile lifter Vacuum used to raise the pile on heavy

carpet
6. Serging machine Applies a tight mesh lock stitch around

the edges of a rug to prevent it from
raveling

1. Track sewi. 4 machine Sews s7-ips of 3/4 or 4/4 carpet together
8. Fork lift Moving heavy rolls of carpet at shop
9. Masonry drill Drills holes in concrete. High- and low-

speed operation
10. Power nailer Nails tackless strip
11. Dollies and hand +rucks Handling materials in shop and on the job
12. Cutting floor Wooden floor in shop where carpet is laid

out and e_ttit for jobs. It is also used to
size rugs

22



13. Stay staple hammer
14. Pulley and line

15. Power stretcher
16. Sand bags and linoleum

roller
17. Hurdy-gurdy
18. 6 ft. straightedge
19. Butt board

20. Planks

21. Stud driver

For temporary fastening of carpet
For handling heavy rolls, usually at

job site
Stretches carpet during installation
Weighting seams

Hand operated sewing machine for carpet
Catting straight seams
Fits between wall and abutment block on

power stretcher to o_ revent damage to
wall

For stretching sxtra long lengths of
carpet

Secures tacklers strip to concrete
means of nontwojectile cartridge

by

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 55-56,
60-62, and 122-26.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The stud driver employs an explosive type car-
tridge similar to that used in a firearm.

2. Regular concrete nails are used with the stud
driver.

3. The "track" or "railway" sewing machine is built
in sections and can be extended up to 125 ft.

4. Carpet sewing machines are always electrically
operated.

5. Binding may be done in one operation by machine.

6. The old hurdy-gurdy has now become obsolete.

7. The portable electric carpet cutter, when used to
cut from the face of the carpet, should be held up
to prevent cutting the floor beneath.

8. The knee kicker and power stretcher are designed
so they cannot possibly injure the carpet.

9. It is advisable to use a butt board between the
stretcher and the wall.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F
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10. A low.speed masonry drill is useful for anchoring 10. T F
screw-down door metals in concrete.
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UNIT Do Carpet Preparation

TOPIC 1--MEASURING AND SKETCHING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the
questions:

Why are accurate sketch measurements needed, and who is responsi-
ble for these?
What is the accepted technique of making drawings for estimating?
How should room measurements be indicated on a sketch?
What is the best way of measuring and sketching "irregular" shaped
rooms?
When is the use of a template of particular value?

The measuring and sketching of rooms for residential or commercial carpet
installations is one facet of the trade most often overlooked. It is a task that
all journeymen should know how to perform.

Just how long it takes a carpet mechanic to "graduate" to this level of work
depends on his own skills and the judgment of his workroom manager.

This topic covers the fundamentals and techniques of measuring and sketching
regular and irregular shaped rooms, including circular, oval, and elliptical
shapes.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 268-88.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

I. A 6 ft. folding rule is the most important tool used 1. T F
in measuring for carpet.
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13. A template may be used for very intricate room

14. It is not necessary to indicate floor conditions on a

15. The main entrance of a room should always be noted

10. A chalk line is a necessary tool for measuring.

11. It is always necessary to check clearances under

12. A room should always be checked for "squareness"

9. A room with no parallel walls is difficult to measure.

4. The Pythagorean theorem is used to check the square-

6. When measuring a room, the measureman does not

8. A separate drawing of every floor to be carpeted is

5. When measuring an entire house, the measureman

7. A template is required to measure any irregular room.

2. When measuring and sketching a room, the meas-

3. Broken and running (cumulative) measurements are

room or floor diagram.

prior to measuring.

on a diagram.

two methods used in measuring rooms.

have to show the location of doors.

doors.

sections.

ureman should always draw the first sketch to scale.

ness of a room.

of paper.

essential for accuracy.

should always sketch each room on a separate piece

t4L-1

$:

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6.

7.

T F

F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F



TOPIC 2-- ESTIMATING AND PLANNING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What is the reason for making scale drawings of rooms to be carpeted?
What procedures are followed in determining total yardage ?
When estimating a job, is it necessary to first determine where carpet
seams will occur?
Is it possible to estimate accurately the total yardage for a room of
irregular, elliptical, or oval shape?
How does pile lay enter into the planning of a carpet job?

Estimating and planning, though related to measuring and sketching, is a
separate phase of the carpet installer's education. Today, relatively few
installers possess the high degree of skill and accuracy necessary to perform
this specialized job.

The layout of a carpet job is influenced by many factors, including the lay of
the pile and the number of seams required. Not the least of the considerations
is economy in cutting.

Whether estimating one-;;Som or a series of rooms, the estimator must prevent
as much wastage as possible. If the floor plan has many irregularities, a
scale drawing will be of assistance to the estimator in comouting the yardage.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Caret Installation, pp. 289-95.

Check4

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle IT if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Measuring and sketching is the same as estimating
and planning.

I. T F

2. Estimating and planning is the all-important step
between measuring and laying the carpet.

2. T F

3. Time and care in estimating and planning will save
time, money, and trouble later on.

3. T F
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4. A scale drawing is sometimes necessary. 4. T F

5. A scale drawing is a sketch or plan drawn with a
straightedge; the drawing does not have to be exactly
proportioned to the original object in all respects.

5. T F

6. Scale drawings are helpful in the reuse of waste
material before any cutting is done.

6. T F

7. An architect's scale is a six-faced ruler with a
triangular cross section.

7. T F

8. The location of carpet seams is of little importance. 8. T F

9. When 27 in. carpet is used on commercial work, the
seams should run with the traffic.

9. T F

10. "Pile lay" is the direction the pile leans. 10. T F

11. When you look "into" the pile, the carpet appears to
be lighter in color.

11. T F

12. Most carpets have a marker thread woven on the
right hand side of the back to aid in determining
the direction of pile.

12. T F

13. Consulting the customer on which direction the pile
should run is not recommended.

13. T F

14. On stairways, the pile should lean toward the 14. T F
"down" direction.

15. Carpets with dense pile surfacas wear best on stairs. 15. T F
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TOPIC 3--PATTERN MATCHING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

In what ways does the pattern of a carpet determine its layout?
What is the difference between a "set match" and a "drop match"?
What is a "running repeat" in pattern matching?
How does the width of a repeat govern the type of match to be used?

Although carpet is made in many widths, seams are still required on most jobs.
The location of seams is determined by many factors--traffic considerations,
general appearance, pile lay, and pattern matching. All of these factors
must be considered in the light of economy in cutting.

When working with patterned carpet, the estimator may use several different
methods to estimate a job, depending on what design is involvedset match,
drop match, quarter-drop match, or running match. Pattern matching can
be of major importance on large commercial jobs where extensive floor areas
are involved.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 150-60
and 295-304.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Marker threads may be used in matching carpet 1. T F
pattern.

2. In patterned carpet, the top of the pattern should 2. T F
always be toward the top of stairs.

3. The distance along the length of carpet between two 3. T F
identical figures is called the "repeat" of the pattern.

4. A set match is complete in itself and matches auto- 4. T F
matically when cut on the repeat.

5. A drop match creates a diagonal pattern. 5. T F
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6. A running match is a pattern that matches on the
selvage diagonally opposite in one-half the length of
a full repeat.

6. T F

7. Drop match patterns are cut on the full repeat in
succession, which creates a diagonal pattern.

7. T F

8. Quarter-drop patterns consist of four blocks and drop
one block with each cut; therefore, this pattern should
be cut the same as a drop pattern.

8. T F

9. A "running repeat" is the repeat of the pattern across
the width of the carpet.

9. T F

10. The matching of a design when one breadth is laic.
beside another is called a side-match.

10. T F
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TOPIC 4- -HAND AND MACHINE SEAMING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What is considered to be the fastest m3thod of seaming?
Which carpet is normally machine-seamed; which is not?
What is "pole stitching, " and when is it used?
What are the major disadvantages of machine stitching?
When is liquid latex used on seams and for what purpose?
What are the most common stitches used in hand seaming?

Carpet sewing has always been an important part of the trade, even though
the extensive use of broadloom has eliminated or drastically reduced the need

the same--the seams should be neat, accurate, and as invisible as possible.
Where an invisible seam is not attainable, it should at least be inconspicuous.

the large "track" type used in shops, or the small, portable units that are

techniques, and many different kinds of stitches are used in hand sewing,

Related Information

"Track ""

to machine sew broadloom, owing to its size and weight; nor is machine

The procedure for seaming on a track machine is generally as follows:

for seams on many installations. For the most part, however, while broad-
loom is popular for residential installations, the narrower commercial carpets

or 15 ft. broadloom; by machine or by hand, the basic requirements remain

depending on the type of material being seamed, the kind of seams desired,

fastest kind of seaming, although the resultant seam is not as flat nor as in-
conspicuous as is the case with hand sewing. In addition, it is not practical

Because of these limitations, most machine sewing on track-type devices is
restricted '1 3/4 (27 in.) and 4/4 (36 in.) carpet.

The carpet is placed in special clamps on the machine, with special attention
given to the proper matching of the pattern and the direction of the pile lay
(the sewing should always be done in the direction of the lay). Special guides,
provided on the machine, should be selected with care, along with proper

are still widely used elsewhere. But whether seaming is done on 27 in. carpet

Sewing machines for carpet may be electrically or hand operated and may be

convenient to use on the job site. Each machine requires certain operating

and the conditions under which the work must be done.

sewing recommended for carpet with double backs or without selvage edges.
Because

or "Railway "" Seaming. Track seaming is probably the

.

.
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tension for the material being seamed. If after setting up and starting the
sewing the carpet mechanic finds that the sewing head labors and moves with
difficulty along the carpet edge, he should apply paraffin to the back surfaces
of the carpet. This should improve the sewing rate, which is for most track
machines approximately 5-1/2 yd. per minute.

Hand Operated Machines. The most popular hand machine currently used is
the " hurdy-gurdy,'' so called because the sewing is done by the operator,
turning .. crank. This machine is portable and easily set up on most jobs.
The carpet to be seamed is held by clamps between two posts and drawn taut.
The machine is then placed "over the carpet and operated along the top edge.
As with the track machine, the seams made on the hurdy-gurdy are neither
completely flat nor invisible, so these machines are not recommended for
residential installations.

Hand Seaming. Many different stitches are used in hand sewing. The two
most common are the overcast stitch and the cross stitch, both of which are
done from the back of the carpet.

The overcast stitch is done by slightly "peaking" the carpet and pushing the
needle through at such an angle that the carpet nap is not pulled down. The stitches
are placed no further than 1/2 in. apart, and the depth of the stitches depends
on the material.

The cross stitch is similar to the overcast, except that the stitches are about
1 in. apart, as they cross the seam diagonally running in one direction. On
the return, sewing in the other direction, the needle is pushed through the
carpet halfway between the original stitches, resulting in the second stitch
crossing the first all the length of the seam.

With either of these stitches, a liquid latex is sometimes applied to the finished
seam to "lock ' the stitches in place and provide additional strength.

Top Seams. In seaming from the top, the carpet is placed face up with edges
together and is sewn with a curved needle. The easiest stitch to use for top
seaming is the overcast, but the stitching is done in a reverse fashion from
that used when done from the back. The thread is started from the back (so
the knot will not show) and then brought straight across the seam. The needle
is then inserted at that point, angled acroL s the seam on the underside, and
brought to the top again. This action is repeated throughout the length of the
seam. In this way all of the stitches on the top are straight across the carpet
seam, and all the back stitches are at Pn angle to the seam.

Assignment

Duffin, D. 3., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 60-70.
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Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. A track machine is the best device for seaming
because the seams so made are almost invisible.

2. All hand seaming is done from the back of the carpet.

3. The selvage edge should always be trimmed off be-
fore seaming.

4. Stitches should be drawn snug to assure a good seam.

5. Top seaming is preferred over most other methods.

6. Latex should always be applied after sewing to assure
a strong, lasting seam.

7. Set marks are necessary when seaming match pattern
goods from the back.

8. The correaA method of seaming on each job is
usually left to the discretion of the mechanic.

9. 1 slight overlap of carpet when seaming makes
little or no difference to the finished product.

10. The advantages of a track machine are its great speed
and ability to sew durable seams on all carpets.

11. The popularity of broadloom has eliminated the need
for seams on most commercial jobs.

12. Cross stitching and overcast stitching are identical
except that one is used only for top seams.

13. A "hurdy-gurdy" is a small portable sewing machine
for use on the job site or in the workroom.

14. Cross stitching may be used to make a flat seam on
a pole.

15. An "invisible stitch" is one that can be seen neither
from the face nor the back of the carpet.

16. A straight needle is used on a buttonhole stitch.

17. When sewing on a track machine, the operator m t
make sure the pile lay always faces the machine head.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F
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18. Track machines may be operated either electrically
or by hand. 18. T F

19. Hand sewing of tufted carpets is generally recom-
mended.

19. T F

20. Machine sewing of 3/4 and 4/4 carpet is commonpractice. 20. T F
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TOPIC 5- -TAPE BINDING AND SEAMING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions.

Why is serging sometimes preferred binding?
Is carpet binding usually done by hand ur by machine?
What is a "blind stitch" machine, and how is it used? \
When was the adhesive system of tape seaming first introduced in
the trade?
What are the advantages of taped seems over sewn seams?
How do taped back seams and taped face seams differ, and when is
each used?

Carpet binding may be done by hand or by machine and may be a sewing or an
adhesive process. Regardless of the process used, however, the reason for
binding a carpet is tha same - -to prevent the raveling of a carpet edge. Car-
pet binding is done both in the workroom and on the job; in either case, neat-
ness is of paramount importance, and the special techniques used must be
learned by the carpet mechanic.

Related Information

Just as adhesive-applied tape has proven successful for carpet binding, so
too has the use of tape for

tape
seaming." Recent improvements in

tapes, adhesives, and methods of application have resulted in tape seams
being superior in many respects to sewn seams.

Taped back seams are usually made in the carpet workrooms; taped face
seams are made on the job. One of the advantages to be found in taped face
seams is that the installer can see what the seam looks like from the top as
he makes it. Once the carpet has been seamed in this way, it requires no
rehandling, a distinct advantage over the taped back seam where the carpet
must be flipped over after .he seaming has been completed. i
Seam tape is soft-woven of the highest quality virgin nylon, combined with a
high percentage of cordura for long life. This tape is ideal for use on light-
weight contract commercial carpet. Because of its unique basket-type weave
and flat, ribbon-like cord, seam tape makes an especially strong, durable,
and unyielding bond...,
Different materials (tapes and adhesives) require different techniques, and it
is the responsibility of the carpet mechanic to keep up with the newest devel-
opments and learn new methods of taping as they are adopted by the trade.
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Assignment

Duffin, D. J. , The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 55-60 and
70-87.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Serging is done on a track sewing machine.

2. Serging is more economical. that binding.

3. The porcupine roller is used to dress up seams.

4. Kwik-Sealz, Rug-Sealz, and Kwik-Grip are all
materials used in tape seaming.

5. Face seams are made when carpet is being installed
and when it is not possible to make back seams.

6. When a carpet made from 1-in. widths (or from two
widths of broadloom) is required to meet a set of
dimensions exactly, it can be shrunk to size after
seaming.

7. The seaming of carpet by means of "gluing" the
edges together rather than sewing, using prepared
tapes and adhesives, was introduced in the 1940's.

8. The new types of sizing uoed in today's carpet
backs are relatively soft.

9. An advantage of taped seams is that they make possi-
ble the seaming of the carpet from the top, or face.

10. Despite advantages of taped seams, the majority of
all installations today, commercial as well as resi-
dential, are scwn.

11. An ideal tape adhesive would be one that is slow-
drying.

12. Taped back seams are usually made in the work-
rooms from sketches or plans.

13. A properly made back seam, between two pieces of
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carpet of the same color and texture, will be practi-
cally invisible.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F
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14. The drying time for face seams varies according
to the grade of carpet and the drying conditions.

15. Generally speaking, sewing seams is a faster proc-
ess than taping,at least when done in the workroom.

;6. It is generally conceded that taped seams are super-
for to sewn seams.

17. A taped face seam, when done on the job site, is
rarely as good in appearance as a taped back seam.

18. If it is not possible to work from the back of a car-
Fat on the job site, it is better to have all the seams
made in the shop.

19. Drying time for back seams varies according to the
grade of carpet being installed.

20. When seaming conventional ,:arpet by the taped face
seam method, it is desirable to precoat the seam
areas first.

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F

18. T F

19. T F

20. T F

gib
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TOPIC 6HANDLING MATERIALS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What is the principal operation carried on in a carpet workroom ?
To what extent does color match affect cutting?
Why is it necessary to consider shading differences, how do they
occur, and what is the remedy?
What is normally used to shrink carpet, and how is it done?

The unprecedented expansion of the carpet industry during the past few years
has brought with it many new products, processes, and techniques. Currently,
dozens of carpet types are on the market; whereas only a few years ago, only
four major kinds of carpet predominated -- Axminster, Wilton, velvet, and
chenille. General rules for carpet handling are, therefore, difficult, if not
impossible, to formulate. Each type of carpet requires individual attention
and treatment both in the workroom and on the job.

In the shop or workroom, the carpet is cut, seamed, bundled, and sometimes
shrunk. A well-equipped workroom, large enough to accommodate the broad-
loom, is essential to good work. Although all unnecessary work should be
avoided in the shop (that is, work that could be done better on the job), it is
still necessary to make sure all the required preparatory work is done, and
done correctly. Finished work should come out of the workroom bundled,
marked, and checked for accuracy against the job sheet or work order. It is
also important to see that all necessary materials are sent to a job with the
carpet: padding, cement, nails, special tools, and the waste carpet from the
cutting room.

Once on the job, the carpet mechanic should have everything at hand he needs
to perform his work in an efficient manner. lie should avoid running back to
the shop for forgotten items. Adequate preparation is the keynote here; for
it will make completion of the job much faster, easier, and more satisfactory.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 49-55, 70,
and 169-70.
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Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. One of the principal or erations in the workroom is
cutting.

2. If possible, the cutting floor should be large enough
to allow the broadest carpet to be rolled out and
measured with one stretch of the tape.

3. The color match of all materials should be considered
before cutting.

4. The best type of cutting floor is made of pine.

5. Shading differences sometimes occur on the inside
portions of the carpet roll.

6. It is recommended that before beginning work on any
material, the order or job ticket should be checked
for the correct idertification of material to be cut.

7. Each type of carpet requires individual treatment.

8. Wilton carpet can safely be cut on Vile "shots."

9. Scrim backs, patent backs, and latex-backed carpets
have to be chalk-lined and straightedged before cutting.

10. Tufted and knitted carpets require no special method
of cutting.

11. Carpets heavily coated with a latex compound may
sometimes require application of a softening prepa-
ration,

12. The cutter should check the net width of the carpet
before cutting.

13. All bundles should be marked to save tune on the job.

14. An added precaution before shipment is to see that
all usable waste pieces are included in the material
going to the job site.

15. The minimum size for a cutting floor should be 20 ft.
square.

16. Water should be used to shrink carpet.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F
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17. Detergent must never be used when carpet is being
shrunk.

18. Shears should be used for cutting carpet on most
jobs.

19. Broadloom carpet should be sewn in the shop to save
time on the job.

20. When two or more breadths of carpet with desigis or
figures are to be sewn together, the match should
first be checked.
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17. T F

18. T F

19. T F

20. T F
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UNIT Eo Carpet Installation

TOPIC 1--FLOOR PREPARATION

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

Why has floor preparation for carpet laying taken on new importance
in recent years?
What new carpet types make installation especially critical in respect
to floor conditio s?
For all practical purposes, what two kinds of floors are covered with
carpet, and how does the preparation of each one differ?
What are the two main kinds of construction in wood floors?
How can a cement floor be "filled, " and what materials and techniques
are.involved?

Proper floor preparation is considered by those in the carpet trade one of the
most important and most tecnnical aspects of carpet laying. Today, more
than ever, it is essential that the surface upon which carpet and padding is to
be laid is in the best possible condition.

The procedures for preparing floors for covering change frequently, since
many new carpet types require that floors be prepared in a particular fashion.
Time was when the installer could depend on the carpet flowing over slight
surface imr 3rfections, and be did not have to worry about the carpet "reflect-
ing" these wits later on. But not all today's carpets have this advantage.

Carpet products such as rubber-backed, glue-down, and various types of vinyl
demand a smooth surface capable of accepting thin covering3 and new adhesive
processes.

Few general instructions on floor preparation can be given because a procedure
that is considered proper today might prove inadequate tomorrow.
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Related Information

Wood Floors. Wood floors may be grouped into two main categories--sheeting
and plank type (strip). The sheet type of floor is usually installed in an ashlar
pattern, with the sheets usually being 4 ft. by 8 ft. Other sizes may be used,
such as 3 ft. x 3 ft., 3 ft. x 4 ft., ana 4 ft. x 4 ft. Most wood floors are
installed over a diagonal suhfloor construction, although wood sheeting is
sometimes installed over stringers which may vary from 12 in. to 48 in. on-
center.

Some wood sheeting is designed especially for floor application, including
tongue-and-groove design, and some in a thickness required to eliminate the
need for additional suhflooring.

Plank or strip types may be found in any one of several sizes and kinds of
wood, and may be tongue-and-groove or butt joint. The wood may be soft pine
(usually reserved for floors that are to be covered) or a hardwood, such as
oak. Thickness may vary from 318 in. to 13/16 in., and widths will run any-
where from 1 in. to 12 in. Plank or strip flooring is normally installed over
diagonal suhflooring.

Preparing a strip floor can be difficult, depending on the extent of its
deficiencies. A strip floor that squeaks, or moves up an,:. down when walked
upon, presents a problem that is generally difficult to solve. In some cases,
nailing the loose strips will correct the trouble, but usually the entire floor
has to be renailed. Movement in the subfloor must also be prevented, and
this requires nailing through the full thicknass of the diagonal subfloor with
cement-coated, ring-groove, or screw-type nails.

Another common problem found with strip floors is "cupping, " a condition
usually requiring corrective action, since the carpet will often follow, or
"reflect" the surface to the extent that unevenness will not only be visible but
can be felt underfoot. It is usually necessary to refinish such a floor with a
power sander, following which the wood mai be sealed. (A 50/50 mixture of
alcohol and shellac, applied with a flat trowel, will usually do the job.) If
there is any question whether a sealing job should be done, the job specifi-
cations should be checkedtor the shop foreman or other authorized person
should be consulted.

In some cases the condition of a strip floor is such that repair is out of the
question, and an underlayment must be used. When this is the case, an under-
layment of sufficient thickness must be installed, so as to prevent cupping or
otherwise taking on the topography of the floor covered. The underlayment
should always be installed in ashlar pattern, and nails should be driven no
farther than 3 in. apiArt in a staggered pattern along the seams. Field nails
should be 6 in. on-center. Seams should be filled, taped, or otherwise
prepared to prevent the possibility of their showing up on the face of the carpet.

Filling compounds are available for smoothing and leveling purposes, but the
installer should always check the application instructions of each compound.

...5
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Cement Floors. Cement floors present a set of conditions entirely different
from those presented by floors of wood. Cement slabs and lightweight concrete
floors that are suspended (above-grade floors) may be handled in much the
same way as wooden floors; but when a cement floor is on-grade or below-
grade, new problems are met. This is especially true when such an installation
calls for a glue-down job or when the carpeting is made of vinyl.

One of the chief problems to be met with concrete floors is the presence of
moisture. Generally speaking, moisture conditions can be separated into three
main categories:

1. Leakage - -a condition which creates floor covering failure when water
attacks the material from outside the slab through spillage, flooding, and
the like.

2. Capillarity--a process where moisture enters the slab in much the same
manner as kerosene is carried up a lamp wick or ink is absorbed by a
blotter. Capillary flow is caused by a constant supply of water (moisture)
in contact with one surface of the concrete (in this case, the bottom) and
evaporation from the opposite side. (Such action does not require the
presence of hydrostatic pressure. although such pressure will certainly
aggravate the problem.)

3. Migrating vapors--a condition where water in the form of a gas or vapor
migrates from one area to another.

Inasmuch as this topic deals with floor preparation, it is not appropriate to go
too far into the subject of concrete slab moisture, other than to consider its
presence and review the steps normally recommended to prevent water damage
to the installation. U is strongly recommended, however, that every carpet
mechanic take the time to study in some depth the effect of moisture ca floor
coverings and adhesives, as this problem is becoming more prevalent. some-
times requiring immediate remedial action to save an installation from severe
damage.

Although moisture in an on-grade or belnw-grade concrete slab is not always
visible to the naked eye, its presence should be assumed, and this moisture
must be controlled if the carpet mechanic expects adbesion to be effective in
the installation.

When preparing a concrete slab for the initial installation of carpet, the follow-
ing procedure should be adhered to:

Check the floor for cracks, checks. holes, dished-out areas. and
"mounded" areas.
When an area must be filled, it should first be dng out -vith a hammer
and chisel or a powe" hammer. This will give the compound a
surface into which it can take a "bite" and will result in a "tooth"
anchoring action.
The area thus dug must be thoroughly cleaned with a brush or vacuum,
and the surrounding area must also be cleaned so that no foreign matter
can get into the filling agent.
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The cavity should then be filled to floor level with the recommended
compound.
When the fill has dried sufficiently, it should be scraped and sanded
until it is smooth and level with the surrounding floor surface. Addi-
tional filling may be necessary at this point if the first application did
not remain at the desired level.

It should be noted that various underlayrnent manufacturers specify that certain
vehicles, or mixing liquids, be used to mix their products. Whenever possible,
however, and when not in contradiction ..o such specifications, it is recom-
mended that a latex or similar emulsion be mixed with the underlayrnent, as
this adds strength to the fill and provides a good bond. This method also im-
proves the bond between the fill and the adhesive that may be used on a glue-
down carpet installation.

If a very deep fill is required, or one that covers a large area, it may be wise
to use sand as an extender; but here again it is best to check the manufacturer's
specifications first.

The installer should also be sure to use an underlayrnent compound that will
stand up under various traffic conditions, especially on commercial jobs.
Handcarts and heavy foot traffic are both to be considered, with special
consideration given to the problem caused by women's shoes. (It is estimated
that a 120 lb. woman, wearing a shoe with a 1/4 in. heel, will create a pres-
sure on the floor in excess of 1,500 lb. per sq. in. This type of abuse to floor
coverings demands a high-quality floor preparation job.)

Some cement floors have hard-troweled or "polished" surfaces, and it may be
necessary to treat the floor with oxalic acid wash and then rinse with clear
water. This treatment will provide a surface into which an adhesive can bite.
This procedure is required, however, only when an adhesive is to be used on
an installation. Chemical treatment may also be necessary if the slab has
grease or wax on its surface. Trisodium phosphate may be used for this
purpose, rather than acid.

Occasionally it will be found that a concrete floor x Lae foreign substance
on its surface (such as paint, for example), and th& must be removed with a
power sander or, perhaps, a solvent. If a solvent is used, normal safety
precautions should be observed:

The solvent should be nontoxic and have a high flash point.
Whenever any solvent is used indoors, safety considerations demand
that good ventilation be provided.
In any event, the solvent should never be used near any fire or flame.

After a slab has been sanded or washed with solvent, it may be necessary to
add sealer in preparation for a glue-down installation. This procedure will
help control the passage of moisture and any alkali activity in the concrete. A
good epoxy sealer may be applied with the smooth side of a trowel. Care must
be taken to cover the entire floor, as any "holidays " - -spots not adequately
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covered with sealer--will allow moisture to seep through and attack the
adhesive. The sealer will also prevent water from entering the slab from the
top, as might occur when a carpet is wet-cleaned. If moisture were to enter
the slab from the top, it could reactivate the alkaline salts in the cement and
allow them to attack the adhesive.

On-grade concrete floors that incorporate radiant heating do not escape the
problem that exists in similar floors without radiant heating -- moisture. The
carpet installer must be certain, therefore, that proper surface preparation
has been accomplished so that the adhesive will not break down after a period
of time. The floor surface may be sealed with an epoxy compound as described
previously, but there are on the market numerous other sealers which will do
a good job of stopping moisture once the floor has been covered with carpet.

Checkup

Decide what word belongs in each blank space so the statement will be complete
and true. Then write the word at the right in the space correspondingly numbered.

1. One of the most important parts of carpet laying is 1.
1 preparation.

-#7. New installation processes have made floor preparation 1.
especially important, even though carpet 1 have
not changed greatly.

3. The two distinct categories that exist in wood floor 1.
construction are 1 and 2 . 2.

4. Most wood floors are installed over 1 subfloor 1.
construction.

5. The on-center spacings of stringers may vary from 1.
1 inches to 2 inches. 2.

6. To stop wood floor oscillation or eliminate squeak, 1.
it may be necessary to 1 the floor.

7. When renailing a wood floor, cement-coated, ring- 1.
groove, or 1 -type nails should be used.

8. A good floor sealer for wood floors may be made
from equal parts of 1 end 2 .

1.
2.

9. When a stripped floor is badly cupped, it may be 1.
necessary to use MO 1 .

10. Cement slab floors may be expected to offer problems 1.
when they are 1 or 2 grade level. 2.

11. The chief problem encountered with cement floors is 1.
that of 1 .
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12. Moisture content in cement floors exists even when 1,
the slab incorporates 1 2 . 2.

13. Moisture in a cement floor is not usually evident in 1.
1 inspection.

14. Cement floors should be checked initially for the 1,
presence of 1 , 2 . 3 . and dished-out 2.
or "mounded" areas. 3.

15. Filing compounds require a surface into which they
can 1 or lock.

1,

16. Latex or a similar emulsion, when used to mix a 1.
filling compound, is considered as a 1 .

17. Hand-troweled or "polished" cement surfaces may 1.
be treated with a(n) 1 wash.

18. Any solvent used to clean a cement slab should have a 1.
1 flash point.

19. The alkaline salts within a cement slab may be 1 1.
if the slab is subjected to moisture through wet -
cleaning.

20. Other than above-grade, cement floors are classified 1.
as 1 -grade and 2 -grade. 2.
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TOPIC 2--INSTALLATION OF FASTENERS AND PAD

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

How does carpet construction and weight affect the installation of
tackless strip?
What are the various methods used to anchor padding, and why are
they all necessary?
What is the best method to anchor padding to concrete floors?
When is the taping of seams recommended on padding jobs?
What is the most common method of anchoring padding to wood floors?

Prior to the laying of carpet, the padding and the carpet fasteners must 3e
installed. Each installation offers its share of problems, and the carpet
mechanic meets these by utilizing the various products, materials, and
devices made available by the carpet industry. Most important in meeting these
problems is the knowledge of the carpet mechanic, augmented by a liberal
amount of his good judgment. Regardless of the type of padding being installed,
the kind of fasteners needed to meet the existing conditions, and the type of
surface upon which the material is laid, the finished job must be such that the
carpet can be installed with no chance of trouble developing later on.

Related Information

Installation of Tack less Strip

Carpet Weight. On many large installations, the very weight of the carpet
becomes a considerable factor in the stretching process. The weight of a
carpet may tend to unhook it from the starting end during the stretching process.
If this should occur, a double row of tackless strip may be installed along the
starting wall to provide additional anchorage of the carpet edge.

On Concrete Floors. When preparing to install carpet on a concrete floor, the
carpet mechanic should determine first whether the slab is made of light-
weight aggregate. The density of lightweight concrete made with an aggregate
of vermiculite or perlite is approximately 20 to 60 pounds per cubic foot.
Whenever this type of slab is used, it should be covered with a one-inch layer
of regular concrete mix.

Most light weight slabs can be steel-troweled to a finish resembling that of
standard weight concrete; therefore, the installer cannot judge from the ap-
pearance of the slab whether or not it is lightweight. Perhaps the best way to
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determine this is to hammer into the surface a common wire nail with a fairly
heavy shank. With lightweight concrete, the nail, in most cases, will drive
with comparative ease into the concrete after the point breaks through the
surface. With some lightweight slabs, however, it will be found necessary
to use the new type of tackless strip with special nails or use extra "hack -up"
nails with the regular type of tackless strip.

Nailing Tackless Strip. It is a good practice to use a guard to prevent damage
to baseboards and walls when nailing tackless strip. This is especially true
when nailing into a concrete floor or when the base is finished with a light
paint. In some cases a guard should be used when nailing into a wood floor on
particularly "fussy" jobs. Such a guard may consist of a piece of plywood,
particle board, or similar material in a thickness equal to the desired width
of the gully between the strip and the wall. The guard is held against the wall
and moved along the floor as the nailing proceeds. The guard must be large
enough to protect both wall and base against accidental hammer blows or
ricochetting nails.

Many installers have found that by nailing with the hammer handle held more
or less parallel with the floor, the possibility of damage is lessened.

Another device sometimes used when fastening tackless strip to the floor
(either wood or concrete) is called a driving bar. This tool is sometimes
used when it is necessary to reach areas under toe kicks, wall furnaces, and
similar overhangs. It is equally valuable around expensive rock and brick
work and next to glass doors and windows.

Installation of Padding

Cutting the Pad. In certain instances it will be found that padding cannot be
cut in the usual manner. For example, on jobs where the finish of the floor
must be protected for future use, the pad knife is not the hest tool to use
because it may cause score marks on the floor. In this case it is better to
cut only part way through the pad with the knife, finishing the cut with the
shears. Extra care should also be taken when stapling a pad on such a job by
using the minimum number of staples.

Equal care should be afforded the cutting of a pad when it is resting on top of
another piece of the same material. This sometimes occurs, for example,
when padding is flashed up a wall, and the padding must be turned hack against
itself for cutting. All too often the knife cuts the surface of the pad below,
resulting not only in an unsightly job, but sometimes weakening the pad. In
any event, it means a less-than-bed job and should always be avoided by the
thoughtful installer,

Stapling the Pad. When anchoring padding with a stapling hammer, it is some-
times useful to determine which way the carpet will he stretched, then use a
double row of fasteners in the pad next to the wall toward which the carpet
will he stretched. This prevents the pad from moving under the pressure of
the stretching procedure.
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Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 98-107,

Checkup

to anchor padding in large areas where the surface is concrete. ,In this
procedure, the bucket method may be used instead of the trowel. To do this,
the pad should be laid out in the usual fashion; then a can should be filled to

practice, it is possible to do this without folding back the carpet pad.

Anchoring with Paste. When padding is installed in unusually large areas, it
is especially important that it be made secure. Linoleum paste is often used

one-gallon paint can will do) with linoleum paste thinned with water. The can
may be filled up to 3/4 full, depending on the size'of the area involved. The
bucket of paste should be quickly turned upside down and moved around the
room until an adequate amount of paste has been deposited. With a little

If rubber padding is to be installed over a concrete floor, a new pad adhesive
designed for this use is recommended. This adhesive does not make a
cracking' soundsound when old and dried, as some products do.

114-17, 141-45, and 170-74.

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or falre. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The gully used between wall and tackless strip is
always slightly wider than the carpet thickness.

2. When installing tackless strip where base molding is
in place, the carpet mechanic must always remove
the molding first.

3. It is an accepted practice in the trade to miter all
tackless strip in and around all corners.

4. When tackless strip is nailed around door jambs, each
short piece should be held with at least two nails.

5. Sometimes it is desirable to anchor the padding before
anchoring the tackless strip.

6. Two methods used to install tackless strip on concrete
floors are bonding with adhesive and nailing.

7. When it is necessary to drill and plug a concrete floor
to install carpet, the holes should be on at least 19
in. centers.

8. One method used to finish edges of carpet for aisles
in a theatre is to bind them; another method is to
fasten the edges with binder bars.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F
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9. When it is necessary to cement tackless strip to a con-
crete floor, dust and dirt must be removed, but the
wax can remain.

10. Two rows of tackless strip side by side are used
sometimes when a heavy stretch of carpet is expected.

11. To fit padding on a turn-and-tack installation, the
padding should be cut back at least 1-1/2 in. from
the wall.

12. In laying out the padding, special care should be
taken so that the seams do not fall exactly where
the carpet seams will fall.

13. It is inadvisable to stretch foam rubber padding
during installation.

14. Padding should be fastened with staples or tacks
about 3 in. apart around the outside of a room.

15. When padding is fastened to concrete floors, it is
usually necessary to spread adhesive only around
the seams and the outside edges.

16. Taping of seams in padding is recommended on cer-
taro installations because free gases and carbon soot
can cause staining on carpet surfaces.

17. When padding is installed in heavy traffic areas,
sewing is sometimes recommended in addition to
stapling or tacking.

18. Carpet installers who contend that the waffle side of
padding should be "up" claim that this makes carpet
stretching easier.

19. Carpet installers who contend that the waffle side of
the padding should be "down" claim that a more
uniform surface is created by this method.

20. If a carpet is to be stretched from north to south,
it is advisable to double-tack the padding along the
north wall.
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TOPIC 3--INSTALLATION OF TUFTED CARPET

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What differences exist in the stretching of various kinds of carpet?
Why are some carpets "angle-stretched"?
How and when should the power stretcher and the knee kicker be used?
What is "plank stretching, " and why is it used?
What is a "cotton head, " and when is its use required?
What are the basic steps in the technique of stretching tufted carpet?

Each kind of carpet manufactured today requires a particular method of in-
stallation. For the most part, the tools used for installation are the same,
but the techniques vary. Among the several kinds of carpet, there are only
two general types --the woven and the tufted. This topic deals specifically
with the installation of tufted carpet.

Related Information

When tufted carpet is made with a short nap and a single back, it tends to tear
slightly when side pressure is applied to the pins on a stretcher. When
stretching this kind of carpet, therefore, it is best to use the cotton head on
the stretcher, instead of the pins. The advantage here is that the many small
points on the cotton head will grasp only the nap of the carpet and will dot tear
the back. Special care must be taken, however, when disengaging the head
from the nap; otherwise, the yarns may untwist and leave a fuzzy" appearance
on the carpet face.

The basic steps to be taken when stretching carpet are outlined in the assigned
reference, but tufted carpet requires a speci d technique; that is, stretching
in a direction at an angle to, rather than perpendicular to, the wall toward
which it is being stretched.

The following procedure should be studied and adhered to when carpet is being
laid (see Fig. 1):

1. Temporarily hook the carpet at point "A" at the lower right hand corner
of the diagram. Then, using the power stretcher, stretch the carpet
from point "A" to "C", and temporarily hook the other end of the carpet
at point "C."
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2. Again using the power stretcher, stretch the carpet from point "A" to
point "13, " and hook the other end of the carpet at point "B."

3. Using the knee kicker, stretch the carpet at a 15-degree angle as indicated
in the diagram, and hook at the wall from "A" to "C."

4. Again using the knee kicker, stretch the carpet at a 15-degree angle,
hook at the wall f,om "A" to "B."

5. Using the power stretcher this time, stretch the carpet at a 15-degree
angle, as shown, and hook along the wall "Be to "D."

6. To complete the job, again use the power stretcher; stretch the carpet
directly toward the wall "D" to "C' and hook it. Do not angle the stretch
on this last step.

Note that the 15-degree angle is specified for stretching toward the first three
walls, with a direct stretch toward the final wall. This is necessary because
of the nature of the tufted construction which tends to "give" more than other
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weaves. If the stretch is not angled properly, the rows of tufts may finish
out of line.

When two rooms to be carpeted are joined by a doorway or arch, the carpet
should first be cut so it will fit around the partition that divides the two areas.
The carpet is then stretched and hooked along both sides of this partition in
the same manner as was done in a single-room installation. The doorway
area must be stay-tacked, however, prior to the stretching procedure. The
partition becomes the "first wall" in the procedure.

The use of an awl to roll the carpet into the gully is recommended in the
assigned material. However, many double-backed tufted carpets are too stiff
to be turned with this tool. When this situation is encountered, a stair tool
and a hammer or mallet should be used.

A butt board, made from a 4 ft. piece of 2x4 and covered with carpet, should
be used between the abutment block on the stretcher and the wall to prevent
damaging baseboard or plaster wall.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 118-49.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. The knee kicker should be used only bump the
carpet, not to stretch it.

1. T F

2. At least 1/2 in. of carpet must be turned up the wall
to start the compressed starting edge.

2. T F

-
3. After the compressed starting edge is ironed on to

the tackless strip, it should then be turned into the gully.
3. T F

4. The tufted carpet should be stretched in at an angle of 4. T F
15 degrees at the first three walls.

5. The head of the stretcher should be positioned about 5. T F
6 in- from the wall, with the handle in the "down"
position.

6. The stretcher should be adjusted so that the teeth
will just penetrate the nap.

6. T F

7. The knee kicker should be used to stretch the carpet
between the bites taken by the power stretcher.

7. T F

8. The cotton head should be used on double-backed
carpet.

8. T F

tvr
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9. Insofar as stretching is concerned, two basic types
of carpets are to he considered.

10. Tufted carpet does not require as much stretching
as woven carpet.

9.

10.

T

T

F

F

11. Carpet manufacturers should he consulted ahout the
amount of stretch they recommend for their products
under varying conditions.

11. T F

12. The pins on the knee kicker should he extended if they
tend to tear the hacking on single-backed carpet.

12. T F

13. The Roberts trimmer may he used to roll the
carpet into the gully.

13. T F

14. A hacking board is used to prevent the tearing of
the carpet hacking.

14. T F

15. The cotton head will help prevent any damage to the
carpet.

15. T F

16. Carpet should he cut around a fireplace hearth prior
to final stretching.

16. T F

17. The right hand should always he used on the knee
kicker.

17. T F

18. When the turn-and-tack method is used, the carpet
should he made up 3 in. longer than the room.

18. T F

19. When using the knee kicker, the carpet mechanic
should never strike the cushion with the knee cap.

19. T F

20. Stay-tacks are used to help make the carpet stay on
the tacklers strip.

20. T F
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TOPIC 4.-INSTALLATION OF WOVEN CARPET

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

How does the installation of woven carpet differ from that of tufted
carpet?
What unique characteristic of Axminster carpet affects installation?
In what major ways do knitted, velvet, and Wilton carpets differ from
Axminster?
In what ways can the friction between carpet and padding be overcome?
Does the method used in fastening the carpet affect the installation
procedure?

Most residential and many commercial jobs use some kind of tufted carpet,
the installation of which was outlined in the previous topic. But still a great
deal of woven carpet is used, especially on commercial installations. In the
installation of woven carpet, the principal difference between the various types
is found in the stretching part of the laying procedure.

This topic describes the installation procedures for Axminster, Wilton, vel-
vet, and knitted carpet, although the latter is not a "woven" carpet in the
strict sense of the word.

Related Information

In most cases, the installation of woven carpet requires more care than tufted
because the rows of nap across the width of the fabric must be kept straight.
The only exception to this rule is with knitted carpet, since the rows run
diagonally across the width in a random fashion.

Each type of carpet will differ from another in the amount of allowable stretch
both in width and in length. Before starting a job, therefore, the installer
must know the stretching capabilities of the carpet being installed. The fore-
man or lead man on a large conunerr'sl job will usually determine the stretching
procedure to be used on a large area. It is essential, however, that the
apprentice learn the reasons why the procedures vary.

Axminster. Axminster carpet is unique in that it allows almost no stretch in
its width,Thut a great deal of stretch along its length. The most common error
made on an Anninster installation is overstretching on the first wall. This
ultimately leads to overstretching the entire length and sometimes results in
the backing material being torn. When studying the stretching procedure for
Axminster carpet, the carpet mechanic should refer to Fig. 2.
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The stretcher and knee kicker must first be adjusted so that the pins will
penetrate the back of the carpet; this rule applies to all types of carpet. The
following steps outline the correct procedure for stretching;

1. Using the compressed edge starting technique, hook the carpet at point "A"
approximately one foot along each wall. With the power stretcher, hook
the carpet at point "C."

2. Iron the carpet onto the pins in the tacklers strip along wall "A-C, " but
make sure that the pattern is kept straight. This carpet is very difficult
to bend along the side of the rolls so make sure that the carpet is well
hooked.

3. Power stretch from "B" to "D, " and hook the corner at point "D."

4. Hook the carpet along wall "A-B," .nd make sure that the pattern is
straight.

5. Use the power stretcher to stretch and hook along wall "C-D."
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6. This carpet can usually be stretched enough widthwise with the knee

HOOK ALONG WALL 84 STEP 6

the weaving, and the type and amount of coating used on the back of the carpet.

The procedure for stretching knitted, velvet, and Wilton carpets is basically
the same as for Axminster, except for steps No. 3 and 5 (see Figs. 3 and 4).

Knitted, Velvet, and Wilton. It should be noted that the knitted and velvet

equal in the length and width of the Wilton weave.

The amount of stretch in any piece of carpet is determined by many factors,
the principal ones being the tightness of the weave, the type of fibers used in

In tufted and knitted carpet, the application of a double back greatly reduces
the amount of stretch.

carpets permit more stretch in the width, while the stretch is approximately

POWER STRETCH AND

7. After this carpet is properly stretched, and the seams and pattern are

the gully.

kicker along wall "B-D." If not, the power stretcher will have to be used
for this last stretch.

straight, trim the carpet to the proper length at the walla and tuck it into

'i
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STEP 4 KNEE KICK AND NOOK ALONG WALL Al

Fig. 3. How to *etch knitted carpet
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Fig. 4. How to stretch velvet and Wilton carpet

As has been pointed out earlier, the greatest deterrent to getting a full stretch
in carpet is the friction developed between the carpet and the padding. This
can be overcome in several ways. For example, the installation of waffle
padding with the waffle side up will reduce the area of padding contact by
approximately 50 percent. When rubber padding is used, it is often helpful
to sprinkle the padding with powdered talc before unrolling the carpet. This
will act as a lubricant to permit easier movement of the carpet over the
padding.

On a large job, it is often possible to station men along the sides of the carpet
being stretched to lift and shake the carpet, permitting air to flow between the
carpet and padding. This will greatly reduce the friction between the two and
permit a much better stretch.

When stretching carpet in large areas, it is usually best to start at the center
of the room and make the first stretch along the center seam. Line up the
seam to a chalk line so that it is straight, and stay-tack the entire length.
This seam may now be considered as the first "wall" in the room; and, following
the procedure in the diagrams, the stretching and hooking process can be
completed.
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Large rooms are very often broken up by obstacles such as posts,
and the like. In such a case, the area between two rows of posts may be
treated as one room. The width should be stretched and the edges stay-tacked,
after the carpet is carefully cut around each obstacle. This should be done
so that the cuts may later be top-seamed, either bytop-sewing or tape seaming.
The lengths should be stretched and hooked at the same time. The carpet for
the next area may now be joined to the carpet already fastened, and the same
procedure may be followed all across the room.

The stretching procedures outlined have been designed for hooking carpet on
tackless strip, but it makes little difference what method of fastening is used
at the edges of the carpet.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 170-85.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Velvet and Wilton carpets are always stretched at a 1. T F
15-degree angle.

2. Velvet carpets will not stretch as much on the length 2. T F
as on the width.

3. Axminster carpet is easily overstretched on the 3. T F
length.

4. The rows of nap run straight across the width on 4. T F
velvet carpet.

5. When carpet is heavily sized with latex, it will not 5. T F
permit much stretch.

6. Wilton carpet must be stretched lengthwise before it 6. T F
is stretched widthwise.

7. Double-backed knitted carpet will permit a greater 7. T F
stretch than single-backed.

8. Wilton carpet will permit a greater stretch length- 8. T F
wise than widthwise.

9. Axminster carpet is most difficult to hook on tack- 9. T F
less strip along the edges of the roll.

10. Planks laid end to end may be used to extend the 10. T F
tubing reach on the power stretcher.
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11. The seams in a carpet can be weakened by incorrect
stretching or kicking.

12. Large areas are usually stretched from the center
of the room toward the walls.

13. After cutting around an obstacle in the room, the
.arpet mechanic should back-sew the resultant seam.

14_ The step-by-step procedures for stretching Wilton
and velvet carpets are the same.

15. Axminster carpet will permit very little stretch
across the width.

16. Axminster carpet should be stretched widthwise
before it is stretched lengthwise.

17. The location and condition of carpet anchoring
devices are equally important on both large and
small areas.

18. Hard and fast rules must be followed when stretch-
ing large areas of carpet.

19. Understretching of carpeting is more dangerous than
overstretching on commercial jobs.

20. Much damage can result from sprinkling the carpet
with water to shrink it.
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TOPIC 5--INSTALLATION OF RUBBER-BACKED CARPET

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What is rubber-backed carpet, and what are the two major types?
How many "basic weaves" are used in the making of rubber-backed
carpet?
What is the main difference between sponge-back and dense foam?
What is the most popular weave used today in rubber-backed carpet?
What fibers may be used for rubber-backed ,arpet?
How many installation techniques are prescribed for rubber-backed
carpet?

The term often used to describe carpet that is laminated to a rubber backing
is "sponge-bonded, " but the increasing popularity of rubber-backing in forms
other than sponge leads to confusion. For the purpose of this topic, the term
Drubber-backed carpet" will be used to mean a carpet backed by rubber, either
in the form of sponge or foam, and may be extended further to cover sponge
or foam backing made of rubber-like, but synthetic products.

It is expected that many new forms of rubber-backed carpet will appear on the
market during the next few years; and few, if any of them will be exactly
alike. Not only are the installation procedures for rubber-backed carpet
different from those for "conventional" carpet, but procedural differences
exist between sponge-back and foam-back, as well as between different brands
of each one.

It should be obvious, therefore, that no single installation procedure could be
outlined here to cover all of these products, nor is it possible to explain the
small differences in procedure between each one. Consequently, the material
offered in this topic is of a general nature, designed to serve as a reasonable
compromise between all sets of conditions and materials. Installers are
cautioned to check the installation specifications of all manufacturers of rubber-
backed carpet to be certain of the best possible job.

Related Information

Four basic "weaves" are used in making rubber-backed carpet--velvet, tufted,
flocked, and modified Wilton. When rubber-backed carpet was first introduced
some 20 years ago, it was made only in the velvet weave, and its 'ale represented
a very small portion of the total market. In the past four or five {ears, how-
ever, several mills have begun to manufacture some form of rubbe-backed
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carpet, and it has now become a major item m the carpet industry. Indications
are that this trend will continue, with new weaves and improved backings
certain to emerge.

The velvet and tufted surfaces used for rubber-backed carpet are the same
as those on conventional backing, but the other two--flocked and modified
Wilton--are new to the trade. Any of the fibers used for nap in conventional
carpet may be used with any of these weaves, however.

The most widely-used weave at this time is the modified Wilton, which com-
bines the weaving techniques of both Wilton and velvet. The result is an ex-
tremely tight weave that prevents the free passage of liquids between the fibers.

When one of the new man-made fibers is used for the nap with this modified
Wilton weave, it produces a light weight, tough carpet that will stand up under
commercial traffic and is highly resistant to spotting and staining; in fact, this
type of carpet is widely used today in kitchen areas.

The least-used weave is the flocked carpet. This is made on a tightly-woven
back, and the nap is bonded to the surface with an adhesive.

Rubber-backed carpet is usually cemented to the floor; however, some kinds
can be secured at the edges and seams with a pressure-sensitive double-faced
tape. In any case, the installer should obtain the installation specifications
supplied by the manufacturer of the carpet to be installed.

Generally, the manufacturer will specify one or more brands of floor adhe-
sive, seam cement, and a latex-based crack filler to be used in preparing
the floor. These specifications must be followed carefully; otherwise any
warranty the manufacturer has on his product may be voided.

There is a strong tendency among installers to substitute a fast-drying,
plaster-type crack filler for the slower-drying latex filler. This can create
a failure in the installation, because the latex carpet adhesive used generally
contains a solvent that will attack the plaster filler, causing it to break down
and separate.

The Glued-down Iastallation. The floor surface must be dry, structurally
iirizIni bee ofM1Falif7d1R770, paint, grease, or wax. It is absolutely essential

to sand or strip waxed floors to obtain effective cement adhesion.

Cement floors may have depressions, cracks, screeds, and expansion joints.
Use the recommended type of crack filler to smooth these spots, since this
carpet will show any unevenness in the floor.

Time should be taken to clean the floor thoroughly before the job is begun; it
should be swept and vacuumed, if possible. When laying out the job, the
carpet mechanic should determine where the best seam locations will be and
utilize waste pieces as much as possible.

The breadth should be cut sufficiently long to permit the carpet to turn up each
wall at least 1-1/2 in. This will ensure a good trim. These fabrics are made
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with a protective selvage that must be trimmed off to make the finished seam.
The amount of trim is indicated by two or more rows of nap on the selvage.
These rows are different in color from other rows in the carpet and will differ
from one side of the breadth to the other, enabling the installer to lay every
breadth with the pile lay in the same direction.

Before placing the carpet breadth on the floor, a chalk line must be struck to
indicate the exact location of the first seam. As each breadth is carried into
the area, the protective selvage is removed by cutting between the colored
guide line and the first row of yarn with the Cushionlok Cutter or the Viking
Row Runner Knife.

These knives were designed for cutting sponge-back carpet, and they do an
excellent job on this type of material. However, they do not make a clean
cut on most of the newer "dense foam" backings. Consequently, new models
of this knife have been introduced that if properly used, make a satisfactory
cut on foam.

The principal difference between the sponge knife and the foam knife is the
angle at which each blade is set. The sponge knife blade is set at 60 degrees,
while the foam knife blade is set at 33 degrees (see Fig. 5).

sutler on As hit is designed ft gut moor backlog, that en Om right far main, dew foam. Nolo
the difFerenee in blade amok !snow the two.

Fig. 5. Cushionlok cutters

When trimming fcam, the carpet mechanic must press down firmly on the knife.
This compresses the foam, offering more resistance to the blade and making
a much cleaner cut. When a cut is made on sponge-back, the trimmed mate-
rial should be torn off by pulling the waste portion downward. This procedure
should not be used with dense foam, however, since it will result in a ragged
edge that will prove to be most difficult to seam. For foam, the waste should
be pulled to the side to achieve a satisfactory edge.

Particular care must be taken when making these cuts to ensure the cut edge
is always square. If the backing is undercut, the carpet face will have no
support, and the seam will form into a valley. (For easier trimming, the
row along which the cut will be made should be opened by chasing down it with
a screwdriver or dull awl.)

The first breadth should be placed on the floor and positioned so that the trim
on each end is equal, and it should be straightened so that one side lines up
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exactly with the chalk line on the floor. If the carpet does not butt flush to the
chalkline, variations can usually be bumped out with the cotton head on the
knee kicker. Bumping should be done gently across the width, beginning in
the center and working toward the selvage until the edge is brought flush with
the chalk line. Subsequent breadths should be laid in place, and each one
should be straightened with the knee kicker in the same manner as the first one.

The entire room should be inspected carefully at this point. Sometimes there
will be some shading between breadths, and a better appearance can be obtained
by shifting a breadth from one location to another.

The height of adjoining breadths should also be checked, since a thick or thin
edge will be found occasionally. Many times this piece can be used against a
wall and the bad edge trimmed off.

It is most important that the nap on each width meets at the same level at the
seams; otherwise it is impossible to make a good seam. Whenever breadths
of unequal thickness are discovered and the bad edge cannot be trimmed off
on the job, the manufacturer should be notified before the installation is
completed. The mill representative may elect to supply new material, or he
may underwrite the added labor and material that will be required to build up
the low side of a seam. This may be done by using graduated widths of double-
faced pressure-sensitive tape to elevate the low side to the required height
(see Fig. 6).

SPONGE

FLOOR

CARPET

Fig. 6. Building up a low side of a seam with tape

When broadloom is installed, the permanent installation begins in one of two
ways. The first requires turning the carpet back from the sides so that the
entire length can be spread at one time. The two seam edges should be turned
back oue third of each breadth adjacent to the chalk line, and the recommended
floor adhesive should be spread on the exposed floor in accordance with the
instructions for the adhesive being used.

Only a third of each breadth is cemented down to begin with for three reasons:

1. The breadths are less likely to shift their position on the floor.

2. This system allows more freedom for working the carpet to the chalk line.

3. The subsequent breadths for the "one-third/two-thirds" foldover technique
of installation are set up, which will make the whole job easier.
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It is most important that the correct amount of adhesive is applied to the floor.
Usually one gallon of adhesive will cover 15 to 20 sq. yd. of floor, but this
can vary with the porosity of the floor being spread.

A trowel, with notches 3/32 in. to 1/8 in. deep and 1/8 in. apart, will usually
do the job, but three factors will determine whether a sufficient amount has
been spread:

1. A scum must not form over the surface of the adhesive.

2. The back of the carpet must be thoroughly wetted by the adhesive to
guarantee complete adhesion.

3. It must be possible to move the carpet on the adhesive with the knee kicker.

When covering a very dry, porous concrete floor, it is usually best to first
mop the floor with a solution of 1 tablespoon of ammonia to a pail of water to
retard the absorption of the liquids in the adhesive, thus extending the "open"
time.

When the installation specifications require the use of a seam cement, this
should be applied before the carpet is laid on the floor adhesive. The seam
cement serves two purposes:

1. It seals the edges of the woven fabric to prevent raveling.

2. It joins the two breadths so that they will remain at the same level.

It is not necessary to apply the seam cement to the cut edge of the sponge; it
should be applied to the edge of the backing only (see Fig. 7).

BACKING

SPONGE

SEAM CEMENT

Fig. 7. Application of seam cement

Some manufacturers of seam cement supply it in a nozzled tube which is used
as an applicator, and some provide an applicator attachment which may be
used on the cement container. (A good substitute is a plastic dispenser bottle
of the type used for catsup.)

When the carpet is laid on the adhesive, air may be trapped between the sponge
and the adhesive, preventing the carpet from sticking. These air bubbles can
be easily removed by using a fairly stiff push broom to sweep the air toward
the edge of the carpet where it can escape.
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The position of the adjacent breadths laid on the adhesive may have to be
adjusted with the knee kicker so they will butt properly at the seams. Seams
should be finished at this time.

The two adjacent carpet surfaces must be level and in contact with each other.
If a section of the seam springs open due to carpet tension, it may be pulled
together with the knee kicker and stay-tacked until the adhesive sets up and
bonds the seam together permanently.

Sometimes a few tufts may accidentally be turned down into the seam. These
should be released, and any adhesive found on the nap should be removed
immediately with the solvent recommended for the adhesive being used.

The carpet must now be fitted to all of the vertical surfaces it touches. Along
straight walls the carpet may be cut in with the Viking Cut Wall Finisher (see
Fig. 8) in the following manner:

1. Form the carpet into a 90-degree angle at the juncture of the floor and
wall.

2. Set the blade depth and heel plate angle control for the carpet being
installed (a shallow blade setting prevents the blade from scoring the
wall).

3. Trim with a smooth, even stroke. A slight downward pressure will
compress the sponge, which will spring up after cutting to cover any blade
mark left on the wall.

i
Aa-

The trimmer on the left is the conventional typo with Axed knee. On the right h modified version with
movable handle, which makes it possible to cot la restricted areas such as toe spares and other kw

overhang's.

Fig. 8. Wall trimmers
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Roll-in Method. Many installers prefer to use the roll-in method of cement-

After all of the breadths have been placed in position in the room, each breadth

then unrolls the carpet onto the adhesive, and the third man uses the knee kicker
to keep this first breadth lined up to the chalk line.

When working in large areas, the installer spreading the adhesive will usually

cement-
ing this type of carpet. This method is generally used in large areas and

adhesive on the floor to cover the area for the first breadth. The second man

The remaining breadths should be handled in the same manner except that, in

have to stop at the end of each breadth and assist in the finishing of the seams;
if he proceeds too fast and some of the adhesive is permitted to set up on the

to the floor, except an area of 6 in. to 9 in. on each side of the elss seam.
The ends of the breadths should be long enough to overlap 4 in. to 6 in. to

through both thicknesses at the same time. The ends may then be turned back

usually requires a three-man crew:

should be rolled up halfway across the room. The first man spreads the

applying these breadths, seam cement should be applied to each breadth after
laying and before the next one is unrolled.

surface of the carpet, this adhesive cannot be removed and the installation will
not be satisfactory.

Making a Cross Seam. In the event the job requires cross seams, these

allow for enough trim when making the cut.

Using a straightedge as a guide for the knife, the carpet mechanic should cut

and adhesive applied to the exposed floor. After seam cement is applied to all
of the edges, the cross seam should be finished and cleaned in the usual manner.

should be made in the following manner: The breadth should first be cemented

6?

A sharp knife is used to cut the carpet around door casings and other irregu-
lar fittings that are inaccessible tc, tau 7411 finisher (see Fig. 9).

The low blade otpoilolly &dyad le cot awpot to irregular wiled sorkkos. Thor spoollor "Ode Fiste
bled. 1 for doable-awing mu nom

Fig. 9. The Swordfish Knife



Making the 3/4 Installation. Some mills manufacture rubber-backed carpet
in 3/ 4 width... This material usually has a selvage edge that prevents ravel-
ing vi the backing and the nap. This eliminates the need for seam cement,
except on the cross seams. The roll-in method should always be used when
inealling 3/4 widths.

Patchitv. All types of rubber-backed carpet may be repaired easily by setting
in a pate li to replace the damaged spot. Care must be taken to make sure that
the pile lay in the patch matches that in the carpet.

After carefully cutting the patch to match t. cutout in the carpet, the carpet
mechanic should spread adhesive on the exposed floor and should then use
seam cement to secure all raw edges. Then the patch should be installed on
the adhesive and carefully fit at the edges.

All doorways or other exposed edges should be protected wit one of the spe-
cial metal or vinyl binders made expressly for use with this ..,rpe of carpet.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle r if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Three basic "weaves" are used to making rubber-
backed carpet.

2. When rubber-backed carpet was first introduced, it
was made in a Wilton weave and represented a very
minor part of the carpet market.

3. The most widely used weave at the present time is
a modified Wilton.

4, The modified Wilton incorporates the weaving tech-
niques of b )th Wilton and velvet.

5. The modified Wilton is an extrers ely loose weave
that permits free passage of liquids between the
fibers.

6. A modified Wilton of man-made fibers is widely used
in kitchen areas.

7. The fourth and most popular weave is "flocked"
carpet.

8. The rubber backing or padding is made in two basic
types.

9. Rubber-backed carpets are usually secured to the
floor with double-faced tape.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F



-or-

10. Certain brands of adhesives and seam cement do not
require specific methods of application.

10. T F

11. It is usually better to substitute a fast drying plaster-
type crack filler for the slower drying latex filler.

11. T F

12. The floor eurface to be carpeted must be dry, struc-
turally firm, and free of dust.

12. T F

13. It is necessary to sand or strip waxed floors to
ensure cement adhesion.

13. T F

14. A chalk line must be struck on the floor to indicate
the exact location of the first seam.

14. T F

15. The protective selvage is removed by cutting between
the colored gaide line and the fil st row of yarn with
the Cushionlok Cutter.

15. T F

16. For glued-down carpet installation it is essential that
the correct amount of adhesive be applied to the floor.

16. T F

17. A trowel, with notches 3/32 in. to 5/18 in. deep and 17. T F
3/16 in. apart, is usually used for spreading the
adhesive.

18. It is norrtal for scum to form over the surface of an
adhesive, and this condition does not affect adhesion.

18. T F

19. During installation, it must be possible to move the
carpet on the adhesive with the knee kicker.

19. T F

20. Seam cement serves two purposes. 20. T F

21. Some manufacturers of seam cement supply a small 21. T F
brush to be used as an applicator.

22. Air bubbles under carpet laid on an adhesive can be 22. T F
easily removed by using a fairly stiff push broom
to sweep the air toward the edge of the carpet.

23. The carpet can be cut along straight walls by forming 23. T F
the carpet into a 90-degree angle at the junction of
the floor and wall.

24. A shallow blade setting helps prevent the blade 24, T F
from scoring the wall.

25. When a cross seam is made, the breadths should be 25. T F
long enough to overlap 4 in. to 6 in. to allow for trim.
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TOPIC 6--INSTALLATION ON STAIRWAYS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

How should an average stair carpeting job be planned?
What main factors determine the installation method to follow?
What advantages are gained by measuring and precutting the material?
How is tackless strip used on stair carpeting?

A stairway is often the focal point of the home, a main feature in the decor.
In commercial buildings the stairway is often the center of the architectural
make-up of several floors. While some stairways are straight and simple in
design, others may Je spiral, floating, pie-shaped, concave, convex, or a
combination of these. Special care should be taken to enhance the beauty of
stairways, and this may be done by the addition of a quality carpet expertly
installed by a craftsman.

A knowledge of the various installation methods of stair covering is necessary
if the installer is to be prepared to meet the many challenges he will encounter.
Stairs require more planning, fitting, and finishing than the average room in-
stallation; therefore, more installation time should be allowed for this job in
relation to the number of yards of carpet to be installed.

Related Information

Planning. Th: simplest stair installation is the runner, usually a strip of 27 in.
or 36 in. goods. Planning a runner installation consists of measuring and
marking the location of the carpet, pad, and tackless strip in relation to the
center of the stairs as shown on p. 190, Fig. 9.2, of the assigned Duffin
textbook. The installer should plan the location of the "shift"--the excess
carpet that is turned under on one of the risers. This extra carpet is left to
allow a shift of the runner as it starts to wear on the nose of the tread. (The
tackless is left off the riser where the shift is to be located.)

Wall-to-wall stair carpeting may be installed with a turn-under on the sides
next to the wall (without tackle ss) or with a tackless strip on the side of the
tread. Sometimes a tackless strip is used on the sides of the riser as well.

The method to be chosen will be determined largely by the type of carpet used
and the width of the stairs. Wide stairs require tackless strip on the sides of
the tread to hold a tight width stretch, and soft-back carpets may require tack-
less on the sides of the tread even on narrow stairs. Some types of carpet may
be best treated with a scribed turn-under, while others may tend to "grin"
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(yarn opens at the point of the turn) under these conditions. Other materials
may be best installed by binding the raw edge on the open part of the step and
"feathering" the pad.

With the many methods of installation necessary to meet the requirements of
the various types of carpet and many types of stair construction, it is essential
that the installer plans his job well ahead of the actual work.

Measuring and Precutting. On a straight stairway the majority of the steps
will be the same width. The tackless strip and padding can be precut on a
level surface. Precutting saves time and enables two men to work as a team
without crowding each other. For example, if there are 10 crotches that
measure 3 ft. 6 in. and there is to be a turn-under on the sides, the installer
can cut 20 pieces of tackless 3 ft. 3 in. long. To avoid measuring each piece,
the installer can make a mark on the floor of an open area at the appropriate
distance from an abutment, then make 20 cuts.

Padding can be cut in the same manner. Since padding needs to be cut square,
some installers prefer to lay out the pad measurements in a corner of a room
that is square and cut individual pieces for each step. Other installers pre-
fer to cut a runner the width of the step, staple the pad to the step (allowing
enough to fasten to the riser), and cut the pad to the tackless strip in the
crotch of the step. The runner is precut on a level surface so that a chalk
line or straightedge may be used. Precutting the carpet may also involve
scribing the turn-under while the carpet is on a firm, level surface. Binding
or serging of the edges is best done on a level surface.

Precutting angular steps is sometimes done by fitting the padding to cover the
entire step before the tackless is installed. Each pad is marked on the bottom
side and used as a pattern for cutting the carpet from the back. (The brown
paper from a roll of padding may also be used to make a pattern.) Normally,
the carpet is cut one inch larger than the measurement on all sides to allow
for fitting.

With accurate measurements and a clear diagram, the measuring and precut-
ting may be done in the carpet workroom. This saves time on the job, and
the stairway is not blocked off for as long a time. Some installations may
require this method if there is no working area except the stairway itself.

Anchorin Tack less Strip. Anchoring prenailed tackless to the riser can be
macTe easier by using a piece of plywood as a gauge. The plywood may be
5/8 in. to 1 in. thick, depending on the desired gully. The plywood is laid
flat on the tread and butted against the riser. Then the beveled edge of the
tackless is placed on top of the plywood and anchored to the riser. This
method eliminates guesswork and maintains the proper gully.

Some concrete is so hard and contains so much surface aggregate that the
prenailed concrete tackless strip cannot be used. In such a case drilling and
plugging or contact cements are often used.

When contact cement is used, it is necessary to remove all the wax, soil, or
grease that may be on the stairs. If the stairs are painted, it may be necessary
to remove the paint as well.
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A piece of plywood, similar to that described for tackless installation, may
be used to locate the glue line for the adhesive. Both the step and the tackless
strip must be coated with the adhesive. The directions on the can of adhesive
regarding open time and safety precautions should be followed explicitly.
Most contact cements are explosive under certain conditions and are often toxic
in a poorly ventilated area. Some contact cements will leave a stain on marble
and terrazzo floors. Therefore, if the customer plans to take up the carpet at
a later date, the drilling and plugging method may be the best method of
installation, although the holes left will have to be filled and leveled.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 186-99.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Three basic types of stairways are to be considered
in normal installations.

2. The top step of a stairway may be "bullnose" or a
"step return.

3. When measuring the stair for carpet, the installer
should add one inch to each complete step to allow
for padding.

4. Stair carpet should be cut one yard longer than the
overall measurement to allow for shifting.

5. To measure for an angle step, multiply the maximum
width by the maximum length and divide by two.

6. Cut pile carpet looks better and wears longer if the
sweep of the pile runs up the stairs.

7. Cheaper qualities of carpet are generally recom-
mended for stairways because the wear is minimal.

8. Padding for 27 in. stair carpet should be cut approxi-
mately 25 in. wide.

9. Tackless strip should be nailed to the tread first,
and a space equal to the thickness of the carpet should
be left between the riser and the tackless.

10. The "compressed edge" technique is used on the
riser of the first for bottom) step when installing
a stair runner.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F



11. It is necessary to install tackless strip on the sides
of the treads when installing a runner.

12. To speed up a stair installation, one installer can be
installing the tackless while the other installer plans
the layout.

13. Installation time on a stairway is greater per square
yard than it is in the average room.

14. The simplest stair installation is the "runner."

15. Wide stairways normally require the carpet to be
"turned under" on the side of the tread.

16. When many of the steps are the same width, it is
advisable to precut the tackless strip on a level
surface.

17. A plywood spacer is a useful item to hold the tackless
strip in its proper position when anchoring it to the
tread.

18. Anchoring tackless to a marble step can be done
by using prenailed concrete tackless strip.

19. Some contact cements will leave a stain on marble
or terrazzo surfaces.

20. Wax must be removed from the floor before using
prenailed concrete tackless.

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F

18. T F

19. T F

20. T F
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TOPIC 7--CAPPING AND STEPS

Introduction

(

Three methods are used in carpeting a bullnose or step return: the Roberts,
the skirt, and the simplified. The simplified technique is used by most carpet
mechanics, The most important factor in tbis work is the ability to hand-fit

uld

adding

the carpet before final cutting and sewing. The following procedure sho
be used in carpeting a bullnose:

1. Cover tread and nosing of step return with padding, and bring the p
over the nosing to the tacklers strip. Peel padding off at the strip
will not make a lump when the carpet is brought down to the smoothedge.

bring the riser surface even with the outside edge of the tread. Th is

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the followin
questions:

g

Why does the carpeting of stairs offer a special challenge to the
carpet installer?
How many accepted methods are there for covering a step retur
What is a "birdcage, " and what kind of problem does it present t
carpet mechanic?
What is the most popular method of covering a bullnose stair?
What is the outstanding difference between the "skirt" method an
any other?

n?
o the

d

Although modern architectural design has decreased the number of two-
three-story houses being built, the carpet mechanic will still occasionally

calencounter stairs to be covered. No matter how infrequently he may be led
upon to install carpeting on stairs, he sbould remember that the stairway in

to
hout

a private home is usually an eye-catcher, one tbat affords him a chance
show his skill. No one can expect to become a journeyman installer wit
acquiring the ability to do good stair work.

Capping or upholstering of the lower step or two is an important extra touch
heto any installation. On many stairways the bottom step is longer than te others

on one or both sides; usually the ends are rounded and topped by an ornate
rnewel post of wood or wrought iron, forming a "birdcage" of spindles o

balusters. If the stairway is carpeted to its full width, this bottom step has
e to fitto be entirely covered by skillful tailoring, and the carpet must be mad

with a minimum of seams.

and

Related Information
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unnecessary, however. Many installers lay one layer of padding on the
step, drop over the nosing down to the tacklers strip, and still achieve
a tight, buckle-free fit.)

2. Cut a sufficient amount of carpet (both in width and length) to fully cover
both the tread and the riser of the step return, so that the carpet reaches
to the floor on all open sides. For width, take a measurement around the
complete nosing and add 2 inches. For length, measure from the floor
at the rear of the "bullnose, " up over the riser and tread, and down the
front of the bullnose to the floor. Add a suitable allowance of at least
2 or 3 inches.

3. Secure the carpet on the smoothedge at the bottom of the riser, run up
over the bullnose, and secure it in the crotch of the tread and second riser.

4. Stay-tack the carpet around the bullnose to the point where the tread
begins to curve into the turn of the step.

5. After the stair is stay-tacked, lift the end of the carpet up and mark the
carpet with a pencil. Holding the pencil parallel with the riser, mark
the carpet around the bullnose to where the tread begins. Now turn the
carpet back from the round end of the bullnose, and cut on the mark up
to where the step begins. This cut creates two sections in the carpet- -
the tread and riser- -but the sections are joined across the balance of
the step.

6. Hand-fit the riser section, taking this section completely around the bull-
nose to the junction of the wall and step. To assure a perfect fit, make
small incisions approximately 1 to 2 inches apart at the base of the riser.
These cuts will allow the carpet to be curved exactly around the bottom
of the bullnose. Stay-tack the riser section to the wall; and with chalk,
crayon, or pencil, mark a line where the top of the riser material laps
around the bullnose, This line will extend from the beginning of the cut
to the wall. Remove this section and cut on the line of the riser with a
knife or shears. Now stay-tack the carpet across the part where the
tread begins. Turn the carpet back from the bullnose, turn it inside out,
and sew the two sections together along the curve, using a cross stitch.

7. Reverse the carpet, fit it to the bullnose, tighten with the knee kicker,
and finish-tack in place.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 199-217.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The bottom tread of a stair can have two "bullnoses." 1. T F
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2. Because a bullnose can be so important to the appear-
ance of a carpet installation, it is one of the very
first things to learn about stair covering.

3. The skirt method does not have the "fullness" and
'luxury of the Roberts method because of the two
separate pieces.

4. The birdcage is not too difficult an installation to
make because of the newel post.

5. The important factor in achieving a tight, buckle-
free fit is in making the inch-apart incisions.

6. The inch-apart incisions are made right above the
riser and just below the tread.

7. When cutting the material for bullnose installation,
it is unnecessary to allow any margin over the exact
measurement s.

8. Tape seaming is never used on bullnose work,
regardless of which method is used.

9. Smoothedge tacklers strip can be cut halfway through
in order to bend it around the curve of a bullnose step.

10. Before cutting the carpet for a step return, it is best
to make a diagram on a piece of onionskin paper.

11. Only six basic measurements are required to lay out
and diagram a piece of carpet for a correctly-fitted
and easily-installed bullnose stair.

12. On many stairs, the bottom step (bullnose or step
return) is longer than the others on one or both sides.

13. There is only one correct method of carpeting a
step return, and that is the Roberts method.

14. Stairways most commonly in use can be classified
into three basic types.

15. The knee kicker, stair tool, awl, knife, and hacksaw
are all important tools used in the installation of a
bullnose step.

16. The skirt method of covering a bullnose gives a sharp,
definite outline to the step because it follows the
natural contour of the step.
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8. T F
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13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F



D

D

3

17. The skirt method uses three separate pieces of carpet. 17.

18. It is necessary to V-cut the excess carpet that folds 18.
over on itself when forced down and around the curve.

19. It takes genuine skill, based on long practice, to 19.
install carpet around a birdcage.

20. In the skirt method, the wall end of the skirt is 20.
usually fastened by the turn-and-tack method.



TOPIC 8--SPECIAL JOBS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers o the following
questions:

How does radiant heating affect the installation of carpet?
What problems are presented when carpeting "special" floors?
Why is the construction of each type of carpet so important to the
stretching process?
What is a "dutchman" filler, and when is it used in carpet work?

No course of instruction in any trade could possibly cover every conceivable
circumstance, condition, or problem that may be found on the sob. In most
trades it is equally impossible to list all the materials of the industry, much
less describe theme for these are too numerous and are constantly changing.

Whenever possible, however, it is desirable to mention some of the special
cases, no matter how. infrequently they may be encountered. This topic touches
upon some of the materials, conditions, techniques, and problems felt to be
important enough to warrant special consideration. Among these are the
following:

Special construction of certain carpets
The significance of radiant heating as it applies to the installation of
carpet
Problems surrounding carpet installation on terrazzo floors
The removal of latex and other rubber backings
The use of fastening tapes on carpet installations

The apprentice installer will learn many trade hints and kinks on the job in
the normal course of events. These are so numerous and so varied they could
not possibly be included in a single publication. They are, however, just as
much a part of the trade as the most precisely described procedure, and the
apprentice will soon be passing these hints on to others.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 219-27 and
pp. 32-45 (review).
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Cneckup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. Chenille is named after the town in France where
it was first woven.

1. T F

2. Chenille is the only carpet that requires two separate
and distinct weaving operations.

2. T F

3. The catcher warp threads are the secret to the
successful cutting, binding, and seaming of chenille.

3. T F

4. Chenille can be woven in widths up to 30 feet. 4. T F

5. When chenille is installed with tackless strip, it is
necessary to cut off the mill heading.

5. T F

6. Tufted construction tends to "give" more when
stretching than do other weaves.

6. T F

7. Velvet construction will stretch more in length than
in width.

7. T F

8. Radiant heating has been found to be injurious to
most carpet installations.

8. T F

9. Carpet laid on an on-grade concrete slab that does
not incorporate radiant heating runs the risk of
damage from mildew.

9. T F

10. The wax surface of a terrazzo floor offers no
problem to modern adhesives.

10. T F
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TOPIC 9FINISHING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

In whJ condition ehould a room be left after a carpet installation is
comp leted ?

What items should a mechanic check on before leaving the job site?
Vgaat is the proper procedure when an installer causes damage to a
customer's home?
What is the key question an installer should ask himself when a job
is completed?

In the carpet business a sale is not considered completed until the customer
has accepted the finished job. The material and the installation must be to his
satisfaction; otherwise he will not pay for it. This is no* ,.ique to the carpet
trade, but it is certainly characteristic of it. There are some good ways of
avoiding, on the finished job,conditions that cause dissatisfaction and result in
an unhappy customer. The points covered in this topic are applicable, though
not necessarily limited, to carpet installation in the home.

Related Information

After installing carpet in a home, the installer should make certain that
everything is in proper order before leaving. The carpet surface should be
immaculateno scraps, threads, or material of any kind should be left lying
around. Any furniture that was removed prior to carpet installation should be
put back in place, with the same care given the handling of those items as
would be afforded the most valuable items. Some installers vacuum a new
carpet as a final touch.

Marks on the walls, doors, or door casings shouit of course, be cleaned,
tand the room left in such a condition that the only evidence of the installer's
work is a perfectly installed carpet. This is what the customer purchased,
what he expects, and what he should receive.

Any large scraps of carpet generally should be left with the customer; small,
unusable scraps should be removed from the home. Many installers carry a
burlap wrapper with them and use this to collect all waste and debris on the
finb.1 cleanup.

If for any reason damage has occurred during the course of the installation- -
broken baseboard, scarred wall, broken furniture, and the likeimmediate
correction is in order. To tell the customer that "Someone will come and fix
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it in a few days, " or "I'll report it to the shop when I go back, " is to ensure
the worst kind of public relations. To contact the shop for instructions, when
necessary, is good policy, but corrective action should be taken at once.

The customer should be invited to inspect the completed job before the furniture
is replaced, as well as after. This is also a good time to answer any questions
the customer might have about the carpet or its care and maintenance. This
is the final and most important phase of the selling job that began when the
customer first walked into the store.

Any complaints should be handled promptly at this time. It should never be
left, to the salesman or the employer to worry about these things "later on, "
unless it involves a condition over which the installer has no control. In all
cases, the installer should know his shop's policy and follow it.

Perhaps the most important question an installer can ask himself at the
conclusion of an installation is, "Does this job satisfy me?" If it does not, it
should not be expectea to please the customer. Conversely, if the job is a
good one, if the installer has done his best work and is entirely satisfied that
the job is beyond reproach, then he can expect a favorable reaction from the
customer with little or no chance of a later call-back.

As one of the final checkups, the installer should take Lpecial care to inspect
the carpet for unevenness. It is not too rare a thing for an installer to "lose"
a small tool under a carpetand it is most disconcerting to the customer later
on when he feels it underfoot. The same holds true for scrap, bunched padding,'
and the like. Every square foot of the carpet should be walked on to ensure
that it is smooth, even, and comfortable in every respect. It is not an easy
or enjoyable task to take up a newly installed carpet just to remove a forgotten
object. The rule to follow in such an instance should be: "Better now than
later."

An inventory of tools should be taken just rrior to leaving. It is easy to
forget one a small one--and it is also embarrassing to have to
return for it later when the customer calls the shop to report a '?.3und" item.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 26-29.

Checkup

Read e:tch statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. After an installation job is completed, all furniture 1. T F
originally removed from the room should be replaced.

2. Walls, baseboards, and ceilings should be inspected 2. T F
for damage as a part of th. ',Anal cleanup.



L

3. The carpet should be shampooed just before the
finished job is shown to the customer.

3. T F

4. When an installation is completed, the only thing left
showing should be the scraps left over.

4. T F

5. In the interest of public relations, all questions asked
by the customer should be referred to the salesman.

5. T F

6. Usable carpet scraps should be left with the
customer if he wants them.

6. T F

7. The customer should be invited to inspect the
finished job.

7. T F

8. If a small scrap of carpet is felt under the finished
installation, tut does not show, it should be left
there to flatten out.

8. T F

9. The true test of an installation may be found by the
installer asking himself, "Will the customer find
anything wrong with this job?"

9. T F

10. A good rule to follow before leaving any job is tc
inventory the tools, making sure they are all
accoutted for.

10. T F
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UNIT F 0 Carpet Repairs

TOPIC 1--INSERTS, BINDING, AND SEAM REPAIRS

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

Why does a carpet outlet maintain a workroom for repair purposes?
What equipment is generally found in a well-equipped carpet workroom?
How are most binding and fringing repairs made?
What is "burling, " and how is it done?
What stitch is generally used to repair tears and open seams?

The average well-staffed carpet workroom handles a considerable amount of
custom carpet repairing in addition to the handling of new carpet. This kind
of operation not only promotes good customer relations but also ensures future
sales, for frequently a housewife will have her old carpet repaired and recut
when she buys new carpet. This enables her to use the older carpet in less-
trafficked areas or in rooms where only a rug is desired.

Repairs may be classified according to type, and the kind of damage and
structure of carpet will determine what type of repair to make. Moth damage,
burns, and worn spots probably account for the majority of cases requiring
repair. The damage may be restricted to a very small a- e^ (such as in the
case of most cigarette burns), or may be widespread, as 3 sometimes the
case with worn areas.

Whether the repair calls for binding, burling, or fringing or whether the
damage consists of holes, worn selvages, or tears and open seams, the carpet
mechanic in a workroom must know what technique will result in the most
satisfactory job. It is here that knowledge of carpet construction is so impor-
tant, for only by knowing how a carpet is constructed can a mechanic know
what repair method is best to use.

Related Information

Binding, Although a good deal of binding is performed in the shop, much of
the binding of carpet can be done on the job site at considerably less expense.
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This is especially true when the amount of binding to be done is relatively
small and would not warrant a shop job.

Binding is sometimes required on carpeting for areas around a fireplace and
on old rugs made into small throw-rugs. Hallway runners can be bound in
this fashion when they are used to protect the new carpet underneath. Many
times carpets which are showing wear or moth clan. i.ge near the edges can be
cut back, rebound, and used for several more years.

Tears and Seams. Regardless of how well a tear or a seam is sewn, the seam
will still look imperfect if the carpet has not been correctly trimmed and the
correct stitch used. In the sewing itself, the thread tension must be correct
for the material being sewn, and the seam must be "treated" correctly after
it is made.

When trimming velvet and Wilton carpet, the carpet mechanic must utilize the
tie threads to hold the tufts in place both before and after sewing. All tufts
on the seam side of the threads should be removed without disturbing the tie
threads; in some cases it may be necessary to secure the tie threads with
latex before the sewing is begun.

Assignment

Duffin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Carpet Installation, pp. 228-37.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide _nether it is true or false.
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

Circle T if the

1. When two pieces of carpet are joined, pile lay and
match of pattern should first be checked.

1. T F

2. One of the stitches used in joining two selvaged edges
is the overcast stitch.

2. T F

3. The cross stitch should not be used to join two
selvaged edges.

3. T F

4. The cross stitch is the same as the overcast stitch,
except that it is done twice.

4. T F

5. The porcupine roller should not be used on a four-
way seam.

5. T F

6. On repairing rugs, one should allow an hour or more
before removing the stay-tacks.

6. T F

7. Matching yarn can usually be obtained from a supply
house or picked up from matching scraps.

7. T F
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8. A missing tuft is a common irregularity that is not
considered a carpet defect.

9. The same methods employed to repair cut pile fabrics
may be applied to round wire or looped fabrics.

10. Most fabrics are woven with the tufts looped around
the bottom shot.

11. New pile resulting from carpet repairs should be
steam-ironed to take off some of the "newness" and
to make it blend with the older pile.

12. Latex and similar compounds have to be removed
from carpet backing during reweaving or burling.

13. When repairs are begun on large areas, the knee
kicker should be used to relieve the stretch load
around the damaged spot.

14. Many workrooms may lack the necessary yarns for
burling or for replacement of missing or damaged
tufts.

15. Most binding jobs are done in the shop.

16. Binding tape comes in neutral colors and tones.

17. Latex is used on many repair jobs.

18. A curved needle is always used for sewing binding.

19. Binding on the job can be done by hand or machine.

20. A flat basket-weave stitch on a pole is used to
repair tears.

21. A flat basket-weave stitch is the most complicated
stitch possible.

22. When seams are made in carpet, it is not necessary
to check pile lay.

23. It is not advisable to use latex or a similar adhes-
ive to strengthen a seam or tear.

24. The best needle to use for repairing a damaged seam
is the straight needle.

25. Latex adds strength and longer wear to seams and
tears.

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

11. T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

16. T F

17. T F

18. T

19. T F

20. T F

21. T F

22. T F

23. T F

24. T F

25. T F
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TOPIC 2--SPOT CLEANING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What is the most important single factor affecting spot removal on
carpet?
How many general groups of stains are there?
What is the best method of identifying and treating stains?
What is bleaching, and when is it used on carpet stains?

The removal of spots or stains from carpet requires a thorough knowledge of
the procedures to be followed; such cleaning is normally done by professional
carpet cleaners. This topic is not intended to train each carpet installer to
become a professional carpet cleaner; but when a professional carpet cleaner
is not readily available, emergency measures must sometimes be taken to
save a piece of carpet. This information will also enable the installer to
intelligently discuss the subject of spot cleaning with the customer.

Related Information

The most important single factor in stain removal is speed. U the spot is
cleaned as soon as it is made, the effort required for complete removal is
minimized. The longer a spot remains on a carpet, the more opportunity it
has to soak in and penetrate to the back, forming a dried mass that requires
much more work to remove. Some types of stains also change chemically
with time; and the longer these stains remain, the more difficult they are to
remove without leaving a trace or damaging the carpet pile.

Even clean water that penetrates the nap and wets the organic backing material
or the padding will create a stain if it is not immediately attended to. When
the water enters the backing, it may loosen or put into solution any foreign
materials or dyes that are present; and if the carpet is permitted to dry from
the face, the pile will act as a wick and carry these substances to the top,
creating a permanent stain. When water penetrates the backing, the carpet
should be unfastened so that it can be turned back far enough to expose all of
the wet area. It is advisable to insert crumpled paper between the two pile
surfaces of the carpet so they will not touch each other. This also provides
passage for air to circulate. As the carpet dries, the wick action will move
any foreign substances to the surface of the exposed backing. In other words,
always dry carpet from the backing, never from the face or pile side.
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First Aid Treatment

Accidents do happen, and carpets will be stained as a result. Most "spills"
are easily removed with ordinary materials found in the house, but those more
difficult to clean should be treated by a professional rug cleaner.

Some substances are capable of combining chemically with and destroying the
colors and fibers in a carpet. These substances may produce permanent stains
if not given prompt attention. In highly concentrated form, some of these
materials react so quickly that there is little or no chance for satisfactory
removal. This type of stain occurs infrequently, but usually special solvents,
chemicals, and techniques are required for removal. These methods, when
practiced by someone unskilled and inexperienced, can be more damaging
than the stain.

This section deals with simple remedies and techniques. These methods may
not remove all spots, but they should not harm the carpet or "set" the stains.
It should be remembered that these are emergency treatments only, designed
to cope with the usual household accidents. In all instances, the steps of the
recommended procedures should be followed in the sequence given.

Procedure for Removing Spillage:

1. Scrape or blot the spillage immediately. Quick action may remove the
substance before it penetrates the pile of the carpet. The longer the
substance remains on the carpet, the more difficult it will be to remove.

Use a spoon or the back of a knife for cleaning up semisolids or greasy
substances. Use clean, white, absorbent cloth or paper towels for
blotting liquids.

Begin at the outer edge of the spot and work toward the center of the
stained area. Do not brush or rub the spot. Use a blotting or dabbing
motion. Excess friction on the surface of most carpets will disarrange
the pile and make a matted spot.

2. If the stain remains, apply some solvent cleaning fluid (dry solvent) with
an eye dropper; keep blotting the spot with clean tissue. Continue blotting
until no more stain can be picked up on the tissue.

Caution: Apply the solvent sparingly. Excessive soaking may cause
rings on the surface. Follow the solvent manufacturer's instructions.

3. If the stain does not respond to the foregoing treatment, dissolve a teaspoon
of a neutral synthetic detergent in water and household ammonia. Apply
sparingly to the area, and blot with clean tissue until dry.

4. If stain remains, prepare a solution of three tablespoons of lukewarm
water and one tablespoonful of white vinegar. Apply this solution to the
stain. If it responds to treatment, continue blotting until no more stain
picks up. Finish blotting with clean white tissue.
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5. Never allow a wetted area to dry naturally. Remove as much moisture
as possible by blotting, and then put a pad of cloth or several paper towels
under a light weight on the affected area until the fabric is completely dry.
When thoroughly dry, brush the pile to restore the texture.

8. If the stain has not responded to these cleaning procedures, seek professional
help. Haphazard attempts at spot removal can cause permanent setting
of stains, pile distortion, matting, and loss of color. When calling a
professional rug cleaner, give him as much information as possible, for
example:

The material causing the stain
The type of face fiber in the carpet
The color of the carpet
Whether cut or loop pile
Age and general condition of the carpet

Types of Stains

Carpet is subjected to a wide variety of stains. These stains often are not
noticed until hours after they have occurred. This time lag increases the
difficulty of their removal. In addition to the time lag, there is the problem
of identification.

When stain identification is possible, use the method specifically prescribed
for the removal of that type of stain.

Although there are a great variety of staining substances, some of them will
respond to the same chemical treatment. This makes it possible to classify
stains according to chemical reaction and reduce the number of special removal
techniques.

Stains are classified into three general groups: the dry, the dry-wet, and the
wet. The dry type of stain responds to dry solvents, but not to water.

The dry-wet type is usually a combination of water-soluble substances held by
a binder that is dry soluble.

The wet type of stain is soluble in water or a water-based solution. The wet
types of stains can be divided further into these groups:

Emulsifiable stains can be broken up mechanically and removed by the
action of a detergent.
Digestive type stains are insoluble starches and proteins which must
be broken down chemically or digested before they can be dissolved.
Yellow-brown stains are degradation products caused by aging, heat,
and wetting. These are frequently referred to as "Tannin stains."
Metallic stains are usually caused by corrosion and rub-off.
Dyes and color stains.
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Detailed explanation of these stains and procedures for their removal follow.

Identifying and Treatin_g Stains

If a stain is not identified, a "trial and error" technique may be used, one in
which none of the steps interferes chemically with subsequent steps. Before
listing these methods of stain removal, however, it will be necessary to
examine the characteristics of various staining materials:

Dry Stains

Generally, these spots are dark in color and collect dirt. They can be greasy,
but can also be stiff. Some of the substances in this group are:

Airplane cement Furniture polish
Asphalt Lacquers
Chewing gum Linseed oil
Cooking oils and fats Machine oil and grease
Cosmetics Oil paints
Dry type inks (ball point) Rubber cement
Greasy foods Shoe polishes and dyes
Household cement Varnishes, waxes, and tars

Removal Procedure:

1. Soak with dry cleaning solvent.

2. Scrape with a spatula.

3. Continue to work and absorb with tissue until the pickup of color ceases.

4. If the stain remains, use oil type paint remover and repeat steps 2 and 3.

5. Try lacquer solvents, and repeat steps 2 and 3.

6 Use oil dye solvents, and repeat steps 2 and 3.

7. Use rubber solvents, and repeat steps 2 and 3. Rubber-type stains can
also be removed by freezing the substance with either carbon dioxide gas
or dry ice, then breaking off.

8. Dry either with air vacuum or a stack of tissues under a light weight and
let the fabric dry.

Caution: Avoid excessive breathing of the fumes. Do not over-saturate
the stain with dry solvents, or a ring can result. Follow the solvent
manufacturer's instructions.

Dry-Wet Stains

The dry-wet type of stain is usually stiff or powdery and contains coloring
pigments. In this class are substances such as:
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Oil paints
Wood primers
Wood fillers
Putty
Mascara

Nail polish
Rouge
Marking ink
India ink
Printer's ink

Removal Procedure:

1. Soften the binder with the dry solvent.

2. Scrape excess solvent with a spatula and absorb with tissue. Continue
until the pickup of color and solvent ceases.

3. Soak with an oil-type paint remover, and repeat step 2.

4. Use a volatile type of paint remover, and repeat step 2.

5. Dry the spot either by vacuum or absorbent tissues.

6. Use a neutral synthetic detergent, and repeat steps 2 and 5.

Wet Stains

Emulsifiable Stains. These stains are usually stiff and crusty and are all
generally insoluble. To be removed, they must be broken down into minute
particles and emulsified. Some of these types of stains are:

Dirt Carbon paper Lime
Clays Building cement Plaster
Some paints Dry-type residues

Removal Procedure:

1. Soften with a neutral synthetic detergent.

2. Scrape off the excess detergent, and gently blot with tissue until no more
pickup occurs.

3. Rinse with tap water and repeat step 2.

4. If spot persists, use neutral synthetic detergent with ammonia solution,
and repeat steps 2 and 3.

5. Use a wet spotter, and repeat steps 2 and 3.

6. Dry either by using a vacuum or a weighted pad of absorbent tissues over
the area.

Caution: Do not over-soak or spread the area.

Digestive Stains. Stains that respond to digestive-type treatment are usually
hard to remove and they entangle the pile of the carpet. They also
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Tannin Stains. The tannin-type stains are usua ly tan or brown in color and

Some of these stains are:

Coffee Cocktails Grass and leaves

contain no odor. Frequently these stains cannot be completely removed.

3. Kee,. adding the digester so that the spot is kept wet for about half an hour.

4. Rinse the area with warm water, and absorb with tissue until the pickup

7. Dry the area.

Caution: Keep the spot moistened at all times with digester, and keep it

Removal Procedure:

allow

2. Work the area by moistening and absorbing until the pickup of stain ceases.

3. Rinse the spot with water and absorb.

4. Soak the stain with wet soaking solution, and work it into the pile. Place

1. Wet the spot with tannin stain remover, and aow to soak for a few

5. Repeat step 3.
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of stain and moisture ceases.

5. Use a wet spotter; work on the area, and absorb the moisture with tissue.

6. Repeat step 4.

warm if possible;

minutes.

a one-half inch layer of weighted-down tissue over the spot, and let it
stand for 15 minutes. If spot remains, repeat the procedure.

Tea
Beer Barnyard soil
Wine
Liquor

Soft drinks Animal stains

Tobacco Some inks
Fruit juices

,

may have an objectionable odor. Some of these stains are:

Anima], glue Egg Milk
Blood Gelatin Ice Cream
Cream Gravy Vegetable glue
Casein paint Feces Vomit

Removal Procedure:

1. Wet the spot with lukewarm water.

2. Apply the digester and work it in with fingers.



6. If spot persists, remoisten the area with water, and cover it with several
layers of Plean dry cloth.

7. Place a hot iron on the cloth and press down with moderate pressure until
the escapeof steam has nearly stopped (usually 10 seconds).

8. Repeat step 7 until there is no more pickup on a clean cloth applied to
the affected area.

9. If the stain persists, use some rust remover, and repeat steps 2 and 3.

10. If the stain still persists, the next step is bleaching. (The procedure for
bleaching will be discussed at the end of the discussion on spot removal
techniques.)

Metallic Stains. These stains are of various colors and appear as powdery
smears. The stains that fall into this group are:

Iron rust (dark brown) Red clay
Copper cwrosion (green) Brass (green)
Silver nitrate (blackish gray) Some paint residues
Argyrol Potassium permanganate (brown)
Jeweler'; rouge

Removal Procedure:

1. Soak with a neutral synthetic detergent.

2. Scrape up excess and absorb with tissue.

3. Flush with water and absorb.

4. a. Use rust remover for iron.

b. Use 10-percent solution of potassium iodide, saturated with iodine,
followed by 1.5-percent solution of sodium bisulfite to remove silver
stains.

c. Use 1.:. percent solution of sodium bisulfite. (Follow this with acetic
acid for permanganate stains.)

d. 'o remove copper and brass stains, use 5-percent acetic acid.

5. Absorb and rinse with water.

6. Dry the area.

Caution: Before using these chemicals, try them on a few tufts elsewhere
on the carpet where it will not be seen. Rust remover is harmful to the
skin; wash quickly if it comes in contact with hands. The chemical used
in rust remover will etch glass and metal.
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Dye and Color Stains. This category includes the following substances:

Wet inks Some furniture dyes Bunting
Medicines Water colors Bubble lights
Leather dyes Colored paper Transfer colors

Removal Procedure:

1. Soak with neutral synthetic detergent and blot until pickup of matter ceases.

2. Saturate with wet soaking solution. Place one-half inch layer of weighted-
down tissues and let stand for 15 minutes. If the spot remains, repeat
the procedure.

3. Absorb and blot until pickup of stain and moisture ceases.

4. Rinse with water and absorb.

5. Apply acetic acid, and repeat step 3.

6. Repeat step 1.

7. Apply ammonia solution, and repeat step 3.

8. Flush with water and absorb. If the stain persists, use the bleaching
process.

9. Rinse with water, absorb, and dry the spot.

Unidentifiabie Stains

In the event the spots cannot be identified, the following general spotting
procedure can be used:

1. Soak the spot with dry solvent.

2. Scrape and absorb until pickup of solvent ceases.

3. Try oil-type paint remover, and repeat step 2.

4. Next try special solvents for lacquer, oil, dyes, and rubber.

5. Rinse and repeat step 2.

6. Dry the spot.

7. Soak the stain with tap water, and repeat step 2.

8. Try digestion method; rinse, and repeat step 2.

9. Use the general formula. Rinse and repeat step 2.
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10. Try wet spotter. Rinse and repeat step 2.

Ile Bleach. Follow instructions.

12. Shampoo, using neutral synthetic detergent, and repeat step 2.

13. Dry either by vacuum or by placing a weighted stack of absorbent tissues
over the spot.

Bleaching

If the spots do not respond to the previously mentioned techniques, they can
often be reduced in intensity by bleaching.

The bleaching of spots is considered a last resort, because in nearly every
case the carpet dyes will also be affected. If the bleaching is not controlled
correctly, a noticeable stain that frequently is more objectionable than the
original stain can result. The area will then have to be disguised by spot
dyeing, burling, or patching.

If bleaching is to be attempted, the following procedure is recommended:

1. Test the intensity of the bleach on some obscure area of the carpet.

2. Wet the defective area with a neutral synthetic detergi t.

3. Apply some bleach on the spot with a swab (hydrogen peroxide, 1 percent).

4. If the change is too slow, accelerate the bleaching action by applying a
7-percent ammonia solution. (Use a fresh swab for this purpose.)

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T it the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The :emoval of spots or stains from carpet requires
a thorough knowledge of all the prescribed procedures.

2. The trost important single factor in stain removal
is speed.

3. The longer a spot remains on a carpet, the more
opportunity it has to soak in.

4. Some types of stains never change chemically with
time.

5. Clean water that penetrates the nap and wets the
backing material will not create a stain.
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. F



6. Some spilled substances are capable of combining
chemically with and destroying the colors and fibers
in the carpet.

7. When cleaning a spot on the carpet, a carpet mechanic
should begin from the center of the stained area and
work out.

8. It is much better to brush or rub the stait., rather
than to use a blotting or dabbing motion.

9. Friction on the face of most carpets will disarrange
the pile.

10. A carpet mechanic should apply liberal amounts of
solvent when cleaning a spat.

11. Excessive soaking with a dry cleaner may cause
rings to form on the surface of the carpet.

12. A wetted area of a carpet should not be allowed to
dry naturally.

13. The pile should never be brushed to restore the
texture.

14. Carpet is usually subjected to a wide variety of
stains.

15. If treatment is started hours after the stain occurs,
the difficulty of removal is increased.

16. Stains are classified into four general groups.

17. Oil paints, mascara, and nail polish are all dry-
wet types of stains.

18. Iron, copper, and brass stains fall in the dye and
color stain category.

19. Before using chemicals, the carpet mechanic should
try them out experimentally on a few tufts.

20. A stain is bleached only as a last resort.

6. T F

7. T F

8. T F

9, T F

10. T F

11, T F

12. T F

13. T F

14. T F

16. T F

16. T F

17. T F

18. T F

19. T F

20. T F N
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TOPIC 3--WASHING AND DRY CLEANING

Introduction

This topic is planned to help the apprentice find answers to the following
questions:

What constitutes good care and maintenance of carpet?
How often should a carpet be vacuumed?
What are the accepted methods of cleaning a carpet?
What is "in plant" cleaning, and when is it required?
What is the recommended procedure for surface brightening?

Wall-to-wall carpeting is considered almost a necessity in private homes and
apartments. The benefits of wall-to-wall carpeting are widely known and
readily accepted as part of the borne decorating plan. Modern technology has
created new and improved synthetic fibers, and these fibers, togetber with
the development of the modern tufting carpet loom, have made possible an
attractive, high quality product within the means of the average American
family.

The many environmental advantages of carpet include harmonious colors,
better acoustics, and good thermal properties. In addition, a hidden benefit
to the buyer is the "built-in" safety factor. Many bumps and bruisesand
even more serious injuries--have been avoided because there was carpet on
the floor.

The same good housekeeping rules used on commercial carpeting are applicable
to residential carpeting. The installer should explain to the bousewife that
the carpet should be vacuumed as often as possible. In fact, a carpet that is
frequently vacuumed will wear better and retain its original appearance longer
than one which is not.

The areas where carpeting is used in the home have expanded beyond the living
room, halls, stairs, and bedrooms. The trend towards carpeting kitchens,
bathrooms, and even patios has increased sharply. Synthetic fibers with low
moisture absorption properties are ideal for these areas. Spot removal is
easy with synthetic fibers (such as acrylic) if attended to promptly.

A carpet installer should always take a little time at the completion of a job to
explain a few simple rules of maintenanze. These basic rules include (1)
frecrient vacuuming with an upright beater type vacuum; (2) occasional rear-
ranging of heavy furniture in a room; (3) prompt spot and stain removal, using
a kit sold by most carpet stores; and (5) removing excess liquids by ordinary
facial tissues, weighted down with a book or similar object.
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Related Information

Carpets will give excellent service, provided they receive reasonable care
and attention. The failure of owners to follow the basic rules of good main-
tenance shortens the service life of carpet. Even the best grades of carpet
have limitations and can be abused.

Carpets, whether expensive or inexpensive, are expected to remain attractive
and last a long time. It should be understood that the ease of maintenance and
the useful life of a carpet do vary with different types of carpet construction.
The dense constructions, for example, clean easier and wear longer than
other types.

It is important that the correct carpet be selected for a particular use. Each
room, floor, or other area has specific problems, and carpet should be
maintained according to the needs. Therefore, the amount of cleaning a carpet
requires depends upon the amount and type of traffic it must carry. Atmospheric
conditions and the amount and type of dirt prevalent in a particular location
are among the factors that determine the life of a carpet. Even under adverse
conditions, a carpet will retain its attractiveness over a prolonged period of
time if given proper care.

Maintenance

There is no set procedure specifying when to sweep, vacuum, or shampoo a
carpet. These tasks depend on prevailing conditions. The following schedule,
however, is considered good practice:

1. The carpet should be vacuumed daily in moderate and heavy traffic areas.

2. The entire carpet should be thoroughly vacuumed at least once a week.

3. Spots should be cared for immediately.

4. The carpets may be cleaned "on location" when the Soil level in the pile
has penetrated no more than one-third of the total pile height.

5. If the dirt has been allowed to penetrate one half the pile height or more,
iii. plant" cleaning should be used.

Need for Vacuum Cleaning

The purpose of vacuum cleaning is to remove the soil from the carpet and
keep the pile erect. Heavy traffic areas require frequent vacuuming to remove
the coarse dirt particles that can act as abrasives on fiber and shorten the
life of the carpet. Under the pressure of foot traffic, dirt penetrates the
surface of the carpet between the fibers and works down deep into the pile,
making it more difficult to remove. If left in the carpet too long, it tends to
combine with the oily atmospheric impurities to form a film that binds and
clings tenaciously to the fibers, dulling the carpet's appearance.
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Frequent vacuuming will not harm the carpet, provided the vacuum cleaner
is in good mechanical condition. On the contrary, it is beneficial because it
prolongs the life of the carpet by removing the dirt and by delaying the need
for wet shampooing.

Equipment

A floor sweeper and hand brush are handy for removing lint and crumbs or for
brushing up the pile. However, this removes only surface litter and allows
the fine particles to settle into the depth of the pile.

A straight suction type of vacuum cleaner without a brush or beater attachment
tends to remove the surface dirt only and does not loosen the embedded grit.
A powerful motor-driven brush and beater-bar type of vacuum cleaner usually
does the best carpet cleaning job.

Method

A vacuum cleaner should be pushed slowly along the carpet to enable its vacuum
action to remove the embedded soil particles. A carpet may be vacuumed in
any direction; however, the final stroke should be with the pile lay. For
example, for light cleaning three strokes should be made over an area--forward,
backward, and forward again. The last stroke forward should move the cleaner
into the next area. At least five to seven strokes are required for a thorough
cleaning.

The brushes of the vacuum cleaner should be kept clean, and the dirt bag
should never be allowed to fill more than half way. The directions given by
the vacuum manufacturer should be followed.

Seasonal Cleaning and Surface Brightening

The efficiency of the routine sweeping and s ucuum maintenance may be excel-
lent, but eventually the colors of tha carpet may become dull. This condition
is caused by an accumulation of atmospheric pollution and small soil particles,
held together with an oily binder. This accumulation does not yield readily to
mechanical means of removal. To restore the factory-fresh appearance of
the carpet, the carpet must be given special attention. The present popularity
of bright hues and pastel colors has made this increasingly necessary.

Moderately soiled carpets--those in which the soil goes down no farther than
113 of the iiile height--can be cleaned in place or "on location." Those diet
are very dirty will have to be removed from the floor and sent to an establish-
ment especially equipped to process carpet. This is called "in plant" cleaning
and is much more thorougt and complete than any other method of carpe.
cleaning. The carpet is dusted, wet-washed or shampooed, water rinsed, and
dried. This is a certain and positive method of cleaning.

The "in plant" method is applicable to all loosely-laid carpets and rugs, but
is not convenient for the fixed-in-place, wall-to-wall installations. The added
cost of removing and reinstalling sl,ch c"rpet creates the need for a satisfacc-Ty
method of cleaning the wall -to -wall installations on location.
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Cleaning on Location

To maintain a satisfactory appearance level of home carpet and defer the need
for a professional cleaning, a "do it yourself" method of surface brightening
may be used, but this should not be considered equal to professional "on
location" cleaning.

Two basic types of "on location" cleaning are used: the wet and the dry method.
The wet method consists of applying the suds of a detergent, followed by
mechanical brushing and a wet vacuum pickup of the suds. The dry method
consists of spreading an absorbent material, followed by mechanical brushing
and vacuuming.

The restoration of color and brightness by the dry method is less than when
a wet shampoo is correctly applied. The advantages of dry material cleaners
are less distortion of texture, better removal of greasy soils, no color bleed,
and little or no drying time, making the space available for immediate reuse.
Neither of these methods uses thorough wetting and rinsing to flush away the
soil. These limitations should be understood, and if satisfactory restoration
of the original is desired, the carpet should never be allowed to accumulate
an excessive quantity of soil.

Dry Method. Absorbent powder type cleaners, in general, are applied by the
following method:

1. Thoroughly vacuum the carpet.

2. Sprinkle the powder liberally over the area to be cleaned, and brush it
into the carpet with a clean broom or a bristle brush. (Several powder
manufacturers also make mechanical brushes for this purpose.)

3. Allow the powder to dry thoroughly, and then vacuum well. (The
instructions issued by the powder manufacturer should be followed.)

Wet Method. Wet detergents should be applied as follows:

1. Vacuum the carpet thoroughly.

2. Dissolve one-half cup of a neutral synthetic detergent in a gallon of luke-
warm water.

3. Pour'the solution into a flat pan; dip a fiber bristle brush into the pan;
shake the brush once; and apply the suds, using a rotary motion.

4. Wipe off the suds with a damp cloth or sponge, moving in the direction of
the pile, and brush or lay the pile if necessary.

5. Dry the carpet as rapidly as possible by using fans, electrical heating
units, and good ventilation.
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Several rotary brush machines that yield results superior to a hand brush are
available. The manufacturer's instructions should be followed when using
the machines.

Caution: Soaps, ammonia, washing soda, or highly alkaline detergents must
not be used, for these can cause the dyestuffs to "run" or can alter the shade
of the carpet. Some of the preparations sold on the market cannot be removed
from the carpet pile; and they will attract dirt, causing the carpet to soil again
rapidly. Excessive wetting or rubbing of the carpet must be avoided.

Furniture should not be placed on a wet carpet. If it is necessary to replace
furniture before the carpet is completely dry, pieces of plastic or paperboard
should be used to prevent furniture stains. Also walking on carpet should be
avoided when the carpet "3 wet, The carpet should be thoroughly vacuumed
when it is completely dry.

Wet cleaning methods are, in general, better suited for ny"on and other man-
made fibers. Nylon carpets may be wet-cleaned more frequently than absolutely
necessary because the fibers have a natural tendency to mat, and the carpet
subsequently loses its textured appearance.

Each type of fiber has advantages and disadvantages. Wool is the standard
of the industry because widespread experience has proven its satisfactory
performance. Nylon has distinctive wear superiority.

Special Problems

Stair Carpets

The edges of carpeted stair treads receive much more punishment than the
rest of the carpet. To get the most service out of stair carpet, the carpet
should be moved down a few inches on the riser before the "nose" is worn
bare. To do this, the carpet should be laid with an extra foot of length folded
under one or two risers at the top or bottom of the stairs, preferably at the
top. Proper timing and spacing make several shifts possible before carpet
replacement is necessary.

Rugs

To obtain maximum service and best appearance, a rug should be rotated
periodically. A rug having a rectangular shape can be alternately changed
end for end.

Any rug should overlap the end of its pad by about one inch, so that the rug
will drape over and conceal the pad. Improper overlap will cause the rug to
curl at the edges, which is a tripping hazard. Also the continual crushing
and flexing of the edges causes fraying and an unsightly appearance.

Adjust any overlap by cutting the pad and bending the carpet in the opposite
direction to the curl. If curling persists, use double-faced adhesive tape to
fasten the edge and prevent it from being kicked up.



Wall-to-Wall Carpet

A rearrangement of furniture can often be used to redirect traffic and equalize
wear. Throw rugs can also be used in heavy traffic areas, such as doorways,
in front of chairs, television sets, and the like to protect the carpet in those
areas.

Special Conditions

Shedding. Shedding is not a carpet defect, but rather a condition common to
all new fabrics. The pile yarn of carpet contairs a certain amount of short
fibers that work loose during service. The shedding will decrease gradually
over a period of time.

S_prouting. After the carpet has been laid, a tuft may be seen protruding above
the surface. This condition, called sprouting, is common in Wilton fabrics.
In weaving, one end of the yarn has been pinched between the shots and then
worked loose. The section of yarn that rises above the pile surface should
always be clipped, not pulled out.

Shading, After installation some carpets appear to change colors in certain
areas. These areas, generally irregular in shape, have a dark, blotchy
appearance, looking very much as though they were caused by spilled water.
When viewed from an opposite direction, the same area appears to be lighter.
This is not a deferA but rather an inherent characteristic of cut pile fabrics.

This kind of shading is caused by the difference in light reflection between the
side and the cut ends of the tufts. The side of the tuft appears lighter in shade
than the cut ends, and this contrast makes it necessary to impart a definite
lay (direction) to the pile, which is done by making use of wool's tendency to
take a "set" when steamed and brushed. Shading will result if the pile is
disturbed. This can occur in traffic areas and at traffic pivot points where
the tufts are pushed in random directions. Shading also is caused by irregularities
it? the underlay and floor surfaces.

Shading can sometimes be cc erected by persistent sweeping in one direction
with a bristle brush. Wet cleaning, followed by brushing the pile in one direction
while still wet. will also help to correct shading. The success of any of these
methods will depend upon the severity of the crush, and the effort pat into the
corrective process.

Shrinkage. Yarns used in construction of the carpet back have an inherent
tendency to shrink when subjected to moisture, which is one reason why rugs
and carpets are not guaranteed against shrinkage. Carpets properly cleaned
"on locatio, should not shrink any appreciable degree. Shrinkage may be
caused by saturating the back of the carpet with a liquid. During in plant"
cleaning, carpets will usually shrink if not held to their original dimensions
during drying.

Some professional carpet cleaners control carpet shrinkage by the use of
stretcher bars, and some tack and stake the carpet to the original dimensions.
This requires additional labor and involves extra cost.
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Shrinkage is used advantageously by carpet installers who frequently prewet
the back of the carpet when making a wall-to-wall instaiation. When the
carpet dries, it contracts and tightens. Tile force generated by the carpet
when shrinking will not pull up the tackless stripping, providing the stripping
is fastened securely.

Static. Static can be annoying during periods of low humidity. Man-made
iMrs, L. general, absorb less water than wool and generate more static
electricity.

Water and antistatic agents can be used to reduce static buildup. Antistatic
treatments are moderately successful and do not promote soiling if the correct
compound is used.

Crushing and Depressions. Pile crushing will occur to some degree and is
unavoidable, although regular vacuuming will minimize this condition. The
feet of furniture will compress and cause depressions in the carpet. Appro-
priate furniture pads or cups are recommended.

Fuzzing and Pilling. Loop pile fabrics made from yarns of staple fibers will
fuzz to some degree. This fuzz normally breaks off or wears away in a
reldivelv short period of time. The fuzz of long-wearing staple nylon fiber
usually persists for a long period of time.

Lint from various sources or from tne weaker fibers in the carpet will get
tangled in the pile and cling to the strong protruding fibers to form "pills."
Persistent vacuuming can prevent this condition, or at least can hold it to a
minimum. The remaining pills can be removed wit:lout harm to the carpet by
clipping or by brushing with special blocks or bricks such as Ze-Go Block.
Continuous filament nylon (501) does not shed, fuzz, or pill.

Checkup

Read each statement and decide whether it is true or false. Circle T if the
statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Today, wall-to-wall carpeting is considered almost 1. T r
a necessity.

2. The use of carpeting in the home has not expanded 2. T F
beyond the living room, hall, and stairs.

3. Regular care of carpet will prolong its life. 3. T F

4. A thorough cleaning of carpet by vacuum cleaners is 4. T F
necessary at least twice a week.

5. Spots should be removed promptly. 5. T F

6. The purpose of vacuum cleaning is to remove the soil 6. T F
from the carpet and keep the pile erect.
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7. Heavy traffic areas require more frequent vacua, _ling. 7. T F

8. A whisk broom is best for removing lint and crumbs
or for brushing up the pile.

8. T F

9. A carpet may be vacuumed in any direCtion. 9. T F

10. The dirt bag on a vacuum cleaner should not be
allowed to fill over one-quarter full.

10. T F

11. Three different types of "on location" cleaning
procedures ere used in cleaning carpets.

11. T F

12. Soaps, ammonia, washing soda, or highly alkaline
detergents should not be used on carpet.

12. T F

13. Furniture can be set on wet nylon carpet, without
danger of stains.

13. T F

14. A rug should be turned occasionally to obtain
maximum service.

14. T F

15. Shedding is not a carpet defect. 15. T F

16. All carpet seems to change colors in certain areas
after installation.

16. T F

17. Crushing will occur to some degree on every carpet
and is unavoidable.

17: T F

18. Static electricity can be annoying during periods
of low humidity.

18. T F

19. A vacuum without brush or beater action is generally
recommended for most carpets.

19. T F

20. A carpet made of continuous filament nylon is
subject to early shedding.

20. T F
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Instructional Materials

REQUIRED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Construction Safety Orders. Sacramento: California State Department of
Industrial Relations, Division of Industrial Safety, 1957.

Du:fin, D. J., The Essentials of Modern Car et Installation (2nd ed.).
New York: D. Van Nostria L.ompany, nc. , .

Introduction to Apprenticeship. Sacramento: California Stile Department of
Education, 1963.

Floor Coveriag, Part 1 (workbook and testbook). Sacramento: California
Stale Department of Education, 1965.

77994 300 9-66 1,100 4110.
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The purpose of this 1-quarter (4 class hours per week) course
outline is to provide opportunities for students to learn about
common disorders of the mouth and teeth, drugs commonly used in
the dental office, basic principles of nutrition and the role of
dental assistants in teaching patients about nutritional needs,
and common emergencies likely to occur in the dental office and the
responsibilities of the dental assistant in regard to each. The
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Course Description

DEN 1004 PRECLINICAL SCIENCES II

Fundamental information from oral pathology, pharmacology, nutrition,
and common emergencies as related to the role of the dental assistant.
Designed ir. four units to permit flexibility in scheduling.
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COURSE OUTLINE

DEN 1004 PRECLINICAL SCIENCES II

OBJECTIVES: To provide opportunities for students to learn about

(I) common disorders of the mouth and teeth.

(2) drugs commonly used in the dental office.

(3) basic principles of nutrition and the role of dental
assistants in teaching patients about nutritional
needs.

(4) common emergencies likely to occur in the dental
office and the responsibilities of the dental
assistant in regard to each.

COUhSE HOURS PER WEEK: Class, 4.

QUARTER HOURS CREDIT: 4.

PREREQUISITE: DEN 1003.

NOTE: The four units of this course may be scheduled for sequential
or concurrent teaching.

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION:

.1

UNIT I: ORAL PATHOLOGY

I. Introduction

A. Meaning of pathology

B. Tissae changes

1. Inflammation

2. Degeneration and hypoplasia

3. Hyperplasia and hypertrophy

4. Neoplasia

C. Review of histology

1. Normal tooth structure

2. Periodontal tissues



D. Review of life cycle of the tooth

III. Dental caries

A. Etiology

B. Progressive change in involved teeth

C. Control

D. Tests

IV. Pulpitis

A. Acute

1. Effects

2. Bacteriology involved

B. Chronic

1. Effects

2. Bacteriology involved

C. Degenerative changes in pulp

1. Effects

2. Etiology

V. Periapical inflammation

A. Acute dentoalveolar abscess

B. Dental granuloma

C. Chronic, following acute abscesses

VI. Odontogenic cysts

A. Radicular cysts

B. Developmental cysts

VII. Periodontal disease

A. Inflammation

B. Degeneration
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C. Atrophy

D. Traumatogenic occlusion

E. Hyperplasia

VIII. Miscellaneous disorders

A. Stomatitis

B. Canker sores

C. Herpes labialis

D. Leukaplakia

E. Lichen planus

F. Traumatic ulcers

G. Syphilis

H. Tuberculosis

I. Moniliasis

J. Vitamin deficiencies

K. Blood dyscrasias

L. VulcAnt's infection

M. Erosion

IX. Injuries

I. To teeth

2. To oral structures

X. Neoplasm

A. Definition

B. Classification

C. Diagnosis

D. Course of iumor growth
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UNIT PHARMACOLOGY

I. Introduction

A. Sources of information

B. Terminology

C. Sources of drugs

II. Administration of drugs

A. Important pharmacologic actions

B. Conditions modifying action of drugs

C. Recording

1. Administration

2. Patient reaction

D. Principles of administration

III. Weights and measures in drug preparation

IV. Prescriptions

V. Pharmaceutic preparations

A. Acting on the central nervous system

1. Depressants

2. Stimulants

B. Anesthetics

1. General

2. Local

C. Antibiotics

D. Coagulants

1. Astringents

2. Styptics



3. Hemostatics

4. Vasoconstrictors

E. Antiseptics

F. Miscellaneous

VI. Responsibilities in drug administration

A. The dentist

B. The dental assistant

C. The dental hygienist

D. The pharmacist

UNIT III: NUTRITION

I. Introduction

A. Meaning

B. Terminology

C. Classification of foods

II. Relation of nutrition to health

A. Growth and development

B. Effects of favorable nutrition

1. Physical

2. Mental and emotional

C. Effects of unfavorable nutrition

1. Physical

2. Mental and emotional

III. How the body uses foods

A. Carbohydrates

B. Fats
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C. Proteins

D. Vitamins

1. Vitamin B complax

2. Vitamin C

3. Vitamin D

4. Vitamin K

E. Minerals

1. Calcium

2. Phosphorus

3. Iron

4. Copper

5. Iodine

F. Water

IV. Digestion and absorption of foods

A. Carbohydrates

B. Fats

C. Proteins

D. Vitamins

E. Minerals

V. Body metabolism

A. Influences

B. Meaning of 'basal rate"

C. Effects of variations

l. Increased rate

2. Decreased rate

D. Body function when rate is normal
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VI. Food and energy requirements

A. Factors

1. Age

2. Sex

3. Type of work

B. Variations according to age

1. During infancy

2. During childhood

3. During adolescence

4. During middle age

5. During senescence

VII. Recommended daily food allowances

A. Essential foods

B. The "Basic Four"

C. Determination of amount

VIII. Nutritional deficiencies

A. Common examples

Relation {o dental health

IX. Meal planning

A. Advantages of planning

B. General rules for menu planning

C. Conditions requiring special planning to meet nutritional needs

1. Pregnancy and lactation

2. Certain illnesses

3. Surgery
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UNIT IV: Emergencies

I. First aid

A. Purposes

B. General rules

II. Common accidents

A. Musculoskeletal injuries

1. Common causes

2. Prevention

3. Types of injuries

a. Fractures

b. Sprains

c. Strains

d. Dislocations

B. Wounds

1. Causes

2. Types

C. Burns

1. Common causes

2. Types

3. Emergency measures

D. Poisoning

1. Common examples

2. Prevention

3. Emergency measures

4. Dental aspects

E. Foreign bodies



1. Common examples

2. Common sites

a. Esophagus

b. Trachea

c. Eye

3. Emergency measures

III. Hemorrhage

A. Types

B. Dangers

C. Emergency measures

IV. Shock

A. Causes

B. Degrees

C. Symptoms

D. Emergency measures

E. Dental aspects

V. Convulsions

A. Common causes

1. Adults

2. Children

B. Importance of medical history

C. Emergency measures

VI. Unconsciousness

A. Common causes

B. Emergency measures

C. Dental aspects
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VII. Respiratory failure

A. Causes

B. Resuscitation methods

C. Treatment in special situations

1. Electric shock

2. Gas asphyxiation

3. Drowning

VIII. Cardiac failure

A. Meaning

B. Symptoms

C. Emergency measures

D. Dental aspects

IX. Medicodental emergencies

A. Diabetes

1. Insulin shock

2. Diabetic coma

B. Hypertension

X. Dental emergencies

A. Toothache

1. General treatment

2. Records

B. Postextraction pain

1. General treatment

2. Records

C. Bleeding

1. Common sources
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2. Treatment

3. General care

4. Instructions to patient

5. Records

XI. Role of the dental assistant in emergencies

SUGGESTED TEXTS:

Brauer, J. C. and Richardson, B. E. urn Pentel Assistant; Third Edition.
New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc., 1964.

Flint, Thomas. Emergency Treatment And %nagement; Third Edition.
Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1964.

Mowry, Lillian. Basic And ad Therapy, Ea Nurses; Second

Edition. St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1962.

SUGGESTED REFERENCES:

Asimov, Issac. TIel Chemicals 91 Life. New York: Abelard-Schuman, Ltd.,

1954.

Bunting, R. W. L-a1 Hygiene; Third Edition. Philadelphia: Lea& Febiger,
1957.

Council on Dental Therapeutics. Accepted Dental Remedies, 1964. Chicago:

American Dental Association, 1965.

Falconer, M. H., Alija, The Dug, Das Nurse, TIti Patient; Second Edition.

Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1962.

Ferris, Elvira A. Bacteriology lac ILIA Practical Nurse. Albany: Delmar

Publishers, Inc., 1959.

Henderson, John. Emergency Medical, Guide. New York: McGraw-Hill Book

Company, Inc., 1963.

Kerr, D. A. and Ash, M. M. Qua Pathology. Philadelphia: Lea and
Febiger, 1960.

Levy, I. R. A Textbook fa, Dental Assistants; Fourth Edition. Philadelphia:

Lea and Febiger, 1955.
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Nasset, E. S. Your Diet, Dieestion, Aad Health; Second Edition. New York:

Barnes and Noble, 1961.

Nizel, A. E. Nutrition, In Clinical Dentistry. Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders Company, 1960.

N. C. Dental Society and the N. C. Pharmaceutical Association. North,

Carolina Denial Formulary; Second Edition. Raleigh, N. C.:
N. C. Dental Society and the N. C. Pharmaceutical Association.

Peyton, Alice B. Practical Nutrition; Second Edition. Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1962.

Reddish, George F. Antiseptics, Disinfectant, Fpneicisles gad Chemical,
arid PFisical Sterilization; Second Edition. Philadelphia: Lea and
Febig 195?.

Reinfeld, Fred. Miracle Prun ADA IhA Heti AD AI Medicine; Revised
Edition. New York: Sterling Publishing Company, 1959.

Skelley, Esther G. Medicajons 1 j Nurse. Albany: Delmar Publishers,
Inc., 1964.

Webster, W. P. and Wood, M. T. Dental Assistjpg Course 4.11; Preclinical
Sciences. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1965.

Wright, H. N. and Montag, Mildred. Pharmacolgey, ADA Therapeutics:, Seventh
Edition. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1959.
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*TEXTBOOKS, *REFERENCE BOOKS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL
HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *TREES, FERTILIZERS, IRRIGATION,

The purpose of this docemeit is to provide textual and reference
material for high school :national agriculture and adult farmer
students on the fertilizaion and irrigat:on of shade trees. It was
developed by a teacher oducator after beirg designed by subject
matter specialists, teacher-educators, supervisors, and teachers.
The sections of the document answer the ciLestions -- (1) Why Should
I Fertilize Trees, (2) What Is a Fertilizir, (3) Should I Fertilize,
(4) When Should I Fertilize and With What (5) How Should I
Fertilize, and (6) Should I Water Trees. The material may be used
by teachers competent in agriculture and ornamental horticulture
with students of average ability with interest and an occupational
goal in ornamental horticulture. This document is available for 15
cents from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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WATERING SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL

1

I. Why Should I Fertilize Trees?
What IS a Fertilizer?

3. -.Should I Fertilize?
4. When Should I Fertilize and-With What?

5. How Should I Fertilize?
6. Should I Water Trees?

Trees are an indisperiable part of a pleas-
ing landscape. Their establishment and main-
tenance concern homeowners, arborists,
municipal foresters, and those responsible
for the care of grounds in parks and around
public and private institutions and commercial

TREES,

buildings. The proper care of trees involves
the knowledge and use of many cultural prac-
tices, including basic information on fertili-
zation. A section on watering trees is included
because of its importance and close relationship
to fertilizing.

I. WHY SHOULD I FERTILIZE TREES?

Proper and timely application of fertilizer
Will produce beneficial results on most trees.
Newly established trees will gni* more rapidly
following fertilization with a nutrient or a
combination of nutrients that occur in limited
amounts in the soil. This is shown by in-
creased leaf size, length bf current-season
twig growth, and more rapid increase in
height. Slow-growing tree species, many of
which have desirable characteristics, may be
stimulated to grow faster by fertilization.
Thlit should encourage their use in situations
where slow growth has been considered un-
desirable.

1.0 'Leaf color and leaf size.loften indicate0do nutrient deficiencies in the soil. Various
colora or patterns of color indicate deficien-
cies of specific essential nutrients. Symptoms
include one or more of the following: pale

pe. green or yellow cnlor, leaves with mottled
patterns between the veins or with dead spots,
stunted leaves, and early loss of leaves. The
leaves of many trees become darker green

following fertilization and this makes them
more cGispicuous and attractive.

Fertilizing can help maintain mature trees
in a vigorous growing pondftionv A vigorously

= growing tree is lesi susceptible to. certain
diseases and insect pests than le a less vig-
orous tree. Canker-causing fungi occur more

- commonly on weakened trees. Also, many of
the noninfectious tree diseases develop when
soil nutrient and moisture nditions are un-
favorable. Healthy, vigorous trees tend, to
resist, borers, while those growing under un-
favorable moisture or nutrient conditione are
more susceptible to attack by these insects.

Established trees.weakened by leaf dis-
eases, insect defoliation, mechanical injury,
soil compaction, drought, or other causes
often show poor growth or dying of branch
ends. Fertilization may stimulate additional
growth so that the plant can compensate for
the conditions that cause decline.
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(2) Fertilizing and Watering Shade and Ornamental Trees

2. WHAT IS A FERTILIZER?

A fertilizer is a supplement, usually
added to the soil, composed of elements es-
sential or beneficial to plant growth. The
essential elements present in plant tissue in
relatively large quantities are called macro-
nutrients. They are nitrogen, potassium,
phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, sulfur,
oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen. Those present
in relatively small quantities are called micro-
nutrients. The micronutrients areiron, man-
ganese, copper, zinc, boron, and molybdenum.

Magnesium, sulfur, and the micronutrients
are usually adequate in most soils and rarely
limit plant growth. The carbon, hydrogen,
an. oxygen used by plants come from the at-
mosphere or from soil water, and under nor-
mal conditions occur in sufficient amounts.
Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are of
primary concern as soil supplements.

Nitrogen
Plant growth is more often limited by

deficiency of nitrogen than of any other ele-
ment. Although nitrogen comprises 78 per-
cent by volume of the earth's atmosphere, it
is not in a form that plants can use. Nitrogen
compounds. are rare in the rocks from which
soil is formed. Certain bacteria in the soil
use atmospheric nitrogen and change it into a
form that can be used by plants. Also, some
atmospheric nitrogen is added to the soil dur-
ing electrical rainstorms. However, most soil
nitrogen available to trees is derived from
thcomposed plant material returned to the
soil. Microorganisms in the soil must break
down this complex plant material into simple
inorganic compounds before the nutrients can
be used by frees.

Nitrogen in plants occurs in proteins.
Proteins are primary components of proto-
plasm, the living material in plant cells.
Nitrogen is a component of chlorophyll pig-
ments and therefore is important in the pro-
duction of food in plant leaves by photosyn-
thesis. Nitrogen is also found in some plant
vitamins and enzymes and is consequently
essential in metabolism.
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An abundance of nitrogen in the soil pro-
motes plant growth, particularly of the above-
ground portions as compared with the roots.
When nitrogen is deficient, it is common to
see stunted top growth, pale green to yellow
foliage, and yellowing ar drying of the older
leaves, especially during droughts.

Materials commonly aged to supplement
nitrogen in the soil are ammonium nitrate,
ammonium sulfate, and urea. These mater-
ials are readily soluble in water. When ap-
plied to the soil surface and followed by ade-
quate rainfall or supplemental watering, ni-
trogen will be carried down into the soil where
it is available to all roots. Nitrogen is also
carried away by water so that it is necessary
to add nitrogen to the soil at regular inter-
vals to maintain an ample supply.

Phosphorus,

Most of the phosphorus in soil came from
the rock material from which the soil was
derived. This form of phosphorus is abundant
but not readily available to plants. The soils
with the greatest amount of readily available
phosphorus contain abundant organic matter and
a high percentage of clay. Most soils have
sufficient phosphorus for adequate plant growth,
but additional quantities supplied as fertilizers
may be needed for the best growth.

Plants use from one-tenth to one-fifth as
much phosphorus as nitrogen. Phosphorus is
found in all living plant tissues aid is essential
for good root growth, proper tissue develop-
ment, and flower bud production. It is abundant
in seed and other storage organs. Phosphorus
has a direct role as a carrier of energy through-
out the plant and is also involved in photo-
synthesis. When the soil is deficient in phos-
phorus, plants fail to get a good start at the
beginning of the growing season, have poor
root growth, and have delayed flower pro-
duction.

Commercially, phosphorus fertilizers are
available as superphosphate; double super-
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phosphate, and with nitrogen as ammonium
phosphate. The available phosphate in these
fertilizers reacts rapidly with the soil and re-
mains in the area of applic,...on. For this
reason phosphorus-containing fertilizers must
be placed in the soil near the tree roots. Sur-
face-applied phosphorus remains near the
soil surface and is available only to the plants
with roots in this region. A lmost no phos-
phorus is carried away by water.

Potassium
Most of the rocks from which soils were

formed contained potassium. Soils usually
contain more potassium than nitrogen or phos-
phorus. The salts of potassium are readily
soluble in water and may be carried away in
areas of heavy rainfall, especially in sandy
soils. Soil containing clay or organic matter
has a large amount of potassium in a form
unavailable to plants. However, it is slowly
released in a form which plants can use

Potassium is present in woody plants in
quantities larger than those of all mineral

LI nutrients but calcium. It is not found in any
permanent structure but is involved in chang-
ing a plant's food into forms it can use for
growth and other functions. It acts as a bal-
ancing agent between root growth and top
growth and between nitrogen and phosphorus
utilization. A visual symptom indicating po-
tassium deficiency is not readily apparent on
most trees and shrubs.

The most important commercial fertilizer
containing potassium is potassium chloride,
commonly called niuriate of potash. Potassium
is distributed from the point of applications in
the soil somewhat faster than phosphorus but
not nearly as rapidly as nitrogen. Potassium-

(3)

containing fertilizers should-therefore be
placed in the soil and not applied to the soil
surface. Only those roots quite near the point
of application can absorb ample quantities of
potassium.

Formulations
Most granular or crystalline commercial

fertilizers contain nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium in guaranteed amounts. Also some
calcium, magnesium, sulfur, and micro-
nutrients are included either as impurities or
in combination with nitrogen, phosphorus, or
potassium. The guaranteed analysis of most
fertilizers is shown on the bag as three num-
bers, for example, 12-12-12. The first num-
ber gives the percentage of nitrogen (N); the
second number gives the percentage of phos-
phorus as phosphoric acid (P205); and the third
number gives the percentage of potassium as
potash (1C20).

In many areas it is not desirable, bene-
ficial, or economical to apply all three pri-
mary nutrients. Each of the three can be
purck. 3d separately.

The value of organic vs. inorganic ferti-
lizer materials is occasionally questimed.
The organic sources contain a much lower
percentage of nutrients, are slower to release
nutrients, are more difficult to obtain and
apply, and are more expensive per pound of
nutrient received than the inorganic forms.
The organic fertilizer materials containing
humus, such as manure or composts, have
some advantage in improving soil aeration,
structure, and water-holding capacity. When
plant nutrients are of primary interest, the
ec("omics of fertilizing definitely favor in-
organic fertilizers.

3. SHOULD I FERTILIZE?

A number of factors should be considered
before fertilizing trees. The general condi-
tion and color of the plants must be noted. If
trees have poor growth or pale green leaves,
fertilizer may make them grow faster and give

them a darker green color. If trees are at-
tacked by canker-causing fungi or borers,
fertilizer will make them more vigorous and
less subject to these troubles.

VAS 5003
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Determine the rate of annualirowth

The amount of annual shoot growth of a
tree can be easily determined on tree species
with terminal bud scale scars. Bud scales
enclose and protect buds on the ends of twigs
during the winter and leave scars that en-
circle the twig zfter the scales fall in the
spring. These scars remain evident for sev-
eral years on many tree species.

From the tip of tne branch to the ring of
bud scale scars nearest the tip is the current
season's growth. The growth of previous
years can be determined by observ:ing the
distance from bud scale scars to bud scale
scars as they occur down the V'', (Fig. 1).

41104111=11.111mrmimillalimini
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Fig. 1. The upper two twigs are from a vigorous white
ash. The current season's growth, the part between the
tips of i4e twigs and the bud scale scars (indicated by
arrows) nearest the tips, is long and thick and has plump
buds. The previous seasons growth, partially shown to
the right of the arrows, is also lung and thick. The l6wer
two twigs are from a less vigorous tree, rho current and
previous seasons' growths are shorter, more spindly, and
have small buds.

By observing the length of growth for the pre-
ceding 3 or 4 years on several twigs, it is
possible to estimate whether the growth rate
is satisfactory or unsatisfactory, increasing
or decreasing.

The growth rate will vary with tree species,
soil type, and environmental conditions. As
a general guide, terminal twig growth on most
trees should be 9-12 inches or more a year.
Trees approaching mature size may grow
only 6-9 inches a year.
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A second method of determining growth
rate in many tree species is measuring the
width of annual wood rings produced in the
trunk, This is accomplished with most oase
and least damage to the tree with an increment
borer or increment hammer (Fig. 2). These

Fig. 2. The increment borer (left) and the increment
hammer (right) are tools used by the arborist or forester to
obtain cores from the wood of standing trees. The cores
obtained with each (insets) have been marked with ink to
make the widths of the annual rings more evident. In each
inset the lower sore's most recent annual rings are closely
spread, indicating a slow growth rate, but the upper core
shows the widely spaced rings associated with the rapid
growth of henIthy trees.

tools are available at most garden supply
stores. Both are commonly used by the trained
arborist and forester, who can compare cores
of wood from trees to determine their growth-
rate characteristics.

Determine the soil conditions

In addition to the condition of the plants, it
is desirable to know the condition of the soil.
In most instances, the best tool for such use
is a soil profile tube (Fig. 3), but a spade or
trowel can also be used for taking samples of
the soil.

Several factors affecting the condition of
the soil should be considered,

1) Topsoil depth is important. The greater
the depth, the greater tin volume of soil with
physical, chemical, and biological character-
istics favorable for root growth.
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Fig. 3 The sod profile tube is a handy tool for removing
cores of soil from the upper 10 - 14 inches. Many proper-
ties of the sod can be observed by examining such cores.

2) Soil texture should be noted. Is it
composed predominately of sand, silt, or
clay?

3) Soil structure is best determined when
the soil is moist. Does it stick together to
form a tight ball or, more desirably, remain
in crumbs that can be sifted through the fin-
gers?

4) Is the subsoil tight clay, stony, or
gravelly?

5) Has the soil been disturbed? Soil
compaction, a change in drainage, removal
of a layer of topsoil, o '7 a fill of clay above
the original topsoil often reduce plant vigor
and growth.

(5)

A soil with a deep topsoil, silty loam tex-
ture, aggregate structure, high organic mat-
ter content, high nutrient content, good aer-
ation, moderately high water-holding capacity,
and a subsoil allowing internal draining is
ideal.

Two types of chemical tests are currently
used to determine soil deficienciessoil tests
and plant tissue analysis. No method of de-
termining soil nutrient deficiencies is appli-
cable to all plants under all conditions. Soil
teas indicate general soil deficiencies. These
tests will help to determine if the phosphorus
or potassium content is low in the soil around
shade trees.

Diagnosing soil deficiencies by analyzing
plant tissue currently serves as a good re-
search tool but is not considered practical for
use in shade tree fertilization.

Consider the disadvantages of fertilizing

Although the advantages usually far out-
weigh the disadvantages, certain points should
be kept in mind. Fertilizing trees or shrubs
in lawns will also stimulate grass growth, and
frequent mowing may be necessary. Unless
regularly pruned, small ornamental shrubs,
through fertilization, may become too large
for their locations in a few years. Heavy
nitrogen applications tend to increase twig
growth and reduce flower;.ag in some orna-
mental shrubs. Some woody species may
become tall, spindly, or succulent and de-
velop a weeping appearance after prolonged
fertilizing.

American beech, white oak, and some
crab apple varieties have been reported injured
by fertilizer formulations containing nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium. All fertilized
plants should be observed critically each year
to determine the effect of fertilization.

4. WHEN SHOULD I FERTILIZE AND WITH WHAT?

Time of application

Nitrogen fertilizers should be applied
annually. Little available nitrogen remains
in the soil from year to year, since most of
it is used by plants or carried away by water.
Nitrogen i rtilizers are most efficiently util-

ized by trees when applied in April or May.
However, applications in October or November
will also stimulate growth the following year.

Phosphorus and potassium fertilizers are
chemically bound in the soil and become avail-

VAS 5003
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ole slowly throughout several growing sea-
sons. They should be added to the soil every
3-5 years in either spring or fall, whichever
is more convenient.

Rate of application

To fertilize trees and shrubs, fertilizer
should be distributed throughout the area where
roots are most likely to occur. Nutrient-ab-
sorbing roots of woody plants usually occur in
the soil area covered by the branch spread.
However,. trees that have narrow tops or
crowns, such as some poplars and columnar
maples, have roots that extend well beyond the
branch spread.

The amount of fertilizer to be applied
should be based on the area of soil to be treat-
ed and not on the diameter of the tree trunk.
When a square or rectangular area is ferti-
lized, it is easy to calculate the area involved.
Also it simplifies uniform distribution of
fertilizer around each tree. Four stakes should
be placed in the ground to designate the corners
of the area. The stakes should be located so
that the entire branch spread of the tree will
be included in the area to be fertilized (Fig. 4).
The area in square feet is determined by
multiplying the length times the width.

Nitrogen is the nutrient most often lacking
in the soil and, therefore, the first to limit
plant growth. Nitrogen fertilizers can safely
be added to the soil annually at the rate of 6
pounds of actual nitrogen per 1, 000 square feet
of area.

Fig. 4. Stakes hove been placed of the four corners of the
area being fertilised, They ore for enough from the tree so
that the entire branch spread is included.

The amounts of phosphorus and potassium
in soils vary greatly, and in some areas it
may not be necessary to add either to the soil:
In others an occasional application may be
necessary to provide an optimum supply.
Applications pf phosphorus and potassium are
of little or no benefit if sufficient quantities
re already present. The need for phosphorus

and potassium and frequency of application
should be determined by chemical tests of
soil taken from the area to be fertilized.

To prevent the soil from becoming de-
ficient in phosphorus or potassium following
annual nitrogen applications, it is desirable
to add these nutrients (at intervals of 3-5
years) at these rates: phosphorus at 3.6 pounds
of phosphoric acid (P205) per 1,000 square
feet and potassium at 6 pounds of potash (K30)
per 1,000 square feet.

5. HOW SHOULD I FERTILIZE?

Three successfully used methods of ferti-
lization are surface application, placement
of dry fertilizers in holes in the soil, and in-
jection of liquid fertilizers into the soil.. Only
fertilizer sources that contain nitrogen alone
should be surface applied.

Surface application
Nitrogen fertilizers applied to the soil

surface are just as effective as or more ef-
fective than nitrogen fertilizers applied by any
other method. With rainfall or supplemental
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watering, inorganic nitrogen fertilizers will
move readily down into the soil. These ferti-
lizers are uniformly distributed over the root
area by using one of two types of spreaders
used to fertilize lawns (Fig. 5). This is the
easiest, simplest, and most economical means
of applying fertilizers containing only nitrogen.

Fertilizer should be applied when grass
blades are dry. After the fertilizer has been
distributed, it should be washed off the grass
blades immediately using a lawn sprinkler or
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Fig. 5. The two types of spreaders that can be used to
apply fertilizer to lawns can also be used to apply nitrogen
fertilizer to the soil around trees.

a spray nozzle on a hose. Fertilizer remain-
ing on grass blades that become wet following
a light rain or dew formation occasionally
causes burning.

The amounts of fertilizer source mater-
ials that will supply the required 6 pounds of
nitrogen per 1,000 square feet and can be
safely used in surface applications are listed
in Table 1.

Fertilizers containing phosphorus and
potassium should not be broadcast or spread
on the surface. Applying such fertilizers as
10-10-10 at the recommended rate for nitrogen
of 6 pounds per 1,000 square feet may cause
severe damage to grass.

0 Do not use nitrogen fertilizers that have -

gotten wet and become lumpy or caked for Fig. 6. A punch bar (left) or an electric drill with a soil
auger (right) con be used to prepare holes for applicationsurface applications. of dry phosphorus and potassium fertilizers.

(7)

Table 1. Possible Sources of Nitrogen
(Rate: 6 lbs. N per 1,000 sq. f;-, )*

Pounds PerMaterial 1,000 sq. ft.
Urea 45 -0 -0 13
Ammonium nitrate 33.5 -0-0 18
Ammonium sulfate 21-0-0 28

*Select only one

Dry fertilizers in holes
Another method of fertilizing trees is to

place dry fertilizers in holes in the B611. Phos-
phorus and potassium fertilizers applied to
the soil surface are not available to most
nutrient-absorbing roots of trees. To become
available, these materials must be placed in
the soil occupied by plant roots. Contrary to
the belief of some, the majority of nutrient-
absorbing roots of trees are not at great depths
in the ground but are located within 2 feet of
the soil surface. Here moisture, aeration, and
nutrient conditions are favorable for root
growth.

Holes can be punched in the soil with a
punch bar or drilled with an auger attached
to an electric drill (Fig. 6). Holes may be

i
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drilled if the soil is dry and punched if it is
wet. Holes should be 12-15 inches deep, They
are placed at 2-foot intervals in a series of par-
allel lines 2 feet apart throughout the area to
be fertilized (Fig. 7). Holes should not be
made within 2 1/2 feet of the free trunk. Ap-
proximately 250 holes should be made in each
1,000 square feet of area to be fertilized.

3

Fig. 7. The sites for plating phosphorus and potassium
fertilizers in the soil should be uniformly spaced in
parallel lines throughout the area to be fertilized. If dry
fertilizer is to be placed in holes, the holes are at 2-foot
intervals. If liquid fertilizer is to be injected, the sites
cr. 2Ii Net apart.

If holes are properly spaced, the following
quantities of fertilizer source materials should
be placed in each hole as listed in Table 2.

Preparing holes for this method of appli-
cation requires considerable labor. The
method is therefore time consuming and ex-
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pensive if the proper number of holes is made
and filled with fertilizer. Placing holes in a
circle around the drip line of a tree is un-
satisfactory because there is inadequate dis-
tribution of fertilizer, Also, root injury may
occur if too much fertilizer is placed in too
few holes.

Injection of liquid fertilizers
A second method of placing phosphorus

and potassium fertilizers in the Soil is in-
jecting solutions into the soil with a hydraulic
pump and a soil needle (Fig. 8). Expensive

Fig. 8. A soil needle, fed by a hydraulic pump, may be
used ft inject wetesoldble fertilizers into the soil. It
may also be attached to a hose end used to water trees.

Table 2. Possible Sources of P and K or No P; K*

Material
Phosphorus (P)

Superphosphate 0-20-0
Double superphosphate 0-40-0

Potassium (K)
Muriate of potash 0-0-60

Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium
(N,P, and K)

10-10-10
12-12-12

Amount Per Hole

2 level tablespoons
1 level tablespoon

1 level tablespoon

1/2 cup
slightly less than

1/2 cup

*Select one P and one K source or an N,P,K source_
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equipment is required for this method of ferti-
lizing. A second requirement is that fertilizer
materials be completely soluble in water.
Water-soluble fertilizers containing both
phosphorus and potassium are much more
expensive per pound of nutrient than are the
farm and lawn fertilizers not soluble in water.
Potassium chloride and potassium nitrate are
water-soluble sources of potassium. Am-
monium phosphate and potassium phosphate
are water-soluble sources of phosphorus.
These materials can be purchased from chem-
ical supply stores.

The readily available commercial water-
soluble fertilizers are mixtures containing
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. A
satisfactory NPK ratio is approximately '1:1:1
or 2:1:2. Suggested formulations of water-
soluble nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium
fertilizers are listed in Table 3 with the num-
ber of pounds that should be dissolved in 200

Table 3. Suggested Liquid Formulations*

(9)

NPK Formulations Pounds Per 200 gal.

20-20-20 30
23-19-17 26
25-10-20 24

*Select only one

gallons of water and injected into 1,000 square
feet of soil.

Fertilizer solutions are injected into the
soil at a depth of approximately 18 inches.
Injection sites are placed at intervals of 2 1/2
feet in a series of parallel lines 2 1/2 feet
apart throughout the area to be fertilized.
There should be approximately 160 injections
in each 1,000 square feet. Each injection
site should receive 1.2 gallons of solution.
About 150-200 pounds of pressure is adequate
to force the liquid ',Ito the soil. Experience
is required to distribute the material uni-
formly.

6. SHOULD I WATER TREES?

Water in plants has three vital functions.
The hydr:_len in water is a true nutrient and
is indisy :':sable in photosynthesis. Water
also serves as the sustaining liquid in plant
cells, filling them and keeping them turgid.
This keeps stems upright and leaves fully
extended. In addition, water serves as a
carrier. Nutrients can enter plants and be
used only in their ionized state, which re-
quires an aqueous solution.

Water in the soil is classified in four
groups: water bound chemically to mineral
salts, water bound hygroscopically to solid
soil particles as a very thin film, water held
in the soil by capillary action, and water
moving due to the influence of gravity.

Water that is chemically or hygroscop-
ically bound is not available to plants. Grav-
itational water rapidly seeks a lower level in
the soil or runs off on the surface and is of
limited importance to plant growth. Capillary
water is of most importance. The amount

of suspended capillary water in soil depends
on the texture and structure of the soil. The
maximum amount of capillary water a soil
can hold, after the gravitational water has
percolated through, is called field capacity.
Water available to plants is at its maximum
when field capacity has been reached.

It is possible to overwater. Plant roots
require both moisture and air for normal
development. Adding large quantities of water
too frequently to heavy clay soils may bring
about a water-logged condition. With the
exclusion of air, roots decline and die, and
trees and shrubs in waterlogged soils may be
killed. This most frequently happens in dis-
turbed soils when plants are located in clay
fill or in potholes in clay subsoil following
construction work. The soil around plants in
such sites should be tile drained.

Recently planted trees
Following transplanting it is often nec-

essary to water trees or shrubs for 2-3 years

VAS 5003
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to provide an adequate water supply while
root systems are becoming established, Some
trees will not be fully established for 3-6
years. Trees and shrubs planted with bare
roots normally require longer to develop ade-
quate root systems than do plants moved with
balls of soil. Also, older and larger plants
require more time to become established
than younger and smaller ones.

A newly planted tree is most easily watered
if a circular mound of earth 3-4 inches high
is prepared around the plant at the edge of the
planting hole (Fig. 9). The mound of earth

. , 44,
e .
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Fig. 9. A mound of earth 3-4 inches high around o newly
planted tree serves as the dike of a reservoir that will hold
sufficient water to soak the soil of the bockfill and the
soil contained in the ball about the plant roots.

serves as the dike of a reservoir that should
be filled with water at 7- to 10-day intervals
during the growing season. The reservoir will
contain a supply adequate to soak the soil of
the backfill and the soil contained in the ball
abmit the plant roots.

Established trees
With normal rainfall, established trees

can obtain an adequate supply of water from
the soil. During droughts or extended dry
periods in the summer, all trees are nenefited
by watering. Trees weakened by injury, dis-
ease, or insect pests will be especially bene-
fited, The relative moistness or dryness of
the soil can be determined by inspecting a
soil core removed from a spade or soil pro-
file tube (Fig. 3). Soil taken from different

depths should be examined while being crumbled
between the fingers.

Water applied to the soil surface fills the
capillary spaces from the top down. A surface
sprinkling daily to wet the soil to a depth of 1
inch or so is of little value to trees or grass,
since most plant roots are at greater depths
and remain in dry soil. Water 'should be applied
less frequently and in larger quantities.

Water should not be applied more rapidly
than the soil will absorb it. If applied too
rapidly, water will be lost through runoff and
will erode the soil surface. Heavy clay soils
are difficult to wet and slow to dry out. They
require more water per application and ap-
plications at less frequent intervals than do
sandy soils. Sandy or light soils are easy to
wet, but because their water-holding capacity
is less, they must be watered more frequently
than heavier soils.

The most satisfactory means of supplying
and distributing uniformly an adequate amount
of water to an established tree is with a garden
hose and an oscillating lawn sprinkler. To
thoroughly wet the soil, the equivalent of 2
inches of rainfall should be applied. During
prolonged dry periods in the summer this
should be repeated at intervals of 2-3 weeks.
Coffee cans placed near the sprinkler make
handy gauges for measuring the amount of
water applied. If water begins to run off the
surface before the intended amount is supplied,
halt the volume should be applied one day and
the other half the following clay.

Other means of supplying supplemental
water are soaker hoses and root-watering
needles. Soaker hoses are best used in lim-
ited areas, such as border plantings, hedge
plantings, or foundation plantings. A root-
watering needle is conveniently used around
small trees or shrubs. The needle has the
advantage of injecting water into the immediate
area of the roots, but since only a limited
amount of soil is watered at each site, the
needle must be moved at frequent intervals.

Adapted from fertilizing oil Watering Tom by Dan Neely and E. B. Himelick, Illinois Natural History Survey.
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The purpose of this document is to provide high school and adult

students with textual and reference material on mares and foals. It

was prepared by a teacher educator after development by subject

matter specialists, teacher educat3rs, supervisors, and teachers.

Information answers the questions -- (1) What Are the Normal

Breeding Habits of the Mare, (2) What Care Should I Give the

Pregnant Mare, (3) What Care Is Required for the Mare at Foaling

Time (4) How Should I Care for the Foal, and (5) How Should I Dry

Up the Mare. The material is appropriate for use in a 1- or 2-hour

period with students who are average in ability and have an

agricultural interest and an occupational objective. The teacher

Should be competent in agriculture. This document is available for

10 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall,

University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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CARING FOR THE BROOD MARE AND FOAL,

1. What Are the Normal Breeding Habits of the Mare?
2. What Care Should I Give the Pregnant Mare?
3. What Care Is Required for the Mare at Foaling Time?
4. How Should I Care for the Foal?
5. How Should I Dry Up the Mare?

Since "like tends to produce like", select
a brood mare that is of the desired type, is
sound, and:possesses an abundance of femin-
inity. For more information on selection on

type, gaits, unsoundnesses, etc. , see VAS
1040, Light Horses. The mare should also
be of good ancestry, whether she isipurebred
or grade.

1. WHAT ARE THE NORMAL BREEDING HABITS OF THE MARE?

The brood mare has about. the poorest
conception-rate of all the animals on the farm.
It will average less than 50 percent and only
exceeds 70 percent on some of the better man-
aged farms. A knowledge of the mare's normal
breeding habits should help to improve this low
fertility rate.

Age of puberty

Mares usually start to come in heat when
they are 12 to 15 months of age.

Signs of heat

Signs that a mare is in heat are relaxation
of external genitals,- mare, frequent urination,
teasing of other mares, apparent desire for
company, and a slight mucous discharge. from
the vagina.

A mare ,should be "tried" if there is ques-8 tion that she- is in season. When a niare is
0" shy, present .her to the teaser every day, or

every other day ,as the breeding season ap-
.proaches. A systematic plan saves .much

Ina"' time. and trouble.

Mares in foal sometimes show a false
heat. Breeding at this time may result in
abortion. An experienced horseman who is
familiar with the peculiarities of the individual
animal can detect false heat when the mare is
teased and can prevent such an accident.

Heat periods

Heat. periods usually recur at about 21-day
intervals, but vary considerably. The duration
of the heat period normally averages, from. 4 to
6 days.

Normal breeding.season

The. best time, to breed- the, mare is in the
spring when, pastures are green and succulent.
Mares at this season ,generally are putting on
weight, their heat periods are more evident,
and they are mere likely to conceive.

Showmen usually try to have foals ar-
rive at a time when they can be ,exhibited to
best advantage. Most show, classifications
use January ,1 as the. base date in computing
ages. Breeders who, desire to sell well-
developed Thoroughbred and.Standardbred
yearlings must also consider foaling, time.
Thorouglibred.horses are con4dered.1year
old on January 1 of the year folleviing their
birth.

Time of foaling

A foal conceived in the, spring may .be
dropped on pasture the following spring with a
minimum danger of parasites or.diseases.
Abundant fresh air, sunshine, and exercise
are very important for the proper develop-
ment of the youngster.

VAS 1041
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Age to breed mares
It is best to breed mares when they are

3 years old so they will foal when they are 4.
Only an exceptionally well developed filly
should be bred as a late 2-year-old.

A filly bred as a late .2-yeai-old should
be fed well so that her own immature body, as
well as the developing fetus, will grow prop-
erly.

Brood mares that are properly cared for
may produce regularly until they are 14 to 16
years olds. In rare cases, mares may produce
until they are 25, or older.-

In selecting a brood mare, either obtain
one 3 or 4 years old or make certain that the
breeding habits of an older mare are regular.

Gestation period

The average gestation period of mares
is 336 daysa little over 11 months. This
period may vary as much as 20 to 30 days
either -way, with individual mares.

A handy "ride of thumb" method you may
use to figure the apritoximate date of foaling
is to subtract 1 month and add 2 days to the
date the mare was bred. Hence, a mare bred
May 20 should foal Apr 122 the re:Rowing year.

Breeding after foaling,

Mares usually come in heat 7 to-11 days
after foaling, but may vary from 3 to 13 days.
Some horsemen plan to rebreed mares during

this first recurrence of heat on about the
ninth day, if foaling has been normal and
there has been no discharge or evidence of
infection. They believe that mares rebred at
this time are more likely to conceive than if
bred later. An increasing number of good
horsemen prefer to rebreed on the heat period
following foaling heat, or about the 25th to
30th day after kaling.

Mares not bred at the first heat period
after foaling, or not conceiving, will come
in heat approximately every 21 days there-
after.

Mares with infected genital tracts seldom
conceive. If they are bred, the infection may
spread to the stallion and then to other mares.
If they conceive, there is danger that the foals
will be undersized and poorly developed.

Conditioning the mare for breeding

Conditioning before breeding is as im-
portant for the mare as for the stallion.. Prop-
er feed and exercise are keys to right con

_ditioning.

To achieve high conception rates, be sure
the mares do not get too thin or too fat. Try
to check the natural tendency of barren or
maiden mares from becoming overweight.

Condition mares by riding them under
saddle or driving them in harness. When this
is not practical, allow them to run in a large
pasture. They will usually get enough exer-
cise this way.

2. WHAT Cad, SHOULD I GIV

The pregnant mare is inclined to be-in-
active. She should be run with other bred
mares but separated from barren mares, which
are likely be playful and frisky.

ft 4L

:-4161rters
The best place to keep a pregnant mare

is in a pasture but be sure there is plenty of
shade and water. A simple shelter is all that
she needs. An open shed is satisfactory in
temperate climates, even in winter:

VAS 1041

E THE PREGNAOT MARE?

Exercise
A pregnant mare should be allowed to run

on pasture so she can graze and get plenty of
exercise. If pasture is not available, she
should be exercised for an hour daily under
saddle or in harness until about 9 day or two
before foaling time.

Do not confine a pregnant mare to a stable
or small, dry lot on idle days.
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Coring for the Brood More and Fool

3. WHAT CARE IS REQUIRED FOR THE MARE AT FOALING TIME?

Keep a written record of the date the
animal is due to foal. Remember the gestation
period can range from 310 to about 370 days
(average is 336). This record enables you to
make plans for the foaling.

Giving birth is a critical time in the life
of the mare. All the advantages gained by
selecting the proper individuals and keeping
them healthy by providing the best environ-
ment and proper feeds during the gestation
period can be lost through carelessness or ig-
norance at this time.

Signs of approaching parturition

The first sign of approaching parturition
may be a swelling or enlarging of the udder
2 to 6 weeks before foaling time. Seven to 10
days before foaling there is usually a marked
shrinking or falling away of the muscular parts
of the top of the buttocks near the tailhead, and
a falling of the abdomen. Although the udder
may have filled out previously, the teats sel-
dom fill out to the ends more than 4 to 6 days
before foaling. The wax appears on the ends
of the nipples about 2 to 4 days before partur-
ition. The vulva becomes full and loose about
this time. As foaling time draws nearer,
milk drops from the teats. The mare is rest-
less, may break into a sweat, urinates fre-
quently, and lies down and gets up.

Sometimes a foal may be dropped without
warning.

Preparation for foaling
Arrange a foaling place 7 to 10 days before

the even is expected. The ideal place !nib
foaling during any warm period is a clean open
pasture where the ground is dry and warm,
where there is little danger of iLiection or
mechanical injury to either mare or foal, and
where there is no other livestock.

Avoid letting parturition take place in an
unsanitary paddock or in a lot filled with drop-
ping, because infections Bu), as "navel-ill"
often follow.

If you use a foaling stall, be surer it is at
least 12 feet square and has a smooth, well-
packed clay floor. It should be free of ob-

(3)

structions (such as low mangers or hay racks)
on which the mare and foal might hurt them-
selves. If possible, it should be located away
from other occupied stalls.

Scrub the foaling stall, the manger, and
grain boxes with boiling lye water (8 ounces
of lye to 20 gallons of water). Let them dry
out before use.

Sprinkle the floor lightly with air-slaked
lime. A clay floor may be harder to keep
smooth and clean than one made of concrete,
but a clay floor is much better for the foal's
hoofs and provides safer footing for both mare
and foal.

See that the foaling stall has plenty of
clean, fresh bedding.

Stable the mare in the foaling stall at
night for 7 to 10 days before the foal is ex-
pected so that she becomes accustomed to the
new surroundings.

Feed at foaling time

Reduce the mare's grain allowance slightly
just before the foal is due. Use light and
laxative feeds liberally, especially wheat
bran. Feed a wet bran mash if the mare
seems to be constipated.

Station of attendant,

A good attendant is near the mare during
the parturition period but not where she can,
see him. Some mares seem to resent the
presence of an attendant at this time and delay
foaling as long as possible.

Properly fed and exercised mares that
have foaled before usually experience no dif-
ficulty in delivering. Young mares foaling for
the first time, old mares, or man -hat are
either overweight or thin and rundown may
have considerable trouble.

An attendant can help in preventing pos-
sible injury to the mare and foal, and can call
a veterinarian if necessary.

Parturition
Focling begins with the rupture of the

outer fetal membrane, which is followed by
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the escape of a large ,mount of fluid. The
inner membrane surrounding the foal appears
next and labor bccomes more marked.

A mare ;coals rapidly in the normal pres-
entation of her young. The entire birth pro-
cedure generally does not take more flan 15
to 30 minutes. Me-mare usually will be down
at the height of labor and the foal born while the
mare is in this position with her legs stretched
out.

In normal presentation of the foal, the
front feet with heels down appear first, fol-
lowed by the nose and head, then shoulders,
middle (with back up), hips, and finally hind
WO and feet.

Summon a veterinarian at once when the
presentation is not normal. There is great
danger that the foal will smother if birth is
delayed. If the feet are presented with the
bottoms up, it is a good indication that they
are the hind ones and there is likely to be
difficulty. .;

, .. ,

If the mare does not ak pear to be making
any progress in partivition after reasonable
time and effort, make an examination and give
her help before she has exhausted her strength
in futile efforts at expulsion. Often, the fetus
dirls when parturition is retarded because of
twists or knots in the umbilical cord.

When foaling has been normal, make
certain that the foal is breathing and that the
membrane has been removed from its mouth
and nostrils. If the foal fails to breathe, give
it artificirl respiration immediately. This
may be done by blowing into the foal's mouth,
by working the ribs, by rubbing the body vig-
orously, and by lifting up the foal and drop-
ping it gently.

The afterbirth
If the afterbirth is not expelled when the

mare gets up, either tie it in a knot or tie it
to the tale of the mare. This will keep the

foal and mare from stepping on it and tearing
the attachments in the uterus. Danger of
inflammation of the uterus and "foal founder"
in the mare is reduced.

The afterbirth usually is expelled within
1 to 6' hours after foaling. If it is retained
longer than 6 hours, or if the mare seems
lame, blanket the mare and call a vete7inazian.

Rei...,ve the afterbirth from the stall im-
inediately and burr it or bury it in lime.

Cleaning the stall

Clean the stall when tl foal and mare
are up. Replace wet, stain, or soiled bed-
ding with clean, fresh bedding.

These measures help prevent common
types of joint-ill.

Feed and water after foaling
The mare is usually hot anw feverish

immediately after foaling.. Give her small
ruantities of lukewarm water at intervals.
Be sure she does not drink too much.

Feed the mare lightly with laxative feeds
for the first few days. The first feed can be half
a ration of dampened bran mash with a few oats.
Bran and oats make the best grain ration for
the first week. The milk flow, the demands
of the foal, and the appetite and condition of
tile mare should govern the amount she is fed.

Get the mare back on full feed within 7 to
10 days after foaling, if everything is OK.

Pre cautions
As a precaution, take the mare's temper-

ature a day or two after she has foaled. If she
has much temperature kormal is about 1010
F.), call a veterinarian. Regard with sus-
picion any discharge from the vulva.

4. HOW SHOULD I CARE FOR THE FOAL?

Immediately after the foal has arrived
and has started breathing, rub it thoroughly
and dry it with warm towels and place it in
one corner of the stall on clean, fresh straw.

VAS 1041

The mare will usually be less restless if this
corner is in the direction of her head.

Protect the eyes of a newborn foal from
bright light.
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Treat the navel cord
If left alone, the navel cord of the newborn

foal usually breaks Jelin 2 to 4 inches of the
belly. If it does not break, cut it about 2
inches from the belly with clean dull shears
or scrape it in two with a knife. A torn or
broken blood vessel will bleed very little, but
one cut directly across may bleed excessively.
Treat the severed cord with tincture of iod le
(or other reliable antiseptic) immediately,
then leave mare and foal alone so they can
rest and gain strength.

Value of colostrum
Colostrum is milk secreted by the dam

for the first few days following parturition. It
differs from ordinary milk in that it is more
concentrated, is higher in protein content
(especially in globulins), and is richer in
vitamin A.

Colostrum differs from ordinary milk in
two other ways: (1) It contains antibodies that
protect the foal temporarily against certain
infections. (2) It is a natural purgative which
helps to remqve fecal matter accumulated in
the digestive tract.

Do not lose these benefits of colostrum
by "milking out" a mare shortly before foaling
time.

The first nursing
The strong, healthy foal will usually be

on its feet and ready to nurse within 1/2 to
2 hours after birth.

Before allowing it to nurse for the first
time, wash the mare's udder with a mild dis-
infectant and rinse thoroughly with clean,
warm water.

A big, awkward foal occasionally needs
assistance and guidance when it nurses the
first time. If the foal is stubborn, forced
feeding will be useless. Back the mare onto
additional bedding in one corner of the stall
and coax the foal to the teats with a bottle
and nipple. An attendant may hold the bottle
while standing on the opposite side of the mare
from the foal.

A very weak foal should be given the mare's
first milk even it it is necessary to draw this
milk into a bottle and to feed the foal a time

(5)

or two by nipple. An attendant sometimes
must steady a foal before it will nurse.

Bowel movement
Regulation of the bowel movement in the

foal is very important. Constipation and diar-
rhea (scours) are common ailments.

Excrement impacted in the bowels dining
prenatal development, called meconium, may
kill the foal if it is not eliminated promptly.
A good feed of colostrum will usually cause
natural elimination. This is not always the
case, however, especially when foals are
from stall-fed mares.

Observe the foal's bowel movement with-
in 4 to 12 hours after its birth. If there has
not been one by this time, and the foal seems
sluggish and fails to nurse, give it an enema.
Use 1 to 2 quarts of water at blood heat (1010F.)
to which a little glycerin has been added, or 1
to 2 quarts of warm, sow water. Inject the
solution ' ;th a baby syringe (one having abow;
a 3-inch nipple) or a tube and can. Repeat
treatment until normal yellovi feces appear.

If the foal is scouring, reduce the mare's
ration and take away part of her milk at in-
tervals by milking her out.

Diarrhea or scours in foals may result
from either infectious diseases or dirty sur-
roundings. It is caused by an irritant in the
digestive tract that should be removed. Give
an astringent only in exceptional o:-.ses, an'
on the advice of the veterinarian.

Conditions that may cause diarrhea are
contaminated udder or teats, nonremoval of
fecal matter from the digestive tract, fret-
fulness or temperature above normal in the
mare, an excess of feed affecting the quality
of the mare's milk, a cold damp bed, or con-
tinued exposure to cold rains.

Care of the suckling foal
Weather conditions permitting, there is

no finer place for a mare and foal than on
pasture. Be sure the sun is not too hot for
very young foals. As with all young mam-
mals, milk from the dam assures the foal of
the best possible start in life.

When the foal is between 10 days and 3
weeks old, it will begin to nibble on a little

VAS 1041
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grain and hay. To promote thrift and early de-
velopment, and to avoid any setback at weaning
time, encourage the foal to eat some feed as
early as possible. Provide a low-built grain
box especially for this purpose, or feed in a
creep if running on pasture.

Rolled oats and wheat bran, to which a
little brown sugar has been added, is especially
palatable as a starting ration. Crushed or
ground oats, cracked or ground corn, wheat
bran, and a little linseed meal may be provided
later with good results, or a good commercial
ration may be fed if desired.

Give the foal good hay (preferably a legume)
or pasture, in addition to its grain ration.
The normal healthy foal should be consuming
1/2 pound of grain daily per 100 pounds live
weight at 4 to 5 weeks of age. This ration
should be increased by weaning time to about
3/4 pound or more per 100 pounds of live
weight.

The exact amount of ration varies with the
individual, the type o: feed, and the develop-
ment desired.

Foals normally attain one-half of their
Mature weight during the first year under such
a system. Most breeders of Thoroughbreds
and Standardbreds plan to have their 2-year-
old animals at full height. Such results re-
quire liberal feeding from the beginning. A
foal stunted win the first year by insufficient
feeding cannot be develop 4 properly later in
life. It is well recognized that forced develop-
ment must be done expertly if the animals are
to remain durable and sound.

Training the foal

If you: start training the foal early, you
will have a better disciplined, more service-
able horse.

Give the foal its lessons one at a time and
in proper sequencethat is, be sure your
pupil completely masters one lessonlefore
you go on to the next one.

Put a well-fitted halter on the foal when
it is 10 to 14 days old. When the animal has
become accustomed to the halter, in a day or
so, tie the foal securely in the stall beside the
mare. Try to keep the foal from freeing it-
self from the rope or from becoming tangled
up in it.

VAS 10 41

Leave the foal tied 30 to 60 minutes each
day for 2 or 3 days. Groom the animal care-
fully while it is tied. Rub each leg and handle
each foot so that the foal becomes accustomed
to having its feet picked up.

After the foal has been groomed, lead it
around with the mare for a few days, then lead
it by itself. Lead it at both the walk and the
trot.

Many breeders of Thoroughbreds teach
a foal to lead simply by leading it with the
mare from the stall to the paddock and back
again.

At this stage of the training, be sure the
foal minds your commands to stop and go as
soon as you give them. When stopped, make
the foal stand in show positionsquarely on
all four legs with its head up.

Use all your patience, gentleness, and
firmness in training the foal. Never let your
temper get the best of you.

Weaning

Foals are usually weaned at 4 to 6 months
of age. It may be advisable to wean the foal
at an earlier age, if either the foal or mare is
not doing 'well, if the mare is being worked
hard, or if the mare has been rebred on the
ninth day after foaling.

If, by using a creep or a separate grain
box, the foal has become accustomed to eating a
considerable amount of grain and hay (about
3/4 pound .of grain daily per 100 pounds live
weight), weaning will cause only a slight dis-
turbance or setback. Also, if-the ration of the
dam has been cut in half a few days before the
separation, her udder will usually dry up with-
out difficulty.

When weaning move the mare to new quar-
ters from the stall it shares with the foal. Al-
so remove anything in the stall on which the
foal might hurt itself during the first unhappy
days that it lives alone.

Make the separation of the foal from the
mare complete and final. If the foal sees,
hears, or smells its dam again within the next
week or two, yoit will have to begin the separ-
ation process all over again.

Turn the foal out on pasture after a day
or two. If there are several weanlings in
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the group, they will do considerable running
and frolicking together in the pasture. Be
sure the fences are in good repair so none of
them will get hung up.

At this stage, if there is a large 1103:ter
involved, separate out the more timid ones
and put them by themselves.

Do not run weanlings with older horses.

Castrating
Have a veterinarian perform this oper-

ation.
A colt may be castrated when only a few

days old, but most horsemen prefer to delay
the operation until the animal is about a year
old. While there is less real danger to the
animal and much less setback with early al-
tering, it results in imperfect development
of the foreparts. Leaving the colt entire for
a time results in more muscular, bold features
and better carriage of the foreparts.

Weather and management conditions per-
mitting, the time of altering should be de-

termined by the development of the individual.
Underdeveloped colts may be left entire 6
months or even a year longer than overdevel-
oped ones.

Bleeders of Thoroughbred horses often
prefer to race them first as uncastrated ani-
mals.

There is less danger of infection if colts
are castrated in the spring soon after they
are turned out on clean pasture and before
hot weather and "fly time" arrive. This is
extremely important in southern states be-
cause of the danger of screwworm infestation.

Breaking

A foal will not need 'breaking" if it has
been trained properly. If you have followed
the suggested training program, saddling and
harnessing are just additional steps.

A good time to harness and work the young
horse for the first time is during the winter be-
fore it is a 2-year-old.

5. HOW SHOULD I DRY UP THE MARE?

Permanently separate the mare and foal
at weaning time. Usually, foals are weaned
between 4 and 6 months of age.

Rub an oil preparation (camphorated oil
or a mixture of lard and spirits of camphor)
on the udder. Take the mare from the foal
and place her on grass hay or less lush pas-
ture.

Examine the udder at intervals and place
oil on it but do not milk it out for 5 to 7 days.
The udder will fill up and get tight, but do not
milk it out. At the end of 5 to 7 days, when
the udder is soft and flabby, milk out the little
secretion that remains (perhaps not more than
half a cup).

This unit was token primarily from U. S. Dept. Age. Farmers' But. 2127, "Light Horses."

...
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SYSTEMS OF SWINE BREEDING.

1. What Is the Process of Reproduction?
2. What Causes Variations in Offspring?
3. What Are the Different Systems of Breeding?
4. What Are the Effects of Crossbreeding Swine?

1. WHAT IS THE PROCESS OF REPRODUCTION?

The new pig comes into being as the re-
sult of the union of two minute germ cells.
One of the cells is called the ovum or egg
(Fig. la) and is produced in the ovary of the
sow. The egg is only about 1/200 of an inch
in diameter, bait it contains all the hereditary
elements that the sow passes on to her off-
spring. The other germ cell is the sperm
(Fig. lb) and is produced in the testicles of
the boar. The sperm is much smaller than
the egg, yet it contains all the hereditary ma-
terial transmitted by the boar to his offspring
and is equal to the egg in determining the char-
acteristics of the offspring. Within both the
egg and sperm are still smaller structures
known as chromosomes. The chromosomes
may be thought of as very small rods. Chrom-
osomes are organized in pairs, and each germ
cell carries one member of each pair; thus at
fertilization each germ cell contributes one
member of each chromosome pair to the re-
sulting individual.

Chromosomes are the actual carriers of
the units of inheritance known as genes. Each
gene has an effect on one or more character-.
istics of the animal in which it is present and
helps to determine the degree or manner of
development of the characteristics with which
it is associated. The genes may be thought of

f
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as very small beads on a string, each bead
being a gene and a string of beads being a
chromosome. It thus happens that the indiv-
idual in inheriting pairs of chromosomes also
inherits pairs of genes, one member of each
coming from each parent. The pair of genes
may be alike, in which case the individual is
pure or homozygous for that gene pair; or
they may be unlike so that the individual Di
impure or heterozygous for that gene pair.

For example, a sow and boar that were
pure or homozygous for red color would trans-
mit coat-color genes for red only. The off-
spring of the two will also be pure or bomb-
zygous for coat color. If "R" stands for red
coat color, then the boar, sow, and offspring
would be symbolized as follows:

Boor Sow
RR RR

RR

Offspring

If the boar is pure or homozygous for red
color and the sow for white, then all offspring

Boor

RR

Sow

WW

Fig. 1. Reproductive cells are the ova
female (A) and the sperm of the mole (B).

ar...
.sedi r:- 7
ONP el

or eggs of the
RW RW RW RW

Offspring
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(2) Systems of Swine Breeding

are impure or heterozygous for color, even
though the coat color may be red, white, or
any variation between the two.

If both parents are red, but one homo-
zygous and the other heterozygous, half of the
offspring are homozygous for red coat color
and the other half heterozygous.

2. WHAT CAUSES VARIATIONS IN OFFSPRING?

Since all of the inherited characteristics
of a pig were passed on to it by the boar and
sow, it will resemble its ancestors (Fig. 2).
Generally speaking, the pig will look like one
or the other of its parents or have a com-
bination of their traits.

-4.

.........
...- ..t N

-. .... , s

4.

Fig. 2. Pigs usually resemble one or the other of the
parents or hove a combination of their traits.

There are, however, many variations in
pigs, eve.i with animals of similar breeding
or ancestry. This can best be seen among the
individual pigs of a litter (Fig. 3). Such vari-
ations are of two kinds hereditary and en-
vironmental.

-.4

Fig. 3. Even though pigs resemble the parents, there are
usually many variations even between individual pigs of a
litter,

VAS 1039

Hereditary variations
Hereditary variations are caused by the

transmission of different characteristics by
the individual parents. The sow produces a
number of eggs at one time, all of which dif-
fer to some extent in genetic make up the
amount of variation depending upon the pure-
ness of the individual for the characteristics.
Likewise the sperm produced by the boar dif-
fer genetically from each other. When 10 or 12
sperm unite with an equal number of eggs in
the process of fertilization, different com-
binations of characteristics are introduced,
and the chances of variation among the pigs
become greater.

Reversions, sometimes called atavism,
also cause variations. They are hereditary
and show up after being absent for several
generations. An occasional spotted pig from
Poland China parents is a reversion to the
foundation stock; the same is true of a red
and white Holstein or a red Angus calf.

Sports or mutants are animals with char-
acteristics that are different from those of
their ancestors. The characteristics are
caused by a change in the chromosome or
genetic make-up of the fertilized egg. Since
a change has occurred in the genes or chromo-
somes, sports or mutants will pass the new
characteristics on to succeeding generations.
Some mutations have been used for improve-
ment purposes, but the majority of them, such
as extra toes, extra ears, extra legs, and two
heads, are of little or no value.

Hereditary variations are of great im-
portance to swine producers. It is largely
through the selection of desirable hereditary
variations and their correct combinations in
mating that as much improvement has been
brought about as we have had in the swine in-
dustry.
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Environmental characteristics
Environmental characteristics are vari-

ations resulting from differences in conditions
under which the individuals have developed.
Such characteristics as ears or tails that
have been frozen off, scars on the body, or

(3)

variations in size or vigor due to methods
of feeding are the result of environmental
conditions. Since such variations are not at-
tributed to genetic differences, they are not
hereditary and are not passed on to the off -
spring.

3. WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF BREEDING?

The breeding systems most commonly
followed on Illinois farms are the producing
of purebreds, grades, or crossbreds.

Producing purebreds

For the production of purebred pigs, the
sire and dam must be purebred and of the
same breed. Purebred pigs may be registered
with their respective breed associations. This
is done only as evidence that the animals are
purebred.

Purebred animals are essential for main-
taining the various breeds. A breeder of
purebred stock has more outlets for his ani-
mals than does the producer of market hogs,
such as for breeding and showing.

Outbreeding or outcrossing, the mating of
unrelated animals of the same breed, is the
breeding system used with most purebred or
grade herds. It has the advantage of intro-
ducing new blood lines into closely bred fam-
ilies. Usually a boar is used that is unrelated
to the sows and is strong in some character-
istics in which the sows are weak.

Producing inbreds

With outbreds there is a high degree of
heterozygosity. Inbreeding is the mating of
relate"' individuals, or just the opposite of
outbreb.ang. The intensity of inbreeding varies
with the relationship of the animals from
individuMs that are only slightly related, such
as cousins, to those that are closely related,
such as sire and daughter or brother and sis-
ter. The broad effect of inbreeding is to in-
crease the purity of the stock produced.

The mating of related individuals increases
the pairing of like genes. A high degree of
genetic purity is obtained by mating closely
related animals for several generations. One
outcross, however, may be enough to elim-

mate all the genetic purity attained through
several generations of inbreeding.

At the same time that inbreeding is in-
creasing the genetic purity of the stock, it is
purifying the stock for undesirable as well as
for desirable traits; in fact, inbreeding brings
to light many undesirable traits and thereby
enables the breeder to do a better job of culling
and selecting the breeding herd. Increased
purity of stock is desired when it tends to
increase uniformity of desirable character-
istics.

Inbreeding, even though it is a means of
purifying a blood line, gives disappointing re-
sults in most herds. That is caused, pri-
marily, because there are too many unde-
sirable characteristics which will be empha-
sized by inbreeding.

L

Grading

Linebreeding is a form of inbreeding in
which the names of one or more individuals
appear several times in a pedigree. In fact,
all inbreeding would be linebreeding to some
degree.

Grading, grading up, or upgrading is the
mating of scrub or grade females to a pure-
bred sire. It is usually the most practical
means of improving a commercial herd with-
out purchasing both boars and sows.

With hogs, improvement is fairly fast be-
cause of the short length of a generation. The
amount of improvement attained annually de-
pends upon the quality of the boar as compared
to that of the sows. Pigs from scrub sows
mated to a purebred boar are 50 percent pure;
second generation pigs, 75 percent pure;
third generation pigs, 87 1/2 percent pure;
and so on Within 4 or 5 years, the char-
acteristics of excellency of a few boars will
have stamped themselves quite firmly on the

VAS 1039
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offspring and only a trace of the scrub blood
will remain.

Pigs descended from grade sows are not,
however, eligible for registry. If grading is
practiced long enough, the scrub blood may be
reduced to less than one percent. An animal
to be registered, though, must have two reg-
istered parents and not Just one as would be
true in grading,

In some research work at the Alabama
Station, first-, second-, and third-cross pigs
were compared with scrubs. The third-cross
pigs (87 percent purebred) consumed 80 pounds
less feed per 100 pounds of gain and averaged
0.4 pound greater daily gain than the scrub
pigs (Table 1). The first-, and second-cross
pigs ranked between the third-cross pigs and
the scrubs.

Crossbreeding
Crossbreeding is generally thought of as

the mating of two purebred individuals of dif-
ferent breeds, such as a Poland China boar
and a Duroc sow, or a Yorkshire boar and
Hampshire sow. The mating of a purebred
boar of one breed to a grade sow of another
breed would also be considered crossbreeding.

Different systems of crossbreeding are
the first cross, the three-breed cross, and
the back or criss-cross.

A first cross is produced by mating two
breeds, such as a Poland China and a Duroc.

A three-breed cross is produced 'by mating
a first-cross gilt or sow to a boar of a third
breed, such as a Poland China X Duroc gilt
mated to a Hampshire boar. This is often
called rotation breeding.

Back-cross or crisscross pigs are pro-
duced by mating crossbred gilts or sows back
to a boar belonging to one of the parental
breeds. An example would be the Poland X
Duroc X Hampshire gilt bred to a Poland
China boar.

Winters, in some of his early work in
Minnesota, found that three-breed cross pigs
averaged heavier litters at weaning time than
either the first cross or crisscross pigs
(Table 2). The average size of litter varied
more in the experiments than the average
weight per pig.

Table 2.-A Comparison of First - Cross, Three-Breed Crags
and Back. or Criss-Cross Pigs

First
cross

Three- Back or
breed aim-
cross cross

Av. number of pigs farrowed per litter 9.78 10 21 8.44
Av. number of live pigs farrowed per

litter 9.22 9.88 8.13
Av. birth weight per live pig (lb.).. . 2.60 2.59 2.91
Av. birth weight per litter (lb.) .. 23.97 25.59 23.66
Av. number of pigs weaned per litter.. 5 95 7.71 6.25
Av. weight per pig at weaning time (lb.) 33.0 33.0 36.0
Av. litter weight at weaning time (lb.) 196.0 254.0 225.0

Minnesota Bulletin 320

Table 1. -Fanning Scrub, First Cross, Second Cross, and Third Cross Grade Pip

Season litter was produced .

Scrub pip
1st cross pigs

(50% purebred)
2nd cross pigs

(75% purebred)
3rd eron pigs

(87% purebred)

Spring Spring Fall Spring Spring Fall Spring Spring Fall Spring Spring Fall

Number of pigs raised per litter 6 5 5 5 4 6 9 6 7 7 4 6
Age placedon experiment (days) 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56
Length of feeding period (days) 186 193 184 145 135 156 143 150 142 122 131 140
Average initial weight Ob.) .. 20 0 26 0 21 0 33 0 33.12 22.0 28 89 29 17 27.14 37.5 40.0 30.0
Average final weight (lb.) 200 0 200 0 201 0 201 0 200.6 200 0 200 0 200 0 210.43 200.36 201.25 200.0
Average daily gain (lb.). . . .97 .90 98 1.16 1.24 1.14 1 20 1.15 1.23 1.33 1.23 1.21
Feed required per 100 lb.

gain (lb.). . . . . 480 2 418.10 493 2 367 5 402.2 432.3 343.5 386 9 443.9 321.5 379.6 449.8

Alabama Baena 234

4. WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF CROSSBREEDING SWINE?

Pork producers have been continually feed into pork more rapidly and economically
seeking a market hog capable of converting than the animals they are using. The success
VPS 1039
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of hybrid corn led many to believe that sim-
ilar beneficial results could be obtained by
crossbreeding hogs. After much research
and years of study and trial and error, most
of the hogs produced are crossbreds of at
least two or three breeds (Fig. 4). The re-
sults of most experiments comparing cross-
breds with purebreds indicate advantages for
the crossbreds.

.

Fip. 4. Crossbreds are produced on many forms in prefer.
ence to hogs of a single breed.

kJ.

.2..1

Number of pigs farrowed per litter
The farrowing data of six-years' work at

the Minnesota Station, involving 1,535 pigs,
are given in Table 3. The crossbreds %Poland
China X Duroc and Chester White X Duroc)
averaged 0.38 more pigs per litter than the
purebreds (Poland China, Duroc, and Chester
Whites). The three-breed crosses (Duroc
X Chester White sows bred to Poland China
boars) averaged 0.81 more pigs per litter, but
the back crosses (first-cross gilts bred back
to one of the parental breeds) averaged 1 pig

Table 3.- Farrowing Record of Crossbred and
Purebred Pigs in Minnesota

Breeding
per live

ber bee of weight bow: ber. Tait

Average of purebred,

Purebreds proportioned
by breed, to the breeds
entering in firyweross

Forsteron

Purebreds proportioned
by breed, to the breeds
totems( we the dyne.
breedcross

Three-breedcrow

Purebreds proportioned
by breed, to the breeds
entering in the back.
emu .

Backerou

Minnesota Bulletin 320

sow, viduab lb. mob.

76 715 2 45 20 90 826 1.15 9 41

76 715 2 5S 21 14 8 29 1.11 9 40
45 440 260 23.97 922 .56 9.78

76 715 258 21.21 8.22 1.18 9.40
24 245 259 25.59 9.86 .33 10.21

76 715 254 21 IS 832 1.12 944
16 135 2 91 23 66 8.13 $1 8.44

per litter less than the purebreds.
At Ohio a series of experiments veth

purebred and crossbred litters from gilts and
from sows showed an average of 0.9 pigs
more per litter for crossbred gilts than for
purebreds (Table 4). With the sows, however,
there was an average of 1.1 more pigs per
litter in the purebreds.

When the Canadian Department of Ag-
riculture attempted to improve the Yorkshire
breed with the use of Landrace hogs from
Sweden, they found slightly fewer pigs far-
rowed in the crossbred litters than in the
purebreds (Table 5). The size of litters
tended to be influenced by the maternal parent.
That is, the breed of sows producing the larg-
er purebred litters also produced the larger
crossbred litters.

Table 4. -Comparison of Purebred and Crossbred Litters From Sows* and Gilts at Ohio

Gilts Sows

Pure-
breds

Cross-
breds

Pure
breds

Cross-
breds

Number of litters . 64 83 76 86
Pigs per litter at bath: Live 7.6 8.6 10.2 9.4

Dead.. 0 5 0 4 0.7 0.4
Total . 8.1 9.0 10.9 9 8

Pigs per liner at weaning. 6 0 6.7 7.1 7 3
Percent living to weaning. . 78 9 78 1 69.4 78 4
Weight per pig at 56 days, adjusted, lb. 29 3 32.5 35.7 39.2
Weight per litter at 56 days, adjusted, lb. 176 6 219 6 254.1 287.4
Pigs per litter at 180 days . 5.8 6.6 6.9 7 2
Percent living al 180 da)s. . . . 76 3 76.3 67.3 72.4
Average daily gain, birth to .180 days, lb. 0.92 1.02 1.06 1.13
Weight per pig at 180 days . . 165.2 183.9 191.2 203.8
Weight per litter at 180 daYs) N ,. . . . . 963.1 1211.7 1318.3 1476.7

Ohio Bimonthly !Juliette. Vol. 31

VAS 1039
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Table 5. - Farrowing and Weaning Averages in
Canadian Experiments

Nuns-
her of
lowers

p
born

Pigs Weight
born lave pigs
alive at birds

.;
'"'"`"

16.
Landrace.... . 227 9 42 826 329 5 90
Yorksbire . . 318 11.99 10 65 2 78 8.44
Crossbreds.

Yorkshire X Landrace 23 935 7.83 329 6.30
[Andrea X Yorkshire 20 9.65 895 2 91 750

Canadian Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 64

Weight of pigs at birth
The Minnesota studies showed only slight

differences jn weights of crossbred and pure-
bred pigs at birth (Table 3). The slight dif-
ferences, however, were in favor of the cross-
breds in each test.

In the Iowa studies, crossbred pigs were
heavier than purebreds in most of the trials in
which they were directly compared (Table 6).
The crossbred pigs varied from 2.66 to 3.73
pounds each, as compared with 2.45 to 3.16
pounds each for the purebreds.

In South Carolina, crossbred pigs av-
eraged 0.15 pounds heavier at birth than the
purebreds (Table 7). The crossbreds (Po-
land China X Duroc) were compared with
pure strains of each parental breed.

Table 7. Daily Gains, Weights and Feed Consumption of
Purebred and Crossbred Pigs

Purebred Crossbred

Number of pigs farrowed.
Percentage of pip raistd....

234
84 2

238
89.5

Average birth weight, lb. . . 2.70 2 85
Average weaning weight, lb.. 35 68 40.59
Average daily gain, lb. 1 49 1 62
Feed per 100 pounds gain, lb. 338 99 330 90

South Quakes Annual Report

In Illinois experiments, sows were double-
mated (mated to two boars, one tie same breed
as the sow and the other of another breed),
producing a litter part purel-ed and part cross-
bred. When the average birth weights of the
purebred and crossbred pigs of the same sex
were compared, the only significant difference
found was between purebred and crossbred
females from Poland China sows double-mated
to Poland China and Duroc boars. In this
case, the average weight of the purebreds was
2.61 pounds and of the crossbreds 2.90 pounds
(Table 8). For all pure' reds and crossbrt is
in the double-mated litters, the purebreds
averaged 2.62 pounds and the crossbreds 2.72.

In the Canadian experiments, pigs far-
rowed by Landrace sows crossed with York-

Table 6.- Comparison of Purebred and Crossbred Pigs at Iowa

Breeding of pigs

Pigs farrowed Pigs weaned Pigs fed to 225 pounds

Total
number

farrowed

Average
birth

weight

Number
weaned
60 days

Average
weaning
weight

Number Average
red

daily
gain

Feed
per 100
lb. gain

lb. lb. lb. 'lb.
Litter mates.. . . /Purebred Poland China 23 2 SS 13 36.3 13 1.33 343

IOrossbred Poland-Duroc 38 2.77 27 37.3 13 1.43 325
Litter mates... . /Purebred Poland China 35 2.90 21 37.7 19 1.30 406

(Crossbred Poland -Duroc 26 2.74 15 43.3 15 136 358
Three-quarter Poland 31 2.84 26 27 3 24 1 15 411
Three-quarter Duroc 19 2 90 19 32.6 19 1.20 3711

Litter mates.... /Purebred Duroc Jersey 56 300 22 35.3 7 1.03. 432
ICrossbred Poland-Duroc 6 3 43 3 35 3 0

Litter mates /Purebred Poland China 3 2 67 3 26 7 0
ICrossbred Poland-Duroc 25 3.05 19 37 1 12 1.44 327

Litter mates.. /Purebred Duroc Jersey 26 3 16 20 32 4 9 1,44 316
ICrossbred Poland-Duroc 6 3 73 6 47.8 6 158 308

Litter mates /Purebred Poland China 3 2 77 3 27.3 0 , . ,
(Crossbred Poland-Yorkshire 8 282 7 284 0
Crossbred Poland-Yorkshire 10 2 66 8 41.4

Litter mates.. /Purebred Duroc Jersey 11 2 78 8 37.1 7 1 46 349
,Crossbred Duroc-Yorkshire 15 2.67 12 36 1 8 1 27 341

Crossbred Poland-Yorkshire 43 3.13 40 43.7 4 1.64 346
Litter mates.. /Purebred Poland China 6 2 45 3 22 3 0

,Crossbred Poland-Yorkshire 27 280 20 44 8 4 1 41 373
Utter mates.. 1Three- quarter Poland China 8 3 02 8 49 2 4 1 35 394

IThree -breed crossbreds SS 2.85 38 45 8 4 1 62 346
AB years All breeds 690 2 95 509 37 6 253 1 32 364

Iowa Bulletin 360

VAS 1039
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Table 8. -Comparison of Average Birth Weights of Purebred and Crossbred Pigs in Mined Litters by Parentage and Sex
(at Illinois)

Mating Malts Females

First
boar

Second
boar

Sow Pairs of
averages

Purebred Crossbred
Pairs of

averages
Purebred Crossbred

Duroc
Duroc

Poland
Poland

Duroc .
Poland.... .

22
29

U.
.55 1 .084
2.73 ± .065

lb.
2.74 ± .060
2.68 ± .073

22
28

lb.
2.56 ± .07
2.61 ± .052

2.55 ± .052
2.90 -k .060

Journal of Agricultural Research. Vol. 59

shire boars weighed the same as the purebred
Landrace pigs (Table 5). The Yorkshire sows
crossed with Landrace boars produced pigs
slightly heavier than the purebred Yorkshires
but -mailer than those produced from the
Landrace sows.

The strength of pigs at farrowing is also
a factor that should be considered along with
0/eight at birth. At Illinois, when new-born
pigs were classified according to strength,
3.7 percent more of the crossbreds than of the
purebreds were graded strong, and 2.4 percent
fewer of the crossbreds were in the medium
class (Table 9). The percentage of weak pigs
was slightly higher for purebreds, although the
percentage of purebreds farrowed dead was
lower than for crossbreds.

Table 9. -Strength at Birth of Purebred and Crossbred
Pigs Farrowed in Mixed Litters at Illinois

Condition of new-born animal Purebred Crossbred

part. pact.

Strong . 195 68 S 200 72 2

Medium... 40 14.0 32 11 6

Weak .. . 36 12 6 28 10.1

Dead . . 14 4.9 17 6
Total . 285 100.0 277 100.0

Journal of Agriculture Research. Volume St

Survival of Digs to weaning time
At Minnesota the various crosses main-

tained their advantages (shown in Table 3)
thrf ighout the nursing period. In only one
respect did the performance of the purepreds
exceed that of the crossbreds. The pure-
breds' losses per litter were less than the
losses among the first-cross pigs but were
higher than the losses of the three bred cross
and back-cross litters (Table 10).

In the Ohio studies the purebred pigs from
gilts had a slightly higher percentage sur-
vival than the crossbreds (Table 4). 'itie op-
posite was true for farrowings by older sows;
in fact, the differcitce was 9 percent in favor
of the crossbreds.

Table 10.- Comparing Crossbred aad Purebred Litters at
Weaning Time at Minnestita

Breeding

Average, all purebreds
Purebreds, propor-

tioned by breeds to
breeds in first -cross

First-cross . .

Purebreds, propor-
tioned by breeds to
breed in three-
breed-cross

Three-breed-cross , .

Purebreds, propor-
tioned by breeds to
breeds in back-cross

Back-cross

Pigs
lost perweaned
litter

Litter
size at

weaning

Weight
per
pig

Total
litter

weight

16. lb. 16.

531 2 72 5.54 28 1 SS

531 2.67 .62 28 157
317 3 27 4,95 33 196

531 256 S 6 28 158
186 2.17 7.71 33 254

531 2 75 5.57 29 162
100 1.88 6 . 25 36 225

Minnesota Bulkeis 320

Experiments involving more than 30,000
pigs showed crossbreds averaging the same
survival percentage as the higher-surviving
purebreds (Table 11). In nine cai.e.s, the sur-
vival of the crossbreds exceeded that of both
parents; in five trials the survival of cross-
breds was intermediate between the survival
of the two parent strains; and only in one case
was the percentage survival of the crossbred
pigs less than that of the lower-surviving
parent strain.

In the Canadian experiments, the cross-
breds averaged intermediate between the two
parental strains in the number of pigs weaned
Ter litter (Table 5). This, however, varied
with the breed of the sows. When Yorkshire
sows were used, an average of 7.5 pigs per
litter were weaned, as compared with 6.3
pigs per litter froth Landrace sows.

Weight of pigs at weaning time

In the lviinnesota trials, when the weights
of pigs at weaning time were compared, the
results in favor of the crossbreds were as
much as 5 pounds per pig (Table 10). When

VAS 1039
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Table 11.Survival Ability of Purebred and Crossbred Pit

Number of pigs of Percentage survival

Higher- Lower. Higher-Cross-
Cur- Cur- sur-

vivingvivingviving viving mat-pure pure pure
breed breed 8 breed

Lower-
sur-

ming
pure
breed

cross.

breds

Germany... 609 792 397 72 70 73.
New Zealand 333 758 386 84 83 89
New Zealand 758 578 81 83 74 78
New Zealand 758 337 92 83 72 88
New Zealand 333 337 41 84 72 90
England... 1 135 5 406 5 840 82 76 83
England . 1 659 5 406 894 84 76 86
England . . 659 1 135 787 84 82 83
England 143 145 1145 96 80 94
England.... 143 145 149 96 80 89
Missouri... 51 34 47 96 82 89
Iowa... 403 353 580 72 67 77
Iowa... 101 144 80 65 54 70
Illinois .. l67 147 301 57 48 60
Illinois . 36 157 115 69 65 55
Total.. 8 288 15 874 9 935
Average.. 80 72 80

Illiaois Su Ilmin 489

compared on total litter weight, the cross-
breds shamed an advantage over purebreds of
as much as 39 pounds. The three-breed cross
and back-cross igs made an even better show-
ing than the first-cross pigs.

At Iowa crossbred pigs varied in weight
from 28.4 to 44.8 pounds at weaning time as
*:ompared with 22.3 to 37.1 pounds for pure-
breds (Table 6). The average weight of the
back -cross and three -breed cross pigs was
a! so slightly greater than the weight of the
first -cross pigs.

Similar results were obtained at Obio.
Crossbred pigs from gilts weighed 32.5 pounds
as compared to 29.3 pounds for purebreds
(Table 4). Crossbred pigs from mature sows
produced a still greater difference than those
from gilts. A comparison of litter weights in
two experiments showed that crossbred litters
from the gilts outweighed the purebreds by 43
pounds.

In studies at South Carolina, crossbred
pigs were nearly' 5 pounds heavier at weaning
than the purebreds, 40.6 pounds vs. 35.7
pounds (Table 7).

Average daly gains
On the basis of average daily gain in the

feedlot, Iowa tests showed gains of 1.27 to
1.64 pounds daily for crossbreds and 1.03 to
1.46 pounds for purebreds (Table 6).. Cross-
breds outgained the purebreds id 4 of the 5
trials when direct comparisons were made.
In only one test did the crossbreds produce a
slower gain. In that test, a Duroc X Yorkshire
cross was compared with purebred Durocs.

Results similar to those of the Iowa tests
were found at Ohio (Table 4). The crossbred
pigs averaged from 0.07 to 0,1 pounds greater
daily gains than the purebreds.

At Illinois three years of experiments av-
eraged together showed that crossbreds had
EtVt lined 1.69 pounds gain daily and purebreds
1.60. Less than 0.1 of a pound gain is not a
large difference, but the fact that the cross-
breds gained faster in each of the three years
may be significant.

Feed required per hundred pounds gain

Besides the number of pigs raised and the
weights at birth and weaning, the economy of
gain is another factor that shOuld be taken into
consideration. In the experiments at the Iowa
Station where direct comparisons between
purebreds and crossbreds were made, the
crossbreds' requirements per 100 pounds of
gain varied from 308 to 346 pounds of feed as
compared with 316 to 432 for the purebreds
(Table 6). The crossbreds ste less feed in 4
of the 5 trials

Results
Carolina Stati
more econo
feed per b
by the crossbr
breds.

f tests carried on at the Soutlik-
also show crossbreds slightlk.
Ito raise. Eight pounds leas -.a.

; unds gain were consumed,`?-
s = s compared with the pure-

In three years of experiments at the Illi-
nois Station, crossbreds averaged 402 pounds
of feed per hundred pounds gain as compared
with 409 pounds for the purebreds.
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vic113 1. What Purposes Do Machinery and Equipment Serve?

2. How Important Are Machinery and Equipment Costs?
3. How Can I Keep Machinery and Equipment Costs at a Reasonable Level?

4. Using Partial Budgets in Making Decisions About Machinery
S. Planning the Machinery and Equipment for the Problem Farm

Various terms are used to refer to the
machinery and equipment in the farm business.
The terms are power and machinery, ma-
chinery and equipment, or various combina-
tions. Power units, machines, and all mov-
ablo equipment are usually included.

The distinguishing characteristic of ma-
chines and equipment is that they are movable,
in contrast with fixed or nonmovable items.
For example, a movable, outside type grain
elevator would be included with machinery and
equipment, but an inside elevator may be con-
sidered a part of the building in which it is
located. Feeders, waterers, and movable
livestock houses and shelters are all included
with farm machinery and equipment.

Profits from farming make up the dif-
ference between returns and costs. Machinery
and equipment are costs for most farmers,
enough a few operators have substantial

4111110

incomes from custom work. This is in part
a return to machinery and equipment. Net
income may be high because of high gross
returns. Keeping costs low may also be a
means of increasing net income. It is im-
portant to keep machinery costs within reason,
but that does not necessarily mean keeping
them at the lowest possible level.

1. WHAT PURPOSES .0 MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SERVE?

Machinery and ' quipment are forms of
capital used in the farm business. They are
classified as durable capital because they can
be used over and over in contrast with working
capital, such as gasoline and fertilizer, which
is used up in the production process.

Machinery and equipment can be substi-
tuted for labor in order to save it or make it
more productive. The larger the size and
number of power units and machines, the
more a worker can accomplish. Capital in
these forms makes it possible for workers
to produce more products. This.is true both
in industry and in agriculture. It is one of the
fundamental reasons for the increase in prod-

uctivity per worker in U.. , nited States. It
has been a major factor in making America a
great producer of both industrial and agricul-
tural products. The process of substituting
power and machinery for labor is frequently
referred to as mechanization. It has been a
rather continuous process and is still taking
place today.

Effect on farm costs
Mechanical and electrical power are very

important on our farms today. As further
mechanization and electrification occur, their
influence is felt in several ways. Labor re-
quirements are reduced. Farmers invest

VAS 2039
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more capital in their businesses in the form
of machines and equipment. Cash outlays for
fuel and repairs increase as mechanization
increases. Cash expenses increased con-
siderably when farmers changed from animal
to mechanical power. Little cash outlay was
necessary for animal power because both re-
placement stock and feed were raised on the
farm rather than purchased for cash.

Thus, mechanization changes the basic
organization of our farms. More capital and
less labor are used as mechanization increases
and cash costs of farming increase. On the
other hand more capital per worker makes man
labor more productive and increases the ef-
ficiency with which labor is used.

Effect on farm production
Total farm output in the United States has

increased over 50 percent since 1940 (Fig. 1).
This increase in production has continued
despite the fact that the number of people in
farm employment declined from about 11 mil-
lion in 1940 to 6.5 million in 1963, or about
40 percent in 23 years. Increases in total
farm production were accomplished while both
the number of workers and number of hours
worked declined. Labor is more efficiently
used or is more productive today than former-
ly.

Labor efficiency is often measured in
terms of the amount of product per unit of
labor. A unit of labor might be one hour,
one day, one month, or one year of work or it
might be expressed in terms of wages. The
productivity of farm labor has increased as
shown by production per man hour:

1957-59 base = 100

1940 36 (% of 1957-59)
1945 46

too

ISO

160

140

130

100

SO

60

Pr'
1940

au -Sours of
Nom Work

Total Farm Output
1957-59100

1945 1930 1955 1960 1965

Fig. 1. Changes in total form output and mon-hours of
farm work. United States. 1940.1963.

1950 61
'1955 80
1960 115
1963 135

Mechanization is not the only factor con-
tributing to the increase in labor efficiency,
but it is an important one. Such factors as
improved crops and livestock and greater use
of fertilizers, as well as the increase in ma-
chinery and equipment, have made possible
such great increases in production.

2. HOW IMPORTANT ARE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT COSTS?

Items of cost
In most systems of general farm account-

ing, machinery and equipment costs include
the following items: depreciation; fuel and
oil; machinery repairs; machine hire; farm
share of auto depreciation and other expense;
and the farm share of electricity and tele-
phone bills. The total of these items is the
total machinery and equipment cost.

VAS 7039

Depreciation is the portion of the original
cost of a machine that is charged against the
business each year. Annual depreciation for a
$3, 500 tractor expected to last 10 years would
be $350. Machine hire usually includes all
payments for machine custom work, even
though a portion is for labor for operating the
machine. The auto and electricity and tale

icie are frequently used for both the farm
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Fitting Machinery and Equipment to the Farm

business and the household. Only the farm
share of the cost should be charged to the farm
business.

In complete cost accounting, some addi-
tional machinery charges, such as interest,
insurance, taxes, and shelter, can be cal-
culated. Few farmers have a separate record
of these items. However, appropriate charges
should be estimated before making decisions
about a machinery purchase. Rule-of-thumb
or short-cut methods have been worked out
for this purpose and will be discussed later.

(3)

It tan machiner and ui ent costs

Machinery and equipment costs are a
major cost item in the farm business. Evi-
dence of this is shown in Tables 1 and 2 for
common systems of farming in Illinois.

The interest charge on capital and the
total machinery and equipment cost were the
two major items of nonfeed costs on the north-
ern Illinois farms. On dairy farms, which
had somewhat lower quality land, the ma-
chinery and equipment charge was even higher
than the interest charge. On the southern

Table 1. Costs Other Than Feed on 180-259 Acre Northern Hlinois Account
Keeping Farms, 1963

Systems of Farming
Grain Hog Beef Dairy

No. of farms 88 70 50 35
Average size (acres) 230 226 225 219
Soil rating 86 83 75 67

Costs:
Machinery and equipment $ 4710 $ 5967 $ 5788 $ 5716
Labor 3141 3798 3520 4467
Soil fertility 1800 1643 1379 1056
Buildings and fence 1141 2070 2157 2121
Taxes 1614 1646 1662 1453
Interest charge 5960 6694 6937 5285
Seed and crop expense 894 1021 886 670
Livestock and misc. 437 1244 698 1164

Total nonfeed costs $19697 $24083 $23027 $21982

Table 2. Costs Other Than Feed on 180-259 Acre Southern Illinois Account
Keeping Farms, 1963

Systems of Farming
Grain Hog Beef Dairy

No. of farms 20 26 10 25
Average size (acres) 222 227 215 217
Soil rating 33 37 30 28

Costs:
Machinery and equipment $ 3658 $ 4723 $ 4822 $ 5788
Labor 3046 4062 3265 4194
Soil fertility 1798 2027 1966 1854
Buildings and fence 755 1738 1497 1570
Taxes 768 800 883 740
Interest charge 2271 3161 3917 2903
Seed and crop expense 599 738 608 603
Livestock and misc. 250 695 518 936

Total nonfeed costs 13A45 $17944 $17476 $18588
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Illinois farms, the machinery and equipment
cost was higher than any other nonfeed cost
for each of the 4 systems of farming. Thus,
you are considering a major cost item when
you plan the machinery and equipment needs
for your farm.
Fixed costs vs. operating costs

Machinery and equipment costs may be
divided into the two classes of fixed and op::
erating costs. Fixed costs are sometimes
called overhead costs while operating costs
are frequently referred to as variable costs.

Fixed costs refer to those that are fixed
or remain the same in total regardless of how
much or how little use is made of the ma-
chinery and equipment. Depreciation, in-
terest on investment, insurance, taxes, and
shelter fall in this group. The total for these
items remains about the same, but the cost
per hour or acre decreases as the machine
is used more. Depreciation may not be en-
tirely fixed if a machine is used so much that
it needs to be replaced sooner than normal.
Very heavy annual use may justify a variation
in the depreciation rate when considering ma-
chine costs.

The amount of fixed costs is largely de-
termined at the time a machine is purchased.
These costs become fixed only after the farmer
has made a financial commitment, that is, at
the time he buys the machine. Until that time
they are variable because he still has the
choice of assuming or not assuming these
costs.

Operating costs vary with the use of the
machine. The more you use a tractor, the
more fuel and oil it requires and the greater
will be the costs for repairs and maintenance.
Thus, the total operating costs for the year

will increase but the operating costs per acre
or hour will tend to remain the same.

Any portion of repair costs associated
with age rather than use might be considered
a fixed cost. However, the larger portion of
the repair cost is usually due to use.

Labor furnished by the farmer or his reg-
ular help in servicing and repairing a machine
is a part of the machinery operating costs.
Sometimes the labor for operating a machine
is considered a cost item when making de-
cisions about machinery purchase; another
method considers the labor saved by the ma-
chine to be an income item.

Fixed and operating costs per hour for
3-plow tractors are shown in Table 3. We are
assuming a cost of $3,600 for the new tractor,
with an estimated life of 12 years, or 10,000
hours of use, whichever comes first. De-
preciation will amount to $300 per year for
up to 1,000 hours of annual use. For greater
use, depreciation will amount to $. 36 per hour
because the tractor then wears out in propor-
tion to its use ($3,600 10,000 = $.36).

Since the value of a machine is declining
during its lifetime, interest is figured at one-
half of the usual rate. Allowing 3 percent of
new cost for interest and 2 percent for taxes,
insurance, and shelter amounts to 5 percent
for fixed costs other than depreciation. The
operating costs of $1.00 per hour allow 70
cents for fuel, oil, and grease and 30 cents
for repairs and service.

The data in Table 3 show the importance
of fixed costs. They make up more than 50
percent of total costs for tractors with an
annual use of 400 hours or less, as is true
on many farms. The fixed costs make up a
still greater proportion of total costs for ma-
chines and equipment which do not use fuel.

Table 3. Fixed, Operating, and Total Costs per Hour for 3-Plow Tractors in Relation to
Hours of Use per Year--New Cost, $3,600

Annual use
Hours

Estimated life Fixed costs Operating costs
Years Hours Dep. Other Total Per Hour per hour Total

200 12 2,400 $360 $180 $540 $2.70 $1.00 $3.70
400 12 4,800 360 180 540 1.35 1.00 2.35
600 12 7,200 360 180 540 .90 1.00 1.90
800 12 8,400 360 180 540 .68 1.00 1.68

1,000 10 10,000 360 180 540 .54 1.00 1.54
1,200 8 10,000 432 180 612 .51 1.00 1.51
1,400 7 10,000 5P 180 684 .49 1.00 1.49
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A second obvious fact is that the cost per
unit of operation decreases as the amount of
use increases. Increasing the tractor use
from 200 hours to 400 hours annually reduced
the cost per hour from $3.70 to $2.35, or
about 37 percent. Increasing the use from
400 hours to 800 hours reduced the cost per
hour from $2.35 to $1.68, or about 28 per-
cent. The reduction in cost per hour is rela-
tively small above 800 hours of annual use.

In selecting the machinery and equipment
for your farm, you should keep several things
in mind. First, they serve as substitutes for
labor or make it more productive. Second,
machinery and equipment costs make up a
major expense item on most of our commer-
cial farms; they must be selected and used
carefully. Third, when you invest in ma-

(5)

chines and equipment, you assume certain
fixed costs which you can no longer avoid after
the purchase has been made. Fourth, fixed
costs are the major portion of total costs of
machinery and equipment and depreciation
is the most important single item of cost.
Fifth, low costs per unit of use are possible
only if you can spread the fixed costs over
enough units of use; in other words, you must
have enough use for the machine to justify
buying it.

It is easy to make mistakes in buying
machines. Some farmers have too little ma-
chinery. Many others probably have invested
more in machinery and equipment than can be
economically justified. The next problem to
consider is how to decide how much and what
kind of machinery to buy.

3. HOW CAN I KEEP MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT COSTS AT A REASONABLE LEVEL?

Power and machinery costs are an impor-
tant item in farm business management. You
should give careful attention to keeping these
costs in balance with the rest of the farm
business. A major problem along this line
is the selection of the power units, machines,
and other equipment for your farm. You
should be well-paid for the hours you devote
to arriving at a sound decision with respect
to machinery investments.

Factors to consider in buying machinery and
equipment

Decisions about machinery purchase are
becoming more involved each year. More
kinds of machines have become available and
farmers are making changes in their farming
operations. Farmers may add more livestock
or even change to a different kind of livestock.
These are important items affecting the de-
cision.

The best kind of machine for your farm.
Haying equipment is a good illustration of the
problem. You have the choice of buying equip-
ment for putting up loose, baled, or chopped
hay. Closely related to this is using silage,
either corn or grass, which involves about the
same equipment as harvesting chopped hay.
Should you get a self-propelled or a pull-type
combine, a conventional corn picker, picker-
sheller, or use a combine with a cern-head
attachment? When new kinds of machinery

become available, a risk is involved in buying
them before they have been fully proved in
farm use. On the other hand many machines
get out of date in a very short time. Perhaps
some farmers should depend on hiring custom
operators or renting, rather than buying high-
priced machines.

Different types of farming will, of course,
call for different kinds of machinery. How-
ever, certain kinds are common to a number
of different types of farms. Power units and
tillage implements are usually used more hours
than specialized harvesting machines. A good
rule to follow is: Equip the farm with basic
power units and tillage equipment before pur-
chasing specialized nachinesary . The
use of harvesting machines can usually be ob-
tained from custom operators or through ex-
change work.

The best size and number of machines for
your farm. Many items of farm machinery
and equipment are available in several dif-
ferent sizes. The size of farm or volume of
business is an important factor in deter-
mining the size of machine to buy. The larger
the machine the more a worker can accom-
plish by using it, but you must have enough
use for the machine to keep the cost per unit
of operation at a reasonable level.

Peak demands usually determine the best
size of tractor. This is especially true on
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farms that have only one tractor for use in
such operations as plowing and disking. Re-
member that the tractor or tractors will need
to be large enough to complete plowing and
other seedbed operations on time.

The number of tractors :Mould be deter-
mined by the total work to be done and the
number of workers on the farm. Usually one
tractor is needed for each worker employed
at peak periods.

With two or more tractors, there is con-
siderable opportunity to adapt tractor size to
power requirements of different machines.
Small tractors operate more efficiently than
large tractors at light work. However, the
fixed costs of an additional small tractor may
be greater than the higher operating costs of
doing light work with a larger tractor already
owned. Even if a smaller tractor would save
200 gallons of gasoline per year, the saving
would amount to only about $40. That amount
would not go very far toward paying the fixed
costs of the tractor unless it had already been
depreciated down to salvage value. Keep in
mind also that owning tractors of different
capacities may lead to some duplication of
machines used with the tractors.

A good rule is: You need as many trac-
tors as you have operators during peak peri-
ods. You can Justify an extra tractor only if
it saves more in labor, convenience, and
operating costs each year than the amount of
its annual fixed costs.

Ability to meet seasonal labor and ma -,
chinery needs. On most farms some seasons
are critical because of very high labor, power,
and machinery needs. Unfavorable weather,
such as a long rainy season at planting or
harvest time, may create such conditions.
Farmers sometimes justify purchase of ma-
chines by a statement such as, "I paid for
that machine in one year." The farmer usually
means that the machine made it possible to
produce or harvest a crop in good condition or
harvest a crop in time to prevent losses due
to weather. This has undoubtedly occurred.
However, it is very easy to use such an argu-
ment and to make unwise investments.

The importance of this factor will depend
on how many and how serious these peak peri-
ods are. Farmers having soils that drain
poorly or work well for only a brief period of
time may find this factor to be important.
Timeliness is quite important in some opera-
tions and risks of crop loss or lower yields
VAS 2039

may be great if these operations are spread
out over longer periods of time. Keep in
mind that the capacity of power and machines
must be large enough to take care of peak
demands and unfavorable conditions that are
likely to occur.

Usually there is a relatively short period
of time during which conditions are ideal for
harvesting crops such as vegetables, hay,
and small grains. One method of meeting
peak needs for labor, power, and machinery
at this time is to hire custom operators for
harvesting crops. However, many farmers
prefer not to take the risk of depending on this
so they buy the machine as a means of reducing
risk even though they know that ownership will
increase costs.

Convenience in changing equipment and
obtainii service. The ease of changing equip-
ment should be considered. This is especially
important with tractor-mounted equipment.

The availability of service and repairs
may be an important consideration in choosing
a particular make of machine. If service is
not available in your community, you will
either need to go outside the community or
do your own repair work. Even so, difficulty
in securing parts can cause much inconveni-
ence.

Yo may think that these factors are
closely related to personal preference. How-
ever, they can be related to a dollar-and-
cent approach if we consider the value of labor
saved by having equipment that can be readily
mounted or otherwise changed or the reduction
in crop returns due to failure to secure ma-
chinery parts.

Keep in mind the ease in changing equip-
ment and the availability of service and repairs.

Personal preference. This in itself is
probably a very important factor in the de-
cisions of many farmers to buy machines;
however, it may not result in the mast sound
decisions economically. Many machines and
attachments for them become obsolete rather
rapidly. Tha desire to have the newest and
best of everything in the power and machinery
line may be an attempt to "keep up with the
Joneses" and may be based on poor judgment.
Such people may have to justify high machinery
costs on the basis of personal satisfactions
rather than on economic returns.

Each decision in regard to machinery and
equipment purchase is a personal problem.
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It is important, however, that both the econ-
omic and the noneconomic aspects of the prob-
lem be recognized before a decision is made.
Keep in mind that personal preference alone
may not result in a wise decision economically.

Relationship between costs and returns.
This is the most important factor of all in
making a wise decision economically. A num-
ber of the items already mentioned relate to
this factor.

In considering purchase of machinery, we
need to keep in mind the annual fixed costs we
are assuming when we buy the machine, as
well as the operating costs. We should also
consider whether there might be any reduction
in gross income with the purchased machine
as compared with an alternative method of
getting the work done. Both of these factors
are on the cost side of a budget because they
have the effect of reducing income.

On the returns side, we should consider
the increased value of production to be ob-
tained with the machine. For example, the
saving of two bushels of corn per acre would
be an increase in returns. The machine may
also bring about some reduction in costs.
Money for hiring custom work may be saved
as a result of owning the machine. These
factors tend to increase net income or net
returns.

Finally, we must compare the increased
costs with the increased returns to decide
whether the purchase of the machine can be
economically justified. We will illustrate the
use of partial budgets in a separate section.
Remember to work out a partial budget before
making the decision to buy a machine.

Keep fixed costs at a reasonable level

Depreciation is the largest item of fixed
cost but interest, taxes, insurance, and shel-
ter are also important. Remember that you
assume these costs when you make the de-
cision to buy a machine.

Depreciation is the only fixed cost item
included among the machinery and equipment
costs in Table 1. This is because most farmers
keep account of the other items only as a part
of the total farm record. For example, in-
terest on the machinery investment is part of
the total farm interest charge, and shelter
is included with farm building costs.

(7)

At a rough figure, depreciation usually
makes up between 30 and 40 percent of the
annual machinery and equipment cost shown
in farm records. Machinery and equipment
depreciation for the farms in Table 1 was as
follows: grain, $1609; hogs, $2133; beef,
$2100; and dairy, $1727. If we would add
the farm share of auto depreciation, the fig-
ures would be still higher.

"Factors to consider in buying equipment",
discussed earlier, can be very important in
helping keep depreciation and other fixed costs
under control. The points to be discussed un-
der the present heading are additional ways
of controlling fixed costs.

Invest in machines of a type and size most
suitable for your farm and volume of business.
This means that you will keep the original cost
and thereby the depreciation and other fixed
costs in line with the rest of the business by
buying cnly those machines which you can
justify on the basis of the amount of use you
have for them.

Buy second-hand machines. This is a
means of keeping original cost and fixed costs
low. There are some disadvantages. You
assume greater risk with respect to the con-
dition of the machine and it will become ob-
solete more quickly than a new machine. Al-.
so, while reducing fixed costs, you may in-
crease operating costs in the form of repairs.
You will have to judge whether the reduction
in fixed costs is great enough to balance any
increase in operating costs or inconvenience
that you might have. Buying second-hand
machines may be a very important means of
keeping fixed costs low for farmers who are
short of capital. The mechanical ability of
the farmer may also be an important consid-
eration in decisions regarding machinery pur-
chase.

Cooperative or joint ownership of ma-
chinery. This is practiced very commonly
by farmers on small farms who cannot afford
to own individual machines on their acreages.
The effect is simply to spread depreciation
and other fixed costs over the acreage and
production of two farms rather than one.

Exchange machinery or labor for ma-
chinery. Farmers who have adequate labor
but limited capital may be able to exchange
labor for the use of a neighbor's machine.
This helps keep the investment and depreci-
ation low.
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Another possibility, especially for small
farmers, is the exchange of machines. This
could be an alteLnative to cooperative owner-
ship. For example, one farmer may own a
combine and the other a corn picker instead of
each owning a half interest in each machine.

Hire custom work or ..ent or lease ma-
chines or equipment. When you hire custom
work, you hire labor along with the machine.
When you rent or lease machinery or equip-
ment, you get the use of the machine but fur-
nish your own labor. Rental or lease arrange-
ments are of two general types: 1) a limited
period of use, such as the use of a harvesting
machine for all or a portion of the crop and
2) continuout possession and use, such as
structures for storing feed.

Carried to the extreme, these three
methods would make it possible to keep de-
preciation costs at an absolute minimum--
zero. These methods are means of shire g
costs to a variable basis because all maci..ne
costs would vary directly with the amount of
work hired to be done; however, these vari-
able costs are sometimes quite high. The
leasing of expensive machines or equipment
for several years is probably undesirable for
a farmer in a poor financial position. Also,
some machines may not be available for renting
or leasing. The disadvantages of depending on
custom operators should be taken into consid-
eration. If you have considerable use for the
machine, ownership may be more economical
than hiring custom work or renting or leasing
the machine.

Doing custom work. This is the converse
of hiring custom work done. It does not de-
crease the total annual fixed cost but enables
you to spread this cost over more acres or
hours of work. It is a means of providing an
adequate volume of h,Isiness or use for the
machine to justify its purcaas.... Many farm-
ers, particularly on small farm:; nave used
this method to justify purchase of machines
by spreading fixed costs over more units of
operation. It is another way o:7 keeping fixed
costs at a reasonable level for the volui of
business.

Provide adequate but inexpensive shelter.
The cost of shelter is small compared to de-
preciation. Shelter that is adequate to help
lengthen the life of machinery will reduce de-
preciation if you keep the machine long enough
to get this ..Triefi.. is easy overinvest in

VAS 2034

shelter because probably only a few farm ma-
chines actually wear out before they are sold,
traded, or become obsolete.

Operate machines at high levels of efficiency
Operating or variable costs make up the

other major category of costs. These include
fuel and repair .Ich vary as the amount of
machine use v. es. The operator can do
much to influence the costs per unit of use or
the efficiency with which machines are used.

Adjust machines for high-level efficiency.
This involves having each machine properly
adjusted to perform its particular task. Cut-
ting tools and machines should be sharp and
properly adjusted; tillage machines should be
set to do a proper and adequate job with the
least amount of power.

Power units should be so adjusted that
optimum power will be available with a mini-
mum of fuel consumption.

Operate machines near capacity. Power
units operate at the lowest cost per horse-
power hour when they are loaded at capacity.
Higher costs will occur if tractors are over-
loaded or underloaded. Pulling a three-bottom
plow with a four-bottom tractor would be a
wasteful uFe of power under most conditions.
Likewise, it would increase costs to attempt
to pull a four-bottom plow with a three-bottom
tractor. Performing two operations at one
time, such as disking and harrowing, is a
means of loading a machine to near capacity.

Keep machines in good repair. In the long
run it usually pays to repair machinery prop-
erly, completely, and promptly rather than to
rely on makeshift repairs. The cost of a
breakdown may be far greater than the cost of
putting the machine back in operating condition.
If the breakdown occurs at a critical period of
crop production, heavy crop losses may re-
sult. Delays in planting or harvesting may
seriously reduce crop income.

It is good practice to repair all machinery
in off seasons. Use labor in late fall and winter
to repair machinery so it can be put into use
without delay when there is a need for it. Some
of our more successful farmers make a prac-
tice of carefully examining each machine at the
end of the season. Each part that needs to be
replaced or repaired is indicated on a ticket
which is fastened to the machine. This ticket
then becomes a guide for repair work during
slack labor periods.
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Use gout'. judgment in operating and hand-
ling machinery. Common sense and good
judgment are essential in operating machines to
avoid overloading, underloadiilg, breakdowns
due to careless handling, and accidents.

(9)

Farm safety is an importrnt considera-
tion. Accident costa run very high if figured
in terms of lost time, doctor and hospital
bills, suffering, and death. Attempts to save
time or machinery costs by shortcut methods
sometimes turn out to be very costly.

4. USING PARTIAL BUDGETS IN MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT MACHINERY

As mentioned in Section In, you should
compare the additional costs and returns for
a new 'machine before making a decision to
buy it. This can best be done by the use of a
partial budget.

In order to complete such a budget, you
will need some general information about ma-
chinery costs, including some rules-of-thumb
as a help in making estimates.

Information about machinery costti

When you consider the purchase of a ma-
chine, you need some way to estimate the an-
nual fixed and ope sting costs. Remember

that the fixed costs do not vary with the amount
of use of a machine but that operating costs are
in proportion to use.

Fixed coats include depreciation, Interest,
shelter, taxes, and insurance. Depreciation
is not entirely fixed because a machine may be
used so much each year that it wears out faster
than.normal. In Table 4, you will notice that a
combine would normally be depreciated over a
10-year period. However, it is expecte,' to
wear out with 2000 hours of use. With ,00
hours of use per year, it would have a useful
life of only 8 years. Look over Table 4 to see
the suggested figures for .Years until obsolete"

Table 4. Estimated Life of Farm Machines and Estimated Repair Costs as Percent of
New Costs J

Machine
Years until

obsolete
Total service

Hours Acres
Tractor 15 9,000/ IMI=1

Wagon 15 5,000
Plow, 3-bottom 15 2,900 2,700
Plow, 4-bottom 15 2,000 3,600
Disk, 10-ft. tandem 15 2,000 6,000
Disk, 15 -ft. tandem 15 2,000 7,000
Spike-tooth harrow, 20-ft. 20 2,500 18,000
Grain drill, 18-ft. 20 1,200 3,500
Corn planter, 4-row 20 1,200 3,600
Rotary hoe, 4-row 15 1,500 7,000
Cultivator, 4-row 12 2,500 9,200
Mower, 7-ft. 12 2,000 4,500
Rotary cutter 12 2,e00 4,500
Field sl-ayer 10 1,500 vir
Pick-up paler 12 2,500 1=1=1

Forage harvester 2,000 virm

Side-delivery rake 15 1,500 4, 4..00
Co.abine, 6-ft. P. T.D. 10 2,000 3,000
Combioe, 12-ft. S.P. 10 . 2,000 5,500
Corn head (combine) 10 1,500 2,000
Con picker, 2-row 10 1,500 2,000
tt/ Based on ASAE "Crop Machinery Use Data" and other data.

As..,uming 600 houks of use a year.
sf Four percent a sear. (Divide 60 TK,Tcent by 15 years.)

Repairs as per-
cent of new cost

$osi
50
80
80
30
30
30
25
30
20
40
75
35
30
40
40
50
40
40
30
30

VAS 7039
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and "total service" in terms of acres and
hours.

Operating costs include fuel, oil, and
grease; repairs; and tabor furnished by
Ulu farmer or his regular help in servicing or
repairing the machine. The portion of repair
cost that is due to deterioration with age might
be considered to be a fixed cost. However, the
larger part of repair cost i- usually due to use.
Look over the last column of Table 4 to find the
estimated percentage that repair costs through-
out the life of the machine are of the new cost.

Use of rule-of-thumb figures. These
figures have been worked out as helps in de-
termining annual machine costs. The annual
costs are expressed as percentages of the new
cost of the machine. The percentages are
designed primarily to cover fixed costs but
often include repairs as well, because of con-
venience in figuring. Table 5 will give you an
idea of the percentage that cart be used for the
cost items.

Tables 4 and 5 v; ere taken from FM 8,
Costs of Using Farm Machinery, written by
R. B. Schwart of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois. This publication sug-
gests the following percentages of new costs
to take care of all annual costs except fuel,
oil, and grease and labor of the operator: for
tractors and Il.rvesting equipment, 18 percent
of new purchase price; tillage equipment, 16
percent; and planting equipment, 14 percent.
Table 6 shows how we might obtain those per-
centages by combining the individual cost items
suggested in Tables 4 and 5.

The figures in Table 6 are based on aver-
ages as commonly found on farms. If you
have a great deal of use for a machine, you
will probably want to use higher figures. For
example, a combine used 250 hours per year
for a useful life of only 8 years (2300 hours
+ 250) would have a depreciation rate of 12
percent. Dividing 40 percent for repairs in
Table 4 by 8 years would give a repair cost
of 5 percent a year. Fur that situation the
figure of 22 percent s"-tould be more suitable
than the 18 percent in the table because it
would include an extra 3 percent for depreci-
ation and 1 percent for repairs. The estimated
annual fixed costs and repairs for a $3,000
PTO combine lasting only 8 years would be
$660 ($3,000 x 22 percent), compared with
$540 when the figure of 18 percent is used.

Estimating fuel and labor cosh.. Some
formulas for estimating the annual cost of
gasoline, oil, and grease are as follows:
Gasoline cost. = maximum drawbar horse-

power x .068 x price of gasoline x hours
of use.

Oil and grease cost = gasoline cost x .13.

Tables 7, from VAS "Machine Costs," pro-
vides short cuts for estimating fuel, oil, and
grease costs. These estimates should be
reasonably accurate for net gasoline prices
of about 18 or 20 cents per gallon. Remem-
ber that farmers can get tax refunds for non-
highway use of gasoline. All you need to do
to estimate fuel cost from Table 7 is to multi-
ply the number of acres times the average
fuel cost per acre. For example, the esti-

Table 5. Formulas for Estimating Annual Machine Costs

Cost

Depreciation

Interest

Taxes

Insurance

Formula

Purchase price - Salvage value
Estimated years of life

Purchase price + Salvage value x rate2
Purchase price x Tax rate

2
Purchase price x rate

2
Total repair cost

Repairs Purchase price x as % of new cost x Hours annual use 2 to 7
Hours to wear out

Purchase price x (.5% to 3.5%)

Rule-of-thumb
figures (%)

6 to 15

3.3

1.0

.3

Shelter

VAS 2039
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Table 6. Examples to Show Average Annual Costs as a Percentage of New Costs for
Various Kinds of Machines

Tractors and
harvesting machinesCost item

Tillage
equipment planting equipment

Seeding and

Depreciation 9 7 7
Interest _V 3 3 3
Taxes 1 1 1
Shelter and insurance 1 1 1
Repairs 4 4 2

18 16 14111w
1/ Or 6 percent of the average remaining cast at the beginning of each year.

mated fuel cost for combining 10 acres would
be V3.50 ($.35 per acre x 10 acres). This
figure can be a rough estimate of fuel cost
for pulling a PTO combine or operating a
self-propelled combine.

Table 7 also provides estimates of rates
of performaixe for various operations. For

example, if it takes .7 hour to combine an
acre with a 6-foot combine, it will take about
14 hours for 20 acres. Sometimes you may
want to allow slightly more rime to take care
of servicing equipment and traveling to and
from fields.

Table 7. 'I" yp eIatesof Performance and Estimated Fuel Costs

I ration Size of im lenient Hours er acre
Estimated average
fuel costs per acre

Plowing 2 - 14" 1.1 Spring plowing $.50
3 - 14" .8 Fall plowing .60
4 - 14" .6

Disking 8' tandem .35 Disking:
10' tandem .3 Stalks .15
14' tandem .2 Plowed soil .20

Harrow erg 20' .13 .07
Planting corn 2-row .45 .15

4-row .25 .11

Drilling 8' .4 Drilling .15
10' .3

Rotary hoeing 4-row .15 .08
Cultivating 2-row .45 .15

4-row .25 .11
Corn picking 1-row 1.1 Picking corn .40

2-row .7
Hauling crops =We.

Combining 6' .7
9' .5 Combining .35

12' .35
Mowing 7' .4 .15
Spraying 4-row .17 .08
Spreading fertilizer 12' .25 .11
1/ Inel ides an allowance for oil, grease, and some wastage of fuel.

VAS 2039
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Completing a partial budget
The use of this device can help you de-

termine the most profitable alternative open
to you. Only the effects of changes are meas-
ured; the unchanged items are not included.
Thus, this method uses short cuts and it can
help you solve many problems in regard to
machinery purchase, custom hiring, renting,
or leasing.

Section 3 of this unit mentioned that you
should compare the added costs with the added
returns when you are considering purchase
of a machine. Also, when a change in opera-
tions is made, there may be reduced returns
or reduced costs. These four items are com-
bined as follows:

Income-reducing

Additional costs $

Reduced returns

Total (A) $

Income-increasing

Additional returns $ ,

Reduced costs

Total (B) $

The items in the income-reducing group
(A) will reduce net income, while those in the
income-increasing group (B) will increase it.
Subtracting A from B will give you the net
income change. If B is larger than A, the
net income is expected to increase.

hiclude all the cost items that will be af-
fected by the change. For example, include
your own labor as a cost if you would other-
wise be working at something that would bring
in a return. Include the overhead cost of a
tractor to pull the implement unless there
would be no other use for the tractor and its
total annual hours of use are below normal.
Use the figures that best fit your conditions.

Include all the items of income that will
be affected by the change. If you feel sure
you can get two extra bushels of wheat per
acre by owning your own combine, use that
figure in arriving at the increased returns
but be realistic. You might get less wheat
than a careful, experienced custom operator.

Remember that the change in net income
obtained from a partial budget is the average

VAS 2039

annual change throughout the planning period.
If you use percentages that correspond to 10
years of machine life, the planning period is
10 years. If yod were to sell the machine at
the end of only two years, the overhead costs
might be considerably higher than shown in
your estimates.

Tables 6 and 7 can be a help in estimating
the changes ii cost for the examples that fol-
low. Table 6 provides rule-of-thumb per-
centages for average conditions for estimating
the overhead and repair costs of the tractor
and the machine operated. Table 7 provides
estimates for fuel and for any additional labor
that might be needed.

Example No. 1. Your old disk wore out
last year and you hired a neighbor to disk all
your land at $1.50 per acre. You have 200
acres of stalk land and 300 acres of plowed
land, or a total of 500 acres on which the digit
will be used. You figure that your labor is
worth $1.00 an hour for disking. Your tractor
is used 600 hours per year at present, so you
feel you should charge the full rate per hour
of tractor use. Estimate annual tractor costs
at 18 percent of the new cost of $3, 600 and
annual costs of the disk at 16 percent of the
new cost of a disk. Will it pay you to buy a
new 10-foot tandem disk costing $650?

The solution to this problem is shown in
the partial budget in Table 8. The partial
budget shows an increase of $244 in annual
net income by owning a disk. With this much
difference, you would probably decide to buy
it.

A study of the budget will show how the
results were obtained. Table 7 gives the
rate of performance for a 1u-foot tandem disk
at .3 hour per acre. It will take about 150
hours to disk the 500 acres.

The annual overhead and repair costs for
the tractor amount to $648 ($3,600 X 18 per-
cent). With 600 hours of tractor use per year,
this amounts to $1.08 per hour. For 150 hours
of use in disking, the tractor fixed costs and
repairs amount to $162. The annual costs for
the disk will amount to $104 ($650 X 16 per-
cent).

Table 7 indicates $.15 per acre for stalks
and $.20 for plowed soil for fuel, oil, and
grease. This amounts to $30 for the 200 acres
of stalks and $60 for the 300 acres of plowed
land, or a total of $90. At $1.00 per hour
the labor cost amounts to $150.
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Table 8. Partial Budget Used in the Decision to Buy a Disk

Additional 4;osts

Tractor: Fixed costs & repairs $162
($3,600 X 18% = $648;
$648 600 hr. = $1.08;
$1.08 X 150 hr. = $162)

Disk: Fixed cost & repairs 104
($650 X 16%)

Fuel, oil, and grease 90
(200 A. X $.15)
(300 A. X $.20)

Labor: 150 hr. @ $1.00 150
$506

Reduced returns

(None)

A. Total annual additional
costs and reduced re-
turns $506.

Additional returns

(None)

Reduced costs

500 A. custom work
@ $1.50 $750

B. Total annual additional
returns and reduced
costs

Net change in income (B minus A)

$750

$506

+

Reduced costs consist of $750 saved in
custom hiring of 500 acres of disking at $1.50
an acre. Assuming the same quality of work,
there would be no change in production and
thus no reduced returns or increased returns.

Different conditions will call for different
figures. For example, if your tractor has
only a small amount of use, the percentage
allowed for i4s overhead cost and repairs
should be less. You may figure a higher rate
for your labor if you have other uses for it
that would pay a higher return, or a lower
rate if your labor would earn less in another
use at the time. Also, the returns you can

get for your money may be high enough to
warrant allowing more for interest than was
done in Table 6.

Example No. 2. You have been hiring 100
acres of soybeans and wheat combined at $5.00
per acre. You are considering buying a 7-foot
PTO combine at $3,000. Annual costs are
estimated at 18 percent of new costs. You feel
that you can get an extra $3 worth of grain per
acre by owning your own machine , Your labor
and the tractor would no longer be avail:431e
for hauling in the grain so you want to charge
full rates for them in the budget. You figure
your labor is worth $1.50 per hour. The

VAS 2039
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tractor fixed costs and repairs amount to $1.10
per hour. Refer to Table 7 for average rates
of performance and estimated fuel costs; then
work out a partial budget to see whether it
would pay you to buy the combine.

The solution to the partial budget is shown
in Table 9. Using the figure of .7 hours per
acre from Table 7 gives 70 hours as the time
necessary for combining 100 acres. The re-
maining figures in the partial budget should
be self explanatory.

The annual net income will increase an es-
timated $43 by owning the combine. This
amount is small and you would probably want
to consider other items before making the
final decision. If you could not get the extra
$3 worth of grain per acre, you would not be
ahead by owning the combine. Also, there
may be other uses for your money or labor
that would pay a higher rate of return. On
the other hand you may consider less risk to
be involved by owning the machine rather than
depending on the hiring of custom combining.

Remember that some items are difficult
to measure in dollars. The example allowed
$3 an acre for extra grain harvested; how-
ever, timeliness in getting work done is often
hard to estimate. The number of days of
favorable weather during the harvest season
should be considered. Such things as re-
duced physical exertion and the need for in-
creased skill may be important. If a dollar
value can be placed on such items , they can
be handled in a partial budget.

.Example No. 3. Ycu want to compare the
cost of renting a combine for harvesting soy-
beans at $3.75 per acre with the cost of hiring
custom work for 100 acres at $5.00 per acre.
You estimate it will take 40 hours to combine
the grain and y T labor is worth $1.50 per
hour. You are to furnish fuel, oil, and grease
which you estimate will cost $.35 an acre.

If you assume the same returns from
either method of combining, the problem be-
comes a matter of comparing costs of the
two 11,-,thods:

Costs of using rented machine

Rental charge: 100 A. X $3.75 = $375
Fuel: 100 A. X $.35 = 35
Labor: 40 hr. X $1.50 = 60

Total = $470
Costs of hiring custom work
Custom charge: 100 A. X $5.00 = $500
Savings from renting = $ 30

VAS 2039

Since the savings from renting are quite
small in this example, you would want to be
especially careful that you were not under-
valuing the fuel, oil, and grease charge or
the labor charge. Otherwise the two methods
may have about the same costs. On the other
hand, if labor would be available that would
not otherwise be used, the advantage of renting
would be still greater.

Example No. 4. This example is one of
break-even acreage rather than partial bud-
geting. It is shown here because that method
is also closely related to the information pre-
sented.

How many acres of small grains are needed
before the cost of owning and operating a 12-
foot self-propelled combine costing $6, 500 is
equal to the cost of hiring custom work at
$5.00 per acre when your labor is figured at
$1.70 per hour?

You can work this problem by using the fol-
lowing formula:

Fixed cost (plus repairs) of own machine
per acre + operating cost of own machine per
acre = custom rate per acre.

Table 6 indicates that, on the average,
annual fixed costs plus repairs for harvesting
machines are 18 percent of new cost. If we
let x = the number of acres, the fixed cost and

repairs per acre = 18% X $6500
x acres . Table 7

italicates .35 hour per a re for combining
with a 12-foot machine. The labor cost per
acre 'will be $.60 ($1.70 per hour X .35 hour).
The fuel, oil, and grease cost is listed at
$.35 an acre in Table 7. The operating costs
you are concerned with here amount to $. 95
an acre ($.60 for labor and $.35 for fuel).

Working out the formula gives the following
figures:

$ "70 = $5.00

$65 00
x acres

= 4.05;x
x = 289 acres.

$.95 = $5.00

- .95

4.05x = 1170

With less than 289 acres, custom hiring
provides a lower cost than owning a 12-foot
self-propelled combine; above 289 acres, it
is less expensive to win the combLie; and at
289 acres the two methods have the same cos'.
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Table 9. Partial Budget Used in the Decision to Buy a Combine

(15)

Additional costs

Combine, $3, 000 X 18% $540
Tractor, 70 hours @ $1.10
Fuel, oil, and grease:

100 acres @ $.35
Labor: 70 hours @ $1-50

Reduced returns

(None)

A. Total annual additional
costs and reduced re-
turns

Additional returns

100 acres X $3 more
77 grain per acre

35
105
757

$757

Reduced costs

$300

100 acres of custom
combining @ $5 $500

B. Total annual additional
returns and reduced
costs

Net change in income (B minus A)

$800

$757

4 43

You can modify the formula to take into
account grain lost by waiting for custom work;
merely add the dollars worth of grain per
acre to the custom rate. If you figure that
$2 worth of grain per acre is lost by waiting
for custom work in the preceding example
the solution is as follows:

18% X $6500
x acres -$.95 = $5.00 + $2.00

$1170
=$5.00 + $2.00 - $.95 = $6.05

x = 193 acres.

Taking into account $2 worth of grain
lost by waiting for custom work means that
only 193 acres instead of 289 are needed for
ownership of the self-propelled combine to be
as low in cost as the hiring of custom work.

These examples have not considered the
economics of harvesting shelled corn With a
combine and a corn picker head. That prob-
lem is more involved and other information
about it is available from the College of Ag-
riculture, University of Illinois. Some as-
pects of the problem will be discuss( in
Section 5.

VAS 2039
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5. PLANNING THE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMERT FOR THE PROBLEM FARM

In VAS 2002a, Inventory Your Resources
for Farm Planning, we listed the machinery
and equipment for the problem farm. The list
was as follows:

Tractor (2-bottom) 15 yr. old (fair)
Tractor (3-bottom) 5 yr. (good)
Plow (3-bottom) 5 yr. (good)
Disk (10 ft. tandem) 5 yr. (good)
Harrow (4 section) 8 yr. (good)
Planter (4-row) 2 yr. (very good)
Cultivator (4 row) 2 yr. (very good)
Picker (2-row) 7 yr. (fair)
Wagons (2-60 bu.) 7 yr. (fairly good)
Corn elevator (36 ft.) 10 yr. (good)
Combine (7 ft.) 3 yr. (good)
Hay-making equipment - none

The farm is 240 acres in size. The new
crop plan shown in VAS 2007a, Making Esti-
mates of Crop Production and Its Value, fol-
lows:

127 acres corn, 11,430 bu.
25 acres soybeans, 900 bu.
25 acres wheat, 950 bu.
31 acres oats, 1,860 bu.
28 acres hay and pasture

(84 tons hay equivalent;
half of acreage may be pastured)

The new livestock plan shown in VAS
2014a, Choosing the Livestock System, con-
sisted of 88 litters of hogs on pasture and 45
steers in drylot. It was anticipated that the
hog production may eventually go over 100
litters in a combination pasture-confinement
system or over 130 litters in a complete con-
finement system. However, present plans
call for a pasture system; thus, the hay har-
vested will amount to only 14 acres for at
least the next few years.

In making decisions on the machinery
and equipment for this farm, w:-; will consider
the present condition of the equipment, the
possible need for new hay-making and corn-
harvesting equipment, and some of the equip-
ment needs of the hog enterprise.

Consideration of present machines

The list of machinery on this farm In-
dicates that the farmer is reasonably well-
equipped with machinery but not over-stocked.

VAS 203,

He has been carrying on his operation as a
grain farm and, with no changes in plans, he
could well get along for a few years with the
present equipment. While doing this, he should
be able to ea a good job of farming but yet keep
his costs low. However, if his increased
yields and expanded livestock operations ma-
terialize, he will need to make some decisions
within a few years in regard to machinery
purchase. Although he is not forced to make
these changes in the next two or three years,
he can look a few years ahead to develop some
guides. He can make decisions based on the
outlook for the future as his operations change
and his machinery gets older.

Several items in the list of present ma-
chinery may have a bearing on the machinery
decisions. The 2-bottom tractor is now 15
years old. The corn picker is 7 years old
but the 7-foot pull-type combine is only 3
years old. There is no hay-making equipment.
Brown has no grain drill.

Brown has been using a neighbor's grain
drill in exchange for a few days' labor during
the wheat and oats combining season. Under
the new cropping plan, he can give this help
during the soybean harvest. If this arrange-
ment does not work out, Brown will try to
purchase a good used wheat drill. The 56
acres of wheat and oats in the new plan are
hardly enough to justify a new grain drill.
but Brown may have duliculty getting the work
done at the best time if the neighbor is unable
to do the job.

The corn-harvesting and hay-making
equipment will be discussed separately later
on. The fact that the tractor is 15 years old
will provide a good opportunity for decision
making with regard to power. Since this trac-
tor is used for light work and is operating
satisfactorily, the decision need not be made
at once. The remainder of the machinery
considerations can be made before giving
further consideration to tractor power needs
of the farm.

Possible need for hay-making equipment

Brown will have only 14 acres of hay in
the new crop plan, with an estimated yield of
3 1/2 tons per acre. This will amount to 49

a.......,
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tons (30 bales per ton) or a total production
of 1,470 bales. Brown can get baling done
for 12 cents per bale; thus, the custom baling
cost would amount to about $176 per year.
The neighbor who does this work lives close
to Brown and is a good friend of his. Brown
feels that his job of baling will have priority
at least over the work of customers who live
farther away.

If Brown were to buy a new baler, it would
cost him about $2,100. At the rule-of-thumb
rate of 18 percent for harvesting machines, the
annual fixed costs plus repairs would amount
to $378. Thus, there is no point in figuring
the fuel costs and labor. It should be chcaper
to hire the work done than to own the baler.

Brown may also need to hire some mow-
ing and raking, in connection with the hay
baling. He may need these machines for other
purposes but he cannot afford to buy them for
hay-making alone. The neighbor who does the
baling will mow for $1.50 and rake for $1.00
an acre. The costs for mowing and raking
the 14 acres three times would amount to
$105. This amount added to the baling cost
of $176 would bring the custom cost to $281,
still much below the rule-of-thumb figure of
$378 for fixed costs and repairs of the baler,
to say nothing of the costs of owning a mower
and rake. If Brown decides he needs these
implements for other purposes, he may want
to buy them. This situation may be another
good one for considering used machinery.
Other alternatives would be to buy hay or pos-
sibly even omit the steer enterpri3e.

Possible need for new corn harvesting equip-
ment

The corn production planned for the Brown
farm has been estimated at 11,430 bushels.
This amount is large enough for consideration
of a change from the picker methoc' of har-
vesting cern. However, it is also small enough
that there is not a definite indlcation that a
change will be profitable. The picker is 7
years old and in fair condition but tne combine
is only 3 years old and in good condition.
Therefore Cie present method can probably
be continued for about 3 more years. How-

()ever, at that time a decit,:on must be made
as to whether to buy a new picker or to pur-
chase a combine with a corn picker head.

(17)

The corn storage space on this farm also
indicates that the next few years will be a good
time for making a decision concerning the
method of corn harvest. At present, there
is storage space for only 6, 000 bushels of ear
corn. The old crowing system contained more
soybeans which were stored in a local elevator
or sold at harvest time.

Brown uses additional information from
the College of Agriculture as a help in de-
termining whether he should go to shelled
corn harvesting within a few years. In 3
years, his picker and wagons will be 10 years
old, his corn elevator 13 years old, and his
combine 6 years old. Although he could use
his combine somewhat longer, he is willing
to base his decision on the method used in
the planning information; that, is, two-thirds
of the cost of combining will be charged to
the corn crop. This is not too far from his
actual situation, since the new plan calls for
127 acres of corn and 81 acres of small grains
and soybeans.

Farmer Brown considers three methods
of harvesting and drying corn. The 6,000
bushels of ear corn space will hold 12,000
bushels of shelled corn after conversion and
Brown feels that yield increases will soon
bring his corn production to that figure. Thus,
he makes comparisons of the different methods
on the basis of 12,000 bushels. The results
of these comparisons are shown in Table 10.

The batch bin drying method, along with
harvesting by combine, shows the least cost
per 100 bushels. The cost is $22.15 as com-
pared to $24.80 for the picker method. The
difference amounts to $2.65 per 100 bushels,
or $318 for the 12, 003 bushels. This dif-
ference is not particularly great, but the re-
sults show that the volume of corn production
is high enough for the shelled corn method in
compete with the ear corn method on a cost
basis. Brown may have other uses for his
capital that will pay a higher return, but if
not, it appears that he may want to consider
going to shelled corn harvesting within a few
years. Remember that a "going rate" of in-
terest was allowed in the "percent annual
costs" figures in Table 10. If this farmer
can get along with present storage facilities
for a while, he may want to buy a self pro-
pelled combine with a corn picker head in

VAS 2039
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Table 10. Costs of Alternative Corn Harvesting Methods for 12,000 Bushels of Corn
(With existing ear-corn storage for half of the corn)

Items of expense Total
value x

Percent
annual
costs

Overhead costs

Annual cost for methods:
A Ear B Portable C Batch

corn batch bin
(piccer ( combine

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Picker, mounted
Combine, w/ corn head
Wagons, w/ hydraulic (3)
Elevator, 15" x 48'
Auger, 6 x 33" portable
Drier, batch
Electric wiring
Tank for LP gas
Tester, moisture
Fan and electric motor
Heating unit
Metal bins, w/ perforated

floor
Converted crib (100/bu.)
Aeration ducts and fans
Converted crib (100/bu.)
Crib, ear corn (851/bu.)
Auger, sweep

Totals

$2,700
7,000
1,700

570
370

4,600
150
250
100
750
450

2,850
1,200

300
600

5,100
300

14
9.3
7
7
7

14
9
9

14
14
14

9
9

14
9
9

14

$378

119
40

an dew..

gs

oftOMPOP

=4M1..

MID

459

$996

$ .1111=1

651 651
119 119

01.11.1.110,

26
644

14
23
14

.1=1411.

108
42

=1

$Thir
Totals divided by 120 to get

overhead costs per 100 bushels $ 8.30 $13.68

Operating costs per 100 bushels 8.60 7.35
Value of field losses per 100 bushels 7.90 3.70

Total costs per 100 bushels $24.80 $24.73

26

14
23
14

105
63

257
4=1

54

42
$1,368

$11.40

6.95
3.80

$22.15

about 3 years when little useful life will be
left in the picker.

Brown can shop around before making his
decision to purchase the combine. He will
want to get a machine that will do a good job
but will be wise to consider several alter-
native machines, along with their prices, be-
fore making the purchase. The figures shown
in Table 10 are estimates and it may be that
an individual situatk will show important
differences.

Farmer Brown can make further decisions
regarding the drying of corn after he gets
ready to buy the combine. He may want to
consider additional possibilities. For ex-
ample, he may store a part of his corn in a
local elevator and have it dried there. He
may receive dry corn for wet corn in some
kind of grain bank operation carried on by
certain elevators.

VAS 2039

Decisions concerning equipment for hoe
Present plans call for a pasture program

for raising hogs, with a strong possibility of
finishing in confinement within a few years.
Portable hog houses used for farrowing would
come under the heading of equipment but we will
not make a list of them here. That item should
not cause difficulty in estimating costs. Also,
you may want to consult other information to
find out how many feeders and waterers would
be needed and their approximate costs.

An important problem that should be con-
sidered at this time is whether custom grind-
ing of feed for hogs would be cheaper than
ownine, a mix mill for the present volume.
We will not consider the feed for the feeder
cattle, since grinding and mixing is not as
important for them . Sbme hog operations
may be so small that it may not pay to have
the feed ground if shelled corn and a good sup-
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plement are fed. However, Brown has a large
enough operation that he wants a complete feed
for hogs. Therefore, he will either do the
grinding himself or hire it done.

VAS 2014a, Choosing the Livestock Sys-
tem, indicated that there were to be 88 litters
of hogs in the new plan. They will require
about 9,680 bushels of corn and 65,120 pounds
of supplement. At 56 pounds per bushel of
corn, 542,080 pounds will be needed. The
total feed to be processed amounts to 607,200
pounds. This is somewhat over 300 tons of
feed. Will it pay Brown to own an electric
mix mill or to have his feed custom ground
and mixed?

Brown estimates that he can get a small
electric mill, along with feed house, holding
bin, and motors for $2, 500. Annual overhead
costs will 'le about 15 percent of total costs,
allowing io percent for depreciation, 2 per-
cent for taxes and insurance, and 3 percent
of new cost for interest. Electricity costs
and repairs are estimated to be 35 cents per
ton of feed handled. The custom rate would
be $3.25 per ton. We are assuming no dif-
ference among methods in regard to labor,
time, or convenience. If the cost differences
are small, we can bring the xes additional fac-
tors into consideration. A partial budget for
helping solve this problem is shown in Ta-
ble 11.

According to the resuEs of the partial
budget in Table 11, it will pay Brown to buy
an electric mix mill rather than to hire cus-
tom work. This is an item he should keep in
mind for the next few years, as he will nbed
an outlay of capital for this purpose. Of
course, if he is short on capital, he can con-
tinue to hire custom grinding and mixing for
a time. However, the returns from owning a
mix mill are pretty high for his volume of
operations. Based on the partial budget, he
would have an annual return of about 20 per-
cent of his investment ($495 as compared with
$2,500) in addition to the 3 percent allowed
for interest and included in the annual cost
figure of 15 percent.

Summary of machinery and equipment decis-
ions

In this section we have made several im-
portant decisions in regard to the purchase of
machinery and equipment for the problem
farm. They are:

k -"1

1. Continue to exchange labor for the
use of the grain drill for 56 acres of
small grains in the new plan, as long
as this method can be conveniently
carried on.

2. Hire hay baling for the 14 acres of
hay.

3. Work toward harvesting of shelled
corn as the old picker wears out.
Keep on a flexible basis for a few
years in regardtt., drying, if possible.
Some local elevator storage may be
available, perhaps in the form of a
grain bank arrangement. However,
it appears that the batch bin drying
method will fit Brown's operations
satisfactorily.

4. Make plans toward acquiring a mix
mill as more capital becomes avail-
able.

This plan should provide a basis for op-
eration for the future. Capital is not pres-
ently available to put Items 3 and 4 into ef-
fect, since it is needed for livestock, protein
suprlement, and housing for the livestock.
Brown will develop his livestock enterprises
on a moderate scale and base his program of
expansion on the success he has with these
enterprises. For the present, he will rely
on pasture farrowing of swine but plans to use
a finishing building eventually. Some of the
hogs may be flnisheu on pasture through the
use of inexpensive portable shelters for a few
years.

When the corn picker wears out, Brown
should have enough capital available to pur-
chase a self-propelled combine with a picker
head. He will also need to provide some ad-
ditional grain storage although he may not
need to provide for 12,000 bushels of corn
if he finds he can make economical use of some
local elevator storage. When he makes the
working plans for his hog finishing buildings,
he can also make plans for an electric mix
mill.

The 3-plam tractor should adequately meet
the bulk of the needs for tractor power for
about 5 more years; it is now only 5 years
old. When he.buys the self-propelled com-
bine, he will in effect be getting some addi-
tional power. The 15-year old tractor may
be suitable for doing light work for a few

VAS 2039
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Table 11. Partial Budget Used in the Decision to Buy a Mix Mill

Additional costs

Electric mix mill, feed house,
holding bin, and motors:

$2500 X 15% annual cost $375

Electricity and repairs:
350 per ton X 300 tons 105

Total additional costs $480

Reduced returns None

A. Total annual additional
costs and reduced returns $480

Additional returns None

Reduced costs

Custom charges for grinding
300 tons of feed CO $3.25 $975

B. Total annual additional
returns and reduced costs

Minus A

Net change in income

es.

$975

480

4495

more years; if not, Brown may want to buy
another small, used tractor to replace it for
light jobs. When the 3-plow tractor ages
enough to increaee risks from breakdowns
or untimeliness of operations, he may want
to replace it with a 3-4 plow tractor. Al-
though the full amount of power may not be
needed, such a tractor would take some of
the pressure off getting the work done on time
and would mean less time spent in field work.
Of course, if Brown feels he will soon get ad-
ditional land to farm, he may want a larger
tractor.

Another alternative would be to replace
the 3-plow tractor with the new 3-4 plow trac-

for within two or three years and keep the 3-
plow tractor for light work and as a supple-
mental source of power. This method would
likely require a larger outlay of capital for
power within the next two or three years.
Whichever method if chosen, capital should
be allowed for buying the livestock, purchasing
or constructing the buildings to house them,
buying commercial supplement, and buying
fertilizer to obtain high yieids. Brown can
well afford to invest In the items that make a
high rate of production possible. Then in 3
or 4 years he should be able to change to shelled
corn harvesting and the use sf a mix mill for
processing feed.

University of Illinois - College of Agriculture
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Course Description

DEN 1011 DENTAL ASSISTANT SEMINAR

Study of personal responsibilities as a practitioner, including employee-

employer relations, opportunities for continued development as a person

and as a member of the dental health team, and importance of active

organization membership.



PRnEQUISITE: None.

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION:

II. Participation in organizations

I. personal responsibilities

B. In relation to jurisprudence

A. In relation to ethics

C. Professional growth

B. Membership responsibilities

A. Parliamentary procedure

2. Certification

3. Organizational membership

2. How to plan and present a program

3. How to deal with motions

1. Continuing education

1. How to conduct a meeting

a. Presenting a motion

c. Defeating a motion

b. Passing a motion

1

COURSE OUTLINE

DEN 1011 DENTAL ASSISTANT SEMINAR

To provide opportunities for the student to develop
individnal responsibility and assume leadership in
planniag and IL-nlementing a project related to some

aspect of the dental assistant role.

COURSE HOURS PER WK: Class, 1.

QUARTER HOURS CREDIT: 1.



III. Employment

A. Obtaining a position

B. Employer-employee relations

C. Management of finances

D. Leaving a position

IV. Suggested projects

A. Dental health education

1. Patient edacation

2. Public school demonstration

3. Dental assistant clinic

B. Office problems

1. Analysis and written report

2. Analysis and class presentation

C. Preparation of article for publication

SUGGESTED TEXT:

Brauer, J. C. and Richardson, R. E. The Dental Assistant; Third
Edition. New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Compa471747-

SUGGESTED REFERENCES:

Bunting, R. W. Oral Hygiene; Third Edition. Philadelphia: Lea &
Febiger, 1957.

Peterson, S. (Editor). The Dentist and His Assistant. St. Louis:
C. V. Mosby Company, MI.

Robe't, H. M. Robert's Rules of Order. Chicago: Scott, Foresmen
& Company, 1.767--

Sarner, H. Dental Jurisprudence. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders
Company,7g7

Stoll, F. A. Dental Health Education; Second Edition. Philadelphia:
Lea & Febiger, 19;7.
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The purpose of this document is to provide vocational agriculture
students with textual or reference material on alfalfa production.
It was prepared by a teacher educator after development by subject
matter specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and teachers.
Information in the document answers the questions -- (1) What Are
the Soil Requirements, (2) What Variety Should I Select, (3) What
Factors Should I Consider When Purchasing Seed, (4) How Can I
Establish a Stan of Alfalfa, (5) How Should I Harvest the Growing
Crop, (6) What Diseases Affect Alfalfa, and (7) What Insects
Attack Alfalfa. The material is appropriate for high school students
or adult farmers of average ability with agricultural interest and
an occupational objective. The teacher should be competent in
agriculture. It is designed for use over a period ranging from 2
to 6 hours. This document is available for 25 cents from Vocational
Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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/PRODUCING HIGH ALFALFA YIELDSI

1. What Are the Soil Requirements?
2. What Variety Should I Se lact?

3. What Factors Should I Consider When Purchasing Seed?
4. How Can I Establish a Stand of Alfalfa?
5. How Should I Harvest the Gnwing Crop?
6. What Diseases Affect Alfalfa?
7. What Insects Attack Alfalfa?

Acre wise., alfalfa is the most important
hay and pasture crop in Illinois. In 1965 Il-
linois farmers harvested hay on 1,049,000
acres, as 9tipared to 30,000 acres for les-
pedeza, d 600,000 acres for clover and
timothy. PA-Haifa has gained Dipopularity be-
cause o its large yield of nutritious forage
and tie Vitae with which it fits into corn-belt
rotations, whether it occupies the la
several years or for only o1.3 or two ars.

fi

A few years ago, farmers were setting
goals of 5-tons of alfalfa per acre. Now,
yeste4day's goat of 5-tons must be doubled
to kee alfalfa in a competitive position with
other crops.' PIofits from forage farming,
1 other farm operations, depend on high
p = acre yields. With good seed, good soil,

matte fertility, good management, and
d- luck, many fiAners are no getting

Yields of 9Apns (Twitter per acre.
p.

1. WHAT ARE THE son, REQUIREMENTS?

Drainage

Alfalfa thrives best on deep, permeable,
well-drainkd, fertile soil (Areas 2 and 3 of
Fig. 1), In fact it does not do well on a sub-
soil that is slowly or very slowly permeable.
On such soils, the plants are often heaved or
pushed out of the ground by frost action in late
winter or early spring wheel the soils are con-
tinuously freezing and thawing (Fig. 2).

Soils with ' tight layer or claypan or a
gray or mottled nsoil indicating poor drainage
should be provided with the drains or ditches
before attempting to raise a'falfa.

Alfalfa does best when adequate moisture
is availab' s. However, it is drouth tolerant
and will di fell on drouthy soils such as found
in Area 1 of Fig. 1, providing soil acidity and
plant-food deficiencies are corrected.

Soil fertility

You can easily correct soil-fertility de-
ficiencies on most Illinois soils after tests

GEPERAUZED SOL MAP
OF ILLMOS

MVO

Nair illciiniewIlINTOPPseWIlra

Fig. 1. The nine major soil types in Illinois and their
locations. For Wolk, sod types 2 and 3 are excellent;
1, 4 and 5 aro emit 6 end 7 fair; and 8 and 9 poor.

VAS 41032a
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Fig. 2 These alfalfa plants hove been heaved or pushed
out of the ground by frost action.

have been male to indicate the kinds and amounts
of minerals that are needed. Be sure to have
tests made for acidity, phosphorus, and po-
tassium.

Limestone. Acid soils can be a cause for
alfalfa failure. Alfalfa requires a soil with a
relatively high pH (Table 1). Before seeding
alfalfa, teat the soil and apply adequate amounts
of limestone to correct any soil acidity. Acid
soils should be limed to a pH of 6.5 or above.
Lime the soil the year before you seed if pos-
sible to allow time for the neutralizing action
to take effect. Besides correcting soil acidity,
the limestone provides calcium to the plant
and is beneficial to the root noiule organisms
which are essential for gathering nitrogen from
the air. Each ton of alfalfa hay requires about
100 pounds of limestone.

Phosphorus is most important during the
seedling stage. Soild`that have a medium or
low phosphorus test should have phosphorus
applied as recommended. Broadcast and band
applications of phosphoruS below the seed may

Table 1. --The pH Ranges at Which Satisfactory

be neededon soils testing low and where 3 or 4
years supply of phosphorus is being applied.
Topdressing additional phosphorus will pay on
stands left down for several years when the
phosphorus test indicates a medium to low
test value for the particular soil.

Potassium should be applied according to
soil-test recommendations. If you leave stands
longer than two years, you may need additiunal
potassium as top-dressing. Rates depend on
your soil and its potassium-supplying power.

Minor elements. Boron is the only micro-
nutrient that has given any yield response.
Deficiency symptoms often show in second and
third cuttings in drought periods... .Soil stte-
ations, where this element is most likely to oe
deficient, is on strongly weathered soils :1
south-central Illinois and on high pH soils in
northern Illinois. Applications of boron have
corrected deficiency symptoms and have often
increased blooming and seed set, but have
seldom increased forage yield. Further re-
search is being carried out on two- and three-
year-old stands, especially in southern Illinois.
Borax may be broadcast at 25 to 30 pounds per
acre on established stands to supply 2.75 to 3.3
pounds of boron. Other formulations that con-
tain boron may be applied in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions.

It is doubtful that you need extremely high
fertilizer rates on deep silt loam_ soils. of the
corn belt. These soils apparently can supply
considerable amounts of nutrients,, especially
potassium.' In many instances you .may not
need to replace the,nuirients that are, removed.
However, in some areas, you will- need to..ifi-
crease your present rates of potassium and
phosphorus. Sometimes complete replacement
may be desirable. Table 2 shows the amounts
of calcium, phosphorus, and potassium found
in one ton of some of the commoii hays grown

rr.

Growth of Legumes Occurs

pH Range
---1, 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8:0

Alfalfa

Alsike clover

Red clever

Lespedeza

, . ,

.
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Producing High Alfalfa Yields

Table 2. --Pounds of Minerals in One Ton of
Hay (Dry Basis).

Hay Calcium
Phos-
pi-orus

Potas-
sium

Alfalfa . . . 35.4 3.6 37.0
Red clover . 29.4 3.2 33.4
Alsike clover . 26.2 4.2 22.4
Bromegras.s. . 8.0 3.4 44.3
Orchard grass. 5.4 3.6 32.0

3.9T

in Illinois. Fig. 3 shows the importance of a
complete soil treatment on fields low in lime,
phosphorus, and potassium.

Soil type
The adaptatton of alfalfa to the nine major

soil types in Illinois so far as natural drain-
age and inherent fertility are concerned is
rated in Fig. I. Ratings given are excellent,
good, fair, and poor.

Soil type 1: Good for alfalfa. Drainage is
good, except in depressions
and fertility ranges from
medium to low.

Soil type 2: Excellent for alfalfa. Drain-
age is adequate, except in
some depressions, and fer-
tilityts high,

Soil type 3: Excellent for alfalfa. Drain-
age is good and fertility is
medium.

Soil type 4: Good for alfalfa. Drainage
is mostly moderate and fer-
tility ranges from medium
to moderately high.

Soil type 5: Good for alfalfa. Drainage
ranges from moderately good
to good and fertility ranges
from medium to low.

(3)

8.1T

None Lime L,P,K
(TREATMENT)

Fitt. 3. For highest alfalfa yields, soils should be tested
and deficiencies corrected. (Data from Proctor silt loam
with a test of pH 5.2, P1 10. P2 17, and K 203).

Soil type 6: Fair for alfalfa. Drainage
ranges from moderate to
moderatelypoor and fertility
is low.

Soil type 7: Fair for alfalfa. Drainage
ranges from moderate to
moderately poor and fertil-
ity is low.

Soil type 8: Poor for alfalfa. Drainage
is mostly poor and fertility

I low.

Soil tyk.... a: Poor for alfalfa. Drainage
is mostly poor and fertility
ranges from high to low.

If you wish to find the soil type of your
area, note the map in Fig. 1 which shows the
different soil types and where they are loca-
ted.

2. WHAT VARIETY SHOULD I SELECT?

When selecting an alfalfa variety, consider
first the length of time you expect it to stand
(Fig. 4). If it is to stand for more than two
years, select a variety which is winter hardy

and bacterial-wilt resistant. If it will stand
only one or two years, it should be winter
hardy but not necessarily wilt resistant, be-
cause bacterial wilt will not usually reduce

VAS 4032a
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Fig. 1. The alfalfa in the plot on the right was not winter
hardy and was killed out. The variety on the left was
winter hardy.

alfalfa yields until about the third year. Of
course, if the crop is to be plowed down at the
end of the first year, the variety need not be
winter hardy nor wilt resistant.

Tile groupings for *alfalfa varieties would
then be (1) winter hardy and wilt resistant, as
would be necessary for stands for 2 years or
longer,-(2). winter hardy and either wilt re-
sistant or -wilt susceptible that you might use
for stands for 2 years or less, and (3) non-
hardy,- as *mild be used for a catch crop to be
plowed under the.first year (Fig. 5).

Today there are many varieties of alfalfa;
most of the newer ones are top yielders. There
are two major strains among the new varieties:
the so-called Flemish or European types and
the North American or U. S. varieties. The

Long or short tens stands
A.59, Cayuga, 323, Progress, Saranac,
Vernal, Warrior, WL 202, WI. 303

Long or short term stands
A-59, Buffalo, Cayuga, Cody, 324
Progress, Saranac, Vernal, Worrior,
WI. 202, 191. 303

Long or short term stands
A.S9, Buffalo, Cayuga, Cody, 323,
Progress, Saranac, Vernal, Warrior,
WL202,WL303

VAS 4032a

Flemish are those imported directly from
Europe or have been bred from these parents.
The North American varieties are those that
are bred or selected by state experiment
stations, U. S. Dept. of Agr. , and private
seed companies in the United States.

The Flemish varieties as a group are the
highest yielders if you want only one or two
harvest years. Varieties like DuPuits, Fla-
mande SC-118, Saranac, Alfa, and FD-100
are among the best yielding varieties, which
averaged about nine tons per acre in each of
two years at Urbana (Table 3). The Flemish
varieties are typically early maturing, bounce
back rapidly after cutting, and resist insects
and leaf diseases. However, they are sus-
ceptible to bacterial wilt, a disease that can
thin stands in the third harvest year. Because
of this, they are recommended for short ro-
tations, where alfalfa is' left for only one or
two years. The fast growth and early ma-
turity of these varieties wntribute to high
yields but they also add some problems. They
begin to flower a week to 10 days earlier than
most of the North American varieties and con-
sequently require earlier cutting. Several new
Flemish varietieslave resistance to bacterial
wilt (Saranac, Warrior, Haymore, and Apex).
Some possess more winter hardiness and
mature 3 to 4 days later than the other Flemish
varieties.

Short tens stand
(2 hay years or less) Alfa, A.24,
Cardinal, D,Puits, Europa, FD 100,
Flamande SC 118, Glacier

Short term stand
(2 hay years or less ) Alfa, A.24
Cardinal, DuPuits, Europa, FD 100,
Flomande SC 118, Glacier

Short term stand
(2 hay years or less) Alfa, A24,
Cardinal, DuPuits, Europa, FD 100,
Flomande SC 118, Glacier

Fig. S. Vodeties adapted for Illinois in 1967.
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Table 3. Alfalfa Yields, Two-Year Aver-
ages, Urbana, Illinois, 1964-65
(From five cuttings per year)

Variety
Yield, T/A,
12% moisture

Flemish Varieties
Di;Puits 9.4
Flamande SC-118' 9.4
Saranac 11 9.2
Alfa _ 9.1/
FD-100 9.0

Average f. 9.2

U. S. Varieties
WL 363 '9.4
525 9.0
Cayuga' 8.8
Cody $.7
Buffalo 8.6
Vernal 8.4

Average 8.8

For stands longer than two years, select
one of the new North American varieties from
Fig. 5. Winter hardiness and bacterial-wilt
resistance has been bred into many of the North

American varieties. Varieties with high levels
of wintbf hardiness tinually mature later than
Flemisivarieties. Because Vernal, Progress;
Cayuga, 525 Buffalo, Cody, WL 202, and WL
303 flower a week to 10 days later than the
Fiemisit varieties, they are often easier to
manage than The Flemish. They`are 'also more
resistant to leaf diseases than older varieties
and have given excellent yields in Illinois trials
and fields. .

lf,you are a dairyman or liveitock farmer '
wish a large acreage, you can spread out the
first harvest by using different varieties.
For example, you can plant one of the Flemish
varieties for earlier 'harvest and a North
American Variety to come along later. You
may even choose one Of the' intermediate
(Buffalo, Cody, WL 303) to fill in betwein.

If you are planting alfalfa for plow-lown,
good, clean, seed.iof alinOit any, source 'can
fill your need. Some, catch-crop, v'arieties,,
commonly used are nonhardy'tiuch as Afri-
can, Arizona Common, 'California Common;
Moaparor hardy varieties (such as Central
or Northern Common).. However, if you plan
to grow forage, you',11-find thatthe new high-
yielding varieties willbar. )i:

3. WHAT FACTORS SHOULD I CONSIDER WHEN PURCHASING SEED?
r '114_

Certified seed
Use certified seed in preference to un-

certified. The certification tag on a bag of
seed is the "pedigree" of the seed, assuring
the farmer of varietal purity (Fig. 6).

Uncertified seed of new or old varie-
ties is' usually of unknown value. The im-
proved characteristics of these varieties are
not stable, because' alfalfa is a cross-pollin-
ated crop. The characteristics of an alfalfa
variety can be lost rather quickly unless the
variety is produced, harvested, and pro-
cessed under properly controlled conditions.
That is the use of certified seed is so
important to the grower.

The Agricultural Research Service of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture reports
that cooperative tests carried out in Indiana

Min CEP PIOldli ASSOCIATION, lg.
mnumnenrstroa csanncaTion r.

L lad mist be et valm tarsoy941 Ier antilsoisca

,1641 ban boon lassie lei audappiovil 12 Itsheld. to
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Fig. 6. The certified seed label, together with the repute-
lion of the seedsmon, is your best assurance of getting
good quality seed.
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and Minnesota show that a person who buys
and plants seed of uncertified alfalfa has less
than a 50 percent chance of getting seed of
certified performance. Of the 163 lots of un-
certified seed used in these tests, only 45
percent possessed the winter-hardiness and
wilt-resistance which was true for the certi-
fied variety being tested.

A recent drill-box survey made on Illinois
farms showed twenty percent of the samples
scored low in germination. Many lots of
forags seed samples contained weed seeds or
mixtures with other crops. The worst samples
were from home-grown seed or seed purchased
from a neighbor. One home-grown sample
had 1800 giant foxtail seeds per pound. This
farmer, in planting his own seed, was sowing
nearly 15,000 giant foxtail seeds per acre.

Throughout these samples, however, one
trend held. Seed of certified varieties was
consistently high in germination and quality.
In sample after sample, the new improved
varieties scored well on every count.

So you can buy good seed. Choose the
variety you need, then buy from a dealer who
takes pride in the quality of his seed, not in
its cheapness. For the best in seed, buy
certified.

Trade brands
Much of the seed sold commercially car-

ries a trade brand of the company handling
the seed. Such brand names as "Lot Green
Gold" should not be confused with variety
names. Brands are in a sense "trademarks"
of the various companies and may be applied
to certified seed, blends, or unmixed lots of
ordinary (uncertified) seed.

Blends

Blends are mechanical mixtures of seed
of different origin or varieties. For example
a blend may contain 40 percent Buffalo, 40
percent Kansas Common, and 20 percent Ranger
alfalfa. Little if any improvement can be ex-
pected from mechanically mixing the seed of
two or more existing varieties.

VAS 4032o

Blending two or more lots of ordinary
alfalfa will not give a product superior to
certified seed of improved varieties.

Hard seed

Both state and federal laws require that
the kind, purity, and germination of the seed
offered for sale be marked on the tag. "Hard
seed" refers to germination. Normally, al-
falfa seeds germinate in five to seven days,
and the percentage of those that germinated
in this time in tests is indicated on the tag.
But, whatever the variety, there are many
seeds that do not germinate in this time but
are nevertheless sound. These are called
hard seeds. They are like the other seeds
in all respects except that they have a delayed
germination because their coats are slowly
pervious to water. Most of these seeds will
germinate in the soil, not immediately but
soon after they are planted. Har seed then
may be considered nature's way of insuring a
stand. If, for example the seedlings from
seeds which germinate first are killed by a
freeze, these hard or dormant seeds provide
a second chance to get seedlings.

Flower color
Flower color of alfalfa may be of three

types:

glimk. Common alfalfas have purple
flowers. Buffalo, being a selection from
Kansas common, also has purple flowers.

Yellow flowered alfalfa is or was originally
from wild types. These wild yellow-flowered
alfalfas were sources of winter hardiness and
disease resistance that plant breeders have
used in developing many of our present day
improved varieties.

Variegated alfalfa has a variety cf flower
colors. The predominating color is purple,
but brown, blue, greenish-yellow, and smoky
flowers are often present. This variegated
color is an indication that crossing either
naturally r by plant breeders, has occurred
between purple (common) alfalfa and yellow
alfalfa. A large number of present day var-
ieties have variegated flower color.
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4. HOW CAN I ESTABLISH A STAND OF ALFALFA?

Preparing.the seedbed
The seedbed for alfalfa should be 'quite

firm so that moisture will be readily avail-
able to the roots of the young plants. Loose,
overworked seedbeds dry out rapidly and often
crust, making it difficult for seedlings to
emerge. Seeding with a drill or corrugated
roller seeder on loose seedbeds may result
in seeds being covered more than 1/2 inch
deep.

How well the seedbed can be prepared and
the method used for seeding will depend some-
iliat on the time of seeding... tit

U you are seeding alfalfa in the spring in
a winter-grain, there is little that you can do
to prepare the seedbed. If you are seeding
when the soil is dry enough to operate machin-
ery on it, you can drlit4 with a small-seed drill
or broadcast and cover the seed with a cor-
rugated roller. If the soil is too wet to oper-
ate machinery on, all you can do is broad-
cast the seed. ,.

If you are seeding alfalfa with a siSting
grain, you can probably prepare a good seed-
bed. If the seeding is done with a drill (either
through the small-seed attachment of a grain
drill or through a special small -seed drill),
be sure not to cover the seed too deeply (Fig. 7).
One method is to let the alfalfa seed fall behind
the grain drill, as shown in Fig. 8, and then
cover it with a corrugated roller or press
wheels that roll over each seeded row. .

If alfalfa is seeded without a nurse crop
durigg May or August, an excellent seed-
bed can be prepared. Disking, harrowing,
and rolling several times after the field is
plowed destroy many weeds and leave the
soil well pulverized but firm. Broadcasting

Fig. 7. Alfolfo should not be planted more than IA-inch
deep.

(7)

Fig. Allowing the seed to fall behind the grain drill will
help to prevent planting too deeply.

the seed on such a surface and covering it
with-a corrugated roller or seeding with a
grass -seed drill and pressing the seed innwith
press wheels or corrugated roller usually
results in a thick weed-free -stand of alfalfa.

A small-seed attachment on a double
corrugated roller, as shown in Fig. 9; has
been used successfully to assure proper cov-
erage of seed. The seed is dropped between
the front and rear rollers falling into the
deprepsions made.by the front section and
covered with the rear section as it splits the
ridges. Thus, the seed is pressed firmly into
the soil at a depth of about 1/2 inch.

.
.

- r 5.
, r 154.

0 A

Fig. 9. A seeder, such
coverage of seed.

as this, helps to ssure proper

VAS 40320
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Table 4. Recommended Seeding Dates for Alfalfa

Area Seeding date Nurse crop

Northern Illinois

Central Illinois

Southern Illinois

March 15 - April 15
Feb. 15 - Mar. 15
Feb. 15 - Apr. 15
May 15 - May 20

Aug. 15 Aug. 25

Feb. 15 - Mar. 1
Aug. 15 - Sept. 10

In spring oats
In winter grain
In spring oats
Without a nurse crop,

with herbicide
Without a nurse crop
In winter grain
Without a nurse crop

When to sow alfalfa

Alfalfa may be seeded either in the spring
or fall. Recommended seeding dates are
given in Table 4.

In northern Illinois, spring seedings in
spring oats are more dependable than late sum-
mer seedings. However, in south-central
Illinois, August seeding of alfalfa on a well-
prepared seedbed is safer than spring seeding
with a nurse crop. Alfalfa may be seeded alone
in central Illinois in late spring (May 15 to
May 20) if herbicides are used to control weeds
(Eptam or 2, 4-1:03).

In southern Illinois, hot weather in July
and August is a hazard to alfalfa seeded in
the spring. Therefore, late summer seedings
generally prove more dependable.

Spring seedings in winter grain may be
made by broadcasting the seed when the soil
is alternately freezing during the night and
thawing during the day.

Seeding rates
When good seed and sound cultural prac-

tices are used, 10 to 12 pounds of alfalfa seed
per acre is sufficient. Many experienced al-
falfa growers use as little as 7 to 8 pounds of
seed per acre but only when the soil is espec-
ially fertile and seedbed conditions are opti-
mum.

Heavy seeding rates or over fertilization
of the nurse crop for top grain yields lessens
the chances of getting a good stand of alfalfa.

VAS 40320

Limit the nurse crop to a thin stand by using
about half the normal seeding rate or by har-
vesting the small grain nurse crop for forage
when the grain is in the milk stage.

Inoculation

Alfalfa seed should be inoculated before
planting to insure nitrogen fixation. The bac-
teria supplied in commercial inoculants multi-
ply rapidly under favorable conditions. These
bacteria cause the formation of nodules on the
legume roots and fix nitrogen from soil air.

This is the most economical way of adding
nitrogen to your soil. Not only can inoculated
alfalfa utilize the free nitrogen from the air
but it can store as much as 100 to 125 pounds
of nitrogen per acre each year. For further
details of inoculation, see VAS 4022, Inocula-
tion of Legumes.

Mixtures

Each passing year finds alfalfa being used
more and more in hay and pasture mixtures.
Also, a more extensive use is being made of
alfalfa--either alone or in mixtures - -as a
catch crop or green manure. The amount of
alfalfa seed used in these mixtures varies of
course , with the amount and kind of other
seeds in the mixtures.

The following mixtures and seeding rates
per acre are recommended for the regions
shown when the crop is to be used for hay and
pasture (Table 5).
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Table 5. Suggested Mixtures and Seeding Rates for Hay and Pasture*
(seeding rotes expressed as pounds per said

, 4 ,

For Rotation and Permanent Pastures For Hay Crops

Conical and Northern Illinois

Well-dtained soils
Alfalfa . 6 lb.
Oromegrass .

Timothy ..... . . ... 2 lb.
Alfalfa 6 lb.
Orchardgrau .... . 4 lb.

Alfalfa 61b.
Orchardgran .... .. 4 lb.
Timothy 2 lb.

Poorly drained soils
Abbe dove; 3 lb.
Ladino 14 lb.
Timothy 4 lb.

eirdsfoot trefoil.. 5 its.
Timothy..... 2 lb.

Reed conarygrau . . . . 8 lb.
Atslice clover 3 fb.
Ladino clover 14 lb.

. 5 lb.

Choir* soils
Alfalfa 61b.
Brornewass 5 lb.

Southern Illinois

Welkholned sells
Alfalfa
Ordiardgrass . .

Alfalfa 8 lb.
Toil fescue 6 ib.

Central and Northern Illinois

Welldrained soils
8 lb. Alfalfa 12 lb.
4 lb. Alfalfa 8 lb.

Brornegrass 6 lb.

Alfalfa 81b.
8 ib. Brontegrau... 4 lb.
Vs lb. Timothy 21b.

Alfalfa 8 lb.
Timothy 4 lb.

Pearly drained soils
Abike clover S lb.
Timothy 4 lb.

Reed canarygran. 8 lb.
Mike clover , 3 lb.

Drouthy veils
Alfalfa 8 Pb,
Oramegrass 6 lb.

Alfalfa $ lb.
Tall fescue (south control

Minds only) 6 lb.

Tat fescue . ... . .
!Gehl clover .

Alfalfis
Bromeamils
Timothy... . . . .

. 13 lb.
6 lb.

. 2 lb.

reedy drained soils
Alike clover 2 lb.
Tall fescue 8 lb.
Ladino darer ii lb.
Reed canarygrass. . II lb.
Alsike clover 3 lb.
Ladino clover Si lb.

Mouthy sells
Alfalfa 8 lb.
Orchardgrau 4 lb.

Alfalfa 8 lb.
Tall fescue.. 6 lb.

Southern Wools

Well-drolned soils
Alfalfa .8 lb.
Orchardgrass 6 lb.

Alfalfa 8 lb.
Toll fescue 6 lb.

Poody drained soils
Reed conarygran. .. . 81b.
Mike darer 4 lb.

Abike dover 4 lb.
6 lb.Tall fescue

Belk* 4 lb.
Ahlko dovor 4 lb.

Wool* sells
Alfalfa 8 lb.
*cameras. ..... 8 lb.

Alfalfa 8 lb.
Tail fame 6 lb.

:(9)

In toy 0 thapa imigheret 1 lb. of rod dew slay bo soistitoiod for I lb. of &folk et 2 lb. of red dower for 2 16..0 elan* I. noonssn illInols; or 2 lb. of col dove' for
1 lb. of olsiko in morel num& Komi, losoodoso Noy lio WM, op to 3 lb. nor oak to any of the Inintores for southern Illinois.

5. HOW SHOULD I HARVEST THE CROP?

Once alfalfa has been established, its
yield depends, not only upon-the hereditary
characteristics of the variety, but upon the
cultural practices followed.

A lodged or extremely heavy nurse crop
may smother the young alfalfa plants. If either
of these dangers arises, the only way to save
the alfalfa seeding is to cut and remove the
nurse crop early and use it for silage or hay.

If the nurse crop does not lodge nor be-
come too heavy, and is harvested for grain
with a combine, the loose straw left on the
stubble should be removed. This eliminates
the danger of the alfalfa being smothered and
assures a higher-quality hay in the first cut-
ting.

'AY
Cut alfalfa at proper time The general

rule now for high alfalfa yields is to cut early
and frequently. The right cutting schedule is
a must for maximum yields. The date of the
first cut depends on the spring. In recent

trials at Illinois the first cutting was made in
the early- to mid-bild stage--May 21 in 1964
and May 14 in 1965. With adequate soil mois-
ture, alfalfa should be cut every 30 to 35 days.
With the first cutting on May 15 to 20. and the'
last cutting on September. 1 to 10, there is
no problem of making four harvests (Table 6) .

The advantages of.early and frequent'
cutting are:

a. No lodging, which reduces field losses.

b. Little to no leaf-losses-fromleaf dis-.
eases and leafhoppers.

c. Increased quality, (Fig. 10). Young
alfalfa plants hold their leavesmature plants,
do not. The test results discussed previously
had crude protein levels that averaged 19'
percent for the first, third, and fourth cuts
and 21.5 percent for the fifth cut. In the
second cut, crude protein was dOwn to 14.5'
percent because of leafhopper damage.'

d. Second growth in late May and early

VAS 4032a
. . . .
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Table 6. Distribution of Nine-Ton Yields, by Cuttings, Two-Year Averages.

Varieties*

Flemish

U. S.

Year
1964
1965

Cuttings
1st

May 21
May 14

2nd
June 26
June 22

2.5 2.4

3rd 4th
July 30 Sept. 14
July 26 Sept. 9
VA, 12% moisture

5th.
Nov. 5 Season
Oct. 28 total

2.2 1.6 .5 9.2

2.5 2.2 2.1 1.6 .4 8.8
*Average of five Flemish and six U. S. varieties listed in Table 3.

Best time I wk. 2 wks. 3 wke. 4 wks.
to cut later later later later

Fig. 10. As hay matures, the fiber content increases and
the protein content decreases.

June, when there is still plenty of soil mois-
ture.

In some seasons the fifth cutting of al-
falfa in ay nut be worth taking, but in other
seasons it can add another ton. If you need
it, cut it or graze it. if not, leave it. The

growth habit of most varieties produces
short internodes and a high leaf-stem ratio.

Windrowing. Since the leaves of alfalfa
contain more nutrients than the stems, save
as many of them as possible. Fewer leaves
are lost when the hay is put into windrows soon
after cutting (Figs. 11 and 12). In good hay-
making weather, you can cut alfalfa in the
morning and rake it into windrows in the af-
ternoon. Then, after the deur is off the next
morning, turn the alfalfa with a side-delivery
rake and bale it as soon as theay is dry
enough to do su. The use of hay-crushing
and hay-drying equipment can decrease the
amount of time necessary for field curing.

When it rains. Keeping yourself informed

VAS 4032a

about weather conditions will help' to avoid
making hay during rainy weather but in spite
otpredictions you may get, caught with hay
down. If so, the hay will be damaged less in
small windrows than in the swath. Unless
unusual weather conditions are encountered,
such as one rain after another for several
days, hay will not Spoil in small windrows.
Allow the top of the windrows to dry, then
turn them. upside down. with a. side delivery
rake by driving with the outer end of the rake
engaging the windrow just enough to turn the
windrow over.

21g. II. Fewer leaves ore lost when the hay is raked into
ri nclows soon after cutting.

SWATH Cl/RING VS. WINDROW Cl/R/NO
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Fig. 12. Curing hoy in he windrow,
swath, will give you better quality hoy.
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Storing. Alfalfa may be stored as dry
hay, haylage, or silage. Hay cured in the
field can be safely stored in the mow, if it con-
tains less than 15 percent moisture for chop-
ped hay, and between 15-20 percent for baled
hay. Hay should be dried to safe moisture
content to avoid moldy hay and barn fires. The
hay will probably have less than 25 percent
moisture when a tightly twisted handful of hay
shows no moisture on the stems.

Piled bales may need to be spaced to al-
low air to circulate and to prevent heating
and molding.

When alfalfa hay is to be used on the farm
where produced, chopping of cured hay in the
field may be practical. The chopped hay is
usually blown into covered wagons and hauled
to the storage area.

Advantages for, chopped hay include: (1)
There is less waste since stock will consume
both leaves and stems; (2) Chopped forage
requires less storage space than long hay;
and (3) Chopping may be a more economical
way of handling hay.

Since chopped hay packs tightly, it must
have a low moisture content at the time of
storage. Also, after storing, chopped hay
has little chance to lose further moisture.
Therefore, complete 'euring is required prior
to storage to prevent heating, spoilage, or
spontaneous combustion. Chopping hay into
longer lengths will lessen the possibilities
of heating and spoilage since longer lengths
do not pack as closely. The hay should be
chopped in two- to three-inch lengths. Chop-
ped hay should not be trampled after storing.

pelleting_and wafering

Pe lieting and wafering 'if forages are being
used widely in theWestern States and to some
extent in the Midwest. These processes make
the hay into a compact and convenient form
for handling and feeding. After compacting,
the roughage can be handled mechanically with
relative ease. Hours of labor are saved by
mechanical handling and the compact product
heti -;<eluce .storage and transportation
costs.

_,...m.,....44,44.4144.44nr5..-,wom,*.wersolirdw-C1:4::- el.

'.,!.
Hay pellets are usually less than an inch

in maximum dimension and vary in shape from
square to round. Pellets require less storage
and fit well in today's continuous -flow feeding
systems. The hay must first be ground in a
hammer mill to obtain satisfactory machine
capacity and a quality product. Considerable
power is required in this pelleting process.

.1

. Pellets make good feed for beef cattle, if
the proper balance is maintained between con-
centrate and roughage content. Work with
pelleted roughages at the University of Illinois
Dixon Springs Experiment Station showed that
steer calves self-fed pelleted alfalfa-timothy
mixed hay gained 1.73 pounds per day and re-
quired9.2 pounds of pellets to produce.a pound
of gain. Similar calves fed on bay frig,n1 the
same cutting, but in long, baled form, gained
.63 pound per day, and required 17.5.pounds
of hay to make a pound of gain. Thscals!es
fed long hay gained 116 pounds for each Ion of
hay fed; while those fed pelleted hay gained
221 pounds per ton of ha,y. ."ThO_poorer the
quality of the roughage, the more pelleting
improved it. If cattle are selling at 20 cents
a pound and baled hay is worth $23.00 a ton,
the same hay in pelleted form is worth $44.00
a ton. 4. /I....

In a similar test, yearling steers, that
were fed a complete ground ration (alfalfa hay
and corn ground together), gained 2.518 pbunds
per day at a feed cost of $19.29 per hundred
pounds of gain. When they Were 'fed the same
ration as pellets, they gained 2.75 poundS per
day at a feed cost of $16.86 per hundred
pounds of gain. When they were fed the same
ration as pellets, they gained 2.75 pounds per
day at a feefl cost of $16.86 per hundred
pounds of gain. The pelleted feed was worth
$6.39 per ton more than the_ ground feed.

Typical wafers vary widely in shape and
form. Sizes range from one inch to eight
inches across and are normally square, rec-
tangle, 'or round in shape. Current ivafe ring
processes require very dry, coarse-chopped
hay. Usually wafers require no binding agent

VAS 40320
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and relyon adhesion and the interlacing of hay
fibers to hold them together. For satisfactory
wafering, the moisture content of the hay must
be below 21 percent and preferably below 18
percent. It is often a problem in the Midwest
to get the hay moisture down to this level.
When too moist, packing tends to be a major
problem, as the wafers tend to break apart in
handling. The broken wafers hamper feeding
operations in self feeders, hopper bins,
trucks, and loading equipment. Wafers have
shown some benefits in a few feeding trials.
The main advantage is that cows cannot be
selective eaters. They take the poor quality
hay with the good and apparently eat just as
much or more.

Tests on wafering hay at the Dixon Springs
Experiment Station have produced inconsistent
results. In one test beef calves receiving a
full feed of waferedhay gained twice as fast as
those receiving long hay. They also required
less than half as much feed to produce a pound
of gain. In another test, however, calves on
long hay gained slightly faster and required
the same feed per pound of gain.

Tests with mature dairy cows showed that
they consumed about the same amount of hay
and produced the same amount of milk whether
the hay was in pellets, wafers, or bale form.
When wily pellete-,1 hay was fed, butterfat tests
were lower, but this problem was overcome
by adding some long hay or silage to the
ration. Butterfat tests were not affected when
tmground hay was fed in watered form.

Obstacles preventing wide use of pelleting
and watering of alfalfa hay are (1) high ma-
chinery cost ($7, 000 - 10, 000), (2) high main-
tenance cost (4 or more times as much as for
a baler), (3) high power requirements, and (4)
low crop moisture required which increases
the weather hazard.

In summa*, the main advantages of pel-
leting or wafering are as follows:
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1. Makes possible complete mechaniza-
tion, both in the field and at the feed-
lot.

2. Increased rate of gain in livestock.
3. Minimizes the problem of selective

feeding. Animals eat the poor along
with the good quality roughages.

4. Reduces bulk and transportation costs.

Alfalfa meal

Alfalfa meal may be made from either
sun-cured or artifically-dehydrated alfalfa.
The quality of meal from sun-cured alfalfa is
entirely dependent upon the quality of the hay
used. Alfalfa meal made from artifically-
dehydrated alfalfa also varies in quality, but
in most instances is higher than meal made
from sun-cured alfalfa.

The American Dehydrators Association
has established a set of trade rules which
specify that dehydrated alfalfa meal must be
dried rapidly by artificial means at a tem-
perature about 2120 F., and that no sun-cured
alfalfa be mixed with the product. These
rules were established to insure a more uni-
form product of high quality.

Alfalfa to be dehydrated for meal usually
is cut in the prebud or bud stages of growth.
Generally, one or two cuttings a year may be
harvested for dehydration without damaging
the stand, provided the other cuttings are
harvested for hay.

Dehydration is one of the best ways of
processing forage to save the food value of
the crop. This process allows for a maximum
leaf percentage, a high carotene level, and
high protein content.

Dehydrating mills usually purchase alfalfa
standing in the field and pay on the basis of
the hay yield or the tonnage of meal produced.
The price paid for the alfalfa varies, but nor-
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mally is about the price of alfalfa hay less the
cutting, raking, and baling costs. Dehydrat-
ing plants generally own the harvesting equip-
ment or contract for harvesting and delivery
of the green alfalfa.

Silage

Losses from the weather in first cutting
alfalfa for hay may be avoided by making this
first crop into silage. Two methods in making
alfalfa silage are (1) direct-cutting with a
chopper and blowing it into a wagon and sub-
sequently into a silo, using about 150-300
pounds of grain or 60-100 pounds of molasses
per ton as a preservative or (2) cutting and
wilting the crop to a moisture content between
50 and 70 percent and then chopping and putting
it into a silo without a preservative. The length
of cut for silage should be one-half inch or less.
Mow and wilt alfalfa to 40-50 percent moisture
for low moisture silage or haylage. Silos that
have air tight walls and doors can be used with
silages of 50-70 percent moisture. Below 50
percent moisture, complete air tight storage is
needed.

Pasture
Alfalfa and Ladino clover makes an ex-

cellent pasture combination for hogs, while
the addition of grass improves it for cattle
and sheep. Bloat losses among ruminant ani-
mals are a problem with alfalfa and ladino, but
may be reduced by (1) using plenty of grass
with legumes; (2) turning in when animals are
full of feed; (3) grazing continuously once it
is started; and (4) keeping dry hay or straw,
water, and salt accessible at all times.

(13)

Continuous grazing for too long a time
will seriously injure the stand of alfalfa, or
may even destroy it. Dividing the field into 4
or more units grazing in rotation, allowing the
new growth to recover, will increase the life
of the stand.

Do not clip or graze alfalfa from Septem-
ber 1 to October 30 in northern Illinois or
September 10 to October 30 in southern Illinois.
This will allow the plants U., grow and manu-
facture food so they can build up root re-
serves. After alfalfa is frosted, the plants
manufacture food very slowly, and pasturing
or clipping is less likely to injure the stand.
Complete removal of the crop reduces the
amount of snow that is held on the field and the
insulating properties of a mulch. More cold
injury from lack of snow cover during the
winter and more heaving damage in late winter
may result.

Seed

Alfalfa seed is usually produced in semi-
arid regions with plenty of warm sunshine,
little rainfall, and cool nights. Most of the
U. S. production of approximately 150 mil-
lion pounds is produced in the western states
with California producing about half of the
total. Less than 1 million pounds are im-
ported annually.

Although the U. S. average yield of 190
pounds per acre would make it appear that
production of alfalfa seed is a profitable en-
terprise, Illinois conditions are usually not
suitable for seed production and yields of only
about 1 bushel (60 pounds) per acre are ob-
tained.

6. WHAT DISEASES AFFECT A LFAL FA ?

Bacterial wilt
Bacterial wilt is the most destructive as

well as the most widespread disease of al-
falfa. The bacteria live in the soil and enter
the plant through cracks resulting from winter
injury. The bacteria then plug the water
conducting cells of the roots. The plant may
die during the drier periods of summer or the
infected plant may be winter-killed.

The disease is seldom detected before at
least two years after seeding. The first evi-
dence that plants are infected is the appearance

of an occasional undersized or dwarfed plant
that does not have the characteristic dark
color (Fig. 13). Instead, it looks grayish
green and often its smaller leaves are partially
folded, as if suffering from drouth. One of
the most characteristic symptoms is a brown-
ish yellow ring just under the "bark" of the tap
root (Fig. 14).

Bacterial wilt rarely causes any great
loss during the first two hay or pasture years
and any winter-hardy variety may therefore
be used for a short rotation even though it is

VAS 40320
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Fig. 13. Alfalfa bacterial wilt. Healthy p ant, left;
diseased plant, right.

Fig. 14. Cross sections of alfalfa roots. The healthy root
on right end infected on left.

not wilt resistant. When alfalfa is to be left
for more than 2 years, use a wilt - resistant
variety as described previously.

Leaf spot

Common leaf-spot disease is caused by a
fungus. It seldom kills the plant, but reduces
yields. This disease is usually noticed shortly
before the first cutting. Leaves show very
small, orange-colored diseased spots, which
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gradually grow larger, turn yellowish, and
finally brownish. These small, circular,
dark brown spots are about 1/16 inch in di-

. ameter-and develop on the leaflet (Fig.. 15).
When these leaves drop off the plant, the
fruiting bodies of the fungi--which live in the
infected spots--burst and the spores reinfect
the alfalfa. Alfa, Du Puits, FD-100, and
Vernal have a fairly high resistance to common

"'leaf spot.

Common leaf spot seems to be more dam-
aging to alfalfa on acid and low-fertility soils.
If soils have been treated as directed by soil
tests, leaf-spot will likely be less damaging
to alfalfa.

Fig. 15. Common leaf spot.

In addition to common leaf spot, there
are other leaf-spot diseases that occasionally
cause damage.

if possible cut and remove seriously in-
fected alfalfa hay early to prevent further in-
fection and loss of leaves which causes poor
quality hay.

Downy mildew

Downy mildew is more or less a seasonal
disease that appears on the early or young
growth of alfalfa in the spring, particularly
when the season is cool and wet. It is usually
not very destructive, but causes .concern when
the tops of the young plants take on a yellow-
ish rather than a dark-green color and the
undersides of the leaves assume a grayish,
moldy appearance. Control iS usually not nec-
essary because the disease usually lasts only a
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short time. Mildew disappears during warm,
dry weather but may reappear during wet, cool
weather in the fall.

Crown and root rots

Crown and root rots of alfalfa, often mis-
taken for winter injury, are also caused by
fungi which are widespread. These fungi in-
jure alfalfa at all stages of growth. Crown
rots attack the older plants as a rule, and are

(15)

often the cause of so-called winterk4lling. Al-
falfa plants in fields with Iciw fertility, poor
drainage, and a high water table are usually
the first to be attacked.

Control crown and root rots by growing
well adapted, high-yielding varieties recom-
mended for your area. Avoid overgrazing.
rank growth, and high rates of fertilizer (es-
pecially nitrogen).

WHAT INSECTS ATTACK ALFALFA?

The insects most responsible for damage
to alfalit. are alfalfa weevil, clover-leaf weev-
ils , spittlebugs, aphids, and leafhoppers.

Alfalfa weevil

This insect is at present the No. 1 insect
problem in Illinois. The adult alfalfa weevil is
a small (1/4-inch long), brown snout beetle
with a dark stripe extending over halfway down
its back (Ng. 16). It lays yellow, oval eggs in-
side alfalfa stems. The larva is green but has
a white stripe down the m.ddle of its back and
one fainter white stripe on either side.

The alfalfa weevil larvae resemble the
clover-leaf weevil larvae and can easily be
mistaken for them (Fig. 1?). However, the
alfali weevil larva has a black head and is
3/8-inch long when full grown; the clover leaf
weevil larva has a tan head and is 1/2 inch or
longer when full grown. Alfalfa-weevil larvae
can be readily found on the plants during the
day, usually on the upper leaves, while clover
leaf weevil larvae hide at the base of the plant
and feed only at night or on cloudy days. The
alfalfa-weevil larvae pass through a resting
or pupal stage in a silken cocoon about 3/8 inch
in diameter, to which leaves are often attached.

'

Fig. 16. Molt alfalfa weevil.

The larvae cause more damage to alfalfa
than the adults (Fig. 18). They injure the
first cutting and sometimes the new growth of
the second cutting by feeding inside the termi-
nal leaves and then on the lower foliage, skele-
tonizing the leaves. Damaged leaves dry
rapidly, and the field takes on a grayish to
whitish cast. After the first crop has been
.:ut, the larvae crawl to the new shoots of the
second crop and continue feeding. They re-
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,

Fig. 17. Alfalfa weevil larvae.

Fig. 18. Damage by larvae of alfalfa weevil (skeletonising
of leaves).

Lard new plant growth and may seriously dam-
age the second crop. Overwintering and newly
emerged adults can also injure the foliage.
Adult feeding shows as feathering along the
leaf margins (Fig. 19).

Once alfalfa weevils infest a field, they
usually cause damage season after season
unless they are controlled. Cut the first crop
clean and close as early as possible (while
plants are in the bud stage) to deprive the
larvae of food and shelter and expose them
to the sun. Exposure is .isually fatal.

Apply an insecticide treatment when 50
percent of the terminals show feeding pro-
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Pig. 19. Damage of adult alfalfa weevil (feathering of leaf
margins).

viding there are live-larvae still present. Plan
on using at least 20 gallons of water per acre
when spraying. See your current insecticide
recommendations.

Clover-leaf weevil
The larva of the clover-leaf weevil (Fig.

20) is a light green worm with a yellow to
white pin stripe down the middle of its back.
The pupa is foupd, in a lace-like oval cocoon
in debris on the soil. The adult is a brown,
heavy-bodied snout heetle about one-fourth
inch long.

The larvae eat the leaves of the plants,
leaving them ragged and in some cases almost
completely defoliated. During a cool spring
when growing conditions are unfavorable,
this defol'ation may seriously stunt clover
growth. The effect is the same as removing
the newly forming leaves from the plant each
day. In some cases the plants may die. Under

Pig. 20. Pull-grown larva of the cloverleaf weevil, much
enlarged.
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normal growing conditions, however, the
plants usually recover from attack when weevil
numbers are moderate.

Usually no control measures are requir-
ed because a fungus disease, that is naturally
present, controls the pest. The fungus disease
is not, however, effective when humidity is
low.

The larvae, which mature in early May,
do most of their feeding in late March and
the first three weeks of April. Late March
or early April insecticide treatment will there-
fore prevent most of the damage. Treat with
1 pound of malathion.

Spittlebugs

Spittlebug young or nymphs are yellow
to orange and less than 1/4-inch long (Fig. 21).
Their presence is most easily recognized by
the masses of froth or spittle which they-pro-
duce on the leaves and stems during late. Ap-
ril, May, and early June (Fig. 22). From one
to several nymphs may be found in one moss
of froth. They stunt the grow* of plants by
sucking the sap from them. An average of
one nymph per stem may decrease yield of
dry hay by 300 or more pounds per acre.

Fig. 21. Spittlebug. (o) young 04 adult 14" long.

To determihe the need for treatment,
count the spittlebugs on SO to 100 stems se-
lected at random throughout the field. Chemical
control is usually not profitable if spittlebug
nymphs average less than one per stem. If
there is one or more per stem, control will
be profitable, if you need the hay.

t,
Treat with methoxychlor at 1 pound of

active ingredients per acre. Allow 7 days
before pasturing or harvesting.

In central and south-central Illinois, the
average treatment date will vary from April
10 to 25, and in northern Illinois from April
20 to May 1. To gain the most from insecti-
cide control, treat early, but after the eggs
have hatched.

(r)

Fig. 22 Spittlebug froth, about twice nonuallsiz4

Pea aphids
The pea aphid (Fig. 23) is a peargreen,

soft-bodied insect about 1/6-inch long. The
adult may be winged or wingless, while the

s. smaller nymphs, which resemble the adults,
are wingless. The,nymphs shed their .skins
several times in the normal growth process;
these cast-off skins are white and quite notice-
able on plants and on the'ground.

if ;.
Aphids produce a sugary, sticky material

called "honey dew, " which is visible on plants
in moderate to severe infestations. Alfalfa,
clover, and garden peas are the plants on
which the aphids usually feed.

Alfalfa and red clover that is severely
infested may be stunted and'occasionally may
die. The tops of the plants are usually dam-
aged first. If the damage continues, the
leaves may drop ficen st verely infested plants.
Thus, both quality and quantity of the hay crop
are affected. This atlhid is also suspected of
transmitting certain virus diseases of ttlfalfa.

Pea aphids age controlled by a fungus
disease that infects the aphids, Mlle them,

VAS 4032o
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Fig. 23. Pea aphid, winged and wingless.

and thus prevents widespread outbreaks. When
the humidity is high and temperatures are
moderate, diseased aphids shrivel and turn
brown. This disease may develop into epi-
demic proportions and almost eliminate the
pest in a short time. If temperatures are low,
however, the disease usually does not develop.

Several kinds of lady beetles and certain
other insects prey on the aphids and consume
them in quantity.

When the weather does not favor these
natural enemies, chemical control may be-
come necessary. But, no control measures
should be used if lady beetles are abundant.
Malathion at one pound of active ingredient per
acre or diazinon at 1/2 lb. active ingredient
per acre will control pea aphids. Diazinon
requires at least one week to elapse between
treatment and harvest. Demeton (Systox) at
1/4 pound of active ingredient per acre will
also effectively control this pest, but it should
be applied only by etperienced operators wear-
ing protective clothing. Allay 21 days to elapse
between treatment and harvest. Apply only
once per cutting.

If harvest of the hay crop is near, cut
and remove the hay as soon as possible and
VAS 4032o

then treat the stubble. Treating the stubble
will give effective control and will eliminate
worries about chemical residues on the crop.
Do not treat when the crop is in bloom.

Spotted alfalfa aphid (Fig. 24)

The mature aphid is about 1/16-inch long
and is either winged or wingless. It is yellow
and has several rows of black or brown spots
on its back and on the underside of its body.
The young or nymphs resemble the adults
but are smaller and have no wings. When
magnified, they appear spiny.

Usually spotted alfalfa aphids are most
abundant on the lower part of the plant. A
sugary secretion of aphids, called honeydew,
is often apparent in moderately to heavily in-
fested fields. A black, sooty mold may develop
on the honeydew. Apparently this aphid feeds
almost exclusively on alfalfa and does not at-
tack any of the other forage crops.

Fig. 24 Spotted oifolfa aphids.

In the early stages of infestation, the
plants begin to wilt, and formerly healthy
green plants begin to yellow and turn brown.
This damage usually appears first in a small
area that gradually enlarges, causing many
plants to die. Death or serious damage to
established stands occurs most often when
moisture is scarce. Moderate to heavy in-
festations of the spotted aphid seriously reduce
hay quality and yields. New alfalfa seedings
are rapidly killed.

The honeydew secreted by the aphids may
become so thick that cutter bars on mowers
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gum up and have to be washed. Balers may
require washing to keep operating. In severe
cases, tractor tirabecome covered with the
sticky material and mist be washed. A sooty
mold that develops on tike lidneydeWseriously
affects the quality of the lay.

One aphid per seedling will produce enough
young it 7,t.o.10 dais ft kill the tiny plant. An
infestaion of 20 aphids per stem in old stands
of alfalfa may develop into a very serious in-
festation within one to two weeks,

Natural or .biological control is quite im-
portant. Several species of lady beetles and

. their young, feed on aphids. It has, been said
that a lady beetle ii.capable of egi,ti,fig.a tha-
spoppful of aPhid in .one. day,1,4

Before applying chemical control mea-
sures, always check the populations of bene-
ficial insects. If they seem to be noes,
the use of chemicals may be unwise.. On the
other hand, it they arelscitre.e or absent,
chemical may bi advantageous..

treatment is necessary, follow the treat-
:,ment.suggested for pea a.phids. ',nine the ap-
;p1i,catAon efirli when the *aphids are becoming
abundant.

If the spotted alfalfa aphid becomes ser-
ious, the use of legume mixtures may be wise.
Then if the alfalfa is killed, rotations will not
be too badly upset.

Leafhoppers

Leafhoppers do considerable damage,
especially to second-cutting &UHL They
have been known to decrease hay yields of
the second cutting as much as 10 bales per
acre. However, even more serious is their
damage to the quality of hay. They seriously
reduce the protein and vitamin-A content.

Leafhoppers are very easily overlooked
because they move so quickly to the opposite
side of the leaf when disturbed. They suck
sap from the plants and cause a character-
istic wedge-shaped yellow area at the upper
end of the leaf (Fig. 26).

Diseases and nutritional deficiencies also
cause yellowing of alfalfa. These symptoms,
however, differ from leafhopper damage,
since the yellowing from nutritional defic-
iencies usually starts at the edge of the_ leaf
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Fig. 2$. Seasonal cycle of the potato leafhopper on alfalfa
in Illinois.

and feeding punctures are not found on the
undersides of the leaves.

Leafhopper abundance can be detected
by shaking alfalfa plains over a piece of paper.
If even one or two adults per plant are found,
they may soon develop to damaging propor-
tions. Certainly swarms of leafhoppers at
cutting time indicate a need to treat the new
growth.

The fact that adult leafhoppers move around
in a field can be useful in control. To take
advantage of this, cut several swaths a bit
early and remove the hay. As you harvest the
rest of the field, the adults will migrate to the
new growth in the earlier cut swaths and lay
their eggs. After a few days, treat this small
area. Essentially, this is a trap method which
is not foolproof but is often helpful.

ip ti
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When treatment is warranted, apply 1
pound of actual metifoxychlor or *arbakyl
(Sevin) per acre to the new growth when it is
1 to 6 inches tall. If the treatment is applied
later, full benefits will not be obtained. Meth -
oxychior- treated forage should not be pastured
or harvested for one week after application.

Grasshoppers
Grasshoppers (Fig. 26) will live in alfalfa

and, if numerous enough, will cause consid-
erable' loss'. If you cah-count seventeen nearly
grown grasshoppers per square rod, you may
expect a loss of one ton of hay per clay from a
40-acre field: These pests can best be con-
trolled.whIle they are small and concentrated
in their hibernating quarters, like roadsides,
ditch banks, fence .rows, and Waterways. This
is usually abourthe middle of June when grass-
hopper hatcling is in full swing in northern
and central Illinois and is almost-complete in
southern Illinois.

Sprays of carbaryl (Sevin), diazinoti, mala-
thion, or naled (Dibrom) are all effective ma-
terials. Use recommended rates of application
and allow the recommended amount' of time to

Fig. 26. Grasshopper laying eggs.

lapse between treatment and pasturing or har-
vest to avoid residue problems. Treat when
the grasshoppirs are mall and before damage
is sevr A.

Other insects

Other insects which may attack alfalfa are
cutworms, webworms, and plant bugs.

Before Applying insecticides, *read the
labels carefully and follow all precautions
notonly, to insure personal safety, but also
to eliminate insecticide residue hazards.
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Home Appliance Service, A Study Guide and Progression Record in
Home Appliance Servicing for Use in a Cooperative Training
Program. (Appliances such as Refrigerators, Televisions, and
Radios are not Included, File, no. 741) .

Alabama Univ., University. Dept. of Trade and Ind. Educ.
Pub Date - Oct63
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 78p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN, *HOME APPLIANCES, ELECTRICITY, HIGH SCHOOLS,
STUDENT RECORDS, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

The purpose of this guide is to provide direction for related study
and means for checking on-the-job progress. It was developed at the
state level by a committee of trade and industrial coordinators for
cooperative education classes in grades 10, 11, and 12. Trade
analysis forms for use by teacher and student provide space for
checking progress in job performance and related study. .Job sheets
for the 63 steps of the analysis give the job type, reading
assignments, and essay-type study questions. Examples of jobs are
Fundamentals of Electricity, Check Electric Range Performance, Types
of Coffee Makers, and Service Electric Fan. Reading assignments are
keyed to four textbooks which are cited in the bibliography. The

time required is 1 period per day for 2 years. Answers (VT 003 117)
are available for $1.00 from Trade and Industrial Education, State
Department of Education, P.O. Box 2847, University, Alabama 35486.
Copies of the guide are available from the same source, $1.50 each.
(EM)
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HOW TO USE THIS STUDY GUIDE AND RECORD OF PROGRESS

The following study guide is used as a means of guidiq knci checking
the progress the student makes on the job and in the :elated class.

The correct way for the student to train is to observe or help do a
job in the shop. Then at the next related study period the student
looks up that job in the study guide and studies tip references given
for that job and answers the questioni (in writing) asked about that
job.

The following symbols will be used by the student to indicate how he
was trained on the job:

JOB PERFORMANCE,

A dot in center of square indicates that the student
observed a Ida being done.

[2]
A diagonal line in square indicates that the student
did the job under instruction.

Two diagonal lines in square indicate that the student
completed the job under supervision without instruction.

A square filled in solid indicates that the student
reached a satisfactory level of accomplishment. On the
date this lob accomplishment level was attained, the
student turns to the occupational analysis sheet in the
front index section and places this date in the "Job
Performance" column opposite this job.

REFERENCE READ/NG 11 THE. RELATED CLASS

The student places a date such as 4/20/56 (in the "date
read" column opposite a specific related reference) on
a job sheet, to indicate completion of that reference
study. When all of the questions have been answered,
the student turns to the occupational analysis sheet in
the front index section and places the date of this
completion in the "Reference Lemke column opposite
the job studied.

A quick check of satisfactory attainmeat in jobs per-
formed and references read can be made by looking
through the occupational analysis sheets.



In each instance the job numbers on the occupational analysis index
and progression record sheet correspond with the number bf the

i
pages in the study guide on which the job references an questions
appear. For example: Job No. 6 in the Trade Analysis will be Job No.
6 in the study guide with references and questiohs pertaining to
that job.

The questions on a job sheet are to be used as a guid for the
student's reading. It gives the student something de .rite to look
for in the reference reading. It points Out the more
things that should be found in the eeference.

The essay type of answers that are required for most questions have
a very definite value as they will help the student to form the habit
of giving clear-cut, definite answers Or explanations about the jobs.

Only a few references and a few questions have been listed on each
job sheet to teach the student how to study the literature pertaining
to their occupation. If the student learns how to study according to
this plan, a much wider field of study is then open to him. After
learning how to study, it is the responsibility of the coordinator
to supplement the student's related study with additional material
depending on the ability of the student to-amoduilate it.

The coordinator should stress the importance of the student reading
all references on each job sheet.

An examination may be taken on any job at any time the student feelp
capable of taking it.



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESSION RECORD

Job
ob

WD Per- 'Reference
lormanen Readina

4_1.

2.

Fundamentals of El.ectricit Inf. 1

r

.Measurement of Electricity._ . .Inf.7-1
3. .t.thms Law and Circuit Fundamentals Inf.

4. i

;

Power and Energy
i

Inf. 1

5. ruse Tools in Aliance Reair

6. !Methods used in Appliance Repair Inf.

7. Use A liance Testis Instruments
i

i 8. 'Install Electric Fa e

. 9. Re air or Re lace Surface Units or

Electric Range

10. Reulace Switches on E7'.c4ric Range

11. Service Oven Temperature Controls on

Electric Ran.e

12. Repair or Replace Timer on Electric

R

13. Re iraMplacy Oven Units on

Electric Range

14. Test Surface Units and Controls on

----1Plectriclan------9----e
1

Test Oven Units and Controls on0514.4

iElectric Range .

16 Check Electric Rane Performance

17.
A
Types of Coffee Makers Inf.

18. Service Non-Automatic Coffee Makers

19. Service Automatic Coffee Makers

20.: R lace Basket or P Lid, and Check

ico. wb l'Aftlree



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESSION RECORD

Job ;Job Per ,Reference
1 .,...

Law. Type Job iflmaance 1 Reaggs__

21. Replace or Repair H.ndle Corda_Plug$4____I

Feet and Clean Percolator

22. Service .ot *A _ ectric_Ironer

23. .Service FlatPlate Tome Electric Ironer

24. Service Other Types of Electric Ironer

25 Install Electric Ironer

26. Trouble Shoot Electric Ironer

27.4 Install Electric Water Heater

28. Inspect Tank Construction of Electric

i Water Heater

29. Service Electric Water Heater

30. Ins ect Food Mixer

31. Service Food Mixer

32 Inspect Electric Fan

33. Service Electric Fan

34. Install Electric Vacuum Cleaner

35 Service Electric Vacuum cleaner

36. Repair Line Cords and Plugs

37. Service Heating Elements and Thermostats

38.1 Service universal Electric Motor

39. Service Shaded Pole Electric b otor

40. Service Electric Motor Control

41. Install Electric Motor

42. Insect Electric Toaster

43, Service Electric Toaster --.

44. Inspect Electric Iron



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESSION RECORD

Job i

No. Tvue Job
Job Per- :Referencb
!formance ! Reading

!

'45. !Service Electric Iron i

(
i

;46. 4
'Inspect Electric Washing Machine

47. ;Install Electric Washing Machine
1

'4,48. 'Service Electric Washing Machine
i

i_49._]Install Electric Dishwasher
4 ,

150. Electric Dishwasher i'Inspect

.51. Service Electric Dishwasher

52. Install Room Air Conditioner
I

53 Service Room Air Conditioner
1

54. 'Service Oil Pirner

55. Install Automatic Clothes Dryer
,

56. Servtce Automatic Clothes Dryer

'57 Service Garbae Disoser

1121011t2pliance

59.

1

Terms and Definitions
3

Inf.

Inspect Dom tic Type Gas Appliances

60. iServir.*: Gas Ranee

161. Service aas Fired Furnace

t

62 Service Gas Fired Water Heating

'System

63. Service Gas Fired Space Heater

i

1

1

1

I

_._

1

1



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESSION RECORD

Job
i No. Tvve Job

Job Per- Reference i

.

1

j 1. Fundamentals of Electricity .

I

Inf. 1

2. IN* urement of Electricit

t

f .Izif
.

3. 'Ohms 14-w and Circuit Fundamentals
I

Inf.

;

4 .Power and Ener-i, # Inf

. l_Use Tools in Appliance Repair

6. !Methods used in Atoliance Re -air i Inf.

7 Use Appliance Testin Instruments

Install Electric Range

9. Re-air or Relace Surface Units on

Electric Range

Re lace Switches on Electric Range10

11. Service Oven Temerature Controls on

Electric Ran-e

12. Re-air or Re-lace Timer on Electric

Range

13. Re-air or Re-lace Oven Units on

Electric Range

14. Test Surface Units and Controls on

4-
Electric Range

15. ITest Oven Units and Controls on

:Electric Ran e

16. Check Electric Range Performance

-4

1

17. Types of Coffee Makers Inf.

18. Service Non-Automatic Coffee Makers

19. Service Automatic Coffee Makers
1

1 20, Replace Basket or Pump, Lid, and Check i
_

1 for Leaks



TRADE ANALYSIS AND PROGRESSION RECORD

IJob Job Per- :Reference
No. Type Job iformance Readi

21. glace or Repair Handle. Cord. Plugs,

-eet _ d C .erc to

22. S-rvice Rotarze Electric Ironer

23. ;Service Platt:slate Woe Electric Ironer I

ervice Other IAA-, of Elec *c

25. natal Electric Ironer

26. Trouble Shoot lectric Ironer

27. Install Electric Water Heater

28. Ins.ect Tank Construction of Electric MEI
29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Iyater Heater

Service Electric Water Heater

InOpect Food Mixer

Service Food Mixer

Inspect Electric Fan

Service Electric Fan

Install Electric Vacuum Cleaner

Service Electric Vacuum Cleaner

Repair Line Cords and Plugs

37. ,Service Heating Elements and Thermostats
1

38.1 Service Universal Electric Motor

39. Service Shaded Pole Electric Motor

40. Service Electric Motor Control

41. I Install Electric Motor
I' I

42.I Inspect Electric Toaster

43.1 Service Electric Toaster

4.44p1s ect Electric Iron

-



TRADE AvALYSIS AND PROGRESSION RECORD

:Job o Per- Reference
No. ! Type Job !formance Reading i

1

;. 45. 1Service Electric Iron
1- I

46. Ins ect Electric Washi Machine
1

47. ar:;tall Electric Washi Machine

Service48 Service Electric Washin Machine

!Install Electric Dishwasher149.

150. Electric DishwasheriInspect
1

4

i_IlmiService Electric Dishwasher

52 'Install Room Air Conditioner

53. Service Room Air Conditioner
4

454. 1Service Oil Burner

55 Install Automatic Clothes D er

L56. Service Automatic Clothes D e
i

g57. Service Garbage Disposer
1

;513. Gas Appliance Terms and Definitions Inf.

59. Inspect Domestic Type Gas Appliances

60 Service Gas Ran e

61. Service Gas Fired Furnace

62 Service Gas Fired Water Heating

System

63. ,Service Gas Fired Space Heater
1

1

1



NAME OCCUPATION AGENCY

STUDENT'S DAILY RECORD

List the References
Read in the Related Class
by Symbols and Pages
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1. Name the two types of electric currents which must be con-
sidered when dealing with electrical appliances, and describe
how they work.

2. What is the effect of free electrons in substances?

3. Why does temperature effect the velocity or motion of the
molecules or electrons?

4. What is the result, if the random movement of the electron
is =trolled?

5. (a) What is atomic weight?
Cb) Name the simplest of atoms.

6. Compare protons, neutrons and electrons.

7. What is an atom?

8. Give the difference between positively-charged body and a
negatively-charged body.

9. what happens to the electrons when a piece of flannel and a
stick of sealing wax are rubbed togethe::.

10. Why is alternating current used, universally in homes and
factories.
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1. Mae the following temperature scale changes: (a) If the
temperature of a certain element is 350° C. what is its
corresponding temperature on the Fahrenheit scale? CO
Change 113° F. to read correspondingly on the Centigrade
scale.

2. The expansion and contraction of metals and fluids are
utilized in many ways; give an example of a liquid in
expansion.

3. What is the most widely used conductor of electricity in
electrical circuits?

4. What is the practical measurement unit of electron flow or
electric current?

5. What is indicated by the term voltage?

6. Name several reasons why the resistance to an electric
current will vary.

7. What effect will the length of the wire have on the current
passing through?

8. What effect does temperature have in the electrical circuit?

9. Name one type of thermostat employed in the home and the
principle of its operation.

10. What would be the expansion of a steel joist 800 feet in
length if the temperature applied to it was 350° P. above
its normal temperature?

11. What effect will there be if the electron flow in a
conductor is greatly increased?

12. The resistance of a conductor or wire is measured in ohms.
Define an ohm.

13. What is the meaning of linear coefficient of expansion?

Continued. . .
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14. In what ways may the electromotive force, e.m.f., be developed

15. What is the procedure when finding the total resistance of
wire in ohms?

16. How are the metals in the blade arranged in a simple bi-
metallic thermostat?

17. what is the relation between an ampere and a milliampere?

18. what is the resistance of one mile of copper wire 1/8 inch
in diameter?

19. what are the differences in divisions on a Fahrenheit and
Centigrade thermometer?

20. what effect does the length of the conductor have upon the
resistance of the conductor?

21. What is a volt?

22. If a copper conductor has a resistance of 5 ohms at 100° p
what will be its resistance at 200° F?

23. The ability of a conductor to carry an electric current
depends upon what?

24. Why is it long structures must not be rigidly fixed at both
ends?
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1. What is meant by a series circuit?

2. Define a series-parallel circuit or a parallel-series circuit.

3. State Ohms law and give the formula.

4. What are the three types of circuits usually found in most
household appliances?

5. Bow can the circuit be checked while working with voltage?

6. Besides showing that the voltage of a circuit is equal to
the current times the resistance, what else does Ohm's Law
indicate?

7. when working with series-parallel circuits what should be
kept in minds.

S. What do I, E, R represent in Ohm's law?

9. Define a parallel circuit.

10. When a circuit has a number of resistances how is the total
resistance found?

11. In e circuit having a voltage of 30 volts and a current of
5 amps what will be the resistance?

12. what is the effectiveness of a parallel circuit when the
individual resistances are 4 & 8 ohms, respectively?

13. What voltage must be furnished by the battery in a series
circuit in order to force a current of 4 amperes through the
circuit, if Rio R2, R3, and R4 are 5, 15, 20, and 30 ohms,
respectively?

14. A parallel circuit consists of three branches in which the
individual resistances are 4, 8 and 10 ohms, respectively.
What is the effective resistance of the combination?
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1. Explain the term "efficiency" as used in electrical devices.

2. Show by the formula how electrical eners_ is determined.

3. What is power and how is it measured?

4. Why is 0.057 B.T.U. per minute used to represent one watt?

5. What does B.T.U. mean and how is it defined?

6. Is electrical power always turned principally into heat?
Explain.

7. What is required to find the amount of heat necessary to
raise a quantity of water to a certain temperature from an
initial temperature?

8. Why is the formula P = 12 R used?

9. Wow are power and energy Ufforent?

10. If a 5 horsepower direct current motor takes 5 kilowatts
at full load, what is its efficiency?

11. How many B.T.U.'s of heat are required to raise rhe,.tempera-
tura of water from 820 P. to the boiling point (212°F.)?

12. If a 100 watt incandescent lamp is connected to a 110 volt
circuit, what will be the current flow?

13. How many heat units are generated in one hour by a heating
element which carries 50 amperes and has 5 ohms resistance?

14. If the rate of electrical energy in a certain location is
five cents per kilowatt-hour, and the monthly bill is $3.00
how many kilowatt-hours has been consumed?

Continued .
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15. If an electric soldering iron has a resistance of 440 ohms,
a potential source of 220 volts. what will be the power
consumption and energy requirements of the iron when
connected to the circuit for one quarter of an hour?

16. A dire* current motor draws R current of 20 amperes from a
220 volt main. The full load nameplate rating of the motor
is 5 horsepower. What is the efficiency t.f the motor and
cost of operation per 8 hour day when the cost of electrical
energy is 5 cents per kilowatt-hour?

17. A resistance heating element of 15Q ohms is placed in a
container of water of one quart capacity. How long must a
current of 5 amperes flow through the element in order to
raise the temperature of the water from 720 P. to boiling
(2120P). Assume the efficiency of the process 80%.

18. A three-quarter horsepower direct current motor takes four
amperes when operating at full load, and connected to a 110
volt source. What is the efficiency of the motor?
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1. Name and give uses of three types of calipers.

2. For what are micrometers used?

3. Name the parts of a micrometer.

4. Why should screwdriver tips be filed or ground to proper
shape?

5. List six styles of open-end wrenches.

C. Now should adjustable wrenches be set on the work?

7. What is the chief use of round nose pliers?

8. Explain the proper method of using a hammer.

9. List four types of hammer beads.

10. Name the types of bolts and screws in common use.

11. Which part of a file is the tang?

12. Describe the correct method of using a file.

13. What is meant by saw kerf?

14. Haw are the insides of drilled holes threaded?
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1. Why should a sketch or rough drawing of an appliance be made
as it is taken apart?

2. For what purpose are spanner wrenches used?

3. What should be done to coiled springs before removing them
from an appliance?

4. what should be done to parts that have been sticking during
operationT

5. Bow may the inner surfaces of bearings or bushings be made
smooth and true?

6. What is meant by an *overrunning clutch"?

7. Bow can the speed of rotating shafts be measured?

8. Why should V belts be kept clean and dry?

9. How may belt tension be adjusted?

10. What oils are best for appliance lubrication?
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1. What is the twofold job of the installer or serviceman?

2. of what materials are most heating elements made?

3. What is the controlling factor as to the type of current
on which the range can be operated?

4. Why cannot ranges, generally speaking, be operated on direct
current?

5. what code governs the wiring of any electric range?

6. Why should feeder lines from the main power supply to the .

range be three-wire circuits?

7, why does the average _ange usually operate for many years
without need of repair, once it has been properly installed?

8. where may a serviceman receive complete instructions for
installing any new range?
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1. Explain the difference in construction of the upper and
lower unit heating elements in the oven.

2. How many units does the modern oven have? Where are they
located?

3. In a two unit oven what switch position will give the highest
temperature?

4. Define thermostat.

5. Describe the principle upon which the thermostatic switch
operates,

6. Name the two different types of thermostat switches
in electric range ovens.

7. Why must care be taken in placing the liquid charge
in the oven?

employed

bulb

S. Explain the operation of the' ealed liquid charged bulb to
control the oven heat?

9. What instrument is most reliable in checking the accuracy
of oven temperatures?

10. What is a poor adjustment most servicemen make when a customer
complains that the oven temperature is not right?

11. List the recommended steps in checking oven temperatures when
a questionable control is encountered.

12. What special instruction does a serviceman need in order to
replace an oven thermostat?

13. What precaution should be observed in replacing new controls?
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1. What is usually included in repairing an oven unit?

2. Name the two types of heating elements used in range oven
units?

3. Explain the difference in the design of the upper and lower
oven units.

4. Describe proper way to replace the lower oven unit.

5. Why is it important that the unit coils be evenly spaced?

6. Explain proper way to install new heating elements in the
upper oven unit.

7. Describe the tubular oven heating element.

8. How is the sheathed coil held in place on the frame?

9. List some precautions to observe in installing the tubular
unit.

10. What is one main source of trouble with oven elements?
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1. What is the first test to be made if the surface units do
not heat properly?

2. How long should it take for heat to be felt with the hand on
the unit if it heats properly?

3. Describe surface unit after it heats up properly for 5
minutes.

4. If the above tests are not satisfactory, where may the trouble
lie?

5. What are the colors of lead wire for the surface unit?

6. List the steps to be taken before testing of the lead wires.

7. What testing device is used for testing the lead wires in
trouble shooting?

S. what color wire should be checked for proper heating when the
control knob is turned to the high position?

9. If trouble is found in the control switch what should be done':

10. How is the deep well unit checked for proper beating?
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1. Of what does the oven circuit usually consist?

2. What device causes the thermostat to respond to oven
temperature?

3. Explain what takes place inside the hydraulic expansion bulb
that causes the thermostat to respond properly.

4. In an average oi.n the thermostat breaks at how many degrees
above the set temperature?

5. How long does the bake heating element usually stay on during
the total cooking time?

6. What device indicates the oven cycling?

7. What is the first teat to be made if the oven unit fails to
heat properly?

8. Explain the procedure in checking the upper oven terminals.

9. What steps are taken if the upper and lower terminals check
out satisfactory?

10. What test is made to check a timer?
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1. Into what two classes may electric coffee makers be classified

2. Explain the difference in the early non-automatic coffee
makers from the non-automatic today.

3. What is the difference between the percolator anl brewer
type coffee makers?

4. What water temperature is best for brewing coffee on the
brewer type coffee maker?

5. What causes the water to travel from the lower bowl to the
upper bowl and back during the coffee waking cycle in the
brewer type coffee maker?

6. List the parts of the pump mechanism in the percolator type
coffee maker?

7. What are all automatic coffee makers dependent upon for
their operating cycle?

8. What type of current is necessary for proper operation for
the electric automatic coffee maker

9. Describe two types of heating elements for the non-automatic
coffee maker.

10. Sketch the scherultic circuit arrangement of an automatic
two heat brewer type coffee maker as shown on page 202
in ABA.
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1. What causes most operating trouble in non-automatic coffee
makers?

2. What should be checked first if the coffee maker will not
heat?

3. What test should be made for loose or broken connections?

4. Describe the test for an electric ground.

5. In case the element leads are soldered to he terminals, how
can they be disconnected?

6. What should the serviceman do before completely disassembling
a coffee maker?

7. What may cause the coffee maker to have an electric ground?

8. What must be done to replace a heating element embedded in
ceramic brick?

9. What teat should be made after the coffee maker is assembled?

10. Why are fuses used in coffee makers?

4
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Information Sheet - Replace Basket or Pump, Lid
and Check for Leaks

IS 20 A
1 of 1

All percolator pumps and baskets are not constructed alike.
Each manufacturer has his own design for the percolator he
manufactures. Some percolators have only a large saucer-
shaped disc with a tube protruding upward from the center.
Others have a valve and body which recess into a sump or
well. Some have a sleeve or shell which fits down over the
heating element and a tube extending upward. All perco-
lators have some kind of basket through which the tube
extends. Some baskets have perforated covers or spreaders;
others do not.

Generally speaking, all three types of pumps may be removed
and replaced by lifting the old out and replacing the new.
Quite frequently the sump or well type pump becomes corroded
and eaten in two, which causes the valve body to stick in
the sump or well. in cases of this trouble it is necessary
to take a small chisel and chisel out the corroded or stuck
part of the pump (or remove with hack saw blade held in the
hand). Sometimes the shell or sleeve type pump will stick
to the heating element and a chisel will be required to
remove it.

To solder a lid onto a percolator it is necessary to clean
all parts that are to be soldered, as the success of any
soldering operation depends on a clean surface. if not cleaned
the solder will not hold. All surfaces to be soldered should
be tinned to cause the solder to hold and to give a successful
soldering operation. Do not allow the metal being soldered
to get too hot as this will caus(- the metal to be discolored.

After making repairs on a percolator, a test should be made
for leaks, because if the operator allows a L.aky percolator
to go out of his shop he has not completed his job and may
lose a customer. To make this test, fill the percolator
with water and allow the water to get very hot (this will
cause the metal to expand). Then permit the percolator to
cool to room temperature (the metal shrinks to its normal
size) and if there is a leak in the percolator, it will show
up at this time. if leaks are found, repair them and repeat
the test.
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1. Name the ways that percolator handles are fastened to the
percolator.

2. What steps are necessary when soldering a handle lug onto
a percolator?

3. Why must care be exercised when preparing and soldering the
percolator?

4. What type cord sets are used on percolators?

5. What should be used to clean the exterior of a percolator?

6. Why should the percolator not be dipped into water?

7. How, should the interior of a percolator be cleaned?

8. if the coffee has a copper taste to it, why boil a solution
of baking soda and miter in the percolator for ten or
fifteen minutes?

9. When may it be necessary to have the interior of the perco-
lator refinished?

10. What materials are ursd for percolator feet?

11. Tell how each type of feet is fastened to the percolator?



Information Sheet - Replace or Repair Handle,
Cord, Plugs, Feet, and
Clean Percolator

IS 21A
1 of 1

Handles as a general rule are not difficult to replace.
Usually two screws can be removed and the old handle removed.
The new handle can be installed in the reverse order. Some
handles are held on at the top by a threaded handle lug which
is soldered to the side of the percolator body near the top.
The top end of the handle is screwed onto the lug, and the
bottom end of the handle is held to the percolator by a screw
through the handle and into the bottom handle lug. Certain
type handles are held on by lugs which are threaded on one
end and the other end protrudes through the side wall of the
percolator and are bradded on the inside.

When it is necessary to resolder a handle lug, great care
should be used so that too much heat is not applied and
thereby cause the metal to melt or become discolored. The
parts to be soldered should be cleaned to a bright finish
but do not scratch or mar the finish beyond the point which
will be covered by the handle lug. Tin the surfaces well
and solder using a low temperature solder.

Practically all percolators are made with detachable cords.
These are repaired the same as iron cord sets.

The exterior of a percolator is easily cleaned. Frequently,
soap and warm water is all that is needed. Sometimes it may
be necessary to use a mild metal polish such as silver polish.
Nevertataimpjamtjamattv To do so might ruin
the heating element. The interior of a percolator is more
difficult to clean. Where they are not in too bad a condition,
the percolato: may be cleaned by washing in a solution of
baking soda-water. If more drastic mean are necessary,
remove the basket, pump, etc. and comb with Bon Ami or Dutch
Cleanser. If after this operation the coffee has a
copper taste to it, boil a solution of soda -water in it for
ten to fifteen minutes to remove the copper taste. If this
does not correct the condition, it may be necessary to have
the interior of the percolator finished.

Some percolators have feet of fiber and are usually bradded
onto the inside of the percolator skirt. Other type perco-
lators have wooden feet which are held on to the bottom of
the percolator with bolts and nuts. The more expensive
percolators may have glass or marble feet which are hell on
with bolts or studs.
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1. What is the approximate ironing pressure obtained by the oil
pump motor arrangement in the flatplate ironer?

2. During the ironing process of the flatplate ironer what
becomes of the moisture in the material?

3. How does the flatplate electric ironer differ from the
rotary type?

4. What controlling electric circuit switches are found on the
flatplate type ironer?

5. Why is it that the thrustor does not rise when the motor
begins to run on the flatplate ironer?

6. Where is the electric heating element located in the flat-
plate ironer and how is the temperature controlled?

7. Haw is the shoe mounted on the flatplate ironer, and why is
it mounted in this manner?

S. How does the operator know when the flatplate type ironer
is in.operation?

9. Draw and label the simple electric circuit diagram of a
flatplate type ironer.

10. Now is the shoe released on the flatplate type ironer?

7
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1. List the controls found on a rotary ironer with automatically-
operated shoe.

2. What are the common speed ratios found in several ironers
having single-speed motors and speed gear shifts?

3. Where is the roll driving motor located and how is it fastened
on a rotary ironer with automatically-lifting shoe?

4. How is the roll speed change obtained on a rotary ironer
with automatically-operated shoe?

5. Why is a centrally located control lever, also called
shoe-operating lever or control pedal, necessary on a
portable ironer with manually-operated shoe?

6. What is meant by a rotary ironer with automatically-
operated shoe?

7. Why i the shoe heating element of a rotary ironer with
automatically-lifting shoe divided into two sections,
right and left, with a separate thermostatic control for
each part of the element?

8. Why is the "safety release" important on a rotary ironer
with automatically-operated shoe?

9. What two speeds is the gear assembly capable of on a rotary
ironer with automatically-lifting shoe?

10. List the pilot lights which may be found on a rotary ironer
with automatically-operated shoe.

11. What is the main advantage of a portable ironer with
manually operated shoe?

12. What is the purpose of the left-knee control on a rotary
ironer with automatically-operated shoe?

Continued . . .
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13. (a) How is the roll driven on a portable ironer with
manually-operated shoe?

(b) What is the roll speed?

14. What supplies the motivating power for movement of the shoe
towards or away from the roll on a rotary ironer with
automatically-operated shoe?

15. How is the roll speed reduced on a rotary ironer with
automatically-lifting shoe?

16. Describe the transfer of power from the motor to the
worm shaft on a rotary ironer with automatically-operated
shoe.
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1. If the shoe heats on flatplate ironers, but fails to get
hot enough, what should be 3one?

2. Why does the roll on the rotary type ironer sometimes fail
to function?

3. List the process required to :replace a cracked buck on a
flatplate ironer.

4. What are the common reasons for the shoe on a rotary type
ironer failing to heat on either or both ends?

S. What should be done to check the shoe of a flatplate ironer
if it fails to heat when the heat switch is "on" and all
thermostats turned to a position other than "off"?

6. If the motor on a rotary ironer runs but the roll does not
turn and the shoe does not move, what may be the reason?

7. List some causes of the shoe failing to heat in a rotary
type ironer.

8. What should be checked if the flatplate ironer does not
operate although the shoe heats?

9. Why might there be a lack of pressure on the flatplate
ironer?

10. What should be looked for if the buck does not came up to
meet the shoe on a flatplate type ironer?

11. What should be done before reassembling a new element into
the shoe on a rotary type ironer?

12. Why is too much pressure harmful to the rotary ironer when
ironing thick pieces of material?
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1. Where should a hot water heater be installed in the home?

2. Refer to figure 22. page 236. Spicifically, what should be
done to correct this particular layout?

3. Why may a tempering tank reduce the cost of heating water.

4. Why should a tempering tank have no insulation?

5. Why is a horizontal timpering tank suspended from the
ceiling recommende ler a vertical tank resting on the
floor?

6. Cite evidence from the text that justifies and demands the
installation of a pressure relief valve. Also, where
(specifically) should the pressure relief valve be installed
in relation to the plumbing?

7. If the following statement is not correct, change it so that
it will be correct. All relief valve outlets should be
piped to the nearest open drain, sink, waste or sewage pipe.

8. Why should the shut-off valve be installed in the cold water
supply line at a point such that the pressure relief valve
is between it and the beater?

9. Figure the per cent of expansion when 50 gallons of wateris
heated from 500 F. to 150° F.

10. Why is a closed system undesirable? **.

11. How can a closed system be prevented?
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1. Why is it important that the serviceman disconnect the
heater from the line prior to touching any part of it?

2. Why is it possible for both elements to be out of operation
on a limited demand hook-up if the double throw thermostat
ie stuck?

3. Why is it possible for water in a limited demand hook-up
water heater to be completely cold if the top element is
defective but the lower element is in perfect condition.

4. what would, be the most likely customer complaint if a double
throw thermostat is stuck in the closed position?

5. Describe a practical method for checking hot water temperature

6. A family that has never had a hot water heater before has
had one installed. After receiving their first electric
bill after the heater was installed they complained that
it was excessive. What is the most =mon reason for
a complaint of this nature?

7. Bono does the thermostat setting affect the electric bill?

8. A hot water faucet is leaking at the rate of 70 drops per
minute. Assume that lkw.h, of current costs 1.4) What is
the cost of the wasted electricity for a period of 1 month?

9. Why do same electric heaters come equipped with a magnesium
rod?

10. What is the purpose for "purging" a hot water tank?
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1. How can universal motors be distinguished from induction
motors?

2. In a universal motor all 4.ron in the magnetic circuit must
be "laminated" or else when being operated on a.c., eddy
currents will cause excessive heating. What does the term
"laminated" mean? (use dictionary)

3. What is the chief advantage of a universal motor?

4. Without specific speed control on a universal motor, what
effect does "load" have on speed of the motor?

5. What is the function of the condenser as it is used in a
food mixer motor?

6. Refer to schematic diagram Fig. 6, page 342 (AHA). What
is the effect on motor speed when current is required to flow
through increased (additional) portions of the field coil?

7. With reference to the "adjustable brush" method of speed
control, bow many different brush locations with respect
to the motor field, are possible to permit maximum speed
and power?

8. If one gear in a mixer gear drive is defective, what is the
smallest number of gears that must be replaced?

On a mixer equipped with a "governor type" speed control,
what is the effect on speed when the control plate is set
further apart?

10. What is the purpose of the spiral grooves on the spindles
(parts 18 $119) of the General Electric Mixer M-10
illustrated on page 349 of AHA?
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When removing and replacing meshin7, gears of a food mixer
what simple method can be used to insure that when re-
assembled, the gears will be remeshed exactly as they were
prior to the disassembly?

2. What factor actually determines motor speee at any time
during mixer operation, assume of course that motor
condition is normal?

3. Which of the following is correct? Under normal service
conditions, modern food mixers should be disassembled for
the purpose of greasing and oiling: (a) about every six months
(b) at the end of each ill year period (c) every 3 yeas d)
in all probability, at the end of B or 10 years (e) the
authors make no recommendation concerning greasing and oiling.

4. If a mixer bearing is frozen what are the usual symptoms?

5. What is the most likely cause if the mixer will not shut off?

6. What is the cause for a mixer running with a loud screeching
noise?

7. If a mixer runs at a low speed and has no power, what are
some possible causes?

8. Refer to schematic diagram (fig B, page 348 AHh). If switch
contacts A and B are closed, current can flow through how
many coils?

9. How can commutator brushes best be shaped to the diameter of
the commutator when installing new brushes?
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1, Why should the vacuum cleaner be checked for cause of
failure prior to any actual rebuilding operation?

2. List the five usual vacuum cleaner complaints.

3. Give four reasons for a motor overheating.

4. Give seven reasons for a noisy motor.

5. Failure of cleaner motor to operate does not necessarily
indicate motor trouble, but may be caused by what?

6. What should be checked if the vacuum cleaner motor will not
run?

7. What i8 a very common, minor complaint.

8. Give six reasons why the cleaner does not pick up properly.

9. In the absence of special laboratory equipment, how may a
vacuum check be made?

10. What may cause the operator of a vacuum cleaner to be
shocked?

11. What type motors are used on vacuum cleaners?

12, At what speed do vacuum cleaner fans run?

13. What is done to prevent vacuum cleaners causing radio inter-
ference?
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1. What does the term universal apply to?

2. If the brushes are set in the exact neutral position, what
must be done to reverse the motor?

3. What must be done to reverse the motor if the brush holder
is not correctly set?

4. Why do universal motors run slower on A.C. than D.C.?

5. How many sets of field coils does a reversible motor have?

6. What is the purpose of each field coil?

7. Why are the brushes set back a short distance from the
neutral position in the single-winding compensated motor?

8. How far is the compensated winding from the main winding?

9. What is the purpose of the compensating winding?

10. How many field coils are in a noncompensated unit and where
are the brushes located?

.14 1111,-.
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Inspect Electric iron ARA - 22, 125-134
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HSA - 24-31
Dictionary

1. (a) What kind of wire is used in the heating element of
electric irons?

(b) What special characteristic of this wire causes it to
produce a heating effect?

2. Name the classes of irons according to constrqction.

3. Prepare a sketch illustrating how a bimetal thermostat opens
and closes a circuit. Add any explanation which might be
necessary to clarify the illustration.

4. What causes the points of the thermostat to eventually close
again after being open?

5. Electrically, is there any differences between a steam iron
and a dry iron? (Cite the references and page number used
as a basis for your answer)

6. What does a steam iron possess that is not found in a dry
iron?

7. In the statement "In the ironing of wool and similar heavy
material, the use of a steam iron obviates the necessity of
using a moistened press-cloth" what is the meaning of the
word Obviates?

8. Why is it permissible to operate a non-automatic iron on
either DC or AC while an automatic iron ma be operated
on AC only?
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1. Most service calls in connection with electric irons relate
to what three conditions?

2. When an electric iron will not heat, what is the first thing
to test?

3. What are the two most important rules to observe in taking
an iron apart?

4. Refer to Fig. 12 AHN, page 135. Assume that the insulated
leads of the lamp holder have been connected into the cord
plug and the lamp does not burn. /Mat two conditions might
prevent a person from definitely concluding that the cord is
defective?

5. How should rough contact points be dressed off?

6. Assume that an iron is designed
but it is connected to a source
the per cent of heating loss as
12wer voltage using the formula
EA/R. (Stated in another way: P

to operate on 115 volts,
of only 100 volts. Figure
a result of operating on the
Powqr Consumed in equal to
= EA/R)

7. Why is it not desirable to use ordinary tap water in a
steam iron?

S. An electric iron is rated at 1 M. but when tested is found
to be drawing only 750 watts. Assume that the voltage is
normal. What two defects might be cause for this abnormal
operation?
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1. Which parts of modern room air-conditioners cannot be
serviced in the field?

2. List the steps to be followed, in dismantling a room air
conditioner.

3. Why should the electrical system of room air conditioners be
Checked before beginning other repairs?

4. The room air conditioner has fans for which two parts?

5. What is used to check the fan motors?

6. What is the purpose of the electrolytic starting capacitor?

T. What is the easiest, way to check a capacitor?

S. What are the usual effects of a defective motor relay?

9. Of what does a compressor motor overload consist?

10. What type motor is used for the compressor?

11. How often should the fan motors be oiled?

12. How may a leak in the system usually be discovered?
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1. Gas fired space heaters consist of what parts or elements?

2. What is the proper location of gas fired space heaters?

3. What are the general methods of preventing condenOatior?

4. How is the disposal of excess condensate accomplished?

5. What caution should be used when a gas fired space heater is
installed in sleeping quartere?

6. What care should be taken in installing a gas pressure
regulator?

7. Gas fired space heater electrical connections should comply
to what standards?

S. Gas fired space heaters are controlled by what means?
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*STUDY GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *DENTAL TECHNICIANS,
DENTISTRY, HIGH SCHOOLS, POST SECONDARY EDUCATION, *COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION,

An .7.nalysis of dental laboratory technology and assignment sheetscovering the related occupational information are for use by grade11 students on an individual basis in a cooperative high schoolprogram for training dental laboratory technicians. The materialwas developed in consultation with specialists in dental
technology, revised by In advisory committee, and prepared by
research assistants. Assignment sheets for the 18D hours of relatedinstruction include -- (1) Mouth AnattAy, (2) Dental Anatomy, (3) -Tooth Forms, (4),Dental Materials, (5) Metals and Alloys, (6)
Packing -:and Processing a Mold (7) Finishing Dentures, (8) Repairof Broken Dentures, (9) Relining and Duplication-of Dentures, (10)
Tooth Arrangement, (11) Complete Dental Waxup, and .(12)
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Is available for 50 cents from Industrial Education, 103 Industrial
Education Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
65201. Copies of the study guide are available from the same source
for $1.50 each. (PS) .



FOREWORD

This course of study, consisting of an analysis of dental labora-
tory technology, together with assignment sheets covering the related'
(occupational) information to be taught by the school, has been pre-
pared for teaching dental laboratory technicians on an individual
basis in a cooperative part-time program.

The original analysis was made by Mr. William P. Spence, formerly
Research Assistant in Industrial Education at the University of Hisao*
Missouri. The present revision of the analysis and assignment sheets
was made by Mr. Harlan L. Scherer, Research Assistant in Industrial
Education at the University of Missouri.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. H. H. London,
Professor of Industrial Education at the University of Missouri, who
supervised the preparation of the material, and to Dr. Walter C. Brown,
Associate Professor of Industrial Education at the University of
Missouri, Who edited the manuscript. We acknowledge the assistance of
Mr. W. K. Frakes, Frakes rIntal Laboratory, Columbia, Missouri, for his
advice in selecting the content of the course of study. Credit is due
Dr. H. pet Wardlaw, Assistant Commissioner of Education; Mr. Merton Ct
Wheeler, Director of Industrial Education, and other staff members ofi
the State Department of Education for their efforts in the development
of the Industrial Education Curriculum Series of Which this course of
study is a part.

HUBERT WHEELER
Commissioner of Education

November, 1960
400

September, 1965 (Reprint)
300
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INTRODUCTION

in preparing this course of study, it has bean sssumed that the
attainment of occupational competency in any typo of work involves
three different, yet closely related, types of learning. They are:

r7.0 ..17/1.?.A7
1. Mastery of the p&actical job skip, and procedures performed

by the worker in the occupation.
. . . i.1,y40%oi

2. Comprehension of the technical and related information basic
p to an 'intelligent .understanding and ..praatics of itlistmosupW4

tion.
Xf31: :* y>ulT, oqT 07

Development of those personal-social traits which are essen-
*W. for the successful marker. * s .e2P:In:19/a51

-first Itoup ..oit Chest atlioarising wittiet.utbst,411bIsletalstaniert4
procedures--has been arranged in the analysis under the heeding of
"Job Training." The second group of learning units-sathsiMalshatmlbmihd
related information-,-has been arranged under the hea.,ing of "Related
lingozmatices.° And the thisx1.43;ossp..-the persdantb-sbletd..-trariteciasas
(Iiiess..liatell unties '= Personal- Social 0Traitstriasimaittstrefirlobi Denial
Piaboratow Rechnician° do the introductoxy tsse,the
hike's*. .. , e . . I Aije:-.w1nM 6JetA, .-

-.1.b11._rtst e .03
:4. In a cogieratieve edncational prognmilit misseiftep Sot .1eNth
itiooperatiog agsmoisse.ethoisidlitol s1* t4Its4a#1t0ywaxivenderitenbitslear-

:juin abet each Ls .to be cesponsiblenicirmibEaliviedrUthingfbf
Japerience barlsionnit tisett*ofito egotist presitioat job

Malls -sod procedures forlth -accogiNtlidricsibilisetifbealiesawsdlihseaVh
,-Agesvised 41110 con JIdhe Pitsb,.wilibertetairime shooneeedse that ithioachoe;
Itien best -teach most of the -tecihnical iarkeetabse oiteciat-lAwfdl -inforeor
lion -needed by tow -studoutearorherevI; -ared#ousdbility
Abu been oadie in -the -earangeseet of the coussestitAttiollyt-tadt 4111 it
:iiozzLed that the -student-oodles twiNassatooltigrleb -*Me cad

through -psacticel morlifewtheijolX andepviitS ieeiddiatg smog-
*taloa oil the esployeaVand Valk larobbirridelomdialsbabettei iambs leted
occupatiosal infornatiat in the school under the direction of the co-;
ordinator.

skills and related information are Mess for direct instructioq,
but perusal-social traits are acquired all through practicing thee
during the process of earairinb skills and nfawation and in one's
daily coadust. Therefore. both the and the school. es
well as the times watt assure re pons bbility for developing in the
stssdeetravorter those habits, attitudes sad character traits Mbich are
esseuttel for somas" in his tic& and in life. Seth the smploYor
and the school should Ne y au the alert to see that the
studeat-wodter Awes °seizable interpretaticess au his experiesces and
that be dose sot practice habits and exhibit character treats detri-
mental to hie swims.



Since the coordinat6r-rs 0.tialVill,be aide up of fifteen or more
istudents each differing from the other significantly, studying a
dozen or more occupations which differ markedly in their requirements,
"it follows that it will:be impossible for .him Ato throti0_ :_the
group Method, thCoceupatiotia 1 information -Which :relator -,t6 the Aspe4!'
ci fie Job of eat% , student -itorker ; In eider 'to be effective, ;WOG!
of intitructiOn'esist be individualize. There'iiii- -Of coUtee 1ome -"%,
related infOrmatidas such as occitpiltioritil!helalth. and" ba fe.tr Workmetits
compensation, wage-hour laws, fair labor -Standardi unemployment
coammaziations and the like, 'which is of conthiOn'interest and concern to
all7stiideilt-iiOrkers and may bid effectively-taught by the group Method.
**tit if the coordinator is- toliake a real tphtritextion-to the Anii-serVice
Vocational education of his students, he mniSt-dsiftte -a titijOr pOrtion::cif
is classroom instruction to content which deals speCificalltwith th4f

mrlt, of eadaili-ettd-gir-1 enrolled: -

requiremen.: in minds: Ind in Oider,t0'fatilitete 3i
.inittrUotion tlieee aasignaient Sheets halie -been qtrepattid --4.41oh

colitditim Certain .-recOrd date as *eller 'hid '400 'cif **nits 'tovelieklP
lattoduetiorY'Veragrapha deatgried-i.o. &Wel:4 interesi; obtOltiin the -`
paportance of the assignment, and to convey to the'student iihat,hcrisa-
expeetlid ...to-learn/ specific assignments (not:tiding 1:eartiing
activities 'end a series Of 'new-type. qiliestione deisigiteCto*theCk

-attiftaaeitit. -, ; '.

_ Obviously, it is desirable to teach the 'relailedtiiiformation in'.
the setoot-at the time it will I* need-atost-advalvt4eelia/y job4
Obis ottani that the two phas-eflif the etvident-iiierkariaLtriiibAliicehae14
parallel --eadh .otber in :a progtethrive liauther,& '-.1Xe'.490tdivittor 441111thd
the eseitjastadt pkeete veil 'adapted t.toAhls endV:e-'1)letenvisolect 1310110-
day to day the assignmentWhich eveers re1411.4
to the work being done on the job. With this amt, ".tSiviFackaldil
pater will become, during a major portion of his classroom thaw a- .
Oupervising study and htIgking_telicher4,..:.L--__:_-_...i.7.?]

7- tri4leterktiVig boo* t the Wiser` ottaffort liiie been= lids "to
restitot the nulbar to an ade4uote ooveragodi-iihe-imiteriats1*.eridillor):"
felitot thoSe of recent pablicitiVal 7110Abit-eirrentlyieotintairtamllorti
consteteatly "relented. -it- ie.'reOsamaded thaitcrOptee of sass' -bee*,
be lectured and 'kept in the

.

gotrdina rl is l4 es.

.: -.

r4 d- r
a.,.t

:!
student. - ,

_

..

. . .

They key skeeter available 'in. a !seporlini _manual i Au** bean liketered
to eadde. 'oe coordinator to Score quietly the-ablioti-ve tillsimi-Wiltretl.
ate -I -part of each essigmmeut Test. These *It alteditt'give-'tlisf-deri
teat animal le theguestiona, as well OS.,.:tbs-iiellirenoe and the
on visiclreacilt'answer can be found. merkey -sheet*. BUNN btlioxift
the coordinator's possession.

r

. .-
, 4 1

s
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TO THE 'SVIDINIT WOWAR

Much of the laboratory work formerly done by dentietsis nine ism-
famed .by technicians. These dental laboratory technicians make
ficial dentures* crowns* bridges* and:other .dental applionces, in
accordance with specifications from dentists* They use small hand
tools and machines such as lathes and.drills in their work

Same dental laboratory. technicians are "generaliste who are
fognilier with all types:, of dental labOratorY work; others may pecial,-
ize in ono or a few areas such as crown and bridge construction or so-
tin!' up.and arransing artificial teeth.

-The great majority, of the estimated 25400 dental' laboratory tech-
nl.clane_emPlcYe.d An.lai.V1959 werkecLin Ocelneratal 410Kkrat.04fis. either
as employees or in their.own .establishments. However..*.fer thousand
were -employed either in dentists' office* or by the Sedersl..GPVerni)e/A.

ibe_salary-ouludeatal laboratory technician varipiltrAh.the
amotv t of experienCe be possesses, the. ability P.0019.exa
quantity of acceptable work, and the type of work he does.. In "'Algal(
self-employed technicians earn more than salariett workers.

.

-Job opportanitien are expected to be ,good, in the early
for well-qualified, well - rousted eWagterasn. iand.410r-.4Pacia14.ete
ceramics. gold:work. :and 111601..flniehlAq- thifitb..the.4aereelf,g--ege-#;>:
level- of our :population*. the need: 'for: artificial --denthreCw4t4Also
-arise*, and it. is 1410.1y-that more dentist* will:devote thi)i..tial) by
cbairside .precticsA.,-

-
1;,,.;:t

_

Citlaticatismumagaralaina
. At,present the mosticomfaonmethod_of entering .tb&R,Icautintoton is

tia..-necure .a trainee position and -learn:.t.he croft-ow-the
Program of training usually-lasts _free )114 4 ,Yeara.;... Anotheir ,ms ;

of entering this occupation. is.thrOullb an aPpraved-er-hoOl.. Ithigh:411,P-
been approved by the Ariserican,DentaX:Appociatjon, This .mogram.-_is.
usually two years in length, the first year consisting of.ocnreq.i.ni#
in such areas as medical jurisprudence, ethics, chemistry, ceramics*
metalloirgy. and,,other relates subjects. ,;Huring..the isecon4.-year the
studett-must complete. .12 months of supervised practical eiperienoe- in
an approved schoolor. dental InbcratnrY An :n4dtticoul threel'eare
of experience in _dental Office.i.OX a ccineer041.1.I.:l ehgretcxY. are.ren
quired before the dental laboratory technician, is eligible to ;talcs
an examination for certification.

In the long ru.a. certification may become important for obtaining
employment as a dental laboratory technician, since many employees are
likely to regard the certificate as the best readily available evidence
of the individual's competence for work in the field.
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tumelkir-41 lecillMit***15151148r-`" t *waned of-him beforeithqp4.01400 otte4toinlamilsgr as

a technician. Ataong the more important personal-social traits requiredof a dental laboratory technicianr..zetezzliyeas r stri
inteiliaence,. Average or above intelligence is necessary to successibitperformance.

;kill. A high degree of manipulative skill and finger dexterity Is
required to do the work well.
Svesiciht. Good eyesight is made necessary by the closeness and accu-racy demanded by the work.

&curacy. The health of the patient plus the profit and reputation of'the laboratory depend upon accuracy.

Denandabilitv. The technician is expected to work regularly and usethe best of laboratory practices.
Ipitiativp. The ability to secs what needs to be done and then do itis a desirable trait for a technician.
gfiggmatiga. The lust work in harmony with the other tech-nicians in the laboratory

technician
and with the dentists sending work 1.3o thelaboratory.

griligglijama. The highly successful technician keeps his equipmentclean and orderly.

Inguilanikuattituae,. The importance of the job permed makes thedevelopment of a respect for the work vital.

EssagnijikuLtt. The tedhnician knows that he must perform his job to .the best of his ability at all times.
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REFERENCE FOR DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS
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ANALYSIS OP DENTAL LABORATORY MAW
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Mouth Anatomy,

r

:.!sa r;l1vT,4 "J.%)

1 1. Identification of the
parts of the mandible
(lower ja0)

1 2. Identification of the
.parts of the -maxilla .

(upper jaw)

3.. Thii1ncIon origi
i;11.20pandibular joint

4V!41004ma*K41,904axiliarVI'
denture impression

. .

-1 5. I sUndlaarkitccifIalaodiatulass
denture impression

1

1

1.L
. ;

e:T:ITIneTJ

6- 7,411graCtexieihcat,efrAPal8Eal
relief. .4

E7ao .16Kqu A,
7. characteiistimot-Ahe

post dam seal
aititn Cyt NIM

8. Denture border anatomy..
ICJ .t1,

Dental Anatomy f-tulaeb adi cD .41
; .

Identilialetionmageft04110k-
manent teeth4...- ,...

404.:g. The structure of teeth
and surrounding tissues

OUrtwah .acl
2 11. The names of crown.surbic*

9.

.
SlAfw. Tooth Form,

t1-4u1a1;A1

c'tulneb .rat

3. -. 12 ix! eausragjavattags sedhippalks
inCiSOre pntf .0c4

3 13. characimmaittirmarsttspp
cuspids and bicuspids
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308 TRALIING: malt the Assign.

3 14;

_

3 15.

3 16.

14

..'

RELATED INFORMATION: What

ZbeViI4 of-41544
molars

Characteristics of lower
incisors

Characteristics of lower
cuspids and bicuspids

3 17. Characteristics of lower
molars

iT - 4

ligitang.ind2EMPAIDWda
411mi:tat* waitefitev:mola

4

19«:=-Theivalt-potte'dain Beal- -

;20:r-Placeirpitiatairettef

21. Tinfoil upper and lower

2

22. Mix acrylic resin. t .

.132 ---TrAkai.pack _the_ flask._

24. Cure the denture

-128i. -Deflask
tr-l)!!

7

4.

18. Characteristics and types
of wax solvents

19. Considerations when plac-
ing the post tratuseel

4 21. Types and characteristic,
of separating materials

22. Types of acrylic resin4

7 25. Method for cooling flask

'.:.
26. Trim denture

27. Polish denture

2.8o :CS foeitentUre alteri-
polishing

29 .; detfture?'>,

8 26. Tools used for trimming
dentures

5 27. Common abrasives and
polishing agents

29. Typed of denture defects
and their causes
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JOB TRAINING: "Ault the Assign.. RRIATRDtrINFORMATIONt Wht4
yorker'shou4d*Be:Ablerto29 . -,AWAritker Bloubj

;Impair

30. Replace a broken tooth

31,.. Repair broken. denture

32. Repaik clasp

'3. Remove porcelain tooth
from gold framework

34. Replace a tube tooth

35. Repair a fixed bridge

of Broken DenturON.:.?:rt

9 30. Methods of repairing
.1)kollO3m teeth

9 31. Methods of repairing
broke* denture

9 32.

5 33.

Methods of clasp repair

Typesced'artificia1:teith

s:

5 35.. Types-70f brid4e :teeth.

Relins'and Duolicati9n of Dentures

16.`

38.

Cure Reline
. k.

pi ev,k -Ii vi
. .

_

Articulate reline

-

10

10

- -.

36. -,,.

39.

J.,_ -

Methods of relining
. .

v.-

1.

Methods of duplicating
dentures

40.....--Jleakive.teetb:frem _

denture

:;".F; . ;".
Impression Casts..

-4/6----Stmelm-A164imilons
_

42. Make impression trays

43. Bead an impression
_ ./..

44. Box an impieisij6.a-:.

45. Vibrate mix into box

Baseolates and Bite-Rims

4
r.

41."'ZeMIArtasisguMus1 tavimeii4
---lawletithetrAumviiffil care

s.

4 43. Types of dental wax
, ,, ;-

4 45 cetyptia-citidenurpratei 3

2-1ratedi stone

4 46. Rules for handling gypsum
materials
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7aO3 TRAINING);:-.11hair the
If

, # /1
Assign.

It
MATED $.1WPORMATION: What

47. Make cast from impression .11

48. Remove impression from
cast

49. Form baseplates to::casts

Tgim.baseplatesk%

52. .Roll and weld edges.of
baseplates

53. Re-:,enfOrce baseplatee_-:.

-54. Form bite-rims

,

47, Methods of making a cast
from impression

49. Common baseplate materials

5 50. Types of wettiairagents-

I

54. Methods for forming bite'
,:,..f..- ,:rjelaa

2201.21"11122111211"Kttialar12"1"111Barlinia-.t r
L. P .

55. Mountcasts on articu-
lator

. _ .

r-,

59.*,,Arrange- maxillavy ante":
_ 240 teeth. on ,a. bite-rim

60. Arrange maxillary poste-
rior teeth on a bite-rim

61. Arrange mandibular poste-
- rior-teeth on-a bite-rim

62.. Arran") mai4tbnar ants"
rior teeth on, bite-rim

12 55. Methods of mounting casts

5 56. Bow artificial teeth are
marked

12 57. Selecticivof sattfitiaV
teeth

12 58. Pointers in tooth arrange-
.... :'1110/0

12 : 59. Guides= for: airreingdistg" ambit -

nary teeth

44* Adjust condylsr guidance

7 g#

4.

. .

12 61. Guides fai arranging Nandi'

14':- 63. Classification of articu-
lators

:1: :
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65. Adjust. hoiisOntal

dieffitliefit

67. AdjusVartiqulatoi Yfor
pftitrursiiii -thee* bite =

_..J .1; F (.1

69. Balance working position
right side and left side

70. Balance occlusion in pro-
trusive position

71. Balance nonanatomic pos-
terior teeth

mb

terior teeth Pf!arp-Mseth

14: 66.

15,,

rci,P4 ePtht:3n

68... Purpose of balancing occlu
one

orfl -J1GY
15 tilrisidefratifti ft** wbirklifg

position balanc. -.

5";:i.i.rtW.S.. 7:-.5

:* L: - t: *-

mL

73. Balance a ,full wpm
OVittilitilitisaikirOjergert

74. Balance dross-bite occlu- 74. atee ittsmt.41 e15..

eltw

'1Wiii2JMAILLMULdaLIII°U itiPu"W 1"aaAJ. .

.75. Wax-up an upper denture
sr 5! .1!

:"
76. Wax up an lower denture

i!.,-..,;.19sra.t T r.,1p:)*

77. InVest wax-up denture
4 b blr.: :-

98:rtollitftfoitxtrii) *ex-nisi

79. Half-flask a full. dentu;we
"tl-

80. Full flask a denture

13,r 75.

13,
$

. s e

r/.07150PE .te
Isd loupnil

qieh ertt d-ateAnir_

77 :It:Iiiflignalle482 .ee

79. Preparing waxed denture!,
for flasking

13 80. Ms* +11J. .B4.?
_ .

- ; t ;. eintalagjtandlifialitaal
gieW :t1r;1516X CitegliPtCWW.60.041140 4 Laws oe. -....

.001
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Assignment
Sheet No. J. v

MOUTH ANATOMY

1$

Covering
Units 1-8

A denial laboratory technician should have a working knowledge of
the anatomy of Lae mouth in order _that eve an,understanding off
all factors involved 'in prosthetic'restoratl

. . He should become familiar with the important landmarks of the.
Mouth so that prdPer relief ilay-be -provided' the prosthetic deviCes
and he can discuss the fabrication of' the dentiate-Witb 'the dentist.

In this assigniftent you Nave an'Opportiini,*.to learn the parts
of the tones that comprise the jaw. laildinarks in the Mouths and denture
border, anatomy.

.:: Ailigignment.:

1.... Read the referenda tinted below.
2. Obtain a set'of -fa" e teeth and lOdite the iaiidmarks for

your coordinator. z

3. zAnswer the' fol-ldwin0 'qUesitiOne. and bind' 4n "bsP

BOAtfaigi'

A. Department of the Air Force, Ewits,4142F42y4ipny4ingS
Ounlia. pp. 49-67."

; -
tisino

40:01a0pr,

armtligas The following statements. e eithier.true or goiseo ...
thestatement: true dyer:: a diedlie -arc thelertter"."IT4 If it is-
falsee draw a circle around the ''`F ,N.

1.---The foundittite etrUc+Atte for the tifiaMiikilic*Ommind in
.

the mouth and on the cast are the mandible.

T -The hoizotitate Mitt:Oki:hoe :she* iicertitiOtt tfilV mandible it
called tbe tot?.

T P 3. Thedeohdyle head Of'the*mendibXe- lies isia Concavity the
base of the skull known_as 'the i/veolar procettt

.

1.
0

T 4., The mandibular foramen is located on the inner surface of
-the ramus. .":.

,
i..

T F 5. The opening of the anterior palative foramen should always.
be included in the palatal relief of 'an-UpPer denture.
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P 24. "a iposiogy used disiension_ gor e9111 rtgiagb,7 an
average math is ond centinetiir emir- am- eineicentineter In
width 4

P- as. -The posterior shape of 'the roof tif't,U mouthW ill govern-
the width of the post din«.

. r
P Id.' belief sbomld itva **pi: danUtiNt,IVer.- the.

herd palate to prev ebt iiiktore:rOcic; *:...."

P 27. Ilhs-.;*ver possible. the dentist should*-preseribe -and oatlino"
OM the Celt the eres,for tbs.Pnlatel

IP as,..the4slatal roLit should ordinarily AncAsti. the JoiOrgifvo,
PePille . .

4 . 1,1
-

gamlatitia

rtu laRI the 14.0414. 8.1*.1:8 014*ta. fAlk' tais' stoettf0-TA sootMMOUte theisbci kOrproxy, .

. h a. TE%

L. Os rams Of the mandible terminates in ism pitjactt4as calleo
'"Calfg .1--r Irectia

2: Olen the teeth aie tiall'tb. this part
of the boas is referred to as tho alveolar ,

2, 0010414-11.11081:01Lliigi....K04441-
POOdriiiihNIWOM. liCthit holy 0 ...

4. Ihe mewl* that seises endldfilie the mouth is called the
Torrilmmrimme-wm-P line". .-t t :._511,143

3. Ihe hew. mailsg up the ewer Jam eitbv.werr. 1JOY :4nos.08

Ike MN palate of themoitit
combined 14.th the borne.

7. Ihe ftesel-sheped questag in the herd put. mit behind the Ws
mot anterior teeth is the 0* WRI(. rir

pd boss is cense the
;A)

Os the-hend-hosy ridee-em -the midlime--ot-the-palstr-tor-tha.mw m 111
vow .. .

10. the k34 of wacus amobrane ,which attaches the cheeks to thap
Artapo -A* called the
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3.
- N 0
,negative landmarks that can be distinguished oniaostAsmfm;
eripf the lower jaw are:.

(A) . 0 .
.-41.7=1,....,-;...-

...,

..-._. .-. .41.0.,--p--0.0....Nell ::(1));:#44-48-40...i....'
--- -- t ff. t I4 ' ..: i ; : ' . 2 1 ' , , 74 ::'.'-i ..): .5 -. ' f'''.. *7 i 'II 1.3' A F"q" 1' :.4...7 _.-ri '.. i'l - '7.:'1,C1C.'":1

4.,lhe,x,nree *Wyse f.eireet ,420..bair409, dentultpk imr4ers-c end .40 golatriy@?1,
. .04tt tiitipie sie4

, .....
IL,

41 6 .,4,,...:'. :. . _ . . :::,.. ' ..' ':, .t _ ..... ::::': .:.?t^11:21-rI -.3'.,-4- 9-;L 'Ir.. .''.: 1.1 -..7.! -.1e34

4. .:,ar..: .... I. U S.3.,: ;1''... ..1.. -.C.::-

(A)
. , F.-L:nst=r1

131"001194if
t" :)I ir ft C.% 11P --- yr : if

(e) - i

5. The umg deelOwea,Pgrapx84;0 001.4eds,

r t 7'f- j;*.:eiIrf:77/.V1,
Ei::;fat= /1.,niii..1 .nr
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Sheet No. 2

004.1.01. It . um.

t*.
,..

1Eil od ...:,;:, :.!-Ir:! ilztu....1 cri,-L-tr.trl .wa. .E
1 'VIT"; -'"'lin *1-11

-osiTh.r, atavism 'it)
$

--Man-ie.-slasa14144--as-omni4Oross--beeause-hiefeed--40--that'ltbich is
maritime) by tie:h the carnivorous aPethigt4YorPas gro12,84.1,.448
titikt46184s4nakeftii''660.10ilfArifiii'indsAiikaPitfood s °

teeth perform these operations; therefore, they differ:Ili-4We and
size according to their use. /4

Thire are definite names for the various parts of'teeth..,Vbe
dental_labormbeabmiaisa-must-be-abLe-to-veadily-identifyttdseth
by name and rapidly recognize their type and location. This t Imledget
is-vital-to-the-sonetssotiosseata-

names of the permanent teeth, floe
yoll

(c,*:

Erlisiethe
structure of teeth, and to firtifr

..... (a)

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Obtain a set of false teeth and practice identifying the

parts of dental anatomy
3. Answer the following questions and hand in by

MAIMAMSEA

A. Department of the Air Force, 122atalaigarje=42212atrakMal
monuals pp. 363-378.

ZNEtailin

Directions; The following statements are either true or fetes. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter T. If it
is false, drew a circle around the letter F.

T F 1. Teeth are divided into three groups according to their use.

T P 2. Molars are part of the posterior section of teeth.

T F 3. Structures surrounding and supporting a tooth are known
collectively as the lamina dura.

T P 4. The fiber6 of the periodontal membrane hold the tooth *n
its socket.

T F 5. Teeth are rigidly fixed in the Jaw so that there can be no
movement of the teeth during mastication.
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T-4:1 -41.2.11he5giong1Taa-JegemicamionamshellOwcalsmig)erpoundoaround the
crown of a tooth. -

.
,

T7:1C.:f J JIELITheAmila ne,:g4ngiNa eiteadinglabows:thmattapPmeatHooinaiq
enXisdpthe cemente-enamel junctionlir:, ix.:4 .0

T -:13e.I.Man. Ms.: 82 pernattent.A.eetIveifNq -1!7& .z

T F 9., The cervix or.neck is the region at till, junction of the
and the root of a tooth.f.n-, . a

T It .10.. The line dividing the root and .crown is called the cervical.
line or the 'aiirento-enathei junction4p 7-r el:1w T .r

14 T'hecentxa1 ce3riikyrtofba.q.zootkis-s. withalv.; Owns of
nerves, blood vesels, and iympktisque.____

Theosualface;o&anean*etiorAoOth!!oppositeAhenlipsall
the facial surface.

:

.

-
T /3. The surface of posterLorttiethioppOsite 41W.obeekseil .01:

Citied buccal or facial.
,:4 72.1).t:1, ; t. :.2cf:-.4 7,ts --a',t7 'c'111nr.) PriT 41.

T F 11-4:1Srilroirwr first molar develops from four lobestldmfirb

TrisVIISexsaitt oncuidoostagequentlytatloaketpathefe savesaledave14,7
mental grooves meet on theooctlusal aptgtimb_. ,:n.41

,P

T5411/ Ethai iktittletIALtootbniLsoscatik shatZiattend zoendedethen ealosell

T- F l7.. The interproxinal space extL4de fron the point of contact
bsIth-- el ealtOINMeNOcknalaydireatime. 6/clo.:!' a oty617. e4T4 5+.1. .=.
T .7 ,18. For purposes of description the crown of a tooth is divided

InomOintecleWelmOtil.mo Ivol ft.l.f.5 moll ciole...s dlosi II& all

T. P 19. The axis is an imaginary vertical line drawn through'
Ll4.7cAol EpTatbDOMDUNC32faMttOOth, klidl ser -1

T.BEE.M.S.einlitorcoelogia lindOwdlpOpacliolsegervinoterrod4
ference than at the cervbc.41.10ihr4WALISLImar11, daidwned.

lo al= 961 o3 Convitokettbirho (E;;-).=1 lo oosure .$1

nirectigps; Fill in the bleak (e) in each statement with' the word(s)
required ow btambita caw geratinwoorgetitikr, Lpftt-A,IL;,, ern. ._ ,PI

r7ri 113 up al
A set of permanent teeth contain eight incisors:.

lempaiDe7tia 1081.1
,:_,Jvc al 166ioc;mo4.7 Oil oj

The PeApdontion if c.00wPrisOd .of the brans,
the and the : bone.

.,-,
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The robt:iolfr eachl tooth-. is I embedded. in .a-bOny. 'Stet called the

The tough' vioft tissue that fills the .steces between theccrofine
of the teeth is called- the; . or--giam-r.j

5. The first set of teeth which appe*r during childhood a"
or primary teeth.

. _

6. The and. the - are referred to as
posterior teeth.

. ;

7. Teeth with two roots -are . .1- --."1:;t:

The 'tooth:is' cuetteartir divideCintOttwo 01.rtgli?th!VI
and the ,ar t a

a 0 I . % ,. - 47.. tIt
4

7:::9;. The thinv::denSe material- coveting thee-rbot of:-s400th

-

10. TheAaroest::part;-ofc-a-toothAwAitade.-ap 11 T.
. ,

11. The central cavity of a tooth is called the
chamberiz...r . 7, 't =77- -Li r T

chstiing lourfacest tbe--pbstertor-Are MillirredlteissT
the _11-..surfacesg:,

134 - The augfatebaf tooth-whit'll facesAmieraltheAtidliTn4 is âaljid

: "!) :14 :' . .; r;,L

14. The surface of a tooth Which.faces:e0OrlroiTtbalsidline is coiled

15. All teeth develop from either four or-ftvece4spaliareiegisentii' or
4.1110MMI.,

f,; r=r7 T --L
16. The third upper -gegustime41---hanAgity-seiree lobes.

.The:fiurface.:,of.m., tooth- which facts. an 114jadeob
surface...._-_v 7" ) ;451.4

18. Any surface of a tooth wh,tismeollel to the long axis of a
tooth is called an surface.

I... c;-... ,. -,:i ., -.-.; .: ) r t ; "' r,.= ''' .1.i. li i--:' :-:F1.-_-:. .7-... -11
19. The occlusal surface Akizttbos-...2forer Are* molarAistrismid-110::bet7 --,,' I

in outline.
.., 1- ..t.. ::?..,..0 -::.;__. ;tr- . ....7; .i.xH3-4,pvc..-3r.s 3-c.) .i. .,. -: .1,

___
NY; ., The, occlusal surtacesrsf Um 1

.

said to be rhomboidal U. outline. . .

.
. _.. ; -. - ,.. . -,,,ri ..,..? ;. ..... 44, , .-; :-.1..,::,!,c1.1 --s: -ifiz s. . .

...... a ..... ...... I O.. ....... -.. .....o--..m ...... ..,..';r %. l.±.:-. fl-.. .............-..... ... ......... .,.. ..- .1....M 44 ...

.4

_ - 7: .1 4A7t T--`1. .
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Vassittmg/ In the space at the left of esc.b...statement writeAthe
letter-of-the-the -WITIVVititl`provide-lawycorrecTh-WeFE-complete
the statement. G '

+114-Tmr_ !ft 140erRialleAttootkith%* 044FACA40 Wng*itlioDAtropt is
generant 04.--;(4=PA4404t (aYliettigiCCAPCOPorzL.--0/Thi4dMclariCD) Second Bicuspid.

MMM;'1"

m

-crowri -of- "6-ttioth
substance called 0),

is --cOrie.reaf bard
cementum; .(4) enasyg...t (C)dfyitOr.

3. The surfaCe of a toiith ivibift-tratilliC"thif-CfiREIorpa.late
4" ia klakit51*. t 41011440 00 AN$A*. tg(ft) 7i1P)/09444t 09 Alga VS ela

-11°Uralgh j.:T#1-7.-i 1.7. 4 1 I: :Oa zas_ yarri . axq
4. The biting edge of ia? anterior _tooth is the (A) occausal/

ali7D1-111Thriruiffee:*
_ (8)5. The pointed or rounded eleVallaSelErliiiiiRron the cuSpide

Mit n Mit AciWit 4P71. 4.tiA iN .49astue.4110abew : e
018P91 (D/ ridges.

(n)---6-.---Thirtspogrfeet" Mang or14-iobtis
fault on the tooth twface called

evsur.r.o.

(A)--iral-Th---Zes a .

(A) ELt Aplje0e

7. Small grooves on a tooth which do not maxi; the boundaries-
of the lobes are called (A) fosse/ (8) secondary/
(C) developmental/ (D) auxillary grooves.

8. The area on the surface of a crown on one tooth which
toucbse the crown of the adjacent tc.'h is called
(A) marginal ridge; (S) contact point: CC) occlusal
embrasure/ CD) cervical area.

=Wit
pigigumm: List the item called for in each of the following.Select your answers carefully.

1. The four groups of teeth ares

(A) (C)

(13) (D)
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2. Teeth referred to as antittort-ites
(A) , (C)

(3)

3. A linear elevation of-Instal on the surface of a tooth is celled
a 'ridge. The five types of ridges on teeth .ares

(A) (D)

.03Y
t .

(3)

(C)
r', . - .

4. For 1pUrposest-of 'description the crown of 'a toOt10.ei divided into
three parts. They are for an anterior tooth thee '

(A) ,: , ; ' *e (6) r" .
s

(B),
'1 ", - '

. -

IM

5. Thet-Idui outlines of thei .0601Usal fa e f 'V'ar*Outy teeth are:

11.0M1M

;-1

(C)

(6)
T Pr r.t

ft

'1 t

. : .

/. S - _ I /
e-:t -

-. .
: ". : -:-r

..14. 0.... a-
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Sheet No. 3

biclut:td gm.66Aw:NmIXixsti6s'16 iftroa.miftextug'l T
5-1,tpt.Foid ItrAlayleitixisars Oats 12-17

t3igamid y7t/lt,'S 40060 Ois T
3A$ to 6vogi eldieasx'yietioln

Teeth have individual. characteristics which enable them to be
class!,fied and Memel fitied ;dila ulidsrsIblearoviiitittqatacrthe8 °I T
maxillary teeth from the mandibular teeth and the tech om the right

iiitithsfaiouteritriavtliddatenetheatefeittr.0 edsr .02 _ T-

-..essuot's,-:4$ but aga:1

The dental laboratory te,thaician,must be able to. identify teeth

"1"1"" 910144314"8/ 'AW"ts 2114 4b#66.40474thisttOdttiVan ages 7 T
Withatatathedubilitto ltkemeted,PIAPAIttkaR41411# StritiftteLeiii and be
would waste time and materials throeifietwortiOirtrINndiPdactures.

itiiiaithiasilethjairentre lyektbaSait VitieciiiVgtOrtirat4tigitetribasifilthiP T
distinguishing characteristics of the maxillary andeliffieWbUlar teeth.

Matragaibision.F extaks zelintibrient 'a eostri a lat./pail edT . .

X tr a 0
i. Read the referenue listed below.

;Lri Alb tagaibtairiiii0atoldaset ifesAhriqpdcseekla 23y liorts VW* st X I V
dietinsplidthioidarsabkertitia ;lid/ Wis./alb-clam

. 3. Answer the following question...and band.in_by
242241i2LAWILIMOLIW.AL2Pgiohi 79w31 en *141 '1

./nmlods epb.txd s as eau al %CI gnl
IISISMICAS

ed.i"a&I$ -zefalvt ai ao4loni irzIaeo'lmslocribhiss erft .el

A. Department of the Air Force. Zoingelainksilleakebaidagle
manual, pp. 380-407..

'Ioaipml Isxe4lt maludibne6 b to tool odr gal .11
anatgRIA rii amtaeo xaiudibasat s to 4acrox ed./

sictzgaslo 101 beat,' ea $otz flt liFix9.161 xowoi erg"

a =tuffs 'evbizd s ea xo

atimaliguA Thefollowing stateapants, arm either true.or
the leioM Nir i i
is false. drawn a cirdlebigimratiVW lotted° Witt ga beorwon

-T- figiiitrfriplaweistiNIASP iera titolarldtisteigaial
on the facial stirtim felE0m 0641 lbea* g

T tdviAr aixithearair d1410111W4i,
prominent ridge. .anolJe.lib its a

Vaifeimaci V. 'at iiiiiiiki;dilrifac011etia WillAigkreiger,
central incisor. altdeetiall8Raly. iitlittitoilinsor is
bannd,by a postal and distal marginal ridge.

ad' 01
T F 4.

T r 5.

. .

iiriscM6 6 nw-rtr, i it t
The distal surface of the upper cisfiirtiviiarb4ionvex than
t10 1100411 qurfaCO. .

.
.aJooi oete.fzed ElltlegrAd 11;71. xaludibeTm 141-TT

The /impel surface of a noxiiXarylfirwbicuspi4
asoadsi rtty-,ea 44;:msk E to eati$uo eat

x*Woi eft 000$

111

if con-
..ks I -T
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T F ..6x, -.The crown of a maxillary second bicuspid is larger t.thafl- that
of a maxillary first bicuspid.

T F 7. All the crown surfaCee-of a maxillary second bicuspid
closely resemble those of the maxillary first bicuspid.

T F 8.--, The maxillazy-second-bicuspid has tteo .:rootat. : ;

.1.1 .

T F 9. The occlusal . surface of the %maxillary-. first .molar :has four.
cusps and threefossae.
**: !;...-; _.

7 sr O. .T011AllarY-aeofaist.molar close:ty--resembles *the 'maxillary
. gleZety Wier 4=W:1MT:having. -fear atusps: and -.1:bree::. Ionise

-141- :Os Acqb/iPAX-...012ilfacp).. .
T.:

r . .
. ,

T P "Jig": The.:11kbtak:Blisface;;iiikithe azandilsklar L.-Amnion]: dittiSor
.s'oaveitf; J. :1:. :?, ' .C4

T F 12. The lingual surface of a mandibular central.inciatriks....:2_t
-.. convex. . .:

T F 13 he moot of r lower 'central incitot ...floraskdartelity "eider
mezio-distally than At is faci-oillInguallf: 91"

7 2,c-177± A.

T F 14. The lower central ineisog_ii_akmcgallent_tmth_for clasp-
Log or to use as a bridge abutment.

-

T F 15. The mandibular central incisor is wider than the mandibular
---hltevorat- intailar* v1- -rf >7.1 )(, A

F 16. The root of a mandibular lateral incisor is longer than
the root of a mandibular central incisor.. . 7;::.:JaL:L;sin

T. F 17. Th e lower lateral incisor--shaald not be used for clasping
or as a bridge abuften-t7-

- ::?:" . "1 iCf

7 r TOW" faartgAnak naget.ttf the;..loierticsaapittPare".botries4rod- :=5 7i
flounced as those'. on- the wouE.

Thf0,444Ftel 0.1.1 OA' t cisa: edit* imeadibalar. buspid.T
is longer than the mesial arm.- 7

F facial.turfagg.00hekowerigirst bbtdspiiIs cOnve6
. in all direotions.

TF b: 74(1 gamits l. and- distal surfaces of--the! Loose heat bicuspid":
141.1rikelMellg in ellfdireotionshit: 2

rn:x..J r-,T F 22. The crown of a mandibular first bicuspid appears to be tip.
:-....; ped ;.,,:y . : f :':; , I

. "!".' ; .1:T F 2', The mandibular first bicuspid has three roots.
,e1T7 T

T. F 24. The outline of the lower second bicuspid islimore trapezoidal
than the lower first bicuspid.
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k ;Aotzt.217",-huccal and lin9ualsmr4cla*Asitivapp44W3W,.fivarkt
are convex. L- _ :

T F 26. The Ug-tait:osigfesitt-okAxt lei!elktIME41SALleXiitAmaslISr in
Pr-bar tits mesial surface.

.7.-7.4.:441ThputarnAiitusuafaues.pik.the occlusal surface of the laser
first molar are sharper than the filzwIAAN I

AWfac040Ldpubvlbishf,-t4walower second molar _has about the

__-_AABMWAE4WitIVE31111WW_ brAcuslaa.

T

T P 29. -1114-M0910441,1rf4124 0.4-"Jart i
than the facial surface.

P P 30. The ccclusal sur4Rmilkf_alwOemer LJond molar has five
cusps almost equal Li-like aud-beight.

10 $1s1 J7-1

411011011

T P 32. The lower secomdinolar is larger overall than the lower
zew,tw3-1-1,NIM.011411Fseldimsma ItRijM ps 7 13.: 4-1 TELla

taTit ILstlizeu -(a) ;maps _fililxem tA) al.acalf4111'
ym-s4Litax ;Tosizal Jixam (71) ibtqam)1.4

.61(7am:= -
Pill in the blank(s) in each statement /with the word(s)

yuiltxsW
difiatit-AitO tipub (m4 ;as stla mime (D) sc.

=at er am uPper cenNithwilliffbrIA6
times ihe length of the crown.

tz4x294rap0 a aoxia
tbs lour& Of the avow.

a 4 "A oat:till:1
441(1 Ka-PAW:4. Y)

roses -16111xfm
APPAPPteriot--

1Yealsmr40.....Sessitiefor-",_
t t

4 .MrIW:41-ro3s 44-1 rf4islin.i4lb* Jinelusal eurgaim az cbsimmxiiiarr =et Dicuspid has a facial

filiaL-410.0a4gagegicti..,10416.0.4100.0611444111640a-MIP%4317
' .6i.m1414541'"41"4- ...1 ..,i 4.---- . &t.---v-e--Via- maxtuary Lust-Mad-am his

6.

d"'Nemd.L--gd)3 SEirE LaZ-M:'

root. 4
fv) 1171.-n ==-T

Aft OP VW

7. The facial rface of the lower second bicuspid resemMet the
facial surface of the but is
someWhat longer.

8. the distal surface of the lower *scowl bicuspla ia
in all directions.

9. Oft smallest cusp on the ocaulsal surface of the lr second
bicuspid is the cusp.

:
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3.0. The -lower 'second bicuspid la's' a root which is
longer than the first bicuspid root.

3.1. The occlusal surface of the loiter first 'Molar has
cusps.

3.2. There are
lower first molar.

fossae Ori the occlusal surface of the

la. There are facial maps Of nearly equal size oh
the -ifigfaee .of. the lower. second Molar. .`

3.4. The ()causal outline of the lower secondlnolar forms a

suliirtlegchoice

Directions: In the space at the .eft of each Statments write the
letter of the item which will 'prOvide the correct answer to complete
the statement. .

Ir

1

3.. The tooth that most nearly rasembleE the maxillary central
incisor is (A) maxillary first molar; (B) maxillary first
bicuspid; (C) maxillary 4ateral incisor; (D) maxillary
cuspid.

2. The maxillary laieral- incisor is -larger than;
(B) smaller than; (C) same size as; (D) does not resemble,
the maxillary- centra l incisor:

'

The upper first molar has (A). one root; (B)_ two. roots.;
(C three-roots; .(or four robts..--' -'

4. The maxillary second molar can be. distinguished. from the
maxillary fiedt'inolir:bettuse the IA) distti-lingua /s.
(B) dis to-bucoal4 -(C.)--masio..buocalt- 4D)- mesio-lingual-
cusp is smaller on the second molar..

5. The distal surface- -of- -a mandibular cuspid - -is (A)- -flat;
(B) concave; (C) convex; (D)_ grooved.

The smallest cusp on the occlusal surface of thp.lower
first Idleir is! the (A) lesioi-facial: (D) diSto.laciall
(C) centre - facial; (D) mesio-lingual cusp.

-;.,.1o,

It
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DENTAL MATERIALS I

29

Covering
Upits 21, 22, 41-

46, 49, 77

Essential to success as a dental laboratory technician is a know-
ledge of the proper handling and use of the materials used in dental
laboratories. Factors causing reactions in some of these materials
(for example, what causes plaster of Paris to set) are not known to -

researchers. Nevertheless, the dental technician must know how to
handle these materials and how they react .o various adeitives even
though be sometimes does not know why thee happen. Other
factors such as heat and time influence and the manipulations of plaste
and the other dental materials. All these and more the technician
muet know to be able to work rapidly effectively, and with the con-
fidence that comes through' knowing how to do a job the right way.

In this assignment, you will have Vile opportunity to learn the
types, properties, and uses of plaster of Paris, stones, waxes,
hydrocolliods, base materials, and separating mediumr.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand'in by

References

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratotv Technicians'
Nenual, pp. 1-20.

Questions;

True -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true. draw a circle etound.the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter °F."

T F 1. The gypsum groc,7 of dental materials are probably used more
often in the dental laboratory than any other single group
of materials.

T F 2. During the setting process of gypsum .it is possible to
form the mixture into any desirable shape.

T F 3. Each crystal of plaster contains a definite proportion of
water.

T F 4.. Plasters used for dental work are usually specially proces-
sed.
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T F 5. Dental plaster should set up within definite prescribed
limits of time.

T F 6. Impression plaster and plaster of Paris both require the
same setting time.

T F 7. Impression plaster is more brittle then plaster of Paris.

T F S. Hydrocal is chemically very similar to plaster of Paris.

T F 9. The crushing strength of the quick-setting stones is greater
than that of plaster of Paris.

T F 16. The amount of settiu4-expansion is verycritioal.when making
a die withdiestone hydrocal.

T F 11.. Accelerators and retarders are.used a great.drial in the .

laboratory.

T-P 12.

T F 13.

T.F 14.

T F 15.

T F 16.

T F 17.

T F 18.

T 19.

T F 20..

T F 21.

T F 22.

Affhen forming high teatinvestments, accelerators or.re-
tarders should not be yscA.

A thick mix of plasa 1 is needed to produce a strong cast
with high crushing ...xength.

The thermal expaniion investment-compensates for the
shrinkage of the molten gold as it solidifies.

A hygroscopic inlay investment expands when in contalq
with water.

The burnout teMperature of a hygroscopic investment is
higher than the burnout temperature of a thermal expansion
investment.

The techniques and steps of the thermal expansion method
and the hygroscopic lmethoa are siiiliar and may be used
interchangeably.

. .

Soldering investments do not expand.When-the metal is.
being soldered in the 'investment.

Soldering investments should never be used for casting
molten gold.

One type of investment for chrome - cobalt alloys can with-
start,' heat temperatures of over 13000 F..

Hardened particles from(a,vrevious mix-of plaster,. if left.
in the Mixing bowl, will not affect the new mix of plaster
to any appreciable degree.

- .

If the plaster or atone Mix proportions are poorly chosen
and-the mix is too thick or too thin, throw it away and
start anew.

4
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T F 23. Mechanical spatulation is preferred to hand mixing if it is
available.

T F 24. One drop of water can weaken an entire batch of plaster if
allowed to come in contact with it.

T F 25. It isn't too important to know the age of the investment
material you are working with.

T F 26. GypIum material exposed to air will absorb moistlre.

T F 27. If an investment tekes an unusually long time to set up, it
should be discarded.

T F 78. One should be careful not to overstock on gypsum materials
because of the danger of deterioration.

T F 29. If you store casting investment materials for any length
of:time* they should be periodically tumbled to prevent
settling of the silica.

T F 30. Once a stone cast as completed its final set it cannot be
eroded by uater.

T F 31. Slurry water solution is usually purchased from a dental
supply house.

T F 32. If a cast is to be soaked In a slurry water solution* it
should be completely submerged.

T F 33. Baseplate wax should be fairly rigid at mouth temperature.

T F 34. Accuracy is extremely important in the patterns made with
inlay wax.

T F 35. .performed wax forms are made pf inlay wax and may be se-
cured from various manufactdrerd in a variety of sizes and
shapes.

T F 36. Sheet wax is supplied in several different colors which are
standardized among the various manufacturing concerns.

T F 37. Sticky wax should bend under pressure rather than break.

T F 38. The is use of boxing wax is to make boxes around im-
pressions.

-T F 39: Most boxing waxes need to be heated before they can be
formed into a desired shape.

T F 40. Modeling compound is not often used in the dental laboratory

T F 41. An amalgam die can be packed against an impression taken.
With modeling compound.
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T F -42. Rubber base impression materials are not reversible and
can be used only once.

T F 43. The alginate type of hydrocolloids are reversible.

T F 44. Acrylic resin is supplied in two forms as a powder. and a
liquid or as a premixed-gel.

T F 45. Acrylic resin has many excellent qualities as a defiture
base material and is virtually foolproof in manipulation
and processing.

T F 46. A waxed-up denture will become distorted if placed in
water.

T F 47. Acrylic resin is very easily contaminated.

T F 40. In the curing of an acrylic resin denture; there is a
slight shrinkage of the acrylic resin-.

T F 49. To insure a fully packed mold, a ball of acrylic resin
should be added to the molt' just before the final closure.

T F 50. Self-curing acrylic resins are used for many denture
repairs.

T F 51. Tinfoil makes an excellent srparator between .plaster and
acrylic _resin.

T F 52. Most alginate separating materials are affected by moisture
and are easily scuffed.

.:Comb1etion

Direetioms: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to. complete the sentenne correctly.

1. An appreciable amount of is given off in the final
solidification of gypsum materials.

The gme required for plaster to reach its maximum hardness is
called the

The amount that material will expand or bc'ome larger as it sets
up or hardens is called

4. Plaster of Paris is manufactured from

5. The initial setting time for most dental plasters is from
to minutes.

6. Impression plasters can be made water soluble by the addition of
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7. The grains of plaster of Paris differ from the grains of the
quick setting stones in that the plaster of Paris grains are

while the stone grains are

8. The initial setting time of a typical hydrocal is from
to mlnutes.

9. Especially processed forms othydrocal used to make crown and
inlay dies are called O

10. To shorten the setting time of plaster add a of
to the mixture, to lengthen the setting time a

few drops of should be added.

11. The the mix, the weaker the material will be in
the final set of the plaster.

12. A4.1 investments used for dental gold casting consists of 25 to 35
per cent combined with 65 to 75 per cent

13. The two types of basic inlay investments are the
and the tYPe.

14. The rest way to add plaster of Paris or stone powder to water is
to it into the water.

15. After-the plaster or stone powder is added to water and spatulated
it should be to bring the

to Cie surface.

16. All gypsum products should be stored in containers
in a room.

17. The erosion of a poured stone cast immersed in water is usually
noticeable in about minutes.

18. If a cast must be soaked in water for more than 2 or 3 minutes,
it should be soaked in a solution.

19. A cast can usually be totally moistened in the proper moistening
solution in about to minutes.

20. Easeplate wax is supplied in two types and
depending on the type of climate where it will

be used.

-21. One of the most carefully compounded of a.11 dental waxes is
wax. .

22. Inlay wax sticks are usually marketed in*

23. Inlay wax supplied in cylinders may berUsed to form

24. The smaller the gauge num]?er the the sheet of
casting wax will be.

colors.
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25. The addition of to sticky wax gives this wax ad-
hesiveness and hardness.

26. The major use for sticky wax is the of dentures.

27. The principal ingredient of low fusing. impression wax is obtained
from the.

2d. The principle ingredients of impression. paste are
and

29. The two basic types of'hycliOcolloids are the
type and the

. . . . .

30. It-is necessary to maintain a precise
in the agar type hydrocolloid.

31. The ncat widely used denture base materials now uLJd.are the
resins.

32. The amount of base material necessary for au average denture con-,
sists of of liquids to of powder.

33. Most authorities Idelieve that the most satisfactory method for
curing acrylic resin is to place the flask.in_ . at

F. ft-1a period of to,
hours.

34. The polymerization of self-curing resin is bro6ght about by using
a or which is
added .to the liquid.

35. when is mad as a die lubricant, it should be
diluted to half strenath.

Multiple-Choice

Directions; In the space at the.Left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide'the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The time required -for Olseiter to reach the stage where it
. can be picked up and handled without distortion is called
the (A) set-Lti time; (B) initial set; (C) hardening period
(D) final set.

2. To produce materials that can be used in the formation og
casting or soldering investments. plaster or hydrocal are
mixed with (A) silica; (B) limestone: (C) mica; (D) carbon

3. An especially useful wax in making patterns for acrylic
jacket work is (A) utility wax.; (B) sticky wax; (CI ivory
inlay wax; (D) boxing wax.



4. A wax very similar to baseplate wax in make up is
(A) sticky wax; (B).boxing.wax; (C) sheet casting wax;
(D) undercut wax.

5. Whenever a definite thickness of wax is needed (A) disclos
ing wax; (B) inlay casting war; (C) boxing wax; (D), sheet
casting-wax can Ir used.

6. Thaliost Important use of utility wax is to (A) form
sacille impressions; (B) block out abutment teeth; (C) bead
impressions before pouring; (D) provide saddle relief for
casting partial dentures.

7. The chemical reaction that takes place in the curing of
acrylic resin is called (A) solidification; (B) polmeriza-
tion; (C) fusing; (D) flasking.

B. Most breakage of acrylic resin occurs (A) from improper
mixing of the acrylic resin; 0) because of faulty flatk-
ing procedure; (C) because of heat generated during polish
-ing; (D) from underpacking the mold in processing.

9. To properly make a mix of acrylic resin that contains 39
cc. of powder you should ads? (A) 19cc.; (B) 17 cc.;
(C) 15 ce., (D) 13 cc. of lig:id.

10. A porosity in an acrylic resin denture is most likely to
be caused by (A) packing the dough before it is ready;
(B) too rapid a curing temperature; (C) underpacking the
mold; (D) all of the above may cause a porosity.

11. When the acrylic resin mix is ready to pack into the mold,
it will (10) appear sandy; (B) appear stringy; (C) snap
cleanly when pulled; (D) stretch when pulled.

12. Which of the following acrylic resins must be refrigerated
in storage? (A) self-ioolymerizing resins; (B) reline
acrylic resin; (C) acrylic resin gel; (D) velum acrylic
resin.

13. rich of the following separators should, n2/ be used to
)parate plaster from plaster or plaster from stone?

(A) petrolatum; (8) water glass; (C) glycerine; (D) liquid
floor wax.

14. The proper separator to use when adjusting a baseplate to
a stone cast is (A) .!astor oil, (B) petrolatum; (C) water
glass; (B) talc.
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Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your anE ars careully.

1. The factors 'influencing the `setting time oflplasiei are:

(A)

(B)

(c)

(D)

2. Baseplate wax is composed mainly of:

(A) (B)

(B)

Undercut wax ie made by combining:

(A)

,i a

(C)

(B)

4. The two basic types of molding acrylic resin are:

(A) (C)

The errors most apt to occur when processing acrylic resin are:.

(B)

(C)

(D)

(2)

6. The general groups of tinted acrylic resins a'r'e:

(A) 'Ea

(B) (D)



7. The commcn separators used to separate plaster or stone from
acrylic resin are:

(A) (C)

(B)

S. Separators that prevent inlay wax from sticking to the die
material are:

(A) (D)

(8) (B)

(C)

37
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Assignment
Sheet No. 5

,. .. .1

DENTAL MAtERIALS II

Covering Units
10, 278 33, 35, 50,
56, 99

As a dental technician, you need to be especially competent in
the materials used for artificial teeth, the'types-of teeth, and how
they are marketed.

Having finished Assignment -Sheet No. 4,- you should be familiar
with some of the basic materials you wi: . use. However, there are
many other materials with which you should become acquainted. Some of
these you may not find in the dental laboratory in which you :are now
employed, others will .be. common to all dental laboratories.

In this assignment, you will haiie the opportunity to learn the
types, properties, and uses of fluxes, antifluxes, pickling agents,
wetting agents, wax solvents, abrasives and polishing agents, and
artificial teeth.

Assignment

1. Read the reference listed be...ow.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in by

References

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laborabory Technicians'
Manual. PP. 21-36.

4glaS4gmfij

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either trr* or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the , "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Paste flux is the best suited for casting procedures.

T F 2. Wood alcohol is highly poisonous and burns with a reddish-
yellow flame where used as a fuel.

T F 3. Isopropyl alcohol is often used as a substitute for ethyl
alcohol.

T F 4. Isopropyl alcohol tends to smoke badly when applied to wax.

T F 5. When mixing acid and water, the acid should always be poured
into the water.
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T F 6. Hydrochloric acid will dissolve platinuM:

T F 7. The commercial name for hydrochloric acid is muriatic acid.

T F 8. A wetting agent is a liquid with-a soapy feel used to lower
the water's surface tension on a waxed-up denture.

T F 9. An ordinary household detergent added to water will make an
effective solution for flushing denture molds.

T F 10. 1 minute film of wax on plastic teeth will prevent the
denture resin from foriing a firm band with the tooth.

. .

T F 11. Carbon tetrachloride is an effective wax solvent and is
strongly recommended for use in MoSt dental laboratories.

T F 12. The fumes of chloroform hale a deleterious-effect on denture
resin or plastic teeth.

- .

T F 13. Propiietary wax sbivents are. strongly recommended in prefe-
rence to other wax solvents.

T F 14. A natural gas combined with air will produce a_sufficieht:
amount of heat to melt dental gold alloys.! -.

-T F /5: -Azi acetylene flame is vastly superior toanatural _gas
flame for melting chrome-cobalt alloys.

T F '16. camphor crystals will. retard the polymerization cf.vcrYlic
resin.

T 17. -ekainaki cellophane is a satisfactory material for use in
trial- packing acrylic resin . ti

. .

T Y. *modeling clay .is .used chiefly in the dental laboratory as
a 14:10A9nt. autterial , -

F 19: 'Preformid plietia patterns should be stored in--a cool -place
to prevent deterioration.

T F 20. Procelain teeth are practically non-absorbent and unaffected
by most solvents.

.

T F 21. Plastic teeth are stronger than porcelain teeth when ground
thin.

T F 22. 'Acrylic resin 03 th are much more subject to abrasion than

T F 23. Great care must be taken when flaming a waxup of acrylic
teeth...-

porcelain teeth.
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T F 24. The boil out of a mold is more critical when poibelain
teeth are used in the denture:

T F 25. The anatomic tooth is favored by some dentists because it
is probably more efficient in shredding arid grinding food.

T F 26. Bridge teeth are manufactured in many different types.

T F 27. Tube teeth are commonly used on partial dentures.

Completion

pirectiopss Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Sdbstances applied to metal to prevent the formation of.oxide
film or-remove oxide film are called

2. A paste flux is made by combining with powered
'flux.

3. Substances used to confine solder to a definite area are called

4. A1cohol is used in the dental laboratory.bothas a
and as. a- :

, :-

5. Acids used to remove surface oxidation from metal immediately
after casting are called solutions.

6. The antidote for acid burns is
. C

7. A substance for dissolving:both gold'and platinui is

8. An equal mixture of hydrogen peroxide: and green. soap make an
especially good wetting agent for and
waxed pattdrns. .

..-.

9. The wax solvent whose principal use in the laboratory is to make
. taaky liquids is .

.

,

.,.:

10. Substances which wear away the surface of softer objects are
called

11. The hardest abrasive known is
:

12. The primary use of abrasive paste is to --
come..A.te dentures.

13. To produce a flame that will'melt most chrome-cobalt alloys
and, should be mixed in a special

torch.



14. To protect certain areas of a denture from heat, a paste of
and should be used.

#

15. The most commony used baseplate material is

41

16. Artificial teeth in use today are made either,Of,
or

17. The two .types of'artificiel posterior teeth are the
and the

10. The angle of the cusp incline on a semi-anatomic tooth is approxi-
mately .

19. Denture teeth are supplied in sets of upper and
lower anteriors and upper and lower posteriors.

20.. The first molars .and bicuspids have
located on the side of the tooth next to the
diatonic to aid in identification.

Multiple-choice

.

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement. write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

.1---An alcohol that burns with a bluish flame and can be used
*to mix a paste antiflux is (A) wood alcohol; (B) grain
-alcohol; (C) denatured alcohol;- (D) isopropyl alcohol.

For 41.1SolVing dental- cement and removing facingt or tube
teeth from metal you should Use (A) hydrochloride acid;
(B) nitric acid; (C) sulfuric acid; (D) phosphoric acid.

The acid that is difficult to store because ,.it attacks
glass is-(A)..nitric-acid; 0)-mOtatic-acid; (C) hydrofluori
acid; (D) sulfuric acid.

. .

4. The best acid for all.roundr.laytoratory use is muriatic
acid; (B) nitric acid; (C) sulfuric acid: CD)! Phosphoric.

5. Which of the following wax solvents can also be used to
make tacky liquid and.antiflux? (A) acetone; (B) ether;
(C) chloroform; (D) xylene.

Abrasive materials can be classified according to their
hardness by a scale known as IA) Brinells scale; (B) Molls
scale; (C) Grit scale; (D) RoCkwells scale.
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7. The pOlishing agent to use to impart- a high luister to gold
is (A) cuttlefish; (B) tripoli; (C) pumice (D)' rouge.

8: To loosen plaster and store particles from acrylic resin
dentures, the denture should be-placed"irl" a solution of
(A) ammonia water; (a) sodium citrate; (C) acetone (D) aqua
regia.

9. The artificial teeth that .most closely resemble the natural
teeth are -the' (A) .300 or 33° posteriors; -(B) flat plane
teeth; (C) non-anatomic teeth: (D)" semi - anatomic teeth.

Ligkina

21gections: List the items called for in each of the following..
Select your answers carefully.

1. The different forms of fluxes used, in the dental laboratory .are:

(C):

(3)

2. The materials.used- in making anti fluxes are:

(A)

IS)

.(C)'

An effective cleaner for removing; rough and tri.poli ,particles from
metal can be made by Mixing:

(A) .

4. A very good wax for blockout of 'undercuts on the master cast can
be made with' the following materials:. .

(A)

(13)

(C)

(D)

. /

!.- 4.
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5. The parts of an artificial anterior tooth are:

(A) (C)

(B) , (D)

6. The parts lf an artificial posterior tooth are:

(A) (C) _

(B) (D)

7. Three types of bridge teeth are

(A)

(B)

(C)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 6

METALS AND ALLOYS

Covering Units
90-92, 95, 96

Metals play a most important role in the construction of dental
appliances and restorations. In laboratory procedures, the technician
will frequently utilize the various metals at his disposal to fabri-
cate some useful dental item. The, structure and_ properties of these
metals can be extremely important to success or failure of a.dental
restoration.

The selection of a metal for-a partieular'ease ie dependent upon
its propel-ties, hence a general knowledge of the structure and proper-
ties of ciousmetals will.be.of...value.ta.a.dental laboratory techniu*
cian.

In this assignment you will have the opportunity to learn the
characteristics, properties, and types of metals.and_alloys used in
the dental laboratory.

Assienments

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Compile a list of the various metals and alloys found in

the dental laboratory in which you are employed part-time.
3. Answer the following questions and hand in by

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force. Dental Laboratory Technicians'
MOnual, pp. 37-48.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The pnysical properties of an alloy can be predicted from a
knowledge of the properties of the constituent metals.

T F 2. The harder a metal is the more difficult it is to burnish.

T F 3. The Brinnel Test is most often used for dental gold alloys.

T F 4. As a metal becomes harder, the ductility increases.



T F 5. malleabi lity is the amount of extension that metal can
sustain in all directions without breaking.

45

T F 6. Specific gravity is sometimes a factor in planning the de-
sign of a cast partial denture.

T F 7. Flexibility and resiliency are important properties in a
partial denture clasp.

T F 8. The rate of cooling will affect the grain size of metal.

T F 9. A metal with a coarse grain structure is.stronger than ofie
with a fine grain structure.

T F 10. Prolonged beating .of A gold 'alloy below melting temperature
causes the alloy to become brittle.

T F 11. ode of the variables in appraising the color of a heated
alloy is the light-under which it is examined.

T F 12. Dental alloys generally melt sharply at a given temperature.

T F 13. The fusion range'of a dental alloy is slightly above_thef
melting range of the alloy.

'.;

T F 14. The fusion temperature of a metal should never be exceeded
when it is being-soldered.

T F 15. The fusion temperature enables the teclniciin to Select-a_
solder which has a melting point safely below the vestal *to

,
be soldered.

T P-16. Gold is not affected by mouth -fluids.

T F 17. Gold will alloy readily with most metals.

T F 18. Copper, when added to gold, lowers the melting point.

T F 19. The type. A or soft casting gold doesn't respond to ,heat
treatment.

T F 20. Wrought gold is usually made .n be form of wires and bars.

T F 21. The grain structure of wrougbc. gold is about the same as
cast gold.

F 22. The larger the gage number of a wrought gold wire, the
larger it is in diameter.

T F 23. Wrought gold dental wires generally have a bigh'fUsion
temperature.
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T F 24. A gold solder must have a lower Melting point than either
the casting or wrought type gold on which it is used.

T F 25. The high carat solders are less apt. to tarnish in the mouth.

T F 26. When a gold metal is to be soldered and only its, carat is
known, a Bolder that is 3 less:carat should be used:

T F 27. Gold plate is usually not used in the dental laboratories
as often as the other basic 'types of gold.

al.-F. 28. Improper heat treatment of gold alloys is responsible for
much breakage and failure in service of prosthetic devices.

T F 29. The chrome and cobalt alloys are not suitable for crowns,
inlays or bridgework,

T F 30. The specific gravity of gold alloys is greater than-that
of the chrome-cobalt alloys.

T F. 31. Gold rings should not be worn when handling 'silver amalgam.

T k 32. Platiniu,T..has a strong affinity for Molten gold.

T F 33. Platinum foil has a low thermal expansion.

Completion'

LIEWILMMA Fill-in the blank(s) in each statement with the, word(s)
reqUired to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A combination of metals in different proportions to produce a com-
pound in which the desirable-properties of each are retained is
called

2. The physical' properties of an alloy are dependent to a large de-
gree on the , and
of-the crystals or grains.

3. 'Regardless of the scale used, the higher the indeknumber.the
the alloy.

The two commonly used tests for hardness are the
test and the test. .

5. The property of a metal which permits it to be drawn into a thin
wire is called

6. The most malleable of all metals is

7. The specific gravity of water' is'

8. Yield strength refers to the amount of that can
be applied to the alloy without permanently deforming it.
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9. A gold alloy when heated to an approximate temperature of
would appear cherry red in color.

10. The lower limit of the melting range is known as the
and the upper limit which is wholly molten is called the

11. The spread of the melting range for
alloys varies from approximately

12. The metal that is 100 times as rare
in gold alloys is

most dental gold casting
Em.11M to

as gold and is sometimes used

13. The most effective metal to lighten or whiten_ gold allays is

14. To lower the melting point of gold solders and
..,.are added to the solder.

15. A gold solder must melt and flow at least F. below
the lower limit of the melting range of the parent metal.

16. In-general, gold alloys when heated to and then
cniq11e51 in the alloy will be in its softest state

17. To get a gold alloy into its hardest state it Should beAeated to
and then allowed to cool slowly for over 15 minutes

to and then quenched in water.

18. The addition of chromium to chrome-cobalt alloys contributes to
the and resistant properties to
the alloy.

19. To improve the.ductility.of chrome -cobalt alloy
is added.

20. Silver amalgam is commonly used in the laboiatori to make dies for
and .-

Multiple-Choice

Directions) In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct to complete the
statement.

1. A measure of the resistance of a metal to indentation or
scratching is called (A) ductility; (B) malleability;
(C) hardness; (D) resiliency.

2. The metal that is added to gold alloys to increase the hard-
ness of the alloy is (A) palladium; (B) silvers (C) copper;
(D) tin.
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3. The type of casting gold recommended and generalIyy, used for
clasps, bars, and saddles is (A) soft; (8) medium; 02) hard;
CD) extra hard.

=tin
Directions: List the items called for in each of the folIoWing.
Select your answers carefully.

I. The principal metals that are alloyed with gold are:

(A) {2}

(8) (D)

2. The basic types of gold used in a dental laboratory are:

(A) {2}

(8) (D)

3. The basic.types of casting gold are:

(A) 02)

(8) (D)

4. Silver amalgam is composed of:

(A) (D)

(8) (E)

{2}

S. Typical low fusing alloys used in the laboratory are:

(A) (C)

(8) (D)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 7 Units 19, 25

PACKING AND PROCESCING. A MOLD

After a mold has been made from a wax. denture, the technician is
ready to prepare a batch of acrylic resin and pack the mold.

All efforts expended in making the wax denture and in the articu-
lation of the teeth reaches a culmination in the packing and proces-
sing steps. From this process the final denture is molded requiring
only trimming and polishing for its completion.

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn the
steps for defiasking the max_dold,-preparing and packing acrylic
dough, and the processes involved for deflasking the acrylic denture.

Assignment:

1.' Read. the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual, pp. 155.166.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The wax denture is removed from the flask by boiling the
flask in water until the wax melts.

T F 2. Clean hot water should be used in the final flushing of a
mold.

T F 3. The post dam seal will be in contact with a soft tissue
area.

T F 4. The width and depth of post dam seals may very depending
upon the preference of the dentist.

T F 5. The laboratory technician should assume the responsibility
for the location, depth, width, and outline of the post
dam seal.

T F 6. The groove cut in the master oast for the post dam seal
should not be sharp or have sharp edges.
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T F 7. The palatal relief aids in aqualizing the pressures dfthe
denture against the tissues in the lower jaw.

T F 8. The dentist should outline the palatal relief area on the
impressior or the cast for each individual patient.'

T F 9. A metal relief is generally used in the master cast to
provide the necessary space.for the palatal relief on the
finished denture.

T F 10. A thin layer of petrolatum will help hold tin foil on the
casts when applying this separating medium.

T F 11. Acrylic resin dough is rwAdy for the mold when it no longer
sticks to the side of the mixing jar.

T P 14. The first t fer of dough put into the mold should be pressed
into place -ter the teeth with the fingers.

T F 13. When packing the mold, be sure to overfill it.

T F 14. After packing the mold, close the flask and*loCk it in a
vise.

T .F 15. Additional acrylic resin may be added to the flask just
prior to the final closure.

T F 16. During the polymerization of acrylic resin the temperature
of the resin rises higher than that of the oven.

T F 17. The run-up temperature during the polymerization of acrylic
resin must be controlled.

T F 18. The Closed flask should be.supported:in the water during
the polymerization process in such a way that it does not
touch the bottom of the bath container.

T F 19. When using the plaster saw to remove the denture from the
plaster investment, great care should be taken not to saw
into the denture.

F 20. Before removing the palatal section of the investment, the
lingual section should be removed.

T F 21. Before removing the denture from the base cast, it should
be mounted and checked for occlusion on the articulator.

T F 22. In extreme cases of undercut it may be necessary to pry
the denture from the base cJt.

T F 23. When using the plaster saw to remove a denture from the
cast, the sawing should be done under a ;,-tream of water.
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T F 24. The resistance of acrylic resin, to the cutting edge of the
plaster saw, is greater than that of plaster casts.

T F 25. The sequence in removing different segments of the base
cast of badly undercut upper and lower dentures is identical.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. After removing the wax denture from the mold, it is important to
make sure no remains on the teeth.

A hot per cent solution of
should be used to flush wax fr)m the mold.

3. A post dam seal is created by scraping a or
in the master cast.

4. After the boiling out process, the maxillary and mandibular casts
must be covered with a separating medium such as

5. When mixing acrylic denture base material it is best to pour the
into the

6. One of the extremely critical steps in the fabrication of
acrylic resin dehtures is

7. After filling the mold to excess, place a moist
over the dough before you begin to trial pack.

8. When using a hydraulic press for packing acrylic dentures, the
maximum pressure for the first trial pack is
pounds, for the second trial pack poglai7-ind

pounds for the final closure.

9. When processing acrylic dentures, the water bath supplies the
to start polymerization and also controls the

process by carrying away the generated by the
reaction.

10. The short method of processing acrylic dentures is to immerse the
flask in water at degrees F. for
hours and then boil it for hour (s)...-._

11. After the flask has cooled sufficiently to handle, it should be
placed under cold running water for minutes
before removing the lid.

12. To remove the investment from the flask after processing, it
should be placed in a/an



13. Undercuts on the upper denture are'most commonly found on the
,

Multiple- Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the
letter of the item Which will provide the correct answct to complete
the statement.

1. The average acrylic denture requires about (A) 30 cc, of
powder to 10 cc. liquid; (B) 24 cc. of powder to 8 cc.
liquid; (C) 10 cc. of powder to 20 cc. liquid; (D) 24 cc.
of powder to 6 cc. liquid.

2. After packing the flask and putting it under pressure, it
should be opened and the excess dough removed. This should
be repeated at least (A) once; (B) three times; (C) five
times; (D) seven times.

If the liquid acrylic resin boils during the polymerization
of acrylic dentures, the denture will (A) expand; (B)
become porous; -(C) contract; (D) crack and check.

4. The long method of proc-qsing acrylic dentures is to immerse
the flask in 160° F. water for (A) 1 1/2 hours; (B) 6 hours;
(C) 8 hours; (D) 9 hours.'

f
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 8 Uhits 26, 29

FINISHING DENTURES

After a denture has been molded, processed, and deflasked, it is
necessary to remove acrylic flask and other excess acrylic material,
thus reducing the finished denture to its final thickness. This pro-
cess of taming requires careful and skillful work on the part of the
technician.

Following the trimming process comes the final polishing of the
denture. This removes the scratches from trimming and puts on the
final high polish.

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn the
fundamentals of denture trimming and polishing.

Assign 9nt:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual, pp. 167-170.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around, the letterl!T." If it 'is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The highly polished acrylic resin denture ffthould be an
accurate reproduction of the original wax-up.

T F 2. All peripheral borders of the finished denture should be
preserved exactly as they were formed_in the impression.

T P 3. The finishing operation performed on dentures consists of
removing all scratches from the denture.

T F 4. In the finishing operation performed on dentures the
abraxives used are progressively finer grits.

T F 5. It is necessary to remove all investment and tinfoil from
the denture before starting to finish it.
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T F 6. Arbor bands will not abrade porcelain teeth.

T F 7. Acrylic resin teeth must be protected from the abrasives
used in finishing dentures.

T F 8. A small oval burr should be used for smoothiqg out the
lingual festooning.

F 9 Adenture'should not be polished until all trimming and
finish5ng is completed.

T F 10. If pumice is used for polishing, it should be Used dry.

T F 11. A brush wheel is commonly used to smooth and polish the
interproximals not reached by the buff wheel.

T F 12. A wet buff Wheel should be used for the final polishing of
a denture.

T F 13. Acrylic resin dentures should be placed in room temperature
water immediately after polishing.

T F 14. A denture that is to be mailed to another clinic should
be shipped in moist cellophane containers.

Completion

Directions: All in the 'blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. To remove investment in areas where it is exceedingly difficult'
to loosen, the denture should be soaked in a solution of

2. Acrylic flask is removed by using #

or

Acrylic teeth are protected during the finishing and polishing
operations with a strip of

4. For smoothing out the facial and lingual, surfaces of an acrylic
denture' and
are used.''

5. The excess acrylic around theinecks of the teeth 'is removed by
using

6. After a denture has been trimmed and smoothed, it is ready to
be
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8. To smooth the vault of the upper denture a

7. The coarse abrasive that is first used to polish dentures is
.

and pumice may be used.

9. After the denture has been polished with pumice, it should be
polished with-

55

10. If acrylic resin appliances are not kept moist, they dry out and

Matching

Directions: In the left column are some of the more common faults
that appear in acrylic dentures; in the right column are various
procedures and mistakes that cause faats or defects in acrylic resin
dentures. Match the cause at the right with its resulting fault in
the left column by placing the appropriate lee.ftr in the space
provided.

1. Crazing or check lines A.

2. Porosity 8.

3. Color streak C.

4. Tooth movement D.

5. Breakage (teeth and
resin) E.

6. Checked teeth (broken)
P.

7. Sandy appearing resin

8. Bleaching of resin G.

Overpacking the mold

Careless flasking

Using acetone as a solvent

Failure to thoroughly stir
the resin

Insufficient pressure in
mold

Too much pressure when trial
packing

Insufficient liquid to wet
all the powder

H. Too much water in the
acrylic mix

I. Undercuring

J. Failure to keep acrylic
resin moist after curing

K. Prolong standing in the
flask before st'rting the
cure
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Lilting

Directions: List the items called for in
Select your answers carefully.

each of the following.

1. In order of use, the proper abrasives used for polishing aciflic
dentures are:

th) (Cr

(B)
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Assignment
: Covering

Sheet No. 9 Units 30-32

REPAIR OF BROKEN DENTURES

A lot of the work of a dental laboratory technician will consist
of repairing broken dentures. The repairing of broken dentures pro-
vides especially good practice for the less experienced technician.
Prior to the-development of the "self-curing" resins most acrylic
resin repairs were done by flasking. This older method sometimes
resulted in warpage of the denture and was also more complex to
perform. The newer self- curing acrylic resins eliminate the danger
of warping the denture and are recommended for the great majority of
repair brocedures.

The chapter in the textbook on denture repairs, Chapter 18, does
not go into detail on some of the processes involved. These processes
were discussed in detail in the chapters covering the making of new
dentures. Therefore, it is recommended that before a student attempts
repairs containing any of these processes, he shOuld study the assign-
ment sheet that provides a detailed discussion of the particular pro-
cesses needed.

In this assignment, you will have an opportunity to learn the
various processes involved in making denture repairs.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual, pp. 477.490.

Quest ions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Repairs made with self-curing resins are not as strong as
the conventional resin repairs.

T F The margins on the denture preparation for a new tooth
should be wavy and irregular.

T F 3. A lubricant separator should be applied before a labial
matrix is made on the denture for replacing a broken tooth.



T F 4. When using the dough-matrix method of repairing a broken
tooth, the dough is held in place by hand pressure.

T F 5. When using the sprinkle method for replacingaa broken
tooth, the acrylic resin is built up slightly above the
margin of the preparations.

T F 6. When using the sprinkle method with acrylic resin, the den-
ture is placed in water while the self-curing resin
polymerizes.

T F 7. A broken denture can be repaired and assembled if all
pieces are present.

T F 8. If a piece of a broken denture is missing, the technician
should fill in the gap with wax.

T F 9. The under side of a broken denture should always be
examined to be certain that all parts are in perfect
alinement when assembled.

T F 10. The fracture line of a denture should be prepared by
straightening and smoothing it.

T F 11. Wet asbestos is preferred in place of wax for filling in
the missing portions on a denture prior to flasking.

T F 12. The labial flange of a denture should be accessible When
flasking the lower bIIf of the denture being repaired.

T F 13. The self-curing dough method may be used to repair a
broken denture.

T F 14. When using matrices with the self-curing methods of
repairing dentures, they should be tinfoiled or coated
with a tinfoil substitute.

T F 15. When using the self-curing resin for repairing dentures.
a flask is required.

T F 16. It is not necessary to prepare a rabbit joint of the frac-
ture site when using the sprinkle method of repairing a
brbken denture.

T F 17. When using the sprinkle method with self-curing resins,
the powder is placed on the denture followed by a few
drops of monomer.

T F 18. Self-curing resin that is cured under water will produce
a more dense resin.
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T P 19. An accurate impression-of the abutment booth is necessary
When making a clasp repair by the flask method.

T F 20. It is necessary to re-wax part of a4artial denture when
repairing it by the flask method.

T P 21. Acid sol4ents may be used to remove porcelain teeth from
dentures made of chrome-cobalt alldys:-

T F '22. Porcelain-is apt to crack if subjected to a papid change
in temperature.

T F 23.. There are several satisfactory methods of replacing:a tube
tooth on a partial denture.

T F 24. An acrylic -tooth May be used to replacs a tube tooth by
cutting a post hole in it and grinding the hole to fit.

T F 25. To repair a bridge in the laboratory you
impression of the accurately alined bridg

T F 26. Great care must be exerased'in selecting
pairing fixed bridges.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s)
7oriirEWIEO complete the sentence

1. If a broken or cracked tooth
must be of the same

should hive an

solder for re-

in each statement with the word(s)
correctly,

is replaced,- the replacement tooth
and110MMNr10

2. A .:.- preparation is made on the
surface of the denture base when replacing a broken tooth.

Aside from the dough-matrix method of replacing broken teeth,
there is the or method.

4. When making a labila matrix for repairinq a broken tooth, tab
new tooth is held in place temporarily with

5. The portion of the cast showing below the widened fracture line
must be before filling the cutaway areas with
wax.

6. The edges of a fracture line are to provide a
larger surface for the attachment of new material.

7. The repaired denture should be processed at
F. for hours.
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8. When repairing a broken denture by the self-curing dough method,
it is necessary to pour a stone-tese.cast and
and matrices.

9. When the sprinkle method is used for repairing dentures, the
base cast must be placed in
until the from the stone has escaped.

10. The base of a cast should be so that the
can be accurately positioned when repairing

clasps by the flask method.

11. To remove the clasp framework from resin, you should apply
to the resin.

12. When repairing clasps by the sprinkle or dough method, the
and steps that are used in

the flanking method are not necessary.

13. To remove a porcelain tooth from a gold framework,
or should ba used.

14. To heat-soak porcelain teeth before removing from the frame, they
should be placed in and subject to
temperature for rn.nutes.

15. Bridge repairs can be divided into repairs and
repairs to the itself, usually the

16. After _.a bridge has been repaired by. soldering, it should be
heat treated by and then

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space. at the left of each.statement.write'the
letter of We item Which, will provide_tt L correct answer to. complete
the statement.

The self-curing acrylic resin can be smoothed add .

polished after it has P olvmszized and set for_about
CA) 10-15 raittes: (B) 5-10 minutes; (C) 20-30 minutes;
(D) 50-60 minutes..

2. The pieces of the broken denture should be luted together
with f.7=.1 (.1-.n1t7.1 coo-..,.t7 (3) sticky wax; (C) acetones
(D) aceyiic resin solvent.

3. After a perc0a5.171 tooth has been heat - soaked, it may
easily be removed from !A-.s form with (A) a pliers;
(B) a tooth removers (C) ether; (D) hydrochloric acid.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 10 Units 36, 39

RELINING AND. DUPLICATION OF DENTURES

Even though a set of dentures may be made of the finest of
materials and by the most skilled of technicians, the denture will
occasionally need relining. This is caused by the changes that occur
in the tissues bf the mouth.

On other occasions, you may find it necessary to reconstruct or
duplicate dentures. If the denture becomes discolored or has been
relined several times, it becomes necessary for the base material to
be replaced. Only the original teeth are used and an entire new
base is formed.

In this assignment, you will have an opportunity to learn the
process of relining and duplicating dentures.

Assignment;

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in by

Reference;

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual,,pp. 491-502.

Questions:

TrueFalse

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw e cir-le around the letter "F."

T F 1. The shriak,A.ng of the mouth tiss-_es which support a denture*
results in a "closing of the bite" of the denture.

T F 2. To properly reline a denture, an impression sr -1d be
taken.inside the denture with a corrective impression
material,

T F 3. When relining very old dentures, it may be necessary to
rough up the entire tissue surface of the denture.

T F 4. A relined denture shonld not be cured in boiling water
because of the possibility of warpage.

T F 5. When using self-curing resin for relining a denture, it is
not necessary to trial pack the denture.
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T h 6. The laboratory technician must be careful_ not to disturb
the peripheral roll on an impression to be used for a
reline.

T F 7. It is necessary to use a matrix when relining dentures
by the articulator method.

T F 8. Matrices are used to check the accuracy of the cast denture
rel.ationship.

T F 9. Occasionally a reline procedure may be combined with
duplication of dentures.

T F 10. The flask method can only be used to duplicate dentures
with porcelain teeth.

T F 11. A pl'in line articulator should never be used t duplicate
dentures using the articulator method.

T F 12. The adjustable parts of an articulator should be kept
locked when using it for denture duplication.

T F 13. To use the Hooper duplicator method it is necessary to
use an item of special equipment.

T F 14. Porcelai,' teeth, can be removed fromua resin denture by
applying .peat to each individual tooth.

T F 15. If a matrix is used in denura reconstruction, the teeth
that have been removed from the old denture are positioned
in their proper locations in the matrix before waxing.

T F i6. After a denture reconstruction is full-flasked, it is pro-
cessed the same as a new denture except at a lower tem-
perature to protect the old teeth.

T F 17. Acrylic teeth can be removed from the denture by heating
them with a small flame u the denture softens.

T F 18. Care must be taken not to overheat the denture when
removing the denture material from the teeth.

F 19. Self-curing resin is recommended for the denture material
when dupliceing a denture that has acrylic resin teeth.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. One of the difficulties in the relining technique ie in restoring
the of the delture.
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2. The recommended cure for a reline denture is
degrees L. for or hours.

The two commonly accepted methods for relining are the
method and the method.

4. When using the method for relining the denture
impression should be beaded from to
below the peripheral border.

5. Before packing the t...ssue surface of the acrylic resin denture,
it should be moistened with

6. For relining a denture with deep undercuts, the
method is preferred.

7. The technique of duplicating dentures is also known as
or

8. A thin film of should be applied to protect
porcelain teeth when they are heated.

9. After:orcelain teeth have been removed from the old denture
base, they should be cleaned by them lightly.

10. The old denture base and baseplate wax is softened by placing the
flask in for
minutes.

11. The base cast of a denture used on the articulator should be
or have a

plate embedded in it.

12. When an articulator is used in denture reconstruction, a
is made to aid in-repositioning the teeth.

Procedure

Directions: The steps listed below are not in the order in which
they should be performed. Locate the step that should be performed
first and place a number i in the parenthesis before it. Place
a 2 before the secor4. step to be performed and thus complete the
arrangement of all steps in their proper order of-performance.
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I. The steps liated below include all those necessary for relining
a denture using the flask method.

A. ( ) Tinfoil cast

B. ( ) Pour stone cast

C. ) Complete flasking

D. ( ) Cure denture

E. ( ) Provide for relief and post dam

F. ( ) Remove excess impression material

G. ( ) Remove beading wax and lower half flask

H. ( ) Trial pack denture

I. ( ) Bead the impression

J. ( ) Roil out and remove impression material

K. ( ) Finish and polish denture

L. ( ) Moisten tissue surface of denture with monomer

M. ( ) Roughen the tissue surface of the denture base and
square peripheral role

2. Vie steps listed. below include all those necessary for.dupli-
cating a denture using the flask method.

A. ( )- Cure denture

B. ( ) Boil c/t and flush the flask

C. ( ) Clean the teeth

D. ( ) Apply tinfoil or substitute to mold

E. ( ) Finish and polish dentures

F. ( ) Pour stone cast in denture

G. ( ) Reposition teeth in denture and wax in place

H. ( ) Remove porcelain teeth from sockets

I. ( ) Flask denture

J. ( ) Pack mold with acrylic resin

K. ( ) Trim and festoon around each tooth

L. ( ) Wax denture to the cast
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Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The three generally accepted methods of duplicating a denture
are:

(A) (C)

(8)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 11 Units 47, 54

IMPRESSION CASTS, BASEPLATES AND BITE-RIMS

The dentist sends to the dental laboratoiy perfect negative copies
of dental arches. The technician makes casts of the arches to. obtain
Positive copies. It is from these positi4e copies that dentures are
shaped. The technician should:exercise great care in the handling of
all impressions.

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn the
factors involved in making casts, baseplates, and bite-rims.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratonr Technicians'
Manual, pp. 81-99.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Individual impression trays are commonly used with the
two-step procedure for impressions.

T F 2. The impression material should be rinsed in tepid water
before pouring a cast in it.

T F 3. The tissue-bearing surface of the finished impression
should never be handled or touched with tools.

T F 4. The pouring of the preliminary cast from the preliminary
impression is done with two mixes of stone.

T F 5. Impression trays may be made with self-curing acrylic
resin using the sprinkle method.

T F 6. A wax tongue spacer should be used when boxing a
maxillary impression.
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T F 7. A master cast can be PouI,d without boxing by the use of
other techniques.

T F 8. The two-step method of cast pouring requires more time
than either the boxing cr upright methods.

T V 9. The two-step method of cast pouring a lower denture may
be used with or without a tongue spacer.

P 10. A baseplate is attached to the bite-rime and takes the
place of the missing teeth.

T F 11. The baseplate helps form the mold into Which the denture
resin is packed and cured.

T F 12. A trial baseplate should have rolled peripheries exactly
like the finished denture.

T F 13. Lower trial baseplates usually need some type of
reinforcing.

T F 14. A shellac resin baseplate will upually adhere to a stone
that has been immersed in slurry water.

T F 15. A shellac baseplate is molded to the cast by clamping the
upper and lower casts together.

T F 16. Baseplates are strengthened by doubling the material
thickness on the edges.

T F 17. Extra baseplate material can be added by heating small
strips in a flame and sealing them in place with the
spatula.

T F 18. The lower baseplate is adapted to the stone cast in much
the: same manner as -the upper baseplate.

T F 19. For corrected trial baseplates, a zinc oxide-eugenol
impression material is often used.

T F 20. Bite-rims are frequently made freehand.

T F 21. A bite-rim is cemented to the baseplate.

gpmEletion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. When final impressions for complete dentures are taken with the
impression material in an endentulous stock metal tray, it is
called the method.

119
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2. The two types of hydrocolloids used as impression materials are
and

3. To facilitate the handling of impression trays, the trays are
provided with

4. To make an impression tray with a space for impression"material,
a layer of , is adapted to the
cast before adapting the tray material.

5. It is a common practice to incorporate on the
surface of a tray so that it will hi-1;77i defin-

ite seat In the mouth.

6. A reproduction of the peripheral border on the cast is obtained
by the impression with wax.

7. In order to confinf! the stone during the process of.pouring the
model, the impress ion is in 'with wax.

8. When boxing the-mandibular impression, the area
should be filled with baseplate wax.

1

0. As stone is poured on the boxed impression, the stone should be
into.place.. .

10. Either wax or and
can be used to ake a tongue spacer w".len pouring a.lowor"cast
with the. Upright method.

11. The relationship of the lower Aro the upper jaw in rest Edsition
is called .relation or 4-114.

12. The bite-rim is usually made of
or

13. To prevent a baseplate from sticking. to the cast
should be rubbed into the'stone or cast'.

14. The peripheries of be trial baseplate are rounded and smoothed
with an

15. The lower badeplate is strengthened by embedding a
in the surface.

16. Before spreading a zinc oxide paste over a cast, the cast
should be

17. A metal device for quickly making bite-rims is called a

18. The final step in forming bite-rims is to the
wax by with a torch.
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Multiple -- Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

dm.m,Mlw

CrawrMiMm

q,mw..

1. Which one of the following materials is ngt, used for im-
pressions in complete denture work? (A) low fusing wax;
(B) zinc oxide eugenc.i pastes: (C) elastic compounds;
(D) acrylic resin ge :..

2. The side-wall of the wax box formed around an impression
should extend (A) above; (B) below; (C) parallel tot

- (D) level with the highest point of the imprersion.

3. When beading an impression, it should be beaded below the
height of.the peripheral .roll a distance of (A) 1 mm;
(B) 3 mu; (C) 5 mmt (D) 7 mm.

4. The most commonly used baseplate material is (A) acrylic;
(B) vulcanite: (C.! cast metill (D) shellac resin.

5. Bite-rims are roost commonly wade from (4) Iiaseplate wax;
(B) modeling comrovna; (C) sticky VAIN; CD) inlay wax.

Listtaa

Direct on List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Some of the more commo', materials usea for impression trays are:

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

2. The commonly used methods of cast pouring are:

=1=1/Illrlit walowOr.

(A)

(B)

(C)
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1. Several important individual measurements of the patient which
are necessary for fitting Ind constructing dentures ares

(A)

(B)

(G)
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Assignment Covering Units
Sheet No. 12 55, 57-59* 61

TOOTH Arti:ANGEMENT

The process of arranging artificial teeth in their proper posi-
tions is an extremely important part of the construction of dentures
and requires a highly trained technician. The effectiveness of the
denture includes requirements for appearance, speaking, and chewing.
TO be most satisfactory, the teeth must be placed as closely as pos-
sible into the original positions of the natural teeth.

A beginning technician should not expect to perform this complete
operation, but he should understand its importance, observe skilled
technicians at work on the articulator, and learn to perform the sim-
pler operations. After about two years experience and training, a
person should be advanced enough to begin to learn the intricacies
of articulation.

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn the
factors and processes involved in arranging maxillary and mandibular
teeth.

Assignment:

1. Read the referdnce listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual, pp. 100-126..

Questions

True -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "21.11 If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter DP."

T F I. It is absolutely essential that no movement takes place
between the two casts or betweeri the baseplate and cast
during the mounting procedure.

T F 2. The first step in mounting is to place the casts on :the
articulator and adjust the slide bars of the facebow.

T P 3. If a split mounting plate is not used, the base of the
casts should be keyed.
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T F

T F

4. When mounting a cast on the articulator. it should be
wetted on the base to provide for a better bond between
the cast and the mounting plaster.

5' After the upper cast is attached to the articulator plate.
the face -bow can be _removed.

T F S. A cast may be mounte'i on the articulator wizoOut the use of
a face-bow.

F 7. One of the objectives in setting artificial teeth is to
rrovide maximum mechanical function.

T F 8. The restoration of natural appearance is of primary concern
in zhe arrangement of artificial teeth.

T F 9. VII dental laboratory technician is responsible for seeing
that the maxillary bit3-rims have been properly marked.

T F 10. The mid line that has ben marked on the bite-rim should be
extended as a line on stone cast after the casts have
been mounted on the ariculator.

T F 11. A person's teeth irfluence the appearance of his face.

T F -12, Part of the job of a denture is to restore the shape of a
person's lips and mouth.

T F 13. It is the responsibility-of the dentist to specify the
color and mold of teeth to be arranged in artificial den-

4 tures.

T F. 14. The overall width of the six maxillary anterior teeth
should equal' the distal ce between the cuspid lines marked
on the bite-ria.

T ,F 15. Portions of the wax bitei7rim'are teMovid section by section
and replaced by:taeth.

T F 16. Max on the occlusal and incisal dges of teeth may induce
errors :alto the setup.

T ,F 17. The incisal pin of the articulator should not be removed
once the caste have been mounted on the articulator.

T F 18. It is permissible to loosen the condyle and centric lock
nuts on the articulator to obteol better vision of the
anterior teeth.

T F 19. Moisture has little if any effect between wax and artifi-
cial teeth.
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T F 20, The incisal edge of the central incisor is Slightly above
the occlusal plane.

T F 21. Tie upper anterior teeth on each side of the midline are
scat in the same manner.

T F 22. The upper posterior teeth are set so that the mesial and
11.:.Igual cusps will straddle the lower ridge.

T F 23. Th11Ong axis of the upper first bicuspid is perpendicular
to the occlusal plane.

T F 24. Bcth buccal cusps of the upper first molar touch the oc-
e.usal'plane.

T F 25. Forces of mastication tend to tip and dislodge dentures
when the lower molars and bicuspids are not properly
positioned.

T F 26. During the arrangement of the mandibular posterior teeth,
the mandibular denture is related to the maxillary denture.

T F 27. The mandibular anterior teeth are arranaed on the bitA-
rim after the mandibular posterior teet... are in place.

T F 28. The more overbite, the better the balance of a denture- -
other factors being equal.

T F 29. The long axis of the mandibular central incisor is perpen
dicular to the occlusal plane.

T F 30. If the last tooth to be plc.:Jed in a denture is too large
for the remaining space, it should be reduced in its
mesiodistal dimension.

completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. To establish and record centric relation many dentists employ a
or a

or both.

2. Upper and lower casts, at the time of mounting, have a relations.
ship which represents the dimension and the

relation of the patient.

3. Casts are held to the plate of the articulator by,
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4. The usual procedure in the arrangement of artificial teeth is a
compromise between ideal and maximum

5. The governing factor by which the lentist estal Lshes the
occlusal plane is the patients'

6. The distance from the c-clusal edge of th: bite-rim to the high
lip line indicates the 4.0- tooth needed,

7. Teeth are fastened to the bite-rims with the aid of

8. When arranginb teeth Oh a bite-rim, generally the first tooth in
the first set to be arranged is the

9. The long axis of the upper incisors slants toward the
in the facial. view.

10. In tne distal or sideview, the is the only one of
the maxillary anterior teeth to have its /my axis perpendicular
to the occlusal plane.

11. To achieve balance the posterior teeth are arranged so that
their cusps present curves known as

1. Only the cusp :of the secoad tipper molar should
touch the occlusal plane.

'13. The vertical distance between the .incisal edges of the 'maxillary
and mandibular anterior teeth is called

140 The horizontal distance between the lingual surfaces of'the
maxillary anterior teeth and the facial surfaces of the mandi-
bular anterior _teeth is referred to as

15. After positioning the mandibular central incisor, the mandibular
is set.

16. The last of the mandibular teeth to be put in position on a
bite -rim are the

Multiple Choice

k:,1.2ptAcIrm: Ir the space at the 1,-.1ft of each statement write the
letter of the, item which will provlAe the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. Before mounting casts for tooth arrangement in the articu-
lator, the tecle,ician must (A) establish working bite;
(B) correct pobition of incisal pint (C) estalbish centric
occlusion; (D) establish balancing bite.
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2. The glass or metal plate used to establish teeth alinement
represents the 00 cuspid plane; (3) crest plane; (C)
maxillary plane; (D) occlusal plane.

3. In an incisal view of maxillary anterior teeth, the incisal
edges should appear as (A) a symmetrical arch; (B) an
elliptical arch; (C) a straight line; (D) a series of
rotated teeth.

4. Forces applied to the incisal edges of improperly poSitionet
anterior teeth will (A) chip the teeth; (B) force denture
down against the gum; (C) tip the denture; (D) injure the
user of the denture.

5. 'Me long axis must be perpendicular when positioning the
N first molar; (B) central incisor; (C) second bicuspid;
tD) second molar.

6. The first mandibular tooth to ba positioned in articulation
is the (A) first molar; (B) cuspid; (C) bicuspid;
(D) central incisor.

7. The first of the mandibular anterior teeth to be placed on
the bite-rim is the (A) lateral incisor; (B) cuspid;
(C) first bicuspid; (D) central incisor.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your waswers carefully.

1. The key to positioning the first tooth is provided _by:

(A)

(B)

(C)

2. Some of the factors, upon which the
dent, that can be incorporated into
dentures are:

(A)

03)

(C)

10=II1La.a1=1,41j...

amount of overbite is depqn-
a setup of 'artificial
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Assignment
Sheet No. 13

Covering Units
75, 79, 80

COMPLETE DENTURE WAXUP

The processes involved in completing the dental waxup and making
the denture mold require skillful manipulation and a high degree of

ei
artistic ability on the part of the dental laboratory technician. A
slip or mistake can ruin all the previous work on the denture including
destroying the teeth relationships brought about by the difficult pro.-
cktss of articulation.

The processes for completing dental waxups and preparing denture
molds are used both in the construction of new dentures and in the re-
pair of broken dentures.

In this assignmert, you will have the opportunity to lean the
processes involved in completing a dental waxup and making a denture
mold.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Obtain a set of wax dentures and observe t e contouring

of surfaces.
3. Answer the following questions and hand in'on

References

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians',
Manual, pp. 143-154.

Westionsr

TrueFalse

Directions: The following staterents are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter '1." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Properly contoured facial and lingual surfaces of a d_mture
aid in maintaining the seal of a denture. -

T F 2. The form of the polished surfaces of a waxup is an important
factor and will affect the way the finished denture 'fits.

T F 3. The gingival crests of a waxup are trimmed exactly to the
finish MI on the upper denture.

T F 4. The_facial surfaces of a denture should be shaped as much
like ae natural tissues as possible.
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T F 5. Artificial teeth entirely restore the lingual surfaces of
the crowns of the natural teeth.

T F 6. The baseplate should be sealed to the cast after the pala-
tal section has been removed..

T F 7. After removing the bite-rims from the articulator, it is
necessary to adapt baseplate wax to the facial surface of
the denture.

T F 8. The lingual surface of the upper teeth is reproduced in
the waxup.

T F 9. The lingual surface of the upper denture has an alveolar
crest created around each tooth.

T F 10. To smooth the wax surface of a denture, it is lightly
flamed with a torch.

T F 11. The method used for the waxup of the lower denture is quite
different to that followed for the-upper.

T F 12. The wax lingual area of a lower denture is festooned care-,
fully to simulate the natural tissue surface.

T F 13. The facial surfaces of the upper and lower dentures are
waxed in the same manner.

T F 14. Before half flasking the wax denture, the flask
soaked in hot water for two minutes.

T F 15.. The inner surfaces of a flask should be lightly
before filling the flask with stone.

should be

lubricated

.

T F 16. When lower half flasking a denture, the denture -ms inserted
in the lower half of the flask and stone is then poured
around. it.

f'

T F 17., The wax denture is tinfoiled before casting to keep the,
plaster from sticking to the denture.,

T F 18. According to present research on the subject, a tinfoil
lined mold will produce a harder, more dense, and more
stable acrylic resin.

T F 19. The palate of the denture is the last area to be tinfoiled.

T F 20. When tinfoiling the denture, the tinfoil should extend up
upon the lingual surfaces of the teeth and be evenly
trimmed.

T F 21. The facial surface of a wax denture does not need tin-
foiling before casting.
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T F 22. The interproximal spaces are not tinfoiled on the facial
surface of an upper denture.

T F 23. The excess foil extending over the .r.nd area of the cast
should be burnished to the land area so it will not become
embedded in the top half of the flask.

T F 24. The lower denture is tinfoiled in a manor e.milar to the
upper denture.

T F 25. After the upper stone cast has been poured, the occlusal
surfaces of the teeth are cleared and a separating medium
is applied.

Completion

pirections: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The section of the upper baseplate is cut out
and covered with wax prior to waxing the teeth of the denture.

2. To insure a uniform thickness of wax, 'layers of
wax are adapted and sealed to the, area.

3. To prevent wax droppings from sticking to Other waxed areas, a
thin layer of should be applied to these areas.

4. During the waxing process, thu wax is melted into close contact
with the teeth by using a heated

5. The is used to smooth the ridges
of wax formed on the simulat6d llngual surface of the tooth and
the palate.

6. When you have finiihed waxing both dentures, they should be re-
turned to the and the checked.

7. The clearance between the cast and the lower half of the flask
should beat least

8. To facilitate deflasking a denture, the.cast should be coated
with and then

9. The land area of the lower half flask should be smooth and
shaped with the so that there are no

10. Before pouring the second or upper half flask, a
is applied to the land area of the lower flask.

11. Tinfoil is held to the wax denture by or



12. The last investment to be poured in the flask is called the

79

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

.4=

1. The first layer of wax adapted and sealed to the.baseplate
in the palatal section should be (AY 14.gage wax; (B) 28
gage wax; (C) baseplate wax; (D) sticky wax.

2. The reproduction of the contour of the tissues overlying
the roots of teeth is called (A) finishing; (B) trimming:-
(C) contouring; (D) festooning.

3. When removing excess wax from around the collar of teeth,
the knife is held at an angle of (A) 15 degreesV(B) 30.
degrees; (C) 45 degrees; (D) 60 degrees.

4. The clearance between the top of the flask and the teeth
below should be (A) 1/16"; (B) 1/8"; IC) 1/4"; -ID) 112".

5. The tool used to smooth the wrinkles out of tinfoil is the
(A) Kingsley scraper; (8) articulator; (C) -burnisher;
(D) spatula.

Listing

Directions: List the items celled for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. There are four distinct parts or stones that make up a complicated
flask. They, are:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

A

WO.
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Assignment 'Covering
Sheet No. 14 Units 63, 64

ARTICULATORS

An articulator is a dental instrument on which plaster or stone
casts of a denture are mounted for the purpose of arranging the arti-
ficial teeth in their proper positions. This instrument bears a
direct relationship to the temporomandibular joint of the patient's
jaw.

As a dental technician, you will need to know the types of arti-
culators, how to.adjuat them, and their relationship to the temporo-

-..,mandibular joint.

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn the
goes of the articulator, how to adjust it, and how it is related to
the temporomandibular joint.

Assignment:

1. 'Bead' the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

-

Reference:

A. Department of the Air >Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual, pp. 67-79.

uestions:

True-False.

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a ';circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, diaw a diicli around the letter" 'P."

T F 1. The chiwing movements of the same patient will "vary with
different types of food.

T F 2. When the mandible is at rest, both condyles are retruded
in the mandibular fosse.

T F 3. In a left working bite the left condyle rotates and slides
downward, forward and to the left.

T F 4. When completing the chewing movement in a left working bite,
the left condyle rotates counter-clockwise.

T F 5. The articulator attempts to reproduce the chewing movements
of the patient for whom a denture is being constructed.
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T F 6. The plain line articulator can reproduce all the movements
of the patient's jaw.

T F 7. The movements of the plain line articulator, in all proba-
bility, simulate very accurately the actual movement of
the patient's jaw.

T F 8, The incisal table of a fixed movement articulator is not
adjustable.

T F 9. To use an adjustable articulator to full advantage, accu.-
rate measurements of the patient's jaw movements must be
taken.

T F 10. The incisal table is directly related to the amount of
overjet and /or overbite of the anterior teeth.

T F 11. The incisal table is usually set at a very slight angle to
insure a minimum of overbite.

T F 12. The incisal table should always be set to harmonize with
the anterior teeth and using an arbitrary setting of the
incisal table and then setting the teeth serves no useful
purpose.

T F 13. The protrusive check bites are usually taken after the,
dentures have been tried in.

T F 14. It is best for the dental technician to adjust the condylar
guidance on the articulator.

T F 15. The lateral movement can be accurately adjusted on the
Hanau articulator.

T F 16. The calibrations on the face-bow serve only as an aid in
centering the face-bow.

T F 17. The face-bow transfer is an important step in achieving
balanced occlusion in the mouth.

T F 18. The condylar path is an important measurement because the
teeth will travel a different path when the condylar path
is steep than when it is shallow.

T F 19. Each side of the condylar inclination must be adjusted
and positioned.

Completion

Directions: Fin in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.



1. The depression in the base of the skull against which the mandibp-
lar condyle moves is called the or

2. When viewed from the front, the basic chewing movement may be
visualized as diagonally and
toward, the working side, then diagonafri--' and

into working position, and from there into

3. The degree to which an articulator can reproduce the actual move.-
ments of the mandible depends on the of
on tt.3 instrument.

4. The most commonly used articulator is probably the

5. The plain line articulator is often used for
tures and for

6. The correct incisal table to use on a fixed movement articulator
is governed by the amount of and/or
of the teeth.

7. The 300 incisal table would be used for a case with considerable

8. The Hanau articulator is an example of an arti-
culator.

9. Measurements of a patient's jaw movements are taken with a

10. The average condylar adjustment on the adjustable articulator is
about

11. The for each side of the articu-
lator is adjusted by means of protrusive check bites.

12. The lateral shift of the condyles when the mandible moves forward
is called the

13. Adjustment for the lateral shift is made on the Hanau instrument
by rotating the

14. The formula far determining the lateral condylar inclination is:

15. The face-bow assembly is used to relate the upper
to the heads of the patients'

16. Each of the slide bars on the face-bow are calibrated in
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17. The protrusive check bite is made in very soft or

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The average or fixed movement articulator has a fixed
.condvlar guidance of approximately (A) 150; (2) 200;
(C) 25°; (D) 300.

2. The average setting for the Bennett Movement on the Hanau
articulator is (A) 5; (B) 10; (C) 15; (D) 20.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The three basic movements of the temporomandibular joint are:

(A)

(B)

(C)

2. The manner of movement of the mandible is dependent on many
factors. They are the:

(A)

(B)

(C)

3. The classes of articulators according to your reference are:

(A)

(B)

(C)



4. Three adjustments that can be made on.the Hanau articulator are:

(A)

(B)

(c)

5. The two parts of the face-bow assembly are:

(A) (B)

Amy
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Assignmenc Covering Units
Sheet No. 15 68, 69, 71, 72,74

BALANCING OCCLUSION

After trial denture has been approved by both dentist and
patient, the finc.: requirement consists of I.: icing the relationships
between the tipper and lower teeth. This bal. 1 is necessary so that
the teeth w14.1 efficiently shear and grind fok,.t.

Improperly balanced dentures may result in much discomfort to
the patien.1, hence it is essential that as a dental technician you
know the basic movements of the mandible and the positions that will
have to be balanced.

In tais assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn the
basic positions that are used in balancing, the methoect and techniques
Used for balancing various types of teeth, and the methods of compen-
sating for cross-bite occlusion.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

Reference:

A. Department of the Air Force, Dentll Laboratory Technicians°
Manual, pp. 127-142.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are'either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Working occlusion is necessary so that the teeth will effi-
ciently shear and grind food.

T F 2. Then a patient bites forward on the anterior teeth, good
contact should be maintained on the posterior teeth.

T F 3. In the working pos4tion the buccal cusps of the lower
teeth move out I- the buccal cusps of tne upper
teeth.

T F 4. The incisal pip is raised from the table when adjusting
the working position.



T P 5. Wh'In adjusting the working position, the centric lock nut
on the working side must be loosened.

T P 6. In the protrusive position, the upper and lower anterior
teeth are brought edge to edge.

T F 7. In the protrusive pobition, as many cusps oftposterior teeth
as porsible should be in an edge to edge relationship.

4 $
T F 8. The incisal pin is not lifted off of the incisal table when

positioning in the protrusive position.

T**111 .9. In the protrusive position, both centric lock nubs are loose

T F' 10. The principles observed in setting anatomic posteriors
apply to most nonanatomic teeth.as well

.

T

T

P 19.

F 20.

. Aoret overjet is required when setting nonanatomic teeth
than required with anatomic teeth."

. .

T F 14. Unless there is considerable overjet, only a minima of
overbite cam_be used When setting flat.-rlafte:anterior teeth.

T F 15. A curved template is used when setting the lower posterior
teeth and the cutting edges of the flat-plane teeth aboul4
contact the template.

? 16. When flat-plane teeth are articulated, there will be an
Absence cf overbite on the anterior teeth.,:

T F 17. The principles involved in arranging a full upper against
a nature. lower are in the most part very different than
those ft...lowed in setting a complete upper and lower.

F 18. The midline o a denture is established by the dentist idlen.
'iculating complete upper and lower or an upper again4t

a natural

When articulating t.tupp r against a natural Xowees the
posterior overbite, overjet is a fixe#4 amount depending on
the type of tooth.

When a cross bite relationship is Present in .the mouth of
a patient, the lower ridge is much :tenter in outline than
the *.aopor.

T P 19. When articulating t.tupp r against a natural Xowees the
posterior overbite, overjet is a fixe#4 amount depending on
the type of tooth.

T F 20. When a cross bite relationship is Present in .the mouth of
a patient, the lower ridge is much :tenter in outline than
the *.aopor.
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T F 21. Because of resorption, tne ridge relhtions between the man-
dible and maxilla often differ frclat chi normal.

. re: nle*iun

Directions: Fill in the blarik(s) in g.,acia st3tement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The side toward which the mandib3e moves is the
_.MINI .1

24.''-When the posterior teeth are in working oeciu:ion on one side,
they are in on the oopo,.:ILe side....= apPeaawg=0

3. In the balancing position, the inclined planet.; of
the upper . ct-iteet the lingual in-
clined planes of the of the lowArs

4. When setting nonanatomic posterior teeth, the cusps
of the two molars are arranged to form a angle with
the occlusal plane.

5. When ad,asting nonanatomic teeth, the upper and lower
are keyed into a functional relationship.

6. When adjusting nonanatomic teeth, the .---
cusp of the upper first molar and eve cusp of the
second molar must fit tight into the
of the lower molars.

7. When setting flab-plane lower posterior teeth, the
of the cusps are in a straight line directly

over the of the lower ridge..

In a cross bite occlusion due to resorption there is an ever in-
creasing lack of of the two

1.

Multiple- Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. When adjusting in the balancing position, the centric lock
nut on the working side should be CO loose; (B) tight;
(C) adjusted to 15° and tightened; (D) allowed to remain
in either a lo..se or tight position.
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O." 2. Goss bite occlusion with anatomic teeth is-handled by the
technique of. (A) using teeth one'size larger in the upper
denture; (B) transposing the bicuspids and molars of the
upper and lower dentures; (C) transposing the upper and
lower central and lateral incisors; (D) using anatomic
teeth in the lower denture and iemianatomic in the upper'
denture.

Listing-
.

Directions: List the items called for in each of the f011owing.
$alect your answers carefully.

1. Before the final adjuitments of a denture are made, several proce-
dures should be completed. They are:

(A)

(B)

(C)

. The five basic positions of the teeth in contact are:

(A)

(B)

(C)

'E)
c

3. The various combinations of Cioi4 --;hi6i conditi.oncor_combipations
that commonly occur are:

(A)

(B) .
(C)

.2
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Assignment Covaring
Sheet No. 16 Units 81-85

SURVEYING FUNDAMENTALS

Basic to the formulation and fabrication of a partial denture is
an understanding of the surveying procedure. Because of the irregular
shape of teeth, the holding clasps of a partial denture must be care-
fully fitted to the particular teeth used for retaining the partial
denture.

Fundamental to the proper construction of a partial denture is a
knowledge of the surveying procedures. The use of the surveyor enables
the dental technician to determine the proper location and pAacement
of the retaining clasps of a partial denture.

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn some
cf the factors in surveying, parts and types of surveyors, and the
various procedures and methods of surveying.

Apsignments

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

References

A. Department of the Air. Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians'
Manual, pp. 199-218.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The long axes of teeth on which the denture is to be re-
tained are seldom parallel.

T F 2. The rigid portion of a partial denture must fit around the
tooth and not be forced or sprung into place.

T F 3. The problem of constructing a well-fitting partial would be
rather simple if the clasps could be removed one at a time
as separate units.

T F 4. The partial denture must go into the mouth of the pc.tient
as a single unit.
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F 7.

F 8.

F 9.

F 10.

F 11.

F 12.

F 13.

F 14;

F 15.

F 16.

F 17.

F 18.

F 19.

F 20.

The carbon marker on the surveyor is perpendicular to the
horizontal plane.

The carbon marker is manipulated arcund each tooth to be
marked by pivoting the spindle head until the desired posi-
urn is obtained.

A properly designed partial denture will have the rigid
parts above the survey line.

A properly designed denture would be easily dislc,aged if
the patient chews sticky food.

Surveying, in actual practice, is nothing more than merely
marking the survey lines on abutment teeth and designing to
these lines.

Soft tissue undercuts often affect the uesign of the rigid
parts of a partial denture.

Teeth that are badly tipped or rotated must be taken into
account Whan surveying for a partial denture.

Teeth on either side of an anterior space that lack paral-
lelism create a prcblem iu.aligning an artificial tooth so
that it looks well in the space.

Only the abutment' teeth may have undercuts which are termed
undesirable.

Some areas of the abutment teeth-themselves might interfere
with insertion and removal of a partial denture.

The undercut area of a tooth to be clasped can itself be
divided into two areas.

The line of survey on an abutment tooth remains constant if
the model table remains set in the same plane.

Tilting the model table Changes the location of the under,
cut and nonundercut area on each tooth.

Ti%ting the model table when surveying can be-used to an
advantage to decrease or increase the types of undercuts.

Tilting the cast on the surveyor may be used to advantage
in selecting the type of clasp for the partial denture.

To improve the parallelizm of a spaca in the anterior part
of the mould% so that the partial denture teeth arewell
aligned, the cast table should be tilted until the most
advantageous position is obtained.
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T F 21. It is possible to minimize the undercuts on teeth or in soft
tissue by tilting the cast table before surveying.

T F-22. The viewpoint in describing the basic position or tilt is
always from the posterior aspect of the cast.

T F 23. A denture that.has been surveyed in the anterior tilted po-
sition of the cast table, will travel in a path downward
and forward When inserted in the patient's mouth.

T F 24. The path of insertion of a partial denture is alwais paral-
lel to the surveyor spindle.

T F.25. Taper block -out tools are made with varying degrees of
taper.

T F 26. Block-out wax is paralleled with the Piralleling tool in
the surveyor.

Completion

Directions: Fill it the blanks) in each statement with the word(S)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

- .

1. The flexible part of a clasp is Pound on the clWsp= M=P1

2. A partial denture always involves at least teeth.

3.4 When using a'SurVeyor, thelmark around each tooth will be at its
greatest.oircumference relative .to the '.- ---

'and to the.
1 -

,

Aline scribed around the greatest diameter of the tooth is
known as the = Or,

_....111w . T"

Any xindercut areas which slight interfere with insertion and re-
moval of the-partial are termed

6. The u4o areas that an undercut area of a tooth may be divided
into -are called .=1.and

,

7. Altering the position of 'a cast on the-iable'by tilting, changes
the

r r
of each tooth relative to

the IpmEMIN.

8. To distribute the retention-Of.a partial denture more equally
among; several abutment teeth, the cast should be.
on the Cast-table When Surveying.

9. The basic positions of the surveyor table are referred to acsiordin
to the inclination of the of the
teeth in relation to the of the surveyor.
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10. The tool used in the surveyor to mark the survey line is the

The %andercut gages used to measure undercuts are made in three
sizes. They are: and

12. To remove excess bloc) -out wax, u
tool is us^d fa: the surveyor

13. The method:of preparing block-out wax which provides positive con-
trol of the amount of undercut which the clasp tip engages is
called

14. The amount of undercut which the clasp tip will engage is an
exact measurement of the of the
cut into the block-out wax.

Multiple - choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the
TalM770rthe item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. All the area of an abutment. tooth, which is above the sAlr-
vey line is known as (A) undercut; (8) non - undercut;
(C) lingual; (D) edentulous.
. -

2. The path or route traversed by the partial as it isjin-.in-
serted or removed frol the cast or the aouth is known as

(A) angle of the survey' line; (8) path ofintersection;
(C) path of retention; ID) path-of insertion.

If tfie path followed when removinc a partial denture- is
apprOXimately-94 degrees-ocrpendicolar- to the occlusal
plane of the patient's teeth, then the cast. table-of the
surveyor,had been set (A) .perpendicular; (8) horizontal;
(C) tilted right lateral to the Occlusal plane where the

-ler:Wit-was surveyed.

4. A tapered block-out tool is used to achieve a (A) less
than 900 parallelism; (8) less-than 45 parallelism;
(C) greater than 90° parallelism; (D) .greater than 180°.
parallelism on the approiimal surfaces of teeth which ate
adjacent to endentulous-spaces.

Listing

Directions:- List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1....



1. The principle elements of a surveyor are:

(A) < < (C)

(13)

2. The basic positions of the surveyor table are:

(A) (D)

(8) (E)

93

(e;

3. Most surveyors are equipped with several points or tools for ac.
ccmplishing various tasks. These tools or points are:

(A)

(8)

(C)

(D)

(E) ApilwIMp

4. Before the survey line is marked, the factors that must be taken
into consideration are:

(A)

(R)

(C)

(D)

.
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Assignment Covering
sheet No. 17 Units 93, 94, 97

WROUGHT GOLD' FRAMEWORK CONSTRUCTION

Wrought gold may be used in the construction of many different
types of denture framework. As a dental technician, you should be
familiar with the various properties of wrought gold and its advantages
and disadvantages for use in dental framework. _

In this assignment, you will have the opportunity to learn some
of the techniques for fabricating clasps, how to invest clasps for
Soldering and how to solder clasps made of wrought gold.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the following questions and hand in on

lieferences

A. Department of the Air Force, Dental Laboratory Technicians',
Manual, pp. 319-334. -

cluestions:

True-False ,

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
METnent is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Wrought gold wire is considerably more resilient than cast
gold of the same diameter.

V F 2. A wrought gold framework creates less strain on the abut-
ment tooth than a cast gold frame.

T F 3. A cast clasp is easier to adjust than a wrought gold claw
if it becomes bent.

T F 4. The wrought gold clasp is a poor bracing clasp.

T F 5. The retc4tive arm of a wrought wire clasp cart be placed
into deeper undercut on the abutment than the retentive
arm of a cast clasp.

T F t. The contouring pliers used to form wrought gold should
have a smooth beak.
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T F 7 The wire being adapted to the tooth must be on or above
the survey line on the proximal surface.

T F 8. After the wrought wire has been adapted to the tooth, it
should be cut and the end rounded.

T F 9. When fitting the lingual bar, care must be taken not to
adapt into an area of undercut tissue.

T F4 10. A slight twist on the retentive end of the lingual bar tends
tc weaken the strength of the structaral unit.

T F 11. sticky wax is used to hold the anchor lug to the clasp be-
it:ire _soldering.

T F 12. When investing a clasp assembly, only the area to be
soldered will be exposed.

T F 13. The thickness of the investment patty will be governed by
the amount of:heat it will be subjected to.

T F 14. Soldering in a hole in the investment is usually successful.

T F 15. A properly preheated investment requires only a slight
amount of additional heat to flow the solder.

T F 16. TO remove the assembled :framework from-the oast, the. clasp
-1ps. can be bent out of the undercuts and repositioned .

when the framework is completed.

T F 17. When investing a framework, all but the waxed joints are
covered by the investment 'patty.

.

T F 18. When soldering or brazing, the two metal!' to beleined
have lowe'i melting Points than the- solder beiig:used.

T F 19. -Metals to be solftred should be absolutely clean and fret,
from oxides.

T F 20. The size of the soldering flame should be adjusted accord-
ing to the type of work being done.

T F 21. Soldering is best accomplished in sub4ued light or.in a
shadow.

T F 22. Ttr'!e is little danger of warping the acrylic resin of'a
dei.,:ure When using the electric soldering machine.

T F 23. The cardinal rules of, soldering apply with equal force
when soldering with the electric machine.

T F' 24. The :arbon tip used with the elect:ic soldering Madhine
must be kept scrupulously clean.
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T F 25. Once the carbon point has been placed in position when
using the electric soldering machine, it should never be
lifted until the joint is completed.

T F 26. To insure a good solder joint, a heavy pressure should be
exerted on the solder when using the electric soldering
machine.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Generally, the type clasp is the only design
used with wrought wire.

2. A undercut is much more frequently used with the
wrought type clasp than with the cast type.

3. Most wrought gold clasps can be formed with major
bends.

4. To minimize scratching of the abutment teeth as the clasp is
being fitted on the stone cast, they should be coated with

5. Before a wire is contoured, it should be by
heating to a dull red and quenching in

6. The contouring of a wrought wire should always be started in the

7. To provide the necessary relief between the lingual bar and the
soft tissues, one layer of should
be placed on the cast in taEWITE6Eroccupied by the bar.

8. The ends of the lingual bar should be placed approximately
opposite each other when no are
present.

9. The lingual bar should be . and in
the area that is to be contoured the

10. The lingual bar may need to be bent edgewise to adequately clear
the

11. The retention of a lingual .bar can be increased by
and the ends of the bar. -

12. Wax allowed to remain on a joint to be soldered ?EU form
during .the preheating.
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13. The purnese-oftflux-is to-protect the of metal so
that does not form or 1-77ftt

does form, to remove it.
_

14. A type flux is considered best for most
soldering_procedures._

15. flux is easier to use in electric soldering
than either tIle or form.

i6. The electriC soldering machine can be regulated for
_different of heat.

17. The_ point of tt3 electric soldering machine is
plaararEhligakract piece of metal that is to be soldered.

italAPY-ChSLO1

Dileectionss In the space at the left of each statement write the
letterlif_the.item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. A strong connector can be made from reinforced gold wrought
wire-and the wire recommended for the connector is (a) 12
gage round; (B) 14 gage half-round; (C) 16 gage round;
(D) 18 gage half-round.

To make possible a more rapid preheating of the investment
.patty,J(A) a very _thin investment should be used; (1) a
retarder should be added to the investment; (C) a hole is
prepared in the investment; (D) very little water should
be used when mixing the investment.

3. When using the electric soldering machine, the solder
should be cut into small pieces about (A) 1 mm.fAll) 3 11114

(C) 5 mm.; (D) 7 mm. in length.

Listing,

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

010
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1. When using the blow torch flame for soldering, the proper sequence
of steps to follow is:

(A)

(81

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

2. She four cardinal rules for soldering are:

(A) (C)

(8) (D)

3. The two phases of heat application which must be considered in
connection with soldering are:

(A)

(B)

,=w



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

DENTALLABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

Identify anatomy of the
head

Tim' in hours

Identify types, character-
istics and nomenclature of
teeth

Time in hours
...NNW MIMO

Employer's Copy

Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Shown The Worker Should Know

Anatomy

Tooth Fe-MS

DentureAmsir

Repair fractured dentures, re- 7 1
place broken teeth, reline a
denture, and reconstruct a
denture

Time in hours

Anatomy of the Head

Types and characteristics
of teeth

Materials and techniques
used in dental repair

Full Denture Construction

Cast, form baseplate and bite-
rim, flask, process, and finish
denture

Time in hours 11..11.111

Articulation

Arrange teeth and balance oc-
clusion

Time in hours

/
Materials and processed
used in constructing
dentures

Types of articulators,
considerations in tooth
arrangement, and tech-
niques in balancing
occlusion

Partial Denture Construction

Survey for clasp design and
construct wrought gold
framework

Time in hours

Factors affecting partial
denture construction and
techniques of processing
wrought gold framework



Code for

Performed
in area

Performed
in area

employer's use in

some operations

most operations

marking student's progress:

Performed wome operations
with reasonable proficiency

Performed most operations
satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

DENTALJABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

JOB ionmaEr What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

Student 's Copy.....1ImmeP'
Proficiency

The Worker Should Know
RELATED INFORMATION: What

Shown

Identify anatomy of the
head

Time in horrs

Identify types, character-
istics and nomenclature of
teeth

Time in hours

Anatomy

[X]

Tooth Forms

Denture Repair

Repair fractured dentures, re-
place broken teeth, reline a
denture, and reconstruct a
denture

Time in hours

Cast, form baseplate
rim, flask, process,
denture

Time in hours

Full Denture

Anatomy of the Head

Types and characteristics
of teeth

Materials and techniques
used in dental repair

Construction

and bite-
and finish

Articulation

Arrange teeth and balance oc-
clusion

Time in hours

/ ,

Materials and processes
used in constructing
dentures

Types of articulators,
considerations in tooth
arrangement, and tech-
niques in balancing
occlusion

Partial Denture Construction

Survey for clasp design and
construct wrought gold

\:71

/\framework

Time in hours

Factors affeL-ing partial
denture construction and
techniques of processing
wrought gold framework



Code for empl(ner's use in

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

marking stUdenT"'s progress:

Performed Nome operations
with reasonable proficiency

Performed most operations
satisfactorily



TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

DENTAL"LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

Identify anatomy of the
head

Time in hours

Identify types, character-
istics and nomenclature of
teeth

Time in hours

Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
Shown The Worker Should Krow

Anatoza

Tooth Forms

Denture Repair

Repair fractured dentures, re-
place broken teeth, reline a
denture, and reconstruct a
denture

Time i n hours

Anatomy of the Head

Types and characteristics
of teeth

Materials and techniques
used in dental repair

/Full Denture Construction

Cast, form baseplate and bite-
rim, flask, process, and finish
denture

Time in hours

Articulation

Arrange teeth and balance oc-
clusion

Time in hours mIm.

Materials and processes
used in constructing
dentures

Types of articulatorJ,
considerations in tooth
arrangement, and tech-
niques in balancing
occlusion

Partial Dentlre Construction

Survey for clasp design and

.:71
I\

Factors affecting partial
construct wrought gold denture construction and
framework , techniques of processing

wrought gold framework
Time in hours .w.,



Code for employer's use in marking student's progress:

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

Performed wome operations
with reasonable proficiency'

Performed most operations
satisfactorily
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C.E.,&PENTER

D. O. T. 5-25.110

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

CARPENTER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial & Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 18 72

Blueprint Reading 30 30 30 30 120

Applied Science 18 18. 18 18 72

Trade TheoryTheor a 60 60 60 60 240
.

TOTALS 144 144.. 144 144 576
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilitic s
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires
1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I . PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
Z. American

C. EmployerEmployee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. V.,--10LE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IL FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion of Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT R;:.:ADING

First Year

I. ESSENTIALS OF A DRAWING

A. Views

1. Top
2. Front
3. Right Side
4. Sections, etc.

B. Dimensions

1. Fractional
2. Decimal

C. Relationship /
1. Placement
2. Top View

a: Lerigth
b. Width

3. Front View
a. Length
b. Height

U. TRADE SKETCHING

A. Lines

1. Straight
2. Circles and Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes

B. Isometric

1. Angles
2. Dimensioning
3. Circles and Arcs
4. Irregular Shapes

C. Oblique
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M. READING TRADE BLUEPRINTS

A. Construction Shack

I. Structural Member's
2. Roof Framing

B. Garages

1. One Car
a. Doors and Windows
b. Framing
c. Rough Openings
d. Roofs and Roof Framing

2. Two Car

a. Plans, Elevations, and Sections
b. Details and Sections
c. Piers and Floors
d. Windows and Doors
e. Wall Plates, Roofs, and Rafters
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS RELATED TO CARPENTRY

A. Gravitation

I. Center of Gravity

B. Forces

I. Parallel
2. Angular

C. Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel- Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Power

I. Source
2. Transmission

H. Specific Gravity

I. Buoyancy

3. Hydraulic Principles

.



II. HEAT AS RELATED TO CARPENTRY

A. Sources

B. Measurement

I. Intensity
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

D. Effects

I. Helpful
2, Harmful



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY THEORY

A. Tools

1. Measuring Tools
2. Guiding and Testing Tools
3. Marking Tools
4. Tooth Cutting Tools
5. Sharp Edge Cutting Tools.
6. Smooth Facing Tools
7. Boring Tools
8. Fastening Tools
9. Holding Tools

10. Prying Tools
11. Sharpening Tools
12. Power Tools

B. Materia,ls

1. Wood
2. Wood Laminates
3. Plastic Laminates
4. Linoleum Wall Coverings
5. Plastic Finished Pressed Wood
6. Laminated Wood Fiber Panels
7. Decorative Wood
8. Wood Fiber Insulation
9. Rock Wool and Spun-Glass Insulation

10. Cork
11. Plaster Board
12. Adhesive
13. Metal Fasteners

II. FOUNDATIONS

A. Survey

1. Locate survey point of lot
2. Locate lot stakes
3. Locate reference points
4. Determine setback
5. Lay out foundation lines
6. Install batter boards
7. Locate building lines on boards
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B. Forms

1. Square Type
a. Water Seal
3. Keys and Keyways
4. "T" Type

a. Excavated Footings
b. Square Footings

5. Piers
6. Concrete Wall
7. Single Wall,

a. Set
b. Brace

8. Double Wall
9. Whalers

a. Build up and space
b. Secure at outside corners

10. Cleanouts or Pockets
11. Batters

a. Lay Out
b. Assemble
c. Set

C. Walls

1. Align
a. Brace
3. Plumb an Outside Corner

D. Framing

1. Girder Pockets
a. Bucks

a. Lay Out
b. Place

3. Nailing Blocks

E. Lliscellaneous

1. Build concrete chute
Z. Build splash board
3. Build runways
4. Lay out concrete porches
5. Place and drain footings



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling and Storing Material
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c..: Lowering
d. Ple....:Ag

2. Use of Tools
a. Hand
b. Portable Power

3. Use of POWei MaChinery
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Coriedt Vie
c. CorreCt Attire

4. Ladders and Scaffolds
a. Selecting
b. Testing
c. Erecting
d. Guard Rails
e. Examining

5. Climbing
a. Examination
b. Procedure

6. Fire Prevention
a. Condition
b. Remedies
c. Extinguishing

7. Electrical Hazards
a. Recognizing
b. Eliminating



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Resnonsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
Z. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

I. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume
6. Weight

B. Trade Applications

U. PERCENTAGE

A. Uses

I. Discounts
2. Profit and Loss

B. Trade Applications

III. GRAPHS

A. Types

I. Line
Z. Circle
3. Bar

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Specifications

1. Purpose
2. Importance

B. Dimensions

1. Needs
2. Methods
3. Reading

C. Scale and Working Drawing

1. Reading Scale
2. Use of Scale
3. Views
4. Sections
5. Detail Drawing

D. Elevation Drawings

1. Meaning
2. Interpretation
3. Symbols
4. Conventions
5. Terms and Abbreviations
6. Wall Sections

H. PLAN READING

A. Plot Plan

1. Importance
2. Types of Information
3. Reading
4. Engineer's Tape and Scale



B. Foundation Drawings

1. Importance
2. Footings, Lally Columns, Joists
3. Dimensioning
4. Areaways

C, Plan Symbols

1. Heating
2. Plumbing
3. Electrical
4. Unconforming Symbols
5. Indications
6. Stairways

D. Schedules

l. Use
2. Symbols

E. Interpretation of Prints

l. Basement Plan
2. Floor Plan
3. Roof Plan
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. SOUND AS APPLIED TO INSULATION

A. Sources

B. Vibrations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

11. LIGHT AS APPLIED TO WINDOW AND DOOR WORK

A. Wave Action

B. Sources

C. Measurement

D. Color

E. Coat rol

III. MATERIALS USED IN CARPENTRY TRADE

A. Woods

I. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture
4. Natural Defects
5. Us e



B. Insulation

1. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture
4. Natural Defects
5. Use

C. Metal Door, Frames, Etc.

1. Kinds .

2. Characteristics
3. 'Defe 'cts
4. Uses

D. Fasteners

I. Types
2. Characteristics
3. Uses



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

1. ROUGH FRAMING

A. Framing

1. Mudsills or Plates
2. Wood Girder or Beam
3. Steel Beam and Lally Columns
4. Sills

a. "L"
b. Box
c. Double Beam
d. Built-up "T"

5. Joists
a. Notching
b. Masonry Construction
c. Steel Beams
d. Floor
e. Tail
f. Joist Hangers
g. Tile Floors
h. Furring
i. Exterior Doors

B. Stairs

1. Story Pole
Z. Stair Well Opening
3. Simple Stringer
4. Built-up Stringer
5. Cleated Type

C. Sub-Floors

1. Diagonal
2. Straight
3. Sub -Bases
4. Strip for Conduit
5. Lay 2" on Junior Beam



D. Walls

1. Bottom Plate
2. Story Pole for Platform Construction
3. Story Pole for Balloon Frame
4. Exterior Corner Posts
5. Interior Corner Posts
6. Windows and Doors
7. Western Frame
8. Balloon Frame
9. Fire Blocks

10. Diagonal Bracing
11. Double Top Plates
12. Openings

a. Regular
b. Irregular

E. Ceilings

1. Joists
a. Western Frame
b. Balloon Frame

2. Strong Back
3. Lath
4. Backing for Fixtures

II. EXTERIOR FINISH

A. Doors and Windows

1. Exterior Door Frames
2. Double Hung Windows
3. Casement Windows
4. Drip Cap
5. Flashing

B. Cornices

1. Open
2. Boxed
3. Projected Box
4. Finish Gable End

C. Gutters

1. Straight Wood
2. Metal Lined
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D. Siding

1. Story Pole for Rustic
Z. Story Pole for Lap
3. Corner Boards
4. Inside Corners
5. Miter Siding
6. Metal Corners
7. Siding Hook
8. Single Layer Shingle Covering
9. Double Course

10. Shakes



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

I. Outdoor
a. Ground
b. Climbing

2. Indoor
a. Summer
b. Winter

B. Correct Job Layout

I. Indoor
a. Adequate Working Space
b. Proper Tools
c. Storage
d. Lighting
e. Ventilation

2. Outdoor
a. Solid Foundation
b. Correct Size Ladders and Scaffolds
c. Proper Tools
d. Proper Protection

C. Administering First Aid

I. Serious Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Falls
4. Crushed Limbs
5. Amputations
6. Shock



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4, Personnel

C. Relations of Trade, to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance
1. Employment Security
Z. Old-Age Survivor's 1 nsurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. talth and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
Z. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Services



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. TAKING OFF QUANTITIES

A. Rough Won-6,

1. Girders
2. Sills
3. Joists
4. Bridging
5. Rough Flooring
6. Studding
7. Wall Plates
8. Rafters
9. Sheathing

10. Building Paper
11. Furring

B. Outside Finish

1. Sidings and Shingles
2. Trim
3. Roof Covering

C. Interior Trim and Finish

1. Windows
2. Doors
3. Stair!
4. Cabinets
5. Flooring i....id Paper
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. DETAILS

A. General

1. Why details are used
2. Relationship to Drawings

B. Cornice

1. Return Cornice
2. Rake Cornice
3. Open Cornice
4. Closed Cornice
5. Boxed Cornice

C. Walls

1. Western Framing
2. Braced Framing
3. Balloon Framing
4. Sections

D. Doors and Windows

1. Double-hung Windows
2. Casement Windows
3. In Masonry Construction
4. Exterior Doors
5. Side Light Doorway
6. Interior Doors
7. Variations

E. Dormers and Louvers

1. Gable Type Dormer
2. Rectangular Type Louver
3. Circular Type Louver
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F. Stairs

1. Stairwells
2. Stringers
3. Stair Carriage
4. Variations

G. Fireplaces

1. Manteld.
2. Bookcdses

H. Cabinets

1. Framing
2. Custom Cabinets
3. Doors
4. Shelves
5. Drawers
6. Fixtures



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO THE CARPENTRY TRADE

A. Nature and Forms

1. Kinds and Forms of Electrical Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement

1. Volts
2. Amperes

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

4. Electrical Terms and Symbols



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. ROOF FRAMING

A. Layout and Installation

1. Common Roof
2. Snub Gable
3. Gambrel
4. Wall Plate and Ridge Board
5. Plumb and Cheek Cuts
6. Seat Cut and Overhang
7. Shortened Valley Rafter
8. Jack Rafter
9. Crippled Jack

10. Unequal Pitch Roofs
11. Octagon Hip
12. Octagon Jack
13. Dormers

a. Opening
b. Rafter
c. Ridge Lengths
d. Sheathing Cuts

14. Gable Ends
15. Purling
16. Collar Ties
17. Hip Shingles
18. Flash

a. Roof Vents
b. Chimney

II. INTERIOR. FINISH

A. Window and Door Installation

1. Window Weights
2. Sash Balances
3. Casement
4. Double-hung Windows
5. Window Stools
6. Door Jamb
7. Sliding Doors
8. Double Acting Doors
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B. Flooring

1. Pine T & G
2. Hardwood T & G
3. Nailing
4. Sleepers
5. Wood Block
6. Parquet

C. Cabinets

1. Mill Built
2. Steel
3. Miscellaneous Joints
4. Sink
5. Cupboard
6. Single Door
7. Flush Door
8. Lipped Door

D. Closets

1. Broom
2. Linen
3. Wardrobe

III. STAIR BUILDING

A. Calculate and Lay Out

1. Story Pole
2. Headroom and Well Hole
3. Stringer
4. Z-Flight Straight
5. Winding Plank
6. Housed Stringer
7. Open Stringer
8. Dog-leg
9. Open-newel

10. Winders
11. Circular
12. Elliptical

B. Installation Procedures

1. Threads and Risers
2. Kerfed Starting Riser
3. Newel Posts
4. Handrails
5. Stair Balusters
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
Z. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3, Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
!... Unsafe Practice

a. Chance-taking
b. Short-cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Matitrial Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarcled
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RE LA TIONS

Fourth Year
.

I. WCRKMEN1S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability
a. Temporary
b. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. .ESTIMATING

A. Hardware

I. Rough
2. Sheet Metal and Iron Work
3. Trim

B. Labor

I. Framing
2. Outside Coverings
3. Trim
4. Floors
5. Concrete Forms

II. BUILDERS LEVEL

I. Plot Planning
2. Foundations



I

BLUE:1;RINT READING

Fourth Year

I. READING INDUSTRIAL PRINTS

A. Prints should be selected on the basis of the type of
work done in your locality, making sure the following
points are covered:

I. Plot Plans
Z. Foundation Drawings
3. Plan Symbols
4. Schedules
5. Plan Views
6. Elevation Views
7. Section Views
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APPLIED ;SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

A. Elasticity

I. Stretch
2. Compress
3. Shear

B. Stress

I. Types
a. Tension
b. Compression
c. Shearing
d. yo r s ion

2. Results
a. Strain



TRADE TI-Ii.sCRY

Fourth Year

I. MILL WORK

A. Table Saw

1. Rip and Resaw
a. Crosscut
3. Taper
4. Grooving and Dadoing
5. Mitering and Compound Miteri 3
6. Tenons
7. Moulding Cutterhead

B. Radial Saw

1. Straight and Bevel Crosscutting
a. Mitering and Compound Mitering
3. Straight and Bevel Ripping
4. Dado Cutting
5. Gauge Cutting

C. Band Saw

1. Curved Outlines
2. Cabriole Legs
3. Pattern Sawing
4. Pad Assembly aAd Mass Cutting

D. Jointer

1. Edge and Face Plane
a. End Planing
3. Rabbetting
4. Tapering
5. Beveling and Chamfering

Z. Shaper

1. Outline Patterns
2. Segment and Circular Work
3. Forms
4. Plane to Width
5, Glue-joints
6. Stick and Cope
7. Jigs and Fixtures
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F. Moulder

1. Cutterheads

G. Mortisers and Borers

1. Ho 119w Chisel :Mortiser
Z. Sire' le Spindle Borer - nnright and Horizontal

H. Sander ,.

1. Belt
Z. Disc - Orbital
3. Pneumatic Spindle
4. Variety

U. REINFORCED CONCRETE FORM CONSTRUCTION

A. General Information

1. Footings
Z. Anchor Bolts
3.. Co Winn Forms
4. Beam and Slab Forms
5. Pan Slab
6. Expansion Joints
7. Form Ties
8, Bulkheads and Screeds
9. Concrete Trimmies

B. Tilt-Up Slab Construction

1. Wall Sections
2, Door and Window Buck
3. Hanger Bolts
4. Wall Panels
5. Ittomsecting Walls
6, Outside Corner

C. Pre-Cast Construction

1. Reinforces Members
a. Pour
b. Erect

Z. Pre-Cast Units
a. Joining
b. Carrying
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,.
III. HEAVY TIiv113Eit CONSTRUCTION

,

A. Framing

1. Concrete Walls and Wooden Beams
2. Steel Beams and Trusses
3. Wooden Beams to Steel Columns

B. Trusses

1. Typical Members
2. Joints

1



DIE SINKER

D. O. T. 4-76.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION.
FOR

DIE SINKER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial It: Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 96

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 108

Trade Theory 45 45 45 45 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
Z. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Carnes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
Z. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
Z. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTZtl, AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IL FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication r
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV, MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles
6. Use of Handbooks and Tables

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

L ORTHOGRAPHIC ?ROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
a. Selection .

3. Placement .

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension.
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits .

e. Thieads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

a. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. brill
a. Taps
3. Counte rbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

a. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCAENCE.

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO DIE SINKERS

A. Matter

1. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces .

1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

1. Definition . .
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-Friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Leve r
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

I. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

I. Rest
2. Mot ion

I. Light

I. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement



TRADE THEORY

First Year

L PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Measuring Tools

1. Measuring with a Steel Rule
a. Flat Work
b. Round Work
c. Irregular Work .

d. Transfer of Measurement
2. Inside and Outside Calipers

a. Getting the "Feel"
b. Proper Use
c. Types
d. Principles

3. Micrometer Caliper
a. Thousandths of Inch
b. Ten-thousandths of Inch
c. Calibrating

4, Vernier Caliper
a. Principle
b. Reading
c. Interpreting
d. Types of Verniers

5. Special Tools
a. Gauges
b. Thread Micrometers
c. Dial !ndicators
d. Gear tooth Calipers
e. Die-Maker's Gauges
f. Protractors
g. Jo-Blocks

B. Layout

1. Tools
a. Marking
b. Measuring
c. Marking Materials

2. Methods
a. Prepare
b. Marking Work
c. Squaring Work
d. Centering Work
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IL CARE OfP MACHINES

A. Main Parts

1. Name s
Z. Uses
3. Maintenance

a. Oiling
b. Cleaning
c. :?rlifecting

4. Attachmenti
a. Xinds and Uses
b. Maintenance

B. Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
2. Bever sing
3. Main Uses

a. Relationship of Machines
b. Selection

C. Speeds and Feeds

I . Me aning
2. Calculating

a. Belt Speed
b. Pulley Speed
c. Change Gears
d. Back Gears
e. Gear Boxes
f. Charts and Tables

3. Setting
a. Screw Cutting
b. Rough Cutting
c. Finish Cutting
d. Special Operations

III. D:11GRZIS OF ACCURACY

A. Rough Machining

1. Standard ± I/ 32

B. Smooth Machining

I. Standard - 1/64
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C. Mara-Smooth iv.7.achining

1. Thousandths of Inch

C. Grinding Finish
.1/

I. Machine Allowance' Standard
2. Grinding CperaiiOn (':0002 Ivlicrorneter)

. Factors

I. Temperature
2. Human :Element
3. Tool Calibration
4. Limits of Tool



I :

1:

SAFETY

Second Year

L SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES - ,I,;,-
1 '1-7,,

A. Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Fire Extinguishers
c. Operation of Fire Extinguishers

2. Shop Safety .

a. Safety Lanes and Warning Signs
b. Disposal of Oily Waste, Rags, etc.
c. Material, Oil, and Grease on Floor
d. Safety Devices
e. Attention to Work

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
& Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health

5. Welding
a. Correct Grounding
b. Fire Hazard
c. Good Ventilation
d. Eye Protection
e. Burn Protection



INDUST ..tIAL AND LABOR It

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-Relationshiris
b. . 'Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, c. ad Employers
a. Conduct .
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy

a. Participation .

b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage S;sterns

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
Z. Anti-discrimination
3. :tight to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volurrie

1. Units
2. Prisms
3. Cylinde *.s
4. Cone s
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. SQUARE AND SQUARE ROCTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

I. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

Z. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse
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B. Trade Applications

V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses



BLUEPRINT READING
I

Second Year

I. 1YPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

1. Principles
Z. Angles ..t

3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-Isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Called'

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
Z. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
Z. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

L MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO DIE SINKERS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. Measuremert

a. Intensity
b. Quantity

3. Transmission
4. Effects

a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO DIE SINKERS

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
a. Circuits

2. Kinds and Forms ox Electrical Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurements of Electricity

1. Volts
2. Amperes
3. Ohms
4. Watts
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C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Groundir g
5. Polarization

D. Conductors and Insulators

1. Types of Wires
a. Stranded and Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber, Plastic, Asbestos

3. Sizes of Wires
a. Capacity

E. electrical Terms and Symbols

III. COCLANTS AND LUBRICANTS

A. Coolants

I. Kinds
2. Soutces
3. Uses
4. Properties

B. Lubricants

I. Types
a. Oiling Machines
b. Cutting
c. Greasing

2. Uses
3. Properties
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. LATHE WORK

A. C rientati on

I. Definition
Z. Classification
3. Principles of Operation
4. Lining-up Centers
5. Cutting Toole and Holders

.'
B. Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
Z. Spindle Speeds
3. Setting Tool
4. Centering
5. Lathe Work

a. Simple Turning
b. Lapping
c. Threading
d. Boring
e. Taper Turning
f. Grinding
g. Locating Holes

II. MILLING MACHINES

A. Types

I. Manufacturing
Z. Planer
3. Knee and Column
4. Special

a. Thread
b. Spline
c. Gear

5. Principle of Operation
6. Uses

B. Attachments

I. Vises
a. Types
b. Uses
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2_ Dividing Head
a. Parts
b. Uses
c. Calculations '

3. Vertical Milling Attachments
a. Types
b. Uses

C. Cutter

1. Classification
a. Shape of Teeth

2. Size, Kind, and Characteristics
a. Plain
b. Side
c. Interlocking
d. Radius
e. Concave
f. Corner Rounding
g. Angular
h. Double Angle
i. Fluting

D. Arbors

1. Types
a. Standard
b. Stub
c. Stub Extension

2. Use

E.. End Mills

1. Uses
2. Principles of Cperation
3. Types

a. Two-Lipped
b. Shell End
c. Face
d. Fly
e. T-Slot
f. Woodruff Key Seat
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III. INTRODUCTION TO DIES AND FIXTU.RES'

A. Materials

I. Types
2. Properties
3. Determining Factors
4. Operations and Processes
5. Particular Chars( teristics

B. Completed Work

I. Operation
2. Use
3. Inspection

I a.



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

. Correct Job Layout .

1. Adequate Working SpaCe
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Work
b. Old Materials

}L Machine Not In Operation

1. Removal of Metal Cuttings
2. Removal of Drive and Face Plates ,,
3. Removal of Cutting Tools and Machine Attachrnellts

C. Machine In Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
2. Set-up
3. Flying Particles

D. A ministering First Aid

1. Burns
a. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers anu Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Major

5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

..., ' , , ft.,

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations;

a. Loca:.
b. National

3. Curtomers
4. Per soiniel ;

C. Relations ci* Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
Z. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old-Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
Z. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehat ilitation
5. Public Health Service
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASURING INK' 111:1'.4.ENTS

A. Micrometers

1. Princip2e s
2. Types

a. Outside
b. Inside

B. Verniers

1. Principles
2. Type s

C. Jo-Blocks

1. Principles
2. Applications

D. Others

E. Trade Applications

II. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulleys
2. Gears
3. Applications

B. Trade Applications

III. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Functions

1. Sine
2. Cosine
3. Tangent
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B. Applicationq

1. Taper and Wedge
2. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails

a, Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts



BLUEPRINT READING

Thini Year

I. MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES

A. Metal Fasteners

1. Taper Pins
Z. Lock Washers
3. Cotter Pins

1' 4. Plain Washers

B. Screw Threads

a

1. General Information
Z. American Standard Pipe Threads
3. Tap Drill Sizes

a. N F
b. N C

4. A. S. A. Classes of Thread Fits
5. Identificatio)
6. Bolts and Screws

C. Miscellaneous

I. A. S. A.
a. Line Symbols
b. Section Lining

Z. Drill Sizes
3. Decimal Equivalents

IL GEARING

A. Spur Gears

I. Rules
2. Formulas

B. Bevel Gears

I. Rules
2. Formulas

C. Worm Gearing

I. Rules
Z. Formulas
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO DIE SINXERS

A. Classification of Ft.el

1. Carbon Steel
a. Very Mild (Less . 10% Carbon)
13: Mild (.10% to .25% Carbon)
ct Machine (. 25% to . 60% carbon)
d. Tool (. 60% to 1. 50% Carbon)

2. Alloy Steel
Chrome Low

b. Chrome High
c. Stainless
d. Nickel Low and High
e. Vanadium Low and High
f. Manganese
g. Molybdenum
h. High Speed
i. Non-Shrinking Oil-Hardening

3. Non-Steel Alloy
a. Stellite

4. Iron
a. Cast (3% to 5% Carbon)
b. Wrought (. 05% to . 30% Carbon)

B. Non-Ferrous

1. Types
a. Copper
b. Brass
c. Bronze
d. Phosphor Bronze
e. Aluminum
f. Magnesium
g. Lead
h. Monel Metal
i. Special Combinations

2. Properties
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Sources
4. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. SHAPE R

A. Orientation

1. Description
2. Name
3. Principle of Operation
4. Important Parts

B. Operation

1. Length of Stroke
2. Position of Stroke
3. Work Holders
4. Square Work
5. Angular Work

C. Difficulties

1. Chattering
2. Warping
3. Squareness

D. Speed and Feed

1. Factors
2. Strokes per Minute
3. Formulas

11. PLANER

A. Orientation

1. Difference from Shaper
2. Description
3. Principles of Operation
4. Important Parts

B. Operation

1. Table Drive
Z. Feeds
3. Work Holders
4. Clamping Hints
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III. Slotter, Jig Borer and Contour Cutting Machine

A. Crientation

1. Types and/or Classification
2. Machinery Specifications
3. Parts and Attachments

a. Nomenclature
b. Standard Types
c. Function
d. Application

4. Holding Devices
a. Standard Types
b. Application

5. Maintenance Practice
6. Cutting Tools

a. Types
b. Preparation
c. Holders,
d. Other Considerations

B. Cperation

1. Setting Up
2. Preparation of Components and Attachments for Use
3. Clamping Work
4. Selection of Lubricant
5. Application of Lubricant
6. Cutting Speeds and Feeds
7. Procedures for Basic Operation
8. Application of Measuring Devices
9. Problems

10. Methods of Remedying Problems

IV. DIES iND FIXTURES

A. Study of Die Layouts

1. Purpose
2. Associated Work

B. Study of Fixture Layouts

1. Purpose
2. Associated Work
3. Finishing Processes
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C. Description, Purpose and Work Processes

1. ?lain Round Blanking Di es
2. Heavy Duty-Dies
3. Sectional Blanking Dies
4. Compound Blank and Pierce Dies
5. Xirksite Blanking Dies
6. Progressive Dies
7. Piercing and Trimming Dies
8. Bending and. Forming Dies
9. Drawing Dies

D. Miscellaneous

i

1. Checking and Testing Finished Dies
Z. Repairing and Rebuilding Dies -nd Fixtures
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. Basic Accident Causes

A. Personal Faults

t

1. Faulty Instruction ..

2. Inability of Employee
a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
s. Ignorance

. d. ,Poor. Judgment
3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance-taking
b. Short-cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gl,aves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1, Temporary
Z. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR Li-k,WS

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED 1 7. ATHEIviATICS-

Fourth Year

1. EC.1',/iULAS

A. Squations

1. Set-up
Z. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Trade Applications

1. Horsepower
Z. Gears
3. Taper
4. Threads

II. Geometric Shapes

J . Construction

B. se\pplication

III. Machine Shop Work

A. Lathe

1. Cutting Speed
2. Tapers
3. Screw Threads
4. Drilling

B. trill =tress

1. Speed
Z. Feed

,_. Special Machines

1. Allowance
a. :::ecimal
b. Fractional

Z. 'calculating Cuts
3. Adjusting for Error
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

1. Reasons
Z. Use

B. Dimensioning

1. Simple
Z. Detail

a. Working Drawing

C. Views

1. Number
a. Main
b. Section

D. Sectioning

1. Type s
Z. Method
3. Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
Z. Number
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub.-Assembly

1. Where Used
Z. Purpose



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO DIE SINXERS

A. ..e.ifect of Heat on Steel

I. Carbon Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempe ring
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

2. Alloy Steds
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

3. Mild Steel .

a. Hardening - Salts
b. Hardening - Carbonaceous Material

B. Machining Characteriitics

I. Carbon Steel
2. Alloy Steel
3. Non-Steel Alloys
4. Cast Iron
S. Wrought Iron
6. Non-Ferrous Metals

C. Methods of Identifying Metals

I. Textures
2. Chipping
3. Filing
4. Spark Test

E. Hardness

I. Rockwell
2. Brinell
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. GRINDERS (CYLINDRICAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. External
2. Internal
3. Surface
4. Cutter
5. Tool
6. Off-Hand

C. Set-Up

1. Hold the Work
2. Drive the Work
3. Adjust the Machine
4. Wheel Feed
5. Speed of Work

D. Work Difficulties

1. Mottled
2. Checked
3. Cracked

II. GRINDERS (INTERNAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. Work Rotating
2: Planetary
3. Centerless

C. Methods of Holding Work

I. Chucking
2. Center
3. Steady Rest
4. Face Plate
5. V-Block
6. Special Fixtures
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III. GRINDERS (SURFACE)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. Rotary
2. Planer

C. Work Operations

1. Parallel
2. Square
3. Angular
4. V - Block
5. Radius
6. Slot

IV. HEAT TREATMENT

A. Principles

1. Lower Critical Point
2. Analysis of Steel
3. Cooling '-

4. Toughness
5. Purpose
6. Materials
7. Processes

B. Effect

1. Normalizing
2. Annealing
3. Tempering
4. Quenching
5. Hardening

C. Surface Treatment

1. Purpose
Z. Methods

a. Carburizing
b. Case Hardening
c. Flame Hardening
d. Nitriding
e. Plating
f. Surface Oxidation
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D. Hardness Testing

1. Zquipment
Z. Procedures
3. Analysis of Results



MECHANICAL .D, RAF'TSMAN
,--

D. O. T. - 0.48-18

4 . 4

SUGGESTFO OUTLINE or RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR N, .

DRAFTSMAN APPRENTICE

: f:.i '' t' I: i

SUGGESiED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

,HoursHours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial & Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied :,lathematics ..42 42 42 42 168

Applied Science 21 21 21 21 84

Trade Theory 63 63 63 63 252

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



i

SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introdut deal

1. 'Employee Responsibilities
2._ Emplwer.Resporaibilities

B. Accidents. ..... `...:.. ,
, .

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fire s

1. Protection
Z. Prevention

D. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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INDUSTRIAL ANE LABCR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work ..
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to.Decimals

,

B. Trade Applications

1. Reading Rule and Tape Measure

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

1. Micrometer Reading



IV. ROOTS AND POWERS

A. Squaring Numbers

B. Square Root

D. Trade Applications



APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS

A. Gravitation

I. Universal
2. Center of Gravity
3. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

B. Forces

I. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement
4. Graphical Representation
5. Moment

C. Motion

I. Definition
2. Absolute and Relative
3. Translatory and Rotary
4. Accelerated
5. Speed and Velocity
6. Newton's Laws
7. Vibration

D. Measurement of Forces

I. Composition
2. Resolution
3. Concurrent
4. Parallel
5. Non-Concurrent

E. Work, Power, and Energy

I. Definitions
2. Explanations
3. Problems
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F. Friction

1. Laws
2, Coefficient
3. Anti-Friction Devices

G. Simple Machines

1. Lever
Z. Pulley
3. Wheel-Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Lettering

1. Selecting and Sharpening Pencil
2. Selecting and Using Eraser
3. Gothic Vertical Capitals .
4. Gothic Vertical Lower Case
5. Gothic Slant Capitals
6. Gothic Slant Lower Case
7 Using Lettering Guide
c Spacirg

B. Freehand Sketching

1. Horizontal and Vertical Full Lines
2. Horizontal and Vertical Dotted Lines
3. Oblique Full and Dotted Lines
4. Circles and Curved Lines
5. Alphabet of Lines

C. Crthographical Projection

I. Views
a. Number
b. Selection
c. Placement

2. Dimensions
a. Where
b. Types
c. Standard Practice
d. Special Applications

3. Sections
a. Need
b. Types

4. Auxiliary Views

D. Pictorial Representation

1. Isometric Drawir -.:s
a. Orthographic Detail from Isometric
b. Isometric Drawings of Machine Parts
c. Isometric from Orthographic

2. Oblique Drawings
3. Shop Sketching
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II. Di 1; fAILING :MACI1II\T14: PARTS

Use of Tools and Materials
i, ;I .? ..!.... .

1. Locate and Fasten Paper on Board
2. Use of Proper Pencils

B, Geometric Work

i. Erect a Perpendicular
2. Divide a Line
3. Bisect i9,11 Angle.
4. Lay: out an gm, Curve
5. Lay out Radiui Lines
6. Tangents

:4

7.
,f

Construct an Ellipse
8. Construct Parabola

Dimensioning.,

1. Principles

D. Conventions

1. Holes
a. Cored,' Drilled, or Reamed
b. Counterbored or Countersunk

2. Breaks and Sections
r

3. Violation's of True' Projection
a. Sections - Revolved
b. Full-View Violations - Curves

4. Finishes
5. Auxi liary Views

a. Select
b. Locate
c. Double Auxiliary

6. 'Threads
a. External
b. Internal
c. Single
d. Multiple

7. Fits and Tolerances
8. Machine Fastenings

a. Bolts, Nuts, Screws, Washers .

b. Keys - Woodruff, Square, Taper, Spline
c. Springs - Tension and Compression
d. Pins - Taper, Dowel,, .Cotter
e. Rivets
f. Self-Thr eading and Sheet Metal Screws
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i
E. Pattern Drawing

1. Allowances for Draft and Finish and Shrinkage
2. Finish Marks - A. S. A. Standards
3. Cores

III. TRACINGS AND -REPRODUCTION 6

A. Tracing : k

1. Use of Tools-4.nd Materials . 6

2. Order of Penciling and Inking
3. Cleaning '

4. Sharpening' Petal 6

B. Reproduction !
6

1. Care, Safety, and Operation of Equipment
2. Methods

a. Sun
b. Electric
c. Photostatic

3. Kinds
a. Blueprint
b. Van Dyke .

c. Ozalid
d. Black and White

IV. SYMBOLS

A. Piping Symbols

1. Steam, Water, Gas, Hydraulic, Piping
2. Valves, Unions, Flanges, Etc.
3. Diagrammatic Layouts

B. Electrical Symbols

1. Wiring Symbols
2. Cutlets, Switches, and Control Symbols

C. Standard Abbreviations

D. 17elding Symbols

E. Cross Section Symbols
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Design Safety Features:

1. Machine Shop Equipment
a. Correct Laybut
b. Proper Lighting
c. Proper Ventilation

. d. Prbtective Guirds
-.' '' .

2. Welding and Heat stre'ating
a. Fire Protection
b. Ventilation
c. Eye Protection

. :

3. Scaffolding and Ladders
a. Correct Installation
b. Correct Bracing
c. Handrails
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR aELATIONS

Second Year

I. CONCMICS

A. Partnerships
.

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a.., Inter - Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. .Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



1

APT."LI:tri) MATHEivIATICS

Second Year

L iviZASURraviENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surfac e
5. Volume
6. Weights

IL .PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Uses

1. Discounts
2. Profit and Loss

III. RATIO AND PROPORTICN

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Uses

1. Speed Ratios
2. Compress ion Ratios
3. Transmission Ratios
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IV. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Circle
3. Bar

V. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

A. Micrometer

1. Inside
2. Outside

B. Vernier Calipers

C. Depth Gauges

D. Dial Indicators

E. Protractor
a. Plain
b. Vernier

F. Jo-Blocks



I.

APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

ADVANCED MECHANICS

A. Transmission of Power

1. Shafts
2. Couplings
3. Clutches
4. Cams
5. Links
6. Screw Threads
7. Chains and Sprockets
8. Pulleys
9. Gears

B. Fluids

1. Density and Specific Gravity
2. Laws of Liquid Pressure
3. Transmission of Pressure
4. Pressure and Weight
5. Total Pressure on Surfaces
6. Buoyant Force of Liquid
7. Archimedes' Principle
EL Hydraulic

IL HEAT

A. Sources

1. chemical Action
2. Friction, Compression, and Electricity

B. Transmission

1. Conduction
2. Convection
3. Radiation

1
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C. Measurement

1. Degrees
a. Centigrade
b. Fahrenheit

2. Calories
3. B. T. U.
4. E. D. R.

D. Effects

1. Helpful
2. Harmful



I

TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. DLVELOPED SURFACES AND INTERSECTIONS

A. Development of Surfaces

1. Plane
2. Single Curved
3, Warped
4. Double Curved

B. Intersection of Surfaces

1. Prisms-
2. Cylinders
3. Cones
4. Spheres
5. Combinations of above

C. Types of Joints, Connectors, and Seams

D. Sheet Metal Layout

II. ASSEMBLIES

A. Detailing Form

1. Choice of Scale
2. Views

a. Selection
b. Arrangement

3. Grouping of Details
4. Notations and Bills of Materials
5. Sectional Views

a. Symbols for various materials
6. Checking

a. Details
b. Assemblies

7. Materials
a. Selection
b. Heat Treating
c. Finish

8. Allowances, Tolerances, and Fits

B. A. S. A. Standards
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C. Assemblies
'

1. Drawing of Simple Units from Details
2. Scale

a. Reduced
b. Enlarged

3. Dimensions
a. Center Tie-ups
b. Overalls

4. Assemblies from Sketches
5. Preliminary Layouts

a. Method of Attack
b. Ease of Manufacture
c. Appearance

6. Modifying Existing Assemblie>p
7. Checking of Details
8. Bearings - Selection and Specification

a. Plain
b. Ball
c. Roller
d. Taper, Roller

9. Unit or Sub Assemblies
10. Notations

a. Title Block
b. Bill of Material
c. Record Strips

11. Application of Oiling Systems

i

UI. STRUCTURAL STEEL AND WELDING

A. Standard Shapes

B. Fastenings

1. Rivets
2. Bolts

C. Welds

1. Kinds of Welding
Z. Types of Welds
3. Types of Joints
4. Symbols



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Industrial Work
2. Construction Work
3. Other Special Jobs

B. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
a. Flat, Lever Floor
b.. Full Headroom

2. Proper Storage
a. New Materials
b. Used Materials
c. Tools

3. Lighting
4. Ventilation

C. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials, and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to A.1.Iied Trade..,

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A, Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Depene not Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



r ;

APPLIED MATHEMAAIICS

Third Year

I. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds . r.

1. Pulleys
2. Gears

a. Sp Ur Gear Formulas
b. Bevel Gear Formulas
c. Worm Gear Formulas
d. Helical Gear Formulas

3. Application

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Power of Belting

II. ALGEBRA

A. Introduction

1. Rules
a. Whole Numbers
b. Fractions
c. Decimals

2. Equations
a. Solving

III. GEOMETRY

A. Plane

1. Angles, Lines, Areas
2. Plane Shapes
3. Irregular Shapes

B. Solid

I. Cubical Contents

IV. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Functions

1. Sine, Cosine, Tangent, Etc.
2. Solve for Angles of Right Triangle
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B. Applications

1. Tapersand Wedge
4. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails

a. Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

A. Elasticity

1. Definition
2. Hookess Law
3. Stress
4. Strain
5. Factor of Safety.
6. Shear

a. Shearing Stress
b. Shearing Strain

7. Compression

B. Welding

I. 0::yacetylene
2. Arc
3. Heliarc . ,.

4. Stress Allowances
5. Fillet Sizes

C. Metals

t

I. Alloy Steels
2. Carbon Content
3. Heat Treatment
4. Surface Treatment
5. Non-Ferrous
6. Designation by Code S. A. E. & AISI Standards

D. Wood Properties

I. Physical
2. Strength
3. Seasoning
4. Nail Corrosion

E. Other Materials
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

L POWER TRANSMISSIONS

A. Belts and Pulleys

1. Flat
a. Straight 4.

b. Crossed :. ; f:

2. Vee -.01:

3. Round
4. Cone,'
5. Angillik 15rivis
6. Tightening DeVices
7, Variable Speed Drives
8. Idler s

B. Couplings

1. Permanent
a. Flange
b. Dog-Types
c. Leather-Link

2. Releasing
a. Clamp
b. Roller

C. Clutches

1. Positive
a. Square Jaw
b. Acme Type
c. Saw Tooth
d. Spiral Jaw

2. Friction
a. Single Cone
b. Single Disc
c. Multiple Disc

D. Universal Joints

E. Sprockets and Chains

1. Roller
2. Silent
3. Block
4. Detachable Link
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1

F. Reducing ikiechanisms

II. CAMS

A. Motions

1. Uniform
Z. Harmonic
3. Accelerated and Retarded

B. Classes

1. Plate, Disc .

Z. Face
3. Cylindrical, Drum or Barrel
4. Yoke

C. Followers

1. Roll
Z. Flat Face

Ili. GEARS

A. Tooth Forms

B. Spur Gears

1. External
Z. Internal

a. American Standard
b. Fellows
c. Special Forms

C. Bevel Gears

1. Axes at Right Angles
Z. Axes at Obtuse Angles
3. Axes at Acute Angles

D. Worm Gears

1. Single
Z. Multiple
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E. Spiral or Helical Gears

1. Shafts Parallel - Ratio Equal
2. Shafts Parallel - Ratio Unequal
3. Shafts at Right Angles - Ratio Unequal.:
4. Shafts at any Angle - Ratio Unequal

F. Special Gears

1. Herringbone
2. Skew-Bevel'
3. Hypoid
4. Intermittent
5. Elliptical
6. Crown
7. Silent Gearing

. ,



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d, Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance-taking
b. Short-cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Fousekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper tress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

17,#urth Year

I. WCRKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

L Temporaiy
Z. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

r. -
. ; ,

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. FORMULAE

A. Equations

1. Set-up
2. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Applications

1. Horsepower
2. Gear s
3. Tapers
4. Threads

C. Strength of Materials

1. Safe Loads
2. Stress and Strain, Tension and Compression

II. SLIDE RULE

A. Principles

B. Uses

1. Whole Numbers

a. Multiplication
b. Division
c. Square Roots and Squares
d. Cube Roots

2. Decimals

a. Placement of Decimal Point

III. USE OF HANDBOOKS

A. Use of Various Tables



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

A. Steel Construction as Applied to Machines

1. Riveted Joints
2. Safe Loads
3. Efficiency
4. Design
5. Welding
6. Theory of Beams
7. Simple Beam Reaction
8. Overhanging Beams Reaction
9. Bending Moments

10. Shear
11. Cantilever Beams
12. Flexture Formula
13. Beam Deflection
14. Columns
15. Column Bases
16. Reinforced Beams

B. Plastics

1. Advantages
2. Thermo Plastics
3. Thermo Setting
4. Forming
5. Composition



TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. DESIGN

A. Gage

1. Classes
2. A. S. A. Tolerances
3. Plug and Ring

a. Straight
b. Taper
c. Spline
d. Go - No Go

4. Snap - Straight
5. Thread Gauge

a. External
b. Internal

6. Other
a. Feeler
b. Swing
c. Alignment

B. Small Tool

1. Drills
2. Taps
3. Reamers
4. Counterbores and Countersinks"
5. Milling Cutters
6. Mills

a. End
b. Hollow

7. Boring Bars
8. Broaches
9. Forming Tools



. . . ,

C. Drill Jig

1. Types
a. Templet
b. Built-up or We lcild
c, Sox

2, Jig Parts
a. Lo.catiing Devices
b. Clamping Devices. A

c. Bushings
3, Others

a. Rotary
b. Double Acting
c. Trunition
d. Indexing

; .

D. Fixture

1. Milling
a. Solid
b. Built-up Or ,Welded
c. Single or-Multiple

2, parts
a. Locating
b. Clamping

3. Boring
4, Grinding
5. Planing
6. Face Plate
7. Welding Fixture
8. Other

a. Rotary
b. Indexing
c. Pneumatic
d. Magnetic
e. Hydraulic
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ELECTRICIAN

D. O. T. 4. 97. 010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

ELECTRICAL APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN *

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2n.1 Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathernatics 36 36 36 36 144

Blueprint Reading 21 21 21 21 84

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 108

Trade Theor 42 42 42 42 168

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576

* U a five year apprenticeship is needed, it is recommended electronics,
and welding form the basis of the fifth year.
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SAFETY..

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Spac e
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



i
f

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATICNS

First Year
,

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMCCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to ,acimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



IV. Simple Equations

A. Solutions

1. Simple
Z. Ohm's Law
3. Series Circuits

B. Fractional

1. Parallel Circuits

V. PERCENTAGE

A. Definitions

1. Terms

B. Rule:.

1. Problems

C. Trade Application

VI. RATIO, PROPORTION AND AVERAGES

A. Ratio

1. Terms
2. Types

B. Proportions

1. Terms
2. Types

C. Averages

D. Trade Application



BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. CRTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTICN

A. Views

I. Number I 1

2. Selection
3. Placement

kl. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special. Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Selections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE,..

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO ELECTRICIANS.,

Forces

1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

B. Motion
1. Definition .tf vo

2. Translatory and Rotaiy
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

C. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Explanation
3. Problems

D. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices

E. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

F. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral
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II. NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

A. Early Theory

B. Modern Electron Theory

1. Elements
2. Mixture
3. Compounds
4. Molecules and Atoms
5. Electrons
6. Protons
7. Ions
8. Movement of Electrons

a. Electricity



TRADE THF_'.CRY.

First Year
.

I. INTRCDUCTICH TO Tat=

A. Cpportunities

B. Qualifications

I. :Educational
Z. 7hysical-General

II. 1";L:EZ;TRCN THECRY A ND OHM'S LAI.7

A. Irnportanc a.

B. Nature of Electricity

1. 7 rinciples
Z. Components

...... Basic Electrical Concepts

1. Current
Z. Voltage
3. Resistance

D. Chm's Law

III. CIRCUITRY

A. Series

1. aesistance, Voltage, and Current
Z. Shorts and Opens
3. Control :Elements

B. :7arallel Circuits

I. Same as Series

C. Series 7arallel

1. Sate as Series
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IV. ELECTRICAL ENERGY AND POWER

A. Electrical and Mechanical Ratings

B. Work and Power

I. Definitions
2. Formulas and Units

C. Measurement

I. Power
2. Electrical Energy

V. BATTERIES

A. Primary and Secondary Cells

B. Ratings

C. Maintenance

I. State of Charge
2. Charging

VI. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS AND WIRE SIZE

A. Circuit Resistance

I. Factors

B. Circular - Mil Area

1. Use of Tables and Gauges
2. Code Rules

VII. VOLTAGE DROP

A. Control

B. Code Specifications

C. Factors Influencing
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VIII. SWITCH CONTROL OF LIGHTING CIRCUITS

A. Claszification of Switches

Style-

2. Types

B. National Electric Code
. .; ."

1. Rating of Switches
2. Parts to Lighting Circuits

:. ,.
. .

IX. WIRIN( METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Cable

1. Types
2. Advantages an .64mitatione
3. Code Rules

B. Conduits, Tubing, Raceways

1. Types
2. Advantages and Limitations
3. Code Rules



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

i. Design Safety Features

I. Scaffolding and Ladders
a. Inspection
b. Corrcst installation
c. Correct bracing
d. Hand Rails

2. Energized Circuits
a.'. Coirect Clothing
b. Correct Tools
c. Correct Grounding
d. Coirect Equipment

3. Electric Shock
a. Prevention
b. Treatment

4. Welding
a. Fire Protection
b. Ventilation
c. Eye Protection



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

T ECONCMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government.
a. Inter -Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions. and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti - discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED iviATHENIATICS

Second Year

1. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5 Volume

B. Trade Applications

II. SIGNED NUMBERS

A. Fundament als

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

1. Watt Hours
2. Candle Power
3. Horse Power

III. SQUARE ROOT

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Circular -Mil
2. Resistance (conductor)

IV. GRAPF3

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING
.. .

Second Year

I. RESIDENTIAL INSTALLATIONS

A. General Information

1. Electrical Symbols
2. Outlets
3. Circuits
4. Conductor Types and Sizes
5. Circuit Protection
6. Feeders

a. Branch Circuits

B. Special Purpose Circuits

1. Range
2. Hot Water
3. Laundry Dryer
4. Oil Burner
5. Water Pump
6. Signal System
7. Service Entrance

C. Miscellaneous

1. Specifications
2. National Electric Code

a. Tables
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. ELECTROSTATICS

A-2. Derivation

1. Electron

B. Frictional Electricity

1. Positive.
2. Negative
3. Electroscope
4. Action of Charges

a. Repel
b. Attract

5. Insulators
6. Conductors
T. Charging

a. Contact
b. Induction

8. Generators
9. Leyden Jar

a. Stores Static Charge

II. CONDUCTORS

A. Definition

1. Conducting Surfaces
Z. Dielectric

B. Action

1. Charging
2. Discharging

C. Capacity

1. Factors that Determine
Z. Unit of Measurement



D. Types

1. Fixed
2. Paper Roll
3. Mica
4. Variable
5. Ganged
6. Oil Filled
7. Electrolytic

E. Tests

1 . Bridge
2. Neon Lamp

,



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. "iEMCTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. Introduction to Low Voltage Systems,

1. Definitions
2. Applications and Advantages

B. Equipment and Material

1. Switches, Relays, and Cable
a. Type
b. Operating
c. Terminal Marking

C. Circuitry

D. Code Rules

n. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

A. Sim; le-Phase Three-Wire Service

1. Determination of Number of Lighting Circuits
2. Small Appliance Circuits
3. Range Circuit
4. Service

B. Multiple Dwelling

1. Service
2. Load Calculation
3. Feeders

C. Three-Phase Three-Wire Service

1. Importance
2. Requirements
3. Connecdons
4. Watt Hour Meter

a. Cperation
b. Connection
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B. Fluorescent Lighting

1. Advantages
2. Construction
3. Circuit

a. Reactor
b. Starter
c. Capacitor
d. Operation

4. Standard Ratings
5. Auto Transformer
6. Two Lamp
7. Instant Start
0,... iqa intenance

III. MAGNETS AND MAGNETIC FIEJ.,DS =

A. Applications

B. Materials

C. Types

I. 7ermanent and Temporary
2. Electromagnets

D. Magnetic Laws

E_ Magnetic Fields

IV. ELECTROMAGNETISM

A. Ir.-:portance

B. Flux

I. Conductor
2. Coil

C. Magnetic Strength

I. Factors
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V. BELL CIRCUITS

A. Procedure

1. Rules
2. Applications

B. Signal Devices

1. Types
2. Operation

C. Equipment

1. Transformers and Batteries
.1.. Wire Controls
3. Code Rules

VI. D. C. GENERATORS - PRINCIPLES

A. Uses

B. Parts

C. Armature Reaction

D. Electrical Polarity

E. Field Supply

F. Output Voltage Control

G. Generator Ratings

H. Direction of Rotation

I. Voltage Regulation

VII. TYPES OF D.C. GENERATORS

A. Separately Excited

1. Basic Circuits
2. Field Circuit
3. Field Poles
4. Brush Polarity
5. Output Voltage
6. Residual Magnetism
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B. Self Excited Shunt

1. Uses
2. Voltage Buildup
3. Residual Magnetism
4. Field Resistance
5. Generator Rotat ion
6. Generator Ratings
7. Voltage Control and Regulation

C. Compound Wound

1. Requirements
2. Construction
3. Theory of Cperation

a. Cumulative
b. Differential
c. Long and Short Shunt

4. Factors Affecting Compounding
5. Output Voltage Control

VIII. Three-Wire Generator

A. Edison 3-Wire

1



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES ..

A. Place

1. High .

2. Ground
3. Pole

B. Type

1. Pipe
a. Cutting
b. Bending
c. Installing

2. Wiring
a. Pulling
b. Splicing

3. Motors
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Placing

C. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock



II. SCCIAL SECURITY

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Social Insurance

C. Health and Welfare Services

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

B. Public Assistance

A. Scope

B. Development

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

4. Personnel

Z. Cld-Age Survivors Insurance

Z. Aid to Needy Blind

Z. Services for crippled Children

4. Vocational Re-habilitation

Z. Organizations

3. Customers

3. Aid to Dependent Children

3. Child Health Services

5. Public Health Service

1. Employment Security

1. Old-Age Assistance

1. Child Welfare

1. Materials and Methods

b. National
a: Local

Third Year
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APPLIED' MATHEMATICS

Third Year

1. CIRCUITRY

A. Series

1. Ohms
2. Volts
3. Amps

B. Parallel

1. Ohms
2. Volts
3. Amps

C. Series - Parallel

II. KIRCHOFF'S LAW

A. Conventions

1. Direction of Flow
2. Direction of EMF
3. IR Drop
4. Sum of Drops

B. Trade Applications

1. Single Circuit
2. 3-Wire Circuit
3. Current in Neutral

III. MOTOR AND GENERATOR PROBLEMS

A. Generator

1. EMF
2. Series
3. Shunt
4. Compound

B. Motor

1. Counter EMF
2. Efficiency
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AL.U.EPRI.NT,READING

Third year

COMMERCIAL INSTALLATIONS

A. General Survey

1. Plans
2. Symbols
3. Wiring Layout

B. Three-Phase 208 Y / 120 Volt S tern

1. Source
2. Transformer
3. 3-Phase Four-1r ....e

C. Types of Occupancy

1. Drug Store
Z. Bakery
3. Insurance Cffice
4. Doctor's Cffice
S. Beauty Salon

D. Owner's Requir _-nents

1. General Lighting
Z. Oil Burner
3. Panels

E. Telephone Conduit

1. Conduit and Outlets
2. System

F. Lighting Fixtures

I. Types

G. Service and Meter Facilities

1. Underground Supply
Z. Total Load
3. Circuit Breaker
4. Meter Board
S. Grounding
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Kr-PLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. MAGNETISM

A. Natural Magnet

1. Lode stone

B. Artificial Magnet

1. Type s
a. Iron
b. Steel

2. Polarity
a. North
b. South

3. Laws of Polarity
a. Unlike -Attraction
b. Like-Repulsion

4. Earth's Magnetic Field
5. L. of Force

C. Theory of Magnetism

1. Permeability
2. Retentivity
3. Reluctance

D. Magnetic Alloys

1. Cobalt Steels
Z. Nickel Steels
3. Alnico

II. ELECTROMAGNETISM

A. Oersted Work

1. Production from Current
a. Magnetic Field around Wire
b. Direction of Lines of Force
c. Right Hand Rules
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B. Henry's Electro-Magnet

1. Location of Poles
Z. Solenoid
3. Flux Depends on Tarns

C. Uses

1. Lifting
Z. Bells and Buzzers
3. Relays
4. Circuit Breakers
5. Motors
6. Meters



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. GENERATOR OPERATION

A. Parallel

B. Series
i

II. D. C. MOTOR PRINCIPLES

A. Uses

B. Construction

C. Types

I. Shunt
2. Series
3. Compounds

D. Ratings

E. Torque

F. Starting Current and C. E. M. F.

G. Speed Control and Regulation

III. TYPES OF D. C. Motors

A. Shunt Moto.-

I. Basic Circuits
2. Speed Control
3. Rotation
4. Tor lue

B. Series Motor

,

I. Uses
2. Basic Circuits
3. Torque
4. Speed Control and Regulation
5. Rotation
6. Ratings
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C. Compound

1. Uses
2. Types
3. Operating Characteristics

IV. STARTERSAND CONTROLS

A. Manual Starters

1. Purposes, Types, and Connections
a. Three Terminal
b. Four Terminal

2. Code Requirements

B. Manual Speed ControllerE

1. Purposes, Types, and Connections
2. Code Requirements

C. Rheostats

1. Purpose, Types, and Connections
a. Series
b. No Voltage Protection
c. No Current Protection
d. Dm= Controllers

2. Code Requirements

D. Automatic Motor Control

1. Development
2. Classification

a. Purpose
b. Operation
c. Relays and Contactors

3. Wiring Diagrams
a. Symbols an° Interpretation

E. C. E. M. F. Motor Controls

1. Development
2. Prin :iples

a. Protection
b. Wiring Diagrams ,

3. Troubleshooting
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F. Voltage Drop Ltcceleratim Controller

I. Principles
2. Action of Controller
3. Panel and Conduit Diagram

G. Series Lockout Relay Controller

I. Principles and Application
2. Wiring Diagrams

H. Dynamic Braking and Reversing

I. Principles tf Reversing Motors
2. Dynamic Braking
3. Applications
4. Troubleshooting

V. A. C. THEORY

A. Introduction

B. Dc:initions

,. Cycle
2. Mechanical and Electrical Degrees
3. Frequency
4. Phase
5. Voltage and Current Re lationships
6. Applications

VI. ALTERNATOR PRINCIPLES

A. Uses

B. Principles

C. Types

1 Rotating Armature
2. Rotating Field

D. Frequency

E. Voltage Control and Regulation

F. Terminal Markings
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VII. WINDINGS AND OPERATION

A. Connections

1. Advantages
2. Types of Systems

B. Windings

1, Coils
2. Phase Belts

C. Parallel Operation

L Principles
2. Paralleling Alternatois

a. Factor Controlling
(1) Frequency
(2) Output Voltage

3. Synchronization
a. Theory
b. Disadvantages
c. Connections

4. Division of Load
a. Speed Load Characteristics

D. Control Wiring

1. D. C Field Excitation
2. Alternator Output Circuits
3. Instrument Circuits



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. E .SIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatiue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfi'aiess

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
-i. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL' AVID' LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

A. Functions

1. Sire
2. Cosine
3. Tangent
4. Use of Table..

B. Alternating Current

1. Instantaneous Values
2. Alternation - Cycle
3. Lag and Lead
4. Electrical Degree
5. Sine Curve
6. Impedance
7. Power
8. Inductance
9. Capacitance

10. Reactanc

C. Vectors

1. Definitions
2. Addition and Subtraction
3. Polar Method
4. Impedance
5. Lag and Lead
6. Power
7. Trade Problems



BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATIC NS

A. Plans (Preliminary Study)

1. Sub .

2. Feeder Ducts
3. Basement Layout
4. Upper Floors
5. Boiler Room
6. Signal and Clock'SyStems

13. High Voltage Equipment

1. TransfOrti4ie Section
2. Low Voltage Section
3. Metering Equipment

C. Distribution Transformers

1. Dry Type

D. Lighting Circuits

1. Basement
2. Other Floors
3. Fixtures
4. Manufacturing Section
5. Bus Bars

E. Equipment

I. Motors and Controllers
2. Precipitron Units
3. Synchronous Condensers
4. Ventilating and Air Conditioning

F. Signal System

I. Clock and Program
2. Fire Alarm
3. Paging
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. ELE CTRIC METERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Principle of Operation
f .<. -

. ,

B. Types
.... .

1. Galvontometbrs
Z. Ammeter

a. Shunt
3. Voltmeter

a. Series Resistor
4. Ohmmeters

a. Low
b. High

5. Megger
6. Correct Methods of Installation

a. All Types of Ammeters
b. All Types of Voltmeters ,,
c. Ohmmeter across an Unknown Registance

7. Wheatstone Bridge
a. Bridge Circuits

8. Precautions

,. ."! .

..
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. SINGLE PHASE MOTORS

A. Types

1. Split Phase
a. Induction
b. Capacitor-Start, Induction-Run
c. Capacitor- Start, Capacitor R 311

(1) r Construction; . , $ .:
(2) Principle
(3) Operation

2. RepulsignAggtorsi r, ,. ..'
a. Repulsion
b. Repulsion- Start, Induction -Run
c. Repulsion-Induction

(1) Construction
(2) Principles,

(3) 'Operation
3, A. C. Series

a. Unive,rs41
b. A. C. ;Series

(1) Construction
, (2) Principles

.,'$ . : 1 . 1: (3) Operation

B. Code Requirements

II. THREE-PHASE MOTORS

A. Three-Phase Squirrel Cage Induction

1. Essential Factors
a. Construction
b. Principles
c. Performance

2. Starting
a. Across the Line
b. Motor Switches (Reversing)
c. Drum Type Reversing
d. Dual Voltage
e. Starting Compensator

(1) Purpose
(2) Connection
(3) Protection
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B. Wound Rotor Induction

1. Essential Factors
a. Construction
b. Principles
c. Characteristics
d. Power Factor
e. Efficiency

2. Manual Speed Controller,
"a., .,ZTypose

b. ',Face Plate
c. Drum

C. Synchronous

1. Essen0Al Factors' 5-:

.ai, :,Costructlion
b. 1!Trinciplep,
c. Power Faiiir
d. Industrial Application

, .! ". P.

III. THREE-PHASE MCTOR CONTROLLERS

A. Types

1. Introduction
2. Jogging Facilities
3. Plugging Facilities
4. Dynamic Braking
5. Resistance Starters
6. Automatic Compensator Starter
7. Wye-Delta
8. Automatic Controller for Wound Rotor
9. Automatic Controllers for Synchronous Motors

B. Application

C. Circuit Connections

D. Cpe ration

IV. MOTOR INSTALLATION

A. Three-Phase

1. Branch Circuits
2. Types of Motors on Branch Circuits
3. Main Feeders
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B. Maintenance

1. Preventive Maintenance
2. Insulation Resistance
3. Stator Windings
4. Speed Readirgs
5. Rotor Tests
6. Bearings and Lubrication

V. SELSYN UNITS

A. Ge neral Purpose

B. Theory

C. Differential System

1. Main Functi-on.
2. Circuit Connection
3. Excitation

D. Characteristics

1. Reliability
2. Accuracy
3. Response

VI. REACTANCE

A. Inductance

1. Definition
2. Unit
3. Effect amd Measurement
4. Calculation

B. Capacitance

1. Definition
2. Measurement
3. Effect on Voltage - Current
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C. Series Circuits

1. Principles .

a. ?ure Resistance Circuit
b. Capacity and Resistance
c. Inductance and.Resistance
d. ''horse Relationship

_

e. Impedance
f. Resistance, laductance, and Capacitance

D. Parallel

1. Principles
a. Pure Resistance Circuit
b. Resistance and Inductance
c. Phase Relationship
d. Resistance, Inductance, and Capacitance
e. Resonance
f: --Power Factor

VII. A. C. POWER AND POWER FACTOR
.

A. Fundamentals

B. Determination of Power

1. Types of Circuits
Z. Formula and Measurement _ . .

C. Power Factor

1. Correction
2. Measurement

VIII. POLYPHASE CIRCUITS

A. Principles

1. Three-phase System
Z. Six-phase Connectibn
3. Two-phase Connection
4. Three-phase Power and Power Factor

a. Calculation and Measurement
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B. Three--.1ase -'ye Connection

I. '!'ye Connection
a. Schematic
b. "=base and Line Voltages

2. Voltage and Current Relationships
3. Applications

C. Three '.'hale Delta

1. Delta Connection
a. Schematic
b. 7hase and Line Voltage

2. Voltage and Current Relationships
3. Applications

I./.. Tat IsISFORMMRS

A. Transformer Principles

I. Introduction and Construction

B. Single Phase Transformers

I. Vindings
2. ':olarity
3. Connections
4. Auto-transformer
5. Cooling
5. Applications

C. Single Phase, Three Wire

1. Application
2. Analysis
3. .Econorny

r. Single Phase Delta

1. Introduction
2. Closed Delta
3. Cpen Delta

-.-1. . Single :?hale I'lye

1. Introduction
Z. ?ye--.7ye Connection
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F. Wye-Delta Connections

I. Deha-llye Connection
2. Wye-Delta Connection

G. Instrun-.ent Transformers

I. Introduction
2. 7::'otential Transformer
3. Current
4. Application

a. Single Phase
b. Three Phase

H. Code Requirements



ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIRMAN

D. O. T. 5-83.433

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

ELECTRIC iviCTOR REPAIRMAN APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 36 36 36 36 144

Blueprint Reading 21 21 21 21 C4

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 10C

Trade Theory 42 42 42 42 16C

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. Ge neral Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



-

INDUSTRIAL. AND :LABOR RELATIC NS

First Year

I. PRI NCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHCLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1, Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACI., )NS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Divis ion
5, Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



IV. SIMPLE EQUATIONS

A. Solutions

1. Simple
2. Ohm's Law
3. Series Circuits

B. Fractional

1. Parallel Circuits

V. PERCENTAGE

A. Definitions

1. Terms

B. Rules

1. Problems

C. Trade Applications

VI. RATIO, PROPORTION, AND AVERAGES

A. Ratio

1. Terms
2. Types

B. Proportions

1. Terms
2. Types

C. Averages

D. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

I. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standa ! Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

i. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Counter sink

E. Selections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO ELECTRIC.MOTOR REPAIRMEN

A. Forces

1. Definition
Z. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

B. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

C. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
a. Explanation
3. Problems

D. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-Friction Devices

E. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

F. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral
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II. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY

A. Early Theory

B. Modern Electron Theory

1. Elements
2. Mixture
3. Compounds
4. Molecules and Atoms
5. Electrons
6. Protons
7. Ions
8. Movement of Electrons

a. Electricity



TRADE THEORY

First Year

1. INTRODUCTION TO TRADE

A. Opportunities

B. Qualifications

I. Educational
Z. Physical - General

II. ELECTRON THEORY AND OHM'S LAW

A. Importance

B. Nature of Electricity

1. Principles
Z. Components

C. Basic Electrical Conctots

I. Current
2. Voltage
3. Resistance

D. Ohm's Law

III. CIRCUITRY

A. Series

1. Resistance, Voltage, and Current
Z. Shorts and Open
3. Control Elements

B. Parallel Circuits

1. Same as Series

C. Series Parallel

1. Same as Series
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IV. ELECTRICAL ENERGY AND POWER

A. Electrical and Mechanical Ratings

B. Work and Power

1. Definitions
2. Formulas and Units

C. Measurement

1. Power
2. Electrical Energy

V. BATTERIES

A. Primary and Secondary Cells

B. Ratings

C. Maintenance

1. State of Charge
2. Charging

VI. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS AND WIRE SIZE

A. Circuit Resistance

1. Factors

B. Circular - MU Area

1. Use of Tables and Gauges
2. Code Rules

VII. VOLTAGE DROP

A. Control

B. Code Specifications

C. Factors Influencing



VIII. MAGNETS AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

A. Applications

B. Materials

C. Types

1. Permanent and Temporary
2. Electromagnets

D. Magnetic Laws

C. Magnetic Fields - ,

IX. ELECTROMAGNETISM

A. Importance

B. Flux

1. Conductor
2. Coil

C. Magnetic Strength

1. Factors

X. GENERATION

A. Principles of Induced Voltage

B. Producing E. M. F.

XI. D. C. MOTOR PRINCIPLES

A. Motor Action

1. Magnetic Fields and Rules

B. Torque

1. Single Loop
2. Multi Coil
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XII. BELL CIRCUITS

A. Procedure

I. Rules
2. Applications

B. Signal Devices

I. Types
2. Operation

C. Equipment

1. Transformers and Batteries
2. Wire Controls
3. Code Rules

XIII. SWITCH CONTROL OF LIGHTING CIRCUITS

A. Classification of Switches

1. Style
2. Types

B. National Electric Code

1. Rating of Switches
2. Parts Pertaining to Lighting Circuits

XIV. WIRING METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Cable

I. Type s
2. Advantages and Limitations
3. Code Rules

B. Conduits, Tubing, Raceways

I. Type s
2. Advantages and Limitations
3. Code Rules
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XV. REMCTE CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. Introduction to Low Voltage Systems

1. Definitions
2. Applications and Advantages

B. Equipment and Material

I. Switches, Relays, and Cable
a. Type
b. Operating
c, Terminal Marking

C. Circuitry

D. Code Rules



SAFETY
..'" .. '...

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Design Safety Features

1. Scaffolding and Ladders
a. Inspectibfl
b. Correct Installation
c. Correct 'Pricing
d. Hand Rails

2. Energized Circuits
a. Correct Clothing
b. Correct Tools
c. Correct Grounding
d. Correct Equipment

3. Electric Shock
a. Pre7ention
b. Treatment

4. Welding
a. Fire Prevention
b. Ventilation
c. Eye Protection



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partner ships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Law

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work

I



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume

B. Trade Applications

II. SIGNED NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

I Trade Applications

1. Watt F.Jurn
2. Candle Power
3. Horse Power

III. SQUARE ROOT

A. Fundamen.als

B. Trade Applica sons

1. Circular-Mil
2. Re sistance (C-mductor)

IV. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Trade Applications
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BLUEPR.AT READING

I. WRING DIAGRAM

A. Bell

Second Year

1. Symbols
2. Circlets

a. Bell, Buzzer, and Push Button
b. Combination Bell and Buzier
c. Chime s
d. Apartments

B. Alarms

1. Open Circuit
2. Closed Circuit

C. House

1. Symbols
a. Outlets
b. Switche s

2. Feeders
3. Panels

a. Lighting
b. Powe r

4. Branch Circuits
5. Water Heater
6. Meters

II. MOTOR WINDING DIAGRAMS

A. Armature Windings

1. Lap
2. Wave
3. Simplex
4. Duplex
5. Triplex
6. Progressive
7. Retrogressive
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B. Position of Leads

I. Center
2. Right
3. Left

C. Pitch

Front
2. Back
3. Commutator

D. Stator Windings

I. Hand
2. Skein
3. Form



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

L ELECTROSTATICS

A. Derivation

I. Electron

B. Frictional Electricity

I. Positive
2. Negative
3. Electroscope
4. Action of Charges

a. Repel
b. Attract

5. Insulators
6. Conductors
7. Charging

a. Contact
b. Induction

8. Generators
9. Leyden Jar

a. Stores Static Charge

IL CONDUCTORS

A. Definition

I, Conducting Surfaces
2. Dielectric

B. Action

I. Charging
2. Discharging

C. Capacity

I. Factors that Determine
2. Unit of Measurement
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D. Types

1. Fixed
Z. Paper Roll
3. Mica
4. Variable
5. Ganged
6. Oil Filled
7. Electrolytic

E. Tests

1. Bridge
Z. Neun Lamp



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. INDUCED CURRENTS

A. Faraday's Discovery

1. Direction of Induced
2. Lenz's Law
3. Right Hand Rule
4. Strength
5. Eddy Currents

B. Generator

1. Current Direction

C. Alternating Current

1. Sine 1.7ave
a. Alternation
b. Cycle
c. Amplitude
d. Frequency

II. ALTERNATING CURRENT

A. Basic Knowledge

1. Cycle-Frequency
2. Average
3, R. M. S. Value
4, Phase Relation
5. EMI' and Current

B. Ohm's Law for A. C. Circuits

E. M. F.

1. All Types of Resistance
2. Inductive and Capacity Reactance
3. Impedance
4. Resonance

C. Voltage and Current

1. Series Circuits
2. Parallel Circuits

D. Power

1, Power Factor
2. Correction
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III. S":::LIT 7HAS:1' "....,:CTOlf.7

A. Main Parts

I. Rotor
2. Stator
3. 7lates
4. Switch

B. Cperation

I. . 7indings

C. Rewinding

I. Take rata
2. Strip
3. Insulating
4. Rewind
S. Connecting
6. Testing
7. Baking and Varnishing

v.4. Two-Speed Split :Phase

I. Two Running and Cne Starting 7rinding
Z. Two Running and Two Starting "'findings
3. Cne Running and One Starting 17inding Consequent -

.7ole Connections

z.-". Trouble Shooting and Repair

I. Test
a. Grounds
b. Cpens
c. Shorts
d. Rsverses

2. Motor Fails to Start
a. %findings
b. Cverload
c. Bearings
d. .end Plates
e. Bent Rotor Shaft



3. Motor Runs Slower than Normal
a. Windings
b. Stat or Connection
c. Bearings
d. Loose Rotor Bars

4. Motor Runs Hot
a. Windings
b. Bearings
c. Overload

5. Motor Runs Noisily
a. Windings
b. Pole Connections
c. Loose Rotor Bar
d. Bearings
e. Switch '
f. end Play
g. Foreign Material in Motor



SAFETY

Thlid Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES.

A. Plac e

1. High
2. Ground
3. Pole

B. Type

1. Pipe
a. Cutting
b. Bending
c. Installing

2. Wiring
a. Pulling
b. Spl icing

3. Motors
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Placing

C. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods

2. Organizations
a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Re-habilitation
5. Public Health Servi ce



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Thiid Year

I. CIRCUITRY

A. Series

1. Ohms
Z. Volts
3. Amps

B. Parallel

1. Ohms
2. Volts
3. Amps

C. Series - Parallel

II. KIRCHOFF'S LAW

A. Conventions

1. Direction of Flow
2. Direction of EMF
3. IR Drop
iz. Sum of Drops

B. Trade Applications

1. Single Circuit
2. 3-Wire Circuit
3. Current in Neutral

III. MOTOR AND GENERATOR PROBLEMS

A. Generator

1. EMF
2. Series
3. Shunt
4. Compound

B. Motor

1. Counter EMF
2. Efficiency
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

L DIRECT CURRENT GENERATORS

A. Two-Wire

I. Series
2. Shunt
3. Shunt with Commutating Poles
4. Shunt with Commutating and Compensating Fields
5. Compound
6, Compound with Commutating Poles
7. Compound with Commutating and Compensating Fields

B. Three-Wire

1. Shunt
2. Shunt with Commutating Poles
3. Compound
4. Compound with Commutating Poles

U. DIRECT - CURRENT MOTORS

A. Types

1. Shunt
2. Series
3. Compound

M. ALTERNATING CURRENT

A. Single Phase Motors

1. Split-Phase
2. 3 - Phase Windings
3. Series Universal
4. Repulsion
5. Capacitor
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APPLIED SCIENCE

!. MAGNETISM

A. Natural Magnet

Third Year

t

1. Lodestone

B. Artificial Magnet

1. Types
a. Iron
b. Steel

2. Polarity
a. North
b. South

3. Laws of Polarity
a. Unlike - Attraction
b. Like - Repel

4. Earth's Magnetic Field
5. Lines of Force

C. Theory of Magnetism

Permeability
2. Retentivity
3. Reluctance

D. Magnetic Alloys

1. Cobalt Steels
2. Nickel Steels
3. Alnico

II. ELECTROMAGNETISM

A. Oersted Work

1. Production from Current
a. Magnetic Field Around Wire
b. Direction of Lines of Force
c. Right Hand Rules
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- -,
B. Henry's Electro-Magnet

1. Location of Poles
2. Solenoid
3. Flux Depends cn Turns

C. Uses

1. Lifting
2. Bells and Buzzers
3. Re lays
4. Circuit Breakers
5. Motors
6. Meters



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

L CAPACITOR MOTORS

A. Capacitor

1. Types
2. Capacity

B. Motor

1. Construction
2. Operation
3. Rewinding
4. Connections

C. Capacitor Start and Run

1. Single Valve Type
2. Two Valve Type

D. Troubleshooting and Repair

1. Testing
a. Opens
b. Shorts
c. Grounds
d. Capacity
e. Windings

2. Trouble
a. Poor Torque
b. Fuse Burns Out
c. Motor Hums
d. Motor Smokes

3. Repair

II. REPULSION TYPE MOTORS

A. Construction

1. Stator
2 Rotor
3. End Plates
4. Brushes and Brush Holders
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B. Types

1. Repulsion-Start, Induction-Run
a. Brush - Lifting
b. Brush - Riding

2. Repulsion
3. Repulsion - Induction

C. Troubleshooting and Repairs

I. Test
a. Opens, Shorts, Grounds, and Reverses

2. Trouble
a. Fails to Start
b. Fails to Start Properly
c. Excessively Hot
d. Burns out Fuse
e. Hums
f. Runs Slow

3. Repair

III. POLYPHASE MOTORS

A. Three Phase

I. Construction
2. Operation
3. Rewinding
4. Connecting
5. Two-Speed Three-Phase

B. Two-Phase

I. Convert into Three Phase

C. Rewinding and Re-connecting

1. Re-connecting
a. Change in Voltage
b. Change in Speed
c. Reversing

2. Rewinding
a. Change in Voltage
b. New Frequency
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D. Troubleshooting and Repair

1. Testing
2. Trouble

a. Fails to Start
b. Runs Improperly
c. Runs Hot

3. Repair

IV. A. C. MOTOR CONTROL

A. Starters
1

1. Push Button
2. Manual
3. Across the Line
4. Res istanc e
5. Compensator
6. Star -Delta
7. Drum

B. Controllers

I. Two-Speed
2. Quick Stop

C. Troubleshooting and Repair

I. Testing
2. Trouble

a. Fails to Start
b. Contacts do not Close
c. Contacts Open
d. Fuse Blows

3. Repair



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. VICRKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary.
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penaltie s

U. STATE LABOt' LAWS

A. Wagesand Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

A. Functions

1. Sine
Z. Cosine
3. Tangent
4. Use of Tables

B. Alternating Current

1. Instanianeous Values
Z. Alternation - Cycle
3. Lag and Lead
4. Electrical Degree
5. Sine Curve
6. Impedance
?. Power
8. Inductance
9. Capacitance

10. Reactance

C. Vectors

1. Definitions
Z. Addition and Subtraction
3. Polar Method
4. Impedance
5. Lag and Lead
6. Power
?. Trade Problems



BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. ALTERNATING - CURRENT MCTORS

A. Polyphase

1. Two-Phase
2. Three -Phase
3. Multi-Speed

a. Variable Torque
b. Constant Torque
c. Constant Horsepower
d. Separate Windings

4. Reversing Direction
5. Rotor Connection
6. Synchronous Converters

II. STARTERS

A. Across the Line

1. Cutler - Hammer
a. Wiring Diagram
b. Connection Diagram
c. Schematic Diagram

2. Allen-Bradley
a. Connection Diagram
b. Schematic Diagram

B. Reversing Starter

1. Allen-Bradley
a. Schematic Diagram

2. Cutler - Hammer
a. Connection Diagram
b. Schematic Diagram

C. Direct Current

I. Connection Diagrams
2. Schematic

a. Main Motor Circuit
b. Shunt Field Circuit
c. Main Control Circuit
d. Auxiliary Control Circuit
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. ELECTRIC METERS

A. Fundamental::

I. Principles of Operation

B. Types

I. Galvonometers
2. Ammeter

a. Shunt
3. Voltmeter

a. Series Resi,tor
4. Ohmmeters

a. High
b. Low

5. Megger
6. Correct Methods of Installation

a. AU Types of Ammeters
b. All Types of Voltmeters
c. Ohmmeter Across an Unknown Resistance

7. Wheatstone Bridge
a. Bridge Circuits

8. Precautions
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. D. C. ARMATURE WINDING

A. Typical Winding for a Small Armature

1. Procedure
Z. Lead Swing
3. More than one Slot

B. Lap Winding

1. Loops
Z. One Coil per Slot
3. More than one Coil per Slot
4. Coil Windings

C. Wave Windings

1. Commutator Pitch

D. Rewinding

I. Taking Data
Z. Soldering the Commutator
3. Banding the Armature
4. Testing
5. Baking and Varnishing

E. Troubleshooting and Repair

1. Testing
Z. Repairing

II. D. C. MOTORS

A. Construction

B. Connections

1. Series
Z. Shunt
3. Compound
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C. Field Coils

1. Construction
2. Connecting Field Poles

D. Reversing

1. Two Pole, Compound Interpole
2. Four Pole, Compound Inte,--n-

E. Troubleshooting and Repair

1, Testing
2. Trouble

a, Fails to Run
b. Runs Slowly
c. Runs Fast
d. Sparks
e. Noisy

3. Repair

III. D. C. MOTOR CONTROL

A, Manual

1. Three Point Starting Box
2. Four Point Starting Box
3. Four Point Speed Regu,ating
4. Combination of Above
5. Overload
6. Switches

B. Automatic

1, Counter EMF
2. Lockout
3. Definite Magnetic Time
4. Definite Mechanical Time
'arum Controller

C. Troubleshooting and Repair

1. Troubl^
a. Doesn't Start
b. Handle doesn't Hold
c. Fuse Blows
d. Starting Box Overheats

2. Repair
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IV. UNIVERSAL, SHADED POLE, AND FAN

A. Universal

1. Construction
2. Operation
3. Connecting
4. Winding
5. T.-sting
6. Troubleshooting

a. Sparks
b. Runs Hot
c. Smokes
d. Eoor Torque

7. Repair

B. Shaded Pole

C. Fan

1. Construction
2. Operation
3. Windings
4. Reversing

1. Floor
2. Wall and Desk
3. Unit Heaters

V. D. C. GENERATORS

A. Operation

1. Separately Excited
2. Self-Excited
3. Differentially Connected

B. Troubleshooting

1. Does not Generate
2. Voltage Drops
3. Voltage Doesn't Build Up



FLCCR COVERER

r. C. T. 5-32.752

SUGGEST. CUTLINE CF RELAT:IX INST.RUCTION
FOR

FLOCR COVERER APPRENTICE.

SUGGESTED HOURLY BRZ.p.rC-7N

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Wathematics 10 1: 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 27 27 27 Cl

Trade Theory 6/ 63 63 1C'

TOTE LS 144 144. 144 432



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1.. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
.2. PA:table _

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



\ II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
L. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

1. Employer
2. Employee

III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. S ubtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Definitions

1. Working Drawings
2. Plans
3. Reproductions

a. Blueprints
b. B - W
c. Dry Process
d. Photostats

B. Working Drawings

1. Lines
2. Views

a. Relationships

C. Placement of Views

1. Plan, Front, and Right Side
2. Detail Drawings

D. Dimensions

1. Scales
2. Dimensioning

a. Extension Lines
b. Dimension Lines
c. Limited Space
d. Structural Member

E. Invisible Edges

1. Importance
2. Ues



APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

L MECHANICS FOR THE FLOOR COVERER

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to
a. Energy
h. Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel - Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission
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II. ELECTRI CITY AS APPLIILD TO THE FLOOR COVERER

A. Currents

1. Production
2. Direct
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. Measurement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Applications



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. LINCLEUM LAYING

A. Tools

1. Names of Tools
2. Care of Tools
3. Handling

B. Materials

1. Types
a. Burlap Back Linoleum
b. Felt Back Linoleum
c. Cork Carpet
d. Felt Underlay

Z. Wheia Used
3. Preparation

C. Supplies

1. Kind
a. Adhesive Paste
b. Primer
c. Cleaner Wax

Z. How to Use
3. How to Prepare

D. Underfloor Treatment

I. Wood Floors
a. Removal of.Base Shoes and-Doors
b. Removal of Old Covering
c. Floor Replacement where Necessary
d. Face Nailing
e. Treatment
f. Snloothing

Z. Concrete
a. Types
b. Preparation for Covering
c. Grinding Smooth
d. Filling Smooth
e. Removal of Marks zad Scale
f. Removal of Paint and Varnish
g. Concrete Fill
h. Primer
i. Adhesive
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E. Installation of Lining Felt

1. Kinds
2. Uses
3. Purpose
4. Installation

a. Leveling
b. Knifing
c. Pasting
d. Marking Lines
e. Marking Field Pasting Area

F. Adhesives

1. Kinds
2. Spreading
3. Cleaning Tools

G. Installation

1. Preparation for Laying
a. Check Flooring
b. Move Furniture
c. Tools

2. Use of Chalk Line
3. Determining Starting Point
4. Use of Straight Edge
5. Scribing and Cutting

a. Safety Cuts
b. Roughing In
c. Knifing In

6. Use of Roller and Sand Bags
7. Laying Field
8. Laying Border
9. Applying Cove Base

10. Figuring Allowance for Matching
11. Figuring Allowance for Stripping
12. Fitting to Irregular Objects
13. Repairing Small Miscuts and Open Seams
14. Cleaning Up



IL LINOLEUM MAINTENANCE

A. Care

1. Wasig.t ----J
a. Cleaner
b. Rinsing
c. Amount of Water

Z. Proper Use
a. Wiping Dry
b. Prompt Cleaning
c. Hot Pads
d. Furniture Rests

3. Waxing
a. Self Polishing
b. Buffing
c. Number of Coats
d. Frequency of Coats

4. Removing Rubber Heel Marks



SAFETY

Second Year

L SAFE WORKING PRACTICES .

A. Cartect Job Layout

I. Adequate Working Space
Z. Good Lighting,
3. Proper Ventilation

B. Correct Tools

I. Pointed Tools
a. Unsafe Cuts
b. Mechanical Acts
c. Lack of Concentration
d. Sharpening

Z. Heating 'rotas (Blow Torch)
a. Fire liaziirds ,

b. Burns
3. Correct Use of Tools

C. First Aid

I. Treatment
a. Burns
b. Broken Bones

(I) Simple Fracture
(2) Compound Fracture

c. Smashed Fingers and Toes
d. Minor Cuts
e. Deep Cuts

(I) Pressure Points
f. Shock
g. Punctures

(I) Pointed Tools
(2) Rusty Nails
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, aril Government
a. Inter -Relationships
b, Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, id Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
2. Children



'APPLIE1Y-MATHEMATICS

Second Year

MEASUREMENT

A. Direct

1. -Fractions
2. Inches
3. Feet
4. Yards

B. Calculation

1. Floor
2. Wall

a. Allowance for Door and Window
be Estimate

3. Volume
a. Units
b. Amount of Floor Fill

4. Tile
a. Pattern Consideration
b. Left and Right Half Tiles

.:;

C. Formulae

1. Area
a. Square
b. Circle

2. Volume



BLUTPRINT READING

Second Year

I. OR PROJECTION

A. Circles and Arcs

1, On Plan
2. Dimerisioning
'3.... Drawing

B. Views in Section

1. Importance
a. Plan Views
b. Sectional Views
c. Detail Drawings

2. Develop= ent
3. Arch. Symbol-
4. Sections

a. Materials
b. Reference Lines
c. Detail Drawings

II. ORTHOGRAPHIC SKETCHING

A. Importance

B. Tools for Sketching

1. Use
2. Care

C. Straight Lines

1. Methods
Z. Practice
3. Proportion

D. Shapes

1. Circles
2. Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes
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APILIEril SCIENCE

Second Year

,

L MATERIALS OF TRADE

A. Description

I. Basic CornpcsitIon Materials
a. Cork
b. Asphalt
c. Rubber
d. Plastics
e. Wood Floor
f. Pigment
g. Kouri Gum .

h. Linseed Oil
i. Binding Cement

2. Properties

B. Value

I. Resilience
2. Sanitation
3. Beautification
4. Quietnes s
5. Ease of Cleaning

C. Uses

I. Bathrooms
2. Offices
3. Kitchens
4. Other Rooms

D. Linoleum

I. Size
2. Thickness
3. Type

a. Cork Carpet
b. Yaspe
c. Plain
d. Inlaid
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TRADE THEORY

Second Yeir

I. FLOOR LAYING TECHNIQUES

A. General

I. Solid Floor
2. Simple Border
3. Single Feature Strip
4. Double Feature Strip
5. Simple Insert

B. Miscellaneoub

I. Flash Cove Base
2. Top Set Cove Bs...e

a. Inside Corner
b. Outsicie Corner

3. Sink 'Paps
4. Sink Tops - Cove Up Walls

C. Other Areas

I. Sub Floor
2. Under Layment
3. Unusual Fits
4. Stair Treads
5. Moulding

II. METAL EDGE WORK

A. Types of Metal

I. Aluminum or Bright Metal
2. Stainless St :el
3. Anodized (Satin Finish)

B. Tools

I. Kind
2. Use
3. Care
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C. Bending and Installing Metal

I. Rim and racing Metal
a. Inside Radius
b. Radius Bends

2. Sink Rings
3. Soldering

D. Polishing

1. Steel Wool
2. Metal Polish

E. Types of Trim

I. Cheon
2. Kim
3. B & T
4. Werner
5. Chromedge

F. Linoleum Installation of Tables

I. With Metal
Z. Without Metal

III. SINK TOP INSTALLATIONS

A. Linoleum Installation

I. Straight Sink Top with End and Back
a. Coved
b. Metal

2. "L" Type Sink with Coved End and Back
3. 48 "U" Sink Top - All Sides Covered

a. Plran
b. Metal

4. Joints
a. Tight
b. Waterproof Cement



IV. ASPHALT OR RUBBER TILE

A. Preparation

1. Concrete Floor
2. Wood Floor
3. Wall Surface
4. Square Room
5. Lay Out Border

B. Laying Rubber Tile

1. Pasting
2. Scribing and Fitting.'
3. Laying
4. Rolling

C. Laying Asphalt Tile

1. Priming
2. %,eireling
3. Applying Felt
4. Laying Tile

a. Square
b. Diagonal

D. Covering Walls

1. Cutting
2. Corners and Doorways
3. Cleaning



SAFETY
r.

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. !nexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excita'Ality

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Enits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

ThirdYear

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public As

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Bl.ad
3. Aid to Dependent Children

t s

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crtpled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

IL WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Obtaining Necessary Data

I. Rooms
a. Measure
b. List Material

2. Survey
a. Condition of Foundation
b. Number of Projections
c. Deign

3. Other Considerations
a. Distance to Job
b. Elevator Service
c. Number of Trips

4. Re-check Information

B. Calculate

I. Figure Footage
2. Figure Cost
3. Figure Labor
4. Figure Profit

C. Quote Price

1
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BLUE7RINT READING

Third Year

I. CRTHOGRAPHIC S:r:LTCHING

A. Working Sketch

1. 'naming
a. Size
b. Proportion

Z. Systematic Procedure
a. Rough Outline
b. Dimension and Extension Lines
c. Cbject Lines
d. Arrow Heads
e. 'Dimensions
f. Noses

II. ISCMETRIC SKETCHING

A. Value and Importance

B. Comparison to Crthographic

C. Sketching

1. Vertical Lines
Z. Horizontal Lines
3. Angles
4. Dimensioning

D. Sketching Circles and Arcs

1. Dimensioning

III. C BLINIE PROJECTION

A. Value and Importance

B. Types

IV. TRADE APPLICATIONS

A. Reading Trade ?rints

B. Sketching Installations

C. Reading Sketches
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AT?LIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. MA TERIALS

A. Resilient Tiles

1. Types
a. Rubber
b. Asphalt
c. Interlocking Rubber
d. Linoleum

2. Composition
3. Properties
4. Recommended Uses
5. Colors and Designs

B. Mastic Flooring

1. Types
a. alood Fibre
b. Gypsum
c. Asphalt
d. Cement
e. Magnesite
f. Cork Shavings

2. Properties
3. Recommended Uses

C. Carpets

1. Manufacture
2. Dualities
3. Weaves
4. Composition



TRADE THEORY

1. TILE MAINTENANCE

A. Asphalt Tile,..

Third Year

,

1. Routine Sweeping
2. Washing

a. Warm Water
b. Rinse
c. Mop

3. Waxing
a. Type

1 1

b. Direction of Strokes
4. Cautions

a. Time Lapse before, Washing
b. Care When Mopping

B. Wall Covering

1. Cleaning
2. Waxing

C. Rubber Tile

1. Washing
a. Warm Water
b. Rinse
c. Mop
d. Time Lapse before Washing

2. Waxing
3. Buffing with Steel Wool

r. Cork Tile

1. Sanding
a. When
b. How

2. Liquid Waxing
a. Composition
b. Application

3. Buffing
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E. General Care

1. Harsh Cleaning Agents
a. Types
b. Cause Discoloration
c. Causes Deterioration
d. Softens

2. Do not Use on Resilient Floors
a. Lacquers
b. Varnishes
c. Waxes Containing

(1) Naphtha
(2) Turpentine
(3) Similar Solvents

3. Waxing
a. Over Dirty Floor

4. Sweeping Compounds Containing
a. Sand
b. Chemicals
c. Oils

5. Reasons

II. CARPET LAYING

A. Carpets

1. Kinds
2. Construction
3. Care

B. Preparation of Floor

1. Types of Floor Leveling Compounds
2. Conditioning Floors
3. Proper Way to Remove Carpet

C. Padding

1. Purpose
2. Types
3. Weights
4. Conditions that r'etermine Methods of Installing
5. Laying Out
6. Piecing ,.

7. Stretching Wrinkled Pad
8. Cutting
9. Laying

10. Tacking and Pasting
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D. Carpet Fastening Methods

1. Invisible Pins
2. Rug Fastener
3. Pin Methods
4. Pastack Anchor
5. Roberts Smoothedge
6. Kellastone Carpet Strip

E. Matching Patterns

1. Set Match
2. Drop Match
3. Running Match
4. Split Broadloom

F. Cleaning and Sizing
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FOUNDRYMAN-COREMAKER

D.O.T. '- 4-82.013

SUGGESTED OUTLINE CF RELATEDINSTRUCTION
FOR

FOUNDRYMAN-COREMAKER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
c'UBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety

Indtstrial and Labor Relations

9

9

9

9

.9

9

9

9

36

36

Applied Mathematics 24 ' 24 't -: 24 24 96
- f: .

Blueprint Reading 18 18 18 18 72

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 130

Trade Theory 57 57 57 57 228

--.'
TOTALS 144 144 "'144 144 576

,



$ AFET

First .Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES . -

ks)

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities -

B. Accidents

-, .: 2,--. )
-3: Mile-14r Safety' Stati1b.tds . IP 41 --
4. General Safety Devices
5s Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

l. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2, Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilati on

3. Accident Proner est
a. Mentalif-
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND ,LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMCCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work ..
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICES HIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. 17HCLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Surface
a. Linear
b. Angular
c. Circular
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJILCTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Finish Marks
b. Decimal
c. Allowance
d. Tolerance
e. Fits
f. Limits

Z. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Thread
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink
5. Taps

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where
c. Why

2. Types
a. Half
b. Full
c. Revolved
d. Broken
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AP:.7`LIIF::D SCIENCE

First Year

!. iviECHANICS AS APPLIEr TO COREMAKING

A. Matter

I. State s
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Gravitation

C. Work

I. Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power.

2. Formulas

D. Friction

I. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

E. Simple Machines

I. Types
a. Lever
b. Pulley
c. Wheel-Axle
d. Inclined Plane
e. .ledge
f. Screw

2. Principles
3. Uses
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F. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

G. Hydraulic Principles

H. Gas Principles

II. HEAT AS APPLIED TO COREMAKING

A. Sources

B. Meas,-ement

1. Intensity
2. nuantity

C. Transmission

1. Conduction
2. Convection
3. Radiation

D. Effects

1. Helpful
2, Harmful



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. MATZRIALS

A. Sands

1. Types
a. Purity
b. Structure
c. Size
d. Distribution
e. Refactoriness
f. Location

B. Binders

1. Purpose
2. Requirements

a. Strength
b. Gas
c. Distortion
d. Standing Strength
e. Moisture
f. Handling
g. Mixture
h. Economy

3. Class I - Those That Become Firm on Freezing
a. Water

4. Class II - Become Firm at Room Temperature
a. Sodium Silicate
b. Portland Cement
c. Silica Ester
d. Rubber Cement
e. Chemical Cement

5. Class M - Become Firm on Baking
a. Oils
b. Cereals
c. Resins
d. Pitci:
e. Sulfida
f. Protein

6. Class IV - Clay
a. Fire Clay
b. Bentonites
c. Silica Flour
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7. Other Binders
a. Blended Pitch
b. Blended

8. Functions

II. CORE MIXTURES

A. REQUIREMENTS

1. Strength
2. Collapse Properly
3. Hardness
4. Heat Resistant
5. Unaffected by Atmosphere
6. Storage Ability
7. Absorb no Moisture '

8. Hold Shape
9. Bake Correctly

10. Produce Little 'has
11. Be Smooth
13. Permeability
14. Easily Re movable
15. Do not Fou' Core Box

B. Steel Castings

1. Mixtures vs. Section Size

C. Malleable Castings

1. Fineness
2. Binders
3. Moisture

D. Grey Iron Castings

1. Oil Sand Cures
2. Black Cores

E. Brass and Bronze Castings

1. Oil Sand Ratios
2. Moisture
3. Properties
4. Otiier Binders

F. Copper Castings

Characteristics

G. Others
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SAFETY '":.' i..

Second Year-

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

. .

2. Tools
a. Care of Hazid Tools
b. Use of Hand Tools
c. Conditioning bf Mid Tools
d. Care of Portable Tools
e. Use of Portable Tools

3. Machines
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning

4. Ovens
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning

B. Safety Standards

1. Company Rules
2. Company Standards
3. Company Practices
4. Company Safety Devices

C. Procedure in case of Accidents

1. First Aid
2. Safety for ethers
3. Notification
4. Reports
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONCMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter,Relationships
b. Effects

.

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct ,

b. Mutual Responsibilities
3. Government and Democracy

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B, Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



ArPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Surface.
a. Irregular Shapes

Z. Vollitrie
a. Rectangle
b. PriiM.
c. Cylinder
d. Cone'
e. Piramid

3. Other
a. Temperature
b. Weight

B. Foundry Problems

II. PERCENTAGE

A. Types

1. Simple
2. Discounts
3. Profit and Loss

B. Trade Application

1. Core Problems
2. Sand Problems

III. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio

1. Definitions
2. Direct and Inverse Ratio

B. Proportion

1. Direct
Z. Inverse

B. Trade Applications
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BLUTFRINT 1E/DING

Second Year

I. TY'ES OF DIA ING

4' . Isometric

1. Three :-rincipal Axes
2. Horizontal Lines
3. Vertical Lines
4. Non - Isometric Line s

a. where Located
b. Why called

5. Length of Lines
6. Sketching

a. Straight Lines
b. Curved Lines
c . Circles '

d. Hidden Lines
7. Uses

B. Cblique

1. Principal Plane
2. Angle s
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-Cblique Lines

a. '.There Located
b. '`.:'by Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Sketching

a. Straight Lines
b. Curved Lines
c. Circles
d. Hidden Lines

8. Uses



APPLIED SCIENCE.

Second Year

I. LIGHT AS APPLIED TO CCREMAK/NG

A. Principles

I. Wave Action
2. Sources
3. Color
4. Control

B. Relation to Trade

II. . SCUND AS APPLIED TO COREMAKING

A. Principles

I. Sources
2. Vibrations
3. Transmission
4. Insulation
5. Absorption

B. Relation to Trade

III. MATERIALS

A. Core Sands

I. Kinds
2. Properties

a. Chemical
b. Physical

3. Grain Shape
4. Screen Analysis
5. Fineness vs. Surface Area
6. Grain Size



!

B. Methods of Selection

1. Essential Properties
a. Size
b. Shape
c. Distribution
d. Base Permeability
e. Sintering Point
f. Clay Content

Z. Periodic Tests
3. Records
4. Advantages
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. CORE SAND STORAGE

A. Sand Handling

1. Methods
2. Importance

B. Drying and Cooling Sand

1. Importance of Drying
2. Amount of Moisture

a. Flow- ability
b. Green Strength
c. Baked Strength
d. Core Hardness

3. Importance of Cooling

C. Dryers and Coolers

1. Parallel Type
a. Counter Flow
3. Through Flow
4. Combination Parallel and Counter Flow
5. Vertical

D. Storage of Core Binders

1. Core Oils
a. Dry Binders

E. Mixing Equipment

1. Shovel and Riddle
2. Paddle Type
3. Muller Type
4. Kneading Type

F. Storage Hoppers

II. CORE MAKING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT

A. Core Box

1. Shape
a. Simple
3. Complicated
4. Skeleton
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B. Core Plates and Dryers

1. Material
2. Plate Lif.e
3. Scale Removal

C. Vents and Vetting

1. Reason
2. Types

a. Wax
b. Rope
c. Cross
d. Vent Plates

D. Core Rods and Arbors

1. Small Cores
2. Large Cores

E. Large Sand Core

i. Good Sand
2. Hollow Out
3. Vents
4. Arbors

F. Arboted Cores

1. 'tip°
2. Fittings t

G. Core Chills

1. Purpose
2. Reasons for Avoiding
3. Size and Shape
4. Coatings

H. Equipment

1. Purpose
2. Operating Techniques

a. Core Rod Straighteners
b. Vibrating Stripping Machine
c. Continuous Machine
d. Cut-off and Tapering Machine
e. Ramming Machine
f. Hand Roll ever Machine
g. Squeezing Machine
h. Hand Jolt, Hand Roll Over Machines
1. Core Blowing Machine
j. Sand Throwing Machine
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SAFETY

Third Year

1. S i,FE WORKING FRI% CTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Normal Work
a. Ovens
b. Machine Shop
c, Layout

2, Hot Jobs
a. Gloves
b. Goggles
c. Salt Tablets

3. Special Work

B. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

1. Burns
a. First Degree
b. Second Degree
c. Third Degree

2. Broken Bone s
a. Simple Fractures
b. Compound Fractures

3. c*rushed Limbs
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Pressure Points
c. Amputations

5. Shock i

6. Heat Exhaustion
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Meti,...ios
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4, Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

IL SCCIAL SECURITY

A. F-Icial Insurance

1. Employment Security
Z. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public As

1. Old- Age As
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to rependent Children

C. Health and Welfare ervices

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
4, Vocational Rehabilitation
5 Public Health Services



APPLIED MAT1-1EVIATICS

Third Year

I. GRAPHS

A. Kinds

1. Line
2.- Bar
3. Circle

B. Trade Applications

IL GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

1. Bisection
a. Line
b. Angle

2. Angles
3. Triangle
4. Circle
5. Square
6. Hexagon
7. Other Shapes

B. Trade Applications

III. TRADE ALGEBRA

A. Formulas

1. Use of Letters
Z. Substitution
3. Simple Equations
4. Transposition

B. Trade Applications

1. Solving Problems



BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year....- .

I. ADVANCED BLUEPRINT READING. PRINCIPLES

A. Holos

1. Drilling
2. Reaming
3. Boring
4. Spot Facing
5. Interpreting Prints

B. Moulding and Coring

I. Moulding
2, Coring
3. Interpreting Prints

C. Irregular Shapes

1, Old Shaped Castings
Z. Set Cores
3. Coping Down
4. Split Patterns
5. Interpreting Prints

D. Dovetails

1, Parts
Z. Measure

E. Special Methods

1. Auxiliary Views
2, Split Bearings
3. Sketching Auxiliary Views
4. Techniques of Sketching

F. Sections

I, Partial
2. Cutting Plane
3. Types
4. Sketching and Interpretation
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APFLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO COREMAKING

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
a. Circuits

Z. Kinds and Forms of Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating.
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement of Electricity-

1. Volts
Z. Amperes
3. Ohms
4. Watts

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
Z. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded and Solid

Z. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. CORE BAKING

A. Baking Rate

1. Temperature
2. Time
3. Type of Binder
4. Size of Core
5. Humidity

R. Type of Binder

1. Class III Binders

C. Bonding Properties

1. Dry
2. Core Oils

a. Oxidation
b. Polymerization

D. Size of Core

1. Uniform
2. Oxygen

E. Moisture Elimination

F. Arrangement of Cores

II. CORE OVENS

A. Early Types

1. Stoker-fired
2. Gas Fired
3. Drawer Type
4. Rack Type
5. Reel Type
6. Mezzanine - Floored
7. Continuous

a. Objections
b. Requirements
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B. Modern Types

1. Shelf Type
Z. Drawer Type
3. Rack Type
4. Car Type
5. Conveyor
6. Horizontal

a. Advantages
7. Vertical

a. Advantages
8. Steam Heated

C. Cperation

1. Location of Vents
Z. Efficiency
3. Fuels

a. Types
b. Advantages
c. Disadvantages

D. Controls

1. Method
a. Type Firing
b. On - Off

Z. Advantages
3. Temperature Control

a. Air Valves
b. Thermal
c. Mr-Thermocouple
d. Electrical

4. Installation

III. CCRE FINISHING

A. Cleaning Operations

1. Trimming
Z. Brushing
3. Coating
4. Mudding
5. Venting
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B. Sizing Operations

I. Templates
2. Filing
3, Grinding

C. Assembly Operations

I. Pasting of Cores
2. Bolting of Cores,
3. Leading of Cores



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES t
A. Personal Faults I

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taxing
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1, Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipm,Int
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS
. .4

Fourth Year

.

I. WCRKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children
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APPLIZD MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS AS APPLIED TO COREMAKING

A. Definitions

1. Stress and Strain
a. Tension
b. Compression
c. Shear

2. Unit Stress
3. Elastic Limit
4. Breaking Strength
5. Safety Factor

B. Problems of the Trade

II. ESTIMATING

A. Money and Time Calculations

B. Manufacturing Costs



[
I.

BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

PROJECTION

1. Violations
2. Use of Tables
3. Cross Section Lines
4. Sketching and Interpretation

II. ALTERATIONS AND EXTRA VIEWS

1. Sketching and Interpretation

III. SPECIAL CONVENTIONS

1. Sc raping
2. Taper Pins
3. S. A. E. Numbering System
4. Sketching and Interpretation

IV. PROJECTION

1. Untrue
2. Rotated an1 Aligned
3. Revolved and Removed Sections
4. Partial Views
5. Distorted Views
6. Sketching and Interpretation

V. GENERAL TERMS

1. Auxiliary Views
2. Phantom Outlines
3. Structural Steel Shapes
4. Special Methods of Dimensioning
5. Finishes
6. Finish Marks
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO COREMAKING

A. Scope

I. Mechanical Processes
a. Smelting
b. Re ducing
c. Refining

2. Physical Processes
a. Alloying

3. Chemical Processes
a. Electrolysis

B. Principles

I. Relation to Trade

C. Tfpes and Properties of Metals

1. Iron
2. Steel
3. Aluminum
4. Brass and Bronze
5. Copper
6. Magnesium



TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. CORE WASH

A. Functions

I. Improve Casting Surface
2. Reduce Cleaning Casts

B. Types

I. Dry
2. Wet

C. Ccanposition

I. Physical
2. Chemical

D. Bonds

I. Application
Z. Drying
3. Pouring
4. Type::

E. Solutions

I. Preparation
2. Control
3. Maintenance
4. Agitation
5. Artolic ation

F. Drying

II. CORE HANDLING

A. Core Trucks
a. Hand
b. Power

B. Conveyors

C. Tramr ail
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III. TESTING CORES AND CORE MI XTURES

A. Binders
1. Cereal

a. Machine Mixing
b. Hand Mixing

2. Oil
a. Weighing
b. Mixing

B. Green Strength

I. Compression Test
2, Tensile Test

C. Core Moisture

I. Moistur.. Teller
2. Speedy Moisture Tester
3. Moisture Indicator

D. Green Core Hardness

1. Hardness Tester

r. Baking Test Specimens

I. Temperature Control
2. Shelf Construction
3. Fan
4. Air Changes

F. Core Hardness

1, Surface Hardness

IV. CORE SETTING

A. Aids

I. Gauges
2. Ram-up Cores
3. Fixtures
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B. Holding Core in i :old

1. Core Prints
a. Set
b. Extended
c. Surface

Z. Chaplets
a. Requirements
b. Factors affecting Chaplet Reaction
c. Effects
d. Types
e. Forces
f. Amount Needed

V. CORE KNCCK-OUT

A. Factors Determining

1. Design of Casting
Z. Selection of Core Sand
3. Selection of Binder
4. Baking
5. Time left in Mold
6. Selection of Knock-out Equipment
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FOUNDRYMAN-MOULDER

D.O.T. 4-81.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

FOUNDRYMAN-MOULDER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year

Applied Science

1st Year 2nd Year aid Year 4th Year Total

Safety

24

27

57

18

9

9

-441-

24.

27

57

18

9

9

27

24

57

18

9 .

9

24

27

57

18

9

9

228

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576

108

Trade Theory

36

Applied Mathematics 96

Blueprint Reading

36

Industrial and Labor Relations

72

SUBJECT



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. In trAluction

I. Employee Responsibilities
Z. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

I. Protection
Z. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
Z. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. . Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL 1, ND LABOR RELATICNS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

L. WHCLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Surface
a. Linear
b. Angular
c. Circular
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines
1. Identification and Application

a. Cut line
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Finish Marks
b. Decimal
c. Allowanc e
d. Toleranc e
e. Fits
f. Limits

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Thread
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink
5. Taps

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where
c. Why

2. Type s
a. Half
b. Full
c. Revolved
d. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO MOULDING

A. Matter

I. States
a. Solid
b, Liquid
c, Gases-

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Gravitation

C. Work

I. Relation to
a. Energy
b, Motion
c, Power

Z. Formulas
D. Friction

l. Harmful
2. Helpful
3, Anti-friction Devices

E. Simple Machines

l. Types
a. Lever
b. Pulley
c. Wheel-Axle
d. Inclined Plane
e, Wedge
f. Screw

2, Principles
3. Uses

F. Power

I. Kinds
2, Source
3. Transmission
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G. Hydraulic Principles

H. Gas Principles

II. HEAT AS APPLIED TO MOULDING

A. Sources

B. Measurement

1. Intensity
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

1. Conduction
2. Convection
3. Radiation

D. Effects

1. Helpful
2. Harmful



TRADE THEORY

First Year

L MOLDING PRACTICE

A. Molds

1. Sand
a. Green Sand
b. Dry Sand
c. Loam Work

2. Metal
a. Small Castings
b. Pipe

B. Materials

1. Sand
a. Quality
b. Composition
c. Types

2. Facings
a. Types
b. Compositions
c. Use

3. Other
a. Fire Clay
b. Clay Wash
c. Parting Materials

C. Tools

1. Flasks
a. Snap
b. Wooden
c. Iron

2. Shovels
3. Ramrners
4. Finishing Tools
S. Others



11. Crilk..g:N SAND MC)LDING

A. l'rinciples

B. Sand

1. Sound Casting
Z. Clean Casting
3. Smooth Casting

1. Mixtures
Z. Tempering and Cuttins
3. Riddling
4. Ramming

a. Hard
b. Soft

3. Carrying
a. Gaggers
b. Nails and Rods
c. Chucks
d. Lifting Plates

Arbor

. Chaplets

1. Sten-.
2. Double Head or Stud
3. Strip Metal

L. Venting

1. Gases
2. Blowholes

L. Gating

1. Pouring Basin
2, Runners
3. Gate
4. Skimming Gate

a. Purpose
b. Construction



F. RP:ars

i. Purposes
2. Shrinkage

a. Liquid
b. Solid

3. Place
4. Size
5. Feeding Rod

M. DRY SAND MOLDS

A. Diffe r ence

1. Sand
2. Finishing

B. Facing Sands

1. Stronger
2. Sea Coal not Used
3. ather Core Bonds

C. Finishing

1. Shaving
2. Mold Drier
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Handling of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying

,..c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Tools. i. .

a. Care "of Hand Tools
b. Use of Hand Tools
c.- Conditioning of Hand Tools
d. Care of Portab' 2 Tools
e. Use of Portable Tools

3. Machines
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning

4. Ovens
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning

B. Safety Standards

1. Company Rules
2. Company Standards
3. Company Practices
4. Company Safety Devices

C. Procedure in Case of Accid...nts

1. First Aid
2. Safety for Others
3. Notification
4. Reports
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

Second Year

_

::- : . .

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter -Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy .

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

.

B. Wage Systems
it

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Surface
---,

ea. Irregular Shaps
2. Volume

a. Rectangle
b. Prism
c. Cylinder
d. Cone
e. Pyramid

3. Other
a. Temperature
b. Weight

B. Foundry Problems

II. PERCENTAGE

A. Types

1. Simple
2. Discounts
3. Profit and Loss

B. Trade Application

1. Core Problems
2. Sand Problems

III. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio

1. Definitions
2. Direct and Inverse Ratio

B. Proportion

1. Direct
2. Inverse

C. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

I. TYPES OF DRA7INGS

A. Isometric

Second Year

Y

1. Three Principil Axes
2. Horizontal Lines
3. Vertical Lines
4. Non - Isometric Lines

a. Where located
b. Why called

5. Length of Lines
6. Sketching

a. Straight Lines
b. Curved Lines
c. Circles
d. Hidden Lines

7. Uses

B. Oblique

1, Principal Plane
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-Oblique Linea

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length oi Lines
7. Sketching

a. Straight Lines
b. Curved Lines
c. Circles
d. Hidden Lines

8. Uses



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. LIGHT AS APPLIED TO MCULDING

A. Principles

1. Wave Action
2. Sources.
3. Color
4. Control

B. Relation to Trade

II. SOUND AS APPLIED TO MCULDING

A. Principles

I. Sources
2. Vibrations
3. Transmission
4. Insulation
5. Absorption

B. Relation to Trade

III. MATERIALS

A. Core Sands

I. Kinds
2. Properties

a. Chemical
b. Physical

3. Grain Shape
4. Screen Analysis
5. Fineness vs. Surface Area
6. Grain Size



B. Methods cf Selection
. .

1. Essential Properties
a. Size
b. Shape
c. Distribution
d. Base Permeability
e. Sintering Point
C Clay Cqn!.ent

2. Periodic Tests
3. Records
4. Advantages
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. vICLDING MACHINES

A. Ramming machines

I. Types
a. Squeezer
b. Jar or Jolt Ram
c. Sand Sling

L. Construction
3. Principle of Operation
4. Purpose

B. Pattern Draw Machines

I. Types
a. Stripping Plate
b. Stripper

2. Construction
3. Purpose
4. Principle of Operation

C. Roll-Over Machine

I. Construction
2. Purpose
3. Principle of Operation

D. Combination Macidnes

I. Types

E. Mounts

I. Types
a. Match Plate
b. Cope and Drag

2. Purpose
F. Advantages

I. Uniformity
2. Decreased Costs
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II. CPEN SAND MCLDING

A. Open Mold

I. Use
a. Loam Plates
b. Cross Bars
c. Sides to Iron Flasks

2. Construction

III. LOAM MCLDING .

A. Skill

I. Core Room
2. Dry Sand
3. Green Sand
4. Design

B. Rigging

I. Spindle
2. Sweeps
3. Plates

a. Building
b. Cope Ring
c. Cover Plate
d. Sticker Plates

C. Materials

I. Red Brick
2. Mud

a. Burnt Loam
b. Old Floor Sand
c. Clay Wash

3. Loam
a. Slip or Skinning

D. Principles

I. Main Parts
a. Core
b. Cope
c. Cover
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2. Laying Up
a. Foundation
b. Cope

3. Joint ,

4. Drawback
5. Closing
6. Pouring
7. Remove

a. Casing
b. Sand
C. Bricks

8. Cleaning



SAFETY
..

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Normal Work
a. Ovens
b. Machine Shop
c. Layout

2. Hot Jobs
a. Gloves
b. Goggles
c. Salt Tablets

3. Special Work

B. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

1. Burns
a. First Degree
b. Second Degree
c. Third Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple Fractures
b. Compound Fractures

3. Crushed Limbs
4. Cuts

a. Mirm
b. Pressure Points
c. Amputations

5. Shock
6. Heat Exhaustion
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INDUSTRIAL la ND LABOR RELATICNS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods
1. Organizations

a, Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SCCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1., Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. id -Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child A.relfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Services
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P.12!.:LIZD MA TH-LiviA_TICS

Third Year

GaAPHS

A. Kinds

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

B. Trade Applications

II. GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

1. Bisection
a. Line
b. Angle

Z. Angles
3. Triangle
4. Circle
5. Square
6. Hexagon
7. ether Shapes

B. Trade Applications

III. TRADE ALGEBRA

A. Formulas

1. Use of Letters
2. Substitution
3. Simple Equations
4. Transposition

B. Trade Applications

1. Solving Problems
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

1. ADVANCED BLUEPRINT READING,PRINC1PLES

A. Holes

1. Drilling
2. Reaming
3. Boring
4. Spot Facing
5. Interpreting Prints

B. Moulding and Coring

1. Moulding
2. Coring
3. Interpreting Prints

C. Irregular Shapes

1. Odd Shaped Caseings
2. Set Cores
3. Coping Down
4. Split Patterns
5. Interpreting

D. Dovetails

1. Parts
2. Measuring

E. Special Methods

1. Auxiliary Views
2. Split Bearings
3. Sketching Auxiliary Views'
4. Techniques of Sketching

F. Sections

1. :'irtial
2. Cutting Plane
3. Types
4. Sketching and Interpietation
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO MOULDING

A Nature and Forms
I. Electron Theory

a. Circuits
Z. Kinds and Forms of Current

a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltage and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement of Electricity

I. Volts
Z. Amperes
3. Chms

C. Protect! Devices

I. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

I. Types of Wire
a. Stranded and Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wires
a, Capacity

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols,
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. MELTING EQUIPMENT

A. Cupola

I. Construction
a. Material
b. Shape

Z. Parts
a. Breast
b. Slag Hole
c. Tuferes
d. Bottom
e. Legs

3. Zones
a. Crucible
b. Tuy'res
c. Combustion
d. Melting
e. Pre-heating
f. Stack

4. Purpose
B. Operation

I. Cleaning
a. Drop Bottom
b. Picking Slag
c. Daubing

2. Lighting Up
a. Wood Fire
b. Bed Charge
c. Torch
d. Breast
e. Botted

3. Fluxing
a. Limestone
b. Charged at Start
c. Fourth or Fifth Charge

4. Ladle
a. Hand
b. Bull
c. Tea-Pot
d. Bottom -Pour
e. Hot-Blast
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C. Theory

1. Coke Bed and Combustion
a. Depth
b. Gases
c, Heat Loss

2. Air Required
a. Pressure
b. Blast Pressure
c. Fans
d. Blowers

U. AIR FURNACES

A. Fuel

I. Coal
a. Types

1 Oil4.

B. Construction

I, Roof
a. Bungs

2. Hearth
3. Fire Wall
4. Bridge Wall
5. Slag Door
6. Peel

C. Firing
I. Method

D. Melting

III. OTHER FURNACES

A. Construction

B. Main Features

C. Types

I. Brackelsburg
2. Converter
3. Open-Hearth
4. Electric

a. Electric Arc
b. Induction

5. Open Flame
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Igrorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Veatilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RI LATIONS

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions
.

C. Provisions for Women and Childien



AP-PLIED. MATHEMATICS

FourtIL Year

I. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

A. Defini tions

I. Stress and Strain
a. Tension
b. Compression
c. Shear

2. Unit Stress
3. Elastic Limit
4. Breaking Strength
5. Safety Factor

B. Problems of the Trade

IL ESTIMATING

A. Money and Time Calculations

B. Manufacturing Costs

.
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. .

BLUZPRINT READING-
. .

Fourth Year

I. PROJECTION

1. Violations
2. Use of Tables
3. Cross Section Lines -,
4. Sketching and Interpretaticin

U. ALTERATIONS AND EXTRA VIEWS

1. Sketching and Interpretation

Iii. SPECIAL CONVENTIONS

1. Scraping
Z. Taper Pins
3. S. A. E. Numbering System
4. Sketching and Interpretation

IV. PROJECTION

1. Untrue
Z. Rotated and Aligned
3. Revolved and Removld Sections
4. Partial Views
5. Distorted Views
6. Sketching and Interpretation

V. GENERAL TERMS

1. Auxiliary Views
Z. Phantom Outlines
3. Structural Steel Shapes
4. Special Methods of Dimensioning
5. Finishes
6. Finish Marks
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APPLIED SpIENCE

Fourth Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO MOULDING

A. Scope

1. Mechanical Processes
a. Smelting
b. Reducing
c. Refining

2. Physical Processes
a. Alloying

3. Chemical Processes
a. Electr lysis

B. Principles

1. Relation to Trade

C. Types and Properties of Metals

1. Iron
2. Steel
3. Aluminum
4. Brass and Bronze
5. Copper
6. Magnesium
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. MOLDING WORK
1..

A. Irregular Patteriis

1. Flat Backs
2. Plaster of Paris Match
3. Sand Match
4. Follow Board

B. Pipe Molds

1. Cores
2. Gaggets
3. Gate Stick
4. Risers
S. Vent

C. Grooved Pulley

1. Green Sand
2. Pouring Basin
3. Parting Dust

D. Three-Part Molds

1. Cheek
2. Loose Flange
3. Loose Block
4. Riser
S. Gate Stick
6. Blacking
7. Molder's Bulb
8. Rapping Plate

E. Pit Molding

1. Nail
Z. Fillet
3. Down Gate
4. Top Flange
S. Draw Gate
6. Rods
7. Bottom flange
8. Guide Cones
9. Lifting Plate



F. Jointing

1. Coped Out
2. Match Plate
3. Flat Joint
4. Parting Line

G. Molding Drag

1. Tuck Sand
2. Ram
3. Strike Off
4. Wooden Runner

H. Molding Cope

1. Tuck
2. Ram
3. Strike Off
4. Pouring Basin
5. Tap Spike

L St-engthening

1. Iron Band
2. Slip Jacket
3. Steel Jackets

J. Pipe Cap

1. Ramming
a. Three Stages
b. Peen Rammed
c. Butt Rammed

2. Venting
3. Bedding Bottom Board
4. Parting Sand
5. Tucked
6. Pouring Gate
7. Blackening

K. General Precautions

1. Sand
a. Well Cut
b. Properly Tempered

2. Clearance
a. 2" Bench Work
b. 2" - 8" Floor Work

3. Flasks
a. Large Enough
b. Strong Enough
c. Pins Fit

4. Tools
a. On Hand
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INTRODUCTION

of the apprentice coordinators affiliated with local vocational schools

Contained in this volume are outlines for instruction in related subjects
for the major apprenticeable trttdes. It is intended primarily for the use of
local directors of vocational education and apprentice coordinators who are
responsible for the approval of establishments for apprentice training and

apprentices throughout the State of New Jersey. The trades for which re-

indicate are most likely to be involved in requests for apprentice instruction.

The publication of this material represents the completion of the second

Assistant Commissioner of Education, at a meeting of New Jersey's appren-
tice coordinators. The first step of the program was completed with the
pu ication of Outline of Basic Work Processes for fifty-three major

who are expected to provide appropriate related instruction for bona-fide

lated subjects outlines have been developed are those which past records

step in a three-step program which was outlined by Dr. Albert E. Jochen,

apprenticeable trades in New Jersey. The final step anticipates the pre-
paration of related instruction course materials based on the outlines con-
tained in this volume.

The preparation of the present volume and its reproduction were completed
in the Vocational Division, Curriculum Laboratory under the general direction
of Mr. Benjamin Shapiro, Curriculum Specialist.

All

the development of the related subjects outlines. The final stages of the work
were completed in the Curriculum Laboratory during the summer months of
1960 by Mr. Frederick Porgee, Apprentice Coordinator, in Middlesex County,
and Mr. Robert Glass ett, Apprentice Coordinator in Somerset County.
Materials and information from many state departments of education were
reviewed. The contributions from New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut
were found to be particularly helpful.

outlines was reviewed by competent personnel actively engaged in the trades
and-industries involved. Although it has been found that there is no universal
agreement regarding the specific job units which should be included in a total
apprenticeship program, the outlines as submitted include major areas of
agreement.

mean that good instructional materials are not available from other sources
nor that those materials should not be used or adapted for use within this state.

and the Vocational Division of the State Department of Education assisted in

Before final submission for publication, the content of the related subjects

The development of the pRoposed three-stage program does not necessarily

,:.



However, it L.4 increasingly evident that the anticipated need for up-to-date
related instruction in the future, in terms of a constant upgrading of
apprentices and more technical work requirements in the several trades,
requires that related instruction courses must be continually revised and
tailored to meet the needs of these trades as practices in New Jersey.

Neal B. Perkins
State Director

Trade and Industrial Education
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AUTOMOBILE BODY AND FENDER MECHANIC

D. O. T. . 5..81.510

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

AUTOMOTIVE BODY AND FENDER MECHANIC APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year and Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety

Industrial & Labor Relations

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

36

36

Applied Mathematics 36 36 - .. 72

Blueprint & Diagram Reading 18 18 - - 36

Applied Science 18 18 36 36 108

Trade Theory 54 54 90 90 Z88

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

U. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
Z. American

C. Employer - Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IL FRAM NS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
... Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion tc Fractions

B. Trade Applications



IV. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

I. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume
6. Metric System
7. Temperature
8. Weight
9. Use of Handbook and Tables

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
Z. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application

a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
1. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices

a. Finish Marks
b. Decimal
c. Allowance
d. Tolerance
e. Fits
f. Limits

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Thread
3. Couriterbore
4. Countersink
5. Taps
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E. Sections

1. Need

a. When
b. Wher e
c. Why

Z. Types

a. Half
b. Full
c. Revolved
d. Broken



I. MECHANICS As Applied to Au.oznobile Body and Vender Mechanics

A. Gravitation

APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. Center of Gravity

B. Forces

I. Parallel
2. Angular

C. Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel . Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Power

I. Source
2. Transmission

H. Specific Gravity

I. Buoyancy

J. Hydraulic Principles

K. Gas Principles



II. HEAT As Applied to Automobile Body and render Mechanics

A. Sources

B. Measurement

C. Transmission

D. Effects

I. Intensity
2. Quantity

I. Helpful
2. Harmful
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II. INTRODUCTION TO THE AUTOMOBILE

G. Other Trade Materials

A. Front Ends

3. Procedure for Ordering

2.
3.

Z. Purpose
I. Kinds

I. Component Parts
Location
Function
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TRADE THEORY

First ear

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Trade Terminology

B. Tools

I. Names
2. Care
3. Use

C. Service Equipment

I. Name
2. Care
3. Use

D. Metal Fasteners

I. Types
Z. Designations
3. Specific Uses

E. Abrasives

I. Types
Z. Designations
3. Specific Uses

F. Parts Manual

I. Interpretation
Z. Use



B. Brake System (Hydraulic)

1. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

C. Fuel System

1. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

D. Cooling System

1. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

E. Steering. System

1. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

III. AUTOMOTIVE WHEEL WORK

A. Design and Construction

1. Methods of Removing and Installing

a. Front
b. Rear
c. Single
d. Dual

IV. LUBRICATION

A. Types

B. Purposes

C. Methods

1. Tools
2. Equipment



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling and Installing Parts

a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Power Machinery

a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use
c. Correct Attire

3. Oxy-Acetylene Work

a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Ventilation
c. Clear Areas
d. Inspection of Equipment

4. Engine Work

a. Carbon Monoxide
b. Moving Parts
c. Hot Blocks

5. Electric Welding

a. Slag
b. Flashes

6. Spraying Equipment

a. Correct Hook-up
b. Protective Equipment



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIC.NS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government

a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers

a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and' Democracy

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Antidiscrimination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

L PERCENTAGE

A. Types

B. Trade Applications

I. Discounts
Z. Profit and Loss

U. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Fundamentals

13. Trade Applications

I. Speed Ratios
Z. Compression Ratios
3. Transmission Ratioa

III. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

I. Gear Speeds
Z. Gear Treins
3. Pulley Sp._ eds

IV. GRAPHS

A. Line

B. Circle

C. Bar
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V. APPLIED GEOMETRY

A. Construction

B. Application

1. Caster - Camber

VI. ESTIMATING

A. Money and Time Calculations

B. Manufacturing Costs and Discounts



FpLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

Second Year

I. DIAGRAM READING

A. Diagrams

P. Types
2. Functions

B. Interpretation

I. Wiring Schematics
2. Sectional Views
3. Phantom Views
4. Exploded Diagrams

C. Automobile Macuals

D. Nomenclature of Standard Equipment and Parts
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

1. r_IGHT As Applied to Automobile Lighting

A. Wave Action

B. Sources

C. Measuremei.:

D. Color

E. Control

II. SOUND As Applied to Automobile Bodies

A. Sources

B. Vibrations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

In. ELEMENTS OF FRAME CONSTRUCTION

A. Metal Stiffeners

1. Crowns

a. High
b. Low

2. Angles and Flanges
3. UChannels
4. Box Sections

B. Passenger Car Frames

I. X-Type
2. Box Type
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C. Heavy Commercial Frames

1. Flat Type
2. High Center of Gravity

D. Frame Layout

1. Material
2. Width

a. Wider at Rear

3. Heaviest Cross Member
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. METAL WORK

A. Dinging

1. Tools
2. Pick Hammering
3. Direct Hammering
4. Indirect Hammering
5. Spring Hammering
6. Dolly Work

B. Shrinking

1. Cold
2. Hot

C. Soldering

1. Prepare Surface

a. Use of Flux

2. Tinning
3. Building Up
4. Paddling

D. Grinding and Sanding

1. Air
2. Electric

a. Grades and Types of Wheels
b. Grades and Types of Paper

E. Gas Welding

1. Equipment

a. Set-up
b. Selecting Tip
c. Adjusting Regulators

2. Welding Flame

a, Carbonizing
b. Oxidizing
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3. Welding

a. Light Stock
b. Sheet Metal
c. Crowned Surfaces

4. Brazing

F. Cutting

I. Tips
2. Pressure

G. Arc Welding

I. Equipment
2. Arc Length
3. Curr ent
4. Rod Sizes

H. Plastic Fillers

IL PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Lines

I. Removing and Installing

a. Oil
b. Fuel
c. Vacuum
d. Gauge

B. Electrical System

I. Wires
2. Lights and Accessories

a. Removing
b. Covering
c. Replacing

C. Glass Work

I. Parts
2. Removing
3. Replacing
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D. Upholstery

1. Removing
2. Repairing
3. Replacing

E. Convertible Body Tops

1. Parts
2. Removing
3. Repairing

a. Braces
b. Canvas

-21-
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING P.11ACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Normal Work
2. Welding - Brazing
3. Other Special Work

B. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
S. Proper Ventilation

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

1. Sericns Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
Z. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. ELECTRICITY As Applied to Automobile Body and Fender Mechanics

A. Nature and Forms

I. Kinds and Forms of Electrical Current

a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement

I. Volts
2. Amperes

C. Protection Devices

1. Fu^es
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

I. Types of IN'ire

a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation

a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire

a. Capacity

4. Electrical Terms and Symbols
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II. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUMENTS

A. Dial Gauges

B. Analyzing Instruments

1. Hand
2. Electric al
3. Mechanic al

III. TRADE MATERIALS

A. Sheet Metal

1. Characteristics
2. Properties

B. Sealing Compounds

1. Char aoteristics
2. Properties

C. Refinishing Materials

1. Characteristics
2. Properties



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. FRAME AND FRONT END WORK

A. Frame Alignment

1. Misalignment

a. Vehicle Control
b. Vehicle Performance

2. Checking Frame Alignment

a. Center Section
b. Front Section
c. Rear Section

3. Straightening Frame Damage

a. Sway
b. Sag
c. Mashed or Buckled
d. Diamond
e. Twisted

B. Front End Work

1. Front Suspension

a. Installing
b. Lubricating

2. Front End Alignment

a. Caster
b. Camber
c. Toe -in
d. Toe-out
e. King-pin Inclination

U. METAL REPAIRS

A. Roughing Out

1. Hand
2. Hydraulic Power
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B. Welding

1. Welding
2. Filing
3. Hammering Flat

C. Filling

1. Leading
2. Plastic

D. Finishing

1. Dinging
2. Sanding
3. Painting

III. DOOR. DECK LID, HOOD, AND GRILL WORK

A. Doors

1. Parts
2. Methods

a. Removing
b. Installing
c. Fitting
d. Aligning

3. Door Panels

a. Repairing
b. Replacing

B. Deck Lid

1. Parts
2. Adjusting

a. Up
b. Down
c. Sideways

3. Repairing

a. Removing
b. Replacing
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C. Hood

I. Removing
2. Repairing
3. Installing
4. Aligning

D. Grill lArqrk

I. Removing
2. Replacing



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance.taking
b. Shori -cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Materiel Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goglles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothirs
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

PRINCIPLES OF COLOR As Applied to Automobile Painting

A. Light Waves

1. Location
2. Reflection
3. Absorption

B. Colors

1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Tertiary
4. Complementary

C. Color Terms

1. Tint
Z. Shade
3. Hue
4. Tone

D. Color Mixing

1. Mixing Colors
Z. Matching Colors

E. Special Purpose

1. Undercoats
2. Finish Coats

F. Effects on Finish

1. Weather
Z. Impurities
3. Chemicals





TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

1. MAJOR BODY REPAIRS

A. Body Headlining, Trim, and Moldings

1. Removing
2. Replacing

B. Car Seats

1. Adjusting
2. Removing and Replacing

a. Front Seat and Seat Adjuster
b. Front Seit Cush!on Back
c. Rear Seat Back
d. Robe Rail Cord
e. Rear Seat Back and Center Arm Rest
f. Rear Quarter Arm Rest
g. Hydraulic Seat Adjuster

C. Rocker Panels

1. Removing
2. Repairing
3. Replacing

D. Quarter Sections

1. Type of Section
2. Removing
3. Prepare Body
4. Fitting
5. Replacing

E. Rear End Damage

1. Bumper
2. Deck Lid
3. Trunk
4. Fender
5. Repairing Above
6. Replacing Above
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F. Side and Cowl Damage

1. Checking Alignment
2. Aligning All Parts
3. Removing Windshield
4. Repairing Cowl
5. Replacing

G. Turret Tops

1. Checking Frame
2. Removing Old Top
3. Aligning New Top
4. Welding

H. Body Sealing

1. Heavy Sealing Putty
2. Body Seam Sealer
3. Weather Strips
4. Undercoat

II. ELECTRIC WORK

A. Electric Accessories

1. Disassembling
2. Repairing
3. Assembling

B. Lights and Instruments

1. Disassembling
2. Repairing
3. Assembling

III. SPRAY PAINTING

A. Air Supply Equipment

1. Compressor
2. Piping
3. Air Transformer
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B. 5p ray Equipment

1. System

a. Pressure Feed
b. Pressure Cup

2. Guns
a. Attached Container
b. Separate Container

3. Nozzle Type
a. External Mix
b. Internal Mix
c. Suction Feed
d. Pressure Feed
e. Gravity Feed

4. Air Pressure

5. Apply Paint
a. Prime r
b. Surfacer
c. Lacquer
d. Enamel

6. Touch Up and Blend
7. Correct Defects
8. Clean Equipment

IV. FINISHING WORK

A. Undercoating

1. Purpose
2. Materials
3. Methods

B. Sound Proofing

1. Materials
2. Methods

C. Noises

1. Locating
2. Removing

D. Over-all Checkup
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AUTOMOTIVE MACHINIST

D. O. T. . 4-75.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINIST APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial & Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 18 72

Blueprint & Diagram Reading 18 18 18 18 72

Applied Science 18 18 18 18 72

Trade Theory 72 72 72 72 288

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness

a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions

a. Space-x-
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proness

a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIC NS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

U. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Employer - Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundat atals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Numbs, r
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application

a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and 4.Jotes

1. Standard Practices

a. Finish Marks
b. Decimal
c. Allowance
d. Tolerance
e. Fits
f. Limitt

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Thread
3. Cotnterbore
4. Countersink
5. Taps



E. Sections

1. Need

2.

a. When
b. Where
C. Why

Types

a. Half
b. Full
c. Revolved
d. Broken



APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS As Applied to Automotive Machinists

A. Gravitation

1. Center of Gravity

B. Forces

1. Parallel
2. Angular

C. Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulloy
3. Wheel Ei. Axle
4. Inclined Plane
S. Wedge
6. Scrag.:

G. Power

1. Source
2. Transmission

H. Specific Gravity

i. Buoyancy

J. Hydraulic Principles

1-.. Gas Principles
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II. HEAT 46-s Applied to Automotive Machinists

A. Sources

B. Measurement

1. Intensity
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

D. Effects

1. Helpful
2. Harmful

4 ; .



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Trade Terminology

B. Tools

I. Hand
2. Power

a. Names
b. Care
c. Uses

C. Shop Equipment

I. Electrical
2. Mr

a. Names
b. Care
c. Uses

D. Gauges and Measuring Instruments

I. Names
2. Care
3. Uses

E. Parts and Materials

I. Division and sources
2. Use of parts manual
3. Procedure for ordering
4. Handling and storing

F. Lubrication

I. Kinds

a. Motor oil
b. Grease
c. Cutting oil

2. Purpose
3. ComposiC.on
4. Methods of Applying
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IL INTRODUCTION TO THE AUTOMOBILE

I. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

I. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

I. Component Parts
2, Location
3. Function

I. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

I. Types
2. Parts
3. Operating Procedure

I. Types
2. Parts
3. Operating Procedure

-44-

A. Front Ends

B. Brake Systems

C. Motor

I. Component Parts
2. Location
3. Function

D. Ignition System

E. Transmissions

III. INTRODUCTION TO MACHINES

A. Lathe

B. Drill Press



C. Grinders

I. Types
Z. Parts
3. Operating Procedure

D. Hydraulic Press
/

1. Types
Z. Parts
3. Operating Procedure

E. Special Machines
4

1. Kinds
Z. Operating Procedure
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SEE CIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

Handling and Storing

a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

Z.. Use of Garage Equipment

a, Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use
c. Correct Attire

3. Use of Machine Shop Equipment

a. Correct Set-up
b. Checking Work
c. Protective Guards
d. Moving Parts
e. Goggles
f. Skin Infections
g. Correct Attire

4. Welding and Heat Treating

a. Care of Oxy-acetylene Cylinders
b. Sparks
c. Shocks
d. Flashes
e. Burns
f. Fumes

-46-
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

Second Year

I. Labor, Industry, and Government

a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers

a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Antidiscrimination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

L. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

I. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume
6. Metric System
7. Weight
8. Use of Handbooks and Tables

B. Trade Applications

IL MICROMETER AND VERNIERS

A. Outside Micrometer

B. Inside Micrometer

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

I. Simple
2. Compound

B. Uses

I. Discounts
2. P"ofit and Loss

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

B. Uses

- . .. . , . . _.

I. Speed Ratios
2. Cors.pression Ratios
3. Transmission Ratios
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BLUEPRINT AND DIAOR.kt READING

Second Your

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

1. Rules
Z. Angles
3. Length of linos
4. Uses

B. Oblique

1. Rules
Z. Angles
3. Length of lines
4. Uses .

C. Auxiliary

1. Definition
Z. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Loft

Front
US!

*. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
S. Tres Long* of Lava



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. LIGHT As Applied to Automotive Machinists

A. Wave Action

B. Sources

C. Measurement

D. Color

E. Control

II. SOUND As Applied to Automotive Machinists

A. Sources

B. Vibrations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

III. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ENGINE OPEI;ATION

A. Fundamentals

B. Multi-Cylinder

C. Piston Displacement

D. Horsepower

E. Types and Design



TRADE THECRY

Second Year

I. VALVES

A. Construction

1. Valves
2. Valve Seats
3. Guides

B. Valve Lifters

1. Mechanical
2. Hydraulic

a. Checking
b. Replacing

C. Valve Work

1. Tools and Equipment

a. Compressors
b. Spring Testers
c. Refacing Machine
d. Seating Machine
e. Dial Gauges
f. Fcrm Cutters
g. Guide Cleaners

2. Removing Valves
3. Servicing Valves
4. Testing Springs
5. Refacing Valves
6. Lapping-in Valves
7. Valve Seats

a. Re-seating
b. Inserts
c. Grinding

8. Testing Valves and Seats
9. Valve Guides
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D. Valve Timing

1. Checking Firing Order
2. Checking Timing
3. Setting

II. CYLINDERS

A. Tools and Equipment

1. Cylinder Bore Indicator
2. Cylinder Bore Machine
3. Cylinder Hon,
4. Ridge Removing Tool

B. Cylinder Wear

I. Causes
2. Determining Amount

C. Cylinder Work

I. Boring
2. Honing

M. PISTON ASSEMBLIES

A. Construction

I. Connecting Rods and Bearings
2. Piston Pins
3. Bushings
4. Pistons
5. Ring s

B. Tools and Equipment

I. Wrenches
2. Alignment Fixtures
3. Piston Ring Tools
4. Groove Cleanout Tools
5. Vise
6. Measuring Instruments
7. Piston Resiser
8. Skirt Expander
9. Reamer
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C. Piston Assembly Work

I. Grinding Piston

a. Setting Machine
b. Using Machine

Z. Fit Pistons

a. Aligning Rods
b. Regrooving Pistons
c. Checking Ring Grooves
d. Expanding Pistons



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

I. Normal Work
Z. Welding - Brazing
3. Other Special Work

B. Correct Job Layout

I. Adequate Working Space
Z. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
S. Proper Ventilation

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

I. Serious Burns
Z. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
S. Shock



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade
B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3, Customers
4, Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2, Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
Z. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4, Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



,

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulley
2. Gears
3. Applications

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Power of Belting

II, APPLIED GEOMETRY

A. Construction

B. Application

1. Caster - Camber

III. SHOP TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Functions

13. Applications

1. Taper and Wedge
2. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails

a. Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts



BLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

Third Year

I. DIAGRAM READING

A, Diagrams

1. Types
Z. Functions

B. Interpretation

1. Wiring Schematics
Z. Sectional Views
3. Phantom Views
4. Exploded Diagrams

C. Automobile Manuals

D. Nomenclature of Standard Equipment and Parts

IL PROJECTION

A, Violations

1. True
Z. Rotated
3. Preferred

B. Untrue

1. Reason
Z. Result



APPLIED SaIENCE

Third Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY As Applied to Automotive Machinists

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
2. Kinds of Circuits and Forms of Electrical Currents.

a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static

B. Basic Measurement of Electricity

1. Volts
a. Amperes
3. Ohms
4. Watts

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
Z. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarization

D. Conductors and Insulators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded and Solid

a. Insulation
a. Rubber, Plastic, Asbestos, Braided

3. Sizes a Wires
a. Capacity

E. Electe al Terms and Symbols
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. BRAKES

A. Function, Types, and Parts

1. Mechanical
Z. Hydraulic
3. Heavy Duty
4. Booster
5. Air
6. Electric
7. Power

B. Tools a:-...1 equipment

1. Wrenches
Z. Feelers
3. Shoe Gauge
4. Lining Clal .1,
5. Riveting Machine
6. Lining Grinder
7. Drum Lathe

C. Brake Work

1. Rebuilding Shoes
Z. Grinding Drums
3. Rebuilding Wheel Cylinder
4. Rebuilding Master Cylinder
5. Rebuilding Power Brake

II. KING BOLTS

A. Function

1. Parts
Z. Purpose

B. Tools and Equipment

1. Wrenches
Z. Presses
3. Reamers

C. King Pin Work

1. Rebushing
Z. Reaming
3. Fitting
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III. CLUTCH

A. Function, Types, and Parts

1. Function
2. Types

a. Diaphragm Spring
b. Crown Pressure Spring
c. Semi-centrifugal

3. Parts
a. Pressure Plates
b. Friction Disk
c. Cover
d. Release 14ver Adjusting Nut
e. Springs
f. Pivot Rings

B. Clutch Work

1. Removing Facizig
2. Riveting Facing
3. Rebuilding and Adjusting Assembly

IV. FLYWHEEL

A. Function

1. Self Start
2. Inertia
3. Power Train

B. Tools and Equipment

1. Wrenches
2. Lathe
3. Heating Equipment
4. Grinder
5. Measuring Instrument

C. Flywheel Work

1. Removing Gear
2. Turning Wheel to Correct Size
3. Shrinking Gear on Wheel
4. Grinding Clutch Plate Surface
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V. CRANKSHAFT AND BEARINGS

A. Design

B. Tools and Equipment

I. Measuring Instrtunents
2. Journal Grinding Machine

a. Stationary
b. Portable

C. Crankshaft Work

I. Testing and Servicing
2. Cleaning Oil Passage
3. Straightening
4. Grinding

D. Bearings

I. Installing and Checking

a. Main
b. Cam
c. Semi under sized
d. Connecting Rod



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance-taking
b. Short-cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing



INDUSTRIAL AND I.;'ABIOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

U. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children



1

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. FORMULAS

A. Equations

1. Set-up
2. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Applications

I. Horsepower
2. Gears
3. Tapers
4. Threads

II. MACHINE SHOP WORK

A. Lathe

I. Cutting Speed
2. Tapers
3. Screw Threads
4. Drilling

B. Drill Press

I. Speed
2. Feed

C. Special Machines

I. Allowances
2. Calculating Cuts
3. Adjusting for Error
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BLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

Fourth Year

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Type of Drawing

1. Reasons
2, Use

B. Dimensioning

1. Simple
2. Detail

a, Working Assembly Drawing

C. Views

1. Number

a. One Main
b. Full Section

D. Sectioning

1. Method
2, Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
2. Number
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub-Assembly Drawing

I. Where Used
2. Purpose



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. METALS

A. Materials

I. Types
2. Properties
3. 'Jses

B. Heat Treating

1. Normalizing
2. Annealing
3. Tempering
4. Quenching
5. Carburizing
6. Cyaniding

C. Hardness

1. Rockwell
2. Brinell

D. Classification

I. S. A. E. System

II. FUEL AND LUBRICANTS

A. Composition

B. Properties

C. Purposes



I. WATER PUMPS

TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

A. Function and Parts

1. Impeller
2. Body
3. Shaft
4. Bushings
5. Bearings
6. Seals

B. Pump Repair

1. Replacing
a. Bearings
b. Seals
c. Impeller
d. Shaft

2. Assembling
3. Testing

II. REAR AXLE AND DIFFERENTIAL

A.

B.

Function and Parts

Repair Work

I. Removing Ring Gear
2. Riveting /stew Gear
3. Checking and Replacing Bearings
4. Adjusting

M. MACHINE WORK

A. Lathe

I.
2.
3.
4.

Parts
Centers
Chuck
Threading

a.
b.
c.
d.

4. Boring

Vee
Acme
External
Internal
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5. Taper Turning
a. Compound Rest
b. Tail Stock Set Over
c. Taper Attachment

B. DRILL PRESS WORK

1. Parts
2. Operation
3. Speeds
4. Feeds
5. Rough Drilling
6. Reaming

C. Hydraulic Press

1. Parts
2. Operation
3. Press Bearings
4. Riveting
5. Universal Joints
C. Other Forced Fit Parts

IV. TRANSMISSIONS

A. Function, Types, and Parts

1, Standard
a. Gears
b. Shafts
c. Bearings
d. Splines
e. Cases

2. Automatic
a. Hydramatic
b. Vacamatic
c. Hydraulic

B. Tools and Equipment

1. Special Tools
a. Tools differ with each

C. Repair Work

I. Dismantling
2. Examining
3. Replacing Worn Parts
4. Reassembling
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V. GARAGE EQUIPMENT

A. Function, Types, and Purpose

1. Grease Guns
2. Sacks
3. Compressor

B. Repair Work

1. Dismantling
Z. Examining
3. Replacing Worn Parts
4. Reassembling

VI. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

A. Function, Types, and Purpose

1. Generators
2, Starting Motors

B. Repair Work

1. Dismantling
2. Turning Down Armature
3, Undercutting Mica
4. Replacing Bearings
5. Replacing Brushes
6. Repairing Holders
7. Reassembling
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AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC

D. O. T. - 5-81.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT let Year 2r.d Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

.. - .

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial & Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 36 36 - - 72

Blueprint & Diagram Reading 18 18 - - 36

Applied Science 18 18 36 36 108

Trade Theory 54 54 90 90 288

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
Z. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
S. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

D.

1. Protection
Z. Prevent ion

Tools

1. Hand
Z. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

l, Clean liness

a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions

a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness

a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



I
INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choo Jo. Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

U. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
1. American

,

C. Employer - Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade ApplicationR

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

1/i. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



IV. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed ..

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume
6. Metric System
7. Temperature
8. Weight
9. Use of Handbooks and Tables

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

C.

1. Identification and Application

a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices

a. Finish Marks
b. Decimal
c. Allowance
d. Tolerance
e. Fits
f. Limits

2. Special Application

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Thread
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink
5. Taps
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS As Applied to Automotive Mechanics

A. Gravitation

1. Center of Gravity

B. Forces

1. Parallel
2. Angular

C. Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel - Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Power

1. Source
2. Transmission

H. Specific Gravity

I. Buoyancy

J. Hydraulic Principles

K. Gas Principles



U. HEAT As Applied to Automotive Mecl-anics

A. Sources
B. Measurement

I. Intensit y
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

D. Effects

I. Helpful
2. Harmful



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Trade Terminology

B. Tools

1. Names
2. Care
3. Use

C. Service Equipment

1. Name
2. Care
3. Use

D. Parts

1. Divisions and Sources
2. Use of Parts Manual
3. Procedure for Ordering

U. INTRODUCTION TO THE MAIN AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

A. Cooling System

1. Location
2. Parts
3. Operation

B. Fuel System

1. Location
2. Parts
3. Operation

C. Ignition System

1. Location
2. Part s
3. Operation
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D. Brake System

1. Location
a. Type
3, Operation

W. AUTOMOTIVE TIRE WORK

A. Design and Construction

B. Repair

1. Tire and Tube
2. Tire Recapping
3. Recapping Equipment

IV. LUBRICATION

A. Methods

1. Equipment
2. Tools

B. Lubricants

C. Purposes
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Handling and Installation of Parts

a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Power Machinery

a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use
c. Correct Attire

3. Inspecting and Adjusting Engine

a. Carbon Monoxide
b. Moving Parts
c. Hot Block

4. Welding and Soldering

a. Flashes
b. Hot Slag
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government

a. Inter - Relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers

a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
Z. Antidiscrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. PERCENTAGE

A. Types

B. Trade Applications

I. Discounts
2. Profit and Loss

II. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1.
2.
3.

Speed Ratios
Compression Ratios
Transmission Ratios

III. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1.
2.
3.

IV. GRAPHS

A. Line

B. Circle

C. Bar

Gear Speeds
Gear Trains
Pulley Speeds



1

1

V. APPLIED GEOMETRY

A. kionstruction

B. Application

I. Caster - Camber

VI. ESTIMATING

A. Money and Time Calculations

B. Manufacturing Costs and Discounts
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BLUEPRINT AND DIAGRAM READING

Second Year

GRAM READING

1. Types
Z. Functions

B. Interpretation

1. Wiring Schematics
Z. Sectional Views
3. Phantom Views
4. Exploded Diagrams

C. Automobile Manuals

D. Nomenclature of Standaru Equipment and Parts
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. LIGHT As Applied to Automotive Mechanics

A. Wave Action

B. Source..

C. Measurement

D. Color

E. Control

II. SOUND As Applied to Automotive Mechanics

A. Sources

B. Vibrations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

III. BASIC PRiNCIPLES OF ENGINE OPERATION

A. Fundamentals of Internal Combustion Engines

B. Multi-Cylinder Engines

C. Piston Displacement

D. Horsepower

E. Types and Design



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. VALVES AND VALVE OPERATING MECHANISM

A. Construction and Service

1. Valves
2. Valve Seats
3. Guides

B. Valve Lifters

1. Mechanical
2. Hydraulic

a. Checking
b. Replacing

C. Valve Timing

1. Check
Z. Set

D. Locating Top Center Compression

E. Trouble Shooting

U. PISTON ASSEMBLIES

A. Cylinder Wear

1. Causes
2. Measurement

B. Cylinder Reconditioning

1. Methods
2. Equipment

C. Fitting Pistons

1. Piston Design
2. Finishing
3. Expanding
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D. Rings

I. Construction
2. Operation
3. Fitting
4. Types

E. Trouble Shooting

I. Piston, Pin and Ring Troubles
2. Engine Knocks

III. CRANKSHAFTS AND MAIN BEARINGS

A. Design and Function

B. Crankshafts

I. Inspecting
2. "Miking"
3. Straightening
4. Grinding
5. Checking Oil Seals

C. Main Bearings

I. Adjusting
2. Replacing

IV. CONNECTING RODS

A. Design and Function

B. Rods and Bearings

I. Checking
2. Aligning
3. Replacing
4. Using Oil-Pressure Tester

C. Trouble Shooting



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Normal Work
2. Welding - Brazing
3. Other Special Work

B. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

1. Serious Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

Be Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

7 IL SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

Be Public Assistance

I. Old-Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

-.$ C. Health and Welfare Services

r__ And Welfare
2. Services for Cripiled Children
3. Chi.td Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APP LIED SCIENCE,

Third Year

I. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

A. Fuel System

1. Main Parts
2. Purpose

B. Cooling System

1. Main Parts
2. Purpose

C. Electrical Systems

1. Main Parts
Z. Purpose

D. Steering System

1. Main Parts
Z. Purpose

IL FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUMENTS

A. Dash Board Gauges

BItnalysing Instruments

1. Hand (Gauges)
2. Electrical (Sun, Allen, etc. )
3. Mechanical (Wheel Alignment Types)

III. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY As Applied to Automotive Mechanics

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
a. Circuits

2. Kinds and Forms of Electrical Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
e. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity
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B. Basic Measurement of Electricity

1. Volt
2. Amperes
3, Ohms
4. Witte

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

I. Types of Wire
a. Stranded and Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber, Plastic, Asbestos, Braided

3. Sizes of 'Wire
a. Capacity.

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols

IV. AUTOMOTIVE STORAGE BATTERY

A. Construction and Operation

B. Function

C. Charging

D. Causes of Battery Failure



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. FRAME, STEERING AND FRONT END

A. Frame

1. Design and Construction
2. Aligning

B. Automobile Wheels

1. Straightening
2. Balancing

C. Suspension Systems

1. Springs
2. Shackles

D. Steering Gear

1. Construction and Design
2. Adjustment

E. Front End

II. BRAKES

1. Construction and Design
2. Alignment

A. Types of Systems

1. Mechanical
2. Hydraulic
3. Power

B. Brake Adjustment

C. Testing

D. Relining

E. Drum Turning

F. Overhauling Hydraulic System
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G. Trouble Shooting

III. SHOCK ABSORBERS

A. Types of Absorbers

1. Direct Acting
Z. Delco and Monroe
3. Houdaille
4. Hydraulic

B. Trouble Shooting

IV. FRICTION CLUTCH

A. Assemblies

1. Clutch Plate
Z. Clutch Cove r
3. Clutch Pedal

B. Bearings

1. Pilot
Z. Release

C. Alignment

D. Trouble Shooting

V. TRANSMISSIONS

A. Types

-::

1. Three Speed, Sliding Gear
Z. Four Speed, Sliding Gear
3. Syncromesh

B. Conventional Transmission

1. Overhauling



C. Operating and Adjustment

1. Mechanical Steering Column
2. Vacuum
3. Overdrive
4. Special Types

a. Hudson Drive Master
b. Chrysler's Vacamatic and Simplirnatic
c. Hydramatic and Fluid Coupling
d. G. M. C. Yellow Coach Hydramatic

VI. REAR AXLE

A. Type s

1. Gears
2. Housings

B. Bearings

1. Design
2. Operation
3. Replacement
4. Trouble Shooting

VU. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

A. Wiring and Lighting

1. Sizes and Capacities
2. State Lighting Laws
3. Headlight s

a. Cleaning
b. Adjusting
c. Replacing

4. Trouble Shooting

B. Ignition

1. Circuits
2. Construction and Operation

a. Condenser
b. Distributor
c. Coil
d. Spark Plug
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C. Starting Systems

1. Motors
a. Testing
b. Overhauling
c. Replacing

2. Bendix Springs
a. Replacing

3. Control System
a. Key
b Button
c. Pedal

D. Generator

1. Overhauling

2. Voltage Controls and Regulators
a. Construction
b. Operation .....,;
c. Testing
d. Adjusting

3. Trouble Shooting .



SAFZTY

Fourth 'Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of EmplOyee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skf 11
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment .

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice:

a. Chance-taking
b. Shor ti-ciits
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
o. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
Z. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. FUELS AND LUBRICANTS

A. Composition

B. Properties

IL PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

A. Front End Systems

B. Brake Systems

1. Mechanical
2. Hydraulic
3. Power

C. Transmissions

1. Conventional
Z. Fluid

D. Suspension Systems

E. Body and Frame



TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

tt

L COOLING SYSTEM

A. Radiators and Water Jackets

1. Purpose
2. Location
3. Cleaning
4. Repairing

B. Water Pumps

I. Operation
2. Location
3. Overhaul

C. Thermostats and Radiator-Shutter Controls

1. Location
2. Purpose
3. Operation

D. Water, Hose, Fans, and Fan Belts

1. Purpose
2. Operation

E. Anti-Freeze Solutions

1. Permanent Solutions
2. Temporary Solutions

P. Trouble Shooting

II. ENGINE LUBRICATION

A. Oil Filters

1. Construction
2. Installation
3. Operation

B. Oil Pumps, Relief Valves, and Strainers

1. Construction
2. Purpose
3. Operation
4. Installation
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C. Oil System

1. Construction
2. Operation
3. Cleaning
4. Testing

M. FUEL SUPPLY SYSTEM

A. Fuel Tanks

I. Construction
2. Location
3. Cleaning
4. Testing
5. Repairing

B. Fuel Lines
...

1. Material
2. Type Fittings
3. Installation
4. Testing

C. Fuel and Vacuum Pumps

I. Construction
2. Location
3. Operation
4. Overhauling
5. Maintenanc e
6. Testing

D. Filters

I. Types
2. Location
3. Operation
4. Cleaning
5. Installing

IV. CARBURETORS

A. Carter Carburetors

I. Construction
2. Location
3. Service

a. Models W-1, WA-I, W-0, WDO, and WCD
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4. Op ..1 r ation
a. iviodel BB Downdralt

5. Trouble Shooting

B. Stromberg Carburetors

1. Construction
2. Operation

a. Single Throat
b. Dual Throat

3. Overhaul
4. Calibrating
5. Trouble Shooting

C. Chandler Groves, Zenith, and Air Valve Carburetors

1. Construction
2. Operation
3. Overhaul
4. Calibrating
S. Trouble Shooting

V. AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

A. Windshield Wipers

1. Operation
2. Service

a. Vacuum
b. Electric

B. Gauges

1. Operation
2. Service

a. Oil Pressure
b. Fuel
c. Temperature

C. Signal Devices, Relays, and Motor Controls

1. Service
2. Wiring Problems



BAKER

D. O. T. 4-0. 100

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

'BAKER APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

4*

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year

tat Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety

Industrial & Labor Relations

9

9

9

9

9

9

S---7

27

27

Applied Mathematici 21 21 - 42

Art and Design - . 30 30

Applied Science 36 36 30 102

Trade Theory 69 69 66 204

TOTALS 144 144 144 432

-104-
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Cause s
2, Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
2, Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E, Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

a. Working Conditions
a, Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b, Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELAII.ONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

11. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer - Employee Obligations

III. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects

2., Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Antidisc rimination
3. Right to Work
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ev m 1 APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

L WHEAT AND FLOUR

A. Wheat

1. Classification
a. Winter and Spring
b. Hard and Soft
c. Northwestern and Southwestern

2. Description
a. Bran
b. Endosperm
c. Germ or Embryo

B. Flour

1. Type
2. Grades

a. Straight
b. Patent
c. Clear

3. Composition
4. Moisture
5. Protein
6. Fat Content
7. Ash or Mineral Matter
8. Flour Enzymes
9. Characteristics

a. Strength
b. Stability
c. Fermentation Tolerance
d. Absorption and Retention of Water

10. Acidity and Hydrogen Ion Concentration
a. Explanation
b. Importance

11. Storage

C. Gluten

1. Deft ;ion
2. Wet and Dry Crude Gluten
3. Composition and Formation
4. Gluten Wheat
5. Value Indication

a. Quality
b. Amount
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I 6. Separation
7. Carbohydrates

11. WAT*4:R

f
1 4

. i'sB. Function in Bread Making'' *.

1. Formation of Dough
2. Effect on Dough Fermenbatior4
3. Effect ,rn hating Qualities as d Freshness

. otok ,,, .

D. Classes and Effect

1. Hard Water
2. Soft Water
3. Alkaline Water

Ill. SALT .1..

A. Definition J );,

B. Source i .

1 .., .
C. Function :..- .

- vo0
. t

1. Palatability
2. Effv.ct on Dough Fermentation
3. Effect on Gluten. .

4. r ; fkcCon grustColor
',, I.

.... .."

D. Use in Bread Dough : , , f 17 tc..

I.. Storage

1 . ROPE AND ? *Lb

A. Definition

B. Cause and Source

1:''4....... ;

1. Bacillus Mesentericus
2. Prevalence in Air and Dist
3. Importance



C. Characteristic s

1. Odors and Taste
Z. Discoloration
3. Stickiness
4. Crust Color

D. Precautions

1. Vinegar
2. Cleanliness
3. Removal of Stale Bread
4. Dough Temperature
5. Raw Materials
6. Storage

E. Investigation cf Source of Rope

1. Examination
2. Big Test Method
3. Check and Test Dough
4. Examination of Check and Test Loaves
5. Confirmation

F. Mold

1. Definition
a. Growth
b. Distribution

2. Protective Measures
a. General Cleanliness
b. Bakipg, Cooling, ''and Wrapping
c. Filteied and Washed Air
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. BAKE SHOP SANITATION

A. Cleanliness

1. Importance
2. Production
3. Sales Value
4. State :..aws
5. Sterilization

B. Insects

1. Prevention
a. Conditions Favoring Growth
b. Construction of Building
c. Handling and Storing Materials
d. Breeding Places

2. Elimination
a. General
b. Heat
c. Disinfectants and Insecticides
d Fumigation

3. Special Measures
a. Flies
b. Antis
c. Cockroaches
d. Flour Weevils
e. Silver Fish

C. Rats and Mice

II. BAKERY EQUIPMENT

A. Ovens

1. Heat Regulations
2. Baking Temperatures and Times
3. Proof Box Control
4. Handling Baked Goods in Oven
5. Cooling and Conditioning



B. Scales and Measuring Devices

1. Care
2. Use

C. Hand Tools

I. Use
2 Care

M. INTRODUCTION TO BAKING

A. Basic Processes

1. Prepare
a. Weighing
b. Measuring

2. Mixing
a. Handling Troughs
b. Punching and Picking Dough
c. Machinery
d. Dough Temperatures
e. Mixing Dough and Sponge
1. Scaling

3. Further Processes
a. Dusting
b. Rolling
c. Twisting
d. Frying
e. Panning
f. Steaming
g. Cutting
h. Straining
i. Freezing

4. Completing
a. Finishing
b. Decorating



SAFE'TY.

Second Year

I. SAFE WORKING HABITS

A. Safety Precautions

1, Bakery Ovens
a. Light Off
b. Hot Material

2. Bakery Machines
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Bench and Hand Work
a. Layout
b. Use of Tools

S.

B. Good. Health Habits..

1. Correct-Clothing.
a: . Winter "z

b. Summer -4. I

2. Excessive Perspiration ,

a. Normal Cooling
b. Salt Tablets

.

C. Administering First "lid

1. Serious Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4, Amputations
5. Shock
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. :HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

it SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old -Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED .MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

I. Dry
I . s

Z. Liquid
3. Temperature and Humidity
4. Weight
5. Linear
6. Home

B. Use of Formulas

I. Trade Applications

U. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

B. Use

I. Simple
Z. Compound

I. Trade Applications
a. Discounts
b. Profit and I.lss

W. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

B. Uses

I. Costs and Discounts
Z. Money and Time
3. Payrolls and Taxes

C. Formula Changes

I. Increasing Quantity
Z. Decreasing Quantity



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

YEAST

A. Definition

B. Types

I. Bakers' Compressed Yeast
2. Brewers' Yeast

C. Description

D. Uniformity and Dependability

I. Definition
2. Two-fold Meaning

a; General Uniformity
b. Balanced Uniformity

3. Importance

E. Strength

I. Definition
2. Thermal Death Point
3. Advantage of Strong Yeast

F. Other Qualities

1, Purity
.,... Hardiness
3. Consistency, Feel, and Fracture
4. Taste and Odor
5. Appearance

G. Composition

I. Average Analysis
2. Vitamin and Enzymes

H. Enzymes and Their Function

I. Definition
2. Action
3. Main Enzymes and Function

a. Invertase
b. Maltase
c. Zymase
d. Proteolytic
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I. Food Vilue

1. Nutritive "Value
2. Flavor and Digestibility

J. Storage

I. Refrigeration
a. Temperature
b. Arrangement of Shelves

2. Use after- Removal from- Refrigerator

II. SUGAR AND MOISTURE RETAINING AGENTS

A. Function

I. Source of Food Supporting Yeadt Activity
2. Source of Carbon Dioxide Gas
3. Source of Sweetness
4. Source of Crust Color

B. Classification of Sugary Agents

I. Monosaccharides
a. Dextrose
b. Levulose or Fructose

2. Disaccharide.
a. Cane and Beet Sugar
b. Brown Sugar

6 6

c. Met Sugar
d. Lactose or Milk Sugar

3. Sugary Syrups and Moisture Retaining Agents
a. Molasses
b. Malt Sugar
c. Invert Sugar (Standardized)
d. Honey
8. Glucose Syrup (Corn Syrup)
f. Glycerin
g. Cake "stocks"

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY

A. Importance

=
_ .

4



B. Temperature and Heat

1. Definition
2. Maintmance and Control

C. Measurement

1. Heat
a. B. T. U.
b. Calorie

2. Temperature
a. Fahrenheit and Centigrade Scales
b. Conversion

D. Instruments
i

1. Necessity .

2. Mercury Thermometer
3. Metallic Expansion Thermometer
4. Dial or Index Thermometers
5. Electric Pyrometer

E. Temperature Regularing Devices

1. Thermostats
2. Electric Contact Temperature Control
3. Recording Temperature Regular

F. Hr:nidity

1. Definition
2. Relative Humidity

a. Definition
b. Maintenance and Control
c. Means of Measuring

G. Refrigeration

1. Definition
2. Systems

a. Ice
b. Cold Water
c. Mechanical Systems
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TRADE THEOR,Y, ,,,,,, ,,

I. PIE MAKING

A. Fruit Pies

- .

Second Year 4:; ..," -41,

f. 7f. k :. i '. : :. :4 ...,,.i .

.I; 1 4.

I. Crusts
a. Propertiea of,a'good Crust

,b.,_ ;Methods of Making Good Crusts
c. Crust Faults

..

2. Fillers ., . ..
a. Advantages of Canned Fillers

$ *

b. Advantages of Fresh Fillers
c. Advantages of Frozen Fillers
d. Handling and Storage of Fillers
e. Method, and ,Value a Blending Fillers

. ::...v!.
. . 4 .

3. Oven
a. Temperatures for Fruit Pies

Baking Time
c. Ho} Spots

i'...! .
.

B.
: Libft Pieli . Custard and Meringues-:.

,

I. Crusts
a. Properties of a Good Crust
b. Methods of Making Good Crusts
c. Crust Faults .

d. Baking Time for Crusts

2. Fillers
a. Advantages of Fresh Fillers
4. Advantages of Frozen Fillers
c. Composition of Fillers
d. Handling and Storage of Fillers
e. Methods of Blending
f. Meringues

3. Oven
a. Temperatures for Soft Pies
b. Baking

C. Chiffon Pies

I. Crusts
a. Advantages of Various Types of Crusts
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D. Fermentation and Conditioning

1. Trough Space
2. Fermentation' Period
3. Turning and Folding
4. Handling of Sponge Dough'

E. Intermediate or Overhead Proof

F. Panning

1. Greasing
2. Selection of Pans
3. Preparation of Pans
4. Cleaning and Care of Pans
5. Pan Proofing

G. Baking

I. Dough to Bread
a. Oven Epring
b. Setting
c. Crust Formation
d. Sterilization

2. Spacing
3. Time and Temperature
4. Loss of Weight

H. Basic Sweet Doughs

1. Definition
2. Mixing
3. Fermentation
4. Punching
5. Make-up

L Rolled-in Dough

1. Definition
2. Method of Rolling-in



SAFETY
J.

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
Z. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. -Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance - taking
b. Short-cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c, Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATICNS

Third Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Teripttrary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employsrq

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children



ART AND DESIGN

Third Year

DECORATING

A. Media

1. Fondant
2. Butter Cream

B. B..rder Design

1. Shell
2. Scroll
3. Ribbon
4. Lace

C. Flowers

I. Rose Bud
2. Rose
3. Narcissus
4. Black Eyed Susan
5. Carnation
6. Gardenia
7. Chrysanthemum
8. Orchid
9. Tulip

DX Jonquil
11. Aster
12. Lily
13. Pansy

D. Figures

1. Bagged
a. Rabbit
b. Horse
c. Elephant
d. Pig
e. Bird
f. Duck
g. Other Animals

2. Sculptured F:gures
a. Sailboat
b. Steamship
c. Bible
d. Heart
e. Other Figures
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APPLIED SCIENCE
- %.

Third Year

I, SHORTENING

A. Definition

B. Classification

,

1. Animal Fats
a. Lard
b. Beef Fats
c. Rutter
d. Leaf Lard

2. Vegetable Shortenings
a. Vegetable Oils
b. 'Hydrogenated Vegetable Shortening

3. Compound
4. Oleomargarine

C. Composition

1. Stearin
2. Palmitin
3. Olefin
4. Lino lin

D. Functions

1. Improved Qualities
2. Improved Appearance
3. Imp...4ved Freshness
4. Food Value

E. Characteristics

1. Color
2. Flavor
3. Keeping Qualities
4. Creaming Power and Stability
5. Shortening Power and Uniformity
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Yl. DAIRY PRODUCTS

A. Milk

1. Definition
2. Composition

a. Water
b. Milk Fats
c. Solids not Fat

3. Forms
a. Liquid Milk
b. Evaporated Milk
c. Sweetened Condensed Milk
d. Dried Milk

4. Milk Equivalents
a. Definition
b. Special Values
c. Tables .

5. Advantages
a. Improved Appearance
b. Improved Eating Qualities
c. Increased Nutritive Value
d. Improved Keeping Qualiti es
e. Increased Yield

B. Eggs

1. Function
a. Binding Action
b. Leavening Action
c. Shortening Action
d. Flavor
e. Color
f. Food Value

2. Characteristics
a. Body of Whites
b. Richness and Color of Yolks
c. Uniformity
d. Size and Yield
e. Inferior grades

3. Classification
a. Shell
b. Dried
c. Frozen

4. Types of Frozen Eggs
a. Frozen Whole Egg
b. Frozen Egg White
c. Frozen Egg Yolk
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S. Advantages of Frozen Eggs (Spring.laid)
a. Fresh
b. Quality
c. Uniformity
d. Time Saved
e. No Waste .

6. Handling Frozen Eggs
a. Thinving
b. Stirring

427-
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I.

TRADE THEORY

Third Year

CAKE BAKING

A. Storage of Materials

1. Dry
2. Liquids
3. Shortening

B. Mixing

1. Importance
2. Procedure

a. Principles of Sugar - Shortening Batter
b. Emulsion Formation
c. Principles of Flour - Shortening
d. Single-stage

3. Form-type Cakes
a. Beating of Eggs

Butter Sponges
c. Angel Food

C. Pans

1. Selection
2. Preparation
3. Greasing and Lining
4. Cleaning and Care

D. Scaling and Depositing

1. Importance
2. Hand Depositing
3. Machine Depositing

E. L..xing

1. Importance
2. Essential Points

a. Control of Oven Temperature
b. Flash Heat and Lag Period
c. Top and Bottom Heat
d. Temperature and Baking Period
e. Composition; Size, and Shape

F. Cooling
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IL ICINGS

A. Importance

n. Function

1. Appearance
2. Taste
3. Varieties
4. Protects and Preserves

C. Selection

D. Flavor

E. Stock Icings

F. Coloring and Finishing

G. Amount of Icing

H. Types of Icings

1. Water
2. Boiled

a. General
b. Fondant
c. Modified Boiled Icings
d. Cream Icings

III. CAKE FAULTS - CAUSE AND CORRECTION

A. Explanation

B. External Appearance

1. Crust too Dark
2. Cakes too Small
3. Crust too Thick
4. Cakes Burst on Top
5. Cakes Fall During Baking
6. Shrinkage of Cake
7. Specks on Cake Surface
8. Cakes Develop Mold



C. Internal Appearance

1. Coarse and Irregular Grain
2. Dense Grain
3. Off Color in White Cakes

D. General Faults

1. Poor Flavor
2. Cakes Tough
3. Lack of Body in Cakes
4. Poor Keeping Qualiti es
5. Sinking of Fruit

IV. BAKING BUSINESS

A. Developing a Successful Business

1. Market Analysis and Variety
2. Quality Products

a. Appearance
b. Taste

3. Efficiency
a. Definition
b. Ingredients
c. Storage
d. Operation
e. Cleanliness

4. Advertising and Merchandising
a. Quality
b. Variety
c. Exterior
d. Interiors
e. Personal Appearance

b. Accounting
6. Good Management



I

p

BOOKBINDER

D. 0. T. 4-40.010
4-49.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

BOOKBINDER APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT lst Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial & Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 18 72

Layout & Design 18 18 18 18 72

Applied Science 36 36 36 .16 144

Trade Theor 54 54 54 54 216

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR- RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

,z.
A. Equality

13, Freedom

Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work
3, Responsibilities

II, APPRENTICESHIP

A, Definition

B. History

1, European
2, American

C. Employer Employee Obligations'



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IL FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications



LAYOUT AND DESIGN

L USE OF DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

A. Drawing Board

B. T-Square

C. Triangles

D. Compass

E. Dividers

F. Protractor

G. Others

II. ELEMENTS OF DESIGN

A. Line

B. Direction

C. Shape

D. Size

E. Texture

F. Value

III. PRINCIPLES OF DFSIGN

A. Harmony

B. Gradation

C. Radiation

D. Alternation

E. Repetition

F. Contrast

G. Parallelism

H. Unity, Conflict, and Dominance
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1 94.

IV. BASIC PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

A. Business Card

B. Envelope

C. Letterhead

D. Covers

E. Ruled Forms
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First YeLr

I. MECHANICS As Applied to Bookbinders'

A. Gravitation

B. Forces

I. Parallel
2. Angular

'1 Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Power

I. Source
2. Transmission

14. Specific Gravity

I. Buoyancy

J. Hydraulic Principles

K. Gas Principles

II. HEAT As Applied to Bookbinders

A. Sources
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

1. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Trade Terminology

B. Tools

1. Use
2. Care
3. Maintenance

C. Binding -Machines

1. Saddle
2. Side Wire
3. Applications
4. Limitations

13. Folding Paper

1. Hand
2. Machine
3. Folding to Register
4. Special Tools
5. Machines

E. Jogging Paper

1. Technique
2. Application

F. Cutting.

1. Hand
2. Power

a. Setting Cutter

G. Padding

1. Materials
2. Techniques
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H. Wire Binding

I. Methods
Z. Advantages
3. Disadvantages

I. Padding Glue

I. Uses
2. Methods of Applying

J. Stitching Wire

I. Uses
Z. Techniques

K. Leather

1. Types
Z. Uses

L. Gold Leaf

.140.



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

,

1. Handling and Storing
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Paper Cutters
a. Principle
b. Care
c. Safeguards
d. Attize

fl

3. Use of Folding Machines
a. Principle
b. Care ..
c. Safegiurds
d. Attire

4. Other Machines
a. Care
b. Safeguards
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOIVIICS

A. Partnerships
. .

I. Labor, Industry, .and Government
a. Inter- RelatiOnships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individuals

B. Wage Systeisis

1. Minimun. Wage Ls

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Antidiscriznation
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume
6. Metric System
7. Weight

II. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Uses

1. Discount
2. Profit and Loss

III. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

B. Uses

IV. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Lines
2. Circles
3. Bar
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LAYOUT AND DESIGN

Second* Year

I. COLOR THEORY AS APPLIED TO LAYOUT

A. Source of Color

B. Spectrum

I. Hue
2. Value
3. Intensity

C. Primary Colors

D. Secondary Colors

E. Tertiary Colors

F. Color Harmony

I. Complementary
2, Split Complementary
3, Triad Harmony
4. Analagous Harmony

U. DEVELOPMENT OF LETTERING FORMS

A. Colored Pencils

B. Speed -Ball Pens

III. DEVELOPMENT OF LAYOUTS

A. Purpose and Function

I. Human Eye
a. Impressions
b. Reactions
c. Desires

2. Appreciation



B. Scope of Layouts

I. Newspapers
Z. Magazines
3. Mail Advertisement
4. Displays
5. Commercial Printing
6. Book Design
7. Others

LI ...S4
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. LIGHT As Applied to Bookbinders

A. Wave Action

B. Sources

C. Measurement

D. Color

E. Control

II. SOUND As Applied to Bookbinders

A. Sources

B, Vibrations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

M. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY

A. Electricity

1. Electron Theory
2. Static Electricity
3, Types

a. Direct
b, Alternating

4, Sources
5, Generation
6. Transmis sion
7. Distribution
8. Measurement
9. Circuits

10. Safety Devices

B. Application
1, Machines
2. Instruments
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TRADE THEORY

.Second Year

L PAPER

A. Testing

Moisture
2. Grade
3. Weight

B. Signatures

1. Preparing
2. Inserting

C. Cover

1. Cover Paper Finish
2. Grain
3. Preparation

A. Size
b. Cutting

4. Covering
a. Folding
b. Fitting
c. Lacing
d. Stitching
e. Typing

5. Decorating
a. Labeling

6. Loose Leaf Binding
a. Binding Post

7. Mechanical Bindings
a. Types
b. Layout for Holes
c. Inserting Fasteners

II. MACHINE BINDING

A. Types

B. Set Up

C. Operation
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Normally
Z. Around Machinery
3. Special Work

B. Correct Working Conditions

1. Adequate Working Space
Z. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New
b. Finished

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

C. Administering Necessary, First Aid

1. Serious Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock



I.

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year s.

HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. Natioral

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Blind

C. Health and Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
Z. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Services



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. JUSTIFICATION

A. Units of Space

I. Quad
Z. Em
3. En
4. Hair

B. Equalization

C. Unit Method

II. MEASUREMENTS

A. Points

B. Picas

I. Inches to Picas
Z. Points to Picas
3. Points to Inches

C. Em

D. Picas and Points

I. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

E. Type Lines Per Inch

F. Lines Per Pica

G. Type Calculations



q :.

LAYOUT AND DESIGN

Third Year
. .*

I. ADVANCED PROPORTIQNS . ..s.c:t ,tv;..t.

A. Finding Proportions

1. Dynamic Symmetry
2. Mathemiticil Formulae
3. Proportion Applied to Twk,Units
4. Proportion Applied to Thiee Units

B. Locating Display Lines for Emphasis

1. Line of Golden Proportion
2. Optical Center

C. Figuring Proportionate Pag: Margins

1. Type Pages
2. Single Sheet
3. Dynamic Symmetry
4. Borders and Panels
5. Book Margins
6. Reducing Engravings

II. BALANCE

As Terms

B. Formal

1. Balance Test
2. Single Unit

C. Informal

1. Optical Center
2. Two Groups
3. Three or More Groups
4. Unequal Weight
5. Procedures

D. Other Applications

1. Static or Dynamic
2. Correct Color Balance
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III. USING SUBJECT HARMONY

A. Benefits

B. Kinds of Harmony

1. Fitness to-Purpose
2. Fitness-toMaterial
3. FitnesstoFormat
4. FitnesstoEnvironment

C. Thinking a Job Through

1. Analyzing for Fitness
a. Purpose
b. Material
c. Format
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. MATERIALS

A. Paper

I. Types
2. Composition
3. Manufacture
4. Use

B. Adhesives

I. Paste
a.
b.

2. Glue
a.
b.
c.

3. Tapes
a.
b.

Kinds
Limitations

0.i

Kinds
Sources
Composition

Kinds
Uses

it
N ,

C. Thread

I. Types
2. Uses
3. Strength

D. Bands

I. Kinds
2. Uses
3. Spacing

E. Leather

I. Kinds
2. Sources
3. Grain
4. Comparison of Types
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F. Gold, Lettering

1. Care
2. Storage
3. Methods of Applying

G. Other Lettering Materials

1. Types
a. Imitation Gold
b. Metallic Foils
c, Color Foils

2. Care

H. Surface Materials

1. Types
a. Varnishes
b. Fillers
c. Lacquers

2. Purpose
3. Characteristids
4. Consistency

L Book Cloth

1. Types
2. Grades
3. Grains
4. Value
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. GLUE

A. Types

.:;. Adhesive Qualities

C. Preparation

1. Soaking
2. Cooking
3. Proper Consistency

D. Applying

II. FLEXIBLE BINDINGS

A. Definitions

1. Edition
2. Publisher

B Operations in Binding

1. Collating and Paging
2. Pulling and Removing Glue
3. Knocking out Joints
4. Guarding, Mending, and Mounting
5. Folding and Gathering

a. Folding Mended Sheets
b. Gathering
c. Folding Books in Sheets.
d. CancelAng Pages

6. End Pages
a. Simple Folded
b. White and Colored Sheets
c. Leather Hinges
d. Lining Down

7. Pressing
a. Knocking
b. Cutting and Trimming
c. Sewing
d. Coloring Head

8. Cover Boards
a. Cutting
b. Lining
c. Marking for Sewin3
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Fs thy Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance-taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggier 1:ss or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR. RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

IL STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Pzt,visions for Women and Children



..,..

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. PAPER

A Sizes and Weights

1. Book
Z. Bond
3. Ledger
4. Manifold
5. Cover
6. Index Bristol.
7. Linen
8. Wedding

B. Weights and Costs

C. Cutting

IL REVIEW AS NEEDED
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LAYOUT AND DESIGN

Fourth Year

I. USING TONE HARMONY

A. Meaning of Tone

B. How Artists Use Tone

C. Value of Neutral Tone

I. Light, Medi Um, and Dark Halfiiinea

D. Use

, .I. For Books ..
.

2. For Advertisements

E. Setting Ada

I. Attention
2. Elaboration
3. Detail

F. Two Methods of Using

I. Rhythm
2. Contrast

G. Dividing Space

H. Focal Point

IL USING SHAPE HARMONY

A. Meaning

I. Importance in General
2. Essential Element

,



M. ADVANCED PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

A. Development

I. Letter Heads
Z. Bills
3. Programs
4. Booklets
5. Pamphlets
6. Others

B. Securing Typographical Harmony

I. Rules
Z. Elements of Display
3. Combining Shapes
4. Exceptions

C. Type Page in Relation to Paper Page

D. Type Shapes

E. Borders and Panels

F. Type Shapes in Relation to Borders

G. Preferred Shapes



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. HEAT

A. Sources

B. Measurement

1. Intensity
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

1. WWI ati on
2. Conduction
3. Convection

D. Effects

E. Uses

1. Adhesives
2. Drying

U. ATMOSPHERIC CONTROL

A. Heating

1. Types
2. Controls
3. Effect on Binding Materials

B. Cooling

1. Types
2. Controls
3. Effect on Binding

C. Humidifying

1. Definitions
2. Control
3. Effects

a. Excessive
b. Inadequate
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. FLEXIBLE BINDING

A. Operations in Binding

I. Sewing
a. Stringing
b. Materials
c. Kinds

Z. Fraying out Slips
a. Gluing Up
b. Rounding
c. Backing

3. Cutting
a. Cutting Boards
b. Holing Out
c. Lacing
d. Cutting Edges
e. Cutting Edges in Boards

4. Headbanding and Bookmarkers
5. Back

a. Lining Up
b. Follow

6. Leather Covers
a. Patterns
b. Cutting
c. Paring

7. Covering
a. Cutting Inside Ma.vgins
b. Filling In
c. Pasting Ea Papers

8. Leather Hinges
9, Doubluree

10. Flyleaf.

II. FINISHING

A. Tools

1. Care
Z. Use



I

L

B. Tooling

1. Freehand
Z. Paper Pattern
3. Blinding-in
4. Running Lines
5. Gold
6. Blind
7. Vellum, Silk, Cloth, and Leather
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CABINET MAKER

D. O. T. 4-32.100

CABINET MAKER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year

lit Year 2,13 Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial & Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 18 72

Blueprint Reading 18 18 18 18 72

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 108

Trade Theory 63 63 63 63 252

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. -Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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INDUSTR1_,L AND LABOR LIE,`LATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definition

B. History

1. European
2. AMerican

C. Employer - Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

i

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1, Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade kpplications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
S. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundament als

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
S. Conveksion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



BLUF.Pii.INT READING

First Year

I. ESSENTIALS OF A DRAWING

A. Views

.41
.4.

1. Top
Z. Front
3. Right Side
4. Sections, etc.

B. Dimensions

1. Fractional
Z. Decimal

C. Relationship

1. Placement
2. Top View

a. Length
b. Width

3. Front View
a. Length
b. Height

U. TRADE SKETCHING

A. Lines

1. Straight
2. Circles and Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes

B. Isometric

1. Angles
Z. Dimensioning
3. Circles and Arcs
4. Irregular Shapes

C. Oblique



APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS RELATED TO CABINET MAKING

A. Gravitation

B. Forces

I. Parallel
2. Angular

C. Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Power

I. Source
' Z. Transmission

H. Specific Gravity

I. Buoyancy

J. Hydraulic Principles

IL HEAT AS RELATED TO CABINET MAKING

A. Sources

B. Measurement

1, Intensity
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

D. Effects

1. Helpful
2. Harmful
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. HAND TOOLS

A. History

1. Common Tools

B. Modern Tools

1. Tool Classification

a. Layout and Measuring
b. Precision
c. Saws
d. Paring and Shaving
e. Boring ,

f. Abrading and Scraping
g. Holding

2. Care of Tools
3. Proper Use of Tools
4. Sharpening

IL POWER TOOLS

A. Table Saw

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Blades

a. Sharpen
b. Remove
c. Replace

4. Rip
5. Resaw
6. Crosscut to Length
7. Taper
8. Grooving
9. Dadoing

10. Mitering
a, Plain
b. :.;ompound

11. Multiple Cutting after Patterns
12. Tenons
13. Use of Moulding Cutterhead
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Z. ttadial Saw

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Saw Blades

a. Remove
b. Mount
c. Adjust Saw Guards

4. Crosscutting
a. Straight
b. Bevel
c. Miter
d. Compound Miter

S. Ripping
a. Straight
b. Bevel

C. Band Saw

1. Operation -
, ...

2. Function of Parts
3. Saw Blades

a. Fold
b. Adjust
c. Track

4. Simple r :ved Outlines
S. Cabriole Legs
6. Production Sawing
7. Pattern Sawing
8. Pad Assembly and Mass Cutting

D. Jointer

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Knives

a. Change in Cylinder Head
b. Grind Straight

4. Plane
a. Edge
b. Face
c. End

S. Rabbetting
6. Tapering
7. Beveling and Chamfering
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E. Planer

1
2. Penctioz2 ofParte
3. Safe Operating Procedures

5. Afaimena4ce
4. 1)epth of Cute for Materials

;.,



SAFETY

Second Year

L SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1, Handling and Moving Material
a, Lifting
b, Carrying
c, Lowering
d, Placing

2. Use of Sharp Hand Tools
a. Care
b, Use
c, Cleaning
d, Storing

3, Use of Power Machinery
a, Correct Hook-up
b, Correct Use
c, Correct Attire

4. Dust Control
a, Necessity
b, Methods

5. Storage of Finishing Materials
a, Oils
b, Varnishes
c, Rags

6, Fire Prevention
a, Conditions
b, Remedies
c, Extinguishing

7, Electrical Hazards
a, Recognizing
b, Eliminating
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships -s
I. Labor, Industry, and Government

a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects -

Z. Individuals, Unioni.r.ind Einployers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individuals

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
Z. Antidiscrimination
3. Right to Work



. APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surfaces
5. Volume
6. Weight

B. Trade Applications

II. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Uses as Applied to Cabinet Making

1. Discounts
I 2. Profit and Loss

III. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

B. Uses as Applied to Cabinet Making
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second tear

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

, Specifications

I. Purpose
2. Importance

B. Dimensions

I. Needs
2. Methods
3. Reading

C. Scale and Working Drawing

I. Reading Scale
2. Use of Scale
3. Views
4. Sections
5. Detail Drawing

D. Elevation Drawings

se.
,

I. Meaning
2. Interpretation
3. Symbols
4. Conventions
S. Terms and Abbreviations
6_ Wall Sections
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APPLIED 'SCIENCE

Second' Year .'

I. SOUND AS APPLIED TO INSULATION

A. Sources

B. Vibrations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

IL MATERIALS USED IN CABINET MAKING

A. Woods

1. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture
4. Natural Defects
5. Use

B. Plastics

1. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture
4. Defects
5. Use

C. Metals Used

1. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Defects
4. Uses

D. Metal Fasteners

1. Types
2. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. POWER TOOLS

A, Shaper

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Knives

a. Lay OUP a Pattern for Cutter
.b. .. Grind ,

c. . Set Up Open Face Knives
4. Cut Straight Moulded Edges
5. Set Up Adjustable .Fence
6. Shape Agaipst the Collar
7. Shape With Outline Patterns
8. Shape Segment and Circular Work
9. Shape with Forms

10. Plane t:- Width
11. Make the Glue Joint
12. Stick and Cope for Doweled Sash
13. Use of Jigs and Fixtures

B. Moulder

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Cutterheads .

a. Put On
b. Adjust

C. Mortises and Borers

N.

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Vertical Hollow. Chisel Mortises

a. Set Up
b. Operate

4. Horizontal Single Spindle Boring Machine
a. Set Up
b. nperate
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D. Sander

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts

a. Belt Sander
b. Disc Sender
c. Pneumatic Drums and Spindle Sander
o. Variety Sander

E. Portable Power Equipment
,

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts .

a. Portable Sander .

b. Portable Electric Router
c. Saws

(1) Cut-off
(2) Saber

d. Other Portable Power Tools

IL MODERN FASTENING =VICES

A. Nails

1. Heads
I. Points
3. =wok
4. Splitting Prevented
S. Finish
6. Sis-is and Weights
7. Special

B. Wood Screws

1. :use and Shape
Z. Finish

C. Bob, and Metal Screws

1. Sheet Metal Screw'
Z. !',4s.chin" Screws
J. !move :sok' .

4. Carriage and Me4:hine &its
S. Lag Bolts
6. Handrail Bolts
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IV

D. Metal - Wood Connectors

1. Timber Connecterd
2. Clamp Nail

E. Miscellaneous

1. Anchors
2. Builders Hardware
3. Dowels
4. Glue

a. Liquid
b. Casein
c. Animal
d. Blood-albumin
e. Vegetable
La Snythetic Resin
g. Cellulose Cement and Rubber Compouids



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

I. Operating Machines
2. Fin; shing

B. Correct Job Layout

I. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools

a. Hand
b. Power

3. Storage
a. New Materials
b. Used Materials
c. Highly Flammable Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

a. Fresh Air
b. Dust Control

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

I. Serious Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amput*.tions
5. Shock
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INDUSTRIAL ANV .LABOR RELATIONS

Materials and Methods
Organizations

a. Local
b. National

Castotners
Personnel

Child Welfare
Services for Crippled Children
Child Health Services
Vocational,Rehabilitation
Public Health Services



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. LUMBER MEASUREMENT

A. Types

1. Linear
2. Square
3. Cubic
4. Board

B. Conversions

IL APPLIED GEOMETRY

A.

B.

C.

Principles

Construction

1. Lines
2. Angles
3. Geometrical Shapes

Layout

1. Circular Objects
2. Rectangular Objects
3. Triangular Objects
4. Spherical Objects
5. Conical Objects

III. FRAMING SQUARE

A. Introduction

B.

1.
2.
3.

Use

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parts
Care
Test for

.

Squareness' ',

Stair Work
Rafter Work -

Octagon Scale
Brace Work
Lay Out Geometrical. Figures
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. DETAILS

A. General

1. Why Details are Used
2. Relationship to Drawings

`I

B. Cornice

1. Return Cornice
2. Rake Cornice
3. Open Cornice
4. Closed Cornice
5. Boxed Cornice

C. Doora and Windows

1. Double Hung Windows
2. Casement Windows
3. Side Light Doorway
4. Interior Doors
5. Variations

D. Louvers

1. Rectangular Type Lou -es
2. Circular Type Louver

E. Stairs

1. Stairwells
2. Stringers
3. Stair Carriage
4. Variations

F. Fireplaces

1. Mantles
2. Bookcases

G. Cabinets

1. Framing
2. Custom Cabinets
3. Doors
4. Shelves
5. Drawers
6. Fixtures
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY FOR THE CABINET MAKER

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
a. Circuits

2. Kinds and Forms of Electrical Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurements

1. Volts
2. Amperes
3. Ohms
4. Watts

... Protection Devices

I. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarization

D. Conductors and Ins-gluon;

1. Types of Wire
e . :. !made d
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a, Rubber
b, Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

4. Electrical Terms and Symbols
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. WOOD JOINTS

A, Joining Boards at an Angle

1, Dado
2, Rabbet
3. Dado and Rabbet
4, Dado, Tongue, and Rabbet
5, Coped
6, Spline Miter.
7. Lap DoNietail
8. Glued and Blocked
9. Dovetail Dado

10, Rabbeted Ledge and Miter
11, Plain Butt
12, Hopper

a, Use of Above Joints
b, How Secured

t

B, Joining Boards at the Edge to Increase the Surface Area

1, Edge Butt Joint
2. Spline Joint
3. Doweled Joint
4, Tongued and Grooved Joint
5. Filleted Joint
6. Battened

a. Use of Above Joints
b. How Secured

II, SURFACING MATERIALS

A. Linoleum

1. Manufacture
2. Properties
3, Uses
4. Method3 of Applying
5. Advantages and Disadvantages
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B. Asphalt

I. Manufacture
2. Properties
3. Uses
4. Method of Applying
5. Advantages and Disadvantages

C. Cork
-,; . i .

I. Manufacture
2. Properties .

3. Uses
4. Method of Applying }

5. Advantages and Disadvantages

D. Plastics

I. Manufacture
2. Properties
3. Uses
4. Method of Applying
5. Advantages and Disadvantages

E. Masa
I. Manufacture
2. Properties
3. Uses
4. Method of Applying
5. Advintages and Disadvantages

M. FINISHUM MATERIALS

A. Stains

1. Types
a. Oil
b. Water
c. Chemical
d. Color Pigment
a. Aniline Dye
f. Varnish

2. Mbdag
3 . Applying



B. Wood Fillers

1. Types
Z. Use
3. Methods of Apply

C. Varnish and Shellac

1. Kinds
Z. Uses
3. Methods of Applying
4. Rubbing
5. Polishing

D. Lacquers

1. Kinds
Z. Uses
3: Methods of Applying

E. Wax Finishing

F Oil Rub Finishes
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Personal Faults
....; i.,

Faulty Instruction
Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack: of Skill
c. Ignorazice .

et. Poor Judgment .
Poor Div cipline
Lack of concentration
Unsafe Practice

a. Chance taking
b. Short -cuts
c. Haste

Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excirability

Physical Unfitness

Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Poor Housekeeping
Defective Equipment
Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
e. Openings
d. Floors

Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

Improper Planning
Improper Dress

a. Goggles. Gloves, etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing



II. STATE LABOR LAWS

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children

2. Permanent
1. Temporary

.190- -----
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR, RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

,



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Specifications

I. Lumber
2. Doors and Drawers
3. Jambs
4. Shelves
5. Face Frame
6. Shelf Cleats
7. Back
8. Moulding
9. Hardware

B. Amount of Materials

I. Use of Tables

C. Labor Costs

I. Kind of Work
2. Quality of Materials
3. Weather Conditions
4. Types of Tools

D. Compilation of Figures

I. Cost of Materials
2. Cost of Labor
3. Overhead
4. Profit
5. Total Cost of Job
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. READING CONSTRUCTION PRINTS

A. Prints should be selected on the basis of the work

done in your locality.



I. WOOD

A. Growth

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

E. Defects

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C. Grading

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

APPLIED

Fourth

SCIENCE

Yenr

Hard and Soft
Heart aria aap
Rings
&we
Grain anti texture
M( isture

Bark Pockets
Decay
Knots
Shakes
WI ,ng
Other Defects

Yard Lumber
Factory or Shop
Structural Timber
Shingles
Lumber Measurements

D. Softwoods

1. Properties
2. Kinds
3. Uses
4. Location

E. Hardwoods

1. Properties
2. Kinds
3. Uses
4. Location

F. Imported Woods

1. Kinds
2. Uses
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ritADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. Discussion of typical constructions that are prevalent in the
locality. Instruction is to be given on such as:

A. Kitchen Cabinets

B. Closets

C. Shelving

D. Valences

E. Recreation Rooms

F. Book Cases

G. Fireplace Mantels

H. Custom-made Furniture

I. Hi -Fl Cabinets

J. Other Typical Cabinet Making Jobs

1. Measuring
2. Uses
3. Design
4. Methods of Construction
5. Erection and Installation
6. Finishing
7. Insulating
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INTRODUCTION

This volume contains an analysis of jel processes for fifty-three trades.

It is intended primarily for the use of local directors of vocational education

and apprentice coordinators who are responsible for the approval of establish-

ments for apprentice training and who are expected to provide appropriate

related instruction for bona-fide apprentices throughout the State of New Jersey.

The trades selected for analysis are those which past records indicate are

most likely to be involved in requests for apprentice training approvals and

for which related instruction materials must be prepared or provided. Other

trade analyses will be added to this volume as the need arises.

The publication of this material represents che completion of the first

step in a three-step program which was outlined by Dr. Albert E. Jochen,

Assistant Commissioner of Education, at a meeting of apprentice coordinators.

The second step involves the preparation of de.ailed related instruction course

outlines for each trade. The third step anticipates the preparation of related

instruction course materials based on these outlines.

The preparation of the present volume and its reproduction were completed

in the Curriculum Labor.J.Lory under the general direction of

Mr. Benjamin Shapiro, Curriculum Specialist.

All of the apprentice coordinators affiliated.with local vocational schools

and the Vocational Division of the State Department of Education assisted in

the development of tentative job progression outlines. The final stages of

the work were completed in the Curriculum Laboratory during the sum.ner



months of 1957 by Mr. Frederick Porges, Apprentice Coordinator, and

Mr. Robert Glassett, Itinerant Teacher for Apprentice Training, both ',f

whom are on the staff of the Middlesex County Vocational and Technical

High Schools. Materials and information from many state departments

of Education were reviewed. The contributions from New York,

Massachusetts. and Connecticut were particularly helpful. Assistance

was also obtained from several state apprenticeship councils and 'rum

representatives of the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship.

Before final submission for pubaication, the content of most of the

trade outlines was checked by competent personnel activt ly engaged in

the trades and industries involved. Although it is evident from these

trade contacts that there is no universal agreement regarding the specific

:;ob units which should be included in a. total apprenticeship program, the

outlines as submitted include major areas of agreement.

The development of the proposed three-stage program does not

necessarily mean that good instructional materials are not available from

other sourcep nor that these materials should not be used or adapted for

use within this state. However, it is increasingly evident that the anticipated

need for up-to-date related instruction in the future, in terms of a constant

up-grading of apprentices and more technical work require-lents in the

several trades, requires that related instruction courses must be continually

revised and tailored to meet the needs of these trades as practiced in

New Jersey.

Arthur B. Wrigley
State Supervisor

Trade and Industrial Education



FOREWORD

Apprentice training in New Jersey, under the general supervision

of the Vocational Division of the State Department of Education, has

been favorably recognized fin its effectiveness in preparing qualified

jourreymen in a wide variety of trades and tdustries. This reputation

has seen gained only through a constant effort to maintain high

standards of apprenticeship and to develop Instructional programs and

materials that keep pace with changing conditions.

The material contained in this publication is a specific indication

of the efforts that are being made to analyze training needs and re-

appraise the instructional content of apprentice training programs.

Although intermittent recessions may occur in our local, state

or national economy, the long -term need for more and more qealified

skilled workers in all categories seems to be indicated. One of the

proven ways to develop such workers is through a sound system of

apprentice ship.

Frederick M. Raubinger
Commissioner of Education
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AUTOMOTIVE BODY ANDFENDER MECHANIC
D. 0. T. 5-81. 510

I. USE AND CARE OF TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

A. Hand tools
1. Using and caring for all hand tools; such as,

bumping block, hammers, files, runches, etc.

B. Power tools
1. Using and caring for power tools; such as,

air jack and porter power jack

2. Learning the proper safety precautions when
handling these tools

C. Equipment
1. Using shop equipment; such as, the wheel

balancing machine

2. Caring for and maintaining this equipment

3. Learning the proper safety precautions for the
use of this equipment

II. BODY WORK

A. Soldering
1. Setting up soldering apparatus and adjusting pressures

2. Operating soldering torch and soldering spray gun

3. Preparing metal for soldering by tinning metal,
either hot or cold

4. Operating soldering paddle; building and filling with
solder

5. Filing solder and cleaning solder areas

B. Metal finish
1. Relieving stresses and strains

2. Roughing metal - shrinking metal cold where necessary

3. Correcting metal distortion and dressing metal



II. BODY WORK (Cont'cri

C. Weld Braze cut
1. Setting up welding apparatus and adjusting pressures

2. Operating blow pipe and cutting torch; handling and
using welding hose

3. Preparing metals for welding and performing
different types of welds

4. Cutting different types and gauges of metals;
cutting -.ralious angles

D. Alignment
. I. Unlocking metal ridges

2. Applying force with pressure jacks ana using
pressure jack-adeptors and accessories

3. Using wreck.racks to clamp down doors, hoods,
and fenders

4. Repairing and aligning hood and door hinges

E. Frame straightening 0.
1. Checking and cross checking frame and door openings

2. Disassembling and assembling bumper parts

3. Straightening goose necks and "A" frames

F. Assembly
1. Assembling fenders

a. Removing and replacing hardware
b. Applying undercoat
c. Re-installing fenders

2. Assembling hoods and doors
a. Removing and re-installing all hardware

3. Removing and re-installing bumper brackets, quarter
sections, turret tops, and complete bodies

-2-



U. BODY WORK (Cont'd)

G. Spray painting
1. Operating air compressor, air transformer,

and using air hoses

2. Preparing metal for painting,
parts

3. Applying undercoats, sanding
for colors

spray gun,

and masking adjoining

undercoats, and preparing

Mincing .and matching colors and applying

5. Compounding color coats

III. INTERIOR WORK

A. Upholstery or trim
1. Removing and installing trim on cushions and seats

2. Removing and installing door trim pads, head levers,
window frames and cleaning trim

B. Glass
1. Cutting glass

2. Removing and replacing from different car sections

3. Sealing glass and testing for leaks

IV. OTHER WORK

A. Wheel balancing
1. Using wheel balancing machine

2. Mounting wheel and using lead weights.

3. Repairing and toeing - in wheels

B. Estimating
1. Sizing jobs and estimating labor costs

2. Evaluating materials needed and material costs

3. Preparing estimates
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I. MOTORS

AUTOMOTIVE MACHINIST
D. 0. T. 4-75.010

As,. Disassembling
1. Inspecting motors for cracks, etc. while dismantling

Z. Measuring block and crankshaft for amount of taper
so boring may be set

3. Marking all parts that may possibly be mixed up as
to number and location

4. Degreasing block, crankshaft, and all parts that are
to be re-used

B. Preparing for rebuilding
I. Checking all parts

Z. Collecting all parts, new and old

C. Rebuilding

II. CRANKSHAFT

A. Grinding
1. Grinding with portable and stationary grinders

B. Installing bearings
1. Installing precision main bearings and checking fit

Z. Installing precision cam bearings and checking fit

3. Installing semi- undersized main bearings and
aligning bore

4. Installing semi-undersized cam bearings and
aligning bore

5. Installing connecting rod bearings in rod and
checking fit on shaft
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III. CYLINDERS

A. Cylinder - Boring Machine
1. Checking taper in walls with micrometers

2. Mounting the boring machine

3. Setting the boring machine

4. Using the boring machine

B. Honing cylinders
1. Removing stock

2. Polishing and burnishing

C. Installing cylinder sleeves
1. Using press fit

2. Using dry ice method

3. Replacing removable sleeves

IV. PISTONS

A. Grinding pistons
1. Setting grinding machine

2. Using grinding machine

B. Fitting pistons
1. Aligning rods

2. Regrooving piston

3. Checking ring groove 3

4. Expanding pistons

V. VALVES

A. Valve Refacing Machine
1. Recognizing and checking valve angle

2. Examining and determining whether valve can be used
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V. VALVES (Cont'd)

3. Examining valve guides for wear

4. Removing and replacing valve guides

B. Valve Seating Machine
1. Using the interference angle as opposed to the true

angle

C. Valve seat inserts
1. Installing standard inserts

2. Installing oversized inserts and using the cutting
machine

D. Lapping-in valves
1. Installing valves and valve springs in motor

2. Adjusting valves and installing timing gears and chain

3. Timing valves

VI. KING BOLTS

A. Re-bushing
1. Removing bushings and installing new bushings

B. Reaming
1. Adjusting and setting reamer for size

2. Using reamer

C. Fitting
1. Disassembling and assembling support arm style

king pins

VII. BRAKES

A. Turning brake drums
1. Using drum lathe

2. ' Setting cutting tools

3. Using r"schine
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VU. BRAKES (Cont'd)

B. Grinding brake drums
1. Measuring brake drums

2. Setting internal grinder

3. Grinding to size

C. Relining
1. Relining emergency external bands

2. Grinding brake shoes to drum size

D. Cylinders
1. Rebuilding wheel cylinders

2. Rebuilding master cylinder

E. Power brakes
1. Rebuilding power brake unit

VIII. CLUTCH

A. Riveting
1. Removing clutch facing

2. Riveting new clutch facings to clutch disk

B. Rebuilding
1. Rebuilding and adjusting pressure assemblies

IX. FLYWHEEL

A. Removing fly wheel gear
1. Turning to correct size for ring gear

B. Shrinking on fly wheel gear
1. Heating ring to correct temperature

2. Placing expanded ring on fly wheel

C. Grinding clutch plate surface of fly wheel
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X. WATER PUMPS

A. Disassembling
I. Tearing down and rep/acing bearings, seals, impeller,

and shaft

B. Assembling
I. Assembling in correct position

2. Testing for correct operation

XL REAR AXLE

A. Disassembling differential

B. Riveting or bolting new gear to case
I. Aligning holes

2. Using correct fasteners

C. Repla,zing bearings
1. Checking bearings

D. Dial-locating and adjusting gear clearance

XII. MACHINE SHOP

A. Lathe
I. Setting up work in lathe

2. Turning armatures

3. Making special parts

B. Drill Press
I. Setting up work in drill press

2. Drilling

3. Threading

4. Reaming



XII. MACHINE SHOP (Cont'd)

Hydraulic Press
I. Pressing bearings on and off

2. Installing and riveting ring gear

3. Pressing out universal joint parts

XIII. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Garage equipment
1. Overhauling and repairing

a. grease guns
b. jacks
c. compressors



AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC
D. 0. T. 5-81.010

I. ENGINE REPAIR

A. Valve work
1. Removing cylinder head, valves, camshaft from engine

2. Cleaning carbon from valves and refacing valves

3. Grinding valve seats

4. Testing vat,- guides and replacing if necessary

5. Replacing camshaft and camshaft bearings

6. Replacing valves and adjusting valve tappet clearance

7. Checking cylinder head with a straight edge and
replacing same

B. Crankshaft
1. Checking and fitting bearings

2. Checking and replacing crankshaft

3. Checking and fitting rod bearings

C. Pistons
1. Removing piston, piston rings and pins, and connecting

rods

2. Removing ridge from cylindek wall

3. Checking connecting rod alignment and bearing and
adjusting where necessary

4. Cleaning and examining pistons for defects
a. groove wear
b. cylinder wall wear

5. Cleaning ring grooves

6. Replacing piston :ings

7. Checking alignment of rod and p: .ton

8. Reassembling in engine

00.0-



I. ENGINE REPAIR (Cont'd)

D. Water pumps
1. Removing pump from engine

2. Checking pump for defective parts

3. Replacing defective parts or installing new pump

II. CHASSIS REPAIR

A. Steering system
1. Checking tie rods, steering knuckle, bearings, king

pins, upper ate lower control pins, run-out, wheel
balance, etc.

2. Checking caster, camber, toe-in, king pin inclination
and toe-out on turns

3. Disassembling and adjusting front suspension

4. Removing and repairing steering gear to prevent
excessive play or relieve binding

B. Springs and shock absorbers
1. Removing rear leaf springs and replacing metal housing

if necessary

2. Lubricating

3. Removing rear coil springs and replacing if necessary

4. Disassembling direct acting shock absorbers and
servicing of parts

C. Brakes
1. Removing old linings

2. Examining brake drum and smoothing if necessary

3. Disassembling and checking wheel and master cylinders

4. Making minor and major brake adjustments

5. Flushing hydraulic system to remove dirt

6. Refilling with brake fluid

7. Bleeding hydraulic system when necessary
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III. TRANSMISSION REPAIR

A. Removing transmission assembly

B. Disassembling transmission
1. Removing clutch gear and bearing

2. Removing main shaft with shaft removal tool

3. Removing drum assembly and first and reverse gears

4. Removing counter shaft

C. Inspecting parts
1. Cleaning all parts in solvent and checking all bearings

for wear

2. Checking gear for worn, burred or broken teeth and
fit

3. Checking synchronizing drum and rings for wear

4. Replacing all worn parts

D. Re-assembling and re-installing unit

IV. CLUTCH REPAIR

A. Removing clutch
1. Removing transmission

2. Removing clutch housing pan

3. Removing clutch throw-out bearing and fork

4. Removing cover assembly and friction disk

B. Disassembling clutch

C. Inspection and service
1. Checking pressure plate and fly wheel

a. scored spots
b. roughne s
c. out-of-round
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V. DIFFERENTIAL REPAIR

A. Removing differential
1. Removing differential assembly

B. Disassembling differential
1. Marking bearing adjusting nuts before removing

2. Removing bearing cap retaining screws and caps

3. Removing differential bearings and pinion gear shaft

C. Inspecting and servicing parts

1. Adjusting differential bearings for proper gear contact

2. Checking for backlash

3. Removing and replacing drive-pinion bearing oil seal

4. Removing and replacing drive pinion

D. Re-assembling and re-installing differential

Z. FUEL AND IGNITION SYSTEM REPAIR

A. Fuel system
1. Checking carburetor float level, low speed and idle

circuit, high speed circuit and accelerator-pump
circuit

2. Disassembling carburetor and cleaning all passages
of gum deposits

3. Examining fuel lines and replacing if damaged

4. Blowing out dirt in lines

5. Removing filter element from air cleaner and cleaning

6. Checking and adjusting choke

7. Checking fuel gage and replacing if necessary

8. Testing fuel pump pressure and capacity
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FUEL AND IGNITION SYSTEM REPAIR (Cont'd)

B. Ignition system
1. Checking battery with hydrometer and high discharge

test

2. Checking cranking motor for
a. thrown armature windings
b. burned commutator bars
c. broken or distorted bendix spring
d. dirty or gummy commutator

3. Testing generator regulator system

4. Cleaning points, adjusting and replacing where necessary

5. Checking various relays for correct air gap and closing
voltage

6. Testing headlights and adjusting when necessary

VII. LUBRICATION

A. Complete lubrication
1. Replacing filter or filter element

2. Checking oil pressure gage and replacing if necessary
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BAKER
D. 0. T. 4-01.100

I. BREAD

A. Kinds of bread
1. Recognizing various types of bread

B. Preparation of bread dough
1. Mixing ingredients

Z. Undermixing and overmixing problems

3. Operating bread making machinery

C. Bread making
1. Preparing all types of breads

Z. Performing all types of benchwork in connection
with bread making

3. Using bread making equipment and machinery

4. Rounding, molding and panning bread

5. Testing bread

6. Scoring bread

II. ROLLS AND BUNS

A. Kinds of rolls
1. Recognizing different types of rolls

Z. Learning formulas

B. Roll making
1. Performing all bench work in connection with roll

making

Z. Preparing batters for all types of rolls

3. Mixing batters

4. Preparing icings used in roll making

5. Operating machines used in roll making
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III. CAKES

A. Preparation
1. Mixing ingredients

a. by hand
b. by machine

2. Understanding different formulas

3. Performing all bench work in connection with cake
baking

B. Cake frostings and fillings
1. Preparing frosting

2. Preparing fillings

3. Applying cream, fudge, and boiled frostings

4. Handling finished cakes

IV. PIES

A. Doughs
1. Preparing flaky, tender and combination crusts

2. Learning formulas and mixing details

3. Operating pie machinery

4. Performing bench work in connection with pie making

B. Fillings
1. Preparing fruit fillings

2. Preparing cooked and uncooked fillings

3. Preparing stock fillings

4. Preparing meringue, custard and cream fillings

5. Spreading fillings and meringue

6. Using whipped cream

C. Handling finished pies
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V. PASTRY

A. Puff
1. Preparing puff pastry

2. Making apple turnovers, pinwheels, fans, etc.

3. Performing bench work in connection with puff pastry

4. Placing in pans and on flats

B. Danish
1. Preparing Danish pastry

2. Making rings, bars, claws, snails, horns, etc.

3. Making fillings for pastries

4. Speeding or retarding fermentation

5. Applying glazing

6. Performing bench work

7. Placing in pans or on flats

VI. COOKIES

A. Simple
1. Preparing simple cookies

2. Mixing batter

3. Preparing rolled cookies, ginger snaps, etc.

4. Preparing drop cookies

5. Performing bench work

B. Chilled
1. Mixing batter

2. Preparing chilled cookies of all types

3. Performing bench work
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VI. COOKIES (Cont'd)

C. C reamed
1. Mixing batter

2. Using tubing and finishing procedures

3. Performing bench work

D. Beaten
1. Preparing and mixing cold and warm batters

2. Preparing cold foam and water bath doughs

3. Preparing combination cookies

4. Performing bench work

VII. SPECIALTIES

A. Macaroons
1. Preparing and mixing batter

2. Performing bench work

B. Cream puffs and eclairs
1. Handling, sanitation and storage problems

2. Preparing cream puff shells

3. Preparing fillings

4. Performing bench work

C. Biscuits
1. Making, cutting, and finishing biscuits

2. Handling and preparing fruit fillings

3. Performing bench work



VII. SPECIALTIES (Cont'd)

D. Doughnuts
1. Preparing various types of doughnuts

2. Preparing toppings

3. Preparing fritters and yeast doughnuts

4. Preparing baking powder doughnuts

5. Shaping doughnuts, filling yeast doughnuts and finishing

6. Operating doughnut machine

E. Coffee cakes
I. Preparing fillings

2. Preparing icings

3. Preparing all types of coffee cakes

4. Preparing finishes and special decorations

VIII. OVEN WORK

A. Operation
1. Learning controls and procedures

2. Maintaining and cleaning

B. Baking
1. Placing items in oven

2. Steam testing baked materials

3. Cooling baked materials

C. Finishing
1. Storing

2. Packaging and wrapping

3. Using slicing machine
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IX. DECORATION

A. Icings
I. P!eparing

2. Applying

B. Flowers - figures - borders
I. Mixing materials

2. Making flowers

3. Using tubes and presses

C. Marzipan
I. Coloring and varnishing finished pieces

2. Making and using molds



BOOKBINDER
D. 0. T. 4-40.010

I. COMBINATION GATHERING, STITCHING, AND BINDING MACHINE

A. Gatherer
1. Setting pockets for slgnature

Z. Setting calipers

3. Setting time-single-double-triple action

4. Checking signatures for complete book

B. Stitcher
1. Threading stitchers and setting clincher block

Z. Setting time-position of stitches in book

3. Setting length of stitch and checking stitches in book

C. Binder - Glue Wheel
1. Setting cams for glue on book

Z. Setting glue wheel throw off

D. Binder - Cover Feeder
1. Setting coverfeeder for covers, setting coverfeeder

raceway and setting time :In coverfeeder

Z. Adjusting covers in raceway - blue and white

3. S -ting cover drum - high-low

E. Binder - Coverbreaker
1. Setting coverbreaker - high, low-width

Z. Checking cover on book - overhead - underhead

F. Binder - Delivery
1. Setting drop in paddle

Z. Setting belt - right left
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II. FOLDING MACHINES

A. leeder
I. Positioning back stop rolle7s or tail drags

2. Positioning air wheel and adjusting air suction

3. Settii.g air blast .nozzle and adjusting blast, governor,
caliper and drive wheels

B. Parallel Folding Section
1. Making preliminary settings

Z. Making necessary slitter shaft installations and
adjustments for particular job

3. Running sheets and make final adjustments

C. 8-page or 16 page Section Cross S. cker or Stacker Delivery

1. Installing and adjusting 8-page or 16-page section cross
stacker or staAter delivery as required

D. 8-page or 16-page Section Drive Clutch
1. Engaging or &I:engaging 8-page or 16-page section drive

clutch as required

E. 8-page, 16-page or 32-page Folding Section
1. Making preliminary settings

2. Making necessary slitter shaft installations and adjustments
for the joo to be run

3. Running test sheets and making final adjustments

III. FLAT CUTTERS

A. Paper stock handling
1. Locating guide edges of sheets

2. Removing cut stock and piling cut lilts of stocks

3. Assisting in the loading of stock and the airing and
jogging of Aheets

4. Folding sheets to facilitate lifting
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IV. TRIMMER (BRACKET SAFETY)

V. TRIMMER (SHERIDAN)

III. FLAT CUTTERS (Cont'd)

A. Setting up machine

A. Setting up machine

B. Knives and sticks

C. Operating I nachine

B. changing and raising and lowering knife

C. Operating machine

P Layout job

......... ...a...-

4.

2.

4. Operating safety trip and engaging clutch

2.

3.

2.

3.

I.

1.

2.

3.

:I.

I. Making numbers

Replacing broken carrier fingers

Raising and lowering knives

Setting tumbler bar for number of stops desired

Setting stops for desired cuts

Setting delivery board to swing in or out when desired

Checking work for size

Setting pressure block and fingers for position and
pressure

Checking cut books for size

Changing and setting knives and cutting sticks

Changing knife and raising and lowering knife in machine

Setting stops on automatic spacer
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VI. TRIMMER (ROWE)

A. Setting up machine
1. Setting raceway and front guide for width of book

2. Setting pushers and joggers

3. Setting knives in machine for length of book

4. Setting head and tail pressure blocks

5. Checking books for size

B. Knives
1. Setting carrier chains

2. Setting, changing, and raising and lowering of knives

C. Operat'.ng machine

VII. TRIMMER (SEYBOLD TUMBLER TYPE)

A. Setting up machine
1. Setting slide for width and depth

2. Changing to proper block

3. Setting block for pressure and depth

4. Setting guide

5. Setting front and side knives for proper size

6. Changing to proper fiber cutting board

7. Setting delivery pusher and delivery belt

8. Checking book for size

B. Changing and setting knives

C. Operating machine
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VIII. CHESHIRE MAILING MACHINE

A. Adjusting machine for magazines
1. Setting feeder points, blocks, and guide plates

2. Setting feed jogger and gate

3. Setting feed rollers and speed roller

4. Setting book stop, automatic stop, and parallel book
guards

B. Adjusting conveyor for a magazine
1. Setting side and end plates

2. setting machine speed and conveyor speed

C. Labeling head adjustment
1. Setting vacuum paste tank and box

2. Setting knife arm and knife holder

3. Setting perforated strip roll

4. Setting labeling head and labeling head magnet

IX. PUNCH AND DRILL MACHINE

A. Selecting punches or drills

B. Setting punches or drills

C. Operating machines

X. SHERIDAN AUTOMATIC GATHERING AND STITCHING MACHINE

A. Automatic gathering
1. Setting single and double action

2. Setting pockets for signatures

3. Setting proper stroke

4. Setting large and small fingers on drums

5. Setting drums and chain for sheets

6. Setting calipers correctly
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X. SHERIDAN AUTOMATIC GATHERING AND STITCHING MACHINE
(Cont'd)

B. Stitchers
1. Setting stitcher heads for thickness and distance

2. Lining up clinchers

3. Setting pressure rollers

C. Delivery
1. Making up chain for count

2. Timing and adjusting delivery chain

3. Setting delivery chain

4. Setting delivery pockets



BOOKB,NDER
(PAMPELET)

D. 0. T. 4-49.010

I. GENERAL BINDERY DUTIES

A Trucking

B. Cleaning machines not in motion

C. Opening cases and packing boxes

D. Learning proper way to read a rule

E. Laying out hand gathering

F. Clearing floor of paper around machines and work areas

II. TAKING OFF DELIVERY END OF VARIOUS MACHINES

A. Stitching Machine
1. Counting out proper amount to be cut

2. Watching for wire breaking

J. Checking for proper number of stitches in pamphlet

B. Perforating Machine
1. Checking perforations with sample

2. Looking for skips in perforations

3. Emptying jogger box

C. Punching Machine
1. Checking punched sheet with sample

2. Learning different sizes and shapes of drills

III. HANDLING PAPER

A. Jogging and winding paper

B. Piling on platform skid for folding and cutting

C. Rolling paper (stuck by spray or ink)
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IV. HARD BINDING (HAND WORK)

A. Forwarding
1. Rounding and backing by hand

Z. Putting on crash head band and lining

B. Case Making
1. Cutting boards to correct size

Z. Cutting lining paper to size

3. Proper spacing of boards

4. Cutting cover stock to size allowing i" turn-in
all around

5. Gluing stock place boards and liner turn-in

6. Running case through rubber rollers to take out air
spaces

C. Casing-in
1. Paste-off books front and back

Z. Placing book in case

3. Placing bo "k in press to make the joint and dry

4. Inspecting books

D. Finishing
1. Hand stamping in ink or gold

Z. Cutting title leather to size

3. Stamping titles

4. Using rollers and burnishing tools

5. Sprinkling edges of books

E. Hard Binding (Machine Work)
1. Operating gluing machine

Z. Operating head band and lining machine

3. Operating case making machine

4. Operating power stamping and embossing machine
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V. FOJJDING MACHINES

A. Tape and Knife Action Folder

1. Loading and setting feeder (pile or continuous)

2. Setting combers, drop rubbers

3. Setting grippers and cams

4. Sewing tapes

5. Raising or lowering knives

6. Setting delivery for one or two boxes

7 Watching machine close)), to avoid serious jams

B. Roller Type Folders using the buckle system

I. Setting feeder either pile friction or continuous

2. Adjusting air and i.ction on feeder

3. Setting caliper for doubles

4. Setting and operating the folding section

5. Using proper plates for different layouts

6. Setting plates to correct size

7. Tracing t rouble, such as wrinkles, improper
scoring, improper perforating, improper slitting

8. Correcting above by adjusting pressure on rollers

9. Tracing wrinkles to find out if they are being caused
by parallel rollers or eight angle rollers

10. Watching machine closely to prevent serious jams

VI. POWER CUTTING MACHINES

A. Classifying the different weights of paper

B. Learning to tell which way the grain rims

C. Cutting stock with the least amount of waste

D. Cutting stock with grain a certain way if specified
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VI. POWER CUTTING MACHINES (Cont'd)

E. Cutting printed forms to make up

F. Splitting gauge for trimming books

G. Using wedges

H. Using pressure clamp

I. Operating cutting machine in a safe manner, using both
hands to start the knife down

VII. OPERATION OF SMALL MACHINES UNDER SUPERVISION OF
JOURNEYMAN

A. Setting and operating Stitching Machine

B. Setting and operating Perforating Machine

C. Setting and operating Punching Machine

D. Setting and operating Stripping Machine

E. Setting and operating Jogging Machine

F. Setting and operating Round Cornering Machine, Drilling
Machine, Eye letting Machine and Indexing Machine

VIII. PADDING DEPARTMENT

A. Using a scope

B. Placing board

C. Building up padding rack

D. Weighing down pads

E. Using different kinds of adhesives

F. Using crash on pads

G. Using padding brush

H. Cutting down pads

I. Wrapping pads for shipment
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CABINET MAKER
D. 0. T. 4 32.100

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Layout
1. Checking all measurements or blueprints

2. Checking all appliance measurements

3. Checking locations of all openings

4. Checking locations of all power outlets

5. Determining size of cabinets to install in relation to
height of housewife

6. Making rough drawing of cabinets showing all
measurements and method of joining

7. Making stock inventory for conservation purposes

B. Selection of lumber
I. Recognizing wood by grain, color, sound tapping and

porousness

2. Understanding workability of materials

3. Choosing correct dressing in regard to light absorption,
color, etc.

II. BENCH WORK

A. Frame

1. Cutting frame members from rough drawing

2. Cutting tenons from rough drawing

3. Placing frame members in horizontal position

4. Squaring and checking parallels

5. Marking and cutting mortises

6. Making trial assembly, rechecking all measurements
very carefully

7. Disassembling and gluing
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Ii. BENCH WORK (Cont'd)

8. Reassembling and clamping
a. placing protective blocks
b. checking actions of drawers
c. checking corners' squareness
d. checking parallels

9. Checking frame at end of drying time and removing
all clamps

10. Rough sanding all joints, both sides

11. Pinning all joints
a. short, headless nails
b. pinning from back of frame

12. Cutting end pieces to proper depth

13. Marking cut pieces right and left

14. Cuttirg shelves

15. Cutting back

16. Dadoing end pieces for back fit .o inside surface

17. Marking location of shelves on one end piece and
marking other from first, indicating top or bottom
shelf mark

18. Sanding and reassembling all component parts

19. Filling in all nail holes using proper filler

20. Sanding all fillings

21. Cutting kick boards for bottom cabinets

22. Placing the floors

23. Adding partial shelves, if necessary

24. Mouse-proofing

B. Doors
1. Making doors from rough drawing

2. Making trial assembly

3. Disassembling and gluing

4. Reassembling and clamping
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II. BENCH WORK (Cont'd)

S. Checking trial assembly with completed frame;
closing clearance

6. Sanding doors by hand and by machine

7. Making gauging jigs for location of hinges and handles

8. Marking hinges and hanging doors

C. Drawers
1. According to type of slide and runner, determining

drawer clearances

Z. Selecting stock

3. Determining cut for rear end of drawer

4. Measuring actual opening on frame

S. Cutting front and end pieces, deciding on lip, if any,
and cutting face piece

6. Cutting frame members and tenons

7. Placing frame members in position

8. Marking and cutting mortises

9. Making trial assembly

10. Disassembling and gluing

11. Reassembling and clamping

12. Drying

13. Removing clamps and rough sanding

14. Pinning all joints

15. Installing tilt bars

16. Beveling or tapering face pieces if desired by customer

17. Centering and installing drawer pulls
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II. BENCH WORK (Cont'd)

D. Finishing
1. Installing glass, if any

2. Using fillers, stains, >Allac, and varnishes

3. Doing straight work, blonding, pickling, etc.

4. Using tung oil and other non-staining rubs

5. Observing safety practices with use and storage of
flammable and volatile liquids

6. Bracing completed job for transfer to job site

III. FIELD WORK

A. Installation
1. Rechecking plumb of wall and deteart. fling extent of

use of shims

2. Leveling bottom of cabinet

3. Securing kickboard and installing cabinet and kickboard

4. Leveling top of cabinet, rechecking plumb

5. Installing, securing back piece and top frame member
temporarily

6. Rechecking level, plumb and door closing

7. Securing permanently
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CARPENTER
D. O. T. 5-25.110

CONCRETE FORM WORK

A. Staking out the building
1. Determining building lines from surveyor** plot plan

and marks, or direct from building plans

2. Erecting batter boards, setting stakes and establishing
lines

3. Checking for "squareness" by "6-8-10" and "diagonal"
methods

B. Forms for footings
1. Setting stakes s.s.4 establishing lines for footings

2. Building and bracing forms for footings

3. Checking for line, level and squareness
4. Placing reinforcing and keys

C. Forms for foundations
1. Erecting plate, studs and temporary bracing for outside

form for foundation wall

2. Sheathing outside form and cutting in wires

3. Building and installing rough forms fist steel malt, chases,
etc.

4. Installing basement door an window Irvine*

S. Erecting and bracing iatide form for foundation wall,
using spreaders and wire

6. Setting sleeves for water linos, etc.

7. Installing anchor bolts

IL Installing ties And reinforcement for wall *Mention

9. Building runways and charging platform..
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I. CONCRETE FORM WORK (Cont'd)

D. Miscellaneous form work
1. Building and bracing forms for areaways, steps,

retainin2 walls, etc.

2. BuiWng and bracing forms for concrete floors over
concrete joists or junior I beams

3. Building forms for columns and beams

4. Installing band iron ties, patented wall ties, wire
beam saddles, column yokes. etc.

5. Stripping forms and salvaging material

II. FRAMING

A. Floor framing
1. Making up and installing termite shields

2. Laying out, framing and setting posts, .columns. sills,
girders, beams

3. Laying out, framing and erecting joists, headers and
trimmer.

4. Framing openings for stairwells, fireplicesl chimneys

5. Installing special framing to accommodate plumbing and
heating pipe., ducts, registers, kitchen and bathroom
fixtures, etc.

6. Installing special framing to accommodate concrete slab
for tile floors

7. Laying mil and installing bridging

I. Laying out and erecting rough stairs

9. Laying rough flooring

D. Wall and partition framing
1. Installing plates and soles

2. Making up and erecting corner pouts and braces

1. Cutting and erecting studs, cape, and ledgers

4. Cutting and installing fire stopping

5. Fruming rough openings
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II. FRAMING (Cont'd)

6. Framing for arches; round, elliptical, and gothic

7. Framing trussed openings

8. Applying wall sheathing: boards, plywood and
structural insulation board

9. Erecting and taking down scaffolding

C. Roof framing
1. Laying out common rafter: length, plumb cuts, tail,

seat cut, shortening for ridge

2. Laying out hip rafters: length, plumb cuts, tail, seat
cuts, shortening for ridge or for opposite hip, "backing",
"dropping", cheek cuts

3. Laying out valley rafter: length, plumb cuts, seat cut,
tail, shortening for ridge, cheek cuts

4. Laying out hip jack 2;.,:iter: length, plumb cuts, cheek cut,tail, shortening for tip
5. Laying out valley jack rafter: length, plumb cuts, cheek

cut, shortening for ridge, shortening for valley
6. Laying out cripple jack rafter: length, plumb cut, cheekcut, shortening for hip, shortening or valley

7. Framing and erecting gable roof

8. Framing and erecting hip roof

9. Framing and erecting intersecting roof
10. Framing and erecting shed roof

11. Framing and erecting dormer walls and roof
12. Laying out and erecting gable studs

13. Laying out and erecting chimney saddle
14. Erecting cIllar beams

15. Erecting ceiling joists

I6. Applying roofing lath and roof sheathing
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III. EXTERIOR FINISH

A. Exterior trim
1. Fitting and installing corner 1.ards, water tables,

belt courses, etc.

2. Installing door and window frame

3. Laying out, fitting and installing cornice trim: frieze
boards, fascias, planciers, bed molds, crown molds,
cornice returns, gable trim, verge boards

4. Fitting and installing wood gutters

5. Fitting and installing porch columns, porch and stair
railings, and balusters

6. Fitting and installing louvres, storm sash, screens

B. Wall covering
1. Laying out, cutting, forming and applying flashing for

water tables, belt courses, door and window frames, etc.

2. Applying building paper, felt, etc.

3. Installing spaced nailing strip over structural board and
plywood

4. Applying wall shingles: wood, asphalt, asbestos - cement

3. Applying wall aiding: wood, metal, asbestos - cement;
Miterfitting wood siding

6. Applying miscellaneous wall covering: plywood, metal
shingles, imitation brick and stone, etc.

C. Roof covering 1.
1. Installing valley finish, dormer flashing, chimney flashing

and saddle finish, closed valley flashing, finish on bays
and cornice returns

2. Applying roofing felt

3. Applying roof shingles: asphalt, wood, asbestos - cement

4. Fitting and applying valley shingles

3. Applying Boston- shingled hip and ridge

6. Lining and flashing ben and roof gotta ass

7. Installing metal hanging gutters
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IV. INTERIOR FINISH

A. Interior wall and ceiling covering
1. Installing plaster grounds
2. Applying sheet rock and flush-finish sheetrock joints
3. Applying structural insulation board, plank and tile board

4. Installing wood wall covering: molded boards, paneling,
plywood

B. Interior trim
1. Fitting and installing baseboard, base shoe, base cap,

picture mold, cornice mold, chair rail, panel mold,
shelf cleats

Z. Fitting and installing door jambs

3. Fitting and installing door and window casing: miter,
backband, square-cut and cabinet type

4. Fitting and installing plinth blocks and corner blocks
C. Windows and doors

1. Fitting and installing double-hung sash and balances
2. Fitting and installing casement sash

3. Fitting and hanging hinged doors

4. Fitting and installing sliding, swing-up and roll-up doors

5. Installing door and window hardware and locks

D. Miscellaneous interior finish
1. Laying out, fitting and installing fireplace mantles an i

trim

2. Laying out, fitting and installing built-in seats, bookcases,
etc.

3. Laying out, fitting and installing china closets, kitchen
cabinets, built-in ironing boards, broom closets, etc.

4. Installing hardware
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IV. INTERIOR FINISH (Cont'd)

E. Floors
1. Laying and sanding finished wood floor

2. Laying hard-wood squares and "blocks-on-end"
flooring in mastic

3. Fitting and laying linoleum

4. Laying floor tile: asphalt, cork, linoleum, rubber

F. Stairs
1. Laying out, cutting and installing stair horses

2. Laying out and framing stair landings

3. Fitting, cutting, and installing wall stringers

4. Fitting and installing newels

5. Fitting, cutting, and installing treads and risers

6. Fitting, cutting, and installing handrails and balusters

V. SHOP WORK

A. Using machines
1. Setting up and operating drill press, jig saw, mortise?,

jointer, band saw, sanding machines, planer, shaper,
tenoner, circular saw, cut-off saw

B. Shop layout and assembly
1. Laying out, cutting, fitting, assembling and finishing

component parts for: sash, doors, panels, shelving,
bookcases, drawers, cabinets, etc.

2. Installing cabinet hardware

VI. HEAVY TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

A. Mill construction
1. Laying out, framing and erecting posts, beams, girders,

heavy joists, and roof beams

2. Installing hangers, post caps, timber joint plates

3. Laying heavy splined floors
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VI. HEAVY TIMBER CONSTRUCTION (Cont'd)

4. Laying laminated floor

5. Laying heavy roof decks

B. Roof and bridge trusses
1. Framing, assembling, and erecting bridge and roof

trusses: Howe type, hammer-beam, scissors,
bowstring, and lattice trusses

2. Framing, assembling, and erecting plywood laminated
trusses

C. Temporary construction
1. Installing shoring for excavation, underpinning, etc.

2. Constructing sidewalk, canopies, and walk-ways

3. Constructing demolition chutes, bins, etc.

4. Laying out, framing, and erecting plaster falsework
for large masonry and concrete arches
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DIE SINKER.
D. 0. T. 4-76.010

I. MACHINES

A. Shaper
1. Using parallel bars and hold downs to mount work in

shaper vise

2. Using blocks, clamps and hold downs in mounting work
on shaper table

3. Setting length of stroke

4. Setting stroke feed and speed

5. Setting up for horizontal and irregular shaping

6. Setting lapper box for vertical and angular shaping

7. Squaring off work

8. Shaping grooves

9. Shaping internal and external keyways

10. Shanking die blocks

11. Planing cross-key slots and cut-off slots; making and
fitting cut-offs

12. Planing locked dies to layout lines

13. Planing risers in dies

B. Lathe
1. Choosing correct chuck and mounting on spindle

2. Truing up work in chuck

3. Setting turning speed and feed

4. Setting tool for threading, using gauges

5. Setting change gears for correct thread depth

6. Cutting thread to proper fit, using plug gauge

7. Making special cutters and types

8. Making plugs for dies

9. Filing, polishing and burring
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I. MACHINES (Conti d)

C. Grinder
1. Mounting and truing up grinding wheels and selecting

correct wheel for job when using surface or cylinder
grinder

2. Mounting work in vise, fixture or magnetic chuck

3. Setting machine to proper speed and feed

4. Grinding tools and cutters on machine

5. Grinding and sharpening drills and tool bits on bench
grinder

D. Milling machine (vertical)
1. Mounting cutter on arbor, paying attention to location of

cutter, proper spacers on collars and over arm support
adjustment

2. Setting speed and feed of machine

3. Flat and form milling

4. Circling, tracing and fly cutting

5. Milling edges and fillet

6. Flash and cutter (trimming on wet grinding wheel)

II. BENCH WORK

A. Chipping
1. Chipping various materials

2. Choosing chisels; length, width and shape
3. Caring for and using chisels; sharpening and care of head

B. Filing
1. Filing different materials

2. Choosing blade; length, shape, type teeth, coarseness

C. Scraping
1. Using straight edge and surface plate

2. Using various types of scrapers

3. Caring for and using scrapers; sharpening

4. Scraping flat surfaces
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II. BENCH WORK (Cont'd)

D. Typing
1. Separating different types of dies as to correct

category as forming, blanking, extrusion, etc.

E. Polishing
1. Choosing correct composition wheel

2. Polishing die (roughly)

3. Finish polishing with rouge wheel

F. Proofs and lettering
1. Immersing die in Prussian blue

2. Checking for high spots and leveling off

3. Lettering dies correctly

G. Layout
1. Laying out various types of jobs

2. Laying out dies with shrink rule to blueprint dimension

3. Making templates

4. Locking layouts and tracer forms

5. Caring for and using tools: dividers, scribers, gauges,
squares, protractors, micrometers, scale and rule, etc.



DRAFTSMAN - ARCHITECTURAL
D. O. T. 0-48.05

I. AUXILIAt'.Y WORK

A. Stocv Control
I. Storing and inventorying dup. ang paper and materials

Z. Storing and inventorying drawing paper and drawing
materials

3. Distributing paper and materials

K. Filing and cataloging
I. Filing and recording drawings, tracings, prints,

specifications, work folders

Z. riling and cataloging according to A. I. A. system,
catalogs, Tints, plates, photographs, details

3. Arranging, wambering and cataloging reference books
and keeping Barns in repair

C. Deplicating
I. Making prints from tracings by blueprint or dry process

machine

a. Duplicating specifications, schedules, etc. by mbneograph
or sae* machines

3. Photo copying

D. Other general work
I. Trimming prints and assembling sets

1. Assembling specification sets

3. Making stretch mounts

4. Mounting display drawing and easing and edge-binding
same

5. Framing drawings, photos, etc.

6. Making or helping make small scale presentation models
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IL ELEMENTARY DRAFTING WORK

A. Indication
I. Indicating solid construction an plans, etc.

2. Cross-hatching, dotting and otherwise indicating materials
of cont.truction on working drawings and details

B. Tracing and lettering
I. Tracing in pencil on paper and v'llum

2. Tracing in ins on cloth ane vellum

3. Lettering freehand - notes, sub-titles, titles
4. Constructing geometrical loners

5. Lettering by means of mechanical guides

C. Mating changes on drawings
1. Erasing on cloth, piper and vellum, using pres.dettva

shields

2. Making required changes, following sketches, diagram.
or instructions

D. Laying out borders, boxes and schedules
1. Laying out border and boxes A or standard sheets

2. Laying out boxes and lettering required indensaaen for
symbols, materials keys and scliskbales

III. DETAILING

A. Exterior details
1. Making detail drawings a wall sections, footings, door

and window head, jamb and sill, cornices and perspetit
going, parole, and exterior trim

?.. Making detail drawings el root construction, &mars,
flecks, finials, tasiternr cupolas, chtnensys

3. Maki.- g deo drawings a step., railings, bahistrailen,
area-ways, copings, terrai es, pine and linnet

4. Making detail drawings of outdoor fireplaces and
incinerators
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III. DETAILING (Contid)
.-mir--va-t;rrior details

1 Making detail irawinge cf interior trim, paneling and
wainscot

Z. Making detailed drawings of built-in features: window seats,
bookcases, china closets, kitcher,, cabinets, -tielv-ing

3. Making detail drawings of stairways

4. Making detail drawings of fireplaces

C. Ornament details
1. Making detail drawings of carved wood ornament

Z. Mating detail drawings of carved and cast stone ornernEnt

3. Making detail drawings of plaster and similar oraament

4. Making detail drawings of painted ornament

5. Makin detail drawings of ortuittiental iron work and other
ornarnennil metal *orb

D. Structural details
1. Making detail drawings for structural *teal work

1. Making detail drawings for heavy wood construction

3. Making detail &a-wings for Imninated wood construction

4. Making detail drawing" for plain and reinforced coated*
construction

IV. M14141wciainso InlAWINCie
tr stings
1. Drawing plot plans

I. Drawing topographical plane

3. Making nitaattred drawings of emitting buildings to be
altered or added to

B. Plan drawing.
1. Drawing footing and foundation pleat

2. Drawing floor Anne

S. Drawing roof plans

4. Drawing plating plan.



DRAFTSMAN - MECHANICAL
D.O.T. 0-48.18

I. AUXILIARY WORK

II.

A. Stock control
1. Storing and maintaining inventory of duplicating papers

and materials

2. Storing and maintaining inventory of drawing paper
and drawing materials

3. Distributing paper and materials

B. Filing and cataloging
1. Filing and recording drawings, tracings, prints,

specifications and work folders

2. Filing and cataloging prints, plates, photographs and
details

3. Arranging, numbering and cataloging reference books

C. Duplicating
1. Making prints

a. Blueprints
b. Dry process

2. Duplicating specifications, schedules

3. Mimeographing

4. Photo copying

D. Other general work
1. Trimming prints

2. Assembling sets

3. Mounting drawings

ICLEI.C.14TARY DRAFTING WORK

A. Using tools and eitaiptnent
1. Placing paper on board
Z. Sharpening proper grade of pencils
3. L. .1 sing T-equare. trit,ngles, eta.
4. Cleaning tools and equipment
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V. PRESENTATION DRAWINGS (Canted)

G. Rende ring
1. Casting shadov.v outlines on presentation drawings

2. Rendering in pencil and crayon

3. Rendering in pen and in'__

4. Rendering in wash-monotone and color

5. Rendering with airbrush

6. Rendering by "smudge" method

VI: PA ELIMINARY DR ',WINGS AND ESTIMATES

A. Listing design requirements
I. Site conditions

a. Examining survey of property or otherwise
determining grades, heights, location of
utility lines. etc.

2. Building requirements
a. Listing basic requirements for building as a

whole
b. Listing area and other requirements for various

rooms

B. Making preliminary drawings
1. Making preliminary plan and elevation sketches and

checking with owner against requirements

2. Making preliminary plan drawings

3. Making preliminary elevation and r'ction drawings

C. Making preliminary estimates
1. Setting up construction outline and skeleton specification

2. Estimating cost by
a. cubage method
b. square-foot method
c. in-place unit cost method

3. Estimating cost of special equipment, etc.
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VII. rIZLD WORK AND SPJ ClrICATION WRITING

A. Field work
1. Appraising existing structures

Z. Making field measurements

3. Making field sketches

4. Checking site layout

5. T...opecting work in progress

B. Specification writing
1. Writing "general conditions" ?tortilla of specifications

Z. Writing tecbaical specifications

Writing complete specifications for various types of
buildings:

a. residential
b. conattorcial
c. industrial
d. institidianal



DRAFTSMAN - MECHANICAL
D.O.T. 0-48.18

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Stock control
1. Storing and maintaining inventory of duplicating papers

and materials

2. Storing and maintaining inventory of drawing paper
and drawing materials

3. Distributing paper and materials

B. Filing and cataloging
1. Filing and recording drawings, tracings, prints,

specifications and work folders

2. Filing and cataloging prints, plates, photographs and
details

3. Arranging, numbering and cataloging reference books

C. Duplicating
1. Making prints

a. Blueprints
b. Dry process

2. Duplicating specifications, schedules

3. Mimeographing

4. Photo copying

D. Other general work
1. Trimming prints

2. Assembling sets

3. Mounting drawings

ELEWINTARY DRAFTING WORK

A. Using tools and equipment
1. Placing paper on board
2. Sharpening proper grade of pencils
3, being T-square. trii....ngles, etc.
4. Cleaning tools and equipment
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It ELEMENTARY DRAFTING WORK (Cont'd)

13. Drawing lines
I. Using proper line weight

Z. Using correct type of line

C. Tracing
Tracing in pencil on paper and vellum

Z. Tracing in ink on cloth and vellum

3. Checking for errors and omissions

4. Cleaning tracings

D. Lettering
Lettering free hand flats sub-titles, titles

2, Using mechanical lettering devices

III. WORKING DRAWINGS

A. Scale drawing
1. Making full scale drawings

2. Making reduced scale drawings

3. Altering drawings

Li. Detailing
1. Tanks

2. Mr.chine parts

3. Heating and cooling equipment

4. Other details

C. St uctural drawings
1. Frame work

2. Drive plates

I. Guide rails

4. Other structural work
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III. WORKING DRAWINGS (Coned)

D. Assembly drawings
Drawing assembly from details

2. Drawing assembly from sketches

IV. PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

A. Isometric drawing

VI. ADVANCED DESIGN

V. LAYOUTS

E. Oblique drawing

A. Mechanical

C. Hydraulic

R. Electrical

D. Structural

A. Machine par-Ls

D. Writing specifications

13. Checking drawings

C Making bill of material

2.

2. Making oblique drawings from orthographic projection

3.

2. Laying out other mechanical systems

I. Making isometric drawings using box and offset

Z. Laying out steam lines

I. Making oblique drawings from machine parts

I. Laying out conveyor and plating rooms

i. Laying out A. C. and D.C. control panels-diagrams-

I. Laying out water lines

I. Laying out foundations for machines and equipment

I. Designing weldments E stings and other machine parts

Making isometric drawings frJrn machine parts

Making isometric drawings from orthographic projection

bus bar lines
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ELECTRICIAN
D. O. T. 4-97.010

I. RESIDENTIAL WIRING

A. Blueprints
1. Interpreting blueprints

2. Understanding specifications

3. Laying out circuits

B. Outlet boxes
1. Setting ceiling outlet boxes

2. Setting wall boxes

3. Setting floor boxes

C. Cable
1. Lufting, stripping and pulling in armored cable

2. Cutting, stripping and pulling in metallic sheathed
cable

D. Conduit
1. Cutting, bending, threading and installing rigid conduit

2. Cutting, bending, and installing metallic tubing

3. Cutting, bending, and installing metal moulding

4. Cutting and installing flexible metal conduit

E. Fixtures
1. Pulling wire in rigid conduit, tuning and flexible conduit

2. Hanging fixtures and making up electrical connections

3, Connecting and installing switches and receptacles

F. House service
1. Building and installing meter board

2. Installing service switches and three wire services
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II. CON,.. .eR.CIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

A. Blueprints
1. Interpreting blueprints

2. Understanding specifications

3. Laying out feed circuits

B. Outlet boxes
1. Setting outlet boxes in hung ceilings and hollow walls

2. Setting outlet boxes in or on concrete forms

C. Conduit
1. Cutting, threading and bending rigid conduit

2. Cutting and bending metallic tubing

3. Installing rigid conduit and metallic tubing

4. Fitting and installing metal moulding

5. Using and maintaining hydraulic or mechanical benders

D. x-ixtures
1. Pulling wire in rigid conduit and tubing and splicing

where necessary

2. Hanging fixtures and making electrical connections

3. Setting and wiring receptacles, switches and special
outlets

E. Service
1. Setting and connecting panel boxes

2. Installing single-phase and three-phase service

III. COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL POWER

A. Blueprints
Interpreting blueprints

2. Understanding specifications

3. Laying out circuits
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III. COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL POWER (Cont'd)

B. Conduit
I. Cutting, threadi4 and bending rigid conduit

2. Cutting and bending metallic tubing

3. Installing rigid conduit and metallic tubing

4. Fitting and installing metal moulding

C. Equipment
1. Setting switch and control boxes

2. Pulling wire and connecting electrical equipment
and controls

3. Checking and testing installatign

D. Tools
1. Using and maintaining power winches

2. Using and maintaining ropes, cables, blocks and
mechanical hoists

IV. SIGNAL AND TELEPHONE INSTALLATION

A. Bell Service
1. Running wire

a. stapling
b. conduits and raceways

2. Mounting buttons, bells, buzzers, chimes,
annunciators and door openers

3. Connecting signal devices

4. Testing installation

5. Placing covers

B. Burglar alarm systems
I. Mounting and connecting burglar alarm devices

2. Mounting and connecting constant ringers

3. Testing burglar alarm systems
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1. Emu, Amp tauspitaiva nwiThabwknOlf (Gentili)

?phone
I. Mounting Ind c0 ecting eiMple inter-corn telephone

systems

A. Mounting and connecting inter-corn telephone system
With etSitvlboattl

3. tenting telephone equipment

V. LIMA itttalt

Teetihg lighting 14etente to locate faults

S. teeting ifteulatibii with a Messer

C. testing with a iftsittnetei.

L /*Sting with an aiiithetei

L I &twig MOtoke fib* oliorn, giOniidi line opens

tsHg add elistithig rioditrei &Winces ibk Wilt* ciMitcts andtell*

heating notices of tfti*lee and etitieeting iii piirpoi Mainne*



IV. SIGNAL AND TELEPHONE INSTALLATION (Corstid)

C. Telephone installation
1. Mounting and connecting

systtms

Z. Mounting and connecting
with switchboard

simple inter-com telephone

inter-corn telephone system

3. Testing telephone equipment

V. REPAIR WORK

A. Testing lighting systems to locate faults

B. Testing insulation with a megger

C. Testing with a voltmeter

D. Testing with an ammeter

E. Testing motors for shorts, ground, and opens

F. Testing and checking control devices for faulty contacts and
coils

G. Locating sources of troubles and correcting in proper manner



!

ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIRMAN
D. O. T. 3 -83 . 433

I. DISMANTLING AND ASSEMBLING MOTORS

A. Match marking
1. Marking all parts and terminals

B. Dismantling
1. Noting how machine came part

2. Putting old parts in one container

C. Assembling
1. Checking all parts to see if they need replacing

2. Making sure all parts fit correctly

3. Assembling in correct -±rder

IL PREPARATORY WORK

A. Cleaning mDtors
1. Washing motors with solvents

2. Cleaning all parts after dismantling

3. Keeping parts of various machines in separate containers

III. REMOVING DAMAGED WINDINGS

A. Taking down data
1. Recording on cards

a. name plate data
b. no. of poles
c. pitch of coils
d. no. of turns in each coil
e. size of wire
f. kind of connection
g. posiVon of winding
h. type of winding
i. slot insulation

B. Stripping
1. Cutting wires

2. Burning out insulation
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IV. WINDING C'XLS

A. Hand and Form Winding
1. Getting information from data sheet

2. Starting winding from bottom of coil

3. Cubing wire after pole is finished

4. Using proper forms

5. Winding the required number of turns on the winding block

6. Placing cril in stator slots

7. Inserting wedges

B. Skein Winding
1. Getting information from data sheet

2. Winding wire around form

3. Tying skein i i several places

4. Placiag coil in slots of smallest pitch

5. Twisting skein to fit next larger slots, etc.

V. CONNECTING WINDINGS

A. Series connections
1. Making sure connections are from north to south pole

B. Parallel connections
1. Making sure connections are on 180° basis, tying all

north poles together and south poles together

C. Splicing
1. Twisting wires together and soldering

2. Installing sleeves
a. removing insulation
b. placing both small and large sleeves on leads
c. splicing and soldering leads
d. sliding sleeves over splices

D. Testing
i. Testing for grounds
2. Testing for open circuit
3. Testing for shorts
4. Testing polarity
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V. CONNECTING WINDINGS (Cont'd)

E. Varnishing and baking
1. Preheating correct length of time

2. Varnishing

3. Allowing to dry

4. Baking for correct length of time

VI. ARMATURES AND ROTORS

A. Rewinding armatures
1. Taking data

2. Rewinding all types of rotors

B. Commutators
1. Soldering leads to commutator

C. Testing
1. Testing grounds, shorts and winding

2. Growler testing

3. Bar-to-bar meter testing

4. Testing open circuits-reversed coils

D. Armature repairs
1. Repairing coils

a. grounded
b. shorted
c. open

2. Correcting reversed coil

E. Commutator repairs
1. Making new mica segments

2. Making new V-rings

3. Disassembling and reassembling

4. Repairing shorted, grounded, high and low bars

5. Re-insulating
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VU. MECHANICAL REPAIRS

A. Bearings
1. Checking

2. Replacing

3. Reatni.:

B. Brushes
1. Repairing and insulating brush rigging

2. AJjusting and seating Jruahes

3. Cleaning brushes

4. Setting brushes

3. Adjusting and replacing springs

6. Using commutator stone

C. Housing
1. Repairing and adjusting end plates

2. Repairing and adjusting stator frame

3. Repairing and adjusting centrifugal ::witch

4. Repairing and adjusting short circuit mechanism

5. Adjustirg end play

D. Armature
1. Turning armature

2. Undercutting mica



FLOOR COVERER
D. O. T. 5-32.752

I. INLAID AND FELT BASE LINOLEUM

A. Determining floor conditions
I. Nailing (face)

2. Sanding

3. Cementing of felt underlayments

4. Rolling

B. Installing inlaid linoleum
I. Fitting and cutting

2. Cementing :n place

3. Matching of patterns

4. Trimming of seams and nosing

II. COVE BASE MATERIALS

A. Installing top set cove base
1. Cementing in place

2. Mitering

3. Coping of inside and outside corners

B. Installing flash type cove base
I. Re-inforcing with fillet strip

2. Setting of metal cap strip

3. Forming of end-inside and outside corners

III. WALL LINOLEUM AND WAINSCOAT MATERIALS
A. Determining soundness to receive wall materials

B. Correcting unsatisfactory wall conditions
I. Plaster patching

C. Applying proper primers and adhesives

D. Fitting and installing metal trims

E. Waterproofing coves
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IV. COUNTER TOP INSTALLATION

A. Bending and placing metal trim

B. Fitting and flashing cove linoleum

V. ASPHALT, RUBBER AND CORK TILE FLOORING

A. Determining if floor conditions are suitable for laying

B. Correcting unsatisfactory conditions
1. Mixing and placing of asphalt master fills air?.

leveling courses

2. Handling and installing asbestos flex board

3. Priming of concrete floors - on grade or below grade

C. Using asphalt cements

D. Cutting and fitting

VI. CARPET

A. Preparation
1. Removing old floor covering

2. Preparing floor

3. Installing of lir.ing or Liz ier material

B. Installation
1. Measuring, fitting, cutti ig and matching

2. Sewing by machine and hand

3. Laying and installing

4. Seam mai king

VII. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Custom designing
1. Cutting and installing special design inserts

2. Borders and feature strips



VII. MISCELLANEOUS (Cont'd)

B. Acoustical material
I. Applying metal lath

2. Laying out drilling and placing of metal and wooden
anchor strips

3. Applying felt and mastic cement

4. Laying out on surface (the pattern of job)

5. Applying acoustical material such as metal panel,
sheet rock, cork, Selotex, etc.



FOUNDRYMAN
CORE MAKER
...,. O. T. 4- 82.010

Units I and III are not done by a core maker in the larger foundries,
but in some of the smaller shops he is required to do all the urits.

I. SAND CONTROL AND MIXTURES

A. Preparing sand
1. Mixing sand with binders

B. Core mixtures
1. Mixing core material for specific'types of castings

C. Mixing equipment
1. Using shovel and riddle

2. Using paddle type mixers

3. Using other types of mixers

D. Weighing and measuring sand
1. Using shovel and box

2. Using measuring hopper

E. Measuring liquids

II. CORE WASHES

A. Preparing and mixing
1. Mixing by hand

2. Mixing by machine

B. Applying
1. Dipping core into wail;

2. Spraying core with wash

3. Brushing core with wash

C..... Drying
1. Aii drying cores

2. Oven drying cores
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III. CORE OVENS

A. Control
1. Hand controlling fuel

2. Motor operated fuel valves

3. Setting automatic controls

4. Adjusting air supply

B. Temperature controlling device
1. Adjusting thermocouple units

2. Controlling non-automatic devices

C. Baking rate

IV. CORE MAKING

A. Ramming core boxes

B. Core plates and dryers

C. Vents

1. Timing controlled by core size, binder, mois ture,

1. Ramming by hand

2. Ramming by air rammer

3. Using skeleton cor'.buxes

1. Using aluminum plates

2. Using steel plates

3. Using cast-iron plates

2. 2. Making wax vents

Rodding vents

3. Making rope vents

4. Making cross vents

5. Using vent plates

humidity, and sand size

D. Arranging cores in oven

E. Remcv:ng cores from oven
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IV. CORE MAKING (Conttd)

D. Reinforcing
1. Using arbors

2. Using rods
i

1

E. Core chills
1. Using the correct size and shape core chill

2. Applying chill coatings

V. MACHINE CORE MAKING

A. Hand Roll-Over-Machine
1. Setting box in cradle

2. Ramming core box

i 3. Stripping core box

B. Squeezing Machine
1. Setting box on cradle

2. Ramming sand by squeezing

3. Stripping core box

C. Hand-Jolt-Hand Roll-Over Machine
1. Ramming by jolting

2. Rolling over

3. Stripping core box

D. Making core by blowing

E. Sand Throwing Machine

VI. STOCK CORE MACHINES

A. Core Machine
1. Changing dies

2. Filling storage hopper

3. Operating machine

4. Loading trays
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VI. STOCK CORE MACHINES (Coned)

B. Cut-off and Tapering Machine
I. Adjusting machine

2. Cleaning machine

3. Using machine

C. Storing stock cores



FOUNDRYMAN
MOULDER

D.O.T. 4-81.010

Units I and III are not done by a moulder in the larger foundries,
but in some of the smaller shops the moulder will do all the units.

I. MELTING METAL

A. Cupola Furnace
1. Cleaning cupola

Z. Lighting cupola

3. Charging cupola

4. Fluxing cupola

S. Using metal handling equipment

B. Air Furnace
1. Charging air furnace

Z. Lighting air furnace

3. Fluxing air furnace

C. Charging
1. Charging furnace by hand

Z. Charging furnace by mechanical means

3. Using charging boxes

II. HANDLING MOLTEN METAL

A. Using hand ladle s

B. Using bull ladles

C. Using truck ladles

_ . Using trolley ladles

E. Using conveyors
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III. SAND CONTROL AND MIXTURES

A. Preparing sand
I. Green sand

2. Dry sand

B. Mixing dry sand with binders
I. Using Class I binder (water)

2. Using Class II binder (setting at room temperature)

3. Using Class III binder (baking)

W. MOULDING

A. Flasks
I. Using drag and cope mounts

2. Using snap flasks

3. Using mould boards and bottom boards

4. Using steel jackets

B. Ramming sand
I. Setting patterns

2. Riddling sand

3. Ramming by hand
a. Air rammers

4. Ramming by machine
a. Squeezer
b. Jolter
c. Sand slinger

C. Rolling flask and drawing pattern
I. Rolling by hand

2. Using roll-over machine

3. Using vibrator attachment

4. Using combination machine

5. Using stripping-plate machine
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IV. MOULDING (Cont'd)

C. Reinforcements
1. Inserting nails

2. Using rods, gaggers, chucks

3. Constructing lifting plates and arbors

D. Facing
1. Using facing materials

a. Graphite
b. Sea coal
c. Blackening
d. Facing sand

E. Completing the Mould
1. Venting

2. Gating'
a. Pouring basin
b. Runners
c, Gate
d. skimming gate

3. Risers

V. OPEN SAND MOULDING

A. Making bed for open mould
1. Leveling the bed

2. Preparing the bed

3. Tamping the sand

B. Making mould

VI. LOAM MOULDING

A. Rigging
1. Using spindle

2. Using sweep



VI. LOAM MOULDI:IC (Cont'd)

B. Material .

1. Using brick

Z. Using mud

3. Using loam

4. Using slip or skimming loam

C. Laying-up a loam mould
1. Laying-up foundation

2. Laying-up the cope

3. Setting center core

4. Assembling mould

VII. DRYING OR BAKING MOULDS

A. Green-sand mould
1. No drying or baking necessary

B. Dry-sand mould
L Baking in mould oven

a. Temperature and time depending upon binder
used

C. Loam work
1. Small moulds baked

2. Large moulds made of Class II sand

VIII. CASTING

A. Pouring molten metal
1. Filling mould in one pouring

IX. REMOVING CASTING FROM FLASK

1. Disassembling flasks

2. Stripping

3. Removing casting
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GLAZIER
D.O.T. 5-77.010

I. INSTALLING AND REPLACING GLASS

A.

B.

Preparation
1. Removing broken glass with a chisel or hacking knife

2. Cleaning old putty properly with putty knife or chisel

3. Measuring frame with a folding rule to determine size
of lights or panes needed

4. Scribing and cutting glasi accurately with straight
edge and glass cutter according to specifications

5. Priming or oiling raw wood with brush

6. Preparing putty according to proper formula required by
job

a. Use in wood sash
b. Use in steel sash

7. Bedding down sash

Installation
1.. Installing glass and inserting glazing points to hold it

in place in wood sash or wire clips for steel sash,
driving points or clips home with putty knife or
spring machine

2. Facing puttying sash and finishing with a putty knife

3. Installing glass in various types of hollow metal and
other sash

II. ERECTING PATENT SCAFFOLDS

A. Inspecting window jacks and accessories for possible damage
or defects

B. Assembling and rigging jacks on window properly

C. Testing jacks for safety
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III. SHOP OPER:.TIONS

A. Glass work
1. Selecting proper type from stock rack

2. Inspecting for flaws, chips, scratcher, rough spots, etc.

3. Properly placing large sheets of glass on cutting table

4. Scribing and cutting glass according to specifications or
templates using straight edge or square, glass cutter,
and square jaw pliers

5. Determining exact location and drilling holes in glass if
called for by job specifications

6. Packing glass properly for transportation to job

B. Metal work
1. Selecting proper metal or plastic moldings and members

for store front work called for by specification

2. Inspecting material for defects or damage

3. Measuring and cutting moldings and members to required
lengths with hack saws and snips

4. Determining exact location and drilling holes in moldings
and members called for by specifications

IV. VARIOUS TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS

A. Store front installation
1. Sizing up job and checking against specifications and

drawings with folding rule plumb line and level

2. Installing metal or plastic .ne abers of molding

3. Assembling and installing ..orta.ces, awning, bars,
covers, etc.

4. Assembling and installing bulkheads

5. Installing plate glass and securing with outside members

6. Cutting corner bars to size and bolting together

7. Using mitered glass cement or clamping mitered edges
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VARIOUS TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS (Coned;
..

B. Structural installation
1. Preparing and cutting in the shop structural glass

sheets according to job specifications icor decorative
building fronts, walls, ceilings or partitions

2. Priming or bonding coat walls of jab prior to
installing glass tiles ,

3. Checking job for plumb and levelness and running
lines to determine accurately the number of pieces
or lights required

4. Applying hot or cold mastic according to the job to
structural glass prior to installation

5. Setting glass tile in place and applying proper
pressu..e to anchor it, using plumb and level to
check evenness and regularity of work

6. Drilling walls to anchor small angles in horizontal
joints

7. Dressing joints and spaces between tiles with prepared
painting compound

8. Installing moldings at top and side edges

9. Washing down and finishing job

C. Herculite door installation
1. Checking measurements and specifications of sash and

Herculite doors, and locating accurately wells placed
in doors for installation purposes

2. Installing floor hinge and pivot in head jam so that door
will be trite and plumb and swing easily and smoothly

3. Placing and anchoring door into place



,

IV. VARIOUS TYPES OF INSTALLATIONS (Cont'd)

D. Mirrors and miscellaneous glass fixture installation
1. Placing of covers to prevent damage to or sciling of floor,

walls or furniture

2. Sizing up and checking measurements and specifications of
job

3. Applying prime or bond coat if mastic is to be used

4. Measuring and marking proper locations of holes for anchoring

5. Using star drill properly in driving holes in solid wall

6. Installing toggle bolts or wooden plugs

7. Installing mirror and anchor into place



vc-lio-...

I. SHOP WORK

GLAZIER - STAINED GLASS
D.O.T. 5-77.120

A. General shop work
1. Packing and unpacking glass

2. Stocking glas a

3. Keeping records of materials used in jobs andinventory of materials

4. Handling of scrap glass and scrap lead
B. Selecting glass

1. Recognizing the different type3 of glass used, such
as antique, cathedral, double-rolled, roundels,
hammered, seedy opalescent, sheet and marineantiques, flashed glass and slabs

2. Measuring glass

3. Proper storing and handling of glass

4. Learning to get the most out of a sheet

5. Matching glass colors and judging glass colors soyou may translate the colored sketch into glass
6. Learning the effect of position on color of window

and the effect of painting in modifying the glass color
7. Selecting harmonious tints for background work, fleshcolors and special affects, and textures in glass

C. Cutting glass
1. Caring for and using the cutter

2. Learning different types of cutting, such as pattern,gauge and circle cutting

3. Cutting figure work, background and border work andother difficult shapes

4. Caring for and using glazing pliers
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I. SHOP WORK (Conttd)

D. Etching glass
1. Preparing sheet of glass with coating of wax

2. Preparing etch bath and placing glass in etch bath

3. Removing glass after proper amount of etch and
cleaning off wax

4. Proper safety precautions when handling etch
E. Firing

1. Knowledge of fusing temperature of paint and glass,
reactions of different types of glass to firing and
reactions of stains and enamels

2. Handling of painted glass and taking off waxed glass

3. Preparing firing tray, laying glass on tray, and
keeping track of different patterns

4. Controlling temperatures of kiln

5. Being aware of appearance of glass when properly
fired, and knowing proper cooling period before
removing glass from kiln

6. Protecting glass from surrounding draughts after
removal

F. Patterns
1. Preparing detailed drawing, cutting, and glazing;

drawing with tracing paper for patterning

2. Tracing of lines and free curves

3. Making a pattern from a half detail

4. NurAering pieces and patterns with similar pieces

5. Cutting patterns with special scissors

6. Making allowances for figures, flesh and foreground
in patterns

G. Glazing

1. Learning sizes and types of lead and their uses

2. Caring for and using the glazing knife
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1 I. SHOP WORK (Cont'd)

3. Preparing the bench for glazing by placing glass,
placing of glazing drawing and truing of glazing stops

4. Using glazing nails

5. Stretching lead and starting the leading including the
way of cutting lead at joints and the leading of
different thicknesses of glass

6. Preparing lead for soldering joints
7. Tinning and heating the soldering iron, holding the solder

and iron, and soldering bf..th sides of a section
Ii. FIELD WORK

A. Taking sizes
1. Measuring -- full size and sight size
2. Checking for swing of ventilators
3. Taking paper patterns of shaped pieces

4. Getting circle diameters and taking measurements of
Gothic curves

5. Checking outside and inside cover

6. Getting complete information so that window may be
made and set without errors

B. Cementing
1. Arranging cement bench and putting sections of glass

on bench for cementing

2. Using different methods of cementing

3. Cleaning glass after cementing

C. Setting glass
1. Setting glass from inside or outside

2. Setting all types of ventilators

3. Doing wood setting and stone setting, steel frame setting

4. Setting tee bars, round bars, and flat bars

5. Running putty, getting proper consistency using putty
knife and blocking up a lite

6. Puttying a single lite of glass or a section of leaded glass
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II. FIELD WORK (Cont'd)

7. Setting outside plating glass

8. Handling ladders, ladder jacks, and steel and wood
staging

D. Repairing Stained and Leaded glass
I. Learning common faults in old stained glass, such as

bulging, settling, water leakage, etc. , and proper
methods of correction

2. Replacing broken pieces by taking pattern of original,
matching the glass and stopping in the new piece

3. Re leading an old window

4. Removing a section for repairs

5. Removing a ventilator

6. Reputtying around an old window



INSTRUMENT MECHANIC
D. O. T. 5-83.971

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Tube work
1. Bending tubing to fit installation

2. Flaring ends for connections

3. Using special type connectors

4. Installing tubing and fittings

B. Soldering
1. Sweating tubing

2. Soldering accessories

3. Silver soldering

4. Brazing

C. Machine - tcols
1. Making small parts on lathe

2. Filing parts to fit

3. Drilling holes

4. Tapping and threading parts to fit

5. Reaming

6. Fabricating and installing hangers

D. Cleaning parts
1. Using solvents

2. Dry cleaning

E. Lubricating
1. Lubricating all necessary moving parts

2. Using proper types of lubricant
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II. NEW INSTRUMENTS

A. Unpacking
1. Checking to make sure all parts are included in shipment

2. Testing new instruments

3. Adapting and changing new instruments for special use

B. Placing in service
1. Mounting in place with all accessories

2. Running tubing or wire

3. Connecting all necessary wiring

4. Testing and checking out

C. Following up
1. Re-checking

2. Re-calibrating if necessary

3. Altering system if necessary

III. MAINTENANCE OF INSTRUMENTS
(MEASUREMENT AND PROCESS CONTROL)

A. Working on all instruments on location
1. Inspecting and replacing parts

2. Operating and making adjustments

3. Replacing instruments

B. Working on all instruments in shop
1. Disassembling and cleaning all parts

2. Rebuilding

3. Checking against standards

4. Adjusting

C. Revamping instruments
1. Changing range

2. Changing scope

3. Re-calibrating
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III. MAINTENANCE OF INSTRUMENTS (Cont'd)
(MEASUREMENT AND PROCESS CONTROL)

4. Modernizing

5. Adapting to other uses

6. Making schematic sketches of changes

IV. TV- ES OF INSTRUMENTS
(M4ASURING AND PROCESS CONTROL)

A. Temperature instruments
1. Same as A-B-C under Maintenance III

2. Using standard thermometer

3. Knowing temperature range

4. Checking air-fluid-temperature

5. Installing thermocouples

6. Adjusting voltage, current, and resistance

7. Understanding switches and disconnects

8. Changing batteries and electrodes

9. Checking and adjusting relays

10. Checking for continuity - open-short circuit

11. Checking and replacing electr3nic components

B. Pressure services
1. Checking vacuum and pressure standards

2. Checking valves, pumps, gauges

3. Installing mercury and fluids

4. Installing seals and plugs

5. Checking differential pressure

6. Checking live or dead systems
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IV. TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS (Cont'd)
(MEASURING AND PROCESS CONTROL)

C. Flow Meters
1. Replacing gaskets and packing

2. Replacing seals and 0-rings

3. Checking lines for vacuum or pressure

4. Measuring quantity of flow

5. Measuring rate of flow

6. Measuring air velocity

7. Installing floats, rods, cables

8. Adjusting optics, gap, speed settinbs

D. Liquid Level Devices
1. Checking air supply

2. Installing electron tubes

3. Replacing electronic parts: resistors, capacitors,
wiring, cells, transformer

E. Timing Devices
1. Repairing and replacing signal gauges

2. Repairing and replacing timers and time delays

3. Adjusting and checking speed and r.p.m.

4. Adjusting time and time-intervals

. x, Ph and Conductivity Instruments .... «
1. Installing ph electrodes

2. Installing safety devices

3. Changing driers and absorbers

4. Adjusting proportional band

G. Gas Analysers
1. Cleaning and changing filters
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V. CONTROLS
A. Diaphragm valves

1. Installing, servicing and checking out

2. Inspecting, replacing parts, assembling and adjusting

3. Checking pumps, traps, strainers

B. Motor operators
1. Installing, servicing and checking out

Z. Inspecting, replacing parts, assembling and adjusting

3. Adjusting proportional band, relays, switches, and
disconnects

4. Regulating quantity and rate of flow
C. Servos

1. Installing, servicing and checking out

2. Inspecting, replacing parts, assembling and adjusting

3. Adjusting Dropt)rtional band, relays, switches, and
disconnects

4. Regulating quantity and rate of flow

5. Replacing electronic parts

6. Checking voltage, power supply

7. Adjusting
D. Alarms

1. Installing, servicing and checking out

2. Inspecting, replacing parts, assembling and adjusting

3. Adjusting proportional band, relays, switches, and
disconnects

4. Regulating quantity and rate of flow

5. Checking and replacing batteries, thermocouple, gauges,
safety devices

6. Adjusting voltages, current, resistance
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IRONWORKER
D.O.T. 4-84.010

I. ORNAMENTAL WORK

A. Stair work
1. Laying out treads and risers for steel stairway

2. Welding and riveting sections

3. Laying out, bending and forming ornamental hand railings

4. Installing stair sections

5. Installing hand rails both to metal support and to
masonry work

6. Installing outdoor metal fire excape

B. Doors
1. Setting up metal door bucks

2. Hanging metal doors of all types

3. Setting metal sash and windows

C. Gratings and miscellaneous
1. Installing safety gratings

2. Installing window mesh

3. Installing metal fencing

4. Installing metal flag poles (etc. )

II. REINFORCING WORK
4

A. Yard work
1. Laying out, cutting and bending reinforcing rods from

blueprints

2. Tagging and marking finished rods for jobs

B. Field work
1. Installing and tying reinforcing rods in columns

2. Installing and tying reinforcing rods in floor slabs

3. Installing and tying rods in curved panel and wall forms
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III. STRUCTURAL WORK

A. Framing
1. Setting up columns and base plates

2. Bolting up beams and bracing using drift pins and
wrenches correctly

3. Plumbing columns if out of plumb

4. Leveling beams and pulling frames together

B. Field work
1. Laying out hole locations in I-beams channels, plates

and gussets from blueprint

2. Punching holes to layout

3. Drilling top and reaming holes

4. Locating and assembling gussets and support plates by
riveting and bolting

C. Riveting
1. Fixing fire for proper heat for different kinds and

types of rivets

2. Heating to color in both coke and electric heaters

3. Passing, receiving and fitting hot rivets

4. Using various sizes, shapes and weights of bucking bars

5. Using air hammer and electric hammers for driving rivets

D. Rigging
I. Hooking up all types of loads for hoisting

2. Giving hand signals for all types of cranes, derricks and
hand rigs

3. Reeving correctly all types of rigs

4. Tying all types of knots necessary for rigging

5. Splicing eyes in different size cable for chokers

6. Skidding various sizes and types of machines to specific
locations using rollers, block and tackle, etc.
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Ili. STRUCTURAL WORK (Coned)

E. Scaffolds
1. Erecting and dismantling scaffolds

2. Assembling and erecting derricks, gin poles, booms, etc.

F. Welding
1. Using gauges for different heats and proper pressures

when cutting and burning

2. Lighting and putting out torch correctly

3. Cutting different thicknesses of metal

4. Acetylene welding and brazing different types of metals

5. Using proper fluxes for different metals

6. Using proper tips and heats for bending metals

7. Caring for and using electric welding equipment

8. Performing electric welding in all positions

9. Spot welding

...
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LEAD BURNER
D. O. T. 4- 95.031

PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Tools and equipment
1. Using common tools such as hammer, file, rasp,

scraper, spanker, etc.

2. Handling oxygen and hydrogen cylinders

3. Using hydrogen air burner, oxyacetylene torch,
regulators and gauges

4. Learning tips to be used on different thicknesses
and various classes

5. Performing simple rigging

II. BENCH WORK

A. Preparing edges for joints
1. Cutting and fitting lead, using proper tools

2. Preparing joints for burning using rasp, scraper,
spanRer , etc. to, make such joints as square butt,
V-trench butt and lap

3. Preparing filler rod

B. Burning seams
1. Performing on sheet Icad flat, upright overhand,

underhand. and ceiling burning

2. Performing on lead pipe roll, cup, split solder and
miter joints

C. Pipe bending
1. Laying out and bending a looping bend - small area,

light weight pipe

2. Laying out and bending a looping bend - large area,
heavy pipe

3. Laying out ;Ind bending a mitre bend, heavy pipe

4. Laying out and bending a mitre bend, light weight pipe

5. Laying out and bending a branch joint
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III. FIELD WORK

A. Repair work
1. Repairing lead lined tanks, lead coils and lead coil

supports

2. Renewing lead coils and supports

3. Relining parts of lead lined tanks

4. Repairing and replacing all pumping lines

5. Repairing lead pumps and valves

6. Installing lead lining in small equipment

B. New construction work
1. Making up and installing lead sit,ht glasses

2. Making up and installing lead steam guns

3. Making up and installing lead coils of all sizes

4. Making and installing lead piping, flues and chutes

5. Making up lead press headers, aprons, troughs,
lined drums, tanks, condensers, condenser lines,
and vapor lines

6. Lining press pans with lead

7. Making up and installing lead flashing around tanks, at
floor level and installing lead flashing on building roofs

C. Cleaning n,-tal
1. Cleaning metal for lining with lead on copper, brass,

and steel

2. Cleaning equipment for lead bending

D. Lead bonding
1. Using lead bonding equipment such as valves, sight

glasses, shafts, exhausters, kettles, angle iron,
I-beams, etc.



IV. MISCi:LLANEOUt WORK

A Shop
1. Casting of burning bars, solder bars, steam guns, etc.

2. Laying out and cutting lead gaskets and dutchmen

B. Field
1. Burning in brass nipples for water and steam

installation

2. Repairing lead-lined sinks, sink drains, and traps

3. Molding lead castings for tank work, solder joints

4. Making protective lead coverings for manhole cm rs
and concrete piers



LOCKSMITH
D.O.T. 5-83.581

I. BENCH AND SHOP WORK

A. Tools and materials
.
L. Making and using different hand tools

2. Identifying Key blanks

3. Using and sharpening small drill bits

4. Using drill press, cutting saw and lathe

5. Using key cutting machine to duplicate keys

6. Brazing and soldering

B. Locks and tumblers
1. Assembling and disassembling all types of locks

2. Picking locks of all types and styles

3. Changing tumblers on flat, paracentric or cylinder
locks

4. Making bit, flat, cylinder and padlock keys

5. Making keys to conform with the lifts of tumblers

C. Master key work

D. Miscellaneous
1. Disassembling, cleaning, refilling and replacing all

broken parts and refinishing door closers

2. Repairing hinges, hasps and locks on all types of
luggage

3. Understanding code work



IL FIELD WORK

A. Locks
I. Changing combinations on all style locks

2. Taking locks, handles and boltwork off for painting

3. Reaeqembling all types of locks

4. Installing locks in vault doors
a. Estimating costs
b. Servicing after installation

5. Opening locks of all types by fitting keys, picking
and/or drilling

6. Installing new locks
a. Door locks
b. Cabinet locks
c. Drawer locks

7. Removing and re-installing above locks

B. Automotive work
I. Opening locked cars

2. Repairing broken locks

3. Fitting nays

C. Safe i e tair work
I. Foc:.ng open safe deposit boxes

2. Opening safes where combinations are lost or there is
faulty mechanism

3. Changing combinations

4. Bolt and lock type mechanism
a. Removing
b. Disassembling
c. Cleaning
d. Repairing and re-assembling
e. Checking action of bolt and lock
f. Re-installing
g. Checking out
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MACHINIST
D. O. T. 4-75. MO

I. BENCH WORK

A. Machinist Vise
I. Caring for and using

2. Using of safe jaws to prevent marking of work

3. Safety

B. Hack sawing
I. Sawing different types of work

2. Sawing different materials

3. Choosing blade

4. Choosing cutting speed

C. Filing
I. Filing different materiels

2. Choosing blade: length, shape, type teeth, coarseness

3. Caring for and using
a. Cleaning teeth
b. Filing in one direction

D. Chipping
I. Chipping various materials: iron, steel, copper and brass

2. Choosing of chisels: length, width and shape

3. Caring for and using chisels: sharpening and care of head

E. Layout
I. Laying out of various types of jobs: holes, slots,

grooves, etc.

2. Hole spacing: laying out holes on various bolt circles

3. Caring for and using tools

F. Hand threading
I. Tapping (internal threading) various materials:

a. Thread forms
b. National Form Thread Standards
c. Tap sets: plug, taper and bottoming
d. Size of hole for tapping
e. Cutting compounds
f. Caring for and using taps
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L BENCH WORK (Cont'd)

2. External threading of various materials: cast iron,
steel, copper and brass

3. Using split and solid dies

4. Cutting compounds

G. Hand reaming
1. Doing taper and straight reaming

2. Using proper hole size for hand reaming

3. Using cutting compounds

H. Scraping
1. Using straight edge and surface plate

2. Using various types of scrapers

3. Caring for and using scrapers

4. Scraping brass and babbit bearings

5. Scraping flat surfaces

I. Assembling
1. Caring for and using various hand tools

2. Using various fastening devices

3. Using measuring tools

4. General inspection

J. Portable power tools
1. Using portable drill

2. Using portable grinder

K. Soldering
1. Caring for and using soldering copper

2. Tinning of soldering copper and work

3. Using proper flux

4. Using propane torch
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II. DRILL PRESS OPERATION

A. Sensitive or bench type drill press
I. Drilling holes in various materials to 1" dia.

2. Sharpening drills

3. Holding work

4. Reaming holes to isl dia. in various materials

5. Machine tapping holes up to 1" dia.
a. Using tapping head
b. Choosing kinds and sizes of machine taps
c. Using cutting compounds

6. Countersinking, counterboring and spot facing

7. Drilling to layout
a. Drawing of hole to line

8. Drilling work in jig and fixture

B. Operating upright and radial drill presses
I. Drilling holes in various materials 1"dia. and

2. Sharpening drills

3. Mounting work
a. Holding work in vise
b. Mounting wort: to table
c. Holding work in jigs and fixtures

4. Machine reaming holes I " dia. and larger

5. Setting machine to proper speed and feed
a. Using power feed

6. Machine tapping holes t" dia. and larger

7. Boring holes to odd sizes
a. Sharpening boring tools
b. Using power feed

8. Countersinking, counterboring and spotfacing

III. ENGINE LATHE OPERATION
A. Working between centers

I. Center drilling
a. Laying out center of work
b. Using centering machine
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III. ENGINE LATHE OPERATION (Cont'd)

2. Facing
a. Grinding facing tool
b. Facing to size
c. Truing up centers

3. Straight turning
a. Lining up tail stock
b. Turning to rule and caliper size
c. Turning to micrometer and vernier size
d. Grinding tool bits for various materials
e. Setting turning feed and speed

4. Shoulder turning
a. Turning square shoulders and fillets
b. Grinding tools for shoulder turning
c. Grooving, recessing and undercutting

5. Taper turning
a. Offsetting of tail stock
b. Using taper attachment

6. Angle turning
a. Setting compound rest to proper angle

7. Threading
a. Grinding tool-tit for various thread forms
b. Setting tool for threading, using gauges
c. Setting change gears for correct thread pitch
d. Measuring threads

8. Knurling: straight and diamond knurls
a. Setting up knurling tool
b. Setting proper feed and speed
c. rsing cutting compound

9. Filing, polishing and burl mg

B. Chuck work
1. Choosing chuck

a. Four jaw independent
b. Four jar universal
c. Three jaw independent
d. Three jaw universal
e. Draw chuck

2. Mounting chuck on spindle

3. Reversing chuck jaws
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III. ENGINE LATHE OPERATION (Cont'd)

4. Truing up work in independent chuck

5. Drilling
a. Using taper shank drill: drill holder
b. Using straight shank drill: chuck in tail stock

6. Reaming
a. Using taper shank reamer: drill holder
b. Using straight shank reamert chuck in

tailstock or dog on reamer

7. Boring
a. Boring to internal micrometer size
b. Boring tapers: taper attachment and cornpolind

rest
c. Internal shoulders
d. Fitting to gaugee

8. Threading (internal)

9. Using steady and follow rests

10. Cutting stock to length in lathe

II. Facing

1Z. Knurling: straight and diamond knurls

13. Filing, polishing, and burring

C. Face plate work
1. Mounting and truing up work on face plate

(All operations as listed under (B) chuck work)

IV. SHAPER OPERATION4.,

A. Mounting work in shaper vise
1. Using parallel bars and hold downs

B. Mounting work to shaper table
1. Using blocks, clamps and hold downs

C. Setting length of stroke

D. Setting stroke speed and feed

E. Grinding tool bits for shaping

F. Horizontal shaping



IV. SHAPER OPERATION (Cont'd)

G. Vertical shaping
I. Setting clapper box

H. Angular shaping
I. Setting clapper box

I. Irregular shaping

J. Squaring work
1. Proper sequence
2. Squaring of ends of work

K. Shaping grooves, tongues, and dovetails

L. Shaping keyways
I. Internal
2. External

M. Using index head

V. VERTICAL SHAPER (SLOTTER)

A. Mounting work on slotter table
I. Using parallels and clamps
2. Clearance to table

(All other operations similar to shaper)

VI. PLANER

A. Mounting work to planer table
1. Using stops, clamps, hold downs, jacks, etc.

(All other operations similar to shaper)

VII. MILLING MACHINE OPERATION (plain, universal, vertical and
planer types)

A. Universal type
1. Mounting work in vise, table or fixture

B. Mounting cutter on arbor
1. Location of cutter

2. Proper spacers on collars

3. Adjusting over arm support
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IX. SURFACE GRINDER OPERATION

VII. MILLING MACHINE OPERATION (plain, universal, vertical and planer
types) (Cont'd)

A. Mounting and truing up grinding wheels

E. Grinding to shoulders and grooves

E. Drilling, spotfacing, countersinking, counterboring

B. Mounting work in vise, fixture, or magnetic chuck

C. Setting machine to proper speed and feed

D. Grinding flat surfaces

D. Slab milling

E. Straddle and gang milling

F. Milling keyways and grooves

H. Drilling, counterboring, and spotfacing

C. Milling grooves, slots and keyways

D. Angle milling

C. Setting speed and feed of machine

G. Sawing and slitting

1. Choosing wheel for job

1. Material, shape and type of cutter

a. Size, shape, grit and bond
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I. Indexing
1. Direct
2. Simple
3. Differential

J. Cam milling

K. Helical milling

L. Form milling

VIII. VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE

A. Slab milling

B. End milling



X. CYLINDER. GRINDER. OPERATION

A. Working between centers
1. Mounting and truing up wheels

2. Straight grinding

3. Grinding to shoulders and grooves

4. Grinding tapers and angles

5. Tool and cutter grinding

B. Chuck work
1. Face grinding

2. Internal grinding
(And all other operations listed under X - A)

XI. BENCH GRINDER OPERATION

A. Grinding and sharpening drills and tool bits

B. Grinding snags and burrs

XII. TURRET LATHE OPERATION

A. Sharpening tool bits for turret lathe

B. Adjusting tools in holders for multi-operations
1. Adjusting tools to exact sizes

C. Adjusting stops in turret head

D. Setting up parting tool
(All operations listed under Engine Lathe - Chuck Work)

XIII. HEAT TREATMENT OF STEEL
A. Hardening of tool steel

B. Tempering of tool steel
C. Annealing of steel

D. Case and pack hardening of low carbon steel

E. Forging and bending of steel

NOTE: All operations on machines to be performed to sizes and
tolerances specified, up to .0005.
All operationsshould be performed on various materials:
steel, cast iron, brass, copper, aluminum, etc.
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MASON - BRICKLAYER

D.O.T. 5-24.010

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Preparing materials
1. Mixing prepared mortar

2. Slaking lime

3. Proportioning ingredients and mixing job-mixed
mortar by hand and by machine

4. Mixing colored mortar

5. Mixing grout

6. Mixing concrete

7. Proportioning ingredients and mixing stucco and
plaster

8. Cleaning, sorting, and matching brick

B. Scaffolding
1. Rigging and adjusting suspended scaffolds

2. Erecting pipe and other patent metal scaffolds

3. Taking down and dismantling scaffolds of all types

C. Demolition and readying of old work
1. Tearing down old wall and piers

2. Removing and salvaging for re-use, stone and terra
cotta coping, lintels, stone trim, anchors, wall plugs,
metal bucks, etc.

3. Cutting out sockets for joists and beams

4. Cutting out openings

5. "Toothing out" old work

6. Cutting out chases and channels

7. Raking out old work joints
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I. AUXILIARY WORK (Conticl)

D. Miscellaneous handy work
1. Cleaning and washing down walls

2. Covering walls; protecting sills and trimming voth
cover boards

3. Grout paving, walk ', floors, backing

4. Pouring concrete :cr footings

5. Making sills and lintels: concrete, tile, etc.

6. Back-plastering, parging, waterproofing

7. Shoring and und' rpinning old work

8. Laying out and building arch centering

9. Caulking around window and door frames, filling
expansion joints, etc.

E Fill
1. Filling in between joists dnd around jambs

2. Filling in put-log holes

3. Filling in between ins"ie and outside faces of heavy
walls

F. Structural members
1. Determining location of structural members from

building plans

2. Setting bearing plates to correct lines and level

3. SettIng, leveling, securing, bolting or anchoring beams,
joists, sills and lintels: steel, concrete, wood,
reinforced structural clay tile

4. Setting, plumbing, securing, bolting or anchoring
columns: lally, steel or wrought iron, wood

5. Setting and secitring centering and similar false work for
door and window arches, fireplace trimmer arches, etc.

G. Dco: and window frame::
1. Decf.rmining story net ght, locations of doors and

windows, height of heads and sills from building plans
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I. AUXILIARY WORK (Cont'd)

2. Laying out story pole showing sill and head heights.
brick courses, etc.

3. Positioning door and window frames according to plans
and adjusting to obviate the cutting of standard size
brick or block

4. Setting, securing , plumbing, leveling, and bracing frames

5. Attaching frame anchors and blocking

II. SEMI-FINISHED BRICK, TILE AND BLOCK WORK

A. Backing-up
1. Backing up against vertical walls using comm.= brick,

hollow tile and pre-cast. units

2. Running back-up corner leads

3. Grouting back-up work

4. Backing-up stone facing

5. Backing-up facing supported on shelf angles

6. Backing-up with furring tile

B. Interior walls and piers - rough and semi-finished
1. Laying up basement division walls of common brick,

hollow tile and block

2. Laying up 3 to 6 inch partitions of gypsum block,
hollow tile, etc.

3. Building around openings of interior walls

4. Laying up basement piers of brick and block

5. Building interior walls with pilasters, using brick,
block and tile

C. Exterior walls and piers (semi-finished)
1. Laying up corner leads

2. Laying up exterior : brick, block, and tile

3. Striking or forming joints

4. Shaping and laying up skewbacks for arches
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II. SEMI-FINISHED BRICK, TILE AND BLOCK WORK (Cot WO

5. Turning arches: jack, gauge jack, circular,
elliptical, segmental, pointed

6. Laying up solid porch piers

7. "Toothing" into and repairing old work

8. Joining pilisters or intersecting walls into old walls

9. Cleaning and re-jointing old semi-finished work

III. FINISHED BRICK AND BLOCK WORK

A. Finished walls an. piers - exterior and interior
1. Laying up finished walls, interior and exterior, using

common brick and face brick

2. Laying up finished walls of block

3. Laying up walls in various bonds: stretcher, 11 fader,
common, Old English, English Cross, Dutch, Flemish, etc.

4. Finishing joints: weather, flush, struck, raked, rodded,
tooled

5. Laying up cavity walls

6. Laying up brick veneer work

7. Laying up piers and pilasters

8. Shaping and laying up skewbacks

9. Turning arches, using standard brick and arch brick

it,. Laying out and grinding to shape special brick for
arches in finished work

11. Building in expansion wall joints



III. FINISHED BRICK AND BLOCK WORK (Cont'd)

B. Ornamental work
1. Laying glass block panels

Z. Laying bordered panels

3. Laying quoins, belt courses, water tables, cornice work,
dentil courses, saw-tooth courses

IV. SETTING TRIM AND ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

A. Work common to all trim jobs

B. Single piece and single course trim

1. Determining location of stone or other trim from
building plans and/or setting drawings

Z. Positioning trim piece on mortar bed and wood wedges
and adjusting to dimension, plumb, level and square

3. Bracing, anchoring, pargizzi., backing-up, and slushing-up
backing where applicable

4. Caulking up face of vertical joints with burlap and pouring
joint full of grout

6. Pointing up joints

7. Cleaning and wiping off finished face of stone

1. Setting sills and lintels

Z. Setting chimney caps, finials, urns, etc.

3. Setting inserts

4. Setting water tables, belt courses, coping, pilaster bases

1. Setting components of stone arches: skew blocks, vossoirs,
keystones

Z. Setting components for cornice work: dens I courses,

5. Removing wedges, braces, cleats, burlap

and caps

C. Multi-piece and multi-course trim

4. Laying molded brick

i. Laying up skintled brick work

brackets
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VI. SPECIAL BRICK AND OTHER MASONRY WORK

V. REFRACTORY WORK

A. Chimneys

A. New work

D. Architectural features

B. Old work and repairs

SETTING TRIM AND ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES (Contid)

1. Setting stone trim fore

1. Lining fireplaces and incinerators

1. Repairing sections of walls, arches, floors of furnaces,

2. Rebuilding and re-lining fireboxes

1. Determining location of chimney from building plans and

2. Laying up chimneys of pre-cast units

4. Setting flue lining, cutting lining where required

2. Laying up baffle walls

4. Cutting and laying up skewbacks for boiler arches

3. Laying up single flue and multi-flue brick chimneys

4. Setting door and window jamb and head tract

3. Laying up firebrick walls 2 boilers, etc.

5. Laying up furnace arches

6. Laying up arches over fire doors

5. Setting quoins

6. Setting pilaster and column veneering

3. Setting architraves, crowning members, etc.

kilns

laying out chimney lines on footing

a. Mullioned windows
b. Bow windows
c. Entrances
d. Porches and porticos
e. Balustrades and balconies
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VI. SPECIAL BRICK AND OTHER MASONRY WORK (Cont'd)

5. Setting clean-out doors and thimbles

6. Laying up offset chimneys

7. Laying up style chimneys

8 Building in chimney flashing

9. Installing and anchoring spark arresters

10. Building chimney hoods

11. Setting chimney caps and pots

12. Running smoke test

B. Fireplaces
1. Determining locatkon of fireplace from building plans

and laying out lines on footing

2. Laying up fireplace foundation and ashpit walls

3. Installing clean-out doors

4. Laying up fireplace trimmer arch over wood center
forms

5. Building fire-place floors and installing ash dumps

6. Laying up fireplace jambs, end walls, side walls and
back walls

7. Setting fireplace lintels

8. Building throats and smoke chambers

9. Installing dampers

10. Installing patent smoke chambers

ll. Installing patent circulating fireplace casing

12. Building brick mantles
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VI. SPECIAL BRICK AND OTHER MASONRY WORK (Cont'd)

C. Other special brick work
1. Laying out and building:

a. Garden walls
b. Gate piers
c. Out-door fireplaces and incinerators
d. Brick steps
e. Brick floors, walks, and drives
f. Culverts and manholes

D. Miscellaneous masonry work
I. Finishing cement walks, curbs, floors, drives, walls,

piers, sills, lintels, steps

2. Plastering walls and ceilings

3. Stuccoing walls, piers, chimneys, etc.

4. Laying flagstone walks and porch floors

5. Building, erecting, and bracing forms for concrete

6. Laying drain tile

7. Laying up stone work

8. Setting ceramic tile and similar wall finish units

9. Fireproofing steel with tile, gypsum block, metal lath
and plaster



MEAT CUTTER (BUTCHER)
D.O.T. 5-58.100

I. DISPLAY AND MERCHANDISING

A. Meat handling
1. Identifying retail cuts of meats

2. Learning various grades of meats

3. Receiving, storing and rotating meats

4. Preparing retail cuts to meet individual requests

B. Store procedure
1. Taking care of show cases, backroom, walk-in

coolers, etc.

2. Waiting on customers (customer psychology, courtesy,
etc.)

3. Calculating prices through use of computing scales

II. CUTTING AND PREPARING MEAT

A. Beef forequarter breakdown
1. Separating rib from chuck

2. Removing shoulder and shin

3. Preparing neck, shoulder, and shin

4. Separating retail chuck from cross-cut

5. Preparing retail chuck

6. Preparing cross cut-boneless rolled roast and
braising rib

7. Preparing ribs - roasts, club steaks, deimonico roast,
rib steaks, and 10 inch rib roasts

8. Traying and preparing for display

9. Handling fat, bones, and suet



IL CUTTING AND PREPARING MEAT (Cont'd)

B. Beef hindquarter breakdown
1. Removing veins

2. Removing full cut loin

3. Removing round and bone rump

4. Preparing rolled rump

5. Preparing round steak and roast

6. Preparing chipped round steak

7. Preparing hind shin

8. Preparing loin of beef

9. Preparing roast and steaks

10. Traying and preparing for display

11. Handling fat, bones, and suet

C. Veal breakdown
1. Separating chuck and back

2. Preparing back

3. Preparing legs and rump

4. Preparing chuck and chuck-lifted shoulder

5. Preparing veal combination

6. Traying and preparing for display

7. Handling fat, bones, and suet

D. Lamb breakdown
1. Preparing leg

2. Preparing chuck-chops and square shoulder

3. Preparing breast and shank

4. Preparing lifted shoulder rack and neck chops

5. Preparing lamb combinations (stew, chops, and roast)

6. Preparing boning and rolling
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II. CUTTING AND PREPARING MEAT (Contsd)

7. Preparing back

8. Traying and preparing for display

9. Handling fat, bones, and suet

E. Pork breakdown
1. Preparing pork loin

2. Preparing barbecued spare ribs

3. Preparing fresh ham

4. Traying and preparing for display

5. Handling fat, bones, and suet

F. Liver and miscellaneous variety meats
1. Preparing liver: lamb, pork, beef, and calf

2. Preparing hearts

3. Preparing lungs and kidneys

4. Preparing tails, tripe, tongues, and brains

5. Traying and preparing for display

G. Ground meats
1. Preparing meat loaf

2. Preparing 100% ground beef

3. Preparing extra lean ground beef

4. Preparing ground round steak

5. Preparing boneless frozen beef

6. Caring for, handling trimmings

H. Poultry
1. Cleaning for roasts

2. Preparing parts: legs, wings, sides

3. Traying and preparing for display



MILLMAN - WOODWORKING
D.O.T. 4-33.914

L POWER SAW WORK

A. Cut-Off Saw
L Inspecting and changing blade

2. Setting stops

3. Cutting

B. Circular and Variety Saw
1. Selecting and mounting blade

2. Tilting table or arbor and adjusting saw according
to type of work

3. Cutting

C. Band and Jig Saw
1. Selecting and mounting blade

2. Setting guides, fence and table

3. Removing waste stock by boring holes and making
saw kerfs

4. Cutting

D. Radial Saw
1. Using as cut-off saw

2. Making various cuts

II. JOINTER AND PLANER WORK

A. Jointer
1. Inspecting and adjusting knives and balancing cutter head

2. Adjusting guides, stops, fences and fixtures

3. Adjusting front and rear tables

4. Planing
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IL JOINTFP. AND PLANER WORK (Cont'd)

B. Pisner
1. Inspecting and adjusting knives

Z. Adjusting bed to depth of cut

3. Planing stock, controlling feed

4. Planing stock using auxiliary backing

III. MORTISER AND TENONER WORK

A. Mortiser
1. Selecting and installing chisel, sleeve and bushing

Z. Adjusting boring bit and lining up chisel

3. Adjusting tabl for depth of cut

4. Adjusting fence and clamping work

5. Clamping stops

6. Cutting

B. Tenoner
I. Setting knives in cutter

Z. Setting knives in coping head

3. Cutting

IV. SHAPER AND ROUTER WORK

A. Shaper
1. Selecting, installing, and adjusting cutters

Z. Adjusting fence and guard

3. Cutting

B. Router
1. Selecting, mounting, and adjusting proper bit

Z. Adjusting fence and pins

3. Cutting and shaping
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V. SANDING MACHINE WORK

A. Drum Sander
I. Installing paper and adjusting drum

2. Adjusting feed and bed rolls

3. Feeding stock

B. Belt Sander
I. Selecting and installing proper belt

2. Placing work on table and adjusting pulleys

3. Pressing belt against work

C. Disk Sander
I. Selecting ab.zasive and fastening to disk

2. Tilting table and setting fence

3. Bringing work to sander

D. Spindle Sander
I. Selecting and installing rolls and abrasives

2. Smoothing various shaped surfaces

E. Miscellaneous machine work
I. Setting up and operating all other machines in

the shop

VI. ASSEMBLY WORK

A. Fitting ane assembling
I. Using nails, screws ani other metal fasteners, and/or

gluing and clamping component parts for:
a. Exterior work
b. Sash lnd doors
c. Panel aid wainscot
d. Built-in ati.1 fitm nts
e. Store and office fixtures
f. Stairs



VII. FINISHING WORK

A. Preparing surfaces
1. Removing excess glue, filling or removing dents

2. Sanding and smoothing

3. Filling holes or cracks

B. Hard.iare
1. Installing all types of hardware

C. Application of veneer and sheet surfacing
1. Matching and taping veneers, inlays, veneer doors

and fixtures

2. Applying all types of sheet surfacing

VIII. JOB INSTALLATION WORK

A. ..iterior wall finish
1. Fitting and installing paneling, wainscot, plywood.

and other wall coverings

B. Interior trim
1. Fitting and installing baseboards, casing, chair rails.

moldings, cornices. and fireplace mantels

C. Cabinets and fitments
1. Fitting and installing all types of cabinets and fitments

D. Stair work
1. Fitting and installing all types of stairs

E. Store and office fixtures
1. Fitting and inttalling wall fixtures. shelving. display

caws, and office partitions

IX. TOOL RE-CONDITIONING

A. Hand tools
1. Setting, sharpening, and cleaning all types of cutting tools

B. Machine tools
1. Setting. filing. bracing, grinding, and sharpening all typal

of cutting tools
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II. MACHINES

A. Drill Press

C. Bolt ":reading Machine

A. Hand tools

C. Materials

B. Power Saw

B. Power tools

I. TOOLS AND MATERIALS

2. Bolting work correctly to table

4. Checking drill for sharpness

1. Placing materiel correctly in saw Jaws and checking

2. Selecting proper R. P. M. for material to be cut

1. ..electing correct sus* threading head and attaching

2. Inserting work on machine

1. Knowing and recognising various metals used in the

1. Inserting proper sleeve and drill in holding chuck

3. Releasing at desired length

I. Caring for and using common hand tools such as

1. Caring for and using power tools; such as, air gun,

3. Selecting proper R. P. M. for drill sine and type of

do-al-dart', drill press, Buffalo punch and shears, etc.

with layout for cutting set

hammers, chisels, punches, pliers, wrenches, files,

trade such as aluminum, copper, chrouse,cast iron,
nickel, hot and cold rolled, and tool steel, etc.

material; setting machine accordingly

square, levels, etc.

D.o.T. 5-78.100
MILLWRIGHT
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IL MACHINES (Cont'd)

D. Grinders
I. Checking wheni to see if stone is in good condition

2. Checking tool rest for proper clearance

3. Grinding tools correct, tempering to prevent overheating

E. Benders
I. Selecting proper blocks for shape and size of bend

2. Inserting material and operating bending handle

F. Punch
I. Selecting proper size punch and die and inserting in

machine

2. Checking for proper alignment of work and punch

3. Lowering punch to mark and punching material

III. MAINTENANCE WORK

A. Installing paddles
I. Checking paddles for correct size and type and lowering

into tank

2. Aligning paddles and bolting together

3. Raising to proper position and making fast with bolts
and set screws

4. Checking proper clearance for paddles and setting
them for proper agitation

5. Inspecting and testing action

D. Belts
I. Flat belts

a. Using clamps and turnbuckles to tighten
b. Bring cut edges together and placing alligator

splice plate on top of belt
c. Driving in split rivets and opening up rivets

and driving flat
2. Vee belts

a. Loosening motor holding bolts and removing old belts
b. Inspecting pulleys and old belt for side wear and

adjusting alignment if necessary
c. Installing belt and moving motor back into position
d. Checking belt tension
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III. MAINTENANCE WORK (Cont'd)

C. Pumps
I. Setting up and aligning pump using shims

2. Removing pump packing; setting up and aligning motor

3. Attaching couplings and checking clearance with
feeler gauge

4. Repacking pump and lubricating

D. Bearings
I. Removing old babbitt and cleaning castings thoroughly

2. Preparing jig and arbor and heating babbitt

3. Pouring babbitt in one operation and allowing to cool
e

4. Removing arbor and fitting bearing

5. Scraping bearing to right fit if necessary

E. Heat exhangers
I. Dismantling equipment and cleaning with steam or water

2. Loosening tube ends with oyster chisels and removing
tubes

3. Inserting correct sizes and lengths of tubes

4. Replacing heads

F. Line :ihaftn
I. Erecting vertical plumb line for line shaft

2. Laying out ceiling line and hanger bolt holes

3. Assembling shaft and placing in hangers

4. Hooking up couplings and testing for clearance

G. Machinery
I. Draining oil from unit and dismantling, marking all parts

2. Removing dirt from all parts with safety solvent
3. Checking all parts for damage and replacing damaged parts
4. Reinstalling all parts, checking markings
5. Checking clearances, alignments, belt and chain drive tension
6. Test run if possible
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IV. FABRICATION

A. Pipe hangers
1. Laying out work marking all cuts, bends and holes

2. Making all cuts and bends and drilling holes

3. Hanging pipe hangers and brackets

B. Steel work
1. Laying out all cuts and holes

2. Cutting or burning material to sise, drilling all holes

3. Grinding all rough edges and fitting assembly together

4. Having item spot welded and checking for squarness
and level

V. WELDING

A. Cutting torch
1. Using gauges and tips

Z. Using cutting torch

B. Welding
1. Doing acetylene welding and basing

2. Doing all position electric welding



I. INSTALLATION

A. New work
I. Installing gun type and rotary type burners, domestic

and industrial, for warm air, steam, and hot water
systems

OIL BURNER MECHANIC
D. O. T. 5-83. 024

2. Setting up and installing boilers, hartford loops, headers,
radiators, domestic hot water system tanks

3. Installing and adjusting draft regulators in best location

4: Installing indoor or outdoor storage tank and intake,
fill and vent pipes, setting and installing pump, oil
filter and valves, and all _oil piping necessary

. 5. Installing and wiring thermostat, chronotherm and
boiler controls as per local regulations

B. Conversion work
I. Renuxing ash pit and grate bars and building combustion

chamber of fire brick or installing pre- fab combustion
chamber

2. Building concrete or brick platform for burner and
installing burner

3. Installing oil storage tank and piping up complete with
all valves, filters, vent alarms and swivel joints where
necessary

4. Installing electric wiring and controls

C. Inspection
I. Inspecting and checking condition of boiler, smoke pipe,

chimney, and radiator.)

2. Cleaning boiler if necessary, and replacing smoke pipe:

3. Checking chimney for clearance and cleaning base of
chimney
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II.;.: 1. BURNER. OPERATION

A, Operation and adjustment
1. Starting the burner

2. Adjusting air shutter

3. Checking for and sealing any leaks around base and frame

4. Checking and adjusting draft

5. Adjusting flame and checking operation of all controls

III. TROUBLE SHOOTING

A. Electrical trouble
1. Checking and determining cause of ignition failure and

faulty control operation

2. Correcting all such difficulty

B. Burner trouble
1. Checking and determining cause of burner failure to

shut off, smoke odor and fumes, burner faith&
burner slow cycling, improper flame, noises,
excessive fuel consumption

2. Correcting all such difficulty

IV. SERVICING

A. Fuel lines and tank
1. Cleaning line and fuel unit strainers, removing line

restrictions

a. Renewing filter element, screens and pump when
necessary

3. Locating End repairing line leaks

B. Burner
1. Cleaning burner assembly and nozzle

2. Adjusting flame and draft



IV. SERVICING (Cont'd)

C. Electrical
1. Adjusting and cleaning electrodes

D.
I. Servicing hot water control

2. Replacing transformer

3. Cleaning stack control helix; installing draft control

4. Repairing wiring breaks and connections; replacing
defective control as per local regulations

S. Cleaning, repairing or replacing thermostat

6. Servicing limit switch, and stack switch

Miscellaneous
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1 I WIC

PAINTER
D. O. T. 5- 27.010

I. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

A. Brushes
1. Caring for and using all types of brushes

B. Small tools

C. Ladders - scaffolds
1. Handling

2. Caring for and using

II. EXTERIOR PAINTING

A. Estimating and laying out job

B. Erecting scaffolds or other equipment

C. Preparing surfaces
1. Buriiirg off and removing old paint

2. Leveling off surfaces by puttying holes, cracks, etc.

3. Scraping and sanding various types of surfaces

D. Preparing paint
1. Mixing paint to proper color and consistency

E. Applying paint
1. Applying prime, 1 xly, and finish coats to all wood,

metal, and masonry surfaces

M. INTERIOR PAINTING

A. Preparing surfaces
1. Scraping paper

2. E aping paint

3. Applying plaster patching

4. Sanding and puttying where necessary

5. Applying primers and sealers
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M. INTERIOR PAINTING (Cont'd)

A. Applying paint
1. Mixing all types of paints to be used it proper color

and consistency

2. Applying all types of flat, semi gloss, gloss, or enamels

3. Varnishing, shellacking, staining, and lacquering when
necessary

IV. SPRAY PAINTING

A. Preparation
1. Hooking up all hoses and connections to pressure type

and suction type guns
i

2. Hooking up and starting motor and compressor units

3. Using all spray gun accessories and safety devices

B. Arming paint for gun
1. Mixing paint in proper color anti consistency for use

in gun

C. Using spray gun
1. Making all spray gun adjustments

2. Using proper spray patterns

3. Repairing common spray gun troubles

V. HARDWOOD FINISH

A. Preparing surfaces
1. Removing old finish using paste or liquid remover

2. Sanding and scraping surface

3. Mixing and applying bleach and wash

4. Applying fillers



V. HARDWOOD FINISH (Cont'd)

B. Finishing surface
1, Applying stains

2. Waxing

3, Applying shellac and varnish

4. Rubbing to dull and satin finish

VI. PAPERHANGING

A. Preparing walls
I. Removing old paper

2. Patching, plastering, and sanding surfaces

3. Sizing walls

8. Applying Palm'
1. Applying paper on

a. Walls
b. Ceilings
c. Borders

C. Layout
1. Estimating the amount of materials needed and

planning job correctly

2. Laying out work to cause least inconvenience to
occupants and achieving earliest possible completion

VII. STENCLING

A. Making pounce patterns

B. Cutting stencils

C. Applying stencil design

D. Laying out room for stencils

E. Caring for and repairing stencils
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MP

PATTERNMAKER - WOOD
D.O.T. 5-17.020

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Stock room and inventory work
1. Getting out and putting away stock

2. Storing cutters, etc.

3. Numbering, storing, and inventorying patterns

B. Finishing wood patterns
1. Filling holes and cracks

2. Sanding

3. Coating with varnish, shellac, plastic

4. Painting surface according to color code

e

C. Cleaning and repairing patterns and flasks
1. Cleaning and repairing flasks and re-aligning guide pins

2. Cleaning patterns

3. Repairing damage to wood patterns using wood inserts,
plastic wood, shellac, lacquer

4. Re-finishing wood patterns with shellac, varnish or
plastic

5. Repairing damage to metal patterns by use-of metal
inserts, soldering or welding

6 Re-polishing metal patterns

D. General handy work
1. Cleaning and oiling machines

2. Preparing glue

3. Mixing plaster for plaster patterns

4. Building boxes for box - or rod turning of plaster
patterns

5. Screening material for plaster patterns

6. Filing metal patterns
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II. OPERATION OF WOODWORKING MACHINES

A. Power Saw work
1. Operating cut-off saw

2. Operating circular and variety saws

3. Operating band saw

B. Jointer and Planer work
I. Operating jointer

2. Operating planer

C. Shaper and Router work
I. Operating shaper

2. Operating router

D. Sanding Machine work
I. Operating drum sander

2. Operating belt sander

3. Operating disk sander

4. Operating spindle sander

E. Lathe work
I. Operating speed lathe

2. Operating end turning lathe

F. Other machine work
I. Operating trimmer

2. Operating drill press

3. Operating grinder

4. Operating electric hand drill.

5. Operating electric hand router

III. WOODWORKING MACHINE CARE AND TOOL RE-CONDITIONING

A. Reconditioning hand tools
I. Sharpening saws
2. Settirg saws

3. Sharpening plane irons and chisels
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IV. PATTERN JOINERY

III. WOODWORKING MACHINE CARE AND TOOL RE- CONDITIONING

A. Squaring up

B. Machine tools

(Cont'd)

10. Sharpening cutters

11. Replacing sandpaper discs, etc.

1: Selecting stock

4. Setting circular saws

9. Sharpening router bits

2. Testing for wind or twist on surface plate

3. Testing for and removing hollow or dish

4. Reducing to uniform thickness by use of power or

1. Lubricating and adjusting machines

2. Jointing circular saws

3. Gumming circular saws

5. Filing circular rip and crosscut saws

7. Grinding jointer and planer knives

8. Sharpening shaper ::Hives

7. Cleaning rasps and files

6. Brazing band saw

5. Selecting and "witness" marking working face and

4. Sharpening scrapers and spoke shaves

5. Sharpening wood turning tools

6. Sharpening auger bits

pony planer

edge
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IV. PATTERN JOINERY (Cont'd)

B. Joint making
1. Making butt joints - edge and flat

2. Making rabbeted joints

3. Making dado joints - simple and with shoulder

4. Making miter joints - edge and flat

5. Making mortise and tenon joints

6. Making dovetail joints

7. Making lap joints

8. Building up stuck by gluing

V. PLANNING AND LAYING OUT PATTERNS

A. Studying blueprint to determine type of pattern
1. Conferring with molder and other mechanics

2. Considering molding requirements - partings, cores.
core-prints, finishes, shrinkages

B. Drawing the layout
1. Selecting layout board

2. SaAding smooth and squaring working edge

3. Reinforcing with battens if needed

4. Deciding on views and sections ft, be drawn

5. Selecting appropriate shrink rule

6. Laying out main center lines

7. Laying out solid outline lines

8. Laying out interior or hidden lines

9. Showing machine finish in red crayon

10. Laying out core prints

11. Designating partings, finishes, cores, core prints, and
loose pieces, if any
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V. PLANNING AND LAYING OUT PATTERNS (Cont'd)

C. Planning construction of pattern

VI. WOOD PATTERNS

A. Plain patterns

B. Intricate patterns

1. Turning core prints

4. Making core boxes - dump and open end

Z. Making dowel pins

3. Making straight plain, patterns

1. Making split patterns

2. Deciding which components must be constructed of glued

5. Making filler plate patterns

6. Making follow boards

7. Making templets for molding

8. Making flat-back pane) ns

2. Making split patterns involving cores and loose pieces

3. Making gang boxes

4. Making collapsible core boxes

1. Studying layout and visualizing break-down of pattern

3. Planning work processes

6. Mounting patteras on matchboard, cope and drag sides

5. Making matchboards

7. Making patterns for gears and propellers

into component parts

stock, and which of individual pieces

a. determining wvonh phases will be accomplished

b. determining which phases will require use of

c, determining need for templets
d, determining which Eller can be turned on lathe,

by power machines

hand tnols

be hand carved, or run in with leather
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VI. WOOD PATTERNS (Coned)

C. Large patterns
1. Making patterns requiring box construction

2. Making skeleton-type patterns

3. Making patterns involving segmental construction

4. Making large cylindrical pattern

5. Making pattern involving lagged or staved construction

VD. PLASTIC AND PLASTER PATTERNS

A. Plastic patterns
1. Making original wood pattern

2. Making plaster mold from wood pattern

3. Coating surface of mold with parting compound

4. Placing filler and reinforcing

5. Filling mold with plastic

6. Applying heat

7. Curing fIr pre-determined length of time

8. Removing pattern from molc.

9. Cleaning and inspecting pattern

B. Plas er patterns
1. Making templets and attaching to sled

2. Mixing plaster and placing on slab or board

3. Screeding material to shape, building up as required

4. Finishing by carving or tool shaping

5. Making cylindrical patterns by rod or box turning

6. Applying shellac or other parting compound



PHOTOENGRAVER
COPPER ETCHER
D. O. T. 4-47.100

I. PREPARATORY WORK

A. Chemicals
1. Using and handling perchioride of iron

Z. Determining when baths should be changed

3. Learning formulas

4. Preparing and changing of bath

B. Metals
1. Selecting proper metal

2. Detecting flaws

3. Cleaning and brushing plates

C. Maintenance
1. Using and caring for copper etching machine

2. Caring for pow(er bin

3. Using and caring for measuring instruments

IL ETCHING

A. Preparing
1. Burning-in copper priests to make them resistant to

iron bath

2. Checking uniformity and timing

3. Using resistant ink to prepare defective areas of
plate for immersion

4. Heating plate to correct temperature to set ink

5. Preparing metal plates by brushing

6. U;ing acid-resistant solution on back of plate

7. Proper drying of plate so it will be impervious to
acid

8. Coating plates using whirling machine
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IL ETCHING (Cont'd)

B. Etching flat
1. Carrying out entire process of flat etching utilizing

etching tray, cleaning, and proper handling of plates

C. Etching deep
1. Powdering plate

2. Painting out flat etched plates

3. Painting out areas for production of high light
half tones

4. Carrying out entire process of deep etching utilizing
machine and cooling

D. Staging
1. Critical appraisal of art work to determine how it may

best be reproduced



PHOTOENGRAVER
FINISHER

D.O. T. 4-47.100

PREPARATORY WORK

A. Maintaining Proof Press
1. Cleaning up press and adjusting clean-up plates

Z. Proofing plates, inspecting, and marking errors

3. Making "make ready" friskets

4. Mixing ink, learning effect of weather conditions

5. Checking proofs

6. Learning various kinds of paper

B. Maintaining tools
1. Using and caring for engraving tools and other

instruments

Z. Sharpening flat gravers, round gravers, and angle
tint tools

3. Sharpening shooters and engraver hooks

4. POlishing burnishers and chasers

U. PLATE WORK

A. Spotting
1. Fixing plate defects

Z. Using shooters to lighten plates

3. Picking up holes in plates and tooling

4. Repairing fll.maged plates

5. Burnishing the plates

B. Squaring
1. Marking out sizes

2. Measuring plates to size

3. Squaring to size with a T-square
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II. PLATE WORK (Coned)

C. Outlining
I. Outlining circular plates

2. Outlining oval plates

3. Outlining vignette plates

4. Blocking out backgrounds

5. Tooling highlights

D. Transferring and cutting
I. Working with color plates

2. Using press for transfers

3. Outlining and squaring c" transfers

4. Tooling the color plate to register

5. Cutting square tints

III. MISCELLANiOUS

A. Plates
I. Learning different types of plates, such as half-tone,

zincs, color benday, process, electrotypes,
sterotypes, etc.

2. Learning repair and alteration work on all types of
plates



CHEMICALS

A. Mixing chemicals
1. Mixing dktveloper, stop bath, hypobath, cutting ablution,

r photo printsand developer fo

PHOTOENGRAVER
PHOTOGRAPHER
D. O. T. 4-47.100

Z. Checking temperature control for all hegatives

r strip film3. Coating glass fo

II. CAMERA

A. Preparatory work
1. Cutting sheet or roll film to size

Z. Preparing copy for photographing

3. Using light meters

4. Adjusting lighting

5. Adjusting camera

B. Operating and using Cameras
1. Using and caring for different size lenses

Z. Caring for aperture control bellows

3. Using plate holder and screen holder

4. Using screens and filters

5. Taking pictures

M. DARK ROOM

A. Developing
1. Using and storing the various chemicals used in

developing

Z. Storing and caring for film and negatives

3. Learning safety rules when handling prints

4. Reworking poor or damaged negatives
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IV. NEGATIVES

A. Line negatives
1. Making line negatives, film, and wet and dry plates

2. Focusing camera for line negative and aperture control

3. Timing and developing

4. Using cutting solution

B. Half-tone negatives
1. Making half-tone negatives, film, and wet and dry

plates

2. Focusing camera for half-tone negatives

3. Using fine screen and coarse screen

4. Separation and aperture control for all screens

5. Timing and developing

6. Using cutting solution

C. Silver prints
1. Making negatives and photo prints (contact)

2. Making negatives, photo prints, and positive prints

3. Making highlight overlays and masks

D. Color
1. Making color separations with use of color filters and

panchromatic plates in correct balance

2. Making of overlays for color tonal value and highlight
correction
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PHOTOENGRAVER
ROUTER AND BLOCKER

D.O. T. 4-47.100

I. BLOCKS

A. Blocking plates
1. Selecting suitable wood

2. Using and caring for power saw

B. Planing blocks
1. Using and caring for wood planer

2. Learning meaning of "Type High".

3. Learning warping characteristics of wood and printing
requirements of mounted plates

C. Building blocks
1. Selecting suitable plates

2. Cutting and doweling panels

3. Gluing and planing

D. Trimmer operation
1. Square blocks

2. Caring for and grinding of cutting knives and machine

3. Inspecting squared blocks

IL MACHINES

A. Routing
1. Operating and caring for routing machine

2. Grinding bits and knowing their cutting characteristics

3. Routing on dead metal

4. Coordinating of two directional controls

5. Dropping out "dead" metal routing wood below bottom
of plate

6. Routing copper and zinc
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II. MACHINES (Cont'd)

B. Beveling
1. Operating and caring for beveler

Z. Squaring work

3. Cutting proper depth of bevel for tacking

4. Machining black or white lines on plate

5. Grinding cutters

C. Jig Saw and Drill Press
1. Operating and caring for jig saw and drill press

Z. Laying out mortises and notching

3. Drilling and sawing of blocks

4. Squaring and hand filing of blocks to remove burr

D. Soldering
1. Using gas torch

Z. Repairing pits and imperfections



P1PEFITTER STEAMFITTER
D. O. T. 5-30.410

I. HEATING

A. Installing various types of heating systems
1. Determining proper layout for one and two-pipe gravity,

vapor, vacuum and differential steam systems

Z. Determining proper layout for one and two-pipe gravity
and forced flow hot water systems

3. Determining proper layout for floor, wall and ceiling
panel radiant heating installations

4. Determining amount of B. T. U. 's needed and correct size
of boiler, radiators, and piping for all of the above
installations

5. Installing mains and returns

6. Installing run-outs and risers

7. Setting radiators where needed and tying in radiators
and accessories

8. Tying return lines from mains to radiators

B. Boiler installations
1. Determinirg correct position of boiler

2. Assembling sections of boiler and installing boiler
accessories

3. Tying in water line to boiler

4. Tying in main and return giving special consideration to
safety features

5. Installing and piping up automatic boiler water feeder

C. Vacuum Pumps
1. Installing and piping up all types of vacuum pumps

D. Traps
1. Installing different types of traps, such as, boiler return

traps, float, thermostatic, and combination float and
thermostatic traps
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I. HEATING (Cont'd)

E. Unit heaters
1. Installing different types of unit heaters on different

type systems

F. Special piping arrangements
1. Installing wall radiators and false water line

2. Piping around beams or other obstructions

3. Installing lift fittings where necessary

4. Installing cooling legs and drip connections

IL STEAM POWER

A. Power boilers
1. Fabricating and installing piping for water-tube and

fire-tube boilers

2. Installing boiler accessories, such as safety valves,
fusible plugs and low water alarms, bluwoff valves,
water columns, etc.

3. Piping up superheaters and economizers

4. Installing all boiler controllers, such as , pump
governor valves, feed water regulators

B. Feed water heaters
1. Installing and piping up all types of feed heaters

2. Connecting feed water heaters to system

C. Prime movers and accessories
1. Piping up high pressure steam to all types of steam

engines

2. Piping up high pressure steam to turbines of all kinds

3. Piping exhaust steam to condensers

4. Piping cool water to condensers

5. Piping condensate from condensers to feed water heaters
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U. STEAM POWER (Cont'd)

D. Pipe line accessories
1. Installing low pressure check valves

Z. Installing combination back pressure
relief valves

3. Installing steam separators in mains
machinery

4. Installing expansion joints where necessary

5. Installing de-super-heaters

6. Installing pressure reducing stations

E. L .,trumentation
1. Installing all types of instruments

or atmospheric

in front of special

Z. Piping up instruments and panel boards for all types
of work

III. PROCESS PIPING

A. Various piping installations
1. Installing special corrosion resisting pipe for different

processes

Z. Installing steam piping for utilization in industrial work

3. Installing cooling water piping to machinery

4. Installing air and gas piping for control meters and
burners

5. Installing all other piping that comes under process
work

B. Valves and traps
1. Installing all types of valves and traps

Z. Repairing and re-installing valves and traps that are defective

C. Pumps
1. Setting pumps

Z. Piping up pumps of all types

3. Disassembling and repairing pumps when necessary
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N. REFRIGERATION

A. Installing do estic and commercial systems
I. Installing condensing unit

2. Installing evaporators

3. Installing all necessary accessories, such as valves,
strainers, thermostats, flow indicators, etc.

4. Charging and testing all equipment

5. Making repairs on all parts of system

V. AIR CONDITIONING

A. Installing various types of systems
I. Piping up and installing direct, closed-indirect, open-

indirect, closed-in-direct vented, and water cooled
systems

2. Piping up reciprocating, centrifugal, or jet condensers

3. Installing condensers

4. Piping up and installing direct and indirect evaporators

5. Installing spray water piping

VI. WELDING

A. Oxyacetylene
1. Cutting, beveling, and tack welding pipe

2. Overhead position welding

3. Vertical position weld

4. Making rolling weld

B. Arc
1. Stab weldi:ig

2. Stringing beads in flat position

3. Stringing beads in horizontal, vertical, and overhead
positions

4. Weaving beads in fixed position
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VI. WELDING (Cont'd)

C. He liarc
1. Welding variors metals

2. Welding in all positions

VII. HANGERS

A. Laying out and fabricating all types of hangers

B. Installing all hangers



PLASTERER
D. O. T. 8-36.01

I. PREPARATION

A. Mixing materials
1. Formulating, measuring ingredients and mixing

concrete mortar, plaster, etc.

II. PLASTERING

A. Rough plaster
1. Applying coat over wood lath, rock lath, wire lath,

gypsum block and masonry

Z. Back plastering and coating back of pre-cast
ornamental plaster

3. Applying lath, corner.beads, grounds, etc. on small. jobs

B. Finish plastering
1. Applying white coat and other finish coats

Z. Applying sand and stipple finishes

3. Installing cove work and light troughs

4. Finishing walls, ceilings, piers, columns, and soffitts

C. Ornamental plastering
1. Molding and installing ornamental panels and trim

Z. Casting ornamental plaster cornices and moldings

3. Fresco setting of pre-cast plaster of Paris moldings
and panels to walla and ceilings

III. STUCCO WORK

A. Rough Work
1. Gathering, mixing, and preparing exterior portland or

gypsum plaster where special materials or colors are
specified

Z. Applying prepared plaster to lath or masonry work



III. STUCCO WORK (Cont'd)

B. Finish
1. Applying finish coat

2. Decorating finish coat by marking with sand, brush,
trowel, or dashing

IV. CEMENT FINISHING

A. Concrete work and concrete form work
1. Finishing walks, drives, curbs, steps, floors

monolithic or with topcoat

2. Running cove base and similar work

3. Laying out, placing or marking expansion or decorative
joints

4. Using lamp black and other coloring material

5. Finishing vertical surfaces by wetting, rubbing and
patching

V. MISCELLANEOUS MASONRY WORK

A. Block laying
1. Laming concrete, cinder tile, and gypsum block

2. Laying glass block

B. Bricklaying
1. Installing rough work, back up , exterior waUs, arches,

steps, piers, and fireplaces

2. Laying up wall in various types of bonds

C. Stone work
1. Setting sills, lintels, keystones, copings, etc.

2. Doing stone veneer work
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I. DRAINAn AND VENTILATION WORK

A. Installing house sewer

B. Installing house drain

C. Installing soil and waste lines

4.

2. Digging and leveling trenches if drain is laid under

4. Installing necessary pipe and fittings

1. Locating opening to main sewer

2. Digging trench, determining necessary slope and

3.

1. Determining best elevation to run drain

2. Cutting and installing soil stack

3. Installing soil branches vie re necessary

4. Installing waste pipe where necessary

5. Yarning joints and filling with cement

6. Back-filling trench

3. Breaking hole in foundation wall to connect house drain

5. Yarning, pouring, and caulking all joints

1. Cutting away sections needed to erect stack

5. Supporting all lines and fittings

6. Cutting hole in roof for main stack

7. Running main stack through roof

8. Installing roof flashing and yarning, pouring, and

9. Plugging all openings and preparing for plumber test

floor or fixing supports if above floor

leveling bottom to desired grade

to main sewer

to house sewer

Layirg house sewer connecting one end to house drain

Cutting hole in main sewer and connecting house sewer

caulking all joints

D . 0 . T . 5 - 3 0 . 2 10
PLUMBER
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1

L DRAINAGE AND VENTILATION WORK (Cont'd)

D. Installing vent lines
I. Determining size and trpes of vents necessary

2. Cutting, threading, and reaming pipe for vent lines

3. Installing vent lines

4. Testing entire soil, waste, and vent pipe system, and
repairing all leaks

IL. DOMESTIC WATER INSTALLATION

A. Connecting to city .main
I. Locating and uncovering point where main is tapped

2. Connecting b -tse service to corporation stop

3. Installing house services in trench and running to
meter location

4. Testing and refilling trench

B. Installing cold water service
I. Running basement supply main including takeoffs for

furnace, hot-water boiler and outside service

2. Running fixture supply risers to all points necessary

3. Supporting all piping with adequate hangers

1

-I

I

C. Installing hot water service
I. Installing storage tank and hot water heating device

2. Piping up installation correctly giving attention to all
safety features

3. Running hot water supply main

4. Running fixture supply risers

5. Supporting all piping with adequate hangers

6. Testing all piping work for leaks



III. FIXTURE INSTALLATION;

A. Care of fixture
1. Handling properly to prevent damage

Z. Unpacking

B. Setting or hanging fixture
1. Installing holding device

Z. Setting fixture in position

3. Checking fixture for level and for proper height
above finished floor

4. Making water connections

5. Making drainage connections

6. Testing completed piping installation :or leaks and
correcting, if any

IV. GAS PIPING

A. Installation
1. Determining proper pipe size

Z. Installing with proper grade

3. Tying in meter and fixtures

4. Supporting all piping

5. Testing all piping

V. PRIVATE SEWAGE SYSTEM

A. Ce s spools
1. Determining proper location

Z. Digging trench and constructing cesspool

3. Running drains from fixtures to cesspool, maintaining
proper grade

4. Refilling trench
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V. PRIVATE SEWAGE SYSTEM (Cont'd)

B. Septic tanks
1. Determining proper location and size of tank
2. Digging trench and installing septic tank
3. Installing piping from house drain to septic tank
4. Determining type of filtration unit to be used
5. Installing type of filtration unit desired and connecting

it with septic tank in an approved piping manner

VI. LEAD WORK...-.-
A. Safes

1. Cutting and shaping sheet lead to desired proportions
2. Adjusting pressures to get proper flame with torch
3. Soldering ends together to make safe watertight

B. Wiped joints
1. Squaring ends of pipe to be joined or boring and dressing

hole of branch joint
2. Removing burrs and flaring female end
3. Rasping outer edge and painting male end
4. Soiling and shaving ends of pipe
5. Setting joint, pouring solder and wiping

VII. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

A. Sewer stoppage
1. Locating source and cause of stoppage
2. Removing stoppage and installing preventative maintenance

if possible

B. Faucet and valve repair
1. Repairing sink, lavatory and tub
2. Repairing closet valve

C. System repairs
1. Determining cause of trouble
2. Repairing old piping or re-installing new piping
3. Correcting water hammer
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PRINTER
COMPOSITOR

D. O. T. 4-44. 010

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Proofs
1. Pulling proofs

2. Making corrections

3. Holding copies

4. Assisting proof reader

B. Materials
1. Sorting and storing leads, slugs, base, cuts, furniture, etc.

C. Learning various type cases
1. Type sizes

2. Faces

3. Distribution of type

D. Using non-printing machines
1. Saws

2. Mitering machines

3. Material making equipment

II. COMPOSITION

A. Elementary hand compose on
1. Printer's stick

2. Tying type

B. Intricate hand composition
1. Proportion

2. Display work

3. Borders

4. Ornaments

5. Grouping of type masses

6. Relationship of type faces and their uses
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II. COMPOSITION (Contld)

C. Advance hand composition
1. Letterheads, envelopes, cards, labels, etc.

2. Making up pages

3. Making forms

4. Book headings

5. Rule work

6. Operating type casters

7. Operating material making machines

III. LAYOUT WORK

A. Marking copy for cases and machines

B. Laying out jobs
1. Booklets

2. Catalogs

3. Magazines

4. Color work

C. Imposition and lock up
1. 2, 4, 6, page forms

2. 8, 12, 16, page forms

3. 32, 64, etc. page forms

N. LINOTYPE

A. Operating all line casting machines used in shop
1. Linotyping

2. Intertyping

3. Other line machines
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III. MAKE READY

A. Underlaying

B. Interlaying

C. Overlaying
I. Marking out

2. Spotting up

3. Mechanical overlays
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PRINTER
CYLINDER PRESSMAN

D.O.T. 4-48. 010

I. CARE OF PRESSROOM EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

A. Lubrication

B. Keeping machinery and accessories clean

C. Washing-up and caring for rollers
1. Washing while in use

2. Washing while in storage

3. Using solvents

D. Packing and tyrnpan
I. Types of packing and their uses

a. Permanent packing
b. Temporary packing
c. For H. T. work
d. For general work

H. IMPOSITION AND REGISTERING FORM ON SHEET

A. Setting grades and registering sheet

B. Setting grippers, guide tongues, shoe flies, and stripper
fingers

C. Adjusting bands



IV. RUNNING THE JOB

A. Automatic feeders
1. Setting and loading feeder
2. Adjusting conveyor belts, brushes, rollers

B. Setting fountain

C. Adjusting delivery and jogger to conform to size of sheet

D. Eliminating wrinkles, slurs, ghosts, etc.

E. Offset
1. Checking by heat
2. Checking by compound
3. Checking by floating into box

F. Watching register

G. Watching appearance of job during run
I. Color
2. Wear on form

V. MAINTENANCE OF PRESS

A. Caring for and adjusting plungers

B. Setting register rack

C. Setting of rollers

VI. INKS

A. Mixing
1. Matching color
2. Reducing tack
3. Adding tack
4. Using driers

a. Paste:.
b. Liquid

5. Tinting mediums

VII. GENERAL

A. Paper
1. Grades and textures

a. M. F. - E. F. - News
b. Super and various types of coatings
c. Bonds and sulphite .
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PRINTER
JOB

D. O. T. 4- 44.010

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. General shop work
I. Keeping print shop clean

2. Learning composing room equipment and machinery

3. Arranging composing room equipment

B. type
I. Learning type cases

2. Learning type

3. Spacing materials

4. Using the stick to set type

5. Justifying and spacing in the stick

6. HantIling type forms

7. Distributing type, leads and slugs

8. Using Roman, Italic, Text and Gothic type

9. Spacing and allowing margins in setting type

U. COMPOSITION

A. Corrections
I. Making stick corrections

2. Handling and correcting proofs
a. Preparing proofs
b. Reading proofs

3. Making up copy

B. Setting up
1. Proportioning the forms

2. Setting up display materials

3. Preparing display materials
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II. COMPOSITION (Cont'd)

4. Contrasting lines for emphasis

5. Counting and gauging lines for estimating

6. Printing borders on subject matter

7. Using the brass rule

8. Setting the heads

9. Setting rollers

10. Indenting prose and poetry

11. Setting tabular matter

12. Preparing for die-cutting, embossing , perforating,
scoring, and printing on transparent paper

13. Imposing the form

III. COMMERCIAL COMPOSITION

A. Tickets, business cards, and programs
1. Designing

2. Setting

3. Selling

B. Envelopes, letterhiads, and bullheads
1. Designing

2. Setting

C. Window cards, posters, and advertisements
1. Setting

D. Estimating
1. Figuring stock for a job

2. Cutting and using paper

3. Estimating paper for ordering

4. Ordering ink

5. Figuring space, type, and time
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IV. MACHINES

A. Linotype
1. Operating keyboard

2. Forming sentences

3. Making layouts - copy fitting

4. Spacing and justification

5. Setting

6. Oiling and cleaning linotype - matrices

7. Adjusting distributor

8. Cleaning and adjusting the mold

9. Oiling and adjusting the delivery slide

10. Melting metal

11. Adjusting spacebands

12. Changing liners

13. Adjusting the machine

B. Press
1. Learning types of printing pres ses

2. Learning the Platen Press

3. Readying the press

4. Adjusting impression

5. Setting guides

6. Feeding stock

7. Cleaning and oiling

8. Making ready

9. Correcting forms in pressroom

10. Taking care of ink rollers

11. Handling paper
12. Printing different types of jobs
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IV. MACHI NES (Conti d)

C. Offset
I. Learning photo-typesetting machines

2. Printing by the gravure method

3. Printing by steel, copperplate, thermography, and
silk screen

4. Printing by aniline, conotype, xeroprinting and onset



PRINTER
WEB PRESSMAN
D. O. T. 4-44.010

I. PREPARATORY WORK

A. General
1. Learning all safety precautions

2. Wiping up and becoming familiar with the presses

3. Distributing on plate and impression unit and cylinder

B. Preliminary press work
1. Operating control boxes

2. Compensating webs

3. Adjusting -margins

4. Adjusting trolleys on drag roller

5. Adjusting nipping roller

6. Watching compensation and margins on run

7. Watching for web breaks on run

IL PRESS ROOM WORK

A. Paper
1. Setting reels for size of rolls

2. Spindling paper for presses not equipped with reels
a. Cutting and trimming.
b. Cut-out in :rolls
c. I. .ding reels
d. Kt ping reels fined
e. Keeping chucks on spindle adjusted
f. Making proper pasters

B. Plating Press
1. Using all safety precautions when plating press

2. Fitting plates on cylinders

3. Locking plates on cylinders
a. Single plates
b. Dolalle trucks
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1 II. PRESS ROOM WORE (Cont'd)

C. Lubricating
1, Keening all moving parts oiled and properly greased

2. Keeping presses lubricated on run

D. Operating on press
1. Operating tension can presses equipped with reels

2. Operating tension on presses equipped with tension
blocks and spindles

3. Eliminating wrinkles, skates, slurs, smuts, etc.

4. Associating webs on press, on former and entering
in folder

5. Rethreading web breaks

6. Underlaying plates

7. Distributing plates

8. Watch-1 compensation and margins on run

9. Watching for web breaks on ..un

10. Keeping machines clean

E. Inks
1. Checkint, and filling ink fountain

2. Setting color

3. Regulating flow of ink on plates

4. Watching appearance of sheet on run for color
a. Shading
b. Uniformity

F. Maintenance
1. Setting impression
2. Adjusting blankets
3. Setting rollers
4. Setting angle bars
5. Assembling and installing cutting rubbers
6. Assembling and installing cutting knife
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II. PRESS ROOM WORK (Cont'd)

7. So' -ing roller problems

8. Caring for rollerts

9. Caring for blanket

10. Adjusting pins properly in folding cylinder

G. Miscellaneous
1. Assembling units, decks, and folder relative to

number of pages being run

2. Adjusting folding rollers



RADIO SERVICE MAN
D. O. T. 5-83.411

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Batteries
1. Testing batteries

2. Conne4:ting dry cells in
a. Series
b. Parallel

B. Wiring
1. Cleaning, splicing, soldering wire

2. Measuring wire 4
3. Identifying circuits

C. Stock
1. Caring for books and manuals

2. Storing parts

3. Ordering parts

D. Delivery
1. Picking up radios for repair

2. Delivering radios

3. Unpacking new radios

4. Displaying radios

E. Car radios
1. Installing car radios

2. Removing radios from cars

3. Installing automobile radio antennas

F. General
1. Lacing cables

2. Testing tubes

3. Replacing dials

4. Polishing cabinets
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I. AUXILIARY WORK (Cont'd)

G. Instruments
1. Using ammeter and milliammeter

2. Using voltmeter

3. Using signal generator

4. Using ohmmeter

H. Miscellaneous
1. Identifying resistors by color code

2. Identifying capacitors

3. Understanding radio terms

4. Identifying radio symbols

5. Using telephone

6. Driving truck or car

7. Understanding schematit drawings

II. POWER SUPPLY

A. Condensers
1. Checking filter condenser for voltage

2. Checking filter condenser for resistance

3. Checking condensers of A. C. power supply

4. Installing new condensers

B. Chokes
1. Checking filter choke for voltage

2. Checking filter choke for resistance

3. Replacing filter chokes

C. Transformer
1. Checking voltage in power transformers

2. Replacing power transformer

3. Testing resistance in transformer
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II. POWER SUPPLY (Cont'd)

D. Resistance
1. Checking resistors

2. Replacing resistors

E. Tubes
1. Checking vacuum tubes

2. Replacing tubes

F. Power supply
1. Testing power supply

2. Checking for distortion

3. Locating defects

4. Locating parts in schematic drawing

5. Modifying power supply

6. Servicing A. C. - D. C. power supply

III. SPEAKERS

A. Replacements
1. Removing and installing loud speakers

2. Dismounting and mounting speakers

B. Repairing
L Replacing electrodynamic with P.M.

2. Testing, repairing and replacing loud speakers

3. Locating and correcting loud speaker troubles

IV. AUDIO AMPLIFIER

A. First audio-amplifier stage
1. Testing and servicing the first audio-amplifier stage

2. Checking test data

3. Replacing grid resistors

4. Replating plate resistors

5. Installing volume control
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IV. AUDIO AMPLIFIER (Cor "d)

B. corny-id audio-amplifier stage
I. Testing and repairing

2. Servicing t le push-pull output stage

3. Checking and servicing the power audio stage

4. Checking common values aru functions of parts

5. Locating and correcting common defects in second sta .a

V. DETECTORS

A. Detector and A. V. C. stage
I. Servicing and repairing detector and A. V. C. stage

2. Checking test data

3. Learning the variations in detector and A. V. C. stage

4. Checking for resistance

VI. INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS

A. I. F. stage
1. Checking and repairing I. F. stage

2. Chec,-...g test data

3. Checking for common troubles in:
a. Input transfurmer
b. Output transformer
c. By-pass condenser
d. Minimum-bias resistor
e. Minimum-bias condenser
f. Screen by-pass condenser
g. Screen dropping resistor
h. Amplifier tube

VII. CONVERTER MIXER AND OSCILLATOR STAGE

A. Checking units and locating trouble
1. Testing and repairing converter, mixer, and oscillator stage

2. Servicing and locating trouble in the converter stage
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VU. CONVERTER MIXER AND OSCILLATOR STAGE (Cort'd)

3. Testing and repairing radio phonograph

4. Modifying the converter stage

VIII. RADIO FREQUENCY STAGE

A. Servicing the R. F. stage
1. Testing and repairing

Z. Checking test data

IX. VACUUM TUBES

A. Testing and replacing tubes

X. FREQUENCY MODULATION

A. Servicing limiter stages

B. Servicing discriminator stages

C. Servicing ratio detector stages

D. Aligning F. M.

XI. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Aligning superheterodyne receiver

B. Servicing auto radios
1. Power supplies

Z. Auto antennas

3. Servicing auto receivers



II. HERMATICALLY SEALED UNITS AND COMPONENTS

I. DOMESTIC REFRIGERATION

A. Self-Contained Units

A. Removing component

B. Remote Units

B. Replacing components

1. Removing refrigerator from crate and installing

1. Removing from crate and installing

4. Opening lines

1. Cleaning lines

1. Setting replacement in place

Z. Checking for leaks in system

3. Installing controls, relays and capacitors

4. Turning compressor over and starting motor

Z. Installing service gauges

3. Dehydrating lines before sealing

6. Turning compressor over and starting motor

Z. Cutting lines

Z. Refastening part

3. Cutting lines (finish)

4. Assembling connectors

5. Checking kr leaks in system

3. Removing fasteners

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING MECFIA NIC
D. O. T. 5-83. 941
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IL HERMATICALLY SEALED UNITS AND COMPONENTS (Cont'd)

C. Evacuating System
L Connecting charging tool

2. Connecting lines
a. Charging tool
b. Vacuum pump
c. Gauge set
d. Portable charging cylinder

D. Charging
1. Shutting down vacuum pump

2. Opening charging cylinder

E. Testing for leak
L Checking all connections

2. Using leak detector

F. Diagnosis and testing
L Temperature testing

a. Temperature tester
b. Switch settings End controls

2. Checking electrical ,Istems
a, Wattage
b. Test cord
c. Line voltage
d. Thermostatic switch

M. COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION

A. Condensing Unit
1. Preparing base

2. Leveling and aligning

3. Mounting

B. Cooling Coils
1. Installing hangers

2. Installing coils

3. Checking for level
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III. COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION (Cont'd)

C. Tubing
1. Installing liquid line

2. Installing suction line

D. Purge System
1. Installing by-pass from liquid line to suction line

near compressor

2. Pumping vacuum on liquid line

3. Purging lines of air

E. Evacuating Suction Line
1. Placing compound gauge on compressor

2. Removing refrigerant from compressor crank case

3. Installing purge line into gauge opening of discharge
service line

4. Shutting compressor opening and opening suction valve

5. Creating vacuum and purging line

F. Testing for leaks
1. Starting compressor

2. Checking all units

G. Starting up Unit
I. Building up pressure

2. Checking system

H. Servicing
1. Checking amount of vacuum

2. Checking service valve

3. Checking crankshaft seal and intake valve

4. Dismantling and overhauling compressor, if necessary

5. Checking, cleaning and repairing condenser, if
necessary
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COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION (Cont'd)

6. Chedking motor control troubles
a. Corroded points
b. Broken mercoid bulb
c. Out-of-adjustment
d. Corroded or broken operating spring
e. Out of level
f. Leaky bellows

7. Checking and repairing water valves

8. Checking and recharging refrigerant

9. Reassembling unit, starting compressor and test
running

IV. AIR CONDITIONING

A. Fans, Blowers and Filters
1. Checking and correcting rotation, overheating and

speeding

2. Replacing pillow block bearing

3. Balancing and aligning fan

4. Cleaning a.id changing filter

5. Cleaning and replacing tungsten wire on precipitation
type air filter

6. Aligning sheave wheels and belt tension

B. Controls
1. Removing controls from boards and disassembling

2. Testing, cleaning and replacing defective parts on
pneumat Lb, self-contained temperature, humidity,
refrigerant, etc. controls
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ROOFER
D. O. T. 7-31.100

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Preparing roof surface
1. Making roof surface !eve', smooth, and integral

2. Priming steel and concrete decks

3. Applying roof battens

4. Applying insulation board

5. Laying cement bed for promenade tile

6. Cutting flashing reglets

7. Installing cant strips

8. Installing flashing, aprons, collars, sleeves for
vent pipes, etc.

B. Auxiliary erection work
1. Erecting and dismantling scaffolding

2. Erecting roof derricks

3. Rigging hoists

C. Kettle work
1... Firing kettle with wood or oil

2. Charging kettle

3. Maintaining proper temperature and liquidity of
material in keeping with type of material and
hoisting distance

II. BUILT-UP ROOFING

A. Applying standard built-up roofing
1. Preparing roof deck

2. Applying rosin-sized paper where required

3. Applying dry felts

4. Mopping on additional felt piles
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II. BUILT-UP ROOFING (Cont'd)

5. Mopping on final coat of bitumen

6. Cutting and "healing" blisters, if any

7. Applying flashing

B. Applying inineral surface capsheets
1. Cutting material to handling length and stactting same

2. Mopping to fer.", and nailing at end ps and side laps

C. Applying smooth - surface roofing
1. Laying asbestos and asphalt smooth top roofing with

hot application -.

Z. Finishing with full mop

3. Laying aspl,,,It smooth top roofing by cold application
mt.thod

D. Applying built-up copper roofing
1. Nailing to deck rosin-sized paper and/or felts where

applicable

Z. Cutting copper sheets 1,o handling length

3. Mopping on copper sheets

4. Nailing at edge if slope is over two inches

5. Mopping on full coat of hot asphalt

Z. Applying canvas roofing
I. Sealing and preparing deck

Z. Applying white lead bedding

3. Stretching and nailing canvas

4. Applying top coats of white lead

F. Applying promenade tile
1. Preparing deck

2. Mopping on sealer course

3. Installing inbulation

4. Mopping on fel+ plies
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II. BUILT-UP ROOFING (Cont'd)

5. Mopping on full coat of bitumen

6. Laying mortar bed

7. Laying promenade the with open joints and large
expansion joints at parapets

8. Filling expansion joints with mastic

9. Mopping and scouring clean

M. STEEP ROOFING

A. Applying shingle -type roofing
1. Applying wood shingles

a. Preparing deck and laying starter course
b. Applying shingles

2. Applying asphalt shingles
a. Preparing deck and covering with felt
b. Applying shingles
c. Fastenivg butts

3. Applying slate roofing
a. Applying standard and graduated slate
b. Applying special slating work

4. Applying asttestos shingles

B. Applying tile roofing
1. Preparing deck and installing battens

2. Applying flat tile and pan tile, nailing, wiring and/or
cementing

3 Fitting and securing hip, valley and ridge tile and terminal*.

C. Applying prepared roll roofing
1. Applying roll parallel with eaves

2. Applying roli perpendicular to eaves

3. Nailing and cementing joints in conventional manner

4. Applying with folded zdges, securing with clips or
rivets
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IV. METAL ROOFING

A. General work
1. Operating sheet metal brakes and other shop equipment

2. Tinning, soldering and sweating in shop and field

3. Pickling and painting sheet metal

B. Applying seam roofing
1. Applying batten seam roofing

2. Applying standing seam roofing

3. Applying flat seam roofing

C. Applying sheet and roll roofing
1. Applying V-crimped roofing

2. Applying corrugated roofing

3. Applying metal roll roofing

V. FLASAINGi GUTTERS AND LEADERS

A. Pipes, stacks and chimneys
1. Flashing pipes and stacks

a. Layout, forming, installing flashing sleeve
and base sheet

b. Counterflashing over sleeve

2. Flashing chimneys
a. on flat deck
b. on sloping roof

B. Dormers
1. Flashing gabled-end or hipped dormers

2. Flashing decked-roofed dormers

3. Flashing recessed dormers

C. Valleys, hips and ridges
1. Flashing valleys

a. Open
b. Closed

2. Flashing hips and ridges
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V. FLASHING, GUTTERS AND LEADERS (Cont'd)

D. Gutters and leaders
1. Sizing gutters and leaders in proportion to area to be

drained

2. Installing hung gutters

3. Installing and flashing built-in gutters

4. Installing and flashing pole gutters

5. Installing and flashing roof drains

VI. REPAIRING AND RE-ROOFING

A. Built-up roofing
1. Inspecting and preparing old roof

2. Repairing old roof
a. Patching cracks and repairing laps
b. Cutting and "healing" blisters
c. Slicing and re-cementing
d. Building up roof surface where necessary

3. Repairing flashing

4. Re-coating and re-roofing

B. Steep roofs
1. Making general repairs to gutters, drains, etc.

2. Repairing holes and seams in metal roofs

3. Repairing defective wood shingles

4. Repairing defective asbestos shingles

5. Repairing slate roofs

6. Repairing tile roofs
a. Flat or single the
b. Spanish the

7. Re-roofing steep roofs
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VII. MISCELLANEOUS WORK

A. Siding
1. Applying siding

2. Repairing and re-siding

B. Lightening rod installation
1. Installing, wiring and grounding open and col ealed

systems

C. Other roofing
1. Applying corrugated asbestos roofing

2. Applying corrugated translucent plastic roofing

3. Applying metal shingles
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SHEET METAL MECHANIC
D. O. T. 4-80. 010

I. SHOP WORK

A. Hand processes
1. Securing and checking patterns and templets;

transferring patterns

B.

2. Shearing, trimming and cutting out metal

3. Forming square jobs, small diameters, and
conical items

4. Bending sheets at any angle

5. Rough and finish filing

6. Grooving seams using groovers

7. Flanging edges

8. Shrinking edges

9. Punching and drilling

10. Riveting

11. Wiring

12. Making all types of seams

Machine processes
1. Setting, adjusting, and operating a bar folder

2. Setting, adjusting, and operating a cornice brake

3. Setting,
forming

4. Setting,

5. Setting,

6. Setting,

7. Setting,
shears

8. Setting,

adjusting, and operating a slip-roll
machine

adjusting, and operating a squaring shear

adjusting, and operating a bending machine

adjusting, and operating a crimping machine

adjusting, and operating ring and circular

adjusting, and operating a turning machine
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I. SHOP WORK (Cont 'd)

9. Setting, adjusting, and operating a burring machine

10. Selecting and operating a grinder

11. Sawing soft sheet metal and tubing with a band saw

IL STRUCTURAL FABRICATION AND ERECTION

A. Roofs
1. Laying flat seam metal roofing

2. Laying standing or batten seam metal roofing

3. Laying metal shingles or tiles

4. Forming and setting flashing and cap flashing for
terra-cotta and stone work

5. Forming and setting flashing for windows, doors,
dormers, etc.

6. Forming and setting open and closed valleys

7. Forming and setting metal coping

8. Forming and setting gravel stop for built up roofing

B. Gutters and spouts
1. Determining size of gutter to length of roof drainage

area, distance between leaders, and diameter of leaders

2. Spacing, adjusting and erecting gutter hangers

3. Forming and erecting molded or box gutters

4. Hanging half-round eaves trough, soldering seams and
caps

5. Making and installing gutter outlets, inside and outside
miters, and conductor heads

6. Erecting spouting and elbows

C. Cornice and skylight work
1. Forming up molding, panels, and

courses
2. Erecting cornice and mitering where necessary
3. Fastening cornice by bolting, riveting or screwing to

wood block backing
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IL STRUCTURAL FABRICATION AND ERECTION (Cont'd)

4. Cutting and forming skylight bars, caps, condensation
gutters, and frames

5. Fitting skylight frame to roof curb and flashing

6. Assembling skylight bars and glazing, fitting and
fastening cap bars

7. Erecting double pitch skylight using hip jack, common
bars, and end louvers

D. Miscellaneous structural work
1. Fabricating and erecting various types of restaurant

equipment

2. Laying out and erecting store front cushion and
surraburst work

3. Making and erecting angle iron work for brackets,
frames, fastenings, and supports

M. HEAT AND VENTILATION

A. Furnace work
1. Locating and assembling hot air furnaces, dampers,

and controls

2. Laying out, fabricating, and erecting plenum chambers
and duct work

3. Roughing in and setting register boxes and registers

4. Installing, testing, and servicing oil and gas fired
heating units

B. Air conditiming and ventilation
1. Laying out and fabricating joints, elbows, branches,

and register boxes
2. Laying out and fabricating pipe, flanges, T-joints,

V-joints, and intersections by parallel line development
3. Laying out and fabricating cones, ventilator heads, etc.

by radial line development
4. Laying out and fabricating irregular flaring pipe

co'mections, transition els, etc. by triangulation
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III. HEAT AND VENTILATION (Coned)

5. Assembling, fitting, fastening and supporting all work

IV. SOLDERING AND WELDING

A. Soldering
1. Preparing and using fluxes

2. Forging soldering coppers to desired shapes

3. Tinning soldering coppers

4. Using blow torch and gasoline forge

5. Soldering

B. Acetylene welding
I. Using and caring for equipment

2. Flame cutting

3. Welding in all positions

4. Brazing

C. Electric Arc welding
I. Using and caring for equipment

2. Tackirg and welding in all positions

D. Spot welding
I. Using and caring for equipment

E. Heliarc welding
I. Welding all kinds of metal using inert gas process
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SPRINKLER FITTER
D.O.T. 5-30.010

I. OVERHEAD PIPING INSTALLATIONS

A. Wet pipe system
1. Installing exposed piping

2. Installing concealed piping

3. Applying hydrostatic test

B. Dry pipe system
1. Installing exposed piping

2. Installing concealed piping

3. Applying air or hydrostatic test

C. Spray, carbon dioxide and roam systems

D. Special piping installations
1. Installing window, cornice and water curtain systems

2. Installing anti-freeze systems

E. Standpipe and hose equipment

U. CONTROL DEVICES, TRIMMINGS, ALARM INSTALLATIONS,
AND DRAINS

A. Alarm valves or water flow devices
1. Installing water motor alarm gongs

2. Erecting electric alarms, circuit openers or closers

B. Dry pipe valves, exhausters or accelerators
1. Installing manual or automatic air supplies

2. Setting up supervisory equipment

3. Erecting water motor alarm gongs

4. Installing electric alarm circuit openers or closers
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H. CONTROL DEVICES, TRIMMINGS, ALARM INSTALLATIONS,
AND DRAINS (Cont'd)

C. Preaction and deluge valves

D. Heat responsive devices, tubing and conduit
1. Installing air bulb type

2. Installing metal expansion type

3. Piping up auxiliary device operations

M. UNDERGROUND PIPING

A. Bell and spigot
1. Installing post indicator valves

2. Piping fire hydrants

3. Making valve pit connections

4. Applying hydrostatic test and flushing lines

B. Special types
1. Installing universal or mechanical joint pipe

2. Using transite or other special types

IV. WATER SUPPLY

A. City connections
1. Making wet connections under pressure

2. Connecting dry outs -ins

B. Tank connections
1. Piping gravity tanks

2. Hooking up pressure tanks

C. Fire pumps
1. Piping up manual or automatic

a. Suction and discharge
b. By -pass
c. Hose connection and relief

D. Siamess connections
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V. CARE ANT MAINTENANCE

A. Rep' Air work
1. Checking, testing and repairing where necessary

a. Pipe and valve s
b> Devices and alarms

2. Flushina, system

B. Insurance inspections and reports

C. Instructing owner on care and maintenance

VI. MISCEDLANEOUS

A. Scaffolds and ladders
1. Building

2. Caring for and using

B. Care and use of tools

C. Materials
1. Receiving, distributing and shipping
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STEREOTYPER
D. O. T. 4- 45.210

I. ELEMENTARY TRAINING

A. Becoming acquainted with stereotype room tools and materials

B. Cleaning and oiling of machines

C. Learning care of metal and proper casting temperature

II. MATRIX MOLDING

A. Controlling humidity in matrices

B. Using proper molding practices

C. Packing matrix

D. Making ready on matrices

E. Learning composition of matrix material

III. FLAT CASTING AND 308 WORK

A. Molding for reproduction purposes

B. Using various types of flat casting machines

C. Learning proper casting tent2eratures

D. Trimming and shaving flat casts

E. Routing and tooling non-printed surfaces

F. Mortising and bossing material for use of printer

G. Basing electrotres, zinc cuts, and plastic cuts for printer

H. Making and gauging base materials

I. Using ii. - rulc s



IV. CASTING MACHINES

A. Use of various types of hand-operated casting nachines

B. Use of Pony Auto-Plate machines

C. Use of Junior and automatic casting machine

D. Duple: or tublac casting and finishing machines

V. COMMERCIAL STEREOTYPIC PRACTICES

A. Hydraulic molding practices

B. Thin shell casting machine practice

C. Use of jig-saw and mortising machines

D. Use of tacking msachins on wood base

E. Sawing, routing, and planing practices

F. Moulding of plastic matrices for rubber and plastic
printing plates

VI. UPKEEP AND USE OF TOOLS

A. Knowledge of proper type of saw for trimming ptuwees

D. Proper methods of sharpening chisels, trimming tools
and router bits

C. Setting of cutters in trimming machine head

D. Adjustment of planing and shaving kmives



TELEVISION INSTALLER AND REPAIRMAN
D.O.T. 5-83.411

I. AUXILIARY WORK

A. Delivery
1. Picking up television sets for repair

2. Returning television sets

3. Unpacking new sets

4. Displaying sets

B. Stock
1. Caring for books and manuals

2. :poring parts

3. Ordering parts

C. V!iring
1. Cleaning, splicing, soldering

2. Measuring wire

3. Identifying circuits

D. General
1. Lacing cables

2. Testing tubes

3. Replacing dials

4. Polishing cabinets

Z. Miscellaneous
1. Identifying resistors by color code

2. Identifying capacitors

3. Understanding television terms

4. Identifying symbols

5. Using telephone

6. Driving truck or car
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U. INSTALLATION

A. Antennas
1. Installing roof antennas

a. Chimney morrits
b. Brackets

2. Installing ground antennas

3. Using installation codes

4. Checking and repairing antennas

B. Receivers
1. Installing receivers

2. Using field strength meters

3. Connecting antenna lead-in wire

III. TESTING

A. Minor testing
1. Using volt-ohrnmetez.

2. Checking tubes with tester

3. Removing chassis from cabinet

4. Re-installing chassis

IV. ADJUSTMENTS

A. Television receiver adjusnents
1. Adjusting controls for:

a. Dark pix
b. White line raster
c. Blurry pix
d. Horizontal movement
e. Other defects

2. Adjusting vertical linearity

3. Adjusting horizontal linearity

4. Removing shadows

5. Centering picture
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W. ADJUSTMENTS (Cont'd)

6. Adjusting ion trap

7. Adjusting A. G. C. and stabilizer control

V. FRONT END

A. Front End installations
1. Installing channel strips

Z. Installing U. H. F. converters

3. Installing V. H. F. strips

B. Adjusting channel strips

VI. TEST EQUIPMENT

A. Checking components
1. Checking condensers for shorts and leaks

Z. Checking condensers for opens

3. Checking transformers for opens

4. Checking speakers

5. Using oscilloscope

B. Miscellaneous
1. Reading schematic diagrams

Z. Locating noise in sound circuit

3. Loc,3.ting noise in video circuit

4. Trouble shooting tuners

VII. ALIGNMENT

A. Using marker and sweep generators

B. Aligning I. F. transformers
1. Sweep aligning

Z. Using signal generator and vacuum tube voltmeter
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VII. ALIGNMENT (Conc'd)

C. Aligning V. H. F. and U. H. F. tuners
1. Using sweep generator marker

2. Using oscilloscope

3. Using generator

4. Using vacuum tube voltmeter

VIII. DEFLECTION CIRCUITS

A. Checking vertical and horizontal deflection coils
1. Substituting yoke

2. Using instruments

B. Checking horizontal output transformer
1. Testing for open winding

2. Testing for shorted winding

3. Using test instruments

C. Checking damper circuits
1. Testing for open circuit

2. Testing for other troubles

IX. PICTURE TUBE

A. Installing picture tube
1. Removing old tube

2. Installing new tube

3. Centering picture

4. Adjusting ion trap

X. TROUBLE SHOOTING

A. Circuits
1. Checking and repairing sync. circuits

2. Checking correct wave forms

3. Checking video circits
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X. TROUBLE SHOOTING (Cont'd)

4. Checking I. F. circuits

5. Checking I. F. sound circuits

6. Checking keyed A. G. C. circuit

B. Components
1. Checking power supplies

2. Checking automatic gain control

3. Checking germanium diodes

C. Picture
1. Checking for internal and external ghosts

2. Other troubles

D. Speakers
I. Trouble shooting for speaker faults



TOOL AND DIE MAKER
D.O.T. 4-76.040

I. BENCH WORK

A. Filing
1. Filing different types of metals

2. Choosing correct blade: length, shape, and teeth

B. Layout and assembly
1. Assembling and filing

2. Laying out holes

3. Lapping and measuring with height gauge

4. Hack sawing

5. Soldering and brazing

6. Making simple dies and fixtures

7. Tapping and threading

8. Inspecting

U. POWER HACK SAW

A. Material
1. Selecting proper cutting blade for material

2. Choosing proper speed for material

B. Cutting
1. Clamping

2. Measuring cut

III. SHAPER

A. Mount work
I. Using parallel bars and hold downs for shaper vise

2. Using blocks, clamps. and hold downs for shaper table
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III. SHAPER (Cont'd)

B. Stroke
1. Setting length of stroke

2. Setting stroke feed

3. Setting stroke speed

Performing various jobs
1. Shaping plane surfaces

2. Undercutting and angular shaping

3. Form shaping

4. Internal shaping

D. Tool Bits
1. Grinding tool bits for shaping

IV. LATHE WORK

A. Working between centers
1. Center drilling

2. Facing

3. Straight and shoulder turning

4. Taper turning: Morse, Browne and Sharpe, and Jarno

5. Angle turning

6. Threading

7. Knurling

8. Filing, polishing, and burring

B. Chuck work
1. Choosirg correct chuck

2. Mounting

3. Truing up work

4. Drilling

5. Reaming

C.
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IV. LATHE WORK (Cont'd)

b. Boring

7. Internal threading

8. Facing

9. Knurling

10. Filing, polishing, and burring

V. DRILL PRESS

A. Bench type, Upright, and Radial
1. Mounting and holding work

Z. Drilling holes

3. Reaming holes

4. Machine tapping holes

5. Countersinking, counterboring, and spotfacing

6. ..,narpening drills

7. Lapping

VI. GRINDERS

A. Surface
1. Choosing correct wheel

Z. Mounting and truing up work
a. In vise
b. Fixture
c. Magnetic chuck

3. Setting proper speed and feed

4. Gr ding
a. Surface
b. Internal and external
c. Plane
d. Form
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VI. GRINDERS (Cont'd)

B. Cylinder
1. Working between centers

a. Mounting and truing up
b. Straight and taper grinding
c. Tool and cutter grinding

2. Performing chuck work
a. Face grinding

C. Internal
1. Selecting and mounting wheel

2. Mounting work in chuck

3. Mounting work on face plate

4. Taking rough and finish cuts

V. MILLING MACHINES

A. Universal type
1. Mounting work in vise, table, or fixture

Z. Mounting cutter on arbor
a. Location
b. Proper spacers
c. Adjusting over arm support

3. Setting speed and feed

B. Performing various jobs
1. Mil luig plane surfaces

2. Angular milling

3. Face, end and T-slot milling

4. Sanding and slitting

5. Form milling

6. Gang milling

7. Drilling and boring

8. Using turntable and dividing head when necessary

9. Making jigs and fixtures
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VI. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Heat Treating metals
1. Hardening

2. Tempering

3. Annealing

4. Case and pack hardening

5. Forging and bending

B. Setting up press
1. Setting up kick press

2. Setting up power press

3. Operating kick and power press



TOOL AND DIE MAKER
GAGE MAKER
D.O.T. 4-76.210

I. SHAPER WORK

A. Horizontal
I. Mounting work in shaper vise using parallel bars

and hold downs

2. Mounting work to shaper table using block, clamps
and hold downs

3. Setting length of stroke

4. Setting stroke feed and speed

5. Doing horizontal shaping

6. Setting clapper box and doing vertical shaping

7. Setting clapper box and doing angular shaping

8. Doing irregular shaping

9. Squaring off ends of work

10. Shaping grooves, tongues, and dovetails

11. Shaping internal keyways

12. Shaping external keyways

13. Using index head

B. Vertical Shaper (Slotter)
1. Using parallels and clam;imounting work

Blotter table

2. Checking clearance to table

on

3. Doing all other operations similar to those on shaper

II. ENGINE LATHE WORK

A. Working between centers
I. Centering work
2. Facing
3. Setting turning speed and feed for straight turning
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II.

MILLING MACHINE WORK

A. Universal type
1. Using parallel ba-s and clamps, bolts, jacks, and shims

B. Chuck work
1. Choosing correct chuck

2. Mounting chuck on spindle

3. Truing up work in independent chuck by dial method or

C. Face Plate work
1. Mounting and truing up work on face plate

10. Facing

5. Reaming

6. Boring

7. Setting tool for internal threading and setting change

8. Using steady and follow rests

9. Cutting stock to length in lathe

MI2.
Doing all other operations as listed under chuck work

6. Setting compound rest to proper angle for angle turning

7. Setting change gears for cori :t thread pitch end

chalk method

4. Drilling

gears for correct thread pitch

setting tool for threading

in mounting work in vise, table or fixture
2. Mounting cutter on arbor and adjusting over-arm support
3. Setting speed, and feed of machine
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U. ENGINE LATHE WORK (Cont'd)

4. Grooving, recessing and undercutting for shoulder
turning

5. Offsetting tail stock and using taper attachment for
taper turning
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III. MILLING MACHINE WORK (Conttd)

4. Slab, straddle, and gang milling

5. Sawing and slitting

6. Drilling, counterboring and spotfacing

7. Form milling

8. Indexing

B. Vertical type
1. End milling

2. Milling groove', slots and keywrys

3. Angle milling

4. Drilling, countersinking and counterboring

5. Indexing

IV. GRINDER WORK

A. Cylinder Grinder
1. Using chuck cr working between centers

2. Mounting and truing up wheels

3. Straight grinding

4. Face grinding

5. Internal grinding

6. Grinding tapers and angles

7. Tool and cutter grinding

B. Surface Grinder
1. Choosing correct size, shape, grit and bond wheel

for job
2. Mounting and truing up wheel
3. Mounting work in vise, fixture or magnetic chuck
4. Setting machine to proper feed and speed
5. Grinding flat surfaces
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IV. GRINDER WORK (Cont'd)

C. Bench Grinder
I. Grinding and sharpening drills and tool bits

2. Grinding snags and burrs

V. HEAT TREATING

A. Hardening tool steel

B. Tempering tool steel

C. Annealing steel
,-

D. Case and pack hardening of low carbon steel/
E. Forging and bending of steel

VI. FINIMING AND REPAIRING

A. Bench work
I. Laying out

2. Scraping

3. Drilling and tapping

4. Fitting and aligning

5. Lapping

6. Filing

7. Stoning and milling

8. Assembling

E. Inspection
I. Checking plug, snap, profile, taper, and various other

receiving gages
2. Using micrometers
3. Using vernier height gage
4. Using sine bar
5. Using Johanssen blocks
6. Using optical comparator
7. Using toolmaker's microscope
8. Using Sheffield visual gage
9. Operating Sip Measuring machine
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UPHOLSTERER
D. O. T. 4-35. 720

I. TOOLS AND MATERIALS

A. Tools and machines
1. Using and caring for common hand tools

Z. Using and caring for hair pickers

3. Using and caring for button machines

4. Using and caring for sewing machines

B. Materials
1. Distinguishing various types of materials

II. HANDLING FURNITURE

A. Picking up and delivering
1. Observing all safety precautions when carrying

furniture up and down stairs, through doors, and
on and ofi elevators

Z. Practicing all safety precautions when placing
furniture on trucks for delivering

III. RIPPING DOWN FURNITURE

A. Making furniture secure

B. Proper procedure
1. Using proper tools and equipment

IV. INSPECTING AND REPAIRING FRAMES

A. Inspecting
1. Checking for split rails

Z. Examining for decayed wood

B. Repairing
1. Using proper wood working tools

Z. Tightening the frame

3. Making and replacing any defective part
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V. KITCHEN FURNITURE

A. Seat
1.

VI. OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

VU. CLUB CHAIR

A. Seat construction

B. Back construc.:ion

A. Repairing frame

C. Layout

D. Attaching fabric
Attaching fabric to seat, inside back and outside back1.

B. Seat construction
I. Installing spring edge, eight way tie, and hand

2. Adding padding and covering with muslin

2. Cutting fabric

2. Tacking fabric and stitching where necessary

3. Attaching cambric

Padding and covering seat using either plain pad

1. Padding and covering back

2. Trimming entire chair with decorative nails

I. Measuring and marking fabtic

I. Constructing a solid back or a spring back

Using coil springs or no-sag springs

2. Placing and fastening springs and tie springs to

or spring seat

B. Back

height and cross-tying when necessary

3. Adding padding and covering with muslin

stitched edge roll
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VII. CLUB CHAIR (Coned)

C. Arm construction
1. Installing webbing and burlap

2. Installingipadding and covering with muslin

D. Layout
1. Measuring chair and marking fabric

2. Cutting and sewing fabric

E. Back construction
1. Springing up

2. Adding padding and covering with muslin

F. Attaching fabric
1. Attaching fabric to platform, front border, and

inside arms

G. Cushions
1. Marking and cutting cushions

2. Sewing cushion casing

3. Filling cushion and Illindstitching

VIII. LAWSON SOFA

A. Repairing frame

B. Seat construction
1. Installing spring edge, eight way tie, and attaching

manufactured edge roll

C. Arm construction
1. Installing webbing and burlap

2. Adding padding and coverin; with muslin

D. Layout
1. Measuring sofa and marking fabric

2. Cutting and sewing fabric

E. Back construction
1. Springing up

2. Adding padding and covering with muslin
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VIII. LAWSON SOFA (Cont'd)

F. Attaching fabric
1. Attaching fabric to outside arms and back

G. Cushions
1. Marking and cutting cushions

2. Sewing cushion casing and filling

3. Blindstitching cushion

4. Covering

IX. ANTIQUE CHAIR

A. Strip
1. Checking frame and gluing

B. Seat construction
1. Hand stitching hard edge

C. Back construction
1. Webbing up and padding back

D. Layout
1. Laying out fabric and attaching to back and seat

E. Trimming with gimp
1. Gluing

2. Adding decorative nails

X. TUFT

A. Simple
1. Laying out of frame and fabric

2. Adding padding

3. Pulling buttons

B. Diamond
1. Laying out of frame and fabric

2. Adding padding

3. Pulling buttons and pleating
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XI. SLIP COVERS

A. Cutting
1. Laying out f: brit and cutting

G. Placing fabric on chi- it and pinning in place

3. Trimming excess fabric

XII. DRAPERIES

A. Layout
1. Taking measurements

.

B. Sewing
1. Sewing hems, upper and lower, inside and outside

2. Sewing lining and making pleats

XIII. VALENCES AND CORNICES

A. Designing
1. Laying out for cloth and buckram valence and cloth

covered wood cornice

B. Constructing valence

.....1"" Constructing cornice



WATCH REPAIRMAN
D. O. T. 4-71. 51 0

I. HAND AND MACHINE TOOLS

A. Rand tools
1. Caring for and using hand files, saws, taps, drills,,and other small tools ..

B. Machines
1. Caring for and using mechanical gauges

2. Caring for and using power brushes and broaches

3, Operating watchmaker's lathe

4. Making small tools needed by watch repairman in his
trade

C. Miscellaneous
1. Tempering, annealing, and bluing steel

II. REPA...IR WORK

A. ',leaning
I. Removing from case, disassembling, cleaning, and

drying parts

2, Inspecting for worn or defective parts

3. Replacing broken parts and setting aside damaged
parts to be repaired

4. Using lubricating oils properly

5. Pegging holes

B. Making small parts
1. Replacing teeth in gears and dial legs

2. Repairing barrel arbor hook and making barrel arbor

3. Making staffs and friction staffs

4. Making pallets



II. REPAIR WORK (Coned)

C. Balance wheel
1. Replacing balance staff, removing hairspring

2. Removing roller jewel plate and jewel

3. Replacing staff and reassembling hair-spring and
roller jewel plate and jzwel

4. Poising and truing balance

5. Truing hairspring

6. Replacing roller jewel and adjusting of same

7. Polishing damaged staff,

D. Miscellaneous repairs
1. Replacing stems and crowns

2. Replacing dials and hands

3. Cleaning case and replacing crystal

4. Replacing winding and setting mechanism

E. Timing and Adjustments
1. Tightening canon pinions

2. Fitting hands

3. Adjusting balance wheel and escapement

4. Timing and regulating

5. Final inspection and adjustment
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WEAVER
TEXTILE

D.O. T. 4-15.020

I. PREPARATORY WORK

A. Filling Magazine
I. Identifying color numbers

Z. Placing bobbins in magazine

3. Distinguishing yarns and color

B. Filling Carrier
I. Reading filling specifications

Z. Carrying filling to loon

3. Matching colors

4. Making filling check-up

C. Chain Builder
I. Reading chain drafts

Z. Assembling and dissembling
a. Harness chain
b. Filling chain

3. Installing chains on looms

4. Analysing chain loom

D. Drawing in
I. Grooming familiar with drawing-in-drafts

Z. Drawing ends in heddles

3. Slaying ends through reed

4. Tying ends to hold reed

E. Drop wires
I. Dropping wires

Z. Studying warp stop motion
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II. WARP STARTING

A. Examining
1. Picking gears

2. Checking chains

3. Checking wrong draws

4. Checking wrong reeds

5. Matching colors

M. WEAVER

A. Automatic 20
1. Drawing in broken warp ends

2. Reeding warp ends

3. Repairing broken picks

4. Operating head, setting chain, and locking

5. Filling magazine

6. Starting and stopping loom properly

7. Reporting faulty operation of feelers

8. Oiling loom

B. Plain 20
1. Drawing in broken warp ends

2. Reeding warp ends

3. Repairing broken picks

4. Operating head, setting chain, and locking

5. Starting and stopping loom properly

6. Hand feeding shuttles

7. Reporting faulty filling stop motion

8. Oiling loom
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS'

A. Oils
1. Working with fixer

B. Maintenance
1. Positioning of shuttles

2. Diagnosing why loom stops

3. Finding broken warp thread

4. Head motion

5. Filling thread breaks
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Student Selection Criteria Apprentices

Tine Allotment Varies with trade indicated in the outlines

Supplemental Media N/A

Desirable
Necessary

(Check Which)

Describe_

Source (agency
(address
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PRINTING TRADES

4-4/k 0,1C

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

PRINTING TRADES APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Year Year Year Year Year Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 - - 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 NO - 36

Applied Mathematics 36 36 36 36 - - 144

Applied Science 36 36 36 36 36 36 216

Trade Theory 54 54 54 54 108 108 432
Job Pressman
Web Pressman
Cylinder Pressman
Compositor

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 144 144 864

NOTE:

The Printing Trade embraces several separate branches, each of which is
considered an apprenticeable trade and each requires a minimum of five
years to learn.
Apprentices indentured to learn these crafts will be taught the theoretical
knowledge of all the crafts embracing printing so that they have an under-
standing of the complete field. Greater emphasis, however, will be put
on the particular branch in which the apprentice has been indertured. The
following outline has been developed with the above principle in mind.

-972-



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

,
B. Accidents

1! Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fikoit Year
.

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Development of Numbers

B. Fundamental Operations

I. Roman 11-....--arals
2. Arabic Numerals
3, Addition
1. Subtraction
i. Multiplication
6. Division

C. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Common Fractions

B. Decimal Fractions

I. Addition
20 Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

C. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications



IV. PERCENTAGE

A. Fundamental Principlei

I. Rate
2. Base
3. Percentage

B. Trade Applications

I. Printer's Percentage Problems
2. Trade Discount

V. POINT SYSTEM

A. Equivalents

I. Agate
2. Nonpareil
3. Pica

B. System of Measurement

I. Point - Inch Relationship
2. Pica - Inch Relationship
3. Pica - Point Relationship

C. Trade Applications

VI. COMPOUND NUMBERS

A. Feet and Inches

B. Picas and Points

C. Trade Applications



I. BASIC PRINCI PLES

A. Mechanics

B.

APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

1. Gravitation
Z. Forces
3. Parallel Forces
4. Motion
5. Work, Power, Energy
6. Friction
7. Simple Machines
8. States of Matter

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

9. Specific Gravity
10. Buoyancl
11. Liquid Pressure
12. Surface Tension and Capillary Action
13. Atmospheric Pressure

Electricity

1. Magnetism
2. Static Electricity
3. Electric Currents

a. Transmission
b. Measurement

4. Trade Application

II. LENSES

A. Principles of Light

1. Wave Action
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Control
5. Color



I

B. Type a

1. Description and Principles
a. Meniscus
b. Achromatic
c. Astigmat
d. Apachromatic

Z. Deficiencies
a. Spherical Aberration
b. Chromatic
c. Astigmatic

C. Focal Lengths

1. Meaning
Z. Application
3. Determination of "F"

a. Meaning:
b. Determination
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

A. Printing Process and Media

1. Scope . .

Z. Classification .-

a. Cylinder Pressman
b. Job Pressman
c. Web Pressman
d. Compositor

3. Requirements
a. Technical
b. Physical ..

B. Job Pressman
I. Scope
Z. Tools

a. Description
b. Care
c. Use

C. Letterpress

I. Movable
Z. First Power Cylinder Press
3. Linotype
4. Monotype
5. Halftone Screen

D. Planographer

1. Lithography
Z. Limestone Plates
3. Color Lithography
4. Zinc and Aluminum Plates
5. Offset Printing

a. Photographic
b. Two Color Process
c. Four Color Process

E. Intaglio

1. Gravure
Z. Rotogravure
3. Embossing
4. Thermography
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II. PRESS CONTROLS AND SAFETY

A. Three Safety Factors

I. Operator
Z. Others
3. Machine and Equipment

B. Early Printing Presses

C. Later Improvements

D. Machinery

1. Belt Driven Power
Z. Direct Electric Power
3. Constant Speed
4. Controlled Speed

E. Power Controls

I. Master Switch
Z. Press Breakei Box and Rheostat
3. Press Control Box Mounted on Press

a. Lever Action Switch
b. Two-Action Switch
c. Other Control Boxes

4. Belt Tightening Devices
5. Web Press Control

F. Mechanical Control

1. Control Impressions
Z. Regular Brakes

G. Presses

1. Start
Z. Stop

H. Mechanical Trip Devices



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling Material
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing -.

2. Tools and Equipment
a. Care
b. Use

3. Machines
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning
d. Protective Devices

4. Heating and Lead Melting Devices
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning
d. Goggles and Protective Devices

B. Safety Standards

I. Company Rules
2. Company Standards
3. Company Practices
4. Company Safety Devices

C. Procedure in Case of Accidents

I. First Aid
2. Safety
3. Reports and Notification



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutu,a1 Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS,

Second Year

I. POINT SYSTEM

A. Measurements

I. Type Size
a. Point Size
b. Set Size
c. Height to Paper

2. Spaces
3. Spaces and Quads

B. Trade Applications

1. Space Size Identification
2. Space Quad Addition
3. Space Size Recognition
4. 10 Pt. Combination
5. Fitting Spaces and Quads

a. Even Totals
b. Odd Totals.
c. Centering a Head

IL SPACING

A. Spacing a Line of Any Size

I. Principles

B. Trade Applications

1. Converting Spaces to 60ths of an Em
2. Near Combinations of 60ths
3. Spacing a Given Line
4. Centering Heads and Spacing

C. Idention

I. Factors
a. Length of Measure
b. Size of Type

2. Rules
3. Foundry Type

D. Trade Applications

I. Specified Lines
2. Extract Idention on a Page of Type
3. Extract Idention with Layout
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E. Exact Spacing of any Size of Type

1. Rules

F. Trade Applications

1. Line Spacing a Given Number of Words
2. Line Spacing in 60ths of an Em
3. Spacing a Line of Capitals
4. Spacing a Line of Italics

G. Spacing Out Blank Areas

1. Principles
2. Pica Si zes of Spaces and Quads
3. Metal Furniture Sizes

H. Trade Applications

1. Layout of Blank Areas
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. HEAT

A. Principles

I. Sources
2. Measurement
3. Transmission
4. Effects

B. Trade Applications

II. CHEMICAL ACTION

A. Photographic Chemicals

1. Types
2. Strength
3. Hydr °quinine
4, Sodium Carbonate
5, Potassium Bromide

B. Trade Applications

C. Developing Points

I. Temperature
a. Explanation
b. Methods of Controlling

2. Time
a. Dura ;on in Solution
b. Effects

3. Action
a. Rapid
b. Slow
c. Reasons for Above

4. Types of Emulsion
a. Thick
b. Thin
c. Speeds

5. Teris Developer
a. Physical Properties
b. use
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6. Intensifier
a. Copper Bromide

(I) Properties
(2) Principles
(3) Use

b. Silver Nitrate
(I) Properties
(2) Principles
(3) Use

c. Iodine and Iodide
(1) Properties
(2) Principles
(3) Use ,t

7. Exposure Factors, t,
< ., ."

D. Formulas '
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TRADE THEORY
, .,:c

,Second Year

I. LETTERPRESS PRINTING MACHINE

A. Inking Unit

I. Pyramid
2. Ink Plate

I '

B. Printing Unit ' .' ';

1. Methods of Obtaining Impressior
a. Platen
b. Flat Bed
c. Rotary

(1) Div-- t
(2) Indirect

2. Cylinder Adjustment
a. Pitch Line
b. Pressure
c. Compression

C. Feeding Unit

I. Sheet Separation
2. Forwarding the Sheet
3. Registering the Sheet

D. Delivery %it

II. EQUIPMENT FOR P!..ESSWORK

A. Individual Equipment

1. Measuring Tools
2. Hand Tools
3. Others

a. Keys
b. Carborundurn Stone
c. Magnifying Glass

B. Office Tools



III. CLEANJ4G PRESSROOM EQUIPMENT

A. Cleaning Preparation

1. Water and Solvent
2. Inflammable Solvents
3. Non-Inflammable

B. Methods of CI aning

1. Press Forms
2. Rollers
3. Natural Finish Press Parts
4. Zinc Press Pans

C. Safety Precautions

IV. DEVELOPMENTOF PRESSES

A. Platen

B. Cylinder

C. Rotary

V. TYPE FORMS

A. Preparing the Type

1. Small Type Forms Prepared on the Stone
2. Larger Type Forms Prepared on Bed of Press

a. Precautions to be observed

B. Placing the Type

1. Platen Press
a. Preparing the Press
b. Lifting Form
c. Positioning the Chase
d. Final Inspection

Z. Vertical Prose
a. Removing Freeb:mrd
b. Preparing the Press
c. Lfting Forms
d. Placing Chase
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3. Cylinder Pre s s
a. Positioning the Sheet
b. Setting the Guide
c. Preparing the Press
d. Positioning the Form
e. Locking Chase

4. Safety Precautions .

VI. PRESS IMPOSITION

A. Factors to Consider

I. Number of Pages in Signature
2. Method of Finding

a. Saddle Stitching
b. Side Stitching l'
c. Machine Sewing
d. Perfect Binding

3. Fold of Sheet
a. Work and Turn Fortres
b. Sheet Wide Forms
c. Work and Tumble Forms

4. Kind of Base

B. Method of Positioning Plates

I. Make Dummy
2. Widths of Margins
3. Gripper Bite
4. Center Line
5. Locks

C. Importance of Guide Marker



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Conditions

1. Adequate Working Space
Z. Proper Ventilation
3. Good Lighting
4. Proper Equipment
5. Storage '.

B. Administering Necessary First Aid

1. Burns
a. Types

Z. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Crushed Limbs
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Pressure Points
c. Amputation

5. Shock
6. Heat Exhaustion



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

IL SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
Z. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Measurement of Composition in Ems

1. Solid Composition

B. Trade Applications

I. Number of Ems to a Measure
2. Number of Ems to a Given Line of Type
3. Ems in a Form
4. Cost by Ems

C. Leaded Composition

1. Rules

D. Trade Applications

I. Measuring Leaded Composition
2. Number of Ems to a Line or Form

E. Weipht and Cost of Type Metal

I. Area to Weight Relationship

F. Trade Applications

I. Estimating Size of Form
2. Estimating Form Size and Weight
3. Cost of Met al in a Form
4. Cost of Metal for Lead and Slugs
5. Number of Leads iv a Form
6. Weight of Leads in a Form
7. Area Weight and Cost of Lead
8. Converting Point Sizes of Type
9. Converting Square Inches to Ems

10. Converting Square Picas to Ems

G. Estimating Time

H. Trade Applications

I. Work Time
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II. MICROMETER CALIPER

A. Principles

B. Parts

C. Micrometer Readings

1. Standard
2. Vernier

III. COPYFITTING FOR A LAYOUT

A. Yining Capitals

1. Methods
2. Rules
3. Cap Factors

B. Trade Applications

1. Block Layout to Center Caps

C. Ordinary Layout

1. Method
2. Factors
3. Characters Per Line

D. Trade Applications

1. Lines of Type to Number of Characters
2. Centering Lines in a Block Layout
3. Fitting Chr racters to Line



APPLIED SCIENCE
Third Year

I, COLOR

A. Nature
1. Sunlight
2. Artificial Light
3. Qualities of Color

B. Fundamentals of Color

1. Absorption
2. Reflection
3. Transparent Filters

a. Principles
C. Aspects

1. Physical
2. Psychological

D. Color Spectrum

1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Intermediate Colors
4. Tints, Shades. and Solids
5. Color Wheel
6. Trads Applications

II. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Dot and Space Values

1. Explanation
2. Importance
3. Calculation

a. Color Production
4. Photography

a. Density
b. Light Prevention

5. Copper Re-Etching
6. Color Combinations

a. Color
b. Shades
c. Hues
d. Calculating
e. Applying
f. Separation

(1) Filter
(2) Light
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B. Review

1. Chemistry
Z. General Photography
3. Color Analysis
4. Rotogravure
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. ROLLERS

A. Printing Press
1. History
2. Ingredients

a. Winter
b. Summer

3. Manufacture
a. Composition
b. Non-Melt Surface
c. Solid Rubber

B. Setting and Care

1. Kinds of Inking Mechanism
a. Pyramid
b. Table Distribution

2. Setting Cylinder Press Rollers
a. Methods
b. Form Rollers to Vibrator Rollers
c. Distributing Rollers
d. Ductor Rollers

3. Setting Platen Press Rollers
4. Marking Rollers
5. Care of Rollers

n. PACKING PRESSES

A. Platen

1. Removal of Old Packing
2. Measurement of Thickness of Packing
3. Application of New Packing
4. Safety Precautions

B. Vertical

1. Review Press Control
2. Prepare Press
3. Remove Feedboard
4. Remove Old Packing
5. Apply New Packing

a. Permanent
b. Temporary

6. Safety Precautions
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C, Cylinder
1. Remove Old Packing
2. Clean Cylinder
3. Prepare New Packing
4. Hanging New Packing '

III. MAKE-READY FUNDAMENTALS

A. Factors Which Influence

B.

1. Type of Job
2. Packing
3. Type

Prepare the Form
1. Cleaned
2. Planed Down
3. Corded

C. Make Press Adjustments
1. Mechanical

D Regulate the Impression
1. Heavy
2. Light

E. Marking Out Sheet

I. Back
2, Front

F. Patching the Sheet

G. Hanging the Sheet

H. Underlay, Interlay. and Overlay

1. Definition
2. Importance

IV. OPERATION AND CARE OF PLATEN PRESS

A. Parts of Press
1. Operating Mechanism
2. Inking Mechanism

B. Operation
1. Practice Run
2. Regular Run

C. Care
1. Regulating Ink Flow
2. Oiling the Press
3. Washing Up
4. Others
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..-,- SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
Z. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffective1 Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

L WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE l'AUOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Meaning
Z. Relationships
3. Laws

B. Commonly Used Ratios

1. Golden Oblong
Z. Hypotenuse Oblong
3. Regular Oblong
4. Printer's Oblong

C. Trade Applications

D. Percentile Proportional Shapes

1. Border Harmony
Z. Percentage Factors

E. Trade Applications

IL PAPER

A. Bond Paper
1. Weight and Sizes
2. Tables
3. Cost
4. Carton Packing Schedule
5. Quantities
6. Trade Applications

a. Weight - Size Problems
b. Cost Problems

B. Book Paper

1. Size and Weight
2. Cost
3. Trade Applications

a. Size, Weight, and Cost Problems
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C. Miscellaneous Papers
1. Tag Board
2. Blotting i

3. News
4. Cover
5. Index Bristol
6. Mill Bristol
7. Trade Applications

a. Size, Weight, and Cost Problems

D. Cutting Stock to Size

1. Methods
Z. Trade Applications

a. Number of !Sheets for a Job
b. Cutting Paper to ,Size

3. Allowance for Spoilage
4. Allowance for Trim"'

III. ESTIMATING INK

A. Factors

1. Stock
Z. Forms
3. Color of Ink
4. Etc.

B. Percentage

1. Types of Ink
Z. Types of Paper

C. Trade Applications

IV. PLANNING HARMONIOUS JOB

A. Principles

B. Proportions

C. Trade Applications

1. Adjusting for Different Ratios
2. Ratios for Various Jobs
3. Planning a Whole Job
4. Cost of a Whole Job

D. Optical Center
E. Planning Margins

1. Single Page
Z. Double Page -1002-



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. PAPER

A. Early Writing Materials

I. Papyrus
2. Parchment
3. Vellum

B. Paper

1. Invention
2. Development

C. Pulp

I. Wood
2. Rag

D. Common Terms

I. Stock
2. Ream
3. Substance or Basis Weight

E. Kinds of Paper

1. Newsprint
2. Book
3. Offset
4. Coated
5. Bond
6. Manifold
7. Miscellaneous
8. Top Sheet

F. Outstanding Characteristics

I. Grain
2. Wire olde and Felt Side
3. Watermark



IL PRINTING INKS

A. Basic Information

1. History
2, Importance
3. Manufacture
4. Terms Used to Describe Ingredients

B. Inks Suitable for Different Kinds of Paper

1. Thin
2. Medium
3. Stiff
4. Others for Special Printing Surfaces

a. Celluloid
b. Rubber
c. Linens
d. Outdoor Signs
e. Others

C. Qualities

1. Smoothnes s
2. Correc. negree Body
3. Correct Tackiness
4. Correct Amount of Vehicle
5. Correct Length
6. Correct Drying Properties

D. Press Difficulties Involving Ink From Form

1. Failure to Lift Ink from Form
2. Piling
3. Offsetting
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. CARE AND OPERATION OF CYLINDER PRESS

A. Parts
1. Feeding Unit

a. Feedboard
b. Front Guides
c. Grippers
d. Others

2. Printing Unit
a. Power Control
b. Foot Pedal
c. Printing Unit

(1) Bed
(2) Cylinder

3. Delivery Unit
a. Grippers
b. Shoo-flies
c. Stripper Fingers
d. Tape Pulleys
e. Joggers
f. Others

B. Care

1. Oiling
2. Cleaning
3. Repairing and Replacing Broken Parts
4. Adjusting
5. Setting the Fountain
6. Placing the Guide Mark

C. Operation

1. Placing Stock
Z. Feeding Sheets
3. Running the Job
4. Inspecting for Color
5. Other Factors

II. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

A. Pile Feeder
1. Loading Board
2. Combing Wheels
3. Suction Lifter
4. Forwarders
5. Tapes and Slow-Down Devices
6. Safety Devices
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B. Continuous Feeders

1. Wooden Cylinder
2. Heavy Canvas Tapes
3. Combing Wheels
4. Forwarding Wheels
5. Slow-Down Devices
6. Safety Devices

C. Other Feeders

1. Steam
2. Platen
3. Miehle Vertical
4. Automatic Delivery

III. TYPE FACES

A. Characteristics

B. Classifications

I. Roman
2. Italic
3. Gothic or Text
4. Sans Serif
5. Cursive or Script
6. Contemporary

C. Other General Classifications

1. Type Sizes
2. Type Families
3. Type Fonts
4. Antique Type
5. Display Type
6. Body Type

D. Miscellaneous Characters

1. Kerned
2. Swash
3. Inferiors
4. Superiors
5. Ligature
6. Miscellaneous Sorts
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APPLIED SCIENCE

I. BACKING

A. Laminated

1. Description
2. Advantages

B. Glued-Up

1. Description
2. Advantages

C. Panel

1. Description
2. Advantages

II. STORAGE

Fifth Year

A. Wood for Mounting Plates

1. Storage
2. Seasoning

B. Finished Plates

la Temperature Control
2. Moisture Control

III. WOOD

A. Blocking

I. Types
2. Species
3. Sources
4. Qualities

IV. CUTS

A. Explanation

1. Method of Ordering
2. Piece Measurements
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V. METALS

A. Compositions

1. Zinc
2. Copper
3. Lead Alloys

B. Properties

1. Physical
2. Chemical
3. Reaction to Heat

a. Melting Point
b. Ductility, Malleability
c. Hardening
d. Annealing

C. Mining Processes

1. Manuf acture

D. Hardening Tool Steels

1. Case Hardening
2. Other Methods
3. Tempering
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TRADE THEOR Y

Fifth Year

I. TYPE CASE

A. General Information

1. Description
2. Case Stands and Cabinets

B. Commonly Used Type Cases

1. News Case
2. California Job Case

C. Lay of the Case

1. Lower Case
2. Upper Case

II. COMPOSING STICK

A. General Information

1. Development
2. Description
3. Adjustment
4. Use

B. Setting Type

I. Type backs
2. Selecting and Transferring Type
3. Reading for Errors
4. Spacing the Line

C. Removing Type from Stick

III. POWER MACHINES

A. Slug Cutters

1. Early Models
2. Front Gage
3. Back Gage
4. Double Bedplate
5. Other Types

B. Mitering Machine

1. Early Models
2. Later Models
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C. Saw Trimmer

1. Uses
2. Parts

a. Saw Blade
b. Trimmer Knives
c. Table
d. Micrometer Point Dial
e. Pica Main Gage
f. Point Auxiliary Gage
g. Work Holder
h. Pedestal
i. Belt

D. Safety Precautions

IV. PROOF PRESSES AND PROOFS

A. Proof Process

I. Early Proofing Process
2. Present Day Proof Process

a. Stationary
b. Movable

B. Proofs

I. Definition
2. Wide Margin
3. Deliver Flat
4. Principal Proofing Processes

a. Galley
b. Stone

5. Seven Kinds of Proofs
a. First
b. Revise
c. Page
d. Stone
e. Foundry
f. Press
g. Reproduction

C. Pulling Proofs

I. Care
2. Reason



APPLIED SCIENCE

Sixth Year

SIXTH YEAR SCIENCE CONSISTS OF A REVIEW AND

AMPLIFICATION OF THE AREA IN WHICH THE

APPRENTICE IS SPECIALIZING.



TRADE THEORY

Sixth Year

I. ENGLISH FOR PRINTERS

A. Punctuation

I. Period, Comma, Interrogation Point, and Exclamation
Point

?. Semi-Colon, Colon, and Quotation Marks
3. parenizesis, Bracket, Dash, Hyphen, Ellipsis,

Apostrophe, and Capitalization

Es. Spelling

I. How to Spell
2. Use of Dictionary
3. Difficult Words
4. Rules for Spelling

C. Compound Words

I. General Rules
2. Rules for Hyphenating
3. Value of Compounding

D. Divided Words

1. Rules
2, Division to Avoid

E. Parts of Speech

1. Nouns, Pronouns, Adjectives, Verbs, and Adverbs
2. Prepositions, Conjunctions, Interjections, Articles,

and Sentences

F. How to Use Words

1. Guides
2. Precauaons
3. Homonyms
4 Ro'
5. Prefixes
6. Suffixes

G. Proof Reading
I. Preliminary Check of Proof
2. General Cleasificador of Copy
3. General Instructions
4. Common Errors
5. Proof Rea.7.eries Marks
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II. MAKING CORRECTIONS

A. Best Time

1. Before Justification
2. Before Transferring Type to Galley

B. Simple Corrections

1. Upside-Down. Lettkis
2. Transposed Letters or Words
3. Wrong Font
4. Wrong or Damaged iletiers
5. Others

C. Corrections Involving Rejustification to be Made in the Stick

1. Omissions
2. Doublets

.3. Ur.equal Spacing
4. Wrong Case
5. Misspelled or Wrong Words
6. Others

D. Use of Equipment

1. Type Tweezers
2. Bodkin
3. Others

III. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF LOCK-UP

A. Stone Work

1. Imposition
2., Lock-Up

B. Study the Instructions

1. Kind of Press
2. Register Work
3. Margins

C. Factors to be Considered Before LoIckup

1. Feed
2. Size
3. Position

D. Actual Work of Locking Up
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N. BASIC LAYOUT

A. Purpose

B. Kinds of Layout

1. Purchases
2. Compositors
3. Thumbnail Sketches

. ..

C. Layout Man

1, Commit the Customer
2, Estimate the Space
3. Apply the Aida Formula

D. Elements of a Complete Layout

1. Size of Job
2, Size and Kind of Border
3. Number, Size, and Position of Illustration
4. Display Lines
5, Body Type
6. Size and Face of Initial
7. Outside Margins

E. Final Check

V. TYPESETTING METHODS

A. Hand Composition and Foundry Type

1. Development
2. Use

B. Linotype

I. Description
4. Development
3. Use

C. Monotype

1. Description
2. Development

D. Ludlow

1, Description
2. Development
3. Us e

E. Other Methods
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

D.O. T. 5-83.411

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED TpISTRUCTION

FOR

RADIO AND TELEVISION APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 90

Blueprint Reading 21 21 - 42

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Theor and Practice 42 42 63 147

TOTALS 144 144 144 432



SAFETY

First Year

L BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

B.

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions - 7

1. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders
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III. HISTORY OF TRADE

II. APPRENTICESHIP

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

A. Definitions

A. Scope of Trade

B. Freedom

C. Olbigations

B. Development of Trade

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

B. History

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

2. American

4. Personnel

2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilitieses

2. Employee

2. Organizations

3. Customers

1. Right to Work

1. European

1. Employer

1. Materials and Methods

a. Local
b. National

First Year
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IL FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

a. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

-1019-
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

Z. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
Z. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO RADIO AND TELEVISION

A. Forces

1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

D. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed ari Velocity

C. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Explanation
3. Problems

D. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices

E. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

F. 'ravitation

i. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral
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IL NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

A. Early Theory

B. Modern Electron Theory

I. Elements
2. Mixture
3. Compounds
4. Molecules and Atoms ,
5. Electrons
6. Protrons
7. Ion
8. Movement of Electrons

a. Electricityl t,



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. ESSENTIALS OF ELECTRICIlY

A. Electron Theory

B. Electric Power

1. Sources
2. Power Supply

a. Basic Components
b. Function
c. Types

3. Transmission

C. Definitions

1. Cur rent - Amps
2. Pressure - Volt
3. Resistance - 'OHM

D. Concept and Application

1. Ohm's Law
2. Power Law
3. Work Law
4. larchoff's Laws

u. ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

A. Components

1. Identification
2. Types
3. Sizes
4. Uses

a. Switches
b. Resistors
c. Capacitors
d. Transformers
e. Transducers
f. Vacuum Tubes
g. Others
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III. RADIO AND TELEVISION SYSTEM IN BRIEF

A. Radio

1. Basic Components
2. Principles of Operation

B. TeIevi lion

I. Basic Components
2. Principles of Operation

IV. ELECTRONICS

A. Meaning

B. Basic Circuits

1. Rectifier
2. Amplifier
3. Oscillator

C. Components of Basic Circuits

1. Resistor
2. Capacitor
3. Coil
4. Transformer
5. Switch
6. Vacuum Tube

a. Types of each
b. Construction of each
c. Characteristics of each
d. Function of each
e. Installation of each

D. Power Supply Components

1. Transformers
2. Filters
3. Rectifiers
4. Voltage Regulators

a. Types of each
b. Construction
c. Function
d. Installation

E. Audio-Amplifiers

1. Types
2. Construction
3. Performance
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safe Working Practice

I. Energized Circuits
a. Correct Tools
b. Correct Grounding
c. Correct Clothing

2. Electric Shock
a. Prevention
b. Treatment

3. Special Places
a. High Work
b. Damp Cellars
c. Pole Work

B. Administering Firat Aid

I. Burns
Z. Broken Bones

a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Deep

5. Shock
6. Punctures

a. Pointed Tools
b. Rusty Nails

7. Splinters



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships.
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. ParticipaCon
b. Obligations of Individ-al

B. Wage Systems

1. Mini,- ri Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti - discrimination
3. Right to Work

U. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
2. Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
Z. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surfac e
5. Volume

B. Trade Applications

II. EQUATIONS

A. Solutions

1 Simple
Z. Ohm's Law
3. Series Circuits

B. Fractional

1. Parallel Circuits

M. SIGNED NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
I. Division

B. Trade Applications



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume

B. Trade Applications

IL EQUATIONS

A. Solutions

1. Simple
2. Ohm's Law
3. Series Circuits

B. Fractional

1. Parallel Circuits

M. SIGNED NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

L SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A. Electrical

B. Radio

1. Resistors
2. Capacitors
3. Chokes
4. Transformers
5. Tubes
6. Others

II. REFERENCE CHART INTERPRETATION

A. R. M. P.. Color Codes

1. Resistors
2. Capacitors
3. Chokes
4. Transformers

III. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

A. Rectifier

1. Halfwave
2. Fullwave
3. Voltage Doubler

B. Amplifiers

1. Audio Frequency
2. Radio Frequency
3. Transistor
4. Video

C. Oscillators

1. Hartley
2. Electron Coupled
3. Multivibrator
4. Blocking OSC
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D. Detectors

E. Detector and Converter Circuits

F. Filter Circuits

G. Receivers

H. Sychronizing Circuits

I. Deilecting Systems

------=
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. ELECTROSTATICS

A. Derivation
1. Flectron

B. Frictional Electricity

1. Positive
2. Negative
3. Electroscope
4. Action of Charges

a. Repel
b. Attract

5. Insulator s
6. Conductor s
7. Charging

a. Contact
b. Induction

8. Generator s
9. Leyden Jar

a. Stores Static Charge

II. CONDUCTORS

A. Definition

1. Conducting Surfaces
2. Dielectric

B. Action

1. Charging
2. Discharging

C. Capacity

1. Factors that Determine
2. Unit of Measurement

D. Types

1. Fixed
2. Paper Roll
3. NU.
4. Variable
5. Ganged
6. Oil Filled
7. Elect rolytic

E. Tests
1. Bridge
2.. Neon Lamp
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. ELECTRONICS

A. Testing Equipment

1. Principle of Operation
2. Construction
3. Use

a. Ammeter
b. Voltmeter
c. Wittmeter
d. Power Factor Indicators
e. Capacitor-Resistance-Inductance Bridges
f. Signal Generator (A. F. and R. F. )
g. Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
h. Oscilloscopes
i. Megger
j. Resonance Indicator
k. Decade Boxes
I. Electronic Tube Checkers

B. Procedures for Removal

C. 1:quipment (Basic Components)

1. Characteristics
2. Circuit Details
3. Cause for Failure
4. Methods for Determining Deective Parts

IL RADIO RECEIVERS

A. Amplitude Modulated

1. Construction
2. Controls
J. Circuits
4. Methods for Testing
5. Repair and Replacing Parts

B. Frequency Modulated

1. Construction
2. Controls
3. Circuits
4. Methods for Testing
5. Repair and Replacing Parts
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C. Loud Speakers

1. Construction
Z. Controls
3. Circuits
4. Methods of Testing
5. Repair and Replacing Parts

D. Antennas and Transmission Lines

1. Types
Z. Theory of Operation
3. Construction
4. Causes of Failure
5. Correction

III. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

A. Miscellaneous ana Special Type Items

1. Types of each
Z. Construction
3. Circuits
4. Installation
5. Function
6. Causes of Malfunction
7. Correction of Malfunction

a. Motor Generators
b. Control Equipment
c. Intercominunication System
d. Speech Recorders
e. Remote Contrcl Devices
f. Modulating Equipment
g. Other as necessary



SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults
I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Slci11
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental' Unfittieis
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a, Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Empl oyment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

0.

B. Public Assistance .

1. Old-Age Assistance'
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare . -

2. Services for Cripplied Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

Ii. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical 'Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers'

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. SQUARE ROOT

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Circular Mil
2. Resistance

II. TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

A. Functions

1. Sine
2. Cosine
3. Tangent

B. Trade Applications

1. A. C. Problems

III. ALTERNATING CURRENT

A. Fundamentals

1. Sine Curve
2. Impedance
3. Power Factor
4. Reactance

A
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. MAGNETISM

A. Natural Magnet

1. Lodestone

B. Artificial Magnet

1. Types
a. Iron 4 '

b. Steel
2. Polarity

a. North
b. South

3. Laws of Polarity
a. Unlike - Attraction
b. Like - Repel

4. EArth's Magnetic Field
5. Lines of Force

C. Theory of Magnetism

1. Permeability
2. Retentivity
3. Reluctance

D. Magnetic Alloys

1. Cobalt Steels
2. Nickel Steels
3. Alnico

11. ELECTROMAGNETISM

A. Oersted Work

1. Production from Current
a. Magnetic Field around Wire
b. Direction of Lines of Force
c. Right Hand Rules
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B. Henry's Electro-Magnet

1. Location of Poles
2. Solenoid
3. Flux Depends on Turns

C. Uses

1. Lifting
2. Bells and Buzzers
3. Relays
4. Circuit Breakers
5. Motors
6. Meters
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. TELEVISION RECEIVER

A. Functional Block Diagram

1, Video Section
2. Sound Section
3, Sync and Sweep Sections
4, Power Supply Sections

B. Circuitry

1. Tuner or Front End
2. Video Section
3. Sound Sections
4, Sync Circuits
5, Automatic Gain Controls (A, G. C. )
6. Sweep Circuits

a, Vertical
b. Horizontal

7, Power Supply
a. Low Voltage
b. High Voltage

C. Picture Tube

1, Electron Gun
a. Types
b. Ion Traps

2, Focusing Methods
3, Deflection Methods
4. Anode Connection

a, Button
b. Rim Connection

U. ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUES

A. Tuner

1, Replace



B. Video

1. Test Equipm'ent
2. Alignment nito li
3. Necessity

a. Weak or Washed Out Pictures
b. Poor Detail
c. Smear
d. Trailing Whites
e. Fuzzy Picture
f. Oscillation
g. Interference

4. Procedures
5. Analysis of Response Curves
6. Traps

a. Purpose
b. Adjustment

7. Video I. F. Carrier
C. Sound

1. Test Equipment
2. Alignment Tools
3. Necessity

a. Weak Sound
b. Buzz
c. Low Signal to Noise Ratio

4. Procedures
a. Sound Take-off
b. Sound I. F.

III. TROUBLE SHOOTING

A. Sectionalizing by Sound and Picture Analysis

1. Outside Interference
2. Antenna Circuit
3. Turner
4. Video
5. Audio
6. Sync
7. Sweeps
8. Voltages
9. Automatic Gain Control

B. Isolation of Stage

1. Location
2. Tube Checking
3. Quick Checks
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Finding Defective Components

D. Correction



REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING MECHANIC

D.O.T. 5-83.94:

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAICDOWN

Hours of Relates Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT lst Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 21 21 21 63

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

_Trade Theory 54 54 54 162

TOTALS 144 144 144 432
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SAFETY

rirst Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Aesponsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Ladders
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European I
2. American/

C. Obligations

I. Employer
2. Employee

III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year
...

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Ft 4.amentale
.

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. SQUARE ROOT

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications



?

BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
1. Limits
g. Breaks

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Selections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE
,

First Year

I. REFRIGERATION FUNDAMENTALS

A. Heat

1. Definition
Z. Movement

a. Why
b. Solids, Liquids, and Gases

3. B. T. U.
a. Definition .

b. Use
c. Relation to Degrees of Heat

4. Sensible
5. Latent

a. Fusion
b. Evaporation
c. Cohdensation

B. Vapor

1. Definition
Z. Saturated
3. Superheated
4. Difference from Gig

C. Pressure I. ,

I-I

1. Absolute
Z. Gauge
3. Mercury-Vacuum
4. Dalton's Law

D. Gas Laws

,

1. Charles' Law
Z. Boyle's Law

a. Use of Gas Laws
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. REFRIGERATION FUNDAMENTALS

A. Basic Principles

1. Evaporation
2. Pressure-Temperature Relationship
3. Cycles

a. Pressure
b. Temperature
c. Heat
d. Liquid-Vapor

4. Standard Ton

B. Measuring Instruments

1. Gauges
2. Stem T herznometers
3. Remote Thermometers
4. Volt Ammeter

a. Purpose of above
b. Types of above
c. Use of above

II. REFRIGERANT METERING DEVICES

1. Construction Features
2. Principles of Operation
3. Effect of Moisture and Oil
4. Effect of Acid Action
5. Use of Desiccants and Dryer.
6. Effect of Refrigerant Shortage
7. Operating Characteristics
8. Techniques of Testing

B. High Side Floats

1. Construction Details
2. Operating Characteristics
3. Techniques of Testing
4. Effect of Air
5. Techniques of Purging Mr
6. Accessories

a. Intermediate Check
b. Capillary Tubes

A. Low Side Floats



C. Capillary Tubes
1. Construction
Z. Principles of Operation
3. Pressure-Cycle Characteristics
4. Effects of

a. Moisture
b. Antifreeze'
c. Oil

5. Dryers
a. Volume Change
b. Why in Suction Line

6. Operating a Capillary System
a. Types of Motor Controls
b. Off-Cycle Pressure Balance
c. Effect of Critical Charge
d. Proper Charge and Superheat
e. Effect of Head Pressure,'

D. Hand Expansion Valves

1. History
Z. Function and Purpose
3. Limited Usefulness

E. Automatic Expansion. Valve

1. Advantages and Limitations
Z. Proper Motor Control
3. Construction Details
4. Operating Principles
5. Effects of

a. Moisture
b. Acid
c. Dirt

6. Dryers
a. Types
b. Location

7. Pressure Regulating Characteristics

F. Thermostatic Expansion Valves
1. Construction Detail's
Z. Function and Purpose
3. Operating Principles
4. Effects of

a. Moisture
b. Acid

5. Techniques of Adjusting
6. Pressure Drop

a. Effect
b. Cause

7. Action and Purpose of Various Elements
8. Best Location for Valve
9. Precautions in Locating
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE WORXING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Good Lighting
3. Proper Ventilation

B. Energised Circuits

1. Correct Tools
2. Correct Grounding
3. Correct Clothing

C. Heating Equipment

1. Fire Hazards
2. Handling Hot Materials
3. Fire Prevention

D. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones

a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor Bleeding
b. Pressure Points

S. Shock
6. Puncture
7. Asphpdation
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS
...

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

Year

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relati onships
b. Effects .

Z. IndivI4Uals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b.. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

C. Legislation

1. Security
Z. Anti-discrimination.
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
Z. Children
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. REFRIGERATION PROBLEMS

A. Heat Calculations.

1. Determine Design Temperature
2. Effect of Heat Leakage Variables
3. Factors Affecting Heat Load
4. Heat Load Survey
5. Calculating Condensing Unit Size
6. Temperature Difference Controls Evaporator Size
7. Use of Tables
8. Evaporator Size Affects Relative Humidity

B. Pipe Size Calculations

1. Allowable Velocitiei
2. Allowable Pressure Drop
3. Sizing by Velocity
4. Sizing by Pressure Drop
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. RESIDENTIAL BLUEPRINTS

A. General Information

B. Special Purpose Circuits

C. Miscellaneous

7. Conductor Type and Sizes
8. Circuit Protection
9. Feeders

Z. Hot Water
3. Laundry Dryer
4. Oil Burner
5..

6. Air Conditioner

1. Specifications
Z. National Electric Code

1. Range

Water Pump

a. Tables

t053.

. _

1. Plans
Z. Survey
3. Symbols
4. Wiring Layout
5. Outlets
6. Cikuits



APPLIED SCIENCE

I. REFRIGERANTS

Second Year

.

A. Characteristics .

1. Definition
2. Purpose ...T 7, .. . ,

3. Requirements =.-2

4. Properties :..1 :

a. Physical . .

b. Tables of Properties
c. Chemical
d. Cheinical Names
e. Chemical Symbols

5. Refrigeration Effect

B. Types of Refrigerants

1. Water
Z. Ammonia
3. Freon 11
4. Freon 12
5. Freon 22
6. Carrene 7
7. Freon 144
8. Less Common Ones

C. Reaction to Moisture

1. Effect
2. Reason

D. Handling

1. Techniques
2. Storing
3. Cylinders



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. EVAPORATORS AND COMPRESSORS

A. Evaporators

1. Purpose
2. Requirements
3. Factors Affecting Heat Transfer
4. Basic Types
5. Circulation

B. Testing Reciprocating Compressors

1. Purpose of Compressors
2. Operating Principles
3. Operating of Service Valves
4. Operating Pressures
5. Indicator Diagrams
6. Overall Construction Features

C. Testing Rotary Compressors

1. Construction
2. Operating Principles
3. Value and Limitations
4. Techniques of Testing
5. Lubrication

D. Testing Hermetic and Semi-Hermetic Units

1. Type of Compressor
2. Type of Meters. g Device
3. Vapor Cooling
4. Direct Connected Compressors
5. Compressor Speed
6. Piston Speed
7. Piston Displacement
8. Centrifugal Compressors
9. Steam Jets
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U. CONDENSERS

A. Fundamentals

B.

1. Construction Featuris
2. Operating Principles
3. Limitations
4. Effect on Head Pressure

Types ;

1. Water Cooled
a. Double Pipe
b. Shell and Tube
c. Shell and Coil
d. Evaporative

2. Air Cooled

HI. FLOW EQUIPMENT

A. Liquid Receivers

1. Construction
2. Purpose
3. Safety Devices
4. Cross Connections

a. Low Side
b. High Side

B. Pipe and Accessories

1. Copper Tubing
2. Valves
3. Strainers
4. Oil Separator
S. Automatic Purger

IV. ELECTRIC CONTROLS

A. Low Pressure

1. Construction and Operating Principle
2. Usual Location
3. Techniques of Isolating
4. Setting



B. Ter Iperature Controls

I. Construction and Operating Principle
2. Comparison of Temperature and Pressure Control
3. Procedure for Installing
4. Setting

C. High Pressure Cut-Outs

1. Construction
2. Function and Pu.pov
3. Techniques of Connecting

D. Solenoid Valves

I. Construction and Operating Principle
2. Purpose and Function
3. Methods of Controlling Operation

E. Constant Pressure Valve

I. Structural Details
2. Purpose ; -4 Operating Principle
3. Usual Location

F. Water Regulating Val, as

I. Structural Details
2. Purpose and Operating Principles
3. Location

G. Pressure Relief Valve

I. Constructicr Features
2. Principles c.f Operation
3. How and Where to Connect



SAFETY

Third Year

i. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violea' Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeve s
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year
..

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance'
r.

1. Old Age Aisistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid-teDependent Children.

C. Health and Welfare' Service's

1. Child Welfire:-' -

2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. :.;isability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. AIR CONDITIONING CALCULATIONS

A. Heat Gains

I. Conduction Gains
2. Equipment Gains
3. Total Heat Content of Mr
4. Solar Heat Gain

B. Ca lculations for Conditioned Supply

I. Sensible Heat Loss or Gain
2. Moisture Content
3. Latent Heat Exchange
4. Calculate C. F. M. .

5. Calculate Reheat
6. Refrigeration Capacity
7. Calculations for Process Air Conditioning



BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

1. Reason
2. Use

B. Dimensioning

1. Simple
2. Detail

C. Views

1. Method
2. Purpose

D. Sectioning

1. Method
2. Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
2. Number
3. Attached Sheet

F. Sub-Assembly Drawings

1. Where Used
2. Purpose



APPLIL D SCIENCE

Third Year

I.

, .

AIR CONDITIONING

A. Air

1. Definition of Air Conditioning
2. Temperature

a. Wet Bulb
b. Dry Bulb
c. Dew Point

3. Psychrometric Properties
4. Movement .

5. Cleaning Devices

B. Humidity

1. Definition
2. Types

a. Absolute
b. Relative
c. Measurement

NA:....;RE OF ELECTRICITY

A. Modern Electron Theory

1. Atoms and Molecules
2. Electrons
3. Protons
4. Movement of Electrons

B. Ohm's Law

1. Formula
2. Use

C. Safety Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
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I. ELECTRIC MOTORS, STARTERS, RELAYS, ETC.

A. Electric Motors

2. Construction
3. Winding

1. TYPes
a. Capa,:itor Start

_ b. Split Phase

d. Payphase Induction
e. Shaded Pole

c. 14:pulsion Start Induction Run

THEORY

Third Year

I

`TRADE

,

4. Limitations
.5. Horsepower Range
6. Advantages
7. Speed
8. Lubricating

B. Sealed Unit Relays

1. Construction
Z. Operating Principle
3. Testing Windings
4. Use of Startomatic Test Equipment

C. Magnetic Starters atid Protective Devices

I. Construction of Magnetic Starters
2. Principles of Operation
3. Circuits for Automatic Operation
4. Action of Thermal Overload
5. Fuses
6. Fusetron and Fusestat

II. AIR CONDITIOWNG

A. Comfort Conditions

1. Definition of Air Conditioning
2. Heat Loss from Body
3. Comfort and Effective Temperature
4. Desirable Air Movement
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B. Properties of Air .

1. Relation of Volume to Temperature
2. Relation of Volume to Pressure
3. Meaning of Dew Point
4. Relation of Sensible, Latent, and Total Heat

C. Heat Gains

I. How
2. Definition of -Design Condition
3. Conduction Gains
4. Equipment Heat Gains
5. Solar Heat Gains
6. Maximum Cooling Load

D. Water for Air Conditioning

1. Sources
2. Relation of Pumps snd Screens
3. Methods of Ccoling and Using
4. Use of Air Washers

E. Ducts and Fans

1. Air Pressure at Ducts
2. Relation of Total, Static, and Velocity Pressure
3. Friction
4. Use of Dampers
5. Types of Fans
6. Selection of Fans
7. Types of Registers
8. Desirsd Air Throw

F. Heat Pumps

1. Purpose
2. Theory
3. Operation
4. Cycles
5. Performance
6. Sources of Heat for Cooling Coils
7. Types of Controls



ROOFER ,'S

D. O. T.7- 31.144

'Ie.

41;

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF B.ELATEI:3:INSTRUCTION

FOR

ROOFER APPRENTICE

. '1 . ;-
SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 30 30 30 90

Trade Theory 57 57 57 171

TOTALS 144 144 144 43Z



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Respons.sbilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. Ge neral Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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U. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handl4ng and Installation of Materials
a. loifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

Z. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of.Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Ladders
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
.- 2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

1. Employer
2. Employee

M. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. MultiVlication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

11. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT REAEING

First Year

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Definitions

1. Working Drawings
2. Plans
3. Reproductions

a. Blueprints
b. B - W
c. Dry Process
d. Photostats

B. Working Drawings

1. Lines
2, Views

a. Relationships.

C. Pla::ement of Views

I, Plan, Front, and Right Side
2. Detail Drawings

D. Dimensions

1. Scales
2. Dimensioning

a. .2letension Lines
b. Dimension Lines
c. Limited Space
d. Structural Member

E. Invisible Edges

I. Importance
2. Uses
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE ROOFER

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to ..

a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Antifriction Devices

D. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
3. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3.

F. Heat

Transmission

S ources
2. Measurement
3. Transmission
4. Effects
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. BUILT UP ROOFING

A. General Characteristic Roof Coverings

I. Single Units
2. Multiple Units

B. Materials

I. Pitch
2. Asphalt

C. Deck Preparation

I. Wood
2. Nailable
3. Non-nailable
4. Poured
5. Precast
6. Steel

D. Spe cifications

I. For above decks

E. Flashing

I. Materials
2. Types

F. Hotstuff

I. Heating
2. Analysis
3. Temperature
4. Equipment

a. Types
b. Maintenance

...



IL INSULATION AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL

A. Air, Moisture, and Heat

I. Humidity
a. Types
b. Effects

2. Radiation
3. Effects

B. Insulation Application

I. Materials
2. Methods
3. Vapor Barrier
4. Cut-offs

C. Roof Surfacing

I. Materials
a. Purpose
b. Kinds

D. Temperature Control

.



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Ladders

1. Inspection
2. Setting

a. Correct Footing
3. Climbing
4. Taking Down

B. Hoists, Pulleys, and Slings

1. Hook-up
2. Placing
3. Use
4. Taking Down

C. Heating Equipment

1. Fire Hazards
2. Handling Hot Materials

D. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones

a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor Bleeding
b. Pressure Points

5. Shock
6. Punctures



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOWS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

1. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct

1. Fraction
2. Inches
3. Feet
4. Conversion

B. Computed

1. Areas
a. Square and Rectangle
b. Triangle
c. Polygon
d. Circle

Z. Volumes
a. Cylinders

11. GRAPHS

A. Types

1. Circle
2. Bar
3. Line

B. Construction

1. Uses



I.

BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Circles and Arcs

I. On Plan
2. Dimensioning
3. Drawing

B. Views in Section

1. Importance
a. Plan Views
b. Sectional Views
c. Detail Drawings

2. Development
3. Architectural Symbols
4. Sections

a. Materials
b. Reference Lines
c. Detail Drawings

II. ORTHOGRAPHIC SKETCHING

A. Importance

B. Tools for Sketching

1, Use
2. Care

C. Straight Lines

I. Methods
2. Practice
3. Proportion

D. Shapes

I. Circles
2. Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year
. -

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE ROOFER

A. Light

I. Wave Action
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Color

B. Sound

1. Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measure
4. Transmission
5. Insulation
6. Absorption

II. BASIC TRADE MATERIALS

A. Characteristics

I. Properties
a. Physical
b. Chemical

2. Qualities
3. Composition

a. Felts
b. Hair
c. Paper
d. Rag
e. Asphalt Emulsion

B. Relationship

I. Climate and its Effect onRoofing
2. Oxidation and its Effect on Roofing
3. Expansion and Contraction as Applied to Roofing
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

1. STEEP ROOFS

A. Asphalt Roofing

1. Preparing Surface
2. Asphalt Shingles

a. American Method
b. Wide Space Method
c. Dutch Cap Method
d. French Hexagonal Method
e. Square Tab
f. Hexagon Strip
g. Self Locking

3. Roll Roofing
a. Horizontal
b. Vertical

B. Flashing

1. Vent
2. Chimney
3. Dormer
4. End Wall

C. Valleys

D. Hips and Ridges

E. Transporting and Storing Materials

1. Brackets
2. Felt
3. Strips
4. Flashing
5. Cement
6. Nails
7. Eave Starters
8. Ridge Roll
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F. Asbestos Cement

1. Preparation
a. New Work
b. Old Work

2. Pit ch
3. Nailing
4. Application

a. Starter Course
b. First Course
c. Succeeding Courses
d. Hip and Ridge

5. Sealing Ridge and Hips
6. Tools and Equipment

G. Wood Shingles

1. "ails and Nailing
2. ralleys, etc.

H. Slating

1. Tools
2. Classification
3. Preparation of necks
4. Nailing
5. Round Towers
6. Round Valleys
7. Hips and Ridges

I. Roofing Tiles

1. Types
2. Starting Course
3. Hips, Ridges, and Valleys
4. Others



SAFETY 1
.

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A, Personal Faults
.

1. Faulty Instrucii n ..:
2. Inability of Ejiip ogee

a. Inexperie' se .

b. Lack of 4111,:'
c. Ignorane 4
d. Poor, JildgMent.

3. Poor Disciplinii
4. Lack of Conciiiration
5. Unsafe PractiOef-'

a. Chance ITaldng
b. Short Cuts
c.- Halite :1

Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggi Iness or Fat igue
b. Vf 'le Temper
c. Exci ility

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. ialatards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor 14,,uSekeevoing
3. Defectii re: Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Impr:per P' Vining
7. improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. I-11.,TORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

13. Development

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages ald Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children

14
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APPLIED -MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. General

1. Measurement of Roof
2. Measurements of

,
Materials

B. Wood Decks

1. Sheathing Paper
2. Tarred Felt
3. Pitch

a. Amount Oveilap
b. Amount Needed
c. Amount to Order

C. Insulated Steel Decks

1. Primer
2. Blocks
3. Pitch
4. Tarred Felt
5. Gravel

a. Amount Overlap
b. T pe of Application
c. Amount. Necessary

D. Roof Pitches

1. Rise
2. Span
3. Amount of Materials Necessary
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Specifications

1. Purpose
2. Importance

B. Scale P.nd Working Drawings

1. Reading Scale
2. Use of Scale
3. Views
4. Sections
5. Detail Drawings

C. Elevation Drawings

1. Meaning
2. Interpretation
3. Symbols
4. Terms and Abbreviations
5. Wall Sections

D. Roof Plan

1. Visualization
2. Dormers
3. Louvers



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. CHEMISTRY OF MATERIALS

A. Bituman, Coal Tar, and Asphalt

1. Flash Point
2. Melting Point
3. Viscosity:.
4. Other 'Physical Tests
5. Chemical Composition
6. Effects of Heating

a. Over Heating
7. Methods of Manufacture

B. Other Materials

1. Solder
2. Copper
3. Zinc
4. Galvanized Iron
5. Aluminum
6. Coated Sheets
7. Paints

II. ATMOSPHERE

A. Composition of Af.r

1. Components
2. Ratio of Composition
3. Physical Properties

B. Climatic Conditions

1. Humidity
2. Dew Point
3. Heat
4. Cold

C. Effects on Roofing Materials

1. Reactions to above

,-;

III. Roof Drainage

A. Principles
1. Area of Roof
2. Pitch of Roof
3. Type of Roof
4. Average Rainfall
5. Size of Gutters
6. Size of Leaders
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TRADE TlItORY

Third Year

I. METAL ROOF COVERING

A. Materials

1. Types
Z. Properties
3. Expansion and Contraction

B. Seaming

1. Batten
Z. Standing
3. Flat

C. Soldering Seams

D. Painting Seams

E. V - Crimped

F. Metal Roll Roofing

G. Metal Shingles

1. Hips, Valleys, Ridges
Z. Others

H. Flashings

I. Ridge Finishing

J. Corregated Roofing

1. Metal
Z. Asbestos
3. Cutting Vents
4. Repairing'.

K. Ventilating

IL REROOFING AND REPAIRING

A. Built-Up Roof

1. Preservatives
Z. Solvents
3. Preparing Surface
4. Cutting Out
S. Cementing
6. Recovering Patch
7. Recoating Roof
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B. Maintenance of Built Up Roofs

C. Spraying

I. New Roofs
2. Old Roofs
3. Equipment

D. Trouble Shooting

E. Removing Gravel

III. PLASTICS

A. Flashing

B. Roofing

C. Skylights

D. Covering

IV. BUILDING MOVEMENTS

A. Effects

I. Expansion and Contraction
2. Shrinkage and Vibraeln
3. Expansion Jcints
4. Wind Movements

V. ROOF RAINAGE

A. Cutters and Leaders

I. Calculation
2. Materials
3. Trees

B. Flat Poof Drainage



SHEET METAL MECHANIC

D. 0.1.: 4-80.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

SHEET METAL APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDCWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Y ear tad Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 27 90

Blueprint Reading 21 42

Sheet Metal Layout and Practice 72 72 72 288

Applied Science 15 15 30

Trade Theo r 27 27 54

144 144 144 144 576

-1088-
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SAFETY

First Year

I.. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
Z. Employer Responsibilities

B. Ace;4ents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

I. Protection
Z. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



,:47. 3, 1.; ^1°' ST. 2.t: 41%

I.

U.

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3, Responsibilities

APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

U. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Re duction
2. Steel Rule
3. Addition
4. Subtraction
5. Multiplication
6. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion
6. Use of Tables

B. Trade Applications

1. Micrometer
2. Tolerances
3. Allowance
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

Y. ORTFOGRAI)FLIC PROJECTION

A. Views

I. Nurnber
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Thr eads
1. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Hall
c. Broken
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SHEET METAL LAYOUT AND PRACTICE

First Year

I. GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION

A. Line Construction

1. Bisection.
a. Lines
b. Angles

2. Perpendiculars
a. Line
b. Point

3. Parallel Lines

B. Simple Construction

1. Circles
2. Triangles

a. Right
b. Acute
t.. Obtuse
d. Isosceles

3. Squares and Trapezoids
4. Polygons
5. Ellipses

C. Advanced Construction

1. Hyperbola
2. Parabola
3. Spiral
4. Helix
5. Scroll

II. PARALLEL LINE DEIL:LOPMENT

A. General Information

I. Definition



a. Principles
a. Plan and elevation are drawn
b. Right view is used
c. Stretchout rade
d. Measuring lines at right angles
e. Projection of points
f. Connection of Points

B. Pattern Problems

I. Two piece round elbow
a. Conductor elbow
3. Rectangular conductor shoe
4. Two piece oblong ..lbow
5. Pipe and roof flange
6. Pipe and roof flange for ridge
7. Octagon pipe over ridge of roof
8. T-joint

a. P- .ne diameters
b. Afferent diameters
c, Same diameters at an angle
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE SHEET METAL MECHANIC

A. Matter
I. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces

I. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3, Measurement

C. Motion

I. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

I. Definition
a. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Helpful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Gravitation

I. Center
2. Equilibrium

p., Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral
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SAFETY

Second Yea,.-

L SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Personal

B.

1. Physical Disabilities
2. Maintaining Phvs4cal Fitness
3. Proper Care of Eyes
4. .Acid and Burn Hazards

Hand Tools and Materials

1. Removing Burrs on Tools
2. Removing Burrs from Templets, Etc.
3. Replacing Mused Stock in Racks
4. Proper Handling of Awkward Sized Sheets
5. Proper Handling of Gas Line
6. Use of Goggles
7. Fumes
8. Results of Mixing Water and Hot Solder
9. Cautions of Overhead Soldering

10. Handling Acids

C. Welding

1. Correct Grounding
2. Fire Hazard
3. Good Ventilation
4. Eye Protection
5. Burn Protection
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter- relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of :ndividual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
Z. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work

--_-- -_-

1. ECONOMICS

A. Partnership
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1 APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio
I. Averages
2. Percentages

B. Trade Applications

II. FORMULAS

A. Fundamentals

I. Symbols
2. Addition and Subtraction
3. Grouping
4. Fractoring

B. Applizations

C. Perimein* Formulas

III. AREA MEASURE

A. Fundamentals

I. Units
2. Conversion
3. Applications

B. Exponents

I. Applications

C. Areas

I. Cetometrical Figures



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

. I

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Wily called

6. Length cf Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
Z. Ang..as
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



T'FOMO,MIIIMM...21.=nswver.e.

SHEET METAL LAYOUT AND PRACTICE

Second Year

I. PARALLEL LINE DEVELOPILENT

A. Pattern Problems

1. Y-joint
2. Square pipes of same diameters intersecting

at an angle
3. Round pipes of unequal diameters intersecting

irregularly
4. Octagonal pipe intersecting a square pipe obliquely
5. Rectangular pipe intersecting a round pipe obliquely
6. Four-piece 900 elbow
7. Five-piece 60° elbow
8. Three-piece 90° elbow

B. Practical Cornice and Gutter Problems

1. Roman mouldings
2. Square return miter
3. Butt miter
4. Oblique return miter
5. Butt mite" against a surface oblique in plan
6. Eave trough miter
7. M_ol ded face gutter
8. Ogee gutter
9. Molded roof gutter

10. Octagonal gutter
11. Quarter circle gutter
12. Square face miter
13. Octagon face miter
14. Miter between a gable and horizontal molding
15. Panel miter
16. Roof finialr Square ventilator
113. Octagonal roof finial
19. Conductor head
20. Pediment molding mitering on a wash
21. Gable molding with raked profile
Z2. Broken pediment
23. Miter between moldings of different profiles
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

L MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE SHEET METAL MECHANIC

A. Fluids

I. Rest
Z. Motion

B. Atmospheric Pressure

I. Principles
Z. Standard
3. Relationship

a. Heat
b. Vacuum

C. Light

1. Source
Z. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement

D. Heat

I. Sources
Z. Measurement
3. Expansion
4. Trade Applications

II. NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

A. Electricity

1. Electron Theory
Z. Static Electricity
3. Types of Electricity

a. Direct
b. Alternating

4. Sources
5. Generation
6. Transmission
7. Circuits
8. SE.fety Devices

B. Trade Applications
I. Machines
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III. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO THE SHEET METAL MECHANIC

A. Strength of Materials

1. Tension
2. Compression
3. Shear
4. Bending
5. Ductility

B. Heat Treating

I. Normalizing
2. Annealing
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SAFETY
.. ,

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Machine Operation

1. Feeding Material
Z. Hazards to Fingers horn

a. Burns. -,

b. Cutters
c. Roi lers

3. Disposal of Scrap
4. Capacity of Machines
5. Use of Foot Pedals
6. Correct Position of Operator
7. Safety Precautions
8. Use of Machine Guards

B. Administering First Aid

I

1. Burns
a. Fire
b. Acid

Z. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Pressure Points

5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

IL SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
Z. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
Z. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. VOLUME MEASURE

A. Fundamentals

1. Units
Z. Conversion

a. Dry
b. Liquid
c. Cubic

B. Volumes

1. Geometrical Figures

II. FORMULAS AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS

A. Allowances

1. Seam and Edge
a. Types
b. Formulas
c. Allowanc e

B. Stretchouts

1. Square
Z. Rectangular
3. Round
4. Oval
5. Elliptical
6. Special Cases

C. economical Use of Metal

1. Number of Pieces from a Sheet

D. Wire

1. Length of Wire for Job
Z. Various Shaped Objects

E. Length of Arcs

1. Elbows

F. Tapered Work
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SHEET METAL LAYOUT AND PRACTICE

Third Year

I. RADIAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. General Information

1. Definition
Z. Principles

a. Drawing with true length and height -
b. Plan
c. Stretchout arc
d. Location of points
e. Measuring lines
f. Line through a cone

B. Pattern Layouts

1. Cone and frustum
Z. Square pyramid
3. Irregular frustum of a cone
4. Irregular frustum of a hex. pyramid
5. Conical gutter outlet
6. Tapering collar for a roof having a double pitch
7. Rectangular pyramid
8. Octagonal pyramid
9. Oblong pitched cover

10. Flaring pan
11. Funnel
12. Rolind ventilator head
13. Fruit jar filler
14. Elliptical flaring pan
15. Grocer's scoop
16. Tapering square pipe intersecting a vertical

square pipe
17. A cone intersected by a cylinder placed vertically
18. A cone intersected by a vertical square pipe
19. A cone intersected by a cylinder at right angles

to its axis
20. A cone intersected by a square pipe placed in a

horizontal position
21. The frustum of a Lone intersecting a cylinder

obliquely
Z2. The frustum of a cone intersecting a cone of

unequal diameter obliquely
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. }lend Tools

1. Description
2. Types
3. Uses
4. Care
S. Maintenance Problems

B. Machines

I. Bar Folder
a. Types
b. Methods of Setting and Checking
c. Edges and Folds
d. Use
e. Care and Maintenance

2. Cornice Brake
a. Types of Work
b. Description of Molds
c. Use
d. Care and Maintenance

3. Slip Roll Forming Machine
a. Types
b. Description of Parts
c. Use
d. Care and Maintenance

4. Squaring Machine
a. Common Types and Sizes
b. Hold Down Attachments
c. Description and Use
d. Care and Maintenance

5. Beading Machine
a. Description
b. Uses of Beads
c. Uses of Adjustments
d. Improper Beading
e. Care and Maintenance

6. Crimping Machine
a. Description
b. Use of Adjustments
c. Care and Maintenance
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7. Ring and Circular Shears
a. Description
b. Use of Adjustments
c. Use a Gauges
d. Care and Maintenance

8. Turning Machine
a. Description
b. Use
c. Action of Metal
d. Use of Gauge Adjustments
e. Care and Maintenance

9. Burring Machine
a. Description
b. Use of Gauge Adjustment s
c. Use of Hand Guard
d. Care and Maintenance

10. Grinders
a. Description
b. Use
c. Types and Sizes of Wheels
d. Methods of Grinding
e. Care and Maintenance

C. Equipment

1. Description
2. Use
3. Testing
4. Care and Maintenance
5. Storage

a. Hoists
b. Ropes
c. Blocks and Tackle
d. Ladders
e. Bars
f. Work Benches



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
Z. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Condit ores
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Square Root

B. Law of Right Triangles

C. Construction

1. 3-4-5 Method

D. Practical Problems

1. Cones
2. Roof Pitch
3. Bend Allowance

E. Functions

1. Applications

II. EQUATIONS

A. Introduction

1, Definitions
2. Addition
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Subtraction
6. Square Root
7. Transposing

B. Trade Application

M. GRAPHS

A. Bar

B. Circle

C. Line

D. Appl ic.ations
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SHEET METAL' LAYOUT AND PRACTICE

Fourth Year

I. TRIANGULATION

A. General Information

1. Definition
2. Principles

a. Irregular Forms
b. Divide Drawing
c. True Lengths
d. Construct Triangles

B. Pattern Layouts

1. Transition piece, square to square
2. Register box, rectangular to round
3. Register box, rectangular to round, vertical

on two sides
4. Irregular flaring pipe connection, vertical on

one side
5. Transition piece, round to oblong
6. Twisted rectangular pipe
7. Transition piece, rectangular to triangle
8. Irregular fitting forming a transition from round to

oblong upper base, inclined 45°
9. Irregular T-joint

10. Roof collar, square to round base obliquely inclined
11. Scalene or oblique cone
12. Oblong raised cover with semi-circular ends
13. Rectangular raised cover with rounded corners
14. Six pointed star
15. Ash or garbage chute head

C. Simplified Method

1. Definitions
2. Principles

a. When Used
b. No Plan
c. Elevations
d. Centerline
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3. Same Problems
a. Irregular flaring roof collar
b. Three piece offset fitting
c. Three piece 90° Kbows
d. Furnace boot, round to rectangular
e. Y-joints
f. Irregular T-joint, rectangular to round

IL SKYLIGHTS

A. Pattern Problems

1. Flat
2. Double Pitch
3. Hipped

III. SPECIAL PROBLEMS
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

A. Solder and Fluxes

1. Properties of Soft Solders
a. Physical
b. Chemical

Z. Fluxes
a. Nece. '.4t7
b. Actions
c. Kinds

Making Zinc Chloride
a. Preparation
b. Properties
c. Uses

4. Preparing a Dipping Solution
a. Properties
b. Uses

B. Fasteners

1. Band Iron
a. Sizes
b. Properties
c. Uses

Z. Wire
a. Type
b. Sizes
c. Uses

3. Rivets
a. Common Kinds
b. Standard Sizes
c. Selecting Rivets
d. Spacing
e. Selecting Rivet Set, Punch, or Drill



SPRINKLEFITTER

D. O. T. 5- 30.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED' NSTRUCTION

FOR

SPRINKLE FITTER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT lst Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 96

Applied Science 24 24 24 24 96

Trade Theory 48 8 48 48 192

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2, Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS
:.

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS
. .

....
First Year

1

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals.
.. .

1. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

i

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

3. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE SPRINKLE FITTER

A. Matter

1. Definition
Z. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gas es

3. Properties

B. Forces :,

1. Definition
Z. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement .

C. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
Z. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

1. Rest
2. Motion

1. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Tools and Equipment

1. Description
Z. Use
3. Care
4. Safety

II. WATER SUPPLY

A. City Water

1. Primary Supply
2. Use of Booster Pump (250-1000 GPM)

a. Installations
b. Use of Check Valve
c. Use of Open Gate Valve

B. Fire Department

1. Single or Siamese
2. Coupling Threads Conform to Standard

C. Pressure Tanks
1
3-1. Capacity (3- water and air at 75 psi)

2. Use of Check Valves
3. Use of Open Gate Valves
4. Use of Fire Pumps

D. Gravity Tanks (Elevated)

1. Use of Gate and Check Valves
2. Use of Fire Pumps

a. Singly or in Combination

E. Code

1. City Water Supply Connections
a. Light Hazard
b. Ordinary Hazard
c. Extra Hazard
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2. Fire Department Connection
a. Number and Location
b. Minimum Pipe Size.
c. Fire Boat Connections
d. Types and arrangement such as wet and

dry pipe, straight way check, no shut off,
hose connection and provision for drainage

3. Pressure Tanks
a. Location and Installation

4. Gravity Tanks (Elevated)
a. Minimum Requirements

III. PIPING

A. Kinds

1. Steel Pipe
2. Cast Iron Pipe
3. Non-ferrous Pipe

a. Copper
b. Brass
c. Transite

B. Preparing Pipe for Installation
1. Measuring
2. Cutting
3. Threading
4. Reaming
5. Doping

IV. PIPE FITTING

A. Materials

1. Cast Iron
2. Malleable

a. Where Used
b. Why

B. Types (Screwed)

1. Common Ones
2. Offset Reducing Couplings
3. T-Y's

C. Underground

1. Socket
2. Elcmadex-Simplex
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D. Reading Reducing Fittings

I. Tees
2. Crosses
3. Ells

E. Flanged Fittings

1. Ells, Tees, Crosses
2. Bolt Sizes and Gaskets

F. Special Circumstances

1. Bushings
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SAFETY

Second Year

SPECIFIC TRAM; PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Extinguishers
c. Operation
d. Kinds of Fires
e. Extinguishing Electrical Fires

Z. Shop Safety
a. Attention to Machines
b. Attention to Furnaces
c. Disposal of Oily Waste
d. Material, Oil, Grease, a...tc. on Floor
e. Safety Devices

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health
c. Removal of Fumes
d. Sewer Gases
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnership

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter,rel,tionships
b. Effects

Z.. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Ini:_vidual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimu-... Wage Laws

r, Legislation

1. Security
Z. Anti - discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATEMATICS
Second Year

L MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
2. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

IL SQUARE AND SQUARE-ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles
1. Simple
Z. Compound

B. 11.'.1de Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications

V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

L Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. uses
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

1. Principles
2, Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
2. Elevations
S. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE SPRINKLE FITTER

A. Heat

1- Sources
.. Measurements

a. B. T. U.
3. Transmission

a. Convection
b. Conduction
c. Radiation

4. Effects
a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sourcec&
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

A. Electricity
1. Electron Theory
Z. Static Electricity
3. Types

a. Direct
b. Alternating

4. Sources
5. Generation
6. Transmission
7. Distribution
8. Measurement
9. Circuits

10. Safety Devices

B. Applications

1. Controls
2. Machines
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. PIPE INSULATION

A. Hangers

1. Types
2. Sizes .-.

a. Hanger Rods
b. U-hoOks
c. Screirs for Ceiling Flange

B. Gradient for Back Drain (Pitch)

1. Wet - I" - 10'
2. Dry - I" - 10'
3. Valve Drain Connection Required

a. Auxiliary Drain for Trapped Portions
b. Auxiliary Drain in Dry Systems

C. Pipe Definition

1. Risers
2. Feed Mains
3. Cross Mains
4. Branch Lines

D. Underground

1. Cutting
2. Caulking
3. Clamping
4. Doublex-Simplex Joints
5. Code for Flushing

a. Underground Pipe
b. Branches to Inside Sprinklers

II. SPRINKLER HEADS

A. Types

1. Fusible Solder
2. Quartzoid Bulb
3. Chemical
4. Heat Collector
5. Pendent
6. Side Wall
7. Flush
8. Dry Pendent
9. I" Discharge Orifice
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B. Installation

1. Location Below Wood Joist Ceiling
2. Location Below Concrete Construction
3. Code for Location

a. Exceptions.
b. Special Locations

4. Code for Spacing
a. Types of Construction
b. Types of Occupancy
c. Other Considerations

5. Pipe Schedules
a. Number of Sprinklers Allowed
b. According to Pipe Size
c. According to Hazard Rating

III. VALVES

A. Types of Valves

1. Control Valve
a. Construction
b. Operation
c. Installation
d. Use
e. Codes for Valves

2. Check Valve
a. Cons truction
b. Operation
c. Installation
d. Use
e. Codes

3. Alarm Valve
a. Construction
b. T rimming
c. Operation

4. Dry Type Valve (Unheated Installation)
a. Construction
b. T rimming

(1) Installation without Exhauster
(2) Connection to Alarm
(3) Air Line
(4) Priming Cup
(5) Gauge
(6) Quick Opening Device

c. Operation
(1) Set-up Valve
(2) Trip Valve
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. CORRECT WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct.Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space'
Z. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. .Proper Ventilation

B. Machines and Ptunps
1. Not in Operation

a. Removal of Debris
b. Adjusting
c. Removal of Dies

2. In Operation
a. Starting and Stopping
b. Metal Shavings

C. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
a. 1st, 2nd, 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simply
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts
5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
Z. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistar-;e

I. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Straight Pipe Measurement

i. Center to Center
a. Allowance for Centers
b. Allowance for Thread Engagement

2. Center to End
3. End to End
4. Throat Measurements
5. Standard and X-Heavy Fittings

B. Angular Measurement

1. 45° Offset
2. 600 Offset
3. 30° Offs et
4. 221° Offset
5. 11*0 Offset

a. Use of Constants
6. Rolling Offset
7. Perpendicular Offset

a. Spread
b. Height
c. Set Back

B. Pipe Bends

1. Circumference
2. Radius
3. Arc
4. Minimum Bend

II. PUMPS

A. Head

1. Static
2. Velocity

B. Calculation

1. Pipe Line Losses
2. Efficiency
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. PIPING WORK

A. General Information

1. Piping Sythbols
a. Heating
b. Air Conditioning
c. PluMbing
d. Sprinklers
e. Ventilation

2. Piping Joints
a. Flanged
b. Screwed
c. Bell and Spigot
d. Welded
e. Soldered

B. Print Work

1. Residential Work
a. One Pipe Steam
b. Two Pipe Steam
c. Vapor Heating
d. Radiant Heat Hot Water
e. Two Flat Building

Z. Industrial
a. Boiler Room
b. School Fan Room
c. Hospital
d. Absorption Refrigeration
e. Diesel Engine
f. Chemical Plant
g. Other Types of Process Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. CHEMISTRY AS APPLIED TO THE SPRINKLER FITTER

II.

A. Principles

1. Changes
a. Physical
b. Chemicals

Z. Chemical Action
a. Rust
b. Combustion
c. Galvanic Action
d. Deterioration

B. Mixtures, Compounds, and Elements

1. Definitions
Z. Classes of Elements
3. Common Compounds

a. Combination of Elements
b. Chemical Union
c. Solutions

4. Applications

STEAM GENERATION

A. Liquid

1. Pressure of Liquids
Z. Atmospheric Pressure
3. Weight and Density
4. Specific Gravity
5. Buoyancy
6. Water Head
7. Properties

B. Steam

1. Evaporation and Boiling
Z. Pressure - Temperature Relationship
3. Steam Tables
4. Critical Velocity
5. Properties of Saturated Steam
6. Difference between Saturated and Supheated Steam
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TRADE THEORY

I. TYPES OF SYSTEMS

A. Wet

B. Dry

Third Year

1. Alarm Check in Riser
Z. Same as above with Flexible Vane
3. No Alarm
4. Non-freezing

a. How
b. Why

5. Code Requirements

1. Differential
a. Contains Two Unequal Clappers
b. Large Subject to Air Pressure
c. Small Holds Back Water

Z. Mechanical
a Air Clapper Holds Water Clapper shut

through Levers
b. With more than 300 sprinklers or 350 gallons.

quick opening device needed
c. Same device allows one dry valve to control

600 sprinkler or 750 gallons
d. Compressor for air supply

3. Special
a. Limited Supply
b. Open Head (Deluge)

4. Thermostatically Operated
a. Fixed Temperature Principle
b. Rate of Rise Principle
c. Combination of above

5. Deluge (Water Curtain)
a. Open Sprinkler Heads

C. Stani Pipe

I. Connections to Fire Hoses



(

D. Code IA,. It for Systems

1. Size
a. 300 sprinklers or 375 gallonr capacity -

no quick opening device
b. Larger _%ysterns requii accelerator

2. Quick Opening Devices
a. As close as possible to dry pipe valve
o. Installed above p %sible submergence
c. Install soft disc ii,iobe or angle valve

3. Location and protection of Dry Pipe Valve
a. Accessible location near system
b. Protected against freezing and injury

4. Air Pressure and Supply
a. Maximum 15-20 lbs. in excess of normal

tripping pressure of dry pipe valve
b. Compressor available all times
c. Compressor must have independent power

supply
d. Compressor connections e:-.' :ring system

above priming water level of dry pipe valve
e. Correct ins tallation of check and shut off

valve on air supply pip'. ,-,
t. Relief valve activating at 5 1143. above system

pressure
. , Pressure Gauges

a. Installed above and below dry pipe valve
b. Installed at air pump supplying air receiver
c. Installed :..t air receiver
d. At exhauster and accelerator



ve

ii

SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Des ign

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

: %; ..

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children

-.



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. CAPACITY OF SYSTEM

A. Factors of Flow Control'

1. Size of Sprinkler Head Orifice'
a. Area of Cross Section of Orifice
b. Volume of Stated Length of Pipe
c. Flow under Constant Pressure
. (1) Converstion from cu. ft. /min.

(2) Tables of Flow
to G. P. M.

Z. Volume of Supply
a. Volume of Tanks

(1) Shapes, Rectangular, Conical,
Cylindrical, Tapered Round

(2) Using Appropriate Formulas
(3) Conversion from cu. ft. /min. to G. P. M.

3. Head and Pressure
a. Computations of Pressure in Gravity Systems

(1) Conversion Standards
b. Pressure Per Square Inch

(1) Weight of Column of Water
(2) Distinguished from Weight of Water

c. Computations of Flow in a Pressure System
(1) Gravity Plus psi

4. Friction Head (Loss of Pressure)
a. Tables

(1) Gravity Flow Minus Friction Losses
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. INDUSTRIAL DRAWINGS

A. Plan Views

I. Water Piping
a. Location of Supply
b. Specifications and Codes
c. Location of Valves

2. Partitions

B. Elevations

I. Height of Building
2. Distance of Sewer Line to Grade
3. Location and Height of Risers
4. Wall Sections

C. Structural Plans

I. Number and Sizes of I-Beams
2. Location of Service Shaft
3. Location, ?slumber, and Size of Sleeves

D. Working Drawings

1. Other Sources of Water
2. Make and Type of Sprinklers
3. Number of Sprinklers on each Riser, Total

per Floor
4. Make and Location of Alarm or Dry Pipe Valves
5. Make and Location of Thermostatically Operating

Valves
6. Various Lens &sand Sizes of Pipe
7. Crosses, Riser Nipples, and Sizes
8. Other Pertinent Data



MATERIALS

A.

APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

Characteristics and Properties
1. Cleaning Compounds
Z. Fluxes
3. Soldering Compounds
4. Flushing Compounds
5. Cutting Compounds
6. Caulking Compounds

B. Corrosion of Metals

1. Action of Oxygen, Acids, and Alkalies
Z. Action of Electrolysis
3. Action of Heat

C. Resistance of Corrosion

1. Non-metallic Substances
Z. Metallic Substances

D. Pipe (All Types)

1. Manufacture
Z. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Uses

E. Fittings

1. Manufacture
Z. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Uses

P. Joint Compounds

1. Composition
Z. Properties
3. Uses

G. Other Principles

1. Temperature Limitations of Metals
Z. Pressure Limitations of Metals
3. Lolting Materials
4. Gasketing Materials
5. Stress - Strain Relation
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TRADE THEORY'

Fourth Year

I. SPRINKLER ALARMS

A. Mechanical

1. Water Flow through Riser
a. Flow through side line actuates a water motor

Z. Used in connection with
a. Alarm dry pipe
b. Thermostatically operated valves

B. Electrical (24 or 110 volt)

1. Pressure and paddle types
2. Retarding chambers to prevent false alarm
3. Signal indicator location i

a. Local
b. Proprietory (owner's supervision)
c. Central station service
d. Auxiliary

II. CODE WORK FOR ALARMS

A. General
1. Horn, siren, weather proof gong or bell
2. Readily accessible, guarded foot side
3. Retarding device for variable water pressure
4. Dry pipe valve fitted with test connection
5. Pre-action valves testing
6. Control valve

a. Indicate open or shut
b. Locked or sealed in open position

7. Pressure gauges at correct locations

B. Mechanically Operated
1. Water motor installed near (max. ao ft.)

a. Alarm valve
b. Dry pipe valve
c. Other
d. Maximum length of pipe 75 ft.
e. Protected and drained

C. Electrically Operated

1. Water flow devices controlling circuits
a. Means of testing
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2. Identification Sign
a. Sprinkler fire alarm
b. When alarm sounds call police fire dept.

3. Drains
a. All low points
b. Protect against freezing
c. No overflowing at alarm
d. Trapped to sewer or drain
e. Separation drain from retarding chamber

and circuit closer
f. Location of alarm drains

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

A. Inspection by

1. Fire rating board
2. Factory insurance association
3. Factory mutural inspection department
4. Sprinkler installing companies

B. Inspection of

1. Sprinklers
a. Location
b. Obstruction
c. Temperature rating of heads
d. Corroded, painted, or otherwise defective

heads
2. Piping

a. Adequate sizes
b. Condition of pipe, especially at connections
c. Flow test

3. Gate and check valves
a. Properly labelled
b. Operating condition
c. Properly equipped

4. Dry pipe valve
a. Numbering and listing
b. Tripping, cleaning, and resetting
c. Testing of quick opening device
d. Test of pressure gauges
e. No water (except priming water) may remain

in day pipe system
f. Alarm connections and gongs
g. Air line control

5. Alarm valves
a. Testing pressure gauges
b. Check valve operation
c. Electric and water motor gongs
d. Batteries and circuits
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TOOL AND DIE MAKER

D.O.T. 4- 76.040

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

TOOL AND DIE MAKER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT lot Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 % . 9 9 36
-; -

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 96

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 108

Trade Theory 45 45 45 45 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS
,

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

U. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
Z. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

L WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtr Iion
3. Mutt. ,lication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
2. Squ,res and Rectangles
3. Tr Lang les
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
. :

A. Views

I . Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

I. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center .'
c. Hidden
Zi. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection'

C. Dimension and Notate..

I. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowante..
c. Toleran. ce
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

I. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Counter sink

i. iections
1. Need

a Wien
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE. MAKtR

A. Matter

1. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c, Gases

3. Properties,

B. Forces

1. Definition
2. Action and Reactiori
3. Measurement

C. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Us 3ful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. I alley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

I a. Stable
b. Unfit able
c. Neutral

1

H. Fluids

1. Rest
2. Motion

1. Light

1. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Measuring Tools

1. Measuring with a Steel Rule
a. Flat Work
b. Round Work
c. Irregular Work
d. Transfer of Measurement

2. Inside and Outside Calipers
a. Getting the "Feel"
b. Proper Use
c. Types
d. Principles

3. Micrometer Calipers
a. Thousandths of Inch
b. Ten-thousandths of Inch
c. Calibrating

4. Vernier Calipers
a. Principle
b. Reading
c. Interpreting
d. Types of Verniers

5. Special Tools
a. Gauges
b. Thread Micrometers
c. Dial Indicators
d. Gear-tooth Calipers
e. Die-maker's Gauges
f. Protractors
g. Jo-Blocks

B. Layout

1. Tools
a. Marking
b. Measuring
c. Marking Materials

2. Methods
a. Prepare
b. Marking Work
c. Squaring Work
d. Centering Work
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II. CARE OF MACHINES

A. Main Parts

1. Names
2. Uses
3. Maintenance

a. Oiling
b. Cleaning
c. Protecting

4. Attachments
a. Kinds and Uses
b. Maintenance

B. Operation

1. Starting and Stop Sng
2. Reversing
3. Main Uses

a. Relationship of Machines
b. Selection

C. Speeds and Feeds

1. Meaning
2. Calculating

a. Belt Speed
b. Pulley Speed
c. Change Gears
d. Back Gears
e. Gear Boxes
1. Charts and Tali les

3. Setting
a. Screw Cutting
b. Rough Cutting
.:. Finish Cutting
d. Special Operations

III. DEGREE OF ACCURACY

A. Rough Machining

1. Standard ±

B. Smooth Machining

+
1. Standard -

32

ta,
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C. Extra Smooth Machining

1. Thousandths of Inch

D. Grinding Finish

1. Machine Allowance Standard
Z. Grinding Operation (.0002 Micrometer)

E. Factors

4

1. Temperature
Z. Human Element
3. Tool Calibration
4. Limits of Tool
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Second:Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm,,Sysitem and Fire Exits
b. LoCktion.of Fire Extinguishers
c. Operation of Fire Extinguishers

2. Shop Safety
a. Safe lSafety and Warning Signs
b. Disposal of Oily Waste, Rags, Etc.
c. Material, Oil, and Grease on Floor
d. Safety Devices
e. Attention to Work

3. Material Safety

a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health

5. Welding
a. Correct Grounding
b. Fire Haw d
c. Good Ventilation
d. Eye Protection
e. Burn Protection
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships.
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systims

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. LegislatiOzi.

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
Z. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cones
5. Pyram4ds
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. In' erse

B. Trade Applications
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V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. ' ometric
1. Principles s

2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

L Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Awdliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE MAKERS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. Measurement

a. Intensity
b. Quantity

3. Transmission
4. Effects

a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE
MAKERS

A. Nature and Forms

1. Kinds and Forms of Electricial Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement

1. Volts
2. Amperes

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
S. Polarizing
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D. Conductors and Insulators

I. Types of Wire
a. Stranded
1:o Solid

Z. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols

Ill. COOLANTS AND LUBRICANTS

A. Coolants

I. Kinds
2. Sources
3. Uses
4. Properties

B. Lubricants

I. Types
a. Oiling Machines
b. Cutting
c. Greasing

Z. Uses
3. Properties



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

1. LATHE WORK

A. Orientation

I. Definition
Z. Classification
3. Principles of Opera ut
4. Lining Up Centers
5. Cutting Tools and Holders

B. Operation

I. Starting and Stopping
Z. Spindle Speeds
3_ Set ting Tool
4. Centex ing
5. Lathe Work

a. Simple Turning
b. Lapping
c. Threading
d. Boring
e. Taper Turning
f. Grinding
g. Locating Holes

II. MILLING MACHINES'

A. Types

I. Manufacturing
Z. Planer
3. Knee and Column
4. Special

d. Thread
b. Spline
c. Gee r

5. Principle of Operation
6. Uses

B. Attachments

I. Vises
a. Types
b. Uses
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2. Dividing Head
a. Parts
b. Uses
c. Calculations '

3. Vertical Milling Attachments
a. Types
b. Uses

C. Cutter
1. Classification

a. Shape of Teeth
2. Size, Kind, and Characteristics

a. Plain
b. Side
c. Interlocking
d. Raaius
e. Concave
f. Corner Rounding
g. Angular
h. Double Angle
i. Fluting

D. Arbors
1. Types

a. Standard
b. Stub
c. Stub Extension

2. Use

E. End Mills
1. Uses
2. Principles of Operation
3. Types

a. Two-Lipped
b. Shell End
c. Face
d. Fly
e. T.-SRA
f. Woodruff key Seat

1II. INTRODUCTION TO DIES AND FIXTURES

A. Materials
1. Types
2. Properties
3. Determining Factors
4. Operations and Processes
5. Particular Characteristics
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B. Completed Work

1. Operation
Z. Use
3. Inspection



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job lAyout

1. Adequate ilrorking Space
2, Proper Tools
3. Storige

al,. New Work
b. Old Materials

B. Machine Not In Operation

1. Removal of Metal Cuttings
2. Removal of Drigie and Face Plates
3. Removal of Cutting Tools and Machine Attachments

C. Machine Ln Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
2. Set-up
3. Flying Particles

D. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
a. let, 2nd, and 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed :lagers and Toes
4. Cute

a. Minor
b. Major

5. Shock
6. Amputations



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

C.

Third Year

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social blsurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocatiolial Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

A. Micrometers
1. Principles
2. Types

a. Outside
b. Inside

B. Verniers

1 Principles
Z. Types

C. Jo-Blocks

1. Principle
2. Applications

D. Practical Problems

II. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulleys
2. Gears
3. Applications

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Belting

1. Straight
2. Crossed

D. Practical Problems

III. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Funct4ons

1. Sine
2. Cosine
3. Tangent



B. Applications

1. Taper and Wedge
2. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails

a. Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts

C. Practical Problems

1
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES

A. Metal Fasteners

1. Taper Pins
2. Lock Washers
3. Cotter Pins
4. Plain Akshers

B. Screw Threads

1. General Information
2. American Standard Pipe Threads
3. Tap Drill Sizes

a. NF
b. NC

4. As S.A. Classes of Thread Fits
5. Identification
6. Bolts and Screws

C. Miscellaneous

1. A. S. A.
a. Line Symbols
b. Section Lining

2. Drill Sizes
3. Decimal Equivalents

II. GEARING

A. Spur Gears

1. Rules
2. Formulas

B. Bevel Gears

1. .rules
2. Formulas

C. Worm Gearing

1. Rules
2. Formulas
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE MAKERS

A. Classification of Steel :

1. Carbon Steel ''
a. Very Mild (less . 10% carbon)
b. Mild (. 10% to . 25% carbon)
c. Machine (. 25% to . 60% carbon)
d. Tool (. 60% to 1. 50% carbon)

2, Alloy Steel. ,.. ,.
a. Chrpme Low, - 0
b. Chrome High
c. Stainless
d. Nickel Low and High
e. Yana. Muni Low and High
I. Manganet!e. .

tl. Molybdenum
h. High Speed
i. Non-shrinking Oil - hardening

3. Non-steel Alloy
a. Stellite

4. Iron
a. Cast (3% to 5% carbon)
b. Wrought (. 05% to . 30% carbon)

B. Non-Ferrous

1. Types
a. Copper
b. Brass
c. Bronze
d. Phosphor Bronze
e. Aluminum
f. Magnesium
g. Lead
h. Monel Metal
i. Special Combinations

2. Properties
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Sources
4. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. SHAPER

A. Orientation

1. Description
2. Name
3. Principle of Operation
4. Important Parts

E. Operation

1. Length of Stroke
2. Position of Stroke
3. Work Holders
4. Square Work
5. Angular Work

C. Difficulties

I. Chattering
1. Warping
3. Squareness

D. Speed and Feed

1. Factors
2. Strokes Per Minute
3. Formulas

PLANER

A. Orientation

1. Difference from Shaper
2. Description
3. Principles of Operation
4. Important Parts

B. Operation

I. Table Drive
2. Feeds
3. Work Holders
4. Clamping Hints
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III. SLOTTER, JIG BORER AND CONTOUR CUTTING MACHINE

A. Orientation

1. Types and/or Classifications
2. Machinery Specifications
3. Parts and Attachments

a. Nomenclature
b. Standard Types,
c. Function
d. Application

4. Holding Devices .

a. Standard Types
b. Application

5. Maintenance Practice <

6. Cutting Tools
a. Types ,

b. Preparation
c. Holders
d. Other Considerations

B. Operation

1. Setting Up
2. Preparation of Components and Attachments for Use
3. Clamping Work
4. Selection of Lubricant
5. Application of Lubricant
6. Cutting Speeds and Feeds
7. Procedures for Basic Operation
8. Application of Measuring Devices
9. Problems

10. Methods of Remedying Problems

IV. DIES AND FIXTURES

A. Study of Die Layouts

1. Purpose
2. Associated Work

B. Study of Fixture Layouts

1. Purpose
2, Associated Work
3. Finishing Processes
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CI,. Description, Purpose, and Work Processes

I. Plain Round Blanking Dies
2. Heavy Duty Dies
3. Sectional Blanking Dies
4. Compound Blank and Pierce Dies
5. Kirksite Blanking Dies
6. Progressive Dies
7. Piercing and Trimming Dies
8. Bending and Forming Dies
9. Drawing Dies

D. Miscellaneous

1. Checking and Testing Finished Dies
2. Repairing and Rebuilding Die! and Fixtures
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers , s

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



I. FOP MULAS

APPLIED MATHEMATICS ...

Fourth Year

A. Equations

1. Set Up
2. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Trade Applications

1. Horsepower
2. Gears
3. Taper
4. Threads

IL GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

B. Application

III. MACHINE SHOP WORK

A. Lathe

1. Cutting Speed
2. Tapers
3. Screw Threads
4. Drilling

B. Drill Press

1. Speed
2. Feed

C. Special Machines

1. Allowance
a. Decimal
b. Fractional

2. Calculating Cuts
3. Adjusting for Error
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

I. Reasons
2. Use

B. Dimensioning

I. Simple
2. Detail

a. Working Drawing

C. Views

I. Number
a. Main
b. Section

D. Sectioning

I. Types
2, Method
3. Purpose

F... Symbols

I. Letter
2. Number
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub-Assembly

I. Where Used
2. Purpose



APPLIED SCIENCE
Fourth. Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE MAKERS

A. Effect of Heat on Steel

1. Carbon Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

2. Alloy Steels
a: Hardening.'
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
1. Forming

3. Mild Steel
a. Hardening - Salts
b. Hardening - Carbonaceous Material

B. Machining Characteristics

1. Carbon Steel
2. Alloy Steel
3. Non-steel Alloys
4. Cast Iron
5. 'Wrought Iron
6. Non-ferrous Metals

C. Methods of Identifying Metals

1. Textures
2. Chipping
3. Filing
4. Spark Test

D. Hardness

1. Rockwell
2. Brinell



TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. GRINDERS (CYLINDRICAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification
1, External
2. Internal
3. Surface
4. Cutter
5, Tool
6. Off-hand

C. Set-tip

1, Hold the Work.
2. Drive the Work
3. Adjust the Machine
4. Wheel Feed
5. Speed of Work

D. Work Difficulties

1, Mottled
Z. Checked
3. Cracked

II. GRINDERS (INTERNAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. Work Rotating
2. Planetary
3, Centerless

C. Methods of Holding Work

1, Chucking
2. Center
3. Steady Rest
4. Face Plate
5, V-Block
6. Special Fixtures
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III GRINDERS (SURFACE)

A. Definition

B. Classification
1. Rotary
2. Planer

C. Work Operations
1. Parallel
2. Square
3. Angular
4. V- Block
5. Radius
6. Slot

IV. HEAT TREATMENT

A. Principles
1. Lower Critical Poirit
2. Analysis of Steel
3. Cooling
4. Toughness
5. Purpose
6. Materials
7. Processes

B. Effect

1. Normalizing
2. Annealing
3. Tempering
4. Quenching
5. Hardening

C. Surface Treatment
1. Purpose
2. Methods

a. Carburizing
b. Case Hardening
c. Flame Hardening
d. Nitriding
e. Plating
f. Surface Oxidation

D. Hardness Testing
1. Equipment
2. Procedures
3. Analysis of Results



TOOL AND DIE, GAGE MAKER

D. O. T. 4-76. ZIO

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

TOOL AND DIE, GAGE MAKER APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
let Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 r. 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 96

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 108

Trade Theory 45 45 45 45 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



'i-

SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC.UNDERSTAMING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
Z. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Divices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires
1. Protection
Z. Prevention

D. Tools
1. Hand
Z. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3, Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fat._,ue

4. Proper Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality
,

B. Freedom

1. /tight to Work
Z. Right to Chooc.. Type of Work

II. APPRENTICES' -'"P

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS-

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS
,

A. Fundamentals
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

HI. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

I. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Pract_es
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerince
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks .

2. Special Application

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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.APPL.XEDScIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND VIE, GAGE MAKERS

A. Matter

1. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces

1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3, Measurement

C. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Cent 2 r
2. Equilib tium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

1. Rest
2. Motion

I. Light . : .

1. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement

,
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TRADE THEORY

First Year
I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Measuring Tools

1. Measuring with a Steel Rule
a. Flat Work
b. Round Work
c. Irregular Work
d. Transfer of Measurement

Z. Inside and Outside Calipers
a. Getting the "Feel"
b. Proper Use
c. Types
d. Principles

3. Micrometer Calipers
a. Thousandths of Inc*
b. Ten-thousandths of Inch
c. Calibrating

4. Vernier Calipers
a. Principle
b. Reading
c. Interpreting
d. Types of Verniers

5. Special Tools
a. Gauges
b. Thread Micrometers
c. Dial Indicators
d. Gear-tooth Calipers
e. Die-Maker's Gauges
f. Protractors

B. Layout

1. Tools
a. Marking
b. Measuring
c. Marking Materials

Z. Methods
a. Prepare
b. Marking Work
c. Squaring Work
d. Centering Work



II. CARE OF MACHINES
S

A. Main Parts

1. Names
2. Uses
3. Maintenance

a. Oiling
b. Cleaning
c. Protecting

4. Attachments
a. Kinds and Uses
b. Maintenance

B. Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
2. Reversing
3. Main Uses

a. Relationship of Machines
b. Selection

C. Speeds and Feeds

1. Meaning
2. Calculating

a. Belt Speed
b. Pulley Speed
c. Change Gears
d. Back Gears
e. Gear Boxes
f. Charts and Tables

3. Setting
a. Screw Cutting
b. Rough Cutting
c. Finish Cutting
d. Special Operations

III. DEGREE OF ACCURACY

A. Rough Machining

1. Standard t 12

B. Smooth Machining

I. Standard t bi
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C. Extra Smooth Machining

1. Thousandths of Inch

D. Grinding Finish

1. Machine Allowance Standard
Z. Grinding Operation (.0002 Micrometer)

E. Factors

1. Temperature
Z. Human Element
3. Tool Calibration
4. Limits of Tool
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Fire Extinguishers
c. Operation of Fire Extinguishers

2. Shop Safety
a. Safety Lanes and Warning Signs
b. Disposal of Oily Waste, Rags, Etc.
c. Material, Oil, and Grease on Floor
d. Safety Devices
e. Attention to Work

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health

5. Welding
a. Correct Grounding
b. Fire Hazard
c. Good Ventilation
d. Eye Protection
e. Burn Protection
f. Proper Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

I. ECONOMICS

A.

B.

Second Year
.. ,

Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationshipti* ..
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage haws

C. Legislation

1. Security *. . , . i

2. Anti-dibcrimination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
2. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

q. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications
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V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses

,

[



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

Isomet ric

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
2. Angles
S. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Lengt.t of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year :

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE, GAGE MAKERS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. It tasurement

a. Intensity
b. Quantity

3. Transmission
4. Effects

a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations.
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound I nsulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE,
GAGE MAKERS

A. Nature and Forms

I. Kinds and Forms of Electrical Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement

1. Volts
2. Amperes
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C. Protection Devices

D.

1. Fuses
Z. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

Conductors and' Insulators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols

III. COOLANTS AND LUBRICANTS

A. Coolants

1. Kinds
2. Sources
1 Uses
4. Properties

B. Lubricants

1. Types
a. Oiling Machines
b. Cutting
c. Greasing

Z. Uses
3. Properties



I. LATHE WORK

A.

B.

TRADE THEORY

Second Year

Orientation
1. Definition
Z. Classification
3. Principles of Operations
4. Lining Up Centers
5. Cutting Tools and Holders

Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
Z. Spindle Speeds
3. Setting Tool
4. Centering
5. Lathe Work

a. Simple Turning
b. Lapping
c. Threading
d. Boring
e. Taper Turning
f. Grinding
g. Locating Holes

IL MILLING MACHINES

A. Types

1. Manufacturing
Z. Planer
3. Knee and Column
4. Special

a. Thread
b. Spline
c. Gear

5. Principle of Operation
6. Uses

B. Attachments

1. Vises
a. Types
b. Uses

Z. Dividing Head
a. Parts
b. Uses



3. Vertical Milling Attachments
a. Types
b. Uses

C. Cutter

1. Classification
a. Shape of Teeth

2. Size, Kind, and Characteristics
a. Plain
b. Side
c. Interlocking
d. Radius
e. Concave
f. Corner Rounding
g. Angular
h. Double Angle
1. Fluting

D. Arbors
1. Types

a. Standard
b. Stub
c. Stub Extension

2. Use

E. End Mills

1. Uses
2. Principles of Operation
3. Types

a. Two-lipped
b. Shell End
c. Face
d. Fly
e. T-slot
f. Woodruff Key Seat

I

III. INTRODUCTION TO DIES AND FigTtikES

A. Materials
1. Types
2. Properties
3. Determining Factors
4. Operations and Processes
5. Particular Characteristics

B. Completed Work

1. Operation
2. Use
3. Inspection
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D. Administering First Aid

A. Correct Job Layout

B. Machine Not In Operation

C. Machine In Operation

4. Cuts
3. Smashed Fingers and Toes

6. Amputations
5. Shock

2. Removal of Drive and Face Plates
3. Removal of Cutting Tools and Machine Attachments

3. Flying Particles

2. Broken Bones

2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

2. Set Up

1. Burns

1. Removal of Metal Cuttings

1. Starting and Stopping

1. Adequate Working Space

a. let, 2nd, and 3rd Degree

a. Simple
b. Compound

a. Minor
b. Major

a. New Work
b. Old Materials
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR. RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relatior. of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and 'Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. f-arvices for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Sere ices
4. Vocational Re habilitation
5. Public Health Service
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

A. Micrometers

B.

a

I. Principle s
2. Types

a. Outside
b. Inside

Verniers
I. Principles
2. Types

Jo-Blocks
I. Principles
2. Applications

D. Others

E. Practical Problems

II. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

I. Pulleys
Z. Coax s
3. Applications

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Belting

I. Straight
Z. Crossed

D. Practical Problems

III. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Functions
I. Sine
Z. Cosine
3. Tangent



B. Applications

1. Taper and Wedge
2. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails ..

a. Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts

C. Practical Problems

.,%
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES

A. Metal Fasteners

1. Taper Pins
2. Lock Washers
3. Cotter Pins
4. Plain Washers

B. Screw Threads

1. General Information
2. American Standard Pipe Threads
3. Tap Drill Sizes

a. NF
b. NC

4. A. S. A. Classes of Thread Fits
5. Identification
6. Bolts and Screws

C. Miscellaneous

1. A. S. A.
a. Line Symbols
b. Section Lining

2. Drill Sizes
3. Decimal Equivalents

II. GEARING

A. Spur Gears

1. Rules
2. Formulas

B. Bevel Gears

1. Rules
2. Formulas

C. Worm Gearing

1. Rules
2. Formulas
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE, GAGE MAKERS

A. Classification of Steel

1. Carbon Steel
a. Very Mild (less . 10% carbon)
b. Mild (. 10% to . 25% carbon)
c. Machine (. 25% to . 60% carbon)
d. Tool (. 60% to 1. 50% carbon)

2. Alloy Steel
a. Chrome Low
b. Chrome High
c. Stainless
d. Nickel Low and High
e. Vanadium Low and High
f. Manganese
g. Molybdenum
h. High Speed
L Non-shrinking Oil-hardening

3. Non-steel Alloy
a. Stellite

4. Iron
a. Cast (3% to 5% carbon)
b. Wrought (. 05% to .30% carbon)

B. Non-Ferrous

1. Types
a. Copper
b. Brass
c. Bronze
d. Phosphor Bronze
e. Aluminum
f. Magnesium
g. Lead
h. Monel Metal
i. Special Combinations

2. Properties
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Sources
4. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. SHAPER

A. Orientation

1. Description
2. Name
3. Principle of Operation
4. Impor tart Parts

B. Operation

1. Length of Stroke
2. Position of Stroke
3. Work Holders
4. Square Work
5. Angular Work

C. Difficulties

1. Chattering g
2. Warping
3. Squareness

D. Speed and Feed

1, Factors
2. Strokes Per Minute
3. Formulas

II. PLANER

A. Orientation

1. Difference from Shaper
2. Des cription
3. Principles of Operation
4. Important Parts

B. Operation

1. Table Drive
2. Feeds
3. Work Holders
4. Clamping Hints
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I
i

III, SLOTTER, JIG BORER AND CONTOUR CUTTING MACHINE

A, Orientation

1. Types and/or Classifications
2. Machinery SpecifLations
3, Parts and Attachments

a. Nomenclature
b. Standard Types
c. Function
d. Application

4, Holding Devices
a. Standard Types
b. Application

5. Maintenance Practice
6. Cutting Tools

a. Types
b. Preparation
c, Holders
d. Other Considerations

B. Operation

1. Setting Up
2. Preparation of Components and Attachments for Use
3. Clamping Work
4. Selection of Lubricant
5. Application of Lubricant
6. Cutting Speeds and Feeds
7, Procedures for Basic Operation
8. Application of Measuring Devices
9. Problems

10. Methods of Remedying Problems

IV, DIES AND FIXTURES

A. Study of Die Layouts

1. Purpose
2. Associated Work

AI, Study of Fixture Layouts

1. Purpose
2. A. uciated Work
3. Finishing Processes
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C. Description, Purpose, and Work Processes

1. Plain Round Blanking Dies
2. Heavy Duty Dies
3. Sectional Blanking Dies
4. Compound Blank and Pierce Dies
5. Kirksite Blanking Dies
6. Progressive Dies
7. Piercing and Trimming Dies
8. Bending and Forming Dies
9. Drawing Dies

D. Miscellaneous

1. Checking and Testing Finished Dies
2. Repairing and Rebuilding Dies and Fixtures
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults
I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F, Penalties

U. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



.. /

I. FORMULAS

4 -7

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

A. Equations

1. Set Up
2. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Trade Applications

I. Horsepower
2. Gears
3. Taper
4. Threads

U. GEOME TRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

B. Application

C. Practical Problem,-

III. MACHINE SHOP WORK

A. Lathe
1. Cutting Speed
2. Tapers
3. Screw Threads
4. Drilling

B. Drill Pres:,
I. Speed
2. Feed

C. Special Machines

I. Allowance
a. Decimal
b. Fractional

2. Calculating Cuts
3. Adjusting for Error
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

1. Reasons
Z. Use

B. Dimensioning

I. Simple
2. Detail

a. Working Drawing

C. Views

1. Number
a. Main
b. Section

D. Sectioning

1. Types
2. Metliod
3. Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
2. Nttccber
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub-As sembly

1. Where Used
2. Purpose
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

1. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO TOOL AND DIE, GAGE MAKERS

A. Effect of Heat on Steel

1. Carbon Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

2, Alloy Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

3. Mild Steel
a. Hardening - Salts
b. Hardening - Carbonaceous Material

B. Machining Characteristics

1. Carbon Steel
2. Alloy Steel
3. Non -steel Alloys
4. Cast Iron
5. Wrought Iron
6. Non-ferrous Metals

C. Methods of Identifying Metals

1. Textures
2. Chipping
3, Filing
4. Spark Test

D. Hardness

1. Rockwell
2. Brinell
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. GRINDERS (CYLINDRICAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. External.
2. Internal
3. Surfac e
4. Cutter
5. Tool
6. Off-Hand

C. Set Up

1. Hold the Work
2. Drive the Work
3. Adjust the Machine
4. Wheel Feed
5. Speed of Work

D. Work Difficulties

1. Mottled
2. Checked
3. Cracked

IL GRINDERS (INTERNAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification
1. Work Rotating
2. Planetary
3. Centerless

C. Methods of Holding Work

1. Chucking
2. Center
3. Steady Rest
4. Face Plate
5. V-Block
6. Special Fixtures

III. GRINDERS (SURFACE)

A. Definition
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B. Classification

1. Rotary
2. Planer

C. Work Operations

1. Parallel
2. Square
3. Angular
4. V-Block
5. Radius
6. Slot

IV. HEAT TREATMENT

A. Principles

1. Lower Critical Point
2. Analysis of Steel
3. Cooling
4. Toughness
5. Purpose
6. Materials
7. Processes

B. Effect

1. Normalizing
2. Annealing
3. Tempering
4. Quenching
5. Hardening

C. Surface Treatment

1. Purpose
2. Methods

a. Carburizing
b. Case Hardening
c. Flame Hardening
d. Nitriding
e. Plating
f. Surface Oxidation

D. Hardness Testing

1. Equipment
2. Procedures
3. Analysis of Results
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owe .s....

UPHOLSTERER

D.O. T. 4-35.720

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

UPHOLSTERER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT

=I.Pm 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations It 12 It 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 59

Sketching and Design 18 18 18 54

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Theory 57 57 57 171

TOTALS 144 144 144 432



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



U. SPZCIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A Safety Precautions

I. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

Z. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Wo it
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

Be History

1. European
2. American

C. dbligations

1. Employer
2. Employee

III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

Customers
4. Personnel

C. Re latZon of Trad . to Allied Trades



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

kiist Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. A.44i, tion
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

U. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtracti )n
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

4 .

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications



SKETCHING AND DESIGN

First Year

I. DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

A. Care and Use

1. Drawing Board and T-square
Z. Scale
3. Triangles
4. Compass and Divider
5. Protractor

II. PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION

A. Isometric
1. Principles and Methods
Z. Rectangles
3. Circles
4. Sketching Furniture

B. Oblique

1. Principles and Methods
Z. Rectangles
3. Circles
4. Sketching Furniture

C. Sketching Footstool

1. Frame Layout and Webbing
Z. Spring Layout
3. Edge Roll
4. Temporarf Covering
5. No.sag spring
6. rirdshed Covering

III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

A- Lawson

B. Modern

C. Duncan Phyfe

D. London Flat Arm
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IV. JOINT CONSTRUCTION

A. Mortise and Tenon

B. Doweled Corners

C. Blocked Corners

D. Devetail

1. Plain
2. Tap
3. Mite red

E. SubTenon

V. ELEMENTS OF DESIGN

A. Line

B. Direction

C. Shape

D. Size

E. Texture

F. Value

VI. PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

A. Harmony

B. Gradation

1. Radiation
2. Repetition

C. Alternation

1. Lyre Back

D. Contrast

4.. Unity, Conflict, and Dominence
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APPLIED SCIENCE
First Year

I. MECHANICS FOR THE UPHOLSTERER

A. Matter
1. States

a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work
1. Relation to

a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power

Z. Formulas

C. Friction

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel- Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Powe r

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

IL ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO THE UPHOLSTERER

A. Currents
1. Production
2. IXrect
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. Measurement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Applications
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. CARE AND USE

A. Tools and Accessories

1. Horses
2. Upholsterer's Bench
3. Hammers

a. Types
4. Shears

a. Types
S. Needles

a. Types
6. Webbing Stretchers
7. Measuring Tools

a. Types
8. Trimming Knives
9. Ripping Chisels

B. Equipment
t ..i

1. Hair Pickers
2. Button Machines
3. Sewing Machines
4. Band Saw
S. Cushion Machine
6. Cushion Blower

C. Materials and Supplies

1. Webbing
2. Springs

a. Types
3. Burlap

a. Kinds
4. Moss
5. Hair
6. Unbleached Muslin
7. Cotton
8. Covering Materials
9. Denim

10. Black Cambric
11. Thread and Twine
12. Bee's Wax
13. Tacks and Nails
14. Braid
15. Fringe
16. Moss Edging
17. Kapok
18. Down and Feathers
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II. TYPES OF FURNITURE

A. History

B. Characteristics and Construction
.. .

1. Egyptian ..'
2. Greek
3. Roman
4. Gothic
5. Renaissance
6. Early Spanish
7. Jacobean
8. William and Mary
9. Queen Anne

10. Chippendale
11. Hepplewhite
12. Adams
13. Sheraton
14. Louis XIII, XIV, XV, and XVL
15. Directoire
16. American Colonial
17. Duncan Phyfe
18. Modern



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Good Housekeeping

1. Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c, Storing

2. Finished Furniture
a. Carrying
b. Loading
c. Unloading

3. Inflammable Paints and Finishes
a. Care
b. Storage .

4. Adequate Lighting
5. Good Ventilation
6. Care of Working Space
7. Personal Cleanliness
8. Care of Hand Tools
9. Care of Power Tools

II. ADMINISTERING FIRST AID

A. Treatment of

I. Burns
2. Cuts
3. Bruises
4. Broken Bones
5. Punctures
6. Shock
7. Heat Exhaustion
8. Smashed Fingers and Toes
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry,. and Government
a. Inter- relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
Conduct

b. Mutual Responsibilities
3. Government and Democracy

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

C. Leg Halation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Rigk.t to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
2. Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio

1. Straight
2. Inverse

B. Proportion

1. Terms
Z. Solving

C. Trade Applications

II. PERCENTAGE

A. Types

1. Simple

B. Trade Applications

1. Discounts
2. Profit and Loss

III. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct

1. Linear Measure
Z. Square Measure
3. Board Measure
4. Circular Surfaces

B. Computed

1. Circular Surfaces
2. Cubic Measure
3. Board Measure



SKETCHING AND DESIGN

Second Year

I. PICTORIAL, REPRESENTATION

A. Room Layouts

1. Isometric
2. Oblique

II. COLOR THEORY

A. Spectrum

1. Hue
2. Value
3. Intensity

B. Colors

1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Tertiary

C. Harmony

1. Monochromatic
2. Complementary
3. Analogous

III. SHOP PLANNING AND LAYOUT

A. Display

B. Sales Room

C. Work Area

D. Storage Facilities

E. Factors of Design

1. Convenience
2. Attractiveness
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IV. DECORATING

A. Furniture Styles

B. Planning Interiors

I. Arrangemeilt of Furniture
2. Selection of Pictures

C. Harmony

I. Textiles
2. Upholstery
3. Accessories

V. WINDOW TREATMENT

A. Draperies

B. Cornices

C. Valances
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APPLIED SCIENCE

1. RAW MATERIALS

A. Jute

Second Year

1. Origin
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture to Fibre
4. Uses

a. Burlap
b. Webbing
c. Other

B. Mohair

I. Origin
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture to Fabric
4. Uses

C. Leather

I. Origin
a. Types
b. Tanning and Finishing

2. Characteristics
3. Uses

D. Cotton

1. Types
2. Characteristics
3. Uses

a. Muslin
b. Cambric
c. Denim
d. Corduroy
e. Cretonne and Chintz
i. Poplin
g. Damask and Brocatelle
h. Tapestry
i. Velvet

E. Flax

I. Origin
2. Characteristics
3. Uses
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F. Down and Feathers
....

1. Types
2. Uses

G. Wool

1. Types
Z. Characteristics
3. Uses.,

a. -BAP
b. Damask and Brocatelle
c. Tapestry
d. Other

H. Horsehair

I. Silk

1. Characteristics
2. Us es

a. Hair Cloth

1. Origin
Z. Characteristics
3. Uses



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. UPHOLSTERING TECHNIQUES

A. Webbing

1. Amount and Location
2. Tacking and Stretching

13, Springing

1. Number, Size, and Location
Z. Placing and Fastening
3. Tling

a. Height
b. Crosswise

4. Spring Edge
a. Bend and Fasten Wire

5. Attach Burlap

C. Edges

1. Roll
2. Stitched

D. Covers

1. Planning and Cutting
2. Machine Sewing

a. Plain Material
b. Pattern
c. Welting or Cording
d. French Seam

3. Stuffing with Muslin
4. Install

a. Center Design
b. Install Straight
c. Make Pleats
d. Fit Covers

E. Cushions

1. Measuring
2. Cutting to Size and Shape
3. Sewing
4. Filling

a. Hand
b. Hand Irons
c. Machine
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F. Tufting

G. Piping

H. Wood Panels

1. Covering
2. Welts
3. Attaching

I. Stuffed Panels

3. Outside and Trim

1-C, Gimping

1. Matching
2. Miters

L. Round Arms

M. Platforms and Front Borders

N. Shirred and Pleated Skirts
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SAFETY

Third Year

L BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
Z. Ind:oility of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Disci pline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child We liar"
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Computed ..

1. Areas
a. Triangles
b. Parallelograms
c. Trapezoids
d.. Circle.
e. Hexagon and Octagons

Z. Volumes
a. Prisms
b. Pyramids
c. Cones
d. Frustums
e. Spheres

/



SKETCHING AND DESIGN

Third Year

I. FREEHAND SKETCHING AND RENDERING

A. Furniture Design

1. Lawson
2. Tudor
3. Sheraton
4. Duncan Phyfe
5. Louis XV
6. Georgian

B. Sofas

1. English Know le
2. Sheraton
3. Charles of London
4. Duncan Phyfe
5. Louis XV
6. lkiLdern Sectional
7. Queen Anne
8. Spanish
9. Chippendale

10. Georgian
11. Louis XVI

C. Love Seats

1. Sheraton
2. Louis XV
3. Georgian

D. Club Chairs

1. 18th Century English
2. Louis XV
3. Georgian

E. Wing Chairs

1. Queen Anne
2. Sheraton Back Barrel Wing
3. Chippendale
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F. Chairs

1. L,..ais XV
Z. Lawson Pillow Back
3. Chippendale
4. Barca Lounge
5. Straight

IL LAYOUT OF TUFTING

A. Simple

B. Diamond

C. Bun

III. CREATIVE DESIGN

A. Accepted Principles

B. Proportions

1. Length
Z. Width
3. Height

C. Framing

1. Strength
Z. Joint

D. Preparation Sketch

E. Final Layout



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. SYNTHETIC FABRICS

A,. Rayon

1. Manufacture
2. Characteristics
3. Uses

B. Nylon

1. Manufacture
2. Characteristics
3. Uses

C. Orlon

1. Manufacture
2. Characteristics
3. Uses

D. Dacron and Other Like Fabrics

1. Manufacture
2. Characteristics
3. Uses

II. PLASTIC YARD GOODS

A. Artificial Leather

1. TYPee
2. Manufacture
3. Characteristics
4. Uses

B. Other Types as Used in Upholstery

1. Types
2. Manufacture
3. Characteristics
4. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. UPHOLSTERY FRAMES

A. Lumber

I. Exposed
a. Kinds

2. Hidden
a. Kinds

3. Types
a. Kiln Dry
b. Air Dry
c. Green

4. Dimension

B. Wood Fastenings

I. Nails (Types)
a. Head
b. Points
c. Shanks
d. Finishes
e. Sizes

2. Wood Screws
a. Si zes
b. Shapes
c. Finishes

3. Bolts
a. Machine Screws
b. Stove Bolts
c. Carriage Bolts
d. Lag Bolt

4. Reinforeng Plates
a. Mending
b. Angle Iron
c. Tee Iron
d. Corner Angle Iron
e. Corrugated Iron
f. Miklin Corner
g. Skotch Fastener

5. Dowels
a. Sizes
b. Material
c. Use
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6. Glue
a. Liquid
b. Casein
c. Animal
d. Blood - Albumin
e. Vegetable
1. Synthetic Resin
g. Cellulose Cement
h. Rubber Compounds

C. Wood Joints

1. Dado
2. Rabbet
3, Dado and Rabbet
4. Dado, Tongue, and Rabbet
5. Spline Miter
6. Glue and Blocked
7. Plain Butt
8. Miter



WATCH REPAIRMEN
D. O. T. 4-71.510

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

WATCH REPAIRMEN APPRENTICES

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Indust-Jai and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Theory 60 60 60 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 432



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
Z. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

U. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

a. European
b. American

C. Obligations

a. Employer
b. Employee

- III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

First' Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Definitions

1. Working Drawings
2. Plant
3. Reproductions

a. Bleuprints
b. B - W
c. Dry Process
d. Photostats

B. Working Drawings

1. Lines
2. Views

a. Relationships

C. Placement of Views

1. Plan, Front and Right Side
2. Detail Drawings

D. Dimensions

1. Scales
2. Dimensioning

a. Extension Lines
b. Dimension Lines
c. Limited Space
d. Structural Member

E. Invisible Edges

1. Importance
2. Uses



APPLIED ,SCIENCE:.

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO WATCH REPAIR

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid''
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to
E.. Energy
1). Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction
1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel - Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO WATCH REPAIR

A. Currents
1. Production
2. Direct
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. Measurement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Application
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Scope

1. ; Principle iTasks

B. Trade Terminology
. ,

1. Shop Equipment and Tools
2. Terms and Name's

a. Measurement Terms
b. Science Terms
c. Adjusting Terms
d. Process Terms

C. Trade Material

1. Kinds and Forms
2. Applications
3. Uses
4. Sizes

a. Metals and Alloys
b. Solders and Fluxes
c. Watch and Clock Oils
d. Polishing Materials
e. Cleaning Materials
1. Stock Parts
g. Jewels
h. Plastics and Glass

D. Tools and Equipment

1. Kinds
2. Application
3. Care

II. GENERAL STUDY OF CLOCKS AND WATCHES

A. Categories or Classes

1. Electric
2. Self Winding
3. Hand Wound
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B. General Construction

l. Faces
2. Backs
3. Cases

C. Theoretical Principles
, , t...

I. Movement Construction
2. Function
3. Performance '

..:J ...
D. Principles of Designand Operation

1. Desig4
2. Construction
3. PritiCiples

a. Time Keeping Mechanisms
b. Relationship of Units

4. Escapements
a. Types
b. Purpos e
c. Use

5. Trains
a. Theoretical Principles
b. Practical Principles
c. Common Train
d. Compound Train

III. FUNCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF TRAINS

A. Time Train

1. Division of nine Train
a. Various Parts and their Use

2. Ratios
a. Time of Revolution
b. Ratio of Revolution

B. Strike Train

1. Control
2. Starting in Motion
3. Components
4. Control Mechanism
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C. Alarm Train

1. Control
a. Time
b. Release of Power

Z. Components

D. Dial Train (Motion Work)

1. Purpose
a. Revolutions of Time Train
b. Measured Time

Z. Ratios
a. Time of Revolutions
b. Ratio of Revolutions
c. Hour Wheel and Minute Wheel Pinion
d. Minute Wheel and Cannon Pinion

3. Transmission of Power
a. Time Train
b. Dial Train
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. PRESERVATION OF *HEALTH

A. General Considerations

1. Good Habits
Z. Result in Later Life.

B. Conservation of Eyesight .

1. Dangers and Hazards
a. Inflammation

Z. Glasses
a. -Eye Examination
b. Properly Fitted

3. Watchmaker's Eye Loup.2s
a. Purpose
b. Types

4. Protection of Eyes
a. While Narking
b. Light Radiation
c. How to Rest Eyes

5. Precautions
a. Abuse
b. Care

C. Posture

1. Working at Bench
a. Height of Bench
b. Height of Stool

Z. Working Positions
a. On Watches
b. Relative Heights
c. CI-4.-__ge Positions
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

L ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter- relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual ttesponsibilities

3. Guvernrnent and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1., Security
2. Anti- die crimination
3. Right to Work

n. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
2. Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Units

I. Inches
2. Millimeters
3. Lignes .,

4. Degrees
S. Pitch
6. Circles
7. Arcs
S. Angles

a. Purpose
b. Use
c. Applications

B. Computed

I. Circles
a. Area
b. Circumference

2. Pitch
a. Circular
b. Diametrical

3. Degrees
a. Arcs
b. Sectors

4. Watch Sizes
a. Lancashire System
b. Swiss (Basic Systela)



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Circles and Arcs

I. On Plan
Z. Dimensioning
3. Drawing

B. Views in Section

I. Importance
a. Plan Views
b. Sectional Views
c. Detail Drawings

Z. Development
3. Architectural Symbols
4. Sections

a. Materials
b. Reference Lines
c. Detail D-awings

U. ORTHOGRAPHIC SKETCHING

A. Importance

B. Tools for Sketching

I. Use
Z. Care

C. Straight Lines

I. Methods
Z. Practic e
J. Proportion

D. Shapes

I. Circles
Z. Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes
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APPLIED ,SCIENCE

Second Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO WATCH REPAIR

A. Metals of the Trade

I. Metals Used
2. Physical Characteristics
3. Preparation
4. Fabrication

a. Filing
b. Turning
c. Sawing
d. Shaping

B. Alloys of the Trade

I. Alloys Used
2. Physical Characteristics
3. Preparation

C. Heat Treating

I. Hardening
a. Purpose
b. Temperatures
c. Process of Cooling or Quenching

2. Tempering
a. Purpose
b. Temperatures
c. Process of Cooling or Quenching

3. Annealing
a. Purpose
b. Application of Heat
c. Degree of heat
d. Cooling

4. Precautions
a. Application of Heat
b. Quenching and Cooling

5. Distortion
a. Cause
b. Effect

6. Discoloration
a. Cause
b. Prevention
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. WATCH AND CLOCK PARTS

A. Threads

1. Systems of Screw Threads
a. Types in Machine Work
b. Types in Watch Making

2. Thread Elements
a. Pitch
b. Clearance, Etc.

3. Devices for Cutting and Checking
4. Applications

B. Gears

1. Types
2. Gear Elements
3. Functions
4. How Made
5. Applications

C. Clutch

1. Construction Features
2. Function
3. How Made

D. Balances

1. Types
2. Construction Features
3. Materials
4. Function
5. Principle of Compensation

E. Pivots

1. Purpose
2. Shapes

F. Jewels

1. Purpose
a. Reasons for Preference

2. Types
3. Applications
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G. Escapements

1. Purpose
2. Divisions
3. Dead Beat (Graham)

a, Function and Performance
b. Pallet Angle

4. Recoil
a. Function and Performance
b. Recoil Angles

5. Detached
a. Principle Characteristics
b. Essential Parts
c. Performance and Function

H. Escape Wheel

1. Cons truction Features
2. Performance

a. Distributes Power
b. Function of Club Teeth

I. Pallet, Fork, and Arbor (Complete)

1. Construction
2. Performance
3. Function of Each

J. Lever

1. Construction Features
2. Purpose
3. Acting Length
4. Performance

K. Fork

1. Construction Features
2. Functions

L. Pallet Stones

1. Cons traction Features
2. Purpose
3. Action



M. Balance (Complete)

1. Construction Features
a. Component Parts

2. Performance
3. Requirements

N. Hair Spring

1. Purpose and Use
a. Control Vibrating Arc
b. Times Per Minute

2. Types
a. Fla:,
b. Brequet

3. Influences
a. Altering the Length
b. Temperature Changes

(1) Time Rate Variation
(2) Fast or Slow Vibration
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentrat ion
5. Unsafe Practices

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical HAzards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Childr en

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Cl ildrers
3. Child Health Services.
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Conversion Scales

1. Inches to Millimeters
2. Millimeters to Inches
3. Inches to Lignes
4. Lignes to Inches
5. Millimeters to .Lignes
6. Lignes to Millimeters
7. Decimal Equivalents to Inches
8. Decimal Equivalents to Millimeters

U. TRADE PROBLEMS

A. Calculations

1. For Determining Length
2. For Determining Vibrations of Balance
3. For Determining Motion Work

a. Purposes
b. Uses
c. Formulas
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BLUEPRINT READING

I. ASSEMBLY VIEWS

Third Year

A. Types

1. Pictorial
2. Exploded

B. Use

1. Catalogs
2. Parts
3. Watch Diagrams

II. OBLIQUE SKETCHING

A. Principles

1. Position
2. Relationship
3. Length of Lines

B. Sketching

1. Horizontal Lines
2. Vertical Lines
3. Curved Lines
4. Invisible 1.4nes



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. WATCH AND CLOCK OILS

A. Composition

1. Animal
Z. Mineral
3. Vegetable

B. Physical Properties

1. Viscosity
Z. Capillary Action

C. Chemical Properties

1. Oxidation
Z. Corrosion
3. Evaporation

D. Characteristics
1. Temperature Changes in Oil Structures
Z. Factors Affecting Quality

II. THE "EPILAME" PROCESS

A. Purposes

1. Retards Spreading Action of Lubricants
Z. Assists in Capillary Action

B. PI sical Characteristics

1. molecular Structure
Z. Sensitivity to Light

C. Application

1. Preparing Watch Parts for Processing
Z. Methods of Application
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III. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURES ON TIMEKEEPERS

A. Expansion and Contraction of Metals

1. Effect on Balance
2. Effect on Hairsprings.
3. Compensations

a, Bi-metallic Balances
b. Mono-meta7"c Balances
c. Use of Beryl liv...n and Elinvar Hairsprings
d. . High Temperature Error
e. Low Temperature Erior
f. Middle Temperature Error
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TR:ADE 'THEORV"

Third Year

I. STUDY OF POWER MACHINERY

A. Jeweler's Lathe
t!

.

1. .ache Components
.

as Care I.,.
b. .Function.

2. Preparation, of Cutters
3. Basic Operations

a. Facing
b. Turning
c. Polishing
d. Threading

4. Use of Measuring Tools
5. Feeds and Speeds
6. Care and Maintenance

B. Buffing or Polishing Equipment

1. Types of Buffs
2. Types of Buffing Compounds
3. Speeds
4. Techniques
5. Items Requiring Buffing

C. Sensitive Drill

I, Drill Sizes
2. Drill Sharpening
3. Holding Devices
4. Speeds and Feeds
5. Care and Maintenance

U. ASSEMBLING AND DISASSEMBLING WATCHES

A. Disassembly

1. Sequence
2. Arrangement of Parts
3. Cleaning
4. Inspection of Worn Parts
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S. Examination
a. Broken Jewels
b. Improper Escape Pinions
c. Others

6. Precautions in Disassembly
7. Estimating Cost of Repairs

a. Basis

B. Assembly

1. Sequence
2. Precautions
3. Lubrication
4. Inspections

a. Points
b. Accuracy

III. ANALYSING TROUBLES

A. Examining

1. Observe Entire Case, Hands, Dial
2. Check Stem for Wear, Detention and Ease in Shifting
3. Observe Crown
4. Test Winding, Click Action and Back-racheting
S. Test Setting
6. Observe Hands, Dial, and Crystal
7. Check Center and Second Post
8. General Appearance of Movement
9. Observe Oil Streaks

10. Check Escapement and Balance
11. Check Pivots

B. Symptoms

1. Dial Feet Protruding and Fouling Train
2. Case

a. Buckling Plates to Prevent End Shake
b. Center Post Contacting Case
c. Train Wheels or Balance Fouling on Case
d. Worn or Sprung Badly

3. Hands, Dial, or Crystal
4. Winding and Setting Mechanisms
S. Watch Stops after certain Number of Minutes

a. Wheels
b. Wheel Teeth
c. Pivots or Jewels

6. Balance
7. Escapement
8. Dial Train
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The development of course outlines for instruction in related
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29. PLASTERER

1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year

910

911
919
926

30. PLUMBER
933

1st Year 934
2nd Year 943
3rd Year 952
4th Year 959
5th Year 966



MIL LV/RIGHT

D. 0,. T. 5-78. 010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

MILLWRIGHT APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 96

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 108

Trade Theory 45 45 45 45 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

First Year

1. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
4. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
Z. Prevention

T). Tools

1. Hand
Z. Portable

Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL ANL LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

I. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Numlrr
2. Selection
3. Placement

13. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center

. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Proje,:tion

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. L= -tits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full

. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO MILLWRIGHTS

A. Matter

1. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces

1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. 1-ccelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Powex, and Energy

1. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-Friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined . tame
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
Z. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

1. Rest
2. Motion

I. Light

1. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS

A. Precision Tools

I. Folding Rule
2. Protractor
3. Steel Tape
4. Plumb Bob
5. Trammel Points
6. Dividers
7. Calipers
8. Levels
9. Micrometers

10. Steel Square
11. Gauges
12. Combination Square

B. Marking Tools

1. Scratch Awls
2. Punches

C. Hand Tools

I . Hammers
2. Wrenches
3. Chisels
4. Punches
5. Drills
6. Files
7. Taps and Dies
8. Clamps
9. Rivet Sets

10. Other Tools as used in your Particular Area

D. Care and use of Above

II. METAL FASTENERS

A. Types
1. Wood Screws
2. Machine Screws
3. Metal Screws
4. Pins
5. Keys
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6. Rivets
7. Washers
8. Other Types as used in your Area

B. Characteristics

I. Threads
a. Pitch
b. N. C. or N. F.
c, Thread Terms
d. Types of Heads

2. Pins
a. Types
b. Uses

3. Keys
a. Types
b. Uses

4. Rivets
a. Size
b. Head
c. Uses

5, Washers
a. Types
b, Sizes
c. Uses

Ili, POWER MACHINES

A. Drill Press

I. Operation
2. Layout Work
3. Methods of Holding Work
4. Other Operations

a. Tapping
b. Reaming

5. Grinding Drills

B. Machine Bending

1. Set-up
2, Operations
3. Limitations

C. Punching and Shearing

I. Set-up
2. Operation
3, Limitation
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D. Pedestal Grinders

1. Types of Wheels
2. Uses

E. Pipe Machines

1. Set-up
2. Reaming
3. Threading
4. Clean-up

F. Other Machines used in your Area



SAFETY

Second Year...

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Fire Extinguishers
c. Operation of Fire Extinguishers

Z. Shop Safety
a. Safety Lanes and Warning Signs
b. Disposal of Oily Waste, Rags, etc.
c. Material, Oil, and Grease on Floor
d. Safety Devices
e. Attention to Work

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health

5. Welding
a. Correct Grounding
b. Fire Hazard
c. Good Ventilation
d. Eye Protection
e. Burn Protection
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

T. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter - relationships
b. Effects

2, Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligation* of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
2. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cone s
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications
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V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-Isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

I. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Obliqw or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. M.SMANICS AS APPLIED TO MILLWRIGHTS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. Measurement

a. Intensity
b. Quantity

3. Transmission
4. Effect

a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO MILLWRIGHTS

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
2. Kinds and Forms of Current

a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltage
d. Phases
e. Static Electricity
f. Magnetism

B. Basic Measurement

1. Volts
2. Amperes
3. Ohms
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C. Protection Devices

I. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

I. Types of Wire
a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

E. Electecal Terms and Symbols

III. COOLANTS AND LUBRICANTS

A. Coolants

I. Kinds
2. Sources
3. Uses
4. Properties

B. Lubricants

v.: Types
a. Oiling Machines
b. Cutting
c. Creasing

2. Uses
3. Properties
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I. RIVETING

A. Preparation

TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. Heating Unit
2. Correct Rivets
3. Correct Tools

B. Pneumatic Tools

I. Types
2. Uses

a. Chipping
b. Caulking
c. Riveting

C. Heating

D. Drive

II. METALS

A. Steels

I. Types
2. Identification

a. S. A. E.
b. Spark Test

B. Cast IronSteel

I. Types
2. Use

a. Characteristics
b. Reasons

C. Alloys

1. Types
2. Characteristics
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D. NonFerrous

1. Kinds
2. Uses

III. NON-METALLIC MATERIALS

A. Wood

B. Rubber

C. Glass

D. Plastic

IV. STRUCTURAL SHAPES

A. Construction Details
. 1 . .

1. ' Name
2. Shape
3. Strength
4. Weight
5. Reason for Use

V. LUBRICATION

A. Purpose

1. Friction

B. Types

1. Oils
a. Viscosity
b. Compounded

2. Greases
a. Types



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKINO PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

I. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. StoTage

a. New Work
b. Old Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machine Not In Operation

I. Removal of Metal Cuttings
2. Removal of Drive and Face Plates
3. Removal of Cutting Tools and Machine Attachments

C. Machine In Operation

I. Starting and Stopping
2. Set-up
3. Flying Particles

D. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
a. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Major

5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIAL ,AND LABOR R.,ELATIONS
.,

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A, Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children.
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I.. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulleys
2. Gears
3. Applications

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Belting

I. Straight
2. Crossed

II. PIPING CALCULATIONS

A. Measurement

1. Types
a. End to End
b. End to Center
c. Center to Center

2. Allowances
a. Fitting
b. Thread .4

B. Calculations

I. 45° Break
a. Formula
b. Constant

2. Rolling Offset
e. Definition
b. Formula

III. GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A, Construction

B. Application
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BLUEPRINT. READING
t .6

Third Year

I. MECHANICAL,ACCESSORIES

A. Metal Fasteners

1. Taper Pins
2. Lock Washers
3. Cottpr,Pins
4. Plain Washers

B. Screw Threads

1. General Information
2. American Standard Pipe Threads
3. Tap Drill Sizes

a. N. F.
b. N. C.

4. A.S. A. Classes of Thread,Fits
5. Identification
6. Bolts and Screws

C. liscellaneons

1. A. S. A.
a. Line Symbols
b. Section Lining

2. Drill Sizes
3. Decimal Equivalents

II. PIPING DRAWINGS

A. Introduction

1. Types
a. Three View
b. Section
c. Schematic

2. Symbols
3. Trade Terms
4. 12,..inci plea

B. Reading Sketches
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO MILLWRIGHTS

A. Classification of Steel

1. Carbon Steel
a. Very Mild (less . 10% Carbon)
b. Mild (. 10% to . 25% Carbon)
c. Machine (. 25% to . 6 .i% Carron)
d. Tool (. 60% to 1.50% Carbon)

2, Alloy Steel
a. Chrome Low
b. Chrome High
c. Stainless
d. Nickel Low and High
e. Vanadium Low and High
f. Manganese
g. Molybdenum
h. High Speed
i. Non-Shrinking Oil-Hardening

3. Non-Steel Alloy
a. Stellite

4. Iron
a. Cast (3% to 5% Carbon)

B. Non-Ferrous Metals

1. Types
a. Copper
b. Brass
c. Bronze
d. Phosphor Bronze
e. Aluminum
i. Magnesium
g. Lead
h. Morsel Metal
i. Special Combinations

2. Properties
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Sources
4. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. POWER TRANSMISSION

A. Methods

I. Belts
2. Pulleys
3. Shafting s
4. Supports
5. Couplings

B. Types of Pulleys

14 Cone
2. Loose
3. Doulge Speed
4. Two Speed
5. Sliding
6. Flanged

C. Locate and Level Shafts

1. Transverse Strain
2. Counter Shaft
3. Bearings
4. Leveling Hooks
5. Plumb Bob

D. Belts
1. Typegof Material
2. Methods of Using
3. Care
4. Joining

a. Hooks
b. Wire
c. Cement
d. Lacing
e. Metal Clips

5. Measuring
G. V- Belts

a. Install
b. Adjua
c. Follow -up
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II. SCAFFOLDS

A. Portable

1. Kinds
2. Erecting

III. RIGGING

A. Background

B. Fundamental Calculations

1. Estimating Weight
2. Center of Gravity
3. Leve ..age
4. Wheel and Axle, Gear

C. Rope

1. Manufacture
2. Types
3. Storage
4. Effect of

a. Moisture
b. Freezing
c. Chemicals

5. Strength
a. Safety Factor

6. Inspection

D. Knots

1. Kinds
2. Uses
3. Methods of Tying

E. Splicing

1. Types

F. Wi re Rope

I. Types
2. Clips, Clamps, and Splices
3. Stresses and Breaking Strength
4. Inspection
5. Slings
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SAFETY
, ..... ..

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

..7 1 t - -,

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Imprver Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. littedical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED _MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. FORMULAS

A. Equation,

I. Set -Up
2. Transpose
3. Solve

B. Trade Applications

I. Horsepower
2. Gears
3. Tapers
4. Threads

II. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

A. Stress

I. Tension
2. Compression
3. Shear

B. Riveted Joints

I. Shearing Value
2. Single Shear .

3. Double Shear

III. BOARD MEASURE

A. Terms

I. Rough Stock
2. Dressed Stock
3. Allowance for Dressing
4. Standard Lengths

B. Calculations

I. Board Feet
2. Stairs

a. Rise
b. Run
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BLUEPRINT REAli/NG

Fourth Yeai

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

1. Reasons
Z. Use

B. Dimensioning

1. Simple
2. Detail

a. Working Drawing

C. Views

Number
a. Main
b. Section

D. Sectioning

1. Types
2. Method
3. Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
Z. Number
3. Separate Sheet

r. Sub-Assembly.

1. Where Used
2,, Purpose



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year .

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO MILLWRIGHTS

A, Effect of Heat on Steel

1. Carbon Steels
a. Hardening
b. Terktering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

Z. Alloy Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Banding
f. arming

3. Mild Steel
a. Hardening - Salts
b. Hardening - Carbonaceous Material

B. Machining Characteristics

1. Carbon Steels
Z. Alloy Steels
3. Non-steel Alloys
4. Cast Iron
5. Wrought Iron
6. Non-Ferrous Metals

C. Methods of Identifying Metals

1. Texture
Z. Chipping
3. Filing
4. Spark Test

D. Hardness

1. Rockwell
Z. Brinell
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. PUMPS

A. Packing

1. Preparation
Z. Remove Old Packing
3. Replace Packing
4. Tighten Glands
5. Test Run

B. Aligning

1. Set Up
Z. Remove Packing
3. Align Couplings
4, Re-Pack

II. B.::ARINGS

A. Babbitting

1. Remove Old Babbitt
2. Clean Casting
3. Prepare Jig
4. Pour
5. Fit Bearing

B. Roller

1. Prepare Equipment
2. Disassemble
3. Replace Bearing
4. Reassemble



1

III. PROCESS MAINTENANCE

A. Equipment

1. Types
to Principles
3. Repair

a. Remove From Service
b. Dismantle and Clean
c. Replace Dazctive Parts
d. Reassemble
e. Return to Service

IV. WELDING

A. Types

1. Gas
2. Electric

B. Principles

C. Limitations



I.

OIL BURNER MECHANIC

D. 0. T. 5-83.024

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

OIL BURNER MECHANIC APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruce:.n Per Year

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 27

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 27

Applied Mathematics 24 24 24 72

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 72

Applied Science 24 24 24 72

Trade Theory 54 54 54 162

TOTALS 144 144 144 432



SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. In troduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Clearliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Pronentss
a: Mentality
b. Fatigue
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR .RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. .-anerican

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLI ED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade App!ications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

I. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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131-ULPKIN1 RLAI)INC

First Year
PI.

t. OkilitoGRAPHIC PROJECTION

Views

I. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

b. Lines

1. Identification and Applicatius.
a. Outline .

b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimeasion
e. Extension
f. Projecti -in

Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

L. Special Applications

r . Conventions..

1. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbors
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

Z. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIeNCE

First Year
.. .

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO OIL BURNER MECHANICS

A. Matter

I. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids :.
c. Gas es

3. Properties

B. Forces

1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

1. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

I. Definition
2. Relationship

E. Friction

I. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

I. Rest e.

2. Motion.

1. Light

I. Source
2. Application
3. Control _

4. Measurement

.*
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. DOMESTIC OIL BURNERS

A. Types and Methods

1. Terms and Definitions
Z. Prepare for Combustion

a. Atomization
(1) High Pressure
(2) Low Pressure
(3) Centrifugal Force

b. Vaporization
(1) Heating

3. Design
a. Gun Type

(1) High Pressure
(2) Low Pressure

b. Pot Type
(1) Natural Draft
(2) Forced Draft

c. Rotary Type
(1) Horizontal
(2) Vertical Wall Flame
(3) Vertical Sunflower Flame

U. HIGH PRESSURE GUN TYPE BURNERS

A. Pumps

1. Crescent Type
Z. Gear Type
3. Single Stage
4. Two Stage

B. Pressure Regulating Valves

1. Types
Z. Parts
3. Operation
4. Purpose

C. Nozzles

1. Types
Z. Parts
3. Operation
4. Purpose
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D. Fans and Air-Control Devices

I. Fans
a. Purpose
b. Types

2. Stabilizers
3. Cones
4. Air-Control Ring
5. Air Diverter or Turbometer

a. Location of Above
b. Purpose of Above

E. Transformers and Ignition Assemblies

I. Transformers
a. Types
b. Use
c. Construction

Z. Electrodes
3. Ignition Terminals

a. Porcelain Insulators
4. Condensors

M. LOW PRESSURE ATOMIZING BURNERS

A. Types

I. William Oil-O-Matic
a. Principles
b. Construction
c. Operation

Z. Winkler
a. Principles
b. Constr tction
c. Operation
d. Parts

3. General Electric
a. Principles
b. Construction
c. Operation
d. Parts
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IV. ROTARY BURNERS

A. Horizontal Rotary

1. Principles
Z. Construction
3. Operation
4. Parts

B. Vertical

1. Wall Flame
a. Principle
b. Construction
c. Operation
d. Parts

V. VAPORIZING POT TYPE BURNERS

A. Types

1. Natural Draft
Z. Forced Draft

B. Principles

1. Construction
Z. Operating
3. Parts
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A, Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection .

a. Alarm. System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Extinguishers
c. Operation
d. Kinds of Fires
e. Extinguishing Electrical Fires

Z. Shop Safety . .

a. Attention.to Machines
b. Attention to Furnites
c. Disposal of Oily Waste
d. Material, Oil, Grease, Etc. on 'Floor
e. Safety Devices

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health
c. Removal of Fumes
d. Sewer Gases



-'"61C=

INDUSTRIAL ANb LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligatibns of Individual

B. Wage Systems

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti -disc rirnination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
Z. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

I. Simple
Z. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

I. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

Z. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications
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V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal /An. es'
4. Vertical Lines
5. NonIsometric Lines.

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

I. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines
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APPLIED SCIENCE
: ' '; !'-:'

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO OIL BURNER MECHANICS

A. Heat .
1. Sources
2. Measurement

a. B. T. U.
3. Transmis sion

a. Convection
b. Conduction
c. Radiation

4. Effects
a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

IL NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

A. Electricity

1. Electron Theory
2. Static Electricity
3. Types

a. Direct
b. Alternating

4. Sources
5. Generation
6. Transmission
7. Distribution
8. Measurement
9. Circuits

10. Safety Devices

B. Applications

1. Controls
2. Machines
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
;,..

A. Principles

I. Proper Combustion
2. Refractory Materials
3. Chamber Design

B. Construction

I. Size
2. Design
3. Chamber

a. Materials
b. Floor
c. Walls
d. Ceiling
e. Drying

4. Test Firing

II. INSTALLATION OF TANKS AND PIPING

A. One-Pipe and Two-Pipe Systems

I. Gravity .

a. Single Stage Pump
2. Suction

a. Two-Stage Pump

B. Tank Installation

1. Outside Tanks
a. Coating
b. Depth
c. Pitch
d. Wet Soil

2. Inside Tank
a. Size
b. Location

C. Piping

I. Suction Feed
a. Size of Tubing
b. Valve a
c. Return Line

2. Gravity Feed
a. Size of Tubing
b. Valves .
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3. Fill and Vent Lines. ..
a. Minimum Size
b, Location
c. Gauge Line

III. AUTOMATIC OIL BURNER CONTROL

A. Thermostats

I. Principles
2, Construction
3. Parts
4. Types
5. Circuits

a. Wiring Diagrams
b. Schematics

6. Location
7. Installation

B. Limit Controls

I. Hot Water Temperature Control
a. High Limit
b. Low Limit
c. Location
4. Principle
e. Construction
f. Parts
g. Circuits
h. Installation

2. Pressure Controls
a. Principles
b. Location
c. Type

a. Controls
b. Systems

4. Installation
3. Warm Air Control.;

a, Bonnet Air Temperature Control
b. Fan Operation Control
c. Principles
d. Location
e. Installation

C. Primary Controls

I. Safety Feature
2. Operating Feature
3. Location
4. Types
5. Installation
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D. Mercolid Pyrotherm

1. LocAtion
2. Principles
3.
4. Installation

E. Visaflame.Control

1. Principles
2. Location
3. Types
4. Installation

F. Protectorelays

1. Principles
2. Types
3. Location
4. Circuitry
5. Installation

IV. CONTROL SYSTEMS

A. Heating Systems

1. Steam
2. Hot Water

a. Gravity
b. Forced Flow

3. Warm Air
a. Gravity
b. Forced Flow

B. Steam

1. Basic Controls
2. Circuitry
3. Demand for Heat

a. Sequence of Operations
4. Unit Heaters

a. Controls
b. Circuitry

C. Hot Water

1. Gravity
a. Basic Controls

(1) Line Voltage Thermostat
(2) Low Voltage Thermostat

b. Circuitry
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2. Forced Flow ...,', .. :.

a. Non-integrated System.
(1) Basic Controls .

(2) Types Of Thermostats
(3) Domestic Hot Water
(4) Tank:Type
(5) Tankless

b. Integrated Systeirif
(1) Basic Controls
(2) Type of Thermostat
(3) Domestic Hot Water
(4) Hot Water Limit Control

, * '
c. Circuitry

r

D. Warm Mr

1. Gravity
a. Basic Controls
b. Circuitry

2. Forced Mr
a. Non-integrated Systems

(1) Basic Controls
(2) Circuitry

b. Integrated System
(1) Basic Controls
(2) Circuitry

E. Vaporizing Burners

1. Fan Operation
2. Solenoid Valve
3. Control System
4. Continuous Fan Operation
5. Compound Systems
6. Circuitry

F. Zone Control

1. Adaptability of Zone Control
a. Steam
b. Hot Water
c. Warm Air

2. Types
3. Circuitry
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. CORRECT WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

I. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machines and Pumps

I. Not in Operation
a. Removal of Debris
b. Adjusting
c. Removal of Dies

2. In Operation
a. Starting and Stopping
b. Metal Shavings

C. Administering First Aid

I. Burns
a. lit, 2nd, 3rd Degree

1. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b, Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts
5. Shock
6. Amputations



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

I. Materials
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Third Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Straight Pipe Measurement

1. Center to Center
a. Allowance for Centers
b. Allowance for Thread Engagement

2. Center to End
3. End to End
4, Throat Measurement
5. Standard and X-Heavy: Fittings

B. Angular Measurement

1. 45° Offset
2. 60° Offset
3. 30° Offset
4. 224° Offset
5. 111.° Offset

a. Use of Constants
6. Rolling Offset

a. Definition
b. Formulas

7. Perpendicular Offset
a. Spread
b. Height
c. Set-back

C. Pipe Bends

1, Circumference
2. Radius
3. Arc
4. Mininiurn Bend

II. PUMPS

A. Head

1. Static
2, Velocity

B. Calculation

1. Pipe-Line Losses
2. Efficiency
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III. DETERMINE GPM OF BURNER

A. Heat Content of Oil

1. BTU ..
Z. Grade

B. Heat Loss

1. Design Temperature
Z. Construction Losses

a. Infiltration
b. Walls
c. Cubic Content

C. Calculations



.=

_

. II. ELECTRICAL

A.

B.

C.

Fundamentals

Schematics

Circuitry

Z.

Z.

Z. Layouts
I. Controls

Industrial

1. Symbols
Conventions

e. Two Building

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

g.

Absorption Refrigeration

School Fan Room
Hospital

Diesel Engine

Boiler Room

f. Chemical Plant
Other Types of Process Lines

-764-
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I. PIPING WORK

A. General Information

1.

Print Work

Z.

Piping Symbols

Piping Joints

1. Residential Work
a. One Pipe Steam

BLUEPRINT READING
-A

a. Heat ing

d. Sprinklers

b. Air Conditioning
c. Plumbing

e. Ventilation

a. Flanged
b. Screwed
c. Bell and Spigot
d. Welded
e. Soldered

d.

b.
c. Vapor Heating

Radiant Heat Hot Water

Two Pipe Steam

Third Year

.



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. CHEMISTRY FOR THE OIL BURNER MECHANIC

A. Principles

I. Changes
a. Physical
b. Chemicals

2. Chemical Action
a. Rust
b. Combination
c. Galvanic Action
d. Deterioration

B. Mixtures, Compounds, and Elements

1. Definitions
2. Classes of Elements
3. Common Compounds

a. Combination of Elements
b. Chemical Union
c. Solutions

4. Applications

IL STEAM - GENERATION

A. Liquid

1. Pressure of Liquids
2. Atmospheric Pressure
3. Weight and Density
4. Specific Gravity
5. Buoyancy
6. Water Head
7. Properties

B. Steam

1. Evaporation and Boiling
2. Pressure - Temperature Relationship
3. Steam Tables
4. Critical Velocity
5. Properties of Saturated Steam
6. Difference between Saturated and Superheated Steam
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W. FUEL OIL

A. Development

1. Early
2. Present Day
3. Transportation
4. Location

B. Chemistry

1. Properties
a. Chemical
b. Physical

C. Combustion



TRADE THEORY
I t ,

Third Year

I. SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

A. Combustion Efficiency

1. Adjusting
a. CO2 Analysis.
b. Excess Air ,, ,

(1) DeteTmine
(2) Testing

2. Air Requirements .,

3. Stack Temperatures
4. Reducing Stack Temperatures
5. Draft

a. Measuring
b. Reading over Fire
c. CO2 and Stack Temperature

B. Firing the New Boiler

1. Procedure
2. Checking
3. Test Firing
4. Final Approval

C. Nozzle

1. Parts
Z. Use
3. Strainer
4. Cleaning
5. Major Causes of Trouble

a. Dirt
b. Poo Grade of Oil
c. Overaeating
d. Clogged Nozzle
e. Oil Leaks

6. Correcting

D. Ignition

1. Common Troubles
a. Improper Spacing of Electrodes
b. Carbon Formation
c. Carbonized or Cracked Insulators
d. Defective High Tension Leads
e. A-40 8 e Terminal Connections
f. Defective Transformer
g. Line Voltage Drop
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2. Correcting Troubles
3. Radio Interference

E. Pumps and Pressure Regulating Valves

1. Diagnosing Trouble
2. Pressure Adjustments

a. Procedure
3. Loss of Pressure

a. Air Bound
b. Leaky Seal
c. Clogged Strainer
d. Suction Restriction
e. Faulty Valves
f. Worn Pump Gears
g. Poor Suction Lift

4. Correcting Trouble
5. Loss of Pump Prime
6. Pump Noises

F. Combustion Problems

I. Smoke and Soot
2. Vibrations
3. Pulsations

a. Starting
b. Running

G. Excessive Fuel-Oil Consumption

I. Causes of Fuel Waste
a. Oil Burner
b. Boiler of Furnace
c. Heating System
d. Miscellaneous

(I) Low CO2
(2) Improper Setting of Controls
(3) Poor House Insulation
(4) Others

2. Causes of High Stack Heat Loss
a. Dirty Flue
b. Unrestricted Flues
c. Excess Air
d. Overfiring
e. Inadoquate Boiler

3. Correcting all Troubles



H. Vaporizing Pot Type Burners

1. Smoke and Soot
2. Flame Dies Out
3. Non ignition
4. Excess Fuel Consumption
5. Correnting These Troubles

L Low PI leisure Gun-Type Burners

I. Adjustments
a. Rate -1 O'l Flow
b. Pressure
c. Fan Air

2. Troubles
3. Servicing

J. Vertical Rotary Wall Flame Burner

I. Troubles
a. Burner Not Operating
b. Burner Won't Shut Off
c. Noise and Pulsation
d. Smoke and Soot
e. Cdor and Fumes
f. Defective Ignition
g. Insufcient Heat

2. Correcti../

II. BASIC SERVICE METHODS

A. Reasons for no Heat

1. Power Supply
2. Oil Burner Fuse
3, Remote Control Switch
4. Oil Tar, .
b. Oil Valves
6. Limit Controls
7. Primary Controls
8. Thermostat

B. Causes of Underheatin and Overheating

I. Burner Defects
2. Control Defects
3. System Defects
4. Miscellaneous



C. Causes or Faulty Burner Operation

.......J

1. Smoke and Soot
2. Odors
3. Noises

a. Mechanical
b, Combustion

4. Puff ;ado
S. High Oil Consumption
6. Insufficient Hot Water
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PAINTER.

D. O. T. 5.27.010
9

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

PQR .

PAINTER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year

lit Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industria. and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Theo:, 60 60 60 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 . 432
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING A ND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common %..:auses
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentali ty
b. Fatigue
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II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling and Installation of Material.
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

Z. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

L PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

U. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Obligations

I. Employer
2. Employee

M. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a, Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades



AP:PLIE,D MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

XI. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Definitions

1. Working Drawings
2. Plans
3. Reproductions

a. Bleuprints
b. B . W
c. Dry Process
d. Photostatc

B. Working Drawings

1. Lines
2. Views

a. Relationships

C. Placement of Views

1. Plan, Front, and Right Side
2. Detail Drawings

D. Dimen..ions

Scales
Dimensioning

a. Extension !Ines
b. Dimension Lines
c. Limited Space
d. Structural Member

E. Invisible Edges

1. Importance
2. Uses



APPLIED SCIENCE
First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO PAINTERS

A. Matter
I. States

a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

I. Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction
I. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel - Axle
4. Inclined Plane
S. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

I. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO PAINTERS

A. Currents
1. Production
2. Direct
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. M6surement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Applications
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TRADE THEORY

First Year
SCAFFOLDS, LADDERS, AND STAGING

A. Scaffolds

1. Types
2. Where Used
3. Erectirg
4. Assembling
5. Removing
6. Tying Correct Knots

B. Ladders

I. Kinds
2. Sizes
3. Testing
4. Caring For

C. Staging

I. Where Used
2. Why
3. Erecting

PREPARATION OF EXTERIOR SURFACES

A. Types

I. Wood
2. Metal
3. Brick
4. Miscellaneous

B. Condition

I. New
2. Old

C. Operations

I. Remove Loose Paint
a. Sandpaper
b. Wire Brush
c. Blow Torch
d. Exterior Remover

2. Prepare Surface After Burning
3. Seal Knots and Sappy Places
4. Putty Woodwork
5. Filling Cracks
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III. PREPARATION OF INTERIOR SURFACES

A. Types

1. Plaster
2. Stucco
3. Rough Cast and Sand Finishing
4. Old Calcimine
5. Wall Board
6. Sizes Surfaces

B. Condition

1. New
2. Old

C. Operating

1. Printing
a. Woodwork
b. Plaster

2. Washing
3. Cutting Out
4. Puttying
5, Sandpapering
6. Removing Old Covering
7. Sizing
8. Taping

IV. MATERIALS USED IN FILLING SURFACE

A. Wood Surfaces

1. Materials
a. Putty
b. Crack Filler
c. Plastic Wood
d. Wood Filler
e. Calking Compound

2. Characteristics
3. Methods of Using

B. Metal Surfaces

1. Materials
a. Prepared Metal Fillers
b. White Lead Putty
c. Calking Compound

2. Characteristics
3. Methods of Using
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C. Brick - Stucco

1. Materials
a. Cement
b. White Lead Putty

2. Characteristics
3. Methods of Using

D. Plaster

1. Materials
a. Plaster of Paris
b. Crack Filler

2. Characteristics
3. Methods of Using

E. Wall Board

1. Materials
a. Patching Tape
b. Crack Filler
c. Putty

2. Characteristics
3. Methods of Using



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct J -b Layout

I. Adequate Working Space
2. Good Lighting
3. Pioper Ventilation

...
B. Correct Tools

I. Pointed Tools
a. Unsafe Acts
b. Mechanical Acts
c. Lack of Concentration

2. Heating Tools (Blow Torch)
a. Fire Hazards
b. Burns

3. Correct Use of Took

C. First Aid

I. Treatment
a. Burns . .
b. Broken Bones

(I) Simple Fracture
12) Compound Fracture

c. Smashed Fingers and Toes
d. Minor Cuts
e. Deep Cuts

(I) Pressure Points
f. Shock
g. Punctures

(I) Pointed Tools
(2) Rusty Nails



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Pacticipation
b. Obligations of Individual

14. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

,4.. Leglislation

I. Security
Z. Anti- discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NE-2/ JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

I. Women
Z. Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct

I. Fractions
2. Inches
3. Feet
4. Yards
5. Conversions

B. Calculations

I. Area
a. urMula
In riac4
c, Wall
d. Ceiling
e. Allowance

(l) Window
(2) Doors

2. Volume
a. Units
b. Formula
c. Use

C. Other

I. Irregular Shapes
a. Circle
b. Triangle
c. Polygons

2. Formulas



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Circles and Arcs

I. On Plan
2. Dimensioning
3. Drawing

B. Views in Section

I. Importance
a. Plan Views
b. Sectional Views
c. Detail Drawings

2. Development
3. Arch. Symbols
4. Sections

a. Materials
b. Referen,te Lines
c. Detail i. rawings

II. ORTHOGRAPHIC SKETCHING

A. Importance

B. Tools for Sketching

I. Use
2. Care

C. Straight Lines

I. Methods
2. Practice
3. Proportion

D. Shapes

I. Circles
2. Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. PIGMENTS

A. Definition

1. Types
2. Chemical Properties
3. Physical Properties
4. Use

B. Paint

1. White Lead
2. Oxide of Zinc
3. Lithopone
4. Titanium
5. Whiting

C. Color

1. Mineral
2. Chemical
3. Vegetable
4. Animal
S. Blacks
6. Standard Color Mixtures

a. Oil
b. Dry
c. Colors in Japan
d. Decorators
e. Artists

7. Permanency
a. Permanent
b. Semi-permanent
c. Fugitive



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF MIXING PAINTS

A. Exterior Paints

1. Types
2. Characteristics

a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Methods
4. Formulas

a. Wood
b. Stucco
c. Concrete
d. Brick and Stone
e. Metal

5. Color Mixing

B. Interior Paints

1. Formula
a. Flat
b. Semi-gloss
c. Plastic
d. Gloss
e. Water Soluble
f. Varnishes

2. Characteristics
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Where Used
4. Mixing

a. Materials
b. Color

IL PRINCIPLES OF INTERIOR WOOD FINISHING

A. Characteristics of Wood

1. Open Grained Wood
2. Close Grained Wood
3. Hard Woods
4. Soft Woods
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E. Floor Finishing

4.

2. Surface Preparation
3. Methods of Finishing

1.

Methods of Applying

Floor Condition

f.

h.

e.

g.

a. New
b. Old

Shellac Finishes
VarniqbFinishes
Rubbed Finishes
Waxed Finishes
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B. Surface Preparation Materials

1. Abrasives
a. Wet
b. Dry

2. Paint Removers
a. Liquid
b. Paste

3. Bleaches
4. Washes
5. Neutralizers
6. Properties

a. Physical
b. Chemical

7. Methods of Using

C. Wood Fillers

1. Prepared Fillers
a. Kinds
b. Properties
c. Methods of Using

2. Shellac .
3. Mixing and Using

D. D. Trim Finishes

1. Condition
a. New
b. Old

2. Characteristics of Finish
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Types
a.. Paint
b. Enamel
c. Stain
d. Oil Finishes



SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
Z. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c, Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Costs

I. Direct Labor
2. Material
3. Overhead
4. Profit

B. Covering Capacities

I. Material
2. Area Covered Per Hour
3. Openings

C. Irregular Work

I. Time Requirements

D. Estimate

I. Time and Material
2. Cost Per Square
3, By Openings
4. By Linear Feet

F. Old Work

I. Difficulties
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC SKETCHING

A. Working Sketch

1. Planning
a. Size
b. Proportion

2. Systematic Procedure
a. Rough Outline
b. Dimension and Extension Lines
c. Object Lines
d. Arrow Heads
e. Dimensions
f. Notes

II. ISOMETRIC SKETCHING

A. Value and Importance

B. Comparison to Orthographic

C. Sketching

1. Vertical Lines
2. Hbrizontal Lines
3. Angles
4. Dimensioning

D. Sketching Circles and Arcs

1. Dimensioning

III. OBLIQUE PROJECTION

A. Value and Importance

B. Types

IV. TRADE APPLICATIONS

A. Reading Trade Prints

B. Sketching Installations

C. Reading Sketches
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. COLOR

Ji. Definition

1. Source

B. Theory

1. Hue
2. Chroma
3. Value
4. Spectrum
5. Types

a. Primary
b. Secondary
^. Tertiary

6. I. its and Shades
7. Color Wheel

C. Harmony

1. Monochromatic
2. Complementary
3. Related
4. Control

IL VEHICLES

A. Introduction

1. Definition
2. Purpose
3. Properties

a. Chemical
b. Physical

B. Types

1. "Us
2. Volatile Thinners
3. Others



1

I

TRADE THEORY

Third Year

S. PRINCIPLES OF SPRAY PAINTING

A. Tools and Ecuiprnent

1. Types of Guns
a. Pressure
b. Suction

2. Hoses
3, Connections
4. Motor
5, Compressor Unit
6. Accessories
7. Hoods
8, Exhaust Devices
9. Masks and Goggles

B. Use of Equipment

1. Gun Adjustments
2. Spray Patterns
3. Care of Gun
4. Troubles
5, Remedies

C. Mixing Spray Materials

1. ConsiP tency
2. Temperature
3. Formulas

II. VARNISHES AND STAINS

A. Varnishes

1. Characteristics
2. Use
3. Method of Applying

a Co, Tnercial
b. .Lacquers
c. Synthetics
d. Enamels
e. Japans
f. Shellac
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B. Stains

1. Characteristics
Z. Uses
3. Methods of Applying

a. Oi 1
b. Alcohol
c. Water
d. Varnish
e. Acid
1. Penetrating

III. WATER SOLUBLE PAINTS

A. Characteristic&

1. Physical
2. Chemical
3. Care
4. Methods of Applying

B. Types

1. Casein
Z. Calcimine
3. Cement Paint
4. Emulsified Oil
5. Binders and Colors

IV. PAINTING DEFECTS

A. Reasons for Paint Failure

1. Improper Preparation of Surface
2. Improper Application
3. Poor Quality Paint
4. Neglect

B. Causes and Their Cures

1. Chalking
Z. Flaking, Cracking, and Scaling
3. Blistering
4. Gas Discolorations
5, Metal Stains
6. Mildew
7. Spotting
8. Brown Staining
9. Dirt Collection
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PATTERN MAKER (WOOD)

D.O.T. 5-17.020

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

WOOD PATTERN MAKER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 1W

Blueprint Reading Z4 Z4 24 Z4 96

Applied Science. Z7 Z7 Z7 Z7 108

Trade jiLloq 45 45 45 45 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576
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SAV'E T Y-

Mitt Year,

L BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention - - _

3. Geneial Ufa* Standards
4. General Safety .Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal Hygiene and Industrial Hygiene

1.

2.

3.

Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
Z. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

First Year

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

U. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

I. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

,,

I. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension t
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

I. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits -'
e. Threads
1. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

I. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbort
4. Countersink

E. Sections

I. Neei
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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L MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO WOOD PATTERNMAKERS

A. Matter

C. Motion

B. Forces

D. Work, Power, and Energy

E. Friction

F. Simple Machines

2. Kinds

3. Properties

I. Definition

2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

3. Accelerates
4. Speed and Velocity

1. Definition

I. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary

2. Relationship

3. Useful and Harmful

I. Definition

2. Anti-friction Devices

3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane

I. Laws

2. Pulley
1. Lever

5. Wedge
6. Screw

APPLIED SCIENCE

a. Solids
D. Liquids
c. Gases

First Year
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G. Gravitation

I. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

I. Rest
2. Motion

I. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. TOOLS

A. Hand Cutting Tools
-1. Saws

a. Rip
b. Cross Cut
c. Back
d. Compass

2. Planes
a. Jack
b. Jointer
c. Smooth
d. Block
e. Scrub
f. Circular
g. Special Planes
h. Spokeshakie

3. Chisels
a. Types
b. Uses

4. Gougea
a. Types
b. Uses

5. Boring
a. Brace
b. Bits
c. Countersink

6. Maissuring
a. Squares
b. Bevels
c. Calipers
d. Rules

7. Marking
a. Gauge
b. Dividers
c. Trammels

8. Forcing
a. Hammer
b. Mallet
c. Screwdriver
d. Pliers
e. Scratch Awl
f. Files
g. Clamps

9. Care and Use of Above
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

-... Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Extinguishers
c. Operation

2. Shop Safety
a. Safety Lanes and Warning Signs
b. Disposal of Oily Waste
c. Material, Oil, Grease, etc. on Floor
d. Safety Devices
e. Attention to Work

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal .. , .

a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health
c. Dust Removal



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELA.TIONE

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

Second Year

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. CondLct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Dernocrscy
a.. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Leglislation

1. Security
Z. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

I. Units
Z. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4, Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

IL SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

I. Use in Formulas

M. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

I. Simple
Z. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Princird es

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

Z. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications



V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

I. Principles
Z. Angles
3. Horizontal lines
4. Vertical Linev
5. Non-isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Caned

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Awdiiary

I. Principles
Z. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines
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APOLIED SCIENCE

Sec %Mg Yea;

I. vil*ClIANIC::. AS 4s.PPLIED TO WOOD PATTERNMAKERS

A. Heat

1. Sources
t. Measurement

a. Intensity
b. Quantity

3. Transmission
4. Effects

a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. NATURE OF ELECTRICITY

1. Electron Theory
2. Static Electricity
3. Types

a. Direct
b. Alternating

4. Sources
5. Generation
6. Transmission
7. Distribution
8. Measurement
9. Circuits

10. Safety Devices

B. Application

1. Machines
2. Instruments
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. LUMBER

A. Selecting Pattern Lumber

1. .Dressed and Rough
Z. Shrinkage
3. Storing
4. Tezrns Used

B. Cutting Pattern Lumber

1. Hand
a. Machine

MOULDING PkACTICES

A. General Moulding

1. Flask
2. Cores
3. Split Pattern

a. Definitions
b. Description
c. Uses

B. Coping Out for Solid Patterns

1. Simple Cylinder
a. Spoke Wheel
3. Journal C...p

C. Moulding Difficult Patterns

1. Green Sand Rings
a. Loose Piece Pattern
3. Dry Sand Cores

D. Shrinkage

1. Rule
2. Allowance for Shrinkage

E. Draft

1. Variations
2. Templets
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F. Finish

M. PATTERN CONSTRUCTION

A. Simple Types

1. Procedure
2. Influence of Method

a. One-Piece
b. GreenSand Coring
c. Typical Construction
d. Shaping Pattern
e. Forming Corebox
f. Finish

(1) Shellac
(2) Lacquer
(3) Sandpaper
(4) Coloring

B. Split Pattern

1. Conditions
2. Method

a. Doweling
b. Care
c. Durability
d. Corebox
e. Finishing

C. Fastening Process

1. Gluing
Nailsa.

b. Kinds of Glue
c. Preparation
d. Application

2. Clamping
a. Hand Screws
b. Pressure Regulation
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layott

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New
b. Old

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machines

1. Not in Operation
a. Rerngy,a1 of Debris
b. Adpisting
c. Removal of Cutting Parts

2. Li Operation
a. Starting and Stopping
'.. Set Up
c. Flying Particles

C. Administering First Aid .

1. Burns
a. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bonei
a. Shrip le
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
d. Cuts
5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

I. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

U. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old Age Assistance
2. Alit to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMAL_TICS

Third Year

I. MEASUAING INST.O.UMENTS

A. Micrometers

1. Principles
2. Types

a. Outside

b. Inside

B. Verniers

1. Principles
2. Types

C. Others

II. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulleys
2. Gears
3. Applications

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Belting

1. Straight
2. Crossed

M. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Functions

1. Sine
2. Cosine
3. Tangent

B. Applications

1. Taper and Wedge
2. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails

a. Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. MECHANICAL. ACCESSORIES

A. Metal Fasteners

1. Taper Pins
2. Lock Washers
3. Cotter Pins
4. Plain Washers

B. Screw Threads

1. General Information
2. American Standard Pipe Threads
3. Tap Drill Sizes

a. N F
b. N C

4. A. S. A. Classes of Thread Fits
5. Identification
6. Bolts and Screws

C. Miscellaneous

II. GEARING

1. A. S. A.
a. Line Symbols
b. Section Lining

2. Drill Sizes
3. Decimal Equivalents

A. spur Gears

1. Rules
2. Formulas

B. Bevel Gears

1. Rules
2. Formulas

C. Worm Gearing

1. Rules
2. Formulas

-814-
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APPLIED SCIENCE.

Third Year .

I. MATERIALS OF THE TRADE

A. Wood

I. Growth
a. Hard Woods
b. Soft Woods

2. Density
a. Grain
b. Texture

3. Moisture
a. Shrinkage

4. Defects and Blemishes
a. Types
b. Effects upon Grades and Strength

5. Grading
a. Classification

(1) Yara, Factory, and Structural
b. Grades
c. Lumber Measurements

6. Soft Woods
a. Kinds
b. Characteristics
c. Uses

7. Hard Woods
a. Kinds
b. Characteristics
c. Uses

8. Imported Woods
a. Kinds
b. Characterizqcs
c. Uses

B. Wood Fasteners

I. Nails
a. Types
b. Parts
c. Coatings
d. Sizes

2. Screws
a. Types
b. Sizes
c. Shapes
d. Finishes
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3. Bo and Metal Screws
a. Types
b. Uses

4. Dowels
5. Glue

a. Adhesion
b. Adhesive Strength
c. Uses

(1) Liquid
(2) Casein
(3) Animal
(4) Blood - Albumin
(5) Vegetable
(6) Synthetic
(7) Cellulose Cement
(8) Rubber Compounds

C. Finishing

1. Sandpaper
a. Scraping Action
b. Friction and Meat
c. Types
d. Grades
e. Uses

2. Natural Resins
a. Fossil Resins
b. Recent Resins
c. Rosin
d, Shellac

(4) Origin
(2) TM'.
(3) Properties
(4) Uses

3. Synthetic Resins
a. Kinds
b. Uses

-816-
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year .

I. PATTERN CONSTRUCTION

A. Built Up Patterns

1. Construction
2. Allowance
3. JoiOng
4. Laying Out
5. Rim Construction
6. Shaping
7. Loose Hub
8. Core Prints

B. Standard Pulleys

1. Construction
a. Iron Rim Pattern

2. Rim Master Pattern
a. Allowance
b. Construction

3. Arms
a. Shape
b. Size

4. Lifting Plate
a. Use
b. Pattern

5. Hubs
6. Wrapping and Lifting Plates

a. Placing
7. Standard Core Print s

a. Use
b. Stock Sizes

8. Numbering
9. Letters and Figures

C. Large Cored Pulleys

1. Moulding Methods
2. Arm Core
3. Hub-end Core
4. Flanged Core
5. Strike
6. Moulding Process
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D. Flat Back Patterns

1. Solid Engine Crank
a. Construction

2. Disk Crank
a. Construction

(1) Disc
(2) Rire
(3) Bosses
(4) Counterweight
(5) Fillet

3. Fillets
a. Usage
b. Shrinkage
c. Types

(I) Wood
(2) Leather
(3) Wax
(4) Putty

4. Sizes



SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Z. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b, Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employer's

F. Penalties

IL STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. FORMULAS

A. Equations

I. Set Up
2. Transpose
3. Solve

B. Trade Applications

I. Horsepower
2. Gears
3. Taper
4. Threads

II. GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Characteristics

I. Circles
2. Squares, Triangles, Polygons

B. Construction

I. Methods
2. Application

III. WOODWORK

A. board Measure

I. Rule
2. Standard Length

B. Stairs

I. Rise
2. Run
3. Layout



BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

L ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

1. Reasons
Z. Use

B. Dimensioning

1. Simple
Z. Detail

a. Working Drawings

C. Views

Z. Number
a. Main
b. Section

D. Sectioning

1. Types
Z. Method
3. Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
Z. Number
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub-Assembly

1. Where Used
Z. Purpose

-6ZZ-
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. NATURE AND COMPOSITION OF CORES

A. Uses

B. Properties

I. Porosity
2. Strength
3. Crushability
4. Removability

C. Core Binders

1. Types
2. Properties
3. Use i

D. Mixtures

I. Kinds
2. Properties

II. PRODUCTION OF GASES IN MOULDS

A. Factors

1. Heat of Molten Metal
2. Material in Core and Molds
3. Confined Air

B. Effects of Heat

1. Expansion - Temperature Relationship
2. Pressure - Temperature Relationship
3. Combined Effect

C. Difficulties Caused by Gases

1. Expansion
a. Blowholes
b. Cracking



D. Method of Correcting Difficulties

I. Venting .. - -..0
2. Correct Core Mixture

a. Porosity

III. EFFECTS OF EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION

A. Metals

1. Types
2. Properties
3. Expansion and Contraction

a. Co-Efficient of Expansion
4. Shrinkage Rule

a. Types of Metals
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. PATTERN CONSTRUCTION

A. Economical Construction Practices
,

I. Core Prints in Drag
2. Moulding
3. Examples of Simplified Work

a. Tee
(I) End Fastening
(2) Lathe Mounting
(3) Jointing
(4) Core Box

b. Elbow
(1) Double Pattern
(2) Core Box
(3) Supporting Core

c. Return Bend
d. Screw Chuck
e. Deep Flanges
f. Large Cylindrical Work

4. Intricate Coring
a. Globe Construction

(1) Use of Templet
(2) Branches
(3) Two-Part Core
(4) Form for Baking
(5) Bonnet

5. Engine Cylinder
a. Type of Pattern
b. Steam Chest
c. Core Box

(I) Cylinder
(2) Steam Chest
(3) Exhaust Passage
(4) Inlet Passage



6. Gear Wheels
a. Teeth Machine Cut
b. Patterned Teeth
c. Fastening Methods
d. Rim and Arms
e. Forming Teeth

(1) Spacing
(2) Tooth Templet
(3)' Cutting
(4) Solid Pinons

f . Bevel Gears
(1) Construc.tion

7. Columns
a. Patterns
b. Cores
c. Follow Boards



PHOTOENGRAVER

4. 47-100

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
. -

FOR
*PHOTOENGRAVER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
lit 2nd Ord 4th 5th 6th

SUBJECT Year Year Year Year Year Year Total

Safety 9

Industrial and Labor Relations 9

9

9

9

9

.
9

9

.

.
-

.
36

36

Applied Mathematics 36 36 36 36 . - 144

Applied Science 27 27 27 27 36 36 180

Trade Theory 63 63 63 63 108 108 468
Etcher
Finishe r
Photographer
Router and Blocker

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 144 144 864

*NOT':

The trade of Photo-Engraving embracea several separate branches,
each of which is recognized as an apprenticeable trade and each of
which requires a minimum of five years to learn.

Apprentices indentured to learn these crafts will be taught the
theoretical knowledge of all the crafts embracing Photo-Engraving
so that they will have an understanding of the complete field.
Greater emphasis, however, will be put upon the particular branch
in which the apprentice has been indentured. The following outline
has been developed with the above principle in mind. Each apprentice
will complete all the lessons pertaining to all photo. engraving crafts
'out devote more dine and study in that area in which he is apecializing.
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SAFETY

First Year

!. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. Ge neral Safety Devices

C. Fires
I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



v.4011!..

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

4

L PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIMD ivIATHE-MATIC'S

1. WHOLE NUMBERS

A.

First Yea*.

Development of Numbers

R. Fundamental Operations

1. Roman Numerals
2. Arabic Numerals
3. Addition
4. Subtraction
5. Multiplication
6. Division

C. Trade Applications

U. FRACTIONS

A. Common Fractions

B. Decimal Fractions

c

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

. Trade Applications

Ill. DECIMALS

v. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

;i. Trade Applications



IV. PERCENTAGE

A. Fundamental Principles

I. Rate
2. Base
3. Percentage

B. Trade Applications

I. Printer's Percentage Problems
2. Trade Discounts

V. POINT SYSTEM

A. Equivalents

I. Agate
2. Nonpareil
3. Pica

B. System of Measurement

I. Point Inch Relationship
2. Pica Inch Relationship
3. Pica Point Relationship

C. Trade Applications

VI. COMPOUND NUMBERS

A. Feet and Inches

B. Picas and Points

C. Trade Applications



APPLIED. SCIENCE

First Year

I. BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. Mechanics

1. Gravitation
2. Forces
3. Parallel Forces
4. Motion
5. Work, Power, and Energy
6. Friction
7. Simple Machines
8. States of Matter

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gas es

9. Specific Gravity
10. Buoyancy
11. Liquid Pressure
1Z. Surface Tension and Capillary
13. Atmospheric Pressure

B. Electricity

1. Magnetism
Z. Static Electricity
3. Electric Currents

a. Transmis sion
b. Measurement

4. Trade Applications

II. LENSES

A. Principles of Light

1. Wave Action
Z. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Control
5. Color
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B. Types

1. Description and Principles
a. Meths cus
b. AchroMatic
c. Astigmat
d. Apachromatic

2. Deficiencies
a. Spherical Aberration
b. Chromatic
c. Astigmatic

C. Focal Lengths

1. Meaning
2. Application
3. Determination of "F"

a. Meaning
b. Determination

-833-



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

A. Photo Engraving Process

I. Scope of Work
2. Classification of Trades

a. Photographer
b. Finisher
c. Etcher
d. Router and Blocker
e. Others

3. Requirements of these Trades
a. Technical
b. Physical

B. Photographer

I. Scope of Work
2. Tools and Materials

a. Description
b. Care
c. Use

3. Cameras
a. Kinds
b. Descriptions
c. Parts
d. Photographic Terms

II. CAMERAS

A. Types

1. View
2. Commercial
3. Panoramic
4. Reflecting
5. Enlarging, Reducing, and Copying
6. Photomicrographic
7. Other Types



B. Principles

1. Operation and Theory
2. Specific Use
3. Care

C. Lenses

1. Types
a. General Work
b. Wide Angle
c. Long Focus
d. Motion Picture

2. Telephoto Lens
a. Advantages
b. Attachments
c. Use

3. Symmetrical and Unsymmetrical Lens
4. Care of Above Lenses
5. Use of Above Lenses
6. Classification

a. Focal Length
b. Speed
c. Angle of View

7. Speed Regulation
a. Speed Rating
b. Regulation

8. Definition
a. Quality of Image
b. Standards of Sharpness
c. Producing Softness
d. Producing Depth
e. Producing Sharpness

9. Covering Power
a. Meaning
b. Application

10. Angle of View
a. Determination
b. Size of Plate

11. Depth of Focus
a. Controlling
b. Diaphragm

12. Focal Plane
a. Definition
b. Method of Adjustment



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Handling Material
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Tools and Equipment
a. Care
b. Use

3. Machines
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning
d. Protective Devices

4. Heating and Lead Melting Devices
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning
d. Goggles and Protective Devices

B. Safety Standards

1. Company Rules
2. Company Standards
3. Company Practices
4. Company Safety Devices

C. Pre--.edare in Case of Accidents

I. First Aid
2. Safety
3. Reports and Notification



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR" RELATIONS

Second Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

L Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. POINT SYSTEM

A. Measurements

1. Type Size
a. Point Size
b. Set Size
c. Height to Paper

2. Spaces
3. Spaces and Quads

B. Trade Applications

1. Space Size Identification
2. Space Quad Addition
3. Space Size Recognition
4. 10 Pt. Combination
5. Fitting Spaces and Quads

a. Even Totals
b. Odd Totals
c. Centering a Head

II. SPACING

A. Spacing a Line of any Size

1. Principles

B. Trade Applications

1. Converting Spaces to 60ths of an Em
2. Near Combinations of 60ths
3. Spacing a Given Line
4, Centering Heads and Spacing

C. Indem-on

1. Factors
a. Length of Measure
b. Size of Type

2. Rules
3. Foundry Type

D. Trade Applications

1. Specified Lines
2. Extract Indention on a Page of Type
3. Extract Indentior with Layout

-838-
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t...;. Exact Spacing of ary Site of Type

L. Rules

F. Trade Applications

1. Line Sparing a Given Number of Woras
2. Line Spacing in 60ths of au Em
3. Spacing a Line of Capitals
4. Spacing a Line of Ita la,s

G. Spacing Out Blank Areas

1. Principles
2. Pica Sizes of Spaces and Quads
3. Metal Furniture Sizes

H. Trade Applications

1. Layout of Blank Areas
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

L HEAT

A. Principles

1. Sout cos
2. Measurements
3. Transmission
4. Effects

B. Trade Applications

U. CHEMICAL ACTION

A. Photographic Chemicals

1. Types
2. Strength
3. Hydroquinine
4. Sodium Carbonate
5. Potassium Bromide

B. Trade Applications

C. Developing Points

1. Temperature
a. Explanation
b. Methods of Controlling

2. Time
a. Duration in Solution
b. Effects

3. Action
a. Rapid
b. Slow
c. Reasons for Above

4. Types of Emulsion
a. Thick
b. Thin
c. Speeds

5. Teris Developer
a. Physical Properties
b. Use
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6. Intensifier
a. Copper Bromide

(1) Properties
(2) Principles
(3) Use

b. Silver Nitrate
(1) Properties
(a) Principles
(3) Use

c. Iodine and Iodide
(1) Properties
(2) Principles
(3) Use

7. Exposure Factors

-841-



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

/ Measuring

1. Meters
2. Linear
3. Magnifier
4. Scales o,. Imeras

B. Lighting

1. Incondescent
Z. Fluorescent
3. Mercury

C. Diffusion

D. Filters

E. Other Equipment

U. PREPARATION OF SUBJECT

A. Principles

1. Lighting
Z. Color
3. Filters

B. Specific Applications

C. Mounting

III. PHOTOGRAPHY

A. Camera Techniques

1. Operating
Z. Adjusting
3. Focusing

B. Photographing Subject
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IV. DARK ROOM PROCEDURE AND PRACTICE

A. Photographic Print Papers

1. Kinds
2. Selection
3. Developing
4. Developing Techniques

B. Plates and Sheet Film

1. Kinds
Z. Selection
3. Developers
4. Light Sensitive Solutions
5. Plate Cleaner
6. Uses

V. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Distortion

1. Causes
Z. Connection

B. Halation

1. Definition
Z. Causes
3. Correction

C. Lantern Slides

1. Production
a. Copying Camera
b. Contact

2. Mounting

D. Enlargement

1. Enlarger
Z. Techniques

E. Proportion

1. Reducing
2. Use of Printers Scale
3. Suitable Camera

-843-
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F. Scaling Artwork

1. Procedure
2. Checking Points
3. Developers
4. Developing Techniques
5. Corrections
6. Blocking Out

a. Reason
b. Procedure
c. Materials

G. Prints

1. Mattes and Semi-Mattes
a. Des cription
h. Uses

H. Machine for Printing

1. Description
2. Method of Use

1. Group Prints

1. Locations
2. Printing Separately
3. Vignetting
4. Masking
5. Changing Position

J. Patching Photographs

1. Methods
2. Purpose
3. Types of Camera
4. Joining and Matching Photographs

K. Solutions

1. Preparing
a. Hypo



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Chemicals

I. Use
a. Handling
b. Containers
c. Fumes
d. Storage

2. Antidotes
3. Precautionary Devices
4. Goggles and Protective Devices

B. Working Conditions

I. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Ventilation
3. Good Lighting
4. Proper Equipment
5. Storage

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

I. Burns
a. Type

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Crushed Limbs
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Pres sure Points
c.: r Amputation

5. Shoot:
6. Heat Exhaustion



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

U. SO

Third Year

r

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation cf Trade to Allied Trades

CIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

-846-
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Measurement of Composition in Ems

1. Solid Composition

B. Trade Applications

1. Number of Ems to a Measure
2. Number of Ems to a Given Line of Type
3. Ems in a Form
4. Cost by Ems

C. Leaded Composition

1. Rules

D. Trade Applications

1. Measuring Leaded Composition
2. Number If Ems to a Line or Form

E. Weight and Cost of Type Metal

1. Area to Weight Relationship

F. Trade Applications

1. Estimating Size of Form
2. Estimating Form Size and Weight
3. Cost of Me tal in a Form
4. Cost of Metal for Lead and Slugs
5. Number of Leads in a Form
6. Weight of Leads in a Form
7. Area, Weight, and Cost of Lead
8. Covertirsg Point Sizes of Type
9. Coverting Square Inches to Ems

10. Converting Square Picas to Ems

G. Estimating Time

H. Trade Applications

1. Work Time Estimation
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IL MICROMETER CALIPER

A. Principles

B. Parts

C. Micrometer Readings

1. Standard
2. Vernier

EL COPYFITTING FOR A LAYOUT

A. Fitting Capitals

1. Methods
2. Rules
3. Cap Factors

B. Trade Applications
0 t

D. Trade Applications

1. Lines of Type to a Number of Characters

3. Fitting Characters to Line

-848-

2. Centering Lines in a Block Layout

2. Factors
1. Method

1. 13LayoutocLayout toCenter Caps

C. Ordinary Layout

.

,

3. Characters Per Line



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. COLOR

A. Nature

1. Sunlight
2. Artificial Light
3. Qualities of Color

13. Fundamentals of Color

1. Absorption
2. Reflection
3. Transparent Iiiters

a. Principles

C. At:pects

1. Physical
2. Psychological

D. Color Spectrum

1. Primary
2. Secondary
3. Intermediate Colors
4. Tints, Shades, and Solids
5. Color Wheel
6. Trade Applications

II. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Dot and t+pace Values

1. Explanation
2. Importance
3. Calculation

a. Color Production
4. Photography

a. Density
b. Light Prevention

5. Copper Re etching
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6. Color Combinations
a. Color
b. Shades
c. Hues
d. Calculating
e. Applying
f. Separation

(1) Filter
(2) Light

B. Review

1. Chemistry
2. General Photography
3. Color analysis
4. Rotogravure
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TRADE TH4,ORY

Third Year

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

A. Router and :locker

1. Scope of Work
2. Tools and Material

B. Zlocking Plates

1. Selection of Wood
2. Kind of Wood
3. Reasons

II. MACHINES

A. Power Saw

1. Ope ration
2. Adjustments
3. Care
4. Maintenance

B. Mailing Wachine

1. Description
2. Operatio.4
3. Nails

a. Types
4. Care

C. Planer

1. Description
2. Operation
3. Limia.tions

a. Size of Blocks
4. Care
5. Planing Block* to Correct Height

a. Allowsbnce for Plate
b. Gauging Blocks

III. DRAWINGS

A. Introduction
1. Pemil

a. Choice
b. Preparation
c. Technique
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2. Paper
a. Choice
b. Use

B. Pencil Drawings

0

1. Line Qualities
2. Rendering
3. Fundamentals

a. Drawing Construction

C. Geometric Forms

1. Freehand
2. Mechanical
3. Applications

D. Light and Shade

1. Techniques of Obs e rvaticn

E. Application

1. Dot Formation
a. Lines
b. Circles
c. Angle s
d. Triangles

IV. BUILDING BLOCKS

A. Lumber

1. Selection
2. Gluing
3. Planing
4. Cutting
5. Doweling Panels

a. Procedure
b. Tools

V. METALS

A. Kinds

1. Zinc
2. Coppe r
3. Lead
4. Alloys
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B. Reactions

1. Heat
a.
b.

Hardening
Annealing

C. Methods of Tempering

1. Case Hardening
Z. Other Methods

D. Application to Trade
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I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggish:to- Is or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. hripi oper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

IL STATE LABOR LAWS IN NE" JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

I. Meaning
2. Relationships
3. Laws

B. Commonly Used Ratios

I. Golden Oblong
2. Hypotenuse Oblong
3. Regular Oblong
4. Printers Oblong

C. Trade Applications

D. Percentile Proportional Shapes

I. Border Harmony
2. Percentage Factors

E. Trade Applications

II. PAPER

A. Bond Paper

I. Weight and Sizes
2. Tables
3. Cost
4. Carton Packing Schedule
5. Quantities
6. Trade Applications

a. Weight - Size Problems
b. Cost Problems

B. Book Paper

I. Size and Weight
2. Cost
3. Trade Applications

a. Size - Weight and Cost Problems
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C. Miscellaneous Papers
1. Tag Board
2. Blotting
3. News
4. Cover
5. Index Bristol
6. Mill Bristol
7. Trade Applications

a. Size - Weight and Cost Problems

D. Cutting Stock to Size

1. Methods
2. Trade Application

w. Number of Sheets for a Job
b. Cutting Paper to Size

3. Allowance for Spoilage
4. Allowance for Trim

III. ESTIMATING INK

A. Factors
1. Stock
2. Forms
3. Color of Ink
4. Etc.

B. Percentage
1. Types of Ink
2. Types of Paper

C. Trade Applications

IV. PLANNING HARMONIOUS JOB

A. Principles

B. Proportions

C. Trade Applications

I. Adjusting for Different Ratios
2. Ratios for Various Jobs
3. Planning a Whole Job
4. Cost of a Whole Job

D. Optical Center

E. Planning Margins
1. Single Page
2, Double Page
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APPLIED SCIENCE

I. PAPER

A. Early Writing Materials

I. Papyrus
2. Parchment
3. Vellum

B. Paper

I. Invention
2. Development

C. Pulp

I. Wood
2. Rag

D. Common Terms

I. Stock
2. Ream
3. Substance or Basis Weight

E. Kinds of Paper

I. Newsprint
2. Book
3. Offset
4. Coated
5. Bond
6. Manifold
7. Miscellaneous
8. Top Sheet

F. Outstanding Characteristics

I. Grain
2. Wire Side and Felt Side
3. Watermark

II. PRINTING INKS

A. Basic Information

I. History
2. Importance
3. Manufacture
4. Terms Used to Describe Ingredients
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B. Inks Suitable for Different Kinds of Paper

I. Thin
2. Medium
3. Stiff
4. Others for Special Printing Surfaces

a. Celluloid
b. Rubber
c. Linens
4. Outdoor Signs
e. Others

C. Qualities

1. Smoothness
2. Correct Degree Body
3. Correct Tackiness
4. Correct Length
5. Correct Amount of Vehicle
6. Correct Drying Properties

D. Press Difficulties Involving. Ink

I. Failure to Lift Ink from Form
2, Piling
3. Offsetting



TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. TRIMMING OPERATORS

A. Blocks

I. Squaring Blocks
2. Inspecting and Testing
3. Cutting Knives

a. Care
b. Grinding

4. Care of Machine .

B. Plates

1. Machines
a. Saw
b. Guillotine Shears .

c. Beveling and Lining
2. Description and Use of Machines
3. Beveling

a. Purpose
b. Method

4. Border Line
a. Techniques

5. Lining Attachment
a. White - Black Line Technique

6. Finishing by Hand
a. Method
b. Tools

7. Finishing in Outline
a. Marking

IL ROUTING

A. Machines

I. Description
2. Use
3. Cutters

a. Type
b. Kinds

B. Procedure

I. Outline Sections
2. Routing Out Parts
3. Techniques
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C. Combination Plates

I. Mounting
2. Separate Line Cuts
3. Half Tone Plates
4. Process

III. PLATES

A. Large

i. Method of Mounting
2. Nailing

B. Vignetted

1. Explanation
2. Outline
3. Proper Time

C. Outline Finish Iia If- Torii

1. Description
2. Procedure

D. Square, Outline, Etc., Vignette

1. Description
2. Procedure
3. Use

E. Extra Large

a,

z .

... Size
a. Over 40-50 Square Inches

2. Requirements
3. Reasons
4. Methods

F. Metal Bases

1. Sweating
2. Techniques

G. Anchoring

1. Wood Blocks
a. Bolts
b. Procedure

2. Lead - Filled Holes
a. Technique s
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fifth Year

BACKING

A. Laminated

1. Description
2. Advantages

B. Glued-Up

1. Description
2. Advantages

C. Panel

1. Description
2. Advantages

II. STORAGE

A. Wood for Mounting Plates

1. Storage
2. Seasoning

B. Finished Plates

1. Temperature Control
2. Moisture Control

III. WOOD

A. Blocking

1. Types
2. Species
3. Sources
4. Qualities

IV. CUTS

A. Explanation

1. Methods of Ordering
2. Piece Measurements
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V. METALS

A. Compositions

1. Zinc
Z. Copper
3. Lead Alloys

B. Properties

1. Physical
2. Chemical
3. Reaction to Heat

a. Melting Point
b. Ductility: Malleability
c. Hardening
d. Annealing

C. Minirsg Processes

1. Manufacture

D. Hardening Tool Steels

1. Case Hardening
2. Other Methodw
3. Tempering

.
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TRADE THEORY

Fifth Year

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

A. Etcher

I. Scope of Work
2. Tools and Materials
3. Observations of Light and Shade

B. Pencil Techniques

I. Preparation
2. Choice and Use of Pencil
3. Pencil Drawing

a. Line Quality
b. Rendering

4. Fundamentals of Drawing Construction
5. Pencil Rendering

C. Pen and Ink Drawings

I. Lire Quality and Rendering
2. Shading
3. Highlighting
4. Pen and Ink Drawings

II. BURNING - IN

A. Copper Prints

I. Materials
2. Techniques

UL PROCESSES

A. Film Laying

I. Origin
2. History

B. Tintographing

I. Process
2. Patent Tints

C. Blueprint

I. Offset
Z. Photoengraving



D. Chrornolight

1, Color Reproduction
2. Process

E. Printing

1. Correct Developing

IV, ETCHING AND ENGRAVING

A. Black and White

1. Translation of Values
2. Techniques

B. Chemicals

1. Perchloride of Iron
2. Nitric Acid
3. Muriatic Acid
4. Methods of Using

C. Metal

1. Cleaning
2. Selection

a. Detecting of Flaws

D. Etching Baths

1. Mixing
2. Proper Maintenance of Trays
3. Determination of Whey to Change Bath
4. Method of Changing
5. Maintenance of Machines

E. Formulas

1. Method of Mixing
2. Measuring Quantities

F. Acid Bath

1. Preparation
2. Changing
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G. Plate Work

1, Use of Resistant Ink
a. Immersion
b. Techniques

2. Heating
a. Correct Temperature
b. Correct Spotting
c. Application

3. Touching Up
a. Defective Areas
'f.). Technique
c. Materials

4. Acid Resistant Solution
a. Proper Drying

5. Coating by "Roll-Up"
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I. RE*IST

APPLIED SCIENCE

Sixth Year

A. Principles

1. Consistency
2. Resistance
3. Application

B. AsphaltusA

II. ETCHING MACHINES

A. Principles

1. Types
2. Advantages

IIL STRIPPING

A. Description

1. Principles'
2. Skill Requirements

B. Terminology

1. Negative
2. Positive
3. Su ...print
4. Insertion

IY. OUTLINING

A. Principles

D. Preparation for Router
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TRADE THEORY

Sixth Year

L PHOTOGRAVURE PROCESS

A. History

B. Review of Process

C. Present Status

II. ETCHING WORK

A. Preliminary Work

1. Stripping
a. Matching of Screen
b. Selection of Values
c. Tints

2. "Cold Top"
a. Zinc Lined Plates
b. Techniques
c. Advantages

3. Painting Out
a. Preparing for Deep Etching
b. Techniques

4. Etching Powder
a. Use

B. Flat Etching

1. Use of Tray
2. Plate

a. Cleaning
b. Proper Handling

3. Use

C. Deep Etching

1. Process
a. Use of Machine
b. Powdering
c. Figuring Number of Baths

2. Technique of Brushing
a. Four-Way Brushing

3. Heating of Plate
a. Reason
b. Method
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D. Etching for Color Work

1. Staging
2. Painting Over

a. Reason
3. Dipping Plates

a. Techniques
4. Selection

a. Parts to be Etched
b. Method

5. Procedure .
a. Logical Sequence

Ill GENERAL REVIEW

A. Color Engraving

1. Analysis of Color Copy
2. Exact Proportion

a. Yellow
b. Red
c. Blue
d. Black

B. Engraving Tools

1. Techniques
2. Application

C. Ben-Day

1. Tint Laying
2. Method
3. Procedure

D. Proving Color Work

1. Ink
Z. Paper
3. Make-ready
4. Technique

E. Deep and Flat Etching

F. Copper

1. Line Plate;
2. Enamel Top
3. Sensitized Glue
4. Advantages
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G. Re-Etching

1. Process
2. Need

H. Tones

1. Highlight Half Tones
a. Explanation
b. Uses
c. Method

2. Changing Tones
a. Too Dark on Half Tones
b. Too Light on Half rones
c. Techniques

L Combination Plates

1. Etching
2. Combining Negative Flat
3. Operation
4. Procedure

J. Line Plates

1. Copper
a. Advantages .

b. Method of Making
2. Zinc

a. Weak Lines
b. Touching Up
c. Procedure

3. Zinc (Ben Day)
a. Description
b. Use
c. Procedure



- - -

PIPEFITTER - STEAMFITTER

D. O. T. 5-30.410

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

PIPEFITTER -STEAMFITTER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related InstructienPer Year
SUBJECT 1st Ziad 3rd 4th 5th

Year Year Year Year Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 9 45

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 - 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 30 150

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 24 120

Applied Science 24 24 24 24 24 120

Trade Theor 48 48 48 48 57 249

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 144 720
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
Z. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
Z. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. S elf
'). Shop

Z. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. VAntilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

L PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Re sponsibilitie s

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
2. American

C. Em?loyer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

. First Year

I, WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2, Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
Z. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals ..

B. Trade Applications

ut; DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC 'PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Nurn ,er
Z. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

o C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

Z. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
Z. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

Z. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHkNICS AS APPLIED TO PIPEFITTERS

A. Matter

I. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces

I. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

I. Definition
Z. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work. Power, and Energy

I. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

I. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
a. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

1. Rest
a. Motion

I. Light

1. Source
a. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement



TRADE THEORY

First Year

1. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Tools and Equipment

3 Identification
2. Application
3. Care
4. Use

B. Trade Terminology

I. Presented as Necessary

C. Pipe

I. Kinds
2. Applications
3. Measurement

a. Size
b. Lengths
c. Weights

4. Coatings
a. Kinds
b. Purpose

5. Capacities
a. Methods of Rating

6. Supports
a. Anchors
b. Hangers
c. Supports.

D. Pipe Fittings

I. Kinds
2. Shapes
3. Applications

E. Joints

I. Kinds
2. Uses

F. Tubing

I. Kinds
2. Standard Sizes and Lengths
3. Joints



U. FUNDAMENTAL PRACTICES

A. Pipe

I. Cutting and Reaming
2. Threading

a. Standard Sizes
b. Characteristics

. c. Lubricants
d. Methods of Chasing

3. Bending
a. Hot
b. Cold

B. Joints

I. Caulking
Z. Soft Solder
3. Silver Brazing
4. Compression Fittings

III. HEATING SYSTEMS .

A. Steam

I. Principles of Distribution
2. PUrp03 e
3. Kinds
4. Standard Equipment
5. Components

a. Boiler
b. Boiler T rim
c. Mains
d. Returns
e. Radiators
f. Accessories

6. Functions

B. Hot Water

I. Principles
2. Purpose
3. Kinds
4. Standard Equipment
5. Components

a. Boiler
b. Mains
c. Returns
d. Radiators
e. Expansion Tank

Other Accessories
6. Functione
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SAFETY

Second Year

1. SPECIFIC TRADE FAACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Extinguishers
c. Operation
d. Kinds of Fires
e. Extinguishing Electrical Fires

2. Shop Safety
%. Attention to Machines
b. Attention to furnaces
c. Disposal of Oily Waste
d. Material, Oil, Grease, Etc. on Floor
1., Safety Devices

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
ci Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health
c. Removal of Fumes
d. Sewer Gases
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Lawn

C. Legislation

1, Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
2. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4, Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

IL SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles
1. Simple
2, Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AID PROPORTION

A. Principles

a Ratios
2. Proportions

B. Trade Applications

V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses
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BLUEPRINT READING

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

Second Yeai

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4, Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

I. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c, Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5, True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO PIPEFITTERS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. Measurement

a. B. T. U.
3. Transmission

a. Convection
b. Conduction
c. Radiation

4. Effects
a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
?.. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
S. Sound Absorption

U. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO PIPEFITTERS

A. Nature and Forms

1. Kinds and Forms of Elictrical Cu: rent
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement

1. Volts
2. Amperes
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C. Protection Devices

I. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insuiators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

i

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols



TRADE THE.../RY

Second Year

I. PIPE JOINTS

A. Screwed

I. Where Used
2, Advantages and Disadvantages
3. Limitations

B. Flanged

I. Where Used
2. Advantages and Disadvantages
3. Methods of Attaching

a. Screu ad
b. Lapped
c, Welded

4. Types
5. Facings
6. Gaskets

a. Types
b. Uses

II. PIPING MATERIALS

A. Insulation

1, Kinds
2, Characteristics
3, Uses

B. Valves

1. Kinds
2, Characteristics
3, Uses
4. Repair

C. Strainers and Regulators

1, Kinds
2. Uses
3, Characteristics
4. Repair
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III. LOW PRESSURE STEAM

A. Boilers

1. Connections
2. Fittings
3. Trim
4. Controls

a. Purpos e
b. Location
c. Operation

5. Standards for Sizing

B. Radiators and Coils

1. Convector
2. Direct - Indirect
3. Unit Heaters
4. Location
5. Sizes
6. Piping

C. Heating Systems

1. One Pipe Steam
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Advantages and Disidvantages
d. Where Used

2. Two Pipe Steam
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Advantages and Disadvantages
d. Where Used

3. Vapor System
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Comparison to One and Two Pipe System
d. Advantages and Disadvantages
e. Where Used

4. Vacuum System
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Comparison to Other Systems
d. Advantages and Disadvantages
e. Where Used

5. Other Systems
a. Illinois Vapor Heating System
b. Webster Modulation System
c. Dunham Differential Systein
d. Illinois Selective Pressure System
e. All Other Variations of Above
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. CORRECT WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machines and Pumps

1. Not in Operation
a. Removal of Debris
b. Adjusting
c. Removal of Dies

2. In Operation
a. Starting and Stopping
b. Metal Shavings

C. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
a. 1st, 2nd, 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts
5. Shock
6. Amputations



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Material:. and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Straight Pipe Measurement

1. Center to Center
a. Allowance for Centers
b. Allowance for Thread Engagement

Z. Center to End
3. End to End .

4. Throat Measurements
5. Standard and X-Heavy Fittings

B. Angular Measurement

1. 45° Offset
2. 600 Offset
3. 30° Offset
4. 221° Offset
5. 111° Offset

a. Use of Constants
6. Rolling Offset

a. Definition
b. Formulas

7. Perpendicular Offset
a. Spread
b. Height
c. Set-Back

C. Pipe Bends

1. Circumference
2. Radius
3. Arc
4. Minimum Bend

II. PUMPS

A. Head

1. Static
2. Velocity

B. Calculation

1. Pipe -Line Losses
2. Efficiency
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

PIPING WORK

A. General Information

1. Piping Symbols
a. Heating
b. Air Conditioning
c. Plumbing
d. Sprinklers
e. Ventilation

2. Piping Joints
a. Flanged
b. Screwed
c. Bell and Spigot
d. Welded
e. Soldered

B. Print Work

1. Residential Work
a. One Pipe Steam
b. Two Pipe Steam
c. Vapor Heating
d. Radiant Meat Hot Water
e. Two-Flat fluilding

2. Industrial
a. Boiler Room
b. School Fan Room
c. Hospital
d. Absorption Refrigeration
e. Diosel Engine
f. Chemical Plant
g. Other Types of Process Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. CHEMISTRY AS APPLIED TO PIPEFITTERS

A. Principles

1. Changes
a. Physical
b. Chemicals

2. Chemical Action
a. Rust
b. Combustion
c. Galvanic Action
d. Deterioration

B. Mixtures, Compounds, and Elements

1, Definitions
2. Classes of Elements
3. Common Compounds

a. Combination of Elements
b. Chemical Union
c. Solutions

4. Applications

II. STEAM - GENERATION

A. Liquid

1. Pressure of Liquids
2. Atmospheric Pressure
3. Weight and Density
4. Specific Gravity
5. Buoyancy
6. Water Head
7. Properties

B. Steam

1. Evaporation and Boiling
2. Pressure - Temperature Relationship
3. Steam Tables
4. Critical Velocity
5. Properties of Saturated Steam
6. Difference between Saturated and Superheated Steam
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. HIGH PRESSURE STEAM

A. Boilers

1. Construction
2. Principles

B. Boiler Trimmings

I. Construction
2. Operation
3. Repair
4. Use

a. Safety Valves
b. Fusible Plugs
c. Low Water Fuse Alarms
d. Blow Off Valves
e. Water Columns

5. Methods of Piping

C. Pipe Line Accessories

I. Automatic Stop and Check V-ilve
a. Construction
b. Operation
c. Location
d. Repair

2. Pressure Gauges
a. Types
b. Purpose
c. Location

3. Feed Water Regulators
a. Types
b. Principle of Operation

4. Feed - Water Heaters
a. Types
b. Use

5. Economizers
a. Purpose
b. Location
c. Types

6. Injectors
a. Types
b. Uses

7. Steam Separators
a. Use
b. Location
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4. Steam Traps
a. Return
b. Non-return
c. Where Used
d. Method of Operation
e. Repair

9. Pressure Reducing Valves
a. Types
b. Uses

10. Desuper Heaters
a. Construction
b. Location
c. Purpose

11. Super Heaters
a. Construction
b. Location
c. Purpose

12. Exhaust Heads
a. Construction
b. Location
c. Use

13. Condensers
a. Construction
b. Use

14. Drafts
a. Porcea
b. Induced
c. Purpose

15. Governor Valves
a. Use
b. Construction
c. Purpose

D. Pumps

1. Kinds
a. Reciprocating
b. Centrifugal

2. Theory of Operation
3. Purpose
4. Piping
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Ir4experience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste ,,

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper i"

c. Excitability
7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a.' Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORtiMENIS COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. FORMULAS

A. Equations

1. Set-up
2. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Trade Applications

1. Offsets
2. Volumes
3. Radiation
4. Pump W, k

II. HEAT LOSS

A. Areas and Volumes

1. Gross Wall Area
2. Window and Outside Door
3. Net Wall
4. Ceiling
5. Floor
6. Room Volume

B. Heat Loss Factors

1. Construction Details

C. Heat Loss at 70° F. Temperature Difference

1. Tables
2. Areas and Volume
3; Each Room

D. Heat Loss at Design Temperature Difference

1. Use of Tables

E. Total Heat Loss of Building

1. Total of all Rooms
2. Answer in B. T. U. /Hr.

F. Special Conditions

1. Bathrooms
2. Boiler in Basement
3. Concrete Floor at Grade Level
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BLUEPRINT :READING

Fourth Year

I. PLUMBING INSTALLATION

A. Specifications

1. Scope of Work
Z. Inspection
3. System Layout
4. Sewers

a. Sanitary
b. Storm

5. House Drainage System
6. Cleanouts
7. Floor Drains
8. Soil and Waste Lines
9. Vent Stacks

10. Cold Water
11. Hot Water
12. Gas Piping

B. Rough-In Sheets

1. Sink
Z. Water Closet
3. Service Sinks
4. Laundry Trays
5. Urinals
6. Corner Lavatories

C. Reading Typical Installations

1. Three Fixture Bath on One Wall
Z. Bathroom Fixtures on Opposite Walls
3. Back-to-Back Bathrooms
4. Bath and Kitchen Back-to-Back
5. Interpreting Residential Prints
6. Interpreting Commercial Prints



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. MATERIALS OF THE PIPING TRADE

A. Characteristics and Properties
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cleaning Compounds
Fluxes
Soldering Compounds
Flushing Compounds
Cutting Compounds.
Caulking Compounds

B. Corrosion of Metals
1. Action of Oxygen, Acids and Alkalies
2. Action of Electrolysis
3, Action of Heat

C. Resistance of Corrosion

1. Non-metallic Substances
2. Metallic Substances

D. Pipe (All Types)

1. Manufacture
2. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Uses

E. Fittings
1. Manufacture
2, Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Uses

F. Joint Compounds

1. Composition
2. Properties
3. Us es

G. Other Principles

1. Temperature Limitations of Metals
2, Pressure Limitations of Metals
3, Bolting Materials
4. Gasketing Materials
5, Stress-Strain Relation
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEMS

A. Boilers

I. Connections
2. Fittings
3. Trim
4. Controls

a. Purpose
b. Location
c. Operation

5. Standards for Sizing

B. Radiators

I. Convectors
2. Radiators
3. Unit Heaters
4. Piping
5. Location

C. Systems

I. One Pipe Gravity
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Advantages and Disadvantages

2. Two Pipe Gravity
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Reversed Return
d. Advantages and Disadvantages

3. Forced Flow
a. Principles
b. Special Fittings
c. Layout
d. Advantages and Disadvantages

4. Radiant Heat
a. Principles
b. Layout
c. Advantages and Disadvantages

5. Other Considerations
a. Zoning
b. Balancing
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IL PROCESS PIPING

A. Principles

1. Special Problems
2. Viscosity
3. Hazards

B. Special Materials

1. Pipe
2. Valves
3. Traps
4. Pumps

C. Typical Installations

III. PLUMBING

A. Principles

1. Waste System
a. Soil System
3. Supply System
4. Vent System

B. Soil and Waste System

1. Kind of Pipe
a. Uses
3. Traps
4. Fixtures
5. Parts of System
6. Points where Trouble usually Develops

C. Supply System

1. Kinds of Pipe
a. Piping
3, Correct Hook-up

D. Vent System

I. Theory
a. Types
3, Correct Practices in Venting
4. Methods of Installation
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E. Traps

1. Types
2. Reasons for Using
3. Methods of Installation

F. Fixtures

1. Types
2. Use
3. Methods of Setting
4. Methods of Hooking Up
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SAFETY

Fifth Year

I. SAFE TRADE PRACTICES

A. Ladders, Scaffolds

1. Inspection
2. Testing
3. Erecting
4. Dismantling

B. Lead

1. Heating
2. Pouring
3. Handling
4. Reaction with Water

C. High Work

1. Attitude
2. Walking
3. Safety Precautions
4. Weather
5. Working

D. Rigging

1. Inspect Lines
2. Test Lines
3. Correct Rigging
4. Correct Knot Tying
5. Handling Materials in Air
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fifth Year

I. COOLING LOADS

A. Survey

I. Plans
2. Orientation of Building
3. Construction Details
4. Crawl Spaces
5. Exterior Doors
6. Window Accessories
7. Occupancy
8. Clothes Driers
9. Exhaust Fans

10. Bathrooms

B. Procedure

1. Determine Design Conditions
2. Determine Shadow Lines
3. Determine Areae and Volumes

a. Shaded Window and Door Area
b. Gross Shaded Wall Area
c. Net Shaded Wall Area
d. Sunlit Window and Door Area
e. Gross Sunlit Wall Area
f. Net Sunlit Wall Area
g. Warm Partition Area
h. Ceiling Area
i. Floor Area
3. Room Volume

4. Select Heat Gain Factors
a. Use of Tables

5. Determine Heat Gain for Areas and Volumes
6. Determine External Heat Gain
7. Determine Internal Heat Gain
8. Determine Total Sensible Heat Gain for Each Room
9. Determine Latent Heat Allowance

10. Determine Total Cooling Load for Each Room
11. Determine Total Cooling Load for the Residence



BLUEPRINT READING

Fifth Year

I. PRACTICAL PROJECTION

A. Plans and Elevation

1. Project a Point
2. Project Lines
3. Project an Octagonal
4. Project Circular Plane Figure

B. Full Views

1. Draw Plane Firires
2. Find Auxiliary Plane
3. Determine Angle of Inclination

C. Cylinders and Prisms

1. Plan and Front Elevation of a Cylinder
2. Front, Side, and Plan of a Prism

U. LAYOUT

A. Parallel Line Development

1. Elbows
a. 2 Piece
b. 3 Piece
c. 4 Piece
d. 5 Piece
e. 90° and 60° Elbows

2. Tee Joints
a. Same Diameters
b. Different Diameters

3. Y-Joints
a. Same Diameters
b. Different Diameters

4. Intersections
a. Regular
b. Irregular



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fifth Year

I. REFRIGERATION

A. Principles

1. Refrigerants
a. Composition
b. Characteristics
c. Types
d. Equilibrium

2. Heat
a. Kinetic
b. Radiant

3. Transmission
a. Conduction
b. Convection

4. System Fundamentals

B. Gas Laws

I, Definitions
2. Application

II. AIR CONDITIONING

A. Principles

1, Composition of Air
2. Properties of Mr

a. Change in Volume
b. Boyle's Law
c. Charles' Law
d. Dalton's Law
e. Vapor Pressure
f. Dry Bulb Temperature
g. Wet Bulb Temperature
h. Dew Point
i. Relative Humidity

B. Application of Above
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TRADE THEORY

Fifth Year

I. REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

A. Refrigeration

1. Theory of Operation
2. Types

a. Domestic
b. Commercial
c. Comfort Cooling
d. Indus trial
e. Ice Making and Cold Storage

3. Components
4. Assembly
5. Piping and Connections
6. Considerations
7. Maintenance and Repair
8. Selection of Refrigerant
9. Use of Thermodynamic Tables

10. Compressors
a. Types
b. Capacity

11. Condensing the Refrigerant
12. Evaporators

a. Types
b. Purpose

13. Control of Refrigerant

II. AIR CONDITIONING

1. Theory
2. Types

a. Direct
b. Closed - Indirect
c. Open - Indirect
d. Closed - Indirect - Vented
e. Water Cooled



3. Theoretical Data and Equipment
a. Determination of Load
b. Heat Gain Data
c. Transmission Problems
d. Load Estimating
e. Mr Volume Mixtures
f. Direct Systems
g. Grills and Regulators
h. Filters
ie Insulation

4. Compressors
a. Reciprocating
b. Centrifugal
ce Thermal or Steam Jet

5. Air Conditioning Condensers
6. Considerations
7. Assembly and Installation
8. Maintenance and Repair

II. WELDING

A. Introduction

1. Tools and Equipment
2. Materials
3. Preparation
4. Techniques and Procedures

B. Types of Weld Joints

I. Description
2. Application
3. Advantages
4. Limitations
5. A. A. Standards

C. Brazed Joints

1. Applications
2. Materials and Equipment
3. Preparation
4. Procedures and Techniques



D. Electric Arc

1. Tools and Equipment
2. Materials
3. Preparation
4. Basic Techniques

E. Oxy-Acetylene

1. Tools and Equipment
2. Materials
3. Preparation
4. Basic Techniques

F. Heliarc

1. Tools and Equipment
2. Materials
3. Preparation
4. Basic Techniques

G. Other

1. Necessary Principles

1



PLASTERER

D.O.T. 8-36.01

SUCGEL 'ED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

PLASTERER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Thaw.. 60 60 60 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 432
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Proteution
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Working Area

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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IL SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying

Lowering
d. Placing

Z. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1, Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

1. Employer
2. Employee

In. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades



APPLIED MATHEMATCS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

U. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

UL DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplicati on
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Definitions

1. Working Drawings
2. Plans
3. Reproductions

a. Blueprints
b. B - W
c. Dry Process
d. Photostats

B. Working Drawings

1. Lines
2. Views

a. Relationships

C. Placement of Views

1. Plan, Frnt, and Right Side
2. Detail Drawings

D. Dimensions

1. Scales
2. Dimensioning

a. Extension Lines
b. Dimension Lines
c. Limited Space
d. Structural Member

E. Invisible Edges

1. Importance
2. Uses

1
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year
I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO PLASTERERS

A. Matter
1. States

a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1, Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas
C. Friction

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel - Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO PLASTERERS

A. Currents
1. Production
2. Direct
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. Measurement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Applications
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. INTERIOR PLAIN PLASTERING

A. Inspecting the Job

1. Typca of Lathing Materials
a. Metal
b. Gypsum
c. Insulating
d. Wire Lath
e. Wood Lath

2. Results
a. Poor Grade
b. Improper Installation

3. Proper Grounding
a. Purpose
b. Picture Moulding
c. Metal Forms for Arches
d. Temporary Wood Grounds
e. Incidental Grounding
f. Corner Beads

4. Building C.mstruction
5. Plaster Weights

a. Size and Type of Ceiling Support
b. Type of Aggregates

B. Conditioning Masonry and Concrete Bases

1. Masonry as a Plaster Base
a. Absorption
b. Porous Base
c. Dampening

2. Preparing Masonry and Concrete Bases
a. Roughening
b. Bonding Plaster
c. Cement Dash

3. Washing and Acid Treating
a. Purpose
b. Type of Acid

4. Furring
a. Reason
b. Overlaying

5. Patching and Overcoating Old Plaster
a. Cracked
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C. Mixing Plaster

1. Processing Gypsum for Plaster
2. Types of Gypsum Plaster

a. Bonding
b. Gauging
c. Wood Fibered

3. Lime used in Plaster
a. Types

4. Aggregates
5. Proportions
6. Retarders and Accelerators

D. Scratch Coat

1. Precautions
2. Testing the Mix

a. Reasons
b. Remedying

3. Laying on Scratch Coat
4. Curing
5. Applying Prepared Plasters
6. Portland Cement

a. Use
b. Reasons
c. Special Curing

E. Brown Coat

1. Preparation
2. Plaster
3. Straightening the Brown Coat
4. Difficult Surfaces
5. Ready Sanded Plaster
6. Proper Curing

F. Finishing

1. Preparing
2. Sand Float

a. Types
b. Methods of Applying
c. Purpose

3. Trowel Finishing
a. Gypsum-Lime Putty
b. Prepared Gypsum
c. Keene's Cement

4. Texture
5. Finish Coat Failures

a. Improper Mixing
b. Improper Proportions

6. A coustical Plastering
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SAFETY

Second Year

1
I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Good Lighting
3. Proper Ventilation

B. Ladders and Scaffolds

1. Examine
Z. Test
3. Construct Safely
4. Correct Use

II. ADMINISTERING FIRST AID

A. Treatment

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones

a. S4mple Fracture
b. Compound Fracture

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Minor Cuts
5. Deep Cuts

a. Pressure Points
6. Shock
7. Puncture s

a. Pointed Tools
b. Rusty Nails

8. Eyes
a. Treatment for Lime
b. Foreign Bodies
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INDUSTRIAL AN LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor. Industry, and Government
a. Inter - relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti- discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
2. Children



APPLIE.0 MATHEMATICS

Second Year

T RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio

1. Simple
2. Inver se
3. Trade Applications

B. Proportion

1. Simple
2. Solving
3. Trade Application

IL MEASUREMENT

A. Direct

1. Fractions
2. Inches
3. Feet
4. Yards

B. Computed

1. Areas
a. Square
b. Rectangular
c. Triangular
d. Circular

2. Trade Application



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROnCTION

A. Circles and Arcs

1. On Plan
2. Dimensioning
3. Drawing

B. Views in Section

1. Importance
a. Plan Views
b. Sectional Views
c. Detail Drawings

2. Arch. Symbols
3. Suctions

a. Materials
b. Refererce Lines
c. Detail Drawings

II. ORTHOGAAPMC SKETCHING

A. Importance

B. Tools for Sketching

1. Use
2. Care

C. Straight Lines

1. Methods
2. Practice
3. Proportion

D. Shapes
1. Circles
2. Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Secor i Year

I. MATERIALS OF THE TRADE

A. Lime, Hair, Fibre, and Sand

1. Physical Properties
2. Chemical Properties
3. Kinds
4. Uses

B. Slaking and Tempering

1. Definition
2. Reason

a. Chemical Reaction
b. Generation of Heat

3. Properties

C. Considerations When Mixing Plaster

1. Dirt
2. Mixtures

a. Rich
b. Poor

3. Applying Temperature
4. Chemical Reactions

a. CO2 in Air
b. Hardening
c. Charcoal Fires

D. Weights

1. Volume and Area
2. Specific. Gravity
3. Density



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. PLAIN EXTERIOR CEMENT PLASTERING

A. Inspecting and Planning

1. Structural Details
a. Type
b. Foundation
c. Studs
d. Sheathing
e. Ceiling Joists

2. Characteristics
3. Flashing
4. Exterior Lathing Materials

a. Purpose
b. Importance
c. types
d. Weight
e. Backing
1. Reinforcing

5. Grounds
a. Purpose
b. Location

6. Locating Equipment

B. Cement Plastering Materials

1. Types
2. Setting
3. Aggregates

a. Purpose
4. Plasticizing Agents
5. Prepared and Colored
6. Mixing

a. Care
b. Use of Equipment

C. Applying Base Coats

1. Scratch Coating
a. Masonry and Concrete Bases
b. Exterior Lathing Materials

2. Flattening and Scoring the First Coat
3. Curing the Scratch coat
4. Brown Coating
5. Curing



D. = Finishing

1. Conditioning
2. Sand Float
3. Texture
4. Dash
5. Pebble Dash
6. Jointing and Tuck Pointing
7. Curing

II. TEMPLETS AND MOLDS

A. Laying Out Geometric Designs

1. Simple Designs
2. Conic Designs
3. Polygons Within the Circle
4. Laying Out Arches

a. Nomenclature
b. Purposes

B. Making Templets

1. Large Pressed Screed
2. Reverse
3. Groined Ceilings
4. Domed Ceilings
5. Lunettes

C. Construction Moulds

1. Profile Designs
a. Transferring
b. Enlarging

2. Cutting Profiles
a. Wood
b. Metal

3. Assembling
a. Simple
b. Twin Slipper

4. Soffitt ak.d Hanging
5. Niches

D. Developing Raking Moulds

1. Altering Profiles
2. Developing the Rake
3. Developing the Return
4. On a Radius
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults *,

t
I. Frailty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
2. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning



INDUSTRIAL AND L.ABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

U. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability .

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

1. ESTIMATING

A. Calculating Areas and Material Quantities

1. Blueprint Information
2. Specifications
3. Walls
4. Ceilings
5. Deductions for Unplaste red Openings

B. Figuring Material Quantities

1. Mathematically
a. Lath
b. Nails
c. Plaster
d. Aggregate
e. Lime

2. Charts
a. Average 100 Square Yards of Surface

C. Other Costs

1. Labor
2. Depreciation
3. Profit

D. Take-Off

1. Use Take-Off Sheets



BLUEPRINT READING.

Third Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC SKETCHING

A. Working Sketch

I. Planning
a. Size
b. Proportion

2. Systematic Procedure
a. Rough Outline
b. Dimension and Extension Lines
c. Object Lines
d. Arrow Heads
e. Dimensions
f. Notes

IL I SOMETRIC SKETCHING

A. Value and Importance

B. Comparison to Orthographic

C. Sketching

I. Vertical Lines
Z. Horizontal Lines
3. Angles
4. Dimensioning

D. Sketching Circles and Arcs

I. Dimensioning

III. OBLIQUE PROJECTION

A. Value and Importance

B. Types

IV. TRADE APPLICATIONS

A. Reading Trade Prints

B. Sketching Installations

C. Reading Sketches
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. MATERIALS OF THE TRADE

A. Bonding

I. Adhesion
a. To Lath
b. To Lumber
c. To Other Coats

2. Cohesion
a. Continuous Coat

3. Expansion and Contraction
a. Cracks

4. Freezing
5. Weather Conditions

a. Humidity
b. Temperature
c. Rainfall

6. Defects
a. Improper Proportions in Finished Coat
b. Improper Gauging
c. Improperly Slaked Lime
d. Dirty Water for Gauging

7. Causes
a. Cracks
b. Pits
c. Flakes
d. Blisters
e. Bulbs
f. Peeling
g. Streaks and Discoloration
h. Drops
i. Scale
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. INTERIOR ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

A. Preparing Surfz.es for Running a Mould

I. Laying the Wall Screeds
a. Position
b. Establish

2. Slipper Strip
a. Location
b. Bracing

3. Establishing Ceiling Screeds
4. Twin Slipper Mould

a. Where Used
b. Set Up
c. Running

5. Ornamental Wall Mouldings
6. Bases

a. Cornices
b. Wall Mouldings

B. Running Cornices and Mouldings

1. Running the Core
a. Application
b. Roughing In
c. Finishing

2. Running the Finish Coat
a. Proportion
b. Gauging
c. Second Run
d. Finishing Sharp and Clear

3. Runi ling the External Angle
4. Finishing Internal Angles
5. Running Cornices (Large)

a. Two Sections

C. Running Circular Mouldings

1. Use
2. Pin Mould Method

a. Parts
b. Comparison to Other
c. Pin Spacing
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3. Radius Rod Method
a. Types of Mouldings
b. Principles
c. Drawback
3. Mould Chatter

4. T rammel Method
a. Construction
b. Assembly

D. Running Niches and Wall Panels

1. Blueprint Details
2. Running the Niche
3. Running Moulds in Niches
4. Panels and Panel Moulding
5. Raised Panels

. Sunken Panels

E. Running Ornamental Ceilings

1. Pressed Screed Templates
a. Uses
b. Positioning

2. Mouldings on Curved Ceilings
3. Circular Ceiling Designs

II.: BENCH RUNNING AND PLANTING

A. Mouldings and Enrichments

1. Setting Up the Bench
2. Building Up the Core
3. Setting the Running Strip
4. Running the Moulding
5. Laying Out the Moulding
6. Cutting the Moulding
7. Installing the Moulding
8. Planting Enrichments

a. Types
b. Variations

9. Coffered Ceilings

B. Columns, Pillars, and Pilasters

1. Use
2. Purpose
3. Architectural Orders

a. Designs
b. Construction
c. Characteristics

4. Diminished Column Development
a. Producing Flutes

5. Spiral-Fluted Columns
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PL1MBER

D, O. T. 5- 3Q,210

SU:.:GESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

PLUMBER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BRIE/ KDOW11

SUBJECT

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
1st 2nd 3rd 4Th 5th

Year Year Year Year Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 9 45

Industrial and r _tbor Relations 9 9 9 9 - 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 30 150

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 .4 120

Applied Science 24 24 24 24 24 120

Trade Theoiy 48 48 48 48 57 249

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 144 720



SAFZTY

First Va:-.r

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

\

I. Employee Responsibilities
t. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
t. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
t. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene .

I. Clearliness
a. Self
b. Shop

t. Working, Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatiaue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inte r - relationship s
b. Effects

2,. Individuals, Unions, .13.d Employers
a. Conduct
L. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
Z. Anti - discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4, Division

B. Trade Applications

A. Area (Direct and Computed) .

1. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Vie we

I. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identificat.on and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

I. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counte rbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

L MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO PLUMBERS

A. Matter

I. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces

I. Definition
Z. A4:tion and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

I. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accele reted
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

I. Definitions
2. Relat ionships

Z. Friction

I. Laws
2. Anti - friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
Z. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6 S..rew
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

1. Rest
2. Motion

I. Light

1. Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement



TRADZ THEORY

First Year

L TOOLS AND MATERIALS

A. Description of Materials
I. Types
2. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Standards
5. Dimensions
6. Applications

B. Care of Tools and Equipment

I. Hand Tools
2. Job Equipment

a. Block and Tackle
b. Ropes and Slings
c. Hoist
d. Hand Winch
e. Pipe Machine
f. Scaffolding
g. Soldering

3. Shop Equipment
a. Pipe Machines
b. Pipe Benders
c. Furnaces

IL FTJNI)AMENTALS

A. Common Practices on Pipe
I. Cutting
2. Reaming
3. Measuring
4. Threading
5. Assembling
6. Bending

111. WATER SUPPLY

A. Public

1. Sources
2. Analysis
3. Distribution
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B. Private
1. Types of Systems
Z. Sources

a. Safest Supply
b. Types of Wells.

C. Methods of Treatment

I. Introduction
Z. National Processes
3. Artificial Methods
4. Soft Water
5. Hard Water

D. Design and Maintenance

1. Cross Connections
Z. Back Flow
3. Air Binding
4. Equivalent Resistance

E. Tall Buildings

1. Types of Buildings
Z. Distribntion Systems

F. Domestic

I. Kinds of Pipe
Z. Water Meters

a. Types
b. Operation

3. Connections to Main
4. H01.186 Service
5. Hot Water

a. Devices tot Heating
b. Installation
c. Connections to Fixtures
d. Sizing

6. Fixture Unit
7. Working Load

G. Public and Private Fire Lines

1. Introduction
Z. Public Systems
3. Private Systems
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H. Water Control Devices

1. Type a
2. Operating Principles
3. Where Used

I. Water Contamination

1. Cesspools
2. Leaching Pools
3. Privies
4. Septic Tanks
5. Stagnation
6. Surface Drainage



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Extinguishers
c. Operation
d. Kinds of Fires
e. Extinguishing Electrical Fires

2. Shop Safety
a. Attention to Machines
b. Attention to Furnaces
c. Disposal of Oily Waste
d. Material, Oil, Grease, Etc. on Floor
e. Safety Devices

3. Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Miterials
c. ittatrYing. Tool if and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and Materials

4. Personal
a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health
c. Removal of Fumes
d. Sewer Gases
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

At!

A. Partnerships

I. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti- dis c rumination
3. Right to Work
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

L MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. U. its
2. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. SWARM AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Trade P..pplications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications
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V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

A. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

1, Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric Lines

a. Where Located
b. Why Galled

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO PLUMBERS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. Measurement

a. B. T. U.
3. Transmission

a. Convection
b. Conducticn
c. Radiation

4. Effects
a. Harmful
b. Halpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Source!
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO PLUMBERS

A. Electricity
1. Electron Theory
2. Static Electricity
3. Types

a. Direct
b. Alternating

4. Sources
5. Generation
6. Transmission
7. Distribution
8. Measurement
9. Circuits

10. Safety Devices

B. Applications

1. Controls
2. Machines
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. SEWAGE DISPOSAL
.4

A. Private
1. Raw Sewage to Stream
2. Purificaticn
3. Septic Tauks
4. Leaching P:-...1
5. Ces °pool
6. Chemical Treatment

B. Sanitary lious:t Sewer

1. House Train
2. House Sewer
3. Connection to City Sewer

C. Storm and Combination

1. Saritary and Storm
2. Subsoil Drainage
3. Municipal Storm
4. Municipal Sanitary
5. Municipal Combination

D. Municipal Sewage Disposal

1. Theory
2. Necessity
3. Types
4. Methods of Operation

U. DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

A. Soil and Waste Pipe

1. Definition of Soil Pipe
a. Water Closets
b. Urinals
c. Bed Pan Washers, Etc.
d. Other Fixtures Receiving Excrement

2. Definition of Wast Line
a. Lavatories
b. Sinks
c. Tubs
d. Showers
e. Floor Drains
f. Fixtures Receiving Clear and Soiled Water
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3. Definiti on of Rain Leaders
a. Roofs
b. Areas
c. Decks
d. Flat Surfaces above Grade

4. Branch Soil and Water Lines
a. Gravity Flow
b. Forced Flow (Ejectors and Pumps)

5. Sizing Lines
6. Supporting

B. Industrial and Commercial

1. Dangerous Waste s
a. Acids
b. -alkalies
c. Grease or Oils
d. Sediments
e. Steam

2. Receptacles
a. Grease Traps
b. Oil Traps
c. Catch Basins
d. Blowsoff Basin

3. Operation
4. Construction

III. VENTING

A. Theory

1. Definitions
a. Atmospheric Pressure
b. Siphonage
c. Specific Gravity
d. Pressure
e. Vacuum

2. Relationship to Venting
3. Purpose of Venting
4. Loss of Trap Seal



B. Types of Vents

1. Individual
2. Circuit
3. Loop
4. Wet
5. Continuous
6. St::.ck
7. Rei Lei
8. Looped
9. Yoke

10. Crown
a. Why Illegal

C. Methods of Installation

1. How to Install
a. Where Used
3. Incorrect Practices
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. CORRECT WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Layout
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machines and Pumps

1. Not in Operation
a. Removal of Debris
b. Adjusting
c. Removal of Ines

2. I II Operation
a. Starting and Stopping
b. Metal Shavings

C. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
a. 1st, tad, 3rd Degree

Z. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts
5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIA . AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

1. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

11. SOCIAL SECURITY

A, Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

13. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vo..ational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED.'MATHEMA:TICS

Third Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Straight Pipe Measurement

1. Center-to-Center
a. Allowance for Centers
b. Allowance for Thread Engagement

2. Center-to-End
3. End-to-End
4. Throat Measurements
5. Standard and X-Heavy Fittings

B. Angular Measurement

1. 45° Offset
2. 600 Offset
3. 30° Offset
4. 22P Offset
5. 114° Offset

a. Use of Constants
6. Rolling Offset

a. Definition
b. Formulas

7. Perpendicular Offset
a. Spread
b. Height
c. Set-back

C. Pipe Bends

1. Circumference
2. Radius
3. Arc
4. Minimum Bend

II. PUMPS

A. Head

1. Static
2. Velocity

B. Calculation

1. Pipe Line Losses
2. Efficiency
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. PIPING WORK

A. General Information

1. Piping Symbols
a. Heating
b. Air Conditioning
c. Plumbing
d. Sprinklers
e. Ventilation

2. Piping Joints
a. Flanged
b. Screwed
c. Bell and Spigot
d. Welded
e. Soldered

B. Print Work

1. Residential Work

a. One Pipe Stem
b. Two Pipe Steam
c. Vapor Heating
d. Radiant Heat Hot Water
e. Two Flat Building

2. Industrial
a. Boiler Room
b. School Fan Room
c. Hospital
d. Absorption Refrigeration
e. Diesel Engine
f. Chemical Plant
g. Other Types of Process Lines



APPLIED JCIENCE

Third Year

I. CHEMISTRY AS APPLIED TO PLUMBERS

A. Principles

1. Changes
a. Physical
b. Chemical

2. Chemical Action
a. Rust
b. Combustion
c. Galvanic Action
d. Deterioration

B. Mixtures , Compounds, and Elements

1. Definitions
2. Classes of Elements
3. Common Compounds

a. Combination of Elements
b. Chemical Union
c. Solutions

4. Applications

II. STEAM GENERATION

A. Liquid

1. Pressure of Liquids
2. Atmospheric Pressure
3. Weight and Density
4. Specific Gravity
5. Buoyancy
6. Water Head
7. Properties

B. Steam

1. Evaporation and Boiling
2. Pressure - Temperature Relationship
3. Steam Tables
4. Critical Velocity
5. Properties of Saturated Steam
6. Difference between Saturated and Superheated Steam
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I. FIXTURES

TRADE THEORY

A. Water Closets

TM rd Year

I. Flush Type
a. Types of Bowls

2. Tank Type
a. Low Tank Gravity Flush
b. High Tank Gravity Flush
c. Pressure Tank

3. Construction
4. Operation
5. Setting and Piping Up
6. Testing

B. Urinals
I. Stall Type Valve Flush

a. Direct Connected to Water Line
b. Hand Operated
c. Foot Operated

2. Stall Type Tank Flush
a. Hand Operated
b. Foot Operated
c. Automatic

3. Wall Hung
a. Same Flush as Stall

4. Pedestal Type
a. Same as Wall Hung

5. Trough
a. Perforated Pipe Flush
b. Generally Prohibited

6. Construction
7. Operation
8. Setting and Piping Up
9. Testing

C. Lavatories
I. Wall Hung
2. Pedestal
3. Cabinet
4. Leg
5. Waste Outlets

a. Plug and Stopper
b. Pop-up or Mechanical
c. Standing
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6. Water Supply
a. separate Faucets
b. Double Faucet
c. Combination
d. Pedal or Knee Valve

7. Construction
S. Operation
9. Setting and Roughing in,

10. Testing

D. Bath Tubs
1. Leg
2. Bas e
3. Built In

a. Floor Only
b. Recessed
c. Corner

4. Waste Outlets
a. Same as LaVatories

5. Water Supply
f.). Setting and Roughing in
7. Testing

E. Showe rs

1. Stall
2. Cabinet
3. Over Tub
4. Gang
5. Este Outlet
6. Water Supply

a. Mechanical Mixing Valve
b. Thermostatic Mixing Valve

F. Sinks

1. Types
a. Kitchen
b. Pantry
c. Wash
d. Slop
e. Laundry Tubs

2. Waste Outlets
3, Water Supply
4. Setting and Roughing in

G. Drinking Fountains

1. Pedestal
2. Wall Hung
3. Water Supply

a. Bubbler
b. Self Closing Valve

4. Waste outlet
5. Setting and Roughing in
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

1. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
C. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Uns afe Design

Z. Poor Haus ekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves , Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loos e Clothing



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
Z. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. FORMULAS

A. Equations

I. Set-up
2. Transposirg
3. Solving

B. Trade Applications

I. Offsets
2. Vo lur..tes
3. Radiation
4. Pump Work

II. HEAT LOSS

A. Areas and Volumes

I. Gross Wall Area
2. Window and Outside Door
3. Net Wall
4. Ceiling
5. Floor
6. Room Volume

B. Heat Loss Factors
I. Construction Details

C. Heat Loss at 70°F. Temperature Difference
1. Tables
2. Areas and Volume
3. Each Room

D. Heat Loss at Design Temperature Difference

I. Use of Tables

E. Total Heat Loss of Building

.1. Total of all Rooms
2. Answer in B. T. U. /Hr.

F. Special Conditions

I. Bathrooms
2, Boiler in Basement
3. Concrete Floor at Grade Level
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. PLUMBING INSTALLATIONS

A. Specifications

I. General
2. Scope of Work
3. Inspection
4. Workmanship and Materials
5. Drawings
6. System Layout

a. Sanitary and Storm Sewers
b. House Drainage System
c. Cleanouts
d. Floor Drains
e. Soil and Waste Stacks
f. Vent Stacks
g. Pipe Hangers
h. Location of Piping
i. Testing
j. Cold and Hot Water Supply
k. Domestic Hot Water Heater
I. Gas Piping

13. Rough-In Sheets

I. Sinks
2. Water Closets
3. Lavatory
4. Service Sinks
5. Laundry Trays
6. Urinals

C. Typical Layouts

I. Waste and Vent
a. Sink
b. Two Lavatories

2. Soil, Waste and Vent fc r W.. ter Closet and Lavatory
3. Three Fixture Bath on one Wall
4. Two Bathrooms Back to Back
5. Bathroom and Kitchen in one Stack



APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

MATERIALS

A. Characteristics and Properties
I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cleaning Compounds
Fluxes
Soldering Compounds
Flushing Compounds
Cutting Compounds
Caulking Compounds

B. Corrosion of Metals

I. Action of Oxygen, Acids, and Alkalies
2. Action of Electrolysis
3. Action of Heat '

C. Resistance of Corrosion' :

D.

E.

I. Non-Metallic Substances
2. Metallic Substances

Pipe (All Types)

I. Manufacture
2. Composition
3.. Characteristics
4. Uses

/
Fittings , 1

I. Manufacture
2. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Uses

F. Joint Compounds

I. Composition
2. Properties
3. Uses

G. Other Principles

I. Temperature Limitations Of Metals
2. Pressure Limitations of Metals
3. Bolting Materials
4. Gasketing Materials
5. Stress - Strain Relation
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TRADE THEORY
Fourth Year

I. HEATING SYSTEMS

A. Steam

I. Principles of Distribution
Z. Purpose
3. Kinds

a. One and,. Two Pipe Gravity
b. Vapor
c. Vacuum
d. Illinois
e. Webster
f. Dunham,

4. Standard Equipment
5. Components

a. Boiler
b. Boiler Trim
c. Mains
d. Returns
e. Radiators
f. Other Accessories

6. Functions of Above

B. Hot Water

I. Principles
Z. Purpose
3. Kinds

a. Gravity
b. Forced Flow
c. Radiant Heat

4. Standard Equipment
5. Components

a. Boiler
b. Mains
c. Returns
d. Radiators
e. Coils
f. Expansion Tank
g. Other Accessories

6. Functions of Above

II. WATER HEATERS

A. Direct Heater
I. Automatic
Z. Fuel

a. Gas
b. Oil
c. Electricity
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3. Installation
4. Testing

B. Indirect Heater and Tank

I. Below Water Line
2. Above Water Line

a. Steam Coil
3. Installation
4. Testing

C. Tank less Heater

1. Immersion Type
2. Steam Type
3. Installation
4. Testing

III. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Equipment

I. Storage Tanks
2. Gas Appliance
3. Water Softener
4. Water Purification
S. Pumps
6. Sewage Ejectors
7. Meters

a. Gas
b. Wate r

8. Drains
a. Floor
b. Area
c. Roof
d. Special

B. Work

1. Construction
2. Operation
3. Installation
4. Maintenance and Repair
S. Testing
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SAFETY

Fifth Year

I. SAFE TRADE PRACTICES

A. Ladders, Scaffolds

I. Inspection
Z. Testing
3. Erecting
4. Dismantling

-tt 4 ,
B. Lead . T

1. Heating
Z. Pouring
3. Handling
4. Reaction with Water

C. High Work

1. Attitude
Z. Walking
3. Safety Precautions
4. Weather
5. Working

D. Rigging

I. Inspect Lines
Z. Test Lines
3. Correct Rigging
4. Correct Knot Tying
5. Handling Materials in Air



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fifth Year

I. COOLING LOADS

A. Survey

1. Plans
2. Orientation of Building
3. Construction Details
4. Crawl Spaces
5. Exterior Doors
6. Window Accessories
7. Occupancy
8. Clothes Driers
9. Exhaust Fans

10. Batt - oms

B. Procedure

1. Determine Design Conditions
2. Determine Shadow Lines
3. Determine Areas and Volumes

a. Shaded Window, and Door Area
L Gross Shaded Wall Area
c. Net Shaded Wall Area
d. Sunlit 'Window and Door Area
e. Gross Sunlit Wall Area
f. New Sunlit Wall Area
g. Warm Partition Area
h. Ceiling Area
i. Floor Area
j. Room Volume

4. Select Heat Gain Factors
4. Use of Tables

5. Determine Heat Gain for Areas and Volumes
6. Determine
7. Determine
8. Determine
9. Determine

10. Determine
11. Determine

External Heat Gain
Internal Heat Gain
Total Sensible Heat Gain for Each Room
Latent Heat Allowance
Total Cooling Load for Each Room
Total Cooling Load for the Residence



BLUEPRINT. READING

Fifth Year

L PLUMBING INSTALLATIONS . .

A. Interpreting Residential Blueprint a
' ,

1. Visualizing the House
a. Model of House : .

b. Setting the House
2. Sewage Disposal System . .

a. Determine Elevations
b. Estimate Cliiantities of Pipe

3. House Drain
4. Waste Stack
5. Soil Stack

a. Stack Offsets
b. Vents

6. Hot and Cold Water Piping
a. Basement
b. Kitchen
c. Laundry

7. Gas Piping

B. Interpreting Commercial Blueprint s

1. Plot Plans
a. Engineer's Rule or Tape
b. Plumber's Rule

2. Visualize the Building
3. Elevations

a. Separate or Combined Drains
b. Elevation of Street Sewer
c. Invert of Sewer
d. Grade and Elevation
e. Connection to Main Sewer

4. House Drain
5. Waste and Vent Pipe
6. Water Piping
7. Gas Piping



1 ,
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fifth Year

I. BACTERIOLOGY FOR PLUMBERS

A. Pathogenic Organisms

1. Typhoid
2. Dysentery

a. Bacillary
b. -Amoebic

3. Cholera
4. Water Tests

a. B. Co li
b. Pathogenic Organisms

5. Methods of Elimination
a. Filtration
b. Ozonization
c. Sedimentition
d. Chemical
e. Ultra Violet
f. Combination of Above

B. Carriers
I. Vermin

a. Types
b. Dangers

C. 'Sewer Gas

1. Characteristics
2. Properties
3. Effects of Bacteria

D. Anaerobic Bacteria

1. L.:don
2. Characteristics



TRADE THEORY

Fifth Year

I. WATER POLLUTION

A. Types

1. Direct
a. Potable or NonPotable
b. Supply and Sewage

2. Indirect
a. Potable and Non-Potable
b. Water Supply and Sewage

3. Submerged Inlet Fixture
4. Cross Connections in Pumps

B. Prevention

1. Proper Installation
a. Fresh Mr Gap
b. Maximum Opening
c. Flood Level

2. Vacuum Breaker
a. Types
b. Construction
c. Location
d. Operation

3. Correct Piping Design

II. LEAD WORK

A. Tools and Materials

1. Solder
a. Composition
b. Use

2. Tools
a. Types
b. Care
c. Use

B. Wiping Joints

1. Wiping Solder
a. Composition
b. Clean
c. Use
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2. Preparing Joints
a. Beveling
b. Shaving
c. Flaring
d. Soiling
e. Fitting

3. Wiping
a. Test Solder
b. Pour
c. Pipe

III. AIR ONDITIONING

A. Principles

B. Types

1. Direct
2. Closed - Indirect
3. Open - Indirect
4. Closed - Indirect Vented
5. Water Cooled

C. Theoretical Data

1. Determination of Load
2. Heat Gain
3. Transmission Problems
4. Load Estimating
5. Air Volume Mixtures
6. Direct System
7. Grills and Regulators
8. Filters
9. Insulation

D. Equipment

1. Compressors
a . Reciprocating
b. Centtifugal
c. Thermal or Steam Jet

2. Condensers

E. Considerations

1. Assembly Problems
2. Installation
3. Maintenance and Repair

W. PLUMBING CODE

A. Review Local Codes.
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GLAZIER

D. O. T. 77.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

GLAZIER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Allied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Theory 60 60 60 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 432
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
4: Prevention

'3.- General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devic-is

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Wi 'cing Conditions
a. Sis.ce
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue

bf
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II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

Safety Precautions

1. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Ce crying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

Z. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3.. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders
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INDUSTRIAL AND ABOJR RELATIONS

First Year

1. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

f

1. Right t. Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work .

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

I. Employer
2. Employee

III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades
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APPIALED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundrrnentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS .-

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtiaction
3. Multiplication
4. DavisonA.

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

i. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Definitions

1. Working Drawings
2. Plans
3. Reproductions

a. Blueprints
b. B - W
c. Dry 11-Icess
d. Photc,I, Its

B. Working Drawings

1. Lines
2. Views

a. Relationships

C. Placement of Views

1. Plan, Front, and Right Side
2. Detail Drawings

D. Dimensions

1, Scales
2. Dimensioning

a. Extension Lines
b. Dimension Lines
c. Limited Space
d. Structural Member

E. Invisible Edges

1. Importance
2. Uses



APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

L MECHANICS FOR THE GLAZIER

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction

I. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission
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II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO THE GLAZIER.

A, Currents

1. Production
2. Direct
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. Measurement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Applications

.. .
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

1. PRZLIMINARY WORh

A. Tools and Equipment

1. Use
2. Care

B. Ladders and Scaffolds

1. Use
2. Care

C. Materials

1. Use
2.- Card:

1I. GLA 'ZING

A. Wood and Metal Sash

1. Types of Work
a. CoMmercial
b. Residential
e. Old Work

2. :vieasurir..g Glass Sizss
3. Putty

a. Mixing
b. Recognizing Proper Consistency

4. Bedding
S. Cutting Glass

III. vIETAL WORK

A. Types of Work

1. extruded and Rolled
2. Store Fronts
3. Mouldings for Mirrors
4. Traces for Sliding Doors
5. Broken Metal for Jamb Covering
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B. Fabrication

1. Setting up of Mitre Box
2. Regular.4itres
3. Reverse Mitres
4. Cutting

a. Scoring
b. Shears Straight, Aviation Left, and Left
c. Hack Saw

5. Breaking Metal on Job
6. Drilling and Tapping
7. Joints

a. Lap
b. Butt
c. Feather Edge

8. Bent Metal

C. Structural Glass

1. Types of Work
a: New Fronts
b. Bathrooms, Kitchens
c. Sign Panel, P.laques
d. Replacements
e. Pointing, Matching Colors

2. Cutting
3. Grinding

a



SAFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE TRADE PRACTICES

A. Good Working Habits

I. Tools
a. Hand Tools
b. Power
c. Care
d. Use

2. Glass
a. Measiiring
b.' Cutting
c. Installing
d. Removing Broken Glass
e. Carrying
f. Keeping Shop Clean

3. Ladders and Scaffolds
a. Carrying
b. Te-ting
c. placing
d. Using

4. Metal
a. Handling
b. Installing
c. Cutting



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR t.!:LATIONS

Second Year

I. CCNCMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, industii, and Government
a. Inter - Relationship.
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. .s.':utual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participatiorr
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
2. Children
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. iviEASUREMENT

A. Units

1. Inches
2. Feet
3. Fractional Parts
4. Conversion
5. Use
6. Trade Applications

B. Direct

1. Squares
2. Rectangles
3. Angular
4. Circular

C. Computed

1. Circle
a. Area
b. Circumference

2. Squares
3. Rectangles
4. Polygons



1

BLU.3.,PRINT READING

Second Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION .

A. Circles and Arcs

1. On Plan
2. Dimensioning
3. Dray/ins

B. Views in Section

1. Importance
a. Plan Views
b. Sectional Views
c. Detail Dia Wings

2. Development
3. Arch. Symbols
4. Sections

a. Materials
b. Reference Lines
c. Detail Drawings

Il. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Importance

B. Tools for Sketching

1. Use
2. Care

C. Straight Lines

I. Methods
2. Practice
3. Proportion

D. Shapes

1. Circles
2. Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. AtIECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE GLAZIER

A. Light

1. Wave Action
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. Color
5. Control

B. Sound

1.. Vibrations
2. Sources
3. Measurement
4. 'Transmissions
5. Insulation
6.. Absorption

II. TRADE MATERIALS

4 A. Glass

t

1. Manufacture
2. Composition
3. Characteristics .

a. Clear
b. Colored .

c. Opaque .

B. Putty. Glazing Compounds and Mastics

1. Types
2. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Effects of Chemicals
5. Effects of Atmospheric Conditions

C. Factors Affecting Installation

Stres s
2. St rain
3, Heat

D. Principles of Glass Cutting
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. GLAZING

A. Wood and Meta: Sash

1. Setting Obscure Wire
2. Setting Window Glass
3. Sprigging Wood Sash with Hand Gun
4. Clipping Steel Sash
5. Underwriters Sash-Screw Heads, Snap On
6. Hollow Metal Sash and Doors
7. Wood Doors
8. Facing Wood 2 ash

U. METAL WORK

A. Typ3s

1. Sash
2. Sill
3. Jamb Covering
4. Transom Bar
5. Kick Strip
6. Pilaster Edging
7. Soffit Metal
8. Con:ice Metal
9. Awning Hoods and Flaps

10. Division and Corner Bars
11. Extruded Metal
12. Rolled Metal
13. Aluminum, Bronze, Stainlesc Steel
14. I, X, & L Mouldings

,t.
1,-.4.

III. STRUCTURAL GLASS

A. Setting Up

1. Notching
2. Drilling

B. Installing

1. Base
2. Pilasters
3. Columns
4. Valenc z!-.s
5. Head
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IV. OTHER TYPES OF GLASS

A. Plate

I. Cutting
a. On Table
b. In Field
c. Notching and Drilling

2. Show Cases
3. Bulk Wilidows
4. Inside Sets
5. Bent Glass..
6. Crane Jobs

B. Mirrors
-:

I. Measuring
a. Templates
b. Pattern

2. Hanging
3. Distortion,

a. Explanation
b. Importance of Plumb and Level



SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a.. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faulty

1. Physical Hazards
a,'. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL IND LABOR RELATIONS

I. SCCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2, Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

I. Lines
2. Shapes
3. Concept
4. Practices

:

B. Trade Applications
,

II. PERCENT, RATIO, and PROPORTION
.13.k

A. Percent

1. Simple
2. Use

B. Ratio

1. Straight
Z. inverse

C. Proportion

1. Parts

D. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. ASSEMBLY VIEWS

A. Types

1. Pictorial
2. Exploded

B. Use

1. Reading Trade Drawings

II. READING AND INTERPRETING

A. Specifications

1. Reasons
2. How to Use

B. Building Code

1. Parts

C. Supplementary

1. Schedules
2. Directions

D. Advanced Trade Prints
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year
_. ...

I. MIRRORS

A. Chemistry

1. Silvering
a. Reasons
b. Purpose
c. Elements
d. Chemical Composition

B. Scientific Laws of Reflection.r

U. GLASS

A. Types

1. Tempered
2. Safety
3. Thermopane
4. Special

B. Properties

1. Composition
2. Characteristics
3. Uses

C. Effect of Coolants

1. Types
2. Physical Characteristics,.
3. Chemical Composition t

D. Distortion

1. Defects
a. Curvature
3. Refraction
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rRADE THEORY

Third Year

A. Wood and .Metal Sash

I. Facing Steel and Casement as
2. Bead Work and Backing Up
3. Removing and Replacing Glass
4. Proper Scaffolds

A. Structural

1. Set with Metal and Hangers
2. Mastic Exterior and/or Interior
3. Bathroom Work

a. Placing
b. Staggered 'Mints
c. Brick Styles
d. Proper Heights

4. Use of Hangers
a. Pointing
b. Padding

5. Level Lines
6. Lamination of Letters, Glass or Metal
7. Proper Method of Removing .

8. ivibdng Pointing Compound

B. Plate

1

1. Wood and Metal Sash
2. Iron Bead Sets
3. Replacements

-496-
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C. Mirrors

1. Iviethod of Fastening
a. Plaster Walls
b. Brick Walls
c. Wood Walls
d. Steel Partitions

2. Mastic
a. Felt Packing
b.. : Suction Cup
c. Metal Mirror Mouldings

3. Flex Mirror
a, Uses
b.' Methods of Installing

D. Glass Doors

1. Installation
a. Types of Hinges
b. Care

2. Sliding
a, Plumb and Level

3. Poster Door
a, Proper Blocking

E. Double Glazed Units

1. Purpose
2, Installation
3, Corrugated Glass

a. Purpose
b. Installation

At
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INSTRUMENT MECHANIC

D. O. T. 5-33.971

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

INSTRUMENT MECHANIC APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDCWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT let Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint and Diagram Reading 21 21 21 21 84

Applied Science 30 30 30 30 120

Trade Theory 45 45 45 45 183

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576

-498-
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SAFETY

First Year

I. 13AZIC U1 :DERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

, -

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General safety Standards

-.4.. Ge.nerali.lafety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
Z. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanlines s
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



i

1

INDUSTJAIAi: AND, I. .1 11. 0 li IR 1... LA r 1.1,:N.s.

First Year

... PRINCIPLES or A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. EquP.lity

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

. A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLI:D MATHEMATICS

lairst Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
',.., Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

17, FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

.1

Ant' ..

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

1. Units
Z. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT RilADING

First Year'

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and ApplicaiiOn
a. Outline
b. Center
c, Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

L. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard .Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Toleranc e
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Application

D. Conventions

1. Dri 11
2. Tips
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

2.

Need
a. When
b. Where

Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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i PPLIZD SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS A.F. APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT. MECHANICS

I A. Matter

1. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

B. Forces

I. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

I. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

I. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

I. Laws
2. Anti-Friction Devices
3. Helpful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

.503-
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

1. Rest
Z. Motion

I. Atmospheric Pressure

1. Principles
Z. Standard
3. Relationship

a. Heat
b. Vacuum

J. Light

1. Source
Z. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement



Th:.D .. Tii.:ORY

F first Ytti l

I. PlkES:)Utk. INSTRU, it.,NTS

A. Theory

1. Gas Pressure
2. Liquid Pressure
3. Air Pressure

a. Gage
b. Absolute

B. Manometers

1. b - Tube
a. Construction
bi Uses
c. Liquids

2. Absolute Pressure
a. Theory
b. Construction
c. Uses :,

3. Industrial '
a. Construction

C. Bourdon Tube Pressure Gauge

1. Construction
2. Action
3. Uses

D. Spiral and Helical Tubes

1. Action
2. Applications

E. Gauge Error

1. Causes
2. Methods of Correction

F. Bellows and Diaphragm

1. Action
a. Diaphragm Pressure Element
b. Bellows Type Pressure Elements

2. Applications

G. Low Pressure
I. Draft
z. Inverted Bell
3. Differential -505-



H. Calibration

I. Dead VI,Aglit restet
2. Test Gauge
3. Manometer
4. Pressure Pen Setting
5. Absolute Pressure

::
I. Instrument Installation

I. Protective Devices
2. Piping :, ,
3. Weather Protection

IL LIQUID LEVEL INSTRUMENTS

A. Visual Indicators

l. Sight Glasses
2. Float and Chain

91

B. Buoyancy Type

I. Moving Float
a.. Flo lat: and Cable
b. Float and. Lever

2. Displacement 7-,

a. Torque :Tube,
b. Flexible Diaphragm
c. Flexible Bellows

C. Static and Differential Pressure Type
1 f 1 r

l. Construction
2. Action
3. Applications

a. Manometers
b. Bourdon tube
c. Diaphragm
d. Air - T-ap
e. Air Bubble

-0

D. Temperature Instruments

I. Principles
2. Construction,
3. Scales
4. Applications

a. Mercury in-glass
b. Industrial Mercury in-glass

5. Pressure Sensitive Devices
6. Bulbs
7. Capillary Syst,.n
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SAFETY

Second Year

I 'I

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES!,,

A. Design Safety Features

1. Scaffolds and Ladders
a. Inspection
b. Correct Installation
c. Correct Bracing
d. Hand Rails

2. Energized Circuits
a. Correct Tools
b. Correct Clothing
c. Correct Grounding
d. Correct Equipment

3. Handling and Installation of Material
a. Lifting
b. Carrying 1 .

c. Lowering
d. Placing

4. Electric Shock
a. Prevention
b. Treatment

5. Welding
a. Fire Protection
b. Ventilation
c. Eye Protection

6. Bench Work

I
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

i, Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-Relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work



APPLIED MA ThEMATICS

m* Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT
.0.

A. Volume

1. Prisms
2. Cylinders
3. Pyramids
4. Cones
5, Spheres

B. Trade Applications

II. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

C. Uses

III. EQUATIONS

A. Solutions

...r. 1 C. O I,

1. Simple
2. Ohm's La'
3. Series Circuit

B. Fractional

1. Parallel Circuits

IV. SQUARE ROOT

A. FundLnientals

B. Trade Applications

.

4p :

1, Circular-Mil
2. Resistance (Conductor)
3, Computed Measurement3
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131.ULP7IINT R.7ALING
Second Year

I. TroES OF DRA1.INGS

A. Isometric

1. Angles
2. Horizontal Lines
3. Vertical Lines
4. NonIsometric Line

a. Where Located
b. Why Called

5. Length of Lines
v. Uses

B. Oblique

1. Rules
2. Angles
3. Length of Line
4. Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. r efinition
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution :

5. True Length of Lines

D. Uses

1. Isometric Drawings
2. Oblique Drawings
3. Auxiliary Drawings



..

APPLIED SCIENCE

Second I',.:a.t

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT MECHANICS

° A. Heat Energy

1. Sources
2. Measurement
3. Expansion
4. Trade Applications

IL PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS AP.'LIED TO INSTRUMENT
'MECHANICS

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
a. Circuits

2. Kinds and Forms of Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phapes
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurement of Electricity

1. Volts
2. Amperes
3. Ohms
4. Watts

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
C. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded and Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber, Plastic, Asbestos, a 41 Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols
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III. ELECTRONICS AS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT MECHANICS

A. Basic Principles

I. Electronics
2. Electronic Tubes

B. Electrt ni c TuLes

I. Basin Types
2. Functions

Co Electronic Circuits

I. Functions

D. Trade Applications

I. Tubes
2. Devices



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. TYPES OF THERMAL SYSTEMS

A. Liquid Other Than Mercury

I. Operating Principle
a. Linear Scale

Z. Hydrocarbon Filled
3. Ranges
4. Smaller Bulb
5. Capillary Length
6. Head Effect
7. Ambient Temperature

a. Effect
b. Compensation

8. Initial Pressure

B. Vapor Tension

I. Operating Principle
a. Non-Linear Scale

2. Filling Media
a. Types
b. Why Used

3. Ranges
4. Small Bulb
5. Capillary Length

a. Maximum
b. Minimum

6. Head Effect
a. Liquid in Capillary
b. Vapor in Capillary

7. Ambient Temperature
a. Liquid in Capillary

C. Gas Filled

I. Operating Principle
a. Linear Scale

2. Filling Media
a. Nitrogen
b. Other

3. Ranges
4. Large Bulb
5. Capillary Length

a. Maximum
b. Minimum
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6. Head Effect
7. Ambient Temperature

a. Bimetal
b. Bulb Volume to Remaining Volume

8. Initial Pressure
a. Purpose
b. Amount

9. Averaging Bulb
a. Purpose
b. Construction

D. Mercury - Case Compensated

1. Operating Principle
2. Ranges
3. Capillary Length

a. Maximum
b. Minimum

4. Head Effect
a. Bulb Above Case
b. Bulb Below Case

5. -kmbient Temperature
a. Effect
b. Bimet- i

E. Mercury - Complete Compensated

1. Purpose
2. Construction
3. Capillary Length

a. Maximum
b. Minimum

H. CALIBRATION

A. Check

1. Standard
Z. Immersion
3. Several Check Points

B. Adjustments

1. Linear
2. Angular
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U. MAINTENANCE

A. Instrument

1. Lubricate
2. Ink and Align
3. Pen Pressure

B. Pu lb and Capillary

1. Wear
2. Breakage
3. Chemical Damage



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICE

A. Place

1. High
2. Ground

B. Machines

1. Correct Set-up
2. Checlang Work
3. Protective Devices
4. Moving Parts
5. Goggles
6. Skin Infections
7. Correct Attire

C. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Materials
b. Old Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilating

D. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
2. Broken Bones

a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Major

5. Shock
6. Amputations



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Tti rd Year

I. HISTOP.Y OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor 's Insurance

B. Public As

1. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Services



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year 4

I. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

II. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications

II/. SIGNED NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. MultiplicUion
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

1. Watt Hours
2. Candle Power

IV. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

A. Heat

1. Centigrade to Fahrenheit
2. Fahrenheit to Centigrade
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. ELECTRICAL WORK

A. Ge neral Information

1. Electrical Symbols
Z. Outlets
3. Circuits
4. Conductor Type and Sizes
5. Circuit Protection
6. Feeders

a. Branchea

B. Industrial Work

1. Plans
Z. Specifications
3. 1-1*-th Voltage Equipment

a. Transformers
b. Low Voltage
c. Metering Equipment

4. Equipment
a. Motors
b. Controllers

5. Boiler Room
6. Signal System

a. Clock
b. Fire Alarm
c. Paging

7. Lighting Circuits
a. Fixtures
b. Bus Bars
c. Manufacturing Section
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. ELECTRK.AL FUNDAMENTALS AS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
MECHANICS

A. Direct Current

1. Resistance
Z. Current
3. Voltage Relationship

a. Series Circuits
b. Parallel Circuits
c. Complex Circuits

4. Application to Electronic Ci rcuits

B. Alternating Current
*

1. Resistance
2. Current
3. Voltage Relationship

a. Series Circuits
b. Parallel Circuits
c. Complex Circuits

4. Application to Electronic Circuits

A

II. BASIC ELECTRONICS AS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT MECHANICS

A. Rectification

1. Half-Wave
2. Full-Wave
3. Application

B. Voltage Amplification

1. T ode Tube
2. Triode as Voltage Amplifier

a. Amplifier Circuit

C. Multi-Electrode Tubes

1. Types
2. Characteristics
3. Operation
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D. Multi-Stage Amplifiers

1. Amplifier Couplings
Z. Circuit Analysis

E. Power Amplification

1. Installation

F. Oscillators

1. Types
Z. Characteristics

G. Gas-Filled Tubes

1. Operation
Z. Application
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. THERMOCOUPLE

A. Principles

B. Theory of Operation

1. Seebeck Theory
a. Thompson Effect
b. Peltier Effect

2. Measuring and Reference Junctions

C. Factors in Selection

1. Temperature Range
2. Resistance to Atmospheres
3. Development of E. M. F.
4. Reproducibility

a. Calibration and Replacement
b. Corrective Devices

5. Life
a. Mechanical Difficulty
b. Interruption of Service

D. Commercial Construction

1. Fusion
a. Method
I). Fluxes
c. Types of Joints

2. Insulation
a. Physical
b. Electrical

3. Connection Block
a. Method
b. Wiring

E. Materials MIA in Industrial Thermocouples

1. Iron Constant (Type 7)
2. Ni-Chrome - Ni-Aluminiim (Chromer-Alumel) (Type K)
3. Copper-Constantan (Type T)
4. Platinum-Platinum Rhodium 10% (Type 5)
5. Platinum-Platinum Rhodium 13% (Type R)
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F. Installation Practices

1. Immersion
2. Support
3. Location
4. Protection

a. Tube
b. Wells .-

5. Selection
6. - Effect on Speed of Response

G. Connection to Instrument

1. Extension to Lead Wires
e. Why Necessary
b. Material
c. Connection
d. Electrical Resistance

II. PYROMETERS

A. Operating Principles

1. Energy
2. No Contact
3. Sensing Unit

B. Range

I. Span
2. Lens
3. Target
4. Connections

C. Calibration

Z..

1. Temperature
2. Black Body
3, Sensitivity
4. Sighting Tube
5. Cooling of Radiation Head
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III. RESISTANCE - TYPE SENSING DEVICE

A. Principles

B. Materials

Accuracy

D.

2. Platinum

C.

D. Construction

:Connection

Portion
2. Alive Portion

E. Conn

1. Two-Wire
Z. Three-Wire

F. Calibration

t .

1. Resistance - Temperature
a. Nickel
b. Platinum

2. Method
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance-taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7, Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR
:I

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
Z. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

RELATIONS

II. STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children

,
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APPLI1213 MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulleys
2. Gears
3. Application

B. Belting

I. Straight
2. Crossed

U. SLIDE RULE

A. Principles

B. Uses

1. Whole Numbers
a. Multiplication
b. Division
c. Squaring
d. Square Roots
e. Cube Root

Z. Decimals
a. Decimal Point

III. TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

A. Functions

1. Sine
2. Cosine
3. Tangent

B. Trade Applications

, N r ;
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. PIPING WORK

A. General

1. Symbols
2. Specifications

B. Piping Installations

1. Maters
Z. Pressure Gauge Piping
3. Control Valve Piping

II. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

1. Reason
2, Use

B. Dimensions

1. Simple
2. Detail

C. Views

1. Number

D. Sectioning

1. Method
Z. Purpose

E. Symbols

1. Letter
2. Number
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub-Assembly Drawings

1. Where Used
2. Purpose
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. BASIC MATERIALS

A. Metals

1. Types
2. Composition
3. Characteristics

B. Non-Metals

1. Types
2. Composition
3. Characteristics

C. Liquids

1. Types
2. Composition
3. Characteristics
4. Identification

a. Color
b. Specific Gravity
c. Weight

II. SCALES

A. Concept and Interpretation

1. Temperature Scales
2. Absolute Pressure Units
3. Correction Curve
4. Temperature-Pressur.. Cwiversion Scale
5. Flow Curves and Chan ctvistics

III. FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY AS APPLIED TO INSTRUMENT
MECHANICS

A. Principles

1. Changes
a. Physical
b. Chemical
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Z. Chemical Action
a. Rust
b. Combustion

B. Mixtures, Compounds, and Elements

1. Definitions
Z. Classes of Elements
3. Common Compounds ,

a. Combination of Elements
b. Chemical Union
c. Solutions

4. Application
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

II. CONTROL VALVES

A. Introduction

D. Self Operated Controllers

E. Air Operated Controllers

B. Construction

Process and Control Mechanism Characteristics

2. Function

2. Proportional

4. Proportional Plus Derivative

2. Examples

2. Controller Adjustment
3. Accessories

3. Proportional Plus Automatic Reset

5. Proportional Plus Automatic Reset Plus Derivative
6. Floating

1. Importance

1. Body

1. On- Off

1. Principles

1. Basic Mechanisms

a. Materials
b. Connections
c. Types

-531-
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I. AUTOMATIC CONTROL

A. Introduction

1. Function
2. Economics

B. General Classes

1. Open - Loop
2. Closed - Loop

C.



Z. Seat Arrangement
a. Valve Action
b. Single or Double

3. Discs and Plugs
a. Characteristics
b. Quick Opening
c. Linear
d. Port Construction
e. Saunders Patent
f. Pinch Valves
g. Butterfly Valves

4. Stern and Stuffing Box
a. Construction
b. Packing
c. Lubrication
d. Pack less
e. Radiating Fins

5. Valve Operators
a. Pneumatically Operated Motor
b. Fluid Operated Motor
c. Power Cylinder
d. Electric Motor Valves

C. Valve Positioners

I. Purpose
2. Theory
3. Application

III. AUTOMATIC NULL BALANCE TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENT

A. Description

B. Measuring Circuit

I. Potentiometer Pyrometer
2. Resistance Thermometer

C. Null Detector

1. Electrical
2. Electronic

D. Balancing Means

I. Mechanical
2. Electrical
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S. Accessories

1. Resistor Drive
2. Chart Types and Drives
3. Printing Mechanism
4. Selector Switch
5. Changing Range
6. General Maintenance
7. Calibration Check

a. Potentiometer Pyrometer
b. Resistance Thermometer
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IRONtlORKER

D.O.T. 4-84.010
* ).

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
a

....pmlOwle swwwwwww0=

IRONWORKER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWL;
.,,

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 2? 2? 2? 81

Trade Theory 60 60 60 180

TOTALS 144 144 144 432



- .........---........ _...

SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction ..,

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities.., .._ I

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
i. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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IL SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautio-...s

I. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
. .

A, Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

1. Employer
2. Employee

III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

111. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications
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IV. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

1. Linear
Z. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surface
5. Volume
6. Metric System
7. Temperature
8. Weight
9. Use of Handbook and Tables

B. Trade Applications

, . i't ..) 1
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BLUEPRINT REAbI NG
First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines
. 1

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidder.

! ..
d. Dimension '

e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Thread
f. Limits
g. Breaks

Z. Special Applications

D. Conventions

1. Drill
Z. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

Z. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS FOR THE IRONWORKER

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Powe r

2. Formulas

C. Friction

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel-Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

II. ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO THE IRONWORKER

A. Currents

1. Production
2. Direct
3. Alternating
4. Circuit
5. Measurement
6. Transmission

B. Trade Application
-541-
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

1. FABRICATION

A. General

1. Methods
2. Control

B. Yard Organization

1. General
2. Equipment and Tolls
3. Fabrication Yard
4. Material Storage Area
5. Working Area
6. Assembling Area

C. Stock Material

1. General
2. Receiving Material
3. Identification of Material
4. Storage .

5. Straightening Bent Material.
a. General
b. Rolled Beams
c. Heat Straightening

D. Layout of Steel

1. General
2. Scratching
3. Templates

a. Construction
b. Making
c. Layouts

4. Marks
a. Assembly
b. Erection

E. Cutting

1. General
2. Oxyacetylene Cutting Torch

a. Parts
b. Use

3. Cutting Procedure
4. Hacksaw
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5. Circular Saw
6. Shears
7. Smoothing and Trimming
8. Grinding

F. Holes

1. General
a. Types
b. Sizes

2. Drilling
3. Punching
4. Cutting
5. Burning

a. General
b. Large
C. Small
4, Slotted

G. Assembling

1. General
2. Fitting Up

a. Procedure
b. Order of Fitting Up
c. Accuracy

3. Reaming
a. Sub-drilled
b. Mismatched
c. Burned

4. Bolting, Riveting, Welding
5. Arsembling and Match Marking Members

H. Blacksmithing

1. General
2. Ilazksmith Work
3. Bending and Forming

I. Inspection

1. General
2. Approval
3. Workmanship and Material
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S'AFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Look Safe

1. Dress Correctly
Z. Use Correct Equipment
3. Wear Hard Hats and Gloves
4. Wear Safety Goggles
5. Keep Fire Extinguishers Handy
6. Keep Walkways Clear

B. Be Safe

1. Don't Take Chances
2. Use Correct Tools
3. Inspect Running Cables Regularly
4. Inspect all the Downs
5. Inspect Tools
6. See that Fells are Plumb before Lifting
7. Keep out from under all Loads
8. Correct all Hazards
9. Don't Create any Hazards

10. Fill Gas Tanks only when Motors are off

C. Feel Safe

1. Follow all Rules
2. Build up Confidence



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter - relationships
b. Effects.

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
al Conduct ,
b. MutuflIftesponsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A, Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Wmer.
2. Children
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Units

I. Inches
2. Feet
3. Fractional Parts
4. Conversion
5. Use
6. Trade Application

B. Direct

I. Squares
2. Rectangles
3. Angular
4. Circular

C. Comr 4ed

1. Area
2. Volume
3. Weight Per Cu. In.
4. Total Weight

a. Squares
b. Rectangles
c. Circular Objects
d. Cylinders
c. Polygons



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. MATERIALS

A. Structural Steel Shapes

1. Sketching
a. Types of Members

B. Connections

1. Classification
a. Names

2. Sketching

C. Layout Drawings

1. Location
2. Alignment
3. Elevation

D. General Drawings

1. Size
2. Material
3. Make-up
4. Methods of Connecting

E. Fabrication and Erection Drawings

I. Shop Detail Drawings
2. Erection Diagrams

F. Falsework Plans

1. Simple
2. Detailed

G. B;Ils of Materials

1. General
2. Advanced
3. Consolidated
4. Material Requisitions
5. Shop Bills

H. Conventions and Symbols

I. Structural Shapes
2. Rivets
3. Welds
4. Bolts
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

L STEEL COtioTRUCTION

A. General

1. Description
a. General
b. Operations

2. Coordination
a. General
b. Fabrication
c. Erection
d. Control

B. Materials

1. Structural Shapes
a. Types
b. Standards
c. Dimensions
d. Control

2. Connections
a. Classification
b. Functional Names
c. Descriptive Names

C. Structural Framework

1, Parts of Structures
a. Individual Names
b. Purpose
c. Type of Structure
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TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. ERECTION

A. Erection Planning
I. General
2. Selection of Method
3. Planning Procedure
4. Characteristics of Site
5. Personnel
6. Capacity of :7',-,nipment

B. Equipment

I. Tools
2. Cranes
3. Rigging
4. Power Supply
5. Derricks

a. Guy
b. Stiff-leg

6. Gin Poles
7. Cableways
8. Hoists

a. Drum
b. Chain

9. Jacks
C. Falsework

I. General
2. Bents
3. Trestles
4. Working Platforms
5. Scaffolds

D. Steel Erection

I. General
2. Steel Bearings
3. Setting Columns
4. Raising
5. Entering

a. Riveted or Bolted
b. Welded

6. Plumbing and Aligning
7. Fitting Up

a. Riveted
b. Bolted
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8. Connecting
a. Riveting
b. Bolting
c. Welding
d. Pin

9. Adjustment of Bracing
10. Inspection

E. Erection Methods

1. Typical Methods
a. Buildings
b. Towers
c. Bridge s
d. Piers

Z. Ground Using Cranes
3, Bridge Deck without Falsework
4. Bridge Deck with Falsework
5. High Towers with Gin Poles
6. Launching Span
7. Floating
8. Guy Derricks
9. Miscellaneous Light Members

10. Leaving the Job

II. TRANSPORTATION AND MAINTENANCE

A. Transportation
i , .

1. General
..

Z. Care in Shipment
3. Loading

a. General
b. Equipment ..
c. Truck Trail,e;s ,.
d. Railway Cats

4. Unloading ..



SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill .

c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment .1

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

. 1

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

.. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health ant, Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5, Public Health Service

U. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties



A'PPL'IED MATHEMATICS

Thiid Year

1. PERCENT, RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Percent

I. Simple
2. Compound
3. Use

B. Ratio

I. Straight
2. Inverse

C. Proportion

1. Parts
2. Kinds

D. Trade Application of Above

II. GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

l . Lines
2. Angles
3. Shapes
4. Concept

B. Trade Application

I. Layout Work



BLUPRINT READING

Third Year

I. STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS

A. General Plan

1. Ground Profile
2. Structure Location
3. Elevation
4. Clearance
5. High and Low Water
6. Sub and Super Structure

B. Stress Diagram

I. Main Dimensions
2. Loading and Stresses
3. Sizes of Members
4. Sections

C. Shop Drawings

1. Detail

C. Foundation or Masonry Plan

1. Detail
a. Foundation
b. Walls
c. Piers

2. Loads
3. Depth of Footings
4. Spacing of Piles

E. Erection Diagrams

1. Shipping Marks
2. Main Dimensions
3. Number of Pieces
4. Weight

F. Bills of Material

1. Marks
2. Shipping Weights
3. Checking
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G. Rivet List

1. Rivets
2. Spikes
3. Bolts

H. List of Drawings

II. READING TRADE PRINTS



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. CONNECTIONS

A. General

I. Types
2, Uses

B. Relative Strength

I. Full
2. DiscouAted,
3. Stiffnes.p

II. TYPES OF CONNECTIONS

A. Bolted

I. Types
2, Description
3. Compressive Stress
4. Tens he Stress
5, Shearing Stress

B. Riveted

I. Types
Z. Description
3. Expansion Due to Heating
4. Compressive Stress Due to Cooling
5, Malleability

a. Forming Head
b. Bucking

C. Pinned

I. Types
2, Friction Stress
3. Shearing Stress



D. Welded

I. Principles
a. Cohesion
b. Adhesion

Z. Gas Welding
a. Types of Gases
b. Use of Gas
c. Proper Combustion

(I) Oxidizing Flame
(2) Reducing Flame

d. Rods
3. Electric Welding

a. Types of Machines
b. Volts
c. Amps
d. Resistance
e. A. C. Machines
f. D. C. Machines
g. Electrodes f; , - . , -

(l) Oxidation
(2) Coated
(3) Plain
(4) Kinds of Rods



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. RIGGING

A. Fiber Lint

.: .

1. Ytind
2. Types
3. Characteristics
4. Care and Handling
5. Knots and Hitches

a. Fundamental Elements
b. Whipping Ends
c. Knots at end of Line
d. Knots for Joining
e. Knots for making Loops
f. Hitches

6. Splices
a. Short
b. Renewing Line Strands
c. Eye or Side
d. Long
e. Crown or Back

B. Wire Rope

I. Manufacture
Z. Construction
3. Classification
4, Characteristics
5. Handling

a. Coiling and Uncoiling
b. Cutting and Binding
c. Cleaning and LubricatOn

6. Drums and Sheaves
7. Kinking
8. Inspection
9. Storage

10. P ttachrnents
a. End Fittings
b. Clips

Clamps
d. Wedge Sockets
e. Basket Socket
f Knots
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11. Splicing
a. Tools
b. Short Splice

C. Hcoks

1. General
2. Strength
3. Mousing

D. Slings and Guylings

1. Endless Slings
7- Single Slings
3. Combination
4. Spreaders
5. Number of Guys
6. Load Distribution
7. End Fastening

E. Hoisting Equi,.pnent

1. Block and Tackle
a. Reeving
b. Leading Blocks
c. Simple System
d. Compound System

2. Hoisting ..

a. Chain Hoists
b. Winches

F. Anchorages

1. Natural
2. Holdfasts

a. Types
3. Dead Man

G. Scaffolding, Skids and Rollers

1. Skids
2. Rollers
3. Jacks
4. Ladders
5. Scaffolds

a. Types
b. UsPc,
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H. Lifting and Loading Loads

1. .Rigging
2. Erecting
3. Operating

I. Tripod, Shears

1. Rigging
Z. Erecting

J. Derricks

1. Boom
2. stiff -leg
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LEAD BURNER

D.O. T. 4-95.031

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR
../

LEAD BURNER APPRENTICE
ti f

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 , 9 9 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 27 27 90

Blueprint Reading 21 21 - - 42

Sheet Lead Layout 72 72 72 72 288

Applied Science 15 15 - - 30

Trade Theory - - 27 27 54

TOTALS 144 144 144 144 576



SAFETY

.First Year .

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. Genera), Safety Standards
4. Gener4I Safety Devices

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E: Personil and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanlineis
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

I. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

I. European
Z. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Reduction
2, Steel Rule
3. Addition
4. Subtraction
5. Multiplication
6. Division

B. Trade Applications

UL DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion
6. Use of Tables

B. Trade Applications

I. Micrometer
2. Tolerances
3. Allowance
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IV. LINEAR MEASURE

A. Fundamentals

I. Reduction
2. Addition and Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

V. ANGULAR MEASURE

A. Circle

B. Units

C. Instruments

D. Triangles

E. Intersecting Lines

F. Parallel Lines



BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Number .

Z. Selection .

3. Placement

B. Lines

1. Identification and Application
a. Outline
b. Center
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

C. Dimension and Notes

1. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

D. Conventions

I. Drill
Z. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

1. Need
a. When
b. Where

Z. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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SHEET LEAD LAYOUT

First Year

I. GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION

A. Line Construction

1. Bisection
a. Lines
b. Angles

2. Perpendiculars
a. Line
b. Point

3. Parallel Lines

B. Simple Construction

1. Circles
2. Triangles

a. Right
b. Acute
c. Obtuse
d. Isosceles

3. Squares and Trapezoids
4. Polygons
5. Ellipses

C. Advanced Construction

1. Hyperbola
2. Parabola
3. Spiral
4. Helix
5. Scroll

U. PARALLEL LINE DEVELOPMENT

A. General Information

1. Definition
2. Principles

a. Plan and Elevation are Drawn
b. Right View is Used
c. Stretchout Made
d. Measuring Lines at Right Angles
e. Projection of Points
f. Connection of Points
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B. Pattern Problems

W.=wMftmaar

1. Two-piece Round Elbow
2. Conductor Elbow
3. Rectangular Conductor Shoe
4. Two-piece Oblong Elbow
5. Pipe and Roof Flange
6. Pipe and Roof Flange for Ridge
7. Octagon Pipe over Ridge of Roof
8. T-joint

a. Same Diameters
b. Different Diameters
c. Same Diameters at an Angle
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE LEADBURNER

A. Matter

71.

1. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gases

3. Properties

Forces
1. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

1. Definition -

2. Trans latory and Rotary
3. Accelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

1. Definition
2. Relationship

E. Friction

1. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Helpful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

G. Gravitation

1. Center
2. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral
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SAFETY

Second Year

1. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exit3
b. Location of Extinguishers
c. Operation
d. Kinds of Fires
e. Extinguishing Electrical Fires

2. Shop Safety
a. Attention to Machines
b. Attention to Furnaces
c. Disposal of Oily Waste
d. Material, Oil, Grease, Etc. on Floor
e. Safety Devices

Material Safety
a. Storing and Stacking
b. Dropping Materials
c. Carrying Tools and Materials
d. Lifting Tools and hotateilals

4. Personal
a. Sar.itary Conditions
b. Personal Health
c. Removal of Fumes
d. Sewer Gapes

1



ENDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

1. ECONOMICS

A. Partnership

1_ Labor, Industry, and Government

a. Inter -relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employe -s

a. Conduct
h. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy

a. 'Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security

Z. Anti-discrimination

3. Right to Work

IS

I,



APP!.11::T) ,t-;.TIIEMA.r14 .c,

Second Year

I. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio

1. Averages
2. Percentages

n, Trade Applications

. FORMULAS

'.. Fundamentals

1. Symbols
2. Addition and Subtraction
3. Grouping
4. Factoring

I . Applications

i'. i'erimeter Formulas

I. ARLA MEASURE

A. Fundamentals

1. Units
2. Conversion
3. Applications

B. Exponents

1, Applivations

C. Areas

1. Geotnetri4 Figurts

i
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

I. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric Lines

a, Whcre Located
b. Why Called

6. Length of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

I. Prine.ples
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines
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SHEET LEAD LAYOUT

Second Year

I. PARALLEL LINE DEVELOPMENT

A. Pattern Problems

1. Y-joint
2. Square Pipes of Same Diameters

intersecting at an Angle .

3. Round Pipes of Unequal Diameters
intersecting Irregularly

4. Octagonal Pipe intersecting a Square Pipe Obliquely
5. Rectangular Pipe intersecting a Round Pipe Obliquely
6. Four-piece - 90° Elbow
7. Five-piece - 60° Elbow
8. Three-piece - 90° Elbow

B. Practical Cornice and Gutter Problems

1. Roman Moldings
2. Square Return Miter
3. Butt Miter
4. Oblique Return Miter
S. Butt Miter against a Surface Oblique in Plan
6. Eave-trough Miter
7. Molded Roof Gutter
8. Ogee Gutter
9. Molded Roof Gutter

10. Octagonal Gutter
11. Quarter-circle Gutter
12. Square Face Miter
13. Octagon Face Miter
14. Miter between a Gable and Horizontal Molding
15. Panel Miter
16. Roof Finial
17. Square Ventilator
18. Octagonal Roof Finial
19. Conductor Head
20. Pediment Molding Mitering on a Wash
21. Gable Molding with Raked Profile
22. Broken Pediment
23. Miter between Moldings of Different Profiles



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE LEADBURNER

A. Fluids

1. Rest
2. Motion

B. Atmospheric Pressure

1. Principles
2. Standard
3. Relations hip

a. Heat
b. Vacuum

C. Light

D. Heat

1, Source
2. Application
3. Control
4. Meas urement

1. Sources
2. Measurement
3. Expansion
4. Trade Applications

II. PRINCIPLES C.F ELECTRICITY

A, Electricity

1. Electron Theory
Z. Static Electricity
3. Types of Electricity

a. Direct
b, Alternating

4. Sources
5. Generation
6. Trans mission
7. Circuits
8. Safety Devices
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B. Trade Application

1. Machines

fa.

III. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO THE LEADBURNER

A. Strength of Materi....ls

1, Tension
2. Compression
3. Shear
4. Bending
5. Ductility
6. Malleability

B. Heat Treating

1, Normalizing
2. Annealing



SAFETY

Third Year

I. CORRECT WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Layout
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New. M. erialsat
b. Used Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machines and Pumps

1. Not in Operation
a. Removal of Debris
b. Adjusting .

c. Removal of Dies
2. In Operation

a. Starting and Stopping
b. Metal Shavings

C. Administering First Aid

1. Bi -ns
a. 1st, 2nd, 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts
5. Shock
6. Amputations



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

I. Materials and Methods
Z. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied ll'rades

II. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
Z. Old-age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old-age Assistance
Z. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Healtt and Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
Z. Service3 fur Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service
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APPLIED it.tATiltMATICS

Third Year

I. VOLUME MEASURE

A. Fundamentals

1. Units
2. Conversion

a. Dry
b. Liquid
c. Cubic

B. Volumes

1. Geometrical Figures

II. FORMULAS AND SPECIAL PROBLEMS

A. Allowances

1. Seam and Edge
a. Types
b. Formulas
c. Allowance

B. ,tretchouts
1. Square
2. Rectangular
3. Round
4. Oval
5. Elliptical
6. Special Cases

6. Economical Use of Metal

1. Number of Pieces from a Sheet

D. Wire

1. Length of Wire for. Job
Z. Various Shapki Objects

E. Length of Arcs
,-,

1. Elbows
_,

F. Tapered Work

...
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SHEET .L.EAD LAYOUT

Third Year

I. RADIAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. General Information

1. Definitions
2. Principles

a. Drawing with True Length and Height
b. Plan
c. Stretchout Arc
d. Location of Points
e. Measuring Lines
f. Line through a Cone

B. Pattern Layouts

1. Cone and Frustum
2. Square Pyramid
3. Irregular Frustum of a Cone
4. Irregular Frustum of a Hex. Pyramid
5. Conical Gutter Outlet
6. Tapering Collar for a Roof having a Double Pitch
7. Rectangular Pyramid
8. Octagonal Pyramid
9. Oblong Pitched Cover

10. Flaring Plan
11. Funnel
12. Round Ventilator Head
13. Fruit Jar Filler
14. Elliptical Flaring Plan
15. Grocer's Scoop
16. Tapering Square Pipe intersecting a Vertical

Square Pipe
17. A Cone intersected by a Cylinder placed Vertically
18. A Cone intersected by a Vertical Square Pipe
19. A Cone intersected by a Cylinder at Right Anglei

to its Axis
20. A Cone intersected by a Square Pipe placed in a

Horizontal Position
21. The Frustum of a Cone intersecting a Cylinder

Obliquely
22. The Frustum of a Cone intersecting a Cone of Unequal

Diameter Obliquely
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TRADE THEORY

First Course - Third Year

I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. Early Methods

1. Disadvantages

B. Modern Methods

I. Type. of Equipment
Z. Gears
3. Advantages

II. MANUFACTURE OF GASES

A. Acetylene

B. Hydrogen

C. Coal Gas

TEL LEAD AND ITS ALLOYS

A. Lead

I. Background
Z. Propertie s

a. Chemical
b. Physical

E. Lead Alloys

I. Hard Lead
Z. Properties

a. Chemical
b. Physical

cr.
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IV. LEADBURNING

A. Advantages

I. TensiJe Strength
Z. Furors
3. Better Wel*

V. METHODS OF LEADBURNING

A. Air and Hydrogen

B. Oxygen arad Hydrogen

C. Oxygen and Coal Gas

D. Air and Acetylene

E. Oxygen and Acetylene

VI. LEADBURNING EQUIPMENT

A. Blow Pipe

B. Gauges

C. Fuel Supply

D. Hoses and Couplings

E. Protective Devices
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES
.1

A. Pez sonal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c, Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Irnprope. Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Y3ar

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

G. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions from Wages

C. Provisions for Women and Children.
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

I. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Square Root

B. Law of Right Triangles

C. Construction

I. 3-4-5 Method

D. Practical Problems

I. Cones
2. Roof Pitch
3. Bend Allowance

E. Functions

I. Applications

I. EQUATIONS

A. Introduction

I. Definitions
2. Additions
3. Multiptication
4. Division
5. Subtraction
6. Square Root
7. Transposing

B. Trade Application

III. GRAPHS

A. "a. ar

B. Circle

C. Line

D. Applications
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SHEET LEAD LAYOUT

Fourth Year
,

L TRIANGULATION

A. General Information

1. Definition
2. Pzinciples

a. Irregular Forms
b. Divide Drawing .

c. True Lengths
d. Construct Triangles

B. Pattern Layouts

1. Transition Piece, Square to Square
2. Register Box, Rectangular to.ilound
3. Register Box, Rectangular to Round Vertical

on Two Sides
4. Irregular Flaring Pipe Connection, Vdttieal ...:

on One Side 1
: r

5. Transition Piece. Round to Oblong .

6. Twisted Rectangular Pipe
7. Transition Piece, Rectangular to Triangle
8. Irregular Fitting Forming a Transition from Round

to Oblong Upper Base Inclined 450
9. Irregular T-joint

10. Roof Collar Square to Round Base 'Obliquely Inclined
11. Scalene or Oblique Cone
12. Oblong Raised Cover with Semi-cittular Ends
13. Rectangular Raised Cover with Rounded Corners
14. Six-pointed Star
15. Ash or Garbage Chute Head

C. Simplified Method

1. Definitions
2. Principles

a. When Used
b. No Plan
c. Elevations

. .

d. Centerline
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3. Some Pfoblms
a. Irregular Flaring Roof Collar
b. Three-piece Offset Fitting
c. Three-piece 90° Elbows
d. Furnace Boot Round to Rectangular
e. Y -joints
f. Irregular T-joints Rectangular to Round

II. SKYLIGHTS

A. Pattern Problems

I. Flat
2. Double Pitch
3. Hipped

RI. SPECIAL PROBLEMS



TRADE THEORY

Second Course - Fourth Year

P. SEAMS AND JOINTS ON SHEETS-

A. Types of Joints

1. Butt
Z. Lapped
3. Hollow
4. Upright '

.

a. Lap
b. Moulded

5. Horizontal
6. Underhand
7. Overhead
8. Angular Burning
9. Inclined and Button Burning

II. PIPE WORK

A. Type of Pipe and Rode

1. Chemical Lead
Z. Plumbing Lead
3. Filler Rods

B. Preparation of Pipe

1. Shave
2. Fit

C. Type of Pipe Joint

1. Upright Socket
2. Flange or Block
3. Underhand
4. Split
5. Branch

a. Rolled
b. Position

6. Butt

III. LEAD COILS

A. Use

1. Vats
2. Tanks
3. Vessels
4. Chemical Works
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B. Type of Coil

1. Small Diameter Coil
a. Small Diameter Pipe
b. Large Diameter Pipe

2. Large Diameter Coils Built in,Place
a. Parallel
b. Basket

IV. LARGE PIPES AND BENDS

A. Large Pipe

1. Size

B. Materials

1. Lead Sheets
2. Mandrel
3. Hoop Iron

C. Construction

1. Cutting Strip
2. Allo.ance
3. Flarnishing
4. Tacking
5. Shaving
6. Burning

D. Lead Bends

1. Size
2. Mandreis

V. PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

A. Chemical Plants
1 Acid Manufacturing Plants

a. Towers
h. Chambers
c. Tanks
d. Acid Valves and Cocks
e. Overflow Pipes
1. Lead Lining
g. Troughs
h. Wooden Ares
i. Lining with Sheet Lead
j. Lining with Plate Lead
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B. Domestic Plumbin,

I. Ornannental Work
2. Cisterns
3. Flashing
4. Traps
5. Safes

C. Batteries

I. Making Case
2. Repair Work
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MACHINIST

D.O. T. 4-75.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION

FOR

MACHINIST APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 1 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9 . 36

Applied Mathematics 30 30 30 30 120

Blueprint Reading 24 24 24 24 96

Applied Science 27 27 27 . 27 108

Trade Theory 45 45 45 45 180

TOTALS 144 144 . 144 144 576
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

I. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

I. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires

I. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

I. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

I. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue

...
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INDUSTRIAL ...k.up L4bOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of ,Work
3. Responsibilities 1

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitic as .

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer-Employee Obligations
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

II. FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals
I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Conversion to Decimals

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals
I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
S. Conversion to Fractions

B. Trade Applications

IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Area (Direct and Computed)

I. Units
2. Squares and Rectangles
3. Triangles
4. Quadrilaterals
5. Circles

B. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

A. Views

1. Numbe r
2. Selection
3. Placement

B. Lines
I. Identification and Application

a. Outline
b. Cente r
c. Hidden
d. Dimension
e. Extension
f. Projection

t

C. Dimension and Notes

I. Standard Practices
a. Decimal
b. Allowance
c. Tolerance
d. Fits
e. Threads
f. Limits
g. Breaks

2. Special Applications

D. Conventions

I. Drill
2. Taps
3. Counterbore
4. Countersink

E. Sections

I. Need
a. When
b. Where

2. Types
a. Full
b. Half
c. Broken
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

.,. .

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO MACHINIStS.

A. Matter

I. Definition
2. Kinds

a. Solids
b. Liquids
c. Gas es

3. Properties

B. Forces

I. Definition
2. Action and Reaction
3. Measurement

C. Motion

I. Definition
2. Translatory and Rotary
3. .0 ccelerated
4. Speed and Velocity

D. Work, Power, and Energy

I. Definitions
2. Relationship

E. Friction

I. Laws
2. Anti-friction Devices
3. Useful and Harmful

F. Simple Machines

I. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw
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G. Gravitation

1. Center
Z. Equilibrium

a. Stable
b. Unstable
c. Neutral

H. Fluids

I. Rest
Z. Motion

1. Light

I. Source
Z. Application
3. Control
4. Measurement

1



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. PRELIMINARY WORK

A. Measuring Tools

1. Measuring with a Steel Rule
a. Flat Work
b. Round Work
c. Irregular Work
d. Transfer of Measurement

2. Inside and Outside Calipers .
a. Getting the "Feel" .. .
b. Proper Use
c. Types
d. Princples

3. Micrometer Caliper
a. Thousandths of Inch
b. Ten-Thousandths of Inch
c. Calibrating

4. Vernier Caliper
a. Principle
b. Reading
c. Interpreting
d. Types of Verniers

5. Special Tools
a. Gauges
b. Thread Micrometers
c. Dial Indicators
d. Gear-Tooth Calipers
e. Die-Maker's Gauges
f. Protractors
g. Gauge Blocks

B. Layout
1. Tools

a. Marking
b. Measuring
c. Marking Materials

2. Methods
a. Preparing Surface
b. Marking Work
c. Squaring Work
d. Centering Work

II. CARE OF MACHINES

A. Main Parts
1. Names
2. Uses
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3. Maintenance
a. Oiling
b. Cleaning
c. Protecting

4. Attachments
a. Kinds and Uses
b. Maintenance

B. Operation

I. Starting and Stopping
2. Reversing
3. Main Uses

a. Relationship of Machines
b. Selection

C. Speeds and Feeds

I. Meaning
2. Calculating

a. Belt Speed
b. Pulley Speed
c. Change Gears
d. Back Gears
e. Gear Boated
f Charts and Tables

3. Setting
a. Screw Cutting
b. Rough. Cuttitig
c. Finish Cutting
d. Special Operations

III. DEGREE OF ACCURACY

A. Rough Machining

I. Standard ± 1/32

E. Smooth Machining .

I. Standard ± 1/64

C. Extra-Smooth Machining

I. Thousandths of Inch

D. Grinding Finish
I. Machine Allowance Standard
2. Grinding Operation (.0002 Micrometer)

E. Factors
I. Temperature
2. Human !Clement
3. Tool Calibration
4. Limits of Tool
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SAFETY
1

Second Year

I. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

l. Fire Protection
a. Alarm System and Fire Exits
b. Location of Fire Extinguishers
c. Operation of Fire Extinguishers

2. Shop Safety
a. Safety Lanes and Warning Signs
b. Disposal of Oily Waste, Rags, etc.
c. Material, Oil, and Grease on Floor
d. Safety Devices
e. Attention to Work

3. Material Safety
a. Storing arid, Stacking
b. Dropping Mateiials
c. Carrying. Tolga. and Materials
d. Lilting Toole and Materials

4. Personal .

a. Sanitary Conditions
b. Personal Health

5. Welding
a. Correct Grounding
b. Fire Hazard
c. Good Ventilation
d. Eye Protection
e. Burn Protection
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INDUS'T'RIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
2. Anti-discrimination
3. Right to Work
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'APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Volume

1. Units
2. Prisms
3. Cylinders
4. Cones
5. Pyramids
6. Sphere a

B. Trade Applications

II. SQUARE AND SQUARE ROOTS

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

1. Use in Formulas

III. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

1. Simple
2. Compound

B. Trade Applications

IV. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

1. Ratios
a. Simple
b. Inverse

2. Proportion
a. Straight
b. Inverse

B. Trade Applications
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V. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

1. Line
2. Bar
3. Circle

1

C. Uses



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. TYPES OF DRAWINGS

A. Isometric

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Horizontal Lines
4. Vertical Lines
5. Non-isometric ...ems

. Where Located
b. Why Called

6. ' tngth of Lines
7. Trade Uses

B. Oblique

1. Principles
2. Angles
3. Length of Lines
4. Trade Uses

C. Auxiliary

1. Principles
2. Elevations
3. Views

a. Right
b. Left
c. Front
d. Rear
e. Oblique or Double Auxiliary

4. Revolution
5. True Length of Lines



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO MACHINISTS

A. Heat

1. Sources
2. Measurement
.. a. Intensity

b. Quantity
3. Transmission
4. Effects

a. Harmful
b. Helpful

B. Sound

1. Sound Vibrations
2. Sourcee
3. Measurement
4. Transmission
5. Sound Insulation
6. Sound Absorption

II. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY AS APPLIED TO.MACHINISTS

A. Nature and Forms

le Electron Theory
2. Kinds and Forms of Current

a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltage
d. Phases
e. Static Electricity
f. Magnetism

B. Basic Measurement

1. Volts
2. Amperes
3, Ohms
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C. Protection Devices

I. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarizing

D. Conductors and Insulators

1. Types of Wire
a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber, Plastic, Asbestos

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

E. Electrical Terms and Symbols

III. COOLANTS AND LUBRICANTS

A. Coolants

1. Kinds
2. Sources
3. Uses
4. Properties

B. Lubricants

I. Types
a. Oiling Machines
b. Cutting
c. Greasing

2. Uses
3. Properties

C. Solvents and Cleaning Fluids

I. Kinds
2. Sources
3. Uses
4. Properties
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TRADE 'THEORY

Second Year

I. CUTTING TOOLS

. A. Lathe, Planer, and Shaper

1. Selecting Cutting Tools
a, Kind of Cut ; i

b. Different Metals
c. Special Purposes

2. Grinding
a. Clearances
b. Honing

B. Milling Cutter

1. Kinds
2. Uses
3, Selection
4. Setting Up
5. Grinding

C. Boring Mill and Turret Lathes

1. Kinds

. 2. Uses
3. Selection
4. Setting Up
5. Grinding

D. Grinding Wheels and Machines

1. Kinds
2, Uses
3. Selection
4. Setting Up

E, Saws

1. Hand
a. Kinds
b. Uses

2, Power
a. Kinds
b. Uses
c. Selection
d. Setting Up
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F. Special Machines

I. Kinds
2. Uses
3. Selection
4. Setting Up
5. Grinding

II. ?ROPER SETTING OF CUTTINGsTOOLS*ifi

A. Lathe

I. Right and Left Hand
a. Proper Use
b. Set Up

2, Boring and Reaming
a. Proper Use
b. Set Up

3. Special Cutters
a. Proper Use
b. Set Up

III. SHAPER

A. Orientation

I. Description
2. Name
3. Principle of Operation
4. Important Parts

B. Shaper Operation

I. Length of Stroke
2. Position
3. Work Holders
4. Square Work
5. Angular Work

C. Difficulties

I. Chattering
2. Warping
3. Squareness
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D. Speed and Feed

1. Factors
2. Strokes per Minute
3. Formulas

IV. PLANER

A. Orientation

1. Difference from Shaper
2. Description
3. Principles of Operation
4. Important Parts

B. Operation

1. Table Drive
2. Feeds
3. Work Holders
4. Clamping Hints



SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

i. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools
3. Storage

a. New Work
b. Old Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

B. Machine Not In Operation

1. Removal of Metal Cuttings
2. Removal of Drive and*Face.Plates
3. Removal of Cutting Tools and Machine Attachments

C. Machine In Operation

1. Starting and Stopping
2. Set Up
3. Flying Particles

D. Administering First Aid

1. Burns
a. let, 2nd, and 3rd Degree

2. Broken Bones
a. Simple
b. Compound

3. Smashed Fingers and Toes
4. Cuts

a. Minor
b. Major

5. Shock
6. Amputations
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR .RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope

B. Development

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations ,

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relations of Trade to Allied Trades

11. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

A. Micrometers

1. Principles
2. Type a

a. Outside
b. Inside

B. Verniers
1. Principles
2. Types

C. Jo-Blocks

1. Principle
2. Application

D. Others

E. Practical Problems

II. GEARS AND PULLEYS

A. Speeds

1. Pulleys
2. Gears
3. Applications

B. Changing Gear Drives

C. Belting

1. Straight
2. Crossed

D. Practical Problems

III. TRIGONOMETRY

A. Natural Functions
1. Sine
2. Cosine
3. Tangent
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B. Applications

1. Taper and Wedge
Z. Helix Angles
3. Dovetails

a. Male
b. Female

4. Threads
5. Angle Cuts



II. GEARING

C. Miscellaneous

A. Spur Gears

B. Bevel Gears

C. Worm Gearing

1. Rules

4. A. S. A. Classes of Thread Fits

2. American Standard Pipe Thread's------B
3. Tap Drill Sizes

5. Identification
6. Bolts and Screws

2. Drill Sizes
3. Decimal Equivalents

2. Formulas

2. Formulas

2. Formulas

1. A. S. A.

1. Rules

1. Rules

a. N F
b. N C

b. Section Lining
a. Line Symbols
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A. Metal Fasteners

1. Taper Pins
2. Lock Washers
3. Cotter Pins
4, Plain Washers

B. Screw Threads

1. General Information

BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. MECHANICAL ACCESSORIES
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO MACHINISTS

A. Classification of Steel

1. Carbon Steel
a. Very Mild. Pest :10% carbon)
b. Mi151:(. 10% tco. 25% carbon)
c. Machine (.25% to . 60% carbon)
d. Tool (. 60% to. 1. 50% carbon)

2. Alloy Steel
a. Chrome Low
b. Chrome High
c. Stainless
d. Nickel Low and High
e. Vanadium Low and Hiatt
f. Manganese
g. Molybdenum
h. High Speed
i. Non-Shrinking

3. Non-Steel Alloy
a. Ste Hite

4. Iron
a. Cast (3% to 5% carbon)
b. Wrought (. 05% to . 30% carbon)

Oil-Hardening

B. Non - Ferrous

1. Types
a. Copper
b. Brass
c. Bronze
. Phosphor Bronze

e. .rZsminum
f. Magnesium
g. Lead
h. Monel Metal
i. Special Combinations

2. Properties
a. Physical
b. Chemical

3. Sources
4. Uses
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I. LATHE

A. Orientation

TRADE THEORY

r

Third Year

1. Definition
2. Classification
3. Principles' of Opeiation
4. Lining of Centers
5. Cutting Tools and Holders

B. Operation

1. Starting and Stopping ,
2. Spindle Speeds ..
3. Setting Tool
4. Centering ,

a. Center Drilling
5. Simple Turning
0 Chuck Work
i. Tapers

a. External
b. Attachment
c. Internal
d. Checking

8. Threading
Q. Knurling

10. Boring
a. Counterbore

II. MILLING MACHINES

A. Types

1. Manufacturing
Z. Planer
3. Knee and Column
4. Special

a. Thread
b. Spline
c. Gear

5. Principles of Operation
6. Uses
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B. Attachments

Vises
a. Types
b. Uses

2. Dividing Head
a. Parts
b. Uses
c. Calculations

3. Vertical Milling Attachments
a. Ty.#es
b. Uses

C. Cutter

1. Classification
a. Shape of Teeth

2. Size, Kind, ana Characteristic
a. Plain
b. Side
c. Interlocking
d. Radius
e. Concave
f. Corner Roundin"
g. Angular
h. Double Angle
i. Flutitig

3. Uses

D. Arbors

1. Types
a. Standaxd
b. Stub t,
c. Stub Extension

2. Uses

E. End Mills

1. Uses
2. Principles of Operation
3. Types

a. Two-lipped
b. Shell-end
c. Face
d. Fly
e. T-slot
f. Woodruff Key Seat
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SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, ,Etc.
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Fourth Year

I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
Z. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

STATE LABOR LAWS

A. Wages and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions for Women and Children
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

I. FORMULAS

A. Equations

I. Set Up
2. Transposing
3. Solving

B. Trade Applications

I. Horsepower
2. Gears
3. Taper
4. Threads

IL GEOMETRIC SHAPES

A. Construction

B. Application

III. MACHINE SHOP WORK

A. Lathe

I. Cutting Speed
2. Tapers
3. Screw Threads
4. Drilling

B. Drill Press

I. Speed
2. Feed

C. Special Machines

I. Allowance
a. Decimal
b. Fractional

2. Calculating Cuts
3. Adjusting for Error

.



BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

I. ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

A. Types

I. Reasons
2. Use

B. Dimensioning

I. Simple
2. Detail

a, Working Drawing

C. Views

I. Number
a. Main
b. Section

D. Sectioning

1. Types
2- Method
3. Purpose

E. Symbols

I. Letter
2. Number
3. Separate Sheet

F. Sub-Assembly

I. Where Used
2. Purpose
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A'PPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

I. METALLURGY AS APPLIED TO MACHINISTS

A. Effect of Heat on Steel

1. Carbon Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

Z. Alloy Steels
a. Hardening
b. Tempering
c. Forging
d. Annealing
e. Bending
f. Forming

3. Mild Steel
a. Hardening - Salts
b. Hardening - Carbonaceous Material

B. Machining Characteristizs

1. Carbon Steel
2. Alloy Steel
3. Non-Steel Alloys
4. Cast Iron
5. Wrought !ron
6. Non-Ferrous Metals

C. Methods of Identifying Metals

1. Textures
2. Chipping
3. Filing
4. Spark Test

D. Hardness

1. Rockwell
Z. Brinell



TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. GRINDERS (CYLINDRICAL)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. External
2. Internal
3. Surface
4. Cutter
''.. Tool
6. Off-hand

C. Setting Up

I. Holding th e Work
2. Driving the Work
3. Adjus ting the Machine
4. Wheel Feed
5. Speed of Work

D. Work Operations

I. Cylinders
2. Tapers
3. Plunge Cut

E. 'Work Difficulties

1. Mottled
2. Checked
3. Cracked

II. GRINDERS (INTERNAL) .

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. Work Rotating
2. Planetary
3. Centerless

C. Methods of Holding Work

1. Chucking
2. Center
3. Steady Rest
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4. Face Plate
5. V-Block
6. Special Fixtures

III. GRINDERS (SURFACE)

A. Definition

B. Classification

1. Rotary
2. Planer

C. Work Operations

1. Parallel
2. Square
3. Angular
4. V-Block
5. Radius
6. Slot

IV. HEAT TREATMENT

A. Principles

1. Lower Critical Point
2. Analysis of Steel
3. Cooling
4. Toughness

B. Effect

1. Normalizing
2. Annealing
3. Tempering
4. Quenching
5. Hardening

C. Surface Treatment

1. Purpose
2. Methods

a. Carburizing
b. Case Hardening
c. Flame Hardening
d. Nitriding
e. Plating
f. Surface Oxidation
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MASON - BRICKLAYER

D. O. T. - 5-24.010

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
. ..1

FOR

MASON - BRICKLAYER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

SUBJECT
Hours of Related Instruction Per Year

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Blueprint Reading 15 15 15 45

Applied Science 27 27 27 81

Trade Theory 60 60 60 180
, ...

TOTALS 144 144 144 432
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SAFETY
i :.:.

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction .,

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents :

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices
5. Reporting Methods and Procedures

C. Fires
14. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanlines s
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue
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II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

1. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

2, Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
b. Horses
c. Ladders



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I, PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality
B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. DeVnitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

1. Employer
a. Er..ployee

III. HISTORY OF -TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4, Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades
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III. DECIMALS

II.

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

FRACTIONS

A. Fundumentals

A. Fundamentals

A. Fundamentals

B. Trade Applications

B. Trt;de Applications

B. Trade Applications

4. Division

4. Division

4. Division

2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication

5. Conversion to Fractions

2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication

2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication

5. Conversion to Decixnalis

I. Addition

1. Addition

1. Addition

APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Definitions

BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

1. Working Drawings
2. Plans
3. Blueprints
4, Tracbg
5. Photostats

B. Working Drawings

1. .wines
2. Views
3. Relationship of Views

C. Dimensions

1. Scale Drawing
2. Dimensions

D. Invisible Edges

1. Lines
2. Uses

E. Circles and Arcs

1. Drawing
2. Dimensions

F. Sections

i

1. Plan Views, Sectional Views
2. Detail Drawings and Symbols
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II. SKETCHING

A. Tools of Sketching

B. Irregular Shapes

C. Isometric

1. Axes
2. Various Shapes

D. Oblique Sketching

E. Reading Prints

1. Foundation, Sills, and Joists
2. Studs, Sheath, Plates
3. Rafters, Sub - floors, Headers
4. Roof Covering
5. Sashes, Frames, Doors
6. Hardware

'..
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE MASONRY TRADE

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheels and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Powe r

1. Kinds
2. Source
3. Transmission

II. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS FOR THE MASON

A. Definitions

1. Tension
2. Compression
3. Shear
4. Bending
5. Elastic Limit

B. Trade Application
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TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. MASONRY MATERIALS

A, Clay and Shale Brick

B. Sand - Lime Brick

C. Concrete Brick

D. Structural Clay Tile

E. Concrete Masonry Units

F. Stone

1. Origin and History of all Above
2. Manufacture of all Above
3. Types and Classification of all Above
4. Colors and Finishes and Sizes of all Above
5. Availability of all Above
6. Properties of all Above
7. Load and Non-load Bearing
8. Facing of all Above

G. Sand

1. Origin
2. Classification and Description
3. Selection, Tests, Types

H. Cement

1. Portland, Masonry, Natural
a. Origin, History
b. Types, Description
c. Availability

I. Lime

1. Quicklime, Hydrated, Mortar
a. Origin and History
b. Types and Description
c. Availability
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3. Mortar

1. Types
a. Cement
b. Cement - Lime
c. Lime
d. Masonry

2. Properties, Workability
3. Water Retentivivity
4. Bond, Durability, Strength

U. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

A. Brick Trowel

1. Parts, Selection
2. Use, Care

B. Brick Hammer - Tile Hammer

1, Parts, Selection
2. Safety, Use

C. Block Chisels

1. Parts, Use

D. Six Foot Rule

1. Kinds - Use
2. Care

E. Levels

1. Kind, Use
2. Parts, Care

F. Mortar Mixing Equipment

1. Kinds, Uses
2. Cleaning
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M. DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

A. Preliminary Considerations

I. Safety
Z. Terms
3. Care of Tools

B. Mortar

I. Types
Z. Spreading

C. Walls (General Knowledge)

I. Laying Procedures
Z. Bonds
3. Joints
4. Laying Corners

D. Types of Walls

I. Hollow Tile
Z. Concrete Block
3. Brick

a. Various Bonds

k . Foundation Walls

I. Poured
Z. Built Up

r. Footings

I. Brick
Z. Concrete_

Other Types of Construction Work

I. Pilasters and Buttresses
Z. Chases and Recesses
3. Piers and Columns .

4. Steel Bearing Plates



3. Correct Use of Tools and Materials.-

I. Treatment

b. Broken Bones
a. Burns

f. Shock

c. Smashed Fingers and Toes
d. Superficial Cuts

g.

e. Deep Cuts

Punctures

(1) Simple Fracture
(2) Compound Fractures

(1) Pressure Points

(1) Rusty Nails
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SAFETY

Second Year

1. Adequate Working Space
2, Good Lighting
3. Proper Ventilation

1. Handling Tools
a. Unsafe Acts
b. Mechanical Acts
c. Lack of Concentration

2. Handling Materials
a. Lifting
b. Carrying
c. Placing
d. Dropping

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Job Layout

B. Correct Work Habits

C. First Aid



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1, Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

2. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligatio* of Individual

B. Wage Systems

I. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti - discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A, Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

I. Women
2. Children
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APPLIED MATEMAT

L MEASUREMENT

A. Direct

I. Fractions
2. Inches
3. Feet
4. Yard

B. Calculation

Second Year

I

I. Area
a. Formulas
b. Floor Space
c. Wall Space

2. Volume
a. Formulas
b. Liquid Measure
c. Trade ApplicaAone

3. Weights

IL RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Ratio

I. Use
a. Inverse

2. Trade Applications

B. Proportion

I. Relation to Ratio
2. Trade Applications
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BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year
t

.4

I. SMALL FRAME BUILDING

A. Reading Plan View

1. Floor Plans and Foundation
Z. Doors and Windows
3. Electrical

B. Elevation View

1. Grade
Z. Walls, Doors, Windows, Casings
3. Roofs

C. Construction Details

1. Sills, .Stud' Headers, Rafters

4
4

II. SMALL BRICK BUILDING

A. Reading Plan View
.

1. Floor Plans, Foundation Wills
Z. Piers
3. Doors and Windows
4. Plumbing and Electrical

B. Reading Elevation

1. Grade
Z. Walls, Doors, Windows, Casings
3. Roofs

C. Construction Details

1. Wall Plates, Rafters, Ridge Board
2. Collar Beams, Sections, Lintels
3. Door and Window Sills
4. Cornices . id Details



APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year

I. MATERIALS

A. Properties

1. Physical
Z. Chemical
3. Sources
4. Uses in Industry

B. Type b

1. Sand
Z. Stelae
3. Cement

a. Tilt-up
b. Pre-stress

4. Concrete M'rtars
5. Plaster
6. Lime
7. Colors

a. Pigments
8. Waterproofing Compounds
9. Acceletu.ors and Retarders

10. Chlorides
11. Terra Cotta
12. Glass
O. Wood
14. Steel

C. Manufacture From Raw Materials
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I. MASONRY WALLS

.. A. Mortar

&

TRADE THEORY

Second l''ar

1. Walls, Partitions
,.. Parapets, Chimneys-I

3. Foundations, Retaining Walls
4. Walks, Sewers,; 'Manholes
5. Tanks ,,,
6. Special Mortars, Grouts

B. Glass Blocks

1. History
2. Uses

C. Cut Limestone

1. Composition
2. Uses

D. Bonds

1. History
2. Efflorescence

E. Arches

1. History
2. Types
3. Construction Features

F. Cavity Walls

1. Types
2. Properties

G. Reinforced Brick Masonry
N

1. History
2. Uses
3. Construction
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IL TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND HARDWARE

A. Types

1. Expansion Strips
2. Wood Wedges
3, Caulking
4. Setting Tools
5. Hoists
6. Chisels
7. Anchors and Dowels
8. Slings, Pine, end Dogs

B. Care and Uses

1. Cleaning
2, Storing
3. Sharpening
4. Uses

M. DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION

"

A. Chimney Construction4

1. Sizes
2. Construction and Lining of Flues
3. Supports for Chimneys

B. Glass Block Panels

1. Mortar
2. Erection Procedures
3. Cleaning
4. Radial Corners

C. Limestone

1. Piling and Protecting
2. Erection Procedures
3. Type of Mortar
4. Cleaning
5. Patching and Repairing

4



D. Bonds

1. Starting Procedures . .

a. All Types of Bonds
b. Soldier Courses and Sills

Z. Cleaning

E. Arches

1. Laying Out Methods
Z. Tieing In

a. Semi-circular
b. Jack

Cavity Walls

1. Erection Procedure4
Z. Special Problems.,.

G. Reinforced Brick Masonry

1. Erection Procedures

c..

..;

: ..
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

A. Personal Faults

1. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

1. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeve :'
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance ''' .' '''''

I. Old-Age Assistince
2. Aid to Needy BlindBlind-
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

I. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service

II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

A, Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

1. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS .''1.
Third Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Listing Materials

1. Types
2. Measuring

B. Calculate

1. Area and Volume Needed
2. Yards of Fill
3. Amount of Concrete

a. Redi-Mix
b. Self-Mix

(1) Aggregates
(2) . Sand
(3) Water
(4) Cement

4. Number of Brick
S. Quantity of Mortar
6. Amount of Other Materials
7. Forms Needed

C. Costs

1. Material
2. Labor
3. Overhead
4. Profit
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BLUEPRINT READING

Third Year

I. LARGER BRICK BUILDINGS

A. General

I. Plot and Basement Plan
2. Footings, Walls, and Columns
3. Girder and Joists
4. Doors and Windows

B. Plan View ,4w.
i .

I. Floor, Partitions
2. Chimney and Stairs
3. Run-Jibing, Heating, and Electrical
4. Floor Plan, Wails, and Partition
5. Girder and Joists
6. Doors and Windows
7. Opeaings
8. Terraces

C. Roof Plans

1. Roofs, Framing
2. Drainage and Electrical
3. Windows, Stairs, Floor
4. Vents, Chimneys

D. Elevation

I. Grade and Terraces
2. Walls, Doors, and Windows
3. Roof and Chimney

E. Construction Details

L Heights, Footings, and Walls
2. Sills and Studs
3. Girders and Joists
4. Roof and Cornices
5. Doors, Windows, and Stairs
6. Miscellaneous
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. HEAT AS APPLIED TO THE MASONRY TRADE

A. Definitions

1. Heat
2. Temperature
3. Humidity
4. Temperature Scales

B. Production

1. Sun
2. Combustion

a. Solids .

b. Liquids
., .

c. Gas
d. Factors Affecting Combustion
e. End Products

C. Transmission

1. Conduction
2. Convection
3. Radiation

D. Effect on Masonry Materials

1, Drying Control
2. Chemical Reaction with CO2
. . a. Plastering

b. Sa lamander
3. Effects/ Low Temperatures

II. WEATHER

A. Effect of Weather Conditions

I . Wet
2. Dry
3. Excessive Heat
4, Excessive Cold
5. Excessive Humidity
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TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. MASONRY MATERIALS

t A. Reinforced Grouted Brick Masonry

1. Factors Affecting Quality of Groqt
Z. Water/Cement Ratio
3. Reinforcing Steel
4. Brick

B. Fireplaces - Indoors

1. History and Uses
2. Basement
3. Decorations

C. Fireplaces - Outdoors

1. Types
2. Locations
3. Foundation

D. Heatilator

1. History
2. Circulation
3. Construction
4. Economy

E. Glazed Tile

1. History
2. Manufacture
3. Use
4. Shapes and Sizes

F. Decorative Stone

4 1. Sandstone
-,4... Granite
3. Marble
4. Rubble
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G. Adhesive Terra Cotta

1. History
2. Manufacture
3. Uses

H. Modular Coordination

1. Definition
2. History
3. Nominal Dimensions and Units
4. Mortar Joint Thickness

II. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

A. Builder's Level

B. Brickmason's Spacing Rule

1. Marking
2. Application

C. Frames, Lintels, Rods

1. Materials
7.. Uses
3. Door Bucks
4. Sizes

M. DETAILS 01' CONSTRUCTION

A. Reinforced Brick or Tile Lintels

1. Uses
2. Types

B. Layout of Buildings

1. Importance
2. Bench Marks
3. Methods of Squaring
4. Batter Boards

C. Layout of Story Pole

1. Layout of Marks
2. Value of each Space
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D. Fireplace Construction

1. Starting
2. Smoke Chamber
3. Flue Linings
4. Lintels
5. Mortar
6. Face

E. Outdoor Fireplace Construction

1. Fire Box
2. Chimney
3. Materials

F. Heatilator Installation

1. Planting
2, Flues - Grilles
3. Hearth - Damper
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MEAT CUTTER - BUTCHER
D. O. T. 5-58.100

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATED INSTRUCTION
FOR

MEA" CUT'TE'R - BUTCHER APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN'

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year Total

Safety 12 12 12 36

Industrial and Labor Relations 12 12 12 36

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 54

Salesmanship 18 18 18 54

Applied Science 18 18 18 54

Trade Theory 66 66' 66 198

..., --

TOTALS . 144 144 144 432
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SAFETY

First Year

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devices

C. Fires
1. Protection
2. Prevention

D. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue

II. SPECIFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

4

1. Handling and Installation of Materials
a. Lifting
'b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing
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G. Use of Power Tools
a. Correct Hook-up
1). Correct Use

.

3. Use of Equipment
a. Scaffolds
I:. Horses
c. Ladders

., .



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

,
.L. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY.

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
Z. Right to Choose Type of Work

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

is. History

1. European
2. American

C. Obligations

1. Employer
2. Employee

III. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Mate rials
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to Allied Trades
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Application';

IL FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

1. Add Uion
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications

1
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SALESMANSHIP

First Year

I. BEGINNING SALESMANSHIP

A, Use of Equip.ztent

1, Display
2. Lighting
3. Color
4, Refrigerated Cases

B, Personal Appearance and Personality

1, Cleaaliness
2. Method of Selling

a. 3, Good Habits

C. Knowledge of Product

1. Presentation

D. Customer Demote',

1. Aim to Satisfy
2. Buy for "Gain"

E. Moving Slow Items

1. Selling Phrases
2, New Cutting Methods
3. Central Display

F. Selling by Telephone

1. Voice
2. Manner of Speaking
3, Rules

G. Keeping Old Customers and Getting New Ones

1. Service
2. Friendliness
3. Quality of Meats
4, Good Location
5. Knowledge of the Basiness

H. Meat Carving

1. Carve
2. Serve
3, Style
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APPLIED SCIENCE

First Yea?
.1, ey

I. MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO THE MEAT CUTTING TRADE

A. Matter

1. States
a. Solid
b. Liquid
c. Gases

2. Composition
3. Properties

B. Work

1. Relation to
a. Energy
b. Motion.
c. Power

2. Formulas

C. Friction

F

1. Harmful
2. Helpful
3. Anti-friction Devices

D. Simple Machines

1. Lever
2. Pulley
3. Wheel and Axle
4. Inclined Plane
5. Wedge
6. Screw

E. Power

1. Kinds
2. Sources
3. Transmis s ion

11



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION OF MEAT

A. Retail Cuts
I. Various Kinds of Meats
2. Different Cuts of Meat
3. Best* Methods of Cooking

B. Meat Grading

I. Beef
2. Turkey
3. Pork
4. Eviscerated Poultry
ti. Charges for Grading
6. Methods of Stamping

C. Classes of Meat

1. Bovf -e or Beef Animals
a. Beef Cattle
b. Dairy Cattle
c. Young Beef - Veal

2. Ovine Animals
a. Lamb
b. Mutton

3. Swine or Hogs
a. Pork

4. Characteristics of Each Class

D. Meat Inspection

1. Cleanlines s
2. Freedom from Disease
'. Wholesomeness
t. State or Municipal Laws

E. Market Grades of Beef

1. Development of Standards
2. Application of Standards
3. Standard GradeL for Carcass Beef
4. Grades (Bull Beef)
5. Grades (SteLr, Heifer, Cow)
6. Grades (Stag Beef)
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F. Market Grp les of Veal

1. Veal and Calf
a. Age Distinction
b. Feed Distinction

2. Veal Terms
3. Veal Weights

G. Market Grades of Pork

1. Conformation
2, Finish
3. Quality
4. Style Methods

H. Market Grades of Lamb and Mutton

1. Grading Factors Same as Beef
2. Di.ferent

a. Age
b. Body Structure

I. Market Grades of Chickens

1. Quality Specifications
a. Dressed Broilers, Fryers, Roaster
b. Dressed Capons, Stags, and Cocks
c. Dressed Fowl and Stewing Chickens

J. Market Grades of Rabbits

1. Value
2. Standards
3. Classes
4. Specifications

K. Market Grades of Turkey

1. Age Determination
2. Laas se s
3. Specifications
4. Dressing and Packing

L. Market Grades for Ducks, Geese, Etc.

1. Terms
2. Specifications
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M. Edible Glands and Organs

I. Types
2. Methods of Preparing

N. Cold Storage

I. Introduction
2. Practices
3. Changes in Meat

a. Physical
b. Chemical

4. Effect on Nutritive Value

0. Kosher Meats

I. Method of Killing
2. Types of Meat
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SAFE TRADE PRACTICES

A. Specific Precautions

1. Knives
a. Cleanliness
b. Storage
c. Procedure fol Cutting
d. Correct Tool Usage

2. Power Saws
a. Operation
b. Precautions While Using

3. Slicers
a. Guards
b. Cleanliness
c. Sharpened

4. Food Choppers and Grinders
a. Plunger
b. Cleanliness
c. Safety Features

5. Cube Steak Machin.).
a. Cleaning
b. Seating of End Bushings

II. FIRST ALT)

A. Care and Treatment

1. Cuts
2. Sprains
3. Shock
4. Broken Bones



INDUSTRIAL AND .LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

ik. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government
a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers
a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy
a. Participation
b. Obligations of individual

13. Wage Systems

C. Legislation

I. Security
2. Anti - discrimination
3. Right to Work

II. STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Wage and Hours

B. Deductions

C. Provisions

1. Women
Z. Children
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APPLIEL :.i A rHEMA rics

Second Year

;. PERCENTAGE

A. Simple

I. Loss and Shrinkage
2. Mark-up
3. Discounts
4. Profits

11. H A no AND PROPORTION

.. \atio

I. Comparison of Numbers
2. Inverse
3. Measurement

B. Proportion

I. Means
2. Extremes

C. Trade Applications

!II. GRAPHS

A. Types

I. Line
2. Circle
3. Bar

B. Construction

C. Trade Applications



SALESMANSHIP .

Second ,Year

I. ADVICE ON COOKING

A. Cuts for Roasting

1. Choice of Meat
2. Methods of Cooking

B. Cuts for Braising

1. Choice of Meat
2. Methods of Cooking

C. Cuts for Stewing

1. Choice of Meat
2. Methods of Cooking

D. Meat in the Diet

1. Benefits
2. Explaining

F. Cooking Methods

1. Preserve
2. Prepare

IL MEAT DISPLAY

A. Purpose of Attractive Display

1. Competition
2. Inability of Customers to Know Correct Name

of Meat Selection
3. Increase in Sales

a. Large Variety of Cuts
b. Overall Volume

4. Efficiency
5. Silent Salesman

B. Balance, Color Scheme, and Volume

1. Planning
2. Color Schemes

a. Blended
b. Contrasted
c. Checkered
d. Solid Form

3. Balance
4. Volume

a. Seasonal
b. Advertising
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Second Year
I,.

ELECTRICITY AS RELATED TO THE MEAT CUTTING TRADE

A. Currents

I. Production
2. Types

a. Direct
b. Alternating

3. Circuit
4. Measurement
5. Transmission
6. Protection

B. Trade Uses

II. REFRIGERATION

A. Introduction

I. Prevent Shrinkage
2. Prevent Spoilage

B. Theory

I. Definition of Terms
2. Refrigerants

a. Nature
b. Properties
c. Kinds

3. Types of Systems
a. Dry
b. High Side Float
c. Flooded
d. Temperature Control

C. Refrigeration Cycle



TRADE THEORY

Second Year

I. SHOP SANITATION

A. Hand Tools

I. Design .

2. Use
3. Care

B. Meat Grinders

I. Design
2. Parts
3. Cylinder Types
4. Temperature of Ground Meat
5. Motors
6. Care

C. Meat Slicers

I. Introduction
2. Gear Drive
3. Safety Feed Grip
4. Re ceiving Tray
5. Thickness Regulator
6. Care and Cleaning
7. Cubing Machines

D. Power Saw

I. Introduction
2. Design
3. Use
4. Care

E. Walk-In Box and Salesroom

I. Introduction
2. Sales Room Equipment
3. Sales Room Sanitation
4. Personal Appearance .
5. Walk-in Box
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I.

II. RETAIL MEATCUTTING

A. Breaking and Cutting Beef

1. Hand Tools
2. Chicago Style

a.. Forequarter
b. Hindquarter

3. Power Tools

B. Cutting From Primal Cuts

1. Hand Tools
2. Cleaner Cuts
3. Power Tools

C. Eastern Cutting Styles

1. New York Style
2. Boston Style

. 3. Philadelphia Style

D. Midwest Cutting Style

1. Chicago Style

E. Pacific Coast Cutting Style

1. Spokane Style
2. Vancouver Style
3. Texas Styles

F. Boning Beef

1. Types
2. Cooking Style

G. Grinding Beef

1. Grinding
v. 2. Cubing
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III. BREAKING ANL' CUTTING VEAL

A. Hand and Power Tools
1.e.

1. Similarity to Beel.i. ,

B. Cutting From Primal Cuts

I. Reasons
2. Skeletal Charts

D. Uses of Grotuld Veal

IV. BREAKING AND CUTTING LAMB AND MUTTON

A. Cutting From Primal Cuts

I. Hand Tools
2. Power Tools

B. Boning Lamb and Mutton

I. Hand Tools
2. Power Tools

C. Boning Veal

I. Sausages
2. Patties
3. Meat Loaf
4. Mock Chicken

I. Appeal
2. Types of Cuts



SAFETY

Third Year

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES
.4 :: t.t..

A. Personal Faults

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a. Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Shore Cuts
c. Haste:

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation
c. Light

6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Gloves
b. Long Sleeves
c. Loose Clothing
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. SOCIAL SECURITY

A. Social Insurance

I. Employment Security
2. Old Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

I. Old Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

I

C. Health and Welfare'Servic..es:

1. Child Welfare . .

2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Servicep
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5, Public HealthtServiqe .

1,,

i_,,' ..
II. WORKMEN'S COMPENSAT1913;

A. Laws

B. Medical Treatment

C. Disability

I. Temporary
2. Permanent

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

F. Penalties

.671-
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

I. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

A. Weights

I. Units of Weight (Avoirdupois)
2. Relationship

B. Scales (Cylinder)

I. Reading
a. Upper Edge - Price Per Pound
b. Reading Line - Pri,..:: to Customer

2. Care
a. Level at Zero

3. Tables of Tolerances
a. Degree of Error
b. Adopted By
c. Vibration
d. Own Allowance

4. Weighing
5. Mee.t and Money

a. Average Breakdown Per Pound
b. 12 4/5 Oz. Original Cost
c. 1 3/50z. Salaries
d. 1/5 Oz. Rent
e. 2/25 Oz. Wrappings
f. 2/ 25 Oz. Interest
g. 1/25 Oz. Light
h. 8/25 Oz. Incidentals
i. 4/5 Oz. Profit

6. Amount of Profit
a. Roughly 5%
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SALEISMANSHIP.'

Third Year

I. MEAT DISPLAY

A. Stoppers

I. Speed Turnoier
2. Lure Customer

B. Method of Displaying

I. Type of Meat
2. Seasonal

II. ADVANCED MEAT SALESMANSHIP

A. Problem Customers

I. Demanding
2. Uncertain
3. Time-consuming
4. Unpleasant

B. Customer Habits

I. Brand Preferences
2. Sectional Preferences
3. Catering to Customers

C. Developing New Techniques

I. Cons tantly Changing
2. Observing

D. Approaching The Custorrse-

I. Methods of Approach
2. Correct English
3. Good Presentation
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APPLIED SCIENCE

Tnird Year
s

I. STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION OF MEAT

A. Structure

1. Muscles
a. Types
b. Functions
c. Effect on Tenderness

2. Connective Tissue
a. Compos::: --..A
b. Location
c. Effect on Tenderness

3. I.
a. Purpose
b. Amount
c. Effect on Surrounding Meat

4. Bones
a. Types
b. Composition
c. Effect on Surrounding Meat

B. Chemical Composition

1. Minerals
a. Types
b. Necessity in Diet

2. Proteins
a. Kinds
b. Necessity in Diet

3. Carbohydrates
a. Types
b. Necessity in Diet

C. Nut ritative Values of Carcass

1. Live r
2. Heart
3. Brain
4. Tongue
5. Other Parts



TRArE THEOR :

Third Year

I. RETAIL MEAT CUTTING

A. Breaking and Cutting Pork

I. Hand Tools
2. Power Tools
3. Basic Cuts

B. Wholesale Cuts

I. Hand Tools
2. Power Tools

C. Boning Pork

I. Greater Volume
2. Operation

IL POULTRY AND RABBITS

A. Drawing and Disjointing

I. Introduction
2. Special Care
3. Disjointing Poultry With Hand Tools
4. Disjointing Rabbits With Hand Tools
5. Disjointing Rabbits Ilith Power Tools

B. Boning

I. Poultry
2. Rabbits

III. ADVANCED MEATCUTTING

A. Meat-Curing Methods

I. Dry Cure
a. Shrink Legs
b. Greater Food Value

2. Pickle Cure
3. Variations
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B. Types of Cold Meats and Sausages

1. Main Types
2. Importance in Diet
3. Potential Deve,lopment

C. Cutting Smoked and Cured Meats

1, Introduction
2. Proper Cutting

a. Hand
b. Powe r

D. Cutting Cold Meats

1. Introduction
2. Machine
3. Hand

E. Control of Bacteria

1. Introduction
2. Prevention

a. Storage Period
b. Sour Bone

3. Types of Growth
a. Green Ring
b. Surface Greening
c. White Scum

F. Display

1. Introduction
2. Fresh Sausage
3. Semi-dry Sausage and Cold Cuts
4. Dry Sausage
5. Smoked and Cured Meats

a. Grades of Bacon
b. Types of Hams

6. Corned and Sweet-pickled Cuts
a. Types
b. Return to Brine

G. Seasonal Sales

1. Cold Meats
2. Sausages
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IV. MARKET MANAGEMENT

A. Methods and Types

1. Personalized Service
2. Self Service
3. Individual Meat Store
4. Combination Meat and Grocery Store
5. Super Market
6. Locker Plant

B. Locations

1. Factors

C. Layout

1. Types
2. Variations

D. Fixtures and Equipment

1. Necessary Equipment
2. Necessary Fixtures
3. Financial Considerations

. -677-
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MILLMAN

D. O. T. 4- 33.914

SUGGESTED OUTLINE OF RELATE: INSTRUCTION

FOR

MILLMAN APPRENTICE

SUGGESTED HOURLY BREAKDOWN

Hours of Related Instruction Per Year
SUBJECT 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Total

Safety 9 9 9 9

Industrial and Labor Relations 9 9 9 9

Applied Mathematics 18 18 18 18
.. 4

Blueprint Reading 18 18' :.1 18 18

Applied Science 27 27 .-. 27 27

Trade Theory 63 .63 63 63

TOTALS 144 144 144 144

-6 78-
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SAFETY

First Year
.

I. BASIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICES

A. Introduction

1. Employee Responsibilities
2. Employer Responsibilities

B. Accidents

1. Common Causes
2. Prevention
3. General Safety Standards
4. General Safety Devicei

C. Fires

1. Protection
2. Prevention

C. Tools

1. Hand
2. Portable

E. Personal and Industrial Hygiene

1. Cleanliness
a. Self
b. Shop

2. Working Conditions
a. Space
b. Lighting
c. Ventilation

3. Accident Proneness
a. Mentality
b. Fatigue



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

First Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A. Equality

B. Freedom

1. Right to Work
2. Right to Choose Type of Work
3. Responsibilities

II. APPRENTICESHIP

A. Definitions

B. History

1. European
2. American

C. Employer - Employee Obligations



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

First Year

I. WHOLE NUMBERS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4, Division

B. Trade Applications

IL FRACTIONS

A. Fundamentals

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4, Division

B. Trade Applications

III. DECIMALS

A. Fundamentals

1, Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Trade Applications



BLUEPRINT READING

First Year

I. ESSENTIALS OF A DRAWING

A. Views

1. Top
2. Front
3. Right Side
4. Sections, Etc.

B. Dimensions

I. Fractional
2. Decimal

C. Relationship

I. Placement
2. Top View

a. Length
b. Width

3. Front View
a. Length
b. Height

U. TRADE SKETCHING

A. Lines

1. Straight
2. Circles and Arcs
3. Irregular Shapes

B. Isometric

1. Angles
2. Dimensioning
3. Circles and Arcs
4. Irregular Shapes

C. Oblique
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II. HEAT AS RELATED TO MILLWORK

I. MECHANICS AS RELATED TO MILLWORK

A. Gravitation

B. Forces

C. Motion

D. Work, Power, and Energy

F. Simple Machines

E. Friction

G. Power

H. Specific Gravity

A. Sources

B. Measurement

2.
1.

4.

2.

6.

1.

3.

5.

2.
1.

Angular
Parallel

Lever
Pulley

Inclined Plane
Wheel - Axle

Screw

Source

Wedge

Transmission

APPLIED SCIENCE

First Year

483-

. .
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1. Buoyancy

J. Hydraulic Principles

1. Intensity
2. Quantity

C. Transmission

D. Effects

1. Helpful
2. Harmful



TRADE THEORY

First Year

I. HAND TOOLS

A. History

1. Common Tools

B. Modern Tools

1. Tool Classification
a. Layout and Measuring
b. Precision
c. Saws t

,
d. Paring and Shaving . . ,.

e. Boring
f. Abrading and Scraping
g. Holding

2. Care of Tools
3. Proper Use of Tools
4. Sharpening

II. POWER TOOLS

A. Table Saw

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Blades

a. Sharpen
b. Remove
c. Replace

4. Rip
5. Resaw
6. Crosscut to Length
7. Taper
8. Grooving
9. Dadoing

10. Mitering
a. Plain
b. Compound

11. Multiple Cutting after Patterns
12. Tenons
13. Use of Moulding Cutterhead
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B. Radial Saw

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Saw Blades

a. Remove
b. Mount
c. Adjust Saw Guards

4. Crosscutting
a. Straight
b. Bevel
c. Miter
d. Compound Miter

S. Ripping
a. Straight
b. Devel

C. Band Saw
1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Saw Blades

a. Fold
b. Adjust
c. Track

4. Simple Curved Outlines
5. Production Sawing
6. Pattern Sawing
7. Pad Assembly and Mass Cuttiisi

... Jig Saw
1. Type
2. Care
3. Operation

E.. Jointer
1. Ope ration
2. Function of Parts
3. Killes

Change in Cylinder Head
b. Gt:ad Straight

4. Plane
a. Edge
b. Face
c. End

S. Rabbetting
6. Tapering
7. Beveling and Chamfering
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F. Planer

1. Construction
Z. Function of Parts
3. Safe Operating Procedures
4. Depth of Cuts for Materials
5. Maintena.ce .

G. Dovetailer

1. Care
Z. Use
3. Operation
4. Parts

H. Lathe

1. Care
Z. Use
3. Operation
4. Parts
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SAFETY

Second Year

I. SPELFIC TRADE PRACTICES

A. Safety Precautions

I. Handling and Moving Material
a. L. 'Ling
b. Carrying
c. Lowering
d. Placing

Z. Use of Sharp Hand Tools
a. Care
b. Use
c. Cleaning
d. Storing

3. Use of Power Machinery
a. Correct Hook-up
b. Correct Use
c. Correct Attire

4. Dust Control
a. Necessity
b. Methods

5. Storage of Finishing Materials
a. Oils
b. Varnishes
c. Rags

6. Fire Prevention
a. Conditions
b. Remedies
c. Extinguishing

7. Electrical Hazards
a. Recognizing
b. Eliminating



INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Second Year

I. ECONOMICS

A. Partnerships

1. Labor, Industry, and Government

a. Inter-relationships
b. Effects

Z. Individuals, Unions, and Employers

a. Conduct
b. Mutual Responsibilities

3. Government and Democracy

a. Participation
b. Obligations of Individual

B. Wage Systems

1. Minimum Wage Laws

C. Legislation

1. Security
.1, Anti - dis crimination
S. Right to Work
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APPLIED -MATHEMATICS

Second Year

I. Simple
2. Compound

B. Uses as Applied to Millwork

I. Discounts
2. Profit and Loss

III. RATIO AND PROPORTION

A. Principles

B. Uses as Applied to Millwork

I. MEASUREMENT

A. Direct and Computed

Linear
2. Angular
3. Circular
4. Surfaces
5. Volume
6. Weight

B. Trade Applications

II. PERCENTAGE

A. Principles

IV. GRAPHS

A. Construction

B. Types

I. Line
2. Circle
3. Bar



BLUEPRINT READING

Second Year

I. GENERAL INFORMATION

A. Specifications

I. Purpose
2. Importance

B. Dimensions

I. Needs
2. Methods
3. Reading

C. Scale and Working Drawing-
I. Reading Scale
2. Use of Scale
3. Views
4. Sections
5. Detail Drawing

D. Elevation Drawings

I. Meaning
2. Interpretation
3. Symbols
4. Conventions
5. Terms and Abbreviations
6. Wall Sections



APPLIED SCIENCE ,

Second Year

I. SOUND AS APPLIED TO INSULATION

A. Sources

B. Vil-rations

C. Measurement

D. Transmission

E. Sound Insulation

F. Sound Absorption

II. MATERIALS USED IN MILLWORK

A. Woods

1. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture
4. Natural Defects
5. Use

B. Plastics
1. .ads
2. Characteristics
3. Manufacture
4. Defects
5. Use

C. Metals Used

1. Kinds
2. Characteristics
3. Defects
4. Uses

D. Metal Fasteners

1. Types
2. Uses

E. Abrasives (Coated)

1. Types
2. Uses
3. Grit
4. Shapes
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TRADE THEORY . ), .

Second Year

1. POWER TOOLS

A. Shapzr

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts
3. Knives

a. ' Lay out a Pattern for Cutter
b. Grind . .
c. Set Up Open Face Knives

4. Cut Straight Moulds d Edges
5. Set Up Adjustable Fence
6. Shape Against the Collar
7. Shape with Outline Patterns
8. Shape Segment and Circular Work
9. Shape with Forms

10. Plane to Width
11. Make the Glue Joint
12. Stick and Cope for Dowelbd Sash
13. Use of Jigs and Fixtures

B. Moulder

I. Operation
2. Functionof parts
3. Cutterheads

a. Put On
b. Adjust

C. Mortiser and Borers

1. Operation
2. Fur -tion of Parts
3. Vertical Hollow Chisel Mortiser

a. Set Up
b. Operate
c. Care

4. Horizontal Single Spindle Boring Machine
a. Set Up
b. Operate
c. Care

5. Tenoner
a. Set Up
b. Operate
c. Care
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D. Sander

1. Operation
2. Function of Parts

a. Belt Sander
b. Disc Sander
c. Pneumatic Drum and Spindle Sander
d. Variety Sander

E. Portable Power Equipment

1. Operation
Z. Function of Parts

a. Portable Sander
b. Portable Electric Router

II. MODERN FASTENING DEVICES

A. Nails

I. Heads
2. Points
3. Shank
4. Splitting Prevented
5. Finish
6. Sizes and Weights
7. Special

B. Wood Screws

1. Size and Shape
2. Finish

C. Bolts and Metal Screws

1. Sheet Metal Screws
2. Machine Screws
3. Stove Bolts
4. Carriage and Machine Bolts
5. Lag Bolts
6. Handrail Bolts

D. Metal - Wood Connectors

1. Timber Connectors
2. Clamp Nail

493-
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E. Miscellaneous

1. Anchors
2. Builders Hardware
3. Dowels
4. Glue

a. Liquid
b. Casein
e. Animal
d. Blood - Albumin
e. Vegetable
f. Synthetic Resin
g. Cellulose Cement and Rubber Compounds

F. Reconditioning of Cutting Edges of Power Tools

1. Grinding
a. Wet
b. Dry

2. Types of Abrasives
3. Types of Cutters

a. Planer Knives
b. Chisels and Bit's (Mortiser)
c. Tenoner

(1) Cutting Heads
(2) Cope Cutterhead
(3) Cut-off Saw

d. Shaper
(1) Knives
(2) Cutters

e. Band Saw
(1) Reconditioning
(2) Brazing

1. Dovetail
(1) Reconditioning
(2) Grinding
(3) Filing

g. Lathe Tools
(1) Grinding
(2) Whetting
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SAFETY

Third Year

I. SAFE WORKING PRACTICES

A. Correct Clothing

1. Operating Machines
Z. Finishing

B. Correct Job Layout

1. Adequate Working Space
2. Proper Tools

a. Hand
b. Power

3. Storage
a. New Materials
b. Used Materials
c. Highly Inflammable Materials

4. Good Lighting
5. Proper Ventilation

a. Fresh Mr
I b. Dust Control

C. Administering Necessary First Aid

I. Serious Burns
2. Broken Bones
3. Crushed Limbs
4. Amputations
5. Shock
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INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

Third Year

I. HISTORY OF TRADE

A. Scope of Trade

B. Development of Trade

1. Materials and Methods
2. Organizations

a. Local
b. National

3. Customers
4. Personnel

C. Relation of Trade to ALied Trades

U. SOCIAL SECURITY

A, Social Insurance

1. Employment Security
2. Old-Age Survivor's Insurance

B. Public Assistance

1. Old-Age Assistance
2. Aid to Needy Blind
3. Aid to Dependent Children

C. Health and Welfare Services

1. Child Welfare
2. Services for Crippled Children
3. Child Health Services
4. Vocational Rehabilitation
5. Public Health Service



APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Third Year

1. LUMBER MEASUREMENT

A. Type s

1. Linear
2. Square
3. Cubic
4. Board

B. Conversions

II. APPLIED GEOMETRY

A. Principles

B. Construction

1. Lines
2. Angles
3. Ueometrical Shapes

C. Layout

1. Circular Objects
2. Rectangular Objects
3. Triangular Objects
4. Spherical Objects
5. Conical Objects

III. FRAMING SQUARE

A. Introduction

1. Parts
2. Care
3. Test for Squareness

B. Use

1. Stair Work
2. Rafter Work
3. Octagon Scale
4. Brace Work
5. Lay Out Geometrical Figures
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I.

BLUEPRINT' READING

Third Year

I. DETAILS

A. General

1. Why Details are Used
2. Relationship to Drawings

B. Cornice

I. Return Cornice
2. Rake Cornice
3. Open Cornice
4. Closed Cornice
5. Boxed Cornice

C. Doors and Windows

I. Double -hung Windows
2. Casement Windows
3. Side Light Doorway
4. Interior Doors
5. Variations

D. Louvers

1. Rectangular Type Louver
2. Circular Type Louver

E. Stairs

1. Stairwells
2. Stringers
3. Stair Carriage
4. Variatscns

F. Fireplaces

I. Mantles
2. Beokcases



APPLIED SCIENCE

Third Year

I. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY FOR THE MILLMAN

A. Nature and Forms

1. Electron Theory
a. Circuits

2. Kinds and Forms of Electrical Current
a. Direct
b. Alternating
c. Voltages and Phases
d. Static Electricity

B. Basic Measurements

1. Volts
2. Amperes
3. Ohms
4. Watts

C. Protection Devices

1. Fuses
2. Circuit Breakers
3. Relays
4. Grounding
5. Polarization

D. Conductors and Insulators

1, Types of Wire
a. Stranded
b. Solid

2. Insulation
a. Rubber
b. Plastic
c. Asbestos
d. Braided

3. Sizes of Wire
a. Capacity

4. Electrical Terms and Symbols



TRADE THEORY

Third Year

I. WOOD JOINTS

A. Joining Boards at an Angle

1, Dado
Z. Rabbet
3. Dado and Rabbet
4. Dado, Tongue and Rabbet
5. Coped
6. Spline Miter
7. Lap Dovetail
8. Glued and Blocked
9. I.abbeted Ledge and Miter

10. Dovetail Dado
11. Plain Butt

.
12. Hopper

a. Use of Above Joints
b. How Secured

B. Joining Boards at the Edge to Increase the Surface Area

1. Edge Butt Joint
Z. Spline Joint
3. Doweled Joint
4. Filleted Joint
5. Tongued and Grooved Joint
6. Battened

a. Use of Above Joints
b. How Secured

II. FINISHING MATERIALS

A. Stains

1. Types
a. Oil
b. Water
c. Chemical
d. Color Pigment
e. Aniline Dye
f. Varnish

Z. Mixing
3. Applying
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B. Wood Fillers

1. Types
2. Uses
3. Methods of Applying

C. Varnish and Shellac

1. Kinds
2. Uses
3. Methods of Applying
4. Rubbing
5. Polishing

D. Lacquers

1. kinds
2. Uses
3. Methods of Applying

E. Wax Finishing

F. Oil Rub Finishes



IA

I. BASIC ACCIDENT CAUSES

4 A. Personal Faults

SAFETY

Fourth Year

I. Faulty Instruction
2. Inability of Employee

a, Inexperience
b. Lack of Skill
c. Ignorance
d. Poor Judgment

3. Poor Discipline
4. Lack of Concentration
5. Unsafe Practice

a. Chance Taking
b. Short Cuts
c. Haste

6. Mental Unfitness
a. Sluggishness or Fatigue
b. Violent Temper
c. Excitability

7. Physical Unfitness

B. Mechanical and Material Faults

I. Physical Hazards
a. Ineffectively Guarded
b. Unsafe Design

2. Poor Housekeeping
3. Defective Equipment
4. Unsafe Building Conditions

a. Fire
b. Exits
c. Openings
d. Floors

5. Improper Working Conditions
a. Ventilation
b. Sanitation

* c. LightI6. Improper Planning
7. Improper Dress

a. Goggles, Gloves, Etc.c
b. Long Sleeves, Loose Clothing
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I. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

STATE LABOR LAWS IN NEW JERSEY

A. Laws

C. Disability

D. Death Benefits

E. Notice to Employers

A. Wages and Hours

C. Provisions for Women and Children

F. Penalties

B. Medical Treatment

B. Deductions from Wages

INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS

2. Permanent
1. Temporary

Fourth Year

-703 -
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APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Fourth Year

I. ESTIMATING

A. Specifications

1. Lumbe r
Z. Doors and Drawers
3. Jambs
4. Shelve s
5. Face Frame
6. Shelf Cleats
7. Back
8. Moulding
9. Hardware

B. Amount of Materials

1. Use of Tables

C. Labor Costs

1. Kind of Work
Z. Quality of Materials
3. Weather Conditions
4. Types of Tools

D. Compilation of Figures

1. Cost of Materials
Z. Cost of Labor
3. Overhead
4. Profit
5. Total Cost of Job
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BLUEPRINT READING

Fourth Year

READING CONSTRUCTION PRINTS

Prints should be selected on the basis of the work done

in your locality.
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I. WOOD

A.

APPLIED SCIENCE

Fourth Year

Growth

1. Hard and Soft
2. Heart and Sap
3. Rings
4. Rate
5. Grain and Texture
6. Moisture

B. Defects

1. Bark Pockets
2. Decay
3. Knots
4. Shakes
5. Warping
6. Other Defects

C. Grading

1. Yard Lumber
2. Factory or Shop
3. Structural Timber
4. Shingles
5. Lumber Measurements

D. Softwoods

1. Properties
2. Kinds
3. Uses
4. Location

E. Hardwoods

1. Properties
2. Uses
3. Kinds
4. Location

F. Imported Woods

1. Kinds <

2. Uses
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TRADE THEORY

Fourth Year

I. DISCUSSION OF TYPICAL CONSTRUCTIONS THAT ARE
PREVALENT IN THE LOCALITY

A. Mill Operation

I. Tables
a. Layout
b. Set Up
c. Assembly

2. Desks
a. Layout
b. Getting Stock
c. Fabrication
d. Assembly

3. Window Sash
a. Layout
b. Material
c. Joinery
d. Machining
e. Assembly

B. Other Work

I. Work Orders
2. Complying with Specifications

C. Finished Product

I. Checking
a. Imperfections
b. nt
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*TEACHING GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION; UNITS OF STUDY
(SUBJECT FIELDS), *SURGICAL TECHNICIANS, *ASEPTIC TECHNIQUES,
TRANSPARENCIES,

Sterilizattop and disinfection are considered methods of aseptic
technique and deal with'the procedures and preparation of goods and
supplies for medical and surgical 'use. The material was developed
by a specialist in health occupations. It was designed for use in
approximately 15-20 Class periods-in a full-time training .program
for surgical technicians. Each section gives subject matter content,
suggested teaching-learning activities, and references. Sections
are (1) principles of sterilization and disinfectants, (2) methods
of verifying the process of sterilization, (3) preparation of
supplies and equipment for sterilization and disinfection, (4)
operation of the autoclave for steam sterilization, (5) mechanical
devices necessary for dry heat and ethylene oxide methods of
sterilization, and (6) use of solutions to sterilize and disinfect.
SuggestionS-for evaluating the unit and a list of books,
publications, films, and instructional materials are given. The
appendix includes illustrations and materials for preparing 36
transparencies. (PS)
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To develop the understandings and skills needed t. sterilize and disinfect
medical goods and supplies

Le:trait= COOMnetencies/Ao Be Develd

1. To understand the principles of sterilization and disinfectants

2. To understand the methods of verifying the.procass of sterilization

3. To prepare supplies and equipment for sterilization and disinfection

4. To operate the autoclave for steam sterilization

5. To understand the mecht_tcal devices necessary for dry hea:
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6. To sterilize and disinfect by use of solutions
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Riace!of,VnitAn the.Course,of Stec*

Sterilisation and disinfection are considered met, de of aseptic
technic: and deal:with-the-procedures and preparation of goods and supplies
for medical and ,surgical i.e. .

The sterilisation process is the destruction Of all forms of micro-
organisms such as yeasts, maids, bacteria, virus, and spores. It is
JAmeifieset.as the method otaseptic.technie that deals with the proper
preparation of surgical goods and supplies, and-lavolves skills in the
mechanical operation of sterilisers and the preparation and application

-,,o,tAteinfectantsg, :*

Sterilisation is a positive term. An article is iiither sterile or n't
**tulle, It can .never be-partiallylterile.

This unit should be dealt with before the unit,- "'surgical Asepsis."
44. atudenth.shotiWbave.antmderstawling:of microbiology before this unit

introduced lathe curriculum. The principles and procedures in this
unit,aboulti be firmirestoblished.before the stuns nt proceeds to surgical
technics used in the operating theater,

,ESSIMUSL;MleallalaWahli
- i

The teacher may introduce this unit by reviewing the following terms,
sterilist.tiet,3dicinfectice,..Msinhetantoij autftspis, germic ides, deodorisers,
air-borne infection, contact infection, and other terms related to the

isterillSation-process.. ;'

This unit lends itself to the use of a weber of teaching aids, Film
onitypeiot steriliser :may beDAta414 .1:0,4041kaint the student with

equipment in the operating room. Charts in this unit may be reproduced

old Sidreatto,thcclass.. :

Clinical experiencivonenrtentlwith4classiftentAmotruction should be
arrangedto give the student practice in packaging and operating mechanical

otatiniers and: in_using .441afect#14108.:1t?__r_.

4." . A.: ;1*. :14.....
P " 1

Learninss (L.ameatencios) To le Develod
r r , ,431

12wderaftind,,rthe orineinlet

a,',Sterilisation.laddieproadisof destroying all living
sicroorgantsiss, .':,,:";

The-sterillsation.iproceigs is tot-instantaneous (requires
time tc bAreffectiv1)4,-,.

Sean oftroorgierimme ispokete, for example) are more
,Alosiatinnt to Oat-ruction-than others.

-- The term disinfection is used in conjunction with
sterilisation.
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1. 2-

- Disinfection is a mannsrfoiAtttpaintibacteripAgich
are non-spore forming. . .

, : ; -iv-. 5 - : 7 : ) . 1 -i . '_!. : ; :. (' ' : 1 '.:). ii _. 141'.

_ _ kV; :4 ;-.01)Z3 The ..etegibisationtproasits: preitants...thebtransfer-Of
bacteria from one areaPto ;another. ';q7 = .t 111',

-.. . b. ' .Definitions railway used in tbs.-sterilisation Process
e;

--' 'nieroorganlismer animal Or -plant otittnisti,mhiih
4.

n , . 4:;04'.1 541:,
. 'r..;

--7.-aaashe nesiltbroigh, a.sdezeOcsipic

atitigmacgreanisel: An organism capabl t *dr iirjducing
disease

t'
Dom:. raprodntive 'cell -of "an ifitgaitisa
especially resistant to destruction

4 I.:.-

-!>.,!.;,sterlit,orelitienti Absolutely. 'fre&bil all liadaria
-!:413 :33r1",Stt f?: ! ..);4 -

%, -, - presents of infectious ousterlik!nitiellje
containing puitt,

terminal sterilipation: Destruction of all disease
producing 'n840068- agtatii Operat10,14441Jnied
and patient is removed from room

. , : , ! +4;`; ' : - :
talt-,71 7 ,P -;Liagaireanz? teleawierposaibila-but-netiAietile

r7.n;

antiseptic: May- kill some,beeterimipttinieitil."-'
inhibits growth

an; /1"!'n tiPLg

5o4:: J:.:1-.0sinisctantsv!Destroys:batterlicibuellidvspernie
.:xr; ' c. a-lat 1")r"tVp.1

bacteriostatic.; Retards growth,of AiecteriaR bac. ,

bluode ctericitLattlAtiling:bacteria .1 .7 31':.!
.461-7s,v3,11- 8114;

(;:.; .43rir

contaminated pArmostetile: -A_sterilerobject óWLóII
contacts an unsterile. surface. It Is no longer sterile
(is conf-aminated).

-.7:10;! f:7;.-."gW,:ft ").4,

c. Methods of sterilization incluae: 1) vmmthanical* 2) radiant
enrrit4 i JP1V!!-.1:1.g ialigaill_NjoittaidiltraVIVtdasitcult

, 4.vir fie 70:Itt7 'Main under protean. cia -the iiosr,',IffEctiN_0 method of
sterilization (will -Atilt swami);

-traitorilizatiow tbseslirti zseasuwiti from time the heating
chamber Anchors, theenetectiitil sterilizing temperature.

Sterilisetionnittme is' the isest of' variable heat
penetratiourtlaws* s' fixed= Medina. time* and a
selected safety. time.

1
. - .ALJA..±Wj.g's

1'
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3 .1n.

t. '')11

1.9-..lenetratiop time is the tint Fequired to heat the load
ko the selected teuperettire,end will vary according to
size and nature of 'load.

401ific.,time the load is held at
a ielected'tomperatmor

-3

Aitioittei Pius :nogg
. SCALE

OA= PRESSURE
SCALE,

Inches' 'Ili IpAa: Inches 114

Ks us
42 Autoclavetimpetatiirefigic 27

.

.. SO 2027 --40 50 1267 25
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...- ....

35. 20
, .t : ; .

f- .:: so --Autoctivie.tempeiiitui,116 15
.

.. k .- ::!

25 Autoclave temperature 1.16°C 10
.,..-1,_ . .....

. ..

:' ' 20
t-

...:

5
'... ,r1 ...7 ..I f ..'..

30 760 15 Normal Ateli40'4riC iieri" 0 0 0

20,, ,,... -t- l'id LbosiVe7Cuue-Autoclamt" 10

10 5 20

VelpureAutoclave 29.5

0 0 0 PRESSURE CONVERSION CHART 30 760

i

.*4 Pies-Sure-4Z: or steam iSratiered in units such as
-inches or millimeters of mercury (}I(.Hg) and pounds per

1.
,,zipaare Azelh_(p.8.4.).

Two 'diles of miasuresents are used, absolute pressure
and gOeNCer,..Pure*

Absolutwvfeisbre is measured from a true zero, ors
complete vacuum.

..-J.--asup pressurelmo be poiitive-or negative) is measured
-.. by taking Atmelepheric pretidure as zero; the negative

pressure on scale constituting zpartial or complete
vacuukti "".

-- Steam under pre*Oiskelemeasured'as gauge pressure.

Iligh pet-valteide ViestObliveli requite that all measure-
meats- be aide
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The rate of sterilization of almicrobial population is the
;tele etil4iing'41Is in proportion to their

-rITEten.,dealinumith large populations of microorganisms,
7aomb tithmle:Of .heir nature and number or

conditteniat"i160:6i sterilisation.

-* It is important to accessthe probability of survivors.

by" the. inactivation factor. . '.*.*

r- The inactivation factor is the degret.of zeductienor
percentage kill of a microbial Population by a ,

pvtpular treatment.
,

4- The rate of sterilization is a means ,of expressing ,the
severity of sterilization process.

4- It is calculated by dividing inittarviable.couit by
fimel,extrapplated comt.after treatment, using a test
otgadisii kikiiit to be highly resistant to the process.

- The' degree of aie- .the Chance of failure
in sterilization, expressed as the mmmber of articles
that can be processed before oni unsterile article
is likely

-4

to
occur.

., , !

/ .

Degree of 'Sterility 82 -WCSkrA2P41fr
-.rib/nage nmmber:of organisms per

article
.1,

. 1 .

Example: The average degree oUcantmmination for
! article A laWorlidlifid_per article and inactivation---the-for'the-pracibir is-107: . .. .

Degree of Sterility

article occuring in
7.1 .r.

.!:'. 1
I

wg 4=Sr 10° a risk of one unsterile
i0

every million processes (safe to

-Articie.8 hne,10.7 -Organisms pAi'article with an
inactivation factor 10.1 , 4'* A.

Degree of Sterility P' a risk of one unsterile

artier* occuringolareevery one hundred articles processed
(unsafe to ,j,_ .

411ilith pktim.lkomitWaterilization process is
usual..0 Post44:in.stertilLation room.

Thermal.;death time is the pim.required to kill e particular
strPin or species of organism at a given temperature under

..specific.cqndittposw..
,

A comaidera4y .19nggr_tirfc required ler dry heat than
for mist .b"Nt 4,2*-;tempierature.
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Croup

,

Highly ,(etlittive

i

,
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ors 0401e.
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DEATH TIMES FOR
'

A 1...t

lolliner Water

Non-spciring Bacteria
. Viruses

Holds and, yeast!:
(IncludAng,#Apotes)

XISPO-ORGANISMS

Thermal Death Tine (Mimes)
Steam under Pressure Dry

1000C 121°C 1320C . 1600C
, a", "

s
1.

V. 1

2 i E.

c.

Slightly :Resistant
,

,

, 1 .

'Moderitelty Resistant

I, ....I.;':'
iM..L.;
1 .....

B1017 icisistant

;

Syssodalanys. fulva
(-0P0t700)
Clostiidine perfring
(1Pok00)

2. af.:Entrenely Resist
!lcI;

ip

.! 1

Clostridium, Septicuie
(spores) ;
Eking* Atithtatti
(spores)

.1

.

18b0C

u

4

'1

t
y Vi

CiostridfiARTetioi
(spores) 1.60

14.

.14-44.

5 : 12 2

Bacillus Stearother-
nophillus

(spores)

Clostridium Botulinum
(spores)

300 12 2 30 5

Sot Ithermophiles
(spores) 500 25 4 60 10
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-- Variables which can affect the survival resistance among
strains of same species: number of organisms, treated
age, conditions of'growth, and environmental factors
such as acid ;or alkaline pH during treatment

iolding times based on thermal death time of bicterial
spores:

Holding Times f4r Heat Sterilization .

Procedure Holding Time Temperature

Dry Heat

Moist Heat

1 second
o

3004p (572
o
f)

5 minutes 180,,C (356 °F)

30 minutes 160 °C (320 °F)

60 minutes 150 °C (302°F)

2:minutes 130°C (270°F)

12 minutes 121°C (250°F)

30 minutes 116°C (240°F)

80 minutes 110°C (230°F)

500 minutes 100°C (212°F)

S e_wira stc:..__.dTeacher-Leartng_Ac s

.4. Make the charts included in this learning available to
students. For the discussion o! the charts with the class
the teacher could reproduce these at transparencies-end
use the overhead projector.

b. Good use of thelanOel or hook-and-loop board could
be a valuablkaide in the'revfewef.ternidelogy or
definitiOns., The tetteihermiLeat-prepa0 cards with-:

terms ortdefinitions;Oriated in /age lettits. Piece
an attrattice picture ofaoperiting room in the
center of the board and'have students garticipate tO

.....
jdentifylng a oenionterMs7uSed.in *wetting room that

*- 4 efer to sterflizaAon. I .

1 I. -

i

:

.-..

, -
.

, ..

c. ., 4uitable 'files may ..be; usifel. ..,

Sitggested References am! Instructional Materials

a. References

of Procedures, v. 44
A. Review of Sterilization and Disinfection, pp. 1-15
Aseptic Teel:mime for Operating Room Personnel, pp. 30-31

2. To understand the methods of irifying the lirocess of sterilization

a. Waeral government requires sterility tests on all
commercially prepared items.
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- 7

:Iaw requires' a 7414-day Aqui interval before items
. .are distributed

.

Each load must undergo bacteriological testing.

All hospitals requirecl to test Jor,....itatergitythe...supplies
and equipment ii4rilised by a hospital method.

,

-;
The 'test is ilitended: to prove ,thati all articles in a
batch are free from orgattiesukt.___L_

-- Tests are'sebject to some-degvii. of

Inadequate i

Aecidentiit-coutasiinatibit'r.' .
3s)Inadequate culture methods 17 ./

; _ 'f,
$ -

Test may bp t0 sietermine the sterility of prtifle or
the efficiency of the process.

Methods a iesiiviliiiisde-cu-ftore -6acteriological
'Ledicators,_ chemical indieltorii_ a eilecpile*
indicatorS. r. ....

- - Test strips and agar plates cultured by laboratory
personnel' 7.. :7

c. Culture tests are most reliable for testing

_-- Controlling ista,bklokopm-quentities of heat resistant
spare-forming bacteria

c.'1;
'41 lirepital laboratories must be equipped to prepare tests.

v.,. 7;

The Bacillus Stearothevaophilus organism is used to
test the steam method; Baeil lus- subriAs or Bacillus
globigii used to test Ethylene Oxide gas method of
sterilixationo F.- . ;*

J

Swab cultures are limited in usefulness (cannot
determine what was present before sterilisation).

d. Baiterfotifogidafliiilitatitil
,

tiirty-if-gitieelfied number of
viable spores of known resistirici-

Test pietes.are included: in:loatand sterility is
checLed ft the end of sterilisation time.

,

Material tiled as test-pieta ilFtWerned by nature of
articles to be sterilised..v. :':j'N

More than one test piece *ay seed to be used
(f.ependent on bacterial' eount* tit'skticies to be
sterilised and number of spores' on each test piece).
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Indhcators_ must be positioned in least effective area
for sterilization, suches,center of large pack in
the autoclave.

; ..; 11,.; ;. . 3 1

. ,
' . : : 1.7:

Process

-1:' '

_.. . . . .

.
; I tee E. go °tie. i. ,,

(number of viable
Tilati-Ci l66)

. ..

,

TTest Piece
Material

Cultivation of
Test Piece

Moistpop
(steam)

,Bacillusv .

Steirothermophili
Paper strips
or discs

Broth 55°C 5 days
aerobically

Dry Heat
(hot air)

ClostriAium., ,

Tetari .:..

(non-toxigeniC)

Sterile sand
or soil

Broth 37°C 5 days
=aerobically

Ir-i. r't
ttiiiede

Oxide (gas)

.. ,.. .. -.

ieci,148.1.
glo.1;iiii-

. . ,
Aluminum foil
or glais strips

Broth 37°C 5 days
aerobically

liaiiti6

,..ii,,,,:zi

pismilui. "

.. . -

Paper strips
or disc.:

Broth 37°C 5 days
aerobically

T T

LAaV

ls

e. slitemical indicators are:used lby operating room personnel

to determine the effectiveness of the sterilization process.

May be used outside or inside the package to determine
terhather.theYdemixed heat-has been reached

' .-4.- .--

Principle use is in the heat process.
.

One or several types may be used.
",. '- .

- Cblor:cbinie-ecoUrs when desired heat has been reached.
: : ,

- When placed in package it swat be placed in the center
of the largest and most densely wrapped package.

1.1, %T. -; : ; - . .:'

:

Chemical Indicators Used in Sterilization
; ; 17.

indicator , _Change Process

:Acconew.tubes.)-.
, !. .-:

"Steam-Clox papers
- %neck!' Ontrols, ,

Autoclave. tape- < j:

Bowie and Dick
autoclave tape test

.! with an ezo dye
Royce's sachet

Red to green.

Purple to green
Melt or. fuse
Light to.dark
Light to dark

Yellow to red

Yellow to purple

Steam under pressure
or dty heat

Steam under pressure
Steam under pressure
Steam under pressure
Steam under pressure

Gamma radiation

Ethylene oxide
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.1mcalt, tol iteitte.M8RibinAIKORetraPefimpiteakages used more frequently

aicki483:7.ii 1-793i! thialsrkaNtp#0 mhethap goods Op been through sterilizatioh.

aelicique Rio nolbtvairflOtanChfr rAillhing4C,kftiuSPAOILAU, stems sterilizers to
brie lo MUClin.POCKMAPAPPP181Pinitagh Alq°4145* of each eggPosure..

oc3E4se ,.10:107,4 01

-- They serve as a safetymeasure to assure maintenance of

moxi RE: tqwe bas aln sibilltAtalWthib **OWNS iift4o o -

IT)11,7ker-Aq of xelwA41 4ri3 4 s7s,110 adl

Charts must be changed drily, dated, and filed for a

ed 7WALUM11440fordOmba311711 tiA 44

nt 10 b9ga;Inr,q wIled sut=led

silialincF103-0SiankiestedfSeacinfiT

vrt o ohlag70 darn 1315.0ket;01 pgelAnya 114toosteogy, the principles of testing
sTni.7.4AlubiseldtilifitY4atimEmlW8ejti okapis° testing the process.

goluvill7siz
b. Film slides may be used to develop understandings of the

has g81039M ,easnli lo iNed4OCAMOUWWWWINOWidOWAble-sterililangs
.eboo13 Tsddul

c. ',Agin actual samples of controls and have students use

7s,zirfsb ert3 *MOW AMAMI AltiAngrti, 040 48 the one in this
leankfmnsawgemplIpArjbldroaplace the name of the
article. This could be done with use of flannel board

.b:Amsedd sdItlum eelitmoz orolrf*I'MPSVASNP MP* monooa --
sd Jena eslbssn has 00,1n1Is 03nsmtm1eni IIA

.7(31 beJnu000s
Suggested References and Instructional Materials

7s-tbo bras osafthyt esInemuT3ent T31 ensinlq 07irsel3 ea :0
Jaw= yd snob edikosra~PACtsu bra exsvcai,ia .1sisa

of 3itsp 37S ansnli IIA .abodism liWasdomm
Sterilimikticommoliatlinfembtitaavugy. 128-130
Al Manual of Operating Room Technology, pp. 51.55

aavolg ielassullard likantiviliaaimdmuiktfgakOmeratilim Zoom Personnel, pp. 34-35

es bonsllo >d bbodaniklaittASUISUALViagag:
PAJ exsisw blo3 fins SuaglikagiaddivembEgapAn, p. 44

autonvi thlo 7sbati einlwanienl A ..tur o3 esden7d aille

3. o Prepare supplies and eouipment t, sterilisation and disinfection

zoonsd3 esoubs7 has anlvse sal/ el bodism 1831084,am edT --
Bach articlataukevgfesijja4pigrgilbp uroperly prepared before
it is placed in the sterilizer. The basic rules of preparation

lod rah? snidOSP3 elkligilm'ArtISISLOPekteeitaar104111SISMt every part will be
.103030banalSIOOPWreaktkitiOtengellitiglad the package will rennin

sterile (ashen stored in the appropriate area and when opened for

01 easacepluNk_a7insis ass el bodJam 3lnoes73Iu edT
ItzTen:. 1.s3.Md7)= oi boansdo al Wene

nr,erdilt 444MaaiWO4a4 "Mob Met be completely cur -
z ::.f obit t .?4 liaimfantdkxeit Male ebemical agent.
trm Aor 10101) ban snlen17 edT ".noliallvai"

a. All non-pfterj,k iplitalApirof*Aprtipment are stored in desig-
nated areas away from the sterile supply storage area.

0703A Wro II :Wd ,aotJat)IxduI 97typs7 ainsoulien1 accoa .b

fid aesooq sdl egirgile11140W&IG4PPIPOIACCPPIWIS to category and should
be convenient to tbmgmagitpn area.
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YIS000Po21 6100.1)9eu es8sUoTeetilaolitftblifebaiktylldtfiliblatelit s*eral units for clean-
fic lismti1231 '1121001di timed yereplauktfulgptilit l'Aftlittifthiisot sterilization..

01 s73/IfAls3s mama 1111.17Veigri1 iktikretblitrAitAldit1liSIVIralf1011 of supplies must
'.01Usogx9 hiss to vittlsonbovhdaturvomdtgqputni,.., of confusion, and

to promote safety.
to sansus3nism 911J8P0 Q3 slusssm Vslas a es 51,24a Iced: -.

Avo4411$1tidrillir%OittatiThininstasents and supplies from

the operating theater to preparation area.
a la bellt : ,s ,bs3sb ealab ',wed* sd 3P101 s31800 --

b. All articledPitifteUlstialadtitr disinfected must be clean
before being packaged or placed in diuinfectant.

Thet*AmifilitahUggiviivatistinikAadaitof organisms.

aallas3 10 ssIgluillg adsidahpoW0011140110AMOikVieNeinWOorgenic deposits
.adsoollci sib gniss91 oeiguinelfteaggiftwadtrsoaefidelptcssliaterfere with

sterilliation.
sib to egalbus3s2sbau golsysb 03 Esau sd emu asbila n111 .d

dibifillirgielliaillAWNikiitsmiteift of linens, metals, and

rubbir goods.
ems 63n9bUla sired bac 81023noo,3o ?sigmas 1sulog &Inv* .o

ebb n1 9ft0 itaffla by reducing the danger
sib to 0-06o 9113 935114R44MMAkOPladdi1PROMORW

bland fennel! to sin dilvauob sd biuoo'sltif

-- Economy eitfigii giationtignigiabsupplies must be observed.
All instruments, syringes, linens, and needles must be
accounted for.

sIsiin/IM 1snolsoul1anI bus 7sonelsts0 bolas; u2

-oTher cleaning process for instrumerte, syringes, and other
metal, glassware and rWOAARVONRomebe done by manual,
mechanical or ultrasonic methods. All linens are cent to

0E1-47..11 .

Ee-le:qg y(sOlondosT mool.01383900 lo lcunsM A

u-4E "11 1?nba,tsq instruments, gloves,
egigsSallakafigasigtfitikitahould be cleaned as

4141:eq,3/4-ateiqiikortmiescagtaghtiestasligadatat and cold water. Use
stiff brushes to wash instruments under cold, running
water.

nopostalslb bits noli4a11139Is lot 3nsmalup9 bus 8911qqt&S/Sq!324 oT .£

-- The mechanical method is time saving, and reduces chances
elated bsietielq xl7eciolgefigUeuhplirarignikodydigmbiste :1=2

nolialage/g lo 89IU2 *lead 9tr1 .1021111s3s ids ui bsosig si 21

sd 111w 33sg losys sadamodhesli~idtbaftse%trttefiNte VtUbhing with hot
a:rams/ 111w ess.losg ads birmookbalatlibtUWWWAIriludilitVfniktillad water.
201.bsnego asdm bus sea 93al/g0lggs srli ui bexoic nsdw) silIsle

The ultrasonic method is an electrietrocess in which
electrical energy is changed to mechanical energy in

-mos y1939I4imos sd laum P ARA ilibegfollinte=hrough water
11198e 153 Mod* wilidf4igtailaitotd*MiFithiiii14247 known as

"cavitation." The rinsing and drvit4 cycle are
-erg) al !)9701a s/s SusaiglufacidrockWevit 416104-non 11A .a

asIs e3s/03.. lOggus sille/s Brig moTt Yaws sasIs b9lan

d. Some instruments re it** lubrication, but if oiled before
biuods bfts 100103s* 03 statnemituptviolimme.insfirms the process to be

161z miimmtigAdi 0, 3s/slam/no* sd
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Ile to as31 lima assAMMAAMMAWArlaen0011AMMAPAOPOIr sterilization with oil
slastimairbaatedwiliteengifed *Aims- neat.

4120(18 law esIe93 ilmisilOMMIWWwsnatellialtinimitlibirprevents steam gaining
sv1238202(1 edi 114)w vidirMAPit&litailiffthilifektbirginisms. It delays the

bluoris sftelsb vol sidussiimOOSAMIRAWAiedvabulkirbeat method is used
.01 deikeliegrAhlrisliksfiraitiddietozet

=090'181;ns ealavo2 4astisabeVrgbilifetoarli4uieViiiindegistruments with vowing parts
wogs o3 Aosd beklaklArbitiallridligiAlikkiaubilicone lubricating fluid

b9sscio el alta,131K1 iptibisciantitif~Wigidaeduqu

isdJOIN kolgdaelA* 11441111111$1MPANIPOS44/60~fittratiOD by wrapping in 1,0th,
,bensqo al lasq oedw 403 mA ISSIVIikeigVitanIOUliibtel or glass containers.

.2sxs1 rises o3 selwaeovo bely..ms ed bluode eslolt7A

Wrapper material most have a Permeability to steri*
us& olua abl* niTOZI d32q, laket40 410k.acm°

sldT .sIbaud banal a BMA 03 sall seared ra421 balm
botbi032 9d 01 awn 9014. *40* sidibrigto wok 411Vrerrimpermeability to dust cad
9112938 label: no Jug elmummerfmaidw brood bowl/gnu sib

.aslubsoovg

-- NW:crisis must be resistant to tearing.
le a/oe icd 70 yliaublvibal beqqaw ad vox *owl noall

asubilm leatigtegeOer is most Moon. It most
be large enough to completely envelop the article, and

str2 des a a btlbabilikabilulladagre fit uittitTh Mabee when opened.
lqmatiq Iva ablvolq 02 as sinus ad Stun inesegnalla

ed bItioda AtaftimigiabodIdoleAlsetutharttP4iNcura closing.
.bsllov 20 bsbiol

-- The paper may be brown paper sacks, bleached Breit
sagas bus Weed Ilsze bjanlag**4110seibiliktangshapiltidtbidtspoepaper. Two layers

°voted Minx bus 304crild3 2qhmkg04046400 IIMP4M6POOkOMPlemanrbass. Paper
bon* bonsai* ladsucadi ad 44.11~Maisaiinietaleibtfigibt sealed or sealed with

bscicialv slitidlAdWihrap.11.01%

7014312341q aart s g VP sterilise sponges, cotton
tenlata2818 010;sla special them..
Ile oe asap basembppgivinbibbit ismorcriani
.2nage gnIallivsse tals 22a2no3 sued Ills asoalvue

-* All wrappers must be inspected for tears, holes, cracks
31112s2sqs DAS m071 xl$*sielowsktilimblAmolaeRamiliAki metal.
olebulsnl aseamq aid? 67031112021P294ort: ol 7s2a0A2
.gnlxvb bas nol2weliAMONIAPAISMOImeigh;WWW.be used to wrap one or

several articles. The largest pack (laparotomy) should
70211129282edssw Yd bssaLlibleamliMitabsits*IN4OplOsnichas and should not weigh..
sesaubesovg leolgvua n1 xlmsaibmpikagimpsd ion bodies

.sau svuvul lot 1,evo2avo

-* Metal containers should not be overpacked, (and must
-uliaol cold/111m Son al Amp11 aspos),3osnu32ent na sea --
.bas1112sia tussle bus bsqqavw Snarl Td 69/10913 925 Siam

- Nylon, lastic and aluminum foil at Jpers may also
xlleninv.0 ed lsum efts* 3.11mamnkbsau einesuliani IIA --

41n1V430/1111 TOi b8(KSTIC grim! 920ied beet/1191e

f. The preparation of supplies for sterilisation varies
gniveqsvo boa gnIns5lmasdriMMW4w10M010310041MOblute rule is that all

beatlato ..y7sgtus no a bow a2nsmuv3enl suallsb
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lie 200814botdmotdatcompg*Wngftalsan and free of all

.istutqfgeni.00gg$IWPro-AiliteednWlstrIWWPefore sterilization.

;)1!%vie8un.,11 ainsysicrahclitAMINVIAkiksikkaatelfb *wholes, tears, weak spots

t.41 avfs!, tY .emeinegiVZ)*11,0413,003#164441gWebteNe with the protective
bleu el hojI3, uott...,filamtilswftlAbitligitniskidalihecks for defects should

"imaiA:oikzentottialt-Waimalgodwthle.

el/n1 stamp :111 a on: admiketividkoeihiptilifmn mojblve dzapes, towels, end sheets
bluff tadul :,nook lifirstAnfokmoi,homucolvic ceded back to allow for pick-

up. &Milbank JoAntemOotionAtivip package is opened.

-4n1v747w xd noilirstilismotpprnistifiorsitoaPtOstriu* aasembled so that

.27V1iZinf)3 esalb iu iolibikatmln-Jao gooMtvot *cm top 'hem Peck is opened.
Articles shou'. be arranged crosswise to each layer.

VilidasmIsq n aved itna 11FAtm Isqq431
4000 3litivstterbet.Pith wrong side out, then

rolled from hem line to form a rolled bundle. This
17A rJj 10:014EtioulapistomajfarlowimdtheriimadOp-a.the gown to be touched by

the ungloved hand 4wW1108allis put on under sterile
procedures.

.13113s93 01 xnalalaws sd,iaun
Linen items may be Wrapped individually or by sets of

iatrat I aile:atmor. JEom 204410Aoltafteg All*Dtt400. 0*WD
.111117s stir qolovns xis1LlIcy,40a 01 danortt:, salt,: ad

.t.ansqo nsrlw manloam SIMMIthain anda4411=16cintstociuded in a pack the
arrangement must be such as to provide for prompt

,galeola .aluataitailtINEWObdAtfiViabodintk-fgain- should be loosely
folded or rolled.

lUll badosald talsta xageq nwo7d ed '<am iscisq stir --
elx01 or,i .7SCISI 1 61E1911'10W Augpickaito eithetar.laggepapd small basins and cups,

.agsd 7agacintauttft deafin0 414ginipitniailatfor chipping and rust before

iftiwbt,NIse 70 bs/ase vnillnoidalinkAateriaballniniffignmant be throughly cleaned and

.018/O15,43.kr yozliltoavatcho Wow wrapped.

Jro 0.2 e* nogg 9$11.1101 VIP binalantalilifiNhar.StMenUSer has practically
-u2.1ani Islasqa iacaliguligilefaMPOS43,11001413.**11,41Sed Before sterilizing,

instrosprolagybimaplpakedaand left open so all
surfaces will have contact with sterilising agent.

edam-, 481SS2 701 hsloaciani ad Jeum alsvinn: //A --
,IsjortginftgenissAsyMnbsstpkeptilftectly from the operating

theater, to washer-steriliser. This process includes
to sno caw of beau sdikanibbilkiPeal.0541044thritenatisation and flash drying.

bluod:4 (xmolovsqn1) Aug Jas2/EI stir saslallva Itsvaz
aW sou bittod2 bnfi egdOINIEGIVedig etasepttfink411001teed by washer- steriliser

method may be Agekcjimeglitajway in surgical procedures,

or 'moved for future use.

rearg info) Asdasqlsvo ad log bluoda a7snlainos Inlet! -
When an instrument( aftWaar is not available, instru-
ments are claimed by hand, wrapped and steam sterilized.

cait (sm e7nIqslw lloi munlaulo bas oliaalq no/TB
All instruments used .fa pig cases mutt be terminally
sterilised before being wrapped for autoclaving.

uoliesItheie iol aslIciqua Io noluisqs7q sdT .1

udl al albl sividiekcidrcill*Inesnabeigiplebtlbsaileaning and preparing
delicate instruments used in eye surgery. If cleaned
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by the ultrasonic method the instruments must be
arranged so they will not bump or rub against another
instrument.

« Special instruments used for diagnostic purposes (endo-
seope instruments) contain multiple small, precision
ground lens and light carriers. These should be taken
apart, cleaned, tested, and sterilized in disinfectant
solution:immediately after use. These instruments are
returned to the proper itorage area when cleaned and
disinfected. They require sterilization before each
use.

Metal pans, begins, and ips may be wrapped separately
or-fin groups of two. A k, rze square should be placed

between each pan when wrapped in pairs.

h. Rubber gloves, drain-, catheters and tubing present some
problems in the care, handling, and preparation for
sterilization.

. -- Rubber gloves should ee washed before being stripped
from hands after surbory is completed,

-- They should be dried at room temperature and turned
inside out at least once. Dry for at least 24 hours,

«« ':est glove by inflating with air. If leak is detected

or balloon appears discard glove.

Gloves should 'be powdered in an isolated unit. Powder
prevents sticking, and facilitates passage of steam.

-« Cuffs should be turned back about 2 inches. Gauze
may be placed between tho turned back cuff and glove.
Insert another gauze pad inside oS.the glove at the
base of the finger.

-- Match gloves according to size. Place in an envelope
by pairs. Include a small-packet of powder in
envelope.

- - Wrap envelope with paper or double-thickness muslin
wrapper. Show size, and date of sterilization.

- - Sterile gloves should be tiered away from excessive
light and heat.

-- When new gloves are prepared soak for 15 minutes in a
mild alkaline solution before continuing with above
procedure.

«« Rubber catheters, tubing, and drains must be cleaned
inside. This can be done by soaking them in mild
detergent solution then forcing solution through
the tube. Rinse well with cold water.
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4 1._.% %10-1,T4IP Whin Pwspatig fociterilisation, the inside of the

_
J,.tube should be m3141060 s.steam will penetrate the
inside outface.

. :
Rubber .cathatare,..dzaine and tubes may be wrapped in-

or5placed-_,Inmultiple. numbers in metal cover-

Cathetersmust be labeled according to size and types.
All other rubber goods should be labeled according to
Mile., .

i.

:
While disposable syringes and needles have replaced the
glass typn-of some-extent,4there-is still a need to keep

-3,:a supply of ,sterile glass syringes and stainless steel
needles.; ,; :-)

, *1; Retreat :cere_imuSt exercised; when handling syringes

an .n ed.leaf. I'These are &metres 'nf conP..ozination.

-- Needles are detached from syringe for sterilization.
Syringes 'and needles': usually. cleaned by mechanical

inethotle.:. .

. = Syringes be packaged .ingmultiple numbers in metal
r.. containers, according.to,:size, or wrapped individually.

Syringes should be assembled before sterilized. Be
_sue. plungetimatches.the barrel.

)(1."4:

Types of needles include hypoderm _co intermuscular,
spinal and -peanut*.

..;t1q :
-- Check needles for sharpness. Needles may be placed in

SWF tubes for sterilization. -

.7 r ;

Gam*: -wary: In size. -S- ". ,by 2" to 18" by 18" may be

packaged in quantity.- Larger sponges are packaged
individually.

may ise..:stexiXistect, in: flasks with solid covers.

Saline is most common solution sterilized in hospitals.

.11%. t
,; E.

Special equipment, must be. ready for immediate use at all
times; Aquipment should be wrapped and sterilized
according to the procedure posted in sterilizing room.

3Peihtal equipment includeL:.

Cautery cords
, ,;

Rkeocricti denotes* -.; .

.1 ../:, 11 r7. _Blecttic bone.sawr., . ;:-

Electric dental dri1.1,1,

-- Scope' blades
*,Redipat.cadi radivisixtepeatchre usually the responsibility

radiologist. whosaintsint a remote lead-lined vault
. for..storageo) 1_ . 1I'S

I, . ;fits )..
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Suggested Teacher-Learning Activities

a. Develop a problem: Row determine the material to use
to wrap articles for sterilization?

b. Develop a problem which deals with the cleaning and
preparation of the types of surgical supplies.

c. This unit will require teacher to demonstrate sterilization
and disinfection procedures. Follow this with demonstras
Lion by students in the preparation and wrapping proce-
dures for sterilization end disinfection.

d, Films and film slide:, may be used.

Suggested References and Instructional Materials

e. References

A Review of Sterilization and Disinfeetions, pp. 26.32
Aseptic Technaue for_ORerating_Room Personnel, pp. 38-43
A Manual of Operating Room Technology, pp. 67-85
"Questions aril Answers on Sterilization Technique and

Equipment"

4. To operate the autoclave for steam sterilization

Sterilization by steam under pressure is the most effective method
of killing microbial life. factors which establishes steam as the
most reliable method of sterilization are its power of penetration,
microbial efficiency and the ease of regulation for economical
operation. Steam under pressure produces the higher temperatures
necessary for sterilization:of surgical supplies (a temperature
of 250-254° F. at 15-17 pounds pressure will destroy all living
organisms, including spores).

It should be noted that the pressure itself has nothing to do with
the microbicidal properties.of steam. Pressure serves only to
produce heat of higher intensity that is needed to kill heat-
resistaat spores.

a. Steam sterilization of suppliea is done with an apparatus
known as the "autoclave."

-- Equipment may be in the bhape of a cylinder or rectangle.

Constructed of metal. Contains chamber in horizontal
position and is equipped with a vacuum apparatus to
achieve removal of moisture by low or high pressure.

-- A jacket surrounds chamber to prevent the condensation
of steam on chamber walls.
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-- Steam is generated in-thelbolOW-rmmetand piped to
autaclave,

_.
t Some apparstuseejiave.en electric generator mounted

beneath' unit to generate steam. This is not common.

Nearly all_ autoclaves' the-gravity displacement
type in which Mir is forced downward and displaced
by steam ' :
Autoclave.:.dre equipped with gauges to show pressure,
temperature, timing selector; and temperature recorder.

The autoclave is dec:giied to dray load after steam
penetration cycle is completed.

b.. The _efficiency of_steata as Cateriliaing,Asent is due to
condensation, accompanied*by liberation of latent heat,
reduction of volume and deposition of moisture.

..!..-:Condensation of.SteawAttaira.ftsurfaces ;hose temper-

_ftures are lower thenrthat of-steam.

- - 'Latent heat of vaporisation is the heat required to
4onvert boiling water into steam without change in
temperature.

'T The. amount of beat.reqUirad fatAMPOrigationas
approximately seven times that of boiling water.

- (Example: The boiling-point for'l Mei of cold
Water isle° calories, and the latigit bin is 540

;2057

Latent heat liberated by steamcondenoation is the
principal nechanlan for -rapid heating 'otc, load.

c. The autoclave mist be loaded-in-such ilmuythat the
arrangement of packages allows for the least possible

-.resistance. to passage-of steam throughtha load from top
to bottom of chembor: t =

- - Articles such as 'beast-tab/la covera, towels, glove
envelope's, etc. must be arranged in steriliser so that
they rest at-edge.

-- Packages should have only loose contact with each other.
. .

- - The upper layer should be placed crosswise to the lowAr
- -layer

. .

Plate-Urge Oaks on side to allow deep penetration of
steam.

Noupdrona7containers, jars, test tubes should be placed
in horizontal position to allow escape of sir.
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-- Gloves should not be included with other supplies.

-- Solutions should be sterilized separately.

-- Articles should not touch autoclave door when it is
closed.

La..ge articles should be placed on bottom, and not
stacked.

- - Basins should be tilted on sides.

-- Oils, greases, and powder should not be sterilized
by the steam-pressure method.

Improper loading hinders heat peAetrftion of packages.
This may result in air being trapped in.bundles, which
causez the non-sterilization of articles.

-- When steam condenses to lister, its volume is reduced.
This results in a negative pressure at point of conden-
sation and draws sceam to area which in turn permeates
the load.

-- 'Penetration of porous materials by steam is aided by
condensation, which continues so long as the temperature
at the condensing surface is less than that of steam.

-- This temperature-pressure relationship applies only to
pure steam in an enclosed space.

Air mimed with steam:reduces the pressure by lowering
the temperature. (Ricample: If chamber contains 50
percent air and 50 percent steam at pressure of 15
p.s.i..tham the partial pressure would be 7.5 p.s.i.
for steam and air. The temperature of steam corre
spending to 7.5 p.s.i. is 235° F. Temperature of
pure steam:at 15 p.s.i. is 250° F. Temperature with
50 percent air is lowered 15 degrees.

d. The sterilization cycle =nuances when the autoclave door
is closed and is copleted with the removal of the load.
The cycle consists of four important steps: 1) Removal
of air from load and chamber, 2) Sterilization of load
at selected temperature, 3) Exhaustion of steam from
chamber, 4) Drying and cooling load-after sterilization.

- - All air mast be removed from chamber as quickly as

possible at the beginning of the cycle.

Air escapes through drain that has a thermostat control
op the bottom of Amber.

An. accurate mercury thermometer indicates the temper-
ature of the coolest medium surrounding the load.
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_ -;:''Thermostatic valve remains open to permit free escape
of air and condensation. tt closes when all air is
out and pure steam surrounds load.

At the start oUthe cycle,steam is admitted to jacket
until,a,pressure of 15-17 pounds is reached.

'-- The thermometer becomes the gauge under which all
sterilization is controlled.

Timing begins when the thermometer reaches 240° F
(115°C). It must advance to temperature of 254° F
(123°C)

It is important tc remove the air since oir reduces
Imperatore Ofsteam-at any given pressure.

-- Penetration of steam depends upon displacement of air
due to gravity

- - Poor pentration of steam results in materials at top
of sterilizer becoming' sterile while nose at the
bottom (heated by :Meat and air) are not sterile.

At the end'of sterilization time the operating value
is turned to exhaust Mal chamber pressure reaches
zero.'

-- Maintain jacket pressurefor the drying process.

-- The chamber pressure gauge is turned to vacuum or
dry position to reduce vapor and hasten drying process.

-- When chamber pressure indicates zero the second time,
cycle.is complete.

.-- Turn operating Valve to exhaust position and exhaust
steam-from chamber sloWly'Ohtil gauge reads zero.

-- Do not open sterilizer door until all steam has been
exhausted.
'

.

Sik to ten minutes-should be allowed to reduce pressure
'when autoclave contains 'solutions in flasks or bottles.

.

- -"To4iqpiete the dryidg process `of supplies, open
autoclave door slightly for about 10-15 minutes.
This' hastenis escape of:steam.

-- The time required for sterilization is the sum of the
penetration time, holding times, and safety time, which
are more commonlylieferredito as the heating phase,
sterilization phase and venting, cooling and drying
phase..
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Articles. removed from sterilizer ahould,pot be placed
On cold-iurface: This resUiti-ie-col diliation, and
the wetting which takes place causes articles to become
contaminated.

e. Drying of packs-in downward placement sterilizers may be
incomgete dne.to-iMtingof'the'1Oad, or parts of it,
with crindensat4 either during sterilization or the
exhaust' period. This lay be due to:

Placing metal materials on cop of pack

-r,Pyping the load in direct contact with chamber walls

r- Admitting wet steam during sterilisation
. ,

Absence of baffle plate at stead' entW7

-- .Aspiration, of steam present in jacket .

_- - , .41
Jueffective.,exhaustion ,of.: steam intO the- vent or
water-coolid condenses,

, ;

f. Another. method of* steritlization, wi.th moist heat is by

boil: g water....-,Sturilizationby water should be
discouraged since all bacteria cannot be destroyed at a
temperature of 212° P. ,Shoild boiling water be used,
the folliiwing rules must be observed.

. .

he article must. be completely submerged.

Timing, starts when water. begins._ to boil.,
Allow 30 minutes boiling time, and never less than 15

;It -

) i-,.. " -
Suakested Teacher-Learning Activities

a. The illustrations in. WS learning may be made available
to the studeit's. The teacher copy could be reproduced
on transparency. fi.lr for use on the overhead projector.

b. Before the student is introduced to the practical ex-
perience vf operating a sterilizer, the teacher may wish
to use film slides which demonstrate the loading process.
Overlay transparencies may accomplish the same purpose.
Each transparency should show one article arranged in the
sterilizes ao.thst when all. overlays are shown the arrange-

ment of a loaded sterilizer will be visualized.

rot.,

C. Develop- a Preb.leip, on the effect of faulty steam pressure
and its effect on the sterilization procass.I :.
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SupOsted References end Instructional Materials

a. References

Recton-Dixon Lectgtes on Sterilization, pp. 19-32
Sterilization' end Dpinfection, pp. 46-57
Manual of Operating Room TechnOlom pp. 45-57
Aseptic Techniaue for Operatina'Room Persoggel, pp. 31-34
"Efficiency of'Sterilizers Must be. Increased," pp. 124-126

b. Films

"Care and Sterilization of Surgeons Gloves"

5. To undetstand the mechanical devices necessary for dry heat and Ethylene
oxide methods of sterilization

Methods of sterilization, other than by tree's, have been introduced
in the past decade. While dry heat has been a common method of
sterilizing cutting instruments, oils, and solucions, the high
vacuum sterilizer ant the gis sterilizer are relatively new.

a.. Dry-heat sterilizer-8 are designed similr to an insulated
household oven. They usually contain a fan to circulate
air end hasten heating. Dry heat literally bakes the
protoplasm of' bacteria cells.

-- It is time consuming; approximately one hour is required
to build heat to 3200 F.

-- One to two hours of exposure tilts are needed, with a
30-60 minute cooling period.

-- This method is Unite* to the sterilization of
carbon-2teel instruments and anhydrous substances
such as oil, grease and powder.

b. Sigh-vacuum sterilliers are operated on the pre-vacuum
and post-vacuum phase:-

This'eliminarei temperature build-up lag.

t- -"le overall sterilization and cooling time is reduced.
Packs maybe sterilized in 20 minutes.

-:-Titis'eliminates residual chamber steam.

-- Ali. centrals- are automatic.
...a f ....

-- The same principles apply to loading process with dry
heat as thith tiii steam sterilizer

-- Fast heat up is alcomplished by directing full line
pressure steam to chamber through an electric-actuated

value.
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CA'2.EthYlene .Oxide gas was first introduteizef a method of
.aterillzation during World War II. The principle advantage
of gas sterilization is in sterilizint supplies that would
be damaged by heat or liquid disinfectant.

. .

Was penetrates cardboard,..fabrics, polyethylene, and
:plastic materials. --..

:.;

Plastic they be used for !trapping with gas
steriliketioti.

This is an effective sterilization agent for radium
needles.

--.." --./ ' .

-- It is a safe and effective method for sterilization of
cardiac catiferikation equipment, tyitoitopes, cp'ical

lento, instruments, litetthesia equipment;

.It will destrey all known microorganisms.

-- Liquids should T ,ver be sterilized by the gas procedure.

--The SteriliatIg.cycWintliAles air evacuation, humid-

ification, aterilitetion, -gas purge, vent to atmosphere.

-- It requires long atpOsUre period (6 hours or longer).
,

-- Supplies must be aerated for at least 24 hours after
'stetilization:befoke they are used due to toxic effect
-oe'EthyleneUxide-ps:

Ethylene Oxie thmi be diluted with Freon to produce a
nonflammable mixture. -

While all 'Ceara's are automatic, the sterilizer must
be checked for an adequate supply of gas before the
Operation is,Started:.

_r : : =1;

Must avoid overloading chatber-

S

Suggested Teacher-Learning Activities

Dlev6lop a preblemoh'raiOnii.Why Solutions, oLLs, and some
cutting instruments sitstibe sterilized by different methods.
The problem should 'deal 'With the need for the safe use of

'1 ri iartitieS7 after gas totitilisation.`
.

;

b. Use the overhead projector to show reproductions of
' illustrations With tit learning. -Rave students compare

similiarities of theiet taithode and this equipment with
the steam-heat method of sterilization.

- -
r ,. .
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Sea s onal Ira ri s

1

a. References
.

LASIiINILIEMILLIALILLER421RiligIELLIR, pp. 113-116
,Aseatif,Technioue,for,Operatins Room Personnel, pp. 30-37AliZi4ant

pp. 57-58
Questions and Answers_ on Sterilization Techniae, p. 38
- "Certain Technique Employed for Gas Sterilization," p. 97
"Sterilization ofsCardic-Catheterization and Equipment

Ethylene-Oxide Gas," pp. 97-99

6. To use chemical disinfectants

Chemical disinfectants,ampied to disinfect articles which
cannot be.sterilised by,heat.; Na ideal or all purpose disinfectant
has been developed for general use. Good disinfectants are
.available,,however,. these: must be selected, in view of the level of

disinfection needed for vegetable bacteria and tubercle bacillus,
pluctheir-spores.: .

T .-

a. Chemical disinfectants: do not,sterilize. Disinfectants
will not destroy all forma of: bacteria.

. 5

.10

=do

Chemical agents that prevent the growth of bacteria
call bacteriostatic substances.

Those that kitl flarmfutbizteria called disinfectants,
germicides, and bactaricides.

Disinfectants are,,used for inanimate objects.

Antiseptics, properly diluted, may be used on skin
and mucous membranes.

J .

The degree of;disinfection depends upon the types of
microorganisms and the population size.

-- The larger the nulber, the lo- - the time required
to kill the resistance cells he population.

b. Three prindiples thd-tiseOf dislifictants:
1) Strong chemical solutions kill microorganisms by

''coagulating.the protein contained in the organism,
2) Chemicals .have an inherent capacity to damage materials
thereby limiting their maximum usable concentration, and
3) Time is required for complete disinfection.

-- The concentration of the disinfectant may be corrosive

to object .7: 4

T-is limits the use of certain chemical solutions
that have lethal powers to kill microorganisms.
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4-- When diluted, the capacityo6f -the- chemical to kill

. microorganisms .is diminished.
. .

When 'using disfectants, the lowest concentration of
solution which is effective and non-damaging to the
article must be determined.

-- Disinfection time is important. It depends upon the
nature of object, nature of contamination, and
effectiveness:of chemical agent.

Disinfection, is -ingluenced by .number of organisms. The
.- larger the number, the:longer the time required to kill

resistant- cells.. :

4.- . c. The selection ofa chemical ;agent or a combination of chem-
icals may be determined by several factors.

k

MM

Stability of the solution r

Concentration of .the, solution

Effect heat and light:have on chemical
"

-- Practically of solution. (Will it burn the skin of
. ;: . person who comes 46 .contAet With it.)

10*!! -Pantry .cosicera,In Selecting a chemical is to select
one.:that.will.sliminate, Vegiitative organisms such as
staphylococcus, tubercle bacilli which causes tuber-

:no ctilosis; spores 'that coatis gangrene, tetnus and virus.

d. Chemical disinfection will he effective only when the
;... -artinle to te .distofested is clean.

. I 4.. '
'1tAxeiciesk),sust he hroughly:dry before they are placed

in solution to avoid further dilution of the
disinfectant. '741' 1:**i

t: 14.

Force sole'. on through hollow tubed instruments and
colla:of plastic tubing to -sfenoVe .itir bubbles.

.4.+- :Open hinged instruments ao.solution can contact all
. surfaces,

4.

. Gauze -should .-mot be uped to 'line basin, as gauze attracts
basicl.components- of solution resulting in its marked
;dilution. ; ;!:

. b iti I . ;1 .

e. Chemical disinfectants are classified in seven groups:
-1) -alcohols, 2):;phanols. and cratols, 3) quaternary
asmonimmocompoundiy 4)..aldehydes and acids, 5) halogen
compounds, 6) aercurials, and 7) chlorines.
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A Alcohol is one of the best bactericidal agents when
used as an antisepticsOlution. It is not sporicidal,
but does kill tubercle bacillus. It is more effective
'when combined with other disinfectants.

- - Phenol or carbolic acid was one of the first recognized
antiseptics. Cresols are derivatives of phenol.
It is extremely toxic inlimustbe diluted before use.
It is.effective as an antiseptic agent to clean
furniture, walls andfloors.

-- Quaternary amiantus compounds have soap like properties.
They are commonly called "gusts." Zepheran in a 1:1000
concentration is generally. used. It does not affect
tubercle bacillus or spore. Vericidal activity is

:limited. It is very good for destruction of ordinary
vegetative bacteria.

- - Formaldehyde is the most common of the aldehydes and
acid group. A solution 20-percent formaldehyde mixed
with.70»percent.i. opropyl alcohol with kill spores
in 30 minutes' exposure (immersion) time, 40 percent
formaldehyde solution is used mainly to perserve
specimens.

. 4.: .

IOdine.and Lodophora are good germicides and sporidicides.
These must be diluted with alcohol to decrease possi-
bilitpIof blistering. Iodises and Lodophors are in
the halogen compound group. Solution is very unstable.

Iodise increaseein strength in storage. Only fresh
solutions should be used to avoid burning the skin.

Mercurialasuchiksbichloride-And cyanide were once
used extensively. They are ineffective as a germicidal
agent and wilt corrode' instals.

»- Chlorines are effective for floors, but not for
instruments due to their corrodial effect.

14 While a number of. articles be disinfected by chemical
means, the most common articles disinfected with chemicals
are.eLloscopea, polyethylinetubing, some woven catheters,
and delicate eye surgery instruments.

- -.Endoicopes (leneEd instruments)-must be cleaned throughly,
basin flushed and detachable parts separated from scope.
Check lights to be certain these function. All parts

. must be completely submerged in solution.
11 .

.

-. Most 'common solutions:for endoacopes are Urolicide,
la!AAseous Zepheran, or a new product, Cidex.

,;

- - These solutions do not injure lenses or their adhesive
properties.
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Alcohol solutions damage adhesive materiati:Whici hold
lens into place. They. aloe cause fogging of, lens.

PolYethylent tubing and Oiler tubing must be throughly
cleaned and lumen flushed, '

" Complete immersion foi'l0 minutes in:70 percent ethyl
alcohol is adequate for tuberculocidal effect.

If necessary to store, remove tubing froi alcohol
solution to a "quat" solution. Long periods of time
in'alcohot will harden tubing.

Exposure time for other articles vary from30 minutes
.

to 6 hours,

Keep transfer forceps submerged in alcohol solution.
Steam, sterilize them at least once a week, along

.with container. '

- - Most disinfectant solutions require the addition of a
rust preventative.

f. Ethyl alcohol 70-95 percent, iodine complexes and agur,us
"quat" solutions are used to eliminate or prevent grovel
of bacteria on Ain.'

-- Solutions are non-toxic to skin.

Se--a 1pieoperetive preparation of patients skin

-- Alcohol irritates mucous membrane.

Suggested Teacher-Learning Activities

a.. A problatilitaY be deveToilici to emphasize the value of

chemical disinfectants in the operating room. The
'strength and...aging:of solutions should fie emihaiixed.

b. Have students identify types of. chemical disinfectants
- ; i .

1.
by their use,

.

.

..

c. A. problem may be developed to help students determine the
-skiteffective chemical disinfeetpit to uSS'

surgical cases - -'such as gis gangtene,-or a proCedure
such as a cystoscopy or bronchoscopy examination.

_Suggested References and Instructional HrsF4Ale

, .1, f- r, ; '
' -a; Eeferendes

Manual 'Of Opeiatinsk RoOmTechnolOcv, pp/506'
Ase fechtiti 'Hoorn Pere 'Amin, pp. 55-56

Sterilization and Disinfectant, pp. 189-205
"Lectures on Sterilization," pp. 53-59
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Evaluattnik the Unit

1. A recoil of the skills to be learned should be kept by the student.
The record should also show the students' strengths and weakness
in performing the skills. These should be evaluated with '-he
student before the unit is completed in terms of ability, exactness
or procedure, andthe amount ofsupervision required.

2. An objective test on understanding the principles and
in,this.unit may be used.

3. An-opinion evaluation by both the student and teacher
the learning's and skills developed may be helpful.

7Aiess of performance tests:

-7" Preparation of. supplies for sterilization

-- Selection and preparation of disinfectants

Onerationpf steam sterilizer.

-- Use of controls

REFERENCES

procedures

in terms of

Books

Ginsberg,. Frances, et alvA, Manual.RUOveratimt_Room Technology,
J. B. *Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1965.

Perkins, Erline Webb; AsUntic Technique for Operettas_ Room Personnel.,
W. B. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1964.

,./

Rubbo, Sydney, et al; A-Review of Sterilization" and'

Year Book Medical. Publishers, Inc., CbAeagov-1965..
.

Louise. 'Sister Maty;,The'OPeratinCRocelechnician, C. V. Mosby,
St. ioUls, 1965.

,
Brunner, Lillian Eholtiso et.ei; Textbook of Medical and Surgical
Nursing, J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1964.

Whittet, T.. EMI 14MW:40.111.dDion,tinf Wm. Heinemann
Medical BoOk4).td; London, 1965.

f;.
...

Publications

"Becton, Dickfnion iecturei eePatertlization," Setae Hall, College
of Medicine and Dentistry, Jersey City, New Jersey, 1957.

"Questions and,Answers on SteriliFation Technique and Equipment,"
Wilmot Casag-,Ciimpanyi RochaFteF,2-perricorki.

-)
I.;
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Ginsberg, Frances, "Efficiency of Sterilization Must be Increased,"
Modern Hospital, Volume 102, No. 3, March, 1964.

Marie, Sister Elizabeth, "Certain Techniques Employed for Gas

Sterilization," Modern Hospital, Volume 102, No. 3, March, 1964.

Schmidt, Alexander IL, et al; "Cold Sterilization of Cardiac
Catheterization Equipment with Ilthylevs-../xide Gas," Hospital

Topics, Volume 42, No. 12, December, 1964.

Films

Care and Handling of Hypodermic Syringes, 16 mm filer with sound 50
minutes, Becton, Dickinson Company, Rutherford, New Jersey. $5 charge

Contact Director of Advertising

Care and Sterilization of Surgeons Gloves,16 mm film with sound and
color, Becton, Dickinson Company, Rutherford, New Jersey $5 charge
Contact Director of Advertising

Pressure Steam Sterilizers, 16 mm film with sound, Ideal Picture Inc.,
1907 S. Kings Highway, St. Louis, Missouri 63110 - Free

Instructional Materials

Charts, graphs and illustrations in this unit.

Note: Illustrations, charts and graphs in this unit are reproduced
from the following sources:

a. Deacriptive literature (999-6 Autoclave) distributed by
Wilmont Castle Company, A Division of Ritter Pfaudler
Cooperation, Rochester, New York.

b. Rubbo, Sydney, et al; A Review of Sterilization and
Disinfection, Year Hook Medical Publishers, Inc., Chicago, 1966.
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INFECTIONS

1. An Infectious disease is transmitted
from person to person by transfer of
the causative agent.

:x.

....,,
....,._,:, \I4, ,_-

.,.,..,,

tVANTREESE, INSEMATL.LAL,U.K.



2. An Infectious person is one from
whom such disease can be acquired,



3. Infection is called clinical when
it is causing overt disease.

4. Sub-clinical infection is little
or no impairment of the patient's
health.

5. Persistent sub-clinical infection
may be converted into clinical
infection by changing circumstances.
This is described as latent
infection.



PORTALS OF ENTRY

1. Respiratory tract - nose, throat,
tonsils and lungs

2. Eyes

3. Mouth
ZI
J

4. Gastrointestinal tract

5. Genitourinary tract

6. Breaks in skin
---)

PORTALS OF EXIT

1. Respiratory tract - respiratory
group

2. Gastrointestinal tract - enteric
group

3. Genital tract - venereal group

4. Discharges and exudates from
infected wounds

T.VANTRWEI NM MATL. LAS., OAK.
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SOURCES OF INFECTIONS

1. Infected persons or patients

2. Human carrier

3. Animals

4. Contaminated materials

5. Flies, and other insects

6. Accidental puncture in skin from
infected needles

7. Accidents in handling cultures

15



MODES OF TRANSMISSION

1. Airborne

2. Water and food borne

3. Contact infections

4. Vector borne infections transmitted

5. Soil borne infections

6. Fomites borne infections and
diseases

I6



CHARACTERISTICS OF PATHOGENS

1. Pathogens must be able to enter
the host's body in order to
produce disease.

2. Pathogens must be able to multiply
in the host's tissue.

3. Pathogens must be able to damage
the host's tissue.

4. Pathogens must be able to resist
and overcome the host's defense
mechanisms.

((

T. VANTREISE, MST MAO.. LAO., U.K.



Inflammation is a defensive response
of living body tissue to any
irritating or injurious agents.

SYMPTOMS OF INFLAMMATION

1. Redness

* A
i ---2. Swelling

i` -.7

3. Heat
/

4. Pain 4;3 61

T.VANTREESI, INST. NATL. LAB, u.K.

I8



TYPES OF INFLAMMATION

1. Acute Inflammation - may be intense
and of short duration

2. Chronic Inflammation -- lasts for
long periods of time

May be mild or severe
May be extensive or localized

in one area

3. Fibrinous Inflammation - usually
seen in intense and acute inflam-
mations on certain inner surfaces
of the body such as the lining of
the abdominal cavity or covering
of the heart

4. Serous Inflammation - accumulation
of serum-like fluid. Where vs
is formed inflammation is said to
be purulent or suppurative

19



HOW TO LOAD
THE

PRESSURE STERILIZER



%

.,.........,

FLOW OF STEAM THROUGH THE STERILIZER.

,..



..........0001"".'ml".' Nr,........................e."

PLACE ALL PACKS And PACKAGES ON EDGE.

ARRANGE LOAD TO ALLOW MINIMAL
RESISTANCE TO PASSAGE OF STEAM THROUGH
LOAD.

tVANTRESSE, / MST. MAIL. LAB.) to.K.



FLOW OF AIR THROUGH THE STERILIZER.



..........s.'n .....11.n.1...b.

ALL SMALL ITEMS SHOULD BE PLACED IN
BASKETS.

T. VANTRE ESE, 1451. MATL. LAB" U.K.
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PLACE JARS, CANISTERS, And OTHER
NON-POROUS CONTAINERS OF DRY MATERIALS
ON SIDES, COVERS SHOULD BE AJAR OR
REMOVED.

TVANTREIS10 INSt MATL. LAO., U.K.
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PLACE UTENSILS And TREATMENT
TRAYS ON EDGE SO THEY WILL
DRY PROPERLY.



PLACE INSTRUMENT SETS IN TRAYS

THAT HAVE MESH OR PERFORATED
BOTTOMS THAT FIT FLAT ON SHELVES.



WHEN FABRICS And HARD GOODS
ARE COMBINED PLACE HARD
GOODS ON LOWEST SHELVES OF
THE LOADING CAR .



DO NOT STACK PLASTIC UTENSILS.



GLOVES SHOULD BE IN UPPER TWO- THIRDS
OF CHAMBER.

T.VANTREESE, INST. MAIL LAS O.K.
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STERILIZE LIQUIDS SEPARATELY FROM
ALL OTHER SUPPLIES.

T.VANTREESto INST. MAULAB., U.K.



PROBLEMS OF STERILIZATION
STAINED LINENS

1. DIRTY LOADING CAR OR CHAMBER

2. DEHYDRATED LINENS

3. CHEMICAL REACTION BETWEEN LAUNDRY
COMPOUNDS AND ADHESIVE ON TAPE

4. RESIDUAL LAUNDRY COMPOUNDS IN
LINENS

5. STAINED OR CHIPPED UTENSILS

6. BOILER COMPOUNDS CARRY OVER IN
STEAM SUPPLY



PROBLEMS OF STERILIZATION
DAMP OR SOGGY LINENS

1. CLOGGED CHAMBER DRAIN PLUG OR
LINE

2. EXCESSIVE SIZE OF PACKS

3. WARM STERILIZED LINENS ON COLD
SURFACE

4. REMOVED FROM STERILIZER TOO SOON
AFTER CYCLE IS COMPLETED

5. IMPK)PER LOADING

6. COMBINED UTENSILS IN PACK

7. PLACING HARD GOODS ABOVE LINENS



PROBLEMS OF STERILIZATION
BRITTLE OR STICKY CATHETERS,

TUBES AND TUBING

1. OVER-EXPOSURE TO HEAT IN AUTOCLAVE
OR STORAGE

2. DRY CATHETER OR TUBING

3. PROLONGED STORAGE

4. REPEATED STERILIZATION WITHOUT
COMPLETE PROCESSING

5. PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO CHEMICALS,
GREASE AND OILS



PROBLEMS OF STERILIZATION
CORRODED INSTRUMENTS

1. POOR CLEANING, RESIDUAL SOIL

2. MOISTURE

3. HARSH CHEMICALS SUCH AS ACID,
HARSH DETERGENTS

4. INFERIOR QUALITY INSTRUMENTS



PROBLEMS OF STERILIZATION
SPOTTED OR STAINED INSTRUMENTS

1. DEPOSIT OF DISSOLVED MINERALS ONTO
INSTRUMENTS

2. LAUNDRY COMPOUND FROM WRAPPERS-

3. RESIDUAL DETERGENT FROM CLEANING
SOLUTIONS

4. MINERAL DEPOSITS FROM TAP WATER

5. DEPOSITS OR STAINS FROM STRONG
DYES OR CHEMICALS



PROBLEMS OF STERILIZATION
TACKY OR STICKY GLOVES

1. TOO MUCH DETERGENT AND IMPROPER
RINSING

2. EXCESSIVE TEMPERATURE OF AUTOCLAVE

3. GLOVES COMBINED WITH OTHER ARTICLES

4. POOR POWDERING PROCEDURES

5. RE-USE OF WRAPPERS



CLASSIFICATION OF BACTERIA

Protozoa - microscopic animals such
ameba.

Causes diseases such as malaria and
parasitic infections.

Yeasts - generally useful to mankind.
One strain may produce histo-
plasmosis in man.

T. VANTREESE, INST. MATL LAB 7 U.K.

Cl
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CLASSIFICATION OF BACTERIA

Molds

Some molds are used to develop
Penicillin.

A few species produce diseases
of the skin such as ringworm.

One common species causes disease
in man by an indirect method -

ingestion of bread made from
moldy grain.

Ergotin (Ergot)

T. VANTRUSE, Ilisr MATL.LAB., U.K.

-'4":"444.
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CLASSIFICATION OF BACTERIA

Two groups

1. Non pathogenic . Helpful to
man

Fermentation - manufacture of
cheese, wines

Manufacture of rubber, cocoa,

drugs, linen, etc.
Fertilization of soil
Decay - disposal of dead animals

and plants

2. Pathogenic - Harmful to man

Cause diseases such as

Tuberculosis
Streptococcal infections
Staphylococcal infections
Tetanus
Many others

C 3



Rickettsae

Small organisms resembling virus
and bacteria.

Transmitted to man by insects
such as

1. Ticks - Rocky Mountain Spotted
Fever

2. Lice - typhus
3. Fleas - murine typhus

T.VANTRIESE, INST. MAIL. LAB., U.K.
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THREE MAIN GROUPS OF BACTERIA

Cocci - spirical

Identified by arrangement of spirical
shapes

Cluster formation

Staphylococci

T.VANTRELSC INST. MATLLAB. U.K.

Pairs

e
0

Chain formation

Streptococci

Diplococci



Bacillus - rod shaped

da. %411ft 16.1° I
/

1 ,' 1.11

Bacillus may be spore forming

I..
/

.. 0

:41)
.. ,.. , %,....

4... 0K IL.

Bacilli may develop flagella./
Bacilli may be encapsulated

tVANTRELSE INSTJAATLLA8. U.K.

oilii )1, 0o
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Bacteria may be spiral shaped

L ANTREISE. INST.MATR.LAB., U.K.

L'Nf,,rr'L-cn,



Bacteria may be further identified by
staining

Referred to as

Gram negative - typhoid, dysentary,
Neisseria group
gonococcus

Gram positive - tuberculosis, tetanus,
gas gangrene, strepto-
coccus, staphylococcus

Spirochetes which cause syphilis
(Treponema pallidum) will not take
stain.

Identified by dark field
examination. Negative staining
may be used. Black background.

C9



VT 003 140
TaZiP7Firriechnician Unit -- Microbiology.

Hill, E. Joy
Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Materials Lab.
Pub Date - Mar67
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 18p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *SURGICAL
TECHNICIANS, *MICROBIOLOGY, DISEASE CONTROL, HIGH SCHOOLS,

Limited to basic information that will help the student understand
transmission and prevention of disease, this unit should be included
at the.beginning of the course "Surgical Technician." The material

iwas developed by a specialist in health occupations. It was designed
for use in approximately 15-20 class periods in a full-time surgical
technician training program. Each section gives subject matter
content, suggested teaching-learning activities, and references.
Sections are (1) the general characteristics of microorganisms,
(2) the body defenses against microorganisms in the transmission
of disease, (3) the principles of natural and acquired immunity,

(4) the importance of specimens for pathological study, and (5)
the organisms that present the greatest danger in the operating
room. Suggestions for evaluating the unit and a list of references
are included. (PS)
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Major Objective: To understand the relationship of microorganisms to
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health and disease

Devei

1. :o understand the general characteristics of microorganisms

2. To understand the body defenses against microorganisms in the
transmission of disease

3. To understand the principles of natural and acquired immunity

4. To understand the importance of specimens for pathological study

S. To understand the organisms that present the greatest danger in the
operating roan

Prepared by
E. Joy Hill

Specialist, Health Occupations

Instructional Materials Laboratory
Division of Vocational Education

College of Education
University of Kentucky

March, 1967
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Place of Unit in the Course of Study.

This unit should be included at the beginning of the course, "Surgical
Technician;" in.order that the student may become familiar with the causes

p.1 of infection and the body's reaction to bacterial invasion. This unit should

prepare the student for future units on "Aseptic Technic" and "Sterilization."
Since the student at this stage will have very little contact with the
laboratory, no attempt has been made to include the use of the microscope
and examination of cultures and slides in this unit. The unit is limited
to the *most basic information that will help the student to understand
transmission and prevention Of disease.

Suggestions for Introducing the Unit
.

The teacher might introduce this volt by exploring the students' concepts
Of microorganiims, and how they affect our daily lives.

. In blocking out the unit, the teacher may vish.to_stress Learning. 2 and
S. The teacher may also wish to add *war more learnings in the use of
antibiotics and chemo-therapy, as:well.ma, perhaps, blood transfusions.

The master multilith copies included in this unit may be reproduced as
transparenCies, If the teacher wishes color, Pelikan waterproof drawing
ink T for plsatic sheets. maybe used to add lasting color to the transparency.

Learninss (Competencies) To Be Developed

1. nsAtaqttaTerstandthe'raicenearacteriiics,feicrosma

Microbiology is the study of living organisms so small that they
can be seen only with the_aid of a microscope. In some instances
it is necessary to identifythe organism by use of special
electronic microscopes. .

. .

a. llicroorganisas are a natural part of the world we live
in. Most organisms are benegicial to mankind through the
process of decay and putrefaction and fermentation.

Uicrebes are valuable in the "manufacture of foods
/ .

. .and in medicine.. Examples are the production of
cheese and the antibiotic group of medicines
(Penicillin). .

--* Only a small number of.micnobes is harmful to man.
- - The disease producing microorganisms are referred

to as "pathogenic." The organisms which do not
produce disease are referred to as "non-pathogenic."

b. Microorganisms maybe classified into eight main groups.

-- Algae - found in green plants and seaweed
- - Protozoa - microscopic animais such as amoebae and

malaria parasites,. A nuMber,of this group produces
severe disease intim.



2
-- Yeasts - microscopic fungi,. generally useful to

udakind. A few produce diseases such as
histoplasmosis.
Molds » microscopic fungi, some molds are essential to

the production,of.penicillin. Few species produce
disease, such as ringworm-and other skin diseades.

- Bacteria .; microscopic fungi, divided into two groups:
(1) pathogenic, those harmful to man, (2) non-
pathogenic. Pathogenic' ypes ;Muse diseases such as
tuberculosis, dysentery, st .acoccal and staphy-

lococcal infections.

- Rickettsiae probably belong to the vegetable king-
dom. Cause typhus fever and other tick borne diseases,
for example. Rooky Mountain Spotted Fever.

- Virus - as yet unclassified. They cause such diseases
as pneumonia, polomyelitis,.measles, influenza and
many others.

c. The pathogenic voupotbacteria is the principal cause
of disease. These bacteria are further classified into
three main groups`:

cocci, spherical in shape; may be seen in chains,
cluster- Jr pairs

-- bacilli, rod-shaped organisms
-- spiral, curved rod or spiral-shaped organism

d. Bacteria, microscopic in size, are unicellular organisms
- which multiply asexually by binary fission or simple

..

Bacteria require water, food, and the Correct tempera-
ture range for survival.- Sunlight usually injurious
to'bacteria.

, .

Some bacteria require oxygen for survival while
others cannot survive'inan, atmosphere free of oxygen.
SoaSipicies'of baiteria are able to live setts-
fattorily together,-while"others cannot exist when
other bacteria are presrnt. Occasionally two or
more organisms may be aided by association.
Bacteria are farther identified by how the organism
reacts to stain: organism may be gram negative
Or gram positive. Some organisms are also referred
to as being acid fast.

Some'species of bacteria, such as the tuberculosis
bacillus, are surrounded by a gelatinous envelope
known-as a capsule.
The'capsule serves as a protective shell and resists
actions of body resistance and drugs.
Other "..cteria have hair-like prOjections known as

flagella which enable the bacteria to move freely.

e. The most dangeroui type of bacteria is that which forms
spores that can resist drought, sunlight, boiling, and
disinfectants.
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Spores may leave the bacillus 'and be blown about in
the dust. Under favorable conditions spores have
the ability to germinate and develop into a bacterial

Ipore-forming bacteria that grow only in the presence

of free atmospheric oxygen are called Bacillus,
example Bacillus anthratisi.
Spore-forming bacteria that grow in the absence of
free atmospheric oxygen are known as the Clostridium
group, example Clostridium tetani, and Clostridium
perfringens. .

All spore-forming bacteria are native to the soil

where they exist in spore state.
Some snore - forming- bacteria exist:in intestinal tract
Of animals and sine are .gresektt .in_Gust.

Suggested. Teaching-Learning Activities

a.- The teacher may introduce .this learning by asking the
students:to list the ways-microorganisms aid nen.
The P,tudent might also be asked to explain his or her
cceacept. of disease... Ask ;the, students whether all

diseases are caused by microorganisms.

The masters, "Classgication of Microorganisms," may
be prepared es -transparencies. for. use with the overhead

projector. _This.visuelizes the priirliples of micro-
biology and the organiaps which cause disease.

c. A field trip to a hospital laboratory might be planned
, during -the latter part of this learning- The students

should prepare a written, report of Their observations
for.disucssion luring the' class period following
the field trip. _

.microscopic
, mithogenic.

Coco. -.

ne isseri

irochetes
termentation;

staphylococci streptococci

non-pathogenic enzymes

--acid. fast gram stain

bacilli aerobic
anaerobic diplicocci

,

gsgmeadilLefe2oces and Instructional Materials
.

a.- References
'

ItterChiOlt (11 anca ?ethology forte, pp. 3-26, 40-50,
83-!106 .

Medical MicrobiologY-foz.. Nurses, pp. 7-47

Basic 11crobiologz,
A Short Textbook of Microbiologz, pp. 9-16
plicrobiology end Bradmiology, 'pp. 46-99



b. FiLm

"Defense The Enemy Bacteria," at ass by animation the

entry of bacteria into the blood stream, the action
of bacteria and the resultant effect on the patient.
Emphasizes the importance of cleanliness in surgery.
May be obtained by writirg:

U.S. Public Health Service
Audiovisual Facility
Communicable Disease Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

2. To understand the body defences against microorganisms in the
transmission of disease.

a. The normal, healthy body harbors bacteria on the skin.
in the eyes, ears, genito-urinary tract and the
intestine.. The body in turn has a number of defenses
which act as barriers to-mico.00rganisms,

The skid carries large numbersof bacteria, one of
whilh is Staphylococcus. The two strains, Staph.
aureus and albus, grow in the hair. follicles and
sweat ducts. ,t

The mucous membranes of the nasal passages act as
a protective barrier against organisms present in
the air.

-- The saliva acts as a bszrier for microorganisms in
-the.mouth and throat.

-.-- The tears contain an eqzyme.vhich has the ability:to
kill -organisms and reduce'- eye infections.

.-- The high acidity of the gastric juice ie lethal to
almost all organisms except thi tubercular bacillus.

-- The acidity of the gastric juice is reduced when food
is eaten. As a result, microorganimmt can sometimes
pass through the stomach unharmed.

-- The body -surface acquires a number of organisms that
can exist' together and in turn develop certain
protective barriers to intrudersi- This is known as
normal flora,

- - The white blood cells act as protective barriers to
invus/on of the body by an-infectiOus agent.

- - The intestinal tract is a normal habitat for a number
of organisms Including Bscherichie.Coli, C. perfringens
anal C. tetani. Vitamins B. essential to the blood-
clotting process, and B-co mplei are synthesized by the
normal flora of the large intestines,

b. An indivilual may be infected with pathogens without
. shouing.any evidence of the disease itself. These
individuals are.known as carriers.

The carrier w ho presents no symptoms of disease may
infect a large number of persons over a period of years.
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A carrier may be :Intl* Incubational stage of the
disease and will shortly develop the clinical
manifestations of the disease.

-- The convalescent person in which the infection remains

sub-clinical may be -A. carrier.
-- Carriers may_baidetectediby checking samples of

- throat and .nasal secretions for culture growth.
Culture growths are also made from feces, to determine
the cause of intestinal infections.

-- Results of culture growth are used to determine the

cause of the disease.

c. Pathogens may travel from the source to the host by
two methods; director_ indirect contact.

-- Direct contact refers to bodily contact including
.droplet infection spread by coughing, sneezing' or
talking.

.-- Indirect contact refers to sprald of ieection by
airomater, :milt, food, and contaminated articles.

-- The body has certain routes and pathways by which
nicroorganipms:cen gain entrance into it. These
afe'ealled the-"Poitals-ofantry."

- -:Cuts or breaks in-the skin$ the respiratory tract,
eves, mouth, gastrointestinal tract and the genito-
urinary tract are' the mot Important portals of entry
for microorganisms.
nicroorganiams1aay.be introduced direct4 into wounds
by contaminated instruments or dressings.

-- Many organises- are., into, the body by the

hand -to -mouth method and-by inhalation, for air-

,borne microorganisms.

The period of time between exposure and the developmentA,

of an infection is the incubation period.

The incubation period varies with the mode of exposure
and the type of organism.

- - The infectioue process may be described as being:
focalconfined to a certain area
*mania-where the whole body'is involved

-- A local infeetion may develop into,a systemic infecti*
at any: time. during the course of the disease.

- - In some instances more than one pathogen may be
present. in this,case we havelotba.prinary and

---Wseceadety-infedtion:
-- The routes by which the organismleaves the body are

known as the "portals of exit."

c

e. The degriaWififectiOMis dependent upon the number of
organimns-implanted Wtha body tissue and the virulence
of the

-- Virulence-Is-the combination of aggressiveness and
toxigenicity of the organism.
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-- The toxigenicity'of the organism is its power to
produce toxins or poisons.

-- The toxins from the organisms are carried throughout
the body and may be the cause'of death.

-- The more virulent pathogens have the ability to
multiply extensively, and produce endotoxins which
paralyze and kill the leukocytes or white blood

cells.

f. The body responds to infections'in a number of ways.

-- Fever is a desirable response which inhibits the
growth of bacteria.

-- The formation of a fibrin network to block the return
flow If lymph and transportation of bacteria to
other areas.

-- Increased leukocytes which ingest and destroy
bacteria.

-- Inflammation is noted by appearance of redness,
swelling, heat and pain.

4811111-ActivitiesSatedTeael

a. .Reproduce copies of "infections," "Portals of Entry,"
"Portals of Exit," "Sources of infection," "Modes of
Transmission," "Characteristics of Pathogens," "Types
of inflammation," and "Symptoms of inflammation" for
use with the overhead projector:

b. Films-- "Hermhmidling. in Patient Care' and "Prevention
and Control of Staphylococcal Infections" --may be
used to summarize parts of this learning. Have students
identify the terminology in this learning with the
terminology used in films.

Terms

normal flora germicidal toxigenicity
parasites endotoxin abscess

host exotcxin septicemia
fomites virulence ?endemic
phagocytes leukocytes epidemic

endemic

Suggested References and instructional Materials

a. References

Microbiology and Epidemiology, pp. 168-211

Bacteriology, pp. 38-66
A Short Textbook of Microbiology, pp. 31-43
Basic Microbiology, pp.

Medical Microbiology for Nurses, pp. 125-145



3. To understand.the orincielessf natural and acquired immunity

17

b. Films.

a. Immunity is the resistance of the body to certain

c.

with living organisms that are weakened by various
Acquired immunity may be produced by :ejecting individuals

-- Natural immunity is ddpendent upon the inherited

Infants are usually immune to infectious diseases
the first few months of life.

-- Natural immunity may develop as the result of

-- Not all infectious diseases produce immunity.

b.

processes-so they cannot cause a severe infection.

-- To maintain constant immunity, the initial dose east

-- The widespread use of vaccines has greatly reduced

"Prevention and Control of Staphylococcal Infections"

natural or acquired.

-- Some vaccines made of less virulent species closely

as long as the antibodies are maintained at a certain

-- The substance which stimulates the formation of

-- Antigens are always foreign substances, usually

-- Antigens act as catalysts that speed up the formation

"Handwashing in Pat ient'CareT

infectious diseases. immunity may be of two types:

Immunity occurs when the,body responds by forming a
substance known as antibodies, and is effective only

level.

The natural immunity in infants is acquired from

very mild disease which in turn creates an immunity.

be reinforced at prescribed regular intervals, as

to race, environment and family.

the-mother-and is of short duration.

contacting the disease.

antibody globulin (gamma globulin) is called antigen.

susceptibilities and resistance that are peolliar

related to the actual disease agent will produce a

infectious diseases that were fatal to man.

consisting-of unaltered proteins, carbohydrates or
a combination of these two with fats.

of antibodies.

follow, usually on an annual basis.

ilhooping cough each year

Tetanus - each year

Typhoid - each year

Smallpox every five years

Diptheria - each year

Polio each year

.- 7--



Antigens are usually ineffective-when given orally
due to their destruction by enzymes in stomach and
intestine.
Antigen* are injected directly into the tissue to
obtain an effective reaction and a rapid build-up
of antibodies.
The initial, injection_is_ppre effective-when given
over a period of time, for example one-third of
dose every week for three weeks. -
Antibody globulin'may be present within cells, on the
surface of cells, or in'cimulating fluids such as
lymph, and blood plasma.

- - Antibodies in-the blood serum contains water, salts
and protein, 111111111 albumin and serum globulin.
The globulinlactor is known as gamma globulin
(tmmuna globulin). This. is the protective substance
in the blood. ;-

Gaima globulin iirsoMetimis injected into the tissues
to stimulate aishort-termrotection against some
types of infections.'

d.- ln some cases it Mimes necessary to combat an over-
whelming infection. Examples of this are cases of tetanus
srips gangrene.

-- Antitoxin serum is prepared and is available for such
emergencies.

-4. -The antitoxin must be injected before the bacterial
toxins-hews done too -much damage to the patient.

-- The use of antitoxins will usually result in the
, -improvement of the patient.

Antitoxins may also be used to produce a temporary
immunity in the indivi.ual who has been exposed.

-- Antitoxins do not create a lasting immunity.
-- Sera which prod'tce a long-term immunitw are called

to:coldsco:temple, tetanus toxoid.

e. The administration of toxoid and antitoxins may result in
severe allergic reactions in some individuals.

Allergy or hypersensitivity is a state in which man
or animal responds more or less violently to a

. 'foreign agent.
'4... An allergic reaction may be isszediate or delayed.

-- Asthma, hay fever, urticaria, serum allergy, serum
sickness and anaphylaxis are examples of allergic
reactions.

-44 The most critical allergic reaction is anaphylaxis
or anaphylactic shock which may result in death
within a fei minutes after a foreign substance has
been introduced into the tissues.

-- Serum sickness usually is a delayed reaction which
occurs several days after an 'injection of vaccine.

- Before givingan injection of antitoxins or toxoid3
a skin test must be made to determine the patient's
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reaction. This is .especially Important when the

-patient is to receive.an injection of tetanus toxoid.
An allergic reaction is observed when a wheal
develops at the site of the akin test.

--Iihenever the patient shows indications of allergic
reactions, it becomes necessary to give minute doses
of the drug over a period of several hours.

Suggested Teaching-Learning Activities

a. The film, "Defense Against Invasion," may be shown at
the beginning of:this learning as an introduction to
.how the body develops-antibodies. This film could also
be repeated at the end of this lesson to help the student
summarize the development of immunity.

. .

b. Material for this learning maybe duplicated for use
with the overhead projector. .

c. The teacher may desire to have each student identify
his or her conception of immunity.

Ted

subclinical
serum. sickness

antitoxins
desensiti;e

anaphylaxis
Antibodies
wheal
gamma globulin

Suziested_Referwcekand.Instructional Materials

'
a. References

antigens
hypersensitivity
carrier
immunity

A Short Textbook of Microbiology,- pp. 41, 42-49
Fundamentals of Microbiology, pp. 193-211
Integrated Basic Science, 169-171

b. Vila

"Defense Against Invasion," describes the principles of
iimaraization,by representing the human body as the
theatre of meJhanized warfare. Produced by Walt
Disney Productions, U.S.A., 1943, 10 minutes, sound,
color, 16 im.

. .

4. To underitand.the importanze of specimens for pathological studies

a. The diagnosis of_a surgical cane is considered tentnive,
until the laboratory has had sufficient time to study
that specimen, and to make a positive diagnosis.

b. The suspee;led cause of disease may determine the length

of time needed to lake a pathological study. The results

of the study will often determine the extent of the

surgery.
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Alanall'signameof.the &dossed tissue may be
removed from the affected part for immediate study.

This is known as a frozen section.

-- The purpose of a frozen section is to primarily
-deteraine *ether cancer tills are present. The

is'usually retained in surgery until the

report is completed.
The outcome of the pathology report determines the
continUation of. and the_extent 0f...the-surgical

procedure.
-A small segment of tissue-called it biopsy may be
reacted ifrom-the affeCted'patt. Several days are

illoWed"for"thia,pathological report.

.c..-Specteens of.body exectretifts may be collected as part

of a surgical procedure.

-- Urine specimens collected from the pelvis of the
kidney.'

-- The containers must be labeled right or left kidney,
and must be sttrile.;

-- The person who receives the container from the doctor

or scrubbed nurse must avoid contaiination of the
specimen.

d. It itesseitial that all specimens', of tissue, fluids,
discharges, and drainage be'preperly-cared for and sent
to the laboratory for study.

-:lasUlts.ofpathologt.tepcirt.deterillia:_treatment and
prognosis of the patient.

de- Mistakes can be costlyto'the hospital, physician and
patient.

.Material slat: . _ .

ite..citerly.identif red...

Be properly preserved
Have patient's full name
Rave hospital roost number

Contain hospital record number
Give site of removal -;:right or left side
Uric physician's name

:

Suggested Teaching - Learner Activities

a. The teacher may use hypothetical situations and have the
students prepare laboratory requests for pathology..

b. A panel- discussion on errors in-the Mentiffcatiou'of
specimens and the results of such errors may be helpful
in this learning.

frozen section
pathology

lusher puncture biopsy
: purulent drainage paracentesis

cystoscop eraminat1411



Suggested References and Instructional Materials

Reference

The Operating Room Technician, pp. 29-30

5. To understand the organisms which present the greatest danger in the
aerating room

a. The organisms of primary concern in the operating room,
as well as the over-all hospital, are those which.are
spherical or rod-shaped.

-- While the skin is a normal habitat for staphylococcal
organisms,. they may become pathogenic in certain
circaestances.

-- The introduction of the staphyloccwcal organism
through. breaks or cuts on the skin can result in
stitch abscesses or wound infections which may
remain localized or become systemic.

-- The staphylococcus is classified into two groups:

(1) Staphylococcus epidermic; a part of the normal
flora and has a low pathogenicity.

(2) Staphylococcus aureus; a pathogenic, highly
resistant organism which may be introduced
into the surgical wound. This organism is
usually the cause of the stitch abscess.

-- The person with a mild case of streptococcal
infection or a healthy carrier may be the direct
cause in infecting the patient.

-- Other spherical-shaped organisms which are
potentially dangerous in the operating room are:

(1) Neisseria meningitis
(2) Neisseria goaorrhoeae

.(3) Diplococcus pneumoniae

-- Masks should be worn at all times whenever the surgery
suite is prepared for a surgical case and when the
patient is in the operating room. This is to avoid
the spread of airborne organisms.

-- An employee with a suspected infection due to the
spherical- or rod-shaped organism should remain
off-duty until throat cultures are negative.

b. Tide bacillus or rod-shaped organisms which form spores
and require oxygen are fairly widespread. The species
Bacillus antnracis is spread from animal to man and
fro:2m= to man. It results in pulmonary infection or
cutaneous abscesses.
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A nonpaitioeinie Beettlisi---atibtilis is

used to test the effectiveness of sterilization.

c. The Clostridium group of rod!!shaped organisms grow
A only in the complete-abseici:of-oxygen. These

organisms are spore-forming and are responsible for
such infections as tetanus, gas gangrene, and botulism.

Clostridium welchii is found in the intestines or
severely-damaged tissues, that have come in contact
with dirt and soil 'St the tin_ the wound occurred.

--.oloittrifiviiYmIchli infections result in gas gangrene
which dettroys tissues and causes gas to form in
tissues. This gas gives,off a deadly toxin.

---Closttidium*tetanilivei in the same habitat as the
C. wslchii. Infectioncaused by this organism affects
the central nervous system and causes the jaws to
lock.

--The spores from these organisms may exist in dust
tor "long'periods of time and are difficult to kill.

-- The NyCobactetiqatdbercutOife bacillus enters the
body'tarough the' espfratary tract and the alimentary
canal. While the primary focal point is the lungs,
thirbacilli may be cgtried.by the blood stream to
other focal points -in the body such as kidneys, bones
and the meninges.

-- The active tubercular' patient is highly infectious and
requires extreme caution in order to avoid the spread
-of this infection during surgical procedure.

-- The tubercular baeillus,has a protective capsule, and
can live for, many years in diik areas. Patient should
tear mask to operating room to prevent airborne spread
of diSease.

--Sugsestecr-Teachins-LealinfaActivitiesl.

a. The teacher die'suidents list the sources of
the Organfms'inthis learning and identify how the
organiss6 gracbe brought Into-the operating room.

b. -'The 'students say'coipare the mortality tate due to these
diseases during the periods'ofthe civil War, World rear
I, Woad War U, and the present time.

c. Since the staphylococcal infections present one of the
greitest problems in modernhaspitals, the student could

.

be Raked to prepare a short paper on the prevention end
,

spread of infection caused by this organism.

1Nsgested References and Instructiciiilhaterials

References

Bacteriology, pp. 196-208

Fundamentals of 'acteriology, pp. 426-434
Aseptic Technic for Operating Room Personnel, pp. 23-26
Ilicrobioloiky and Path9logv for Nurses, pp. 295-304, 382-384

4
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Suroical 'technician Unit -- Personal-Hygiene.

Hill, E. Joy
Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Materials Lab.
Pub Date - Apr67
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 17p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *SURGICAL
'ECHNICIANS, *HYGIENE, HIGH SCHOOLS,

This is the second of four units dealing with personal and
vocational relationships. The practice of personal hygiene includes
the physical, nutritional, and mental aspects of health practices.
The material was developed by a specialist in health occupations.
It was designed for use in approximately 6 class ;:eriods in a
full-time training program for surgical technicians. Each section
includes subject matter content, suggested teacher-learning
activities, and references. Sections are (1) value of good personal
hygiene practices in daily living, (2) importance of one's own
attitudes and personality traits in getting along with coworkers
and patients, and (3) effects of nutrition on the total health of
the individual. Suggestions for evaluation and a list of references
are given. (FS)
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SURGICAL tramtam

UNIT: PERSONAL HYGIENE

Smaested Teething Tine

amber of class periods, for group teaching
NWnth(s)

Place of Unit in Course

This unit is the second of four milts dealing with personal and
vocational relationships. The practice of personal hygiene includes
the physical, nutritional and rental aspects of health practices.
The :44th-occupation worker who must be in contact with the ill,
and other persons is the commumity, has a direct influence lalelp-
ing.others develep hygienic habits. An understanding of the principles
of hygiene and good health should equip the student to improve his/her
own habits and influence others to work toward better health vractices.

ealsgauelloic
The teethes nay wish to introduce this unit with the definition

of health as defined by the World Health Organisation. The class
should analyze this definition in terms of personal health and hoar
Individual health practices affect the community.

The students should evaluate their owl. physical and mental health
habits. These evaluations may be retained to compare changes in behavior
at the end of the program. The evaluation may begin with prepared
questions relating to posture, dress, skim care, nutrition, seight,
attitude, and personality traits.

Appropriate films may be used to summarise the various leanings.
An evaluation of the film should follow immediately, either by group
discussion or by written statements.

The masters in this slit may be reproduced for use with the over
projector.
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Learniaes (Comsetencies)I;ie Developed

1. To understood the value of good personal hoidens practices in
chili livine.

The World Health Organisation defines health as a...tate of
complete physical and social well-being, net merely the
absence of disarm or inftemity." The individual's health
depends oe laborite(' body mechanisms and boy the person
takes cue of the body. Uefortunately, the struggle for
social and material success and the process of adaptiag
and adjusting to new situations tee. to crowd out
consideration of good health practices. The first step
toward improving one's health program is an appraisal
of one's present health status, out what can be done to
Immo* it. Unnecessary worry and fear of the total
health picture tends to drive people to quacks and from
one health fad and fallacy to another.

Health is a personal possession which mangoes physiological
Changes dre to age. It is also affected by environmental
and hereditary factors. The value the :individual places
on maintaining a healthful condition is also important.

a. A well - developed and physically-fit body
is one of the most essential health needs. A
healthy individual should be able to perform
a full day's activity without undue fatigue,
and maintain a reserve amount of energy for
eminencies.

b. Maintaining a strong and healthy body requires
sound health practices and will-power. The
body requires exercise to maintain fuutionel
efficiency. Proper exercise:

-- Stimulates circulation and increases the
oxygen supply to body cells
StrengtLens muscles

- - improves posture and genotal appearance

-- Reduces tensions

c. On the other hand, too such exercise results in
muscle fatigue. Exercise should be carried out
moderately and at regular intervals. Vigorous

exercise and exercise by spurts is not good.
d. Good health requires that one has the ability to

recognise the difference between normal and
Pathological fatigue. Fatigue is common after
exercise or a day of normal activity. Fatigue
that continues to exist over a period of time
may be a symptom of illness. Fatigue manifests
itself in the body organs and the mind. In eases



of extreme fatigue the allumatery tract is
involved with a loss of appetite. Fatigue
should be regarded as a protective. 'wheaten
and as swarming sign to rest or secure
medical assistance.

Maintaining good health requires attention to skip care,
dental hygiene, dress, and vision. To be well groomed one
must give attention to skin care, dress, and oral b7sime.
The skin is often referred to as a mirror which reflects
how we look and feel.

a. The care of skin is one of the most important
factors in the process of developing and main-
taining personal appearance. The emphasis
placed on skin care through advertisements in
magazines, radio, wad television costs the
American people millions of dollars each year.

b. The skin is affected by both internal and
external factors sash as nutrition, age of
person, exposure to weather or contacts with
chemicals and by friction. The !malacca of
the ski: ere:

-- Protection
-- Sensation
-- Beat regulation

c. Skin disorders such as acne, pimples or bladcheads
are venal, due to faulty diets, emotional dis-
turbances or inadequate rest. Infected areas in
the danger triangle or above the line of the south
and bounded by the bridge of the nose should not be
tampered with. Bacterial infections in this area
may be carried directly to the brain and result in
serious complications. Daily bathing serves three
purposes: 1) cleanliness, 2) stimulation, 3) a
means of relaxation. Persons who have very dry
skin may add bath oil to the bath water or apply
lotion after the bath.

d. Although 'any companies claim soaps thst eliminate
body odors, it is still necessary to apply a good
deodorant after bathing. In some work situations
the tensions and stress which result from difficult
procedures increase body perspiration.

s. Make-up adds to the personal appearance of warn.
Conservative use of make-up dbould be practiced.
Heavy layers of powder, samara, etc. have no place
in patient areas.

hake -up tabs off on mask and uniform collars.
-- Perfumed odors from colognes wad powders, and

some soaps do not mix with odors from anesthetics,
disinfectants cad discharges from open wounds.



Dress has an esethic effect as well as the more useful purpose
of regulating body heat. The health occupation worker's
traditional dress of white uniforms may now be purchased from
wide selections of materials and styles which afford an
opportunity to select uniforms which are easy to maintain.

a. In areas of the hospital where uniforms are
furnished (such as the delivery rooms, nursery
and operating room) the uniform should be worn
only is the designated area except when on short
errand. inside the hospital.

These unifomas are cotton and are colored to
ideatifs, the area.

They are loose fitting to allow freedoms of
movement.
Are maintained by the ba.Atal tawdry.
They are neLe.E wont on the street.

b. The health worker's %snout should be veil -fitter
and should be kept immaculate. Frequent 'modelleg
lengthens the weariebility mid reduces :aft. Nose
should be washed after each wearing to prevent fan
from becalming sore.

c. The shoes should be selected for comfort and proper
tit. White shoes need frequent cleaning and shoe
laces should be changed as often as necessary.

It is usually a good idea to buy two pair of
duty oboes and rotate each pair.
If the feet perspire profusely use s good foot
powder after bathing the feet aid sprinkle some
in the /hoes.

Never Ws corns with razor blades. Use a pumice
stone to remove the calluses or corns.

-- Give immediate attention to any skin cracks or
abrasions on the feet.

Frequent hard washing is a must to prevent transmission of
disease from patient to patient and self infection. The

nails should be kept short, clean and shaped attractively.

a. Special attention should be given to hands that have

a tendency to be dry as chapped.

b. Any crack or cut on the brads should have prompt

treatueat.

The heir reflects to some extent the general health and
nutrition of the body. Hair should be kept clean, brushed

daily and arranged in a style best suited to the individual.

a. Long hair should be arranged up off the collar, and



a.

well secured. Extreme hair styles are not
appropriate for "on duty."
Hair which is too dry or too oily requires special

attention. The condition of the scalp is essential
to attractive hair. Excessive oily hair should be
shampooed frequently.

How one walks and stands reflects how one feels, his physical
fitness and his attitude toward living. Posture is the ability
to manage the body efficiently in a number of different

circumstances. Posture should be the comfortable, natural way
of standing, sitting, walking or reclining. Good posture
reflects self-confidence and good health.

- - Posture reflects personality or mood.
-- Fatigue is part of poor posture.

Poor posture may be a symptom of poor health.

Dental hygiene is essential to eprofterence and good health
practices. Poor dental hygiene can vexult in lose of teeth,
abscesses, cavities and pyorrheo, toctlwastes, powders and
liquids rid in cleansing the teeth, but will not prevent
tooth decay.

Suniested Te lherAearnine Activities

a. The teacher may have the students prepare a short
report on how personal hygiene relates to work in
an operating room.

b. The students may make a list of T.V. commercials
which relate to personal hygiene. The class may
wish to evaluate the products in relation to their
claims. Also include some fads and fallacies about
hair, teeth, and skin care.

WHIM=
Healthier Livia', 2nd edition, pp. 84-90, 110-111.
Health for Effective Living, pp. 174-217.
Personal and Community Health, 12th edition., pp. 26-42.
Personal and Vocational Relationship*, pp. 38-43.

Personal and Vocational Relationships in Practical
tipmftri, 2nd edition, pp. 56-60.

2. To understaad the importance of one's owu attitudes personality
traits alomg_glan patients.

Good mental health is something we all strive to achieve. The
well-adjusted person who feels comfortable about himself when
with other people, is more able to accept his short comings,
does not let the emotions become over- whelming, and can take

success and disappointments in his stride. The well-adjusted
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niderstaading of self and one's relationship to others.

person has a good relationship with other people, respects

go into building a healthy personality contributQ to an
understanding of our reactions (as well as the reaction of

educational differences of others. Re has a broad 8011114 of

la awareness of Gaels oun personality and the factors that

others) during everyday experiences in living. The effect-
iveness of the health-occupation worker depends MOO an

r wonsibility as well as a feeling of friendship and love
for his fellow men and his family.

the rights of others and can. accept the ailtural, social, and

b. Personality is made up of may components. It

c. Everyone has a persobality. While hereditary factors

a. Everyone must face a certain amount of daily

d. Physical characteristics, degree of intelligence,

we are, have been, and hope to be, it iv our mind,

handles these depends on his ability to

with a wholesome attitude toward life.

become. William C. Henninger, 11.1)., noted

experiences."

establish certain boundaries of personality

education, and demands of society result in
gradual changes in the individual.

PersonelltY develePs, and how well ve relate to others.

The handicapped soy resent his appearance aid

..- Our degree of intelligence influsneas our

-- The emotions such as love, hate, and fear, can

streso and emotional responses. Row one

adjust to *Watkins and accept responsibilities

includes physical attributes, inte..ests, needs,

psychiatrist, writes, "personality fe everything

our body, memories, habits, limitations, and

development, the influence of others, environment,

wad soothed status have an effect on how the

thoughts, feelings, and all one is or hopes to

withdrws tram society. On the other hand he soy

become so involved in their work, and have poorly

will power. The ability to eontrol or direct

attitude towards the non-achiever and the achiever.
Persons with a high degree of intelligence may

be controlled through intelligence aid directed

use his handicap to his advantage to manipulate
associates or enforas quiet on others in order
to gain his own desires.

directed emotional. drives, that their personality
development is helmeted.

1

,--...



emotional responses is a symptom of emotional
immaturity. In some cases this ram result in
mental illness.

Various traits emerge through a certain consistency of behavior,

and become a foundation for behaviorial patterns in the
future. Various traits soy combine to motivate behavior.
Some of these are nom outstanding them others. One's
reputation is usually Judged according to certain personality
traits. The traits and characteristics developed during
a life time affect the attitude of those with whom we come
In contact.

a. The factors which influence personality development
also influence the development of personality
traits. Do you gaunt a pleasing appearance, or
are you unconcerned with dress? Are you interested
in self improvement and study or do you just want
to get by? Do you let worries about personal

problems overtihe: 4 you or can you put them aside
during your classes or when at work? These and
many other situations form your behavicrial
pattern.

b. The health occupation worker must have a close
relationship with people, who for some reason
are unable to care for their personal needs.
Desirable traits for the health worker include:

- - Accepting people as they are
- - Respecting the rights of others
- - Seeing humor in situations that involve oneself

Patience and understanding
-. Having sympathy for others
-* Seeking guidance when necessary

Having an interest in people, places and events
- - Having the ability to recognize weak points in

his personal. traits and striving to develop
strong points in their place
Believing in self

-* Being honest, loyal and dependable
- - Displaying tact and social ease

c. Cooperation and the desire to work together benefit
both patient, self and co-worker. In social and work
situations the behavior of one evokes the behavior
of another.

Attitudes affect the way we think, feel, and behave. Attitudes
may be positive or negative. They are influenced by personal
desires, interests, status, and by success and failures.
Attitudes, once formed, are difficult to change. However, with
experience and sincere effort, one can learn to replace old
attitudes with new ones.



a. Attitudes are a means of communication. The
attitudes of one person may be transferred to
anoter, or to the group, by conscious or un-
conscious impression and action by the individual.
Attitudes become habit patterns for example, the
attitude "I can" in which the Ind/Yid:nil has a

positive approach toward accomplishment. On the
opposite side, the negative attitude "I can't"
blocks the ability of the person.

b. Attitudes are reflected in work and social relation-
ships. We have a tendency to build attitudes
toward people and ti Age without knowing why. This
results in prejudices which stew from igornance,
fear and insecurity. The health-occupotion
worker who has a goad attitude towards work assign-
ments and patients will find success and enjoyment
In the work. Dissension occurs when employee
11864111418 undesirable attitudes of:

Superiority
-- Intolerance of other's beliefs

Dissatisfaction in work assignments
-- Self pity and a feeling of inferiority
-- Inability to accept other persons

Failure to develop an interest in the job

Our emotions effect our health and tit:Weal conditions. A
psychmeatic relationship exists between some illness and
one or more distressing situations. As an maple, frequent
absence from work due to headaches or other illnesses may be
the result of a distressing situation or actual dislike of
the job. Emotions are feelings which result from various
stimuli that act upon aa individual and produce reaction such
as love, hate, or fear.

a. While most persons are able to maintain healthy
emotions, no one has complete control over this

at all times. Woweyer, the at", 4 look at
the problem *let stimulates L. ..notional
response and to take steps to find a solution
enables one to control the motional reaction.
Control of emotions requires training and
experience.

b. Physical changes which take place in emotional
responses are evidence of emotion. Persons who
become fearful or angry show evidence of it through
increased respiration, accelerated pulse rate,
and digestion. Continued stress and worry reduce
the normal function of the digestive system. The
glands are also affected. For example, the
emtional state of fear causes the stimulation of
the suprarenal gland to distribute adrenlin
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throughout the body. Speech difficulties such as
stuttering or stammering may be the result of
emotions.

c. Emotional patterns are established early in life.
he the individual matures the patterns are
modified, expanded or repressed by social and
psychological changes. Properly used emotional
behavior may be an asset and serve as a force to
motivate one towards greater productivity. At
the same time one should learn to recognise and
make intelligent use of emotional responses.

d. Some of the more important emotional states which
every health-occupation worker should understand
are love, fear, anger, and worry. The need for
love and security is the most important factor in
the emotional climate. These factors are
important:

- - Love for family
--Friendships

Concern for welfare of others
--,Sympathic attitude towards others

e. Worry, anger, and fear affect everyone. Worry may
be more transitory in some persons. In some
individuals, worry may be caused by dread or fear
of meeting situations for which they are not
prepared. Recessive emotional responses of wosry,
anger, fear affect job performance and family life.

Be willing to attack the problem
- - Seek help to help solve the problem

Pace the problem and evaluate the possible
courses of action

- - Take action to remove the cause

Suasested TeacharAmismUALActivitial

a. The teacher may have the students develop a picture
story of boar personality and attitudes affect
interpersonal relations. The use of pictures cut
from magasines to depict emotions and changes in
attitudes may be mounted on small posters. The
pictures should be arranged in a sequence to show
change according to the script prepared by the

student. Pictures from old nursing magamtnes may
be used to emphasize occupational relationships.

b. Films are available which may be used to summarise

this learning.
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3. To understand how nutrition affects the total health of the
3ndividua 1.

Adequate nutrition is essential to maintain energy, regulate
body beat, and for growth and repair of the tissues. The
body's nutritional requirements vary with each individual
according to size, age, occupation, and Physical activity.
Good nutrition requires planning and selection of basic
foods to meet the body's requirements.

The effects of poor nutrition are seen in a person's appearance,
condition of the skin, condition of teeth and gums, and in
the individuals muscle tone.

a. Nutrition and diet have a world-wide economic,
political and personal significance. The degree
of wealth the nation or individual may have does
not assure adequate nutrition. Malnutrition exists
among the wealthy or people with adequate Income.
Nations face food shortage due to lack of techno-
logical knowledge of production, and partly due
to the low economic level of the people.

b. Poor nutrition may be due to the individuals lack
of COMMIX or overconcern with food. Persons who
are overcommitted with food are ideal targets for
the quacks and unethical advertisers. Food fads,
snacks, skipping breakfast aid other meals, and
radical reducing diets deplete the nutritional
status of the individual.

The body requires an adequate and well-balanced intake of
fluids, proteins, carbohydrates and fats. Other substances
obtained from food, and essential to proper body function,
are the minerals and vitamins.

a. The body's need for water is greater than the need
for any other thing except oxygen. Water forms
the bases for blood and lymph that carry food and
oxygen to tissues and waste products away Iron the
tissues. When fluid intake is decreased or with-
held, dehydration occurs which may produce serious
physical disorders.



The slogan "drink eight glasses of water a day"

is a sound one.
Dehydration may occur due to severe or pro-
longed waiting, excessive perspiration, diarrhea,
or hemorrhage.

-- Severe burns cause instant dehydration through
sudden loss of body fluid.
The replacement of fluids is essential to prevent
and treat shock or dehydration. This is usually
done by intra-venous therapy or by a procedure
known as hypodermoclysis.

b. Nearly everyone is concerned with maintaining body
weight. Weight =trot depends not on the kinds of
food one eats but upon the amount. Diet fads are
injurious to the body's nutritional reqaresents
GUM the diets often lack the essential elements
for maintaining nutritional status.

Italia be remembered that diet has a direct
relationship to disease. Persons who require
special diets should consult a physician.
The best guide to normal nutrition is un-
prejudiced attitudes toward foods.
Some persons lust avoid certain foods that

cause food allergies. Nutritional requirements
may be filled by substitution of other foods.

-- As a general rule people eat What is good for

then.

c. The function of food le to supply energy for body
tissue, to provide for growth and repair of tissues,
and to regulate and control the metabolic processes
of the body. Energy requirements are provided by
the end products of carbohydrates, protein and

fats through digestion.

POod components essential to meeting nutritional needs are

protein, carbohydrates and fats. Vitamins and minerals are
needed in foods in sufficient amounts to satisfy the basic
requirements of a balanced diet.

a. Protein is essential to any diet, and is used to
build and repair tissue. Protein is found
chiefly in meat and dairy products. Liver and
milk are among the best sources of animal protein.
Carbohydrates are the energy foods and are the
chief source of body fuel. Carbohydrates, the
starchy foods, are usually thw cheapest. Fats
also supply energy and fon' substances which
insulate the nerve tissue.



b. The use of vitamins, other than those obtained
from food, should be discouraged unless the
individual is under the care of a physician.
Excessive use of some vitamins can produce a
condition of avitamosis. On the other hand,
vitamin deficiency can cause' serious physical

damage.

Young children may develop rickets due to lack
of Vitamin D.

-- The absence of Vitamin C in the diet results in
scurvy.

-- Mother serious disease caused by laic of Vitamin
B is known-aebeki4eri.,, 4i.

- Vitamin C is probably tke.selest vitamin,
-- Fade such as meat, fish, milk, fresh fruits,

and vegetables are all high in vitamin content.

*al planning and selection of food should inblude the
preparation and serving of the four basic food groups
milk.meat, vegetables and fruits, and bread and weals.
persons with faulty eating habits tend to exclude one or
more of these groups because of prejudices or emotional
stress.

a. Since excessive Intake of food results in over-
weight and dieting has become a national fad,
some understanding should be developed about
weight control.

b. Persons who are obese tend to develop systemic
disease such as diabetics, heart trouble, and
high-blood pleasure much more readily than the
average weight individual.

c. Weight control should be detemsinedivy body
build and height, and age- Sudden or radical
change in weight is a danger signal and should
be investigated.

d. While in rare cases obesity may be due to other
causes; overeating is the principle cause. Over-
weight is due to the intake of too many calories,
and any diet low in calories but high in protein,
vitamins, and minerals is a reducing diet.

-- Weight control is more of a psychosatic problem
than anything else. Some people tend to use
food to satisfy basic emotional needs. Calorie
control and weight reduction require the
cooperation of the individual.

-- An underweight condition may be the result of
infection, excessive nervousness, or glandular
disturbance. Persons who are underweight should
be throughly checked by a physician and a weight

gaining program should be established.



boasted Teachaidideemilan Activities

a. Tim ousters for this learning nay be reproduced
for use with the overhead projector.

b. The teacher say have the students list what
they ate during the proceeding days. Have
students include 'nada end soft drinks as
well as regular seals. The student should then
analysis the day's food intake according to
the basic components of food.

1240Ser,Ligat, tad edition, pp. 93-127.

Health for Effective Livina, 3rd edition, pp. 218-245.
bmmtmdagE unity Health. 12th edition, pp. 26-42.

palmation the alit

a. This volt say be evaluated in terms of the student's ability
to sake practical application of the learning, of the volt
in job situations.

b. An objective test on the understanding's of this wait nay be
used.
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Student's Names Dates Grade:

Mathematics 1: Linear Measurement

Introduction:

When wo4.cing in the shop it is often necessary to know how
many 1/8ths are in 1/21; or 1/16tha in 3/41; or 1/4ths in 1/2
etc. It is very important that the student thoroughly under-
stand these relationships.

Illustrative ftealess

How many 1/16tha are in 1/2 "? Using the part of the scale
which is. graduated into 1/16ths, locate the 1/2" mark, and
count the number of 1/161 spaces located in this 1/2". The
number is 8.

How many 1/Eths are in 3 /k "? Using the part of the scale
which is iraduated into 1/8ths, locate the 3/41 mark 4 and
count the number of 1/81 spaces contained in this 3/4". The
number is 6.

Problems' How many

1/16ths in 1/81?

2. 1/8ths in 1/41?

3. 1/4ths in 1/2 "?

4. 1/4ths in 11?

5. 1/2nds in 1/81?

6. 1/32nds in OP?

7. 1/Atha in 3/8e?

8. 1/8ths in 1 "?

9. 1/16tha in 5/81?

10. lrnds in 3/41?

11. 1/2nds in 1/2"?

12. 1/16ths in 1/2 "?

13, 1/16ths in 11?

14. 1/64ths in 1/32 "?

15. 1 /6kths in 1/16 "?

16. 1/16ths in 3/41?

17. 1/2nds in 9/16 "?

18. 1/8ths in 3/41?

19. 1/16ths in 13/16 "?

20. 1/4ths in 21?
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Directions*

Your instructor will furnish you with a scale to measure the
lines below. Measure .the solid lines to the nearest frac-
tional part of an inch as indicated, and on the dash ?.inee
low write in words the answer, while on the dotted tine at the
right side of the sheet write the figure.

21. Measure each of the following lines to the nearest quarter of
an inohi

a .

............ .

b.1 ****
..........,................... ...

...
...... PIP .

d1 . .........
....... ............

e.
1

.

. .....

22. Measure each of the following lines to the nearest eighth of
an inchs

a.1

-...... ...........

. .......................

0. I

d. 1

..... ....................

e. 1
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23. Measure each of the following lines to the nearest sixteenth of

ale inchs

a.

b.

400.10.10.I...... ...... Imw

...wimwwmar irirmelp

e
MMOMIMPi.......104111IMMIMUM

24. Measuro each of the following lines to the nearest thirty-second
of an inch.

I

Wiwrdm41M,11~wMWOM.O.IMmtM&

01~=111.40
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25. Measure each of the following lines to the nearest sixceenth
of an inch:

b.

Imo

C.1

d.

e.
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Mathematics 2: Scale Practice

Directions:

Measure the distances shown by the different letters.
Write this dimension to the nearest sixteenth of an
inch in the space provided at the right side of the
sheet.

A

e

o

0

F

0

H

I

K

N

N P
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Mathematics 3: Seale Practice

Directions:

Meature the distances shown by the different letters. Write
this dimension to the nearest sixteenth of an inch in the
space provided at the right side of the sheet.

A

0

C

0

E

F

a

H

I

IC

N
N

0

P

R

S

T

V

Mim0 .10
W MY

=1 .10

.M
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Mathematics 4: Addition of Scale Measurement

Directions:

Place steel scale I:4 right hand. In eac
fraction or mixed number with the lowest denominator. The
denominator of a fraction is the number below the dividing
line; for example 4 is the denominator of 3/4. Place the

indicating thatright thumb nail on the line of the scale
length. Next, find the fraction or mixed number with the
next lowest denominator and add to the first by moving the
thumb nail to the right on the appropriate edge of the scale,
making a total of these two lengths. Other parts to the
problem can be added to this result in the same manner. Place
your answer on the line at the end of the problem.

Example.: 1/4" + 1/8" =

your right thumbSince 4 is the lowest denominator, place
nail on the 1/4 division mark of the scale. Now move the
nail to the right 1/8". The thumb nail will now be on the
3/8" division mark, and this is the result of adding 1/4" to
1/8".

.-"Al*Itv
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Problems:

1. 3/4" + 03" =

2. 1/2" + 3/8" --

3. 7/8"

4. 5/8"

+ 1/16" + 14/32" = Im=m1

+ 3/32" + 7/16" =

5. 2 1/2" + 7/8" .

6. 1 3/4" + 7/32" + 14/8" =

7. 2 3/4" + 1 1/8" + 3/32" =

8. 1 13/16" + 1 7/32" =

9. 3 9/16" + 3/4" + 1/2" + 3/16" =

10. 4 3/8" + 1 3/16" + 5/16" .

11. 9/16" + 7/8" =

12. 7/16 + 1 3/8 + 5/16 =

13. 2 5/8 + 5/16 + 1/4 =

14. 1/4 + 3/8 + 9/16

15. 3 3/8 + 1 1/16 .

16. 1 5/8 + 9/32 =

17. 2 3/4 + 1 3/16 .

18. 5/8 + 5/16 + 5/32 =

19. 3/8 + 2 5/32 =

20. 1/2 + 1/4 + 3/8 + 1 9/16 =
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Mathematics 5: Subtraction of Scale Measurements

Directions:

Place steel scale in right hand. Place the right thumb nail
on the line of the scale indicating the length of the first
figure in the problem. Place the left thumb nail beside the
right at this point, and by moving the left thumb nail to
the left, count off the length of the second figure on the
scale. Move the right thumb nail over to this point and re-
move the left hand and read. This is the difference between
the first and second figures.

Example: 2" - 3/16" is

Place the right thumb nail on the 2" division mark. Place
the left thumb nail beside the right. Move the left thumb
nail to the left 3/16". Move the right thumb nail over to
the left, and remove the left hand and read. The answer will
be 1 13/16".
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Mathematics 61 Addition of Whole Numbers

Introductions

When adding numbers it is sometimes necessary to "carry* a
number over into the next column. This can best be illus-
trated by means of an example.

Adds 356 First add the column on the rights 6 + 5 + 1 12.
25 Write the 2 directly under the column and carry

281 the 1 to the next column and add: 1 + 8 + 2 + 5
137 w 16. Write the 6 under this column, and carry

the 1 to the next column and add: 1 + 2 + 3 6.
Write the 6 under this column. 662 is the correct
answer.

The answer obtained when adding is called the "sum". The
symbol for addition is + and is called 'plus". It must be
remembered that addition is the process of uniting two or
more numbers or groups of objects of the same kind. For
example, do not attempt to add 3 gallons of gasoline and 6
feet of copper tubing.

If more space is needed to work the problems below, either
use the back of the sheet or request additional paper from
your instructor.

Problems: Add

1. 36 2. 25 3. 65 4. 29
28 31 38

5. 36 6. 536 7. 760 8. 10,395
150 75 4021 8,712

125 102 175
24
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9. 21
153

2157

10. 75
148

la

11. 32
65
129
814

12. 62
1258
3021
256

13. Find the sum of 760, 536, and 3868.

:114. What is the total of 1322, 2189, 31,352 and 23?

15. A garage sold 2235 lbs. of scrap iron, 1455 lbs.
of copper and 338 lbs. of scrap aluminum. What
was the total amount of scrap metal sold?

16. During a certain month a mechanic was paid $43
the first week, $78 the second week, $56 the third
week and $65 the fourth week. What was his total
pay for the month?

17. An auto mechanic bought 25 feet of 1/2 inch pipe,
75 feet of 3/4 inch pipe, 112 feet of 1 inch pipe
for an air line in his shop. How many feet of
pipe did he buy?

Answers

18. At the assembly plant a coupe weighing 2250 pounds,
a sedan weighing 3251 pounds, a convertible weighing
2121 pounds, and a one-half ton truck weighing
2025 pounds were loaded in a transport. What was
the weight on the transport?

19. An automobile dealer received 10,121 pounds of
parts, a shipment of tires weighing 5,012 pounds,
a box of miscellaneous accessories neighing 507
pounds, a case of paint weighing 1751 pounds, and
new electrical equipment weighing 17,652 pounds.
How many pounds of freight did the dealer receive?

20. An automotive L wally employs 653 drill press op-
perators, 1051 assemZlers, 63 painters, 2693 machine
operator's, 1201 foundry men, and 117 welders. How
many men are employed in all?
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Mathematics 7: Subtraction of Wh.,le Numbers

Introduction:

Subtraction is the process of taking one number from another
number; that is, we find the "difference" bet een the two
numpers, and the answer is known as the remait 'er. The sign
- is called minus and indicates subtraction. .Sometimes
is necessary to "borrow" when subtracting one number from
another. For example subtract 29 from 64.

64 Since we cannot subtract 9 from 4 we borrow 1 from the
29 6 and write the 1 to the left of the 4 making it 14.
35 Now we can subtract 9 from 14 which is 5. The 5 is

written below th line. When we borrowed 1 from the 6
.' became a 5 and now we subtract the 2 from the 5.
The 3 is written below the line also. The answer is 35.

727 If the number is much larger we may have to borrow
438 many times before the problem is completed. Note the
Mg example at the left.

If more space is needed toterk the problems below, either use
the back of the sheet or request additional paper from your
instructor.

Problems: Subtract

1. 88 2. '(.94

163
3. 28 4. 393

287

5. 854 6. 409 7. 587 8. 301

5 §5 229 93 285
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9. 2562 10. 4335 11. 3304 12. $35.22
1928 2119 31_8.25

13. Subtract 543 from 976.

14. What is the difference between 1010 and 608?

15. Take 198 from 277.

16. A truck is loaded with 598 pounds of freight.
If 499 pounds are unloaded, how many pounds will
be left on the truck?

17. A 1500 lb. hoist is used in the shop. An engine
weighing 1700 pounds has to be lifted from a
truck. How many pounds more dc.s the engine
weigh than the hoist will safely lift?

18. An auto mechanic receives $85 for wages. He has
$16 deducted for Social Security and income tax.
How much does he have left?

19. A carload of automotive parts has a total weight
of 55,600 pounds. The car alone weighs 15,675
pounds. What is the weight of the parts?

20. An auto mechanic bid #312 on an overhaul job.
The parts cost him $2 1. Grinding the crankshaft
cost him $15. How much did he make on the Job?
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Multiplication is simply a shorter way of doing addition.

Before anyone can successfully multiply, it is necessary that

next page is a condensed form of the multiplication table and

gather, for example 4 times 5. The sign of multiplication
is x and 4 x 5 is read "4 times 5". The result or answer is

it is absolutely essential that you learn it throughly and
accurately.

Suppose that it became necessary to multiply two numbers

called the PRODUCT which in this case is 20.

In the example above 4 would give us the product of 4 x 5

the multiplication table be learned. The table shown on the

4 but if we know our multiplication
4 tables we note the product (20) at
4 once.

MY
4

Mathematics 8t Multiplication of Whole Numbers

Introduction:

Date: Grade:
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2 3 4 5 6 1 7 1 8 1 9
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 ! 7 1 8

2 2 4 6

9

8 ;01214'16
,1----

.ie_. 15

j1610
18 21;2427

!

18

3 3 6

4 4 8 12 .24 28 32 36

5 5 10 1520 25 30 3514045

6 6 112 18 24

28 ;35.42

3036

40

42 48 54

7 7 14 21

48
49!56 63
56 164 728 8 16 24 32

9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81

MULTIPLICATION TABLE

Let us use the example it x 5 and find the product according
to the multiplication table. In the top row locate the 4,
and in the vertical row on the left side find the 5. Move
down from the it and at the same time move to the right from
the 5. The two movements will cross on the square with a 20
in It. This is the answer. You could just as well have
found the 5 in the top row and the it in the side row; the
answer would be the same. This table may be used in the same
manner when multiplying other numbers.
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Illustrative Examples:

1. 67
x 6
TO"2

2. 78
x58
791

47232

3. 423

4. 284
403
832

1136
174452

Problems:

1. 86
4

Multiply 6 x 7. Write the 2 under the 6 and carry the
4. Multiply 6 x 6 which equals 36 and add the 4 that
was carried. Write the 40 to the left of the 2. The
answer is 402.

Multiply 8 x 4 = 32. Write the 2 and carry the 3.
Multiply 8 x 7 = 56, add the 3 which was carried.
56 + 3 = 59. Write 59 to the left of the 2. Now we
have to multiply by the 5. 5 x 4 = 20. Write the 0
under the 9 and carry the 2. Notice that we have
dropped back 1 place. 5 x 7 = 35. Add the 2 which
was carried. Write 37 to the left of the O. Now add.
The answer is 4292.

This problem illustrates how to multiply two numbers
when the last figure in one of them is a zero. A
number which has several zeros in it may be handled in
the same way.

When one number is multiplied by another which has a
zero between two other figures (403) the problem is
solved as in the illustration. Note that we have
moved two spaces to the left instead of only one when
284 maiMultiplied by 4 and the product (1136) written
down.

Multiply

2. 358
26

3. 28 4. 3242
67 76

5. 342 6. 752 T. 38
300 505 44

9. Multiply 487 by 89.

10. Find the product of 485 and 50.

11. A mechanic helper works 40 hours per week.
How many hours does he work in 52 weeks?

12. One gallon of cleaner weighs about 7 lbs.
How much does 129 gallons of this cleaner
weigh?

8. 1036
230

Answers
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13. One row of shelves in a certain tool room
contains 48 sq. ft. How many sq. ft. would
24 rows contain?

14. A welder cut 38 pieces of copper tubing
from coil. If each piece was 96" long,
what was the total length cut?

15. A jobber bought 240 machines at $224 each.
What was the total coat?

16. A welder is paid for 26 days of work at $9.00
per day. $38.00 was withheld for income tax
and Social Security. How much did he receive?

17. A shop owner hires 6 men for $2.00 per hour for
each mans and 6 helpers at $1.00 per hour for
each man. What would be the amount of the
weekly payroll if they all worked 6 days of 7
hours each?

18. A welder bought 23 second-hand torches at $15.00
each. He overhauled the torches and sold them
for $98.00 each. How much profit did he make?

19. A "elder wants to purchase a welding machine
for $1850. If he pays $650 in cash he could
pay off the balance in 24 monthly installments
of $54.00 eawi. How much could be saved by
paying the entire sum at the time of purchase?

Answels
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Mathematics Division of Whole Numbers

Introductions

Division is the method of finding out how many times one
number is contained in another number. It is the reverse of
multiplication. The sign.of division is I. and is read
"divided by". The result (answer) obtained by division is
called the QUOTIENT. When the sign is between two numbers
it means that the first number is to be divided by the
second. For example, 24 f 6 means that 24 is to be divided
by the 6. There are two methods of division, SHORT
division and LONG division. Both methods are illustrated
below.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Short division, 476 4. 4.

119 Write the problem down as shown. Starting
4/WT6 with the first figure we divide by 4

and note that 4 is contained in 4 one time.
One is written in the quotient above the
line directly above the 4 and the next number,
7, is divided. 4 is contained in 7 one time
but with 3 remainder. We write the one
above the seven and in our minds place the
3 which was left over in front of the 6
making it 1:6. Then we divide the 4 into
the 3b and the result, 9, is written in
the quotient directly above the 6. The

Checks answer is 119 which means that 4 is contained
in 476 exactly 119 times. To check your

119 work multiply the quotient, 119 by 4. Ifx 4 your work is correct, the product will be
4-7r/6 476.
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2. Long division, 624 * 24.

724
26 Since 24 is not contained in 6 we see how

many times it is contained in 62. It is contained
I

24/
48 2 times. Write this 2 above 2, NOT above the 6,
1411 and multiply 24 by it writing this product, 48,
144 under the 62. Subtracting 48 from 62 gives us

a remainder of 14. Now bring down the next
number, 4, and write it beside the 14 making it
144 as shown. The quotient, 26, is the number
of times 24 is contained in 624. By multiplying
24 x 26 we check our work. The product should be
624. If it is not, then we have made a mistake
and the problem should be worked again.

3. THINK: 9 times what = 72

9/72 9 x 8 = 72
Therefore

4 THINK: 15 times what a. 75
15/75--

15 % 5 gm 75 5
Therefore 15/75

5. If you do not immediately see how many
31/33.7, times 31 is contained in 155, try this

method: 3 into 15 goes 5 times. Try
5 x 51.

Problems: Divide

5
31/155--

2.

6.

9/63
3.

7.

12/7ff--
4.

8.

13/1b9

18/342 26/924 15 A030
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21. 47/14523 22. 126/25b3

23. What is the difference between 382 and 257?

24. What is the product of 38 x 42?

25. What is the quotient of 81 f 9?

26: What is the sum of 322 + 42 + 589?

27. If a gasoline engine driven welding machine will
run 2-hours on 1 gal. of gasoline, how =oh gasoline
will be needed for an 8 hour day operation?

28. A welding operator will burn 5 lbs. of rods in 1
hour. How many rods will he burn in 48 hours?

29. A welding operator bought 800 lbs. Of welding rods.
If he uses 10 lbs. a day, how many days will be
required to burn up all the rods?

30. Each oxy-acetylene outfit requires 2 lengths of
hose, each 20 ft. long. How many feet of hose
will he need to replace the hose oa.12 oxy-acetylene
outfits?

31. A welding operator cuts a piece of steel tubing
60 inches long from a 20 ft. piece. How many
feet of tubing was in the piece?

32. A welding supply house received 1,000 lbs. of 5/32"
welding rods, 250 of 3/16" welding rods, carbide
that weighs 875 lbs. and miscellaneous parts
weighing 385 lbs. How many lbs. of freight were
received?

33. If a can of carbide weighs 94 lbs., how much will
11 cans weigh?

34. A mechanic replaced the spark plugs in 9 v.-8
welding machine gas engines. How many plugs were
needed?
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35. During a three month period a local welding
shop used 320 kilowatts of electricity one
month, 468 the next, and 393 the third month.
What was the total amount of electricity used?

36. At an average speed of 43 minutes per weld,
how many welds can be made in 215 minutes?

37. A service station operator has an oil barrel
which contains 49 gallons. If his sales
average 28 quarts per day, how many days will
the oil last?

38. A welder cut a piece of steel 2" long from a
bar of stock which was 61 long in order
to make a bushing. The stock weighs 5 lbs.
per foot and the entire length cost $6.70.
What is the length of the piece remaining
after the cut was made?

39. If a welder can make a complete weld in 12
hours, how much should he be paid for his
labor at $2.00 per hour?

40. A welder was paid $23.00 for his work on a
certain job. If the rods coat 43.00, acety-
lene cost $17.00, oxygen $5.00, and several
miscellaneous items 411.00, :low much did the
job coat?
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Mathematics-10: Reducing Fractions to Lowest Terms

Grade:

Introduction:

If an exhaust pipe is divided into 7 equal parts, each one of
these parts is called a seventh. Should we take away 2 of
these equal.parts, we would have left 5 Tarts or five-sevenths
(5/7) of the pipe.

.

In a fraCtion, the number above the line i8 called, the numerator
and the number below the line Is called the denominator7--TSF---
NUMBER.of equal,parts taken of an object is the numerator;
then below a horizontal line a number that s_gnifies the number
of equal parts into which the object.is-dividetiLls-the,
denominator.

A fraction is a part of a whole number:. one -half (1/2) , one-
fifth (1/5), three-sevenths (3/7) are examples of fractions.
Fractions ALWAYS indicate division, the numerator DIVIDED BY
the denominator. Thus, 3/7 means that 3 is dividedb'y'T.

An improper fraction is a fraction whose numerator equals or
is greater than the denominator: for example 4/4, 9/8, 37/32.

Lowest Terms: A fraction is in its lowest terms wLen its":
numerator.and denominator cannot be divided exactly b, the
same number other than 1. Dividing the numerator and denomina-
tor by the same number does not change the value of.the
fraction.

Reducing a fraction to its lowest terms.means.dividing Voth
the numerator and denominator by the largest number that will
be contained an even number of times in each. For example,
when reducing 24/64 to its lowest terms, it can be seen that
8 is the largest number that may be divided into both terms
evenly. Hence,

24 = 24 f 8 is 3/8 answer
SC -67713



11, If we work in the shop 5 days per week, what part

2. 3/18

5. 10/40

3, 8/16 w

4. 7/21

of the week is this?

10. 38/64 gi

7. 6/8

9. 3A7 gi

8. 1 't5

Welding

Page 2 of 2Mathematics 10

?roblems: Reduce the following fractions to lowest terms.

1. 2/4 up 6. 10/32 -

Z. Which $5 great .t 6/8 inch or 50/64 inch?

13. Which is Manors 26/32 inch or 11/16 inch?

14. It you Measured a metal block as 58/6k of an mph,
express this measurement in its lowest terms.

15. What part of the entire day (24 hours) does :. ereon
spend at work if hf. works 5 hours a day?
Express, in lowest term as

16. A welder did a job in 40 minutes, What part of
an hour did it take him to do the job?

17, 1#6 ton

18. 2,244 hour

Complete the Sentences below by writing the correct word or number
in the blanks provided.

19. To Wang, 6/16 to 3/8, (a) the numerator
and denominator of 6/16 by (b)

20, To change 75/100 to 3/48 (a) the numerator
and denominator of 75/100 byOr.
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Mathematics 11: Changing Improper Fractions to Mixed Numbers

Introduction:

An improper fraction is a fraction whose numerator equals or
is greater than the denominator: 6/6, 13/12, 9/1, eto. A
mixed number is a whop number and a fraction together, such
as 6 7/8, 3 1A, etc. Since fractions ALWAYS indicate
division, an improper fraction may be reduced to a whole num-
ber or a mixed number by DIVIDING the numerator BY THE
denominator,

Illustrat

1.

2.

3.

4.

*Ve Examples:

Change 6/3 to a mixed or whole number. 6/3 11, 6 4 3 2.
Since there is no remainder the answer is simply a whole
number, 2.

Change 8/5 to a mixed or whole number.
3/5 8 1 5 = 1 3/5. The numerator (8) is divided by the
denominator (5), and the result is 1 with a remainder of
3. The 3 is wrf.tten over the denominator i.5), and the
answer is 1 3/5.

Change 19/y to a mixed or whole number,
19/y Al 19 T = 2 5/7 answer.

niangs14/6 to a mixed or whole number.
14/6 = 14 ; 6 = 2 2/6. Now reduce the 2/6 to lowest
terms. 2 2/6 . 2 1/3 answer.

Probl2W Change the following improper fractions to a whole
number;

1. 8/5 6. 13/8

2. 12/3 . T. 6/4 .

3. 16/2 8. 72/64 I.

4. 60/16 9. 56/32

5. 10/4 . 10. 100/32
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11. Which is larger: 8 3/8 inches or 114/16 inches?

12. Which is smaller: 78/32 inches or 2 5/8 inches?

13. A piece of copper tubing measures 64 inches in
length. Express this length in feet only.

14. A welder did a job in 105 minutes. Express in
hours only.

15. 3500 tons =
2000

16. 19 gallons

17. 3080 mile!

18. 27 feet =

19.
T6
43 pounds

20. 75 hours =

.110
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Mathematics 12: Changing Mixed Numbers to Improper Fractions

Introduction:

Any mixed number may be changed to an improper fraction by
multiplying the whole number by the denominator of the fraction
and adding.this product to the numerator. The sum thus obtained
is the numerator of the fraction, and the denominator is the
same as the fractional part of the mixed number.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Change 2 3/4 to an improper fraction.
2 3/4 = (4 x 2) + 3 = 8 + 3 = 11 answer

Multiply the whole number (2) by the denominator (4) and
add the numerator 0). Write the result (11) over the
denominator (4) and the answer is 11.

2. Change 10 4/5 to an improper fraction.
10 4/5 . (10 x 51 + 4 = 50 + 4 is 54 answer-5- 7

3. Change 19 7/32 in (19 x 32) + 7 = 608 + 7 = 615
32

answer

Problems: Change mixed numbers to improper

6 1/4 inches =

frac*ions.

6. i 11112 ft. .1.

2. 8 1/2 inches = 7. 8 31/36 yds. .

3. 5 1400 tons 8. 2 3/4 hrs. =
2000

4. 9 13A4 gals. 2. 9. 11 13/24 days in

5. 3 1743 miles = 10. 5-5/12 yrs. .
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11. A welder added together several lengths of hose
and found that it totaled 11 1/8 ft. How may this
be written as an improper fraction?

12. Is Joe correct when he says that a hose measuring
5 22/16" is the came as 6 7/16"?

Page 2 of 2

13. A welding shop measured 22 3/4 ft. in width. Express
this as an improper fraction.

14. A welding operator welded 58 1/2 Inches in 1 hour.
Write this distance as an improper fraction.
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Mathematics 21; Changing Fractions to Higher Terms.

Introduction:

The scales used by an auto mechanic are graduated finer than
those found on a six-foot rule or yardstick. When a mechanic
adds or subtracts fine measurements, it is often necessary
to change some of the fractions to other fractions. In Math.
2 and 3 you learned to add and subtract fractions on the
scale. In a later assignment you will have the opportunity
to learn how addition and subtraction of fractions may be
done without using the scale. In this assignment we will
learn how to change fractions from one form to another with-
out changing their value so that they may be added. For
example, if 1/2 and 7/16 were to be added together, 1/2 would
have to be changed to sixteenths. 1/2 equals 8/16, therefore
8/16 + 7/16 se 15/16 which can be found on the scale.

Illustrative Examples:

DIVIDE the new denominator by the denominator of the given
fraction, THEN, multiply both the numerator and denominator
of the given fraction by this quotient.

1. 1 / 2 16 2= 8 1 x 8 s 8 answer
T6

2. 7 / 8 . 32 ; 8 s 4 7 x m 28 answer
b x

3. Change the 3/1 to eighths.

r Er T6

3/4 8 ; 4 2 s 6 answer
4x
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Change:

Problems: Change the following Fraction to higher terms.

3. l7/32

5. 7 /8 -

14. 5/8 to 32nds

15. 1/16 to 64the

2. 3/16

4. 5/12

12. 1/4 to 64ths

13. 11/16 to 64ths A

1. 2/3

11. 1/8 to 64ths

riz

10. 3/8

20. 19/32 to 64ths

6. 1/4

7. 3/4

8. 41/50

9. 1/20 .

s'

16. 1/4 to 16the

17. 3/10 to 100ths

18. 2/3 to tha

19. 15/16 to 32nds

-TM

Page 2 of 2

TOTS
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Mathematics 14: Least Common Denominators

Introduction:

Grade:

Fractions to be added must have a common denominator. We
have added and subtracted fractioni57Ehr5R76riscale.
It has been seen that we could not add 1/4, 3/16, and 3/8
and obtain a simple fraction. We must reduce them all to
a common denominator, which sometimes results in a fraction
being changed to higher terms as studied in Math 13. Each
fraction 1/16, 5/16, and 7/16 has the number 16 for a de-
nominator. They are said to have a common denominator.

1/16 / 5/16 / 7/16 = 13/16

The least common denominator must be found before adding
fractions that do not have a common denominator.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Change 3/8, 3/16, and 3/32 to fractions having a least
common denominator *

The smallest number which is divisible by the denominators
8, 16, and 32 is 32.

3/8 -1 12/32 3/16 - 6/32 3/32 = 3/32

*L.C.D. is the abbreviation for least common denominator.

Note that when fractions are changed to fractions having a least
common denominator their VALUE is not changed. Only their form
is changed.
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2. Change 1/8 and 5/16 to fractions having a least common
denominator.

L.C.D. is 16) 16 is the smallest number that can be
divided exactly by 8 and 16.

1 = 1 x 2 = 2 5= 5
8 3aFiz Ts. Ts Ts

Problems: Change the given fractions to equivalent fractions
having the least common denominator (L.C.D. ) as
their denominator. The first problem is worked
as an example.

1. 1/3 and 2/9 3/9 and 2/9

2. 1/4 and 7/32

3. 3/4 and 5/64

4. 1/2 and 9/32

5. 1/2 and 1/4

6. 11/12 and 4/5

7. 7/8 and 9/64

8. 8/9 and 3/4

9. 5/6 and 5/8

1C. 5/6 and 7/18

11. 1/2, 3/8, and 7/16

12. 9/16, 3/8, and 7/32

13. 5/8, 3/64, 1/32, and 3/4
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Mathematics 15: Addition of Fractions

Introduction:

When adding fractions having the same denominator, add the
numerators and write the sum over the denominator. If the

resulting numerator is larger than the denominator, it is

an improper fraction, and must be changed to a whole number

or a mixed number. For example:

1/8 + 1/8 + 5/8 + 1/8 m 12/8 which equals 1 4/8

1 4/8 equals 1 1/2 answer

5/16 + 11/16 + 9/16 + 7/16 = 32/16 which equals 2 answer

If the fractions have unlike denominators, find least common
denominators and change fractions to equal fractions having

the same denominator.

For example:

1/2 + 3/4 + 5/16 = what? Since 16 is the least common
denominator, change 1/2 to 16the and 3/4 to 16ths. The

problem then becomes 8/16 + 12/16 + 5/16 m 25/16 =1 9/16

To add mixed numbers, first add the fractions, then add
this sum to the sum of the whole numbers. For example:

2 3/16 3/16 Change fractions to fractions
10 3/4 A. 12/16 having least common denomina-
8 tors and add. Change to mixed

241&414 numbers if necessary, then add
lo = 1 1/16 to the sum of the whole numbers.

24

21117111. answer

-
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Problems:

1. 2 5/8 + 1 1/2 =

2. 7 + 5/16

3. 16 7/8 + 6 9/32

4. 5 3/8 + 4 3/4 =

5. 10 1/2 + 9/16

6. 2 1/2 + 1 1/4 + 7 5/16

T. 3 1/16 + 2

8. 9 1/5 + 8

9. 6 3/4 + 8

10. 1 1/2 + 2

11. Three welding machines weigh 425 3/8 lbs., 432 5/16 lbs.,
and 502 1/2 lbs. What is their total weight?

3/32

+

2/3 +

11/64

+

1

2

+

1 1/8 .

3/10

5/6 =

3 7/32 .

12. A welder worked 2 1/2 hours on one job, 3 5/8 hours
on another, and 6 1/4 hours on a third. What was
the total amount o time worked?

13. A welder measures three pieces of pipe and finds that
they are 3 9/16", 2 7/32", and 5 3/411 long. How long
e?ould a piece of pipe be in order to replace the
thr4.., pieces?

14. What is the outside diameter of a pipe which has
an inside diameter of 1 7/8" and a wall thickness
of 5/16"?

15. If a welding operator has 8 pieces of pipe measuring
13 1/8 inches long, what is the total length of all
pieces?

16. If it takes one welding operator 3 3/8 days to do one
job, 4 1/4 days to do another job, and T 3/8 days to
do the last job, how many days will be required to do
all three jobs?
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Problems (Contid)

17. Find the 0. D. of the masher:

Th

18. What is the overall length of the templet?

144 if141-11

19. Find the total length:

I

ff

iku -61 L.

41-23;1N1

20. Find the total length of the stud:

i iiii 4- I I: --Pl- 11

Pcge 3 of 3
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NaThematics 16: Subtraction of Fractions

Imuioduction:

In shop work It is necessary to subtract as well as to add.
Subtraction is comparatively easy after you have mastered
addition. As in addition, change the fractions so as to
have a least common denominator. Subtract the numera r
and write their difference above the least common denominator.
Always express the fraction in its lowest terms.

Illustrative Fxamplet!:

1. Subtract 3/4 from .15/16.

15/16 = 15/16 Change to fractions having a
least common denominator and

answer
subtract the numerators. Write
this difference above the denom-
inator.

2. Subtract 5/8 from 27/32.

27/32 = 27/32 Since 32 is the least common de-
nominator, change 5/8 to 32nds$

_TL22641..
answer

then subtract numerators writing
the difference above the denomi-
nator.

To sut*tract one mixed number from another, first subtract the
fraction, then finu the difference betty n the whole numbers.
If the fraction to be subtracted is larger than the one it is
to be subtracted from, t(rrow4ig is necessary. For example:
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3. Subtract 8 5/6 from 17 1/8.

(a) 17 1/8 = 17 3/24

- 8 V6 = 8 20/24

(b) 16 27/24

- 8 20/24
Mrrar

Problems:

1. 3/16 - 3/64 .

2. 9/16 - 3/32 =

3. 3/4 - 3/8 =

4. 1/2 - 5/64 =

5. 8 7/8 - 2 1,/16

11. If a welder spends Ilk of
taxes, 3/8 for food, 3/16
incidentals, what part of

Page 2 of 2

Change the fractions to frac-
tions having least common
denominators. See "tsar. Since
20/24 cannot be subtracted from
3/24 it is necessary that I be
borrowed from the 17. The 1 is
changed to 24ths. Changing the
1 makes it 24/24 which in added
to the 3/24 making it 274724.
See "(b)". Now subtract the
fractions and then the whole
numbers,

8. 30 1/2 - 14 1/4

6. 27 - 20 13/16 -

7. 9 1/4 - 3 7/16 .

9. 13 - 5 5/8 .

1(), 56 9/16 - 27 7/8

his wages in order to pay
for clothing, and 1/8 for
his pay is left?

12. The cooling system of a gas engine driven welding
machine has a capacity of 22 1/2 quarts. If 13 3/8
quarts are lost through a loose hose connection, how
much is left?
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Mathematics 2.v Multiplication of Fractions

Multiplication of fractions does NOT require a least common
denominator as was found necessary in addition and subtrac-
tion. When one fraction is multiplied anoi.i,ter, the

numerator: are multiplied together to get a new numerator
and the denominators are multiplied together to get a new de-
nominator. The new fraction should be reduced to its lowest
terms. When multiplying one mixed number by another, first
change them to fractions and then multiply the fractions.
When multiplying it may be possible to use the principle of
cancellation. This is a method oi making the multiplication
of fractions shorter by striking out identical factors in the
numerator and denominator.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Multiply 3/5 x 4/7.

3/5 x 4/Y = 12/35

2. Find 1/2 of 3/4 inch.

1/2 x 3/4 = 3/8 inch

3. Multiply 3/5 x 8

3/5 x 8/1 = 24/5 = 4

Multiply 3 x
duct (12) as
Multiply 5 x
product (35)

4 and write the pro-
the numerator.
7 and write the
as the denominator.

answer

4/5 When multiplying, 8 is under-
Stood to have a denominator of
1. Kaltiply 3 x 8 and 5 x 1.
The 24/5 is then reduced to
lowest terms, 4 4/5 which is
the answer.
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4. Multiply 6 5/8 x 3/4

53x IR 13529 4 3.71.

5. Multiply 5/12 x 8/15

Problems t

'1.

2.

1 2

4 ,c 2 answer

X5
3 3

Cancel when possible.

2/5 x 5/7

3/8 x 5/11

3. 2/3 x 9/16

Page 2 of 2

First change the mixed number to a
fraction. MUltiply the whole
number (6) by the denominator (8)
and add the numerator (5).
Hence 6 x 8 = 48. 48 + 2-- 53.

This result is written over the
denominator. 6 5/8 = 53. The

fractions may then be multiplied.

Here, we may cancel and save time
because there are numbers in the
numerators and denominators which
can be divided by the same number.
5 is contained in the numerator of
5/12 one time and in the denom-
inator of 8/15 three times. We
cancel and write these numbeft.
Now multiply 1 x 2 = 2 for the
numerator of the answer and 3 x 3
for the denominator of the answer.

= 7.

= 8.

= 9.

3/I6 of 72

5/7 x 21 =

3/16 x 32/45 =

4. 5/6 x 12/15 = 10. 1/2 of 2 5/4 .

5. 12 x 5/4 11. 2 7/8 x 3 0 -

6. 7/8 of 96 = 12. T 2/3 x 5 6/7 =

13. If 50 welding rods weigh 2 3/8 lbs., how much will
150 welding rods weigh ?
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1. Four partly filled cans of carbide containing 3/4, 7/8,
9/16 gal. and 1 1/2 gal. were poured into a large can.
What was the total amount poured in the large can?

2. If 75 lbs. of bolts were put in a bin, and each bolt
weighs 3/8 of a lb., how many bolts were put in the
bin?

3. How many pieces of pipe 1 5/8" long may be cw.t from a
piece of stock 19 1/2" long?

4. What is the weight of 9 gauges if each one weighs
1/2 lb?

5. A foreman ordered some brass 3/16" thick. He received
brass which was 15/64" thick. Was it too thick or
too thin? How much?

6. A welding operator reports that his 17 machines consume
153 1/2 gallons of gasoline per day. What is the
average consumption per machine?

7. A bolt 2 3/4" long is threaded 1/2 of this length.
What is the length of the threaded portion?

8. It is necessary for a mechanic to drill a 7/16" hole.
By mistake he drilled a 17/32" hole.-- Was it too
large or too small? How much?

9. A welding shop employs 4 men. If each man averages
42 1/2 hours per week, how many hours do they work
in 3 1/2 weeks?
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Mathematics 18: Division of Fractions

Introduction:

Division of fractions is similar to multiplication of fractions
except that the divisor is inverted (turned upside down). As
in multiplication all mixed numbers should be changed to frac-
tions before dividing them.

Illustrative Examples:

1.
3 a

.& Since this is 3/16 divided by 9/64
TE the 9/64 is the divisor and is
1 4 inverted. Then the problem is

li x 64 = it 1 1 simply a multiplication exercise.7 -3. -7- The sign is changed to x; some
1 3 of the factors are cancelled and

the answer reduced to lowest
terms.

2. 4 4, 3/8

4/1 x 8/3 = 32/3 = 10 2/3 answer

3. Divide 8 3/8 by 2 1/2

67/8 5/2

1

x 2(

'5
. 3 7

answer0
4

Problems:

1. 7/8 5 =
4. 2 4. 1/64

2. 3/4 4. 3/8 = 5. 2 3/4 4. 1/8 =

3. 15 4. 5/8 = 6. 4 1/16 4. 8 1/8 =
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Problems: (Cont'd)

7. 25 3/8 4 9/16 = 9. 7 13/16 4. 3 3/2

8. 96 4 3 9/16 - 10. 7/8 4 3/16 =

11. The net weight of rode in a box is 130 pounds. One rod
weighs 1 29/75 oz. How many rods are there in the box?

12. A roll of 3/4 inch copper tubing is 19 1/4 feet long.
How many pieces of tubing 9 5/8 inches long can be
cut from this roll?

13. Joe, the welder, chargedMr. Jobbie $63.00 for 15 3/4
hours work on his truck. How much did Joe earn per
hour?

14. A space 20 5/8 inches long is to be divided into 11
equal parts. What is the length of each space?

15. A welder works 6 3/2 days and puts in 47 2/3 hours.
How many hours did he work per day?

16. If 2/3 of an hour is the average time for doing 1
job, how many jobs can be done in an 8 hour day?

17. How many pieces of pipe 8 3/8" long can be cut from
a piece having a length of 50 1/4 "?

18. A welding shop has a shelf which is 87 1/2" in length.
If it is to be divided into 7 equal spaces, how long
will each space be?
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Mathematics al: Review Problems

1. Add:

a. 108 b. 29 c. 833
3256 583 18

22 6 1405

2122 10

2. Subtract:

a. 3022^

3. Find the product of:

a. 209
x 25

b. 287
2.32

b. 569

4, Find the quotient of:

a. 9920 * 32

h. 10535 ,:, 301 m

c. 3570 4, 42 .

5, L.C.D. means
-0Www=11AIMM.P.

c. 862

c. 542
x 38

6. 3 5/8, 4 1/2, 5 1/32 are examples of numbers.

7. Reduce 18/3a to lowest terms.
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8. Change 3/8 to 64ths.

9. Change 8 3/4 to an improper fraction.

10. Add:

a. 3 5/8

2 3/4

11. Subtractt

a. 4 0
-2 1/4,

Page 2 ,of 2

b. 6 7/9 c. 3

2 1/2_ 2

4

b. 7 1/4 c. 2

- 1

12. Multiply:

a. 3/8 x 4/9 =

b. 6/7 x 5/7 =

c. 2 1/2 x 3 4/5

13. Divides

a. 5/8 1/2

b. 3 3/4 * 2 =

c. 3 1/2 * 2 1/4 =

1. If it takes 5/8 lb. of rode for cm job,
pounds wIll be required for 16 jobs?

15. A gas engine metes 2100 H.P.M. How many
will it make in 9 minutes?

how many

5/6

2/5

3/10

9/16

1/8

revolutions
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Mathematics 20: The Decimal System

Introduction:

In some cases shop work dimensions are given in decimal fraction
Where greater accuracy is needed, dimensions are given in
thousandths of an inch. A decimal is a special kind of fraction
whose denominator is 10 or some product of 10 such as 100, 1000,
etc. The decimal fraction differs from the common fraction in
that the division line and denominator is not written. A dec-
imal point is a period (.) which is placed to the left of the
first number in the fraction. In the case of mixed decimals
the point is placed between the whole number and the decimal
fraction. Examples: .6 = 6/10, .09 = 9/100, .003 = 3/1000,
14.5 = 14 5/10.

In reading a decimal fraction, read the number to the right
of the decimal point and use the name that applies to the
place value of the last figure for the denominator.

.4 - 4/10 = 4 tenths

.04 = 4/100 = 4 hundredths

.004 . 4/1000 = 4 thousandths

.0004 = 4/10000 = 4 ten-thousandths

.00004 - 4/100000 = 4 hundred-thousandths

.000004 = 4/10001;00 = 4 millionths

One place is tenths; two placeshundredths; three places,
thousandths; etc.

If a zero (0) precedes (comes before) the decimal point, such
as 0.65, the zero indicates that there is no whole number in
the decimal and should be treated as If it has been omitted.

In reading a mixed decimal (whole number and decimal fraction)
th, word "and" is always used between the whole number and
the fraction. The word "and" is read to show the place of the
decimal point; for example, 5.75 is read "five and seventy-
five hundredths".
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Illustrative Examples:

1. Read .824 (sometimes written 0.824).
Answer: Right hundred twenty-four thousandths.

2. Read 11.62.
Answer: Eleven and sixty-two hundredths.

3. Write as a decimal:
Three hundred fifteen and seventy-two hundredths.
Answer: 315.72.

4. Write as a decimal:
Twenty-five and twenty-five thousandths.

Problems:

Answer: 25.025

word statements:

.8

Write in

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

160

13.5

16.32

.0c4

.455

100.003

.569

Write in figures:

9. Twenty and five tenths.

10. Three thousandths

11. One thousand and three thousandths

12. Bight ten thousandths

13. Thirty two and six hundred sixty six thousandths

14. Three hundred twenty-five thousandths
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Mathematics Sls Addition and Subtraction of Decimals

Introductions

In the addition and subtraction of decimal fractions or mixed
decimals (2.33), write the numbers with the decimal points
directly under one another, regardless of the number of
figures. Having done Wits, add or subtract the numbers just
as you would if they were whole numbers. Place a decimal
point in the answer directly under all of the other decimal
points.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Add: 6.25; 63.305; and 2.8705.

6.25 The decimal point in the sum (answer} is in
63.305 Xine with the other decimal points in the
2.87 broblem.

2. Subtract:

1306.870 Note that a zero (0) was added to .87 for
630.258 convenience in subtracting. Placing a zero

676.612 to the right of a decimal fraaion does not
change the value of the fre_Ition. .87 and
.870 have the same value.

Problems:

1. Add .2143, .105, 2.3042, and 1.1417.

2. Find the sum of 15.6, .18, t.55, .386, 300.

3. Find the difference between 83.75 and 59,95.

4. From 83.65 take 13.679.
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Problems: (Contd)

5. A thickness gauge has 8 tempered leaves of the
following thickness in inches: 0.0015, 0.002,
0.003, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.010, and 0.015.
What is this total thickness?

6. What is the differenco in the weight of two
welding machines if one weighs 2755.35 pounds
and the other weighs 2586.75 pounds?

7. The outside diameter of a certain copper tubing
is 2.375 inches and its wall thickness is .083
inches. What is the inside diameter?

8. A gas engine cylinder is to be rebored for an
oversize piston which measures 6.555 inches.
If the piston is to have a clearance of .022
inches, to what size should the cylinder be
bored?

9. A welder earned $65.80 in wages. The following
deductions were made: room $4.25, meals $17.30,
insuranue $1.87. How much will he receive?

1 0. Subtract .8755 from 1.

11. If a welding helmet costs $12.85 and welding
gloves cost $2.590 what is the combined cost
of the helmet and gloves?

32. A cylinder measures 3.187 standard size. If
it is rebored to a .060" oversize, what is the
size of the rebored cylinder?

13. A generator commutator 2.57" in diameter was
turned down in a lathe. If the cutting tool
took a cut .038" deep, what was the finished
diameter?

14. A customer was charged $9.82 for material and
$8.75 for labor on his truck. If he paid
with a twenty dollar bill, how much change
should he receive?

15. A piston measures 2.875" when cold. If it
expands .0008" when heated, what is its
diameter when hot?
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Mathematics 221 Multiplication ,f Decimals

Introduction:

In multiplying decimals, proceed as with whole numbers.
The decimal points in the problem do not have to line up a.;
in addition and subtraction. Point off as many decimal
places in the product, beginning at the RIGHT, as there are
in the problem. Should the product contain fewer figures
than the required number of decimal places, prefix as many
zeros as necesstary.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Mu:tiply .481 by 211..

.481 There are three decimal places in the problem,
24 hence there are three decimal places pointed

off in the product.

2§g-
11044

2. Multiply 0.053 by 0.04.

0.053 Two zeros are prefixed to 212 so that five
0.04 decimal places may be pointed off in the pro-

.00212 duct.

Problems:

1. Multiply 1.306 by 1.35.

2. 4.35 x 6.008

3, Find the product of 2.53 and .00525.

4, If a U. S. gallon of water weighs 8.335
pounds, what is the weight of 13.5 gallons?



Mathematics 22 Page 2 of 2
Welding

Problems (Cont,d)

5. What is the cost of 23.375 pounds of 3/8 N.C.
semi- finished hexagon nuts at $0.48 per pound?

6. A welding shop owners utilities cost him $9.87
per month. How much did a year's utilities
cost him?

7. A welder could buy a welding machine for $565
cash or $115 down and 12 payments of $39.75
each. How much could he save by paying cash?

8. The price quoted for a certain size copper
tubing is $.48 per foot. What would be the
cost of 95 ft. of thls tubing?

9. What is the total cost of the felowing?

a. 9 gauges at $12.38 each

b. 78 lbs. of carbide at $.22 per lb.

c. 438 tb .ions of gasoline at $.34 per
gallon.

d. 4 lbs. of welding rods at $.58 per lb.

e. 400- 1/4" x 20" N.C. boltA at $.75 per
100.

f: 4001- 1/4" hex nuts at $.65 per hundred.

Total Cost

10. If a welder is paid $1.75 per hour for his
work, what would be the amount of his pay If
he works 42 hours?
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Grade:Student's Name: Date: .------.

Mathematics 23: Division of Decimals

Introduction:

Decimals are divided in the same way as whole numbers, but
with another step; that of placing the decimal point in the

quotient (answer). Pay no attention to the decimal points
until the quotient is obtained, then, point off in the quo-
tient the number of places in the dividend less those in the

divisor. The divisor is the number which is being divided.
The dtridend is the number which the divisor is being

divided into. The number of places in the dividend must not
be less than (or be made to equal by adding zeros) the number
of places in the divisor. When division dces not come out

evenly, add zeros to the dividend and continue the process
of division to give at least three places in the quotient.

Illustrative Examples:

1. Divide .625 by 25.

.025 Subtract the number of decimal places in

25/.625 divisor from the number of places in the

50 dividend. Since there are 3 places in the

175 dividend and none in the divisor, (3 - 0 3)

222 point off 3 places from the right in the

quotient. In this example a zero had to be
prefixed. (Added, in order to have three
places to point off.)

2. Divide 7.025 by .05.

140. Since there are three decimal places in the
.05 dividend and two in the divisor, the difference

5 is 1 and we place the decimal .oint I place

'du from the right in the quotient.
20

25



Problems: (Carry out at least 1 decimal place)

Mathematics 23
Welding

Illustrative Examples (Contici)

13. A strip of metal 16 inches long is to be cut into

11. A 3/8" x 2" bolt weighs 0.375 lb. How many

12. A welding force of 15 men had a bonus of $875.70

10. Divide 310 by .0625.

7. Divide .4 by .003.

8. Divide .0003 by 3.75.

9. Divide 1 by 0.785.

. Divide .0144 by .02.

6. Divide 25.11 by 81.

2. Divide 92.112 by 75.

3. Divide 70.2 by 1.9.

5. Divide 903.5 by 27.8.

1. Divide 183.375 by 489.

3. Divide 326 by .25.

bolts are there in 75 pounds?

divided equally among them. How much did each

nothing for each cut of the shears?

5 equal parts. What is the length of each part

receive?

to the nearest thousandth of an inch, allowing

.25
25

7
100

75

1 04

places will equal those in the divisor.
The difference is 0, therefore, no decimal
places will have to be pointed off in the

-117

In this example two zeros must be added to

quotient.

the dividend so that the number of decimal

Page 2 of 2

_
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Student's Name: Date Grade:

Mathematics 24: Changing Common Fractions to Decimals

Introduction:

Sometimes it is necessary to convert common fractional
measurements to decimal fractions. To change common frac-
tions to a decimal, we use the simple pl:ocess of Lerely
setting down the numerator, placing a decimal point after
it annexing zeros, and dividing by the denominator. Some-
times it is necessary to add additional zeros so that
division will cony out even; at other times this is impos-
sible.

Illustrative Example:

a. Change 7/16 to a decimal

4
7/16 .16

Problems:

Change the following fractions to decimals (carry to three decimal

places.)

1. 7/8 . 5/16

2. 5/8 5. 51/64

3. 15/32 6. 11/16"



Mathematics 24
Welding

Problems (Cont'd)

Page 2 of 2

7. 65/64" 9. 7/16"

8. 312" 10. 1 1/4"

13. Which is greater .534" or 17/32"?

12. An engine cylinder is 3 1/16" in diameter and
it is to be rebored to .015" oversize for a
new piston. What will its size be after it
is rebored?

13. The cylinders f_q. a welding machina engine
are 3 5/8" in diameter, and the manufacturer
recommends that pistons be fitted with a
clearance of .0035". What size should the
pistons be for this engine?

14. A yielding shop owner received a shipment of
freight consisting of 342.5 lbe of electrical
supplies, 162 1/4 lbs. of bolts and nuts, and
895.5 lbs. of small parts. What was the total
weight of be freight?

15. In checking the clearance between the piston
groove and ring, a .003" feeler fitted snugly.
WIaat was tl-a width of the groove if a 1/8" ring
is being used?

16. What is the total coat of the following supplies?

a. One 250 lb. can carbide @ 18 1/2 per lb.

b. One 200 lb. box of welding rods 8 $.23 per ro.

c. 4 cans of welding flux @ $4.80 per can.

32 lighter flints 08 312i each.

Total Cost
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Student's Name: Date: Grade:

Directions: Solve the following problems. Write the correct
arswer in the apace provided.

1. A welding operator while doing a job, used the following
pieces of pipe; 16.6 inches, 18.75 inches, 17.25 inches and
37.4 inches. What was the total length of pipe used on
the job?

2. If the operating cost of a gas driven we ding machine for
10 days is $100.00, what is the operation cost per day?

3. If a welding operator burns 32 lbs. of rods in 8 hours,
how many lbs. of rods will he burn in 24 hours?

4. A repair job took 3 days to complete. If 2 welders
were each paid $1.70 per hour, and they worked 8.5
hours per day, what was the cost of the job?

5. A welder earned $87.50 per week. If he pays $11.75
income tax and $2.76 Social Security, what was his take
home pay?

6. A welder repaired a motor block that was cracked. If
material cost $4.75 and it took 2 hours at $4.25 per
hour, what was the amount of the bill?
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MENORANDUM
TO: The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
980 Kinnear Road
Co luml,Its, Ohio 43212

Vocational Curriculum
FROM: (Person) Lloyd Ponder (Agency) Development & Research Center

(Address) 0 Box 6 Nat chit o che Jana

DATE: July 1967

BE: (Author, Title, Publisher, Date) Research Center, "Welding. Job Sheets,

Unit I - Oxyacetylene, Unit II.. Oxyacetylene," Research Center. 1963.

8upplementary Information on Instructional Material

Provide information below which is not included in the publication. left N/A in
each blank for which information is not available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for further
instructions.

(1) Source of Available Copies:
Agency Vocational Curriculum Develoent&Researct Center
AddresiT5707; Natchitoches Louisiana 1 57
Limitation on A = 1a. = C.. es 1 ce It 2.00

(quantity prices)

(2) Means Used to Develop Material:

Development Group Committee of Instructors
Level of Group State
Method of Design, eating, and Trial er = prepare ested n shop,
and produced.

(3) Utilization of Material:
Appropriate School Setting Trade School
Type of Program Pretaratory
Occupational Focus Welder

Geographic Adaptability No Restriction
Uses of Material Student Use
Users of Material Teacher and Student

(4) Requirements for Using Material:
Teacher Competency melding_Instructor
Student Selection Criteria Postsecondary, male, student preparing to
become a welder
Time Allotment N/A

Suliplemental Media
Necessary,

%Check Which)Desirable

Describe

Source agency
ledress



WELDING

Units I and II

Unit I - Welding - Oxyacetylene Cutting

Job 1 Set Up Oxyacetylene Equi ment (Flat)
Job 2 To Cut Steel Plate Flat
Job 3 Cutting Odd Shapes Flat
Job 4 To Pierce Steel Plate (Flat)
Job 5 Manipulative Test (Flat)

Unit II - Welding - Oxyacetylene Welding

Job 1 Deposit Beads
Job 2 Welding with Filler Rod
Job 3 Corner Joint
Job 4 Butt Weld Mild Steel
Job 5 Lap Weld Mild Steel
Job 6 Manipulative Test
Job 7 Butt Weld
Job 8 Lap Joint
Job 9 Vee-Butt Joint
Job 10 Butt Joint
Job 11 Lap Joint
Job 12 Manipulative Test
Job 13 Bronze Weld Mild Steel
Job 14 Braze-Weld Cast Iron
Job 15 Silver Solder a Lap Joint of Copper
Job 16 Manipulative Test
Job 17 Butt Weld Pipe (Roll)
Job 18 Butt Weld Pipe (Bell Hold)
Job 19 Butt Weld Pipe
Job 20 Manipulative Test
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UNITS I and II

Title Source

Potter
OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Bennett and Sly
BLUEPRINT READING FOR WELDERS

WELDING COURSE MATHEMATICS

Althouse-Turnquist
MODERN WELDING PRACTICE

THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK

OXYACETYLENE WELDING AND
CUTTING

American Technical Society
848 East 58th Street
Chicago 37, Illinois

Delmar Publishers, Inc.
Mountainview Avenue
Albany 5, New York

Louisiana State Voc.-Tech.
Curriculum Laboratory
P. 0. Box 657
liatchitoches, Louisiana

The Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.
1322 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 5, Illinois

The Linde Company
270 Park Avenue
New York 17, New York

Air Reduction Sales Co., Inc.
Div. of Air Reduction Co., Inc.
2507 Larkspur Street
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Air Reduction Sales Co., Inc.
Div. of Air Reduction Co., Inc.
6031 St. Vincent Avenue
Shreveport, Louisiana

Air Reduction Sales Co., Inc.
Div. of Air Reduction Co., Inc.
1406 S. Hendon
New Orleans 75, Louisiana



Name:

STATE VOCATNINAL-TECHNICAL & SCNIOLS of LOWSHINA

WELDING

MATHEMATICS ASSIGNMENT SHEET

es - -Unit

UNIT I WHOLE NUMBERS

Text: WELDING COURSE MATHEMATICS
Louisiana State lb:ie.-Tech.

Natchitoches, Louisiana
P. 0. Box 657
Curriculum Laboratory

Date Grade Instructor

Math 1 Linear Measurements
Math 2 Scale Practice
Math 3 Scale Practice
Math 4 Addition of Scale Measurements
,,

. Sub. of Sea e Measurements
Math Addition of Whole Numbers
Math 7- Subtraction of Whole Numbers
Math 6 Multiplication of Whole Numbers
Nhth9 Division of Whole Numbers

Test - Unit I

UNIT II FRACTIONS

math I6 Reducing Fractions to Lowest Term-
Math Changing Improper ac ons o

Mixed Numbers
Math 12 Changing -Mixed Numbers to Improper

Fractions I

)lath 13 Changing-Fractions to Higher Terms
Math 14 Least Common Denominators
Math 15- Addition of Fractions

it-lib-77517r-fliaconoacMatitions
Math ly MUltiplication of Fractions
Math 18 Division of Fractions
Math 19 Review Problems

Test - Unit II

UNIT III DECIMAL FRACTIONS

Ma h I e Dec ma s em
bath 21 Addition and Subtraction

of Decimals
Math 22 Matiplication of Decimals
Math 23 Division of Decimals
Math 24 Changing Common Fractions to

Decimals



Name:

STATE VOCATIONAL -TECNNICAL & TRADE SCNOOLS of LOUISIANA

WELDING

BLUEPRINT READING ASSIGNMENT SHEET

Text: BLUEPRINT READING FOR WELDERS
Delmar Publishers, Inc.
Mountainview Avenue
Albany 5, New York

Date Grade Instructor

shit I Taste Lines" Answer
questions 1, 2, and 3
"Basic Views" Answer
questions 1 through 12, p. 9

Vat T

?nit 3 Motes and Specifications"
Answer questions 1 through
11 p. 15

shit 4A "Dimensions" Answer questions
1 through 15, pp. 20 - 23

knit 4B Answer questions 1 through 20,
25

AchievementAchievement Review Test No. 1
p. 27

Unit 5A wStructural Shapes" Answer
questions 1 through 11,
pp. 36. - 37

Wilt 53-0-
D-E

Answer questions pp. 39,
41, 43 & 45

Unit bA "Other Views" Answer
questions 1 through 10,
pp. 50 and 51

Unit bB-C Answer questions on
pp. 53 and 55

Veit 7 'Introduction to Abbreviations
and Symbols" Answer questions
1 through 8 jp. 60,- 61
Adhie63 vement Review Test No. 2,

I it ; ec one swer ques ons
on .. 6 & 6.

it Detai and Assemb y n s
Answer questions onjp. 73 & 75
Achievement Review Test NO. 3,

. 77
'nit -10 'The Welding Symbol" Answer

questions 1 - 12, pp. 84 -.05
lJnit 11 ''Welding Abbreviations" Answer

questions 1 - 6 p. 88
Thit 13 'Groove Welds" Answer questions

1 1 . 100 - 102
1T A :acic or :=cx ng -

,

t oug
Welds" Answer questions 1 - 7,
P. 105
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Job Title:

OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
R.S.A.
For
Job No. 1

Set Up Oxyacetylene Equipment

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Potter, OXYACETYLENE WELDING
Chapter X, "Cutting and Lead Burning"

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1, Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the mathematics assignment sheet.

I. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit I
Oxyacetylene Cutting

Job No. 1
Page 2 of 3

Objective: To set up oxyacetylene cutting equipment.

SPARIOKAITO

APPARMISS AUGO
WRENCH

CCD

General Information: The first step that a prospective welder

equipment properly. Safety rules must be followed always to
protect himself and others working him.

GAUGE
SEEN

Oxyacetylene outfit with

OMB MUNN

Procedure:

*WOW

HONMAW

-.1
CAUCA

CAM

iWIM MOLE

Pit I& thrheetYheD welding outer

Equipment

and goggles.
cutting attachment

2. Open valve on cylinder momentarily to remove dust

3. Attach oxygen regulator. Tighten with proper wrench.

1. Remove cap from oxygen cylinder.

5. Attach oxygen (green) hose to regulator and tighten.
4. Release regulator screw to relieve pressure on diaphragm.

Aco SMI SOO
NOM. Ti O ."

Our Issy Al, Reduction Sol** COmPollY

particles from valve.

WWA

I MOM MUM

NONONO NOSOMI

r-

MAIM NON
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=C142

MIAMON

ACIMINE
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must learn is how to set up the welding

Fit lb. Complete hack. cYlincters. tte.. with wading fetch

Materials

- .



Unit I
Oxyacetylene Cutting

Procedure: (Conttd)

Job No. 1
Page 3 of 3

6. Open oxygen valve at cylinder and open regulator to
blow out hose. Release regulator screw.

7. Attach hose to torch body and tighten.
8. Blow out torch body by opening regulator screw.
9. Repeat above procedure for acetylene cylinder. Remember

that acetylene hose is red and that all acetylene fittings
have left-hand threads.

10. Attach tip of proper size for the work to be done
(whether cutting or welding).

11. Adjust both acetylene and oxygen regulators to correct
pressure for the job to be done.

12. Light torch and adjust for neutral flame.
13. To take down equipment, cut off acetylene valve at torch.
14. Cut off oxygen at torch.
15. Turn off acetylene at cylinder.
16. Turn off oxygen at cylinder.
17. Open the acetylene valve at torch to bleed line, release

pressure on regulator, then' close valve at torch.
18. Repeat for oxygen.
19. Take down equipment in the reverse order to which it was

set up.

Precautions:

1. Always open oxygen valve fully while using.

2. Open acetylene cylinder valve only one full turn.

3. Always leave acetylene valve key on valve stem while
acetylene is being used.
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

Job Title: To Cut Steel Plate

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
For
Job No. 2

1. Althouse-Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
Chapter XIII, "Cutting"

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit I
Oxyac:Aylene Cutting

Job No 2
Page 2 of 5

Objective: To cut steel plate with oxyacetylene cutting torch.

General Information: When steel is "cut" by the cutting torch,
it is actually not cut at all; instead,
the piece is parted by the burning of the

molten steel by adding a jet of oxygen to the desired zpot.
In other words, 1.3 cubic feet of pure oxygen will completely
burn up 1 cubic inch of pure iron.

Fig. 1 Cut-A-Way Of Cutting Torch

Equipment Materials

Oxyacetylene outfit with cut- From scrap (See instructor)
ting attachment, goggles,
gloves, rule, soapstone, one
fire brick, torch lig; ;er, znd
cutting table.

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from scrap 1/4" to 1/2" thick. (Check with
instructor)

2. Draw straight lines 3/4" apart on plate.
3. Place plate on cutting table with lines pointing away

from the operator.
4. Put on gloves and goggles.
5. Light torch and adjust to neutral flame.



Unit I Job No. 2
Oxyacetylene Cutting Page 3 of 5

Procedure: (Cont'd)

6. Place firebrick on cutting table between operator and
plate.

7. Let left hand rest on firebrick back side down support-
ing torch.

8. Bring preheating flame of torch to within 1/16" of
plate at edge nearest the operator. Hold torch at
right angle to plate. See Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

9. Hold preheating flame in this spot until metal becomes
red.

10. Press high-pressure oxygen valve and begin cut.
11. Move torch forward (away from operator) by sliding torch

through left hand just fast enough to make a clean cut.
12. Repeat steps 7 through 11 on the other lines that have

been drawn.
13. Have instructor check.
14. Practice cutting plate on 450 bevel by tilting tip to

one side at approximately 45° angle. (See Fig. 3)
15. Check with instructor on proficiency of job.



Unit I Job No. 2
Oxyacetylene Cutting Page 4 of 5

Fig. 3

Precautions:

1. If forward movement of the torch is too fast, the
cutting action will stop because the metal is not hot
enough.

2. If forward movement is too slow, needless oxygen will
be wasted.

3. When the cutting action of the torch stops because of
moving too fast, release the high pressure oxygen valve
and preheat again at this point as in step no. 8.

)



Unit I
Oxyacetylene Cutting

Job No. 2
Page 5 of 5

Fig. 4 Shows operator using angle iron as a guide for bevel
cutting.
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
R.S.A.
For
Job W. 3

Job Title: Cutting Odd Shapes

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, Linde Company
Chapter 35, "Manual Flame-Cutting Operations"

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit I Job No. 3
Oxyacetylene Cutting Page 2 of 4

Objective: To cut odd shapes

General Information: Authorities differ in their opinions on
whether a student should learn to use a

cutting torch for cutting other than straight cuts and bevels.
However, for some fabrication jobs, the welder must know the
technique that is employed in cutting odd shapes. Since the
technique is different to that used for straight cutting,
the student should make every effort to master this technique.

t.-

Fig. 1 Operator cutting shims from 1/4" plate

Equipment Materials

Oxyacetylene outfit with cut- Scrap plate 1/2" thick or
ting attachment, goggles, thicker
gloves, rule, soapstone, one
firebrick, torch lighter, and
cutting table.



Unit I
Oxyacetylene Cutting

Job No. 3
Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply (see instructor).
2. With soapstone, lay out a series of ne shaped lines

as in Fig. 2.

Direction of 2nd. Cut

})) ) Dint:Mon of 1st. Cut.

Operator will
cut from thiS
side.

Fig. 2

3. Begin cut on left side of plate and travel toward right
side of plate and travel toward right side for first cut.

4. Hold tip of torch at right angles to plate.
5. Begin next cut on right side of plate and travel toward

left.
6. Use left hand as a pivot to hold torch while cutting.
7. Practice this job until proficient.
8. Compare layout with photograph in Fig. 3.



Unit I
Oxyacetylene Cutting

Job No. 3
Page 4 of 4

Fig. 3 Shows correct procedure for holding torch.
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OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
R.S.A.
For
Job No. 4

Job Title: To Pierce Steel Plate

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Althouse-Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE
Chapter VIII, "Cutting Holes"

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the mathematics assignment sheet.

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit I Job No. 4
Oxyacetylene Cutting Page 2 of 3

Objective; To pierce holes in steel plate.

General Information: When it becomes necessary for the welder
to pierce holes in steel with the cutting

torch, he should know how to do so without damage to the cut -
ting' tip and by using a minimum of oxygen and acetylene. It
is generally considered good practice economically to use one
size larger tip for piercing holes (especially in thick plate)
than for the "average cutting operation.

Equipment Materials

Oxyacetylene outfit with cut- 1/4" scrap steel plate
ting attachment, Oggles, 1/2" scrap steel plate
gloves, rule, soapstone, one
firebrick, torch lighter, and
cutting table .

Procedure:

1. Obtain 1/4" plate from scrap supply (see instructor).
2. Light and adjust torch. An increased oxygen pressure

is necessary for heavy plate.
3. Hold the cutting tip perpendicular to plate as in Fig. 1

with preheating flathe just above plate.

Fig. 1

4. Preheat the metal until it is cherry red.
5. Press the high pressure valve slowly.
6. When the cutting action begins, raise the cutting tip up

about 1/2" above metal.



Unit I Job No. 4
Oxyacetylene Cutting Page 3 of 3

procedure: (Cont,d)

7. Open high-pressure valve fully until hole is pierced
completely through plate.

8. Repeat above procedure with 1/2" plate.

Precaution:

If tip of torch is not raised rapidly enough when cutting
action begins, the tip will be damaged.



STATE MIMMOVROMICAL A MK UMW 0 UOVAIM

OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

TEST

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Position: Flat

Job No. 5

The instructor may use the suggestion below to test the
ability of student on simple layout, piercing holes, cutting
straight lines, odd shapes and bevels, or at his option,
substitute other problems.

1. Lay out and cut street numbers for lawn. Use plate 1/4"
or thicker. Dimension to suit individual needs.

Fig. 1



STATE VOCATIINALTECINICAL & MOE SCNOILS .1 LOUISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

R.S.A.
For
Job No.

Job Title: Deposit Beads

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Air Reduction Sales Co., Inc., OXYACETYLENE
WELDING AND CUTTING, "Safety and Setting up
Apparatus," pages 6 - 10.

1

2. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK,
"Carrying aPuddle Without Welding Rod,"
chapter 13, pages 170 - 172.

3. Althouse and Turnquist MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
chapter 1, pages 1 - lb.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textboc,

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II Job No. I
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 2 of 4

Objective: To make beads on flat plate without using filler
rod.

General Information: In order for the student to understand
fully the words, terms and equipment used
in this job sheet he should familiarize
himself thoroughly with RSA I before work
is started on this exercise.

Fig. 1 Beads Made Without Filler Rod

Equipment

Oxyacetylene outfit with no. 1
or 2 weldtng tip, lighter,
gcggles, tongs, rule, soapstone,
and two fire bricks

Materials

I pc. 1/10' mild steel
scrap plate



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Job No. I
Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply.
2. Cut plate to 6" x 8".
3. Lay out parallel lines 5/8" apart on plate. (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2

4. Place plate across fire bricks so that lines will be
across and in front of operator.

5. Set up oxyacetylene equipment.
6. Adjust oxygen pressure from 2 to 5 lbs.
7. Adjust acetylene pressure from 2 to 5 lbs.
8. Light torch and adjust to neutral welding flame.
9. Bring the inner cone of the flame to within 1/16" of

the plate on one end of the line farthest from the
operator. (At right end for right handed operator.)

10. Tilt flame at an angle of 450 toward line of weld. (Fig. 2)
11. Begin slight oscillation (weave) of the flame at right

side of plate.
12. Continue oscillating (weaving) the flame at starting

point until metal begins to melt.
13. Make beads approximately 5/16" wide.
14. Advance toward line of weld making beads as uniform as

possible. (Fig. 3)



Unit II Job No. 1
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 4 of 4

Procedure: (Continued)

':.. ti

.111

. Y

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL

Fig. 3

15. Bead should be slightly depressed below surface of plate.
16. Repeat the above procedure on all remaining lines.
17. Compare work with actual photograph in Fig. 1.
18. Have instructor check.
19. Save plate for use in Job No. 2.

Prea'::.14ons:

1. Keep the beads straight and even in width.
2. Moving too e...ow will cause penetration to be too deep.
3. Moving too fast will result in poor fusion and a rough

weld.



STATE VOCATIONALTECINCAL $ TINE SCNOLS d LOUISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Welding With Filler Rod

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
For
Job No.

1. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK,
"Carrying a Puddle Without Welding Rod,"
chapter 13, pages 172 - 175.

2

2. Althouse and Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
chapter 1, pages 19 - 23.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the mathematics assignment sheet.

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Job No. 2
Page 2 of 4

Objective: To deposit beads on flat plate using filler rod.

General Information: The basic steps in this job are the same
as in preceding job; except that when the
base metal begins to form a molten puddle,
the filler rod is added bit by bit.

Fig. 1 Beads Deposited Using Filler Rod

Equipment

Oxyacetylene outfit with no. 1
or 2 welding tip, torch lighter,
goggles, tongs, rule, and two
fire bricks

Materials

Scrap plate from Job No. 1
1/16" mild steel filler rod



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Job No. 2
Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from previous job.
2. Place plate flat across fire bricks so that the old

beads will be across and in front of operator.
3. Set up oxyacetylene welding equipment.
4. Adjust oxygen and acetylene pressures correctly for

the thickness of steel being used.
5. Light torch and adjust to neutral welding flame.
6. Bring inner cone of flame to within 1/16" of old bead

and begin oscillating it back and forth.
7. With the other hand bring tip of filler rod into direct

contact with the puddle that is being formed. See Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

8. Be sure that filler rod and base metal reach fusion point
at the same time.

9. Continue weaving or oscillating flame back and forth until
good fusion of the filler rod is made with the base metal.

10. As filler rod melts and fuses into puddle it is necessary
to lower the filler rod to keep it constantly in the flame.

11. Deposit filler metal to a height of 1/16" above plate
and wide enough to cover old bead.

12. Move forward along old bead and deposit filler metal
as rapidly as possible to insure good fusion.

13. Repeat the above procedure on the remaining beads on
the plate.

14. Compare with actual photograph in Fig. 1.
15. Have instructor check.



Unit II Job No. 2
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 4 of 4

Precautions:

1. Do not move in forward direction any faster than rod
and base metal can be fused together.

2. If filler rod sticks to base metal, this indicates
that filler rod and base metal have not reached
fusion temperature.

3. If burn through is encountered, this indicates that
forward movement is too slow, there is too much heat,
or lack of feeding filler metal into the puddle fast
enough.



STATE VICATIONAL-TECHNICAL I MOE SONO of LOWMAN&

OXYACETYLENE WELDING R.S.A.
For
Job No. 3

Job Title: Corner Joint

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Potter, OXYACETYLENE WELDING, pages 13 - 19.

2. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK,
"Corner Welds," pages 181 - 182.



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Objective: To weld a

General Information:

Job No. 3
Page 2 of 4

corner joint in flat position.

This type of joint will be encountered
in various repair jobs and fabrication
of sheet metal parts, usually when the
metal to be welded is not more than 1/8"
thick. Penetration through the joint is
necessary to insure proper reinforcement.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Oxyacetylene outfit, torch
lighter, goggles, tongs,
square, soapstone

Materials

6 pc. mild steel
1/16" x 2" x 10"

1/16H M.S. welding rods



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure:

Job No. 3
Page 3 of 4

1. Cut mild steel strips to size and grind edges square
for good fit up.

2. Tack strips together lengthwise forming right angles
to each other as in Fig. 2.

3. No root opening is required for 1/16" and thinner
metal.

Fig. 2

4. Begin weld at right end (for right handed operator)
and weld toward left end.

5. Be sure that weld metal penetrates through joint but
not excessively. See Fig. 3 for photograph of good
penetration.



Unit II
Oxyacetylend Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

6. Build up of weld metal on top should be about 1/4 the
thickness of the base metal for reinforcement. See
Fig 4.

Job No. 3
Page 4 of 4

Fig. 4

7. Complete joint for full length and have instructor
check.

8. Weld remaining joints and compare work with photograp-as
in Figs. 1 and 3

9. Weld additional joints until proficient.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TEUMICAL i TAM SOAKS If LOVISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Butt Weld Mild Steel

Position: Flat

REUTED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
For
Job No. 4

1. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK:,
"Butt Weld with Welding Rod," pages 175 - 179

2. Althouse - Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
pages 23 - 25, paragraphs 15 and A.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the m,..thematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Objective: To make a
position.

General Information:

Job No. 4
Page 2 of 5

butt weld on mild steel strips in flat

The forehand method 4.: welding is to be
used in this job just as in the preceding
job. Two or more strips of steel are to
be welded toget ar by using two passes
of filler metal. Study R.S.A. 4 carefully
before beginning this job.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Oxyacetylene outfit, torch
lighter, goggles, tongs,
rule, soapstone, and two
firebricks

Materials

4 strips of mild
plate 1/16" x
10"

1/16" mild steel
rods

3/32" mild steel
rods

steel
1 1/2" x

welding

welding



Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure:

10. Begin weld at right side of plate.
11. Move flame back and forth across edges of joint until

12. Add filler metal as in previous job until weld metal

13. Move slowly forward in the direction of weld adding

Cut into strips of proper size.
1. Select plate from supply.

3. Place strips on fire bricks as in Fig. 2.

7. Select 1/16" mild steel welding rod.
8. Light torch and adjust to neutral welding flame.

4. Leave 1/16" gap between strips at right end and 1/8"

5. Set up oxyacetylene equipment.
6. Adjust oxygen and acetylene regulators to ,.orrect

9. Tack weld strips together at each end as in Fig. 2.

pressures for the thickness of metal to be welded.

gap at left end.

penetrates through joint.

weld, Fig. 3)

filler rod as needed to secure good fusion and complete
penetration through joint. (See photograph of actual

the edges of both plates begin to melt.

hp

mt.

`)-03z42,1

Fig. 2

.:==

+4441:
:""A4114".4 7:1.

Job No 4
Page 3 of 5

Unit II



Unit II
lxyacetylene Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

Job No. 4
Page 4 of 5

Fig. 3

Necessary Penetration Through Back of Plate

14. Repeat the above procedure on the remaining joints.
15. Have instructor check.
16. Select 3/32" mild steel welding rod.
17: Deposit second pass on the joints just welded.
18 Deposit weld metal about 1/32" high above plate for

reinforcement. See Fig. 4

Fig. 4



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

19. Repeat this procedure on all remaining joints.
20. Compare work with actual photograph in Fig. 1.
21. Have instructor check.

Job No. 4
Page 5 of 5

Precautions:

1. Finished beads should be about 5/16" in width.
2. Good penetration without heavy burn through is essential.
3. Beads should be even in width and depth for good

appearance and strength.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TECIIMUL i MIK SUMS of LOINSIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING R.S.A.
For
Job No. 5

Job Title: Lap Weld Mild Steel

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Althouse Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
pages 27 - 28

2. Potter,

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

OXYACETYLENE WELDING, pages 19 - 26.

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the mathematics assignment sheet.

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II Job No. 5
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective: To weld a lap joint of mild steel in flat
position

General Information: The lap weld is a very common type of
weld and is used frequently by industry.
The welder will have difficulty in secur-
ing fusion into the bottom plate without
burning away the edge of the lapped
plate. This difficulty may be overcome
by directing the flame slightly toward
the lower plate and by more build up of
the filler metal than is generally used.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Oxyacetylene welding outfit,
goggles, torch lighter,
tongs, firebricks, rule
and soapstone

Materials

6 pc. 1/8" x 2" x 6"
mild steel

1/8" mild steel welding
rod



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure:

Job No. 5
Page 3 of 3

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Remove slag from edges so that lap joints will fit

together tightly.
3. Set up lap joint as shown in Fig. 2 by making each

plate overlap the other about lk.

AdINI11r,40/Ammmw/r/
Fig. 2 Plates tacked for lap joint welding.

4. Tack plates together at each end of joint.
5. Place joint assembly across firebricks in flat position.
6. Begin weld on joint farthest from operator at right

side.
7. Direct torch slightly toward flat plate and into the

corner formed by the lap.
8. When puddle forms add filler metal and advance weld

toward left.
9. Use a slight oscillating motion to bring bead up to

edge of top plate.
10. Continue this procedure for length of joint.
11. Inspect weld for good fusion into both plates and for

uniformity of width and ripples.
12. Complete other joints.
13. Compare with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
14. Have instructor check.



STAR VOCATIONAL-MONICA & TRADE SCHOOLS of LOUISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

below to test the ability of the student on flat welding and
simple blueprint reading, or at his option, substitute other
problems.

I. Make a simple drawing of a set of book ends, showing

2. Make a drawing of a square ash tray, show dimensions,

3. Make a drawing of a tool box or tackle box complete

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions

dimensions, thickness of metal, and the parts to be
welded. Cut out and weld in flat position.

out and weld.

with lid and trays. Show all necessary dimensions,

thickness of metal and where it is to be welded. Cut

thickness of metal and where it is to be welded.
Cut out materials and weld in flat position.

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Position: Flat

Job No. 6



STAR VOCATIONAL-IRONICAL TRADE SCUMS ff LOUISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Butt Weld

Position: Vertical

R.S.A.
For
Job No.

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1. Potter, OXYACETYLENE WELDING, "Welding for Edfferent
Metals," pages 27 35.

2. Althouse-Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
pages 30 - 31.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II Job No. 7
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 2 of 4

Objective: To make a butt weld in vertical position.

General Information: The welder will find that good penetration
without serious burn through is more
easily obtained in the vertical position
than when welding flat. However, sagging
of the molten metal is a problem but this
can be overcome by the correct angle and
manipulation of the torch. Complete pene-
tration is necessary on both square butt
or vee butt joints. Where the metal is
1/8" or thicker it is advisable to bevel
the edges for better control of the weld
deposit.

Fig. 1 Shows Square Butt Joint Welded in Vertical Position

Equipment

Oxyacetylene welding outfit,
goggles, torch lighter,
tongs, firebricks, rule,
soapstone, welding, and
welding fixture

Materials

6 strips 1/16" x 2" x 6"
mild steel

1/16" M. S. welding rods



Unit II Job No. 7
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Grind edges straight and even for proper fit up as in

previous jobs.
3. Tack weld strips together by leaving 1/16" root opening

at one end and 1/8" root opening at the opposite end.
(This difference will allow oor contraction as weld
progresses.)

4. Suspend the assembly in welding fixture so that the
narrow root opening will be at the bottom.

Fig. 2

1

5. Begin weld at the bottom of joint and proceed upward.
Hold torch at an angle of 30 to 45°pointed up.

6. If sagging of the deposit presents a problem remove
flame from puddle momentarily to allow puddle to solidify.

7. Keep rate of travel upward constant so that a "keyhole"
opening will be maintained at the root of the weld. This
will assure good penetration through joint.

Fig. 3



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure: (continued)

Job No. 7
Page 4 of 4

8. Continue weld for entire length of joint.
9. Check for good penetration and good appearance of weld.

10. Wsld remaining joints by the -sty technique.
11. Compare work with photograph t Ictual weld in Fig. 1

and Fig. 4.
12. Have instructor check.
13. Make a vee butt weld on 1/8" plate using the same

technique.

Fig. 4 Shows back side of square butt joint



STAR VOCATIONAL-TECINICAL SCISOLS AT LOUISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: La Joint

Position: Vertical

RELATED - TECHNICAL INF)RMATION

R.S.A.
For
Job No. 8

Textbook

1. Potter, OXYACETYLENE WELDING, pages 37 - 54.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the inntructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II Job No. 8
Oxyacetylene Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective,: To weld a lap joint of mild steel plate in vertical
position.

General Information: One of the most difficult problems to over-
come when welding the lap jctht in vertical
position is securing good fusion into the
back plate without burning away the edge of
the front plate. This may be overcome by
uel.ng the correct angle of the torch and by
depositing the wel0 metal properly.

It

s\-

4,

Fig. 1 Shows lap joint welded in vertical position

Equipment

Oxyacetylene welding outfit,
goggles, torch lighter,
tongs, firebricks, rule,
soapstone, welding, and
welding fixture

-7 tZ.4A-

Materials

6 strips 3/16" x 2" x 6"
mild steel

1/8" M. S. welding rods



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Job No. 8
Page 3 of 3

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Grind edges straight and tack together as in Fig. 2.

LAP V2"

Fig. 2

3. Fasten in welding fixture so that laps are in vertical
position.

4. Begin weld at bottom of joist.
5. Torch should be at about 45 angle tn plate.
6. Deposit weld metal at lower edge of joint to form a

shelf which will support weld deposit as progress is
made upwards.

7. If weld deposit becomes too fluid remove flame Vrom
puddle momentarily.

8. Continue depositing weld metal upward until joint is
complete.

9. Both legs of ieposit should be about the same length.
10. Compare work with photograph of actual'weld in Fig. 1.
11. Have instructor check.



, STATE & MSC SCIMNS d Allan
OXYACETYLENE WELDING R.S.A.

For
Job No. 9

Job Title:.-Vee-Butt Joint CBackhand Methodl

Position: Flat

RELATED- TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, pages
195 - 200.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order:for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in theproper sequence, the instructor will make individualassignmefits from the mathematids assignment sheet.

TeXtbOok

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II Job No. 9
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Objective: To weld a vee-butt joint in flat position using
the backhand technique.

General Information: The backhand technique is used primarily
in pipe welding and differs from the fore-
hand method in that the flame of the torch
is always directed toward the completed
weld rather than away from it. Also the
backhand method is faster because one pass
will complete a joint where it would ordi-
narily take two passes or more using the
forehand technique.

Pig. 1 Shows a vee-but joint welded by the backhand method.

Equipment

Oxyacetylene welding and
cutting outfit, goggles,
lighter, rule, soapstone,
tongs al.d two firebricks

Materials

6 pc. M. S. plate 11." x
3" x 6"

1/8" or 3/16" M. S.
welding rods



Unit II Job No. 9
Page 3 of 3Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to size desired.
2. Bevel both edges on 45"" angle.
3. Grind edges for good fit up and tack together as shown

in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

4. Place joint on firebricks in flat position with edges
of plate across and in front of operator.

5. Begin weld at the narrow end of root opening. Weld
from left to right. (For right handed operator)

6. Weld deposit must penetrate through joint and build
up to top of vee before advancing out of the puddle.

7. Advance paddle until entire length of joint has been
completed.

8. Weld the remaining joints in the same manner.
9. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.

10. Have instructor eheuk.
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OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Butt Joint

Position: Overhead

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

R.S.A.
For
Job 10

1. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, pages 204,
230 - 234.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading acsigntnent sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

Tn order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Coarse Mathematics



Unit II Job No. 10
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Objective: To make a vee-butt weld on mild steel plate in
overhead position.

General Information: Some authorities contend that welding
in the overhead position is a very
difficult task, while other say that it
is as simple as flat welding. However,
if the student welder has mastered all
of the previous exercises he should
have very little difficulty in mastering
overhead welding, if close attention is
paid to torch position and to keeping
the puddle small.

Fig. 1 Vee-butt weld made in overhead position

Equipment Materials

Oxyacetylene welding and cutting
outfit, goggles, lighter, rule,
soapstone, tongs, two fire-
bricks, leather sleeves and
gloves

6 pc. M. S. plate 11" x 3"
x6"

1/8" IC s. welding rods
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Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Job No. 10
Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate and prepare for vee-butt weld as in previ-
ous jobs.

2. Tack plates together and fasten in overhead fixture
about 6 to 12 inches above operator's head.

3. Flame of torch should be pointed more directly into the
weld than when welding in flat position. See Fig 2.

Fig. 2 Correct position of torch for overhead welding

4. Use the forehand technique and begin depositing the
weld metal into base of the vee.

5. Keep the puddle small to prevent sagging of the weld
metal.

6. Advance weld along vee as rapidly as possible but be
sure of good fusion and complete penetration through
top of joint.

7. When first joint has been completed, remove from fix-
ture and examine for good penetration and uniformity
of ripples.



Unit II
Oxyacestvle,ne Welding

Procedure!: (Continued)

8. Complete remaining joints.
9. Compare with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.

10. Have instructor check.

Job No. 10
Page 4 of 4
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OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Lap Joint

Position: Overhead

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

R.S.A.
For
Job 11

1. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, pages
128 - 141.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the mathematics assignment sheet.

1. Welding Course Mathematics

"k7



Unit II Job NO. 11
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Objective: To weld a lap joint in overhead position.

General Information: The lap weld is welded in the overhead
position in much the same manner as it
is in the flat position except that it
is inverted. The welder who can make
a good lap joint weld flat will have
little difficulty with the overhead
weld. Welding should be done toward
the operator.

4
V r

Fig. 1 Lap joint welded in overhead position

Equipment Materials

Oxyacetylene welding and
cutting outfit, goggles,
lighter, rule, soapstone,
tongs, two firebricks,
leather sleeves and gloves

6 pc. M. S. V x 2" x 8"
1/8" M. S. welding rods
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Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Grind elges and tack together as on previous lap joints.
3. Fasten in overhead welding fixture so that operator is

facing the end of the joint assembly.
4. Begin weld at the end of joint fartherest from operator

and weld toward operator.
5. Direct flame into root of joint and at an angle of about

75° to plate.
6. Considerably more oscillation of rod and torch is required

than for flat welding to prevent sagging of the deposit.
7. Advance weld along joint as rapidly as possible. Be sure

of good fusion into root of joint and into both plates.
8. Complete all joints and compare with photograph of actual

weld in Fig. 1.
9. Reverse joint assembly and weld the other side.

10. Have instructor check.



STATE VOCATIONAt-TECIMCAt & TIM MORS of LOUISIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job No. 12

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Positions: All Position

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions
below to test the ability of the Student un simple blueprint
reading and layout or at his opt. ma, substitute other problems.

1. The student will make a sketch of a bar-b-q barrel show-
ing all dimensions, materials, supplies needed and type
of welds to be used.

2. The student will make a sketch of a mail box showing
all dimensions, materiels, supplies needed and type of
welds to be used.

3. The student will make a sketch of a angle iron frame
showing all dimensions, materials, supplies needed and
type of welds to be used.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TECNNICAL 1 TRAK SCNOILS ii LONSIANA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING R.S.A.
For
Job 13

Job Title: Bronze Weld Mild Steel

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, pages
246 - 25?.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in t.Ae
proper sequence, the instructor will irn.d.ke individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publ'shers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor v_11 make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit II Job No. 13
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Objective: To bronze weld lap joint of mild steel strips.

General Information: Bronze welding, or brazing as it is com-
monly called, has many advantages. Since
brazing can be done at lower temperatures

than fusion welding, there is less distortion, less preheating
necessary, greater speed, and less heat damage to the metal
being welded. Cast iron that has been correctly brazed will be
twice as strong as the base metal. Because of the low tem-
perature used in brazing, parts that are welded should never
be subjected to temperatures exceeding 500v F after welding.
Flame should be slightly oxidizing in most cases, and a neutral
flame is preferred for use on mild steel.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Oxy-acetylene outfit, goggles
torch lighter, tongs, and
two firebricks

Materials

5 strips mild steel
plate 1/8" x 1 1/2"
x 10"

1/8" bronze welding rods
Brazing flux



Unit II Job No. 13
Page 3 of 4Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply.
2. Cut to 1 1/2" wide by 10" long.
3. Lay across bricks as in Fig. 2 with edges of lap joints

toward operator.
4. Allow platefl to lap 1/2" over the plate below.

Fig. 2

5. Set up equipment. Use same tip size as for welding
mild steel.

6. Light and adjust torch to a neutral flame as when
welding mild steel. Then slowly open oxygen valve just
enough to decrease the size of inner cone slightly
which will produce an oxidizing flame necessary for
good brazing.

7. Tack weld plates at each end to hold them securely dur-
ing the brazing process.

8. Heat one end of bronze rod for a distance of about one
inch.

9. Dip rod into flux. The flux will adhere to rod about
1/8" thick.

10. Bring flame into contact with the lap joint fartherest
from operator, but not as close as when welding.

11. Begin oscillating back and forth across joint until both
plates reach a dull red color.



Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

Job No. 13
Page 4 of 4

12. Bring the flux coated portion of the rod into contact
with the flame as near to the root of the joint as
possible.

13. Proceed along the joint just as in welding except at a
more rapid pace.

14. Move flame and rod away from plate occasionally to
control heat. (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3

15. Filler rod should cover entire edge of lap and sp..,eaa
out an equal width on the plate below.

16. Repeat above procedure on the remaining joints of both
aides until proficiency has been reached.

17. Compare with actual photograph in Fig. 1.
18. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Overheating base metal will cause filler rod to flow
out too thin thereby causing a weakened weld.

2. Overheating the filler rod wiii burn out the zinc that
is in it thereby causing a weakened weld.

3. Plates must be free of rust, grease, or other foreign
matter to insure good adhesion of filler metal to plate.
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OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Braze-Weld Cast Iron

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

R.S.A.
For
Job 14

1. The Linde co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, pages
254 - 26k.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will m-ke individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Objective: To braze-weld cast iron.

General Information: The most practical method for repairing
broken caa; iron parts is brazing provided;
that the color of the bronze is not objection-

able. It is more desirable than fusion welding because it is
faster, less heat is required thereby there is less distortion,
and it is more economical because or the savings in gas.

Fig. 1 Shows cracked cast iron housing that has been correctly
brazed.

qpment

Oxyacetylene outfit, goggles,
torch lighter, tongs, and
two firebricks

Materials

Pieces of broken cast iron
(See instructor)

Bronze welding rods
Special cast iron flux
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Procedure:

1 Obtain cast iron and break into pieces about 3 inches
long.

2. PrSpare edges to be joined by grinding or filing to
45 bevel.

3. All rust and scale should be removed 1/4" back from
the edges of tIle vee on both sides.

4. Fasten parts together with welding jig or fixture
so that they align as they were before being broken.

5. Tack in this position.
6. Bring joint to dull red color at right hand end.
7. Begin tinning at right side using the forehand technique

and travel from right to left.
8. Large castings will require some preheating along joint

before tinning operation begins.
9. Tin the joint for its full length before stP.rting second

pass.
10. Make second pass for full length of joint. Be certain

that second pass fuses into the tinned first pass.
11. On metal of more than 1/4" thickness three or more

passes may be necessary.
12. Practice ripple beading on final pass.
13. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
14. Have instructor chenk.
15. Break piece when cool and inspect the weld.



vadITIONAL-IECIIIIICAL TRUE 3COM of tISSINIA

OXYACETYLENE WELDING
R.S.A.
For
Job 15

Job Title: Silver Solder a Lap Joint of Caper

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

I. The Linde Co., THE OXYACETYLENE HANDBOOK, pages
386 - 389.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbolk

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Tnc., - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

1. Welding

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the mathematics assignment sheet.

Course Mathematics
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Objective: To silver solder a lap joint of copper.

General Information: Silver soldering or brazing, is a process
that is closely related to bronze welding

and soft soldering. The silver soldered Joint, differs from a
soft soldered joint in that it has a much higher tensile strength
and will withstand vibration and heat more than soft solder. Its
tensile strength is only slightly less than bronze weld and yet
less heat is required on the base metal to make a strong joint.
Such materials as copper, brass, and stainless steel can be
satisfactorily soldered witi silver solder.

Flg. 1

Equipment

Oxyacetylene outfit (with tip
one size larger than needed
for welding), clear or light
shade of goggles, torch light-
er, tongs, and two firebricks

Materials

4 copper
6strips

1/16" x
1" x

Spool of silver solder
Flux



1
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Unit II
Oxyacetylene Welding

Procedure:

Job No. 15
Page 3 of 4

1. Obtain copper from supply.
2. Cut into strips 1" x 6".
3. Clean edges to be joined thoroughly 3/8" back from edge.
4. Apply flux to the edges that have been cleaned. (See

Fig. 2).

[morm.PO

Fig. 2

5. Place strips on firebricks
1/4". (See Fig. 3).

6. Light torch and adjust for
about 1 inch long).

7. Bring the tip of the inner
of the joints.

8. Run flame back and forth along line of weld for about
1 inch until flux melts at which time it will be clear.

9. Begin feeding the filler wire into the angle of the
joint. The heat will cause the solder to flow into all
fluxed parts of the joint.

10. Move flame and filler wire along joint until the entire
joint has been soldered.

11. Repeat this procedure on the remaining joints.
12. Cool in water if desired.
13. Brush flux from joint with wire brush.

Compare work with photograph in Fig. 1.
15. Have instructor check.

by lapping approximately

carburizing flame (inner cone

cone into contact with one

iih140ka44iwaig E fit

1m.
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Oxyacetylene Welding

Job No. 15
Page 4 of 4

Precautions:

1. Silver solder will follow the heated section. Apply heat
only to the desired section to be soldered,

2. Good adhesion can be had only if the parts to be joined
have been thoroughly cleaned and coated with flux.

3. Silver soldered joints are excellent for use in refrig-
eration connections, for soldering electrical connections
in appliances, and for soldering stainless steel articles.

Fig. 3
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OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Position:

Job No. 16

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions
below to test the ability of the student on the proper pre-
paration of east iron for brazing or at his option substitute-
other problems.

1. Obtain water pump housing or transmission ease from
salvage. Saw or break off a portion similar to a
natural fracture. Clean, bevel and braze back in
place. Have instructor cheek.

2. Silver solder copper tubing with tubing in vertical
position.



STATE VICIMINAL-TECIMICK TIM SUMS of MUM

OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job Title: Butt Weld Pipe (roll)

Position: Flat

P.S.A.
For
Job 17

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Potter, OXYACETYLENE WELDING, pages 71 - 74.

2. Althouse and Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
pages 190 - 201.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the
proper sequence,
assignments from

Textbook

student to study these lessons in the
the instructor will make individual
the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the etudent to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Objective: To make a butt weld on steel pipe in flat position
(roll weld).

Gene2a1 Information: When pipe is being welded by the roll
weld method the welder will be welding

in vertical and flat positions only. This type of weld is
used almost exclusively on the smaller sizes of pipe where-
ever possible because it insures faster more economical
fabrication. The point to be welded should be beveled to
provide a good fit up and to insure good penetration through
the pipe.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Welding table, cutting and welding
outfits, goggles, soapstone,
wrap around or equivalent,
rule and gloves.

Materials

2 pcs. 2" or 3" black
pipe (See instructor)

M. S. welding rods



1. Obtain pipe from supply and bevel both pieces to 45°.
2. Place both pieces in angle iron to keep in alignment

while tack welding (See Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Use angle iron to align pipe while tacking.

3. Leave root opening of about 1/16 ".

4. Tack weld in 3 pl.les equally spaced.
5. Remove from angle iron and place on welding table or

on special fixture with rollers for roll welding.
6. Begin weld in upper quarter of pipe (1st quarter) and

weld toward top of pipe. See Fig. 3.



Unit II Job No. 17 I

Procedure: (Continued)

10. Be certain of good penetration through wall of pipe.
11. Make second pass if reoutred for reinforcement.
12. Bead width should be atou 2i times the wall thick-

ness
Compare work with photocra:h of actual weld in Fig. 1.

14. Have instructor check.

8. Continue welding upwards until the top of pipe has been

9. Repeat for 3rd and 4th quarters.

7. When weld has reached the top of pipe roll the pipe so

quarter welded.

reached again.

that the 2nd quarter will be up in place of the first

ness of pipe.

Direction pipe
is to be rolled

411111111111111111

"III11111111111"

Fig. 3

Stop weld here

Direction
of weld

Begin weld
here

Oxyacetylene Welding



OXYACETYLENE WEI.DING

Job Title: Butt Weld Pipe (bellhole)

Position: Pixel

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Potter, OXYACETYLENE WELDING, pages 7L - 76.

2. Althouse and Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
pages 201 - 202.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for'the:stUdent to study these lessons in the
proper seqUence; the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint, reading assignment sheet.

MATHEMATICS

In ordei, for*. the. :student* tO- study theBe leaaona in the
proper :81e4Uence;'.,,thcAnStioucto*.-Will..aialye- Individual
assignments: frOit .thethemat_loti-assIgnment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Objective: To weld a butt joint on mild steel pipe in fixed
position.

General Information: There are times when the welder cannot
roll the pipe in order to make a butt

weld. In this case it is necessary to weld it in a fixed
position. Fixed positioned welding sometimes requires that
the welder use all of the welding positions (flat, horizontal,
vertical and overhead) on the same joint. Since this job
is more difficult to perfect than the previous one, much
more practice will be necessary.

Fig. 1 Pipe welded in fixed

Equipment

Welding table, cutting and welding
outfits, goggles, soapstone,
wrap around or equivalent,
rule, gloves and welding fixture.

position.

Materials

2 pos. black pipe
(See instructor)

Mild steel welding
rods

Procedure:

1. Obtaip pipe from supply and bevel ends of both pieces
to 45`'.

2. Tack together as on previous job leaving about 1/16"
root opening.

3. Fasten in welding fixture with pipe in horizontal
position so that joint to be welded is accessible
from all sides.



4. Begin weld at bottom of pipe as in Pig. 2.

5. Continue weld upward until top of pipe have been
reached.

6. Begin weld at bottom of pipe on the opposite side.
7. Lap over first weld for about in to insure good fusion

between welds.
8. Travel upwards to top of pipe again and weld over the

end of first weld for a short distance.
9. Check for good fusion where both welds stop and start,

and for penetration through joint.
10. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Pig. 1.
11. Have instructor check.



STAR VICATIMIAL-TECNNICat i MI SUMS d MOM

OXYACETYLENE WELDING R.S.A.
For
Job 19

Job Title: Liigs1212euttl

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Althouse and Turnquist, MODERN WELDING PRACTICE,
pages 203 - 206.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence, the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

,
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Oxyacetylene Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective: To make a butt weld on mild steel pipe in horizontal
position using the backhand technique.

General Information: In a great many plants all pipe fabrica-
tion is done by the use of the backhand

technique. This technique has been mastered in the flat
position in a previous exercise and the same technique will
be used l'or the horizontal position.

Fig. 2

5. Set up equipment. Use saw. tip size as for welding
mild steel.

6. Light and adjust torch to a neutral flame as when
welding mild steel. Then slowly open oxygen valve just
enough to decrease the size of inner cone slightly
which will produce an oxidizing flame necessary for
good brazing.

7. Tack weld plates at each end to hold them securely dur-
ing the brazing process.

8. Heat one end of bronze rod for a distance of about one
inch.

9. Dip rod into flux. The flux will adhere to rod about
1/8" thick.

10. Bring flame into contact with the lap joint fartherest
from operator, but not as close as when welding.

11. Begin oscillating back and forth across joint until both
plates reach a dull red color.

. .
tAw o, '1_b :' -'t-
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Procedure: (Continued)

7. Continue weld completely around pipe.
8. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Pig. 1.
9. Have instructor check.
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OXYACETYLENE WELDING

Job No. 20

Job Title: Manipulative Test

The instructor may have the student to do any or
all of the suggestions below to test his ability in simple
pipe lay out or in welding pipe intersections in all positions.

1. Lay out and cut a pipe tee such as used for clothes
line poles.

2. Cut and weld a flange to short length of pipe.

3. Lay out a 45° intersection on pipe and weld in position.
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Stringer Bead (overhead)
Weave Beads (overhead)
Lap Joint (overhead)
Tee Joint (overhead)
V-Butt Joint (Back up strip) (overhead)
V-Butt Joint (Open) (overhead)
Manipulative Test
Roll Weld Pipe
Butt Weld Pipe
Butt Weld Pipe
Orange Peel
Lay Out 6" Branch for 6" Header
Reducing Lateral
Concentric Reducer
Fabricate Piping Offset
Weld Flange on Pipe

(vertical)



Title

;E'esvozed 7ie6.o4

UNITS III and(IV)

Source

Sacks
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC
WELDING

NEW LESSONS IN ARC
WELDING

Roden and Griffin
BASIC ARC WELDING

Bennett and Siy
BLUEPRINT READING FOR WELDERS

WELDING COURSE MATHEMATICS

Blodgett-S ca 1 z I

DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS

Frankland,
PIPE FITTER'S AND PIPE
WELDER'S HANDBOOK

FABRICATION OF OXY-ACETYLENE
WELDED STEEL AND.WROUGHT
IRON PIPING

D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.
120 Alexander Street
Princeton, New Jersey

Lincoln Electric Co.
22801 St. Clair Avenue
Cleveland 17, Ohio

Delmar Publishers Inc.
Mountainview Avenue
Albany 5, New York

Delmar Publishers Inc.
Mountainview Avenue
Albany 5, New York

Louisiana State Voc.-Tech.
Curriculum Laboratory
P. O. Box 657
Natchitoches, Louisiana

Lincoln Electric Co.
22801 St. Clair AVenue
Cleveland 171 Ohio

The Bruce Publishing Co.
400 North Broadway
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

The Linde Company
270 Park Avenue
New York 17, New York



STITE tkiTNNAL-TECIMICM i TiME SCUMS if MINN

ARC WELDING

Job Title :01Lummr 'Beads

position: Flat

RELATEDTECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1CT

R.S.A.
.-for
Job No.-

I. Sticks -'TEBORY AND PRACTICE or.moinnanNors ti

1st Edition, Chapter 8, pages 130-136,
"Safety Precautions."

2nd EditiOni *itor 8, pages144-1$).

Lincoln Electric Co. - LESSONS IN AR-C WELDINal
Pages ,1-15 1...25, "Strike and- Establish an aircV

'

Delmar:Nb. BASIC.ARCIMLDINI,'-.Pagee 29-31;
"Starting. as Am-- ",.

BLUEPRINT' READING _:- A
.7.

w- $

In Order for the student to., study these lessoniin the
proper sequence the instructor,will make'individual
assignments from the blueprint-

-
reading assignMent sheel

TextbOdk,

1.= Delmar PubIlehertio BLORPRINT11EADDIG FOR f;
WELDERS'.

MATiEMATICS

'-=-4.1n order tor-the- student-to-studv-thest%lesSOWIrmth04*
proper sequence the instructor-will make individual
assignments from the L.thematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding 'Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF AliC WELDING.

1. Arc Welding
2. Base Metal

Bead Weld
Deposited Metal

5. Depth of fusion

-`1



Unit III
Arc Welding

Job No. 1
Page 2 of 4

Objective: To strike an arc and deposit beads on flat plate
with shielded-arc electrodes.

General Information: The arc must be started each time welding
is to begin. A good way to strike an arc

is to scratch the end of the electrode on the plate just as if
striking a kitchen match. As soon as the arc begins, lift it
up slightly for about 1/16" to 1/8" above the plate. The weld-
ing arc has now been established but it must be maintained in
order for welding to continue. To accomplish this, the arc gap
must be kept approximately 1/16n to 1/8" in length.

21g.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule. cutting torch, and
goggles.

Shows Stringer Beads on Flat Plate

Materials

Plate 1/4" x 6" x 8"
Electrode' -/8" E6013



Unit III ;fob No. 1
Page 3 of 4Arc WeldIng

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply.
2. Cut plate to 6" x 8".
3. Obtain E6013 electrodes from supply.
4. Lay out lines on plate with center punch 3/4" apart.

(See Fig. 2)

Fig. 2

5. Pet amperes on machine between 100 - 130 amperes.
6. Start welding machine.
r. Put on helmet and gloves.
8. Place metal plate on welding table well grounded.
9. Place 1/8" electrode in electrode holder at right angles

to holder.
10. Strike arc on plate, holding electrode in position as

in Fig. 3.

ELECTRODE.

111.2°.fr

ELECTOOK

DEAD

Dmochal of *Woo
1

Fig. 3



Unit III
Arc Welding

Job No. 1
Page 4 of 4

Procedure: (Contfdl

11. Withdraw electrode from plate about 1/8". The correct
arc gap will now be established.

12. Begin depositing bead at edge of plate fartherest from
operator. Move slowly and at a uniform rate of speed
in a straight line toward operator.

13. When bead i- completed, use chipping hammer and wire
brush to reti.ove slag.

14. Compare with photograph in Fig. 1.
15. Repeat above procedure on remaining lines.
16. Have instructor check.
17. Lay out lines on reverse side of plate and repeat above

procedure until proficiency is attained.
13. Store plate for next job.
lg. Practice running beads from right to left and from

left to right for additional practice.

Precautions:

1. Never strike an arc unless skin and eyes are covered
with proper protective clothing and equipment.

2. Remember that the corre't; arc gap is maintained by
feeding the electrode downward as it burns away.

3. To keep the bead at a uniform width, the operator must
move the electrode at a uniform rate of speed.



STATE VOCATINK-TUNICAL I TAME SUM of MUNK

ARC WELDING

Job Title: Weave Beads

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 2

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
lst Edition, Chapter 2, pages 24-45, "Arc-
Welding Equipment."

2nd Edition, Chapter 2, pages 24-50, "Arc-
Welding Equipment."

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignuents from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor gill make individual
assignments from the mathematics' assignment sheet.

117.xtbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Weaving
2. Electrode
3. Flat Position
4. Electrode Holder
5. Filler Metal

Vrg.- 7". 47.

,11



Unit III
Arc Welding

Objective:

Job No. 2
Page 2 of 4

To deposit weave bead on flat plate between
stringer bead using straight polarity electrodes.

General Information: The weave beading technique may be done
in several different ways, but for this

job, the student will use the semi-circle or crescent technique

of weave beading. The general idea is to tie the stringer beads
(from previous jobs) together with a weave bead. This method
not on_y will give the student practice in depositing weave beads,

but he will get extra practice in tying into the stringer beads
as well as conserving metal by using the plate from Job No. 1.
The student should learn to hesitate with the arc momentarily at
each side to insure good fusion with the stringer bead. Use the
stringer beads as guide lines to deposit weave beads.

N

.4

Fig. 1 Shows Weave Beads Deposited Between Stringer Beads.

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
and wire brush

Plate from Job 1
Electrodes 5/32" straight
polarity E6011



1. Obtain plate from Job 1.
2. Clean plate thoroughly with wire brush.
3. Place plate in flat position on table, well grounded.
4. Obtain E8011 electrodes.
5. Start welding machine.
6. Set amperes at 150 - 180 amperes.
7. Put on helmet and gloves.
U. Place electrode in electrode holder at right angles to

holder.
9. Strike arc on plate between stringer beads with electrode

position as in Fig. 2.

10. Begin weave using the semi-circular technique as in
Fig. 3



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Conttd)

Job No. 2
Page 4 of 4

11. Hesitate at each side momentarily to secure good fusion
with the stringer beads.

12. Repeat above procedure between the remaining stringer
bead.

13. Finished beads should be uniforN in width and depth and
should be nearly level across the top.

14. Compare work with that in actual photograph in Fig. 1.
15. Have Instructor check.
16. Practice running beads from right to left and from left

to right for additional practice.
17. Practice starts and stops.

Precautions:

1. Undercut may be encountered if arc is not held still for
a long enough time at each side.

2. When crossing over from one stringer bead to the other,
the arc should be moved rather rapidly to prevent too
much build-up in center of the weave.

3. Pin holes may appear in weld if all the flux and slag
was not removed from stringer beads.



STATE VICA110MA1-TE1NICAL i MIA SUMS of LIVISIANA

ARC WELD.

Job Title: Edge Joint

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 1

1. Lincoln Electric Co. - NEW LESSONS IN ARC WELDING,
pages 1-8 to 1-12, "Arc Welding Machines and
Accessories."

2. Delmar Pub. Inc., BASIC ARC WELDING, pages 11-17,
"The Welding Circuit."

BLUEPRINT READING

In c:ider for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. midge joint
2. Fusion Welding
3 Ground Connection
1. Helmet Shield
5. Metal Arc Welding



Unit III Job No. 3
Arc Welding Page 2 of 4

Objective: To weld an edge joint in flat position.

General Information: The edge joint Should be made with a slight
weave similar to that used in previous jobs.

The welder must take care in order to get deep penetration of the
plates and to see that he does not burn away the edges.

Fig. 1 Shows edge joint welded in flat position,

E.luipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding table, 2 2later 1/4" x 1 1/2" x 10"
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer, 1/8" straight polarity
wire brush, soapstone, rule, electrodes
cutting torch and goggles.

Procedure:

1. Select plate from supply.
2. Cut plates to desired size.
3. Remove slag from edges of plates.
4. Start welding machine and adjust amperes for 1/8"

electrodes.
5. Put on helmet and gloves.
6. Place electrode in holder at right angles to holder.
7. Tack plates together as in Fig. 2



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont,d)

Took

Job No. 3
Page 3 of 4

Fig. 2

8. Place plates in holding device or tack to scrap plate at
one end only as in Fig. 3.

Pao

Fig. 3

9. Electrode position should be approximately as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4

-:P,

4
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Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont' d)

Job Nc. 3
Page 4 of 4

10. Begin welding at point fartherest from operator and
deposit bead in direction toward operator. Use very slight
weave motion so that deposited bead will cover entire edge
but will not overlap over side.

11. Remove slag and inspect bead.
12. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
13. Weld both edges of joint.
14. Repeat this procedure until proficient.
15. Repeat abcve procedure running beads from left to right.
16. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Undercut 'will be encountered if arc is allowed to hit
outside edge of plate.

2. Make bead only wide enough to cover the edges of both
plates.

3. Root penetration may be checked by breaking joint open
after first edge has been welded.

ELECTRODE CLASSIFICATION

E means for Electric Welding E60 10

The first two digits indicate the
tensile strength of the electrode E6010

The third digit indicates the
position of welding

1. All position E601 0
2. Horizontal and flat E 602 0
3. Flat only

E 603 0

The fourth digit indicates
whether for A.C. or D.C. E6010

For more detailed information check the references.



STAR Vet&TNIStTECIINtAt & 111K SCOWLS if LOOS'S**

ARC WELDING

g 4

MATHEMATICS

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Job Title: Tee Joint

proper sequence the instructor will make individual

Position: Flat

In order for the student to study these lessons in the

assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

The student should learn the definitions of these

Textbooks

17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

2. Tack Weld

2. Delmar Pub. Inc., BASIC ARC WELDING, pages 18-21,

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. . BLUEPRINT READING FOR

I. Welding Course Mathematics

1. Tee Joint

3. Fillet Weld
4. Joint Penetration
5. Pass

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,

Steel Electrodes."

2nd Edition, Chapter 3, pages 51-69.

1st Edition, Chapter 3, pages 46-58, "Mild

"Fundamentals of Are Wleding."

BLUEPRINT READING

WELDERS

SE No.

R.S.A.



-

Milt III
Arc Welding

7

Job No. 4
Page 2 of 4

Objective: To make a tee joint in flat position using straight
polarity electrodes.

General Information: On this job the student will weld together
two or more pieces of metal rather than

just depositing beads. He will use the technique that he has
learned in the two previous jobs. Current may need to be a
little higher to insure good penetration into root of joint.
Maximum strength may be had on 1/4" plate with fewer beads than
in this lesson, but additional passes have been added to give
the student extra practice.

Fig. 1
Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping ham-
mer, wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles.

2 plates 1V4" x 1 1 /2" x 10"
1 plate 1/4
1/8" straight polarity

electrodes
5/32" straight polarity

electrodes

INItiffiPaW-M,



Unit III Job No. 4
Page 3 of 4Arc Welding

Procedure:

1. Select plate from supply.
2. Cut plate to desired sizes.
3. Remove slag from edges of plate

ELECTRODE POSIT ION

OIRECTION OF WELD

Pig. 2

4. Start welding machine and adjust for 1/3" electrode.
5. Put on helmet and gloves.
6. Place 1/8" electrode in holder at right angles to

holder for first pass.
7. Tack strips together as in Fig. 3

Fig. 3



Unit ITC
Arc Weldtng

Job No. 4
Page 4 of 4

Procedure: (Cont'd)

8. Begin welding at point fartherest from operator and
deposit Dead in direction toward operator. See Fig. 2
for electrode position

9. First pass must penetrate deep into toot of joint and
tie both strips together well. (See Fit. 4)

3.4 sou Nom taw---- 2 00,4 s" MS ims0
it PM Shag,. Wei

1

Fig.

10. Remove slag and inspect bead.
11. Select 5/32" electrode and place in holder at right

angles to holder.
12. Deposit second pass by using a very slight weave.
13. Second pass must cover first pass and fuse into both

strips.
14. Remove slag and inspect bead.
15. Use weave bead technique with 5/32" electrode for third

pass.
16. Remove slag and compare with actual photograph in Fig. 1
17. Repeat above procedure for the other sides of joint.
18. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Undercut may be encountered if arc is run too high on
each side.

2. Undercut is also encountered if operator fails to hold
the arc momentarily at each side.

3. Make weave bead only wide enough to cover second pass.



SUM VOCATIONAL-TWINICA: I TIM SWIMS of LOWSIIIIIII

ARC WELDING

Job Title: Outside Corner Joint

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNZCAL INPORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
for
Joia No. 5

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
lsc Edition, Chapter 4, pages 59-67, "Types
of Joints."

2nd 3dition, Chapter 4, pages 71=79.

2 Lincoln Electric Co. - NEW LESSONS IN ARC WELDING
pages 1-41 to 1.44, "The Effect of Welding Heat
on Metals."

BLUEPRINT R3ADING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor win make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Putlishers, Inc. BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignm.nt sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Corner Joint
Face of Weld

3. Reverse Polarity
4. Root of Weld
5. Root Penetration



.1^

Unit III Job No. 5
Arc Welding Page 2 of 4

Objective: To weld an outside corner joint in flat position.

General Information: Mastery of this joint will be invaluable
to the student when he begins work on the

open V-butt joint as it is very similar to the Nr-butt, but re-
quires very little joint preparation. Complete, uniform pene-
tration must be had through back of plates and all passes must
have good fusion with both plates.

3rd. Pow

nd.Poss

iSt. PON

Fig. 1

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles

6 plates 3/8" x 1 1/4" x 10"
1/8" E6011* Electrodes
5/32 E6011 Electrodes

Procedure:

1. Select plate and cut to desired size.
2. Remove slag from both edges of plate.
3. Start welder and adjust for 1/8" electrode.

'1



Unit ITC Job No. 5
Arc Welding Page 3 of 4

Procedure: (Cont'd)

4. Place plates on welding table and tack together as in
Fig. 2. Leave 1/16" root opening between plates.

Mt so 01Casass

Fig. 2 End view of plates tacked together

5. Make first pass from left to right using 1/8" electrode.
Electrode position as in Fig. 3.

^si
Fig. 3 Electrode Position

6. Complete penetration is necessary through joint. A
very slight backward and forward motion may be helpful
in securing good penetration.

7. Practice stops and starts.
8. Chip slag and clean thoroughly after each pass is

completed.
9. Readjust welder for 5/32" electrode.

10. Make second pass with 5/32" electrode by using slight
weaving technique.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

11. Clean and inspect.
12. Make third pass with 5/32" electrode by using weave bead

technique. Bead should come out to edge of plate without
overlap or cut-a-way edges.

13. Clean joint and compare with photograph of actual weld in
Fig. 1.

14. Have instructor check.
15. Complete welds on the other joints that have been tacked

together.
16. Practice running beads in all directions.

Fig. 4 Shows necessary penetration through back of joint.

Precautions:

1. Complete penetration must be had through back of joint.
2. All slag must be removed between passes if maximum

i/Fength is to be had.

ELECTRODE CLASSIFICATION

E means for Electric Welding

The first two digits indicate the
tensile strength of the electrode

The third digit indicates the
position of welding

1. All position
2. Horizontal and flat
3. Plat only

The fourth digit indicates
whether for A.C. or D.C.

For more detailed information check the references.

6010

EOM°

E 601 0

E 602 0

E6030

E6010



STIR VICITIMUIL-TECIIINAt & TIME SCINKS st LIMSIIIIIA

ARC WELDING

Job Title: V - ut up Strip

Position: Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 6

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
1st Edition, Chapter 4, pages 68.76, "Types
and Positions of Welds."

2nd Edition, Chapter 4, pages 79-88.

2. Lincoln Electric Co. - NEW LESSONS IN ARC WELDING,
pages 1-35 to 1-36, "The Effects of Correct and
Incorrect Polarity."

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lemons -in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual'
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet;

-Textbook.

ATHEMATICS.

,In .order for the student to study these lessons in. the,_
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Delmar Publishers, Inc. =RPM* READING -FOR
WELDERS

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Single Welded Butt Joint
2. Spatter
3. Straight Polarity
4. BackIng Strip
5. Weld Metal



Unit TII
Arc Welding

Job No. 6
Page 2 of 4

Objective: To weld a V-Butt joint in flat position with back
up strip.

General Information: This joint will be found frequently in
industry such as in shipyards, chill rings

for pipe and other pressure welding. Root opening ordinarily
should be the same as the diameter of the electrode used for the
first pass, so the root opening will be approximately 1/8". It
should be remembered that the first pass must fuse together both
plates and the back up strip.

Fig. 1 Multi-pass V-Butt with Back Up Strip

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule, cutting
torch and goggles.

Materials

6 plates 3/8" x 2" x 10"
5 plates 1/8" x 1 *" x 10"
E6010 1/8" Electrodes for

reverse polarity welding
E6011 1/8" Electrodes for
A.C. Welding

E6010 5/32" or E6011 5/32"
electrodes (See instructor)



Job No. 6
Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Select plate from supply.
2. Bevel both edges of 3/8" plate as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

3. Grind 1/32" face on edge of bevel.
4. Cut back up strips from 1/8" material to correct size

and remove slag from edges.
5. Tack weld back up strips to 3/8" plate by leaving 1/8"

root opening as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

6. Make first pass with 1/8" electrode by using a slight
whipping motion. Current must be hotter than for preceding
jobs. Use the familiar electrode position from preceding
job.

7. Chip slag and clean Joint with wire brush.



Unit III Job No. 6
Arc Welding Page 4 of 4

Procedure: (Cont'd)

8. Inspect for good fusion into both plates and back up
strip. Bead should have uniform ripples and be flat on
top.

9. Weld the remaining joints that have been tacked together.
10. Make second pass with 5/32" electrode. Current may be

hotter than usual. A very slight weave may be helpful,
but usually the whipping motion will carry enough metal
for this pass.

11. Clean and inspect.
12. Make third pass with 5/32" electrode by using weaved

bead technique. Build up bead about 1/16" above plates
and over edge of bevel about 1/8" for reinforcement.

13. Practice stops and starts on all passes.
14. Run 2nd and 3rd passes on all remaining joints.
15. Clean joints and compare with photograph of actual weld

in Fig. 1.
16. Have instructor check,

Precautions:

1. All passes should be flat on top except the weave bead
which should be slightly convex.

2. Check penetration into back up strip occasionally by
breaking the joint open after first pass has been completed.



SUN IFICUNIIM-TECNNICAL i TIME SUMS of MINA

ARC WELDING

Job Title: Ir-mutt Joint - Onen

Position! Flat

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.

JobJOD 7

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
1st Edition, Chapter 5, pages 77-88, "Nature
of Iron and Steel."

2nd Edition, Chapter 5, pages 89-100.

2. Lincoln Electric Co. - NEW LESSONS IN ARC -WELDINO,,
pages 1-28 to 1-29, "To Run a Bead With a Whipping',
Motion."

BLUEPRINT 17_,ADING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading 'assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT mgiti4i0 FOR
WELDERS=!

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in-the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Butt Joint
2. Bevel
3. Welding Procedure
4. Welding Rod
5. Welding Technique



Unit TII Job No. 7
Arc Welding Page 2 of 4

Obi*ctive: To make an open V-Butt joint in flat position.

General Information: The open If-Butt joint is similar to the
corner joint in that the weld metal must

peneti,ate completely through showing a good bead on the back
side. More joint preparation is requd-c since the plates must
be beveled and edges faced off. This . one of the most popular
types of joints found in industry, so tne student must strive
for perfection in making this weld.

Pig. 1 Shows multi-pass beae.3 in open V-butt joint.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
goggles and cutting torch.

Materials

6 plates 3/8" x 2" x 10"
E6010 or E6011 1/8" Electrodes
E6010 or E6011 5/32" Electrodes
(See instructor)

Procedure:

1. Select plate f- m supply.
2. Cut to desired size and bevel both edges.
3. Grind 1/32" face on edge of bevel.
4. Tack weld strips together as in Fig. 2.



Unit III
Are Welding

Pro:edure: (Contld)

Job No. 7
PAP 3 of 4

e

lock

hig. 2

5. Make first pass with 1/8" electrode by using a alight
whipping motion. Current must be hot enough to secure
complete penetration (Pig. 3) but not too hot. Electrode
position should be the same as used on previous Jobs.
Practices stops and starts.

Pig. 3 Shows penetration necessary through back of
;:late. Notice hole that must be burned through
,lates and kept; in 1-Ading edge of weld puddle
for the entire length of Lead.

6. Clean beak anu compare with photographs of actual welds
in Pig. 1 and 3.

7. Run bead in the remaining joints that have been tacked
together.

8. Wake second passes with 5/52" electrodes.
9. ',lean and inspect.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

10. Make third pass with 5/32" electrode using
technique.

11. Clean joint and compare finished work with
photograph Fig. 1.

12. Have Instructor et ec't.

Precautl.ns:

1. For maximum strength, a good bead Lust she
back of plates.

2. Good fusion or tie-1n with old weld puddle
where bead has been stopped and restarted.

a

weaved bead

that in

w through on

must be had

Job No. 7
Page 4 of 4

-- -240'7 ffC
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ARC WELDING

Job No. 8

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Position: Flat

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions
below to test the ability of the student on flat welding and
simple blueprint reading, or at his option, substitute other
problems.

1. Cut and weld part "A" of problem #1 as shown on drawing.

ZZLIg Fit

v..Ir....o.,
M.1110

00.10.11,16

NES

haw roe \ulT=11111

STRUCTURAL AISRICATTOU PrObe 1

id" mama par wise sem mow.

2. Make a name plate. Name and size optional.

SMITH
3. 90° turn on angle iron.



Unit III
Arc Welding

4. Build up a shaft..

MANIPULATIVE TEST

.-31, 0 Wi-11;), p 1

,

) )14 ,11))

Job No. 8
Page 2 of 2

Pay particular attention to bead sequence to prevent warpage
in shaft. Continue running beads until the shaft has been built
up solid.



STATE VICATIONAt-TECIINICAL I TIM SCUMS if MTh

ARC WELDING

Job Beads

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A.
for
Job No. q

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING
1st Edition, Chapter 1, pages 1-23, "Industrial
Use of Arc We

2nd Edition, Chapter 1, pages 1-23.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study ',hese lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor wily, make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding SociAty)

The student should learn the deinitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. String Beading
2. Crater
3. Bare Electrode
4. Build up Seauence
5. Direct-Current Arc Welding
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Unit III Job No. 9
Arc Welding Page 2 of 4

Objective: To deposit stringer beads horizontally on flat plate
in vertical position.

General Information: Control of the molten metal will be more
difficult on the horizontal welds than it

was in the flat position. The backward and forward movement of
the arc along the line of weld will be helpful as the operator
will have better control over the molten metal. A short arc Is
necessary to help prevent sag of the molten metal.

Equipment Fig. I

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
goggles and cutting torch

Materials

1 piece of plate f x x 10"
1/d" Electrodes Eb010 or E6011
or E6012
(See instructor)

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Lay out horizontal lines lengthwise of the plate 1V4"

apart.
3. Fasten in welding fixture as in Fig. 2.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Plot*

Job No. 9
Page 3 of 4

Fig. 2

4. Deposit first pass with a backward and forward motion on
lower line. Electrode position should be approximately
as in Fig. 3.

Bead

5. Deposit second pass over the first bead by covering about

Bead Oscillot*

50% as in Fig. 4.

Direction of Travel
Electrode

150

Electrode

Electrode

Fig. 3



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

e

Job No. 9
Page 4 of 4

tff'/(4((!( /,°A,NL\ik,04
(1(11(:(1

Fig. 4

6. Continue running stringer beads until plate is filled. Be
certain to clean after each pass has been made.

7. Check deposited weld metal to be sure that there is no
sagging and no undercuts.

8. Reverse plate and repeat above procedure until proficient.
9. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.

10. Rave instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Saggin& of weld metal is most commonly caused by the
cnrreht being too hot or keeping the arc in the weld
puddle too long.



staff VOCATIONAt-tUNNICAt a TRAIE SCIONS i OVUM*

ARC WELDING

Job Title: Lan Joint

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

R.S.A
for
Job No 10

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING
1st Edition, Chapter 5, pages 89-98, "Metal
Working Processes."

2nd Edition, Chapter 5, page.; 101-110.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms; Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Lap Joint
2. Single Welded Lap Joint
3. Horizontal Position
4. Joint Welding Procedure
5. Overlap



Unit III
Arc Welding

Job No. 10
Page 2,of 4

Objective: To make a lap joint in horizontal position.

General Information: The are should be directed toward the root
of the weld for maximum penetration and

angled slightly toward the horizontal plate to minimize overlap
on the flat plate. The edge of joint will burn away if the arc
is allowed to strike it. Both legs of the weld should be approxi
mately the same length, and the bead should fill out to the edge
of the joint. The lap joint is used ex ensively in industry in
tanks, shipyard welding and structural steel work.

Fig. 1 Lap joint in horizontal position.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
goggle and cutting torch

Materials

5 ,plates 1/8" x 2" x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or
E6011
(See instructor)

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and eu; to desired size.
2. Remove slag from edges and tack plates together as in

Fig. 2.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Job No. 10
Page 3 of 4

Fig. 2 Plates tacked for lap joint welding

3. Place plates on welding table in flat position. This
makes the edge of joint in horizontal position.

4. Run bead from left to right using a whipping motion. Arc
must be maintained on forward pass. Hold short arc.
Electrode position as in Fig. 3.

END VIEW OF JOINT

wq

Direction of Weld

Fig. 3 Electrode position for horizontal lap joint.

6. Run bead full length of joint. Practice starts and stops.
7. Clean and inspect weld.
8. Weld the remaining joints that have been tacked together.
9. Clean, inspect, and compare work with photograph of

actual weld in Fig. 1.
10. Turn plates over and weld the other side.
11. Clean and have instructor check.
12. Continue making these joints until proficiency has

been acquired.
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Procedure: (Cont' d)

13. For additional practice, hang lap joints so that plates
are in.vertiOal-ROAitim with the-edges flat and weld
joints.

Precautions:,

5-4.,---i'-
1. Undercut mei .be.encoUntered if_current is too hot or if...,-

arc is allowed to strike. edge of joint.
2. Makeibeads Wflat across face and as uniformlly spaced

as ptissible. ,.
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ARC WELDING

Job Title: Tee Joint- Stringer Beads

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICA-J INFORMATION

Textbooks

P.S.A
for
Job No. 11

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING
1st Edition, Chapter 6, pages 99-116, "Testing
and Inspection - Use of Weld Gauges."

2nd Edition, Chapter 6, pages 111-128.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the i= structor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint readIng assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Throat of Fillet Weld
2. Size of Weld
3. Work Lead
4. Undercut
5. Slag Inclusion



Unit III
Arc Welding

Job No. 11
Page 2 of 4

Objective: To weld a tee joint in horizontal position by using
the multi-pass stringer bead technique.

General Irformation: This type of joint is one of the most
common types that the welder will encounter.

some jobs require that the finished layer of beads be stringer
beads across the face while other jobs require a lace bead for
the appearance bead. In either instance thrl student should make
every effort toward perfection of weld appearance on these jobs.
The whipping motion technique will be an advantage on this job
since it reduces the chance of undercut and -'.ag inclusion in
the weld.

Fig. 1 Multi-pass fillet weld in tee joint.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
goggles and cutting torch

Materials

2 plates 1/4" x 1 1/2" x 10"
1 plate 1/101E3 1 /k" x 10"
Electrodes 5/32" E6011 or
E6012 (See instructor)

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired sizes.
2. Tack weld plates together forming a tee joint as on a

previous job.
3. Fasten in welding fixture horizontally so that one plate

will be vertical and the other flat as in Fig. 2.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont,d)

Job No. 11
Page 3 of 4

Fig. 2 The joint in horizontal position

4. Electrode position should be approximaiel5 as in Fig. 3
for all passes.

5. Deposit 1st stringer bead by directing arc into root of
joint. Good penetration Is essential.

6. Clean bead thoroughly and inspect for slag inclusions
and pin holes.

Fig. 3 Electrode position for fillet well in tee joint.

7. Complete the fillet weld by depositing the remaining
beads in the sequence shown in Fig. 4. Chip slag and
brush thoroughly after each pass.

8. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
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Procedure: (Cont'd)

Fig. 4 Bead sequence for fillet weld in horizontal tee joint.

9. Complate the tee joint by making fillet welds in the
remaining joints.

10. Have instructor check.
11. Make additional joints if necessary until satisfactory

welds can be made consistently.

Precautions:

1. Follow bead sequence closely to prevent sagging of weld
metal.

2. Face of each bead should be kept as flat as possible to
insure flatness in the finished layer.



STATE I0CM10114-TECNNICAL i TMK SCION Sr LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 12

Job Title: Tee Joint - Weave Beads

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECFNICAL INFORTIAT1ON

Textbook

1. Delmar Pub. Inc., BASIC ARC WELDING, Pages 22-28,
"Welding Symbols."

BLUE °RINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbooks

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy o.P American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in chapter
17 of Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Arc Voltage
2. Weld Crack
3. Welding Leads
4. Cascade Sequence
5. Welding Current



Unit III Job No. 12

2.
1.

PArc Welding Page 2 of 4

Objective: To deposit weave beads in horizontal position over
stringer beads.

General Information: The weave bead or lace is much more
difficult in the horizontal position than

it was in the flat position because the weld metal has a tendency
to run down. For this reason the student will find it helpful to
lay the rippled beads on a diagonal plane. Deposit metal on the
downward stroke only and hold a long arc on the upward stroke.
Arc should not go out. Hesitate momentarily at the top and
bottom edge of bead to prevent undercut.

Fig. 1 Weave beading over stringer beads in horizontal
tee joint.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
goggles and cutting torch.

Procedure:

Materials

2 plates 1" x l
"

i" x 10"
1 plate th x 3t" x 10
Electrodes 5/32" E6011 or
E6012
Electrodes 5/32" E6010 or
E6011 (See instructor)

Select plate from supply and cut to desired sizes.
Make up a tee joint and tack together as in the preceding
job.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Job No. 12
Page 3 of 4

3. Fasten in welding fixture and run six stringer beads as in
the preceding job. Use straight polarity electrodes.

4. Set welding machine for reverse polarity for weave bead.
5. Deposit weave bead liagonally across face of stringer beads

as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

6. Pause momentarily at the top and again at the bottom of
the bead. Deposit metal on the downward stroke only.
Return arc to thJ top raptdly by holding a long arc.

7. Pay particular attention to electrode position In Fig. 3.

(Winds

(?1F(LP

TEE JOINTJOINT

Fig. 3

8. Clean finished weld and compare with photograph of actual
weld in Fig. 1.
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Procedure: (Cont'd)

9. Weld the other sides of joint.
10. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Undercut is likely to occur at the top of bead on the
vertical plate if the arc is not stopped for an instant
at that point.

2. Lack of fusion or overlap will likely occur at the bottom
edge of bead if arc is moved away from this point too
quickly.
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ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 13

Job Tifie: V-Butt Joint - Back up Strip

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Lincoln Electric Co. - NEW LESSONS IN ARC WELDING,
Pages 7-10 through 7-14, "Identifying Metals."

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELD1M TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Backing
2. Backing ring
3. Backing oeld
4. Bevel angle
5. Complete joint penetration
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Objectives To make a V -Butt joint with back up strip in horizontal
position using stringer beading techni4ue.

General Information: Current setting should be hotter for the
first pass for this joint than when welding

an open T-butt joint in order to secure good fusion with the back
up strip and the edges of both plates. Pay particular attention
to electrode positions and weld sequence.

Fig. 1 V -Butt joint with back up strip showing stringer beading
sequence.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule, cutting torch, and
goggles.

Procedure:

Materials

5 plates 3/8" x li" x 10"
4 plates 1/8" x 1E" x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or E6012
5/32" Electrodes E6010 or 26012

1. Select plate from supply and cut to desired siz'.
2. Bevel both edges as in Fig. 2.
3. Remove slag and grind 1/32" root face as in Fig. 2.
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Arc Welding

Procedure: (Contid)

Job No. 13
Page 3 of 4

Fig. 2

4. Cut backing strips from 1/8" plate to desired size and
remove slag.

5. Tack back up strips to plates leaving 1/8" root opening
as in Fig. 3

0-ft

/
L,...._1

Fig. 3

6. Fasten assembly in welding fixture so that the butt joints
will be in horizontal position with plates vertical.

7. Make first, second, and third passes with 1/8" electrodes
by using a slight whipping motion and a short arc.

8. Electrode positions should be as in Fig. 4,
9. Clean weld thoroughly after each pass.



Unit III
Arc Welding;

Procedure: (Contid)

400

4^.1161 POM

Job No. 13
Page 4 of 4

Fig. 4

10. Make passes four, five and six with 5/32" electrodes using
the same technique as in preceding passes.

11. Clean weld thoroughly after each pass.
12. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
13. Have instructor check.

Fig. 5 Sequence in which beads should be deposited in
horizontal 17-butt.

Precautions:

1. The faces of each bead should be kept as flat as possible.
2. Do not try to deposit too much metal at each pass.
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ARC WELDING

Job Title: V-Butt (open)

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

for
Job No. 14

..11100=111INI=MIMM

1. Lincoln Electric Co. - NEW LESSONS IN ARC WELDING,
Pages 7-14 to 7-16, "Melting Points for Metals,"
7-16 to 7-18 "The Effect of Welding on Grain Structure
of Metal."

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of the welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Root face
2. Root opening
3. Root of joint
4. Root crack
5. Root edge

1A.
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Objective: To weld a IT-butt Joint in horizontal position using
multi-pass stringer bead technique.

General Information: The open AT-butt Joint is the most used Joint
for pipe and other pressure work. The

first pass must have complete penetration through back of Joint.
Use of the forward ana backward motion will be helpful in controlling
the amount of penetration through Joint. Current should not be
too hot for first pass, but may be considerably hotter for all
succeeding passes.

Fig. 1

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule, cutting torch, and
goggles.

Materials

5 plates 3/8" x le x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or E6012
5/32" Electrodes E6010 or

E6012

Procedure:

1. Select plate from supply and cut to esired
2. Bevel both edges as in previous Job.
3. Remove slag and grind 1/32" root face as in

Job.

size.

previous
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Procedure: (Cont'd)

4. Tack plates together leaving 3/32" root opening.
5. Fasten in welding fixture so that joints will be in

horizontal position with plates vertical.
6. Make first, second and third passes with 1/8" electrodes

by using a slight whipping motion.
7. Electrode position should be as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

8. Clean weld thoroughly after each pass.
9. Make passes four, five and six with 5/32" electrodes

using the technique as in first three passes.
10. Clean weld thoroughly after each pass.
11. Compire work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
12. Have instructor check.
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ARC WELDING

Job No. 15

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Positior. Horizontal

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions
below to test the ability of the student on simple blueprint
reading and horizontal welding, or at his option, substitute
other problems.

1. Cut and weld part "B" of problem #1. Unite with part A
from previous test.

mallow mamma IMMINI St

OP TOMOS PO WM Wit outgo.

2. Weld a floor flange in horizontal position.

3. Weld a corner brace in horizontal position.

4. Make a pressure tight box from drawings in problem 0.
Make welds In flat and horizontal positions.
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ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 16

Job Title: Stringer Beads (Travel down

Position: Vertical

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Chamfering
2. Edge preparation
3. Capillary attraction

. Flush weld
5. Beveling



Unit III
Arc Welding

Objective,:

To deposit stringer
beads vertically on
flat plate travel down.

General Information:

The most common uses of
downhill welding are in
pipe line welding and
sheetmetal work of 3/16"
thickness or less. Slag
inclusion is a problem
that can be overcome by
closely observing the
rate of travel, electrode
position, and the length
of the arc gap. A short
arc is beet and travel
must be fast; enough to
prevent slag from getting
ahead of the arc puddle.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule, cutting torch,
goggles, and leather cape.

Job No. 16
Page 2 of 4

Fig. 1

Materials

Plate 1/4" x 4" x 8"
5/32" Electrodes E6010

or E6011
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Procedure:

I. Obtain plate from supply.
2. Lay out lines on 5/16'. centers lengthwise of plate so

that beads can be deposited side by side as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2

3. Fasten in welding fixture so that plate will be suspended
lengthwise in vertical position.

4. Place electrode in holder as shown in Fig. 3.
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Procedure: (Cont'd)

Fig. 3 Electrode position for vertical travel down weld
on flat plate.

5. Start arc at top of plate and begin depositing bead
downward. A uniform rate of travel will result in a
bead of good appearance.

6. Practice starts and stops.
7. Make bead the full length of plate.
8. Clean and inspect bead for uniformity and slag inclusions.
9. Deposit beads side by side until plate is filled on both

sides.
10. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
11. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. If travel down is too slow slag will run ahead of the
weld resulting in a weld with slag inclusion.

2. If travel down is too fast the deposited bead will not
be wide enough for maximum strength.
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ARC WELDING

Job Title: Lap Joint (Travel down)

Position: Vertical

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 17

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

in order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Incomplete fusion
2. Helmet shield
3. Full fillet weld
4. Concave fillet weld
5. Arc welder
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Objective:

To weld a lap joint in
vertical position using
the travel down technique.

General Information:

Only minimum penetration
and fusion can be expected
on t' is Joint, but welds
of good appearance may be
had if the operator will
pay particular attention
to electrode position,
rate of travel and arc
gap. This type of joint
is generally used when
welding thin plate or
sheet metal where maximum
strength is not required.

Fig. 1

No,

Lap joint welded downhill in vertical position.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule, cutting torch, and
goggles.

Materials

5 strips 1/8" x 11" x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6011 or

E6012
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Are Welding

Procedure:

Job No. 17
Page 3 of 3

1. Select plate from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Remove slag from edges and grind edges smooth for better

fit up.
3. Tack weld joint together just as was done on previous

lap joints.
4. Fasten joint in welding fixture so that the edges to be

welded will be In vertical position.
5. Electrode position should be as in Fig. 2.

MMOws
of

Traver

ltod cWse trc
Do not ler slog
rue aimed of
weld.

.d 300

Elecrrode

Fillet Weld

Electrode

450

Fig. 2

6. Start are at top of joint and travel down at a uniform
rate of travel. A short arc gap is necessary to help
overcome slag inclusions.

T. Practice stops and starts.
B. Clean slag from weld and check for uniformity of bead

and slag inclusions.
9. Weld the remaining Joints on both sides.
10. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
11. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Are must not burn away edge of plate.
2. Hold short are and travel down at a rate of travel fast

enough to prevent the slag getting ahead of the are.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TECNNICAL $ TRADE SCHOOLS if 'MIMS

ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 18

Job Title: Stringer Beads (Travel up)

Position: Vertical

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

I. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of the welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Butt weld
2. Bond
3. Joint design
4. Inadequate joint penetration
5. Continuous weld



Unit III Job No. 18
Arc Welding

Objective:

To deposit stringer
beads on flat plate
in vertical position
travel up.

General Information:

The method most used
in vertical welding is
the travel up technique.
This method allows better
control of the molten
metal, deeper penetration
if desired, and less
chance of slag inclusion.
The travel up method is
used on some high pressure
work and on most struc-
tural steel welding.

Page 2 of 4

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule, cutting torch, and
goggles.

Fig. 1

Materials

Plate 1/4" x 6" x 8"
Electrodes 1/8" E6010 or

E6011



Unit III Job No. 18
Arc Welding Page 3 of 4

Procedure:

1. Cut plate to size and lay out parallel lines 3/4"
apart lengthwise of the plate.

Fig. 2

2. Suspend in welding fixture in vertical position.
3. Begin depositing bead at lower end of line and travel

up using upward and downward stroke.
4. Electrode position should be approximately as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

5. Lengthen arc on the upward stroke but hold a short
arc to deposit metal. Do not let the arc go out on
upward stroke.

6. Deposit bead for length of plate.
7. Clean slag from deposit and inspect for uniformity of

ripples and fusion into plate.
8. Deposit beads in a similar manner on the remaining lines.



Unit III Job No. 18

Arc Welding Page 4 of 4

Procedure: (Cont'd)

9. Clean plate and compare with photograph of actual weld
in Fig. 1.

10. Have instructor check.
IL Fill the back side of plate using the same technique.

12. Save plate for next job.

Precar,lons:

I. Keep ripples as uniform as possible by covering previous
deposit about 50% as on a previous job.



STATE VOCATIONAL -TECHNICAT $ IRAS( SUMS of TOINSIANA

AMC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 19

Job Title: Weave Beads (Travel up)

Position: Vertical

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Concavity
2. Convexity
3. Layer
4. Joint
5. Deposition Rate



Unit III Job No. 19
Arc Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective:

To deposit weave beads
on flat plate in verti-
cal position, travel up.

General Information:

The weave bead is used
extensively in the weld-
ing of structural steel
and pressure piping where
multi-pass welds are re-
quired to be welded
vertically, travel up.
Undercut is a problem
but may be easily over-
come if the operation
will stop the arc mo-
mentarily at each side.
If the molten metal
begins to sag the arc
may be run up the side of
the weld in which case the
arc must be lengthened,
but not broken. Usually
this bead is made with a
reverse polarity electrode
but some straight polarity
electrodes will do a good
job.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, center punch, hammer,
soapstone, rule, cutting torch, and
goggles.

Fig. 1

Materials

Plate with stringer beads
from Job 18

5/32" Electrode E6010 or
E6011



Unit III
Are Welding

Procedure:

Job No. 19
Page 3 of 3

1. Obtain plate with stringer beads from previous job.
2. Clean all slag from both sides of plate.
3. Fasten in welding fixture with the stringer beads in

vertical position.
4. Use stringer beads as guide lines to deposit weave beads.
5. Electrode position should be the same as on previous job.
6. Lay a bead horizontally between two stringer beads to

form a shelf at the lower end of the stringer beads.
T. Begin travel up depositing filler metal.

. Practice stops and starts.
9. Run weave bead the full length of plate.

10. Clean and inspect for possible undercuts or lack of
fusion into stringer beads.

11. Deposit weave beads between the other stringer beads on
both sides of plate.

12. Compare work with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.

Precautions:

1. After arc has been stopped, always remove slag from
weld puddle before starting arc again.

2. Undercut may be a problem if arc is not stopped
momentarily at each side.



STATE VICATIONALTECNNICAL i TRUE SCHOOLS if LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 20

Job Title: Lap joint (Travel up)

Position: Vertical

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishert, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Crater crack
2. Effective length of weld
3. Lightly coated electrode

Beading
5. Double welded lap joint



Unit III
Arc Welding

Objective:

To weld a multi-pass lap
joint in vertical position,
travel up.

General Information:

The multi-pass lap joint
will be found primarily in
structural steel work such
as on bridge work and steel
frame buildings. As a rule,
the travel up technique is
used when making a vertical
weld of this kind since more
metal can be deposited at
each pass thereby saving
time.

Job Sheet 20
Page 2 of 3

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles.

Vig. 1

Materials

5 plates i" x 2" x 10"
5/32" Electrode E6010, E6011

or E6012

Procedure:

1. Obtain plates from supply and cut to desired size.
2. Remove slag from edges and grind edges for better fit up.
3. Tack plates together in the usual manner for making a lap

joint.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

4. Fasten in welding fixture
vertical position.

5. Electrode position should

Job Sheet 20
Page 3 of 3

with the edges of joint in

be approximately as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2

6. Begin weld at bottom end of joint and use up and down
motion to deposit first pass. Practice stops and starts.

7. Remove slag from weld before depositing second pass.
8. Deposit second pass over the first bead by using a slight

weave. Deposit metal from bottom to top. Practice stops
and starts.

9. Remove slag and inspect for good fusion into both plates.
10. Deposit third pass over the second bead by using the

weave bead technique.
11. Bring bead out to edge of joint without going over.
12. Remove slag and compare with photograph of actual weld in

Fig. 1.
13.. Complete both sides of joint.
14. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. ABU !dust be kept short to deposit metal and lengthened
on forw&rd or upward stroke. Arc should not be broken
on upward stroke.

2. Good fusion must be had into root of joint.
3. Do not let arc strike edge of joint.



SEAN VICATIONAL4COINCAL $ TIME SCAMS 11 LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING
R.S.A.
for
Job No. 21

Job Title: Tee Joint (Travel up

Position: Vertical

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study the lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Vertical position
2. Penetration
3. Positioned weld
4 Welder
5. Groove



Unit III
Arc Welding

Objective:

To weld a tt.f joint in
vertical position,
travel up.

General Information:

The fillet weld used on
this job will be found
in industrial welding of
structural steel work
frequently. Although
maximum strength may be
obtained on 1 /k" plate
with fewer passes than
are used on this job the
additional passes have
been added so that the
student cep practice
in running a weave bead
using the Gravel up tech-
nique. Each pass should
be as flat as possible
across the face and free
of sagging metal.

Job 21
Page 2 of 4

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soaprtone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles.

Fig. 1

Mat: vials

2 plates yl" x 1 ye x 10"
1 plate 1 4" x 3 1 4" x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or E6011
5/32" Electr,des E6010 or

E6011



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure:

1.

2.

3.

Job No. 21
Page 3 of 4

Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired size.
Remove slag from edges of plate and tack plates together

re as
forming a tee joint.
Fasten joint in vertical posit:on in welding fixtu
in Fig. 2.

SPAN N filtillai

Fig. 2

4. Usa 1/8" electrode for first pass. Begin at lower end
of joint and make first pass upward using the familiar

up-up and down motion. Do not let arc go out on the
ward stroke.

5. Use electrode position as in Fig. 3.

Olfaction
of

Wild

Fig. 3



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure:

6.

7.

8,

9.
10.

11.

12.

Job No. 21
Page 4 of 4

(Conttd)

Run bead for length of joint. Practice stops and starts.
Clean slag from bead and check for good fusion into root
of joint and into both plates.
Deposit second pass with 5/32" electrode by using a slight
weave. Hesitate momentarily at each side to prevent
undercut.
Remove slag and inspect for uniformity of bead.
Make third pass with 5/32" electrode using weave beading
technique. Practice stops and starts.
Clean weld thoroughly and compare with photograph of
actual weld in Fig. 1.
Have instructor check.



STATE MADINAT-MAMMAL & TRUE SCMIOLS 0 LOUISIANA

MATHEMATICS

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

BLUEPRINT READING

assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

proper sequence the instructor will make individual

Textbook

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -

assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

In order for the student to study these lessons in the

proper sequence the instructor will make individual

Textbook

m

Job Title: Corner Joint (Travel up)

Position: Vertical

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

In order for the student to study these lessons in the

3. Weld metal area
Spatter loss

5. Submerged arc welding
4.

2. Toe crack
1. Complete fusion

I. Delar Publishers, - BLUEPRINT READING FOR

1. Welding Course Mathematics

I. Blodgett - Scalzi - DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS (Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation), pages
1 to 6.

WELDERS

ARC WELDING R.
for

S.A.

Job No.



dnit III
Arc Welding

Objective:

Job No. 22
Page 2 of 4

General Information:

groove welds.

The outside corner joint

joint in vertical position
travel up using multi-pass

!IV-

,

will be found often in all 741

,,

T i

1

,r.
To weld an outside cornered!tt,04-aoitidigaik:1.-fr

types of structural steel ,.,. :

welding. The technique
used is the familiar root
pass technique used for all
groove welds. Complete
penetration through back of _ .

joint is essential and the
face of the weld should be
slightly convex for maximum

...,..

strength.

Fig. 1

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding table, 6 ,plates i x li." x 10"
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer, 1/8" Electrodes E6010, E6011,
wire brush, soapstone, rule, or E6012
cutting torch and goggles 5/32" Electrodes E6010, E6011,

or E6012

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to size.
2. Remove slag from edges and grind for good fit up.
3. Tack plates together as in Fig. 2.



Unit TII
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Tock of on Corners

Job No. 22
Page 3 of 4

Fig. 2

4. Fasten in welding fixture so that joints will be in
vertical position.

5. Use electrode position as in Fig. 3.

DIRECTION
OF

WELD

F4. 3

6. Make first pass with 1/8" electrode by beginning bead
at lower edge of joint and travel up. Use up and down
stroke to secure good penetration through back side of
joint.

7. Deposit bead for length of joint. Practice stops and
starts.

8. Remove slag from joint and check for good fusion into
both plates.

9. Make second pass with 5/32" electrodes using the
stringer bead technique. Practice stops and starts.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure:

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

Job No. 22
Page 4 of 4

(Cont'd)

Remove slag from joint and inspect.
Make third and fourth pass with 5/32" electrodes using
weave beading technique.
Ust edges of joint as guide lines for fourth pass.
Clean joint and compare work with photograph of actual
weld in Fig. 1.
Have instructor check.
Weld remaining joints.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL & TRAK SCNOOLS el LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING R.S.A
for
Job No. 23

Job Title:V-Butt Joint Mack up strip, travel up)

Position: Vertical

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Blodgett - Scalzi - DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS (Lincoln Arc Welding Foundations) pages
7 - 17, "Welding Procedures."

BLUEPRINT READING_

In order far the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the Instructor will take indlmidual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERNS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Actual throat
2. Groove weld
3. Groove angle
4. Fusion zone
5. Bend test



Unit III
Arc Welding

Objective:

To weld a 1T-butt joint in
vertical position travel
up with back up strip.

General Information:

The 1T-butt joint with back
up strip will be encountered
by the welder in many types
of high pressure work as
well as in shipyard welding.
Particular attention must be
given the first pass to
insure good fusion with both
edges of the joint and the
back up strip. Keep the
faces of all passes as flit
as possible and the rippler
of tilt, bead uniformily
spaced. Reverse polarity
electrodes should be used
where possible.

Equipment

Are welding machine, welding table,
hel ;, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire crush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles.

Job No. 23
Page 2 of 4

Fig. 1

Materials

6 plates 3/8" x 2" x 10"
5/glates 1/8" x 11; x 10"
1/8" Electrodes 10 or

E6011
5/82" Electrodes E6010 or

E6011

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and bevel to desired size.
2. Grind 1/32" root face on edge of each plate.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Contld)

3. Cut backing strips to desired size and remove slag.
4. Tack joints together as in Fig. 2. Leave 1/8" root

opening.

Job No. 23
Page 3 of 4

Took Weld

\IM4\/
60°Ve

Fig. 2

5. Fasten assembly in welding fixture so that joints
will be in vertical position.

6. Use 1/8" electrode for first pass. Begin welding at
lower edge of joint and travel up.

7. Use electrode position as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

8. Practice stops and starts and complete first pass
for entire length of joint. Use the familiar travel
up technique for stringer beading.

9. Remove slag from joint and make second pass with 5/32n
electrode using the same technique.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Job No. 23
Page 4 of 4

10. A slight weave will be helpful for the third pass.
11. Make finish bead by using the weave bead travel up

technique.
12. Clean joint thoroughly and compare work with photo-

graph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
13. Have instructor check.



STATE VICAT:ONAL-TECHNICAL I MOE SCHOOLS AT LINISIANA

ARC WELDING

Job Title: V-Butt Joint jOpen}

Position: Vertical

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 24

=11111,0....1....

1. Blodgett - Scalzi - DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS (Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation) pages
19 - 29.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Double welded butt joint
2. Covered shielded arc electrode
3. Ground connection
4. Manual welding
5. Composite joint



Unit III Job No. 24
Arc Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective:

To weld an open V-Butt
joint in vertical position,

General Information:

The open V-butt joint will
be encountered in some pipe
and other import int plate
welding where maximum strength
is required. The current set-
ting must not be as hot for the
first pass as it was with the
back up strip, however, the
remaining passes will be made
the same as in previous job.
The .Lirst pasta must have comp-
lete penetration through back
of joint,

Eq-Ipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
tht:met, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles

Fig. 1

Materials

6 paates 3/8" x 2" x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or

E6011
5/32" Electrodes E6010 or

E6011

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply, cut to desired size and bevt1.
2. Tack weld plates together as in Fig- 2.
3. Fasten assembly in *,11ding fixture so that joints are in

vertic..1 position.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Contid)

If

2 -0.

Job No. 24
Page 3 of 3
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Fig. 2

4. Use the same electrode position as on previous job.
5. Begin first pass at lower edge of joint with 1/8" electrode

and travel up. Use the familiar upward and downward
stroke to control the amount of penetration through back
of joint.

6. Deposit bead for entire length of joint. Practice stops
and starts.

7. Make second pass with 5/32" electrode using the same
technique.

8. Make third pass, by using the travel up weave beading
techLique.

9. Make finish bead by using the weave beading technique.
Use edges of bevel as guide lines for last pass.

10. Compare woe: with photograph of actual weld in Fig. 1.
11. Weld the remaining joints in the assembly by the same

procedure.
12. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. Remember that undercut may result from failure to stop
tne arc momentarily at each side of a weave.



STATf VOCATIONAL-INIMICAL I TRAK SCHOOLS it LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING

Job No. 25

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Position: Vertical

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions
below to test the ability of the student in simple blueprint
Leading and vertical welding, or at his option, substitute
other problems.

1. Weld part "C" in problem #1 in vertical position.

111111`v\\

STRUCTURAL FAIRICATION RONO 1

110/110111111 Pal wrr 7.L, minor.

2. Weld gusset in channel or angle iron. Make all welding in
vertical position.

3. Design and build bumper from channel iron for truck.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL & TUOI SCAMS of LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No.

Job Title: Stringer Beads

Position: Overhead

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Blodgett - Scalzi - DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS (Lincoln Are Welding Foundation) pages
30 - 35.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbooks

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instrue.tor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Guided bend test
2. Groove face
3. Intermittent weld
4. Overhead position
5. Porosity



Unit III Job No. 26
Arc Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective: To deposit stringer beads in overhead position on
flat plate.

General Information: Although welding in the act potation is
more economical than overhead Welding, it is

not always possible to mire the welds in the flat position. There-
fore, the student should learn how to deposit a we.' with good
appearance and one that will withstand the maximum tests in the
overhead position. A short oscillating arc will be helpful.

Fig. 1

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding table, Plate 1/4" x 4" x 10"
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer, 1/8" Electrodes E6010 or
wire brush, soapstone, rule, E6011
cutting torch and goggles, leather
cape with bib.

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply.
2. Layout lines on 1/4" centers and center punch mark them

lengthwise of plate.
3. Fasten plate in overhead position in welding fixture as

in Fig. 2.
4. Assume most comfortable position so that plate will be

overhead.
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Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Fig. 2

Job No. 26
Page 3 of 3

5. Use center punch marks as a
guide line to deposit beads.
Electrode position as in Fig.
3.

6. Deposit bead toward operator
for length of plate.

T. Remove slag and inspect for
uniformity of beads without
excessive sagging of weld
metal.

8. Deposit additional beads on
lines that have been marked.
Practice stops and starts.

9. Compare work with photograph
of actual weld in Fig. 1.

10. Have instructor check.

DIRECTION OF WELD PLATE

BEAD
90c'

ELECTRODE

C=.

Fig. 3



SIAIE NICAIIONALIECIMICAL A IRAN SCHOOLS of LOOISIANA

ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 27

Job Title: Weave Beads

Position: Overhead

RELATED - TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Blodgett-Scalzi - DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS (Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation), pages
35 - 38.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Pass sequence
2. Reinforcement weld
3. Seam welding
4. Welding generator
5. Welding transformer



Unit III Job No. 27
Arc Melding Page 2 of 3

Objective: To deposit weave beads in overhead position on flat
plate.

General Informations The student will find that it is much more
difficult to deposit weave beads in the

overhead position than in any other position. If the current is
too hot or rate of travel too slow, there is danger of the weld
metal sagging. Also, undercut may be a problem but this can be
overcome by stopping the arc momentarily at the sides of the
weave. Some jobs require the finish bead to be a weave bead, so
the student should be satisfied with nothing short of perfection
with this job.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch and goggles,
leather cape and bib.

Procedure:

Materials

Plate 1/4" x 4" x 10"
1/8" Eletltrodes 0010 or

E6011
5/32"

E601
Elec1 trodes 0010 or

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to size.
2. Lay out lines and mark with center punch as in
3. Fasten plate in overhead welding fixture and deposit

stringer beads with 1/8" electrode between lines marked
on 1/4" centers.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont,d)

Job No. 27
Page 3 of 3

0

1

-r

Fig. 2

4. Remove all slag and spatter from plate before depositing
the weave beads.

5. Use 5/32" electrode to deposit weave beads.
6. Electrode position should be the same as on previous

job.
7. Use already deposited stringer beads as guide lines

for the weave beads.
8. Practice stops and starts.
9. Compare appearance of work with photograph of actual

weld in Fig. 1.
10. Deposit weave beads between remaining stringer beads.
11. Have instructor check.

Precautions:

1. If sagging begins to take place advance arc for a
distance of about one inch along line of weld. Lengthen,
but do not break the arc.

2. Do not let arc strike the stringer beads as this will
cause undercut.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TAMICAL i TIME SCAMS of LSUPStANA

ARC WELDING

Job Title: Lap Joint

Position: Overhead

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 28

1. .Blodgett Scalzi - DESIGN OF WELDED STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS (Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation), pages
44-50.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Weld ability
2. Selective block sequence
3. Backstep sequence
4. Chain intermittent fillet welds
5. Exograph



Are welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,

cape and bib.

Procedure:

cutting torch, goggles, leather

3. Fasten assembly in overhead welding fixture as in Fig. 2.
4. Make first pass in all joints. Use electrode position

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired sizes.
2. Tack plates together forming an assembly of lap joints.

as in Fig. 2. The backward and forward motion may be
used satisfactorily.

6 plates 3/8" x li" x
5/32" Electrodes E6010,

E6011 or E6012

4t.

Unit III Job No. 28
Arc Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective: To weld a lap Joint, overhead with a multi -pass
fillet weld.

General Information: This type of Joint will be found in some
structural steel welding and in shipyard

work. In most cases a revrse polarity electrode is used, but
in same instances it becomes necessary to use straight polarity
electrodes. The familiar backward and forward motion is probably
the most used technique. Do not break the arc on the forward
stroke.

Fig. 1

Equipment Materials



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Cont'd)

Job No. 28
Page 3 of 3

Direction of Weld

WELDING FIXTURE

Fig. 2

5. Clean and check for good penetration into root of joint.
6. Note sequence of welds and make passes two and three by

use of the same stringer beading technique.
7. Keep beads as flat across the fpite as possible.

. Clean joints and compare work with photograph of actual
weld in Fig. 1.

9. Have instructor check.
10. Turn joint assembly over and weld the other side in the

same manner.

Precautions:

1. Do not allow arc to strike the edge of the overhead
plate.



VICITISAL-TECMICK $ TWE KINKS N MOAN

ARC WELDING

Job Title: Tee Joint

Position: Overhead

R.S.A
for
Job No. 29

BLUEPRINT READING.

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -

THEORY AND PARCTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Longtitudinal sequence..
2. Joint geometry
3. Block sequence
4. Continuous sequence
5. Deposition seqpence
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Objective: To weld a tee joint in overhead poltion by using
both the stringer beading and weave beading techniques.

Jeneral Information: The finished welder will be called on often
to make a weld similiar to the tee joint in

overhead position. This identical weld will be found in all types
of general repair and construction work. Where it is necese-ry
to make mare than one pass the stringer beading technique should
be used. Some jobs require the finish bead to be a weave bead.

Fig.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch, goggles, leather
cape and bib.

Materials

2 Plates i" x li" x 10"
1 plate V x 3 x 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010

or E6011

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired sizes.
2. Tack together forming a tee 3oint as in previous jobs.
3. Fasten in overhead welding fixtare as shown in Fig. 2,
4. Use the electrode position as on previous job.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Contid)

Job No. 29
Page 3 of 3

5. Make first pass with 1/8"
electrode. Use stringer
beading technique.

6. Remove slag and check
for good fusion into root
of joint.

7. Make second and third
passes with 5/32" electrode.
See Fig. 3 for proper
sequence. Olean thoroughly
between passes.

8. If cap or weave is to be
used, make the weave bead
the fourth pass with 5/32"
electrode.

9. If no cap is used, make
passes four, five and six
as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2

10. Keep each bead as flat
across the face as possible.

11. Compare work with photo-
graph of actual weld in
Fig. 1.

12. Have instructor check.
13. Complete remaining

corners of joint by weld-
ing in the overhead
position.

4InimImi
Fig. 3

Precautions:

1. Under:t may be a problem with the weave but may be
over..ome in the usual manner. Pause momentarily with
the arc at each side of the weave.



STATE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL i TRAK SCHOU if 1.0111SIANA

ARC WELDING R.S.A.
for
Job No. 30

Job Title: V -Butt Joint (Back up strip)

Position: Overhead

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING 20R
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDIAG TERMS (Courtesy of American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these Welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING.

1. Composite electrode
2. Double bevel groove weld
3. Melting rate
4. Peening
5. Spacer strip
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Objective: To weld a 1T-butt joint in overhead position with
back-up strip.

General Information: This joint is very similar to that found
in some high pressure welding and in ship-

yard work. The current for first pass should be hot so that
good fusion may be obtained with both plates and the back-up
strip. The backward and forward motion should be used to help
control the molten metal.

Fig. 1

Equipment:

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting tcrch, goggles, leather
cape and bib.

Materials

6 plates IN x 2" x 10"
5 ,piatee 1/8" x ii" x 10"
1/B" Electrodes E6010 or

E6011
5/32" Electrodes E6010 or

E6011



Arc Welding

Precaution:

Procedure:

10. Clean joint and compare work with photograph of actual

11. Have instructor check.

7. Make first pass with 1/8" electrode by using the

8. Clean thoroughly and make second pass with 5/32"

9. Make third and fourth passes by using the v,ave beading

. Tack all plates together with back -up strip as on

1. Undercut may be a problem on third and fourth passes.

2. Bevel 3" plate with a 300 bevel on each side as in

5. Fasten assembly in overhead welding fixture.
6. Electrode position should be as in Fig. 2.

Joint

3. Grind 1/32" root face on edges of plates.

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired sizes.

previous jobs. Allow 1/8" root opening.

electrode. Use the same technique as for first pass.

previous jobs for V-butt joints.

familiar whipping motion and rtringer beading technique.

weld in Pig. 1.

technique.

900

Fig. 2

eon

Electrode

Direction of Travel

Job No.
Page 3 of 3

Unit III



STATE VOCATIONAL-1E0MM 111ADE SUMS AT telISIMIA

ARC WELDING

Job Title: V-Butt Joint (Open)

Position: Overhead

R.S.A.
for
Job No. 31

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics

WELDING TERMS (Courtesy American Welding Society)

The student should learn the definitions of these welding
terms. Definitions may be found in chapter 17 of Sacks -
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDINa.

1. Heat-affected zone
2. Local preheating
3. Melting ratio
4. Residual stress
5. Root radius
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Objective: To weld a V-butt joint (open) in overhead position.

General Information: The open V-butt joint is one of tne most
used joints in industry. It is used in

most all pipe line welding, high pressure work and structural
steel welding where maximum strength is required. Various jobs
require that different techniques be used when welding overhead
but usually either the whipping motion or the dragging technique
is employed for the first pass. Complete penetration is
necessary through back of joint.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
cutting torch, goggles, leather
cape and bib.

Materials

6 pastes in x 2" X 10"
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or

E6011
5/32" Elec11 trodes E6010 or

E60

Procedure:

1. Obtain plate from supply and cut to desired
2. Bevel and prepare edges .1f plate for V-butt

the same manner' as on previous Job.

size.
joint in
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Procedure: (Cont'd)

3. Tack plates together forming V-butt joints.
4. Leave about 3/32" root gap.
5. Fasten in overhead welding fixture.
6. Use electrode position as on previous job.
7. Use 1/8" electrode for first pass. Practice stops and

starts.
8. Notice hole burned through joint in first pass in

Fig. 1 which is necessary for complete penetration.
9. Second pass may be made with a slight whipping motion.

10. Third and fourth passes should be made using the weave
beading technique.

11. Clean joint and compare with photograph of actual weld
in Fig. 1.

12. Have instructor check.



nut VICATINMAECINICK & 1RAIE SCUMS

ARC WELDING

Job No.

Job Title: Manipulative Test

Position: Overhead

The instructor may use any or all of the suggestions
below to test the ability of the student on simple blueprint
reading and overhead welding, or at his option, substitute
other problems.

1. Complete problem #1 by welding part "Ir.

MLR' 4111

IftOff
41.04

14.ft 044.0
AVM

IDIOM .14 41111301.1.

PINIMM10

611101011. IASSICATIO

Jli tome "at Nit LI-; IMO sausso.

2. Weld fish plated in channel iron in overhead position to
form a box frame.

3. Design and build a trailer.

4. Problem Nc. 3 "Welded Structural Connections"
Above problem designed for two students to work together.



PATE VOCATIONAL-TECNNICAt t SCUMS AS LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING

Job No. 33

Job Title: Roll Weld Pipe

Position: Roll weld with pipe in horizontal position

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
2nd Edition, Chapter 15, pp. 375 - 378.
Chapter 17, pp. 439 & 457

2. NEW LESSONS IN ARC WELDING Lincoln Electric Co.,
pp. 1 - 110 through 1 - 114

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to 3tudy these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.
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Unit III Job No. 33
Arc Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective: Roll weld pipe, butt joint.

General Information: Use slightly higher setting of ampere
control on roll weld than fixed position

welding. Ba sure all slag is removed from each pass before
next pass is deposited. Follow procedure for beveling pipe
as given below.

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, pip0
rollers, helmet, gloves,'
dMipping hammer, wire brush

2 pieces of pipe
approximately 6" long

1/8" Electrodes E6010, E6011,
or E6012

5/8" Electrode E6010, E6011,
or E6012

See instructor

Procedure:

1. Obtain pipe from supply.
2. Cut to correct length and bevel.
3. Line pipe up and space using used clear glass or

1/16" welding rod.
4. Weld 1/4" - 3/8" tack on one side, remove spacer,

respace opposite side using one spacer with minimum
amount of spacer inside pipe so as to be able to remove
-spacer as soon as tack is made.

5. Tack other two sides.
6. Place pipe on. Oilers.
7. Roll pipe using 1/8" rod for first

pass or "string r bead", holding rod in approximate
position shown n Fig. 1.

ELECTRODE
POSITION

WELDER THIS SIDE

PIPE ROLLERS

Fig. I



Unit III
Arc Welding

Job No. 12
Page 2 of 4

Objective: To deposit weave beads in horizontal position over
stringer beads.

General Information: The weave bead or lace is much more
difficult in the horizontal position than

it was in the flat position because the weld metal has a tendency
to run down. For this reason the student will find it helpful to
lay the rippled beads on a diagonal plane. Deposit metal on the
downward stroke only and hold a long arc on the upward stroke.
Arc should not go out. Hesitate momentarily at the top and
bottom edge of bead to prevent undercut.

Fig. 1 Weave beading over stringer beads in horizontal
tee joint.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding table,
helmet, gloves, chipping hammer,
wire brush, soapstone, rule,
goggles and cutting torch.

Materials

2 plates r x li" x lo"
1 plate gin x 31.11 x 10"
Electrodes 5/32" E6011 or
E6012
Electrodes 5/32" E6010 or
E6011 (See instructor)

Procedure:

1. Select plate from supply and cut to desired sizes.
2. Make up a tee joint and tack together as in the preceding

job.
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Procedure: (Continued)

8. For second lass or more commonly known in the trade
as a "hot pass" use 1/8" or 5/32" rod. (See instructor.)

9. All rtmaining passes will be made with 5/32" rod using
weaving technique for last pass or cap.

10. Last pass music be uniform and void of pin holes.

a



STATE VICATIONALTECIMICK t TRAK SWISS of MOM

Job Title:

ARC WELDING

Job No.

Butt Weld Pipe

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. NEW LESSONS IN ARC

2. Sacks - THEORY AND
2nd Edition, pages

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make inuividual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

34

WELDING, page 1 - 219

PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
,J1 - 384

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematic assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Unit III Job No. 34
Arc Welding Page 2 of 3

Objective: To make horizontal butt weld in pipe using multi-
pass stringer bead technique.

General Information: This type of weld will be found on most
all pipe tests. Stagger all beads, never

have one directly on top of another one. Also stagger all stops.
All passes must be cleaned thoroughly to eliminate the chances of
leaving slag lines in weld.

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding
table, helmet, gloves, chipping
hammer, wire brush, soapstone,
wrap around rule, cutting torch,
goggles

6" pipe, 12" long
1/8" Electrodes E6010 or
E6012
5/32" Electrodes E6010 or
E6012

Procedure:

1. Cut 2 - 6" nipples, bevel one end of each.
2. File or grind l /16 shoulder on each bevel.
3. Line pipe up and space with 1/16" welding rod or used

clear glass.
4. Tack pipe using 4 . .ally spaced tacks.
5. Set pipe up where it will be accessible from all sides.
6. Start weld at tack using 1/8" rod and weld completely

around using short arc or drag technique for first pass.
Always clean sops before restarting new rod.

7. Clean and examine for fusion along the sides of the vee
and complete penetration.

8. Use 1/8" rod for 2nd pass, 1,olding rod 90° to the
direction of pipe. (See Fig. 1)

FIRST PASS SECOND PASS

Fig. 1
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9. Be sure second pass has complete penetration of first pass.
10. Use 5/32" rod for third pass holding rod 900 to pipe.
11. Use 5/32" rod for subsequent filler passes. (See Fig. 2)
12. Clean each pass thoroughly. Do not start and atop beads

at the same point as the previous pass.

Fig. 2



STATE 110C11110141.1111MICAL $ lead SCUM of 10111SIANA

ARC WELDING

Job No. 35

Job Title: Butt Weld Pipe

Position: Bell Hole

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
2nd Edition, chapter 15, pages 3Y9-
380.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Cc irse Mathematics
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Objective: To make bell hole weld with pipe in fixed position.

General Information: This type of weld is required on most
pipe test. When the uphill test is

given, most companies will accept the first pass to be made
downhill with all other passes uphill. The reason for this
is that the downhill pass is faster and you have a smaller
root opening and a smaller groove width, which will reduce
the amount of filler metal required to complete the weld.

Equipment Materials

Arc welding machine, welding
table, helmet, gloves, chipping
hammer, wire brush, wrap around,
soapstone, cutting torch, goggles,
and sleeves.

Use pipe from preceding job
1/8" Electrode E6010 or E6012
5/32 " Electrode E6010 or

E601

Procedure:

1. Use pipe from preceding job, bevel both ends of pipe.
2. Cut pipe using center o2 old weld as guide line.
3. File end of bevel so as to have approximately 1/16"

shoulder.
4. Line pipe up and space 3/32" for downhill pass or

1/8" for uphill pass.
5. Tack pipe on both top and bottom quarters. (See Fig. 1)

Fig. 1
6. Run first pass with 1/8" rod uphill

instructor.) All other passes will
slight weaving technique.

7. Use weave bead technique for cap or
Fig. 455, page 384, Sacks.)

or downhill. (See
be uphill using

cover pass. (See



STATE VOCAININAL-TECHNICAL & MOE SOULS W LOUISIANA

ARC WELDING
Job No. 36

Job Title: Orange Peel

Position: Vertical

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. PIPE FITTERS AND PIPE WELDER'S HANDBOOK,
Chapter 3, "Pipe Welding Layout" pages 72 - 74
and 113 - 115.

2. FABRICATION OF OXY-ACETYLENE WELDED STEEL AND
WROUGHT IRON PIPING, Part 3, pages 19 - 21.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these F-ssons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delma- Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematic assignment sheet.

WELDING TERMS

The student should learn the definitions of these
welding terms. Definitions may be found in Part 3,
pages 19, 20, and 21 of Linde Co., Fabrication of
Oxy-Acetylene Welded Steel and Wrought Iron Piping.

1. Radial Cutting
2. Meter Cutting
3, Beveling Cut
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Unit 171 Job No. 36
Arc Welaing

Objective: To lay out and weld an orange peel or pipe.

General Information: The orange peel is one of several ways
of blanking off the end of a pipe. It

1 pipemay be used for almost any size pipe, except very smal
which should be heated and swagged by hF.mmering.

y
Tc, find the length of the arm take one-fourth of the
circumference of the pipe. This rule will apply to an
size pipe.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Arc welding machine, helmet, gloves,
chipping hamme "-, wire brush, cutting
torch, goggle square, level, soap
stone, wrap around, sledge hammer,
two steel horses or supports

4r
Materials

length

de E6010

6" pipe any
over 4' 2"
1/8" Electro
5/32" Electrode E6010

or
6012

See instructor

2 _



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure:

1. See Problem 4 for overall length of pipe
2. Determine length of arm.
3. Establish the point for base line. (See Pig.3 , page 4)4. At his point draw a line around the pipe using wraparound and soapstone.

5. Determine number of arms,(see table) or orange peel
data, page 11k, "Pipe Welder's Handbook.'

6. Divide the base line into the number of parts equalto the number of arms, marking each point withsoapstone.

8. Using formula and arm template (page 4) lay out each
9. All cutting should he radial, followed by a beveling

and squLre draw a straight line from base line to endof pipe. This will b3 the point of arm.

arm on pipe.

cut.
110 . Heat and bend to shape.

7. Divide distance between each point and with soapstone

_2

Fig. 2)

WRAP AROUND PIPE

7-1

Fig. 2

_.
11

4,--

Job No. 36
Page 3 of 4



Unit III
Arc Welding

LAYOUT ON PIPE
AR'.

Job No. 36
Page 4 of 4

COMPLETED ORANGE
PEEL

PIPE SIZE IN
INCHES

NUMBER OF
ARMS

A

1 N INCHES

I1/2 4 11/2

2 4 17/8

21/2 4 21/4

3 4 2 MI

31/2 4 31/8

4 4 3V2

5 5 43/8
6 8 51/4

a 5 3/4
10 7 81/2
12-- -

9
.

10

TABLE

FORMULA:

A 2 1/4 CIRCUMFERENCE

9 2 NO. ARMS ÷ CIRCUMFERENCE

C 2 7/8 OF 9

E 2 1/2 0r

Pig. 3



MU MAMMALROM & TRIM SCUM of LIINSIMIA

ARC WELDING

Job No. 37

Job Title: Lax_put 6" Branch for 6" Header

Position: Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbooks

1. Sacks - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
2nd Edition, page 384

2. THE PIPE FITTERS AND PIPE WELDER'S HANDBOOK,
pages 87, 88, & 89.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to studs these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet:

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics



Unit III
Arc Welding

Objective:

Job No. 37
Page 2 of 6

To lay out and weld at right angles 6" branch on
6" header using multi-pass stringer bead technique.

General Information: When using wrap around for laying out
curve lines on pipe, hold wrap around

so as to have a natural arc, never force or bend wrap around.
See Fig. 7.

Fig. 1

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding
"qr or horses, helmet, gloves,

ding hammer, wire brush,
soapstone, rule, square, wrap
around, level, goggles, and
cutting torch

Materials

6" pipe
1/8" Electrodes B6010 or

E6012
5/32" Electrodes E6010 or

E6012

Procedure:

1. Check Problem No. 4 for length of this pipe.
2. Divide pipe near the end into 4 equal parts using

carpenter square and level using method listed.
A. Place inside angle of square against the pipe so

one blade will be across the top of the pipe and
other blade of square down the side of the pipe.
(Pipe must be in fixed position.)

B. Level top blade of square. (See Fig. 2)
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Procedure: (Continued)

"LEVEL

11

MIMIMINIMW

NWPOINTHA

POINT

POINT "B"

Fig. 2

C. The distance from point "A" to point "B" equals
i the 0.1% of the pipe. Locate points "A" and
"C" on pipe and place soapstone mark on pipe at
each point.

3. Locate points "D" and "E" on pipe using square and
level in position shown below. (Fig. 3.)

Fig. 3

4. Draw stright line from end of pipe back approximately
5" at each quarter point.

5. Using flexible rule divide distance between "A" and "C"
and mark with soapstone, repeat the procedure until you
have the distance between each quarter point divided in
half, placing a soapstone mark at each point.

6. Draw a straight line from end of pipe back approximately
5" at each one of these points, this will divide the pipe
into 8 equal parts.

7. Waviunt of cut back for branch to fit on header.



Unit III Job No. 37
Arc Welding Page 4 of 6

Procedure: (Continued)

Fig. 4

8. Use procedure shown in Fig. 5 to find amount of cut
back using square and rule.

I.D. OF BRANCH \
RULE r

PIPE

AMOUNT OF
CUT BACK

HEADER PIPE

Fig. 5

9. Place square flat against end of
side corner of square flush with
pipe. The distance from outside
to opposite outside wall will be
branch pipe.

header pipe with out-
(Reside wall of header
corner of square across
same as the I.D. of



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

Job No. 37
Page 5 of 6

10. Using rule measure from top of header pipe down to top
of Square. This measurement will be the amount of cut
back for branch.

11. Measure back from end of branch pipe the distance equal
to the amount of cut back, mark with soapstone.

12. At the mark,place wrap around on pipe and draw a straight
line around pipe. This will be line "C".

13. Divide distance from this line to end of pipe and with
wrap around make another straight line around pipe.
This will be line le.

14. In order to get a better view of how wrap around is
placed on pipe to mark off cut lines, Fig. 6 will
show a piece of pipe that has been opened and laid
out flat, showing all lines that have been made so
far. Stand facing end of pipe to place wrap around
on pipe for making all concave lines and in back to
make all convex lines.

WRAP AROUND

WRAP AROUND

WI /.4IM 1Elii
LINE "C°

CUT LINE CUT LINE
LINE" Er

Fig. 6

15. Standing facing end of pipe, place wrap around on pipe
so that you can form a curve line from line "B" to
line "C" and back to line "B". Fig. 7.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

Job No. 37
Page 6 of 6

Fig. 7

16. Stand facing opposite direction and place wrap around
on pipe so-as to continue this line from line "B" to
end of pipe and back to line "B". Alternate each
process until the curve line reaches completely around
pipe.

+lb

Fig. 8
17. Make a radial cut and do not bevel.
18. To lay out opening in header for branch, place branch

on pipe in correct position and mark header using in-
side wall of branch for guide.

19. Have instructor check work before making cut.



STATE VICATINAL-TA MICAL i TIME Salt of 0111$1AMI

ARC WELDING

Job No. 38

Job Title: Reducing Lateral

Position: Flat and Horizontal

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. THE PIPE FITTERS AND PIPE WELDER'S HANDBOOK,
pages 98 - 99.

BLUE HINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make the individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Objective: Lay .ut reducing lateral.

General Information: This fabrication, to be made with any
degree of accuracy, on pipe over 3",

must be laid out with a templet. (See instructor.)

Equipment
Fig. 1

Arc welding machine, welding
table or horses, helmet, gloves,
chipping hammer, wire brush,
soapstone, rule square, wrap
around, level, goggles, and
cutting torch

Material

6" pipe
4" pipe

Procedure:

1. Place templet on branch pipe. feirk off cut lines
with soapstone.

2. Make a radial cut and do not $evA the edge.
3. Place branch on header and mark off header hole

using outside of branch for pattern.
4. Make a radial cut and bevel the edge of the opening.
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ARC WELDING

Job No. 39

Job Title: Concentric Reducer

Position: Flat and Vertical

RELATED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. THE PIPE FITTER'S AND PIPE WELDER'S HANDBOOK,
pages 103 - 106.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Welding Course Mathematics
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Objective: To lay out and weld concentric pipe reducer.

General Information: A reducer is a pipe alteration which
accomodates a larger pipe to one of

a smaller size. The center line of the larger pipe and the
center line of the smaller pipe will always remain the same.

Equipment Fig. 1

Arc welding machine, welding
table or steel horses, helmet,
gloves, chipping hammer, wire
brush, soapstone, rule, wrap
around, square, goggles, and
cutting torch

Materials

6" pipe
1/8" Electrode E6010 or E6012
5/32" Electrode E6010 or E6012

Procedure:

1. Check pipe fabrication blueprint for this pipe.
2. From the tables on pages 105-106, "The Pipe Fitter's

and Pipe Welder's Handbook" determine the number
of arms for the size pipe to be reduced.

3. Divide the outside surface of the pipe near the end
into the number of parts equal to the number of arms,
placing a small soapstone mark at each divided point.

4. Draw straight lines from end of pipe back at least 6"
at each divided point. These lines will be reference
lines.



Are Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

11. Draw a straight line from each soapstone mark back to

12. A pipe is shown below that has been opened up and laid

10. At the end of the pipe lay 1/2 of this number on each

7. To find total amount of pipe that will have to be cut

8. Subtract circumference of smaller pipe from that of

9. Divide this number by the number of arms being used.

6. Measure back from end of pipe the distance equal to

5. Frcm the table on page 105, "The Pipe Fitter's and

where reference line intersects base line. These lines
will be cut lines. (See Fig. 2).

used and the size the pipe will be reduced to. Reading

will be the base line.

out flat, showing all lines that have been made.

out to bring reducing end to correct size, find cir-
cumference of pipe before being reduced, then find
circumference of pipe to be reduced to.

this process on all reference lines.

Pipe Weldaria Handbook" find the size pipe being

the arm.

the length of the :arch, place wrap around on pipe at
the point and draw a straight line around pipe.

larger pipe.

side of a reference line. Mark with soapstone. Repeat

straight acrozs to column "C" determine the length of

CUT LINES REFERENCE LINE

MARKS MADE ON EACH SIDE
OF REFERENCE LINE END OF PIPE

Fig. 2

BASE LINE

Job No. 39
Page 3 of 4

Unit III



Uhit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

Job No. 39
Page 4 of 4

13. Make a radial cut and then bevel.
14. Heat each arm on base line and bend it into position.
15. Have instructor check work when completed.
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ARC WELDING

Job No. 40

Job Title: Fabricate

Position: Vertical

TED-TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Textbook

1. THE PIPE FITTER'S AND PIPE WIADER'S HANDBOOK,
Chapter I, pages 10 r 11, Basic Trade Mathematics,
Chapter 4, page 142 and pages 171 through 175.

2. Sao 3 - THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ARC WELDING,
2nd Edition, Chapter 17.

BLUEPRINT READING

In order for the student to study these lessons in the
proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the blueprint reading assignment sheet.

Textbook

1. Delmar Publishers, Inc. - BLUEPRINT READING FOR
WELDERS

MATHEMATICS

In order for the student to study these lessons in
the proper sequence the instructor will make individual
assignments from the mathematics assignment sheet.



Unit III Job No. 40
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Objective: Find set, run and travel for piping offset.

General Information: In making piping offsets all measurements
will be made from the center line of the

pipe. On page 11 "Pipe Fitter's and Pipe Welder's Handbook,"
formulas may be found for finding the set, run or travel of an
offset. As a general rule in the piping trade the angle and the
amount of offset will be known. So by knowing the det and angle
the welder will be able to determine the amount of the run or the
travel by using the formulas on page 11 and the trigonometry table
on pages 171 175.

The angle of the cut on the pipe will always be of the angle
of the offset. If the angle of the offset is 400 the angle of
the cut will be 200, if the degre-' of offset and the amount of
set is given, the two things the welder will have to find is
the amount of travel for the offset and the amount of cutback
for the angle of cut on the pipe. (See Fig. 5.)

For O.D. of pipe see page 142.

Equipment

Arc welding machine, welding
table or steel horses, helmet,
gloves, chipping hammer, wire
brush, soapstone,, rule, wrap
around, square, goggles, and
cutting torch

Material

6" pipe



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure:

6. The next step is to find the amount of cutback on the

4. A. Divide pipe into 4 equal parts on base line.

5. Number these lines as shown in Fig. 3..

2. Measure from end of pipe to point where first cut

3. Using wrap around draw a line around the pipe at

1. Check problem 4 for amount of pipe needed.

pipe. Follow procedure below:

B. Determine number of degrees of cutback. (See prob. 4)
A. Find the O.D. of the pipe.

C. Lay out the angle as shown below (Fig. 14) using the

B. Draw a straight line through the base line at

will be made. (See problem 4.)

These will be quarter marks.

each quarter mark extending out approximately 4"
either side of base llae.

this point. This will be base line "A", Fig. 2.

LINE I

LINE 4

SET. To find amount of cutback or SET use formula
on page 11, "Pipe Fitter's and Pipe Welder's Handbook."

O.D. of the pipe as the RUN, amount of cutback as the

3-9 2

QUARTER MARKS

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Job No. 40
Page 3 of 5



5Arc Welding Page k of'

Procedure: (Continued)

6. D. Lay off of amount of cutback on one side of base

7. The next step will be to find the amount of travel of

point where line 3 intersects base line to point A

base line. This will complete a continuous line around

other half on opposite side of base line at line no. 4.

base line.
F. Roll pipe 1800. Using same procedure draw a line
from point where line 2 intersects base line to point

This will be int "B." See FLA, k
TRAVEL

BASE LINE "A"

SET

20°

RUN

i t CENTER LINE OF PIPE

E. Using wrap around alga
4

a guide draw a line from
" "

on line 1 then back to point where line 2 intersects

the pipe, which is the line to cut. (DO NOT CUT)

the offset using formulas on page 11 and trigonometry
table on pages 171 through 175. See Fig. 5.

"B" on line 4, then back to where line 3 intersects

line at line number 1. This will be point "A", the

CUT BACK ON PIPE

TRAVEL

ITRAVEL

RUN

SET
40°

BASE LINE

_....AMOUNT OF

Fig. 5

No.0Unit III 4



Unit III
Arc Welding

Job No. 40
Page 5 of 5

Procedure: (Continued)

8. Check blueprint for amount of set. With set and angle
of fitting known, use formula to find travel.

9. Measure off the amount of travel from base line made
previously, using wrap around draw a straight line
around pipe at this point, this will be base line "B."

10. Using a straight edge extend lines 1, 2, 3, & 4 (or
quarter mark lines) from base line "A" through base
lin, "B" approximately 4".

11. Use sane procedure for laying out cut lines at base
line "B" as used for cut line on base line "A." (See
Fig. 6.)

Fig. 6

12. Using a miter cut, cut the cut line at base line "A"
then bevel each piece.

13. Roll travel piece of pipe 1800, place so that quarter
marks line up (the numbers will not correspond) tack
at quarter points.

14. Use sameprocedure for making cut on cut line at base
line "B:'
Have instructor check line up before welding.



Objective: To weld flange on pipe.

Arc welding machine, welding

on the blueprint. Pipe flanges will be used in all industrial
piping.

Procedure:

General Information: As a general rule all pipe flanges will

around, level, goggles, and

table or horses, helmet, gloves,
chipping hammer, wire brush,

cutting torch

soapstone, rule, square, wrap

1. Place header in horizontal position on pipe stars

Equipment

Job Title: Weld Flange on Pipe

Position:

or iron horses.

All Positions

be "two holed" unless otherwise specified

L

Fig. 1

See Problem No. 4

Material

Job No. 41

Louisiana State Vocational "TecLnical Mods

ARC WELDING



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

Job No. 41
Page 2 of 3

2. Level header with first branch (Job 37) in vertical
position and tack header to horses.

3. Place flange over branch pipe allowing i" from end
of pipe to face of flange. (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2

4. Using carpenter square place square on face of flange
with outside of square in line with the bottom two
of the flange holes. (See Fig. 3)

Fig. 3

5. Roll flange so outside edge of square will be in perfect
alignment with outside wall of header pipe below.

6. Have helper tack flange on one side away from square.
(Tack outside of flange only.)

7. Place level on flange at right angle to square, level
and tack side opposite first tack.

8. Turn level at 90° to other tack welds and level.
9. Tack both sides.



Unit III
Arc Welding

Procedure: (Continued)

110. Tack welds will be as in Fig. 4.

-4111111MIErm....-

Job No. 41
Page 3 of 3

Fig. 4

11. Weld as instructed. (See instructor.)
12. If face of flange is flat use stringer bead technique.

If face of flange is vertical use stringer bead and
weave bead technique.
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IKTRODUCTION OF THE COURSE

The purpose of this course is to provide a set of

fo-valized Graining sessions for the small craft operator off

the coast of the United States with particular emphasis being

placed to the Gulf Coast. The type of operation concerned

with h.:re is the type encountered in the fish industries in

the Gulf coast region. The objeetveR of the course are to

prepare the small boat operator for his own continuation in

the study of navigation as an operator. We recognize that the

small boat Operator will require considerable on-tb.job

experience and training in order to become a competent navigator.

We are attempting, also, in this course `') present the

regulations and at the same time develop a program of study in

the area seamanship from *ho point of consideration of goOd

judgment and kood seamanship in general. The prime considera-

tion of the course is safety at sca. We are providing exercises

in problem solving which will enable the student navigator to

become familiar with the techniques of piloting and boat

operations consistent with good seamanship and safety at sea.

The primary text for this course is Chapman's Piloting

Seamanship and Small Boat Hatlling. This book is published by

Motor Boating, 572 Madison Avenue, New York; Copyright 19574

printed by Hearst Publications. Additional reference work will

be cited in Bowditch, the American Practical Navigator, (This

is a publication of United States Hydrographic Office) and

Various pamphlet type publications of the Coast Guard and

1



other agencies interested in 'mall Craft Operation and Safety

at Sea.

The maid point of aim in this course is directed at the

trawler and lugger types of opeiiations. We are concerned with

the techniques of off-shore navigation encountered in the

fishing industries with the boat handling techniques involved

in a situation where the boat is towing a trawl or engaged in

any of the many activities connected with the fishing industry;

such as, coming along side for loading and unloading of

refrigeration ice and catch and similar operations of coming

along side of the boats and platforms, docks, and other such

situations as encountered in the boat operations off the coast

of Louisiana in particular.

It is recognized that many of the students enrolling in

this course will be. those people who have already had some

experience in Small Craft Operations and Navigation. The

average small craft operator in the Gulf region is assumed to

be a man of mature years and somewhat limited educational

background. Accordingly the course material is geared; to meet

his needs in the safe operation of his vessel. At the an

time some members of the class will obviously be inexperienced

and so the course material is necessary comprehensive so as to

fit all members of the group. It is felt that the course Of

material must be comprehensive even though some members of

the class may have had considerable experience in the operation

and navigation of small crafts because it is important in an

approach of this kind that any gaps in the experienced

2



student's background be filled in very carefully and that the

inexperienced student at the same time be given a thorough

foundation fu : his own continuation in the skills and techniques

of amall craft navigation and operation.

3



Course Outline

/II. - "Rules of the Road"

IV. Rules of the Road

.required by the Coast Guard and other regulating bodies to be
displayed or carried aboard vessels of various sizes from

II. Classification boats

films available through the Coast Guard Auxiliary covering

outboard motor boats up through trawlers, tugs and motor vessels
of 150 feet.

I. Introduction to the course and equipment required by

Charts, dia6rams, models, and films. There are three good

the subjects in this part.

B. Lights required for tugs under international and

A. Discussion of lights and their use in maneuvering to

B. Right of way of vessels under inland and international

A. Lights required for trawlers under international and

A. Lights and other equipment required for boats

B. Recommended safety equipment

C. Lights required tor motor vessels under inland and

A. Registration

B. Orientation

C. - "You are Being Boarded"

of

Presents the navigation lights, safety equipment signals

This pe t is readily presented by visual-aids such as

Part I 'is a 12 - 15 hour course.

avoid collision

rules

inland rules

inland rules

international rules

4
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Part I
nRules ad Regulations



V. Recommended equipment to be carried on motorboats

A. Safety equipment

B. Navigational equipment

C. Spare parts

VI. First Aid



LESSON PLAN 1

RULES AND REGUL.TiONS

Introduction to the Course and
Equipment Required by Regulations

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this lesson is to introduce
the student to the subject of email craft
navigation and operation and to outline
briefly for his information the scope of the
course.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL REQUIRED: Film-11m are Being
Boarded" TextChapmanis Piloting Seaman-
ship and Small Boat Handling

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor Should take time

to lay out the course for the student; that is, he should be

prepared to go through the course outline point by point and

explain in.soe detail just what subject matter is to be

covered in each part of the course and what time allotment is

contemplated for each part of the course. He should also be

Guard is a service agency. That the regulations governing

and Should spend considerable time emphasizing that the Coast

prepared at this time to answer any questions with regard to

course content 89 well as correlation with existing legislation

and regulations governing the navigation and operation of

small craft. Particular emphasis at this time Should be placed

upon the introducing of the student to the subject matter to

be covered in the first part of the course. The instructor

,should spend a brief few minutes introducing the film to be

shown. He Should tell the student what to expect in the, film



equipment to be found on small craft having been developed as

a result of many years' experience with the operation of

small craft and for the purpose of saving lives at sea. He

should emphasize that the sailor, no matter how experienced,

can do well to study and try to learn new techniques as well

as to refresh himself continuously on the safe operation of

his vessel.

PRESENTING THE LESSON:

First Hour: RegiStration

Film - "You are being Boarded"

Discuss and Freview the film; show film; discuss film and

answer any questions that any member of the class may bring

up with respect to the film. Discuss in some detail the

advantages of different types of fire extinguishers. The

instructor should in preparation of this material familiarize

himself with Chapters 1 and 10 of the text,

Second Hour: Discuss the equipment list as pictured on

pages 13, 14, 15, 17, and le of the text. Point out the

relative merits of different type life jackets as comwed

with the sea cushion type life preserver. Show the type

storage which will insure maximum preservation of the canvas

and bouyant material in the lifejackets, and discuss their

inspections at regular intervals. Discuss briefly the

maintenance of lights with particular emphasis to the cleanli-

ness of lenses, and the'continuous inspection to insure that

adequate voltage is being supplied to the lights, Emphasize

the importance of good house keeping in general about the

7



vessel, with particular emphasis to the cleanliness of deck

spaces and their freedom from loose gear which could cause a

fall or other accident.

Third Hour: Summarize the material covered so far and

provide time for discussion and/or questions and answers.

Assign the material for the next class meeting. This

material is found in the text in Chapter 2 beginning on page

28. Handoutdiitgrams of light sectors of visibility.

Allocate 20 minutes to First Aid instruction - this

instruction can be conducted by a representative of the

American Red Cross.

8
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Instructor's Outline

Lesson 1

Equipment Requfrecrby Regulations

I. Required equipment

A. Lights

1. Side lights

2. Range lights

3. Mast head lights

B. Life Saving Equipment

1. Life Jackets

2. Life vests

3. Buoyant seat cushions

O. Fire Fighting Equipment

1. Flame Arresters

2. Fire Extinguishers

a. Carbon tetrachloride

b. Carbon dioxide

c. Foam

D. Signaling Equipment

1. Whistle

2. Horn

3. Bell

4. Flares

II. Care of Equipment

A. Lights

1. Cleaning of lights

2. Repair of lights



B. Lifejackets and vests

1. Moisture-protection to prevent molding and mildew

2. Inspection to detect rotting

C. Fire Extinguishers

1. Inspection

2. Testing

3. Recharging

D. Signaling Equipment

///, Recommended Equipment

A4. First Aid Kit

B. Deck Equipment

1. Lines

2: Ground Tackle

3. Fenders

4. Boat Hooks and Grapples

C. Tools

D. Navigational Equipment

E. Emergency Lights

IV. First Aid

10



LESSON 2
Classes of Vessels

OBJECTIVE: Discuss the classification of boats and the
lights and other equipment required for boats
of different class and also items of recommend-
ed but not required equipment.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Chapter II of text. Motorboats,
this is a C. G. publication 2,00 April. 1957
published by the Coast Guard Treasury Depart-
ment, Washington 25, D.C. This is to be
used as a handout

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: Point out to the students the

minimum legal requirements as presented in C.'G. 290 and the

suggestions there in the pamphlet for safe operations. Show

the sectors of visibility of lights which were assigned at

the last meeting and discuss them in terms of visibility from

Various positions.

First Hours Present the lights as required for various

class vessels using. the blackboard to show their position on

the vessel and their sectors of visibility. Discuas the

lights in general, drawing on the experiences of members of

the class on their own or some other vessel.

Second Hour: Present to the group the minimum equipment

required by the regulations for boats of different classes.

Discuss each item of equipment. Demonstrate combustibility

of gasoline fumes.

Third Hour: Dimas recommended safety equipment includ-

ing such items as spare parts for required equipment. This

would include; for example, spare oil lamps which could be

rigged as break down lights and a hand operated or mouth

operated fog horn. Summarize and discuss the material of
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this lesson and assign the material for lesson three, title

of which is "Rules of the Road." This material is round on

pages 44, 45, and 46 of the text and in Chapter 3.

Allocate 20 minutes to First Aid Instruction.
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Lesson 2

Instructor's Outline

Classes of Vessels

I. Sectors of Visibility

II. Required Equipment

A. For Class A Vessels

1. Navigation lights

2. Other equipment

B. Class 1 Vessels

1. Navigation lights

2. Other equipment

C. Class 2 Vessels

1. Navigation lights

2. Other equipment

D. Class 3 Ve -seis

1. Navigation lights

2. Other equipment

III. First Aid
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LESSON 3

Rules of the Road

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this lesson is to cover the
Rules of the Road, discussing the use of
lights and maneuvering to avoid collision
and the right of way for vessels under in-

' land as well as international rules.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Text--Chapter 3; Film - "Rules
of the Road"

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should discuss

.rules of the Road briefly as to purpose and publication, and

should then preview and show the film.

First Hour: Discuss lights and their use is manuevering

in channels and in varioue crossing and meaning situations.

Preview Film; show film; discuss film, and be prepared to

answer any questions that members of the class may bring up

with respect to the film.

Second Hour: Discuss right of way of vesinls meeting

in channel, overtaking, and in a crossing situation. Discuss

the appearance of lights on privileged and burden vessels in

different situations.

Third Hour: Show lights carried by tugs under various

conditions in inland and international situations. Set up

on the blackboard fOr class participation several sample

crossing situations. Have members of the class discuss action

to be taken in each case in order to avoid collisions. Assign

material for the next lesson which is "Lights Required for

Trailers and Tugs."

Allocate 20 minutes to First Aid Instruction.
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Lesson 3

Instructors Outline

I. Right of way

A. For vessels underway

B. Leaving a slip

C; Meeting another vessel

D. Grousing situations

E. Overtaking situations

F. In making a dock

II. Lights required by tugs

A. Lights required under inland rules

B. Lights required under international rules

III. First Aid



LESSON 4

Rules of the Road (Continued)

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this lesson le to continue
the discussion "Rules of the Road" with
particular emphases to lights foi trawlers,
tugs, and other small craft under inland as
well as international rules.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Text -- Chapter 3

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should at this

point summarize the previous lesson and answer any questions

which members of the class may have carried over from the

last meeting.

First Hour: Discuss lights required for trawlers under

inland and international rules. Be very careful to make the

distinction clear between the inland and international

requirements.

Second Hour: Discuss the lights required for tugs under

inland and international rules as outlined above. Demonstrate

by blackboard problems, various situations of lights undqr

inland and international rules. Show the lights as they

might appear and have members of the class identify the vessel

represented by these lights. Show lights indifferent'

relative positions so as to demonstrate variou

The appearance of lights at night. Considerable class parti-

cipation of this chapter is indicated and will probably be

forthcoming.

Third Hour: Summarize."Rules of the Road". Review and

be prepared to answer any questions that members of the class

might have on Rules of the Road.
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Lesson it

Instructors Outline

Rules of the Road-tContinued)

I. Right of way

A. Bailing vessels

B. Towing vessels

C. Fishing and trawling vessels

D. Vessels traversing approved channels

E. Vessels not under command

II. Lights required by trawlers

A. Lights required under inland rules

B. Lights required under international rules



LESSON 5

Recommended equipment to be carried on motorboats

OBJECTIVES: The purpose of this lesson is to instruct
the students in such items of equipment
which although not specificly required by
the regulations are very desirable and
highly recommended to be carried on board.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Text--page 17 and 18

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should at this

point emphasize that while the regulations are fairly complete

they provide for only minimum legal requirements and do not

Indicate some items of equipment which the conscientious

sailor would particularly like to have on his vessel.

First Hour: Point out the items of equipment, item by

item as indicated in the cited text material. Discuss in

some detail the emergency signaling equipment such as flares

and bunting. PerhapS at this junction some members of the

class can contribute to the discussion and of their own

experiences with the emergency signaling equipment.

Second Hour: Discuss spare ground tackle, fenders.1

portable pumps, spare lines, boat hooks, and other items of

deck equipment.

Third Hour: Discuss items of navigational equipment which

are desirable if a good plot is to be maintained - -this includes

adectaate working space and such instrumenti'as the divider,

parallel rules, portable compass for taking bearings, various

light lists, tide, and other government publications, lead lines

and some sort of a device for measuring the speed of the vessel.

Third Hour: In as much as this is the final section of

part one of the course, this part of tb' period should be
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devoted to summarizing the entire material covered in Part I

and answering any questions which may be brought up by members

of the class. In the absence of such questions as necessary

to fill out the class period, sometime might be spent in

continuing the discussion of recommended but not required

equipment to be carried on board.
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Lesson 5

Instructor's Outline

Recommended Equipment to Be Carried on Motorboats

I. Emergency signaling equipment

A. Flares

B. Flags

C. Blinkers

II. Deck equipment

A. Ground tackle

B. Sea anchor

C. Mooring equipment

D. Portable pump

E. Accessibility of gear and proper storage facilities

III. Navigational equipment

A. Plotting area

1. Charts and publications

2. Dividers and parallel rulers

3. Compass and azimuth circle

4. Radio direction finder and other aids

B. Adequate time-piece

C. Sounding equipment. lead line, and timing device

D. Speed measuring equipment, chip log and taffrail log

E. Tbols

1. Engine

2. Lights

F. First aid equipment

1. Equipment for treating wounds and burns

2. Medicines for treating acute illness

3. Sedatives
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Part II

Aids to Navigation

This is an introduction to navigation. It considers

navigation along the inland water ways, rivers, bays harbors

and canals. The use and meaning of the charts published by

the U. S.,Coast and Geodetic Survey and the systematic arrange-

ment or buoys and markers along the inland water ways is pre-

sented by visual demonstration and by student participation.

This part is 15 - IS hour course.

VI. Buoys

A. Types of buoys

B. Pillowing of buoys

C. Marking of buoys

VII. Lights

A. Characteristics and visibility of lights

B. Range

C. Day Markers

VIII. Charts

A. Symbols and abbreviations

B. Chart reading

IX. Use of lights and Buoys

A. Keeping in channels

B. Measuring distance

C. Use of soundings as-indicated on the charts

D. Color code

R. Types of land and navigational aids

21



X. Navigation in fog and other conditions of poor visibility

A. Speed

B. Lookouts

C. Fog Signals



LESSON 6

Buoys and Markers

OBJECTIVE: Is to present the Buoyage System being used
in the United States in both inland and
international waters. The objective is to
familiarize the students with the United
States Buoyage System.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS Text chapter 16, Diagrams of
buoys found on page 292 and 294 of the text.

INTRODUCING THE LESSONS The inst:uctor should note at

this time the necessity for narking charnels, fairways, and

any waters used by vessels so that the mariner can navigate

safely even though he is relatively unfamiliar with the

particular waters involved.

First Hours Buoys--the instructor should at this time

present the types of buoys, nun buoys, bell buoys, whistle

buoys, lighted buoys; and combination buoys. Beaconsthe

instructor should discuss at this time the appearance of

buoys and markers, their colorings, the characteristics'

of their lights, and their probable range of visibilityo

SeG'Y'd Hours By means of the lantern, project on the

screen the illustrationslhown on page 292 and 294 of `the

text, pointing out the differences between the markings of

buoys under inland and international rules. Primary interest

of the class, in a course of this type, naturally, will be

with the intracoaatal waterway markings. This should be

covered in detail and as much class participation as possible

should be sought by the instructor.
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Third Hour: The instructor may at this Junction use the

projef4tion to show buoyage systems'in use, such as the

illustration on page 20 of the publication entitled "Nautical

Charts and Abbreviation Symbols:" This is a publication of

the department of Commerce and Geodetic v vey. The class

may participate at this time from their can experiences with

buoys. and. markers. A discussion of the system of control and

maintenance in inland and international waterways is in order

at this point.
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Lesson 6

7nstructoros Outline

Buoys and Markers.'

I. Buoys and Markers by Types

A. Types of buoys

1. Bell
2. Whistle
3. Lighted
4. Combination
5. NUn
6. Spar
7. Can

EL Types of Markers

1. Structure
P. Platiorm.
3. Targets

XI. Coloring of Buoys and Markers

A. Channel Buoys and Markers

1.. Red and black buoys and markers
2. Fairway markers

B. Special Buoys --

1. Obstructxons
2. Wrecks
B.. Anchorage

a. quarantine
b. Dangerous cargo
c. Prohibited anchorage

III. Marktngs along the inland waterway --

A. Channel markings

B. Ranges

C. Targets
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LESSON 7

Lights

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this lesson is to present
the system of lights set up for navigational
purposes.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Chapter 15 of the text.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should point out

that lights have been placed so as to facilitate navigation,

and, therefore, are found in greatest numbers and in beat

state of maintenance where required.

First Hour: Characteristics and visibility of lights,

The table--Bowditch in visibility of objects at sea; that is

table 8 on page 1254 of Bowditch entitled "Distance of the

Horizon." The instructor should introduce at this point and

demonstrate on the board so as to give an idea of the visibility

of objects at sea with respect to their height above the water.

This discussion could be correlated with an introduction to

the light list itself. Secondly, the characteristics of lights

should be shown on the board by means of the table which appears

on page 291 of the text.

Second Hour: Bay markers--their shapes, sizes* markings,

and numbering system. The last part of this hour Mould be

spent in general discussion and in a question and answer

period. Assign the material for lesson No. 8 which is en-

titled "Charts." This material is found in Chapter 18 of

the text.
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Lights

I. Lights

Vicdbility

A. OharaOteristics

2. flange of visibility

1. Flashing

2. Occulting

3, Group flashing

B.

1. Color of lights (effect on range of visibility)

3. Sector of visibility

Lamson 7

Instructors Outline

27
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LESSON 8

Charts

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this lesson is to introduce
the student to.the Nautical charts.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Chapter 18 of the Text. Page
324 - charts symbols and abbreviations.
The chart C. and G. S. 1116 will be used
in this class meeting as a demonstration
item.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should first

present the material in the text which has to do with

Abbreviations and Symbols on the chart-- pointing out the

necessity for ready reference to the navigator.

First Hour% A discussion of topographical symbols

covering coast line features, land marks, control points,

harbors, buildings, and other symbols.

Second Hour: Dioys beacons, anchorage areas, stations,

lights, and soundings.

Third Hour: The compass rose and the scales of

longitudes and latitudes. The last part of this period

should be devoted to a discussion and a class participation

exercise in which the students examine and locate various

land marks on the Chart No. 1116. The material for the

next lesson which has to do with the use of charts should

be assigned at this time.



Lesson 8

Instructors Outline

Charts

I. krojectiono

A. Mercator

B. Polar

C. Polyconic

II. A. Scales

1. Longitude scale

2. Latitude scale

a. Use in.measuring distance

b. Local application

B. Oita of the Chart



LESSON 9

The Use of Charts in ?rioting

OBJECTIVES: TO familiarize the students with the
capabilities of the chart; that is to say
just what information can the chart supply
and just what its short comings are. The
short comings are inherent in the transition
from a round to a flat surface which is of
course the major problem in making of charts.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Chapter 18 of the text,
beginning on page 310.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON; The instructor needs to

emphasize at this point the difficulties encountered by the

Cartographer in representing on the flat chartos surface

areas of the earth's surface which actually are sections of

the surface of a sphere. The different types of projections

should be discussed briefly with particular emphases being

placed upon the Mercator projection; besides the Mercator

projection the Polar projection and the Polyconic type

projections should be covered briefly.

First Hour: Discuss the different types, of projection;

show'. graphically how they are derived and show in considerable

detail how the Mercator projection type chart is constructed.

Second Hour: Use of Charts1*.In this period

we want to use the Mercator projection. This 10 a clans

participation period. We will demonstrate first-off that

the latitude scale can he used as a distance scale. The

longitude scale is useless as I distance scale except in

regions of equatorial waters. We will demonstrate that

the latitude scale to be used must be a latitude scale
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which is found at, the edge of the chart at the same latitude

as the area on the chart to be measured and demonstrated;

al0o, the errors that can accrue if any other scale on the

chart is used so as tco much north latitude or too much south

latitude or of course the lougitude scale. We will now have

the students pick off and measure certain distances on the

chart using this latitude scale.

Third Hour: We will continue the class participation

type technique in which the student will use land marks on

the chart; such as buoys, lights, point of land, scales

to measure distances, and continue to measure distances on

the Mercator projections. At the conclusion of this period

we will have a short discussion hour in which the short

comings of the different types of projections will be re-

emphasized and the yalue of the Mercator projection, also

re-emphasized. At the conclusion of this period the material

for the next period will be assigned. Title of the next

lesson is "Navigation in Fog and other^ conditions of poor

Visibility." The text material for this section istound

on page 67 and on page 178 and 179 of the text.



Lesson 9

Instructor4s Outline

The Use of Charts in Piloting

I. Layout

A. Pilot charts

B. Coastal Charts

II. Symbols and abbreviations

A. Topographic

1. Coast lines

2. Heights

3. Buildings and structures

4. Stations

5. Aida

6. Landmarks

B. Hydrographic

14 Bottom

2. Obstruction

3. Wrecks

4. Tide

5. Current

6. Winds

7. Magnetic Direction

C. Scales - (Introduction)

1. Longitude

2. Latitude
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LESSON 10

Navigation in Fog and Other Conditions of Reduced Visibility

OBJECTIVE: To develop the .student's understanding of
fog conditions and their effect upon navigation;
also to engage in some discussion of look-
outs to be posted during the fog and fog
signals.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Page 67 of the text and again
on pages 178, 179, and 180 of the text.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: In this part of the lesson the

instructor should spend sometime emphasizing ;:be boat

operator's responsibilities to other mariners in his vicinity

during conditions of poor visibility.

First Hours: A discussion of speed in the fog or other

conditions of reduced visibility. It should be emphasized

this point that the operator is responsible to reduce speed

so as to maintain better control of his vessel whenever

conditions of visibility warrant increased-vigilance. It is

to be emphasized that the vessel cannot be stopped or cannot

Change course as readily at normal speed as it can at reduced

speed and in coAsideration of reduced visibility the operator

should exercise good seamanship in maintaining a speed at the

level of which he can keep his vessel in adequate control at

all times. A discussion of the normal distances of stopping

a vessel of a given size at various speeds it. in order ac

,this junction. Some discussion by members of the class from

their own experiences should be highly interesting and

beneficial to the group. On the blackboard a situation may

be set up in which vessels are crossing or meeting and distances
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may be laid off to demonstrate precautions relative to

speed during conditions of reduced _visibility. Some mention

should be made at this time of the doctrine of posting lookouts

with particular of the advantage to be accrued from placing

the lookouts in as forward and as high it position on the

vessel as possible.

Second Hour: A discussion of fo3 signals, as set forth

in the "Rules of the Road", is indicated here. This will be

in a measure or review of previous lessons. It should be

covered very thoroughly point by point. This i3 the concluding

lesson of Part 2 of tlie course and some time during the third

hour of thin lesson should be devoted to review and summary

over the Whole topic.
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Lesson 10

Instructors Outline

Navigating in fog and other conditions of reduced visibility

I. Visibility factors

A. Fog

B. Smoke

C. Smog

D. Rain

E. Glare

II. Safe speed

A. Stopping distance

1. Backing power

2. Momentum

B. Maneuvering room

1. Speed factor at sea

2'. Speed factor in narrow channel

III. Fog Signals
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Fart III

The Marine Compass

This is devoted to the Marine Compass. The compass is
such an important part of navigation that its study will
constitute one complete part of this course. The history,
basic principle, installation, and use of the compass will
be taught by text, pictures, examples, demonstration, and
diagrams..

This is a 9 - 12 hour course.

XI. The Historical BIL.ckground and Construction

XIX. Magnetism

A. A study of magnetism as a physical phenomena

B. Its application to navigation in general as a
magnetic compass in particular

XIII. Compass Error

A. Directing a course

B The use of the compass rose as given on the chart

nit Practical Work in Application of Compass Error

A. In steering a course

B. In taking bearings

XV. Practical Work in the Use of the Compass
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Part III

The Marine Compass and Piloting

Lesson 11

Historical Background and Construction

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the student to the Marine compass
and p :ovide him with the historical background
material necessary to understand the operation
and its application to the science of navigation.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Chapter 13 of the text. The
instructor should also provide himself with
a working model of the compass to use for
classroom demonstration purposes along with
slides or cards which may be projected on the
wall showing the points of the compass and the
bearing circle itself.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should emphasize

the importance to the mariner of accurate directional gear in

solving the navigational problem. He should at this junction

locate approximately the Magnetic North Pole on a world map

so that the student may see its location with respect to the

geographic pole.

First Hour; The compass card--discuss the points of'the

compass--leave them out for the students, and conduct a.drill

in which the students participate by identifying the points

of the compass. Now relate the points of the compass to the

bearing circle. 0 to 360 degrees and azimuth. Also mention

at this point and demonstrate the civil engineer's bearing

circle which is calibrated in quadrants rather than in degrees

in azimuth and demonstrate reciprocal bearings.
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Second Hour: Show several examples of compass card

construction. Have students identify compass points and

corresponding points on the bearing circle.

Third Hour: Have students identify points on the compass

and various bearings on the bearing circle by using the compasS

rose as printed on chart 1116. Conduct a drill in which the

student's participate by litying out coin 138 courses on the

chart. Emphasize reciprocal courses..
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Lesson 11

Instructors Outline

Historiaal background and construction

X. The first compass

A. Lode stone

B. Magnet

II. The compass card

A. Points of the compa88

B. The bearing circle

1. Azimuth

2. Hecriprocal bearings

O. Surveyors! bearing eirele

III. The compass rose

A. Magnetic error due to displacement
and magnetic Korth Poles.

B. Oompaos error

1. Variation

2. Deviation

39
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LESSON 12

Magnetism

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the student to the science .of
magnetism as a physical phenomena and to apply
its physical facts to the compass operation.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Text material previously assigned
and the working model of the compass as well
as slides and charts to be projected.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: In this part-of the lesson the

instructor should demonstrate magnetic attraction and repulsion

usirg some sort of small bar magnet.

First Hour: Thy earth's magnetic field--the instructor

should attempt to present the earth's magnetic field in the

convert of the earth itself as a magnet by means of diagrams

on the blackboard s.nd charts projeoted by magic lantern.

Second Hour: Discussion of the magnetic compass es an

instrument in detecting magnetic fields. The instructor at

this point should demonstrate that the earths magnetic'field

effects the compass much in the same way as two magnets effect

each other.

Third Hour: The application of the magnetic compass to

navigate. The dip effect and the error induced due to discrepancy

between the earth's magnetio pole and its geographic pole.
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lesson 12

Instructors Outline

Magnetism

I. Magnetic effect

A. Attraction

B. Repulsion

II. The earthte magnetic field

A. The compass needle

B. The dip needle

C. North Magnetic pole

IIT. Magnetic effect on the compass

A. Dip

B. Damping

C. Oscillation
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LESSON 13

Compass Error

OBJECTIVEs To develop the student's understanding of
compass error and its compensation. Particup,
laxly is the instructor interested at this
point in emphasizing to the student that
compass error, while in the present, is some-
thing that can be accurately measured and taken
into consideration in order to give the
navigator good navigational information.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS Text--page 257. The instructor
should provide himself with a small bar
magnet in addition to the working model to Cie
compass so that he can demonstrate magnetic
effect upon the compass.

INTRaWCINQ THE LESSON: The instructor should emphasize

the importance of accurately determining compass error and

applying that erro? in order to give the navigator vod

information.

First Hours Discuss magnetic variation, its cause and

effect on.the compass. Point out the variation as it effects

the compass in different parts of the world. Show the lines

of magnetic variation on the chart for the United States waters.

Second Hours Show the causes of deviation starting with

the location of the compass itself in the vessel. Show how

compass error may be determined by sighting a fixed object at

some distance from the ship and also taking.a bearing of a

celestial body. Demonstrate the determination of compass

error by reciprocal bearings. Discuss "swinging ship."

Third Hours RevieW the entire subject of compass error

and have the students apply compass errors on the charts for

practical work



Lesson 13

Instructor's Outline

Compass-Error

I. Magnetic Variation

A. Cause

1. North Magnetic Pole

2. Mineral Deposits

B. Effect

1. Latitude

2. Heading

II. Compass Deviation.

A. Causes

1. Location of the Compass

2. Metal masses in the Ship

3. Construction of ',he Ship

B. Effect

1. Latitude

2. Heading

III. Determination of error by Swinging Ship

A. Bearings on distant object

B. Bearings on Celestial Body

C. Reoriprocal Bearings
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LESSON 14

Practical work in application of compass error

OBJECTIVE: To give the student an opportunity to apply
the principles of previous lessons in actual
chart work.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Charts, parallel rulers, and
pencils.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should emphasize

the fact that the student gains aost of his knowledge and

skill through practical experience and application of lessons

learned in a real situation.

First Hour: Have students lay out courses on the compass

rose and plot them on the chart using true bearings. Have

suldents,then apply the variation and using a napier diagram

apply deviation for a particular compass. The instructor should

assign each student or each pair of students a different set

of deviation values to use in solving these problems.

Second Hour: The entire hour of this class meeting

should be taken up with actual chart work.

Third Hour: During this hour the instructor may conduct

a general discussion on correcting a course in the use of the

compass rose on the chart.
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LOsson 14

Instructor's Outline

Practical work in Application O.' Compass Errol

I. Variation ( Magnetic)

A. Compass Rose

B. Applying variation directly

II. Deviation (Compass)

A. Deviation Card

B. Napier's Diagram

Correction

A. Course

B. Bearing

C. Recriprocal. bearings and courses



Lason 15

Practical-Work in Use of the Compass

OBJECTIVE: TO familiarize the student with techniques
involved in steering a course and taking
bearings using the compass information.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL: Charts, parallel rulers, and
a working model of the compass.

INTRODUCING THE LESSON: The instructor should stress

the importance in maintaining a plot so that the navigator

can at all times not only fix his position but also alter

his course with certainty.

All Three Hours: The whole period of this lesson is

taken up with the solution of probl^ns in laying a course

between known points on the chart. The instructor should

require studentb to derive from the chart the bearings of

various land marks at intervals along the coast.line. A

demonstration of the techniques involved in taking bearings

from the compass circle by means of an azimuth ring or

sighted vine and participation by the students in the use

of the azimuth ring should conclucte this session.
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Lesson 15

Instructor's Outline

III. Simultaneous Bearings

B. Correcting the bearing

B. Taking bearings

D. Bow and beam bearings

A. Use of the bearing circle

C. The running fix

C. Plotting the fix.

Practical Work in Use of the Compass

I. Laying out a course

A. Correct for variation

B. Determine deviation

II. Obtaining a Fix

A. Maintaining a plot
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Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro, Tennessee
37130. (EM)
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PREFACE

This outline is intended as a guide for instruction of machinists.

Machining is a process requiring considerable knowledge and skill, so

that the operators of the machines are much in demand.

Modern technology with its multitude of machines requires inter-

changeable parts which are standardized and taken for granted by the

general public. These parts would not be possible were it not for the

fact that --tachines can reproduce the same part made in exactly the same

way with such precision that they are alike to the one thousandth of an inch.

The human hand and eye are *incapable of accomplishing this feat.

The name "machine tool" is a term applied to all power-driven machines

which shape metal by removing chips, though often these chips are so tiny

as to be visible only under a microscope. Thus it is obvious that the man

who ope-ates precision machines requires training to perform the exacting

job of c ?erating and caring for the machines so necessary to the mechanical

world today.

This material is intended as a usable but flexible guide for instructors

teaching Machinist, Machine Shop, or Machine Operator programs.

B. E. Childers, Assistant Commissioner Henry A. Kennon, Director
Vocational Education

i
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

I. To develop ability to perform machining procedures

competently

2. To develop ability to follow and use safety rules and

practices

3. To develop understanding of the social and economic

advantages which are the outgrowth of steady employment

4. To develop understanding of the correlation between pre-

vocational and remedial . training and the shop program

iv



To develop

-skills and attitudes to provide entry into the machinist trade

understanding of the occunational possibilities in machining

-appreciation of the dignity of work

-.concern for quality work

-a sense of responsibility for the job to be accomplished

- speed and quality of work suited to on-the-job situations

-orderly work habits

-good housekeeping habits

- the ability to get along well with supervisory personnel as

- awareness and knowledge of safety rules and practices

- the ability to understand and use the terms of the trade

-the ability to apply for a job

- ability to use efficiently all tools and machines needed

-a willingness to accept work after training

-ability to tare for and maintain shop tools and machines

- ability to perform the setups required for the machine shop

- understanding of the need to follow accepted procedures of

well as with trainees

desirable in machining

in machining processes

health and personal hygiene

v

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES



To develop

- understanding of the need to present a neat appearance

- ability to compute and apply formulae needed in machining

- ability to follow directions

- ability to apply the fundamentals of communications and
math to the occupation

- ability to evaluate work and self
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTORY MATERIAL

Life soon would revert to a primitive state without machines and
the men who know how to operate them. The products made and the pro-
cesses possible, on modern machines rpakds life as we know it with its
many necessities: comforts, and conveniences. With then machine of
today thousands of parts can be reproduced so exactly that one may be
substituted for another. This was not possible when man depended upon
his eyes and skill alone.

Machine tools are almost unlimited in variety. They range from small
bench devices to huge metal machines of Ireat complexity and size.
Generally speaking, they cut, smooth or plane, turn, bore, and grind.

TOTAL HOURS FOR COURSE 2000*

SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1.

Title: Introduction

Objectives:

To develop understanding of school rules and
regulations

To develop ability to follow prescribed shop
rules and regulations

20 L,D I. Requirements
A. School

I. Regulations
2. Hours

a. Starting
b. Closing
c. Breaks
d. Lunch

3. Absences
4. Pranks

2,

L-Lecture D-Discussion DE-Demonstration P-Practical Application T-Test
*Of this total, 500 hours should be devoted to Pre-vocational and Remedial Training

3



SUGGESTED HOURS

10

10

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D

L,D

i

5. Alcohol
6. Records

B. Trainee
1. Books
2. Notebooks
3. Workbooks
4. Individual equipment
5. Individual behavior
6. Smoking

II. Orientation to the machinist's trade
A. The machine era

1. Use of machines
2. Scope of machines
3. Job opportunities

B. History of machining
C. Recent advancements in machining

III. The Shop
A. Shop layout
B. Tool shop

1. Tool checkout
2. Checkout control
3. Duty rotation

C. Arrangement of machines
1. For convenience
2. For safety

a. Working zone
b. Safety zone

3. For efficiency
D. Shop rules

1. Clean working area following use
2. Clean machine following use
3. Keep tools in proper place
4. Turn off machine when not in use
5. No horseplay in shop
6. Avoid disturbing another worker
7. Never throw anything in a shop, not even on

the floor
8. Report any unsafe condition or practice

4



SUGGESTED HOURS

40

MEDHOD OF INSTRUCTION,

L,D
T

7 I

Unit 2.

Title: Safety

Objective:

To develop ability to practice acceptable safety
procedures

I. First aid
A. General first aid

1. Treatment of burns
a. Hot particles on body
b. Hot particles in eyes

2. Treatment of cuts
3. Treatment of shock
4. Location of first aid kit
5. Procedures to follow after an accident

B. Accident prevention
1. Keep guards in place on machines
2. Wear safety goggles at all machines
3. Keep hands away from moving parts and cutters
4. Clothing

a. Wear no rings
b. Wear long sleeves buttoned or
c. Wear sleeves rolled up
d. Wear no tie
e. Wear a shop apron
f. Wear safety shoes

(1) Rubber soled
(2) Hard toes

g. Wear a short haircut
II. Safety rules for use of compressed air to avoid

A. Bubbles ill skin .

B. Blowing chips in eyes or machines
III. Hazards in machine shop

A. Misuse of equipment
B. Grabbing by cutting tool or machine
C.. Metal chips
D. Grinding wheel particles

5



SECTION it

TOOLS

SUGGESTED HOURS

100

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1.

Title: Hand tools

Objectives:

To develop ability to recognize the hand tools used
by the machinist

To develop ability to sharpen cutting tools

To develop the ability to care for and maintain
hand tools in proper condition

L, D I. Listing of hand tools
DE, A. Hammers
P,T 1. Ballpeen

2. Straight peen
3. Cross peen
4. Soft-face

B. Screw drivers
1. Standard
2. Phillips:
3. Offset
4. Ratchet

C. Wrenches
1. Box Grid (combination)
2. Adjustable
3. Double open end
4. T-handle
5. Pipe
6. Spanner
7. Allen

D. Hacksaws
1. Types

a. Adjustable frame
b. Solid frame

7



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

2. Blades
a. Types

(1) All-hard
(2) Flexible

b. Length
(1) 8" to 16"
(2) 12" (standard size)

c. Teeth (14 to 32 per inch)
E. Files

1. Types by name
a. Single cut
b. Double cut
c. Rasp cut
d. Curved tooth

2. Types by cut
a. Rough
b. Coarse
c. Bastard
d. Second cut
e. Smooth
f. Dead smooth

3. Types by shape
a. Mill file
b. Flat file
c. Hand file
d. Pillar file
e. Square file
f.. .Round file
g. Three-square file
h. Half-round
i. Crochet
J. Crossing
k. Warding
1. Barrette
m. Knife

4. Sizes by length
F. Cold dhisels

1. Uses
a. Cutting metals
b. Chipping metals

2. Types
a. Flat cold chisel



SUGGESTED HOURS
r .

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

i 1

b. Cape
c. Round nose
d. Diamondpoint

G. Scrapers
1. Flat scraper
2. Hooked scraper
3. Half-round bent scraper
4. Three-cornered scraper

H. Punches
1. Center punch
2. Prick punch
3. Pin punch

II. Care and maintenance of tools



SUGGESTED HOURS

75

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE,P
T

Unit 2

Title: Measuring Tools

Objective:

To develop ability to recognize and use measuring
tools used by machinists

I. Scales
A. Kinds

1. Machinist's steel scale (6", 12", 24", 36")
2. Folding steel scale (seldom used)
3. Flexible steel scale
4. Circumference scale
5. Depth scale
6. Hook scale
7. Narrow scale

B. Graduations
C. Use
D. Practice

II. Dividers
A. Kinds

1. Spring joint
2. Trammel point

B. Purpose
1. Dimensions between lines or points
2. For transfer of lengths from graduated

steel rule
3. Scribing circles and arcs

C. Parts
D. Adjustments
E. Use
F. Practice

III. Calipers
A. Purpose

1. To measure diameters and distance
2. To compare distances and sizes

B. Kinds by name
1. Inside calipers

a. Spring joint
b. Firm joint

10



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

2. Outside calipers
a. Spring joint
b. Firm joint

3. Hermaphrodite calipers
a. Combination of divider and caliper
b. Special uses

(1) Mark parallel lines
(2) Locate centers for drilled holes
(3) To establish centers of pieces of

round centers
N. Squares

A. Kinds
1. Solid square

a. Toolmaker's square
b. Thin square

2. Combination square
a. Rule (10 or 12" blade)
b. Heads

(1) 90' and 45'
(2) Protractor head
(3) Center head

B. Uses
1. To measure right angles
2. To check squareness of surfaces
3. For angular layout
4. For leveling horizontal surfaces
5. For plumbing vertical surfaces
6. To mark centers of round objects
7. To measure depth of recess

C. Practice
V. Micrometer caliper

A. Types
1. Outside
2. Inside
3. Depth

B. Uses
C. Method of reading
D. Practice

VI. Vernier caliper
A. Kinds by name

1. Height gauge

11
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SUGGESTED HOURS
,

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

2. Depth gauge
3. Linear gauge

B. Kinds by use
1. For inside measurements
2. For outside measurements

C. Advantages
1. Speed of use
2. Versatility
3. Accuracy

D. Method of reading
E. Practice

VII. Gauges
A. Kinds

1. Plug
2. Ring (cylindrical plug)
3. Cylindrical tapers
4. Snap gauge
5. Dial indicator
6. Gauge blocks
7. Sine bar

B. Uses
C. Advantages

1. Saves time
2. Insures accuracy
3. Assures duplication
4. Can use in setting calipers
5. Can be used as master gauges

D. Method of use
E. Practice

VIII. Bevel protractor
A. Use (to check angular measurements less than

1' accuracy)
B. Advantages

1. Accuracy
2. Simplicity
3. Precision

C. Reading
D. Practice

IX. Dial indicator
A. Uses
B. Advantages

1. Quick visual reading

12



SUGGESTED HOURS
f

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

2. Accurate
3. Easily attached
4. Versatile

C. Reading
D. Set ups
E . Practice

13



SUGGESTED HOURS

40

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE
P,T

Unit 3

Title: Bench Tools

Objective:

To develop ability to use bench tools satisfactorily

To develop skill in use of plates for testing and
finishing flat surfaces

I. Vise
A. Kinds

1. Machinist
2. Pipe
3. Universal
4. Swivel
5. Solid

B. Size or capacity
1. Small
2. Medium
3. Large

II. Surface plate
A. Kinds

1. Cast iron
2. Granite
3. Ceramic

B. Uses
III. Lap plate
W. Grinder
V. Practice

14



SUGGESTED HOURS

300

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

C

L, D,
DE ,P
T

t I

Unit 4

Title: Machine Tools

Objectives:

To develop ability to perForm setups on the machine tools
used by the machinist

To develop ability to use machines safely and com-
petently

I. Lathe
A. Purpose
B. Types

1. Bench
2. Engine, or plain
3. Turret

C. Safety
1. Keep har.t.s away from moving parts
2. Wear safety glasses
3. In filing, keep file away from chuck
4. Avoid using wreach on revolving work or parts
5. Stand tall or erect to keep head away from

chips
6. Do not remove chips by hand
7. Treat cuts and burns immediately
8. Keep guards in place

D. Care and maintenance
E. Parts

I. By name
a. Bed
b. Head stock
c. Tail stock
d. Spindle
e. Carriage
f. Lead screw

2. By function
F. Set up

1. Speeds
a. Spindle
b. Cutting

15



SUGGESTED HOURS

300

,

METH0i1 OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE ,P
T

.

2. Feeds (gear setting)
a. For thread cutting
b. For boring

3. Adjustments
a. For facing and centering
',. For thread cutting
(... For taper tuning
d. For angular turning
e. For drilling, boring, and reaming
f. For chucking
g. For face plate work

G. Shop operations
. Facing and centering

2. Chucking
3. Plain or straight turning
4. Taper turning
5. Drilling, boring, reaming
6. Threading
7. Cutting off
8. Face plate work

II. Milling machine
A. Purpose
B. Types

I. Bed
a. Vertical
b. Plain

2. Column and knee
a. Universal
b. Plain
c. Vertical

C. Safety
I. Keep hands away from revolving cutter
2. Do not use hands to remove chips
3. Securely fasten cutter, arbor, and work
4. Have motor off to tighten or remove arbor nut
5. Wear safety goggles
6. Keep guards in place

D. Care and maintenance
E. Parts

I. By name
a. Column
b. Base

16



SUGGESTED HOURS

I

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
«

.111.

c. Spindle
d. Knee
e. Table

2. By function
F. Set up

I. Speeds
a. Spindle
b. Cutting I

2. Feeds (determined by)
a. Rigidity of work
b. Rigidity of machine
c. Type of cutter
d. Metal being machined

3. Cutters
a. Plain milling cutter
b. Helical
c. End-mill
d. Slitting saw
e. Formed cutter

(1) Corner rounding
(2) Concave
(3) Convex

f. Shell end mill
g. Inserted tooth
h. Angular
i. Woodruff keyway cutter

4. Cutter holding devices
a. Milling machine arbor
b. Adapters

(1) For end mills
(2) For shell mill
(3) For taper shank tools

5. Work holding devices
a. Vises

(1) Plain
(2) Flanged
(3) Swivel
(4) Cam-action
(5) Universal toolmaker's

b. Fixtures
(1) For specialized jobs
(2) Index head

17



SUGGESTED HOURS

75

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

G. Shop operations
1. Milling flat surface
2. Milling angular surface
3. Form milling
4. Drilling, boring, and reaming
5. Keyway cutting
6. Slitting
7. Cutting off
8. Gear cutting

L,D III. Shaper
DE,P A. Purpose
T B. Types

1. Vertical
2. Horizontal

C. Safety
1. Secure all parts in place and position before

starting
2. Remove all wrenches from machine after setup
3. Never remove chips with rala in motion
4. Wear safety goggles
5. Be sure guard and chip screen are in place

D. Care and maintenance
E. Parts

1. By name
a. Ram
b. Face
c. Frame
d. Work table
e. Tool head

2. By function
F. Set up

1. Speeds
a. Strokes per minute
b. Cutting

2. Feeds determined by
a. Rigidity of work
b. Rigidity of machine
c. Metal being machined

3. Length of stroke
4. Cutting tools

a. Finishing
b. Roughing

18



SUGGESTED HOURS
I

75

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D,
DE , P
T

c. Slotting
d. Dovetail

5. Work holding devices
a. Vises
b. Fixtures
c. Angle plates
d. Shaper-index centers
e. Clamps or straps

G. Shop operations
1. Machine flat surface
2. Shape vertical and/or angular surfaces
3. Shape irregular cut
4. Shape tongue and groove
5. Shape internal and external keyways
6. Shape dovetail

IV. Drill press
A. Purpose
B. Types

1. Standard (single spindle)
a. Bench
b. Floor

2. Radial
3. Gang or multiple-spindle

C. Safety
1. Always clamp work to table
2. Never hold work in hands
3. Never reach around or in back of revolving drill
4. Use drills properly sharpened to correct size
5. Be sure drill runs true
6. Remove chuck wrenches from drill chucks before

starting machine
7. Use appropriate speeds
8. Adjust only with motor off
9. Keep head back and away from any moving part

of drill press
10. Wear short haircut for drill press work

D. Care and maintenance
E. Parts

1. By name
a. Column
b. Base

19



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

C. Head
d. Spindle
e. Table

2. By function
F. Set up

1. Speeds
a. Rpm
b. Cutting speed

2. Feeds determined by
a. Rigidity of work
b. Rigidity of machine
c. Metal being machined

3. Cutting tools
a. Drills

(1) By sizes
(a) Fractional
(b) Numerical
(c) Alphabet
(d) Metric

(2) By length
(a) Jobber
(b) Taper length
(c) Taper shank
Id) Special

(3) By grade
(a) Carbon
(b) High-speed steel
(c) Carbide tip
(d) Solid carbide

(4) By shape
(a) Straight flute
(b) Three flute
(c) Four flute
(d) Oil tube drill

b.. Reamers
(1) By name

(a) Chucking
(b) Shell
(c) Hand
(d) Taper



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

(2) By sizes
(a) Fractional
(b) Numerical
(c) Alphabet
(d) Metric
(e) Special

(3) By grades
(a) Carbon
(b) High-speed steel
(c) Carbide tip
(d) Solid carbide

(4) By shape (straight or spiral)
(a) Straight shank
(b) Taper shank
(c) Shell reamer
(d) Hand reamer

c. Counterbores
(1) Inserted
(2) Solid
(3) Removable pilot
(4) Solid pilot

d. Countersink
(1) Removable pilot
(2) Solid pilot
(3) I. eluded angles

e. Taps
(1) Hand taps

(a) By shape
1) Taper
2) Plug
3) Bottoming

(b) By name
1) Plain hand tap
2) Machine-screw tap
3) Tapered tap
4) Pulley
5) Gun

(2) Machine taps
(a) Tapper
(b) Machine

(3) Sizes of taps
(a) By diameter and number of threads

21



SUGGESTED HOURS

0

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE,P
T

(

V.

(b) By machine-screw sizes and
number of threads

(c) By pipe size
(d) By special thread shapes

f. Spot facer
g. Boring bar

4. Work holding device::
a. Vise
b. Fixtures
c. Clamp and bolt
d. C-clamp

G. Shop operations
1. Drilling to size
2. Drilling and reaming to size
3. Drilling and tapping
4. Counterboring
5. Countersinking
6. Spot facing
7. Boring

Metal cutting saw
A. Types

1. Band saw
a. Vertical
b. Horizontal

2. Reciprocating
B. S-Afety

1. Do not bend over operating saw
2. Mount work only when saw is stopped
3. Support protruding end of long work
4. Keep teeth blade:, in correct direction
5. Keep hands away from moving blade
6. Inspect blade before using
7. If blade breaks, shut off power

C. Care and Maintenance
D. Parts

1. By name
a. Frame
b. Saw guide
c. Work holding device
d. Blades

2. By function

22



SUGGESTED HOURS

e

1

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

E. Set up
1. Speeds

a. Strokes per minute
b. Feet per minute
c. RPM

2. Feeds determined by
a. Rigidity of work
b. Rigidity of machine
c. Metal being cut
d. Type of blade

3. Cutting tools
a. Band

(1) Precision
(2) Buttress
(3) Claw-tooth
(4) Scallop-edge
(5) Knife-edge
(6) Spiral-edge
(7) Diamond-tooth
(8) Friction

b. iilade (reciprocating)
(1) Carbon
(2) High-speed steel

(a) Flexible
(b) Solid

4. Work holding devices
a. Vise
b. Fixture
c. Hold and clamp

5. Adjustments
a. Blade tension
b. Direction of blade
c. Length of blade
d. Saw guide
e. Position saw on wheel
f. Sliding members

F. Shop operations
I. Cutting material to length
2. Cutting material to shape
3. Cutting to pattern

23



SUGGEST ED HOURS

75

,

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE,P
T

VI. Grinding machines
A. Types

1. Cylindrical
2. Surface
3. Tool and cutter
4. Internal

B. Safety
1. Wear safety goggles
2. Keep hands away from grinding wheel
3. Check wheel before using
4. Run at correct speed and feed
5. Secure work carefully
6. Stop wheel before loading and unloading parts
7. Free wheel before turning on power

C. Care and maintenance
D. Parts

1. Machine base
2. Column
3. Head
4. Spindle
5. Table

E. Set up
I. Speed
2. Feed
3. Depth of cut
4. In-feed
5. Longitudinal
6. Cutting wheels

a. By kind of abrasive
(1) Natural abrasive

(a) Quartz
(b) Emery
(c) Sandstone
(d) Corundum

(2) Manufactured abrasives
(a) Aluminum oxide
(b) Silicon carbide

b. By grain size
c. By grade or hardness
d. By structure

(1) Dense
(2) Medium
(3) Open

24



SUGGESTED HOURS

1

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

e. Bond type
(1) Vitrified
(2) Silicate
(3) Shellac
(4) Resinoid
(5) Rubber

f. By shapes
(1) Straight
(2) Cylinder
(3) Recessed
(4) Straight cup
(5) Flaring cup
(6) Dish
(7) Saucer
(8) Mounted

7. Work holding devices
a. Magnetic chuck
b. Air or vacuum chuck
c. Manual chuck

8. Adjustments
a. Wheel tightness
b. Securing work
c. Truing wheel
d. For accuracy

F. Handling and storage of wheels
1. Handling

a. Prevent dropping or bumping
b. Do not roll
c. Transport wheels on truck or conveyors
d. Stack wheels carefully

2. Storage
a. Racks
b. Bins
c. Drawers
d. Even temperature
e. Dry place
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SECTION III

RELATED MATERIAL

In addition to material herein before included in the course outline,
the following materials should be paralleled with the introduction of the
topic in the shop.

SUGGESTED HOURS

100

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1

Title: Related Theory

Objective:

To develop understanding of materials related to the
to the shop program

L, D, I. Machines
P,T A.. Lathe

1. Screw thread standards
a. Formula
b. Application of formula
c. Charts of standards
d. Tolerances

(1) Class 1
(2) Class 2
(3) Class 3
(4) Class 5

2, Machine fits
a. Running fit
b. Drive fit
c. Force fit
d. Shrink fit

3. Taper formula
a. Computation
b. Application

4. Gear ratios
a. Computation
b. Application

5. Diameters and speeds for pulleys
a. Computation
b. Application
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1 SUGGESTED HOURS
T

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
,11..

....,=111WIMM...

B. Milling machine
1. Indexing

a. Plain
(1) Formulas
(2) Computation
(3) Application

b,. Differential indexing
(1) Formulas
(2) Computation
(3) Application

2. Spiral milling
a. Formulas
b. Computation
c. Application

3. Cam milling
a. Formulas
b. Computation
c. Application

4. Gears and gearinc
a. Gear types

(1) Spur
(2) Bevel
(3) Miter
(4) Helical
(5) Internal
(6) Worm
(7) Rack
(8) Pinion

b. Formulas
c. Computation
d. Application

5. Keyway standards and cutters
a. Charts
b. Computation
c. Application

6. Trigorometric functions
e.... Formulas
b. Charts
c. Computation
d. Applications

'. Cutting speeds and feeds
a. Formulas
b. Charts
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SUGGESTED HOURS

0

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
L

c. Computation
d. Application

C. Shaper
I. Cutting speeds and feeds

a. Charts for various metals
(1) Feet per minute
(2) Alloys

b. Formulas
c. Charts
d. Computation
e. Application

2. Sizes for dovetail
a. Measurement by formulas
b. Computation
c. Application

D. Drill press
I. Drill speeds and feeds

a. Formulas
b. Charts
c. Computation
d. Application

2. Cutting clearances
a. For drills
b. For reamers
c. For others

(1) Counterbores
(2) Countersinks

d. References
3. Drill sizes

a. Charts
b. Reference
c. Application

4. Tap drill sizes
a. Formula
b. Computation
c. Application

E. Metal cutting saw
I. Cutting speed and feed

a. Chart
b. Computation
c. Application

2. Relationship of blade and speed
F. Grinding machin^:
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SUGGESTED HOURS

1

,

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

1. Limits
a. Low
b. High

2. Standard wheel markings
3. Setting work speed and feed

a. Formulas
b. Charts
c. Computation
d. Application

II. Shop drawings and Blueprint reading
A. Views

1. Three view drawings
a. Visible edges
b. Invisible edges
c. Dimensions

(1) Location
(2) Fractional

d. Measurement of angles
e. Scale drawings
f. Fillets and rounds

2. Two view drawings
a. Projection of cylindrical work
b. Dimensioning cylindrical work
c. Invisible circles
d. Decimal dimensions
e. Fractional tolerances
f. Decimal tolerances
g. Drilled holes
I. Angular dimensions
i. Angular tolerances

3. One view drawings
a. One view projection
b. Necking and grooving
c. Finish marks

B. Sectional drawing
I. Full section
2. Half section
3. Section lining::
4. Materials in section
5. Countersunk and counterbore holes
6. Chamfering

C. Screw threads
1. Common representation
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

2. Simplified representation
3. Left-hand threads
4. Tapped holes
5. Drilled holes for tapping
6. Class of fit
7. Thread series
8. Types of bolt heads

D. Summary
1. Change notes
2. Boss and pad
3. Keyways
4. Flats
5. Size of countersunk and counterbore holes
6. Specifications
7. Knurling

E. Fteehand sketch practice and interpretation
III. M etalurgy

A. Brass
1. Composition or analysis
2. Uses
3. Heat treatment
4. Machining

B. Aluminum
1. Composition or analysis
2. Uses
3. Heat treatment
4. Machining

C. Tool steel
1. Composition or analysis
2. Uses
3. Heat treatment
4. Machining

D. Numbering system
1. AISI
2. SAE

IV. The job
A. Job opportunities
B. Qualifications

1. Personal
2. Physical
3. Training
4. Experience
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SUGGESTED HOURS

t
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

C. Applying for a job
I.. Application

a. Written
b. Personal

2. Appearance
3. Manners

D. Industrial testing piocedurere
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SUGGESTED HOURS

200

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 2

Title: Related Math

Objective:

L,D
P,T

To develop ability to perform computations
needed by the machinist

I. Basic or Remedial math
A. Whole numbers

I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Common fractions
I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

C. Decimal fractions
I. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

II. Related math
A. Measurement

I. Standardization of units of measure
2. Linear measure
3. Angular and circular measure
4. Surface measure
5. Volume measure
6. Metric system of measurement
7. Test

B. Percentage and averages
I. Percentage, base, and rate
2. Averages and estimates
3. Test

C. Finance
I. Money and labor computation
2. Discoums
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SUGGESTED HOURS
In

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

3. Payrolls, taxes, and deductions
4. Loans and interest
5. Test

D. Math
1. Pure ratio and proportions
2. Basic Algebra
3. Trigonometric applications

a. Formulas
(1) Area of circle
(2) Area of cube
(3) Area of square
(4) Area of cylinders

b. Computation
c. Practice
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GLOSSARY

ABRASIVE--substance used for smoothing, grinding, or polishing

ALLOY -- mixture of two or more metals to change the characteristics
of the original metal

ANNEALING--process by which hardened steel is made soft; process of
heating to a critical temperature and cooling slowly to soften metal,
reduce brittleness, and make it more workable

ARBOR- -part used to clamp milling cutter to the shaft; holds the cutter

ASSEMBLY--a unit fitted together from manufactured parts

BENCHrwtirkitable_ecfutpped with vise and other implements to
facilitate work performed on it

BENCH TOOL--tool used at a bench or work table

BEVEL--angle formed by a line or a surface that is not at right angles to
another line or surface; straight angle cut

BORING--operation of enlarging and truing a hole with a single point tool

BUFFING -- process of bringing out the luster of metal by polishing and
finishing

CALIBRATION--marking o4. measurement on a ruler or scale; ascertaining
the amount of variation from absolute accuracy in a scientific in-
strument

CALIPER - -tool for measuring diameter of circular work; an instrument
with two legs fastened together at one end and used to measure the
thickness of objects, the width of short spaces between surfaces

CAM--a rotating or sliding piece or projection as on a wheel; moved
by a roller, pin, etc. working against its edge; used to transpose
rotary motion into an alternating, reciprocating, or back and forth
motion

CAPACITY -- power; quantity of electricity
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CASE HARDENING - -a process of surface hardening involving a change
in the composition of the outer layer of an iron-base alloy

CHIPStinv bit.3 of metal removed in the machining process

CHUCK - -a mechanism fixed to the. mandrel of a turning lathe for hold-
ing the material to be operated upon; a part of a tool which can
grip things; an adjustable work-holding device

CLAMP--tool for holding portions of work together, a wood and metal

CONCAVE--a hollow curved surface; curving in, as the bowl of a spoon

CONVEX--a curved surface which is high in the center; rounded like the
outside of any pan of a globe or ball; curving outward

COUNIERBOREenlarging a hole to e given depth and diameter

COUNTERSINK -- chamfering a hold to receive a flat-head screw; also
tapering or beveling the end of a hole with a conical cutting tool

CREST--top surface joining the Jo sides of a thread

DEPTH -- distance from the crest to the root of the thread

DRILLING -- cutting round holes by use of a cutting tool sharpened on
its point

FACE--to make a flat surface by machining

FILE CARDbrush for cleaning files

FIT -- clearance or interference between two mating parts

FLANGE--a rib or offset on a casting; surface tiojecting beyond another
surface

FLUTE--a concave channel made in metal; groove of a drill or a reamer;
carries out the chips and admits a coolant

GUAGE--a tool or device used for checking metal parts to determine
whether they are made within specified limits

GEARS -- toothed wheels which transmit rotary motion from one shaft to
another shaft without s...ppage
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GRINDER - -a mechanical device for removing metal by abrading or
grinding

GRADU.'TIONSlines that indicate points of measurement on .measuring
tools or on machine dials

HARDENING--any process of increasing hardness of metal by suitable
treatment usually involving heating and cooling

HELIX--a curve or the path a point generates as it moves at a fixed
rate of advance on the surface of a cylinder

HONING -- process used to produce an extremely fine surface on an
object after the grinding operation; process of finishing internal
or external cylindrical surfaces to a high degree of accuracy

KEYWAYslot or recess in a shaft that holds the key for the purpose of
binding agmething, as a crank, gear, or pulley on a shaft

KNURLING -- process of embossing the surface of a workpiece with a
knurling tool; operation in which grooved, hardened steel wheels
or knurls are pressed into the surface of cylindrical work rotating
it 3 lathe to produce uniform rows of serrations for decoration or to
make a better grip

LAPPING--process of finishing external or internal surfaces with very
fine abrasive

LATHEmachine used for production of circular work; machine in which
work is held and rotated while being shaped

LAYOUT--to scribe or locate points for machining operations; planning
or marking out to full size, the development or pattern for shopwork

MACHINE--to shape a material by cutting away, using ? machine

MACHINABILITY the quality or characteristic of a material that des-
cribes the case or difficulty of machining it

MACE ..,E TOOLterm ,.sec.: to describe those machines which as a group
can reproduce themselves

1VIACIIINISTone skillet in ti.e ope .4tion of machine tools

MAJOR DIAMETERlargest or -tutside diameter of the thread
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METRIC -- decimal system of waights and measures based on multiples
of ten

MINOR DIAMETER -- smallest or inside diameter of a thread or nut

O.D. -- abbreviation for outside diameter

BITCHdistance of a point on a thread: to the same point on the next
thread

RADIAL -- rotating; ?-laving a common center; can be rotated anywhere on
its circumference; extending outward from a center cr axis

REAMING -- process of finishing a hole to close tolerance with a reamer;
process of perfecting holes that have previously been drilled or
bored

ROOT--bottom surface between two adjacent three 1s

RPM or rpm--abbreviation for revolutions per minute

SCRIBE - -to L.-aw a line with a scriber or other pointed tool

SET UP--term used to describe positioning of the workpiece, attachments,
and cutting tools on a machine

SPINDLE--a rotating rod or arbor, either hollow or solid; usually the work
driving member of the machine

SPOT FACING--operation of smoothing and squaring the surface; machining
around the top of a hole to produce a bearing surface against which a
washer, nut, or the head of a cap screw may be brought flat

SURFACE PLATE--working surface for layout and checking purpose; a large
plate of cast iron whose surface is made perfectly flat to use for
testing flat surfaces

SWIVEL - -to swing in an arc; to rotate

TAP--tool used to cut internal threads

TA? - gradual decrease in diameter so as to assume a conical shape; regularly
. narrowed toward a point

TAPPING--operation of producing internal threads using a cutting tool called
a tap
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TEMPERINGreheating iron based alloys after hardening to some tem-
perature below the critical range followed by desired rate of

.
cooling to reduce brittleness and increase toughness

THREADING -- cutting of screw threads internal or external

TOLERANCE--permissible variation from a basic dimension; an allowable
limit between dimensions

TURN - -to shape by cutting a material as it is revolving in a lathe

WORKING DRAWINGorthographic projection of views
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INTRODUCTION

The course of study contained herein is limited to

the subject of data processing itself. The course is also

-Lofted, in a sense, by the equipment configuration avail-

able. For example, computer concepts and programming are

centered around the IBM 1401 because this is the system

installed at Burlington County Vocational-lachnical High

School.

The use of unit lessons provides for sufficient

flexibility to update or change the course as the needs

of the student and the data processing industry change.

Another school wishing to follow this outline need only

follow the suggested sequence, dropping out those units

which 03 not fit into a particular school's equipment

configuration.

It should be borne in mind that the units presented

are logical units. Some can be handled in a brief period,

others will demand more time. There is no set time allot-

ted for each unit.

It is expected that an instructor will schedule

sufficient practice problem work to provide reinforcement

as well as to evaluate the st,denes progress.

This course is designed for the student who wishes

to make a career of data processing, with or without

further higher education. For this reason, the content

of the course is extensive. The philosophy of Burlington



County Vocational-Technical Nigh School is to present to

the student an opportunity to learn as much as possible,

with the thought that it is better to challenge the student

to aim high, rather than to merely permit him to be satis-

fied with acquiring only the basics needed for initial

employment.



DATA PROCESSING

Job Description

Data processing, a relatively new technology, is the

applicatim of advanced techniques to the old problems of

counting, classifying, and interpreting numbers, names, and

other bits of information collectively known as data.

Early, man probably counted his sheep being sent out to

pasture by placing stone upon stone -a his animals passed

by a particular spot. When they returned, he took the

stones from the pile. If they: were stones remaining, sheep

were missing and something had to be done. This -.Ilan: had

precise, specific information as to a problem. From this he

could determine a course of action - namely, go out and

find the missing sheep.

Today the modern business man sends out his statements

and notices of payment due. Re totals the returned pay-

ments. If all are not in, money is missing from the company

and something has to be done. This man has precise, spe-

cific information as to a problem. From this he can initi-

ate L course of action.

The problems of these two persons are basic. They

differ only in size, amount, and complexity.

Today!ts businesses and industries eLploy up-to-date

electro-mechanical and electronic equipment to process their

data.



Contrary to popular opinion, this equipment (data

processing machines) does not think for itself - in fact,

it does not think at all. Solutions to problems, sorted

data, and tabulat:ed statements are the result of a trained

person's thinking processes. His thoughts are translated

to the machines by means of wires in plug-boards, special

internally sorted verbal patterns, or other methods.

Data processing machines such as electronic computers,

accounting machines, and sorters perform simple repetitive

operations in a specialized sequence - determined in ad-

vance by the data processing personnel responsible for the

operation. Setting up the operations era providing the

proper sequence (giving the machine instructions) is known

as programming.

An examination of what is needed to provide these

instructions leads to the following requirements of a data

processor:

1. He (or she) must be able to think logically.
Machines do not make errors. The people who
program and use them, do.

2. He must have the ability to analyze a problem
and arrive at a method of solution.

3. He must be knowledgeable in many areas since
data processing is used in so many fields. A
knowledge of the situation and environments in
which a problem exists is essential. (For

example, to solve an accounting problem, a
knowledge of accounting is required.)

4. He must have a knowledge of data processing
equipment and techniques. These machines and
techniques are the tools of his trade. His

2



knowledge must be both general and applicable
to all machines as well as specific and per-
taining to the machine with which he is actu-
ally working.

5. The data processor must have the ability to
communicate. He will be communicating with
the people who supply the information and data
which serves as raw material to be processed.
He may have to interpret and explain machine
output to his co-workers or management. Most
important, he must communicate -ith the ma-
chines with which he is working

6. He must have the ability to use mathematics,
one of the basic tools of the data processor.

In summation, the data processor must be a thinking man

with a knowledgeable background in many fields. His dext,-7L-s

ity must be more mental than manual. He must be capable of

handling many details without becoming so enmeshed in them I

that he loses sight of the desired outcome.

The types of positions in the field of data processing

are numerous. Entry positions include tabulating machine

operator, wireman, and computer programmer trainee.

One point is paramount. Most companies hire people who

are capable of advancement in this field. Many job oppor-

tunities exist for the person skilled in the fundamentals and

capable of profiting by on-the-job training and further

education.
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Course Description

The Data Processing course emphasizes the basic skills

and knowledge needed for the student to either enter the

Data Processing field immediately upon graduation or to

continue his education if desired.

His skills will include the operation of tabulating

equipment and electronic computers. He will be able to set

up his job, program it, and Ree it through the machine to

completion.

More important, basic concepts are taught which are

applicable to all types of data processing equipment, enab-

ling the student to be flexible and to keep pace with the

changes in the industr,

The diligent student will emerge from the course with

a mind trained in the processes of job analysis and the abil-

ity to think in a logical manner, for these are the market-

able skills that industry is seeking of data processors.

The content of the course is so organized as to constantly

present the student with practice problems which are equipment

oriented. The student learns by doing.

Other courses necessary to the student such as science,

mathematics and bookkeeping are handled by separate depart-

ments. Each department, however, is in constant contact with

the others, working closely to keep all course content up to

date and pertinent to the student's courses in data processing.
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At the completion of tenth grade, the student, in

consultation with his instructor and counselor will enter

either the vocational or technical progrem.

The vocational program is primarily intended for the

student who dishes to enter industry immediately upon gradu-

ation. The technical program is scheduled in such a manner

that if the student wishes to continue his education, he will

have the necessary college entrance requirements. A grad-

uate of either coarse is sufficiently trained to take an

entry position in the field of data processing.



Etutmn5 and Facilities

Burlington County Vocational and Technical High

School has a modern, well equipped data processing labor-

atory.

Equipmenc included

2 IBM 026 Keypunches

IBM C82 Sorter

IBM 548 Interpreter

IBM 514 Reproducing Punch (with mark sensing feature)

IBM 085 Collator

I3M 402 Accounting Machine (with Summary Punch
feature.)

IBM 1401 Computer with 8K memory, multiply, divide,
and advanced programming features.

IBM 1311 Disc Storage Unit

IBM 1402 Card Read/Punch Unit

IBM 1403 Printer

Philco Corp. Binary Number Trainer

The school also has additional analog computer equipment,

as well as several Keltec Computer Tutors.
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7

COURSE OF STUDY OUTLINE

Data Processing
Grade 9

Exploratory Six Weeks-67.5 hours

Purpose and Philosophy

The exploratory program has a two-fold purpose. First,

the atudeat is introduced to the field of data processing.

Second, the instructors have a chance to evaluate the student.

The student's exploration and instructors' evaluation should

lead to grades 10, II, and 12 students who wish to make data

processing their career, and who have the capabilities to

succeed in their chosen field.

It should be kept in mind that many students who will

not choose data processing after completing the exploratory

course will still benefit from knowledge obtained here and

should be able to apply some concepts and techniques to

other fields of endeavor.

It is imperative that the students begin machine oper-

ation and board wiring as soon as possible. This is stressed

becau.e, by its nature, data processing is highly theoretical

and conceptual, and most ninth graders must "see some action"

and also "be dcing something". The instructor should keep

in mind that the nature of the course is exploratory and that

most theory can be introduced in the later grades. This does

not preclude, 4owever, challenging the student to do some

creative thinking on his own.



The suggested sequence for the exploratory program is :

1. A general overview of the program.

2. A discussion of the installation safety procedures
and other practices.

3. Machine Demonstrations

4. The following units:

151E 156E 161E 166E

152E 157E 162E 167E

153E 158E 163E 168E

154E 159E 164E 169E

155E 160E 165E
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Objectives:

Suggested Sequence:

Orientation

1. To introduce the student to the basic operations

and programming of unit record tabulating equipment.

2. To introduce basic computer operation and organi-

sation.

3. To inculcate in the student the habits of good work-

manship

...,

and data processing installation practice.

4. To provide a sound basis for the student's decision

(in consultation with his instructor and coun'ellor)

to enter either the vocational or technical track.

COURSE OF STUDY OUTLINE

Data Processing
Grade 10

Overview

Units 1G 5G 9 13 17
2 6 10 14 18
3 7 11 15 19
4 8 12C 16 20

Optional Units 21, 22

G Units are units common to tabulating and computer.

C Ur'ts are units applicable to computers.

Units not followed by a letter designation are tabu-

lating units.

Note: For those students who have not had Grade 9
Data Processing CIploratory) it is suggested
that the Units 151E, 169E be given before
starting with the above.
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GRADES 11 AND 12 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The Grade 11 & 12 Technical Program is organized in

such .nner that the student is immediately introduced to

computer work while continuing into advanced unit record

work.

The suggested weekly sequence is four days of computer

work and one day of unit record work.

An advantage to this type of program is that the student

is never away :cam unit record equipment and if he seeks

employment immediately upon graduation, he is capable of

taking an entry position in a tabulating department.

The Grade 11 & 12 Vocational Program is set up to pro-

vide strong background and practice work on unit record

tabulating equipment. Operator procedures and skills are

emphasized At the same time the student is introduced to

computer operation and basic programming. This provides a

background for later advancement in industry from a tabu-

lating department to a computer installation.

The suggested weekly sequence is four days of unit

record work and one day of computer training.
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COURSE OF STUDY OUTLINE

Data Processing
Grade 11 - Vocational

Obiectives:

1. To increase the student's knowledge of unit record

tabulating equipment.

2. To emphasize operator skills.

3. To provide the student with adequate practice

problem opportunities in .nit record work.

4. To further advance the student in computer concepts

and oreration.

atizElLtecJMLIence

Orientation

Cverview

Tabulating Sequence - (4 days per week)

201
21

22

23

24

25

26

30'
28

29
31
32
33

34

40
35
36
37

38

39
41

42

43

44
45
46
47

48

49
50

51

52

53

54

55

56
57

58

59

60
61

62

63G
64

65
66

67

68

69

70
71

72

73

74

75
76

77

Computer Sequence - (1 day per week)

83C 85C
a 86C
d 87C
e 8SC
f 89C

84C 90C
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COURSE OF STUDY OUTLINE

Data Processing
Grade 11 - Technical

Objective:

1. To develop in the student basic proficiency in

the skills of computer operation and programming.

2. To continue the student', education in the field

of unit record tabulating equipment.

3. To show relationships between tabulating and

computer systems.

kirdeg91lence

Orientation

Overview

Tabulating Sequence - (1 day per week)

21 26 31 4Z 51 56 62

22 27 35 47 52 58 63G
23 28 36 48 53 59 64

24 29 38. 49 54 60 65

25 30 39 50 55 61

Computer Sequence - (4 days per week)

83C 90C 97C 105C 111C 118C
84C 91C 98C 106C 112C 119C
85C 92C 99C 107C 111q 121C
86C 93C 100C 108C 122C
87C 94C 101C 109C 11)C 123C
88C 95C 103C 120C 116C
89C 96C 104C 110C 117C
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COURSE OF STUDY OUTLINE

Data Processing
Grade 12 - Vocational

Obiectives:

1. To increase the student's proficiency in wiring

and operating unit record tabulating equipment.

2. To broaden the student's concept of data processing

applications.

3. To provide additional computer training so that

the student can write elementary programs.

Suggested Sequence:

Orientation

Overview

Tabulating Sequence - (4 days per week)

58 63G 68 73 78

59 64 69 74 82
60 65 70 75 79*
61 66 71 76 80*
62 67 72 77 81*

Computer Sequence - (1 day per week)

91C 96C 101C*
92C 97C 103C*
93C 98C 104C*
94C 99C 147C*
95C 100C 207*

*These units are optional and should not be scheduled
until required units have been completed.
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COURSE OF STUDY OUTLINE

Data Processing
Grade 12 - Technical

Objective:

1. To increase the student's proficiency in some of

the more advanced types of business computer

programming.

2. To continue the student's work in the field of

unit record tabulating equipment.

3. To introduce the student to scientific programming

concepts and language.

4. To introduce the student to some of the more ad-

vanced computer usages including operating systems

and telecommunication techniques.

Suggested Sequence:

Orientation

Overview

Tabulating Sequence - (1 day per week)

66 72 208
67 76 82*
69 78 81*
70

Computer Sequence - (4 days per week)

207t 127C 130C 135C 139C 144C
124C 128C 131C 136C 140C 145C
125C 129C 132C 137C 141C 146C
126C 205C 133C 138C 142C 206

147C 134C 143C 203C*
204C*

* Optional Units
t The contents of this unit are to be taught in sequence

throughout the year.
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UNIT NUMBER TITLES

Unit Number Unit Title

1G The Punch Card

2 Keypunch, Introductory

3 402 Concepts, Introductory

4 402 Operation, Introductory

5G Use of Reference Manuals

6 Sorter (082) Concepts and Operation

7 Interpreter (548) Concepts and

Operation, Introductory

8 Reproduced (514) Concepts and Oper-

ation, Introductory

9 Collator (085) Concepts and Operation,

Introductory

10 Addition on 40?

11G Flow Charts and Block Diagrams

12C Computer Operation (1401), Introductory

13 X-Brushes and X-Control

14 Selection on Interpreter

15 Selection on Reproducer

16 Selection on 402 (Introductory)

17 Interpreter (548) Concepts, Advanced

NOTE: Those units followed by G are general units
C are computer units
E are exploratory units
Blank are unit record units
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Unit Number

18

19

Unit Title

Program Control, 402

Subtraction, 402, Net Balance

20 Counter Exit Suppress, 402

21 Card Count, 402

22 Offset Total Printing, 402

23 Column Split, 402

24 Digit Select, 402

25 Gangpunching (514), Advanced

26 Reproducing (514), Advanced

27 Comparison (514)

28 Additional Features 514 Reproducer

29 Hammerlock Control, 402

30 Group Indication, 402

31 Mark Sensing (514 Reproducer)

32 Total Transfer, Net Balance 402

33 Subtraction, Non-Net Balance 402

34 Total Transfer, Non-Net Balance 402

35 Space and Print Control (402)

36 Crossfooting, Net Balance (402)

37 Crossfooting, Non-Net Balance (402)

38 Zone Suppress (402)

39 Totals Spacing and Printing (402)

40 Total Printing From Different Type
Type Bars (402)

41 Program Exit Expansion (402)

42 Split Column Control (402)

Any number without a unit title indicates a vacant place for a
future unit to be added with the acquisition of new equipment or
modification of present equipment.
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Unit Number. Unit Title,

43 Total Program Couple (402)

44 First Card Spacing (402)

45 Expanding Program Exits (402)

46 Forms Layout and Design

47 Control Tape, 402 (Physical Preparation)

48 Carriage Control Operating Features (402)

49 Set Up Change (402)

50 Multiple X Selection (402)

51 Machine Stop (402)

52 Negative Balance Recognition (402)

53 Summary Punching (514 & 402)

54 Progressive Total Printing (402)

55 Paper Tape (402 Carriage), Advanced Operations

56 Form Control 602

57 403 (IBM) and MLP Survey

58 Collator (085) Concepts and Operation,

Advanced

59 Merge, Unpunched Cards (085)

60 X-Card Selection, One Feed (085)

61 X-Card Selection, Both Feeds (085)

62 Blank Column Detection (085)

63G Numerical Sequence Concepts

64 Sequence Check Ascending (085)

65 sequence Check Descending (085)

66 Use of Indicator Cards (085) .

67 Change in Control Groups (085)
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Unit Number Unit Table

68 Selecting Alternate Cards (085)

69 Multiple or Single Card Group

Selection (085)

70 Zero Balance Selection (085)

71 Typical Sequence and Selection

Operations (085)

72 Merging (No Basic Set Up) (085)

73 Merging with Basic Set Up (085)

74 Summary of Basic Set Up (085)

75 Typical Merge Operations (085)

76 Matching (085)

77 Optional Features, Collator

78 Applications Study 1, Payroll and

Labor Accounting

79 Applications Study 2, Accounts Payable

80 Applications Study 3, Accounts

Receivable

81 Applications Study 4, General Ledger

and Financial Control

82 Applications Study 5, inventory Control

and Material Accounting

83C Number Systems for Computers

84C introduction to Computer Programming

85C Flow Chart of Computer Program

86C S.P.S. Coding Sheet, (1401)
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Unit Number Unit Title

87C Reserved Areas in 1401

88C Character Layout (1401)

Elementary Commands/Operation Codes (1401)

Writing Simple Programs (1401)

Computer Operator Orientation (1401)

Card Reader Operation (1402)

Card Punch Operation (1402)

Printer Operation (3403)

C.P.U. Operations (1401)

Assembly Routine (Card Only ) 1401

Dumping (1401)

Console Error Sheet (1401)

Disc Operation and Controls (1311)

Programming Concepts, Intermediate

The Branch Instruction (1401)

89C

90C

91C

92C

93C

94C

95C

96C

97C

98C

99C

100C

101C

102

103C Overview of Computer Applications

104C Symbolic Coding of Constants

105C Processor Control Operations 1401

106C Condensing Pr)grims

107C Commands/Operatior Codes-Intermediate 1

108C Commands/Opern,ior. Codes-Intermediate 2

109C Editing

110C Combined Instructions

111C Document Control

112C Character Adjustments
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IL

Unit Number Unit Titl e

II3C Index Registers

II4C Address Modification

II5C Multiply Jubroutine

II6C Multiply Feature

II7C Divide Subroutine

118C Divide Feature

II9C Square Root Subroutine

120C Expanded Print Edit

121C Rounding Results in Computer

I22C Command/Operation Codes, Advanced

I23C Disc (1311) Programming, Elementary

I24C Concepts of Automatic Programming

Language

I25C Introduction to Autocoder

I26C Autocoder Operands

I27C Autocoder Literals

128C Autocoder Language

I29C Macro Statements (Autocoder)

130C Selected Practice Problem, Autocoder (1401)

131C FCRTRAN Programming, Introduction

I32C Fortran Constants

I33C Fortran Variables

I34C Fortran Operations and Expressions

I35C Fortran Mathematical Functions

I36C Fortran Assignment Statements

I37C Fortran Input and Output
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Unit Number Unit Title

138C Other Fortran Statements

139C Writing, Punching & Running a Fortran

Program

140C Fortran Case Study #1, Area of Triangle

141C Transfer of Control in Fortran

142C Fortran Case Study #2, Current in

AC Circuit

143C Subscripted Variable

144C Fortran Case Study #3, Linear Interpolation

145C Fortran DO Statement

146C Fortran Case Study #4, Gaus-Seidel Method

for Solving Simultaneous Equations

147C Operating Systems Survey

148

149

150

151E Concept of Programming

1528 Punched Card (IBM-80 Col.)

153C Keypunch

154E IBM 402 Part 1

155E IBM 402 Part 2

156E IBM 402 Part 3

157E IBM 402 Part 4

158E Flowcharts and Block Diagrams

1591E IBM Sorter Part 1

1601E IBM Sorter Part 2
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Unit Number Unit Title,

161E IBM 548 Interpreter

1621E IBM 514 Reproducer Part I

1631E IBM 514 Reproducer Part 2

1641E IBM 514 Reproducer Part 3

1651E IBM 514 Reproducer Part 4

1661E IBM 085 Collator

1671E Computers rare 1

168E Computers - Part 2

169E Survey Data Processing Field

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186
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Unit Number En1L1111A.

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201 Keypunch Techniques, Advanced

202

203C Introduction to COBOL

204C Introduction to Tape Programming and

Operation

205C I.O.C.S. Programming

206C Advanced Input/Output Configurations

207 Logic
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Unit Descriptions

Unit 1 The Punch Card

a. Columns and Rows
b. Corner Cut
c. The Hollerith Code
d. Error Correction (K.P. Correction Seals)
e. Card Handling
f. Concept of Field

Unit 2 Introductory Keypunch

a. Card Travel and Loading, Column_ Indicator
b. Keyboard, Alpha;;,ecical and Numerical

c. Spatial Characters
d. Special Operations

) Backspace
) Card Jams

(3) Fuses

(4) Chips

Unit 3* Introductory 402 Concepts

a. Board and Wiring Diagram
b. Concept of Programming-Entry Hubs and Exit Hubs
c. Entry Hubs and Exit Hubs
d. Division of typebars
e. Zone Reading ) CARD FLOW THROUGH MACHINE
f. Number Reading
g. List All-Detail Printing
h. Number Printing-Straight
i. Number Printing-Offset

j. Alphabetical Printing-Straight
k. Alphabetical Printing-Offset
1. Combined Alphabetical and Numerical Printing
m. Concept of Emitting
n. Number Emitting & Printing on 402
o. Zone Emitting
p. Alphabetic Emitting & Printing on 402
q. Card Count E
r. Bus Hubs

Unit 4 Inixoductory 402 Operation

a. Wire Handling
b. Board Insertion and Extraction

*Units 3 and 4 are to be taught as combined units-mix as needed.
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c. Split Wiring
d. Operating Lights Keys and Buttons

(1) Start
(2) Stop

(3) Final Total (for later use)
(4) Idle

(5) Fuse

(6) Form
(7) Card Feed Stop (for later uses)
(8) Non-Print Run Out Button
(9) Feed Interlock Start Button

(10) Gang Punch Toggle (for later uae)
(11) Last Card Auto Total Toggle (for later use)
(12) Set Up Change Toggles (for later use)

e. Zero Suppression with Hammer Split Levers
f. Carriage Control Space Button
g. Changing Paper on 402 Carriage
h. Changing Ribbon on 402

N.B. It is not necessary to explain the functions
of those keys, toggles etc. marked for later use.
It is sufficient to point out their location.

Unit 5 Use of Reference Manuals

a. Why
b. When
c. How

Unit 6 IBM 082 Sorter, Operation and Concepts

a. Need for Sorting
b. Card Flow Through Sorter
c. Controls and Switches

(1) Main Line (Fuse Replacement)
(2) Start
(3) Stop
(4) Column Indicator
(5) Pockets (pocket stop)
(6) Selection Switches
(7) Chute Blades
(8) Hand Feed Wheel

d. Operating Procedures
e. Numerical Sorting

(1) Single digit
(2) One Field

f. Alphabetic Sorting
(1) Single Character
(2) One Field

g. Sorting More Than One Field (Numeric)
(1) Concept of Major, Intermediate, Minor
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h. Sorting More Than One Field (Alphabetic)
i. Block Sorting
j. Sequence of Sorting for Reports

k. Single Column Selection
1. Short Cut for Alpha Sort
m. Removing Card Jams
n. Replacing Brush
o. Timing Brush
p. Card Checking

(1) Sight
(2) Needle

Unit 7 Interpreter (548) Concepts and Operation, Introductory

a. Need for Interpreting
b. Card Flow Through Interpreter
c. Controls and Switches

(1) Main Line
(2) Start
(3) Stop
(4) Printing Position Knob

d. Operation
e. Wiring for Interpreting

Unit 8 Reproducer (514) Concepts and Operations, Introductory

a. Need for Reproducer
b. Definition of Reproducing
c. Definition of Gangpunching
d. Card Flow Through Reproducer
e. Controls and Switches for Reproducing and

Gangpunching
(1) Main Line
(2) Start
(3) Stop
(4) Switch Setting for Reproducing
(5) Control Panel Wiring For Gangpunching
(6) Control Panel Wiring For Straight Reproducing
(7) Control Panel Wiring For Offset Reproducing
(8) Wiring for Combined Gangpunch and Reproducing

Unit 9 Collator (085) Concepts and Operation, Introductory

a. Merging
(1) Need for
(2) Definition of
(3) Controls

(a) Main Line
(b) Start
(c) Stop
(d) Run out
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b. Board Wiring-Merge Unpunched Cards
c. Use of Template Overlay for hoard Interchanxe

Unit 10 Addition on IBM 402

a. Concept of Counters
b. Review-Concept of Carry
c. Counter Entry Hubs
d. Counter Exit Hubs
e. Card Cycles Hub
f. Counter Total Hub
g. Final Total Sub
h. Asterisk Symbol Emitting for Final Total
i. Group Printing-Final Total Only

Unit 11G Flow Charts-Block Diagrams

a. Need For
b. Basic Symbols
c. Using Flow Charts and Block Diagrams

Unit 12C Introduction to Computer Operation

a. Logical Parts of Computer
(1) Arithmetic

(2) Memory
(3) Control
(4) Input/Output

b. Controls
(1) Main Line
(2) Emergency Off
(3) Start
(4) Stop

(5) Reset
(6) Runout-Punch, Read

c. Card Load
d. Printer Space
e. Job Logging
f. Job Running

Unit 13 X-Brushes and X -Control

a. Concept of X control
b. Concept of Selection

c. Location of X Brushes on
Interpreter
Reproducer

d. Explanation of X Pick up on
402
Collator
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Unit 14 Selection on Interpreter

a. Selector Pick Up
b. Concepts of

(1) Common
(2) Normal
(3) Transfer

c. Concept of
(1) Field Selection
(2) Class Selection

d. Wiring for
(1) Field Selection
(2) Class Selection

Unit 15 Selection on Reproducer

a. Switch Setting for Field Selected Reproducing
b. Wiring for Field Selected Reproducing

Unit 16 Selection on 402 (Introductory)

a. Pilot Selectors
b. X Pick Up of Pilot Selectors
c. Selective Printing
d. Wiring Selective Printing
e. Co-Selectors and IPU
f. Wiring for Field Selection (Num..ric)
g. Wiring for Class Selection (Numeric)

Unit 17 Interpreter (548) Concepts, Advanced

a. X-Elimination
(1) Need for
(2) Control Panel Wiring

b. Zero Elimination
c. Review IBM 552 Interpreter

Unit 18 Program Con:rol - IBM 402

a. Need for
b. Description of

(1) Minor, Intermediate, Major Relationships
c. Comparing Unit
d. Program Start
e. Total Program Start
f. Wiring for Program Control
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Unit 19 Subtraction - IBM 402 Net Balance

a. Concept of Complementary Arithmetic
(1) Tens Complement
(2) Nines Complement

b. Net Balance Subtraction
(1) Review Pilot Selector
(2) Counter Control Minus
(3) Carry Exit-Carry Entry
(4) Negative Balance Test Exit
(5) Negative Balance Control

c. CR Symbol Exit

Unit 20 Counter Exit Suppression - IBM 402

a. Need for
b. Wiring and Use

Unit 21 Card Count - IBM 402

a. Need for
b. Wiring and Use

Unit 22 Offset Total Printing - IBM 402

a. Need for
b. Wiring and Use

Unit 23 Column Split - IBM 402

a. Need for
b. Wiring and Use

Unit 24 Digit Selection - IBM 402

a. Review X Selection
b. Need for and Use of Digit Selection
c. DI (Digit Impulse)
d. Selective Printing, Digit Select
e. Class Selection, Digit Select
f. Field Selection, Digit Select

Unit 25 Gangpunching (514), Advanced

a. Review Gangpunching and Reproducing
b. P.X. BR. Hub
c. Gang punching, Column per Column with Intersperse..

Master Cards
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d. Testing PX Fanctions; Gangpunching
e. Offset Gangpunching

Unit 26 Reproducing (514), Advanced

a. R.X. Brush to P. - need for

Unit 27 Comparing (514)

a. Reproducing Comparison
b. Gangpunching Comparison

Unit 28 Additional Features

a. X-Elimination and Transfer
b. Column Split
c. G.P. Emitter
d. Set Up Change
e. Double-Punch and Blank - Column Detection

Unit 29 Hammer Lock Control, 402

Unit 30 Group Indication, 402

Unit 31 Mark Sensing 514

a. Straight Mark Sensing
b. Double Punch and Blank Column Detect

Unit 32 Total Transfer, Net Balance Machine (402)

Unit 33 Subtraction, Non-Net Balance Machine (402)

a. Transfer and S.P.X. Control, Plus and Minus
b. Different Typebars

Unit 34 Total Transfer, Non-Net Balance Machine (402)

Unit 35 Space and Print Control (402)

a. Non-Print
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b. Space Control
(1) Single
(2) Double
(3) Triple
(4) Suppress

c. first Card Spacing

Unit 36 Crossfooting, Net Balance Machine (402)

a. Concept of and Uses
b. Wiring

Unit 37 Crossfooting, Non-Net Balance Machine (402)

Unit 38 Zone Suppress

a. Use with
(1) Field Selection
(2) Class Selection

Unit 39 Totals Spacing and Printing (402)

a. Minor Totals Spaced Below Items
b. Minor, Intermediate and Major on same line

(1) Total Program Couple

Unit 40 Total Printing from Different Typebars (402)

Unit 41 Program Exit Expansion (402)

Unit 42 Split Column Control (402)

Unit 43 Total Program Couple (402)

Unit 44 First Card Spacing (402)

Unit 45 Expanding Program Exits (402)

Unit 46 Forms Layout and Design

a. Layout and Design
b. Relation to Paper Tape (402)
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Unit 47 Control Tape (402) (Physical Preparation)

a. Tape Channel
b. Overflow and Tape Control
c. Punching Paper Tape

Unit 48 Carriage Control Operating Features

a. Inserting Paper Tape On Carriage
b. Keys and Knobs
c. Forms Feed
d. Platen
e. Adjusting Thickness
f. Brake and Stop Device
g. Tension Adjustment
h. Pressure Release Lever
i. Platen Shift

Unit 49 Set Up Change (402)

Unit 50 Multiple X Selection (402)

Unit 51 Machine Stop (402)

Unit S2 Negative Balance Recognition (402)

Unit 53 Summary Punching (514 and 402)

a. Hub Location on 514
b. 402 Wiring and Operation

(1) Net Balance
(2) Non-net Balance Machine

c. Elimination of Zero Balance
d. More than one Class of Total
e. Two Cards

Unit 54 Progressive Total Printing (402)

Unit 55 Paper Tape (402) Carriage, Advanced Operations

Unit 56 Form Control

a. Short Form Skipping
b. Interlock Suppress
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c. Skip to - D and I
d. Head Control
e. Tape Exit
f. Overflow
g. Overflow Skipping
h. Predetermined Line Control
i. Indicate Control
j. Inverted Forms
k. Single Sheet Form Feeding

Unit 57 403 (IBM) Multiple Line Print (Survey)

a. Features
b. MLP Card
c. Card Path
d. Card Feeding (with Delay)
e. Multiple Line Printing
f. Print Selection
g. MLP Selection
h. MLP followed by Normal Cards
i. Successive Feed-MLP Selector Expansion
j. Single Card Total Elimination
k. Crossfooting with M.L.P. Selector

Unit 58 The IBM 085 Collator Concepts and Operation, Advanced

a. Need for
b. Operating Concepts
c. Definition of Basic Operations
d. Use of Analysis Chart

Unit 59 Merging Unpunched Cards (085)

a. Plug to C
b. Primary Feed
c. Secondary Feed

Unit 60 Selec4-inb X-Cazds, One Feed, (085)

a. Primary Read
b. X- Selector
c. Primary Select

Unit 61 Selecting X-Card, Both Feeds (085)

a. Secondary Read
b. Secondary Select 3 and 4
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Unit 62 Blank Column Detection (085)

a. BCD 1, BCD 2
b. BCD Control
c. Direct Impulse

Unit 63 Numerical Sequence Concepts

a. Concept of
(1) Ascending
(2) Descending
(3) Broken

Unit 64 Sequence Check - Ascending (085)

a. Primary Sequence Entry
b. Sequence Entry
c. Restore (PS and S)
d. Control Input
e. Sequence Entry
f. High Sequence
g. Equal Sequence
h. Low Sequence
i. Error Stop

(reset key on controls)
j. Both Feeds

Unit 65 Sequence Check - Descending (085)

a. Standard
b. Reverse Wiring

Unit 66 Use of Indicator Cards (085)

Unit 67 Changes in Control Groups (085)

a. Selecting Last Care of Group
b. Selecting Last Card of Group of X Card

(1) Selectors
c. Selecting First Card of Group

(1) Cycle Delay

Unit 68 Selecting Alternate Cards (085)

Unit 69 Selecting Single or Multiple Card Groups (085)
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Unit 70 Selecting Zero Balance Cards (085)

a. Selector Entry
(1) Secondary
(2) Primary

b. :restore, (S and P) entries and exits
c. Control Input and Selector entry
d. Low Secondary
e. Equal
f. Low Primary
g. More than 16 columns

Unit 71 Typical Sequence and Selecting Operations (085)

a. Comparing 2 Fields in Same Card, Primary Feed
b. Comparing 2 Fields in Same Card, Secondary Feed
c. Selection by Control Number

(1) Normal
(2) Interspersed X Finder - Primary Feed
(3) Interspersed X Finder - Secondary Feed
(4) Either of 2 Control Numbers
(5) Between 2 Control Numbers

d. Checking Master and Detail Groups
e. Checking X card if Last in Group
f. Card Insertion behind Specific Groups
g. Sequence Check, Selecting All Low Cards
h. Both Feed Sequence Checking
i. First Card Group Selection - Both Feeds

Unit 72 Merging (No Basic Set Up) 085

a. One Feed at a Time
b. Both Feeds, Simultaneously
c. Merging with Selection

(1) Single Secondaries
(a) Interlock

(2) Multiple Secondaries
(b) Primary Eject

Unit 73 Merging with Basic Set Up (085)

a. One Feed at a Time (Plan 1)
(1) BSU SEC
(2) BSU PRI
(3) MSS

b. Both Feeds Simultaneously (Plan 2)
(1) Primary Change

c. Merging with Selection
(1) Single Secondary
2) Multiple Secondaries
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Unit 74 Smeary of Basic Set Up (085)

Unit 75 Typical Merge Operations (085)

a. More than 16 columns
b. Mixed Merging
c. Small Groups Merge
d. Primary Behind Secondary Merge
e. Merging with Selection of Unmatched Primary
f. Mergitj by Range of Numbers

Unit 76 Matching

a. By Equal Groups
b. Card per Card
c. By Range of Numbers

Unit 77 Optional Corsator Feature (Survey)

a. Alphabetic
b. Counting
c. Split Selector and Sequence Unit

Unit 78 Application Str4 I - Payroll and Labor Accounti.g

a. Source Records
(1) Basic Payro,1 and Employee Records
(2) Deductions Authorizations
(3) Time and Attendance Records
(4) Production time Records

b. Regular Gross Earnings
c. Overtime Earnings
d. Taxes

(1) FICA
(2) Federal Income
(3) State Income
(4) State Unelployment (Several Types of)
(5) Federal Unemployment
(6) Quarterly and Annual Tax Reports

e. Other Deductions
(1) Union Dues
(2) Insurance
(3) Savings

(a) Fixed
(b) Percentage

f. Payroll Register
g. Checks and Earnings Records
h. Cash Payments
i. Control
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j. Employee History Record
k. Bank Reconciliation
1. Management Reports
w. Payroll Procedures

(1) Salary

(2) Day. or Hourly Rate
(3) Exception Payroll
(4) Incentive

(a) Group
(b) Individual

n. Labor Accounting
(1) Labor ilistribution

(2) Direct Labor Charges
(3) Indirect Labor Charges

Unit 79 Application Study 2 - Accounts Payable

a. Processing Disbursements Data
(1) Establishing Liability
(2) Validating Liability
(3) Posting Liability
(4) Check Writing

b. Applying Distributions
(1) Allocating Expenses
(2) Analysis of Records

c. Accounting Controls
(1) Accounts Payable Control Sheet
(2) Invoice Register
(3) Cash Disbursement Register
(4) Trial Balance

Unit 80 Application Study 3 - Accounts Receivable

a. Functions
(1) Establishing Accounts
(2) Recording Transactions
(3) Credit Screening
(4) Customer Statements
(5) Late Accounts

b. Typical Procedures
(1) Open Ii.em

(2) Balance Forward
c. Accounting Control
d. Aged Trial Balances
e. Dating
f. History and Reference Information
g. Approach Study 1. Retail A.R.
h. Approach Study 2. Public Utility A.R.
j. Approach Study 3. Loan Accounting
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Unit 81 Application Study 4 - General Ledger and Financial Control

a. General Ledger Accounting
(I) Chart of Accounts
(2) Account Coding
(3) Source Records
(4) Trial Balance

(5) Income Statement
(6) Balance Sheet
(7) General Ledger

b. Financial Control
(1) Expense and Revenue
(2) Budgets and Budgetary Control

c. Capital Stock Accounting

Unit 82 Application Study 5 - Inventory Control and Material
Accounting

a. Indentification of Inventory
b. Physical Inventory
c. Concepts of Inventory Control
d. Balance Forward Approach

(1) Balance Card
(2) Issue Card
(3) On-Order Card
(4) Requirement Card
(5) Receipt Card
(6) Adjustment Card
(7) Transaction Register
(8) Stock Ledgers
(9) Stock Status Summary
(10) Inventory Control Flow Chart

e. Material Accounting
(I) Credits to Inventory
(2) Casting Issue Cards

(a) Standard
(b) Average
(c) First In-First Out
(d) Last In-First Out
(e) Last Purchase Price

(3) Producing Accounting Entries
(4) Analysis Reports

Unit 83C Numbers Systems for Computers

a. Binary Number System
b. Octal Number System
c. Other Number Systems
d. Binary Coded Decimals
e. Binary Coded Decimal in 1401 Computer
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f. Concept of Parity in 1401 B.C.D.
g. Concept and example of Modular Number Systems
h. Zoned Modular Numbers in 1401 B.C.D.

Unit 84C Introduction to Computer Programming

a. Uses of Computer
b. Types of Computer
c. Types of Input/Output devices
c. Divisions of Computer (Review)
e. Concept of Stored Program (Memory Layout)
f. Problem Analysis
g. Computer Languages (Introduction)

Unit 85C Flow Chart of Computer Program

Unit 86C S.P.S. Coding Sheet, 1401

Unit 87C Reserved Areas in 1401

Unit 88C Character Layout

a. Fixed and Variable Word Length
b. Word Marks
c. Record Marks
d. Symbolic Addresses & Labels

Unit 89C Elementary Commands/Operation Codes

a. Read
b. Punch
c. Write
d. Load
e. Set Word Mark
f. Clear Word Mark
g. Clear Storage
h. Move
i. Add
j. Halt

Unit 90C Writing Simple Programs

a. Flow Chart
b. Memory Layout
c. Card Layout
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d. Coding
e. Running
f. Testing/Evaluating

Unit 9IC Computer Operator Orientation

a. Card Handling
b. General Operating Concepts

Unit 92C Card Reader/Operation 1402

a. Speed
b. Card Feed and File Feed
c. Check Station (hole count)
d. Read and Check Station

(I) Validity and Odd Bit Parity Checking
e. Stackers

(I) Capacity
(2) Stop Light
(3) Empty While Running
(4) NR, 1,2

f. Reader Light
(I) Two cards not read or processed

g. Keys
(I) On/Off
(2) Non-process run out
(3) Load
(4) Check Reset

h. Lights
(I) Power
(2) Transport
(3) Validity
(4) Reader Check
(5) Reader Stop

Unit 93C Card Punch Operation (1403)

a. Speed

b. Card Feed
c. Blank (or Optional Read) Station
d. Punch Station
e. Punch Check
f. Stacker Select

(I) NP
(2) 4

(3) 8
(4) Possibility of Merge

g. Card run out
h. Keys

(I) On/Off
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(2) Non-process run oit
(3) Start, Stop, Check-Reset

i. Lights
(1) Fuse
(2) Chips
(3) Stacker
(4) Punch Check
(5) Punch Stop

Unit 94C Printer Operation, IBM 1403

a. Characteristics
(1) Speed
(2) Print Positions

(a) Standard 100
(b) Optional 32

(3) Characters
b. Form Control

(1) Review Tape Control
(2) Feed Clutch
(3) Paper Advance Knob
(4) Vertical Print Adjustment

(5) Lateral Print Vernier
(6) Print Density Control
(7) Print Timing Dial
(8) Print Unit Release
(9) Print Line Indicator ane Ribbon Shield
(10) Horizontal Adjustment
(11) R. H. Vernier Adjustment
(12) Tractor Slide Bar

c. Keys
ti) Start & Stop
(2) Check Reset
(3) Carriage Space
(4) Carriage Restore
(5) Single Cycle
(6) Carriage Stop

d. Lights
(1) End of Form
(2) Forms Check

(3) Print Ready
(4) Print Check
(5) Synchronizer Check
(6) Indicator Panel

(a) Gate Interlock
(b) Brush Interlock
(c) Shift Interlock
(d) Thermal Interlock
(e) High/Low Speed Start
(f) High/Low Speed Stop
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Unit 95C C.P.U. Operations (1401)

a. Control Keys and Switches
(1) Power on/off
(2) Emergency Off
(3) Start
(4) Stop
(5) Start Reset
(6) Check Reset
(7) I/O Check Stop

b. Lights
(1) Process
(2) Ramac
(3) Reader

(4) Punch
(5) Printer
(6) Storage
(7) A & B Character
(8) Logic

(a) 0-Flo
(b) BOA
(c) B=A
(d) 1:041

(e) BSA
(f) Bit Display

(9) Register
(a) Op
(b) Instruction Length
(c) Storage Address

c. Register Key Lights
(1) I

(2) A
(3) B
(4) A and B Atviliary

d. Storage Address Dial Switches

e. Mode Switch
(1) Run

(2) I/EX
(3) Single Cycle Process
(4) Single Cycle Non-Process
(5) Character Display
(6) Storage Print Out
'7) Alter

(8) Storage Scan
(9) Address Stop

f. Sense Switches
g. Auxiliary Console

(1) Bit Switch

(2) Enter
(3) Check Stop
(4) Auxiliary Model

(a) Full Storage Print
(b) Print Storage Scam

(5) Disk Unit
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Unit 96C Assembly Routine (Card Only) 1401

a. Pre-list
(1) Need
(2) Possibility of using 402 for same operation

b. Assembly Routine
c. Post List

Unit 97C Dumping

a. Dump Routine

b. Storage Print out

Unit 98C Console Error Sheet

Unit 99C Disc Operation and Controls (1311)

a. Basic Operations

b. Utility Routine, Call in From Disc

Unit 100C Programming Concepts+

a. Divisions and Basic Concepts of
(1) Business
(2) Scientific

b. Relationships of data
(1) Character
(2) Field

(3) Record
(4) File

c. Types of Computer Language
(1) Machine
(2) Procedure

(a) General mnemonics (e.g. SPS, Autocoder)
(b) Common e.g., COBOL, IORTRAN
(c) Translator and Compilers

d. Memory Allocation and Reservations
(1) Program
(2) Data
(3) Working
(4) Input/Output
(5) Other

It is expected that much of this material will have been
previously introduced in a general fashion. The instructor should
bear in mind that all of these concepts are being presented at
a high school level and excessive detail may not add considerably
to the studenteeknowledge at this time.
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(6) Decision Making
(7) Loops
(8) Subroutines
(9) Buffers

(10) Random and Sequential Access
(11) Chaining

Unit 1010 The Branch Instruction, 1401

Unit 102

Unit 103C Overview of Computer Application

a. The computer as a tool in
(1) Management
(2) Accounting

(3) Industrial control
(4) Other applications

Unit 104C Symbolic Coding of Constants (1401)

a. Need for Constants
b. Labels and Symbolic Addressing
c. DCW
d. DC
e. DS
f. DSA

Unit 105C Processor Control Operations (1401)

a. Uses and advantages
b. ORG
c. CTL
d. EX
e. END

Unit 106C Condenqing Programs (1401)

Unit 107C Commands/Operation Codes-Intermediate 1 (1401)

a. Add (address only)
b. Zero and Add
c. Subtract (A and A and B address)
d. Zero and Subtract (A, A & B address)
e. NOP
f. Move Character and Suppress Zero
g. Move Numerical
h. Move Zone
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Unit 108C Commands/Operation Codes-Intermediate 2 (1401)

a. Compare
b. Branch If Indicator On

(1) Results of Compare
(2) Sense Switches

c. Branch If Character Equal
d. Branch If Word Mark and/or Zone

Unit 109C Editing (1401)

a. Control Characters
b. M.C.E.

Unit 110C Combined Instructions (1401)

a. Halt and Branch
b. Clear Storage and Branch
c. Punch and Branch
d. Write and Branch
e. Write Word Marks and Branch
f. Write and Read
g. Write, Read, and Branch
h. Read and Punch
i. Read, Punch, and nranch
j. Write and Punch
k. Write, Punch, and Branch
1. Write, Read, and Punch
m. Write, Read, Punch, and Branch

Unit 111C Document Control (1401)

a. Select Stacker
b. Select Stacker and Branch
c. Control Carriage
d. Control Carriage and Branch

Unit 112C Character Adjustment (1401)

Unit 113C Index Register (1401)

Unit 114C Address Modification (1401)

a. MA
b. Without Indexing Feature
c. With Index
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Unit 115C Multiply Subroutine

Unit 116C Multiply Feature (1401)

Unit 1170 Divide Subroutine

Unit 1180 Divide Feature (1401)

Unit 1190 Square Root Subroutine (1401)

Unit 1200 Expanded Print Edit (1401)

a. Asterisk Protection
b. Floating Dollar Sign
c. Sign Control Left
d. Decimal Control

Unit 1210 Rounding Results in Computer

Unit 122C Command/Operation Codes Advanced (1401)

a. Store A Register
b. Store B Register
c. Move Characters to Record or Group Mark

Unit 123C Disc Programming, Elementary (1311, 1401)

Unit 124C Concepts of Automatic Programming Language

a. Free Form Statement
b. Macro/Micro
c. Special Routines

Unit 125C Introduction to Autocoder (1401)

a. Advantages
b. Definition of
c. Coding Sheet

Unit 126C Autocoder Operands (1401)
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Unit 127C Autocoder Literals (1401)

Unit 128C Autocoder Language (1401)

a. Imperative Statements
b. Declarative Statements
c. Control Statements

Unit 129C Macro Statements (Autocoder) (1401)

Unit 130C Selected Practice Problems, Autocoder (1401)

Unit 131C Fortran Programming, Introduction

a. Overview
b. Statements Type

(1) Arithmetic
(2) Input/Output

(3) Plow of Control
(4) Procedure

Unit 132C Fortran coastal:les

a. Numbers
(1) Integer
(2) Real

Unit 133C Fortran Variables

Unit 134C Fortran Operations and Expressions

a. Addition
b. Subtraction
c. Multiplication
d. Division
e. Exponentiation

Unit 135C Fortran Mathematical functions

a. Overview
b. Examples

Unit 136C Fortran Arithmetic Assignment Statements
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Unit 137C Fortran Input and Output

a. Read Statement
b. Format Statement

c. Write Statement

Unit 138C Other Fortran Statements

a. Pause
b. Stop
c. End
d. Call Exit

(1) Monitors
(2) Call Exit with Monitor

Unit 139C Writing, Punching & Running a Fortran Program

R. Statement Number
b. Comment Line
L. Continuation Card
d. Coding Forms

Unit 140C Case Study, #1, Fortran

a. Review equation for Area of triangle

= V S (S-A) (S-B) (S-C)

whereS= A+B+ C
2

b. Student write and run, Fortran
c. Student write and run above in Autocoder

Unit 141C Transfer of Control in Fortran

a. Overview
b. Go to Statement
c. Arithmetic If Statement
d. Computed Go to Statement
e. Logical If Statement

Unit 142C Case Stray, #2, Fortran

a. Current in an AC Circuit
I = E

1/
V R2 + (2 - 1/2 14C)I

b. Student write and run, Fortran
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Unit 143C Subscripted VariaLles

a. Introduction
b. Two dimensional array
c. Dimension Statement

Unit 144C Case Study, #3, Fortran - Linear Interpolation

a. Description of Problem
b. Student write and run, Fortran

Unit 145C DO Statement

a. Fundamentals & Definitions
b. Rules governing the use of DO

Unit 146C Case Study, 14, Fortran

a. Gaus-Seidel Method ,f Solving Simultaneous Equations
(1) Description of Problem
(2) Studeht write and run, Fortran

Unit 147C Operating Systems Survey

a. Need for
b. Examples of

Unit 148

Unit 149

Unit 150

Unit 151E Concept of Programming

'nit 152E Punched Card (IBM-80 Column)

a. Hollerith Code
b. Cara Format
c. Deciphering Hollerith on the Punched Card
d. Concept of Field
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Unit 153E Keypunch

a. General Information
b. Individual Demonstration and Practice

Unit 154E IBM 402 Accounting Machine - Part 1

a. The Wiring Diagram
b. Division of Typebars
c. Concept of Zones and Numbers (Two Read Stations)
d. Printing Numbers

Unit 155E IBM 402 Accounting Machine - Part 2

a. Alphabetic Printing
b. Offset Numeric Printing
c. offset Alphabetic Printing

Unit 156E IBM 402 Accounting Machine - Part 3

a. Combined Alphabetical & Numerical Printing
b. Emitting through Digit Selector

Unit 157E Flowcharts and Block Diagrams

a. Concept of and uses
b. Basic Symbols
c. Student Flowcharts

Unit 158E IBM 082 Sorter - Part 1

a. Description and Operation
b. Numerical Sort

Unit 159E IBM 082 Sorter - Part 2

a. Alphabetic Sorting
b. Selecting

Unit 160E IBM 548 Interpreter

a. Description & Operation
b. Card Interpretation
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Unit 161E IBM 402 Accounting Machine - Part 4

a. Concept of Counters
b. Adding on 402
c. Counting Cards on 402

Unit 162E IBM 514 Reproducing Punch - Part 1

a. Concept and Uses
b. Gangpunching

Unit 163E IBM 514 Reproducing Punch - Part 2

a. Reproducing - Straight
b. Reproducing - Offset

Unit 164E IBM 514 Reproducing Punch - Part 3

a. Combined Reproducing and Gangpunch

Unit 165E IBM 514 Reproducing Punch - Part 4

a. Demonstration of Mark Sensing
b. Gangpunch Emitter

Unit 166E IBM 085 Collator

a. Concept of and Uses
(1) Match
(2) Merge
(3) Select
(4) Sequence check

Unit 167E Computers - Part 1

a. Concept of and Uses
b. Demonstration of - IBM 1401
c. Sections of

Unit 168E Computers - Part 2

a. Languages
b. Operation
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Unit 169E The Data Processing Field

a. Job Opportunities
(1) Check Want Ads
(2) Guest Speakers

b. Need for Specialized Education

Unit 170

Unit 171

Unit 172

Unit 173

Unit 174

Unit 175

Unit 176

Unit 177

Unit 178

Unit 179

Unit 180
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Unit 181

Unit 182

Unit 183

Unit 184

Unit 185

Unit 186

Unit 187

Unit 188

Unit 189

Unit 190

Unit 191

Unit 192

Unit 193
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Unit 194

Unit 195

Unit 196

Unit 197

Unit 198

Unit 199

Unit 200

Unit 201 IBM Keypunch - Advanced Techniques

a. Programming
(1) Concept of and Uses
(2) Program Drum
(3) Program Card
(4) Codes of Program Card
(5) Using Program Card with Other Automatic Features

(a) Automatic Skip
(b) Automatic Duplication
(c) Numeric Punching
(d) Alphabetic Punching

(6) Alternate Programming
b. Keyboard Locking

(1) Caudes
(2) Clearing

c. IBM 024 - Introduction
d. IBM 029 - Introduction
e. Verifiers

(1) Need for and Use
(2) Operation

f. Changing Ribbon on Keypunch
g. Changing Fuses on Keypunch
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Unit 202

Unit 233C Introduction to Cobal

a. Need for
b. Examples of
c. Advances and Changes in Language

Unit 204C Introduction to Tape Programming & Operation (1401)

a. General Information common to all Tape Systemq
b. IBM 1401 Tape Format
c. Tape Commands
d. Tape Checking
e. Operator Tape Mounting

Unit 205C IOCS Programming

a. Advantages of
b. Uses of

Unit 206C Other Input/Output Configurations

a. Paper tape
b. Optical Scanning
c. Teleprocessing
d. Voice Answer Back
e. Etc.

Unit 207 Logic

(This unit is to be taught concurrently with the
other Data Processing Units. No attempt should be made to
correlate this material with computer techniques as such.

In the area of mathematical logic, minimal refer-
ence can be made to Boolean Algebra, Logic Circuits and
their relation to computers and programming. This unit
is an introductory Logic course.)

Rather, the importance of good organized thinking
as related to the overall data processing field should be
stressed. An overall systems concept can be worked in at
this point. An overall outline and text is presently
being developed for this unit.
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Summary of Unit Schedule by Grade

Grade 9 Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 11 Grade 14 Grade 12
Voc Tech Vec Tech

TAB Comp TAB Comp TAB Comp TAB Comp

ISLE IG 201 72 83C 23 83C 58
152E 2 23 73 a 24 84C 59
153E 3 24 74 d 25 85C 60
154E 4 25 75 e 26 86C El
155E 5G 26 76 f 27 87C 62
155E 6 23 77 84C 28 88C 63G
157E 7 30 85C 29 89C 64
158E 8 28 86C 30 90C 65
159E 9 29 87C 31 9IC 66
160E 10 31 88C 35 92C 67

161E II 32 89C 36 93C 68
162E I2C 33 90C 38 94C 69
163E 13 34 39 95C 70
164E 14 40 42 96C 71

165E 15 35 47 97C 72
166E 16 36 48 98C 73
167E 17 37 49 99C 74
168E 18 38 50 100C 75
169E 19 39 51 101C 76

20 41 52 103C 77
21* 42 53 104C 78
22* 43 54 105C 82

44 55 106C 208
45 56 107C 21
46 58 1080 22
47 59 109C 79*
48 60 120C 80*
49 61 110C 81*
50 62 IIIC
51, 63G II2C
52 64 II3C
53 65 II4C
54 II5C
55 II6C
56 II7C
57 II8C
58 II9C
59 121C
60 I22C
61 I23C
62
63G
64

65
66

67

68

69
70
71

56

91C 67 207

92C 69 I24C
93C 70 I25C

94C 72 I26C
95C 76 I27C
95C 78 I28C

96C 208 I29C

97C 82* 205C

98C 81* I47C

99C 130C
100C* 131C

10IC* I32C

103C* I33C
104C* I34C

I47C* I35C
207* I36C

I37C
I38C
I39C
140C
141C
I42C
I43C
I44C
I45C
I46C
206
203*
204*

*Optional Unite.
Use if Time Permits.
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AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

It should be noted that, because of equipment changes

and changing techniques, audio-visual materials tend to become

dated rather rapidly. For this reason, rather than specify

individual materials, recommended sources are listed.

Rutgers Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory.

IBM - Your local IBM Representative will provide you with
information as to available visual aids.

Data Processing Management Association, International
Headquarters, 505 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Illinois
(D.P.M.A. publishes a booklet of various films for
use in data processing. It is highly recommended.)

Education Services Press, 3M Company, Box 3100, St. Paul,
Minnesota.

Other Computer Manufacturers - Check phone book for local
representatives. They are usually more than happy to
cooperate with local schools.
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*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION, *COOKS, FOOD
SERVICE, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
MDTA Programs,

Designed for teacher use, this guide for training cooks in hotel
and restaurant occupatibns aims -- (1) To develop manipulative
skills, (2) To develop unders* ding of the basic principles of
science, mathematics, and relauad knowledge that condition these
skills, (3) To understand the advantages of steady employment, (4)
To develop high standards of cleanliness and personal hygiene, (5)
To develop attitudes required for obtaining and advancing in a job,
and (6) To develop some understanding of the practical application
of science in Food Service and appreciation of artistic principles
basic to food preparation. The guide was developed by an instructor
at the Chattanooga Occupational Training Center, reviewed by a
committee, and tested in several projects. I. is intended for use
in Manpower Development and Training Act (MIA) classes, and
students should meet MDTA criteria. The teacher should be skilled in
the trade and have teacher training experience. Time required is
1,440 hours, of which 360 hours are devoted to pre-vocational and
remedial education. Some unit titles are -- (1) Nutrition, (2)
Safety, (3) Equipment, (4) Meat Cookery, (5) Salads, (6) Desserts,
(7) Standards for Food Products, and (8) Basic Education Related to
Food Preparation. An appendix, containing miscellaneous food and
equipment information, a glossary, and a list of references are
included. This document is available in single copy only for $2.00
from Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee 37130. (MS)
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PREFACE

Today the considerable demand for workers in the field of commercial
food preparation makes this an excellent area for training unemployed and
underemployed individuals. For trainees willing to learn the intricacies of
basic cookery in both small and quantity food preparation employment oppor-
tunities are many and varied.

This course of study guide is planned to introduce trainees to the
various areas of food preparation and to provide opportunity for practical
experience in each. Particular emphasis is placed on well-organized
working practices, high standards of preparation, conscientious observance
of good sanitation practices, and the development of attitudes desirable
for holding a job when it is acquired.

Often trainees lack readiness for learning and as a result the reali-
zation of the need for learning and meaningful attitudes must be developed.
In many cases academic background is deficient even to the extent of in-
ability to read, write, and apply the mathematics required for training in
quantity cookery. Verbalized learning situations with demonstrations
probably prove to be the most efective means of instruction, for written
materials such as information and assignment sheets prove of little value
to such trainees.

Though the outline is written in a sequence thought desirable it is
doubtful that it can be followed completely. This is due to the fact that
local training situations usually require rapid progress early in the training
period so that the group can provide the noon meal for the total group of
trainees as soon as possible. In addition to this reason every instructor
follows a different plan of work and approaches instructional problems from
a different take-off point. All of this indicates that this outline should be
used as needed. In other words it is intended as a usable but flexible
guide for instructors of Cook (Hotel and Restaurant) (Entry) projects.lir,',

Charlie M. Dunn
Assistant Commissioner
Vocational-Technical Education

Henry A. Kennon, Director
Manpower Development Training
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

To develop sufficient basic manipulative skills to permit trainees
entry employment in the Food Service field

2. To develop understanding of the basic principles of the science,
mathematics, and related knowledge that condition the
manipulative skills

3. To develop understanding of the social and economic advantages
which accrue from steady employment

4. To develop an appreciation for high standards of cleanliness
and personal hygiene

S. To develop attitudes required for job entry and advancement

6. To develop some understanding of the practical applications of
the science which conditions the performance of the skills
required of workers in Food Service and some degree of
appreciation for the artistic principles basic to food preparation



SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

To develop

- skills, abilities, and attitudes required for entry in the food
and restaurant field

- understanding and appreciation for safety and good work habits

-ability to use, maintain, and care for equipment properly

- ability to use correctly the terms applicable to food preparation

- understanding of the need for the highest standards of sanitation
and personal hygiene

- ability to read, interpret, and adjust recipes

- ability to work harmoniously and cooperatively with others and
to gain self-understanding

- an appreciation for occupational competency and high standards
of workmanship

- ability to work independently following instruction

-ability to follow directions fully

-ability to apply mathematical formulas to their related procedures

- ability to organize work

-willingness to accept work after training

- ability to evaluate work and self

vi
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COURSE OUTLINE



SECTION I.

ORIENTATION

Acquiring practical skills in the handling of food and in food preparation
requires some basic knowledge and background for this type of training.
This section of the outline is planned as an overview of school rules and
regulatior , of what is expected in the way of trainee behavior, as a means
of providing a background knowledge of nutrition, to show the need for good
hygiene and sanitation practices, and to develop an understanding cf safety
as applied to the Cook project.

Total hours -1440*

In the column "Suggested Hours" no hours have been assigned to the
topics listed .in the "outline. Allocation of time spent on each unit should
be made by each instructor according to the needs of the trainees and the
detnands of the local training facility. The services of the teacher-educators
and other SA:fen/isms may be requested for assistance in this regard.

METHOD Of
INSTRUCTION

Unit I. Introductory Material

Objectives:

To develop a better understanding of the training
program

To develop an understanding of policies and re-
gulations of the training center

To develop an understanding of established safety
practices

L,D I. Course requirements
DE A. Discussion of course objectives

B. Survey of course content
C. Consideration of areas for further study
D. Discussion of what is expecteo of trainees

Key: L - Lecture D - Discussion DE Demonstration P - Practical
Application T - Test

* 360 hours of this time is devoted to he-Vocational and Remedial Education
I



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

I. School policies
a. Hours of training
b. Breaks
c. Lunch hour
d. Smoking regulations
e. Operating rules
f. Absences
g. Illness
h. Other

2. Student behavior
a. Daly attendance
b. Punctuality
c. Application to learning

(1) In class
(2) Out of class

d. Cooperation
e. Personal responsibilities

(1) Work and work habits
(2) Care of supplies, tools and equipment

II. Personal objectives
A. Conduct

I. Language
2. Rules
3. Pranks

B. Personal hygiene
1. Dress
2. Cleanliness
3. Habits
4. Effects on job

C. Fairness and honesty
I. To self
2. To employer
3. To customer
4. To fellow employees

L,D III. Introduction to weights and measures used in food
DE,P preparation

A. Methods of measuring ingredients
1. Fats and oils
2. Flour(s)
3. Milk

2



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

a. Liquid
b. Powdered

4. Sugar
a. Powdered
b. Granulated
c. Brown

B. Importance of weights and measures in preparation
of food using standard recipes

3



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

1

L,D
P

Unit 2, Nutrition

Objectives:

To develop knowledge of the basic food nutrients
and their purpose in ti. diet

To develop ability to conserve food value through
proper preparation and handling procedures

I. Food nutrients
A. Carbohydrates

1. Composition :and sources
2. Classificatio..
3. Eitect of deficiency or excess
4. Effect of cooking
5. Digestibility

8. Fats
1. Nature and composition
2. Sources
3. Digestibility
4. Effect of cooking

C. Protein
1. Composition
2. Source
3. Function
4. Effect of deficiency or excess
5. Effect of cooking and digestibility
6. Acceptability

D. Minerals
1. Sources
2. Functions
.... Dietary requirements
4. Effect of shortage

Z. Water
1. A nutr'ent agent
2. Food sources
3. Body functions

F. Vitamins
1. Composition
2. Function

4
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SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
P

I

I

3. Food s3urces
4. Vitamins in the diet
5. Effect of deficiency
6. Effect of freezing
7. Effect of cooking
8. Loss in preparation and cooking
9 Prevention

II. Energy requirements of individuals
A. Phyeical activity
B. Age
C. Sex
D. Body structure
E. Weight
F. Size

III. Importance of well-balanced meals
A. Fc- :ombinations
C. Necessary nutrients
C. Caloric content
D. Retention of food value

5



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L, D
DE,P

L,D
DE,P

Unit 3. Hygiene and Sanitation

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the principles of
good personal hygiene and their application
to health

To develop a willingness to practice good house-
keeping procedures

To develop understanding of the importance of
sanitation

I. Introduction
A. Diseases
B. Parasitic infections
C. Carriers
u. Prevention of disease
E. Bacteria

I. Contamination ._>f food
2. Conditions for growth

II. Health habits
A. Rest
B. Exercise
C. Posture
D. Recreation

III. Grooming
A. Hair care
B. Teeth
C. Skin
D. Hands
E. Feet
F. Bathing
G. Clothing

IV. State and local sanitation laws
A. Storage of food

1. Raw
2. Cooked

B. Storage of dry materials
1. Flour
2. Meal
3. Sugar
4. Other

6



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRTJCTION

C. Disposal of garbage and refuse material
D. Cleaning and maintenance

1. Floors
2. Equipment
3. jtensils
4. Work area

E. Controlling rodents and insects
1. Detection
2 . Safety
3. Otner precautions

7



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D

L, DE
D,P

Unit 4. Safety

Objectives:

To develop awareness of safety hazards

To develop the ability to follow safety rules and
practices desirable for a cook training program

I. First Aid
A. eirst aid kit

1. Location
2. Use

B. Injuries
1. For individual treatment
2. For treatment by a doctor

C. Treatment of shock
D. Prevention of bleeding

II. Kitchen
A. Layout

1. For safety
2. For good lighting
3. For ease and good routing of work
4. For gas, i.ume, and heat control

B. Good housekeeping and safety through
1. Clean working areas, (counter top, stove, and

floor) !
2. Clean equipment and utensils
3. Each item in its assigned place
4. Daily cleanups

III. Fire and fire protection
A. Evacuation of kitchen
B. Fire extinguisher

1. Location
2. Use or operation
3. Maintenance

C. Safety regulations
1. Observe working assignments as posted
2. Observe proper routing of work and traffic
3. Work mettxlicaPy rather than hurriedly
4. Be alert when using sharp utensils and power

equipment

8
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SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L, DE
D,P

I 5. Keep floor dry and clean
6. Smother flaming fat and garments
7. Avoid horseplay
8. Obey instructions

IV. Types of accidents
A. Cuts

1. Causes
a. Placing knives loose in a drawer
b. Failure to wash and store after use
c. Cutting toward the hand - or - body
d. Wet hands
e. Failure to operate equipment
f. Broken dishes, glassware, bottles

2. Prevent cuts by
a. Providing a safe, convenient place for

storage of knives and sharp-edged tools
b. Keeping hands dry
c. Cutting down with knife on cutting board
d. Carrying knives with points down
e. Using equipment only after thorough instruction
f. Handling broken glass, dishes, etc. with care

B. Burns
1. Prevent by

a. Believing every pot or pan is hot
b. Use of heavy, dry pot holders
c. Lifting lids to prevent steam from striking

hands, arms, or face
d. Turning handles back over stove (away from

aisles)
e. Drying wet food before deep fat frying it
f. Operating steam cookers safely

2. Causes
a. Burning fat
b. Hot pans and/or handles
c. Hot ovens
d. Flaming cloth
e. Hot equipment

C. Falls and collisions
1. Causes

a. Wet and/or greasy spots on floors
b. Hurrying
c. High heels

9



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

d. Obstructions (open oven door; open
refrigerator door!

e. Staading on box, crate, or chair
f. Failure to watch where going

2. Prevent by
a. Use of sturdy step stool or ladder
b. Wiping up spots and spilled food immediately
c. Walking instead of running
d. Wearing low-heeled shoes in good condition

(heels), with laces tied
e. Keeping aisles clear
f. Establishing a route for entering and exiting

from kitchen
D. Strains

1. Prevent by
a. Lifting properly with leg muscles instead

of back
b. Carrying moderate rather than heavy loads
c. Carrying loads on shoulder

2. Causes
a.
b.

c.
E. Shock

1. Symptoms of shock
2. Treatment of shock
3. Causes of shock

a. Severe fall or blow
b. Faulty electrical connection or cord
c. Wet floor plus contact with current flow

Turning or twisting body while lifting
Lifting with back muscles instead of leg
muscles
Too heavy load

10



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

1

Unit 5, Equipment

Objectives:

To develop knowledge of the nomenclature of equipment

To develop understanding of the proper use of equipment

I. Major equipment
it. Listed by name

1. Range and range top
2. Baking oven
3. Meat slicer
4. Mixer
5. Potato peeler
6. Dishwashing machine and racks
7 . Glass washer
8. Steam table
9. Deep fat fryer

10. Bowls (mixer;
11. Peeler (vegetable)
12. Scales (with weights)
13. Garbage (food) disposal
14. Steam kettle
15. Steam chef (pressure)
16. Coffee make'
17 Freezer
18. Refrigerators, coolers, ice cream box
19. Griddle
20. Trunion kettle
21. Toaster
22. Steamer (vegetable)
23. Portable grill
24. Ice machine

B. Care of each piece of major equipment
C. Specific uses of each piece of major equipment
D. Safety factors involved in use of various items of

major equipment
II. Minor equipment

A. Lasted by type and name
1. Cutlery

a. French knife
b. Roast beef slicer

11



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

c. Chef slicer
-d. Butcher knife
e. Steak knife
f. Boning knife
g. Fruit and salad knife
h. Paring knife
i. Spatula
j. Cleavers
k. Meat saws
1. Hot cake or meat turner
m. Pie and cake knives
n. Food tongs
o. Whips
p. Spoon. (plain, slotted)
q. Ladles
r. Forks
s. Pans (fry, 6")
t. Rings, egg
u. Jars (2 qt. serving)
v. Crocks

2. Accessories and/or implements
a. Stock pots
b. Sauce pans
c. Braisers
d. Saute pans
e. Double boilers
f. Roasting pans
g. Baking pans
h. Counter or serving pans
i. Strainers (colanders}
j. Sieves
k. Measuring devices

(1) Cups (set)
(2) Spoons (set)

1. Urn cup
m. Serving spoons
n. Turners (cake)
o. Tongs (serving)

3. Serving utensils
a. Cups (coffee)
b. Cups (egg)

12



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS Or INSTRUCTION

c. Saucers
d. Bowls (cereal)
e. Plates (dinner, 9")
f. Glasses (water, 6 oz.)
g. Bowls (sugar)
h. Cre'smers ( 6oz.)
i. Shakers ( salt and pepror)
j. Knives ( dinner)
k. Forks ( dinner)
1. Teaspoons

m. Tablespoons
B. Care and maintenance of minor equipment
C. Specific uses of each piece of minor equipment
D. Safety factors involved in use of minor equipment



SECTION II.

FOOD PREPARATION

Combining ingredients into tasty products for eating is an exacting pro-
cedure. Certainly delicious food is the biggest single asset in developing a
satisfied clientele for any restaurant. Thus to quality preparation of foods
must be devoted the largest share of the training time. This section of the
outline is planned for this purpose.
.

SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF
INSTRUCTION

i

ID

DE
T

Unit I. Sandwiches

Objectives:

To become familiar with various types of
sandwiches

To develop skill in preparing fillings for
sandwiches

I. Sandwich ingredients
A. Bread

1. White Bread
2. Buns
3. Rye bread
4. Whole wheat bread

B. fillings
1. Sliced meat

a. Beef
b. Corned beef
c. Ham
d. Turkey
e. Chicken
f. Pork

2. Salad type mixtures
a. Salmon salad
b. Ham salad
c. Egg salad
d. Tuna salad
e. Pimento cheese

15



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L, DE
D,T

L,D
DE,P

3. Hot fillings
a. Grilled cheese
b. Beef or pork w/barbecue sauce
c. Roast beef w/gravy
d. Roast turkey or chicken w/gravy
e. Corned beef
f. Bacon and egg
g. Hamburger
h. Cheeseburger
i. Frankfurter

C. Spreads
1. Butter
2. Mayonnaise
3. Mustard
4. Catsup

D. Garnishes
1. Lettuce
2. Parsley
3. Pickles
4. Olives
5. Paprika
6. Green pepper
7. Radishes
8. Others

II. Types of sandwiches
A. Open face
B. Club
C. Toasted
D. Finger
E. Rolled
F. Hot
G. Grilled

III. Preparation
A. Seasoning
B. Care in preparation
C. Technique for large scale production
D. Wrapping
E. Storage

16



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 2. Meat Cookery

Objectives:

To become familiar with the various ways of pre-
paring meats

To_develop ability to determine the best pre-
paration process for the various cuts of meats

L,D I. How to roast meats
DE,15 A. Suitable grades and cuts
T B. Care and storage before roasting

C. Explanation of roasting principles
1. Beef
2. Pork
3. Veal
4. Lamb

D. Preparation
1. Fresh meat
2. Frozen meat

E. Equipment
1. Roasting pans
2. Meat thermometer
3. Other

F. Procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Roasting temperature
3. Time

G. Test for doneness
H. Methods of serving

1. Portions
2. Tools
3. Gravies
4. Garnishes
S. Jellies

I. Care of meat
1. After roasting
2. During serving period
3. Storage

L,D II. How to broil meats
DE,15 A. Explanation of broiling principle
T

17



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
P, DE
T

=.
1. Purpose
2. Effect

B. Cuts suitable for broiling
1. Beef
2. Veal
3. Lamb
4. Pork

C. Preparation
3 . Fresh meat
2. Frozen meat

D. Equipment
1. Fuels used
2. Manipulation of broiler
3. Tools

E. Procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Searing
3. Temperature
4. Time
5. Variations

F. Test for doneness
G. Methods of serving

1. Sauces
2. Gravies
3. Butters
4. Garnishes

III. How to braise meat
A. Explanation of braising principle
B. Cuts and grades suitable
C. Preparation

1. Marinating
2. Larding

D. Equipment and tools
E. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Precooking or frying
3. Basting
4. Temperature
5. Timing
6. Finishing process

F. Testing for doneness
G. Care and storage
H. Serving

18



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METRODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE,P
T

L,D
P ,T
DE

IV. How to saute (panfry) meats
A. Cuts suitable for sauteeing
B. Preparation
C. Equipment and utensils
D. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Browning
3. Temperature
4. Timing
5. Finishing

E. Sauces suitable for sautes
F. Testing for doneness
G. Methods of serving

V. How to fry meats
A. Principles of frying
B. Cuts and grades suitable
C. Preparation

1. Fresh meats
2. Frozen meats
3. Cured meats

D. Procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Dredging
3. Temperature
4. Timing

E. Sauces or gravy
F. Testing for doneness
G. Serving

VI. How to prepare stews
A. Explanation of cooking principle
B. Suitable cuts and grades
C. Preparation
D. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Care during cooking
3. Temperature
4. Timing
5. Finishing

E. Variations
1. Irish
2. Fricassees
3. Brown stews

19



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
P,T
DE

F. Serving
VII. How to simmer meats

A. Explanation of cooking principle
B. Cuts and grades suitable
C. Variations in terminology

I. Parboiling
2. Steaming
3. Pressure cooking
4. Blanching
5. Stewing
6. Poaching

D. Preparation
I. Fresh meat
2. Corned beef
3. Smoked meat

E. Procedure
I. Seasoning
2. Care in cooking
3. Temperature
4. Timing

F. Test for doneness
G. Serving



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHOJS OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 3. Poultry

Objectives:

To develop ability to prepare poultry by different
methods

To develop ability to determine the best preparation
process for various kinds of poultry

LiD I. How to roast poultry
DE,P A. Selection of poultry
'I' B. Classification

C. Care and storage before roasting
D. Explanation of roasting principles

1. Turkey
2. Chicken
3. Capon
4. Duck

E. Preparation
1. Fresh
2. Frozen

F. Equipment
1. Roasting pans
2. Meat thermometer
3. Other

G. Procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Basting
3. Roasting temperature
4. Time

H. Stuffing and Are:ising
1. Types
2. Variation:,

I. Test for done. OW
1. Shrinkage
2. Cause
3. Effect
4. Control
5. Cost

J. Methods of serving
1. Sauces

21



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

2. Gravy
3. Garnish

L,D H. How to broil poultry
DE , P A. Selection of poultry

B. Preparation
1. Cleaning
2. Seasoning

C. Procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Searing
3. Basting
4. Care while broiling

a. Effect on flesh
b. Manipulation of broiler for proper heat

5. Temperature
6. Timing

D. Testing for doneness
E. Methods of serving

L,D III. How to saute (pantry) poultry
DE,P A. Cuts suitable for sauteeing

B. Preparation
C. Equipment and utensils
D. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Browning
3. Temperature
4. Timing
5. Finishing

E. Sauces suitable for sautes
F. Testing for doneness
G. Methods of serving

N. How to fry poultry
A., Frying principles
B. Cuts suitable
C. preparation

1. Fresh poultry
2. Frozen poultry

D. Procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Dredging
3. Temperature
4. Timing

22



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

E. Sauces or gravy
L,D, F. Testing for doneness
P, DE G. Methods of serving
T V. How to deep fat fry poultry

A. Cuts suitable
B. Fats used

1 Temperature
2. Care and storage
3. Breakdown or oxidation

C. Preparation
1. Seasoning
2. Dredging
3. Coating
4. Temperature
5. Timing
6. Draining

D. Testing for doneness
E. Methods of serving

L,D VI. How to simmer poultry
P A. Explanation of cooking principle

B. Types of poultry
C. Variation in terminology

1. Steaming
2. Pressure cooking
3. Stewing

D. Preparation
E. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Care in cooking
3. Temperature
4. Timing

F. Testing for doneness
G. Methods of serving

23



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,DE
D,P
T

Unit 4. Fish and Shellfish Cookery

Objectives:

To develop knowledge of the various types of fish

To develop understanding of a variety of ways to
prepare and serve fish

I. How to bake fish
A. Fish suitable for baking
B. Preparation
C. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Stuffing
3. Temperature
4. Timing

D. Testing for doneness
E. Methods of serving

II. How to broil fish
A. Fish suitable for broiling
B. Preparation
C. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Temperature
3. Timing

D. Testing for doneness
III. How to saute (pan fry) fish

A. Kinds of fish suitable
B. Preparation
C. Procedure

1. Seasoning
2. Dredging
3. Breading
4. Temperature
5. Timing

D. Testing for doneness
IV. How to deep fat fry fish

A. Selection of suitable fish
B. Preparation
C. Procedure

24
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SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE P
T

1. Cutting
2. Breading
3. Seasoning
4, Temperature
5. Timing
6. Draining
7. Care in frying

D. Test for doneness
V. How to cook seafoods

A. Classification of seafood
I. Clams
2. Crabs
3. Lobster
4. Oyster
5. Shrimp

B. Preparation
1. Care and storage before cooking
2. Fresh and frozen

C. Procedure
I. Shelling
2. Seasoning
3. Care during cooking

D. Testing for doneness
E. Variations in seafood dishes

I. Newburg
2. Stew
3. Chowder
4. Cocktail
5. Casserole



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L, D
DE,P
T

Unit 5. Vegetable Preparation

Objectives:

To develop knowledge and skill in the proper
preparation of a variety of vegetables

To develop skill fn operating the equipment
used for vegetable preparation

I. 7.. roduction
. Food value
B. Classification

1. Seeds
2. Roots and tubers
3. Stems
4. Leaves
5. Flowers
6. Bulbs

II. Preparation of vegetables
A. Fresh
B. Caneed
C. Frozen
D. Dehydrated

III. Principles involved in preparation
A. Boiling
B. Steaming
C. Baking
D. Frying

IV. Equipment used for vegetable preparation
A. Steamer
B. Steam jacketed kettle
C. Potato peeler
D. Food chopper
E. Steam table

V. Seasoning vegetables
VI. Sauces for vegetables

26



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
P, DE
T

Unit 6. Salads

Objectives:

To become familiar with the different types of
salads

To demonstrate proper techniques in preparation
of salads and use of appropriate dressings

I. Introduction
II. Description of salad materials

A. Lettuce
B. Endive, chicory
C. Romaine
D. Celery
E. Cabbage
F. Carrots
G. Tomatoes
H. Miscellaneous items

III. Preparation and storage of salad materials
A. Cleaning and sorting
B. Chilling ingredients
C. Preparation

IV. Equipment for salad preparation
A. Bowls
B. Knives, (french, fruit)
C. Chopping board
D. Shears
E. Vegetable cutter, attachments
F. Molds
G. Pans

V. Preparation of salads
A. Dinner
B. Green salads
C. Main course salads

1. Meat salads
2. Meat substitute
3. Sea-food salads
4. Egg salads

D. Molded or jellied salads

27



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

E. Fruit salads
1. Combination
2. Fresh
3. Frozen

F. Cold plate
G. Dressings

1. Mayonnaise
2. Cooked base
3. French
4. Other

H. Garnishes
I. Stanaards for salads

1. Fresh
2. Crisp
3. Cold
4. Dry
5. Clean

28



SUGGESTED
HOURS ..

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
D7,,P

P

Unit 7. Bread

Objectives:

To develop knowledge and skill in the preparation
of quick breads and yeast breads

To improve ability to evaluate a good bread
product

I. Quick breads
A. Classification

I. Biscuits
2. Muffins
3. Cornbread

B. Introduction
I. Food value of bread
2. Types of bread
3. Composition of flour
4. Leavening agents
5. Recipes,
6. Assembling ingredients and utensils
7. Weighing and measuring
8. Sanitation

II. How to make biscuits
A. Varieties

I. Sour-milk biscuits
2. Baking powder biscuits
3. Drop biscuits
4. Shortcake
5. Dumplings

B. Preparation steps
I. Sift dry ingredients together 3 times or blend

in mixer at low speed
2. Blend shortening with dry mixture on low

speed for 3 minutes
3. Add liquid to dry ingredients to make soft

dough
4. Knead lightly about 1 minute until dough is

smooth and uniform
5. Roll out, shape, bake on ungreased sheet pan

C. Cutting
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D. Timing
E. Baking
F. Variations

1. Cheese
2. Cinnamon
3. Whole wheat
4. Drop
5. Shortcake
6. Others

G. Standards for biscuits
1. Golden brown
2. Surface; fairly level, smooth
3. Uniform in size
4. Tender, light, flaky in texture

III. Now to make muffins
A. Introduction
B. Preparation steps

1. Sift ingredients together 3 times or blend on
mixer at low speed.

2. Combine shortening with eggs, then add liquid.
3. Add liquid ingredients to dry ingredients and

mix only until dry ingredients are moist and
mixture has a rough appearance

4. Remove muffins from tins as soon as baked
C. Timing
D. Baking
E. Standards for muffins

1. Golden brown
2. Well-rounded top
3. Crust crisp and tender
4. Moist crumbs and good flavor
5. Evenly distributed air spaces ( no tunnels)
6. Not overrunning tins

IV. Now to make cornbread
A. Introduction
B. Preparation steps

1. Sift together dry ingredients or blend in
mixer at low speed

2. Combine liquid ingredients, add to dry ingre-
dients, and mix until ingredients are moist
and mixture has rough appearance.
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3. Bake in creased muffin tins or baking pan.
(Heating oiled pan and sprinkling lightly
with cornmeal will prevent sticking).

C. Timing
D. Baking
E. Standards for cornbread

I. Tender crust
2. Rough surface free from cracks
3. Free from tunnels and light weight
4. Texture medium fine, moist, tender

V. Introduction to yeast breads
A. Preparation steps

1. Dissolve yeast in lukewarm water, and sugar
2. Add melted shorter' flour, salt, and milk
3. Mix at low speed using dough hook until dough

is smooth and elastic
4. Let dough rise in proofing cabinet and knead

once before making rolls
B. Proofing
C. Kneading
D. Shaping

1. Crescents
2. Bow knots
C. Dinner rolls
4. Parkerhouse
5. Cloverleaf
6. Butterflake
7. Loaves
8. Others

E. Timing
F. Baking
G. Variations of recipe for making sweet dough

1. Eggs
2. Sugar

H. Varieties of sweet roll dough
1. Coffee cake
2. Cinnamon rolls
3. Danish pastry
4. Hot cross buns
5. Others
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I. Standards for yeast bread
1. Golden brown and even shape
2. Light and tender
3. Free from dryness and doughiness
4. Crumb: smooth, soft, and elastic
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Unit 8. Cakes

Objectives:

To become familiar with the various types of
cakes and to understand the techniques for
preparing

To develop ability to evaluate a good cake

I. Classification of cakes
A. Butter cakes (cakes containing shortening)

I. Pound or loaf cake (high percentage of fat)
2. Plain, layer type (smaller percentage of fat)
3. Chocolate cakes (cakes incorporating cocoa

and soda)
B. Foam cakes (cakes containing no fat)

I. Meringue cakes (egg whites used for foam)
2. Sponge cakes (whole eggs or egg yolks or

combination)
C. Chiffon cakes

II. Ingredients of cakeb
A. Flour
B. Leavening
C. Salt
D. Sugar
E. Eggs
F. Fat
G. Liquid

III. Preliminary steps
A. Read recipe
B. Ingredients at room temperature
C. Assemble ingredients and utensils
D. Oven turned on to correct temperature
E. Preparation of pans
F. Weighing or measuring all ingredients

IV. Preparation procedure
A. Muffin method
B. Conventional method
C. Conventional-meringue method
D. One-bowl method

V. Baking
A. Purpose
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B. Temperature
1. Factors

a. Leavening agent
b. Sugar content
C. Size of cake

C. Arrangement in oven
D. Time
E. Test for doneness

VI. Fillings for cakes
A. Thick custard
B. Whipped cream

C. Fruit mixture
VII. Selection of topping and filling

A. Purpose
1. Prevent cake from drying out
2. Increase palatability and attractiveness

B. Classifications
1. Uncooked icing
2. Boiled icing

a. Fondant
b. Fudge
c. Caramel
d. Divinity

VIII. Cake defects
A. Poorly shaped layers
B. Crust
C. Toughness
D. Crumbly
E. Dry
F. Uneven baking
G. Poor flavor
H. Keeping quality
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Unit 9. Pies

Objectives:

To develop a better understanding of the techniques
required to make pastry

To develop skill in the preparation of filling and
topping for pies

I. Pie crust
A. Ingredients

1. Flour
2. Shortening
3. Water
4. Salt

B. Basic types
1. Mealy crust
2. Flaky crust

C. Methods of mixing
1. Mixer
2. Hand blender
3. Mixing together of ingredients

D. Styles of pie dough
1. Unbaked crust
2 . Baked. Crust
3. One-piece top
4. Lattice top
5. Cobblers
6. Tarts and turnovers
7. Novelty pie crust

a. Graham cracker
b. Wafer
c. Gingersnap
d. Cake or cookie crumbs

E. Pie washes
1. Milk
2. Cream
3. Eggs
4. Melted butter
5. Water
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F. Baking pie crust
G. Characteristics of a good pastry

1. Crisp and tender
2. Well-browned
3. Rough appearance
4. Tender and easily cut with fork

H. Pastry problems
1. Dry dough, hard to work with
2. Tough pastry
3. Shrinking or buckling of pastry
4. Soggy crust

II. Pie fillings
A. Fruit fillings

1. Canned
2. Frozen
3. Fresh
4. Dehydrated

B. Cream fillings
1. Cream filling with fruit
2. Flavored cream filling
3. Plain cream filling

C. Custard filling
1. Pumpkin
2. Sweet potato
3. Custard
4. Other

D. Chiffon fillings
1. Pineapple
2. Lemon
3. Others

III. Preparation procedt -1
A. Fruit fillings

1. Drain fruit and set aside
2. Add water to juice, if necessary to obtain

required quantity
3. Bring juice to boiling point
4. Add water or juice to cornstarch
5. Add cornstarch mixture to boiling mixture
6. Return to boil; cool
7. Fold in drained fruit to thicken mixture

B. Cream filling
1. Scald about 3/4 quantity of milk used in

recipe ievith salt and half of sugar
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2. Combine other half of sugar and cornstarch
dissolve in remaining portion of cold milk

3. Ada cornstarch-sugar-milk mixture to hot
milk and cook until thick

4. Add a portion of thickened mixture to beaten
eggs and pour back into thickened mixture;
cook until thickened

C. Custard filling
I. Combine dry ingredients
2. Add dry ingredients to slightly beaten eggs
3. Add small portion of egg-dry ingredient mix-

ture to scalded milk
4. Add mixture to remainder of scalded milk
5. Blend in butter and vanilla
6. Sprinkle with nutmeg

D. Chiffon filling
I. Combine fruit, sugar, flavoring, coloring ,

salt, water or milk
2. Bring to boil
3. Dissolve cornstarch in juice or water; add

to above
4. Remove from heat and fold in stiffly beaten

egg whites
5. Place in pre-baked pie shell
6. Cool and top with whipped cream

N. Variations of pies
A. Cobblers
B. Tarts
C. Trvnovers
D. Meat pies
E. Fruit dumplings

V Toppings for pies
A. Meringues

I. Types
a. Hard meringues
b. Soft meringues
c. Variations

4.r, Procedure
a. Egg whites at room temperature
b. Beat until frothy
c. Continue beating, adding sugar gradually
d. Add flavoring
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e. Fine glossy appearance; not dry
f. Bake as directed

B. Dehydrated toppings
C. Wh pped cream

VI. Difficulties in pie making
A. Shrinkage of crust
B. Soaking of bottom . ..,st
C. Boiling out of fruit and/or ju'ces
D. Sticking to pans
E. Watery custard pies
F. Watery or weeping meringues
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Unit 10. Desserts

Objectives:

To d' relop interest in a variety of desserts
and ways of preparing them attractively

To develop skill in preparing sauces and
garnishes for desserts

I. Gelatin desserts
A. Whipped
B. Molded
C. Fruited
D. Preparation and procedure

1. Flavoring
2. Temperature
3. Time
4. Care during serving

II. Puddings
A. Varieties

1. Cream puddings
2. Fruit puddings
3. Custards

B. Preparation and procedure
1. Flavoring
2. Care while cooking
3. Temperature
4. Time
5. Care after cooking
6. Methods of serving

III. Sauc?s for desserts
A. Varieties

1. Cream sauce
2. Fruit sauce
3. Hard sauce

B. Preparation and procedure
1. Flavoring
2. Care in cookin3
3. Temperature
4. Timing
5. Testing for doneness
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Unit 11. Eggs and Breakfast Dishes

Objectives:

To become familiar with the various breakfast
foods

To develop some skill in preparation of
breakfast foods

D, DE I. Eggs
PT A. Selection and care

1. Grading
2. Inspection
3. Storage

a. Fresh eggs
b. Frozen eggs
c. Dehydrated

B. Variety
1. Boiled
2. Fried
3. Poached
4. Scrambled
5. Omelet
6. Shirred

C. Preparation
1. Seasoning
2. Care while cooking
3. Temperature
4. Timing

D. Serving
1. Handling cooked eggs
2. Prompt service
3. Use in other foods

P II. Batters
A. Types

1. Pancakes
2. Griddle
3. Waffle
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B. Variety
1. Plain
2. Fruited
3. Buckwheat

III. Toast
A. Varieties

1. Cinnamon
2. Melba
3. French

B. Preparation procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Flavoring
3. Temperature
4. Time

C. Method of serving
IV. Meat items

A. Varieties
1. Ham
2. Sausage
3. Bacon

B. Preparation procedure
1. Cooking temperature
2. Time
3. Draining

C. Method of serving
V. Cooked cereal

A. Types of cereals
1. Cream of wheat
2. Farina
3. Oatmeal
4. Variations

B. Preparation and procedure
1. Seasoning
2. Care while cooking
3. Cooking temperature
4. Time
5. Care after cooking

C. Method of serving



SECTION III.

STANDARDS FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

In order to learn when foods conform to those standards required for
quality appearance and flavor, trainees need to learn the features by which
they should be judged. This section presents this material as a means of
providing the trainee with a basis of comparison for the products prepared in
the class.

SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHOD OF
INSTRUCTION

D,P,
T

Unit 1. Standards for Food Products

Objectives:

To develop the ability of students to
determine the quality of food

To develop a general feeling of responsibility
of all employees toward the preparation and
service of food with high standards

I. Judging the quality of food
A. Condition
B. Color
C. Odor
D. Flavor

II. Recognizing quality by appearance
A. Attractiveness

1. Evenly browned
2. Proper texture
3. Firm, rather than soft
4. Moist, rather than dry
5. Plump, rather than wilted
6. Proper consistency for kind
7. Naturally flavored

B. Color
C. Form

1. Compact
2. Well-arranged
3. Perfect
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D. Neatness
1. Cups, glasses not overflowing
2. Fried foods well- dr&.ned
3. Fingerprints and spills
4. Arrangement

E. Garnish
1. Parsley, watercress, others
2. Whipped cream
3. Icings
4. Meringues
5. Sauces

III. Proper texture and consistency
A. Breads
B. Butter
C. Molded salads and desserts
D. Ice cream and ices
E. Cream pies
F. Fruit
G. Greens

N. Protecting the temperature
A. Hot plates for hot food
B. Cold plates for cold food
C. Sufficient ice for beverages
1`. Leave chilled foods in refrigerator
E. Temperature for hot food
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SECTION IV.

BASIC EDUCATION RELATED TO FOOD PREPARATION

I n order that trainees may be capable of computations needed in recipe
adjustments and so that they may carry on other phases of their occupational
activities, they must be trained in those areas of basic education which
relate particularly to the cook program of work. Always basic education
problems and practices prove of greater interest and value to the trainees when
closely related to the everyday needs and requirements of the occupational
training. Thus basic education instructors are encouraged to correlate their
work in all possible ways to the occupation involved.

Total hours for all Basic-Remedial Education - 360

SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHOD OF
INSTRUG4TION

.

L, D,
P, DE

Unit 1. Mathematics Related to Food Preparation

Objectives:

To master basic mathematical skills

To develop the ability to apply mathematical
formulas to needed applications

I. Fundament.1 mathematical processes
A. Addition
B. Subtraction
C. Multiplication
D. Division
E. Fractions
F. Decimals
G. Percentages
H. Weights
I. Measurer

1. Liquid
2. Dry
3. Degrees

II. Food costs
A. Calculation of raw food cost
B. Calculation of portion costs
C. Records for control of kitchen costs
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Unit 2. Communications Related to Food Preparation

Objectives:

To develop the student's understanding of the
trade language of the food preparation field

To develop knowledge of shop or trade
vocabulary

I: Oral and written expression
A. Letters
B. Reports
C. Instructions

II. Terminology for kitchen equipment
A. Major

I. Walk-in
2. Trunnion kettle
3. Steamer

B. Utensils and tools
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HOW TO OPERATE A FOOD MIXER

CAUTION: INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN BELOW ARE GENERAL: READ AND FOLLOW
THE MANUFACTURER' S DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY

WHAT TO DO HOW TO DO IT

1. PLACE BOWL

2. FILL BOWL

3. INSERT BEATER

4. RAISE BOWL

5. START MACHINE

1. SELECT APPROPRIATE SIZE BOWL.
PLACE BOWL ON BOWL SUPPORT

2. PLACE INGREDIENTS IN BOWL AS
RECIPE DIRECTS. (1/2 to 2/3
CAPACITY FOR BEST RESULTS.)

3. SELECT AND INSERT PROPER BEATER
FOR INGREDIENTS TO BE MIXED.
(SEE INFORMATION SHEET)

4. RAISE BOWL INTO POSITION BY MEANS
OF WHEEL OR LEVER

5. SWITCH TO "ON" POSITION; PUSH
START BUTTON AND SET SPEED
REQUIRED BY RECIPE. BEAT OR MIX
THE REQUIRED LENGTH OF TIME.

6. STOP MACHINE 6. SWITCH TO "OFF" POSITION.

7. REMOVE FOOD 7. LOWER BOWL BY RELEASING LEVER.
REMOVE BEATER. REMOVE BOWL.

CAUTIONS AND GUIDES FOR OPERATING A MIXER

1. SELECT THE CORRECT BOWL FOR THE TYPE OF MIXTURE AND THEN SELECT
CORRECT BEATER OR WHIP ACCORDING TO BOWL SIZE AND MIXTURE.

2. BE SURE TO FASTEN BOWL AND BEATER OR WHIP SECURELY BEFORE
STARTING MOTOR.

3. DO NOT PUT HAND OR SPOONS INTO BOWL WHILE THE MIXER IS IN
OPERATION.
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4. STOP, MACHINE BEFORE SCRAPING DOWN SIDE OF BOWL OR LOOSENING
MATERIAL ON THE BOTTOM DURING MDCING PROCESS.

5. ALWAYS USE A RUBBER SCRAPER, FLEXIBLE SPATULA OR LONG-HANDLED
SPOON TO SCRAPE DOWN SIDES OF BOWL, AND TO REMOVE 1-.0 OD FROM
BEATER OR WHIP.

6. USE MDCING BOWLS FOR MIXING ONLY; DO NOT PUT THEM ON THE
RANGE OR IN THE OVEN.

7. IF MIXER IS USED ON CONTINUOUS BASIS ALWAYS ALLOW TIME FOR
MOTOR TO COOL. MOST MIXERS OPERATE AT A CAPACITY LOAD FOR ONE
HOUR WITHOUT OVERHEATING OR DAMAGING THE MOTOR.

8. ALLOW PROPER MIXING TIME FOR PRODUCTS OVPRMDCING IS AS
DAMAGING AS UNDERMDUNG.
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HOW TO OPERATE A FOOD SLICER

WHAT T0130

1. Put plug into socket.

2. Place food in carriage.

3. Adjust indicator.

4. Start motor.

5. Slice food.

HOW TO 130 IT

1. Plug in.

NOTE: Be sure cord is dry and free
from grease to avoid short
circuit.

Be sure that hands are dry to
prevent shock.

2 . Place food in carriage and hold it
firmly in place by means of food
holder.

3. Adjust blade control indicator for
desired thickness of slice.

4. Turn switch on.

5. Move carriage back and forth across
blade, using handle.
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NOTE: Develop a rhythmic motion- -
do not touch carriage.



HOW TO CLEAN A VEGETABLE PEELER

WHAT TO DO HOW TO DO IT

Daily Cleaning:

1. Remove parts.

2. Clean interior.

3. Clean peel trap.

4. Clean parts.

5. Clean exterior.

1. Remove coca; and peeling disc.

2. Flush interior with hot water; scrub
with stiff brush while flushing.

Leave Discharge door open to air.

3. Place pail under outlet (unless peeler
is located over drain) .

Remove (or raise) peel trap cover,
strainer basket aad stopper.

Flush interior with hot water: scrub
with stiff brush whi.e flushing.

Leave open to air.

4. Scrub cover, peeling disc, peel trap
cover, strainer basket and stop.
Scrub with stiff brush under hot
running water.

Leave parts out to dry.

5. Wipe exterior with damp cloth.

Weekly cleaning:
(To supplement
daily'

1. Clean interior
parts and exterior

1. Clean interior parts and exterior
thoroughly following daily instruction.
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HOW TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL STEAMER ( ONE DOOR AUTOMATIC)

WHAT TO DO HOW TO DO IT

1. Close door 1. Close door and lock in.zo position

NOTE: Do not attempt to open door
while operating.

2. Preheat 2. Turn control switch on.

3. Set time

4. Load pans

3, Set time for 10 minutes; this is a
necessary in early morning when
water is cold. At other times during
the day pressure can be gotten as
soon as the door is closed and the
switch turned on

NOTE: Turn switch off, this will release
pressure.

DO NOT TRY TO OPEN DOOR UNTIL
PRESSURE HAS RETURNED TO 0 ZERO.

4. Do not overload pans as most food
will expand luring cooking. Do not
fill more than level full for best
cooking. Size pan -- 12-20 inch
2 1/2 inches deep or 4 inches deep.
1/2 counter pan size. Pierced pans
are used for foods that will not have
a broth or juice as a result of cooking
that should be saved; L_st suited for
potatoes, frozen vegetables. etc.

5. Load steamer 5.

6. Close door 6.
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Steamer will hold 3 full size pans.
Slide area in steamer for resting pan.
More than one food item of a kind cail
be cooked together.

Close door and turn switch on. Set
time required for cooking.



How to operate a Commercial Steamer, (continued)

7. Shut off steam

8 . Leave door open

9. Rinse

SI, ETY PRECAUTION:

7 At the end of time set for cooking the
bell will ring indicating the cooking
period has ended. At that time the
pressure will go off and the steam
will be released through the pipe
that connects with the trunion kettle.
Door can be opened once the indicator
has returned to zero. If you wish to
check an item before that time either
timer or "off-on" switch can be used.

8. When not in use leave open to pre-
vent door sticking or an unpleasant
odor.

9. Rinse out daily. Remove any food
particles that might accumulate in
drain.

TO PREVENT BURNS IN REMOVING FOOD FROM
STEAMER USE DRY POT HOLDER!' OR DRY CLOTH.
CLEAR OFF PLACE TO SET PANS BEFORE REMOVING
FROM STEAMER.

CLEAN UP SPILLED FOODS IMMEDIATELY SO THAT
VENT WILL NOT BECOME CLOGGED.
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DIRECTIONS FOR STEAMER COOKING
(High Speed - 15 lb. Pressure)

Vegetable Method Directions for Cooking
Approximate

! Time

Carrots, fresh, 2" strips Solid pans or perforated pans 3-5 mins.

Carrots, fresh, whole Sameas above 1 12-15 mins.

Corn, fresh on cob Perforated an 5 mins.

Corn, frozen, whole grain Solid container-distribute evenly
in pan

3 mins.

Peas, frozen, green Shallow solid pan-distribute
evenly in van

2 mins.

Potatoes, sweet, whole Steam without peeling. Single
layer. Use _Perforated pan

15 mins.

Potatoes, white, halves,
wedges shallow

Perforated pan (3/4 full) 12-15 mins.

Potatoes (1/8" slices) Shallow perforated Dan 3 mins.

Rice Place in solid container. Add
boiling water and salt

Squash, summer Shallow perforated pan
Shallow solid pan wiwater

3-5 mins.

Squash, winter Perforated pan 12-15 mins.
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HOW TO CLEAN A COMMERCIAL STEAMER
(ONE DOOR AUTOMATIC)

WHAT TO DO

Daily Cleaning

1. Clean interior

Weekly Cleaning

2. Clean doors

HOW TO DO IT

3. Clean exterior

1. Scrub interior with stiff brush dipped in hot
detergent sclution.
Remove slide pan rack and clean with hot
detergent solution.
Rinse and dry. Replace.

Scrub off any accumulation of food or gtease
with brillo pads. Special solution and
directions for use are available.

2. Clean inside and outside of doors with hot
detergent solution. (Fats and food acids
that may collect around the door gasket may
cause an off flavor of food.)
Rinse and dry.
Leave door ajar.

3. Wash outside with hot detergent solution.
Rub lightly with a scoring pad if needed.
Rinse and dry.
Clean steamer table and area beneath.

USES OF STEAMER IN A COMMERCIAL KITCHEN

1. Meat, poultry, dried beans, frankfurters
meat loaf, stews.

2. Eggs -- hard cooked
3. Vegetables and fruits -- 111 vegetables,

canned vegetables. Stewing dried fruits
4. Cereal products -- spaghetti, macaroni,

cereals.
5. Desserts -- steam puddings, cornstarch
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, pot roasts, ham, corned beef,

frozen or fresh; also to reheat
.
rice, noodles, dumplings, other

puddings, and custards.



ADVANTAGES:
l . Reduces the amount of range space (stove top) and cooking utensils

needed.
2. No lifting of heavy pots.
3. Speed of cooking and even distribution of heat reduces problem of scorched

or burned food; also saves stirring.
4. Prbper cooking preserves color, flavor, texture and nutritive value of food.
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PERSONAL HYGIENE AND SANITATION

It is just as important to know and practice good personal hygiene as it is to
try to perform work more efficiently or to be able to prepare tasty, nutritious
and attractive food.

Why are the subjects of Personal Hygiene and Sanitation important to the food
service worker? He is the link in preventing and spread of disease.

We know that most diseases are caused by tiny living organisms called germs.
Certain diseases are spread when proper food preparation, storage, and
handling are neglected. You can help in preventing the spread of food borne
diseases.

FOOD BORNE DISEASES

HOW THEY SPREAD

Coughing

Breathing and sneezing
Drinking unsafe milk, water

or other beverages

Eating spoiled foods
Flies, insects, roaches
Rodents - rats and mice
Foods not thoroughly cooked
Food poisoning
Improper washing and handling

of dishes, cups, glasses,
and utensils

Poor refrigeration practices
Unclean hands
Poor housekeeping

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO STOP THEM

Cover nose and mouth when coughing
or sneezing.

Stay at home when you are ill.

Drink or serve only beverages known
to be safe.

Destroy spoiled foods.
Get rid of flies, insects and roaches.
Prevent rodents from entering
Cook foods properly.
Guard food from contamination.
Wash and sanitize all utensils properly

Know and use refrigeration correctly.
Wash hands OFTEN.
Keep EVERYTHING clean!

PERSONAL HEALTH

1. Eat well balanced meals 6. Wear clean clothes, particularly
Pi,... Drink only safe beverages. underclothing.
3. Get plenty of fresh air, 7. Have your shoes properly fitted.

exercise and sleep 8. Avoid crowds during epidemics.
4. Keep body clean; bathe daily. 9. Wear clothing suited to weather.
5. Avoid contact with diseased

persons.
10. See doctor when sick.
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GROWTH AND SPREAD OF DISEASE GERMS'

In order to fight disease germs, we must know something about them and how
they grow and multiply. Their growth is fast and simple. They multiply by
dividing in two, like this:

Starts to divide

Partly divided C=7"

Completely divided

They each divide

One germ of bacterium

Now 2 bacteria

Now 4 bacteria
Under favorable conditions germs, or bacteria as we will call them from now
on, divide once every twenty minutes. In eight hours one bacterium, under
favorable conditions, can multiply into over 35,000,000,000,000 - 35 trillion.
They multiply day and night without stopping.

Note, however, that they multiply this fast under favorable conditions.
The conditions they like are the same that we like for comfort. They are:

WARMTH - bacteria grow fastest at the temperature of your body.
FOOD - they like the same food that you eat.
MOISTURE - needed both to live, and to expand, and to grow.

Since we are concerned most with the bacteria which are in or get into food,
where moisture is also usually present, our principal weapon against them
is temperature.

Bacteria grow slowly at temperatures below 50 degrees.
Bacteria grow little, if any, at C degrees and below.
Bacteria grow very slowly at temperatures over130 degrees.
Bacteria are killed rapidly by temperatures over 170 degrees.

So our first lesson is ...Get Hot Foods over 130°F. as fast as possible and
keep them there! Get cold foods below 50`F. as fast as possible eet)
them there! Keep foods at temperatures between 50`F. and 130'T. as short
a time as possible and for preparation only.

Besides the bacteria which may be in food ...and some usually are ...food
which is left exposed receives more bacteria from outside sources. Therefore,
it should be covered and protected.
'Welch, John M. Basic Course in Quality Food Preparation.

Florida Restaurant Research and Development Foundation, 1959.
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CHECK LIST
FIFTY FACTORS WHICH CAN HURT YOUR APPEARANCE TO OTHERS

EXPLANATION: We frequently offend others unknowingly. This list was
made up from hundreds of answers to the question: "What factors keep
people from presenting the best appearance of which each is capable?"

DIRECTIONS: Place a check mark before each factor which applies to you
now. Less than five check marks ...Your appearance aids your personality.
From 5 to 10 ...You should be more careful about your appearance. Between
10 and 15...You will have the reputation of being physically unattractive.
Over 1 5...You are in bad shape!

1. How you look 4.
A. Your head...

How you dress...
( ) Inappropriate clothes

( ) Need a haircut or hairdo ( ) Soiled suit or dress
( ) Dandruff ( ) Clothes poorly fitted
( ) Hair not combed ( ) Wrinkled suit or dress
( ) Hair greasy ( ) Trousers or skirt baggy
I. ) Dirty ears ( ) Dirty shirt
( ) Dirty neck ( ) Dirty collar or cuffs

( ) Dirty collar wrinkled or
B. Your face... wilted

(

(

)

)

No shave today
Too much make-up

( ) Tie poorly or carelessly
tied

( ) Powder smears ( ) Tie crooked
( ) Visible blackheads ( ) Tie wrinkled or dirty
( ) Pimples on face ( ) Soiled underclothing
( ) Greasy skin ( ) Missing buttons
( ) Yellow or unclean teeth ( ) Visible runs in hose
( ) Food showing between teeth ( ) Hose seams crooked

( ) Unshined shoes
C. Your hands... ( ) Dirty or dusty shoes

( ) Dirty hands ( ) Broken shoe string
( ) Dirty fingernails ( ) Run-over heels on shoes
( ) Ragged, broken fingernails ( ) To much or gaudy jewelry
( ) Gaudy, colored fingernails ( ) Torn gloves

( ) Dirty gloves
2. How you smell ( ) Soiled or dusty purse

( ) Body odor ( ) Dirty handkerchief
( ) Need a bath
( ) Too much or too strong

perfume
( ) Bad breath
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3. How you act
( ) Awkward posture
( ) Stooped shoulders
( ) Slouchy or shuffling

walk
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REMEMBER... "Personality" is the
"Mask" you present to others...
if the "Mask's is not attractive
most people won't bother to look
under it! First impressions are
important...They depend on what
others see s

NUMBER OF CHECKS



PERSONAL INGIENE
(Discussion to Accompany Attached Check List)

Bacteria are everywhere, particularly in our breath, on our hands and in our
hair. No matter how clean we are or how carefully we handle food, some
bacteria are bound to cet in it. This means that we must do two things: first,
guard against any more bacteria getting into the food than we can possibly
help; second, keep the food under such conditions that the bacteria which get
in it do not have the conditions of warmth, food, or moisture which they need
to grow and multiply.

Measures we can take, divided into two parts.
1. Those things which we can do ourselves to keep from transferring any

bacteria which may be on or in our bodie
2. Those things to prevent the growth of bactaia already in the food

--this is called "Sanitation".

Two types of food poisoning -- one is chemical. It comes from materials which
are poisonous getting into the food. Most common of these is poisons coming
from various metals, lead and cadmium in particular. Our part in preventing
this type of food poisoning is simple. See that food does not come in contact
with the poisons.

Repeat - -- bacteria are everywhere. It is impossible to keep from getting some
into the food with which we work. The trick is to keep the number as low as
possibleso low that the cooking process or the body's normal mechanism for
destroying small numbers of harmful bacteria will take care of it.

Our bodies have certain built-in mechanisms for destroying or getting rid of
harmful bacteria. One of the most effective of these is the "pass through" ,
by meats if which many bacteria are eliminated from the body through the
normal process of elimination. You would expect that the body wastes would
be highly contaminated. That's right. They are. And that's why it is so
important to WASH YOUR HANDS OFTEN...particularly after trips to the toilet.

Al=c, your body eliminates many bacteria from the nose, mouth, and throat by
sneezing, and coughing. Cover your nose when sneezing and your mouth when
coughing. Wash hands at once.

When you cut your hand, and it becomes infected, another mechanism acts to
push out the invading bacteria---the pus which wells from a cut or a boil is
loaded with the very type of bacteria which cause some 85% of all food
poisoning. Avoid handling food with cuts or boils on your hands. Touching
open sores on other parts of the body, or the hair, nose or mouth, then
touching food transfers bacteria to the food. Wash hands often - -- particularly
after touching the hair or any body opening. In fact, it is best not to handle
food with your hands AT ALLI
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Use CLEAN forks, dippers, spoons or tongs whenever possible.

Soiled .o. dirty uniforms, wiping utensils with soiled towels or rags, laying
food an soled tables or counters... in fact, bringing food in contact with
any soiled or dirty surface brings danger of bacterial contamination. Don't
forget, Ole food contaminated through your carelessness may be the very food
YOU eat...as wc.!1 as the guest. Would you want to be served food that had
been carelessly handled in this manner?

Personal hygiene and cleanliness have another advantage to you, too. People
judge each other when first meeting by the other person's appearance to a
large extent. If that appearance is neat, clean and in good taste, others
will want to know you better. It is the first step in being liked and being
popular. On the other hand, a sloppy, duty, appearance makes most people
not want to know you any better, no matter what other good qualities you
may have under the appearance.
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GENERAL KITCHEN INSPECTION SHEET

(Please check the items that are complete on each day of the week)

STOREROOM

WALK-IN

1. Are all orders put away on shelf or in refrigerator?
2. Are all dry towels removed from rack and wet ones spread

out to dry?
3. Are any food items spilled on floor?
4. Has thu floor i)eer. swept or is it in need of spot mopping?
5. Are mops washed end hung to dry?
6. Has mop sink been washed and cleaned; mop bucket emptied?
7. Has can opener been washed today?

1.

2.

3.

4.

SMALL STOREROOM

COUNTER

Are all items properly refrigerated and properly ant -ed?
(were older items moved to the front when fresh items were
received?)
Have any spills been cleaned up or any spoiled food dis-
carded?
Are all vegetables, fruits, parsley, etc. washed and
cleaned?
Is refrigerator floor clean?

1. See that lids are closed on boxes or cans.
2. Spilled Items should be cleaned up from shelf or floor.
3. Are boxes combined where possible, etc. (several boxes of

sugar open; two boxes cocoa with just a little in each?)

1. C,4fee urn cleaned.
2. Items in order under coffee Ain.
3. All countrir tops clean.
4. Hot counter "od" and drained and free of rood particles.
5. Grill and area surrounding it cleaned.
6. Silverware returned to counter; free of water marks;

properly displayed.
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COUNTER - Continued

M T W T F_
7.
8.

9.
10.

MAIN KITCHEN

BAKING AREA

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

GENERAL CLEAN-UP

MA: W T

h--
1

Clean area around silverware and trays
Cleanliness and proper storage of items under all counter
sections.
Dishes and glassware properly stored in white cabinet.
Items under coffee urn clean and in order.

Has towel dispenser been fille.7
Hand sinks thoroughly washed and wall behind?
Floor been thoroughly swept (look under equipment before
checking)
All sinks thoroughly cleaned and drained, draintoards
clean of all items.
Are all pots washed and none left on floor to soak?

Bakers table thoroughly cleaned and free of soil and greasy
appearance.
Proofing cabinet clean and pans removed.
Are any left-over items left in proofing cabinet?
Mixers cleaned off and free of food particles.
Steam Jacketed kettle clean.
Table that holds kettle and area underneath clean.
Proofing cabinet turned off.

1. All wall shelves cleaned; items returned.
2. Pots and pans in order under tables and on rack.
3. Dishwasher drained and strainers cleaned.
4. Drainboard thoroughly cleaned and free of dishes.
5. Booster heater and machine turned off. Door closed.
6. Are 11! ovens and units turned off?
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SALADS

MEATS

VEGETABLE

1. Have all left-over salads been properly stored in con-
tainers?

2. All desserts removed from plates and covered properly?
3. Any preparation completed for the next day?
4. Are any spills or carelessness noted in salad area?
5. Are refrigerator doors thoroughly washed and free of

fingerprints?
6. Are fruit items stored in appropriate contliners? Covered?
7. Are salad greens washed a day in advance and left to

drain in colander?
8. Did you observe dressing, salads, etc. , left out during

noon hour?

1. Are meats properly stored?
2. Is sItcer clean and area around?
3. Broiler?
4. Grill?
5. French fryer?
6. Top of stove and area on front clean?

1. Vegetable sink clean?
2. Steamer and table clean?
3. Potato peeler clean and free of odor?
4. Vegetable refrigerator in order and items stored on

designated shelf?
5. All .items covered and labeled?
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SALAD PREPARATION AND SUGGESTIONS

Salads Offer Eve Appeal and Sales Appeal.

General Rules:

1. All ingredients should be FRESH, CRISP, COLD, DRY, AND CLEAN.

2. Refrigerate all salad materials and completed salads at all times
except during making.

3. A salad served as a main course taking the place of a main dish should
be large and substantial. One served as an accompaniment to a meal
may be smaller to supplement the main dish.

4. Use sound, fresh fruits and vegetables.

5. Choose fruits at their prime ripeness for flavor.

6. Prepare as near serving time as possible.

7. Wash vegetables in ice water only until crisp.

8. Freshen vegetables in ice water only until crisp.

9. Drain all ingredients well.

10. Use good sharp tools. Dull knives crush rather than cut.

11. Cut vegetables on a cutting board. Sharp French knife is great aid.

12. Use scissors to cut and trim leafy vegetables.

13. Materials should be cut in large enougn pieces to retain their identity.
Exception: Cabbage is b^st shredded very thin. Hard to chew or tough
vegetables should be cut or chopped fine.

14. Gelatine salads have as a base a tart fruited gelatin powder or a gelatin
with an added tart flavor. Gelatin should be stiff but not tough and
rubbery.

15. Refrigerate prepared vegetables in vegetable bags or air-tight containers.

16. Prepare salads as needed. Use assembly line for speed when serving
large groups.
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Salad Preparation and Suggestions (Continued)

17. Keep salads simple.

18. Consider combinations of color, flavor, and texture.

19. Do not flatten lettuce leaves, a leaf-cup is more attractive.

20. Pile ingredients high and lightly.

21. Do not overdo garnishes. Garnishes should be edible.

22. Add salad dressing just before serving. Dressing tends to wilt
vegetables.
Exception: Chicken, meat, fish, cooked vegetable may be marinated.

Drain well before mixing.
Chicken, meat, fish and potato salad improve on standing
in dressing.

23. Mayonnaise dressing is best for fish, meat and poultry salads.

24. Cooked or French dressings are best for fruit or vegetable salads.

25. Whipped cream blends well with cooked dressing. Whipped sour cream
adds flavor to salad dressings.

26. Serve salad dressing separately or on side whenever possible. Many
guests prefer small amounts and some none.

27. Serve salads neatly on chilled plates.

28. Serve adequate size servings of salad and salad dressing.
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PREPARING SANDWICHES 1

{ Butter Filling Lettuce

^IN.,1

1
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knife
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DIRECTIONS:

OPERATOR

1. Place a service tray on the left side of the work area. With a sharp
knife, cut the bread wrapper in two between the middle slices of each
loaf. Place the half loaves, still in the wrapper , cut end bOWN on this
service tray.

2. Remove the wrapper from one (1) half loaf by lifting it off, keeping the
bread in a stack. Discard the heel pieces. Use the special container
to keep them clean, as they will be used for dressing, bread crumbs, etc.

3. Place the container with your Creamed Butter just beyond and to the right
of the bread tray. For spread type fillings, place the container, and the
container of lettuce leaves to the right of that of sandwich filling. For
sandwiches with solid fillings, such as lettuce, bacon and tomato, or
ham and cheese, place the container of lettuce next to that of butter
and the other materials to the right of the lettuce in order in which you
will place them on the sandwich.

4. Place the short spatula in the butter container, a no. 24 dipper in the
spread, or food tongs with the solid fillers, a sharp French knife handy
to the right hand, and a 2nd service tray to the right of the French knife.
Now start producing the sandwiches.

'Welch, John M. Instructor's Guide, Accelerated Adult Training Program for
the Quantity Food Services Industries. Flordia Restaurant Reseerch
& Development Foundation, 1958
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Preparing Sandwiches (continued)

5. To the right of the bread tray and about 2 inches from the edge of the
table nearest you, lay out 6 slices of bread in a straight line to the
right with about 2 inches between slices. USE BOTH HANDS. Pick up
three slices in each hand. Start with the left hand next to the bread
tray and the right hand where the middle of the line will be. Drop one
slice from each hand at the same time, move one space to the right with
both hands and drop a second slice, move another space right and drop
the third.

6. With BOTH HANDS, pick up 6 more slices and made a second line beyond
the first, and about one (1) inch from it.

7. Repeat for a third and fourth line beyond the first two. When finished,
you will have four lines, each with six slices.

8. Dip the short spatula in the creamed buttes and pick up enough butter to
butter four slices of bread. Start with the row next to the bread tray and
the slice furthermost from you (nearest the butter container). Holding
the slices with the left hand, spread butter from rear to front in one
motion. Butter the slices in the left row from rear to front. Pick up
more butter on your spatula, and repeat with the next row to the right,
then with the next right, etc., until all are buttered.

9. For sandwiches with a spread filler, place one no. 24 dipper of filling
on each slice in the second, fourth, and last rows from the left, working
from rear to front (toward you) in each row in succession. With the
short spatula spread the filling evenly to the edges of each piece of
bread on which you put filling, working down each row toward you and
from left to right as you did in buttering. Place a lettuce leaf on top of
the filling in the same order in which you bv.Ittered, placed, and spread
the fillings.

10. With BOTH HANDS, pick up two buttered slices from the fifth row and
cap 2 filled slicer- in the last row. Repeat with the other two slices in
the fifth row. Move to the first -ow and repeat, capping the second row.
You are now at the left of the work surface.

11. Again using BOTH HANDS, place the sandwiches in the left row on top of
those in the middle row, then the 2 sandwiches in the left row on top of
those in the middle row, then the 2 sandwich stacks in the middle row
and place on top of those in the last row to the right.
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12. Pick up the sharp French knife with your right hand. Hold the stack of
three sandwiches in the furthest line from you with your left hand and
cut down through the stack diagonally (from corner to corner), and with
a light, sawing motion. DON'T press down hard or crush bread. A
serrated edge knife will help prevent packing of bread.

13. Using _both hands ,pick up the stacks of three sandwiches from back to
front, placing each stack on the right side of the service tray to the
right of the work surface. This will aive you a row of sandwiches three
high and four deep on the tray. DON'T stack higher or you will crush
the sandwiches when cutting.

14. Return to step no. 10, lay out another set of slices ar i make a 2nd row
in the middle of the tray. Repeat a third time, and the tray is full with
three rows of 12 or 36 sandwiches.

15. Cover sandwiches with a clean damp cloth until ready to serve, or until
sandwiches can be individually wrapped. The paper should be labeled
before wrapping.

16. Refrigerate until ready to serve.
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RULES FOR COOKING VEGETABLES

Fresh Vegetables

Prepare and cook vegetables as near serving time as possible.

Prepare vegetables in whole or as large pieces as possible to preserve
minerals and vitamins.

If cut, pieces should be uniform in size so cooking time will be the same.

Cook vegetables in skins whenever possible.

Cook vegetables in small quantities. Have freshly cooked vegetables
available for serving ev_ry 15-20 minutes. (especially green vegetables)

Cook vegetables in small amounts of boiling water, just enough to cover.
(Allow 2 teaspoons of salt per quart of wate.) Addition of small amount of
sugar to cooking water improves the flavor of many vegetables.

Never add soda.

Cook vegetables gently to retain shape. When vegetables begin to boil,
reduce heat.

Do not overcook. Cook in as short a time as possible.

Use time table for cooking vegetables as a guide. The time required depends
upon the age, size of pieces, amount of water, temperature of cooking water
when vegetable is added, quantity being cooked, and size of utensil.

Cook leafy and green vegetables -- spinach, green string beans, peas, etc.- -
uncovered in as :tort a time as possible to retain green color.

Cook strong vegetables--cabbage, onions, brussel sprouts, etc. uncovered in
a large amount of water. Overcooking produces an objectionable flavor and
dark color.

Cover older mature vegetables to speed up cooking so they absorb more water.

Cook broci;oli and cauliflower with stem end down if possible.

Cook asparagus tied in loose bundles; stand with spear end up in narrow
container.
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111.0 for Cooking Vegetables (Continued)

Vinegar added to cooking water of red colored vegetables--beets, red
cabbage--will help retain their red coloring. (Allow 1 tablespoon to 1
quart water).

Cook eggplant as soon as prepared to prevent discoloration. Covering with
salt water will retard discoloring.

Use any excess liquids in soups, gravies, cream sauces, etc.

Serve as soon as possible.

PREPARATION OF VEGETABLES

Leafy vegetables Wash in at least 3 changes of cold water to remove
dirt and sand particles.

First of these washings should be a soak for about
1/2 hour in cold salted water, one (1) tablespoon
of salt to each quart of water used for the purpose
of expelling insects and worms.

Lift greens from wash water, rather than letting the
water run out. In this way the dirt and grit on the
leaves will settle to the bottom of the washing sink
and still not be turned back with the leaves into
the next wash water.

After vegetables have been washed clean, keep in a
cool storage place until ready for cooking.

Drain off excess water and store in large plastic bags
t) retain crispness.

FACTORS AFFECTING TIMING OF COOKING

13 Maturity of vegetables
2. Variety (dried, dehydrated, frozen, fresh)
3. Way prepared for cooking (style and size of cut)
'. Manner of placing vegetables in the pan or utensil
5. Whether cooking containers are solid
6. Size and quantity being cooked at one time
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INTERESTING WAYS OF SERVING VEGETABLES

With almonds, slivered
With bacon bits
Glazed, gingered, pickled for variety
Seasoned with herbs
With mushrooms
With onion rings
In sauces such as cream, brown almond, cheese,

curry, hollandaise, mushroom,
onion, parsley, or pimento

Stuffed when possible

USES FOR PLANNED-OVER VEGETABLES

Vegetable soup
Cream soups
Chowders
Escalloped or creamed dishes
Souffles or omelets
Meat balls, meat loaves, croquettes, et.;.
Stew, meat pies, meat biscuit rolls, etc.
Meat and ,egetable sauces
Gelatin and vegetable salads

SEASONINGS

In addition to salt, taste can be brought out by the use of monosodium
glutamate added with the salt in the cooking liquid. Use the cooking liquid
or water in making sauces to be used on the vegetables whether a cream sauce
or butter sauce.

The stems, other leaves and other discards from the preparation may be used
in making soup stock.

Cooking leafy vegetables with diced bacon or ham, pork or ham bones in-
creases flavor. In this case, use the cooking water without butter as a sauce.

Lemon juice and vinegar are popular with some leafy vegetables.
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1
POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN COOKING MEAT IN QUANTITY

Shrinkage during cooking results from:

1. Evaporation, or the loss of water and other volatile substances from
the surface of meat as it cooks.

2. Pan drippings, or the loss of fat, water, salts and extractives which
accumulate in the utensil as the meat cooks.

Factors affecting shrinkage are:

1. Cooking method

2. Degree of doneness

Low temperatures in meat cookery mean:

1. Less shrinkage of meat

2. More servings available

3. Less fuel consumed

4. Easier control in cooking process

5. Less watching involved

6. Retention of nutritional values

7. Appetite appeal and palatibility

Cooking time is affected by:

1. Cooking temperature

2. Size and shape of cut

3. Style of cut

4. Oven lcad

5. Quality of meat

'National Livestock and Meat Board
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Points to Remember when Cooking Meat in Quantity (Continued)

6. Ageing of meat

7. Doneness desired



DEEP FAT FRYER

HOW TO USE

1. The fat should cover the uppermost coil at Al times when fryer is in
operation.

2. Turn switch "on".

3. Set thermostat at desired temperature. Temperature at 400 Degrees will
burn fat.

r.g.

4. Do not overload basket. Frozen food items or lii. vy items such as chicken
will stick together if too many pieces are placed in the basket at the same
time.

5. Ha.te food as free of moisture as possible before frying. Excess onlztare
causes fat to foam, spatter, or boil over. It also causes some fats to
break down and shorten their usual life. Salt will also break down fat.

6. Turn "off" when not in use.

7. Avoid excess breading from accumulating in fat by shaking off excess
breading in strainer or r:olander before placing food in fryer.

8. Do not lower basket into fryer until light goes off. This indicates the
fat has heated to the desired temperature indicated on the thermostat.

9. Frying temperature will vary with size ano temperature of food pieces
and the amount of food placed in the fryer at one time. If overloaded,
food may become grease soaked. If food is frozen, use lower temperatures
listed and allow additional cooking time.

10. Vegetables breaded before cooking should be drained on absorbent paper
after cooking to eliminate any excess fat.

11. Vegetables should be deep fat fried in small batches Just prior to serving
and replenished as needed. Holding on steamtables wilts a crisp, french-
fried vegetable rapidly.
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CLEANING

1. Regular draining and cleaning necessary.

2. The heating element should be turned off.

3. Cool fat at 150 degrees

4. Drain fat out of fryer (before recurning wash container and baskets).

5. When elements and container appear "gummy" , follow this procedure:
1. Remove fat
2. Fill to fat level with hot water
3. Add 1 cup vinegar
4. Add 1/2 cup dishwashing detergent
5. Turn or heating element and bring to boil; boil 5-10 minutes.
6. Clean; rinse twice

SAFETY

1. Do not turn temperature to 400 de- ees.

2. Do not throw water on a fat fire. Replace metal cover.

3. Drain water or moisture off food before placing in fryer.

4. Avoid overloading.

S. Clean up any grease on floor immediately

6. Practice safety when transferring fat.
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LIGHT COATING

EGG & CRUMB

BATTER

I

PREPARING FOOD FOR DEEP FAT FRYING

1. Dip prepared food in milk
2. Drain
3. Dredge with seasoned flour

1 # flour
2 T. salt
1 t. pepper
1 t. Accent

1. Dip prepared food in flour (may omit)
Then dip in mixture of egg and milk or water

(2 eggs to 1 cup milk)
2. Drain and roll in crumbs; or cracker meal or

breading (Golden Dip)...or combination
(12 oz. crumbs/ 50 servings)

I. Dip prepared food in batter of the following
proportions:

50 Servings Most Items

Flour 12 oz.
Salt 1 1/2 tsp.
Baking Powder 2 tsp.
Fat, melted 3 T.
hilik 2 cups
Eggs, well beaten --- 6



DEEP FAT FRYING TEMPERATURE

NOTE: FRYING TEMPERATURE WILL VARY WITH SIZE AND TEMPERATURE OF
FOOD PIECES AND THE AMOUNT OF FOOD PLACED IN THE FRYER AT
ONE TIME. OVERLOADING OR BREAKDOWN OF FAT MAY CAUSE GREASE
SOAKED FOOD. ADDITIONAL COOKING TIME MAY BE NECESSARY FOR
FROZEN FOOD.

PRODUCT PREPARATION TEMP. APPROX. FRYING
TIME

Chicken Light coating-egg-crumbs 325 12-15 min.

Cutlet (1/2") Egg and crumb 325-3L0 5-8 min.

Shrimp Batter or .4g/crumb 360-375 3-5 min.

Fish Egg and crumb 375 4-6 min.

Croquettes Crumbs/breading 360-375 2-5 min.

Eggplant See recipe 375 4-6 min.

Onion rings Batter 350 3-4 min.

Potatoes Complete fry 365 6-8 min.
Browning 375 2-3 min.
Frozen 375 2-3 min.
Blanching 350 3-5 min.

Dcttghnuts 360-375 3-5 min.
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DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING COFFEE

TEMPERATURE GAUGE MUST REGISTER 180-190 DEGREES

1. Drew water from the coffee urn and discard. Rinse thoroughly.

2. Remove urn bag from water and place in top of coffee urn. (Bag kept in
pan of water underneath sandwich unit)

3. Pour in right amount of coffee evenly over the bottom of bag.

4. Pour ! cup (8 oz.) cold water over coffee grounds.

5. Draw water from center tank measuring the amount needed.

6. Pour slowly in a slow circular motion over coffee until all water has
been poured over coffee.

7. Allow all water to drip through grounds. When they appear somewhat dry,
remove bag from top of urn and place on a brown tray. Turn contents
into garbage can being careful not to touch garbage can since this bag
will be used again. Rinse thoroughly under faucet of pot and pan sink
provided it is not being used. Do not lower bag in sink.

8. Place in pan of cold water and leave in cold water in refrigerated area
of sandwich refrigerator. This prevents bag from becoming sour and
picking up other food odors.

9. Draw coffee from urn and pour back in top of urn twice to blend flavor.

10. Turn handles (spouts) on front of urn to indicate that coffee is available.

PROPORTIONS FOR MAKING COFFEE
APPROX.

COFFEE WATER 180-190 DEGREES NO. CUPS

13 oz. (1/2 bag) 1 1/4 gal. (1 1/4 - 1 1/2 gal.) 22

16 oz. (1 lb.) 2 1/2 gal. (2 1/2 - 3 gal.) 40-45
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DAILY CLEANING OF COFFEE URN

1. Rinse urn with water and brush out to remove all sediments of coffee from
sides and bottom of urn. Rinse twice or until water is clear.

2. Urn should be rinsed thoroughly befv:e remaking coffee during the day.

3. Leave 1 gallon of water in each side of the urn after coffee has been
removed.

4. Turn temperature gauge down to 100 degrees for overnight. Turn off on
weekend.

5. Clean outside of urn and surrounding area. Clean up any spill; regularly
around urn.

WEEKLY CLEANING SCHEDULE FOR COFFEE URN

*1. Use urn cleaner compound following directions oa package. Mix thorough-
ly and allow to stand about 30 minutes.

2. Clean glass gauge, faucet, plugs. etc. using long wire handle brush and
the heavier brush with wood handle for the inside of urn. Scrub thorough-
ly to remove film.

3. Rinse inside of urn 4 times with ho, water, scrubbing each time. DRINKING
URN CLEANER COULD BE FATAL. ALWAYS COVER FAUCET WITH MARKER TO
INDICATE THAT URN IS BEING CLEANED AND DOES NOT CONTAIN COFFEE.

Repeat rinsing until all traces of foreign odor and cleaning solution are
removed.

4. Leave a gallon of fresh water in urn to prevent overheating of urn.

5. Urn should be turned "off" over the weekend and turned down to 100
degrees during week nights.

6. Clean outside of urn and counter. Remove drain inset for cleaning.

7. Replace urn bag if needed. If replaced, bag should be rinsed in boiling
water to remove sizing fro.' material.

*Urn may be cleaned periodically by the following method:
1 cup baking soda in each gallon of boiling water
Let set in the urn for 15 minutes. Occassionally brush
contents around sides. Drain. Rinse 3 times.
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SCORE SHEET FOR BREAD

External
Ideal
Score

. Actual
E Score

Penaiized
_(C heck item most

(

Too elaall
Too large

ot-F'
I

descriptive)

Volume 10

Color of Crust 8 Not uniform
Light
Dark
Dull

Streaked

I Shape 4 Low ends
Protruding crusts
Uneven top
Shrunken sides

Low Side
Low Middle
Flat Top
Small End

Even.tess of Bake' 4 Light side
Light bottom
Dark bottom
"Spotty" bottom

Light End
(Loaf)

Crust 4 Thick
Tough
Blisters

Hard
Brittle

Sub Total 30

Internal

Grain 10 Open; coarse
Non-uniform
Thick cell walls
Holes

Color of Crumbs 10 Gray
Dark

Streaked
Dull

Aroma

.

10 Lack of aroma
Strong aroma

Musty
Sharp
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Score Sheet For Bread (continued)

$

Internal Ideal
Score

i Actual Penalized For
1 core (Check item most descriptive)

Taste 20

1... .....fiMmilmlb

Flat salty
Sour
Unpleasant

a fter -taste

,..11.
Doughy
Dry, Tough
Gumri.y

Texture 20 Rough-harsh
Lumpy, Coarse
.Crumbly

Ridged,
too loose
too compact

Sub Total 70
Total Score 100
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GELATIN - Principles, Handling and Uses

Source:
Gelatin comes from the cartilage, bones and skins of animals. It is
closely related to glue, but is purified and made ander very sanitary
conditions. It is high in food value, practically entirely protein.

Form:
Available in powdered form. It dAsperses in hot water, and forms a
firm gel upon cooling. Gelatin disperses very slowly in hot water.
However, if first dissolved in a small amount of cold water, it disperses
very rapidly. Therefore, to use, we keep out of the total amount of
water or juice a small amount of cold liquid, in which to dissolve the
gelatin. Heat the remainder of the liquid to just boiling, (too high
temperature can toughen proteins) and add to the gelatin.

Temperature:
Gelatin will not gel or harden at room temperature. It is best prepared
a day in advance in order that it will retain form when served.

General Steps in preparing gelatin dishes:

1. Goak the gelatin in a small amount of the cold liquid (water, stock,
etc.) until it swells.

2. Disperse by adding the hot liquid to the cold mixture.

3. For desserts or plain gelatin, add other liquids. Refrigerate until
the mixture becomes somewhat heavy in consistency and coats a
spoon. Pour into molds and add fruits or vegetables, or whip,
either plain or with added ingredients, such as egg white or whipped
cream, then mold. Chill to set.
For glazes, allow to chill to syrupy consistency, then either:
a. Coat inside of chilled mold, etscorate, rechill, coat again to

hold decorations in place, and fill with other ingredients, or
b. Coat chilled food with syrup, chill, dip decorations in syrupy

gel and stick in place on food, rechill and overcoat.

4. Chill thoroughly.

5. Unmold, when molds are used they may be loosened by running cold
water over mold and shaking gently to loosen from mold. A knife or
other blunt instrument will damage the appearance of gele,in.
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Gelatin - Principles, Handling and Uses (Continued)

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF DIFFICULTY

CAUSEDIFFICULTY

Mixture does not harden

Mixture too stiff

Mixture uneven

Fruits and Vegetables float

Layer of plain jelly at bottom
of mold of whips, sponges or
creams

Poorly shaped

Too little gelatin
Gelatin not completely dispersed
Fresh, uncooked pineapple added

Too much gelatin
Mixture very cold

Stirred or mixed after it began to set

Added before mixture was thick enough

Not whipped long enough
Partially melted after whipping

Mixture not stiff enough
Dipped into too warm water in unmolding
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ORDINARY CAKE FAULTS AND THEIR CAUSES

PROBLEMS

Hard Top Crust

Sticky Top Crust

Humped or Clacked
Top

One Side Higher

Soggy Layer at Bottom

Fallen

Coarse Grain

Tough Crumbs

BUTTER-TYPE
CAKES

Temperature too high
Overbaking

Too much sugar
Insufficient baking

Too much flour
Too little liquid
Overmixing
Batter not spread evenly
Temperature too high

SPONGE,TYPE
CAKES

Temperature too high
Ovarbaking

Too much sugar
Insufficient baking

Too much flour or sugar
Temperature too high

Batter not spread evenly Uneven pan
Uneven pan Oven range or rack
Pan too close to side oven not level
Oven rack or range not level
Uneven oven heat

Too much liquid
Underbeaten eggs
Shortening too soft
Undermixing
Insufficient baking

Too much sugar, liquid,
leavening or shortening

Too little flour
Temperature too low
Insufficient baking

Use of improper flour
Too much leavening
Shortening too soft
Insufficient creaming
Undermixing
Temperature too low

Too much flour
Too many eggs
Too little sugar or

Shortening
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Too many eggs or egg
yolks

Underbeaten egg yolks
Undermixing

Too much sugar
Overbeaten egg whites
Underbeaten egg yolks
Use of greased pans
Insufficient baking

Use of improper flour
Omitting cream of tartar

(angel food)
Undermixing

Too little sugar
Overbeaten egg whites
Underbeaten egg yolks
Omitting cream of tartar

(angle food)



Ordinary Cake Faults and Their Causes (continued)

PROBLEMS BUTTER-TYPE
CAKES

Tough Crumbs (con't) Overmixing
Temperature too high

Heavy, Compact Too much liquid or
shortening

Too many eggs
Too little leavening

or flour
Overmixing
Temperature too high

Crumbled, Fallen Too much sugar, leavening,
Apart or shortening

Undermixing
Improper pan treatment
Improper cooling
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SPONGE-TYPE
CAKES

Overmixing
Temperature too high
Overbaking

Overbeaten egg whites
Underbeaten egg yolks
Overmixing



DEFECTS

Lack of Spread

Excess Spread

Fall during baking

Tough Cookies

Sticks to Pans

Lack of Flavor

COOKIE DEFECTS AND CAUSES1

CAUSES

Too fine a granulation of sugar
Adding all of sugar at one time
Excessive mixing, causing toughening of the

flour structure or breaking down of sugar
crystals or combination of both

Not enough baking soda
Oven too hot

Excessive sugar
Too soft a batter consistency
Excessive pan grease
Too low an oven temperature
Excessive or improper type shortening
Too much soda

Excess baking powder or soda
Too soft a batter
Wrong flour
Improper size

Insufficient shortening
Overmixing batter
Too much flour

Too soft flour
Excessive eggs
Too much sugar
Sugar spots
Unclean pans

Pan unclean
Overbaking
Too much soda (dull dark color)
Cooling too quickly
Improper storage

1
Food Operations Reference Manual. Navy Subsistence Office, Bureau of

Supplies and Accounts, NAVSANDA Publication 421, 30 October, 1964.
Supt. of Documents, U. S. Govt. Printing Office, W%shington, D.C.
20402
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PIE CRUST

Vegetable shortening or lard is best fat for pie crust.
Butter makes a browner crust, flaky, usually less tender.
Melted fat makes tender crust but crumbly rather than flaky.
Success of crust - -- depends upon separating the particles of flour by fat to

prevent development of gluten (gooey, elastic-like consis-
tency). Must noi only be separated but kept separated.
Only sufficient water is added to make a workable dough.
Work quickly and lightly.

Equipment-Important steps Procedure

Large mixer
(dough-hook attachment)

Dough Cutter--Scales

Pastry Board or
Bakers Table

Single Crust

Blend fat, flour with mixer at low speed
until fat is dispersed in flour about
the size of peas. Dissolve salt in
water (cold). Add slowly to mixture
and blend. Press together and chill
in refrigerator.

Scale off 6 oz. portion for crust.

Flour board or table lightly. Place scaled
portion in center of floured space. Roll
out in circular form so dough is of
even thickness and will fill a pan with
3/4 in. overlap for bottom crust or 1/2
in. over-lap for pie that will heive a
top crust

Don't handle, knead or reroll unnec-
essarily

Place dough in center of pan. May be
rolled over rolling pin or over palm
of hand to transfer to pan.

Flute edges
Trim off excess dough
Prick bottom with fork.
Bake at 425° F. about 10 minutes.
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Pre-cooked Fillings

Custard type pies
Etc. - Pumpkin

Custard
Two temperature methods

High Temperature
Lower Temperature

Test for Doneness

Two crust pies

Upper Crust
Lower Crust

Glaze

Characteristics of a Good Pastry

Problems in Making_Pastry

Filling baked directly in uncooked crust.
Do not prick bottom.

Bake at higher temperature (4500 F. for
10 min.)

Bake at lower temperature (3 500 F. 30 -
40 min.) or for remainder of cooking
time.

Purpose - prevents soaking of crust
prevents curdling

Insert knife edge into center. Clean
edge when removed indicates filling
has set.

Fill lower crust with fruit
Roll out upper crust

Cut slots or design into top crust.
Brush rim of lower crust with cold water.
Place upper crust on pie; crimp upper

and lower crust together at rim.

Top crust may be brushed with egg or
milk mixture.

Crisp
Tender
We
Rough appearance
Tender and easily cut with a fork

Dry dough, hard to work with
Tough pastry
Shrinkage or buckling of pastry
Soggy crust
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ORDINARY PIE FAULTS AND THEIR CAUSES

PROBLEMS CAUSES

PIE DOUGH

Stiff Not enough shortening
Not enough ilitid
Too much ilatt

Crumbly

Tough

BAKED CRUST

Shrinkage

Solid crust

Over mixed
Too much shortening
Improperly mixed
Not enough liquid

Over mixed
Not enough shortening
Improperly mixed
Too much flour

Over mixed
Not enough shortening
Too much liquid
Overworking dough
Improper amount of flour

Improper shortening, flour
Too much liquid
Baking temperature too low

Too light in color Baking temperature too low

Tough

TWO-CRUST PIE

Unbaked crust bottom

Over mixed; overworked dough
Not enough shortening
Too much liquid
Improper amount of flour

I mproperly mixed
No bottom oven heat
Excess acidity in filling
Wet pie pans
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Boiling or filling
(During baking)

Crust sticking to pan

Crust soaked on bottom

MERINOS.

-Baking temperature too low
Excess acidity in filling
Hot filling used
Lack of openings in top crust
Improperly sealed crust
Filling too thin

Insufficient shortening
No bottom oven heat
Wet pie pans
Boiling over of filling

Too much shortening
No bottom oven heat
Baking temperature too low or too high
Excess acidity in filling
Hot filling used, too thin
Too much sugar
Boiling over of filling

Watery Improper mixing
Weeping -Baking temperature too low

Too much or too little sugar
Watery egg whites
Not beaten firm enough

Tough Improperly mixed
Baking temperature too high
Not enough sugar
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FOOD SERVICE SAFETY

Studies show that the greater portion of accidents to food service workers
are caused simply by carelessness and by not keeping our minds on what
we are doing.

Also, accidents are caused either by not knowing the right way to do things,
or, if we do know, deliberately or thoughtlessly doing things the wrong, way.

Below are classified the kinds of accidents and how to avoid them:

TYPES OF ACCIDENTS HOW TO AVOID

I. Cuts I. Provide a safe, convenient place for
keeping knives and sharp edged
tools. Never place in sink or
loose in drawer. Wash and store
immediately after using.
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Handle knives carefully. Hands
should be dry to prevent slipping.

Cut down with knife on cutting board.
Never cut toward hands, body or
on table.

Carry knives carefully through kitchen.
Do not carry them pointed toward
someone but in hand at side.

Use equipment only after proper
training. Follow directions care-
fully.

Disconnect electricity immediately
after use.

Handle broken dishes, bottles, etc.
with caution. Do not "fish" for
broken glass or china in sink.

Avoid using glass or china for things
which may result in pieces break-
ing in your hand or in food.

Beware of reaching into trash can.



Food Service Safety (continued)

2. Burns 2. Believe that every pot and pan is
aot. Use heavy, dry pot holders
at range area.

Life pan covers so as to prevent
steam burning hands and face.
Tip pot covers open at rear
(away from you).

Keep handles away from aisles. See
that pots are securely placed.
Dry wet foods before deep fat
frying.

Avoid splashing hot liquid or food.
Never fill kettles full. Pour hot
water over fuod; never drop food
into hot water .

Avoid overheating fat. Cover flaming
fat with metal cover, salt soda,
or sand. DO NOT USE FLOUR OR
SUGAR.

Learn hot to operate trunion kettle
and steamer. Follow safety pre-
cautions with them.

Get assistance in handling heavy,
hot utensils...and watch where
you are going with them.

Keep fire extinguisher and fire
blanket in handy place. Do not
run if clothes catch on fire.
Smother flames with blanket

3. Falls and Collisions 3. Walk, don't run. Watch where you
are going.
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Wear low-heeled shoes kept in good
condition. Keep shoe strings. tied.



Food Service Safety (continued)
Falls and Collisions

11(..

Keep floors clean and dry. Wipe up
spilled foods or liquids immediately.

Keep floors and aisles clear of ob-
structions of all kinds ...including
open owsn .doors .

Use sturdy step stool or ladder.
Never use a box, crate or chair.
Don't overreach.

Don't block your view...see where
you are going.

4. Strains 4. Don't try to carry too heavy loads.

Lift properly...with leg muscles.
not the back.

Don't turn or twist the body while
lifting ...move,your feet.

Carry loads on shoulder, if you must
carry.

5. Shock 5. Never use or tamper with any equip-
ment that has worn cord.

Be sure floor on which you are
standing and hands are dry before
touching electrical equipment.

REMEMBER

Provide first-aid to any injury, no matter how small, to avoid infection.

ALSO...

That every accident slows down the smooth flow of service...so important
to the reputation of the place where you earn your living.
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VARIED la,THODS OF PREPARING COMMON FOODS

I. Potatoes
A. Sweet

1. Candied
2. Baked
3. Sugared
4. Pan fried
5. Honeyed
6. Roasted
7. Glazed
8. Browned
J. Sauted

10. Boulangere
11. Grilled
12. Whipped
13. In orange shells

B. Irish, Idaho, and Bakers
1. Whipped
2. Parsley
3. Rissole

4. Browned
5. Baked
6. Paprika
7. Bermuda
8. Escalloped
9. Parisienne

10. Grilled
11. Shoestring
12. Longbranch
13. Duchesse
14. Riced
15. Cream whipped
16. Buttered
17. Roast
18. Sauted
19. Lyonnaise
20. Steamed
21. Au gratin
22. French fried
23. Delmonico
24. Julienne
25. O'Brien
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Varied Methods of Preparing Common Foods (con't)
Potatoes :

26. Cottage fried
27. Chateau
28. Snowflake
29. Creamed (in white sauce)
30. Stuffed

II. Sandwiches
A. Peanut butter combinations

1. Peanut butter, fig, and raisin
2. Peanut butter and orange marmalade
3. Peanut butter and banana
4. Peanut butter and pickle
5. Peanut butter and onion

B Egg sandwiches
1. Egg salad s, iwiches
2. Fried egg
3. Hard cooked egg with seasonings and pickle

C. Cheese and/or cheese combinations
1. American (mild cheese)

a. Plain
b. Toasted

2. Swiss on rye
3. Parmesan
4. Cream cheese

a. With seasoning3
b. With dates
c. With nuts

5. Cheese and anchovy
6. Cheese and banana
7. Cheese and orange marmalade
8. Cheese and onion
9. Roquefort cheese sandwiches

D. Olive and nut sandwiches
E Meat and/or poultry filled sandwiches

1. Sliced chicken sandwiches
2. Chicken salad sandwiches
3. Ham and celery sandwiches
4. Chicken and dill pickle sandwiches
5. Chicken and liver sandwiches
6. Chicken and tongue sandwiches
7. Beef salad sandwiches
8. Sliced beef sandwiches
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Varied Methods of Preparing Common Foods (con't)

9. Sliced ham sandwiches
10. Ham salad sandwiches
11. Ham and anchovy sandwiches
12. Liver and bacon sandwiches
13. Bacon and tomato sandwiches
14. Mutton or lamb sandwiches
15. Tongue sandwiches
16. Tomato and tongue sandwiches
17. Veal sandwiches

F. Fish filling
1. Salmon salad
2. Tuna fish salad
3. Flaked fish sandwiches
4. Anchovy and olive sandwiches
5. Caviar sandwiches
6. Crab or lobster sandwiches
7. Sardine sandwiches

G. Vegetable fillings
1. Cucumber sandwiches
2. Bermuda onion sandwiches
3. Orange and Bermuda sandwiches
4. Pimento and anchovy sandwiches
5. Radish and ham sandwiches
6. Tomato and lettuce sandwiches
7. Watercress sandwiches

H. Hot sandwiches
1. Hot dog
2. Hamburgers
J. Grilled cheese sandwiches
4. Chicken club sandwiches
5. Grilled tongue and egg sandwiches
6. Country club sandwiches
7. Hot biscuit (ham biscuit; sausage biscuit)
8. Cheese and tomato
9. Ham or bacon and cheese

10. Hot corned beef sandwiches
11. Hot roast beef sandwiches

M. Salads
A. Fruit

1. Frozen fruit salad
2. Fresh fruit salad (plain)
3. Fresh fruit salad (with shredded coconut)
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Salads (con't)

4. Cherry salad
5. Alligator pear (avacado) and grapefruit salad
6. Apricot and banana salad
7. Banana and nut salad
8. Waldorf salad
9. Coconut, celery, and apple salad

10. French fruit salad
11. Pear and cherry salad
12. Pineapple-pear salad
13. Pineapple (or pear) and Philadelphia cream cheese salad
14. Pineapple (or pear) and cottage cheese salad

B. Vegetable
1. Green bean salad
2. Cabbage salad
3. Cabbage, pineapple, and marshmallow salad
4. Califlower slaw
5. Cabbage slaw
6. Carrot-raisin salad
7. Cauliflower-shrimp salad
8. Cress salad
9. Cress and walnut salad

10. Cucumber salad
11. Tomato and cucumber salad
12. Tomato and cottage cheese salad
13. Head lettuce wedges
14. Potato salad
15. Green pea and almond salad
16. Tomato and celery salad
17. Tomato and jelly salad
18. Asparagus and pimento salad

C. Meat, fish, or poultry salad
1. Turkey salad
2. Chicken salad
3. Crab salad
4. Lobster salad
5. Tuna fish salad
6. Salmon salad
7. Spinach and ham salad
8. Escarole bowl - chicken liver dressing
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Varied Methods of Preparing Common Foods (con't)

1V. Pies
A. Cobblers

1. Cherry
2. Peach
3. Apple
4. Blackberry

B. Pan pies
1. Strawberry
2. Blackberry
3. Apple
4. Apricot
5. Blueberry (huckleberry)
6. Mince
7. Cherry
8. Pumpkin
9. Peach

10. Plum (Damson)
11. Raisin
12. Sweet potato
13. Chess
14. Custard
15. Coconut cream
16. Chocolate cream
17. Caramel custard
18. Black bottom
19. Lemon cream

C. Refrigerator pies
1. Lemon ice-box
2. Chocolate ice-box

D. Chiffon pies
1. Lemon chiffon
2. Chocolate chiffon
3. Pineapple chiffon

V. Soups
A. Clear

1. Bouillon
2. Beef, lamb broth

B. Vegetable, vegetable/meat, and fish soups
1. Rice or barley soup
2. Chicken soup
3. Chicken-rice soup
4. Turkey soup
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Varied Methods of Preparing Common Foods (con't)

5. Oyster stew
6. Cream of celery
7. Cream of tomato
8. Cream of potato
9. Cream of onion

10. Cream of mushroom
I _. Navy bean soup
_2. Clam chowder

VI. F.sh
A. Fried - broiled - baked

1. Perch
2. Pike
3. Trout
4. Bass
5. Cod
6. Spanish mackerel
7. Red snapper
8. Catfish
9. Shrimp

10. Lobster
B. Fish boat

1. Salmon
2. Tuna
3. Oyster



REFRIGERATION CHART

SHOULD NOT BE KEPT BELOW 30 0

1. Apples
2. Apricots
3. Beans Green - Lima
4. Beets
5. Broccoli
6. Cabbage
7. Cantaloupe
8. Carrots
9. Cauliflower

10. Celery
11. Cheese
12. Cherries
13. Coconuts
14. Eggs
15. Garlic
16. Grapefruit
17. Grapes
18. Kale
19. Lettuce
20. Mushrooms
21. Onions
22. Oranges
23. Parsnips
24. Peaches
25. Peppers
26. Pears
27. Plums
28. Radishes
29. Spinach
30. Turnips
31. Watermelon

F

SHOULD NOT BE KEPT BELOW 400 F.

1. Asparagus
2. Avacados
3. Corn, (fresh)
4. Cucumbers
5. Egg plant

6. Limes
7. Olives
8. Pineapple
9. Potatoes, (white)

10. Summer squash
11. Tomatoes
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SPECIFIC TEMPERATURES FOR REFRIGERATION C'TART

C 01. Beans, (Navy) 60 -60
, L2. Bananas 504-60

3. Berries 32D-36
4. Brussels Sprouts 321' -36 4
5. Butter 324.-3641
6. Canned fruits 50' -60°
7. Canned vegetables 50" -601'
8. Canned meats 32z.-36 0
9. Cereals 504'-601.

10. Currants 32 ° -36°
11. Dried fruit 324.-36°
12. Figs 32° -361"
13. Fish, (frozen) 0z-51,
14. Fish, (fresh) 3041-344.
15. Flour 50°-60
16. Game 3e-3641
17: Hams 32'-3 64'
18. Lard 324.-36`'
19. Lemons 50 `)-60`
20. Meats, (fresh) 324'-364'
21. Meats, (frozen) Cr-5
22. Meats, (smoked) 32e -36`'
23. Meats, (pickled) 32",-36,
24. Nut meats 32-36
25. Oleomargarine 324.-36'
26. Potatoes, (sweet) 504i-6e
27. Poultry, (dressed) 321'-364
28. Poultry, (frozen) 0e-5
29. Pumpkins 504.76e
30. Raisins 504-60 1'
31. Sugar and syrup 50 f-60 :
32. Winter squash 50 -60
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GLOSSARY



A la (ah lah)

A la carte

A la king

A la mode

MENU TERMS

In the mode or fashion of, to the, or in, as in la Creme,
with cream A la Moutrade, in mustard.

On the menu, but not part of a complete meal, usually
prepared as ordered.

Served in cream sauce containing green pepper, pimento
and mushrooms .

Topped with ice cream.

A la Newburg Creamed dish with egg yolks added, originally flavored
with lime and/or sherry.

Amandine Served with almonds.

Au Gratin (o'grat-on) Made with crumbs, scalloped. Often refers to dishes
made with a cheese sauce. Acceptable way to serve
left-over vegetables.

Aujus (o`zhus) Meat served in its natural juices or gravy.

Bavarian Cream A gelatin dish into which whipped cream is folded as it
begins to stiffen.

Bisque, (bisk) A thick soup usually made from fish or shellfish. Also
a frozen dessert, ice cream with finely chopped nuts.

Consomme (con-so-may) A clear soup usually maci.z from 2-3 kinds of meat.

Creole (kre'col) Relating or peculiar to the Creoles, made with tomatoes,
per pens onions, and other seasonings. Applies to
sc 's, garnishes, sauces, etc. so prepared.

Entree (on-tray) Main course

Gumbo Okra; a rich, thick, creole soup containing oki..

Hors d'oeurve (or-duh-vr) Side dish or relish served at the beginning of a
meal.

Julienne (zhu-Iyayri) Vegetables cut into fine strips or shreds. Named from
a famous chef.
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1

Menu Terms (continued)

j2.9. :!,bils) juice or gravy. Au jus meat served in its natural juices
or gravy,

Kosher (ko'sher) Jewish term. Meat slaughtered and prepared in accord-
ance with the Jewish requirements.

Kuchen (koo-ckhen) Cake, not necessarily sweet.

Lyorisise (lyo-nayze) Seasoned with onions and parsley, as lyonnaise
potatoes.

Minestrone (rnee-nays-tro'ne) Famous Italian thick vegetable smip.

O'Brien Cubed potatoes cooked in a small amount 'f fat with
chopped onion and pimento.

Petits Four (puh-tee foot) Small fancy cakes

Puree (pu-ray) Foods rubbed through a sieve; also a nutritious vege-
table soup in which milk or cream is seldom used.

Ramekin (rarn'e-kid) Small, individual baking dish or a pastry shell; also
a cheese cake.

Roux (roo) Browned flour and fat used for thickening sauces, stews,
etc.

Scallion Any onion which has not developed a bulb.

Shallott Onion having a stronger but more mellow flavor than the
common variety.

Torte Rich cake made from crumbs, eggs, nuts, etc.
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Baking

Basting

COOKERY TERMS

Cooking by dry heat, usually in an oven. Term used inter-
changeably with Roasting when applied to meats in uncovered
containers .

Moistening meat or other food while cooking to add flavor and
to prevent drying )f the surface. Melted fat, meat drippings,
water, etc. may be used.

Beating A brisk regular motion that lifts a mixture over and over and
thereby introduces air or makes the mixture smooth.

Whipping Rapid beating to increase volume by the incorporation of air.

Stirring Mixing food materials with a circular motion.

Mixing--
Blending To unite 2 or more ingredients.

Fold-in To combine ingredients very ge. .1y with an up and over motion
by lifting one up and over the other.

Blanching "il bring ingredients to boiling point, usually vegetables to kill
the further growth of enzymes. This procedure is applied to
frozen vegetables.
To cook in hot deep fat for a short time until clear but not
brown.

Boiling Cooking in water or a liquid, mostly water, in which the. bubbles
are breaking on the surface and steam is given off.

Simmering Cooking in liquid in which bubbles form slowly and break just
below the surface.

Stewing Simmering in a small amount of liquid.

Steaming Cooking in steam with or without pressure.

Scalding Heating a liquid to a point just below boiling.

Steeping The process of extracting flavors, colors, or other qualities by
adding boiling water and allowing the mixture to stand.
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Cookery Terms (Continued)

Searing Browning surface of meat by the application of intense heat for
a short time.

Braising Cooking slowly in a covered utensil in a small amount of liquid.
Meat stock, water, milk, or cream may be used as the liquid.

Broiling Cooking by direct heat. This may be done by placing the food
under or over a clear flame.

Roasting Cooking uncovered by dry heat. The term is usually applied to
meat.

Pot-Roasting Cooking large cuts of meat by braising.

Frying Cooking in hot fat. If cooked in a small amount of fat it is called
Sauteing or Pan Frying. If cooked in deep fat to cover food is
called Deep Fat Frying.

Fricasseeing Cooking by browning in a small amount of fat, then stewing or
steaming. Often applied to poultry or veal cut into pieces.

Parboiling Partially cooking a food by boiling, the cooking being completed
by another method.

Scalloping Baking food, usually cut into pieces or sliced and covered with
a liquid or sauce and crumbs.

Breading Dipping a food into an egg-milk mixture. and then into fine dry
crumbs.

Dredge Crv-'.irg or sprinkling a food with flour or other fine substance.

Chopping Cutting food into fairly fine pieces with a knife or other sharp
tool.

Creaming The working of one or more foods until soft and creamy. This
term applied to the mixing of fat and sugar.

Cutting in The combining of a solid fat with dry ingredients by a horizontal
motion with knives, use of a pastry blender, or a dough hook.
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Cookery Terms (Continued)

Marinating Placing a food into a marinade for a period of time for the pur-
pose of enhancing flavor or to increase tenderness. Mixture
usually contains an oil-acid mixture such as vinegar and oil
or french dressing seasoned with herbs and spices.

Cube To cut into approximately 1/4 - 1/2 inch squares.

Dice Cutting into cubes.

Chop To cut into pieces with a knife or chopper.

Mince Cutting or chopping food into very mall pieces; not so fine and
regular as grinding, yet finer than those produced by chopping.

Shred To cut or tear into thin strips or pieces using a knife or shred-
der attachment.

Scoring Making shallow lengthwise and crosswise slits on the surface
of meat.

Sugar Refers to granulated unless otherwise specified in recipe.

Toast To brown surface of a food by application of dry heat.

Truss To bind or fasten together, usually applying to poultry.
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Absorption,

Acidity

Bleached flour

Self-Rising flour

Bran

Butterscotch

Caramelized
Sugar

Carbon dioxide

Creaming

Creampuffs

Crescent rolls

Crullers

Crustin,g

Currant

Danish pastry

GLOSSARY OF BAKING TERMS

The property of flour to absorb and hold liquid.

Sourness or tartness in a food product. A condition in-
dicating excess fermentation in yeast doughs. A factor
used with soda for leavening cake.

Flour treated to remove its natural color and make it white.

Contains leavening and salt.

Skin or outer covering of wheat.

A flavor produced by the use of butter and brown sugar.

Dry sugar heated with constant stirring until melted and
dark in color, used for flavoring and coloring.

A colorless, tasteless edible gas obtained during fermen-
tation or from a combination of soda and acid.

The process of mixing and aerating shortening and another
solid, such as sugar or flour.

Baked puffs of creampuff dough which are hollow; usually
filled with whipped cream or cooked custard.

Hard-crusted rolls shaped into crescents, often with seeds
on top.

Long twisted, baking powder doughnuts.

Formation of dry crust on surface of doughs due to evap-
oration of water from surface.

Berry of a shrub, usually dried.

A flaky yeast dough having butter or shortening rolled into
it.

Dry yeast A dehydrated (water removed) form of yeast.
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Baking Terms (Continued)

Eclair A long thin shell of same mixture as creampuffs.

Emulsification The process of blending together fat and water solutions
of ingredients to produce a stable mixture which will not
separate on standing.

Fat absorption Fat which is absorbed in food products as they ere fried
in seep fat.

Fermentation The chemical changes due to action of living organisms
(yeast or bacteria) usually producing a leavening gas.

Finger roll A bun about 5 inches long and 1 inch wide.

Fluff A mixture of beaten egg white, air, and crushed fruit.

Foam Mass of beaten egg and sugar.

Fold To lap yeast dough over onto itself. With cake batter,
to lift and lap the batter onto itself to lightly incorporate
ingredients.

Fondant Creamy smooth confection.

French bread An unsweetened crusty bread, baked in a narrow strip and
containing little or no shortening.

Glaze Sugar so treated as to resemble ice coating.

Glucose Corn sugar.

Gluten The elastic mass that is formed when flour is mixed with
water as in breads

Hot cross buns Sweet, spicy, fruity buns with cross cut on top which
usually is filled with a plain frosting.

Leavening Raising or lightening by air, steam, or gas (carbon dioxide)
usually yeast or baking powder used in batters and doughs.

Marble cake A cake of two or more colored batters partially mixed.
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Baking Terms (Continued)

Melting point The temperature at which a solid becomes a liquid.

Meringue A white frothy mass of beaten egg whites and sugar.

Mocha A flavor combination of chocolate and coffee but predom-
inately that of coffee.

Parkerhouse rolls Folded buns of fairly rich dough.

Puff paste A pastry dough interlayered with butter or shortening to
attain flakiness.

Quick breads Bread products baked from a chemically leavened batter
(baking powder or soda.)

Rocks Small rough-surfaced fruited cookies made from a stiff
batter.

Scaling Apportioning batter or dough according to unit of weight.

Sifting Passing through fine sieve for blending and to remove
lumps.

Small cookies that run flat during baking and become crisp
on cooling.

Solidifying Point Temperature at which liquid changes to a solids.

Tarts Small pastries with heavy fruit filling or cream.

Wash A liquid brushed on the surface of an unbaked or baked
product (may be water, milk, starch solution, thin syrup,
or egg).

Zwieback A toast made of head or plain coffee cake dried in a slow
oven.
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PREFACE

4

The automobile service station attendant is an individual who must

have some specific skills as well as the ability to get along well with

customers. In addition his work serves as one means of stimulating good

public relations for the business.

The pleasant, efficient attendant who appears promptly when a car

drives up to the island encourages repeat gasoline sales--the life blood of

the station business. Probably nothing annoys customers r Jre than to be

required to wait for service or to be served by an unpleasant, grouchy

attendant.

Emphasis should be placed on practical work with special stress on

developing in the trainee good work habits, responsibility for each job

performed, and desirable habits of safety. For shop purposes training

procedures should be followed as far as the needs of the group indicate.

The instructor may choose from the outline the units in the order which

best suits the local situation. Though the outline is written in a sequence

thought desirable, sections and units may be used in other order as emphasis

requires. Time allotment for the various areas of work will vary with the

background ability and prior experience of the trainees. For this reason it

should be remembered that this training material is a flexible guide for

iistructors of Automobile Service Station Attendant projects.

Charlie M. Dunn, Assistant Commissioner Henry A. Kennon, Director
Vocational-Technical Education Manpower Development Training

i
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

To develop enough skill for (entry) occupational competency

To develop ability to know and follow safety rules and

practices

To develop attitudes required for job entry and advancement

To develop interest in and appreciation for quality work

and service



SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

To develop-

- understanding of the rules and regulations of the project and/or
training facility

- understanding of the attitudes and habits necessary to hold a
job as a service station attendant

- understanding of safety factors and the ability to practice them

- ability to recognize and use equipment needed by the service
station attendant for carrying out the duties of the job

- understanding and knowledge of trainees in regard to products
sold by service stations

- understanding of the need for and the effect of good public
relations

- ability to practice factors required for good public realtions

- understanding of automobile body construction as required to
recognize the make and model G.. standard cars

- ability to impart general information on roads, motelsi restaurants,
tax laws, etc. as required by customers

- ability to make change quickly and accurately through correct use
of the cash register

- ability to write tickets correctly for charge customers and to accept
payment by credit cards

- ability to wash an automobile quickly and efficiently

- understanding of the need for quality work

- ability to clean, condition, and polish automobiles efficiently

- ability to clean automobile upholstery neatly and without spotting
surface areas

vi



To develop -

- ability to service the automobile quickly, efficiently, and
completely in such a way as to encourage repeat business

-ability to perform specialized types of servicing required of
a service station attendant

- ability to perform basic mathematical computations

-understanding of the problems which confront the trainee upon
completion of the program

-pride in honest workmanship and service

-ability to use correctly terms applicable to the service station
trade

- understanding of the need for good housekeeping

- ability to follow instructions fully and accurately

-desirable attitudes and relationships with other workers and
with supervisory personnel

-ability to apply for and hold a Job

- a willingness to accept work after training



COURSE OUTLINE



SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT

SECTION I.

INTRODUCTION

This section of the outline is planned for the Purpose of orienting the
trainees to the training program so problems of adjustment can be kept to
a minimum. An overall survey of the station equipment, and training pro-
vides the trainee with some understanding of the work he will be doing.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the subject of safety. Safety
must be introduced in the first days of shop work and emphasized daily
thereafter. Safety must be presented in such a way that it becomes a habit.

TOTAL HOURS 1440 *

I SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1. Orientation

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the rules and re-
gulations of the project and/or training facility

To develop understanding of the attitudes and
habits necessary to hold a job as a service
station attendant

6 L,D I. General introductory material
A. Discussion of course objectives
B. Survey of course content
C. Discussion of forms used in training project
D. Consideration of areas for further study
E. Consideration of possibilities for job advancement
F. General procedures of class and shop program

Key: L-Lecture D-Discussion DE-Demonstration P-Practical Application
T-Test
* 360 hours of this time is devoted to Basic-Remedial Education

1



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D

I

II. Rules and regulations
A. School - or project - rules

1. Opening and closing hours
2. Breaks
3. Lunch hour
4. Smoking
5. Length of course
6. Absences
7. Tardiness
8. Illness
9. Reasons for dropping trainees from program

10. Other
B. Classroom procedures

1. Manuals and texts
2. Notebooks
3. Tool location and checkout

C. Trainee behavior and conduct
1. Daily attendance
2. Punctuali*
3. Application to learning in class and shop
4. Cooperation with fellow trainees, instructor

and guest speakers
5. Personal hygiene
6. Personal appearance

a. Hair cut neatly
b. Daily shave
c. Uniform - or - dress
d. Hands as clean as work permits

7. Personal qualities and attitudes
a. Diligence
b. Courtesy to fellow trainees, instructor

and customers
c. Willingness to work
d. Willingness to accept a job after training
e. Respect for work and people
f. Clean speech

8. Personal responsibilities
a. Attendance
b. Care of equipment and tools
c. Development of desirable work habits

9. No pranks or practical jokes permitted

2



V

SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

ti

D. Job opportunities
E. 04erview of shop test equipment

I. Uses
2. Safety factors involved

III. Station layout
A. Office

I. Location
2. Use

B. Pumps
I. Number
2. Location
3. Kind

C. _ Lubrication racks
D. Oil and additives

I. Location
2. Care of stock on shelves or racks

E. Tire displays
I. Kinds
2. Sizes

F. Restrooms
I. Location
Z. Care and maintenance

a. Cleaning
b. Towels
c. Soap
d. Trash containers and removal

G. Arrangement of equipment
I. For convenience
2. For ease of use



SUGGESTED
HOURS

6

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE,P
T

L,D

Unit 2. Safety

Objectives:

To develop understanding of. safety factors

To develop the ability to practice safety daily

I. First aid
A. First aid kit

1. Location
2. Items in kit
3. Use of items in kit

B. Injuries
1. Types prevalent in service stations
2. Types for individual treatment
3. Types for treatment by doctor

C. Treatment of shock
D. Prevention of bleeding

II. The service station
A. Layout or plan

1. For convenience of use
2. For safety
3. For fume or gas

B. Good housekeeping and safety through
1. Clean working areas with no oil or grease on

floor
2. Clean, properly conditioned tools and equipment
3. Items in assigned places
4. Daily cleanups

III. Fire and fire protection
A. Eva'uation of station
B. Fire extinguisher

1. Location
2. Use, or operation
3. Maintenance
4. Speed of use required for specific possibilities

of fire in and around station
IV. Safety rules and regulations

A. Away from station
1. Observe speed regulations
2. Observe all driving and other civil laws

4



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

i

B. In and around station
1. Use of jack
2. Use of gasoline for washing parts
3. Use of scotch (block) unelr wheels
4. Use of safety device c )ist
5. Never use test equipme... until fully instructed

and checked out on each
6. Never wear rings or watches when working in

shop part of station
7. Place tools, drop cords, fender covers, and

shop towels where they cannot fall into running
motors

8. No shouting permitted
9. No horseplay or practical jokes permitted

10. Obey instructions
11. Report any injuries or hazards as soon as

ob. ,rved
12. Keep handles tightly fastened on tools
13. Use tool and test equipment only for the purpose

for which it is intended
14. Be alert when using all tools, both hand and

power-driven
15. Never touch a man when he is working on a

moving engine or quipment
16. Always have a safety stand under a vehicle

before getting under it
17. Prime an engine only after adequate instruction
18. Never leave a creeper out on the floor
19. Use fender cover to smother fire from surplus

gas on an engine
20. Wipe up spilled oil or grease to prevent slipping

or falling
21. When rolling under a vehicle on creeper always

enter in the center of the car from the side
22 . When rolling under vehicle on creeper (with car

stands and motor running in gear) always enter
from front or rear of vehicle to avoid creeper
from rolling into moving wheels (testing for
vibrAions, drive shaft, differential, and wheel

daring noise)
23. If a problem arises with the electric wiring in

the shop itself, report to the instructor. Do
not trim fuses

5



SUGGESTED
HnTIRS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

24. Neer remove by hand a radiator cap when
water is boiling even if the cap has a pressure
release on it (use a long rod to push or open
cap to tie first notch while standing at a
distance to avoid a burn)

25. Always shun off engine before adjusting a
fan belt or air-conditioner pulleys

6



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 3. Test Equipment

Objective:

To develop the ability to recognize and use
equipment needed by the service station
attendant for carrying out the duties of the
job

I. Test equipment
A. Battery chsrgcr

1. Safety
a. Fill battery to proper level (replace caps

before charging)
b. Connect positive lead of charger to positive

post of battery (and negative to negative)
c. Be sure charger voltage is the same es the

battery voltage
dc Avoid overchaime of the battery
e. Never examine the battery directly over

it while battery is charging
f. No smoking allowed near battery

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

B. Starter and battery tester
1. Safety

a . Make correct connections (positive to
positive; negative to negative)

b. Adjust switch to proper voltage
c. Keep rheostat. knob in "off" position while

checking battery
2. Use
3. op,ration
4. Care and maintenance

C. Radiator cap tester
I. Safety
2. Use
3 . Care and maintenance

D. Gauge for testing air pressure of tires
1. Safety
2. Use
3. The gauge and tire requirements for air pressure

7
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SUGGESTED
HOURS

I METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

II. Comparison of MDT training station and a commerical
station
A. Comparison of operations
B. Comparison of equipment
C. Comparison of jobs
D. Comparison of worker attitudes
E. Responsibility

1. For being on the job daily
2. For equipment used
3. For working with personnel and customers
4. For carrying out orders

4
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SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 4. Products Sold By Service Stations

Objectives:

To develop understanding and increase knowledge
of trainees in regard to products sold by service
stations

1. Gasoline
A. Refining of oil
B. Source of gasoline
C. Transportation

1. By tank car
2. By pipeline
3. By truck

D. Gasoline distribution points
E. Grades of gasoline

1. Octane content
2. Additives

a. Viscosity index improver
b. Pour point depressant
c. Anti-wear additives
d. Corrosion inhibitors
e. Foam inhibitors
f. Oxidation inhibitors

3. Gasoline factors
a. Evaporation
b. Vapor
c. Heat and gum content
d. Stability
e. Odor
f. Anti-knock compounds
g. Volatility
h. Common fallacies of fuels and engines

II. Oil
A. How motor oils are made

1. Refining
2. Blending
3. Viscosity

B. Grades of oil
C. Seasonal variations in oil grades
D. Purpose of motor oil

9



SUGGESTED
HOURS

II.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

I. To cool
2. To lubricate
3. To seal
4. To clean

E. Types of motor oil
1. MS - severe
2. MM - moderate
3. ML - light

F. Viscosity numbers and grades recommended by
SAE (Society of Automobile Engineers)
1. 5W, IOW, 20W - denotes winter oil
2. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 - denotes single viscosity
oils

G. Ways to sell motor oils
1. Displays
2. Oil change door tab
3. Job tickets
4. Incentive plan
5. Follow-up plan

III. Other oil products
A. Kerosene
B. Mineral spirits
C. Paraffin

IV. Accessories
A. Listed by name

1. Windshield wipers and blades
2. Floor mats
3. Seat covers
4. Hub caps
5. Spark plugs and points
6. Lights and bulbs
7. Chains
8. Anti-freeze
9. Fluids

a. Transmission
b. Brake
c. Additives for cooling system
d. Windshield washer fluid
e. De-icer

10. Fan and air-conditioning belts
II. Batteries

10



SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

1

B. Care and maintenance of accessories
V. Lubricants

A. Kinds or types
B. Purposes or uses of each kind

VI. Tires and tubes
A. Variations by manufacturers
B. Difference in rubber and synthetics
C. Tire variations

I. Ply
2. Tread
3. Fiber or cord of tire carcass
4. Quality and kind of bead

II



SECTION II

MEETING THE PUBLIC

SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1. Public Relations

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the need for,
and the effect of, good public relations

To develop the ability to practice factors
required for good public relations

I. The importance of good public relations
A. Effect on overall business of the station
B. Effect on the customer
C. As a means of advertising

II. The service station attendant image
A. The appearance of attendant and effect on customers

1. Cleanliness
a. Of hands
b. Of face
c. Of uniform or clothing worn to work

2. Shined shoes
3. Smiling, pleasant countenance

B. Attitudes of attendant
1. Alert, friendly attitude
2. Respect for customer's needs and interests
3. Eagerness co provide adequate service

III. Salesmanship
A. Customer approach

1. Friendly greeting or salutation
2. Pleasant inquiry as to needs of customer
3. Efficient service routine involving

a. No spill-over or runover of gas tank
b. Washing of windshield, rear-view mirror ,

cnd headlights

12
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SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

c. Under-the-hood checkup if customer does
not veto

d. Check of tires visually at least
4. Avoid attempting to sell customer extras he

may not desire or need
5. Handle customers as friends
6. Be formal; that is, use, Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
7. Develop a memory for names of customers

B. Examples of specific types of customer approaches
to use and to avoid

C. Why the customer buys
D. Inadvisability of knocking competitive stations

1. Poor business policy
2. Loses friends
3. Sell own business and product

E. Telephone and the customer
1. Answering the telephone

a. Answer with the name and location of
station

b. Identify yourself
c. Be friendly
d. Speak slowly and clearly
e. Get all the facts

F. Complaints
1. Kinds of complaints
2. How to handle complaints

a. Be patient and courteous
b. Try to avoid that which causes complaints
c. Settle complaints fairly
d. It is better to keep a customer than win an

argument
e. Consult with manager or owner for solution

G. Service to develop repeat business
1. Offer extra services

a. Clean outside of all windows
b. Clean headlights and rear-view mirror
c. Offer to air tires
d. Check air of spare tire
e. Use whiskbroom to brush out interbx
f. Offer proper suggestions for servicing

2. Close ea-lh sale with a sincere invitation to
come back

3. Help keep station clean and attractive

13



SUGGESTED
HOURS

1

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
P

.
Unit 2. Information Needed by Automobile

Service Mechanics

Objectives:

To develop understanding of automobile body
construction

To develop ability to recognize the make and
model of most cars

To develop ability to impart general information
(roads, motels, restaurants, tax laws, etc.)

I. Introduction to automobile construction
A. Auto body styles

1. Four-door sedan
2. Two-door sedan
3. Four-door hardtop
4. Two-door hardtop
C . Convertibles
6. Station wagons

B. Trucks and truck body styles
II. Auto paint finishes

A. Enamel
1. Plain
2. Synthetic

B. Lacquer
1. Acrylic
2. Lucite

III. Automobile materials
A. Exterior and interior

1. Stainless steel
2. Chrome
3. Altiminum
4. Foam rubber
5. Leather
6. Nylon
7. Plastic
8. Cotton and wool fabrics
9. Copper

10. Nickel



SUGGESTED
HOURS

M .-"TODS OF INSTRUCTION

B. Where each is used
N. Manufacturers and models of cars

A. Ford Motor Company
1. Ford
2. Lincoln
3. Mercury

B. American Motors Rambler
C. Chrysler Corporation

1. Plymouth
2. Dodge
3. Chrysler

D. General Motors
1. Cadillac
2. Oldsmobile
3. Pontiac
4. Buick
5. Chevrolet

E. Imports
V. Road and map information

A. Highways
1. Location - state and/or federal number of

highways
2 . Condition of roads

a. Under repair
b. Snowy or icy conditions

3. Shortcuts
B. Map service

VI. Hotels, motels, and restaurants
A. Location
B. Price range
C. Quaity and service

VII. Robberies
A. What to do
B. What to remember about the robber and getaway car
C. How and to whom to report a robbery
D. How to avoid petty thefts and pilfering
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HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
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Unit 3. Payment Procedure

Objectives:

To develop the ability to make change quickly and
accurately through correct use of cash register

To develop ability to write tickets correctly for
charge customers

To develop ability to accept payment by credit cards

I. Cash
A. Set-up and operation of change fund
B. Making change

1. Mention total amount of sale
2. Prevent misunderstanding by repeating total

to be taken from the payment received
3. Count out change using as few coins and bills

as possible
(. Giving change to the customer

1. Count out the chaage building from the total
of the purchase to the total money paid by
customer

2. Count coins and bills slowly into the hand of
customer

D. Thank customer for the sale and ask him to return
II. Checks

A. Conform to station policy on checks
1. Have check OKed by owner or manager
2. Know those regular customers from whom you

can accept checks
B. Verify the following points on each check

1. It should be written in ink
2. It should not have been altered in any respect
3. It should carry correct date
4. The amount should agree with the sales total
5. It should be made out correctly to the station
6. It should have a legible signature (with address,

and driver's license number listed for customers
not well-known to attendant)

7. Request proper identification
a. Driver's license
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b. Charge-a-plate
c. Voter registration

III. Credit cards
A. Limitations of credit cards

I. Gasoline in amounts to tank capacity
2. Services such as battery, tires, lubrication,

polishing car, and service of motor
3. Accessories limited to resale items from

distributor
4. Oil to capacity plus IC gallons boxed

B. Examine credit card
I. For date of expiration
2. To determine if purchase is chargeable on card

C. Ticket preparation
I. Put card and sales ticket in imprinting device

and print
2. Check print for clarity of imprint
3. Enter description and price of purchase (gas

by gallons, tires, etc.)
4. Add any tax required
5. Enter customer's license number and state
6. Get customer's signature and present ticket

and credit card to him
D. Thank customer for sale



SECTION III

AUTO WASHING AND CONDITIONING

Probably the mon competitive service offered by service stations
involves washing the car. The job must be done thoroughly, and includes
cleaning the car and trunk interior as well as the car exterior.

To avoid unnecessary loss of time, the employee must make each move-
ment count toward completion of the total job, Certainly each part of the
job should be performed in a sequence planned to prevent the necessity of
redoing any portion of the work already carried out. Rewashing even a
small part of a car means loss of time which is lost money.

The customer must be pleased with the work done or the result is having
to rewash the car, or the loss of a customer. Trainees should form the
habit of being satisfied with perfect work only.

SUGGESTED HOURS

[METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE,P

_ eigiac_4+W.I.

"..
Unit 1. Washing an Automobile

Objectives:

To develop the ability to wash an automobile
quickly and efficiently

To develop understanding of the neee. for perfection
of work

I. Tools and equipment needed
A. Liquids and related equipment

1.. Water hose
2. Hose nozzle
3. Water under pressure
4, Black wall tire paint and brush
5. Tar remover
6. Kerosene (diluted)
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B. Soap and polishes
1. Mild soap or powder
2. Special detergents fog washing cars
3. Glass cleaner

C. Polishing fabrics
1. Sponge
2. Chamois
3. Paper towels

D. Other cleaning needs
1. Whiskbroom
2. Vacuum cleaner

II. Order of work
A. Preparation

1. Close all windows and doors
2. In sumrertime, place car in shade to cool metal

to prevent water and soap streaks
3. In winter, place car in heated area and use

warm water
4. Have all tools and equipment ready before

beginning wash job
B. Remove loose floor mats, wash and clean
C. Vacuum car interior

1. Start by cleaning overhead area and work
downward

2. Remove and wash rubber floor mats
3. Vacuum rug or fabric mats
4. Return loose mats to auto

D. Dust car interior
E. Clean door jambs with solvent rag
F. Wash wheels and tires

1. Use detergent and brush
2. Use black wall tire paint on black side-wall

tiros
G. Wash body

1. Wash from center of car top down toward wheels
using water only

2. Apply increased water pressure to lower part of
attto body, bumper areas, and wheels
a. Use tar remover or diluted kerosene to re-

move tar or grimy spots before applying
soap or detergent

b. Wet body surface completely before applying
any soap or detergent
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c. Flush off detergent thoroughly
3. Rinse car thoroughly
4. Rewash if needed
5. Dry body with clean chamois
6. Inspect exterior for dryness

H. Chrome
I. Use chrome cleaner on metals which cannot

be cleaned with soap and water
2. Polish to gloss with soft cloth

I. Inspection
I. Check all phases of wash job
2. Remember: the customer must 1.)e pleased
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HOURS

MZTHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 2. Conditioning and Polishing Automobiles

Objectives:

To develop ability to polish a car cffici-tntly
and quickly

To develop understanding of the need for polish
as a means of preserving surface finish on the
car body

To develop ability to clean automobile upholstery
neatly and without spotting surface areas

I. Types of polishes
A. Wax
B. Liquid

II. Polist.ing automobile
A. Order of procedure

1. Car top
2. Hood
3. Fenders
4. Trunk
S. Door panel
6. Wheel
7. Trim

B. Method used for polishing
1. Apply to surface in small areas (no more than

two feet square)
2. Rub thoroughly on surface
3. Remove white damp (or observe instruction)

with polish
4. Polish by hand or with electric buffer if

available
S. Inspect completed polish job for areas in need

of repolishing
III. Cleaning automobile upholstery

A. Types of cleaners
1. Method of using each type
2. Suitability of cleaner to upholstery

B. Types of upholstery
1. Fabrics
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a. Cotton
b. Wool
c. Nylon

2. Plastics
3 . Leather
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SECTION N

SERVICING THE AUTOMOBILE

Quick complete service to a car as soon as it arrives at the island or
in the driveway is on. of the best means of gaining repeat business for the
service station. Splashing of gasoline on the car surface, nicking the
enamel, failure to respect the needs and requests of the customer, and
tardiness in approaching the car are several ways to annoy and anger cus-
tomers. Also of great importance is the courteous and respectful approach
used by the service station employee. Remember that salesmanship and
service are two areas of great significance in the success of the business.

SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
P

1

Unit 1. Island or Driveway Service

Objective:

To develop the ability to service the automobile
quickly, efficiently, and completely in such
a way as to encourage repeat business

I. Procedures for attendant to follow in general servicing
A. Proper customer approach

1. Approach customer promptly
2. Approach customer with a smile and courteous

greeting
3. Call customer by name if possible
4. Politely solicit a full tank
5. Fill order promptly

B. Filling the gasoline tank
1. Ring the previous sale off the pump
2. Start the pump
3 . Remove hose being careful not to drag it

across aty part of the car body
4. Remove the tank cap or cover

a. Hold in hand or
b. Place in trap area or near tank

25
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METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
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S. Carefully insert automatic nozzle in tank
intake and fill
a. Never fill tank with engine running
b. Never fill tank when smoking or when

someone is smoking nearby
c. Ground nozzle against tank fill-in

(I) To avoid static electricity
(2) To avoid possibility of explosion

d. Turn face away from tank to avoid breathing
of gas fumes

6. Completely empty nozzle into tank before
removing from fill pipe

7. Tightly cap the filled tank
8. Rinse off any spilled gasoline with water
9. Turn off pump

10. Rc-place nozzle on the pump
11. Clear the meter reading after making sales

ticket or collecting for the sale
C. Cleaning the windows

1. Wash windshield while gas tank is filling
a. Use fluid or water to remove road dirt

and bug.
b. Clean with paper towels or clean cloth
c. Wipe corners and edges
d. Check with customer to be sure windshield

it clean
2. Clean rear window
3. Clean license plates
4. Wash headlights and outside rear-view mirror
5. Clean wiper blades

I. Under-the-hood servicing
A. Hood openers

1. Types of outside openers
2. Signe (hand) fox inside openers
3. Hold up devices and release devices

B. Radiator service
1. Re-.oval of cap

a. Use a rag, cloth, or stick to turn cap
b. Pressure caps
c. Danger of burns when removing cap from

hot engine
2. Notice condition of cap seal for leakage
3. Check condition of water and/or liquid
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a. For discoloration
b. For level of fluid and add water as needed
c. With hydrometer for winterizing
d. Add anti-freeze according to customer's

order after det -.mining need for it
4. Replace cap

C. Battery service-
1. Remove caps and place upside-down in clean

spot on top of battery
2. Avoid getting any electrolyte (acid) on outside

of battery
3. Check amount of charge with hydrometer
4. Check water level and add distilled water as

needed. Do not overflow
5. Replace caps tightly

D. Oil level service
1. Locate oil dip stick
2. Remove dip stick, and wipe off with clean cloth
3. Reinsert dip stick to fill depth to insure accurate

reading
4. Show reading to customer holding cloth or towel

at tip to prevent dripping
5. Learn from customer

a. Grade and brand of oil used
b. The quantity of oil desired
c. The quality of oil desired

6. Open can with opener and pour into fill pipe
a. Do not spill
b. Place finger over spout until ready to pour
c. Pour slowly to allow oil to flow without

overflowing
7. Replace oil cap tightly
8. Place empty oil can in designated waste con-

tainers
9. Recheck oil level with dipstick

E. Transmission fluid check
P. Brake fluid check
G. Belt check

1. Locadon of belts
a. Fan belt
b. Air. conditioner belt
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2. Signs of belt wsar
a. Fraying of belt
b. Separation of belt ply
c. Increased or decreased belt tension

H. Oil filter
1. Check door tag to determine need
2. Call to attention of customer
3. Change as requested by customer

I. Tank for windshield washer fluid
1. Check and recommend filling if needed
2. Inquire as to kind of fluid used

J. Closing the hood
1. Always use a cloth under hands to avoid finge..--

marks
2. Check to determine if tightly closed
3. Avoid slamming the hood in closing

III. Tire checks
A. Airing tires

1. Check on poundage customer prefers
2. Check air pressure
3. Add air to required pressure level

B. Observation of possible tire defects
N. Payment of purchases

A. Totaling the ticket
B. Presentation of ticket to customer
C. Accept payment and make change according to

procedures taught in Unit 3 of Section II
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Unit 2. Other Types of Automobile Servicing

Objectives:

To develop the ability to perform these types of
servicing safely, quickly and correctly

I. Lubrication
A. Lubrication of the automobile

1. Importance of lubrication
2. Frequency of lubrication
3. Use of manufacturer's lubrication guide

B. Procedure of lubrication
1. Raise cn with hoist

a. Carefully drive car in place for use of hoist
b. Raise car with hoise
c. Insert eafety pin in hoist, or folleAv safety

procedure for other type hoists
2; Using chart, locate all grease fittings

a. Inspect fittings for leaks and for tightness
b. Using tube gun, apply lubricant in order to

remove all old lubricant
c. Clean fitting tips and replace

C. Check points
1. For leaks

a. Radiator hose
b. Radiator tank
c. Main bearing

2. Steerjrtg system checked for
a. Loose rod
b. Bent rod
c. Adequate lubricant in gear housing

3. Tires checked for
a. Out-of-balance
b. Undue and uneven wear of tread
c. Cracks
d. Blisters
e. Cuts
f. Imbedded rocks, glass, nails
g. Slick tread
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4. Brake cylinders checked
a. For leaks
b. For cracks
c. For looseness

5. Check shock absorbers and spring
6. Check crankcase vents
7. Check positive crankcase ventilation
8. Check transmission level
9. Check brake cables - or - fluid

10. Check differential oil level
11. Check muffler and tail pipes for wear and

loose clamps
12. Check underbody for rust
13. Check under the hood for leaky hoses and

connections
14. Check battery
15. Check water pump and connections
16. Check windshield wiper blades and washer fluid
17. Check horn for sound

II. Change of engine oil
A. Tools and equipment needed

1. Hoist
2. Box end wrench of appropriate size
3. Drain pan (10 qt. size)
4. Oil plug copper gasket

B. Procedure
1. Carefully place auto on hoist
2. Stop engine and remove people from auto
3. Lift car on hoist following safety procedure

for hoist used (safety pin)
4. Locate drain directly uncle n.aase drain

plug, remove plug and drain
5. Replace oil plug copper gasket with new one
6. Insert drain plug in place using wrench to

tighten securely and set the new gasket
7. Clean off excess oil and grease from oil drain

area
8. Lower car to floor, open hood, and cover fenders

with fender covers
9. Using lubrication guide, fill crankcase with

correct kind and amount of oil
10. Close crankcase filler neck cover properly

(without using force)
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II. Wipe off any oil spilled on engine
12. Start engine allowing it to jilq 3 to 5 minutes
13. Check oil pressure gauge or light
14. Stop engine and check crankcase oil level

with dip stick
IS. Service and check under hood according to

lubrication guide
16. Raise car on hoist using safety pin or other

safety measure as required
17. Check carefully for oil leak around crankcase

drain plug with engine running
18. Lower car to floor level
19. rill out door sticker and apply to car door

after listing
a. Type of oil
b. Number of quarts of oil
c. Date
d. Mileage .

e. Filter (if changed)
III. Removal, repair, and replacement of tire and tube

A. Tools and equipment needed
1. Jack or hoist
2. Tire irons or tire changer
3. Lug wrench
4. Valve core wrench
5. Hub cap puller or two screwdrivers
6. Plug kit
7. Tube patching kit
8. Rubber mallet
9. Water

10. Soap
II. Air and nozzle '

12. Tire pump
13. Air pressure gauge
14. Chalk tire

B. Tire terminology
I. Bead
2. Chafing strip
3. Reinforement strip
4. Ply
5. Sidewalls
6. Tread
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C. To replace a flat with a spare
1. Set the emergency brake (use rock, blocks,

or chock if car is on a slope)
2. Remove spare from rear of car and place near

the flat tire
3. Remove hub cap
4. Place hub cap under the edge of car within

reach
5. With lug wrench loosen all hub nuts one

complete turn
6. Using a hoist or jack elevate wheel with

flat clear of ground by one inch
7. Entirely remove hub nuts and place in hub

cap nearby
8. Remove wheel and tire and place to one side

of work area
9. Place spare wheel on drum

10. Replace hub nuts and tighten with fingers before
using lug wrench for final tightening

11. Lower automobile so tire bears weight of car
12. Again tighten lugs
13. Replace hub cap

D. To repair a tire and tube
1. Follow procedure in C (above) to remove and

replace tire
2. With chalk mark position of tube stem on

sidewall of tire near the bead
3. Remove valve core using valve core wrench
4. Using mechanical tire changer or tire changing

hand tools, break the tire beads from rim of
wheel

5. Remove front or rear bead, (according to size
of the tire), and sidewall from the rim

6. Remove tube from tire and wheel and inflate
to slightly larger size than normal

7. Immerse inflated tube in water and watch for
air bubbles to locate punctures

8. Mark puncture with chalk
9. Patch the puncture

a. Clean large area around puncture and do
not touch

b. Cover cleaned area with glue and dry
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c. Place patch on cleaned area with center of
patch over hole

10. Lay tube on tire by aligning tube stem with
chalk mark on tire

3.1. Remove tire from wheel and inspect for damage
at chalk mark on the tread
a. Repair tire damage with a patch boot
b. Or repair tire damage by vulcanizing

12. Place tube inside tire aligning tube stem with
stem chalk mark on tire

13. Make soap suds and cover tire bead
14. Put tire on wheel with stem and stem mark

aligned with wheel hole
15. Remount, using hand tools or mechanical tire

changer
16. Thread the tube stem through hole in rim and

pull tight into hole
17. Remount other bead and sidewall on wheel
18. Straighten tire on wheel and align tube stem
19. Inflate tube so tire beads go in place in the

bead heel
20. Deflate tube to remove any wrinkles in the

tube
21. Reinflate tube to desired pressure for driving

E. Wheel and tire rotation
N. Testing and care of the storage battery

A. Tools and equipment
1. Syringe
2 Battery hydrometer
3. Distilled water
4. Bicarbonate of soda
5. Cup grease
6. Asphaltum paint
7. Battery carrier

B. Battery service (refer to Section N, Unit 1,
II C in the outline)

C. To remove a battery from the automobile
1. Mark position of a post (either positive or negati

with chalk on side of the auto near battery holde
2. Loosen terminal Dolts and leads from battery
3. Disconnect battery hold-down device
4. Using battery carrier, remove battery
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D. To clean battery and holder
1. Using 1 lb. bicarbonate of soda to 1 gallon

water, wash battery on wash rack
2. Using cloth rinsed in soda solution, clean

sides and top of battery, hold-down device,
and battery holder

3. Rinse battery with clear water and dry
4. Paint holder with asphaltum paint and dry
5. Using battery carrier, replace battery in position

as marked
6. Replace hold-down device

E. To clean battery posts and terminals
1. Clean battery by twistinv post cleaner around

posts
2. Place terminal cleaner ins:4e terminals and turn
3. Replace terminals on post and tighten terminal

bolts
4. Connect positive cable to large post (positive

post)
F . To check condition of battery

1. Remove plugs
2. Insert tip of hydrometer into electrolyte
3. Compress bulb of hydrometer and slowly release

bulb
4. Read; check each cell
5. Increase or decrease acid in the barrel so the

bulb in the barrel will float free
6. The float colors mean

a. Red level - poor - battery needs charging
b. Yellow - fair - battery is half-charged
c. Green - good - battery is charged

7. Compress bulb to remove acid from hydrometer
barrel

8. Remove hydrometer tip from vent of battery
9. Replace vent covers snugly

G. To replace oil filters
1. Tools and equipment needed

a. Hoist (for finger type, extended type, or
run way types)

b. Box end wrench
c. Strap wrench
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d. Clean cloths
2. To change cartridge type filter

a. Raise hood and locate filter
b. Place fender covers on fenders
c. Loosen filter housing by turning cover
d. Remove hold-down bolt and cover
e. Remove filter cartridge (draining the oil

back into the housing)
f. Place cartiridge on a rag and remove
g. Suction out excess oil from filter housing

or clean with rags
h. Insert new cartridge in position
i. Remove hold-down gasket from hold-down

bolt and insert new gasket
J. Replace cover and fasten hold-down bolt

in place tight
k. Allow one quart oil to replace that removed

on old filter
3. To change crankcase oil follow outline part n-D

of the outline (Section W, Unit 1)
4. Other type filters change according to directions

in manufacturer's guide
a. Change oil filter when oil becomes dirty

or diluted
b. Maintenance according to mileage (60,000 to

70,000 miles)
(1) Remove oil pan, check oil pump screen,

clean, and replace as needed
(.2) Clean sludge from oil pan, and replace

V. Wheel Balancing
A. Need

1. Stops shimmying and thumping
2. Gives longer tire wear
3. Approximately 25% of all cars need wheels

balanced
B. Conditions which prevent proper balancing of wheels

1. Loose wheel bearings
2. Excessive wear in spindle connections

a. Ball Joints
b. Spindle bolts and bushings

3. Tire too much out of round
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4. Tire too much out of true
5. Knotty, rough tires
6. Tires worn in dips
7. Rock, gravel, or foreign matter caught in

tire tread
C. Procedure for wheel balancing

1. Jack up car proper4
2. Secure steering wheel in straight-ahead driving

position
3. Clean the wheel before installing balancer

connector
4. Install balancer mounting rim to fit wheel evenly

and tightly (if rim type is used)
5. Install balancer to mounting rim (if no rim is

used to mount to cleaned wheel)
6. Place wheel turner in correct position
7. Recheck balancer connections
8. Rotate wheel by hand before starting wheel turner
9. Set tune-in gauges on balancer until wheel is

balanced, and stop wheel with turner brake
10. Install weights as indicated by -oalancer gauges

D. Safety precautions
1. Balancer mounting rim must fit cleaned wheel

evenly and tightly
2. Never stop wheel with brake on car
3. Never stand or permit anyone to stand in line

with the wheel balancer in operation
VI. Spark plugs

A. Cleaning before removal
1. Disconnect high-tension wiring
2. Loosen each plug one or two turns
3. Blast dirt from around plugs with air pressure
Remove spark plugs
1. Keep in order of removal
2. Observe

a.
b.
c.

B.

C.

Carbon deposit
Any cracks in enamel case
Rounded electrodes which indicate 10,000 -
15,000 miles of driving

Cleaning individual plugs
1. Shake insulator to test and observe for cracks
2. Compare used plug with normal or new plug to

determine if running too hot or too cool
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a. Soft carbon coating indicates air-fuel
mixture is too rich

b. If insulator is light gray and shell coated
with carbon soot, only the low-speed ad-
justment is too rich

c. Hard flakes of carbon and wet insulator
shows engine is pumping oil, or plug is not
firing

3. Clean with solvent
a. To remove oil deposits
b. Blow dry
c. Sand blast tilting and turning constantly

4. File electrodes flat and square
a. Measure gap with round wire gauge
b. Check against specifications

D. Installation of cleaned plug
I. Wipe off gasket surfaces
2. Screw plug into holes, finger-tight
3. Tighten spark plug to correct torque
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SECTION V

RELATED INSTRUCTION

In addition to occupational training, certain other bathing. is needed
to prepare trainees for the world of work. Attitudes often must be changed
or improved, study in pre-vocational and remedial training must be in-
cluded, and job-related subject matter must be considered. Study in these
areas helps the trainees become aware of requirements for getting and
holding a job.

SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1. Related Math

Objective:

To develop ability to perform basic matheinatical
computations

I. Basic math
A. Whole numbers

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Common fractions
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

C. Decimal fractions
1. Addition of decimals
2. Subtraction of decimals
3. Multiplication of decimals
4. Division of decimals

II. Measurements as applied to
A. Standardization of units of measure
B. Linear measure
C. Hydrometer - specific gravity test
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D. Micrometers
III. Finance and record keeping

A. Money and labor computation
B. Discounts
C. Payrolls, taxes, and deductions
D. Loans and interest
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Unit 2. Other Related Information

Objectives:

N.

V.

VI.

To develop understanding of some of the proilems
which will confront the trainee upon completion of
the program

Civic responsibilities
Jobs and job relations
A. Classification of jobs
B. Selection of a jot)
C. Responsibility of employee V) employer
D. Responsibility of employer to employee
Personal appearance
A. Cleanliness
B. Neatness
C. Clothing

1. Conservative
2. Comfortable
3. Suited to the job

Payroll allocations
A. Income tax
B. Social Security
C. Fringe benefits
D. Retirement and retirement plans
E. Budgeting
Application for employment
A. Filling out the application blank

1. Meaning of items
2. Answering all questions
Appearance of application blank
1. Neatness
2. Handwriting
3. Impression created
References
1. Instructor
2. Ask permission to use
3. Avoid use of relatives

Interviews for employment
A. Questions asked

1. By employer
2. By prospective employee

B.

C.

names
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B. Practice interviews
I. Act out interviews
2. Tape recorded interviews

C. Behavior during interview
I. Be honest
2. Be courteous
3. Be friendly
4. Keep answers brief
5. Never brag
6. Avoid use of slang
7. Sell yourself and your abilities
8. Let employer bring up the subject of wages
9. Watch for signs that the interview is ended

10. Thank interviewer and ask how will be contacted
VII. Places to look for jobs

A. State Employment Service
I. Free service
2. Wide coverage
3. Availability of testing

B. Personnel departments of industrial concerns
C. Want ads
D. Friends and relatives
E. Direct query
F. Counselors in training facility
G. Instructors of project
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO WASH AN AUTOMOBILE

Automobile washing is a highly competitive service. When washing an auto-
mobile do a thorough job and do it quickly. Make each movement count in
service and do the wash job right the first attempt. Every customer complaint
hurts in two ways. Lost time is lost money. When it is necessary re-wash an
automobile to prevent loss of customers. Do the job as quickly as Possible.
Form the habit of being satisfied with nothing less than perfect work.

Tools and Equipment:

Water under pressure
Water hose
Hose nozzle
Mild soap or powder
Sponge
Chamois
Paper towels

Glass cleaner
Vacuum cleaner or whisk broom
Bucket
White wall cleaner
Kerosene
Black wall tire paint
Tire wall brush and chrome polish

I. Close all windows and doors
A. Warm or cool the metal of the auto

I. Place the automobile in the shade to allow the metal to cool--if
it is summertime.

2. Place the automobile In a heated area in the winter and use warm
water for washing.
a. Water or soap will streak hot metal.
b. Cold metal is harder to clean with cold water, which is a loss

of time.
B. Have all tools and equipment ready before starting to wash an auto-

mobile, to prevent loss of time.
II. The washing procedure

A. Applying water to car
I. Start the wash job in the center of the top of the automobile
2. Wash from the top of the automobile down toward the wheels,

using only water
3. Apply increased water pressure to the lower part of the auto body,

wheels, and bumper area
4. Completely wet the automobile before applying any soap
S. Use tar remover or kerosene to remove tar or grime on the automobi

before applying any soap
6. Re-wet the automobile if needed
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B. Start the soaping step by applying the soap in the top center of the
automobile
1. Apply the soapy water to the automobile with a sponge
2. Move the sponge in a circular motion
3. Wash from the top of the automobile down toward the wheels,

including the glass and bumpers
4. Use the entire white wall brush and cleaner to clews both white

wall and black wall tires
C. Rinse the automobile clean of all soapy water

1. Start at the center of the top of the automobile and rinse down
toward the wheels

2. Inspect the automobile completely for any unwashed areas
D. Drying the car

1. Use the chamois to dry the water from the auto
2. Never attempt to dry the automobile with a dirty or greasy chamois
3. Apply the chamois to the metal at full size to increase speed

of drying
4. Inspect the complete outside of the automobile for dryness

E. Polishing glass and chrome
1. Use the chrome cleaner on any metal that can't be cleaned with

soap and water
2. Use a good recommended t-'ass cleaner and paper towels to clean

inside ;lass
III. Inside cleaning

A. Use the vacuum cleaner or whisk broom to clean the inside upholstery
I. Remove any rubber throw-type floor mats and clean with soapy

water
2. Start the inside cleaning at the top of the overhead area and

clean downward, using either a whisk broom or vacuum cleaner
3. Use vacuum cleaner or whisk broom to clean all fabric-type mats
4. Return cleaned floor mats to automobile

B. Use a clean, dry-wrung chamois to clean the inside dash top and
glass and metal trim

IV. Evaluation of wash job
A. U the automobile's painted surfaces look dull after a wash job, the

automobile needs to be polished
B. What your customer tells other people about you will make or break

you
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO POLISH AN AUTOMOBILE

Automobile polishing is a highly competitive service. When polishing an auto-
mobile, do a thorough job and do the job quickly. Make each movement count
in service and do the polish job right the first time Each complaint from a cus-
tomer hurts your business. Lost time is lost money. Re-polish an automobile
rather than lose customers who are not pleased with your work. Form the habit
of never being satisfied with any work unless it is perfectly performed.

Tools and Equipment:

Cloth-soft, lintless material
Recognized metal cleaner
Recognized polish
Rubbing compound (light and heavy)
Electric buffer (low speed)

I. Procedure preparatory to polishing
A. Wash automobile and allow to dry completely
B. Test a small area of the hood, top, or fender with a good recognized

cleaner to find out whether the automobile will need compounding
C. Test: If the spent pigment can't be removed with the cleaner, the

automobile will need compounding
II. How to clean an automobile before polishing

A. Apply cleaner with a soft cloth, using a circular motion starting at
the center of the top of the automobile

B. Apply cleaner to a section of the top surface and allow a few minutes
to dry

C. Remove the dried cleaner with a dry, clean cloth
NOTE: When the cloth turns black, change the cloth,

Blackening of the cloth is caused by the removal of
spent pigment

D. Continue these cleaning steps until all of the automobile's painted
surfaces are clean

HI. How to compound an automobile before polishing
A. Apply either light or heavy compound with a wet cloth using a cir-

cular motion starting at the center top of the automobile
B. Re-wet the cloth several times and repeat this operation until all

spent pigment is dislodged
C. Remove the spent pigment with a clean, dry cloth by moving the dry

cloth in a circular motion
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D. Continue the steps of dislodging and removing the spent pigment until
all metal surfaces of the automobile have been cleaned

E. All spent pigment must be removed either by a metal cleaner or by
compounding before the polish is applied

P. Inspect the metal area closely for completeness
N. How to polish an automobile

A. Apply polish with soft, lintless cloth, using a circular motion starting
at the center top of the automobile

. Apply polish to a section of the top surfaces and allow the polish to
dry a feu minutes
Note: Don't apply polish to more surface than you can remove before

it gets hard
C . Remove the polish with a clean, dry, lintless cloth by moving the

cloth over the polished area in a circular motion
D. When the polish cloth is filled with polish, get a clean cloth

I. When using a buffer, keep the buffer moving.
2. Do not apply pressure to the buffer

E. Continue apply and removing the polish until all of the automobile's
outside surface, including the bumper, has been polished
NOTE: A good polish job includes polishing the inside dash and
metal trim

V. Evaluate the polish Job
A. Inspect the completed polish job for misseC areas
B. What your customers tell other people about your work will increase

or decrease your business
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO CLEAN UPHOLSTERY

The service station attendant is responsible to his customer for the appearance
of the customer's automobile. The inside cleanliness of the automobile is often
considered more important than the outside because the appearance of the cus-
tomer's clothes depends on the condition of the upholstery. Always check car
upholstery because the customer will be better pleased when it is clean and will
become a repeat customer.

Tools and Equipment:

Mild soap
Basin (4 qt.)
Water - hot, warm, cold
Foam cleaner
Carbon tetrachloride
Blotting paper - white
Sponge
Cloth

I. Cleaning cloth upholstery
A. Procedure

I. Brush the upholstery with a stiff brush
a. Start the brushing process at the center of the overhead liner
b. Brush downward

2. Vacuum the liner after the brushing process
3. Follow the brushing and vacuum process until the automobile

inside has been completely cleaned
4. General cleaning can be performed with a foam cleaner mixed

with warm water (Follow the directions written on the foam cleaner)
5. General cleaning is performed by starting at the center of the over-

head liner and cleaning downward, cleaning one panel at a time
6. Use a sponge to pick up excess foam by using a light pressure

stroke
7. Keep the sponge wrung dry for best pick-up results.
8. Allow the upholstery to dry and then inspect for stains

B. Inspect for spots
II. Cleaning leather and vinyl plastic materials

A. Procedure
1. Sponge with warm water and mild soap
2. Wipe the area clean with a soft cloth moistened in clean water
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3. Wipe dry with a dry cloth
4. Use a foam cleaner when the uphol .ery is badly soiled
5. Use a soft bristle brush to remove soil from the crevices
6. Wipe dry with a clean dry cloth

B. Inspect for cleanliness and spots
III. To remove grease or oil spots from upholstery

A. Dampen a cloth with carbon tetrachloride and rub the spot with a
circular L.ition
I. Use carbon tetrachloride with adequate ventilation.
2. DO NOT breathe the vapors-do not take internally
3. Avoid prolonged or repeated contact with the skin

B. For fabric saturated with oil pour a cleaning fluid on the area
and soak up quickly with blotting paper

C. Sponge spots with a cloth dampened with cleaning fluid to remove
the loosened stains

IV. To remove stains
A. To remove candy stains (except chocolate)

1. Use hot water and a clean cloth
2. Blot up and repeat process

B. To remove chocolate candy stains
1. Use carbon tetrachloride and a clean cloth
2. Rub lightly with circular motion

C. To remove ice cream stains
1. Rub the stained area in a circular motion with a clean cloth and

hot water
2. Allow the area to dry and use carbon tetrachloride to remove any

remaining stains
D. To remove blood stains

1. Rub the area in a circular motion with a dampened clean cloth
2. Use cold water only

E. To remove lipstick stains
1. Blot the stained area with a clean white blotter dampened with

cleaning fluid
2. Repeat if necessary

F. To remove milk and nausea stains
I. Rub the stained area with a clean cloth and warm soapy water

using a circular motion
2. Rub the stain with a clean cloth and cold water
3. Remove remaining stains with a clean cloth using recommended

cleaners
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO CHANGE ENGINE OIL

The service station attendant is expected to service the customers' auto-
mob;le correctly and keep it safe for driving. The customer expects the ser-
vice attendant to tell him what repairs are needed, and when they should be
made.

Each time an automobile is lubricated or is in the station for oil or filter changes,
the attendant should check the car for safety and preventive maintenance.

At the service island the attendant should check tires for safety, and under the
hood should check belts and fluid levels. Service station attendants who fol-
low their A.B.C. 's (41ways be checking), will increase take-home pay and
save money for the customer.

Tools and Equipment:

Hoist (finger lift- extension or run way type)
Box end wrench of proper size
Drain pan 8 to 10 quart capacity
Oil plug copper gasket

I. Procedure for changing oil
A. Place the automobile in the correct position over the hoist.

1. Stop the engine
2. Remove all passengers from automobile (safety).
3. Follow lubrication guide for placing lifting devices at the

correct lifting points
4. Raise automobile with hoist until the safety pin can be placed

(Place safety pin)
B. Place drain directly under the crankcase drain plug

(Use portable drop cord and light when working under an automobile)
1. Remove crankcase drain plug and allow all of the oil to drain from

crankcase
2. Replace the drain plug copper gasket with a new one
3. Replace drain plug in the crankcase and tighten with fingers until

tight
4. By the use of a correctly fitting box end wrench, tighten plug until

the new gasket is well seated
NOTE: Plug must be tight enough to keep oil from

leaking out of the crankcase
5. Clean all excess oil and grease from the crankcase drain plug area
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C. Lower the automobile Until all four of the wheels are on the floor
1. Follow the lubrication guide chart for the correct-type and number

of quarts of oil needed to refill the automobile crankcase
2. Select the correct type and number of quarts of oil, and place

them together on the floor at the forward part of the left fender
NOTE: Do not place full or empty cans of oil on the engine or

fender
D. Raise the hood of the car gently

1. Place a fender cover over both fenders
2. Remove the crankcase filler neck cover
3. Using the oil can cutter and spout, pour the required number of

quarts of oil down the crankcase filler neck
4. Replace the crankcase fill neck cover in the correct position

NOTE: Do not attempt to use force when replacing the oil filler
neck cover

5. Wipe off any spilled oil or grease from the filler neck area
6. Start the engine with the accelerator ante idle position

NOTE: Never start an engine after draining oil with the accelerator
pushed down

7. Watch the oil pressure gauge or the oil pressure light
NOTE: If the oil pressure indicator does not show that the engine

has oil pressure within 15 seconds, stop the engine and
find out why

E. Allow the engine to run at 1,200 RPM's for three to five minutes
1. Stop the engine
2. Remove the crankcase dip stick, and clean with a cloth
3. Replace the dipstick to the bottoming position and again remove

the dip stick
4. Check the oil level by the use of the oil mark. on the dip stick

NOTE: If the oil level is incorrect, find out why
5. Replace the oil level dip stick
6. Service and check under the hood in accordance with the lubrication

guide chart
7. Start the engine, observe operation, and make any corrections

necessary
8. Lower the hood

F. Raise the automobile until the safety bar is locked or lock the hoist
with the safety pin
1. Use a light for close inspection of an oil leak around the crankcase

drain plug, while the engine is running
2. Tighten plug to stop oil leak if necessary



G. While the automobile is in the raised position, inspect and check
all safety items under the automobile

H. Lower the automobile until all four wheels are on the floor
1. Lower the hoist until the hoist is completely down
2. Never attempt to move any automobile from over the hoist until

you are sure the hoist is completely down, because some member
under the automobile can be damaged by hanging on the hoist

U. Other procedures
A. Door sticker

1. Fill out the door jamb sticker by recording the type of oil, number
of quarts installed, the date, the mileage, and transfer from pre-
vious Sticker the mileage when the automobile was lubricated and
had the filter changed

2. Place this door jamb sticker on the door jamb, and remove all old
stickers

B. Check front seat for any soiled spots resulting from changing oil and
remove any if found

C. Sweep or vacuum both seats, back of seats, and floor board area
D. Check behind the automobile for clearance to move rearward
E. Remove the automobile from the lubrication rack area for the customer
F. Notify the customer the automobile is ready and tell him what you found

that needed replacing or repairing giving him time to make any request
or remarks

G. Accept the money for your service and give your customer a receipt
for his money. Be polite and ask him or her to come back



A, B,C ,'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO OPERATE THE AUTOMOBILE HOIST

Three types of hoists are commonly used in service stations today. They are
the runway hoist, the finger type hoist, and the extension type hoist. Each has
advantages and special uses for certain lifting jobs and for aiding in some repair
jobs. Use of the right hoist for the job makes possible faster and more efficient
work. This has the dual purpose of increasing hourly pay for the service station
attendant and of saving the customer time. Encourage the customer to return by
giving quick, efficient, and courteous service.

Tools and Equipment:

Runway hoist
Finger lift hoist
Extension type hoist
Air compressor or hydraulic pump
Compressed air or hydraulic fluid
Hoist control units
Hoist cylinders
Adjustable lifting pads or points

I. The runway hoist
A. How to operate the runway hoist

I. Place the automobile on the runway at the correct lifting position
2. Place the hoist control in the down position
3. Turn on the hoist power
4. Place the hoist control in the up position very slowly
5. Raise the automobile to the extended height
6. Place the safety bar or pin in place

NOTE: Runway-type hoists can be used when you are working
on the rear shocks, rater springs, rear pinion seal, lub-
rication, oil changes, and oil filter change

7. Turn off the hoist power
8. To lower, turn on the hoist power
9. Remove the locking pin or bar

10. Place the hoist control in down position very slowly
II. Lower the hoist until the hoist runways are resting on the floor
12. Remove the automobile from the runway

B. Safety
I. Use the lubrication chart for correct positioning on the runway
2. Check position on runway
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3. Operate

II.. The finger type hoist
A. How to operate the finger-type hoist

3. Place the lifting fingers of the hoist at the lifting points of the

4. Place the hoist control selector in the up position

1. Align the automobile on the finger-type hoist
2. Use the lubrication guide chart to locate the lifting points of the

automobile

automobile

hoist control slowly
4. Always use safety bar or pin

5. Turn on the hoist power
6. Move the hoist control level very slowly toward the up position
7. Allow the lifting fingers of the hoist to come almost in contact

with the automobile
8. Stop the hoist upward movement by moving the hoist selector to

the down position
NOTE: Visually inspect the points of contact between the hoist

fingers and the automobile to see if the fingers are lifting
at the correct points. The operator's safety and the safety
of the automobile depends on the automobile being lifted
correctly.

9. Re-position the hoist-Ming fingers if adjustment is necessary
10. Move the hoist-control lever toward the up position to raise the

automobile hoist to the extended height
11. Place the safety locking bar or pin in the lock position

NOTE: Do not work under an automobile that is raised by a hoist
unless the safety locking bar or pin is in the safety lock
position

12. Remove the safety locking device
NOTE: Clear all personnel and objects from under the automobile

13. Place the hoist control selector in the dawn position
14. Move the hoist control level slowly toward the down position
15. Lower the automobile until all four wheels are supporting the

weight of the automobile.
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16. Turn the list power off
B. Special uses %.2 finger lift hoist

1. For over-hauling the brake system
2. Rotating the wheels
3. Packing the front wheel bearings
4. Pinion seal replacement
5. Front and rear shock replacement
6. Can be used to change oil, oil filters, or lubrication



III. The extension type hoist
A. Adva: ,:ages

1. The extension-type hoist is only one of the three types that has
an adjustable lifting cylinder.

2. All foreign automobiles can be lifted on this hoist
B. How to operate the extension-type hoist

1. Use the jacking 4)artoextendthe front lifting cylinder to the ex-
tended position

2. Align the automobile in the correct position over the rear lifting
bar

3. Jack the front lifting bar to the aligned position under the auto-
mobile's front lifting points

4. Place the hoist control unit and hoist control levers in the down
position
NOTE: On this type hoist, there are two hoist con' 41 levers

because the front and rear ends of the automobile can be
raised and lowered separately

5. Turn on the hoist power
6. Place the hoist control unit in the up position
7. Using both hands, move both hoist control levers toward the up

position slowly
8. Allow the hoisting bar ) come within one inch of the rear axle

and ont end "A" frames
9. Move both hoist control levers to the off position which will stop

the hoist movement
10. Inspect the lifting bars to see if they will meet the rear axle and

and front "A" frames at the correct lifting points. Make any ad-
justment necessary

11. Move both hoist control levers slowly toward the up position and
watch the level position of the automobile as it is being raised
NCTE: Level the automobile being raised by stopping the hoist

lever on the end of the automobile that is too high while
slowly raising ete other end

12. Raise the automobile 1.11 til hoist is at the extended height
13. Move the hoist control levers to the off position which will be

the hoist safety lock position
14. Turn off the hoist pow sr
15. To lower the hoist-place the hoist control unit in the down position
16. Move both of the hoist lever controls slowly from the off position

toward the on position
NOTE: Watch the automobile's Level position as it is lowered

until the automobile is resting on all four wheels safely
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A. R .0 IS OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

THE LUBRICATION JOB

Lubrication is a most important factor in keeping an automobile in good operating
condition. Frequent lubrication properly performed is of inestimable value to the
car owner, who is usually entirely d ependent upon the service station attendant
for this service. For this reason every trainee should concentrate on learning
to lubricate a car quickly and roperly.

I. The lubrication procedure
A. Always use the manufacturer's lubrication guide chart that applies

to the automobile being serviced
B. Write down each and every item found to need repair or replacing

(don't depend on your memory)
1. Give your customer a list of all items you have found in need

of repair or replacing and explain why
2. Repair and replacement have two values:

a. Save customers costly breakdown bills
b. Provide increasing income

C. Raise the automobile with the hoist (observe safety rule: place the
safety pin in the hoist safety bar)

D. Use the lubrication chart to locate all grease fittings
1. 'Ise dropcord light when working under automobile
2. Clean each fitting tip with a clean cloth
3. Inspect each fitting for looseness or damage
4. Apply lubricant with lub gun until all old lubricant is removed

from the bearing
5. Wipe fitting tip clean and remove all excess grease from bearing
6. Keep floor clean (wipe up all grease)

II. The safety check
A. The safety factors
B. Checkpoints

1. Start at the lower part of the radiator, and move to the rear of
the automobile for a safety check

2. Check lower radiator hose for a water leak
3. Check lower radiator tank for a water leak
4, Check the forward main-bearing area for an oil leak
5. Check the steering-control system for bent rod and looseness
6. Check both front tires for damages, such as

a . Tires fcr out of balance
b. Toe in and toe out. (Wear)
c. Weather cracks weak spats - knots
d. Nails, rocks, glass inbedded in tire
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e. Excess wear on either side of tire
f. Dangerous cuts

7. Check front wheel brake cylinder housing for leaks
a. Check front wheel brake cylinder flex line for leak, weather

cracks, and looseness
b. Check drum back plate for security
c. Check front wheels for worn or broken bearings

8. Check front shocks and springs for leaks, security, and damage
9. Check both sides of engine for leaking valve cover gaskets

10. Check crankcase vent tube for tightness of structures
ll. Check exhaust manifolds for cranks and security
12. Check exhaust control valve for free movement

NOTE: Use prescribed weight oil when adding or changing oil
13. Check exhaust manifold pipes for security
14. Check all engine mounts for wear and security
15. Check transmission oil level (standard)

NOTE: Use prescribed weight oil when adding or changing oil
16. Check transmission control levers for bends and security
17. Check transmission housing for damages and leaks
18. Check rear main bearing for oil leaks
19. Check ma!n crankcase plug for a leak
20. Check main crankcase pan gasket for oil leaks
21. Check emergency hand brake master control for damages
22. Check emergency hand brake cables for slack and damages
23. Check universal joints for play (lubricate universal joints when

fittings are provided)
24. Check drive shaft for damages, such as bends, cracks, looseness
25. Check both rear wheel brake cylinders for leaks
26. Check both rear wheel brake flex lines for damages
27. Check both rear wheel drums for damage
28. Cheek both rear wheel back plates for security
29. C!...Ick differential oil level, using prescribed oil when adding or

cha.Ighig oil
30. Check differential and axle housing for cracks and oil leaks
31. Check both rear coil or leaf type springs for damages
32. Check both rear shocics for leaks and security
33. Inspect all of the frame for damages
34. Inspect all of the lower body for rust and damages
35. Inspect exhaust, system from the manifold rearward, including

the mufflers fort
a. Loose or broken clamps and supports
b. Rusted out spots
c. Any part of the system rubbing against any other member
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36. Check both rear tires for
a. Weather cracks
b. Out of balance
c. Slick tread - knots - weak spots
d. Dangerous cuts
e. Nails, rocks, glass in tread
f. Excess wear on either side of tire

D. Lower the automobile until all four wheels are on the floor for further
cher', ing
1. Raise the hood by unlocking hood latch and lifting gently on

forward edge of hood
2. Check the hood-locking device for damage and ease of unlocking

a. Lubricate all springs and hinges connected to the hood with
Nu. 10 oil

b. Lubricate hood latch with door-ease stick
3. Check radiator cap, upper tank, upper hose , coil, and drain cock

for leaks
4. Check thermostat housing, heater hose, block and head gasket

for signs of leaks
5. Check water pump for loose hold-down bolts and signs of leaks
6. Check fan and generator belt for tightness and cracking; and

lubricate fan and generator belt with door-ease
7. Check generator mounting bars for security

a. Lubricate generator by placing one drop of No. 10 oil in hole
provided (every 1,000 miles)

b. NOTE: Do not use more than one drop
8. Check the battery water level

a. Add only enough water to cover the plates
NOTE: Do not overfill

b. Check the battery post and terminals for looseness , corrosion,
and broken clampbolts
NOTE: Use battery strap for lifting battery

c. Completely remove the battery once every 12 months and wash
clean the battery and holder.
NOTE: Use a mixture of one pound of baking soda dissolved

in one gallon of water
d. Check the batter hold-down clamps for security

NOTE: If the battery is allowed to bounce, the post will be
damaged, which will cause the battery to be of no use

9. Check the crankcase oil level and check conditions of the crank-
case filler pipe cover

10. Check automatic transmission fluid level
11. Check carburetor for security

a. Check carburetor air filter conditions
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b. Check carburetor air filter holder for security
12. Check power steering reservoir oil level and check power steering

unit for security
13. Check fuel pump for security and check fuel pump and fuel flex

line for leaks
14. Check distributor for security

a. Check distributor cover clamps for security
b. Check distributor wires for damages
c. Check distributor wires fortightness on spark plugs

IS. Check spark plugs for security
16. Check carburetor linkage for wear, free movement, and wear
17. Lub with No. 10 oil
18. Check master cylinder fluid level
19. Check operation of windshield wipers and also check operation

of windshield washer; fill washer container with recommended
solution

20. Check the operations of the seal beams - low and high
a. Check the operation of the stop lights
b. Check the operation of the parking lights
c. Check the operation of the directional lights
d. Check the operation of the dash lights
e. Check the operation of the dome lights

21. Lubricate all door hinges with No. 10 oil
a. Lubricate door locks and strikers with door-ease
b. Check door for ease of ck,sing
c. Check windshield and ioor glass for damage
d. Check locks of doors with keys for easy opening and lubricate

door locks with powdered graphite
22. Check front seat for ease of movement and safety lock
23. Vacuum or sweep out front and rear floor board area
24. Check the horn for sound
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

STEPS IN HOW TO REPLACE OIL FILTERS OF DIFFERENT TYPES

Replacement of an oil filter after approximately 4,000 miles of driving (or every
30 days) is imperative. The purpose of the filter is to free the oil from any
trash or extraneous matter (sludge) damaging to the engi.e lubrication system.
If the filter is clogged with foreign materials passage of the oil through it is
slowed or prevented with resulting inefficiency of operation or engine damage.

The service station attendant should always be checking (A.B.C.'s of service
station attendants) to remind the customer of the need for oil filter change at
the proper mileage.

Tools and Equipment:

Hoist (finger type, extended type, or run way type)
Strap wrench
Box end wrench
Clean cloths

I. To place the automobile on the hoist correctly
A. Use the lubrication guide chart to locate the correct lifting points

of the automobile
B. Place the hoist lifting devices where they will come in contact with

the automobile lifting points
II. To select t'.0 filter

A. Use the lubrication guide chart for selecting the correct type filter
B. Types of filters:

1. The screw on-and-off throw-away type, which is a complete unit
2. The filter element (cartridge) type

III. To remove the old filter
A. Raise the hood and locate the filter
B. Place fender covers on both fenders
C. Loosen the filter housing cover by turning the cover nut to the left

with a box end wrench which fits
D. Remove the hold-down and filter cover; and remove the filter cartridge

by lifting it by the wire loop provided in the top of the filter
1. When removing the cartridge from the filter housing, allow the

excess oil to drain from the cartridge back into the housing
2. Place a rag under the bottom of the cartridge to keep the oil from

dripping on the iitomobile
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E. Use a suction pump or clean rags to remove all excess oil from the
filter housing

F. Clean inside of the filter housing with a clean cloth until it is dry
IV. To replace filter

A. Cartridge type
1. Place the new cartridge in the correct position
2. Remove the hold-down gasket from the hold-down bolt placing

the new gasket on the holddown bolt
3. Remove the filter cover gasket

a. Cover the new filter cover gasket with lub grease (90 wt.)
b. Place the new cover gasket into the top of the cover
c. Place the hold-ctown bolt through the hole in the filter cover
d. While holding the bolt and cover intact, place the filter cover

on the housing
e. Tighten the hold-down bolt finger tight
f. Check both gaskets to see if they are correctly positioned
g. Use the correct box end wrench to tighten the holddown bolt

and cover
h. NOTE. When changing a filter on an automobile, add one quart

of oil to allow for the oil removed in the old filter
4. Use the lubrication guide to select type and weight of oil to be

added
5. Remove the crankcase filler pipe cover

a. Use the oil can cutter and oil spout to open the oil can
b. Use the oil spout topour oil from the oil can
c. Place the oil spout inside of the crankcase filler pipe
d. Replace the crankcase filler pipe cover

NOTE: This cover will fit only in one position--Do not force
cover in place

e. Wipe up all excess oil and grease from the crankcase filler
pipe and cover area

6. Start the engine in the idle position and allow engine to run slow
for three to five minutes
a. Check for oil leaks around the filter
b. If leak is observed, stop the engine and find out why
c. Increase R.P.M. is of the engine to 1200 R.P.M. is and operate

engine for five minutes
d. By placing the palm the hand around the outside shell of the

filter, one should feel an increase of temperature which indicate
an oil flow through the filter
(1) If there is no increase of temperature around the filter shell,

the oil flow is by-passing the filter
(2) Stop the engine and find out why

e. Stop the engine after checking the oil filter if it is satisfactory
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7. Fcollrk the lubrication guide chart to complete the

8. Lower the hood slowly and secure hood in the lock position
9. Fill out the door jamb sticker

a. Indicate the type of filter installed, the type and weight of
oil added, the date and mileage.

b. Transfer from the old door jamb sticker to the new sticker the
mileage when the oil was changed and the mileage of the last
lubrication

B. To change the screw-on throw-away type filter
1. Raise the automobile with the hoist
2. Locate the filter
3. Place the oil pan under the filter to catch excess oil
4. Use either a correctly fitting box end wrench or strap type wrench

to loosen the filter by turning the filter in a counterclockwise
direction

5. After filter has been loosened, use hands to finish removing the
filter

6. Place new filter in the correct starting position and tighten by
hand until hand tight
a. Follow filter inanufacturer's instructions in final tightening

cf filter
b. When changing an oil filter, add one quart of oil to replace

oil lost in removing old filter
7. Lower the automobile until all four wheels are on the floor
8. Use the lubrication guide to select type and weight of oil to be

added
9. Raise the hood slowly and carefully

10. Remove the c:ankcase filler pipe cover
a. Use the oil can cutter and oil spout to open the oil
b. Use the oil spout to pour all from the cii can
c. Place the oil spout insicie of the crankcase filler pipe
d. Replace the crankcase filler rilpe cover

(1) Most covers fit in only one position
(2) Do not force cover in place

e. Wipe off all excess oil and grease from the crankcase filler
pipe and cover

11. Start the automobile in the idle position and allow 'engine to run
slowly for three to five minutes
a. Raise the engine speed to 1200 R.P.M.'s for five minutes
b. Raise the automobile with the hoist while the engine is operating

at the idle R.P.M.
c. Place the hoist safety-locking bar in the safety lock position
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d. Use a drop cord light to inspect the newly installed filter for
leaks. (If the filter is leaking, lard out why and make cor-
rections

e. Check the filter to see if oil is flowing through the filter
f. Lower the automobile downuntil it is resting on all four wheels
g. Continue to lower the hoist until the hoist is resting in the

down position
12. Fill out the door jamb sticker indicating

a. The type of filter installed
b. The type and weight of oil installed
c. The date and mileage
d. Transfer from the old door jamb sticker to the new door jamb

sticker the mileage, when the oil was changed, and the mileage
of the last lubrication

la. Stop the engine
a. Follow the lubrication guide chart to complete the check under

the hood
b. Remove the fender covers
c. Lower the hood carefully and secure hood in the locked position

14. Check the front seat and seat back for soiled spot received during
filter change
a. Remove any spot found
b. Sweep or vacuum front and rear seats and front and rear floor

board area
15. Remove automobile from lub rack
16. Deliver auto to owner with a sales and service receipt of the work

performed and prices charged
17. Be polite (thank the customer and ask him to return)



A.B.0 .15 OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO SUM THE COOLING SYSTEM
N.:::::-'

The correct operation of the cooling system has an effect on all of the other
systems of the automobile and the function of the other systems in turn affect
the cooling system. Servicing and trouble shooting the cooling system probably
is the most complicated job a service station attendant may have to perform.
Few attendants know how to trouble shoot a cooling system. For this reason
the station attendant needs skill in this area of servicing the automobile.

Tools and Equipment:

Clean
Hand tools
Pressurizing pump and attachments
Screwdriver
Water-hose nozzle
Compressed air and nozzle

Gasket material
Gasket sealer
Metal basin
Thermometer
Electric heating plate

I. To check the cooling system for leaks
A. Use the lubrication guide to find the correct operating pressure of

the automobile's cooling system
B. Fill the cooling system within two inches of the radiator's neck

with coolant
C. Stop the engine
D. Remove the radiator cap
E. Place the pressurizing pump on the radiator neck and pressurize

the cooling system with the pressurizing pump
F. Check the radiator, radiator lower hose, water pump, cylinder

block, cylinder head heater hose, heater block clamp connections,
heater radiator, thermostat housing, and radiator upper hose for
leaks

G. Check heater hose and radiator hose for weather cracks, softness,
and hardening.
NOTE: All leaks will have to be repaired or parts replaced

H. Release the pressure of the cooling system and remove the pressure
pump

I. Place pressurizing pump on the radiator cap and check for leaks
U. To check the fan and the fan belt for usefulness

A. Stop engine
B. Loosen fan belt
C. Spin fan by hand and look for wobbly, loose, or bent blades
D. Inspect belt for cracks and frays
E. Tighten belt until belt can be depressed about three quarters of

an inch
F. Replace belt if needed
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III. To drain and flush the cooling system
A. Remove the radiator cap
B. Open the block and radiator drain cocks allowing all water to drain

from the cooling system
C. Remove the heater hose from the engine allowing all water to drain from

the heater
D. Catch some of the water from the drain cocks into a basin
E. Inspect the water for oil and rust.

NOTE: If coolant shows signs of oil or heavy rusting conditions, the
system will have to be flushed with a chemical

F. Close the drain cocks
G. Fasten the heater hose

IV. To remove the thermostat
A. Loosen and remove the upper radiator hose from the thermostat neck
B. Loosen the thermostat housing hold-down bolts
C. Lift housing clear of thermostat
D. Remove the thermostat
E. Clean surfaces of thermostat housing gasket and cylinder head
F. Replace the thermostat housing
G. Tighten housing hold-down bolts
H. Refill the cooling system with water until the system is full
I.. How to flush the cooling system with water

1. Start the engine and allow engine to warm up from three to five
minutes

2. Remove the radiator cap
3. Open all drain plugs
4. Run water from hydrant hose into radiator while the water is

draining from the engine through the drain cock
5. Keep enough water going into the radiator to keep it full
6. Follow this operation until the water from the drain cock is

running clear
7. Stop the engine
8. Remove the hydrant hose
9. Allow the cooling system to drain completely

10. Close the drain cocks
11. Refill the cooling system

V. To check and replace the thermostat
A. Wash the thermostat clean with water under pressure
B. Inspect the thermostat for broken parts, hole in valve, broken spring,

and the correct opening and closing temperatures.
NOTE: To find correct opening and closing temperatures, look on the

valve face side, bottom, or body of the thermostat
C. Record the opening and closing temperatures of the thermostat to be

tested
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D. Hang thermostat in water basin
E. Fill basin with water to cover themostat
F. Place thermometer in water with thermostat
G. Place basin on heater plate and heat slowly and note the opening

temperature of the thermostat
1. Compare opening and closing temperatures of the thermostat in

the hot water to the temperature stamped on thermostat
2. Replace any thermostat which opens or closes more than a dif-

ference of 100 F. from the manufacturer's settings
H. Remove the thermostat housing
I. Clean off old gasket and replace with new one
J. Coat new gasket with gasket sealer
K. Replace thermostat
L. Replace thermostat housing

M. Tighten hold-down bolts
N. Remove radiator cap
0. Add one can mixture of water pump lubricant and anti-rust compound
P. Fill system with water
Q. Replace radiator cap
R. Start engine and operate for five minutes at 1000 R.P.M.'s
S. Stop engine

VI. To clean the radiator fins
A. Brush the front and rear radiator fins with a sof' bristle brush di, ped

in soapy water
B. Use fresh water under low pressure to clear radiator of soapy water
C. Apply air pressure to rear radiator fins to remove leaves, dirt, insects

VII. To winterize an automobile cooling system
Note: Follow steps of summarizing with the following additional steps
A. Use protection chart to decide how much anti-freeze is needed to give

the desired protection (Don 't over protect or under protect system)
B. Remove the radiator cap
C. Open the block and radiator drain cocks to allow system to completely

drain
D. Replace summer thermostat with i winter thermostat, if dP ired
E. Close drain cocks
F. Mix the desired amount of anti-freeze to be installed with an equal

amount of water in a water can with a pouring spout
Note: Do not mix temporary and permanent type anti-freeze together

G. Pour the anti-freeze and water solution into the radiator, being care-
ful not to pour the solution into the radiator overflow pipe. (If solution
is spilled on the automobile, flush spilled solution immediately with
fresh water)

H. Add water to fill the cooling system until the top radiator tank is half
full

I. Replace the radiator cap
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J. Start the engine, and allow to warm to 160o F. open thermostat
and remove air

K. Stop the engine
L. Remove the radiator cap
M. Add water until water is one inch below the rac for filler neck

VIII. To clean the cooling system with a chemical
A. Remove the radiator cap
B. Open the block an radiator drain cocks Id allow the cooling

system to drain
C. Remove the thermostat as instructed in summarizing the cooling

system
D. Fill system with water and start engine, allowing the engine to

run five minutes witn the drain cocks open while adding water
to the radiator

E. Stop the engine and shut off the water
F. When about hal: empty, close the drain cocks
G. Reinstall thermostat
H. Put clemfcal cleaner into radiator
I. Add water until the water is about two inches from 41* 3 bottom

of the radiator's neck
J. Replace radiator cap
K. With the engine hcod raised cover the radiator with r: ',Ianket or

place the front end of the automobile close to a wall
L. Start the engine and operate from thirty minutes to an hour after

it warms up
I. Sit inside of the automobile to observe the water temperature

gauge
2. Operate the engin- to keep the temperature above normal but

not boiling
M. Stop the engine
N. Remove the radiator cap
0. Open all drain cocks and drain system completely
P. Flush system with clean water until water runs clear from drain

cocks
Q. Close drain cocks
R. Fill radiator within two inches of the lower filler neck
S. Add neutrializer to radiator water
T. Start engine and run for five minutes after thermostat opens
U. Open drain cocks and drain system completely
V. Flush system with clean water until water runs clear from drain

cock
W. Close drain cock and fill radiator with water
K. Start engine and run until the thermostat opens to allow air to escape

and water level to stabilize
Y. Add water until water is about one inch below the radiator neck bottom
Z. Replace the radiator cap
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO REMOVE,.REPAIR, AND REPLACE A TidE AND TUBE

Most new automobiles being sold on the market come equipped with tubeless
type tires. For this reason attendants must know how to repair a tire by
either a plug or patch. After a tubeless type tire has been punctured several
times, it becomes necessary to install a tube in the tubeless type tire. Also,
after a tubeless type tire has been removed several times the tire will leak at
the bead which will require a tube to be installed. There are several types of
plugs and many different shape patches. Plugs are satisfactory for round
holes, but patches are more satisfactory on other types of holes. Attendants
n ...tst remember to use the right type of repair on tires and tubes. Each time an
attendant has to reilair the same hole twice he has lost money.

Tools and equipment needed:
Hoist or jack
Tire irons or tire changer
Lug wrench
Valve core wrench
Hub cap puller or two screw drivers
Tube patching kit

Rubber mallet
Water
Soap
Air and nozzle
Air pressure gauge
Chalk sticK

I. To replace a flat tire with a spare
A. PIA on the emergency brake, using chocks under the edge of the

other three tires if the automobile is on an incline
B. Remove the spare from the trunk and place near the flat tire
C. Remove the hub cap with the hub cap puller
D. Place the hub cap under the edge of the automobile clear of the

working area
I. Place the hub cap with the face up to prevent scratching
2. Place hub cap within easy reach

E. Use the lug wrench to loosen all of the hub nuts one complete turn
F. Raise the wheel with the flat tire with either a hoist or jack until

the tire is clear of the ground one inch
G. Use the lug wrench to remove all of the hub nuts
H. Remove the wheel and tire and place the wheel clear of the working

area
L Place the spare wheel on the automobile drum
J. Replace the hub nuts finger tight or use lug wrench if necessary
K. Lower the auitomobile until the weight of the car is on the tire
L. Use the lug wrench to secure all of the wheel nuts

M. Replace the hub cap
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II. To repair a tire and tube
A. Follow previous instruction in tire removal and replacement
B. Chalk mark the position of the tube stem on the side wall of the

tire near the bead
1. When remounted at this position the tire will be more closely

balanced
2. The chalk mark helps locate the tire puncture

C. Remove the valve core with the valve care wrench
1. Remove a fifteen-inch tire from the outside
2. Remove a fourteen-inch tire from the inside of the wheel
3. Following the two previously mentioned points causes less

damage to the tire bead
D. Break the tire beads from the rim of the wheel by using a mechanical

tire changer or by use of tire changing hand tools
E. Remove either the front or rear bead (according to size of the tire)

and side wall from the rim
F. Remove the tube from the tire and wheel
G. Inflate the tube until it is slightly larger than when mounted
H. Immerse the tube in water and watch for air bubbles
I. Locate the puncture in the tube and mark the spot with chalk. (Be

sure to completely cover the tube surface under water to observe
all holes)

J. Clean a larger area around the puncture than the size of the patch
to be used for repair (Do not touch the cleane. area with your hand)

K. Cover the cleaned area with glue and allow to dry
L. Place the patch on the cleaned area with the center of the patch

directly over the hole
M. Lay the tube on the tire as it was removed by aligning the tube stem

with the chalk mark on the tire
N. Mark the tread of the tire with chalk to align with the repaired hold

in the tube
0. Remove the tire from the wheel
P. Inspect the tire for damages at the chalk mark on the tread

Q. Repair the tire damage with a patch boot or vulcanize
R. Placa the tube inside the tire aligning the tube stem with the tube

stem chalk mark on the tire
S. Cover the tire bead with soap suds
T. Place the tire on the wheel with the stem and stem mark aligned

with the wheel hole
U. Use hand tools or mechanical tire changer to remount one side of the

tire. (Remount the tire on the whell in reverse order to which the
tire was removed).

V. Thread the tube stem through the hole of the rim and pull stem tightly
into hole

W. Remount the other bead and side wall on the wheel
X. Straight* the tire on the wheel and align with the tube stem
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Y. Inflate tube until the tire beads are in place in the bead heel
Z. Deflate tube to remove wrinkles from the tube, and reirdlate tire

to the proper pressure



A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO REMOVE AND REPLACE A TIRE STEM

Few automobile owners know how many pounds of at. their automobile tires
are supposed to have in them. A service station attendant should check his
customers tires at least once each month. When checking the tire pressure
check the condition of the tires also. The service station attendant can ex-
tend the usage of the customers' tires by the proper care. Sell the customer
all of his automobile needs by proving to him your interest in his welfare.
Do all jobs prnperly, be fair, keep hustling, and always be checking.

Tools and equipment needed:
Hoist or jack
Hub cap remover
Lug wrench
Stem remover tool
Air and nozzle
Air gauge
Chocks

I. Procedure
A. Put on the emergency hand brake using chocks under the wheels if

the car is on an incline
B. Remove the hub cap using the proper tool
C. Place the hub cap under the edge of the automobile clear of the

working area
D. Loosen the hub nuts one turn on the wheel to be removed
E. Place the jack under the bumper at the correct lifting position
F. Lift the wheel until the flat tire is at least one inch clear of the

ground
G. Remove the hub nuts
H. Remove the wheel
I. Break the tire down on the stem side by using hand tire tools or a

tire changer
J. Use the special stem remover tool to remove the stem
K. Thread the new stem through the wheel stem hole from the inside of

the wheel
L. Pull the stem tight in the hole by hand (Remove the valve stem cover)
M. Coat the large end (seat) of the stem with soap suds
N. Attach the stem wrench to the stem
0. Using the stem wrench for leverage pull the stem in place with

slowly applied pressure on the handle
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P. Inflate the tire to the correct pressure
Q. Test the stem under water for a leak (Replace valve stem cover)
R. Replace wheel on drum
S. Tighten the lug :Juts finger tight
T. Lower the automobile and remove the jack
U. Use lug wrench to tighten the lug nuts securely
V. Replace the wheel cover

II. Evaluate by double-checking all work
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A.B.C. 'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO TEST AND CARE FOR THE STORAGE BATTERY

The service station attendant is responsible for the checking, cleaning, re-
charging, and replacement of automobile batteries. He should keep a record
of battery condition to save the customer expensive breakdowns and to in-
crease profit on battery sales.

Always be checking the customer's battery and other needs to develop confid-
ence and to increase sales.

Tools and equipment needed:
Syringe
Battery hydrometer
Water
Bicarbonate of soda
Cup grease
Asphaltum paint
Cloths
Battery carrier

I. Procedure for checking and adding water to a battery
A. Remove the battery vent plugs
B. By sight compare the water level with water level mark (All plates

should be covered)
C. Inspect the water level of the battery once each week in the summer

and once every two weeks in the winter
D. To add water, fill the syringe and bulb full of water (regular hydrant

water)
E. Insert small end of syringe into the cell opening
F. Press the syringe bulb slowly allowing the water from the syringe to

fill the cell to the desired level
G. Wipe the vent plugs clean
H. Replace the vent plugs into battery

II. Procedure for removing a battery
A. Mark the position of the positive or negative post with chalk on the

side of the automobile near the battery holder before removing the
battery

B. Loosen the terminal bolts and remove the terminal leads from the
battery

C. Disconnect and remove the battery hold-down device
D. Use a battery carrier to remove the battery SAFELY
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III. Procedure for cleaning a battery and holder
A. Place the battery on the wash rack
B. Mix one pound of bicarbonate of soda in one gallon of water
C. Thoroughly clean the top, sides, and bottom of the battery with a

cloth moistened with the soda and water solution
D. Thoroughly clean the battery holder and hold-down device with the

soda and water solution
E. Rinse the battery and battery holder with clear, clean water
F. Allow holder to dry and paint the holder with asphaltum paint
G. Allow holder to dry
H. Replace the battery in the correct position (For safety, use the

battery carrier when lifting the battery)
I. Clear battery vent cover holes with a piece of wire
J. Replace the battery hold-down device

IV. Procedure for cleaning battery post and battery terminals
A. Place battery post cleaner around battery posts and turn in a clock-

wise or counterclockwise direction
B. Place battery terminal cleaner inside of the battery terminal and

turn in either direction
C. Replace battery terminals and tighten the battery terminal bolts

(Positive cable must be secured to the large or positive post)
V. Procedure for checking condition of the battery

A. Remove the vent plugs
B. Insert the tip of the hydrometer into the electrolyte
C. Compress the hydrometer bulb and slowly release the bulb to suck

the acid into the hydrometer barrel
D. Check each cell
E. Increase or decrease the acid in the barrel until the bulb in the

barrel floats free
F. The strength of the electrolyte is indicated at the level of the

electrolyte on the float
G. The colors on the float are red, yellow, and green (poor, fair, good)

1. Red level indicates poor--needs charging
2. Yellow level indicates fair--half charged
3. Green level indicates good--battery is charged

H. Compress the hydrometer to free hydrometer barrel of all acid
I. Remove hydrometer tip from battery vent
J. Replace the vent covers
K. Record test results for future use
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO USE THE ANTI-FREEZE HYDROMETER

Knowledge and proper use of the anti-freeze hydrometer can help sell anti-
freeze and related services. When testing the anti-freeze contents of a
cooling system, always be checking (A.B.C.'S) for other profit-making
services. For instance closely observe the contents of the coolant in the
hydrometer barrel as there may be a need for flushing the systems or for a
new thermostat. Remember that checking has a two-fold purpose: it saves
customers costly breakdowns, and makes a profit from parts sales and
service.

Tools and equipment needed:
Hydrometer (anti-freeze)
Clean cloth
Radiator cap remover tool
Anti-freeze protection chart
Automobile cooling capacity chart

I. Procedure for using anti-freeze hydrometer
A. Allow the engine to operate until the coolant is 140°F or above
B. Remove the radiator cap by using a safety radiator cap remover

or by placing a heavy cloth between the hand and the radiator cap
C. Parts of the hydrometer

1. Bulb
2. Barrel
3. Calibrated letter-marked float
4. Thermometer
5. Calibrated anti-freeze table
6. Rubber inlet tip

D. Place the hydrometer rubber tip into the radiator coolant
E. Depress the bulb of the hydrometer
F. Release the pressure on the bulb to allow the coolant to be sucked

into the hydrometer barrel until the barrel is full
1. Fill and release the hydrometer barrel with coolant at least

three times sothat the float and thermometer will be properly
heated

2. A cold hydrometer does not give an accurate reading
G. Fill the hydrometer with coolant until the float is floating free in the

coolant
H. Hold the hydrometer upright and note the temperature reading of the

thermometer
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I. Note the letter on the float at which the coolant level is positioned
J. Use the anti-freeze content table of the hydrometer by V a temper-

ature reading and float level letter reading
1. The hydrometer will not function properly when temporary and

permanent anti-freeze have been mixed in the cooling system
together

2. The hydrometer table registers the content of either kind of
anti-freeze when used in the cooling system separately

K. Place the hydrometer tip into the radiator neck to expend the anti-
freeze after checking the contents

L. Replace the radiator cap
1. When adding anti-freeze to a cooling system mix an equal

amount of water with the anti-freeze
2. Add to the cooling system after mixing

II. Care of the hydrometer
A. Keep the anti-freeze hydrometer clean at all times for the best

results
B. The hydrometer may be cleaned by the use of a mild soap solution

and rinsed with clean water
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A.B.C.'S or SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW TO REMOVE, CLEAN, AND REPLACE CARBURETOR AIR FILTER

The carburetor air filter is a very important part of the automobile engine.
Its purpose is to clean the air of all dirt and other substances that are harm-
ful to the engine. All air that is pulled into the engine by the pistons on
their intake strokes passes through the air filter. As the carburetor air filter
becomes clogged with substances, the amount of air that can be pulled into
the engine is reduced. When the required amount of air for the engine is
reduced, the engine will run rough. Also the miles per gallon will be reduced.
There are two types of carburetor air filters, an oil bath type, and a dry type.
The oil bath type air filter has to be cleaned every five thousand miles. The
dry type carburetor air filter has to be cleaned every five thousand miles and
replaced every twenty-four thousand miles. The attendant who understands
carburetor air filters can increase income through cleaning profits and commis-
sion.

Tools and equipment needed:
Pliers
Screwdriver
Kerosene or cleaning solvent
Cloth---lint-free type
Oil, S.A.E. 20 wt. and 50 wt.
Compressed air
Mr nozzle

I. To remove, clean, and install an oil bath type air cleaner
A. Raise the automobile engine hood
B. Using pliers loosen the wing nut located in the center of the car-

buretor air cleaner housing
C. Remove the wing nut from the carburetor housing hold-down stud

(Some carburetors have a bracket bolt to be removed also)
D. Remove the carburetor air cleaner housing and air cleaner from the

carburetor
E. Place the housing and cleaner on the bench clear of the engine
F. Remove the oil reservoir from the carburetor and place the reservoir

on the bench
G. Clean the carburetor air housing and air cleaner by dipping up and

down in a basin of cleaning solvent or kerosene. (Wipe the out-
side of the housing clean with a dry cloth and place the housing
on a cloth to drain)

H. Dump the oil from the reservoir into a container
1. Clean the reservoir by dipping up and down in a basin of cleaning

solvent or kerosene
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j. Allow the reservoir to drain and wipe dry with a dry cloth
K. fceplace the reservoir on the carburetor
L. Use 20 wt. oil in the winter and 50 wt. oil in the summer to fill

tha oil reservoir to the proper level
M. Replace the carburetor air cleaner housing and cleaner on the oil

reservoir at the proper position (Some carburetor air cleaner
housings have indentations in them which fit over other parts of the
=gine)

N. Replace the carburetor air cleaner wing r -1. 1 the correct tightness
II. To remove, clean, and install a dry type cam ,.tor air cleaner

A. Raise the automobile engine hood
B. Use plies to loosen the wing nut located in the center of the car-

buretor air cleaner housing
C. Remove the wing nut from the carburetor housing hold-down bolt
D. Remove the carburetor air cleaner housing cover
E. Reach inside of the housing and remove the carburetor air cleaner
F. Clean the inside walls of the carburetor air cleaner housing with

a dry cloth
G. Clean the carburetor air cleaner housing cover with a clean cloth
H. Clean the dry type carburetor air cleaner with compressed air using

the air force flowing from the inside of the cleaner outward
I. Use compressed air J clean the air cleaner by blowing air from the

outside toward the inside (Repeat the air blowing process several
times to make sure all substances have been removed)

j. Replace the air cleaning element inside the carburetor air cleaner
housing

K. Replace the carburetor air cleaner cover
L. Replace the carburetor air cleaner co er hold-down wing nut to the

required security
M. Lower the automobile hood
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A . B . C . 'S OF SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS

HOW 10 REMOVE AND REPLACE THE FRONT AND REAR SHOCK ABSORBERS

Shock absorbers help to keep the automobile stable when it is moving. As the
car moves, or goes around curves, the shocks keep the automobile from sway-
ing. The shocks also help support the automobile body when it is heavily
loaded. Probably two out of every three automobiles need to have one or more
shocks replaced. Replacing shocks gives the customer a safer, more comfort-
able ride, and helps the attendant increase his income.

Tools and equipment needed:
Hand tools
Hoist (Bumper or finger lift type)
Wheel prop

I. To remove the front shock absorber
A. Raise the engine hood
B. Remove the upper shock absorber shaft nut, lock washer, rubber

bushing- and cupped washer
C. Hoist the automobile with a hamper jack or finger lift hoist to allow

the absorber to extend itself
D. Remove the lower rubber bushing and lower metal washer of the upper

end by compressing the absorber
E. Remove the lower shock absorber mounting assembly bolts
F. Move the shocks lower mounting assembly to the rear and downward,

which frees the shoCk absorber
U. To install the front shock absorber

A. Extend the absorber shaft
B. Thread the spacer and rubber on the upper shaft
C. Thread the shaft through the upper shock mounting hole
D. Place the absorber's lower mounting assembly in the lower mounting

position
E. Sef..- . a the lower minting assembly with the lock washer and locking

bolt
F. Lower the automobile until the weIght is supported by the wheels

. Replace the upper washer on the absorber shaftr.
H. Replace the lack washer on tne shaft

T . Rf.place the nut on the absorber shaft and tighten the nut until it\ is
secured

7. Lower the bumper jack or finger type hoi...: until it is clear of the
automobile
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III. To remove the rear shock absorber
A. Hoist the automobile on the hoist using eit: r an axle type or

finger lift type hoist
B. Place a wheel prop under the wheel on the side from which the

absorber is to be removed
C. Lower the automobile slowly with the wheel prop under the tire

until the shock absorber has been half-way compressed (Thos
procedure removes the weight from the shock absorber)

D. Remove the upper and lower shock absorber nuts, lock washers,
cupped washer and rubber bushings

E. Use your hands to compress the shock further by pushing upward
on the shock absorber cylinder

F. Push the absorber cylinder upward until the shock absorber shaft
is clear of the lower mounting

G. Clear the shaft of the mounting hole and remote the rubber bush-
ing and metal washer

H. Pull down on the shock absorber asseelly to clear the shock
absorber upper bolt from the upper mounting bracket hole

I. Remove the upper rubber bushing and cupped washer (In most oases
the new rubber bushing and cupped washer are supplied with each
nk.vv shock absorber)

IV. To install the rear shock absorber
A. Place the cupped washer on the bolt end of the shock which is

secured to the shock dust shield
B. Thread the rubber washer on the boat next to the washer
C. Thread the bolt end of the shock absorber through the upper mounting

bracket hole
D. Place the rubber bushing on the bolt
E. Place the metal cupped washer on the bolt
F. Place the lock washer on the bolt
G. Place the locking nut on the bolt and tighten the nut until the bolt

and dust shield are secured properly to the upper mounting bracket
H. Depress the shock absorber shaft by pressing on the end of the

piston shaft by hand, until the shaft is aligned with and above the
lower mounting bracket hole

I. Place the cupped washer on the piston shaft
J. Place the rubber bushing on the piston shaft next to the cupped

washer.
K. Thread the piston shaft through the hole in the lower mounting

bracket hole
L. Place the rubber bushing on the piston shaft next to the bracket

M. Place the cupped washer on the piston shaft next to the rubber
bushing

N. Place the lock washer on the piston shaft next to the rubber cupped
washer

0. Place the locking nut on the piston shaft and tighten the nut until
the piston shaft is properly secured to the bracket
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P. Raise the automobile until the wheel prop can be removed
Q. Remove the wheel prop
R. Lower the automobile until all four of the wheels are supporting

the automobile
S , Lower the automobile hood
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GLOSSARY

ADDITIVE - a substance added to another in relatively small amounts to im-
part or improve desirable properties or suppress undesirable
properties

ALIGNMENT - process of arranging or placing in line; as, to line shafting;
also spelled aline

ALTERNATOR - an electric generator for producing al ernating current

ANTI-FREEZE - a substance added to a liquid tc lower its freezing point

BALANCER - a machine containing rotating parts in which weights are shifted
until the wheel is in perfect balance

BATTERY - a number of primary or secondary cells grouped together as a
single source of electricity; a term commonly, though incorrect-
ly, applied to a single cell

BEAD - the tire edge used for the purpose of stiffening or strengthening

BLOCK (scotch) - a chock to prevent rolling or slipping

CARBON a nonmetallic chiefly tetravalent element found native in petroleum

CHAMOIS - a soft fine leather prepared from various skins. It is used for
polishing.

CORROSION - chemical action which causes destruction of the surface of a
metal, usually by oxidation or rusting

CRANE - a machine for hoisting and lowering heavy weights; consists of a
vertical post o. frame which rotates on its axis, and a jib or
projecting arm over which a chain or rope passes on its way
from the winch at the foot of the post to the load to be 'Lifted

CREDIT CARD - a card issued and presented in lieu of payment made at a
later date

CREEPER - A low platform supported on small casters or rollers, on which an
auto repairman may lie while working on a car

DEFLATE - to release air or gas from
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DE-ICER - solution (usually in a spray dispenser) used to spray on wind-
shields and other glass surfaces to melt frost or ice

DEPRESSANT - agent that reduces functional activity

DETERGENT - term which applies to any of numerous, synthetic, water
soluble or liquid organic preparations that are different from
soaps but resemble them in the ability to emulsify oils and
hold dirt in suspension

DIPSTICK - long metal stick inserted into oil to determine amount of oil con-
tained in tank

DISPLAY - to spread out before the view of people; to show off for the purpose
of increasing interest in sales

DISTILLED WATER - water which has been boiled, converted into stear.i, and
condensed again with the purpose of killing any bacteria and
freeing the water from impurities which may be held in solution

ELECTRODES - in a primary cell, the plates immersed in the exciting fluid
or electrolyte

ELECTROLYTE - the solid or fluid mass through which the current passes be-
tween anode and cathode; any substance which undergoes
chemical decomposition by the direct action of an electric
current passing through it

EVAPORATION - the process by which any substance is converted from a
liquid or solid state into and carried off in a vapor

FENDER COVER - a cloth or cloth-lined cover used on the fender to prevent
`soiling and/or scratching the fender surface

FIBER (cord) - any tough threadlike substance used for base of tire

FILTER - a porous mass through which a os or liquid is passed to separate
matter in suspension; ar apparatus containing a filter medium

GAP - a space between two high-potential terminals (as of an induction coil)
through which pass discharges of electricity

GASKET - any ring or washer of packing; a thin sheet used in making joints

GASOLINE - a highly volatile product formed by the distillation of crude
petroleum
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GREASE - oily matter; a thick lubricant

HOIST - a name applied to a mechanism which raises .sings

HUB-CAP - metal cap which covers the central portion of a wheel from which
the spokes radiate and which is bored for the reception of the
axis

HYDROMETER - instrument constructed for the purpose of determining the
specific gravity of a liquid

INFLATE - to swell or distend with air or gas

INHIBITOR - an agent that slows or interferes with a chemical reaction

INSULATOR - a conductor which offers a tremendously high resistance to the
passage of electricity

ISLAND - related to the service station, island refers to each area or cluster
of pumps in the driveway

JACK - a device which supports or holds a vehicle in position for lifting or
elevating from the floor surface

KEROSENE - a mineral_ hydrocarbon oil distilled from petroleum or coal oil

LUBRICANT - oil or unguent used to diminish friction in working parts

LUBRICATION - the process of making smooth or slippery with a substance
capable of reducing heat friction and wear when introduced as
a film between solid surfaces

LUG - the projection upon which the lug nut is tightened to hold the wheel
securely in place

MALLET - a large hammer of soft material

METER - the device (on a gas pump - or otherwise) used to measure and
record the amount

NOZZLE - the vent or projecting end of the host' used to direct gasoline flow
into gasoline tank of car

OIL - any of numerous unctious (smooth, greasy, oily) combustible substances
that are liquid or at least easily liquifiable on warming, are
soluble in ether but not in water, and leave greasy stain on
paper or cloth
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PLY - one of several layers of cloth, cord, strands of yarn, usually sewn or
laminated together

POST - piece of metal fastened rigidly in an upright position; also refers to
terminals cf battery

PRESSURE CAI' - car covering the radiator; used to contain radiator fluids at
consistent pressure level

PUNCTURE - a pricking or perforation of an inflated rubber automobile tire
by contact with some sharp substance on the roadbed, etc.

RACK - a frame or stand on which articles are placed for storage and/or display

RADIATOR - in a vehicle, a device for cooling internal substances

RIM - border, edge, or margin of a thing, as the rim of a wheel

ROTATION - refers to the systematic changing of tires to other positions on
the car to provide for lucre even wear of tire

SCOTCH (block) - a chock to prevent rolling or slipping

SEAL - a tight or perfect closure or device to prevent the passage of gas,
water, or other liquid into a pipe or container

SHIMMYING - shaking, quivering, or trembling; vibrating abnormally as in
automobiles

SPARK PLUGS - a part which fits into the cylinder head of an internal
combustion engine

SPECIFICATIONS - a document setting forth the various requirements, condi-
tions, and stipulations with regard to dimensions, quality of
material, class of workmanship, tests or trial performances, of
anything about to be manufactured or built

SPECIFIC GRAVITY - the weight of a given substance relatively to an equal
bulk of some other substance taken as a standard of comparison

STOCK - term which applies to the supply of items carried on inventory for
sale to the public

SUCTION - act or process of drawing in--as , a liquid into a chamber or pump,
by removing the air pressure from the surface of the liquid in
the supply pipe, the external pressure of the atmosphere causing
the fluid to rise in the pipe and enter the pump or chamber
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SYNTHETICS - substances which are man-made and are devised, arranged
or fabricated for special situations to imitate or replace the
usual real substance

TANK - recoptable of a vehicle used to hold fuel

TENSION - the degree of stretching to which a wire cord, etc. is strained
by drawing it in the direction of its length; may refer to leads
of a secondary circuit

TERMINAL device attached to the end of a wire or cable or to an electrical
apparatus for convenience in making connections

TORQUE - a turning effect

TRANSMISSION - term applied to means of transmitting and transforming
power--as, in a car

TREAD - the part of a tire which bears upon the road

VAPOR - the semi-gaseous state of a substanc,- which is a liquid at ordinary
temperatures

VENT - an outlet, usually small, for the passage of something; as air or
water out of a confined place

VIBRATION - a quivering or trembling motion; term used to describe jerkiness
produced by faulty operation of an engine in a car or truck

VISCOSITY - quality or state of being viscous - that is, thick and gluey

VOLATILITY - state or quality of easily passing from a liquid into a gaseous
state

VOLTMETER - device or instrument used to indicate one or more ranges of
volts and amperes by changing terminal connections
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PREFACE

The service station mechanic is an individual who must have many skills

and abilities. Because he deals with the public more than the average garage

mechanic he must be a good public relations man who will help bring repeat

business to the station where he works. In addition he must be skilled in the

major diagnostic, repair, and replacement jobs performed on automobiles and

trucks. Though certain repair jobs generally are not performed by the service

station mechanic dee to lack of space and/or equipment: yet, he should be able

to diagnose the major problems of vehicles and direct the owners to reliable

garages for repairs he is not equipped to handle.

Due to the annual increase in the number of vehicles on the road, the

automobile mechanic has become a ttecessary employee of the service station.

In many cases he diagnoses 7nd repairs vehicles after the normal closing hours

of local garages, thus performing a valuable service to travelers and others

with vehicular problems at night. In other instances he builds a local clientele

of satisfied car owners who depend on him for the bulk of their minor repair

and replacement jobs which fill his daytime working hours. Unquestionably a

good mechanic is a distinct asset to the service station.

In the shop program for automobile mechanics meaningless and theoretical

work should be kept to a minimum with a major emphasis given to application

(practical work on vehicles). Special stress should be put on developing in

the trainee good work habits, responsibility for each job performed, and desir-

able habits of safety and good housekeeping. No vehicle operates with any

i
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degree of efficiency if it is half repaired. Thus the service station mechanic

should be a well-trained, efficient, and responsible technician who can do

basic diagnosis, tests, repairs, adjustments, and replacements correctly.

Those jobs he is not trained to do or aoes not have parts and equipment to

perform should be referred elsewhere. For shop purpoFss the instructor should

go as far in the training procedures normally used for teaching automobile

mechanics as needed.

Since each class varies both in ability and background, the instructor

should choose from this outline the units in the order most likely to suit the

needs of his group and local situation. Time allotment for the units of the

outline will also vary according to trainee ability. Though the outline is

written in a sequence thought desirable this does not mean it must be followed

exactly for the individual situation and requirements will determine the empha-

sis. In other words the material in this book is intended as usable but flexible

guide foi instructors of service station mechanic courses.

Charlie M. Dunn, Assistant Commissioner Henry A. Kennon, Director
Vocational-Technical Education Manpower Development Training
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1. To develop enough skill for (entry) occupational competency

2. To develop ability to know and follow safety rules and practices

3. To develop attitudes required for job entry and advancement

4. To develop interest in and appreciation for quality shop work

ix



To develop
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SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

-understanding of the rules and regulations of the project and/or training
facility

- understanding of the attitudes and habits necessary to hold a job as a
service station mechanic

- understanding of safety factors

- ability to practice safety daily

-understanding of the need for, and the effect of, good public relations

- ability to recognize and use the different types of test equipment,
machines and other mechanical devices

-understanding of automobile construction

- ability to recognize the make and model of most cars

-ability to impart general information (roads, motels, restaurants, tax
laws, etc.)

- ability to make change quickly and accurately through correct use of
cash register

- ability to write tickets correctly for charge customers

- ability to accept payment by credit cards

-ability to wash an automobile quickly and efficiently

- understanding of the need for perfection of work

-ability to polish a car efficiently and quickly

- understanding of the need for polish as a means of preserving surface
finish on the car body

- ability to clean automobile upholstery neatly and without spotting sur-
face areas

x



To develop

-ability to service the automobile quickly, efficiently, and completely
in such a way as to encourage repeat business

-understanding, and increase knowledge of trainees in regard to the
products sold by service station

-ability to recognize, use and care for hand, bench, and floor tools

-ability to use tools safely and efficiently

-ability to recognize and use miscellaneous parts interchangeable on
vehicles

- ability to identify the correct tool needed for the job

-understanding of the various types of frames and different kinds of frame
construction

-ability to identify parts of suspension systems and install parts for
proi.--r alignment

-ability to understand, maintain, and repair steering systems

-understanding of electricity, its nature, sources, kinds, principles, and
applications to the automobile

-ability to test, diagnose, and repair the lighting circuits of automobiles,
as well as all other circuits of a car

-understanding of the principles of power plant operation

-ability to recognize, diagnose, clean, repair, and replace the com-
ponent parts of the power plant, and its associated systems

- ability to follow manufacturer's specifications on lubrication procedures

-ability to identify, diagnose, and repair the clutch and associated parts

- ability to identify, diagnose, and repair transmissions

-ability to identify, diagnose, and repair the drive line

xi



To develop

- ability to identify, inspect, disassemble, and assemble the rear axle
housing and assemblies

-ability to inspect, disassemble, repair, and assemble brake units

-ability to diagnose and correct problems of wheel alignment

- ability to align the front suspension and steering systems

-ability to check and repair door locks, strike plates, bumper (door) ,
and hinges

- a) ity to check and repair alignment of back deck, hood, and venti-
lators

- ability to diagnose, adjust, and repair heaters

-ability to check and repair the mechanical parts of the air-conditioning
unit (non-refrigerative portions)

- ability to diagnose, adjust, and repair windshield washers and wipers

- ability to perform basic mathematical computations

- understanding of some of the problems which will confront the trainee
upon completion of the program
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AUTOMOBILE SERVICE MECHANIC

SECTION I.

I NTRODUCTION

This section of the outline is planned for the purpose of orienting the
trainees to the training program so problems of adjustment can be kept to a
minimum. An overall survey of the station, equipment, and training provides
the trainee with some understanding of the work he will be doing.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the subject of safety. Safety must
be introduced in the first days of shop work and emphasized daily thereafter.
Safety must be presented in such a way that it becomes a habit.

TOTAL HOURS 1440*

SUGGESTED
HOURS

I

6

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D

1

Unit 1. Orientation

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the rules and
regulations of the project and/or training
facility

To develop understanding of the attitudes and
habits necessary to hold a job as a service
station mechanic

I. General introductory material
A. Discussion of course objectives
B. Survey of course content
C. Discussion of forms used in training project
D. Consideration of areas for further study
E. Consideration of possibilities for job advancement
F. General procedures of class and shop program

II. Rules and regulations
A. School - or project - rules

1. Opening and closing hours
2. Breaks

Key: L-Lecture D-Discussion DE-Demonstration P-Practical Application T-Test
*360 Hours of this time is devoted to Prevocational and Remedial education
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3. Lunch hour
4. Smoking
5. Length of course
6. Absence
7. Tardiness
8. Illness
9. Reasons for dropping trainees from program

10, Other
B. Classroom procedures

1. Manuals and texts
2. Notebooks
3. Tool location, and checkout

C. Trainee behavior and conduct
1. Daily attendance
2. Punctuality
3, Application to learning in class or shop
4. Cooperation with fellow trainees, instruc-

tors, and guest speakers
5. Personal hygiene
6. Personal appearance

a. Hair cut neatly
b. Daily shave
c. Uniform - or - dress
d. Hands as clean as work permits

7. Personal qualities and attitudes
a. Diligence
b. Courtesy to fellow trainees, instruc-

tor, and customers
c. Willingness to work
d. Willingness to accept a job after

training
e. Respect for work and people
f. Clean speech

8. Personal responsibilities
a. Attendance
b. Care of equipment and tools
c. Development of desirable work habits

9. No pranks or practical jokes permitted
D. Job opportunities
E. Overview of shop test equipment

1. Uses
2. Safety factors involved
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III. Station layout
A. Office

1. Location
2. Use

B. Pumps
1. Number
2. Location
3. Kind

C. Lubrication racks
D. Oil and additives

L Location
2. Care of stock on shelves or racks

E. Tire displays
1. Kinds
2. Sizes

F. Restrooms
1. Location
2. Care and maintenance

a. Cleaning
b. Towels
c. Soap
d. Trash containers and removal

G. Arrangement of equipment
1. For convenience
2. For ease of use

5
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Unit 2. Safety

Objectives:

To develop understanding of safety
factors

To develop the ability to practice
safety daily

I. First Aid
A. First aid kit

I. Location
2. Items in kit
3. Use of items in kit

B. Injuries
I. Types prevalent in service stations
2. Types for individual treatment
3. Types for treatment by doctor

C. Treatment of shock
D. Prevention of bleeding

II. The service station
A. Layout or plan

1. For convenience of use
2. For safety
3. For fume or gas

B. Good housekeeping and safety through
1. Clean working areas with no oil or

grease on floor
2. Clean, properly conditioned tools

and equipment
3. Items in assigned places
4. Daily cleanups

III. Fire and fire protection
A. Evacuation of station
B. Fire extinguisher

I. Location
2. Use, or operation
3. Maintenance
4. Speed of use required for specific

possibilities of fire in and around
station

7
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IV. Safety rules and regulations
A. Away from station

1. Observe speed regulations
2. Observe all driving and other civil

laws
B. In and around station

1. Use of jack
2. Use of gasoline for washing parts
3. Use of scotch (block) under heels
4. Use of safes.- ::evice on hoist
5. Never use test equipment until fully

instructed and checked out on each
4-1 Never wear rings or watches when working

in shop part of station
7. Place tools, drop cords, fender covers,

and shop towels where they cannot fall
into running motors

B. No shouting permitted
9. Nu horseplay or practical jokes permitted

10. Obey instructions
11. Report any injuries or hazards as soon as

observed
12. Keep handles tightly fastened on tools
13. Use tool and test equipment only for the

purpose for which it is intended
14. Be alert when using all tools, both hand

and power-driven
15. Never touch a man when he is working on

a moving engine or equipment
16, Always have a safety stand under a vehicle

before getting under it
17. Prime an engine only after adequate instructions
18. Never leave a creeper out on the floor
19. Use fender cover to smother fire from surplus

gas on an engine
20. Wipe up spilled oil or grease to prevent

slipping or falling
21. When rolling under a vehicle on creeper always

enter in the center of the car frcm the side
22. When rolling under a vehicle on creeper (with

car stands and moor running in gear) always
enter from front or rear of vehicle to avoid
creeper rolling into moving wheels (testing
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for vibrations , drive shaft, differential, and
wheel bearing noise)

23. If a problem arises.with the electric wiring in
the shop itself, report to the instructor. Do
not trim fuses.

24. Never remove by hand a radiatoi cap when water
is boiling even if the cap has a pressure release
on it (use a long rod to push or open cap to the
first notch while standing at a distance to avoid
a burn)

25. Always shut off engine before adjusting a fan
belt or air-coi.iitioner pulleys
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Unit 3. Public Relations

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the need for,
and the effect of, good public relations

To develop the ability to practice factors
required for good public relations

I. The importance of good public relations
A. Effect on overall business of the station
B. Effect on the customer
C. As a means of advertising

II. The service station attendant image
A. The appearance of attendant and effect on customers

1. Cleanliness
a. Of hands
b. Of face
c. Of unifo"n or clothing worn to work

2. Shined shoes
3. Smiling, pleasant countenance

B. Attitudes of attendant
1. Alert, friendly attitude
2. Respect for custrvaer's needs and interests
3. Eagerness to provide adequate service

III. Salesmanship
A. Customer approach

1. Friendly greeting or salutation
2. Pleasant inquiry as to needs of customer
3. Efficient service routine involving

a. No spill-over or runover of gas tank
b. Washing of windshield, rear-view mirror,

and headlights
c. Under-the-hood checkup if customer does

not veto
d. Check of tires visually at least

4. Avoid attempting to sen customer extras he
may not desire or need

5. Handle customers as friends
6. Be formal; that is, use Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
7. Develop a memory for names of customers

11
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B. Examples of specific types of customer
approaches to use and to avoid

C. Why the customer buys
D. Inadvisability of knocking competitive stations

1. Poor business policy
2. Loses friends
3. Sell own business and product

E. Telephone and the customer
1. Answering the telephone

a. Answer with name and location
of station

b. Identify yourself
c. Be friendly
d. Speak slowly and clearly
e. Get all the facts

2. Effect on customer
F. Complaints

1. Kinds of complaints
2. How to handle complaints

a. Be patient and courteous
b. Try to avoid that which causes

complaints
c. Settle complaints fairly
d. It is better to keep a customer

than win an argument
e. Consult with manager or owner

for solution
G. Service to develop repeat business

1. Offer extra services
a. Clean outside of all windows
b. Clean headlights and rear-view

mirror
c. Offer to air tires
d. Check air of spare tire
e. Use whiskbroom to brush out

interior
f. Offer proper suggestions for

servicing
2. Close each sale with a sincere invita-

tion to come back
3. Help keep station clean and attractive

12
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Unit 4. Test equipment, Mechanical Devices,
and other Equipment

Objective:

To develop the ability to recognize and use
different types of test equipment, machines ,

and other mechanical devices

I. Test equipment
A. Motor analyzer

1. Safety
a. When not in use keep switches in "off"

position
b. Keep draped cords clear of mo ing engine

parts
c. Never use until properly instructed

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

B. Distributor machine
1. Safety

a. Keep switches in "off" position
b. Keep hands clear of moving parts
c. Keep well lubricated

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

C. Generator regulator testor
1. Safety

a. Keep guard in place during operation
b. Adjust switches on selector panel to suit

job
c. Install belt properly

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

D. Generator, voltage regulator, alternator (off-car)
1. Safety

a. Keep draped cord free of moving engine parts
b. Be sure connections are made correctly

13
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t
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

E. Battery charger
1. Safety

a. Fill battery to proper level (replace
caps before charging)

b. Connect positive lead of charger to positive
post of battery (and negative to negative)

c. Be sure charger voltage is the same as the
battery voltage

d. Avoid overcharge of the battery
e. Never examine the battery directly

over it while battery is charging
f. No smoking near bt.ftery

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

F. Starter and battery tester
1. Safety

a. Make correct connections (positive
to positive; negative to negative)

b. Adjust switch to proper voltage
c. Keep rheostat knob in "off" position

when checking battery
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

G. Wheel balancers
1. On-car wheel balancer

a. Safety
(1) Be sure car is jacked up properly

so car is well balanced
(2) Clean all gravel and foreign

matter from car treads before
spinning

(3) Fasten all balancing weights
securely to the wheel

(4) Stand clear and to the side
of the spinning wheel

b. Use
c. Operation
d. Care and maintenance

14
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I
2. Off-car balancer

a. Safety
(1) Support car properly before

moving wheel
(2) Remove all gravel and foreign

matter from tread before
mounting tire on balancer

(3) Securely fasten the balancing
weights to the wheel

(4) Stand clear and to the side of
spinning wheel

b. Use
c. Operation
d. Care and maintenance

H. Alignment machine and tester
1. Safety

a. Have someone guide car on aligning
rack

b. Always stop car and roll by hand on
turntables

c. Always block rear wheels on rack
d. Check underpinning of car such as

mufflers and tailpipes for dragging
when approaching rack

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

I. Sparkplug cleaner and tester
1. Safety

a Wear goggles
b. Be sure guard is in place for sand

blast
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

7. Radiator filler cap tester
II. Mechanical devices and other equipment

A. Grease station
1. Safety

a. Keep all parts and floor clean of
surplus grease when lubricating

b. Be sure safety lock is under rack
when lubricating

15
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2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

B. Portable crane
1. Safety

a. Always balance items being handled
by crane

b. After units are removed be sure to
lower to lowest point before moving
to another location in the shop

c. Be sure chains and mounting brackets
are securely fastened before operating
the crane

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

C. Car stand
1. Safety

a. Place under frame if possible
b. Check car specifications to learn

location points for car stands
c. On ratchet type stands check for faulty

or non-operating ratchet locks
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

D. Agitator parts cleaner
1. Safety

a. Use correct cleaning solution
b. Never clean agitator with unit in

operation
c. Properly drain parts before removing

them to another location
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

E. Station exhaust system
III. Machines

A. Grinder
1. Safety

a. Wear goggles or face shield at grinder
b. Keep guard on grinder
c. Keep abrasive wheels in good condition

16
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d. Stand in safe, secure position
e. Hold tightly the object being ground

2. Uses
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

B. Steam cleaner
1. Safety

a. Stand clear of hose and safety valve
b. Use in well-ventilated place
c. Never direct steam into fire pot

or electrical connections
d. Check hose regularly for swelling

or damage
e. Be sure water pressure is on unit

before lighting
f. Use a heavy duty cord to connect

cleaner to wall socket
2. Uses
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

C. Air compressor
1. Safety

a. Stay clear of moving pulleys or belts
b. Never tamper with pressure gauges

or safety valve
c. Lubricate at regular intervals
d. Always keep air compressor away

from the wall to insure adequate air
supply for cooling

e. Keep belt side of compressor toward
the wall

f. Drain compressor regularly
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

N. Comparison of MDT training station and a commercial
station
A. Comparison of operations
B. Comparison of equipment
C. Comparison of jobs
D. Comparison of worker attitudes

17
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E. Responsibility
1. For being on the job daily
2. For equipment used
3. For working with personnel and customers
4. For carrying out orders

18
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Unit S. Products Sold by Service Stations

Objective:

To develop understanding and increase knowledge
of trainees in regard to products sold by
service stations

I. Gasoline
A. Refining of oil
B. Source of gasoline
C. Transportation of gasoline

I. By tank car
2. By pipeline
3. By truck

D. Gasoline distribution points
E. Grades of gasoline

I. Octane content
2. Additives

a. Viscosity index improver
b. Pour point depressant
c. Anti-we tr additives
d. Corrosion inhibitors
e. Foam inhibitors
f. Oxidation inhibitors

3. Gasoline factors
a. Evaporation
b. Vapor
c. Heat and gum content
d. Stability
e. Odor
f. Anti-knock compounds
g. Volatility
h. Common fallacies of fuels and engines

II. Oil
A. How motor oils are made

I. Refining
2. Blending
3. Viscosity

B. Grades of oil
C. Seasonal variations in oil grades
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D. Purpose of motor oil
1. To cool
2. To lubricate
3. To seal
4. To clean

E. Types of motor oil
1. MS - severe
2. MM - moderate
3. ML- light

F. Viscosity numbers and grades recommended
by SAE (Society of Automobile Engineers)
1. 5W, 10W, 20W - denotes winter oil
2. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 - denotes single

viscosity oils
G. Ways to sell motor oils

1. Displays
2. Oil change door tab
3. Job tickets
4. Incentive plan
5. Follow-up plan

III. Other oil products
A. Kerosene
B. Mineral spirits
C. Paraffin

IV. Accessories
A. Listed by name

1. Windshield wipers and blades
2. Floor mats
3. Seat covers
4. Hub caps
5. Spark plugs and points
6. Lights and bulbs
7. Chains
8. :inti-freeze
9. Fluids

a. Transmission
b. Brake
c. Additives for cooling system
d. Windshield washer fluid
e. De-icer

10. Fan and air-conditioning belts
11. Batteries

B. Care and maintenance of accessories

20
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V. Lubricants

A. Kinds or types
B. Purposes or uses of each kind

VI. Tires and tubes
A. Variations by manufacturers
B. Difference in rubber and synthetics
C. Tire variations

1. Ply
2. Tread
3. Fiber or cord of tire carcass
4. Quality and kind of bead
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Unit 6. Information Needed by Automobile Service
Mechanics

Objectives:

To develop understanding of automobile body
constructic i

To develop ability to recognize the make and model
of most cars

To develop ability to impart general information
(roads, motels, restaurant, tax laws, etc.)

I. Introduction to automobile construction
A. Auto body styles

1. Four door sedan
2. Two door sedan
3. Four door hardtop
4. Two door hardtop
5. Convertibles
6. Station wagons

B. Trucks and truck body styles
II. Auto paint finishes

A. Enamel
1. Plain
2. Synthetic

B. Lacquer
I. Acrylic
2. Lucite

III. Automobile materials
A. Exterior and interior

I. Stainless steel
2. Chrome
3. Aluminum
.4. Foam rubber
5. Leather
6. Nylon
7. Plastic
8. Cotton and wool fabrics
9. Copper

10. Nickel
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B. Where each is used
IV. Manufacturers and models of cars

A. Ford Motor Company
I. Ford
2. Lincoln
3. Mercury

B. American Motors - Rambler
C. Chrysler Corporation

1. Plymouth
2. Dodge
3. Chrysler

D. General Motors
I. Cadillac
2. Oldsmobile
3. Pontiac
4. Buick
5. Chevrolet

E. Imports
V. Structure areas involving diagnosis and repair

the automobile service mechanic
A. Body parts which require lubrication

I. Door locks, strikers, and hinges
2. Door hold-open arms
3. Rear deck lock
C Hood latches, hinges
5. Fuel tank door

B. The chassis
I. Power plant

a. Eight cylinders
b. Six cylinders
c. Four cylinders

2. Running gear
3. Frame
4. Wheels
5. Tires
6. Springs
7. Shock absorbers
8. Differential

C. Drive system
I. Clutch assembly
2. Transmission

24
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3. Drive shaft
4. Universal joints

D. Control system
1. Steering assembly
2. Brake system
3. Control pedals

E. Electrical system
1. Generator
2. Starter
3. Radio
4. Lights
5. Heater
6. Horn
7. Voltage regulator
8. Fuses

F. Ignition system
I. Ignition switch
2. Distributor
3. Spark plugs
4. Coil
5. Points
6. Condenser

VI. Road and map information
A. Highways

1. Location - state and/or federal number of
highways

2. Condition of roads
a. Under repair
b. Snowy or icy conditions

3. Shortcuts
B. Map service

VII. Hotels, motels, and restaurants
A. Location
B. Price range
C. Quality and service

VIII. Robberies
A. What to do
B. What to remember about the robber and getaway

car
C. How and to whom to report a robbery
D. How to avoid petty thefts and pilfering

25
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Unit 7. Payment Procedures

Objectives:

To develop the ability to make
change quickly and accurately
through correct use of cash
register

To develop ability to write tickets
correctly for charge customers

To develop ability to accept payment
by credit cards

I. Cash
A. Set-up and operation of change fund
B. Making change

I. Mention total amount of sale
2. Prevent misunderstanding by repeating

total to be taken from the payment
received

3. Count out change using as few coins
and bills as possible

C. Giving change to the customer
I. Count out the change building from the

total of the purchase to the total money
paid by customer

2. Count coins and bills slowly into the
hand of customer

D. Thank customer for the sale and ask him
to return

II. Checks
A. Conform to station policy on checks

I. Have check OKed by owner or manager
2. Know those regular customers from

whom you can accept checks
B. Verify the following points on each check

I. It should be written in ink
2. It should not have been altered in

any respect
3. It should carry correct date
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4. The amount should agree with the sales
total

5. It should be made out correctly to the
station

6. It should have a legible signature
(with address, and driver's license
number listed for customers not well-
known to attendant)

7. Request proper identification
a. Driver's license
b. Charge-a-plate
c. Voter registration

III. Credit cards
A. Limitations of credit cards

1. Gasoline in amounts to tank capacity
2. Services such as battery, tires, lubrication,

polishing car, and service of motor
3. Accessories limited to resale items from

distributor
B. Examine credit card

1. For date of expiration
2. To determine if purchase is chargeable on

card
C. Ticket preparation

I. Put card and sales ticket in imprinting
device and print

2. Check print for clarity of imprint
3. Enter description and price of purchase

(gas by gallons, tires, etc.)
4. Add any tax required
5. Enter customer's license number and state
6. Get customer's signature and present

ticket and credit card to him
D. Thank customer for sale

28
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SECTION II.

AUTO WASHING AND CONDITIONING

Probably the mast competitive service offered by service stations involves
washing the car. The job must be done thoroughly, and involves cleaning the
car and trunk interior as well as the car exterior.

To avoid unnecessary loss of time, the employee must make each move-
ment count toward completion of the total job. Certainly each part of the job
should be performed in a sequence planned to prevent the necessity of redoing
any portion of the work already carried out. Rewashing even a small part of a
car means loss of time which is lost money.

The customer must be pleased with the work done or the result is having
to rewash the car, or the 1,:ss of a customer. Trainees should form the habit
of being satisfied with perfect work only.

Though not strictly speaking a part of the service station mechanic's
duties, at times he may be called upon to wash and/or condition cars during
rush periods or when he is not otherwise busy with regular mechanical repair
service. This section is included in the training outline for this reason ..::-.:.
may be used at the discretion of the instructor.

SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1. Washing an Automobile

Objectives:

To develop the ability to wash an automobile quickly and
efi.ciently

To develop understanding of the need for perfection of
work

L,D, I. Tools and equipment needed
DE, A. Liquids and related equipment
P 1. Water hose
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2. Hose nozzle
3. Water under pressure
4. Black wall tire paint and brush
5. Tar remover
6. Kerosene (diluted)

B. Soap and polishes
1. Mild soap or powder
2. Special detergents for washing cars
3. Glass cleaner

C. Polishing fabrics
1. Sponge
2. Chamois
3. Paper towels

D. Other cleaning needs
1. Whiskbroom
2. Vecuurl cleaner

II. Order of work
A. Preparation

1. Close all windows and doors
2. In summertime, place car in shade to cool

meta' to prevent water and soap streaks
3. In winter, place car in heated area and use

warm water
4. Have all tools and equipment ready before

berinning wash job
B. Remove loose floor mats, wash, and clean
C. Vacuum car interior

1. Start by cleaning overhead area and work downward
2. Remove and wash rubb'.r flour mats
3. Vacuum rug or fabric mats
4. Return loose mats to auto

D. Dust car interior
E. Clean door jambs with solvent rag
F. Wash wheels and tires

1. Use detergent and brush
2. Use black wall tire paint on black side-wall

tires
G Wash body

1. Wash from center of car top down toward
wheels using water only
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2. Apply increased water pressure to lower
part of auto body, bumper areas, and
wheels
a. Use tar remover or diluted kerosene

to remove tar or grimy spots before
applying soap or detergent

b. Wet body surface completely before
applying any soap or detergent

c. Flush off detergent thoroughly
3. Rinse car thoroughly
4. Rewash if needed
5. Dry body with clean chamois
6. Inspect exterior for dryness

H. Chrome
1. Use chrome cleaner on metals which

cannot be cleaned with soap and water
2. Polish to gloss with soft cloth

I. Inspection
1. Check all phases of wash job
2. Remember: the customer must be pleased
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Unit 2. Conditioning and Polishing Automobiles

Objectives:

To develop ability to polish a car efficiently and
quickly

To develop understanding of the need.for polish as
a means of preserving surface finish on the car
body

To develop ability to clean automobile upholstery
neatly and without spotting surface areas

I. Types of polishes
A. Wax
B. Liquid

II. Polishing automobile
A. Order of procedure

1. Car top
2. Hood
3. Fenders
4. Trunk
5. Door panel
6. Wheel
7. Trim

B. Method used for polishing
1. Apply to surface in small areas (no more

than two feet square)
2. Rub thoroughly on surface
3. Remove while damp (or observe instructions

with polish)
4. Polish by hand or with electric buffer if

available
5. Inspect completed polish job for areas in

need for repolishing
III, Cleaning automobile upholstery

A. Types of cleaners
1. Method of using each type
2. Suitability of cleaner to upholstery
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B. Types of upholstery
1. Fabrics

a. Cotton
b. Wool
c. Nylon

2. Plastics
3. Leather

34
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SECTION III.

ISERVICING THE AUTOMOBILE

llQuick complete service to a car as soon as it arrives at the island or in
the driveway is one of the best means of gaining' repeat business for the ser-
vice station. Splashing of gasoline on the car surface, nicking the enamel,
failure to respect the needs and requests of the customer, and tardiness in ap-
proaching the car are several ways to annoy and anger customers. Also of
great importance is the courteous and respectful approach used by the service
station employee. Remember that salesmanship and service are two areas of
great significance in the success of the business.

V

ti

Usually the service station attendant performs some or all of the jobs in-
cluded in Unit I of this section. However, the mechanic normall performs
the services included in Unit 2.

(SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit I. Island or Driveway Service

Objective:

To develop the ability to service the automobile quickly,
efficiently, and completely in such a way as to en-
courage repeat business

L,D, I. Procedures for attendant to follow in general service
DE, A. Proper customer approach
P,T I. Approach customer promptly

2. Approach customer with a smile and courteob
greeting

3. Call customer by name if possible
4. Politely solicit a full tank
5. Fill order promptly

B. Filling the gasoline tank
I. Ring the previous sale off the pump
2. Start the pump
3. Remove hose being careful not to drag it across

any part of the car body
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4. Remove the tank cap or cove,.
a. Hold in hand or
b. Place in trap area or near tank

5. Carefully insert autc,:rtic nozzle in tank intake
and fill
a. Never fill tank with engine running
b. Never fill tank when smoking or when some-

one is smoking nearby
c. Ground nozzle against tank fill-in

(1) To avoid static electricity
(2) To avoid possibility of explosion

d. Turn face away from tank to avoid breathing
of gas fumes

6. Completely empty nozzle into tank before re-
moving from fill pipe

7. Tightly cap the filled tank
8. Rinse off any spilled gasoline with water
9. Turn off pump

10. Replace nozzle on the pump
11. Clean the meter reading after making sales

ticket or collecting for the sale
C. Cleaning the windows

1. Wash windshield while gas tank is filling
a. Use fluid or water to remove road dirt and

bugs
b. Clean with paper towels or clean cloth
c. Wipe corners and edges
d. Check with customer to be sure windshield

is clean
2. Clean rear window
3. Clean license plate
4. Wash headlights and outside rear-view mirror
5. Clean wiper blades

H. Under-the-hood servicing
A. Hood openers

1. Types of outside openers
2. C4Ignal 'hand) for inside openers
3. Hold up devices and release devices

B. Radiator service
1. Removal of cap

a. Use a rag, cloth, or stick to turn cap
b. Pressure caps
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c. Danger of burns when removing cap from
hot engine

2. Notice condition of cap seal for leakage
3. Check condition of water and/or liquid

a. For discoloration
b. For level of fluid and add water. as needed
c. With hydrometer for winterizing
d. Add anti-freeze according to customer's

order after determining need for it
4. Replace cap

C. Battery service
I. Remove caps and place upside-down in clean

spot on top of battery
2. Avoid gettih; any electrolyte (acid) on outside

of battery
3. Check amount of charge with hydrometer
4. Check water level and add distilled water as

needed. Do not overflow.
5. Replace caps tightly

D. Oil level service
I . Locate oil dip stick
2. Remove dip stick, and wipe off with clean cloth
3. Reinsert dip stick to fill depth to insure accurate

reading
4. Show reading to customer holding cloth or towel

at tip to prevent dripping
5. Learn from customer

a. Grade and brand of oil used
b. The quantity of oil desired
c. The quality of oil desired

6. Open can with opener and pour into fill pipe
a. Do not spill
b. Place finger over spout until ready to pour
c. Pour slowly to allow oil to flow without

overflowing
7. Replace oil cap tightly
P. Place empty cil can in designated waste containers
9. RE.check oil level with dipstick

E. Transmission fluid check
F. Brake fluid check
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G. Belt check
1. Location of belts

a . Fan belt
b. Air-conditioner belt

2. Signs of belt wear
a. Fraying of belt
b. Separation of belt ply
c. Increased or decreased belt tension

H. Oil filter
1. Check door tag to determine need
2. Call to attention of customer
3. Change as requested by customer

I. Tank for windshield washer fluid
1. Check and recommend filling if needed
2. Inquire as to kind of fluid used

J. Closing the hood
1. Always use a cloth under hands to avoid finger-

marks
2. Check to determine if tightly ci.osed
3. Avoid slamming the hood in closing

EH. Tire checks
A. Airing tires

1. Check on poundage customer prefers
2. Check air pressure
3. Add air to required pressure level

B. Observation of possible tire defects
IV. Payment of purchases

A. Totaling the ticket
B. Presentation of ticket to customer
C. Accept payment and make change according to

procedures taught in Unit 7 of Section I
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Unit 2. Other Types of Automobile Servicing

Objectives:

To develop the ability to perform these types of servicing
safely, quickly, and correctly

I. Lubrication
A. Lubrication of the automobile

1. Importance of lubrication
2. Frequency of lubrication
3. Use of manufacturer's lubrication guide

B. Procedure of lubrication
1. Raise car with hoist

a. Carefully drive car in place for use of hoist
b. Raise car with hoist
c. Insert safety pin in hoist, or follow safety

procedure for other type hoists
2. Using chart, locate all grease fittings

a. Inspect fittings for leaks and for tightness
b. Using lube gun, apply lubricant in order to

remove all old lubricant
c. Clean fitting tips and replace

C. Check points
1. For leaks

a. Radiator hose
b. Radiator tank
c. Main bearing

2. Steering system checked for
a. Loose rod
b. Bent rod

3. Tires checked for
a. Out-of-balance
b. Undue and uneven wear of trt
c. Cracks
d. Blisters
e. Cuts
f. Imbedded rocks, glass, nails
g. Slick tread

4. Brake cylinders checked
a. For leaks
b. For cracks
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C. For looseness
5. Check shock absorbers and spring
6. Check crankcase vents
7. Check positive crankcase Intilation
8. Check transmission level
9. Check brake cables - or - fluid

10. Check differential oil level
11. Check muffler and tail pipes for wear and loose

clamps
12. Check underbody for rust
13. Check under the hood for leaky hoses and con-

nections
14. Check battery
15. Check water pump and connections
16. Check windshield wiper blades and washer fluid
17. Check horn for sound

II. Change of engine oil
A. Tools and equipment needed

1. Hoist
2. Box end wrench of appropriate size
3. Drain pan (10 quart size)
4. Oil plug copper gasket

B. Procedure
1. Carefully place auto on hoist
2. Stop engine and remove people from auto
3. Lift car on hoist following safety procedure for

hoist used (safety pin)
4. Locate drain directly under crankcase drain

plug, remove plug, and drain
5. Replace oil plug copper gasket with a new one
6. Insert drain plug in place using wrench to tighten

securely and set the new gasket
7. Clean off excess oil and grease from oil drain area
8. Lower car to floor, open hood, and cover fenders

with fender covers
9. Using lubrication guide, fill crankcase with cor-

rect kind and amount of oil
10. Close crankcase filler neck cover properly

(without using force)
11. Wipe of any oil spilled on engine
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12. Start engine allowing it to idle 3 to 5 minutes
13. Check oil pressure gauge or light
14. Stop engine and check crankcase oil level with

dip stick
15. Service and check under hood according to lu-

brication guide
16. Raise car on hoist using safety pin or other

safety measure as required
17. Check carefully for oil leak around crankcase

drain plug with engine running
18. Lower car to floor level
19. Fill out door sticker and apply to car door

after listing
a. Type of oil
b. Number of quarts of oil
c. Date
d. Mileage
e. Filter (if changed)

III. Removal, repair, and replacement of tire and tube
A. Tools and equipment needed

1. Jack or hoist
2. Tire irons or tire changer
3. Lug wrench
4. Valve core wrench
5. Hub cap puller or two screwdrivers
6. Plug kit
7. Tube patching kit
8. Rubber mallet
9. Water

10. Soap
11. Air and nozzle
12. Tire pump
13. Air pressure gauge
14. Chalk tire

B. Tire terminology
1. Bead
2. Chafing strip
3. Reinforcement strip
4. Ply
5. Sidewalls
6. Tread
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C. To replace a flat with a spare
1. Set the emergency brake (use rock, blocks,

or chock if car is on a slope)
2. Remove spare from rear of car and place near

the flat tire
3. Remove hub cap
4. Place hub cap under the edge of car within reach
5. With lug wrench loosen all hub nuts one complete

turn
6. Using a hoist or Jack elevate wheel with flat clear

of ground by one inch
7. Entirely remove hub nuts and place in hub cap

nearby
8. Remove wheel and tire and place to one side of

work area
9. Place spare wheel on drum

10. Replace hub nuts and tighten with fingers before
using lug wrench for final tightening

11. Lower automobile so tire bears weight of car
12. Again tighten lugs
13. Replace hub cap

D. To repair a tire and tube
1. Follow procedure in C.(above) to remove and

replace tire
2. With chalk mark position of tube stem on side-

wall of tire near the bead
3. Remove valve core using valve core wrench
4. Using mechanical tire changer, or tire changing

hand tools, break the tire beads from rim of wheel
5. Remove front or rear bead, (according to size of

the tire), and sidewall from the rim
6. Remove tube from tire and wheel and inflate to

slightly larger size than normal
7. Immerse inflated tube in water and watch for air

bubbles to locate punctures
8. Mark puncture with chalk
9. Patch the puncture

a. Clean large area around puncture and do not
touch

b. Cover cleaned area with glue and dry
c. Place patch on cleaned area with center of

patch over hole
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10. Lay tube on tire by aligning tube stem with
chalk mark on tire

11. Remove tire from wheel and inspect for damage
at chalk mark on the tread
a. Repair tire damage with a patch boot
b. Or repair tire damage by vulcanizing

12. Place tube inside tire aligning tube stem with
stem chalk mark on tire

13. Make soap suds and cover tire be...d
14. Put tire on wheel with stem and stet,

mark aligned with wheel hole
15. Remount, using hand tools or mechanical tire

changer
16. Thread the tube stem through hole in rim and

pull tight into hole
17. Remount other bead and sidewall on wheel and

align tube stem
18. Straighten tire on wheel and align tube stem
19. Inflate tube so tire beads go in place in the

bead heel
20. Deflate tube to remove any wrinkles in the tube
21. Re inflate tube to desired pressure for driving
22. May use plug-type repair for tubeless tire

E. Wheel and tire rotation
IV. Testing and care of the storage battery

A. Tools and equipment
1. Syringe
2. Battery hydrometer
3. Distilled water
4. Bicarbona'a of soda
5. Cup grease
6. Asphaltum paint
7. Battery carrier

B. Battery service (refer to Section III , Unit 1, II C in
the outline)

C. To remove a battery from the automobile
1. Mark position of a post (either positive or

negative) with chalk on side of the auto near
battery holder

2. Loosen terminal bolts and leads from battery
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3. Disconnect battery hold-down device
4. Using battery carrier, remove battery

D. To clean battery and holder
1. Using 1 lb. bicarbonate of soda to one gallon

of water, wash battery on wash rack
2. Using cloth rinsed in soda solution, clean

sides and top of battery, hold-down device,
and battery holder

3. Rinse battery with clear water and dry
4. Paint holder with asphaltum paint and dry
S. Using battery carrier, replace battery in

position as marked
6. Replace hold-down device

E. To clean battery posts and terminals
1. Clean battery by twisting post cleaner around

posts
2. Place terminal cleaner inside terminals and turn
3. Replace terminal on post and tighten terminal

bolts
4. Connect positive cable to large post (positive

post)
F. To check condition of battery

1. Remove plugs
2. Insert tip of hydrometer into electrolyte
3. Compress bulb of hydrometer and slowly release

bulb
4. Read; check each cell
S. Increase or decrease acid in the barrel so the

bulb will float free
6. The float colors mean

a. Red level - poor - battery needs charging
b. Yellow - fair - battery is half charged
c. Green - good - battery is charged

7. Compress bulb to remove acid from hydrometer
barrel

8. Remove hydrometer tip from vent of battery
9. Replace vent covers snugly

G. To replace oil filters
1. Tools and equipment needed

a. Hoist (for finger type, extended type, or
run way type)
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b. Box end
c. Strap wrench
d. Clean cloths

2. To change cartridge type filter
a. Raise hood and locate filter
b. Place fender covers on fenders
c. Loosen filter housing by turning cover
d. Remove hold-down bolt and cover
e. Remove filter cartridge (draining the oil

back into the housing)
f. Place cartridge on a rag and remove
g. Suction out excess oil from filter housing

or clean with rags
h. Insert new cartridge in position
i. Remove hold-down gasket from hold-down

bolt and insert new gasket
j. Replace cover and fasten hold-down bolt in

place tight
k. Allow one quart oil to replace that removed

on old filter
3. To change crankcase oil follow outline part II

of the outline (Section II, Unit 2)
4. Other type filters change according to directions

in manufacturer's guide
a. Change oil filter when oil becomes dirty or

diluted
b. Maintenance according to mileage (60,000

to 70,000 miles)
(I) Remove oil pan, check oil pump screen,

clean, and replace as needed
(2) Clean sludge from oil pan, and replace

V. Wheel balancing
A. Need

I . Stops shimmying and thumping
2. Gives longer tire wear
3. Approximately 25% of all cars need wheels

balanced
B. Conditions which prevent proper balancing of

wheels
I. Loose wheel bearings
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2. Excessive wear in spindle connections
e . Ball joints
b. Spindle bolts and bushings

3. Tire too much out of round
4. Tire too much out of true
5. Knotty, rough tires
6. Tires worn in dips
7. Rock, gravel, or foreign matter caught in tire

tread
C. Procedure for wheel balancing

1. Jack up car properly
2. Secure steering wheel in straight-ahead

driving position
3. Clean the wheel before installing balancer

connector
4. Install balancer mounting rim to fit wheel evenly

and tightly (if rim type is used)
5. Install balancer to mounting rim (if no rim is used

to mount to cleaned wheel)
6. Place wheel turner in correct position
7. Recheck balancer connections
8. Rotate wheel by hand before starting wheel turner
9. Set tune-in gauges on balancer until wheel is

balanced, and stop wheel with turner brake
10. Install weights as indicated by balancer gauges

D. Safety precautions
1. Balancer mounting rim must fit cleaned wheel

evenly and tightly
2. Never stop wheel with brake on car
3. Never stand or permit anyone to stand in line

with the wheel balancer in operation
VI. Spark plugs

A. Cleaning before removal
1. Disconnect high-tension wiring
2. Loosen each plug one or two turns
3. Blast dirt from around plugs with air pressure

B. Removal of spark plugs
1. Keep in order of removal
2. Observe

a. Carbon deposit
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I

b. Any cracks in enamel case
c. Rounded electrodes which indicate

1.0,000-15,000 miles of driving
C. Cleaning individual plugs

1.. Shake insulator to test E f.' bserve for cracks
2. Compare used plug with A mal or new plug

to determine if running too hot or too cool
a. Soft carbon coating indicates air-fuel

mixture is too rich
b. If insulator is light gray and shell coated

with carbon soot, only the low-speed ad-
justment is too rich

c. Hard flakes of carbon and wet insulator shows
engine is pumping oil, or plug is not firing

3. Clean with solvent
a. To remove oil deposits
b. 1"-w dry
c. . ind blast, tilting and turning constantly

4. File electrodes flat and square
a. Measure gap with round wire gauge
b. Check against specifications

D. Installation of cleaned plug
1.. Wipe off gasket services
2, Screw plug into hole -, finger-tight
3. Tighten spark plug to correct torque
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SECTION IV

TOOLS, TOO', ROOM, AND MISCELLANEOUS PARTS

In the auto--mechanics trade tools are classified as hand tools, bench
tools: and floor tools. It is imperative for the trainee to be able to recog-
nize these tools by name, to learn to care for and maintain the tools in
proper condition, and to use the correct tool for each job to be performed
in the shop.

Also it is important to train the stuck nts in tool room procedures on the
entry level se that each may be trained sufficiently to work in a garage as
a parts manager or tool room manager in the event he is unable to be em-
ployed as a mechanic. For this reason the unit on miscellaneous parts
common to any vehicles is included.

SUGGESTED HOURS

4

IMETHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L I)

Unit 1. Hand, Bench, and Floor Tools

Objectives:

To develor ability to recognize, use, and care
for hand bench, and floor tools

To develop ability to use tools safely and
efficientli

I. Hand tools
A. Hammers

1. Kinds
a. Ballpeen
b. Plastic mallets

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance

B. dcrewdrivers
1. Kinds

a. Flat t sde or standard
b. Phillips
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.....,..r.elasavsMNIMo

c. Clutch head screw ("Figure 8")
d. Offset

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance

C. Socket sets
I. Components

a. Ratchet
b. Handles
c. Extension
d. Universal joint
e. Sockets

(1) Socket
(2) Deep well

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance

D. Wrenches
I. Kinds

a. Open end
b. Box end
c. Torque
d. T Abe wrenches

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance
Cold Chisels
I. Kinds

a. Diamond point
b. Round nose
c. Cape
d. Flat dold
e. Others

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenar.Je

F. Pliers
I. Kinds

a. Slip-joint
b. Diagonal cutting (side citilers)
c. Long nose
d. Bent nose
e. Channel lock
f. Lattery
g. Others

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance

E.
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G. Punches
1. Kinds

a. Starting
b. Pin
c. Center
d. Alining

2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance

H. Hand taps and dies
1. Kinds

a. Bottoming
b. Plug
c. Taper
Uses

3. Care and maintenance
I. Hack saws

1. Use
2. Care and maintenance
3. Blades

a. Size
b. Kind
c. Teeth (alternate wave and stagger)

J. Drills
1. Use
2. Care and maintenance
3. Kinds

K. Files
1. Kinds

a. Single-cut
b. Double-cut

2. Shapes
3. Use
4. Care and maintenance
5. Handles (for safety)

L. Special tools
1. For special jobs

a. Alternator service tools
b. Battery carrier
c. Tire removal tool set
d. Flaring tools (for copper tubing)
e. Flange type axle puller
1. Universal wheel puller
g. Brake spring pliers
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h. Automatic transmission tool set
2. Uses
3. Care and maintenance

Measuring tools
A. Micrometer caliper (up to 4")

I. Kinds
a. Inside (ID)
b. Outside (OD)

2. Parts
a. Frame
b. Anvil
c. Spindle
d. Barrel
e. Thimble

3. To take measurements
a. Measure between anvil and spindle in

thousandths
b. Never force or tighten micrometer too

tight
4. Caution: After measuring, lock in place for

accurate reading
5. Care and maintenance

a. Keep clear and free of grease
b. Keep in box to maintain accuracy of

instruments
6. Demonstration of micrometer on

a. Measuring crankshaft Journals
b. Bolts and capscrews
c. Shafts of all sizes
d. Pistons of aii sizes
e. Shims of different sizes
f. Thickness guages

7. Related math
a. Fraction and decimal equivalents

1/8" = .i25

1/4" = .250

3/8" = .375

1/2" .500

5/8" = .625

3/4" = .750

7/8" = .875

1" =1.000
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b. Smaller fraction arm decimal breakdowns
in 16ths, 32nds, and 64ths

c. Practice
B. Steel scales (6")

1. Use
2. Care

C. Telescoping gauge
1. Use
2. Care and maintenance

D. Feeler gauge
1. Use
2. Care and maintenance

E. Dial gauge
1. Use
2. Care and maintenance

III. Bench tools
A. Kinds

1. Vice
2. Grinder
3. Transmission holding fixture

B. Safety factors (review of previous study)
C. Use
D. Care and maintenance

N. Floor tools and equipment
A. Creeper

1. Safety
a. Must roll easily in any direction
b. When not in use stand against wall

2. Use
3. Maintenance

B. Grease lift (hydraulic)
1. Safety

a. Be sure car is on safety lifts properly
to avoid tipping of car while raising

b. Keep safety device in proper working
order

c. Operate lowering device slowly to avoid
tipping car

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

C. Stand
1. Safety

a. Place load directly under solid part
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b. Be sure stand is level
2. Use
3. Care and maintenance

D. Hydraulic floor jack
1. Safety

a. Place under side of car, differential,
or front end to avoid slippage

b. Never exceed capacity of jack in use
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

E. Bumper jack
1. Safety

a. Place pedals under solid bumpers only
b. Place pedals of jack firmly under and

against sides of bumper
2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

F. Transmission jack
1. Safety

a. Fasten transmission securely to jack
before removing or reinstalling

b. Be sure engine is securely fastened in
frame before removing transmission
with jack

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance

G. Portable crane
1. Safety

a. Do not extend adjustable arm out so far
as to overbalance crane

b. Lower load near floor before moving the
crane with the load on it

c. Be sure lift chain is locked firmly in
place

d. Lower load slowly
e. Lock chain in place before loading

2. Use
3. Operation
4. Care and maintenance
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Unit 2. Miscellaneous Parts Used on Vehicles

Objective:

To develop ability to recognize and use
miscellaneous parts interchangeable on
vehicles

I. Bolts
A. Category

1. Standard
2. SAE

B. Kinds (Standard bolts)
1. Head
2. Step
3. Stove
4. Maciiine
5. Carriage

C. Uses
1. To hold down cylinder (head bolt)
2. To mount panels, heaters, radiator guards

(Step bolt)
3. To install license tags, to attach molding

strips and fan guard parts (stave bolt)
4. For body bolts (machine bolt)
5. For mounting brackets to fenders and body

parts (carriage bolt)
D. Thread sizes

II. Nuts
A. Category

1. Standard
2. SAE

B. Kinds
I. Hex

a. Self-locking
b. Plain

Z. Square
3. Wing

C. Uses
1. Standard on bumper bolts, exhaust system

installation
2. SAE - or U-bolts; studs on fine- threaied end
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III. Lock washers
A. Spring type

1. For general use
2. Category (Standard)

B. Internal type
1. For use where space will not permit spring

type
2. Category (Standard)

C. External type
1. For use where space will not permit spring

type
2. Category ( Standard)

D. Star type
1. For use for connector of electricity on

battery
2. Category (Standard)

IV. Flat washers
A. Machine

1. Used for technical purposes
2. Category (Standard)

B. Cut (or stamped)
1. Used for spacing
2. Category (Standard)

V. Cap screws
A. Category

1. SAE
2. Standard
3. Self-locking

B. Kinds
1. Filister
2. Allen
3. Phillips
4. Figure 8

C. Uses
1. (SAE) - for installing spring shackle

mounting brackets, attaching fender
braces, generator mounting bolts, etc.

2. (Standard) - particularly used in castings
aad in aluminum parts

3. Self-locking - used to secure molding
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i
VI. Pipe fittings

A. Types
I. Galvanized
2. Brass

B. Uses
I. Galvanized

a: Heater connections
b. Transmission drain plugs
c. Differential drain plugs

2. Brass
a. Radiator drain cock
b. Oil line and filter plugs

VII. Rivets
A. Kinds

1 . Iron
2. Brass
3. Aluminum

B. Uses
I. Iron for frame brackets, mounting brackets
2. Brass for clutch linings, channel mounting,

and brake lining
3. Aluminum used on window frames

VIII. Tubing
A. Kinds

I. Steel
2. Copper

B. Uses
Steel used for brake
Copper used for fuel
overflow tubes, and

I.
.-..

lines, some oil lines
lines, radiator
gauge lines

IX. Locks
A. Kinds

I. Cotter key
2 . Hairpin
34 Internal
4 i External

E. Uses
I. Cotter keys for brake pins, carburetor

linkage, clutch pins
2. Hairpin lock for carburetor linkage in

smaller connections
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3. Internal locks used for holding check balls
in carburetor, and for holding float linkage

4. External locks for special carburetor linkage
parts and for transmission linkage
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Unit 3. The Tool Room

Objectives:

To develop ability to identify and check all tools
in and out of the tool room

To develop ability to determine the tool needed
for the job to be done

To develop the ability to keep a running inventory
of all tools in the tool room

I. Arrangement of the tool room
A. For convenience of finding and checking

I. Like tools together
2. Bins or cubbyholes for storage
3. Pegboards and wallboards

B. For safe storage
I. Store heavy tools low
2. Secure enclosure
3. Adequate lighting
4. Secure padlock or other safe closure

II. Tool and stockroom procedures
A. Accountability of tools

I. Keep running inventory (daily)
2. Use check-in, check-out system
3. Run complete inventory at regular intervals

(montnly)
B. Care and maintenance of tools in tool room

I. Grinding as needed
2. Sharpening as needed
3. Cleaning as needed
4. Special storage

C. Receiving and storing supplies
D. Catalogs for use in tool room

I. Tool catalogs
2. Equipment catalogs
3. Parts catalog
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SECTION V

THE AUTOMOBILE CHASSIS

A frame of some sort is necessary to provide a rigid structural
foundation for the car body. In addition the frame provides a means
of anchoring the suspension system. Though different types of frames are
in common use today each has some cross bracing to provide rigidity,
to keep all units in alignment, and to keep the frame from twisting
when the car strikes a depression or a bump in the road. The ability
of the modern automobile to ride smoothly on rough roads and to handle
well at high speeds results directly from a well-designed suspension
system.

SUGGESTED HOURS

6

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1. The Frame

Objectives:

To develop understanding of the various types of
frames

To develop understanding of the different kinds
of frame construction

L,D I. Types of frames
DE,P A. Box
T 1. Strong frame

2. Few cross members and gussets
B. Welded unit frame

1. Examples: American Motors and some
models of Ford cars

2. Includes part of body braces
II. Purpose of frame

A. To carry various suspensions
B. To carry power units and transfer power units

III. Engineering design (to overcome stress conditions)
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I

Unit 9. Suspension Systems

Objectives:

To develop ability to properly install suspension
parts for proper alignment

To develop ability to identify parts of suspension
systems

I. Front suspension system
A. Parts by name and use

I. Control arms for independent suspension
a. Upper
b. Lower

2. Connections for the purpose of pivoting
a. Shaft
b. Bushings
c. Brackets
d. Ball joints

3. Wheel spindle, steering knuckle, and
connections (ball joints, etc) to connect
the outer ends of upper and lower control
arms

B. Mounting
1. Upper control arm mounted to bracket on

frame
2. Lower control arm bolted solid to frame base

II. Sway bar suspension system
A. Rear sway bar

I. Sway bar connecting axle housing at bracket
to frame bracket

2. Sway bar ends to align body to axle in up
and down position

B. Front sway bar
I. Sway bar to prevent road sway at high speed
2. Links to connect sway bar to frame and lower

front suspension
III. Spring suspension system

A. Coil
I. Front
2. Rear
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B. Leaf (or half elliptic)
1. Front
2. Rear

C. Torsion bar
1. On Chrysler products, some GMC trucks

and trailers, aad Olds Toronado
2. Front only

D. Shackles, brackets: and mountings
1. Front
2. Rear

IV. Shock absorbers
A. Kinds by name

1. Bayonet type (airplane type)
2. Overload type
3. Fluid and arm type

B. Kinds by type
I. Adjustable
2. Single acting
3. Double acting

C. Action of various types
V. Air suspension

A. Parts by name
1. Air chambers
2. Operating valves
3. Load level valves
4. Air compressor

B. Principles of operation
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Unit 3. Steering Systems

Objectives:

To develop ability to understand steering systems
To develop ability to maintain and repair steering

systems

I. Recirculating ball steering system
A. Components

I. Ball and cages
2. Races
3. Worm and shaft
4. Cross shaft
5. Adjusting parts
6. Housing
7. Gag.' its
11. Erb.. ..:over
9. Steering wheel

10. Steering column
B. Characteristics

I. Ease of steering
2. Long life
3. Requires little adjustment

C. Operation (demonstration)
D. Care and maintenance

I. Lubrication
2. Mounting to frame

E. Linkage
I. Pitman arm
2. Tie rods
3. Tie rod ends
4. Drag links and idler arms on some models

II. Worm and roller type steering system
A. Components

I. Housing
2. Side cover
3. Adjusting screw
4. Worm gear
5. Bearings
6. Adjusting shims and covers
7. Cross shaft
8. Gaskets
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9. Steering wheel
10. Steering column

B . Characteristics
I. Easy steering due to design of worm to

roller shaft
2. High point or straight ahead steering

C. Operation
D. Care and maintenance

1. Lubrication
2. Mountings to frame

E. Linkage
1. Pitman arm
2. Tie rods
3. Tie rod ends
4. Drag links and idler arms on some models

III. Cam and lever type steering system
A. Components

1. Housing
2. Side cover
3. Adjusting screw
4. Worm gear
5. Bearings
6. Adjusting shims and covers
7. Cross shaft
8. Sterring wheel
9. Gaskets

10. Steering column
B. Characteristics

1. Easy steering
2. High point for straight ahead-steering

C. Operation
D. Care and maintenance

1. Lubrication
2. Mountings to frame

E. Linkage
I. Pitman arm
2. Tie rods
3. Tie rod ends
4. Drag links and idler arms on some models

IV. Gear or twin lever type (same as cam and lever
steering systems)

V. Power steering systems
A. Purpose
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6. Components (operating)
1. Steering pump
2. Steering pump cover
3. Control valve assembly
4. Stet..ring hose
5. Steering belts
6. Power cylinder

C. Fundamental principles of power steering
1. Hydraulic pressure
2. Hydraulic booster cylinder
3. Power steering and the running engine

D. Assemblies
1. Linkage type
2. Integral type

a. Coaxial power steering
b. Saginaw in-line pc ever steering

3. Saginaw offset power steering
4. Gemmer hydraguide power steering

E. Care and maintenance
1. Correct fluid
2. Adequate amount of fluid
3. Seal leadage
4. Line leakage
5. Cylinder leakage
6. Lubrication of steering parts
7. Belts

a. Correct kind (purey and belt degree)
b. Correct tension
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SECTION VI.

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRIC SERVICE

In order that trainees may fully understand the operation, repair, and
maintenance of automotil? electric circuits considerable explanation must be
made of the fundamentals of electricity.

Since all automotive electrical devices operate on direct current it is
necessary to change the alternating current output of the generator to direct
current so the systems will work harmoniously. For this reason both AC and
DC current generation need to be studied in this section of the outline.
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1

Unit 1. Fundamentals of Electricity

Objectives:

To develop understanding of electricity, its nature,
sources, and kinds

To develop understanding of the principles, application,
and uses of DC and AC

To develop ability to use test equipment

To develop ability to apply the principles of electricity
to the automobile

To develop understanding of circuitry and practical ap-
plications in the automobile

I. Basic electricity
A. Electricity

1. Nature of electricity
a. Atom

(1) Electron (negative charge)
(2) Proton (positive charge)
(3) Neutron (no electric charge, or neutral)
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b. Electron flow
c. Ionization

2. Kinds of electricity
a. Current

(1) AC (alternating current)
(2) DC (direct current)

b. Static
3. Law of charges

a. Like charges repel each ()Mar
b. Unlike charges attract each other

4. Sources of electi..lity
a. Chemical

(1) Dry cells (battery)
(2) Wet cells (battery)
(3) Nickel-cadmium cell_

b. Light
c. Pressure (piezoelectric)
d. Heat (thermal)
e. Generators (magnetic)

P. Uses of electricity in cars
1. Cit.-mils

a. Major primary circuit
b. Headlight circuit
c. Taillight circuit
d. Stop-light circuit
e. Turn signal circuit
f. Dome light circuit
g. Instrument panel circuit
h. Back-up light circuit
i. Heater and air-conditioning circuit
j. Power window and seat circuit
k. Fuel system electric circuit
1. Sending and receiving circuits

m. Windshield wiper circuit
n. Indicator charging light circuit
o. Starting circuit (ignition side)
p. Ignition circuit (primary side)
q. Secondary ( or high-tension circuit)
r. Radio circuit
s. Cigarette lighter circuit

2. Schematic drawings of automobile electrical
circuits
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II. Current electricity
A. Direct current

1. Electric current
a. Factors

(1) Resistance
(2) Electromotiv:: force (EMF)
(3) Current flow (amperes)

b. Uni.ts of measurement
(1) Ampere (measurement of current flow)
(2) Volt (EMF)
(3) Watt (power and energy)
(4) Ohm (measure of Ohm's Law)

(a) Statement cf Ohm's Law)
(b) Formula
(c) Use

2. Flow of current through DC circuit
a. Current in solids
b. Current in liquids
c. Current in gases
d. Current in a vacuum

3. Types of electrical circuits
a. Series
b. Parallel
c. Series-parallel

4. Effects of electrical currents
a. Thermal effect
b. Luminous effect
c. Chemical effect
d. Magnetic effect

(1) Magnetism
(2) Electromagnetism
(3) Magnetic units

5. Types of meters for measurement of DC
a. Galvanometer
b. Ammeter
c. Voltmeter
d. Wattmeter
e. Ohmmeter

6. Electron flow in meters
7. Mechanics of the meters
8. Procedures in using DC test meters
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B. Alternating current electricity (AC)

1. Induced EMF and AC cycle
a. Induced current
b. Simple generator
c. The AC cycle

2. Characteristics of AC
3. Factors affecting AC current

a. Resistance
b. Inductance
c. Capacitance

4. AC instruments for measuring, adjusting, and
testing
a. Meter movements
b. AC watt-hour meter
c. Frequency meter

III. Generation of electricity for the automobile
t . Generation of voltage

1. By chemical action (battery)
2. By electromagnrttic induction

a. From the generator
b. From the induction coil

B. AC generators (Delcatron)
1. Components
2. Operation

a. Rotor or armature
b. Macimum value
c. Voltage
d. Frequency

3. Fields of magnetism
a. Permanent magnetic fields
b. Electromagnetic fields
c. Polyphase generators

C. Alternators
...). Commutator
E. Regulator
F. Regulation of alternator, commutator, regulator,

and generator to rroblems of the automobile elec-
trical system
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Unit 2. Lighting Circuits

Objective:

To develop ability to test, diagnose, and repair the
lighting circuits of automobiles

L, D, I. Major primary electric circuit
DE, P A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)
T 1. Battery ground

2. Battery connections
3. Solenoid
4. Ammeter (if used)
5. Junction box (fuse panel)
6. Wiring and connections
7. Regulator

B. Trace circuit in car
C. Problems of the primary circuit

1. Corroded or '3ulty battery ground cable
2. Corroded terminals on battery
3. Faulty connection at solenoid
4. Corroded connections at junction box or at

regulator
5. Worn insulation on wires, or burned wires

D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair and/or replace parts as needed

L,D, II. Headlight circuit
DE, P A. Component parts (listed in sequence of circuit
T operation)

1. Headlight switch
2. Dimmer switch
3. Wiring
4. Lighting units (seal beams)

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. Faulty or worn headlight switch
2. Faulty or worn dimmer switch
3. Incorrect size of wire to headlights
4. Corrosion of wire connectors
5. Broken wires
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6. Burned out seal beams
7. Faulty circuit breaker or fuse block
8. Blown fuse

D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair or replace circuit parts

HI. Taillight circuit
A. Component parts (listed in sequence of circuit

operation)
I. Headlight switch
2. Fuse block or circuit breaker
3. Wiring and connections
4. Lighting units (bulbs)

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems of taillight circuit

I. Faulty or worn headlight switch
2. Corrosion of wires
3. Grounded wires
4. Broken wires
5. Faulty circuit breaker or fuse block
6. Blown fuse
7. Blown bulbs
8. Grounding of bulb to base of light

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair or replace parts

IV. Stop-light circuit
A. Component parts (listed in sequence of circuit

operation)
1. Fuse block
2. Turn signal switch
3. Stop-light switch (on brake system)
4. Wiring and connectior-
5. Bulb

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems of stop-light circuit

I. Weak or corroded prongs on fuse block
2. Weak or faulty turn-signal switch
3. Non-operating diaphragm of stop-light switch
4. Corroded wiring connections
5. Blown fuse
6. Burned out bulb
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7. Grounding of bulb to base of light
D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair or replace parts

V. Turn signal circuits
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Fuse block
2. Flasher
3. Turn signal switch
4. Wiring and connections
5. Bulbs

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems (same as for stop-light circuit)
D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair or replace parts

VI. Dome light circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Fuse block
2. Wiring and connections
3, Bulb
4. Switches (on doors, upright panel, or light)

3. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. Blown fuse
2. Faulty wiring or connections
3. Burned out bulb
4. Faulty switch
5. Faulty ground for the switch

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair or replace parts

VII. Instrument panel circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Fuse block or panel
2. Headlight switch
3. Wiring and connections
4. Bulb
5. Clamp socket for bulb

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. Faulty fuse block socket
2. Blown fuse
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3. Burned unit in headlight switch
4. Faulty wiring and connection
5. No light

D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair and/or replace parts

VIII. Back-up light circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

I. Fuse block or fuse panel
2. Back-up light switch
3. Wiring and connections
4. Bulbs

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

I. Faulty fuse panel clamps
2. Faulty back-up light switch
3. Faulty wiring and corroded connections
4. Burned out bulb
5. Faulty ground

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and replace parts
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Unit 3. Other Circuits of the Automobile

Objective:

To develop ability to test, diagnose, and repair the
other circuits of automobiles

I. Heater and air-conditioning circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

I. Fuse block
2. Heater - or - air-conditioning switch
3. Blowers
4. Temperature control
5. Compressor

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

I. Faulty, weak, or corroded fuse block clamps
2. Faulty switch
3. Loose connection on blower
4. Burned out motor on blower
5. Inoperative temperature control
6. Faulty or loose connection to compressor

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and replace parts, or adjust

II. Power window and power seat circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

I. Fuse block or panel
2. Switch
3. Motors on doors and seats
4. Wiring and connections

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems (same as for heater and air-conditioning

circuit)
D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and replace parts, or adjust

III. Horn circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

I. Horn relay
2. Wiring and connections
3. Horn wire ground switch
4. Horn
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B. Trace horn circuit
C. Problems of horn circuit

1. Burned out relay
2. Stuck relay
3. Worn or faulty wiring connections
4. Greasy or corroded horn button switch
5. Faulty turn (vibrator or motor type)

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and replace parts, adjust horn or relay

IV. Fuel system electric circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Ignition switch
2. Fuel indicator on dash
3. Wiring and connections
4. Sending unit

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. No connection at ignition switch
2. Faulty dial on fuel gauge on dash
3. Broken or grounded wiring
4. Faulty sending unit

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair or replace parts

V. Sending and receiving circuits
A. Kinds

1. Oil
2. Heat
3. Electric

B. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)
1. Ignition switch
2. To receiving light
3. Wiring and connections
4. Sending unit

C. Trace the circuit
D. Prcblems

1. No connection at ignition switch
2. Faulty wiring and connections
3. Inoperati,.ee sending units

E. Diagnosis of problems
F. Repair and/or replace parts
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VI. Windshield wiper circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Ignition switch
2. Fuse connector
3. Windshield wiper switch
4. Windshield wiper motor
5. Wiring and connections

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. No connection at ignition switch
2. Burned out fuse in connector
3. Faulty or Inoperative wiper switch
4. Burned out or stuck (frozen) motor
5. Corroded connections or broken wires

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and/or replace part

VII. Indicator charging light circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Ignition switch
2. Bulb
3. Brush in generator
4. Wiring and connections

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. No indicator light burning
2. Indicator light burning constantly
3. Grounded or broken wiring or connections
4. Burned out bulb

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and/or replace parts

VIII. Starting circuit (ignition side)
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Switch
2. Wiring and connections
3. Solenoid

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. No contact in switch
2. No return off starting position of switch
3. Faulty wiring connections
4. Inoperative solenoid
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D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair and/or replace parts

IX. Ignition circuit (primary side)
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Ignition switch
2. Resistor
J. Coil
4. Ignition points
5. Condenser

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. Faulty ignition switch
2. Worn, weak, or burned out resistor
3. Broken wire in coil under post
4. Grounded ignition points (insulators broken)
5. Grounded or open condensor

D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair and/or replace parts as needed

X. Secondary (or high-tension) circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of operation)

1. Coil
2. Distributor cap
3. Rotor
4. High tension wiring

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. Weak or grounded coil
2. Cracked distributor cap
3. Rotor burned or broken
4. Wiring either leaking ( arcing through) or broken

D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair and/or replace parts as needed

XI. Radio circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Ignition switch
2. Fuse in-line connector
3. Connecting post on radio

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problem

1. Faulty switch or loose connections to switch
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2. Faulty, broken, or corroded fuse connector
3. Faulty connection at radio
4. Faulty or deteriorated soldering in connections

D. Diagnosis of problems
E. Repair or replace as needed

mi. Cigarette lighter circuit
A. Component parts (in sequence of circuit operation)

1. Connector at fuse block or panel
2. Wiring (to size according to manufacturer's

specifications)
3. Cigarette lighter assembly

B. Trace the circuit
C. Problems

1. Corroded or loose connector at fuse block
2. Incorrect size of wire
3. Burned out or faulty lighter assemluy

D. Diagnosis of problem
E. Repair and/or replace

XIII. Test equipment used for diagnosis of electric circuits
A. Listing of test equipment

1. Ammeter (for charging rate)
2. Voltmeter (for voltage)
3. Ohmmeter (for resistance)
4. Dwellmeter (for point dwell)
5. Tachometer (for rpm)
6. Probe light (for checking circuit connections)
7. Coil tester (for testing output of coil)
8. Condenser tester (for testing valve)

B. Practical use of test equipment
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SECTION VII.

THE ENGINI AND ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS

The automobile engine is of the internal combustion type. In other
words the fuel is burned in the engine where air mixed with gasoline vapor
burns to produce pressure to drive the engine. The air-fuel mixture is en-
closed in the air-tight cylinder fitted with a piston to prevent loss of the
gas. This compressed mixture, ignited by an electric spark, burns to
cause a vast amount of heat and expansion of the trapped gases. Pressure
of the expanded gases in turn pushes the piston down to move the automobile.
This process involves the engine and associated systems which are outlined
in this section.
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Unit 1. The Power Plant and Associated Systems

Objectives:

To develop ability to recognize and use correctly
the parts of the power plant

To develop understanding of the principles of Dower
plant operation

I. Component assemblies of the power plant (inside of
engine)
A. Block and cylinder head

1. Piston pins and rings
2. Crankshaft
3. Main bearings
4. Connecting rod, and connecting rod bearings

and bushings
5. Cam shaft and cam shaft bearings
6. Timing gears (or chain)
7. Counterbalancer and fan-drive pulley
8. Valves and valve mechanism
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9. Oil pump
10. Oil pan
11. Oil filter
12. Oil seals and gaskets
13. Cleanout plugs ("freeze" plugs)

B. Exhaust system
1. Combustion chamber
2. Exhaust valve
3. Exhaust port in head
4. Exhaust manifold
5. Exhaust pipe
6. Muffler
7. Tail pipe assembly

C. Cylinder head
1. Intake valves
2. Exhaust valves
3. Exhaust valve guides
4. Valve springs and seats
5. Valve keys and key retainers
6. Cleanout plugs

D. Fuel intake system
1. Air horn
2. Venturi
3. Body
4. Intake manifold
5. Gaskets
6. Heat riser in intake manifold

II. Associated systems of the power plant
A. Ignition system

1. Battery
2. Starter solenoid
3. Ammeter
4. Ignition switch
5. Resistor
6. Coil
7. Distributor
8. Points
9. Condensor

10. Rotor
11. Distributor cap
12. Distributor wires
13. Spark plugs
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B. Charging systems
1. Generator system (charging circuit)

a. Battery
b. Solenoid switch
c. Ammeter
d. Voltage regulator
e. Generator

2. Alternator systems (charging circuits)
a. Battery
b. Ammeter
c. Alternator
d. Regulator

C. Starting system
1. Battery
2. Solenoid switch
3. Ignition switch (starter side)
4. Solenoid switch
5. Starter

D. Cooling system
1. Radiator
2. Hose connections
3. Engine inlets and outlets
4. Water pump
5. Thermostat
6. Water jackets

a. In head
b. Block

7. Fan belt
8. Fan assembly

E. Air cleaner or filter
1. Uses

a. Filters the air
b. To remove grit and dust

2. Types
a. Dry
b. Oil bath
c. Foam rubber

3. Parts
a. Base
b. Cleaner
c. Cover

III. Identification of component assemblies and parts of each
IV. Purpose served by each assembly
V. Basic principles of the power plant
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Unit 2. Problems, Service, and Repair of Cylinder
Block Assembly

Objective:

To develop ability to recognize, diagnose, clean,
repair, and replace component parts of the power
plant (non-operating)

I. Cleaning of disassembled block
A. Submerge in cleaning chemical
B. Leave in solution until all foreign matter is

removed
II. Cylinder walls

A. Problems and deficiencies
I. Worn cylinder walls
2. Galled cylinder walls (from heat or expansion)
3. Tapered cylinder walls
4. Heat cracked cylinder walls
5. Scored cylinder walls

B. Service and repair
I. Mike the worn cylinder walls; if within

factory specifications, install rings
2. If walls are worn, galled, tapered or scored,

bore to first oversize
3. If walls are heat cracked, resleeve block for

size of other cylinders in block
III. Cam shaft, bearings, and timing gears

A. Problems and deficiences
I. Worn cams
2. Worn bearing journals
3. Warped or bent cam shaft
4. Worn bearings
5. Bearings loose in block
6. Timing gear loose on cam shaft (or sprocket)
7. Worn tita_ig gears or sprockets (chain)
8. Worn or rough eccentric on cam shaft
9. Worn distributor drive gear on cam shaft

B. Service and repair
I. If cam shaft cams mike under factory specifi-

cations replace cam shaft
2. If cam shaft bearing journals are worn, grind and

fit with undersize bearings, or replace cam shaft
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3. Replace warped or bent cam shaft
4. If bearings are worn, replace (on large engine

replace by gthiding green bearings to size)
5. If bearings are loose and worn in block,

bore block and fit sleeve for standard bearing
a. Or, replace block
b. Align bearings with oil drillings in block

6. If timing gear will not tighten on cam shaft
replace gear and cam skift

7. Replac.: -..orn timing gear or sprocket
IV. Drilling and bores

A. Problems and deficiencies
1. Carbon in drillings
2. Misalignment of bearings to bores of ram

shaft bearings
3. Cracked block around where bores are in block

B. Service and repair
1. Rod out all drillings and bores where possible;

air clean
2. Align holes in bearings to bores
3. Replace cracked block

V. Main bearing caps
A. Problems and deficiencies

1. Broken bearing caps
2. Caps distorted or out-of-round

B. Service and repair
1. If bearing cap is broken replace cylinder

block or
2. Machine caps to manufacturer's specifications

when cap is installed
VI. Water jackets

A. Problems and deficiencies
1. Leaks around cleanout plugs (freeze plugs)
2. Clogged water jackets

B. Service and repair
1. Replace leaky plugs
2. Clean water jacket with plugs out

VU. Piston assembly
A. Prcblems and deficiencies

1. Cracked piston
2. Scored pisto-
3. Worn piston
4. Out-of-specification pistons
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5. Ring grooves worn
6. Loose strut in piston
7. Loose pin in piston
8. Broken rings
9. Worn rings

10. Rings galled in piston grooves
11. Rings which have been subjected to excessive

heat resulting in loss of temper or tension
B. Service and repair

1. Replace cracked, galled, scored, or worn
pistons

2. If piston has collapsed, install expander,
or replace piston

3. Machine worn ring grooves , or replace piston
4. Replace piston if strut is loose or broken
5. Refit with oversize pin and bushings if

pins are loose
6. Replace damaged rings with proper size rings

VIII. Crankshaft and main bearings
A. Problems and deficiencies

1. Worn crankshaft
2. Cracked crankshaft
3. Bent crankshaft
4. Drillings in crankshaft
5. Cleaning the crankshaft
6. Worn bearings
7. Bearirigs turned in block
8. Locks broken off of bearings

B. Service and repair
1. Turn worn crankshaft to firit undersize
2. Replace cracked or bent crankshaft
3. Blow out drillings and c can out with air
4. Replace worn bearings to fit shaft
5. When bearings are turned in block, machine

block to fit bearings
6. Replace bearings when locks are broken

IX. Connecting rod assembly
A. Problems and deficiencies

1. Warped, bent, or broken connecting rod
2. Misfit caps on rod
3. Loose pin bushing in rod (where used)
4. Improper oil drillings (caused by being hit

and closed)
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B. Service and repair
1. Replace warped or bent connecting rod
2. Replace broken connecting rod
3. Machine rod and misfit cap togetner
4. For loose pin bushing, knurl new bushing in

rod and fit
5. Where drillings are misaligned, drill to proper

alignment
X. Counterbalancer (vibrator dampener) and fan drive

pulley
A. Problems and deficiencies

1. Dampener loose on crank shaft
2. Mounting bolts loose from balancer to dampener
3. Weak or oily cushion between balancer and

dampener
4. Machine face for seal rough or worn

B. Service and repair
1. If dampener is loose replace key and tighten

(if press type, replace dampener)
2. Tighten loose mounting bolts
3. If cushion is oily or weak, replace dampener
4. Smooth seal contact hub and hone if rough

or worn
XL Valves and valve mechanism

A. Problems and deficiencies
1. Burned valves
2. Warped or bent valves
3. Wrong degree of valve face
4. Keeper locks seat worn on valve stems
5. Worn valve stems
6. Broken or omitted valve spring seat
7. Incorrect valve spring assembly
8. Valve spring retainer broken
9. Weak or broken valve springs

10. Worn valve keepers
11. Hardened seals on valve stems
12. Worn rocker arm, bushings, and rocker arm

face
13. Worn or broken rocker arm
14. Rocker arm and shaft drillings stopped up
15. Broken rocker arm shaft brackets
16. Adjusting screws stripped
17. Push rods bent, broken, or worn
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18. Lifter operating improperly due to sticking
19. Worn or broken valve guides

B. Service and repair
1. Reface burned valves if refacing does not

remove too much of valve head - ( or replace
burned valves)

2. Replace worn or bent valves
3. Replace valves with wrong degree face
4. Replace valves if stems are worn
5. U valve seats are broken replace
6. Straighten out valve spring assembly
7. Replace broken valve spring retainer, weak

or broken valve springs, worn valve keepers
and hardened seals on valve stems

8. Rebush worn rocker arms and reface
9. Replace broken rocker arm

10. Remove expansion, washers from rocker arm
shaft and clean drillings

11. Replace broken rocker arm shaft brackets,
stripped adjusting screws, and bent, broken
or warn push rods

12. Disassemble and clean sticky lifters and adjust
properly

13. Replace lifters if worn in concave shape
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if Unit 3. Service and Repair of Power Plant Units
(accessories to engine)

0
Objective:

To develop ability to diagnose, service, and
arepair associated systems of the power plant

24 L,D I. Fuel system
DE A. Circuits

0 P,T 1. Choke circuit
2. Float circuit
3. Idle speed circuit

[I
4. Accelerating pump circuit
5. Part throttle circuit
6. Power circuit

0 7. Anti-percolator circuit
B. Carburetor

1. Test for efficient operation

11
a. Visual
b. Performance

2. Parts of the carburetor
aa. Air horn
b. Linkage

LI

c. Gaskets
d. Choke
e. Body
f. Venturi

0 g. Pump
h. Metering device (Jets or metering rod)

0
i. Channel drillings
j. Float
k. Needle and seat

0
3. Cleaning, servicing, and repair

a. Cleaning and service procedure
(1) Disassemble

0
(2) immerse in cleaning solution
(3) Blow out drillings with air

b. Repair as needed

II
c. Adjustments

(1) Float level
(2) Metering rod setting

0 I

(3) Choke setting
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(4) On-vehicle adjustments
(a) Air adjustment
(b) Air cleaner adjustment and/or

replacement
C. Fuel lines

1. Characteristics
a. Steel lines
b. Flexible
c. Flanged ends (or sleeve)

2. Service or repair problems
a. Line stoppage
b. Mashed lines
c. Line leakage
d. Broken flanges

D. Fuel pump
1. Parts

a. Upper and lower housing
b. Diaphragm
c. Valves
d. Linkage
e. Spring

2. Service and repair problems
a. Intake side for cubic inch draw
b. Outlet side
c. Leakage
d. Breakage of hose and diaphragm
e. Faulty valves
f. Weak linkage
g. Spring

(1) Broken
(2) Tension too weak

E. Fuel tank
1. Parts

a. Filler neck
b. Filler neck gasket
c. Fuel gauge (tank unit)
d. Fuel gauge gasket
e. Fuel outlet screen
f. Cap

(1) Vented
(2) Non-vented

2. Service and repair problems
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a. Leakage and broken gaskets
b. Leakage at joint of fuel line and gauge
c. Stoppage or clogging of fuel outlet

screen
d. Holes in tank

II. Exhaust system
A. Diagnosis of the problems listed

1. Leak around heat riser system in intake
manifold

2. Warpage of manifold
3. Breakage or cracking of manifold
4. Leakage around gaskets
5. Broken exhaust pipe flange connections
6. Holes in exhaust pipe muffler, and tail pipe
7. Noise developed from broken mounting

brackets and misalignment
8. Clogged muffler or tail pipe
9. Smoke test for leaks

a. Pour ughs oil in air horn of carburetor
with engine running at approximately
1000 rpm for about 3 minutes

b. Check for smoke coming from any leaks
B. Service and repair

I. Replace gaskets as needed
2. Check manifold with straight edge for warpage
3. Replace worn, flexible mountings
4. Replace worn or rusty pipes

III. Ignition system
A. Diagnosis of problems

1. Check battery voltage
2. Check battery connections
3. Check ignition switch
4. Check resistor
5. Check coil
6. Check distributor housing
7. Check distributor plate
8. Check advance mechanism

a. Mechenical
b. Vacuum

9. Check condenser and points
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B. Service and repairs
I. Battery service

a. Check water level
b. Take hydrometer reading
c. Service battery posts
d. Tighten or repair battery hold-down

bolts and carrier
2. Ignition switch and connections

a. Tighten loose connections in wiring
b. Check and replace bad contact points

in switch
c. Repair broken wires

3. Resistor
a. Replace burned out resistor
b. Replace weak resistor
c. Repair ground
d. Clean or replace resistor connections

4. Coil-replace coil if -
a. Primary circuits in coil are loose
b. Secondary circuit is burned at connection

in top of coil
c. Weak
d. Insulation is cracked

5. Distributor
a. Problems

(1) Loose distributor mounting
(2) Worn shaft bushings
(3) Point plate loose in base
(4) Worn cam
(5) Faulty mechanical advance
(6) Faulty vacuum advance mechanism
(7) Cracked distributor cap
(8) Broken or cracked rotor
(9) Leaky condenser

(10) Faulty points
b. Repair

(1) Replace worn distributor housing
(2) Replace shaft and bushings
(3) Replace lock spring if weak
(4) Replace worn cam
(5) Lubricate mechanical advance parts

and replace if needed
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(6) Replace vacuum advance mechanism
if leaky or linkage is worn

(7) Replace any other cracked or broken
parts

(8) Check condenser for closed circuit in
condenser; check ground

(9) Check capacity of condenser and re-
place when necessary

(10) When necessary to replace points re-
place condenser only as needed

(11) Replace points if rubbing block is worn
off, if points are burned, or if there
is excessive build-up on either negative
or positive side

N. Charging systems
A. Generator system

1. Components
a. Housing
b. End plates
c. Armatures
d. Fields
e. Poles
f. Brushes
g. Wiring
h. Regulator
i. Ammeter
j. Battery

2. Problems of generator system
a. Worn mounting hole screw holes
b. Broken or worn end plates
c. Grounded armature (or open circuit)
d. Grounded fields (or broken connections)
e. Loose or worn threads in poles
f. Worn or broken brushes
g. Faulty wiring
h. Regulator not connecting circuit
i. Faulty ammeter
j. Faulty battery connection
k. Noisy bearings
1. Noisy drive pulley

3. Service and/or repair
a. Replace housing if broken or worn
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b. Replace end plates if broken or worn
excessively in mounting hole

c. Test armature on growler, and test light
system for short and open circuit; turn
armature if needed; undercut insulation.
If commutator is worn thin, replace
armature.

d. Test fields for ground to housing (on
external grounded generator ) and open
circuit

e. Replace worn or broken brushes
f. Replace wires if saturated in grease

or if insulation is broken
g. Regulator service and repair

(1) Check and dress cutout points in
regulator

(2) Check for loose wires and soldered
connections to unit coils

(3) Check circuit from armature terminal
to ground (If cutout points do not
close with approximately 2 volts,
repair or replace regulator units)

(4) Check and set air gaps on cutout,
current control, and voltage con-
trol unit

(5) Adjust cutout, voltage control, and
current control for proper operation

h. Ammeter service and repair
(1) Repair if insulation in ammeter

connections is bad
(2) Replace ammeter if unit has been

overheated and is out of calibration
(3) Replace if hand is dragging

i. Scrape, clean, and repair any faulty
battery connection

j. Bearings
(I) Replace bearing or shaft to provide

fit
(2) Replace broken seals (if not factory

sealed )
(3) Replace rough, cracked, or broken

bearing
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k. Drive pulley
(1) Replace pulley if fan is loose to

pulley
(2) Replace pulley if loose on shaft
(3) Replace key if worn

B. Alternator system
1. Components (Chrysler system) (others are

comparable in principle)
a. End frames
b. Stator (center frame)
c. Heat sink
d. Bearings
e. Diodes
f. Rotor
g. Brushes
h. Connections (ammeter)
i. Drive pulley
j. Belt
k. Regulator
1. Switch

m. Capacitator
2. Problems of alternator system

a. Worn mounting holes on end frames and
worn bearing bore (drive end)

b. Open or ground circuits in stator
c. Improper insulation or grounding of

heat sink
d. Rough or worn bearings
e. Burned or broken leads to diodes
f. Worn brush rings grounded or open

circuit in rotor
g. Worn, ,dreasy, or faulty springs con-

necting brushes
h. Bad or corroded leads to alternator

outlet post
i. Bent drive pulley, or loose on shaft
j. Incorrect belt, and improper belt tension
k. Dirty points, and regulator out of

adjustment
1. Faulty switch connection

m. Burned out capacitator, or damaged
by moisture
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3. Repair
a. Replace end frames if bearing bore or

mounting holes are worn
b. Stator

(1) If stator circuits are grounded to
frame, replace stator

(2) To check for open circuit, dis-
connect 120° coils and check
individually

(3) Solder or repair
c. Replace insulators (heat sink is never

grounded to end plate)
d. Replace rough or worn bearings
e. Replace broken diode leads to diode.

Read as follows before replacing: - if
diode reads both ways, (diode grounded);
- if diode will not r 'ad at all (open
circuit); - if diode will read one way
only, diode is working properly

f. Replace worn brushes and sand brush
rings

g. Replace broken insulators and damaged
wire ends

h. Replace pulley and rotor if drive pulley
is loose on shaft

i. Install belt and adjust tension
j. Clean and adjust points; check for

unsoldered connection or broken wires
to coil in regult..or

k. Replace switch when faulty connection
exists

1. Replace faulty capacitator
V. St sing system

A. ,:omponents (listed in sequence of circuit
operation)
1. Battery

a. Cells
b. Plates

(1) Negative
(2) Positive

c. Straps
d. Separators
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e. Sealer
f. Electrolyte

2. Solenoid switch (battery side)
3. Ignition switch (battery side)
4. Solenoid switch (starter side)
5. Ignition switch (starter side)
6. Starter

a, Housing
b. End plate ( _Kush end)
c. End plate (Bendix drive end)
d. Poles
e. Fields
f. Armature
g. Brushes
h. Bushings and bearings

B. Problems of starting system
1. Battery problems

a. Corroded posts
b. Aged battery (thin deteriorated plates)
c. Broken separators
d. I wilty sealing
e. Cracked, leaking battery case
1. Low fluid level
g. Discharyed battery
h. Dead cell or cells
i. Broken battery straps

2. Burned out, or faulty solenoid switch
connections

3. Loose connections or faulty ignition switch
4. Lose connections or draggy starter

C. Service and repair
1. Batter

a. Sta-ape posts clean and plate with grease
b. Replace aged battery or one with broken

separators, cracked or leaking case,
GI- one with a dead cell

c. Reseal by heat method any faulty seals
d. Add water to raise fluid level
e. Discharged battery

(1) Attach voltmeter
(2) Between ground strap and battery post

no reading indicates no drain on battery
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(3) Recharge and test
2. Replace solenoid switch, ignition switch,

starter and connections as required
VI. Cooling system

A. Types of cooling system
1. Thermal type
2. W ter pump and thermal type
3. Thermal, water, and pressure type

B. Components
1. Radiator

a. Filler neck
b. Tap tank
c. Side brackets
d. Lower tank
e. Oil cooler assembly
f. Lower outlet
g. Core

(1) Tubes
(2) Fins

h. Overflow tut
i. Radiator (or filler) cap

2. Hose connections
a. Upper
b. Lower

3. Engine inlets and outlets
a. Upper
b. Lower

4. Water pump
a. Impeller
b. Bearings and shaft
c. Plates and gaskets
d. Fan drive
e. Fan hub and ')lades
f. Housing

5. Thermostat
a. Paddle (valve)
b. Spring
c. Thermal unit

6. Water jacket
a. In head
b. Block
c. Distributing tube (in some models)

, . Fan belt
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8. Fan assembly
a. Fan blades
b. Center brace

C. Problems of cooling systems, and repairs
1. Radiator

a. Filler neck broken loose from top tank
and rough gasket seal (To repair re-
solder and refinish)

b. Top tank broken loose from core (To re-
pair solder or repair)

c. Improper mountings (Tighten, repair, or
replace mountings)

d. Broken side braces from tanks (resolder)
e. Lower tank broken loose from core

(solder or repair)
f. Oil leak in radiator (Remove lower tank

and install new oil cooler assembly)
g. Lower outlet loose from bottom tank

(solder or repair)
h. Leaky core, fins bent to cut off air

(repair, clean, and straighten)
i. Broken or stopped up overflow tube

(Replace tube)
j. Radiator or filler cap

(1) Radiator cap imperfectly sealed
(replace with correct cap)

(2) Improper release (replace with
correct cap)

(3) Intake vent valve improperly working
(Replace with correct cap)

(4) Incorrect cap (replace with correct cap)
k. Coolants

2. Hose connections
a. Worn, cracked, or leaky hos:: (Replace hose)
b. Hard or dry hose (Replace hose)
c. Compressed hose preventing flow (Replace

hose)
d. Leakage between hose and mounting inlets

or outlets (Tighten or replace clamps)
3. Water pump

a. Leaky water pump (Replace either seals
or pump)
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b. Broken mounting gaskets (Replace)
c. Noisy water pump (Replace shaft in

bearing or pump)
d. Water outlet neck rusted or rough
e. No circulation in pump (check fan belt

and impeller on fan shaft)
4. Thermostat

a. Thermostat not working or improperly
installed as indicated by bottom of
radiator heatingfirst (Replace theromstat)

b. Improperly operating thermostat
(1) Indicated by alternately hot and

cold readings on temperature dial
on dash

(2) Test by immersing in hot water for
thermostat opening at degrees indi-
cated on thermostat

(3) Caution: Never use flash heat or
open heat to check thermostat for
operation

(4) Repair by replacing thermostat
5. Water jacket

a. Leaky water jacket in head or block
(weld or replace)
(1) Caused by improper molding of block
(2) Caused by cracked water jacket
(3) Caused by cleanout plugs (freeze

plugs) rusted in water jacket
b. Engine heating caused by clogged or

rusted distributing tube (replace tube)
6. Fan belt

a. Causes of belt slippage
(1) Belt too hoose
(2) Belt old or hardened
(3) Use of wrong degree belt

b. Replace belt
7. Fan assembly

a. Problems
(1) Vibration (bent blades caused by

turning engine with fan)
(2) Broken fan blade
(3) Loose fan center blade
(4) Improper pitch of fan blades

b. Replace to correct above problems
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Unit 4. The Lubrication of the Power Plant

Objectives:

To develop the ability to lubricate the power
plant properly

To develop understanding of the need for adequate
and proper lubrication

To develop ability to follow manufacturer's
specifications on lubrication procedures

I. Parts of an engine lubrication system
A. Oil Pump assembly

1. Types
a. Gear type
b. Rotor type
c. Vein type

2. Components
a. Oil pump housing
b. Oil pump gears
c. Oil pump idler shaft
d. Oil pump main drive shaft and bushing
e. Gasket
f. Gear cover

3. Oil pump problems
a. Low oil pressure caused by

(1) Worn gears
(2) Worn shafts
(3) Worn gear cover
(4) Faulty gasket

b. Erratic oil pressure caused by
(1) Broken spring for check valve
(2) Bad check valve seat
(3) Worn check valve

c. Faulty or worn check valve in pump
4. Maintenance and repair of oil pump

a. If anything other than gasket is bad,
replace oil pump

b. Replace oil pump in cars only
c. Repair oil pump in trucks due to

expense involved
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B. Oil lines and seals
1. Check seals for leakage where mounted to

oil pan and pump
2. Check oil screen line for lolseness in pump

IL Types of lubrication systems
A. Splash systems

1. Characteristics
a. Has no force system other than dipping

force
b. Main bearings are oiled by .splash method
c. Cylinder walls, valve tappets, and cam

shaft bearings are lubricated from the
throw of the connecting rod through the
oil trough and rod

d. Oil pump delivers oil to troughs for
splash system (some engines dip directly
in the oil)

2. Uses
a. No :anger used to any extent on cars

and trucks
b. Used primarily on small gas engines (lawn-

mowers, pump engines, etc.)
B. Splash and pressure system

1. Characteristics
a. Oil is supplied by an oil pump through

(1) Veins to system and
(2) To oil lines feeding dipper

troughs in oil pan
b. Force correlated by oil spray dipper by

revolution of the engine
c. Cylinder walls are lubricated by splash

method thrown from connecting Cods
2. Uses

a. To lubricate moving parts of the engine
b. No longer used to any extent on cars and

trucks
c. Used on small gas engines

C . Pressure feed system (full flow system)
1. Characteristics

a. Supplies oil force to all moving engine
parts by pressure

b. Pressure feed system in required for full
flow cleaning system
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c. Clean oil filter required for oil to
reach engine adequately

2. Uses
a. To lubricate engine parts
b. To permit proper cleaning and cooling of

engine
L,D III. Service and maintenance of full flow lubricating
DE system

P,T A. Service
1. Check oil level
2. Check oil for foreign matter
3. Check for foamy or watery oil
4. Check viscosity of oil according to season
5. Check for broken lines and leaks (visual check)
6. Check oil filter according to factory recommen-

dation
B. Maintenance

I. Change oil filter when oil becomes dirty
or diluted

2. Maintenance according to mileage (WHO
to 70,000 miles)
a. Remove oil pan, check oil pump screen,

clean, and replace as needed
b. Clean sludge from oil pan, and replace

C. Diagnosis for engine oil pressure (light used
on dash)
I. Install dial oil pressure gauge
2. Read oil pressure gauge
3. Check reading against general specifications



SECTION VIII

THE POWER TRAIN (DRIVE TRAIN)

Though there are many different types of clutches, in general all accom-
plis h the same purpose -- to connect or disconnect the power flow from the
engine to the transmission and drive line. A clutch makes it possible for a car
to start smoothly, to shift transmission gears easily, and to permit the engine
to operate when the car is stopped without placing the transmission out of gear.

Most engines could operate a car without a transmission on a level road at
moderate speed. However more power is required to start a car, moving from a
standing position and to negotiate a steep hill. For this reason the transmission
(a torque miltiplier) is required to adapt the available power to constantly chang-
ing road and driving conditions.

In order that the transmission may drive the differential pinion gear shaft
they are connected by a propeller shaft. To avoid bending or breaking cf parts
and rear axle units, obviously the propeller shaft must be flexible enough to
respond or conform to changigg road conditions by moving in an up and down
position. The universal joint provides this needed flexibility by transmitting
torque continually regardless of any up or dcwn movement of the rear axle.

If the drive line carries the drive thrust the torque tube system is used.
However an open shaft Hotchkiss drive with two or more universal joints may
be used when the rear axle housing drive thrust is borne by the springs or by
control arms. In this case the propeller shaft probably would be of two-piece
design.

Drive lines must operate at high speed and zo must be carefully constructed
and balanced, The trainee should be taught careful diagnosis of problems of
the drive line, disassembly, repair, and assembl" of the ccmponent parts.
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Unit I. To clutch and Clutch Housing (Standard
transmission)

Objective:

To develop ability to identify, diagnose, and
repair the clutch and associated parts

I. The clutch components
A. Fly wheel face

1. Problems
a. Rough or heat cracked fly wheel
b. Clutch mounting bolt holes damaged
c. Fly wheel mounting holes worn

2. Service or repair
a . Reface cracked fly wheel, or replace
b. Reface fly wheel if clutch mounting

bolts are worn
c. Replace fly wheel if fly wheel mounting

holes are worn
B. Clutch disc assembly

1. Parts
a. Clutch hub
b. Clutch dampener springs
c. Clutch plate fins and cushion springs
d. Clutch lining
e. Clutch rivets

2. Problems and repairs
a. If splines are excessively worn, replace

clutch disc
b. If dampener springs break, replace disc
c. If plate fins are broken or cushion

springs distorted, replace clutch parts
d. If clutch lining is worn, glazed, or

broken, reline clutch
e. If too long rivets result in loose lining,

replace with correct length rivets
C. Pressure plate assembly

1. Parts
a . Pressure plate
b. Springs
c. Clutch plate cover
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d. Clutch release levers and pins
2. Problems and repairs

a. If pressure plate is scored or rough
reface, or replace

b. If springs are weak from heat, replace
c. If finger adjusting nut is worn in

plate cover, replace cover
d. If ends of levers and pins are worn off

replace levers or pins
D. Throwout bearing and linkage

1. Parts
a. Throwout bearing
b. Throwout bearing collar
c. Throwout bearing release lever
d. Throwout bearing return spring

2. Problems and repair
a. If throwout bearing is noisy, replace

bearing
b. If throwout bearing is loose on collar

replace bearing and collar
c. If throwout bearing release lever is

worn in pivot or at bearing collar
replace release lever

d. If return spring is damaged or broken
replace spring

e. Wipe off to clean; never immerse in
cleaning liquid

II. Clutch housing
A. Problems

1. Housing loose on motor block
2. Transmission mounting hole threads stripped
3. Broken housing

B. Repair
1. Replace dowels and tighten loose housing
2. Replace housing when threads are stripped
3. Replace housing if broken
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Unit 2. Transmissions

Objectives:

To develop ability to identify, diagnose, and
repair transmissions

I. Transmissions
A. Standard or conventional

1. Types
a. Progressive
b. Selective

2. Component parts
a. Housing
b. Gears

(1) Clutch shaft input
(2) Third and second synchronizer

assembly
(3) Countershaft gears or cluster gears
(4) Reverse idler gears
(5) Intermediate gear
(6) Speedometer driving and driven gear

c. Front bearing retainer and seal
d. Bearings

(1) Clutch pilot shaft (in transmission
case)

(2) Transmission main shaft bearing
(3) Transmission main shaft pilot

bearing
(4) Countershaft bearing

e. Transmission rear housing extension
and seal

f. Transmission cover assembly
3. Problems and repair

a. If housing is broken or worn, or mount-
ing holes of housing are stripped, re-
place

b. If gears are worn to taper, broken, or
rough, replace

c. If synchronizer, synchronizing rings
are worn, install new synchronizer

d. If front bearing retainer is rough or
broken, replace front retainer
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e. If bearings are rough or excessively
worn, replace bearings

f. If rear housing extension mounting
holes are broken, replace housing and
seal

g. If parts and seals are excessively
worn in transmission cover, replace worn
parts and seals

4. Overdrive
a. Purpose

(1) To reduce engine vibrati' J.
(2) To lower gas consumption
(3) To slow engine revolutions in

relation to propeller shaft
revolutions, and to increase
speed by 30% at same engine rpm

(4) For convenience in driving
(5) To reduce engine wear
(6) To reduce clutch peda:. usage

b. Location
(1) Mounted to rear transmission
(2) Mounted between transmission and

propeller shaft
c . Component parts

(1) Housing or case
(2) Adapter
(3) Planetary gear assembly
(4) Bearings
(5) Shafts
(6) Governor
(7) Shifting mechanism
(8) Solenoid
(9) Free wheeling unit

(10) Toe board kickdown switch
(11) Relay

d. Services
(1) Check for proper lube level
(2) Check for worn wiring and loose

or corroded connections
(3) Check throttle rod adjustment
(4) Check mounting parts of unit for

gasket and seal leaks
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e. Inspection and repair
(1) inspect for broken or w n housing;

repair either
(2) Inspect for galled or rough paul

entrance in adap r and worn
bearing bore; repiace either

(3) Inspect for wear in planetary
pinion housing shafts , for wear
in spline, for rough or pitted
pinion gear, sun gear, and ring
gear; replace all worn parts

(4) Replace worn or rough bearings
(5) Inspect for spline wear and for

bearing seats; and if excessively
worn replace shaft

(6) Inspect governor for tube le. '.age
by seal to points in governor , and
burned points; repair by cleaning
and adjusting, or replace g-....nor

(7) Inspect for Aube leakage by seal
into solenoid and points; repair
by cleaning and adjusting or re-
place solenoid

(8) Replace any worn parts in shift-
ing mechanism

(9) Inspect rollers in free wheeling
unit for wear and roughness; replace
the unit

(10) Inspect for excessive dirt built
up around the toe board kickdown
switch or worn-out switch; replace
switch

(11) Inspect relay for fuse holder,
and burned points; adjust and/or
replace

25 L,D B. Automatic transmissions
DE 1. Purposes
P,T a. To trans.nit a smooth flow of power from

the engine to the automatic transmission
without using mechanical devices

h. To use oil as the transmitting power
medium
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c. To deliver more torque or turning power
than is put into it

d. To obtain torque multiplication by con-
trolled movement of liquids within the
converter

2. Principles of torque converter operation
a. Liquids in motion possess energy
b. Amount of energy in a moving liquid

depends upon its speed of travel and its
weight

c. Moving liquid like other moving objects
can transmit its energy to another object

d. The amount of energy transmitted in
proportion to the rate of change of the
velocity of the liquid

e. Acceleration of deceleration is depend-
ent upon the pressure of oil overcoming
value and spring action

3. Inspection and repair of components
a. Case

(1) Inspect for cracked case, broken
struts , stopped up oil drillings
or rough machined surfaces

(2) Replace case
(3) Unstop oil drillings

b. Fly wheel (torque converter)
(1) Inspect for bad starter teeth

rough seal seat, and worn
mounting holes

(2) Replace entire fly wheel
c. Drive and driven torus

(1) Inspect for vent or damaged fins
loose to hub, and worn bearing
races

(2) Replace drive and driven torus
d. Front and rear oil pumps

(1) Inspect for worn plates, worn gears ,
and worn housing

(2) Replace oil pump
e. Valve body

(1) Inspect for galled or rour,h bores,
broken springs, bent valves, and
damaged housing
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L,D
DE

P,T

(2) Replace broken or bent parts , and
valve body if scored or broken

f. Front and rear units (planetary gears,
driving and driven clutches, and band)
(1) If planetary gears are worn of

broken, replace
(2) Mike the clutches, and replace as

needed
(3) Replace cupped or burned clutch

plates
(4) Replace bent or worn bands
(5) If bands have metal particles im-

bedded in them, replace
g. Reverse unit (cone and planetary gears)

(1) Replace worn or damaged cone
(2) Replace worn or damaged planetary

gears
h. Governor

(1) Inspect for excessive wear of
operating parts

(2) Replace governor
1. Seals and gaskets

(1) Check for leaks
(2) Replace all seals and gaskets

4. Caution: Always use factory manual
specifications for repair on every transmission

II. Shop practice on transmissions
A. Disassembly
B. Cleaning, inspecting, and repair
C. Assembly
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I

41.111

Unit 3. The Drive Line (Universal Joints and Propeller
Shaft)

Objectives:

To develop the ability to recognize the parts of the
drive line, and to understand the operating
procedure

To develop the ability to service and repair the
drive line

I. Purpo. ')f drive line (to transfer power to the
differential from the transmission at the different
angles due to road conditions)

II. Methods ..f transmitting torque in modern vehicles
A. Hotchk1ss drive

1. Characteristics
a. Driving torque is absorbed by leaf-type

rear springs or by struts
b. Tubular-type exposed propeller shaft
c. Universal joints used on each end of

propeller shaft
2. Inspection and repair of components

a. Propeller, shaft and yokes
(1) Inspect for worn bearing race seat

in yoke and for bent, damaged, or
out-of-balance propeller shaft

(2) Replace shaft and yokes
b. Universal joints

(1) Inspect for worn or broken needle
bearings, seal rings, worn cross
(or spider)

(2) If possible, lubricate for ft :, T
use

(3) If worn excessively, replace joints
B. Torque tube drive

1. Characteristics
a. Steel tube encases the propeller shaft
b. Propeller shaft is attached rigidly to

rear axle housing and extends forward
to tramsmission or to a rigid cross
member of the frame
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c. One Universal joint located at front
end of drive shaft

2. Inspection and repair of components
a. Torque tube

(l) Inspect for worn drive shaft bush-
ings and seal at front end

(2) Replace mounting gaskets as needed
b. Universal joint

(1) Inspect for worn or broken needle
bearings, seal rings and worn cross
(or spider)

(2) If worn excessively, replace joint
c. Drive shaft

(1) Inspect for bent and worn front
bearing seat

(2) If worn excessively, replace shaft
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Unit 4. Rear Axle and Differential

Objective:

To develop ability to identify, inspect, dis-
assemble, and assemble the rear axle housing
and assemblies

I. Purpose or function
A. Rear axle assembly

1. Carries weight to rear portion of vehicle
2. Serves as a means to -tropel the vehicle
3. Supports rear wheel.- -tikes which transmit

braking effort
4. Provides gear reduction which permits the

transmissions to be operated in direct
drive under normal conditions

B. Differential
1. Permits rear wheels to rotate at different

speeds around corners
2. Prevents skidding or excessive tire wear

due to outside wheel turning faster than
inside wheel

II. Types of axles
A. Rear axle

1. Full floating
2. Three-quarter floating
3. Simi-floating

B. Differentials
1. Standard hypoid differential
2. Hypoid locking type differential (or non-skid)

III. Inspection and repair of components
A. Axle shaft, bearings, and seals

1. Inspect axle shaft for bent and worn
splines, and replace

2. If bearings are worn or rough, replace
3. If seals are hardened or broken, replace

seals
B. Axle housing

1. Inspect for bent, broken, or cracked
housing, repair or replace
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t

2. Inspect axle housing bearing bore for
size. If expanded (too large) replace
axle housing

C. Differential assembly (Standard hypoid type)
1. Pinion and ring gear

a. If worn or broken, replace
b. If pinion yoke splines are worn or

broken, replace
2. Differential housing

a. Inspect for distorted bearing caps or
stripped threads in housing; replace
housing

b. If rear pinion bearing is loose in
housing, replace

3. Differential case
a. Inspect case for loose side bearing

wear; replace case
b. Inspect case for differential pinion

shaft wear; replace case or shaft
c. Inspect case for worn thrust washers

and side gears; mike, and replace
thrust washers

4. Pinion bearings and differential side
bearings
a. If worn or pitted, replace
b. If worn and replaced, follow factory

specifications
c. Always replace pinion bearing collap-

sible spacer
D. Locking type differential (non-slip)

1. Types
a. Powr-lok (used on different models of

Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chevy II,
Chrysler, Continental, Corvette,
Dodge and Dart, Imperial Lincoln, Olds-
mobile, Olds F-85, Plymouth, Pontiac,
Rambler, and Studebaker)

b. Corvair (used on Corvair only)
c. Ford (used on Comet, Fairlane, Falcon,

and Ford)
d. Rambler (used on Rambler only, 1960-65)
e. Type 5 (used on Buick, Jet Star 88, Olds

F-85, and Pontiac Tempest)
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f. Type 6 (used or Chevelle, Chevy II,
Corvette, Pontiac)

g. Type 7 (used on Oldsmobile except
Jet-Star)

2. Principle: Torque is equalized between
two rear wheels to prevent spinning of
one wheel
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SECTION IX

WHEELS AND BRAKES

Trainees should be taught to be aware of the effects of incorrect tire in-
flation and to recognize the resulting front tire wear patterns. Another problem
such as shimmy at high speed may be caused by out-of-balance wheels. Both
static and dynamic balancing of wheels (in that order) should be performed by
either off- or on-car mechanical equipment to balance wheels properly.

Brakes used improperly may cause undue wear of tires as well as unneces-
sary wear of brake linings. Brakes are friction devices which change the ki-
netic energy of car motion into heat. The brake pedal forces the brake linings
firmly against the brake drums by transmitting foot pedal pressure to each
brake shoe through tubes containing fluid. Because fluids will not compress,
the force is applied equally to each brake shoe (Pascal's Law).

Since faulty brakes may be the cause of serious accidents trainees must
be taught to give careful consideration to adjustment and repair of any problem
relating to the wheels, tires, or brakes.

UGGESTED HOURS

L,D
DE
1),T

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1. The Brake System

Objective:

To develop ability to inspect, disassemble, repair, and
assemble brake units

I. Types of brakes
A. Bendix

1. Plain
a. Bendix No. I - Hydraulic single anchor pin

with no eccentric adjustment
b. Bendix No. 2 - Hydraulic single anchor brake

with eccentric adjustment on secondary shoe
c. Bendix No. 3 - Hydraulic double anchor brake

with an eccentric adjustment for each shoe
d. Bendix No. 4 - Hydraulic floating anchor

brake with an eccentric adjustment for each
shoe
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2. Self-adjusting
B. Disc

1. Goodyear - Hawley
2. Lambert

C. Huck-Chevrolet hydraulic articulating link-type brake
D. Power brakes

II. Inspection and repair of brake system
A. Backing plate unit

1. Purpose
a. Support for anchor pins, actuating mechanism,

retracting springs and adjusting mechanism
b. Forms a dust shield for operating parts
c. Carries entire braking load

2. Inspect and check for worn backing plate mounting
holes to axle housing; tighten backing plate to
housing or replace bolts if necessary

B. Anchors (bolts and pins)
1. Inspect anchors for out-of-round wear, replace
2. Inspect adjusting anchor pin hole in backing plate

for excess wear, and adjust as needed
C. Brake shoe assembly

1. Parts
a. Shoe
b. Lining
c. Rivets

2. Inspect shoe for wear at toe, heel and out-of-round
and replace if worn

3. Inspect brake lining for grease on lining, and re-
place lining

4. Inspect rivets for being too long, too small, or for
lining loose on shoe, and replace rivets

D. Retracting springs
1. If springs stretch or lose tension, replace springs
2. Incorrect spring or improperly installed spring,

follow factory specifications on replacement
E. Actuating mechanism

1. Mechanical (moving parts.in wheel cylinder)
a. Piston (piston e_ylinder and piston clearance

should never exceed .005 wear)
b. Cups (replace swollen or broken cups)

2. Hydraulic
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F. Master cylinder assembly
1. Housing

a. If cylinder bore exceeds .005 clearance
between piston and cylinder wall, replace
housing

b. If mounting bolt flanges are broken replace
housing

2. Piston and cups
a. If piston is rough or corroded, replace piston
b. If cups are worn or stretched, replace

3. Check-valve assembly
a. If valve operates improperly, replace valve
b. If check valve seat is rough, replace housing

4. Linkage and lines
a. Never use copper lines in brake system

(will not stand enough pressure for use)
b. Inspect linkage for wear, and adjust

III. Specific brake problems
A. Brake pedal buildup (locked brakes), caused by

1. Improper push rod adjustment
2. Wrong stop washer
3. Wrong primary cup installation
4. Wrong piston or too long piston
5. Foreign matter between stop washer and piston
6. Stretched cups due to aged or wrong fluid

B. Leakage (fluid), caused by:
1. Worn secondary cup on piston
2. Loose lines or brake fittings
3. Improperly operating filler cap

C. Side pull when brakes are applied, caused by
1. Rough or stuck piston in wheel cylinder
2. Flexible line collapsed on inside
3. Mashed or crushed metal lines
4. Incorrect adjustments
5. Grease on brake lining

D. Uneven stop when brakes are applied, caused by
1. Drums out-of-round
2. Uneven air pressure in tires
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I E. Noisy, squealing, or chattering brakes, caused by
1. Dust in the drums
2. Hardened, glazed, or improper brake lining
3. Broken or lost vibr 4r spring

F. Sudden loss of brake a, .'n, caused by
1. Failure of primary cup
2. Broken line in brake system or wheel cylinder

cup
G. Failure of brake pedal to return position, caused by

1. Broken or lost return spring
2. Insufficient lubrication of brake pedal
3. Improper alignment
4. Floor mat

IV. Power brakes
A. Kinds

1. Rendix
2. Delco-Moraine
3. Kelsey-Hayes
4. Midland-Ross

B. General principles of power brakes
C. Tests of power brake system

1. Visual (for leaks)
2. Power test (for pressure)

D. Problems
1. Leaking by the cylinder packing (vacuum)
2. Worn bushings
3. Leaky gaskets
4. Clogged hose
5. Loose mounting
6. Adjustments
7. Low fluid level

E. Repair
1. Replace faulty gaskets, hose, and bushings
2. Tighten mountings
3. Realign unit with mounting bracket
4. Replace unit if leaking inside
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Unit 2. Wheel Alignment

Objectives:

To develop the ability to diagnose and correcc problems
of wheel alignment

To develop the ability to align the front suspension and
steering systems

I. Improper wheel alignment
A. Indicated by

I . Steering wheel off straightaway with instrument
panel

2. Car pulling to either side during driving process
without braking effect

3. Excessive wear on either or both front tire.
4. Squealing noise on curves
5. Off-center alignment due to improper weight dis-

tribution in car
B. Inspection of front suspension system

I. To determine if system can be aligned
2. Procedure of inspection before alignment

a. Jack up front wheels
b. Check for lost motion

(I) In wheel bearings
(2) In worn ball joints or king pin bushings
(3) In worn upper and lower control arm

bushing and shaft
(4) In worn steering connections

C. Repairs needed before alignment
I. Replace any worn parts
2. P arform any needed adjustments

a. On wheel bearings
h. Tighten loose mounting bolts
c. Straighten bent steering rod

II. Aiianment procedure
A. Preparation of car for alignment

1. Line ' ..r properly on aligning rack and aligning
plates

2. Air tires and level car
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HOURS
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L,D

B. Procedure
1. Install wheel aligning gauge to spindle

(caution: be sure gauge and spindle mounting
are clean)

2. Read instrument to determine need for camber
setting

3. Turn wheel from center 20° to the right, and
set caster

4. Turn wheel from center 20° to the left, and read
caste:

5. Repeat for other front wheF
6. Attach toe-in gauge and read
7. Set front wheels straight ahead, and check

steering for proper alignment with center of
steering gear

8. Adjust all readings to factory specifications
III. Wheel balancing

A. Conditions which prevent proper balancing of wheels
1. Loose wheel bearirgs
2. Excessive wear in spindle connections

a. Ball joints
b. Spindle bolts and bushings

3. Tire too much out of round
4. Tire too much out of true
5. Knotty, rough tires
6. Tires worn in dips
7. Rock, gravel, or foreign matter caught in tire

tread
B. Repair and/or replacement, or correction of conditions

listed in III A
C. Procedure for wheel I- :lancing

1. jack up car properly
2. Secure steering wheel in straight-ahead driving

position
3. Clean the wheel before installing balancer con-

nector
4. Install balancer mounting rim to fit wheel evenly

and tightly (if rim type is used)
5. *1-4: tall balancer to mounting rim (if no rim is usod

to mount to cleaned wheel)
6. Place wheel turner in correct position
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7. Recheck balancer connections
8. Rotate wheel by hand before starting wheel

turner
9. Set tune-in gauges on balancer until wheel is

balanced, and stop wheel with turner brake
10. Install weights as indicated by balancer gauges

D. Safety precaut ions
1. Balancer mounting rim must fit cleaned wheel

evenly and tightly
2. Never stop wheel with brake on car
3. News stand or permit anyone to stand in line win

the wheel balancer in operation
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SECTION X

THE AUTOMOTIVE BODY

Proper care of the automobile body prevents wear of latches, bead strips,
and channels, as well as a noisy car. Following accidents or bumps, body
alignment often needs checking and realignment to place the car in proper con-
dition again. Careful realignment is important both for the satisfaction of the
owner and proper balance and appearance of the car.

SUGGESTED
HOURS

10

10

s

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE

P,T

L,D
DE

P,T

Unit I. Doors, Windows , and Seats

Objectives:

To develop ability to check and repair the
alignment of doors to body

To develop ability to check and repair door locks,
strike plates, bumper (door), and hinges

I. Door alignment
A. Indications of improper door alignment

1. Loose hinge on door
2. Bent door hinge
3. Worn hinge pin
4. Loose door alignment plate
S. Faulty door lock

B. Repair by aligning and replacing worn or
faulty parts

II. Windows
A. Bend :trip or channel

I. Felt or rubber loose from channel
2. Replace with new strip

B. Poor rolling condition
I. Causes

a. Misalignment of window in frame
b. Poor lubrication of operating mech-

anism
c. Improper installation of inside door

upholstery panel
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L,D
DE

2. Realign and/or lubricite mechanism
III. Seat

A. Moving mechanism
1. Free channels of all foreign matter
2. Check alignment of channels
3. Lubricate mechanism

B. Mounting to body
1. Tighten loose mounting bolts
2. Straighten seat frame if bent

C. Alignment of seat and seat frame
1. Check brackets and aligning clips
2. Repair, or place properly on bre:kets

or pins
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Unit 2. Back Deck, Hood, and Ventilators

Objective:

To develop ability to check and repair the align-
ment of the back deck, hood, and ventilators

I. Back deck
A. Back deck problems

1. Loose or worn hinges
2. Broken or faulty door lock and fastener
3. Worn, broken, or inflexible stripping
4. Leaks due to improper stripping and/or

alignment
S. Dust and foreign matter lodged in deck

lock itself
B. Repair, realign, or replace parts as needed to

correct problems
II. Hood

A. Problems
1. Faulty hood latch
2. Worn springs on hood
3. Worn or broken hood stops
4. Hold-down striker pin adjustment

B. Repair, replace, or adjust parts to correct
problems

III. Ventilators
A. Problems

1. Broken operating cables or hoses
2. Misaligned or broken louvre in air duct

B. Repair
1. Replace faulty cables or hoses
2. Adjust or align louvres
3. Lubricate mechanism (shafts and cables)
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SECTION XI

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

Automobile accessories have much to do with both the comfort and safety
of the driver and passengers. Important is understanding by the mechanic of
components, problems, and repair of the air-conditioning system, heater, wind-
shield washers and wipers, and the other smaller accessories. Skill in repair,
and knowledge of those units requiring repair by specialists, form significant
areas for instruction.
ft.

SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

10 L,D
DE

P,T

Unit 1. Air Conditioning and Heaters

Objectives:

To develop ability to diagnose the problems
of the non-refrigerative portion of the
air-conditioning unit

To develop ability to check and repair the
mechanical part of the air-conditioning
unit (non-refrigerative portions!

To develop ability to diagnose, adjust, and
repair heaters

I. Component parts of air-conditioning system
A. Principles of operation of compressor,

condenser, evaporator, and controls
B. Operating circuit

1. Part,;
a. Switch
b. Fuse
c. Wiring

2. Problems
a. Incomplete circuit or grounded

circuit
b. Blown fuse due to grounded circuit

or to overload
c. Faulty switch
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C. Magnetic clutch
1. Parts

a. Clutch plate
b. Magnetic core
c. Bushings

2. Problems
a. Clutch slipping due to wear and

excessive lubrication
b. Improper adjustment of core too

close or too far away from magnetic
Poles

c. Worn bushings
D. Belt

1. Replace belt according to manufacturer's
specifications

2. Adjust belt tension according to manu-
facturer's specifications

E. Mountings
1. Problems

a. Vibration due to loose belts
b. Worn rubber mountings

2. Replace as needed
F. Hoses

1. Check for alignment of hose
2. Tighten loose hose
3. Hose connection should never be broken

or hose removed due to danger of losing
refrigeration fluid

G. Repair and adjust all working unit., of air-
conditioning system according to factory
sbecifications.

II. Heaters
A. Parts

1 , Core
a. Problems

(1) Poor circulation or leaky core
(2) Broken brackets or side mount-

ings on core
b. Repair

2. Valve
a. Problems

(1) Leaking valve
(2) Inoperative valve
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b. Repair
3. Operating controls

a. Problems
(1) Frozen or broken controls
(2) Controls out of adjustment
(3) Failure of vacuum system on unit

b. Repair
4. Hose and hose clamps

a. Problems
(1) Broken heater hose due to stiff or

aged hose
(2) Deteriorated hose interior
(3) Leaks due to weak hose clamps

b. Replace hose or hose clamps for adequate
circulation

B. Principles of heater operation and circulation
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HOURS

10
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Unit 2. Windshield Washers and Wipers, and Other
Accessories

Objectives:

To develop ability to diagnose troubles of windshield
washers and wipers

To develop ability to adjust and repair windshield
washers and wipers

To develop ability to remove special units on the
instrument panel

L,D I. Windshield washers
DE A. Parts

P,T 1. Switch
2. Hose
3. Container
4. Hose strainer

B. Problems of windshield washers
1. Inoperative switch due to clogged line
2. Broken connections on switch
3. Hardened, flattened or broken hose
4. Plastic connections warped due to heat
5. Cracked, hardened, or broken container
6. Loose cap on container
7. Clogged strainer in container outlet tube
8. Flattened or deteriorated hose

C. Replacement of parts (as needed) to correct
pro)), ms

II. Windshield wipers
A. Types

1. Electric
2. Vacuum

B. Problems of both type wipers
1. Loose, broken, or worn linkage
2. Loose wiper assembly
3. Brackets loose to frame
4. Cracked mashed c.,r broken hose and connec-

tions

O

10 L,D
DE

P,T
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HOURS
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5. Worn or loose blade
6. Stripped wan:: in wiper

C. Adjust, tighten repair or replace as needed
L,D III. Other accessories (special units on instrument panel)
DE A. Prior to removal of units

P,T 1. Protect car interior with seat covers
2. Disconnect battery ground cable

B. Removal of clock, radio, speedometer, gauges
switches
1. Use tools appropriate for the unit
2. Avoid damage to associated wiring to other

units
C. Transfer units to specialists for repair
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1 SECTION XII

RELATED INSTRUCTION

In addition to occupational trainirij certain other instruction is needed to
prepare trainees for the world of work. Attitudes often must be changed or
improved, study in prevocational and remedial training must be included, and
job-related subject matter must be considered. Study in these areas helps the
trainees become aware of requirements for getting and holding a job.

SUGGESTED
HOURS

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

Unit I. Related Math

Objective:

To develop ability to perform basic
mathematical computations

I. Basic math
A. Whole numbers

1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

B. Common fractions
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division

C. Decimal fractions
I. Addition of decimals
2. Subtraction of decimals
3. Multiplication of decimals
4. Division of decimals

II. Measurements as applied to
A. Standardizaticai of units of measure
B. Linear measure
C. Hydrometer - specific gravity test
D. Micrometers
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I

1

III. Finance and record keeping
A. Money and labor computation
B. Discounts
C. Fiyrolls , taxes, and deductions
D. Loans and interest
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L,D

1

11,11
Unit 2. Shop Related Information

Objective:

To develop understanding of some of the
problems which will confront the trainee
upon completion of the program

I. Civic responsibilities
II. Jobs and job relations

A. Classification of jobs
B. Selection of a job
C. Responsibility of employee to employer
D. Responsibility of employer to employee

III. Personal appearance
A. Cleanliness
B. Neatness
C. Clothing

1. Conservative
2. Comfortable
3. Suited to the job

IV. Payroll allocations
A. Income tax
B. Social security
C. Retirement and retirement plans
D. Fringe benefits
E. Budgeting

V. Application for employment
A. Filling out the application blank

1. Meaning of items
2. Answering all questions

B. Appearance of application blank
I. Neatness
2. Handwriting
3. Imp.ession created

C. References
1. Instructor
2. Ask permission to use names
3. Avoid use of relatives

VI. Interviews for employment
A. Questions asked

I. By employer
2. By prospective employee
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HOURS
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M..

B. Practice interviews
1. Act out interviews
2. Tape recorded :nterviews

C. Behavior during interview
1. Be honest
2. Be courteous
3. Be friendly
4. Keep answers brief
5. Never brag
6. Avoid ase of slang
7. Sell yourself and your abilities
8. Let employer berm up the subject of wages
9. Watch for signs that the in-_,rview is ended

10. Thank interviewer and ask how will be con-
tacted

VII. Places to look for jobs
A. State Fr- toyment Service

1. Fret, service
2. Wide coverage
3. Availability of testing

B. Personnel departments of industrial concerns
C. Want ads
D. Friends and relatives
E. Direct query
F. Counselors in training facility
G. Instructor of project
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A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION MECHANICS

HOW TO REMOVE, CLEAN, INSPECT, LUBRICATE, AND INSTALL FRONT WHEEL
BEARINGS.

Tools and equipment needed:

Front end jack
Wheel cover wrench (special tool)
Grease cup wrench (special tool)
Socket
Torque handle
Ballpeen hammer
Fabric punch

O
Cotter key
Diagonals

C

-41tvi
-

Bearings are metal surfaces moving in contact with each other. They are
divided into two classes - plain and assembled. Plain bearing surfaces
are used where lubecation is constant, such as connecting rods and
crankshaft. Assembled bearings surfaces are used when the bearings
assembly can be packed in grease as in front wheel bearings.

Wheel bearings are of two types - ball or roller. Ball and roller bearings
are designed to withstand radial load or the weight of the automobile and
thrust load for the load of the automobile when turning corners. Front
wheel bearings should be removed, cleaned, inspected and lubricated
every 10,000 to 12,000 miles.

I. To remove the front wheel and outer bearing
A. Raise we front wheel until the tire is clear oi the floor about two

inches. Cover the floor with a cloth to prevent damage to bearings
in case they are dropped.

E. Use wheel cover wrench to remove wheel cover (place the cover
face down under the automobile clear of the ,corking area)

C. Remove hub nuts with a lug wrench
D. Use grease cap wrench to remove grease cup. (Some grease cups

are threaded in the hub and others are held by friction)
E. Use diagonals to remove the cotter key
F. Use socket to remove the spindle nut
G. Remove the thrust washer by pulling wheel outward and pushing

inward
H. Remove the outer bearing cone and roller assembly by pulling

wheel outward and pushing inward
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I. Remove the wheel by lifting the wheel and pulling outward until
the wheel is clear of the spindle. (The wheal can damage the
threads of the spindle if the wheel is allowed to slide across the
spindle threads)

II. To remove the inner bearing
A. Place the wheel assembly on a wooden support with the hub stsids

up
B. Place a clean cloth under the center of the wheel assembly to

prevent the inner bearing from being damaged when removed
C. Use a hammer and fabric punch to remove the grease retainer and

inner bearing

III. To clean ball and roller bearing
A. Place the bearings in a basin half-filled with kerosene ( cleaning

solvent to soak
B. Use a bristle brush and the cleaning solvent to remove all grease

from bearings
C. Wipe bearing, roller assembly, cone and bearing cup clean with

a dry cloth

IV. To inspect bearirgs. race, and roller assembly
A. Inspect each bearing for pits and cracks
B. Inspect the bearing cone, roller assembly and cup for pits and

cracks
Note; Any damaged part has to be replaced

V. To lubricate a bearing assembly
A. Place two tablespoons of wheel bearing lubricant in the palm of

the left hand
B. Hold the bearing assembly in the right hand
C. Press the bearing into the lubricant until the lubricant has filled

the space between the bearings and race, completely covering
the bearings

VI. To install the inner bearing, cup, and grease retainer
A. Place the wheel assembly on a wooden support with the hub bolts

down
B. Replace the bearing cup correctly
C. Replace the bearing assembly correctly
D. Place the grease retainer at the starting position correctly
E. Place a soft piece of wood over the grease retainer
F. Use a light hammer and light taps to force the grease retainer into

the correct position
klote; Check the grease retainer often to be sure it is going correctly
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VII. Replace the wheel assembly on the spindle by lifting assembly to the
correct position and pushing inward on the assembly (Do not allow the
assembly's weight to rest on the spindle.)

VIII. To replace the outer bearing cup
A. Place the outer bearing cone and roller assembly inside of the

bearing cup.
B. Replace the thrust washer
C. Replace the adjusting nut

NOTE: Follow the automobile manufacturers' instructions when
torqueing the adjusting nut

D. Install a new cotter key
NOTE: Always use a new and unused cotter key to secure the

adjusting nut
E. Replace the grease cup
F. Tighten hub nuts

IX. Check the wheel for safety. Be sure the job is right becat ,e someone's
life depends on your doing the job right and it might be your own.
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A .B .0 .'S OF SERVICE STATION MECHANICS

HOW TO INSPECT, LUBRICATE, TIGHTEN, AND REPLACE A FAN AND
GENERATOR BELT

The cooling and electrical systems both are very important to the automobile
cperation. Without the cooling system the engine would burn up, and with-
out the generator the automobile wouldn't have any power in the battery for
starting or lights for night driving. The crankshaft pulley drive: the fan
and generator belt, and this belt turns the cooling fan and the generator.
The fan and generator belt wear out easily and should be inspected often.
To save the customer costly breakdowns and repair bills, the service
station attendant should guard the complete automobile. Replacing or
tightening automobile fan and generator belts helps increase the salary
of the attendant. Always be checking.

Tools and equipment needed:

Hand tools
Clean cloth
Belt lubricant
Metal bar

I. To inspect, lubricate, and tighten a fan and generator belt
A. Stop the engine arid turn off the key. (Safety)
B. Raise the engine hood
C. Inspect the tightness of the fan and generator belt by pressing

downward on the belt with your thumb. (The belt should move
under thumb pressure 3/4" when correctly tightened)

D. To tighten belt:
I. Loosen the generator bolt upper support bracket at the generator
2. Using a pry, move the generator in the proper direction

(Different cars have the generator mounted in such a way that
it moves in a different direction to tighten the belt)

II. To remove and replace generator fan belt
A. Loosen th, generator bolt upper bracket
B. Remove :It from generator pulley and fan pulley. (Be careful not

to damage radiator or fan blades while removing belt)
C. Replace belt with proper size
D.. Place over fan
E. Place on fan pulley first
F. Then put belt on generator pulley
G. Tighten same as above description for a loose belt

(Check alignment of belt on pulleys)
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III. To lubticate belt
A. Stop engine
B. Use a soap base lubricant (Door Ease)
C. Rub tin inside of belt
D. Between pulleys
E. Start engine to check belt. (This can be done with engine idling

after experience, and being very careful not to injure yourself
or damage automobile)

IV. Inspect the generator belt for damages
A. With engine stopped
B. With belt adjusted to proper tightness
C. Place palm of hand on belt between pulleys
D. Turn belt so inside of belt can be checked for:

1. Cracks
2. Fraying
3. Any type of damage

V. When defects are found before closing hood
A. Inform owner or operator of condition
B. Be polite and courteous
C. Explain the damage which can result to auto if not replaced

or repaired
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A.B.0 .* S OF SERVICE STATION MECHANICS

HOW TO ADJUST THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINE CARBURETOR'S IDLE SPEED
AND IDLE MIXTURE

Most automobile owners are concerned about how many miles of travel
they get to each gallon of gasoline. There are many reasons why automobiles
get low gasoline mileage. The idle speed and idle mixture can cause low
mileage per gallon. These two adjustments are simple to correct and can
be corrected in a few minutes. Clogged air filters also are a common cause
for low gasoline mileage and stalling engines.

Tools and equipment needed:

Stub screwdriver
Pliers

I. To adjust the engine idling R.P.M.'S
A. Raise the engine hood
B. Start the engine and allow the engine to warm up to the namal

operating temperature. (Be sure the idle speed screw on the lowest
part of the fast idle cam indicates a full open choke)

C. Remove the carburetor air filter housing
D. Turn the idle speed adjusting screw in a clockwise direction to

increase anci a counter clockwise direction to decrease the idle
R.P.M.'S. (The idle speed adjusting screw is located near the
end of the throttle shaft lever)

E. Adjust the idle speed by turning the adjusting screw until the
automobile will move seven or eight miles per hour on a level
when the engine is pulling in high gear. (If the idling R.P.M.
is set too fast, automobile will be hard to shift)

F. Replace the carburetor air filter housing
G. Lower the engine hood and turn off the engine

II. How to adjust the idle mixture control
A. Raise the engine hood
B. Start the engine and allow it to warm up to the normal operating

temperature
C. Locate the idle mixture control screw which will be in the throttle

body. (Two barrel carburetors have one idle mixture control screw
and four barrel carburetors have two)

D. Remove the carburetor air filter ncusing
E. Turn the control screw to the right to decrease the fuel flow and to

the left to increase the fuel flow. (Four barrel carburetors have two
control screws)
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F. Turn these adjusting screws very slightly, one at a time but turn
both screws in the same direction when making adjustments
1. Listen to the E lund of the engine to determine what adjustment

is needed
2. Missing is a sign of too lean a mixture and "loping" or "rolling"

indicates a rich mixture
G. Usually idle mixture is correct when the idle mixture screw is 3/4

to 1 3/4 turns won
1. When the engine is too drel, turn the needle valve to the r_
2. When the engine is too lean, turn the needle valve to the left

H. Replace the carburetor air filter h )sing
I. Turn off the engine switch
J. Lower the engine hood



A.B.C.'S OF SERVICE STATION MECHANICS

HOW TO INSPECT AND ADJUST AUTOMOBILE BRAKE SHOES
(Bendix and Lockheed types)

Service station attendants are required to know how to adjust the brakes On
all types of automobiles. Adjusting the brake shoes is a simple mechanical
adjustment, but many customers think it is a complicated task. Most
American-made automobiles have only one adjusting screw for each set of
brake shoes. Chrysler products have one eccentric adjuster for each brake
shoe, and each wheel has two shoes. Many foreign automobiles are being
used, which make it necessary for attendants to know how to adjust these
also. Atter: Ants who can only pump gasoline are not in demand. Service
station service is a business, and attendants who are not skilled are not in
demand.

Tools and equipment needed:

Hoist or jack
Hub cap remover
Lug wrench
Hand tools
Cotter pins
Brake spoon
Compressed air and nozzle

I. To inspect the front brake linings
A. Use either a front-end bumper jack or an automobile hoist to

raise the automobile
lace the bumper jack under the bumper at the correct lifting

position, or place the automobile over the hoist in the correct
position. (Use the lubrication chart and guide for lifting information
and proper jacking points)

C. Remove the hub caps from both front wheels by the use of the
hub cap removers

D. Raise the automobile until the front wheels are clear of the floor
2 inches

E. Remove the grease cup from the wheel
F. Remove the cotter pin from the spindle
G. Remove the wheel adjusting nut from the spindle by using a

box-end wrench



H. Cover the floor area under and around the wheel with cloth to pro-
tect any parts that might be dropped when removing or installing
the wheel

I. Remove the special key washer
J. To remove the outer bearing cone and roller assembly from the

wheel hub:
1. Pull wheel outward and push inward
2. This operation will release the bearing from the wheel

K. Remove the outer bearing cup
L. Remove the wheel

M. Inspect the shoe linings to determine how many useful miles are
left on the linings. (When the bonded lining has about 1/16 " of
lining left on the shoe or when the lining is within 1/16" of the
rivets on the riveted-type shoe, it is time to replace the linings
with new ones).

N. Inspect the condition of the brake cylinders; pull springs, ad-
justing screw, adjusting screw spring, anchor pin, anchor pin
plate, shoe hold-down springs, and shoe hold-down pins, and
replace any damaged or useless part.

0. Clean the insides of the drum area by blowing it clear with com-
pressed air.

P. Replace the wheel on the spindle
Q. Replace the outer bearing cup, bearing cone, and roller assembly
R. Replace the special keyed washer
S. Replace the wheel adjusting nut to the proper tightness

1. Use the torque wrench to torque the wheel adjusting nut.
2. Use the lubrication chart guide to find the correct torque value

T. Replace the old cotter pin with a new one. (Never use a cotter key
more than one time ).

U. Replace the grease cup
II. To inspect rear wheel brake shoes

A. Remove wheel by removing lug bolts or nuts
B. Remove drum

1. Some drums are held on by lug bolts or nuts
2. Some are pressed onto rear axle, held by a locking nut

C. Remove one held by lug bolts by tapping with a mallet
D. Remove pressed-on type or held on by a locking nut with a wheel

puller
E. Inspect rear lining same as the front
F. Clean drum
G. Replace drum, making sure it is firmly secure on either type
H. Replace wheel
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III. To adjust the Bendix-type shoes
A. Car on lift
B. Remove dust covers from adjusting holes in drum (rubber grommets)
C. Insert brake spoon into adjusting hole
D. Turn adjusting screw down to tighten brake
E. Tighten until wheel will not turn by hand
F. Turn adjusting screw up 8 -14 notches so wheel will turn free with

no drag
G. Adjust all four wheels the same way and the same amount of notches
H. Replace dust covers
I. Lower car to floor
J. Remove car from hoist
K. Check brakes by operating auto to make sure all wheels are the

same
W. To adjust the Lockheed-type brakes

A. Place car on lift
B. Adjust nuts located on each side of back plate (One for each shoe)
C. Tighten front bolt-type adjustment first, about one-half turn each

adjustment
D. Turn both adjustments on front wheel in same direction.

(Wheel Rotation) Upper and lower
E. Rear wheels in opposite direction, front one wheel rotation; rear

one opposite wheel rotation
F. Drive car for final check of brakes

V. How related to T.B.A. sales
A. Sale of shoes
B. Fitting shoes to drum
C. Owner safety
D. Cheaper service-station insurance
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MANUALS AND BULLETINS

BAmerican Oil Company:

0 Profitable Gasoline

0
Profitable Merchandising

American Petr.Iuum Institute

0 Housekeeping and Maintenance
How to Sell Oilr Know Your Oil

L Petroleum From The Ground to You
Petroleum Marketing - A Field with a Future
Principle Products Sold in the Service Station

O Selling in the Service Station
Services Rendered by Service Stations

0
The Modern Service Station

Automobile Lubrication. Standard Oil Company

DBattery Service Manual. The Association of American Battery Manufacturers

0
Delco Electrical Company

Delco Batteries

0
Delco Generators
Voltage Regulator

DDe lco-Re my Division

Storage Battery

ElGeneral Motors Company

0 How Wheels Revolve
Manual
Oil as a Coolant

DHydraulic and Parking Brakes. Ford Motor Company

0 Lubrication Guide t The Texaco Company

0
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Owner's Manual

Shell Oil Company,

Subject No. 3,
No. 6,
No. 7,
No. 8,
No .10,
No.12,

How to Manage

Shell Advanced Retail Training Extension Course:

Knowing Your Customers
Service is Our Business
Gasoline Product Information
Motor Oil
Shell 7-Point Driveway Procedure
Operation of the Shell Credit Card System
A Station

Shock Absorbers. Monroe

Short Tips. Distributed by local Ford dealers upon request.

Standards of Service Station. Esso Standard Oil Company

Story of Tires. Goodyear Tire Company

Tires. Firestone Division

Training Attendants. Texaco Company

University of Texas, Distributive Education:

Housekeeping and Maintenance
Modern Service Stations
Principle Products Sold in U.S.
Public Relations and Retail EmPloYees
Selling in Service Stations
Services Rendered in 11.3_,_
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GLOSSARY

ADAPTER - device by means of which objects of different size are made inter-
changeable

ADDITIVE - a substance added to another in relatively small amounts to impart
or improve desirable properties or suppress undesirable prop-
erties

ADVANCE - means to set the ignition timing so a spark occurs earlier

ALIGNMENT - process of arranging or placing in line; as, to line shafting;
also spelled aline

ALTERNATOR - an electric generator for producing alternating current

AMBIENT - surrounding; as ambient temperature or surrounding temperature
approximately I/4" away from surface

AMMETER - device which registers the amount of electrical current passing
through it

AMPERE - unit for measuring the quantity of electrons flowing

ANODE - the positive pole in an electrical circuit

ANTI- FREEZE - a substance added to a liquid to lower its freezing point

ARMATURE - the revolving member of a generator

ARMATURE COIL - a section of armature winding prepared on a form to the exact
shape required to fit into the slots of the armature core

BALANCER - a machine containing rotating parts in which weights are shifted
until the wheel is in perfect balance

BATTERY - a number of primary or secondary cells grouped together as a single
source of electricity; a term commonly, though incorrectly,
applied to a single cell

BEAD - the the edge used for the purpose of stiffening or strengthening

BEARING - area or unit in which the contacting surface of a revolving part rests
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BLOCK - (Scotch) - a chock to prevent rolling or slipping

BORE - refers to the cylinder or to the diameter of the cylinder

BUSHING - a metallic substance which forms a friction type bearing; may be a
leveling substance between two plates

CAM - device which changes rotary motion to linear motion

CAMBER - tilt of a sheel outward or inward at top or bottom of wheel assembly

CARBON - a non-metallic chiefly tetravalent element found native in petroleum

CARBON MONOXIDE - poisonous gas caused by incomplete burnin g of gasoline
or other fuels

CARBURETOR - device used to mix gasoline and air in the correct proportions

CAR STAND - a simple device to support the weight of the car off the floor

CASTER - tilt of the front suspension or spindle forward or aft

CATHODE - negative pole in an electrical circuit

CHAMOIS - a soft fine leather prepared from various skins. It is used for
polishing.

CHASSIS - term whica denotes everything in di.; ..-..ar except the body and fenders;
the underpart of an automobile

CHOCK - a wedge or block for steadying a body and holding it motionless

CLEARANCE - given amount of space between two parts

CIRCUIT BREAKER - a combination relay and solenoid; also a protective device
used for overloaded circuit

COMBUSTION - the act or state of burning

COMPRESSION - pressure applied to a gas causing a reduction in volume

CONDENSE - to change a vapor back into a liquid

CONNECTING ROD - the connection link between the piston and the crank-
shaft
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COOLANT - liquid in a cooling system

CORROSION - chemical action which causes destruction of the surface of a
metal, usually by oxidation or rusting

CRANE - a machine for hoisting and lowering heavy weights; consists of a
vertical post or frame which rotates on its axis, and a jib
or protecting arm over which a chain or rope passes on its
way from the winch at the foot of the post to the load to be
lifted

CRANKCASE - that part of the engine that surrounds the crankshaft

CREDIT CARD - a card issued and pros tinted in lieu of payment made at a later
date

CREEPER - a low pla rm supported on small casters or rollers, on which an
auto repairman may lie while working on a car

DAMPENER - a unit used on the front end of the crankshaft to reduce engine
vibration

DEFLATE - to release air or gas from

DE-ICER - solution (usually in a spray dispenser) used to spray on windshields
and other glass surfaces to melt frost or ice

DETERGENT - term which applies to any of numerou3, synthetic, water soluble
or liquid organic preparations that are different from soaps but
resemble them in the ability to emulsify oils and hold dirt in
suspension

DIELECTRIC - an insulator

DIPSTICK - long metal stick inserted into oil to determine amount of oil con-
tained in tank

DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW - current always flows from north to south

DISPLAY - to spread out before the view of people; to show off for the purpose
of increasing interest in sales

DISTILLED WATER - water which has been boiled, converted into steam, and
condensed again with the purpose of killing any bacteria and
freeing the water from irriurities wilich may be held in solution:
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DISTORTION - a change from normal in shape or size

DRILLING - operation of producing a circular hole by removing solid metal

ELECTRODES - in a primary cell, the plates immersed in the exciting fluid or
electrolyte

ELECTROLYTE - the solid or fluid mass through which the current passes be-
tween anode and cathode; any substance which undergoes
chemical decomposition by the direct action of an electric
current passing through it

ENGINE - power generating unit of a c; r

ENGINE DRAG - the friction between the engines many moving parts that come
into contact with each other

EVAPORATION -

EXHAUST - the

the process by which any substance is converted from a liquid
or solid state into, and carried off in, a vapor

hollow casting through which the gasses from the various
cylinders are conducted on their way through the exhaust
pipe and through the muffler

EXPANDER - device installed to increase size as within a piston or under rings

FENDER COVER - a cloth or cloth-lined cover used on the fender to prevent
soiling and/or scratching the fender surface

FIBER (cord) - any tough threadlike substance used for base of tire

FILTER - a porous mass through which a gas or liquid is passed to separate
matter in suspension; an apparatus coataining a filter medium

FINS - functional form to direct air and absorb temperature for cooling

FLUID FRICTION - resistance of a liquid to flowing

FRAME - foundation on which the car is built provides support for the engine,
power train, wheels, springs, brakes, and steering system

FRICTION - a force that interferes with the sliding motion of one body over
another
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GALLING - a characteristic of metals which causes them to seize or "freeze"
when brought into intimate contact with each other under pres-
sure and no lubricant

GAP - a space between two high-potential terminals (as of an induction coil)
through which pass dishcarges of electricity

GASKET - a special lining used for packing or sealing; a unit use'. between two
pieces or objects for the purpose of sealing

GASOLINE - a highly volatile product formed by the distillation of crude pe
troleum

GREASE oily matter; a thich lubricant

GRINDING an operation which removes a small amount of metal from the sur-
face of stock by abrasion

GROWLER - an audible testing device for armatures

HOIST - a name applied to a mechanism which raises things

HONE - to sharpen, enlarge, or smooth with a fine-grit stone called a hone

HOUSING - a casing or container with or without a cover to enclose parts of
any kind

HUB-CAP metal cap which covers the central portion of a wheel from which the
spokes radiate and which is bored for the reception of the aids

HYDROMETER - instrument constructed for the purpose of determining the specific
gravity of a liquid

HYPOID - refers to a set of gears wherein the pinion intersects the ring gear
below the center line of the rear axle shaft; used to lower body
level, for greater pinion teeth contact with ring gear, and for
longci life of ring gear and pinion

1

I. D. - inside diameter

IMPULSE - refers to momentary acceleration given to the speed of engine crank-
shaft by starter motor armature to produce starting, increase of
vacuum, or advance of timing position
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INFLATE - to swell or distend with air or gas

INHIBITOR - an agent that slows or interferes with a chemical reaction

IN-LINE ENGINE - engine in which all cylinders are arranged in a straight row

INSULATOR - a conductor which offers a tremendously high resistance to the
passage of electricity

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE - an engine which burns fuel internally

ISLAND - related to the service station; island refers to each area or cluster
of pumps in the driveway

JACK - a device which supports or holds a vehicle in position for lifting or
elevating from the floor surface

JET - small hole used to control the flow of gasoline in various parts of the
carburetor

KEROSENE - a mineral hydrocarbon oil distilled from petroleum or coal oil

KEY - a straight or half-moon shaped piece of metal which fits into slots in
the shaft and hub on a pulley or gear; key locks the pulley
or gear; to the shaft

LINKAGE - movable bars or links connecting one unit to another

LOCK WASHER - washer used between nut or head of a bolt or screw and the
machined part

LUBRICANT - oil or unguent used to diminish friction in working parts

LUBRICATION - the process of making smooth or slippery wish a substance
capable of reducing heat, friction, and wear, when introduced
as a film between solid surfaces

LUG the projection upon which the lug nut is tightened to hold the wheel
securely in place

MACHINING - term used to describe operations involving the use of machines
which have been used to change the shape, refinish and sur-
face , or drill a hole

MAGNETIC SWITCH - unit used to complete another circuit
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MALLET - a large hammer of soft material

METER - the device (on a gas pump or otherwise) used to measure and record
the amount

MICROMETER - device to measure accurately to one-thousandth of an inch

MIKE - short term for micrometer, or the use of one

MILLING - an operation on metal surfaces by rotary cutters to shape, finish,
or transform

MOTOR - a device which operates on power from another source

NOZZLE - the vent or projecting end of the hose used to direct gasoline flow
into gasoline tank of car

OIL - any of numerous unctious (smooth, greasy, oily) combustible substances
that are liquid or at least easily liquifiable on warming, are
soluble in ether but not in water, and leave a greasy stain on
paper or cloth

PARTS COMMON - a term used to mean gas line fittings, rivets, bolts, nuts,
screws, pipe fittings, etc. , used on all models of cars , trucks,
tractors, lawn mowers, chain saws, and small engines

PLATE - to deposit on a surface

PLY - one of several layers of cloth, cord, strands of yarn, usually sewn or
laminated together

POST - piece of metal fastened rigidly in an upright position; also refers to
terminals of battery

PRESSURE CAP - cap covering the radiator; used to contain radiator fluids at
d consistent pressure level

PRIMARY CIRCUIT - the part of the system which develops the power to car
voltage for use by all circuits in the primary system

PUNCH - rod-like tool with a tapered or straight shank at one end (starting
punches are often called drifts)

PUNCTURE - a pricking or perforation of an inflated rubber automobile tire by
contact with some sharp substance on the roadbed, etc.
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RACK - a frame or stand on which articles are placed for storage and/or display

RADIATOR - in a vehicle, a device for cooling internal substances

REAMING - an operation in which the inside of a hole is sized and finished by
the use of a reamer

RECIPROCATING ACTION back and forth movement such as the action of the
pistons

REGULATOR - a device to reduce and control pressure

RELAY - an electromagnetic switch

RESISTANCE - electrical friction

RESISTOR - device placed in a circuit to lower voltage

RECIRCULATING BALL WORM AND NUT - a popular tyl...-. of steering gear uti-
lizing a series of ball bearings that feed through and around
and back through the grooves in the worm and nut

RHEOSTAT - a device for regulating electrical current, in which the current is
made to flow through wires having considerable resistance

RIM - border, edge, or margin of a thing, as the rim of a wheel

RING JOB - reconditioning the cylinders and installing new rings

ROTATION - refers to the systematic changing of tires to other positions on
the car to provide for more even wear of tire

ROTOR - a rotating unit for distributing current from a center point to as many
connections as may be desirable to use

SCORE a scratch or groove on a finished surface

SCOTCH - (block) - a chock to prevent rolling or slipping

SEAL - a tight or perfect closure or device to prevent the passage of gas,
water, or other liquid into a pipe or container

SEAT - the stationary part which when the valve head or plunger is in a closed
position provides a leakproof contact
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SHIM - a thin spacer installed between two units to increase the distance
between them

SHIMMYING shaking, quivering, or trembling; vibrating abnormally as in
automobiles

SLUDGE - creamy black deposit with the consistency of soft mud formed when
water mixes with engine oil

SOLDERING - process involving use of heat and a fusible alloy called solder
to bind metals together

SOLENOID - an electromagnet with a movable soft iron core

SOLID FRICTION - may be sliding or rolling friction

SPARK PLUG - a part which fits into cylinder head of an internal combustion
engine

SPECIFIC GRAVITY - the weight of a given substance relatively to an equal bulk
of some other substance taken as a standard of comparison

SPECIFICATIONS - a document setting forth the various requirements , conditions ,

and stipulations with regard to dimensions, quality of material,
class of workmanship, tests or trial performances, of anything
about to be manufactured or built

SPLINE - a key in the form of a flat strip for insertion in a slot or groove be-
tween parts; in automobiles , splines

STATOR - a small hub with vanes affixed radially that is so placed that oil
leaving the torque convertor turbine strikes the stator vanes
and is redirected into the pump at an angle to develop high
efficiency

STOCK - term which applies to the supply of items carried on inventory for
sale to the public

STRUT - analigning unit used for alignment in any direction-- up, down, across,
or lengthwise

SUCTION - act or process of drawing in--as a liquid into a chamber or pump by
removing the air pressure from the surface of the liquid in the
supply pipe, the external pressure of the atmosphere causing
the fluid to rise in the pipe and enter the pump or chamber
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SYNCHRONIZE

SYNTHETICS -

- to bring about timing which will cause two or more events to
occur simultaneously

substances which are man-made and are devised, arranged or
fabricated for special situations to imitate or replace the usual
real substance

TACHOMETER - device which indicates the speed of the engine in rpm

TANK - receptable of a vehicle used to hold fuel

TAPERING - a sizing operation for round work, considering
(1) amount of taper per foot; (2) large diameter;
(3) length of taper; (4) small diameter

TAPPET - a unit used between cam shaft and valve push rod to operate the
valve operating mechanism properly

TENSION - the degree of stretching to which a wire cord, etc., is strained
by drawing it in the direction of its length, may refer to leads
of a secondary circuit

TERMINAL

TIMING -

- device attached to the end of a wire or cable or to an electrical
apparatus for convenience in making connections

adjustment of valves and crankshaft of an engine in their relative
position to produce the greatest effective output in horsepower;
the point at which ignition breaker is set in relation to top
dead center position to secure the greatest effective expansion
force upon head of piston

TORQUE - a turning effect

TORUS - unit used for developing power through the use of oil by both a driving
and a driven unit

TRANSFORMER - a device whereby electrical currents are changed in regard to
voltage and amperage from high to low , or vice versa

TRANSMISSION - term applied to means of transmitting and transforming power
as in a car

TREAD - the part of a tire which bears upon the road
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VALVE PORTS - openings leading into the cylinders

VAPOR - the semi-gaseous state of a substance which is a liquid at ordinary
temperatures

VENT - an outlet, usually small, for the passage of something; as air or water
out of a confined place

VENTURI - a restriction in the air stream which reduces the pressure around
the fuel delivery nozzle so that liquid gasoline sprays out in
the form of a fine mist

VIBRATION - a quivering or trembling motion; term used to describe jerkiness
produced by faulty operation of an engine in a car or truck

VISCOSITY - quality or state of being viscous - that is , thick and gluey

VOLATILITY - state or quality of easily passing from a liquid into a gaseous
state

VOLTAGE - electrical pressure

VOLTMETER - device or instrument 1: r, qd to indicate one or more ranges of
volts and amperes by changing terminal connections

WATER JACKET - area around the cylinders and valves that is left hollow so
the water can enter for cooling
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PREFAC,s,

This outline is planned as a guide for instruction of trainees enrolled

in the Millman (Woodworking) (Entry) programs. Woodworking, one of the oldest

of all crafts, is today part of several important industries, which provide many

job opportunities for trained personnel.

Woodworkers who work on Lie interiors or exteriors of homes, are usually

called carpenters, but may be known as finishers. The home building and

other building contractors also employ many workmen trained in woodworking

procedures.

Perhaps more than many trades, woodworking requires certain qualities

in the man who practices this trade. Invaluable is the characteristic of pa-

tience, since careful fitting, and matching of p"-ts work to make a good

finished product. Exactness of workmanship also pays dividends in this

trade.

Because each class group varies appreciably it is up to the instructor

to choose from the outline those units needed most. Though the outline is

written in a sequence thought desirable yet this does not mean that it must

be followed completely, for the individual situation will determine the em-

phasis needed in each case.

This material is intended as a usable but flexible guide for instructors

teaching Millman courses.

B. E. Childers, Assistant Commissioner Hoary A. Kennon, Director
Vocational Education Manpower Development Training

i
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instruction in Millman (Woodworking) (Entry) programs.

Trade and Industrial cation.

spirit of cooperation exhibited in preparing and reviewing this course outline.

It is hoped that this material will prove a usable but flexible guide for

n

Mill-

man instructor at Harriman, Tennessee. Mr. Don Ward of Don Ward Indus-

tries, Gatlinburg and Pleasant Hill, Tennessee, gave valuable assistance

on the section on Wood Finishing. Each of those mentioned served as a

review team for the completed guide as well as Mr. Henry A. Kennon,

Director, and Mr. Charles R. Hale, Assistant Director, Manpower Develop-

ment and Training; and Mr. Bobby G. Derryberry, Head State Supervisor,

instructors included Mr. Herman C. Long, Millman instructor, Johnson City

Vocational School, Johnson City, Tennessee, and Mr. Denis Morton, Mill-

by Mrs. Frances S McDonough, Supervisor, Curriculum Development, Man-

power Development and Training. Considerable material supplied by

Mr. Everett Brock, Jr. , Millman instructor, M. D. T. A. Training Center,

McMinnville, Tennessee, proved especially valuable. Other contributing

Sincere aprec tation is expressed to all of those mentioned for the fine

This outline for training Millman classes was organized and
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1. To develop enough skill for (entry) occupational competency

2. To develop ability to know and follow safety rules and practices

3. To develop interest in and appreciation for high quality workmanship

4. To develop attitudes required for job entry and advancement

5. To develop understanding of the correlation between pre-vocational
and remedial education and the shop program

iv
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SPEC:ZIC OBJECTIVES

To develop

-ability to set up and operate machines safely and skillfully

-ability to maintain and care for machines properly

-al-gity to understand and interpret working drawings

-pride in honest workmanship

-ability to complete projects begun

- ability to use tools and machines safely and efficiently

-ability to use correctly the terms applicable to woodworking
trades

-understanding of the need for practicing good housekeeping

-enough skills to be occupationally competent on the entry level

-ability to follow instructions fully and accurately

-high standards of wo.tmanship

- ability to solve problems through careful study and planning

- manipulative skills for safe handling of needed tools, machines,
and materials

desirable attitudes and relationships with other workers and with
supervisory personnel

- ability to apply for and hold a Job

-ability to work in a safe and orderly manner

- understanding of the need to practice good habits of health and
personal hygiene

-concern for better and more efficient methods of operation

v



To develop

- understanding of the need for pre-vocational and remedial
training

- ability to evaluate work and self

vi
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SECTION I

WOODWORKING BASICS

Woodworking, or the fabrication of wood for useful purposes is a subject
requiring both comprehensive coverage and a measure of detail. Effective
work with wood requires a knowledge of tools, both hand and machine, ma-
terials , processes, mechanics, design interpretation, and finishing. It is
the purpose of this outline to,provide information as well as training for
skills and abilities needed for entry in the occupational field.

TOTAL HOURS 960*

SUGGESTED HOURS

6

0111.1110111-abillik..
METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D
DE

sO11.1011.

Unit 1

Title: Introductory Material

Objectives:

To develop understanding of school rules and regulations

To develop understanding of established safety regulations

I. Introductic...1
A. General rules

1. Smoking regulations
2. No sitdown work except drawing
3. Notebook requirements
4. Breaks
5. Lunch hour
6. School records
7. Avoid horseplay and startling other workers
8. Remove nails from all lumber
9. Good housekeeping

10. Hazards of industrial machines
11. Job possibilities and placement
12. Keep floor and aisles clear

B. What is expected of students
1. Daily attendance
2. Punctuality
3. Application to learning

Key:
L-Lecture D-Discussion DE-Demonstration P-Practical AppliLation T-Test
*240 hours of this time is devoted to Pre-vocational and Remedial Education

3



SUGGESTED HOURS
Imr

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

. On the job
b. Outside study

4. Cooperation
5. Personal responsibility

a. Work and work habits
b. Care of supplies, tools, and equipment

6. Conduct
a. Language
b. Rules
c. Pranks

H. Safety
A. Safety rules

1. Never use a machine until fully instructed
and checked out on it

2. Avoid talking to a man at a machine
3. Avoid assisting a man at a machine unless he

asks for help
4. Do not shout; no shouting permitted
5. Stop machines before cleaning or repairing
6. Obey instructions
7. Report any injuries or hazards as soon as

observed.
8. Wear no tie or outer wraps, jackets, etc.
9. Roll sleeves to the elbow, or wear short sleeves

10. Wear goggles at lathe or grinder
11. Work slowly and methodically
12. Keep guards on all machines
13. When using a knife or chisel cut away from

the body
14. Arrange sharp tools carefully to avoid cuts

through accidental contact
15. Be sure handles are fastened on tools tightly
16. Use tools for the purpose for which they were

designed
17. Be alert when using all tools, both hand and

power driven tools
18. Keep all tools properly sharpened

B. First aid
1. Know location of first aid kit
2. To remove splinter: put iodine on area and

splinter shows up dark red; remove
3. Know how to prevent bleeding

4



SUGGESTED HOURS

6

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 2

Title: Wood, Trees, and Lumber

Objectives :

L,D,
DE,T

To develop understanding of wood characLeristics
structure, cutting, and shrinkage

To develop rudimentary ability for grading and
measuring lumber

To develop understanding of fabricated woods

I. Trees
A. Tree structure

1. Stem
2. Branch
3. Whorls
4. Bark
5. Pith
6. Heartwood
7. Root
8. Sapwood
9. Annual rings

B. Identification by species
C. Identification by location
D. Characteristics

1. Ability to withstand weather
2. Weight (specific gravity)
3. Resiliency
4. Tensile strength
5. Color
6. Grain
7. Aroma
8. Texture

a. Open
b. Close

9. Shrinkage and warpage
10. Glueability
11. Ability to take and hold paint and other

finishes

5



SUGGESTED HOURS

9

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE

12. Ability to hold nails or fasteners
13. Insect repellant
14. Bending qualities
15. Primary uses

E. Moisture content of woods
F. Hardwood vs softwood

1. Botanical
2. Practical

G. Seasoning
1. End checks
2. Heart checks
3. Warping
4. Shrinkage
5. Wind

IL Lumber
A. Quarter sawn
B. Flat sawn (slash or common)
C. Common terminology

1. Rough lumber
2, Surfaced or dressed
3. Dimension
4. Structural
5. Slab
6. Timber
7. Plank
8. Board
9. Sheet (veneer)

10. Flitch
D. Drying lumber

1. Air dried
2. Kiln dried

E. Defects
1. Knot
2. Check
3. Wane
4. Holes

a. Worm
b. Grub
c. Rafting pins
d. Heart center or pith

5. Pitch pocket
6. Shake



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
I

P,T F. Grading (National Hardwood Lumber AssfIciation Rules)
1. General or common grades

a. Hardwood
(1) FAS (first and seconds)
(2) Sap and selelts
(3) No. 1 common
(4) No. 2 common
(5) No. 3 common
(6) 2A
(7) 2B

b. Softwood
(1) Select grades

(a) B and better
(b) C select
(c) D select

(2) Shop grade
(3) No. 1 shop
(b) No, 2 shop
(c) No. 3 shop

(3) Common grade
(a) No. 1 common
(b) No. 2 common
(c) No. 3 common
(d) No. 4 & 5 common (not usable)

2. Special grades (certain species)
a. Imported woods

(1) Ebony
(2) Mahogany
(3) Teak

b. Domestic woods
(1) Walnut
(2) Cherry
(3). Chestnut, soft maple, and cypress

(a) WHND (wormhole - -no defect)
(b) WHAD (wormhole - -a defect)

G. Moldings
I. Purpose (decorative trim)
2. Method if purchase (linear feet)
3. Kii:ds

a. Crown
b. Ogee
c. Shoe

7



SUGGESTED HOURS

6

6

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D,
DE ,P,
T

L,D,
DE,T

d. Quarter-round
e. Scotia
f. Bead and cove

H. Related teaching
I. Formulas

a, Log
(1) For determining footage of a log
(2) D (diameter of log) - 4" = x

at little end
x2 x L (length of log) :- 16 = B/F (Board Feet)

b. Dimension
'flinches) x W(inches) x L(inches) --= Board Feet

144
c. Lumber

T ft It 2 1 : te § x W inchesL() a3c Llf e e t = Board Feet
12

d. Key:
T=Thicknes s D=Diameter
W=Width B/F=Eoard Feet
L=Length

2. Computation
3. Practice

III. Fabricated woods
A. Plywood (Lumber core)

1. Composition, or description
2. Properties
3. Uses
4. Shapes and sizes
5. Grades
6. Method of measurement

B. Pressed wood (hardboard)
1. Composition or description
2. Properties
3. Uses
4. Shapes and sizes
5. Grades
6. Method of measurement

C. Plasticized wood
1. Kinfit

a. Flake board
b. Particle board

2. Composition or description

8



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

3. Properties
4. Uses
5. Shapes and sizes
6. Grades
7. Method of measurement--sales units

D. Impregnated woods
1. Made by vacuum process
2. Made by pressure process

a. Chemically fire resistant
b. Termite proofing
c. Mildew preventive

3. Made for color (walnut) by steam process
E. Related teaching

1. Square or area measure
a. 144" = 1 sq. ft.
b. 9 sq. ft. = 1 sq. yard
c. 10 sq. ft. = 1 square

2. Computation
3. Practice

9



SUGGESTED HOURS

iiiii...--11-

8

rTHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D,
DE,P,
T

Unit 3

Title: Measurement, Layout, and Testing

Objective:

To develop the ability to use rules, square, and angles

I. Linear measurement
A. Kinds of rules

I. Folding
2. Yardstick
3. Extension
4. Flexible steel
5. Tapes
6. Caliper
7. Bench

B. How to read rules
C. Related teaching

I. Table of linear measurements
12" = 1 foot
3' = 1 yard

2. Division of inch by fractions
a. Halves
b. Quarters
c. Eighths
d. Sixteenths

. e. Thirty-seconds
f. Sixty-fourths

3. Computation
4. Practice

II. Layout tools
A. Gauges

1. Marking
2. Layout
3. Kinds

a. Marking
b. Butt
c. Parallel
d. Mortise

10



SUGGESTED HOURS

ETHOD OF INSTRUCTION

B. Squares
1. Measuring
2. Layout
3. Testing
4. Kinds

a. Try
b. Miter
c. Combinatior
d. Framing (steel or iron)

5. Framing square computation
a. Manipulation of framing square

(1) Ratio and proportion
(2) Polygon layout
(3) Stairway layout

b. Tables found on framing square
(1) Board measure
(2) Polygon
(3) Braces
(4) Rafters

c. Combination of tables and manipulation
(1) Rafters
(2) Braces
(3) Polygon layout

C. Angles
1. Layout
2. Testing
3. Kinds

a. T-bevel
b. Combination
c. Angle divider
d. Protractor

4. Related teaching
a. Angles defined

(1) Common angle (a single angle on any
plane or piece)

(2) Compound angle (two separate angles
adjacent to each other on a single
plane or board

b. Computation of angles in a polygon
(1) Formula for finding angles in a polygon

(N-2) x I80' 7-- angle
N

N = number of sides

11



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

. (2) Practice
c. Computation for finding area of a polygon

(1) Formula
(a) To find area of a triangle

1/2 Base x Altitude = Area of triangle
(b) To find area of parallelogram

Perpendicular height x Length = Area
(c) To find area of square, or rectangle

L x W = area of rectangle
(2) Application of formula or method of using

(a) Lay off polygon in triangles and find
area of each

(b) Find area of remaining square,
rectangle or parallelogram

12



SUGGESTED HOURS

5

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE

Unit 4

Title: Tools and Simple Machines

Objective:

To develop ability to recognize, use, and maintain
tools and simple machines

I. Tools
A. Classification according to basic principles of

simple machines
1. Wedge

a. Knives
b. Planes
c. Chisels
d. Saws
e. Hatchets

2. Screw
a. Clamps
b. Hand screw
c. Vises
d. Chucks

3. Inclined plane
a. Auger bits
b. Drill bits
c. Twist drills
d. Spiral screw driver

4. Lever
a. Pinch bars
b. Nippers
c. Pliers
d. Hammers
e. Vise handle

5. Wheel and axle
a. Hand drill
b. Bit braces
c. Ratchets
d. Crank

6. Pulley (all belt-driven machines)
B. Discussion of applications of simple machines

13
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SUGGESTED tiOliitb

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

8 L, D,
DE ,P
T

II. Hand tools
A. Hammers

1. Claw
2. Ballpeen
3. Ripping

B. Saws
1. Ripsaw
2. Crosscut
3. Hack
4. Coping
5. Panel
6. Veneer
7. Keyhole (compass)
8. Backsaw
9. Dovetail

10. Miter saw
C. Mallets

1. Wood
2. Rawhide
3. Plastic

D. Chisels (varying widths)
1. Uses

a. Chipping
b. Paring
c. Trimming
d. Mortising
e. Carving

2. Kinds (by handle)
a. Tang
b. Soci.et

3. Kinds (by shape)
a. Firmer
b. Paring
c. Framing
d. Butt
e. Mortise
f. Inside gouge
g. Outside gouge
h. Bent shank
i. Tang butt
J. Inside bevel

14



UGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

k. Outside bevel
1. Glazier's chisel
m. Offset chisel
n. Offset gouge

4. Sharpening
a. Oil stone
b. Hone

E. Screwdrivers
1. Slotted

a. Common
b. Offset
c. Ratchet
d. Stubby
e. Spiral
f. Electric
g. Pneumatic
h. Countersink bit

2. Phillips
a. Common
b. Offset
c. Ratchet
d. Stubby
e. Spiral
f. Electric
g. Pneumatic

F. Files
1. Use

a. For smoother cutting
b. For roughing off surfaces

2. Classes of files
a. Single cut (metal)
b. Double cut (metal)
c. Rasp

(1) Flat wood rasp
(2) Half round wood rasp

d. Vixen
e. Auger bit

3. Described by
a. Length
b. Cut

(1) Coarseness of teeth
(a) Coarse

15



SUGGESTED HOURS

105

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE , P ,
T

(b) Bastard
(c) Second cut
(d) Smooth

(2) Shape of teeth
(a) Single cut
(b) Double cut

G. Planes
1. Tests

a. For use
b. For sharpness

2. Adjustments
a. For depth of cut
b. For even cutting

3. Assembling blade and cap
4. Kinds

a. Smoothing
b. Jointer
c. Block
d. Bullnose
e. Rabbet
f. Circular
g. Router
h. Jack

5. Method of using
H. Boring tools

1. Auger bit
2. Hand drill
3. Expansive bit
4. Method of using

a. Select correct kind
b. Select correct size
c. Mark location for hole
d. Test bore with Try square to be sure

hole is at right angles with the work
e. Use a backing board for clean cut
f. Finish boring from other side
g. Avoid too much pressure when boring

I. Practice of all hand tools

16



SECTION II

JOINERY

SUGGESTED HOURS

132

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE,
P,T

Unit 1

Title: Joints and Associated Processes

Objective:

To develop the ability to recognize and construct by
hand joints in common use by the millman

I. Common wood joints
A. Classification

1. Edge joints
a. Plain edge
b. Dowell edge
c. Spline edge
d. Tongue and groove

2. Butt joints
a. Butt on edge
b. Butt flat
c. Corner butt with dowels
d. Corner butt with glue block
e. End butt with dowels
f. Middle rail butt with dowels
g. Division frame butt with dowels
h. Rail-to-leg butt with dowels

3. Rabbet Joints
a. End rabbet Joint
b. Edge rabbet joint

4. Dado joints
a. Plain
b. Rabbet and dado
c. Dovetail dado
d. Open gain
e. Blind gain
f. Corner dado

17



SUGGESTED TIOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

5. Miter joints
a. Fiat miter
b. Edge miter
c. Spline flat miter
d. Spline edge miter
e. Dowell miter
f. Miter with rabbet
g. Key or feather miter
h. Compound miter
i. Miter with half lap

6. Lap joints
a. Cross lap
b. Edge lap
c. Tee lap
d. End lap
e. Half lap

7. MorHse and tenon joints
a. Mind
b. Barefaced
c. Stub
d. Haunched
e. Keyed
f. Open
g. Pinned

8. Dovetail
a. Lap dovetail
b. Stopped lap dovetail
c. Blind miter or secret dovetail

B. Making of joints using hand tools
IL Glueing

A. Successful glueing dei.ends upon
1. Clean dry surfaces
2. Well-fitted joints
3. Correct glue
4. Proper consistency of glue
5. Use of clamps
6. Application of glue to both surfaces
7. Removal of excess glue
8. Thorough drying

B. Kinds .tf glue
1. Ailimal
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

2. Casein
3. Synthetic

a. Plastic resin
b. Resorcinol resin

4. Fish
5. Vegetable or starch
6. Contact cements
7. Industrial glues

a Epoxy
b. Ureathane

III. Clamping
A. Cabinet clamps

1. I-bai 4
2. Pipe
3. C-clamp
4. Hand screws
Method of clamping
I. Set clamps at average distances
2. Spread glue evenly
3. Assemble joint
4. Fasten clamps

E.



SUGGESTED HOURS

IMETHOD OF INSTRUCTION

5 LaD,
P

Unit 2

Title: Fasteners

Objectives:

01.11411111

To develop ability to choose the proper kind and size
fasteners for ail jobs

To develop ability to determine sizes of nails

I. Nails
A. Kind by composition

1. Steel
2. Iron
3. Aluminum
4. Coated

B. Kind by types
1. Common
2. Spikes
3. Casing
4. Brads
5. Finishing
6. Wire

C. Types of points
1. Common or regular diamond
2. Long diamond
3. Blunt
4. Chisel
5. Round

D. Sizes
1. Nails indicated b; penny
2. Brads and small wire nails indicated by length

in inches and gauge of wire
E. Holding power of nails

IL Wood screw
A. Kind by content

1. Steel
a. Bright
h. Galvanized
c. Blued
d. Plated
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

I

2. Brass
3. Cadmium
4. Aluminum

B. Kind by type of head
1. Flat
2. Round
3. Oval

C. Size determined by
1. Length in inches
2. Wire gauge

III. Braces
A. Types

1. Corner iron
2. Flat corner iron
3. Mending plates
4. T-plates

B. Use of each type brace
IV. Hinges

A. Kinds
1. Cabinet hinge
2. Offset cabinet hinge
3. Box hinge
4. Double action
5. Butt

B. Use of each type hinge
C. Related teaching

1. Formulas
a. For hanging doors

(1) 7-11 formula
(2) Application

(a) 7" measured from top of door to
top (barrel or knuckle) of hinge

(b) 11" from bottom of door to lower
edge of barrel of hinge

b. For cabinet doors
(1) Formula:. Measure 1/6 of height of door

and place top and bottom of hinge at
that point

(2) Practice in computation and measuring
2. Practice in hinge placement



SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

V. Other fasteners or anchoring devices
A. Kinds

1. Expansion plug
2. Star expansion anchor
3. Toggle bolt
4. Lead shields
5. Table top
6. Mortise and tenon fastener

B. Uses
VI. Nuts and bolts

VII. Flush plates
A. Kinds

1. Straight
2. Inside corner
3. Flush corner
4. T-plate

B. Uses
VIII. Corrugated fasteners

A. ICnds
1. Staples
2. Nails

B. Uses
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SUGGESTED HOURS

35

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE, P
T

Unit 3

Title: Drawings

Objectives:

To develop ability to read and interpret sorking
drawings and simple blueprints

To develop ability to form a mental image from
working drawings and blueprints

I. Working drawings and simple blueprints
A. Identification of lines

I. Hidden
2. Extension
3. Basic

B. Interpretation of drawing
G. Pictorial drawings

l . Perspective
2. Isometric
3. Cabinet

II. Practice
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SECTION III

Machines and Power Tools

SUGGESTED HOURS

20

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D,
DE el)
T

',..IMMIIIMI

Unit 1

Title: Machines

Objectives:

To develop ability to recognize the purpose and
capacity of each machine

To develop ability to care for and maintain the
machines of the millman

To develop ability to perform set ups

To develop ability to improvise for maximum quality
of work

To develop ability to follow accepted safety rules
and procedures

To develop ability to follow and use accepted procedures
for proper operation c: machines

I. Introduction to ma lhines
II. Band saw

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Capacity
D. Safety procedures

1. Permission required for use
2. Keep sharp blade in use
3. Lamine blade frequently
4. Check blade tension
5. Keep machine lubricated
6. Keep guards in place
7. Feed work without pushing
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SUGGESTED HOURS

18

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE,P

8. Maintain balanced foot position
9. Do not back out of a cut unless it is a

straight cut
10. Cut curves gradually

E. Set up
1. Mounting of blade
2. Adjustments

a. Guide
b. Tension

3. Tilting table
4. Fence
5. Miter gauge

F. Operation
G. Maintenance and repair (welding of blade)
H. Folding of blade (storage)
I. Basic cuts made by band saw

1. Cutting with rip fence
2. Cutting free hand
3. Resawing
4. Cutting square opening from edge
5. Cutting a slot
6. Cutting sharp curves
7. Cutting duplicate parts
e. Cutting off round stock
9. Relief cuts

10. Tapers
J. Practice to pattern

III. Jointer
A. Purpose
B. Parts by name and use
C. Capacity
D. Safety procedures

1. Keep guard in place
2. Never plare a board less than 1 foot long
3. Use a push board in surfacing
4. Press board firmly against fence or on table
5. Surface concave side of warped board first
6. Stand to left of machine in balanced position
7. Plane with the grain
8. Keep jointer blades sharp
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

36 L, D,
DE,P

E. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Rear table
b. Front table (depth of cut)

2. Fence (guide)
a. Angle setting for angle cuts such as

(1) Chamfer
(2) Bevel
(3) Others

b. Skew setting
3. Changing knives (setting)

a. For proper height
b. For horizontal setting (rabbeting)

F. Operation
G. Maintenance and repair
H. Basic cuts

1. Edge
2. Rabbet
3. Taper

a. Long
b. Short

4. Surface
5. Bevel or chamfer
6. End grain
7. Recess
8. Tenon

I. Practice to pattern using processes studied to date
N. Single surfacer (thickness planer)

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Remove nails or anything which will damage
blade

2. Never plane boards snorter than 14"
3. Stand erect to avoid chips
4. Avoid loose clothing, long sleeves, ties
5. Stand to side of machine to avoid kickback

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Thickness
b. Pressure bar
c. Feed roll
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SUGGESTED HOURS

40

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

DE,P

d. Feed speed
2. Changing knives
3. Jigs

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cuts

I. Thickness (straight)
2. Taper
3. Irregular or specialty cuts

H. Practice to pattern to date
V. Tilting arbor saw (Variety)

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Always use a sharp blade
2. Set saw blade so it will extend approximately

1/8" to 1/4" above the stock to be cut
3. Stand to one side of saw when operating it
4. Never attempt to remove a splinter or sliver

when caught in saw slot with the saw in !Lotion
5. Never reach back of saw blade to pull stock

through
6. Use a push stick when necessary (when the dis-

tance between the blade and the fence is so small
as to be dangerous for the fingers)

7. Always use the ripping fence or miter gauge.
(Because of the danger involved never saw
free hand)

8. Have no loose fitting clothing, especially sleeves
or tie

9. Make certain the safety guard is in place and
properly adjusted. (Guard usually is not used
in industry, but is advisable for beginners)

D. Set up
I. Adjustments

a. Saw height
b. Fence
c. Miter gauge
d. Arbor tilt

2. Kinds of saws or blades
a. Rip
b. Crosscut
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

c. Combination
d. Planer
e. Carbide tip
f. Dado

3. Jigs
4. Changing blades

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cuts

1. Rip
2. Crosscut
3. Angle

a. Common
b. Compound

4. Bevel and chamfer
5. Dado
6. Tenon
7. Rabbet
8. Groove
9. Flute

10. Concave
11. Miter
12. Novelty cuts

H. Practice to pattern of machines to date
18 L, D, VI. Radial arm saw

DE A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
0. Safety procedures

1. Keep blade sharp
2. Keep teeth of blade points in the direction shown

by the indicator
3. H Ad stock firmly against the table guide strip
4. Keep the safety guard in place
5. Use the anti-kickback guard in ripping and feed

the stock from the opposite end of the anti-kickback
6. Wear no loose clothing

D. Set up
I. Adjustments

a. Revolve the arm
b. Revolve the yoke
c. Revolve the motor
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SUGGESTED HOURS

8

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE,P

2. Installation of the blade
3. Installation of anti-kickback
4. Kinds of blades

a. Rip
b. Crosscut
c. Combination
d. Planer
e. Carbide tip
f. Dado

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cuts

1. Rip
2. Crosscut
3. Miter
4. Compound
5. Rabbet
6. Tenon
7. Groove
8. Novelty cuts
9. Bevel and chamfer

10. Dado
H. Practice to pattern of machines to date

VII. Drill press
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Remove key from chuck before turning on
machine

2. Set proper speed
3. Wcar sleeves rolled up
4. Wear no tie
5. Wear safety goggles
6. Put guard on pulleys
7. Fasten work with a clamp
8. Do not grab the chuck to slow the machine

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Depth gauge
b. Table adjustments

(1) Horizontal
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

8 L.D.
DE, P

(a) Right
(b) Left
(c) Compound

(2) Vertical
(3) Angle

(a) Right
(b) Left

c. Speed
2. Jig drilling
3. Removal of chuck
4. Types of drills

a. Twist
b. Forstner
c. Gimlet
d. Spur
e. Spade
f. Plug cutter
g. Countersink

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cuts

1. Countersink
2. Taper

H. Practice to pattern of machines to date
Viii. Belt sander

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Keep hands and fingers from contact with belt
2. Inspect belt before using

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Tilt table
b. Fence

(1) Upright
(2) Tilt

c. Miter gauge
d. Position

(1) Horizontal
(2) Vertical

e. Belt tension
f. Belt centering
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

12. L, D,
DE,k

18 L,D
DE,P

2. Belt installation
a. Rotation
b. Tension
c. Centering

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cuts

1. End grain sanding
2. With grain sanding
3. Bevel and chamfer
4. Miter
5. Compound

H. Practice to pattern of machines to date
IX. Disc sander

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Keep hands from conterA with the abrasive
2. Sand in direction away from rotation of disc

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Tilt
b. Miter gauge

2. Disc installation
E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cut (end grain sanding)
H. Practice

X. Block sander (table mount)
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

I. Keep hands and fingers from the belt especially
the edge

2. Check tension and belt alignment
D. Set up

1. Adjustments
a. Table
b. Belt tension
c. Centering

2. Belt installation
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SUGGESTED HOURS

40

Am1=1.1Me.

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE,P

a. Rotation
b. Tension
c. Centering

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cut (flat or face sanding)
H. Practice

XI. Lathe
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

I. Keep lock adjustment tight
2. Never wear loose clothing
3. Wear safety goggles
4. Be sure chisels are sharp
5. Stand in well-balanced position
6. Beginners should use slow speed adjustment
7. Lubricate dead - Canter end to prevent burning
8. Hold tool tightly in both hands
9. Stop machine for caliper measurements

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Speed
b. Tool rest
c. Tail stock

2. Installation of spur center and cup center
3. Face plate
4. Chuck
5. Expanding mandrel

E. Operation
F. Maintenence and repair
G. Basic cuts

1. Concave
2. Convex
3. Flat
4. V
5. ..,per
6. Combinations

H. Types of turning
I. Spindle
2. Face plate
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SUGGESTED HOURS

20

METHOD OF INFIRUCTION

L,D,
DE,P

I. Types of chisels
1. Skew
2. Gouge
3. Round nose
4. Spearpoint or diamond point
5. Square nose
6. Parting

J. Practice
1. Locate centers

a. On squares
b, On cylindrical pieces
c. On irregular or uneven stock
d. Mounting

2. Turning
K. Sanding and finishing

XII. Shaper
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety 1...- :.educes

1. Keep all cutters sharp
2. Keep well lubricated
3. Keep safety guards in place
4 Fasten cutters securely
5. Stand in well-balanced position
6. Keep board firm against fence, or rub collar

depending on procedure
7. Wear goggles

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Spindle (vertical
b. Fence
c. Rotation

2. Speed
3. Installation of cutter or cutter combination
4. Miter huge
5. Collars

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Kinds of cutters and basic cats

1. Tongue
2. Groove
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18

24

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,D,
DE,P

L,D,
DE,P

XIII.

XIV,

3. Convex
4. Concave
5. Molding
6. Lip
7, Half round
8. Quarter round
9. Combinations

H. Practice
Mortise machine (chisel type)

Iurpose
Parts by use and name
Safety procedures
2 . Keep fingers free of cutting area
2. Keep cutters sharp
Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Stroke (depth)
b. Stock clamp
c. Hold down
d. Chisel and bit
e. Foot pedal tension
f. Table slide
g. Sliding head
h. Table tilt
i. Table stop

2. Installation of chisel, bits, bushing
3. Stock stop gauge
Operation

F. Maintenance and repair
G. Kind of cut (mortise)
H. Practice
Tenon machine

Purpose
Parts by use and name
Safety procedures
I. Keep piece firmly locked in position before

moving into cutter head
2. Make no adjustments while machine is running

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Stock clamp

A.
B.
C.

D.

E.

A.
B.
C.
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L,E,
DE,P

L, D,
DE,P

b. Stock stops
c. Heads

(1) Horizontal
(2) Vertical
(3)

Dual
3) Single

2. Cutoff saw
3. Installation of knives and sidecutters

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Basic cuts

1. Tenon
2. End lap
3. Half lap
4. Rabbet

H. Practice
XV. Molder (four did#)

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Take extra precaution in making adjustments as
molder must be running before adjustments can
be made

2. Stand to side of machine to avoid being hit by
kickback

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Feed roll
b. Thickness
c. Width
d. Hold downs

2. Installation of knives
E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Molding cuts
H. Practice

XVI. Grinders
A. Purpose
B. Parts by u3e and name
C. Safety procedures
D. Installation of grinding wheels
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Pasic cuts

I. Flat
2. Concave or hollow

H. Practice
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22

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE , P
T

Unit 2

Title: Power Hand Tools (portable)

Objectives:

To develop ability to operate power hand tools safely

To develop skill in using pcwer hand tools

To develop judgment and manual dexterity for operating
power hand tools

I. Belt sander
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedure

I. Avoid standing on a damp floor
2. Use 3-wire safety plug

D. Set up
I. Adjusteients (centering)
2. Installation of belt

a. Rotation
b. Centering

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Kinds of belts

I. Coarse
2. ?ine
3. Intermediate

H. Kinds of cuts
I. Flat sanding
2. Face sanding

I. Practice
II. Orbital sander

A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

I. Avoid standing on a damp floor
2. Use 3-wire safety plug

D. Install abrasive
E. Kind of cut (any flat sanding)
F. Operation
G. Maintenance and repair
H. Practice
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTIQN

III. Router
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Be sure cutter is clear of all obstructions
before starting or setting down

2. Maintain firm grip on :.andles
3. When possible use guide or template

D. Set up
1. Adjustments

a. Cutter depth
b. Guide

2. Installation of cutter
E. Operation
F. Maintenance and r...1pair
G. Primary cuts

1. Dovetail
2. Recess
3. Molding

. Rabbet
5. Dado
6. Lap

a. End lap
b. Half lap
c. Middle lap
d. Cross lap

7. Fluting
8. Inlay
9. Decorative

10. Template routing
H. Practice

IV. Electric hand drill
A. Purpose
B. Parts by use and name
C. Safety procedures

1. Maintain firm grip to prevent twisting in hand
2. Use 3-wire safety plug

D. Installation of cutter
1. Countersink
2. Drill
3. Plug cutter
4. Taper drill
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

E. Operation
F. Maintenance and repair
G. Practice

V. Related teaching
A. To figure volume of cubes and four-sided columns

LxWxD= Volume
B. To figure cubic yards of cubic yards of concrete or

dirt in slab, box, tube, or column
L' x W' x D' = Cubic yards or in fraction of cubic yards

27
C. Layout of an elipse

1. Pin and string method
2. Framing square method

D. Splicing of endless belts
1. Formula

1 1/2 x W of belt = L of fea.hered or scarf cut
2. Cut according to formula
3. Fasten together

E, To figure speed of driven objects
I. Formula

Motor speed x Diameter of pulley on motor = speed of
Diameter of pulley on driven driven obje

2. Practice computation
F. Sizing of machines

I. Band saw by size of wheels
2. Jointer and planer by length of blade
3. Tilting arbor (or variety) saw by maximum

diameter of th..; blade the arbor carries
4. Belt sanders by width of belt
S. Disc sanders by diameter of disc
6. Electric hand drills by size of chuck
7. Lathe by distance between spindles and swing
8. Molder by maximum width and thickness knives

will accommodate
9. Drill press by distance from center of drill bit

to column



SECTION IV

THE SHOP PROGRAM

Each instructor should try to teach students to be prepared for the
requirements of industry. In other words the course is practical because
the teacher includes practical features. Classes should be operated on
the familiar premise that "practice makes perfect." Of great importance
is keeping the trainee so busy that he is well loaded with assignments
which carry out the basics in woodworking,

Each class project is the sum total of components. Actually each
shop project is the accumulation of joints and demonstrates the ability
of the man to combine them into an acceptable product which is the test
primarily, rather than the finished product.

In the shop, working conditions should approximate those in shops
and factories as nearly as possible for in this way the worker from the
beginning of his training becomes accustomed to the practical or actual
working environment he will encounter fter employment. Any shortcuts
developed and used ;)y the instructor should be passed on to the trainees
as a means of making their work easier and to help them become proficient
more quickly.

Probably as important as occupational proficiency is the ability to
get along weli with co-workers and supervisors. For this reason desirable
attitudes toward work and people should be developed as far as possible.

Some suggested class projects are listed below. These have been
planned in sequence to make use of joints in the order in which they are
presented in that section of the course outline. As far as possible each
succeeding project makes use of all joints used in prior projects.

1. Box---Butt joint
2. Lid -- -Butt and rabbet joints
3. Telephone shelf -- -Butt, rabbet, and dado joints
4. Lawn chairButt, rabbet, end half lap, m4ddle lap and cross. lap
5. Deac.-:nss pipe boxorior joints and cross lap
6. Footstlolprior joints and edge cross lap
7. Shadow box---edge cross lap, miter and butt
8. Panel door---end, half lap, rabbet, mortise, and tenon
9. Picture framemiter, rabbet

10. Pier cabinet---nearly all above-listed joints, and gain
11. Chest type stand---tongue and groove, dowell, miter, groove, dado
12. Table---mortise and tenon plus prior listed joints
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13. Checkerboard--spline, miter
14. Speaker's stand---common angles and compound angles
15. Bedside stand---combination of dado, tongue, rabbet, dowell,

butt
16. Birdhouseber draw practice
17. Stool---lathe practice
18. Shoeshine box---degree and angle work
19. Trellls---angles



SECTICN V

WOOD FINISHING

A beautiful finish on a piece of furniture is as important as good
structure. It is like frosting on a cake. Certainly a good finish trans-
forms an ordinary piece. Patina, or a surface appearance grown more
beautiful with age, is a prized feature of many antiques. Custom built
pieces properly surfaced can develop a vtina worthy of the best antique.
Often the finish on a piece of wood distinguishes the fine workman from
the mediocre,

SUGGESTED HOURS

4

METHOD

L,D
DE

DE,
T

OF INSTRUCTION

Unit 1

Title: Introduction to Wood Finishes

Objective:

To develop the ability to complement a well constructed
article with a fine surface finish suitable to it and
the use for which it is intended

I. Wood finishes
A. Object
B. Kinds
C. Manufacture
D. Quality

II. Sanding
A. Hand method

1. Tear sandpaper sheet into four pieces
2. Place sandpaper over a block
3. Sand with grain
4. Sand end grain in one direction only
5. Apply only light pressure to sandpaper
6. Keep sandpaper brushed off, or clean
7. Brush surface after sanding
8. Sand with long strokes
9. Grades of sandpaper

a. Extra fine
b. Fine
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15
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

c. Medium
d. Coarse
e. Extra coarse
f. Garnet paper

10. Fine sandpaper for final sanding
B. Machine sanding

1. Belt sander
2. Orbital sander

a. Vibrating
b. Straight line

L, D, III. Staining
DE,P A. Purpose
T 1. To color surface

2. To bring out natural beauty of woods
3. To darken
4. To preserve the wood

B. Kinds of stains
1. Linseed oil
2. Oil stair'
3. Water

a. Sponge wood first to raise grain
b. Sand smooth
c. Apply water stain

4. Spirit
C. Method

1. Try out stain on scrap w7od
2. Brush on two light coats not one heavy coat
3. May brush or sponge on
4. Apply evenly
5. Wipe surface with the grain with a clean cloth
6. Dry for 24 hours

L,D, IV. Filling
DE, A. Kinds of fillers
T 1. Paste

a. Wood colors
b. Transparent natural clear
c. Method of applying

(1) Mix filler to consistency of heavy cream
(2) Add color if desired or needed
(3) Brush on thin coat across grain of wood
(4) Dry until gloss leaves the surface
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L,D,
DE,P
T

L,D,
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T

(5)

(6)
(7)

2. Liquid
3. Sealer
4. Crack

B. Sealers
1. Shellac

a. Apply thin coat
b. Dry 4 to 6 hours
c. Rub with No, 00 steel wool
d. Apply second thin coat
e. Smooth with fine sandpaper or No. 00 steel wool
f. Clean surface with rag dipped in benzine
g. Apply thin coat of wax, and rub

2. Lacquer sanding sealer
C. Repair and fill holes and cracks

1. Kinds
a. Mastic wood
b. Wooa dough
c. Stick shellac

2. Method
a. Apply higher than surface
b. Sand off level when dry

V. Shellac and wax finish
A. Method of application

1. Apply thin coat
2. Dry 4 to 6 hours
3. Apply second thin coat

B. Finish
1. Smooth with fine sandpaper
2. Clean surface with rag dipped in benzine

C. Wax (without silicone)
1. Apply several thin coats of paste wax
2. Rub slick after each application of wax

VI. Varnish finish
A. Disadvantages

1. Must be applied in dust-free room
2. Dries very slowly

Remove all filler by rubbing across grain
using tow, burlap, or some other rough
fabric
Rub with grain for final cleanup
Dry overnight before applying final finish
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L,D,
DE,P
T

L,D,
DE,P
T

omk.

B. Advantages
I. Protects wood surface
2. Adds brilliance to wood surface
3. Waterproof (Spar)
4. Heat resistant

C. Method
I. Settle dust
2. Wait for clear dry weather
3. First coat

a. Use 25% turpentine
b. Wipe surface with cloth dipped in benzine
c. Brush varnish across grain
d. Work from center to outside edges

4. Clean brush immediately after using
5. Dry
6. Sand with No. 6/0 sandpaper
7. Wax; or rub with pumice and oil, or with

rottenstone and oil
VII. Lacquer

A. Kinds
1. Clear
2. Colored

B. Advantages
I. Dries quickly
2. Produces a hard finish

C. Method of applying
I. Brush finish
2. Spray on

D. Solvents
VIII. Enamel finish

A. Advantages
1. Does not have an oil base
2. Dries to a high gloss

B. Method of applying
I. Sand surface with No. 2/0 sandpaper
2. Cover knots and streaks with thin coat of shellac
3. Brush on undercoat
4. Dry thoroughly
5. Sand lightly with No. 2/0 sandpaper
6. Repeat tulawcoat and sanding
7. Brush on one or two coats enamel
8. Dry thoroughly
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

DC. Oil finish (French finish)
A. Step one

1. First mixture
a. 50% turpentine
b. 50% clear varnish
c. Heat a & b to hand temperature

2. Method
a. Apply with rag or brush
b. Rub on and off fast
c. Dry overnight
d. Sand with 6/0 sandpaper
e. Repeat process

B. Step two
1. Second mixture

a. 25% boiled linseed oil
b. 25% clear varnish
c. 50% turpentine
d. Heat to hand temperature

2. Repeat method used for first mixture
C. Step three

1. Third mixture
a. 50% boiled linseed oil
b. 50% turpentine
c. Heat to hand temperature

2. Method of applying
a. Rub with 3/0 steel wool
b. Rub on mixture and leave short time

be-me rubbing off
c. Dry
d. Rub with 3/0 steel wool

3. Wax with paste wax and rub off
4. Rub again with 3/0 steel wool to remove

smear marks
D. Mixtures can be varied for porous woods where a

higher percentage of varnish would be needed
3 L, D, X. Finishing (Factory process)

DEIP A. Stain
T B. Wash coat made of

1. Mixture of 1/3 shellac and 2/3 alcohol or
2. Lacquer sealer thinned down 60% or more

C. Filler
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SUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

D. Wash coat (same as B)
E. Blending stain (factory procedure)

I. Rub on, or spray on
2. Rub off dry
3. Dry 4 to 6 hours

F. Shade any spots
G. Sealer

I. Put on
2. Sand off with 400 wet or dry sandpaper

H. Put on two applications of finishing lacquer
la Dry overnight
2. Cushion out with rubbing compound
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ISUGGESTED HOURS

METHOD OF INRTRUCTION

5L,D
DE ,P
T

Unit 2

Title: Spray Booth

Objec.dve:

To develop the ability to do spraying safely and
efficiently

I. Requirements
A. Size
B. Ventilation
C. Dustproof

II. Safety rules
A. Keep booth free of spark or flame
B. No smoking
C. Wear face mask
D. Provide adequate ventilation in booth
E. Avoid skin contact with thinners
F. Keep all supplies capped and in metal containers

III. Gun and compressor
A. Lubrication
B. Care and maintenance
C. Adjustments
D. Cleaning of gun

IV. Spraying
A. Stains
B. Shellac
C. Lacquer
D. Enamel
E. Paints



SECTION VI

SHOP REQUIREMENTS FOR MATH

SUGGESTED HOURS

120

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

L, D,
DE ,P
T

.1 t

Objective:

To develop ability to perform computation needed
in the millman trade

I. Whole numbers
A. Addition
B. Subtraction
C. Multiplication
D. Division
E. Test

II. Common Fractions
A. Addition
B. Subtraction
C. Multiplication
D. Division
E. Test

HI. Decimal fractions
A. Addition
B. Subtraction
C. Multiplication
D. Division
E. Test

IV. Measurement
A. Standardization of units of measure
B. Linear measure
C. Angular and circular measure
D. Surface measure
E. Test

V. Related math
A. Figuring board feet, measure
B. Figuring bills of material needed or bought
C. Reading and use of scales and special rules
D. Use of protractor and all degree indicating tools
E. Formulas

1. How to use a formula
2. Formula to figure volume of cubes and columns
3. Formula to figure concrete

F. Layout elipse
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GLOSSARY

ABRASIVE - -a gritty substance used for wearing, grinding, or rubbir.g
away by friction; gritty coating on paper or cloth used for
cutting or smoothing.

ANNUAL RINGSconcentric rings which show in a cross section of
a log.

BASEBOARDa finish term applying to the board at the base of a wall.

BEADING - -a projecting band, rim, or molding strung together like
beads; a repeating pattern on a strip of wood.

BEkM--a horizontal timber which supports or bears a load (joist).

BEVEL--an angle cut from one corner of a board to any point on an
adjacent side of the board; the angle one surface makes with
another when they are not at right angles.

BLADE--part of the file on which the teeth are formed.

BLEEDINGseepage of color through a finish.

BRACKET--a three-cornered brace used as a support usually for a
shelf.

BURL - -a hard, woody, often flattened hemispherical outgrowth on
a tree and from which face veneer is sliced.

CALIPER- -a measuring instrument with two legs or jaws that can be
adjusted to determine inside or outside thickness, diameter,
or distance between surfaces.

CHAMFER - -an angle cut along a straight line removing any corner of
the board, but not extending to another corner.

CHECK--lengthwise separation of the wood, as a small crack or split.

CHECKING - -a small pattern of cracks caused by uneven surface drying.

CHUCK--jawed device for holding drill bit.

CLEAR- -term used to mean that the wood is free of knots, stains, blemishes,
and other unsound features.
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CROTCH--an angle formed by the intersection of two branches; a fork;
face veneer is sliced from.

COUNTER BORE--the enlargement of the top of a round hole to receive
the head of a fill ister head screw.

COUNTERSINK - -a conical rose bit or fluted reamer for enlarging bolt
holes to a conical recess to receive the tapered head
of a flat head screw so its top will be even with the
surface or top of the work.

DADO--a groove cut across the grain of the wood to make a Joint used
when the crosspiece must support considerable weight; has two
sides and a bottom.

DIMENSION LUMBER OR SQUARES any cut other than standard lumber
cut; yard lumber which is 2" to 5"
thick.

DOVETAIL - -a flaring tenon and a mortise into which it fits tightly making
an interlocking Joint between two pieces.

DOWEL--a pin fitting into a hole in an abutting piece to prevent motion
or slippage; a round rod used to cut up into dowels.

DRESS--to trim to a line.

FILE CARD--brushlike device used to clean a wcod file.

FLITCHthick piece of lop or lumber from which veneer may be cut; may
refer to a stack of veneer.

FLUTING- -one of the vertical parallel grooves as on a classical archi-
tectural column.

GAIN- -a notch or mortise in a part of a wood joint.

GAUGE--an instrument used for measuring, testing, and/or indicating
quantity (size and dimension).

GRAIN -- appearance of surface of wood due to stratification of fibers.

GRIT--very fine gravel, sand, or abrasive

GROOVE--a long narrow channel or depression running with the grain;
has two sides and a bottom.
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HARDWOODS--wood which comes from deciduous or broad-leaved trees
(botanical) .

JIG - -a device used to guide a tool or hold parts together in a certain position.

JOINT - -to make two edges or surfaces fit very close together.

JOIST - -small timbers or beams set in parallel from wall to wall to support
the floor.

KERFV- s width of cut made by a saw.

KNOT- -the hard mass formed in a tree where a branch grows out; shows as
a round dark piece in a board.

LATHE--machine in which work is held and rotated while being shaped by
a tool.

MILLWORK -- lumber manufactured to specific shapes so they may be as-
sembled into doors, frames , windows, moldings, flooring
etc.

MITER--a surface forming the beveled end or edge of a piece where a
joint is made by cutting two pieces at an angle and fitting them
together.

MORTISE--usually a square or rectangular hole into or through which
so: other part fits or passes, usually to receive a tenon to
make a mortise and tenon joint.

OPACITY--a quality in a pigment to cover a surface.

PLYWOOD--constructed by gluing three or more veneer strips and core
pieces into sheets which have the grain of the wood running
crosswise in alternate layers. This type of construction
gives greater strength and resistance with a minimum of
weight. Plywood is always made up of odd number of plys.

QUARTER-SAWINGlumber produced by cutting at right angles to the
annual rings.

RABBET--a cut having a bottom and one side and removing one corner
either with or against the grain.

RASP--a coarse file with cutting points instead of lines; a steel instru-
ment with its surface covered with sharp edged furrows and teeth
used for abrading other substances, as wood.
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RELIEF CUT -term generally used in band sawing; removal of excess
material to allow the blade to make sharper cuts than
could be permitted otherwise.

RELISHshoulder cut to form the haunch of the tenon

RESAWING--cutting a manufactured board by decreasing thickness
but maintaining width.

RIPPING--process of sawing wood with the grain.

ROTARY--turning as a wheel does on its axle.

ROUGH--term used to apply to unplaned lumber..

ROUGH LUMBER -- lumber as it comes from the saw.

ROUND--a layer of lumber in a stack.

ROUTING -a process of cutting by a circular cutting bit operated
at high speed.

SCRIBE--cut off to make level

SELECThigh quality or grade of wood.

SILL--the heavy timber which helps support the frame of a house.

SKEW -- (chisel) - -flat turning chisel used to smooth cylinders, round
edges, and for limited use in making V-cuts.

SLAB - -piece which is cut across the annual rings, runs full length
of the log, and has only one flat surface.

SOFTWOODS--wood which comes from coniferous or needle-bearing
trees.

SOUND--healthy, not weak; applies to lumber free from injury, decay,
or defect.

SPLINE- -thin piece of wood fitted into certain assembled joints.

SPOKESHAVE--frame with two handles which hold a small cutting
blade used to plane convex and concave edges.
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STRUCTURAL LUMBER --similar to yard lumber but is over 5" in thickness
and in width. Grading is based on strength of
the whole piece.

STUMPWOOD--stump from which face veneer is sliced

SURFACED LUMBER --has at least one smooth side after it comes from
the planer.

TANG--tapered end on which the file handle is attached; also top of
any bit or tool used with a brace

TAPER - -to make or become gradually smaller Oward one end.

TEMPLATES--gauge, pattern, or mold used as a guide to the form of
a piece being made.

TEMPLET--same as template

TENON--small block end of a board which fits into the mortise formed
by one or more rabbet cuts made against ths grain

TOENAILING -- process of driving two nails diagonally to cross each
other well below the board surface; used to reinforce
or strengthen the jointrig of two boards

TONGUE AND GROOVE--a Joint made by fitting a rib on one edge of a
board into a groove of another board to make
a flush Joint. (hardwood flooring)

VENEER--a very thin sheet of wood sawed, peeled, or sliced from a
log

WARP--to curve in width

WIND--a twist in a board

YARD LUMBER -- lumber less than 5" in thickness and graded by thickness,
length, width, and condition.
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INTRODUCTION

This ie a course in Marine Navigation and Operation

prepared especially for Louisiana's commercial fisherman and

small craft operators. The illustrations used are taken from

situations, which occur in small craft operating in the Gulf

of Mexico.

The material of this course includes the information

covered in the requirements fOr licensing of small craft

operators by the Coast Guard and will serve as good prepara-

tion for Coast Guard examination. The study will be valuable

to those who have had some sea experience as well ae,the

person who ie Just starting the study of navigation.

The course begins with the regulations that govern small

craft operation and a study of the rules of the road for

inland and international waters. The student navigator must

become familiar not only with the tools of his trade but also

their proper use.*

The main concern of this course ie with charts and

compasses and other instruments of navigaUon and their use

in finding a vessel's position.

This course is . *vided into two parts. This is Unit

One which covers (1) Regulations, (2) Navigational Equipment,

(3) The Marine Compute and Piloting:- Unit Two is concerned

with the practice of offshore navigation including an

introduction to celestial navigation.
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INTRODUCTION (Continued)

The student navigator should understand that his

profession is really learned at sea and not in the class-

room. His real classroom is the water. This course is

his preparation for the life-time study of a profession that

has interested men for thousands of years.

2
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PART I RULES AND REGULATIONS

LESSON 1

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED BY RINIULATIONS

When we look at the equipment of a well found vessel we

see fire fighting equipment is considered to be most important

(See table appendix "B"). This is because fire is the great-

est danger to the sailor. The best way to fight a fire is

to prevent it or to fight it before it starts. The equipment

regulations consider fire prevention by requiring vents and

flame arrestors. There are several rules of good practioe

in fire prevention which we will take up at this point.

These rules give the operator of a vessel some definite

things he can do to prevent fire.

1. Inspect frequently all fuel lines for leaks which

may allow an accumulation of fumes in bilges or other places

where an explosion can occur. A spark from an engine or an

electric. switch sometimes ignites such fumes.

2. Install and frequently inspect flame arrestors on

gasoline engines as required by the regulations. Only P.4

approved type should be used.

3. Inspect frequently all fuel tank vents to be sure

that they are clear and are providing proper ventilation to

the tanks,

4. Inspect all electrical grohnding of fuel .tanks and

other egpipment in the vicinity of fuel and engine spaces.

It is important that all metal as well as electrical equip-

ment be grounded so that statio sparks and arcing can be

eliminated as a fire hazard.
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5. As a standard procedure, vent the engine and bilge

spaces using power blowers or natural vents or both for at

least five (5) minutes prior to starting engines or motors

to get rid.of fumes which may have accumulated in these

spaces. Refueling time is an especially dangerous operation

as far as fire is concerned. Care must be taken' to vent

compartments during and after fueling to prevent the accumu-

lation of fumes.

6. Any spilled fuel must be flushed down before getting

underway from the fuel dock. In this same connection it must

be remembered that a clean ship is a safe ship. Rags and

other combustibles must not be allowed to accumulate. Com-

partments where gear is stowed must be frequently inspected

to be sure that fire hazards are not present.

Fire prevention must be practiced and conducted before

the fire starts. Once ignition takes place we can only

fight the fire; it is too late for prevention.

Fire fighting equipment is probably the most important

thing aboard a vessel because, as we said before, fire is the

greatest danger to the sailor. Fire extinguishers must be of

the approved type and number laid must be maintained and

inspected to insure their usefulness. They must be kept

where they can be reached quickly when needed and where they

will not be cut off by a fire. Built-in fire,fighting equip-

ment operated by a remote control is excellent because it

allows the fire to be fought with a minimum danger of

personal injury.
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It is important that the boat operator understand that

water must never be used to fight a gasoline, oil, or

electrical fire. Water will only spread the flames in the

case of a gasoline fire and will create short circuits in

electrical installations, especially if salt water is used.

Carbon dl'xide (002) or foam should always be used on

fires Which need to be fought by smothering. Foam may be

used on a gasoline fire. Water fights fire by cooling- -not

by smothering.

Figure 1 shows several items of equipment besides the

fire extinguishers. These other items of equipment include

life jackets which must be of the approved type (Kapok or

Cork). The seat cushion type life preserver is not standard

equipment as ftr as the regulations are concerned and may be

carried as optional equipment. Life jackets must be

frequently inspected to be sure that they are serviceable

and stowed where they are readily accessible.

Probably the next most important gear a vessel carries

is its Signaling equipment. This includes fixtures such as

running lights and other items such as ships bell, fog horn,

whistle and signal lights. These items of equipment are

needed in order that the vessel may make her presence and

identity known to other ships. The characteristics and

position of running lights as well as fog signals will be

taken up in detail later.

some items of equipment are usually found on a proper

vessel which are not actually required by the regulations
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but are highly recommene_d ty sailors generally. These in-

olude first aid supplies, tools for minor repairs and damage,

flares, spare equipment and parts for engines and oommunication

gear suoh as radio and ship-shore telephone. Also of some

importance is proper ground taokle and deok gear.

It is also reoommended that the operator supply himself

with whatever navigational equipment he may require, consider-

ing the type of operation in Waich he is engaged. This may

range all the way from the simplest magnetio compass to the

most complete eleotronios navigation gear.
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 1

I. Make a check-off sheet for your own boat to be used

in maintaining her in a condition of preparedness

for Coast Guard inspection.

a. List all equipment required by the regulations

for a boat of her class and provide space for

filling in date of inspection.

b. Call this check off list "owner's monthly

inspection report".

II. Conduct an informal inspection of a boat and write

up a report to present to the class at the next

meeting.

a. Include in this report:

1. Date and place of inspection
2. Name of boat and registry number
3. Name of owner and/Or operator
4. An itemized list of equipment required by

the regulationS

b. Describe general condition of the boat you

inspected

in. Be prepared to report to the class on a marine

accident of which you have first hand knowledge.

a. Include in this report:

1. Time Fuld place oL accident
2. Events leading up to accident
3. EXtentof damage and/Or injury

b. How could accident have been avoided

rir. Make a list of the causes of accidents at sea

starting your list with poor seamenship and going'

into equipment failures.
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LESSON 2

CLASSES OF VESSELS

In order to understand the lights required on different

classes of vessels it is necessary to first consider relative

bearings and sectors of visibility of these lights. An

examination of the compass card and bearing circle as shown

in Figure 2 will be helpful at this point.

The navigator is always interested in direction. lie

needs to know which course he is steering, what the bearing

of an object is from his Ship and the position of his ship

with respect to other ships or landmarks. Courses and bear-

ings are usually taken from North and may lot counted in degrees

or in points of the compass.

Relative position or bearings are measured from the

ships bow and are usually told off in points much like ,the

points of the compass.

Figure 2 shows the relationship of compass points,

relative bearings and degrees of azimuth measured clockwise

from true north. An examiration of this diagram shows that

the compass points and relative bearing points both number

thirty-two (32) and that the relative bearing points take

their names from the parts of the Ship namely bow, stern,

starboard side, and port side.

When facing the bow the starboard side is on the right

hand and the starboard beam is beyond the right hand. A

light seen off the right hand (or the starboard side of the
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vessel) is said to be "to starboard" and one to the left is

said to be "to port." The direction directly perpendicular

to the ship's keel is called by the name "beam" beCause the

vessel's deck beams lie in that direction, and is designated

as "starboard beam" or "port beam" depending upon which side

it lies.

From starboard bow to port bow is said to be the bow

sector. From starboard bow to starboard quarter is called

the starboard beam sector. The quarter sector is that sector

which lies between the starboard quarter and port quarter.

These four sectors are divided into the 32 points already

mentioned-. Examining figure 2 we see them as follows: from

ahead to abeam and from astern to abeam (one point on the

starboard bow, 2points on the starboard bow, 3 points on

the starboard bow, broad on the starboard bow, 3 points

forward of the starboard beam, 2 points forward of the star-

board and so on).

The 32 compass points we see take their names from the

four cardinal parts; North, South, East and West. The

expression "boxing the compass" is the term applied to naming

the 32 points of the compass starting with North and moving

around in a clockwise direction. The seaman identifies compass

points with relative nearing pointy and with degrees of

azimuth (also shown in figure 2) he knows that the 360° of

azimuth divided by the 32 compass points equal 11.25° or

eleven and one fourth degrees to the compass point. Boxing

the compass is a basic skill of the sailor.
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Now that we understand relative bearings we are ready

to study navigation lights. These lights tell other ships

our position and by them we are able to know how another

vessel is headed and so we can tell if a collision might

occur.

Figure 3 shows the sectors of visibilityor lights.

We see that the red and green side lights are visible through

ten points- -that is: from dead ahead to two (2) points

abaft the beam on either side ana the stern light is always

a 12 point light while the masthead light and range light

may be either 20 or 32 point lights depending upon the type

vessel and the operating circumstances.

Inland rules apply generally inside a line marked by

the position of sedbuoys along a coast as illustrated in

fiaure 4. Figures 5, 5, 7 and 8 show oases of vessels

operating under inland rules and the lights they are required

to carry.
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12 Point Stern Light

12 Point Whits
SW,' Light

10 Point Side Lights : .- - - - ,..\ .,,..

SECTORS OF VISIBILI

20 Point white Attar Peng* Light
Visible 5 Mlles, 15 ft. Above
FWD. Range Light.

10 Point Red &
Greenlitights

TANKER
t Power vessel over ISO tt. I

12 Point White LigM
20ft. Above Gunwale
if Over 40 Gross Tans

12 Point Wit*
Stem Light

Red a Green
10 Point Side Light
3ft. Below Forward
White Light

TRAWLER RUNNING WITHOUT NET IN TOW

Red G Green
10 Point Side
Lights

20 Point White Light
Visible 5 Miles
9ft. Above Gunwale

1

r-Or LIGHTS

20 Point White
Forward Range
Hight Vis. 5 Mi.
20 Ft. Min.
40 Ft. Max.
Not Less Than
Breadth Above Deck

Q 12 Point White
Stern Light

MOTOR BOAT LESS THAN 40 GROSS
TONS

20 Poidt White
lbwing Lights
Si* Feet Apart
Visible 5 Mi.

40 Point Wings LigM

Red B Green
10 Point Side Lights

20 Point Whi
After Range
Light

(Optional I

12 Point Wh
Steve Light

SEA GOING TUG WITH TOW ASTERN LESS THAN SC
( If Tow Exceed: GOO: And More Than I Vessel Is Being

Towed, 3 White 20 Point Towing Lights Are Carried.)

12 Point W to
Stern Light
Shows Aft.

Tricolor Rod,White
* Green Light At
L 2061Abave 32
Point White Light.

TRAWLER TOWING NET ASTERN

LIGHTS COMMONLY SEEN IN INTERNATIONAL WATERS.

Fig. 3 13



We see in figure 4 the boundary 3 ine between inland and

international waters. This line generally runs throLgh the

ouvermost chains of buoys along the coast.
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Figure 4. Inland id International Waters of Coast of
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Figure 5 shows lights required under inland rules on

motor boats. First we see that the class 1 as well as

class A boats, that is less than 26 feet in length, carry

forward a red and green combination light and aft a white

32 point light that the class II motor boat, that is fraa 26

to 40 feet, carries in addition to the red and green stde

lights, which are always 10 point lights, 2 white lights, one

forward being a 20 point light, and one aft which is a 32

point light,. The class III motor boat which is 40 to 65

feet in length carries these same lights; that is red and

green 10 point lights to port and starboard and the white

20 point light forward the white 32 point light aft.

W 32 PT

411.11
e*.

R eta COMBINATION

.__,rte

OUT BOARD MOTORBOAT

ROG COMBINATION
W 32 PT

25 FT. CREW BOAT

Class A and Class 1 Motorboats
{Less Than 26 Feet)
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T

W 32 PT

-1 1 810 PT W 20 PT

W 32 PT

e
R i0 PT

W20 PT

36 FT. CREWBOAT 38 FT. LIMIER

Class 2 Motorboats (26 to 4o Feet)

W 32 PT

810 PT. W 20 PT

63 Ft WONKBOAt

W 20 PT R 10 PT

eie

00

W 32 PT

60 FT. PU$NER TUB (Without Tow)

Class 3 Motorboats (4o to 65 Feet)

Figure 5. Lights Required on
Motortoata in Inland Waters

Figure 6 shows the lights required by motor venlig in

inland waters. We see the 68 -foot fishing boat underway and

the tow boat both carrying the same lights. Not the same range

of visibility etc.
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W 32 PT

G 10 PT W 20 PT

SOFT WORK BOAT

W20 PT RIO PT

10FT. TOW BOAT ( Without Tow )

Figure 6. Lights for Motor Vessels in Inland Waters

In Figure 7 we have the tow boat under inland rules.

We see the tug pushing a barge ahead carrying two lights,

either two 20 point lights one above the other or two 32

point lights one above the other. These lights if they are

20 point lights must be carried forward and if they are 32

point lights must be carried aft. Either set of lights may

be carried, either the 20 point lights forward or the 32

point lights aft. If the 20 point lights are carried forward,

and the vessel is pushing the barge, two 12 point amber lights

are carried near the stern.

W 20 Point 1N 32 Paint

NsZ * Point 12 Point
AP-- Amber

TUG PUSHING BARGE AHEAD INLAND RULES. OPTION 1 TOW LIGHTS FORWARD.
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32 Point
Rod
11 Point

TUG PUSHING

waters.
w 10 Point

BARGE AHEAD - INL AND RULES . OPTION 2 TOW L IGHTS APT.

Figure

In Figure 8 we see a tug towing a barge under the inland

rules and we see that this boat carries three lights one above

the other, it they are carried forward they must be 20 point

lights, it they are carried aft they must be 32 point lights.

Now this tug boat if it were operating under international

rules would carry the two lights if the tow was less than 600

feet in length and three lights when the tow is more than 600

feet in length. The reason for the difference is that a tug

in the open sea will never be pushing as is possible in Inland
W 32 Point401-

Rod
10 Point

TUS TOWING BARGE ON HAWSER - INLAND RULES OPTION 1 - TOW LIGHTS PORVMRD.

W 32 Point

r- 4C--%.r-

TUS TOWING BARGE ON HAWSER - INLAND RULES OPTION

Figure 8. Lights for Tug Boats
in Inland Waters



In Figure 9, we see the trawler, this trawler is dragging

a net under international rules. It is carrying no side lights,

a 12 point stern light, a 32 point white light, and above that

a three colored light that shows green to starboard, red to

port and white forward

TRICOLOR LIGHT
FT ABOVE

INT WHITE
WHITE LIGHT

E STERN

.1\ ""'"'

12 POINT WH
STERN LIS

LIGHT SHOWS GREEN
ON STARBOARD SIDE

0 WHITE 32 POINT LIGHT SIX FT.
BELOW TRICOLOR

Figure 9. Trawler Dragging Net Astern, International Rules
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10 Point

In Figure 10, we see the trawler running without the

nets, there she carrier the lights of her class, the 20

point white light at the mast, the 12 point stern light, and

the 10 point side lights.

t White Range
t. Above

Light

a Point whit: Stern
Light

20 Point
Rang* Ugh

1°Side

A AA614ii

.1--

Green

Nws4.. *.r.
.4s*=.

4-1`r". .r2C

Figure 10. Trawler Running Without Net
Astern International Rules
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mean.

In Figure 11, we see examples of vessels at anchor,

under inland and international rules. The vessel at anchor

must display anchor lights by night and a anchor signal by

day. The anchor signal by day is a black ball displayed well

above the deck in the forward part of a vessel so that it may

clearly be seen by other vessels. IV the vessel is over 150

feet in length it carries two white 32 point lights, the

forward being higher than the one aft and if it is less than

150 feet in length, one white light forward. Also in Figure

11 we have an illustration of a trawler operating in inland

waters. Because it is usually operating at low speed, it

does not carry the side lights or three colored lights as

in international waters, but rather carries only a red light

above a white light both visible through 32 points. There

is an old saying among sailor men, when they see red over

white, it means fishing at night. This is useful to one

who is trying to learn or to remember what these lights

White 32 Point Light

Whits 32 Point L ght

at 7-"frel'41.,_"--1.. cJo. .0. Al. 4. -4--
-.4 -Z -A

VESSEL OVER 150 FT AT ANCHOR IN
INTERNATIONAL. WATERS

( Under 150 Ft. the forward light only
is carried )

21
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Red 32 Point
Sin Feet Aport

Whit. 32 Point
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Black Ball
2 FT. In pia

az...... ....`.. "....r''' ......... ."''''', at..,e7 ,'""+.47". "*-tt"..:" ...I-ft.--.1 ,............ ....."., -,,,I, ...- .,"
IP =, dos,.0.- ._....... ---../... . ..5 ....

VESSEL AT ANCHOR IN INTERNATIONAL WATERS
( Net required of vessels under 65 in Inland waters )

Basket in
Rigging

.X......se' ._..30....... ......... -"' a. '6, ..s-.-0-...-o--.... r-- ---r"-- $ .g.. .0,

.a*. ''S. ..1"." ... > .' '".' -.)... =. ..., _.,3 ...a. , s-____,.r. --.A.
,... ..---..s. ,.........N 4ff ..4

DAY MARKER DISPLAYED BY TRAWLER IN INTERNATIONAL
WATERS

Figure 11
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 2

I. Construct a table similar to the one shown in

appendix "B" giving equipment required and recommended

for vessels by clauses.

II. Draw a diagram to show how the lights of a 200 ton

steamship would appear to. you if she was crooning

your bow from port to starboard.

III. Make a list of lights and lanterns that should be

part of the equipment of a class 3 crew boat engaged

in transporting personnel from Morgan City to a

frilling rig 20 miles south of ship shoal light.

IV. Draw a diagram showing the lights of a class 3 crew

boat as seen from off her port quarter.

V. If the boat in assignment IV above were being over-

taken by a ciao 1 vessel how would this vessel's

.lights appear to the overtaken boat? Show by

drawing.
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LESSONS 3 & 4

RULES OF THE ROAD

The "Rules of the Road" are designed to define right -of-

way and avoid accidents. The rules define burdened vessels

and privileged vessels, and the General Prudential Rule states

that they are not to be construed as relieving a skipper of

his responsibilities to avoid collision. If you are a privi-

leged vessel in a dangerous situation you must carry every

effort to avoid collision or damage even though you have the

right-of-way. The statement, "he had the right-of-way"

doesn't look well on a tomb stone. It should be emphasized

that right-of-way is based on the ability of a vessel to

give way, for example:

1. A sailing vessel has the right-of-way over a motor

vessel except if it happens to be overtaking the

motor vessel.

2. A vessel' with a tow or a trawler both nets down has

the right-of-way over a vessel Without nets, that

is, Lee to give way, except of course if it is

the overtaking vessel.

3. A vessel not under command; that is, suffering a

break down, must be avoided by other vessels which

are able to give way.

4. A vessel in a channel has the right-of-way over a

vessel crossing a channel.
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Figure 12 illustrates what we commonly refer to as the

danger zone. That is the area relative to our vessel from

dead ahead to points abaft the starboard beam. All vessels

approaching from this zone have right-of-way. Conversely she

has right-of-way over vessels in any other 1 Aloe, to port

or astern.. Generally three conditions of right -of-way exist;

(1) they are the meeting situation, where two vessels are

meeting one another; (2) the crossing situation where two

Vessels are on courses which lead one to cross the bow of the

other; (3) the overtaking situation where one vessel approaches

another from astern. We will take up first the meeting

situation.

10.

DANGER ZONE
PROM DEAD AHEAD TG TWO
POINTS ABAFT STARBOARD SEAN..

AU. VESSELS APPROACHINS
PROM THIS ZONE HAVE RISHT OF WAY.

Fiaare 12
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This is where two esbels approach each other head on,

as shown in "illustration A of figure 13.

i E

I

i
?

i

e1
F

(
-I

..A
e

G H

A VESSELS MEETING "HEAD TO HEA07 EACH SOUNOS ONE SHORT BLAST AND
ALTERS COURSE TO STARBOARD.

B VESSELS OP OPPOSITE PARALLEL COURSE TO STARBOARD OF EACH CTHER
INDICATE INTENTION TO MSS STARBOARD TO STARBOARD BY EACH
SOUNDING TWO SHORT BLASTS. .

C WHEN A VESSEL ODES NOT UNDERSTAND THE INTENTION OF ANOTHER TKE
DANGER SIGNAL FOUR SHORT BLASTS .-.RE GIVEN.

O VESSEL APPROACHINGaBLINO"BEND SOUNDS ONE PROLONGEO BLAST TO
WARN OTHERS OF MER AP°ROACH.

E OVERTAKING VESSEL DESIRING TO PASS TO STARBOARD OF VESSEL AHEAD
SOUNOS ONE SHORT BLAST. VESSEL AHEAD ANSWERS WITH ONE SNORT
BLAST TO GIVE CNCENT BUT ANSWERS WITH OANGER SIGNAL IF IT IS

NOT SAFE FOR vZSSEL ASTERN TO PASS*
F OVERTAKING VESSZL SOUNDS TWO SHORT BLASTS TO PASS TO PORT OF

VESSEL AHEAD.
G VESSEL MTH HER ENGI,YES 'GOING ASTERN SOUNDS THREE SHORT BLASTS.
IA VESSELS BACKING OUT OF SLIP SOUNDS ONE ZOLONGEO BLAST.

I NOTE: ANSHORT"BLAST IS ABOUT 0146 SECOND DURATION. .

A "PROLONGED" BLAST IS FOUR TO SIX SECONDS DURATION.

SIGNAL 70 DRAW BRIDGE IS THREE LONG BLASTS, IF THE ORAW
IS READY TO 0Z OPENE.0 THE BRIDGE ANSWERS WITH
THREL BLASTS. IF NOT, FOUR BLASTS.

Figure 13 Page 26



Generally the procedure followed is that each ship will

alter course to the right so as to pass port side to port

side. Unless, that is, they are already far enough over as

tn illustration B of figure 13 to pass safely starboard to

starboard without altering course. If either vessel is in

doubt as to the best procedure to fIllow, then four (k) short

blasts, the international danger signal should be given as

shown in figure C of figure 13. Also shown in thLs illustra-

tion are the whistle signals to be used, one blast altering

course to starboard passing to port, and two blasts if alter-

ing course to port in passing starboard to starboard as

in illustration B in figure 13.

Now in the case of a crossing situation, if two vessels

are approaching one another so that the track of one will

cross the track of the other then the right-of-way rule as

illustrated in figure 12 applies. The ship that has the

other to starboard must give way, the ship that has the other

to port has the right-of-way and should maintain course and

speed except in an extreme emergency when maneuvering to avoid

collision is required. It should be emphasized that the

burdened vessel must relieve the situat,on by changing course

or speed where as, the privileged vessel is obligated to

maintain oourse and speed unl.ess an extreme emergency arises.

Here we see an application of the side lights, if you see a

ship's red side light, then he would have to be in a position

to your starboard and he vould have the right-of-way. This

rule is consistent with the illustration shown in figure 12:
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The overtaking situation as illustrated in illustration

E and F of figure 13. In any case a vessel being overtaken

by another has the right-of-way. It is the duty of the

vessel whidil is overtaking the other to request permission

to pass by blowing one blast if she desires to pass to star-

board and two blasts if she desires to pass to port. The

vessel being overtaken, then, if she agrees will reply with

like signal, if one blast has been blown and She agree to

permit the overtaking vessel to pass to starboard, then she

will answer with one blast, if two blasts have given request-

ing permission to pass to ports and the overtaken velisel

agrees to this procedure then she will reply with two blasts.

Under no circumstance shall the burdened vessel pass until

the privileged vessel answers its whistle signal. If the

privileged vessel (overtaken) disagrees with the prox'al of

the burdened vessel then she should give the danger signa31 in

reply at which time the burdened vessel may request permission

to pass on the other side.. Answering ore blast with two or

two blasts with one is expresslj forbidden in the "Rules of

'A Road" and places the offending vessel liable.

There a:* several other whistle signals illustrated in

figure 13; (1) one long b?ast for a vessel in a channel round-

ing a bend to warn vessels which are out of sight around the

bend that he is approaching, (2) one long blast for a vessel

leaving a slip ur dock to warn vessels in the fair-way that

28
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he is leaving his anchorage or mooring and entering the

fairway. (it is important to note that. this is not a right-

of-way signal and no passing signals may be exchanged until

the vessel entering the fairway is clear of the slip or

mooring.) Three (3) blasts illustrated in illustration 0

on figure 13 ludicate "My Engines. are gcring astern".
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ARSIONIUNTS: LESSONS 3 &

I. Draw a diagram showing a vessel being approached by

another in a:

4. Meeting situation.

b.. grossing situation.

0. Overtaking situation.

Indicate in each case the privileged and burdened

Vessels and the signals (if any) to be used by each.

II. .State the Oeneral Prudential Rule.

Why do inland and international rules sometimes have

different provisions for the same Situation?

IV. What doeS %A ER ZONE" mean as applied to the

Situations described in the first assignment.

V. Wake a chart showing types of lights and kinds of

vessels which are required to show these lights.

yi, show by drawings how the lights of the burdened and

privileged stem :vessels will appear to each other

ins

z. Crossing situation.

b. Overtaking situation.
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LESSON 5

RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT TO BE CARRIED ON SMALL CRAFT

Equipment requirements for pleasure and commercial

fishing motor boats are shown in figure 14, by Glasses. The

regulations provided for certain items which must be carried

on )oard, such as; life saving equipment, navigation lights,

running lights and so on. The boat operator, however, needs

to provide himself with additional items of equipment in order

to make his voyaging comfortable and safe. He should have

certain spare parts on board; such as, spare navigational or

running lights, an extra fire extinguisher or two, extra life

Jackets, signaling apparatus for emergencies and so on.

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR PLEASURE AND COMMERCIAL. MIND AtOTONIONS
b
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The well equipped boat should have a satisfactory anchor,

as well as a spare anchor, this anchor should be secured with

chain or cable strong enough to hold in the most severe

conditions,. and should be of a size sufficient to hold the

vessel in adverse weather and anchoring conditions. The

operator should have some gear on board with which he can

improvise a sea anchor for holding this ship's head up to

the wind in the open water.

The navigation department must not be neglected in the

well equipped boat. The operator should insure that he has

adequate working space such as a chart table, on which

do his navigation plotting) he should have navigation instru-

ments such as) dividers, parallel rules and so on besides a

complete kit of charts for the area in which he is operating,

and should have a 'reliable compass, time piece, and radio:.

The radio can be used for communications as well as for

direction "finding and obtaining navigational information.

He should have publications ouch is light list, time tables

and other publications which Will give lila the navigational
ti

information he needs.

The well equipped boat Otwild be adequately provided

with pumps. Theeepumpos generally are of two classes, fixed.

pumps which are built into the vessel for pumping out bilges

or other specific locations on the teasel, and portable pumps

which may be moved about and also available for use in render-

ing assistance to otuer vessels, he *IOWA have lines, boat

hooks, and other items of deck equipment which cannot be over

looked by the coriseetitious ThSpper:
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The equipment of a well rounded engine room must include

spare parts for the machinery as well as tools for making

repairs. The extent of tools and spare parts carried on a

vessel should be consistent with the ability of the crew to

use those spares. A typical fishing boat for example should

carry spare injectors, but would not be expected to carry

such things as a spare crank shaft; because the replacement

of such a part would be difficult if not impossible to accomplish

At sea.

The skipper should provide himself with signaling equipment

such 48; flares, flags, some sort of a blinker or flashing

light signaling device together with the information necessary

to make use of these items. And not to be neglected of course,

is adequate first aid equipment. Some reputable physician

should be consulted by the boat owner as to what items his Pint

aid kit should contain. Generally speaking the items to, be

(serried will depend upon the length of the cruise and the

possibility of illneg0 among the crew members.

Chapmans, Piloting, SeaManship.and 'Small Boat Handling,

page 102 shows the three andhore which should be carried

aboard the well equipped vessel. This table given !shows the

weight of anchors recommended pre foot of boat length. Generally

the requirements are for three anchors, a small kedge anchor,

Which is an auxiliary, the service ahchcr which is the one

usually used and the heavy spare anchor which is stored away

not for immediate use but never the less maintained in readi-

ness, accessible so that it can be broken out and bent on for

emergency use.
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ASSIGNMENT: LESSON 5

I. Make a list of signaling equipment on your (or some other)

boat. Put down the items in order of importance as you

would buy them.

II. Make a list of navigational and plotting equipment to

include everything you would want if you were fitting out

a new boat of the (a) trawler class (b) crew boat class.

III. If you had a diesel. main engine what are the three most

important spare parts you would want to carry? What

tools?

IV. In addition to;

a. Ground tackle.

b. Mooring lines.

0. nailing gear (on trawler).

What other items of deck equipment would you recommedd

for a boat of 65 feet?
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PART II AIDS TO NAVIGATION

LESSON 6

BUOYS AND MARKERS

Figure 15, shows the familiar sea buoy. This is the

sailor's friend which shows him (1) where the safe water is;

(2) where the dangerous water is and (3) the way to his home

port. There are many types of buoys and theme serve many

purposes. They mark channels and fairways; they mark safe

water; they mark fair approaches to harbors and other areas

where sailors desire to go; they mark anchorages; they mark

dangers to navigation, such as, rocks and wrecks. The

sailoi needs to be familiar with these buoys and markers,.

Station buoys, colored the
same as regular aids, are
placed alongside lightships
and important buoy stations
to mark them in case the
regular aid is carried away.
UghtshiP station buoys boot
the letters t.S above the
initials of the station. In

illustration a spar
marks the station of the
combination light and bell
buoy. Cons and nuns ore
also used as slotion buoys.
Nate sow uath on guards
designed to cut the towing
hawser of tugs If fouled by
a tow, thus preventing dam.

ogs to buoy

t? 6'
'TY '

'R.

-.:
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Illustrated in figure lE -re the buoys generally to be

found in the waters of the U.S.. The characteristics of the

lights when the buoys are lighted and the Shapes of the buoys

as well as their color is indicated. These buoys come in

Several different shapes. First is the lighted buoy, such

as that shown in figure 15, and illustrated in figure 16.

The lighted Buoy may be red or black depending upon which side

of the Channel it is on or it may be combination white and

black or even red and black., depending on where it is used.

The unlighted bell buoy and the whistle buoy are also definite

shapes. Then there is the can buoy, the nun buoy and the

spar buoy* generally in marking a channel the can buoy will

be used on one side and the spar buoi on the other, or the

can buoy on one side and the nun buoy on the other, sometimes

spars vill'be used on both sides. These buoys are designated

on the ehari by the. fetter "C" for can "S" for Spii;--"krfoi

nun, so by looking at the chart the sailor can tell what type

of buoy to look for. These buoys as already mentioned are in

different colors. If in &channel enteting port, the, red

buoys will be to the right and the black buoys will be to

the left. When leaving port in a channel the black buoy0

kept to the starboard hand. The combination black and white,

buoy means mid-channel or mid-fairway and it may be passed to

either side whether it be a lighted.-buoy, can, spar, or nun

if it is painted in black and white vertical stripes then

it may be passed to either side. A Junction buoy is painted

in black and red horizontal stripes. This buoy marks the
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place where two channels come together. It also may be passed

to,either side. Besides these there are a number of special

buoys which are illustrated in figure 16. At the bottom of

the page we see the striped special purpose buoy whichisay

be used to indicate some speakl position described in current

Bailing instructions or in notices to mariners. Then there

is the familiar yellow quarantine buoy, which indicated a

quarantine anchorage and is used by ships awaiting permission

to enter port. The white spar is the anchorage buoy; the one

with the black band indicates a fie net and the one with the

growl top indicates a dredge. These buoys apply to interna-

tional waters and channel's, entrances to harbors and so on,

but are in general use. There are however a set of special

buoys which are illustrated in figure 17, (buoys are markers

used in marking the intercoastal waterways.) These buoys and

markers; have the same coloring system, red and black, as the

other buoys previously covered, with the exception that each

=elms a yellow border or top to indicate that it is an

intercoaatal waterway buoy, or marker. You will notice in

figure 17, that the can buoy has a yellow top, the,epar buoy

has a yellow top, the nun buoy has a yellow top.and the

beacon or targets have a yellow border, this is the deilignating

and identifying figure of the intercoaetal waterway type

markers.

O
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UNITED STATES COAST GUARD
BUOYAGE OF THE UNITED STATES

Significance of Shapes, Coloring; Numbering. and Light Characteristics
Symbols shown adjacent to Buoys see those used on Charts to indicate such Aids
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ASSIGNMENT: LESSON 6

List the buoys to be seen in order from 8W Pass to

Calcasieu.

IX. If you left 8W Pass at 0800, speed 10 Kn, visibility

4 miles at what time would you except to eight Sabine

bank and what if any other lights would be sighted en-

route? (Give times on all sightings)

III. What is the meaning of a green buoy? How close may one

be approached?

IV. Describe the difference between intercoastal and

international waterway buoyags.
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LESSON 7

LIGHTS

Figure 18, illustrates the lights commonly seen along

our coastal waters. This light is usually on a structure of

some kind, sometimes a tower of concrete but more often a

frame structure as that shown in figure 18.

Figure 18

These lights generally are strong enough to be seen at

great distances.. It will be noted in table 8 of Bowditch

(which is included here in figure 19), the distance to the

horizon, that is the distance which an object maybe seen at

sea. This distance, of course, is determined by the curvature

of the earth and depends on the height in feet of the eye of

the observer, above the surface of the water. Looking at

table 8 of Bowditch figure 19, we soe that with the height of

19 feet the observer may see an objeet five mile0 away. With

the height of 80 feet, it is possible to see an object 10

miles away, so as the distance increases the : height must be

increased greatly in order to be able to observe this object.
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Now if the observer has a height of eye of 10 feet above the

water and the light that he is looking for is 50 feet above

the water then he should add the visibility for 10 feet to

the visibility for 50 feet. Since the table uses water level

as zero and the light lists assume a height of eye of 15 feet

some discrepancy may be seen. In other words a light may be

picked up later than anticipated unless this is taken into

consideration. Taking another example if the observer is

23 feet above the water and the light is 100 feet above the

water thea visibility for-100 feet, 11.4 miles, plus visibility

for 20 feet 14lich is 5.1 miles equals 16.5 miles, the dis-

tance at which the light should appear.

These lights, as a sailor observes them,have various

characteristics. Some of them are flashing; that is the

light is on for a short period of time possibly a half of a

second and then off for a longer period of time possibly as

much as lo or 15 seconds. Sometimes the light will flash

several times before it goes off and in this case the light

will be designated on the chart as a group flashing light.

A group flashing light may flash 3, 5, 8, 10 times and the

number of flashes will be indicated on the chart.

The second characteristic light is the occulting

that is a light which is on for a longer period of time than

it is off. It may be a single occulting light which is on

for say 8 seconds and off for 2, or it may be a group occulting

light, which is off for 3 - 2 second periods, and then on for

20 seconds. Sometimes a light may alternate, it may be a



white light with alternating red flashes, that is, it will

show white, for-example, 10 seconds, then show two quick red

flashes, or thiee quick red flashes and then show white again

for 10 seconds. Sometimes a light will be flashing, that is

it will flash continuous.* it may be flashing white, it may

be flashing green, it may be flashing red, it may flash

alternately red and white. This information is given on

the chart and the light may be identified from the chart as

well as from the light list by its appearance. The Bailor

Should familiarize himself with the characteristics of lights

in the region in which he is Bailing, if he is going into a

strange area, he should first study from the chart and the

light list, the lights which will be encountered on his

Voyage BO that he will be abl to identify them as soon as

they are sighted.
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 7

I. Using Bowditch table 8 (figure 19) determine the range

of visibility of (use 15' height of eye.)

a. South West Pass light - 1116 (chart)

b. Ship shoal light

c. Sabine bank light

d. Galveston light

e. Barataria bay light

II. How far away could you see each of the above lights

from a 65' mast?

III. If each of the lights in (1) above were 15' higrer how

far would they be visible?

IV. You are traveling from New Orleans to Tampa, Florida

along the 10 fathm curve. Make a list of the lights

that will be seen during the cruise in the order of

their appeararce.

V. Make a similar list for a cruise from Key West to

Miami, Florida.
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LESSON 8

CHARTS

This lesson is designed to introduce the student to the

nautical eh rt. The nautical chart is a diffie,qt thing to

construct because what the cartographer or chart maker has to

do is try to show OA a flat surface such as a piece of paper,

the surface of the earth which is really round, so in order

to get this round surface into a flat surface, a certain amount

of stretching and distortion is necessary. Several different

methods have been tried to accomplish this, and possibly the

beat one is the Mercator type projection. This Mercator

type projection is derived as shown in figure 2u, by wrapping

Figure 20
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a piece of paper around the globe and by identifying points

around the globe with points on the piece of paper. In order

to maintain relative distances the paper must be 2tretched

up and down so that the shape of a given area of land or sea

on the chart, will be similar or close to the shape of the

land mass or water area as it actually exists.

Another type of projection is shown in Figure 21. This

is the polyconic type of projection and a map so constructed

appears in Figure 22. This is a map of North America and it

will be seen that the shape of the map here produced is similar

to the shape of the actual land mass as it lies. Now if

the illustration in Figure 23 is zompared with Figure 22

it will be seen that the Mercator projection stretches out

the northern latitudes, Canada and Alaska in Figure 23, are

out of shape or enlarged from their true size as compared

with Figure 22. In spite of this fact the Mercator projection

is the best navigational chart for most purposes because

Figure 21
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North is still North and South is still South on a Mercator

projection, whereas, in the pol-dconic projection directions

are changed and the navigator of course is primarily concerned

with directions.

A third type of projection is the conic projection, an

example of which appears in Figure 24. This is a simple

projection in which the map is made by just unrolling a part

of the globe. This is not good for navigation but is good

for purposes of discussing the distances and positions of

land masses with respect to each other

A simple conic snap of the northern hemisphere.

Figure 24
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 8

I. What is the difference between the Mercator and polyconic

projections?

II. Why is the Mercator projection generally used for piloting?

III. If a boat departs SW pass (Vermilion Bay) at 0900 and

runs on 180°T until 1200 at 10 knots what will be the

depth of water .

IV. If a boat runs from SW pass (Vermilion Bay) for 4 hours

on courve 150°T at 12 knots, what will be his latitude

and longitude?
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LESSON 9

THE USE OF CHARTS IN PILOTING

The Mrcator projection as shown in Figure 24 represents

the best effort of the cartographer to produce a workable

chart. Taken by small parts the MONstor projection is very

accurate. The small area shown in Figure 24 in the center

of the illustration which includes the Gulf of Mexico region

on EiMercator projection is very accurate as to distances

and directions, of course if we get into the extreme latitudes

we see for example that the Antarctic continent down to the

south is distorted and all out of proportion as to the size,

but if we' stick to small areas in the 14-creator projection we

can plot very accurately.

Now examinining the'Nbrcalkr projection we see that the

only true distance shown is that along the equator, however,

if we go,north or go south from the equator a certain amount

of stretching out has to be done to preserve the shape of

the continents and to keep them from looking flattened out

so the scale on the side of the chart must be the one used for

plotting distances. If we use the scale that goes across

the chart the only place it would be accurate is at the equator,

but if we use north and south scale and apply it to a small

area, only then it could measure with great accuracy. If

the student will examine a Mercatmr chart such as, C & CS

number 1116, it shows the Gulf Coast region from the

Mississippi River to Galveston, Texas. He will see that the
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chart shows all the land marks, depth of water, and aids to

navigation necessary for plotting the course. 1.e will note

that first the depths of water are indicated in fathoms.

The actual depth of the water is indicated right on the chart.

In addition to the depth of water being given by fathoms,

curvet haye been drawn on the chart which indicates location

of equal depths. The first curve as we come to Shore in the

blue region is the five fathom curve. We see on examining

this curve that it is composed of intervals of five dots.

Coming on out we see the 10 fathom curve, which is a dividing

line between the blue area and the white area/of the chart.

This curve is drawn with alternate dashes and dots. This is

a 10 fathom curve the one dot between the two dashes standing

for 10 fathoms, coming on out we see that 20 fathom curve

which is drawn with two dots and a dash, two dots for 20

fathoms and on out 30 fathoms is shown by three dots, three

for 30, forty fathom, four dots, 50 fathoms five dots,

right on out each dot in a curve indicates 10 fathoms so

five dots indicates 50 fathoms. The hundred fathom curve

is shown by dashes and all other curves on out.to great

depths of 500 fathoms or more are shown by dashes with the

number of fathoms being written in. We see a series of

dashes with the number 100 written in, right south of ship

shore light at distance of about 20 miles indicating the

location of 100 fathom curve.
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The longitude and latitude scales should be examined now to

arrive at a means or laying out distances on the chart. It

will be noted that the longtitude scale is the same across

the top and the bottom or the chart in a Mercator projection.

If however, a distance is picked off a longtitude scale and

used on the chart, it will be found to be inaccurate, due

to the stretching or the chart east and west as we move away

from the equator. This is as was already discussed; the

latitude scale on the other hand is different as we go north

and south. If we will look at the right or left margin of

the chart and pick off a distance or about 2 miles, near the

northern end or the scale and then apply that distance near

the southern end or the scale we will find a difference or a

discrepancy which indicates that in using the latitude scale

for laying off distances the navigator should make sure that

he uses that part or the scale which is for the approximate

latitude with which he.is working, if he is working with 30°

north latitude then he should use the latitude scale for

300, if he is working 20° north latitude, then he should use

latitude scale for 20°, and so on. Thus he can use extreme

accuracy in his chart work.

Now if the chart is further examined we can see the mark-

ings or buoys already discussed in a previous section, we can

see the characteristics for example or the sea buoy south

or ship shore light. The chart indicates that this buoy

flashes white, that the buoy is numbered two, that is the

number 2 may be seen on the bouy, and that it is a whistle
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buoy. We may also see from informaticn on the chart that

this is a radar reflector buoy, (indicated by the letters

Ra Ref ), which means that the buc; is so constructed that

radar ranges may be taken off of it if one is equipped with

radar. The characteristics of lights may be also seen on

this chart. If we will examine the data at ship shoal light,

we will see that ship shoal light is named, that we are told

that it flashes every 10 seconds, and is 105 feet in height,

that it should be visible 6o miles. The navigator can by

wor 'trig carefully, determine his position accurately at

almost any time, the location of lights, buoys, and coast

line figures, as-well as depth of water, is clearly given

on the chart and may be accurately determined in shallow

water by the use of a lead line, or depth recorder as shown

111 Figure 25.

DEPTH RECORDER

Figure 25
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By means of the comps, s rose as shown in Figure 26, he

say accurately lny off his courses.
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By means- of the variation shown on the chart, he

may accurately determine his compass error effected by the

magnetism of the earth, and predicted at any given location.

By means of his compass,. the chart, he may be given time to

locate himself and maintain his position. While seeing to the

navigation of his vessel the mariner must also keep in mind

his responsibility to other ships. Be must keep a sharp lookout,

=dynast observe practices, such as, the sounding of fog signals,

and keeping clear of traffic areas exept when actually using

these channels. He is responsible fc r lie passengers, first,

to other vessels, second, and to himic12 last. In keeping with

this philosophy, we have the tradition of the captain always

going down with his ship, or at least being the last to leave
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his ship demonstrating his concern for the safety of others

and the recognition of his responsibility to his passengers

and his fellow mariners.

I

It
'I

Figure 27
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Plot the track from the above log tilling in all blanks.

2115 Southwest pass light abeam to port distance_

15gfil Ship shoal light bearing 259°T

2137 .Whistle bouy abeam to port distance 500 yards

lklp Ship shoal light abeam to starboard distance -

2$'21 Southwest pass light two points on port bow

2045 Southwest pass light broad on port bow

2152 Passed 8W pasts light entering SW pass current
knotsmiles

miles

Changed course to 005°T
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ASSIONNEVT I: LESSON 9

Date Hour Remarks

kit 09# wind NNW 5-8 Ku. Bea moderate

4091# Took departure on "k" whistle bouy long 92°16'W
lat. 29 05'N
On course 095uT speed 12 knots
Ship shoal light one point on starbcwd bow

1355 Ship Shoal light broad on starboard bow.

Specimen decklos
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ASSIGNMENT II: LESSON 9

Distance
mode good

equals distance

brood on port bow

3

551

Light "A"

501

light will be passed
obeom as well as distance
until light will be obeom

Trawler is on course 138°T
making good speed 9 knots.
Light bears 111.5°T at 0840.
At what time will light be
abeam and at what distance?
1. Determine time light will

be abeam by noting time
when light is broad at
the bow.
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270

ASSIGNMENT III: - LESSON 9

ISO

A trawler is on course
09O°71 making engine RPM
for 4.5 knots with trawl.
Current is from NE by N
at 3 knots.

1. Plot set and drift.
2. Complete parallelogram

with course and speed
vector.

3. Determine track and
speed made good over
the ground.
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LESSON 10

NAVIGATION IN FOG AND OTHER CONDITIONS OF REDUCED VISIBILITY

During conditions of poor visibility such as might be

caused by fog, the Navigator has grave responsibilities imposed

to avoid collision with other vessels and to see to the safe

navigation of his own vessel with respect to natural dangers

to navigation. His work is more difficult because he cannot

make observations or take bearings which would assist in fixing

the ship's position and additlonal difficulty of seeing other

vessels in time to avoid collision makes his job much more

eLacting. Fog ofc'tals are prescribed by the regulations and

must be made by all vessels running in fog to warn otheri of

their presence.

The responsibility of a captain to make tog signals during

conditions of poor visibility cannot be over - emphasized. The

usual souhd producing instrument such as horn or whistle on a

motorboat up to 65 feet in length should be used for making fog

signals. However, the boat should carry some sort of hand or

mouth fog horn fur use in emergency. The requirement for producing

a prolonged blast at intervals of no more than 1 minute under

inland rules and 2 minutes under international rules must be

borne in mind when selecting such equipment. For vessels at

anchor or not underway, the rapid ringing of the ship's bell

for 5 seconds at intervals of not more than one minute is

prescribed both under inland and international rules. In making

any signals in particularly fog signals, the operator must remember
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that hie signal -01s only good ae far as it can be heard and

therefore, he must be sure that the signal he is making will

carry ae far ae any other vessel which might prove'a danger.

Next to fog signals, the most important coneideration.in the

operation of a vessel under conditions of reduced visibility ie

certainly the safe operation of the veseel itself and this

consideration involves two things; first, maintaining a safe

speed coneietant with the conditions of visibility and secondly

maintaining proper lookouts. The Small craft operator must

take into consideration his 40m.irmLdietance and adjust his

speed eo that he would be able to stop or at leant manuever to

avoid collision in any conceivable emergency. If two veesele

are approaching one another, each making a speed of 10 knots,

it must be remembered that their relative speed will be the MD

of their individual speedo, or in other words, 20 knots. Due
.

considerationmaet be given to this relative speed rather. than

the actual speed of one or the other vessel in maneuvering to

avoid a collision. The operator must remember that hieveeeel

maneuvers differently at different speedo and that a turn which

is easy and smooth at one speed may be quite difficult at

another speed. An understanding of'the charloterietice of hie

own vessel is absOlutely necessary in the matter of stationing

lookouts. It Mould be remembered that the lookout will have a

physical advantage if his position in the vessel is ae far

forward and ae high as possible. Frequently, fog will hang low

on the water (particularly inland waters) and if the lookout is

on the mast, he may be able to sez quite clearly the masts of
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other vessels in his vicinity even though they are completely

hidden by fog to an observer on the main deck. If the lookout

is stationed on the bow, 30 feet forward of the helmsman, this

simply means that in a fog he will be able to see 30 feet

further ahead of the vessel than the helmsman can see. It must

also be remembered that the watch must be kept in all directions,

for although the greatest danger is ahead of the vessel under.

ray in a fog, it is also true that other vessels might approach

from any direction and this possibility must not be overlooked

by the lookout on watch.

The navigator In terms of fixing his position is somewhat

limited by conditions of poor visibility. However, if he knows

his vessel's position at the time he enters a fog and maintains

an accurate plot, there is no reason for experiencing any real

difficulty. While the fog will deprive him of visual aids to

navigation, he still has at his disposal the Depth Recorder

(or lead line) and of course his compass. If the vessel is

egulppeliath RDF of course it may be navigated with great

accuracy fog or no fog.

It is advisable for the reason of lack of visual aids that

the navigator keep an accurate plot at all times. If the

navigator knows his vessels position at any given time as

emphasized above, he has i.vthing to fear from sudden loss of

visibility and once he is in a fog, he can maintain his plot

by careful dead reckoning. The steering of exact courses with

precise course changes at definite points is invaluatle. If

the navigator is familiar with a certain channel and knows
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he is "on oourse." Another method of using the bottom is to

on a given course, and compare this prediction with the actual

depth readings experienced. The mariner oan operate quite ,

into consideration the. following:

20 fathom curve, then as long as the fathometer does not deviate,

observe the rapidity Kith which the water will deepen or shoal

safely in fog or other conditions of poor visibility if he takes

1. An accurate plot is necessary in order to know

2. The Captain is responsible not only for his own

your position.

vessel's safety, but also to consider the safety
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how far he is supposed to run on a given course before changing,

it is theoretically possible to negotiate such a channel even

though visibility is very poor. At all times, careful note

should be taken of currents, tides, prevailing winds, and other

influences which might have to be taken into consideration when

passing that same way again in a fog. The mariner oan retrace

his steps after a fog has set in if he has familiarized himself

carefully with the intended track.

Navigation "on the bottom" in certain waters is extremely

reliable. With a good chart and fathometer, the experienced

seaman may use bottom contours to obtain fixes, particularly

where such bottom contours are sharp and definite. He might,

for example, know the time of crossing the 100 fathom curve and

the distanoe run until the 200 fathom curve is crossed, or the

100 fathom curve is recrossed. He might follow a depth curve.

For example, he might make his intended track oonform to the



of others and make proper signals.
3. The vessel that is not operated in a safe manner

is always liable, both legally and morally.
ii. A sharp lookout must be maintained at all times to

avoid unexpected and undesirable surprises.
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 10

I. From the material found in Chapter 9 of Chapmanos ''Piloting,

Seamanship, and Small Boat Handling" make up a chart to be

posted in the. wheel house for the use of the helmsmen. on watch

II. in making and recognizing fog signals. Include any and all

information you think might be necessary.

ITI. Assuming aotcpping distance for your vessel of 200 yards at

10 knots and 100 yards at 6 knots, what would be a safe speed

if visibility were:

a 1 mile .

b mile
c mile

IV. If you were faced with the decision of whether to enter a

fog bound harbor what factors would you take into consider-.

ation in determining your course of action? List all factors,

keeping in mind that asiven factor such WS wind might be

verybimportant in one situation and of no conseqmancy in

another.
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PART III THE MARINE COMPASS AND PILOTING

LESSON 11

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND CONSTRUCTION

Possibly the moat widely used instruments and the

simplest of all navigation instruments is the marine compass,

it depends on its operation on a very common phenomena known

as magnetism. The compass is one of the oldest of navigational

instruments following the quadrant tzhich was evolved when

man first began to get out of sight of land. The early

instruments were crude but effective because they depended

upon a constant phenomena, that is the earthla magnetic

field. It is as if tie earth were a giant' magnet, The way

in which the earth effects a compass needle is the way in

Which the one magnet effects another. Of course there are

other factors involved in the earth's magnetic field besides

the true magnetism of the North and South poles. For instance,

there are in some areas of the world large depoaita of iron

beneath the surface of the earth and beneath the surface of

the sea. These depoaita of iron affect; the compass, and

bend the compass needle when we sail in these areas so that

it no longer points to true North, as a matter of fact there

are few places on the earth surface where the compass does

point to true North. An examination of the compass rose

Shown in Figure 26 shows, that the ibmpass actually points

12° West of true North, for the particular latitude and

seasons, when this compass rose was made. On any given

chart the compass rose may be seen, for example on chart

1116, South of Cameron we see
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indicates a difference between magnetic North and true North

of 7° and 30 minutes to the east. This difference is called

variation. A chart showing the magnetic variation over the

entire surface of the earth is given in Figure 27. It will

be seen from thie chart that the South magnetic pole is located

South of Australia.* It will be seen that there is a line of

no variation, or a line along which the compass points to

true North which passes through North and South America outs

across Cuba and Jamaica, and follows the east coast line of

Florida, so if you are sailing in the vicinity of Jacksonville,

Daytona, or Miami Florida your magnetic compass should point

to true North. Sometimes the compass will be deviated, or

thrown off, by iron or other influences in the vessel itself.

This compass error is called deviation. Deviation is error in

the compass due to the magnetism of the boat itself. In order

to understand these errors we should familarize ourselies with

magnetism itself, and how it operates. We have already said

that this magnetism is as if the earth were a magnet and if.we

imagine a magnet as the earth's core and draw lines represent-

ing the forces of this magnet we get a picture.like that shown

in Figure 28. el/
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 11

I. Look up the magnetic variation for the following locations:

a. New Orleans, Louisiana

b. Galveston, Texas

c. Miami, Florida

d. Key West, Florida

e. Havana, Cuba

f. Charleston,' South Carolina

g. Chicago, Illinois

h. Boston, Massachusetts

I. Portland, Oregon

J. Los Angeles, California

II, Box the compass

III. Give the reciprocal of bearings of the following.

a. 90°

b. 210°.

0. 45°

d. 65°

e 300°

f. ,:c250

S. 360°

h. 100°

I. 165°

J. 25°

V.



LESSON 12

MAGNETISM

Figures 28 shows a picture of the magnetic field of the

earth, drawn as if them were in the center of the earth a

magnetic force. !lase linet; that we see around the picture

of the earth here are .ines of magnetic force and any magnet,

such as a compass needle placed Jn this field would line up

with these lines of magnetic force. We see then that the

compass needle at the North pole bhould point straight down,

of coursa it can't point straight down because it . balanced

or floating and is held in a horizontal position by the

liquid in which it floats or by a pinior on which it 10

balanced, so the compass would not know which way to point at

the North pole and would pr'%btbly spin eradioally. However,

in our latitule here in the Gulf of Mexico the horizontal force

on the compass ie very strong, because as we can see in this

illustration, Figure 28, the lines of force are almost

parallel with the earth's surface and so they pull very strongly

in a horizontal direction on the compass needle. Magnetism

works in such a way that the North pole of the magnet is

attracted to the South pole of any other magnet, so we must

understand that, the end of the compass needle which ie labeled

North, is the end which points to the North, but it is actually

and really the South pole of that magnetic needle, so the

south end of the magnet points to North pole of the earth.

For convenience in navigating we label the South pole of the
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magnetic compass, not with its names but rather with the

direction in which it points, so we say that the compass

indicates North. If two magnets were placed side by side

their South poles would repel each other, and :heir North

poles would repel each other. If we switch them to be

attracted to one another, we must place them, so that the

North pole of each is close to the South pole of the other.

Figure 29, Shows a common type compass. This compass

is installed in a box, and an instrument such as a sighting

vane stay be mounted on top of it. The advantage is that

this type compass installation is portable, every vessel

Should be equipped with one of these instruments for baking

bearings with the permanently installed compass used for

Figure 29
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steering, such a compass is seen in Figure 30.

Figure 30, is the standard 7 1/2 inch Navy compass,

these may be frequently purchased through some surplus agency

or direct from a manufacturer. In general they are very

dependable instruments, especially when mounted in a binnacle.

Figure 3o

Another type compass is shown in Figure 31. This is a

smaller compams,.and is covered by a glass hemispherical top

through which the compass can be read with ease.



ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 12

1. Made a drawing similar to Figure 28 showing angle of aik

at:

a. Panama. Canal

b, New Orleans, Louisiana

c. New Y-rk, New York

Demonstrate magnetic repulsion and attraction with two

bar magnets.

Using the bar thagnet and a compass identify the north

pole of the bar magnet and label it.

IV. Now using the bar magnet whose north pole has been

identified; determine the north pole of another magnet.
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LESSON 13

COMPASS ERROR

The. sighting vane or azimuth circle, which is shown in

Figure 32, is a desirable addition to the mariners kit. This

particular sighting vane is designed to fit the type compass

shown in Figure 30. If such a compass could be mounted for

steering, in the wheel house of a trawler, forward and high

enough so that the navigator could sight across its face,

through the wheel house windows, then the azimuth circle could

be used very well for taking bearings, and for plotting courses.

In using the compass for laying out courses, for steering,

and for taking bearings, the navigator must know his exact

compass error.

-5111111117
An azimuth circle.

Figure 32
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Figure 33 shows one type drafting machine which greatly

speeds up the job of laying out courses and brings on the

chart.

As mentioned before this compass error is in two parts,

that is, variation and deviation. Variation due to the

earth's magnetic field, is found on the chart. This variation

applies to the particular location in which the ship is located.

Deviation on the other hand, is caused by metal inthe ship

itself, and is the same for a given ship no matter where he

is sailing, however, it will be found that deviation changes

while the ship changes heading. Deviation may be determined

in advance and plotted in a diagram or table, and because
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deviation remains relatively constant for a given vessel this

diagram will be useful for a long period or time. Deviation

of course, should be checked after every repair period or

layup, because work on the engine or wrenches or other metal

equipment about the vessel may alter the deviation character-

istics of the ship. A deviation table which may be used to

show this compass error is shown in Figure 34.

D L-VIATION TAbLC
P16.5

ASK? *AD
PJ:c.

D vi J' ,P He*
PJ`C.

Dev. 1mip3* Woo

PJ,C.

Dev.

0 11W. 120° 15 °r. 20° dre7
15 10*W. 135° 16°e-. 255° vit.
30° Vv. 150' le E-: 270° TW
15. i VI 165° 15e t: 285° 12°W.

60 2' El 180° Ii. V: 300 15°W.

70° 5 r. 195° 14°e: 515° W,.
So 7° C. 210 12° 550° leeW.

105* 9E-. 275e 9° t" We 1701E

360"

Figure 34

Figure 34 shows a type table that is very easy to construct

ana will serve for most cases. If the navigator prefers, he

may use a compass diagram such as that shown in Figure 35,

known as the compass deviation card or a curve of deviations

card, known as the Napiei diagram which is shown in Figure

36. A discussion of the construction of this diagram may

be found in the text, or in Bowditch; American Practical
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Navigator. For all practical intentions and purposes, however,

the compass deviation card or table which is shown in Figure

314 will be adequate.

DATE.
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In finding the deviation, several methods of procedure

may be employed, in one case the bearings of a distant. object

may be used. In another case the bearings of a celestial body,

such as the sun or a star may be used, possibly the simplest

method is to take bearings on a distant. object such as a

buoy.' This procedure is known as syringing pip. The navigator

places his ship at some distant- from the light house, buoy, or

other land mark and turns the ship in a small circle, taking

bearings on this object as he goes around. These bearings are

plotted on a card, and later compared. He may then construct

a deviation table such as shown in Figure 114,.which will give

him the error for any given heading. The error is applicable

very simply, and a simple rule of application can be used by

the navigator. The simplest procedures, in correcting the

compass, that is, going from a compass reading to the true

reading is as follows: No. 1, correct easterly errors'clock

wise. In other words if the compass error is east whether it

be deviation of variation, then you go.clock wise around the

compass card to get the true heading. No. 2, Correct westerly

errors counter clock wise. In other words if the error is

named west, whether it be variation or deviation you go in a

counter clock wise direction around the card. So we see on

examining the card that if we have a westerly error of 5° in

the compass and we wish.to correct the compass then we go in

a counter clock wise direction with that westerly error to get

the true heading. We are realizing of course that westerly

error means simply that the compass points west of the true
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heading. If we are speaking of variation then we mean that

magnetic North lies West of true North. If we are speaking

of deviation then we mean that the compasses North lies West'

of the magnetic North.

Possibly dhe simplest way to determine magnetic error is

to note the heading of the ship at a given time and read the

compass. For example, if we are traveling in a channel we can

4 look at the chart and find the true bearing of the channel.

If we fimdthat.the channel in which we are steaming has a

bearing of mithen we read the compass and find the compass
$

is reading 173 then we know that we have an error to the west
i

of 3° trait the Compass reading. To obtain the true course we

must subtract 30:from the compass reading. We may write this

down on the compass card and then whenever we are steering such

a courses 170 or whenever we desire to steer such a course

170 we know from this experience in the channel that we must

steer 173 in order to make good 170. TO take a further

example, lets suppose that we are steaming in a channel which

lies east and west, we are gol.ng west so the compass should

read 270. Lets suppose that we read the compass and we find

it to read 260, then we may write that down and know that in

subsequent experiences if we desire to steer a course of 270

we must make the compasi read 260, because we have an error

on that particular heading minus 10°. Usually the mariner

will find it more convenient to use plus and minus errors than

East and West errors. He may wish to construct hie compass
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card or deviation table in that way rather than as shown in

Figure34', that is, instead of Baying he has a 14° westerly

error on a North heading as shown in Figure34, 4e.would say

"my error on a North heading is minus 14°", instead of saying

he has a 5° Easterly error on a heading of 75°, he would say,

"my error on 750 is plus 5°". In a aeries of experiments

along this line, that is noting the compass error on several

known courses such as, running in the Interooastal canal or

running in a .channel from a sea buoy, the navigator can collect

enough information to draw up a compass card OLch as a Napier

diagram shown in Figure 36, a deviation card shown in Figure

35r or construct a table.as shown in Figure 341'which will assisi

him in steering any desired course, at any given time. He

should be careful in collecting this information that he decal

not read the compass at a time when he is passing near a

power line, submarine cable, bridge, or other objects which

might cause the compass to take on an unnatural error, how-

ever, if the navigator is careful to mid such things when

he takes his compass reading he can obtain accurate

information which will enable him to steer an accurate course

anywhere in the sea.

It is important to know the compass error, because

without such a knowledge the navigator cannot steer an

accurate course, he cannot take accurate bearings, he cannot

accurately determine the position of his vessel at any given

time.
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Accurate knowledge or the vessels position is absolutely

necessary if the navigator is going to be able to calculate

Such important things as fuel consumption, time or. arrival,

4nd other items or information which are necessary have in

order to plot his course in bad weather and cc litions or

poor visibility. If the navigator is running along on a

given track and the weather closes in so net visibility is

reduced, he is lost unless he has accurate knowledge or his

position at the time that the weather closed in. If he does

have this knowledge then he can proceed cautiously and pick

up a buoy or other land marks which will guide him on into

a safe anchorage.
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 13

I. Which way will the compass needle be deaected by magnetic

variation if the ship is in:

a. New York, New York

b. Tacoma, Washington

Explain why this takes place

II. If the ship has been built on a North magnetic heading

whit h way CE or W) will the compass be deviated when

the ship is an (a) an easterly course? (b) on a westerly

course?

III.' Box the compass.

IV. Describe the procedure you would follow to plot a curve

of deviation for a new compass.

Ir. What is a reciprocal bearing? How may reciprocal bearings

be used to determine compass error?
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSCN 14

PRACTICAL WORK IN APKTCATION OF COMPASS ERROR

When the navigator prepares for a cruise, he must take into

cqnsideration several things in logical order; first. the intended

track is laid out on the chart. This track shows the path that

the vessel should follow and considers safety and ease of naviga-

tion taking full advantage of aids along the way, secondly, the

navigator calculates what courses to steer and for how long a

course must be held at a given speedto make good the intended

track. One of the prime considerations at this point is compass

error.

Viking the magnetic variations given on the chart and his

deviation card or table, the navigator can predetermine courses

to be steered.

1. Determine compass error in each of the following cases*

.heading (T) Compasa reads Error (East or Wist)

(a) 316°

(b) 295°

(c) 180°

(d) 0900

(e) 035°

(f) 270°

(g) 000°

314°

290°

182°

0914

033° .......

220°

002°
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2. In each of the above cases, what would deviation be if

variation 1st (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

7° W

E

20 E

10 W

150 W
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PROBLEMS

Chart 881

Describe lights

(a) N W point of Avoca Island

(b) S W point of Tiger Island

(c) Southern end of Berwick Locks

Measure Distance

(a) Light "a" above to light B

(b) Light "b" above to light C

Chart 1050

(a) Describe light characteristics of Beacon 7 and of

Eugene Island Lighthouse.

Chart 1116

(a) Describe light characteristics of Bhipehoal lighthouse

(1) How far is it visible

(2) . How much water 1._ in

(3) What is the distance from Shipahoal light to

to Beacon 7?

What is the latitude and lonsitude of

(1) Beacon 7

(2) Eugene Island 14ghthiuse

(3) Trinity 8Loal Buoy

What is the course (magnetic) and 0:stance from:

Beacon 7 to Trinity Ahoal.

Trinity Shoal to Sabine Bank lighthouse

(3) Shipshoal bUoy.to 49 F lump in 28° 1.51N & 91°

28.51 W
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PROBLEMS IN PLOTTING

Tools: Parallel Rules and Dividers
Material: Speed-time-distance table, Plotting sheet No. 1.

1. Plotting Positions

Following are four problems in plotting positions by Latitude
and Longitude. Plot the positions carefully'as they will be
used as reference points in following problems. Use standard
symbols for Woys and platforms as given on MOWS charts.
The dot below the diamond in the buoy symbol and the center
of the square in the platform, symbol are the exact points of
location.

(la) Plot buoy "A" in 29° 22.0' N. Lat., 91° 18.9' W. Long.

(lb) Plot buoy "B" in 29° 25.5' N. Lat., 91° 10.0' W. Long.

(lc) Plot buoy "0" in 29° 05.5' N. Lat., 91° 04.31 W. Long.

(1d) Plot oil well platform in 28° 43.0' N. Lat., 90° 45.90
W. Long.

2. Courses and Distance

The following problems are given for plotting courses and
measuring distances. The compass rose on the plotting sheet
is oriented true North so courses plotted are TRUE. Magnetic
courses are obtained by subtracting the given Variation'from
the true Aourse.

(2a) Plot course and measure distance from buoy "A" to "B".

cse true cse mag miles

(2b) Plot course and measure distance from buoy "B" to "0".

cse true cse mag miles

(2c) Plot course and measure distance from bloy "0" to oil
well platform ("d" above)

cse true cse mag miles

3. Dead Reckoning

The following ficticious situations are intende4 to give
practice in speed-time-distance, course plotting and bearing
plotting. The buoys and platform referred to are the ones
plotted in problem 1.
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(3a) The ),k Lark is located in 29° 20.5' N. Lat., 900,48.5t
U. Long :Win a distress call from a vessel in 29° 01.0'
N. Lat., 90u 57.5' W. Long. is heard. Plot course and
distance to vessel in distress, and if speed is 12 knots,
compute the time required to make the run.

cse true ose.mag,. miles .hr min.

(3b) Tug Max is running, course 162° true at speed 8 knots for
oil a platform in 280 43.0' N. Lat., 90° 45.90 W. Long.
At 0800, buoy "A" Is sighted bearing 207u true and buoy
NEIP is bearing 117w true. What is the position of the
Ajax at 0800?

N. Lat. W. Long.

What should Course be changed to run for platform?

cse true cite mag.

The Ajax contiaues on her new course and at 1030 buoy "C"
is Sighted dead ahead about four sues off. At 1100,
Mai is along Side buoy Ile, what is new course to plat-
TON?

"se true see nag.

What is the estimated time of arrival at the platform?

bowie.
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ASSIGNMENTS: LESSON 15

PRACTICAL WORK IN USE OF THE COMPASS

The navigator who maintains a continuous plot, knows with a

fair degree of certainty not only his position at any time but

also how far he has traveled and what course he would have to

steer in the event hie plans mast be changed. If he must make

port unexpectedly due to weather or illness, a quick calculation

will Live him the needed information. If he meets with an

accidents he can report his position quickly.

The navigator must practice constantly in the art of keeping

an accurate, up to the minute ploi.

1. A Mai ie at latitude 28° 30' Ns Long 91° 251 W; variation

is 7° 301 E; deviation is 2° E on 090° Ts 4° E on 1800 To

1°.R on 270° T and 3° W on 000° T: ship steams at 10 knots

for 4 hours on course 045° (compass). Changes to course

.120°M and steams for 6 hours. What is position?

2. What competes vouree would have to be steered to return to

point of origin?

3. How long would the return take?

4. Find the reciprocal courses in each case above.
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This course is written in the language of the seaman.

The following list will be helpful references.

COMMON NAUTICAL TERMS

ABAFT: Toward the stern of a vessel. AFT, AFTER, located
near the stern.

ABEAM: At the right angles to the fore and aft line of a
vessel.

ABOARD: On, or in a vessel, on hoard.

ABOUT: To turn around, or in sailing vessels to come ABOUT
is to go on the opposite tack.

ABREAST:. Along side of, as two 'vessels are running Bide by
side.

ACCOMMODATION: Quarters or compartments for crew or passengers.

ADRIFT :' Unmoored, floating with wind and tide.

AGROUND: Touching bottom.

ALEE: The sheltered side, the side of a vessel away from the
wind. Opposed to ;WEATHER.

ALOFT: In the rigging, any place above deck, as the CHOWS
NEST is ALOFT.

ASTERN: Behind, any point off the stern of a vessel, as a
net is towed astern.

ATHWART: Across, transverse, at right angles to the fore and
aft line.

ATHWARTSHIP: Across, at right angles to the keel.

A:WIGHT: Said of ansanuhor when Tt.is just broken out of the
bottom.

BAROMETER: A device that indicates the pressure to the
atmosphere, used to forecast weather.

BEARINO: The direction from a vessel to a distant object.

BELAY: To make fast a line by turns around a BELAYING PIN or
cleat without hitching or seizing it, also to stop, as
BELAY that order
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APPENDIX A

COMMON NAUTICAL TERMS (Contd.)

BERM Mooring space for a vessel; a bunk or cot for a person.

BM: The forward part of the vessel, the part where the sides
trend inward to the stem. ON THE BOW, OFF THE BOW are
terms of relative direction as the lighthouse is two
points OFF THE STARBOARD BOW.

BOX THE COMPASS: To name the thirty -two points of the compass
from North through East on around back to
North. Also said of the wind when it shifts
direction all around the compass.

BROACH-To: To be turned at right angles ti a following sea.

BY: Near to or toward, as a vessel le DOWN by the stern when
she is carrying a load aft and is light forward.

CAPSIZE: lb upset or overturn.

CARDINAL: Fundamental, main, as the CARDINAL points Of the
compass are the four main points, North, South,

. East and West.

CAULK OR CALX: lb drive cotton or other fibers between the
planks or in the seams on deck.

DAVY JONES: The'Spirit of the sea; the devil. Davy Jones'
locker is the bottom of the sea.

CELESTIAL NAVIGATION: The practice of navigating by the stars,
that is determining a vessel's position
by measuring altitudes of stars with a
sextant.

CHRONOMETER: A very accurate watch or'clock used to keep time
aboard ship for navigational purposes.

DEAD RECKONING: The practice of estimating a vessels position
by considering courses and distances made since
departure from known positions.

DERELICT: A vessel abandoned or forsaken on the high seas.

DISPLACEMENT: The volume or weight of water displaced by
a vessel, such weight is exactly equal to the
total weight of the vessel when hauled out

DRAFT: The depth a vessel sinki into the water as measured
from waterline to lowest part of hull or kee%; the
depth of water required to float a vessel.

FLARE: The outward spreading of a vessels bow, the increase of
width of the bows from the waterline upward to the deck.
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COMMON NAUTICAL TERMS (Contd.)

FLOATSAM: The litter or wreckage of a lost vessel Uoating
in the sea. Debris on the water

FORE MD AFT: Along the length of the vessel.

FOUL: Elltangled, kinked as with ropes. Not clear, unfavorable
as with conditions of weather.

FOUNDER:

GALLEY:

To sink by filling with water as aistinguished from
sinxing by CAPSIZING.

The kitchen, the area or compartment containing the
cooking facilities.

HEEL: To lay over, to lean as a vessel HEELS with the wind.

JACOB'S UDDER: A rope ladder with wooden steps.

per hour. One KNOT is equal to 8080/5280 or approximatel
KNOT: A measure of speed equal to one nautical mile (6,080 ft.

y
one and one eighth mile per hour.

LEAGUE: A measure of distances, now rarely used, equal to
three nautical r les. .

LEE: The side away from the wind. Opposite-WEATHER.

LOG: .A device for measuring distance traveled at sea, also a
record book such as a radio log or "THE SHIP'S LOG".

LUBBER LINE: The fore and aft line of the compass.

PILOTING: Conducting a vessel along the coast or in harbors
and rivers where buoys, landmarks, etc. can:be used
to determine position.

SEXTANT: An instrument used at sea to measure angles from ship
to the horizon and a star. Also used to measure
horizontal angles such as mgle at vessel between
two buoys.

SOUND: To measure the depth of water. SOUNDINGS are the depth
indicated on the chart.

SPIN - DRIFT: Water swept off the top of waves by strong wind.

STARBOARD: The right side of a vessel when facing forward.
THE PORT side is the left side.

TOPSIDE: On or above 0- weather deck.

WEATHER: The side toward the wind. (Exposed)
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Amw....1

EQDIPMENT REQUIRED ON MOIDR BOATS TABLE ONE

EQUIPYMIT CLASS A
LESS THAN 16 FT.

CLASS 1
16 FT.-UNDER 26 FT.

CLASS 2
26 FT. -UNDER 40 FT.

CLASS 3
40 FT-NOT OVER 65 FT

BOW LIGHT NONE NONE 20 PT. ',MITE LIGHT FORWAND

SIDE LIOZTS COMBINATION
ST

RED( PORT) & Grmati
B'D

10 PT. RED (PORT) & 10 PT. GREEN (ST tB tD)

STERN LIGHT 32 PT. WHITE LIGHT AFT-HIGHER THAN F' WD WHITE LIGHT

WILT.STLE NONE MOUTH OR HAND OPERATED POWER OPERATED

BELL NONE NONE REQ' D. REQ1D.

I LIFESAVING DEVICES GAR APPROVED LIFE PRESERVER, VEST, OR RING BUOY PER
PERSON

APP . JACKETS ONLY

FLAME ARRESTOR REQ11, ON CARBURETORS OF ALL GASOLINE ENGINES EXCEPT OUTBOARDS

AT LEAST WO VENTS REQ1D IN ENGINE RM. & TANK COMP' T OF GASOLINE POWERED BOATS

FIRE EXTING1TISMRS ONE ONE TWO I THREE

NOTE-SEE "MOTORBOA T REGULATION" - CG-168 FOR COMPLETE EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
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How safe a skipper are you?

Amoonmrrall

SMALL CRAFT
(winds op to 38 mph)

GALE
(uP to 54 mph)

WHOLE GALE
(up to 72 mph)

Kurnacmia
(74 mph and tip)

Know the new sttirrn. warnings
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APPENDIX D

INTRODUCTION TO FIRST AID

FOR LESSONS 1, 2, & 3

first Aid is considered by the writers of this guide to

be important enough to merit some comment. In an occupational

situation such as off shore fishing, at one time or another

some injury or acute sickness may occur which will require

first aid on the part of crew members in fishing type vessels.

If the vessel is to be operated in a safe manner and in

consideration of the health, safety, and comfort of crew

members, then first aid must be given consideration.

First Aid is defined as immediate and temporary care,

given to the victims of an accident or acute illness and

continued until such time as the victim can be tumed over

to a competent medical facility, such as, a mobilo unit with

a doctor in, charge or a hospital. This definition indicated

that first, first aid should be administered by anyone at the

scene of the accident or acute illness; second, since first

aid is immediate by definition then all persons who may be

on the scene of an accident should have some knowledge of

first aid practices; and third, since accidents and mute

illness may strike at any time and under any itircumetances

any of us should be prepared to redder first aid.

Firpl, Aid is more than a bandage or dressing. Usually

the victim's main problem is shock and anxiety. The one

administering first aid can make his best contribution by
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assisting the accident or illness victim in accepting his

condition. That is to say an accident victim needs to feel

that he is receiving care and attention. If the first aid

14-Administered calmly and confidently then the victim will

feel this security. An understanding of injuries and illness

is necessary for proper first aid. The person administering

first aid must first understand that the victim depends upon

him actually and emotionally, so he can perform his best

function by giving the victim this sense of security.

In undertaking a study of first aid the student should

first study people in terms of their physical requirements.

He must understand the functions of the human body. Secondly

the student must study injuries as they might occur, such

as, cuts, burns,.and broken bones, and the student must become

familiar with acute illness with their symtoms and proper

immediate care, finally the student should know what to carry

in terms of first aid equipment on a boat or into any situation

where medical help may be hard to come bby. At sea the sailor

is particularly concerned because sometimes a day or two may

elapse between an accident and tLe time when the victim can

be placcd in a hoOlpital under a doctors dare.

The first big advantage of first aid training is to the

student himself. By having this training he really helps

himself in several ways. First he learns how to care for his

own injuries, if he is injured and alone he may be able to

help himself quite a bit if he knows first aid, if he is with



others and too badly hurt to help himself he may be able to

direct athera in caring for his needs, also, the student by

having first aid training will develop safety conscienceness

because he realizes the dangers of accidents and understands

their seriousness. It is a fact, that people trained in first

aid generally do not have as many accidents as those people

who are ignorant of first aid procedures. Finally of course,

first aid training gives the student confidence in his ability

to assist others. No matter who we are whether we admit it

or not, we enjoy being able to help other people when they

need In.
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ASSIGNMENTS: FIRST AID (Lessons 1, 2, & 3)

I. Define first aid. Write out your definition.

II. Describe the symptoms of shock.

III. List in order of importance the procedures for treating
shock.

IV. Demonstrate two methods of artificial respiration.

V. List accidents which may cause stoppage of breathing.

VI. Demonstrate the control of bleeding in different types
of wounds in different parts of the body.

VII. Distinguish between arterial and veinous bleeding.

VIII. Row should burns be handled?

a. First degree.

b. Second degree.

a. Third degree.

IX. Why is treatment for shock so important?
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

to emplo'r his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Neeaess to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical exampl4

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the previous session,
as given by the instructor. Much skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion, of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of
the instructor--it could easily get cat of hand, if he is not
on guard.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understandable to the least educated members of
the group, without and condescension. Some are likely to be
college greiafa.

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. Tho instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughout2 so that he will not finish
much too early, nor run out of time.



FIRST SESSION

PEOPLE ARE ALL ALIKE IN DIFFERENT WAYS

Materials:

Slap-ons, First Session

Easel for charts
Flannel Board and stand
Slap-ona #1.1 - 1.7
Charts #0.0 - 1.15

1.1

13

1.4

1.5

Give o person an inch
and he'll take o mile

People are basically lazy
Sauce for the goose 18

sauce for the gander

Blood will tell

People Are All Alike

Behavior Cti used

Behavior Motivated
Behavior Goal Seeking

Self - Actualizing Urge
Some Basic Needs
Heredity X Environment

1.2

1.6

1.7

Kindness breeds kindness

Alt any mon needs is o chance

Each man to his own taste

As the twig is bent,
so grows the tree

IPeople Are All Different

Causes of Behavior
Motives of Behavior
Goole of Behavior
Capacities
Heredity
Environment

Charts: Gentlemen (or Ladies and Gentleman),

I feel somewhat like the football coach

giving his team a pep-talk in the locker
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room just before the game. Be said,

"Well, here we are, unbeaten, untiad,

and unscored on--and ready to start our

first games"

I don't think you want any pep talk

on this occasion. I do think you are

entitled to know something about why

ycu are here.

Research studies have bnown that a

typicel supervisor spends from half to

thre^-fourths of his time dealing with

people_ People are your main, constant

problem--and learning about them can be

very enjoyable, if you will help.

This is not a school, and you wont

have to pass any tests for examinations

in order to graduate. At the same time,

it is only human to want to know how

well you are doing. So, we are going to

give everybody a chance to test himself

at the beginning of each session, here-

after, just for him to see what and how

much he learned from the previous session.
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Nobody but you needs to know what you do

on these self-tests, unless you want to

brag about it. Anyway, as we go along,

keep always in mind the fact that you

are going to check yourself next time, to

see how much you remember and how well

you undersi;ood. O.K.?

Although we have no intention of

making peychologists out of you in eight

easy lessons, it is hoped that you will

learn a little simple, useful psychology.

Psychology may be defined roughly,

in everyday language, as V-e science

which is concerned with the why's and

hors of behavior. The word behavior, as

used in psychology, includes anything

that a fellow does--acting, thinking,

listening, looting, dreaming, feeling

angry, feeling scared, and so on.

Less than fifty years ago, psychology

was only a matter of curious interest for

most people. Pelple used "common sense"

in dealing with each other. In our
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modern society, by contrast, under-

standing of a few scientific principles

of human nature has become almost a

necessity in everyday dealing with people.,

inc.I.:ding ourselves, if we are to deal

successfully with them. (Turn to

Chart #0.J.)

Now, what does this cliart show?...

Well, nothing much in connection with

what I've been saying, but it does show

what you might miss if you don't pay

close attention to what's going on.

Seriously, just think how far this

young fellow might go with a little

application of psychology. Like him,

we've got to keep up with the newest

developments, if we want to get any-

where.

Many centuriees ago, we are told,

some primitive men used their wives to

pull their plows. Later on, even better

than wives, mules were found to be fine

for plowing, before tractors were in-

vented. Nowadays, the mule-powered

amwmpAIP
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farm is bankrupted by competition from

the mechanized farm, although a farmer

without a tractor my have to rely on

a mule. Just so, common sense was fine

in dealing with people, until our

rivals began using scientifically tested

psychological principles.

In the past few years, industries

have spent many millions of dollars for

psychologizal services. These invest-

ments have paid off in greater pro-

duction and greater sales, to the tune

of ten to a hundred dollars return on

every single dollar invested in

psychological services. Measured in

terms of hard dollars and cents,

industrial and advertising psychology

have been found to be extremely

practical. At the same time, indus-

trial psychology has brought better

working conditions, valuable personal

benefits, and higher pay to workmen.

If you want to find out how you are

being "brain-washed" almost every

day, without even knowing it, read
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the book, THE HIDDEN PERSUADERS, which

is available in a pocket edition, or

in your public library. Psychology is

here to stay. (Turn to Chart p.a.)

(Point to the Chart.)

This course of instruction for

supervisory personnel deals, therefore,

with the inner, controlling nature of

human workmen, ana the scientific,

psychological principles which govern

their behavior. The course 3annot

guarantee efficiency in dealing with

employees. It's like the young farm

agent who was continually trying to

get an old timer to use more modern

ideas in farming. Finally, the old

farmer said to the young farm agent,

"Look, Sonny, I know you're trying to

help me, and I appreciate your interest;

but, doggone it, I already know how to

farm a lot better than I am ding!"

After all, the laborer who

thoroughly knows his materials and

tools MAY not use that knowledge well,



and the supervisor who understands

human nature and psychological principles

may, for many ')ossible reasons, fail to

use that knowledge effectively- -maybe

he hates people, :acretly, or maybe he

just doesn't bother, like the old

farmer.

It is certain, however, that a

supervisor CANNOT use knowledge which

he does not have. A supervisor can

always use his good old horse-sense,

of course, but who really wants a good

old horse for a supervisor? DON'T SAY

IT!!!! (Turn to Chart #1.2.)

I. People Are All the Same

A. Popular Generalizations. The

theme for the rest of this session will

be, "People Are All Alike in Different

Ways." (Point to Chart #1.2.)

No doubt you have often heard it

said, "Oh, people are all aiike! "...

If you know how to manage one, then,

you know how to manage them all, so
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what's all this psychology good for?

But you must have heard, also, many

times, "No two people are alike!" In

that case, what good is this psychology

business, if every person is soa11-

fired different from every other person?

Besides, which is it--are people all

alike, or all different? What does

common sense tell us about the nature

of people. There alle many wise old

sayings, such as "Like father, like

son," which suggests that the qualities

of the parents are sure to appear in

their off-spring, that heredity makes

the man. Can you think of any popular

sayings about human nature? Somebody

give me one.

to elicit several axioms
about t-Eaman nature From the group, and
for eZE7716-Wfcrinaranotber whichToit=erstriE one. "If are TOFTE
coming, sayr"Th7Fight, l' 11
some."

Here are some more wise old sayings,

some "common sense," about the nature

of people. (Mace Slap-on #1.1 on
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the board, at top left. Point to,

and read, each axiom.)

"Give a person an inch and he'll

take a mile."

"People are basically lazy."

"Sauce for the goose is sauce for

the gander."

"Blood will tell."

Do these axioms give a dependable

explanation of human nature? For many

supervisors in the past and 5ome in

the present, These axioms are the

theories which have governed what they

did and said to workers. These were

good old "common sense."

But let's look at some more wise

old sayings. (Place Slap-on #1.2 on

the board. at la:right, exactly

opposite #1.) (Point lnd read.)

"Kindness breeds kindness."

"All any man needs is a chance."

"Each man to his own taste."

"As the twig is bent, so crows

the tree."
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Each of these is also derived

from "common sense," and these, also,

have determined what many supervisors

did and said to workers. But each

axiom on the second list directly

contradicts an E .iom on the first list.

If common sense is so unreliable

as this, in regard to human nature,

what does science tell us about which

of these axioms are true? Well,

psychology did riot invent these axioms,

and it cannot tell us which ones are

true--probably because each o ,.d saying

is partly true and partly false, and that

may be why common sense does serve

better than nothing at all to guide us.

B. Useful Generalizations. Science

has produced, however, a land,

dependable principles (facts) about

the why's and how's of human behavior.

These facts we intend to examine.

A psychologist does not have to

be a mystic mind-reader to recognize
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that, at this moment, one of you is

thinking, "Aw, here comes some of that

THEORY stuff again." Strange as it

may seem, you are right, but there is

nothing wrong with sound theory.

A person could not perform success-

fully the simple operations of daily

living without theory to guide him.

Theory is nothing more than a set of

general principles which guide a person

in handling any of thousands, or

millions, of possible specific situations.

The foreman who is sure that a person

given an inch will take a mile, that

people are all basically lazy, that

sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander, and that blood will tell, has

"theory". His theory guides him con-

stantly in what he does and says to

other people, whether he scoffs at the

idea of "theory" or not. Suppose a

workman, for the first time, asks his

foreman about knocking off an hour early

today, to attend to some very important
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personal business. Other things being

equal, if that foreman believes deeply

in these first axioms (Point to Slap-on

#1.1), what is that foreman most likely

to do or say to that man? Somebody

guess.

CElicit an answer from someone in
the group, ariatriiiieRiF177165iO
rizas those iETNER27-

All right, then he does have

theory, consisting of principles like

these (Point to Slap-on/A.1), and he

probably makes practical use of it

constantly.

Suppose that foreman believes,

instead, in these other axioms (Point

to Slap-on j#1.2). What is he likely

to do or say to that man? Come on,

somebody guess.

(Mat another answer from someone
in the group, and theE717117a71DR5V17----
reiziarfrom those WETigreej

All right, we see that theory,

whether it is sound or unsound, does
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guide our daily behavior, even in

routine matters.

The atom bomb not only blew up

Hiroshima, it also exploded the myth

that theory is impractical. Without

the advanced "theories" of men like

Einstein, the amazing applications of

nuclear science today would have been

impossible. Without theory we could

not build bridges, nor manufacture

plastic products, nor win football

games. There is nothing on this earth

so basically practical, zo fundamentally

essential as "theory".

That fellow back there (22114

vaguely), in fact, is beginning to

catch a little nap, because of a theory

that discussions like this one are

always dull. We'll blow that theory

all to bits, any minute now. So you

had better stay awake.

For the moment, though, let's go

back to the question, "Are people all

alike, or all different?" Psychologists
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have discovered that, in certain

significant ways, all people ARE alike,

and that, in certain other significant

ways, all people ARE different.

Consider a simple example of how two

workmen may be exactly alike physi-

cally, and yet almost completely

different physically. (Turn to Chart

110.J

Notice the respective ptjsical

characteristics of these two workmen,

John and Henry. (Point). Each has

one head, two eyes, two ears, two

arms, two legs, and the same set of

other organs. In all these ways, and

in many other ways, John and Henry

appear to be almost exactly the same,

physically. The truth is that they

are also extremely different, physi-

cally. (Turn to Chart #1.4.)

Notice how they differ, as to__

head eyes...ears...arms...legs...

other organs ...and so on. (Wait

expectantly.)
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These are fairly obvious similar-

ities and differences. We are not so

much concerned here, however, with the

physical qualities of people as with

their psychological nature. So let's

see how people are psychologically all

alike. Place Slap-on #1.3 on the left

side of the board, a little below #1 .1.

Turn to Chart #1.5.)

All people are exactly alike,

psychologically, in numerous ways.

Here are only a few of those ways.

(Place, Slag -on #1.4 on the board, elose

under #1.3.)

1. All Behavior Is Caused.

First, all behavior is caused. Nobody

ever does anything without cause.

Sometimes a man reflects, "Now why did

I do that?" More often than you would

guess, a person does not consciously

know the cause, especially the real

cause, for his action, as we shall see

in a later session. Usually, however,

the external cause of an action is

recognizable.



In the frame on the RIGHT, here

(poi:it to Chart #1.5), Pat is working

much harder than usual: while Mike is

loafing equally as hard. Something

has happened to CAUSE each of these

two workmen to behave in the way shown.

This is illustrated in the frame on

the LEFT, (point to Chart #1.5), which

shows what was the cause of tin be-

havior of each man.

Although their behaviors are

very different, the two men are exactly

alike in that the behavior of each had

a de:inite cause. Why did the same

reprimand, however, produce extra

effort by Pat, but lying down on the

job by Mike? Can anyone tell me why?

Tr to elicit answers from
members of-TbripWh5EiVrOt
177ErbTfore. to AgTarmatle
to e that the repilliaridiroWeaa
07 erent motive in each max=r--

Well, let's say that the different

results of the same cause were because

of another way in which Pat and Mike

are psychologically exactly alike.
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2. All Behavior Is Motivated.

That is, second, all behavior is moti-

vated. (Point to Slap-on #1.40. All

behavior, in other words, is produced

by the arousal, the stirring up, of

established motives within people, aid

each person's particular set of motives

is different aomehow from the set of

motives in any other person. A motive

may be explained, for present purposes,

as a want or felt need within the

individual person. Sometimes, very

often in fact, motives may be rather

vague and unrecognizable to their

owners. For instance, you probably

know the cause for your coming here,

but I seriously doubt that all of you

really know the true motives which were

aroused by that cause and resulted in

your coming. Later, you may under-

stand better. Anyway, causes arouse

motives, productnt behavior.

In the case illustrated here, the

reprimand, or cause, aroused in Pat
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the motive of "anxiety" (Point) an

intensely felt, unbearable want to

escape from any threatening or painbil

situation. This motive is inactive

until aroused by a threateniT4s or

painful situation. The motive had

now been activated. An activated

motive stirs up "tension," an inner

disturbance which is sometimes un-

bearable until it can be calmed down

by appropriate behavior. The action

normally taken, if possible, is the

seeking of some goal, or situation,

which has the power to pacify the

activated motive, or at least does

not keep it stirred up. For Pat, as

shown in the frame on the right (Point)

an available goal which will de-

activate his anxiety-motive is a

situation featuring a pleased, happy

boss, so he behaves in a manner which

seemed likely to auhleve that goal.

In contrast, the reprimand

aroused in Mike the motive of "anger"

(Point)--an intensely felt want to
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attack and destroy any threatening or

painful element in a situation. For

him, the most available goal seemed

to be an unhappy, thwarted (overcome)

boss (Point), so he behaved in a manner

which seemed likely to achieve that

goal. In another man, with the same

cause and motive, the only goal avail-

able with sufficient power to de-

activate the motive of anger might have

been a literally destroyed boss--beaten

unconscious or dead.

3. All Behavior Is Goal-Seeking.

This illustration is also an example of

a third significant way in which all

people are psychologically alike.

(Point to Slap-on #1.11.) All behavior

is goal-seeking. Psychologists have a

more accurate expression for this idea.

They say that all behavior is

"teleological", meaning simply that all

behavior has purpose, or seeks some

definite kind of end-result. The woad

"goal" usually implies some specific
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place or tangible object, whereas the

end-result sought by some behavior

might be some kind of condition, or

state of affairs, rather than any

tangible object or place.

These are three of the most basic,

useful, general facts about the ways

in which all people are psychologically

alike (Point). There are numerous other

such general rules, among which are

three fairly important general principles.

(Place Slap-on #1., on the board, close

under.)

4. Self-Actualizing Urge. One of

these others is the fact that all

people have a self-actualizing urge.

Another common way of putting it is to

say that all people are activated,

when conditions permit, by an urge

for self-fulfillment. This means

simply that every person has an urge

to do whatever he is best fitted to do,

and to do it the very best he can.

As the saying goes, "BLrds gotta fly,
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fish gotta swim:" and: we might add,

each the very best he can. (Turn to

Chart ILED

For example, the workman who is

employed as an unskilled laborer, but

who is potentially (would make) a fine

technical expert, is likely to have a

restless yearning to follow his

particular bent or capacity. (Point

to frame on left of Chart #1.6.)

Although he may not recognize the

exact nature of his restless yearning,

it may keep him from doing a good job

at unskilled labor. His own special,

inner driving power needs to be

harnessed and directed in the way that

will benefit him and his employers

most.

By contrast, the other workman

shown here (Point to frame on right

of Chart #1.6) is best fitted for

muscular activity and work. He yearns,

whether he knows it or, not, to make the

most of his muscular development. He
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has an urge to "tote the heaviest bar,

to lift the heaviest bale, to drive the

most spikes, to dig the quickest,

straightest ditch."

Although self-actualizing seems

important enough to be considered

avaritely, it is realld one example of

the kinds of basic needs which are the

next way in which all people are alike.

5. Same Basic Needs. (Point to

Slap -on #1.5.) All people have the

Emme basic needs. Basic needs are the

raw material out of which all motives

are made. They alone, in one sense,

are motives. According to one system

of classification for the purpose of

discussion--later we'll use a different

one--there are three kinds of basic

needs: bodily needs, social needs,

and "ego" needs. Can you name some

bodily needs wh ..ch have to be met if a

person is to survive? Somebody give

me an example--they're obvious.
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All right, the bodily needs, then,

include such obvious things as food,

water, air, elimination; suitable

temperature, sexual gratification in

the physical sense, avoidance of

physical pain or injury, avoidance or

rejection of poisons, and so on The

social needs include such things as

being wanted, friendship, affection,

approval, recognition, status, esteem

by others, and so on. In a later

session we shall find out what "ego"

means. For the present, just let us

say that the ego needs include such

things as self-esteem, self-actualizing,

facing reality (finding out how things

really are, even if it hurts), self

understanding, and so Al. (Turn to

Chart #1.7.)

In this illustration (Point), both

men have the same basic needs--bodily,

social and ego needs. At the moment,
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the dominant, "felt" bodily need for

one man is food, for the other it 2s

rest. The dominant, "felt" social

need for one is acceptance into a

particular group, for the other it is

marital love or affection. The

dominant, "felt" ego need for one is

facing reality, for the other it is

self-understanding and acceptance,

which is, in a way, a matter of facing

reality for better or worse. Despite

the apparent differences of the moment,

these two men are exactly alike in

that each one will often experience

every one of the basic needs to some

degree.

In a later session, we shall look

more deeply into the basic needs and

how they work in human nature. Right

now, let's consider one more way in

which all people are psychologically

alike.

5. Products of Heredity and

Environment. All people are products
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of both heredity and environment. A

person's heredity determines the

maximum limits of what or how well he

can ever do, but his environment

determines what or how well he will do

within those limits set before birth.

Take, for example, two head of

beef cattle, both about the same

height. One is scrawny, weak, sickly

and bony. The other, from a different

ranch, is husky, strong, healthy and

meaty. Can you guess why these two

cows might be so different? Someone

suggest an explanation.

(Elicit a discussion from the
.p.oujo tc7b7ing out the pow thaw the
differences etween 117 two cows mir
be either dilT7.encerffurTo17iedi y
or difTerseril 7fwe to ezWilWnment--/reed.inizlzrry

Heredity and environment work

together, therefore, something like

this, in livestock:

Good heredity X good environment .
superior cattle.

Good heredity X poor environment =
ordinary cattle.



Poor heredity X good
ordinary cattle.

Poor heredity X poor
inferior cattle.
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environment =

environment

So far as we know, the only thing

which can be inherited--by either

animals or humans--is the possibility

of various qualities of physical structure.

A man may inherit, however, the possibil-

ity of developing the kind of brain

structure which favors high intelligence,

or the kind that favors low intelligence.

A man may inherit the possibility of

developing a physical structure which

favors great skill, or a structure which

favors awkwardness, instead. We may

say that people inherit various levels

of POSSIBILITIES OF PHYSICAL STRUCTURE,

which means, in turn, various levels of

possibilities of physical and mental

abilities. They may never make the

most of whatever possibilities they

have inherited, however, unless their

environments provide favorable

conditions for their development--

experience, training, nourishment,
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exercise, medical care, and so on.

Contrary to popular opinion,

nobody is likely to inherit such traits

as honesty, cowardice, hot temper,

perseverance, laziness, and so on.

Such traits as these have to be learned,

although a weakling, of course, has a

better chance to learn cowardice, or

habitual fear and anxiety. Neverthe-

less, some strong men do learn to be

cowards. "Blood will ell"--but only

if environment makes it talk. CTurn

to chart #1.8.)

Here we have, for another example,

two highly intelligent parents whose

two sons may have inherited the POSSD-

BILITY of high intelligence (heredity).

The environment of the son on the left,

however, included high school training

during the years when the environment

of the one on the right consisted

largely of experiences like fishing,

with no schooling. Which one, as an

adult, is likely to show more intelligence?



Yes, I know one of you is thinking

that the one on right may enjoy

life more, and may know more out

worthwhile things like fishing--but

don't be too sure about that.

Anyway, these are six important

ways in which all people are

psychologically alike (Point):

All behavior is caused
All behavior is motivated
All behavior is goal seeking

and also
All people have the urge for self-

actualizing
All people have the same basic needs
All people are products of both

heredity and environment.

II. People Are All Different

And now that we have seen how all

are psychologically alike in those

significant ways, we are going to have

to admit that people are, after all,

psychologically different in significant

waysremember John, with his parakeet,

and Henry, with his nine children?

(Place Slap-on 06 on the right side of

the board, a little below #1.2 and

directly opposite 01.3.)
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It is obvious that people are

visibly different, and that their out-

ward behaviors appear to be different.

It is not so clear that people are

different in hidden, but rather startling

and highly significant ways. Let me

demonstrate this fact. (Turn to Chart

#1.9.)

What do you see? (Pause) ...Now

keep looking until you see something

teetotally different ...(Pause)...All

right, who saw an object something

like a vase, either at first or later?

Raise your hands. Good. Does every-

one see the vase? (Point it out.) Now,

who saw anything else, either at first

or later? Somebody tell me what else

you MI.

(Get someone to Am "two faces".
If necessarWtEF-m orit7 ask,
'Wow do you see ao67-EdiagmfiTfr--
vase?"

Well, if two men had looked at

this, one might later swear in court

that what they both saw was an object
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like a vase or candlestick holder, but

the other might later swear absolutely

that what they both saw was a pair of

faces, looking toward each other. Each

might think the other was either crazy

or crooked. They might even have a

bloody fight over it.

Do you think this is a rare

experience, just an oddity? If so,

let's try again. (Turn to Chart #1.10.)

Now what do you see?...(Pause.)...

Who sees a rather pretty young girl?

Hold up your hands...You are right...

But does anybody see anything very

different, another kind of person?

Somebody tell me what else you see.

You are right, too. (If necessary,

point out and _explain the different,

figures.)

Well, do you believe now that

what you see, hear, or feel may depend

on who and what you are, as well as

what is really there? The optimist
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sees a half-full glass, the pessimist

sees a half-empty glass. People are

different, sometimes, in unrecognized,

rather frightening ways.

1. Different Bases of Behavior.

There are other psychological differences

between people, less intriguing than

these examples, but still important.

(Place Slap-on #1.7 on the right side

of the board, just under #1.6 and

opposite #1.4 and #1.5.)

Take the fellow, for instance.

(Turin to Chart #1.11.) His behavior

at the moment consists of quitting his

job. What might be the cause for this

behavior? The motive? The Goal?

044 (:#1Pau.128e.;)

~PON PROW
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F404444***-
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Let's see. (Turn to Chart

Well, the CAUSE for one workman's

quitting behavior may a reprimand,

for another an insult, for another a

pay cut (or denial of a raise), for

another the difficulty of his tasks
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(frustratingly hard, or boringly easy.)

Thus, people may be very different as

to the causes of the same behavior.

Similarly, the MOTIVE for quitting

may be a constant intense want for

reassurance in one workman, for respect

in another, for security in another,

for perfectionism in job performance in

another. So, people may be very different

as to inner motives for the same behavior.

Also, the ultimate goal sought

through quitting may be freedom from

criticism for one workman, freedom from

humiliation for another, a better paying

job for another, or a job more in keep-

ing with his abilities for the perfec-

tionist. Here, again, people may be

very different in the goals sought

through the same behavior. CTurn to

Chart #1.13)

2. Different Need Behavior

Combinations. Another way of looking

at these differences (Point to Chart

x#1.13 ) shows that people are often

different in the various behaviors they
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use to satisfy the same need. One

person may attempt to meet the need for

food by raising livestock or vegetables,

a poor housewife by fishing, a criminal

by stealing food or money, a workman

indirectly by working for pay with which

to buy food.

Still another view (Point to lower

section of Chart i1.13) shows that

people are often different in the needs

which they are mainly trying to meet by

the same behavior. One man works for

money in order to get food, another to

get prestige through accumulation of

money, and another works at a job in

order to gain self-confidence by superior

performance on the job.

Even when their behavior is

essentially alike, therefore, people

differ in the causes, the motivcs, and

till- goals of that behavior.

Most of us already know that eeople

differ widely in capacities and traits.
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Les3 plain is the very definite plan

which governs these differences. (Turn

to Chart 1114.) This governing plan is

expressed incompletely, but clearly, in

the saying, "God must have loved the

common man, because he made so many of

them."

(Point to Chart #1.14.) Take for

example the simple trait of h light. The

vast majority of men are pretty near

average, or "middlln" in height. Extreme-

ly tall men are really very scarce, as

any basketball coach will testify when

he wants players, and so are extremely

short men. The same general rule applies

to almost any trait, such as intelligence,

strength, aggressiveness, skill, kindness,

courage, and so on.

It any large group of workmen,

whatever the intelligence of the average

member may be, it is likely that the

vast majority of the others will be just

about like hin in intelligence, with a

scarce few very far above or below him.
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Any one particular, small group, of

coarse, may just happen to be the unusual

exception to this rule. (Turn to Chart

1112.)

This principle means that a supervisor

of a large number of workmen will normally

find the big majority of them far below

the top few in ability and performance,

and far above the bottom few. There is

likely to be, at the same time, a terrific

difference between the bottom few and

the top few. His supervisory decisions

and actions should be governed accord-

ingly.

(Point to Chart #1e5, and interpret
the zzial n wMEri eac manTiTprodue ivity
E73 been measure ra= average earns

under an incentive pia .11 .

The were-WEtrical-faxture assetblers
who were paid a certain amounTWITIEE
electrical asambprEfEd7)

It is an interesting fact that if

all members of a group of workmen are

given aditional training or stronger

motivation, these differences in produc-

tivity tend to become still greater,

rather than less.
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We have already mentioned

differences in heredity. One fellow

just did not get from his ancestors a

very good set of mental equipment. No

matter how hard he has tried, no matter

what training or experience he has had,

it has been impossible for him to make

much out of his limited, inherited

possibilities. So, he makes some

ridiculous mistakes, and he cannot

follow directions, because his heredity

is different from ours. To cuss him out

because he has inferior ancestors, not of

his own choosing, would be stupid, use-

less, and probably harmful to him and

his work. He may still be usefUl at

suitable tasks. Remember--you can't make

a silk purse out of a sow's ear, but you

can make a pretty good pigskin purse

out of it, with correct treatment.

Differences in environment, as

already shown, are important, too.

Consider the workman who always seems

to perform his tasks badly. Maybe he

has the "makings" of a good workman,
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but his past environment has been too

different from the environments of the

other workmen. Possibly he lacks, in

other words, adequate training, experience,

or knowledge. If so, a cussing out wont

do nearly as much good as a little

"show-how" for the sake of "know -how,"

or a little patience and encouragement

from his supervisor.

Things would be tar better if we

did NOT have all these bothersome

differences, if all people were exactly

alike in every respect. But wait a

minute--would things really be better

then? (Elicit a discussion of the

implications of this idea.) JUST THINK!!!

Need we say any more about the useful-

ness of differences between people?

Be glad of these differences. Try

to recognize them, and make appropriate

use of them. In trying to influence the

behavior of a person with whom you work:

Set up effective causes
Appeal to his particular motives
Establish goals acceptable to him
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Assign challenging but reasonable
tasks in the light of his
capacities

Consider his probable heredity or
environment.

All this according to the ways in which

he has shown himself to be different from

others in each of these respects. At

least, do not demand, nor expect to

override, the scientific laws of human

nature.

NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:

In closing this first session,
summarize the entire discussion, using
as much time, or as little, as is left.
It is suggested that the display which
has been accumulated on the flannel board
may be employed for the summary.

Then announce the theme for the
second session. Plant some "teaser" to
arouse anticipation.

Leavitt, Chapters 1 and 2.
Tiffin and McCormick, Chapter 1.
Maier, Chapter 7.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of t*.e comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantl;

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, dire,:tions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It i3 expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor shoulc: inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must '',43
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening )2,
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These referent
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Succestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wIlerever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning cf each sessi. , a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance. a sufficient nu:111er of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready -mat! Self-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principlcs of learaing. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" '.ike schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the pl,./ious session,
as given by the instructor. Much skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without usirs handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in aavance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoidea. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leavo more than enough time
for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion 1.0 left to the careful discretion of
the instructor--it could easily get out of hand, if he is not
on guard.
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Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understandable to the least educated members of
the group, without and; condescension. Some are likely to be
college gra3175M7

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughout, so that he will not finish
much too early, nor Tun out of time.



Materials:

Slap-ons, Second Session

SECOND SESSION

HUMAN NEEDS - ORIGIN OF BEHAVIOR

Easel for charts
Flannel Board and stand
Slap-ons #1.3 - 2.9
Charts #2.0 - 2.9
Model of "Needs"
Self-testing handouts (if needed)
Pencils (if needed)

2.1

2

2.3

2.4

BEHAVIOR
1

TENSION

FELT NEED

[CUE

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

Bodily Needs

Safety Needs

Belonoingnese acd
Affection

Esteem Needs

Self-Actualization

Review
172iihutes)

1. Administer the self-test on
the first session, either orally or by
handouts, according to preliminary
directions.

2. Instr'..ct the members of the
group to mark the right answers on their
papers as you review briefly the discus-
sion in the first session. Place Slap-
one #1.3 - 1.7 on the flannel board,
one at a time, as needed in the review.
Then suggest that each member of the



group count the number of right
answers on his paper. Collect pencils,
if provided, and remove slap-ons.

The moat fundamental elements we

need to understand in human nature are

the basic needs which give rise to all

behavior. Nobody ever does something

"just for the heck of it." A man takes

a breath, an author writes a book, a

boy pursues a girl, an old woman

twiddles her thumbs, one man curses

another - each one of these things is

done for a purpose. If we get right

down to the bottom of this, we find

tnat the purpose amounts to the

satisfaction of some need felt by

that person.

If we hope to understand human

nature, we must first understand human

needs. We must know, and ar., elate,

what they are and how they operate.

We must understand how they are alike

in all people, and yet produce different

outward behavior in different people.

This understanding is one goal of our
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behavior at this session. (Point

to Chart #2.0.)

I. Blueprin of Behavior

First, let's see what we are

talking about when we say "behavior"

at these sessions. (Place Slap-on #2.1

on board at upper left.)

Behavior includes everything a

person does, whether it can be detected

by an observer or not, whether outward

or inward, whether mental or physical.

A young couple was sitting alone on a

sofa. wie said to him, "A penny for

your thoughts, Jim."

He replied, in a soft, husky

voice, "I'm thinking the same as you,

honey." Whereupon she slapped him as

hard as she could. Now, what behavior

of the boy had offended her? He must

have done something pretty serious.

What was this serious behavior?

it the words he spoke? (Elicit

explanation from group.)

Was
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Cam to Chart #2.1.) Interpret

the chart, describing what activity

might loon in covert behavior.

All behavior, whether inward or

outward, is a direct result of "tension"

in a person. (Place Slap -on #2.2 on

boards lie below #2.1.)

Tension is what psychologists call

that unsettled feeling we have when we

lose our balance, the unsettled feeling

which results in a struggle to regain

our balance. (Turn to Chart #2.2.)

It may be only a faint, vague

yearning, which makes us restless. It

may be, on the other hand, an intolerable,

overpowering excitement which demands

action, as in the case of terror, or

fury, or sexual arousal. (Point to

Chart #2.2.)

The disturbance is not necessarily

unpleasant, altogether. The tension

illustrated on the chart for example,

is basically unpleasant, but the intense
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pleasure of its anticipated relief is

so great that the tension itself, by

association, takes on the quality of

pleasure. The feeling a very hungry

man has as he comes to a big, delicious

dinner seems, in the same way, more

pleasant than the feeling he has at the

end of the meal, when he has eaten his

fill.

Nevertheless, tension is an un-

pleasant disturbance, in varying degrees,

whereas the relieving of that tension

is pleasant, in varying degrees. This

idea, in fact, is the basis for hedonism -

the theory that all behavior, in the

long run, is searching for pleasure.

But tension, in turn, is the

result of a "felt" need. (Place

Slap-on #2.3 on board just below #2.2.)

Strictly speaking, a need is a

WANT for something which is necessary

or highly useful. Immediately after

eating all he can hold, a man does not
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"need" food; that is, he does not

"want" food. A felt-need, therefore,

is a want, or desire, for something

which is necessary or useful, but now

lacking.

Food is not a need, then. The

want or DESIRE for food is the

psychological "need", the "felt-need",

we are talking about, and food becomes

the goal which, if achieved, will

satisfy the desire. Money is not a

need, although it may be almost

essential.

A workman may lack safety on a

particular job, but he will not be

affected by any need for safety unless

he "feels" that lack. As we shall see

later, there are numerous ways in which

a need, or lack, is often kept from

being "felt".

One way for a need to become "felt"

is by the occurrence of a "cue". (Place

Slap-on #2.4 on board, just belowt2.3.)
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A cue is either an event or a perceived

object, which calls attention to a lack

of something extremely useful or

necessary for well-being, or is extreme-

ly pleasurable. For example, news of

a tragic accident makes a man feel the

need for greater safety precautions by

his employers or himself. Be becomes

nervous and awkward on the job. The

fragrance of fresh bread when we pass

a bakery makes us hungry, and so on.

The need is activated by the cue,

which may also indicate a goal.

Thus, the mental mechanics of

behavior, in simplest form, may be

shown something like this (Point to

corresponiinE Slap-on as named): Cue -

Felt-need - Tension - Behavior - Goal.

A cue arouses a feeling of need,

which stirs up tension, which instigates

behavior, which seeks a goal, which may

or may not have been indicated by the

cue. Then, the achievement of the goal

reduces the feeling of need, which reduces

the tension.
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This is all very direct and simple

in a baby. He senses an emptiness in

his stomach (cue), which arouses a

feeling of need for food; this upsets

him (tension), which makes him cry

(behavior), which results in food

(goal) from the mother. Eventually he

will have learned a great many cues for

feeling the need of food. (Turn to

%wawa ad Iowa ltuda Chart #2.3.)

The bodily needs all seem to be

instinctive, or built-in before birth.

With experience, however, other basic

needs are acquired by learning. In

this illustration (Point to Chart #2.3),

for example, a new baby yearns for

food when he senses an empty stomach,

the yearning creates tension, which

produces crying, which achieves a

situation consisting of food, which

satisfies the feeling of need, thereby

relieving the disturbing tension. But

the food situation may be identified

by the presence of mother, as well as
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milk. So mother becomes recognized as

a characteristic of a pleasurable

situation, capable of reducing tension.

By frequent repetition of this experi-

ence, mother becomes so closely

connected with the idea of food that

the mother becomes as intensely desired,

or needed, as food itself - the ideas

of food and mother are psychologically

welded into a single idea of tension-

reduction.

Within a few weeks or months,

for affection - at first from the

mother. In a similar fashion, certain

other psychological needs are built

into every person, in varying degrees

of intensity. In a few minutes we

shall see what these psychological

needs az,e, and how they work.

general serve as an ignition system

for the mental machinery of behavior.

(Turn to Chart #2.4.)

therefore, a baby has developed a need

First, let's see how needs in
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Although there are many different

designs of gasoline engines, an

engineer can draw a blueprint of the

general idea of all t olive engines.

(Point to Chart #2.4.) This is a

pattern, or blueprint, of the general

idea of the mental machinery for all

behavior, and how its parts work

together.

The cue may be, as mentioned

before, a news item describing the

crushing of a workman by a tractor.

This cue makes an impression on the

workman, is fed Ilto his mind - the

SENSATION, or INPUT. The need for

Guarantee against pain or injury, called

the need for safety, is thereby called

alive. This aroused NEED creates

TENSION in the workman, which is

intolerable and demands relief. The

workman, thereafter, engages in all

sorts of BEHAVIOR OUTPUT - gripes, pays

attAntion to unreal dangers other than

his job, acts shaky and inefficient,
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avoids hard work because it demands

all his attention, and so on. These

behaviors are all in search of a goal,

or situation, which seems to him,

rightly or wrongly, to be free of the

threat of injury. If he achieves such

a situation, the need is pacified, the

tension is reduced by a sort of

psychological DEACTIVATION FEEDBACK.

Achievement of the goal also seems to

have deactivated the power of the cue:,

so that the occurrence of similar cues

have no disturbing effects.

He continues to bthave in the

ways that seem to have achieved that

goa3, in order to keep it. Meanwhile,

his work has become inefficient, un-

productive, and he is now a problem

for his forvman, or supervisor.

Now, all this may seem highly

theoretical, but 4t has extremely

practicll value. What would you, as

a supervisor do, first, to be likely

to learn of such a pattern, and second,

to deal with it?
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(Trzto draw members of the group
into a discussion of this roViTm
EUrng It clear -Oar TEE% may e more
than one siiiiraraFy=trcTi Err

WE) un erstand the mycho-
logical machniFr7:111-117 FeTaponse-Ts
Dirderiate_ offer several alternative
_solutions yourself.

II. Levels et Needs

Anyway, as the diagram showed, the

ignition system of the mental machinery

consists of the same set of needs in

each person. We have mentioned already

same of these needs: but now let's

examine the entlre set. This is where

we are going to consider a more useful

classification of needs. (Place Slap-on

#2.5 on board at upper right.)

First. there is the whole group of

bodily needs, which are physiological

rather than psychological. These are

the things or conditions which the body

must have, in order to survive. Food

has already been mentioned. What are

some of the others?

(Draw from the group several
suggestions of bodily needs. Accept
as correct such ideas iiMotning"
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and "shelter". After two or three
haxe sUrlInZ7D11703Ted7-turn
,ta Chart, #2.5.

Here is a summary of the principal

needs (Read from the Chart): air, water,

freedom from pain, freedom from injury,

freedom from poisons, freedom of move-

ment, food, normal temperature, elimi-

nation, activity, rest, and sexual

gratification. Ordinarily we speak of

such things as food, clothing, shelter

and health.

These are the most powerful of all

needs, taking priority over all other

kinds of needs. If any of the bodily

needs are seriously unmet, they demand

all cf our attention, and we cannot get

worked up over less basic problems. A

starving person, for example, could not

become very disturbed about prestige, or

what other people think of him. The

"felt" bodily needs must be pretty well

met before any other needs can influence

behavior.
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Fortunately, most of these bodily

needs are not much of a problem in our

dealing with people. Nobody in this

country is likely to be seriously de-

prived of air to breathe, water to drink,

or food to eat. Normally being fairly

well pacified, they do not exert as much

influence on behavior as the other,

psychological groups of needs. It must

be remembered, however, that a workman's

behavior can be affected by lack of rest,

or lack of sexual gratification, and so

on.

If the bodily needs are being fairly

well met, then, the first kind of

psychological needs becomes an important

influence on behavior. (Place Slap-on

#2.6 on board, under$2.5.)

This is the group of safety needs.

Bodily needs being met fairly well and

steadily, the unmet safety needs then

can be aroused and can dominate behavior.

They can then be aroused by any threat to

physical or psychological well-being.
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Evidence of man's behavior in search of

goals to pacify unmet safety needs is

found in the many goal-objects or goal-

conditions actually achieved thereby.

(Turn to Chart#2.6.)

For example, consider such things

as workmen's protective "hard hats;"

first aid kits on the job; fire insurance

or hospitalization policies; employment

of policemen, soldiers, sailors, marines;

vaccinations; savings bonds and banks;

highway traffic signs; industrial

safety inspections on the job; fire

extinguishers on the jobs placards dis-

playing safety regulations on the job;

very high pay for especially hazardous

work; and so on. The way safety needs

work in the mental machinery of behavior

already has been demonstrated. (Place

Slap -on itu on the board, under le2.6.)

Once the bodily and safety needs

are being met fairly well and regularly,

the needs for belongingness and affection

become capable of influencing behavior.
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All these consist of the desire to be

"wanted" by others, at least by some-

body. (Turn to Chart #2.1.)

These include the needs called by

the various names of belongingness,

acceptance, wantedness friendship,

affection and love. In this sense,

"love" means the deep or intense affec-

tion often found between husband and

-wife, parents and children, brothers

and sisters, or a boy and his dog, as

distinct from the desire for physical

gratification of the sex urge. Of

course, sexual behavior is normally

influenced by a combination of the

physiological sex need and the belong-

ingness and affection needs. (Interpret

Chart ILL)

Once the bodily and safety needs

are being met fairly regularly, as we

have said, these belongingness and

friendship needs become more important

than most people can possibly imagine.

Denial of these needs is the basis for
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much of our mental illness, and the

amount of mental illness is shocking.

The harmful effect of emotional nal-

adjusl-ment on the efficiency or produc-

tivity of employees has been recognized

as a serious problem in industry. In-

creasing attention is being given to

these "social" needs of workmen.

(Place Slap-on &I on the board,

under X2.7.) In so far as the bodily

needs, safety needs, and belongingness

needs are fairly well met, however, the

ESTEEM needs begin to determine behavior.

(Mrs to Chart #2.8.)

Tnere are two sorts of esteem needs.

One kind is the person's need to respect

himself, to regard himself as a competent,

pretty good fallow. It is commonly

known as self-respect. The other kind is

the person's need for admiration or re-

spect from others, the need for "status,"

the need to be regarded as a fellow who

amounts to something. It is the need for

the opposite of being humiliated, or eve-

ignored.
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These esteem needs are called by

the various names of respect, status,

dominance, power, achievement, recogni-

tion, approval, prestige, attention,

importance, appreciation, and so on.

Like the belongingness needs, these

esteem needs are a vary common basis

for mental illness and for inefficiency

on the Job.

(Place Slap-on #2.9 on board,

under #2.8.) Most of the time, not

all of these "lower" needs - bodily,

safety, belongingness, and esteem

needs - not all of these are being

very frilly met, to the extent that they

are regularly being met, however, the

need for self-actualization becomes

capable of determining behavior. (Turn

to Chart #2.9.)

You will recall that we have al-
e

ready discussed the need for self-
-)

actualization. It was described as a

person's urge to do whatever he is best

fitted to do, and to do it the very
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best he can. Most of the time it is

neglected, while attention is given to

behavior in response to the lower needs,

and its presence is, therefore, not

shown in behavior. Nevertheless, it is

continually there, calling - though

seldom listened to - for behavior to

relieve the tension it creates. Thus,

it is constantly affecting behavior in

some small way.

For those who are able to meet

most of the lower needs regularly and

fairly well, the need for self-actualiza-

tion is a tremendous driving force. It

produces super-human achievements - the

development of nuclear science, the

four-minute mile, the literature of

Shakespeare, and so on. To tap this

driving force in people is like making

atomic energy available, and it is

present, though usually smothered by

other need-demands, in all people.

(Use the NEEDS model to demonstrate
each step in the description of the
"hierarchy of needs," which follows.)
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These five kinds of needs consti-

tute, really, a series of five levels

of use. To the extent that the bodily

needs are met, the safety needs can

influence behwior; lo the extent that

the bodily and safety needs are met,

the belongingness needs can influence

behavior; to the extent that the bodily,

safety, and belongingness needs are

met, the esteem needs can influence

behavior; and to the extent that the

bodily, safety, belongingness, and

esteem needs are met, the effects of

the need for self-actualization be-

come evident in behavior.

It must be said, however, that a

lower need does not have to be re-

slarly met completely, in order for

a higher need to become effective.

(Turn to Chart 2.10.) For example, in

this illustration, what level of need

is dominant in determining the young

man's behavior - the bodily need for

sexual gratification 666 the belongingness

need for affeztion...or the esteem need
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for achievement? It seems certain

that those lower-order needs are not

completely and permanently met, and

yet his behavior is apparently due to

his need for achievement.

However, can anyone suggest how

the fact that the basic needs are

organized into different levels, or

priorities, might influence our deal-

ing with workmen? Think about it.

Someone give an imaginary situation,

or a real one, from your experience.

(T/mislaLdiscussion from the
group. If nom, discussion can be evoked,
describe a hYmothetical.case in which
an attempt to...motivate a workman tg_
arousing his need =esteem does, not
vak.because he Ls dominated IA: lower
order needs fm safety mbeloneingness.)

Now, we have said that all people

have the same set of basic needs. They

differ, however, as to the strength a

given need may have when it is aroused.

Some of these differences may be due to

heredity. One man's inherited physical

constitution, for example, may be such

that habitually he needs more food,
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needs it more desperately, than other

men do. Heredity largely affects the

operation of the sex glands, which

determine the strength of the need for

sexual gratification. As to the

psychological needs, they seem to be

learned; one man may have a greater

ability to learn, or more chances to

learn, the need for friendship than

other men have had. There are also

ways in which a certain need may be-

come smothered, or shut-off, as we

shall see in another session. So

don't expect the same strength of any

particular aroused need in all people.

In closing this session, summarize
the entire discussion, using as much or
as little time as needed. If there is
more than enough Urge for summarizing,
raise some provocative questions or
problems for discussion, or ask for
questions from the group. It is
suggested, again that the flannel board
display be employed in the summary, and
that a "teaser" be planted for the next
session.

Maier, pp. 355-364.
Maslow, Chapters 5, 8 and 12.
Tiffin and McCormick, pp. 334-338.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below .re offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that; the instructor will be a

mere ''reader ", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the couree as stated, ana as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, 'r single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will fee) free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparing11, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor In the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end o4" each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Salf-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. Pirst, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning; activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjunt on with the review of the previous session,
as given by the instructor. Mucil skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-teats
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a prope 4.y brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary mal be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion is left to the careful dislretion of
the instructor--it could easily get out of hand, if he is not
on guard.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
althoubn the wort "psychology" must be uses frequently, and
moat groups will enjoy the ateling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understandable to the least educated members of
the group, without 2ga:condescension. Some are likely to be
college griatTiEWI7

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughout, so that he will not finish
much too early, nor run out of time.



THIRD SESSION

WHAT MAKES PEOPLE THE WAS: THEY ARE?

Materials:

Slap-ons, Third Session

HEREDITARY FACTORS

Receptors
Connectors

Effectors

Endocrines

Easel for charts
Stand for flannel board
Slap -ons #2.1 - 3.3
Charts #3.0 - 3.6
Self-testing handouts (if needed)
Pencils (if needed)

ENVIRONMZNTAL FACTORS
Satisfaction Sources
Infant Care
Examples by Parents
Treatment by Intimates
Demand vs Capacities
Success vs Failure

Review

3.3 FREUD SIMPLIFIED
Conscious - Unconscious
Id ego Superego
Censor
Peace at o Price

Repression
Atoneinent
Transfertince
Reaction Formation

1. Administer the self-test on
the second session, either orally or
by handouts, according to preliminary
directions.

2. Instruct the members of the
group to mark the right answers on
their papers as you review briefly the
discussion in the preceding r,12,sion.
Place slap -ons #2.1 - 2.9 on the
flannel board, one at a time, as needed
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in the review. Then suggest that each
member of the group count the number of
right answers on his paper. Collect the
pencils, if used.

Aside from his purely physical

appearance, "the way a person is"

psychologist call "personality".

Since we are going to talk, this time,

about the way people are, and how they

get that way, the theme for the discus-

sion will be "Personality". If we are

going to talk about personality, how-

ever, we should try to understand, as

well as possible, what personality

really is. What do you think personality

is? What do people generally mean, when

they say "personality"?

(Try to get from the group several
suggestions as to-WEit the isam,

ersonality17-ileanc. Do not reject
t eir definitions as N Work around
to your OWN explanat. Ds what is the
psycholt2gical meaning of-71Dersonalitill,
in understandable., familiar language.)

One explanation of the psychological

meaning of the expression, "personality",

is that it is a mants own unique DESIGN

of his particular, interacting parts of
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the mental-emotional machinery of

behavior. If this is true, then no-

body has MORE personality than anybody

else - he jrst has a DIFFERENT personality,

a different design from anybody

although the basic idea of mental-emo-

tional machinery is the same in every-

body. Personality, as used here, is

NOT simply charm, nor persuasiveness,

nor personal appeal, as it usually

means in everyday language. In

describing the personality of people,

psychologists often mention traits

like these:

Introversion or extroversion

Dominance or submissiveness

Masculinity or feminity

Aggressiveness

Inferiority complex

Emotional or social stability

Sociability

Interest or values

Maniac or depressive

Hypochondria

Dependence or independence

., -;?_,;--

...
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Sadism or masochism

Mania, phobia, or obsession.

Some of these will be explained in our

next session. To some psychologists,

personality means simply the workings

of an individual's mental-emotional

make-up, which produces the behavior

described by the various "traits". It

is this idea of personality that we

are going to try to understand.

Of course, personality is the

speciality of the psychiatrist, and

nobody intends to make amateur

psychiatrists out of you. They are

sometimes strange people, anyway, like

the psychiatrist who met his old

friend, Sam, and asked how things

were going.

"Not so good," was the pained

reply. "My brother is very sick."

"Your brother isn't really sick",

commented the psychiatrist, He only

THINKS he is sick. Remember that -

he only thinks he's sick."
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Two months later they met again.

"How's your brother now?" asked the

psychiatrist.

"Much worse," Sam answered, "Now

he thinks he's dead!"

We do need, however, a basic

understanding of personality.

I. What Determines Personality?

What an individual's own unique

design of mental-emotional machinery

may be, how did he get that way? Well,

heredity has some indirect effect on

personality. You will remember that

people inherit only possibilities of

physical structure. Nobody truthfully

is "just naturally-born aggressive".

Certain inherited physical traits,

however, may favor the development of

certain personality characteristics.

There are four aspects of inherited

physical structures which are most

likely to affect personality, as

shown here. (Place Slap-on #3.1 on the

upper left of the board.)
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1. Receptors. The receptors are

the sense organs - eyes, ears, nose, and

those for taste, touch, pain, scent, cold,

and so on. Serious deficiencies in

sensory equipment may favor unfortunate

personality traits. For just one example,

witness the person who has learned to be

constantly fearful and hesitant because

of his experience as a nearsighted child

being continually hurt and ridiculed in

the active, rough games of childhood.

This does not necessarily happen, if

there are other, more favorable factors

to counteract this experience.

2. Connectors. The connectors

are the nerve cells which make up the

brain and the millions of communication

lines between the brain and every other

part of the body. It should be obvious

that the physical soundness or unsound-

ness of the nervous system may affect

personality.

3. Effectors. The effectors are

the muscles, bones, and glands which
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carry out ordere from the brain. The

mere fact that an individual is a puny

weakling or a physical power-house may

favor certain personality traits,

though often in surprisingly opposite

ways to what one might expect.

4. Endocrine Glands. The endocrine

glands are really a special class of

effectors, which put various chemicals

into the bloodstream, to be carried

all over the body. Inheritance of a

continually overactive thyroid gland,

for instance, may make a person highly

excitable, extremely restless, nervous,

and irritable. The inherited structure

of the various endocrine glands, in

fact, has many important, direct

effects on personality.

Although heredity, therefore, does

have some effect on personality, it has

been found likely that environment has

much more to do with the development

of a particular personality than

heredity do@s. So, let's see how
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personality is affected by environment,

or experience. (Place Slap-on #3.2 on

the left of the board, under #3.1.)

1. Sources of Satisfactions. One

man, as a child, could not satisfy his

esteem needs by achieving high grades in

school, but only by achieving a thwarted

teacher through his misconduct, He be-

comes a defiant, unruly workman. How

would you change him?

Another man, as a child among

older, bigger, bullying playmates,

learned that he could satisfy his safety

needs only by achieving absence from

them or quiet inconspicuousness. He be-

comes a fearful, timid workman, who is

frequently absent, hides from his super-

visor, and is nervously inefficient

when working in a group. How would you

change him?

Countless examples like these can

be used to demonstrate the same principle.

That is, a man's personality is largely
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having chances to learn a particular

collection of sources of need-satisfac-

tions, rather than chances to learn a

different collection of sources of

need-satisfactions.

2. Care in Infancy. (Point to

aap-on #3.2.) It is strange-sounding,

but is true, that any adult's personality

was probable- developed mostly during

childhood, especially in the first year

or two.

A newborn infant is utterly help-

less and dependent upon his parents.

Without assistance from them, or from

substitutes for them, he cannot survive.

Left unaided for very long, he will

suffer unbearable pangs in his greedy

little gut. Because of his absolute

dependency, aid .)ecause of the desperate

intensity of h s 'ants, the fullness

and promptness of the parental support

he gets will detezmine how he learns

to feel toward this strange world of

people.
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Completely neglected, he would

soon develop terror and hatred for this

world of people, and a desperate desire

to become independent of them, in order

to escape such terrible helpliness. On

the other hand (Turn to Chart #3.1.) -

fully and constantly cared for, he would

develop a wonderful, warm love for the

people of this world, and would find his

condition of depeedency highly desirable.

He would feel secure and confident about

life and people - and spoiled.

No child can be completely neglect-

ed, however, for he would soon die. On

the other hand, no child can be so

completely cared for that he will never

have a felt-need with the resultant

discomfort. Nevertheless, some parents

are extremely neglectful, while some are

at the other extreme, over-protecting

and coddling. The extent to which parents

of a child go to one of these extremes

or the other will have a great deal to do

with the development of that child's
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personality. It will largely determine

how he feels toward, and deals with,

this world and these people in it.

If the child continues to get

mostly the same extreme kind of treat-

ment later, from his teachers, bosses,

and wife, his particular kind of

personality is repeatedly reinforced,

becoming more and more solidly fixed.

What sort of personality is likely to

be found in an adult whose earlier years

have been full of serious neglect and

denial of intensely felt needs? What

is he probably like, now? What do you

think? Somebody?

(Tr teg_ elicit, from lb& =la
suggestions of Dersonalitx traits some-
what. like MIL followIng_, or else supply
them:

Full of hatred or fear
Domineering or cowardly
Defiant or mousy
Unscrupulous or cruel
Hungry for power over people
Selfish and stingy
Dishonest or immoral
Desperate for money, prestige,

education and so on.)
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Now - how about the adult whose

early year have been more satisfying

than most? Not the utterly spoiled

child, because they are actually very,

very few, but the child who has seldom

had to worry seriously about long denial

of basic need satisfactions? What's he

generally like, as an adult? Someone

suggest.

(Again, try to elicit from the
group suggestions of personality traits
somewhat like the following, or else
supply them:

Eager for the company of people
Interested in welfare of others
Self-confident and courageous
Friendly and affectionate
Emotionally stable, not easily upset
Unselfish, or generous
Cheerful and tolerant
Optimistic but realistic
Adventurous
Self-actualizing
And so on.)

In view of the small, but alarming,
trend toward belief in beating and
suppressing children, in order to make
them more rugged ", respectful, and
submissive, it may be necessary to
explain the difference between satis-
faction of all the really basic needs,
on one hand, and catering to childish
whims, on the other hand. If NO signs
of this "tougher dise.pline" idea
appear, DO NOT INTRODUCE IT
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Now, most of this kind of shaping

or forming of personality by treatment

from parents occurs in inrancy or early

childhood. So, what does it all have to

do with industrial supervisors and work-

men? You cannot be "motherly" toward

your workmen, or even "fatherly," can

you?

The truth is that a child's mother

is so terribly important to him that

she becomes, or comes to stand for, a

general idea. She is then not just

mother, but "a person on whom my life

depends". This idea is sometimes called

the "Mother Figure", or a "Mother Fixation".

Thereafter, any person on whom the indivi-

dual's life seems to depend is "a person

on whom my life depends", or Mother

Figure, Just like mother, herself. Such

a later Mother Figure, therefore, with-

out knowing it, may affect the individual's

feelings, emotions, his entire be-

havior, JUST LIKE THE MOTHER DID.

Although this later "Mother Figure" is

more likely to be a wife or at least a
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woman, believe it or not, it may be a

man. Of course, the Mother Figure may

not be a pleasant, dependable, idea, it

may be a harsh, undependable Dort of

person.

HAL. lc occurred to you, yet, that

one of your biggest, toughest workmen

may, quite unconsciously, feel about

YOU as if you were a sweet old lady,

or an old witch? It's not likely, but

it is KNOWN to be possible.

Father, too, may become a permanent,

general idea about certain people. If he

dominates a child strongly. He may be-

come a "person who provides things and

protection from harm", or a "Father

Figures" If the actual father is

excessively strict and unreasonably

domineering, he may become "a mean

person who gives orders". This latter

idea is known as the "Authority Figure",

which the child hates, fears, and yet

seeks, at the same time. Later, the

person who gives orders, or sets rules,
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is felt to be an "Authority Figure",

and has the same effect as father did.

This could be a teacher, a policeman,

a husband, a boss, or even a traffic

sign. Although such a later person may

be a woman, it is more likely to be a

man.

If you watch out for revealing

signs in behavior, you may be shocked

to discover that, for all practical

purposes, you really are a father to

one of your workmen, so far as your

effect on him is concerned.

As a matter of fact, most of us

are bound to have a little of these

tendencies in us. Our bosses tend to

seem slightly like faners to us, in

a limited sense, and the outfit we work

for is a sort of mother to us - either

a kind, dependable mother, or a harsh,

demanding mother. Knowing these things,

you can surely deal with your subordinates,

especially a few of them, more tolerantly,

more understandingly, and perhaps more
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effectively, but this does not mean

coddling them.

Most of these influences on

personality occur in the two ways just

explained - first, opportunities to

learn certain sources of need satisfac-

tions rather than others and, second,

parental care, with its later equivalents.

There are others, less dominant in-

fluences. (Turn to Chart #3.2 and then

point to 13 .pzon #3.2, araaL.)

3. Examples Set by Parents. Aside

from the ways parents treat children,

themselves, the ways parents feel, think,

and act toward the world and its people

is likely to affect their children's

personalities. Children are "thinking

creatures", rather than simple machines,

and they can learn by imitation. If

father, or older brother, habitually

deals with life fearfully, confidently,

angrily, or dishonestly, for instance,

the child may learn, by imitation, to

be the same way. He has no cnance to
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decide logically whether to imitate or

not to imitate, he may do it un-

consciously and unavoidably. Other

influences, of course, may counteract

the tendency to imitate, or they may

not.

Some of your workmen, as a matter

of fact, may get their bad ways from

imitation of you. You may advise "Do

as I say, and not as I do", but it just

wont work that way. (Point to Slap-on

#5.2, 2E4E2

4. Treatment la Intimates. To a

lesser extent than by parents, the

development of personality in childhood

is affected by the treatment he receives

from his other closest associates, and

by their examples. The bettr he knows

people, the more he knows about them,

the more intensely he feels about them,

the more he is likely to be affected by

them.

If a child happens to have neighbor-

hood playmates who seem fairly friendly,
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pleasant and dependable, other things

being equal, he -s likely to be convinced

that people in general are mostly like

these playmates. He may then become an

adult who is friendly, interested, and

cooperative in regard to most people,

including his fellow-workers and his

supervisor. Or, things may be just the

opposite. (Point to Slap-on #3.2, again.)

5. Demands vs Capacities. Some-

times a person finds that, all his life,

far more has been demanded of him than

he can ever possibly achieve. Father

has his heart set on the child's making

the highest grades in school, licking

every other kid in the neighborhood,

swimming across the biggest lake, being

a star on the football team, or winning

a prize in music. The child comes to

feel that his achievement of these

goals is a life-or-death matter, but

his lack of capacity for these achieve-

ments makes them utterly impossible.

Here we have a ease of the

irresistible force meeting the immovable
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object. The results are likely to

disastrous. It means constant frustra-

tion, which can lead to mental or

emotional illness, and all sorts of

strange quirks in the personality. In

our next session, we shall examine in

more detail this serious problem of

"frustration", its meaning and its

frequent consquences. (Turn to Chart

#3.3.)

6. Success vs Failure. Another

version of th4.8 problem of demands vs

capacities is the problem of success

vs failure. (Point to Slap-on #3.2.)

The proportion of "success" experiences

in comparison with "failure" experiences

in an individual's background is likely

to have a strong effect on his per-

sonality. Incidentally, performing a

task at least as well as a person had

earnestly hoped to do it is a "success"

experience, regardless of how well he

actually did perform it, and vice versa.

For me; a golf score of 99 wcl2ld be a
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tfsuccess 11 experience, for example, but

for Ben Hogan it would be a disastrous

experience of failure in a tournament.

(Clarify further, if necessary, the
general effects of excessive experiences
of failure, and the impossibility of
excessive experiences of success. Point
out ossible implications as to experiences
on the 1212,

II. Psychoanalytic Interpreta-
tions

(Place Slap-on #3.3 on right of board.)

There is another way of looking at

human nature, quite different from the

preceding discussion. This second view-

point is based upon important ideas

learned from what is known as psycho-

analysis.

In some large industries, psychologi-

cal counselors have been employed to

help workmen with their emotional problems,

and to keep them mentally and emotional

fit. Aside from this practical value,

supervisors will find little direct

usefulness in psychoanalytic theory.

For that reason, we are not going to
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spend much time on it, although it is

a highly fascinating subject, full of

sex talk, and all that.

Psychoanalysis has greatly helped

us to understand the inner nature of

people, to see deeply into the mysterious

workings of the mind. The first great

pioneer in these discoveries was Sigmund

Freud, and we are going to talk mostly

about the ideas he discovered in his

work as a doctor. Everything we are

going to say, for awhile, really should

begin, "According to Freud". (Turn to

Chart #3.4.)

First, all mental processes -

thoughts, ideas, feelings, urges,

impulses, etc. - are either CONSCIOUS

or UNCONSCIOUS. A workman thinks of

his boss, for exunple, "He is a dirty

dog. He is always picking on me.

I'll do this job wrong, and that'll

serve him right." The workman knows

he is thinking this, he is aware of

the thought, and he believes it is the
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reason for his behavior. It is a

CONSCIOUS thought.

As a matter of fact, the boss

actually may be an unusually considerate,

reasonable fellow, who has been especially

patient with this workman. The workman,

however, has secret thoughts, so secret

that he is not even aware of them. These

secret thoughts, in this case may go

something like this:

"This boss looks like my father, so

he must be like my father. My father

was a harsh, dangerous, dirty dog.

People like my father are dirty dogs.

I'll get even with people like my

father. This boss is like my father,

so I'll get even with him. I'll do

this job wrong, and then he'll be in

trouble." These are UNCONSCIOUS

thoughts, and they are the true reasons

for the workman's behavior, in the case.

Most of our behavior is affected by

unconscious ideas, possibly ninety per

cent or more. This knowledge wont help
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you very much in understanding why a

particular man does what he does, but

it may keep you from jumping to the

wrong conclusions about why a man be-

haves as he does. (Point to Chart #3.4.)

Of course, the brain is not really

divided into two parts, like this, but

it does work AS IF IT WERE. It also

works AS IF there were three busy little

directors in it, all giving conflicting

orders to the landlord.

This one (point) is called the "id",

spelled 61 - d". He is a regular little

monster, who has been there since birth.

He doesn't really care whether anybody

gets hurt or not.

The id is a completely greedy,

pleasure-loving, wholly immoral, highly

oversexed playboy. He is constantly

urging the person to steal, rape, get

drunk, knock people down, eat nothing

but candy, smoke incessantly--to do

anything that might be pleasurable- -

regardless of the consequences. He is
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not the least bit realistic about life.

A newborn baby is completely dominated

by his id, since the other two "directors"

don't exist at that time.

The id lives in the unconscious.

The person does not even know, there-

fore, that he has an id, until some

fool psychologist tells him about it.

This second fellow (point) is the

"ego". He is the result of experience,

and the more experience a child has, as

time goes by, the bigger and stronger

the child's ego grows.

The baby, dominated by his id,

soon learns that certain behavior urged

by the id gets him into trouble. The id

urges, "Eat that cockroach on the floor."

The child obeys the id, but then he

suffers for it; he gets whacked, or

sick, or both. This consequence is the

beginning of the baby's ego.

The next time the irresponsible

id tries to suggest eating a cockroach,



more and more learnings about unpleasant

best friend--his ego is.

unpleasantness. So, with the help of

cock-

roach simply doesn't pay. Gradually,

consequences are added to the ego. Be

of the parents teachings about morality,

remembers that "wrong" things bring

he is disobeyed.

the realistic ego (unconscious memory

of unpleasant consequences) blocks the

nothing about morals. Eating a cock-

continues to grow, in a normal person,

throughout life. The dog is not man's

the "super ego", and he is the last one

to appear. Be is originally made up

about right and wrong. 'Roughly speak-

ing, he is the person's conscience. In

the beginning, whenever the id presents

an immoral idea, the child remembers

tliat mother said it was wrong, and also

the id, who gets hopping mad every time

idea away from the conscious mind

the realistic ego, the child disobeys

(awareness) of the child. The ego cares

This third fellow (point) is called

33P25
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After many experiences like this,

the child becomes convinced that steal-

ing, for instance, really is bad, even

where there is no danger of punisbmen.7..

It becomes h'_ cwn idea, and he finally

forgets who originally decided whether

it was moral or immoral. The idea of

moral wrongness then is par. of the

child's superego, which does not care

about consequences - it is simply

opposed to immorality just because it

is luritoral.

Foy' example, a man's id urges him,

"Put your arm around that other man's

wife - oh boys" The ego realizes,

maybe, that there is no danger of trouble,

so it lets the suggestion through, over

the :.attar protest of the superego.

The man yields to the urge. Afterward,

to prevent it happening again, the super-

ego punishes the man severly, with

intolerable feelings of guilt. (TUrn

to Chart 415.5.)
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There is one other, minor executive

in the mind. He is called the "censor",

and his job is to help the ego by

barring from consciousness the dangerous

ideas of the id. He also bars those

immoral id ideas which might cause

trouble from the superego. Sometimes,

when the powerful id pushes an immoral

idea too strongly, the censor cannot

keep it in the unconscious. In that

case, he does often manage to force the

id to disgiuse the idea enough that

the superego wont notice how immoral

it is. For instance, an urge to murder

the boss may be disguised in the form

of "accidentally" dropping a sledge-

hammer on the boss' foot.

Occasionally there is an awful

fight between the id and the superego,

with the ego caught in the middle. The

landlord is naturally upset by the

terrible disturbance in the upstairs

apartment. To protect him, the ego

tries desperately to make peace, or to
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prevent future disturbances. There are

several ways of making or promoting

peace of mind, such as the following.

(Turn to Chart #3.6.)

REPRESSION - Barring disturbing

ideas or impulses from consciousness.

ATONEMENT - A workman purposely

injures himself, for example, to "pay

a penalty" and thereby escape the

intolerable guilt feelings imposed by

the superego.

TRANSFERENCE - A workman cannot

afford to beat up his boss, so he

"transfers" his hatred to another work-

man and finds some excuse to beat up

this other fellow, instead. Believe it

or not, this does relieve his pent -up

feelings.

REACTION FORMATION - A heavy

drinking workman, for instance, is

finally made so miserable by his super-

ego that both the ego and the id surrender

unconditionally in this battle, and the
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workman goes to the opposite extreme,

to escape his misery. He becomes a

fanatic anti-alcoholic, and his fellow

workmen, who occasionally drink root

beer, are made miserable by him.

Most of the id's ideas, according

to Freud, are sex ideas, which we can-

not discuss in detail, of course. In

fact, it appears that time will not

allow us to carry Freud any further,

at all.

(Close with the summary, as in
the previous sessions, and give the
theme for the next session.)

Hepner, Chapter 6.
Leavitt, Chapters 2 and 3.
Maier, pp. 269-281.
Mullahy, Chapters 1, 2, 3, etc.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Se)f-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning acti,tity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the previous session,
as given by the instructor. Much skill and tae,: will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of

instructor - -it could easily get out of nand, if he is not
on guard.



Suczestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used freciently, and
moLt groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside aope" on psychology. Whenever unfr- iliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understandable to the least educated members of
the group, without any condescension. Some are likely to be
college graUnUFF:

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation caretilly, throughout, so that he will not finish
much too early, nor run out of time.



Materials

Slap-ons, Seventh Session

SEVENTH SESSION

HOW WORKING CONDITIONS AFFECT
HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Easel for charts
Stand and flannel board
Slap-ons '6.1 - 1.8
Charts #7.0 - 7.5
Self-testing Handouts (if needed)
Pencils (if needed)

71 I
ACCIDENTS

72

73

74

EXTERNAL CONDITIONS
Aw.111111=1,

ACCIDENT PRONENESS
Vision
Age of Service
Emotions
Mental Ability
Impulsiveness
Reaction Speed
Popularity

WORK CONDITIONS

7.5

76

7.7

78

Visual Work
Noise Rest
Temperature Boredom

FHUMAN EN114,EE11;-1

Mon- Mozhine Systems
Information - Receiving
Decision - Making
Action-Taking

elMerm.11i.

Methods Analysis
Job Analysis
Time and Motion

Review Usual Procedure

A tourist once commented "I got

up at dawn to see the sun rise."
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Someone replied, You couldn't have

picked a better time".

Whether we have picked the right

time for them or not, we are going to

discuss three fairly important topics

at this session. They are: accidents

due to human nature, how working conditions

affects worker efficiency, and "Human

Engineering". (Place Slap -on #7.1 on

upper left of board.)

I. The Humar Nature of
Accidents

Barring the "acts of nature"; such

as hurricanes, lightning or earthquakes,

accidents do not just happen. They are

always caused. It is useless and

erroneous to attribute them to "bad

luck", or chance.

It has been estimated that about

98 per cent of industrial accidents are

preventable. Furthermore, only about

10 per cent are found to be due to

purely physical causes, such as faulty
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equipment, or bad building conditions.

This means that about 90 per cent, or

nearly all, industrial accidents are the

result of human nature.

An accidental injury to a workman

can be mostly caused either by external

working conditions or by the nature of

that individual himself. (Turn to Chart

It is far less likely that accidents

will be caused by those "external" working

conditions, but it does happen occasionally.

So, let's see what kinds of external

conditions favor the occurrence of

injuries. (Place Slap-on #7.2 below

#7.1.)

For one thing, the length of the

working day, or the length of a working

shift, has something to d .1.th the rate

of accidents. Of course, there is more

time for accidents in a twelve-hour

working day than there is in a ten hour

cay, but that is not the story. As a

matter of fact, there is likely to be
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TWICE as many accidents in a twelve

hour day as in a ten hour day. This

is not simply a questiion vi tiredness,

because, in a long nifelt shift, most

accidents do NOT usually occur toward

the end of the shift.

The natural hazards of the job may

cause more accidents on that job than

happen on other jobs. Some tasks are

just naturally more dangerous than

other tasks. Mechanical safety devices

are most useful in these cases.

Temperature and humidity are known

to af,:ct accident rates. Whenever the

temperature is much higher than usual,

or much lower than usual, there are

likely to be more accidents than usual.

Of course, this may depend on the season.

A temperature of 80° is NOT unusually

high in the summer, nor is a temperature

of 50° unusually low in the winter.

Humidity, or dampness, as you know,

makes an extremely high or low

temperature worse.



They can expect more accidents as a

work. So what can supervisors of out-

door

for handling accidents. They

work. They can try to get the less

dangerous work done at such times.

working hours. When the step-up in

door workmen do about the problem of

normal thing. They can take extra

precautions. They can make extra

can demand a somewhat slower pace of

production is accomplished by better

facilities, better machines, better

about temperature, itself, for outdoor

accidents in unusual temperatures?

to a higher accident rate when it is

accomplished merely by harder or longer

tools, or better methods, however,

there are likely to be less accidents.

accident rate. Overworked employees

are likely to have more accidents, but

this is more true of women than men.

There is not much that can be done

A step-up in production often leads

Fatigue also seems to raise the

87P5
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Boredom, which is to be discussed in a

few minutes, is a special kind of

psychological fatigue which also is likely

to raise the accident rate. Because of

the effects of both fatigue and length

of working days on the accident rate,

it is less costly for employers to

hire more workers with shorter hours,

rather than fewer workers with longer

hours, even though the payroll and

production remain the same.

More accidents seem to occur under

bad lighting. There are more accidents

under the ordinary type of artificial,

electric lighting than under natural

daylighting. This is not a problem

for outdoor work under daylight. It

is a problem, however, for outdoor

work at dusk, or before full daylight

in the morning, or at night. Bad

lighting, incidentally, may produce

quicker and greater fatigue, as well

as misjudgments leading to accidents.

The effect of bad lighting is more of
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a problem on some jobs than others, as

one might imagine. On some kinds of

jobs, lighting seems to have nothing to

do with the accident rate.

In summary the external conditions

which favor accidents are: (1) the length

of the working day, or shift; (2) hazards

of the job, itself; (3) extreme tempera-

tures with high humidity; (4) step-up

work efforts; (5) fatigue; and (6) bad

lighting.

Most accidents, however, are

caused by the nature of the workman who

is injured. Some people are just going

to have a lot of accidents, no matter

what the working conditions are. Such

people are said to be "accident-prone",

meaning that they are prone to have

(likely to have) many more accidents than

other people. (Place slap-on #7.3 on

board below #7.2.)

What is there about one man which

may cause him to have so many more

accidents than anybody else? I know
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what some of you must be thinking -

somebody is bound to have more accidents

than other people, some are just unlucky.

But not ten times as many as the

average! Luck has very little to do

with "accident-proneness". Suppose Bert

has twelve accidents in one year, and

nobody else in his group has more than

three, under the same conditions. At

this point we just say "Tough luck".

Now suppose that, during the next year,

Bert has a dozen more accidents, and

still nobody else has more than two or

three. Will you still say it is bad

luck? (Turn to Chart #7.2.)

If not, then why does Bert go on

having so many more accidents than

anyone else? There are several possible

things about a person which may cause

him to have more accidents than other

people. Here are some of them. (As

each factor is mentioned, point to it

on the flannel board.)



himself, although they cause him to have

more accidents. These are ouch things

defective eyesight have slightly more

defects which a person may not notice in

blindness, and so on.

by treatment of glasses. If he cannot

eye-

sight. There are some kinds of visual

get it corrected, he may assign the man

kind-

ness. It is also money-saving, time

accidents than those with normal eye-

as "tunnel vision", astigmatism, glare

often detect evidence of a visual defect

in a workman, and try to get it corrected

to more suitable work, with leas chances

for accidents. This is not merely kind-

saving, morale-building action by a

regular visual check-ups of their employees,

once a year, or more often.

supervisor. Some employers conduct

on the job have more accidents than

1. Vision. Workers with Awry

An alert foreman or superior can

2. Bse. or Length of service.

In general, inexperienced workmen

S7P9
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those with long experience. As a rule,

although there are bound to be exceptions,

the more experience a man has, the less

likely he is to have accidents. This is

more true, of course, in some jobs than

in others, where experience is not so

important. Also, aside from experience,

the younger employees are more likelz, to

have accidents than other employees,

especially in the cases of very young

workmen.

Any good safety program should

take this into account. Younger or

inexperienced workers may be placed at

first on safer jobs. They may get

special training in safety, and in

job performance in general. They may be

given closer supervision.

In some jobs, however, older

and more experienced workmen have more

and worse accidents. Sometimes the "old

hands" become careless through over-

confidence. Sometimes, as they grow

older, they lose some of the physical
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coordination, alertness, or strength

necessary for safe, efficient performance

of the job. Older workers are also

likely to be slower o recover from

injuries.

In any industry, it is important to

check and find out what effect age and

experience have on accident rates.

3. Emotions. The emotional condi-

t'.Nn of a person, whether temporary or

permanent, may cause him to have more

accidents. This is one of the out-

standing causes of "accident proneness."

There is a true story of a woman- -

let's call her Alice- -who had about 16

accidents every year, although other

workers under the same conditions seldom

had any accidents. An investigation

revealed that Alice was the high-temperea

daughter of her hot-headed father, with

whom she lived, and with whom she

frequently clashed. When Alice learned

chat her emotional disturbances were
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causing her many accidents, she moved

away from home and kept a careful

check on her temper. In the next few

years she did not have a single accident.

In another case, a young man - -let's

call him Tom - -had an awful record of

accidents in his railroad work, and

finally lost an eye. It was discovered

that Tom had once borrowed $100 from a

loan shark, when he got married. HP

had paid back the entire $100, but

now the interest still due amounted

to another $100, and Tom was worried

sick about never gettfng out of the

hole. A company lawyer forced the loan

shark to cancel the illegal interest debt.

At last report, Tom has not had an

accident since.

When a man goes to work he cannot

always leave at home his loves, his

worries, his ferns, his hatreds, his

711xieti_es. Be may take them with him

on the job. Hts em.)tional disturbances

distract him, make him nervous and
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shaky, warp his jud&sent, make him

impulsive and careless. Then he is

wide open for accidents.

A su?ervisor who understands the

inner workings of human nature can some-

times help such an ar.31(..ent-prone worker

as this. Just listening to a man's

troubles, and showing understanding,

often helps. Wi-e advice may help, too.

The worker may be led to get profersional

help, or he may be put on less dangerous

work.

There is a different kind of

emotionally handicapped workmen--the

fellow who never grew up in his emotions,

whose emotional behavior is still like

that of a child. An angry infant cries,

a two-year old kicks and screams, a

schoolboy fights, an adolescent sulks,

but a healthy adult has more control of

his emotions most of the time. But

sometimes a big, husky man makes a habit

of cursing and physically attacking

people, or sulking, or maybe even crying
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like an infant. The person who has

never grown up in his emotions is

emotionally handicapped, and he is more

likely to have accidents. This kind of

fellow is not to be helped by the

supervisor, he needs professional help.

Some private industries provide

psychiatrists to give help to their

workmen who need such help. Mare and

more people are coming to understand

that emotional maladjustment, or

mental illness, is only an illness, like

any other ailment, and needs treatment.

Where a psychiatrist or psychological

counselor is available, supervisors can

try to get emotionally handicapped

workers of any kind to be helped by

professional counseling.

The whole series of these meetings

could be spent on "How emotional character-

istics or disturbances make people

accident prone". But this is enough to

give you the idea.
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4. Mental Ability. On some jobs,

laborers below a minimum level of men-

tal ability are much more likely to have

accidents. We cannot say that, the more

intelligent a waekman is, the less like-

ly he is to have accidents. We can say

that, in many jobs where it is possible

tc get hurt, workmen who are very low in

mental ability are likely to be "accident-

prone".

On the other hand, in a few jobs,

people with unusually high intelligence

are likely to be "accident-prone". One

transport company, on checking, found

that their truck drivers whose IQ's were

too high had a lot more accidents than

ordinary drivers did. It appeared that

the unusually intelligent drivers be-

came bored with the montonous routine of

long hauls, let their minds wander in-

stead of attending to their business)

and cracked up their trucks. They also

found that drivers who were much below

average in intelligence had more accidents

than ordinary drivers did.
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If you apply to that company for a

truck driving job nowadays, they will give

you an intelligence test, among other

things. If your score on the intelli-

gence test is either too low or too high,

you wont get the Job. Just a little above

average would give you the best chance.

5. Impulsiveness. The word

"impulsiveness" does not exactly describe

the human characteristic we want to talk

about now. Let's put it this way--if a

fellow is very quick in muscular activi-

ties, like tightening a dozen machine

screws with his fingers, but very slow

in noticing, or sizing up things, then he

is likely to be accident-prone. For

example, such a man might get started and

finish turning a valve BEFORE he could

see that it was the wrong valve--and blow

himself to bits.

It is often said that an impulsive

person is one who "acts before he thinkL".

It may be worse than that, if he is ca-

pable of quick or stupid actions--he

may act before he even sees exactly what

he is doing. Anyway, let's say that some
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people do almost everything faster than

they can see what they are doing, and they

are more likely to have accidents.

6. Popularity. It has been found

that, for some reason, workmen who are

most liked by their fellow workers

are likely to have fewer accidents than

others, while those who are most dis-

liked by other workers are likely to

have more accidents. Your guess as to

the reason for this fact is as good as

anybody's.

One report showed the psychological

causes of acciaents, from most common to

least comon to be as follows:

(Read quickly unless there is a question.}

Wrong attitudes

Inability to recognize dangers

Bad judgment of speed and distance

Impulsiveness

Irresponsibility

Absent mindedness

Nervousness and fear

Defective vision
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Diseases

"Slow on the trigger"

Worry and hopelessness

Inexperience

And several others.

For some of the causes of

accident proneness, we have pointed out

examples of what a supervisor can do

about them. In any case, an accident-

prone workman can be assigned to the

safest jobs. Special safety devices

may be used for some. Close supervision

may be provided for some. In a few

cases, nothing short rf replacement will

do any good.

In the spe-dal case of a seriously

may not be able to discover the causes

of " unpopularity". If he does find the

causes of unpopularity, he may or may

not oe able to do anything about them.

In many such cases, the unpopularity

may be due to emotional troubles,

which should be handled as such.

unpopular workman, the supervisor may or

-;7i;
-, -
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#7:4 on upper right of board.)

Remember, cemeteries are full of people

whose doctors could not solve their

problems, and prisons are full of

convicts whose lawyers could not solve

problems, and they are generally well

regarded. Don't be a perfectionist,

dealt with the effects of working

may have three other kinds of effects

on workers:

solve all his problems perfectly.

their problems. And yet, moth doctors

and lawyers are useful in solving

conditions on accident ^o es. Working

other important ways.

upper

Plane Slap -on

try to do better.

an

conditions may elso affect people in

Whatever the problems may be,

nobody should expect the supervisor to

To be exact, working conditions

Part of the preceding discussion

II. Working Conditions and
Efficiency

S7P19
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1. Physical effects

2. Psychological effects

3. Effects on work performance.

Prolonged physical work produces

actual physical changes in the body,

causing "physical fatigue". As this

occurs, the worker has less and less

strength and endurance. Be becomes

unable to perform as well as usual.

There are two important kinds of

psychological effects of working

conditions. One is the "feeling" of

fatigue, which may come with or with-

out any real physical changes.

Although his work does not require much

physical effort at all, a worker may

come to feel tired or "worn out". On

the other hand, a man engaged in

highly interesting but strenuous

activity may have all the physical changes

of "physical fatigue" and yet have nc

feeling of tiredness at all, no

psychological fatigue.
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Another important psychological

effect is "boredom". In this case, a

man may not feel tired at all, but he

just feels "sick" of what he is doing,

"bored stiff", so that he just can't

do any more of that. Like listening

to a dull lecture. He switches even-

tually to another activity, like a

party or a golf game, and immediately

feels enthusiastic about what he is

doing.

In addition to physical and

psychological effects, or maybe through

them, working conditions also affect work

output, or amount and quality of work

done. This is mainly what we are going

to look into next. Of course, these

three different, major effects of

working conditions are often related.

Physical fatigue, for instance, may

produce either psychological fatigue

or boredom, as well ab slowing down of

work. Boredom may actually produce

psychological fatigue and so on. In

the long run, the important problem is,
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"What working conditions affect

efficiency, or output?" (Place Slap-

on #7.5 on board, under #7.4.)

1. Visual Conditions. In some

jobs, visual conditions have an

important effect on performance, as

well as on accidents. How clearly

and distinctly a man can see is

determined not only by his own "eyesight",

but also by the lighting and by coloring.

Under bad londitions of eyesight,

lighting, or coloring, a workman may

still be able to see well enough but

the strain may cause fatigue, resulting

in lower work output. Workers with

visual handicaps ar.$ helped more by

improvement of lighting than are

workers with normal eyesight, although

both may benefit. What a supervisor

of outdoor workmen can do about the

problem of lighting has already been

discussed in connection with the

problem of accidents.
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under such conditions, an unusual

well established. In some cases of

noisy factories, work output has been

increased by putting workers in

rooms, or by the use of earplugs.

loud noises, however, are likely to

work is no longer affected. In fact,

period of quiet may cause a slowdown

effect on work output than you would

general surroundings may affect pro-

duction. The scientific use of color.

on the instruments and controls of

various machines may also improve per-

formance, and this is the main value

of noise on work output are not too

individual booths, or noise-proof work-

imagit.. The scientific use of colors

can also reduce the accident rate on

colors in outdoor work.

some jobs. The color scheme of the

"get used to" the noise, so that their

People who work constantly under

In some Jobs, colors have more

2. Noise Conditions. The effects

v.,
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in production. It seems that irregular

loud noises may do more harm than a

steady or regular loud noise.

Regardless of the effect of noise

on work output, it is a fact that long

periods of constant exposure to loud

noise is likely to cause some degree of

deafness.

In some jobs, lam' noise may not

affect work output. In some jobs loud

noise cannot be eliminated. In either

of these cases, however, something may

be done to prevent deafness, either by

reducing the noise as much as possible,

or by protecting workmen.

Music is not exactly a "noise", but

it is a sound. Nearly half of the

industrial plants in some sections of

the country provide music for their

workers. It has long been thought that

music is a good thing to have on some

jobs. Many of our famous old folk songs

were "work songs".
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Most workers like to have appropriate

music to work by, and very, very few

object to it. In some jobs, it has been

found that appropriate use of music

increases ouc,put, reduces waste, and

lessens fatigue. It is hard to believe,

however, that "Rc k and Roll" ,could reduce

either waste or fatigue.

3. Temperature Conditions. What

was said before, about the effects of

unusual extremes of temperature on

accident rate, also applies in much the

same way to work output.

4. Work Hours. A reduction of

the length of the working day, or shift,

in most jobs, is likely to increase the

amount of work done per hour. In reverse,

the more hours a man works per day, as

a general rule, the less work he gets

done per hour. From the standpoint of

cdther accidents of work output, it is

less costly to employ more workers with

shorter hours, so long as the pay per

hour remains the same.



tigations5. Rest Pauses. Most inves

have shown that rest pauses do bring in-

creased totalcreased production, even though t

amount of actual working time is reduced

gth of

for

thereby. The ideal number of len

rest periods will be different fo

different jobs. It 13 most common to

provide one rest period in the hird hour,

and one i the seventh hour, of an eight-

hour shift. The lengths of rest periods

are moot often between five and ten

minvfes each.

The rest period should not be long

enough for employees to leave the plant,

for place ot work, to get a "cup o

coffee", nor should they be allowed to

do so, if it can be tactfully prevented.

In too many cases, the "coffee break"

has become a costly tradition for em-

ployers. Too many cases of "ten-minute"

breaks have grown to habitual half-hour

some"coffee breaks". To avoid this,

employers have provided coffee or snacks

on the spot at break-time, either for

sale at cost, or free.
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Employers and supervisors cannot

usually choose whether to have rest

periods or not. It has been found to

be a fact that, when no formal rest

periods are provided, most workers will

find ways to take unauthorized rests at

their own convenience. In some cases,

these "unauthorized rests" actually

improve work-output, but in other cases

they may be very undesirable. (Turn to

Char': #7.3.)

6. Boredom. It is a well-known

fact tIlat tvreaom reduces work-output.

It is partly a matter of the kind of

task or operation performed. (Point

to Chart #7.3.) This man, here, feels

worn out, although he has the least

strenuous kind of job possible. In

this instance, however, I do not see

how his "work-output" could be reduced,

since he does not "put out" anything

in the first place. Nevertheless, it

does illustrate the fact that a working

condition--the monotony of his task-- -

may be a "boring" condition.
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A "boring" task is usually a simple,

easy activity performed over and over

again by a person, perhaps thousands of

times in a single working day. It is

what we call a "repetitive" task. It

is neither exciting nor challenging.

By contrast with the mattress tester,

a professional 3eauty contest judga's

job would not seem to be naturally

boring.

Boredom is a tough problem, but

there are a few ways to fight it. Music

may reduce boredom. If a task does not

require much concentration, a worker

may learn to use his imagination, or

sing, or converse, or engage in some

other activity at the same time, to re-

lieve boredom. Sometimes, workers can

be frequently switched from one task to

another.

One problem of

tough. Some people

just as others are '

The "boredom-prone"

boredom is especially

are "boredom-prone",

'accident-prone".

person just cannot
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seem to stick at any one thing very

long. He is likely to be restless and

nervous. In fact, most boredom-prone

people are emotionally handicapped.

Either they have an emotional disturb-

ance, or else they have never grown up

emotionally. Three-year-old children

cannot stick to the same activity very

long. For the supervisor then, a

boredom-prone worker is likely to be

an emotional problem, such as we have

already discussed.

A special version of boredom-

proneness is the highly intelligent

workman assigned to a simple manual task

to be performed endlessly all day.

Remember "self-actualization"? Remember

the over-intelligent truck driver? The

only answer to this problem is re-

assignment. (Place Slap-on #7.6 on

board, below #7.50

III. Human Engineering

One interesting and useful approach

to human nature on the job is called
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"Human Engineering". In human engineer-

ing, a man who operates a machine 16

considered to be ane of the two major

parts of the complete apparatus, the

other part being the purely mechanical

machine. For example, a flying apparatus

may 3onsist of two major parts, a pilot

and an airplane. Separate, neither

one can fly. Operating together, they

constitute what is called a man -

machine system ", and that "man- machine

system" can fly. You have all heard

that "It isn't the loose bolt that

causes automobile accidents, it's the

nut at the controls".

Now, this may seem pretty cold

blooded, but it has been a very useful

way of trying to improve the work of

man - operates machines. Human engineer-

ing attempts to do two things: in

general. First, it tries to discover

scientifically how to adjust the man to

fit the machine, by specialized training.

Second, it tries to discover how to

change the machine so as to make it fit
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the man, to make it as easy and

convenient as possible for him to

operate efficiently. (Turn to Chart

#7.4 )

For example, tile "man" part of a

"man-machine system" performs three

types of processes, as shown on the

chart--Information-receiving, Decision-

making; and Action-taking. (Place pla.-

on #7.7 on board, under #7.6.)

1. Information-receiving. The

activity of a machine operator depends,

first, upon getting information on which

his operations can be based. In dr/ving

an automobile, for instance, we get

information from our view of the road,

in front of us, to the sides of us

(crossroads), and behind us. The

human engineer, therefore, is concerned

about how much visibility is required.

in the design of a car. Drivers also

depend upon the various gauges on the

instrument panel--speedometer, gas,

generator, oil pressure, and so on.
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Human engineers, therefore, would like

to determine how to make the gauges most

noticab].e, easiest to read, and yet

least likely to require looking away

from the road very much. How would this

idea concern human engineers in connec-

tion with the men you supervise? Qnri

to get ideas from the group . If not

forthcoming, supply them.)

2. Decision - making. After the

operator of a machine gets information,

he must decide what it means. or what

to do about it. For example, you see

(get information) that your car is

skidding to the left on an icy road.

You have to decide what to do about it.

Should you jcm on the brakes, or Jam

the accelerator down? Should you turn

the steering wheel to the left, or to

the right? Or should you shut your

eyes and duck? Well, the human

engineer would analyze all the vital

decisions to be made in driving it

car, and would then teach you, in

advance, a few simple rules to follow.
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He would try, in other words to make the

decisions as automatic as possible--to

make them in advance. In industry, the

idea of ready-made decisions is called

"programming", and sometimes the

decisions are simply listed in a sort

of handbook. How can this be applied

to the work of your men? (Discuss, if

there is tim2.)

3. Action - Taking. Once the

operator's decision is made, he must

put it into action, auch as pulling a

lever, turning a wheel, pushing a

button, or manipulating some other

type of control. The human engineer

tries to find out how the machine should

be designed in order to make the

operator's action-taking as quick and

easy as pocsible. Where is the best

exact location for earn control, how

large should a control wheel be, and

so on? Now, how can this idea be

applied to the work done by the men

you supervise?
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Scientific human engineering is

best done by either industrial engineers

trained in it, or industrial psychologists.

Nevertheless, the foreman and supervisors

can make good use of the idea of human

engineering, especially in the planning

and arrange Ant of work to be done, and

in training new workmen. (Place Slap-on

#7.8 on board, under #7.7. Turn to

Chart #7.5.)

Another approach to improvement

of work-performance is called "Methods

Analysis", or sometimes "Job Analysis",

or else "Time and Motion Study". All

this means simply experimenting with

various methods of doing a job, or

ways of using a tool, and measuring the

results carefully, to find out which

way is best.

This is also tree ousiness of

industrial engineers or industrial

psychologists, mainly. They have often

discovered new methods which are far

superior to "tried and true" older
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methods used fox many, many years.

Here, again, alert foremen and

supervisors, by intelligent experiment-

ing, can work out new and better work

methods, and thereby step up production.

(Close with the usual discnssion
and/Or summary, and give the theme for
the last session.)

Hepner, Chapters 18, 19.
Maier, Chapters 11, 15, 16, 17, 18.
Tiffin and McCormick, Chapters 14, 15, 16.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to-the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader ", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The. natural flow of the instructor's own language
ahculd be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borroveas much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purpcsefUl, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free,.of
course, to use. other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts
may beused, if preferred.

This suggestion i3 based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the previous session,
as given by the instructor. Much Skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assu:ed in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a properly brief sumrary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of
the instructor--it could easily get out of hand, if he ip not
on guard.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language undeistandable to the least educated members of
the group,' without ENE condescension. $ome are likely to be
college es.

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughout, so that he will not finish
sash too early, nor run out of time.



SELF --TEST

Handout
SECOND SESSION

Self-Test on First Session

I. In the space to the left of each of the following statements
mark a "T" if the statement is true, or an "0" if it is either
wholly or pertly, false.

1. Give a person an inch and he'll take a Mile.

2. As the twig is bent, so grows the tree.

3. Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

4. All people are basically lazy.

5. Each man to his owns uaste.

6. Out of sight, out of mind.

7. Sauce r the goose is sauce for the gander.

8. All any man needs is a chance.

9. Blood will tell.

10. Kindness breeds kindness.

II. What are six ways in which people are all alike?

1. All behavior is

2. All behavior is

3. All behavior is

4. All people have the urge for

5. All people have the same

6. All people are products of both 6

T'I. What are six ways in which people are all different?

1. Specific of behafior. 4,

2. Specific of behavior 5.

. 3. Specific of behavior 6,

Note on scoring; alder I, give yourself one point _Atm if all ten
are correct. Give yourself point for each correct answer
to the six items under II and the six itesillider XII. Add
up your total score and divide by 13, to get your percentage.



SECOND SESSION
ANSWER SHEET

Self-Test on First Session

er I. In the space to the left of each of the following statements
mark a "T" if the statement is true, or an "0" if it is either
wholly, or partly, false.

O 1. Give a person an inch and he'll take a mile.

O 2. As the twig is bent, so grows the tree.

O 3. Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

O 4. All people are basically lazy.

0 5. Each man to his own 'caste.

O 6. Out of sight, out of mind.

O 7. Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.

O 8. All any man needs is a chance.

O 9. Blood will tell.

O 10. Kindness breeds kindness.

II. What are six ways in which people are all alike?

1. All behavior is caused

2. All behavior is motivated

3. All behavior is 'goal-directed

4. All people have the urge for self-actualization

5. All people have the same basic reeds

6. All people are products of both heredity 81 environment,.

III. What are six ways in which people are all different?

1. Specific causes of behavior. 4. capacities

2. Specific motives ..of behavior. 5. 1121229141______.

3. Specific ,goals ,of behavior. 6. environment

Note on scoring: Under I, give yourself one point max if all ten
are correct. Give yourself one point for each correct aniW
to the six items under II and the six items under III. Add
up your total score and divide by 13, to get your percentage.



Handout
THIRD SESSION

Self-Test on Second Session

I. In general order of occurrence, what are thc, major phases
of a complete element of simple behavior? CAB explained
in the second session).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. Goal

In the pyramid below fill in the names of the human needs
in Maslow's "hierarchy of needs," in order of dominance,
from "bodily needs" upward.



THIRD SESSION
ANSWER_SHEET

Self-Test on Second Session

I. In general order of occurrence, what are the major phases
of a complete element of simple beaavior? (As explained
in the second session).

1. Cue

2. Felt Need

3. Tension

4. Behavior

5. Goal

II. In the pyramid below fill in the ----3 of the human needs
in Maslow's "hierarchy of needs," in order of dominance,
from "bodily needs" upward.

ISelf-Actuslizationl

I

Social Needs
[

IBelongingness & Affection)

1

Safety Needs
-I

IBodily Needs



Handout
Fourth Session

Self -Teat on Third Session

I. People inherit no behaviors, only the physical mechanisms of
behavior. What four kinds of physiological structure moat
directly influence human behavior?

1. 3.

2. 4.

IX. What kinds of environmental factors (experiences) are moat
powerful in making a person the way he is?

5. 8.

6. 9.

T. 10.

III. According To Freud:

A. The mind consists of what two regions?

11. The and 12. the

B. What are the. names of the three members of the
"Board of Directors" in the mind'

13. Pleasure loving, powerful devil: the

14. The practical executive (realistic): the

15. The harsh, blue-nosed dictator: the

C. Who is the minor executive in the mind who does'the
door-keeping for the practical, realistic member of
the Board of Directors"?

16. The

D. What are four common techniques used by the nractical4
realistic member of the "Board of Directors," in, the
mind, to maintain "Peace at any price"?

17. 19.

18. 20.



FOURTH SESSION
ANSWER SHEET

Self-Test on Third Session

I. People inherit no behaviors, only the physical mechanisms
of behavior. What four kinds of physiological structure
most directly influence human behavior?

1. Receptors

2. Connectors

3. Effectors

4. Endocrine

II. What kinds of environmental factors (experiences) are most
powerful in making a person the way he is?

5. Satisfaction sources 8. Treatment by intimates

6. Infant care 9. Demands vs capacities

7. Examples of parents 10. Success vs failure

III. According to Freud:

A. The mind consists of what two regions?

11. The conscious and 12. the unconscious

B. What are the names of the three members of the
"Board of Directors" in the mind?

13. Pleasure loving, powerful devils the id

14. The practical executive (realistic): the ego

15. The harsh, blue-nosed dictators the superego

C. Who is the. minor executive in the mind who does the
door-keeping for the practical, realistic member of
the "Board of Directors"?

16. The censor

D. What are four common .techniques used by the practical,
realistic member of the "Board of Directors," in the
mind, to maintain "Peace at any price"?

17. Repression

18. Atonement

19. Transrerence

90. Reaction formation



Handout
FIFTH SESSION

Self -Teat on Fourth Sessior.

I. What do we call the condition w) ch produces such tension
in a person that he is compelled to employ some "technique
of adjustment" behavi.or?

1.

What are the three moat common, specific, "defense"
techniques of adjustment?

2. 4.

3.

III. What are the three most common, specific, "escape" tech-
niques of adjustment?

5. 7.

6.

IV. What two general personality traits are most likely to
doom a person to continual frustration throughout his
life?

8.

9.

V. Name seven important rules for habit formation.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.



FIFTH SESSION
ANSWER SHEET

Self-Test on Fourth Session

I. What do we call the condition which produces such tension
in a person that he is compelled to employ some "technique
of adjustment" behavior?

1. Frustration

II. What are the three most common, specifics "defense"
techniques of adjustment?

2. Substitution 4. Projection

3. Rationalization

III. What are the three most common, specific, "escape" tech-
niques of adjustment?

5. Regression 7. Fantasy

6. .Bepression

IV. What two general personality traits are moat likely to
doom a person to continual frustration throughout his
life?

8. Egocentricity

9. Level of Aspiration

V. Name seven important rules for habit formation.

10. Regular Practice

11. Determination

12. Immediate Start

13. Find Success (Success Satisfying)

14. No Exceptions

15. Lapses Unsatisfactory

16. Opportunities seized



SELF-TEST

Handout
SIXTH SESSION

Self-Test on Fifth Session

I. Definition of a motive

1. What is it? A

II. Name the three classes of motives for working, and give an

Class

4.

Example

5. an activity

example of each.

or a

2. Where is it? the

What three things may it do?

3. an activity

an activity

6.

7.

8.

III. What one principle of behavior interferes most with perfect
motivation of a workman?

9. causation of behavior

IV. Other than "cooperation" and "supervisory relations;"
name five other specific motivations of efficient work.

10.

11,

12.

13.

14.

. _ ..



SIXTH SESSION
ANSWER SHEET

SelfTest on Fifth Session

I. Definition of a motive

1. What is it? A want or a felt need

2. Where is it? Within the individual

What three things may it do?

3. Initiate an activity

4. Sustain an activity

5. Directs an activity

II. Name the three classes of motives for working, and give an
example of each.

Class Example

6. Immediate Activity - pleasure

7. Tangible incentive Money - (house, car, boat, wife)

8. Ideals Service to humanity

III. What one principle of behavior interferes most with perfect
motivation of a workman?

9. Multiple causation of behavior

IV. Other than "cooperation" and "supervisory relations,"
name five other specific motivations of efficient work.

10. Competition

11. Tangible Incentive

12. Fear of Failure

13. Feelings of success

14. Knowledge of progress



Handout
SEVENTH SESSION

Self-Test on Sixth Session

I. What is the main difference between an attitude and
an opinion?

1.

II. What is_the most effective iway of encouraging a workman
to respond truthfully on an "attitude scale" designed to
measure his attitude toward the company?

2.

III. What are four ways of acquiring attitudes?

3.

4.

5.

6.

IV. Do attitudes of workmen toward "the company in general"
have any effect on: (answer "yes" or "no" for each)

7. Productivity?

8. Absenteeism?

9. Tardiness?

10. Turnover?

V. To the average worker, is his pay usually the most important
aspect of his job? {Answer "yea" or "no") 11s.

VI. What are usually three of the most important influences
on workers' morale?



SEVENTH SESSION
ANSWER SHEET

Self-Test on Sixth Session

I. What is the main difference between an attitude and an
opinion?

1.. Attitudes always have favorable or unfavorable tone,
opinion does not.

What is the most effective way of encouraging a workman
to respond truthfully on an "attitude scale" designed to
measure his attitude toward the company?

2. Answers be anonymous or an opinion survey

III. What are four ways of acquiring attitudes?

3. Imitation experience

4. Emotion Experience

5. Informative

6. Self Cultivation

IV. Do attitudes of workmen toward "the company in general"
have any effect on: (answer "yes" or "no" for each),

7. Productivity? no 9. Tardiness? yes

8. Absenteeism? yes 10. Turnover? yes

V. To the average worker; is his pay usually the most
important aspect of his Job? (Answer "yes" or "no")

11. No

NI. What are usua 4 three of the most important influences
on workers' mo.tle?

12. Supervisor's Behavior

13. Decision Nhking,

14. Open Communication



HANDOUT #1

Fourth Session

Suggestions For Dealing With Frustration

1. Try to assign to each workman tasks that are
reasonably possible for hint.

P. Recognize every workman by knowing and using his
name, avoiding humiliating nick-names.

3. Know something about each -,rkman's personal
interests - hobbies, ambitions, worries, frailly, etc. - and
speak with him about them occasionally.

4. Encourage each man in beneficial off- the -job
interests.

5. Give workmen commendation whenever and wherever
it can be found justifiable.

6. Always avoid using sarcasm and ridiolle.

7. Give clear, complete, detailed directions about
exactly what is to be done.

8. Ti s lonstantly to help your workmen understand
how and why they are making important contributions to
other people, through their woAlk,

9. Seldom, if ever, threaten to fire a man, but let
every:man know how satisfactory his work is or is not.

10. When necessary, offer helpful suggestions, instead
of telling what and how much is wrong in a man's work.

11. If a workman is unproductive, either tire him or
encourage him - avoid pushing him into frustration which

make him worse.

12. Avoid unnecessarily excessive motivation - it
causes frustration, disorganization, and worse performance
in the long run than no motivation at all.

13. Avoid making promises you may, not be able to keep.

14. Encourage and assist frust'ated workmen to
substitute accessible goals for inaccessible ones.



Handout #1 P. 2

15. Avoid destroying a frustrated workman's rationali-
-ations or projections, no matter how false they are, unless
you can offer a better solution to his tension.

16. Avoid dependence on reausurance alone to relieve
tensions. Offer more tangible evidence.

17. Try to 0. every workman, into some sort of social
relationship with some other workmen, unless there are
insurmountable barriers, such as race.

18. If a workman is over-dependent on you, avoid
encouragement of dependency, but do give him just enough
help to enable him to work things ut for himself.

19. Avoid trying to deal directly with repression or
fantasy--try instead to deal with the basic causes of the
frustration, if possible, in those cases.

20. If a workman relies too much upon over-aggressiveness
or temper' tantrums, make sure, in a reasonable way, that he
does not find that behavior frrttful.

There are a great many more ways to deal with the
problem of frustration, but those suggestions should give
you 4-.*Ie idea that much can be done if you understand hod
human nature works.



HANDOUT #2

Sixth Session

Instruments for Measuring Attitudes

Sample
Question
1. Can a man get ahead in this organization

if he tries hard enough?
2. Will your boas usually listen to new

ideas from workmen?

Sample #2
3tatemeff
1. I usually know where I stand with

my boos.
2. The outfit pays us Net as little as

they.can get away with.

Sample
Put a &Ole around your response
1. Comtared with other organizations,

is pretty good.
Ptrongly
agree agree undecided

2. Every workman in this organization
[strongly
agree agree undecided

Yee No

Mark X if true

the pay in

disagree

is treated

disagree

Sample
Queatfon
1. Do you feel that you Italy under

[stand how your retirement [western
work?

2. Have you ever advised a friend to try
to get a job with this organization?

3. Does your foreman know more about the
work to be done than hie workmen do?

this one

strongly
dieagree

fairly.
[strongly
disagree

Yee No



HANDOUT #3

Sixth Session

Suggestions for Promoting Morale

1. Show by words and action a personal interest in the
progress and welfare of each workman.

2. Know thoroughly the work done by your workman.

3. D'fend your workmen from mistakes by higher manage-
ment, witnout showing disloyalty to management.

4. Set a constant example of respect and liking for
your organization.

5. Think more about what you can do FOR your workmen,
rather than what you can do TO them.

6. Spend more time planning, organizing, and motivating,
rather than impatiently "doing it yourself".

7. Encourage your workmen to think for themselves,
don't direct every detailed movement.

8. Give praise freely whenever it can be Justified.

9. Avoid pure "favoritism ".

10. Welcome ideas or suggestions from your workmen,
and give credit for them.

11. Be patient and toiniant, although firm. Don't
demand perfection from everybody, especially yourself.

12. Encourage free expression between your workmen,
between workmen and yourself, and between workmen and
management.

13. Provide your workmen with as much correct, favorable.
information about policies and prac*ices of the organization
as possible.

14. Let your group hear you brag about your group to
others. Never complain, anywhere, about what;a "sorry"
group you have.

15. Keep morale constantly in mind as a goal in every-
thing you think, say or do.



HANDOUT Pi

Eighth Session

EVALUATION OF THE COURSE

DO NOT SIGN THIS

This measurement of the attitude of this group toward
this course may help us to make it a better course. Please
answer frankly. No one will know which paper is yours.

To the right of each statement below, put a circle
around SA if you "strongly agree". around A if yOrneee"
somewhat, around U if you are "uncertain", around D.if you
"disagree" somewhat, or around SD if you "strongly disagree".
Mark every statement.

Remember -- SA = Strongly agree

A = Agree

U = Uncertain

D = Disagree

SD = Strongly disagree

1. This course should help
most people to understand
human nature better.

SA

2. Most of the things in this SA
course are interesting.

3. The course made me do a SA
lot of thinking.

4. There were plenty of help- SA
ful examples of practical
applications.

5. The course is just about SA
the right length.

6. The summaries were very SA
helpful.

A U D .80

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD



7. Most industrial supervisors SA
need to have a course like
this one.

8. I would like to know more SA
about the kinds of things
in this course.

The language used by the SA
instructor was easy to
understand.

10: The slap-on labels were SA
very helpful in keeping
up with what was said.

11. The charts were very help- SA
ful in understanding the
ideas explained.

12. I wanted to pay close OA
attention to what was
being said and shown.

13. If I were the head of a SA
company or a department,
Iwould want my supervisor'
to have a course like this
one.

14. A supervisor who used the OA
things in this course can
become a better supervi-
sor.

15. There should be very feW SA
changes in what this
course has in it.

16. Most of the ideas present- BA
ed in this course made
sense.

17. This course should be
taught to all college
students who are prepar-
ing to become leaders in
industry.

8A

Handout Pt P. 2

A U D SD

A U D $.1)

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D SD

A U D OD

A U D SD

AU D SD

A U D OD

A U D OD

A U D BD



18. People who take this
course are likely to
remember some of the things
in it for a long time.

19. There is more than "just
common" .sense in this
course.

20. This course covers plenty
of important things.

Handout #4 P. 3

3A A U D SD

BA A U D SD

SA A U D SD



HANDOUT 16
Eighth Session

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN NATURE AT WORK
Outline Summary of the Course
for Industrial Supervisors

FIRST SESSION
People Are All Alike in Different Whys

I. Peopll Are All Allke, in several ways:
A. 1reh-rtraorcaused.
t. All behavior is motivated
C. All behavior is goal-seeking
D. All people have an urge for self-actualizing
R. All people have the same basic needa
F. All people are products of both heredity and

environment

II. Pe le Are All pliffermji, in several ways:
DieriTeErailiita-even the same behavior

B. Different motives for behavior
C. Different goals of behavior
D. Different capacities for behavior

.E. Different hereditary determinants
F. Different environmental determinants

III. Distribution or traite. A supervisor of a large numberrniwortmen.p-Orb3Mrwill find a big majority of them
about like the average one In ability and performance.
This is a useful and necessary principle.

SECOND SESSION
Human Needs--Origin of Behavior

T. Blue pint of Behavior
A. emeuri sUOTnplete behavior pattern

1. Cue 4. Behavior
2. Felt need 5. Goal attainment
3. Tension

EL Most specific needs are learned
C. The Blueprint (see next page)

II. Levels of needs (see next page)

THIRD AND FOURTH SESSIONS
What Makes People the Way They Are

I. What is inherited? (No "traits" as such)
A. Receptors C. Effectors
B. Connectors D. Endocrine glands

II. Most Significant Environmental Influences
X7--The individual's particular71WiRirsources of

satisfactions for needs
B. General quality of infant care
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Third and Fourth Sessions (Continued)

C. Examples set by parents
D. Treatment by intimate associates
E. General level of "demands" upon him in comparison

with his capacities
F. Appropriate balance of "success" feelings and

"failure" feelings

III, Freud's Ideas of what makes people the way they are
r--1,RFEMP"conscious mind" and the comparatively

small "conscious" mind
B. The board of directors

1. The "id"--the unconscious, unmoral cravings for
pleasure

2. The "ego"--practical, realistic knowledge of
consequences

3. The "superego"--harsh moral director, punishes
with "guilt"

C. Techniques for "peace of mind" at any price
1. Repression
2. Atonement
3. Transference (or displacement)

Reaction formation

IV, Frustration (nee preceding page)

Ar. Techniques of itaLtmittn

V. Traits Leading to Frustration
17VocentricilI

Leveld of aspiration unreasonably high

VII. Rules for Habit Maki (and breaking)rgeirii with power u etermination-no lukewarm
decision

B. Begin immediately
C. Find satisfactions in use of the new habit.-reward

yourself
D. Allow no exceptions
E. Find dissatisfaction in any failure to use the new

FiErt.-punieh yourself
F. Find every possible chance to use the new habit.

Practice regularly.
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FIFTH SESSION
Nature and Uses of Motivation

Page l

I. A Motive is a desire, or felt need, within the individual,
which initiates, sustains or directs an ac'ivity, and
often determines the point of completion

II. General Classes of Motivating Forces
17=nme aMorfve is (activit3-Friisure)
B. Tangible incentives
C. Ideals (service to society)

III. Special Cautions in Motivating
A. Be suFe1,16u are really trying to motivate

the other fellow not blindly responding to your
own personal, unconscious motives

B. Remember that what is done to motivate one man in
a group may undesirably motivate other Zibers at
the same time

C. Remember that behavior has anal causes, some beyond
your control

IV. 4pecial es of Motivations
A. Know a e.Wfr progress
B. Feeling of success (constructive)
C. Fear of failure (disorganizing)
D. Tangible incentives
R. Supervisory relationships
F. Competition
O. Cooperation

SIXTH SESSION
Attitudes and Morale

I. Definitions
A: An attitude is a sort of general way of looking at

something, or somebody, usually with rather favorable
or unfavorable feelings to some extent.

B. An opinion is what you think is a fact, whether it
is true or not, whethei735-have any particular
feelings about it or not
1. An opinion ismore specific than an attitude
2. Opinions are often badly distorted by strong

attitudes.
C. Morale is a sort of "team spirit" in a group,

without reference necessarily to competition
with another group
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Sixth Session (Continued)

Page 5

II. Measuring Attitudes
A. By traniTOBTervation of workmen and records
B. Ay formal "attitude scales" or "opinion surveys".

III. How Attitudes Are Developed,
AT- by imitiafrai
B. By strong emotional experiences
C. By information, sometimes false
D. By pelf-cultivation

IV. Effects of Attitudes of Workers Toward -- "The Company"
A. Such attitudes usailYTrEaliffiet poductivity

or hard work
B. They do adversely affect:

1. ABienteeism
2. Tardiness
3. Turn-over

V. What Builds Morale?
17-7673UFeWilBFIs personality and met%Dds of dealin"'

with workmen (See Handout #3)
B. Sharing in decision-making
C. Openness of communication (See Eighth Session)

SEVENTH SESSION
How Working Conditions Affect Human Behavior

I. IndustriaI Accidents
A. 9tiA of induct ai accidents are preventable
B. Over 90% of indudtrial accidents are the result

of human nature
C. External conditions affecting accident rates

1. More accidents per man-hour on longer working
periods

2. Natural hazards greater on some jobs than others,
calling for maximum use of safety devices and
regulations

3. Unusually highor low temperature and humidity
favor accidents

4. More accidents under a step-up in production
when accomplished merely by harder or longer
Working hours.

5. Fatigue favors accidents
6. Bad lighting favors accidents on certain jobs

D. Accident proneness, due tot
1. Visual defects
2. Age or length of service (younger or less ex-

perienced workers tend to have more accidents)
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How Working Conditions Affect Haman Behavior

D. Accident Proneness (Continued)
3. Emotional distress
4. Inappropriate level of intelligence
5. Impulsiveness
6. Slow sptId of reaction
,7. Unpopularity

II. Workm Conditions A:fecting Efficient
! Inadequate lightirg or co or ng
B. Ireegular, distracting noises
C. Unusually high or low temperature and humidity
D. Length of the working day or shift
E. Rest pauses, or the lack of them
F. Boredom

Page 6

M. Human ineer
ENan- chine ystems-- proceases o1 the "man" aspect

1. Information-receiving
2. Decision-making
3. Action-taking

B. Methods Analysis
1. Job analysis
2. Time and motion study

EIGHTH SESSION
How Co-Workers. Affect Behavior of Each Other

I. Communication
17Stei-----idependence of Supervisor and Workman
B. Varied Means of Communication
C. Important Aspecits of Person-to-Person Communication

1. "Noise" interference
a. Different meanings to different people
b. More than one talking at the same Vie
c. Mechanical, distracting noises
d. Receiver's own self-talk (thoughts)

2, by intermediates (middlemen)
Directions one way or two way communication

4. Dual content. facts and feelings
II. Structure and Operation of a Group

A. Degree of Organization--high or low
B. Type or "climate" of organization

1. Autocratic
2. Democratic
3. Laissez-faire
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How Co-Workers Affect Behavior of Each Other (Continued)

III. Value of Pride in Own Decisions

IV. Leadership
cial and Unofficial Leaders

B. Job Leader and Social Leader
C. Qualities of a Good Leader

1. Higher intelligence
2. Greater knowledge of the work
3. Greater feeling of security

D. Behavior of a Good Leader
1. Talks freely and persuasively
2. Conceives most of the ideas
3. Plans and organizes work in detail
4. Coordinates tasks
5. Serves as a sort of center of communications
6. Makes woof; of the decisions, though not all

V. Group Pressurea Influence Workers

VT. Am Communication Systems (network)
Wheel

1. Solves the first problem quicker
2. The center man usually becomes the leader
3. General morale and enthusiasm is lower,

excepting center man
4. Center man enjoys work most, others less.

than in the circle
B. The Circle

1. Ndre adaptable to later taski
2. Any member may become the leader
3. General morale and enthusiasm is higher
4. All members may enjoy their work

C. inevitability of networks
D. Desirability of each type dependent upon the

particular job
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

I. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him beet. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the previous session,
as given by the instructor. Much Skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to hav,e paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of
the instructor--it could easily get out of hand, if he is not
on guard.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understandable to the least educated members of
the group, without and condescension. Some are likely to be
college gra:MEEt

10. Nevet close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughout, so that he will not finish
much too early, nor run out o/ time.
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COMMUNICATION
Noise
Intermediates
Directions
Content

ORGANIZATION
Level
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Democratic
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EIGHTH SESSION

HOW CO-WORKERS AFFECT BEHAVIOR
OF EACH OTHER
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Flannel board , stand
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Charts #8.0 - 8.7
Self-testing Handouts (if needed)
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Heretofore, we have been examining

and analyzing the nature er behavior of

an individual human being. We have

looked closely at how he behaves when

certain things go on inside of him or

outside of him.

People seXdam operate, however,

as independent individuals. Although

there are some unnatural exceptions,

people are mainly "gregarious". That

is they prefer to work and live to-

gether, in pairs, or in groups of three

or more. This complicates the study

of human nature. There is, in fact,

a whole science devotei to the study

of groups of people, not as collections

of separate individuals, but as operat-

ing groups. This science is usually

called "social psychology", or sometimes

"sociology".

In this last session, then, we

are going to tak- a look at the nature

and behavior of pairs and groups of

people. How does th,.: behavior of one
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member of a group affect, and also

depend upon, the behavior of the

members of the group?

- I. Person-to-Person Behavior

In our modern society. especially

in industry, people are Jependeut on

each other, more and more. How many

of you actually produce, by hunting or

agriculture, all 4-he food you eat?

How many of you, by your own hands,

make the clothes you wear? How many

of you, by your own hands, have built

th.: houses you live in? In thousands

of less obvious ways, we depend upon

each other for sheer survival.

In other words, the satisfaction

of most of our needs depends almost

entirely on the behavior of other

people. In order to do well, indeed,

to survive, we must try tc influence

the behavior of each other. To get

money, we must influence people to

engage in money-giving behavior - in

other words, to \continue to employ us
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or to give us promotions, or to pay us

higher wages. We must influence people

to give us safety, belongingness, or

esteem--those kinds of behavior.

It would seem that a supervisor

controls the behavior of his dorkmen

because they depend on approval from

him. It is equally true, though not so

apparent, that the supervisor depends

upon his workmen. (Turn to Chart #8.1.)

Unless the supervisor can influence

his workmen to work hard, steadily, and

peacefully, HE MAY LOSE HIS JOB, TOO.

The employer depends upon the employee.

The boss may even put advertisements in

the newspaper, asking literally for

"help". He needs (depends on) workmen,

just as much as they need (depend on)

him.

So, the boss may influence (not

"control") the worker, but the worker

also influences the boss. They are

"interdependent". In an interdependent

society, like ours, influencing
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behavior is nearly always a two-way

process.

Influence IzCommunication. A

large part of our "influencing" of each

other is done thrralgh simple "communi-

cation": through message sending and

we run into more difficulty than you

would' suspect. Like the young couple

The girl sighed "Aren't the stars

numerous tonight?"

receiving: back and forth. Communication

is not Just by words, of course. The

boss approaches a workman, which may be

you". The boss sees the workman then

getting down to hard work, and thus the

workman is communicating to the boss

as good as saying "I've got my eyes on

strolling in the moonlight, hand in hand.

"I got your message".

Much of our communication, however,

is done by words or gestures, and there

"Yeah ", replied the boy, "and

aint there a lot of them"
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Suppose that Bill is trying to

communicate to Jim. Bill may'just

talk to Jim, or he may write and send

a message to him. Let's suppose that

Bill is talking to Jim. All kinds of

"interference", somewhat like the

interference with radio, or telephone

reception, may keep Jim from getting

clear, understandable reception of

Bill's talking.

Other people may be 'talking to

Jim at the same time. Loud machinery

may keep Jim from hearing Bill. Any

distractions which interfere with clear

reception of direct communication are

called "noise", in this explanation.

There are psychological noises,

too. Jim's own thoughts may interfere.

Jim may be so afraid of Bill that he

does not hear. "Code noises", surth as

language from Bill that Jim does not

understand, may keep Jim from getting

the message clearly.



For example, the clotstop may

come at the end, or the perforice may

be delayed in capasio before it can

berdice, and get across. Understand?

When B111 communicates to Jim we

usually think of Bill talking directly

to Jim. However, messages sometimes

pass from the sender, through one or

more other people, to the receiver.

Let's see how this works.

We are going to pass a message

from me, through five of you, to a

sixth person, and see how it comes out.

(Point to one member of the group, and

)

"Will you come up here, please?"

Then to the "volunteer", loud

enough for all to h ear: "I as going

to read secretly to you a message,

which yad will secretly repeat to the

next man, and so on until the sixth

person has heard the message. The

last person will be asked to write down

the message on a card. Then we'll read
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aloud both the original message and the

final version, and compare them. Each

man must state the message only mile,

and quietly, so that only the next one

can hear it. This is the message:"

"The District Manager will pick
you up in a Fiat at Thirteenth and
Champagne Streets, at seven o'clock on
Thursday morning. Be very surreptitious,
because the manager is schizophrenic.
When you get to the excavation, take the
thermostatic tri-wheel off the coil
machine and send it to the electronic
repair center."

(Now call a second man forward,
and have the first man repeat the
message to the second one. Continue
this, until the sixth man has re-
ceived the message. Have the last
man write the message on a 5" x 8"
card, or piece of paper, and take it
from him.)

This is the original message, as

given to the first man: (Read aloud

the ORIGINAL meettiagel, above.)

This is the way the last man got

it: (Read aloud what the last man has

written, and comment on the differences.)

So far, we have described only

one-way communication. This is like

a radio operator who has a transmitter
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for sending messages, but no receiver

for getting messages. In some

industrial organizations today there

is mostly one-way communication from

employer, through supervisors, to

workmen. This has two serious dis-

advantages.

First, workmen do not get clearly

understood communication from their

employers and supervisors, and this

favors inefficient operation of an

organization. Second, employers get

through their supervisors no

communication from workmen. Under

one-way communication, supervisors or

foremen give orders and instructions

and workmen merely act accordingly.

Not necessarily according to the

instructions intended, but only

according to the workmen's own version

of the instructions.

Under two-way communications,

there is an exchange of ideas, feelings

and information. A supervisor, for
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example, encourages questions,

suggestions or even "talking things

over " sometimes.

One-way communication has several

apparent advantages for management.

First, it is quicker. Second, it gives

an appearance of managerial efficiency.

Third, it favors "power" for managers.

Fourth, manage:s do not have to have

their mistakes called directly to their

attention. Fifth, managers can blame

workmen for mistakes, claiming that

the workmen were not bright enough to

understand plain words.

On the other hand, there are two

advantages for two-way communication.

First, unfamiliar or difficult

messages are likely to be more clearly

understood. Second, the receivers feel

more sure of their understanding.

In communication, information

must be not only sent, but also re-
^

ceived. To th,it extent that information

is not received, communication is
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absent, or lacking.

The content of communication is,

of course, important, but there are

two kinds of content. One kind is

fact--what a conversation is about,

like baseball, politics, and so on.

Another kind of content is "feeling".

That is, the WAY a man says something

is as important as what he says. "You

dirty dog", for example, may be an

affectionate greeting, while "Hello"

may be an insult. (Place Slap-on Ea

on board at upper left.)

In summary, there are four important

aspects of person-to-person communication:

(Read from Slap-on tiLl) Noise, interme-

diates, direction, and content. A little

later, we are going to talk about

communication systems, or "network' with-

in an organization.

II. Structure and Operation
of a Group

Pick five names at random from a

telephone bcJk--Harold Jones, Bob Brown,
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Jerry Smith, Ralph Green, and Larry

Adams. These fixe men do not.consti-

tute a group. They have nothing of

importance in common, to distinguish them

from all other people. An industrial

supervisor and the twenty men under him,

however, do constitute a group, and it

is that kind of a group we want to

examlne. (Place slap-on EA on bo,

below #8.1.)

In order to accomplish anything

as a group, the group must be organized.

A group with a low level of organization

is one in which each member may be

shifted from one task to another, from

day to day, or from hour to hour. A

highly organized group is one in

which(ach man regularly performs a

specific kind of task, and yet does

it in cooperation with the other members

and their tasks. A football team, a

ship's crew, or the employees of an

assembly-line factory are examples of

highly organized groups. In general,

the more highly organize( a group is,
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the more it will acco,4plish. (Turn to

Chart 18.2.)

Groups also differ as to type of

organization, or "social climate".

This refers mostly to the system of

control of a group, or the governing

of a group. It is something like the

system of government of a nation.

We usually think of the two

extreme forms of group control as

"autocraticYor "democratic". Under

"autocratic" control, one man alone

holds control of the group, and no

other member or members have anything

to say about what anybody else or

everybody else does. Under "democratic"

control, every member of the group is

at least entitled to a share in the

making of rules, regulations and

decisions.

And yet, there is a third extreme

form of group control- -the complete

absence of all control, in which every

individual is entirely ree to do
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whatever he pleases. This is called

"laissez-faire" leadership. 'It means

that the leadership--either the one-man

autocrat or the group as a whole--simply

exerts no control, but lets every man

do as he chooses.

Of course, no group has an

absolutely autocratic, nor democratic,

nor laissez-faire organization.

Theoretically, leaderShip could be

absolutely autocratic and, at the

same time, completely laissez-faire,

if a benevolent but absolute autocrat

preferred not to use his power, but

allowed people to do as they wished.

On the other hand, democratic leader-

ship can be extremely rigid and dictator

. rial, as the government of a democratic

nation is likely to be in wartime

It appears that there are four

theoretical extremes in group leader-

ship: (Point to chart i8.2 to

illustrate each.)
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Strict autocracy
Laissez-faire autocracy
Strict democracy
Laissez -faire democracy

Under laissez - faire conditions,

however, it does not matter whether

there is autocracy or emocracy, since

they exert no control. Therefore, the

types of organi-ltional climate boil

down to these three--laissez-faire,

autocracy, and demJcracy. In all three

types, of course, there does have to be

a leader, to unify the group.

What does all this have to do with

the accomplishment of a group, with its

productivity? W11, in general, under

laissez-faire conditions, the members

of a group do not like their leader,

they do not like their activities,

and they accomplish least of all groups.

In industry, however, laizzez-faire

conditions are not likely to be found.

So, how does autocratic climate compare

with democractic climate?

Well, an autocratic group is

likely to accomplish more work, but
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only so long as they are close under

the thumbs of their supervisors. In

the absence of the leader, members

stop working. They dislike their

leader, and form separate "cliques"

within the group. There is likely to

be some dissension and negative aggres-

sivenebs.

In a democratic group, the members

are more likely to continue working in

the absp- e of the leader, and they are

more cooperative and agreeable. They

chow a stronger team spirit, more

responsibility. and more fa orable

attitudes.

So which is better? That depends

on the circumstances. If the workers

can be kept under Olose check by the

supervisor, if the job does not require

cooperative teamwork, if turnover,

tardiness, or absenteeism are no bother,

and if quality of work is relatively

unimportant, then autocratic leadership

is more productive.
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But if members are going to have

to work sometimes on their own, or if

enthusiastic, cooperative teamwork is

needed, or if low rates of turnover,

tardiness and absenteeism are very

desirable, or Li! the quality of work

is relatively important, then democratic

leadership is more effective.

Remember, however, that democratic

leadership does NOT mean leaving

members to do as they wish--that would

be laissez-faire leadership, no leader-

ship at all. And democratic leadership

is more difficult.

This does not tell the whole story.

What about the results of critical

decisions as to woxk methods, choices

of tools, rate of work, setting of

goals, and so on? Greater productivity

is likely to result from which method

of making such decisions--autocratic

decisions are simply passed down, or

announced, by management--or when there

are group decisions in which workmen
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participate? (Place Slap-on #8.3 on

board at upper right.)

There is clear-cut evidence that,

under sogal conditions, appropriate

group decisions are followed by in-

creased productivity, whereas autocratic

decisions may actually be followed by

decreasing productivity, aggressiveness

against management, quitting, and

grievance complaints.

NOTE: The instructor, at this
point, may wish to describe briefly some
actual cases, or studies in industry, as
given in the text by No R. F. Maier,rsapp
Psychology in Industry, Spcond Edition,
pp. 149-157. Tbosion: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1955.) In fact; the material
rrom pages 157 to 162 and 170 to 176,
in the same source, may also be useful
to the instructor at this point.

In carrying out their own group

decisions, workmen are likely to show

enthusiasm and pride In their decisiont,

higher setting of standards of quantity

and quality of work, and longer stick-

ing to the decisions without enforcement

by supervisors.
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There arc usually certain limits

to the method of group decisions. Some

of these limitations are as follows:

1. The workmen under a particular

supervisor cannot make group decisions

on problems where the organization

allows the supervisor, himself, no

authority.

2. Some decisions have to be made

by technical and professional experts,

like surveyors or chemists.

3. Some decisions are limited by

state and federal laws.

4. In some organizations, certain

decisions are limited by union contracts

or policies.

5. Some decisions are too trivial

to justify the time required for group

decisions.

6. Sometimes urgent decisions

have to be made instantly, with no

time for group discussion.
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7. Neither supervisors nor work-

men can spend very much time in group

discussions.

Within these limits, however, a

few group decisions, on problems that

concern workmen most, can be made, and

much can often be gained by doing so.

The idea of group decisions may be

important to supervisors in another

way, too. Supervisors often constitute

a group which may be called upon to

cooperate with THEIR immediate superiors

in the making of group decisions. In

any case, private industry has found

that the method of group decisions, at

all levels, pays off in dollars and cents.

In order to accomplish much, any

group, whether autocratic or democratic,

must have a leader. But the leader of

a group is not necessarily the person

officially appointed by higher authority.

An appointment to the position of

foreman or supervisor is like a college

diploma. A college diploma may give a
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man a chance to try a job, but it will

not guarantee his success at :t.t. He

has to de his job well, in order to

hold it.

Similarly, a man's appointment to

a position of leadership, such as fore-

man or supervisor, does hot guarantee

that he will be able to perform

successfully the duties of a leader.

Neither does it guarantee that his

workers will want to be led by him, or

accept him as their real leader.

Official authority gives a man

power.tb drive or force his group to

do his bidding, temporarily, at least.

It doesnot automatically make the

members of.his group willing to do as

he says. If a group rejects the

appointed man, they are likely to

resist his control in every way they

safely can. (Turn to chart #8.3.)

In that case, the boss becomes,

in reality, an opponent of the group.

The situation becomes a contest to
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see how much or how little each side

can get away with. The group will

usually select, informally, a member

to lead them in this contest. Domination

becomes the main goal of the official

boss, and evasion the main goal of the

rest of the group, while the work-goals

become secondary, or less important,

for both sides.

The real leader of the group is

then the member who leads them in the

contest against the boss--they are

WILLING to follow him.

If the holding of official

authority does not make a leader, what

does? As already Indicated, a group

usually selects its own leaders. The

officially appointed man is likely to

have the best chance to be selected, or

at least accepted, by the group as its

leader, if he does his job well. His

chances of being accepted as the real

leader also depend on his position in

the communication system within the

group, as we shall see, in a few minutes.
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Of course, an efficient leader

has to have, as prerequisites, certain

qualities, such as intelligence and

knowledge of the work, and so on. Un-

less he is skillful in using these personal

qualities in doing his job, however, he

may still fail as a leader. Leadership,

then, is not a wality, but a job, and an

effective leader is one who is able to do

that job well. (Place Slap-on ELI on

board below 1#8.3.)

What is the job of a leader? Well,

in many groups, there are two kinds of

leaders. One is the job leader, some-

times called the "idea man". He is

the one who has more of the "best ideas"

than anyone else, but not all of the

best ideas. He does the most talking

and is the most persuasive. He does

the planning, the organizing, and the

coordinating. He is likely to be the

center of communications. He makes

most of the decisions, though not a:,.1

of them.
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The other kind of leader is the

0°0.11 leader, usually the best-liked

member of the group. He is usually the

first to respond to the job leader. He

often relieves the tension of the group

by laughing or joking. When there is

opposition to the job leader, this

social leader usually heads the opposition.

In some cases, oae man may be both job

leader and social leader, but not as a

general rule.

If the group rejects the officially

appointed leader, the social leader is

likely to become the real leader of the

group, unless the group informally

selects its own job leader, too.

Before leaving the topic of leader-

ship, let's take a final look at a good

leader. (Turn to chart

He is more intelligent. He has

greater knowledge of the work. He feels

fairly secure. He may have other

qualities, which have not yet been

proven to be necessary. And, most
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important of all, he is skillful in

using these qualities in the performance

of his job.

In performing his job, he gets

more good ideas than anyone else. He

talks more than anyone else, and he

does it ...ore convincingly. He makes

careful, detailed plans for carrying

out work. He coordinates the different

tasks of the individual members. He

acts as a sort of center of communications.

And he makes moot of the decisions, but

not all of them. (Turn to Chart #8.5.)

Group Pressure. The behavior of an

individual number of a group is influenced

not only by the leader, but by pressure

from the entire group. Few people want

to be odd-balls. Most of us want to be

a little different, but not too different.

Most people want to be approved, or at

least to avoid disapproval, by their

groups.

Most groups have some unwritten

code, or set of unwritten, uniform
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there may be an unofficial group idea

about how hard a member should work.

Suppose a new member joins such a

group, and works twice as hard as any-

body else. What happens? Well, he

may be admired for his superior

strength or energy. He may be imitated,

and therefore have a favorable effect on

productivity.

On the other hand, if the group

has strong feelings about how hard they

should work, the new man may be bitterly

resented. They may make him a scapegoat.

They snub him, exclude him from

conversations. Some may pick fights

with him. They play tricks on him,

get him into trouble. They blame

accidents on him. They spread dirty

rumors about him. They make life as

miserable as possible for him. As a

result, he is likely to ease off in

the amount of work he does, or quit.

(Place Slap-on it8L2 on board, below

#8.4.)
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This is especially true if the

foreman or supervisor tries to make

too much of an example of the extra-hard

worker. Rather than imitation, the

result may be resentment toward both the

hard worker and the foreman. If the

attitudes of the entire group toward

management are strongly unfavorable,

then a strict set of unwritten rules

are likely to be formed, as a sore of

collective protection against manage-

ment. Nobody can work much harder than

the rest. Nobody can be friendly toward

the supervisor, or he is a '4)oot-licker".

Each one must be absent from work once in

a while, and occasionally tardy. Nobody

can be more orderly or neat in his work

than the others. The group pressure

enforcing such rules is often more

powerful than any official authority.

This kind of pressure compels what we

call "conformity".

III. Communication Systems in
Groups
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We have already seen that

communication is an important problem

in understanding human nature at work

in pairs or groups. In work group

communication has to be organized into

some system, or else we really have a

mess. (Place Slap -on #8.6 on board

below#8.5.)

A system of communication in a

group is usually called a "net". There

are naturally many designs of

communication systems, but the two

basic nets are the "wheel" (sometimes

called the "star"), and the "circle ".

(Turn to chart ita,k and point out the

two kinds of nets.)

In the wheel design shown on the

chart, "0" can talk directly with any

other man, but each of the other men can

talk directly only with "C". Of course,

"A" can communicate with "B ", but it

can be done ortly through "C". Each

"channel" is a two-way channel.
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In the circle, nobody can talk

directly with everybody else. Each

man can talk directly with the man on

each side of him only. "A" can

communicate with "C", but it must be

done through either "B" or "D".

Now suppose we give each group

the same problem to solve, in which each

of the five men has some of the informa-

tion necessary for the solution. Or

suppose the problem is a task like build-

ing a barn.

Which group will solve the problem

quicker? Which will develop a leader- -

the wheel, the circle, or both? Which

man is most likely to become the leader?

In which group are general morale and

enthusiasm likely to be higher? Which

men in which group are likely to enjoy

their work most?

Well, the problem, or task, will

be solved quicker by the "wheel" group.
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A leader is likely to emerge in each

group. In the wheel, "C" is most likely

to become the leader, since he controls

all communication. In the circle, any

one of the five may become the leader

in this task, but in other tasks, later,

an entirely different man may become

the leader.

In general, the over-all morale is

likely to be higher in the circle, and

all members of that group are likely to

be more enthusiastic than most of the

members of the other group.

In the wheel, "C" is likely to

enjoy his work most, while the others

in that group are likely to feel bored

and "left out".

An interesting thing is what

happens mban a second, different and

more difficult kind of problem is given

to the two groups. Then the circle

group will do a better job--it will

switch to the new job more easily and
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will more quickly develop a new

technique. The circle, in other words,

is more "adaptable" to new and more

difficult problems or jobs.

At first glance, it may appear

that this idea of communication nets

does not apply to real-life industrial

groups on the job. There, everybody

talks freely to everybody else, or so

it seems. In reality, however, a

"net" is likely to develop, even when

not formally set up, so far as

significant "job" talk is concerned.

In one work group, for instance, each

man engages in significant talk ONLY

with the foreman. An "unwritten" plan

grows up,

In another group, each member talks

freely with certain other members only,

which may or may ncs include the

foreman. Sometimes an unplanned net will

develop like this o? .e

Turn to chart #8.7 and interpret
it. Note the direction arrowheads on the
channels. Then turn BACK to chart #8.6
and explain why people behave differently
under different networks.
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Which network is the best one?

That depends on the situation. If

quick-starting and rapid operation

are all-important, then a network

like the wheel will probably work best.

On the other hand, in a small

group conference, where every member's

ideas need to be fully known by every-

one else, then the circle type is

likely to be best, if modified to fit

the situation. If morale and individual

enthusiasm are important, then the

circle type may be best.

In the wheel type of network, the

foreman or supervisor should be the "center

man". In the circle type, his position

does not matter--if he is the real

leader, his leadership will emerge,

anyway.

At this point, if there is time,
and if the instructor wishes, he may
elaborate oa the topic of communication
nets. He may also wish to discuss the
content of communication in small group
or committee conferences.
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Sumarize the discussion, as usual.
Then administer the "Evaluation of the
Course", Handout 44, allowing ten
minutes of working time for it. Close
ON TIME, with appropriate remarks.

REFERENCES Hepner, Chapters 20, 23.
See Bibliography Leavitt, pp. 109-110, 189-191. Chapters

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16.
Maier, Chapter 6, pp. 123-135.
Tiffin and McCormick, Chapter 12.

174

If available -
Smith and Smith, Chapter 14.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

boti- a science and an art, then the instructor must be free

tc employ hiw own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say; all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. It is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,
usually stimulates learning activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever k. -1 his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the previous session,
as given by the instructor. Much skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and /or pencils and later collect the pencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control
of the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of
the instructorit could easily get out of hand, if he is not
on guard.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must b, used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understandable to the leant educated members of
the group, without aidy condescension. Some are likely to be
college grdartUFF7

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughout, so that he will not finish
much too early, nor run out of time.



FOURTH SESSION

WHAT MAKES PEOPLE THE WAY THEY ARE?
(Continued)

Materials

Slap-ons, Fourth Session

Easel for charts
Flannel board and stand
Slap-on #3.1 - #4.7
Chart #4.1 - #4.10
Self-testing handouts (if needed)
Pencils 4if needed)
Handout 1, on frustration

4.1

42

FRUSTRATION

GENERAL AGGRESSION

4.5 I GENERAL WITHDRAWAL 1

4.4

4.5

DEFENSE TECHNIQUES
Substitution
Rationalization
Projection

ESCAPE TECHNIQUES
Regression
Repression
Fantasy

4.6

4.7

SIGNIFICANT TRAITS
Egocentricity
Level of Aspiration

1-IABIT FORMATION
Determination
Immediate Start
Success Satisfying
No Exceptions
Lapses Dissatisfying
Opportunities Seized
Regular Practice

Review Usual Procedure
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At this session we are going to

specialize in certain particular kinds

of problems of human nature. There

are, no doubt, some disadvantages in

specialization. It is like the boy who

was leaving for college, and announced

that he was going to study medicine.

"I've decided to be an obstetrician,"

he told his grandfather.

"Well, I'd think twice about that",

counseled the grandfather. "You spend

all that time learning to treat just

one ailment and bang! Six months later

some fool comes along with a cure for

it."

It is not likely that any doctor

is soon going to eliminate the ailment

of pregnancy. Neither is it likely

that anyone very soon is going to

eliminate the problems for discussion

at this session.

We are going to talk about

disturbances that often occur in the
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mind, and the kinds of behavior they

produce; about certain characteristics,

or traits, which cause trouble; and

about the making and breaking of

habits.

I. Frustration

(Place Slap-on #4.1 on upper, left
TrWard.)

First, we are going to talk about

what happens when that irresistible

force meets the immovable object. No-

body knows entirely what would happen

in that exact case, but one thing is

sure - there would be an awful mess.

Occasionally things like that

happen in human behavior. A workman's

wife needs an expensive operation, and

he wants to send his children to

college very soon. He desperately

wants money for these things, and he

is gradually saving money from his

pay. There is an irresistible force

driving him to succeed in his job, to

keep his job.
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One day his foreman discovers that

there is to be a promotion for some

foreman. Being ambitious, this particular

foreman sets out to make a brilliant

record for himself. One morning, this

foreman assigns to the needy workman a

job which no three workmen could normally

accomplish in a single day. But he

tells our man that, unless he finishes

the assignment that day, he will be

fired.

Thus, we have an irresistible force

driving a workman to successfully hold

his job, opposed to an immovable obstacle -

an impossible task. What happens in the

mind of the workman? Is everything

calm and peaceful there? How would

YOU feel, if you were that workman?

Well, this workman felt scared to

death. His guts were tied in tight

knots, he felt confused, shaky, nervous,

sick, unable to do anything right.

There was an overpowering urge to take

some kind of action to relieve this

-=1'S



intolerable tension. All these feell.

make up what we call "frustration".

Not all frustration, of course, is

quite as intense as in this illustration.

The details are seldom as clear-cut as

this.

All frustration interferes with

clear thinking and efficient work at

the time. Repeated frustration, or

intense frustration, often results in

mental ill-health, or "odd" behavior.

It is, therefore, an important problem

to understand. (Turn to Chart 0 .1,

and interpret it.)

This is a diagram of frustration- -

its origin, its nature, and its results.

The heavy, pointed line on the left

represent strongly motivated behavior

intended to achieve the goal, on the

',tent. The individual has his heart

set on that goal, he desperately re.cAs

to achieve it.

Then somethinc is discovered to

interfere with, or block, the behavior,
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so that progress toward the vital goal

is halted. This interference, or

obstacle, is represented by the heavy,

v rtical bar. When the behavior, which

must continue, encounters the obstacle,

which makes continuance of the behavior

impossible, tension develops in the

person, as shown.

This tension is an uncomfortable,

sometimes unbearable, terse feeling in

the person. It demands to be relieved

by SOMF sort of behavior. The logical

behavior to relieve the tension would

be normal continuation of the behavior

aimed directly at the goal. But that

is impossible. In confusion, the

individual tries other behaviors. These

other, less logical, less direct be-

haviors, are often called "techniques

of adjustment", which we intend to

analyze in a moment.

The behavior may have been

originated from any of the needs we have

already discussed. The goal m,3.y be
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any piece, thing, or condition which

can satisfy - -pats on the back, money,

invitations to social events, embarrass-

ment of the foreman, a safe place at

work, and so on. The obstacle may be

a person who interferes, a breakdown

of tools or Machinery, a landslide,

illness of the behaving person,

impossibility of the task required for

achievement of the goal, lack of ability,

and so on.

Some people are more susceptible to

frustration than others. Incidentally,

foremen or supervisors, and executives,

as well as laborers, experience frustration,

possibly more so. Anyway, frustration

is more frequent, or more severe, for some

people than others. In general, a

fellow who has always achieved most of

the goals he has sought is not unduly

upset by having a single goal blocked -

he can take it in stride, abandon that

goal without batting an eye, and go after

another. There are several other reasons

for the differences in susceptibility to

frustration, as we shall see.
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Meanwhile, what does a person do,

to relieve the tension of frustration,

when the normal behavior is impossible?

Well, two rather general techniques are

often used. (Turn to Chart #4.2, and

place Ea22212#4.2 under #4.1.)

One of these is called "Direct

Aggression". This means a vigorous,

unreasonable attack on the obstacle.

It may consist of "blowing your top".

A workman curses or smashes his tools,

or the machine he is working on.

Thwarted by his boss, he may attack him

with either words or fists. Thwarted
4.7

by his own awkwardness, he curses

himself, or strikes a wall painfullyammo

with his fist. Or he picks a fight

with anybody within reach. Occasionally

he simply begins to work on his task

with inhuman effort, sometimes

miraculously succeeding in that way.

All these forms of "direct aggression",

and many others, relieve the tension of

frustration simply by "letting off the

steam". Unfortunately, it usually
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leads to worse trouble in the long

run. (Place Slap-on #21,2 on board,

under #4.2.)

The other general technique is

"General Withdrawal". This means giving

up and yielding to hopelessness. A

man who has no hope then cannot be

disappointed, cannot feel frustration

any more. He becomes a "bum". (Point

to Chart #4.2, and interpret.)

As to the more specific techniques

of adjustment, some of these are known

112t1Pm as "defense techniques". (Place Slap-

Raecsaieratiu on #4.4 on board, under #4.3.)Awiemoa

In each of the "defense techniques",

the person typically faces the facts,

and tries to do something about the

obstacle, itself- One way of doing

this is by "substitution", sometimes

called "compensation". In substitution,

a frustrated person may switch from the

blocked goal to another desxrable more

accessible goal. Progress toward the
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substitute goal then relieves the

tension. (Turn to Mart 14113 and

interpret.)

Substitution is very common among

working people. For example:

An ambitious welder, who lacks

the personal qualities necessary to

become a foreman, works hard to achieve,

instead, a reputation as "the best durned

welder in town".

A laborer who is generally known

as a bungling, inefficient workman spends

every spare minute fishing, and catches

more fish than anybody else.

A husky workman who seeks power

over people lacks the education

necessary to become a supervisor, so

he dominates his fellow workmen by

bullying them.

A young carpenter, who was

financially unable to go to engineer-

ing college, becomes a building con-

tractor, instead, and has several
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engineers working under him. And so

on.

Substitution is usually a healthy,

useful technique of adjustment for

relieving the tension of frustration.

It is a common practice for all of us.

A second, very common technique of

adjustment, for relieving the tensions

of frustration, is "rationalization".

This is really a form of self-deception,

or "kidding ourselves". (Turn to Chart

#4.4,) A. man who DOES NOT KNOW that

his efforts to achieve what he wants

are unsuccessful CANNOT feel frustration.

That is, if he can make himself and

others believe that his efforts are NOT

unsuccessful, then he can escape the

feeling of frustration. So, he looks

for, and finds, what will SEEM to be

logical evidence that his efforts are

NOT unsuccessful.

One variation of this self-deception

is "sour grapes". In the sour grapes
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variation, the person seeks to convince

himself, and others, that the goal is

not REALLY worthwhile, anyway. If he

can make himself believe this, then

there is no longer any compulsion to

achieve that goal and therefore, no

frustration. (Point to, and explain

"Sour Grapes" on Chart #4.4.)

For another example of "sour

grapes" rationalization:

A workman who cannot get a

promotion is continually saying, in

loud actions and words, "All foremen

are dogs. I would sure hate to be

one".

Or, a laborer says, "Look at all

then rich guys. Always worried, always

gettin' sick. Always gotta wear coats

and ties. I'd hate to be one of them".

(Point to, and explain, "Sweet Lemons",

on Chart #4.4.) A second variation of

rationalization, which might be called

"Sweet Lemons", is merely a reverse of

"Sour Grapes". In this "sweet lemon"
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variation, a person persuades himself -

keeps telling himself and others, until

he believes it - that the things or

conditions he actually has attained are

REALLY fine, much better than the goals

he CANNOT achieve.

He says, 'Toy, I like to really do

things with my own hands. It's a lot

better than aitt1ig behind a desk."

Or, the go!dbricking loafer says,

like to enjoy myself while at

work, I like to take it easy".

Or, the fellow who cannot achieve

a higher-paid position says, "My house

is plain and comfortable. We aint scared

to death, all the time, of messln' it up,

like people in then-. fancy houses on

Money Street".

Or, again, the fellow who always

complains of being "jinxed". He is

not really unable to achieve his goals,

you see, he is just ridden with bad luck.
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A third, rather extreme variation

of rationalization is psychosomatic

ailment. A physically handicapped

workman is often admired for achievements

of goals which would be fairly easy for

a perfectly normal man. So, when the

going gets tough, when goal-seeking

behavior seems blocked by inferiority

in ability, a workman may develop a

serious physical ailment. Thereby he

gains sympathy (belongingness), and

often gets commendation (esteem) for a

fairly simple performance. For example:

When the physical labor gets too

tough, a workman complains of his "bad

back", or his "bad heart".

Or, a skilled workman, anticipating

a task too difficult for him, Erste

"morning sickness" at home, and cannot

go to work.

There are two very important

cautions, however, about psychosomatic

ailments. First, men DO have ...rganic

physical ailments which have nothing to
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do with frustration. Second, a

psychosomatic ailment may be just as

painful and crippling as an organic

physical condition, sometimes more

BO .

Everyone probably uses some

variation of rationalization every day.

Without it, we could not stand the

thousands of small and large frustrations

each of us must face. Moderate use of

rationalization is healthy and necessary

to keep us going. EXcessive use of it

however, may wreck a person's life.

A third form of defense technique

of adjustment is "projection". This

means, roughly, the conviction that

other people have the characteriitics

or traits - guilt, immoral.feelings,

deficiencies - that we, ourselves have.

(Turn to Chart #4.5.)

In one variation of projection, the

person truly believes that everyone

else is really just like he is, whether
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they show it or not. As a common

example, one workman, caught stealing

tools, complains, "Why pick on me? All

those other guys do the same thing all

the time. They just don't happen to get

caught, that's all!" This is "projection"

ONLY if he, himself, believes it. In an

opposite version of the same thing, a

generous vorkman is always lending money

to his buddies, because he is sure that

most people are generous, at least, and

that they would lend HIM money, if

necessary.

In the other variation of projection,

the person attempts to convince himself,

and others, that one or more OTHER

people are like that - guilty or

deficient - instead of HIM. If he

manages to convince himself, at least,

then he can escape the tensions of

frustration. It amounts to putting the

blame on someone else, or on everybody

else. For just one of a thousand

possible examples, a workman complains,
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"I could do this job if the Super

would just leave me alone. He keeps

pestering me. It's all Ills fault."

Those are three of the most common

"defense" techniques of adjustment used

daily - substitution, rationalization,

and projectdon. All of thL.t are often

necessary and helpful, in moderation.

In all of them, the person tries to deal

with his troubles, even though it may be

in a round-about way. (Place Slap-on,

#4.5 on board, under #4.4.)

. It is just the opposite in the
;Ca?
Rcp1.444,,p, "Escape Techniques". In this case, the
4diktet

frustrated person attempts to escape,

psychologically, from his troubles, to

avoid dealing with his difficulties

There are three specific "escape

techniques of adjustment", (Turn to

ING111111011 Chart #4.6.)

One of these escape techniques is

known as "Regression". This word means

"Going back" to the kind of behavior
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that, as we recall, used to bx.ing

satisfactior. In its si. lest form,

regression means going back to childish

behavior, which is membered as usually

bring,mg comfort, satisfactin, and

leeded support.

For example, the fellow on the chart

(Point to Chart O4.6.) has had trouble

performing his Job, or in achieving his

goals. He is filled with the anxiety

of frustration, he feels AelnlAss, as

a small child does. A helpless child

is dependent, and is not expected to

perform very difficult tasks alone. In

fact, a small child is admired (esteemed)

for success in fairly simple tasP.s.

So, this fellow wishes to avoid

the demands put upon an independeut

a4'ilt, to escape into :11e dependency of

childhood, to be like a child. He is

always .sking his boss to lend him

money. Sure, he wants the money, but

he really wants more than money - he

wants to feel dependent, wants the boss

1
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to go along with the idea by frequently

lending him money.

He may also ask the boss continually

to show him how to do things, or to

adjust his machine for him, whether he

is able to do these things himself or

not.

Or, he resorts to a childish "temper

tantrum" whenever he cannot carry out

his task. (Turn to Chart ELL)

A second defense technique is our

old friend "Repression", which means

simply refusing to notice, not admitting

to oneself disturbing facts or ideas.

These ideas that are shut out by

repression are often needs, desires,

or goals which always cause tension when

efforts to satisfy them are blocked.

This repression, by the way, is automatic,

one doesn't just decide to repress

certain desires.

Under repression, a workman may

seem indifferent, impossible to
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motivate. He dcesntt seem to care

whether he accomplishes anything or

not, whether he gets fired or not.

The needs, the desires, the tensions

are all there. He is merely unaware

of them, and therefore does not respond

openly to them. Nevertheless, they

often force him into involuntary,

unconscious behavior--girls make him

blush, a reprimand makes him turn pale

or clench his fists, threat of being

fired brings a cold sweat, he avoids

mixing with people, and so on.

Sometimes frustration forces

people to spend their lives mostly in

daydreams, in make-believe. This is the

escape technique known as "fantasy",

which means day-like imagining. (Turn

to Chart 0.80

This fellow, for instance, suffers

much frustration in his real life. He

cannot seem to achieve many satisfactions

in the real world. But he can achieve

anything in his imagination - -just look!
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How's that for a goal?

Unable to overcome frustrations

in their real lives, people may live

more and more in a dream world, even

while supposedly on the job. What's

more, their dream experiences may

become more vivid, clear and real to

them than their actual real-life

experiences.

Sometimes, instead of daydreaming,

people merely pretend a great deal. An

incompetent workman pretends to be

superior. He "puts on airs", he brags

constantly, he dresses in fancy clothes,

he acts out the_ part of a successful

man. He tries to do all this well

enough to deceive himself, and he may

succeed. If he does succeed, he is

thereby relieved of his fru--.tion

tensions. But he has fled from reality,

he has become an "imaginary" person.

These are three of the most common

escape techniques of adjustment- -

regression, repression, and fantasy.
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They all relieve anxiety or frustration

tensions, but they are dangerous. The

workman who relies upor them becomes a

serious problem for his employers and

supervisors, and he may cause trouble

for his fellow workers.

At this point an important question

arises, if it has not come to your mind

already. Workmen suffering from

frustration are unproductive on the

job, and often cause trouble with their

fellow workmen. What can a supervisor

do about this problem of frustration?

How can they guard against it, eep it

to a minimum, or reduce it?

If there is enough time left at

the end, we'll discuss this question

before we leave. You will receive a

lopy of numerous suggestions about

dealing with the problem of frustration.

II. Significant Traits

7g

other important aspects of the general

In the meantime there are some

_ _
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design of the mental-emotional

machinery which we call "personality".

One person is called "cheerful".

Another is "grumpy". A third is

"cocky ". A fourth is "industrious",

Each of these expressions describes

a "characteristic" or trait, and it

refers to a certain kind of habitual

attitude which seems to govern most of

a person's behavior. We are going to

examine certain important traits often

encountered in people. (Place Slap -on

#4.6 on upper right of board.)

Two traits in particular seem to

favor the occurrence of frustration.

One of these is "Narcissism", or

"egocentricity ", meaning self-centered-

ness.

An egocentric person is completely

absorbed in his own fascinating self.

His entire interest is in his own well-

being, in his own progress, in his own

difficulties. To him, everybody else
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is just something to have around, like

chairs, lights, and cars, and so on.

He is not selfish, he is merely unaware

that anybody else really feels the lack

of anything. After all, a chair with a

rip in its cushion does not suffer from

need of repair. He :night give you the

shirt off his back, but he just never

realizes how much it hurts you to go

without a shirt. This fellow, as you

can see, is condemned to frequent,

severe frustration.

Another trait which favors the

occurrence of frustration is an un-

reasonably high level of aspiration.

"Level of Aspiration" means "how well

a fellow has his heart set on doing"

at things in general. "Unreasonably

high" means impossibly far above a

fellow's capacity. (Turn to Chart

#4.9.)

This little fellow, for example,

seems doomed to frustration, if he is

desperately eager to beat up the big
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brute. His "level of aspiration" is

unreasonably high above his capacity

for beating up people. Working up to

"President" of the U.S. Steel Corpora-

tion is an unreasonably high level of

aspiration for a young laborer who

spells it S-T-E-A-L. A foreman who

has his heart set on impressing his

superiors by getting his workmen to

accomplish five days of work in two

has an unreasonably high level of

aspiration.

It should be obvious, from this,

that frustration is not necessarily

due to the difficulty of a task - maybe

the right man CAN accomplish it, with-

out frustration. Neither is frustration

necessarily due to lack of ability - by

the man with little ability, a comparatively

easy task CAN be accomplished, without

frustration. In order to work and live

most effectively, a man must understand

both his own assets AND his own liabilities,

or limitations.
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There are several other personality

traits important enough to be mentioned,

although not quite so closely connected

to frustration. One of these is

aggressiveness, which already has been

mentioned.

It has not been pointed out,

however, that aggressiveness can be

either positive and helpful or negative

and harmful. Psychologically speaking,

aggressiveness means going at something

with unusual, persistent vigor and

determination.

In positive aggressiveness, a

workman may attack his problems by

working aggressively at them. For

example, he may go to school in the

evenings to improve his capacity, or

he may simply put forth great effort

on the job. He faces up to obstacles,

and strains to overcome them. We

compliment him by saying that he is

aggressive.
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In negative aggressiveness, how-

ever, a man attacks his problems

destructively. He smashes things, or

hurts himself, or beats up others.

Negative aggressiveness is harmful to

both self and others. And yet, it

maybe a characteristics tendency which

dominates nearly all of a persons

behavior.

A deep-set attitude of resistance

to change is a trait which dominates the

behavior of some people. Those are

usually people who feel basically

insecure and inadequate. No matter

how rough life has been, at least they

know that they have been able to survive

under existing conditions. They have

no such absolute proof of survival under

different conditions. So, as a matter

of general policy, they cling to "tried

and true" conditions of the present,

or the past.

One such person is the workman who

is disturbed when required to use new
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kinds of equipment, or new methods.

Another case is a man who has to be

changed unwillingly from one kind or

place of work to another. No matter

how obviously supellor the new conditions,

such a man cannot easily be convinced

that they are better titan the "good old

tried and true".

There is a fairly common, standard
interpretation of each of the traits
listed below. They are explained in
most good textbooks on general psychology.
The instructor, therefore is left to give
his own BRIEF explanation of each of the
traits below, using the industrial frame
of reference, so far as possible.

Inferiority complex

Introversion-extroversion scale

Sadism and Masochism

III. Habits--Curse or Blessings?

(TUrn to Chart #4.10.)

An unhappy husband once said,

about women in general, "You can't

live without 'em, and you can't live

with 'em." That statement is more

true of habits than it is true of

women.



Neither an older child nor an

adult could survive long in this

complicated life w'9 'it habits. If

every action of man performed, from

getting up in the morning, shaving,

dressing, going to work, operating

his tools, and so on, had to be

consciously planned and separately

carried out, he would never make it.

F07 just one of a million possible

examples, which shoe did you put on

first, this morning? Who remembers?...

If you are normal at all, you

have a habit of always putting on the

left shoe first, or else always putting

on the right shoe first. That habit

saves you the effort of deciding,

every morning, which shoe to put on

first. The decision is made in

your "unconscious" so to speak. During

a single day, thousands of your little

decisions--and some of your big ones--

made unconsciously, by habit.
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Ask a good stenographer, in the

absence of her typewriter, to tell you

exactly where the letter "K" on her

typewriter is located. She will

probably be unable to tell you quickly.

In her dallf work, however, she locates

letters thousands of times with her

fingers, without looking at her type-

writer at all. At work, habit makes

it possible for her to locate the

letter 1K" with her proper finger

without conscious effort. Habit has

taken over the job, so that she does

not have to remember consciensly where

the letter "K" is located.

So, habits are fine, as long as

the actions concerned are correct,

efficient, or helpful. It is well

known, on the other hand, that many

habits concern incorrect, inefficient

or harmful actions. The same stenographer

wy have a habit of cyping h-t-e for the

word, "ad, and thie is undesirable.

We need to have habits, therefore,

but not just any old habits that happen
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to grow. Habits are extremely

important in industry, because they

directly affect both capacity for

performance and morale, and thereby

affect productivity.

Nobody can teach you exactly, in

complete, specific detail, !ow to go

about fostering every possible work-

man, on every possible job. You can

learn, however, to understand how

habits in general are made or broken.

Then, with sufficient intelligence,

you may be able to devise a specific

procedure for my possible instance.

First of all, with the exception

of the instinctive reflexes in a newborn

baby, all habits are learned--they dontt

just happen. This means that desirable

habits, as well as undesirable habits, :\

can be learned, and what can be lea;4d

can be "unlearned".

Secondly, habit behavior, like

any other behavior, is purposive, it

is goal-seeking. A man smokes a
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cigarette, not ,just to smoke a

cigarette, but because it has brought

him satisfaction and relief of tension

in the past and still does. If he

finds that avoiding the smoking of a

cigarette brings WA greate:' satisfaction

and g :eater relief of tensions, then he

no longer smokes cigarettes. This is

really the key to all making and break-

ing of habits--smoking, alcoholism, and

so on. But it is only the key, not the

complete answer.

Many years ago, a famous psychologist

named "William James" gave the classic

prescription for forming a habit, and

it is still considered sound, so far as

it goes. This is what he advised;

Meet, begin with strong determi-

nation, and begin immediately.

Second, never make an exception

until the new habit is solidly established.

Third, use the new habit at every

chance you can find.
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Fourth, practice the new habit

regularly, every day.

James' prescription is for form-

ing your own habit:. We can guide

others, however, in forming a new habit.

In the light of what is now known about

human nature, James' prescription can

be improved. For one thing, it helps

to find, or to provide, clearly under-

stood satisfactions to be gained by the

new habit. For another thing, it helps

to find, or provide, definite, clearly

understood dissatisfaction or displeasure

in failing to practice the new habit

whenever the opportunity arises.

Let us summarize the entire set of

general principles for forming a new

habit. (Place Slap-on j#4.7' on board

uNier 0.6.)

1. Begin with strong determination--

no luke-warm decisions.

2. Begin immediately.

3. Find satisfactions in use of

the new habit-reward yourself.
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4. Allow no exceptions.

5. Find dissatishictiowin failure

to use the new habit - penalize yourself.

6. Find every possible chance to

use the new habit.

7. Practice the new habit regularly,

every day.

Old habits can be broken by

reversal of the same process, although

it may be more difficult. That is, a

new habit may consist of avoidance of

an old habit. Or, a new habit maybe

substituted for the old one. For

example, consider a young construction

workman. He has a habit of sawing a

board with short, choppy strokes, which

is a slow, tiring way to do it.

How did he get that habit? Well,

the first time he ever had to saw a

board, not knowing how, he happened to

try the vigorous, short strokes. He

did succeed in getting through the

board, and the success was satisfying.

Therefore, he used the same method
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the next time, and again experienced

success. And each time he repeated

this incorrect method, it became a

more firmly set habit.

The boy's supervisor noticed the

inefficient habit, and set out to break

it, by substituting a more efficient

method. He showed the boy how to use

a long, easy stroke in sawing, and then

had him try it. The boy found that

the new technique also was ouccessful,

and brought him the same satisfaction

as the old habit. But he found that

it was less tiring and that it brought

approval from th$, supervisor. The new

method was, therefore, more satisfying

than the old one. The supervisor

warned the boy always to use the long,

easy stroke, but this was not enough.

For the next few days, the

supervisor gave the boy all the sawing

that needed to be done. He also

observed him carefully, and permitted

the boy no lapses into the old technique.
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Soon the boy noticed that he was getting

more work in general done, and he was

more often commended by other workmen,

as wel as by the supervisor, all of

which made the new habit more satisfying.

With continued practice, the new habit

became permanent. Incidentally, the

supervisor eventually became President

of a large corporation.

No doubt you will find on the job,

if you try, many uses for your know-

ledge of the nature of habits, whether

you ever become president of any large

corporation, or not.

If there is sufficient time
remaining for div:assion and ammmary,
raise again the question of what a
supervisor can do, specifically, about
frustration. Try to elicit suggestions
from the group.

Before the summary, distribute
Handout #1, explaining its purpose.
Close with the usual summary.

Hepnez, Chapters 2 3, 4, and 5.
Le7itt, Chapters 4, and 5.
Maier, Chapter 4.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comment below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

sere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then ',he instructor must be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the tour: as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of tine instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instriac-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which flt him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



SuEcestions to the Instructor (Continued)

may be used, if preferred.

usually stimulates learning activity.

Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts

principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of

will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests fthould consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing

done in conjuntion witn the review of the previous session,

often be a rich source of practical examples.

prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing

expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed

re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and

handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the pencils

of the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of

on guard.

always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will

akiminigter, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to

learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the

self -

scored, so that only the taker will ever know his' score. These

ing time, nor more the,- twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The L ring of the test by the takers should

as given by the instructor. Much skill and tact will be re-

pencil.

for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the

to do this is to have members of the group distribute the

summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control

the instructorit could easily get out of hand, if he is not

tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time

(if furnished by the instructor).

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological

7. It Is suggested that the instructor prepare and

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion

The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should

If the instructor prefers to adminrcer the self-tests

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
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usually stimulates learning activity.

None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing

done in conjuntion with the review of the previous session,

quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,

he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and

principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
expectation of a need for recall, even though self-imposed,

ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should

as given by the instructor. Much skill and tact will be re-

and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,

pencil.

of the free discussion is left to 'ale careful discretion of

scx.ed, Lo that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.

to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/or pencils and later collect the pencils

for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is

tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time

left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control

the instructor - -it could easily get out of hand, if he not
on guard.

(if furnished by the instructor).

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion

of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way

SuEcestions to the Instructor (Continued)

l6. The industrial., on-the-job frame of reference should
always he used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7 . it is suggested that the instructor prepare and
aamlnister, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope" on psychology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they should be explained
in language understanctoble to the least educated :embers of
the group, without IEEE condescension. Some are allkely to be
college grialaTE7

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor should time each
presentation carefully, throughou4-, so that he will not finish
much too early, nor run out of time.

y.
-

-2 1'
.



Material

Slap-ona, Fifth Session

5.1 I Motives Desire

5.2 CLASSES OF MOTIVES
Immediate motives
Tangible incentives
Ideals

" Impersonal Motivation I

5.5 Group Motivation

FIFTH SESSION

NATURE AND USES OF MOTIVATION

Easel for charts
Flannel board and stand
Slap-ons#4.1 - #5.6
Charts #5.0 - #5.9
Self-testing Handouts (if needed)
Pencils (if needed)

5.6

53

Review Usual Procedure

Multiple Causation I

SPECIAL MOTIVATIONS
Knowledge of progress
Feeling of success
Fear of failure
Tangible incentives
Supervisory relations
Competition
Cooperation

A foreman cr supervisor is paid

to influence the behavior of the work-

men for whom he is responsible, and
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only for that. If he is a part -time

workman and part-time supervisor, then

part of his pay is for doing job-work

and the other part is solely for in-

fluencing the behavior of others.

(Point to Chat #5.0.,) He should not

expect to earn his "supervisnr's pay"

just by doing the labor, himself.

There is a name for thl main duty

of a supervisor. It is "mc;ivation".

In everyday language, this means getting

people to want to behave the way WE want

them to behave. It is far more compli-

cated than just "making" people do as

we wish, chiefly through force.

A fish cannot be "forced" to take

the fisherman's hook--he has to be

enticed. A boy cannot ordinarily force

his sweetheart to marry him. A work-

man who is threatened with force may quit

instead of working harder. Harsh treat-

ment often produces nervousness, awkward-

ness, deception, or escape, rather than

the desired behavior. Force, or the
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fear of force, may be one means of

controlling the behavior of people, but

it has very, very limited usefulness.

I. The Nature of Motives

The word, "motivation"; itself,

implies the activation of "motives".

In od.'', to understand motivation,

therefore, we must first understand the

nature of motives. (Place Slap-on JELL

on upper left of board.)

First, WHAT IS a motive? A motive

is a want, or a desire. It may be

either a desire to attain an object or

condition, or a desire to avoid or

escape an object or condition. In actual

practice it is usually something more

specific than a vague desire for one of

the basic needs. A man has learned to

desire a specific goal, or kind of goal,

which will satisfy whatever basic need

he feels lacking.

For instance, one workman specifically

desires a promotion, which may fill
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several needs - safety, belongingness,

esteem, or self-actualization needs.

Another man, with no interest in ever

being a foreman, desires assignment to

a highly skilled job. Still another

desires only money, and does not much

care how or where he gets it. And yet,

these desires may all be desires for

goals which satisfy essentially the

same felt needs in each man. The

motive, then is the desire.

Second, THERE IS a mctive? A

motive is within the individual, because

desires are inside of people. Money,

for example, is not a desire, in it-

self. Monkeys ordinarily do not have

desires for money. In psychological

experiments, however, monkeys have

learned to desire wooden coins, or

tokens like money, and to work hard

for them, in order to use them to get

food from a special slot machine. Those

monkeys now have within them a desire

for money, while other monkeys do not

have inside them any such desire.



One workman has inside himself a

desire to become a supervisor, and he

will work hard to achieve the goal desired.

Another workman does not have the least

desire ever to be a supervisor. Even the

desire for money is not equally strong

in all people. If you don't belieie

that, try to offer a Baptist minister a

big salary to work as a bartender in his

spare time. And yet, we often act as

if the sax,: incentives will equally

appeal to all people.

Third, WHAT DOES a motive do? Well,

it does three or four things. It initi-

ates, sustains, or directs an activity.

It may do any or all of those things.

If a donkey is blocking a narrow

road, you can "initiate" activity by

building a fire under him--that will

start him to move, but he'll stop as

soon as he gets away from the fire. The

motive then is the desire to escape the

painful burning. If he has no such

desire--if he just doesn't give a durn--

he will just stand there and burn.



If a rider of the donkey continually

kicks him in the ribs, that may keep him

moving, once he is started--that is, the

continued spurring " sustains" the

activity. The rider may also pull one

way or another on the reins - that will

"direct" the donkey's activity.

Suppose, instead of all this, the

balky beast hears his owner rattling his

feed pail, far away. The donkey's desire

for that teed starts him moving ( initiates

the activity), keeps him moving until he

sets there (sustains the activity), and

causes him to move toward the sound,

rather than somewhere else (directs the

activity). The donkey's desire also

does one other thing--it causes him to

stop moving when he -^4 the pail of

feed (determines the point of completion

of the activity).

We can explain all this in one

simple statement. A motive is a want,

or desire, within the individual, which

initiates, sustains, or directs an
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activity, and often determines the

point of completion.

This explanation is not just a

mental exercise. It has great practical

usefulness. In each of the following

cases, the foreman is ignoring which part

of the explanation of a motive? (Turn

to Chart ILL. to elicit answers

IP
fa_ime? from groups)

litEE!5
am,* 1. In this case, the foreman is

trying to get his workmen to volunteer

for over-time work in the evening of

payday. What is wrong?

NU
24,144.

(The "motive" of desire for money
simply does not exist at this particular
time, at least not in sufficient force.)

2. (Turn to Chart 0.2.) In this

case, the foreman is offering to each

workman half a bottle of brandy, as a

"motive ", to get them to finish an

urgent job before quitting time.

What's wrong?

(Brandy is not a motive. Only the
DESIRE for brandy can be a motive, and
that desire appears within one workman
and NOT within the other.)
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3. (Turn to Chart#5.31) Here the

motivation may initiate activity, but

what is it NOT likely to do? And what

IS the supposed motivation, by the way?

The motivation may fail to sustain
activitythe workman knows that the
boss is going to be away. It may also
fail to direct the activity as desired- -
the workman may move the formboards to
a spot where excavation has to be done
soon, causing their removal again. And
the motivation is NOT simply the order
ffam the boss - it is supposedly the
workman's desire to accomplish whatever
will keep the boss off his neck. Ask
and discuss the following questions:

What should the foreman have said

or done in this last situation, to

assure that the activity will also be

sustained and directed, as intended?

II. Universal Motives

The preceding discussion may have

given the impression that there are

thousands of different, specific motives,

ar.d that each person has within him,

to govern his behavior, motives different

from everybody else's. That is true,

in one sense, and it is important to

try to discover what specific motives
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are available in each person, for use

by us.

In another sense, however, there

are universal TYPES of motives, or

kinds of motives found in varying

strength in almost everybody. You will

remember the "levels of basic needs" we

discussed in our second session. In-

directly, they make up a list of kinds

of motives. They were, you recall,

bodily needs, safety needs, belongingness

needs, esteem needs, and the need for

self-actualization.

These.basic needs serve as guides

to probable motives (or "desires"). For

instance, suppose we discover, by

intelligent observation, that a workman

keenly feels a need for being more

"wanted" by people he respects. What

specific things or results can the

supervisor make attainable that will

PROBABLY be DESIRABLE to such a man,

although not certainly, so that he will

work hard to get them?
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(TEE to elicit suggestions frrm
the group. ncforthcoming, TfriWr
some examples - a friendly chat,

1'1=rtation to she a7=ce,fraquiry
tireiff; etc., in

inifor promotive work.1

At the same time, it must be

remembered that men learn to desire, or

at least to prefer, different things

for satisfying the same basic need - so

don't jump to conclusions. Remember

the brandy?

A supervisor may have a double

problem in motivation. He may have the

problem of diverting or reducing

negative motives, as well as appealing

to positive motives. For example, a

workman may desire fear of him from his

fellow workmen, which leads to fighting

and dissension in a group of men. The

forem6 then has the problem of reducing

that workman's desire to be feared, as

well as the problem of appealing to

desires willAch will produce more pro-

ductive work. Negative motives in

industry are those which divert men

from maximum work effort. The answer
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is simple - try to see that activities

produced by negative motivation bring

dissatisfaction, or at least do not

bring satisfaction.

There is another, simple way of

classifying motives. From this point of

view, there are three main classes of

motives. What three kinds of satisfactions

do men get from their work? (Place Ala-

on #5.2 on left on board, under #5.1.)

(Turn to Chart #5.4.) First, a

worker may continue to work at his

present job because of immediate motives.

These immediate motives concern all the

satisfactions that come as he works at

his tasks, that come hour by hour, day

by day. Some men simply like the

activity they perform on their jobs.

Some like to dig, some like to operate

machines, some like to drive vehicles

or tractors, some like to use their

superior muscular strength in lifting

and carrying. There is often

satisfaction in sheer activity,
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especially if it is important or useful

activity.

Some men like the conditions under

which they work. It may be adventurous,

daring work; it may be indoor work; it

may be outdoor work. Some men like the

social aspects of their jobs--they like

the feeling of belonging to a particular

gang or department; they like being

treated respectfully by their supervisors;

a few people like working alone.

Nevertheless, a particular man

will work harder in activity and

conditions he likes than in other activity

or conditions he enjoys less. The implica-

tion of this is that men should be assign-

ed to tasks or working conditions they

seem to like best, or at worst, tasks and

conditions they dislike least, if possible.

Anyway, these immediate motives may

keep a workman going from one minute to

the next, from one hour to the next, and

from one day to the next. They are,

of course, stronger in some people, or
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in some tasks, than in others.

Second, a man may continue to work

at his job because of desires for tangible

incentives. These are represented by the

money for which a man works directly.

But a man does not usually work for

money itself--try paying one of your men

with confederate money! He really works

for the things that money can buy - better

food, better housing, better automobiles,

a boat, prestige, power, etc.

Do not Jump to conclusions, however,

about the effectiveness of appeal to the

desire for the things that money can buy.

This motive is not anywhere near equal

in all people. Some men will work at

extremely hazardous jobs, like steel

construction work, or deep coal mining,

for the higher rates of pay they bring.

Many others lull not work at extremely

hazardous job .0 6espite the higher pay.

Other things being equal, a man

who has his heart set on many costly
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things--an expensive home, a big, new

car every year--may work much harder

for raises and promotions than will

another man with less intense desire

for many costly things. For motivation,

then, a supervisor can depend only in

part on reminders of possibilities of

raises, bonuses and promotions.

Third, a person may stay on his

job because of general ideas. Usually

this means "for the good of people in

general". These are usually unselfish

motives.

There is a story of the bishop in

England who was visiting a huge construc-

tion Job. He asked one of the workmen,

"What are you doing"?

The fellow replied, "I am working

for ten shillings an hour".

The next workman, asked by the

bishop what he was doing, said, "I am

doing masonry, setting stones".
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Later, the bishop approached still

another man, and asked, "What are you

doing?" The third workman, without

pausing in his activity, answered "I

am building a cathedral". Now, which

of these three laborers do you suppose

was hardest working and most careful

at his job?

At least a few of your own work-

men, therefore, may be motivated by

learning how important their work is

to people in general, how much their

work ought to be appreciated by the

public. This is often applicable to

men whose labor produces useful goods,

including highway construction workers,

factory workers, steel workers, and

80 on.

These are three general KINDS of

motives which a supervisor may work

on--immediate motives, tangible

incentives, and general ideals. There

are several other kinds of motivations
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worthy of mention. (Place, Slap-onal on right side of board.) (Turn

to Chart #5.50

One of these is knowledge of

progress toward goals. Men work better

if they know that they are getting

somewhere. Did YOU ever work on a job

in which you never knew how you stood- -

no matter what you did, it did not

seem to get you any credit for it A

workman will put out more effort as he

learns that he is getting recognition

for becoming better at his job. If

he is getting more commendations, if

he feels nearer to a raise or a

promotion, if he is getting more of

whatever he wants, he may feel that he

is "on the right track", and really

put out.

a

Have you ever observed dogs

following a scent trail? When they

lose the scent, they wander about in

confusion. When they find it again,
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they go off at a fast pace. As the

scent gets stronger and stronger

(indicating more and more progress

toward the goal), the dogs run faster

and faster. The simple implication

of this principle is: always given

commendations of other possible

satisfactions, every time they are

earned.

Workmen are often motivated also

by knowledge of progress the group

is making toward a goal. Knowledge

of how much progress toward a set goal

of production - the millionth car

produced, or number of miles of road

construction completed--all kinds of

knowledge of industrial progress may

serve as motivation. Such knowledge

can be provided in several effective

ways - enouncements, line graphs,

"thermometer graphs", and so on.

Closely related to "knowledge of

progress" is the feeling of success,

which may be a powerful kind of
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motivation. Have you ever heard the

saying, "Nothing succeeds like success",

and have you ever wondered what such an

obvious statement meant? (Turn to

ChartiA5.6.)

Suppose a foursome has just

finished a round of golf. Which one

of the four is probably most eager to

play again? And when they do play

again, which one will probably play

with the greatest enthusiasm? The man

who was worst on the first round may

curse and strain, but he won't put

quite the same effective enthusiasm into

his efforts as the past winner will.

In general, the experience of past

success will make a man perform with

greater effort and effectiveness in the

future. Unfortunately, the feeling of

success is not such a simple matter as

it may seem. There are at least two

restrictions on it.
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First, in order for a man to feel

success in overcoming an obstacle, or

reaching a goal, the task must be hard

enough to be challenging. To use a

previous example, if Ben Hogan were to

beat me in golf, he would NOT gain there-

by that glowing feeling of success,

because it would be too easy. Second,

the person involved must be sufficiently

eager to overcome the obstacle, or

achieve the goal - otherwise he cannot

feel "success", because he just does

not care, anyway.

Of course, the feeling of success

is not the only means for motivation.

Workmen often have to be assigned to

tasks that offer no challenge at all,

and then some other motivation must be

used. Whenever it is possible, however,

workmen should be assigned to tasks

which they find pleasure in mastering.

They should be given enough, but only

enough, help to make mastering possible.

To do a man's job for him does not give
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motivation seems desirable. That is, a

workman may be doubly motivated if he

Ben Hogan were to beat me at golf, I

would not have any sense of "failure"

would be virtually impossible. Second,

motivation--but it is far less effective

perform. To use the same example, if

him a feeling of success - but, to

desire to try.

fact is another special kind of

of success. Sometimes a double-barreled

anticipates that failure to perform

feelings while, at the same time,

ant feelings of success.

two restrictions. First, in order for

a person to feel "failure" at a task,

the task must be possible for him to

as a result, because victory for me

leave him alone to fail will kill off

than past feelings or present expectation

satisfactorily will bring unpleasant

satisfactory performance will bring pleas-

The feeling of failure also has

Fear of the feeling of failure, in

S5P20
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again, the'person involved must be

sufficiently eager to master the task- -

otherwise he cannot feel "failure". The

implications should be clear.

Remember that a workman who has come

to feel, whatever the reasons, that he

has "failed" a great many times, no

matter how well he actually has per-

formed, is UNLIKELY to try very hard in

the future.

Incidentally, the eagerness to

master the task, which was just mention-

ed, is connected with "level of aspiration".

A fellow with an unreasonable level of

aspiration may have a feeling of failure

in a task, no matter how well he had

done, so long as he falls short of his

unreasonably high expectations. That

is, if I really expected to beat Ben

Hogan, then a loss to him would bring a

sense of failure to me, even though I

might have played better golf than any-

one from my town had ever played

before.
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Material incentives, usually in the

form of money, already have been discussed.

We shall see again, in the next session,

how surprisingly ineffective they can be

in motivation.

The "climate", or general nature

of relationships to supervisors, is an

important element of motivation. This

is mostly, however, a problem of

attitudes or morale, to be discussed in

the next session. (Turn to Chart #5.7.)

Competition is one of the most

commonly used, and one of the most power-

ful, of all specific motivations. Men

are induced to compete to see which one

will get a raise, which one will get a

promotion, which one will get a bonus

for being the outstanding "workman of

the week", and so on, endlessly. You

are no doubt fully aware of the power

of competition as motivation, and how

to use it.

Not so well recognized are certain

dangers and limitations with respect to



We cannot ignore such a powerful force,

but we should be on guard against the

undesirable results when individual

dangers in it. Examples of the frequent

done when amount is emphasized.

ment toward the sponsoring employers,

the use of competition as motivation.

competition is too highly stressed are

these:

among competitors.

of deceit, instead of honest effort.

and anger which handicaps them.

other undesirable ways.

chance of winning at all, hopelessness

and lack of effort.

shown by refusing to "put out", or in

Two, dishonesty and other forms

One, antagonism aad dissension

Three, decrease in quality of work

Four, among many workmen, anxiety

Five, among some workmen, resent-

ment

among workmen who have no

S5P23
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These are some of the frequent,

undesirable effects when all members of

a group are pitted against each other

in individual competition on the same

basis. There are several ways to modify

the usual procedure, however, so as to

reduce the harmful effects.

One way is to "handicap" each man

appropriately, in such a way that each

one will theoretically have an equal

chance to win. This is like giving the

slowest runner a "head start" in a race.

The fastest runner or two won't like the

"handicap" arrangement, but all the

others will, and they will usually try

harder than ever to win.

Another way is to base the competi-

tion on the relative amount of improvement.

Suppose, for example, that Harry has run

a hundred yards in fifteen seconds, at

his best, heretofore. Joe's best time

has been twelve seconds. When they

compete, Harry runs the hundred in only

twelve seconds, but Joe still beats

him with eleven seconds. The prize, however
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goes to Harry, who has cut three. seconds

off his beet previous record, compared

with Joe's improvement of only one

second. That is, Harry has improved

his record by 20 per cent, Joe by only

9 per cent.

A third way is to have each man

competing only against other men of

about the same ability. This is

often done in golf tournaments, with

"championship flights, first flights,

second flights," and so on.

In industrj, cash bonures are

sometimes awarded to "the most improved

workmen". Modifications of the usual,

uncontrolled style of competition can

be made in many informal ways, however,

by supervisors on the job. For just one

example, a man whose work is very poor

can still be commended for doing better

than before. Some day, that workman

might eventually turn out to be a

valuable worker--or he may not. That's

a gamble worth taking. (Turn to Chart

#5.8.)
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The "spirit of cooperation" is not

quite such powerful motivation as

competition, but it does have value as

motivation. It also has the advantage

that it does not have the dangers

described in connection with competition.

The use of "cooperation" for the purpose

of motivation requires great skill and

understanding on the part of a supervisor.

It is largely a matter of "morale", which

is to be discussed in the next session.

Anyway, these are some of the special

motivations frequently found to be useful:

(Read the list on the flannel board.)

III. Applying Motivation

Anybody who expects to influence

strongly the behavior of another person

must have firm control over his own

behavior in such a way as to secure

desired behavior by the other person,

regardless of what his own impulses are.

Unfortunately, the person who seeks

to do the motivating usually has motives
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of his own which he is unaware of. He

has, as we have said, unconscious motives,

and he should be on guard against them.

He must, therefore be impersonal in his

motivation of other people. (Place Slap -on

15.112 on left of board, well below 112.)

That is, he should not let his own

personal feelings and emotions keep him

from doing what must be done for motivation

of the other fellow. (TUrn to Chart #5.9.)

In motivation of people, we seek to

change their behavior. It is always impor-

tant to know what is our motive for

changing the other fellow's behavior,

in the first place. It is also

important to know exactly what new kind

of behavior we really want from him.

(Point to Chart 112.)

What do you think is this foreman's

own real motive? On the surface, he

seems to want better "discipline", in

order to get better production. Suppose,

however, that what he unconsciously wants

is the position of power over his men,
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this man in particular. If his chief

motive were NOT the desire for power,

but simply the desire for greater pro-

duction, would-he still have to use this

same behavior for motivation?

Be sure that what you do in motivation

is not unconsciously intended mainly to

satisfy your own personal desires.

Although you don't have to draw a picture

of it every time, be systematic in

motivation of your workmen.

Decide, first, exactly what new

behavior do I want to produce--greater

effort, greater fear of me, more care-

fulness, or what? Second, why do I

really want this new kind of behavior--

greater production, relief of my own

feelings of inferiority, greater power

for myself, or what? Third, what kinds

of motives does this man have, or these

men, that I can use-- what appeals to them

most? Fourth, what can I do or offer,

to activate and direct those motives?

All this is very well, but what if

you dibeover that the most appropriate

motivation is to be respectful to a
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stinking so-and-so, whose guts you

hate? Well, if you can't use the most

effective motivation, you had better

get him removed from your supervision,

or else give up your supervisor's

rating. Who is going to control whose

with

he control your behavior

his motivation of you, or will you

control his behavior in the way you

intend, through your motivation of him?

It is important to remember that

you cannot MAKE anybody do anything.

Whatever a person does, he does because

he wants to do it. The christian martyrs,

penalty does not always make a prison

for example, could not be made to perform

sinful acts, either by unbearable tortures

or by the certainty of death for refusal.

Even today, the certainty of the death

convict avoid murdering another convict.

nd today' bAndustrial supervisor-must

stop far short .of direct physical torture

and murder.

You can control a man's behavior

only by getting him to want to behave

the way you wish, by getting him to

think the way you wish him to think.
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Now, science has found that changes

in a manis.thinking, changes in a mants

wanting, can be produced by changing

certain physical conditions in his

brain. That suggests that changes in

thinking or -vnting are produced by

physical changes in the brain.

If this is true, it is nteresting

to consider that motivation nay be a

sort of psychological brain surgery by

remote control.

In motivation, that is, you are

performing brain surgery on a person,

without even touching him. If motivation

really is a kind of psychological brain

surgery, then you had better use great

skill and care, first, in order to

succeed, and second, to avoid serious

brain damage. And blunt force would

be dangerous in a delicate brain operation.

Uhlike the brain surgeon, who works

on just one brain at a time, an industrial

supervisor usually operates on several

people at the same time. that he does to

influence the behavior of one workman may
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produce undesirable behavior in other

workmen. An obvious emmple of this is

"favoritism", and the resentment it

bings from the unfavored workmen.

Does this mean that a supervisor must

treat all workmen exactly alike? If not,

what can he do to avoid the undesirable

effects of individual attention? There

are no "pat" answers, but here are a

few suggestions:

1. Deal with individual motivation

privately, when necessary and possible.

2. In case of awards, raises, or

bonuses, which cannot be confidential,

let other workmen become aware of what

the recipient has done to merit them.

Merely saying that he deserves them is

not enough.

3. Avoid real favoritism.

4. When one workman has to be

assigned to an easier job than anther's,

let the other man come to feel that he

has a tougher job because he is a
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superior workman. Don't just "explain"

this. (Place Slap-on ita.1 on board below

#5.4.)

A person's behavior as a member of

a group is likely to be different from

his behavior as a separate individual.

This is true in several ways, and for

several reasons. In parts of the next

three sessions we are going to examine

the nature of human behavior in groups.

(Place Slap-on #5.6 on board, below #5.5.)

A final principle of motivation is

the principle of multiple causation of

behavior. In other words, anything a

person does is likely to be the result

of a combination of several complicated

motives. This means, in practice, that

a supervisor's attempt to motivate a

workman is never the only influence on

that man's behavior. Therefore, a

supervisor must expect, as an inevitable

condition, frequent failure to accomplish

all that he intends to do by motivation.
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(Close with a summary, as usual,
and give the theme'for the next session.)

REFERENCES Leavitt, Chapters 10, 11, 12, 13.
See Bibliography Mier, Chapters 13 and 14.
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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

Most of the comments below are offered purely as

suggestions which MAY be of value to the instructor of this

course. It is NOT expected that the instructor will be a

mere "reader", nor a human tape recorder. If teaching is

both a science and an art, then the instructor rust be free

to employ his own unique artistry, provided he keeps constantly

in mind the objectives of the course as stated, and as implied

in the text.

1. Within the text of the course, directions to the
instructor are either underlined, if very short, or single-
spaced, if longer. These are not to be spoken to the audience.

2. The natural flow of the instructor's own language
should be used, rather than the entire, verbatim wording of
this text material. It is assumed, however, that the
instructor will feel free to borrow as much as he needs of
the actual phrasing of the text material.

3. It is expected that any instructor will elaborate
and enrich, from his own favorite resources, the text material
provided. Time allowance for this has been made, but there is
no allowance for garrulousness. At the same time, the instruc-
tor should not omit any of the essential concepts embodied in
the text as it stands.

4. The instructor should inject into the presentation
his own particular jokes and humor, which fit him best. This
should be done somewhat sparingly, for there is already a
reasonable amount of purposeful, pointed humor in the text
material provided. Needless to say, all humor must be
discrete, in good taste, and primarily enlightening or
illustrative, but, secondarily, amusing and attention-hold-
ing. All this, admittedly, makes it difficult.

5. At the end of each of the sessions, in the text
material provided, is a list of key references. These references
will usually contain sufficient source material for elaboration
of the topics covered. The instructor should feel free, of
course, to use other reliable sources to amplify the text
material provided.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

6. The industrial, on-the-job frame of reference should
always be used, wherever possible. The group, itself, will
often be a rich source of practical examples.

7. Ir. is suggested that the instructor prepare and
administer, at the beginning of each session, a 10-minute
self-test on the preceding session, based on his own presenta-
tion. Unless they are administered orally, he will need to
prepare, in advance, a sufficient number of "Self-testing
Handouts" for each session. Ready-made Self-Testing Handouts
may be used, if preferred.

This suggestion is based on two vital, psychological
principles of learning. First, the amount and quality of
learning, in general, tends to be somewhat proportionate to
the amount of learning effort by the learner. Second, the
ecpectation of a need for recall, even though se/:-imposed,
usually stimulates learning activity.

If the self-tests are used, they must be entirely self-
scored, so that only the taker will ever know his score. These
will be adults who would resent being "graded" like schoolboys.
None of the tests should consume more than ten minutes of work-
ing time, nor more than twelve minutes, altogether, for
administering. The scoring of the test by the takers should
be done in conjuntion with the review of the px.wious session,
as given by the instructor. Much skill and tact will be re-
quired for this procedure. Pencils must be assured in advance.

If the instructor prefers to administer the self-tests
without using handouts, he may present the questions orally,
and have the group answer on blank paper. If this is done,
he must arrange, in advance, for each member to have paper and
pencil.

Waste of time in self-testing must be avoided. One way
to do this is to have members of the group distribute the
handout self-tests and/Or pencils and later collect the nencils
(if furnished by the instructor).

8. Either by intention or accident, the actual presenta-
tion of content in any session may leave more than enough time
for a properly brief summary of the discussion. If so, the
summary may be preceded by a short, free discussion. This is
left to the judgment of the instructor. The nature and control

the free discussion is left to the careful discretion of
the instructor- -it could easily get out of hand, if he is not
on guard.



Suggestions to the Instructor (Continued)

9. This should not be a course in "academic psychology",
although the word "psychology" must be used frequently, and
most groups will enjoy the feeling that they are getting some
"inside dope on psyohology. Whenever unfamiliar technical
or professional terms must be used, they . ould.be explained
in language understandable to the least educated members of
the group, without anz condescension. Some are likely to be
college grd3UFEFF7

10. Never close more than five or ten minutes early, nor
more than two seconds late. The instructor st,:Nuld time each
presentation carefully, throughout, so that he will not finish
much to early, nor run out of time.
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General Methods
Attitude Scales
Opinion Surveys
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Imitation
Emotional Experience
Informative Experience
Self- Cultivation

6.4 DC ATTITUDES AFFECT:I
Productivity ?
AbsenteMsm ?
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Turn-over ?

MORALE FROM:
Supervisor's Behavior
Decision Making
Open Communications

As Usual

At this session we are going to

examine the problem of "attitudes"
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in general, and one specific version of

attitude - "morale".

Attitudes are peculiar things. They

remind me of what an old friend once told

me. He said "I hate spinach, and I'm

glad I hate it, because if I liked it

I would eat it, and I hate it!" (Place

Slap-on #6.1 on upper left of board.)

An attitude is a sort of general

way of looking at something or somebody.

Most attitudes, if not all, are relatively

favorable or unfavorab71 ways of looking

at something or somebody in every day life.

You will remember our discovery in

the first session, that what you see

when you look at something is not

necessarily what is really there, at

all. What you see--or hear--is

determined by the way you look at it,

as much as by what really is there.

That is, your attitude toward a thing

determines your opinion about it, as

much as the facts do. (Turn to Chart

#6.1.)
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For example, look at these two

black figures, A and B, on the chart.

Which one of the solid black figures is

a square and which is a diamond? Who

thinks the square is the solid figure in

A?... All right--now how many think the

diamond is a solid black figure in B?

Well, most people see a square in

A, and a diamond in B. As a matter of

fact, both of the solid black figures

are exactly the same size and shape.

BOTH are squares. Why is A more often

seen as a square and B as a diamond- -

what is the difference?

eta to isel someone in the group to
ex lairithe cause of differeErin erprZTa-
ions ot-TEe717671a7ntical figures. If

EZT-Wu cca15117-elaborafe or clarity as

The two black figures are the same

shape and size, and they -,- turned the

same way. The only difference between

them is the setting in which each appears.

The setting is the rectangle (Point) in

which each appears. The setting for A

is turned a different way from the setting

for B.
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The setting for A causes it to look

like a square, even though it is tilted

up on one corner. Tile seLting for B,

however, makes it look like a diamond.

Now, tnese settings are like attitudes.

Attitudes affect your opinions, just like

these rectangles affect opinions about

those figures. So, what is an opinion?

An opinion is what you think is a

fact. Your opinion may be completely

false, either because you have only a part

of the information, or because your atti-

tude determines what you see, even when

you ge_ a full view.

Suppose, for instance, you are a

supervisor who has an unfavorable attitude

toward foreigners - you hate them, maybe

for reasons which seem to you sufficient.

Suppose, also, you have under your

supervision a foreign workman, to whom

you necessarily would have, in this case,

a strongly unfavorable attitude.

The foreign workman has changed his

foreign name, and is now "Bob". OPINION--
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"He's trying to be something he aint".

Bob gets more work done than any-

body else. OPINION--He's nothing but a

show-off, that proves it.

Bob's work is very poor. OPINION-

He's no good, just like the rest of them.

The District Manager tells you that

Bob made the highest score on the intelli-

gence test given to all men who apply for

jobs. OPINION--He's crooked. He cheated

on the exam, that proves it.

You hear that Bob made a very low

score on the intelligence test. OPINION- -

He's stupid. All them foreigners that

come over here are stupid. This proves

it. (COMMENT--This is strange, because

you may think that foreigners who don't

have enough sense to come to this country

are stupid.)

Bob always says "Yes sir and No sir" to

you. OPINION--He's a filthy boot-licker.

That proves it.
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Bob never says "Sir" to you.

OPINION--He's disrespectful. That

proves it.

And so on and on. No matter what

this "foreigner" does, your opinion of

his behavior is determined more by your

attitude than by what he actually does.

Now we don't want all this to hurt

anybody's feeling--we were just supposing--

so let's prove it. Is there a full-

blooded American Indian present? Stand

up if you are. All you full-blooded

Indians stand up. Come on... .(Wait

hopefully.)

Well, I don't know about all the

rest of you foreigners, but speaking as

one foreigner, I hope those Indians

have the right attitude toward us. I

seem to remember hearing that they

didn't always.

Don't misunderstand- -don't doubt

everything you see, hereafter. You

have to "believe your own eyes", as they
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say. Just be on guard against the dis-

torting effect of your attitudes.

Anyway, you should have a rough

idea of what an attitude is, and what an

opinion is. An attitude may be either

sound and wise, or unsound and foolish.

An opinion may be either correct or in-

correct. But wrong attitudes and wrong

opinions influence our behavior just as

much as right ones do. After all, if

we KNEW the wrong opinions were wrong,

they would not BE our opinions.

As said before, "morale" is a special

case of attitudes. For practical purposes,

"morale" may be explained as "team

spirit", or high morale in a group by

several signs.

First, each individual is as much

interested in achievements by the group

as a whole as he is in his own personal

achievements.

Second, each member of the group

has confidence in the other members of
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the group, believing that every other

member will do his share, or more, with-

out hogging the credit.

Third, each member believes that

his group is the best group he could

possibly be in

Fourth, each member believes that

the leaders of his group are more depend-

able and more capable than the leaders of

any other group.

Fifth, members of the group like

to get together and to stay together

a great deal, either on or off the job.

They hate to lose any member, and any

member hates to leave.

Whenever a group has all these

characteristics in full measure, we say

that group has morale, or "high" morale.

That is the general attitude we call

morale".

I. Checking Attitudes

Industry is more and more recogniz-

ing that the attitudes and morale of
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workmen may affect overall production,

and production cost, and therefore

profits. The management of an industrial

organization will often wish to know,

then, what the attitudes and opinions of

its workmen are, and how strong those

attitudes and opinions are. There are

several ways of finding out, some more

difficult than others. (Place ;lap-on

#6.2 under #6.1.)

Attitudes and opinions of individuals,

and morale of a group, can be very roughly

detected in various general ways. Casual

remarks overheard, behavior observed,

direct complaints from workmen, the

"feeling" that an alert supervisor gets,

all these give clues. Some indication

of the level of morale may be obtained

from analysis of certain records, such

as rate of turnover among employees,

changes in amount of absenteeism, changes

in production rate, and so on.

Very often managers and supervisors

are unaware of the importance of workmen's
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attitudes, and do not bother to use

these general sources of information

for that purpose. In any case, these

general, "ready-made" ways usually give

very incomplete and often wrong informa-

tion about the attitudes of employees.

A more dependatle method is the use

of what are called "attitude scales".

An attitude scale is usually a printed

questionnaire, consisting of either a

list of questions or a list of state-

ments. It is given like a test,

although it is not a test, in the regular

sense.

If the attitude scale is a list of

questions, each person is usually in-

structed to answer each question either

"yes" or "no", thereby indicating his

"Opinion" on each item. Then all of

his opinions, put together, indicate the

general attitude which governs his

opinions. All the questions are about

one sort of thing, like the company",

or "war", or "high school marriages".
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Look at sample #1 on these sample sheets.

(Distribute Handout #2.)

If the attitude scale consists of

a list of stateme. about "the company",

for example, then each employee is asked

to mark each statement which he believes

to be true. Some of the statements are

"favorable" and some are "unfavorable".

Here, again, the answers of one employee,

taken all together, indicate how favorable

0 unfavorable his attitude toward the

company may be.

Look at sample #2 on the samide

sheet you have. (Pause.)

Another type of attitude scale also

consists of a list of statements about

something, such as "the company". In

this type, however, each person is

directed to mark, for each statement,

one of five possible opinions - strongly

agree, agree, undecided, disagree, or

strongly disagree. Look at sample #3

-1 the sample sheet you have. (Pause.)
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In filling out one of these "attitude

scales", of course, an employee can

easily conceal his real attitude by mark-

ing answers contrary to his true opinions.

An employee whore attitude toward the

organization is highly unfavorable may

wish to hide his true feelings, for

obvious reasons. He is naturally afraid

of "putting himself on the spot".

In order to assure frankness, *bere-

fore, the papers turned in must be

anonymaus. Persons filling out an atti-

tude scale must be instructed NOT to put

their names on the paners. This makes

them free to let opinions be known with-

out putting themselves individually on

the spot.

Thus it is impossible to measure

with confidence the attitude of a specific

individual. It is very possible, however,

by considering a21 the papers together,

to analyze the general attit.u.de of a group,

since the group from which the papers

c..me IS known.

r
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During the las-, session we are going

to try to measure the attitude of this

group toward the entire program of these

discussions of human nature at work. It

is hoped that the measurement of your

attitude, as a group, Yell help to make

these discussions more usefill and interest-

ing in the future. It will also provide

you with an example of attitude measure-

ment.

An attitude scale is used to measure

a general attitude of a group, its "morale".

Sometimes the management wants to know

simply the opinions of employees about

specific detailed matters. This purpose

may be served by an "opinion survey",

which is a questionnaire consisting of

a list of specific questions, each to

be answered "yes" or "no". Look at

sample #4 on the sample sheet you have.

(Pause.)

Still other methods are sometimes

used to learn about employee attitudes.

One is the "exit interview". These are
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interviews with workmen who are leaving

their jobs. They usually take the form

of an orally administered questionnaire,

in which case it is a "guided interview".

The interviewer asks specific questions,

and she employee answers orally with his

opinions. Sometimes they are "unguided"

interviews, in which the em'1oyee is

merely encouraged to say whatever comes

to mind.

A man who is leaving his job anyway

is supposed to be free to (-press his

opinions without fear. Men who are

leaving, however, are more often than

not men who do so because of unfavorable

attitudes toward the organization, so

that their attitudes may not represent

the attitudes of all workmen. The "exit

interview" iG not too dependable.

One big company ran a contest, with

prizes for the best letter written by

any employee on "My Job and ft I Like

It". Over half of the employees sub-

mitted letters. A study of these letters
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revealed much about job aspects which

were regarded favorably. It was obvious,

on the other hand, that certain aspects

of jobs were nevez, mentioned among the

"advantages", suggesting unfavorable

attitudes toward those aspects. This

procedure was called "Theme Analysis".

It is not too practical for common use.

II. How Attitudes Work

Knowing how attitudes are identi-

fied and measured helps us to under-

stand what is meant by "attitude". But

how do they work? How come? How does

a person get an attitude in the first

place?

These questions become a little

easier when we put them in another form.

How are attitudes learned: They do have

to be learned, for none are inherited,

nor instinctive. Research has discovered,

for instance, that cats do not just

instinctively hate rats--they learn the

habit of attacking rats. Irishmen do

not instinctively hate Englishmen. But
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how are attitudes learned? (Place

Slap-on #6.3 on board under #6.2, and

turn to Chart #6.2.)

Imitation. In many cases, a person

may simply have taken up the attitude of

his close associates. This is very

common among young children, who are

seldom aware of what they are doing when

it occurs. A young child is more likely

to take for his own thos attitudes

observed in persons with whom he is

closely associated and whom he admires

and respects. The most likely source

of a child's attitudes is the child's

father or mother.

Most two year old children are

certain that Daddy knows everything

worth knowing and could do anything he

wanted to do, although he doesn't always

want to. To such a child, if Daddy

shows the attitude that all supervisors

are sadistic crooks it has to be so.

By the time such a child is three or

four, re has the set attitude that
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absolutely all job supervisors are

completely sadistic and crooked.

Not until the child becomes teen-

aged does he discover that mother and

father really know practically nothing

about anything. But he is unaware that

his many attitudes came mostly from

that ignorant pair of parents--he thinks

they are his own, based on "facts" which

are like the "facts" about "Bob" in our

earlier discussion.

Incidentally, once a person has

acquired a particular attitude, he

continually finds "evidence" that his

attitude is crrrect. Remember Bob

again, the workman of foreign descent?

The teen-ager, having turned his

imitation away from his parents and

other "old fogies", now seeks to imitate

his teen-aged associates, especially the

"big shots" among them. He imitates

their clothes, their "jive" style of

talk, their attitudes. By the time he

is an adult, most of his life-long
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attitudes about general things already

have been thoroughly learned.

When an adult enters a new situation,

like marriage or his first job, he may

encounter people or things for which he

has no ready--made attitudes. Maybe he

had never learned any particular attitudes

toward supervisors or management. Then

he is likely to learn attitudes from his

adult associates. He imitates attitudes

of his fellow workmen, AND OF HIS

SUPERVISOR. (Turn to Chart #6.3.)

2. Emotional Experiences.

Occasionally a permarent attitude may

be learned by a single, intense emotional

experience. A Phild who becomes furious

over an unjust humiliation by a harsh

teacher may develop an unfavorable

attitule toward ALL teachers, in fact

toward all people who later "take

charge" of him. A child who is terrified

by one foreign-looking, foreign-talking

man may learn, by this one experience,

a permanent, unfavorable attitude
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toward ALL "foreigners". A beginning

workman who is unjustly fired for

some serious act committed by another

unknown workman may learn thereby a

permanent unfavorable attitude toward

all employers and supervisors.

Favorable attitudes nts.y be acquired

in the same way, through intensely

pleasant emotional experiences. (Turn

to Chart #6.4.)

3. Informative Experiences. In

spite of what has already been said,

some attitudes may be the results of

information received, whether the

information is true or false. The

information may come from what we

hear, what we see, or what we read. It

may come from lectures, sermons, or

conversations; from radio, television,

movies, newspapers, or magazines.

Someone does us a favor, w.) get a

favorable attitude toward him. Then

we learn that he only did it so that
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he could get us to do something for him,

and our attitude is reversed. Advertisers

give us a lot of information about their

products, none of it bad, and we get a

favorable attitude toward those products.

A workman hears that his employers

are getting a lot more money these days,

although he has had no raises in pay.

His attitude toward the organization is

affected. He hears that the foreman is

getting kick-backs from workmen who get

raises or promotions. He hears that the

retirement fund has been spent for some-

thing else; that other workmen like

himielf always get higher pay from other

departments; that all unmarried men like

himself are going to be laid off; all

these kinds of information, true or

false, effect his attitude.

Giving the public either false

information, or only a few of the facts,

causes public attitude to get a politi-

cian elected or a tax bill in the

legislature defeated. (Turn to Chart
;=11.1.41.1=0,...

#6.5.)
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4. Self-Cultivation. It may seem,

before, but seems that a favorable

How does he do this? Just the way he

would form any habit.

from what has been said, that attitudes

are always acquired unconsciously. This

is not entirely true. A person may

deliberately set out to cultivate in

himself an attitude which he needs to

have. After all, an attitude is only an

habitual way of looking at something,

it is only a habit. And we know how

to deliberately form a habit.

A supervisor takes a new job in a

and where the only topic of conversation

among men, other than the usual three,

is fishing. This supervisor had had no

particular attitude toward fishing

attitude toward it would now be useful.

L..) he sets out to deliberately cultivate

a favorable attitude toward fishing, so

that he can enjoy it and talk about

place where the fishing is excellent,
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(Here the instructor may explain
specifically how this might be done,
using the principles of habit for
formation.)

How about the changing of another

person's attitude? How can that be

done? Well, changing aL existing

attitude is really a matter of forming

a new attitude, which may mean either

an opposite to the existing attitude

or else a stronger version of the

attitude already held. Therefore,

attitudes are changed in the same way

that new attitudes are originally

formed.

Suppose that one of your workmen

has a strongly unfavorable attitude

toward your organization in general.

Now would you go about changing it?

Remember the ways that attitudes are

formed: by imitation, by emotional

experiences, by information experiences,

and by deliberate cultivation. How

would you try to change this man's

attitude?
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(Discuss this problem with the
Eiroup. Get them to make promising
suggestions in line MR the principles
of attitude ITnrfror17-7erprna them one
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rir desire? d, tx a role,-piayigi demonstration
with two memberii OurThe group. One is
W.DOr supervisor Orthe workman
Tneitrirla,vorao.i.e attifae. WITelarffia
on the problem. Tile other rarirrrgr:Pe
the department or district mans ,r7 aCEP
Fibs his role, as they discuss w at
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All right, it is known that employee

attitudes in industry are considered

important by. management. Why are they

important? What effects do attitudes have

on the behavior of workmen, and how

strong are these effects? (Place SlaEmon

#6.4 on, upper right.)

First, how do employee attitudes

effect their productivity? Well, it

has generally been found that job

satisfaction has very little effect,

if any, on amount of work accomplished.

On the other hand, attitudes toward

their supervisors, in particular, does

seem to have a strong effect on amount

of work accomplished. Y'st of the
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only for that. If he is a part-time

workman and part-time supervisor, then

part of his pay is for doing job-work

and the other part is solely for in-

fluencing the behavior of others.

(Point to Chat #5.0.) He should not

expect to earn his "supervisor's pay"

just by doing the labor, himself.

There is a name for tin main duty

of a supervisor. It is "mc:ivation".

In everyday language, this means getting

people to want to behave the way WE want

them to behave. It is far more compli-

cated than just "making" people do as

we wish, chiefly through force.

A fish cannot be "forced" to take

Cie fisherman's hook--he has to be

enticed. A boy cannot ordinarily force

his sweetheart to marry him. A work-

man who is threatened with force may quit

instead of working harder. Harsh treat-

ment often produces nervousness, awkward-

ness, deception, or escape, rather than

the desired behavior. Force, or the
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workers who regard their supervisor as

"democratic" are high production workers.

Most of the workers who regard their

supervisors as "dictators" are low

production workers. And the majority

of workers who regard their supervisor

as "reasonable" are high production

workers.

Furthermore, several impressive

experiments have indicated that high

morale, which involves more than

attitudes toward the company, does

seem to result in much higher produc-

tivity. In a few minutes, therefore,

we are going to look into this business

of morale, or "team spirit".

In the meantime, how do employee

attitudes toward their jobs or toward

their company affect behavior other

then productivity? Well, in brief,

among employees with unfavorable

attitudes, there is greater absenteeism,

tardiness and turn-over. All these

things are costly to employers, regard-

less of the productivity of workmen on
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III. Job Aspects Important
to Workers

It is interesting, and maybe useful,

to know what th:Lxgs there are about a

mants job that he feels arc worth

bothering over. What aspects of a job

are personally important to a workman?

Of course, a workman is likely to

regard the pay as one of the important

aspects of his job. This is especially

true if his pay is very high or very

low in comparison with the pay received

by other workmen of his level in other

jobs.

On the other hand, pay has NOT been

found to be the most important thing

that people want from their jobs. The

amount of pay ranks higher in importance

among nonunion employees than it does

among union workmen. But even among

nonunion workmen the amount of pay is

not usually considered the most important

thing about a job.
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Here are some job aspects often

considered more important than the

amount of pay:

Getting help necessary to get
results expected.

Encouragement to make suggestions
and try new methods.

Fnowledge of whether work is improv-
tng

Certai.Ity of hearing Pad fair
adjustment of grievan4es,

Certainty that promotion will go to
best qualified employees.

Steady employment

Chances for promotion

Safety

Working conditions

These facts do not mean that

extremely high or low pay would be less

important than lack of the advantages

listed above. It does mean that, if

management and supervisors operate

exclusively on the theory that all that

workmen care about is money, there is

likely to be trouble for them.
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N. Team Spirit on the Job

The idea of "morale" was explained

in the earlier part of this discussion.

Now we intend to see what causes high

.morale, or the lack of it. (Place

Slap-on 6.5 under #6.4, and turn to

Chart #6.6.)

1. Supervisory Relationships. One

thing that may make morale high or low

is the kind of personal treatment

received from the supervisor. What are

supervisors of high-producing groups

like?

They have been given more freedom

to use their own judgment. They are

not constantly "under the thumbs" of

their own supervisors.

They are not eager for more and

more complete power and authority.

They spend more time planning and

organizing the work in order to E

it done, rather than just pitching in

and doing most of it themselves.
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They give more general supervision,

and allow their workmen opportunities to

work out details for themselves, where-

c.-car that is practical. In other words,

they do not regard their workmen as mere

machines, without minds.

They are more directly concerned

with the human workman, rather than

just the amount of production. They do

sot immediately aad blindly blame

individuals when things go wrong.

It is a fact, however, that the

attituckts of workmen toward their fore-

men have a lot to do with productivity,

and with morale.

The old style of tough, hard

d:Aving foreman is generally useless

today. An efficient modern foreman

works for his men as much as for his

company and, strange as it may seem,

he gets better results for the company

that way.
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The foreman who gets best results

shows genuine interest in the feelings

of workmen. He makes them feel important.

He practices motivating skillfully,

rather than simply driving them by force

or threat. He is as fair and impartial

as possible. He welcomes ideas from

his men. He gives praise freely, when

due. He is patient and tolerant. He

lets mere think for themselves whenever

possiole. He is respected for knowing

the jobs better than the workmen, but

he.does not rub it in. (Turn to Chart

#6.7)

2. Decision Making. In high morale

groups of workmen, they have participated

in the making of many decisions, such

as the following:

How to do the job.
What group insurance plan to adopt.
When rest periods should come.
Selection of new tools or machines.
Setting up safety rules.
Etc.

Resistance to change is a fairly

common characteristic of human nature,



as explained before, unless it is

something obviously welcome, like a

raise in pay. Although clear to manage-

ment, the benefits to workers in a

change may not be recognized by them.

If the members of the group, themselves,

have has something to do with the decision

to make the cht-_Ige, they are more likely

to accept the change. In any case,

participation in the making of decisions

gives work groups a feeling of importance,

which contributes to high morale.

There are numerous ways to promote

worker-participation in decision making.

some companies operate various "suggestion"

plans, or systems. Others hold occasional

conferences of workmen, or their represent-

atives. Still other companies require

their supervisors to solicit ideas in-

formally from workers, to pass them

along to higher officials, and to give

workmen credit for useful suggestions,

and so on.

3. Clear Communications. In a

work group with high morale, the
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interchange of information is free and

clear in all directions. Conditions

permit free exchange of information and

ideas between one workman and any other;

between foreman and each workman; between

foreman and higher management; between

higher management and each workman.

Information can be exchanged freely in

any direction, back and forth, or up and

down.

In modern industry, this problem of

communication has become a serious one.

We intend to find out more about it in

our last session.

In a very real sense, all of our

discussions here deal with the problem

of morale. This is especially true of

our next two sessions.

(Distribute Handout #3. Follow
with usual discussion period and/Or
summary, and theme for next session.)

REFERENCES Hepner, Chapters 22, 24, pp. 399-404,
See Bibliography 410-417.

Maier, Chapters 3, 5.
Tiffin and McCormick, Chapter 11, pp.

327-334.
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing this course of study, it has been assumed that the
attainment of occupational competency in any type of work involves three
different, yet closely related, types of learning. These are:

1. Mastery of the practical j skills and procedures
performed by the worker in the occupation.

2. Comprehension of the technical and related information
basic to an intelligent understanding and practice of the
occupation.

3. Development of those personal-social traits which are
essential for successful workers.

Over a period of time, coordinators have developed the term
specific-related to describe the technical related information needed
for a specific job classification, and to use the ie'rin general- related when
describing the related information needed by all workers. The assignments
contained in this course of study are designed to fall under the latter
classification.

No claim is made that the series of seventeen assignments, contained
in this course of study, will meet all of the requirements in the general-
related field. The individual coordinator is free to delete or add to this
series.

Assignments 1 through 5 should be made at, or near, the beginning
of the school year, and Assignments 16 and 17 should be assigned near the
close of the school term. The sequence and time of offering the other
assignments can best be left to the coordinator .

Some coordinators follow the instruction plan of allotting several
specified days of each week, say Mondays and Tuesdays, to the study of
general-related materials. The remaining days of the week are devoted to
individual study of specific materials . Other coordinators prefer to take
each general-related assignment as a study unit to complete the assignment,
without interruption for individual specific study assignments, regardless of
the number of days required. Each plan has its merits. The coordinator is
free to choose either method or develop the one best suited to his particular
situation .

It is recommended that the general-related assignment be made and
discussed on a group basis. In each assignment provisions have been made



A test covering each reading assignment for first year students has

for advanced students. In addition to the assignments made for them to
study or perform, it is recommended that they be brought into the general
class disc,.asion of the topic involved.

been provided. The individual coordinator should use his initiative to delete
or add to the test questions.



TO THE COORDINATOR

Each assignment sheet in the General Related Study Guide has been
organized on the following basis:

1. An introduction--which is designed to tell the student
the general nature of the assignment, arouse his
interest, and stress the importance of the topic
involved.

2. A definite assignment covering reading assignments,
questions, and problems.

3. A list of references.

4. A set of study questions based upon the reading
assignments for the first-year students.

5. A set of problems and projects designed to provide
additional discussion or projects to be done by first-
year students.

Reference lists for first and second-year students follow these
comments to the coordinator. These references should be purchased
the first year the study guide is placed in use. Other useful references
not listed here may be purchased and used at the discretion of the
coordinator.

Following the list of references is a list of the film supply companies
from which the films used in the assignments may be secured.

In this manual, a teacher's "key" has been provided for each
assignment. Each key is organized as follows:

1. Key to study questions--this key covers the study
questions in the student's assignment sheet. For
example, "3. A-8" means that the material covered
in question 3 is found in reference A on page 8.

2. Suggested assignments for advanced students- -
reading assignments intended for advanced students
are given here. Additional activities for these
students are suggested as well.

3. Suggested list of visual aids --where possible,
suggested visual aids have been listed. Where none
is listed, blank space has been provided for the
coordinator to write in visual aids at a later date.
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4. Other aids for teaching this unit- -included here are
supplementary materials which may be used in the
more comprehensive study of the unit.

5. Suggested speakers and topics --suggestions made here
may be used at the coordinator's discretion.

6. A test designed to give a good coverage of the reading
assignments made to first-year students is given for
each assignment, along with the correct answer. For
example, "A - 8 (15)" following each test question
refers to the reference, page of reference, and the
corresponding student study question. Please note:
the reference may be an "Information Sheet" with
paragraphs numbered in Roman numerals.



REFERENCES USED IN THE GENERAL RELATED STUDY GUIDE

References for first-year assignments:

I. Dreese, Mitchell, How To Get the Job, Science Research
Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago II,
Illinois, 1960, $0.40.

2. Gerken, C. d'A., Study Your Way Through School, Science
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street,
Chicago 11, Illinois, 1953, $0.40.

3. Humphreys, J. Anthony, Choosing Your Career, Science
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street,
Chicago 11, Illinois, 1961, $0.40.

4. National Association of Manufacturers, Your Future,
National Association of Manufacturers, 2 East 48th
Street, New York 17, New York, 1954, $0.05.

(1)

(I)

(1)

5. Sinick, Daniel, Your Personality and Your Job, Science
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street,
Chicago 11, Illinois, 1960, $0.40. (I)

6. U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Your Social Security, Washington 25, D.C., 1964, Free. (I)

7. Wilhelms, Fred T., and Heimerl, Ramon P., Consumer
Economics Principles and Problems, Second Edition,
Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., 4655 Chase Avenue, Lincolnwood, Chicago 46,
Illinois, 1959, $4.43*.

8. Worthy, James C., What Employers Want, Science
Research Associates, Inc., 259 East Erie Street,
Chicago 11, Illinois, 1950, $0.40.

Suggested references for advanced assignments:

1. MacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fitting Yourself for
Business, Gregg Publishing Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 4655 Chase Avenue, Lincolnwood, Chicago
46, Illinois, 1961, $4.75*.

* Subject to educational discount
** Frequency of use in assignments
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2. Newton, Roy, and Nichols, F. G., How to Improve Your
Personality, Second Edition, Gregg Publishing Division,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 4655 Chase Avenue,
Lincolnwood, Chicago 46, Illinois, 1963, $3.50*. (1)

3. Orchard, Norris Ely, Study Successfully, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 330 West 42nd Street, New York 36,
New York, 1953, $1.95*. (1)

4. Sibley, Wesley B., and Dalton, Frank W., Social and
Economic Problems of Demoracy's Workers, The George
Wahr Publishing Company, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1955,
$3.00. (4)

5. U. S. Department of Labor. Brief History of the
American Labor Movement, Superintendent of Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.,
1957, $0.35. (1)

6. U. S. Department of Labor, Handy Reference Guide to
the Fair Labor Standards Act (Federal Wage-Hour Law),
Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington 25, D.C., 1958, $0.15. (1)

7. Wilson, W. Harmon, and Eyster, Elvin S., Consumer
Economic Problems, Fifth Edition, SouthWetstern
Publishing Company, Inc., 4101 Madison Road, Cincinnati
27, Ohio, 1956, $3 .84* . (Assignments for advanced
students have also been keyed to the 1961 edition.) (8)

* Subject to education discount
** Frequency of use in assignments
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INFORMATION CONCERNING FILMS

The films suggested in this study guide have been used by coordin-
ators in connection with the unit assignments. There are probably many more
excellent films available which could be used. In selecting the films listed,
the factors of quality, content, and cost were kept in mind.

In planning for the use of films in connection with the assignments,
rental orders should be sent to the film library as far in advance of the
actual use date as possible. It would be well to record the date when each unit
of the study guide was covered each year so that an approximate date when
each film would be needed fo- the following year could be given. Libraries
do not have unlimited quantities of prints of each film, so the earlier you
order, the better the chances are that all the films you want will be available
when you wr..` them.

To facilitate ordering the films you plan to use, it is suggested that
you secure catalogs from the various film companies. Addresses of the
sources of the films suggested for use in the study guide are listed below.
It may be that your local film librarian will have these.

1. American Bankers Association, 12 East 36th Street, New York 16,
New York. (Obtain through local bank.)

2. Bell System Telephone Offices . (Obtain through local Bell System
business office.)

3. Business Education Films, 4607 16th Street, Brooklyn 4, New York.

4. Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company, Second Vice-
President, 231 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 90, Illinois.

5. Coronet Instructional Films, 65 East South Water Street, Chicago
1, Illinois .

6. General Motors Corporation, Department of Public Relations, Film
Section, General Motors Building, Detroit 2, Michigan. (For
midwestern and eastern states.)

7. Institute of Life Insurance, 60 East 42nd Street, New York, New York.

8. Modern Talking Picture Service, 102 East Vermont, Indianapolis
4, Indiana.
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9. National Association of Manufacturers, 14 West 49th Street, New
York 20, New York.

10. Audio Visual Center, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

11. Audio Visual Center, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.

12. Audio Visual Center, University of Arkansas, Fayettevilk Arkansas.



KEYASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 1
THE DIVERSIFIED COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

I. Key to Study Questions:

1. A-iii 6. B-44 11. B-43
2. B-42 7. B-44 12. 13-46
3. B-43 8. B-44 13. B-47
4. B-43 9. B 14. B

5. B-42 10. B

II. Suggested Assignments for Ad7anced Students:

1. Make a report on one or more of the following topics:

A. "Why I Enrolled in D.C.E."
B. "Values Received From D.C.E. Training"
C. "Suggestions for Improving D.C.E."
D. "Responsibilities of the D.C.E. Student to Himself,

His Employer, and His School"

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. COOPERATIVE TRAINING IN DIVERSIFIED TRADES-426
minutes)(color)--$5.00Audio-Visual Center, Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana. This film shows the relation
of cooperative training to the high school program and local
industry, and shows how the program can fit into the training
needs of a community.

2. EARNING MONEY WHILE GOING TO SCHOOL--(30 minutes)
$2.50--Business Education Films, 4607 16th Street, Brooklyn
4, New York.

IV. Suggested Speakers:

1. A former D.C.E. student to speak on the subject,
"Benefits I Have Received Through D.C.E. Training."

2. A local employer of D.C.E. students to speak on the
topic, "Why I Employ D.C.E. Students."

3. A personnel director or educator to speak on the topic,
"The Values of Work Experience."

- V. Test



True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F 1. The term "Cooperative" in the title of this coarse
indicates that the school and local businesses and
industries work together in providing occupational
training.

T F 2. In some states, the D.C.E. program was formerly

B-42

called Diversified Occupations. B-42

T F 3. The idea of learning an occupation by on-the-job
experiences is relatively new. B-43

T F 4. Since work experience takes time and energy, a
D.C.E. student's grades may be expected to drop
on entering the program. B-43

T F 5. Your related instruction should be of value to you in
making progress on the job. B-43

T F 6. Your coordinator will confer with your employer from
time to time and will visit you on the job. B-43

T F 7. Because you are enrolled in D.C.E., your require-
ments for graduation are basically reduced. B-43

T F 8. A student may enroll in the D.C.E. class for only
the related instruction and receive one unit of
credit per school year. B-44

T F 9. All students receive the same specific related
instruction. B-44

T F 10. Your coordinator will indicate the order in which
you will do specific related assignments to best fit
in with your on-the-job experiences.

T F 11.

B-44

Federal laws concerning wages, hours, and conditions
of employment do not apply to D.C.E. students. B-45

T F 12. Since D.C.E. takes the student out of school for
practically one-half day, students usually take five
years to graduate.

-12-
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T F 13. One advantage of cooperative training is that it allows one
to learn an occupation under actual working conditions. B-46

T F 14. Your employer will want you to learn as rapidly as possible
because as you learn you become a more valuable employee .B-47

T F 15. Your employer has a right to expect you to be honest, loyal,
and dependable. B-47

T F 16. While you are on the job, you are no longer under the
jurisdiction of the school. B-47

T F 17. Although D.C.E. offers certain advantages to the student,
participation in the program represents a dead loss to
cooperating employers. B-46

T F 18. Many schools do not have D.C.E. because of the expense of
setting up shops and providing expensive equipment. B-46

T F 19. A D.C.E. student who does not conduct himself properly on
the job is a liability to his school. B-47

T F 20. The training plan usually includes a list of activities you
will participate in on the job. B-44

T F 21. The order in which you gain experience on the job is of
no interest or concern to the coordinator. B-44

T F 22. A D.C.E. student should receive less pay than other
beginning workers in part-time work. B-45

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s) required
to complete the sentence correctly .

1. In the D.C.E . program, on-the-job instruction is provided
by the (employer) and coordinated related instruction
is provided by the (school) B-42

2. In medieval times the trade guilds of Europe provided a program
of on-the-job training which was known as the (apprenticeship)
system. B-43

3. The teacher in your school who is responsible for the operation
of the D.C.E . program is called a (coordinator) . B-43

4. For each year of successful participation in the D.C.E. program,
you receive_ (minimum of 1-4) high school credits. B-43
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5. The related information which the D.0D.C.E. class
studies as a group is called (General Related)
information. B-44

- ---t. .6. For a trainee in auto mechanics, information
studies considering fuel systems, brakes,, or trans-
missions would be called (specific) related in-
struction. B-44

7. The schedule of experiences which you will receive
on the job is called a (training plan) . B-44

8. Three characteristics which your employer will
demand of you are (honesty , loyalty , and
deundability) . B-47

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in eact -1 the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The following are occupations which occur frequently in B-45
the D.C. E. program:

(1) Auto Mechanic (5) Medical Laboratory Assistant

(2) Printing (6) Draftsman

(3) Dental Assistant (7) Florist

(4) Nurses Aide (8) Machinist

2. The D.0 . E. program provides the following advantages to
the students: B-46

(1) Provides occupational training under actual working
conditions.

(2) One can vin work experience and still graduate with
his class

(3) Opportunity for vocational training aloes with general
education.

(4) Helps bridge gap between school life and full time em-
ployment

(5) Opportunity to earn while learning

-14-



(6) Opportunity to develop interests and aptitudes
(Opportunity to determine occupational choice assists
in developing desirable personal-social traits)

3. Three types of learning involved in the mastery of any occ-
upation are:

(1) (skill)

(2) (related technical knowledge)

(3) (desirable personal and social traits)



I. Key to Study Questions:

RELATED INSTRUCTION
KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 2

1. A-iii 6. B-22-23
2. A-iii 7. B-25
3. A-48 8. B-34-38
4. A-49 9. B-39-42

=----

ID. iuggested List of Visual Aids:

IV. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

3. HIGH SCHOOL- -YOUR CHALLENGE - -(15 minutes) $2.50--

2. HOW TO CONCENTRATE - -(11 minutes) -- Indiana University.

1

1. Reference:

1. DO BETTER ON YOUR EXAMS--(10 minutes)-- B & W--

1. Morgan, Clifford T., and Dreese, James, How to Study, Mc -Graw-

which contains units on the techniques of study, reading improve-

reports. It is a practical guide in methods of study.

to review and be ready for a test. It gives sound suggestions

of a graduating senior, emphasizes the future importance of a
good high school education and the advantages of taking part in
extracurricular activities. It is designed to help handle the
dropout problem and to make high school more meaningful for all.

Hill Book Co., Inc., 4655 Chase Avenue, Lincolnwood, Chicago
46, Illinois, 1957, $1.50. This is a paper-bound, 126-page book,

B. Prepare a paper in which you show what in the above

$2.15--University of Arkansas. This film emphasizes how

on how to actually take a test.

$2.50- -
Coronet. This film, by looking back at the high school career

meat, taking notes, taking examinations, and writing themes and

5. B-12-14

A. Orchard, Study Successfully (or a similar book

you will follow in using what you have learned.
reference helped you most. Also give the procedure

in your school library)

16-
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V. Suggested Speakers

1. The high school counselor, high school principal, or
superintendent of schools to speak on the topic of "The
Importance of Your High School Record."

2. The high school librarian to speak on the use of the library.

VI. Test

True-False

Directions; The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F" .

T F 1. In order to do a good job of studying one needs a
good warming up period to get into the mood. B-12-(5)

T F 2. One needs an inspiration in order to do a good job
of studying. B-14-(5)

T F 3. A review is most helpful when done shortly after
one has learned some material. B-22-(6)

T F 4. We learn by doing and by overcoming our errors. B-25-(7)

T F 5. Clear thinking and effective writing requires a good
understanding and usage of words. B-25-(7)

T F 6. Note-taking and note-making are the same thing. B-33-(8)

T F 7. One should not use abbreviations in his class notes. B-36-(8)

T F 8. Examinations stop when one finishes school because
examinations are peculiar to school life. B-39-(9)

T F 9. Generally speaking, it is better for the student to get
a good night of rest before the day his examination
is scheduled. B-42-(9)

T F 10. It is disgraceful to make low grades. B-44-(10)

T F 11. On essay tests, the person having the shortest
answer usually gets the best grade. B-42-(9)

T F 12. If you guess at an answer on an objective test, it is
a good policy to stand by your first hunch. B-40-41-(9)
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. .

4.

1
a t e .

T F 13. A "gooseneck" lamp makes an ideal study light. B-13-(5 )

your answers carefully.

required to complete the sentence correctly.

3. An examination which includes true-false, completion,

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select

3. Information found on an assignment sheet will include:

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (a)

1. As in sports and games, we become proficient in studying and

1. Some rules for making good class notes are as follows:

2. Some results of organized note-making are;

2. A device used to measure what you have learned is called a

note-making only after continued, regular (Practice). B-35-(8)

(an) (test) .

matching, and multiple-choice items is said to be a (an)
(objective or short-answer) examination.

(1) Get "set"

(2) Use large notebook

(1) Increased interest

(2) Closer attention in class

(3) Continuity between day-to-day discussions
(Become more successful in class work
(Organized material for test review)

Completion

Listing

(3) Date pages

(4) Write legibly and rapidly
(Use right hand page only)
(Keep notes from each

class together)

B-39-(9)

B-39-(9)

B-35-(8)

B-34-(8)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Descriptive title (4) Series of references

Introduction (5) Series of questions

Definite assignment (6) Problems or projects
A-(3)
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4. The steps of procedure in preparing your general-related
assignments should be done in the following order:

(1) Read introduction

(2) Study questions

(3) Scan reference material

(4) Read and study reference material

(5) Write answers to questions

(6) Complete problems, projects and activities A-3

-19-



KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 3
WORKING WITH OTHERS

I. 11Cy to Study Questions:

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

A 30-36
B50 -55
B 51-52
B54, 55
A9
A 22
A 22
A 19 tl, 20
B 55-57

1. A 23-39
2. A22, B51 & 52
3. A44-48
4. B51
5. A23 -24
6. A 44
7. A37
8. A44
9. A7, 15 & 16

U. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. Reference:

A. Newton and Nichols, How to Improve Your
Personality, Chapters 6, 7.

2. List the activities and organizations in your community
in which you take part. Explain how each of these con-
tributes toward your personality development.

3. Make a report on the individual characteristics you con-
sider most important in working with others.

RI. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. BY JUPITER--(30 minutes) $1.00, Wilding Picture Productions,
If "By Jupiter" is an amusing and meaningful sound motion
picture ci-iginally produced for Marshall Field & Company. It
drives home the story of "courtesy is contagious" through a
highly entertaining blend of fantasy and reality concerning the
everyday experiences of an ordinary man who teat_ how to
become "wisely selfish" through a miracle worked by a benign
Jupiter and his wife Juno. Through humor and drama, "By
Jupiter" creates courtesy!

2. EFFECTIVE CRITICISM--(11 minutes) $1.00, Coronet. This
film is chiefly concerned with the skills of taking criticism. Types
of criticism and the differences between evaluative criticism and
conatructive criticism P.re outlined as a guide toward helping to
make things better and to understand this relative-value of things
we have.
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.3. LEARN TO ARGUE EFFECTIVELY -- (11 minutes) $1.00, Coronet.
This film tells the story of an average American family and how
they plan and act purposefully, what subjects are good and bad,
and what is a basis for a profitable argument.

4. THREE TC. BE SERVED -- (27 minutes) --- Free --- National
Association of Manufacturers, 14 West 49th Street, New Noll-. 20,
New York.

5. YOUR TELLTALE VOICE -- (1947) - 16 mm. -- (2 reels,
20 minutes) -- Free -- Bell System Telephone Offices. 'li:is
film shows how people's words and voices can affect, some-
times falsely, our impressions of them. The wo of five girls
at various types of switch-boards shows what ma be accomplished
through alert, Interested, friendly and resourceful handling of
calls. A sixth girl, who has none of these qualities, though her
work is mechanically satisfactory, is unable to please her cus-
tomers. Examples of calls are used to show the elem.:nts of
voice, manner, phraseology, and helpfulness that make pleasing
service.

IV. CAL. r Aids for Teaching This Unit:

1. Pamphlets which may be Lecured from your school counselor.

V. Suggested Speakers:

A speaker from the business, professional, or trade fields to speak
on the topic "What Business Expects of the High School Graduate."

VI Test:

True - False

Directions: The following statements aro either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If i. is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F 1. As high as 92 per cent of some groups of workers have
been found to be dissatisfied.

T F 2. When people speak of someone's "personality," they
often mean a combination of easily observable charac-
teristics other than the physical ones.

-21-
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T F 3. "Occupation" and "vocation" do not mean the same
thing.

T F 4. Your reputation or the opinion people have of you is
based upon your character, your "pers)nality", or
both.

T F 5. Most persons get satisfaction from being with other
people.

T F 6. Self-respect is secured only from your own feelings
about yourself.

T F 7. One can experience affection only by receiving the
affection of others.

T F 8. Individuals develop different techniques for ridding
themselves of inner forces, and these techniques
have an influence on the individual's social relation-
ship.

T F 9. A student who is poor in k 1 class work is more
likely to be a "problem" student than one who is
scholastically successful.

T F 10. Misconduct and unusual behavior generally provide
the individual with the necessary recognition which
assists him in becoming a well adjusted individual.

T F 11. We often judge others too hastily when they do some-
thing that does not appeal to us.

T F 12. For some people, it is difficult to accept authority
or direction. ,

T P 13. A dependent person is likely to reject authority and
do things in his own way.

T F 11. A person who has no doubts about himself is apt to
appreciate others.

T F 15. Becoming active in something you enjoy is a good way
to reduce anger or tension.

T F 16. The same personal characteristics which handicap
one in his school work may prevent a good job adjust-
ment in later life.

-22-

A-9 (14)

A-16 (9)

A-23-24 (1)

A-24 (1)

A-23 (1)

A-22 (15)

A-22 (16)

A-22 (15)

A .1 (17)

B-55 (18)

A-21 B-55 (18)

A-22 B-55 (18)

A-22 (16)

A-44-46 (3)



T F 17. There is always one best personality for every job. A-48 (3)

T F 18. If you Make a mistake, it is advisable to keep quiet
and not admit anything.

T F 19. Tact means the ability to get by with something with -
out getting caught.

T F 20. Persons who hesitate to associate with others sometimes
have inward feelings of inferiority.

T F 21. It is better to live in a world of suspicion and mistrust
than to have your confidence in people betrayed.

T F 22. It is usually advisable to be frank in expressing your
feelings even though sometimes you may sacrifice the
feelings of another person.

T F 23. To be successful, one should take his work seriously
and make his work the primary source of recreation.

T F 24. An i.nportant characteristic of integrity is to follow
the suggestions and leadership of others without ques-
tioning the authority.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. TI'S: term (artisan) , often used to describe craftsmen,
inli,lates another satisfaction skilled workers may obtain.

2. Personal qualities count for (85) per cent of success on
the job.

3. According to employers, the most essential personal
qualifications that an employee can possess are (honesty) ,

(loyalty) , and (dependability} .

4. Two primary basic needs we have are (bodily) needs and
(safety) needs.

5. If you feel value in or of yourself, without regard to group,
you have (self-respect) .

6. Unusual conduct and frustration are often the result of
(tension) .
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B-52 (12)

B-54 (13)

B-51 (11)

B-53 (1,

B-55 (13)

A-33 (10)

A-44 (3)

A-45-46 (3)

A-23 (1)

A-24 (1)

B-51-52 (11)



7. Much of the abnormal conduct of students at school results
from the efforts of individuals to gain (recognition) , which
is not being gained by the usual means.

8. One should not (deny) he made a mistake.

9. When one continues to think about his feelings being hurt or
being slighted, we say he bears a (grudge) .

10. The ability to say the right thing in the proper way is called
(tact) .

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. Three things to do about a mistake are:

(A) Correct the mistake and, if possible, undo any damage.

(B) Try to prevent recurrence

(C) Try not to become emotionally upset

2. Six ways to make people like you as suggested by Carnegie
are:

(A) Become interested in e le

(B) Smile

(C) Talk in terms of other people's interests

(D) Know and use a man's name

(E) Be a good listener

(F) Make a person feel important
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KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 4
EMPLOYER - EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

I. Key to Study Questions:

I . A-65 9. B-31 16. B-48
2. A-66-6& 8 -34 10. B-31-32 17. A-67
3. A-65-66 11. B-32-33 18. A-67
4. A-67 12. B-33 19. A-64
5. A-65 13. B-34-35 20. B-34
6. A-68-70 14. B-33 21. B-34
7. A-71 15. B-32-36 22. A-64
8 . A-71-72

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. References:

A. McGibbon, Fitting Yourself for Business, pp. 248-279.

B. Sibley and Dalton, Social and Economic Problems of Demo-
cracy's Workers, pp. 184-187.

2. Study questions on page 187 of reference B.

3. Make a report on one or more of the following topics:

A. How I have Improved the Relations With My Employer
B. Why Workers Are Discharged
C. The Effect of the industrial Revolution on Labor
D. Your State's Workmen's Compensation Law
E. The Common Law in Work Agreements

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. HOW TO KEEP A JOB -- (12 minutes) -- $2.00 -- MS 402,
Indiana University. For vocational guidance, for business
education, and for all young people and most adults, this picture
carries an important theme. Job success is dependent upon more
than a wise selection of vocation, more than the right attitude to-
ward work itself, more than the wise selection of a particular
position. Although all of these are important, job success means
getting along with fellow-workers, conduct of work, attitude to-
ward company, and several other factors which this film explains
vividly in the context of a fascinating story . Use the picture in
classes, with assembly and general adult groups.
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2. THE QUARTERBACK -- (30 minutes) -- Free -- National
Association of ManufactuTers. Teachers' comments have
been very favorably to this picture. Also available at Indiana
University, MS 418, $1.00.

3. YOU AND YOUR WORK -- (11 minutes) -- $2.00 -- MS 388,
Indiana University . Shows how being satisfied and happy in
one's work, right attitude and approach to job, achieving
personal adjustment, are necessary to job success.

N. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

1. Pamphlets which may be secured from your school counselor.

V. Suggested Speaker:

A local lawyer to speak on the topic, "The Common Law As It
Applies to Employment Agreements."

VI. Test:

True - False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F 1. Most employers desire to have constructive suggestions
from their employees.

T F 2. Employers evaluate an employee's time on the job in
terms of money.

T F 3. A beginning worker should not ask questions because
he is likely to expose ignorance.

T F 4. "Standing" in an industry or business refers to all jobs
which require work in a non-sitting position.

T F 5. It is considered advantageous to both employer and em-
ployee to become "friendly without becoming familiar" .

T F 6. Willingness to learn is an important attribute for an
employee during the first few weeks on the job and
thereafter becomes relatively unimportant.

T F 7. Rules and regulations are relatively unimportant for workers
after they become familiar with their jobs.
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T F 8. Most bosses place great importance upon regularity
and punctuality. A-70 (6)

T F 9. Usually, if one is not over ten or fifteen minutes late
to work, it isn't very serious . A-69 (6)

T F 10. Some of the most common causes of absenteeism,
according to a recent study, are avoidable and should be
controlled. A-69 (6)

T F 11. The majority of workers are seldom late or absent and
then only with good reason. A-70 (6)

T F 12. Should either the worker or the employer violate the terms
of the contract, it makes him liable to the other. A-71 (8)

T F 13. The highest rate of personnel turnover occurs during the
first few days or weeks on the job. B-31 (10)

T F 14. When a person accepts a full-time responsible job he
should act the part of an adult and not that of a juvenile. A-68 (2)

T F 15. Appropriate dress is an important part of job adjustment. 8-32 (11)

T F 16. Older workers do not generally like to help a new employee. B-33 (13)

'I' F 17. It is better to ask questions about your work than to
make serious mistakes. B-33 (14)

T F 18. It is a waste of time to study information about your
company which is not directly related to the job you are
currently doing. B-33-34 (12)

'I' F 19. A worker who just does enough to get by is not likely to
hold a job for long. B-34 (20)

T F 20. If you do not like cera -a people who work in your depart--
ment, you should not bother to help or cooperate with them. B-34 (21)

T F 21. Ability to perform a job well does not compensate for
inability to work cooperatively in an organization. B-34 (21)

T F 22. When one goes to a new job, it is for him to adjust to
the group he is joining rather than for the group to adjust
to him. B-35 (13)
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T F 23. Your boss is likely to be impressed by a grest show
of humility and apple-polishing. B-36 (15)

T F 24. A beginning worker should be quick to suggest changes
that he thinks should be made. B-36 (15)

T F 25. Every job, no matter how routine, should be considered
by the beginning worker as a challenge and an opportunity
to learn. B-36 (15)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word(s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. To the employer an employee is a (financial) iinveRment) from
which he expects an adequate return. A-64 (22)

2. Frequent tardiness to, and absence from, wort is largely a result
of (habit) , A-68 (6)

3. The most frequent claimed causes of tardiness are Usti
(transportation) difficulties, and (weather) conditions. A-69 (6)

4. Tardiness is mare marked on work days which follow (holidays)_
and on (Monday) mornings. A-69 (6)

5. An "unwritten law," sometimes called a "gentlemen's agreement,"
which deals with termination of employ.c!r-cmy_blovee relations is
referred to as " (due) (notice) ." A-71 (8)

6. When one takes a yew job he must acquaint himself with new workers,
a new employer, and new ways of thinking and doing things. This
process is called (adjustment) B-31 (9)

Multiple - Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement. write the letter
of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

1. When your superior is "bossy" it is advisable to: (A) ignore him;
(B) tend strictly to business; (C) tell him what you think; (D)
quit the job and find another . A-65 (1)
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D 2.

C 3.

D 4.

C 5.

8 6.

If you do not agree with the boss on certain
of his strong opinions and beliefs, you should:
(A) speak as if you agree; (B) try to change his
mind; (C) ask other employees about his opinions
and beliefs; (D) maintain silence.

The social standing of an employee in business
or industry depends on: (A) his friendliness;
(B) the amount of money he makes; (C) his
position; (D) his friends.

Loyalty to the employer in business or industry
means: (A) to speak well of him to others; (B) to
keep company matters confidential; (C) to keep his
best interests in mind; (D) all of the above.

After a job has been assigned, employers expect
it to be done at a later time without assigning it
again. The attribute called for is: (A) loyalty;
(B) willingness to learn; (C) willingness to accept
responsibility; (D) cooperation.

In most companies, if it becomes necessary for
one to miss work, he should: (A) call his union
and hay: them notify the company; (B) call the
company and notify them; (C) send someone to work
for him; (D) stay home and do nothing.

Listing

A-65 (5)

A-66 (3)

A-67 (4)

A-67 (6)

A-69 (6)

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. Under what conditions may an employer justifiably discharge
an employee even if a legal contract exists between them?

A. (willful disobedience)

B. (incompetency)

C. (non-performance)

2. Under what conditions may an employee terminate a legal
contract for work with an employer?

A. (wrongful assault by employer)

B. (when conditions exist which may cause

physical harm or injury to his reputation)
-29-
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KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 5
BUDGETING YOUR INCOME

I. Key to Study Outline:

1. B-II 73 6. A-38 11. A-50
2. B-III, IV, V 73 7. A-39-40 12, A-51-52
3. B-73-74 8. A-41 13. A-53-54
4. B-73-74 9. A-45 14. A-54-58
5. A-36-38 10. A-48 15. A-36-38

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

I. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems,
Fifth Edition, Chapter 23, Sixth Edition, Chapter 16.

2. Answer the questions and do the problems and projects
in Reference A.

3. Prepare a personal budget covering one month's time
that will be appropriate for your present income and
expenses.

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. HOME MANAGEMENT--WHY BUDGET- -(12 minutes)-- $2.00 --
IS -154, Indiana University. Discusses the importance of the
budget to individuals and families of all income levels. Explains
what the budget is, how it is set up in relation to need and
income, and what is to be gained by following a well-planned
budget.

2. PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT--(13 minutes)-- $1.00 --
BS -69, Indiana University. Portrays a family with an adequate
income but having financial problems.

IV. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

1. institute of Life Insurance, Moderns Make Money Behave,
Educational Division, Institute of Life Insurance, 488 Madison
Avenue, New York 22, New York. Free. Developed for use
in home economics classes, this pamphlet contains some useful
information on budgeting and copies of blank budget forms which
may be used by students.
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V. Suggested Speakers:

Your local banker or any other qualified financial authority,
to speak on the topic, "Budgeting Your Income."

VI. Test:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either `rue or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F I. A budget forces one to decide what he wants
most out of life. A-36 (15)

T F 2. A budget is a key to effective spending. A-36 (15)

T F 3. An educatm on the management of money is one
of the values of making a budget. A-37 (15)

T F 4. Since the federal government has unlimited
resources, it is unnecessary for government
agencies to plan budgets. A-38 (6)

T F 5. In estimating your income for budget purposes,
it is best to over-estimate rather than under-
estimate. A-39 (7)

T F 6. The final step in budget keeping consists of
checking up on yourself. A-42 (7)

T F 7. A budget is a device to help you fit your spending
to your goals and desires. A-4I (8)

T F 8. A good budget is set up in such a way that k can be
easily changed or adjusted shotild the need arise. A-45 (14)

T F 9. Except for the items included, budgeting for the
family is about the same as budgeting for the
individual. A-48 (10)

T F 10. If a family has a fixed income, it is entirely satis-
factory to plan the budget on a monthly basis. A-50 (11)

T F 11. Families desiring to begin using a budget should
adopt one prepared by an expert rather than risk the
many imperfections likely to be found in a homemade
budget. A-52 (12)
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1' F 12. Budget records include the amount received as
well as the amount spent during the period. A-54 (13)

T F 13. In order for the family budget to be a family affair,
each member should have an equal voict in
planning. A-58 (14)

T F 14. The best budgets are the result of repeated trial
and error. A-57 (14)

T F 15. Money wages means the money a worker is paid. B-73 (1)

T F 16. A salaried executive is usually paid weekly. B-73 (2)

T F 17. A time wage worker is paid for the time indicated
on a card punched by a time clock. B-73-74 (2)

T F 18. Supply and demand of labor does not affect the wage
scale. B-73 (2)

T F 19. Fringe benefits are deducted from the pay check. B-74 (3)

T F 20. Social Security and withholding of income tax, are
deducted from your pay check by law. B-74 (4)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A budget must contain at least two essentials--an (estim te)
of income and a {plan) for using the income. A-38 (5)

2. Two guides, or helps, to planning a good budget are past
(experience) and future (goals) . A-40-41 (7-8)

3. Because of variations in income and expenses, family t. Algets
are generally planned to cover a period of a (year) . A-50 (11)

4. Since it is not possible for one to know exactly how much he
is going to spend for every item, it is necessary for his budget
to be (elastic or flexible) A-54 (14)

S. A budget may be defined as a plan for (spending) during
a set period. A-38 (15)
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11

MulipleLgloice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the letter
of the item which will provide the correct answer tc complete the statement.

D 1. A budget can 131 helpful co indiv ials because it
(A) cuts down spending; (B) increases income; (C)
increases spending; (il) eliminates wasteful
*pending. A-37 (15)

B 2. Your experience is useful in making a budget
because it (A) is a good plan for the use of your
income; (B) enables you to estimate your expendi-
ture more realistically; (C) illustrates how wasteful
your spending has been; (D) provides a reference to
your long-range goals. A-40 (7)

3. What an individual wants out of life is (A) indicated
by his past experience; (B) tt4e key to budget-making;
(C) not considered in budget-making, 'D) important
in estimating income. A-41 (8)

4. It is important for you to study famfq udgeting
because (A) you ca, then assume the responsibility
for spending the family income wisely; (B) you are
likely to be head of a household some day; (C) family
budgets are somewhat different from individual
budgets; (D) a family budget is adapted to one's
needs. A-43 (10)

A 5. The "principle of elasticity" is best described as
(A) flexibility of the budget; (B) ability of tae budget
to stretch income; (C) ability of the budget to help
decrease wasteful spending; (D) balancing the budget;
(E) expanding the budget. A-54-55 (14)

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. What are the chart teristics of a good family budget?

A. flexible (not a straitjacket)

B. ..dapted to one's needs

C. simple and easy to keep

D. a family affair A-45 (9)
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2. Under what major headings can family eApenses be grouped?

A. food - E. fatally development

B. clothing

C. housing

D. household operation

-34-
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KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 6
SAVING AND INVESTING

I. Key to Study Questions:

I. A-62-63 5. A-65-66 9. A-69-70 :3. A-74
2. A-64 6. A-68 10. A-70-71 14. A-75-76
3. A-64 7. A-68-69 11. A-71-72
4. A-64 8. A-69 12. A-73

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems,
Fifth Edition, Chapters 25, 26, 21, or Sixth Edition,
Chapters 17, 18, and 19.

2. Study the questions for discussion at the end of each
chapter of Reference A.

3. Using library or other resources, prepare a report on
investments in stock. (Note: This n-ay be a written report,
but would be valuable to other students i: presented orally.)

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. YOUR THRIFT HABITS-- (11 minutes)--$2.00CS 281,
Indiana University. This sympathetically told film story will
teach your students a lesson in thrift which they will remember
all their Ihres. After they have seen this film, your students
will realize that by setting up a budget for systematic saviiigs,
by careful buying, doing without extravagances, and choosing
between immediate and future satisfactions, they will attain
many material goals in life.

2. MONEY AT WORK- -(15 minutes)- -FreeModern Talking Pictures.

3. BACK OF EVERY PROMISE--16 mm.--(30 minutes)- -free --
Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company.

4. FRED MEETS A BANK - -(12 minutes)- -$2.00- -ES-64, Indiana
University. Fred's introduction to a bank gives the inside story
on banking procedures. He learns about handling checks, opening
savings accounts, and securing.loans. His tour behind the scenes
takes us through the different departmentsall the way from
safety deposit box rental through bookkeeping.
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IV. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

V. Lgigested Speakers:

A banker or a savings and loan representative to speak on the
topic, "Saving and Investing."

VI. Test:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F" .

T F 1. When you save a dollar you surrender the right
to spend it. A-62 (1)

T F 2. Savings should actually work for you.

T F 3. It is good policy to pay all your bills first,
and place whatever is left in savings.

T F 4. The most important consideration in deciding
where and how to invest your savings is the
amount it will earn.

A-63 (1)

A-64 (2)

A-68 (6)

T F 5. It is good practice to invest all of your savings
in the same kind of security. A-68 (6)

T F 6. The distinguishing feature about a joint bank
account is that withdrawals require both signatures.A-70 (10)

T F 7. Banks usually will not accept savings deposits
by mail.

T F 8. It is not necessary for you to go to tl ak to
withdraw a savings account.

T F 9. The maximum amount an individual may deposit
in postal savings is $5,000, including interest.

T F 10. A unique advantage of postal savings is that
the deposit certificates are negotiable.

T F 11. An individual may not buy more than $10,000
worth of Series E government bonds.
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T F 12. It is possible for two individuals to be co-owners
of a government bond. A-74 (13)

Complet ion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each stetement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A savings account which accumulates p. ticipal is drawing
(compovnd) interest. A-63 (1)

2. What term is used to refer to the ease and speed with which
you can get the cash of your savings? (liquidity) . A-68 (6)

3. Banks owned by depositors who share in the profits but do aot
receive a fixed rate of interest are known as (mutual

savings) banks. A-69 (7)

4. Most banks are now insured by an agency of the federal
government known as the (Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation) . A-69 (8)

5. When an account is opened in any bank a record is made of
the depositor's (signature) , to be sure that no one else can
withdraw money from the account. A-70 (10)

6. Interest is usually paid or credited to accounts (quarterly)
or semiannually. A-71 (11)

7. The interest rate on postal savings deposits is (two) per
cent per annum. A-73 (12)

8. A $25 government bond may be purchased for ( $18.75) A-74 (13)

9. A credit union is a (cooperative) savings and loan
association. A-76 (14)

Multiple -Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the letter
of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

C 1. Normally, which of the following would not be kept
in a safety deposit box? (A) jewels; (B) insurance
papers; (C) money; (D) income tax tecords. A-70 (9)
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D 2. When making a deposit at a bank, normally one
would present to the teller, along with his money,
(A) his passbook; (B) his signature card; (C) a
deposit slip; (D) a deposit slip and his passbook. A-70-71 (9)

D 3. If an individual saves $10 a month for ten years
and receives an average of 3 per cent interest,
compounded semiannually, what would his accumu-
lated savings amount to at the end of the tea-year
period? (A) $1, 200; (B) 3% of $1, 200; (C) $1, 200
plus 3% of $1, 200; (D) more than $1, 200 plus 3% of
$1, 200. A-72 (11)

D 4. A unique advantage of saving money through a bank
is: (A) the high degree of safety of your money;
(B) that banks pay interest; (C) withdrawals are
permitted at any time; (D) the great number of
related services offered by banks.

A 5. Credit unions may be most closely compared
with a (A) mutual savings bank; (B) small loan
company; (C) commercial savings bank; (D)
credit rating bureau.

Listing

Directions: List items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. What are the three guiding principles of saving?

(A) decide in advance what you want to save

(B) start saving now

(C) save toward planned goals

2. Give some good reasons why savings can make a big dif-
ference in your life.

(A) provide a sense of security

(B) make it possible to take advantage of unusual
opportunities

(C) enable one to pay cash and save interest

A-73 (11)

A-76(14)

k-64(3)

(D) provide an investment in the future A-64(4)
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3. What are the three major reasons for saving?

(A) buy the things you want

(B) provide for emergencies or the "big chance"

(C) provide for retirement

4. What four things should be considered in locating a
place to put your savings?

(A) safety (C) earnings

A-65-66(2)

(B) liquidity (D) purpose A-68(6)

Problem

I . If an individual deposits $2,000 at 3 per cent interest.
what would be the amount of his semiannual dividend
check?

$30.00 A-72(11)



KEYASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 7
CREDIT AND MONEY MANAGEM'iNT

I. Key to Study questions:

I. A-98-99 8. A-108 15. A-122-123
2. A-101 9. A-109 16. A-124-125
3. A-101-102 10. A-112-113 17. A-125-127
4. A-102-103 11. A-112 18. A-130-132
5. A-103-105 12. A-114 19. A -131
6. A-105 13. A-115-116 20. A-133-134
7. A-107 14. A-116-118 21. A-136-137

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems,
Fifth Edition, Chapters 20, 21, and 22, or Sixth
Edition, Chapters 13, 14, and 15.

2. Work out answers to the textbook questions at the end
of each chapter of Reference A.

3. Prepare a report on one of the following topics:

A. How to Obtain and Use Credit
B. Principles of Installment Buying
C. How to Obtain a Small Loan

M. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

I. INSTALLMENT BUYING- -(11 minutes)--$2.0005282,
Indiana University. Young Dr. Harris badly needs new
furniture for his waiting room, but cannot pay cash. His
experience dramatically demonstrates some of the pitfalls
of installment buying and encourages a complete investigation
of installment credit, contracts, and interest rates. Your
students will learn to ask themselves three questions before
buying on credit: (1) Is the article worth buying on installments?
(2) Can I afford it? (3) Am I getting the best installment terms?

2. THE WISE USE OF CREDIT--(10 minutes)--$3.75BSC71,
Indiana University. Explains the five aspects of consumer credit,
how credit is established, types of consumer credit cost
factors, amount of credit a family can afford and the individual's
attitude toward credit.
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IV. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

1. A blank (or sample) chattel mortgage or conditional sales
contract which may be secured from a local merchant.

2. Interest rate tables which may be made or secured from
a local merchant.

V. Suggested Speakers:

A manager of a credit bureau or merchant to speak on the topic,
The Wise Use of Credit."

VI. Test:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F 1. Without credit business and industry, as we know_
them, could not exist. A-98 (1)

T F 2. Credit transactions, historically speaking, are of
rather recent origin. A-99 (1)

T F 3. A family is making use of producer credit when it
borrows money to buy a new rug for the livingroom .A-99 (1)

T F 4. One of the reasons for the growing use of consumer
credit is the increased dependence on a weekly or
monthly check. A-101 (2)

T F 5. If an individual buys an article on an open account,
title passes to the buyer immediately. A-102 (4)

T F 6. Some people are more careless about what they
buy when using charge accounts. A-104 (5)

T F 7. Credit practices increase the costs of selling
goods only to the extent that customers fail to
pay their bills. A-109 (9)

T F 8. Both the Better Business Bureaus and the American
Finance Company favor an itemized breakdown of
the costs of installment buying. A-114 (10)

T F 9. Businessmen sometimes minimize or seek to hide
the true cost of an installment sale. A-116 (14)
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T F 10. Wise buyers will hunt for the store which offers
the smallest down payment.

T F 11. Signing an installment contract in a store where
you are known is little more than a formality.

T F 12. The conditional sales contract is becoming the
most common form of installment contract.

T F 13. By law, if a debt on an installment contract is
paid not more than five days late, no penalties
may be assessed.

T F 14. An "add-on" contract may specify that all items
are paid for rather than providing clear title to
each item as it is paid for.

T F 15. The more insurance required, the more sure you
can be that the money lender has your best
interests in mind.

T F 16. Most automobiles and household appliances are
purchased on the installment plan.

T F 17. The process of discounting, or deducting interest
in advance, has the effect of roughly doubling the
stated rate of interest.

T F 18. Credit unions make loans only to their members.

T F 19. All types of lending agencies charge about the
same rates of interest.

T F 20. Borrowing from one's h surance company is poor
practice because it endangers the insurance
protection.

T F 21. if one is well informed about loans, he could likely
borrow money from a "loan shark" at a cheaper
rate than from other agencies.

T F 22. One should not feel embarrassed about asking for
a loan from a reputable agency and should "shop
around" for the best deal.

A-120 (15)

A-122 (15)

A-123 (15)

A-122 (15)

A-123 (15)

A-123 (15)

A-125 (17)

A-131 (19)

A-133 (20)

A-134 (20)

A-134 (20)

A-135 (21)

A-135 (21)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.
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1. When a businessman borrows money to increase his working
capital in order that he might increase his earnings, he is
making use of (producer) credit. A-98 (1)

2. Credit may be used for one or more of three reasons: (1)
to acquire capital (equipment) , (2) to meet peak-load
conditions, or (3) to (finance) periods of deficit. A-99 (2)

3. If one fails to pay his bills at one store, he is apt to find it
difficult to establish credit at other stores because of the
activities of a (credit rating bureau). A-107 (7)

4. In installment buying, payment terms involve two factors:
the (down payment) and the period over which the re,
maining payments are spread. A-112

5. Total dollar costs made for the installment privilege is
referred to as the (carrying) charge. A-115

6. An installment contract similar to a lease which transfers
possession to the buyer, but r.3t ownership, is a (conditional
sales) contract. A-122 (15)

7. Court action against a delinquent debtor which may result in
his employer being ordered to pay part of his wages to his
creditors, is called (garnishment) proceedings. A-123 (15)

8. Two rules should always be observed when buying on time:
Make a (substantial) down payment and pay the (balance)
as (quickly) as you reasonably can. A-126-127 (17)

9. A loan that may be obtained without the use of co-signers or
other security is called a (an) (single - signature) loan. A-130 (18)

10. Should one secure his loan by the use of bonds, real estate,
or personal property, it is said he has put them up as
(collateral) (or security).

Multiple-Choice

A-132 (18)

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the letter
of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

B 1. Which of the following is not a good reason for the
increasing use of credit buying: (A) the cost of
credit has been reduced; (B) more people are
needing credit today; (C) certain credit laws have
been moderated; (1)) credit has come to be con-
sidered more respectable.
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A 2.

D 3.

D 4.

B 5.

Which of the following types of credit is highly
informal and scarcely more than a gentlemen's
agreement: (A) open account; (B) revolving charge
account: (C) installment credit; (D) time purchase. A-102 (4)

The installment plan differs from open account credit
because: (A) of the amount of time allowed for
payment; (B) it involves a fo--nal contract; (C) a
finance charge is usually td; (D) all of the above.A-112 (10)

Credit may be furnished the buyer using a time-
payment plan by: (A) the seller; (B) a bank;
(C) a finance company; (D) any of the above. A-112 (11)

The first important question to be answered before
making an installment purchase is: (A) is there a
charge above the cost of the item being purchased;
(B) how much will it cost above the cost of the item being
purchased; (C) is the credit worth the added cost;
(D) can the item be purchased more cheaply and
sati wtorily in some other way. A-114 (12)

A 6. A provision in some installment contracts which
permits the creditor to request an employer to
pay part of the buyer's wages directly to him is:
(A) a wage assignment; (B) garnishment; (C) an
"add-on" contract; (D) a warranty. A-123 (15)

E 7. What facts about the installment contract should
be understood before the agreement is signed?
(A) to whom the debt will be owed; (B) breakdown
of the charges into cash price, interest, insurance,
etc.; (C) terms as to notice for repossession;
(D) provisions for refund if balance is paid before
it is due; (E) all of the above. A-124 (16)

A 8. When a second party is asked to sign a note for a
loan it becomes a (an): (A) co-maker loan;
(B) collateral loan; (C) auto loan; (D) all of the
above; (E) none of the above.

A 9. Usually the most economical loans may be secured
from: (A) banks; (B) small loan companies;
(CI .redit unions; (D) pawnshops; (E) unlicensed
lender.
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C 10. If it becomes impossible for one to retie), a loan
on time he should: (A) forget it; (B) wait until he
can pay it; (C) explain situation to lender; (D) make
a smaller payment; (E) none of the above. A-1- 137 (21)

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. What infoy-mation is ant to be requested when applying for a
charge account?

(A) your name and address (D) how lonLalpresetLjob

(B) employer's name and address (E) credit references

(C) what your job is (name and address of bank)
A-105 (6)

2. Merchants will consider individuals requesting credit in
the light of what three factors?

(A) ca ital or net worth

(B) capacity or earning power

(C) character or willingness to pay A-108 (8)

3. Charges made for installment privileges must cover
what three kir.ds of costs?

(A) pure interest

(B) insurance against e..timated risks

(C) administrative expense A-115-116 (13)

4. FroIl what three basic types of institutions may one secure
cash loans?

(A) tanks

(B) small-loan companies

(C) credit unions A-129
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Problems

1. An item costs $350. A down-payment of $50 is made at the time
of purchase. The customer agrees to pay the balance in twelve
monthly installments. Interest charges are at 6 per cent on
unpaid balances.

(A) How much will be paid each month on the principal? $25.00

(B) How much will the first payment be?

(C) How much will the last payment be?

$26.50

$25.13
A-114

2. In the above problem, if the interest is on the total amount
for the entire year,

(A) How much would the first payment be? $26.50

(B) How much would the last payment be? $26.50
A-116

3. You borrow $500 at a bank at 5 per cent interest. Your
banker explains that interest is to be deducted in advance.

(A) How much money will you receive? $475.00

(B) How much will you repay each month? $39.58
A-130-131



KEY- -ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO.8
CONTRACTS

I. Key to Study Questions:

344, 347 7.
8.
9.

10.

A-348, 349
A-354-356
A-356-357
A-351

1.
2,
3.

A-336
A-337
A-340-342

4.
5.
6.

A-338-342,
A-344
A-348

U. Suggested nments Advanced Students:

I. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems, Fifth
Edition, Chapter 8, or Sixth Pdition, Chapter 10.

2. Study the questions for review and discussion in Reference A.

3. Solve the problems at the end of the chapter assignment in
Reference A.

4. List the written contracts that the head of your family has,
at some time or other, entered into.

5. Select one contract from the above list. Analyze it in terms
of the offeror, offeree, terms of the contract, consideration,
termination of the contract, etc. Explain why the contract
you have selected is in writing rather than having been made
orally.

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. WHAT IS A CCNTRACT ? - -(l0 minutes) $2--CS 240--Indiana University.
Two youngsters take summer jobs to buy the things they have
always wanted, only to find themselves jobless and debtor in
the middle of the summer. But by a contract, their problems are
happily solved. Through this story, your students will have a
splendid opportunity to study the elements of mutual assent,
competent parties, legal bargain, consideration, in both oral
and written contracts.

IV. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

1. Copies of various kinds of contracts which students may have at
home and be able to bring to class.

2. Standard contract forms of various kinds may be secured from
stationery or similar stores.



V. Suggested Speakers:

A lawyer or tQacher of business subjects to speak on the topic
"Business Contracts."

VI. Test:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F 1. Regardless of the amount involved, a contract must
be in writing. A-336 (1)

T F 4.,, All promises are not contracts. A-336 (1)

T F 3. Only socially beneficial or useful agreements may
be enforced by law. A-336 (2)

T F 4. The payment of a gambling debt is enforceable
by law. A-351 (2)

T F 5. Mutual assent must be given orally or in writing. A-337 (2)

T F 6. A newspaper advertisement constitutes a valid
offer. A-339 (2)

T F 7. The offeror may usually withdraw an offer at any
time before it is accepted. A-341 (3)

T F 8. A valid offer must be clear and definite and must
also be properly communicated to the offeree. A-339 (2)

T F 9. An adult may avoid carrying out lel contract in
case the other party involved is a minor. A-344 (5)

T F 10. Generally speaking, a person is considered legally
incompetent to become a party of most contracts
until he reaches the age of 21 years. A-344 (5)

T F 11. A minor's contracts for "necessities" are usually
binding. A-344 (5)

T F 12. If a minor lies about his age, the contract he makes
under this deceit is valid. A-346 (5)

T F 13. A mentally deficient person is considered to be
competent if he is 21 years old. A-347 (4)
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T F 14. When one reaches 80 years of age he is no
longer considered competent to enter into contracts.A-347 (4)

T F 15. A written contract may not be altered or contra-
dicted by oral evidence. A-354 (8)

T F 16. To be enforceable, a contract must be written in
ink or on a printed form. A-355 (8)

T F 17. In case the printed matter on acontra.ct is in
small print, one can safely assume that it is of
little importance. A-357 (9)

T F 18. A contract to guarantee the debt of another must
be in writing. A-355 (8)

T F 19. If an unlicensed lawyer performs a service for
you, he cannot force you to pay for his efforts. A-353 (10)

T F 20. A small amount may be paid to s risfy a large debt
and the person to whom the amount was owed may
have no future recourse. A-349 (7)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A promise which gives rise to rights and obligations
and is enforceable by law is called contract . A-336 (1)

2. When one party makes a definite proposal to another and
the latter agrees to the terms of the proposal, they have
met the contract requirement of mutual assent. A-337 (2)

3. The rrice paid for binding a promise is known as
consideration A-337 (2)

4. A party who makes an offer is known as the offeror, and
the one to whom the offer is made is known as the offeree. A-338 (4)

5. The law which provides that certain contracts must be in
writing is known as the Statute of Frauds. A-354 (8)

6. Contracts must be made !or a legal purpose in order
to be enforceable. A-337 (2)

Usti%

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.
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I . The essentials of a valid contract are:

(A) mutual assent (C) consideration

(B) competent parties (D) legality and form A-337 (2)

2. An offer may be terminated in the following ways:

(A) after a certain lapse of (C) acceptance or rejection
time of the offer (counter

offer)

(B) a withdrawal of the offer A-340 (3)

3. Consideration may consist of any of the following:

(A) money

(B) goods

(C) services

(D) promise to perform or
refrain from performing
a legal act A-337 (2)
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KEYASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 9
LEGAL PROBLEMS IN BUYING GOODS AND SERVICES

I. Key to Study Questions:

1. A-359 4. A-361-363 7. A-370 11. A-379-382
2. A-359 5. A-364 8. A-371-373 12. A-396-397
3. A-359 6. A-365-369 9. A-372 13. A-397-399

10. A-376-379 14. A-399-405

U. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems, Fifth
Edition, Chapters 6 and 7, and review Chapter 8: or Sixth
Edition, Chapter 6 and review Chapter 10.

2. Study the questions and problems at the end of each chapter of
Reference A.

3. Prepare a paper showing in outline folin how the various private
and government agencies protect the consumer:

X. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

W. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

V. Suggested Speakers:

A Chamber of Co amerce or Better Business Bureau representative,
to speak on the topic "Protecting the Consumer".

VI. Test:

True -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statenvnt is true, draiv a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the litter "r .

T F 1. 'Ike Statute of FIAuds applies only to sales of goods,
wares. and merchandise. A-359
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T F 2. Contracts for work and labor may be made orally
regardless of the amount or price involved. A-359

T F 3. A contract for goods which are manufactured to the
design specified by a buyer and are not suitable for
sale to another buyer may be classified as a contract
for work and labor. A-360

T F 4. Certain responsibilities, as well as privileges,
accompany the ownership of goods. A-361

T F 5. In a cash purchase the title passes at the time
the parties agree to terms. A-362

T F 6. Risk of loss goes with the ownershil. of goods. A-363

T F 7. In a credit sale, title does not pass to the buyer
until the goods are delivered and in the possession
of the buyer. A-362

T F 8. When a consumer receives goods on approval, the
title and responsibility pass to him when he receives
the goods. A-363

T F 9. A person who receives unordered goods must either
pay for the goods or send them back. A-364

T F 10. A person who does not have legal title to goods
may not give a good title to someone who "buys"
the goods from him. A-366

T F 11. If a buyer has taken an article wii.1, the privilege of
return, he may return the goods to the seller within
a reasonable length of time and revert the title to
the seller. A-363

T F 12. In case of the installment contract the seller
gives up both possession and title of the goods. A-363

T F 13. ILis a good practice to obtain warranties in
writing, at the time of the purchase. A-366

T F 14. "Merchantable" goods indicates that the goods
sold must be of superior quality. A-368

T F 15. Goods purchased "as is" usually carry no warranty,
expressed or implied. A-368

T F 16. A repairman of watches is legally required to
exercise "ordinary" skill in making the repairs. A-371
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'I' F 17. A lien cannot exist unless the bailee has
possession of the property. A-372

T F 18. If a customer removes his coat at the direction of
a salesclerk in order to try on a new one, and the
coat is stolen, the store is liable for the coat and
any articles in the pocket.

T F 19. A person who travels by train on a free pass is
regarded as a passenger. A-377

T F 20. A public carrier is required to guarantee the
safety of its passengers. A-378

T F 21. When baggage is checked to the carrier, the carrier
is liable for the baggage regardless of the degree
of care exercised. A379

T F 22. Hotelkeepers may require valuables to be checked,
and thereby be excused from liability for their
loss from hotel rooms.

T F 23. The hotelkeeper has a :ten upon all belongings
the guest brought into the hotel. A-381

T F 24. Because all lawyers are members of their state
Bar Association, it makes relatively little difference
which lawyer is hired. A-402

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The law which indicates when title for goods passes from the
seller to the buyer is known as the Uniform Sales Act: A-362

2. When goods are delivered to the consumer "with the privilege
of return," title passes to the buyer when the merchandise
is delivered. A-363

Statements of the seller concerning title, identity, and
quality of goods are considered to be warranties or
guarantees.

4. A contract for repair services is called a bailment contract . A -370

5. The owner of an article who parts with its possession for
repair service is called a bailor, and the person to whom the
possession is entrusted is called the bailee . A-370



6. A legal right to retain possession of an article until all
charges against it are paid is called a lien . A-372

7. One becomes the guest of a hotel when be signs the hotel
register or when he delivers his baggage to an employee

and subsequently registers for a room. A-380

8. A carrier who transports all persons who are willing to pay
and abide by reasonable rules is a public carrier. A-376

9. ''Let the buyer beware" was the underlying idea of the old
common law . A-397

10. A private organization whose function is to promote
satisfactory, ethical dealings between sellers and consumer
buyers is the Better Business Bureau . A-402

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. The owner of property or goods has the right to:

(A) possess the goods (C) dispose of the goods

(B) use the goods A-361

2. Goods may be purchased by the following types of sales transactions:

(A) cash sales (C) credit sales

(B) on approval A-361-363

3. Implied warranties relate to:

(A) title (C) fitness for human consumption

(B) fitness for puryse (D) merchantability of goods
A-366-368

4. What federal agencies or laws are in existence to protect the
consumer?

(A) Federal Food, Drug, and (C) Postal fraud laws
Cosmetic Act

(B) Federal Trade Commission (D) Wheeler Lea Amendment
Act Securities and Exchange Act

Federal Reserve Act A-400-401



5. Describe three general situations when one should consult a lawyer:

(A) when in doubt about legal implication or outcome of some
step under consideration

(B) when action is considered which involves a large sum of
money

(C) whenever one must be represented in court A-401-402



KEY--ASSIGNMENT SHFET NO. 10
USING NEGOTIABLE IN.TRUMENTS

I. Key to Study Quest: ins:

I. A-79-80 5. A-84-85 9. A-89-90 13. A- 388 -390
2. A-804I 6. A-85 10. A-90-92 14. A -391

3. A-82-83 7. A-8647 II. A-92-93 15. A -391 -392
4. A-83 8. A-87-89 12. A-385-387 16. A-392

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

I. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems, Fifth
Edition, Chapter 19, or Sixth Edition, Chapter 12.

2. Study the questions for discussion in Reference A.

3. Work out Problem I at the end of the chapter in Reference A.

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

I . BANKS AND CREDIT--(11 minutes) $2.00 CS 242 Indiana University.
The film brings out the fssential part the commercial bank plays
in the life of a community. As we see Nancy Wallace depositing
money in the bank, and Frank Hamilton writing a check to withdraw
money, we come to understand how their transactions relate to
the bankfs extension of credit and how each instrument of credit
contributes to the functioning of the economic system

2. PAY TO THE ORDER OF--(16 mm)- -(1 reel, 12 minutes)--Free,
American Bankers Association. Bill Rodgers, a high school boy,
working during his vacation in his father's grocery store, learns
the fundamentals of check-writing and usage from a local banker.
The film covers the "journey of a check" as well as pointing out
the advantages of payment by this means and the proper method
of making out and endorsing checks. Also available at Indiana
University--(12 minutes) CS 437 $1.00.

IV. Other Aids For Teaching This Unit:

I . Deposit slips, blank checks, and signature cards, which may
be secured from your local bank.

V. Suggested Speaker:

A banker to, speak on the topic "Negotiable Instruments Used in
Business Transactions."

-



True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If they
are true, draw a circle around the letter"T". If they are false, draw
a circle around t:ie letter "F".

T F 1. Negotiable instruments are written evklence of
contractual obligations.

T F 2. Legally, it is not necessary to date a negotiable
instrument.

T F 3.

T F 4.

T F 5.

T F 6.

T F 7.

T F 8.

T F 10.

The use of checks and notes is strictly regulated
by law.

A-388 (12)

A390(13)

A-388 (13)

Checks and promissory notes are common forms of
negotiable instruments. A-388 (13)

Endorsing a note does not place one under any
particular obligation. A-391 (14)

Banks, as a rule, will not accept checks which show
alterations. A-392 (16)

Promissory notes may be signed by only one maker.A-391 (16)

The one who writes a check is known as the drawer.A-385 (12)

T F 9. A blank enOorsement specifies the person to whom
the check is transferred. A-84 (5)

T F

If the payee fails to present a check for payment
within a reasonable time, the drawer is relieved
from responsibility in case of a failure of his bank. A-385 (12)

11. Specific forms for checks and other negotiable
instruments have been prescribed by the Uniform
Negotiable Instrument Law.

T F 12. It is not wise to send a check with a blank endorse,.

T F 13. According to the Uniform Negotiable Instrument
Law, any mark which the maker or drawer of a
negotiable instrument regards as his signature is
legally valid.

meat through the mail.

A-390 (13)

A-84 (5)

A-388 (13)

T F 14. Because of the Uniform Negotiable Instrument Law,
most banks have the same service charge for small
checking accounts. A-81 (2)
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T F 15. The check stub, if it is properly filled out, serves as a
good receipt for having paid the bill. A-82 (3)

T F

T F

T F

T F

16. Even though records are kept accurately, the balance shown
on the bank statement may not agree with the one shown
in the stub book. A-86 (7)

17. Part of a postal money order is filled out by the purchaser. A-90 (9)

18. Payment of a check cannot be stopped if the check is
cashed first by an innocent third party.

19. Banks are not liable for cashing altered or raised checks
unless notified promptly of the alteration by the drawer.

T F 20.

Directions:
of the item

C 1.

B

D

A collateral note is a promissory note which is guaranteed
by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Multiple - Choice

A-387 (12)

A-385 t5)

A-391 (14)

In the space at the left of each statement write the letter
which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

A negotiable instrument is for the payment of: (A) money
and services performed; (B) goods and services; (C)
money only; (D) merchandise only. A-389 (13)

2. The safest and most widely used endorsement when neg-
otiable instruments are sent through the mail is the: (A)
restrictive; (B) special or full; (C) non-restrictive; (D)
blank endorsement. A-85 (5)

3. When signing a check which you have made out, the
signature you use should be: (A) the name by which your
friends address you; (B) your last name only; (C) the name
by which you receive your mail; (D) the signature you gave
when you opened your account. A-83 (3)

4. If you have made a mistake in writing a check or note, you
should: (A) erase the mistake carefully before proceeding
further; (B) destroy the instrument and write a new one;
(C) mark our the mistake and verify corrections with your
initials; (D) make out a new check and clip it to the old one A -392 (16)

5. Canceled checks, when they are returned to the drawer,
should be: (A) sent through the mail; (B) kept as proof of
payment; (C) checked for errors and returned to the bank;
(D) checked for errors and returned to the endorser. A-85 (6)
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(3)

89 (13)

5 (5)

3 (3)

92 (16)

5 (6)

E 6.

E 7.

D 8.

B 9.

D 10.

E 11.

Checks are valuable negotiable instruments because: (A)
they can be safely sent through the mail; (B) checks elimi-
nate the necessity for keeping large amounts of cash on
hand; (C) canceled checks constitute receipts of payment;
(D) stubs provide a record for future reference; (E) all of
the above. A-87 (7)

Bank statements: (A) show how much has been withdrawn
from an account; (B) show how much has been withdrawn
from the bank; (C ;how how much has been deposited to
an account; (D) az( records of all transactions of the bank
with its customers; (E) are records of all transactions of
an individual with his bank. A-86 (7)

A type of check for which the bank guarantees payment is
a: (A) certified check; (B) cashier's check; (C) registered
check; (D) all cif the above; (E) none of the above. A-88-89 (8)

A type of check which is signed by a representative of the
bank rather than by the person paying the bill is a: (A)
certified check; (B) cashier's check; (C) registered check;
(D) all of the above; (E) none of the above. A-88 (8)

A type of negotiable instrument which can be purchased
at a post office is a: (A) certified check; (B) cashier's
check; (C) registered check; (D) money order; (E) all
of the abcrie.

A type of check which requires two signatures by the same
individual before it is negotiable is: (A) certified check;
(B) registered check; (C) cashier's check; (D) money order;
(E) traveler's check. A-93 (11)

A-89 (9)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A blank endorsement consists of the name of the payee or holder
and does not mention the name of the person for whom the endorsement
is made. A-84 (5)

2. A restrictive endorsement will terminate the negotiability of
a check. A-85 (5)

3. Checks which provide space for more detailed information on the
purpose for which the money is to be paid are called voucher
check.

4. Checks should be endorsed on the back near the left end.
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5. If one wanted to send money by the fastest means to a person some
distance away he would probably send a telegraphic money
order.

6. An unconditional written promise to pay a sum of money to a de-
signated person or bearer at a certain time is a promissory

note.

A-90 (10)

A-391 (15)



KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 11
PAYING FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICES THROUGH TAXES

I. Key to Study Questions:
(10)

1(15)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

A-75
B-3
A-75
A-76
A-77
A-77
A-76
A-77
none
A-79
A-79
A-79

13. A-79
14. A-79
15. Local information
16. A-79
17. A-79
18. A-78
19. A-78
20. A-78
21. A-78
22. A-79
23. A-78
24. A-75

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

A-78
A-77
A-77
A-77
A-80
A-80-81
A
A-77-79
A-77
A-78
A-73
A-78

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced students:

.1. Reference:
A. Sibley and Dalton, Social and Economic Problems of Democracy's

Workers, pp. 24-28.

2. Give a written or oral report on the topic "The High School Student
as a Taxpayer."

3. Give a written or oral report on the topic "Taxation, A Privilege
or Burden."

4. Complete and work out your own federal income tax return..

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. PROPERTY TAXATION --{11 minutes) $2.00-CS103 Indiana University.
Fundamental operations in arithmetic are practically applied in
a graphic exposition of the essentials of property taxation. The
film portrays the social usefulness of property taxation. The
types of government expenditures supported by property levies,
public financing through bond issues, and procedures of levying
taxes on property.

2. FEDERAL TAXATION-41n minutes) $1.00-Coronet. Mot4vates students
to a greater consciousness of the role of taxes in their lives.
They see the .teed for taxation, ways of determining the extent
of taxation, and how tax dollars contribute to communal well-be-
ing.

IV. Other Aids for Teaching this Unit:

1. Federal income tax practice forms, which may be secured from
your Director of Internal Revenue.
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2. State income tax practice forms which may be secured from your
State Department of Revenue, Income Tax Division.

V. Suggested Speakers:

l . The city director of finance, to explain procedures for calculating
tne tax levy and collecting the funds.

2. A member of the assessor's staff to explain procedures involved
in assessing real estate and personal property.

3. A representative from the State Department of Finance or from
the nearest office of the U.S. Treasury Department, to explain
taxation and public finance.

VI. Test:

True-False

Directions: The following statemeats are either true or false. .f the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F l . The majority of people living today do not pay taxes
since they do not own property.

T F 2. It is diffir:ult to measure accurately the amount of
benefit a person receives from governmental services.

T F 3. Taxes concealed in the prices paid for goods are known
as progressive tam s.

T F 4. The federal government is the only agency which levies
an income tax.

T F 5. Indirect taxes spiv ad the cost of government over large
groups of people and are considered painless and easy
t o collect.

T F 6. Every citizen or resident of the United States who has an
income of. $600 or more must file a federal income tax
return,

T F 7. A single person, with an earned income of less than $600
must file a federal income Lax return if he wishes to get
a refund on taxes that have been withheld.

B-3 (4)

Intro. (7)

A-76 (26)

A-76 (26)

A-77 (5)

A-76 (27)

A-76 (29)

T ii. 8. Withholding receipts are of no importance to persons
earning an annual income of less than $600. A-76 (39)
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T F 9. While it is true that taxes are much higher than they used
to be, it is also true that the government does more for
us today than it did fifty years ago.

T F 10. It is impossible to secure exact'justice for all people in
the levying of taxes.

T F 11. Police and fire protection are provided from funds secured
by taxation.

T F 12.. Our federal government does not have a sales tax on all
retail sales.

T F 13. A license is granted authority to perform acts otherwise
not permitted by law.

A-75 (1)

A-75 (1)1

A-77 (7)

A-77 (33)

A-79 (10)

Directions:

Completion

A-75 (1)

Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s) re-
quired

1.

2.

to complete the sentence correctly.

A tax is a compulsory contributuion we make to our government
in payment for services received.

Taxes levied for the purpose of regulation are known as licenses
(or franchises) . A-75 (10)

(7) 3. The "hidden excise tax on gasoline is an example of indirect
taxation . A-77 (5)

(26) 4. The principal source of revenue for the federal government is the
income tax. A-77 (27)

(26) 5. The "hidden" taxes levied on tobacco and alcoholic beverage prod-
ucts are classified as excise. taxes. A-77 (33)

6. The gift tax is levied to prevent estate tax avoidance
(5) through the transfer of perperty during the owner's lifetime. A-78 (26)

7. A tax that increases in rate as the amount of income increases
is called a progressive tax. A-77 (26)

6 (27)
8. Your federal income tax must be completed and filed with the

Bureau of Internal Revenue by April 15 of every year. A-77 (28)

6 (29) Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
6 (39) your answers carefully.
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1. Feur examples of direct taxes .
(A) property (C) income

(B) automobile (D) sales tax A-77(6)
poll tax (any four)

2. Four items which can be deducted from a federal income tax
return:
(A) charitable contributions (C) taxes

(B) interest paid (D) dependents
miscellaneous, medical and
dental expenses above a
certain amount (any four)

A-80 (30)



KEYASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 12
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS

I. Key to Stucly Questions:

1. A-267-268 6. A-276-277-281 11. A-294-296
2. A-267,284,287 7. A- 277-278 12. A-429-431
3. .A-269-270 8. A-278-279 13. A- 300 -301
4. A-271 9. A- 291.292 14. A-303-306
5. A-274-276 10. A-293-294 15. A-307-309

H. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. Reference:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems, Fifth Edition,
Chapters 28, 30, and 31, or Sixth Edition, Chapters '21, 22,
and 23.

2. Answer the textbook questions in Reference A.

3. Solve one or more of the problems an the community problems and
projects in Reference A.

4. Prepare a report on the things which an individual involved in an
automobile accident should do. Tell why he should do the various
things.

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. FROM EVERY MOUNTAIN SIDE--(11 minutes) $2- -05171 Indiana
University. A conceptual film which develops the term "economic
risk", showing how insurance works and defining insurance terms.
Bill, a high school boy, loses his bike through theft. This loss il-
lustrates aspects of property and life insurance and the principle of
sharing economic risks.

2. THE SEARCH FOR SECURITY--(16 minutes) $1--CS311 Indiana University.

3. YOURS TRULY, ED GRAHAM- (24 minutes) $.50Institute of Life Insur-
ance, 60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. Also available
from University of Missouri. Presens a story of typical people and
their problems, the search for personal and family security. Shows
the role of the life insurance agent. Also available at Indiana University
--(24 miikates) $2.50- -B527.

IV. Other Aids Fat Teaching This Unit:

1. Cohen, Jerome B., Decade of Decision, Educational Division, Institute
of Life Insurance, 488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York, 1958,
free, 56 pp. This booklet includes a discussion of the decisions facing
college seniors in the next ten years; a description of the step-by-step
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development of a life insurance program; a discussion of the
various kinds of life insurance policies; an explanation of five
kinds of health insurance; and a description of the provisions of
a life insurance policy, including non-forfeiture benefit's and
settlement options.

2. Health Insurance Institute, Source Book of Health Insurance Data,
Health Insurance Institute, 488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New
York, 1959, free, 80 pp. This publication contains a variety of charts
and tables. It contains chapters on the types of health-insthing organi-
zations, costs of medical care, trenclq in premiums, and trends in
health insurance benefits.

V. Suggested Speakers:

1. An insurance salesman, or mathematics instructor, to speak on the
topic "The Law of Averages."

2 . An insurance salesman to speak on the topic "Planning For Security
Through Life Insurance."

3. A representative from a fire and, or automobile insurance agency ta
speak on the topic "Property and Liability Insurance."

VI. Test:

Directions:

True-False

statementThe following statements are either true or false. if the
is true, draw a circle around the letter "T" . If it is false, draw a circle
around the letter "F".

T F 1. Term insurance is the simplest form of life
insurance because it involves no saving or
investment features. A-269 (3)

T F 2. Term insurance rates increase each time the
policy is renewed. A-269 (3)

T F 3. Straight life insurance is the backbone of the average
man's insurance program. A-271 (4)

T F 4. Generally, insurance should be on the life of the
breadwinner, rather than on that of a dependent. A-275

T F 5. Life annuity contracts provide high protection for
dependents. A-275 (5)

T F 6. Industrial insurance has proved to be popular with
industrial workers because of the low premium rate. A-278 (7)

T F 7. It is often wise to drop one type of policy and buy another. A-281 (6)
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T F 8. Premiums are usually smaller if paid annually or
semiannually instead of monthly or quarterly. A-281 ',(7)

T F 9. Generally, life insurance beco'nes incontestable after
a given period of two or three years. A-284 (2)

T F 10. Insurance benefits may be paid during the lifetime
of the insured. A-285 (2)

T F 11. Insurance companies may refuse to lend money on the
straight-life policy of one who is not considered to be a
good credit risk. A-285 (2)

T F 12. Interest rates on insurance phi icy loans are figured on
the same basis as bank loans. A-286 (2)

T F 13. Regular medical insurance is the kind of health and
accident protection most people carry. A-293 (10

T F 14. Many accia.-nt and health insurance contracts may be
canceled at the end of the contract miod. A-295 (10.

T F 15. Health and accident insurance companies usually require
no medical examination if an individual joins through a group. A-297 (11

T F 16. Fire insurance contracts vary widely according to the
company issuing the policy. A-300 (13

T F 17. Fire insurance purchased for more than one year is much
cheaper than that bought each year. A-301 (13

T F 18. Collision insurance will pay for damage to another car
resulting from a collision with your car because of your
negligedce. A-305 (14

Corry;tetion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The insurance agreement or contract is called the policy . A-267 (2)

2. The person who buys protection from an insurance company
is the insured A-267 (2)

3. The sum of money paid to the insurance company each year to
pay for the protection offered is called the premium . A-267 (2)

4. The person to whom money will be paid if the insured person
dies is the beneficiary A-267 (2)
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5. The type insurance which furnishes the greatest amount of
protection for the amount of money invested is term
insurance.

6. An insurance company which is owned by private investors
is known as a stock company, while one owned by the
policyholders is a mutual company.

A-276 (5)

A-278-279 (8)

7. A compact summary of the major provisions of the insurance
contract may be found on the first page of the policy. A-282 (7)

8. A provision in a life insurance policy calling for the payment
of double the face aiiiount of the policy in case of accidental
death is called double indemnity .

9. An ideal and complete health and accident insurance program
would provide normal income while the breadwinner is ill
or disabled, and would provide additional income to pay
medical and hospital bills.

A-287 (2)

A-291 (9)

10. One may purchase, in addition to regular fire insurance,
protection against windstorms, tornadoes, hail, explosion,
riot, and smoke damage. This is known as extended coverige.A-301 (13)

11 . Liability insurance is important because it gives protection A-304 (14)
to the property cpwner.

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the letter of the
item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

B 1. Term insurance is most valuable when the insured
(A) wants a safe investment of his money as well as
insurance protection; (B) is young and wants high
protection at low cost; (1 . co provide for his
own retirement; (D) wants fraotection with equal pay-
ments throughout his working years; (E) all of the above. A-270 (3)

C 2. Family-income and family-maintenance policies
(A) are variations of medical insurance policies;
(B) are variations of term policies; (C) combine
features of term and straight-life policies; (D)
combine features of straight-life and limited payment
policies; (E) none of the above.

A 3. Limited-payment life insurance policies are (A) paid
up in a specified period of time; (B) designed for those
who will pay premiums only once per year; (C) those
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which start earning dividends at the end of a certain
period; (D) economical because high protection is
offered at low cost; (E) limited in coverage. A-274 (5)

D 4. Endowment policies (A) have high premiums because of
the investment feature they carry; (B) resemble F-nited
payment policies in that they require premium payments
over a specified period of time; (C) provide for cash
returns at the end of a specified period; (D) all of the above;
(E) none of the above. A-274-275 (5)

E 5. Life annuity contracts (A) may be purchased only by
individuals beyond 60 years of age; (B) resemble limited
payment life insurance policies; (C) are forms of burial
insurance; (D) are forms of group insurance; (E) provide
for an income after retirement. A-275 (5)

C 6, The distinguishing feature of industrial insurance is that
(A) it is available to industrial workers; (B) annual premiums
are relatively low; (C) premiums are usually paid weekly;
(D) it provides good protection; (E) it is sold by a mutual
company. A-277 (7)

D 7. Group insurance premiums are paid by (A) an organi-
zation or group; (B) the individual; (C) the employer;
(D) any combination of the above. A-278 (7)

A 8. A provision in a policy which states that the company
will pay the premium if the insured should become disabled
is a (A) premium waiver; (B) reinstatement procedure;
(C) double-indemnity provision; (D) participating clause;
(E) none of the above. A-284 (2)

A 9. No one can buy valid insurance on any property unless
(A) he would suffer financial loss if the property were
destroyed; (B) the property is not to be moved for a given
period; (C) protection is purchased for both damage and
loss; (0) all of the above; (E) none of the above. A-301 (13)

B 10. The type insurance which covers moving or movable
property chiefly merchandise in transit, is (A) public
liability; (B) marine and inland marine insurance;
(C) use and occupancl insurance; (D) rental value and
business interruption; (E) title insurance.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.
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1. Nam four major types of life insurance policies.

(A) term (C) limited payment

(B)_ straight-life (D) endowment A-269-272 (5)

2, Except for term policies, an insurance policy will have some
cash value after two or three years. if it later becomes im-
possible for you to pay any more premiums, what alternatives
are oper to you?

(A) cash policy in (C) convert to term insurance

(B) buy a paid-up policy (D) use loan value of the A286 (3)

policy to pay premiums
for as long as possible

3. What major types or categories of health and accident insurance,
according to the expenses covered, are available to the consumer?

(A) hospital expense insurance (C) major medical expense
insurance

(B) general medical expense (D) loss of income insurance A-293-294 (10)

insurance
4. Complete automobile coverage includes what six types of

protection?

(A) bodily injury (C) collision (E) theft

(B) property damage (D) fire (F) medical payment A-303 (14)



KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 13
SOCIAL INSURANCE

I. Key to Study Questions:

I. A-252-256, Intro.to 13; A-264 7. B-17 13. B -30
2. A-256-257 8. B-4-6 14. B-29
3. A-256-257; B-26-27 9. B-9-10 15. B-26; A-260
4. A-260-263, B-20 10. B-29 16. A-253-254
5. B-4 II. B-18-20 17. A-254-255
6. B-6 i2. B-27-28 18. A-256-260

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

I. References:

A. Wilson and Eyster, Consumer Economic Problems, Fifth
Edition, Chapter 29, Sixth Edition, Chapter 24;

2. Study the provisions of the unemployment compensation program
in your state and prepare a report to include information on
each of the following:

A. What persons does it cover?
B. How much do they contribute to the fund?
C. Under what circumstances do they become eligible to receive

benefits?
D. What benefits are paid? For how long?
E. Where is your nearest public employmeat office?

3. Answer the questions and the first three problems at the end of
the chapter in Reference A.

M. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. LOOKING AHEAD--(15 minutes) $3.50--Business Education Films.
Also available at Indiana University--(13 minutes) C5663 $1.00.

IV.

2. SOCIAL SECURITY--(15 minutes) nearest Social Security Office.
How the social security program works and what it means to the people.

Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

V. Suggested Speaker:

A representative from the Social Security Office to speak on the
topic, "What Social Security Means and What It Does."
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VI. Test:
True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. if the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F" .

T F 1. Social insurance may be available through either federal
or state governments. A-253 (1)

T F 2. Workmen's compensation is part of the Social Security
Act. A-254 (16)

T F 3. Compensation laws do not cover all types of employment. A-255 (17)

T F 4. Under workmen's compensation, the responsibility for
all costs is with the employer. A-255 (17)

T F 5. Compensation for occupational disease is usually omitted
from workmen's compensation laws. A-255 (17)

T F 6. Each state operates its own unemployment insurance
program. A-256 (18)

T F 7. Unemployment insurance provides cash compensation and
medical care for workers injured on the job. A-256 (18)

T F 8. Unemployment insurance is available to all workers who
have earned a certain amount of pay. A-256 (18)

T F 9. In order to be eligible for unemployment benefits an
individual must have registered at a public unemployment
office. A-257 (18)

T F 10. If one changes his name, he should apply for a new social
security card and number. A-257 (2)

T F 11. Unemployment insurance benefits are paid from funds
supplied by a federal payroll tax levied on employers
and businessmen. A-258 (18)

T F 12. Each state must pay the administrative costs of opera-
ting its unemployment insurance program. A-258 (18)

T F 13. Retirement benefits are based on average monthly earnings
over a certain period of time. A-261 (4)

T F 14. Social security disability benefits may be paid to a worker
whenever it has been determined that he is disabled,
regardless of age. A-262 (9)
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T_ F 15. In the event of the death of a worker insured under
social security, the law provides for a lump sum pay-
ment for burial expenses to the person who paid the
funeral bill. A-262 (4)

T F 16. The worker may borrow money from his FICA contri-
butions in case of an individual emergency. A-263 (4)

T F 17. The United States has developed social insurance far
beyond what has been done in other countries. A-264 (1)

T F 18. The modern concept concerning industrial accidents is
that "a carpenter must expect to run the risk of a
carpenter." A-253 (16)

T F 19. Men who accept retirement payments before age 65 will
get a permanently reduced amount. B-6 (6)

T F 20. Survivors insurance payments start automatically as
soon as the certificate of death is recorded. B-12 (4)

T F 21. A currently insured person is entitled to the same
benefits as one fully insured. B-7 (8)

T F 22. It is possible to check the official social security record
of wages and self-employment income credited to your
account. B-27 (12)

T F 23. Your employer is required by law to give you receipts
for the social security he has deducted from your pay. B-27 (12)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The type of insurance generally carried by an employer to provide
benefits to an employee who is injured on the job is workmen's

compensation . A-254 (16)

2. In addition to unemployment insurance, old-age And survivors
insurance is also provided under the Social Security Act. A-260 (2)

3. If you work an a job covered by social security, at the present
time 4 1/8 per cent of your earnings will be withheld as
social security tax. B-20 (4)

4. In order to be eligible for full retirement benefits under social
security, a male worker must be 65 years of age. A-261 (4)

5. If an individual has forty quarters of old-age and survivors
coverage, he is fully insured.
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6. One is currently insured if he has at least 6 quarters of
coverage within the 3 years before he dies or becomes
eligible for retirement. B-6 (8)

7. One may secure additional reliable information about social
security from his local Social Security Office . B-30 (2)

Multiple -Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement write the letter
of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

A 1. The most important consideration in the purchasing of
insurance is that it (A) cover the most serious risks you
face; (B) cover as many risks as possible; (C) remove
the risks of injury or fire; (D) be low in cost; (E) be
permanent.

E 2. Workmen's compensation laws (A) are not compulsory
in most states; (B) provide weekly benefits while a worker
is incapacitated; (C) all require the employer to pay the
bills and the employee to pay none; (D) provide hospital
and medical expenses to an injured worker; (E) all of
the above.

A-252 (1)

A-254-255 (17)

B 3. In order to receive unemployment payments, a worker
who is out of work must meet which of the following pro-
visions: (A) be ill or incapacitated; (B) be ready and
willing to take a suitable job; (C) be unemployed as the
result of labor dispute; (D) have been discharged for mis-
conduct in connection with his work; (E) none of the above .A-257 (18)

D 4. Which of the following is not a criticism of existing un-
employment insurance laws? (A) benefits are too low;
(B) the maximum period for payments is too short; (C)
there is no additional allowance for dependents; (D)
benefits are based on, and limited by, earnings in a
preceding period; (E) not all workers are covered by
unemployment benefits.

E 5. Payments into the old-age and survivors insurance fund
(A) are made by the employer; (B) include contributions
from both employees and employers; (C) are based on a
per cent of the employee's wages; (D) are made each
three months; (E) all of the above.

E 6. For purposes of social security, one may receive full
benefits if he (A) is not working and beyond retirement
age; (B) is over 72 years of age; (C) is over 65 with
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5 (17)

9 (18)

earnings under $1, 200 per year; (D) is over 65 with
$5, 000 income per year from insurance and investments;
(E) all of the above. B-6,7,15,16(8)

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. The two major types of insurance provided under the Social
Security Act are:

(A) unemployment insurance (B) old-age and survivors
insurance A-256 (2)

2. What three types of benefits are provided under old-age and
survivors insurance?

(A) retirement benefits (C) survivors benefits

(B) disability benefits A-261-262 (4)
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KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 14
LEGAL REGULATIONS FOR YOUNG WORKERS

I. Key to Study Questions:

1. A-82 5. A-82 9. B-87 13. B-
2, A-82-84 6. A-85 10. B-87 14. B-88
3. A-82 7. B- 87 11. A-83 15. A-84
4. A-84-85 8. B-88 12. A-85

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. References:

A. Sibley and Dalton, Social and Economic Problems of Democracy's
Workers, pp. 4-7, 29-134. (Use as source material in the fol-
lowing assignments.)

B. Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions, United States
Department of Labor, Handy Reference Guide to the Fair Labor
Standards Act, pp. 1-14.

2. Write out the answers to the questions on Page 38 in Reference A.

3. Make a report on one or more of the following topics:

A. "The Effect of Wages and Hours on the Price of Consumer Goods"
B. "How Industry and Labor Determine Wage and Hour Factors"
C. "The Effect of the Hours Regulation of the Fair Labor

Standards Act Upon Numbers Employed"

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

IV. Other Aids For Teaching This Unit:

I. U.S. Department of Labor, Self Training_Unit on Child Labor
Laws for Youth Placement Workers, Bulletin 202, Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25,
D.C., $0.05. (Available in limited quantities from the Bureau
of Labor Standards of the U. S. Department of Labor.)

2. U.S. Department of Labor, Some Facts For Young Workers About
Work and Labor Laws, Bulletin 208, Bureau of Labor Standards,
U.S. Department of Labor, Washington 25, D.C. Free.

V. Suggested Speaker:

A representative from the management of any local business or in-
dustry that is covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act, to speak
on the topic "How Business or Industry Complies With Federal Wage
and Hour Regulations."
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VI. Test:
True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the

A-84-85
(1)

A-85 (1)

A-85 (1)

statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F" .

T F 1. The wage-hour law applies equally to men, women, and
children as far as minimum wages and overtime pay
are concerned.

T F 2. An employer may not discriminate against a worker who
has filed a complaint regarding provisions of the wage-
hour act.

T F 3. An employer who violates the wage-hour act is liable
for a $10,000 fine.

T F 4. The wage-hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act
is administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce. A-82 (5)

T F 5 . The Fair Labor Standards Act is designed to protect
both the worker and the employer. A-82 (1)

T F 6. In case a state has a minimum wage law with a minimum
lower than the federal law, the state law will prevail. A-85 (6)

T F 7 . A worker covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act may
not work more than 48 hours in one work week. A-84 (2)

T F 8. Double-time must be paid for work done on Sundays and
legal holidays, according to the wage-hour act. A-84 (2)

T F 9. Under the wage-hour act, there may be no averaging of
two or more work weeks for the purpose of avoiding
overtime. A-84 (2)

T F 10. A work week must coincide with the calendar week. A-84 (2)

T F 11. Overtime pay may be held by the employer and paid to
the worker once a year in the form of a bonus. A-84 (2)

T F 12. The provisions of the wage-hour act apply to all persons
who are employed in all industries engaged in interstate
commerce. A-82 (3)

1' F 13. Every state in the union has enacted some type of
child labor laws . B-87 (7)
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T F 14. A certificate of age is issued to minors as a pro- B-87
tection to the employer. A-84 (7)

T F 15. A student-learner certificate authorizes the employment A-84 (7)
of a person for less than the minimum wage. B-88 (8)

T F 16. Generally speaking, a person must be at least 21 years of
age before he can be employed in a "hazardous" occupa-
tion. B-88 (8)

T F 17. The Fair Labor Standards Act requires that all workers
be paid on an hourly basis. A-84 (15)

T F 18. Child labor laws apply equally to all children employed
within a state. B-87 (19)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 is commonly called the
Wage -Hour Law. A-82 (1)

2. Goods produced in violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
may not enter into interstate commerce. A-82 (1)

3. The wage-hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act an
administered through the U.S. Department of Labor A-82 (1)

4. The legal work week consists of 7 consecutive 24- hour
periods. A-84 (2)

5. In case a worker works more than 40 hours in one work week, he
must be paid overtime which amounts to 1 1/2 times his
regular hourly wage. A-84 (2)

B-88 (3)

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select your
answers carefully.
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T F 14. A certificate of age is issued to minors as a pro- B-87
tection to the employer. A-84 (7)

T F 15. A student-learner certificate authorizes the employment A-84 (7)
of a person for tess than the minimum wage. B-88 (8)

T F 16. Generally speaking, a person must be at least 21 years of
age before he can be employed in a "hazardous" occupa-
tion. B-88 (8)

T F 17. The Fair Labor Standards Act requires that all workers
be paid on an hourly basis. A-84 (15)

T F 18. Child labor laws apply equally to all children employed
within a state. B-87 (19)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 is commonly called the
Wage-Hour Law. A-82 (1)

2. Goods produced in violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act
may not enter into interstate commerce. A-h2 (1)

3. The wage-hour provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act are
administer' d through the U.S. Department of Labor . A-82 (1)

4. The legal work week consists of 7 consecutive 24- hour
periods. A-84 (2)

5. In case a worker works more than 40 hours in one work week, he
must be paid overtime which amounts to 1 1/2 times his
regular hourly wage. A-84 (2)

6. A young worker usually may not be employed in an occupation
which is declared to be hazardous by the Act unless he has
reached the of 18 years.

Listin

B-88 (3)

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select your
answers carefully.
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KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 15
LABOR UNIONS

1. Key to Study Questions:

1 . A - 9 1 6. A-94 II. A-98, B-100
2. A-98-99 7. A-94-95 12. A-95
3. A-92 8. A-96-97 13. B-100-101
4. A-92-93 9. A-96-97
5. A-93-94 10. A-98-99

11. Suggested Assignments for Advar 7ed Students:

I . References:

A. United States Department of Labor, A Brief History of the
American Labor Movement, pp. 1-85.

B. Sibley and Dalton, Social and Economic Problems of Democracy's
Workers, pp. 168-175.

2. Be prepared to answer the questions on Page 175 of Reference B.

3. Prepare a report (written or oral) on the merger of the AFL -CIO.

M. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

I . LABOR--(13 minutes)--CS 1064, Indiana University. Highlights
the significant developments in the labor organization in the
United States.

2. Contact state or national labor organiations for film catalog.

IV. Other Aids for Teaching This Unit:

V. Suggested Speaker:

A local labor representative to speak on the topics of "Labor
Organizations in Our Community" and "Unions and Collective
Bargaining" or other suitable topics.

Vl. Test:
True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". if it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F" .

T F 1 . By 1930, labor unions had reached their maximum
membership. A-9I (I)
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T F 2. The development of labor unions has more or less
coincided with the industrial Revolution. A-91 (2)

T F 3. Generally speaking, mass production techniques in
industry lowered the status of industrial workers. A-91 (2)

T F 4. According to the philosophy of "laissez-faire,"
the government should not interfere in matters of
business or enterprise. A-98 (2)

T F 5. Most of the early labor unions were organized on an
industrial basis. A-91 (4)

T F 6. Labor unions have had a steady growth, year by year,
since 18(1. A-91 (3)

T F 7. In general, the AFL is organized on an industrial basis. A-92 (4)

T F 8. John L. Lewis was the first president of the CIO. A-93 (4)

T F 9. Recent trends indicate that the likelihood of an industrial
worker becoming a member of a labor union isquite greatA-99 (10)

T F 10. Almost all of the social and economic progress in recent
years can be attributed directly to labor unions. A-98 (10)

T F 11. Generally, union gains have made positive, constant
progress in such matters as higher wages, shorter hours,
and other conditions of work. A-98 (6)

T F 12. The union employs "scabs" to carry their signs and
slogans during a strike. A-97 (9)

1' F 13. Most strike settlements are based upon compromises. A-96-97 (9)

T F 14. Jurisdictional strikes have been especially unpopular
with the general public. A-97 (9)

T F 15. The principal method use i by unions to attain their
goals is the strike. A-96 (9)

T F 16. Rather than supporting labor party candidates, unions
support candidates for political office who have a record
of supporting union interests. A-95 (10)

T F 17. The strongest appeal that unions can make to the worker is
that some day the union is going to take over management.A-95 (10)
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T F 18. Generally speaking, the labor-management contract
indicates that the union is the representative of the worker. A-95, (5)

T F 19. Walter Reuther is the president of the AFL-CIO
federation. A-93 (4)

T F 20. "Right-to-work laws" are state laws rather than
federal laws. A-98, B-100

(11)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank (s) in each statement with the word (s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. In general, the AFL was organized on a craft basis,
while the CIO was organized on an industrial basis. A-92 (4)

2. The first president of the AFL was Samuel Gompers A-92 (4)

3. The president of the merged AFL-C10 is George Meany. A-93 (4)

4. Unions gene fly support the principle of seniority in
regard to promotion; that is, the longer a man has been working
for the company the greater claim he has to a promotion or
preferential treatment.

5. The union's representative of the worker in cases of
grievance is known as a shop steward .

6. The process of working out the differences between management
and labor through negotiation by representatives of each
faction is known as collective bargaining -.

7. Union's most powerful weapon has been the strike .

A-94 (5)

A-95 (7)

A -95 -96 (5)

A-96 (9)

8. A plant in which workers must join the union after being employed
a certain length of time is called a closed shop . B-100 (13)

9. A notice which is attached to merchandise to show that it was
produced by union employees is called a union label A-97-98 (13

10. The closed shop was made illegal by the Taft-Hartley Act. B-1G0 (13)

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully .
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6 (5)

9)

(13)

98 (13

(13)

1. Some methods or activities used by unions in gaining th.!..ir
objectives are:

(A) collective bargaining (D) boycott

(B) strikes (E) union label

(C) picketing A-95-96 (8)

2. The following are some social achievements to which labor
unions have contributed:

(A) increased wages (D) free public schools

(B) shorter hours (E) vocational education

(C) improved cin conditions (F) child labor legislation A-98-99 (6)

3. The major areas of bargaining between labor and management:

(A) union security

(B) control of job opportunity

(C) improved wages, hours, and working conditions

(D) grievance procedure
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KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 16
PLANNING YOUR CAREER

I. Key to Study Questions:
.

1. A-2-9 4. A-17-18 7. A-25-28 10. A-35-40
2. A-7-9 5. A-20-23 8. A-29-33 11. A-41-42
3. A-10-15 6. A-24 B-102-103 12. A-44-45

9. A-33-34 B-102-103
B-102-103

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. References:

A. MacGibbon, Fitting Yourself For Business, pp. 1-23.
B. Sibley and Dalton, Social and Economic Problems of Democracy's

Workers, pp . 10-12.

2. Prepare a list of items which you should know about or consider
in making a wise choice of a career.

3. Confer with your principal, counselor, or coordinator on the
results of standardized tests you have taken. Study the bearing
the results of these tests have upon your occupational choice.

4. Using the material available to you, make a chart in which you
show the requirements of your anticipated career and indicate
how well your interests and abilities meet these requirements.

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. APTITUDES AND OCCUPATIONS--(16 minutes) $3.25--AAS12 Indiana
University. This film gives some sound advice on how the aptitudes
of individuals figure into their vocational plans. Through specific
examples, of varied nature, it illustrates what can be taught and
learned in a school situation regarding this phase of matching youth
and jobs.

2. CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION--(10 minutes) $1.50Coronet.
"This is a picture about YOU!" From this opening sentence through the
last scene, the impact of this extraordinary film is directed toward
each individual member of the audience. This subject is perfectly
suited to the "You are the camera" technique, which is expertly used
to produce one of our finest Vocational Guidance films. Self-appraisal,
occupational possibilities, preparation requirements and guidance
facilities are a few of the ideas perfectly integrated.

3. FINDING YOUR LIFE'S WORK - -(21 minutes) $4.00 - -M57 Indiana
University. Opening with an attractive picture of a man fishing,
this film quickly leads up to the fact that experienced fishermen
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are particular about their baits. In getting a job, the
baits required are personality, training, and experience.
Then follows a fine discussion of the important points to
remember in preparing for your life's work.

4. HOW TO INVESTIGATE VOCATIONS--(11 minutes) $2 -- Purdue
University. A high school boy, who is working during the summer in
a photography shop, tells the audience how he took tests to deter-
mine his interest traits, read books about different vocations, listed
questions to which he wanted answers, and sought a summer job to
find out if one particular vocation would interest him.

5. PLANNING YOUR CAREER(l6 minutes) $3.75- -ES385 Indiana Univer-
sity. High school students thinking about their future careers will
find in this film an effective and flexible procedure, which consists
of three basic steps: learning about yourself, learning about vocations
which interest you, and comparing your own interests and abilities
with the requirements of selected vocations. Junior-Senior High
School. (EBF)

N. Other Aids For Teaching This 7 it:

I. Pamphlets which may be secured from your school counselor.

V. Suggested Speakers:

The high school counselor, principal, or coordinator, to speak on
the topic "Occupational Trends."

VI. Test

Directions:
True-False

The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". If it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F" .

T F 1. The greatest value of a job should lie in satisfaction
one derives from it. A-4 (1)

T F 2. Teachers, counselors, family and friends will give
advice as to occupation selection. A-8 (2)

T F 3. When choosing a career, a person should first decide upon
a specific job rather than a general field. A-20 (5)

T F 4. Most people choose their careers in a systematic manner. A-5 (1)

T F 5. There are approximately 2,100 different occupations
in the United States. A-7 (1)

T F 6. Because of his experience, it is advisable to have some
older person select a career for you to follow. A-8 (2)
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T

T

T

F

F

F

7. School records give the pattern of academic achievement
bur tell little about what careers one should follow.

8. There are differe,t kinds of mental abilities.

9. An interest inventory is valuable in narrowing down the
range of choices for a career.

A-10 (3)

A-12 (3)

A-14-15 (3)

T F 10. Your feelings have great influence in making you the
kind of person you are. A-17 (4)

T F II. In making a self- analysis; you should be as impersonal
as you can. A-19 (4)

T F 12. A number of good systems have been devised which aid in
studying occupations . A-20-23 (5)

T F 13. The best plan is to study one occupation and not the field
in which the occupation is found. A-20 (5)

T F 14. Most professional jobs require college training. A-20 (5)

T F 15. Most skilled occupations require a period of apprenticeship
or training. A-22 (5)

T F 16. It is generally agreed by psychologists that each of us is
made to fit some specific job. A-27 (7)

T F 17. A family of occupations refers to those occupations in
which the work is performed by the entire family, such
as farming. A-25 (7)

T F 18. When making the decision about a career, it is advisable
to select several alternate goals and various possible
careers. A-41 (11)

T F 19. One should always have actual work experience in a
particular occupation before choosing that occupation
for his life's work. A-41 (11)

T F 20. Jobs in non-durable goods industries usually offer more
security in times of business recession than do jobs in
durable goods industries. A-43 (12)

T F 21. Because of publicity given new occupations, they often
become overcrowded. A-44 (12)

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s) required
to complete the sentence correctly.
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1. The biggest value of a well-chosen job lies in the
satisfaction one gets from it . A-46 (10)

2. When making the initial choice of an occupation, it is usually
advisable to choose a (an) general field rather than
a specific job. A-20 (5)

3. One of the first things a person should do in choosing an
occupation is to make a (an) self-analysis . A-10 (4)

4. Many white-collar workers earn less than skilled manual
workers. A-45 (12)

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the letter of each
item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

D 1. The most important reason for careful planning of a career
is to provide: (A) financial gain; (B) service; (C) personal-
enlightenment; (D) personal satisfaction. A-4 (1)

A 2. In the United States the number of different occupations is
over (A) 20,000; (B) 200,000; (C) 2,000,000;
(D) 20,000,000 .

A 3. A group of occupations which have the same general or
basic requirements are referred to as: (A) occupational
family; (B) occupational standard; (C) occupational rating;
(D) occupations of a trade.

B 4. A good index to the number of new employees needed in an
occupation is: (A) the number of persons in training;
(B) the average age of those in the occupation; (C) the
average salary of those in the occupation; (D) the duties
performed.

C 5. If one's family has chosen a career for an individual, it
is advisable to: (A) forget about further planning; (B) try
to convince the family they are wrong; (C) make a study
of requirements and opportunities anyway.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. When selecting a job which will bring the greatest satisfaction,
one should consider his:
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)

2)

(A) abilities (C) personal characteristics

(B) interests A-2 (4)

2. The three main steps to follow when planning one's life work are:

(A) self-analysis (C) match occupational requirements
to the individual

(B) learn about different
occupations A-7-8 (2)

3. Three areas to be taken into consideration when classifying jobs
are:

(A) people (C) ideas

(B) things

Example: The computer, auto mechanic, and welder work with
materials.

A-24 (6)



KEY -- ASSIGNMENT SHEET NO. 17
CHANGING JOBS

I. Key to Study Questions:

A-8-10
A-2I-22
A-22-23
A-8, 26

9.
10.
11.

A-28-29,
C-24-30
8-20-21,

C-26,

A-32

271. A-3-4, B-17
2. A-11-14, 25-26
3. A-I5-19
4. A-43-44

5.
6.
7.
8.

II. Suggested Assignments for Advanced Students:

1. References:

A Sibley and Dalton, Social and Economic Problems of Democracy's
Workers, pp. 10-16.

B Mac Gibbon, Fitting Yourself For Business, pp. 120-197.

2. Answer questions on Pages 15-16 of Reference A.

3. Prepare a paper in which you show the procedure you would fellow
in advancing to a better job in light of your experience and training.

III. Suggested List of Visual Aids:

1. BODY CARE AND GROOMING--(20 minutes) $4.50 -- Purdue University.
Develops theme that good grooming begins with personal care of
skin, hair, nails, and teeth. Uses college men and women to
illustrate. Explains reasons for such practices.

2. FINDING THE RIGHT JOB--(10 minutes) $3.75MSC392 Indiana Uni-
versity. This is a Vocational Guidance film that gets down to actual
facts in the problem of finding a job. A thorough presentation of job-
lead sources . . . establishing a process of weighing offers in terms
of your future goals and what the company has to offer . . . these are
some of the factual treatment that makes this film one that actually
does show students how to go about "finding the right joo."

3. I WANT A JOB--(20 minutes) $4.50Indiana University.

4. PERSONAL QUALITIES FOR JOB SUCCESS--(11 minutes) $1.50 --
Arkansas University.

IV. Other Aids For Teaching This Unit:

1. Sample job application forms. (See General Related Study Guide,
Information Sheet No. 12)
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V. Suggested Speakers:

1. A representative from an employment service to speak on the
topic, "The Job Interview."

2. Your school counselor to speak to the class on "Jobs Which
Have A Future."

VI. Test:

Directions:

True-False

D-40 (1)

(2)

The following statements are either true or false. If the
statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T". if it is false,
draw a circle around the letter "F".

T F 1. When looking for a job, one should realize that there are
many jobs which would fit his interests and abilities.

T F 2. All occupations are expanding in numbers of persons needed.A-11-12

T F 3. Part-time jobs are of little value when trying to locate
a permanent job later on. A-6-7 (1)

T F 4. It is better to not take any job which is of a part-time
nature even though a permanent job is not available. A-6-7 (1)

T F 5. Most young people take jobs within a radius of 300 miles
of their homes. D-40 (1)

T F 6. It has been found that suggestions from friends and ac-
quaintances is one of the most important sources of
finding out about job openings. A-15 (3)

T F 7. Most employers are not interested in past job experiences. A-7 (1)

T F 8. When seeking a job, the potential employer must be con-
vinced you i. _ve something to sell. A-3 (1)

T F 9. It is a good idea to wear unusual clothes when applying for
a job so you will not look like all the other applicants. A-28 (10)

T F 10. The financial page of a newspaper may give data which
will help in finding job openings. A-17-18 (3)

T F.._ 11. If one is without a job, the wise thing to do is to register
with the local public employment otfice and stand by until
they call. A-16-18 (3)

T.._ F 12. Generally, it is better to apply for a job in person than
to apply by letter. B-18 (11)
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T F 13. In making application for a job it is not advisable to bother
the potential employer with data concerning hobbies, extra-
curricular activities, clubs you belong to, and so forth.

T F 14, Employers prefer a person who says he can do any job
rather than one who states he can do a specific job.

T F 15. Letters of application should be written in long-hand because
most employers wish to know how well an employee can
write. 8-18 (II)

T F 16. Conduct and poise during an interview gives the interviewer
a clue to the personality traits of the interviewee. C-27 (10)

T F 17. The interviewer may ask specific questions but one's responses
answer many questions that were not specifically asked. C-28-29 (I(

(2) T F 18. Past achievement is used to predict future success. C-28-29 (I(

T F 19, Some work may not be legally performed by persons under
18 years of age. A-25 (2)

T F 20. Except for a few isolated cases, hiring in most industries
1) and businesses is stable the year round. A-26 (8)

T F 21. If a person fails to obtain a job he wants, it is advisable to
) leave the door open for further consideration. B-20 (II)

Multiple-Choice

.) Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the letter of
the item which will provide the correct answer to complete the statement.

B I. Wnen making a vocational choice, it is important to re-
member that: (A) there is only one job which is suited to
you; (B) there is more than one job suited to you; (C) you
can do anything if given the opportunity; (D) one must
always start at the bottom and work up.

B 2. Vocational assets you may offer to an employer may be
(A) being of age; (8) special vocational tr-iiing; (C) own
a car; (D) want to be an engineer.

C 3. There is greater job security in: (A) private industry,
(13) political jobs; (C) civil service; (D) durable goods
industry.
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3 4. When sending a letter of application it is usually wise to
give details of your abilities and background: (A) in the
letter; (B) on separate paper, but with the letter; (C) by
telephone; (D) orally during the ititerv'Lew. A-8

A 5. When an applicant is being interviewed- (A) the interviewer
should lead the conversation; (B) the applicant should lead the
onversatiod; (C) the applicant should anticipate the questions

to be asked and answer before being asked; (D) the applicant
should go into detail about every aspect of eac' question. B -.9 (11)

Cornpletion

Directions: Fill in the blanks} in each statement with the word(s) requires
to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Specialized training will bring you the skill tv perform a
definite service (skill) . A (I)

2. Tips from friends and relative' open the doors to more
jobs than any other single means. A-15 (3)

3. It is recomn :lied that a record of potential jobs be recorded
on job prospect cards . A-21 (6)

4. Information yourself should be recorded in a personal
folder . A-8 (5)

5. There are approximately 10 million persons in the United
States who are in business for themselves. A-43 (4)

6. The State Employment Service charges nothing for its service. C-25 (10)

7. There are two main things the employer wants to find out when he
interviews y a: he wants to know what you can do and what
you will do.

_Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following. Select
your answers carefully.

1. Job opportunities in a particular field depend upon the number of:

C-27 (10)

(A) new ositions (C) workers who retire or
resignation of an employee

(B) workers who die (D) workeLa who transfer

(E) increased business or change
in operation A-8 (8)
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2. Items which should be included in the personal folder are:

(A) educational background _(D) leisure time activities

(B) work experience (E) list of references

(C) extracurricular activities (F) special accomplishment
while in school

..M...I

(G) name, age, sex, height,
weight, address,
telephone number

3. The job campaign should include three main parts. They are the:

A-9 (5)

(A) application (C) follow-up

(B) interview B-17 (1)

4. The employer searches for new employees by:

(A) the firm's employment dept. (D) _daily newspaper

(B) state employme..t. service (E) through the "grapevine"

(C) private employment agencies (F) school placement office
and other community
agencies such as Kiwanis,
YMCA, and others

(G) some employers ask their
employees to recommend
friends C -24 -26 (10)
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Foreword

This study guide has been prepared for use in the Diversified Cooperative

Education programs conducted in the public schools of Indiana. It is designed

to aid coordinators in the teaching of "general related" information -- which

should be of interest and value to all student-learners in Diversified Cooper-

ative Education regardless of the occupations for which they are being trained.

We wish to express our appreciation to Dr. H. H. London, Professor, De-

partment of Industrial Education, University of Missouri, and to Mr. Merton C.

Wheeler, Director of Industrial Education, Missouri Department of Education

for granting us permission to use, adjust, or "Hoosierize" the content of the

Missouri General Related Study Guide in order to more specifically meet the

needs of the Diversified Cooperative Education students of Indiana.

Further credit is due the Diversified Cooperative Education Coordinators

Association of Indiana which, in workshop session in the summer of 1963, de-

voted hours of work developing materials and making needed adjustments in

content. We are also indebted to David E. Middleton, Anderson; Lorry Sedgwick,

West Lafayette; Harold Stewart, Greencastle; and Angelo A. Vitello, Marion;

for their work in manuscript development during the summer of 1964.

Special recognition is directed to Mr . W. A. Williams, State Director of

Vocational Education and Mr. Donald L. Pound, State Supervisor of Vocational

Trade-Industrial-Technical Education, Indiana Department of Public Instruction,

for providing encouragement and other considerations necessary for the ac-

complishment of this work. We also express our appreciation to Assistant

Professor Howard E. McVicker, who edited the manuscript and to Dr. Max Eddy,

Professor and Head, Department of Industrial Education, School of Technology,

Purdue University, under whose direction and supervision this study guide has

been completed.
i
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TO THE STUDENT

The attainment of occupational competency in any type of work involves
three different, yet very closely related, types of learning.

1. Mastery of the applied occupational-skills and_procedures
performed by the worker in the occupation.

2. Comprehension of the technical and related information which
is basic to an intelligent understanding and practice of the
occupation.

3. Development of those personal and social traits which are
essential for successful employment.

The occupational skills and procedures will, for the most part, be taught
to you by your employer on-the-job. The specific technical and related infor-
mation required in your occupation will largely be taught to you on an individual
basis in the Diversified Cooperative Education classroom. Together these two
form that part of your training which is generally referred to as the specific-
related information.

Your employer will give you many suggestions on how to develop desirable
personal-social traits. You will also study how to develop these traits in many of
the assignments contained in this course of study. The development of these
traits along with the comprehension of related information needed by all workers
forms that part of your training which we will refer to as general-related
information.

There are seventeen assignments in this general-related study manual. Each
assignment is organized in the following manner:

(1) A descriptive title that suggests the nature of the assignment.

(2) An introduction which will briefly tell you about the subject
and why its study is important.

(3) A definite assignment to guide your study.

(4) A series of questions for class discussion.

(5) Several problems or projects which should stimulate your
thinking in regard to what you have read and discussed.

Upon the completion of each assignment, your coordinator will provide
a test that has been designed to check your mastery of the assignment. He
may also assign or suggest further reading that you may do on each assignment.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

Assignment
Sheet No. I

THE DIVERSIFIED COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

General Related
lutormation

You are probably somewhat familiar with the nature and operation of
the Diversified Cooperative Education program. Undoubtedly, the local program
was explained to you before you enrolled in the D.C.E. class. Now that you are
enrolled in this course, you should have accurate information concerning how
the program works and the responsibilities of the various parties involved.
You are very likely to be called upon by others to explain the workings of the
program and the meaning of the term "Diversified Cooperative Education."

This assignment is designed to help you better understand the nature,
values, purposes, responsibilities, and operation of the Diversified Cooperative
Education program in libdiana. It should also enable you to explain the D.C.E.
program to your parents, fellow workers, and friends with greater effectiveness.

Assignment:

I. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out the answers to the problems or complete

projects as assigned by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well

as the problems and projects.

References:

A. "To the Student" (this manual-see Table of Contents)
B. Information Sheet No. I (this manual - pages 42-47)

Study Questions:

1. What three different types of learning are required for thc.
mastery of any occupation? In the D.C.E. program, who
teaches each of these factors of occupational comoeteiny?

2. Why is the program in which you are enrolled called
Diversified Cooperative F:ducation? Who are the parties
involved in the program?

3. Your D.C.E. teacher is called a "coordinator."
What is the meaning of the term "coordinator"?

4. For what reasons will your coordinator visit you on your
job? Why will he confer with your employer?



Assignment
Sheet No. 1 Page 2

5. It has been observed that the grades of students sometimes
improve aftta- enrolling in the D.C.E. program. how can
you account for this?

6. What two types of rel.ited information will you be studying
in class? How do the:-. i ..0 typos differ? Why is each
important?

7. What part does the employer play in the cooperative program?

8. What is the meamni, and purpose of the training agreement?
Training plan?

9. How many occupat.. ui are represented by meml- ES of your
class? What are some of these?

10. How much high t4t, .14)1 credit will you earn by participation in
the D.C.E. progr.lio' Successful participation in what two
major areas is nec( -;--ary before credit can be given for D.C.E.?

11. What is the main purpose of the D.C.E. program?

12. What are the advantage, of the D.C.E. program: (a) to the
student, (b) to the oployer, (L r to the school?

13. What are your respo,.sd as a D.C.E. student? Why is
it important that your tiat of-school conduct be kept on a high
level?

Problems and Projects:

I. Write a paper on the I (pie, "Why I enrolled in the D.0D.C.E.
program."

2. As a class, develop a -Code of Conduct" for D.C.E. students.
%or...

3. Write a short paper on ihe 1 ',WC, "Responsibilities of the
D.C.E. student."



Assignment
Sheet No. 2

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

THE STUDENT-LEARNER AT STUDY

General Related
Information

The program is design' to provide you an opportunity to
gain occupational training while cort.pleti.4 high school. Each phase of your
education, regular classwork and occupational training, is so importaat to
you that one should not be neglected in favor of the othex. Success in D.C.E.
depends much upon your ability to carry on well in all phases of your
educational life.

Both your regular classwork and D.C.E. require that you study.
Thus, it is t.. your advantage to learn and practice good habits of concentration
and scholarship. Only when you do this will you achieve the most for your
effort.

In this assignment you have an opportunity t..) learn how to plan your
school work effectively, how to prepare for tests, the nature of the special
learning aids used in the related study class and how t' use them most effectively.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out the answers to the problems or projects as

assigned by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as

the problems and projects.

References:

A. Information Sheet No. 2, (this manual - pages 48-49)
B. Gerken, Study Youryrsphrou School, p. 2-47.
C. "To the Student," (this manual - see Table of Contents)

Stutt Questions:

1. What two types of classroom instruction will you receive
in D.C.E." What are their purposes?

2. What information is found on the assignment sheet?

3. What steps should be followed in preparing assignments?

4. How does the presentation of specific and general information
. rY?

5. What are some study techniques which may improv 1 your
efficiency?

-3-



Assignment
Sheet No. 2 Page 2

6. What is the importance of reviewing study material? How
should you review?

7. What are some of the advantages of being able to write and
read effectively? What are the steps in the learning process?
How does an understanding of verbal terms affect your ability
to think?

8. What are the advantages of careful note-making? Why do
some people fail to make good notes?

9. Define the term "examination." What two types of examin-
ations are generally given over school work? What suggestions
were offered in Reference B to help you do well on the two types
of examinations?

10. How should one interpret grades?

Problems and Projects:

1. Construct a study schedule which will allow sufficient time
for preparation anti review for each of your courses.

2. Compare your study habits with the suggestions for doing
well on any kind of test listed on page 46 of Reference B.

3. Make a list of poor study habits which you commonly practice.
Make a note as to how you might make improvement.

4. Compile a list of factors which would aid in againing scholastic
success.

5. Study and discuss the plan for concentration on studi:-7 found
on pages 12-16 of Reference B.

I QUIET

Student
at

Work

-4 -



Assignment
Sheet No. 3

TRADE AND INDUS TRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

WORKING WITH OTHERS

General Related
Information

At almost every turn in our daily activities, we are closely
associated with people. On the job, we are in contact with our fellow worker
and supervisors. At home, we associate with our immediate family, relatives,
and close friends. In our social, religious, and recreational activities, we
are thrown in contact with still other groups.

It seems that in almost every human pursuit we work as individuals
in a group. Our success in these endeavors is vitally affected by our relations
with the other members of the group; therefore, it seems logical that we should
make .;very effort to understand people and to develop skill in getting along with
them.

In this assignment, you have an opportunity to identify desirable personal
traits and to study methods by which these traits may be developed.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out the answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects.

References:

A. Sinick, Your Personality and Your Job, po. 2-48.
B. Information Sheet No. 3, (this manual pages 50-61)

Study Questions:

I . What are some of the basic needs that an individual has?
With what groups are you normally associated?

2. Discuss methods by which you can reduce anger and
hostility without hurting others.

3. Explain the statement "a person is a many-sided thing."

4. Discuss the six points suggested by Carnegie for making people
like you.

5. What are some of the basic needs we experience in life?

-5-



Assignment
Sheet No. 3 Page 2

6. What are the characteristics that make the difference
between success and failure on the job?

7. What are some work situations that produce satisfactions?

8. What are some of the qualities that cause dismissal or
non-promotion?

9. Define personality. How does this differ from character
and reputation?

10. What are some characteristics of "Job Personalities"?

11. Why is it important that you get along with your fellow workers?
Evaluate yourself in regard to each of the eleven questions in
Reference B.

12. What should you do when you make a mistake at work? What
should you do when one of your fellow workers is doing
something wrong?

13. What is tact? What is integrity? List some characteristics
of a person of integrity.

14. Define the terms vocation and occupation. Are most people
satisfied with their present occupation?

15. How may inner forces be released?

16. Is there a relationship between the non-achieving student and
the problem student?

17. Why should we be considerate in judging other people's
behavior?

18. Discuss authority and why we must respect

Problems and Projects:

1. Take the quizzes in Reference B and rate yourself.

2. Make a list of items of behavior which characterize honesty,
loyalty, and dependability. Consider these items as they
apply to both school and job.



Assignment
Sheet No. 4

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D. C E .)

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

General Related
Information

The degree of success attained by a worker on the job is largely
dependent upon three things: his ability to perform the activities of his job
skillfully; his possession of certain knowledge and understandings; and his
ability to get along well with the people he contacts on the job. It seems
that skill and knowledge, though important, cannot overcome the handicap
of poor human relations. By the same token, employers who ignore the
principles of good human relations are plagued with disgruntled workers and
usually have a high rate of labor turnover. A good employer-employee rela-
tionship is truly a two-way affair requiring thoughtfulness, consideration,
and fair play on every hand.

As a D.C.E. student, you are taking part in an employer-employee
relationship. Your ability to please your employer is vital to your success
on the job. The attitude of your employer toward you also has a direct bearing
upon your job progress and satisfaction.

In this assignment, you have an opportunity to study several aspects
of employer-employee relations. You will study and discuss how to get along
with your supervisors, employers and employees have a right to expect
from each other, and ethics in the termination of employment.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.

2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned
by your coordinator.

3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the
problems and projects.

References:

A. Information Sheet No. 4 (this manual pages 63-72)
B. Worthy, What Employers Want, pp. 5-23, 31-36, 48.

Study Questions:

1. Why is it so important that you get along with your employer
and/or supervisor?
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2. What are some of the characteristics which employers like
in employees? What should be your responsibility towards
rules and regulations?

3. What is meant by the "class" system in business and industry?
What are the implications of this system for the young worker?

4. What is meant by the term "loyalty"? What is the importance
of loyalty in employer-employee relations?

5. Discuss the full meaning of the subject "try to please."

6. What are some of tie results of habitual tardiness and absenteeism?
What should one do if it is necessary for him to be late or absent
from work? Discuss the most prevalent causes of tardiness and
absenteeism.

7. What is meant by the term "due notice" in connection with termi-
nation of employment? What purposes does it serve?

8. For what reasons may a worker under contract be discharged?
Under what conditions may an employee break an employment
contract with his employer?

9. What are some adjustments that one must make when going to a
new job? What adjustments must one make to his first job?

10. Why is the rate of personnel turnover so high during the first
few weeks? How do some employers attempt to lessen this
turnover?

11. Why is it important that new employees show maturity in behavior
and dress?

12. How can one learn his job rapidly and thoroughly? What are some
sources of information that you can study on your own?

13. How can a new worker make himself "fit in" a new orta ,ization?
What personality traits play an important part in this type of
adjustment?

14. What should you do as a new employee if "gaps" ot. cur in your
work instructions?

15. List six points or suggestions to follow that will help you to
establish a good reh, unship between you and your neu boss.
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16. Discuss the five golden rules for success on page 48 of
Reference B.

17. How should confidential information be handled?

18. Discuss the responsibility to be assumed in the proper use
and care of materials, equipment, and supplies which have
been assigned to you for handling.

19. What is the feeling of most employers concerning constructive
suggestions from their employees?

20. What is likely to happen to a person with work habits that are
slipshod and full of careless mistakes?

21. What is meant by working well with others?

22. What financial investment does an employer have in an employee?

Problems and Projects:

Write a paper concerning the implications of honesty, loyalty,
and dependability in employer-employee relations. Discuss
these traits from the standpoint of both the worker and the
employer .

2. Take the rating quiz on pages 21-23 of Reference B. Discuss
ways of improving your weak spots.

3. Write a brief paper on initiative. Explain what is meant by the
word as used in business and why such a high value is placed on
it by employers.

4. List some specific things you may do on your Job to indicate
initiative on your part.



Assignment
Sheet No. 5

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

EARNING AND USING YOUR INCOME

General Related
Information

D.C.E. student-learners earn and spend hundreds of dollars each year.
Some student-learners are able to provide for their needs and most of their im-
mediate wants from their incomes. Others will always find themselves in financial
distress regardless of the amount of their earnings. The difference in these two
types of wage earners often is in their ability and determination to manage their
incomes satisfactorily.

A budget is a plan for using your anticipated income. When properly
planned and followed, it will aid you in satisfying your present and future needs.
There is nothing magical about the budget -- merely common-sense planning and
management. Therefore, you can make a budget work for you.

In this assignment you have the opportunity to learn how workers are
paid, how planned money management works to your advantage, and how to
construct a budget for your personal use.

Assignment:

I. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out the answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the problems

and projects.

References:

A. Wilhelm and Heimerl, Consumer Economics, pp. 36-61.
B. Information Sheet No. 5, (this manual - pages 73-74)

Study Questions:

1. What are wages and salaries? What is the difference between
"real wages" and "money wages"?

2. What pay periods are common? On what basis are workers paid?
What governs high wages?

3. What is the meaning of the term "fringe benefits"?

4. List some deductions commonly made from one's pay.

5. What is a budget? What are some of the advantages of using a
budget? What are the two basic steps in making a budget?
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6. Cite some examples of organizations which make and use budgets.
How can these groups be characterized?

7. Why is it best to be conservative in estimating income? Of what
value is past experience in making a budget?

8. Why are goals so important in budget-making?

9. What are the characteristics of a good budget?

10. "The family budget should be a family affair." Explain. What is
the principal difference between budgeting for the family and budgeting
for the individual?

11. Why do many families consider it good practice to plan their budget
on an annual rather than monthly basis?

12. Under what major headings can most family expenses be grouped?
Why can't formal tables be used without adjustment for a particular
family's budget? How may these tables be useful?

13. Why are budget records important? What information should be
included in the records?

14. Explain the "principle of elasticity" in budgeting. What is meant
by expanding the budget?

15. What can a budget do for you? What is "planned spending"?

Problems and Projects:

1. Working as a group, make a budget for your local D.C.E. club.

2. Prepare a budget that will serve your personal needs. Report to
your coordinator concerning how it serves the purpose for which
it was made. Revise budget if necessary. (Consumer Economics,
pp. 42-43)

3. Work the Budget Problem in Reference A, Page 60.

4. Bring to class a "statement of earnings" slip which accompanies
your pay check. Explain each item of the statement.



Assignment
Sheet No. 6

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

SAVING AND INVESTING

General Related
Information

To many people the ability to save is considered to be a mark of
personal persistence, virtue, and success. In almost every case, with those who
budget their incomes, a certain portion is designated to be put aside as savings.
Savings are important to the individual, to the government, and to society. In
fact, it is so important that it should not be left to chancel

Saving is done most persistently by people who have made saving a
habit. As a D.C.E. student, you should develop the habit of systematic saving.
Even though your earnings arm small, you should save a part of it. You will
derive considerable satisfaction from the rate at which the total grows, even
though the amount regularly contributed is small, and you will be well rewarded
in terms of self-respect and accomplishment.

This assignment is designed to help you understand the reasons for
saving, the principles of saving. the importance of savings and investments to
our society, and the details of certain c'avings plans.

Assignntent:

1. Read the reference liste:I below.
2. Write out the answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the problems

and projects as assigned :iv your coordinator.

Reference:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl, Con ,umer Economics, pp. 62-78.

Study Questions:

1. Does saving money Indicate that you give up your right to spend
it? What is meant by "putting your money to work"?

2. What are the major purp.,ges or reasons for saving?

3. Discuss each of the three guiding principles of saving.
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Sheet No. 6

4. When should one begin his savings program? Why?

Page 2

5. Toward what major goals should individuals save? At what
stage in life is each goal likely to be of most importance?

6. What four things should be considered in selecting a place to
put your savings ' Why is each important?

7. What are the major kinds of banks? What services or facilities
do they offer?

8. How can one Se reasonably c?rtain that his money will be safe
with any given bank?

9. Why are sate-deposit boxes useful? What materials should be
kept in a safe deposit box? Would this be a good place to keep
the money .. are saving? Why?

10. 11 .logs on go about openir..-.; 1, znun1 at a bank? What is a
irn nt acconr?

11. What special iitvantages are there for having a savings account
in a bank? };at is meant by making withdrawals? What is
interest?

12. How much money may one person deposit in Postal Savings?

13. United Stat. savings bonds (Series E) may be purchased in what
denominatti,:.,? Who can cash them? When? How much interest
is paid on money invested in Series E savings bonds? What are
the advantaevs of saving money in this manner?

14. Discuss :ng through building and loan associations. Through
credit mu.

Problems and Project::

1. Working i.)gether as a class, develop a form on which you can
keep a record your earnings, savings, and investments.
Make entr c IA pay day.

2. Accumulate n -to-date materials concerning U.S. bonds and
Postal Savings from local banks, credit unions, building and
loan associations, and post offices. Compare on bases of
safety, earnings. liquidity.

3. Work prohlen. tattler "Consumer Problems and Projects,"
on page 77 of Reference A.
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4. Prepare a bulletin board graph which will show accumulated
savings of the D.C.E. class. Make new entries each week or
month.

5. Make a list of local institutions where the public may deposit
or invest money. Determine the rate of interest paid by each
of the above institutions.

6. Make a survey to determine the number of local businesses or
industries having a credit union.



Assignment
Sneet No. 7

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

CRI:DIT AND MONEY MANAGEMENT

General Related
InformatiLi

Most people make use of credit at some time during their lives. Those
who use it wisely find it a very valuable aid in the conduct of their financial
affairs. Those who are Indiscreet in their use of credit find that it is a dangerous
instrument and suffer the coitsequenees of over-extension of their finances.

There are many and varying attitudes concerning the use of credit.
Some are reasonable: othcrs are the result of inaccurate information or pre-
judice. It should be remembered, however, that credit, when used intelligently,
has values which cannot he denied. On the other hand, one cannot afford to use it
carelessly at any time. '1 Nis, one cannot consider himself competent in money
management until he can u c credit skillfully.

In this assignmeiii liou have an opportunity to gain some information about
credi.: kinds of credit transactions, intelligent use of credit, atethods of obtaining
credit, advantages and disadvt.ntages of credit, and the obligations of the user of
credit .

Assignment:

I. Read the icference listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to liscuss the study questions as well as the problems

and projects.

Reference:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl. Consumer Economics, pp. 97-138.

Stu!, Que3tions:

1. What are the two, main c' -sses of credit? Hew do the reasons for
borrowing money compaie in each case?

2. What is the importance of cry dit to you? Give some advantages
and disadvantages.

3. What changes have occurred to increase the use of consumer
credit?

4. What are cho i ge account'? How often are they generally paid?
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5. What are the arguments for and against the use of charge
accounts? What determines whether one should use open-account
credit?

6. If one is asked to fill out an application for a charge account,
what information is lik.ly to be requested?

7. What is the purpose ..1 the Credit-Rating Bureau? What does it
do?

8. When an individual requests credit, he is lik,ly to be evaluated
in light of what three factors?

9. What problems are faced by the merchant who grants credit?

10. How does installment credit differ from open-account credit? What
does it .ost?

11. Who furnishes the credit for installment buying?

12. What three questions should an individual ask himself when
considering an installment purchase?

13. What kinds of expense must the charges for installment privileges
cover?

14. Why must quoted rates for installment credit be carefully checked?
How can this be done?

15. Define the following terms and explain how they may affect your
installment contract?

a. chattel mortgage
b. conditional sales contract
c. penalties
d. wag, assignment
c. garnishment
f. "add ou" contract

16. What items should be checked before signing any installment
contract: What is the ratio of cars and household appliances
bought on credit as compared to cash?

17. What reasons can you give for following the two rules given on
pages 126 and 127 in Reference A?

18. What types of loans may be secured from a bank? Under what
conditions?
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19. What effect does the process of discounting or deducting interest
in advance have upon the stated rate of interest?

20. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of borrowing money from
each of the following lending agencies:

a. small-loan companies
b. credit unions
c. pawnshops
d insurance companies

21. What should an individual do if it becomes impossible to repay his
loan on time?

Problems and Projects

1. Secure copies of installment contracts from several business
concerns and study the contents carefully. Make a list of the pro-
visions which generally appear in these instruments.

2. From catalogs or chats used by local merchants, compare in-
stallment buying cost to cash transaction cost. What is the actual
cost of credit in per cent of cash cost*:

3. Obtain a credit application blank used by some store. (a) Fill in
as much of the required information as you can, and tb) write a
report explaining why each item of information is needed by the
store.

4. Study the resources available to you and report on the use of
credit cards.



TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

Assignment General Related
Sheet No. 8 Information

CONTRACTS

8ach of us, during our lifetime, err Ates many contractual relations.
Some of these are entered into informally while attending to our everyday affairs.
Other contracts are the result of formal transactions--involving written instruments
dram n by an attorney.

You should understand that, while all contracts are agreements, not all
agreements are contracts. You should also know the difference between the two
and the legal implications of each.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to learn the difference between
contracts and agreements, the essentials of a contract, the legal principles in-
volved in contracts, and the terms peculiar to the language of contracts.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and complete projects as

assigned by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects .

Reference:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl. Consumer Economics, pp. 335-358.

Study Questions

1. What is a contract? What contracts have y..0 made during the
past day? Are all agreements, made between individuals,
contracts? Explain.

2. What are the essentials of a valid contract? What constitutes
a valid offer?

3. How may an offer terminate? What is the legality coneern'ng
withdrawal of an offer?

4. Identify and discuss the following: offeror, arc a, e, valid,
acceptance, terminates, void, withdraw, option, counteroffer,
necessaries, senility, and incompetence.
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Page 2

5. From a legal standpoint, who is a minor? Discuss contracts

with regard to minors. What may legally happen to a contract

if a minor misrepresents his age?

6. When is a promise legally binding? What items are classified

as considerations?

7. Will the payment of a smaller sum, in full payment of a larger
debt, discharge the full debt if the creditor agrees to the lesser

amount? Explain your answer.

8. What is the Statute of Frauds? What types of contracts must be

in writing to he enforceable? What are the requirements of a

valid written contract? Of what value and importance is a

written contract?

9. List the things you should do before and after signing a contract.

10. What constitutes legality and form of contracts?

Problems and Protects:

1. Make a list of informal contracts into which you frequently

enter.

2. Malec a list of formal contracts you have entered into during

your life.

3. Be prepared to discuss the case problems and other discussions
listed in Reference A. on the following pages:

a. Pages 337-338
b. Page 343
c. Page 347
d. Page 350
e. Page 355
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

Assignment General Related
Sheet No. 9 Information .

LEGAL PROBLEMS IN RUN ING GOODS AND SERVICES

A large percentage of a person's income is used to purchase goods and
services. Financial loss and hardship sometimes result from one's lack of
knowledge of the legal principled involved in making these transactions. To
protect himself against such hardship, °tie should make it a point to learn his
legal rights, duties, and obligations as they apply to the purchase of goods and
sery ices .

As a D.C.E. student, you have your own money and are using it to
provide for your personal needs and wants. Even as a minor you have certain
legal rights and responsibilities. Understanding these rights and responsibilities
may save you financial loss and embarrassment.

This assignment is designed to provide you with some insight concerning
the legal problems of the consumer. Special emphasis is placed upon problems
pertaining to ownership of goods. servicing of these goods, installment buying,
and warranties.

Assinment:--- - -.

I. Read the reference i we.) k low.
2. Write out answers to the pr,.',1ems and complete projects as

assigned by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss th.: Nt ut4 questions as well as the

problems and projects.
r

References:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl, Consumer Economics, pp. 359-384, 396-406.

Std Questions:

I . What is the purpose of tlik i :iliform Sales Act? What is The meaning
of the term "goods" according to the Act?

2. What is the unique requitement of a contract imposed by the Statute
of Frauds? Review the other requirements of a contract.

3. Explain the difference in col:tracts for "sales" and contracts for
"work and labor."

4 What is meart by "title" and what right--; and responsibilities go
with it? When dies t lilt. leas, to the buyer in the font:m.15g cases:
cash sales, credit sales, "on approval" sales, sales with the
privilege to return?
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5. What should one,: do with unordered g-ind ,hich he doesn't choose
to pay ior '

6. What is the difference between "sate- I .3: (..,inions, and
statement' of fact about goods being sold? Distinguish between
"expressed" :.end "implied' warranties. What things dot - the
implied w rranty guarantee?

7. What types of services are purchased which relate to personal
property? What is a bailment contract. and who are the parties
involved? Who has title to the goorl4 v hile repairs are being made!

8. What degree of skill have you a legal right to expect of a repairn-on'
What is the repairman's responsibility for safeguarding the hailor's
property?

9. What is a lien'. What claim does the bailee have against good- which
he hi:.,s repaired or cleaned? Why is possession so important to the
bailee?

10. How do public and private carriers differ' when does one become
a passenger? What are the rights and responsibilities of a public
carrier? When is a public carrier liable for injuries to pas-on gerc
What is the carrier's liability for hago.r.'

11. Legally. what is a hotel? A transient? What are the duties and
liabilities of .1 botelkeeper? What is :: h.-:,:lkeeper's lien?

12. What is meant by the common law"? Did the Uniform Sales Act
radically change the old common law?

13. What is meant hv a breach of warranty? What alternatives are
available to the buyer where there is a breach of warranty by the
seller? Ho.- does fraud differ from breach of warranty? What
are the remedies in this case?

14. Name the various government and private agencies which function
for the protection of the consumer. In what ways do they pi °wet
the consumer?

Problems and Projects:

1.. Discuss the case problems listed in Reference A on the Collo , lug
page .7: 360-361. 364-365, 369, 382- WI.
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Sheet No. 10

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

USING NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

General Related
Information

In many types of transactions, negotiable instruments are used in the
place of cash money. Bank checks and promissory notes are commonly used in
handling large transactions because of convenience and safety factors. Likewise,
bank checks are used by many people in the conduct of their daily affairs because
of certain advantages.

As a D.C.E. student, you need to know how to we certain negotiable
instruments. You will come in contact with them on the job as well as in the
conduct of your personal affairs. It is important that you know how to use them
correctly and safely, and that you know your rights and responsibilities concerning
them. This is an essential to competency in money management.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to learn about negotiable
instruments: their advantages and limitations, the rights and obligations involved
in their use, the correct method of drawing them, and the correct methods of
transferring them.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Write out the answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects.

Reference:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl, Consumer Economics,pp. 79-95, 385-395.

Study Questions:

1. Why are negotiable instruments, or substitutes for money,
important? What is the most common type of negotiable instrument
in use today? What factors make it such a good substitute for money?

2. Why do banks generally make a service charge for small checking
accounts? Discuss the procedure for opening a checking account.
Distinguish between individual and joint accounts.

3. What is the purpose of each of the two main parts of a :tea?
Wily is it advisable to fill out t1:e stub first? Why is the amount
written on the check in two different ways?
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4. If a check is iost or stolen, what should be done before writing
a duplicate check?

5. Where is the endorsement generally placed on the check? How
does the endorsement compare with the name which appears on the
front of the check? Discuss the three types of endorsements and
indicate when each would be used.

6. What are canceled checks? Of what value are they? How long should
they be kept?

7. What is a bank statement? What procedure should be followed in
making a reconciliation of the bank 1.tatement with your stubs?

8. What are the advantages of certified checks, cashier's checks,
and registered checks? What are the characteristics of each
and when would they be used.

9. What is the purpose of a money order? How are postal money
orders made out? Where may they be purchased? Cashed?

O. When might one desire to send a telegraphic money order? How
can one be sure the proper person receives the money?

11. Of what value are traveler's checks? What is their distinguishing
feature?

12. What obligations does the drawer have to his bank? What obli-
gations does the bank have to the drawer?

13. What are the essentials of a negotiable instrument?. What are some
non-essentials?

14. What does the term "negotiate" imply? How are the checks or notes
negotiated? What is the legal obligation of the endorser?

15. What is a promissory note? A collateral note?

16. Name five suggestions for using credit instruments.

Problems and Projects:

1. Discuss the consumer problems and projects found in Reference
A, Pages 94-93.

2. Secure and bring to class copies of each of the following:

a. check with stub
b. voucher check

c. signature card
d. deposit slip

Discuss the use of each. Explain how they should be filled out.
-23-
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(D .0 . E . )

Assignment
Sheet No. 11

General Related
Information

PAYING FOR GOVERNMENT SERVICES THROUGH TAXES

Relatively few people have the same attitude toward the payment of
taxes as they do toward the payment of the cost of a new automobile, a new coat,
or a pair of shoes. Most of us like to receive son_ediing concrete for the money
we spend at the time we spend it. Thus, on the surface, taxes appear to be an
outright loss of money with little to show for it. Actually, taxes are necessary
to pay the cost of the services that we all expect and demand from our various
levels of government.

As a D.C.E. student, you should have a basic understanding of the
problems of taxation. You are a taxpayer and have been ever since you were
old enough to have your own spending money. Now that you are working regularly,
earning and spending more money, you will be paying more and different kinds of
taxes. You have the right and the need to know where your money goes, how it
is used, and what you get in return for it.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to learn about taxes: reasons
for having t'iem, the kinds which are common, principles on which they are based,
and he services which are provided by the taxes.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.

2. Write out answers to the problems and complete projects as
assigned by your coordinator.

3. Be prepares' to discuss the study questions as well as the problems.

References:

A. Information Sheet No. 6 (this manual pages 75-81)

B. Teaching Taxes-Internal Revenue Service

C. Employer's Tax Guide
(Refer only to table that appli...s to your earnings.)

Study Questions:

GENERAL

1. What is the purpoie of taxation? What is a tax?

2. To what three units of government do we usually pay taxes?
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3. What arc the two principles upon which taxes are based?

4. Are you a taxpayer? Prove.

5. Give examples of direct and indirect taxes.

6. What direct taxes do you pay? And to whom?

7. What government services do you receive that are provided through
tax monies?

8. How do you pay your direct taxes?

9. Based on your reading, what is your attitude toward the payment
of taxes? Why?

10. State and local governments depend upon fees from licenses and
franchises for revenue. Distinguish between franchises and
licenses.

PROPERTY TAXES

11. How is the value of one's personal property determined for the
purpose of taxing?

12. How is real estate valued for tax purposes?

13. How is the property tax rate determined?

14. Why do tax rates vary from community to community?

15. What is the current rate for your township?

16. To whom does one pay his property tax?

17. Must one pay his property tax in order to receive his license plates?

INDIANA STATE TAXES

18. What are the three major types of taxes that the State of Indiana levies?

19. The adjusted income tax is patterned after what other tax?

20. How is the state gasoline tax collected?

21. What use is made of the gasoline tax?

22. What other taxes are associated with automobiles and vehicle driving?

23. What two major sources of money are ..seal to support the schools?
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FEDERAL TAXES

24. What must a government do before a tax rate can be given out?

25. What is an estate tax?

26. Who must pay federal income tax? Is this the principal source of
revenue for the federal government?

27. How is your federal income tax paid?

28. Why is it important for pan-time and work- experience workers to
file even though their ealaings do not reach $600?

29. What are some of the elowable deductons that may be claimed
in filing federal income tax? (by individual worker)

30. Identify each of the following tax forms indicating what each is
used for?

W 2 1040 1040 A W 4

31. What facilities are available to you if you have questions regarding
your income tax?

32. What is an excise tax? Give examples. What is a sales tax?

33. How are excise taxes collected?

34. What is a customs duty?

35. What are the two kinds of duties imposed on imports?

36. How are customs duties collected?

Problems and Projects:

1. Last year Mr. and Mrs. Andield purchased a home in Paradise
Hills for $18, 000. This community has a property tax rate of
$6.82 per $100 of assessed valuation. What tax was paid on
this property by the Annfields this year?

2. List the offices and mailing addresses to which you send the
following:

Proper :y tax
Gross income Tax Return
Federal ln..ome Tax Return
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D .C .E .)

LEGAL REGULATIONS FOit YOUNG WORKERS

General Related
Information

In recent years the federal government has enacted laws regulating
conditions of employment, practices of competition, and the employment of minors
in industries engaged in interstate commerce. After the pattern and concept had
been established by the Fair Labor Standards Act (Federal Wage-Hour Law), the
Indiana legislature passed laws in beeping with the spirit of the federal act. Thus,
we have both federal and state regulations concerning minimum standards for
employment of workers and also restrictions concerning the employment of minors.

As a D.C.E. student, many of the provisions of wage and hour laws
directly affect you and your earnings. In case you are under eighteen years of
age, the provision of child labor laws, state and national, may apply to you.

: In this assignment you have an opportunity to gain information concerning
wage-',our laws and child labor laws, and bow they affect you and your employer.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

Problems and projects.

References:

A. Information Sleet No. 7 (this manual - pages 82-86)
B. Information Sleet No. 8 (this manual - pages 87-90)

Study estions:

1. What are the principal provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act?

2. What is meant by "overtime pay"? When is one entitled to overtime
pay? Define the legal work week.

3. What groups of v lrkers and industries are generally affected by
the Fair Labor Standards Act? What groups are exempt from its
provisions? Why a-e certain groups exempt from the provisions?

4. Explain the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act which
pertain expecially to student-learners and apprentices.

5. How is the Fair Labor Standards Act administered? What agencies
are responsible for eriorcing its provisions?
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Sheet No. 12 Information

PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS

It is only natural that people should attempt to shield themselves
from misfortune. Many and diverse methods have been used in the past to
accomplish this end. Recently, people have come to depend more and more
upon insurance to alleviate the cost and damages involved in personal misfortune.
Today, one can purchase protection through surance from loss due to any type
of calamity for which the probability of occur ence can be calculated.

As a D.C.E. student, you will face certain risks. Some of these risks
may be covered through compulsory '3ocial insurance. Other risks which you
have may be transferred to private insurance companies. For assuming your
risk, the company charges you a certain premium.

You are now at the age where you are driving automobiles and working
with machinery and equipment. This makes you vulnerable to certain risks
that you were not concerned with previously.

At this age the consideration of life insurance may be one of the most
economical savings for the future. This unit will help you to make intelligent
judgments concerning these matters. Perhaps it will enable you to invest
wisely and receive the best protection for the money invested.

In this assignment you have 'n opportunity to learn about private insurance:
what it is, the principles on which it is based, kinds available to the individual, and
the nature of certain policies.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.

2. Write answers to the problems and complete the projects as assigned
by your coordinator.

3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the problems
and projects.

Reference:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl, Consumer Economics, pp. 267-311, 428-434.

Sall r Questions:

1. For what major purposes is life insurance obtained? Life insurance
will provide cash to dependents for what two kinds of needs? Which
type of need generally requires the most financial consideration?
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2. What is meant by ea,:h of the following terms: policy, insured,
premium, beneficiary, cash surrender value, paid-up insurance,
extended term insurance, automatic premium loan, double indemnity,
incontestability, fixed interest rates, and premium waiver:31

3. Why is term insurance the simple,,r frrm of life insurance? In what
two ways does term insurance differ fron, other kinds of life insurance?
What are the advantages :Ind disadvantages of term insurance?

4. What is straight-life insurance? Family-income policy? Family-
maintenance policy?

5. What are the main advantages and disadvantages of limited-payment
policies? Endowment policies? Life-annuity contracts?

6. Enumerate some of the principal guides to buying insurance. With
what policy provisions should one be acquainted? Under what conditions
should one change insurance? What are the options available for the
use of insurance dividends?

7. Which ripe of insurance, industrial or group, is apt to be most
expensive? Why? How do premiums vary?

8. What is :he difference between a stool: company and a mutual com-
pany? How does this difference affect t1-.; policyholder?

9. Ideally, what two things should health and accident insurance do?
What are the obstacles to providing insurance to cover both of the
above?

10. What is hospital expense insurance? Surgical expense insurance?
General medical expense insurance? Major medical expense insur-
ance? Loss-of-income insurance?

11. What factors determine eligibility for he itch :Ind Accident insurance?
Premium rates? What are some of the common comnany safeguards
against fraudulent or excessive claims?

12. What costs are paid by non-profit pre' - payment medical plans?
From what groups may such plans he secured?

13. What factors determine the rates for fire insurance? What property
may be covered by fire insurance? What is meant by extended Cu .1 age'?
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14. What types of protection may be provided with automobile insur-
ance? Why is it important that one does not drive a car without
liability insurance? if you were involved in an automobile accident,
what things must be done?

15. Why do many people carry public liability insurance? in addition
to the property insurance already mentioned, what other kinds
are available?

Problons and Projects:

1. Form committees in each class to visit insurance agencies in
your city. Find out and report to the class the type of insurance
companies in operation, types of risks covered, and kinds of
insurance policies offered.

2. Poll the class to find out kinds of coverage the students now have.
Discuss in class how insurance needs may change in the next
few years.

3. List in your notes the new terms found in your reading for this
assignment and study the meanings of these terms.

4. investigate "Home Owners" insurance plans.
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Sheet No. 13

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

SOCIAL INSURANCE

General Related
Information

When our country was relatively young, it was basically an agricultural
nation; the people had link. need for any form of social insurance. Recently,
however, we have become the world's greatest industrial nation. "ince the industrial
revolution, a great majority of the nation's workers have become dependent upon
cash income for their daily needs. An'fhing which would interrupt the flow of
income -- even for a short petiod of time -- might cause a family disaster. By

the same token, old-age and retirement have become major social and economic
problems. In 1935, "social security" programs were put into effect in order to
aid individuals in maintaining a minimum standard of Ming in case of injury,
layoff, or retirement.

As a D.C.E. student, you should have a definite interest in social
insurance and social security. Social insurance includes workmen's compen-
sation, unemployment insurance, and Social Security. Social Security is divided
into two broad divisions: (J ) unemployment and (2) old-age and survivors insurance.
Most of you should now be in the process of building up an account for old-age
benefits. Perhaps you are currently covered by workmen's compensation. When
you become a full -time employee, you may be eligible for unemployment insurance.

In this assignment, you will have an opportunity to gain knowledge in and
understanding of the Social Security Law as it applies to you, a young worker.
You will learn how payments are made, how claims are filed, and what benefits
to expect.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and complete the projects

as assigned by your coordinator.
3. Be prepar.ed to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects.

References:

A. Wilhelms and Heimerl, Consumer Economics, pp. 252-266.
B. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Your

Social Security, (1964).

Sti_i_Ld Questions:

1. What is the basic purpose of social insurance? How does social
insurance differ from other insurance? What are the three basic
types of social insurance? Has the United States developed social
insurance further than any other country?
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2. What are the major divisions of the Social Security Act?
How do you join the program?

3. What purpose does your account number card serve? What
should you do if you lose your social security card?

4. What is the purpose of old-age and survivors insurance under
the Social Security Act? How are the premiums collected?
What types of benefits are provided? Can a person borrow
money from his FICA contributions in case of emergency?
How much do you pay into social security?

5. How may you earn social security credit? What axe social
security credits called?

6. What are the retirement ages for men and wonien under the Social
Security Act? How long will you have to work at jobs covered by
social security in order to be fully insured?

7. What events will stop payments of old-age and survivors insurance
benefits?

8. What is meant by the terms "fully insured" and "currently insured"?

9. To what extent must one be disabled to qualify for disability benefits?
How much social security credit must you have in order to collect
disability benefits? What ilia./ be uhed as proof of your disability?

10. In the event of the death of one covered by social security, what
procedure should be followed by the survivors? How soon should
this be done?

11. When do self-employed individuals pay their social security taxes?
What rate do they pay? How does this differ from the amount of
social security taxes paid by a person who works for someone else?

12. What method is provided for you to check your official social
security account? Why should you check your account? Is your
employer required by law to give you receipts for deductions from
your pay?

13. Under what circumstances would the local social security office be
of assistance to you? How can you find the address of the office in
your locality?

14. It is especially important for you to consult your social security
office four times in your life. What are these four times?

15. What kinds of work are not covered by social security?
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16. What conditions existed in industry to bring about the need for
workmen's compensation laws? Who shoulders the cost of personal
injury in industry today?

17. What benefits are generally provided under workmen's compensation
laws? What jobs are covered? Who pays the premiums for workmen's
compensation insurance?

18. In general terms, what is unemployment insurance? Who pays the
cost of this program? How does one qualify for benefits? What
factors determine the amount of benefits?

Problems and Projects:

1. Assume that a person will be er..1loyed during the years
1963 - 1973 on a job covered by social security, and therefore,
will retire at the age of 65. He will have earned $4, 200 per
year the first five years of the period, $4, 800 the next two years,
and $6,000 the last three years.

a. How much money will he have invested in social security?

b. How much will his employer have contributed toward his
011-age benefit?

c. Using the table on page 13, Reference B, what is a rough
estimate of his old age benefit at 65?

d. What will be the amount for the worker and his wife?
(See Page 13, Reference B).

e. If the worker should die leaving a widow and two children
under 18, how much would they receive?
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Sheet No. 14

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D ,C ,E ,)

LEGAL REGULATIONS FM YOUNG WORKERS

General Related
Information

In recent years the federal government has enacted laws regulating
conditions of employment, practices of competition, and the employment of minors
in industries engaged in interstate commerce. After the pattern and concept had
been established by the Fair Labor Standards Act (Federal Wage-Hour Law), the
Indiana legislature passed laws in keeping with the spirit of the federal act. Thus,
we have both federal and state regulations concerning minimum standards for
employment of workers and also restrictions concerning the employment of minors.

As a D.C.E, student. many of the provisions of wage and hour laws
directly affect you and your earnings . In case you are under eighteen years of
age. the provision of child labor laws, state and national, may apply to you.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to gain information concerning
wage-',our laws and child labor laws, and how they affect you and your employer.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects,

References:

A. Information Sheet No. 7 (this manual - pages 82-86)
B. Information Sheet No. 8 (this manual - pages 87-90)

ggestions:

1. What are the principal provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act?

2. What is meant by "overtime pay"? When is one entitled to overtime
pay? Define the legal work week.

3. What groups of v Irkers and industries are generally affected by
the Fair Labor Standards Act? What groups are exempt from its
provisions? Why ve certain groups exempt from the provisions?

4. Explain the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act which
pertain especially to student-learners and apprentices.

S. How is the Fair Labor Standards Act administered? What agencies
are responsible for eviorcing its provisions?
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6. Most states have passed wage-hour laws. In case both federal
and state laws apply to a situation, which provisions should be met?

7. To what age groups do child labor laws generally apply? To what
kinds of occupations do they apply? To what states?

8. For what reasons are employment or age certificates issued?
What is a student-learner certificate? How are these obtained?

9. How do child labor standards affect D.C.E. students? Do all
child labor laws pertain to all children?

10. What workers are affected by the Walsh-Healey Act? How do
minimum wage and overtime provisions of this Act differ from
those of the Fair Labor Standards Act?

11. What are some of the exemptions in the Fair Labor Standards Act,
concerning employment of student-learners in hazardous occupations?

12. How old must a student-learner be to enter. the D.C.E. program?

13. HOW many hours may a D.C.E. student work during a work week?

14. Is a work permit valid for more than one place of employment?
Explain your answer.

15. All workers under the Fair Labor Standards Act must be paid on
an hourly rate. Explain.

Problems and Projects:

1. Make a list of enterprises in your community which come under
the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. List some
enterprises which do not come under its provisions.

2. Assume that your hourly wage is $1.10 per hour. If you work
a regular work week, what would be your earnings? In case you
wo hed 48 hours in a work week, what would be your earnings?

3. Suppose that you earn a salary of $2,750 per year. Assume you
work 50 weeks, 40 hours per week, what is your hourly wage
rate?
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

LABOR UNIONS

General Related
Information

Our country has a working force of approximately 67 million workers.
Of this number, over 18 million are members of labor unions. Countless workers
who are not union members are sympathetic to the cause of labor. These two
groups compose what is often referred to as the "labor front." The labor front
composes an interest group of vast importancesocially, economically, and
politically.

As a D.C.E. student. you are likely to come into direct contact with
organized labor. Perhaps you will be asked to join the union which represents
workers in your trade or in your establishment. Whin such a time, arrives you
will have to make an important decision. Before deciding you need to know some
facts about unions, what their goals are, and how they operate.

la this assignment you have an opportunity to learn bout labor unions--
their significance in a modern America, their aims and objectives, their methods
and activities, and their achievements.

Assignment:

I. Read the reference listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned

by your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects.

Reference:

A. Information Sheet No. 9 (this manual pages 91-99)
B. Information Sheet No. 10 (this manna; - pages 100-101)

Study Questions:

I. In what ways are the lives of all of us affected by labor unions?

2. Why did the development of mass production techniques industry
cause workers concern in the early days of the IMustrial Revolution?
How did management organization change as a result of the development
of large industries? What is meant by the term "laissez faire"?

3. How have times of recession and prosperity affected union growth?
Why?
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4. What are the major differences and similarities of the AFL and
CIO? Why have they merged? What results have been realized
by the merger? Who were the major leaders?

5. What are the major areas of collective bargaining? What is meant
by "union security"? In what ways do unions seek to control job
opportunities and promotions?

6. What are some aspects of wages, hours, and conditions of work
which unions seek to improve? What have been some of the most
significant gains in this area?

7. What is the purpose of the grievance procedure? Who is the key
union official in handling of grievance?

8. What are some of the methods used by unions in gaining their goals?
Explain the advantages of each method.

9. List the various types of strikes and explain the characteristics of
each. Why do many people think that strikes are the only method
unions use to gain their objectives?

10. What are the principal achievements of unions to date? What
further gains can they be expected to seek?

11. What does the "Right to Work Law" provide?

12. Which major political party or candidate does the union support?

i3. Def ire the terms: union shop, open shop, agency shop, union label,
and closed shop.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(D.C.E.)

PLANNING YOUR CAREER

General Related
Information

In our democratic ociety the individual is free To enter the occupation
of his choice. However, with literally thousands of jobs t o choose from, making
a choice of a single occupation may prove to be quite difficult. The difficulty or
the problem should not be allowed to interfere with wise planning and decision-
making on your part. A wise decision results in a satisfying, productive life --
an unsuitable choice leads to unhappiness on the job, personal frustration, and
economic waste.

Upon entering the D.C.E. class, you had tentatively chosen an occupation.
You have now had an opportunity to gain first-hand experience in that occupation.
As your D.C. E. training comes to a close, you must again make a decision -- to
stay on your present job, to seek the same kind of work elsewhere, or to get into
a different kind of work. Your final decision on this matter should be preceded by
a carefully planned study of yourself and your aspirations, and the job and its
possibilities. This assignment is designed to he of aid to you in this effort.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to gain information necessary
in making an occupational choice. You will gain experience in analyzing your
interests and abilities, surveying occupational fields, relating yourself to an
occupation in terms of its requirements and your personal assets and liabilities.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned by

your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the problems

and projects as assigned by your coordinator.

Reference:

A. Humphreys, Choosing Your Career, pp. 2 - 47.
B. information Sheet No. 11 (this manual - pages 102-103)

Study Questions:

1. Why is the choosing of a suitable occupation so important to an
individual? How have most people selected their field of work?
Is money important? How many different jobs exist in the
United States?

2. What steps should one take in choosing his life's work? Whose
responsibility is it to make the final decision?
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3. From what sources can you learn about your interests and
abilities? What is intelligence? Discuss the ten "interest
areas" on pages 14 and 15 in Reference A.

i'

4. What is emotional maturity? Why is it so vital to a worker to
make a self analysis of himself?

5. How are jobs classified according to Reference A pages 20 -
23? Discuss the eight classifications in terms of training,
educational requirements, experience, and personality factors.

6. Why is it important that one understand whether he would rather
work with people, things, or ideas before choosing an occupation?
List several jobs in which the worker is primarily working with
people. With things. With ideas.

7. What is meant by the statement, "Human beings of average ability
are versatile"? What does this versatility imply in terms of
occupational choice? What is meant by the term "occupational
family"?

8. What types of information should be known about jobs before an
intelligent choice can be made?

9. From what sources can one gain information about occupations?

10. In relating yourself to an occupation, what are the two main
factors to consider? Must one necessarily measure up to job
requirements in every respect? Explain. What other factors
need to be considered in choosing an occupation?

11. Of what value is work experience in making a decision on your
life's work?

12. Why is there more competition for some jobs than others? Name
some of these jobs. What can young people anticipate about the
kinds of jobs that will be available? In what industries will the
jobs be found?

Problems and Projects:

1. Prepare an outline to aid you in the study of yourself -- your
assets and abilities - - similar to the one found in Reference A,
Pages 16-18. Solicit the aid of your coordinator, counselor,
teachers and principal in order that you may gain the information
needed for this inventory.

2. Make a detailed study of the occupations in which you are inter-
ested, using an outline similar to the one found on Pages 29-33 .

in Reference A.
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3. Construct a chart to show how your personal abilities compare_
with the requirements of the job.

4. On the basis of the above information, make a careful report of
the things you have found out.

5. With your report for reference, consult with your coordinator,
parents, and counselor on your decision concerning your fitness
for the jobs studied.

6. What possibilities are available for post WO school education
or training in your field or related fields of employment?

-39-
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TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

(0 .C..E .)

CHANGING JOBS

General Related
Information

Most workers, regardless of their experience and training, become job
seekers at some time. Shifting business conditions, a desire for greater oppor-
tunity, and personal factors cause workers to search for new employment.
Generally speaking, those who are most successful in their search are persons
who understand and practice good job-seeking techniques. Remember, there is
more than one job that is right for you; actually there are many . Most young
people find work within a 300 mile radius of their homes. You will probably be
a job-seeker again within the next few years. As you make a change of employers
you will want to make sure that the job you accept is the right job, and to convince
the employer that you are the right man for the job.

In this assignment you have an opportunity to gain information about
methods of making a search for a job, and then, how to go about getting the job.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Write out answers to the problems and projects as assigned by

your coordinator.
3. Be prepared to discuss the study questions as well as the

problems and projects.

References:

A. Dreese, How To Get the Job, pp. 2-43.
B. National Association of Manufacturers, Your Future, pp. 17-21.
C. Worthy, What Employers Want, pp. 24-30.
D. Information Sheet No. 12 (this manual - pages 104-107)

Study Questions:

1. How do you conduct a sales campaign in selecting a job for
yourself? Is there only Pr.:: job for you? Of what value are
part-time jobs?

2. What are some recent national trends which affect job oppor-
tunity? What are some legal restrictions for young workers?

3. What are some of the best ways of seeking a new job? Discuss
the merits of these methods considering the type of job in
which you are interested. Discuss job security in light of the
areas of employment. (civil service, school, skilled worker)
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4. In what occupation or vocational fields is there opportunity
for self-employment?

5. What is the purpose of a personal folder? What information
should it contain?

6. What is the purpose of a "prospect file"? How should you go
about setting it up? How is it used?

7. For what purpose is a letter of application written? List the
major principles to observe in writing a letter of application.

8. What are some conditions or happenings which make it necessary
for an employer to hire new personnel?

9. Why is your personal appearance so important when applying for
a Job? Discuss some of the most important factors of good
personal appearance, as they pertain to job-seeking.

10. What is the purpose of the job interview from the standpoint of
the employer? How does the applicant's appearance, conduct,
responses, and poise tell the employer what he wants to know
about the applicant? Discuss state employment service.

11. What is the purpose of the follow-up of a Job interview? How
should one go about malting a follow-up? What are some of the
ways that you can apply for a job? (In person, letter, etc .)

Problems and Projects:

1. Prepare for your future use a personal folder containing the
information an employer would need about you in considering you
for a Job. See Pages 8-10 in How To Get the pA, by Dreese.

2. Practice writing letters of application until you have one which
clearly explains the following: the exact type of Job you are seeking,
how you would be of value to the employer, a brief description of
your experience and background, and a request for an interview.
Have your best letter typed and check it with your coordinator .

3. Study the sample Job application form (Information Sleet No. 12,
this manual). Be prepared to discuss the purposes for which the
various items may be used by the employer, and the importance
of each.
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THE DIVERSIFIED COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Meaning of Diversified Cooperative Education

The course in which you are enrolled is called Diversified Cooperative
Education (D.C.E.).* The name was chosen because it is descriptive of the
nature of the course. Diversified Cooperative Education is a cooperative under-
taking in which your school and local business and industries work together in
providing your vocational training in the occupation of your choice. Your
training will involve on-the-job instruction which is provided by your employer
and correlated related instruction which is provided by the school. Thus, you
can see that your course is aptly named.

The Importance of the Program to You

When you entered the D.C.E . class, you began an educational experi-
ence which may prove to be a significant milestone in the preparation for your
life work. Through this program you may select and train for an occupation to
which you may devote many or all the years of your working life. This program
will provide you an opportunity to learn your chose: occupation by first-hand
experience. it will help you decide whether or not your original choice was a
wise or appropriate one.

The D.C.E. program may help make your other high school courses
more interesting and meaningful. You will now have a chance to apply what you
have learned in such fields as mathematics, science, art, and shop work- -
depending upon the occupation you have chosen. If you are a typical D.C. E.
student, your grades may improve in many of your classes. Past experiences
show that D.C.E. students often do better in school subjects after they have
had an opportunity to apply what they are learning to a real life situation. Thus,
you can see that the D.C. E. program will fit school training and work experience
together into an organized program by providing supervised work experience on
the job, and an opportunity to study related information in school which will
help you to progress on the job.

* In other states this type program may be called Cooperative Occupation
Education (C.O.E.), industrial Cooperative Training (I.C.T.), Diversified
Cooperative Training (D.C.T.), or Diversified Occupations (D.O.).
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The idea of learning a trade or occupation by actual experience is
as old as civilization itself. In primitive society, the arts and skills necessary
for human survival were passed on from father to son and from mother to
daughter. During the medieval period, the trade guilds of Europe carried on
an apprenticeship system which provided training for skilled craftsmen as well
as instruction in reading, writing, numbers, and morals. This European
program was transplanted to America by the early settlers and was the main
source of skilled craftsmen until the era of the Industrial Revolution. The
D.C.E. program retains most of the desirable features of the apprenticeship
system and has left out many of the undesirable features.

How Diversified Cooperative Education Functions

The D.C.E. program is designed to provide you with the opportunity
to receive vocational training in an occupation while completing your high
school education. Your job training should not interfere with your regular
school classes, but, as previously stated, may make them more interesting
and meaningful. You should keep in mind that the D.C.E. program is an
elective course and that your requirements for graduation are the same as
those for persons not receiving this training. Thus, you will need to do well
in all phases of your education to be a successful D.C.E. student.

Your coordinator will be counseling with you from time to time
regarding your progress in school, as well as your progress on the job. He
has had considerable experience in jobs similar to yours and has had special
training to enable him to help you with your school and work problems. Call
on him when you are in need of help! He will be visiting you frequently on the
job and conferring with your employer for the purpose of observing your pro-
gress on the job and to ascertain the type of related information which will
be of the most value to you at that particular time.

High School Credit for Diversified Cooperative Education

For each year of successful partic.pation in the D.C.E. program,
you will earn high school credits -- ranging f: om 2 to 8 credits, depending
on the policy of your school. In case the occ upa:ions involved require more
than one year of training, students may be e ,noted in the program during both
the junior and senior years. Students who are enrolled in the program for two
years receive equal amounts of credit for each year of training. Credit is
earned o_ my satisfactory completion of both related study in the classroom
and on-the-job experience at the training station.
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In the D.C.E. class you will study two types of related material.
One type of material, called "general" related information, involves infor-
mation which should be of interest and value to you regardless of the
occupation in which you are employed. By studying the general related
assignments and discussing them in class, you will have an opportunity
to explore the values of work experience, to consider the importance of
personality to work, to learn about insurance, taxes, and the problems
of the consumer, and to learn how to get along with your employer and
fellow-workers. You will also have an opportunity to study such subjects
as social security, labor organizations, money management, and labor
legislation.

The second type of material which you will study in the D.C.E.
class is called "specific" related information. Unlike the general related
assignments, this material will be specifically related to the occupation in
which you are training and will be studied on an individual basis. For ex-
ample, a student who is training in auto mechanics will study material that
will help him better understand technical matters involved in an auto
mechanic's work. Some of the areas of his directly related areas of study
would include carburetion, transmissions, ignition systems, brakes and
wheel alignment, fuel systems, lubrication systems, and others. Likewise,
students in other occupations will study topics which will be helpful to them
in adjusting and progressing in their respective jobs.

For many of the occupations in which D.C.E. students are employed,
specific related study guides or workbooks have been developed. This material
has been developed for the purpose of helping you progress on the job by
providing an analysis of the job, followed by study assignments to cover the
analysis items. Your coordinator will indicate the order in which the assign-
ments will be done in order that it will best fit in with your on- the -job
experiences.

Job Training in Diversified Cooperative Education

Another important part of your cooperative program consists of
on-the-job instruction which you will receive under the supervision of your
employer. Your coordinator and employer have already discussed the
activities in which you will participate on the particular job offered. The
three of you (coordinator, employer, and student) should enter into a
training agreement and develop a training plan. These instruments include
some basic understandings, a list of activities in which you will participate
on the job, the general order in which you will receive the various exper-
iences, and other conditions of work that will be in effect during your
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training period. Your coordinator and employer will confer from time
to time to review your progress and to exchange suggestions as to how your
training can be improved.

Each year.D.C.E. students receive experience and training in
many different occupations. Occupations may be included in the Indiana
D.C. E. program which are trade, indtstrial, or technical in nature, and
if they meet the following criteria:

1. Require a minimum of 2,000 hours of training,
including related study.

2. Provide an opportunity for employment and advance-
ment after training.

3. Meet the ethical and social standards of the community.

4. Pay a monetary wage comparable to that paid other
beginning workers in similar work in the community.

5. Have adequate training facilities.

6. Meet state and federal laws in regard to wages, hours,
and conditions of employment .

Following are some of the industrial occupations which occur
frequently in the D.C.E. program:

Auto Mechanics Meat Cutting
Printing Electrical Service
Carpentry Optometrist Assistant
Doctor and Dental Assistant Pre-Nursing
Radio and TV Servicing Machinist
X-Ray Technician Chef
Appliance Repairman Dairy Processing
Cleaning and Pressing Florist
Machine Drafting Tailor
Architectual Drafting Photography
Book Binder Dietitian
Medical Laboratory Technician Welder
Auto Body and Fender Repair

The D.C.E. program obviously has some advantages for the
student, the school, and for the employers who cooperate in your training.

A great majority of youth, like yourself, enter directly into
business or industry on the completion of high school. To such persons the
cooperative program offers several advantages:
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1. It provides occupational training under actual working
conditions .

2. It allows one to gain work experience and still graduate
on schedule.

3. It provides one the opportunity for vocational training
without neglect of general education.

4. It aids in bridging the gap between school life and full-
time employment.

5. It provides opportunity for earning while learning.

6. It provides an opportunity for the development of interests
and aptitudes.

7. It provides one an opportunity to determine the suitability
of a chosen occupation.

8. It assists one in developing desirable personal-social
traits.

To the school the D.C.E. program has the following advantages:

1. The school is able to better meet the needs of students,
thereby increasing its holding power .

2. The school is able to provide training in a number of
occupations without an elaborate outlay of shops and
equipment.

3. The program promotes closer cooperation between the
school and local industries and businesses.

To employers who cooperate with the school in cooperative training.
the program offers these advantages:

1. Provides opportunity for employers to cooperate with
schools in public service .

2. Enables employers to train young workers as they want
them trained.

3. Helps to maintain an adequate supply of trained workers
in the community.
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Responsibilities of Diversified Cooperati re Education Students

In all the subjects you have taken thus far in high school, there
have been only three parties concerned--you, your parents, and the
school. In the D.C.E. program there is another party concerned--your
employer. Your employer is just as anxious to have you succeed at your
job as you are. He is interested in your learning the many skills and infor-
mation necessary to the job, because as you learn you become a more
valuable employee.

Your employer will also demand certain things from you. He
will expect you to be dependable. He will demand that you be loyal to him,
his firm, and his product. He will require that you be honest in your
dealings - -with his time, his money and materials. Your employer will
also expect you to have enthusiasm for your job and eagerness to learn.
All these things are expected of you by your employer. They are natural
and logical expectations. They are your responsibilities as a D.C.E.
student!

D.C.E. also amplifies your responsibilities to your school.
Your schedule will be arranged so that you will have a half-day for your
on-the-job training. Even though you are not in school during your work
time, you are still under the jurisdiction of the school. Your conduct,
appearance, and attitudes will reflect to the advantage or disadvantage
of your school according to their quality. A cooperative student should
always keep in mind that in many cases he is the only direct contact that
his employer and fellow-workers have with his school. The student ha:
the responsibility of conducting himself in such a manner that the impres-
sion these persons get of his school--through him--will be good.

Perhaps the greatest of all the responsibilities shouldered by the
cooperative student are his responsibilities to himself. The fact that you
are enrolled in cooperative training indicates that you have chosen an
occupation which you plan to make your career. You owe it to yourself
to make the most of this opportunity to gain experience and information
which will help you become a mort competent employee. Your coordinator,
teachers, and employer are all concerned with your progress, and will
help you whenever they can. Do not fail to take full advantage of this oppor-
tunity to get started on a career while you have so many people available to
help you. That you owe to yourself.

Now that you are a member of the D.C.E. program, you should do
all you can to further your own education - -both general and vocational; you
should also do your part in helping to make D.C.E. a better program for those
who will enroll in the years to come. It is quite likely that the success of a
previous student-learner made your opportunity possible.
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A PROCEDURE FOR USING ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

General Related
Information

The assignment sheets which you will use in general-related
and specific-related study are designed as an aid to learning. If used
properly, they will assist you in gaining information quickly and efficiently.

The following procedure has been found to be a good one to use
in completing related study assignments:

1. Read the introductions provided in each assignment sheet.
This will help you get a general overview of the importance,
ature and purpose of the assignment.

2. Look over the study questions. A glance at the study
questions should give you an idea regarding the most
important topics of content which are included in the
reading assignment.

3. Scan the reading material. If the reading assignment is
rather lengthy, it is advisable to quickly thumb through
the material as a whole. This will give you an overview
of the major topics to be covered and some idea of the
sequence of the topics. In some cases all you need to do
is read the section headings which are often in bold type
these may tell you where you must concentrate most of your
study effort.

4. Read and study the reference material. Read the assigned
references in their entirety before trying to find answers
to the study questions. After the first reading, go over
again those sections which you do not feel you understand.
Take notes on important points relating to study questions.

5. Answer the study questions. The study questions are
provided to make sure that you gain certain information
as a result of your study. Each should be considered
carefully and individually. Should there be any doubt in
your mind a'-out your facts, be sure to refer again to the
assigned reading material. Make use of the notes you took
while reading.
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6. Complete special problems, projects, or activities.
These are designed to provide you an opportunity to
make a practical application of and to try out the
information gained by your study.

7. Related information. Usually, general information is
studied in a class discussion. Specific information is
studied from workbook and references on an individual
basis.
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HOW TO GET ALONG WITH FELLOW WORKERS*

One of the most important and most appreciated traits in a worker
is the ability to get along peacefully with all kinds of pecple. It is especially
important that we learn to get along well with our fellow workers; after all,
we spend most of our waking hours in their company. As the cogs in gears
must mesh together without friction, so must each worker fit into his place
in au organization without friction between himself and others. This does
net mean that people are mere "cogs," but it does mean that on-the-job
performance can be ruined by personalities which clash. We cannot all be
individualists in a work situation; we must learn to work in and as a group.
When machinery begins to get hot and show signs of friction, we pour on
cooling fluids, grease, or other lubricants. Sometimes we must let the
machinery cool off for a while. When friction develops between people,
our best (and perhaps only) lubricants are consideration, tact, understanding
and fairness. Sometimes people need a "cooling off' period, too, before
further action can be attempted.

It is probably true that most people want to get along well with
others, but that many of us d . not know how. Here are a, few questions to
ask yourself;

I. Are You Willing to Help the Other Fellow?

Being helpful to others pays dividends in several ways. It leads
to personal satisfaction for the person who is helpful. It is a good investment

for the future, since helpful deeds have a
way of returning when there is need. It
paves the way for friendship. This is
especially true of the help given to a
new employee who may be going through
a period of uncertainty and bewildermf t
as he adjusts to his new job. In fact,
being helpful and giving good service are
policies upon which the success of many
large businesses has been developed.
So, if you can't be helpful just because

of an inner urge to do the right thing, then put the matter on a dollar and
cents basis and be helpful anyway.

*Suggested by an article by W. j. King, "The Unwritten La vs of Engineering,"
Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 66, Nos. 5 and 6, 1944; pp. 323-26; 398-402;
459-62.
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if you can learn to think friendly thoughts and to do friendly acts, you
will, in time, feel genuinely friendly. Then your life will be more pleasant
and so will the lives of those with whom
you work. It is difficult to think that a
person is a friend unless he acts friendly.
Even though "standoffish" people usually
have inner feelings of inferiority, the
impression they give others is that of
being offensively superior, or openly
rude. Often they do not know them-
selves why they act the way they do.
They need help in learning how to relax
and meet others with a smile. Perhaps knowing this will help you to under-
stand apparently unfriendly people a little better.

Dale Carnegie suggests six points that should be remembered in
trying to make people like you.

1. Become interested in people .
2. Smile.
3. Talk in terms of other people's interests.
4. Know and use a man's name.
5. Be a good listener.
6. Make a person feel important.

M. Do You Show Annoyance on Slight Provocation?

It is not pleasant to work with a nervous, irritable person who,
every time something goes wrong, shows annoyance either by an impatient
gesture or word. It is impossible
to relax near such a person, be-
cause nervousness is, in a way,
contagious. Your nervousness can
make someone else nervous.
Nervousness is a reflection of a
state of mind; it is an indication
that the individual's mind is not,
at the moment at least, calm and
assured. Sometimes worries and
extra burdens at home, or in one's
personal life, cause one to be cross and
irritable at work. We all need to learn
to accept responsibilities. How do you accept them? Do they worry you, or
make you nervous? We are not being good team workers if we pass our
nervousness on to others.
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One way you can reduce feelings of anger and hostility, without
hurting others is by engaging in worthwhile activities. History tells of
huge gatherings of people for celebrations in order to let off steam and
relax. Hobbies and outside activities such as social gatherings or hunting
or reading are some of the ways to relive tensions and reduce anger. In
most working situations, more harm than good is done when inner feelings
are vented on others in the form of unusual conduct. To be successful, in
most cases, your work should not be your primary source of recreation.

Are you afraid, perhaps, of making mistakes? Mistakes, in
spite of our best, will happen. Handle your mistake situations honestly,
and graciously. There are only three things that can be done about a mistake.
First, correct the mistake and, if possible, undo any damage done; second,
try to prevent a recurrence of the mistake; third, try not to cause emotional
upheavals because of your mistakes.

Some office managers and foremen have been known to make such
a fuss over a comparatively minor error that the efficiency of the group
was impaired because of the emotions aroused. The one making the mistake
usually feels bad enough about it without having others become concerned.
If one of your co-workers is doing something the wrong way, give him
friendly, patient help in a courteous way. When working with others, the
way you do a thing-is sometimes more important than what you do. Do not
dwell upon mistakes made by others. Show consideration. You may be the
next one to make a mistake.

N. Do You Try to Be Fair?

One of the best ways to get yourself disliked is to take advantage
of authority you may have over others, or of circumstances that are favorable
to you but not to others. Nothing breeds resentment, and even hatred, more

than having to take humiliation, unjust
criticism, or discipline at the bands of
a petty tyrant. If it is your job to
supervise others, remember that
cooperation won is far more powerful
and lasting than obedience demanded.
Some very good supervisors follow
the policy of never asking anyone under
them to do something they would not be
willing to do themselves.

V. Do You Bear Grudges?

Most of us have our feelings hurt occasionally, and must decide
what to do about it. Probably the worst thing to do is to nurse the hurt or
slight in our thoughts until it assumes more importance than it merits. That
is what "bearing a grudge" means.
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There is not much chance that all of us will agree with everyone
all of the time. Differences of opinion are inevitable. When another person
defends his own point of view, try not to dislike him just because he does
not think as you do. When a fellow
worker offends or annoys you, think
carefully before you make an issue of

away, and then forget it. If you dwell
on an incident, you may eventually think

the event. Sometimes it is better to
ignore what happened. Sometimes it
is better to talk the matter out right

in terms of "getting even" with the other
pers.m. To be unforgiving, to bear a
grudge, to carry a chip on your shoulder,
or to harbor a desire to get even may twist
you up emotionally and get you into hot
water socially. Grudges have a way of boomeranging on the person who
harbors them. They make your thoughts sour and your outlook on life
gloomy. It is not worth it.

VI. Are You Willin: to Give the Other Fellow the Benefit of the Doubt,
If You Suspect His Motives?

It is an unkind thing to be suspicious of other people. In fact, the
person who is always cagey and suspicious is very likely to have motives

of his own which might not look too well
in a strong light; that is why he is sus-
picious of others. It is better to have
your confidence in people betrayed a

(47 .147 few times than to live in a world of
4inv dc' suspicion and mistrust.

VU. Do You Try to Talk More About the Good Than the Bad
Qualities of Others?

It is very easy to get in the habit of always mentioning the wrong
things others do, the wrong things they say, or the queer way they look.
It is just as easy to learn to think and talk in a positive way about the good
traits of others. We all know how much it hurts to overhear someone criti-
cizing us, especially if they are talking about something we cannot help.
We know that we never really forgive
the person who has made these unkind
remarks, and that from then on our
relations with that person are strained
and unhappy. We all know, too, how good
it is to overhear something nice being said
about us. The inner satisfaction we get
from praise actually helps us to try even
harder to do well, whereas too much or
unkind criticism can kill ambition.
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Since we know so well our own reactions to praise and blame, we
should let this knowledge guide us in the way we treat our fellow workers.
Look for and talk about good qualities; be as tolerant of less desirable
qualities as you want others to be of yours. Remember that what starts
out sometimes as only an innocent rumor can end up ugly and harmful
It is better to talk too little than too much. Your fellow workers will have
more confidence in you and like you better if they know you are not one who is
forever looking for faults. If you have any doubt about this, try being thought-
ful and considerate of others in all you say. Your thoughts will be happier,
other people's feelings will not be hurt, friendships will be stronger, and
each day's work will go more smoothly. Think it over.

VIII. Do You Think Only of Your Own Interests?

Is it not boring to listen to one who talks always of his own problems
and interests? Are you interested in what others have to say? Tact has been
defined as "knowing what to say at the right time in the proper way." We
might add that it is also knowing when to listen.

Some people pride themselves on being
frank and blunt. Those who do so are
often rude and sometimes crude. There
is no particular virtue in sacrificing
other people's feelings on the altar of

. frankness. People who trample rough-
shod over the feelings of others are not
likely to have many friends.

True unselfishness is to be admired and respected. Then why are
we so often reluctant to give deserved praise? If you want to get along well
with your fellow workers, never take credit for work or ideas which are not
yours. Some supervisors accept praise from their superiors for ideas which
originated from workers under them. In the long run, it pays to give credit
where credit is due. It also pays to be as considerate of the interests of
others as you expect them to be of your interests.

IX. Do You Take Yourself Or Your Work Too Seriously?

It is not desirable to take your work or yourself so seriously that
you forget how to laugh. After all, all of us who work are merely links in
a chain, so we do not need to feel that
we carry all of the responsibility. While
we should be careful to see to it that we
earn the money we receive, there is no
need to make life so grim that there is
no room for fun. Officious people are
usually not well liked--they take them-
selves too seriously. We should
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always be willing to assume full responsibility for doing our work well; on
the other hand, we must not assume responsibility that belongs to someone
else.

X. How Much Do You Value Your Integriq?

The person you are never going to get away from is the person
you look at in the mirror each morning. If you can look him in the face
with no uneasy feelings, the chances are that you will have no trouble at
all in looking anyone else in the face. This self -assurance will lead to

inner confidence and outward poise.
No one but you can take away your
self- respect .

Integrity has been defined as "upright
character." Here are some of the
characteristics of a person of integrity:
he is honest in his dealings witii others;
he keeps his word, or makes an explana-
tion when he cannot; he does not stoop to
mean acts; he is not easily led by others;
he has a mind of his own and knows how
to make it up; he is not afraid as long as

he feels he is in the right; he is respectful and even reverent when the occasion
demands; he is courteous and considerate of others. Never forget that a person
can be rich in integrity whatever his station in life may be.

XI. Can You Take Authority?

Some people can't take direction. They don't always recognize why
and, of course, the reason is not likely to be the same in all cases.

Sam was angry when his older brother offered to help him with a new
model plane that was too complicated for him to assemble. Dick stormed
around the house when his older sister offered him help with a difficult algebra
assignment. Sam and Dick both felt very inadequate--as if they were "failures,"
in a way. They did not dare risk having anyone else know it, so they couldn't
admit they needed help.

Perry was always getting into hot water with his teachers, or with
the gym coach. He liked the other fellows and got along well with them, but
he never felt on a friendly footing with the faculty. That was because, to
Perry, every man in authority over him seemed like his father . Perry had
always felt that his father was unfairly critical, and as a result felt hostile
toward him. But he had never dared show his father any expression of this
feeling. It was to other men in authority that he was impudent and resistant.
This was a way of getting rid of tensions which had been built up in situations
which really had nothing to do with the teachers.
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These examples show how a feeling of inadequacy or hostility may be
expressed by rejecting authority. You may have had experiences when you
didn't get along with superiors. Try to analyze the difficulty. Was your
anger at the person involved really directed at him? Or was it merely an
expression of your feelings toward yourself or toward your parents? Once
you understand the reasons for your behavior, you can take steps to improve
it.

Just as some people are unable to accept direction or authority,
others can't seem to get along without being told what to do. There are
different reasons in different cases, of course.

One person will have so little confidence in himself that he does
not feel safe in following his own judgment. So he depends on others to show
him the way.

Another will be so sensitive to possible criticism that he does not
watt to risk an unwise act. So he lets someone else make all decisions.

Occasionally the only reason for being dependent seems to be that
the person never learned to be independent. That was the case with Margaret,
who had lived with her grandmother all her life, and had always been given
exact instructions about every little thing. She had never learned to settle
anything for herself. She needed to learn a new habit, to think things
through and to be self-reliant enough to come to conclusions on her own.

Do you know what "depreciate" means? The dictionary says it
is to lower the value of something or someone, to speak slightingly of or
to underestimate someone.

Strange as it may seem, some people depreciate themselves.
When a person does not think well of himself, his behavior shows it in
different ways. He may look for companions who are younger, because
by comparison he feels more capable. Or he may try to associate with
people who have accomplished a great deal so he can "shine in reflected
glory." He may keep away from people entirely, feeling he isn't as
good-looking, or as well-dressed, or as good a skater or dancer. So
he stays away, not wanting to be "shown-up." He may run himself down,
in order to hear another contradict him and tell him he's really all right!

You've probably known people who depreciate themselves. Do
you ever do it? If you do, it's probably because you don't think very much
of yourself. And if you don't like yourself, how can you expect others to
like you? The thing to do is to discover just what it is about you that needs
improvement. Then you'll have a basis on which to work. You can change,
even though it may take some effort on your part.
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Not everyone has doubts about himself. Some people are too
smug and self-satisfied. And they feel kindly only toward others who
are very much like themselves . Consequently, they are all too apt
to depreciate anyone who is different.

This is particularly true when careless thinking lets you
accept generalities about people, labeling individuals in terms of
nationality or race, skin color or slant of eyes, religion or size of
income. In no group is every member ambitious or shiftless, reserved
or aggressive, bright or dull. But some people by careless thinking make
this mistake in judgment. Unfortunately, it is a mistake which can and
often does affect the happiness of others.

It is a mistake which is often made by a person who is
frustrated in some way. He may become very tense, and thoughtlessly
use poor reasoning to release his tension.(1)

(I)Schater, Helen, Getting Along With Others, Science Research Associates,
Inc., 259 East Erie Street, Chicago II, Illinois, 1949. Reprinted with
permission of the publisher.
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1. Do you like to cheer up people who have
had bad luck?

Yes No

2. Do you enjoy sentimental music? Yes No

3. Are you genuinely pleased to see people
who have been away for a couple of weeks?

Yes No

4. Do you want to be with people most of the time? Yes No

5. Are you as cordial in greeting casual
acquaintances as you are to close friends?

Yes No

6. Do you get excited at movies that deal with
people's troubles although you know everything
will come out all right in the last reel?

Yes No

7. Would you like to help people along with
their love affairs?

Yes No

8. Do you like to listen to people talk about
little things?

Yes No

9. Do you have many speaking acquaintances
and friends?

Yes No

10. Are you usually enthusiastic about something? Yes No

11. When you like a person, do you show your
likes without embarrassment?

Yes No

12. Do you like to tell people compliments
and "nice things"?

Yes No

13. Do you smile most of the time? Yes No

14. Do you enjoy being with children? Yes No

15. Do you smile when speaking to strangers
or salesclerks?

Yes No

(When you have finished, look on the following page to see how you compare
with others.)

"Friendliness," p. 35, The Technique of Personal Analysis, Whittlesey
House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York. Copyright 1945.
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FRIENDLINESS

The average man has six "yes" answers; the average woman, eight.Those with low scores may feel friendly but do not show it; it is showingfriendliness that attracts friends.
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1. Have you never been chairman of some group? Yes No

2. Do you hesitate about introducing people to
each other?

Yes No

3. Are you self-wriscious when trying to get
someone to talk?

Yes No

4. Is it hard to think of things to siv to others? Yes No

5. Art you shy? Yes Na

6. Do you usually let someone else liven up
a party?

.'vs No

7. Would you rather write for a favor than
ask a person?

Yes No

8. Are you ill at ease when entering a crowded
room?

Yes No

5. L. you dislike talking before a group or
audience?

Yes No

10. Do you keep from talking so that you will
not say the wrong things?

Yes No

11. Do you dislike sitting up front at meetings? Yes No

12. Do you try to avoid meeting important people
at meetings?

Yes No

13. Are you slow about mg: king friends? Yes No

14. Do you try to be inconspicuous at a party? Yes No

15. Are you self-conscious around people you do
not know very well?

Yes No

16. Do you have a few close friends rather than
many acquaintances?

Yes No

17. Do you sometimes go out of your way to
avoid meeting people?

Yes No
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18. Do you dislike dancing? Yes No

19. Are you embarrassed when you leave a group? Yes No

20. Do you avoid parties and celebrations where
a crowd is present?

Yes No

(When you have finished, look on the following page to see bow you compare
with others.)

*"Getting Along With People," pp. 36-37. The Technique oLPetmial
Analysis, Whittlesey House, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc ., New York.
Copyright 1945.

'4.
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The "Yes" answers indicate tendencies toward unfriendliness. The
average adult has nine "Yes" answers. Those with five or less are
socially aggressive, though not necessarily social climbers -they may
merely seek companionship and the excitement of a crowd.
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EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

HOW TO GET ALONG WITH YOUR BOSS

He IS the Boss

General Related
Information

In modern business and industry it is probably true that promotion,
salary increases, and contentment on the job depend, to a very considerable
extent, on whether or not you can get along with your boss. Always remember
that as long as you work for a person, it is your duty to try to get along with
him. While it is true that when two people fail to get along together, the
situation usually reflects unfavorably on them both--on the job it is primarily
the duty of the employee to adjust himself to his boss.

First of all, remember that your boss is only human. If he is tired
or worried he may speak in a sharper way than usual. Be willing to make a
few allowances, and don't hold it against the boss if he is only occasionally
cross or unreasonable. Try not to carry a chip on your shoulder. All of
us are ashamed at times of something we have said or done. It is usually
a relief to find that such things are not held against us, and that other people
are willing to accept us on good terms again. Strange as it may seem, it
is sometimes harder to give orders than to take them. Often an abrupt
manner is nothing more than a cloak to hide uneasiness or uncertainty.

Look Right

It is inevitable that you will be under rather close scrutiny during the
first days and weeks on a new job. It is to your advantage, of course, to
make as good an impression as possible on your superior. Make sure that
your clothes are appropriate for the kind of work you are to do. If your
job entails rough or heavy work, do not come to work looking as though you
were afraid to soil your hands. If you are in doubt as to how to dress, ask
your superior outright, or observe how other workers dress.

Feel Your Lk ray

It is better not to be too critical during your first days on a job.
Even if you have had experience in the same kind of work and know how some
Improvements could be made, go slowly in making suggestions. Learn your
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job and know your boss first. Employers and supervisors are usually proud
of their methods and machines; too-outspoken criticism wounds their vanity.
If the criticism comes from a new employee, the supervisor may consider
that person presumptuous and tend to dislike him. On the other hand, after
pleasant relations have been established between you and your boss, and you
have more experience on the job, your boss will probably welcome tactful
suggestions. In fact, a survey of employers has shown that practically all
employers want suggestions about the work from their employees, though
several of them added that they didn't like to have new employees "try to
make the place over." Perhaps the best advice is to keep in mind that it
matters how and when you make your suggestions. This holds true no matter
how long you have been on a job.

Be Attentive

Another way to please your employer is to show a willingness to
learn. Be alert when someone is giving you help or instruction. Try never
to assume a "know-it-all" attitude. If your supervisor does not give you
enough instruction on how to do your work, do not hesitate to ask questions.
Intelligent questions show eagerness and willingness to learn. Since many
supervisors tend not to give careful and thorough instruction during the
breaking-in period, it is sometimes absolutely necessary to ask for more
information. Questions become a nuisance only when it is evident that the
questioner has not paid attention to previous explanation. Such a situation
shows a disregard for the value of time. Remember that on the job a
person's time is evaluated in terms of money.

How Would You Feel?

If you were to hire someone to work for you and agreed to pay him by
the hour, day, or week, you know that you would expect him to earn the
money that came out of your pocket. You would certainly resent any appear-
ance of laziness or indifference on the part of the person you hired. Realizing
this, you can surely understand that your employer will also resent any
appearance of laziness on your part. To him you are a financial investment
from which he expects an adequate return. Your employer will resent a
misuse of the time for which he is paying you.

Excessive talking during working hours, prolonged rest periods,
and obvious slowness in performing duties are all practices which will
impair pleasant relations with your boss. While it is often true that a
supervisor will not come right out and tell an employee that such habits are
an annoyance, you may be sure that he takes note of them. They often play
an important part in causing hard feelings, lack of promotion, or even
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dismissal. If you stop to think that you yourself would no doubt react the
same way, you will not resent the boss being displeased at evidences of
laziness and indifference.

Tyr to Please

Tt is not only your duty, but also good policy, to get along with your
boss as well as possible. It pays to find out, in general, what your superior
likes and dislikes. It has been said that getting along with a superior is in
itself an art. If he feels strongly on certain questions, it is foolish to rub
him the wrong way by outspoken criticism of his ideas and methods. If you
cannot agree with him, you can at least maintain a discreet silence. If you
know of certain things your superior particularly likes, there is no real
harm, and perhaps much good, in giving these likes due respect. "Apple-
polishing" is rather easily detected and usually resented, but most of us
appreciate a little deference to our pet hobbies and ideas.

It usually pays to develop a certain sensitivity to the moods of your
superior. When he feels like talking, listen; when he obviously does not
want to talk, do not force a conversation. When he seems moody, let him
alone. When he is "bossy," tend strictly to business. While it is possible
to overdo "yessing the boss," it is still a good idea to try to adapt yourself
to his moods so that you will both feel "comfortable" together. Practically
everyone who works for a living has a superior whom it is much to his
advantage to please, and so it goes up the lines of authority. There is
almost always someone in the picture who has the authority to praise or
Name us, pr-_.ote or discipline us, make life pleasant or very unpleasant
for us. To a very considerable degree it is up to us as to whether we will
be treated pleasantly or otherwise by those who outrank us in authority on
the job.

Know the Signs

Perhaps one of the most difficult things for a person to understand
when he first goes to work is the subtle, but none-the-less real, "class"
system in business and industry. The biggest and best desk, a private
telephone, a white shirt, the best machine, the longest seniority, the
wearing of a badge, closeness to the boss, etc., all have significant
meaning in terms of "standing" and lines of authority in an organization.
Failure to observe and understand these "signs of standing" often leads
to blunders by new employees in their contacts with other workers and
superiors. This is one reason why it is good policy to be careful in speech
and action when new on a job. Keep your eyes open until you sense the
relative importance of the people with whom you work. Your own "social"
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standing in the plant or office will depend partially upon the position you hold.
Your contacts with others, and particularly with your superiors, will be
pleasanter if you recognize and accept this fact. It is not good policy to
assume familiarity with a person whose "standing" is higher than yours.
Of course, each of us has to figure out the relations that work out best
with our boss. Generally, however, it is better to be friendly without
being familiar. If the relationship gets on too familiar a footing, it becomes
harder to give and take orders. By and large, it works out best over the
longest period of time if the whole matter is kept a little on the impersonal
side.

Like Your Boss and He Will Like You

The relationship between you and your boss is the most important
personal relation in your occupational life. Good relations between you
are essential from every point of view. Your boss has a responsibility in
the matter, too, but an employee has more to lose if things go wrong. Since
we tend to Ike people who seem to like us, it pays to show your boss that
you like him.

WHAT AN EMPLOYER HAS A RIGHT

TO EXPECT FROM AN EMPLOYEE

Attitudes and Characteristics

Honesty

It is surprising that some people think that "just taking a little" is
not being dishonest. They will nonchalantly walk off with a towel from a
hotel, a piece of silverware from a restaurant, or an "extra" bar of soap
which has been left in an unguarded place, with apparently no thought that
this is stealing. Nothing brings quicker dismissal or surer disgrace for an
employee than dishonesty. Anything and everything which belongs to an
employer must be strictly accounted for One must never yield to the
temptation to sake a nickel from the cash drawer, a candy bar from the
counter, or a small tool from tit... tool room.

Honesty means more, however, than just not taking things which do
not belong to one. It means giving a fair day's work for a fair day's pay;
it means carrying out one's side of a bargain; it means that one's words
convey true meanings and actual happenings. Our thoughts as well as our
actions should be honest. An employer will do much to keep an employee
who is strictly honest.
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Loyalty means being "for" a person, and that is a two-way proposition.
Employees expect employers to look out for their interests, to provide them
steady employment, and to promote them to better jobs as openings occur .
Employers feel that they, too, have a right to expect their employees to be
"for" them- -to keep their interests in mind, to speak well of them to others,
to keep any minor troubles strictly within the plant or office, and to keep
absolutely confidential all matters that pertain to the business. In other
words, employers are very likely to think that employees should not "bite
the hand that feeds them." Perhaps both employers and employees should
keep in mind that loyalty is not something to be demanded; rather. It is some -
thing to be deserved.

Willingness to Learn

Every office and every plant has its own way of doing things. Employers
expect their employees to be willing to learn these ways . It may be, for
example, that the way things are done in en actual work situation are quite
different from what has been taught in school . Stenographers will find that
office procedures vary in different offices . It is necessary to accept these
procedures and be willing to learn them as quickly as possible. Sometimes
the installation of a new machine and new tools makes it necessary for even
experienced employees to learn new methods and operations. It is often the
case that employees resent having to accept improvements because of the
retraining that is involved. However, the employer will no doubt think he
has a right to expect his employees to be willing to put forth the necessary
effort. Methods must b... kept up-to-date in order to meet competition and
at the same time to show a profit. It is this profit that interests the owner
in continuing in business and which provides jobs for his employees. Keeping
up-to-date means profits to the employer, and profits mean jobs for workers.

Willingness to Take Responsibility

Most employers expect their employees to see what needs to be done,
then go ahead and do it. It is very tiresome to have to ask again and again
that a certain job be done. It is cillvious that having been asked once, an
employee should assume the responsibility of doing the job from then on.
Employees should be alert to see boxes that need to be put away, stock that
should be dusted, or files that need attention. It is true that, in general,
responsibility should be delegated and not assumed; however, once the
responsibility has been delegated, the employee should continue to perform
the duties without further direction.
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This is perhaps the most highly prized of all employee traits. To
some, the ability to get along well with people seems to come as a gift;
to others, it comes only as a result of painstaking thought and training.
In order to acquire this ability, one must learn to think of people as indi-
viduals, to be able at times to put oneself in another person's place, and
to want sincerely to get along with others. Once acquired, the ability to
get along well with people pays big dividends in friendships, popularity,
and profits. Employers are ever appreciative of the employee who is
"easy to get along with."

Willingness to Cooperate

"Cooperate" means "work together." In our modern business world,
cooperation is the keynote to getting things done. It is impossible to "live
alone and like it" in an office, store, or plant. We need more close harmony
and fewer prima donna solos in our work situations. Learn to work as a
member of a team with employer, supervisors, and fellow workers in a
common effort to get the work done pleasantly and on time.

Rules and Regulations

Not even two people can work together well unless there is some
understanding as to what work shall be done, when it shall be done, and
who shall do it. Rules and regulations are a necessity in any work situation,
and should be so considered by all employees.

Tardiness and Absenteeism

Tardiness means being late to work, and absenteeism means being
off the job for one reason or another . Both are poor work habits and lead
to reduced production.

We are all creatures of habit. What we do once we tend to do again
unless the results are too unpleasant. The habit of always being late may
begin back in our early school days when we found it hard to get up when we
were called. This habit can get us into trouble at school, and it can go right
on getting us into trouble when we are through school and go to work. For
whether we like it or not, our business and industrial life is governed by the
clock. You are supposed to be at work at a definite time. So is everyone
else. Failure to get to work on time results in confusion, lost time, resent-
ment on the part of those who do come on time, and in addition may lead to
a reprimand or even a dismissal. Although it may be true that a few minutes
out of a day are not too important, we must remember that a principle is
involved. Our obligation is to be at work at the time indicated. We agree
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to the terms of work when we accept the job. Perhaps ft will help us to
see things more clearly if we try to look at the matter from the point of view
of the boss. He can't keep track of people if they come in any time they
please. It is not fair to others to ignore tardiness. Failure to be on time
may hold up the work of fellow workers. In fact, it usually does just that.
A little better planning of our morning routine will often keep us from being
delayed until the last bus and so prevent a breathless arrival some five to
twenty minutes late. If you were paying some one to work for you, you would
probably want him to get there right on the dot. The habit of being lace is
another one of those things which stand in the way of promotion.

It is sometimes necessary to take time off from work. No one should
be expected to work when he is sick, or when there is serious trouble at
home which demands attention. However, it is possible to get into the habit
of letting unimportant and unnecessary matters keep us from the job. This
results in lost production and hardship on those who try to carry on the work
with less help. Again there is a principle involved. The person who hires us
has a right to expect us to be on the job unless there is some very good reason
for staying away. Certainly we should not let some trivial reason keep us
home. We should not stay up nights until we are too tired to go to work the
next day. If we are ill, we should use the time at home to do all we can to
recover quickly. This is, after all, no more than most of us would expect
of a person we had hired to work for us, and on whom we depended to do a
certain job.

This brings up another matter about which employers have complained
rather bitterly at times. If you do find it necessary to stay home, then at
least phone the store or plant, so that the boss will know that he cannot count
on your being there that day. Time ant! again, employees have remained
home without sending any word whatever to the employer. This is about
the worst possible way to handle the matter. It leaves those at work in
uncertainty as to what to expect . They have no way of knowing whether you
have merely been held up and will be in later, or whether immediate steps
should be taken to assign your work to someone else. Courtesy alone demands
that you let your boss know if you cannot come to work.

Tardiness and absenteeism have resulted in so much lost time and
reduced production that management has made careful studies of the factors
involved. From such studies it has been found that the most important
causes of tardiness are fatigue, transportation difficulties, and weather
conditions. Tardiness is more marked on work days which follow holidays
and on Monday mornings. This last statement shows us that even a very
brief interruption in our habits makes it harder for us to get back into the
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usual pattern. Apparently just one day off the job results in increased
tardiness the following day. Probably the best way to deal with this
problem is for each worker to check himself to see that he is not among
those who find it so hard to get back in the groove of getting to work on
time. It should be a matter of personal pride to have the reputation of
always being on time.

The study just mentioned also disclosed that the most frequent
causes of absenteeism are illness or death in the family, accidents, busi-
ness situations affecting a worker's family, and dissatisfaction with the
job. Here we see that some of the causes are legitimate and unavoidable,
while others could be controlled to a considerable extent. One can usually
plan to carry on most personal business affairs after working hours. It
is not always absolutely necessary to stay home because Aunt Susie's third
cousin is ill. Too frequent absences will reflect unfavorably on a worker
when promotions are being considered. The fact that dissatisfaction with
the job leads to absenteeism is worth mentioning. It is just one more
piece of evidence that if we do not like our jobs, we will not do them well.
Therefore, it follows that if such is the case we should either change our
jobs or our attitudes.

One other fact was brought out by the study. The largest proportion
of tardiness and absenteeism is caused by a comparatively small proportion
of all employees. This means that those workers who are late for work
often and absent on the slightest provocation are really a small part of the
total working force. But because they are late or absent repeatedly, they
do more than all tt.e others put together to make the average rate of tardi-
ness and absenteeism as high as it is. The majority of workers are seldom
late or absent, and then only with good reason. Naturally such employees
are those who are considered reliable and dependable by their employers.

Employers sometimes resort to docking, demotion, and even dismissal
in an effort to control tardiness and absenteeism. No employer likes to
impose restrictions of this kind. However, in fairness to those workers who
do come on time and who do not stay off the job, an employer is sometimes
forced to give a little discipline to those who will not follow the rules.

Termination of Employment

Legally and rightfully there are several ways in which relations
between employer and employee may be terminated. In many cases the
condition of employment is set forth in a contract signed by the worker or
his representative and the employer.
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When employment is based upon contractual relation, then both
employer and employee are bound by the same laws that validate any con-
tract. Should either employer or employee take the liberty of breaking the
contract that exists, it makes the guilty party liable to the offended party.

There exists in our present employer-employee relations an "un-
written law" sometimes called "gentlemen's agreement" which deals with
the termination of employer-employee relations. This is called "due notice"
to employer by employee, and "due notice" to employee by employer. Most
of our employment today is based upon the "unwritten law." This tends to
serve the following purposes: (1) it does not bind an employee for a long
period of time to a job for which he has no interest or ability; (2) it does not
force an employer to continue to pay an employee whose services are
detrimental to his business; (3) it allows both employer and .mployee time
to make adjustments before termination without jeopardizing either; (4) it
serves as a means of keeping both employer and employee respectful and
honest with each other.

From the employer's standpoint an employee may be discharged from
his job even though there might exist between the two a legal contract. The
following acts are reasons for justifiable discharge on the part of the employer:
willful disobedience, disloyalty, incompetency, and nonperformance.

It must be understood that every employee is to obey the reasonable
demands of his employer. However, acts demanded by the employer that
are illegal, not in the scope of his employment, or that will endanger his
life do not make the employee liable to dismissal if he refuses to obey.

An employee may be rightfully discharged if he engages in any acts
that are contrary to and not in the best interests of the employer. Secretly
engaging in competition with his employer, aiding in fraud of the employer,
revealing confidential information about the business, are all acts; for
justifiable discharge.

When an individual enters into a contract for labor that requires a
reasonable amount of skill, knowledge, and experience, the employer is
not required to continue the employment of that individual if he cannot perform
the duties or services for which he was employed, in what the employer
considers a reasonable amount of time.

(

Since this discussion is dealing with termination of contract, we must
not overlook the part that is played by the employee. Employees under certain
conditions are just as much justified in termination as the employers.
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An employee may terminate his zontract at any time the employer
wrongfully assaults him. Severe and rude language is not considered as
wrongful assault, but striking a person is.

An employee is entitled to leave his employer %, en conditions
exist that might cause physical harm or cause him to injure his reputation.

There are several types of employment at are considered illegal.
Gambling is not legal in many states. It is illegal for those under 21 years
of age to sell liquor. Many occupations require that a licc:rie be issued
the individual before he can take up the work. An example 'A this is
pharmacy.

One of the greatest of all virtues an employee can have is that of
being loyal to his employer. When the time comes that the employee
can no longer be loyal to his organization and the employer, he should
then resign from his job. There is not place in an organization for a
gossip or one that tells confidential matters to them outside the
organization.
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WAGESFRINGE BENEF1TSDEDUCT1ONS

Some people get their entire income by letting their money work for
them through investments such as real estate, stocks, bonds, et. , however,
the vast majority of people sell their services or labor for wages or a
salary.

Definition of Wages

Wages are divided into money wages and real wages. Money wages
refer to the amount of money received, and real wages is the amount of
goods and services the money will buy.

When Wages Are raid

Wages and salaries may be paid at different times depending on the
kind of work and the policy of the company. Any work of a contractual nature
is paid for at the completion of the job. Time wages (when time clock is
punched) are usually paid weekly or bi-weekly. Salaried persons are paid
every two weeks or monthly. Piece workers (those paid for completing a
certain rimier of units) may be paid as agreed upon.

Types of Worker's Earnings

I. Time wages (punch time clock daily)

2. Piece work wage (incentive pay, number of units of work
completed)

3. Combination of above

4. Weekly wage (paid by the week)

5. Monthly salary (annual salary divided into monthly payments)

6. Annual salary (money agreement made for year's work)

7. Commission wages (amount paid for units of work done,
frequently applied to salesmen)

8. Royalties (similar to commission)

9. Fees (amount usual', Au: a professional for con-
sultation services)
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10. Bonus (money paid, over and above salary at end
of year)

How Amount of Wages Is Determined

Page 2

There are several factors which determine how much wage a person
may receive. One factor which affects wage variation is the supply and
demand of the skills a person may have to sell. The demand for a horseshoer
is limited, while the supply of appliance repair men is short. Other factors
affecting wage scales are union demands, labor laws, skills and training
required, hazards involved, seasonal work, and special talents.

What Fringe Benefits Be Received

Fringe benefits are considerations given to the worker in lieu of
money. Paid vacations, health insurance, pension plans, and paid holidays
are types of fringe benefits. The attractiveness of a job is often determined
by the number of fringe benefits offered.

Deductions To Be Expected

When a worker receives his payroll check he may expect to have
several deductions taken out of his gross pay. By law the employer must
take out Federal withholding and Social Security, also state tax, if
subloct to it. Other deductions which may be withheld by the employee's
consent are as follows:

1. Pension Plan
2. Life Insurance
3. Savings Plan
4. Health Insurance
5. Company Stock
6. Government Bonds
7. Union Dues
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THE USE OF TAXES IN MEETING THE COSTS OF GOVERNMENT

What Is A Tax?

A tax is a compulsory contribution of money to be made to the government
in payment for services for the common good of the people. Taxes, therefore,
have no specific application to special benefits conferred on individuals. Taxes
are for the common good, and they are compulsory.

There are many objections to taxes. The objections we most commonly
hear are not to taxes as such, but to taxes that are "too high." Taxes of all
kinds are much higher than they used to be, and there are more kinds of taxes.
If we paid ten times as much today for exactly the same services that our
grandparents received 50 years ago, we would indeed have reason for com-
plaint about taxes . But this is not the case. The population of the United
States has increased by 85 per cent in the interval. Moreover, the dollar is
worth much less than it was 50 years ago. Everything costs much more
than it did. Wages have tripled during this period.

Even more important is the fact that the government does much more
for us than it did around 1900. Road building is an example. Before the day
of the automobile, comparatively little was spent in building and maintaining
highways. Today, it is one of our major expenses. Education also costs
much more than in earlier years. In 1910, there were only a little over
one million students in high schools. At present this number is approaching
ten million. There is a multitude of other examples which show that taxes
are higher because more and better services an provided for the people by
the government.

Purpose of Taxes

Taxes are levied for two major purposes. Most tan t. ve been for
the purpose of raising revenue to pay for the costs of government. Taxes
are also levied in order to regulate certain businesses in the interest of
the public. These taxes are called licenses or franchises.

In deciding how much to tax, our governmental bodies must first
determine what services should be provided at public cost. Then they
must decide upon a fair method of assessing the citizens to pay for these
services. Exact justice in the levying of taxes probably can never be
attained. In general, two principles have been followed in an attempt to
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equalize the taxpaying burden. Either taxes are levied in proportion to
the citizen's ability to pay, or they are levied according to the benefits the
individual will receive. Actually, it has been impossible to adhere absolutely
to either of these bases. Any tax levied will benefit some particular group
more than others and will cost certain people more than others. This
results in a constant effort to shift the burden o; taxec from one class of
taxpayers to another .

What We Receive For Our Tax 11,1

In order to judge whether taxes are too high or too low, we should
consider what we get for our money. Some of the services will affect you
as an individual. Others will affect society as a whole. As civilization
develops, greater demands are made for public services. We seldom
realize, however, what additional tax burdens these demands cause. As
taxpayers we should be interested in getting the services we need by the
most economical and effective means. Whether this can be better secured
in the hands of government than in the hands of private enterprise is a
question not easily answered.

Township, town and city school systems are financed from two
major sources of funds - local property taxes and state aid allotted to
local school corporations by the State of Indiana.

The following is a list of some of the services that are provided
through taxation. Not all of these services may be furnished in your
community, but many of the.- are available in all communities.

I. Public schools, colleges, and universities
2. Roads, bridges, buildings, and waterways
3. Police, fire, military, and coast-guard service
4. Health protection
S. Garbage collection and sewage disposal
6. Water, electric, and gas systems
7. Postal service
8. Legislative and executive services
9. Transportation service

10. Courts, ?risons, and jails
11. Unemployment insurance
12. Employment service
13. Street lighting and cleaning
14. Maintenance of streets, sidewalks, highways, and waterways
IS. Parks and recreational activities
16. Civic museums, auditoriums, and libraries
17. Welfare and relief agencies (county homes, state

institutions, etc.)
18. Old-age pensions
19. Price supports and subsidies
20. Inspection of weights and standards
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Examples of direct taxes are property tax, income tax, sales tax,
inheritance tax, and auto license tax. These taxes are obvious to the
individual paying them. He knows he is paying a tax and how much. A
direct t.-..x cannot be shifted from one party to another.

Indirect taxes, on the other hand, are not so obvious. Many taxes
are hidden in the prices paid for goods. In cases where the producer or
wholesaler is taxed, the tax is passed on or shifted to the consumer in
the form of increased prices. Taxes of this kind are used because they
are considered painless and easy to collect and because they bring in
much revenue. Indirect taxes spread the cost of government over larger
groups of people. Examples of indirect taxes are gasoline and tobacco.

Federal Taxes

Federal taxes are those levied by the federal government. Although
these are many in number, the ones which most readily affect the individual
are defined below.

Income Tax

This is the principal source of revenue for the federal government,
passed in 1913. Many states also levy income taxes. It is considered one
of the fairest direct taxes in that it is levied in proportion to one's
ability to pay. In the case of the federal income tax, every person whose
yearly income is $600 or more must file a return with the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. If one's yearly income has been less than $600, it is
still necessary for him to file a return in order to get back the money
that has been withheld from his wages for income tax purposes. The
amount withheld is reported to the wage earner on a special statement
from his employer called a W-2 form, which the wage earner must mail
in with the tax return before April 15. Rates increase in per cent as in-
come increases; therefore, this is a "progressive tax."

Excise Tax

This is a tax which is not based on the principle of ability to pay,
but is shifted to those people who purchase the goods or services. This
tax is placed upon such items as tobacco, liquors, gasoline, articles of
luxury, and amusements. It is paid by the manufacturer to the Internal
Revenue Service. This tax is differentiated from a sales tax because it
tends to be on a specific item, whereas a sales tax is usually general in
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nature with a few exceptions. Also, excise taxes are often scaled to
different rates. A sales tax is generally a constant rate. The federal
government does not have a general sales tax.

In June of 1965 the federal government repealed some features of
the Excise Tax Law. The entire tax was not abolished but many of the
major segments were either cut immediately or on a gradual basis over
a period of years. The excise tax on automobiles, cosmetics, furs,
jewelry, some sporting goods, freezers, etc. were among the items
affected.

Customs Duty

This is a tax on imported goods paid at the "port of entry" to customs
employees. A "specific duty" is the same on all units such as five cents on
each pound imported. An "ad valorem" duty is a per cent of the value such
as five per cent on a value of $30. Ad valorem duties run from 5 to 30 per
cent.

Estate and Gift Taxes

Estate taxes are levied on property left to survivors of a deceased
person. Gift taxes are levied on gifts or transfers of property from one
person to another to prevent estate tax avoidance through the transfer of
property during the owner's lifetime.

State Taxes

The state of Indiana levies three major taxes that the individual must
pay: gasoline, the revenue from this tax is used exclusively for highways
and streets; adjusted gross income tax; and a sales tax, these funds are
used to support the public schools, state institutions, and state government.

The gasoline tax is collected by the service station, the sales tax
is collected by the retail merchant, and the adjusted gross income tax is
sent directly to the collector of state internal revenue.

Other taxes are collected including the excise tax on tobacco and
liquor.

Indiana Gross Income Tax (adjusted)

This tax is levied on the incomes of employees, industries, and
businesses in excess of $600. It parallels, in most respects, the federal
income tax.
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A franchise is the privilege or exclusive right to furnish goods
or services in a certain territory, such as a public utility. A license is
granted authority or permission to perform or carry on acts otherwise
not permitted by law .

Inheritance Tax

The state levies an inheritance tax on the heirs who receive the
inheritance. Thus, this tax is differentiated from the federal estate tax.

Sales Tax

The Indiana sales tax is a general tax on sales of goods with some
minor exceptions. This is a two per cent tax on sales in excess of 25
cents. This legislation applies to most sales of goods but does not include
payment for services rendered, such as a car wash.

Property Tax

This tax is levied upon real estate or any personal property that has
value and that may be bought or sold. It has been one of the greatest sources
of revenue in recent years in most taxing districts.

The property tax rate is determined by the local or state government
on services to be rendered. This cost is prorated on the $100 value of
property assessed. You pay this tax to the county treasurer's office.

The State Board of Tax Commissioners supervises the general state-
wide assessment of real estate and personal property. Local assessing
officials make the actual assessments, but the tax board is required to
develop the assessing system, forms, standards, and regulations to gov-
ern the assessment, apd to conduct courses of instruction for the local
officials.

Personal property is assessed for taxing purposes annually, while
land and buildings (real estate) are to be assessed only at eight year
intervals.

Your automobile is considered taxable personal property and is
thus subject to tax. Indiana requires this tax to be paid before license
plates may be secured.

Special Taxes

There are variotis special taxes levied by the federal government,
state and local governments, such as stamp taxes (tax on legal papers),
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customs taxes on imports, excise taxes (automobile, dog, hunting, and
fishing licenses), and special licenses for conducting certain types of
businesses.

Common Tax Forms

Common tax forms which you are likely to use are the federal W-4,
W-2, 1040, 1040-A and state income tax forms.

The W-4 form is one which you will fill out when you first become
employed on a job. This form declares the exemptions which you wish
to claim. The W-2 form is sent to you by your employer after ;avuary 1
of each year. This form declares your total earnings up to January 1
and lists your total deduction for the year, which will include such things
as old age and survivors insurance.

The 1040 form is used for computation of taxes by those wbose in-
come is from wages only and have made less than $10, 000 per year.

The 1040-A form has the same purpose as the 1040 form, but it is
longer and more detailed. This is required by those making over $10, 000
and is optional for those making less than $10, M. The 1040-A form is
also required of those persons earning less than $10,000 if $200 or more
of the earnings come from other than salary and wages.

Estimating Your Taxes,......
As a D.C.E. student you will find it necessary to pay several direct

taxes. Understanding how these taxes are figured will help you to estimate
how much you will be required to pay. In calculating federal and state
income taxes, certain items are legally allowed as deductions. Taxes
already paid, contributions, dependents, and a certain percentage of
income for medical and dental work are some of the allowable deductions.
All Indiana residents may pay federal, state and local taxes. Listed
below are the formulas which you can use in your estimates.

1. Formula for figuring Property Tax:

Market Value = Assessed Value
3

Assessed Value = Tax Rate = amount of property taxes
100 for the year.

Sample: Mr. and Mrs. Castle own a modest home in
Suburban Hills which they purchased last year for
$15, 000. The tax rate in this community is $7.87
per $100 of assessed value. As in other Indiana com-
munities, most assessed values are 1/3 of market values.
How much will Mr. and Mrs. Castle pay in taxes on their
home this year?
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Solution:

15 000 = $5,000 assessed valuation
3

5,000 x $7.87 = $393.50
100

2. Formula for figuring your Federal Income Tax:

Total earnings - ($600 x number of dependents)
- allowable deductions = taxable income

Apply table or rate to taxable income to get amount
of taxes for the year. (Table in standard tax forms.)

Page 7

Sample: John Glasgow's W-2 showed earnings of $780
for 1961. How much federal income tax was he required
to pay?

Solution:

$780 - $600 (exemption) = $180 taxable income

Find taxable income on table with one exemption. (Ap-
proximately $39 tax)
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THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
(Wage Hour Law)

I General Provisions

General Related
Information

The United States Congress enacted the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938 to eliminate conditions considered detrimental to the health, efficiency,
and well -being of workers and to eliminate unfair methods of competition
based upon such conditions. By enacting the law, Congress exercised its
power to regulate commerce betw0en the states -- interstate commerce.
This act is commonly called the Wage-Hour Law. It prohibits the intro-
duction of goods produced in violation of its provisions from entering
interstate commerce. Although the Act has been amended from time to
time, it retains its basic provisions -- sets a minimum wage for industries
engaged in interstate commerce, requires "overtime" pay for all hours
worked over 40 hours in the work week, prohibits the employment of
children under 16 in most jobs, and provides for the exemptions to these
provisions in certain cases.

The Wage and Hour Division of the United States Department of Labor
is designated to administer the wage and hour provisions of the Act. The
Children's Bureau of the same department handles the child labor provisions
of the Act. The administrator of the Act is appointed by the President and
confirmed by the Senate. It is his duty to see that the provisions of the Act
are complied with.

II Coverage and Exemptions

The Fair Labor Standards Act does not apply to an industry as a
whole. It is primarily an individual matter depending upon the particular
employer and the scope of his business activities. The employer is re-
quired to meet the minimum wage standards and overtime requirements
for each of his employees who is engaged in interstate commerce or in the
production of goods for interstate commerce, including those indirectly
engaged in occupations necessary to the production of such goods.

Employees who are engaged in the manufacturing, processing, and
wholesale distribution of goods and services, most of which move outside
the state, are considered to be producing goods for interstate commerce and
are therefore covered by the Act. All employees who are engaged in occu-
pations necessary to the production of such goods, even though indirectly,
are covered by the Act. Maintenance and repair workers, watchmen, clerks,
stenographers, and messengers are examples of employees included in the
latter group. Workers who produce goods that are later used to produce, or
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used in the production of, other goods that move into interstate commerce
are also covered under the Act. For example, if you worked for a plant
than produces buttons, and these buttons are sold to c manufacturer of your
state who makes shirts for shipment to interstate commerce, then you would
also he covered by the Act. The law applies equally to men and women.

At the present time, the following types o. rkers are exempted from
both the minimum wage and overtime provisions .4 the Act:

1. Workers employed in a bona fide executive, administrative,
local retailing, professional, or outside salesman capacity.

2. Employees engaged in retailing or servicing, the greater
part of which is within the boundaries of the state in which
their establishment is located.

3. Workers employed as seamen.

4. Employees of 1-, .cab companies.

5. Certain employees of the seafood and fishing industries.

6. Workers employed in agriculture.

7. Workers employed in connection with the publication of weekly
or semi-weekly newspapers wits a circulation of less than
4,000, the major part of which is in the county of printing
and publication.

8. Workers employed by street, suburban, or interurban electric
railways and of local trolley or motor bus carriers.

9. Workers who are employed within the "area of production"
when engaged in handling, packing, storing, ginning, com-
pressing, canning, pasteurizing, drying, or preparing their
raw or natural state agricultural commodities for marlmt.

10. Switchboard operators of telephone exchanges with less than
750 stations.

11. Certain employees in connection with activities of irrigation
systems.

12. Employees employed in specified forestry and logging operations.

13. Employees engaged in the delivery of newspapers.
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An amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1961 extended the
Act to additional employees of certain large enterprises and establishments
and to certain other employees. These newly covered workers, unless
specifically exempt, must be paid not less than the minimum wages for
hours worked and not less than one and one-half times their regular rates
of pay for overtime. Emraoyees covered by the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1961 must receive on and after September 3, 1965, $1.25 an hour and
overtime after 40 hours a week.

Under the Act, an employee's work week is a fixed and regularly re-
curring period of 168 hourssevea consecutive 24-hour periods. The work
wee .< does not need to coincide with a calendar week. Each work week stands
alone under the Act. There may be no averaging of hours over two or more
work weeks included in a pay period for the purpose of avoiding overtime
payments.

IV Overtime Es

Compeasation for overtime pay, under the Act, is due when the a-
ployee customarily receives his regular pay. Overtime payments must be
at a rate act less than one and one-half times the regular pay rate per hour
and may not be withheld by employe: and paid at a later date as a bonus.

In cases where the employee is not paid as hourly rate, it is necessary
to compute his hourly rate from his weekly or similar Fey period. When a
worker is employed on the piece work basis, the total wages he receives
may not be less than the amount due him under the minimum rate for a
40-hour week. If he works more than 40 hours per week, his wage cannot
be less than the total of the minimum for 40 hours plus one and one-hulf
the minimum rate for all flours over 40.

V Information Concerning Child Labor Standards

Certificates may be issued to allow the employer to pay learners,
apprepti .s, messengers and handicapped workers less than the minimum
wage rate. He may pay more, of course. The basic wage and hoar standards
of the Act apply to men, women, and children. It also provides that an
employee who has not been paid the minimum wage,. plus overtime wage due,
may sae his employer for the difference bet- ,fen what he actually received
and what he should have received under the provisions of the law. If he wins
the suit, his employer may be equired to pay back wages due the employee
plus an equal additional amount as liquidated dan ages, plus a reasonable
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fee for the employee's attorney. The employer is f'irther restricted in
that he must not dismiss or discriminate against the worker because he
brought action against him.

The Federal Government may prosecute criminal or willful violators
of the Act, including such activity of an employer as discharging or dis-
criminating against an employee who has filed a complaint against him. Upon
conviction, the employer may be fined up to $10, 000. In the case of a second
conviction he may be imprisoned up to six months.

The individual states have also passed laws conceraing minimum wages.
In case the federal and state minimums do not agree, the highest standard
must be met by employers coming under the provisions of the Act.

Under the child labor provisions of the. Fair Labor Standards Act,
16 years is the legal minimum age for employment during school hours.
The child labor provisions of the Act apply generally to employment in or
about establishments producing goods for shipment or delivery for shipment
in interstate or foreign commerce and to employees who themselves are
employed in interstate or foreign commerce in the production of goods for
such commerce.

To protect young workers from hazardous employment, the Fair Labor
Standards Act provides for a minimum age of 18 years in occupations found
and declared to be particularly hazardous for minors 16 and 17 years of age.
There are to date (August, 1958) sixteen hazardous occupation orders, each
establishing a minimum age of 18. They are:

1. Occupations in or about plants manufacturing or storing
explosives or articles containing explosive components.

2. Occupations of motor-vehicle drivers and helpers.

3. Coal-mine occupations.

4. Logging jobs and jobs in the operation of any sawmill, lath
mill, shingle mill, or cooperage-stock mill.

*5. Occupations involved in the operation of power-driven wood-
working machines.

6. Occupations involving exposure to radioactive substances and
to ionizing rtmiidtions.

7. Occupations involved in the operation of power-driven hoisting
apparatus.

. Occupations involved in the operation of power-driven metal
forming, punching, and shearing machines.
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9. Occupations in connection with mining, other than coal .

10. Occupations in or about slaughtering, meat packing or proc-
essing, and rendering plants.

11. Occupations involved in the operation of bakery machines.

*12. Occupations involved iz the operation of paper products machines.

13. Occupations involved in the manufacture of brick, tile, and
kindred products.

*14. Occupations involved in the operation of circular saws, band
saws, and guillotine she

15. Occupations involved in wrecking, demolition, and shipbreaking
operations.

*16. Occupations involved in roofing operations.

*The Secretary of Labor, after receiving reports and studies of young
workers in the to:lowing above hazardous areas # 5, 8, 12, 14, and 16, has
granted exemptions if the student-learnel: is under a State approved "Co-
operative Vocationai Program."

"Student-learners -- This order shall not apply to the employment
of a student-learner in ccupations herein declared particularly
hazardous: Provided, however, that such a student-learner is en-
rolled in a course of study and training in a cooperative vocational
training program under a recognized state or local educational authority
or in a course of study in a substantially similar program conducted by
a private school: Provided. further, that such student-learner be em-
ployed under a written agreement which shall provide: (1) that the work
of the student-learner in the occupations herein declared hazardous shall
be incidental to his training, shall be intermittent and for short periods
of time, and shall be under the direct and close supervision of a qualified
and experienced person: (2) that safety instruction shall be given by the
school and correlated by the employer with on-the-lob training; and (3)
that a schedule of organized and progressive work processes to be per-
formed on the job shall have been prepared. Such a written agreement
shall carry the name of tik.. student - learner, and shall be signed by the
employer and the school coordinator or principal. Copies of the agreement
shall be kept on file by both the school and the employer. This exemption
for the employment of student-learner may be revoked in any individual
situation wherein it is found that reasonable precautions have not been
observed for the safety of minors employed thereunder.11)

1. Child-Labor Provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act, U. S. Dept. of
Labor, Wage and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions. Child Labor Bulletin
No. 101, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1962.
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OTHER LAWS AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING YOUNG WORKERS

Although the Fair Labor Standards Act s,:ts minimum standards for a
large number of occupations, it is not the only law affecting the employment
of young workers. Other laws may either go beyond the minimum requirements
set by the Fair Labor Standards Act; affect workers in different occupations,
or do both.

1. Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act

The Walsh-Healey Act is a federal law which sets basic labor standards
for employees working on government supply contracts for more than $10,000.
In addition to a mivimum age of 16 for boys and 18 for girls, as set forth in
the Fair Labor Standards Act, these standards include:

1. Payment o' not less than the prevailing wage as determined
for the industry by the Secretary of Labor. In industries
for which non minimum rates have been issued by the
Secretary, the minimum wage as required by the Fair
Labor Standards Act must be paid.

2. Payment of an overtime rate of not less than time-and-
one-half for all hours over eight each day or forty each
week, whichever is higher.

3. Compliance with certain health and safety standards.

11. Child Labor Laws

Child Labor laws are found in every state. These lows apply generally
to the employment of manors up to 16 and in some cases 18 years of age.
Occasionally, a measure applies to the employment of young persons up
to 21 years of age.

Since there has been a wide exchange of experience between the states
in the regulation of the employment of young workers, state child labor laws
have tended to follow a well-defined pattern. There is, however, wide
variation in the standards or conditions which they set up for the employment
of boys and girls and in the occupations to which they extend. Many apply only
to specified establishments or occupations, or exempt certain types of employ-
ment such as agriculture, domestic service in private homes, and the sale and
distribution of newspapers and magazines. Therefore, a child labor law
may ;lot apply equally to all children within a state.
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Indiana child labor laws require that minors obtain an employment
certificate before they report for work. This certificate is issued by the
local school officials to children 14 through 17 years of age as a protection
to the employer and to the child.

In order to get a "work permit" the student-learner obtains an "intent
to employ" card from the coordinator. This card is to be taken to the pros-
pective employer, who completes the top part of the card and signs it. After
this the card is to be signed by the parent or guardian and the student-learner.
Then the student-learner, accompanied by a parent, presents the completed
"intent to employ" card together with a birth certificate to the school issuing
officer in the city where the student-learner resides. Out-of-state students
go to the school officials in the city where they intend to work . As soon as all
the requirements are met, the issuing officer mails the employment certificate
to the employer.

The employment certificate is filed in the office of the employer so
that it is always available for inspection.

If the student-learner leaves the training station, the employer mails
the termination notice to the school issuing officer and the termination
notice copy is also sent to the State Department of Labor. Each time that
a student-learner goes to a new job, he must get a new employment
certificate (work permit).

The legal minimum ages for employment in Indiana are:*

1. 14 years of age - outside school hours only and in
limited nonmanufacturing jobs.

2. 16 years of age - during school hours and in man-
ufacturing and in certain other jobs at anytime.

3. 18 years of age - in certain occupations which are
considered to be hazardous.

The legal hours of work for youth are:

1. Boys 14 and 15 and girls 14 through 17 years of age
may not work more than:

...

a. 8 hours a day.

b. 48 hours a week when school is not in
session (40 hours for those in inter-
state commerce.)

c. 6 days a week.
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2. During school terms, boys and girls 14 and 15 years
of age working in Interstate Commerce may not work
more than:

a. 3 hours on school days, 8 hours on
Saturday

b. 18 hours a week

c. 6 days a week

3. Night work:

a. Boys and girls 14 and 15 years of age
may not work before 6 A.M. nor after
7 P.M.

b. Girls 16 and 17 years of age may not
work before 6 A.M. nor after 9 P.M.

c. Boys 16 and 17 may not work before 6
A.M. nor after 10 P.M. as a public mes-
senger.

4. Boys and girls 16 and 17 may work numerous hours
per day and on weekends as long as the restrictions
of other sections of this employment pattern in Indiana
are not ignored.

5. Acts of 1957, Cooperative Vocational Program:- -
Standards - authorizes employers and schools to enter
into cooperative agreement for the training of Indiana
youth in various occupations.

I

"Cooperative Vocational Programs - Standards. -
Sec. 4a. Any public school corporation may through
its appropriate officials enter into cooperative programs
with employers of labor wherein said employers agree
to provide employment for students, enrolled in school-
directed vocational education programs, to learn the
manipulative skills or manual processes of an occupation
and such employers are hereby authorized to employ such
students in otherwise restricted occupations for the
purpose of vocational education training under the following
conditions:

(1) That training in the occupation is approved by an
authorized school authority and is school supervised.
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(2) That the training station of the occupation is
Jointly approved as to conditions of work, including
safety factors, by the safety inspectors of the Indiana
Division of Labor and the proper school authorities.

(3) That the student in training is assigned to competent
adults delegated by the employer for instruction and
supervision in the manual processes or manipulative
skills of the occupation according to a written training
schedule Jointly developed by the employer and a
representative of the school."(1)

*(1) State of Indiana, Guide for Employers of Minors.
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AMERICAN LABOR UNIONS

The Si ificance of Unions

One of the outstanding developments in our country during this century
has been the growth of labor unions. In the early 1930v s, nearly three million
workers belonged to labor unions, and by 1960 the number had climbed to over
eighteen million members. At present, as a result of this growth and a
broadened scope of activity, labor unions are one of the more important
single interest groups economically, politically, and socially .

Considering only the size of labor organizations, it would seem logical
to assume that the influence of unions would, directly or indirectly, touch
the lives of each of us. We can see this as a fact, rather than a possibility,
when strife between labor and management results in a stoppage of production
in one of the several vital national industries. On the other hand, the effect
of unions and their achievements are enjoyed by all of us in terms of better
working conditions, higher wages, health and welfare services, child labor
legislation, and greater job security. It has been apparent in recent years
that unions have become increasingly active in political matters. Their
influence in state and national legislatures is obvious. However, their
political influence over the workers has as yet not been established.

Background of PresentDay Unions

Although there were some few unions in existence immediately following
the American Revolution, it was not until the middle 18(.., that the labor
movement really became important. Early unions were organized on a
craft or trade basis. For example, carpenters (agonized themselves into
a union, printers would have a union of their own- -as would cabinet makers,
and so forth.

The primary interests of these unions were job security, shorter hours
of work, and higher wages. They were also interested in improving their
condition of life through legislation, and supported reform movements con-
cerned with limiting hours of work for women and children, and securing
free public schools f'r their children.

The acceptance of labor unions as a bargaining agency for workers has
come only after a long struggle. The conflict between labor and management
has been bitter and sometimes bloody. The union has waged its battle for
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recognition, higher wages, and shorter hours by the use of such devices
as strikes, boycotts, picketlines, and union labels. The employers and
management fought for their interests by such means as court injunctions,
"yellow doe contracts, blacklists and strike breakers.

The effectiveness of the weapons of either side has depended largely
upon the economic condition of the country at a certain time. In times of
prosperity and full-employment, unions have prospered in terms of mem-
bership and union goals. In times of depression when competition for jobs
was stiff, the devices of the employer were more effective. Thus, up until
the time of the 1930's, unions had a wavelike growth; up in times of prosperity
and down in times of recession. In fact, until the 1880's only a few national
unions were able to survive.

PERMANENT LABOR UNIONS

American Federation of Labor (AFL)

In the year 1886, the American Federation of Labor was founded. It
was organized as an association of craft or trade unions and has largely
retained this characteristic until the present. Samuel Gompers, the first
president and the individual who was mainly responsible for the principles
of the organization, was able to guide the union away from the pitfalls which
had beset earlier unions. He was insistent upon restricting the AFL to
craft unions, each composed of members with .similar problems, skills
and interests.

The AFL was not a single union nor is it made up of individual workers.
Rather, it is a federation of city, state, national, and international unions.
Its officers were elected by an annual convention which was the policy-making
body and all-powerful in that function. The annual convention was composed
of delegates from the various affiliated unions.

Congress of Industrial Organizations (C10)

As previously mentioned, the AFL had, as a general policy, confined
its membership to workers in the skilled trades. It did, however, admit a
certain few unions in which workers were organized by industry rather than
by trade. A number of attempts made to organize other industrial-type unions
under the AFL failed. In 1935 a group called the "Committee for Industrial
Organization" was formed with the stated purpose of promoting the organization
of workers in mass-production and unorganized industries, and to encourage
their affiliation with the American Federation of Labor. The Committee made
it clear that it had no quarrel with the existing craft unions, they merely sought
to organize the mass production industries: automobile, rubber, steel, and
other large industries.

After refusing to disband, the ten international unions participating in
the Committee for Industrial Organization were suspended from the AFL in
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. In November of 1938 a constitutional convention was held and the
Congress of Industrial Organizations was formed. At this time, John L.
Lewis was elected president, and James B. Carey, secretary-treasurer.
The CIO went about its plan of organizing the mass production industries
and was successful in the attempt. Its membership grew rapidly and it
became a great union federation, second in membership only to the AFL.

AFL-CIO Merger

As might be expected, the AFL and CIO became rivals. Each union
made attempts to organize workers in professional, clerical, service, and
governmental occupations. The rivalry continied and resulted in invasion by
both unions into occupational fields from which the others drew its members.
This type of action resulted in a series of jurisdictional strikes and general
cross-purposes between the two groups. Union leaders, on seeing this
result, began to make efforts to bring peace between their organizations.

As early as 193i, attempts were made to approve a formula for a
merger of the two federations. Several attempts proved to be fruitless.
However, in 1953 a step toward genuine cooperation took place when the
officers of the two federations signed a "no-raiding" pact. This meant
that the AFL unions would not attempt to coax members away from the CIO
and the CIO Would not raid AFL, unions for members.

In February 1955, the president of the AFL, George Meany, and the
president of the CIO, Walter Reuther, met and approved a formula for the
merger of the two unions. Since that time, the plan has been approved by
the two federations, and at present the two federations are merged, with
George Meany as president. As the result of this united effort, the power
and influence of labor unions has increased until today they represent one of
the most important special-interest groups in the country.

Union Aims and Objectives

Generally speaking, union aims and objectives are directed toward
immediate rather than long-range goals. While immediate gains seem to be
the most important matter of concern of labor unions, all unions have long-
range programs and their sights 're set far ahead for a better community and
economic life in the future. These aims and objectives are expressed ir. the
process of collective bargaining, and union contracts define the points which
are agr ed upon. In order to better understand the aims of the unions, let's
take a look at the content of a typical union contract.

contract:
The following areas of bargaining are usually defined in the union

Union Security

The union, of course, is interested in maintaining its organization.
This is promoted by obtaining the guarantee from the employer that the union
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is the representative of the workers. A union seeks to protect itself from
being edged out by other unions by becoming the sole bargaining agency for
the workers in the plant or industry. These objectives are first in order of
importance in many union contracts.

Control of Job Opportunities

Unions are usually interested in the control and rationing of job
opportunity. By and large, they have stood by the principle of seniority;
the longer a person has been employed, the greater cloim he has to a
promotion or to other preferential treatment. Since unions generally contend
that worker evaluation systems are not valid, they have stood by the principle
of promotion by "seniority."

Practically all labor organizations insist that people with seniority have
a right to bid into a job, and should be given a reasonable period of time to
prove that they are fit and able to do the job into which they have bid. A
majority of union labor agreements include the qualifications "where skill
and ability are equal" in reference tc promotion by seniority.

Improvement of Wages, Hours, and Conditions of Employment

These items have been the object of union aims ever since there have
been unions. Thus today, unions still seek to increase wages, decrease
working hours, and to improve other conditions of work such as heating,
lighting, ventilation, shop safety, wage differentials for night work, and
so forth. In considering these things, unions press steadily forward, taking
what they can get when they can get it and seldom moving backward. The
major gain in this area has been supplemental unemployment benefits gained
by the auto workers in 1955. Another major gain in this area is securing a
25-hour work week with a guarantee of 35 hours of work by the New York
Electrical Workers Uni %n.

As early as 1940-41, Philip Murray, then president of the CIO, was
advocating the principle of the guaranteed annual wage which would prevent
peaks of productive and non-productive periods so that there would be a
leveling off of employment in the mass production industries. This was the
forerunner of the employment security provisions of the United Auto Workers
contract where workers are guaranteed a certain number of weeks of employ-
ment per year. The UAW is still actively trying to gain the goat of a
guaranteed annual wage.

Method of Handling Grievances

Because of the fact that it is impossible to include every detail that may
arise, labor-management agreements are usually rather general. It id-
necessary that their provisions be interpreted and applied to a definite set
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of circumstances which were unknown at the time the greement was made.
I To handle this need, a "grievance procedure" is outlined in the labor-

management agreement.

The union's key man in the grievance procedure is the shop steward.
He is elected by the union men in his department or division. His chief
responsibility is handling problems which arise concerning the collective
agreement. He also frequently has the function of recruiting new members,
collecting union dues, and acting as an information center concerning union
activities and policies.

Lg Range Objectives_

Unions also have long-range goals which are not necessarily expressed
in the process of collective bargaining. Generally speaking, unions are inter-
ested in change and reform for the betterment of their people. They work with
other interested groups to bring about such progress.

Unions have an interest in political matters on all levels- -local, state,
and national - -which affect unions and workers. They work diligently to preserve
a political attitude amenable to their aims. They note the voting records of
politicians with care, 'and inform their members of that record when re-election
time comes. Office holders who have supported the union's interests are
cht mpioned by the unions and supported at the polls. These things unions do
rather than form their own political party and run "labor" candidates for
office.

As a usual thing, unions do not seek to take over the duties of manage-
ment. They do, however, strive to limit the arbitrary powers of management
in matters which affect workers. They make a continuous effort to strengthen
the loyalty of members to their union. They strive to gain additional members
and supporters by providing a system of communication to workers and to the
public. Their strongest appeal to the workers is that a strong union will gain
modest benefits for them year by year.

Unions attempt so make their members feel important and worthwhile in
this modern, "mass-production" world. Workers are offered new opportunities
for leadership. Workers are encouraged to think that they have a share in the
system and to emphasize the importance of labor to production and to the
national wealth. Unions want workers to believe that our economic system is
reasonably fair and they try to maintain the idea that persistent progress is
better than revolution.

UNION METHODS AND ACTIVITIES

Colle:tive Bar_ELLing

In order to gain their aims an objectives, labor unions resort to various
knethods and activities. The very foundation of labor-management relations,
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however, is collective bargaining. During this process representatives of
both labor and management meet together for the purpose of discussing and
reaching agreement on problems concerning working conditions, wages,
hours, and other problems. These discussions usually result in a collective
agreement or "union contract," a written expression of terms agreed upon.

The settlement of problems by colleccive bargaining is so common-
place that it is taken for granted by most of us. In fact, peaceful settlement
of problems by this process is so common these days that its failure or
breakdown constitutes news. Thus, we hear more about its failure, generally
speaking, than we do of the countless instances when satisfactory agreements
are reached through orderly, cooperative negotiation.

Strikes

Uninformed persons often think that the principal method used by unions
is the strike. They notice unions only when they make the headlines, and
unions make the headlines when they are involved in strikes. But the fact of
the matter is that most unions use the strike only as a last resort. At least
95% of union-management negotiations are settled without strike even in years
of high strike activity. Union leaders weigh a situation very carefully before
calling for a walkout. Before the walkout is called, it is also generally approved
by a vote of the union members, and further approved by the national union
with which the local is affiliated. Thus, strikes are the exception rather than
the rule in union activities, and unions, as well as employers, seek to settle
their problems in a practical manner.

There are several kinds of strikes. The most common kind is called a
"bargaining" strike. It involves a stoppage of work to force the employer to
meet the union's demands concerning a matter in dispute. Sometimes an un-
authorized strike is called a "walkout". In some cases employers have
stopped production to give weight to their position in a dispute. This-action
is referred to as a "lock out" and is now illegal.

While ordinary strikes are the result of a dispute between employers
and workers, in the case of the "sympathy strike" the worker has no quarrel
with his employer. Rather, the union goes on strike to support the position of
strikers in a related industry or trade. "General strikes" are akin to "sym-
pathy strikes" but are on a much larger scale. It is used sparingly because
of the unfavorable public reactions it arouses.

Back in the 1930's, a common type of strike was the "sit-down" strike.
In this case the workers did not leave their jobs but stayed on the employer's
premises, refusing to work. This type of strike is now illegal. A similar
tactic is the "slow-down," during which the worker remains on his job but
produces at a rate much slower than usual.

There are cases in which workers stage a walk-out without a strike
vote by union members, without the permission of the national union, or even
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in spite of a "no-strike" clause in their union contract. Under any of
these conditions, the strike is called a "wildcat" strike. This activity is
generally disapproved by unions, employers and the public. Generally
speaking in such cases, labor unions are left in a very embarrassing spot
and may end up paying damages to their employer. Participating employees
are subject to discipline by the company.

The "jurisdictional strike" has also been unpopular with the public.
This is a strike which results when unions disagree among themselves over
the right to organize a certain industry or the right of members of certain
unions to perform certain jobs.

All of us have heard discussions concerning who wins strikes. It
might seem that many strikes are futile, especially when thousands of workers
are without work for weeks or months and then settle for a few cents per hour
wage increase. And truly this may be so in The short-range picture. On the
other hand, the determination of the union may be established in the minds of
the employers and a similar action may not have to be repeated for many years
to come . After all, the stoppage of production tc; as serious to the employers
as it is 1.: workers.

On the average, strikes are not exceptionally long. Both sides are
usually eager to get back to production, and as time drags on, both sides
become more willing to "give and take." In fact, most all strike settlements
are based upon compromises . In many cases the original terms were not
expected to stand, and even though the strike is settled by a compromise, the
union may have gained all they actually expected. The same might have been
true in the case of the employer. He may have decided that he could give a
larger raise than was required by the compromise proceeding. It seems that
generally the union asks for more than they expect to get, and the employer
offers less than he expects to give. Therefore, both parties depend upon
compromise to determine the final settlement.

Labor unions support their strikes by several means. It is quite common
to see a "picket line" formed around an establishment where there is a labor
dispute. Pickets usually carry signs to convey a message to onlookers . It is
the hope of the union that pickets can accomplish several things. They want
them to attract the attention of the public and to let it be known that there is
a labor dispute. By the same Iken, they wish to keep the public from doing
business with their employer. The loss of his profits usually will cause the
employer to discuss terms more quickly and, perhaps, more generously.
Pickets are also on the line to discourage workers from entering the establish-
ment, and they are on the lookout for "scabs" (workers brought in by the
employer to take over the strikers' jobs).

Unionism and the Employer

Again, unions depend upon their members' buying power to support their
cause, and to support employers who hire only union labor, through the use of
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"union labels ." These labels are attached to goods produced by union labor
and, in the form of signs, are placed in establishments in which only union

t. labor is employed. These labels and signs serve the purpose of encouraging
w'ion members to buy certain goods or to patronize certain establishments.

Unions consistently attempt to enroll all workers in the bargaining unit
of the establishment they represent. It is to their advantage to be able to stare
that they represent all the workers when in the process of bargaining. Thus,
in the past, unions worked for the "closed shop" which meant that the employer
could hire only union members . The Taft-Hartley Act, however, made the
closed shop illegal. Therefore, the next best thing, from the union's viewpoint
is the "union shop." A union shop is one in which workers who are not union
members when hired must join the union after a certain length of time and must
continue to pay dues . On the other hand, an "open shop" is one in which union
membership is optional to the individual worker and is not required in order
to hold a job.

Recently, much controversy has centered around "Veit to work" laws.
As of March, 1960, nineteen states had enacted legislation providing that
the right to work should not be denied a person because of union membership
or nonmembership. The Taft -Hartley Act permits the "union shop" and
"maintenance of membership." He wever, "right to work' laws make these
types of union security illegal h. .e state having such laws.

From the standpoint of management, "right to work" laws are protection
against compulsory unionism. To labor unions these laws constitute a major
threat to union existeuce.

The government has generally taken a "laissez faire" (non-interference)
attitude toward the strong activities of unions. The exception to this is the
passage of the Wagner Act and the Taft-Hartley Act.

Achievements of Unions

Just what has been the contribution of unions in many phases of social
progress is difficult to determine. Unions, on one hand, make strong claims
for the part they have played in these matters while employers seem to think
that progress is inevitable *nd that the conditions would have come about any-
way. Undoubtedly, the fact lies between theit two extreme positions.

However, it cannot be denied that unions have been an important factor
in increasing wages, shortening working hours, and improving the conditions
of work. These have been their main goals, and the progress in this line has
been positive and constant. especially during the last half-century.

Organized labor had as one of its earliest aims the support of free public
education for all children of the nation. This aim has been realized, and unions
have continued to support our system of education. By the same token, unions
have been interested in worker training and worker improvement, and have gen-
erally supported the riovement for vocational training for youths in secondary
schools.
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Through support of certain legislation, unions have aided in the out-
lawing of oppressive child labor, in improving conditions under which women
may work in industry, and in the improving of safety standards for all workers .
By similar means they have aided in securing legislation which has guaranteed
the rights of unions to represent the worker before the employer, and which
has require-' that the employer bargain with the union.

La ions have been effective in promoting programs for worker welfare,
both through company-union programs and through social legislation. They
have been able tc maintain a degree of status for workers in an industrial
society in which manpower and skill are being replaced by machines.

Your Attitude Toward Unions

Your present attitude toward unions and unorganized labor has been af-
fected by many things. You have heard discussions, pro and con, about unions
by your family and by others . The newspaper, radio, and television supply a
constant source of information of union acitivites, especially the type of infor-
mation which is considered as "news." You have probably seen first-hand
somedzing of union activity in your ci_y. It may be that you have joined a
union at some time or that the people you work with on your training job are
union members.

You have probably heard the pros and cons . In spite of these conflicting
claims, certair. facts are available for those who want them. It is plain to be
seen that union growth is continuing and that unions are contributing more and
more to social, economic, and political life. It seems logical to assume that
unions are here to stay. It seems evident that in many cases employers are
no longer hostile toward unions, but have come to recognize the advantages of
collective bargaining. Employers feel that through working with unions they
may be relieved of the responsibility of dealing with the individual worker.

If you plan to work in an industrial, service, or sales-type job, parti-
cularly in the large urban center, you will likely be required to join a labor
organization. Therefore, you should study union organizations, aims, and
activities, so that you might better understand your function as a union member
and the function of the union in the industrial society of today.
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MAJOR LABOR LAW AFFECTING UNIONS IN INDIANA

1. The Right to Work Law

The Indiana State General Assembly passed a law prohibiting
the formation ,g a "union b'..op" during the 1957 session. This law
is entitled the "Right to Work Law." This assembly established
some rights that are fundamental and essential in any agreement
between employers and labor organizations. The idea set forth
in this law is to provide that an employee does not have to join
a union in order to work or maintain a job.

The major provision of this law is divided into three sections.
These are:

I. Membership or non-membership should not be made
a condition to the right to work or to become an employee
of or to continue working for any employer.

2. Employees should have the right to organize their own
union. This right of self-organization includes the right
to form, join, continue membership in, or assist labor
organizations.

3. Employers should have the right to refrain from forming,
joining, continuing membership in, or assisting labor
organizations.

The Indiana Right to Work Law defines a labor organization as
(1) any organization of any kind, or (2) any agency, or (3) employee
representation committee which exists in whole or in part for dealing
with employers concerning (1) grievances, (2) labor disputes, (3) wages,
(4) rates of pay, (5) hours of employment, or (6) conditions of work.

11. Shop Organization

When the terms of a group employment contract specify that the
workers covered by the contract must belong to the union, the agreement
is either a closed shop or union shop agreement. In a closed s. bowJ.T. a
worker must belong to the union before he can be hired. In a union slim
all employees must belong to the union but not necessarily before they
are hired. Closed shops are forbidden by federal statute and in some
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states. Indiana also prohibits union shops as well as closed shops under
"right -to- work" statutes. In an open shop the employment agreement does
not specify that all workers must belong to the union. In an agency 131%
the employment agreement does not specify that workers must belong to
the union, but it provides for service fees to be held out of workers' pay.

III. State Legislature Repeals Indiana's "Right to Work Law."

During the 1965 session of the General Assembly of the State of
Indiana the "Right to Work Law" was officially repealed. As mentioned
earlier in this unit, the original law was enacted in 1957. The repeal
takes effect immediately from and after its passage.

As indicated under Shop Organization closed shops are forbidden
by federal statute. With the =peal of the "Right to Work Law" Indiana
is now enabling labor to again organize union shops. Union shorts were
commonplace prior to the 1957 enactment by the General Assembly
of the "Right to Work Law."
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MANPOWER TRENDS

Just as the size of our work force has changed sharply over the years, so
has the size and character of major industries, and these changes greatly affect
employment opportunities and occupational choice. Some industries which flour-
ished at the turn of the century are all but gone; others, unknown 50 years ago,
are now among the largest employers. Two dramatic examples of the new indus-
tries are aircraft and chemicals. But even these are now old, compared with
those in the atomic energy field and in the production and servicing of electronic
equipment.

"The anticipated changes in employment in various occupational groups during
the coming decade will result from several major ,4uses: the continuing shift from
an agricultural economy to one that is predominantly industrial, the rapid expansion
in research and development activities, the rapid increase in apnlication of techno-
logical improvements, the increasing size and complexity of business organization,
the widespread growth of record keeping among all types of ente-prises, and the
growing need for educational and medical services

During the sixties, it is expected that the number of people in professional,
technical, office and sales occupations will surpass the number employed in the
manual occupations. Pr fessional and technical occupations are projected to in-
crease from 175,000 in 1960 to 281,000 in 1970, which is a sixty percent increase.
These are the occupations which require the longest educational periods. Managers,
officials, clerical and sales workers will increase more than thirty percent. The
majority of people in these occupations are high school graduates or have attended
college.

There will be a continuing demand for skilled craftsmen and operatives,
whereas the number of unskilled workers is expected to increase only slightly
by 1970. With a growing population, a larger number of people is expected to
provide the services stemming from a rising standard of living. The number of
farmers and farm workers is expected to decrease further in live with the long-
term decline in workers with farming occupations.

The accompanying chart shows "Employment by Occupations in Indiana"
furnished by the Department of Labor. The chart indicates changes in certain
occupational groups between 1950 and 1960, and a projection into 1970.(2)

1. Indiana Manpower Trends. Indiana Employment Security Division, Research
and Statistics Section. 1962, Indianapolis, Indiana P. 22.

2. Off. Cit. pp. 25.
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SAMPLE EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION FORM

ANY COMPANY

Employment Application

All appointments to positions made are subject to satisfactory
work, and for periods subject to the discretion of this organ-
ization. If it is found that an employee is not likely to prove
useful to the company, he or she may be dismissed without
further reason and without liability on the part of the company.

Each and every question MUST be answered completely. Print
all answers neatly in ink. The manner in which questions are
answered and the general appearance of the completed appli-
cation has some bearing upon the consideration it receives .

Name Date
Last

Address

First IV te.clle

General Related
Information

Tel. No Soc.Sec.No.

Type of position desired

If accepted, when can you start?

May we contact your present employer?

PERSONAL

Sex Height ft. in. Weight Are ybu willing to take a physical
examination?

Date of birth Present age_ of brothers No. of sisters

Marital status Number of children

If married, occupation of wife (or husband)

How many days lost through illness in last year?

Describe any physical defects

Wear glasses? Have you ever suffered any serious illness? When?
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Proportion of college expenses earned

in event of serious illness or other emergency, whom should we notify FIRST

List scholastic honors

List extra-curricular activities, indicating office held

Principal field of study (College)

Are you a member of any honorary fraternities?

college work when this seems advisable.

Are you willing to be transferred to other cities? Locations preferred

Do you own your own home? Rent? Room? Live with relatives?

What are yotir recreations and hobbies?

EDUCATION

Note: Applicants will be requested to furnish official transcript of school or

Give names of relatives or friends employed by this company

Estimate Over-All Top 10% ( )
Scholastic Standing Top 25% ) Lower 50% )
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How?

friends?

Top 50% ( )

When?
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Were you ever previously employed by this organization?

Nanw,
of School City and State

rates Years
Completed

Did you
Graduate

Degree
(If ex-
pected
give date)

From To

High School

Correspondence
or Business School

Evening School
or College

College

Graduate Schoqj
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EMPLOYMENT

Note: Give accurate and complete information regarding present and former
employment. Indicate whether position was full or part-time.

Give Name and Address of Employ-
ing Organization and Name of
Immediate Supervisor

Employed
Mo.-Yr .

Your
Position

Weekly
Salary

Reason for
Leaving

Present or Last Position From Starting

To Leaving

Second Last From

To

Third Last From

To

OTHER COMPANIES BY WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED

Firm Name Address Salary Received Reason for Leaving

Occupation

CHARACTER REFERENCES
Address

Name In Full Street Number, City and State

1.

Years
Known

2.
3.

In the space below add any statements which you feel may help to clarify any of the
answers to the foregoing questions. Also, you may add anything here which you feel
might favorably affect consideration of your application.
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INTERVIEW RECORD

Page 4

Interviewer's Impressions Date

Signature
Appearance ( ) Interest ( ) Personality ( ) Experience ( ) Rate: 1 (Low) to 5 (High)

Interviewer's Impressions: Date

mit

Signature
Appearance ( ) Interest ( ) Personality ( ) Experience ( ) Rate: 1 (Low) to 5 (High)

Interviewer's Impressions:

Signature
Appearance ( ) Interest ( ) Personality ( ) Experience ( ) Rate: 1 (Low) to 5 (High)

(Do not write beTow this line)

VERIFICATION BY PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
Weekly

Date Imployed Department Salary
Hourly

Classification

Employed by Approved by

Job Number

Employee Marked Blue Birth Certif- Application Service Application
Recorded References Cross icate on file Completed Papers on Approved
Slip No. Checked File for filing
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*TEXTBOOKS, REFERENCE BOOKS, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS),
*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *SWINE,

Textual and reference material in swine farrowing for use with
high school vocational agriculture and adult farmer students is
presented. The material was developed by a teacher educator in
consultation with subject matter specialists, teacher educators,
supervisors, and teachers. The sections are (1) How Should I
Prepare the Farrowing Unit, (2) How Should I Prepare the Sow for
Farrowing, (3) What Should I Give the Sow at Farrowing Time, (4)
How Should I Feed the Sow after Farrowing (5) What Care Should I
Give the t I.Little Pigs, and (6) How Should Care for Large Litters
and Orphan Pigs. Designed for use by teachers with agricultural
competency and students of average ability and interest in
production agriculture, the material would require 1 to 2 hours

for use. It is illustrated with drawings, photographs, and tables.
This document is available for 10 cents from Vocational
Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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CARING FOR THE SOW AND LITTER AT FARROWING TIME ,

111143 1. How Should I Prepare the Farrowing Unit?
\-#1 2. How Should I Prepare the Sow for Farrowing?

4,11 3. What Care Should I Give the Sow at Farrowing Time?

4. How Should I Feed the Sow After Farrowing?
5. What Care Should I Give the Little Pigs?
6. How Should I Care for Large Litters and Orphan Pigs?

For the last few years, the hog business
has been going through a revolution. Com-
petition is forcing hog producers to cut pro-
duction costs, increase their volume of oper-
ations, and pay more attention to the production
of a high-quality product for the consuming
public. The general trend is toward increased
specialization, drylot rearing, multiple or
successive farrowings, and the use of com-
plete rations.

This specialization and increasing volume
of operations are causing many changes with
farrowing procedures. First, the central

farrowing house is generally replacing the
individual houses, farrowing stalls replacing
the farrowing pens, and successive farrowing
replacing the spring and fall farrowing sea-
sons.

Many pigs, however, are still being pro-
duced on general and cash grain farms where
the volume is small and highly specialized
buildings and equipment are not vet, econom-
ical. Because of this, this subject matter
unit will explain general procedures and not
put too much c 1phasis on one or the other.

1. HOW SHOULD I PREPARE THE FARROWING UNIT?

The farrowing unit may be the farrowing
house, pen, or stall. Its main purpose is to
provide clean, comfortable quarters for the
sow and Utter. To be comfortable, the quart-
ers should provide proper ventilation, warmth,
and freedom from drafts, diseases, parasites,
and dust. This in turn demands that the con-
struction be tight enough to prevent drafts and
leaking of rain and be made of materials that
can be thoroughly cleaned and disinfected be-
fore the farrowing season.

Using farrowing stalls (Fig. 1)
Farrowing stalls save space and help

prevent the sow from crushing the pigs. Where
they are practical, they are recommended
over farrowing pens with guard rails. The
stalls reduce somewhat the need for attending
sows at farrowing. A good herdsman can
save more pigs by being present at farrowing,
but many hog producers who formerly "lived"

with the sows at farrowing time, now place
the sows in farrowing stalls to tarrow un-
attended except for routine checks or as-
sistance when it is needed.

Sows in farrowing stalls can be fed and
watered in the stall or can be turned out twice
a day to a pen or feeding platform provided
with a self-feeder and automatic waterer.
Turning the sow out reduces the amount of
labor needed for cleaning manure out of the
farrowing stall area, gives the sow exercise,
and is preferred over feeding in the stall
unless equipment is well adapted for stall
feeding.

Use stclis that are about 30 inches wide
and 6 to 8 feet long, the dimensions depending
upon the size and condition of the sows. The
bottom of the partitions should be about 12
inches off the floor, so the pigs can move
into a heated area between the stalls.
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Farrowing stalls 'eve space and help prevent the sow from crushing pigs.

Using farrowing pens

While farrowing stalls are generally
recommended over farrowing pens, there
are still situations where the stalls might be
impractical. .1f this is true on your farm, the
farrowing pen may be your best bet. It should
be at least 6 x 8 feet for gilts and 8 x 8 feet
for sows. Equip the pen with guard rails and
a heat lamp or heated floor area. Without a
source of heat, use a pig hover to conserve
the pigs' body heat and help to protect them
from drafts and from the sow.

Scrubbing disinfectIi

Several days before the farrowing season
starts, or the sow is confined if using in-
dividual houses, thoroughly scrub and disin-
fect the farrowing unit (Fig. p. A thorough
cleaning of the pen or house will be necessary
before scrubbing can be done successfully.
Clean the pen by scraping loose any dirt or
manure on the floor and walls and sweeping it
out as well as you can.

Use a steam cleaner or a high pressure
sprayer, if possible to clean the farrowing
unit. If you use a power sprayer, adding
an alkaline detergent will help with the clean-
ing. You can also scrub the unit with boiling
VAS 1037
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lye water (1 pound of lye to 30 gallons of
water) and a stiff broom or brush. If you use
lye, wear goggles and lubber gloves to avoid
getting caustic burns.

*,
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Fig. 2. The farrowing toil should be scrubbed with a
steam cleaner or a high pressure sprayer and disinfected
before a sow is moved in.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education

The Ohio State University
.980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

'Ram: (Person), J. W. Matthews (Ageneyyocational Agriculture Service

(Address) 434 Rumford Hall, Urbana; Illinois 61801

DAT8: September 7, 1967

PS: (Author, Title, Publisher, Date) Caring for the Sow and Litter at

Farrowing Time, VAS1037. Urbana, Illinois: Vocational:Agriculture

Service, University of Illinois. 8 p., 1964.

elementary Information on Instructional Material

Provide information below which is not included in the publication. Mark NA in
each blank for which information is not available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for further
instructions.

(1) Source of Available Copies: .
... -

Agency Vocational Agriculture Service

Address 434-Mumford Nail, urbane, Mint:is bIoUl
Limitation on Available Copiesio rimit_Price/Unit * .10

(quantity prices), same
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Coring for the Sow and Litter at Farrowing Time

With either system of scrubbing clean
until all dirt and foreign material have been
removed. Rinse the cleaned surfaces with
clean water to remove any soap or detergent
still remaining.

If the house is tight enough and you have
had any problem with scours, you may need
to fumigate before farrowing time. To fumi-
gate a building, the following steps are rec-
ommended:

1. Tightly seal all doors and windows.
2. Moisten the floor with water about 15

minutes before fumigation.
3. Figure the number of cubic feet of air

space in the building (length x width x

4. For each 6,000 cubic feet of air
space, use one gallon of formalde-
hyde and 2 pounds of potassium per-
manganate.

5. Place the formaldehyde in two or
three pans, equally spaced down the
center of the house.

6. Divide the potassium permanganate,
and starting at the back of the house
and moving rapidly along, drop the
potassium permanganate into the pans
as you go, and get out of the house
immediately.

7. Leave the building closed for 24 hours.
8. After the 24-hour period, open the

doors and air the inside thoroughly.
If possible let the fumigated house stand

idle for a week before moving hogs in again.
These sanitation breaks help to prevent the
buildup of disease.

Installing guard rails or fenders
Guard rails or fenders to prevent the sow

from crushing the pigs against the walls should
be used in individual houses or farrowing
pens (Fig. 3). Make them out of timbers,
two-by-fours or larger, or pipe, placed 8
inches from the floor and 8 to 10 inches out
from the wall. They may be fastened to the
walls by such methods as nailing, hinging so
they can be moved up out of the way, or nailing
temporarily so that after a week or two they
can be removed to allow additional floor space.
The method of fastening to the wall is of little
importance as long as they are constructed

(3)

solidly enough to stand the stress and strain
that they will receive.

.4hk

-

Fig. 3. Use guard rails along the walls to prevent the sow
from crushing the pigs.

Bedding

After the house is thoroughly dry but be-
fore the sow is moved in, bed it with a good
absorbent, such as cut rye or wheat straw,
shredded stover, leaves, or sawdust, that is
dry and will lie close to the floor. As a rule,
if the weather isn't too severe, a very thin
covering on the bare floor is all that is nec-
essary.

Heating

In cold weather some kind of artificial
heat should be provided for the pigs. This
may be provided by heat pipes or cable in
the floor, a stove, lantern, or electric pig
brooder in the house, or by a heated tub,
barrel, or box. With farrowing stalls, heat
in the floor or suspended heat lamps are
generally used. Adjust the heat at the floor
to about 85° F. at farrowing time and reduce
to 70° by 3 weeks of age and discontinue after
4 or 5 weeks.

In farrowing pens, the electric pig brooder
(Fig. 4) is still a good means of providing heat
if electricity is available. To make a pig
brooder, build a partition across a corner of
the house or pen, about 10 or 12 inches above
the floor. Hang a heat lamp from some type
of support so the bulb and reflector is back of
the partition and 18 to 20" above the floor.
Use 250 watt bulbs in cold houses and 150 watt
in warm houses.

VAS 1037
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Fig. 4 if you del net have central heating, use an electric
pig brooder in the corner of the house or pen.

A hover, a platform across a corner of
the house about ..12 inches above the floor, may
be used ff the weather is not too cold. The
low "ceiling" of the hover helps prevent drafts
on the pigs and gives them a better chance to
keep themselves warm than if they are huddled
together.

Where electricity is not available, heat
may be supplied in the house or pen by a stove
or kerosene lantern. The fire hazard, how-
ever, is a problem and should be taken into
consideration before using.

The use of a heated tub, barrel, or box
for the pigs may save many newborn pigs during
severely cold weather. A jug of hot water,
heated bricks or sand, or warm sacks or
cloths may serve as a source of heat.

2. HOW SHOULD I PREPARE THE SOW FOR FARROWING?

Farrowing time is a critical period in
swine production. The breeding dates of the
sows provide the information so that the day
of farrowing can be closely foretold and prep-
arations made for the arrival of the pigs.

Washing

About a week before the end of the gesta-
tion period, wash the sow with warm soapy
water. Give special attention to the udder
and teats, to remove any dirt or filth that
might be harboring disease germs or worm
eggs (Fig. 5). A mild disinfectant applied at
this time to rid the sow of lice and mites is
also advisable. Put the sow in the cleaned
farrowing pen or stall so she will become
accustomed to the new quarters. This should
tend to quiet her and make her better satisfied.
If she is too nervous, brushing her daily is an
effective way to quiet her. Keep the sow as
quiet as possible at this time so that if she
needs help in farrowing, she will not be so
wild and nervous and can be more easily ap-
proached.

VAS 1037

Feeding,

At the University of Illinois, sows con-
fined in farrowing stalls have been successfully
self-fed Ration 16, Table 1, starting three
days before farrowing and continuing through
lactation. They are either turned out for an
hour, night and morning, to a self-feeder con-
taining this ration, or have access to feed in
a small self-feeder in their stalls. This plan
might not work with heavy-milking sows, how-
ever.
INS =II iga

4.4., 4
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torowaS. Wash the sow's wider with seep and wet*, lust
farrowing an as to remove any dirt, disease germs,

or worm eggs that 'night be present.
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Table 1. Illinois ration 16

Ground shelled corn, lb. 1,550
Soybean meal (44%), lb. 400
Steamed bone meal or

dicalcium phosphate, lb. 20
Ground limestone, lb. 30
Trace-mineral salt

with zinc, lb. 10
Vitamins

Riboflavin, gm. 1
Pantothenic acid, gm. 5
Niacin, gm. 15
Cho line, gm. 100
Vitamin A, million units 3
Vitamin D, million units .3
Vitamin 1312, mg. 16

Antibiotics, gm. 20

(5)

If you hand-feed your sows, cut back the
feed by 1 or 2 pounds and add a quart of bran
to each sow's ration when you put her into the
farrowing house. U you have been self-feeding
a mixed ration, add one-fourth bran to it and
hand-feed it. Or you may mix and hand-feed
the following ration from the time the sow goes
into the farrowing pen until a week after
farrowing.

300 lb. ground shelled corn
300 lb. ground oats
300 lb. wheat bran
100 lb. drylot sow supplement

1,000 lb.

3. WHAT CARE SHOULD I GIVE THE SOW AT FARROWING TIME?

When the sow is about to farrow, there
are certain indications that foretell the prob-
able time. The usual signs are restlessness
and a filling of the udder and teats. When
she begins carrying straw or arranging her
bed, she may be expected to farrow within
twelve hours. If she has taken plenty of ex-
ercise, has been properly fed, and is in a
strong condition, she will seldom need any
help at farrowing time; nevertheless a close
watch should be maintained.

It is important that a sow or gilt needing
help gets it at the right time. U a pig lodges
at the pelvic bones, it usually dies in 30 to
60 minutes; if it remains there two or three
hours, the next pig following it will be dead;
and if it lodges 24 hours, the remainder of
the litter will have perished. As soon as
it is seen that continued labor is of no avail,
the pigs should be turned so that normal birth
may result. If the sow still has trouble, it
may be necessary to pull the pigs through the
pelvis or call a veterinarian.

As the sow is farrowing, assist the new-
born pigs if necessary to free themselves from
the enveloping membrane and startto breathe.
If the pig isn't breathing, first see that the
mouth and nostrils are clean of mucus or

slime, then blow into its mouth and nostrils
and at the same time rub its chest. Some-
times working the fore and hind legs at regu-
lar intervals and shaking or gently slapping
the pig on the side of its head will start it
breathing. As long as the heart continues to
beat, the efforts are not hopeless, but the
chances of survival are slim if the pig doesn't
start breathing within a few minutes.

The instinct to nurse should be satisfied
as soon after birth as possible. Weak pigs
should be helped to a teat. The first milk of
the mother acts as a laxative, stimulating the
functions of digestion and helping to eliminate
the accumulations of the digestive tract. It is
believed also that it temporarily immunizes
the pig against certain germ infections.

If the farrowing unit is cold, rub the pigs
dry with a cloth or burlap sack and keep them
warm. if an electric brooder or heat lamp is
used, put the pigs under it immediately after
the first nursing. Otherwise you may keep
them warm by placing them in a basket in
which a jug of warm water has been placed,
or by wrapping them up and taking them into
a warm room. Don't, under any circumstances,
let the pigs become chilled.

VAS 1037
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4. HOW SHOULD I FEED THE SOW AFTER FARROWING?

Continue feeding the sow after farrowing
as you did just previous to farrowing. As
mentioned under Section 2, the sows at the
University of Illinois are self-fed Ration 16
from a few days before farrowing right on
through laptation. This has not caused much
const!patith although the feces are quite hard
for a few dais. In general this does not cause

any trouble except when using steel or con-
crete slotted floors. Then the stools are
sometimes so hard they lie on top of a crack
between slats but do not fall through.

If the sows are hand-fed, continue the
farrowing ration for a few days and have them
on full feed a week or 10 days after farrowing.

5. WHAT CARE SHOULD I GIVE THE LITTLE PIGS?

Soon after the pigs are born, dip the navel
stub in a strong tincture of iodine solution
(15-percent) or use straight Lugol's solution.

The needle teeth or temporary tusks of
newborn pigs are sometimes long and sharp.
They are of very little benefit to the pigs and
may be removed if the pigs fight excessively.
If the teeth do not cut into the pig's upper lip,
cut the udder of the sow, or lacerate the
noses of other pigs while tasseling for a place
to nurse, it is best not to clip them. If they
do cause trouble, clip only the tips with small
nippers. Be careful not to injure the gums,
as this provides a source of infection which
may result in later difficulties.

Bull nose, an enlarged sore nose, is
caused by filth-borne bacteria which may be
present on unwashed sows or in unscrubbed
farrowing quarters. Treatment consists of
cleaning the nose thoroughly and painting it
with iodine. When the swelling softens, it
may be lanced and washed out with a disin-
fectant.

Anemia often occurs in little pigs that
are confined in a pen off the ground and re-
ceive no feed other than the milk of the sow.
The external symptoms are thumping of the
sides, paleness of the skin, loss in flesh,
and roughness of the hair. Pigs so affected
may die within a few days. Anemia can be
prevented by:
1. Injecting fron- dextran in the hip mus-

cle. Follow the manufacturer's rec-
ommendation as to size and number
of injections.
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2. Swabbing the sow's udder once a day
with a saturated solution of copperas,
made by dissolving 1 pound of cop-
peras in3quartsof hot water (Fig. 6).

3. Treating each pig with special iron
pills or solutions. These may be ob-
tained from veterinarians or drug-
stores. For proper usage, follow
the directions on the container.

4. Placing some fresh sod in the pen so
the pigs can get to it. The pigs can
usually get enough iron from the dirt
and sod to prevent the deficiency.

Fig. 6. One way to prevent anemia in baby pigs is to swab
the sews udder with a setureted solution of copperas.

Weak or chilled pigs sometimes develop a
condition called hypoglycemia (baby pig dis-
ease) because their blood sugar supply has
been depleted. Symptoms are shivering,
dullness, and a lack of desire to nurse. They
tend to wander away from the litter and bur-
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row under the bedding. Many of the affected
pigs die within 24 hours after the first sym-
ptoms appear. Some of these pigs will re-
spond to an under-the-skin injection of 5 to
10 cc. of a sterile 10- to 40-percent glucose,
or to 1 or 2 teaspoons of corn syrup diluted
with enough water that it can be fed with a
spoon. If the pigs respond, treat them every
hour until they can nurse successfully.

Sometimes the tails of little pigs become
sore at the base, dry up, and slough off. This
is caused by a bacterial condition usually as-
sociated with damp bedding and infection in
the pen. Smearing the tails with vaseline,
adding clean dry bedding to the pen, and let-
ting in as much sunshine as possible will help
prevent the trouble. Pigs on pasture are
seldom bothered.

(7)

Purebred pigs that are to be registered
must be marked for identification. Even when
grade hogs are produced, some identification
should be made so that gilts may be selected
from the best producing sows. The most pre-
ferred method is to cut a V-shaped notch in
the ear with Is special tool or a knife, as ex-
plained in VAS Unit 1030, Keeping and Using
Swine Records.

Even up lifters by transferring the strong-
est pigs from large litters to small litters.
The sow will usually accept foster pigs if you
put all the pigs to be left with one sow to-
gether in a tub or box for about an hour. You
can transfer pigs from one sow to another
more easily in farrowing stalls than in far-
rowing pens.

6. HOW SHOULD I CARE FOR LARGE LITTERS AND ORPHAN PIGS?

If the little pigs cannot be put with an-
other sow, hand feed the orphans whole cow's
milk or some of the commercially prepared
artificial milks. Some breeders feed the
milk with a bottle and nipple, but many pre-
fer feeding in a shallow pan right from the
start. When feeding in a pan, use enough
milk to cover the pig's mouth when its nose
is in the bottom of the pan. Push the pig's
nose into the milk for a few seconds. This
bathes the tongue and the pig gets some milk
whether it wants to or not. A lesson or two
of this kind is generally all that is necessary
before the pig will drink of its own accord.

,....,fsa .1... es vh.44.6.r.w.tieaDaspdoior

Feed the pig every 3 or 4 hours for the
first few weeks. Although good results have
been obtained by feeding pigs 3 times a day
right from the beginning, it is generally bet-
ter if they are fed more often at first.

Milk may be supplemented with grain,
rolled oats, shelled corn, and ground green
alfalfa hay or pisture as soon as the pigs
will eat them. Make the change gradually,
and increase the amount as fast as the pigs
get used to the feed.

VAS 1037
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RECORD KEEPING ON THE irgRM

1. Starting a System of Farm Records.
2. How Is a Farm Record Book Organized?
3. Making Entries in a Farm Record Book.

4. Summarizing a Farm Record Book.

Records of business operations are as
important to a farmer, as they are to any
other businessman. They provide information
for analyzing the farm business, and also for
filing tax returns.

Adequate records make it possible to
compare results with standards for similar
farms. This comparison shows how well a
farm is doing and helps point out areas that
can be improved for greater efficiency and
profit.

Vocational agriculture stir nts need good
records for improving their fa,_aing programs
and may also need them for reporting income
or social security tax.

There are other ways in which good rec-
ords can help you. Sometimes credit agen-
cies ask to see your records before making a
loan. The records help to show whether you
with your farming operations are a good risk.
Situations have arisen where farm records
have furnished evidence of payment of a bill
and prevented its being paid a second time.
sometimes records have supplied information
needed for government farm programs. A
fair means of division between tenant and
landlord can be worked out by studying the
contributions of each to the farm business,
as shown by an accurate set of records. Rec-
ords have also aided in settling estates.

1. STARTING A SYSTEM OF FARM RECORDS.

Farm records should be started as soon
as you begin work on a farm enterprise for
wl-.ich you may need records of money spent
or received, dates when certain jobs were
performed, or as soon as you acquire capital
items that are subject to depreciation. It is
usually advisable to get all records on a cal-
endar -year basis (January 1 to December 31)
at your first opportunity.

The type of record-keeping system best
suited for you and your farm business will
depend on: the amount of information you
want and in what detail, the amount of time
you can devote to record-keeping, and your
record - keeping ability.

Most farmers are interested in improving
their incomes, but some are so busy they
want a type of record that will not require

too much time. They may want a record book
that provides the information ordinarily needed
for filing tax returns and for making a partial
analysis of the farm business. The Illinois
Farm Record Book of the College of Agri-
culture, University of Illinois was developed
to meet these needs. A problem based on the
use of this book is available from Vocational
Agriculture Service.

The cooperative Farm Bureau-Farm
Management Service provides for a more
complete record and a more detailed study
of the farm business. This service is avail-
able in all counties of the state through the
extension service. A fieldman spends full
time helping farmers with their record keep-
ing and farm management problems. Your
farm adviser can provide more information.

2. HOW IS A -FARM RECORD BOOK ORGANIZED?

An understanding of some of the prin-
ciples and procedures of farm accounting will
help you in setting up your farm record book.
First of all, it is necessary that you distinguish

between farm business and personal accounts.
If yt.r.t have nonfarm income or expenses, you
should keep records of these items separately
from your farm-business items. Some items,

VAS 2008a
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such as electricity, telephone, and auto-
mobile, are used for both farm business and
personal purposes. If costs of such items
are to be charged to the farm business, they
must be divided between the two uses.

Nonfarm items. The home and living
expenses of you and your family are con-
sidered personal or nonfarm expenses. Such
items as contributions, interest on money
borrowed for personal items, taxes on non-
farm property, medical and dental expenses,
and nonfarm losses, may be needed for filing
tax returns but should be kept separate from
the farm records.

Farm business items. Farm business
income and expenses are those that are used
in or result from agricultural operations. If
a dwelling is furnished for a tenant or laborer,
it becomes a farm expense item for the person
who furnished it. The barn, corncrib, and
other buildings are examples of investments
in the farm business, while feed, hired labor,
and machinery repairs are examples of farm
operating expenses.

Kinds of accounts

Farm records include many facts about
the farm business, but the major accounts are
of three kinds, namely: inventory accounts,
capital accounts, and cash accounts. Although
farm record books are not always set up in
such a way that the different accounts can be
readily identified, an understanding of the
principles of record keeping can be obtained
by considering separately each of these kinds
of accounts.

Inventory accounts. Taking and record-
ing inventories is one of the first steps in
starting and keeping a record. An inventory
is a list of items and their values on hand at
a particular time. Items in inventory ac-
counts are held for sale or for use in further
production, and are capable of being held or
stored on the farm. Livestock and feed, grain,
and seeds are entered in inventory accounts.
Planted, growing, or standing crops are not
included in inventory.

There are several methods of valuing
inventory. The most common one is: '[he
beginning- and end-of-year values for livestock
and feed, grain, and seeds are based on mar-
ket value on the farm; that is, selling price
at the nearest market minus the direct mar-
keting costs.

VAS 2008e

A complete inventory account include('
quantities (numbers or weights or both) and
values of items: 1) on hand at the beginning
of the year, 2) purchases, 3) sales, and 4)
on hand at the e.-t1 of the year. Records should
also be kept of livestock raised and consumed
or lost through death or otherwise.

Capital accounts. If an item is deprec-.0
iable, it belongs in a capital account. Items
generally included are machinery and equip-
ment, auto, soil improvements, and farm
improvements .

Depreciation is a bookkeeping method of
distributing the cost of capital items over
more than one year of useful life. It can also
be thought of as a means of charging off a
prepaid cost to the farm business.

The remaining cost at the beginning of
the year, less annual depreciation, equals
the remaining cost at the end of the year. If
items are depreciated to zero or to salvage
value, they should be carried in the record at
that value until traded or sold, unless an item
would never have sale or trade-in value, in
which case it could be dropped from the de-
preciation schedule.

A complete capital account includes parts
which, in general, correspond to those of the
inventory accounts. They are: 1) remaining
cost at the beginning of the year, 2) purchases,
3) sales, 4) remaining cost at the end of the
year, and 5) depreciation.

Cash accounts include all items of cash
farm income and farm expenses not included
in inventory and capital accounts. Quanti-
ties and weights, as well as values, should
be recorded, with names of item, person or
firm from wh ch it is purchased or to whom
it is sold.

Income items in the cash accounts in-
clude egg sake, dairy products sales, custom
work, work off farm, government payments,
refunds, breeding fees, and other miscel-
laneous items.

Expense items in cash accounts include
machinery and equipment repairs, machine
hire, gas and oil (other than auto), auto ex-
pense, electricity and telephone, fertilizer,
seeds, crop expense, hired labor, improve-
ment repairs, breeding fees, veterinary and
livestock expense, taxes, rent, interest, in-
surance, and miscellaneous items.
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Other records and accounts
A complete farm record includes several

other production and financial items.

A land inventory may be included. When
included in a record, purchases and sales of
land are not considered a part of the annual
farm business.

Complete production records are very
valuable. Quantities or numbers of all corn-

(3)

mxlities in inventories produced, purchased,
aid sold are valuable for calculating produc-
tion.

A record of all losses caused by r uch
things as death, storm, fire, or spoildge,
as well as the amount and value of home-
raised products used in the household is help-
ful for completing a summary and analysis
of the farm business. The amount and value
of unpaid labor provided by the operator and
members of the family should also be re-
corded.

3. MAKING ENTRIES IN A FARM RECORD BOOK.

Some record keeping suggestions

Become familiar with your record book
before starting to use it. Read carefully all
directions and instructions given in your book.
Study the index aid practice locating various
parts of the book.

Use bookmarkers to help you find the
correct pages more quickly. One may be
used in the receipt section and another in
the expense section. Paper clips may be
used for this purpose. It is usually best to
use every line on each page and to fill each
page of receipts and expenses completely
before starting to use the next page:

Use a sharp pencil with a medium-hard
lead. You may make mistakes. Ink is diffi-
cult to erase. Soft lead will cause smudges
if the book is used regularly.

Develop good record-keeping habits.
Make entries regularly. Write records in a
notebook or on a calendar if they are not to
be entered in the book immediately. Keep
records up to date. For every item, enter
complete information such as date, quantity,
weight, adequate description, and with whom
the transaction was carried on.

Steps in record keeping
The major steps in keeping records are

discussed in this section. Some record books
include space for farming plans. While in-
formation on plans, goals, and budgeting is
very important, it is discussed in other VAS
materials and will not be included here.

Step 1. Enter the beginning-of-year in-
ventories. As you begin keeping records of

actual items, the first step is to set up in-
ventories of livestock and feed, grain, and
seeds.

The first year a record is kept, it is nec-
essary to take inventory two times, once at
the beginning of the record and again at the
end of the year. Thereafter, the end-of-year
inventory for the first year becomes the be-
ginning-of-year inventory for the second year
etc., making it necessary to take an inventory
only once a year.

When entering inventories, carefully re-
cord kinds of items, number, weights of live-
stock, price, and value. Once this is done,
the figures should never be changed. Usually
it will not be necessary to refer to the be-
ginning inventories for making entries during
the year. Livestock should be kept in sep-
arate inventory accounts; that Is hogs should
be separate from cattle, etc.

Step 2. Set up the depreciation schedules.
The Farmers' Tax Guide, published by the
Internal Revenue Service, provides information
on methods of depreciations suitable for income
tax purposes. A commonly used method, the
straight-line method, is the one that will be
illustrated here.

As illustrated in tax publications, a trac-
tor purchased in January at a cost of $4100
with an estimated life of 10 years and an ap-
plibable salvage value of $100 would be de-
preciated as follows: Cost, $4100, minus
salvage value ($100) equals depreciable bal-
ance, $4000. $4000 divided by 10 gives an
annual depreciation of $400. The remaining
value at the end of the first year is $3600 and
at the end of the second year, $3200. At the
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end of the tenth year, only the salvage value
would remain. Salvage value does not apply
to all items. You can refer to tax publica-
tions to determine the extent to which it ap-
plies.

When setting up the depreciation sched-
ules, make entries in the proper columns,
but do not figure depreciation until the end of
the year because the values of items sold or
remodeled will need to be properly adjusted.
All capital items purchased will need to be
set up in the depreciation schedule at the end
of the year.

It should seldom be necessary to refer
to the depreciation schedules during the year.
Once the schedules are set up, only unusual
circumstances will cause them to be changed.

SteP 3. Enter records of receipts, ex-
penses, and production. The record book has
now been started for the year. Making current
entries of receipts and expenses is she next
step. If your record book includes instruc-
tions, study them carefully. You are then
ready to start making entries in the book.

Enter all records of production, re-
ceipts, and expenses as they occur. Most
record books provide two columns for enter-
ing each receipt and expense item. One is
a total column and the other classifies it as
to kind of receipt or expense.

The method of reporting income tax will
affect the columns used in entering sales of
livestock.

Feed allocation records are essential to
obtain measures of feed efficiency. If your
book does not contain feed pages, you can
make some and use a separate one for each
kind of livestock. Column headings might
be: corn, oats, other, hay, silage, pasture
days, and commercial feed. At regular in-
tervals, for example, at the end of the mouth,
each kind of feed fed should be allocated to
the livestock to which it was fed.

Hired labor is sometimes entered separ-
ately from other expenses. The names and
social security account numbers of employees
should appear in the record book identically
as they appear on the workers' social-security
cards. Total cash wages paid and the amount
deducted as tax, should be recorded. Cash
costs of products furnished and insurance on
labor are also part of the hired labor cost.
VAS 2008o

A record showing months of unpaid family
labor and your own labor will be an aid in
analyzing your records. These unpaid items
are not, of course, deductible for tax pur-
poses.

Extords of production include such items
as grain, hay and silage, legume and grass
seed, eggs, dairy products, wool, and pas-
ture. Detailed records of production of in-
dividual animals, such as dairy or beef cows
or sows, may be kept, sometimes as a sep-
arate record.

A record should be kept of home-raised
products used in the household. This will
help to show the total contributions of the
farm toward family living.

Step 4. Enter the end-of-year inventories.
After making all entries of receipts, expenses,
and production for the year, the book can be
completed. For most farmers, this would be
December 31. Entering the end-of-year in-
ventories is simply a repetition of Step 1,
except that the actual inventories must be
taken at the close of the year and entered in
the "end-of-year" column or the beginning-
of-year column for the next year.

Step 5. Complete the depreciation sched-
ules for the year. Bringing the depreciation
schedules up-to-date at the end of the year
involves several steps:

(a) Check for sales of capital items and
make a notation in the deprtsiation schedules
beside each item sold during the year. Write
on the line for that item the word "sold" along
with the date sold. If the item was traded on
a new capital item, write in the words "traded
on (date and item) . It

0)) Transfer capital items purchased during
the year to the depreciation schedules and
set these items up for depreciation. Enter
nothing in the "remaining costs at the be-
ginning of the year" column because the item
was not owned at the beginning of the year.

If capital items were overhauled or re-
modeled, the costs of work should appear as
purchases of capital items. The new cost for
a remodeled or overhauled item is the re-
maining cost at the time the work was com-
pleted plus the cost of remodeling or over-
hauling.

Similarly the cost of a capital item ac-
quited by trade is the remaining cost of the
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trade-in plus the cash difference paid. This
is then shown as a capital item purchase.

(c) Calculate the 'depreciation this year. "
Enter a full year's depreciation if the item
was owned the full year or purchased early
in the year. If it was owned for only a part
of the year, enter the appropriate depreci-
ation.

(d) Calculate the remaining cost at end
of year for each item in the depreciation sched-
ules. The remaining cost at the beginning of
the year less depreciation equals the remaining

(5)

cost at the end for all items in the schedules
on January 1 and still there at the end of the
year.

The adjusted cost of capital items pur-
chased during the year may be reduced by any
additional first year depreciation, investment
credit, or salvage value, as well as regular
depreciation, in arriving at the remaining
cost at the end of the year.

Steps 1 through 5 complete all entries
ordinarily made in a record book. You are
now ready to total and summarize the record
for the year.

4. SUMMARIZING A FARM RECORD BOOK.

You will want to complete the summariza-
tion of your record book promptly after the
close of the year. Some books provide for a
business summary as well as a summary use-
ful for filing income and self-employment tax
returns. Both of these kinds of summaries
are discussed in this unit.

In completing and summarizing a farm
record, everything possible should be done
to check it for completeness and accuracy.
The procedure suggested below was outlined
with that in mind. After you have made all
the entries for the farm business during the
year, you are ready to start checking and
summarizing your record book.

Check livestock numbers and feed and
grain quantities. Livestock numbers appear-
ing as purchases, sales, and beginning and
ending inventories, as well as those appear-
ing in birth, weaning, and death loss records
must be totaled before the livestock check
can be made. Similarly, quantities of feed
and grain must be totaled before the latter
check can be completed.

Tables 1 and 2 illustrate these kinds of
checks. Properly accounting for all live-
stock, feed, and grain is primarily an aid in
insuring completeness but also to some ex-
tent accuracy of the record entered in the
book.

To make this check first calculate the
total quantity or number of each item to ac-
count for: beginning inventory plus production
plus purchases. Then you should determine
the number actually accounted for, which for
livestock is the sum of the numbers sold, con-
sumed, died or lost, and in the inventory

December 31. The number of livestock to
account for and the number accounted for must
be the same. For feed, grain, and seeds you
can calculate amounts accounted for by adding
the amount sold, used for seed, fed, and in
ending inventory. Differences occurring will
include shrinkr-e or overrun.

Total and check the receipt columns.:1,
Most record books have egg sales and sales;t
of dairy products recorded on pages separate
from those used for recording other kinds of
receipts.

Total the "number of dozen" and "pounds
milk" columns as well as the "amount re-
Table 1. Livestock Numbers Check Table

Items Beef
Cattle Hogs

Number in beginning inventory
Number born (for hogs -- weaned)
Number purchased _ _

Total to account for

Number died
Number consumed
Number sold
Number in closing inventory

Total accounted for ,

Table 2. Farm Feed. Grain, and.Seeds Check Table

Items Corn
bu.

Bay
tons

Beginning of year inventory
Quantities purchased*
Produced

Totals to account for

sold
Used for seed*
Fed to livestc^k
End of year inventorY

.

Totals accounted for
Shrinka or overru

_

*Do not include purchased seed.

VAS 2008e
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ceived" columns. Calculate the average price
received per dozen eggs and per hundred
pounds of milk. Such calculations of average
prices will help indicate the reasonableness
and to some extent the accuracy of the re-
sults. Check your work further by re-adding
the figures.

Since most receipt items are entered in
two places; that is, in an "amount received"
column and in a separate classifying column,
these items can be crosschecked. The sum
of the tota's of the classifying columns (re-
ceipts from grain, hay, machine work, re-
funds, etc.) must equal the total amount re-
ceived. If these do not check, compare the
entry on each line to determine whether the
"amount received" equals the amount in the
classifying columns. If all lines check, the
error must be in your addition.

A check should be made on each receipt
page, as well as on the final receipt pages.
The transfer of totals from one page to an-
other should be carefully checlosd, since errors
in copying can easily occur. lithe total re-
ceipts for the year do not crosscheck, you
may need to check both your copying of totals
from the preceding pages and your addition.

Total and check the expense columns.
The procedure for checking expenses is al-
most identical with that for checking the re-
ceipts, since most record books also provide
for each expense item to be entered in an
"amount paid out" column, as well as in a
separate classifying column. Thus the totals
of the classifying columns should check with
the total in the "amount paid out" column.
Again, be sure to check the transfer of totals
from one page to another.

The classifying columns may not pro-
vide sufficient breakdown of expenses. In
that event certain column totals will need to
be broken down further. Carefully check such
breakdown items to see that they add up to the
original column totals.

Enter the percent of the auto, and of the
electricity and telephone bills to be charged
to the farm business; calculate and check the
farm share for each item and enter it in the
proper space.

If yor: record book calls for entering
hired labor separately from other expenses,
you still need to total and check those figures.
Check by re-adding the figures. If separate

VAS 2008o

columns are included for gross cash wages,
tax withheld, and net cash wages, totals can
be checked as follows: gross cash wages
minus tax withheld equals net cash wages.

Complete and check other records. Com-
plete other calculations for which your record
book provides space. Items which may be
calculated at this point are: average number
of hens in the flock; average number of cows;
total acres of different classes of crops, of
permanent pasture, and of woodland, farm-
stead, and roads; and average crop yields.
A map of the farm should be drawn showing
such items as field arrangement, field num-
ber, acres and crop in each field, use of soil
conservation practices, and applications of
fertilizers and lime.

Calculate the value for each item and the
total value of home-raised products used in
the household. Complete the record of un-
paid labor. The unpaid labor totals should
be expressed in terms of the equivalent of
months of full-time man labor. The rate
charged should be the same as the going cash
wage paid hired men in the community.

Check the depreciation schedules. All
items in the depreciation schedules should have
been completed through the 'remaining costs
at the end of the year" columns, as previously
instructed in Step 5 under "Making Entries in
a Farm Record Book. " Be sure to enter the
"farm share" in the depreciation schedule for
the auto. Total the columns for the remaining
costs at the beginning of the year, the depreci-
ation this year, and the remaining costs at the
end of the year.

A check for accuracy of arithmetic can
now be made. It is as follows: The total re-
maining costs at the beginning of the year,
plus the total depreciable balance of capital
items purchased during the year, less total
"depreciation for this year, " less the re-
maining costs of items Bold or traded must
equal the total remaining cost at the end of
the year.

Inventories. Total the columns for be-
ginning and end-of-year inventories. In using
the check tables in the first portion of Part 4,
you received instructions for checking num-
bers of livestock and quantities of feed and
grain in connection with these inventories.
The only additional check on your work here
is simply to check your arithmetic as far as
figuring values is concerned.
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Summarize capital items and inventories.
Add beginning-of-year values for all capital
accounts. Then add end-of-year values and
determine the amount of the increase or de-
crease. Do the same for all inventory ac-
counts.

Complete the income-tax summary. Your
record book may provide for a summary use-
ful in obtaining the information called for on
income tax ft-inns. You will need to trans-
fer certain items to a section of the book
which includes items to go on Schedule D
(Gains and Losses from the Sales and Ex-
change of Property) and others to a section
for Schedule F (Schedule of Farm Income and
Expenses).

Farm items generally reported on Sched-
ule D are sales of machinery and dairy or
breeding stock. No livestock held or fattened
primarily for sale or poultry should be re-
corded here. Under the cash method of tax
reporting, no purchase cost is figured for
raised breeding or dairy stock recorded in
this section; the cost of purchased animals
should correspond to the values shown in the
livestock depreciation schedule. Under the
accrual method, the cost of breeding or dairy
animals should correspond to the beginning
inventory values. Totals of the Schedule D
items can be checked as follows: "Gross
sales price" plus "depreciation allowed (or
allowable)" minus "cost or other basis" minus
"expense of sale" equals "gain or loss. "

Under the accrual method, sales of breed-
ing livestock reported on Schedule D will re-
quire that the beginning inventory values of
such livestock be deducted from total begin-
ning livestock inventories. This is an impor-
tant point to remember because if not done,
this deduction will be taken twice.

The completion of a Summary of Schedule
F items involves, in part at least, the direct
transfer of totals from other parts of the
book. Your record book may indicate page,
column, and line numbers to use. If so, fol-
low instructions carefully. Be careful not to
include the sale of items which should be re-
ported on Schedule D since this would mean
that such income would be reported and taxed
twice.

There are differences in the methods
of reporting sales of purchased feeder live-
stock. Under the accrual method, the pur-
chase cost is deducted in the year of pur-
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chase; under the cash method it is deducted
in the year of sale. For the latter method,
totals for the section provided can be checked
as follows: "amount received" minus "cost
or other basis" equals "profit (or loss)."

After you have completed the summary
of income and deductions, your next step is to
complete the "Computation of social security
self-employment tax on farm earnings. "

You may wish to refer to the Farmers'
Tax Guide, published by the Internal Revenue
Service, or to other tax publications, for addi-
tional information on reporting income and
social security taxes.

Farm business summary. After com-
pleting the summary for income-tax purposes,
you should summarize the record for the
purpose of studying the farm business.

The summary shown in Table 3 is an ex-
ample of a procedure that can be followed.

A check can be made on the completeness
and accuracy of your summary. The total
cash receipts should equal the total cash re-
ceipts (including egg and dairy product sales)
shown elsewhere in your book less any non-
farm income that was-included.

The total cash expenses should equal the
total cash expenses shown elsewhere in the
book minus interest paid and the nonfarm
expense share of auto, electricity, and tele-
phone.

The farm business summary will be an
indication of the profitableness of your busi-
ness taking into consideration your cash bal-
ance, as well as changes in values of in-
ventories and capital items and the contri-
bution of home-raised products used in the
household.

Farm Business Analysis. Keeping com-
plete and accurate records enables you to
calculate certain measures of cost and effic-

Table 3. Summary. of the Farm Business

Item Amount

1. Total cash receipts
2. Total cash expenses
3. Cash balance (line 1 - 2)
4. Inventory change (4 or -)
5. Capital value change (4 or -)
6. Home-raised products used in household (4)
7. Returns to unpaid labor, operator's capital

and management (combine lines 3, 4, 5,
and 6)

8. Unpaid family labor
9. Returns to operator for labor. capital, and

management (line 7 - line 8)

==lallIME
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iency. Many of these measures can serve
as a means of comparison of your farm with
annual standards available.

Measures of power and machinery cost
that may involve only a transfer of column
totals are: machinery repairs and deprecia-
tion, gas and oil, machine hire, and the farm
share of auto expense, auto depreciation,
electricity, and telephone.

Items of labor cost that can be trans-
ferred to a "Labor cost" section are: hired
labor and the unpaid items of family labor
and operator's labor.

Crop yields can be compared with county
averages, local averages, or with your results
from previous years. Prices received for
crops can be compared with average prices
received by other farmers.

In calculating feeding efficiency, it is
necessary to have a complete record of feed
fed to each kind of livestock, as described
under "Feed allocation records" in Step 3 of
Part 3. At the end of the year, calculate the
total amounts and cost of each kind of feed
fed to each kind of livestock for which the
analysis is to be carried out. Cost of feed
can be obtained by multiplying the amounts
of feed fed by the average price for the year.
Then add the cost of each kind of feed fed to
get total cost of feed fed to that kind of live-
stock.

The next step is to determine the weight
of livestock produced and the total returns to
the class of livestock for which the results
are being calculated. This can be done as
shown in Table 4.

Some measures of efficiency in livestock
production are beef: percent of calf crop;
dairy: milk and butterfat per cow; laying
flocks: eggs per hen and percent egg pro-
duction; sheep: percent of lamb crop; swine:
pigs farrowed per litter, pigs weaned per
litter, and weights at various ages.

Subtract B. from A. The resulting fig-
ures are: 1) total weight of livestock pro-
duced and 2) total livestock returns.

Returns per $100 feed fed equals the total
livestock returns divided by the cost of feed
fed times 100.

To find feed fed per 100 pounds gain for
cattle, sheep (including wool), or hogs, divide

Table 4. Total Livestock Returns and
Weights Produced.

Weight Value

A. Item
Ending inventory
Sales of livestock (includ-

ing Schedule D items)*
Sales of livestock products* XX=
Death loss

A. Totals
B. Item

Beginning inventory
Purchases

B. Totals

*Include also home-raised products consumed
in household.

the pounds of each feed fed by the number of
hundredweight of gain. For dairy cattle, first
convert pounds of milk into units: 1000 pounds
of milk equals 1 unit. Add the number of units
of milk to the number of units of weight pro-
duced to get the total units of production.
(For poultry, a unit may be considered to be
1.5 pounds of weight or 1 dozen eggs.) Divide
the pounds of feed fed by the total units pro-
duced to get pounds of feed per unit of pro-
duction.

Compare your results with those ob-
tained on farms of similar soil rating, size,
and type, or with averages for the same kinds
of livestock as your own. Comparisons should
be made on the basis of the current year be-
cause price changes may occur from one year
to the next.

Analysis as a means for improvement.
Your business analysis indicates le strong
and weak points of your business. You will
need to consider each enterprise to determine
whether you are following the approved prac-
tices needed for highest profits. If you use
concentrated efforts to improve an enterprise
and it continues to be a weak point, you may
wish to drop it entirely from your operations
and expand your more profitable enterprises.

You will also need to consider ybur total
business to determine whether you have the
best combinations of enterprises for:the most
profit in regard to the resources available.

University of Illinois College of Agriculture
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1. Antibiotics

2. Arsenicals
3. Hormones
4. Tranquilizers
5. Others

a. Enzymes
b. Live Yeast Cultures
c. Dried Rumen Cultures
d. Copper Compounds

6. Recommendations

Complex supplements, commonly called
feed additives are relatively new in the feed
industry. In 1949, it was discovered that
antibiotics were something new to be added to
livestock feeds. Then, late in 1954, stii-
bestrol (diethylstilbestrol), a synthetic femcle
hormone, was released by the Food and Drag
Administration for use in cattle fattening ra-
tions, thereby ushering in the hormone era
in ruminant feeding. Two years later, in 1956,
the Food and Drug Administration approved
the use of stilbestrol implants for steers and
the race was on. tither hormones, antibiotics,
and various promotants suddenly appeared and
were being tried in various amounts and com-
binations.

Today, after ten years of intensive re-
search, there are still many unanswered

questions in the field of feed additives. Much
of this work is an attempt to stimulate live-
weight gains, improve feed utilization, and
lessen disease problems. Some of the addi-
tives tried were live rumen cultures, vermi-
fuges, antibiotics, surface active agents,
arsenical compounds, hormones, tranquilizers,
and enzymes (singly and in combination).
Some of these have given promising results
and are being recommended or studied fur-
ther, while others have been dropped. They,
either did not give satisfactory results or
were too expensive for the animal industry.

Most feed additives are needed only in
trace amounts. Even a ton of feed will con-
tain less than a pound of most additives. Larg-
er amounts do not increase profits and usually
Ire even toxic to the animal.

I. ANTIBIOTICS

An antibiotic is a substance produced by
certain microorganisms, such as molds and
bacteria, that will depress the growth of certain
other microorganisms. Penicillin, strepto-

i. mycin, aureomycin, terramycin, bacitracin,
Ctylosin, and sulfaquinoxaline are a few of the

tiot-.3 hundreds of known antibiotic substances. Al-
m though these "wonder drugs" were used ex-

tensively in human and veterinary medicine
during World War II, it was a few years after

that before they were discovered by the animal
nutritionist.

Research workers studying vitamin B12
in livestock rations used crude sources of the
vitamin obtained as by-products of ferment-
ations from the production of antibiotics. These
residues were shown to have animal protein
factor (APF) activity for chicks and pigs fed

. all vegetable diets. Later when vitamin B12
VAS 1038
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became available in pure form from other
sources, it did not give the growth response
that the fermentation residues did. The APF
factor was soon found to be aureomycin in the
fermentation residues and not the vitamin Bu.
After the early reports that aureomycin would
increase the growth rates of chicks and pigs,
other research showed that terramycin and
penicillin would do the same. Since that time,
20 or more antibiotics have been tested in ani-
mal feeds.

Swine

Antibiotics are now considered standard
ingredients of swine rations. Although the
reason for the beneficial influence is not yet
fully known, at least a part of the effect is re-
lated to the health of the pig. Unhealthy pigs
respond more to antibiotics than the healthy
ones.

At first, it was generally thought that
aureomycin, terramycin, and penicillin were
the ones to feed. More recently, newer anti-
biotics and mixtures of some of the older ones
are even more effect than the older ones
alone (Table 1). Recent information also in-
dicates that certain antibiotics that have been
used for several months in a herd may event-
ually fail to produce the beneficial results
and that changing to a different antibiotic or
a differeht combination is necessary to get
the desired results. The Illinois Station sug-
gests rotating antibiotics from year to year
or even using different antibiotics during dif-
ferent stages of the pig's life.

Table 1. A Comparison of 'ntibiotics
in Swine Feeds

Antibiotic %
gain

increase in
over control

Aureomycin 4.1
Bacitracin 2.1
Bacitracin and aureomycin 8.9
Tylosin 7.0
Penicillin, streptomycin, and

sulfaquinoxalin 5.5
Terramycin 0.0
Terramycin and bacitracin 6.6
Terramycin and oleandoinycir 13.3

Illinois data

VAS 1038
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Table 2. Suggested Levels of Antibiotics to
Use

Ration

Creep or starter
Grower (16% protein)
Finisher (12% protein)
Breeder
Supplement (35-40% protein)

Pig
Hog
Sow

Therapeutic

Grains per ton

40
20
100

50-100
0-50

0
50-200

Illinois Circular 866

Beef Cattle

The encouraging results obtained with the
use of antibiotics in swine and poultry rations
prompted research with these additives in
beef-cattle rations. Some early research
work with suckling calves gave favorable re-
sults when aureomycin was used but later
tests did not substantiate these results. Evi-
dently the disease level and sanitation prac-
tices determine the response gained by such
additive. Calves with digestive disturbances
of bacterial origin show good response to anti-
biotics while those in good health'show very
little.

Research with feeder calves was similar
to that of suckling calves. Calves wintered
on roughage rations and those infected with
shipping fever, foot rot, etc. usually respond
favorably to antibiotics while healthy calves
on an adequate ration do not.

Results with feeder cattle have been even
more inconsistent than with calves. Because
of this, antibiotics are not generally recom-
mended in beef cattle rations, except to aid-
male that have been subjected to some type
of stress, such as shipping fever or foot rot.

Sheep

Several feeding trials using antibiotics
with sheep have been conducted. The results
have varied considerably but a large number
have shown a generally healthier condition of
the lambs, greater gains, a reduction in the
amount of overeating disease, and some sav-
ings in feed when 10 milligrams of aureo-
mycin was fed per lamb daily. Because of
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Feed Stives

this, 0.5% aurofac (enough to provide 20 grams
of aureomycin per ton of complete ration) is
added to lamb rations at the Illinois Station.

Poultry
The addition of antibiotics to poultry ra-

tions has given favorable response to chicks to
four or five weeks of age but not to older birds.
Most poultrymen are adding about 5 grams of
aureomycin or penicillin to starter rations
and 2 to 4 grams of penicillin or 8 to 10 Exams
of aureomycin or terramycin to broiler rations.

Turkey polts gave up to 5% increases in
gains with the addition of antibiotics. The ef-
fects lasted for 24 or more weeks which was
a much longer period than found with baby
chicks. Aureomycin, bacitracin, penicillin,
and terramycin gave the best results. The
rate of feeding penicillin is 2 to 4 grams per
ton; all others from 6 to 19 grams per ton
of feed.

...A1011.r.

The feeding of antibiotibs to healthy lay-
ing hens has not increased returns enough to
make it an economical practice. Unhealthy
hens or those not producing at a profitable
rate may improve production with the 11043 of
antibiotics in the feed. This is influenced by
the cause of the unprofitable production. Ex-

Ohioat Texas, South Dakota, and Ohio
with some low producing hens gave increased
production when 50 or more grams per ton
were added.

Dairy Cattle
Research work with dairy cattle has not

shown that the addition of antibiotics to the
ration increased milk production. When milk
production is low because of disease, such as
bacteria diarrhea, foot rot, or respiratory in-
fections, the addition of antibiotics to the ra-
tion may be the answer. For disease control,
professional help should be consulted for dos-
age to use.

2. ARSENICA IS

Another group of feed additives that have
given some growth-promoting effects on live-
stock are the arsenicals. This group includes
arsanilic acid, sodium arsanilate, and 3-nitro-
4-hydroxyphenylarsonic acid. They are rela-
tively inexpensive and do not require much
growth increase to make them economical.

Arsenicals, like the antibiotics, are quite
toxic and should not be fed in larger amounts
nor for longer periods than recommended by
the manufacturer. "3-nitro" is more toxic
than arsanilic acid or sodium arsanilate and
should be fed at about half the rate of the latter
two - 22.5 to 45 grams per ton as compared
to 45 to 90 grams.

Arsenicals may be added alone but are
more often added in combination with anti-
biotics.

Swine

Arsanilic acid and 3-nitro have thera-
peutic value in swine rations, especially when
scours is a problem. For control of swine
tivsentery, arsanilic acid or sodium arsanilate
may be fed at the rate of 225 to 360 grams per

ton for a period of not over 5 or 6 days. All
arsenicals should be taken out of the swine
ration at least 5 days before slaughter to al-
low the drug time to get out of the meat.

Poultry
Research with arsanilic acid and 3-nitro,

fed to chicks in starter rations, shower! in-
creased rate of gain and feed conversion Ltd

reduced mortality. The value of the arsenicals,
however, is dependent upon the quality of the
ration, the health of the chicks, and the feed-
ing methods followed.

Many broiler growers add arsenicals to
the ration as a preventative of disease and
for 'more rapid and economical gains. The
recommended amount is 90 grams of arsan-
ilic acid or 45 milligrams of 3-nitro-4-hydro-
xyphenylarsenic acid per ton of feed.

Growing turkeys also produce some in-
creased growth from arsenicals added to the
ration. The recommended dosage is about
the same as that of antibiotics.

VAS 1038
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Feed Additives

3. HORMONES

Probably the greatest development in beef
cattle feeding since the need for protein sup-
plements were discovered was the adding of
synthetic or manufactured hormone-like com-
pounds to the ration. The most important one of
this group is diethylstilbestrol, commonly re-
ferred to as stilbestrol, which is a synthetic
estrogen-like compound with many of the prop-
erties of the female sex hormones.

The use of stilbestrol in cattle rations
was approved by the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration in 1954, with the level of administration
being set at 10 mg. daily. For oral use, stil-
bestrol is normally mixed with protein sup-
plements by commercial feed manufacturers
either at 5 or 10 mg. levels - the higher level
for steers and the smaller for heifers. To
feed the 10 mg. daily level, include 1 pound
of the 10 mg. supplement or 2 pounds of the
5 mg. supplement.

Stilbestrol in drylot rations of steers has
generally increased daily gains from 17 to 19
percent and feed efficiency from 10 to 11 per-

cent with very little increase in feed consump-
tion. On most feeding programs, steers re-
ceiving the hormone will gain 50 to 90 pounds
more during the fattening period than others
not receiving it. The gain and feed efficiency
are not as pronounced for heifers, either open
or spayed.

In 1955 the Food and Drug Administration
approved the use of ear-implant stilbestrol
pellets for cattle. One to four pellets, con-
taining 12 mg. of stilbestrol etch, are used
as a single treatment, depending on the aw
and size of the animal.

Stilbestrol implants give about the same
results as it does when it is included in the
feed, so either method may beused with steers.
Undesirable side effects, including vaginal
prolapse, are more noticeable with implanted
heifers, so implanting is not recommended
for females.

To receive the maximum results from
the hdrmone, it must be included with a full-
fed, high-energy ration. The smaller increases,

Table 3. Stilbesterol in Cattle Rations (Summary of 19 experiments)

Station
Kind of
Cattle Ration

Av. daily gain
Perct.

increase

Feed
saved
perct.

Check
lot

Bal-
besterol

Iowa steers grain 2,13 2.67 25 13
Iowa steers grain 2.23 2.72 22 12
Iowa heifers grain 2.03 2.29 13 13
Iowa steers roughage 1.10 1.21 10 10
Iowa steers 1/2 and 1/2 1.71 1.99 16 11
Iowa steers grain 2.36 2.53 8 7
Iowa steers roughage 1.00 1.08 8 8
Iowa calves grain 2.22 2.45 10 6
Colo. steers grain 2,30 2.90 26 21
Kan. calves roughage 1.91 1.90 0 0
Kan. calves roughage 1.72 1.82 6 6
Mich. steers grain 2.30 2.60 13 20
Neb. steers grain 2.02 2.40 19 12
Ohio steers grain 2,17 2.47 14 13
Purdue steers grain 2,33 2.64 13 11
Purdue steers grain 2.71 3.30 21 18
Purdue calves grain 2.37 2.84 20 15
Tenn. steers grain 1.38 1.77 28 18
Texas steers grain 2.38 3.03 27 11

Average 16% 12%

VAS 1038
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as noted in Table 3, are on the roughage ra-
tions and the higher increases on the full-fed
fattening rations.

Some side effects show up in the feeding
of stilbestrol to cattle, especially in the early
stages of the feeding period. They are de-
pressed loins, raised tailheads and rumps, and
enlarged teats in both steers and heifers.
These, however, often completely disappear
by the time the cattle are ready for market.
Vaginal prolapse is common with implanted
heifers. For this reason, implanting is not
recommended for females. Another side ef-
fect that is quite serious is the lack of marb-
ling in the meat. This is often noticeable
enough to cause a reduction Li carcass grade.
About the only solution to this problem is to
feed the cattle to heavier weights, rather than
to shorten the length of the feeding period by
the increased gains.

Other hormones and hormone-like ma-
terials which have given results comparable
to that of stilbesterol are hexestrol, dienestrol ,
and estradiolprogesterone combinations.

Sheep

The feeding of hormones or implanting
there in pellet form under the skin has given
increased gains to fattening lambs up to 25
percent and reduced feed per hundred pawls
of gain up to 22 percent. However, varioue
complications, such as lower carcass quality,
prolapse of the rectum, and blockage of the
Arinary tract have caused most feeders to
omit hormones from their rations.

(5)

Poultry
At one time hormone implants were used

on cockerels as a means of caponizing. Stil-
bestrol capsules implanted under the neck skin
of the cockerels suppressed the activity of the
testicles and produced a capon-like effect on
the birds. However, there was some indica-
tion that the implants might have some rela-
tionship to cancer in humans so the U. S.
Food and Drug Admihistration banned its use
in this respect.

Dairy Cattle

Stilbestrol does not increase milk pro-
duction nor stimulate growth in heifers so its
use is therefore not recommended in dairy
herds except as prescribed by a veterinarian.

Thyroprotein, a hormone synthesized from
iodine and proteins of skimmed milk, casein,
etc. , when fed to dairy cattle, supplements the
thyroid gland in stimulating the cows to pro-
duce more and richer milk. In research,
daily feeding of 10 to 15 gm. of thyroprotein
mixed in 3 pounds of additional grain ration
have increased milk production at healthy cows
from 5 to 20 percent and butterfat production
25 to 50 percent.

Feeding trials at Illinois and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, however, indicate
that thyroprotein increased the feed require-
ment from 25 to 30 percent but did not increase
production of all cows enough to pay for the
additional feed costs. In general, the best
response occurs for short periods in the mid-
dle of the lactation.

4. TRANQUILIZERS

Tranquilizers are drugs or pharmacolog-
ical compounds which produce a sedative or
calming action without producing sleep. There
are many different kinds, but all affect the
brain or nervous system in some way.

Some research has been made on the use
of tranquilizers in animal feeds to see if se-
date animals would consume more feed and

thus gain more rapidly than nervous ones.
Research, however , failed to verify this.
In general, there was no significant difference
in total gain, feed efficiency, carcass grade,
or yield when the drug was used. Tranquilizers
are of more use in reducing weight losses at the
time of weaning, loading, shipping, or driving
than they are at increasing rates of gain.

VAS 1038
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5. OTHER FEED ADDITIVES

Enzyme s

The addition of enzymes has given some
increase in growth rate and feed utilization
to poultry on high barley rations in some of
the western states but not in other regions.
Research with other animals have in general
given negative results.

Studies show that young pigs and calves
lack many of the enzymes required for the di-
gestion of certain raw plant products. Efforts
to correct this by adding various enzymes also
failed to give any increase in growth rate.

Live yeast cultures

Live yeast cultures are available as an
additive for cattle feeds and are used to a lim-
ited extent. Research at a number of stations,
however, failed to show any increased rate of
gain, milk yields, or decrease in feed utili-
zation when yeast cultures were added.

Dried rumen cultures
There have been claims that rumen cul-

tures stimulate mien development in calves

and improve feed utilization in older rumin-
ants, but most research fail to verify such
claims. Some early Ohio experiments showed
that young calves given some fresh-cud ma-
terial produced mature-type rumen bacteria
at an early age, but did not produce any bet-
ter growth rate, feed utilization, general
health, or appearance.

Copper Compounds

There is some evidence that copper may
have an effect on swine similar to that of anti-
biotics. Copper, however, is toxic when fed
in excessive amounts and tends to accumulate
in the tissues. Therefore, it is more valu-
able for treating intestinal disorders that do
not respond to antibiotics than as a routine
feed additive. The maximum recommended
level to add to a complete ration is 125 parts
per million. Amounts of copper compounds
to add to get this level is shown in Table 4.

Copper compounds should not be added to
swine rations, if a lagoon manure disposal
system is being used. Copper seriously inter-
feres with the bacterial action of the lagoon.

Table 4. Levels of Copper to Use

Copper
Compound

Cupric Carbonate
Cupric oxide
Cupric sulfate

Add to 1 ton of
complete ration

250 gm. (9 oz.)
160 gm. (6 oz.)
500 gm. (18 oz.)

Add to 1 ton
of supplement

1100 gm. (40 oz.)
700 gm. (25 oz.)

2200 gm. (80 oz.)

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

While the list of feed additives is quite
long and the majority of them have some use
in animal feeds, the actual recommended list
is quite small. Except for therapeutic pur-
poses, a few of the antibiotics, either alone
or in combination, and some of the arsenicals
in swine rations just about make up the list.

VAS 1038

Stilbesterol has a place in full-fed high energy
beef cattle rations and copper in some swine
rations.

For therapeutic purposes, most of the
additives should be used only on the recom-
mendation of the local veterinarian.
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I. Vhy Do Shade Trees Need Pruning?

2. When Should I Prune?
3. What Equipment Do I Need?
4. What Pruning Operations Can I Do?

In the forest, trees prune themselves
naturally. When the lower branches fail to
receive sufficient light, they lose their leaves
and fail to function as live wood. Soon natural
forces or rot causes the twig or branch to fall,
leaving a defective scar or a dead stub. Any-
one who has planted a young tree and watched
it develop must realize that few, if any, of
the branches on the young tree still remain
when the tree reaches maturity. The low
branches on the young tree failed to survive
and the mature crown developed from new
branches higher on the trunk.

Pruning may be defined as the methodical
removal of parts of a plant with the object to

improve it in some respect for the purpose
of cultivation. Proper pruning of a tree in-
volves removal of branches in a manner:
(1) that causes the minimum damage to the
cambium or growing tissue, (2) that will al-
low the wound to heal properly in the shortest
possible time, and (3) that presents the least
possibility of infection.

In terms of tree preservation, pruning
must be ranked equally as important as culti-
vation, feeding, and control of diseases and
insects. Properly done it can increase the
vigor of the tree; done to excess it can cause
stunting.

I. WHY DO SHADE TREES NEED PRUNING?

Some authorities classify the reasons for
pruning under three headings: health, ap-
pearance, and safety.

Health

In the life time of a tree, one of the first
occasions when it requires pruning is at the
time of transplanting. Essential to this trans-
planting is the necessity to disturb roots and
even to destroy a part of the total root system.
In order to maintain the proper root-top bal-
ance, it is necessary to reduce the top to some
extent. To do this properly requires, first of
all, a knowledge of the natural growth char-
acteristics of the tree being pruned and how
it should normally develop (Fig. .). Usually
this operation will be one of thinning out and
not of stubbing off branches. Care should also
be taken at this time to forestall the develop-
ment of weak crotches and interfering branches.

As the tree develops, weak crotches and
interfering brandies continue to be a problem
(Fig. 2). Weak crotches are a major source of
storm damaFe. When they give way, it is often
necessary to remove the tree. Branches which

Fig. 1. The black bars on the branches indicate the top
growth that should be removed to maintain the proper root.
top balance. Note that this operation is usually one of
thinning out and not one of stubbing off branches.

rub together wear off the bark at the point of
friction and thus leave an opening for fungus
infection and rot. Other interfering branches
will prevent the symmetrical development of
the crown if they are not removed. Proper

VAS 5004
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Fig. 2. Narrow, V.shaped crotches ore weak because the
weed tissues are not uniformly united and Fetches of bork
become embedded in the tissues. Crotches with wider
angles, called U-shaped crotches, are strong.

pruning early in the life of the tree can pre-
vent these troubles from developing into major
problems.

Pruning and trimming of a tree later in its
life is done to correct other conditions which
develop. As the tree grows, there is a natural
tendency for heavy leaf growth at the tips of
the branches. This growth must be thinned out
to allow better light and air circulation to the
center of the tree so that proper growth can
develop in this area. This thinning process
also allows better penetration and coverage
when spraying is done for insect and disease
control.

Excessive thinning should be avoided
because of the danger of sunscald to the interior
branches and trunks of thin barked trees, such
as beech, maple, and some oaks (Fig. 3) .

It was pointed out earlier that dead branches
and twigs are a part of the normal development

Fig. 3. Excessive pruning by defaming oti major branches
frequently results in sunscald or in dying back of the
injured brandies.

VAS 5004

of deciduous trees. These dead stubs should be
removed properly to allow the wound to heal
and thus prevent entrance of a disease. Dead
and diseased twigs and small branches should
also be removed. This process is all-im-
portant in the control of the elm bark beetles,
which are the carriers of the Dutch elm disease
fungus, since they prefer to deposit eggs in
dead or dying wood.

Pruning and trimming practices should be
preventive. Real pruning anticipates death of
a branch and removes it before death can tike
place.

Appearance

Another reason for pruning is to improve
the appearance of the tree.

Normally, a tree is pruned to develop
its characteristic form. Obviously, to do this
correctly, it is necessary to kinow what this
characteristic form should be. Visualize
the differences in form of an American elm,
a pin oak, a lombardy poplar, a sugar maple,
and a ginkgo tree. Each of these should
be pruned to develop a different form ifkorderwar-
to become a perfect specimen. Very often a
tree will develop with a misshapen form for
one reason or another. Considerable skill is
necessary to correct the shape of such a tree.

Often a tree is pruned to a specific shape
for the purpose of opening a vista, to clear
utility lines, or 0 allow street lights to func-
tion efficiently. In each case the purpose of
pruning must be understood and the tree care-
fully studied to avoid disfiguration of the tree.

Repair of storm damage often calls for
such extensive pruning that the tree probably
should be removed. If so many damaged
branches must be removed that the tree never
again will be presentable, the tree should be
removed. If, however, the branches which
must be removed leave enough of the major
frame of the tree that recovery is assured,
then careful, proper pruning can save the
tree.
Safety

Dead branches in trees are often justifiably
called "widow-makers." These brittle bran-
ches, as well as live branches which have been
weakened by rot, are easily broken in high
winds, sleet, or heavy snow. Serious injury
or death could occur if these branches should
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fall on a person standing or walking under
the tree. Because they are a hazard as well

(3)

as a detriment to the health of the tree, they
should be removed.

2. WHEN SHOULD I PRUNE?

It has been said that pruning should be
done "any time the saw is sharp. " This is
true in general practice but some reservations
should be noted. There is an ideal time to
prune any given tree.

Experiments indicate that callous de-
velopment of wounds made on trees between
February 15 and May 15 were better, both in
the shape it assumed and in the area it cov-
ered, than was that of wounds made at any
other time of the year. Thus, pruning scars
made early in the spring will heal better than
those made at other times.

Pruning done early in the spring also re-
moves dead wood before the new crop of fun-

gus spores develop to spread infection. It
makes possible the use of strong fungicides
as dormant sprays and these fungicides help
protect the wounds too small to be painted. In
addition to this, early spring is the most fav-
orable time for the formation of natural gums
to block the exposed wood vessels and form a
barrier to infection.

There are some trees which should not
be pruned in the spring because of profuse
"bleeding" at this time of year. Hard maples,
yellowwood, walnuts, and birches are heavy
bleeders and beech and hornbeam could be con-
sidered moderate bleeders. These are best
pruned when there are leaves on the tree.

3. WHAT EQUIPMENT DO I NEED?

Before attempting to prune a large tree,
have the following minimum equipment avail-
able and in good condition.

I manila climbing rope, 1/2 inch in di-
ameter and 100 R. long.

1 to 3 manila ropes, 3/4 inches in di-
ameter and 125 ft. long for lowering limbs.,

1 pruning saw 26 inches long with 6 teeth
per inch, for normal pruning cuts.

1 one-man crosscut saw 3 ft. long for
large cuts.

1 pole pruner with a 10 to 14 ft. pole for
pnndng small limbs beyond reach with the hand
saw.

1 pole saw with a 10 to 14 ft. pole.
1 brush and paintpot with wound dressing.
1 safety saddle.

Belt snaps for carrying saws and paintpot.

A power saw of appropriate size may be
substituted for the crosscut saw.

Other tools may be added to this minimum
list if they are available and can be trans-
ported conveniently. Chisels, gouges, and a
mallet are always desirable to have on the job.

Keep all cutting tools sharp and in good
condition. To prevent spread of disease and
decay organisms, disinfect all tools with de-
natured alcohol after each pruning cut. A
metal tank slung from the belt or tray filled
with this disinfecting solution should belp.to
kill any infection which might be carried on
the tool (Fig. 4).

Riding pants and work shoes with rubber or
composition soles should be standard apparel
in trees. Boots with hob nails tend to bruise
and injure the bark and the cambium tissue
of the tree, and hard leather soles are too
slippery for safe climbing.

Fig. 4. A disinfecting tank. A and B ere tubber flops is
remove excess disinthctast fole the owl es it is being
withdrawn and lessees the chances of Online (courtesy
National Pak Service).

VAS 5004
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to crotch the safety rope and what pruning is
needed. This is a good time to reexamine the
reasons for pruning with particular consider-
ation given to the kind of tree and what its nat-
ural development should be. Before actual
cutting starts, remember a few steps to safe
and efficient pruning:

1. Check tools and equipment. Check
rope for cuts and abrasions. Never
take adelective piece of equipment or
tool into the tree.

2. Throw safety rope through a crotch
and climb up (Fig. 5). Shinning a
tree over 15 feet .high is an unsafe
practice. Climbs over 30 feet shold
be made by using a safety sling. Fa-
tigue and cramps should be avoided.
Feet, hands, and rope should be kept
out of tight crotches.

PLAY ,SAFE/

Pruning Shade Trees

4. WHAT PRUNING OPERATIONS CAN I DO?

USE

YOUR

ROPE

DONT

SHINNY/

11")

RIGHT

WRONG

Fig. 5. Use o sefely..rope when climbing trees.

3. Recrotch rope through the highest
possible safe limb.

4. Tie and get into safety saddle and tie
taut-line hitch (Fig. 6). A figure -

VAS 5004
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A

FIGURE
EIGHT,
KNOT

ON

YOUR

SAFETY
ROPE

MAY

PREVENT
A

BAD

FALL

RIGHT

MOONS

Fig. .6. Use o safety sling or saddle when pruning trees.

eight knot should be tiedin the ground
end of a safety rope to prevent acci-
dental pulling of the end through the
taut-line hitch when coming down the
rope. Be sure to check the rope and
knot before trusting your weight on
them.

Remember that limbs should be inspected
before allowing your weight to rest on thdm.
Trees vary in strength, btW no matter how
strong a wood or how large the diameter of a
limb, a rotten or decayed limb h never safe.
If possible, ali dead limbs should be cut off as
you come in coi:tact with them so that there
will be no chance of such a limb being trusted.
All old or diseased trees may have invisible
decay which makes them more hazardous than
young ones.

Some trees are listed according tolheir
strength: ,

' a. Very easily broken: ailanthus, aspen,
box elder, catalpa, Chinese elm, poplar,
sassafras, Siberian elm, softihaple, white
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Pruning Shade Trees

pine, and willow.
b. Split easily: ash, bireb linden, mag-

nolia, persimmon, red elm, -4 tulip.
c. Rather hard to break: American elm,

black locust, hackberry, hard maple, hickory,
honey locust, oak, osage orange, sycamore,
walnut, and most conifers.

d. Trees with thorns which not only cut
and scratch but which may set up infection
are: black locust, hawthorn, honey locust,
and osage orange.

When climbing, avoid putting your weight
on one limb. A better practice is to keep one
arm around the trunk or to keep your hands
on separate limbs so that if one limb breaks,
the body can be supported by the trunk or the
other limb (Fig. 7).

DIVIDE
YOUR

WEIGHT

USE

TWO

LIMBS

NOT

ONE
I

Fig. 7. Be sure to divide your weight on tree limbs when
climbing in trees.

I
WRONG

re Generally speaking, it is a good practice
l to star, pruning operations at the top of the
e tree and work down. This makes Possible the

ri
removal of hanging brush with the minimum
of retracing movements in the tree. Remove

it dead wood diseased branches, and small,
intersecti v limbs first. Large, live limbs

n,
r,
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should not be removed without considerable
study, especially from the ground, to deter-
mine whether or not removal will leave a
large undesirable hole in the crown.

Proper cuts
Make all final cuts as close to the parent

limb or trunk as possible, keeping in mind
that the cut should be flush with the parent
wood but the wound must be kept as small as
possible. It is advisable that the final wound
be elliptical in shape (egg shape). This is
difficult to accomplish with a saw .

To understand the reason for the ellipti-
cal shape, remember the sap flow. This is
parallel to the limb or trunk. When an ob-
struction, such as a wound is encountered, sap
flow is diverted and forms an elliptical pattern
as ellown in Fig. 8. Areas A and 8 become
starved for food because of lack of sap and
may suffer and die because of this. An el-
liptical shaped wound will heal properly in
the least amount of time.

Fig. 8. Make elliptical cuts so that sap wt11 flow wound
the wound (courtesy Notional Perk Service).

Cut back dead limbs to a sound living
crotch so that active cambium tissue 8112"
rounds the cut. Do not attempt to remove
medium and large sized limbs by a single cut
because of the possibility of stripping bark
on the parent limb or trunk, thus creating an
excessively large wound. Removal of these
branches is best accomplished by cutting as
shown in Pig. 9. The preliminary undercut (A)
is made about a foot from the final cut (C).
Sawing at point A shduld continue until the
saw binds. Cut B is then made an inch or
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Pig. 9. To avoid tearing of bark and wood, three cuts are
made, as indicated with white lines, in pruning large
branches.

two beyond the undercut, severing the limb.
When cut C is made hold the stub by hand ce
by a rope to prevent any stripp;ag of the bark.
Cuts made too close to the trunk will make an
unnecessarily large wound and should be
avoided. However, cuts leaving stubs will not
heal over properly and will probably rot.
Weak crotches

It is often necessary to remove one of
two !labs which have grown in such a way as
to form a very tight "V" crotch, which is
subject to breakage (Fig. 10). Because of
heavy bark accumulation in We center of the
"V", the true intersection is often a foot or
more below the apparent point. Make the
final cut at the true intersection, as iudicated
by "E" in Fig. 10, with preliminary cuts made
at "A" and "a", as they are when any large
limb is being removed.

In order to prevent unnecessary damage to
the other parts of the tree or to the turf, and

V

\
1

I 11.11. F
Fie, 10. When pruning of a Y.cmtc make preliminary cuts
at "A" and 'Be' to avoid splitting. Next, make a final cut
front point Os sowing toward E (courtesy National Park
Service).
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for reasons of safety, lower large cut branches
to the ground by means of a rope. Such ropes
should be at least 3/4 inch in diameter and
should be snubbed around a tree or post so
that only one man will be needed to control the
rope.

Be sure that the saw does not cut the low-
ering ropes (or the safety line). Rope 1 is the
butt rot.? *Ind rope 2 the top rope. Assign one
man to h. idle each rope. Lines 3 and 4 are
guide lines for directing and lowering limbs.
Normally ropes can 1.39 handled by one man.
The man making the cut may assist if the limb
hangs on another limb or crotch but he should
never, for reason of safety, handle a support
rope during the removal operation (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. System used for roping large limbs.

Several variations of this procedure are
used. In many instances only one lowering
rope is used. In this case it would be tied at
about the center of the limb being removed,
leaving the butt end slightly longer than the
tip end.

After the preliminary cut is made at point
AB, lower the limb safely o the ground.

All discussion thus far has been directed
toward the .;emoval of large limbs and stubs
because these normally present the greatest
problem. Usually, however, there are a
great many twigs and branches an inch in di-
ameter and less which must be removed. The
principle of making flush cuts applies to these
cuts as well as to those mentioned earlier.
Use the hand saw on all of these twigs and
branches that can safely be reached. Use
pole pruners and saws on twigs too far out
to reach safsly. Make cuts with a pole pruner
in the same manner as with a hand pruner
the blade next to the parent branch with the
anvil or support bar against the part being
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removed. This will prevent unnecessary
bruising of the remaining cambium tissue.

When pole pruners and : ,avis are takm
into the tree, handle them carefully. When
hung in the tree temporarily, be sure the
branch supporting them is strong enough and
that the tool is firmly anchored in a convenient
position but located where it will not be acci-
dentally dislodged or where the safety rope
can be damaged accidentally.

Old stubs
In the process of pruning, all old stubs

in the tree should be cut off where it is at-
tached to the main stem. If after removing
the stub, eot remains in the parent branch
or trunk, examine it carefully and if the rot
appears extensive, cavity work may be in-
dicated.
Suckers

Suckers or water sprouts are growths
of twigs which arise from random buds along
the trunk and limbs, and usually arise ver-
tically with very rapid growth. In many in-
stances these suckers should be removed but
this should never be done without study be-
cause they often serve a useful purpose in
the tree if they are not present in excess.

Storm dam age
Trees which have suffered storm dam-

age have usually had their natural form de-
.stroyed and pruning presents the problem of
first removing the damaged parts and then
attempting to so prune the tree to direct growth
toward a restoration of an attractive form. If
preliminary study shows this to be impossible,
it is best to remove the tree.

After-care of a storm damaged tree is
important. Abnormal sucker growth often
appears as a result of the root-top balance
having been disturbed and this abnormal growth
must be controlled. The follow-up pruning as
time goes on can direct growth in such a way
that ultimately a badly damaged tree can again
become a thing of beauty.

"Nuisance" growth

Cut out branches that are likely to inter-
fere with electric or telephone wires. Re-
move I- ranches that shade street lights or
block the ,new in streets so as to constitute a

(7)

traffic hazard. Prune out branches that shut
off breezes. Cut off lower limbs that shade
the lawn excessively, providing the shape and
appearance of the tree is not greatly affected.

Unless all of your trees are small, you
probably will need heir or advice from a pro-
fessional arborist or tree expert for the first
year of your pruning program.

Wound dressing

Tree wounds less than an inch in diameter
usually heal over rapidly enough to forestall
the development of rot. larger wounds should
be given a protective dressing designed to keep
out rot-producing fungi until the wound has
healed.

A suitable tree wound dressing shouF'
have the following characteristics:

1. It must notbe injurious to the growing
tissue (cambium) at the edge of the
wound.

2. It should be durable enough to make
frequent reapplications unnecessary.

3. It should be antiseptic and efficient
in protecting; the wood against decay.

4. It shouldbe of such nature that it will
allow gases and moisture in Ate wood
to escape gradually. Failure to meet
this problm will result in theforma-
tion of water blisters under the coat-
ing. Ultimately these blisters will
break open and the wood will be ex-
posed to decay.

5. It should form a semiflexible film
which will not track and which will
prevent checking of the wood because
of excessive dryness.

6. The wound dressing should be thin
enough to allow some penetration be-
neath the surface of the cut.

Most wound dressings tend to become
thick, and difficult to use in cold weather.
Under these conditions it is necessary to add
an approved thinning agent to get the proper
consistency for brush application.

Many materials have been suggested for
wound dressing and have proven unsatisfactory
because they fail tomeet one or more of the
requirements listed above. Other materials
^:.: too expensive for large scale operations.
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Commercial paints containing creosote
should not be used as a tree wound dressing
because the creosote tends to kill the cambium
tissue at the margin of the wound. Tar pre-
parations generally are unsatisfactory because
they hold excess moiature in the wood and
decay is stimulated.

Some of the new preparations on the mar-
ket claim to accelerate cambium growth. For
the most papt these preparations are rather
expensive and have not been sufficiently tested
in use to be recommended freely. The lighter
asphaltum paints as well as asphaltum water
emulsion (paste) have given good results as tree
wound dressing. It appears to meet all re-
quirements reasonably well, it is not conspic-
uous when painted on wounds, and the cost is
reasonable.

Most pruning wounais can be painted as
soon as they are made. If the wound is wet
or bleeding, however, some wound compounds
will not adhere. Therefore, it will be nec-
essary to let the wound dry before applying
the -I-essing. Apply the dressing as soon as
the wound is dry (Fig. 12).

Keep an unbroken film of dressing over
pruning wounds. One coat of paint will last
2 or 3 years. This should be long enough for
small wounds to heal completely. Larger
wounds may need to be recoated with the dress-
ing several times before they heal. Aerosol
cans of wound dressing compounds are quite
satisfactory for this purpose. You should
inspect the wounds periodically and apply ad-
ditional dressing if the coating is cracked or
peeling.

Needle-leaf evergreens usually seal small
wounds with natural gums and resins. If a
resin coating forms over the wound, it need
not be painted. If no resin forms, treat the
wood as previously described.

Safety

Certain dangers to personnel pruning
trees are always present. Safety is of such
importance that any discussion of pruning
should start with safety practices. The clang-

(
Fig. 12. Cover cuts over an inch in diameter with o
commercial sealing compound to prevent rot and keep out
di sense.

era, however, are so obvious that a detailed
listing of them would prove cumbersome. The
following questions will prove a good checklist
to follow:

1. Have you taken all the precautions
for safety in your work?

2. Do you have all the equipment and
tools needed for the Job?

3. Have you analyzed the job you are to
do?

4. Have you properly applied the equip-
ment to the job?

5. Do you protect and safeguard your
tools and equipment?

6. Do you work for the safety of others
as well as yourself?

This vnit was prepared in cooperation with the Chicago Path District and the Illinois Natural Moony Survey.

University of Illinois - College of Agriculture . Vocational Agriculture Service Urbana, Illinois
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THE TWO-CYCLE ENGINE'

1. How Does the Two-Cycle Engine Operate?

2. How Does the Carburetor Work?
3. How Does the Spark Plug Get Its Spark?
4. How Can the Cause of Engine Troube Be Located?

The two-cycle gasoline engine was first
developed in 1878. Its primary use before
World War II was as an outboard motor for
sportsmen, fishermen, and wall-boat racing.
A number of two-cycle gasoline engines were
used on farms and ranches to generate elec-
tric power and to lump water, but it was after
World War II that the small two-cycle engine
really came into its own as a power source.

Today, two-cycle gasoline engines are

used to power ta.&get planes flying in the upper
atmosphere and to power stand-by equipment
in hospitals and other public buildings. Two-
cycle engines are used to cut timber, brush,
and grass; dig holes for fence posts, tele-
phone poles, plants, trees, and shrubs; power
concrete handling carts and racing carts; drain
septic tanks; and pump water to fight fires.
Their use is limited only by the imagination
of man for it is an ideal, portable source of
power for use all over the world.

1. HOW DOES THE TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OPERATE?

The small two-cycle gasoline engine differs
in many ways from the four-cycle engine. The
four-cycle engine takes four strokes of the
piston to go through one cycle from power stroke
to power stroke. It has valves, valve lifters,
valve springs, a camshaft, and camshaft driv_
gears, in addition to the flywheel, piston,
crankshaft, and connecting rod. The two-
cycle engine takes two strokes of the piston
to go through one cycle from power stroke to
power stroke. It has no camshaft, valve
springs, or valve lifters and, in most cases,
its piston acts as a slide valve. While the
four-cycle engine uses its crankcase as a
lubricating oil storage sump, the two-cycle
engine uses its crankcase as a fuel mixture
transfer pump and lubrication is taken care of
by mixing oil with the gasoline.

The easiest way to understand how a two-
cycle engine operates is to compare its cycle
of strokes with the strokes of a four-cycle
engine. Originally both engines were known as
two-stroke- and four-stroke-cycle engines.
We have dropped the word "stroke" and now
call them two- and four -cycle engines, but the
word "stroke" is the key to the way both en-

sines operate.

co

1.

Four-cycle operation

The intake stroke of the four-cycle engine
begins with the intake valve open and the pis-
ton at the top of the combustion chamber. As
the piston moves toward the crankshaft on the
downward stroke, the fuel charge is sucked
into the combustion chamber (Fig. 1). At the
bottom of the first stroke, the intake valve
closes, trapping the fuel charge in the com-
bustion chamber. The second or upward
stroke of the piston compresses the fuel charge.
Just before the piston reaches the top of the
stroke, the spark plug fires the fuel charge.
The fuel charge burns rather than explodes
and the burning spreads across the combustion
chamber so that the increasing pressure of
the hot burned gases is ready to drive the pis-
ton downward as the piston goes past top dead
center. The third stroke of the piston is the
power stroke. During this stroke the fuel
continues to burn and the expanding heated
gases shove the piston down. At the bottom
of the third stroke, the exhaust valve opens
and the burned gases are pushed out of the
combustion chamber as the piston comes up on
its fourth stroke. At the top of the fourth
stroke, the exhaust valve closes, the inlet
valve opens, and the piston is ready to begin
a new four-stroke cycle.
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INTAKE
STROKE

Fig.

Two-cycle operation
The two-cycle engine has to do in two

strokes what the four -cycle does in four. In
addition, it has to charge the crankcase with
the air-fuel mixture so that the mixture can
be pumped into the combustion chamber. This
means that charging of the crankcase, com-
pression of the fuel charge, and ignition must
occur on the upward stroke and exhaust of the
burned gases and intake of the fresh fuel charge
on the downward stroke. Fig. 2 shows how

The Two.Cycle Engine

COMPRESSION
STROKE

POWER

STROKE

rat...

1. This illustration shows the four strokes of the four.cycle engine.

this is possible through the use of three open-
ings or ports: two ports opening into the com-
bustion chamber and one openiw into the
crankcase from the carburetor.

NIL aiL
The upward stroke of the piston createirm

a partial vacuum in the crankcase so that at-
mospheric air pressure forces the air-fuel
mixture in from the carburetor. At the same
time, the piston seals off the inlet and ex-
haust ports and compresses the fuel charge
in the combustion chamber. Near the top of
the upward stroke, the spark fires the fuel
charge. The burning spreads in the same
manner as in the four-cycle engine and shoves
the piston downward. The descending piston
seals off the entrance to the cranficase from
the carburetor and begins to build up pressure
in the crankcase. As the piston continues
downward, the exhaust pert is uncovered and
the burned gases are allowed to escape from
the combustion chamber.' Near the bottom
of the downward stroke, the inlet port is un-
covered by the piston and the compressed air-
fuel mixture in the crankcase rushes into the
combustion chamber. While some of the fuel
charge usually escapes through the exhaust
port, most small engine manufacturers shape
the top of the piston to act as a barrier. Other
engines are designed to take advantage of a
whirling motion to the inflowing fuel charge
to assist in clearing the combustion chamber
of most of the burned gases while limiting
escape of the fresh fuel charge to a minimum.

CRANKCASE
INTAKE STROKE

I 4. CYLINDER
COMPRESSION
STROKE

CRANKCASE
COMPRESSION STROKE

CYUNDM
EXHAUST STOKE
INTAKE STROKE

Fig. 2. The difference between this engine and the four.
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Two-cycle valves

While many small two-cycle gasoline
engines use the piston as a slide valve in the
manner described above, some manufacturers
use several other simple devices, alone or in
combination, to control the opening from the
carburetor to the crankcase. Among these
simple devices are the reed and the rotary
valves.

Reed valves. The reed is a thin piece of
spring steel located on the crankcase side of
the carburetor inlet to the crankcase (Fig. 3).
One end of the reed is fastened to the mach-
ined area which acts as its seat. Spring
tension of the metal holds the other end of the
reed flat against the seat. Crankcase vacuum,
created by the piston as it moves upward in
the c:linder, overcomes the spring tension of
the reed, and pulls the free end of the reed
from its seat so that the air-fuel mixture
can enter the crankcase. As the piston nears
the top of its stroke, it slows down and suction
decreases allowing the reed to seat itself and
thus prevent the flow of the air-fuel mixture
from the crankcase to the carburetor as pres-
sure is built up in the crankcase.

REED VALVE REM VALVE
OPEN CLOSED .

Fig. 3. This illustration shows the reed valve mounted on
the reed plate.

Rotary valves. The rotary valve is a flat
circular plate with a section of the plate cut
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away (Fig. 4). It is mounted on the crank-
shaft and covers the carburetor inlet to the
crankcase. While the piston is creating partial
vacuum in the crankcase, the cutaway section of
the plate rotates over the inlet and the air-
fuel mixture can rush into the crankcase. As
the crankshaft continues to turn and the piston
starts downward, the solid part of the plate
rotates over the inlet and the back flow of the
air-fuel mixture is prevented as pressure is
built up in the crankcase.

Fig. 4. The cut eway portion of the valve allows the air.
fuel mixture to enter the crankcase on the compression
stroke or upward movement of the piston.

Some engines have used the slide valve
piston and reed valve together. This is done
because, as the piston nears the top of its
stroke, it slows down and crankcase vacuum
falls off, allowing the reed to close. The com-
bination of the two valves permits the main
quantity of air-fuel mixture to enter the crank-
case through the reed valve and an additional
quantity to enter through the "third port" of the
slide valve after the partial vacuum has fallen
off enough that the reed valve is closed. The
additional quantity of air-fuel mixture produces
a greater output of power when the fuel charge
is fired in the combustion chamber.

Two-cycle lubrication
Because the crankcase of the two-cycle

engine acts as a transfer pump for the air-
fuel mixture, lubrication of the engine depends
on the addition of oil to the gasoline. When the
mixture passes through the carburetor, the
gasoline becomes highly vaporized by the
stream of air and the oil is broken into tiny
droplets which lubricate all the surfaces with
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which they come in contact. Some oil remains
in the crankcase but the greater quantity passes
through the combustion chamber, where it is
burned, and out the exhaust port.

The correct quantity, grade, and type of
oil are important as well as thorough mixing
of the gasoline and oil. The quantity of oil to
be mixed with the gasoline will vary from en-
gine manufacturer to engine manufacturer as
will the grade of oil. But the manufacturer's
recommendations should always be followed
since he knows the lubrication requirements
of his engines best. Some chain saw engines
use a mixture of sixteen parts gasoline to one
part of any standard SAE 30, nondetergent
motor oil. Nondetergent oils should be used
because the additives which detergent-type
oils contain do not burn completely in the
combustion chamber and the unburned deter-
gent causes the formation of heavy carbon
deposits on the piston, in the piston area, or the
spark plug and cylinder head.

The quantity of oil is important because
too much oil results in carbon formation,
while too little oil doesn't provide proper

2. HOW DOES THE

Carburetion is the mixing of air and liquid
fuel in the proper proportion to form a com-
bustible mixture for burning in an engine. A
carburetor is the device in which the mixing
and proportioning take place.

A carburetor (Fig. 5) consists essentially
of four parts: (1) A passage through which
air can flow on its way to the combustion
chamber, (2) a fuel hole opening into the
passage at a narrow section of the passage
called a venturi, (3) a source of fuel with
the fuel held at a constant level or pressure,.
and (4) a restriction or orifice in the fuel
line to the passage. The orifice in the fuel
line proportions the fuel to the amount of air
going through the passage.

When the engine is running, air is drawn
into and through the passage by the engine. U
the passage had the same diameter throughout
its length, the suction would be the same
throughout the passage. Since the venturi sec-
tion is narrower, suction increases in.the nar-
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lubrication. Unlike the four-cycle engine,
the grade or weight of gasoline should not
change from season to season.

Two-cycle gasoline
For many years, small engine manu-

facturers recommended using so-called "white
gasoline", but as this type of fuel has become
increasingly harder to buy, the use of regular
grade automotive gasoline has been recom-
mended. Premium-type gasolines, containing
tetraethyl lead, should be awided since,these
gasolines can cause the formation of lead de-
posits on the spark plug electrodes and event-
ually short out the spark plug. When small
two-cycle engines are used only occasionally,
there may be trouble starting the engine, This
is because most gasolines are adjusted during
the year to compensate for seasonal tempera-.
tures and a gasoline purchased during the
summer may not have enough of the lighter
fractions to provide easy starting in the winter-
time. For this reason, gasoline should be
bought as it is needed and- not stored over.
long periods of time.

CARBURETOR WORK?

SOURCE OF FUEL

Fig. S. This simple diagram shows the four basic ports of
a carburetor: an or possage, a fuel discharge hole in the
venturi, a source of fuel held at a constant level, and a
restriction in the fuel line.

FUEL HOLE

RESTRICTION
OR ORIFICE

rower area causing a speedup in the flow of
air through this part of the passage. The in-
creased suction causes the fuel to move through
the fuel hole into the passage in the form of a
fine spray. As the engine is speeded up, suc-
tion increases and both the flow of air and fuel
increase with it. This would be fine except for
one thing: At high engine speed or high suc-
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tion, air stretches out and becomes thinner and
lighter in density. The fuel cannot be stretched
because it's a liquid and liquids do not stretch.
So at high engine speeds, the weight of air
decreases while the weight of fuel remains the
same and this results in a richer and richer
mixture as the engine speed increases.

Weight of air and fuel is important because
proper burning of a pound of fuel requires fif-
teen pounds of air. If only thirteen pounds
are mixed with a pound of fuel, the mixture
will be "rich" and not all of it will burn. If
seventeen pounds of air are mixed with one
pound of fuel, the mixture will be "lean" and
will burn with more heat but produce less
power. Weight of air and fuel should not be
confused with quantity of air and fuel. In
quantity, 4,771 gallons of air are needed to
burn one gallon of fuel properly.

Under certain conditions, a slightly richer
mixture is a good thing. For example, at idle
speed a slightly richer mixture is necessary
because suction is not very great and the fuel
does not completely break down into a fine
spray. This results in poor vaporization of the
fuel or a lean mixture. The richer mixture
overcomes this by providing more fuel. Again
at full load, a slightly richer mixture provides
more power. At intermediate speeds, a less
rich or normal mixture gives the best, and,
in the long run, the most economical oper-
ation. To take care of this range of mixtures,
several jets or fuel holes are used in the fuel
passage (Fig. 6).

The main or high-speed fuel-discharge
hole is located in the venturi where the suction

SECONDARY IDLE PRIMARY
DISCHARGE HOLE IDLE

DISCHARGE
HO LE

MAIN FUEL
DISCHARGE HOLE

MAIN
ADJUSTMENT
NEEDLE

IDLE'lle
ADJUSTMENT
NEEDLE

Fig. 6. This carburetor has three oddities/lel fuel holes or
as 0 main and an idle adjustment needle.jets as well
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is greatest at high speeds. A needle valve
replaces the orifice in the high speed fuel
line. Idle discharge holes--primary and
secondary--are located downst_eam from the
venturi with the secondary discharge hole just
ahead of the throttle butterfly. The idle fuel
line also has a needle valve. The two needle
valves permit adjustment of the air-fuel ratio
to provide for best operation at idle and at full
power speeds.

Just ahead of the idle speed discharge
holes in many carburetors is an air bleed
which is used to make it easier to adjust the
idle needle and assist in atomizing the fuel
(Fig. 7). The air bleed reduces the rate at
which the fuel flow increases under suction by
permitting air bubbles to pass through the idle
mixing chamber and into the passage with the
fuel. A number of manufacturers do not use the
air bleed because it's not a necessary part of
the carburetor.

The flow of the air-fuel mixture into the
engine and the resulting engine speed are con-
trolled by the throttle. Because control of
the air-fuel mixture is so very critical when the
throttle is opened, the throttle is very, care-
fully located in relation to the secondary fuel
discharge hole.

......410..
AIR BLEED

eft."6""illn.

IDLE
MIXING
CHAMBER

Fig. 7. This view showi the effect of the or bleed Po on
vaporising the fuel.

Carburetor operation
When the engine is idling, the throttle is

almost completely closed and allows very
little air to pass it. This results in crankcase
partial vacuum being applied at the primary
idle discharge hole. This causes two things to
occur. First, air passes through both the air
bleed hole and the secondary idle discharge
hole into the idle mixing chamber. Second,
fuel is drawn from the fuel storage chamber
of the carburetor to the idle mixing chamber
where it is mixed with the air. The mixture
of air and fuel then passes into the passage

VAS 3020
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through the primary idle discharge hole (Fig.
8).

As the throttle is opened, it swings over
the secondary idle discharge hole and changes
it from an air inlet to an air and fuel outlet
hole. The increased flow of air and fuel from
the idle holes balances the increased flow of
air past the throttle (Fig. 9).

As the throttle continues to open, the suc-
tion in the venturi increases to the point where
fuel begins to flow from the main discharge
hole. And finally, at wide open throttle, al-
most all of the fuel comes through the main
hole (Fig. 10).

ENGINE AT
IDLE SPEED

Fig, 8. Mr and fuel are drawn through the priority idle
discharge hole as the throttle is almost completely closed
when the engine is idling. The secondary idle discharge
hole is functioning as an air inlet with the throttle in this
position.

ENGINE
ACCELERATING

Fis. 9. With the throttle partially opened, the secondary
idle discharge hole becomes an outlet for the air and fuel.

ENGINE AT
FULL SPEED

Fig. 10. With the throttle wide open, most of the fuel is
drown through the main fuel discharge hole because the
suction in the venturi Is so great.

VAS 3020

The choke
The choke provides an exceedingly rich

mixture to make starting a cold engine easier.
The choke is an elliptical plate containing a
small metering hole. When the choke is closed,
only a small quantity of air can pass through
the metering hole. Crankcase suction, there-
fore, causes larger quantities of fuel to pass
through the discharge holes and an exceedingly
rich mixture results (Fig. 11).

CHOKE IN
CLOSED POSITION

Fig. 11. When the choice is in the closed position, air is
drawn through the small metering hole. Large quantities
of fuel ore drown into the engine with the small amount of
oir end a rich mixture results.

Fuel supply chamber

While float-type carburetors can be used
on many small two-cycle gasoline engines,
chain saw engines usually require the dia-
ohragra -type carburetor. Float-type car-
buretors operate effectively as long as the
carburetor is reasonably upright (Fig. 12).

FLOAT
ARM

Fig. 12. Floattype carburetors work well on two-cycle
engines that ore operated with the garb. rotor upright, as
on lawn mowers, pumps, etc.
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The Two-Cycle Engine

But when the float-type carburetor is turned
on its side, or upside down, the float loses
all control over the amount of fuel that can
enter the carburetor and the engine either
starves or floods depending on the position of
the float.

The diaphragm -type carburetor (Fig. 13)
can be used in any position. The diaphragm is
mdunted between the air and fuel chambets.
An inlet valve controls the amount of fuel
which can be pumped into the fuel chamber of
the carburetor. The air chamber is vented
to the atmosphere. In some carburetors, the
inlet valve - control lever is hooked onto the
diaphragm. Other carburetors make use of
the diaphragm spring to hold the lever against
the diaphrt...,m. The spring is an essential
part of all diaphragm carburetors since it
assists in controlling the flow of fuel into the
carburetor and is essentially a balancing
device.

When enough fuel has entered Ulf -tar-
buretor, the diaphragm moves toward e dry
or air chamber and the inlet valve is closed.
As fuel passes from the chamber, the dia-
phragm moves toward the fuel chamber and
the inlet valve opens and fuel is again allowed
to enter the chamber from the fuel pimp.

DIAPHRAGM FUEL INLET VALVE
SPRING OUT CONTROL LEVER

FUEL IN

INLET
VALVE

FUEL
CHAMBER

AIR
VENT

z A
DIAPHRAGM AIR CHAMBER

Fig. 13. This. cut-away view shows that as fuel is
drawn out of the fuel chamber, the inlet valve control
lever pivots and allows the inlet valve to open and admit
more fuel to enter the fuel chamber.

Inlet valve and diaphragm
The inlet valve can be either a ball or

needle type (Fig. 14). Ball valves are simpler
but needle valves permit greater manufacturing
tolerances and are used more ctten. Dirr ..irawn
springs help control the position of the dia-
phragm when the carburetor is turned on its
side or upended. Without spring pressure,
the fuel by its own-weight would dribble out
of the main discharge hole.

INLET VALVES

P NEEDLE

(7)

Fig. 14 Inlet . elves may be of the ball or needle
type.

Fuel pump
Chain saws make use of crankcase pulsation

pressures to pump fuel into the carburetor.
Most chain saws incorporate the pump as a
part of the carburetor (Fig. 15).

Like the carburetor diaphragm, the fuel
pump diaphragm divides the fuel pump into a
wet or fuel chamber and a dry or pulsation
chamber. The pulsation chamber is connected
by means of a passage to the crankcase so that
when the piston goes up and down, the pulsa-
tions are transmitted to the diaphragm. The
outer edge of the diaphragm contains two flap-
per-type valves which seat over passages in
the pump body.

When the piston goes up in the cylinder,
crankcase suction is transmitted to the dry
side of diaphragm and the diaphragm moves
toward the dry chamber, allowing fuel to pass
the inlet flapper valve into the fuel chamber.
When the piston starts downward in the cylinder,
the suction is turned to pressure. Pressure in
the crankcase forces the diaphragm toward the
fuel chamber. The inlet flapper valve is
thrust asainst its seat while the outlet flapper

DRY PULSATION
CHAMBER PASSAGE

FUEL
OUT

OUTLET
FLAPPER

VALVE

x,

2P 1 Iar

TO
CRANKCASE

INLET
FLAPPER
VALVE

FUEL
FUEL IN

CHAMBER
DIAPHRAGM

Fig. 15, A fuel puny like this is often made a part of the
carburetor of chain sews.

VAS 3020
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is pushed open by the fuel as it moves toward
the carburetor inlet valve. At the bottom of
the piston Stroke, pressure again turns to
suction and a new charge )f fuel moves past
the inlet flapper valve into the wet chamber
of the fuel pump (Fig. 16).

Filters
Because one of the greatest enemies of

any engine ie dirt, chain saw engines are
provided with both fuel and air filters. Fuel
filters are made of felt, plastic, screen or
sintered metal. Some chain-saw engines
make use of felt fuel filters because they last
a long time ane, can easily be cleaned or re-
placed when necessary. Air filters are made
of felt, cotton, plastic, or screen. A com-
bination of screen with felt cemented to it
provides a large area while the felt gives
better filtration and greater service life.

Without fuel and air filters, carburetor psi-
sages can become clomped with dirt and engines
will quickly wear our. 3;

VENTURI Aria
AIR PASSAGE

CAWJRETOR
DIAPHRAGM

SECTION

FUEL PUMP

Fi lo. This diogroit shows the fuel pump location in
relation to therest of..the carburetor.

3. HOW DOES THE SPARK PLUG GET ITS SPARK?

idagato ignition systems are used on
most small two-cycle gasoline engines because
of their simplicity and light weight. At one
time, all automobiles used magneto ignition
synems. When the self starter was developed,
the battery-towered ignition systcn became
standard for automobiles because the self
starter required an always-ready source of
power to operate it.

The magneto and battery-powered ignition
systems used on one-cylinder engines differ
only in that one requires a battery and a means
of charging it, while the other makes use of a
permanent magnet and laminated core to pro-
duce current. Both ,/stems require a spark
plug, breaker points, a condenser, and a
coil.

Parts of the illagitAXJ System s

The permar int magnet (from which the
magneto system gets its name) is embedt.ed
in the flywheel of the engine (F*. 17). The
magnet is usually made from a special alloy
of aluminum, nickel, cobalt, copper, and iron
called "Alnico". "Alnico" is used because it
holds its magnet properties better than al-
most any other material.

VAS 3030

The laminated core of the magneto (Fig. AS)
consists of a number of very thin soft iron
plates fastened together. The core is shaped

PINWHEEL

MAGNET

Fig, 17. The flywheel shown here has both of the poles
of the magnet exposed on the outer rim although they may
be on the inside.

LAMINATED
CORE

COIL
ASSEMBLY

FLYWHEEL

SECONDARY PRIMARY

18. The coil, mounted around the center ler al the
lomianted core of the magneto is cut away, here,ro sholor.
the primary and secondary windings.
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like the letter "E". The center leg of the "E"
projects through the middle of the coil and the
laminated core or "lamination" is mounted with
its legs almost touching the flywheel. Soft
iron is used because magnetic lines of force
can move through soft iron more easily than
tbi ough any other material including air.

The coil consists of two windings of cop-
per wire, one inside the other (Fig. 19). The
inner winding or primary winding contains a
few feet of wire. The outer or secondary
winding contains many feet of very fine wire
about the thickness of a human hair. The coil
is a little like a transformer in that it makes
use of the lower-voltage primary current to
obtain a high-voltage secondary current. When
we discuss the operation of the magneto sys-
tem, you will see how this happens.

SECONDARY
WINDING -
2/3 MILE

\-.14===P".'
Fig. 19. This illustratim shows the relationship 4 the
two cod windings and the relative length of the wires.

PRIMARY
WINDING..
35' OF WIRE

The breaker points are two small circular
pads of tungsten (Fig. 20). One is mounted on
a stationary bracket whose position can be
adjusted by means of an eccentric screw. The
second tungsten pad is mounted on a spring-

STATIONARY
'RACKET

15

Fig. 20. A. The breaker points are assembled as they
are mounted on the engine. B. Exploded view of the
breaker point assembly.

(9)

loaded arm. A cam or raised section on the
crankshaft pushes the pad on the spring-loaded
arm away from the pad on the fixed arm as the
crankshaft tar. J. After the cam has moved
past the spring-loaded arm, the pressure of
the spring brings the pads or points together.
In two-cycle one-cylinder engines, this oc-
curs onct for each revolution of the crank-
shaft. In some four-cycle one-cylinder en-
gines, the cam is mounted on a separate shaft
.?hich makes one revolution to each two revo-

lutions of the crankshaft.

The condenser !Fig. 21) is used to absorb
the electrical charge as the points open and
prevent an arc or spark across the poihts as
they move apart. The condenser can be com-
pared to a sprinp. A spring absorbs pressure
when the ends of the spring are pushed to-
gether. When the ends of the spring are re-
leased, th- spring returns to its former length.
The condenser takes up or absorbs an electric
charge and then releases the charge in a re-
verse surge of current.

I.

CONDENSER

Fig. 21. The lead from the condenser is attached to the
insulated terminal of the breaker points. . ..

The spark plug (Fig. 22) provides an in-
sulated and a grounded electrode with an air
gap between the electrodes across which the
spark jumps. The width of the gap is im-
portant. A harrow gap means easier starting
of the engine, but fouls easily. A wide gap,
on the other hand, requires too much current.

GROUNDED
ELECTRODE

GAP

..INSULATED
ELECTRODE

Fig. 22. The gap between the insulated and grounds...4
electrode should be meosured with a wire gap gunge
rather than a dot feeler gunge.

_.

VAS 3020
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How tie magneto system operates

There are three rules of magnetism which
affect operation of the magneto ignition system.
The first is. "In a magnetic field about a
permanent magnet, the lines of force move
from the north pole of the magnet to the south
pole". The lines of force (some people call
them magnetic "flux") come out of the north
pole of the magnet embedded in the flywheel,
curve around and reenter the south pole and
return w the north pole through the magnet
itself (Fig. 23).

4 4

Fie. 23. The lines of force (magnetic flux) move from
north to south.

When the flywheel is turned (Fig. 24),
the magnet passes under the legs of the lam-
ination. When the north pole of the magnet
is under the center leg of the lamination, the
lines of force move up the center leg through
the coil, across the top of the lamination,
and down the side leg to the south pole: The
15:4E4 of force travel this longer distance rather
than through the air, because the lamination
is made from soft iron, a material through
which lines of force flow most easily. As

Fig. 24 With the flywheel in this position the magnetic
flow is from the North pole of the mopes up through the
center leg of the lamination end down to the South polo.

t AS 3020

the flywheel continues to turn, the north pole
of the magnet cornea 'under the side leg and
the south pole comes under the center let of
the lamination. Now the lines of force move
from the north pole up through the side leg
and down through the center leg and coil to
the south pole. At this point, the lines of
force passing through the coil have reversed
their direction. Now we are ready for our
second rule,

"When there is variation of magnetic lines
of force in a conductor, a voltage will be in-
duced in the conductor. " Variation of mag-
netic lines of force can be caused by an in-
crease, a decrease, or a change of direction
of the lines of force, and the faster the var-
iation occurs, the greater will be the induced
voltage . El the change in direction of the
lines of force through the center leg of the
lamination (Fig. 25) and coil creates a low-
voltage current in the primary winding of the
coil.

Fig. 25. When the flywheel is in this po :Ilion the meg.
aerie flow is from the North pole of the mogrmt, up though
the side leg of the lamination and down through tee center
leg to the South pole.

The third rule is: "A magnetic field of
force lines exists about any flow of current. "
So the eirrent induced in the primary winding
of the coil has now created a primary mag-
netic field which reinforces and helps maintain
the direction of the lines of force in the center
leg of the lamination. It does this until the
magnet's 'poles move into a position where
they can cause the force lines to change di-
rection in the center leg of the lamination
(Fig. 26). Just before this happens, the breaker
points are opened by the cam.
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0

Fig. 26. The current induced in the priinary winding
reinforces and helps maintain the direction of the lines al
force in the center leg of the lamination.

I

The openinrof the points breaks thetpri-
mary circutt and the primary magnetic field
Collapses through the turns at the secondary
whiding.(Fig. 27) . ; The condenser helps.make
the brealiing of the primary current as rapid
as possible by absorbing the surge of primary
current and preventing arch& across the

-,. points.

,

11

Fig. 20.. The current absorbed by the condeosar
.

die -
charged bads

rr
ack into the primary winding and reverses-thii

direction of current in the primary winding. This weer-sal
of direction of flow cutting through the secondary helps
increase the voltage of the secondery.cireult and forces it
to ore across the gap °ille spark plug..

! 71: ii..1

a `!". 111 .0

nary Winding. This Change of direicqoiiiipts
.

up .a reversal .in direction the iificg4tic
field'CUtting through the' Seaiiditry. inkfieips
increase the Voltage t:hrio'secondtil
The presiguie of this high voltage,lOrceit 'the
secondary current to arc' acroes-the'liArk
gap and we have a spark (Fig. 28).

t '
*CYCLE
3000 Pa MINUTE

Fig. 27. When- the points open the primary circuit is
broken and the primary magnetic field:collapses through
the turns of the secondary winanti. The surge of Primo"
current is absorbed by the condense!.

As the,magnetic field collapses through the
primary winding, a high-voltage current is in-
duced in the secondary winding. At the same
Instant, the charge stored in the condenser
'aurgeo.blek into the primart :1Zilxling and re-
verses the direction of the cerrenin the pri-

. .

29. if,the,ppati, occur tunics per, in
.cycle engine they would cur Moe* per minute lit
a 1.cycle engine running at the some speed.

. -It

e r.
. two-cycle engines, this sequence of

'events occurs approximately six -thousand
. times a minute when the engine is running

at high 1speed.. . In a fourrcycle.engine,,,,the
-number of sparks would be only onehaltor
three thousand sparks a minute (Fig. a9).
Thusi a sparkplugle: a four-cycle engine,
might be said to have 4ouble the Meg a: :park
plug an a two-cycle engine. Ilowever, in
practice this is catg111te4rue. , . I

Wit$ 3020
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4. HOW CAN THE CAUSE OF ENGINE TROUBLE BE LOCATED?

The small two-cycle gasoline engine
must have three things in order to run: The
correct air-fuel mixture must be able to enter
the combustion chamber, the piston must be
able to compress the fuel charge, and the ig-
nition system must be able to ignite the com-
pressed fdel charge. Lack of any one of these
will prevent operation of the engine. Minor
failures will prevent correct operation of an
engine. Therefore, when the engine doesn't
run or put out full power, check (1) ignition,
(2) carburetion, and (3) compression, or a
combination of all three, since trouble can
occur in two or three places at once.

Ignition. Check the ignition by unscrew-
ing the spark plug from the cylinder head
and grounding it by holding the threaded part
of the plug against bare metal on the engine
(Fig. 30). If, when the starter rope is pulled
briskly, there is no spark between the elec-
trodes, replace the spark plug with one known
to be good, ground it on the engine, and pull
the starter rope again. If there is still no
spark, the ignition system is at fault.

GROUND SPARK PLUG
ON ENGINE TO
CHECK SPARK

Fig. 30. Check the spark by grounding the threoded
portion of the spark plug to the bare motel of the engine
and pull the starter rape briskly.

Carburetion. Most carburetor troubles
are caused by improper adjustment of the
main and idle adjustment needles. Flow of
the air-fuel mixture into the combustion cham-
ber can be checked by holding your thumb
over the spark-plug hole in the cylinder head
and pulling the starter rope several times
(Fig. 31). If your thumb does not become
moist with oil and gasoline, the trouble may
be caused by as simple a thing as an empty
tank or it may be caused by a defective reed
valve or pump or a clogged fuel filter.

VAS 3020

HOLD THUMB OVER
SPARK PLUG HOLE
TO CHECK FOR FUEL
IN CHAMBER

Fig. 31. Place the thumb over the spark plug hole and
pull the starter rope several times. If there is fuel on the
thumb this indicates that there is a flow of air.fuel
mixture into the combustion chamber.

Compression. Check the compression
by pulling the starter rope gently until the
greatest engine resistance is felt, slackening
the starter rot:: , and noting the amount of
engine snap-back. Or the starter rope can
be- pulled and slackened to determine the
"bounce" off the high end of the compression.
If the point of greatest resistance cannot be
found or if there is little snap back or the
"bounce" is below that of the average normal
engine, the cause of the trouble can be traced
to poor compression. You can also check the
compression by installing a compression gauge
in the spark-plug hole in the cylinder head
and pulling the starter rope until the gauge
needle no longer rises or for at least six pulls.
The gauge should read above 90 pounds pres-
sure for compression to be sufficient for the
engine to operate (Fig. 32).

90 100

80 110

iEEDS A
RING JOB

Fig. 32. A compression guar, should indicate at least 90
pounds of pressure for the compression to be adequate for
the engine to operote ratisfectorily.
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Checking the ignition system

There are. three places in the ignition
system where most troubles arise: the spark
plug, the breaker points, and loose or shorted
wirin* (Fig. 33).. After these come the fly-
wheel-to-lamination air gap, the condenser,
the coil, the ignition switch, and the magnet.

Whin etreekiiii out the ignition syst44,
repeat the ppark test after wOrki4 on, each
WI of the syritem":

CHECKING THE IGNITION:SYStEM. I

I .SPAR15.PWG.

'2 /*AKER POINT
3 LOOSE AND SHORTED WIRING I

4 FetWurti- Tb =1,A4INAtioN
`AIR MP 't t is

S. CONDENSER:

cba .

7 IGNITION SWITCH -

8 MAGJ:ifT

r :

.1

Fit, 33. Most trouble* with the ignition.occurin the first
-, 3 Noose on this list, . - .

.

Spark'plug. Spark plugs inay be di*,
have too large an electiode gap,'_ have 'cracked
or broken insulator, or be in the wiong heat
range (Fig. 34). In normal usage, carbon
gradually builds up on the spark-plug insulator
base and around the electrodes. At the same
time, the electrode tips become pitted and
worn from sparldng so that the electrode gap
gradually becomes wider. After a while the
gap can be so large that not enoughvoltage
is produced by the ignition system for a spark
to jump the gap.

. 'SPARK PLUG.. _
.

DIRTY

LARGE ELECTRODE GAP

CRACIP ORPOKEN INSULATION

WRONG HEAT ONG! : :
Fig.` 34 Check the 'spork plug for these manes Af

thsulde. " '11

Clean the epaik-plug electrodes With
%iiiWily'icloth and adjiat the gap by bending
-fihr sgieelectrode: 'Check the gap Width'
114/ftelfinitrWIEtig. 36): If the porcelain is
'36iitckeiroi1 broken'," discard the spark plug.

. .

noklag.hollwatirange of spark plugp is impor-
.011V.R151,444,*.iokleat range,dePfliRde on the
distance the combustion heat has to travel

(3)

Fig. 3:S. s. ;UM the :pork pluigapi4 cOpitiZ4 aciso";c4iiig.
to the manufacturer's recommendations.

through the insulation to the murk .plug shell
and cylinder head. If the dietapceds short,
the heatpassercquicldy and the phgtiefa 'tool"
plug.. If the distance bettreen.tbe tlp.otthe, ia-
sulator and the shell' Is kogrbeat has to travel

=further, the insulator atays,hotoand.the plug
is a ."hot" plug. A.hotpitig vaa:eause.pre-
ign ition and detonation which will not, only
result in loss of.power but.wilimake the Oil.
gine run hot and shorten .itaservice life: A
cold plug will make the engine hardlAsfart
and the engine will not run properly. A spark
plug of4the right heat:range.will_shaw,brown
to grayish tan depositil arbund.litwelectrodes.
Wet, black, And sludgy deposits indicate.the
plug is,too cool.. If tile deriesitvare whitish,
the electrodes badly worn, and theInsulatbr
nose blistered, the Plug la too"hot.191n cold
weather% plugs of a warmetteatlange oper-
ate best; in summertime; tooter plugs-prti-
vide the best performance.

_Breaker points. The bmaljer poiints,can
prevent operation of ttie engine by being:ctlitY,
pitted or worn, oily, 4. having too Wide a

.polirtgaP (Fig; 87). Oily Pointe danteiaeaned
with a Atop of cart& tetrachloride followed
by-drawing a white lint free said "(like a bile-

.

COOL 17.7. .00.110T
Fig. 36.1 The hest mgo deponas on the distance the Lest
of conthesticin mu la 'hovel from the'linebustion chdibet-
through the insulter to the sprotirilut elwildrieWcytindent
heed.

'VAS-13020
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BREAKER POINTS

DIRTY

PITTED OR WORN

OILY

TOO-WIDE A GAP

Fig. 37. Check the breaker points for these common
sources of trouble.

Mess card) between them. When the card
comes away clean, the points will be clean.
Badly pitted and worn points BM:mid be re-
placed with a new breaker-poiit assembly
and the condenser should be checked to see
that it operates correctly, for the purpose of
the condenser is to prevent excessive pitting.
If the points are not badly worn, they can be
levelled and polished or "dressed" by drawing
a piece of emery paper between them or by
using a point dresser.

Points should line up (Fig. 38). The points
can be adjusted by bending the movable arm so
that the points contact each other over as wide
an area as possible. This is important. When
the contact area is small, all of the primitry
current is forced to flow through the small
area and thepoints pit and wear away rapidly.
When the contact area is large, the primary
current has a chance to spread out and there
is less pitting and wearing away. To provide
for longest point life, the points should always
be lined up.

The breakerpoints control the timing of
magneto ignition systems by the number of
degrees which they open before the piston
reaches top dead center. Timing on sole

CORRECT
ALIGNMENT

r

POOR
ALIGNMENT

Fig. 31, Breaker points me- st be correctly lined up for
them to give long useful life.

engines can be adjusted by turning the crank-
shaft until the points are at their greatest
distance apart, then loosening the eccentric
screw on the fixed arm aid turning it to pro-
vide a gap of 0.018 to 0.020 inch. The lock
nut on the eccentric screw should be tightened
without moving the eccentric screw. Some
two-cycle chain-saw engines can be adjusted
by means of a timing pin and timing light
(Fig. 39). Connect one lead of the timing
light to the movable arm of the breaker as-
sembly and the other to a ground on the en-
gine. Disconnect the lead from the coil to the
breaker points. Insert the timing pin through
the timing hole in the bottom of the engine and
rotate the flywheel until the timing pin slips
into the timing hole in the flywheel. Turn the
eccentric screw on the fixed arm until the
timing light just goes out and lock it in this
position by the lock nut. Proper adjustment
of the breaker-point gap is important because,
if the gap is too wide, the points will open, too
sodn and the liming will be advanced. If the
gap is not wide enough, the points open after
they should and timing is retarded. Either
condition prevents proper operation of the
engine.

CONNECT TO
MOVABLE ARM

DISCONNECT
PRIMARY

HERE

FLASH LIGHT
TIMING LIGHT

-I GROUND ON
ENGINE

Fig. 39. This schematic diagram shows how the timing of
some engines is done with o flesh light timing light.

Loose and shorted wirinx. Check all
electrical connections to make sure they are
tight and examine the wires running from the
coil to the breaker points, from the coil to
the ignition switch, and from the cot io the
spark plug. If any part of these tnree wires
is bare: or if the insulation is frayed or worn,
shorts can result and the engine will either
not run or will run irregularly. Tighten loose
connections and either replace defective wiring
of tape the bare, frayed, or worn sectiL
with rubber or plastic insulating tape (Fig. 40).
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FRAYED
INSULATION

Fig. 40. If the insulation is frayed, either replace the
wiring or insulate it with electrical tape.

INSULATING
TAPE

Flywheel-to-lam inationgap. Measure
the flywheel-to-lamination gap with the mag-
net under the lamination legs. Some engines
should have an air gap of from 0.008 to 0,012
inch. If the gap is greater than this, the
magnetic force lines will be so weak in the
lamination that the necessary primary current
will not be induced. If less than 0.008 inch,
the legs may interfere with the rotation of the
flywheel. Check the gap by inserting feeler
gauges between the flywheel and the two side
legs of the lamination (Fig. 41) .

FLYWHEEL

COIL AND
FEELER LAMINATION
GAUGE ASSEMBLY

Fig. 41. When the lamination is mounted outside the fly.
wheel, the flywheel-talmainatiori gap is measured with o
feeler gunge in this manner,

Adjust the gap by loosening the lamination
mounting nuts and placing 0.010-inch thick
feeler gauges between the flywheel and legs.
Then when the magnet is rotated beneath the
legs, the lamination will be pulled tight against
the feeler gauges and they will maintain the
proper air gap while the mounting nuts are
tightened.

13ca switch. Almost all ignition switches
on a magneto system act by grounding the pri-
mary coil winding (Fig. 42). If the switch is
defective, it may do this even when in an "ON"

OFF

GROUNDS TO
ENGINE BODY

PRIMARY
WINDING

Fig. 42. This cut.owoy view shows how most ignitioi
switches work.

(15I

position. To check for a defective switch, dis-
connect it from the primary coil and check
spark while puling the starter rope.

Condenser. Under normal opera
conditions, the condenser may become dis-
colored or mottled. The discoloration

it
does

not affect s operation. To determine whether
the condenser is at fault, remove it and test it
on a condenser tester. If no condenser tester
is available, install a substitute condenser.
!The substitute condenser should be one known

can

to be in good condition.

Coil. Like, the condenser, the coil
be removed from the engine and tested on a

the
standard coil tester (Fig. 43). Because.
tester specifications vary, always check
coil against the figures given by the manu-
facturer of the coil tester. Or a substitute

lledcoil and lamination assembly can be insta
if no tester is avail.o.'e.

Fig. 43. The coil can be removed from the engine and
tested on o commercial coil tester.
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(16) The Two.Cyele Engine

Magnet. While the magnet is made of
material known for retaining its magnetic
properties under all kinds of operating con-
ditions, a sharp blow as from a hammer or a
shock as from being dropped may cause loss
3f some of the magnetism so that it can no
longer generate a strong field. Check the
magnet by installing a new flywheel whose
magnet is known to be good.

Checking the carburetor and fuel system
Carburetion problems range from too-

rich and too-lean air-fuel mixtures to lack of
fuel and failure to run at full speed. Many of
these problems can be traced to the fuel ad-
justment needles. Because all 'wo-cycle en-
gines do not use the same model carburetor,
reference should be made to the Operator's
Manual which came with the engine, for the
correct positioning of the adjustment needles.

Main adjustment needle. When adjusted
correctly, the main needle maintains an air-
fuel ratio which provides the greatest available
power at full throttle (Fig. 44). When the
needle is turned in too far, the sound of the
exhaust becomes sharp and barking. This
sounds powerful and foots many people. Un-
fortunately, it also results in a lean mixture
which prevents development of full power, and
causes operating temperatures which can
damage the piston and cylinder and eventually
result in engine seizure. When the main
needle is turned out too far, a rich mixture
results; that is, too much fuel is sprayed
into the air as it passes through the venturi.
Such a mixture is not only uneconomical, but

TOO
LEAN
MIXTURE

causes the formation of carbon on the piston
and cylinder walls, fouls the spark plug, clogs
the muffler, and prevents the engine from
operating as it should. If the main needle has
been jammed onto its seat by being turned in
too far, the needle and seat may be seriously
damaged and no adjustment of the main needle
will provide correct air-fuel mixture at full
throttle.

Idle adjustment needle. When the engine
is running at idle speed, the fuel mixture is
not broken down into as fine a spray as when
the engine runs faster. For this reason, a
slightly richer mixture is provided at idle
speed. The idle adjustment needle controls this
air-fuel mixture (Fig. 45). When set correctly,
the slightly richer mixture causes no trouble
in the engine, If the idle needle is turned out
too far, the mixture becomes so rich that
excessive carbon is formed, the spark plug
is fouled, and the engine will run roughly or
may die. If the idle needle is turned in too
far, the mixture will be lean and again the
engine may die during idle or miss and falter
during acceleration. If the idle needle is
jammed onto its seat, the needle or the seat
or both may be damaged and it will be im-
possible to adjust. the idle fuel mixture for
correct operation.

Carburetor inlet control valve. The car-
buretor inlet control valve regulates the amount
of fuel which can be pumped into the carburetor
by the fuel pump. The valve (Fig. 46) is op-
erated by the diaphragm, diaphragm spring,
and control lever so that each of these can
affect the air-fuel ratio.

IDLE
ADJUSTMENT
NEEDLE
TURNED IN TOO -FM

TOO
Ilr RICH
-;;e; MIXTURE

sew-
IDLE
ADJUSTMENT
NEEDLE

P TURNED OUT TOO -FAR
Fig, 44. The adjustment of the main adjustment needle
effects the richness of the fuel ixture and the amount of
power that the engine will provide.
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MAIN
ADJUSTMENT
NEEDLE
TURNED IN TOO-FAR

MAIN
ADJUSTMENT
NEED LE

TURNED OUT TOO-FAR

Fig. 45. The adjustment of idle adjustment needle affects
the richness of ti.e idle mixture and nffeets the idling of
the engine.

TOO
LEAN
MIXTURE
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RICH
MIXTURE
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The Two-Cycle Engine
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CONTROL
LEVU

DIAPHRAGM
Fig. 46. 11 r carburetor irkt control valve regUlates the
amount of fuel which con be pumped into the carburetor by
the fuel pump.

tr.
, Dirt in the fuel is the principal cause of

trouble for the inlet control valve.. A piece
of dirt can be caught between the inlet.valve
and its seat preventing the valve from fully
closing (Fig. 47). This results in a continuous
flow of fuel from the fuel pump through the
fuel chamber and into the carburetor air pas-
sage and the engine is flooded.

If tlie'diaphragm spring is compressed,
the inlet valve may not close all the way al-
lowing the fuel pump to force fuel through the
carburetor into the passage. This eAtra fuel
*ill flood the engine. If the spring is stretched,
it will prevent proper adjustment of the car-..
buretor and the mixture will tend to be too
lean.

V
DIRT I ! l' INLET

CONTROL
VA*VE

Fis. 47. Dirt in the fuel may cotch in the inlet control
velvet and prevent it from seating properly.

Fuel _pump. The diaphragm is t a only
moving part in the fuel pump and is usually
the cause of 'fuel pump troubles (Fig. 48).
If the center of the diaphragni is torn or has
a small hole, fuel may pass through the dia-
phragm into the putbation passage and from
there to the crankcase. This will result in
either a rich mixture or flooding, depending
on the size of the tear or hole. If the flapper
valves on the outer : 'ge of the diaphragm are
damaged or have become stiff or curled, they
will not close off the pump inlet or outlet
passages. Even though the diaphragm moves
up and down, little or no fuel will be pumped
from the fuel tank to the carburetor.

(17)
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Fig. 48. Damaged flapper valves shown here are the
principal cause of fuel pump troubles.

Another common- cause of failure of the
fuel pump to work is blocking of the pulsation
passage by the improper positioning of gas-
kets between the pump and crankcase. A not-
so-comnon cause is a broken or leaking pul-
sation passage (Fig. 49). Where there is little
or no transfer of pulsation pressures from the
crankcase to the dry chamber of the fuel pump,
the diaphragm will not operate or the flow of
fuel will be extremely small and the engine
will not be able to run at much more than idle
speed.

Fuel filters. Fuel filters are designed
to catch dirt in the fuel and prevent it from
eili:ering the carburetor and engine. The dirt
from the fuel builds up on the surface of the
filter and. eventually clogs the filter so that
the fuel flow is cut down. When this happens
the engine will not be able to run at full speed.
Filters should be cleaned or replaced period-
ically. They can be cleaned by washing in
solvent and rubbing the dirty surfaces together
so as to break up the crust of dirt. It is cheap-
er to replace inexpensive filters with new ones
than it is to Clean them.

Water, which condenses in the fuel tank
if the engine is not run for a period of time,
can also clog fuel filters. Water soaked felt
filters should be hung in the open air and:suti-
light to dry.

PULSATION
PASSAGE AIR

ESCAPING

FUEL PUMP CRANKCASE

Fig. 49. The pulsation passage may be blocked by in
correct positioning of gaskets or it may be leaking.
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(18) Th 'woCycle Engine

Air filters. Like the fuel filters, the air
filters become clogged with dirt during oper-
ation of the engine (Fig. 50). The amount of
air which can flow through the filter is grad-
ually cut down and results in gradually changing
the air-fuel mixture from the correct ratio to
a too-rich mixture. Frequent cleaning or
replacement of air filters is necessary.

NL,

Fig. 50. Frequent cleaning of air filters is necessary to
insure shot the correct air.fuel mixture reaches the engine.

Operating a small two-cycle gasoline
engine without an air filter or with a damaged
filter may cause rapid wear of the moving
parts of the engine. Even a hole the size of
a lead pencil can pass enough dirt to ruin the
piston, rings, cylinder, and bearings. Never
take chances with an air Alter; if in doubt, re-
place it.

CheckizE ice loss of power

Although the primary cause of loss of
power is poor compression, it can also be
caused by overheating, a dirty muffler, and
a malfunctioning or incorrectly adjusted car-
buretor. Loss of power caused by the car-
buretor is discussed in the section headed
"Checking the carburetor and fuel system".
The other three causes are discussed in this
section.

Poor compression. Poor compression
can he caused by a loose spark plug, loose
cylinder-head screws, damaged or missing
spark plug or cylinder-head gaskets, and by
wear.

A loose spark plug (Fig. 51) allows part
of the fuel charge to escape past the spark plug
during compression so that when the spark is
fired only part of the fuel charge is left in the
combustion chamber. As soon as the fuel charge
is ignited and begins to burn, combustion
pressures drive some of the burned gases out

VAS 3020

of the chamber past the plug and less pressure
remains to drive the piston downward. Loose
cylinder-head screws let the fuel charge es-
cape between the cylinder head and the crankcase
during compression just as the loose spark
plug does. A loose spark plug will run hot
because the heat of combustion cannot escape
from the plug to the cylinder head properly.

Damaged or missing spark-plug or cyl-
inder-head gaskets leak during compression
and may blow out under combustion pressures.
The spark -plug gasket is made of thin copper
formed into a ring. If one side of the ring is
pinched or compressed more than the other
side, the ring cannot seal the fuel charge or
combustion pressures in the combustion cham-
ber. The metal gasket between the crankcase
and cylinder head is not easily damaged, but
it can take on the impression of the crankcase
and cylinder head mating surfaces when the
cylinder-head screws are tightened. If the
gasket is reinstalled in a different position
or even upside down, it may not seal properly.
For these two reasons, new spark-plug and
cylinder-head gaskets should always he used
and the old ones discarded.

Fig. $1. A loose spark plug allows part of the fuel chat,*
to escape post the spark plug.

Tightening cylinder-head screws to their
correct torque value is especially important
because, if the screws are not tight enough,
they can loosen under vibration and the al-
ternate heating and cooling of intermittent
operation. If the screws are tightened too
much, the cylinder wall may be bulged and
interfere with the operation of the piston (Fig.
52). Such interference will lead to a hot spot
or a spot where friction is so great that the



OULGED
CYLINDER
WALL

The Two-Cycle Engine

Fig. $2. Use a torque wrench to tighten cylinder head
screws to the correct torque. Over torquing the bolts may
bulge the cylinder wall.

engine can be damaged. The correct way to
install cylinder-head screws is to turn them
in until they are just tight. Then torque them
to the correct value, going from the screw on
one side of the cylinder head to the screw on
the other side. Cross from side to side as you
do when tightening wheel nuts after changing
an automobile wheel.

The most serious cause of lack of power
and poor compression is worn rings, piston,
and cylinder because these involve an engine
tear-down ant possibly complete overhaul.
On some engines the condition of the rings
and piston can be checked by removing the
muffler and inspecting them through the ex-
haust ports (Fig. 53). If the rings or piston
are scuffed or show signs of excessive wear,
the cylinder head should be removed and the
piston taken out for further detailed examin-
ation.

Hot spots, caused by excessive friction,
bulging metal, or overheating, cause the ring

REMOVE MUFFLER AND
LOOK THROUGH PORTS

Fig. 53. Check the rings by removing the muffler anti
looking through the exhaust ports.

(19)

and cylinder wall to weld together. Since the
piston keeps moving, it pulls the ring free but
some of the meal remains behind attached
to the cylinder wall. The continued movement
of the ring causes the area around the scuffed
spot to become burnished and excessively worn
and the damaged ring can be so weakened that
compression and combustion pressures blow
by (Fig. 54).

Fig. 54 This illustration shows how piston ring damage
can cause loss of compression.

Excessive piston ring wear can be seen
through the exhaust ports as too-wide an end
gap of the piston rings or as a rounded-over
contact surface. Excessive end gap and rounded
contact surfaces (rather than flat) also permit
blow-by.

Sometimes new rings will not correct poor
compression. If the ring grooves on the piston
are worn, pressure can move around behind
the piston rings. If the ring grooves are badly
worn, the new rings may begin to flutter and
will eventually break. Par. of the broken
ring may jam between the iston and cylinder
wall and gouge both of them. Thus, a simple
repair can develop into a major overhaul.
When installing new rings, determine whether
a new piston might also be needed.

Loss of power due to dirty muffler. A
dirty muffler causes loss of power because
it slows the discharge of exhaust gases from
the combustion chamber (Fig. 55). When the
gases are forced to remain in the chamber,
they occupy room which should be taken by the
fresh charge. Without a full fuel charge, it
is impossible to dev 'op full power.

The cure for a dirty muffler is to clean
it. Remove it from the engine, take it apart,
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Fig. 55. The back pressure from a dirty muffler can cause
lass of power.

and scrape all the openings clean. To 'lean
carbon from around the exhaust ports of the
engine, turn the crankshaft until the piston
covers the ports and clean them with a wooden
scraper (Fig. 56). Blow all the carbon part-
icles and dirt away with compressed air.

Running a two-cycle engine without a
muffler permits the piston to suck dirt and
air back into the combustion chamber. The
air leans out the fuel charge and the dirt wears
out the piston rings, piston, and cylinder wall.

Overheating. The main causes of over-
heating are a leaned-out fuel charge and dirt
on the cooling surfaces of the engine. In-
sufficient oil or the wrong kind of oil in the
fuel mixture will not lubricate the engine
properly and it will overheat. Overheating

WOODEN SCRAPER

Fig. 56. The exhaust ports can be effectively cleaned with
o wooden scraper.

results in loss of power because it permits
and leads to preignition and detonation.

Preignition is the term for combustion
caused before the spark is timed to fire the
fuel charge.- It is caused by a glowing carbon
particle or by a hot spot. It causes loss of
newer because the too-early combustion pres-
sures try to drive the piston down while the
crankshaft and flywheel are driving it up.
This preignitien only succeeds in slowing the
piston down.

Detonation is the term for combustion
caused by a glowing carbon particle or by a
hot spot, at the same time as the spark fires
the fuel charge (Fig. 57). Instead of a smooth
wave of burning which results in lots of power,
detonation causes at least two waves and the
fuel charge is burned too quickly, releasing
all the power at once. Tile excessive heat
and pressure tries to "slap" the piston down
instead of shoving it. The slap is heard every
time an engine "pings".

To prevent overheating due to lack of
cooling, remove the dirt from all the cooling
surfaces of the engine and especially from
the cooling fins on the crankcase and cylinder
head.

======

DETONATION CAUSED BY
HOT SPOT & SPARK FIRING7 FUEL AT SAME TIME,"SLAPS"
PISTON DOWN

I .

Fig. 57. This illustration shows how detonation and spark
firing cause two waves of burning in the combustion
chamber.

This unit was prepared with the permission of the McCulloch Corporation, Los Angeles, California, from illustrations and
materials provided by them.

University of Illinois - College of Agriculture - Vocational Agriculture Service - Urbana, Illinois
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MEAT JUDGING AND GRADING 1/

Meat judging and grading is the evaluation of a meat carcass or cut from the stand-
point of its desirability to the consumer. Before you can do this with any degree of accu-
racy, you will need to cultivate the traits of keen observation and objective evaluation,
have a knowledge of the vocabulary associated with meat, and the ability to compare each
carcass or cut with an "ideal."

Meat is evaluated on the basis of three major criteria, namely, conformation, fin-
ish, and quality.

Conformation refers to the relative proportions of edible to inedible meat. A plump,
meaty. thickly fleshed carcass or cut is to be desired.

Finish refers to the amount and distribution of the external and internal fat as well
as consideration of the color and firmness of this fat.

Determination of lil__ is probably the most intangible of all the aspects of meat
evaluation; yet it is important. Quality and finish are related, since a certain amount of
finish is required in order to attain a desirable degree of quality. Quality factors include
the following:

1, Age -- Generally speakirg, the more youthful carcass or cut will be more tender.
Age is of importance only in judging beef and lamb, since most pork is slaugh-
tered at an early age. Age is determined in a beef carcass by observing the
split chine bones. The youthful carcass will have considerable blood present in
the bone and will show a white, cartilagenous button on the tip of the chine. In
lambs, the break joint of the foreleg and the inside of the ribs are used to deter-
ntiae age. A red, moist, sharp break joint indicates a youthful carcass. A
young carcass will also have a narrow, red rib bone.

2. Marbling or presence of intramuscular fat -- Such fat should be moderate in
quantity and finely distributed. The presence of such fat in moderate quantities
usually means that the cut or carcass will be more juicy, and flavorful.

3. Firmness of fat and lean is an important consideration in pork and is also im-
portant in other species.

4. Texture of the lean Texture is takers to indicate the size of the muscle bindles
and therefore is an index to tenderness. Texture can be determined by visually
observing the cut surface of the muscle.

5. Color of lean and fat__ A bright cherry red color is desirable in beef. A bright
grayish pink color is desirable in pork. In lambs, a bright, pinkish red is de-
sirable. A bright white fat is desirable in all three species.

For comparative evaluations, be certain that the same muscle is used as a criterion
for judgment of the different characteristics, since variation exists between different
muscles of the same carcass or cut.

y Based on a mimeograph, Handbook of Meat Judging and Grading, by Dr. B. C.
Breidenstein, Meats Division, Animal Science Dept., University of Illinois.
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L....Li JUDGING AND GRADING

The judging of beef carcasses poses a different problem than that of pork. While
hogs carrying an excess of finish cannot be marketed with any degree of satisfaction, ex-
cessively fat beef cattle still command a premium on the market, and a limited number
are required to satisfy the better class hotel and restaurant trade. This latter statement,
however, should be qualified by saying that such a situation may not exist in the future to
the extent that it does now. The marketing of high-quality cattle, with a minimum of finish
to attain this quality, should be the objective of every progressive cattle feeder. The car-
casses of such cattle find a ready market and enjoy widespread consumer acceptance. The
trend of the immediate future will be to discriminate against overly fat catie with all other
factors being equal.

When judging beef, bear in mind that it is judged from the standpoint of its desir-
ability in the eyes of the consumer. We are, therefore, forced to generalize in our esti-
mates of consumer desirability. In addition, ther. are some factors which we accept as
valid criteria of quality when their only contribution is purely aesthetic (pleasing to thc
eye). Whether or not such criteria should be accepted is questionable, but with the pres-
ent degree of consumer education they remain economically significant to the meat retailer
and hence merit our consideration.

Quality

Quality in beef is, of course, intangible in nature and is determined in a subjective
manner by visual observation. The following criteria are used in determining quality of
beef and a brief discussion of each is given.

M: Age is thc most important single factor contributing to beef quality. It is the
basis upon which all other quality criteria denend. The more youthful a carcass, the
lower the degree of development of the other quality factors if the carcass attains a given
grade. Extremely youthful carcasses are graded as calves rather than as beet. A youth-
ful carcass will have red, porous bones as observed on the split spinous processes (chine
bones). These bones will also have soft, white cartilagenous tips. The sacral vertebra
will be well defined and separate in the youthful animal whereas tilese vertebra fuse to-
gether in the mature animal.

Feathering: Feathering is the name applied to the fine streaks of fat intermingled
in the lean between the ribs. The more extensive the feathering, the more extensive will
be the deposition of intramuscular fat; the significance of which will be discussed in suc-
ceeding paragraphs.

Fat lacing in the flank: The flank muscles become streaked or laced with fat as the
animal attains higher quality. In very highly finished cattle, the flank may appear to be
almost completely interspersed with fat. Such fat streakings (or lacings) also give a good
indittation as to the extent of the deposition of intramuscular fat, the significance of which
will be discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

The following quality factors can be observed in the exposed rib eye after the oarcass
has been "ribbed" between the 12th and 13th rib.

Marbling: The intramuscular fat is called marbling. With the exception of age,
marbling is the most important single factor determining the desirability of the higher
grades of cattle. As previously indicated, fat lacing in the flank and feathering between
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the ribs are indications of marbling. Marbling is important since, all other factors being
equal, well marbled cuts are more juicy and flavorful. Only well marbled, inherently
tender cuts are suitable for dry heat cookery. Extensive, uniformly distributed, and finely
divided marbling represents the ideal so far as this factor is concerned.

Color of lean: Color of lean should be bright and cherry red. A dark, unattractive
color iiisometimes associated with advanced maturity and thus the skeptical consumer
objects on this basis. Aoianced maturity is not, however, the only cause of a dark color
of lean. Carcasses from youthful animals, when displaying a slightly off-color of lean
are undesirable only from the standpoint of being somewhat unattractive. Muscle is dark
in color when it is first exposed to air but it will brighten after several minutes of expo-
sure.

Firmness of lean: Lean should be firm since soft, watery lean is presumed to dry
more in cooking and result in a less juicy cooked product. Carcasses from very youthful
cattle tend to be softer than those from more mature cattle.

Texture of lean: The lean should be smooth, fine, and velvety in texture. A coarse
texture is often associated with advanced maturity. Coarse textured lean is thus discrim-
inated against by the wary consumer. Texture is presumed to be indicative of the size of
the muscle bundles and therefore associated with tenderness.

Finish

Finish or degreo of farness of beef cattle bears a relationship to quality of the car-
cass. This relationship is, however, far from perfect since great differences exist in
the quality of the meat of cattle of comparable total fat cover. Fat cover of the live Mu-
mal still remains the most reliable external indication of the carcass quality.

Fat is laid down first over the internal organs of an =final. The loin region is the
first area of the outside surface of the animal to be covered with fat. The cover then
progresses toward the round and duck simultaneously until the animal has a cover from
end to end. A well finished carcass has fat well up over the rounds, down into the neck
vein, and over the fore shank. It is desirable for the carcass to be uniformly finished to
prevent excessive dehydration during the aging process.

It is well to remember that outside fat and kidney fat in themselves contribute little
if any to eating qualities of the meat. (An exception to this statement may be found in the
roast cooked by dry heat. ) Therefore, it behooves us to produce cattle that will produce
a high quality lean meat while depositing a minimum of fat waste. Marbling is deposited
after the subcutaneous fat and is, therefore, usually found in quite well finished cattle.
There is, however, considerable difference in the amount of subcutaneous fat deposited
prior to the deposition of intramuscular fat (marbling) among cattle even within a given
breed and in the same feed lot. An ideally finished beef carcass will be trim and smooth
in its outside cover and trim in its kidney while at the same time displaying highly mar-
bled lean. Since the consumer objects, at least passively, to yellow color in beef fat,
such a color is discriminated against in meat judging. The yellow color is due to carotene
deposition and is not in itself undesirable. Such deposition results from a high-consumption
of green roughages and is cumulative. Due to this latter fact, an older carcass usually has
yellow fat. Older cattle are usually fed largely on green roughages also. These facts are
probably responsible, at least in part, for consumer discrimination against beef with yel-
low fat.
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Conformation

Conformation refers to the relative amounts of edible versus inedible meat in a car-
cass. A carcass with desirable conformation is short, blocky, and thickly fleshed from
end to end. The rounds are short shanked, thick in the cushion, and are plump and bulging.
The loins are wide and WI and the rib eye plump and full with this fullness extending well
down through the rib and into the chuck. The chucks are short-necked, thick in the clod
and generally thick-fleshed.

Factors to Consider in Judging I3cef Carcasses

Conformation

Length of carcass

Length of hind shank

Plumpness of round

Thickness of cushion

Width of loin

Fullness of loin

Depth of loin

Thickness through chine

Thickness through the clod

Length of neck

Squareness of chuck

Plumpness and fullness of the rib eye

Thickness from end to end

Balance (Proportion of carcass in the
high priced regions)
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Qual ity

Youth

Extent, fineness and distribution of
marbling

Brightness and acceptable shade of
lean color

Uniformity of rib ey color

Firmness of rib eye (lean)

Texture of lean

Finish

Firmness

Color

Uniformity of distribution

Amount of channel fat

Size of kidney knob

Thickness over chine, rib, rump,
neck vein, brisket ant: plate



Factors to Consider in Judging Beef Cuts*

Ribs

Conformation

Fullness of the rib

Plumpness and size of the eye

Depth and width of the blade face or end

Depth and width of the loin face or end

Meatiness of the wing tips

Balance of the rib

Fullness from back into rib ends
Chucks

Conformation

Width and depth through the blade face

Width and depth through the arm face

Thickness of the clod

Length of the neck

Fullness of the neck or neck vein

Meatiness of the chuck

Symmetry, balance, or eye appeal of
the chuck

Finish

Thickness over loin and blade end

Uniformity of thickness from end
to end

Color of fat

Firmness of fat

Smoothness of finish

Amount of seam fat (blade end)

Finish

Thickness of finish

Uniformity of finish distribution,
especially over the clod and the
neck vein

Color of finish

Firmness of finish

Amount of seam fat

"Quality of or is indicated by the same traits as is quality of carcasses.
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Factors to Consider in Judging Beef Cuts* (can't.)

Loins

Conformation

Large shapely loin eye

Meaty top sirloin

Wide deep sirloin end

Full turn over sirloin end

Full in Junction of short loin and
sirloin

Full backed in the short loin

Deep chine

Meaty flank side

Rounds

Conformation

Wide, deep round face

Meaty rump portion

Large sirloin tip muscle

Deep cushion

Width and length through center
section

Short shanked and plump

Bulging heel

Full muscled on flank s! a

Large, meaty bulge

Finish

Uniformity & trimness of outside
finish

Hard, waxy, white finish

Minimum of seam fat

Finish

Uniformity and trimness of outside
finish

Hard, waxy, white finish

Minimum of seam fat

*Quality of cuts is indicated by the same traits as is quality of carcasses.



1. Tentative standards were defined in 1916
2. First published in Dept. Bull. No. 1246 in 1924
3. Revised grade descriptions were made in 1926
4. Voluntary grading and stamping service began in 1927
5. Standards were amended in 1939 to provide a single standard for grading and labeling

steers, heifers and cows according to similar inherent quality characteristics. Names
were also changed as follows:

Medium to Commercial
Common to Utility
Low Cutter to Canner

6. A second amendment to the standards in 1941 provided for the above name changes
for bulls and stags.

7. In 1949, all reference to color of fat was eliminated
8. In 1950, changes in specification of va_ .ous grades were:

Prime)
Choice)

Good

Commercial
upper half of grade- )
mostly young maturity)

lower half of grade- )
mostly young maturity)

) Prime

> Choice

Good

Commercial

Utility, Cutter and Canner were unchanged

9. In 1956, grades for steers, heiferr, and cows were amended by dividing the Commercial
grade into two grades strictly on the basis of maturit-. Beef produced from young ani-
mals was designated as Standard, while Commercial was retained for beef produced
from maturf animals.

10. In 1962, a dual grading system was implimented on a one year trial basis. its objective
is to more accurately classify beef on the basis of both eating quality and leanness. The
questions and answers on the following pages help to explain dual grading.

11. On June 1, 1965 a revision of the grade standards resulted in combining the first 2
maturity groups (A & B) and calling them all A maturity. This 3sulted in up-grading
all cattle of the old B maturity or older by 1/3 of a grade. In addition, this revision
provided for ribbing of all cattle prior to grading and made "cutability grading" (a new
term for dual grading) optional. Additional changes included the elimination of consid-
eration of the highest two degrees of marbling (very abundant and extremely abundant)
and that all cattle would be ribbed prior to grading.



SHORT-CUT TO BEEF GRADING

To be consistent, one should approach grading in a systematic fashion. The following
is such an approach

Traces

2. For Pr, Ch, G+, G, & Co, final grade is never higher than the quality grade.
final3. For St & U, if conformation is superior to quality by 2/3 of a grade or more, the nal

grade is 1/3 of a grade higher than the quality grade.
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the components are properly determined.

IVIarbnliz

Moderately

Moderate

Slight

Practically

For B maturity, lower quality grade by 1/2 grade from that for A maturity
For E maturity, lower quality grade by 1/2 grade from that for D maturity

Abundant m

Abundant

Devoid

oi

The following short-cut method can be used with a maximum error of 1/2 grade if

COMBINING CONFORMATION & QUALITY TO DERIVE FINAL GRADE

1. When quality is superior to conformation, average the two for final grade.

Step 4. Determine conformation grade

Step 1. Determine maturity - A, B, D, or E
Step 2. Determine marbling
Step 3. Derive quality grade

Step 5. Combine quality and conformation into final grade

Quality Grade as Related to Marbling and Maturity

Degrees

A Maturity

Good+

Good-

Choice+

Choice-

Standard+

Stardard-

Prime+

Prie+

Prime-

D Maturity

Abundant

Commercial+
Slightly

Commercial-
Modest Commercial-
Small Utility+

Utility+

Utility -

Devoid

Commercial+

Cutter+



ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE LOWER LIMITS Or RT AIN DEGREES OF TYPICAL MARBLING REFERRED TO IN THE OFFICIAL UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR

GRADES OF CARCASS BEEF.
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SUPPLEMENTAL BEEF GRADING MATERIAL

Meat grading is a specialized form of meat evaluation. Thus in order to be a com-
petent meat grader, one must first be a competent judge of meat. There is however, a
fundamental difference between judging and grading. In judging a class of carcasses or
wholesale cuts one makes a series of comparisons. Grading involves a grouping into well-
defined segments according to a set of specifications. In essence, grading consists of
dividing a heterogeneous group of products into several homogeneous categories on the
basis of the economically important characteristics and assigning to each of these cate-
gories a certain name which is synonymous with its specified characteristics.

Basis for Grade

The basic considerations in grading meat are twofold--(1) to reflect or measure dif-
ferences in the proportion of the more desirable to less desirable parts of the carcass or
cut and the ratio of meat to bone, and (2) to evaluate the characteristics of the meat which
are associated with its ultimate palatability. Grade, as a measure of these two basic con-
siderations, is based on the development of three major grade factors--conformation, fin-
ish, and quality. However, since the contribution of finish is primarily through its in-
fluence on both quality and conformation, there is merit in simplifying your analysis to two
major factors--quality and conformation.

Conformation

The U. S.D.A. grading standards presume to consider the proportion that each carcass
part is of the total, as well as the relative value of each part. Thus, since loins are more
valuable than chucks, superior loins are emphasized more than chucks. The ranking of
beef primal cuts in decreasing order according to their value/lb. is; loins, ribs, rounds,
and chucks. The conformation concept described by the standards also includes consider-
ation of proportion of meat to bone. Therefore thickness, fullness, and width in relation
to length is a consideration presumed to indicate meat to bone relationships. The stand-
ards are worded to imply that meat may be considered largely as lean meat or equal em-
phasis can be given to width or fullness which is largely the result of fat.

Quality

Quality appraisal is intended to provide an indication of the palatability of the meat.
This results in observing primarily the marbling, or interspersion of fat within the mus-
cle, and the apparent maturity of the animal from which the carcass was derived. The
maturity determination is based primarily on skeletal observations. As an animal ma-
tures, the skeleton ossifies progressively. Other general considerations for maturity
include color and texture of lean. In decidedly mature animals, the conformation may
also be useful as a general maturity criterion. Very mature carcasses are usually quite
irregular in contour. Combining marbling and maturity in deriving a quality designation
is accomplished in accord with the chart on page 14.

Fir 31 Grade

The final grade in most general use at the present time is called a "quality grade",
ev_4 though it is a combination of those characteristics previously described as "con-
formation" and "quality". A simplified method of combining the two is presented on
page 8. In essence, conformation grade and quality grade are averaged if quality is
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superior to conformation. If, however, conformation is superior to quality, the final
grade will be the same as the quality grade for average Good or higher and for the Com-
mercial grade. For the Standard and Utility grades, final grade may be 1/3 grade higher
than the quality grade if conformation is 2/3 of a grade or more above the quality grade.

Cutability Grading (Optional)

Because of the variability in yield of trimmed meat existing within a conventional
grade, the standards now provide for a designation related to lean yield. It is called cut-
ability grading. It simply divides any conventional grade into 5 cutability groups with
cutability grade of 1 being highest in lean yield and cutability grade 5 being the lowest in
lean yield. It is based on the weight of the carcass, thickness of fat over the rib eye,
estimated kidney, pelvic, and heart fat as a percent of the carcass, and rib eye area.
The first three criteria have an adverse effect on carcass lean yield and the fourth (rib
eye area) has a positive effect.

Summary

Federal grading of all meats is strictly optional and is done only on request. While
all federal graders are employees of the Consumer and Marketing service of the U.S.D.A. ,
the packer is billed for the cost of the service on an hourly basis.

There are three options available to those requesting beef grading service.

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Conventional grading only.

Cutability grading only.

Both conventional grading and cutability grading.

It should be recognized that, at this time, cutability grading is used very little except
in purchases by the federal government. Hence, grading is still done largely on the same
basis as has been traditional. The grades were, however, revised June 1, 1965 with the
result of upgrading cattle in the Choice and Prime grade by about 1/3 of a grade. This
was accomplished by simply combining cattle between the approximate chronological ages
of 9 to 32 months and grading them in a single maturity group.



U. S. D. A. BEEF GRADING MATURITY DESCRIPTIONS

Carcass
region
observed

*Characteristics Associated with Different Degrees of Maturity,

E-A- 9 mo. A+ to B- 32 mo.
-B to B+ TB+ to

mo I42 C-1
1 48 mo.

C+

Sacral
vertebrae Distinct separation

cartilagenous
buttons present

Completely fused
.

Lumbar
vertebrae

__.
No ossification
buttons plainly
evident

Nearly completely
ossif .3d

Completely
ossified

Buttons at posterior
end of thoracic
region

No ossification
buttons plainly
evident

Some evidence
of ossification

Partially Mod.
ossified ossif.

Vertical
thoracic
processes

Soft, porous, and
very red

Slightly soft &
slightly red

Tinged with red Moderately hard
& rather white

.

Hard and white

Ribs Slight tendency
toward flatness

Slightly wide
and flat

.
Moderately wide
and flat

-

Wide and flat

ibt) eye musete Light grayish-red
Very fine textured

Light red
Fine textured

Tends to be fine
textured

Moderately dark
red & slightly
coarse textured

Dark red and
coarse textured

* Designations of age in months are not a part of the official grade standards, but are about the presumed chronological
ages associated with the characteristics identified.

Grades
Normal Firmness (Lean) Normal Color (Lean)
Young Old Young Old

Prime Md. firm Firm Lt. red
Choice SI. soft SI. firm Md. It. red

ood Md. soft SI. soft SI. lt. red
Standard Soft Md. soft SI. dark red
Commercial SI. firm Firm Md. dark red Dark red
Utility Soft & slightly watery SI. dark Very dark red

Dark cutting beef may be reduced as much as
one full grade in the Pr, Ch, and G grade and
as much as one-half grade in the St. and Co
grade. Other grades have no penalty for dark
cutters.
A condition of being softer than normal is
usually discounted about 1/3 of a grade for
quality.
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Minimum Conformation

Prime

Overall Rounds Loins & Ribs Chucks Neck & Shank

Thickly muscled
throughout & tend to
be wide & thick in re-
lation to length

Plump & plumpness
extends well down
to the hocks

,

Tend to be thick
and full

Tend to be thick Tend to be short

Choice

Md thick muscled
throughout & tend to
be moderately wide &
thick in relation to
length

Tend to be moder-
ately plump

Tend to be moder-
ately thick and
full

Tend to be moder-
ately thick

Tend to be moder-
ately short

Good

Slightly thick muscled
throughout & tend to
be slightly wide &
thick in relation to
length

Tend to be
slightly plump

Tend to be
slightly thick
& full

Tend to be
slightly long
& thin

-

Standard

Tend to be thinly
muscled throughout
& are slightly nar-
row & thin in rela-
tion to their length

Tend to be thin
& slightly con-
cave

Tend to be flat
& slightly thin
fleshed

Tend to be flat
& thin fleshed

-

Commercial

Slightly thin muscled
throughout, but be-
cause of fttt car-
CaSSOS tend to he
slightly thick but
rather rough & ir-
regular in contour

Tend to be thin
& slightly con-
cave

Loins tend to be
moderately wide,
but slightly sun -
ken & hips rather
prominant. Ribs
tend to be slightly
thick & full.

Slightly thin Slightly long
& thin

_ _______

Utility
Decidedly rangy, angu-
lar, & irregular in
contour, & usually
thinly fleshed

Tend to be very
thin & concave

Flat & thinly
fleshed

Thin & flat Long & tapering



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MARBLING, MATURITY, AND QUALITY MATURITY*

Degrees of
Marbling
Abundant

erately
Abundant

Slightly
Abundant
Moderate

Modest

Small

Slight

Traces
Practically

Devoid

A B C
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*Maturity increases from left to right (A through E)
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In teaching the fundamentals of grading it is important to bear in mind the subjective

nature of the criteria from which the final grade is derived. Standardized grading is the
result of a great deal of experience which the beginner has not had. The chart above is a
direct reproduction of that used by USDA graders to determine quality grade, with the ex-
ception that the dotted lines divide the grades into ipper and lower halves as is done in all
FFA contests.

The maturity descriptions previously presented provick: the necessary guide lines for
determining maturity designations. In general, the C maturity group is borderline and is
not used in contests. Thus one can, for practical purposes, first decide whether the car-
cass is old. If It is young, it will almost always be graded Standard, Good, Choice, or
Prime. If it is old, it must be graded either Utility or Commercial.
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PORK JUDGING

As in all meat judging work, the evaluation of pork is based upon two primary
considerations: (1) the proportion of edible to inedible meat and (2) the degree of
excellence or desirability (quality) of the cuts. Pork quality, and the factors which truly
contribute to it, is probably among the most controversial of the issues involved in meat
judging. There are, however, certain criteria which have been accepted as indices of
pork quality.

Quality in pork is, of course, intangible in nature and is determined in a subjective
manner by visual observation. The following criteria are used in determining quality,
and a brief description of the desirable nature of each is given.

Firmness (usually accepted as the most important single factor contributing to
quality). A high-quality carcass is firm in the flank and displays a firm fat back. In
pork cuts, the firmness of the lean is important.

Color: Color of lean should be bright and cherry red in the carcass as observed in
the flank and rib region. The diaphragm muscle is not a good index of carcass color. A
carcass or cut should display a very white fat. The color of lean in cuts should be ob-
served on a cut surface after a minimum of fifteen minutes and a maximum of 12 hop of
exposure to air. The desirable lean color in pork cuts is grayishsfitk.

Feathering: This is the name applied to the fine streaking of fat between the ribs.
It is presumed to indicate the extent of deposition of intramuscular fat. Many authorities
attach very little significance to this trait, while others consider it to be quite important.
It is the opinion of this author that it is an important quality factor and, up to a point,
contributes to she juiciness of the cuts. Feathering in excess of that required to produce
juicy cuts becomes detrimental to the over-all desirability of such cuts and should be dis-
criminated against.

Texture: The texture of the cut surface of cuts should be smooth and velvety. The
necessity for this criterion when dealing with cuts from youthful carcasses is doubtful. It
cannot be determined on the intact carcass.

Marbling: The intramuscular fat is called marbling, and in park it is sometimes
called intermingling of fat with the lean. Probably its only contribution to pork quality is
that it improves the juiciness of the cooked product.

Overflow fat: Overflow is the name by wt ich the thin covering of fat over the inside
of the thoracic cavity is known. It may be c xis.,dered as a quality factor or as a finish
factor and is simply an indication of a well-f Meted carcass. As with feathering, excessive
amounts are to be discriminated against.

The finish (fat cover) carried by a care ass =s usually necessary to insure an accept-
able quality in pork. Underfinished carcasses are seldom sufficiently firm to yield high
quality cuts. Underfinished carcasses will dry faster under refrigeration, and as a result
the lean becomes dark. In addition, a carcass deficient in finish will usually lack mar-
bling in the lean and, as previously mentioned, the cuts may be dry and tasteless after
cooking. The present-day consumer is very seriously discriminating against fat pork.
In addition to consumers' disapproving of the cuts, overfinished hogs yield large quantities
of lard which generally sells for less per pound than live hogs. Overfat hogs also yield
overfat, low quality bacon, while underfinished hogs produce "skippy8 bellies and so are
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undesirable. As current publicity on the subject indicates, the overfinished hog is now
a much more perplexing problem than is the underfinished hog. Finish therefore exerts
an influence on the quality of the cuts as well as their economy.

Conformation is the term applied to describe the relative amounts of edible and in-
edible tissues present. Edible meat in the hog, for practical purposes, will exclude lard,
since, as previously mentioned, it will in most instances represent an economic loss to
the processor. Heavy muscling and a minimum of fat to produce high quality cuts are
attributes to be sought in the outstanding pork carcass or cut.

Thus, an idea pork carcass is sufficiently finished as to be firm and to display a
moderate amount of feathering. In the 200-pound market hog, this is ordinarily 1.3 to
1.6 inches of fatback as an average of three measurements: (1) opposite the last lumbar
vertebra, (2) opposite the last rib, and (3) opposite the first rib. Such a measurement
includes the skin. The visible lean of the carcass is a bright, light cherry red in color.
Conformation of the carcass is as follows:

Length: The carcass is 30-32 inches in length (from witch bone to first rib).

Haul: The shank will be short, and the fleshing will carry well dawn on the shank.
The cushion will be thick and the ham will be trim but bulging with heavy muscling. The
ham is a very important item in the over-all value of the carcass and so is emphasized
in the evaluation.

Loin: The loin is wide and full, as well as trim at the turn. The loin is another
expensive cut and so is strongly emphasized in judging.

Depth and length of side: This is important in producing a high yield of belly to be
cured as bacon.

Shoulder: The carcass is muscular and trim over the shoulder, revealing meatiness
and minimum fat waste. A carcass that is coarse in the shoulder yields a belly with a
heavy, undesirable brisket end.

Miscellaneous considerations include thickness of the half carcass as an indication
of muscling; smoothness and trimness from end to end, which indicate minimum waste;
and, a trim, firm flank.

Pork cuts are judged on the same bases as the carcass.
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LAMB JUDGING AND CARCASS GRADING

The grading and judging of lamb carcasses is somewhat similar to that of beef car-
casses. A primary difference lies in the degree of development of quality of meat and
conformation.

Carcass judging classes of lambs are usually selected from the U. S. Good, U. S.
Choice, and the U. S. Prime grades.

It is well to bear in mind that meat is judged from the standpoint of its desirability
in the eyes of the consumer. Because we are unable to analyze consumer desires or de-
mands, we can only generalize in our estimates of consumer desirability.

Quality: Quality, as used here, refers to the traits that influence the appearance
or the eating qualities of the product. Quality in lamb is a combination of rather intangible
traits which are evaluated subjectively.

hm: Age is the most important single factor contributing to lamb quality and is the
factor upon which all other quality factors depend. The more youthful a carcass, the less
degree of development is necessary to attain a given grade. A youthful carcass will have
narrow, blood-red rib bones with obvious cartilagenous tips, and it will have red, porous,
sharp break joints on the foreshanks. In addition, a bright pink lean in the flank indicates
youthfulness.

FeatherioK: Next in importance in quality considerations is the presence of fine
streakings of tat, called feathering, in the lean between the ribs. Feathering indicates
that fat has been deposited within the muscle (intramuscular fat or marbling) and is pre-
sumed to influence the juiciness of the cooked product, especially cuts that are cooked by
dry heat.

Fat lacing in the flank: Next in importance in quality considerations is the fine
streaking or lacing of fat in the lower and upper flank muscles. The reasons for its
significance are the same as the feathering.

Color of lean: The ideal color of lean observed in the flank muscles should be a
light, bright pink or pink-red. The primary reason is appearance at the retail level.
Dark red is frequently associated with advanced maturity, and hence such meat is re-
jected or discriminated against by the consumer. The cut surface of lamb muscles is
naturally dark red in color.

Firmness: Firmness of lean is determined by firmness in the flank region. A soft
lean is presumed not only to present an objectionable appearance at the retail level, but
also to dry out more in cooking, resulting in a less acceptable product. The outside fat
should also be firm and waxy in order to present an acceptable appearance at retail.

Finish: Finish or degree of fatness of lambs bears a relation to quality of carcass.
This relation is however, far from perfect, since great differences exist in the quality
of the meat of lambs with comparable total fat cover. Fat cover of the live animal still
remains the most reliable external indication of carcass quality.

Fat is laid down first over the internal organs of an animal. The loin region is
the first area of the outside surface of the animal to be covered with fat. The cover then
progresses toward the leg and shoulder simultaneously until the animal is covered from
end to end. A well-finished carcass has fat well up over the legs, down into the neck vein,
and over the shank.
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Factors to Consider in Judging Pork Carcasses

Conformation

Length of carcass
Length of ham shank

Plumpness of ham
Thickness of cushion

Width of loin

Fullness of loin
Depth of loin

Smoothness over the shoulder

Smoothness of side

Straightness of aide
Depth of side

Quality

Firmness
Color

Overflow fat

Feathering

Fineness of bone

Finish

Thickness of fatback

Firmness of fat
Color of finish

Distribution of fat deposits

Factors to Consider in Judging Pork Cuts

Conformation

Length of shank

Plumpness
Thickness of cushion

Depth, width and length of the center cut

Depth and width of the butt end and the
Bank side

Balance of the ham

Conformation

Uniformity of thickness from end to end

Over-all fullness
Plumpness of eye

Fullness and uniformity from the
sirloin into the center section
Width and fullness of blade end

Depth of chine

Length of loin

Hams

Quality

Firmness
Marbling

Texture
Uniformity shade and brightness of color

Loins
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Marbling

Brightness shade and uniformity of color
Texture



It is well to remember that outside fat and kidney fat in themselves contribute little
if any to the eating (panties of the meat. An exception may be found in roast cooked by
dry heat. Wbsn roasted with the fat side up, the cut bastes itself and thus substitutes in
part for marbling. Therefore, it behooves us to strive for lambs that will produce a high-
quality lean i meat while depositing a minimum of fat waste. Marbling is deposited after
the subcutaneous fat and is therefore usually found only in well-finished lambs. There is,
however, a considerable difference in the amount of subcutaneous fat deposited prior to
the deposition of intramuscular fat (marbling) among lambs even within a given breed and
in the same feedlot. An ideally finished lamb will be trim and smooth in its outside cover
and trim in its kidney, while at the same time displaying highly marbled lean. Since the
consumer objects to yellow in lamb fat, this color is discriminated against in meat judging.

Conformation: Conformation refers to the relative amounts of edibie versus inedible
meat in a carcass. A carcass with desirable conformation is short, blocky, and thickly
fleshed from end to end. It is also uniform, smooth, and symmetrical in its lines. The
legs are short sharked, thick in the cushion, and plump and bulging. The loins are wide and
full, with the fullness extending well down through the rack and into the shoulder. The
shoulders are short-necked and thick-fleshed.

Factors to Consider in Judging Lamb Carcasses

Conformation Finish

Length of shank Color

Plumpness of leg Firmness of finish

Width of leg Extent of finish over leg and shoulder

Depth of twist or crotch Size of kidney knob

Width of saddle (hind) Amount of channel fat

Width of loin Amount of overflow fat

Fullness of loin Smoothness of distribution a finish

Depth of loin
Quality

Shortness of neck
Youth

Compactness of carcass
Color of lean

Straightness of side
Color of fat

Over-all balance of carcass
Feathethz between the ribs

Firmness of flank

Fat laving in the flanks



Differentiating Between Lamb, Yearling Mutton, and Mutton Carcasses

Ovine carcasses are ..lassifled as lamb, yearling mutton, or mutton on the, basis of
characteristics of the bones, general conformation, and characteristics of the flesh.

Lamb carcasses always have break joints on their front shanks and generally have
narrow rib bones, a rather regular contour, and a light red color and fine texture of lean.
They also have a considerable amount of red in the ribs and a somewhat smaller amount
in the shanks.

Yearling mutton carcasses may have either break joints or "spool" joints on their
front shanks and generally have moderately wide rib bones, a slightly irregular contour,
and a slightly dark red color and slightly coarse-textured lean. They have only traces of
red in the ribs and shanks.

Mutton carcasses always have "spcol" joints on their front shanks and generally
have wide rib bones, a rather irregular contour, and a dark red, coarse-textured lean.
Ribs and shanks are d void of red color.

LAMB GRADING

Minimum qualifications are given in all cases. Minimum conformation require-
ments are constant for any given grade, regardless of other factors. However, the
quality requirements vary according to the age of the carcass. The older the carcass,
the greater must be the other evidences of quality in order to qualify for a given grade.
A carcass showing evidences of maximum allowable maturity for the grade will grade
approximately two-thirds of a grade lower than will a youthful carcass with other quality
factors comparable. This general statement applies very well in the top three grades.

Age of a lamb carcass is determined from the following observations: Carcasses
from young lambs have red, narrow rib bones and have red, moist, porous, and sharp
break joints. Carcasses from more mature lambs have slightly wide, moderately red rib
bones with moderately red, rather dry, hard, and somewhat rounded break joints. Age is
also based on the color of flank muscles. Lighter colors are associated with youthfulness.

A lamb carcass which is graded Prime cannot be graded higher than the quality
displayed. If, however, a carcass displays quality adequate for Average Prime, it may
exhibit conformation of only Average Choice and still remain eligible for Prime. Also,
a carcass showing quality sufficient for Average Choice may have conformation equivalent
to Average Good and still qualify for Choice. Quality and conformation assume equal im-
p stance as compensating factors in the Choice, Good, and Utility grades. If either quality
or conformation is adequate for the mid-point of the Good grade, the other may be only
High Utility and still allow the carcass to qualify for the Good grade. Likewise, if either
quality or conformation is adequate for Average Utility and the other sufficient for High
Cull, the carcass may still qualify for Utility.

For further explanation of lanb grading, refer to the February 13, 1960 issue of
the Federal Register.
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Lamb Grading Specifications
Tabular Fc.:m

Ch. . , I N f cl1S/LCE GAD
_

.1111LML......
Very rangy and angular
with hips and shoulder
joints plainly visible

1. Overall Tend to be compact
and blocky

Slightly
compact

Moderately rangy
and slightly angular

2. Leg Tend to be plump
and full

Slightly plump and
full

Slightly thin and
tapering

Thin and slightly
concave

3. Back Wide and thick Slightly wide and
thick

Slightly narrow and
thin

Very narrow and
sunken

4. Shoulder Thick, full,
and smooth

Slightly wide and
thick

Migh_ fly narrow and
thin

Narrow and sharp

5. Neck Start and thick Slightly abort and
thick

Moderately long and
thin

Long and thin

MINIMUM QUALITY REQUIREMENTS roR GRADES OF LAMB CARCASSES

MATURITY GROUP A* MATURITY GROUP B

Flank Flank Flank Flank
GRADE Feathering Lacing Firmness Feathering Wm Firmness
Prime Modest Small Tends lobe

moderate full
and firm

Moderate Modest Moderate
full and
firm .

Choice Slight Traces Tends tote
slightly full
and firm

Small Slight Slightly
full and
firm

Good Traces Practi-
cally
devoid

Slightly
thin and
soft

Slight Traces Tends to
be slightly
full and firm

Utility Practi- Devoid Soft and Traces Practi- Slightly
cally de- slightly catty thin and
void watery devoid soft

*Maturity Groups A. Moderately narrow, slightly flat rib bones; moderately red and moist and porous break
joints; and a bright pink color in the flank.

B. Slightly wide, moderately flat rib bones; slightly red but dry break joints; and a dull
red color in the flank.

DEGREES OF FEATHERING AND
FLANK LACfNG DEGREES OF FLANK_ FIRMNESS

I. Extremely abundant 1. Extremely full ari firm
2. Very abundant G. Tends to be extremely full and Arts
3. Abundant 3. Very full and firm
4. Moderately abundant 4. Tends to be very full and firm
5. Slightly abundant 5. Full and firm
6. Moderate 6. Tends to be full and firm
7. Modest 7. Moderately full and firm
8. Small 8. Tends to be moderately full and firm
9. Slight 9. Slightly full and firm

10. Traces 10. Tends to be slightly full and firm
11. Practically devoid 1I. Slightly thin and soft
12'. Devoid 12. Soft and slightly watery

13. Solt and watery
14. Soft

Materials adapted from U.S. D.A.
Lamb Grading Specifications as revised 1980
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RETAIL MEAT IDENTIFICATION

BEEF

As a general rule the normal color for beef muscle is a rather intense, cherry-
red color. The muscle is relatively firm and is usually free from surface moisture.

ROUND STEAK is a large steak, usually one-half to three fourt'41 inch in thickness,
cut from the round. It is oval in shape with subcutaneous fat around most of three sides
and with a small round bone located at the center near one end.

TOP ROUND STEAK is about the top half of a round steak. It is an oval shaped,
elongated cut which is boneless and appears to consist almost entirely of one muscle. It
is usually cut the same thickness as round steak.

BOTTOM ROUND STEAK is the bottom half of a round steak. It is an elongated,
oval shaped cut with subcutaneous fat around one side and also one end when it is cut to
include the eye of the round. It appears to consist of two major muscles when cut without
the eye of the round, and three major muscles when cut with the eye of the round. It is
usually cut about the same thickness as round steak unless it is made into swiss steak, in
which case it is cut one to two inches in thickness.

EYE OF ROUND STEAK is a triangular shaped cut taken from the outside portion of
the round. It has subcutaneous fat on one side and is usually cut about the same thickness
as round steak.

TIP ROAST, sometimes called "knuckle portion", is cut from the inside portion of
the round. It appears to consist of three major muscles along with adjacent outlying layers
of muscles, connective tissue, and fat. The outer layers may be removed to make a "bald
tip it

HEEL OF ROUND is a three corner shaped pot roast coming from the shank region of
the round. It is made up of many muscles interspersed with layers of connective tissue.
It will show evidence of tendon attachments on the tapered end.

STANDING RUMP is cut from the upper end of the round. It contains portions of
aitch (rump) bone and tail bone and shows evidence of tail head fat and cavity (pelvic) fat.
It is somewhat wedge-shaped with subcutaneous fats on one surface, pelvic bone on one
surface and the other surfaces are primarily lean tissue.

ROLLED RUMP is the standing rump with the bones removed. It is shaped some-
thing like a football being cylindrical in shape and larger in the middle than at either end.
One surface has subcutaneous fat and the remainder of the surface is primarily lean tissue.

SIRLOIN STEAK is cut from the sirloin region of the back and contains portions of
back bone and hip bone. They are relatively large cuts, oval in shape, and have a wide
variation in the bone and muscle structure of the various steaks. Subcutaneous fats will
be evident on one surface and pelvic fats on the other.

BONELESS TOP SIRLOIN STEAK comes from the top side of the animal in the sirloin
region. It ranges from a slightly oval-shape to a lop-sided triangular shape. It consists
of two primary muscles, one rather thin along the top-most part of tne animal and the
other much larger. It has subcutaneous fats on one surface.
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PORTERHOUSE STEAK is cut from the rear and center portion of the short loin.
It has the characteristic "T" shaped bone and the large loin eye muscle lying on one side
of the leg of the "T" and the other smaller tenderloin muscle on the other side.

CLUB STEAK is taken from the front portion of the short loin. It has the large loin
eye muscle, as in the Porterhouse, but has a cross section of the rib showing instead of
the "I'" shaped bone. There is little, if any, tenderloin muscle present.

TOP LOIN STEAK (sometimes called a "Kansas City Steak") is simply a steak cut
from the loin eye muscle removed from the short loin. It is boneless.

TENDERLOIN STEAK is cut from the tenderloin muscle after it has 'been removed
from the loin. It is a small, eliptical shaped cut, often called filet mignon. It has no sub-
cutaneous fat present since it comes exclusively from inside the body cavity. All fats
present are internal body fats.

FLANK STEAK is a thin, fan shaped muscle cut from the flank of beef. All muscles
run in a linear direction, the long way of the steak. All fats are internal fats.

STANDING RIB is a roast taken from the rib section. They include one or more of
the 8th to 12th ribs and part of the back bone. They are displayed so that the rib will stand
on the lower side of the back bone and the rib ends, hence the name "standing rib". The
major muscle included is the loin eye, although frequently other outlying muscles may be
separated from the loin eye by layers of fat.

RIB STEAKS are about the same as the standing rib, except the ribs are usually cut
much shorter, as in the Hotel style rib, pictured on Page . It is easy to confuse the
rear rib steaks with the club steaks.

RIB EYE (DELMONICO) STEAK is a boneless steak cut from the loin eye muscle re-
moved from the rib section. It appears similar to the muscle shown in the "Hotel style
rib".

RIB EYE (DELMONICO) ROAST is a boneless cut from the wholesale rib. It con-
sists primarily of the rib eye muscle and has a thin layer of fat on the outside surface
(oval surface).

ARM POT ROAST is a flat roast cut from the bottom of the square-cut chuck. It has
a round bone located off-center and sometimes seams of fat just inside the cross sections
of ribs. The seams of fat and cross sections of the ribs are frequently removed.

ARM STEAK is the same as the roast except cut as a steak.

BLADE POT ROAST is a roast cut from the back side of the square-cut chuck. It
shows the characteristic shoulder blade bone, segment of back bone, and a portion of
the ribs.

BLADE STEAK is the same as the pot roast except cut as a steak.

ENGLISH (BOSTON) CUT is cut from the fourth and fifth rib ends of the square cut
chuck. The ribs run lengthwise on the under side of the cut which is usually between four
and six inches in length, of a uniform width and thicker at one end than at the other.
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INSIDE CHUCK POT ROAST is boneless and shows only lean muscle on the outer
surfaces. The ends have alternate layers of lean and fat. Diameter of the roast is about
5 to 6 inches.

PLATE (bone in) is the lower portion of the rib cage and contains rib bones, ap-
preciable quantities of fat, and relatively small amounts of visible lean.

ROLLED PLATE is usually about six inches in diameter and boneless, with the
ends displaying considerable fat interspersed betweba thin layers of lean.

SHORT RIBS are cut from the ends of the ribs just above the plate. Rib lengths cut
are usually 2 to 3 inches and the ribs may be separated or left attached to each other.

I3RISKET (bone in) has a thick layer of subcutaneous fat on the outer surface and a
characteristic thick layer of muscle as a second layer. The presence of the breast bone
is sure indication that the cut is from the brisket.

BONELESS FRESH BRISKET is the same as Brisket (bone in) except the ribs and
breast bone has been removed. It has layers of fat between lean areas, is flat but slightly
triangular in shape, and is approximately I to 2 inches thick.

BONELESS CORNED BRISKET is the same as Boneless Fresh Brisket, except that it
is dark in color on the outer surfaces as a result of curing.

FORESHANK is the front leg of the animal to the knee, with a slight lip of the brisket
which usually remains when it is separated from the arm end of the chuck. It is about 3 or
4 inches in diameter at the upper (large) end and has a round bone.

SHANK CROSS CUTS are cross sections of the foreshank which have a semiround
bone off center and muscles surrounding it.

PORK (fresh)

A distinctive pink to grayish pink color characterizes the lean tissue of fresh pork.
There is usually at least some marbling in pork and the outside fat is very white.

FRESH HAM (butt portion) is a semitriangular ''it from 4 to 6 inches in thickness
cut from the upper part of the ham. At the top of the cut is the aitch bone, and at each
end is a small round bone.

FRESH HAM @hank portion) is the lower part of the ham. It is 4 to 6 inches thick
at the large end and tapers toward the shank. The large cut surface has a small round
bone located off-center and the shank end has the skin remaining.

FRESH HAM (boneless) is a cylindrically shaped cut, usually about 5 to 6 inches in
diameter in the center and tapering slightly toward each end.

FRESH HAM (center cut steak) is an oval shaped ham slice with a small round bone
located slightly off -center. The cut is usually made about 1/2 inch to 3/4 inches thick.

LOIN ROAST (center cut) is cut from the center of the loin. The ends show the
large loin eye muscle and the tenderloin muscle. Same as loin chop.
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SIRLOIN ROAST is cut from the ham end of the loin. It is a relatively small cut,
showing a short section of straight back bone and the curved portion (sacral vertebrae),
and part of the hip bone.

BLADE LOIN ROAST is cut from the shoulder end of the loin. The front end shows
the blade, rib, and back bone, as well as seams of fat interspersed in the lean, while
the other end shows the rib and back bone and the loin eye muscle.

RIB CHOP is cut from the center of the loin. It shows the long view of a rib and
the back bone. The major muscle is the loin eye.

LOIN CHOP comes from the center portion of the loin, just back of the rib chop.
It has a "T" bone structure with the loin eye muscle located on one side of the stem of
the "T" and the tenderloin muscle on the other side.

TENDERLOIN is a long tapering round muscle found just under the backbone of the
rear third of the loin. It is about 1 1/2 to 2 inches in diameter at the large end and tapers
to a very thin cut at the opposite end. It may be displayed as a whole piece or as a slice.

BACK RIBS are cut from the front half of the loin region. They are about an inch in
thickness and include the back bone and a short portion of the ribs.

FRESH SIDE PORK is a flat cut with a lean sure .N on one side and skin on the other.
The cut surfaces show layers of lean interspersed with rather large amounts of fat.

SPARERIBS are a flat cut containing the ribs and very little lean. The diaphram
muscle is usually intact on the inside surface.

FRESH PICNIC SHOULDER includes the anti and shank sections of the shoulder.
It is a square cut with a shank attached. It has skin and a layer of fat on one surface and
a flat shaped bone on the cut surface.

ARM ROAST is the same as the Fresh Picnic Shoulder except with the shank removed.

ARM STEAK is cut from the upper surface of the Picnic Shoulder. It is a semi-oval
shaped cut with a small round bone.

BOSTON BUTT is cut from the top half of the shoulder. It is a semirectangular cut,
about three inches thick, which has a round bone on the arm face and the blade bone on the
blade face. The blade face and the jowl end (opposite end) will show some fat seams inter-
spersed with the lean.

BLADE STEAK is cut from the blade surface of the Boston Butt and has the char-
acteristics described above. The shape of the blade bone varies, depending on the location
from which it is cut, from a flat cartilagenous bone to a "7" shape.

PORK (Cured and Smoked)

Cured pork has a characteristic mellow brown smoked color. The cut surface is a
bright pink fixed color.

All ham cuts appear the same as fresh cuts, except with the above, characteristics.
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SMOKED PICNIC SHOULDER as above.

SMOKED SHOULDER BUTT is usually sold btuteless and is then about 3 inches in di-
ameter and approximately 6 to 8 inches in length.

SLAB BACON and SLICED BACON will appear the same as fresh side pork except
with the cured and smoked characteristics.

JOWL BACON SQUARE is the jowl cut square. It is about 5 inches wide and 7 inches
long and about 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 inches thick. It will display large amounts of fat and rela-
tively little lean and has the skin remaining on one flat side.

CANADIAN BACON is the loin eye muscle of heavy pork loins which has been cured
and smoked. It consists primarily of the single eye muscle, but small adjacent muscles
may be present. It is shaped into a cylinder and, of course, if sliced will produce es-
sentially round-shaped slices.

SALT SIDE PORK is the belly region of the hog that has been salted, but not smoked.
The fat is a somewhat gray-white color and the lean streaks will be a dark brownish-red.
The lean streakings are, of course, similar in nature to bacon, but salt pork is usually
made from heavier, fatter bellies. Grains of salt are usually visible on the surface.

SALT FAT BACK consists almost exclusively of fat, although there may rarely be
a very thin layer of lean at the shoulder end. The fat is gray-white in color and grains
of salt are usually visible on the surface.

LA MB

The lean portions of lamb are somewhat dark and dull red in color and may contain
intramuscular fat (marbling). The external fat is waxy white in color and possesses a
hard, flaky texture.

LEG, SIRLOIN ON is the hind leg of lamb including the sirloin portion (hip bone
area), the tail, the center or cushion portion (leg bone area), the adjacent shank bone,
and the lower hind shank bones. The hind shank bones may be removed for a French
leg, and the adjacent shank bone removed for an American style leg.

LEG, SIRLOIN OFF is the leg of lamb with the rump portion remaining on the leg.
The sirloin is removed very close to the forward tip of the pelvic bone (aitch bone) and
at a slight angle to the leg. The shank remains on the leg.

LEG, (SHANK HALF) is the shank half of the whole leg, which has been separated
at the midpoint of the leg bone. Shank bones are usually included.

LEG (SIRLOIN HALF) is the upper portion of the whole leg, which includes pri-
marily the hip bone and aitch bone region.

SIRLOIN CHOPS are cut from the sirloin portion of the leg. Pinbone chops have
considerable bone.

LAN ROAST is either a boneless or bone-in, 5 to 6 inch, cut of the loin section
(13th rib to hip bone) which includes the loin eye and tenderloin muscles and the vertebral
process. It may contain a portion of the 13th rib.
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LOIN CHOP is a chop cut from the loin. It has the same characteristics as the loin
roast.

RIB ROAST is a 5 to 6-inch portion of the rack section (6tb to 12th ribs), with a
portion of the rib bones. It consists of the loin eye and other secondary muscles, plus
the vertebral processes.

RIB CHOP is a one-inc cross-sectional cut of the rack, which will contain the loin
tye and a portion of one rib. It may or may not be Trenched.

SQUARE SHOULDER is the thickest part of the foresaddle, with the shank, breast,
rack, and neck removed. It includes such a heterogenous collection of bones and muscles
that it is difficult to carve. The blade end includes ribs 1 througb 1, and the arm end in-
cludes the upper half of the arm bone.

ROLLED SHOULDER is the square cut shoulder with all bones removed and the
boneless cut rolled, using the blade or rib-end side as the face of the roll.

ARM CHOPS are cut from the foreshank side of the square cut shoulder. It includes
a round bone and is somewhat oval in appearance. Section of the rib bones may be in-
cluded.

BLADE CHOPS are cut from the rib end of the square cut shoulder and includes the
loin eye, a portion of the vertebral process, the blade bone, and rib.

BREAST is a narrow strip of meat, containing breast bone and the ends of 12 ribs.
If the foreshank is included, the cut is known as the rattle.

RIBLETS are small sections of the ribs which have been removed from the breast
and which contain small portions of lean and fat as well as rib bones.

FORESHANK is the foreshank portion of the carcass, which has been removed from
the shoulder. It includes a portion of the arm and foreshank bores, and a number of
muscles surrounded by beavy strands of connective tissue.

VEAL

The lean portions of veal are greyish to brownisb pink in color and the majority of
cuts are practically devoid of intramuscular fat (marbling), and contain minimum
amounts of ex.ernal fat. The lean surfaces are somewhat moist in appearance. Since
veal varies considerably between the different regions of the United States, veal curs
are not included in the National Meats Contest any longer. For that reason, they are not
being included in this publication.

VARIETY MEATS

Variety meats are those edible parts of beef, pork, veal, and lamb, which originate
from internal organs and other accessory parts of the animal. They are usually (except
for ox joints) free of bone, external fat, and lean skeletal muscle tissue.
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HEART is pyramid in shape and dark purple in color and usually contains a deposit
of fat around the larger, open end. The outer surface is somewhat irregular and fibrous
in appearance. The beef heart weighs about six pounds, whereas the pork heart is about
1/3 as large, and lamb heart smaller than pork heart.

TONGUE may include the whole portion or sliced sections of the total cut. It is dull
gray in color, rather long and narrow in shape, and contains a rough, "thorny" upper
surface. Tongue from beef weighs about trio pounds. Comparatively, pork and lamb
are about 1/3 and 1/5 the size of beef.

BEEF TAIL (OX JOBs"11) are sections of tail bones which are usually about two
inches long and consist primarily of bone and cartilage circumvented by a spiral of small
muscles and a minimum amount of fat and skin.

BEEF TRIPE is the muscular lining of the stomach. Tripe is gray in color and has
both honeycomb and smooth inner surfaces and a smooth and shiny outer surface.

SWEETBREADS are the thymus glands from the throat and heart areas of young beef
and lamb. They are slightly lobed, light cream in color and shiny and smooth in appear-
ance. The size is dependent on age and specie of animal but generally weigh less than
one pound.

BRAINS are round and bilobed, grayish white in color, and smooth and shiny in
appearance. Each consists of a number of creases and folds that are partially outlined
by small blood vessels. Beef brain weighs about one pound, while that of veal, pork,
and lamb are about 1/2 as large.

LIVER is partially lobed and irregularly shaped. Beef, calf, and lamb liver consist
of two distinct lobes while pork has three. It is dark purple in color and appears smooth on
its surface. Beef liver weighs about 10 to 12 pounds, while calf, pork and lamb liver are
1/3, 1/5 and 1/8 as large, renectively.

KIDNEY is an oval shaped organ, dark purple in color and shiny in appearance. Beef
and calf kidneys are multilobed as contrasted to one smooth lobe for pork and lamb. Beef
kidney weighs about 1 1/2 to 2 pounds, whereas calf, pork and lamb kidneys are respectively
1/2, 1/3, and 1/8 as large.



LAMB

Wholesale Cols Retail Cots l Number

Legs sirloin on
Leg, sirloin off
Leg, shank half
Leg, sirloin half
Sirloin chop
Loin roast
Loin chop
Rib roast
Rib chop

Shedder

Square shoulder
Rolled shoulder
Arm chop
Blade chop

Bract Breast
Riblets

Pore shank Pore shank

VARIETY MEATS

KID Noah..

Heart

Tongue

Liver

Bed
Pork
Beef
Pork
Beef
Lamb
Pork
Beef.

Kidney Lamb
Pork

Bed tail or on joints
Bed tripe
Sweetbreads
Brains

MEAT IDENTIFICATION

PORK (Fresh)

Wholesale Cols Retail Cots Numb.,

Fresh ham
(leg)

Fresh ham (leg), butt portion
Fresh ham (leg), shank portion
Fresh ham (lee, boneless
Fresh ham (leg), center cut steak

I--
Loin

Loin roast, center cut
Sirloin roast (ham end)
Blade loin roast (shoulder end)
Rib chop
Loin chop
Tenderloin
Back ribs

Fresh side
(belly) Fresh side pork

Spareribs Spareribs

Fresh picnic
shoulder

Fresh picnic shoulder
Arm
Arm steak

Bust" butt
BostonBoston butt

steak

PORK (Cured and smoked)

Smoked ham
Smoked ham, butt portion
Smoked ham, shank portion
Smoked ham, center slice

Smoked loin' Smoked loin chop
Smoked

picnic
shoulder

Smoked picnic shoulder

Smoked
shoulder

tt
Smoked shoulder butt

Bacon

Slab bacon
Sliced bacon
Jowl bacon square
Canadian-style bacon
Sliced Canadian-style bacon

Salt pork
Salt side pork
Salt fat back .

MEAT IDENTIFICATION

BEEF

Wheless% Cuts Ilea Cuts

Round

Round steak
Top round steak
Bottom round steak
Eye of round steak
Tip roast
Heel of round

Rump
Standing rump
Roiled rump

Sirloin Sirloin steak
(loin end) Boneless top sirloin steak

Short loin

Porterhouse steak (T-bone)
Club steak
Top loin steak
Tenderloin steak

Flank Flank steak

Rib

Chuck

Standing rib
Rib steak
Rib eye (Delmonico) steak
Rib eye (Delmonico) roast
Arm pot-roast
Arm steak
Blade pot-roast
Blade steak
English (Boston) cut
Inside chuck pot-roast

Short plate
Pate (bone in)
Rolled plate
Short ribs
Brisket (bone in)

Brisket Boneless fresh brisket
Boneless corned brisket

Fore Shank
Shank cross cuts
Fore sbank
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Meat Identification Card Used in the National Contest

NBA? SIIININPICAIION CYO

u Mese amp Ifo.
Comeslaat Row CoMestamt No.

nu (Vend ad maws
RR!

Ilromusoota Cuss =mit OM Moan Mom

1,Lls'

Romod

Roved Steak

a roved steal

Bottom road stall
Rye el toned Mesh

lip mast
Mon of rood

Ramp
Stoading lump

Rolled lump

Skids One mil Ohba stook

Bantam too drloin *teak

Sheet Ma

Potterboase steak (T-bowl.
Club steak

Top loin steak

Tannins steak
Flash Plank steak

Rib
Standing nb

.......-

flab steak

Rib eye (Delmont.) steak

Rob eye (Delmooko) roost .,--

Clod

.IMIlili.

Ann pot-,east

Ann steak

Blade pot-toast
........

Blade steak

English Moses I cut

bade chuck pot-toast

Shen plate

Plato {bone oil

Rolled plate

Mien ribs

Mini
linnet those in)

_Hanel* fresh brisket

Boneless corned brisket

Pen Shank Poe thank
11=1,..M...

.4Im.Sbaak moss tuts

TOMMY. ikon

POET[ (Rohl

iniakAiS Loa ' Karam lAlTil NUMMI Scott

Froth ham ling I. buts poems

Freda boa i no
hob Mm deg). shank poison

froth ham (leg). bonnets
..

Presb bon Ile, .. mum cut Iterai----
Lek

Loan ro am. renter tot1-.-.--.-
room 1 end*,

Blade loin roa milder eon( aBlade

Rob chop

Lem chug
-- .....

Tenderloin
...

Seek ribs
.

freak side ilieltr/ freak tole pork

Weals Sparer*.
...-.-....

hash 'kale elooldee

Fran picnic shoulder

. Arm roost

Arm Meek

Saw bull
Boston butt

Blade Meet
'

tabsiewls Seely

Witemsels Cum Kamm Cum Plutiella

embed Wm

Smoked barn. nett portion

Soaked hem. stank patios

Smoked hem. mate elks
_

Slanged kb Meehan Iola ekop

Smoked Omsk shudder Smoked pkak thoulder

Sashed thealiw but Soaked should* butt

Ramo

31sh beam

Sliced bean

Jowl Wes squire

Cenadmetyk beton

Sliced Canediaostyle Imam

Sall perk

......

Sell side pod;

Sok tat bath .
Tabulator* Stem

LAPAII

Wicuatiota Cum Ram. Cuts Neaps*

Leg

Leg, litlein us

Leg. sokm off

log. *bank ball

log. whoa hall

Sirloin chop

Lon
Loin rout

Lout chop .,,-.....--..
Reek

Rib road

Rib elmii

Sksolder

Squat* shoulder

Rolled shoulder

Arm nap

Blade ekop

St an
Breast st

Rabies ..,...-.,
Mire Mask Pore 'bask

random's Seem

VARIETY AUDITS

Ram Nuiuma Sons Kim Maim Scams

Reset
Bat

User

But

Pork Limb

Ton,.
Beet Pork

...-

Pork

Ildem

Beef

Beet tail * ex pasts iamb

Reef tripe Pork

Sweetbrode
lobeletee's Store

Brans
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FOREWORD

This course of study, consisting of an analysis of the
CARPENTRY trade, together with assignment sheets covering the
related (occupational) information to be taught by the school,
has been prepared for teaching carpentry on an individual basis
in a part-time cooperative occupational education program.

The original course of study was prepared in 1948 by Mr.
Lester B. Kesterson, then coordinator at Nevada, Missouri. A
subsequent revision of the analysis and the assignment sheets
was made in 1955. The present revision of the course of study
was prepared by Dr. Robert L. Prater, formerly Research Assistant
in Industrial Education at the University of Missouri.

We wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to Dr. H. H. London,
Professor of Industrial Education at the University of Missouri,
who supervised the preparation of the material, and to Mr. James
B. Karnes, Instructor in Industrial Education at the University
of Missouri, who edited the manuscript. Credit is due Dr. H.
Pat Wardlaw, Assistant Commissioner of Education, Mr. Merton C.
Wheeler, Director of Industrial Education, and other staff members
of the State Department of Education, for their efforts in the
development of the Industrial Education Curriculum Series of which
this oourse of study is a part.

September, 1962
800

Reprinted
January, 1965
500

Reprinted
SeptcLOer, 1365
500

HUBERT WHEELER

Commissioner of Education
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INTRODUCTION

In preparing this course of study, it has been assumed that the
attainment of occupational competency in any type of work involves three
different, yet closely related, types of learning. They are:

1. Mastery of the practical Job Skills, and Procedures-per-
formedby the worker in iEroccupation.

2. Comprehension of the Technical and Related Information'
basic to an intelligent undersiirdariEraiRINUthe
occupation.

3. Development of those Personal-Social TraSts* which are'
essential for the successful worker.

ba

The first'group of these "learning" the job skills and
procedures -- has-been arranged in the analysts under the heading Of
"Job Training."..,The necond.group of "learning units" the technical
and related information .has been arranged under the heading of
"Related Information." The third group --the personal-sodial traits--
has.been listed under "Personal QualificatiOns of the Carpenter" in the
introductory section addressed to the'student..

Ina cooperative'educational-pcovim. it is necessary for bOth
cooperating agencies the'dchool and the employer to understand clear,.
ly lust What each is to be responbible for in the training of the
student - worker. Experience has shown that most of the practical Job
skills and procedures of an occupation.can best be learned through
supervised work on the Job. Experience has shown also that the school
can best teach most of the technical and related occupational
:nation needed by the young student - worker. This division of responsi-
bility has been made in the arrangement of this courses of study: that
is, -it is expected that-the student-bworker will master the 1::eskills
and procedures through practical work on the JOb under the diete
Superasion of the employer, and that he will receive instruction "in
telatedLoccupational information in the.school under the direction Of
he coordinators

Skills and related information are matters for direct instruc-
tion, but personal-social traits are acquired only. throUgh. practicing
them during the process of acquiring skills and information and in one's
daily conduct, ThOrefore both the omployer and the school, as well
as the home, must assume responsibility for developing in the student -
Worker those habits, attitudes, and character traits which' are essential
for success in his occupation-and in life. 'Both the employer and the
school should be constantly'on the alert to see that the'student-worker
places desirable interpretations on his experiences and that he does
not practice habits and exhibit charactee.traits detrimental to his
312000911.

Since the coordinator's class will be made up of fifteen or more
students, each differing from the Other significantly, studying a
dozen or more occupations Which differ mardedly in their requirements,
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it follows that it will be impossible for him to teach through the
group method, the occupational information which relates to the specific
job of each student-worker. In order to be effective, this type of
instruction must be individualized. There is, of course, some related
information, such as occupationa health and safety, workman's coMpen
ration, wage hour laws, fair labor standards, unemployment compensation
and the like, which is of common interest and concern to all student-
workers and this may be effectively taught by the group method. How--
ever, if the coordinator is to make a real contribution to the in-
service vocational education of hie students, he must devote a major
portion of his classroom instruction to content which deals specifi-
cally with the work of each boy and girl enrolled.

With this requirement in mind, and in order to facilitate indi-
vidual instruction, this series of assignment sheets has been prepared.
They contain certain record data as to number and range of units cover-
ed; introductory paragraphs designed to develop interest, explain the
importance of the assignment, and to convey to the student what he is
expected to learn; specific assignaents including readings, learning
activities, and a series of objective-type questions designed to check
his attainment.

Obviously, it is desirable to teach the related information in
the school at the time it will be used most advantageously on the job.
This means that the two phases of the student-worker's training should
parallel each other in a progressive manner. The coordinator will find
the assignment sheets well adapted to this end. He can select from
the assignment which covers the units with whiell the student is work-
ing. With this arrangement, the coordinator will become, during a
major portion of his classroom time, a supervising and helping teacher.

In selecting books for the course, an effort has been made to
select only those books which include information that is considered
to be most important for a worker in the carpentry trade to know.
Among other criteria, the recency of publication was considered. It
is recommended that copies of these boas be secured and kept in the
coordinator's classroom for ready ure by the student.

The key Sheets have been prepared to enable the coordinator to
score quickly the objective tests which are a part of each assignment
sheet. These key sheets give the correct answers to the questions and
should be kept in the coordinator's possession.

v



TO THE STUDENT-WORKER

Since early times, there has been a premium placed on the skills
of construction, and rightly so, since man would still be looking for
natural shelters if it were not for these skills. There has always
been a need for builders; however, since World War II there has been
an enormous increase in the number of bUildings constructed, especially
residences. These expanded construction activities plus increased
emphasis on modernization have brought about a great need for skilled
carpenters.

The apprenticeship program has gone through a period of change
and is now emerging with new strength and emphasis. In fact, education
as a whole has become more concerned about the vocational training of
young workers. As a result of both of these factors, the youth who
enter the carpentry trade will find it possible as well as advisable
to prepare systematically for entrance and advancement in the carpentry
field.

OPPORTUNITIES IN CARPENTRY

The carpentry trade offers an opportunity to use hand tools,
to:operate woodworking. machines, to enjoy considerable physical acti-
vity in.the outdoors, and to gain satisfaction and pride.from creative
activities. The field provides opportunity for 'speci*lization, in
ouch jobs as cabinetmaking, form Construction, framing, 'stair building,
finish carpentry, contracting, etc. Wages are comparatively high,
possibly as high as will be found in any of the mechanical trades.
Naturally, wages vary a great deal between urban .and rural areas and
between different sections of the country. However, it isn't unusual
to find journeyman workers earning in advance $3.00 an hour for their
work. Overtime is generally paid for all hours over 40 per week or
over eight hours per day, -and for work on Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays. Although new materials and methods are rapidly being .intro-
duced into the construction'field, automation is not expected to re-
duce the number of carpenters needed in the near future.

IIEQUIRENINTS IN CARPENTRY

The high school youth who has entered the trade of Carpentry on
a part-time basis should have acquired abroad general education with
some emphasis on preparatory subjects of industrial arts drafting,
y !waking, mathematics, general science or elementary physics. Much
of this information may be acquired through work on the job and through
study in the COE class. Some of it may best be acquired through spe-
cial courses.

In order to enter the carpentry trade as an apprentice, one
must be between 16 and 24 years of age. Through training on the job
plus a study of related technical information about such subjects as
blueprint reading, mathematics, freehand sketching, building codes,
safety practices, etc., the apprentice becomes a journeyman. Thorough

..naas-...c.p..aire;
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mastery of these subjects often leads to an opportunity to become

When meeting people and when attempting to secure a job; they are also
vitally important in holding a job. In fact, studies reveal that the

noted, however, that without job skills one would find it exceedingly

only through conscientious effort when one knows what to improve, bow

receive as a student worker may be counted as part of your appren-
ticeship period if it is properly handled.

success in life. They are the factors on which one is largely judged

chief cause of the persons being discharged from their jobs is due
to a lack of desirable personal-social traits, while only relatively
few of the discharges are due to a lack of job skills. It should be

difficult to become employed. Personal-social traits can be improved

to improve, and why improvement is necessary.

foreman, a building superintendent or a contractor. The training you

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE CARPENTER

Among the personal-social traits of chief importance to the
oarpenter are the following:

GOOD HEALTH. The carpenter must have a healthy physical make-
up

personality traits are of extreme importance for

up with abundant energy, muscular coordination, mechanical
dexterity, good eyesight, and steady nerves.

PERSONAL APPEARANCE. Clothing should be worn that makes for
safety, efficiency, and pleasing impression upon the people he
serves.

COOPERATION. Carpentry requires a willingness to work cooper-
atively with fellow workers. This means an attitude of readi-
ness to assist others when they need help, and to join in group
undertakings.

CONSIDERATION OF OTHERS. A thoughtful attitude toward making
things easy and pleasant for others, such as keeping things in
order, putting tools away, and doing his full share of work is I

wasting time.

an important trait for a carpenter to possess.

INDUSTRY. This character trait means a habit of careful,
thoughtful, energetic attack upon the job without loitering or

INITIATIVE. The ability to see what needs to be done and to go
ahead without constant supervision is an essential trait of a
carpenter.

READINESS TO ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY. This means that you should
not refuse to undertake a task because it is difficult and when
once undertaken you should carry it through to completion.

w..
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ANALYSIS OF CARPENTRY

JOB TRAINING: What the..
Worker Should Be Able to Do

3.

4.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

..1..1111ElmW
Assign;

No.
RELATED INFoRMATION.s.
the 'Worker Should Kno*".

Building Preparations and Preliminaries

1 1. Factors to consider in
Selecting sites and
locating homes

1 2. Types of houses
Read local building
codes

1 3. Content and purpose of
_building _codes

Read local zoning laws 1 4. Nature of zoning laws
1 -5. Types of public service:

Read a legal contract 1 6. Sources of legal advice
1 7. Principles of financing

Select location of .

building
2 8. Items to consider in

locating a building
Lay out building lines 2 9. Significance of build-

ing lines
Establish grade levels 2 10. Methods and instruments

:** used in staking out
buildings

'Erect batter boards 2 11. Kinds and uses of
batter boards

Locate and mark exca
vation lines.

2 17, Methods-and 'precautions
of excavation wo *k

Concrete and Concrete Forms

13. Mix concrete-

14. Form and anchor rein-
forcing steel

!.5. Construct straight
foundation segments

16. Construct form joints
and intersections

17. Plumb, level, and brace
forms

18. Construct and insert
. openings, offsets and

irregularities
19. Set shoring and bracei
20. Build forms for steps

and stairs
21. Insert spreaders and

wire ties

3

3

13. Standard concrete mix-
_tures and their uses

14. Cement and its uses

4 15. Materials used for
forms and their
relat.,,e advantages

4 16. Methods of constructing
foundation forms

4 18. Details of form con-
strUction

4 19. Methods of bracing form
4 20. Characteristics and

uses of metal forms
4 21. Treatment of forms to

decrease warping -nd
swelling
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TWA ININGs What the
g Should Be Able to Do

Assign.
No.

ABLATED INFORMATION: Mat
the Worker Should Nnow

22. Construct forms- for
beam and girder floor
system . .

23. RomOva forma from
concrete

26,

30.

31.

32,'

3 22. Pire,.:esisting
ties of concrete

4 23. ftecautiOns in removing
forms

4.26 24. Method-Of calculating
board feet

Alluenrint Reading

11 25.
. .

Cal.eubste distances
from drawings

11 26.

11 27.

11 28.

12 29.

Locate wallivand. open-
ings from drawings

13-14 30.

Assemble milled mate-
rials
Follow specifications 15 32.
in construction

Types of architectural
drawings
Purpose of blueprint

pripcip!-A of drawing
to scale
Types of lines and sym-
bols
Factors to consider when
interpreting detaili
Principles to follow in
readihg and interpreting
floor plans

Purpose of specifics-
tions and their inter-
pretation

34,

35.

36.

'Insulation and Damp:woofing

:Principles of filarial-16 33.

Adept framing to
rttmaive insulation

16 34.

Install building paper 16 35.

Install various types
of insulation

36.

16

16 38.

16 39.
16 40.

.1Iuilding insulation
.Types and composition-
of insulatiod msterials
Uses ,and oomparative
values of insulation
materials
Procedures for inS111-
ing insulation
Vapor barrier condensa-
tion .zones
Attic ventilator require-
ments .f

Types of weatherStrippimy
Method of protecting
insulation from dampness



.108 'TRAINING:- What. the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

41. .Sam. to, a line with .

crosscut or.rip -saw
42. Drive, set and draw

nails
43. Construct upright out-

rigger scaffolds
44. Conotructand use sus-

pended scaffold
15. Assemble cantilever

scaffolds
46. Assemble permanent

scaffold units
47. Constructand hang

bracket scaffold
48. Construct window bracket

scaffold
49. Construct framed port-

able (supported) scaf-
fold for high work on
interiors

50. Construct saw horse,
trestle, and mitre
box.

54. Surface stock to
thickness

55. Select lumber for
specific parts

56. Scale lumber

Assign.
No.

lis

RELATED -INFORMATIONS. :What
the Worker Shbuld#Etnow

Scaffolding

6 41.

10 42.

17 43.

17 44.

Uses arid types of hand-
saws
Sizes and -uses Of cow.
won nails 1,
Types and uses of
scaffolds
Advantages and limita-
tions of scaffolds

. .

17 49. Details of framed port-
able scaffolds

5

18

8

8

9

9

9

j r

50. .Typest-uses;and con-
- structicn.procedures of

horses,.viSesi- benches,
ladders,.etc.

51.- General .safety Pules
and practices.

52: .Sources-of-luMber, char-
acteristics-and kinds

. of wood .

53. Methods of seasoning
lumber

54. Classification of

55. Grading of lumber

56. Commercial sixes of
lumber

Leming of Floor, Ceiling and Wall

Joints mrsdsplices used
in framing

6 Types and .uses of
cnisels
Methods of assembling
joists

57. Splice and join joists, 19
beams and girders

58. Trim or pare: with
chisel

59. Cut and place joists, 19
beams and headers

;57..

58.

59.



JOLTRAININGt! What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

Assign..
No.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Wo Ifiter Should Knovr

61.' Sharpen

62. - Sharpen
chisel,
etc.-

SINS

toole.such as
planes, -bits,

64. Lay out square cuts,
bevels, chamfers,
tapers and miters

65. Measure and divide
spaces with rule,
square, scale, etc.

66. Lay out sills and
girders for joists
and headers

67. Frame around Walls and
openings in floors and
ceilings

68. Frame.mosupported
cornersand landings

69. ,CUt.studs and build
corner studs.

70:.- Layoff plates for
studs . -

71. Double plates: double
studs at openings

72. Frame opentngs'in walls

73. Truss over wide open-
,ings

74. Raise, plumb and brace
walls

75. Lay out and frame
'porches

76. Frame bay windows
.7.7. Frame .dormer windows
78. Lay out and frame trus-

sed partitions
79. Adapt framing to re-

Oeivsrplumbingoviring,
plastering, tiling, and
heating).

. .

80. Locate and bore-holed;
set and grodteills

. 6: 60. Care and selection of
carpentry tools

6 61. Typesi:arsd sizes of saw
:files'

6 62. Caro and use*of oil-
stones abrasives,
grinding wheels 'and
files'

6 63. Types.and:uzes of port-
able powar-too/or

7 64. Types and 'uses of lay-
out tools

4r:

7 65. Types and Asses of
.measuring -tools

20 66. Comparison of balloon,
braced, and Western

. ;types. of framing
20 67. Special problems in

. -frame construction

Details ofwall framing

Methods of constructing
corner posts
Purpose and types of
plates and studding

21 68.

21 69.

21 70.

21 72.

21 74.

22 78.

23 79.

24 80.

Methods of framing wall
openings

Methods of nailing
walls

Principles of partition
.construction
Special framing prob.
lams related to plas
tering, plumbing;
tiling, heating, and'
fire hazards
Importance of properly
set sills
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JOB TM/NM: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

81. Lay and level joists

82. Brace and bridge
joists

83. Lay and high-joint sub-
flooring

Assign.
No.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should-Know

24 81. Methods of assembling
joists

24 82. Purpose and methods of
bridging between joists

24 83. Methods of laying sub-
flooring

84. Lay off plate and
ridge to receive
rafters

86. Read and interpret
steel square tables

Framing of Roofs

25 84. Types of rafters and
their relations

87. Lay off and cut common
rafters

88. Lay off and cut jack
rafters

89. Lay off and cut hip
and valley rafters

90. Lay off and cut
"cripple" jack rafters

91. Raise and align
rafters

92. Frame roof openings
93. Frame flat roof 25

94. Frame lookout or 25-27
overhang

95. Frame unequal pitch 25-27
intersections

25

7-26

26

26

26-27

85. Definition of terms
peculiar to roof
framing

86. Interpretation and use
of tables and scales on
steel squares

87. Methods of laying off
common rafters

88. Methods of laying off
jack rafters

89. Methods of laying off
hip and valley rafters

25 91. Relationship of span
and run, rise, and pitch

96. Brace rafters and
ceiling joists

97. Frame gambrel roof

26-27

93. Types and character-
istics of roofs

94. -Construction of over-
hang, eaves, and gutters

95. Requirements and calcu-
)-zions for different
).tches

96. Construction and use of
roof trusses and braces

Roofing

98. Cut and nail sheathing 28
and lath

99. Apply wooden shingles 28
on straight runs

98. Kinds of roofing mater-
ials and advantages

99. Relative costs of roof-
ing materials
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40B TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

Assign.
No.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

100. Apply rolled composition
roofing

101. Apply valley tin, flash-
ing, and ridge rolls

102. Install gutters

103. Shingle valleys and
curved surfaces

104. Repair wooden shingle
roof

105. Apply processed com-
position, asbestos,
sheet metal, and tile
roofing

106. Trim open cornice
107. Finish gable cornice
108. Cut, fit and nail crown

and bed molding
109. Trim box or closed

cornice
110. Rake crown molding

28 100. Procedures of applying
rooting

28 101. Methods of flashing
'oney and dormers

28 102. Principles of gutter
construction

28 103. Techniques of finishing
hips, valleys, and
ridges

28 104. Procedures for calcu-
lating roofing areas
and costs

28 105. Comparison of methods
used in applying
various roof coverings

28 106. Kinds of cornices
28 107. 'Cornice construction
28 108. Types of cornice

materiels
28 109. Relative costs of cor-

nices
28 110. Lay out for raking

molding

Exterior Wall Covering

111. Apply sheathing hori-
zontally

112. Apply sheathing
diagonally

113. Cut and butt siding'
against outside trim

114. Shingle. outside wall

115. Apply building pap,,r

116. Cut and apply asbestos
and other types of
manufactured wall
covering

117. Cut and nail corner
boards

118. Apply base and water
table

29 111. Comparison of siding
materials

29 112. Comparison of horizontal
and diagonal sheathing

29 113. Comparison of methods
of applying siding

29 114. Types of shingles used
for siding

29 115. Kinds and uses of
building paper

29 116. Methods of applying
processed siding

29 117. Practices in the con-
struction of corner
boards

29 118. Purpose and construc-
tion of water tables,
belts, and courses
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J08 TRAINliaa What the
Worker Sho4ld Deble to Do

ASSign.
No.

. .

RELATED APt
the Worker -..Shouldhicneft;

Exterior Door and Window Finishl

149. Determine size of frame
from door and .window
*Chadian

120. toneirUet simple win-
dow frames for double-
hung check-rail sash

421, Cut, and apply outside
7casings,.headers, mul-
lion:, and brick mold to
frames

122. Set window-frames

113. Aseemble'ailled door
and window frames

124. Flash 'caps over doors
and windows

125. Construct window screens
126. Construct door frame

with rabbeted jamb

30

30

30

row ...

lq,
119 . 11,,PqA-9X.4WOVWLwiniw

44,:f4-4rAmes -404Aleir
relative advantages

120-. Det444iof Aldrit fr.411e
coPPtrugt,04,::

t":.
121. .TATPut.PecOAOr Vzo

lows and doori

30 122. MethOills: Jpepting win-
dow fraines

30 -123: "'Kinds lir" Milled-Window
, :frames

30 126. Details.of_optaide days
frame construction

. .

Anterior Ceiling and Wall -CovaFina*,

127. Sang shiplap on ceil-
ings

128. Cut and nail shiplap
or lath OQ interior
walls . . .

129. Cut and apply panel

P30,, Set groundi for trim
on plastered walls

131. Apply commercial wall
boards on ceiling, using
ceiling jack

31 127.. Charagtesiatiwand:ad-
vantages.ofthe,lif-
ferent material's for

a% covering interior walls
and ceiling,

9 128. Specifications of
lambert

f

43; 129.. Inaqs,ot.V.:yytood, panels
and metlpoda: of joining

-PAP9.4A%. !

31 131. Application procedures
fcm,wall and, ceiling,.
materials I

....:-

Finish Flooring "'71 .,. i..-
. .

132. Lay finidh-fiooking 31 132. Kinds of finish floors
with butt joints and special floor cover-

ings
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4033'TRiilifING: What the
Worker Oh child Be Abie to Do

Assign.
No.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker 'Should Knot*

133. Lay end-matched floor-
ing

134:* ' pia* 'and 'nail' crooked
pieces Of-floOring

1S5:t 'Dodge joints system-
atically -ori long runs
of flooring

136. Lai 'bbitic-floOring-
13 ?. Lay flooring over

building paper

31 133. Methods of nailing
flooring

31 134. Typist of 'jacks for draw-.
ing andhailing crooked
pieces of flooring

31 135. Standard-grades and
sizes of 'flooring

31 136. *Meets of moisture on
-framing and how to
minizfize them

16 137. Methods of insulating
floors

Interior Trim and Finishes

138. Fit and hang window
sash

.139. -Pit -and 'hanif doors
, ;, : ,; ;

140.. Install Aoubleftacting.
door

141. Set inside dObi.itatieti

142. 'Case ind-Wihdoti
openings - *-

.

143. Install itiside-and out-
side door locks

144. Fasten with.sCrews and
bolts

.145.!COMritorilink 'screw and
bolt headi

3.46. Install hardware on win-
dows, doors, and cabinets

148: Fit lad instal thres-
holds

149. Finish outside and in-
side curves

32 138. Methodsof fitting and
hanging *ash

32 139-.% Methods of fitting and
hanging-doors

32 . 140. Stock sizes and styles
of doors and windows

32 141. Methods of setting door
jambs

12 141. Procedires forinstall-
ing door and window
casings

32 143. Types of door locks and
procedure, for install-
"ing -

10 144. SpecifidatiOns and uses
of bolts and screws

10 3.45;" Kinds of finishing
hardware

3.0 146. Types, sizes and loos-
tiori of hinges, pull*,
and latches-

3-2 14 ?. Type's of casings
32 148. Types of thresholds

and Methods Of in-
stalling

8 149. Types of mill work

8 150. Methods of milling
l'ImMtier



JOB TRAINING: What the Assign.
Worker Should Be Able to Do No.

17

RELATED INFORMAION: What
the Worker Should Know

151. Cut, fit, and nail
baseboards and base
shoe

152. Cut and nail picture
mold

153. Trim interior cornice
and ceiling beams

154. Apply wainscotting and
wainscot cap mold

155. Assemble milled cabinets
and built-in fixtures

156. Prepare surfaces, for
application of stain,
fillers, shellac, varn-
niah, lacquer, enamel
and paint

157. Kerf trim for bending
around curved surfaces

158. Mitre crown or spring
molding

159. Cope crown or spring
molding

160. Set, level and plumb
mantels, medicine
cabinets, window seats,
book cases, kitchen
cabinets and other
milled interior fixtures

32 151. Types of baseboard and
shoe

32 152. Methods of joining 2014-
ing

32 153. Types of interior cor-
nice and ceiling beams

32 154. Types and details of
wainscoting

32 155. Care and precautions
in handling millwork

32 156. Specifications and kinds
of finish for inside
wood surfaces

32 157. Names and stock sizes
and shapes of interior
molding and trim

32 158. Methods of mitering
molding

32 159. Methods of coping mold-
ing

32 160. Types of milled interior
fixtures, their cons-
truction details and
advantages

Stairways

161. Lay out and cut 33
simple straight run
stair stringers

162. Construct basement
stairs

33

163. Lay out and cut routed 33
stringers

164. Assemble milled stair- 33
way

161. Procedures for deter-
mining and exact
relation of tread and
riser to run and rise

162. Types of stairs and
definitions of terms
peculiar to stair
buildings

163. Types of stringers and
their uses

164. Effects of shrinkage
on various types of
tread and riser con-
struction
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JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

01..4redies

Assign.
No.

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

165. Cut and fit skirting
board

166. Miter risers into
stringer

167. Return nosing on steps

168. Assemble newel, hand-
rail and balustrade

169. '.ayout and frame open-
ings for disappearing
attic stairways

33 165. Types of tread and riser
construction

33 166. Methods of joining
steps

33 167. Precautions for safety
in stairway construction

33 168. Types of platforms and
landings, newels, balu-
strades and handrails

33 169. Types of standard stair-
way trim; milled stair-
ways

33 170. Advantages of disap-
pearing attic stairways
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 1 Units 1-7

ESSENTIAL PREPARATIONS FOR BUILDING A SOUSE

The house which a family builds or buys probably will represent
One of their largest investments. If the house is planned with fore-
sight and built with care, it should prove to be a very worthwhile
investment.

If you are to be recognized as a good carpenter, you will not
only have to be a good craftsman, but you will have to know about
building preparations and where to refer individuals for further in-
formation about building. By helping the future homeowner, you will
pike friends and build good will in the community.

In this assignment you will have the opportunity to learn about
factors Which should be considered when selecting a location, comply
ing with building codes and zoning regulations, investing wisely,
financing wisely, and cooperating efficiently with other individuals.

ssignment:

1.
2.

3.

Read the reference listed below.
Write a letter to the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
85 John Street, New York, New York, asking them for a free
copy of the latest edition of Building Code RecommendedDY
The National Board of Fire Underwriters. Have your coordi-
nator check the letter before mailing it.
Answer the questions which follow and hand in this assign-
ment by

References

8. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Caroentry, Vol. 1, pp. 221 -228.

puestions:

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
IErialnlient is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T P

T F

T F

1. The building of a home is considered to be an investment
to the homeowner.

2. The carpenters or builders, generally, are more familiar
with zoning and.building laws than are licensed architects.

3. The fire hazard decreases as the open space around a
building decreases.
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T F 4. Some states require employment of licensed architects for
all public and residential buildings valued above $7500.

T F 5. A certified lot survey should be made by a licensed archi-
tect.

T F 6. An efficient real-estate broker is qualified to check the
records and insure the buyer of a clear title to the
property.

T F 7. Written contracts should be made between the homeowner and
the architect.

T F 8. The contract between homeowner and contractor should be
made before the contract between owner and finance company
is complete.

T F 9. When, competitive bids are called for on a construction. job,'
the homeowner must accept the lowest bid.

T F 10. The integrity of two differett bidding contractors can.make
the lower bid the poorer bid to accept.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) ip each statement with the word(s)
IWITINTTO Complete the sentence correctly.

1. The largestsngle item in the expense of building a house is the
cost of

2. The main purpose of zoning laws is to divide a city into

3. The expense one can afford in maintaining a home is determined
by the prospective annual of the owner.

4. The building regulations which work toward the best interests of
the majority are known as

State zoning and building laws are made mainly for the purpose
of promoting

The licensing of architects is under the control of state

5.

e

7. Where sewers are .not available; sewage disposal is usually cared
for by the use of

8. The sewer level in a city system can be checked with the official
known as the city
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Matching

arestions: In the left hand column is a list of terms. The right
contains descriptive phrases or synonymous terms. Match

to the terms by placing the letter of the description
at the left of the appropriate term.'

haffelnamin
the descriptions
in the blank

1. Lawyer A. Responsible for construction
work

2. Architect
D. iecks legal transactions and

3. City engineer titles

4. Civil engineer C. Verifies sewer levels and
sewer adequacy

5. Contractor
D. Draws up building specifica -

tions

E. Certifies lot surveys

Listing,

Directions: List the tems'called for in each of the following.
elect your answers ccaeflalY.

1. Five factors to consider When selecting a location for a home
are:

(h) (D)

(8) (E)

(C),

2. Zoning laws, as set up by a city, specify the location of the
following districts:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

3. The five main purposes of zoning laws are as follows:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)
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4. Specific phases of building codes are written and enforced to:

LI

(A) (13

(B)

(C) (F)

The carpenter can obtain information pertaining to zoning laws
and codes from the office ofs

(A) (B)

The competent carpenter should be able to give the prospective.
homeowner adviOe in connection with:

(A)

03)

(C)

(D)

1.1
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Assignment Covering
Sheen No. 2 Units 8-12

STAKING OUT AND EXCAVATING FOR BUILDINGS

The first step, and possibly the most important step, in erect-
ing a structure is to lay out for the foundation. Certain knowledge
is required to insure efficiert and accurate workmanship.

The excavation for the foundation and footings follow and depend
upon the "staking out" tor its accuracy. The stabillty of any struc-
ture depends to a large degree upon the location and strength of its
foundation.

In this. assignment you will learn about the procedures, tech-
niques, and material used in laying out reference lines, as well as
methods and precautions to follaccin excavating.

anignalallt

Read the references listed below.
2 :-Visit some building site that has just been started and

observe the procedures being used in staking out the
foundation.
Study and be sure you understand this rules :The square of

hypoteR4e of ,a right triangle'dquals tale sum of the
Aquare of the' other two aides.

4. Visit a building,, site where the excavation work is. being
done. Note especially the technique used to avoid cave ins.
Answer the questiQns which follow and hand. in this assign-
lent by

psferencess

A. Durbabn, fundamentals s-of Carl:entry, Vol.
4752. 72r76.

C. Lair, faxpanziajsmiketngTrailim
High School Mathematics Text.
Eighl_Sthool Sdience Text.

pp. 17-33,

pp.. 7 "14.

ageejaay.,

TI42-Falise

pireitidis: The following statements are either tide or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter V."

T F 1. In preparing a site for the erection_of a building, one must
predetermine a definite imaginary reference line or level
for,the start of construction.

T F 2. Atter properly locating the building on a lot, one should
then proceed to find the proper elevation.



F 3. The heavy stakes, to Which batter boards are fastenedi,-
should be set into the ground six- to eight-feet Way from .
the line of excavation.

4. A set of batter boards should be placed at each corner
when batter board are used for marking out the location.

41, =

5. 'Stretched cords or lines are used to locate sidesA4i-°
f

corners.

.144'
6. When laying out irregular-shaped built-lingo. tIM, I:

'rectangle should be laid out first. ,

7. If the building is not to Set parallel with the street
or property lines, the contractor'w.eXperience with-build-
ing can be depended upon to get it Propelkly lOcatedi

. , 4

S. The level-transit and pima) bob is the most accurate
method to use for squaring layouts for large buildirhot

9. Slight saw cuts inthe outer edges ofthe batter boards
assures that building lines can bsremoved and replaced
-in their correct: location.

T F lO. The ells, bay windows, porthes, etc.', re 1f4d out, at'the
same time the lain rectangle' of the building out.

T F :11. The diagonalt*Of:a rectangle are equal.

T F 12: Batter hoards are places so'igat -tlie-cOiner of the double
batter board is at the exact-point-ofthe intersection of
the outside building lines.

"a7 P 13* A group P-of batter boardcwhidh. serveitaal.!the.guide4or-A
given portion of a building should be on the saierlevel in
rolationto each.othert_ v

: .; "1:i

T F 14. Angles may accurately be measured-with-4 transit:

T F 15. Batter boards should be about five feet. long and made .of ::
heavy 2 x 6 boards.

F 16. The a'bil,ity to use a level-transit is og..littleinpottance
to a carOenter,

st T F 17. If a rectangular building is 12 feet by 16 feet, the
.diagOnal wilarmeasure 25 feet. -t

T F 18. An error in adjustment of the level-transitdeorsases as
the distance being measured increases.

- . :. - .



T r 19. The dimensions used for the staking out and setting bat-
ter boards ghould be somewhat larger than the blueprint
demands since the excavation must be larger than the
building.

T F 20. After each portion of the building has been excavated to the
correct depth, it must be laid out again at the bottom of
the excavation.

25

T F 21. The finished grading around a building should slope away
from the foundation.

T F 22. Trenches for foundation footings of those parts of build-
ings, not having basement space beneath, should be dug
after basement excavation.

T F 23. No space needs be allowed for working room between the
building lines and batter boards.

T F 24. Footings are the widened sections of the foundation designed
to increase the area of bearing surface of the bottom of the
foundation wall.

T F 25. Although the excavations must be made to the correct depth,
it is not too essential that they be straight or level.

T F 26. The footings may be poured directly into a trench of the
proper size, if the soil is firm, without building forms
for the footings.

T r 27. The excavation for a chimney footing generally should be
dug eight inches deeper than the excavation for the base"
meat.

T F 28. The excavation for a footing of a building which is to set
on coarse, compact, sandy soil, would be the same as the
excavation made for a building to be built on loam soil.

T F 29. When excavating, it is a good policy to allow about 48
inches for working room outside of the building lines.

T F 30. After excavating, the lines are laid out at the bottom of
the excavation and the tops of the corner stakes must be
level with each other.

T F 31. The distances 6 feet, 8 feet and 10 feet, or any multiple
thereof, may be used to square the corners of a foundation
layout.

T F 32. The prospective homeowner in a city can usually build his
home on his mot in any manner he chooses.



Completion

irections: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
equj.red to complete the sentence correctly.

The rod target must be.held and
When transit readings are being taken.

. Finish floor elevations on house plans are indicated as a given
point above an established or

The average carpenter may use a in place of a
rod target when laying out distaaErlaTTIFEE 75 feet.

An instrument, set true and level; sights in all 0
directions.

The person who does the sighting and reading through the level-
[i

transit is known as the .

When the level-transit is in "transit" positimi; its telescope
will swing in a plane.

The upper layer of soil that is generally more fertile and better
for growing plants is known as

One-halt of the altitude times the base equals the area of a (an)

When excavating for a footing, one should at least go below the

[1

10. The relative size of the footinglis determined first by
of the soil, and secondly, by the

to be supported.

Listing

pirections: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

.. Three methods that may be used in arriving at a square layout
are:

(A) (C)

(B)

Four different lines that must be indicated on batter boards
are:

(A) (C)

(s) . =1,101.M. (D)



3. Some cpmmon uses of the level-transit which are of concern to.
the carpenter are:

(A)

(B)

(D)

(5)

(p)

(G)

(H)

(I)

27
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 3 -Units 13, 14, 22

COMPOSITION, _MIXTURES, AND USES OF CONCRETE

The modern trend in construction seems to be toward larger,
and more functional buildings _which require the.use.of.concreterfor
strength and protection against fire.

The quality of the concrete work will, to a large extents,
determine the strength, of the entire_ structure. As a worker in the
construction industry, you should know the characteristics of the
different mixtures used in concrete construction.

In this assignment,_ information has been give:1.4n regard.tO the
uses of concrete, the mixing a-Concretes and some of the precautions
to observe when working with concrete.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Consult a local contractor and prepare a list showing the

ratio of ingredients which he uses for several different
types of concrete structures.

3. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment by

References:

B.

P.

Questions!

Portland Cement Association, Cement Mason's Manual,
pp. 4-30.
Portland Cement Association, Laying Concrete Block,
pp. 3-7.

rue -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true; draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Portland refers to the trade name of the cement developed
by the Portland Cement Association.

T F 2. Cement and concrete are not terms which refer to the
same material.

T F 3. There are two ASTM designations of Portland Cement.

T F 4. Extremely fine sand is not a good concrete sand.
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T P 5. Calcium chloride should be added to the concrete mixture
in "dry form."

T F 6. It is not practical to use calcium chloride to lower the
freezing point of concrete.

T F 7. Good concrete sand will contain particles varying uniformly
in size from very fine up to 1/4".

_

T P 8. Cement which contains hard lumps can be,used without
question, since they will dissolve when mixed with water.

T P 9. The maximum size of a coarse aggregate should be the same
for all concrete work.

T P 10. Sand and gravel that contain silt, clay, and loam should
not be used until cleaned.

T P 11. The proportion of water to cement is the i critical
proportion one must watch when mixing concrete.

T F 12. The amount of water to add to a concrete,thouldjbe.the
same regardless of the moisture in the sand..

T F 13. One to two minutes should -be allowed for methimemixi129
after all materials have been put in the mixer.

T P 14. The transit and level may be used to set concrete forms
to the proper grade.

T F 15. The subgrade should be thoroughly drywhen_concrete_is
poured onto it.

T P 16. If a concrete mixture is overworked after-placing' it-in the
forms, an excess of water will be brought to the surface.

P 17. The chief purpose of the grooves 0. aced across walkMays is
to cut down the monotony of a plain expanse of concrete.

P 18. Where a smooth, dense floor surface Li desired, final.
finishing should be done with a smooth, hardwood float.

P 19. It is very inioortant'that concrete be allowed to cure
properly, and not be allowed to come in contact with water
for at least five days.

:

T P 20. An exposed aggregate design requires unitosmsize-gravel
aggregate ranging from 1/2 inches to 3/4 inches.

T P 21. Scaling will result from the application of de-icing salts
on non-air-entrained Concrete.
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Completion,

Directio $ Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
require to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Water used in mixing concrete should be free from
and

2. An ingredient of concrete, other than water, aggregates, and
Portland cement is known as a (in)

3. Early strength development in concrete is increased by

4. Regardless of exposure conditions, strongly recommended for all
concretes ore, admixtures.

5. It may be determined whether bank-run gravel contains injurious
amounts of finely divided clay or silt by making-a

-
=

6. Sand WhiCh will.wball" in the band when squeezed but leaves no
moisture on the palm is described as being

7. -A rough allegiance of the consistency of concrete is lknown as the

O. Approximately per cent of the:mixing water should
be placed in tir-mteibefore the and

..areadded. I!!

9. The is used to float the surface of the concrete
.famediately,aftem'it has been screeded, . . . .

10. An should be used where a concrete
siah-abuts an existing.lim:71iES7 etc. ,

.. . .

11. . is the name given to the process of keeping con-
crete from drying too fast and protecting it from the sun and
drying winds; .'

12. Water-tight paper or
used--fot covering damp-concrete:

4

13. A combination of one part of Portland cement to two and a half
parts of sand, plus water, is /MOM as

are widely

=molmom .

14. Water-tight joints can be achieved by
. r - ,

15. *Altai:ties embedded in mortar should be No _ . gauge
wire and placed every inches lieriltMP= every

inches horizontally.



Listing

MAL -tionss List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers-direfully.

1. Three commonly used admixtures are:

(A) . - (C) c .:

,:-.--,

(B) .. ....:, r: ,..g. :

The tools that are commonly used to finish horizontal surfaces
are: t
(A) el. , (0: , a`

(B) (F) ,,,

(C) 40): ,. ; .;-, .I:l..

(D) (H)

3. The purposes of floating-are: '..C_ .. -t. :e.,

(A) .. T.: ......,'". - ., .

. ;* .. ; s .- . :::- i--. ,!..

(B), ..L: ..
,

. .. . - .
(C)

4. Several special surface finishes for concrete are:
,

-
_ .

(A) (2)

(B)
. .1*1

.

(D)
{B) ...=-.

Suggested-Problems

Directions: -Solve the following's:W.14K*, youtvwotk4.r-J

1. Find the number of cubic yards of. concrete ant-e fterials.Which
would lbe needed to build a'concrete Wate'tank having the inside
dimensions of 4 x 11 x 3 feet and the outside dimensions of
5 x 12 x 3 1/2 feet: :.

2. Find the amount of concrete materials required for a warehouse
floor 30 x 45 .feet and 6 inches thiCk.--

..
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Assignment
Sheet No. 4

.v.

Covering
Units 15-21, 23-24

l'.%1 _ . .:j zq:

TYPES OF CONCRETE FORMS AND.:TWMETHODS0USED
IN THEIR CONSTRUCTION

A foundation is a basic;part of any buildingt_in fact it :his
ofreis-beeii stificillif a house is thanbetter tan the fOuridaiion on
which it slts. An inadequate foundation will result in_unevet:het-
tling, cracking of plaster and &Bra end many other
siiIiIJas :difficulties. ' :4

The skill with which concrete forms for footings and foundations
are constructed will determine to a.large extents_the strength)and
stalialiff-OT ilsito-unaitTOii walls.

types
of- gorilla _used and,to_ the method of constructing_eack is giimi

Assignment t

1. Read the references listed:belowii' ;1-*ny ,1.q

2. Visit a building site where the carpenters are' in the pro -
uess of form building, and draw a .plan.yiew_of:tb_e_ faiths
used, showTrig especially the supports and braces employed.
Answer_the questions Which. follow andAand irk thipasaign-
mant by

References: ...-0 61 go- -

.;

A. Durbahn, Fundamegtals of Carpentry, Vol. III, pp, 34-47e
52-72 76-85. CI) (4.;

D. Mix, Piaciicaf.tir-oentry,, pp. 1446 , 21-27,-3154.-
(1,

.1 . m (Ttue -False el;)

arractrAlw. The_..folloyinifitatements are either true or If
the statemeneil true, ifraw a circle around the letter-141;4' If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter 1F."

. . .

T F 1. Corner stakes Ishirarlie left extended two inches above the
ground:level-.at the?bottomiof..the".exdavation.

T 1% I :Soy 40-inch .,foundation walls, the cOncrete:,:foundation wall
' . forms.4shouldibent2 -tinehes nsidei.measutekent.

T F 3. Outside footing forms should be set. .a fevh. inches "outside
the building lines.

,k',÷:.'11. 1": ' . I ,'.v

T F 4. If forms are madetNif tone finch Words, ..thel.upright.,stakes
should be four feet apart.

T 2 5. Stakes are used to indicate the level of concrete when the
footing is poured.

4.
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T F 6. City codes may require footings to be certain widths and
depths.

T P 7. Inside forms for foundation walls should be erected before
outside forms.

P 8. Sectional rrefabricated forms are desirable because they
may be used over and over.

T F 9. wunber 10-gauge annealed wire is a common size used for
holding concrete forms together.

T F 10. The abbreviation "O.C." means on center.

T F 11. Some patented form.holding devices are so designed that the
do not extend through the finished concrete walls.

T F 12. When wires are used as braces it is unnecessary to have a
set of wires at the very top of the forms. .

T F 13. Double-headed nails are desirable for nailing two intersec-
ting form walls.

T F 14. Green lumber is better than partially dry lumber for use in
concrete forms.

T F 15. Lumber that is too well-seasoned will absorb moisture and
become distorted by swelling When used in concrete forms.

F '16. The first step in removing concrete forms is cutting the
holding wire.

F 17, White pine gives satisfactory results When used in concrete
forms.

T F 18. The studs should be pounded or driven loose from the
sheathing.

F 19. Plywood panels are available in four foot widths and eight-
foot lengths to be used as sectional' concrete forms.

T P 20. The Snap Ty may be used over and over in sectional concrete
forms.

T F 21. The size of footing required will vary according to soil
conditions.

T F 22. Foundation footings and foundation walls should be poured
at the same time.

T F 23. Greased tWofby-fours set in wet concrete footings will form
desirable keyways.

T F 24. Side forms for concrete steps are usually made of one-inch
(1") boards.
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T F 6, City codes may require footings-to be certain widths and
depths.

7 F 7. Inside forma for foundation walls should be erected before
outside forms.

T F 8. Sectional prefabricated forms are desirable becalms they
may be used over and over.

T F 9. Number 10-gauge annealed wire.is a comma size used :for
holding concrete forms together.

T F 10. The abbreviation-"O.C." means on center.

T F 11. Some patented fommtholding devices are so designed that they
do not extend through the finished concrete walls.

T F 12. Mien wires are used-as braces it is unnecessary to -have a
set of wires at the very top of the forms.

T F 13. Double-headed nails are desirable for nailing two intersec-
ting form walls.

T F 14. Wean 14mber is better than partially dry lumber for use in
concrete forma.

T F 15. !Amber that is too well-seasoned will absorb moisture and
'become distorted by swelling.When used in concrete forms.

I F -16. The first step in removing concrete forms is cutting the
.bo1ding wire..

T F /7, White pine gives satisfactory results When used in concrete
forms.

T F 18. The studs should be pounded or driven-Ioose-fral the
sheathing.

T 1- 19.. Plywood panels are aysilable in four-foot widths and eight.

r
fOOt lengtbsto be used as-sectionar.concrete

T F 20. The Snap Ty may be used over and over in secticiail-concriite
comm.O

T F 21. The size of footing required will vary according to soil
conditions.
,

T F 22. Foundation iootings,and foundation walla should be poured
at,the sale time.

T F 23. Greased twcAy-fours set in wet concrete footings will fora
desirable keyways.

T F 24. Side forms for concrete steps are usually made of one-inch
(1") boards.
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T P* 251.!-Forsas for concreter:Perch flOOts:shrAlld be constructed so
that the finish floor will have a slope of approximately
1/4 inch per foot toward the outer edge.

ired,onet: in the
required to complete the

L.-the:instrument used

Completion

blank(s) in eachlitatement with the Word(s)
sentence:corretly. t:

to locate a-:point'divectly, below a line is
the _ O.

2. Concrete forms are *ado Of:Wood,"plifwOod;--

1. The width in4-:thiCkfteasvot.footingsAebead ,ipon-the load to be
supported and:thS..conditiOn Of-:the ..116

4. The Vpright -2 'X, 4 pieees.-uiged".tehO? a -.concrete -.forms :in place
are known as." -;

5. Circullir::foivii may bik;aitide for various tlis.roIii't

!.,

5i

6. The'rbearde of concrete ftirldia" forciitaire- that the haigfit
of the steps are known as .

7:,', Wheri''iltimner footings ate not part Of:the Vat' fatitingse-they
-,,-:lehodId 'have a latitimunV Prbjection' of-, - :'" ';-:; indheii on each side

of the finished chimney. - :-it .. .1
Small utility openings in concrete walls may be-tainted by using
metal or wood .

8.
.

" p.
, r

9. Concrete walks that are used extensively should.Wfrom
to feet wide.

; . 1f" ' 1E4 ". - it .k. 7: . .-
1''

Multiple-Choice,

flirectionsti,-; In: 'the, sp40e tSeleft itateiuen4,,.. write the
letter of -the. item. %duel- provide the correct-inewer.to complete

f' ' ' T

1. One of the best woods for building forms ieIAT white pines
() hfmlock;, (c),1,4;ow.pine; OP sTrwft

s-2. In order to build a concrete wall, ft:mai-are 'orten
sonstrucipp, in several ipilcessand theni,Placed, together.. tr,

to make the form Masi' kris *04_,Ca),164 (A) built-iip
forms; (B) sectional forms; (C) panel fOrrisi'

.standardforras.,
.. .1 , 1

-1°

4

1 )
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The chief advantage of patented form holding devicesAlai.,.4P
th) their inexpensiveness; (B) their strength; ,ACt-tbotiC::
labor saving features; (D) their adaptability.

4. Forms for concrete columns are held together by th) collars;
(B) pans; (C) shores; (D) yokes.

thdt I . 1. . 5 "%I
.10;.1 "<- . . "noito

_ no
<5if.s

2:7 II t CV) e

LU sa

etn, .?11...S1 r AY
; !filo ". A : )1a 7tltdv, 'or.;a

71 f !SrIrr".171. 's17f7f4.4 1.c.) i.!`1";t1

-:.

.)41 1!
n is apt, 1-115 "21 rf _ ft '.3r)(7:9

de a I
' f Lru. fe ; -

VC: /191::

79*)rf:'72.43PR

.8: .cr! ," 7E; _Et11. 4. =..

11... - 41..

.;ais?, ;;::
t 1*.V* :tt,..1.-" I 1.; .."; -2--4TrJ

.:71 -; . 4
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Assignment' ,
: .

. .. , '3
. -,=._..ti 1:,:7-r1 -et.. .Covering

Sheet 'No.., 5 - --1,-; .: -.:-..*J ;A) Unit 54I ! -.

PROCEDURES FOR CONSTRUCTING CARPENTRY EQUIPMENT
r.;.r., t -:J.. . ... ..!, . . ..-. -: to. 1:110 i ..

: . ()
When a carpenter starts out on a job, his mechanical ability is

often judged by the type of sawhorse or miter box he builds. Not
only is the carpenter's reputation affected by his equipment, but his
job efficiency will also depend, to a large extent, upon the devices
he uses in his work.

In this assignment you will learn some facts about the sawhorse,
saw vise, woes:bench, stepladder, miter box, straightedge, and other
items of equipment frequently constructed by the carpenter.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference given below. Give special attention to
the instructions and procedures.

2. Select one of the devices listed on page 49 of the refer-
ence. Construct that item by following the drawings and
instructions which are given.

3. Answer the questions which follow and hand in this assign-
ment by

Reference:

B. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. I, pp. 36-58.

Questions:

True-False,

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. If the "lumberyard size" 04. a piece of stock is 2" x 4",
you can be assured that the board is two inches by four
inches or slightly larger.

T F 2. The exact size of a board varies somewhat with the moisture
content.

T F 3. A sawhorse serves both as a workbench and as a support for
tools.

T F 4. A sawhorse should be constructed of oak, gum, or some
other economical hardwood.

T F 5. When sawing to a line, the saw kerf should be made on the
waste side of the line.



T F 6. kbliook.plane ins an appropriate type of plane forts mgt
Ahesendugrain surface of a sawhorse. a ,ou teen

T F 7:filikiparts OloaTeawwiwaboulddbe ORDIttOciodattyloft wood.

T F 8. The ordinary folding, stepladder that can be bought at any
Jhandmaxe.storeeis 0tromg!OhOUgh foraMeSqomdeomotimokion

, Wm* oof,m (.varf aw tbiela 9701aLtusi
T F 96051WAVMVPiece.omalstmpladderGisfinG4Anayilheibilbepgigtspd

-.100 Jimb eimooliervee ne7ellintching MeMberwl, N:17fitc., al Baa89naoq
o6J slowR odw F)aocl

T F 10. The eight-penny coated nail is satisfactory to use when
40DOng const*Uctionustepladdersnanda90Ory990q4Ogices.

101 nnmce -.41.?bo-rnal Is al eztt+dT Jusm
T 11.:".1tie two.redgeouvfAi strt/g4tedwneed-Alst,AtApatilleam :3900A

).t Er!f -,ce; yliJeem dot ailloci/s,
T F .0,White;sitaeodoesAtot warp ivtienziprapettrt espaineg. oink ilkyebri

L-SritherefOrO,AA014044W004 to use 104104 striligh$0090.1ng,124
audirejIs-ic

T F 13. There are leveling devices on the market which can be
asg4astenedLwthe.lacm,ot-a!ietiMightedge.!iiilaogat sr!T

-:=U5v1t1.1.k ni talc;

T F 14. Thrace are two :sides on,allswito, Mocetigiviik)w a es wa31.:.)1i3l

T F 15. The better miter boxes are made of hardwood. ;:n7OLIn1018alt

eti n
r
C

rahiLit 4 .4 DAJ bseS .1

. ybuia

*eptged to complete the sentence cig:k6itlf.- a'/ Pffs
-.Jan gi okr..1.0:0 .E

t. 1.fithes below

wiiikkan-ulio'dOns the -filing.'6's
_r_roo.1

; j4'7'Ala-ndSt 004eniat10)044.df".0411014* kiii166t5c
3i,Jr

ritAdw 7..twerrA

tel. is
.2

1. Accuracy is essential when-oonstrusting-a There
fore, the edge must be straight, true, and square with the

4. TheCifieeqi4Iii using
glue or, .4

5. The reqommended thickness ofrhgrdwo?d lumber to be used in the
construction of a miter boil-4114=-4.4.- of an inch.

nee a $'7.444 tt
41°1- ::7" w:Aolib.a thelgaftiPiMMAI

planing i----a1011-4,9tatErraT'esa f WEatthe
L.,;111(N elffiw ,f,via frissfi to obis- -,755s aw.3e smo2 .1 4 T

J1r/a lo ebam elz
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Sheet No. 6 Units-44, 58, 60-63

11116HOF CUTTING TOOLS, THEIR SELECTION,. CARE- AND USE

t

:Many of .the parts 'of buildings and the various styles of furni-
ture which we have today art made possible by cutting ,tools in the
hands of skilled craftsmen.. Throughout history, craftsmanship and
bUilding skills havebeen held in, high esteem. Thislcnowltidge.
possessed by early craftsmen was considered so valuable that only
those who swore to.preserve,the inieret of.the trade could receive it.

-Carpentry offers abundant opportunitie8 for the youdg crafts-
man. There is an increasing need for more and more homes, for better
homes and,for.improvements on many types of structures': Part Of the
carpenter's job in meeting these opportunities and needs is a knowl-
edge Of the.cuttltig'toOls of the trade. The selection, caree.and T
pr4per.useetthese tools are of primary importance to e.sikilled
craftsman.

, :7

The essential factors pertaining to the different=types of
cutting tools are given in this assignment to help you increase your
efficiency as a workman in the building trades.'

wilianment

1.
2.

3.

4A

5.

Reference:

Questions:

. .

Read the reference listed below.
Study carefully theviocidures involved in sharpening a
handsaw in order that you avomplete_unOeretendr.
Lag of the ithole .pumegs. _

Obtaiwa catalog from the iiidlittrial'arts
.11Are store, or 0190v/bete:and prepare ,ajist,o!../5 tools
with7the:IspectitcatiOns. required: make otdert:griefhOse

. "
tools.

.Make a.4rawing of..a seriesi.of.$ip,and: crosscut saw,teeth
lsbOwing the angle and' level Vida- each Mutt 'hive.

Answer the questions which follow-and-besdinr.this-

wAvAi4bY , _

Jr; .

Dqrbi4m-11FROMBIllfijAAMTE04M-Vol

./C:p .

firue -False :

It'

Directions: ,.The.following statements are eitheFtX11, or false. If
the:stuemeni is- true, 'draw a-cirale'atOUnd'theletter -4%"44*--rflt is
false, draw a circle around-the_imttermr-r------ 4_,

T F 1. Some carpenter's saws are made of hard steel, while others
are made of soft steel.



T PalogroThiebaeklettif ittailliOberip.itionilasikikseaters14 Was cr

being skewiltd.:agrxivItioibneveg lenta*
T F & e Artmcbasamtosev:ShMiMitmLlited4ifferentWwbOD used Or 1-

cutting hardwood than when it is used primarily for cutting

x'!13 1UL 9th
1.$ mliodseftw@d4

dixt#4,4 f! awr,101:,T F 4. There is one more tooth per inch on,MhandsawIthan the
umber of points per inch.

Ez-s5Alrcz 701 eaT
T F 5. The teeth of a crosscut saw havew_auttingeactton similar

to the cutting action of a knife.
nri1444_gm.):)T F 6. The ripsaw teeth iia-e-ircu-tin. the wood fibers similar to.

TC.-W .90hiittliadeabr-M70141514.:11. ift 7.4C. z.:1101t7S':olta'; . 0.
,vrIr.q1los .1191,4.0 ni"Lo-fiup07

T F 7. The compass or keyhole saw is abetter tool for cutting
ebp,!:af Oltelredi endineleemeWedt thentiff4e toRtagisar.vdJ

. , wit fxss

faUrCn r.;-an4i :41,81-X6d A

.1. .

er..7

ITF 8. Wooden'p panes as commOiririsirai planes.

T .F 9. A cast lron plane is preferrisitbiiimet=:carpintorsabsigause
there is less chance of it breaking than a scull plane.

OeJtim,nvorof r r wsr:- id bow ao z.x.irl turret Jtm..P10.

F 10: The ferrule of a wood chisel is the cUttim2404_,_

Woig .1.1.ikSionftlipbrmand gain pew satiALLY hose ishPlatugattilif
edges which provide the abrasive action.. e

T . roll tool which,Viainsoiloasbgateriallbyabrietipnr4elisneen asa
an Faid:Wpte014 0111:+un lol apelp,.b

T y 111s. leummsandpaperlIsmdesigmatabbgabm4Mber SuchassI2SOT thts
dumber indicates the.408maitter *Z.:pax/101M attikebeigoko one
square inch of backing material.
ovs4 blue vrA:: ,c.solo 3 of1;90, fiFirLV 2o3 .V

T.. f(*"7"."-ii:"igmber 8/0 garnet paper has the same cosursesossamWO
flint paper. . . .

cic.slool.timkvres Lc4.vni-foq Imilowi 180T owl rsifT fre

F 15. Garnet paper is considered beber than- fIint....ppepaor
sanding wood

doal r :gd snail; :bat o..A3 -Tomo!, lltom 3411
T ~ll a :::-getolta-JsfuLmniihArlidbatTaleenter With bothgriedersei4,167.1and whetstones.

.ed: as qw:Jac ; lo obLld rAT .01
T scrapers are sharpened by the nwof files whetstones,

and burnishers. . .

rdiA1cione lol A$Tinsl bebhawmowpt 04T
T F 18. The smoothing piano is larger than the jack plan,
T 1942,....imckplpnesodatibbilimplensinAlkneittabotIMMI0.PNJ400T .SI

tobott.; MI. .

,

-4,Algoga:so.odl y4 be12143*.yllopau alit %nue notsnelea esaT .t1
aftvil M071 EtAllO.t (bat

.11
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T 7 .20. therabbet plitne*in desirable for planing :itto,"cornerir
or' :ggainst paittiendicular surfaces.

T IP 21. ono hend=drill end bteast drill; are .one and-fthe same.
, .. . - .. . _.,

rt.

22. The router plane may be used for foaming:Os-bottom of
grooves or other depression. parallel with the surface

-Olithe vOod. "".; " '"
. ; . .

T .7 23. The 20-ounce hammer is the most appropriate for general
valloisrouvid workit", .*

!

Pirt:r
r

as Fill in the blank(s) in eachstatemenVwitb the word(s)

1. The
are

2.

to complete the sentence correctly.

two principal'typos'Of handsawr.used-iwther-iaarpentry trade
the and the

r .

A handsaw that is taper ground requires IMO
than ons.not? taper ground*: - I

a. ; : _. .f..,
3. 'The cut made in a piece of WOod by a silo is known ea the

:

4. The.bending, of the pOinttof a.,aws-tootis toward-,the:side is known
as : ',Jo, rrle

5. The pitO.h of ctosscut:sawitestk-shOuld.bt..-
degrees for cutting sOftom

The *front of a4ipssla tooth-is an*ingle of :.: .
devout' to thir lino of tha: teeth:- r .i

7. 7or finish work, a 24inch crosscut saw should have
pants-par inak;

..1 i

O. The two most.Ipportant groups of paring and shaving tools are

9. The most =moo sine jack plane has a inch- length
and a - inch, cutting:edge or--7-1617MEW: . 7_,

.".. .
10. The actual cutting blade of a plane is known as. the:. 4.' ... I..; .2!.Tr ". L

.1 . f
The recioamended length for a smoothing plane is:. .

-
. .

12. The else of srchiseir, f s 4sterstned-ty the -i11
the blade.

thm . :, .. and; rt *. = .

: ; .

..«

ot

13. The selection of auger bits usually carried by the carpenter
runs from inch to inch.



14. Thelpieoe)of metal which fits directly upon the plane iron is
knoW *Iv .11

15. Thmutip ofiniireets.-rancies from
an inch.

41

'i 4

.-;.)ofian.linch to

r7.1-, Atu ,),
F

Dix .:Iffiighe space at the les.t.:of:ea-Ch statement,.writivther:,L
letter-.0 the item:which willeprovide the.correci answer and complete

',.40)Micietelbmeent. . ... ..,, , , .,-.; -

1. The number of points per inch for a handsaw is stamped on
. the ., (A) heeLs .(1) handles (C) toes: (D) - back. .,

F ; '1". i

A 'set of. puith range in siseffrem. (A) 1/43!-to,:-
3,/2"; 1,/16" to 3/4°1 (C) ,1/16" to ,211/16"4 .(D), 1/32-, ,

to.9/l6 ".i1 .

3. The desirable number of points per inch for a crosscut saw
to have which will be used for rough -work-As.- (A)
_.(B). eight; (C) . ten; (D) _five...

4. The saw used most extensively for metal work is the
(A) hacksaw; (8) coping saw; (C) compass saw; (D) the4Seyit

5. The best plane for all-around ,work is.thcs, (A) smooth;
.:(B) tore ;. (C) Jack; ID) jointer.

6., The largest type of. plane is. the (A) smootoingi (8) joint-
er; (C) block; (D) fore. .- ,.: _

. . . , . --- - -. . . . . . . . 1 . `. . 1 . 1+44..)

7. The plane: Which is- most satisfactory,to uast:ter obtaining
:a true, edge on a door is. a .04 jacks (8) smooth; .!.

(C) block; (D) jointer.

8. An example of an abrasive tocl is the (A) scratch ant-
(8) burnisher; (C) Whetstone; (D) flint.

.4, 4.

9. Number 4/0 garnet paper is classified as (A) coarse;
(8) fine; (C) very fine; (D) medium.

10. One of the artificial:abrasives in use today is (A) garnet;
(8) aluminum oxide; ty flint.

Rw

5
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Assignment . .Covering
Sheet,04)1,_ 7 Units 154,7* 65, 86w.

= ' SELECTION, _CARL AND JAE' OF MEASURING AND- LAYOUT TOOLS:

When one wishes to know the siSe or dimensions of an Object,:hu
has to measure it. The size of a house and of a horse would notbe-
detectined.in,izattly the setae way. The measuring deviCe depends
upon the 41:wand-shape of the object and the-degree_of -accuracy
demanded. A yardstick would be a poor instrument to use when Measuring
the height of the Statue of Liberty or the.width of a saw kerf.

Precisioniamde'Calls for, skill in the use of measuring instru-
dientS, and good. judgment in determining the degree of accuracy which
the opekation:reqdires:- With_ the present high costs of building.
materialsi no:One'Can. afford wasted time or materials due to inaccura-
cies. Your measuring mistakes can destroy your reputation as a clefts-
man just as wilily as your inability to drive nails.

" r .

In this. assignment you will have an opportunity to learn tdoiii
the cannon measuring and layout too/C their. Wow limitations, and
pOssibilities.

Assignment:

Read' thei-reference,listed below.
2. Prepare a list of,the'lleasuring instruments which are

shown on pages 10e 11; and 12 in reference B. Opposite
therhameoftiach.tool give a short concise description of
its main use.

3. Obtain a framing square and check its squareness by the
r nethodAi*en*osirOageb175.46.of reference Bb'
4. 'Answer the questions below: and hand in%thieaisignment

by

beererlgti.

N.

Questions:

I.
Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. 1, .pp. 10-16.

,

.:1 TrueLFalse

73-90:

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. 12
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "P."

T P 1. The letters on a coated framing square are more apt to
wear off than those found on a stainless steel oquare.

T P 2. A stainless square can be read more easily than a copper
plate square.
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T F 3. The steel squareis used only for measuring and squaring
work.

T F 4. There is no scale on a framing square marked in twelfths
of an inch.

T F 5. A stainless steal framing square will not rust.

T P 6. The face of a framing square is the side on Which the
manufacturer's name is stamped.

T F 7. All framing sqUares have the same tables stamped on them.

T F 8. A common folding rule is sia feet long.

T F 9. A 11-bevel may be set at an L4gle of 125 degrees.

T F 10. A flexible push-pull rule should be oiled

T F 11. A try -square has been-almost completely supersededby the'
combination square.

T F 12. The average length of a leVel is threi feet.

T P 13. Steel tMpetimay be bought in 40»toot'lengths:-
E eE

T F 14. The Essex board measure table is on the face of the framing
.square. (Note: Figure 3, lic.i4yotlrepc, kehOuld
'read; "At rights-to& of ii-tipleal framing siguare.1

couviatti-Ai:-
E

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
74reprAa7179 complete the,eeatence correctly.

1. On the inside edge of a standard steel square the graduatiOns
are. iii and of en inai

2. On the face of a standard steel square the inch is divided into
and graduations.

3. The common name for a framing square is

4. The length of the blade of a framing square is

5. The outer corner of a framing square Where the tongue and blade;
meet is called the

6. The tongue of a standard framing square .

long and inches wide.
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4. Slab insulation materials age usually held in place by the
use of (A) nails; (B) wire-a; (C) cement; (D) glue.

Reflective_ insulation between studding should .be, installed
CAI clowto ibe sheathing; 0) close to the interior sur-
face; (C) about ,midway; (D) anywhere the vapor barrier can
be placed.

6. The letter "K" when used in connection with insulation
:materials refe-s to (A) heat resistance: (B) degrees of
temperature; (C) strength; (D) conduc,ivity,

Listing

Directions: ilit the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The various forms in which thermal insulation is made are:

(A) (D),

(B) (E)

(C)

2. The following are four general types of reflective insulations
2

(A)

(B)

(C)

-

(D)
.

3. Given below re three types of apparatus used to test building
materials and insulations

(A) (B) (c)

4. The two types of insulation, classified according to their
function, are:

(A) .(i1)

5. The most common types of acoustical products available are:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)
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Assignment Covering
sheet No. 8 Units 52, 53. 149-150

THE LUMBERING INDUSTRY - SAWING, SEASONING, AND MILLING

Lumber, the product of the forest, ranks first among the materi-
als used by present-day builders. Even with all of the developments
Which have been made in building products, wood has continued to be
indispensable to the home builder.

Seasoning is a term used to denote the process of curing or
drying lumber so that it will have certain desirable qualities. An
understanding of the desirable qualities which are brought about by
seasoning will be of particular value to the builder. With the in-
creased demands for partially completed materials in_building construe-

nunerous mill processes have been devised to.provide materials
that can be incorporated into buildings with a minimum of labor, and
qt the same time provide a high degree of usefulness and possess
pleasing design and beauty.
?

In this assignment, various sources of lumber. methods of
seasoning, and some of the milling methods are given for your study.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. 'Answer the questions below and .hand in this

assignment by

References

B. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. L.pp 103-113.

Questions:

True-False

Directions:

&of

The following statements are either true or kalme. If
is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is

a circle around the letter "P."
the statement
false, draw

T F 1. The moisture- content requirements are lower for lumber or
mood products to be used for interior finish., q

T F 2. A young tree is composed entirely of sapwood.

T F 3. The proportion of sapwood is the same in all trees.

T F 4. Heartwood absorbs preservatiyes better thansapmoiNdr-,_fu,
-

T F. ! Approximately 3/4 of the total shrinkage,possible ocpurs,i
invood if it is air .dried to4; moisture content of 1; to
15 percent.
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T F 6. Wood does not change in size with change in moisture
content.

T F 7: ----,'green joist 'or stud will shrink more in depth and thickness
than in length.

T!P 8: The mosture in woodsexpressed al a percentage of the
-.oven-dried Weight.

T F 9. The fibers of soft woods are' longer than the =fibers of 'hard
woods.

,

T F' 10. .The strength of:wood'and its weight depend upon the thick-
ness of the cell Walls.

-V- "r 11. The Softwood *known as fir -is-larder than the hardwood knoWn
"aa poplar.

T F 12. vConiferouz.trees are commonly referred' td as hardwoods.

T F 13 Deciduous and evergreen trees are very nearly the same type
of treeiV*. .1 -

.
.

T F 14. Sapwood is usually, harder and darker in color than heart-
wood. .

T F 15. Palms and bamboos ''dO,liot. ihee annualltoOth tinge because
they grow frottilwithin and' 'do rift produci4dditionalflayers
underneath the bark.. -

T F 16. Summer wood or the dark rings found in a cross sectida.114
-tree contains cells with heavier walls than springwood or
'the" lighter ritigth.-._*- 1. -,

T F 17. The term "dense" designates a closer grain of wood-Mill:the'
term "close grained.", .

T F 18. Flat-sawed and plain-sawed are terms used to describe the
: eaVincf-prOceee:' ,`Ci

T F 19. Hardwood flooring .used-in SoithWdetrAihdilditaVe. a.. '1

larger moisture content than would be desirable for framing.
,,,,re .4 T

T F 20. Tangifieill Shtinkfte:reflritdo-shtifika#4,-thatntakets place
along the circumference of the annual rings.

Co letion
3 ' .. .r;a -.t. 4 ' I-L..1 f..4.:el f.'); ,11, a E `-: T

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
requiredbt(P.denivitiii thi;eentehad ttaivettilv7'.'=:jr bor-"v:".turA; .t.- -i ":

1.astfhif:point at -Which- toil Wald themeelitei bigpvtorUg4 mistute 7
-: IA dividgls-knowneethe(-4 bc'lig.-1-; '-'; liatiritibbloint.

., ; ...... f q P 1
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2. Cracks in lumber caused by more rapid shrinkage around the out-.
side of the log than in the heart are known as

3. In softwoods the length of the individual fibers is about
of an inch.

4. Bands of cells extending radially from the center of the-tree are
called "wood ray" or

5. Trees Which shed their leaves once a year are called
or trees.

6. A tree cut crosswise shows a-number of circles or rings in its
cross section. Bach 'ring represents_the growth of the tree dur-.
ing a period of

7. The moisture content of hardwood flooringused in Missouri should
be approximately per cent.

8. Key words used in describing certain characteristics of wood are
and

9. The light-colored wood, located indediately beneath the bark is
known as

10. The outer darker portion of the annual growth ring As known as

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of_each statement,
letter of the item which will- 01.?Oide-the oOrredt-anSwer
the statement. ."

P" -

write the
to coOplete

1. Wood is essentially made of (A) starch; (B) cellulose4
(C) lignin; (D) pith.

2. One commercial softwood is l4) oak; .(8) willow;
.1;(C)- cypress; (D) hickOfy.'

3. The soft layer of'tisiiii'from:Whioh
made is. known as _01 pith; (B) sap; (C) cambium;
(D) eh0s. 'r ` 4 .

5.

6.

A common example of close,grain_wood is (A) maple;
16)"*Jalalit-'_ADI cheo'n1&.%

A piece of lumber which has fibers running parallel
sides is celled _CO spiral grained; (B) cross.,grai
(C) slope grained; CD) Straight grained.'

Wood tends'to'shr (A) lohgitUdiiiallyt 4D)
t.

(C) tangentially; (D) vertically.

(B) _oak;

to its

radially;
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KINDSTPROPERTIESvAND STOCK SIZESOF LUMBER:

-,=f Lumber is -a 'very important item. in all forms cf. construction
work. in facts_th, _selection and_atiligg.t.kon..of lumber will. be one of
the carpenter's greatest responsibilities. There is a great deal of
Variation in luidier as toki.nds, strength/ durability, grainv,texture,
defects, color, beauty, uost,aid wearing_ qualities,; the _successful
carpenter must have a sufficient knowledge of these conditions to make
the4ropir.choices. it is just .as.imporeant for hiucto:know-,Where and
when !Wean use lumber with"cattain-Aefects-mithout impairing-th0
structure as to be Shie_to_pAltc suPerior_aleggi for : special uses.

This assignment-twilligilie you ..some infOrmation-about-the-dhartc-
teristics, kinds, grades; propert.ies"stocksizesj shapeSiAnd costs
of lumber Which will help you to become a successful carpenter.

:

Assignments

ROad'the-refetericeivaisted'belowi:':
2. Visit a local lumberyard and make a_list of .the principal

kinds of lumber which they stock. Note particularly the
andElengthd: .

3. Answer the questions below and hand ikthig...assignment
by

r1

Reforencess

ParogiRtrs o 0
C. Lair, Slma117--J1LITA13.32"..11Ltl:tg

1
at PO.- 2;.7-2

agagovi'::, (;,) tr,7,-.J../? (A) -:0 ;::17. %-ftliliq'JF-17') -:i )11

True-raise

.1.i.:We*

1Directions: TbefollOwing statemeps,Pret ,er#11,,prf lse. 41-1Whe
statement is true draw a circle itouiatlielettet 't it is
fals44:4**A1P.ted4.4e.-4T9440.44,4!40FirY"0 .,,,: --t.-,., oft ..

Cf - 1 i.: k A -: r 71.+:::r:g. a ;tin
T F 1. Some of the W.-acts found in Limber mayveM scfease its

value or efficiency for certain purPdises.
:::.., :1) ;.%fq;.; T ! 1' ':".v-: re=p'fl.: .).LD "Jr' ritir#79 i hT F 2. Knots, coarse grain, lincl,ptrier-d. te_Tor r Apiiy hot -re

duce the strength of the titibei, 'ficcotedi`W &their location

: '.4 r:1:041q.101,J04191,-041-14114*4.e,' 1-:::: L.: '1!!,,,..j -1-c .,;-1( . t.:

-.....

.. ,..... . ,.. ,. , .,,.., , ,..,.. _t. ij - ., .1- J . liFt . 2 I.= .1. =.
1 . . f . r . . . .> 0 r 0 c , ,0,...

T F 3. Red cedar. r ergs.,toepe Ara tp No , , ,

.. -- % f :.P. t. ::: 01
; or i. p- .#,,Fypreps : lamer ilapkfk,flurobiliv; when, e3Tosisci._ sit 4weathering.

111.

(D)
..11111111111m.
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T F 5. Douglas fir was forierly referred to as Oregon pine.

1 6. White pine is distinctive because of the absence of resin.

T F 7. Another term used to designate soft wood is the term
porous.

T F 8. Hard maple is often used for furniture.

T F 9. Mahogany is often used as a framing Material in America.

T F 10. 'White pine is an ideal wood to use where moisture changes
are frequent.

T F 11. Checks in a lOg.will occur due to shrinkage.,

T F 12. Very few imperfections in lumber can occur during the
milling process-.

.. .

T F 13. White pine is often. used for outside finish, doors, and
sash.

T F 14. Wood shingles are often made from Western Red cedar.

T F 15. White pine is close-grained and has a finetexture.

T F or soft pine is found principaily.in_the,spiithein
and eastern parts of the united States.,

T F 17. Southern yellow pine is valuable for construction work.

T P 18. Birch is classified as a soft wood.

T F 19. Beech is-- not deeirable_fOr construction work.

T. F 20. :Red oak eltsirable than uhiteJdak-for furnitvre
-

T F 21. The Largest pertionPOCialVlsahogany veneer comes traria
African trees.

T F 12.-'Whiii oikote4more:deCay+rtsitthnt than reds- oak:: .r

T F 23. Red oak is usually less porous, more durable,and finer
textured theft white:.oak. - :

T F 24. Black walnut is used eutensively for flooring.7
T F 25. Dressed lumber ia.the_SAMe as .surfaced lumber.:
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T F 3n -the classification: of lalberi
four inches thick.

T F 27. No defects may be found in No. 1
yyif

rUMbere-are.less-tham

common lumber.

Completion c.!o,

Directions: Fill in thelifarik(s)in'each'Statement'IWithitbe
reluired t9 complete, the_ sentence correctly.

. .

1. A soft, spongy.depular tissues which is found in the :4ruoturas1
cifiter of a-iogli kiibwn I T

2. Yard lumber, commonly called strips* is less than
inches thick-indleis '`-

3. Lditier.maibeiiiiebY ifie-bLaid of T
the foot measurement.

4. irdia'aWid OiteiiisdOidr ciOseis,1
chests, and novelties is

WhiCh isliciteetarAlte'Illitti:i444"eifeet

t' !:,,,311.: .' T

Classification of luMber,.7dimension" stock, as it,goomis
awe;

o lumber,
" i a': -timbirs*r

are dace' "15

ni k4L,Lioy
7. A dressed 2 x 4 is inches itide.

E b,-.±11macift) al &Isd
S. A piece of lumber which is two feet in length, one foot

and two indbes thickubasnim/Q12111A4,40 folloct

.vi T

.91 T
in width,
.ei 'T

9. Anviterse scratdhectiOr mnanisfact0wir MallaVinu*otAche.,Mod'a
not classed as defects are known as

10. Theapreeess oUplen*woremeOthingni.VOWOR k4411101M-Af AS_ T
na%)kl!A

11. Lumber striated oftlentofaceatralyetWAO04AAWAY 01011494 7 T

-j"! b!:34 T
12. Lumber surfaced on both sides sm&b91b:1;dseglistAwykod by the

symbol
h),%; P4 luplav In.s14

13. Pieces of lumber less than two inches thick and eight inches or
more wideleteikriownctokip, roam f; C't r T

14. Pieces of lumber from two to four inches in thickness and eight
inches or over in width are known as
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15. Pieces of lumber less than two inches thick and less than eight
inches in width are called

16. Pieces of lumber ranging from two to five inches in thickness and
less than eight inches in width are called

17. Most yard lumber is sold in lengths such as
feet.I --------J --------J

18. The standard thicknesses of plywood.panels are from
'ihch to inch.

19. Plywodd panels are sold by the' foot.

20. The SWienteniamacrophylla species of mahogany is highly desirable
for construction and the making of

"al....Mso

21. The abbreviation used to indicate lumber that is surfaced on
two sides is

22. Lumber is bought and sold by the foot.

Matching

Directionst In the right hand column is a list of temp. The left
Tand zwirlin contains descriptive phrases cr synonymous terms. Match
the descriptions and the terms by placing the letter of the term in
the blank at the left of the appropriate phrase.

1. 4141are correct name for Oregon pine A. yelloW pine

2. an evergreen that has long leaf and
short leaf classification

* tree noted for its sap which is
Used in the production of sugar

4. The best type of wood for light
frame work

a specie of tree which grows to
encirious-size in California

5. a southern specie because of its
decay resistance is used extensively
for -outdoor> work

1,--ihe-terMs-ielect and unselect 'refer
to its color and not its grade

8. an expensive imported wood used
extensively for veneers

poplar

spruce

D. walnut

R. maple

P. redwood

G. cypress

H. mahogany

I. douglas fir

a. bitch
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i4;tLa 91:" "A
-

j.
_ . .

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers caret:Illy. .

: . ,

1. The following are nine grades or classifications which the United
States Department of Agriculture recommehds ftir use 'irk Claisifiing

' American softwood:

(A). (D),.

(B) (E)
.

60

CC),, (F) (I)_ .....
... . :. . ,. g, . .. .. V. r, i ...

.. _Z. .The_foliowing-are%eight grades or classifications which the United
States Department of Agriculture recommends for usció_classifying
American hardwoods:

.- .....' > I, :: :,- , d5 . ". ...

(A) (D) .10). :,., i '4

. ...

(B):

(C)

( $

(F)

3. INV:three, 'dimensions 'Which shoild
ChasittipluMbeteisre'Las-4oltowst,

.

(A)

--(11V,!-'
^,1

be 'Vim* :,111:4rdek;* 1Z bruirf

L=4. rjr!oxiclxv.A.,05 sni

afij .16 A:1,51d s.cf:!

4: willlwithetentVthe4SteriOlatillgoeffecti of
weather are:a Pr. a5 4S

1M=1= tr.oi ixoda

1) t: I:

:0-..-.L,:.,77-7777771711`1776E7r"m'a"."--""-"

.....1.1

5. The following woods are desirable for flooring:.
s: %Icy: - iald

(A) (C) ;Plow 0101571

(8)

6. The four classes of lumber according to reference C are:
rd;.pa s

(A) iNoeb
. ;41

(B) (D)
=74=7T 'rxr.)1 orri

..... searrmsm,...
1-JEQ .^P

:o sijecia s
-j vomloi..v5

.....1110

iNmem/110
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 10 Units.42, 144-146

TYPES OF WOOD FASTENERS AND BUILDERS' HARDWARE

It is the carpenter's job to fit and fasten many odd-shaped
pieces of wood together or in place. Modern science has made this
job easier by contributing many improvements, such as the development
of special treatments for nails, water-resistant qualities of glue,
new inventions in fasteners, and many other progressive aids in this
phase of construction.

Wood fastening devices include nails, screws, bolts, timber
connectors, dowels, anchors, glues, and other building hardware. An
efficient carpenter must know the advantages and limitations of these
4astening devices. ..

This assignment. provides you with an opportunity to learn about
the types, specifications, and uses .of the various wood fastening
devices and about the common items of building hardware.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Collect, from a hardware store, a variety of different

nails. Mount the nails on some sort of stiff backing
and label each so that the relationship betweenA:he sire
and shape can be seen.

3. Sketch the outline of screws with flat, round, oval, and
1 fillister heads, and show by dimension lines how the

length ef each ts determine&
4. Answer the questions be/oW and hand in this assignment

by

Reference:

B. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. I, pp. 183-215.

94ptions:

'TrueoFalse--

Directiowt. The,follbwing-statements are.eithevtrue or false, If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false/AC*0 a eirolelarouncrthe'letter "F."*

T F 1. Certain coatingi and other treatment applied to nails add
to sanitary protection.

T F 2. The holding
etching, or

T F 3. The diamond
on nails,

pover'et.nails maybe increaqediby coating,
barbing the shanks.

point is the most common type of point used
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T F 4. The double or duplex headed nail is designed to facilitate
its removal from temporary construction.

T F 5. A nail with the long diamond point bas greater holding
power than one of the same size which has a regular diamond
point.

T F 6. Drilling holes for nails decreases their holding power and
takes too much time, therefore this is never a good prac-
tice for a carpenter to obserire.

T F 7. Cement-coated nails used in soft wood have more holding
power than plain nails.

T F 8. Roofing nails are not'specified.by the penny system.

T F 9. The sizes of tacks are designated by gauge.

T F 10. The top and bottom door hinges should be installed equal
distance from the. top and bottom edges of the door.

T F 11. Casein glue has very little waterproof qualities.

T F 12. Liquid glue has greater holding power than all other kinds
of glue.

T F-13. There are five grades of animal glue.

T F : 14. The best grade of animal glue is made of animal hides.

T F One of the chief.uses of..blood albumin 4lue'is in the
manufacture of veneer Work:

T F 16. Synthetic-resin glue is'highly adaptable to high voluite.
production.

. . r .

Completion

I V

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the Word (4)
required to complete the senterrectly.

1. The letter usea,to-ladicate the terat`f.penkyl!Ile::- D'Y

; "..4 ; ' . r% 0. - 1 1!.);
2. Some nails are hargened_tO maka, _t4orsiblerto!drive thaMrintol

concrete while othOrs are to soften them so
. tbtr can' be riveted: -

3. When boring a pilot hole in hardwood for a No. 10 guage slotted
screw,' a",- - inchvtwist:bittabould-Jba,Used: -

- t

4. Wood screws range in size from No. to No.



I. Por-use_mtmwe corrosive adtiorrof voiSture ov,chemicals is
likely to immcur;'screos.Are'not.maklevf !Steel but "father of

- , * -01n,% f ' . =

Stove bolts that are more thanthree-inches long ardothreadod for
a distance of inches only.

7. COtimon:nalls-are available in lengths ranging from. .1

inches. .. "r

8. Mils made= of should not be used wiercertain
other metals such as copper.

9. A 30-penny nail is longer than a 20-penny.

-, ,,. ,_

bolisf: .................
.,

. -,... ,_--:.,-.J.,.. 'I. : -,1 .-.4:... ...

11. The...two types of derlonnectors are And.
_._ -

.

.
...- :.

12. The size hinges to be used on a door is determined by its
and -

13. The diameter of a scrma is designated by a number-called the
of the screws.

. 4 ! , 1114zy

14. The screw...required a special screwdriver...

15. Desirable dOor closers for use of lightweight doors are the
type.

16. The hardwood, from which dowels are usually made, is

17 Special type fasteners usedon elaborate stair parts, cabMiets,
furniture sash and door trims are known as nails.

Multiple-Choice

Direct. nos In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter-of the item which-will provide the correct answer to complete
ihe statement.

1. A type of nail often used for fastening metal roofing is
the (A) copper clout: (B) (C) boat;
(D) leadcapped.

2. Of the following, the one anchor that requires a hole to
be bored for its expansion J.-AMconcrete insert,;
(B) sleeper clip; (C) Skotchfastener: (D) lag expansion
shield.

.
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-p

Wood pieces may be .fastened-to a A.ollowinasonrY we.11,15Y
drilling :hole and inserting a special device !with
loosp_sw:Lnging aqchor.cm the end. Thil device is called a
(an) (A) anchor screw; Dr ex-paha:ion bolt;*--*(t)-fogile
bolt; !. *D) lead screw,lanchnr.

4. A recently developed device for fastening light constructions
_____is_the-t(A).-mending plate; (8) .corner angle iron; 0) cor-

rugated fasteners: (DI Skotch fastener.

54c."DoWeT pins usually- are ;made of_.(A)_pinet (B.; softwood;
(C) fir: (D) birch. ;-. 1-

,...1
,Lietinn,

Directions :4" ti for 'in eicli ;of the tollaitiii4:
Select your answers carefully.

1. The three characteri-sticii Ot-niili-ithicti the carPienter.'Shauld
know are:

.

(A)- (C) :c'11
rA. Aw0.

(P) e'1.611...111
2. In general, nails are of two typeb:

(A)
.; .20

%Di
r r

3. The reasons given for applying various coatings,and treatments to
wire nails are to:

.1* i; v.., -,!.. ;.. -..;,..,; .". , 1 r

(A) (C)

.:(3)-:. .- 2- :: Lin:. ., ;.,-,; . ; -- (Z) i .-.,
_ :. t

.. . . -. , -; -t. -.;.: ... - ,.,...,: . -:.

4. The five types of nails most commonly used by the carpenter are:
.

(A) _ ... -04.

1'1; tE). ,

.,
-0) ..., .... .

.:: ; ,:.
...,_.

(C) . ., ..

,

5. The three common types; of heads" 'for 'screys are: ".

(A) (C)
-

. . i` :A* I;
(B)

3, .
6. Thiee tYpcs* of holes that *may be faatehing with screws are:

.

(A) (C)

(B)



7. The four basic classifications of door hinges are:
,-

, (C)

(B)

8. Seven kinds of glue used for joining wood are:

4-

A

.1' 04 r

,

WI

(D)

-,-.=1

7 4 ..fir
4:: i

-

' t "'.(e

1

f:F

YJ

..4: ;-

f".. :
1 1..? 4

. i.
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Questions:

T F 1. Blueprint is a white photographic print on a bright-blue

References:

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If

T F 2. Some of the complicated details of a house plan should be

T F 3. The radius of a circle is shown by a dimension line with

what a difficult job it would be to build a hospital, office building,

plans certainly. save us a great deal .of time asmall_as.naterial6 and

opportunities for advancement which come to those who possess the

the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is

or automobile if welhad_only.verhal or writtan_instructions.to !balmy.
The lines and symbols which are used to. explain and record building

come about due to the ambiguities in our regular language.

archit-
ectural symbols and conventions will place you in a position to accept

technical information related to their trade.

learned by studying this assignment which deals with the use of
scales, the types and uses of lines, symbols, and views.

false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

not difficult .for us to.acdept this statement when.we.stop_to rilize

effort, which are often wasted as a result of misunderstandings that

The symbols, conventions, or alphabet of blueprints may be

B. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. I, pp. 229-243.
C. Lair, Carpentry for the Building Trades, pp. 225-264.

The ability to read blueprints and interprA the various archit-

2. Give special attention to the symbols found on pages

Drawing is often spoken of as the language of industry. It is

1. Read the references listed below.

3. Answer the questions which follow and hand in this assign-
ment

background.

238-241 of reference B.

ment by

drawn full size.

an arrowhead at the center of the circle.

True-False

tt.,
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Assignment Covering
Sheetlio..11 Unite' 5-28

_ . THE USE OF ARCHITECTURAL CONVENTIONS IN_BLUEPRINTS_
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4. Ceiling lines in an elevation drawing are shown as solid
"ittel§ht. -

. if

T I P 5.. A lot isrtvey or- lotr'tplan helpi an architect- gelebt- the
best location for_ Et.'%inise: Olis a given.-- 10t. f'

T F 6. When *one- look&lat fkleiti** tOlint( iron"`Of it, the
_ _ side _to. tight is .Z.10.1ed the -"right Vlevatibn."

.**

T F .7. Detail sheets contain drawings of standard construction
-

t ,0

T F 8 Interior views of stairs can be shown in a transverse"'-'.f., 4. .4

T F y. A_transverse section view is usually longer than a long-
:. . ).'iffedt . - ).-

T F 10. All the information necessary for a contractor'tkriAchow is
shown on the architectural drawings.

1.

T F 11. The material symbol "for brick is the same for elevation and
plan

, . -

1 . The symbols fOr
are the same.

T

.T F. 1:3.

" " , 1'71 z

second floor ands flist. nook wait Oar ditqlis

tke Pa 40. on }beau.::-
T F ,a)14. Break lines in wood or concrete walls show that a part of

ail 1.41s. keen: omitted. -

21:7 1 1 r.C :
A house, rptan. shou'10, thcigp sysitio4i.ifrom the
carpentry and masonry trades.

4

15.

' -- 1---Criteipleti*If : "...,--'.

. .:-2"t i- v , ;.-2; ^ : . t . ) t ..)rt:
Directions: Fill tin the blank(?) in each statement with the word(s)
rdguiVed to Ctiap10 the itefitehVe doefeetlyi. :

._ .: ...., I ; . .:- - i ; S '.."_1; o , -' ..,.i. 1 -1-::

'1. House drawings are usually drawn to a inch equal
foot..a0,1*-idk , :,:

2. The lightweight lines that show the evttesids otrhe'distance to
be dimensioned are called lines.i!.

3. The centeir.'of i'round object iii,shoft on a-diawing
lines.

4. Hidden or non visible paits-41 a hfiuse are shown by
or lines.

5. The plan view of a house means the same as the
of the construction.
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.

L. J

6. A lot survey usually shows the lines,of the land.

7.. The. heights and depths of elevatione.- within a, city ,are measured
from a fundamental point called the, - -, .line or point.

Sometimes all.details furnished with the plans- are.placed.in a
group on one-or more sheets, which are called: .

sheets.
r

9. When specifications and drawings conflict,thecarpenter should
consult the . to find out which is correct.

10. Floor plans represent views in the horizontal. plan about
feet above the floor level.

. ... ; -,..--..: 1 -,. ,
,

11. Lists of needed doors and windows*:psually.showiy#b the first
floor plans are called door and
schedule,. ., .. .. , -.1! --, ...._,

.

., ..

BMWELt4bliat

Directions: In the space at the left of each steitsiiimite the
letter,of the item which will provide the correct, .ailswer to complete.
the statement:

1. The last workman to finish his part of a construction job
is usually 'thi. (A) electri-cian; 1C) Varpent-er;
co. 'tone mason.

; , ; . .. .e7

2. When three inches on the ataiitedOs'IltaIe rdPiesents one
.,foot, one-fourth inch represents (A) one inch; (B }., three

inches; (C) four'inqkesri."(DV six

3. If one-fourth inch on the architect's rule represents one
foot, ore- eighth inch-represents (A) two feet; (B) four
inches; (C) one inch; py six inches.

. Arrowheads are load on .the ends ot, 09;eitension:linee
(B) center lines; (C) visible lines; (D) dimeniion lines.

The-border-TirieS and the outline of la-howi.are remasented
by (A) dashes; (B) dotted lines; (C) full lines; (D).

extension lines:... r N

.

6. A plan view is' the (A) detail drawing;
(B)-sectional-view; (C), elevation; (D) floor plan.

7. Room aiiifigeienfi; itairbolMW-dlosfts-dee-ghown
(A) 'elevations:. (11) floor plans; Pavdetail sheet:31
(rq lot plans,
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01

8. The building material that is represented by closely
spaced horizontal lines when shown in the elevation yiew is
(A) concrete clock; (B) brick; (C) stone; (D) glass.

9. views taken in the vertical plane are CA) roof plans;
(B) basement plans; (C) elevations; (D) plot plans.

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The following are the four groups o2 drawings used to make a iet
of plans for a residence:

CA) (C)

(B) (D)

2. Given below are two ways that elevations are designated:

CA)

B)
"

3. The five plan views, located in the horizontal plane,_ which are
used in depicting a two-story residence are;

)

-(A) -(D)

(B) (E)

(C)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 12. Unit 29

SPECIFIC DETAILS OF ARCHITECTURAL REPRESENTATION

The architect usually makes specific or more detailed drawings
of features which are not adequately shown in elevation or plan views.
Such detaa irawings give the carpenter a close-up view of these
building features so that proper sines and locations can be accurately
determined.''

It is very essential that the carpenter observe carefully the
detail drmwinger. Not only will written and signed agreements demand
that he falow orders in regard to details, but more important, his
reputation will depend upon the detail work he does. Ignorance of
the lawis.MCLOXCUSe for the citizen, and ignorance of blueprint read-
ing is no excuse for an inefficient tradesman.

This assignment provides practice in reading and interpreting
detail dra4inge Of 400ts,'Windows, staitwaYe' section views, fire-
placest cabinets, and framing.

Assignment:

1. Read the references given below.
2. -AnSwer the'tUefalite, i.Ompletioh, and multiplechoiCe

questions according to-the. material-found'iWreference C.
The short answer questions shoUld be responded to in terms
of.information givers in reference.A. .Hand_in this.assign-
went by

References:

A.

C.

Questions :

Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol.
of a Typical acme, Sheets 2, 3,
on pages 481 -495.)
Lair, Carpentry For The Building Trades,

III, Blueprints
and 4. (Found

pp. 266-272.

True-False,

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is false, draw a circle around the letter "F." (Use reference C)

T F 1. The entire north foundation wall is to be eight inches
thick.

T F 2. The spacing of ceiling joists can be determined by ob-
serving the floor plan as well as by studying the detail
sheet.



T F 3. The lebation: of! doors~ nalut witdowsl ourpbel shathr on ar. drawing
by giving the dimension _to...the center of thevapenbus.

T .!'*.f. _Znio,rmatikort_ Omit- the s*zescof -extertior -Andre-Can Ur obtain-
, ed ,frbm hitth eletration drawings, and plan :iziews

T 5. More information._ijait beolseuidrion the detail sheet about the
kitchen cabinets than is shown on the plan view.

zl.k./7.- ir :L : ?(: *.es -0 S

T 6. The Bolding- which _fzitz.atiound thin/outside bi'khei-biliat
fireplace is to be made fibm thateeoinchf.atock. :

T* thelfacilor ;of =face --brick-to: be .Esed makinfothe fireplace
laanibtv-fouffid on the. detail. idlest.: =

T & The' site fend :shape'i of: the :trim tel:beruted around the base
7 4: at:the Wells ..in the hawse can be:-fatindfvn the detail sheet.

T F 9. Any instructions which are found on the working drawings
1.---Itve vitro' 'Aeloplairted Labia ,,fratlyis4st the spftification.

; " . .-.. f - :! , - '

40 F 10. The carpenter can assume that the bleepriataAiven to him
by the architect are illustrative of the specification.

C. :: r,.)1-, r , ,1 0 :; =`!.

T n. After the tatelfitedt\tuine.--the 'Idaepriati 0.'vet)to the
carpenter, the final interpretational:61401e the respon-
sibility of the carpenter.

7 r r:f.; . ;," 4
.

-1 Z -11 C: ;IT
T 1C.3.1.12 *-Thei-a0chtteattei 'dediettin with regand:_tclAtheriproper inter

pretation of his drawings shall be regarded (au) the final
word.

13. The specifications, which accompany the drawings, tell the
builder what fqualitp ofikorkmanehiprUs expected; Alet740,inot
specify - that. - materials that: -are torbe usedg:lainae::the_w r., rf
materials are shown in the working drawings.

= . - ini ;. :

Completion
=wamow, .,0

Directio .the_ gpk. ),$ , ".each iliriththe;ward(s)
requ red to complete the sentence correctly. (Use reference C)

*z . -- ..4 :*

1. The shelf which is built above mostfire_places known_aa Kai)

'77-77777-777- ; A,

2. Termites are preyerttAlt.fron climbing up
getting into the floor joists by
placed at the top of the 'foundation- wel

4 , :4 . t
the foundation walls and

3. The fastener used to hold a sill to the top
is called a (anY .

. r

c!
of a foundation wall
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4 '--Tire veil:int height- for-i.tdv amm of 1±.11a) ranctr-hasterShoini.. in
Itetbarepee-Z is., - -;,feetd-- _

The ittreplade will -have. an _opening- of ' a inches".
in width raddi ,linchas in.-height *Ow, ,completed.

erf clitatigirleisCh0±0.:-$
v :1 ; rsr: I. fl°,% re

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
)otter-Of the -diteurwhilth :vitt vatividel: thef:.ciorrectletswerto ocuplete
the statement.: -.:(Usizottuteretuce 0); -; i IL, ;1:

-; tDefillr 'lake Of LOOMS : citozbest :bm 'sato ran i(an1)(04) uklevaticias
(8) floor plan7i.-.021:-. detail, sheet (14:4metional view.

2 (.11r4raiutingpfthe bii14ing membersipleneezemunti, the; tor of
. E ''f-Jtheizstudirriolcaltled nian)ti (AV slicesiAB) rid. board;

(C) plates; (D) sole.
:

'3.' i./Blkit toe ogee* Imhich ie bitcieftvixacw.-*he =kitchen
cabinets is (A) 2" x 5"; (10 16" x 16"; (C) 3" x 3";:r.- rfri

. ?"-;: f' . ; -y r

4. Trim for the house in reference C has a maximum size of
"` (101-4. 3141 Aslit4" 1: tAB)iii; :31/89).x :3M12 40) 4..1,02"x131'. 1/1.61til
t (0) lt-;1/2," ..3/40. .

5. The top of the lavatory unit in reference C is covered
with-:(A)- !ConiapiCt bias; ('/3) :farmicar:.(40:.lincbt-isua Vibe*
(D):-IldWromea

;1
Short Answer

,1 Crd

. -_7L) , 1: ) ri:F1

0Diriicticinsi:.:The/folloking.quentioni crati.be,.ausaMora- rotby..referring to
blueprint4hilets:2, 3$=-:and 4if:found freferencei '.;;;

. ...ti t -.,'
1. From What material is the flue of the fireplace made?

' 'What = ,S is. is :the- fireplace flue? ) 3" f!
" . ) :.1. ... .,t ; ;.

3. What is the width of the fireplace opening?
-r P 71.1. ; ; .. ;rd If

4. What describes the height of the shelves in è -detail-WU
1.14..c...en'cabinets?, ,11Q,411L:rr: 4 I%

%5. -Oicaach sidf i.àhèn. window, there is ;a cabinet; Wt is
the width of these cabinets?

; t:;:s 17 - 7 "_*1

6. What is the _length...of tAe .0.rek/ace_mantel?-..)



7. What are the dimensions of the furnace flue?

8. The bottom section,shown in the detail of the kitchen cabinets
extends how much furtherfrom the wall than the top 'section?

9. How much space is there between the kitchen cabinet counter and
the upper section?

10. What is the total height of the kitchen cabinets froM'the floor
to the top of the upper section?

11. What .size.baluster Is Used for the stairway?

12. How much difference in size is there between doors "C"-and "Dm
as shown on Sheet 3?

13. The type paneling used on the stairway wall is known by what'
name?

14. The stairway newel has what dimension shown?

15. How wide is the overhead beam used above the stairway opening?

16. What size and how many pieces of stock are used to make the
header above the front section of the bay window?

65

17. How many .inches is it from-the floor leVek.00.the.rooti to the
top of each window ledge that makes up the bay window?

1$. What size joists are to be used in'framing the porch?

19. The beam whiChextends across the front' of the porch ieto. be
built up from stock of what size?

WIWIMMO

20. What size reinforcement bars are t ed in the concrete 'slab shown
in the f4replace detail and how wide is their spading?

I
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 13 -Unit 30

Wiliimek/oN OF THE OLASSFORASM141.:Ii*AMLHOUSA

1104.1aidplans,are.essential forth* smccesa of, any constpuc-4.
tion job Wheiher it is a dog house or 4noffice-building, The trial
and error approach to building is- mudhltvritim consuming and wasteful
to be practical.

It is the *aarpentur411- job- to work according to the plans which
have been made by the aTChitect,,.contractor, or-10,ne.cnTner. The
carpenter -it-expected to be able todetermine the 4orrectsize of
materials.sneeded-an4 01044.Pr9PePAocation in the buittding.,_

The purpose of this astignmant is--1t0-help you gain experience in
interpreting house plans. .A-set,of pliang_fwia small-frameAouse are
reproduced on the pages Of the.reference, and will Serve; as 00 basis
:tor this assignment.

_ .

1.Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions below by referring-to- theltouse

:.::::1 ,14Ans in .0)0.,;411fe;ence. Hand:in :this.. assignment .by

Reference:
411.

C. Lair, carpentry lot The Building Tfatts, pg. 264-V21...

9uestion: -

True, ?alse '1.

Directions: The following statements are either true-or-false: --If
the statement .is V:ye, drawa circle Around the letter_7T4 .If"it is
false, draw a circle around the letter"P...".

2 i_The front of e house,shownin_refereireiC/is.facing-
sout.q- -;;; , : .1; 7

T F 2. The city water -indicated-by a'set. ut paratel
dashes located on the outside of the west property line.

T F 3. According to.the scale used on the plot plan, one inch on
the blueprint would represent eight feet in the actual
bvi3ding.

T F 4. A g.2.77vice pole is located at the northeast corner of
ti lot.

T F 5. All ceiling ant, floor joists are to be cut from the same
size stock.

1
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6. The concrete: footings below Vie bearing posts are to 12
inches x 36 inches x 36 inches.

T P 7. All foundation walls are specified to be eight inches in
width

T P 8. There is to be a minimum of 24 inches excavated below the
floor joists.

T P 9. Anchor bolts which hold the sill to the foundation wall are
to be placed 12 i.ches from the corners and openings, but
8 feet apart otherwise.

T P 10. The front entrance* is to be Ao,, ted 17 feet and 6 inches
from the inside of the south wall.

T P 11. There are three closets located in the largest bedroca.

T F 12. The windows above the kitchen sink are to be cated 14
feet and 9 inches from the outside of the eas wall.

T P 13. The west end of the garage is to extend nine Feet and six
inches beyond the rest of the house,

T P 14. The chimney extends three feet above the ridge of the'roof:

T P 15. The foundation footings hive been set 36 inches below the
grade level.

T P 16.* The exterior of the house is to be finithed with redwood
siding.

T P 17. All of the detail drawings have been made to the same
scale.

T P 18. Hip and gable are synonymous terms used to describe a
certain type of roof style.

T P 19. Studs are the vertical pieces of dimensienal lumber used in
framing partitions and outside walls.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blanks, in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The distance from the north boundary of the lot to the house is

2. According to t'e scale used on the plot plan, each two inches
on the drawing will represent feet in the
building.
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3. The letters, P.L.-" on a plot.plantaian
;

4. Concrete bearings posts used to!suppOrt the'girdets-are to be
inches by inches.

5. The letters, "O.C." on a house plan'standifor the testis

6-; 'The dtitance from the utility room winflOw to.the center of the
rear entrance. is

7. The width of the door whicn leads from the kitchen into the
dining area is -. . feet-and, ! inches..

8. The distance which the roof will extend beyond the wa:Os of the
house is : inches. , .r

9. There- is a difference between the height 'of the 'front . door .and tke
total room height of foot (feet) and inches.

t

Directkw: In the.space,at the leftp,of_each,stAtement" ,wgite the
letter of the item iihich*Will provide.the'60itect answer 'to c0401eie
the statement. ,

,
= r r

1. The distance from the west property liiiito'the'=house iss
(A) 17' Co!!! (B)..; 9!! f, 114 591% r o" 7

2. The front of the house faces: CA) north;'12*-iouthi
(C) east; (D.). west..

!-. vi

3. The inside width of the garage, between fouliiion walls, is
44) Ofil (s),13$. 7 on. ,(01r CCA (p)

4. The total number of double windowifshown i the' flc4r Aar
(A) .:three; (10454iri_Ac)-11M14 4PCI1041 'T

5. The carpenter would find the e*act-point 'to place a window
by measuring from the: (A)'outside edge of the outer wall
to the nearest side_of'thlpandow opening: (B) center of
the outer wall to the center of the window opening; (C)

inside-of-the.outer wall,ttythe firther,,sideof the-WindoiC
opening; (D) outside edge of the.outervall:to the%cohtert
of tie window opening.

::f : .

6. The total width of the house is: (A) W, n_. . O ' ; ( iscv 6 ";

(c, 57' - 6"; (D) 67' - On.

7. From the outside edge -of the south roof to'the.outside
edge of the north roof is: (A) 65' - 0"; (13)70'
(C) 67' - 6"; (D) 72' - 6".
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D ections: Write the answers to each of the following questions in
the b a t.space provided following the question.

1. What is the north-south dimension of the lot?

2. How many ve' openings are shown in the foundation plan?

69

3. What size are vents to be?

4. How many concrete bearing posts are to be used?

5. What is the size of the closet door in the living room?

6. What do the figures 26 6
8 mean; which are found on the floor plau?

7. How many ceiling outlets are shown on the inside of the floor
plan?

8. In the floor plan, how many single windows are shown?

9. Of what material is the front terrace made?

10. The foundation and floor plans are drawn to what scale?

11. The overhead door to be used in the garage is to have what
dimensions?

12. What kind of siding is used on the house?

13. To what smee zre the elevation views drawn?

14. How many wood panels are there in the garage door?

15. How large is each section of glass which is used to make up the
picture window?

16. What significance do the numbers 24-24 have, as shown on the
elevation views?

17. What do the letters "D.S.", which refer to the windows found on
the south elevation, indicate?

18. The kitchen floor is how much higher than the garage floor'
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19. What are the dimensionsi-iii-ithip-iiiiiii; panes Which will be used in
.the bathroom?,

20. The exterior siding it tO be otAit thikitó ictifidth-f

21. What type of wood is to be used

22. What kind of interial is to be placed ,on the 0149kide,,o.f thik Btu&
_before-the-exterior-siding Is -applied to the houte?'

1

.11:

,_

4.1 t"...1.-.) '1r

':ic D:13 -1-

.1, .1.24.... 444.44. i44 4.4 44. 4 .

er 7-, T s'-+1 . .-7(;11
.-. t

' -; 4:70_1 ri

;-- - - -
' c 1.`f .701 .01

:- 4

C. .1... 1

4

rerr, -=.MO
1 (7f '1

n%Jizilms&

.1 rr -

LI,ca q*!a:- lc LtY.

re .mrer M. ,wrw.

;*=:w

- r-hr or. r. 41,- /v....." '-rr'...

' 1-6 ; Jits.:i

F f

r ...war SI.

f_r-337.'_fri bk:. ;..

4 ..4./.4.4. 44 441114 4,44 4.4444.14. .444.04.



Assignment
Sheet No. 14

THE READING OF AN ACTUAL SET OF BLUEPRINTS

Covering
Unit 30

71

A set of blueprints, which the architect prepares, serves as
directions to the builder. It takes practice to be able to read these
directions that take the form of lines and symbols, just as it takes
practice for the beginning reader to understand the various word
combinations.

Even though blueprints are drawn according to standard methods,
not all of the principles of blueprint reading can be learned by study-
ing one set of prints. It will take a great deal of experience for
you to become familiar with all of the characteristics which a blue-
print may contain,

In this assignment rim will have an opportunity to study an
actual set of blueprints which is more complete than the plans provide4
in the previous assignment.

Assignment:

1. Answer the questions below by referring to the blteprints
found in the reference. Hand in this assignment by

Relerence:

A. Durbahn, fupdamentals of_Ca_r_Pentm Vol. III, "Blueprints
of a Typical American Home," (found on.pages 481-501). (A

reproduction of the blueprints may also be found in
pundamentals of Carpentrv, Vol. I, pp. 250265.)

Questions:

True-False

pirections: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a Circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. .The:north elevation is the front elevation.

T F 2. The foundation wall below the first floor bedroom is 4' - 0"
in height.

T F 3. The letters "D.S." found on the south elevation refer to
. double strength window glass.

T F 4. All footings shown in the south elevation are 18" in width.
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T F 5. There is no difference between the height of the first
floor ceiling and the height of the second floor ceiling.

T F 6. The east elevation would be the same as the right hand
view on these blueprints.

T F 7. The basement floor is to be eight inches thick.

T F 8. The bottom of.the double,window in the kitchen is located
2' - 10" above the first floor line.

9. Wooden louvers have been used in the gables for ventilation.

T F 10. The same type of roofing material is designated for the
short roof above the bay windOw,.as is specified for the
other roof areas.

T F 11. The north elevation would be considered' the rear of the
house.

T F 12. The rear dormer windows are to be located 3' - 2" above the
second floor line.

T F 13. The first floor line is to.be located, 18" above_the north
grade-line.

T F 14. There are three windows in the nOrifi-aorierAlicfi are the
same size and require the same size glass panes.

T F *15.:' The foundation walls are to extend-4! - 4" below.thi,porch*
Which is found on the west ,end of the house.

T F 16. The. footil:,, used at the front and :rear of the house are to
have the same width.

T F 17. There are five ceiling lights shown in the basement plan.

T F 18. The interior basement door which opens into the recreation
room is 2' - 6" x 6' - 8" x 1.3/4".

T F 19. The inside basement stairway is to have ten,risers.

T F 20. The well-on the outside of the basement window which is
located directly below the bay window, has a 2' - 2"
diameter.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement -- the Word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The distance from the front grade line to the first floor line is
O.



2. All footings shown on the south elevation are
inches thick.

3. The total distance from the baseMent floor-to the.top of. the
gable roof is

4. The type of exterior siding which is to be put on the rear
dormer is called

5. The distance from the first floor to the bottom of the bay
window is

6. The windows to be used in making the bay window are to be
tall.

7. The two second floor windows found on each side of the chimney
are to be in height.

S. The down spout which is to be used on the west end of the house
will have a inch diameter.

9. There are floor drains shown in the basement=. %."1.

plan.

10. The window above the laundry trays is dentered,_
from the outside north basement wall.

11. The length of the laundry room is

12. The center of the bathroom window is from the
outside of the south wall.

NNaliRUt019.10_

RiELZLMILL In the space at the left of each statersien;. write- the
letter of the item whiuh will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement..

J. The inside length of the living room is to be: CPO 21' - 0"
(B) 20' - 0"; (C) 19' - VI (D) 19' - 0'.

2. Floor joists to be.used in constructing the first floor
are to be: '1) 2" X 8 ", 24" 0.C.; (3) 2" X 10", 16" 0.0.:
(C) 2" IC 10", 24" 0.0.; Om) 2" X 8", 16" O.C.

3. The partition separating the dining and living rooms is
located: (A) 22' - 9"; (B) 29' - 1"; (C) 20' - 2";
(D) 23' - 9", from the outside of the east wall.

4. The north window of the living room is to be located:
(A) 13' r 4"; (B) 15' - 3": (C) 17' - 3"; (D) 6' - 10",
from the outside of the west wall.

5. The total interior length of the second floor is: (A)

46' - 6";__(B) 35' - 1"; (C) 36' - 1 "; (D) 36' - 5".
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6. The inside length of the upstairs bathroom is: (A)

88 - 3": (8) 11' - 0"; (0) 8' - 9"; (D) 9' - 3".

7. The Inside width of the second floor closets which are
located in the northeast and northwest corners is:
(A) 3' - 3"; (D) 3' - 0"; (C) 2' - 6"; (D) 2' - 9".

8. According to the specifications wood.trim around bedroom
and closet doors should be (A) select birch; (8) white
pine: (C) yellow pine; (D) Douglas fir.

9. Specifications for the "Typical American Home" require
that exterior sheathing be covered with one layer of
building paper placed horl_zontallIvan4 Vt.) carefully fitted
(8) lapped at least 11/2 inches; (C) lopped at leant 1 inch
(0) lapped at least 21.nobes.

_
10. The cap on the fireplace chimney is to be of (4) unspeci-

fied stone! (8) limestone; (C) ;inted concrete; (D)
terrs cotta:,

abSILIjinswqr.

=Actions: Write the answers to each of the foilowins questions in
the blank_epace provided following the quest:on.

1. What is the differs ce in elevation between the basement floor
line and the second.story ceiling line? . .

2. The porch roof locatod on the west end of the house has what
pitch?

3. What material is used for the louver of the east gable?

:

4. How much higher ceiling does the first floor have than the
second floor?

5. From which elevati6n is section 8 -S 'taken?

How many'treads'are there to be in the exterior basement stair-
way?

7. Of what material are the basement partitionwalls,to. be made?

8. What width is the interior basement stairway to have?

9. What do the letters "D.S." which are found on 'the basement plan
.stand for?



10. What are the length and width dimensions of the recreation room?

11. How many doors on the first floor are designated by the letter
II CII 7

12. How much larger are the doors designated by the letter "xi", than
the doors designiated by the letter "G"?

13. What is the inside width of the kitchen?

14. What size joists are to be used for the second story ceiling?

15. What length is the upstairs hall closet .to have?

16. What type of insulating material is to be used above the second
story ceiling?

17. Of what type material is the basement window sash to be made?

16. What type of insulation is used in the exterior

19. What material is to ba placed below the basement floor?'

20. What is to be placed between the rough floor and the finish floor?
11.M.MmI
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Assignment
Sheet No. 15

Covering
Unit 32

THE USE OF SPECIFICATIONS IN BUILDING AGREEMENTS

When the housewife orders groceries, she mist specify green
beans or baked beans, dried apples or fresh apples, round steak or
T-bone steak. When a builder drains up a contract; he must specify the
grade and kind of materials, sturdiness of construction, types of
finishes, and many other unsettled questions not indicated on blue-
prints,. Complete agreements made by the owner, contractor, and archi-
tect should include the kinds, qualities, prices, and installation of
all materials. Any item in the specifications must be followed even
though they are not stated on the blueprints, and a carpenter must be
familiar with these specifications to do his work with a minimum of
wasted time and effort.

The qUestions taken from, the reference in this assignment will
enable you to learn more about the items-included in specifications
and to familiarize yourself with the way these specifications are
stated.

Assianment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

eference:

Questions:

C. Lair, OxpezztgtailditFoTI, pp. 272-284.

True-False

pirections: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "Is." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter V."

T F 1. The owner must accept the responsibility for injuries occur -
ing to workers who are employed in building his home.

T F 2. Any substitute materials must be approved by the owner and
the architect.

T F 3. The owner is not obligated to pay for extras which the
contractor decides to use unless he has ordered them in
writing.

T F 4. All excavations for the walls and footings shall be at least
36 inches below the present grade lines.
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TTA,

5. All concrete used this job is to be of the ready-mix type.

7. A termite shield is to be installed all around the found--
tion.

8. The fireplace mantel shall be laid up with Red Roman bricks
and a natural colored mortar.

T F 9. After the sills are bolted to the foundatir", they should

T F 10. Five-eights inch waterproof plywood sheets shall be nailed

be treated with a coat of Terminix oil or its equal.

to the subfloor of rooms that are to be tile or linolium
covered.

T F

6. The concrete walk should be marked off in four foot sections.

11. Asphalt roofing shingles are sold by the square, according
to the weight of the material used.

T F 12. The interior doors are :o be alike, birch on one side and
white pine on the other.

T F 13. The garage doors are to be 1 5/8 inches thick.

T F 14. Shutters shall be installed so that they may be closed over
the windows, if necessary.

T F 15. The kitchen cabinet doors shall ne constructed of five-ply
core stock

T F 16.

T F 17. All guttering materials are to be made of 26-gage, good
grade galvanized iron.

T F 18. All water pipe to be used on the job shall be copper, and
must be installed with sweated joints.

T F 19. The plumber must guarantee his work for a period of one year
from the last or final payment date.

T F 20. All inside corners of all rooms, halls, closets, etc. shall
have applied full-length steel or metal corner bead.

T F 21. The specifications even specify where the plasterer is to
mix his mortar.

T F 22.

T F 23. All metalwork is to receive a coat of white lead or equal
of metal paint as an undercoat.

Clear white oak standard flooring is to be used on all
finish floors, unless noted otherwise.

The last coat of finish on the inside doors is not to be
rubbed down.
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Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The sidewalk shall be four feet wide and inches
thick.

2. There shall be installed all around the top of tLe foundation a
termite shield, inches wide.

3. When all hearth tile and mantel have been laid, they shall be
cleaned with

4. All rafters are to be 2" x 6"
spaced 16 inches on center.

5. All corner post shall be of three - timber strength end

6. Vents to be installed around the house in the cornice are to be
covered with copper or bronze screen wire.

7. The kitchen cabinets are to be fitted with
hardware.

8. All door hardware is to be brand or equal.

9. The electricity is to be taken through the house on
circuits.

or

10. All walls and ceilings of rooms with sand-float finish plaster are
to receive three coats of paint.

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to ce-lolete
the statement.

1. The top of the foundation shall extend above the grade line,
a distance of (A) 18 inches; (B) 6 inches; (C) 8 inches;
cp) 36 inches.

1. There shall be left a minimum crawl spz-..-..e between the floor
joists and the ground of (A) 18 inches; (B) 1 foot;
(C) 24 inches; (D) 3 feet.

3. The garage floors are to have a slope toward the front doors
of (A) 1/8 inch to the foot; (B) 3/8 inc to the foot;
(C) 3/8 inch to the yard; (D) 1/8 inch to 4 inches.
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4. The Red Roman bricks to be used for the fireplace mantel are
to be (A) 1 5/13'' x 3 1/2" x 8"; (B) 1 3/8" x 3 1/2" x 8";
(C) 1 5/8" x 3 1/2" x 8"; (D) 1 5/8" x 3 1/2" x 8 1/2".

5. All wall sheathing shall be done with insulits board or
equal which. measures (A) 1" x 2' x 8'7 (B) 3/4" x 4' x 6';
(C) 1/2'' x 4' x 4'; (D) 3/4" x 2' x

6. The exterior doors are to be hung with three butt hinges
which are to be (A) 3" long: (B) 44 long; (C) 2 1/2" long;
(D) 3 1/2" long.

7. All oak floors are to be finished after sanding with
(A) filler, sealer, varnish, wax; (B) filler, shellac, wax;
(C) shellac, varnish: (D) filler, shellac, varnish,
wax.

8. All regular doors are to be hung by using butt hinges
(A) 1/2" long; (B) 4" long: (C) 3" long; (D) 4 1/2" long.

9. The cold-air register faces are to be installed,in the
(A) walls; (B) floor: (C) baseboards; (D) ceilings.

10. When the owners agree to accept bids (A) they must accept
lowest bid; (B) must accept one of the bids presented;
(C) may reject ell bids.

111016.M.P..
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Assignment
Sheet Ho. 16

Covering
Units 33-40, 137

THE NATURE OF INSULATION AND ITS INSTALLATION

Your great-grandfther stood before an open fireplace and one
side baked while the other froze. At the same time enough heat
went up :the chimney to have baked the other side with enough left over
to -do the family cooking. Your father may be supplying a fevnace with
plenty of fuel and sitting in comfort; however, many dollays worth of
heat may be seeping through the walls and ceilings. By modern means
of insulation, any home owner can prevent excessive loss of heat and
thus save money on his yearly heating bill.

The carpenter is often called upon to give advice about insu-
lation and to ir,tall the types of insulation the homeowner selects.

From thin assignment, you may learn about the types, eJomposi-
tion comparative values, installation procedures, and the fundamental
principles behind the use of insulating materials.

Assignment:

1.. Read the references listed below.
2. Visit a local building supply store sod ask them to show

you the insulating materials they have in stick. Make a
'ist of these and write a brief description of each.

3. Answer tho questions below and hand in this assignment by

References:

8.
C.
D.

galAtig&V

Durbabn,
Lair, Ca
Mix, Pr

EgndumMLWILALSAERIPAIY. Vol. I, pp 155-182.
t1t2SAIUIN10421: pp. 209-225.

___sstiaalskrentty, pp. 207-236.

Direztions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "Ir." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Matted or felted insulation fibers are generally encased in
some form of tre7itod paper.

T F 2. wood strip placed around the edges of flexible insulation
helps to insure a tighter seal.

T F 3. Loose fill insalation substances are in granulated,
cellular and fibrous wool poweered forms.
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T F 4. Flexible insulation can be used between rafters and between
studdings.

T F 5. The value of flexible insulation is increased when the work-
men carefully press the material snugly_against the sheath-
ing.

T P 6. Vapor barriers are necessary with -both the fill type insu-
lation and flexible insulation.

T F 7. Vapor barriers are not desirable with plain. insulation pads.

T F 8. Structural insulation board lacks sufficient strength to be
used under flat, built-up roofing.

T F 9. Coal -tar pitch and asphalt should be used together as a
base for deck insulation board.

T F 10. Pre-cast,iesonry units have insulation value-- due. to.heavy-
weight properties of the aggregates-of which they axe made.

T F 11. insulation has an important function to'Plif auring the
summer months as well as daring the winter._

T P '2. Some heat escapes from a room throughthe glass of a window.

T F 13. Blanket insulation is more effective bet4een ceiling joists
when there is good ventilation in the attic' spice.

T F 14. Louvers give best results when placed in the center-of thei
bottom of the gable.

T F 15. Ventilators for gables should be placed near the apex of
the roof.

T F 16. The proper amount of ventilation is an important factor in
controlling condensation.

T F 17. Sound- insulation ina structure depends primarily on the :

build.Lng materials used.

T F 18. Acoustical materials have sound absorption and-heat insu-
lation propertiss..

Completion.

Directiondi Fill in theb1ank(s) each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly. .

1. Thermal insulation materials have a high degree of
-esistance per-unit of thickness.
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Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the

have vapor.tertiers.provided*in the
10. According to condensation zones, homes built in Missouri should

the statement.

thelUeit of measurement forlsound transmi=sion is the

12. Ar

lettektif theAtem.whichwirIvrOvide the correct,answerAo complete

A'good.Vapor barrier may tentacle of a vapor-proof asphalt

*2. Flexible insulation materials -are very resistant to vermin,

8. The name-give:I.-to the unit of heat used do figuring the

4. Flexible insulation blankets vary in thickness from one-half of

7. A vapor torriershould.be applied on the inside surface of

9. A vapor barrier is recommended if the average temperature in

5. In old buildings fill insulation materials are installed either

.coefficiendy.of the thermal conductivity of a material is the

rf the Oldekt trade-namei in building: in .

.'an. inch to

January is

When flexible-insulationis used on plastered walls, special

by

mission.

3. Most loose fill insulation materials are made of AA) min-
eral

Flexible insulatio6 material in walls should not be
- tbstened,pi9htly polls*. 4A) eheethiing: .0) studs; 7.. 4

.

Ac) platel: -AD) solep,.

eral sUbstanceSt. 01 wood fibers; (c) grass fibers:

(A) Kimsul: (B) CeloteX: (C) Pierce House; (D) Gimco.

(D) fibrosis wool.

and

walls.

Multiole-Choite -

finish !floor win- aid in reducing sound trantssi,

strips are necessary.

.

of

inches.

or below.

;

r

=

methods.

6.

and
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4. Slab insulation materials are usually held in place by the
use of (A) nails; (B) (C) cement; (D) glue.

. .Reflective insulation between studding should be installed
CA)- close_to the sbeathing; (B) close to the interior sur-
face; (C) about.,midwaY7 (D) anywhere the vapor barrier can
be placed.

6. The letter "Ks' when used in connection with insulation
:materials refes to (A) heat resistance: (B) degrees of
temperature; (C) strength; (D) conduLAvity.

Listing

Directions: fast the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The various forms in which thermal insulation is made are:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)
< -

(C) (r) :.:t
2. The following are four general types of reflective insulation:

, -
7 ir

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

3. Given below are three types of apparatus used to test building
materials andA.nsulation: 5

(A) (B) () , -
4. The two types of insulation, classified according to their

function, are:

(A)

5. The most common types of acoustical products available are:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)



Hatch inV.

Directions: In the right hand column is a list of terms. The left
!land column contains descriptive phrases or synonymOus -togas. :Batch
the*descritttions and the terms by placing thti,letter Of the term in
the blank- at the left of the appropriate

phrase

1. creped layers of wood fibers

2. cattle hair

3. a marine plant called ellgrass

4. clean fibers of moltett.rock or

.01,10 _ .

a A.

5. dolomite or silica

6. powdered finely .grOund gypium

-7.-- -granulated-mica-pelleis made
of mineral. ore

1

8. rigid materials of wood and
--vegetable -fibers

_ .

9. ground compressed bark of
cork oak

A. Therntofill
-:

B. 8trictural insulation
Board

C. Porosil

:Cork.b9ait

E. Kimsul

F. insulwc

0. Reflect-0 ---

-11.-

18. slabs of shredded wood fibers
with fire-resisting--Portland--- L. -Rock-Wool
cement --

11. crimped blankets of reflective
--tvsulation

,
12. an aluminum colored paper

13. a lightweig1t burned clay

-!- -

14. confetti-like fibrous flakes

15. glass blocks of masonry

t

*, .101.tol
.

l.

('f)

(

, j* :: -7 Ill'

)

_ . . ao.

U

J
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Assignment

more efficiently. Not only should the types and uses of scaffolding

high places; however, they have the disadvantage of restricting his
horizontal movement. Scaffolds are usually constructed on jobs to

be known, but a competent carpenter must also 'know the safest methods

Sheet No. 17

Such jobs as putting on siding and roofing as well as the installation
of windems demand that he have some sort of elevated platform for him-
self

scaffolds for different jobs, and it is necessary for the carpenter

of constructing them to prevent injury on the job.

avoid these and other disadvantages, Of course, there are many types

to know the merits of each in order that he may be able to do his job

self and his tools. Ladders are often used to help the carpenter reach

Much of a carpenter's work has to be done above the ground level.

TYPES AND USES OF SCAFFOLDING

Units 43-49

AssicnimoU.

gefereticest.

Questions:

to learn something about the types, uses, limitations, and advantages
of scaffolding.

Directionsit- The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around.the letter "T." If it ill
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

__2. AnSyer._ the questions below and hand in this assignmmt

A. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Caroentrv, Vol. III, pp.158-163.

The information in this assignment will give you an opportunity

C. Lair, -CaroentrV For The 'Buildina. Trades. 235-248.

1. Read the references listed below.

True-False

T F 1. Steel scaffolding and brackets are gaining in favor with
builders.

T F 2. Boards should be placed under the uprights of eiscaffold
to prevent them from settling into_the ground.

T F 3. The bloat on the wall that supports one end of the cross
ledger must be nailed perpendicular to the uprights.

T F 4. The platform planks need not be nailed to the cross ledger.
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T F-.5. One type ui 0Z:eel bracket, which is used in scaffolding_.-!r-:
hooks around a wall stud. . _

T F 6. A swinging. type scaffold can be used on a Gothic type roof.

T. F 7. A pole scaffold contains no cross ledgers.

T B. Roof brackets can be constructed much Cheaper
be bought.

7 - .

T F 9. A ladder jack has a platform. support which is

T.. F ,10. A.putlog scaffold; cannot be
. . : ,! .. I;

T P 11. A roof- jack-tan. be used with
ladders arenotLavai Le-ble

T .F

than they:can

I

twos. ftett. wide .

.

used onc.brick.siallta...,
' ;,-

Ordinary. ladders,. _if roAC:
,-.: t-

124_ ...Roof. jacks are nude -entirely. of ,

Completion
ci..

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with tlutivemn( utkr.
required to complete the sentence correctly.

i;-..... :1 :-..ric1),LDa .1
1. Thir type of scaffold seleCterd Afiepende:,upon,Vse-p

it must carry and the .09vc.1Ag.91nP;

2. Cross ledgers for a bricklayer's scaffold should be :11i.-Nr,,J1g

feet apart and be able to support several 2" X 10° planks.
.A

3. C rose- sl-edget s. ak..r.iiiiatcadij11291.44mcttt bo: wax* than
feet apart when 2 X 10 planks serve as the runway.

4. Cross ledgers for good scaffolding should be sound, straight -
grained, inch stock.

it llitzecommended that the arose .-ledcpar.-be.,:elzike& to ttlAtAP7L,:4:f.,..r,g,
right "with -L . .

" ..-11 0-7 `" 11.

6. The block on the wall that supports the cross ledger should be
local:tied and itailext to tan): T

7. The cross ...traces for a scaffold should be 1" it 6" material
nailed:diagonally. to _ the bottom end:of ..thaupxiot azo telly

cross ; -. -

Hand -rails should be provided vihen ...thetplatfova tit; higher, than
. feet. if, :

9. Guard -rails slould _be balt.about fps:. fleet

above the platform.

7
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Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

.=

1. A "lookout" (A) rests on top of a ladder; (B) has a hand-
rail; (C) supports a scaffold; (D) hooks on the side of
Wall.

2. A "lookout" is (A) nailed to the wall; (B) tied down with
ropes: (C) bolted down; (D) weighted with sandbags.

3. Swinging scaffolds are less difficult to use on (A) gable
roof; (B) flatitop roof; (C) sloped-back roof; (D) Gothic
roof.

4. The height of a horse scaffold is usually about (A) 6 feet:
(B) 30 inches; (C) ,4 feet; (D) 7 feet.

5. Wood jacks are commonly used (A) on inside work; (B) to set
window frames; (C) to lay roofing; (D) to repair a chimney.

6. A scaffold type that can be placed one on top of another is
the (A) putlog; (B) ladder jack; (C) horse scaffold;
(D) metal jack.

7. A suitable type of scaffold for repairing church,steeple#
is the (A) outrigger's scaffold; (B) horse scaffold;
(C) putlog scaffold; (D) rolling platform scaffold.

8. The chimney scaffold described.in the reference has (A) six
pairs of hinges; (B) four legs 30 inches long: (C) adjust-
ments for any pitch roof: (D) two-inch thick walk boards.,



Aisignment Covering
Sheet No. 18 Unit 51

FETY IN Itittitumitic TRAbig.
I I -

A tofistructiOm161iis- no place far-a(CirelesivWt;rkpmmr.1 There-
ate-ftity fiaturat.hazardsqn the btiildings trades.' bUt iost of them can

. .bi avoided by the worker who is safety conscious.
1.

Vet -chit i1640.Windividual who is thpughtleas or negligent-risk
personaiittilre bthë ages- the his fellow
workers becoming iftjured..,Remesiber that k_good carpenter., seldom gets

io: chitant'inlUik bring' you a poOrtraftiman.....It
a good.70eet1ei: to follow t1t id ddige- that air ounce of

p#evention is worth a pound of cure. Learning safety rules and practic-
ing them will increase your punges of prevention, .""

In this assignideairoti-will"hilieiUtiiplitirtuzirty'bf learning
,..,

general. safety rules and practices which are beneficial to carpenters.
*-, :=,k. 47,-' t.7 : ;:-.-. -I -2..:.: -,.,!.. :It-, tvi, 1. - .-. ; . ,i-:.1, -: ,-,--- ._

_.
. .

,,

.-..3.: 1-ikeild7tli% irofekiiikii Tisited, -i t Ii..--., A..... ,
.......... .....

t2i-'-1:Akiiiaeiti-Vie eicthettaiti bilOW' iiiid in!. thi 4iiianraent by
..:-:.%..1- -..1

ofiseicoalei "i_ ..P

-

B. Durbahp, Fundamentals .o f. ca e t
xla(P' ferf

1r.1 4 ./
aioistrid -v71. i;'.!-"

True-False

pftectionst The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

VolTiiiiiP 1246.
Vol.. ;; pp. 56,57.

T F 1. Large construction companies usually provide their own
safety engineers.

T F 2. The use of abrasive tools requires goggles for eye
protection.

T F 3. A burn should be bandaged after using sulfa diazine.

T F 4. Adhesive tape should never be put directly on a wound.

1
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T F 5. Accident rates in the building trades rank comparatively
low as compared with other tr,des.

T F 6. A safe precation to observe is to keep one hand free when
carrying materials up a ladder.

T F 7. A well built ladder has the steps housed into the side
rails.

T F 8. A ladder is appropriate for the job of making an electrical
wiring Splice -tn the outside of a house.

T F 9. Mason workers use ladders with st^ps as close together as
eight inches.

T F 10. The proper way to carry a ladder is to keep the.front end
high and the back end close to the fl,or.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blanks) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Your physical well-being as a mechanic is just as important as
your or of the. trade.

2. An enteric coated table salt tablet dissolves in the
of the individual.

3. The precaution of examining an injured worker-for broken bones
may prevent ,i

4. Heat exhaustion can be prevented by consuming

5. Butesin picrte will exclude air, dust, and dirt from

6. The best way to-reduce accident rates to- a minimum-is- for the
workman.to become

7. The safest angle of a 16-foot ladder can be obtained by placing
thebase feet from the wall against which it is
leaning.

8. Safety from electrical shock when using a power machine can be
reasonably assured if one will stani on a

9. Oily rags and waste should be placd1 in metal containers to
prevent
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Multiple- Choice

Directions: Ia the space at the left of each statement, write the
TiETITIFErthe f*Am which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statemnnt.

1.=.

-An antiseptic substance. used for skin injuries is (A) bate.
sln vicrate; (B) sodium chloride; (C) enteric tablets;
(D) mercu.oChrome.

2. One of the better: substances for treay.dents of burns is a
tube of (A) metaphan; (B) sulfa diazine; (C) mercuric
-oxide; (D)_sodium chloride.

3. The majority of accidents in the building industry are due
to-- (A) or falling objects; (B) cute and scratches,
(C) electrical:contacts; 04 "war constructed scaffolds.

4. The steps on a general purpose ladder should bd4 uniformly
spaced at a distance 'of (A) 16 inches; (8) 12 inches;
Ac) 18 inches:, 0).20 inches.

. ._ .

Directions: -Iligt.0e items ailed fOr in each of the following.
Select your ahsweii carefully. ------, -

1. Two of the' main fictori'affecting safety on the job are:

(A)

(B)

2.--Five-safetypraCticed Which a carpenter muii Observe in regard
to his clothing are:

(A)

(B).

(C)

;... ; . 1( ...;37, .
_(D) - .

,

(B)

3. GiVen7:14a44are three main itelms'foi a' carpenter's firgt aid kit:

(A) (C)

(8) MMOOI=1MMO,.MM
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TYPES OP JOINTP AND SPLICES USED IN CARPENTRY

The "green" carpenter's helper,who Is sent after a_wood strte
should know that the only way to lengthen a-board is to splice it.
There are many occasions when a board of th© proper length or width is
not readily air:liable. In such situations the carpenter must make
4ecisions in regard to his methods of joining two or,more boards, in
fact he must first decide on the advisability of using smaller stock
where either esthetic or strength factors arc involved.

3'

The home owner expect you to join-the timbervof bis house in.
to lasting joints and splices. Skill and experience are required to
.properly chi:mac and .fit the-erit:Ws types ofjointsiusedflin cespentrY1
however, the development of thhisskill will pay dividends ieince the
carpenter's ability is often judged by the appearance and strength of
the joints he makes.

This assignment'offers you-an opportlinity to increase_y011p,),
efficiency by providing you with information concerning,the.typeSilases
and construction of splices and joints used in carpentry.

Assignment:

1. .read the reference listed bnlow. :%°
2. Construct, out of scrap material, four of the joints

dAscussed in this assignment. Select_thefour whickyou
consider most useful.
Answer the questions tolowand hand- in tbic-Aseignmsont by

t,

Er ferenO4: s- et;
r

- ri.t:
B. Durbahn, ruudamentala of Mrpentrv, Vol. I, PP..244'220.

Wiligfix*

True-False
_ . . .. .

Direct,ions: The f Vowing statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter. "T." fIf it, is
false, draw 4 circle ataund-the letter ." . s

T F 1. The 7.Nwel pt inserted in a mottir., andr,tenon joint should
always be of softwood. :

T F 2. Complicated jo_sts are. ..eldom, made, in today's timber framing.

T ,r 3 A square butt joint fastened together by the use of nails
provides rpportunity for toenailing.

4. End !ap-jonts Should be assemblf;d'snd.famtehed-with screws.



T dado joint is
.;:"::frames.

T F 6. Thtvapline..miter
jambs.

7,,..,41:igiued,joirt with shaped edges ie such stronger than a
'flat -edge joint because the is more eurfAce to xecsive

n- thug :glue. .) .

. r

theIedges of boar43 the anmal rings should be
7-7,1 !turned .uiyward- in 411 -the :beads.

T F 9. A filleted joint is an edge joint construted with a spline
-P; =:throughAhetcentetiof the joint.

'Zn..1101... ". -'&1--,11MX -.LAIMMUNSIKOMMEIEvro-4--eltal wge.-Sr

cormonly used in the making of picture

joint is commaill-y weed for interior door

. : . f t ; -. . ,

-

fthi:chief advantage, of shaped edges for edgt-to-edge gluing
helpat.lin lining up the boat w:.

_; . ,:(11

Completion

pirestinnstiki in the.blank(s).in;eschAitatementwith the-wcrd(s)
%nrequiredltormospleteitbe suntence"cerrettly;.-

: !
I. A mechanic-s ability can be judged quickly by the

and --....---, of the joint he makes.

-

2. The three forces to which displite miy-be:subjected.Are.
7e.:talZ4

- -J . ti :;:. : ,

3c4 1Whintr-titonpiadest Ofi3timber. awe:jointed so that- they :extend in the
same direction, the connection is called

4. When two pieces of timber are jointed so as to form an angle other
than 90 degrees, the joint is called a(an)

0421fit. .1 -4

utb

5. An additional adds considerably to thesAr!ogip?
of a mortise-and-tenon joint.

6. A miter joint forms an degrees.
. -

.

" ' = _ and
joint is often used tO.COnnett ths'front of S.drawer to .:the sides.

A -Ibtait temerity usad;bwall:carpenters And other woodworkers is
tyre joint..=

Tht-41thulirvingsiin-sojatentboards Whi,Ch.ere jbined edge-to-00gs
should curve in directions.
: v.! I

Wood strips used to-:cOver 'edge. butt* loints-are known. as



multiple-Choice,

D Aoils: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of titer440)0:14kleh_Xl41 PIPDT440...:t0V4.04.:04eNff to completethe statement.

kft. The teray which, does pot- pager tç a type
'tension; 00. coMPr10iPPei ePl-91,AS -CM -4treelte

74 I::: A joip1: 1.10; a ° fly used in .arsite.TiRPNItirl5te;444.9leF' thg!:;
= (A) and rAl.)bA944). .(4).4411

dovetail joint; (D) spline onter, jpint.,_

Tanellif . are ,commonly secured..in place by tea Ogle of
1.10 (13) tiOita (C) SUS (P) naj la_ - As- --w- . . _

. joint commoilly- ,us.4,Xo goirinek, thA-,9gpaerii: p p..,cgvire
trama-in the IA) butt 3t4,t4i4mL4-t*k filAmtc,w
(C) gained joint; (D) Miter joint.

'4) " a
.fc ". ."

L

. -
) "I*);

1 -

f- r
I L.' ti

41.

1.;;' OST.1 ...

of:1 -°1 -w;-T--14;"1 -.1

4 - '$°- :CM- . 1. 1

v. If

$

:".`.91.10

. I 11.411

.-"
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Assignment Covering
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,4

- / PROBLEMS AND PRedtDtiais-=op FRAME CoOSTRUCTIO
e

Tile;ereetioti Of: it frame fik"a'bmildinginvolVes.maity skilled --

procesbadj-iejoi decielohi and.VariOus celbulatiohii these things
arespite important since all of the later phases of construction
depe61,--On.*Wer-fraMi04-PrOceddiet for theix adocess. For thisreasoi
there:tan be no'ekCuia-for a catperiterswho Cannot-frame's building
that is accurate as'itell as stalme. =

ThiAithandivof:ftaiiCcOnatiaction'aie to-beelearned'in'this----
assignment. They'-iatiude:a study' of various iethoda of sill construc-
tionearrapgement of joists an4 studding, calculations of loads, stan-
dard= 14:As -.of tii:Ot axd eonstruCtiOn of = plates !nd bzaces-
well at a Cimiaideration of bridging, shipatliing , subflooring,
anA plgmtpring,

anigmeat:
1. Read the references given belQw.
2. Figure the neceseiry width and height of a rough opening

for a window with a 20" X 24" glass size, double-hung sash,
and a solid sill. Use reference A, page 76.

3. Figure the width and height of a rough opening for a door
30" X 6'-8". Use reference A, page 76.

4. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment
by

Reftrences:

A. Dvrbahn, Egsdamentals of Carpentry:, Vol. III
510 511.

C. Carpentry For The Buildina Trades, pp.
D. Mix, Practical Carpentry, pp. 55-91.

Questions:

ArueFalse

pp. 92-123,

18-62.

Directions: The following statements axe either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter °T.° If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter IF."

T F 1. The T-sill assembly can be assembled easily.

T F 2. The T-sill assembly provides headers for firs stops.

T F 3. Double sills decrease the shrinkage problem in frame
construction.

T F 4. The weight of snow on a building roof is included in dli- a
load" on the roof.
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T F S. Roof loads are always included when figuring the load
supported-bk:girders.

T F 6. 'Built4410 girderi'ire:nOt as strong as solid' wood girder4.

T F 7. guilt-up girders warp more easily than solid wood girders..

T F. 14, Joists supported by steel.girders.shouldlbe.hung with the
to' surface of the joist:1Ush with the .top surface of the
girder.

T F 9. It is impossible to construct klUshtceilings when steel
girders are used.

T F 10. Shrinkage must be considered when joists are notched to fit
around steel girders.

T F 11. A double or triple joist may correctly be called a trimmer.

T F' 12. When a second-story overhangs the first story, thejoista
for the overhang must be-perpendicular to the Second story
joists.

T F 13. Second floor partitions that do not have first floor parti-
tions directly below them can be supported by_doUbling the,
Santa beneath them. R

T F 14. Laying rough flooring diagonally requires more time and
material than laying4tAoriiontally.

T 11,45:' 90ffeliidrifl&Cimigh-fInoring:ditgonaWUNI5o4ny'00444Z-ill
_ ,

vantages than disadviiiiii4eiw '' ' -1'. :';. {.:. s-c

T 1p

T F

T F

16.Itough- flooring 'Should be fitted tightly '41gtiiiiiif the.10418:.
. . .

17. Cross bridging is superior to solid bridging.

18. The length of cross bridging is the same'asthedistance
between joists.

F 1 317., Z :f I . Z ,

T F 19. Steel bridging asliell'as ateelvirdere mar-be-used in the
framing process.

f.

T F 20. Built-up corners are more desirable thw thiliiolidtype of
corner construction.

T F 21. geeders, under ordinary joists loads, above window and
door -openings,' 'should be plated on edge. ":

T F 22. The PHA requires and specifies certain sizes for headers of
:different 'page".
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T F 23. Masonite is one trade name for insulation board.

T F 24. Insulation boaru can be waterproofed with asphalt or
special paper coverings.

T F 25_ Plywood has less rigidity than insulation fiber board.

T F 26. Insulation board provides solid anchorage for nails that
fasten on exterior finishes.

T F 27. Three nails to a board of horizontal sheathing gives 50%
more ridigity than two nails to a board.

T F 28. Plaster grounds and laths are names given to the same
strips of wood.

T F 29. Plaster grounds provide nail anchorage for interior trim-
ming.

T F 30. Subfloors laid diagonally Should be started at the corner
of the room or buildimg.

T F 31. The sole plates are nailed in place after the subfloor is
laid.

T F 32. Bridging should be nailed solidly between joists before the
rough flooring is applied.

ComplptiOn

pixections: Fi11 in the blank (s) is each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Anchor bolts that bold sills in place pre spaced feet
0.C.

2. Thi T-sill assembly is appropriate for use with the
type of framing.

3. Tne box-sill assembly in a desirable construction to use with
the type of fraiging.

4. The subterranean termite secures its, from wood and
its moisture from the

5. The white ant is a wood-devouring

6. Termite preventative measures call for sills. to be at least
inches above ground.

7. Termite preventative mcast-ea include treating the timbers with
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8. Termite' prevention requires that masonry 'units zontainmortar
rich in

9. Common wood posts 'for supporting girders should be.suffidiently
strong if the longest dimension-of the poWs-cross section equals
the width of the

.

10. The grade .and type of lumber recommended for girders by the West
Coast Lumbermen's Association is No. 1 dimensioned

11. The common size of floor joiLzs in dwellings is 2 x

12. _Flush ceilings. require joists to be supported by joist bangers of

13. The built-up type of corner post contains
together.

14. Wall-plates-tie studding together and insure stud ;-;.3,1 .

15. The jambs for inside door frames should be at least
inch thick.

16. ,An allowance-of -inch(es)- is made(when framing_a_001447-
-door-opening to take .care of the lugs-at the::toprof the door
frame. 1-

studs =nailed

17. -ROUgh,opeuings Should be framed*polhat .:,07 studs will
:eart'y'the heiAer load. , _

T.74«

18. The covering over the framework of a building is known as
)

.

J 7'
19. Dressed-and-matched lumber with rabbeted edgez-is, called

Jr: -;.

20. Insulation-boards for sheathing are usually in. sites Of
feet wide by feet long-and 25/32 of an inch

,f7

2i. The or type of. f; a _e, resembles
a series of platforMs, TO71741767rambyjudepetident:partitions.

22: Girders,ustally support at least of the total
weight of the building. ..

23. Three-piece-girders shou:td benailed from each side:with
nails.
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nlTdcm=L

24. A satisfactory mete: for a termite shield is

25. Sills should be set back inch from the face.of the
foundation to allow for sheathing.

26. It is recommended that ledger -atrip,.used to support the ends of
joists, be nailed to the girder with nails
under each joist position.

27. Auxiliary joists, which run at right angles to regular joists,
are .called

28. Ceiling joists are supported at each end by ,

29. Bridging is usually inserted in rows approximately to
feet apart.

30. Top plates are usually the same thickness and width.as,the

011W211=012iill

pirectionls In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

.TT./m

1. The joining of sills at the corners can be accomplished by
the use of (A) double-sills; (8) box-sills; (C) T-sills;
(D) eastern-sills.

2. Double headers and double trimmers are necessary when bn
opening has been cut in the (A) studding: (Wihiathing;
(C) joists; (D). floors.

3. Common spacing for intermediate studs le (A) 26 inCheis;
(B) 30 inches: (C) 16 inches; (D) 24 inches. .

4. When framing a wide window opening, i-special method must
be employed to take some cf the load off the double header;
this method iwknown as (A) brecinv. (8) bridging; (C)
trussing; (D) mortising.

5. A bearing po;lt is used to support (A) sills; (8) girders?
(C) ledger boare.s: (D) suds.

6. Joists are generally spaced at a distance of (A) 16 inches;
(8) 20 inches- (C) 30 Li-idles; 00- 24 inches.

7. Bridging is nailed oetween (A) trf.mmers; (B) rafters;
(C) girders; (D) joists.

8. Sole plates tr.- y be riled to the (A) rafters; (8) sub -
flooring; (C) bridging; (D) trimmers.



A top plate forms a cap for (A) rafters; (B) joists;- -,A
(C) studs; (D) attic joists. I

:

Wiritigov_ List Ii items called for in each of.t4e.following.
Soiebt-lotif,anOwers carefully:

,

1. The tht4OpctorkWhich are needed:io.alCigate:t64:kecititad'ijpe
of 94001 ire:1

. .

:f ; :
! :;:'

:_ '7 ;-:::.

' !.sr-elrlei&egfr

2. Two types of bridging used in home conetructiddlata-

(A) (B)

3. The five main purposes_ served by-Univergal Insulita are:,
...o

-"alg. -a i a i - -. .* .-- - -- .. e a a J - .- .. 4. .
,..

.. "2, ',. : lt .. .' id C.1 ;Jr11:::61.1
(B) El T '- 1. -.41Iial (.54..;. 1 A ' . . 7 :;-

(c Iif:4 .-._

c=1.MIN
4. When deperminiive,-04:tc,W:WVIGgiilf_54°:ti*ne vary for

building- rigidity facts*); .that reift'):4.2"CbtiSidi+ed, es
rr.- "k -_Lf.'Itar 4 ..t4 E

(A)
01..4-- ad,

(B) (E)

e.;...19)

IMIN1===

--4 . 7
e

N-
. -

- -
- r -

4.- rom IOW

.* r.

;

"1 1

_entinit.-nca191i

, . ,ee
- CV.E9r 1.61 17,54:j

r L. WS1D %$21.S't

41

.11

'
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Assignment
Sheet No. "

-t

METHODS OF WALL FRAMING

Cover,ing.,
Units 68-74

Any structure depends upon its skeletal fiamewori fOt Strength
and suppovt. It is the framing that supports and holds in place all
sheathing,- siding, roofing, and flooring.. Without a strong frame, you
can see hO difficult it would be to have a stable building. The
amigacy of the entire construction job will bea direct-relationship
to the degree of accuracy maintained in the fram.iq. Therefore, errors
in the-superstructure -can "show-you-up" -as- a good or bad workman not
only during its erection, but also at any time in the later phases of
constructiotr-or-in -later yea-re-of-service: , -

in-this assignment, you will study about the-various-methods of
framing, their uses, as well as the advantages and da.sadvantages of
each.

Assignment:" I

. .

1. Read the refOrencei listed-below. ,(

2. Jisit two or more buildings under construction other, than
-the- oriel on-which you are workings .0bserve-the -tyPiats of
framing being used.. Note and record for each:
-00- any in the-type of framing.
(b) the method used to fasten the framework to the

foundation
AO how the,corner,posts are constructed.
(d) 'the method used ipjOining jOists and
(e). the spacing and 16dation of studding.

3. Answer the questions which follow and hand in this,assign-
ment-by

References

A. Durbahn, Fundamentals of.Car ntr 8492.
C. Lair, Carpentry_to. the Buil ng Trades, pp. 62-81.
D. Mix; Practical Carpentry, pp. 51-55, 83-86.

Questions:

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T.' If it is
false, draw a c around the letter "F."

T F 1. In early times When timber was abundant and nails scarce,
mortise and tendon joints were used extensively.

T F 2. Balloon framing has developed more recently than the brace-
frame method.
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3. Scantlings were commonly used in the-superstructure of
buildings prior to 1900.

T F 4. The ribbon board in-balloon framing is notched into the
supporting studs.

'I I,

T F 5. Continuous studs make installation of service pipes easier
than divided studs,

T F 6. Two story buildings can be constructed with continuous studs
fror foundation to rafter plates.

T F 7. A ribbon board-in balloon framingpreyents the circulation
of air through the walls from bottom flow, to_top floor.

T P. 8. Diagonal braces across the studs are-- necessary when the
sheathing is nailed on horizontally.

T P. .9. - Shrinkage is a more serious problem with balloon framing
than braceframe methods., _

T P. 10.. -Platfoim-framing would. be very uddesirable.without the use
of kiln-dried lumber.

T F Platform: framing permits the utilization of short materials
COr studging._ - 3

T F 12. Fire' stops between .floors:)must-be
: 1 4 partitions- of. platform framed' hous

T F 13.

T F 14.

Shrinkage can be easily equalized
v- .toc

The most common size, of-stUdpusied
2" x 6".

..r r I

added- in the walls and.

in platform framing.

in homs_CQnatrUctioa is a

. -
E. 15. Openings, that are load-bearing should alwaya:be doable

headed. ,

T F 16. Fiberboard has received-a Very !Ode acceptance in the build-
ing industry and is probably being used as much or more than
any other kind, of Wall sheathing. ,

T F 17. The minimum thickness of plywood wall sheathing,s,1/4 inch
for 16 inch stud spacing.

T F 18. A square: of building paper refers to a roll containing
200 square feet.

T F 19. The distinguishing feature of the balloon type of framing
is that the studs are continuous from foundation to attic.

T F 20. Balloon framing is more expensive than the other methods of
framing.
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T 11";:%12511The-Wes4sznerypa4reming_iciths met desirable-type when
the outside finish is to(beLbrick

4,3(;;& aJa1 t!)..

..;

pirectionss Fill in the blank(s) in each statement With the word (s)
retuiredoWcomplete the-sentelice.ymerrectly4=:,, .f

1.-The skeleton or superstructure of a building includes the
t,:+? .4(th.::._:.,17. ; i" r and LL4fr,t framing.

2. The joists of the secondioor in balloon framing rests on e(en)
.-And..are nailed to the

cr0J 01 lor.-"r Al

aii3x-AV theeballoonc:typwotrframinge.theload,bearing ...ands extend
from the foundatiowrtc ; -I ,

Inbtailed- -inCreaSlis rigidity
of a house from 2 to 7 times..::; J-5,..

f:104 Afettginaltecii4imiat:lbe tnitallediprior.,to,the-inhtallation of

B1C-_:52ba Iteddard sploin4IfOr studs:ifs-40 tlinthesiwhickiallewsthe-use
of lath that has a standard length of _I-40.1-ts

74MEWIllbtaveredoottkakeswitidowieloecor t studeS sliou1d.$ bc1dOubled: and
,iastialisdrnto.i.supportioftwoloweVends,lof the studs

that h-ve been cut off.
,pnim4/1 vi baslIF:mp .L: 'T

e. Openings that must support extreme weight are usually
s c.C fic",:i=a/anv.' F,Pl'Irf Lb addittossvuk=bing doable headed.. 7

"7..)

9. If a roll of building paper was listed as a 300 foot roll of 30e~ eidigkitiisittwould cludicater:-thritAhelroll,Lcontaioed
squares of paper and would weigh poundif.-::

eri3 ri1 OC,1161gers)r, Abi4sulttole-choice- ta If - r"-

frad:t 370M 10 dcgal as b$:).aa

Directions: Ill the eince-AtilthewleftIot oadk:StateMentwurrite the
letter of the item

Z
which will provide the correct answer to complete

eritimmiam.636 Ore. 1115W OONA-01:11 +0

1. The quickest and the safest form of construction is the
---7hinis1104 bildicemPgraxitigi -.,(410),:wesbern;sframinips:.. AC) brace

framing; (D) eastern framing. "c 1 2-,

112 Iratrintpbevtlesited:toilkribk: Veneer construction
-r =)(-0:% 144111:slAialStibr::)4241pliatformic.i:4C) **stern; -(D) brace;

00 eastern framing.
IF atogz.sm 9 i asdi
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3. The type of framing that offers greatest resistance to fire
is (A) balloon; (B) platform; (C) brace; (D) eastern
Eraming

4. The greatest shrinkage difficulties arise with (A) platform
framing; (B) balloon framing; (C) brace framing; (D)

(D) eastern framing.

5. The ledger board in framing supports (A) sills; (8) studs;
(C) j(ists; (D) girts.

6. When testing the rigidity of walls with openings, the U.S.
Forests Products Laboratory found that (A) 29/32" fiber-
board; (B) 1" x 8" diagonally applied wood sheathing;
(C) 1/4" plywood paneling; (D) 1" x 8" horizontally applied
wood sheathing with 1" x 4" let-in braces, had the greatest
relative rigidity.

Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each op,! the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The following three types of flame bracing are considered to be
very effectzve:

(A) (C)

(B)

2. The most widely used kinds of wail sheathing are as follows:

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

3. Given below are three advantages o: using building paper between
the subfloor and finish floor.

(A)

(B)

(C)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 22

PRINCIPLES OF PARTITION coNsTnrcnoN

Covering
Unit 78

The erection of the exterior walls of a house is very important,
but it takes more than that to make the house livable. For example,
the floor space within those walls must be suitably divided by interior
partitions, and openings must be made in the partitions to allow for
accessibility and circulation. The construction of such walls and
openih7s calls for careful planning and effi^ient construction.

The carpenter is often called upon to the home builder in
planning room arrangement and positioning of door openings. It is
important therefore, that the carpenter should be familiar with the
principles that guide the placement err rooms in a home as well as the
procedures of constructing the partitions that separate the various
rooms.

Your goal in completing this assignment should be to learn the
principles, procedures, precautions, and special techniques used in
partition construction.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

Referencw

A. Durbaha, Fundamentals of Carpentry. Vol. III, pp. 103-118.
C. Lair, Carpena5157TETErfrades, pp. 64-65.
D. Mix, Practical Carpentry, pp. 90-98.

gues s

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle'aroun4 the letter "F."

T F 1. In a two-story dweliitg all second story partitions' must
come directly above partitions on the first story.

T F 2. Two joists joined together by solid bridging should be
provided as a support for a partition which is to be
parallel to the joists.

T F 3. Bearing partitions which run across joists require that at
least half of the joists be doubled.
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T F 4. Since partition corners serve primarily as a nailing sur-
face for two intersecting yells, they have little effect on
heating and ventilation.

T F S. The best method to use for framing openings into stud walls
is to lay out tie openings on the sole of the wall.

T F 6. It is not necessary to check specifications when framing
rough openings.

T F 7. Solid bridging between studding serves as an aid in fire
and vermin prevention.

T F 8. In horizontal bridging the crosspieces are placed directly
in line, level with each other.

T F 9. Single top platr laze adequate for ion- bearing partitions.

T P 10. Partitions which must form passage for bathroom pipes must
be built of 2" x 6" stidE or larger.

Completion

Directions: Pill in the blank!s) in each statement with the worl(s)
FrecaiWirZ6 complete the sentercc correctly.

1. All built-up corner po-' should be constructed so as to allow a
maximum of

2. When constructins partition corners, provislons must be made for
for the interior trim.

3. Contiaum3 pieces of timber placed on top of a wall to tie the
studding together at the top are called

4. The stock used for building inside door frames is usually
inch thick.

5. Header sizes for wall openings have been recommended by the

6. For any wall opening up to 4 feet in length
are recommended for headers.

7. is a suitable fire-stopping material in a
FartiMmiwiircli is not directly over another partition.

8. The two types of interior partitions, classified according to the
purposes they aerve, are and
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Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Pour of the materials most often used in the manufacture of
sound-insulating board are as follows:

CO

2. Fires.tops are designed to:

CO

(c)

(D)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 23

Covering
Unit 79

SPECIAL FRAMING PROBLEMS RELATIVE TO THE WORK OF OTHER TRADESMEN

There are very few, if any, carpenters who do all of the work
that is called for in present day construction. The building trades,
like other phases of industry, are in an era of specialization. Elec-
tricians, plumbers, stone masons, and many other tradesman will be
youY team mates aa you work at the job of completing a house that
meets the specifications set up by the home owner.

The success of the related tradesmen depends in part upon ycur
cooperation and your understanding of their duties and respon.3ibilities
It is not necessary for you to master their special skills, but by
gaining special information about their problems you will be able to
save your time and theirs, as well as y,ur reputation and your
employer's money.

This assignment considers special framing problems related to
plostering, plumbing, tiling, heating, and electrical work.

Assignment

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

References:

A. Durbahn, Fundamentals ot_garventrv4 Vol. III, pp. 125-130.
C. Lair, Carnentry_For The Building Trades, pp. 137-151.

Questions:

Txpe-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "1.." If it is
raise, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1,. Open spaces between studs in a frame wall can act as so
many flues to create drafts and increase ,Are hazards.

T F 2. Tile bath floors may be provided with a concrete base
which is supported by wooden joists and flooring.

T F 3. Heat stacks that run straight up from floor to floor r,-
quira special attention in placing studs for the walls o£
the two floors.
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T F 4. Plaster is elastic anough to allow it to settle with the
rest of the house which keeps plaster cracks at a minimum.

T F 5. Rock lath is generally paiekaged in bundles. of a dozen pieces
with a total of 32 square feet to the bundle.

T F 6. insulating rodk,lath is the same as the regular rock lath,
except that a '-hin sheet of aluminum foil is mounted on the
back.

T F 7. Gypsuin lath is wider than metal lath.

T F 8. Laths should be applied to side walls before being placed
on the ceiling.

T F 9. Metal door arches for a plaster base produce a neater
-finished job than the ores built of wood.

f F 10. Corner bead is nailed to vertical corners,befoce the late
are nailed to the studding.

T F 11. Plaster grounds around doors may be removed after plaster-
ing has been completed because the door frame will serve
as a nailing surT.Rce for the interior door trim. .

T F 12. The location of studs should be marked on the sub-flooring
befote the plaster is applied.

T F 13. Nails used in installing gypsum wall board should be spaced
two to three inches apart.

T F 14. The size and shape of the ceiling will largely determine
the method of applying wallboard on it.

T F 15. Cold water should be used when mixing joint cement.

Completion

Directions: F4.11 in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Between the framework and masonry of a chimney, there should be a
space of inches left for material,

2. The minimum joist clearance to allow a toilet to be placed
against a stack wall is inches.

3. Plastered,arches are framed ordinarily by using pieces
of lumber nailed flush with the header and

4. .:ood laths are sold by the



5. Wood laths are usually thick,
wide, and 32 or inches long.

6. The size nails to be used in lath work will depend on the
of the material used.

7. Metal lath is usually either painted or

8. The baseboards of a plastered house are nailed to the

9. A demand for a faster and more economical method of finishing
walls has brought about a system know. as
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10. The two materials needed to conceal the joint between two sections
of hypsu.a wallboard are and
.ftwaMIN

11. Aluminum foil which is attached to the back of gypsum lath pro-
vides reflective and serves as a
barrier.

12. A saw is recommended for making irregular cutouts
in gypsum wallboard.

Multiple- Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. Semicircular arches can be laid out by the use of (A) transit
(B) trammel points; (C) framing square; (D) architects'
scale.

2. The distance whic% nails should be placed from the edge when
nailing gypsum is (A) 3/4 inch; (B) 1/4 inch; (C) 3/8 inch;
(D) 1 inch.

3. The preferable wood for laths is (A) oak; (B) cedar;
(C) fir; (D) pine.

4. Metal lath is made up in the form of (A) 2.2" strips;
(B) 22" x 34" sheets; (C) 27" x 96" sheets; (D) 27 foot
rolls.

5. An inside frame wall (plastered) will finish to a thickness
of about (A) 5 1/4"; (8) 4 1/2"; (C) 7"; 0) 8".

6. The best plaster grounds are (A) wood laths; (B) 1" x 2"
strips; (C) 1/2" x 1" strips; (D) 2" x 2" pieces.



Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully. .

1. The two main purposes which laths serve are:

Ck) (B)

2. The-three types of lath according to their composition are:

(k) (B) (C)

3. Five objections to the use of door jambs as grounds are:

(D)

(B) (0

(C)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No, 24 Units 80-83

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF FRAMING FOR FLOORS.

No homer.wner wants the floors in-his house to vibrate every
time someone walks ac_ass a room. This vibratirn is annoying, but
even more important, it indicates that the floors are unstable. The
prescence of this type of floor is one of the most obvious signs of
poor construction in a home. Of course, it takes mue than the use of
stronger or larger timbers to avoid this problem. The carpenter has
to master many of the principles of joinery, bridging, crowning, and
other operations before he can be assured of having a level floor of
maximum stability.

The information in this assignment has been selected to give
you an opportunity to study the methods, procedures, problems, and
common practices involved in modern floor framing.

62MignMSDI:

1. Read the reverences listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by
(Note: "The House", as referred to in the questions below
is found in reference A, page 95.)

geferences:

A. Durbahn Fundamentals of_Carrlentrv, Vol. III, pp. 130-138.
C. Lair, Cargentry For TheBuilding Trades, pp. 25-48.
D. Rix, PracticalearPentrv, pp. 57-74.

Questions:

True-Fal4e

Riustima; The following statements are either true or false, If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter °T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Sills in "The House" are bolted down.

T F 2. In "The House" it is necessary to locate and mark each hole
for the a4chor bolts lefore boring them.

T F 3. Sills in "The House" are set in mortar.

T F 4. The sole plate serves the purpose of a sill when concrete
slab floors are used.

T F 5. In the type oZ construction in which she sill is supported
by piers or columns, the sill actually serves the same
purpose as a beam.
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T F 6. The.sill and joists must always be framed so that the wall
sheathing will come down over the face of the sills.

T F 7. The size of anchor bolts needed for foundation walls is the
determined width of the foundation wall.

F 8. The carpenter need. not be concerned with deciding the size
and types of beams to be used.

T. F 9. The safe load for a built-up wood beam is the same as the
safe load for a solid wood beam.

T F 10. Wood columns should not be used to support steel beams.

T F II. Floor joists are generally spaced 16 inches on center.

T F 12. Trimmer joists are used to sunport headers.

T F 13. A girder supported in a beck wall should be cut perfectly
square to fit into the brick wall.

T F 14. Nuts of the anchor bolts which hold sills in place should
be tightened with a wrench iAtiedietely after the sill is
embedded in the mortar.

gooletion

Directions: Pill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Stone veneer walls in "The Howse" require the sill to.be set back
inches from the outside of the foundation wall.

2. If the spacing for the joists are laid out on the
joists, the spacing lines wilt. serve as a guide for nailing the
joist plumb.

3. The body of th, floor frame is made up of

4. The foundation is a plank installed directly
onto the foundation wall.

S. The, sill assembly automatically fire-stops the
walls and partitions at each level.

6. The sill needs to be set back inch from the face of the
foundation wall if the sheathing is to come down over the face.

7. Anchor bolts shoulJ he placed ,at least feet on center
and also inches back from all corners and openings.



8. A termite shield should extend at least inch(es) on
each side of the foundation wall.

9. Columns which support beams should be spaced approximately
feet or. ,-Lilter.
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10, Joists installed in brick or masonry walls should have their ands
cut at an

11. A second floor opening for a chimney makes it necessary to cut out
sections of the joists and surround the opening with headers and

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The spacing for the joists in "The House" is best laid out
on the (A) sills; (B) foundation walls; (C) joist headers/
(D) beams.

2, The style sill assembly which permits the subflooring to be
laidreadily at a diagonal is (A) T --sill construction;
(B) Eastern; (C) braceet (D) Western,

3, Joists should be cut long enough to provide a bearing, on
each end of at least (A) 4 inches, (B) 6 inches; (C) 8
inches; (D) 5 inches.

4. Foundation sills are sometimes known as (A) flat sills;
(B) mudsills; (C) joist sills; (D) wall sills.

5. The dead load per square foot in most residential bathrooms
is between (A) 40-50 lbs.; (B) 20-30 lbs.; (C) 70-80 lbs.;
(D) 10-15 lbs.
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 25 Units 84, 85, 91-95

TYPES AND STYLES OF ROOFS AND RAFTER CONSTRUCTION

A good roof must not only look nice and stay in place, but It
must also serve its primary purpose of keeping out wind and rain. It
has to be able to hold the winter's lead of snowand ice and stand
firm against blowing winds and rain. These and other factors go to-
gether to make roof framing and design one of the carpenter's most
difficult problems of construction. When reckoning with these factors,
the carpenter must select the proper style of roof as well as the
most satisfactory pitch for economy, efficiency, and appearance.

This assignment gives you information about the styles and vari-
ations in roofs, and the terms and relationships of room members, the
requirement: and calculations for determining proper pitch, and some
factors regarding overhang, eaves, and gutters.

animegml

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Calculate the pitch of the roof on your own home and

three other buildings is the neighborhood.
3. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

References:

A. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpent to Vol. III, pp. 175-i80.
C. Lair, gmkes_tritri fcheWTgL-.ac. pp. 83-95.
D. Mix, Practical Carpentry. pp. 99-174.

Questions t

True -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle ablound the letter "F."

T P 1. Curved roof types are more common in America than in the
foreign countries.

T F 2. The flat type of roof is more difficult to construct and
seldom used on commercial or industrial buildings.

T F 3. Cold climates require houses to have roofs of greater pitch
than warm climates.

T F 4. The lower slopes of a mansard roof are more nearly vertical
than the upper slopes.
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T F 5. The mansard type of roof provides more attic space than the
gable type.

T F 6. The run is the distance from one corner of the building to
another.

T F 7. In_a one-third pitch roof, the vertical height from the
plate to the ridge equals one third the span of the
building.

T F 8. The "face" of a square is the side bearing the manufacturer's
name.

T F 9. If there is a crown in a piece of rafter stock, it should
be turned down.

T F 10. When the first two rafters have been cut, they should be
nailed in place permanently.

T F 11. It is never.necessary to space rafters closer than 20" 0.C.

T 7 12. Collar beams placed near the center of rafters make adequate
ties for-rafters.

T F 13. Hip rafters should always be of the same size stock as the
regular rafters.

T F 14. A valley is formed in a roof where two roof surfaces meet
at an interior corner.

T F 15. There is little freedom in planning and division of build-
- ing space when the roof is built of roof trusses: .

T F 16. In roof truss construction the interior partitions are
relieved of the weight of the roof.

T F 17.' Rafters serve the earke_.purpose for the roof as the floor
joists do for the floors.

T F 18. The maximum spacing used in rafter, construction is 16
inches.

T F 19. It is always desirable to use a ridgeboard as this helps
in the erection and alignment of rafters.

T F 20.- h_roof_withLa pitch of 1/3 has a rise equal.to-1/3_of the
run.

T F 21. Th6 length of a rafter,is.the_shortest distance between the
outer edge of,the plate and the center of the ridge line.

T F 22 The eave or tail of the rafter_is never figured in deter-
mining the rafter's length for construction purposes.
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Completion_

Direction Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
require to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The line where two adjacent slopes of a roof come together is
called a(an) or a(an)

2. The line where two opposite slopes of a roof come together is
called the

3. The framing member upon which the rafters rent is called the

4. The highest horizontal roof member is called the

5. The "bird's mouth" is a square cut in the rafter that fits over
the rafter

6. The special name for a jack rafter extending from a hip to a
valley is a(an) jack rafter.

7. The slop of the roof from the plate to the ridge is known as the
roof

8. Rafters which have no feet or bearing on wail plates are called
rafters.4.,=

9. The is the cut on the lower end
of tie rafter.

10. When "stepping off" rafters with the framing square, one applii.
cation of the square is required for each

11. For purposes of definition, flat roofs may be classified as roofs
having less than a in slope.

12. The upper and lower chords in a roof truss may be joined together
by plywood

13. The rafter should have a seat or bearing on the plate of at least
inches.

14. The horizontal distance between the center of the ridge to the
outer edge of the plate is known as the

15. The vertical distance from the top of the plate to the
of the ridge is known as the rise.

16. The distance between the outside edges of the wall plates is
called the
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17. If a building has a 2ivc foot rise and a 30 foot span, we would
say that it had pitch.

18. The beveled cut that is sometimes madc on one rafter to allow it
to fit flush against another is called a or

multiple-Choice

Pirections: In the space at the left of cacti statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The gambrel is a variation of the (A) shed roof; (B) hip
roof; (C) gable roof; (D) mansard roof.

2. The type of roof for a Dutch-colonial house is the
(A) mansard; (8) gable; (C) shed; (D) gambrel.

3. Where adjacent slopes of a roof .meat, the type of rafter
used is a (A) hip rafter; (8) jack rafter; (C) common
rafter; (D) plate.

4. The type of roof that forms a triangular gable is the
(A) gambrel; (8) gable; (C) mansard; (D) hip.

5. When the numbers 6 and 12 are used on the framing square to
layout a rafter, the pitch formed will be (A) 1/6; (8)
1/4; (C) 1/3; (D) 1/8.

6. A forty-five degree pitched roof is (A) 1/4 pitch; (8)
4/5 pitch; (C) 1/3 pitch; (D) 1/2 pitch.

7. The rise for a 1/3 pitch roof with 24 foot span is CO 12
feet; (8) 8 feet; (C) 6 feet; (D) 10 feet.

8. A 12 foot run and 12 foot rise 'In a pitched roof given a
pitch of CO 1/3; (B) 1; (C) 1/2; (D) 1/4.

9. Another name for the seat cut is (A) notch; (8) saddles
(C) bird's mouth; (D) V-notch.

10. Pieces of plywood used'to assemble roof trusses are called
(A) gussets: (8) batters; (C) slabs; (D) strips.

11. The length of a ol.-fourth-pitch common rafter per foot of
run is (A) 18 inches: (8) 13.42 inches; (C) 17.5 inches;
(D) 16.97 inches.

12. The leylth of a one-fourth-pitch 'a-,T) or valley rafter per
foot of zun is CO 16.97 inches; (B) 20.78 inches; (0
24.7f) inthes; (D) 18.00 inches.
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Listing

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. Five of the most common roof styles found in architecture are as
follows:

(A) (C) (E)

(B) (D)

2. Five types of rafters commonly used in roof construction are:

(A) (C) CS)

(B) (D)

3. The following are three names used to designate the part%of the
roof extending beyond the outer edge of the plate:

(A) (B) .(c)

4. Five factors which determine the size of rafters aret .

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

ti



Assignment Covering
Units 24, 86-89, 96Sheet No. 26
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PRINCIPLES OF ROOF FRAMING AND THE USES OF THE FRAMING SQUARE

How does one say where the ridge is to be if ratter size is not
determined? A first-rate carpenter cuts rafters to the correct size
without straddling the ridge to take measurements of the distances fro.a
ridge to plate. To be able to cut rafters by "remote control" the
carpenter doesn't need a crystal ball, but he does have to understand
principles of roof construction and know how to read a rafter table. By
being able to make use of skilled techniques in roof construction, the
carpenter will save both time and money for his employer rnd himself.

The rafter table is only one of several helpful tables that are
found on a framing square. By being able to use these time saving
tables correctly, you will indicate to your employer that you are in a
position to be depended upon to do some of the more complex jobs of
your t de.

The information in this assignment will help increase your under-
standing of the principles of roof framing and the uses of the framing
square in figuring board measure, determining rafter lengths and cuts,
laying out and cutting braces, and in calculating proportions.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and-hand in this assignment

by

References:

A.
B.
C.

Durbahn, Egadamentals of Carpentry, Vol.
Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol.
Lair, Carpentry For The Building Trades,

Questions:

true -raise

III, pp._180-189.
It.pp. 76-102.
PP. 95-103.

Directions: The following statements .are either true or felse.-if
the statement is true, draw a circle around theletter "Ts" if it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. The unit length rafter. .table. is stamped on the face side of
the body of the framing square.

r I
T F 2. The tiguie foUnd next to. the unit rise on ,illhe.framirig"legiudii

is the length of the rafter to be calculated.

T F 3. The unit rise of 8 inches is found on the inside edge of
the framing square.
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T F 4. The lengths of hip and valley rafters can also be calcu-
lated by using the framing square.

T F 5. The unit-le.;th table on the framing square gives the dif-
ference in length of jack rafters spaced 24 inches

T F 6. The length a a 45-degree brace with rise and run of 42
inches can be found on the brace measure of a framing
square.

T F 7. The 1/12. scale on the framing Square can be used to find
rafter lengths.

T F. The actual length of eothon rafters is measured along the
outer edge of the stodk.

T F 9. The span of.a roof.is measured to the:Inside of .the rafter
plates.

T F 10. The total run of a rafter is the tength of'the rafter in-
.

eluding th.. tail.

T F 11. The deduction made for the thickness'of the ridge 'bold ia_
usually made at right angles to the plumb cut..

T F 12. total rise and unit rise are terse which have the :came
meaning.

T F 13. Unit span and unit run remain .conatantfr but unit rise varies
in different buildings.

T F 14. When a roof has a rather low pitch the unit of-riee is
greater than the unit of run.

T F 15. A common. rafter will be the' correct length to *ape in.
-..'popition.!When:the length-per-fnot,of-euer,"AW 'found

ther rafter tabiek -is,---itultilitiedM the .attiia :ipilber of
feet in the run.

T F 16. When calculating the length of jack rafters, only :644--amit4-2
be figured since the "length of each of them haying the
same pitch will be a4U.atiOti:of tte shortest one.

T P collar beiras are piecei-Aksed as 'A lel llietween 'rafter:1,qm
opposite sieeS. of the roof and:dt tit aed pr's
the building together.'

1",

Directions: Fa/ in the blank (s) in each statement with the word(s)
.77451FirE6 complete- the sentence correctly:

1. The unit length rafter table on the framing square gives the
unit-length of-comem-rafters-toe17 different *`
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2. The range of rafter rises on a framing square table is from 2
inches to inches.

3. The length of a common rafter is the shortest distance from the
center of the line of the to the outer edge
of the

4. Hip rafters on a hip roof building extend from the outside corners
to the

5. The length of a common rafter equals the unit length found on the
.gaming square multiplied by the number of feet of

6. The abbreviation, f.b.m" is used to represent

7. When converting a timber from a square to an octagon, the framing
square should be placed slanting across one face of the timber
and points located at the and inch divisiok. of
the blade.

S. When the rise and rLn of a brace are equal, the brace is a
degree brace.

9. The framing squire is useful in finding the circumference of a

10. A right triangle can be solved when
triangle are known.

sides of the

11. Geometry treats the properties of lines, and

12. The geometric figure which is the basis for roof framing is the

1. 'A`s with a span of 32 feet
that is feet long

14. When the run of a roof equals
lc crated in the

and a rise of 12 feet has a ratter
from rafter plate to ridge.

1/2 of the span, the ridge is
of the building.

15. The seat of a rafter fits against the rafter.

16. When the unit rise is 12 inches and the unit run is 12 inches,
the angle of pitch is degrees.

17. A roof with a total rise of 6 feet and a total span of 24 feet
has a pitch Of

10. The slope or angle of the roof from the ridge to the plate is
called' the
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19. The pitch of the roof can be found by dividing the
by the

20. The rise of a roof can be found by mulL4plying the pitch .by the

21. When using the rafter table to calculate rafter lengths, the
length is given in

22. The unit run for hip rafters is
Mu t.tiplr hoice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statementrwtite ;the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer. to, complete
the statement.

lo The span of a roof isr18 feet. The framing.,square shows
- the figure ,18.76 by the .unit rise of 8 inches., .The length

of the hip rafter for the roof is (A) 281.4 inches;
(B) 28.14 feet; (C) 225.12 inches; (D) 14.07 feet.

.:4

2. If the first of three jack rafters for a triangular space
in a roof is 29 inches long, ,the -second -.one Lis-, (A) : half of
the third rafter; (8) four feet4ongt____(C) ..tWice the
first jack rafter; (D) undetermined by the length of the
first_ rafter.. . ,s" : . .

3. The octagon r.cale on the framing square (A) is
on .the .face of:the blade; (3):is known as -the-,
scale; (C) consists of a series of Ats,,42.11q,
of the tongue; (D) has 32 dots over a 16-inch, : fi. = ; -Dr1C:

located
siX-aqua;.
the middle
-tOrigtie.

e..E

The plumb line of a roof -represents (A)
(a) base; (C) hypotenuse on- a right.triangle :motley.
of-these... ..,

In roof framing one, side. of..th&zight triengle
(A); span!. (2) pitch; (0.. gun I_ (p)..,acute ongish. ,

_The_semere-i root: of 625+. (A): 50 (8) 35't (C):. 25Y.
(D). 13.25.

The square root-of 334.89 is (A) 18..3: 194;
(C) 23.3; (D) 33.9.

"
The square root of 5.76 41_00_2.6; (B)
(D) 2.4.

:

4'
_ ,

9. The square root of 1369, 33;._ .(3) 37; '..(C):393
(D) 43.
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10. 'Me rafter in relation to the right triangle represents
the (A) altitude; (B) base; (C) 'hypotenuse; (D) none
of these.

.11. The established unit of measurement for the unit run is
(A) 1/4 pitch; (B) 12 inches; (C) 24 inches: (D) 8
inches.

12. A roof with a span of 20 feet and a rise of 5 feet has a
unit rise of (A) 6 inches: (B) 8 inches; (C) 12 inches;
(D) 1/4 inch.

13. The unit length of the rafter is the same as (-) the unit
rise; (B) unit span; (C) unit run; (D) bridge measure.

14. The length of a common raftg:r per foot of run is located
on line (A) six; (B) four; (C) one: (D) two of the
framing square table.

Directions: Solve the followin

1. Determine
using the

(A) 1" X

(B) 1" X

(C) 1" X

(D) 1" x

(E) 1" x

(F) 2" X

(G) 6" x

Problems

the number of board feet in the following pieces by
board measure table on the framing square.

6" X 10' equals

8" X 9' equals

4" X 9' equals

9" X 10' equals

10" X 14' equals

12" X 25' equals

8" X 21' equals

"..111-

2. Find the length of the 45 degree braces which have the following
rises and runs.

(A) 16"

(B) 84"

(C) 27"
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3. On a roof haying a rise of 5" per foot run the span is 32', what
is'the lenge, of the following.

(A) Common .rafter

(la Hip rafter

(C) Valley rafter

4. The plan shows a roof pitch of 7 and a span of
28. What is the length of the following?

(A) Common rafter

(B) Hip.rafter.

(C) Valley rafter

5. On a rectangular house with a span of 32' and a length of 54'1
What is the length of the ridge?

F

,

Air a- -

l';'; 7"--
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 27 Units 89, 94-96

PROCEDURES AND PRACTICES OF ROOF FRAMING

To. the beginner or casual observer, roof framing seems extremely
difficult; however, to the carpenter who thoroughly understands a few
principles of geometry and can apply them,. the problem of framing a
roof becomes less and less difficult.

The roof serves as the backbone or a building and must be able
to withstand snow, wind, and rain. For this reason, the job of framing
a roof is extremely important and must be done with skill and care.
To develop the skill that is needed to do this job properly, the car-
penter neads more than practice. He must hal. a thorough understand-
ing of the principles which font the foundation for the procedures
he follows.

This assigner,( directs your learning toward the methods of
laying off rafters, Ipes and nature of overhang, groper use of roof
trusses and braces, and practice in the use of tables and scales found
on the steel square.

Assignment:

1. Read the reference listed below.
2. Make a drawing of a common rafter with the following cuts

and parts labeled: plumb cut, seat cut, bird's mouth,
heel, measuring /ine, and overhang.

3. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment
by

Reference:

A. Durbahn, fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. III, pp. 190-265.

Questions:

True-gone

Digeltionl: The following statements are either true or false. If
the tatement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "Ir."

T F 1. The 45-degree thickness of the rafters is added to each end
of the theoretical length of the ridge to give the trrs
length.

T F 2. The true length of a ridge is longer than the theoretical
length.
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T F 3. A' low intersecting roof ridge met extend into the main
roof and join with the main roof ridge.

T F 4. It iscoitsidered good practice to write information about
the span, run, and rise on the pattern rafter.

T P S. Framing-square clips help improve the accuracy' of stepping
of rafter -lengths.

T F 6. The pitch of the roof .is decreased when the heel of the
rafters are increased.

T F 7. -,A long overhang reduces the size of uit. rafter heel'

.T F 8. .The ovurhang is a part of the theoretical 'length of a-
rafter.

T P 9: The pitch of a roof is charged when the rafters are short-
erred to allow for a two-inch ridge.

.
, ,

.

T F- 10. The rafter pattern made. by the .step.off methOd can be
checked 'for serious error by use of the -12th-stale method...

T F 11. It is necessary to work to a center line when laying out a
hip rafter.

T F 12. When the run of a .rafter 'varies 'from even multiples of a
unit the odd unit must be figured to find. the 'rafter :length.

T F 13. The length of the odd unit is equal for -both the. hip and
...common rafter.

T F 14. When hip rafters are framed against the common rafters at
the ridge, the hip rafters will have to be shortene0.the:
45-degree thickness of the common rafters.

T F 15. When a hip rafter is framed against a tiro inch ridge piece,
the rafter is shortened one Inch.

T F 16. The angles for the side. cuts of hip rafters are always 45
degree angles.

T. F 17. VAIley-rafters support More weight than jack rafters and
should be doubled in some cases.

sr F 18. Jack rafters should be spaced closer than common rafters.

T F 19. A jack rafter pattern should be laid out as the shortest
jack rafter for the area.



1,* Completion
...

Directions; Fill in the blank(s)
required to complete the sentence

in each statement
correctly.

121

with` the words)

1. The rite of an. intersecting roof with a vable.dind is on the same
level as the ridge of the main roof when the'dommon rafters have
equal and equal

2. The true length of an intersecting gable roof ridge equals the
length of the rafter , plus the run of the common

minus one-half the thickness of the
on the main roof.

3. The total run of a common rafter for a roof with a 15-foot span
is feet.

4. When the unit run for a common rafter is 12 inches, the unit run
for the hip rafter is inches.

5. When the common rafters have an overhang of 10 inches, the hip
rafters must have an overhang of inches.

6. When the common rafters have an overhang of 12 inches, the over-
hang of the hip rafters is inches.

7. The total run of a valley fter is found in the same way as the
run of a rafter.

8. The jack rafter is a discontinued rafter.

Multiple- Choice

pirections: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

1. The hip rafters of an equal pitch hip roof zzat the ridge
at an angle of (A) 30; (a) 45: (C) 50; (D) 60 degrees.

2. Assuming the same pitch, if the span of an intersecting roof
is less, than the main roof span (A) the two roof ridge3
are on the same level; (B) the intersecting ridge is lower;
(C) the intersecting ridge is higher; (D) either one of
the two may be higher.

3. The first line drawn on the stock when stepping off rafter
length is (A) plumb or ridge line; (B) plate line;
(C) bird's mouth; (D) tail cut.

4. In order for there to be an odd unit in the total run of
a common rafter, the span would be (A) 20; (B) 30;
(C) 25; (D) 32 feet.
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5. The heel of a rafter is cut parallel to the (A) seat ott;
(8) ridge cut; (1C) plumb line of the bird's mouth;

. %.1 (a) equate end.

6. To prevent a hip rafter from projecting above the jack
rafter, it must be (A) raised; (B) seated; (C) baCked;
(D) h,pped.

;_
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Sheet No. 28 *tits 98-110

.PRINCIPLES AND pASTIEMS_ANVOLVED I AO9R, .41:444111KG

7 :.".= T
After a roof has been Iramed, a fini_hing mateg4WOnst be

applied to make it wind and water proof. Even the best framing job
will be to no avail *f the roof doestAot,:regeivatthe proper ooveritiv

If the carpenter expects .to 40.#100GUI0 94,404-0Wwilliaatisfy
the ho ;owner, he must know the types, costs, characteristics, and the
advan .1gpsof.y7-ious roofingjmatecialvaarWeWatitha.l.prtnciples'
govex4ing their application. In addition, he must also know the
techniqueslag4iniAhing.hipavv4114WW,Tidges*,landtgattecile the mothisds
of flashing chimneys and dormers, 'c.ne processes involved in calculating
rooftagArfati. assignment.)you will gainAtnformation.thatiwill
help you master these important items. -

Assignments- V'T

.1,

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions 'below and hand inAhlick assignment by

_ :J. ,.<.-

References:
fr

A. Durbahn Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. III, pp. 274-297.
C. Lairi.D:U22DtalagrtbdAgilalWaiRalgii44045108-4M,

Questions:

r -111/niellagle . WOIV,-4 T
sv:ig14

pirections: The following statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true; draw circle.airound-zisbeAetter.-!T&" .If if
false, draw a circle around the letter 'T."

T F All indiVidual shingles, ankstriwof composition.nofttur
are the same thickness. z. ; L.

T F straps of composition, roOfing-tmayvbto dbeiply
and quickly applied.

T F 3. Tile _most expensive composition roof'ooverdng. is individual
shingles. N 1

T F The frieze alWthe plandier ateloinedbelotivthe lookott.T

T F S. Ak fascia, should be cOnstracted-flusirwithitheAowet.sutfate
of the plancier.

T F 6. A well-constructed cornice is airtight as well as watertight.
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T F constructed cornice has the sheathing fitted.eiound:
- the rafters.

T F 8. :'/ 'note iieriOtiti than a 'lea* Open gutter.
T F 9. Cypress is a desirable wood for prefabricated attached

:t-gotterti.
E

_

T -1V-boit gottar-;shottld -have' a metal nail*.

T* "T" 11: WOOdriiihingled ebOild *be put on When dry..
. .

T F =12 .., :.WoOd shinglei elhould"-haVea width of 10 to 12 inches:
, ; ,. .. 1 ...

.Tfi *V-. 13. Wood,shihgles shOuld.aott be used for a- 1/5 'pith' !roof.
.. . : ', ; , , r ..:=,... =.t.- '-,- ....-...: ...i. ,_ . : . t .

. _ . .

'T,-,,1 i4. The breatsvof every other- Cotase of wood 'shingles :should-be
. , t. :.: ,in a straight line. -!'

T F 15. it is advisable to use a nail set to drive naill_imaL-4161ei
into wooden shingles.

T F .Nails inewood shingles should be-set _omit three,orfour
inches from the butt end on all. courses .except the first
one.

T F 17. The Boston type of shingle ridge uses a metal ridge roll.
T F 18: 'The Boistow.type'of 'finish may be:31184a on a.hip.

T F 19. No flashing is necessary to finish an open
T F 20. Narrow shingles are_ more-desirable for hips and valleys

than wide shingles.
, .."

F 21. 'A t'alonid vaileyf finish has.a Metal flashing-over the
shingles. .

T P .22.:!..Deliaor'wall-scoveringa -shouId:sfit tightly again** the
Shingles of the main roof.-- - s".

T F. -:23. Cdunterflathing -is .not 'recommended 'for finish around
chimneys.

T .P .24.. The.. thatched roof .effect _uses. two..rafters. at-the hips and
valleys.

T F. 25. ,..Nail-hoIes.in asphalt shingles,will close during a rain.
T : F- 26. .7 Mieture'caeses -discoloration of asbestos shingles.
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T F Moisture changes may cause tightly nailed, asbestos shingles
to= crack.

T F 28. Roll roofing Should be applied over damp_shesithing to allow
for ebrinkage and expansion,

Comnletion

Dirutiont: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement- with the word (s;
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. Asphalt rolled roofing is in strips inches wide.

2. Imitation brick wall covering of felt and asphalt is in rolls
inches wide.

3. On the better cornice construction the fascia 'afia.plancier are
joined with a(an) and oint.

4. Planciers of cornice- onstruction are supported by nailing ifiein
to the

S. Guttering may be built as a part of the roof overhang or hung
against the

p. Wood shingles should not be thicker than five butts to two inches
and should be laid in the course a distance of inch
apart. .

7. Sixteen-inch wood shingles should be exposed to the weather not
more than inches.

8. The number of bundles of wood shingles required to cover one
square is .

9. One square of rooliang surface equals square feet.

10. Roll roofing should always lap at least inches.

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer top complete
the statement.

1. The simple type of cornice has a (A) frieze: (S) fascia;
(C) plancier; (D) bed molding.

2. Gable cornice trimming may include (A) a necking moldings
(B) box guttering; (C) vergc boards (D) dormer flashing.
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s 3.' The longest lasting material for gutters is CA) wood;
CB) galvanized sheet steel; (c) copper; (D) tin.

4. Painting is not necessary for guttering made of (A) copper;
CB) wood; (C) galvanized metal; (D) tin,

5. The type of gutter that does not need to be lined with
metal is the (A) roof gutters (B) attached gutter;

, (C) box gutter; (D) half round gutter.
t_

1

.

1 6. The best type of nail for wood shingles is (A) hot-dipped
zinc-coated; (8) copper bearing; (C) galvanized wirer
(D) finish nails.

7. Wood shingles should project over the crown molding and
gables to a distance of about (A) 1/2 inch: (8) 1 inch;
(C) 2 inches; (D) 3/4 inch.

8. The places in a roof covering that are most likely to leak
"are along the- (A) ridge; (B) hips: (C) valley: (D) eaves.

9. The roof covering which has the best weather resisting
qualities is (A) mood shingles; (8) asbestos shingles;
(C) asphalt shingles; (D) thatched roofing.
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Assignment, Covering
Sheet No. 2') Units 111-118

TYPES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND PRINCIPLES OF APPLYING EXTERIOR WALL

The personality- o.A! a house depends not so much upon the.quality'
of construction as upon the outward appearance it makes. Your face,
physical features, dress, and actions reveal your personality.
Figuratively, a house relies on all of these except actions to reveal
its personality. The shape of the roof, the location and composition
of the front door are important features, but the outer covering.and
the finish really determine the labels of quality, durability, and
individuality.

As a carpenter, your responsibility is to build the base for
certain features that are to be brought out in painted surfaces such
as shadow effects, "scalloped" shingles, half-timbered work, and many
others. Therefore, you must know the types of finishes available, but
more important you must know how to construct for them so that the
desired effects are attained.

The information covered in this assignment will increase your
knowledge of the types and characteristics of siding materials as well
as the construction procedures followed in applying such material.

Ilsgaignmat:

1. Read the references given below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

Reference':

A. Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol.
311-323.

C. Lair, Carpentry For The Buildina Trades,
D. Mix, Practical Carcentrvepp. 125-128.

Questions:

III, pp. 266-274,

pp. 1254-135.

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false: If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "or." Ir it is
false, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. Georgia pine and spruce are very desirable for exterior
finish.

T F 2. Spring wood growth holds paint better than the heavier
summer growth.
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T F 3. Plain sawed boards hold paint better than edge or vertical
grain boards.

T F 4. The bark side of flat -grain boards will hold paint better
than the pith side.

T F 5. A single wood shingle machine can manufacture 30,000
shingles In-eight hours.

T F 6. A standard thickness of a wood shingle is 1/4 inch.

T F 7. Siding should be kiln dried.

T F 8. A drip strip is always placed in contact with the founda-
tion.

T F 9. A drip strip and a drip cap are similar pieces of construc-
tion.

T F 10. It is not necessary to have corner hoards when the walls of
the building are covered with shingles.

T F 11. Quarter rounds for corner boards are nailed to the corner
boards before they are nailed to the building.

T F 12. Shingles as side -wall covering have considerable insula-
tion value.

T F 13. Side-wall shingles with an eight-inch exposure over loose
insulation sheathing would require. nailing strips spaced
eight inches O.C.

T F 14. "Slater's felt" is waterproof, but permits vapor to pass
th:ough it.

T F 15. Side-wall shingles should be located so that the courses
'line up with the top and bottom of the windows.

F 16. Wood shingles should be spaced no less than 1/8 inch apart.

T F 17. All shingle courses should be started at the foundation
line with a -7ouble course.

T F 18. As a general rule, siding boards come in definite given
lengths like other dimensional lumber.

T P 19. Walls and siding should definitely be dry when the siding
is applied.

T F 20. The application of wood siding should start at the bottom,
but there may be exceptions to this.

T F 21. Metal corners are more desirable from the standpoint of
function than miter joints or corner trim for making a
closed corner.
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T F 22 Prop siding la pore eatable": TAW& banseivirldinglishoes Vali? I

-,-* :sheathing' Irks. been omittee::

T F 23. When estimating apki4:,"Ati;4tnsrlideductions should always be
made for openings in the exterior wall.

..-. t,

_ I , ,

:11 1-

Directions: Fill in the blank(a) in each statement with the word(s)
reqt---TER-to 'complete the sentence ,aerrectly: 3- -

Crae.bs in vertical siding may be covered with strips known as
130(ardE; C.

'- - -

The three types of wood wall coverings are aiding, shingles, and

1.

2.

3.

4.

..... Jule, ...1,17-1,*0/=

"' , 2". j
-

e: ; ,

A "story rod" is used to indicate the4obationfof the
of shingles.

7 ".1 A

SLXøindh biWel aiding should lap: -If

5. Nonruatable nails add life to the wall covering and prevent
=' -10f -the>painteit isurface. -f Es-

_ : Th

*S.'', The first 'coat-cif pint ,.for plywood siding should.:be- a clear
sealer.

Nat 3:11. that *art to :b. :iiiatherfastening of 'Valk *tangles should
,-/be made cf- 'aluminum, ; izk: or

different

4:om...

8. The -first .course of side-wall- shinglei_ihould-Ase. AoUblektind extend
irioh baba/ the foundation -;:

.
9. Siding that is one inch in thickness should be secured with

nails ±-spaced :about r : -; ) : :7 : '
, - : ..- -, ( ! -.

10. A . shOuld-bey.uSed *Clad in keeping
the cm=mated ng and i-mi:s level.

I.1, 'Outsi4e sheathing is sometimes called __.
. :' :-. :- '0.3 '-' .g..7:1iliq

12. Nailing strips between studs should 'be provided-vben-fi.,,,,- -77.-....:-NP
is used for wall sheathing.

, .!.1.::,.r".

13. A special type nail known as -the nail can bó Used in
applying gypsum board.

,__
14. Asbestos aiding usually comes in shingles that are

inches wide and inches deep. .
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15. Mheretwo asbeetorshiugleis meet, a.
should be-placed underneath to pro--rei7ftecttnt.

Witelftchoice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the
aetter of the item Which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

I. A desirable type of wood for siding is (A) oak; (B) maple;
(C) redwood; (D) spruce.

. . _

2. A clapboard is (A) about six feet. long; (B) one inch thick:
(C) beveled; (D) plain sawed.

A wood sill on a concrete foundation is protected from rain
water by (R) clapboards; (D) battens; (C) mullions;
AD) 'water tables.

4. A drip strip is a 1 x 2 inch piece used in'Connection with
(A) battens; ..(8)-water tables:. (C) flashing; (D) belt
courses.

5. A belt course is usually placed 4A) at the base of a
building; (B) on a level with the window' Sills; (C) be-
tween two. kinds of siding materials (D),a-little below the
eaves.

151. .Plywood wall !covering 3/8 inch thick requires (A) 6 penny
t. nails;_ (8) 8 penny nails; (C) 4 penny nails; (D) 10 penny
naiii.

The recoMMended.amount Which asbestos shinsles should lap
at the head is (R) inch; (B) 1. inch: (e) 211 inches;
(D) 11/2 inches.

Asbestos cement boards are recumended as a wall and ceiling
finish for (A) basements; (B) laundries; (C) kitchens:

.(Dy bathrooms: (8) all of the above.

Listing,

Directions: List the items called for in Isch of the following.
Select your:answers carefully..

1. Three important factors which must be considered Vtlei. 'selecting
wood forin exterior finish are: .

(A) (C)

(B)
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I

1

2. The following are five classified groups of building paner:

(A) (D)

(B) (E)

(C)

3. Given below are the two chief purposes served by building paper:

137

(A)

(a)

4. Six of the principal types of sidvg are given below:

Okl (D)

(B) (E)

(C) (E)

5. Wood ehingles for side walls are made almost entirely of the
following woods:

(A)

(B)

(C)

6. The two mom., cdmmonly used types of asbestos cement siding sur-
faces ara:

(A) (B)

7. Asbestos cement siding is made fiom:

(A) (B)

Problem

Directions: Solve the following and show your work.

1. Determine the number of square feet of siding needed to cover a
house surface of 5,750 square feet if 3/4-inch bs :2-inch bevel
siding is used. (lse conversion figure found on Page 134 of
Reference C.)
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Assignment
Sheet No. 30

Covering
Units 119-126

TYPES OF WINL.MS AND DOORS, THEIR FRANIN6 AND INSTALLATION

We would all certainly have to agree that a home or any other
building is not complete without wind6ws and doors. Windows allow for
natural lighting and ventilation, while doors are necessary for the
Obvious reasons of gaining entrance and exit. This area of work is
especially critical for the carpenter since nothing showb up his skill
quite as quickly as a door tit drags or one that will not close tight
enough to engage the lock. Tt. avoid these and other difficulties, you
will have to learn how to construct door and window frames, how to fit,
hang, and lock doors and windows, as well as the process of casing
openings.

In iddition to these skills which you will master, there is much
information about doors and windows that you will need to know in
connection with the performance of these operations. This assignment
is designed to assist you in learning this related information.

Assignment

1. Read the references given below.
2._ Answer the questions below.. and hand in this_ assignment

by

'Referenciss

A.
C.

D.

ftestions

Durbann, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol. III, pp. 297-311.
Lair, Car entr For The Building Trades, pp. 153-161,
184-21
Mix, Tactical Carpentry,, pp. 237 -281.

True-False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false. If

False,

statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
False, draw a circle around the letter "F."

T F 1. It ie absolrtely necessary that carpenters know how to make
window and door frames on the job.

T F 2. Window and door frames should be put in before the exterior
wall finish is applied.

T F 3. The rabbet for an exterior door of a residence must be on
the inside of the door frame.
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T F 4. The jambs and :asiags of doors arc usually made of hardwood.

T F .5. After a door frame is set in placo, it should be squared
and braced.

T F 6. A coat of paint on newly assembled door frames helps to
hold them in place.

T F 7. Galvanized casing nails are recommended as the first choice
for use in installing exterior window and door frames.

T F 8. All casement windows open toward the inside.

T F 9. The top and bottom hinges on a door should tech be eight
inches from the ends of the door.

T F 10. Screens for awning windows must be installed on the out..-%,-.

T F 11. Because of the horizontal sliding action, gliding windows
may be of larger size than other types of windows.

T F 12. When installing gliding windows the right-hand sash should
be installed first.

F 13. The glazing of double-pane glass is done in the same
manner as glazing for single panes.

T F 14. Installation instructions are provided by most Manufec?-
turers of modern locks.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the scntence correctly.

1. Public building: have doors that swing outward as a
measure.

2. Door framo s should be treated with a coat of
paint bef,a..e being set in place.

3. The final driving of nails in window or door frames should be
done with a

4. Windows in pairs, triples or quads are separated by

5. A vertical layout pole which is used to make sure all windows are
the same height is called a
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" 6: 'Window frames may be obtained knocked down, assembled, or they
may be constructed by

7. The two main classifications of wood windoW sash are
and

S. The most popular type of garage door is the,
type.

9a -Single-strength window glass may be as thib as inch.

10. Double-strengthwindow glass is uniformly L inch thick.

11,4- The plating of glass in a sash is a process called

12. Glass is a heat-fused mixture of
Wand

139 -The beat quality of glais classified according to color,
briiliartc ;' nd- =flaws is s'

That pottion of the side''stiles which- prOject beyond the top and
bottom rails of a door are called

1 .-41.111141.134.0,40.
I

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement, write the ,

lettwor* the iteM1rOhilch will provide the :boriect ahswei to -complete
the statement.

1. The weights for double--hung windows are suspended in the
(A) mullions; (8) muntzne; (C) blind stop; CD) pprting

rt.; stop:
.!

2. The parts of a new door that must be cut of are the
(A): radii ;.. : {g)`: IC) panels; CD) lugs..

3. Plate glass can be obtained in a thickness of (A) 1/16 inch;
- -AB) -5/16-lisich;-4 3/8 inch; CD) Va.-inch.'.

4. Regular stock size of window g.xass can be, obtained in
= -15-irieh width; (3)25-iirch width; (t) 4-inch width;

CD) 54 -inch- length. for single strength.-

.Whin.teplaeing-glase; 'the rabbet in the sash should be
treated with (A) water; (8) linseed oil; (C) kerosene;

- '(D) heavf- plaint .
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6. putty is a mixture of whiting, linseed oil, and (A) kero-
sene; (B) turpentine; (C) white lead; (D) soda.

7. When patent balances are used, the amount that should be
added to the window width for rough openings is, approxi-
mately, (A) 1 inch; (B) 3 inches: (C) inche: (D) 4 inches.

S.,A recommended slope for window sills is t 1 in.12:
(B) 4 in 12; (C) 3 in 12; (D) 5 in 12.

When fitting doors, the recommended clearance at the top
and sides is approximately (A) 1/16 inch; (B) 1/8 inch;
(C) 3/8 inch; (D) 1/32 inch.

10. One of the greatest advantages of using sliding doors is that
they (A) are easily installed; (B) are extremely cheap;
(C) can be easily removed; (D) save floor and wall space.

pistiagg

Directions: List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your answers carefully.

1. The three general types pf dormer windows are:

(A) (B) (C)

2. The names given to the three main parts of a door ard:

(A) (B) (d)

3. The three grades of window glass are:

(A) (B) (C) )

4. The two most commonly used windows are:

(A) (s)
5. The two principal types_of door jambs, classified according to

the provision for door stops, are:

(A)

(B)
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AsSignaeht''
Sheet No. 31

-. Cifleang-";
Untti'127, 129-136

CEILING; rtooR AND WALL COVEIINGS
1' J

.

New types of coverings for floors, walls, and ceilings are
continual/1f appearing on the market to compete -ittimesif4ly. with -many
of the old reliebles. Plastic and linoleum blotk#'for'floor covering,
acoustical p-neling for ceilings, and various types, of vertical wall
mt ./Sri:Ogg-I:aye practically *OolUtidnized this, phase 0-building.

The carpenter must know about all'oicihele Ano4iiions as
Well as the older types of coverings in order that he ma work to the
*11derie speeitications,withbhdetstandir4ind-intiIligence. -----

, 10 .1. . -

In-thfs'assignthent ybu Will'hove'dn'OppottuniWtO'learn the
types and characteristics of the new as well as the old coverings, and
to gain an understanding of theAlethads used in applying them.

aisjars1a:

u.

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the-guestitintbilOw=arid handlini.thit'atsignmbnt by

geferences:

A.

C.
D.

I 4

Durbahn, Fundamentals of Carpentry, Vol
352T.35.8._ . .

Lair, orpgaly_zor212 Buiidina Trades
Mix, Mica 1 Carpentry; 296;;318

Questions:

At. ....1--

III, pp. 324-341,

, pp. 166-176_
of.

DirectionsA _The_ fol lowing:. siiitements. axe either ..true...or.. fel If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it
is*faIse,---ile*Wa circle around' the' 11P.;" :-As"!

1.

T P A. Sheetrock and insulation board are commonly applied by the
_carpenter _ _ _

T F...2.. Plywood.wall panels are usually placed.with.the_141i4er
dimension vertically.

T F 3. Caulking should be applied to the joints of closely fitted
panels.

T F 4. Paint or enamel cannot be used over caulked joints of
plywood wall panels.
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T F 5. Panels applied horizontally make the room appear longer and
wider than it is.

T F 6. Special adhsives for applying tileboard should.be placed
in spots on the tile's surface.

T F 7. Sheetrock is a fire-resistant wall covering.

T F 8. Nails for fastening sheetrock should be set through the
first protective sheet of paper.

T F 9w Sheetrock may be cut with a knife or a chisel.

T F 10'. Finished flooring is always matched.

T F 11. Heavy felt used between the subfloor and finished floor
will aid in soundproofing.

T F 12. Joints of finished flooring shciuld be broken after every.
course.

T F 13. Hardwood finished flooring should be toenailed throggh
tangue side at an angle of about 50 degrees.

T F 14. The correct position for nailing down finished flooring is
to stand o'* the board to be nailed.

T F 15. The hammer handle should be lowered considerably when
striking the last blow on a nail in finished flooring.

T P 16. Quarter-sawed wood flooring is comtonly. referred to As
slash- sawed.

T F 17. Edge-grain flooring wears better than slach-s4wed fio ring.

T F 111. Strips ci expanded -metal lath may be used to minimize the
cracking of plaster.

T F 19. When installing insulating blocks with adhesivesthe
adhesive should be applied to the wall.

Completion

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) id each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. A plywood panel joint which is glued and squeezed ,should be
finished by smoothing it with

2. Manufacturers have de "eloped various special clips for installing
wall finizhes to eliminate exposed
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3. Insulation-board products may be applied by using, nails or
! .

4. The material between the two sheets of protective paper of sheet7
rinkLyid =

5. Wood-grain finish or sheetrock is obtained by a process of en-
graving and.-

6. The itehiwoek sultabIe'for application' of sheetrock should be
spaced inches 0.4,;

7. The wood-tinigh sheetrock' should be fastened
nails, driven at an angle of degrees,

8. The best nail for fastening regular sheetrock Lc- a wood frame is
4-- Penny,: nail clth 1 large

head.

S. 1-13-efote!i4bod-wall coverings 'den-be placcd'el ::.a s' walls the
walls must be

1 er:1 the lierrOOM'Aetermines.th* diriOtioa of the-beerds: for the
rfm,M. =0../M MMOM.

111 PThe'410m titiot'of-hdrdwoOd'Sqnbree'tbr fil4tir.g.4re laid in a
quick-drying

,

12. Thehetrtype-ofrbardWoOd-squarea ere c several pieces
ofAA.lich fdee boning.

13. Theliiishea f1tiorlt4sheolld be started ori4'ih6lk line is at
extends along one side of the kO6M and into the

room.
.

14. The average ,mall -house owner usually selects softwood flooring
:.E.' C1'..1,0y-' - . indhed with

.

15. The two mingipal types of interior walls and ceilings are
:. _" -.1" ind : . ----.....-- .....

,

. . - J

16. The combined thickness of ceramic tile and the concrete bed in
which it is laid should not2be:leas than inch thick.

-61tiadJchofee
.

Directioitifr.rtnIthe:40arat. the. left. of 'teach itaternet: Write the
letter of the item %Ali-oh-will-provide the cekiect answer- to 'complete
the statement. ).. 4

:

1. The wood. most commonly used in-making' plywood 'wells is
(A) oak; (B) pine; (C) fir; (D) gum.
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2. A cove molding is used on (A) inside corners; AB) outside
corners; (C) window casings; (D) base boards:.

3. The protective measure for backing tileboard is to install
(A) battens; (B) headers; (C) splines; (D) cadmium rlsttes.

4. Sheetrock may be obtained in widths of (A) 12 and 24 inches;
(B) 32 and 48 inches; (C) 18 and 36 inches; (D) 20 and 40
inches.

A tile design using the combination of a square and
rectangle is known as the (A) ashlar design; (B) herring-
bone design; (C) basket weave design; (D) diagonal square
design.

6. The most desirable strip for covering recessed-edge sheet-
rock joints is (A) woven cloth fabric; (B) beveled batten;
(C) metal strip; (D) perforated fiber tape.

7. The most common type of wood used for wall covering is
(A) oak; (B) chestnut; (C) pine; (D) walnut.

8. Oak flooring that gives a Colonial-floor effect has a width
of (R) 2 inches; (B) 2 1/2 inches; IX) 3 inches; (D) 6
inches.

9. The lower -cost serviceable floors for kitchens are now
made of (A) pine; (B) oak; (C) maple; (D) gum.

.10. Maple was fort rly used extensively for flooring in
(A) halls; (B) kitchens; (C) baths; (D) bedrooms.

11. The last boards of flooring placed next to the wall should
be (A) toenailed; (B) face nailed; (C) cross nailed;
(D) left unnailed.

12. The best grade of hardwood flooring is (A)
¶C) No. 1 common: (D) select.

13. Most finished flooring is nailed down with
(C) 8d; (D) 4d case nails.

clear; (B) No.

(A) 6d; (B) 3d:

Listing

"erections: List the items called for in each of the following.
elect your answers carefully.

L. Two types of wood wall coverings are as follows:

(A) (13)
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3. Four of the most desirable woods for flooring in small or average
boiiesi ate: the-7.followirigt
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Assignment
Sheet No. 32

INTERIOR TRIM AND ITS APPLICATION

147

Covering
Units 138-143,
147-148, 151-160

To be able to build a sturdy, well-designed home is very im-
portant; however, much of this good work will be overlooked by the
owner if the house is not properly finished on the inside. Finishing
the interior is very critical since improper selection of molding,
wainscoting, etc., can spoil the effect that the rese of the construc-
tioprocesses tried to create. SoMe carpenters become so proficient
at this phase of their work that they specialize in finish work only.
As a young carpenter, it will beProfitable for you to be well rounded
in your; trade SQ that you will be able to perform or'supervise work in
any of the phases of building.

This assignment is designed to help you 'become familiar with
some of the principles of interior trimming such as the types and
structures of doors, window sashes, casing, molding and wainscoting,
and the procedures followed in their installation.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

jte4grencept

A. Durbahn, czmjamentaLsqtcsum___
358 -386.

C. Lair, Carpentry For The %India_

try, Vol.

a Trades,

Questions:

True-PSI:se-

III, PP. 337 -352,

pp. 153-166.

Directions: -The lollowing statements are either true or false. If
the statement is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it ir
false, draw a circle around the letter np."

T F 1. Door stops are usually wider than window Stops.

T r 2. -Base members and moldings may be obtained in random length's.

T F 3. The best practice is to fit the window sash before the
plastering process.

T F 4. Windows should be fitted with a 1/16 inch clearance on
each side.
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T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

F 5.

F 6.

F 7.

F 8.

7 9.

F 10.

P

F 12.

F 13.

P 14.

F 15.

F 16.

P '17.

F 18.

P '.19.

F 20.

F 21.

22,

A spring sash balance may be used to take the place of the
pullwi and we_ght.

Weights for an upper sash of a double -hung window should
be lighter than the weights for the bottom sash.

The apron of window trim should be installed before the
stool.

When using a miter joint for a window casing, the head cas-
ing should be fitted and nailed before the side casing.

The side laMba of an interior door should be fitted into a
notch in the head jamb.

The parts of a door jamb should be glued together rather
than nailed.

The :trimming of ..a door opening precedes the fitting of the
baseboards.

Door casings Should be nailed to the door jambs and to.th
wall studs.

The raised panel door is more expensive than the flat
panel door.

As a rule, hardwood doors are solid instead of veneered.

The hardwood face veneer on a veneered door is glued direct-
ly to the short core blocks.

The hollow

The hinges
door.

core doors are overlaid with` plywood.

are visible on the outside of a communicating

An exterior corner should .have a coped joint for the molding

Coped joints on molding are desirable for-interiox 4orner
iQints..

The base shoe must -be nailed before the finished flooring
is. laid.

Plainimoldings are replacing
curved material.

The first part of the window
in place is the side casing.

the more elaborate - shaped and

trim to be fitted and nailed
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ComPl.,t12a

Direction: Fill in the olank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
reguired to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The baseboard and base-shoe combined are called the

2. Hinges for a door Should be located inches from the top
and inches from the bottom of the door.

3. When the pins in a butt hinge are not v. movable, the
called fast

4. On a butt binge the two flaps are held together b7 a
through thy'

S. The "Save-A-Space" is a type of sliding

6. The vertical members of a panel door are called

7. The outside ot a closet door is the side toward the

S. Tho two joints used for joining the members of -a baseboards in
the corners are the snd the

9. The angle of the cet on ,the molding for ..an exte-f-r mitered square
corner is, degrees.

10. Baseboards commonly range in width from to
inches.

11. The base mold is a pisce nailed on top of the

butts are

pin running

12. Door trim means the same as door o'

13. A clearance of approximately inch should L., left between
the window stool and window sash.

IltuLtipja-S

Erections: In the space at of each-etatement, write the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

=mlmwe

1. A desirable wood for interior trim that is 'to be painted is
(A) walnut, (B) mahogany; (C) magnolia; (D) oak.

The simplest type of casing is the (A) corner - blocky
(B) backband; (C) miter; (D) square-cut.
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A plinth block is located (A) near the center of the
window casing; (B) at the bottom of the door casing;
(C) above the window sill; (D) on the window sash.

4. The base-cap molding fits on top of the (A) base shoe;
(B) window stool; (C) baseboard; (U) Winth block.

S. TM: inside edge of door casings should be (A) flush with
the door jambs, 1:4) an inch back from the face of the
jamb; (10 about 5/i6 of an inch back from the face of the
jamb; (D) extended inside the face of the janh.

6. Plinth blocks are more necessary when there is an unusually
thick (A) door casing; (B) baseboard, (C) door jamb;
(D) window jamb.

7. The care in a veneered door is built from short blocks of
(A. firs (B) oak; (C) pine; (D) gum.

Listing

Directions:. List the items called for in each of the following.
Select your an:wets carefully.

1. The three commonly uscd methods of hanging doors, with respect
to the type vf hinges used and the manner in which the door will
open and close, ere:

(A ;

(B)

(c)

2. Three 7ommon1y umed side hingei are:

CO :13)

3. The parts of au ordinary mortise lock are as follows:

(D)

(E)

(G)
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Assignment Covering
Sheet No. 33 Units 161-170

CALCULATIONS AND PROCEDURES FOR STAIRWAY CONSTRUCTION

Our early forefathers used ladders to move from one floor to

another. This was a relatively inexpensive stairway, but as you can
imigine, it was not very safe or appealing to the eye. A well-designed
and safely constructed stairway is a reel asset to any home, whether it
is to be used in the Jasemente-between floors, or for the back porch.
Staiiwork is a special phase of carpentry, and some of the more elab-
c,rate stairways are made up in special shops. However, the regular
carpenter will be called upon to build ordinary staircases which are
fcund'in most -homes,,s0 it will be advantageous for you to have a
knbwledge of stairway layout and the skill necessary to construct them.

..Thi,x,asaignment is designed to give you certain information
that will enable you to calculate for stairway location and layout, as
well as to understand some of the more common construction procedures
used in stairwork.

Assignment:

1. Read the references listed below.
2. Answer the questions below and hand in this assignment

by

References:

A. iDurba'unt pundamental&Lof Carpentry, Vol. III, pp. 386404.
C. Lair, Carpentry For The Building Trades, pp. 177-181.
D. Mix, Practical CZKPBUtry, pp. 283-294.

True -False

Directions: The following statements are either true or false-. If_

the atatemant is true, draw a circle around the letter "T." If it is
false, draw a cl.rcle around the letter Ir."

a t' -P
T F 1.. A staircase consisting of twenty steps is too long for onestaircase

ascent.

T P. 2., A geometrical. stairway is designed so that,_the trea,: at the
4ine of travel of all steps is the same width. .

T F - 3. Desirable nosing extends two inches over the riser.

T F 4. AAesirable angle for a stairway "is 60 degrees.
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T F 5. ."Stringers" and "horses" are terms used for the same parts'
of a'stairway..

T F 6. The rabbeted grooves for a housed stringer are tapered from
the back of.the.tread.toward front or. top oUthe.
stringer

T. F 7. In the best- housed stairways, squeaking is prevntedbY
,not joining the treads and risers.

T F 8. Quarter-round is recommended trimming Under the nosing
of the tread.

T F 9. The total rise of a stair is the distance froM the lower
finished floor to the lower edge of the joists in the floor
above.

T F 10. The two stringerwof a winder stairway hakiethe'simi*.angle
of rise. ..

,

T P 11. Stair stringers are usually cut from 2 X 01t.

T F 12. In most modern construction, factory-built
used.

Combletion-

Directions: Fill in the blank(s) in each statement with the word(s)
required to complete the sentence correctly.

1. The National Safety CouncarePOrts.thaVAtaitwayS.are the-great-
est.cause Of - r : . in homes;

2. Stairway accidents are often due to faulty

.0

11.1 .1:
3. The recommended height for handrails is inches from the

center of the tread.

4. The sum of .one tread and oneriser'should riot be less th*1
'. 'inches,

.

5. According to the Safety Engineering Department of ':' :National
Workmen's-,lompensation Service BUreau, haVe a
width equal or greater than the width-of the V

6. The preferred Space for stairway headroom in the ordinary houie
is about feet.

7. The two parts common to all stairways, regardless'of how simple,'-
are the and the IM.11 ,

8. The most desirable height of the risers of a staircase is
inches.



9. A pitch-board may be used instead of a
for laying out treads and risers

153

on a stringer.

10. The line of travel on a stairway should be.about
from the newel- post.

inches

11. Stairs with treads which are wide at the "utside and narrow on
the inside are called

12. The recommended m ..nimum width for stairs feet.

13. The grooves cut in housed stringers should be approximately
inch deep.

14. A
space readily accessible.

makes attic

Multiple-Choice

Directions: In the space at the left of each statement wits-the
letter of the item which will provide the correct answer to complete
the statement.

.=1=1

1. The simplest type of stairway to build is _ti geolmetric
stairs; (B) winder stairs: (C) straight-flight stairs;
(D) platform stairs. 0.,

2. The most complicated and most expensive type of-staixway
is the (A) geometrical stairs; (B) straight-flight stairs;
(C) winder stairs: (D) platform stairs.

The most dangerous stairway to use is the (R) generical
stairsi -111) winder stairs: (C) straight - flight stairs:
(D) platform stairs.

4. The greatest safety may be secured by building stairways
with an angle of (A) 20 to 25 degrees; (B) 25 to 30
degrees: (C) 30 to 35 degrees; (D) 40 to 50 degrees.

5. The desirable width of tread for a staircase is (A) 8 to 9
inches; (B) 9 to 10 inches: (C) 10 to 11 inches; (D) 7 to

indhes.

6. The best type of stringer is the (A) housed stringer;
(B) cutout stringer; (C) cleated stringers (D) triangular
stringer.

7. In stair layout the nosing is CO considered a part of
the tread: (B) subtracted from the rises (C) added to the
rise; (D) not considered a part of the tread or the riser.
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J3. _If the.total rise of a stairs is 7' 8", the number of
risers should be (A) 12; (B) 13; (C) 14; (D) 15.

9. If_the unit rise for a stairway is 7 1/4 inches, the width
of the treads should be (A) 11 3/4 inches; (B) 10 3/4
inches; (C) 10 1/4 J.I.,1!esi CO 13 3/4 inches.

10. A stairway with 15 risers, and tread's of 10 3/8 inch, will
have a total run of approximtelv (A) 12 feet; (B) 13
feat; (C) 14 feet; (D) 15 feet.

Problems

Directions: Solve the following and show your work.

1. As a carpenter, ycu are given the job of constructing a stairway
in a home where you have enough room to cut an 11 foot well. The
thickness of the urPer floor 11r:biding joists and flooring is
eight inches, and the total rise is to be 8' 6". With this
information-available to you, calculate the following:

(a) Number of risers

height of each riser.
. .

(c) Width of each tread

(dY Total run

(e) Minimum headroom

Length,of stringets.lapOrOximate)

f I .r , .tt
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TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

CARPENTRY
Employer' s copy

JOB TRAINING: What The Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: What
vildsx Should Be Able To Do Shown TheWorker Should Know

Building Preparations and Preliminaries

Read local building codes
and zoning laws and legal
contracts. Selection of
building locations, es-
tablish grade levels, erect
batter boards and locate and
mark excavation lines.

Time in hours

Factors in selecting home
sites, location of home,
local building codes,
zoning laws, need of legal
advice, financing methods,
methods of laying out and
stakiLg a building, and
excavation work.

Concrete an

Mix concrete, form and
anchor reinforcing steel,
construct straight foun-
dations, joints and inter-
sections. Set shoring and
bracing, build forms for
steps, beam and girder floor
systems. Insert spreaders
and wire ties and remove
forms from concrete.

Time in hours

d Concrete Forms

Standard concrete mixtures
and uses, methods of con-
structing foundation forms
Methods of bia.Ang, charac'
teristics of steel forms,
treatment of forms, pre-
cautions in removing forms
and calculating board feet.

Blueprint Reading

Calculate distances from
drawings, locate walls and
openings from drawings,
assemble milled materials
and follow specification
in construction.

Time in hours

Types of architectual
drawings, purposes of blue
prints, principles of scaly
drawing, types of lines an,
symbols. Principles of
reading and interpreting
floor plans and the pur-
poses of specifications
and their interpretation.

Insulation and Dampproofinq
Install various types of
insulation and building
paper, adapt framing to
receive insulation.

Time in hours

Principles of thermal
building insulation, types,
composition, uses, instal-
lation procedures of insu-
lation, types of weather
stripping, attic ventila-
tions
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Assemble or construct
upright outrigger, sus-
pended, cantilever,
permanent, portable
interior, hang bracket
scaffolding, also, saw
horse, trestle and miter
box.

Time in hours

Scaffolakma

Advantages, limitations,,
and uses of various types of
scaffolds. Types, uses,
and construction procedures
for horses, vises, benches,
ladders, etc. General
safety rules and practices.
Classification, grading
and seasoning of lumber.

Framing of Floor. Ceiling a-nd W

Use and care of framing
tools, sharpen saws,
chisels etc. Laying out
framing parts with tools.
Framing floors, ceilings
and walls by the different
framing methods.

Time in hours.

Types, uses and care of
carpentry tools and portable
power tools. Purposes and
methods of balloon, braced
and western types of fram-
ing. Methods of framing
wall openings, nailing walla
assembling joists, bridging
and laying subflooring.

Pramina of Roofs

Laying off and cutting
plates, ridges, common
rafters, jack rafters,
valley and hip rafters,
and "cripple" jack rafters
With framing square.
Prams roof openings,
flat roofs, overhangs and
gambrel roof. Brace rafters
and ceiling joist.

Time in hours

Use and interpretation of
framing square methods of
laying off common rafters,
jack rafters, hip and
valley rafters. Relation-
ship of span and run, rise
and pitch. Types and char-
acteristics of roofs, over-
hangs, eaves, and gutters.
Calculations for different
pitches.

Apply sheathing and lath,
wooden shingles, compo-
sition roofing,. valley tin,
flashing, ridge roll,
gutters, and sheet metal
and tile roofing. Apply
trim on open and closed
cornices.

Time in hours

Roofing

Kinds of roofing materials,
advantages and, costs,
methods of applying roofing,
flashing chimneys, dormers,
finishing hips, valleys and
ridges. Kinds of cornices,
construction and types of
cornice materials.



Exterior Wall Covering Employer's Copy

Apply sheathing horizontally
and diagonally, shingle
outside wall, apply building
paper, apply siding of wood,
asbestos, and other materi-
als, apply corner boards
and water tables.

Time in hours

Methods of applying siding
materials and sheathing.
Types of shingles and
building paper. Practices
in the construction of
corner boards, water tables,
belts and courses.

Exterior

Construct simple window
frames, set frames,
assemble milled door
and window frames, con-
struct window screens,
and door frame with
rabbeted jamb.

Time in hours

z Types, details, peculiar
terms and methods of
setting window and door
frames.

Interior Ceilina and Wall Coverings

Apply ship lap or lath on
interior ceilings and walls,
apply panel, commercial wall
boards, and set plaster
grounds.

Time in hours

...1 Characteristics and ad-
vantages of different ma-
terials for covering
interior walls and ceilings
with procedures for instal-
lation.

Lay finish flooring with
butt joints and end matched
flooring.

Time in hours

Finish_Flooring

Kinds and grades of finished
flooring and special floor
coverings, methods of
nailing and insulating
floors.

Interior Trim and Finishes

Fit and hang window sashes
and doors, install double-
acting doors, apply interior
trim, door locks and hardware,
install thresholds, assemble
cabinets, prepare surfaces
for wood finish and miter and
cope molding, curves etc.

Time in hours

Methods of fitting and
hanging sashes and doors,
stock sizes and styles of
milled components and
hardware. Procedures for
installing thresholds,
cabinets, casings, base-
boards and wainscoating.
Types of interior fixtures,
their construction details
and advantaaest_



Lay out, cut, and assemble
straight run stair stringers
and routed stringers. As-
semble newel, handrail and
balustrade. Lay out, frame
and assemble disappearing
attic stairways.

Time in hours

Stairways

Procedures for determining
types of stairs, relatior-
ship of tread and riser,to
run and rise, types of
stringers, methods of con-
struction of stairways,
landings, newels, balus-
trades and handrails. Types
of disappearing attic
stairways.

Code for employer's use in marking student's progress:

Performed some-operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

Performed some opera-
tions with reasonable
proficiency..

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily



fi

TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

CARPENTRY

Studentill copy

JOB TRAINING: What Theloanphpaalleop Proficiency RELATED INFORMATION: That

Shown The Worker Should Know

Bmildinq Preparations and Preliminaries

Read local building co "es
and zoning laws and legal
contracts. Selection of
building locationst es-
tablish grade levels, erect
batter boards and locate and
mark excavation lines.

Time in hours

Factors in selecting home
sites, location of home,
local building codes,
zoning laws, need of legal
advice, financing methods,
methods ..-71 laying out and
.making a building, and
ex,,avation work.

Concrete and. Coricrete _Forms

Mix concrete, form and
anchor reinforcing steel,
construct straight foun-
dations, joints and inter-
sections. Set shoring and
bracing, build forms for
steps, beam and girder floor
systems. Insert spreaders
and wire ties and remove
forms from concrete.

Time in hours

Standard concrete mixtures
and uses, methods of con-
structing foundation forms
Methods of bracing, charac-
teristiCs of steel forms,
treatment of forms, pre-,
cautions in removing forms
and calculating board feet

Blueprint Readies

Calculate distances from
drawings, locate walls and
openings from drawings,
assemble milled materials
and follow specification
in construction.

Time in hours

Types of architectual
drawings, purposes of blue-
prints, principles of scale
drawing, types of lines anc
symbols. Principles of
reading and interpreting
floor plans and the pur-
poses of specifications
and their interpretation.

Insulation and Damoroofing
Install various types of Principles of thermal
insulation and building building insulation, types,
paper, adapt framing to composition, uses, instal-
receive insulation. lation procedures of insu-

, lation, types of weather
Time iii hours, stripping, attic ventila-

tions and vapor barriers.



C

Assemble or construct
uprightoutrigger, sus-
pended, cf....m.16;er,
permanent, portable
interior, hang btacket
scaffolding. also, saw
horse, tresti* and miter
box.

Time in hours

Scaffolding.

Advantages, limitations,,
and uses of various types of
scaffolds. Types, uses,
and construction procedures
for horses, vises, benches,
ladders, etc. General
safet rules and practices.
Cla .ication, grading
and Jasoning of lumber.

Framing of Floor.__Ceilina and Wall

Use and care of framing
tools, shaipen saws,
chisels etc. Laying out
framing parts with tools.
Framing floors, ceilings
and walls by the different
framing methods.

Time in hours.

Types, uses and care of
carpentry tools and portable
power tools. Purposes and
methods of b.11oon, braced
and western types of fram-
ing. Methods of framing
wall openings, nailing walls
assembling joints, bridging
and loying,sdbflooring.

Framina of Roofs

Laying off and cutting
plates, ridges, common
rafters, jack rafters,
valley and hip rafters,
and "cripple" jack rafters
with framing square.
Frame roof openings,
flat roofs, overhangs and
.gambrel.roof. Brace rafters
and ceiling joist.

Time in hours

Apply sheathing and lath,
wooden shingles, compo-
sition roofing, valley tin,
flashing, ridge roll,
gutters, and sheet metal
and tile roofing. Apply
trim on open and closed
cornices.

Roofina

Use and interpretation-of
framing "square methOds'of
'aying off common raftert,
jack rafters, hip and
valley rafters. Relation-
ship of span and run, rise
and pitch. Types and Char-
actexistitie of roofs, over-
-hangs, eaves, .and gutters..
Calculations for different
pitches.

Time in hours

Kinds of roofing materials,
advantages and costs,
methods of applying roofing,
flashing chimneys, dormers,
finishing hips, valleys and
ridges. Kinds of cornices,
construction and types of
cornice materials.



Exterior Well Cpi.oring

Apply sheathing horizontally
and diagonally, shingle
outside wall, apply building
1.)ap.er, appl.y siding of wood,
asbestos, and other nateri-
als, corner boards
and water tables.

Time in hours

Sta4WM.1s' Cespy

Methods of applying siding
materials and sheathing,
Types of shIngles and
building paper. Practices
in the ceastruction of
corner boards, water tats mss,

belts and courses.

Exterior Door and Window Finish

Construct simple window
frames, set frames,
assemble milled door
and window frames, con-
struct window screens,
and door frame with
rabbeted jamb.

Time in hours1!..

Types, details, peculiar
terms and methods. of
setting window and door
frames.

IpAssig.rw 1 v rin

Apply ship lap or lath on
interior ceilings and walls,
apply panel, commercial wall
boards, ani set plaster
grounds.

Time it hours

Characteristics and ad-
vantages of different ma-
terials for covering
interior walls and ceilings
with proccdures for instal-
lation.

Fir.ish n

Lay finish flooring with
butt joints and end matched
fleoring.

Time in hours
011. m.mliimmt...1

Kinds and grades of finished
flooring and special floor
coverings, methods of
nailing and insulating
floors.

. Exterior Trim and Finishes

Fit ank. nang w:ndow
.nd doors, install double-
acting doors, apply interio:
trim, doer locks and hldware,
install thresholds, ::-.3emble
czbinets, prep re s,-.:faces
fc r wool kinish ar.i: miter and
ropa molding, curvas etc

Time in gours

111=011411i 1=11111.11.

L hods of fitting and
hanging sashes and doors,
stock sizes Pnd 3tyies of
mill d components and
hardware. Procedure:, for
installing thresholds,
cabinets. f7asings, base -
bozrds a d wainscoating.
Types of interior fixtures,
their co;_truction details
and advant;;a2m,_____



Lay out, cut, and_ assemble
straight run stair stringers
and routed stringers. As-
surable newel, handrail and
balustrade. Lay Gat, frame
and assemble disappearing
attic stairwayi.

Time in hours

Stairway s

r-l'rr" 75'

Procek Afell for determining
..*0.?es of stairs, relation-
ship of tread and riser to
run and rise, types of
ctringe,:st mIthoda of con-
struf.tion 5t414ways.

neWelBs beat22-
trade- sd handrails. Types
of disappearing atti::
stairways.

Code for employer's use in

Performed some operations
in area

Performed most operations
in area

marking student's progress:

Performed some opera-
tions with .reasona ble
proficiency

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily
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TRAINING PLAN AND PROGRESS RECORD
for

CARPENTRY

JOB TRAINING: What The Proficiency
W k Sho ld Be Ab To Do Sh

RELATED INFORMATION: What
e W ker S o ld Kn

Buildin Preparatione and Preliminaries

Read local building codes
and zoning laws and legal
Contracts. Selection of
building locations, es-
tablish grade levels, erect
hatter boards and locate and
mark. 1...t::aion lines.

Time in hours

Factors in selecting home
sites, location of home,
local /wilding codes,
zoning laws, need of legal
advice, financing methods,
methods of laying out and
staking a building, and
excavation work.

Concrete and Concrete Forms

Mix concrete, form and
anelor reinforCing steel,
construct straight foun-
dations, joints and inter-
sections. Set shoring and
bracing, build forms for
steps, beam and girder floor
Systems, Insert spreaders
Ond wire ties and remove
forms from concrete.

Time in hours

Blueprint Reading

Calculate distances from
drawings, locate walls and
openings from drawings,
assemble milled materials
and follow specification
in construction.

Time 1- -.sours

111

Standard concrete mixtures
and uses, iethods of con-
structing foundation forms.
Methods of bracing, charad-
teristic;a of steel forms,
treatment of forms, pr l:
cautiors.in removing forms
and calculating board feet.

Types of architectual
drawings; purposes of blue-
prints, principles o2 scale
drawing, types of lines anc
symbols. Principles of
reading and interpreting
floor plans and the pur
poses of specifications
and their interpretation.

Insulation and Damproofing
Install various types of
insulation and building
paper, adapt framing to
receive insulation.

Time in hours

Principles of thermal
building insulation, types,
composition, uses, instal-
lation procedures of insu-
lation, types of weather
stripping, attic ventila-
tions and varo..,r harriers.



Assemble or construct
upright outrigger, sus-
pended, cantilever,
permanent, portable
interior, hang bracket
scaffolding, also, saw
horse, trestle and miter
box.

Time in hours

gsaffsaCuat

Advantages, limitations,,
and uses of various typos of
scaffolds. - Types,. uses, -
and construction- procedures
for horses vises; 'benChei
ladders, etc. General
safety-rules and practices.
Classification, grading
arl seasoning of lumber.

Framing of Flocad_c_giling and Wall

Use and carepf framing
tools, th"arpen saws,
chisels etc. Laying out
framing parts with tools.
Framing floQIcs,
and walls by the different
framing methods.

Time in hours
^111111.1.1P

Types, uses and care of
carpentry tools and portable
power tools. Purposes and
methods of balloon, braced
and western types_offram-
ing.. Methods of framing
wall openings, nailing walls
assembling joists, bridging
and laying subflooring.

Praminqof Roofs

Laying off and cdtting
plates, ridgea4 common
rafters, jaek-raftbrs,
valley and hip !alters,
ale "cripple" jack rafters
with framing square.
Frame roof openings,
flat roofs, overhangs and

--gatbrel. roof. -Brace rafters
and ceiling joist.

Time in hours

Use and interpretation of-
framing', square Method:3 of
laying off voieiOn rafters;
jack rtfters,-hip
valley rafters.- Relation-
ship of span and 'ran, rise
and pitch. Types and char-
acteristics of roofs, over-
hangs, eaves,. and gutters,
Calculations for different
pitches.

Apply sheathing and lath,
wooden Sh5-11dC compo-
dition rr valley tin,
flashing, ridge roll,
gutters, and 'sheet metal
and ti -le roofing.. Apply -

trim on open and closed
cornices.

Time in hours,

129fing..

Kinds of roofing' materials,
advantages and costs,
methods of applying roofing,
flashing chimneys, dormers,
finishing hips, valleys and
ridges. Kinds of cornices,
construction and types of
cornice materials..



Exterior Wall Covering

Apply sheathing horizontally
and diagonally, shingle
outside wall, apply building
paper, apply siding of wood,
asbestos, and other materi-
als, apply corner boards
and water tables.

Time in hours

Methods of applying siding
materials and sheathing.
Types of shingles and
building paper. Practices
4.n the construction of
corner boards, water tables,
belts and courses.

Exterior Door and Window Finish

Construct simple window
frames, set frames,
assemble milled door
and window frames, con-
struct window screens,
and door frame with
rabbeted jamb.

Time in hours

Types, details, peculiar
terms and methods of
setting window and door
frames.

Interior Ceiling and_Wall Coverings

Apply ship lap or lath on
interior ceilings and walls,
apply panel, commercial wall
boards, and set plaster
grounds.

Time in hours

1111.1.4.
Characteristics and ad-
vantages of different ma-
terials for covering
interior walls and ceilings
with procedures for instal-
lation.

Finish Flooring

Lay finish flooring with
butt joints and end matched
flooring.

Time in hours

Kinds and grades of finished
flooring and special floor
coverings, methods of
nailing and insulating
floor -=.

Interior Trim and Finishes

Fit and hang window sashes
and doors, install double-
acting doorz. apply interior
trim, door locks and hardware,
install thresholds, assemble
cabinets, prepare surfaces
for w0A finish and mite:: and
coca mold 1, curves etc.

Time in hours

Methods of fitting and
hanging sashes and doors,
stock sizes and styles of
milled components and
hardware. Procedures for
installing thresholds,
cabinets, casings, base-
boards and wainscoating.
Types of interior fixtures,
their construction details
and adv ntages.



Lay cut, cut, and assemble
strai(2,t run stair stringers
and 'routed stringers. As-
semble newel, handrail and
balustrade. Lay out, frame
and assemble disappearing
attic stairways.

Time in hours

Stairways

x
Procedures for determining
types of stairs, relation-
ship 'of tread and riser: to
run and rise, types of
stringers, methods of con-
struction of stairways,
landings, newels, balus-
trades and handrails. Types
of disappearing attic
stairways.

Code for employer's use in marking studert's progress:

Performed some operations
in areaarea

Performed most operations
in area

Performed some opera-
tions with reasonable
proficiency

Performed most opera-
tions satisfactorily
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*ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION, *TECHNICAL EDUCATION, BUSINESS EDUCATIOi!, AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION,
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION, INDUSTRIAL ARTS, TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION, INDEXES (LOCATERS), CLEARINGHOUSES,

This quarterly publication announces the availability of
instructional materials acquired and nrocessed by the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse on Vocational
and Technical Education. It should be of particular interest to
teachers, curriculum specialists, supervisors, and administrators
involved in curriculum development or the use of instructional
materials in the teaching - learning setting. Each abstract, a
condensation of the report in about 200words, usually includes
the means used to develop the material, the setting for use of the
material, and source of available copies. Abstracts are included
under the following sections -- agricultural, business and office,
distributive, health occupations, home economics, industrial arts,
trade and industrial, and general vocational and technical
education. An author index, document number index, and subject
index are provided. The documents described are available from the
source identified in the abstract. This document is available from
The Center for Vocaticz!al and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, 98C Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. The anm_al
subscription rate As $9.00. ',EL)
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSE
THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL
AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
COLUMBUS, IMO



The Center for Vocational and Technical Education has been established
as an independent unit on The Ohio State University campus with a grant from
the Division of Adult and Vocational Research, U. S. afice of Education.
It serves a catalytic role in establishing a consortium to focus on relevant
problems in vocational and technical education. The Center is comprehensive
in its commitment and responsibility, multidisciplinary in its approach, and
interinstitutional in its program.

The major objectives of The Center follow:

1. To provide continn4ng reappraisal of the role and function
of vocational and technical education in our democratic
society;

2. To stimulate and strengthen state, regional, and national
programs of applied research and development directed toward
the solution of pressing problems in vocational and technical
education;

3. To encourage the development of research to improve vocational
and technical education in institutions of higher education
and other appropriate settings;

4. To conduct research studies directed toward the Paevelopment
of new knowledge and new applications of existing knowledge
in vocational and technical education;

5. To upgrade vocational education leadersh:p (state supervisors,
teacher educators, research specialists , and others) through
an advance's study and in-service education program;

6. TO PROVIDE A NATIONAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, STORAGE, AND
DISSEMINATION SYSTEM FOR VOCATIONAL AND TECMNICAL EDUCATION
LINKED WITH THE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH INFORMATION CENTER
LOCATED IN THE U. S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION;

7. To provide educational opportunities for individuals contem-
plat,ag foreign as aad for leaders from other countries
resconsIble for leadership in vocational and technical eduCation.
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PREFACE

Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical
Education (AIM) and the companion publIcafion Abstracts of Research and
Related Materials in Vocational and Techr_cl Education (ARMY announce
the availability of documents acquired and p.ocessed by the ERIC Clear-
inghouse on Vocational and Technical Education. AIM includes abstracts
of materials trically designed for teacher use or student use in the
classroom, and ...anotations of bibliographies or lists of instructional
materials. It will be of particular interest to teachers, curriculum
specialists, supervisors and administrators involved in the cae of
instructional materials in the teaching-learning setting, or in cur-
riculum development. ARM incorporates abstracts of research and other
materials which are useful to a wide audience of users such as research-
ers, supervisors, teacher educators, education specialists, adminis-
trators, teachers and others who have an interest in vocational and
technical education. These publications prepared by the ERIC Clearing-
house on Vocational and Technical Education are published quarterly be-
ginning with Fall 1967 issues.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education is a
division of the Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vo-
cational and Technical Education located at The Ohio State University
and is one of the clearinghouses of the Education Resources Infor-
mation Center (ERIC-USOE). With the growth of vocational education
programs, there is an increasing need for accessible information that
can be used in developing logical chains of reasoning for research
activities, for improvinj school practices and shortening the theory
practice gap. This Clearinghouse is striving to provide s useful and
vital function in dissemination of information on vocational and tech-
nical education through these publications.

Since this Clearinghouse is a component of a larger information
system, ERIC, it is logical that certain similarities among publica-
tions exist. In this regard the format of AIM and ARM is similar to
that of Research in Educatioe, tne primary publication of the Educa-
tional Resources Information Center (ERIC-USOE). The abstracts of
materials reported in AIM relate specifically to the education field
or vocational and technical education and constitute a segment of ERIC,
the national information system for American Education.

In addition to the quarterly publications, Abstracts of Instruc-
tional Materials in Vocational and Technical EddarizTlIaTozw-----

1Research !et Education is published 12 times a year. Subscription:
Domestic $11.C.Xreeign, $2.75 additional. Single copy: Do.
mastic, $1.00. Send check or money order (no stamps) to the Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

20402.

-0.*- -
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Abstracts of Research and Related Materials 'n Vocational and ,ich.
1ncalEducabotibleatARM cns will be issued from t me
to time. These will typically concern themselves with reviewing and
synthesizing information in specific areas of vocational and -Gech-
nical education, e.g. Review and Synthesis of Research _n Technical
Mucation; Agricultural Education; Home Economics, etc. Other reviews
may focus on specific problems.

We are indebted to our colleagues within the profession for their
000peration in forwarding materials to the clearinghouse and for Cleir
Suggestions and comments which have materially assisted in the develop-
ment of this program. We anticipate further refinement and improved
procedures with the continued assistance of our advisory committee.

iv

Robert E. Taylor
Director



Clearisghouse Acces-
tion Nuaber--an iden-
tificction number se-
quentially assigned to
reports as they are
processed.

Author(s)--the indi-
viduals) who pre-
pared the report.

SAMPLE RESUME

VT 003 121 ED

ERIC Accession Num-
ber--if ED is fol-
lowed by numbers,
item cited has been
announced in Resea.ch
in Fducation.YrE6--
1s not followed by
numbers, item has not
be^n announced in Re-
search in Education

The Curriculum for a Model Business Education Program. at time of printing
this publication.

Jurist, Pedney G.
Title

Publication Date-- New Jersey State Dep of Educ, Trenton. Div of Vocat Educ..

the date the item
was published. Institutional Sour.,- -

Rutgers State Univ., New Brunswick, N.J. Curriculum Lab. the organization resp4n-

Jun67
sible for the material.

EDRS Price--Price of
the donment throLgh
the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service.
"MF" means microfiche;
"HC" means hardcopy

Identifieracronyms !
geographical areas,
organizations, tests,
(e.g. Binet), etc.

Abstract--a conden-
sation of the report
in about 200 words.
Usually includes the
means u3ed to develop
material, the setting
for use of material,
and location of avail-
able copies as well as
additional information.

EDRS Price MF-$0.27 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 1680 -------Total number of printed

*CURPICULUM, *BUSINESS EDUCATION, HIGH SCHOOLS, QUESTIONNAIRES,
pages in the documen,

DISTPIBUTIVE EDUCATION, PROGRAM PLANNING, CURRICULUM PLANNING,
including cover and ap-

LEAFNERS, SMALL SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, INSTRUCTOR COORDINATORS, N.......

pendices.
*DEMONSTRATION PROBF.AMS, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, GUIDELINES, SLOW

New Jersey, Descriptors--tna
subject terms a.-

The purpose of this study was to establish a 4-year business and signed by an in-
distributive education curriculum to serve as a guide for dexer to charac-
implementing and improving programs in the State. The material was terize the contents
developed by State business education supervisors and trial tested of a report. Only
among business education coordinators and teachers and in seminars, the major terms,
Based on 26 statements of criteria for a curriculum in a model those preceded by
business education program, subject sequences for high schools with an asterisk, are
and without out-of-school work programs were developed. Work printed in the index,
experience programs, exploratory and career programs, and programs
for small high schools, the slow learner3 and college students are

idescribed. Sample questionnaires for use n planning programs, and
report forms are included. This document is available for $1.50
from Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers
University, 10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey DB903.
(PS)

------------,..Address where the
material may be
obtained. If no
address given, check
Availability Ea
shown below.Abstractor's Initials.

AVAILABILITy KEY

VT Number Supplied and
ED Number Supplied

ERIC Document ReprodIction
Service

or

Source shown at end of ab-
stract for items not avail-
able through EDRS.

VT Number Supplied and ED
Indicated without a Number

Unavailable from EDRS (at time of
printing) until an ED number is
assigned. Facsimile copy available
at cost from ERIC Clearinghouse on
Vocational and Technical Education
until. ED number is assigned. Assign-
ments of ED numbers are listed in
each issue of this publication.

Or

Source shown at end abstract for
items not to be available through
EDRS.

VT Number Supplied Only

Available on microfiche or
facsimile copy at cost from
ERIC Clearninghouse on Voca-
tional and Technical Educa-
tion

or

Source shown at end of the
abstract.

ix



Availability Key

IT Number supplied
and ED Number supplied.

Availability

ERIC Document Reproduction
Service

oe
Source shown at end of
abstract for items not
availat through EDRS.

VT Number supplied
and ED indicated
without a number.

Unavailable from EDRS (%t
time of printing) until an

number is assigned.
Facsimile copy available
at cost from ERIC Clearing-
house for Vocational and
Technical Education until
ED number is assigned.
Assignments of ED numbers
are listed in each issue
of this publication.

or
Source shown at end of
abstract for items not
to be available through
EDRS.

VT Number supplied
only.

Available on microfiche
or faccimile copy at cost
from ERIC Clearinghouse
for Vocational vnd Tech-
nical Education

or
Source shown at end of
abstract.

It is important to direct inquiries to the proper source and to
use full citation (author, title, publisher, date, pagination, report
number, catalog or order number) in requesting materials. The excep-
tion to this rule is that ERIC Document (ED) numbers only are to be
used to order items from EDRS, and Vocational Technical (VT) numbers
only are to be used to order item from ERIC Clearinghouse for Voca-
tional and Technical Education.

vi



Text of materials obtained from EDRS, or the ERIC Clearinghouse
for Vocational and Technical Education is reproduced on facsimile
and/or microfiche copy. Microfiche :Is a Linch by 6 -inch film card
that contains up to 70 pages of the original text. The size of a
hardcopy reproduction will vary depending on whether it is obtained
from EDRS or from the Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical
Education. Lie price of microfiche is considerably less than fac-
simile copy. Persons interested in obtaining either microfiche or
hard copy reproductions of EDRS designated documents which are
available through EDRS should obtain an order foam from:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
Bell and Howell Company
3.700 Shaw Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio 44112

Prices of items from the ERIC Clearinghouse for Vocational and
Technical Education will not be id,ntical to the pri,es given for
EDRS, due to different processess used in duplication of microfiche
or facsimile copies. Order blanks may be obtained from:

ERIC Clearinghouse
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

A number of instructional laboratories and agencies have printed
copies of materials for sale. This kind of availability is indicated
at the end of an abstract. A cumulative list of these sources with
names and addresses follows th index section.

Availability of
ABSTRACTS OF

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

All issues of this publication (AIM) will be reported in Re-
search in Education and will be available on microfiche or facile
:13-y through ERIC Document Reproduction Service. A short time lag

will occur between the time this document is printed and the time it
is ...vailable through EDRS. C-mtents of this publication may be re-
printed freely without requesting permission, giving appropriate
credit to the Clearinghouse. A limited number of subscriptions at
cost will be accepted. For further information contact:

ERIC Clearinghouse
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212
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Scope of The Clearinghouse

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education
is responsible for research reports and other documents related
to the general field of vocational and technical education. In-

cluded are reports on the specific fields of agricultural education,
business and office occupations education, distributive educaticn,
health occupations education, home economics education, technical
education, trade and industrial education, training in new sub-
professional fields, and the related fields of industrial arts
education, manpower economics, occupational psychology, and oc-
cupational sociology. Specifically included are subject categories
such as administration, curriculum development, employment oppor-
tunities, evaluation, facilities and equipment, historical studies,
individuals with speii.al needs, innovative and experimental programs,
instructional materials and devices, learning processes, manpower
economics, occupations (jobs), philosophy and objectives, research
methods, student personnel services, students (characteristics),
teseJhers, and teacher education and teaching methods when related
specifically to vocational and technical education.

Acquisitions

The adequacy of information in this publication, as well as
other services of this clearinghouse, is directly related to the
extensiveness of the information acquired and processed into the
system. This Clearinghouse has assumed the initiative in obtain-
ing as much of the available information as possible. However, it
is impossible for any organization to achieve complete and com-
prehensive coverage of a field as vast as vocational education with-
out the cooperation and assistance of the profession. The growth
and ultimate effectiveness of the system require supplemental efforts
of its users. Any person in the vocational or technical field is
invited to forward to the Clearinghouse two copies of items re.
lating to vocational-technical education for possible inclusion in
the system. Questions relating to this endeavor should be direct-
ed to the Acquisitions Specialist at The (enter.
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Selected Reference Books for Departments of Vocational Agriculture.
(Service Bulletin, no. 4).

Arizona Univ., Tucson. Dept. of Agr. Education

Jun 65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDPS 25p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *BIBLIOGRuPHIES, *PEFEPENCE BOOKS,

This guide is for the use of teachers and administrators selecting
reference books for departments of vocational agriculture in
Arizona. The books have been carefully examined and evaluated.
Each item has been rated -- (1) should be in a department library
in multiple copies, (2) single copy for reference by teacher and
stidents, or (3) not considered as an essential part of the minimum
library for a department. References are lizted for the following
major topics with subtcIcs for most -- agricultural economics,
agronomy and soils, animal science, farm mechanics and agricultural
engineering, Future Farmers of America, general agriculture and
related subjects, guidance and vocations, horticulture, insects
and plant diseases, professional, and supervised farming proarams.
A list of publishers and distributors is included. (SL)



VT 000 356

Selected Reference Books for Departmen4s of Vocational Agriculture.

Florida State Dept. of Education, Tallahassee
Bull-72F-8

Auq66

V.:CUNENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM ED'S 41p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *BIBLIOGRAPHY, *FILMSTRIPS,

The inclusion of specific references in this document was based on
the recommendations of teachers and state staff. It is intended as
a guide for teachers and administrators in the selection of
reference books for vocational agriculture. The 338 references are
listed by author and title under agricultural mechanics, animal
science, plant science, soil science, agricultural management,
off farm agricultural occupations, general agriculture, leadership
activities, miscellaneous, professional and agricultural yearbooks.
Each reference is keyed to a separate 1:st ^:,F 129 publishers or
distributors. Some of the reference entries are also coded for use,
level, and rating. mccompanying filmstrips are listed for some of
the references, and a partial list of film sources is included. (../M)
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VT 000 364 ED

Combines and Combining.

Ridenour, Harlan E.

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agr. Education

65

EDRS Price MF-$0.18 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS

*STUDY GUIDES, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE,
HIGH SCHOOLS,

Through the use of this manual, vocational agriculture students
with occupational interest in grain farming and custom combine
operation may gain knowledge about th: basic design and operation
of combines. Development by a state curriculum materials
director included consultation with engineers, trial, and
revision. Objectives are stated in terms of behavioral objectives
and based on student needs. Four units of instruction are
covered -- (1) What is the Value of Doing a Good Job of Combining,
(2) Basic Design of the Combine, (3) Operation of the Combine, and
(4) Economics of Owning a Combine. The manual suggests teaching
procedures and student experiences which the vocational agriculture
teachers could conduct in the classroom, the agricultural mechanic
shop, and on field trips to farms and implement dealers. Since the
individual features of the different makes and models of combines
cannot be included in one publication, operator's manuals for the
combines being studied should be made available. A set of thirty
2- by 2-Inch color slides with accompanying scriot, and a test and
key for the unit are available. This document is available for
$1.00 or in quantity for 75 cents from Ohio Vocational Agriculture
Instructional Materials Service, The Ohio State University, 2120
Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (PA)
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VT 000 488 ED

Organization and Management of Machinery Dealerships. (Agricultural
Machinery - Service Occupations, Module, no. 1).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price Mr-M09 HC-$D.88 22p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, BUSINESS SKILLS,
*AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, *MARKETING, POQTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a 16-unit series designed to help teachers prepare
post-secondary students for agricultural machinery occupations as
parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors,
this module aims to develop an undersanding of the importance,
methods, jobs, and job functions of retail agricultural machinery
dealerships. It was designed by a national task force on the basis
of research in state studies. Subject matter content it provided
for the role of machinery in agriculture, the distribution of
machinery, and the operation of the dealership. Suggestions are
included for teaching-learning activities, instructional materials
and references, and evaluation. The suggested time allotment is 18
hours of class instruction. Teachers of the course should have
experience with agricultural machinery. Post-secondary students
enrolled in the course should have mechanical aptitude and an
occupational goal in agricultural machinery. This document is
available for a limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 -
000 501) from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio
43212. (JM)
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VT 000 489 ED

Agricultural Machinery Service Department Operating Procedures.
(Agricultural Machinery - Service Occupations, Module no. 2).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.28 32p.

*TEACHING jIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *MERCHANDISING,
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for agricultural machinery service occupations as
mechanics, mechanic's helpers, parts men, and service supervisors,
this guide aims to develop students' knowledge of the operating
procedures of a service department and ability to carry out the
functions of a service employee. It was developed by a national
task force on the basis of research from state studies. Subject
matter in the unit covers -- (1) importance and function of a
service department, (2) layout and equipment, (3) the selling of
services, (4) work schedules and job ticketing procedures, (5)
service pricing, (6) predelivery and delivery servicing, and (7)
warranty allowance. Teaching-learning activities, instructional
material, references, and suggestions for evaluating the module
are given. The suggested time allotment is 30 hours class
instruction, 36 hours laboratory experience, and 96 hours
c o;Aonal experience. Teachers of the course should have
c ,e Ame with agricultural machinery. Students should have
mechanical aptitude and an occupational goal in agricultural
machinery. This documont is available for a limited period for
$7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (J4)

7
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VT 000 490

Agricultural Machinery Parts Department Operating Procedures.
(Agricultural Machinery - Service Occupations, Module no. 3).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.56 39p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELOS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, SALESMANSHIP,
*MERCHANDISING, BUSINESS SKILLS, AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY,
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed for post-secondary level preparation of
mechanics, mechanic's helpers, service supervisors, and parts men,
this course unit aims to help teachers develop student knowledge of
parts department operating procedures and ability to function as a
parts service man. It was developed by a national task force on the
basis of research from state studies. Subject matter includes -- (1)
the importance, role, Job requirements, and personal characteristics
of the parts man, (2) inventory control, (3) ordering and receiving
parts and verifying orders, and (4) selling, display, and
advertising. Suggestions are included for teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials, references, occupational
experiences, and evaluation. Time allotment suggested is 20 hours of
class instruction, 36 hours laboratory experience, and 78 hours
occupational experience. Teachers should have experience with
agricultural machinery. Students should have mechanical aptitude
and an occupational goal in agricultultural machinery. This document
is available for a limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 -
000 504) from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212.
(JM)
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VT 000 491 ED

Agricultural Salesmanship. (Agricultural Machinery - Service
Occupations, Module no. 4).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MP -$0.09 HC-$1.04 26p.

*TEAZHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *SALESMANSHIP,
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for employment in agricultural machinery occupations such
as parts men, mechanics, helpers, and service supervisors, this
module aims to develop student ability to meet customers, present
supplies and services to customers, overcome resistance, and close
a sale. It was designed by a national task force on the basis of
research in state studies. Suggestions are included for introducing
the module. For each competency, subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities, references, instructional materials,
and occupational experiences are suggested. The time allotment
suggested is 30 hours of class instruction and 36 hours of
occupational experience. Teachers should have experience with
agricultural machinery, and students should have mechanical aptitude
and an occupational goal tn agricultural machinery. Suggestions are
included for evaluating outcomes. The sources of supplemental
materials are listed. This document is available for a limited
period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. OM)
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VT 000 492 ED

Human Relations in Agricultural Occupations. (Agricultural
Machinery - Sales and Service Occupations, Module no. 5).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.64 41p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *HUMAN RELATIONS,
*COMMUNICATION (THOUGHT TRANSFER), POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as
parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, or service supervisors,
this guide aims to develop in the student the personal qualities
necessary for advancement in a business. It was developed by a
national task force on the basis of research from state studies.
Subject matter includes employment opportunities and personal
qualities, communications, and human relations problem solving.
Teaching learning activities, occupational experiences,
instructional material, references, and evaluating educational
outcomes are suggested. Teachers should have experience in
agricultural machinery. Students should have mechanical aptitude
and an occupational goal in agricultural machinery. Suggested time
allotment is 24 hours class instruction and 12 hours of occupational
experience. This document is available for a 14mited period for
$7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear
Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 493 ED

Metal Fusion and Fabrication Welding. (Agricultural
Machinery - Se -'ice Occupation, Module, no. 6).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.92 48p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *WELDING,
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One in a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as
parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, or service supervisors,
this guide aims to develop student understanding of welding
equipment and supplies and ability to perform skills required of
agricultural mechanics. It was developed by a national task force
on the basis of research from state studies. Suggestions for
introduction of the module are given. Each subject matter unit
includes competencies to be developed, subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities suggested materials, and references.
Subject matter areas are -- (1) fundamentals and safe welding
practices, (2) selection and care of equipment, (3) metal
identification, (4) electrode selection, (5) arc welding, (6)
carbon arc torch operation and maintenance, (7) ferrous
hardsurfacing, (8) arc and oxyacetylene cutting, (9) nonferrous
metal welding and brazing, and (10) inert gas welding. Sources of
instructional materials and references and suggestions for .

evaluating outcomes are included. Suggested time allotment is 12
hours of class instruction and 36 hours of laboratory experience.
Teachers should have experience with agricultural machinery.
Students should have mechanical aptitude and an occupational goal
in agricultural machinery. This document is available for a
limited period for $7.5D per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from the
Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)



VT 000 494 ED

Agricultural Machinery Assembly and Lubrication. (Agricultural
Machinery - Service Occupations, Module no. 7).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.72 18p.

*TEACHING GUIOES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCA 'ON, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *AGRICULTURAL
MACHI-11Y, ASSEMBLY, MAINTENANCE, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as parts
men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors, this
guide aims to develop student understanding of the functions of
lubricants for agricultural machinery, skill in their selection,
and understanding of machinery assembly and adjustment. It was
developed by a national task force on the basis of research from
state studies. Suggestions for introducing the module are given.
The units are organized into suggested subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities, instructional materials, references,
and occupational experiences. Suggested time allotment is 9 hours
of class instruction, 129 hours of laboratory experience, and 60
hours of occupational experience. Teachers should have experience
in agricultural machinery. Students should have mechanical
aptitude, and an occupational goal in agricultural machinery.
This document is available for a limited period for $7.50 per
set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 98D Kinnear
Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 495 ED

Mechanical Power Transfer Systems. (Agricultural Machinery - Service
Occupations, Module no. 8).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EORS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.32 33p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *KINETICS,
*MECHANICS (PRACTICAL), POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
level students for the agricultural machinery service occupations
as parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service
supervisors, this guide aims to develop student competency in
understanding and applying the principles of mechanical power
transmission in agricultural machinery. It was developed by a
national task force on the basis of research from state studies.
Suggestions for introducing the module are given. Unit areas
include -- (1) clutches, (2) transmissions, (3) differential and
final drive, (4) steering and brakes, (5) pulleys and belts, (6)
sprockets and chains, (7) gears, and (8) bearings. Each unit
includes suggested subject matter content, teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials, and references. Suggestions
for evaluating educational outcomes are included. Suggested time
allotment is 24 hours of class instruction and 36 hours of
laboratory experience. Teachers should have experience with
agricultural machinery. Students should have mechanical aptitude
and an occupational goal in agricultural machinery. This document
is available for a limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 -
000 504) from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio
43212. (JM)



VT 000 496 ED

Hydraulic Power Transfer Systems. (Agricultural Machinery - Service
Occupations, Module no. 9).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.08 28p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, *KINETICS,
*HYDRAULICS, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
level students for the agricultural machinery service occupations
as parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service
supervisors, this guide aims to develop student competency in
understanding basic hydraulics and its application to agricultural
machinery. It was developed by a national task force on the basis
of research from state studies. Suggestions for introducing the
module are given. Units are -- (1) terminology, (2) operational
principles, (3) systems, (4) pumps, (5) valves, (6) cylinders, (7)
packings, seals, lines, and fittings, (8) system types and
troubles, (9) oils, and (10) trouble shooting procedures. Each
unit includes suggested subject matter content, teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials, and references. Suggestions
are made for evaluating educational outcomes. The suggested time
allotment is 90 hours of class instruction, 120 hours of
laboratory experience, and 60 hours of occupational experience.
Teachers should have experience with agricultural machinery.
Students should have mechanical aptitude and an occupational goal
in agricultural machinery. This document is available for a
limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 497 ED

Adjustment, Maintenance, and Repair of Tillage, Planting, Spraying,
and Fertilizing Machinery. (Agricultural Machinery - Service
Occupations, Module, no. 10).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.18 HC-$3.52 88p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS) *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, REPAIR,
*AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY, MAINTENANCE, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The purpose of this guide is to help teachers prepare post-secondary
level students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as
parts men, .mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors.
It was designed by a national task force on the basis of research
from state studies. The major objective is to develop student -- (1)
understanding of tillage, planting, fertilizing, and spraying
machinery, and (2) ability to adjust, repair, and maintain these
machines. Suggestions for introduction of the module are given.
Unit areas cover -- (1) operator and service manuals, (2) soil
tillage, (3) lubrication, (4) tillage, secondary tillage,
cultivating, crop planting, and fertilizer applicating machines,
(5) sprayers, and (6) machinery painting. Each unit area includes
suggested subject matter, teaching-learning activities,
instructional materials, and references. Criteria for evaluating
educational outcomes are listed. The course is scheduled for 94
hours of class instruction, 188 hours of laboratory experience, and
142 hours of occupational experience. Teachers should have
experience with agricultural machinery. Students should have
mechanical aptitude, a high school background, and an occupational
goal in agricultural machinery. This document is available for a
limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 00U 488 - 000 504) from The
Center for Vocational and Technica' Education, The Ohio State
University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 498

Adjustment
(Agricultu

ED

, Maintenance, and Repair of Crop Harvesting Machinery.
rat Machinery - Service Occupations, Module, no. 11).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus, Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.92 48p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS),
*AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
OCCUPATIONS, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, HARVESTING, *AGRICULTURAL
MACHINERY, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed for helping teachers prepare post-secondary
level students for agricultural machinery service occupations as
parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors,
this guide aims to develop student competency in adjusting,
repairing, and maintaining crop harvesting machinery. Suggestions
for introduction of the module are given. Unit areas cover -- (1)
operator and service manuals, (2) lubricant selection and use, (3)
hay, forage, grain, and corn harvesting machines, and (4) machine
painting. Each unit area includes suggested subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities, instructional materials, references,
and occupational experiences. Reference is made to pertinent
Information in other modules of the series. Suggested time
allotment is 48 hours of class instruction and 150 hours of
laboratory and 102 hours of occupational experience. The teacher
should have experience with agricultural machinery. Students should
have mechanical aptitude, and an occupational goal in agricultural
machinery. Criteria for evaluating educational outcomes are
included. This document is available for a limited period for
$7.50 per set (VT 000 466 - ODO 504) from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 499 ED

Adjustment, Maintenance, and Repair of Small Gasoline Engines.
(Agricultural Machinery - Service Occupations, Module, no. 12).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.20 30p.

*TEACHING GUIOES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY OCCUPATIONS, REPAIR, *ENGINES,
MAINTENANCE, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as
parts men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, or service supervisors,
this guide aims to develop student competency in the adjustment,
maintenance, and repair of small gasoline engines. It was
developed by a national task force on the basis of research from
state studies. Suggestions are included for introducing the module.
Subject area units are -- (1) nomenclature, (2) combustion
principles, (3) ignition, (4) running gear, and (5) governors and
cooling systems. Each unit includes suggested subject matter
content, teaching-learning activities, materials, and references.
Criteria for evaluating educational outcomes are suggested.
Suggested time allotment is 40 hours class instruction and 68 hours
laboratory experience. Teachers should have a background in
agricultural machinery. Students should have mechanical aptitude
and an occupational goal in agricultural machinery. This document
is available for a limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 -
000 504) from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio
43212. (JM)
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One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as parts
men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors, this
guide aims to develop student understanding of a systematic
procedure and ability to perform tuneups and maintenance tasks. It
was developed by a national task force on the basis of research from
state studies. Suggestions for introducing the module are given.
Subject area units include -- (1) economic importance of proper
tun ng, (2) major components of a farm tractor, (3) valve
adjustment, (4) electrical and ignition adjustment, (5) air, fuel,
and exhaust system adjustment (6) cooling system maintenance and
adjustment, and (7) power train maintenance and adjustment. Each
unit includes suggested subject matter content, teaching-learning
activities suggested materials and references. Suggested time

iallotment s 24 hours of class instruction and 48 hours of
laboratory experience. Teachers should have experience in
agricultural machinery. Students should have mechanical aptitude
and an occupational goal in agricultural machinery. Suggestions for
evaluating educational outcomes are included. This document is
available for a limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000
504) from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The
OW State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for agricultural machinery service occupations as parts
men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors, this
guide aims to develop student understanding of the operation,
components, and functions of various gasoline tractor engine
systems. It was developed by a national task force on the basis of
research from state studies. Suggestions for introducing the module
are given. Subject area units cover -- (1) operation principles,
2) construction components, (3) stationary and moving parts and
4) electrical, fuel, air, exhaust, and cooling systems. Each unit
includes suggested subject area content, teaching-learning
activities, suggested materials, and references. Criteria for
the evaluation of educational outcomes are listed. Suggested time
allotment is 18 hours of class instruction and 24 hours of
laboratory experience. Teachers should have experience with farm
machinery. Students should have mechanical aptitude and an
occupational goal in farm machinery. This document is available
for a limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504)
from The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio
State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohl) 43212. (JM)
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Diesel Engine Systems. (Agricultural Machinery - Service
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One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for agricultural machinery service occupations as parts
men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors, this
guide aims to develop student understanding of the construction
and operating principles of diesel ,ngines. It was developed by a
national task force on the basis of research from state studies.
Suggestions for the introduction of the module are given. Subject
area units are -- (1) operating principles, (2) structural parts,
(3) running gear, (4) air intake and exhaust, (5) fuel systems,
and (6) auxiliary systems. Each unit includes suggested subject
matter content, teaching-learning activities, and suggested
materials and references. Criteria for evaluation of educational
outcomes are listed. Suggested time allotment is 30 hours of class
instruction and 24 hours of laboratory experience. Teachers should
have experience in agricultural machinery. Students should have
mechanical aptitude and occupational interest in agricultural
machinery. This document is available for a limited period for
$7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear
Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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The purpose of this guide is to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the agricultural machinery service occupations as parts
men, mechanics, mechanic's helpers, and service supervisors. It
was designed by a national task force on the basis of research
from state studies. The major objective is to develop (1) an
understanding of the procedures to follow in overhauling a tractor,
and (2) the ability to disassemble repair, reassemble, and tune the
tractor for field operating conditions. The guide includes
suggestions for its introduction. Subject area units cover -- (1)
diagnosing needed tractor repairs, (2) preparing a tractor engine
for repair, (3) repairing tractor engines, clutches, transmissions,
brakes, and steering units, (4) repairing and adjusting final
drives and differentials, and (5) painting tractors. Each unit
includes suggested subject area content, teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials, and references. Criteria for
evaluating outcomes are listed. The module is scheduled for 168
hours of class instruction, 336 hours of laboratory experience, and
250 hours of occupational experience. Teachers should have
experience with agricultural machinery. Students should have
mechanical aptitude and an occupational goal in agricultural
machinery. This document is available for a limited period for
$7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear
Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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The objective of the 16-module course outlined in this guide is to
help teachers prepare former farmers, high school dropouts and
graduates, unemployed, and employed persons for occupational entry
as agricultural machinery set-up men, mechanic's helpers, mechanics,
parts men, and service supervisors. It was developed by a national
task force on the basis of resep.ch from state studies. The
self-contained, nonsequentia: units or modules ...Are -- (1)
dealership management and organization, (2) service department
operating procedures, (3) parts department procedures, (4)
salesmansh.p, (5) human relations, (6) metal fusion, (7)
lubrication, (8) mechanical power transfer systems, (9) hydraulic
power transfer systems, (10) tillage, planting, spraying, and
fertilizing machinery, (11) crop harvesting machinery, (12) small
gasoline engines, (13) tractor tune-up and maintenance, (14)
gasoline tractor engine systems, (15) diesel engine systems, and
(16) tractor. repair. The guide suggests time allotments,
supplementary courses to correct deficiencies in mathematics,
communications and reading comprehension, course materials and
adapt them to the needs of enrollees, occupational experiences,
criteria for enrollee selection, criteria for course evaluation,
tools and equipment, and references. Teachers of the course should
have experience with agricultural machinery. Students should have
mechanical aptitude, a high school background, and an occupational
goal in agricultural machinery. This document is available for a
limited period for $7.50 per set (VT 000 488 - 000 504) from The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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Developed by a teacher after trial with students and consideration
by other teachers and agronomists, this study guide is to provide
ninth and tenth grade vocational agriculture students interested in
farming or agronomy with an aid for identifying common plants. The
illustrated exercises call for the identification of plant
characteristics, leaf types, plant name, leaf shapes and leaf

imargins. The recommended time allotment for its use s five hours.
The guide is to be used with a series of 18 color slides,
"Fundamentals of Plant identification." Other references are "An
Aid to the Identification of 60 Ohio Plants" and a slide series,
"Some Common Crop and Weed Plants of Ohio," all available from
Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional Materials Service,
The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
Copies of this document are available for 15 cents from the same
source. (JM)
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The purpose of this document is to provide a study guide for
students preparing to be fertilizer sales and servicemen in a
cooperative education program. It was designed by subject matter
specialists on the basis of recommendations by a state advisory
committee, tested in operational programs, and refined by a
vocational agriculture teacher. Units included in the course
are -- (1) agricultural salesmanship, (2) business organization
and function, (3) business procedures, (4) fertilizer, (5) soils
and soil problems, (6) fertilizer nutrient sources, (7) plant food
element functions, (8) fertilizer use principles, (9) fertilizer
application methods, and (10) regulations and control. Materials
in each unit include information sheets, assignment sheets,
assignment answer sheets, topic tests, and test answer sheets. The
material may be appropriately used in a vocational agriculture
cooperative education program for student reading and as a guide
to study. Students should be employed part-time In fertilizer sales
and service, male or female, and 16 to 20 years old. The course
would require 175 periods of 50 minutes each. The printed document
is looseleaf. This document is available in limittld numbers for
$2.50 each from the Agricultural Education Teaching Materials
Center, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University, College
Station, Texas, 77843. (JM)
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The purpose of this document is to provide vocational agriculture
cooperative education students preparing for employment in the park
and landscaping field with reading material and a guide for study.
The material was designed by subject matter specialists on the
basis of state advisory committee recommendations. The material
was tested in operational programs and refined by two teachers.
Units included in the course are -- (1) Introduction to
Horticulture, (2) Plant Growing Media, (3) Plant Growth and
Classification, (4) Plant Propagation, (5) Nursery Plant
Production, (6) Floral Crop Production, (7) Establishing and
Caring for Lawns, (8) Controlling Plant Insects Diseases, and
Other Pests, (9) Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment,
(10) Developing and Maintaining the Landscape. Materials for each
unit include information sheets, assignment sheets, assignment
answer sheets, topical tests and test answer sheets. The course is
designed for 175 periods of 50 minutes each. Students may be male
or female, 16 to 20 years of age, and should be employed. Textbooks,
bulletins, and commercial data are recommended for use with the
study guide. The document is printed and looseleaf. This document
is available in limited numbers for $4.50 each from the
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center, Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical University, College Station, Texas
77843. (JM)
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The purpose of this document is to provide a study guide for

vocational agriculture cooperative education program. The material

advisory committee recommendations, tried in operational programs4
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The document is in printed and looseleaf form. This document is
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The purpose of this guide is to provide organized resource material
to vocational agriculture teachers in developing a unit of
instruction on lawn establishment and maintenance. It was developed
by three teachers in consultation with an agronomist, edited by a
teacher educator, and tested with students. Sections in the unit
are -- (1) Seeding Time, (2) Seed Selection, (3) New Lawn
Fertilization, (4) Liming, (5) Seedbed Preparation, (6) Seeding and
Mulching, (7) New Lawn Irrigation, (8) Lawn Maintenance Cultural
Practices, (9) Established Lawn Fertilization, (10) Weed Control,
(11) Disease Control, (12) Insect and Pest Control, (13) Maintenance
Irrigation, and (14) Renovation. Each section includes items to
consider, related information, suggested student activities,
teaching materials, and references. A bibliography, student test,
and answer key are included. The 10-hour unit may be used with
Midwestern high school and adult students who are interested in
home improvement. A series of 41 slides, necessary for its use,
is available for $6.00 from Ohio Vocational Agriculture
Instructienal Materials Service, The Ohio State University,
2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. This document is available
for $1.00 from the same source. (JM)
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Instruction in Farm Mechanics, Suggestions for Developing Training
Programs in Farm Mechanics in Vocational Agriculture. (Vocational
Division Bulletin, no. 267, Agricultural Series, no. 70, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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The purpose of the program guide is to assist teachers in training
young farmers and farm workers in the selection, operation,
utilization, and maintenance of farm tools, machinery, and
mechanical equipment. Designed by national agricultural education
specialists, the document includes chapters on the changing farm,
setting up programs, farm mechanics objectives and procedures, farm
power and machinery, soil and water management, farm buildings and
conveniences, farm electrification, and farm shop work. Discussion
topics are included at intervals throughout the document. A glossary
of common terms is included. This document is available as G.P.O.
Number FS 5.281:81009 for 50 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. 20402. WM)
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Farm Business Analysis, Guidelines for a Suggested Program in
Farm Management. (Circular, no. 752, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.).

Duis, Harold F. * and others
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The purpose of this guide is to assist state leaders and teachers
in planning and conducting farm management programs with emphasis
on farm business analysis. Developed by national agricultural
education specialists, the objectives of this farm business
analysis program include -- (1) efficient use of farm records,
(2) use of good management as a resource, (3) decision making based
on record analysis, (4) farm business reorganization based on
record analysis, and (5) collection of useful data. Interested
farm couples keep records, study their analysis, and are encouraged
to base business decisions upon record analysis in a year-long
series of meetings. State level procedural steps for program
development and sources of teaching aids are included. The
relationship of the program to other adult farmer instruction and
high school classes is emphasized. Requirements for teacher
education and steps for launching local programs are outlined.
Topics for 13 meetings are given. This document is available as
GPO Number FS 5.281-81010 for 20 cents from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. (JM)
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The vocational agriculture teacher can use this 5-luddr exercise
on corn planting rates for both high school students and adult
farmers who have a basic mathematics and science background and
en interest in farm machinery. It wits developed by curriculOm
materials specialists from the I Alai work of a teacher after
trial with Etid4 :s and consideration by engineers and agronomists.
The main sections are determining corn planting rates, operating
corn planters, and principles of co-n planter operation. Each
section includes background material, charts, suggested references
and equipment, and procedures. A corn planter is required for the
conduct of the laboratory exercise. This document is available
for 50 cents from Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional
Materials Service, The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43210, (JM)
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The purpose of this curriculum guide is to assist teachers in
planning and conducting a 50-week course at the postsecondary level
for persons planning to execute landscangt projects as independent
businessmen or employees of a landscape architect, nursery, or
greenhouse. Program objectives are to prepare trainees to plan and
execute tasks necessary to successful employment in landscaping. The
document was developed, edited, and revised by individuals at the
national lcyl. The course includes units on -- (1) orientation, (2)
tools, equipment, and safety, (3) mathematics, (4) landscape plans,
(5) soils, (6) botany, (7) propagation, (8) planting and
transplanting, (9) grass production, (10) insects and disease, (11)
plant structures, (12) nursery maintenance, (13) greenhouse
operation, (14) marketing, and (15) records. Suggested training
time, objectives, content, laboratory or field experiences, and
references are listed for each unit. Lesson planning procedures,
facilities, and trainee employment readiness criteria are given.
Teachers of the course need to be agricultural college graduates
with some horticultural specialization and teacher preparation.
Trainees should have high school backgrounds, experience with
plants, outdoor interests, artistic ability, physical health, and
interest in landscaping. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.287--87D10 for 25 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. OM)
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Resource material on corn production for high school vocational
agriculture and adult farmer classes was designed by a state level
group of subject matter specialists, teacher educators, supervisors,
and teachers to help s.Ilve problems that confront corn producers at
planting time. The subject matter concerns planting time, depth,
row width, method, fertilization, insecticide application, and
herbicide application. Section titles are stated in the form of
problems. The' material is useful as either text or reference
assignment for a period of one to four hours. Teachers should
have general competency in agriculture, and students should have
average ability, agricultural interest, and an occupational
objective. The document is illustrated with photographs, graphs,
and tables. This document is available for 15 cents from
Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University of
Illinois, Urbana, Illinr)is 61801. (JM)
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This resource material for use in high school vocational agriculture
and adult farmer classes was designed by subject matter specialists,
teacher educators, supervisors, and teachers. The objective is to
help solve problems in transplanting shade trees. The major section
titles are stated as problems -- (1) Hcw Should I Prepare a Tree
for Moving, (2) Now Should I Plant a Tree, and (3) Hod Should I
Protect the Tree. The material may be used as either a text or a
reference assignment for a unit requiring 1 to 4 hours. Teachers
should have general competency in agriculture, and students should
be of average ability and have interest in agriculture and
ornamental horticulture. The document is printed on high quality
paper and illustrated with photovaphs and drawings. This document
is available for 15 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service,
434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
WM)
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Resource material on farm record analysis for use in high school
vocational agriculture and adult farmer classes was designed by
subject matter specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and
teachers to provide textual material for students on the purposes
of records, analysis measures, inventories, depreciation schedules,
financial transaction records, field records, production records,
and miscellaneous item records. Teachers should have competency in
general agriculture, and students should have average ability and
an interest in farming as an occupation. The material is suitable
for text or reference assignments lasting from one to four hours.
This document is available for 10 cents from Vocational Agriculture
Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois
61801. (JM)
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Resource material on corn planters for use in high school vocational
agriculture and adult farmer classes was designed by subject matter
specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and teachers to provide
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textual material for students on the selection, operation,
adjustment, use, maintenance, and practical application of corn
planters. The teacher should have competency in general agriculture,
and the students should have average ability and an interest in corn
production. The material may be used for assignment or reference
study lasting from one to four hours. This document is available
for 50 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford
Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. OM)
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Resource material for use in high school vocational agriculture
and adult farmer classes was designed by subject matter
specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and teachers to
provide information on light horse breeds, selection, nutrition,
care, and facilities. Teachers should have competency in general
agriculture, and students should have average ability, interest
in, and an occupational Goal of managing light horses. The material
can be used as either a test or reference assignment requiring one
to four hours. The document is illustrated with photographs and
drawings. This document is available for 2t' cents from Vocational
Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hallo University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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The purpose of this curriculum guide is to assist teachers in
planning and conducting a 45-week course at the postsecondary
level to prepare persons as assistants to professional foresters.
Course objectives include preparing tra:nees to -- (I) assist
foresters, (2) conduct surveys, (3) perform conbervation functions,
C4) mark timber for harvest, (5) p, event and control fires, (6)
enforce regulations, (7) use and maintain tools, and (8) prepare
and keep records. National leaders in adult education and vocational
education and representatives of national organizations identified
occupations and recommended the development of tne resource
material. Course units include -- (1) orientation, (2) selection,
use, and maintenance of tools and eouipment, (3) botany? (4) tree
identification, (5) mathematics, (6) draftlng, (7) surveying, (8)
forest management, (9) forest protection, (10) forest land use, (11)
public and private forestry policies and programs, ana (12) records
and reports, Suggested training, objectives, content, laboratory or
field experiences, and references are listed for each unit. Lesson
planning procedures, facilities needed, and trainee employment
readiness criteria are given. Teachers of the course need to be
college graduates in Forestry and have teacher preparation. Trainees
need a high school education, outdoor interests, and good physical
health. This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.287--87011
for 25 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (JM)
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OCCUPATIONS, *FARM OCCUPATIONS, *HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS,

This color slide series introduces high school students to
horticulture by emphasizing educational and occupational
opportunities in the field. Developed by vocational agriculture
teachers at the state level, it was considered by horticultural
specialists, industry representatives, and teachers, and tried with
students. A script accompanies the 40 slides which cover
floriculture, olericulture, fruit production, lawn care, and
landscaping. The slides are recommended for use over a 2-hour
period. The slides are available for $6.00 from Ohio Vocational
Agriculture, Instructional Aaterials Service, The Ohio State
University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (JM)
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SCHOOLS, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

Instructions are provided for the 218 lessons in this 400-hour
course, "Gregg Typewriting for Colleges." The course was developed
for student use with minimum instructor help by the author under
the direction of a committee of teachers at the state level and
was tested on a small group. The material was designed for use at
the area vocational technical or trade school level for the
beginning typist, age over 16, enrolled in a business occupations
curriculum. It is desirable for the teacher to have a certificate
in business. Illustrations, a checklist of techniques, an error
analysis chart, and supplemental rules for typing are included.
This document is available in single copy only for $2.00 from
Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center, P.O. Box
657, Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (PS)
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Electronic Data Processing I, A Suggested 2-Year Post High School
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Designed for use in planning preparatory programs, this curriculum
can also be useful in planning extension courses for r-nployed
persons. Materials were adapted from a guide prepared oy Orange
Coast College, Califoinia, under a contractual arrangement with the
U.S. Office of Education, and reviewed by a committee composed of
specialists in data processing, computer applications, and
technical education. Hours required, description of the course,
outline of major divisions, and references are given for the
courses -- (1) First year -- Data Processing Mathematics I,
Introduction to Business Data Processing, Electronic Accounting
Machines, Accounting I, Communications Skills I, Data Processing
Mathematics II, Data Processing Applications, Computer Programing I,
Accounting II, and Communication Skills II, and (2) Second
Year -- Computer Programing II, Programing Systems, Statistics,
Business Organization, Cost Accounting, Business Systems Design
and Development, Advanced Programing Systems, Data Processing
Field Project, and Social Sciences. The teacher should have
technical competence, business experience, and professional training
in educational processes. Students should have demonstrated
competence in high school mathematics. The appendix includes a
bibliography, a list of audiovisual aids, and laboratory layouts.
This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.280--80024 for
40 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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General Business Unit, The Influence of Automation on Business and
Personal Life.

Sparks, Mavis C.

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Mater As Lab.
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*UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *BUSINESS EDUCATION, HIGH
SCHOOLS, *AIJTCMATION, CURRICULUM GUIDES,

Developed by a specialist in business and office education, this
6- to 10-class period unit is for use in a high school business
education course. The teaching objective is to develop an
understanding of the basic principles, the social and economic
implications, and the occcupational opportunities importer* in
automation and technological change. Suggested content,
te-iching-learning activities, and sugoested references are given
for the following sections -- (1) Understanding what automation is
and how it influences our daily lives, (2) Tracing the historical
development of automation and data processing, (3) Understanding
the social and economic implications of automation and technological
change (its influence on job life and worker employability), (4)
Becoming aware of the jobs svcifically related to automation, and
(S) Understanding the basis of the electronic computer and
punched-card equipment. (PS)
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The study guide was designed for student use at the post-secondary
level for developing touch control with a high degree of accuracy
and speed on the 10-key adding-listing machine. It was developed by
a committee of teachers at the state level. It consists of 30 job
sheets each giving title, introduction, procedures, numbered blanks
for recording answers for each problem, and special blanks for
recording answers to speed drills and timed drills. A4sIgnments are
made from "Ter-Key Adding-Listing Machine and Printing Calculator
Course, Third Edition, by Agnew and Pasewark, South-Western
Publishing Company. The instructor should be qualified for
teaching business occupations. This document is available in
single copy only for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Development
and Research Center, P.O. Box 657, Natchitoches, Lout:Jana 71457.
(PS)
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A curriculum is outlined for providing the student with the

evaluated by a committee and teachers, and revised _o incorporate

quarter are presented. (PS)

Court Reporting. (Business Technology).

North Carolina State Board of Education, Raleigh

01May66

EDRS Price Mr40.09 HC-$0.56 14p.

necessary skills in typing, machine shorthand, dictation,
transcription, and terminology for employment as a court reporter
and/or conference reporter. It was designed for use in technical

f r planning a 6-quarter, preemployment curriculum. The material

teacher suggestions. The teacher should be a secretar!al science

EDUCATION,

institutes and community colleges by administrators and instructors

instructor with stenotype experience. Course descriptions for each
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The Curriculum for a Model Business Education Program.

Jurist, Rodney G.

New Jersey State Dep of Educ, Trenton. Div of Vocat Educ.

Rutgers State Univ., New Brunswick, N.J. Curriculum Lab.
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*CURRICULUM, *BUSINESS EDUCATION, HIGH SCHOOLS QUESTIONNAIRES,
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, PROGRAM PLANNING, CURRICULUM PLANNING,
*DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, GUIDELINES, SLOW
LEARNERS, SMALL SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, INSTRUCTOR COORDINATORS,

New Jersey,

The purpose of this study was to establish a 4-year business and
distributive education curriculum to serve as a guide for
implementing and improving programs in the State. The material was
developed by State business education supervisors and trial tested
among business education coordinators and teachers and in seminars.
Based on 26 statements of criteria for a curriculum in a model
business education program, subject sequences for high schools with
and without out-of-school work programs were developed. Work
experience programs, exploratory and career programs, and programs
for small high schools, the slow learners, and college students are
described. Sample questionnaires for use in planning programs, and
report forms are included. This document is available for $1.50
from Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers
University, 10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.
(PS)
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Mathematics of Distribution.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Distributive Education
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*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *TEACHING GUIDES, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION,
*PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS, GRADE 11,

This is one of 10 manuals which make up the 2-year distributive
education secondary school curriculum in Texas. This course of
study was prepared for first-year students by a committee of high
school coordinators, tested in 16 high schools, and revised. Its
aim is to introduce the broad aspects of mathematics in
distribution. The units of study are divided into three
sections -- (1) Mathematics for Beginners in Distribution, which is
a general review of basic mathematics to develop speed and accuracy
in solving problems found in selling situations, (2) Mathematics
for the Merchandising Trainee, which includes merchandising
mathematics, and (3) Mathematics of Business Organization and
Operation. The three sections contain 14 units. Examples of unit
titles are -- Introduction and Application of Mathematics, Errors
and Their Effect on Business, and Inventory and Stock Control. A
set of problems, with answers, accompanies each unit. A general
review test, with answers, and a bibliography appear at the end of
each section. Each unit requires approximately three hours of
instruction time. A list of recommended texts and references is
included. This document is available for $5.00 from
Instructional Materials Laboratory, Distributive Education
Department, Division of Extension, The University of Texas,
Austin, Texas 78712. (SL)
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Basic Selling.

Luter, Robert R.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Distributive Education

Jun65
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*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *SALESMANSHIP, *CURRICULUM GUIDES,
*TEACHING GUIDES, *GRADE 11,

This is one of 10 manuals for teaching the 2-year distributive
education secondary school curriculum in Texas and for use with
first-year students. It was developed by a high school
teacher-coordinator group, tested in 23 high school programs, and
revised. The suggested teaching time is 4 weeks or 20 classroom
hours, but more material is included so that the teacher can be
selective in content and thorough in method. The topics of the five
units are -- (1) Foundations for Selling, (2) Basic Sales Knowledge,
(3) he Sales Presentation, (4) Increasing the Sale and (5)
Selling -- A

re
Universal Opportunity. Each unit contains aims and

objectives, a teaching outline, suggestions to teachers, summary
of the main ideas, test suggestions with answers, a vocabulary
list, and a selected bibliography. This document is available for
$2.50 from Instructional Materials Laboratory, Distributive
Education Department, Division of Extension, The University of
Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (SL)
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Merchandising.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Distributive Education
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*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *MERCHANDISING, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *HIGH
SCHOOLS, *TEACHING GUIDES,

seermIlMem..

This manual is intended for the teacher in the secondary
school distributive education program. The approximate time
allotment is 45 to 50 hours. Each of the seven units contains a
content section and a teaching outline section. The topics of the
units are -- (1) Merchandising Defined, (2) Merchandising Functions,
(3) Merchandising Policies, (4) What To Buy, (5) When and How Much
to Buy, (6) Where and From Whom to Buy, and (7) How to Buy. The
content is taken from the book "Merchandising Techniques" by

iEdwina B. Hogadone and Donald K. Beckley. This document s

available for $4.00 from Instructional Materials Laboratory,
Distributive Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (SL)
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Marketing in Our Economy.

lute r, Robert R.
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*ECONOMICS, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *MARKETING, *CURRICULUM
GUIDES, *TEACHING GUIDES, GRADE 12,

This is one of 10 manuals which make up the 2-year distributive
education secondary school curriculum in Texas. It was based on
needs suggested by a curriculum committee at the high school
coordinator level, tested in 19 high school programs, and revised.
It is for teacher use with second-year students and requires
approximately 25 to 30 hours. The eight units are -- (1) Basic
Economic Principles, (2) Basic Economic Systems, (3) Accomplishments
of Our Economic System, (4) The Role of Marketing in Our Economy,
(5) Marketing Institutions, (6) Selecting Channels of Distribution,
(7) Marketing Research and (8) Career Opportunities in American
Marketing. Units contain a statement of the aims and objectives,
a teaching outline, suggestions to teachers, vocabulary list, test
suggestions, and a selected bibliography. This document is
available for $3.50 from Instructional Materials Laboratory,
Distributive Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (SL)
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Home Furnishings Sales Training Kit.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Distributive Education
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*HOME FURNISHINGS, SALESMANSHIP, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *STUDY
GUIDES, ANSWER KEYS, SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
*SALES OCCUPATIONS, *REFERENCE MATERIALS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, TEACHERS
GUIDES,

This kit, consisting of training manuals, an instructor's handbook,
and reference materials, is designed to teach prospective and
present home furnishing sales people how to sell effectively.
Although planned for use with distributive education students in
high schools and junior colleges, it is also useful for experienced
sales people. Some of the materials were developed by writers after
study and research, but much was compiled from references furnished
by manufacturers and their suppliers, retailers, trade associations,
and publishers. There are seven manuals -- The Furniture Store of
Today, Designs for Sitting, Tables and Storage Units, Sleep
Equipment, Lamps and Accessories, Decor, and Selling Home
Furnishings. The instructor's handbook includes answers to all
assignments in the manuals. The reference materials consist of ten
publications from private industry -- Seng Furniture Facts, The
Seng Decorule, How to Decorate and Light Your Home, Spinning the
Color Wheel, How to Color Plan Your Home, How to Work with Airfoam
Super Cushioning, The Kroehler Report, Fine Hardwoods Selectorama,
Lampshade Highlights, 10 copies of the Home Furnishings Template
drawn to scale, and a Bibliography for Home Furnishings. This kit
is available for $19.95 from Instructional Materials Laboratory,
Distributive Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (SL}
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Auto Parts Counterman.

Texas Univ., Austin. Instructional Materials Laboratory
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*SECONDARY EDUCATION, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
MEN, *STUDY GUIDES, REFERENCE BOOKS, ANSWER KEYS, MOTOR VEHICLES,
OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION, WHOLESALING, TEXTBOOKS,

This kit, consisting of reference materials, an assignment book,
and an answer book, is designed for preparing distributive
education students for positions as auto parts countermen in the
automotive service industry. The assignment manual contains 36
assignments ranging from How the Auto Parts Industry Began to
Delivery Duties. Each lesson contains a reading assignment in one
of the accompanying reference booklets, questions, and projects.
There are three reference booklets -- Automotive Wholesaler
Counterman's Handbook, published by the Automotive Service Industry
Association A Worker's Introduction to Wholesaling in the

Industry,ndustry, by William J. Michaels, and Building an
Organization by William J. Micheels. This kit is available for

I$12.50 from Instructional Materials Laboratory, Distributive
Education Department, Division of Extension, The University of
Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (SL)
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*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *HUMAN RELATIONS, *TEXTBOOKS, ATTITUDES,
*EMPLOYEES, JOB TRAINING, ORIENTATION MATERIALS,

Each employee has a potential and a responsibility for positive
human relations. The purpose of the book is to provide the employee
in a nonsupervisory position with a knowledge of human relations
which will help him. This knowledge includes a human relations
philosophy, a theory to undo- sand, principles to follow, and
techniques to apply in order :o avoid many human relations traps
and entanglements. The book contains 20 chapters with a range of
topics from You Can't Escape Human Relations to When Other
Pastures Look Greener. Twenty case problems are included. This
document, a separate student guide (VT 000 148), and answer
booklet (VT 000 149) are available for $5.65 from Instructional
Materials Laboratory, Distributive Education Department, Division
of Extension, The University of Texas, Aust4n, Texas 78712.
Science Research Associates, Inc. has a lei.ler's guide and
filmstrip with records to accompany the textbook. (SL)
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*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BOOKS, *TEACHER EDUCATION, *DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION,

This bibliography was developed for the use of institutions
preparing teacher-coordinators and others who will teach
distributive education at the 4econdary and adult levels.
Referei...As are listed alphabetically ty author or title under the
following categories -- (1) Distributive Education -- Professional,
(2) The Adult Program -- Professional Books, (3) U.S. Office of
Education Pubitcations(4) Vocational Education -- Basic
Understandings, and (Si ) Distribution -- Technical, ulit:t subheadings
of accounting, economics, management, etc. Adoltior.al sources of
materials are listed. (SL)
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Training for Swdents in the Food Industry. (Vocational Division
Bulletin, no. 290, Distributive Education Series, no. 30, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.),

Beaumont, John A.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
0E-82004
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*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, *PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT, PROGRAM PLANNING, EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, HIGH
SCHOOLS, EMPLOYERS, *FOOD STORES, OCCUPATIONS,

Two major problem areas of the high school cooperative program in
distribution, placement of students and their on-the-job
experiences, are considered in this publi:ation resulting from a

Education

undettaking by the food industry and the Distributive
Education Branch. It illustrates how persons engaged in the food
industry, the educators, and the consumers may work together. The
food industry provides opportunity in nary occupational areas
including accountings advertising, buying, finance, industrial
relations, insurance, merchandising, personnel, public relations,
real estate, sales promotion, store operations, transportation, and
warehousing. This pamphlet analyzes an arrangement between the high
school cooperative program and a food retailer. Besides career
opportunities, the distributive education program, placement of
students experiences of the food store trainee, and classroom
instruction involved are included. Special responsibilities of the
teacher coordinator, the store manager, and the sponsor are
emphasized. A job orientation plan and a flow chart showing various
on-the-job experiences and procedures co- the training of the food
service trainee are included. Success of the food distribution
training will depend partially on student placement, the knowledge
of the student as to opportunities available in this field and the
willingness of industry to provide on-the-job training. This
document 4..s available as G.P.O. Number FS5.282282004 for 15 cents
from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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Seafood Merchandising, A Guide for Training Programs. (Vocational
Division Bulletin, no. 304, Distributive Education Series, no. 35,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
0E-82014
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*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, PROGRAM PLANNING, *PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,
*CURRICULUM, CURRICULUM GUIDES, *MERCHANDISING, *SEAFOOD,

Guidelines are suggested for the promotion and organizatim of
training programs that will aid in the orderly distribution of
fis!lery products to the consumer. The material was developed as a
result of a research project conducted by th3 Educational Service
Bureau and the Distributive Education Service of Temple University.
Chapters in the guide are -- (1) The Seafood Industry and Tts
Problems, (2) Organizing and Operating a Seafood Merchandising
Program which includes personnel requirements, financial
arrangements, student classification, and teaching procudures, (3)
Curriculums for Seafood Merchandising Training Courses which
includes procedures for management, supervisory, and operational
personnel, techniques of wholesaling, and products information for
consumer educators and mass feeders, and (4) A Sample Seafood
M chandising Course which includes outlines of 11 topics most
likely to be used in instruction. The appendix includes sources of
instructional materials, a list of seafood merchandising clinics
previously conducted, activities of the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, fishery legislation relative to research and training,
and refererces on seafood merchandising. This document is
available as GPO Number FS 5.282-82014 for 30 cents from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (FS)
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Distributive Education for Adults, Guide for Part-Time Instructors.
(Vocational Division Bulletin, no. 259, Oistributive Education
Series, no. 21, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 0.C.).

Kneeland, Natalie
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TEACHERS, *TEACHING GUIDES, TEACHING TECHNIQUES,

Materials in this bulletin was collected from many states operating
successful adult distributive education programs. It was developed
by a training consultant with the assistance of program
specialists for distributive education in the U.S. Office of
Education. Suggestions to assist the part-time instructor
include -- (1) Learning about the Job, class members, and steps in
teaching, (2) Planning what and how to teach, (3) Selecting and
using visual aids, (4) Making a teaching plan, (5) Holding the first
class meeting, (6) Questioning and handling class response, (7)
Holding the closing meeting, and (8) Evaluating training
performance. This document is available as G.P.O. Number
F55.282:82003 for 15 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Planning anc' Organizing an Export Trade Education Program.
(Vocational Division Bulletin, no. 302, Distributive Education
Series, no. , U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *PROGRAM PLANNING,
TEACHING GUIDES, *EXPORTS, *BUSINESSMEN, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION,
BUSINESS,

The purpose of this booklet is to guide the planning and
organizing of a program to help small businessmen understand the
operation of foreign commerce. It was developed by an international
specialist for the Florida State Department of Education. The main
divisions are American Business -- World Trade, an Education
Program Instructors' Outline for Each Session, and Planning and
Organizing the Course. Classes are arranged for twelve 2-hour
sessions. Examples of the session topics are Organizing for Export
Operations, The Export Transaction Packaging and Marking, and
Transportation. A bibliography is included. This document is
available as GPO Number FS 5.282 - -82012 for 20 cents from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (SI)
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Merchandising Group Instruction, A Course of Study Designed for
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Education.
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*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *MERCHANDISING, *STUDY GUIDES, HIGH
SCHOOLS, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

Developed by inservice teacher educaticn classes, this manual is
for use by secondary and post-secondary distributive education
students in merchandising in a 180-hour time allotment. Nine units
of study list objectives under Job training and related information.
The units are -- (1) Fundamentals of Retraining, (2) Buying for
Consumer Demand, (3) Responsibilities of a Store Buyer, (4)
Handling Incoming Merchandise, (5) Pricing for Profits, (6) Selling
to Customers, (7) Advertising and Displaying Merchandise, (8)
Keeping Records and Controlling Stock, and (9) Observing
Government Regulations. Eleven assignment sheets contain references
and questions. This mimeographed document is available for $1.50
from Industrial Education, 103 Industrial Education Building,
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201. A separate
answer key (VT 002 041) indicates the source and page numbers for
answering each question in the assignment sheets. It is available
for 50 cents. (SL)
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Food Service, A Course of Study Designed for Cooperative Part-Time
Students Employed in Food Service Work.

Karnes, James B., ed.

Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dept. of Industrial Education
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*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION *FOOD SERVICE OCCUPATIONS, *INDIVIDUAL
INSTRUCTION, *STUDY GUIDES, HIGH SCHOOLS, OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION,
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION,

An analysis of food service, together with assignment sheets
covering the related occupational information to be taught by the
school, make up this study guide prepared for teaching food service
workers on an individual basis in a cooperative part-time program.
Developed by an advisory committee, research assistants, and food
service specialists, this 180-hour course of study was developed
for use on the secondary level but can be used on the pestsecondary
and adult levels, also. Seven information sheets and 17
assignment sheets, each with references and a test, are provided.
Unit objectives are listed under job training and related
information. Examples of the units are -- (1) Care of Equipment,
Sanitation, and Safety, (2) Relation with the Public, (3) Setting
the Table, (4) Serving the Order, (5) Writing and Planning the
Menu, and (6) Restaurant Management. This mimeographed document
is available for $1.50 from Industrial Educelon, 103 Industrial
Education Building University of Missouri= Columbia, Missouri
65201. A separate instructor's key (VT 002 094) is available
from the same source for 50 cents. (;L)
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The purpose of this teaching guide is to aid in course and lesson
planning for a unit in advanced salesmanship at the secondary,
postsecondary, or adult level. It was developed by state department
of education personnel. Two of the seven objectives are to give a
better understanding of the techniques involved in selling, and to
help the salesman realize his place and importance in the American
economic system. An instructional outline and suggestions to
instructor are presented in parallel columns. The major units
are -- (1) Pre-Approach, (2) Meeting the Customer or Prospect, (3)
Selecting the Merchandise, (4) Presenting the Merchandise
Physically, (5) Followup of Remembering Names, (6) Presenting the
Goods Verbally, (7) Demonstrations, (8) Appropriate Selling
Technique, (9) Summarize the Buildup, (10) Suggestive Selling, (11)
Routine Details, (12) Followup of the Sale, and (13) Telephone
Selling. A minimum of 10 one-hour classroom sessions is suggested
for the unit. The teacher should have sk:11 in teaching
distributive education, and the student should have a mature
interest in selling as a career. Each lesson has instructional
Objectives and a lisp of necessary materials and teaching aids.
The bibliography lists five books dated from 1938 to 1959 and
seven 16 mm. sound films, ranging from seven to 28 minutes in
length. (EM)
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New Orleans, Louisiana,

Tour guides with less than two years experience take this course
to enable them to become licensed by the city of New Orleans,
Louisiana. They are helped to acquire or reinforce the basic
skills, attitudes, and knowledge which a tour guide needs to
conduct sightseeing tours in a dignified, entertaining and
informative manner. The course is structured for two nights a
week, two hours per night for approximately eight weeks. Major
teaching techniques suggested are lecture-discussion sessions,
voluntary services of guest lecturers, selected audiovisual aids,
dissemination of factual outlines, and outside readings. Units
are -- (1) Course Orientation, (2) Basic Concepts of Tourism, (3)
Tourism as a Business, (4) Acquiring, Selecting, Organizing, and
Presenting Information, (5) General Information on New Orleans and
Environs, (6) Practice in Library Research, (7) Highlights of
History, (8) The Architecture of New Orleans and Louisiana, (9)
The People, Traditions, and Customs, (10) The Streets and
Neighborhoods, and (11) The Delta Country. "Suggestions to
Instructors" accompanies each unit outline. A limited
bibliography and a list of films are included. '.SL)
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Developed by the author, under the direction of a staff consultant
for health occupations, this guide assists the teacher in initial
classes for prospective hospital ward clerks. The teacher should be
a registered nurse with ward administration experience. Students
admitted to this 94-hour course should be high school graduates.
A descriptive statement of each unit and a descriptive statement
and suggested teaching methods for each lesson are presented.
Detailed lesson plans are not included. The course units are -- (1)
Hospital and Community -- a study of the purposes of hospitals
types of hospitals and the relationship of hospital to community,
(2) Hospital Organization, (3) Understanding the Rule of Ward
Clerks, (4) Fundamentals of Ward Clerk Practice -- following
hospital procedures, use of nursing unit and hospital equipment,
patient's chart, forms and requisitions and daily care of the
nursing unit (5) Ward Clerk Participation in Selected Nursing
Unit Activities -- prevention and control of disease, admission,
transfer, and discharge of patients, and (6) Becoming a Hospital
Employee -- job and citizen:hip responsibilities, applying for and
resigning from a position. Suggested references, films, and
recordings are listed. (PS)
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The 330-hour course outline for preemployment education of nurses'
assistants was designed to prepare qualified men and women to give_
effective nursing care to selected patients, to note and report
observations, and to carry out routine aspects of ward management.
The outline was developed by a curriculum committee of hospital
representatives throughout the state. The units are -- (1)
Introduction to Role of the Nurses Assistant, (2) Understanding
Effects of Illness, (3) Making Observations on Patients, (4)
Safety measures in Care of the Sick, (5) Measures to Promote the
Patient's Comfort, (6) Measures Related to the Patient's Illness,
and (7) lecoming a Hospital Employee. For each unit, the time
allotment, general objectives, references, and lesson outlines are
given. The teacher of the course should be a registered nurse with
teaching experience. (PS)
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Nonprofessional workers must be trained to provide assistance to
individuals and families with personal-care and home-related
problems. This outline, prepared by an advisory committee assisted
by a registered nurse, was designed to meet the need through
training for employment in such areas as public health agencies,
public welfare agencies, private agencies providing home services,
institutions for dependent individuals, and families in need of
nonprofessional assistance. The graduate will not be qualified to
render nursing care, but will be able to assist the individual. The
course covers approximately 220 hours on the topics -- (1)
Introduction to Health Services, (2) Understanding Human
Relationships, (3) Understanding Family Living, (4) Organization and
Management, (5) Providing a Safe Home Environment, (6) Effects of
Illness, (7) Nutritional Needs, (8) Life Soan, Childhood Through
Senescence, (9) Personal Care Assistants, (10) Observing and
Reporting, (11) Community Health Resources and (12) Becoming an
Effective Personal Care and Family Aide. Minimum requirement for
student admission should be evidence of completion of eighth grade
or equivalent. A registered nurse who has had prior experience in
teaching and is familiar with community resources probably would
haw adequate preparation for teaching this content. A list of
references for both teachers and students is included. (MS)
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Designed to train nonprofessional workers for assisting with
patient care in psychiatric institutions, tne outline was developed
by a curriculum committee of psychiatric nursss from state and
mental hospitals. The tentative outline was evaluated by a
committee, revised, used by selected institutions, evaluated by
teachers, and revised to incorporate teacher suggestions. Unit
outlines are -- (1) Introduction to Health Services, (2) Meeting
Mental and Emotional Needs, (3) Daily Care of Patients, (4)
Procedures (aseptic techniques, etc.), (5) Patient Placement, (6)
Care of Psychiatric Patients, and (7) Becoming a Hospital Employee.
Each unit includes time allotment, objectives, suggested references,
and lesson outlines. The course can be presented In 11 weeks with
30-40 hours per week and should be taught by a registered nurse with
psychiatric experience. (PS)
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Related technical instruction for high school students in a
cooperative on-the-job, 2-year educational yogram for dental

iassistants s presented. The guide is to be used under )e direct
supervision of a related subjects teacher. The materials were
developed by a coordinator and reviewing committee at the state
level. Assignment sheets are -- (1) EttOcs, (2) Care of Dental
Equipment, (3) Chairside Assisting, (4) Dental Office Management,
(5) Dental Anatomy, (6) Dental Patv-kny, (7) Bacteriology and
Sterilization, (8) Anesthesia, (9, ental Roentgenology, (10) Oral
Hygiene and Pedodontia, (11) Diet and Nutrition, (12) Orthodontia,
(13) Pharmacology , (14) Treatment of Emergencies, (15) Carvings
and Drawings, (16) Impression Material and Models, (17) Base
Plates and Bites, and (16) Inlays and Crowns. Two required
references and supplementary references are listed. Student
progress record forms, assignment sheets, and information sheets
covering information which was not available in the references are
included. An equipment list is given in the appendix. A test
booklet (VT DOD 243) and answer booklet (VT DDD 242) are available
for use with the guide. The study guide and unit tests are
available for $3.75 and the answer booklet (VT 000 242) for $2.50
from Industrial Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (PS)
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Related technical instruction for students in grades 11 and 12 in a
cooperative, on-the-job, 2-year educational program for nurse
aides is presented. It is oriented toward preparing the aide to
care for oat!ents in hospitals or nirsing homes. Materials were
developed by J coordinator specialist and reviewing committee at
the state level. Assignment sheets are included for the units -- (1)
Meeting the Patient's Neeos, (2) Assisting with Patient's Personal
Needs, (3) The Body in Need of Care -- Structure and Functions, (4)
Assisting with Diagnostic Measures, (5) Assisting in Giving
Treatments, (6) assisting with Specialized Types of Care, (7)
Assisting with Emergency Care, and (8) C ?re of Equipment. Progress
record sheets provide both job and related assignment lists to be
used by the teacher and student in recording stsident progress.
Five required and two supplemental references are listed. A test
booklet (VT 000 246) and answer booklet (VT 000 245) are available
for use with the guide. The study guide and unit tests are
available for $4,35 and the answer booklet for $3.15 from
Industrial Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (PS)
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The related technical material in this guide is for use by grade 11
or grade 12 students in health occupations or industrial cooperative
training classes. It was prepared for use in a 2-year, 360-hour
program for the medical laboratory technician assistant. Materials
were developed by a coordinator and reviewing committee at the state
level. Job progress record sheets, supplementary information sheets,
and assignment sheets are provided for the units -- (1) General
Laboratory Work, (2) Urinalysis, (3) Hematology, (4) Blood Bank,
(5) Blood Chemistry, (6) Serology, (7) Fecls, (8) Gastric and
Duodenal Contents, (9) Sputum, (10) Special Procedures, and (11)
Histology. A bibliography of required references and films is
included. A test booklet (VT 000 264) and the study guide are
available for $3.75 from Industrial Education Department, Division
of Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. An
answer booklet (VT 000 263) is also available for 95 cents. (PS)
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Information is given to assist in organizing and administering a
training program for medical laboratory assistants in a variety of
settings and to provide cuidance in establishing new programs and
in evaluating existing ones. The material was prepared under the
direction of the National Committee for Careers in Medical
Technology. Pathologists and medical technologists participated in
the organizational and developmental stages. All material was
reviewed by a representative national group of expert consultants
in the field of laboratory medicine. The 12-month program was
designed for high school graduates or their equivalent to be
administered by a teaching staff composed of a national director,
a teaching supervisor, and instructors. An outline of informational
material to be presented in the classroom, laboratory procedures
to be demonstrated and then performed as direct exercises by the
students, as well as relevant bibliographies, audiovisual aids,
and study questions are presented for the following units -- (1)
Orientation to the Clinical Laboratory, (2) Bacteriology, (3)
Serology, (4) Parasitology, (5) Hematology, (6) Clinical Chemistry,
(7) Blood Banking, (8) Routine Analysis, and (9) Basal
Metabolism -- Electrocardiography. This document is available as
GPO Number FS 5.287--87017 for 60 cents from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. (PS)
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The 15-day unit deals with the principles and techniques necessary
to maintain the sterile field after the equipment and supplies
have been sterilized. it was designed for use in vocational
schools by a qualified teacher to teach adults preparing to be
si:rgical technicians. It was developed by a specialist in health
occupations. Lessons include -- (1) Understanding the development
and principles of aseptic techniques, (2) Preparing the operating
room for action, (3) Givitg preoperative care of skin, (4) Putting
on sterile gown and gloves, (5) Setting up sterile tables and
draping patients, and (6) Haidling and disposing of infectious and
contaminated material. Each lesson cortains principles and
techniques to be learned, suggested teacher-learning activities,
and references. (PS)
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This 180-hour study guide, consisting of an analysis of the dental
assistant and assignment sheets covering the related occupational
information to be taught, was prepared for teaching dental
assistants en an individual basis in a cooperative part-time
progra.3 at the secondary or postsecondary level. It was developed
by research assistants and an advisory committee at the state level
in consultation with a dem_st and dental assistants and revised
after several years. Some of the assignment sheets are -- (1)
Working with the Public, (2) Maintaining Patient Records, (3)
Managing the Office, (4) Anatomy and Technical Terms, (5) Oral
Hygiene and Orthodontics, (6) Drugs, Anesthesia, First Aid and
Emergency Care, (7) Surgery, (8) Impressions, Models, Dentures, and
Casting, and (9) Radiography. Each sheet gives assignments,
references and questions. Reference for the guide Is Schwarzrock,
L. H. and S. P. Schwarzrock, "Effective Dental Assisting," W. C.
Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 1959, $8.00. This document is available
for $1.50 from Industrial Education, 103 Industrial Education
Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201. An
answer key is available for 50 cents from the same source. (PS)
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The lesson plans for a unit on mental nursing in the practical
nurse education program were developed by a group of registered
nurses holding Tennessee teaching certificates. Students selected
for the program should be high school graduates or equivalent. The
lessons designed for use by a registered nurse certified fnr
teaching give objectives, references, materials, instructional aids,
out of pertinent material to be presented, key points to do or
say, tes:" and summary. Lessons ate -- (1) Introduction to
Psychiatric Nursing, (2) The Mental Hospital, (3) Basic Concepts of
a Therapeutic, (4) Observation and Recording, (5) The New Admission,
(6) The Withdrawn Patient, the Underactive Patient, (7) The
Suspicious Patient, The Worrying Oatient, (8) Security Measures in a
Psychiatric Hospital, (9) Types of Mental D'seases, (10) Types of
Therapy, and (11) Rehabilitation of the Mentally Ill Patient. This
document is available for $2.C) from Vocational Curriculum
Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. (PS)
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One quarter (4 class hours and 3 laboratory hours per week) is the
time allotment for the preemployment, post-high school course
outlined. Principles and procedures related to management of the
dental office, including maintenance of Inventories, ordering of
supplies, charting, maintaining patient and financial records,
making appointments, and establishing favorable patient relattnns
are included in the course. The materials were developed by a
staff writer at the state level and a comm4*tee of :oval techars.
The teacher should be a certified dental assistant with work.
experience and aptitude for teaching. The five units are -- (1)
Introduction, (2) Office Administration, (3) Supplies, (4) Patient
Management, and (3) Fffective Office Management. A suggested text
and references are listed. (PS)
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The purpose of these guidelines is to provide resource material
from which a local training program for visiting homemakers can be
developed. The visiting homemaker assists in performing the duties
of the home in order to keep family life normal during stress or
illness in the family. The visiting homemaker trainee should be an
intelligent, mature person with an interest in helping families and
with experience in basic homemaking skills. The teacher should be a
college graduate with a major in home economics or social work,
experienced in teaching adults, and competent in working with
others. Instruction from 60 to 90 hours is suggested in the
units -- (1) Orientation and personal qualities neeeed, (2)
Responsibilities of the viting homemaker, (3) Basic needs of
people and implications of working with children of various ages
and family backgrounds, (4) Working with families with special
prof" s (5) Assisting the family in providing nutritious meals,
anu ,) ousekeeping tasks. References are included with each unit.
Suggastions are given for lesson planning, evaluation, and teaching
facilities. Criteria are listed for judging trainee readiness for
employment. This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.287 - -87002
for 20 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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The purpose of this guide is to provide help in developing a local
program for training homemaker's assistants. The homemaker's
assistant carries on various responsibilities required for
maintaining family life in a pleasant, clean, and orderly home.
Same specific objectives of the program are to prepare
trainees -- (1) to clean house, using various types of equipment,
(2) to do simple laundering, (3) to plan, shop for, prepare, and
serve simple meals, (4) to care for children and (5) to keep simple
records. The teacher should be a home economics graduate who has
taught adults and has had practical experience as a homemaker. The
trainee should be functionally literate, experienced in homemaking,
and in sound physical and mental health. Units for the 300-hour
course are -- (1) Orientation to the Nature of the Work and
Desirable Personal Qualities, (2) Basic Cleaning and Laundry
Procedures, (3) Preventing Home Accidents and Assisting with Home
Care of the Sick, (4) Food Preparation and Serving, (5) Care of
Children During Mother's Absence, and (6) Handling Emergencies and
Meeting People Outside the Family. Each unit includes objectives,
background information, and references. Teaching suggestions and
criteria for judging trainee's readiness for employment are
included. This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.287 --
87008 for 20 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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The purpose of this manual is to acquaint the students with the
equipment and utensils found in a kitchen and to teach them how to
prepare simple meals. The course was developed specifically for
deaf pupils but is also applicable for a slow-learner or handicapped
group. The guide, which follows a course of study approved by the
State Board of Education, was prepared by a teacher at the state
level, assisted by other teachers familiar with students with
special needs. Units include -- (1) Things to Know Before You Start
Cooking, (2) Use and Care of Equipment, (3) Measurements and
Abbreviations, (4) Table Manners, Table Setting, and Table Service,
(5) Beverages, (6) Toast, (7) Fruit, (8) Cereals and Quick Breads,
(9) Eggs, (10) Simple Breakfasts, (11) Cookies, (12) Sandwiches,
(13) Simple Desserts, and (14) Simple Luncheons. A dictionary of
terms with emphasis on pronunciation, achievement tests, and a
bibliography are included. Throughout the study guide, new terms
are defined and written in syllables and many illustrations are
included. The course meets one hour a day, five days a week, for
one year. The students should be primarily girls, low achievers,
and at least ten years old. The teacher should be certified in
home economics and experienced with low achievers of handicapped
groups. This document is available for $1.50 from Vocational-
Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers University, 10 Seminary
Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. (MS)
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The purpose of the course of study is to assist the teacher in
establishing or revising a course in basic applied electricity on
the secondary level. Preparation was done by a graduate research
assistant in cooperation with an advisory committee, subject matter
specialists, and teacher educators. Major divisions are -- (1)
Fundamentals of Electricity, (2) Magnetism and Electromagnetism,
(3) Sources and Distribution of Electrical Energy, (4) Electrical
Conductors and Heat, (5) Light and Electricity, (6) Residential
Wiring (7) Motors, (8) Contols, (9) Appliances, (10) Automotive
Electricity, and (11) Electronics. Length of the course should
provide for 360 hours of related instruction and laboratory
experience. Included are 29 job assignment sheets and 21
informational assignment sheets keyed to the 26 textbooks listed.
The bibliography lists 29 reference materials, 83 films, 10
periodicals, and 38 instructional materials. A suggested floorplan,
equipment and tool list with prices, and supply source list are
also given. The appendix contains two examinations and their keys.
This document is available for $2.00 from Industrial Education,
103 Industrial Education Building, University of Missouri,
Columbia, Missouri 65201. (EM)
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The related instruction materials in this study guide were
developed for use by grade 11 and grade 12 students in 2-year
cooperative training programs in area vocational or technical high
schools, It was organized by a trade instructor in a special
workshop under the direction of a training specialist and a
reviewing committee. Some of the units are -- (1) Sewing Machine
and Othe- Tools and Equipment (2) Upholstery Materials, (3)
Headlining, (4) Door Panels, (5) Rear Quarter Panels, (6) Seat
Covers, (7) Re-Upholstery, (8) Pattern Cutting, (9) Convertible
Tops, and (10) Boat Cushions and Outdoor Furniture. Assignment
sheets present the lesson subject, aim, introductory information,
references, and questions. Inormatiol. sheets contain materials
which are not available or not suitably presented in the reference
books. Study is to be supervised by a related subjects teacher or
teacher-coordinator. A progress record is provided for use by
teacher and student in checking progress of planned work experiences
and related technical study. The bibliography contains required and
supplementary reference books. The study guide and unit tests
(VT 000 222) are available for $4.00 per set from Industrial
Education Department, Division of Extension, The University of
Texas, Austin, Texas 78'12. An answer book, (V' GOO 221), for
written assignments and unit tests are availab e, .90 each. (HC)
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Mechanical Technology,

This resource material is for teacher use in planning courses in
technical programs at tile postsecondary level. It was developed by
teachers and directors and approved by an industrial committee. It
includes a 4-semester curriculum, 24 course outlines, and laboratory
activities. Outlines include -- (1) Manufacturing Processes I, (2)
Materials for Industry, (3) Manufacturing Processes II (4)
Hydraulics and Pneumatics, (5) Metallurgy, (6) Inspection Technique,
(7) Strength of Materials, (8) Motion and Time Study, (9) Production
Planning and Problems, (10) Mechanical Drafting I and II, (11)
Technical Math I - Algebra, (12) Technical Math II - Trigonometry,
(13) Technical Math III - Analytical Geometry and Calculus, (14)
Physics I - Properties of Matter and Materials (15) Physics

III - Heat, Light, and Sound, and (16) Physics II - Electricity
and Magnetism. The teacher should be a technical school graduate
with broad job experience. A sample production planning problem
ana a list of tools and equipment are included. A bibliography
lists texts and references. This document is available for $4.00
from Curriculum Laboratory, Box NU State College, Mississippi
39762. Orders for more than 10 copies require a special request. (EM)
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The related technical information in this guide is for use, on a
supervised study basis, by Juniors and seniors in a cooperative
program in area vocational or technical high schools. It was
written by two coordinators working with an advisory committee.
The asst nment sheets cover -- (1) The Cameraman (2) Television
Studio, 3) Studio Equipment, (4) Basic Optics, (5) Television
Lenses, 6) Picture Composition, (7) Framing Techniques, (8)
Techniques, (9) Panning and Tilting, (1D) Tracking and Crabbing,
(11) Other Camera Movements. (12) Rehearsals and Transmissions,
(13) Lighting, and (14) Outside Broadcasts. Each assignment
presents subject, aims, introductory information, references, and
questions. A progress record form coordinates class and Job
experiences. A bibliography includes required and supplemental
references. The guide is intended for use in 360 hours of directed
study or a 2-year course on a part-time basis. Unit tests are
available in VT 001 465 and answers to assignments and unit tests
in VT 001 466. Both, with the guide, are available for $5.D5 from
Industrial Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 77843. (EM)
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The related technical information in this guide is for use, on a
supervised basis, by juniors and seniors in cooperative training
programs in area vocational or technical high schools. It was
written by an instructor in a workshop situation under direction of
a training specialist and a reviewing committee. Some of the 23
assignment sheets are -- (1) Automobile Frames, (2) Automobile
Bodies, (3) Unitized Construction, (4) Safety Precautions in the
Body and Fender Shop, (5) Collision (6) Shrinking and Finishing
Metals, (7) Filling, (8) Basic Straightening Procedures and
Equipment, (9) Welding and Brazing, and (10) Refinishing and Spot
Painting. Each assignment includes subject, aim, introductory
information, references, and questions. A proaress record form
coordinates job and class experiences. The guide was intended to
cover 360 hours of directed study or two years on a part-time
basis. Unit tests are available in VT 001 468, and answers to
assignment sheets and tests are in VT 001 467. Both, with the guide,
are available for $4,50 from Industrial Education Department,
Division of Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas
78712. (EM)
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Automotive Service Specialist, A Suggested Guide for a Train!ng
Course. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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The purpose of this teaching guide is to serve as a reference and
course outline for the instructor. It was developed by a college
automotive department head and representatives of automotive
service industries, petroleum industries, and garages. This course
is adaptable to preparatory, upgrading, or retraining purposes.
Units are Service Orientation and Mpintenance, Electrical and Fuel
Service, and Suspension and Brake Service. Each lesson includes
time allocation, tools and materials, teaching guide, discussion
topics, laboratory activity and shop activity. Each of the three
units requires 12 weeks of instruction, lasting 7 hours per day,
5 days a week. The appendix contains -- Hand Tools and Specialized
Tool Kits, General Shop Equipment and Tools, Basic Equipment and
Tools, Suggested Operating Supplies, and Cost Summary (for a class
of 15 students). A selected bibliography contains reference
materials, specification manuals, and instructional aids. This
document is available as GPO Number FS 5.287--87015 for 45 cents
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Mechanical Technology Design and Production, A Suggested 2-Year
Post High School Curriculum. (Technical Education Program Series,
no. 3, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
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The purpose of this curriculum guide is to assist administrators,
supervisors, and teachers to plan and develop 2-year post-secondary
education programs in mechani-al design and production. Technical
materials were developed by an institute staff for the Wisconsin
State Board for Vocational Education under contract to the U.S.
Office of Education (USOE) and include suggestions from other
ir.stitutions. Engineers, educators, and USOE staff members reviewed
the materials prior to publication. The curriculum is designed to
provide maximum technical instruction in the time allotted, and
supporting scientific courses are coordinated with technical
courses. The objective of the curriculum is to prepare technicians
for entry, advancement, and further study in the technology. The
2-year curriculum is de-xribed, classified, and scheduled for both
design and production options. Course descriptions include time
allotments, unit outlines, laboratory activities, texts references,
and visual aids. A bibliography is included. The appendix includes
sample instructional material and a description of suggested
instructional facilities. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.28D--80019 for 7D cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (J M)
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The related technical information in this guide is for use by
Junior and senior students in a 2-year cooperative training program
in an area vocational or technical high school. The material was
prepared by a trade instructor and an advisory committee. Some of
the 15 major areas of study are -- (1) Circuits and Splicing, (2)
Use and Care of Hand Tools and Test Equipment, (3) Magnetism and
Electromagnetism, (4) Alternating-Current Fundamentals, (5)
Alternating-Current Circuits, (6) Single-Phase Induction Motors,
(7) Repulsion Type Motors, (8) Three-Phase Motors, and (9) The
National Electrical Code. Assignment sheets present the lesson
subject, aim, introductory information, study references, and
questions. Information sheets are included for material not
available or not suitably presented in the references. Study is to
be supervised by a related subjects teacher or teacher-coordinator.
A progress record is provided or teacher and student use. The
bibliography lists required and supplementary references. The study
guide and unit tests (VT 001 894) are available for $5.00 per set
from Industrial Education Department, Division of Extension, The
University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (HC)
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Civil and Highway Technology, Suggested Techniques for Determining
Courses of Study in Vocational- Technical Education Programs.
(Circular, no. 694, Misc. 3570-5, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.).

Peterson, Clarence E.
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The purpose of this report is to explain how basic occupational
information from a job analysis is used to show the relationships
among Jobs and to establish courses of study for occupational
education. It was developed under Title VIII of the National
Defense Education Act of 1958. Topics covered are The Field of
Work, Job Relationships

i

Job Descriptions Training Requirements,
and Developing the Curriculum. The focus is on an analysis of
occupations in technical fields from which a curriculum can be
developed. This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.280 --
80018 for 25 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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To aid administrators, supervisors, teacher trainees, and teachers
in the development and promotion of a postsecondary course, this
curriculum guide was developed pursuant to a U.S. Office of
Education (USOE) contract by the University of Illinois. The
content covers -- (1) Orientation and Communication Skills, (2)
Technical Mathematics, (3) Surveying and Measurements, (4) Highway
Materials, and (5) Civil Engineering Drawing. Each course guide
includes minimum hours per week, prerequisites, description
(course), instruction procedures, major divisions (outline), some
suggested texts and references, and some suggested visual and
training aids. The course is designed to run 16 weeks for aides
seeking employment in highway and road construction. The appendix
contains sample problems, lists of equipment and supplies needed
and their cost, and a laboratory floorplan. This document is
available as GPO Number FS 5.287--87009 for 35 cents from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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For use in presenting related technical instruction to students in
optician cooperative training programs in area vocational or
technical high schools, this material was developed by an
instructional materials specialist and an advisory committee. The
major areas of study are -- (1) Introduction to Optics and the
Vocation of Optician, (2) Prescriptions for Single-Vision Lenses,
(3) Prescriptions for Bifocals, (4) Manufacturing Prescription
Lenses, (5) Inserting and Mounting Lenses, (6) SeleAing and Fitting
Frames and Mountings, and (7) Adjusting Frames and Mountings.
Assignment sheets give the lesson subject and aim, introductory
information, study reference, and questions. Information sheets
contain materials that are not available or that are inadequately
presented in the reference books. Line drawing illustrations are
provided. The study of this material by grade 11 and grade 12
students employed in 2-year cooperative programs is to be supervised
by a related subjects teacher or teacher-coordinator. Progress
record forms are provided for teacher and student use in checking
the progress of planned work experiences and related technical
study. The bibliography contains required and suggested reference
books. The study guide and unit tests (VT 002 278) are available
for $7.50 per set from Industrial Education Department, Division
of Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. An
answer book (VT 002 279) for tne written assignments and unit
tests is available for $2.50. (HC)
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The purpose of this guide is to aid in planning and developing a
course for training electrical appliance servicemen. Outlines (one
page each) cover -- (1) Related Instruction, (2) Fundamentals of
Electricity, (3) Basic Controls and Electronic Components, (4)
Resistance Heating Appliances (5) Motors for Electric Appliances,
(6) Motor Driven Appliances& (7) Refrigeration& and (8)
Miscellaneous Operations. The outlines give objectives
(instructional), unit outline, and references. The guide suggests
268 classroom hours and 572 laboratory hours for the course. The
teacher should have technical and business experience. Students
should have the equivalence of a high school education. The guide
was designed for a class of 20 students. Other sections deal
with course organization, student evaluation references and aids,
equipment and tool lists and prices, floor plans, and expendable
supply lists and prices. (EM)
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Training Course, (Manpower Development and Training Program).
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The purpose of this curriculum guide is to assist the administrator
and instructor in planning and developing Manpower Development and
Training Programs to prepare machine tool operators for entry-level
positions. The course outline provides units in -- (1) Orientation,
(2) Bench Work, (3) Shop Mathematics, (4) Blueprint Reading and
Sketching, (5) Power Saws, (6) Drill Press, (7) Engine Lathe, (8)
Millinn Machine, (9) Surface and Cylindrical Grinders, (10) Shaper,
and (11) Mass Production Methods. Each unit contains a time
allocation, objectives, unit outline, suggested activities, and a
list of references. Instruction in related theory is to be
concurrent with the development of skills in the shop. Suggestions
for planning the lessons and evaluating the students are included.
The training schedule is developed for 1,080 hours of trainfng in a
period of 27 weeks. The instructor should have broad experience as a
skilled machine tool operator and, preferably, experience as a
supervisor of machine tool operators. The trainee should have a
high school education or equivalent with a background in mathematics
and should be of average physical condition and health with good
vision. Supplementary materials include a layout of a training
facility and suggested machines. tools, equipment, acid expendable
supplies for a class of 20 persons. Suggested textbooks, references,
and films are listed. (HC)
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Instrumentation and Automatic Control Suggested Techniques for
Determining Courses of Study in Vocational and Technical Educatio'
Programs. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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The purpose of this guide is to help the States organize and
operate educational programs for occupations in the field of
instrumentation. Chapter titles are -- (1) Instrumentation -- Past,
Present, and Future, (2) The Occupational Field, (3) Work Activities
(design, fabrication, maintenance, repair, and service), (4)
Training Requirements, and (5) Developing the Curriculum (Job
analysis). An annotated bibliography lists 30 titles dealing with
related topics such as automation, manpower, occupations, and
training. The appendix contains -- (1) a list of mathematics,
instrumentation technology, and supplementary course descriptions,
(2) a sample curriculum outline, and (3) a selected bibliography of
U.S. Office of Education publications. This document is available
as GPO Number FS 5.280-80043 for 25 cents from Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. (EM)
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Three-Dimensional Teaching Aids for Trade and Industrial
Instruction. (CircOar, no. 662, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.).

Rosengren, Harold J.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
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Principles for the selection, development, and use of various types
of teaching aids are presented. Participants in a Central Regional
Conference, assisted by state supervisors, teacher trainers, and
personnel at the local level cooperated in developing a new issue
of a 1953 publication. Photographs and descriptions of selected
aids include samples, cutaways, mockups, large- and small-scale
models, and exhibits from 24 instructional areas. Representative
areas are air conditioning and refrigeration, appliance repair,
auto mechanics, measurements, practical nursing, safety, and
welding. Principles and practices that apply to effective
utilization of instructional materials, in general, apply also to
the effective use of three-dimensional teaching aids. These are
reviewed in the appendix. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.284-.84024 for 35 cents from Superintendent cf Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (HC)
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The purpose of this curriculum guide is to assist administrators and
instructors in planning and developing Manpower Development and
Training programs to prepare workers for entry-level positions in
the sheet metal industry. The material was prepared under
contractual agreement by Oklahoma State University and reviewed by
advisory groups. It is designed to give the trainee a background of
fundamentals in manipulative skills and related information. The
course outline contains units in -- (1) Mathematics and Blueprint
Reading, (2) Drawing, (3) Job Planning, (4) Pattern Development, (5)
Fabrication, (6) Assembly, (7) Sheet Metal Installation in
Construction, (8) Manufacturing (quantity production), and (9)
Maintenance and Safety Procedures. The course covers 780 hours of
instruction iii a period of 26 weeks. A distribution of
instructional time for related instruction and shop practice is
given within each major division. A class of 20 or less is suggested
to permit time for the necessary individual instruction. The trainee
should have a high school education with at least ore course in
mathematics and have mechanical reasoning ability, manual
dexterity, and a sense of spatial relations. Supplementary materials
include a layout of a training facility and a list of machines,
tools, equipment, and supplies for a class of 20 persons.
Instructional texts, ref recces, and films are listed (HC)
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Chemical Technology, A Suggested 2-Year Post High School Curriculum.
(Technical Education Program Series, no. 5, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Knoebel, Robert M.
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Chemical Technology,

The purpose of this curriculum guide is to help administrators,
supervisors, and teachers plan, develop, and evaluate programs.
Both the basic materials, by an individual for the Connecticut
State Department of Education, and the information on facilities
and cost, by an individual, were prepared pursuant to U.S. Office
of Education (USOE) contracts. The final draft was prepared by
USOE personnel. The guide contains General Requirements (program),
The Curriculum, Course Outlines, Library Facilities, Laboratories
and Physical Facilities for Teaching Chemistry, and a
Bibliovraphy. The course outlines include hours required,
description (course), major divisions (outline), laboratory (time
and experiments), texts and references, and visual aids. Teachers
should be technically competent and have industrial experience.
Students should -- (1) be proficient in mathematics, basic physics,
and chemistry, (2) understand materials and processes, (3) have an
extensive knowledge of chemical apparatus, and (4) have
well-developed communications skills. Illustrations of equipment
and representative student equipment lists are given. This
document is available as GPO Number FS 5.280--80031 for 75 cents
from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printirj
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Instrumentation Technology,

A 2-year postsecondary curriculum for technicians is present
is designed to aid school administrators, supervisors, and teachers
to plan and develop new programs or evaluate existing programs. It

ract bywas prepared pursuant to U.S. Office of Education (USOE) cont
The Instrument Society of America after a national survey of
instrumentation manufacturers, users, and educational institutions.

theA curriculum, description of each course, and a discussion of
content relationships are given. Outlines for each course
give -- hours required, course description, major divisions
(outline), texts and references, and visual aids. The specialized

ial

and
nature of the curriculum requires that the teachers have spec
competencies based on proficiency in technical subject matter
industrial experience. In general, students entering the program

d oneshould have completed two years of high school mathematics an
year of physics or the equivalent. Information on facilities,
equipment, and costs includes floorplans, equipment list, and
summary of costs. An extensive b!bliography of suggested text s
and reference is included. The appendix contains a list and
description of related organizations and societies, a guide for
report writing, and sample instructional materials. This document
is available as GPO Numb FS 5.280--80033 for 75 cents from
Superintendent of Documeh 1, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Civil Technology, Highway and Structural Options, A Suggested
2-Year Post !Ugh School Curriculum. (Technical Education Program
Series, no. 8, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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Desigi-ed to assist administrators, supervisors, and teachers to
plan, develop, and evaluate programs, this curriculum guide offers
course outlines, procedures, laboratory layouts, texts and
references, lists of laboratory equipment and its cost, and a
selected list of scientific and tech cal societies. Basic materials
were prepared at 11- .university of Illinois pursuant to a U.S.
Office of Education (JSOE) contract. These were revised, and the
fi.al draft was prepared by USOE persow,e1. Technical course
outlines for both options include hours required, description
(course), instruction suggestions, major divisions (outline), texts
and references, and visual and training aids. Some courses
?re -- (1) Technical Drawing, (2) Construction Methods and
Equipment, (3) Surveying and Measurements, (4) Soils and
Foundations, and (5) Reinforced Concrete Construction. Teachers
should have advanced technical training. Students should be high
school graduates with 1 1/2 years of algebra, 1 year of geometry,
and 1 year of physics. An extensive bibliography of texts and
references is given. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.28P--80041 for 60 cents from Surerintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Designed by a curriculum committee of instructors and tradesmen,
this curriculum guide was prepared after an analysis of the trade by
defining blocks of knowledge, operations, on-the-job activities,
informational units, equipment, tools, and supplies necessary for
training. The guide is for use as a starting point for planning,
preparing, presenting* and evaluating instruction. The instructional
blocks of -- (1) Fundamentals of Electronic, (2) Radio, (3) Black
and White Television, and (4) Color Television are intended to help
the trainee develop knowledge and skills needed at the beginner's
level as a radio-television repairman. An analysis of operations
common to all !:.structional blocks and suggested jobs and related
subject matter for individual blocks are listed in outline form.
The material is designed to be developed into a 1,08D-hour course
of group, subgroup, and individual instruction taught by a trade
instructor to grade 11 and grade 12 students who have made a
vocational commitment to the electronics, radio, and television
trade. The students should have a general mechanical and electrical
aptitude and have had a course in general mathematics or algebra.
A list of necessary training equipment is provided. The bibliogragny
includes recommended texts and suggested references. This document
is available for $1.00 from Curriculum Laboratory, Box NU, State
College, Mississippi 39762. (HC)
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The needle trades industry consists of three types of
establishments -- the regular manufacturers, the apparel Jobbers,
and the contractors. The functions included cover a wide scope from
buying of raw material to 'Ailing of the finished apparel. The
purpose of this study guide is to furnish basic knowledge in
mathematics and develop skill in solving mathematical problems
pertinent to the needle trades. It was prepared by the author and
follows course o4 study approved by the Board of Education. The
guide includes some lessons designed for class discussion and
others for teaching computation, Judgment, etc. Units include-- (1)
Whole Numbers, (2) Fractions, (3) Measurement, (4) Ratio and
Proportion, (5) Decimals, (6) Percentage, (7) Geometric Forms, and
(8) Accounts. All are related to various aspects of the needle
trades. Related information and applicable problems are given with
each unit, and unit achtevement tests are provided. The instructor
should be a math specialist or a needle trades instructor. The
student should be cf high school age, have a needle trades goal,
and have a medium aptitude for the occupation. This document is
available for $2.00 *rom Vocational-Technical Curriculum
Laboratory, Rutgers University, 10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08903. (M5)



VT 003 022

Economics for Industrial Supervisors.

Louisiana Vocat. Curriculum Develop. and Res. Center

64

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 188p.

LEADERS GUIDES, *TEACHING GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION,
*SUPERVISORS, *ECONOMICS, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

This leader's guide provides supplementary information on the
principles and workings of the U.S. economy to be used by conference
leaders in planning lessons for supervisors and foremen. It was
developed by a committee in cooperation with the state department
of vocational education. Each session is based upon from two to five
key generalizations. Session titles are -- (1) Introduction to Free
Competitive Enterprise, (2) What Makes an Economy Grow, (3) The Role
cf Competition, (4) The Role of Marketing, (5) Incentive and Its
Results, (6) The Role of Organization in Our Economy, and (7)
Government's Role in Our Economy. The session plans are in two
columns, one is additional information for the leader, and the
other is a course outline developed from "Industry and the American
Economy," a booklet series from The National Association of
Manufacturers. Students should be personnel scheduled for promotion
or recently promoted into a supervisory position. Films, some
annotated, and a source of graphs and charts are suggested. This
document is available in single copy only for $2.00 from
Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center, P.O. Box
657,.Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (FM)
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VT 003 024 ED

Introduction to Management for Industrial Supervisors.

Louisiana Vocat Curriculum Develop and Res Center

65

EDRS Price MF-$0.27 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 181p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, REFERENCE MATERIALS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION, *SUPERVISORS, LABOR UNIONS, INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE,
*MANAGEMENT, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, TECHNICAL INSTITUTES,
LEADERSHIP TRAINING,

Subject matter and supplemental materials for use in conducting a
10-hour industrial supervisory training conference in basic
management fundamentals and concepts are presented in this
teacher guide. It was developed by a state committee as a first
course in a series for supervisory personnel who have had little or
no previous supervisory training and for personnel who have had
previous training, but lack a basic management course. The 2-hour
sessions are -- (1) History of Management, (2) Organizational
Structure, (3) Major Responsibilities of Management, (4) Organized
Labor, and (5) Leadership. Outline form is used for most sessions
and charting materials and charting techniques, handout material,
discussion techniques, verbatim quotes, and visual aids are
provided. Presentation should be on an informal lecture basis by a
teacher skilled in supervisory techniques. The 20 handout sheets
serve as reference material for the trainees. A bibliography and
ample material are provided so that the teacher may adapt the course
to his individual desires. This document is available in single
copy only for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center, P.O. Box 657, Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (HC)
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VT 003 129

Baking, Related Science and Trade Information. Part I - Ingredients.

Sommer, Cy

Rutgers State %AN., New Brunswick, N.J. Curriculum Lab.

New Jersey State Dept. of Educ., Trenton. Vocat. Div.

Mar67

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 233p.

*TEXTBOOKS, *TRADE AND INDUSTPIAL EDUCATION, *BAKERS, FOOD, HIGH
SCHOOLS,

For student use, this study guide provides a text for 1 year of
related instruction in baking in a vocational high school program.
It was developed en the local level by the author with other
instructors and tested in the classroom. Units are -- (1) Flour,
(2) Yeast and Fermentation, (3) Chemical Leavening, (4) Salt, (5)F
Water, (6) Sugar and Other Sweeteners, (7) Eggs and Egg Products,
(8) Shortening and Other Baking Fats, (9) Milk and Milk Products,
(10) Starches, (11) Chocolate and Cocoa, and (12) Gums and
Stabilizers. The teacher should be certified, have a science
background, and be experienced in baking. The student must have
guidance approval anc' he interested in baking as an occupation.
Each unit is accompanied by an objective-type self-administering
test. Space is provided for student note taking, and recommended
references are listed. This document is available for $2.00
from Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers
University, 10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.
(MS)



VT 003 132

Furniture Upholstery
Record for Furniture
Cooperative Training

and Repair, A Study Guide and Progression
Upholstery and Repair Students in a
Program. (File, no. 363-R).

Alabama Univ., University. Dept. of Trade and Ind. Educ.

Sep66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 107p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *FURNITURE
UPHOLSTERERS, HOME FURNISHINGS, HIGH SCHOOLS, *COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION, STUDENT RECOOS,

The purpose of this guide is to direct the related study of high
school students in cooperative training programs in area vocational
or comprehensive high schools. It was developed by a committee of
trade and industrial coordinators. The contents include -- (1)
reading assignments and essay-type questions keyed to six tests
cited in the bibliography, (2) an 87-item trade analysis for
furniture upholstery and repair, and (3) forms for recording class
and on-the-job progress. Units are -- (1) History of Furniture,
(2) Tools and Equipment, (3) Springing Up, (4) Body Work, (5)
Stuffing, (6) Covers, (7) Tufting and Buttoning, (8) Paneling and
Trimming, (9) Typical Jobs, (10) Old Vinish, (11) New Finish, (12)
Special Jobs, and (13) Woodworking. Ile guide vas intended for a
course meeting 1 hour per day for 2 years. Answers are available
(VT 003 127). This document is available for $1.50 from Trade and
Industrial Education, Box 2847, University, Alabama 35486. (EM)
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VT 002 419 ED

The Preparation of Occupational instructors, A Suggested Course
Guide. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Cockrum, James L.

Office of Educ, Washington, D.C. Div of Vocat and Tech Ed
0E-80042

66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 150p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, TEACHER
EDUCATION, *TEACHING METHODS, *TEACHING TECHNIQUES,

Lesson plans, guides, and handout sheets are contained in this
manual for use by vocational teacher trainers in preparing
occupationally competent individuals for teaching vocational
subjects. It was written by an individual, under the direction of
teacher educators, pursuant to a U.S. Office of Education (USOE)
grant. The content treats teaching, learning, evaluation, testingo
organization, and management by means of lesson plans, instructor's
guide sheets, handout sheets, anc sample sheets. Four-step lessons
on spec :fic subjects are alter.ated with the teaching
demonstrations, permitting students to apply what they have learned
as the course proceeds. It is recommended for a class of ten and
should require 20 hours, allowing for one 30-minute demonstration
by each student. Teacher educators should familiarize themselves
with the manual in a workshop or training institute. It was prepared
for use with occupational instructors who must teach with a
minimum of preparation. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.280-80042 for $1.25 from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, 0.C. 20402. (EM)
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VT 002002 780 ED

Commercial Foods, Mathematics I.

Dornfield, Blanche E.

New Jersey State Oep of Educ, Trenton. Vocational Div.

Rutgers State Univ, New Brunswick, N.J. Curriculum Lab.

Jul66

EDRS Price MF-$0.27 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 143p.

*TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *FOOD SERVICE INDUSTRY, STUDY
GUIDES, *MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS, *MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION,
*BASIC SKILLS, HIGH SCHOOLS,

The understanding and mastery of fundamental mathematics is a
necessary part of commercial foods work. This student handbook was
designed to accompany a commercial foods course at the high school
level for students with appropriate aptitudes and commercial food
service goals. The material, tested in various interested
classrooms, was prepared by an individual instructor and follows
the course of study approved by the Board of Education. Three
periods per week for one year are required for the units -- (1)
Whole numbers, (2) Fractions, (3) Decimals (4) Percentage, (5

i

)

Measurements, and (6) Accounts. Each unit includes individual
lessons with objectives, related information, and practical
assignments. The teacher may be a math specialist or a commercial
foods instructor. This document is available for $1.50 from
Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers University,
10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. (MS)
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VT 002 174 ED

Instructional Materials Catalog.

Ohio Vocat. Agr. Instr. Materials Service, Columbus

66

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.56 14p.

PLANT SCIENCE, ANIMAL SCIENCE, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,
HORTICULTURE, AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE,
*AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The title, Agdex number, date of publication, pagination, a brief
description, and the price are given for each of the instructional
materials and audiovisual aids. Topics covered are field crops,
horticulture, animal science, soils, agricultural engineering. and
farming programs. An order form is included. (JM)
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VT 002 175 ED

Catalog of Teaching Materials, 1967-68.

Illinois Univ., Urbana. Vocat. Agriculture Service

67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC -$O.88 22p.

*AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

Materials listed include - (1) maintenance kits, electrical codes,
and safety charts for agricultural mechanics, (2 o
instruction materials for 33 units in agriculture, (3) slidefilms
for animal science, dairy science, farm management and econo,ics,
and agricultural mechanics, (4) agronomy fact sheets, land-use
selection cards, PE kits, and other crop, soil, and fertilizer
materials, (5) analysis charts, tabulation sheets, report frr"if
and course materials for farm management, (6) subject matte,. ullts
for ulamal and dairy science, agricultural mechanics, and crop and
soil science, and (7) miscellaneous materials such as tape
recordings on careers in aciri:ulture and approved crop practices.
Prices are listed for all materials. (EL)



VT 002 176 ED

Available Instructional Materials.

Indiana State Univ Terre Haute. Instr. Materials

02May67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.32 8p.

123

*BIBLIOGAAPHIES, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Indiana,

The instructional materials include program brochures, charts,
course outlines, overnead transparencies, assignment sheets,
student manuals, teacher manuals, techracal information, and related
'Information in vocational education. A brief note describes each.
(EM)
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VT CO2 177 ED

Instructional Materials from Missouri Curriculum Materials
Labo!.atory.

Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dep. of Industrial Educ.

01Feb67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 NC-S0.20 5p.

*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,

Missouri,

The listing includes -- (1) general related study guides and study
Guides for specific occupations in cooperative classes, (2) student
i anuals and instructor's guides for preparatory classes, and (3)
comprehensive course of study for instructors' use only.
Publication dates are shown, and prices for student manuals and
correc-onding teacher's key or guides are listed. (EM)
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VT 002 178

Vocational Agriculture Services Publication List. (Title partly
supplied).

Agr Educ Teaching Materials Center, College Station, Tex.

66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 4p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *AUDIOVISUAL
AIDS, *BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

Prices are given for instructional materials which include courses
of study for cooperative training in agricultural occupations,
2 x 2 slides on judging or grading animals and identifying meat
cuts and teaching plans, guides or references on greenhouses,
small gas engines, and restraint of animals. (JM)
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VT 002 179 ED

Curriculum Materials.

New Jersey State Dep. of Eduz., Trenton. Vocat. Div.

Rutgers State Univ., New Brunswick, N.J.

Jan67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.40 10p.

*INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION,
*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *TECHNICAL EDUCATION,

Materials are listed by 36 topics arranged in alphabetical order.
Topics include Apprentice Training, Baking, Drafting, English,
Glassblowing, Home Economics, Industrial Chemistry, Machine Shop,
Needle Trades, Refrigeration, and Upholstery. Prices are given for
each item. (EL)
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VT 002 180 ED

Instructional Materials. (Title Supplied).

California State Dep. of Ind. Education, Sacramento

01Sep66

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.24 6p.

*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *TPADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION, APPRENTICESHIP,

Courses of instruction workbooks, testbooks, and examinations are
listed for auto mechanics, cabinet making, carpentry, drywall
construction, radio services and 30 other areas of apprentice
training, and an introductory course. A syllabus for training
part-time trade and technical teachers is included with technical
education materials. Prices are listed for all materials. (EM)
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VT 002 223 ED

List of Instructional Materials.

Tennessee State Dep of Educ, Nashville. Div of Vocat Educ

01Mar67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.16 4p.

*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,

Prices are given for materials for agriculture education, health
occupations education, distributive education, manpower development
and training programs, and trade and industrial education. These
include courses of study, lesson plans, test and answer booklets,
assignment sheets, and teacher handbooks. (EL)
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VT 002 224 ED

Instructional Materials. (Title Supplied).

Mississippi State Univ., State College

67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.16 4p,

*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION, *TECHNICAL EDUCATION,

Prices and publication dates are given for 14 study guides for
part-time cooperative training, six instructor's guides for
vocational training, five basic plans for organization and
management of instruction, three instructor's guides for technical
training, and four professional handbooks and manuals. (EL)
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VT 002 227 ED

Instructional Materials for Trade Industrial and Technical
Occupations, 1967.

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Instr. Materials Lab.

67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$2.24 56p.

*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, SUPERVISION,
*INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION,
COOPEPATIVE EDUCATION, TEACHER EDUCATION, PROGRAM EVALUATION,

Lesson plans, informative materials for instructors, and assignment
sheets for learners are listed under the following headings -- (1)
Industrial Occupations, (2) Service Occupations, (3) Health
Occupations (4) Research and Program Evaluation, (5) Supervisory
Training, (6) Teacher Improvement, (7) Diversified Cooperative
Training, and (8) Miscellaneous. Each item is described and
availability of answer books is indicated for assignment sheets.
A price list is included. (EL)



VT 002 263 ED

1.31.

State Vocational-Technical and Trade Schools of Louisiana Catalog.

Louisiana Curriculum Develop and Res Center, Natchitoches

Jun67

*TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,
*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SUPERVISION, EXTENSION EDUCATION, CURRICULUM
GUIDES, *TECHNICAL EDUCATION, *OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION,
APPRENTICESHIP,

Materials are described for 42 Trade Preparatory Training courses,
seven Apprentice Training courses, two Trade Extension Training
courses, and 13 Supervisory Personnel Development courses.
Information for each includes a listing of the materials (study
assignments, Job sheets, test books, answer books, instructor's
aids), required references, and a detailed outline of the course.
(EL)

EDRS Price MF-$0.54 HC-S13.80 345p.
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*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *LIVESTOCK PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS, *MEAT,
GRADE 11, GRADE 12, TESTS, *ANSWER KEYS, *STUDY GUIDES,

Technical information needed in the meat processing business is
presented for use by vocational agriculture teachers in preparing
students enrolled in cooperative training programs for meat
processing plant employment. It was prepared by vocational
agriculture teachers, subject-matter specialists, and state
advisory committee. Titles of instructional units are -- (1)
Introduction, (2) Qual'ty of Meat, (3) Meat Identification, (4)
Slaughtering, (5) Carcass Classification and Grading, (6) Meat
Fabrication, (7) Meat Preparation, (8) Dressing Poultry and Game,
(9) By-Products, and (10) Marketing. Assignment sheets within each
unit give objectives, references, and questions or activities.
Information sheets, answers to assignment questions, topic tests,
and test answers are Included. The suggested time allotment is
225 hours. Students should be at least 16 years old, in grades 11
or 12, and have an interest in entry employment in the meat
processing occupation. This document is available for $4.75 from
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center, Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical University, College Station, Texas
77843. (WB)
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COURSE OUTLINE FOR MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

Unit I Introduction 1. The Meat Processing Industry
2. Opportunities in the Industry
3. Meat Consumption
4. Promotional Organization
5. The Nutritive Value of Meat
6. Telephone Courtesy
7. Safety
8. Plant Sanitation
9. Plant Layout and Maintenance'

Unit II Quality of Meat 1. Physical Properties of Meat
2. Federal, State, and Local Inspection
3. Federal Grading
4. Diseases and Other Losses
5. Evaluation of Live Animals
6. Judging Beef Carcasses
7. Judging Wholesale Cuts of Beef
8, Judging Pork Carcasses
9. Judging Wholesale Cuts of Pork

10. Judging Lamb
11. Meat Additives

Unit III Meat Identification 1. General Characteristics
2. Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Beef
3. Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork
4. Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Veal
5. Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb

Unit IV Slaughtering 1. Transporting and Receiving Animals
2. Killing Room Procedures
3. Using and Caring for Slaughtering

Equipment
4. Live Market Classes and Grades of Hogs
5. Slaughtering Hogs
6. Styles of Dressing and yields of Hogs
7. Live Market Classes and Grades of

Cattle
8. Dressing and Skinning Cattle
9. Halving, Shrouding, and Caring for

Beef Carcasses
10. Classing, Grading, and Dressing Veal
11. Live Market Classes and Grades of Lamb
12. Pelting and Dressing Lamb
13. Trimming and Caring for Hides
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Meat Processing Plant Employee
(Course Outline continued)

Meat Preparation and

Unit V Carcass Classification
and Grading

Unit VI Meat Fabrication

Unit VII

Unit VIII Dressing Poultry and Game

Unit IX By-Products

0

11.

962
Page 2

1. Introduction to Grading
2. Beef and Veal Grading
3. Lamb and Mutton Grading
4. Pork Grading

1. Dressing Percentage, Yields, Shrinkage,
Cutting Losses

2. Operating and Cleaning Processing
Equipment

3. Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork
4. Sausages - Fresh and Smoked
5. Cutting the Beef Hindquarter
6. Cutting the Beef Forequarter
7. Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Veal
8. Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb
9. Portion Control

1. Wrapping and Labeling
2. Refrigeration
3. Freezing Meat
4. Methods of Preserving Meats
5. Curing Ingredients and Methods
6. Processed, Smoked, and Variety Meats
7. Smoking and Storage
8. Cooking, Palatability, and Quality

1. Grading Standards and Classes
2. Selecting, Handling, and Dressing Poultry
3. Full Dressing, Chilling, and Storing
4. Fabricated Turkey
5. Dressing Other Fowl
6. Venison

1. Margarine
2. Gland Extracts
3. Other By-Products--Edible and Inedible
4. Grading and Value of Hides
5. Rendering Lard
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Meat Provessing Plant Employee
(Course Outline continued)

Unit X Marketing

962
Page 3

1. Distribution Channels
2. Buying Plans
3. Specifications for Orders
4. Merchandising Meat and Pricing
5. Record Keeping
6. Industry Ethics
7. Delivery
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Required References
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

June 29, 1967

1. Bundy and Diggins, Swine Production, Prentice-Hall, Inc. , Englewood Cliffs ,
New Jersey, Second Edition .

(State Adopted)

2. Ensminger, M.E. , The Stockman's Handbook, The Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Inc. , Danville, Illinois.
(State Adopted)

3. Levie Albert, The Meat Handbook, The AVI Publishing Company, Inc. ,

Westport, Connecticut. $14.50

4. Ziegler, P. Thomas, The Meat We Eat, The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Inc. , Danville, Illinois. $6.00

5. "Cuts of Meat - How You Can Identify Them," Agricultural Research Bulletin #7,
Swift and Company, Chicago, Illinois, 60604

6. "Handling Prepackaged Meat in Retail Stores," Manual 64, April, 1966, University
of Missouri, Extension Division, Columbia, Missouri.

7. "Improving Methods and Facilities for Cattle," Slaughtering Plants in the Southwest ,

Marketing Research Report #436, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C.

8. "Meat Judging Handbook ." National Livestock and Meat Board, Chicago, Illinois,
$3. 75 .

9. "The New Meat Manual," National- Livestock and Meat Board, Chicago, Illinois,
$.50.

1

10. "U.S. Grades for Beef," Marketing Bulletin #15, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
$.10.
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Assignment Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: The Meat Processing Industry

9624-1
Page 1

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the organization, size, and scope of
the meat processing industry and the place of the industry in
the total agriculture picture.

REFERENCES:
Re wired:
1. Meat Handbook, Leyte, pp. 10-13

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. Name three of the major slaw' ':er centers in the U.S. after America
move.-1 \V _

2. WhLre was the first large-scale commercial packing center?
3. What were the two important changes in the methods of preserving meat?
4. Trace the steps a carcass follows from the time it is placed on the mono-

rail until it is placed on the truck for distribution.
5_ Compare the per capita meat consumption between 1930 and 1940 with the

per capita consumption in the years 1950 to 1960.
6. Explain how a dressed beef carcass is usually sold for less total dollars

than the Ilitial total dollar cost of the animal.
7. Explain why the large packers are decentralizing.
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Assignment Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Opportunities in the Industry

962-1-2
Page 1

OBJECTIVES: To become familiar with the occupational opportunities,
educational and training requirements, and working con-
ditions in the meat processing industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Opportunities in the Industry"

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

0 1. What was the estimated red meat prodt, i.ion for 1965?
2. How does the meat packing and processing industry rank as an

industry in America ?
3. What :; the purpose of this study?
4. How do meat packing plants vary in size?
5. Name three of the more important duties a processing plant employee

will be doing .

0
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Information Sheet
on

OPPORTUNITIES 1N THE INDUSTRY

962-1-2
Page 2

The meat packing and processing industry is one of the largest industries in
America today It was estimated by the meat industry, prior to 1965, that the
industry would produce 32 1 billion pounds of wholesome, red meat that year
to feed Americans and help keep the nation strong. The meat industry repre-
sents nearly 3,200 meat packing establishments and 1,300 meat processing
plants. With the ever-increasing population, the need for more employees in
this field is also increasing

Educational requirements for the many different openings in the meat industry
vary greatly All of the specific job classifications contain ample room for the
expression and recognition of individual ability. Men who are qualified by
background and training to market, process and merchandise meat and meat
products can expect to reap rewards as future executives in the meat and live-
stock trade.

The purpose of this study is not to train future executive& It is to train
employees in the meat packing industry_ However, there are greater rewards
for those who are capable and have the initiative to better themselves.

An employee in a meat processing plant may have many duties. This will
depend upon the size of the particular plant where thu student is employed.
Meat processing plants range in size from a one or two employee locker plant
up to large parkow, houses such as Swift and Armour- Since most towns have
locker plants, this ltvdy will be aimed more toward the training of locker
plant employees.,

An employee in a locker plant will ha% e many duties. Some of the more impor-
tant duties are. cutting and wrapping of meat, poultry, fish, and game; curing
meats; slaughtering; dressing; and many others- An employee will also need
to develop a good business sense, Such things as taking orders, answering the
telephone, greeting and waiting on customers will also be primary duties. This
wide variety of duties should make the job an interesting, challenging, and plea-
sant experience
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Assignment Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: lntroducaon

TOPIC: Meat Consumption

962-1-3
Page 1

OBJECTIVE! To become familiar with the eating habits and consumer trends
of the people in the U.S. , and the per capita, consumption of
various meats in the U. S. and other countries.

REFERENCES!
Required,
1, The Meat We Eat Ziegler, pp. I- 7

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES;

I. How does the per capita meat consumption of Americans compare with
that of European and Asiatic nations?

2. Why do the people of the U. S. consume six times as much pork as do
the people in New Zealand?

3. Our eating habits are largely governed by what?
4, Why has the overall trend by the consumer been toward leaner meat?
5. What effect has the trend toward leaner meats had on the meat processor?
6. The average American eats how much of the following meats: beef, pork,

veal, lamb and mutton, fish, chicken, turkey?
7. Why is meat highly digestible?
8. Name the only mineral that meat is deficient in,
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Assignment Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Promotional Organizations

OBJECTIVE: To determine the organizations that promote the consumption of
meat and the meat processing industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 523-528

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What organization was formed in order to increase the per capita consump-

ID tion of meat?
2. The representatives on the National Livestock and Meat Board represent

what groups?
3. What is the purpose of the National Cooperative Meat Investigations?
4. Name the four nationwide programs of the Meat Board.
5. How is the National Livestock and Meat Board financed?
6. Why was the American Meat Institute organized?

0

7. What was the purpose of the giant advertising campaign sponsored by the
American Meat Institute beginning in 1940 ?

8. Name five other agencies which help to promote the meat industry.
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Assignment Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT; Introduction

TOPIC: The Nutritive Value of Meat

OBJECTIVE; To learn the value of meat in human nutrition.

962-1-5

Page 1

REFERENCES;
Required:
I. Meat Handbook, Leyte, pp, 46-47

2. The Meat We Eat Ziegler, pp. 252-257, 275-282

3. "New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 38-40

I

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES;

0 I. Name the primary nutrients in meat.
2. Why is the protein in meat considered to be of very high quality?
3. Why must protein be supplied in the human diet?
4. What per cent protein does lean meat contain?
5. How do the number of calories compare between protein and fat?
6. What nutrie ' in meat makes the lean taste better?
7. Name five minerals found in meat.
8. What is the per cent moisture contained in mature fat beef and also the

per cent of moisture in veal?
9. Meat is an important source of several vitamins - list them.
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UNIT: introduction

TOPIC: Telephone Courtesy

OBJECTIVE: To learn and understand points in properly using the telephone
and in common telephone courtesy.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Information Sheet, "Telephone Courtesy"

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

I. List the seven qualities desirable for telephone communication.
2. Why should the yoke of the employee indicate calmness?
3. Why should a pad and pen be kept near the telephone?
4. Why should the caller's name be repeated during the conversation?
5. Why should files, records, and other information be kept near the

telephone?
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Answering the telephone was mentioned as one duty in the processing plant. It
is a duty that is important enough that the employee shoulri spend some time in
studying and developing the proper habits and courtesy in using the telephone.
Even though the telephone is a common instrument in the home, its use in the
office requires different answering techniques and procedures.

If the call is important enough for the manager to take, Oir caller should not be
required to wait any longer than necessary. If the :,,ill is important and the
manager is out or busy, the message should be taken 'n writing including the
number for returning the call, if a return call is necessary.

Following are qualities in the voice that are important in telephone communication:
a. Alertness - This gives the impression that you are interested in

the needs of the person making the call and eager to help in any
way you can,

b. Expression - The person calling needs to be made reel a complete
confidence in the business Even though this confidence may be
gained later by personal contact, it is important to relay expres-
sion by a firm, pleasant voice, rather than a dull monotone.

c. Naturalness - It is well to be yourself and use a vocabulary and
a tone of voice which expresses your awn, best, natural self.

d, Pleasantness - Relay your part of the conversation in a pleasant,
optimistic manner.

e. Distinctness - This is accomplished with clear and precise pro-
nunciation of your words. People do not like to strain to hear
what is being said and hesitate to request that words be repeated.
To help accomplish this, the lips should be about one-half inch
from the telephone mouthpiece to form each word easily. You
cannot speak distinctly with gum. candy, or a pencil in your mouth.

f. Modulation - A loud voice sounds unpleasant and it is equally
irritating to try to understand a whisper. An attempt should be
made to maintain a moderate volume.

g. Calmness - Even though the caller might be nervous or upset, it is
important to remain calm during the conversation. This will tend
to have a calming effect on the caller. All facts concerning the
call should be obtained before breaking the connection.
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Telephone Courtesy
(Information Sheet continued)

One should be aware of these qualities and practice them constantly to convey a
business-like attitude and the good impression that is important in any business.

The telephone should be answered promptly, by the second ring if possible.

A pad of paper and a pen should always be near the telephone. The name of the
person and other pertinent information can be quickly taken down and used during
and after the telephone conversation.

Using the person's name can be quite effective after a break in the conversation.
This leaves a good impression on the caller and helps you remember the name.
If you leave the phone to obtain information, a good method to re-open the con-
versation is to state the person's name. This helps to show him you have an
interest in his call.

Making the client wait for a long period of time while hunting for information can
be disturbing to the customer. Have gles, records, appointment book, and, other
important information at hand and ready to use at all times.

After terminating the conversation, the customer should be allowed to hang up first.
This elimivates the chance of a loud click in his ear as the receiver is replaced
and is an indication of a courteous, thoughtful person.
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UNIT Introduction

TOPIC Safety

OBJECTIVE To become aware of the importance of personal safety and
safety of fellow workers in the processing plant,

REFERENCES
Required.
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie. p. 159
2. Information Sheet, "Safety"

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES

1. Name the four major groups of dangers present in a meat processing
plant

2. Name three ways that live animals are most likely to hurt an employee.
3 What three items of power equipment are very dangerous to operate?
4. What is the most important safety precaution to follow when using

electrical tools in a processing plant where the floor may be wet?
5. How should chemicals be mixed and used?
6, How can an employee avoid contacting contagious diseases?
7 How can the danger of residual effects of pesticides be eliminated?
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The duties of a meat processing plant employee are many and varictd. In order
to perform these duties with safety, the employee must always be alert and
conscious of the dangers involved with each duty, and use the precautions that
are needed.

The dangers involved in the job might be divided into the following general
groups;

a. Physical
b. Chemical
c. Diseases and infection
d, Residues

Physical;
in handling animals, care should be taken to prevent injury to the animal or to
the employee. Avoid being stepped on, kicked or bitten by keeping your dis -
tance, or by leaving yourself room to step back out of the way. In kicking,
most animals can reach farther to the rear, not so far to the front, and very
little to the sides.

Extreme care should be taken when using electrical equipment. In locker
plants and other meat processing plants, often the floors are concrete and are
wet, therefore serving as excellent grounds for electrical shock. Be sure to
see that all electrical tools are properly grounded.

The following are some of the causes of electrical accidents:
a. Overloaded circuits
b. Tools not properly grounded
c. Horseplay around electrical equipment
d. Working with electricity while standing in water
e. Failure to shut off electricity when working on a circuit
f. Touching appliances, extensions, or switches you thought were disconnected
g. Using damaged or improperly wired appliances or equipment.

The processing of meat involves some dangerous equipment. Some of the most
dangerous includes;

a. Knives
b> Meat saws
c. Slicers
d. Grinders
e. Other power equipment.

The danger of fire is always present. Know where the fire extinguisher is, and
also know how to operate it.
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Safety
(Information Sheet continued)

Chemical:
Many chemicals are dangerous to man, meat, and animals if not mixed and used
according to the directions of the manufacturer Care should be taken in mixing,
preparing, or using chemicals in disinfecting and cleaning the plant and facilities.

Diseases and Infection:
Some animals have diseases that are contagious to man; however, the meat from
these animals is not affected by many of these diseases. Caution must be exer-
cised in slaughtering to prevent the employee from contacting the disease. Always
be particular about body cleanliness and always be sure to wash your hands before
placing anything in your hands, or before eating.

Residues:
Proper use of pesticides will eliminate the danger of the residual effects. Nor-
mally there is little use of pesticides except in holding pens and around the out-
side facilities. Meat could easily be contaminated after use of pesticides by the
employee. Be sure to remove all pesticides from your clothing and body before
handling meat.

Since there is such a variation in meat processing plants and the different dangers
involved, most plants will have safety rules to follow. It will be necessary for
the student to learn and follow these posted rules.
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of plant sanitation and the methods
and procedures in proper plant sanitation.

RE FERENCE2:
Required:
1. The Meat Hapdbook Leyte, pp. 158-159
2. "Handling Prepackaged Meat", Univ. of Missouri, ,)p. 7-13

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES.

1. Name seven basic sanitation rules a processing plant employee should

2. Mere can informh.don be gotten when federal inspection is contemplated?
3. Any possibility of contamination by the introduction of dirt, foreign

objects, filth, or undesirable mat erials must be eliminated to have
proper what?

4. List three personal habits which are essential to sanitary food pro-
cessing.

5. List three things a meat processing employee should put on each day
before starting to work and change as needed when becoming contami-
nated during the day.

6. What should the employee do after picking up and throwing away any
product dropped on the floor?

7. What is the function of a sanitizer?
8. Name four things which must be controlled if microorganisms are to

be destroyed effectively on a routine basis.

0
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084 ACTIVE: To learn the principles of planning the layout of a processing
plant and rrinciples and procedures of carrying out a plant maintenance
program.

INTRODUCTION: The material in the book The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 141-
151, which is listed as a reference is given because it applies very well to
a locker plant operation as well as to a small packing plant. Any of the
material which does not apply will, however, serve to give the student a
better understanding of the retail meat trade.

RE FERE NOES:
Ref: :ired:
1. The Meat Handbook Levie, pp. 141-151
2. "Methods and Facilities", USDA, No. 436, pp. 30-39

QUESTIONS or ACTWITIES-

1. What are the four factors to consider in preparing a layout of a cattle
slaughtering plant?

2. What Are the major components of a small processing plant?
3. What is the idtal type floor for the cutting room?
4. Does quick freezing add to the palatability of meat?
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Physical Properties of Meat

OBJECTIVE: Tc learn the physical properties of meat and their
importance to the meat processing plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 42-46
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 250-251, 258-259. 267 -271, 348-351

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Meat way be defined as the carcass of:
2. Meat is composed of:
3. Name two general factors which affect tenderness.
4. Why is loo much surface fat undesirable?
5. Compare the texture of meat from a poor animal to that of a fat

animal due to the water-fat ratio.
6. When a youthful beef has a very dark color, what is it called?
7. List three practices which may possibly cause dark cutters.
8. What two types of cattle normally produce yellow fat?
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Federal. State, and Local Inspection

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of live animal and meat inspection
and the general procedures and requirements of inspection.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, page 17.
2. The Meat Handbook. Levied pp. 13-19.
3. "The New Meat Manual, " Nat. Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 16-17.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. The Meat Inspection Service of the U. S.D. A. was started and is
maintained by what act?

2. What is the purpose of the act?
3. Personnel of the Meal Inspection Division are divided into two

classifications. Name them.
4. Explain the Kosher Stamp.
5. Why are forequarters perferred by Jewish people?
6. Does all meat slaughtered need to be inspected?
7. What does "U. S. Insp'd and P'S'D," mean?

0
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of federal grading and the general
requirements and procedures of grading.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 271-272, 422-424, 446,448, 456-458, 468
2. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 21-40

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What does the federal grade stamp provide the consumer?
2. List the eight federal beef grades.
3. Explain how veal and calf stamps differ from beef.
4. Study Figure 22.5 on page 468 in The Meat We Eat. Note the

difference between the federal - .de stamp and the federal inspection
stamp as it appears on a carcass.

5. What does the term grade mean?
6. What are the five grades of lamb carcasses?
7. What are the five grades of barrow and gilt carcasses?
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Diseases and Other Losses

OBJECTIVE: To learn the effect of diseases and other losses on the operation
of the meat processing plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 23-25

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Should a person slaughtering a limited number of animals be able
to recognize common ailments?

2. Can a healthy animal that has been killed through accident be used
for human food?

3. Why is there state and federal legislation requiring garbage to be
cooked?

4. The twelve precautions to take to prevent shipping losses are:
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Evaluation of Live Animals

OBJECTIVE: To learn the important points in evaluating live animals
(cattle, sheep, and swine) to be pi ocessed.

REFERENCES:
Req id' ed :
1. The Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger pp. al-602, 607-611
2. Information Sheet, "Evaluatioa of Live: Animals - Cattle, sheep,

and swine"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:
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1.. What two things determine the type of animals which are normally
produced for slaughter ?

2. Who normally determines what type of animal is to be raised on a
livestock farm?

3. What aee four basic things livestock selection is based on?
4. Fill in the names of the parts of the beef animal on page 2.
5. Fill in the names of the par is of the lamb on page 3.
G. Fill in the names of the parts of a hog on page 4.
7. Study thoroughly pages 595-596, 59b-596, 601-602 of The Stockman's

Handbook for a good comparison of desirable and undesirable beef
animal, lamb, and swine.
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PARTS OF A BEEF ANIMAL

1. 9. 17. 25,0 2. 10. 18. 26.
3. 11. 19. 27.
4. 12. 20. 28.
5. 13. 21. 29.
6. 14. 22. 30.
7. 15. 23. 31.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
t-
I .

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

PARTS OF A LAMB

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
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PARTS OF A HOG

1. 12.
2. 13.
3. 14.
4. 15.
5. 16.
6. 17.
7. 18.
8. 19.
9. 20.

10. 21.
11. 22.
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UNIT-. Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Beef Carcasses

OBJECTIVE. To learn the principles of evaluating beef carcasses.

REFERENCES°
Required
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler , pp. 473-477, 504-507
2. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board,

pp. 3 -I3. 23-24

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES: .

1. What type carcass is the customer looking for today?
2. What is the value of trimmable fat?
3. What characteristics are given the greatest consideration by the

customer?
4. What determines the value of a carcass or a wholesale cut?
5. What is meant by "conformation" in beef carcasses?
6. What is meant by the term "finish"?
7. Define the term "character of fat".
8_ What causes yellow color in some fat?
9. What do,I the term quality refer to in beef carcasses?

10. Write in the correct wholesale cuts on the following page.
11. Judge and place the beef carcass class on pages 12 and 13,

"Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board.
12. Read pages 473-477 and pages 504-507 of The Meat We Eat.
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10. Wholesale cuts beef carcass conformation (Side view)

Hindquarters

10
9.
8.
7.
6.

Forequarters

5
4.
3.
2
1.
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UNIT. Quality of Meat

TOPIC- Judging Wholesale Cuts of Beef

OBJECTIVE To learn the pi incinles of evaluating wholesale cuts of beef.

REFERENCES
Required
1 The Meat We Pat Ziegler . pp 477-484

"Meat Judging Handbook" National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 14-24
3 Information Sheet. "Judging Wholesale Cuts of Beef - Chuck, Beef Rib,

Bee( Loin. aad Round"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITiES

1 What is the wholesale cut "beef chuck" used for mainly?
2 piii in the name of the parts of a chuck in the blanks provided below

the diagram of the chuck
3 Describe the conformation of an ideal beef chuck.
4 Where are three place', to look for improper finish on the beef chuck?
5 How is firmness determined in the chuck?
6 The beef rib is used mainly as what?
7 Fill in the name of the pa:. is of the beef rib in the blanks provided

below the diagram of the beef rib
8 Generally speaking, the ideal beef rib should have what conformation?
9 What is the most important feature of finish in a cut of beef?

10 What is the beef loin used for mainly?
11 1111 in the name of the parts of the beef loin in the blanks provided

below the diagram of the beef loin
12. What are tour main uses for the round?
13 Fill in the name of the parts of a round in the blanks provided below

the c112grain of t'. round
14 Where are three places to watch for too muen fat 'n the round?
15 Read Pages 477-4M of .7".e Me- We Eat,
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Parts oi a Ctilick

A.
B
C ___ _
D
E

F
G
H
I
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Parts of a Beef Rib (End Eye View)

A.
B.

C
D

Parts of a Beef Rib (Blade End View)

E
F:
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A.
B
C.

D.,

E,
F
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Parts of the Beef Round

D.
E.
F.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 484-493
2. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 25-31
3. Information Sheet, "Wholesale Cuts of a Pork Carcass"
4. Information Sheet, "Pork Carcass Measurements"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What do customers of pork meat demand?
2. What is the generally acceptable loin eye muscle area size in a pig

weighing 200-220 pounds?
3. What are the three main considerations when judging pork carcasses?
4. Fill in the wholesale cuts in the blanks provided on the illustration of

a pork carcass.
5. Name and indicate the three areas in the pork carcass provided where

average backfat depth is measure:.
6. Judge the pork carcass class on pp. 30-31, "Meat Judging Handbook".
7. Read pp. 484-493, The Meat We Eat, Ziegler
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

4
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Wholesale Cuts of Pork

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of evaluating wholesale cuts of pork.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Meat Judging Handbook," National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 32-40

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Most hams are sold as a cured product. What are the distinguishable
characteristics between fresh and cured hams ?

2. Why is a large proportion of total weight desirable in the center section
of the ham?

3. What is an ideal ham conformation?
4. Describe a desirably finished ham.
5. Describe high ouality pork fat.
6. Describe the cut or exposed lean area in a high-quality ham.
7. Describe a two-toned condition sometimes found in ham
8. Name the parts of a ham on the diagram provided.
9. What are fresh bellies primarily used for?

10. What is the average thickness of a fresh belly?
11. How much finish should bacon have?
12. The ideal skin on a fresh belly should be what?
13. Is Pork Loin length important it judging loins?
14. What is the most important part of the Pork Loin?
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UNIT: Qualitj of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Lamb

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of evaluating lamb carcasses and wholesale
cuts of lamb.

REFERENCES°
Required:
1. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 41-51

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How is conformation primarily determined in lamb carcasses?
2. What is meant by the term "finish"?
3. What three things does fat add to lamb meat?
4. What does tIse term "quality" mean in lamb?
5. Name three places fat and lean may be checked for firmness on a

lamb carcass .

6. Name four places to determine color of a lamb carcass.
7. Row is mar' ling best indicated in a lamb carcass ?
8. What is the point of distinction between a lamb and a yearling carcass?
9. Describe the appearance of the break joint on a young lamb as compared

to one approaching yearling age.
10. Study and compare the different pictures and explanations of the four

carcasses on pages 43-46 of the "Meat Judging Handbook. "
11. Place the lamb carcass class on pages 48-49 of the "Meat Judging

Handbook".
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Meat Additives

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and the purposes of meat additives in
the processing industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 259-267, 331-333

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIE3:

1. What does the consumer think an edible portion of meat should be?
2. What do the processor and retailer think about meat?
3. What is the purpose of proteolytic enzymes?
4. inhere are the largest amounts of connective theme located in a

carcass ?
5. Row long should beef and lamb be aged?
e. What is considered a good "marinade" for tenderizing a steak?
7. Why do the vegetable enzymes appear to be more effective in

tenderizing steaks and small cuts of beef?
8. Explain what happens when the enzyme papain is injected into the

blood of an animal 10 minutes before it is to be slaughtered.
9. Why is water added to sausage?

10. Who controls the amount of water put into sausage?
11. Who regulates the manufacture of sausage?

wr772.F.
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UNIT Meat Ident-ficatioi.

TCP1C General Characteristics

OBJECTIVE . To learn the general characteristics of meats that are impo:;-.A.nt
in meat identification

REFERENCES
Required
1 The Meat We Eat. Ziegler, pp, 508-512
2 "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Med Board, pp. 2-3
3 "Cuts of Meat". Swift and Co , pp 4, 10, 14, 18, 22-24

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1. What is the outstanding characteristic of a beef carcass?
2. Compare the bones of young beef carcasses with those of aged beef

carcasses
3 Pelvic opening, cod fat, and white pizzie ring help identify which

sex in a beef carcass?
4 How are bull carcasses identified?
5 What is the main identifying feature of calf and veal carcasses?
6 What is the weight range for a veal carcass?
7 What should be the basic solution to the problem of meat cut

identification for the individual shopper?
8. Name the seven groups of retail meat cuts which can be identified

by the bone structure
9. Study bone structure and general location of wholesale cuts on pages

4. 10, 14, and 18 of Cuts of Meat
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UNIT: Meat Identification

TCPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Beef

OBJECTIVE: To learn the impor,:ant points in identifying the wholesale and
retail cuts of beef.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestnck and Meat Board, pp. 4-11
2. "Cuts of Meat", Swift and Co. , pp. 5-9
3. Information Sheet, "Beef Carcass"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name each of the wholesale cuts of beef and place the name of the
possible retail cuts below each wholesale cut on the following page.
(Use "The New Meat Manual", p. 11 as reference.)

2. Study wholesale and retail cuts of meat on pages 5-9 "Cuts of Meat"
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UNIT: Meat Identification

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork

OBJECTIVE: To learn the important points in identifying the wholesale and
retail cuts of pork.

REFellENCES:
Required:
1. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Beard, pp. 13
2. "Cuts of Meat", Swift and Co. , pp. 11-13
3. !aformat'on Sheet, "Pork Carcass"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name each of the wholesale cuts of pork and place the name of the
possible retail cuts below each wholesale cut on the following page.
(Use page 13 "The New Meat Molnar and page 11 "Cuts of Meat"
as references.)

2. Study pages 11-13 in "Cuts of Meat".
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OBJECTIV141: To learn the important points in identifying the wholesale
and retail cuts of veal.
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REFERENCES.
Requtred-
1 . The Meat We Eats Ziegler , pp. 519-522
2. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Boar'', pp. 12
3. "Cuts of Meat", Swift and Co. , pp. 19-21
4. Information Sheet, "Veal Carcass"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES7

1. Name each of the wholesale cuts of veal and place the name of the
possible retail cuts below each wholesale cut on the following page.
(tbe page 12 "The New Meat Manual" and page 19 "Cuts of Meat".)

2. Study pages 19-21 "Cuts of Meat."
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UNIT' Meat Identification

TOPIC Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb

OBJECTIVE To learn the important points in identifying the wholesale an...!
retail cuts of lamb

REFERENCES
Required
1 The Meat We Eat. Ziegler, pp 519-522
2. The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 14
3 "The Cuts of Meat". Swift and Co , pp 15-17
4 Information Sheet. "Lamb Carcass"

U QUESTIONS OR AC TIVITIE

1 Name each of the wholesale cuts of lamb and place the name of
the possible retail outs below each wholesale cut on the following
page (Use page 14 "The New Meat Manual " as a reference.)

2 Study pages 15-17 "The Cuts of Meat"

r
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Transporting and Receiving Animals

OBJECTIVE, To learn proper methods and procedires while handling, transporting,
and receiving animals.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Stockman's Handbook, Eneminger , pp. 643-645, 668-669

2. The Meat We Eat: Ziegler, pp. 8-9, 25-27, 64, 96

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1, The pink or fiery condition of a cart :-s due to it not bleeding out
well is caused by whae?

2 How long should an animal be held off feed and water before slaughtering?
3. Why sitoule animals in the later stages of pregnancy not be slaughtered?
4 What are the two more important factors in transporting animals?
5. How much sanci should cattle be bedded on?
6. Name the seven most important factors affecting shrinkage.
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Killing Room Procedures

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with prop and common procedures in the
killing room.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eats Ziegler, pp. 36-39, 64-65, 96-100, 115-116

2. "Methods and Facilities", USDA, No. 436, pp. 4-17

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. The Federal Humane Slaughter Act went into effect on July 1, 1960.

What are the three methods of immobilization it allows?
2. What are the advantages of these three methods?
3. Explain the Kosher killing method.
4. What is the proper method of sticking cattle?
5. What is a sheep skinned on?
6. What is meant by the term "hog style" dressing in veal ?
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TOPIC: Using and Caring for Slaughtering Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To learn tie importance of and the proper methods and
procedures of using and caring for slaughtering equipment.
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REFERE/ .,ES:
Required;
1. The Meat Ws! Eat, Ziegler, pp. 9-16
2. Informatioi, Sheet, "Using and Caring for Slaughtering Equipment"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is it necessary to use sharp knives?
2. What is the proper stone to use for grinding knives?
3. How can knives be cooled when grinding?
4. Following grinding, a knife will then need what to be sharpened properly?
5. What are three types of steels?
6. Why should knives be placed in some sort of rack?
7. How can knives not kept in active use be kept from rusting?
8. Where are knife pouches obtained?
9. Steam cleaning can be used for which hand cutting tools?

1( Name two types of oil which can be used for lubricating equipment?
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Equipment used in slaughtering animals varies from small knives to large
power saws and hoists. This equipment requires special attention so as to
assure proper working conditions and proper sanitation. The processing
plant employee must be certain that all power saws, slicers and grinders are
in good order and that knives are kept sharp.

A special tasteless oil should be used in lubricating all power machines to keep
them free from rust. If this special oil is not available, a light tasteless
mineral oil may be used.

Efficient sharpening of knives comes through extensive practice. The sharpening
of hand knives and other edge tools follows a basic pattern. While various
kinds of sharpening stones are in use the water grit and oil carborundum stones
are quite popular. The hand steel is used to keep knives sharp. It is well

0 to remember that sharp utensils are a must for efficient meat handling.

Power saws are usually used in most processing plants to split the backbone.

0

Illustrated below are most of the hand tools needed for slaughtering and cutting
meat.

Figure 1. Cutting tools. Needle, A; string. B; met 1 skewers, C; wooden skewers. D:
deaver, E; steak knife, F; butcher knife, G; boning knife, H; sharpening stone. It
hook. J; block brush, K; hydrometer, L; block scraper, M; saw. N; steel. 0.
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Live Market Classes and Grades of Hogs

OBJECTIVE: To learn the market classes and grades of live hogs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat Ziegler, pp. 28-36
2. Swine Production, Bundy and Diggins , pp. 298-302

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

962-IV-4
Page 1

1. In the swine world the word type refers to what?
2. List the live market USDA grades for barrows, gilts , and sows.
3. In what terms are market hogs classified?
4. Classes are provided for:
5. List the qualifications for a No. 1 hog.
6. Why can you, as a packer or processor, pay more for a No. 1 hog?
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Slaughtering Hogs

OBJECTIVE: To learn the proper steps and procedures used in slaughtering
hogs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 39-53

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Name three aids in scalding swine.
2. What causes "setting of the hair?"
3. When is the proper time for removing the tongue?
4. Outline the steps for slaughtering a hog after he is hung by the

back tendons.
5. What do larger slaughter plants remove hair from hogs with?
6. To skin a hog, the hide is opened in the same manner as what other

type of animal?
7. What percent of a hog's weight is skin?
8. What is the purpose of the coating compound in the depilating process?
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Styles of Dressing and Yields of Hogs

OBJECTIVE: To determiae the different styles of dressing hogs and yields
to be expected.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler,

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

pp. 53-58

1. Name the three styles of dressing pork,
2. Yield is affected by what two things?
3. Compare dressing percentages of No. 1 and No. 2 hogs as compared to

No. 3 and medium grade.
4. Why should a cooler be kept a few degrees below freezing before large

numbers of carcasses are handled?
5. What are Wiltshire sides ?
6. What is pig skin used for?
7. What is one use for lard as listed in the book?
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Live Market Classes and Grades of Cattle

OBJECTIVE: To learn the market classes and grades of live cattle.

REFI .ENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 62-64

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

962-IV-7
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1. What are the five grades of slaughter steers and heifers?
2. What are the four slaughter grades of cows?
3. Bills grade the same as cows with the exception of what grade?
4. What percent should prime cattle dress?
5. Steers or heifers which are generally lightweight , underfinished and

deficient in conformation would be graded what grade?
6. What kind of cattle usually are graded commercial?
7. What kind of cattle usually grade cutter or canner?

I
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Dressing and Skinning Cattle

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps and procedures in dressing and skinning cattle.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler , pp. 65-81

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the first part of the animal that is skimmed?
2. After the shanks have been skinned where do you remove them?
3. If the break joint is ossified what would you do?
4. Why is it important to avoid scoring and cutting the hide during skinning?
5 When you open the animal where do you start and how do you start?
6. What is the proper way to skin the tail ?
7. Is the "skirt" or diaphragm muscle ever removed?
8. What does backing mean?

0
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UNIT, Slaughtering

TOPIC: Halving, Shrouding, and Caring for Beef Carcasses

OBJECTIVE: To learn the proper methods and procedures of halving, shrouding,
and caring for beef carcasses.

REFERENCES:
Required.
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 71-85, 89-92

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1 Define the term halving as it applys to cattle slaughter.
2. Why is it important to saw the carcass in exactly the middle of

the spine?
3. What is a shroud?
4. What is the purpose of a shroud?
5. How long are shrouds left on carcasses?
6,. Why is it essential to chill a carcass thoroughly during the fist

twenty-four hours?
7. Why is it important to take special care when transporting carcasses?

0
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Classing, Grading, and Dressing Veal

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of classing and grading veal and the
procedures used in dressing veal.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 112-119

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the determining price factor between calves and veal of equal
conformation, finish, and quality?

9. Vealers are sold on the market for what one purpose?
3. What are the three market classes of vealers?
4. Name the six grades of medium-weight vealers.
5. What is the grade of a vealer which is not capable of producing a

carcass which can be retailed as cuts?
6. Name two methods of dressing veal?
7. What is a better way of skinning a vealer than with a knife since the

skin is much thinner and can be cut or scored easily?
8. Are the sweetbreads and liver weighed with the veal carcass or separate?



REFERENCES:

OBJECTIVE: To learn the market classes and grades of live sheep.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

TOPIC: Live Market Classes and Grades of Lamb

Teaching Materials Center

UNIT: Slaughtering

Required.

2. Why are lambs weighing between 70 and 90 pounds in greatest demand?

4. What are Spring lambs and how are they graded?

1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 93-96

1. What three factors contributed most to the great decline in mutton

3. What grading system is used in grading "Hothouse" lambs ?

5. What are the four weight classes of lambs?
6. What are the five lamb grades?

rr.irir
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Pelting and Dressing Lamb

OBJECTIVE: To learn the proper steps in pelting and dressing lamb.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 100-106, 107-111

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

962-IV-12
Page 1

1. What is the first step in pelting a lamb following bleeding?
2. List the steps to follow in th, opening of the front legs to tying of back

legs and lifting to a rack.
3. Outline the steps to follow while the lamb is on the rack up to

eviscerating.
4. Outline the steps for eviscerating a lamb.
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Trimming and Caring for Hides

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps in trimming hides and the proper procedures
in caring for hides.

REFERENCES:
Requ!red:
1. The Meat We L. Ziegler, pp. 107, 123-124
2. "Methods and Facilities," USDA No. 436, pp. 17-18

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why are pelts and sians rubbed with salt?
2. Why is wool removed from some pelts?
3. When salting hides, how much salt should you use?
4. Can salt be reused?
5. Explain brine curing?
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UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Introduction to Grading

OBJECTIVE To learn the principles of classifying and grading carcasses
and the general grading requirements.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 23-27, 32-40
2. The Meat We Eat Ziegler, pp. 272-275, 422-429, 461-472
3. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 17-18
4. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 52-53

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the three general factors which make up the basis for grading?
2. In what form is conformation best observed?
3. The yield of the valuable cuts depends to a great extent upon what?
4. In what areas of the carcass is the fat considered in determining the

grade?
5. A good finish is usually a good indication of what?
6. What causes the lean of high quality meat to be higher than that of

low quality meat?
7. Why is the color of fat objectionable?
8. What determines the amount of marbling for a particular grade?
9. What five things determine the quality of a carcass?

10. Why does tenderness decrease with age?
11. What three bone structure characteristics should be examined to

determine age?
12. How is lean evaluated?
13. What are the four basic factors which determine cutability grades?
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UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Beef and Veal Grading

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of grading beef and veal.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 27-31
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 429-446
3. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 54-67

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the USDA grades for beef.
2. Sex condition or sex classification is an integral part of grading.

What are the five sex classifications?
3. What are the three factors to evaluate in beef grading?
4. What factors are Involved in "quality"?
5. What must you do about the purple color that the roller stamp

places on the outside of a carcass?
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UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Lamb and Mutton Grading

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of grading lamb and mutton carcasses.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook Leyte , pp. 32-34
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 446-450
3. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 67-70

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the official standards of grades for lambs.
2. Why is maturity an important consideration in grading lambs?
3. Lamb and mutton also are graded in a composite evaluation of at least

three factors. They are what?
4. What is the "break-joint" and why is it important?
5. Explain "spool joints".
6. List the grades for Mutton.
7. List the grades for Yearlings.
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TOPIC: Pork Grading

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of grading pork carcasses.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie , pp. 32
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 450-456
3. "Meat Judging Handbook", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 71-72

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the two principles that pork is graded on?
2. How do sow carcasses differ from gilt carcasses?
3. What color of lean do stag carcasses have?
4. What are two types of softness in pork carcasses?
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the common dressing percentages
of cattle, sheep, and hogs and to learn the importance and effect of
yields , shrinkage, and cutting losses in the processing plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 85-87, 107
2. "Cuts of Meat", Swift and Co, pp. 3
3. The Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, 660 -661, 664,666

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the yield of an average 1,000 pound steer?
2. What is the yield of a live 200 pound "porker"?
3. What is the approximate yield of a 100 pound lamb?
4. List the five chief factors that determine dressing percentage.
5. List the average dressing percentage for cattle, by grades.
6. List the average dressing percentage for calves and vealers by grades.
7. List the ave,Aage dressing percentages for swine, by grade.
8. Why do hogs dress higher than other classes of slaughtered animals?
9. Why do shipper style dressed hogs yield higher than other types or

styles of dressing?
10. Why is home slaughtering of hogs rather risky?
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Operating and Cleaning Processing Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles, methods, and procedures of properly and
safely operating processing equipment and the importance and procedure of
cleaning the equipment.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 151-157
2. "Handling Prepackaged Meats", University of Missouri, pp. 8-9, 12-13
3. The Meat We Eat, pp. 190-205

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. The important considerations in the selection of equipment are what?
2. What are two important considerations in the selection of the grinder?
3. Name three machines other than saws which may be needed.
4. Why are meat blocks becoming unnecessary?
5. The electric saw blade may be of two types; what two uses do they have?
6. What is the purpose of an air curtain?
7. There are pictures demonstrating bow to power cut a side of beef on

pages 190-205, The Meat We Eat. Study the complete process.
8. How often should the power equipment be cleaned?
9. List the steps for cleaning power equipment.

10. What temperature of water should be used for rinsing?
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UNIT. Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork
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on the shoulder?

to the saw

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps and procedure in cutting the pork carcass into
wholesale and retail cuts.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 274-291
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 284-298

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 Why is it necessary to chill pork before cutting?
2. What are the five main cuts a hog carcass is divided into?
3. When removing a shoulder, how many ribs are usually left
4. Name four retail cuts that are taken from the shoulder.
5. What steak would you cut from the shoulder if you cut parallel

cut?
6 Where do you divide the shoulder into Bosun butt and
7. How do you trim the Boston butt?
8. Where do you remove the shanks?
9 How do you remove the ham?

10. How do you separate the loin from the side?
11. How do you remove the spare ribs from the side?
12 What cuts do you get from the pork loin?
13 Do you trim the "pork s;de"?

picnic shoulder?
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Sausages - Fresh and Smoked

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of preparing fresh and smoked sausages.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 309-328

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, About how many different kinds of sausage are sold in the United States?
2. Name six kinds or types of sausages.
3. Pork sausage generally refers to the ground and seasoned fresh pork

product but there are other kinds of pork sausage. Name some
variation of content.

4. How much beef does country style sausage usually contain?
5. What meat or meats are used for making breakfast sausage?
6. What is the maximum amount of fat which a sausage processed in a

Federally inspected plant can contain?
7. What is a good formula for preparing pork sausage?
8. How many pounds of sausage should come from a 300 lb hog if all

the meat goes into it?
9. How can the texture of sausage be changed?
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting the Beef Hindquarter

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps in cutting the beef hindquarter into wholesale
and retail cuts.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook Levie, pp. 161-205

2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 334-336, 344-350

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Where and how is the beef side divided or quartered?
2 . How is a hind placed on the cutting block?
3. What wholesale cuts are in a hindquarter ?
4. Why must care be taken in removing the kidney?
5. How is the flank steak removed?
6. How is the round separated from the rump and loin?
7. How is the rump separated from the loin?
8. How is the loin divided and where?
9. What retail cuts are taken from the loin?

10. A boneless loin consists of what three boneless cuts?
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting the Beef Forequarter

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps in cutting the beef forequarter into wholesale
and retail cuts.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 206-229
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 337-344

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the three primal cuts of the forequarter?
2. Where is the rib separated from the chuck?
3. Where are the chuck and rib separated from the plate, foreshank,

brisket?
4. What three parts are always removed when boning a brisket?
5. What are two ways the foreshank may be cut?
6. Why would it be reasonable to muscle bone the chuck?
7. How does the rib rank as a desirable cut with other cuts of the beef

side?
8. What are three common methods of cutting the short ribs from the lit?
9. Which side of the quarter should be toward the carriers body?

10. What .'s called the skirt on the forequarter?
11. How can the skirt be used as a cut?
12. Name two common ways of cutting _ e chuck.
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Veal

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps in cutting the veal carcass into wholesale
and retail cuts .

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 231-251
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 352-357

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Explain the term hindsaddle and foresaddle as it relates to veal.
2. What is the long veal leg?
3. What is the yield from the long leg?
4. How is the veal shank used?
5. How is trimmed veal short loin made?
6. What are "baby T-bone?"
7. What are the primal cuts of a veal forequarter?
8. Explain the steps in breaking a veal forequarter.
9. What is the chuck used for?

10. Why is the veal chuck sometimes frozen before cutting?
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UNIT. Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps in cutting the sa4"nb carcass into wholesale
and retail cuts.

REFERENCES
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levies pp. 252-272
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 358 -374

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, Outline the five different ways a lamb carcass may be divided.
2. , HOW much does the retail wqv ril cutting vary?
3. What is 'a's standard number of ribs to leave on the chuck?
4. What retal cuts come from cutting parallel to the ribs on the chuck?
5. How many arm chops should be lut off the chuck if you are going to

cut blade chops also?
6. What are the shoulder joint and neck used for?
7. What is another method for cutting the lamb shoulder?
8. How is "mock duck" made?
9. What are three uses of lamb breast?

10. How many ribs are in the crown roast of lamb?
11. Where do lamb loin chops come from?
12. Name the four different styles of lamb leg.
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REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

0I3JECTIVE: To learn the importance of and the methods and procedures

UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Portion Control
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0. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 282-283

4. What is generally best for the small independent dealer?

Required:
pp. 31. "Handling Prepackaged Meats", University of Missouri, 1

1. What is portion control?
2. Can the by-products be used in portion control?
3. What is the buyer's major problem in price portion control?

ll
5. Why should the cutting and wrapping process be as rapid as possible?

2. The Meat Handbook, Levis, pp. 85-88, 109-113

in portion control.
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Wrapping and Labeling

OBJECTIVE: To learn the proper methods of wrapping and labeling meat.

REFERENCES-
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 157-158
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 185-188
3. The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 19-21

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES!

1.. What are the five general groups of wrapping materials for meats?
2. Name the nine qualities a good wrapping material should posses.
3. What amount of shrink is considered to make frozen meats and poultry

unacceptable as fresh meat?
4. What type of paper must be used to hold dehydration to a minimum for

frozen meats?
5. What is the primary type of wrapping paper used for the retail meat

trade?
6. What are the two kinds of wrapping materials most popular for wrapping

frozen meats?
7. What is the newest kind of paper used for dividers of hamburger patties,

lamb patths, frozen meat cuts, and sausage because of its anti-sticking
proxortie.1?

8. What typt. ,:i foil makes an excellent wrap for frozen meats?
9. Compare the two most popular methods for wrapping meats.

10. Why is it necessary to press the paper to the meat tightly when
wrapping?

11. What type of container is suitable for receptacles for diced and
ground meats?

12. When is a bacteriostatic wrap needed?
1J. Study the illustrations on page 20 The New Meat Manual for wrapping

meat for freezing.
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UNIT- Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Refrigeration

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and the effects of refrigeration on meats.

REFERENCESt

Required:
1_ The Meat Handbook, Levie, PP. 48-53
2, The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 179-180

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the primary purpose of refrigeration?
2. What are the two types of cold used to preserve meat?
3. What is the "hot box"? ..

4. After a carcass has been chilled completely will the temperature
fluctuate widely?

5. What is the most widely used chemical refrigerant?
6. What are the three loads ron the cooler?
7. Why is high humidity in the cooler important?
8. What is the most important control of bacteria on meat?
9. Are molds and yeasts harmful to meats?

10. What is the most important roll of enzymes in meat?
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Freezing Meat

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and effects of freezing meats.

REFERENCES:
Req aired:
1. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 53-57
2. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 180-185, 189, 207-210, 392-394
3. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 20-21

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the purpose of the cold storage locker?

0 2. At what temperature will meat Juices freeze solid?
3. At what temperatures are frozen meats commonly stored?
4. Why is it important to freeze meats quickly?
5. Which meat stores longer--beef or pork?
6. How is the storage life of meats affected if aged before being frozen?
7. Expermients have shown that the tenderness factor due to aging

disappears at what stage after meat is frozen?
8. Should most of the fat be trimmed off of meat before freezing?
9. What are three advantages of boning meats before freezing?

10. Why are most meats frozen with bone-in?
11. What can be done with meats which have been frozen then thawed and

are not to be used until a much later date?
12. What affect does refreezing have on quality if the meat is never

unwrapped?
13. What is the customary range of charge for chilling, cutting, wrapping,

and freezing by locker plants?
14. What causes freezer burn of meats?
15. Do freeze-dried meats require refrigeration for storage?

0
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Methods of Preserving Meats

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of the various methods of preserving meats.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 148-152

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the four most common methods of preserving meat?
2. What is the name used to identify dried meat?
3. Is smoking of meat a fairly new method of preserving meat?
4. When did salt curing of meat get to be a scientific business?
5. Name four types of cured hams.
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Curing Ingredients and Methods

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of curing meats and the ingredients used
and methods used in curing meats.

REFERENCES:
Required;
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 152-169

QUESTIONS OR ACTI1 ITIES:

1. Why does salt make up the bulk of most curing mixtures?
2. What are the reasons for adding sugar to curing mixtures?
3. What happens to meat exposed to salt for too long a period?
4. Why is saltpeter used in some curing mixtures ?
5. Why is it practical to force salt into the aitchbone joint?
6, Is the length of time for box curing important for bacon?
7. How long should hams be left to absorb a hot salt cure?
8. What is the purpose of a calcium chloride brine at a processing plant?
9- Which produces a more desirable flavor, long curing methods or

short cures?
10_ Hams which have been cured les& than 60 days should be aged for at

least how many days so the salt will equalize?
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UNIT; Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Processed, Smoked, and Variety Meats

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the procedures is preparing processed,
smoked, and variety meats.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat. Handbook, Levie, pp. 293-301

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I . What kind of meat is cured by "corning"?
2. Smoking usually follows wnat?
3. What is the Process for smoking meats?
4. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has what requirements for foods

labeled "ready to eat"?
5. What is probably the most popular cut of pork which is sold smoked?

1 6. What are the classes of variety meats?
7. What is the maximum weight of beef livers which are from younger

beef and of high quality?
8. From what parts of the animal do the sweetbreads come?
9. The kidney from which type of animal is the least tender and

strongest in flavor?
10. Which of the variety meats are con&dered to be the least desirable?
11. In wtat iorm are tongues sold?
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Smoking and Storage

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and methods of smoking meats and the
importance of proper storage.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 169-178

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What woods are used most to smoke meats?
2. How does temperature in the smokehouse affect length of smoking period?
3. How does smoking affect the shrinkage of meats?
4. What is the most satisfactory type or smokehouse?
5. Is it necessary to clean the smokehouse periodically?
6. How do you prevent mold spores from ruining smoked meat?
7. Is there danger of contamination by insects and pests in stored meat?
8. What is the MID Memorandum 155 and what did it do?
9. Explain "Sugar Cure" and "Honey Cure".

--F
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Cooking, Palatability, and Quality

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and effects of various methods of cooking
meats, and factors that affect palatability and quality.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp. 302-320
2. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 22-37
3. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 385-392

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What are the three basic methods of cooking neat?
2. How does roasting temperature affect palatability and quality?
3. What general grades of meat should be used for broiling?
4. Should intense heat be used for broiling?
5. Name four products which are generally broiled.
6. How should the flavor of pan broiled steak differ from ordinary broiled

steak?
7. What is meant by the term "frying"?
8. How are the less tender cuts generally cooked?
9. Should frozen meat be thawed first or can cooking be started while meat

is still frozen?
10. What factors generally affect the acceptability of a cut of meat?
11. What is probably the most sought after characteristic of meat?
12. How can tenderness best be evaluated?
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UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Grading Standards and Classes

OBJECTIVE: To learn tile grading standards and classes of poultry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We E_ at Ziegler, pp. 211-213 , 232-234

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:
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1. What are the three classes of broilers?
2. What weights are light broilers and heavy broilers?
3. What kind of chickens are classed as roasters?
4. What are the two classes of capons?
5. What is the maximum age of turkeys which can be classed as young

hens or young toms?
6. What are male turkeys called which are over one year of age and have

molted?
7. What grade will a th.ckmeated, full-breasted, well finished bird be on

any market if dressed properly?
8. What color will the skin of an underfinished turkey be?
9. What are the U.S. Standard grades of dressed broilers?
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and procedures in selecting, handling, and
dressing poultry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 213-222

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why should a chicken be held off of feed for 18 to 24 hours before
slaughter?

2. Why should birds not be excited prior to killing?
3. Name and explain the bleeding practices.
4. Why is it important to puncture the brain when killing fowl?
5. What is the proper scalding water temperature ?
6. What is the wax method of plucking birds?
7. Why should birds be placed into tubs of ice water?
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UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Full Dressing, Chilling, and Storing

OBJECTIVE: To learn the princip!es of full dressing and the impLir+ance of
proper &Jailing and storing poultry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Thp Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 222-226

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. At what temperature should birds be stored to remove bo.. y heat?
2. How can body heat be removed quickly if refrigeration is not available?
3. What dressing method should be used for birds whict are to be frozen?
4. List the steps for dressing a bird from the picking proce.-u: in.
5. How are the wings positioned on a chicken after being dressed?
6. List the cuts of chicken in order of their monetary value.
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UNIT: Dressing Poultry ana Game

TOPIC: Fabricated Turkey

OBJECTIVE: To learn the procedure of fabricating turkey.

REvERENCES:
Required:
I. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 226-231

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. How are large turkey toms for roasting best utilized?
2. How are turkey steaks obtained?
3. Why are turkeys often cut into halves or quartered?
4. What is the overnight fasting shrink?
5. How great is full-drersed loss in turkey hens?
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UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Dressing Other Fowl

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps in dressing fowl other than poultry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We E.A, Ziegler, pp. 231-232

QUESTIONS OR ACTI ilTIES:

962-V111-5
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1. What causes waterfowl to be very hard to scald?
2. How are the fine down feathers removed best from a water-fowl which

has been dry-picked?
3. How can feathers best be removed from pheasant?
4. How does the meatiness of pheasants compare with tiler fowl?
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UNIT. Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Venison

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps and procedures in dressing and processing
venison.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 238-249

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, What is the first thing to do to a deer after it has been killed?
2. What method of dressing is usually performed on a deer shortly after

killing?
3. What is one disadvantage of hauling deer on the outside of a car?
4. When should a deer be skinned?
5. At what temperature should venison be aged?
6. Pelting of venison is done mostly by ?
7. How should hides be stored?
8. What is the first major step in cutting a venison carcass?
9. Study illustration on page 246 to learn where each of the venison cuts

come from.
10. How can the less tender cuts of venison be used?



QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and procedures of preparing margarine.

REFERENCES:

UNIT: By-Product s

TOPIC: Margarine

Teaching Materials Center

Required:

2. What are the principal ingredients of oleomargarine?

4. How is margarine usually packaged?

1. The Meat We Eat,. Ziegler, pp. 130-136

1. What does the word oleomargarine mean?

3. Are all margarines the same?

5. What are the vegetable oils usually used in margarine?
6. What are some of the additives of margarine?
7. How does the margarine industry help the farmer?
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UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC: Gland Extracts

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of gland extracts.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 137-141

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:
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L Where are the thyroid glands located in animals?
2. What effect does a deficiency of the thyroid produce?
3. What are animal thyroids used for?
4. What happens when the parathyroid gland is removed?
5. How many animals would have to be slaughtered to get one pound of

parathryoid extract ?
6. Where is the pituitary gland located?
7. Give the location, size, and color of the pineal gland.
8. What animal gland is epinephrin made from?
9. What gland located in the neck is used for food?

10. What important medicine is produced in the pancreas?
11. What is the maximum temperature for freezing pancreas glands?
12. How is bile from the gall bladder shipped?
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UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC: Other By-Products--Edible and Inedible

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with other by-products and the procedures
used in processing them.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 58-61, 142-147, 328-331
2. "Methods and Facilities," USDA No. 436, pp. 18-20, 26-27

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the three main operations performed in the viscera washing
and separating room?

2. What does the pluck contain?
3. What does emptying paunches mean?
4. What is considered edible offal?
5. Where is edible offal usually stored?
6. What is one of the greatest uses of tallow?
7. In large processing plants, what is done with the hog hair that is scraped

from the hog carcass?
8. What are the three types of glue?
9. What are the two types of gelatin according to their source?

10. Is blood considered a by-product?
11. What are some of the products made from blood?
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UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC: Grading and Value of Hides

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and value of hides to the processor and to
learn the grading standards.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 120-122, 141-142

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the grades of pelts ?
2. What is the most valuable by-product of cattle?
3. How can insect damage be minimized on hides?
4. Why should hides be trimmed?
5. What is the maximum tail length for a trimmed hide?
6. Why should hides be checked for wire?
7. What are the main subclasses of packer hides?
8. What is the main difference between packer and country hides?
9. What does the term native mean in beef hides?

10. What are hide trimmings used for?
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UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC-. Rendering Lard

OBJECTIVE: To learn the steps and procedures in rendering lard.

REImRENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 298-308

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

962-DC-5
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1. What does rendering pork fat mean?
2. At what temperature should you render lard?
3. What are the three grades of pork fat?
4. The three most important sources of lard obtained from a hog carcass

are located where?
5. What are the three rendering methods for pork fat?
6. What color is neutral lard and what is it?
7. What is lard oil ?
8. What is the natural color of pure lard?
9. What does greater shortening value mean?

4
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Distribution Channels

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the normal distribution channels in
marketing meat and meat products.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook Levie, pp. 58-63

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name six possible types of businesses carcasses may be sold to by the
slaughterer.

2. What is a breaker?
3. What is a boner?
4. Name six types of processors.
5. Approximately how many food service units are in the United States ?
6. Study meat distribution channels, figure 28 on page 59 of The Meat

Handbook.
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Buying Plans

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with common buying plans used by various
businesses.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. The Meat Handbook, Levie, pp.64-80

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Besides the logistics of product, what is the buyers duty?
2. Evaluate yourself by taking the "Buyer's Quotient Test" on page 65

The Meat Handbook.
3. What about personal motivations when buying?
4. Why is ordering so very important?
5. Is it important to know your inventory?
6. Name the four types of buyers.
7. "You get what you pay for" is always true in the meat business.
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Specifications for Orders

OBJECTIVE: To learn the various methods and terminology used in order
specifications.

REFERENCES;
Rtluired:
1. The Meat Handbook Leyte, pp. 83-101

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1

1. Why is it important to h- written specifications for individual orders?
2. Name five economic factors which should be considered when writing

specifications.
3. What is a simple way to write specifications in many cases?
4. Study thoroughly the "Buy-Make" Decision on pages 84-85 of The

Meat Handbook.
5. How may a locker plant simplify the "buy-make" decision?
6. What seems to be the preference of the fo 1 service industry and retail

trade for quality control?
7. What is another method of quality control besides federal grading which

may be used profitably by a locker plant?
8. What is one thing about specifications that is most misunderstood?
9. What is one particular advantage of cryovac?

10. How can specifications affect maximum r :.1d?
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the factors involved in merchandising meat
and pricing meat,

REFERENCES:
Required
1. The Meat We Eat, Ziegler, pp. 375-384
2. "The New Meat Manual", National Livestock and Meat Board, pp. 15-16

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Who are the "vanishing meat merchandisers"?
2. Who are thi.: primary meat merchandisers?
3. What are some factors that enter into meat pricing?
4. Study the Cutting Test chart on page 382, The Meat We Eat.
5. What are three methods of pricing?
6. Read page 15-16, New Meat Manual, to become familiar with customer

buying tabits.

SIWPOION01.00ms....--...,............,--_,-...,...._
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Record Keeping
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OBJECTIVE: To Warn the importance o; proper and accurate records in the
meat processing industry

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Record Keeping"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Is record keeping necessary ?
2. Whes is the "On Order" book"
3. What is the Receiving Book?
4. Should daily sales be totaled?
5. "What is the Expense Book?
6. What is overhead?
7. What is the Profit and Loss Statement?
8. Is there a standard record keeping system for meat processing plants?
9. Should you know about the record system where you work?
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Accurate record keeping is an important phase of any business operation and needs
considerable attention.

Because of the vast differences in types and sizes of meat processing plants, record
keeping will vary greatly; therefore, it will be handled in a general manner in this
topic

Accurate records should be on all orders that are "on order". This is important
so that when merchandise is received, the agreed price and the awning of product
can be verified. In this way there can be little room for misunderstanding on what
was ordered and the price.

A "receiving book" is used as merchandise is received at the plant. This is a check
against the "On Order" book. It is also a permanent record of what was received
and the date it was received. This can be checked later against invoices.

The receiving book will also, to some extent, eliminate pilfering, . '.ortages , and
short weight.

As soon as an invoice is received and checked with the receiving book a record
should made in the receiving book. This information is necessary, as the
amount of all purchases made during inventory period must be added in order to
cirry out the figuring of gross margin.

A sales record of daily sales should be kept and totaled daily or weekly. An expense
book is kept of all items that are "paid out." Usually a separate book or page is
kept of the various items of expense, stich as, wages and salaries, rent, utilities,
wrappings etc. This total expense or overhead must be obtained in order to arrive
at the total overhead cost.

A profit and loss statement should be made periodically to determine the stability
of the business and to give a clear picture of the operation of the business.

There is no et.- -lard system for records that could be used by all meat processing
operations. 'iowever, record keeping is of great importance.

At your manager's request, acquaint yourself with the type and kind of records kept
where you work.

...- .........
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with industry ethics and to understand
the importance of proper relationships between the processing plant
and other businesses and consumers.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. The Meat Handbook , Levie, pp. 124-140

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITMS:

1. What attitude should be taken toward "kickbacks"?
2. How can kickbacks be simply defined?
3. What are four common characteristics of a thief?
4. How does kickback affect the entire business?
5. What are six major disadvantages of kickback to a meat business?
6. What seems to be a good way to curb kickback?
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Delivery

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with common procedures used in meat
delivery and to realize the responsibilities in delivering meats.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on "Delivery"
2. "Methods and Facilities," USDA No. 436, pp. 24-4;

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is one of the major concerns you must keep in mind when
delivering meat?

2. How does sanitation when delivering vary from sanitation in
the plant?

3. Name seven other considerations to remember when delivering.

"2f
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The job of delivering meat may be one of the jobs of a processing plant
employee. The importance of certain factors which affect this job must not
be overlooked. Remember when you are away from the business you may
see and influence many customers or potential customers. This is a
time when your every action may increase or decrease the amount of business
the company you are working for may do in the future.

Product sanitation is one of your major concerns. No one likes to purchase
meat which he feels has been exposed to unsanitary conditions. Probably
sanitation can best be summarized in this respect: follow the same rules
and regulations you follow while in the processing plant. Make sure your
personal cleanliness is tops when you are delivering.

In addition to delivering you may be asked to place some meats in display
cases or in cases or coolers which are inconvenient. Be sure to try your
best to please the customer. A few minutes of your time may mean more
business for your company.

Some other considerations to keep in mind when delivering are:
1. Being courteous
2. Being cheerful and pleasant
3. Using proper language
4. Being patient and considerate
5. Being interested in them and their product
6. Being helpful to them whenever possible, if needed
7. Not wasting anyones time.

Anything you caa do while delivering which will increase the customer's
satisfaction will strengthen repeat business.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Introduction

TCPIC. The Meat Processing Industry

1. ta) Kansas City, Missouri
(b) Omaha, Nebraska
(c) St. Paul, Minnesota

2. Cincinnati, Ohio

3. (a) Ice refrigerated cars
(b) Mechanically refrigerated cars

4. Hot box, cooler, dock

5. 1930 to 1940 - 131 pounds
1950 to 196., - 154 pounds

6. The by-products take care of the difference as well at the profit.

7. The large packers are decentralizing because
(a) Old plants are less economical to operate
(b) Replaced in rural locations where land is less expensive
(c) Efficient one-story operations are Jess costly
(d) Labor is usually less costly
(e) Plants located close to livestock producing areas
(f) Reduction in transportation costs of livestock
(g) Reduction of shrinkage during transit

wAlliluels1voiest
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Opportunities in the Industry

1. 32.1 billion pounds

2. One of the largest

3. To train employees in the meat packing industry

962-1-2
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4. From one or two employee locker plants up to the large plants such as
Swift and Armour

5. (a) Cutting and wrapping meats
(b) Curing meats
(c) Slaughtering and dressing

*LOUD/LT.0N.
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Meat Consumption

1. The per capita consumption is 100 pounds less than the Ameryan people.

2. Because the hog population is considerably larger

3. (a) Spendable income
(h) Concern for personal well-being
(c) The doctor

4. Because cholesterol in animal fat is deposited on the inside walls of
arteries and veins

5. The packer must pc y a premium for animals with superior meat type and
quality and do some fat trimming on overdone carcasses and cuts.

6. Beef - 95.7 pounds
Pork - 63.8 pounds
Veal - 5.0 pounds
Lamb and mutton - 4.5 pounds

Fish - 10.7 pounds
Chicken - 31.0 pounds
Turkeys - 7.0 pounds

7. Because meat tissue is very similar to human body tissue

8. Calcium

spucIATION
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Promotional Organizations

1. The National Livestock and Meat Board

962-1-4
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2. Livestock growers and feeders, livestock marketing agencies, meat packing
industry, meat retailers, and restaurateurs

3. For the purpose of determining factors which influence quality and palatability
of meat

4. (a) Meat research
(b) Education
(c) Information
(d) Promotion

5. Voluntary contributions made by livestock growers and meat packers at the
time the livestock is sold, amounting to about 25 cents per single decked
rail car

6. To promote the interests of the meat packing industry

7. The purpose was mainly educational

8. The Livestock Loss Prevention Board, livestock and breed organizations,
agricultural agents of publi utility firms, colleges and universities, and
the U. S. D. A .

....,,,....
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Int duction

TOPIC: The Nutritive Value of Meat

1. (a) Proteins
(b) Fats (calories)
(0) Minerals
(d) Vitamins

2. Because it supplies all of the essential amino acids

3. Because man cannot manUfacture protein

4. 15% to 23%

5. Fat contains about twice the number of calories as proteins.

6. Fat

7. (a) iron
(b) Phosphorous
(c) Copper
(d) Sodium
(e) Potassium

8. (a) Mature fat beef - 45%
(b) Veal - 72%

9. (a) Vitamin A
(b) Vitamin B2
(c) Nicotinic Acid
(d) Folic Acid
(e) Vitamin B12
(f) Pantothenic Acid

(g) Vitamin C
(h) Vitamin D
(i) Vitamin E
(j) Vitamin K
(k) Choline

liOUOATION
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UNIT: Office Management

TOPIC: Telephone Courtesy
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1. Alertness, expression, naturalness, pleasantness, distinctness, modulation,
calmness

2. To calm a nervous or upset caller
To obtain all of the facts about the call

3. To enable employee to write down name of caller and other information
without having the caller wait

4. To show him you are interested in his call and to help you remember the name

5. To save time and to prevent the caller from having to wait a long period of
time

atA01110* ?VOW.
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Safety

1. Physical, chemical, diseases and infection, residues

2. Kicking, biting and stepping on an employee

3. Saws, slicers, and grinders

4. Ground all electrical tools

According to the directions of the manufacturer

6. Be particular about body cleanliness and washing of hands

7. By proper use

A01110UlaWIAL
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Plant Sanitation
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1. (a) Personal cleanliness, clean fingernails, clean garments
(b) Use a wash basin in the shop with hot c-Iti cold water, and a tool

sterilizer if possible
,..---) (c) Use steam or hot water

(d) Clean all utensils daily and air dry
(e) Hose down and clean all equipment daily
(f) Use germicides containing chlorine to destroy bacteria
(g) Laminated blocks cannot be soaked, but should be scraped and wire-

brushed daily; the surface should he bleached and chlorinated period-
ically

2. The U. S. Department of Agriculture "Guide to Construction and Equipment"

3. Sanitation

4. (a) Clean hands
(b) Clean clothes
(c) Hygienic practices

5. (a) Clean caps
(b) Jackets or frocks
(c) Aprons

6. Wash hands with soap and water

7. To destroy bacteria on the surface of clean equipment

8. (a) Concentration of sanitizer
(b) Temperature of sanitizer
(c) Exposure time
(d) Level of contamination

u
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Plant Layout and Maintenance

1. (a) Carcass and by-product flow
(b) Space utilization
(c) Equipment arrangement
(d) Futur3 expansion

2. (a) Holding pens
(b) Killing floor
(c) Chilling and holding coolers
(d) Hide cellar
(e) Viscera washing and separath.e, room
(f) Boning room

962-1-9
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(g) Load-out dock
(h) Offal chilling cooler
(1) Freezer room
(j) Offices
(k) Machinery rooms
(1) Welfare room

3. A rough finished, concrete floor, sloped to a 4 inch drain is ideal

4. Recent research indicates that very quick freezing of meat contributes
little to taste.

AORICUOURAL
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TJNTT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Physical Properties of Meat

E Any animal used as food, including domestic mammals used and
raised for food, game animals, shell fish, fish, poultry, and game

2. (a) Lean muscles
(b) Connective tissue
(c) Fat
(d) Water
(e) Boties
(f) Skin
(g) Nerves
(h) Blood vessels

3. (a) The amount of connective tissue present
(b) How the meat is cooked

4. Fat makes the lean relatively high in price.

5. (a) Poor animal has wet, flabby, and soft meat.
(b) Fat animal has velvety, firm, and relatively dry meal.

6. Dark cutter

7. (a) Animals kept in cold or exposed conditions before slaughter
(b) Animals kept without food before slaughter
(2) Animals ir. an excited condition before slaughter

8. (a) More mature animals
(b) Some dairy breeds

BOIOCATiON
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Federal, State, and Local Inspection

1.. The Meat Inspection Act of June 30, 1906
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2. (a) To safeguard the public by eliminating diseased or otherwise
bad meat;

(b) To enforce the unitary preparation of meat and meat products;
(c) To guard against the use of harmful ingredints;
(d) And to prevent the use of false or misleading name or statements

on labels.

(a) Professional veterinary inspectors
(b) Non-professional or lay-inspectors

4. The Kosher Stamp is placed on a carcass when the animal has been
slaughtered under the direction of a specially trained rabbi or
shohet.

5. Because they contain less blood than the hindquarters and are more
easily veined.

6.. Farmers may sell meat to certain customers without it being inspected.

7. "United States Inspected and Passed"
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Federal Grading

1. A reliable guide to quality.

2. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

USDA Prime
USDA Choice
USDA Good
USDA Standard
USDA Commercial
USDA Utility
USDA Cutter
USDA Canner

962-11-3
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3. The word VEAL appearc under the shield and grade designation for veal..
The word CALF appears under shield and grade designation for calf.

4. it demotes the degree of conformation, finish, and quality possessed by
a carcass or cut.

5. Prime , choice, good, utility, cull

6. U.S. No. 1. U.S No. 2, U.S. No. 3, medium, and cull

aDA0111011.TVItal
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Diseases and Other Losses
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I. He should be able to recognize unhealthy or unthrifty animals and know
something about the effect cf the more common ailments on the quality and
value of a carcass.

2. Yes, provided the animal is cut and allowed to bleed.

3. To kill the parasite Trichina that is often its uncooked garbage.

4. a. Keep fences, feed racks, and barns in good repair, free from
protruding nails and boards.

b. Keep feed lots and barns clean and free from trash, and maintain a
good footing.

c. Do not crowd animal" through narrow gates or runways.
d. Dehern all cattle
e. Use a canvas slapper instead of a stick, cane, or whip to herd

livestock.
f. Have truck standards on the outside and see that no sharp objects

Jr rotrude in the truck.
g. Provide good footing in the truck - sand or hay bedding.
h. I-.ave cleated floor in loading shutes with no protruding nails or

enarp objects.
i. Never get in a hurry when loading or =loading.
j. Prevent stock from moving about in the truck or trailer by providing

partitions both for a full or partial load
k. Cover front end of slatted truck or trailers with canvas or heavy

building paper or cardboard in winter.
I. Caution driver to avoid sudden stops and starts and to make frequent

stops for inspection of the load.

stAORICOLTURAL
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Evaluation of Live Animals

I. a. Livestock shows
b. Consumer demands

2. The stockman

3. a. Type or individuality
b. Pedigree
c. Show ring winnings
d. Production testing

4. 1. Poll 18. Fore flank
2. Crest 19. Shoulder
3. Top of shoulder 20. Point of shoulder
4, Crops 21. Shoulder vein
5. Back 22. Neck
6. Loin 23. Dewlap
1. Rump 24. Arm
8. Tail -head 25. Dewclaw
it Thigh 26. Foot

10. Tail 27. Knee
11. Switch 28. Shank
12, Hock 29. Mouth
13. Cod 30. Muzzle
14. Rear Bank 31. Face
15. Belly 32. Eye
16. Ribs 33. Ear
11. Heart gle

5. 1. Forehead 14. Hind flank
2. Ear 15. Shoulder
S. Eye 16. Ribs
4, Face 17. Thigh
5. Nostril 1.8. Hind leg
0. Mouth 19. Hook
1, Breast 20. Dock
8, Neck 21. Rump
9. Dewclaw 22. Loin

10. root 23. Back
11. Fors leg 24. Top of shoulder
12. Fors flank 28. Hip
13, Belly



MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
(Answer Sheet Continued)

O. 1., Ear 12. Side
2. Eye 13. Fore flank
3. Poll 14. Belly
4. Cheek 15. Hind flank
5. Neck 16. Ham
O. Snout 17. Rear leg
7. Jowl 18. Tail
8. Shoulder 19. Dewclaw
9. Back 20. Toes

10. Loin 21. Pastern
11. Rump 22. Fore leg
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Beef Carcasses

He is looking for a suitable size package of high quality, lean meat with
a minimum amount of trimmable waste in the form of fat or bone.

Trimmable fat is a low value product worth only a few cents per pound.

3. Color, texture, marblingand the proportion of lean to fat and bone

4. The yield of the various retail cuts obtainild as well as the "quality"
factors of color, texture, and marbling.

962-11-6
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5. Coriormation means shape. The beef carcass should he compact, thick
and meaty throughout.

t )

_.i

6, Finish means the degree of fat contained on the carcass.

7. "Character of fat" refers to the color, firmness, and texture of the fat.

8. This comes from the animal eating lush, green feeds.

9. The term quality refers to marbling, color and firmness of fat and lean,
texture of the lean, and maturity of the bone.

10. Refer to drawing previous page

11. ThiS CiaSS is plac(N1 1 - 2 - 3 - 4.
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT! Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Wholesale Cuts of Beef

1 a. Pot roasts
b. A source of boneless beef for various uses

2 _ a. Rib ends
b. Clod region
c. Arm side
d. Blade side
e. Point of shoulder
f. Neck
g. Feather bone
h. Chine side of chuck
i. English cut or rib shoulder

962-11-7
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3. a. Thick, compact and heavily muscled throughout
b. Short, thick neck blending into a tnick, meaty shoulder
c. Arm area is deep, thick, and heavily muscled
d. The blade side, lower rib, and the clod region are thick and meaty

4. a. Neck and arm region
b. Blade and lower rib
c. Between the muscles

5. By the way in which the cut surfaces on both the blade and arm side hold
a "straight line" for some time after the cut is made

6. Roasting meat

7. a. Chine a. Chine or feather bone
b. Buttons b. Blade bone
c. Center of rib c. Rib ends
d. Blade end
e. Rib ends
f. Rib eye

0 8. Compact and uniformly thick and meaty throughout

9. Marbling

10. Steaks



UNIT: Quality of Meat
i

TOPIC: Judging Wholesale Cuts of Beef
(Answer Sheet Continued)

11. a. Chine side
b. Rib end

i c. Hip
d. Flank side

I

e. Sirloin tip
f. Sirloi and

I

1

12. a. Ground meat
b. Pot roast

1

c. Steaks
d. Roast

13. a. Sirloin tip or knuckle
b. Outside round
c. Section through the center
d. Sirloin end
e. Rump
f. Heel

1.1. a. Rump region
b. In the pelvic cavity
c In the region of the cod or udder

96241-7
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Pork Carcasses

1, They demand lean meat with improved marbling in relation to external
finish, and uniformity of color and texture of lean.

2. Four square inches

3. a. Conformation
b. Finish
c. Quality

4. 1. Hind foot
2. Ham
3. Fat back
4. Loin
5. Belly
6. Spare ribs
7. Clear plate
8. Boston butt
9. Picnic shoulder

10. Jowl
11. Fore foot

5. 1. First rib
2. Last rib
3. Last lumbar

6. This class is placed 1 - 2 - 3 - 4.
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: Judging Wholesale Cuts of Pork
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1. Slight differences in color and points of this kind may be lost in curing
and processing; however, conformation, muscle development, marbling
aal fat are distinctly evident in the cured ham.

2. Because the most expensive and best cuts come from the center section.

3. It should show thickness, meatiness, plumpness, and shapeliness from
every angle.

4. It has small intermuscular layer of fat with fine and extensive marbling
throughout the muscle area.

ru . It is white, firm, dry, and holds a square edge for some time after being
cut.

6. The surface is firm, fine-textured, and a uniform bright grayish-pink color.

7. A two-toned condition is where one lean muscle is an ashen gray and
another muscle (usually next to the bone) is a dark red.

8. a. Shank
b. Center cut
c. Butt
d. Face of ham

e. Width of face
f. Depth of face
g. Length of center cut
h. Cushion

9. Bacon
10. 1.8 inches
11. Only enough finish to give the required firmness and quality.
12. Thin, smooth, free from wrinkles, hair roots, mange or other defects
13. Loin length is given little consideration in judging.
14. The loin eye and its size
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT Quality of Meat

TOPIC. Judging Lamb

1. a. Inherent muscular and skeletal system
b. Degree of fatness

Thiokness and distrr:ution of fat

3. a. Flavor
b. Juiciness
c . General palatability

4. a. Color, texture, and firmness of the lean tissue.
b. Color and firmness of the fat

5. a. Legs, back and flank
b. Flank or other areas of heavy fat deposits
c Brisket

6. a. Lean in flank
b. Diaphragm
c. Brisket
d. Lean tissue in thoracic region

962-11-10
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7. By the feathering and overflow fat in the thoracic region and the evidence
of marbling in the diaphragm, flank and brisket

8. Lambs have a "bread-joint,"

9. Considerable redness in the lamb and not so white and dry as a lamb
approaching yearling age

10. 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
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UNIT: Quality of Meat

TOPIC: .Meat Additives

1. A cut that can be carved with ease, chewed easily, and satisfies his taste.

2. Including all the structures of the carcass , such as lean, bone , fat, tissue,
ligaments, blood ye, 1.e1s, arteries, and nerves

3. They work on the connective tissue in meat and help to make it tender.

4. In the small muscles, such as the neck, heel of round and shank

5. Two to six weeks

6. Vinegar (Acetic acid), lemon juice, and olive oil

7. Because of the inability of the enzymes to penetrate larger cuts of meat

8. The tenderizing enzyme is carried to all parts of the body. Its tenderizing
effect is equal to about two weeks of aging. The process was developed
by Swift and Co.

9. To get a product of the texture and consistency desired by the trade

10. The Bureau of Animal Industry

11. The Federal Government

U
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Identification

TOPIC: General Characteristics

1. Size

2. a. Young carcass bones are red and porous.
b. kged carcasses have white flinty bones.

3. Steer

4. Heavy fore quarter, thick neck, and the dark red color of the flesh

5. Weight

6. 60 pound minimum to 160 pound maximum

7. Learn the meat cuts by shape and appearance.

8. a. Shoulder arm cuts
b. Shoulder blade cuts
c. Rib cuts
d. Short loin cuts
e. Hip cuts
f. Leg or round cuts
g. Breast or brisket cuts

962-III-1
Page 2
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Identification

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Beef

Hindquarter Forequarter

I. Round
a. Rump
b. Tip
c. Round steak
d. Heel of round

2. Sirloin
a. Pin bone sirloin
b. Flat bone sirloin
c. Wedge bone sirloin
d. Sirloin tip

3. Short loin
a. Club steak
b. T-bone
c. Porterhouse

4. Flank
a. Flank steak
b. Ground beef

5. Rib
a. Short ribs
b. Rib steaks

6. Short Plate
a. Short ribs
b. Plate

7. Chuck
a. Stew
b. Chuck tender
c. Blade steak
d. Arm steak
e. Ann or boneless shoulder
f. Boston cut

8. Foreshank
a. Shank cross cuts
b. Beef for stew

9. Brisket
a fresh brisket
b. Corned brisket
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMP!A)YEE

UNIT: Meat Identification

TOPIC, Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork

1_ Ham
a. Smoked ham shank position
b Smoked ham bit.*. ?Dsition
: t Rolled fresh ham
d. Smoked boneless ham
e Canned ham
f. Sliced cooked "boiled" ham
g. Center cut sliced ham

2 Loin
a. Blade loin roast
b. Center loin roast
c. Rolled loin roast
d. Sirloin roast
e. Tenderloin
f Back ribs
g. R:b chop
h. Loin chop
i. Sirloin chop
j. Country style backbone
k. Canadian style bacon

3. Backfat
a. Fat back
b. Lard

4. Boston butt
a. Boston butt
b. Rolled Boston but
c. Blade steak
d. Smoked shoulder butt
e. Sausage

5. Jowl
a. Jowl bacon

962-111-3
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UNIT. Meat Identification
TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork
(Answer Sheet continued)

6. Picnic: shoulder
a. Fresh hock
b. Smoked hock
c. Arm roast
d. Fresh picnic
e. Smoked picnic
f. Canned lunch meat
g. Arm steak
h. Rolled fresh picnic
i. Canned picnic

. Side.

a. Salt pork
b Spare ribs
c Sliced bacon
d. Slab bacon

962-III-3
Page 4
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Identification

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Veal

1. Leg
a. Standing rump
b. Shank half of lei,
c . Rolled leg
d. Center leg
e. Heel of round
f. Round steak
g. Cutlets, boneless
h. Rolled cutlets

2. Loin
a. Sirloin roast
b. Loin roast
e. Rolled stuffed loin
d. Rolled double sirloin
e. Loin chop
f. Sirloin steak
g. Kidney chop
h. Cubed steak

3. Flank

4. Breast
a. Breast
b. Stuffed breast
c. Brisket rolls
d Riblets
e. Brisket pieces
f. Stuffed chops

5. Rib
a. Rib roast
b. Rib chop
e Crown roast
d Frenched rib chop

6. Shank
a. Fore shank

962-111-4
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UNIT: Meat Identification
TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Veal
(Answer Sheet Continued)

7. Shoulder
a. Arm roast
b. Blade roast
e. Rolled shoulder
d. Arm steak
e. Blade steak
f. Neck
g. Veal for stew

(
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat identification

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb

1.. Leg
a Sirloin half of leg
b. Shank half of leg
c Leg, sirloin on
1. Leg chop
e. Leg sirloin off
1. Rolled leg
g American leg
h. Ccmbination leg
i. Center leg
j. Sirloin roast
k . Rolled double sirloin
I. Sirloin chop

41b . Loin
a. Loin roast
b Rolled double loin
c English chop
d. Loin chops

3 Flank

4 Rack
a Rib roast

Crown roast
c Rib chops
d Frenched rib chops

5. Breast
a. Breast
b. Rolled breast
c. Stuffed breast
d Riblets
e. Ribs
f Brisket pieces
g. Stuffed chops

962-111-5
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UNIT: Meat Identification
TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb
(Answer Sheet Continued)

6. Fore shank
a. Fore shank

7. Shoulder
a. Square shoulder
b. Rolled shouider
c. Cushion shoulder
d. Arm chop
e. Blade chop
e
A . Saratoga chops
g. Cubes or Kabobs

8. Hind shank
a. Hind shank
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Transporting and Receiving Animals

1. Excitement or overheating

2, 24 hours

3. The blood is highly charged with toxins.

4. Bedding and footing

5. Two inches

6. a. The fill of the animal

0 b. Time in transit
c. Truck versiis rail
d. Season
e. Age and weight
f. Overloading and underloading
g. Rough ride, abnormal feeding, and mixed loads

U
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Killing Room Procedures

1. a. Mechanical
b. Chemical
c. Electrical

2. a. The humane factor
b. The elimination of excitement
c. Fewer internal bruises
d. Safer and better working conditions
e. More economical operation
f. Improved product

962-IV-2
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3. The animal is hoisted alive without stunning and the rabbi cuts the throat.

4. Take a position with your back to the brisket if the animal is on the floor.
Make an incision over the point of the brisket toward the jaw. Insert the
knife in front of the brisket at a 45° angle and sever the carotid arteries and
the jugular vein.

5. A lamb or veal rack

6. The skin is left on to prevent the outer surface of the carcass from
becoming dark and dry.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOP' :: Using and Caring for Slaughtering Equipment

I. More efficient and more effective

2. Sand or emery

3. Water or oil

4. Honing and steeling

5. a. Carborundum
b. Ribbed steel
c . Mirrow smooth steel

6. To protect the edges

7. Light application of lubricating oil or tallow that is free from salt

8. Made or purchased from dealer

9. Saws

10. Special tasteless oil or mineral oil

962-IV-3
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Live Market Classes and Grades of Hogs

1. a. Size or scale
1. Large type
2. Intermediate type
3. Small type

b. Conformation or ideal form
1. Lard or fat type
2. Bacon or meat type

2. U.S. No. 1
U.S. No. 2
U.S No. 3
Medium
Cull

3. Sex, use, weight , and value

4. Barrows and gilts, sows, stags, and boars

962-IV-4
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5. The carcass has a high ratio of lean to fat, and the hams, loins, picnics,
and Boston butts must make up 50 percent of carcass weight. The carcass
of a 200 pound U.S. No. 1 hog is 29 to 30 inches long and has from 1.3
to 1.6 inches of backfat.

6. Because the cuts of meat from the carcass are worth more to your customer
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Slaughtering Hogs

1. a. Sufficient water at the right temperature
b. Removing hogs from water at the proper time
c. Plenty of elbow grease

2. Over-scalding

3. While it is still on the scraping table, following scraping

962-IV-5
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4. a. Make a cut down the belly from hams to breast.
b. Split pelvic bone by following the white tissue that separates the

hams
c. Loosen the lung and pull out intestinal tract.
d. Remove bile duct from liver
e. Cut the diaphragm and remove the pluck.
f. Split carcass through center of back bone
g. Remove face from each side
h. Loosen leaf fat while the carcass is still warm

5. Mechanical equipment which can handle up to 1,000 hogs per hour

6. Beef

7. 5-17

8. a. It forms a seal-like coating over the entire carcass.
b. The heat turns the moisture in the skin and on 144 surface into steam

which penetrates to the roots of the hairs and loosens them
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

MT. Slaughtering

TOPIC: Styles of Dressing and Yields of Hogs

I. a. Packers style
b. Shippers style
A Farmers style

2. a. Fill
b. Fatness or finish

3. No. l's will yield 74%-76% or 68%-70%.
No. 2's will yield approximately 2% higher.
No. 3's will yield 76% to 80%
Medium grade will yield the same or lower than the U.S. No I.

4. To compensate for the heat from the carcasses

962-IV-6
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5. English style side of pork. It consists of the entire side minus the head,
feet, aitchbone, back bone, tenderloin, and sk:rt.

6. Gloves, pocketbooks, handbags, brief cases , tobacco pouches, book
bindings, etc ,

7. Lard is used to make different types of grease and lubricating oils.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Live Market Classes and Grades of Cattle

1. Prime, choice, good, medium, and common

2. Commercial, utility, cutter, and canner

3. Canner

4. 60%-67%

5. Standard

6. Cattle showing advanced maturity and consisting in the main of breeding
cows.

7. Old cattle having characteristics of dairy breeds, and lacking the meat
qualities of beef breeds
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Slaughtering

TOPIC . Dressing and Skinning Cattle

1 The head is the first part of the animal skinned.

2 At the break or smooth joint below the knee and hock

3 Saw through the joint

4. Cutting and scoring the hide lessens its value for leather.

5 At the brisket, with first a knife and then a saw

962-IV-8
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6. Skin around the base and split the hide the entire length of the toil.
Sever the tail two joints from the body and skin entirely around its base.
Then the tail can be pulled out the rest of the way

7 No, it is good edible meat

8 . It means running the knife around the back between the hide and carcass
and letting it drop of its own weight.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Halving, Shrouding and Caring for Beef Carcasses

962-IV-9
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I. Halving means splitting the beef into sides by sawing and chopping through
the exact center of the backbone.

2. Because this has an important bearing on the size and weight of wholesale
and retail cuts

3. A shroud is made from unbleached duck cloth and is dipped in warm water
and then pinned to the outside of the carcass.

4. It absorbs the blood, smooths the external fat, and causes the fat to look
white and dense

5. Until after they are chilled

6. Because if it is not chilled the carcass may sour at the hip joint

7. Because meat is very susceptible to foreign odors and can become
unfit for human consumption.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Classing, Grading and Dressing Veal

1. Weight

2. Slaughter

3. a. Lightweight 110 lbs. down
b. Mediumweight 110 lbs. to 180 lbs.
c. Heavyweight 180 lbs and up

4. Prime, choice, good, standard, utility, and cull

6. Cull

6. "Skin off" and "skin on"

7. Pull the skin off

8. With the carcass

962-IV-10
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: L.ve Market Classes and Grades of Lamb

1. It. Mutton flavor
b. Large cuts from mutton
c Excessive fat on mutton

962-IV-11
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2. Because they p7oduce a carcass weighing between 35 and 45 pool. r's that
is most is demand

3. They must weigh from 60 pounds down, and are graded - Extra fancy,
Fancy, Good, Fair, and Plain

4. Spring lambs weigh 90 pounds and down. They are graded - Prime, Choice,
Good, Utility, and Cull.

5. a. Lightweis'
b. Hardyweight
c. Mediumweight
d. Heavyweight

6. a. Prime
b. Choice
c. Good
d. Utility
e. Cull
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering

TOPIC: Pelting and Dressing Lan J
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1. Open the pelt down the front leg to the jaw and repeat on the other front
leg.

2. a. Open back of back leg from hoof to bung
b. Skin out the back shanks and remove the joint just above the hoof.
c. Loosen tendon on each back leg.
d. Grasp the cut edge of the pelt at the bung and pull using the fist of

the right hand to fist the pelt loose from the left side.
e. Loosen skin from cod, flank or udder
f. Loosen skin from right side by fisting.
g. Remove skin from belly.

3. a. Open pelt down the center of belly
b. Fist pelt loose around the side and up the legs.
c. Sever tild bung and pull the pelt from the tail.
d. Fist pelt over shoulder and pull off the back and neck
e. Sever head at atlas joint
f. Skin out head and remove the tongue

4. a. Make an opening at the cod
b. Insert two fingers to guard knife and open carcass to the breast
c. Cut around bung
d. Grasp bung, sever ureters that lead to kidneys
e. Pull out stomach and intestines
f. Split chest with knife or saw and remove the pluck
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Slaughtering
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i

TOPIC: Trimming and Caring for Hides

I. To preserve them until the time they are sold.

2. So that the skin can be sold to tanners and the wool sold to wool merchants

3. In packing plants one pound of rock salt per pound of hide is used. With
fine sack salt, 1/4 pound of salt to each pound of hide is used.

4. The undissolved salt can be washed and reused along with fresh salt.

5. A process where bides are washed and rewashed in a salt solution and
lime solution. Then they are dried for grading.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Introduction to Grading

1. a, Conformation
b. Finish
c. Quality

2. Carcass form

3. Conformation

4. a. Pelvic areas
b. Kidneys
c. Flank
d. Feathering between the ribs.

5. Tender, flavorful price of meat

6. Excessive fat or higher fat to lean ratic.

7. Because of the retail merchandising view

8. Age or maturity

9. a. Maturity of the animal
b. Color
c. Texture
d. Firmness of the lean
e. Intramuscular fats (Marbling)

10. The connective tissue increases

11. Softness, redness, and porosity.

12. Texture, firmness , and color

962-V-1
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13. a. The amount of fat on the carcass
b. The amount of kidney, pelvic, and heart fat present on the carcass
c. The area of the rib eye muscle at the twelfth rib
d. Hot carcass weight
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Beef and Veal Grading

I. a. Prime
b. Choice
c. Good
d. Standard
e. Commercial
f. Utility
g. Cutter
h. Canner

2. a. Steer
b. Heifer
c. Cow
d. Bull
e. Stag

3. a. Conformation
b. Finish
c. Quality

4. a. Maturity
b. Color, texture, and firmness of the lean
c. Intramuscular fat (marbling)

5. Do nothing, the stamping is done with harmless vegetable dye

962-V-2
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Lamb and Mutton Grading

1. a. Prime
b. Choice
c. Good
d. Utility
e. Cull

962-V-3
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2. Requirements for quantities of interior fats and for firmness of lean and
fat vary with changes in maturity

3. a. Conformation
b. Finish
c. Quality

4. The "break-joint" is in the front shank and these joints indicate the age
or maturity of lambs.

5. "Spool joints" c-1 the front shank indicate age. "Spool-joints" will be
in Yearling and Mutton sheep.

6. Choice, Good, Utility, and Cull

7. Prime, Choice, Good, Utility, and Cull
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Carcass Classification and Grading

TOPIC: Pork Grading

3 . a. Differences in yields of lean cuts and of fat cuts
b. Differences in quality of cuts

2. Sows have mammary tissue developed in connection with advanced
pregnancy or lactation.

3. Dark red

4. a. Softness associated with underfinish
b. Softness due to feeds

ID
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Dressing Percentage, Yields, Shrinkage, Cutting Losses

1. a. 550 pound carcass
b. 147 pounds otide and by-products
c. 303 pounds of nearly valueless material

2. a. 140 pound carcass
b. 12 pounds of by-products
c. 48 powds of nearly valueless material

3. a. 47 pounds of carcass
23 pounds of pelt, and other by-products
30 pounds of nearly valueless materials

. a. Amomt of fill
b. Muscling
c. Finish, or degree of fatness
d. Quality and refinement
e. Size, of udder

5. a. Prime - 63%
b. Choice - 59%
c. Good - 57%
d. Standard - 55%
e. Commercial - 54%
f. Utility - 49%
g. Cutter - 45%
h. Canner - 42%

6. a. Prime - 50%
b. Choice - 47%
c. Good - 45%
d. Utility - 43%
e. Cull - 40%

7. a. U.S. No. 1 - 69%
b. U.S. No. 2 - 70%
c. U.S. No. 3 - 71%
d. Medium - 67%
e. Cull 65%

962-VI-1
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication
TOPIC: Dressing Percentage, Yields , Shrinkage, Cutting Losses
(Answer Sheet continued)

8. Because they have a smaller barrel and chest capacity, and they are dressed with
their skin and shanks on.

9. Because they are dressed with the head left on, and leaf fat and kidneys in

10. Pork is highly perishable. If not cooled soon after slaughter, pork will sour
within 12 hours. Home killing should be done when the weather is quite cool -
between 33° and 40° F.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Operating and Cleaning Processing Equipment

1. Cost, maintenance, and sanitation

2. Good tool and one large enough for the volume

3. Patty Maker, cuber, and slicer

4. There is little or no need for chopping.

5. Cutting bone, slicing meat

6. Prevent entry of insects

7. As assigned

8. Daily

9. a. Scrape
b. Rinse with hot water
c. Scrub with cleaner
d. Rinse with hot water
e. Sanitize
f. Squeegee
g. Air dry

10. 140° F. plus

962-VI-2
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Pork

1. If it is not chilled it will not be firm and a neat job cannot be done on warm
meat.

2. a. Head
b. Shoulder
c. Loin
d. Belly
e. Ham

3. Three ribs

4. a. Picnic
b. Boston butt
c. Clear plate
d. Blade steak

5. Blade steak

6. You divide the shoulder into equal parts.

7. Remove skin and outer fat, leaving 1/4 incl. of fat on lean meat.

8. At the knee or one inch above

9. Cut from the curve in the backbone at the same angle the knife would be
when cutting across the hock. Saw between the second and third sacral
joint.

10. By cutting from a point just outside the tenderloin muscle at the back to
a point at the edge of ribs in front end of the loin and 'rib

11. By starting at thick end or front end and peeling out by cutting close to
the ribs to make them "spare."

12. Fresh pork chops or pork roast. It can be boned and smoked as Canadian bacon.

13. It is trimmed to form a neat rectangle for curing as bacon.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT-. Meat Fabrication

TOPIC Sausages - Fresh and Smoked

1. 240

2, a. Small sausages
b Large sausages
c. Summer sausage (regular)
d. Summer sausage (Wisconsin style)
e. Braunschweiger
f. Liver sausage

3. They may vary in texture, seasoning, and meat content.

4. 10-20 percent

5. Pork

6. 50 percent

7. 100 pounds of pork
28 - 30 ounces of salt
6 ounces of pepper
2 ounces of ground sage

8, 125 pounds

9. By changing the size of the cutter in the grinder

962-VI-4
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT- Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting the Beef Hindcrtarter
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1. Usually it is auartered between the twelfth and thirteenth ribs. You insert
the knife at the desired spot below the rib eye muscle, and, making a smooth
cut, following the rib through the uye muscle to the backbone. The knife
edge is then reversed and the cut extended in the other direction, cutting
through I.:Le flank. The backbone is severed with a saw.

2_ With the outside ;hide side) on the block

S. Round, rump, loin, kidney, and flank

4 So that only the knob is pulled out and not the fat next to the loin

5. The membrane is removed from the inside of the flank and the pear-shaped
flank steak is pulled oat.

6. By making a cut Li back and close to the aitchbone and parallel to its end

7. The rump is separated from the loin by cutting 1 1/2 inches(two fingers
width) in front of the aitchbone, making the cut parallel to the eye muscle
on the rib end of the loin. The rump contains the aitchbone and the 4,01
bone.

8. Into two main wholesale cuts - the short loin and loinend or hip loin. The
division is made in front and close to the hip bone.

9. Sirloin steaks, loin roasts, Porterhouse, T-bone and club steaks

10. a. Loin strip
b. Boneless sirloin
c. Fillet or tenderloin
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Fabrication
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TOPIC: Cutting the Beef Forequarter

1. Crosscut chuck, 7X10 rib, and plate

2. Between the fifth and sixth ribs

3. Ten inches below edge of chine bones

4. Bones, deckle, and excess fat

5. Boned out or rzossout.

6. To upgrade the chuck or as a substitute for higher quality center cuts

7. Com Parable to the loin cuts

8 a. The somewhat outdated method of measuring by placing *zee or four
fingers of the hand next to the eye of the rib and cuttIng from that point

b. Measuring from the eye with a ruler
c . Measuring from the inside of the chine

9. Outside

10 The diapnragm

11. It can be rolled, skewered, and sliced into skirt steak patties.

.2. a. Blade and arm pot roasts and blade and arm steaks
b. Boning
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Veal

1. These terms apply to a veal carcass that has not been split lengthwise
through the backbone.

2. It is the leg with only the loin removed.

3. 42%

4. Usually the meat is removed from the shank for grinding or it can be
cut into shank veal.

5. a. Locate a point four inches from eye on both ends of short loin.
Cut oft flank through these points.

b. Cut ot kidney knob.
c. The short loin is then cut into chops.

6. They are veal short loin steaks.

7. a. Rack
b. Square cut chuck
c . Breust
d. Shank

8. a. From a point four inches from eye on loin end. to a point at the
juncture of the first rib and breastbone, saw off breast (plate and
brisket) in a straight line.

b. Insert tip of knife between fifth and sixth rib and cut through to bone
c. Saw through to separate rack
4. Knife through knuckle and remove foreshank

9. It is usually muscle boned. Cutting procedure is the same as beef

10. Because bone-in veal chucks are very difficult to cut neatly if not frozen
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb
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1. a. Halved, split through the center of the backbone.
b. Divided into fore and hind saddle by cutting in back and close to

the thirteenth rib.
c. Cut into a long saddle and chuck by making the cut between the fourth

and fifth ribs or fifth and sixth ribs.
d. Divide the carcass into legs (cut across the back close to the hip bone);

loins (hip bone to last rib); rib racks or hotel racks (eight ribs); chucks
(first five ribs);

e. Divide the carcass into legs, back (loin and eight ribs), and chucks
(five ribs)

2. Very much the same all over the United States except that certain cuts
are more numerous in some localities.

3. Five

4. Blade chops

5. Three

6. Stew, or boned and ground for patties

7. Removing the bone and rolling

8. a. It is separated from the main body of the carcass by cutting underneath
the shank and following the loose dividing membrane up h backbone

b. Remove blade bone
c. The boneless part of the wing is folded and served in the shape of a

duck's body.
d. The shank or neck is drawn up and secured by stitching it to the body
e. The tail is made from the cartilaginous tip of the blade bone and the

wings are outlined with a knife.
f. Eyes are made from a slut cranberry.

9. Boned and rolled for a roast, for boneless lamb stew, or ground for
lamb patties.
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UNIT: Meat Fabrication
TOPIC: Cutting Wholesale and Retail Cuts of Lamb
(Answer Sheet continued)

10. Boned and rolled for a roast, for boneless lamb stew, or ground for lamb patties

11. From the loin

12. a. American style
b. Frenched style
c. Three-quarter boned style
d. Boneless style
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPT OYEE

UNIT: Meat Fabrication

TOPIC: Portion Control
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1. It means that portion meat cutting be constant, uniform, and consistant
within the particular establishment.

2. By-products used with care and imagination can become the most profitable
items used.

3. Their problem is to make the transition from cents-per-pound raw materials
to a finished product which includes labor.

4. He is better off buying and selling the cuts best adapted to his particular
neighborhood or community.

5. To avoid a rise in the temperature of the meat
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT:. Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Wrapping and Labeling

1.
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a. Wax or paraffin treated kraft paper
b. Cellophane
c. Aluminum foil
d. Laminates
e. The films (polyethylene and pure or mixed polymers or co-polymers of

vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate, or vinylidine chloride).

2. a. Low moisture vapor transmission
b. Good tensile strength
c. Pliable
d Maintain pliability and tensile stre..0.h at subzero temperatures
e. Non-toxic
f. Odorless
g. Ease of marking for identification
h. Stripping qualities (will peel from meat when frozen)

Grease and stain proof

3. Over 8% shrink of meats and over 3% shrink of poultry

4. Paper with a low moisture-vapor transmission at low temperatures

5. The greaseproof variety of kraft paper

6. The waxed and the laminated kraft papers

7. Silicon-treated vegetable parchment

8. Laminated

9, The drug store wrap gives maximum air seal while the butcher's wrap
is quicker and more rugged.

10. To exclude all the air possible.

11. Waxed cartons or containers with inner bags or linings

12. When it is necessary to cut and store fresh meats
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Refrigeration

1. To prolong or extend the commercial life of the product in its natural
raw state

2. a. Above freezing temperature - "cooler" storage
b. Below freezing temperature - "freezer" storage

3. The "hot box" is the first cooler that the hot carcass is put into. This
cooler has a very great cooling capacity.

4. After a carcass is chilled the internal temperature will change very little
in handling, while the external or surface temperature will fluctuate widely.

5. Freon is the most widely used refrigerant.

6. a. The loss through walls and ceiling
b. The heat given off by workmen, lights, and motors in the cooler
c , The product load of merchandise moved into the cooler

7. High humidity will prevent excessive drying and shrinkage.

8. Low temperature refrigeration , with temperatures ranging from 28° F.
to 38° F.

9. Molds and yeasts are usually harmless to meats as they occur principally
on the surface and can be removed with only a little trim loss.

10. Enzymes play an important role in aging meat.
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Freezing Meat
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1. To freeze and store properly prepared meats, fruits, and vegetables for
future consumption.

2. 28-290 F.

3. 0 to 800 F.

4. Because slow freezing causes the water to separate from the tissue into
pools that form large crystals

5. Beef

6. Shorter storage life

7. One month

8. Yes

9. a. Less storage space
b. Smaller amounts of wrapping paper
c. Ease and satisfaction of cooking and carving

10. More labor cost if boned

11. Refreeze

12. Apparently little or none

13. Five to eight cents per pound of meat

14. Dehydration

15. No

---
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPE: Methods of Preserving Meats

1. a. Drying
b . Smoking
C. Salting
d. Freezing

2. Jerked beef or Jerky

962-VII-4
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3. No. Smoking of meat wasknownto the Egyptians and to the ancient Sumerian
civilization.

4. The later part of the eighteenth century

5. a. Virginia ham (Old Time)
b. Virginia ham (Smithfield)
c. Westphalian hams (German)
d. Scotch hams
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Curing Ingredients and Methods

1. a. It is a good preservative.
b. It provides the most desirable flavor.

2. a. It counteracts the astringent quality of salt.
b. Enhances the flavor of the problem
c. Aids in lowering the pli of the cure

3. Excessive shrink and high salt content

4. It is a preservative and is used primarily to develop color in the cured
product.

5. To guard against bone sour

6. No

7. Five to seven days

8. Refrigerant only

9. Long curing methods

10. 30 days
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MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Processed, Smoked; and Variety Meats

1. Beef

2. Curing

962-VII-6
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3. Meat is placed in an airtight smokehouse with heat and smoke applied at the
same time.

4. The internal temperature of the product must be held at a minimum of 140° F.
for 30 minutes.

5. Ham

6. Liver, tongue , sweetbread, heart, kidney, brain, tripe, and oxtail

7. 13 pounds

8. The neck and heart areas

9. Beef animal

10. Hearts

11. Fresh, frozen, sweet pickled, and smoked.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Me At Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Smoking and Storage
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1. Hickory is the most popular but apple, plum,peach, oak, maple, beech,
ash cr any non-resinous (pines) will give satisfactory results. Dry corn cobs
are also used. In Texas , mesquite wood is often used to smoke meats.

2. The higher the temperature in the smokehouse the shorter the smoking
period.

3. Smoking does not .:ause great shrinkage. The real shrinkage takes place
during the first month of storage and this averages about 7% for hams ant.:
10% for bacon. Smoked hams held for three months will shrink about 20%
fror green weights.

4. One that is constructed of tile or concrete blocks with a fireproof, insulated
ceiling, that can also be used for storing the smoked meat.

5. The smokehouse should be c:eaned regularly because of the scale that develops
and falls on the meat.

6. Store them in a dry, well ventrated room ranging in temperature between
45° to 55° F. Or wrap the ham or bacon in good grade locker wrapping
paper and put it into the freezer, but do not freeze hams and bacon longer
than two months.

7. Store.t1 meat sIsould be inspected daily. The larder beetle, the ham or
chese skippbe, and cheese mites are pests that will infect stored
meat ^nd checbe.

8. ..e MID Memoranda "a._ .55 stated: AppPcvtion (.1 curing solutions to meat
such as halls, pork shoultlexs , picnics, butts, 13...sleets, tongues . barrel
beef, ineF.s pork. and the lili.,,, by iriection or otherwise shall not reJult
in an increase in weighi, of the finisned cured product of more ti an 10%
ovJr the fresh green weight.

9. :fit least 1 1/2 pounds of sugar or -cwo pounds of honey shall be used for
lai each 100 pounds of product to be labeled "Sugar Cured" or "Honey Cured".
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Meat Preparation and Preservation

TOPIC: Cooking, Palatability, and Quality
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1. a. Cooking with dry heat. This includes roasting, brrging, and put broiling
b. Frying, which includes pan frying, deep fat, and sauteing
c. Cooking with moist heat, which includes braising, stewing, and

pressure cooking

2. The lower the temperature the higher the quality of roasts. Low temperature
roasting leaves more flavor, Juiciness, and tenderness

3. High grade

4. Yes

5. Beef steaks, lamb chops, hanurgers, and sausage.

6. There should not be any difference.

7. Cooking in fat

8. Biaising

9. This is a matter of personal preference and convenience.

10. Color, aroma, flavor, juiciness, and tenderness of the meat.

11. Tenderness

12. a. Inherent characteristics of the animal
b. Aging
c. Cooking technique
d, Tenderizers
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

7.0PIC: Grading Standards and Classes

1. Light broilers, heavy broilers, ieghorn broilers

2. Light - 1-2 1/4 pounds
Heavy - 2 lA -3 1/4 pounds

3. Young chickens neighing 4 1/4 pounds and over

4. Lights and heavys

5. one year

6. Old toms

7. Top grade

8. Blue

9. U.S Grade AA, A, B, and C

962-VIII-1
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Selecting, Handling, and Dressing Poultry
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1. Because it will not bleed at-, well, will be harder to eviscerate, and a
full crop is wasteful

2. Over-excited birds will not bleed as well.

3. a. Severing the neck
b. Cutting the throat (Kosher method)
c. Dislocating the neck {breaking the neck)
d. Cutting the throat inside the bird's mouth

4. The puncturing of the brain relaxes the feather muscles, causing the
feathers to become loose and easily plucked.

5. Young birds can be scalded at 1500 F.to 1850 F.

6. The birds are dipped into a preparation of melted wax at a temperature of
1250 to 130° F. The wax is then hardened by passing the birds under a
cold water spray. The hardened wax is then pulled from the bird with the
feathers, hair, and scale encased in it.

7. This plumps the bird and chills it before it is put into the freezer.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Full Dressing, Chilling, and Storing

o
1. 32.36 F.

2. Place birds in tubs of ice water.

3. Full dressed

962-VIII-3
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4. a. Remove the head
b. Remove the crop and windpipe
c. Loosen the lungs
d. Remove feet at hock bones
e. Make an incision from the rear of the heel bone to the rectum and cut

around the rectum
f. Draw the intestinal tract, including heart, lungs, and liver through

this opening.
g. Remove the bile sack from the liver.
h. Split along the edge of the fleshy part of the gizzard.

5. Compressed against the side of the carcass

6. Breasts, thighs, wings, backs, necks, and gizzards
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Fabricated Turkey

1. The hotel and restaurant trade

962 -VIII -4
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2. By cutting crossways through the breast and making steaks 1/2 to 3/4
inches thick. Also by running boned turkey through a steak machine that
kneads the pieces into a single steak

3. Because the average American family does not require a large bird, and
by cutting the bird it can be better utilized by the average family

4. In chickens it is 2%. In turkeys it is 3%.

5. Approximately 24% to 25% or slightly more than the toms.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game

TOPIC: Dressing Other Fowl

1. Tight-feathered

2. Scalding or waxing

3, Semi-scald or dry-picked

4. Probably the meatiest for their size

962-V111-5
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for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Dressing Poultry and Game
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TOPIC: Venison

1. Cut the throat

2. Hog- dressed

3. Carcass may get dirty

4. When the deer reaches the place of processing or after aging in the cooler
if it is to be aged.

5, 32-3e F.

6. Pulling

7.. Rub flesh side with salt, let it absorb for 24-48 hours, then fold pelt
hair side out and tie securely with cord.

8. Split carcass into halves.

9. Assigned

10. Ground; mixed with fat pork trimmings and made into sausage
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC: Margarine

1. Oleo means beef fat. Margarine is the generic name for many different
brand formulations and is generally taken to mean a vegetable oil product.

2. Vegetable oils, fats, and *ilk-usually skimmed milk

3. Margarines may differ considerably from each other in flavor and physical
properties.

4. Most margarine is colored yellow, and is packaged in quarter-pound units
within a one-pound carton.

5. Soybean, cottonseed, corn, and peanut oils

6. Every pound is fort:lied to provide substantial amounts of vitamin A.
Some add vitamin D and all contain vitamin E , as well as vitamin K.

7. More than a million farmers grow the crops from which margarine is
made, thereby helping the farm economy by many millions of dollars
annually.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

-""-"--

UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC: Gland Extracts

1. On either side of the windpipe below the larynx.

2. Cretins, which are young that are physically and mentally defective

3. To correct a deficiency of thyroid tissue in humans

4. Causes death within a few weeks

5. 3,600

6. At the base of the brain and well protected in a separate bone cavity.

7. Brain cavity behind and just above the pituitary, about 1/3 the size of thepituitary and reddish in color

8. Adrenals

9. Thymus

10. Insulin

11. 15°

12. Frozen
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC; Other By-Products--Edible and Inedible

1. a. Separating plucks
b. Emptying paunches
c. Cleaning tripe

2. The pluck includes the heart, lungs, and trachea.

3. It means removing the contents of the stomach.

4. Livers, hearts , tails , tongues, head and ..lheekmeat, and tripe

.

962-IX-3
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5. Many plrats have edible offal storage coolers. Other plants store edible
offal in tubs in the meat cooler.

6. Soap making

7. It is put into washers, then dried, baled in burlap bags find sold.

8. a. Hide glue
b. Bone glue
c. Blood albumin glue

9. a. Hide gelatin
b. Bone gelatin

10. Blood is a major by-product of the meat processing industry.

11. a. Stock fled. (blood meal)
b. Fertilizer
c. Sausage
d. Pigments
e. Buttons and imitation tortoise shell
f. Medicinal and therapeutic uses

.

I.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By- Products

TOPIC: Grading and Value of Hides

1. No. 1, No. 2, and glue stock

2. The hide

.
3. By dipping

4. To economize shipping and improve quality

962-IX-4
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5. Six inches

6. To pre%ent damage to hide processing and tanning equipment, and to leather

7. Steers, cows, bulls, calf skins

8. The manner of take off and subsequent handling

9. Unbranded

10. Glue and gelatin
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLI.NT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products

TOPIC: Rendering Lard
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1. Rendering pork fat is the cooking of the fat in kettles to liquify the fat and
make it into lard.

2. When rendering, the temperature should not exceed 240° F.

3. a. The Killing fats (intestinal)
b. The leaf fats
c . The cutting fats

4, a. Leaf fat
b. Fat trimmings
c. Fat backs and plates

5. a. Kettle-rendered lard
b. Steam-rendered lard
c. Dry-processed rendered lard

6. Neutral lard is white and consists generally of leaf or back fats rendered
in water jacketed kettles at 12e F.

7. Lard oil is made from prime steam lard and used in margarine, as a burning
oil, and as a lubricant.

8. The color of pure lard is blue.

9. By shortness is meant the force necessary to break a standard cracker or
pie crust. The lower the breaking strength, the great^r the shortening value.

. ,
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Distribution Channels

1. a. Branch house
b. Breaker
c. Boner
d. Processor
e. Retail butcher locker plant
f. Hotel supply house

2. A non-slaughterer who buys beef and breaks if into primal cuts.

962-X-1
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3. A non-slaughterer who buys beef, veal, or some pork cuts for boning and
possible processing.

4. a. Canners
b. Curers
c . Smokers
d. Sausage makers
e. Prepared Foods
f. Steak makers

5. One-half million units.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Buying Plans
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1. To be informed about the market, new products, new techniques, seasonal
items, current prices, and new ideas.

2. Self test.

3. When personal motivation is deliberate, they are intolerablb to good
management.

4, Because it is imperative to control and balance inventory

5. Spot checks should be taken on all supplies and equipment at frequent intervals
to insure against running out of an item.

6. a. Quality at any price
b. Quality dominating price
c. Competitive price Waging
d. Bargain hunting

7. That statement is not always true in the meat business; frequently pricing
is based on what "the traffic will bear."
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Buying Plzns
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1. To be informed about the market, new products, new techniques, seasonal
items, current prices, and new ideas.

2. Self text.

3. When personal motivation is deliberate, they are intolerable to good
management.

4. Bee, :!net: it, is imperative to control and balance inventory

6. Spot checks should be taken on all supplies and equipment at frequent intervals
to insure against running out of an item.

6. a. Quality at any price
b. Quality dominating price
c. Competitive price buying
d. Bargain hunting

7. That statement is not always true in the meat business; frequently pricing
is based on what "the traffic will bear."
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Marketing

TOPIC: Specifications for Orders

1. To satisfy the needs of a customer.

962-X-3
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2. a. A sound knowledge of the carcass breakdown
b. An understanding of what is available on the market
c. Familiarity with the by-products of the cuts selected
d. An understanding of the price cost concept
e. A sound approach to the practice of portion contr-1 for the restaurant

operation

3. Name the cut

4. As Assigned

5. Offer only primal cuts for sale

6. Federal grading

7. Brand names

8. Trim

9. Where age trim is undesirable

1^. A plan should be worked out to get maximum yield.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Merchandising Meat and Pricing

1. The retpi1 butchers

2. Specialty shops, retailers, combination meat and grocery stores, chainstores
and supermarkets

3. a. Cost of the product
b. Cost of operating the business
c. The desired net profit

4. Cutting Test chart

5. a. Mark-up on the basis of gross sales
b. Mark-up on the basis of percentage of cost
c. Mark-up on the basis of cents per pound.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Record Keeping
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1. Record keeping is important to give a clear picture of the operation of the
business.

2. It is a record of the items that have been ordered and are checked off as
these items are received.

3. The Re...?iving Book is used to check orders as they are receiver' and affords
a check against the On Order Book.

4. Usually sales are totaled each day. In some operations they are totaled weekly.

-' 5. The Expense Book is kept on all items that are "paid out".

6. Overhead includes expen .:s such as salaries , rent, utilities , telephone,
wrappings, etc.

7. The profit and loss statement gives a clear picture of the stability of the
business and tells if the business is making or loosing money.

8. There is no standard system.

9. Only if the owner or manager wants you to have access to the records, or
wants you to help keep records.
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Answer Sheet
for

MiLK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Industry Ethics

I. It is nothing more than organized crime.

962-X-6
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2. a. Regular payments be made which bear some relationship to the
amount of business involved.

b. There is no disclosure to the owner c management of this
arrangement.

c. Payments are made in products, cash, payroll, premiums,
prizes, gifts, or some other devices of value.

3. a He dislikes chang
b. He has some special need
c. He has overcome the problem of his conscience

4. Increases cost of doing business

5. Overcharging, quality substitution, short weights and improper trim,
good suppliers are eliminated, patrons are victimized, and employees'
morale ebbs.

6. Bring it out into the open.
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Answer Sheet
for

MEAT PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Delivery

I. Product sanitation

2. None

962-X-7
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3. a. Being courteous
b. Being cheerful and pleasant
c. Using proper language
d. Being patient and considerate
e. Being interested in customer and his product
I% Being helpful to customers whenever possible, if needed
g. Not wasting anyone's time
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

THE MEAT PROCESSING INDUSTRY

School:

Score:
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......,,,1.

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

I. The first recorded meat packer used for curing
meat.

2. Perk and beef were packed in to be shipped to the
colonies.

3. The assembly line, as started by Henry Ford, was an adaptation of what he
saw in a

4. List four processes that take place in the "hot box."
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

5. Pharmaceuticals, gelatin, sandpaper, and fertilizer are a few examples of
coming from the meat packing industry.

6. The largest meat packing firm is
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INDUSTRY

School:

Scor-1

Indicate by each statement true or false.

I. The need for employees in the meat processing industry is increasing.

2. The meat industry represents nearly 3, 200 meat packing plants.

3. The meat industry contains ample room for expression and recog-
nition of individual ability.

4. The purpose of this study is to train future executives.

5. Meat packing plants vary greatly in size.

6. A locker plant employee will need to develop a good business sense.

7.

8.
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Topic Test
on

MEAT CONSUMPTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The people of are the world's largest consumers
of beef.

2. More than
culture.

of the farmer's income comes from animal agri-

3. The old expression, "No , no meat, " still holds.

4. in a comparison of lean and fat meats, the trend of the consumer has been for
meats.

5. Fat and marbling are not necessarily marks of .

6. The average American eats more pounds of each
year than any other meat.

q .: 1 meat is primarily in nature.

8. is the only other food more digestible than meat.
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Topic Test
on

PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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Fill in the blank with the correct word or words.

I. The National Livestock and Meat Board was organized :n

2. The Board is composed of members.

3. The Board receives its revenue from
made by growers and packers.

4. This program of the Board has been endorsed by leading
livestock associations.

5. The American Meat Institute allowed and
effort.

6. Membership in the American Meat Institute includes about com-
panies.

7. The American Meat Institute now allocates funds to
equipped to work on problems of the meat industry.
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Topic Test
on

THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF MEAT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Meat is one of our best sources of protein.

2. Amino acids are needed to build, maintain, and repair all body
tissues.

3. Amino acids do not help build resistance to disease.

4. Fats are not very digestible .

5. The melting point of fats varies with the kind of feed the animal
has receiNed.

6. About half of the carbohydrates found in the body are contained in
the liver.

7. The leaner the meat that the customer buys, the more water he buys
at meat price.

8. Inexpensive meat cuts are just as nutritious as those which are
more expensive.

9. A deficiency of Vitamin A causes beri-beri.

10. Meats are only a fair source of Vitamin C.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

TELEPHONE COURTESY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Using the telephone is the same in the office as at home.

2. Telephone messages for the manager should be written.

6.

7.

4. A good method to re-open a conversation is to state

5. Allowing a caller to replace the receiver first is evidence of a

PART II: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Qualities of the voice help to make a good

2. The telephone should be answered

3. A

when talking on the telephone.

3. The confidence of a caller cannot be gained by telephone conversation.

4. It is better to be pessimistic rather than optimistic.

5. There is no reason to repeat a caller's name during the conversation.

and

person.

should be kept near the telephone.

_ ..

....
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

SAFETY

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.
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1. The packing house employee must always be alert and conscious
of the dangers involved.

2. The only danger involved in handling animals is contacting a
disease.

3. Floors will never be wet in a packing house.

4. Horseplay is never acceptable in a processing plant.

5. Meat grinders are considered dangerous items of equipment.

6. There is little need to know about the operation of fire extinguishers.

7. Pesticides can be used anywhere in a processing plant.

8. Most processing plants have safety rules to follow.

9. There is little need to be careful in handling livestock as they are
about to be siaughtered anyway.

10. There is no need for grounding small electrical hand tools.

11.

12,
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Student;

Date:

Topic Test
on

PLANT SANITATION

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words,

1. Most equipment is difficult to maintain in a

2. Clean all utensils .

3. Laminated blocks cannot be

962-1-8
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condition.

4. The surface of laminated blocks should be and
periodically.

5, All employees should wash their hands and arms with soap and water
after visiting the

6. Employees should not use in any form and
areas should be designated by supervisors.

7. Equipment, processing room floor and
should be cleaned daily.

8. Sealing wooden and tile floors and walls with
should be investigated.
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Student.

Date:

Topic Test
on

PLANT LAYOUT AND MAINTENANCE

School:

Score:
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PART I: Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. The design for all processing plants should be the same.

2, The straight line production concept can be adopted to locker plants.

3. It is not practical for a locker plant to have a monorail for moving
carcasses.

4. There is no reason to have the cutting area close to the cooler.

5. It is not necessary to close cooler doors each time you enter.----
PART U: Fill in the blank with the correct word or words.

1. The is probably .)ne of the most critical parts of the
plant installations.

2. Proper insulation will help reduce the

3. The cooler temperature should be maintained at approximately
to degrees.

4. Good freezer temperatures range from

cost.

tc degrees.

5. A may be used for stc rag : of ribs in the cooler
where large volumes are used.
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Topic Test
On

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MEAT

Student. School:

Date. Score:
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Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

1, The grain or texture of meat is determined by the and

2. Total fat in any carcass will vary from about to per cent.

3. There is some evidence that fat deposited between the walls of connective
makes them thinner: thus contributing co

4. In some lean cows and bulls water content of the meat will run over
per cent.

Organic extractives are largely .

6, Pigments contribute to the lean and fat, but are not important

Part IL Indicate by each statement True or False:

7. The "dark cutter" is an indication of lack of quality.

8. Argentina produces large quanities of cooked beef.

9. Heat affects and changes the color of meat.

10. Yellow fat means that the meat came from an old animal.

11. Yellow fat does not taste good.

12,

13,
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Topic TeA
on

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL INSPECTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

I. There are known diseases that man may contact from animals.

2. There is not any known that can be transmitted from animal
to man by properly cooked, USDA inspected meats, handled in a
sanitary manner.

3. Condemned meats are removed to a special retaining room and are placed
under lock and key.

4. The intention of meat inspection is to certify

5.

Part U: Indicate in front of each of the following True or False:

I. All meats offered in interstate or foreign trade must be
federally inspected at some level.

2. Meats which are condemned are later used for food.

3, The shipping of meat in foreign or interstate commerce
without proper inspection is a federal offense punishable by a
maximum fine of $10, 000, or two years in prison, or by both
unless exempt by the amendment passed by the 75th Congress.

4, Foreign nations, which have an inspection service like the U.S.,
may import into the U S.

5.
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4. USDA Cutter is the lowest grade for meat.

10.

11.

2. Each grade name is associated with a specific degree of quality.

5. Veal, calf, lamb, and mutton are also Federally graded.

6. Meat is simple to grade.

7. It is possible to have different grades from the same carcass.

8. There are only four grades for lamb carcasses.

1. The use of the Federal Grading Service is voluntary.

3. USDA Prime is the highest grade for meat.

9. There are only five grades for hog carcasses.

FEDERAL GRADING

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

962-1i-2Agricultural Education
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Topic Test
on

DISEASES AND OTHER LOSSES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

1. A

962-11-4
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should be consulted whenever there is any doubt
concerning the health of an animal.

2. The physiological condition of the female in the later stages of pregnancy
is disturbed and the is not normal.

3. Healthy animals which have died from some accidents may be used for
food provide the is cut immediately.

4. Trichina is contacted by swine by eating infected garbage which has
not been

5. The hog is an intermediate host for the common tapeworm of the

6. The annual loss for livestock going to slaughter is estimated to be over
million dollars per year.

7. A solution will help draw out the blood from an animal which
was not bled well.

8,

9.
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Topic Test
on

EVALUATION OF LIVE ANIMALS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or - :..ds.

962-11-5
Page 7

I. Livestock shows have influenced animal

2. There are ...allies of selecting animals.

3. There are qualifications for a good judge.

4. The good judge of any class of livestock must possess

5. or grant good points and regardless
of the placing of the animal.
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Topic Test
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JUDGING BEEF CARCASSES

Student: School:

962-1I-6
Page 4

Date: Score:

Part I:

Fill in the blank with the correct word or words.

4. The best place to observe most of the quality factors in a carcass is the

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Carcasses of the most desirable conformation are not particularly

Part II:

3. The term "character of fat" refers to the color,
texture of the fat.

4. The chine bones become harder and whiter and the cartilaginous
"buttons" become ossified in older cattle.

2. Shallow bodied, high flank cattle are desirable.

3. Consumers prefer a white to creamy white color of fat.

muscle in the

deep in the chuck, brisket, plate, or flank.

5. Coarse marbling is desirable.

carcass.

5. Extreme thickness from the to the chuck is
desirable.

II

, and

I. beef is a very low value product worth only
a few cents per pound.

2. The conformation of a desirable beef carcass is compact,
and throughout.
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Topic Test
on

JUDGING WHOLESALE CUTS OF BEEF

Student: School;

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. In beef not much attention is given to .

2. The ideal beef chuck is , , and heavily

3. The ideal chuck is covered to inch
with high quality fat.

4. The beef rib is used largely as meat.

5. The beef loin provides the most desirable in the carcass.

6. The pelvic bone, where it is split is the .

7. The soft, white cartilage tips are called

8. The split back bone of a carcass is called the

9. Fat in the scrotal area of a steer carcass is called

10. Hard, white bone as found in mature cattle carcasses is called



Agricultural Education

4. A desirable fresh belly is from

Indicate by each statement True or False.

3. Hams should be a bright

5. Length of

Part II:

1. Slight differences in

2. The upper two-thirds of the ham is usually skinned and

Student:

Date:

Part I:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

Teaching Materials Center

carcass.

of hams.

commercially processed hams.

average thickness.

4. The value of a fresh belly is determined entirely by the amount of

2. High quality pork fat is white, firm, dry, and holds a square edge

3. Excessive handling will warm and soften the fat and detract

5. The size and shape of the loin eye are not important.

1. The thick cushion and shorter shank may be due to fat on some hams.

for some time after being cut.

materially from the appearance of the cut.

sliced bacon that can be obtained front it.

JUDGING WHOLESALE CUTS OF PORK

is important in determining total yield of a pork

Topic Test
on

may be lost in the curing and processing

Score;

School:

to

color in the cut side.

inches in

962-11-9

on

Page 4
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Student

Indicate by each statement True or False.

Date:

Teaching Materials Center Page 3

2. Wholesale cuts of lamb are seldom used for judging contests.

4. The foot and pastern are removed at the "break-joint" on all sheep.

10. A bucky carcass is a carcass of an animal that was uncastrated

3. Lamb carcasses are normally ribbed similar to beef carcasses.

5. In lambs 10 to 12 months old the shank bones are whiter, the

6. Younger lambs are not preferred by lamb meat customers.

7. From the inside view one may observe indications of the "cutting

8. The kidney should not be covered with fat.

9. The cod and brisket are the usual points at which excessive fat

1 . Lamb carcr.-ses are not split into sides.

or late castrated.

qualities" of the lamb.

is deposited.

rl.bs are broad and flat.

JUDGING LAMB

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

0Agricultural Education
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MEAT ADDITIVES

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Fresh meat is usually rather tough.

2. Better grades of beef and lamb can be aged for -er.

3. Any meat which has mold on it must be destroyed.

4. Ordinarily, three-week aging will shrink meat 12-15%.

5. The purpose of using vegetable enzymes or acetic acid on a
cut of meat is for tenderizing.

6. Papain can be injected into all classes of meat animals 10
minutes before slaughter.

7. Low humidity lowers shrinkage.

8. It is permissible to add water to sausage.

9. Sausage manufacture is regulated by Federal Legislation.

10. The only animal casings that may be used as containers of any
meat or meat product ace those from cattle, sheep, swine or goats.
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Topic Test
On

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The most difficult tt 3k in meat identification is determining and .

2. The appearance of the split chine bones (backbone) of a carcass will indicate

4. Steer carcasses are identified by

5. ,iex in lamb carcasses is of no .

3. Stated briefly, porous bones indicate youth; , flinty
bones indicate age.

6. Carcasses classed as veal should not weigh less than , nor
more than pounds, and the color should be pink
or Pink-

7. The first task is determining whether the cut is , ,
, or

8. The difference between a roast and a steak of the same name is one of

9. The loin or short loin bone is called a

10. The shipper should learn to identify meat cuts by and

11.

0 12.
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Student_

Date-

Topic Test
on

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF BEEF

School:

Score:

962-111-2
Page 4

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

I. The "Steak House" q? a steer is the

2. A round steak can be divided into parts or types of steaks.

3_ Almost two-thirds of all the less expensive cuts of meat are found
in the

4. The most popular wholesale cut in the forequarter is the

5.

6.

7.

Most steers produce about two
on each side.

sirloin steaks
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Topic Test
on

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF PORK

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Fill in the blank with the correct word or words.

962 -III -3
Page 5

1. A 200 pound hog will produce pound of fresh and cured pork
products and pounds of lard.

2. The cut of pork which is probably the nation's favorite is the .

3. There are only hams on a pig.

4. Bacon comes from what wholesale cut?

5. Backfat is sold as backfat and

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF VEAL

962-111-4

Page 5

School:

Score:

Part I:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

I. The loin produces the popular cuts of loin chops, sirloin steaks, and
chops.

2. The two
weight of a veal carcass.

Part II:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

I. City chicken comes from veal shoulder.

2. rtere are 4 wholesale cuts of veal

3. The best veal cuts come from the flank.

make up over one-third of the total dressed

4.

5.
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Topic Test
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TRANSPORTING AND RECEIVING ANIMALS

962-IV-I
Page 3

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Part I:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

I. Claims are made that a fasting period may make easier the removal of sheep

2. Overcrowding and the presence of on cattle may cause serious
losses.

3. Footing such as , is required at all times on truck floors.

4. Bedding such as , is recommended for warmth.

5. In hot weather sand before loading and while enroute.

Part II:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. The percentage of shrinkage definitely affects the amount received
for animals.

2. A sleek coat of hair, a bright eye, and vigor indicate a healthy
animal.

3. Animals in the later stages of pregnancy are safe to slaughter
for meat.

4. Extremes in temperatures do not affect shrinkage.

5. Under loading trucks does not increase shrinkage.

6.

7.
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KILLING ROOM PROCEDURES

Student: School:

. 962-IV-2
Page 3

Date: Score:...

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. To comply with the Federal Humane Slaughter Act the use of any one of the
approved killing methods must produce complete

2. Stunning can be administered to the or the back of the poll.

3. A sticking knife for bleeding hogs should be inches long.

0 4, stunning of cattle needs further development.

5. The Kosher method of killing requires cutting the throat without
first.

6 Never lift a sheep by grasping the fleece as this causes a
on the carcass.

7. A on top of the head will stun sheep that do not
have horns.

8. Calf cgrcasses are generally dressed in the same manner as

9. Since calves struggle i 're than ether livestock, it is better to
them before sticking.

10. Calves should be handled with care to avoid

11.

12.

0

and undue excitement.
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Topic Test
I on

USING AND CARING FOR SLAUGHTERING EQUIPMENT

0

Student:

Date:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

School:

be ':

962-IV-3
Page 4

1. A special tasteless-lubricating oil can be used on power aachinery.

2. Sharp knives are a must.

3. Power saws are usually used to split the backbone.

4. The hand steel is used to keep knives sharp.

5. May.- should be stored in a knife pow-A.

6..ARNO

7.
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LIVE MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF HOGS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

962-IV-4
Page 3

1. The difference between fat type and lean type hogs is the proportion of
to and the difference in the percentage of the primal cuts.

2. A barrow or gilt must have the proper finish to grade

3. Three top grades of barrows and gilts are numbered from one to three
according to the percent of in the carcass.

4. The thickness of in relation to the length, weight, and dressing
p..rcentage of the carcass serves as the basis for determining the grade.

S. To grade U.S. No. 2, a pork carcass must yield to
percent of its weight in the four lean cuts.

6. designates the hogs that produce high quality pork but
but are decidedly overfet.

7. grade hogs are slightly underfinished.

8. Cull hogs may have backfat which is only thick.

9. It is estimated that not more than percent of the hogs going
to market grade No.1

10. U.S. No.2 carcasses are the same length as U.S.

11.

12.

carcasses.
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Topic Test
on

SLAUGHTERING HOGS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

962-IV-5
Page 3

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Hogs can be either scraped or skinned for processing.

2. A safe scalding temperature is 1500 to 160° F.

3. The tongue is removed before the carcass is hoisted.

4. Cut the diaphragm and remove the pluck.

5. Today a single machine will dehair 150 to 500 hogs per hour.

6. Before slaughter, all hogs must be inspected, either at the scale
or at some point on their way to the rest room.

7. Diseased animals are slaughtered immediately.

8. Skinning of hogs tits well where you have an abundance of cheap
'Aux.-

9. The skit' represents from 5% to 7% of the live weight of the hog.

10. The depilating method re7noves hair, stubble, and the hams from
a hog carcass.

11.

12.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

STYLES OF DRESSING AND YIELDS OF HOGS

Indicate by each statement True or False.

School:

Score:

962-IV-6
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1. Packer's of dressing hogs is where the two sides have the
jowl attached, but the head is removed and the leaf fat is otr,:.,

2. The dressed yield is affected by fill and the degree of fatness
or finish.

3. U.S. No.1 hogs will yield higher than U.S. No. 3 hogs.

4. The medium grade hog will yield the same or lower than a U.S.
No.1 depending upon its conformation.

5. Chilling of hog carcasses can be hastened by loosening the leaf fat.

6. The cooler shrink on a 24-hour chill will average between 2%
and 3% depending upon the cooler humidity.

7. When a hog is dressed shipper style the head is left on.

8. There are no limits to the weight of a Wiltshire Side.

9. The ideal length for a Wiltshire Side is 29 inches.

10. Aged boars are practically inedible because of sex odor.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

LIVE MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF CATTLE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

962-IV-7
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Indicate by each statement True or False

1. Heifer's dressing yield is higher then steers.

2. Heifer meat is finer textured then the meat of a steer.

3. Prime cattle should dress from 60% to 67%.

4. The highest reported yield to date was 76 3/4 %.made by a spayed
Angus heifer in England.

5. Standard grade was formerly included in the Good grade.

6. Cutter and canner grades are mainly old cattle.

7.

8.
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Topic Test
on

DRESSING AND SKINNING CATTLE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The head is skinned out and removed during the process.

2. The break or smooth joint is at the enlargement just below the
and

3. The break joint will occasionally require in older animals.

0 4, One of the most difficult tasks in skinning is to avoid or

0

5. Opening of a beef carcass is done primarily with a , with only
little sawing.

6. In animals, the pelvis will have to be sawed.

7. The is inserted in the hocks for hoisting the carcass.

8. The tail is severed joints from the body.

9. The should be loosened with the hands then cut from the
backbone with a knife.

10. The membrane separating the abdominal cavity from the thoracic cavity
is the .

11.

12.
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HALVING, SHROUDING AND CARING FOR BEEF CARCASSES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

0

0

962-IV-9
Page 3

1. Splitting of a beef carcass is begun before the forequarters are
hoisted off the floor.

2. The saw should be held at a 900 angle for splitting the backbone.

3. The beef carcass is completely hided before the carcass halving
begins.

4. Cold or lukewarm water is used for washing a beef carcass:

6. Shrouds are dipped in ice water before being placed on a carcass.

6. A shroud dipped in a brine solution may help improve the appearance
of a carcass.

7. A beef carcass must be thoroughly cooled during the first 24 hours
tc, prevent spoilage at the hip joint.

8. A carcass of beef must be quartered before it can be handled
for shipment.

9. Meat is not v_.,7 susceptible to foreign odors.

10. Shrouds are placed on a beef carcass after it reaches the cooler.

11.

12.
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on

CLASSING, GRADING AND DRESSING VEAL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False,

I. There is a r-oat difference between veal and calf._

2. There is no sex classification for vealers.

3. Prime grade vealers must weigh between 140 and 190 pounds.

4. The cull grade in veal can be used for retail cuts..

6. The highest grade for slaughter calves is choice.

6. "Skin off" and "skin on" are two methods of dressiag veal.

7. A "bob" is an immature veal carcass.

8. Skins from still-born calves are called "slunk skins".

_ 9. Veal consumption in the United States is greatest In Teas.

10. Veal liver is inedible.

11.

12.
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LIVE MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF LAMB

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

962-IV-11
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1. Mutton has nearly b---,il eliminated as a block meat Primarily because of
the

2. Lamb is more popular because of cuts and less .

3. Lambs dropped during the fall and early winter months and marketed between
the ages of 6 to 8 months are called lambs.

4. A is a sheep which is from 15 to 20 months of age of
either sex intended for slime ter.

5. The most desirable weight of live lamb is to pounds.

6, The maximum weight for hothouse lambs is pounds.

7. Lambs which have the wide, deep, smooth compact conformation of the
meat animal will probably grade if the finish is Sufficient.

8. The grade of

9.

10.

may cover the better group of fine-wool lambs.
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PELTING AND DRESSING LAMB

962-IV-12
Page 3

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Skinning of sheep is called .

2. Skin out the hind shank and remove the foot at the joint just above the

3. With a strong cord tie the of both hind feet together.

4.

5.

After the pelt is pulled from the brisket,
continued back to the flank.

It is safer to up the leg then

the is

to pull the down
the leg.

6. Sever the head at the joint. Skin out the head and remove the

7. that lead to the kidneys.Use the knife to sever the

8. The liver from a lamb weighs about pounds and is equal
to liver in tenderness.

9.

10.
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INTRODUCTION TO GRADING
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Conformation has tr -..:w with the shape, the , or the
of a carcass.

2. Conformation is best observed in the .

3. Federal meat grading is done on a basis.

4. Because of variations within a grade, the trade recognizes three segments
in each grade, referred to as , , and

5. Marbling is a positive factor in

6. Tenderness decreases with -

7. Meat grading is a specialized form of meat .

8. In order to be a good meat grader you must first be a competent
of .

9. Individual packers may, and frequently do, use their own of

10. Color of fat is

11.

12.

a grade - determining factor.
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Student:

Date:

962-V-2
Page 3

Topic Test
on

BEEF AND VEAL GRADING

Indicate by each statement True or False.

0

School:

Score:

1. USDA Choir 5e grade meat is preferred by most consumers.

2. USDA Good grade meat lacks the juiciness generally associated
with more marbling.

3. USDA Commercial grade meat has a very large amount of marbling.

4. The USDA Choice loin will normally have more outside cover
than any other grade rib.

5. The name of the highest degree of marbling is abundant.

6. USDA High Good grade ribs will have only traces of marbling.

7. Ribbing is done to aid in cooling the carcass.

8. Rib eye characteristics always coincide with the outside indications.

9. Veal varies from very light pink color in animals having maximum
maturity to a dark grayish pink in young animals.

10. The older veal becomes the less fat, quality, and conformation
is required for it to grade higher.

11.

12.
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LAMB AND MUTTON GRADING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

962-V-3
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1. The same ra:,rai principles outlined for the grading of beef,
veal, and cal; are applicable to the grading of lamb and mutton.

2. The three federal grade standards for sheep are slaught, lamb,
yearlings , and mature sheep.

3. Lamb carcasses always exhibit the characteristic breal j . at.

4. Yearling carcasses may have break joints on their front shanks.

5. Mutton carcasses always have spool joints on their front legs.

6. Seldom will a cut surfac... be available to help in the grading of a
lamb r.b.arcass .

7. Feathering between the ribs is only one of three factors to consider
in determining the quality of a lamb carcass.

8. A lamb carcass does not have to meet minimum qualifications for
quality to grade prime if the conformation is good enough.

9. Sex will always affect the grade of Iamb carcasses.

10. The five grades of slaughter lambs are Prime, Choice, Good,
Medium, and Cull.

11.

12.
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PORK GRADING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Pork grading is babel on what two things?
a.
b.

962-V-4
Page 3

2. List the sex classifications used in grading pork.
a.
b.
c.
d,
e.

3. List the USDA grades for pork.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4. What are No types of pork carcass softness?
a.
b.

5. Why is pork from the Medium and Cull grades often not wanted by
customers?
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Topic Test
on

DRESSING PERCENTAGE, YIELDS, SHRINKAGE,
CUTTING LOSSES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. On the average, a 100 pound steer will produce about pounds
of beef carcass.

2. There will be about pounds of valueless materials in a 1000 lb. steer.

3. . 200 pound swine will produce about pounds of valueless material.

4. On the avertige, slightly less than of the live weight fvf a lamb
is carcass 3:veil.

5. The pelt and other by-products from a 100 pound lamb will weigh pounds.

6. The beef from a steer generally sells for less total dollars than the live
animal cost, but the packer makes his money from the
which usually more than off sets this loss.

7. In order to dress a high percentage of carcass, lambs must be light
in pelt, well and heavily muscled, and free from .

8. The average dressing percent for U.S. No. 1 hogs is %

9. The average dressing percent of a Prime lamb is 96.

10.

11.

0

_.______
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OPERATING AND CLEANING PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

962-VI-2
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Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Scales are net Important in a meat processing operation.

2. A small grinder is usually sufficient for a meat processing plant.

3. A "patty maker" is the most important piece of equipment in the plant.

4. The meat saw, either electric , or hand is important in any meat
processing plant.

5. Fly pans are important.

6.

7.
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CUTTING WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF 1-ORK

Student: School:

Date: Score:

962-VI-3
Page 3

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The shoulder is takn off behind the or rib.

2. The jowl should be taken off very close to the

3. No more than inch of fat should be left on the shoulder.

4. The wholesale cut will be cut off the top part0 of the shoulder.

5. The is removed between the second and third sacral joint.

I 6. About % of a pork car(.......s is sold as cured cuts.

7. The pork loin chops are usually cut at a uniform directly
across the loin.

8. The pork loin is separated from the belly fairly close to the eye.

9. The are removed from the inside of a pork belly.

10. The lean trimmings represent about to percent of the
weight of the carcass.

11.

12.

0
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Topic Test
on

SAUSAGES - FRESH AND SMOKED

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

I. There are about 240 kinds of sausage sold in the U.S.

2. Sausage refers to an all-pork product.

3. The dairy farmer is the largest supplier of sausage beef.

4. You can find the edible parts of an entire hog in a supermarket.

5. The most popular sausage in the U.S. is weiners.

6. Breakfast style sausage is usually all pork.

7. Cereal may be put in sausage.

8. Some casings from cattle and hogs may be used for sausage.

9. Only casings from cattle and hogs may be used for sausage.

10. Sausage may be classified as Domestic and Fancy.

11.

12.

0
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11.

12.

10. Tenderloin steaks are made by cutting

4. When removing the kidney from the hindquarter, care must be taken to not

5. A good quality ground meat should have 15-20 percent

8. Muscle boning the loin is called

9. To remove the tenderloin both cutting and

2. The

6. A trimmed hindquarter has the

7. The right hindquarter is called the

Student:

Date:

1. Most of the packers :12 Texas quarter the beef side between the twelfth and

3. The round is separated from the sirloin by cutting Just in front of the

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words .

Teaching Materials Center

of the quarter to the carcass.

remove the

Joint.

CUTTING THE BEEF HINDQUARTER

ribs.

next to the loin.

of ribs left on the hind quarter affects the percentage

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

off and the

side.

the grain.

962-V 1-5

is necessary.

Page 3

out.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
OR

CUTTING THE BEEF FOREQUARTER

School:

Score:

962-VI-6
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Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. The forequarter is divided into chuck, rib, and plate.

2. The rattle consists of arm, shank, brisket, and short plate.

3. Steaks from the chuck are called chuck or blade steaks.

4. The rib will contain anywhere from eight to twelve ribs.

5. A rib roll is a round rib.

6. The rib eye may be removed and served as a club steak.

7. Chicago style is one method of cutting a forequarter.

8. There are 13 ribs in a forequarter.

9. The ribs are cut (cross cut) ten inches from the chine bones.

10. The plate is a low quality beef cut.

11.

12.

:411".
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF VEAL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.
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Page 3

1. The veal carcass is not if the saddle method of cutting is used.

2. Veal may be cut very similiar to or even to lamb depending
upon the method of cutting used.

3. The of the carcass will determine the method of cutting.

4. The shoulder may be cut between either the fourth and fifth rib or made into
a rib chuck.

5. Veal shanks and breast usually are .

6. 20% is generally put with veal to make veal loaf.

7. Veal rib chops are made by slicing across the rib

8. The greatest demand for veal cuts come from the and

9. A cutlet for breading should be cut inch thick.

10. To trim a veal loin, cut off the flank four inches below the edge of the

11.

12.
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CUTTING WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF LAMB
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

Part L

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The terms
the two basic divisions.

and are used in describing

2. When saddles are made, the two forequarters and hindquarters are left
joined at the .

3. The lamb carcass is divided into primal cuts.

4. Legs of lamb are sometimes cured in the same manner as a

5. The shank, flank, neck, and breast may be treated as secondary or
.

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. A trimmed back has the kidneys, flanks and plate cut off.

2. Trimmed short loins are about 12% of the lamb.

3. "Mock duck" is made from the hindshank.

4. Lamb is broken between the twelfth and thirteenth ribs.....

5. The fell is the tough, parchment - like, cover on the surface of
the meat.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
On

PORTION CONTROL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. One of the objection -. If prepackaged frozen meats is the ;liability of many
customers to get the .ixact and of steak or roast oc
the exact number of chops they require.

acid in two quarts of cold water makes a
cheap dip which will preserve the bloom of freshly cut meats.

and

2. Prefabricated cuts require from 10% to 15% lees
is a big advantage.

3. One teaspoonful of

0

4. Prepackaged fresh meats should be maintained at F.

5. The handling of meat from the cooler through
and into the display case should be rapid.

6.

7.
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WRAPPING AND LABELING

Student: School:

962-V11-1
Page 3

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

...NIM

1. Butcher wra,7 is paper that is used for sanitary purposes and for
delivery.

2. Wrapping wax paper is effective for long run freezer wrap.

3. Aluminum foil is an e_ Ictive freezer wrap.

4. Chemically treated bacteriostatic wrap helps fresh steaks to
keep their bloom.

5. Specially treated cellophane is used for display, while maintaining
the fresh cut characteristics of the prorIct.

6. Patty paper is used between ground hamburger buns.

7. Twine and gummed tape are used for securing packages of meat.

8. Tub, boats, and boards are used to display meat.

9. Each kind of paper has a specific function and should be used as
intended.

10. If wrapped correctly meat will be of better quality when removed
from the freezer than when it was put in.

11.

12.
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on

RE FRIGERAT1ON

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

062-V11-2
Page 3

1. The purpose of cook 2 etorage of any type is to or
the commercial life .1f the product in the natural raw state.

2. Refrigeration of meat must start immediately after

3. A internal temperature should be maintained during transporting,
cutting, and storage of fresh me-A.

4. The three mechanical problems of storing at cooler temperatures are
tenape.mture, , and air circulation.

5. When a large hot load is moved into a cooler the temperk,ure will
quickly.

6. The relative humidity of a cooler should range from to
percent.

7. The most important control of bacteria on meat is .

R. Ordinary light kills bacteria on the surface of meat.

9. The most widely used refrigerant is
.11.110.1.1.11

10. Natural oze artificial i efrigeration retards the development of molds and
,teria ft:: a period only

11.

12.
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FREEZING MEAT

Student: School

Date: Score:

Pert I:

Indicate by each stateme-::t True or False.

1. Temperatures up to 0° F. are considered acceptable for freezing.

2. Especially rapio freezing of meat is necessary.

3. "Freezer burn" will not hurt the quality of the meat.

4. Taere is basically nothing wrong with refreezing.

5. At temperatures of about 0° F. Thero) is no microbial growth.

962-VII-3
Page 3

Part II:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. A relatively new process known as is achieved
by freezing under very low pressure.

2. Freeze meat while it is and in condition.

3. When air penetrates the frozen meat package, moisture is drawn from
the surface of the meat and the condition known as
develops.

4. Freezer temperature should be maintained at or lower during
freezer sto.age.

5. Beef may be stored in the freezer to months.

6.

7.

......
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METHODS OF PRESERVING MEATS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

962-VII-4
Page 3

1. The four common methods of preserving meat are drying, ,
salting, and freezitig.

2. A Virginia Ham (Smithfield) will shrink about % during the curing process.

3. Salting and canning were the common ways of preserving meats before
came into being.

4. The processor must be careful to have a high from IT -ats he
processes.

5. Today, meats add variety and a distinctive flavor to products
that =nest in turn be preserved by refrigeration.

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CURING INGREDIENTS AND METHODS

School:

Score:

962-VII-5
Page 3

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The most important curing ingredient is

2. is a secondary ingredient in the curing process.

3. Ascorbic acid sprayed on the surface of fresh meats has been found to
deter caused by light.

4. The forcible introduction of pickle into a ham by means of a ham pump is
called

5. The pickle in which hams cure is called

6. Stitch pumping or needling is called the cure.

7. Artery cure is the injection of the pickle into the
artery on the inside butt end of the ham.

8. The pressure method of is applicable only
to bacon.

9. A combination of salt and water is called a or

10. A prolonged curing process is considered best from the stand point of taste
because of eniymatic and bacterial action and meats cured this way have
more flavor than when the method is used?

11.

12.
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on

PROCESSED, SMOKED, AND VARIETY MEATS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Vascular c cing is the injection of brine into one of the main arteries.

2. Smoking gives the product characteristic flavor and color.

3. Corned beef is usually made from cuts of porky

4. Canadian bacon is bacon that is made in Canada.

_ 5. Over a hundred million pounds of sausage are produced in the_
United States annually.

6. Beef livers from calves and vealers are more delicately flavored,
more tender, and higher priced.

7. Sweetbreads are found in mature cows, bulls, and steers.

8. The beef kidney is very tender and delicate in flavor,

9. Brains are extremely tender with a very dalcate flavor.

10. Hearts are usually relatively tough.

11. The tongue is a most desirable product because of it size and
it lends itself to portions and slicing.

12. The first and second stomachs are marketed as tripe.

13. Oxtails are especially adapted to braising and soup.

14.

15.



6. The most satisfactory type of smokehouse should be of masonry

Indicate by each statement True or False.

Student:

Date:

4. Meats which have been smoked to a dark brown should have the

1. Cured meats are washed or soaked before being placed in the

2. Wire hangers can be made from No. 9 gauge galvanized wire.

5. Meats shrink more during the smoking process than any other time.

9. Tenderized turkey cat be produced by subjecting the carcass to

10. The best way to prevent mold on smoked untreated meat, is to

11.

12.

3. The change in color of the outside of meat and its ability to absorb

7. There are now new stainless steel, electronically controlled

8. A torch should be used for cleaning the tar from smokehouse walls

outside trimmed off to prevent digestive disturbances due to a
poisonous effect.

construction having an insulated ceiling.

and hangers.

store it in a well ventilated room between 45 and 50 degrees.

smokehouse .

smoke is increased as the smoking process becomes cooler.

smokehouse units for sale.

ll

170° F. heat for 8-12 hours and apply smoke during the later part.

SMOKING AND STORAGE

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

Agricultural Education 962-V11-7
Teaching Materials Center Page 3
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Topic Test
on

COOKING, PALATABILITY, AND QUA LFFY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

962-V11-8
Page 3

1. The two fundamental methods of cooking meat are, cooking with
and cooking with

2. Steaks, chops , and other tender cuts are usually

3. In the heat reaches the meat indirectly, usually in a
skillet or other type pan.

4. Braising (moist heat method) is commonly called 111=

5. The major loss in weight in cooking meat is due to loss in

6. Another loss in weight is due to the loss from

7. A
poor quality.

color in meat does not necessarily mean that it is spoiled or of

8. Meat that is cooked without undue shrinkage has higher
value.

9. The guess work in determining *he dneness of meat is eliminated by the
use of the meat

10. Much of the fate of a cut of meat rests in the

11.

12.
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GRADING STANDARDS AND CLASSES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

..=111-

962 -VIII -1

Page 3

1. The chief supply of meat poultry is really a by-product of the
egg industry.

2. It is necessary to have 300 to 400 pounds of poultry in cold storage
in January to insure a supply for the coming year.

3. There are grades for chickens, turkeys, ducks, and geese.

4. The value of poultry and turkey for meat varies considerabliwith
the breed.

5. Capons are unsexed (castrated) males.

6.

7.

ro,
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

FELECTING, HANDLING, AND DRESSING POULTRY

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the corn A word or words.

962-VIII-2
Page 3

1. Feed shouldbe wit l, ,.11tor to hours before killing poultry.

2. A fowl should be caujht by the leg below the

3. Holding one ____ when picking up a fowl will prevent struggling._
4. The old method of killing fowls was by off the head.

5. When only a few birds are dressed, the equipment consists of a scalding
tub, a for holding the bird, and probably a bleeding cup.

6. Cutting the throat inside the birds is the approved and
most widely used method of killing and bleeding birds.

7. The puncturing of the brain relaxes the muscles
for two to three minutes.

8. Dry picking has been largely replaced by .

9. or scalding i3 one of the earliest methods
for femoving feathers.

10. Semi-scalding usually results in more birds grading

11.

12.
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Student:

Date:

962-V111-3
Page 3

Topic Test
On

FULL DRESSING, CHILLING, AND STORING

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Birds that are to be frozen should be full-dressed.

2. Remove feet at the hock joint.

3. Gizzards are easy to peel if put into hot water.

4. Springer is a class of chicken.

5. The livers and hearts are not edible.

6. Trussing refers to tying a bird for shipment or sale.

7. Breasts and thighs bring the most monetary return.

8.

9.
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on

FABRICATED TURKEY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.
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1. To widen the market for larger toms, several variations of cutting the meat
into have been devised.

2. The Donthit Method of cutting turkeys requires the use of a power saw and
turkeys.

3. The BeanVossom Method of cutting turkey requires the to be removed.

4. a turkey and roasting if with dressing underneath is popular.

5. The idea that turkey is something that must be roasted has more or less
retarded the sale of turkey.

6. The dressing percent of different classes of poultry greatly.

7. The overnight fasting loss varies from
for chickens and turkeys respectively.

8.

9.

to percent
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Topic Test
o.

DRESSING OTHER FOWL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or wo? 4s.

962-VM-5
Page 3

I. Waterfowl are very , which makes them difficult
to

2. It is necessary to waterfowl to pluck them.

3. Long Island has become a large production center for duck.

4. Waxing destroys the value of the

5. Most ,Tuineas are dressed in the same manner as chickens--

6.

7.

or semi-scalded.

are probably one of the meatiest birds for their size.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

VENISON

Indicate by each statement True or False.

962-VIII-6
Page 3

School:

Score:

1. Deer that have warmth in the carcass should be bled.

2. Elevate the rear portion of the deer to allow the blo-id to drain
by gravity.

3. The liver makes a good camp meat.

4. The hog-dressed deer generally is transported on the outside of the
hunter's car to give mute evidence of his good fortune.

5. Leaving the skin on during the aging process holds down shrinkage
and avoids discoloration.

6. The head is removed at the aitchbone.

7. Venison round steaks are cut from the leg or round.

8. The shanks and breast are boned and ground into deerburgers.

9. Venison can be cured or preserved in nearly any way that meat
is cured.

10. Venison mixed with pork makes excellent sausage.

0

ba

Nada orer"--..,

11.

12.
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MARGARINE

Student: School..

Date: Score:
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Page 3

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Oleo means fat.

2. Margarine is generally taken to mean a oil product.

3. The milk product used in margarine is usually milk.

4. The and used in margarine are always stated on the
carton and wrapper of the finished product.

5. Margarine usually contait s to percent milk products.

6. The food fat in margarine is usually vegetable but it may, however, be a
blend of and vegetable oils.

7. The two vitamins found in margarine are and .

8. Most margarines have added to give the desired appearance.

9.

10.
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Student!

Date:

Topic Test
On

GLAND EXTRACTS

School:

Score:
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Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Gland under- or over-secretion may cause abnormalities.

2. Hormone is a gland.

3. Thyroid glands from beef are larger than the human thyroid glands.

4. To secure one pound of parathyroid extract requires the slaughter
of approximately 3,600 a& aals.

5. Two hundred and fifty pituitary glands make a pound.

6. The pineal glaad regulates child growth.

7. Thirty beef adrenals make a pound.

8. The thymus functions primarily In young people, inhibiting the
activity of the sex glands.

9. The pancreas is more commonly know as the sweetbread.

10. Ox gall produces bile.

11.

12.
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OTHER BY- PRODUCTS -- EDIBLE AND INEDIBLE

School:

Score:
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Page 3

1. The main subclasses of packer hides are steers, cows, bulls, and .

2. What are six conditions in a hide which depreciate its value?

3. What is tallow and grease used for mainly?

4. How do glue and gelatin differ mainly?

5. How is tripe cleaned?

6. How is most offal stored in the cooler?
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Topic Test
On

GRADING AND VALUE OF HIDES

_udent: School:

Date: Score:

962-IX-4
Page 3

Fill in the blanks with the correct wore or words.

I. Large pelts are called medium pelts are cnIled
and small pelts are called

2. The ultimate distinction of all pelts is the

3. The tail length should not be more than inches 4.n length.

4. The two large classifications of hide are hides and
hides.

5. Country hides are usually not

6. Hides rank first in cash value as a of cattle.

7. leather is made by grinding waste leather to a pulp and
pressing it into sheets.

8. Bull hides are heavier than hides.

9.

10.
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on

RENDERING LARD

Student: School: _
Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct we rd or words.

1. is recommended to cut down on formation of
fatty acids.

2. is consideic..1 an ideal receptacle for rendering
lard.

3. Stirring or agitating wi'l help kroduce a lard.

Lard storage temperature should be degrees.

5. A medium weight hog grading U.S. No.1 will render about pounds
of lard per 100 pounds live weight.

6. Neutral lards or the new processed larelA are the .

7. The lard used as a butter substitute is called lard.

8. Lard oil is made from prime lard.

9. New processing techniques of lard has added to its as well
as its cost.

10. Lard is natural , nothing has been added and nothing removed.

11.

12.
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DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Meat distribution is vastly complicated.

2. A "branch house" is usually a packer's house.

3. A ''breaker" is a non-slaughterer who buys carcasses and creaks
them into primal cuts.

4. A "boner" is the man that takes the bones out of meat.

5. Some boning is done at all levels of distribution.

6. Canners, curers, smokers, and sausage makers are processors.

7. Steak makers i'pecialize in cutting and selling steak.

8. Hotel supply houses show preference for USDA graded products.

9. The National Livestock and Meat Board was organized in 1923 to combat
propaganda that was red: icing total meat consumption.

10. The American Meat Institute and the American Meat Institute
Foundation are organizations that sell meat.

11.

12.

. , -
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BUYING PLANS

Student: School: _______
Date: Score:

Part I:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Buying is a job that requires considerable intelligence and

2. A stock must be determined for daily operations , and for the
weekend operation.

3. Rough should be taken at regular intervals estimating weights
or by counting of pieces.

Part II:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Most of all, the buyer must have unwavering loyalty and motivation that
compels him to refuse favors, gratuities, and kickbacks.

2. It is fine for a buyers motivation to be for personal reasons.

3. If written purchase orders are used, they need only be sent to
purchasing and receiving.

4. Careless sl indifferent receiving is a certain invitation to dishonesty.

5. It is wise for a buyer to remark that he wants the best and doesn't
care what it cost.

6. It is not always true that "you get what you pay for."

7. Bone-in and boneless steaks usually cost the same per pound of meat.

8.

9.



0
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4. "Guesstimation" is usually adequate in determining yields of

2. If a "cut" such as "bone-in strip loin" tells the story, why

.

6. A simple statement of policy is to buy for the patron's pleasure and

8 Special containers are imperative for some operations like ocean

9. A plan should be worked out to get maximum yield from each cut.

10. "The proof of the puddin' is in the eating."

12.

5. The food service industry overwhelmingly prefers quality based

7. "OP rib" refers to a rib roast ready for the oven.

11.

primal cuts.

on federal grade.

liners taking on provisions .

important.

pocketbook.

it?

3. A sound knowledge of the carcass breakdown and components is not

Agricultural Education 962-X-3
Teaching Materials Center Page 3

0
Topic Test

on
SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORDERS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Written specifications are important because it is easy to fox get
oral specifications.
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Student:

Date.

Topic Test
on

MERCHANDISING MEAT AND PRICING

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.
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1. A is defined as a wholesale ,-rovisioner who packs for retail
distribution.

2. Only plants with a large kill do most of their own

3. The independent meat packer operates on a small scale and does badiness in
a smaller territory and not very often

4. stores have selective privileges because of the large tonnage
they buy.

5. The cost of the product, the cost of operating the business, and the desired
are the factors that enter into meat pricing.

6. tests should aid greatly in determining prices.

7. The money left over afier covering all meat invoices and
is what the business earns, or net profit.

8. The retail price may be determined on the basis of

9. The percent operating cost to gross sales varies with the management and

10. The percent operating cost is percent or higher depending upon
the particular business.
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Topic Test
on

RECORD KEEPING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Accurate record keeping is an important phase of any business.

2. Record keeping will vary greatly.

3. You should keep accurate records.

4. A receiving book is always used.

5. Overhead is a necessary part of :raw business.

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

INDUSTRY ETHICS

Indicate by each statement True or False:

School:

Score:

1. Kickbacks are a form of bribery.

962-X-6
Page 3

2, There 3 a very fine line between giving of gifts and kickbacks.

3. The National Association of Hotel and Restaurant Meat
Surveyors accepts kickbacks.

4. A thief must overcome his conscience.

5. Quality substitution is one method of kickback.

6. Short weight and improper trim is another way that the
dishonest operate to get kickbacks.

7. In the final analysis the customer is the victim of most
kickbacks.

8. Saving through prudent and wise actions are just a part
of the job.

9.

10.
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Date:

Topic Test
on

DELIVERY

Indicate by each statement True or False:

School:

Score:
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1. When delivering you should not help unload.

2. Delivery is not an important job.

3. It is okay to stop and visit your girl friend on the way
to making a delivery.

4. Stores are very concerned about cleanliness of meat.

5. The actions of the person making a delivery may help get
repeat business.

6.

7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

THE MEAT PROCESSING INDUSTRY

1. Salt
2. Barrels
3. Slaughterhouse
4. (a) Shrouding

(b) Shaping
(c) Bleaching
(d) Removal of animal heat

5. By-products
6, Swift and Company

Answer Sheet to Test
on

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INDUSTRY

1. T
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. T
6. T
7.
8.

962-1-1
Page 4

962-1-2
Page 5
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1. Argentina
2. Half
3. Money
4. Leaner
5. Tenderness
6. Beef
7. Protein
8. Milk

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MEAT CONSUMPTION

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

1. 1922
2. 31
3. Voluntary contributions
4. 87
5. Research and informational
6. 350
7. Colleges

962-1-3
Page 4

962-1-4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OF MEAT

1. T 7. T
2. T 8. T
3. F 9. F
4. F 10 T
5. T 11.
6. T 12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

TELEPHONE COURTESY

962-1-5
Page 4

962-1-6
Page 4

PART I: PART II:
1. F 1. Impression
2. T 2. Promptly
3. F 3. Pad and pen
4. F 4. The person's name
5. F 5. Courteous, thoughtful

6.
7.

U
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Answer Sheet tc, Test
on

SAFETY

1. T 7. F
2. F 8. T
3. F 9. F
4. T 10. F
5. T 11.
6. F 12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PLANT SANITATION

1. Santary
2. Daily
3. Soaked
4. Bleached and chlorinated
5. Toilet room
6. Tobacco, smoking
7. Display case glass
8. Epoxy resins
9.

10.

962-1-7
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PLANT LAYOUT AND MAINTENANCE

PART 1 PART II:

1. F 1. Cooler

2. T 2. Refrigeration

3. F 3. 30 to 38 degrees

4. F 4. 0 to -10 degrees

5. F 5. Rib tree

0

U

962-1-9
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MEAT

Part I:

I. Fibers, muscles
2. 5 to 30
3. Tissue, tenderness
4. 65
5. Proteins
6. Color, nutrients

Part II:

7. False
8. True
9. True
IO. False
II. False
12.
13.

Part I:

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL INSPECTION .

962-II-1
Page 4

I. Seventy
2. Disease
3. Federal
4. Wholesomeness
5.

Part II:

I. False
2. False
3. True
4. True '.
5. ..-



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1, True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. True
6. False
7. True
8. False
9. True

10.
11.

1. Veterinarian
2. Flesh
3. Throat
4. Cooked
5. Human
6. 50
7. Salt
8.
9.

g

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEDERAL GRADING

Answer Sheet to Test
on

DISEASES AND OTHER LOSSES
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Agricultural Educe `ion 962-II-5
Teaching Materials Center Page 8

Answer Sheet to Test
on

EVALUATION OF LIVE ANIMALS

1. Type
2. Four
3. Six
4. Honesty and courage
5. Concede; faults
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

JUDGING BEEF CARCASSES

Part I: Part II:

1. Trimmable - fat 1. True
2. Thick - meaty 2. False
3. Firmness 3. True
4. Eye - ribbed 4. True
5. Hind shank 5. False

Page 5



Agricultural Education
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

JUIWING WHOLESALE CUTS OF BEEF

1. Chue...s, quality
2. Thick, compact, muscles
3. One-fourth to one-half
4. Roasting
5. Steaks
6. Aitchbone
7. Buttons
8. Chine bone
9. Cod fat

10. Flinty bone

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

JUDGING PORK CARCASSES

1. Pig, assets
2. 140 to 160
3. 29 to 32 rib aitch
4. Shanks, skin, wrinkles
5. "Deeper chine bones"

962-11-7

Page 9

962-11-8
Page 6
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Teaching Materials Center

0

Part I:

1. Color
2. Dcfatted
3. Grayish-pink
4. 1.4 -1.8
5. Loin

Part II:

1. Ittie
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False

1. True
2. Ti e
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. False
7. True
8. False
9. True

10. True

\

Answer Sheet to Test
on

JUDGING WHOLESALE CUTS OF PORK

Answer Sheet to Test
on

JUDGING LAMB

962-11-9

Page 5

962-11-14
Page 4
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
on

GENERAL. CHARACTERISTICS

1. Age and sex
2. Approximate age
3. Red, white
4. Cod rit
5. Consequence
6. 60, 160, pale, rose
7. Beef, pork, lamb, or veal
8. Thickness
9. T-bone

10. Shape, appearance
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
OR

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF BEEF

1, Loin
2. Three
3. Forequarter
4. Rib
5. Pinbone
6.
7.

962-M-I
Page 4

962-111-2

Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
OD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF PORK

1. 96, 29
2. Pork chops
3. two
4. Side
5. Lard
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF VEAL

Part I:

1. Kidney
2. Hind legs

Part II:

1. True
2. False

0 3. False
4.
5.

962-111-3
Page 6

962-111-4
Page 6



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. Biblical
2. Bar; ecues
3. Lo' .1

4. R _ck
5. Mock Duck
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF LAMB

962-1I1-6
Page 6
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Teat
on

USING AND CARING FOR SLAUGHTERING EQUIPMENT

Answer Sheet to Test
on

LIVE MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF HOGS

1. Fat - lean
2. U.S. No. 1
3. Lean meat
4. Backfat
5. 47-50
6. U.S. No. 3
7. Medium
8. One inch
9. 20%

' 1 ' 10. No. 1;., 11.
12.

962-IV-3
Pap 5

962-IV-4
Page 4
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Agricultural Edonation
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
on

LIVE MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF CATTLE

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False
6. True
7.
8.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

DRESSING AND SKINNING CATTLE

1. Heading
2. Knee and hock
3. Sawing
4. Cuts or scores
5. Knife
6. Old
7. Beef tree
8. Two
9. Liver

10. Diaphragm
11.
12.

.

962-IV-7
Page 4

962-IV-8
Page 4 .
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Agricultural Education
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

LIVE MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF LAMB

1. Flavor
2. Smaller , fat
3. Hothouse
4. Yearling
w 70-90..,.

6. 60
7. Prime
8. Good
9.

10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PELTING AND DRESSING LAMB

1. Pelting
2. Hoof
3. Tendons
4. Fisting
5. Fist, pelt
6. Atlas, tongue
7. Ureters
8. 1 1/4, veal
9.

Aso
I -

101

962-IV-11
Page 4

962-IV-12
Page 4
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO GRADING

1, Form, profile
2. Carcass, form
3. Voluntary
4. Top, average, and low
5. Palatability
6. Age
7. Judging
8. Judge of meat
9. System of grading

10. Not
11.
12.

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. False
7. False
8. False
9. False

10. False
11.
12

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BEEF AND VEAL GRADING

962-V-1
Page 4

962-V-2
Page 4



Agricultural Education
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1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. False

10. True
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

LAMB AND AIUTTON GRADING

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PORK GRADING

1. a. Difference in yields of lean cuts and of fat cuts
b. Difference in quality of cuts

2. Barrow, gilt, sow, bow, and stag
S. U.S. No.1, U.S. No. 2, U.S. No. 3, Medium and Cull
4. a. That associated with utderfinished

b. That associated with overfinished
5. Because of its low palatability

u

962-V-3
Page 4

962-V-4
Page 4



Agricultural Education
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

DRESSING PERCENTAGE , YIELDS, SHRINKAGE ,

CUTTING LOSSES

1. 550
2. 303
3. 28
4. Half
5. 23
6. By- products
7. Finished - paunchiness
8. 69
9. 50

10.
11.

1. False
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. True
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

OPEHAVNG AND CLEANING PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

962-VI-1
Page 5

962-VI-2
Page 4,



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
On

CUTTING WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF PORK

1. Second or third
2. Shoulder
3. One-half
4. Boston butt
5. Ham
6. 80%
7. Thickness
8. Loin
9. Spareribs

10. Four or five
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
On

SAUSAGES - FRESH AND SMOKED

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. False

10. True
11.
12.

962-VI-3
Page 4

962-VI-4
Page 4
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Te3t
on

K,.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF VEAL

t--
L- z

[7: 1. Halved
ref'

2. Beef
7 3. Size
lg.' 4. Three

5. Boned
6. Pork
7. Eye
8. Round and rump

. 9. One half

A 10. .Loin eye
11.
12.

4:3

962-VI-7
Page 4

962-VI-8

( Age 5
re'
P

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CUTTING WHOLESALE AND RETAIL CUTS OF LAMB

Part I: Part U:

1. Hindsaddle, foresaddle 1. True
2. Backbone 2. True
3. Seven 3. False
4. Ham 4. True
5. By-products 5. True
6. 6.
7. 7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Teat
on

PORTION CONTROL

1. Size, weight
2. Storage apace
3. Ascorbic
4. 30°
5. Cutting and processing
6.
7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. True
2. Fait.

3. 'rm.
4. True
5. True
6. False
7. True
8, True
9. True

10, False
11.
12.

1. Prolong, exteml
2. Slaughter
3. Uniform
4, Humidity

5. Rise
6. 85-90
7. Low temperature
8. Ultraviolet
9. Freon - 12

10. Limited
11.
12.

962-V11-1

Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WRAPPING AND LABELING

962-VII-2

Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

REFRIGERATION



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FREEZING MEAT

962-VU-3
Page 4

Part I: Part U:

1. True 1. Freeze drying
2. False 2. Fresh, top
3. False 3. Freezer burn
4. True 4. 0 °F.
5. True 5. 6 to 12

6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

METHODS OF PRESERVING MEATS

1. Smoking
2. 25

Refrigeration
4. Yield
5. Cured
6.
7.

962-VU-4
Page 4
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. Salt
2. Sugar

3. Color fading
4. Pumping
5. Cover pickle
6. Injection
7. Femoral
8. Box curing
9. Brine or pickle

10. "Quickie"
11..
12.

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. True
7. False
8. False
9. True

10. True
11. True
12. True
13. True
14.
15.

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

CURING INGREDIENTS AND METHODS

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

PROCESSED, SMOKED, AND VARIETY MEATS

962-VII-5

Page 4

962-VII-6

Page 4
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)

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. True

10. True
11.
12.

)

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

SMOKING AND STORAGE

Answer Sheet to That
OD

COOKING, PALATABILITY, AND QUALITY

1: Dry heat, moist heat
2. Broiled
3. Panbroiling
4. Pot roasting
5. Moisture
6. Melted fat
7. Dark
8. Nutritional
9. Thermometer

fle) 10. Cooking
11.
12.

962-VII-7
Page 4

962--VR-8_
Page 4



Agricultural Education 962-VM-1
Teaching Materials Center Page 4

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True
6.
T.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

GRADING STANDARDS AND CLASSES

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SELECTING, HANDLING, AND DRESSING POULTRY

1. 18-24
2. Thigh
3. Wing
4. Chopping
5. -.adds
6. Mouth
T. Feather
8. Semi-scalding
9. Hard or hot

10. Higher
11.
12.

V,

962-1,111-2
Page 4
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False
6. True
7. True
8.
9.

1. Steaks
2. Frozen
3. Bone
4. Ha ving
5. Cut -up
6. Varies
7. Two-three
8.
9.

Answer Sheet to Test
On

FULL DRESSING, CHILLING, AND STORING

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FABRICATED TURKEY

982-VIII-3
Page 4
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. Beef
2. Vegetable
3. Skim
4. Fats and oils
5. 17-18 1/2
6. Animal
7. A and D
8. Color
9.

10.

1. True
2. False
3. False
4. Trim
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. Trueg 10. True

11.
12.

,

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MARGARINE

Answer Sheet to Test
on

GLAND EXTRACTS
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
on

RENDERING LARD

1. Quick cooling
2. Stainless steel
3. Smooth
4. 40
5. 12
6. Highest
7. Neutral
8. Steam
9. Quality

10, Fat
11.
12.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ORDERS

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. True
O. True
7. True
S. True
9. True

10. True
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MERCHANDISING MEAT AND PRICING

1. Packer
2. Processing
3. Inter-state
4. Chain
5. Net profit
6. Cutting
7. Expenses
S. Demand
9. Volume

10. 24
11.
12.

902-1-3
Page 4

962 -X-4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

RECORD KEEPING

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. True
6.

1.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

INDUSTRY ETHICS

1. True
2. True

3. False

4. 'Due
5. True

6. True

Pao
o

7. True

8. True
9.

10.

.962-X-5

Page 5

962-X-6

Page 4
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VT 003 965,
Dairy Farm Worker, Teacher's Copy.

Stephens, Rex *INinters4 Bobby
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical Univ., College Station

Pub Date 67
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 246p.

*DAIRYMEN, GRADE 11, GRADE 12, TESTS, *STUDY GUIDES, *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ANSWER KEYS,

Technical information needed in the operation of dairy farmsAs
presented for use by vocational agriculture teachers in preparing
students enrolled in cooperative training programs to be dairy
farm workers. It was prepared by vocational agriculture teachers,
subject matter specialists, and a state advisory committee. Titles
of instructional units are (1) Introduction, (2) Mechanical Milking
Equipment, (3) The Milking Process, (4) Cleaning and Sanitation,
(5) Milk Quality. (6) Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves (7) Health and
Sanitation, (8) Breeding and Management, (9) Selecting Foundation
Stock, (10) Marketing Milk, and (11) Farm and Building Maintenance.
Assignment sheets within each unit contain objectives, references,
and questions or activities. Information sheets, answers to
assignment questions, topic tests, and test answers are included.
The suggested time allotment is 200 hours. Students should be at
least 16 years old, in grade 11 or 12, and have interests and
objectives :n the dary farm worker occupation. This document is
available for $4.00 from Agricultural Education Teaching Materials
Center, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University, College
Station, Texas 77843. (WB)
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Sincere appreciation is expressed for the time, interest, and help given in planning

this course of study by the members of the State Advisory Committee. Pictured left

to right are E.L. Tiner, Texas Education Agency, Austin; Edgar J. Irick, Bryan;

Rex Stephens, Stephenville; Bill Lane, Comanche; Bobby Traweek, Dublin; and Bill

Tomlinson, Texas Education Agency, Austin.



MEMORACIUM
TO: The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Tek.imical Education

The Ohio State University
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

PR is (Person) Bill T. Tomlinson ,(Agency) Teaching Materials Center

(Add:-IssUi&ulture Education Dept., ABM University, College Station, 'rasa
77843

DM: October 5 1967

RE: (Authors Title, Publisher, Datd) Teaching Materials Centi

Ilairy Farm Worker

Teaching Materials Center - 1967

SurrolementarElLformation on Instructional Material

Provide information below which is not included in the publication. Mark N/A in
each blank for which information irat available or not applicable. Mark P
when information is included in the publication. See reverse side for further
instructions.

(1) Source of Available C,.)piest
Agency Teaching Materials Center - Ag. Ed. Department
Address
Limitat on on vAilab e op ea none ce

(quantity pr

(2) 'Means Used to Develop Material:
Development Group Develo :Went committee of teachers

(3)

Level of Group State

41
AIIIMPOW

4.00
14.00ces

Method of Design, Testing,Triai. state. widp_kastiitax4rximmi+

Utilization of Material:
Appropriate School SettingAva and other high schools
Type of Program Ijigh School Class
Occupational rocteOccu ational Cluster
Geographic Adaptab i y . .
Uses of Material ftudent reading
Users or Materiel. Teacher and_student

Requirements for Using Material:
Teatther Ccrapetencyleacher
Student Selection at-feria 16 years of ate or oltira 11 & 12 gradit
AnisaLtmulzAngiejayss
Time Allo tment 200 re. s ma ea

Supplevental Media
Necessary =Id (check Vhich),Desirable

IMMEMMMEMIIILIgp

Describe Teachla Materials, Center, A&M University. College Station.
Texan

Alsom_a_v_beRgigtgimisAich is
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These materials, designed for the student enrolled in the Agricultural Cooperative

Poi t-Time Training Program, were developed by Rex Stephens, Vocational Agricul-

ture Teacher, Stephenville, Texas, and Bobby Winters , Vocational Agriculture

Teacher, Huntsville, Texas. Their experience in vocational agriculture and the

cooperative part-time training program togeth,)r with sincere interest in and

dedication to the vocational agriculture program in Texas were invaluable in the

preparation of these instructional materials.

The art is the work of Charles Palmer, Subject Matter Assistant,

Billy F. Irick, Sul 1ect Matter Specialist, Teaching Materials Center and Charles

Urbanic , Vocational Agriculture Teacher, West Columbia, Texas, reviewed and

edited these materials,

Acknowledgement is also given to Foy Page , Subject Matter Specialist, who co-

ordinated tile development of this course of study.

John Holcomb, Coordinator
Teachire Materials Center
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Required References
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

June 29, 1967

932
Page 1

1. Diggins, Ronald V. and Clarence E. Bundy. Dairy Pr. Prentice-Hall,
Inc , Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Second Edition.
(State Adopted)

Diggins: Ronald V. and Clarence E. Bundy, Livestock and Poultry Production ,
Prentice-Hall, Inc.. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. Second Edition.
(State Adopted)

3. Ensminger, M,E Beef Cattle Science, The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Danville , Illinois.
(State Adopted)

4, Ensminger, M.E. , The Stockman's Handbook The Interstate Printers and Publishers ,
Danville, Illinois.
(State Adopted)

5. Judkins, Henry F. and Harry A. Keener, Milk Production and PrLcsi
J o h n Wiley and Sons, Inc. , New York. $ 8.50

6, Noorlauder, Daniel 0, , David Gray, and John Bahl, Mechanics and Production
of Quality Milk, Democrat Printing Company, Madison, Wisconsin. $3.00

7. "Bulkmilk Handling." Circular 510, Extension Service, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin. $.10

9, "Bulk Handling of Milk on Texas Dairy Farms ," B-894 Texas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, College Station, Texas.

9. "Dairy Marketing Cooperatives in Texas," TAP -321, Texas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, College Station, Texas.

10. "Emergency Operotion of Milk Machines," Circular 542, Extension Service,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. $. 05

11. "Federal Milk Marketing Orders," L-545, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
College Station, Texas. $, 05

1" "Marketing Milk Under Federal Orders in Texas," B-959. Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station, College Station, Texas,
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13. "Milking Machine i,are," Circular 97, 410 x 70, Extension Service, University
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. $.05

14. "Minerals and Vitamins for the Dairy Cow," MP-605, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, College Station, Texas,

15. "The Modern Way to Efficient Milking," B-413, Milking Machine Manufacturers
Council, 410 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 60611 $ 50
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Unit I Introduction 1. Importance of the Dairy Industry
2. Opportunities in the Dairy Industry
3. Dairy Products and Human Nutrition
4. Safety on the Dairy Farm

Unit II Mechanical Milking 1. Inflations
Equipment 2. Pipeline and Other Milking Systems

3. Vacuum Pumps and Air Flows
4. Pulsators
5. Vacuum Gauges and Regulators
6. Bulk Tanks and Cooling Equipment
7. Electrical Wiring, Motors, Contxols,

and Safety
8. Emergency Procedures

Unit III The Milking Process 1. The Milking Process
2. Milking Machine Principles
3. Milking Machines and Other Causes of

Mastitis
4. Barn Manners

Unit IV Cleaning and Sanitation 1. Cleaners and Sanitizers
2. Cleaning-In-Place
3. Hand Cleaning Equipment
4. Cleaning and Sanitation in the Barn

and Holding Pen

Unit V Milk Quality 1. Residues in Milk
2. Milk Flavor
3. Milk Sampling and Testing
4. Cooling and Agitation

Unit VI Feeding Dairy Cows 1. Digestive System of Cattle
and Calves 2. Food Nutrients

3. Classification of Feeds
4. Measuring Value of Feeds
5. Feed for the Dairy Cow
6. Balancing and Computing Rations for

Economical Production
7. Feeding Dairy Calves Under Six Months

of Age
8. Feeding Dairy Heifers from Six Months

to Preshening
9. Minerals and Vitamins f.or Dairy Cows

10. Feeding and Management of the Herd Sire
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Unit VII Health and Sanitation 1. External and Internal Parasites
2. Infectious Diseases
3. Mastitis
4. Other Non-Infectious Diseases and

Nutritional Disorders
5. Insecticides and Pesticides
6. Injection Procedures

Unit VIII Breeding and Management 1. Individual Cow Records
2. Principles of Reproduction
3. Laws of Inheritance
4. Systems of Breeding
5. Artificial Insemination
6. The Cow Herd

Unit IX Selecting Foundation 1. Breed Identification
Stock 2. Physical Appearance

3. Production Records
4. Pedigrees
5. Fitting and Showing Dairy Cattle

Unit X Marketing Milk 1. Federal Milk Marketing Orders
2. Dairy Marketing Cooperatives

Unit XI Farm and Building 1. Painting Procedures
Maintenance 2. Fence Building Principles

3. Mixing Concrete
4. Controlling Rodents and Birds
5. Weed and Brush Control
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Importance of the Dairy Industry

OBJECTIVES: To determine the size and scope of the dairy industry and
to develop an appreciation of the importance of the industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1, Information Sheet, "Importance of the Dairy Industry"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How does present day dairying compare to dairying a generation ago?
2. Name eight problems teachers and dairymen are faced with today.
3. List how r ilk is used under Class I, II, and III.
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Dairying today has very little resemblance to dairying a generation ago.
In fact, the changes have been so great in the pastlew years that it has been
difficult for teachers and farmers to keep up with new developments.
Selecting a breed, securing individuals, feeding, milking, sanitation, diseases
and parasites, providing and using modern housing and equipment, anagsment,
and marketing are some of the problems that the dairymen have to deal
with.

Milk is absolutely essential for the growth of young and for the welfare of
the human race. The cow has been rightly called "the foster mother of
the human race, " and she is found in most of the civilized countries of the
earth.

The dairy industry has an unlimited market because of the demand for milk
and milk products. All milk sold as fluid milk and cream must be produced
as market milk, that is under strict sanitary requirements of state and city
laws and regulations. According to its uses, market milk is classified into:

Class I - milk sold as fluid milk, cream, and related fluid products;

Class II - milk used in products not otherwise defined as Class I or III,
principally cottage cheese and ice cream;

Class III - milk used for the manufacture of butter, cheese, and nonfat
dry miik-

More than a majority of all milk is sold as Class I milk.
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Opportunities in the Dairy Industry

OBJECTIVES: To learn the employment opportunities in the dairy
industry and the personal yalifications required in the varbus occupations.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 7-13

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, What are the two main divisions in which the major
job opportunities are found in the dairy industry?

2. Name six job opportunities in the milk production division.
3. List nine combined production and processing division job

opportunities.
4. Name fourteen job opportunities in the processing division.
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Dairy Products and Human Nutrition

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of dairy products in human nutrition.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 377-389

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the main food requirements to sustain the human body.
2. List six nutritional constitutents of milk.
3. What are the six essential minerals supplied in milk?
4. Why is Vitamin A essential in the human body?
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UNIT. Introduction

TOPIC Safety on the Dairy Farm

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and develop an appreciation for
using safety practices in dairy farm work.

REFERENCES;
Required:
1, Information Sheet "Safety on the Dairy Farm"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. In 1966 about how many disabling work injuries occurred in this
country?

2. What should you do to avoid injury to your hands and equipment
when using cleaners and sanitizers?

3 Why is it important to label, mix, store all drugs, vaccines, and
biological compounds properly?
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All employees are interested in efficient production Accidents result
in higher production costs, poor quality of products, confusion, dissatisfaction,
and loss of time A bad accident record can very readily hinder your chances
for advancement, or even for employment, regardless of your capabilities.
If an employee receives a permanent injury there may be a lifetime reduction
in his earning power

The dairy farm work involves a certain degree of danger, Some jobs are
more dangerous than others, The wise worker learns the hazards of his
job and follows the safe practices necessary to reduce the chances of an
accident to a minimum. Unsafe practices on the part of one worker may
result in injury to others

In 1966 about 2,000,000 disabling work injuries occurred in this country.
Most of these injuries could have been avoided if safe work methods had
been followed. Ask questions if there is anything about your work that you
do not understand. To be safe you must know what you are doing. In
using cleaner and sanitizers, follow the mixing instructions to avoid injury
to your hands and equipment. Use caution on slick floors, Follow the manufacturer's
instructions on insecticides and pesticides They can be very harmful.

Precautions must be observed in using or repairing equipment or facilities.
Power equipment can damage the animal or operator by physical force or,
in the case of electrical power tools, by electric shock- All electrical
power tools should be safety grounded Sprayers, mowers, and other
equipment with gasoline engines should deserve the normal safety precautions
while being re-fueled, used, or repaired to prevent burns and lacerations.

Individual people and animals will react differently to various chemicals,
drugs, biologicals, vaccines, etc It is particularly important to use
caution in mixing and using these compounds so that the proper dosage is
achieved, lessening the danger of toxicity,

Labeling, mixing, and storing all drugs, vaccines, and biological compounds
properly is necessary to prevent serious damage to the handler.

More than 25% of all disabilities are caused by the improper handling of
materials. Many serious injuries are caused by lifting improperly

Use protective devices such as kickers and hobblers on cows requiring them.
Precaution must be taken in handling the dairy bulis and nervo'is cows.
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UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Inflations

OBJECTIVES: To develop an understanding of the part inflations play in
the milking process and the principles of caring for them.

RE FERE NCE S:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Nooriander, pp. 69-98

QUESTIONS 011 ACTIV1TJES:

1. What part of the milking machine is the most important in the
control of mastitis?

2. Name two types of materials used to make inflations.
3. What is the greatest single enemy of rubber inflations?
4. Name the two chambers in a teat cup assembly.
5. When does the inflation open up?
6. Where is most of the tender milk tissue found?
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UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Pipeline and Other Milking Systems

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and procedures irk .he various types
of milking systems.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk, Noorlander, pp. 101-114
2. "Minimum Standards for C-I-P," M. M. M. r... , pp. 1-5
3. Information Sheet on "Mechanical Milking Equipment"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name the four types, of milking systems.
2. List the six causes of milk blocks or sluggish movement of milk in

the pipelines,
3. What is the main advantage of a bucket machine?
4. What does C. I. P. mean to the dairyman?
5- What are the two types of material the vipeline systems are made

of and the size?
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UNIT-. Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Vacuum Pumps and Air Flows

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the principles and the care of
vacuum pumps and air flows.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1, Mechanics and Production of Milk, Noorlander, pp. 117-136
2. "The Modex.1 Way To Efficient Milking, " M. M.. M, C. , pp. 22-32
3 Information sheet on "Mechanical Milking Equipment"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. Name one of the most common errors made by dairymen in regard
to vacuum pumps.

2. What is the main function of a vacuum pump?
3. Why is it important to understand how your vacuum pump works, and

how to check for malfunctions?
4. What is elm rating?
5. Name the two types of milking machine vacuum pumps.
6. Why should the pipes, hoses, and fittings be large enough to

provide for the free movement of air?
7. List the four purposes of the vacuw , tank c.n the conventional

milking machine
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UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Vacuum Gauges and Regulators

OBJECTIVE; To learn be operating principles of vacuum gauges and
regulators and th?-f. proper care and maintenance.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1, Mechanics and Production of Milk, Noorlander, pp. 179-194
2, Intirmation sheet on "Mechanical Milking Equipment"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 List the four types of vacuum gauges,
2. What is the major contribucor of part wear of the Bourdon gauge?
3. What safety precautions should be taken when using the Mercury

gauge?
4. At what point does the vacuum Level control pulsation?
5. What is the function of the regulators?
6 List three items which should be considered in choosing a regulator.
7, What would be the results if the regulator was installed in the air

lines too far from the receiver jar?
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UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Bulk Tanks Eind Cooling Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To learn the types of bulk tanks that are available, their
advantages and disadvantages, and the methods and principles oi"
cooling systems for bulk tanks

REFERENCES:
Required.
1. "Bulk Milk Handling, " Univ of Wis Cir 510

or
2_ "Bulk Handling of Milk on Texas Dairy Farms," TAES. B-894
3 Information sheet on "Mechanical Milking Equipment"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:
CD

1. Name the two types of bulk tanks
2. List seven advantages of the bulk system
3. What should the dairyman consider when deciding on the size

tank to buy?
4. According to the chart on page eight (8) of Circular 510, which

type tank is considered best?
5 List the cleansers used to clean and sanitize the bulk tank.

( )

_.,--c-,
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UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and safety

OBJECTIVE: To learn the fundamentals in electrical wiring, motors,
controls, and electrical safety.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and Safety"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

L What standards should all wiring and installations meet?
2. Give the basic requirements of any well-planned wiring system.
3. What rating should the fused distribution panel or circuit breaker

panel have?
4. The number of circuit positions will depend on what two main items?
5. For general lighting, give the maximum number of outlets per circuit.
6. What size wire is recommended for general purpose circuits?
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UNIT: Mechan:Tal Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and Safety

A. General Requirements of a Wiring System

1. All v'iring materials and electrical equipment used should bear
the "Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc." (UL) label.

2. All wiring and installations should meet the minimum standards
set by the National Electric Code and any local electrical code that
applies. Such codes are for the protection of lives and property.
a. Local code requirements are usually greater than, or in

addition to, the National Electric Code requirements.
b. Some local codes require a licensed electrician to install

the wiring system.
c. Others require a wiring permit and most require inspection

by local authorities before the system is energized.

3. The basic requirements of any well-planned wiring system are that
it shall be safe, adequate, expandable, and efficient.

nly the first requirement, safety, will be achieved by compliance
with the National Electric Code. The others depend on careful
planning.

B. Control Panel

1. The fused distribution panel or circuit breaker panel should
have a rating not less than the load to be carried. The total
load should be computed in amperes. (amperes = watts. Volts.)

2. The number of circuit positions (fuses or breakers) will depend
on size of building and equipment to be used.
a. One position is needed per 120 volt circuit.
b. Two positions are needed per 240 volt circuit.
c. Each circuit should be fused Separately.
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Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and Safety
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C. Number and Kind of Circuits

1. General lighting circuits should have a maximum of 8 outlets per
circuit.

2. Outlet Circuits (grounded type)
a. General purpose circuits should have a maximum of 8

outlets per cirrmit.
b. Motor circuits

(1) Provide one 120 volt circuit for each two motors
1/3 Hp and smaller.

(2) Provide individual circuits for motors 1/2 Hp and
larger.

c. Special purpose circuits
(1) Individual 240 volt circuits should be provided for

each heater
(2) Individual circuit should be had for pump motors

if pumping system is needed.
(3) Individual circuits for motors 1/2 Hp and larger.
(4) Individual circuit for electric hot water heater.

D. Size of Wire and Type of Wire

I. General purpose circuits
a. Minimum wire size for general purpose circuits should be

No. 14 with 15 ampere protection.
b. No. 12 with 20 ampere protection is recommended for

general purpose circuits.
c. Underground feeder (UP), Romex, or TW in conduit is

recommended in a building. Conductor with safety ground
wire sizes may be required to maintain proper voltage.

E. Grounding Equipment

I. Proper electrical wiring and grounding will help to prevent electrical
shock, excessive operating costs, and unsatisfactory operation
of equipmer.t.
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Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and Safety
(Information Sheet continued)

2. All outlet circuits should have safety grounded type outlets and a
safety ground provided.
a. Safety ground wire from the outlets should be attached to

the neutral bar in the control panel.
b. An approved grounded conduit system may be used as the

safety ground.

3. All equipment should be properly grounded. If equipment does not
have a three-prong (polarized) plug and three-wire cord to automatically
ground the frame when plugged in, a wire should be attached from
the metal case of the appliance to the neutral bar in the central panel.

4. The distribution panel should be properly grounded.
a. Many local codes specify required grounding methods.
b. In the absence of local code requirements, the panel can

be grounded by clamping to a cold water line if L. is a good
ground.

c. Supplement this ground by clamping to an 8' x 1/2" copper
rod, 5/8" iron or steel rod, or 3/4" galvanized pipe. Top
of rod or pipe should be at least 12" under soil surface.

d. Grounding conductor to panel should be at least No. 6 copper.
e. All connections should be made with approved ground

connectors or ground clamps.

F. Circuit Installation
1. All installations should be made to meet National Electric Code

and any local code requirements.

G. Motor Protection

1. Unless motors nave built-in thermal relay protection (Example -
Thermoguard Type), they should be protected with a time "(day
device.
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Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and Safety
(Information Sheet continued)

2. To properly protect a motor from too many amperes due to
overload, worn bearings, short in windings, or low voltage, a
time delay fuse (fusetron) or thermal relay switch should be
used in the motor circuit.
a, Fused outlets to plug in small motors and fused switches

are available to use in protecting motors.
b. A common fuse will not protect a motor because it cannot

be fused closely enough.
c, Ir. most cases, circuit breakers will not protect a motor

because the smallest rating available is 15 amperes.

H. Electric Controls

1. Factors to consider in selecting controls include:
a. Type of power - voltage and phase
b. Amount of load - amperes and horsepower
c. Type of load - motors, lights, or boaters
d. Control function - safety, comfort, or convenience
e. Power supplier or local code requirements

2. Portable motors, 1/3 Hp or less, may be connected and controlled
by a plug and receptacle,

3. Stationary motors, 2 Hp or less, may be controlled by a snap
switch if motor amperes do not exceed 80019 of ampere rating of
switch.

4. Controls needed may include simple two-way switches, three-
way and four-way switches, thermostats, humidistats, time clock*,
solenoid valves, relays, photoelectric cells, and transformers.
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UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Emergency Procedures

OBJECTIVE: To determine some possible emergencies and to learn steps
and procedures to use in the event of an emergency.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Emergency Operation, " Univ. of Wis. , Cir. 542

or
2. Information Sheet, "Emergency Procedures"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List three ways to supply emergency power.
2. What would be the first step to take in case of power failure?
3. If no emergency system le available in case of power failure,

what two steps should you follow?
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B. Follow this suggested procedure if employer is not available:
1. Check breaker or fuse box to determine if breaker is thrown

or fuse is blown. If no breaker is thrown, check for
power to barn by testing other switches.

2. Call electrical supplier.
a. Report power failure
b. Ask time the power will be cut off.

3. U emergency unit is available, follow the employers
instructions to operate this unit.

4. U emergency unit is not available:
a. Return unmilked cows to loafing area.
b. Disinfect teat cups.

II. Emergency injuries (and, or) disease outbreak.

A. Contact employer

B. Follow employer recommendation if he is available.

C. Follow this suggested procedure if your employer is not
avail able:
1. Isolate animal(s)
2. Call veterinarian

a. If the veterinarian can not be reached, call the
neighboring dairyman.
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UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: The Milking Process

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the milk manufacturing
process and the milking process.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 112-114
2. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 27-35
3. "The Modern Way to Efficient Milking, " M. M. M. C. , pp. 13-14
4. Milk Production and Process Tudkins and Keener, pp. 45-55

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Explain the milk manufacturing process.
2. Why is stimulation of teats and udder by the machine operator

necessary for complete let-down of milk?
3. Explain how proper stimulation is responsible for "let-down"

of milk.
4. How long does it take for proper stimulation?
5. What happens when a cow is upset or frightened?
6. Name the principal center responsible for milk production.
7. List the six components (parts) that control the let-down of milk.
S. Milking procedure must be and
9. machine stripping should be avoided

and is not if the machi le is operating efficiently
and the right type and design of inflation is 'teed

10. The hormone which causes the muscles to a yet ?A the storage
areas of the udder for milk let-down has a slort active period
between and ninutes.

11. Dairymen that handle too many milking machines cannot milk
their cows

12. How should each cow be prepared?
13. Leave cows producing abnormal milk until all

animals have been milked.
14. After the milking machine has been removed, the teats should be

dipped into a suitable
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UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: Milking Machine Principles

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of the milking machine and the proper
use and care of the equipment.

RE FERENC ES:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 359-363, 377-380
2. "The Modern Way to Efficient Milking," M. M. M. C. , 8-11, 33-34

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List five components which cause the milking machine to function
properly.

2. What is the basic principle of the vacuum pump?
3. Give the importance of the pulsator.
4. Explain the difference in pulsation ratio and pulsation rate.
5. Define the following terms:

a. Air bleeder hole
b. Air tube
c. Pulsator
d. Milk tube
e. Teat cups
f. Claw

r
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UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: Milking Machines and Other Causes of Mastitis

OBJECTIVE: To learn the causes of mastitis attributed to milking machines
and other causes.

INTRODUCTION: Mastitis does not always originate from the milking machine.
Many times mastitis is caused by other means. Other causes may be injury
from other animals, sticks, any protruding objects, lying in mastitis infec-
ted areas, self-inflicted injuries, insects, and man.

The protection of the cow's udder is a must to guard against
mastitis.

REVERENCES:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk, Noorlander, pp. 1-23, 36-52

0

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How can the machine cause damage to the udder by applying before the
let-down of milk or after the milk flow has ceased?

2. What happens if the claw is flooded with milk or milk backwashes to the
claw from the milk hose?

3. What are two methods a dairyman can use to determine when the cow is
completely milked?

4. If claw units are used that are too small in capacity or are not vented,
what will happen in the milk tubes?

5. List seven causes other than the machine which cause mastitis.
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UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: Barn Manners

OBJECTIVE: To learn the reasons for and the factors involved in propermanners in the dairy barn.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. "The Modern Way to Efficient Milking," M. M. M. C. , 6-7, 12-142. Milk Production and Processing., Judkins and Keener, pp. 50-51

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List three disturbances that may cause the cow not to "let down"her milk.
2. A good dairyman must like cows to become good at

and
3. How long will the practices, treatments, and schedules you follow

witla first-calf heifer affect her production?
4. A cow that gives 10,000 lbs. of milk might be capable of producing

lbs. if you treat her right.

5 When cows get excited adrenalin is released into the blood stream,and this counteracts the effects of the
milk let-down hormone.
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TOPIC: Cleaners and Sanitizers
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and types of cleaners and sanitizers
used in the dairy barn.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 205-210

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What is meant by sterilization?
2. Name the three newest steps involved in sanitization.
3. Why is it important to remove all milk solids from the milking

equipment?
4. List six detergent chemicals used to clean the dairy barn and milking

equipment.
5. How long should equipment be left in the chlorine solution?
6. Why should quaternary cleaners not be used ass a final sanitizing

rinse before milking?
7. List three disadvantages of the iodophors cleaners.

.".
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TOPIC: Cleaning-In-Place
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OBJECTIVE; To learn the importance of and the proper p1...cedures in
cleaning CIP equipment.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1 Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 210-213
2 "Minimum Standards for C-1-P," M. M. M. C. , pp. 6-7

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 With the 3-step method, the detergent-sanitizer solution must at
all times contain more than parts per million
of chlorine, parts per million of a quaternary
type sanitizer, or parts per million of iodine.

2. The two methods of circulating systems for cleaning are the
system and the

system.
3. Refer to page 212, Mechanics and Production of Milk, Fig. 11-3,

11-4. Answer the following questions:
a. What damage to the udder will the accumulation of milkstone

cause?
b Will bacteria grow after equipment has been dipped in chlorine?

Why?
4. What four advantages does the vacuum system have over the pressure

system of cleaning the CIP equipment?

;-1
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and methods of properly cleaning
equipment by hand cleaning methods.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk, Noorlander, pp. 214-220
2. "The Modern Way to Efficient Milking," M. M. M. C. , pp. 19-21
3. Dairy Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 296-298

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How should utensils not in use be stored?
2. What parts of the milking machine should be rinsed immediately

after milking?
3. Give the correct procedure to follow in cleaning milking equipment

after milking.
4. How would improper cleaning methods cause slipping of the rubber

tubes during milking?
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UNIT: Cleaning and Sanitation

TOPIC: Cleaning and Sanitation in the Barn and Holding Pen

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and methods in cleaning in the
barn and holding pen.

INTRODUCTION: plans for the different types of dairy barns can be
obtained from the milk equipment supply companies.

A desired holding pen is one having a concrete floor for proper
cleaning, sanitation, and suitable protection from the heat and
cold, with automatic gates to aid cows to enter the barn.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 239-244
2. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 260-265

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name eight requirements of a good cow barn.
2. How will poor ventilation affect milk quality?
3. What should be done with the manure after milking?
4. Briefly describe the structure of the floor and walls of a good

dairy barn.
5. How can the mechanical barn cleaner aid the dairyman?
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UNIT: Milk Quality

TOPIC: Residues in Milk

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of residues in milk and methods
and procedures to prevent the presence of residues.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 279-291

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What can a person sensitive to penicillin experience from drinking

4. Who should say how and what to use in regard to antibiotics and chemicals?
3. Name three detriments to milk quality.

re

milk from cows treated with penicillin?
2. How much can mastitis reduce the solids not fat in milk?

0
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UNIT: Milk Quality

TOP ..:!: Milk Flavor

OBJECTIVE: To determine the causes of off -flavors in milk, their
detection, and prevention,
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 273-276
2. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 246-247

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the ideal miik taste?
2. The survival of the dairy industry will depend on what factor?
3. Where do bacteria flavors originate?
4. What are absorbed flavors?
5. Give the remedies for control of absorbed flavors.
6. Besides using the method of standing cows in the loafing area prior

to making, name two other preventions for bitter milk.
7. What causes bloody milk?
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UNIT: Milk Quality

TOPIC: Milk Sampling and Testing

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of and the
methods of proper milk sampling and testing.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keker, pp.241-246,

195-203, 222-230, 252-253

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Give the main reason why the sampling of milk is difficult and
requires the exercise of great care.

2. How is the Babcock Test for milk used?
3. What are the principles of the Babcock Test?
4. In buying milk for bottling purposes give the common practice that

is followed.
5. What is the importance of the Total Solids Test?
6. How is the number of bacteria, usually known as the bacterial

count, given ?
7. Give the number of colonies that will appear in the maximum

number of bacteria (30, 000) in Grade A pasteurized milk.
8. What is the purpose of the sediment test?
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UNIT: Milk Quality

TOPIC: Cooling and Agitation

OBJECTIVE: To learn the reasons for and the proper methods of cooling
and agitating milk.

INTRODUCTION: Dairymen are keeping abreast with the latest methods of
cooling milk. The milk chilling machine is being purchased to help
control the increase in count of bacteria by cooling milk from 90
degrees down to 40 degrees in a matter of a few minutes.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Dairy Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 288-296
2. Bulk Milk Handling, Cir. 510, p. 11

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Why is cooling of milk important?
2. Why is the agitator important in bulk cooling?
3. Explain how the direct expansion milk coolers operate.
4. Explain how the ice bank coolers cool milk.
5. Why is it not advisable to hold milk more than the every-other-

day pick-up, even though it is held at 40 degrees?
6. What is the main advantage of the new chilling machine?
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UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Digestive System of Cattle

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the digestive system of cattle.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1, Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 114-117.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, Explain why ruminants can convert comparatively low quality
protein feeds and a certain amount of nitrogen compounds into useable
amino acids.

2. What is meant by "regurgitation" of ruminant animals?
3. How is it possible for the cow to digest large quantities of roughage

and convert it into milk?
4. What is the main function of the reticulum?
5. Explain what happens to food when it leaves the abomasum.
6. Name the farm animals that are considered ruminants.
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UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Food Nutrients

OBJECTIVE: To learn the nutrient requirements of dairy cattle and how
the nutrients are utilized in the animal's body.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 109-114

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. The nutrients of feeds are classified into six main groups. List
them.

2. Name five functions of water in the dairy cow.
3. How many pounds of water does a cow need for each pound of milk

produced?
4. Name the two groups carbohydrates are generally divided into.
5. Give the three essential needs for protein.
6. What is the principal value of fat in the dairy ration?
7. Why are minerals needed by the dairy cow?
8. List the four most important vitamins needed by dairy cattle.
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UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Classification of Feeds

OBJECTIVE: To learn the types and classification of feeds.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 121 -122

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

932.-VI-3
Page 1

1. How are feeds generally classified?
2. What is meant by legume roughages?
3. What is the difference in terms, fiber, and nitrogen-free extract?
4. List the group of feeds that are considered as roughage.
5. When feeding non-legumes as the only roughage, you usually have

to increase what type of feeds?
6. What differences are there between concentrates and roughages?
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UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Measuring Value of Feeds

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the different types and kindsof feeds for dairy cattle.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 122-131

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name the most widely accepted methods of determining feed values.2- Give one way used to determine the cheapest source of digestible
nutrients for dairy cattle.

3. List three protein concentrates most commonly used to raise protein
percentage in the ration.

4. If a cow is fed legume hay, how will this affect the amount of proteinmeal added to a ration?
5. Why is feed palatability important in milk production?
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UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Feed for the Dairy Cow

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different types of feeds suitable for feeding
dairy cattle.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 133-145.
2. Milk Productionand Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 125-130.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How may profitable dairying be achieved?
2. Why is good alfalfa unexcelled as a dry roughage for dairy cattle?
3. How does non-legume hay compare with legume hay?
4. What are considered the cheapest feeds by most dairymen?
5. How much good legume hay should be fed each day if the cows

are not grazing on an excellent pasture?
6. If a cow is on an abundant pasture, how much will she eat each

day?
7. Name four good grains to feed cattle.
8. What are four good sources of proteins?
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TOPIC: P-aancing and Computing Rations for Economical Production
OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding or he principles in balancingrations for economical production and to develop th., skill of balancingrations for dairy cattle.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 145-1612. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 72-82

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Before we can determine the protein and total digestible nutrientsrequirv'i for a given cow, will. t:iree factors must we know?2. Since many -"tierent feeds and combinations of feeds may be used,what feeds should be selected for tht dairy ration?3. Use Table 32, page 144, Dairy P. odt'ction, 2nd Edition, and give theT.D.N. and protein maintenance requirements for a 1200 lb, cow.4. Use Table 33, page 145, lairx_Production, 2nd Edition, and givethe digestible protein and T.D.N. needed for 40 pounds of 3.5 per centmilk.
5. Give the total requirements for digestible protein and T.D.N. for a1200 lb. cow producing 40 pounds of 3.5 per cent milk.6. How much hay fed free choice will a dairy cow eat in a day?7. Is it profitable to feed for maximum production if cows are not ontest?
8. Give a suggested 15% digestible protein ration that may be used inan area if it is economical for the concentrate mixture.9. For safety, urea should not exceed per cent of tue totaldry matter in the ration, per cent of the concentratemixture, or per cent of a high protein supplement.10. What is a balanced ration?

11. Show by the souare method for balancing a ration how to get a 15%digestible protein ration using grains that average 8% digestibleprotein and a 43% digestible protein supplement.0
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of feeding dairy calves under six
months of age.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 163-173
2. Milk Production and forocessing2 Judkins and Keener, pp. 97-103

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is it impossible for the young calf to produce the vitamins and
amino acids that older ruminants manacture?

2. Name the vitamins that must be supplied to the calf ration..
3. What has been the result of adding antibiotics to the calf ration for

116 days?
4. Why is colostrum necessary for the calf for the first three days?
5. If freezing of colostrum is followed, what is the procedure for

supplying this to the calf?
6. Name the four common systems used to feed calves from the third

day until they are nine weeks of age.
7. Why do some dairymen use milk replacers in place of whole milk?
8. How could the "no-grain system" be economical in some cases?
9. What age should the calf be before concentrates are fed?

10. Why should calves not be turned out to pasture without some kind
of supplements?

11. How should calves be rationed on water after three weeks of age?
12. How long should calves be raised separately?
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of feeding dairy heifers from six
months to freshening.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 173-176
2. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 103-106

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How should the shift from dry feeds to pasture be handled?
2. After forage is dropped, how much grain should be provided?
3. How can you tell whether heifers have adequate pasture?
4. What can be done to supplement the heifer if your pasture is inadequate?
5. Using Table 16, page 106, Milk Production and Processing, list

breed, body weight, heart girth and age for breeding heifers.
6. Using Table 17, page 107, Milk Production and Processing, list the

breeds and average length of the gestation of dairy breeds.
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TOPIC: Minerals and Vitamins for Dairy Cows
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of the adequate supply of minerals
and vitamins in the dairy ration.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Minerals and Vitamins for the Dairy Cows," T.A.E. S. , Bul. MP-605

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 Why do certain minerals and vitamins, beyond the amounts contained
in the feeds consumed, need to be added to the dairy rations?

0 2. Why is it important that dairymen know the existing conditions relevant
to the lack of minerals and how to correct any deficiency at minimum
cost?

3. Do we need to add sodium and chlorine (common salt) to our dairy
feed? If so why?

4. What per cent of salt is generally included in the concentrate (grain)
mixture?

5. Give two reasons why calcium and phosphorus should be fed to dairy
cows.

6. Name two methods by which calcium may be supplied to the dairy cow.
7. When there is a deficiency of phosphorus in the ration, how much

should be fed?
8. Name the six trace minerals that may be added in very small amounts

to the dairy feed.
9. Under normal conditions name the two vitamins that need to be considered

in feeding dairy cows.
10. Why do dairy cows need vitamin D?

0
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UNIT Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC Feeding and Management of the Herd Sire

OBJECTIVE To learn the principles of feeding and managing the herd sire.

REFERENCES
Required.
1, Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 179-185

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1 About what age are most bulls before they are considered proven sires?
Z. What does "Proven Sire" mean ?
3- Should the concentrate ration of a breeding bull be increased during

0 heavy breeding?
4. What will happen to the bull's breeding ability if he becomes excessively

fat?
5. The bull and heifer calves can be kept together until they reach what

age?
6. How can you best train the young bull to lead? Why is this important?
7. Why is it important to keep the feet of the herd bull in good condition?
8. Until the bull is eighteen months old, he should be limited to how many

services per week?
9, If the bull is expected to breed 50 to 60 cows, how should the breeding

be managed::

0
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the common external and internal parasites of
dairy cattle and methods of controlling them.

REFERE NCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 254-260
2. Milk Production and Processing , Judkins and Keener, pp. 176-179

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What should all dairymen do to help control flies?
2. Since the Pure Food and Drug Administration forbids the use of

many sprays, name one that can be used directly on lactating
dairy cows.

3. Name two good strays to use on fly resting places such as
buildings, ..lard fences, and shrubs or trees.

4. Even though the screw worms are partially controlled by dropping of
the sterile male flies by airplane, name a treatment that should
be followed.

5. Explain the life cycle of the heel fly.
6. When dusting cattle for grubs, use

percent rotenone dust.
7. What symptoms are noticeable when an animal becomes

infected with lice?
8. Name the insecticide used to treat for ticks and mites.
9. What age cattle does the stomach worm most commonly affect?

10. Why is sanitation the most important means in preventing stomach
worms?
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Infectious Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To !earn the infectious diseases of dairy cattle, their prevention,
symptoms, and methods of control.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. IND! Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 261-271
2. Milk Production and Processin: , Judkins and Keener, pp. 171-188
3. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 434-492

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name the disease that causes undulant fever in man.
2. What are the most commonly observed symptoms of brucellosis?
3. flow does brucellosis find its way into a herd?
4. What age cattle does blackleg most commonly affect?
5. Where can the organism causing anthrax be found?
6. How can shipping fever be controlled?
7. How and when does the foot rot germ usually enter the foot?
8. How can foot rot infected animals be treated?
9 Give the first symptom of pink eye.

10. What are some of the symptoms of foot-and-mouth disease?
11. How can warts be controlled?
12. How can calf scours be characterized?
13. Give the treatment for calf scours.
14. Name the symptoms of ringworms an cattle.
15. How does leptospirosis relate to brucellosis in symptoms?
16. What other symptoms can be noted of leptospirosis infected

cattle?
17. Elaborate on the prevention and control measures of leptospirosis.

i,
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Mastitis

OBJECTIVE: To learn the types and effects of mastitis and methods of
testing and treating mastitis.

INTRODUCTION: Antibiotics are widely used to control mastitis in dairy
cattle. The milk should be withheld from those afected cows treated
with antibiotics for the length of time prescribed by the veterinarian, or
for the length of time recommended by the Labe) on the antibiotic.

REFERENCES:
Required;
1. Mechanics and Production of Milk , Noorlander, pp. 279-286,

365-376
2. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 182-183

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is mastitis?
2. Give the difference between acute and chronic mastitis:
3. Name the two types of orgahisms causing mastitis.
4. Mastitis from which type organism can in most cases be cured?
5. List nine good management factors to prevent mastitis.
6. How do dairymen in their treatment cause a more serious type

of mastitis than that which they may have?
7. Name four types of antibiotics used to treat mastitis.
8. When is the withdrawal of all antibiotics the best treatment

in some types of mastitis?
9. If a mastitis problem is suggested by a positive screening

test, what additional diagnostic procedures can be employed
to determine the specific problem?
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Other Non-Infectious Diseases and Nutritional Disorders

OBJECTIVE: To study other non-infectious diseases common to dairy
cattle, learn the symptoms and control measures of each.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 271-276
2. Milk Production and Processing., Judking and Keener, pp. 171-188
3. Stockman's Handbook , Ensminger,pp. 434-492

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What causes X-disease
2. Elaborate on the causes of milk fever.
3. How should milk fever be prevented?
4. Give the preventive measure for Ketosis.
5. What is bloat? What causes bloat?
6. If immediate relief is necessary, what procedure would you

follow to relieve the pain and pressure of bloat?
7. List four steps that should be tried before the puncture of the

rumen is administered.
8. How do some plants become poisonous to cattle?
9. Give the name of the disease that is caused from overeating,

overdrinking, or inflammation of the uterus following parturition.
10. What gland is affected by a deficiency of iodine?
IL Give the causes of rickets.
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Insecticides and Pesticides

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with insecticides and pesticides that can be
used on dairy cattle and in the dairy barn and the effects from using the
wrong chemicals.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Insecticides and Pesticides"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name the primary hazard in the use of insecticides and pesticides.
2. When can crops treated with insecticides be safely fed to dairy animals?
3. What is the major factor in determining the tolerances set in pesticides?
4. Name the six pesticides and what they are used for.
5 Give other uses for agricultural chemicals.
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All insecticides and pesticides must be considered potentially to-'c to
man and animals, The primary hazard lies in failure to follow the precautions
and directions for use indicated on the label.

Do not allow dairy animals to feed on plants or drink water contaminated
by drift of insecticides. A number of crops treated with insecticides
may be safely fed to dairy animals if the crops are harvested or fed after
the specified waiting period. However, when byproducts from some crops
treated with certain insecticides are fed to dairy cows, insecticide residues
may appear in the milk in excess of established tolerances.

The careful disposal of empty pesticide containers and surplus pesticides
is an important part of safe use.

The persistence of insecticides is reflected in the waiting periods required
between application and harvest. The toxicity of pesticides is a major factor
in determining the tolerances set. Many factors must be considered in
selecting an insecticide for a specific purpose. Whenever possible, preference
should always be given to inE ecticides that have low toxicity, persist
only a short time, and do not accumulate in animal tissues.

The word "pesticide is a broad term specifing a substance or mixture
used for destroying or repelling such pests as insects, rodents, nematodes,
fungi, weeds, brush, and other forms of undesirable animal and plant life.

The six main pesticides are (1) Insecticides for insects, (2) Fungicides
for bacterial and fungicidal infestation,(3) Herbicides for unwanted vegetation,
(4) Rodenticides to control rodent pests, (5) Nematocides to control a
type of worm and (6) Molluscides for snails and slugs. Pesticides are de-
signed to kill, repel, or in some way control certain pests. Legislation
in recent years requires that the label on all pesticides carry specific
instructions and precautions for their use. All chemicals are grouped
in four general classes according to their toxicity. Group one consists
of highly toxic products requiring the word POISON plus the SKULL and
CROSSBONES insignia on the label.
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Insecticides and Pesticides
(Information Sheet continued)

Such products must also carry the word WARNING, instructions for handling,
an ANTIDOTE statement plus the sentence "Call a physician immediately
in case of accidental poisoning." Group two, three, and four are less
dangerous, but all have cautions in regard to use. Agricultural chemilals
are also used as growth regulators. They are used to speed up the drying
of plant tissue for easier harvesting of certain crops, and to control plant
growth. These make it Possible to time flowering, thin out crops, and to
stimulate the growth of root cuttings.
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Injection Procedures

OBJECTIVE: To learn common injectiot procedures.

REFERENCES:
required
I. Information Sheet, "Injection Procedures"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

932-VII-6
Page I

I. How are most injection materials measured?
2. At what temperature should the material bs injected?. Name the two methods used to sterilize the syringe while in

field use.
4. Give the steps to falow in filling a syringe.
5. Who should direct or supervise any injection?
6. What may cause biological products to lost their strength?
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INJECTION PROCEDURES
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The method used depends on the kind and amount of solution used, the
purpose of the injection, and the animal involved, Most injection materials
will be measured in cubic centimeters, usually written or called "cc."

The temperature of materials to be injected and the syringes and needles
should be near body i.euiperature, but never higher. Some injections such
as serums may be given at body temperature or at cold temperatures.

In making injections, it is extremely important that no unwanted micro-
organisms are forced into the animal's body. The injection area should
be clipped and/or shaved if covered with hair, cleaned, and an antiseptic
should be applied. Needles that are sharp and the proper size and the
syringe should be clean and sterilized Two simple methods are practical
and effective for field use. Placing in boiling water for ten minutes or
filling them with ethyl alcohol are usually considered effective anci adequate.
If alcohol is used, a 70% solution is good and all of it should be forced out
of the syringe by depressing plunger several times. If injections are made
in several animals, the instrument should be cleaned and sterilized between
injections.

In filling a syringe, certain steps and precautions should be followed. The
instructions olL the bottle containing the solution should be read carefully.
Instructions on most solutions will include shaking the bottle before 'icing.
Fill the syringe barrel with air by pulling the plunger out, then push the
needle through the disinfected stopper. Invert the bottle and force the air
from the syringe by depressing the plunger. Pull out plunger slowly anti!
barrel is filled to desired level. Remove from bottle and, while holding
syringe with needle up, force any air bubbles from the barrel. Another
method, when making more than one injection, is to leave the needle in
the stopper of the bottle and attaching another sterile needle before each
injection.

Injections should be made only -As directed by or under the supervision of
the veterinarian.

All biological products should be protected from heat and sunlight. They may
lose their strength because of this exposure or because of age.
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UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Individual Cow Records

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of and principles of keeping individual
cow records.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. lin Production, and_Proceastng, Judkins and Keener, pp. 154-169

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Why does the operation of a modern dairy farm require the beeping of
records ?

2. What do hed records first depend upon?
3. Name the four most common methods of identification.
4. What records should be kept to maintain the ideal calving fatorval

for the dairy cow?
5. Name seven fcators that will determine the type of production testing a

dairyman should follow.
6. Row does the Standard Dairy Herd Improvement Association operate?
7. Why is the new electronically processed databy the DMA program more

desirable to the dairyman?
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UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Principles of Reproduction

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the principles of reproduction
and to learn the parts of the reproductive systems of the male and female.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 215-217
2. Beef Cattle Science, Ensminger, pp. 207-215

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the ten parts of the reproductive organs of the bull and study
Figure 79, page 209 Beef Cattle Science, for their location.

2. Define and give the function of testosterone.
3. List the seven parts of the female reproductive organs and note their

location in Figure 80, page 212 of Beef Cattle Science.
4. What are three functions of the ovaries?
5. What are the functions of progesterone and estrogen?
6. Define fertilization and tell where it takes place.
7. All phases of the reproductive cycle are regulated by hormones from

what?
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Laws of Inheritance

OBJECTIVE: To study and learn the basic principles of inheritance.

932 -VIII -3

Page l

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 217-224
2. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 74-77

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name three characteristics that are determined by the genes.
2. What does homozygous mean? Heterozygous?
3. Explain what phenotype and genotype mean to the breeder.
4. How are characteristics carried from one generation to the next

generation?
5. Show by diagram how a simple inherited trait is transmitted to the

next generation.

?4§1:441fi:
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UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Systems of Breeding

OBJECTIVE: To learn the different systems of breeding used in dairy cattle.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 224-231

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name the five most common breeding programs in dairy production.
2. Explain upgrading in breeding.
3. Why do many dairymen use the outcrossing system?
4. What does the system of linebreeding involve?
5. What is crossbreeding?
6. Name three disadvantages of inbreeding.
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Artificial Insemination

OBJECTIVE: To learn principles and procedures involved in the artificial
insemination of dairy cows.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 27 -31, 33-36

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

932 -VIII -5
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1. List the advantages of artificial insemination.
2. In A.I. programs, conception percentage and parturition dates depend on

what?
3. For a successful program, artificial insemination should be done by

whom?
4. List steps in preparing females for insemination.
5. When is the best time for insemination?
6. List ovulation time of cows.
7. When should insemination be done in dairy cattle?
8. What is the crucial point for success or failure in insemination?
9. List the part of the reproductive tract to deposit semen and the amount

of diluted semen used for cows.
10. List eight limitations of artificial insemination.
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT! Breeding and Management

TOPIC: The Cow Herd

OBJECTIVE: To learn breeding and management principles in the cow herd.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production Diggins and Bundy, pp. 186-194

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How does one understand the behavior of dairy cows?
2. What is the Social Order in reference to the dairy herd?
3. Why is Tuutine important in managing dairy cows?
4. What happens when a cow receives too much exercise ?
5. Under what conditions do cows require more hoof care?
6. For what other reason, besides the production of clean milk, should

dairy cows be cleaned and groomed regularly?

1.1
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UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Breed Identification

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics of the breeds of dairy cattle
and how to identify each breed.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 45-69
2. Milk Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 57-68

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the five major breeds of dairy cattle in the United States.
2. When were the first Aryshire cattle imported into the United States?
3. Give the breed characteristics of Aryshire.
4. Name the three purposes for which Brown Swiss was developed.
5. Why has the Holstein breed gained popularity the past several years?
6. Which of the dairy breeds holds the record for percent butterfat?

Milk production?
7. What seven factors should you consider before selecting a dairy

breed?
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UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Physical Appearance
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Page 1

OBJECTIVE: To learn the parts of the dairy cow and the important physical
characteristics in selecting foundation stock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 71-98
2. M_Production and Processing, Judkins and Keener, pp. 68-72

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. To prepare for topic test, learn the parts of the dairy cow.

O 2. What is the general purpose of type evaluation?
3. Name the four main divisions of the dairy cow unified score card

giving the score for each.
4. Give the five type classifications for dairy cows.
5. What is type classification?

0
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UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Production Records

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of production records in selecting
dairy cows.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Milk Production and processing, Judkins and Keener, 160-167

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Referring to Figure 43, page opposite 160 - in reference, give
information of cow 15 (Lenia) for current month test day date.
Who is responsible for preparing this information?

Z. Using Figure 44 page opposite 161 in reference. Compare the
monthly records of cow 15 (Lenia) with that for the year.

3. When does the D.H.I. A. supervisor post the information found on
Figure 45 and 46, page 161-162 in reference?

0
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of pedigrees in selecting dairy
cows and to develop the ability to read a pedigree.

REFERS' -CES:
Required:
1. Dairy Production, Diggins and Bundy, pp. 98-101
2. Milk Production and Processinj, .Judkins and Keener, pp. 81-86
3. Information Sheet, "Pedigrees"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is a pedigree?
2. In what way are records of both sires and dams given in pedigrc- s?
3. When selecting dairy cattle to be purchased or to be used in certainmatins in a breeding program, a breeder usually rates each animalon what three bases?
4. What does 2X indicate on a pedigree?
5. Name the five types of sire index used to evaluate the bull's abilityto sire good milk-producers.
6. Place the class of dairy cattle according to pedigrees on the InformationSheet.

1 -3
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PEDIGREES (HOLSTEIN PEDIGREES)

1. AGTEX BEAUTY PEARL
13456-3.6-484(2X-305-WE.)

RAVENGLEN DARK BLAUTY
Sire of 1st place GET OF SIRE at
£m Wells County Fair

AGTEX/REGAL'S PEARL

932-IX-4
Page 2

HYDALE BEAUTY KING

1/2 sister of AGTEX REGAL'S MINNIE
who was classified very good as a Z
year old

2, AGTEX RAVEN SUE
2-02 303d 13898-3,6-464(actual)

DOWNWIND KEEPER'S RAVEN
Classifie-d Very Good
28 teste I daus. avg. 14068-3; 6-506
312 tested herdmitet: avg.13271-1.4-451

+ 797 4 . 2 #55 RAC APPLE BRIGHT RAVEN

30 testea daus. avg. 14260-3.7-529
30 tested dame avg. 13325-3.5-466

9.35 3.. f03
69 classified daus. avg. 86.4%

HYDALE DARK PRINCESS
Classified Very Good
2-03 305d 12647-3.4-430
3-06 365d 16490-3.5-5.
4-11 285d 13572-3.3-448

AGTEX KENMORE REGAL LAD
42 tested daus. avg. ---1.3M71(--
56 classified dace. avg. 84.6%

AGTEX BONNIE PEAilki;:(

= ;

I---Classified Excellent ,

HOMI 'TEAD KEEPER
I Classified Exc Aleut

11111.11111WMMIMYM:
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. Pedigrees (Holstein Pedigrees)
(Information Sheet continued)

2. AGTEX RAVEN SUE (continued)

AGTEX ROYAL'S SUE
Clac sifted Very Good
Avg. of 7 lactations: 14378-3.4-489

3. AGTEX HOMETOWN LASS
1327-3.7-493(2X-305-M.E.)

CASH-MAR HOMETOWN LEADER
Sire of DOUBLEDAY DONNA
2-08 365d 17870-3.4-608
3-11 365d 19432-3.3-641
5-03 365d 21679-3.5-759

........MPM.,,,,............y

9324X-4.
Page 3

BLAKEWOOD ROYAL LAIRD
9 classified daus. avg. 82.3%

AGTEX BONNY SUE
16564-3.5-580(2X-365-M.E.)

CASH-MAR HOMETOWN LAD

AGTEX KARMORE LASS
Dam of 2 proved sons and 3 tested dams1 AGTEX CARNATION LASS

A daughter is classified Very Good

Full brother to CASH-MAR HOME-
TOWN LARRY, 1st place Senior ,

Calf at the All Kansas Black & :
White Show, 1957.

CASH-MAR LEADER'S LOU
Tested Darn

KARMORE GARBON MAJESTIC
Proved son of KARMORE GARBON
PILOT whose 1/2 brother sired 4
national milk and fat leaders. ..



Pedigrees (Holstein Pedigrees)
(Information Sheet continued)

4. AGTEX PABST IDEAL
2-04 305-d 12744-3 5-446(actual)

PABST NOLL WALKER

AGTEX IDEAL'S LINDA

9 32-IX-4
Page 4

PABST WALKER ?AT
Classified Very Good

BRIGADOON PRETTY NOEL

2-01 365d 14672-3.3-484
3-05 365d 15996 -3.4 -544
4-10 305d 1 521 5-3.3-502
6-03 365d 17124-3.4-582

WYNN FARM IDE/ TO
Sire of WYNN FARM MARY JANE
who classified Excellent.

AGTEX HILLCREST LINDA
Classified Good Plus
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TOPIC: Fitting and Showing Dairy Cattle
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the basic principles of fitting and showing dairy
animals.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. 122_1rx Production, Higgins and Bundy, pp. 304-323

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How much time is required to properly fit an animal?
2. List jobs involved whge fitting the dairy animals.
3. How long before the show should you start leading and practice

showing the animal?
4. How much feed should an animal be fed the day before the show?

How much water?
5. Why should care be taken so the udder does not become too tight?
6. How can the condition of the feet affect the showing of an animal?
7. What is meant by 'graining the horns" of an animal?
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UNIT: Marketing Milk

TOPIC: Federal Milk Marketing Orders

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of federal milk marketing orders
and their importance to the dairy farmer.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Federal Milk Marketing Orders," TABS, L 545
2. Dairy Production , Diggins and Bundy, pp. 286-287

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Name the two basic requirements carried by the Federal Milk
Marketing Orders.

2. What is the main objective of Federal milk marketing orders?
3. Give six ways that the milk marketing orders help the dairymen.
4. List the seven advantages of Federal orders.
5. What is meant by blend prices?
6. What is the American Dairy Association?
7. What is the advantage of the American Dairy Association?
8. How are the funds in the American Dairy Association used?
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UNIT: Marketing Milk

TOPIC: Dairy Marketing Cooperatives

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of dairy marketing cooperatives
to the dairy farmer and the principles of organization of cooperatives.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Dairy Production Digging and Bundy, pp. 277-288

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What determines the profit from dairy production?
2. Name three marketing practices a dairy farmer can follow to

increase his income.
3. Give tie three months milk prices are generally the lowest.
4. Name three factors that will influence the number and types of

markets.
5. In.what way has co-operative marketing assJciations helped the

dairy farmer?
6. List fifteen services provided by Te_::as Milk Marketing coop ,natives

for member producers.
7. Name the fringe-benefit services.
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Painting Procedures
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OBJECTIVE: To learn common principles and methods of maintenance
and painting procedures.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 417-424

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the purposes of painting?
2. What determines the amo'int of paint needed?
3. List ingredients for a whitewash.
4. What are two requisites of a durable paint job?
5. What are considered to be warm and cool colors?
6. When should new lumber be painted?
7. Repainting old work should be done when?
8. List steps in preparing surface for painting.
9. How can old paint be removed from a surface?
10. What should be used to clean paint brushes?
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Fence Building Principles

OBJECTIVE: To learn the common principles and methods of constructing
fences.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 408-417

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What should be considered in determining type of fencing to use?
2. How are the standard woven wire fences designated?
3. What size meshes are available in woven wire?
4. What gauges of woven wire are available?
5. What are the standard size rolls or spools of woven and barbed

wire?
6. What are advantages of metal posts over wood posts?
7. How deep should corner and gate posts be set?
8, List spacing of line posts for pasture or field fence and corral fence.
9. What is the most important requirement of a neat and long-lasting

fence?
10. What can be used to determine if woven wire is stretched properly?
11. What is the rule of thumb for correct hp3ght of an electric fence?

..
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Mixing Concrete

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and methods of properly mixing
and placing concrete and the measurements and terminology used.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 404-408

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How are concrete mixes designated?
2. What two ingredients determine the quality of concrete?
3. What is the general recommendation of water cement ratio for

most jobs?
4. Why is the amount of moisture in the sand important?
5. How is the moisture content of sand determined?
6. How are cement, sand, and gravel measured?
7. How is quality concrete produced?
8. How should adjustment of the mix be made?
9. Each cubic yard of concrete with a six gallon water-content ratio

requires how much of each ingredient?
10. When mixing by hand, what two ingredients Lra mixed first?
11. What is needed for proper curing of concrete?
12. How is the cement content specified in ready-mixed concrete?

O
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Controlling Rodents and Birds
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and effective methods of controlling
rodents and birds in and around farm buildings.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 355-362

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why should rodents and birds be controlled?
2. What are anticoagulants and what are some examples?
3. How long does it take anticoagulants to kill rats?
4. How can children, pets, and animals be protected from the poison

bait?
5. How often should bait stations be checked for refilling?
6. How can the presence of rats at bait stations be detected?
7. Cleaning up the premises to control rats includes what?
8. List methods of rat-proofing buildings.
9. What are differences in using anticoagulants to control mice?

10. What are the two methods of controlling pocket gophers?
11. What poison agents are used to control ground squirrels?
12. Most bird problems will be caused by what types of birds?
1.5. List methods of controlling birds.
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Wee ' and Brush Control

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and methods of weed and brush
control, with emphasis on chemical control.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 349-355--___

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is a weed?
2. Define an annual plant.
3. What is a perennial?
4. What does the success of using a chemical weed killer depend on?
5. List precautions in using chemicals.
6. What type weeds will 2, 4-D control?
7. What type plants will 2, 4, 5-T control?
8. Delapon is used effectively on what plants?
9. List chemicals that are soil sterilants.
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UNIT Introduction

TOPIC Importance of the Dairy Industry

1 Very little resemblance

2 A Selecting a breed
B Securing individuals
C Feeding
D Milking
E Sanitation
F Diseases and parasites
G Providing and using modern housing and equipment
H M__rketing

3 A . Class I (1) fluid milk
(2) cream
(3) related fluid products

B Class II Principally
(1) Cottage cheese
12, Ice cream

C Class III manufacture of
(1) Butter
(2k Cheese
(3) Nonfat dry milk

932-1-1
Page 3
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC : Opportunities in the Dairy Industry

1, A. The production of milk
B. The handling of milk and the manufacture of milk products

932-1-2
Page 2

2. A. Farm ownership or operating for another
B. Feed manufacturing and sales
C. Administration of producer cooperative sales organizations and

government market orders
D. Veterinary medicine
E. Work with the various breed associations
F. Artificial breeding association work

3. A. Teaching in schools and colleges
B. Extension or field work for educational institutions
C. Research work for educational institutions, the federal government,

privately endowed institutions, and commercial organizations,
D. Inspectors and sanitary engineers for the federal, state, and

city governments.
E. State dairy officials
F. Manufacture and sale of dairy equipment and supplies.
G. Work with the National Dairy Council
H. Trade association work in the various branches of the industry.
I. Dairy periodical publishing

4. A. Procurement of dairy raw materials
B. Purchasing of supplies and equipment
C. Plant supervision
D. Research and quality control
E. Engineering
F. Transportation
G. Accounting
H. Insurance

1. Taxes
J. Legal
K. Industrial relations
L. Public relations
M. Sales
N, Executive management
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Answer Shee:
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT. Introduction

lOPICI Dairy Products and Human Nutrition

1. A. Water
B, Protein
C. Carbohydrates
D. Fat
E, Minerals
F, Vitamins

2. A. Milk protein
B, Fat and carbohydrates of milk
C . Minerals
D. Calcium
E. Phosphorous
F Vitamin (11 A

(2) D
(3) Thiamine
(4) Riboflavin
(5) Niacin

3, A. Phosphorous
B. Potassium
C. Sodium
D. Chlorine
E. Magnesium
F. Sulfur

932-1-3
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4. Essential for growth and f^r maintaining the surface layers of skin
in a healthy condition.
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Safety on the Dairy Farm

1. 2,000,000

2. Follow the mixing instructions

3. To prevent serious damage to the handler

932-1-4
Page 3
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Mechanics! Milking Equipment

TOPIC. Inflations

1. The design and physical qualities of the rubber inflation.

2 Natural and synthetic rubber.

3 Butterfat

932-11-1
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4 Intc.rr_al chamber for receiving, the teat and the alternating air-
vacuum outer chamber between the rubber inflation and the metal
shell.

mv When there is vacuum in both chambers.

6 Near and above the annular ring that surrounds the opening to
the teat cistern,
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Pipeline and Other Milking Systems

1. A, Pipelines
B. Bucket or pail machines
C Suspension machines
D. Claw machines

2 A Risers
B. Humps
C, Flooded r3leasers
D. Tees
E. Milk lifts
F. Too many machines

3, Milk is not lifted to any great height.

4. Sanitary milking pipeline systems to be Cleaned In Place

5 18-8 stainless steel tubing or heat resistant glass
1 1/2 inch minimum size
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Vacuum Pumps and Air Flows

1. The use of a pump that is too small for the system.

932-II-3
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2. To remove air from the pipes so that the pressure will be reduced
sufficiently to "suck" the milk out of the cow and to make the
inflations and other components of the milking system functional.

3. The pump usually becomes inefficient without your knowing it.

4. Cubic feet per minute.

5. Piston and rotary.

6. Anything in the milking system that restricts the free flow of air as
the air passes through the pipes and hoses will cause the vacuum to
drop at the teat end.

7. A. It smooths out the pulsations caused by the vacuum pump.
B. Traps any spray which may come through from the releaser.
C. Collects the cleaning liquids which overflow from the releaser

when the milking machine is being cleaned
D. Stabilizes vacuum due to abrupt air intake
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UNIT' Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC Pulsators

1 Prevent discomfort to the teat;.

, 50 50 to 60.40

3. Cause other units to operate at different inflation pressures on the teat

4 A Western specialties
B. Chore boy
C. Jamesway

5 A_ Broken
W C racked
C. Worn
D. Heavily oiled brushes

6. A: Vacuum is applied to the teat through an open inflation
B. Inflation is closed
C. Amount of time it takes the inflation to open from closed phase
D. Amount of time it takes tho imitation to close from open phase
E. Each small square is one time unit. Each time unit equals 1/25 of

a second
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC Vacuum Gauges and Regulators

I A Bourdon gauge
B Mercury gauge
C Vacuum gauge assembly
D Stability gauge

2 Fluctuating vacuum

. Avoid inhaling if mercury column should break

4 At the teat

932-11-5
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5 Lifting a weight or tension co open an air inlet when vacuum exceeds
the chosen level

43 A Reasonably large area on which the atmospheric pressures can act.
B An adequately large spring
C Minimum of rubbing surfaces

7 Prevent closure of the regulator valve before the vacuum drops too low.
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Answer Sheet
.or

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT; Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC Bulk Tanks and Cooling Equipment

1, A. Direct expansion type
B. Ice bank type

2. A. Lower hauling costs
B. Savings in the cost of cans and can coolers
C, Savings in wastage
D. Elimination of can lifting
E. Saving in labor
F. Opportunity for increasing milk quality

3. A. Present average daily production
B How frequently his milk is picked up
C. Seasonai fluctuations in production
D. Anticipated increase in total production

4> zither one, depends on personal choice of dairyman

5. A- Alkaline detergent
B- Organic acid detergent
C. Chlorine solution (just before next milking)

932-11-6
Page 3

,N.

A.
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER
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UNIT Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, and Safety

1 Standards set by the National Electric Code and any local electrical
code that applies

2 It shall be safe, adequate, expandable, and efficient

3 Not less than the load to be carried

4 a Size of building
b Equipment to be used

5 Eight

6 No 12, with 20 ampere protection
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Mechanical Milking Equipment

TOPIC: Emergency Procedures

1. A. Standby electric generator
B. Connect the milker vacuum line to the intake manifold of a tractor.
C. Small portable gasoline engine to drive the pump.

2. Check breaker and fuse boxes (and/or) other switches.

3. A. Return unmilked cows to loafing area
B. Disinfect teat cups

0

U
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC The Milking Process

932-III-1
Page 2

1 A process whereby the chemicals of the blood are converted into
milk by tiny cells in the udder surrounding very small storage units-
These small storage units are surrounded by muscles which contract
and squeeze the milk into larger channels and eventually into the
lower udder and '-eat when the cow has been properly stimulated.

2. In order to get maximum production from the dairy cow.

3. Nervous impluses pass into the central nervous system to a gland
at the base of the brain. This gland secretes a chemical (a hormone)
into the blood stream, which, when it reaches the muscles surrounding
the storage units in the udder causes them to contract and squeeze the
milk into the lower udder.

4 45-60 seconds

5 The chemical hormone will be neutralized by another chemical, and the
cow will not let down her milk properly.

6 _.ie alveolus

a Udder-stimulated
b. Nerves
c- Brain
d: Heart
e Pituitary gland
I, Hormones (let-down)

8 a Regular
b. Precise

a. Excessive
b. Necessary
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The Milking Process
(Answer Sheet continued)

10_ 2 and 10 minutes

11. Properly

12. a. By washing and massaging her well-clipped udder with a clean
cloth or paper towel wet with warm water containing a suitable
sanitize r.

b. Remove 3 to 4 streams from each teat by hand stripping into a
strip cup checking for abnormal milk.

13 Normal

14. Sanitizer
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: Milking Machine Principles

I. a. Vacuum pump
b. Pulsator
c. Pulsation ratio
d. Pulsation rate
e. Vacuum controller

932411-2
Page 2

2. The removal of air from teat cup liner and between the liner and the
shell.

3. Releases the pressure in the teat cup liner. The pressure of the air
on the outside of the liner causes the liner to squeeze or massage the
teat, forcing the blood to circulate.

4. Ratio refers to the time of inflation in the milking phase compared
to the rest phase -- example: 50-50 ratio. Rate is to make adjustment
in the ratio such as 50-50 changes to 60-40. Rate is the number of
pulsation cycles per minute.

5. a. Air bleeder hole - Air admission hole in milking unit to permit
introduction of air into milk tube. This air aids in the moving
of milk in milk tube. This is often termed the "air vent."

b. Air tube - That tube which conveys air between shell and inflation
or between pulsator and air tee.

c. Pulsator - A device which varies the pressure between liner and
teat cup, thus applying the squeeze and massage to the teat.

d. Milk tube - The tube that conveys milk from the claw or reservoir
to a pail or sanitary milk line.

e. Teat cups - The metal shell which encloses the teat cup liners
or inflation.

f. Claw - The sanitary manifold that spaces and cor-acts the 4
teat cup assemblies of a milking unit to the system.
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: Milking Machines and Other Causes of Mastitis

932-111-3
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1. a. Teat congestion resulting from blood and tissue fluids accumulating into
the teat wall.

b. Vacuum instability at the teat end, particularly after the milk flow stops.
e. The use of soft, flabby inflations which permit the teats to be sucked too

far down into the inflation.
d. Unsanitary conditions of inflation, milk tubes, or milk hoses.

2. Milk will be sucked back into the teat causing teat damage

3. a. Palpitation of the udder
b. Indications given by the sight tubes

4. Frothing and surging of milk in the milk tubes.

5. a. Injury from other animals
b. Any protruding objects
c. Sticks
d. Lying in mastitis infected areas
e. Self-inflicted injuries
f. Insects
g. Man
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: The Milking Process

TOPIC: Barn Manners

1. a. Barking dogs
b. Shouting
c. M treatment

2. Milking
Feeding

3. For the rest of the time she spends in your herd.

4. 13,000 lbs.

5. Oxytocin

932-111-4
Page 2
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT. Cleaning and Sanitation

TOPIC Cleaners and Sanitizers

1 The destruction of all bacteria, yeasts, molds, spores, etc.

2. Cold or lukewarm water rinse
b. Wash with a cleaner sanitizer
c Wash rinse

932-IV-1
Page 2

3 Serves as a foundation for more deposits and a source of bacterial
contamination

4 a. Synthetic detergents
b. Acid-type cleaners
c. Alkaline cleane:s
d. Chlorine sanitizers
e. Quaternary type sanitizers
f. Iodophors

5. 2 minutes

6. Leave bacteriostatic film on equipment

7. a. Medicinal odor
b Discoloration of milking equipment
c, Possible flavoring of milk

U



UNIT: Cleaning and Sanitation

4. a. Less hot water

1. a. 50

2. a. Vacuum

TOPIC: Cleaning-hi-Place

3. a. Mastitis will occur becat
b. Yes--dipping alone will ni. ' bacteria

b. Pressure

b. Less detergent

b. 200

d. Requires smaller size pump

c. 12.5

c. Better job of cleaning teat cup assembly

the bacteria grown from milkstone

Agricultural Education 932-IV-2
Teaching Materials Center Page 2

Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

1-
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Cleaning and Sanitation

TOPIC' Hand Cleaning Equipment

I. On rack in an inverted position

2.. a. Teat cups
b. Tubes
c. Pails
d. Strainer

932-IV-3
Pags 2

3, a Rinse thoroughly (cold water)
b. Wash in warm water with suitable washing compound or wetting

agent
c. Brush surfaces with stiff brush
d. Rinse in hot or boiling water using chemical sterilizer,

4 Cause fat to become impregnated into rubber parts, causing them
to become slippery.
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Cleaning and Sanitation

TOPIC: Cleaning and Sanitation in the Barn and Holding Pen

I. a. Proper location
b. Plenty of light
c. Sufficient air space
d. Good ventilation
e. Proper floor
f. Proper tie
g. Smooth, tight walls and ceiling
h. Good method of disposing of the manure

932-IV-4
Page 2

2. Undesirable odors can cause off-flavors

3. Removed to pit or the fields

4. Floors should be concrete and easy to clean; walls can be tight and
easy to clean

5. Save many hours of hand labor and aid in maintaining a clean, sanitary
barn
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT. Milk Quality

TOPIC. Residues in Milk

1. Anything from hives to death by shock

2, 3 to 22 percent

3. a. Antibiotics
b. Chemicals
c . Mastitis

4. Veterinarian

932-V-1
Page 2
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Milk Quality

TOPIC: Milk Flavor

932-V-2
Page 2

1 A taste that is free from objectionable odors or flavors and leaves an
absolutely agreeable sensation in the mouth after swallowing

2. Tne repeated, everyday purchase of dairy products, because the consumer
likes the taste of them

3. Contaminated storage tanks or milking equipment

4. Flavors from the surrounding air or indirectly through the body of
the cow

5. General barn cleanliness, good ventilation, and tight containers

6. Greater care as to cleanliness and turning cows dry on time

7. Ruptured blood vessels in the udder.
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT. Milk Quality

TOPIC Milk Sampling and Testing

1. The butterfat is the lightest part of milk and does not remain evenly
distributed throughout the tank

As a basis of payment for milk

3. When sulfuric acid and milk are mixed, the acid dissolves the solids-
not-fat and leaves the butterfat free to rise Centrifugal force is then
applied because the butterfat would never rise completely without
this application

4 X dollars per cwt, for milk with some basic butterfat content, such
as 3. 5% plus or minus a factor of 4 cents to 6 cents per 0.1%
butterfat above or below the base of 3 5%

5 To protect the public against milk of low butterfat and solids content
brought about by watering or skimming the milk, and against milk
from very I,:w-testing cows

6. So many per cubic centimeter (milliliter)

7. 300

8. To measure the insoluble or visible dirt in milk
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DAIRY FARM WORKER
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UNIT: Milk Quality

'TOPIC: Cooling and Agitation

I. Slows down bacteria count

2. Circulates milk for rapid and even cooling

3. The refrigerant cools the metal walls, or the walls and bottom

4. The refrigerant cools water to form an ice bank, which in turn cools
the inner wall of the tank

5. "Cold-loving" bacteria will start growing

6. Drop milk temperature from 90 degrees to 40 degrees in minutes
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Digestive System of Cattle

932-V14
Page 2

1. Food is worked upon by millions of bacteria and cther micro-organisms.
These rmcro, organisms transform low quality proteins and even some
nitrogen compounds into essential, protein amjno acids.

2. Food is brought up from the rumen and the chew,ng is completed. (chew2ng
the cud)

3. Because of the bacteria action in the rumen

4. Furnish adchtfonal storage space and to sort out and hold foreign material

5. The digestible portion is absorbed into the bloodstream; the remainder
is passed into the large intestine and elimmated as waste,

6. Cattle, sheep, and goats
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Food Nutrients

1. a. Water
b. Carbohydrates
c. Protein
d. Fat
e. Minerals
f . Vitamins

932 -VI -2

Page 2

2. a. The constituent of all body tissues and fluids.
b. Needed for the digestive process
c. Helps to carry nutrients to the various parts of the body
d. To control the temperature of the body
e. Removes waste products

3. 4 to 5 lbs.

4. a. Nitrogen-free extract (starches and sugars)
b. Fiber

5. a. Growth
b. Tissue repair
c. Milk production

6. It is a more concentrated source of energy than carbohydrates or
protein.

7. For skeletal growth and normal body functioning

8. Vitamins A, D, E, and K
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DAIRY FARM WORKER
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UNI' : Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TC.PIC: Classification of Feeds

1, According to the amount of total digestible nutrients they provide

2. Plants that have ability to use nitrogen, which they take from the air.

3. Fiber refers to the less digestible and nitrogen-free extract refers
to the more digestible part of the carbohydrates.

4. a. Hay b. Silage c. Fodder

5. High protein feeds

6. Concentrates are comparatively high in digestibility, roughages have
large amounts of fiber or non-digestible materials.
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Measuring Value of Feeds

1. Based on the total digestible nutrient content of the feed.

932-VI-4
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2. Divide price per bushel, ton or hundred pounds by the pound of
total digestible nutrients contained in the feed

3. a. Cottonseed meal
b. Soybean meal
c. Linseed meal

4. Require addition of less protein meal

5. Dairy cattle must consume large quantities of feed to maintain high
production. If this large amount is not palatable the production
goes down.
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for

DAIRY FARM WORICTR

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Feed for the Dairy Cow

932-VI-5
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1. Selecting foundation animals with inherent producing ability. Feeding
and managing the herd in such a way as to enable the cows to reach
maximum economical production.

2. High in protein and total digestible nutrients

3. Non-legumes are lower in protein and in some of the minerals and
vitamins.

4. High quality forages, like legumes and good silage

5. At least 1 lb. per 100 lb. of body weight

6. 120-150 lbs.

7. a. Corn
b. Grain sorghums
c. Oats
d. Barley

S. a. Soybean oil meal
b. Linseed oil meal
c. Cottonseed meal
d. Ground soybeans
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

932VI-6
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TOPIC: Balancing and Computing Rations for Economical Production

1. a. Weight of cow
b. Daily milk production
c. Butterfat percentage of the milk

2. Use those feeds that will provide the necessary amounts of protein and
total digestible nutrients at the lowest possible price.

3. Protein 0. 756 pounds
T.D.N. 8.40 pounds

4. Protein 1.688 pounds
T.D.N. 12.2360 pounds

5. Protein 2. 444 pounds
T.D. N. 20.636 pounds

6. 2.5 pounds per 100 pounds of body weight

7. No

8. Ground shelled corn 500 lbs
Ground oats
Soybean meal
Cottonseed meal

9. a. 1 per cent
b. 3 per cent
c. 5 per cent

300 lbs
1 00 lbs
100 lbs

1, 000 lbs

10. A balanced ration is one which provides an animal with the proper
proportions and amounts of all the required nutrients for a period of
24 hours.

11. 28 lbs of grain
7 lbs of protein supplement
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Feeding Dairy Calves Under Six Months of Age

932-VI-7
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1. Because the rumen does not develop and begin to function for several
days after birth.

2. A, D, B complex vitamins and E

3. a. Increased growth gain 10-30%
b. Improved the appetite
c. Decreased number of cases of calf scours
d. Produced smoother hair coats

4. It is rich in protein, vitamins, and minerals plus antibodies.

5. a. Heat to body temperature (100°F)
b. Feed at rate of one pound per six to ten pounds of body weight

6. a. Liberal milk feeding
b. Using milk replacers
c. Limited milk feeding, plus a calf starter
d. Nurse cow method

7. Production cost is high and whole milk is sold on market; replacers are
bought at a cheaper price.

8. When grain prices are higher in relation to alfalfa and skim milk.

9. Five weeks

10. They do not have capacity to secure the needed nutrients from pasture alone.

11. Should have free access to clean, fresh water.

12. Until milk substitute is discontinued.
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Feeding Dairy Heifers from Six Months to Freshening

932-VI-8
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1. Gradually with some good dry forages and grain provided during the
first two weeks.

2. Not to exceed 0.5 pounds per 100 pounds of body weight

3. a. The way they grow
b. Body condition
c. Condition of the pasture
d. If they appear restless and want additional feed

4. Feed hay-crop or corn silage, hay, or two to five pounds concentrate
per day.

5. Body Weight Heart girth Age
Breed Pounds Inches Months

Ayrshirt. 650 61 16
Brown Swiss 750 64 16
Guernsey 550 57 14
Holstein 750 64 14
Jersey 500 55 13

6. Breed Average Length, (days)

Aryshire 278
Brown Swiss 288
Guernsey 283
Holstein 279
Jersey 278
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Minerals and Vitamins for Dairy Cows

932-VI-9
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1. In order that production performance or growth and reproduction may
take place in a normal manner.

2. To avoid expenditures for unnecessary mineral supplements

3. Yes, because farm animals do not receive enough of these minerals in
feeds they eat.

4. One per cent

0 5. a. Texas soils are frequently lacking in these two minerals.
b. Milk is rich in both calcium and phosphorus.

6. a. One to two percent of some suitable calcium supplement in the
grain mixture

b. Feed free choice two parts of calcium supplement with one part of salt.

7. One to two percent of ration

8. a. Iron, b. Manganese sulfate, c. Cobalt sulphate, d. Copper sulfate,
e. Zinc sulfate, f. Iodine

9. Vitamins A and D

10. It enables the animal to assimilate calcium and phosphorus in the ration
for bone growth and normal body functions.
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UNIT: Feeding Dairy Cows and Calves

TOPIC: Feeding and Management of the Herd Sire

1, Six to seven years

2. When the bull has sired a sufficient number of daughters with records
to establish his transmitting ability,

3, Yes

4. a. Will lack a desire to breed
b, Become "potent

5, Five months

6. a, Tie short time each day
b. Lead short distance each day
c, Place ring in nose and use a staff to lead

To prevent the bull from being hostile.

7. If feet become sore, bull will not be able to service cows properly.,

8 Two

9: Spread out through the year

i
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: External and Internal Parasites

1, Keep barns, pens, and lots well drained and free from manure

2. Pyrethrin with synergist

3. a. 1-2 percent malathion spray
b. 1 percent diazinon spray

4. Apply smear E. Q. 335

5. a. Heel fly lays its eggs on the lower parts of the animal during
spring and early summer.

b. Eggs hatch, the tiny grubs bore through the skin and migrate
through the animal's body

c. Feeding on the tissues for about nine months
d. They appear as lumps along the back from early winter until

spring
e. Mature grubs perforate the skin, and come out through the openings

in the hide
f. Grubs drop to ground and pupate
g, Pupae develop into flies

6. 1 to 2 percent

7. a. Rub along fences and feed banks
b. Hair appears dry and dead
c, Bare places on the shoulders, neck, top line, and f:. mks
d. Milk production drops
e. Young animals slow up in development

8. Lindane

9. Calves under six months of age

10. Worm eggs pass in the droppings and hatch into tiny worms, which
are picked up by other animals.
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Health aid Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Infectious Diseases

1. Brucellosis

2. Abortion--or give birth to a dead or weak calf.

932-VII-2
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3. a. Purchase of infected or exposed animals
b. Contact with neighbor's herd over a line fence
c. Exposure at livestock shows
d. Trucks handling cows from farm to farm
e. Auctions--without proper sanitation pr. tices
f. Aborted calves that are dragged on the place by carnivorous animals

4. Young catt'

5. In the soil

6. Overexposure, and drafty means of transportation should be avoided

7. How--through break in the skin
When--cows are confined for long periods in muddy lots

8. By scraping the sore and saturating the foot with lysol or a one percent
solution of copper sulphate.

9. a. Flow of tears
b. Tendency to keep eyes closed
c. Swelling of the eyelids
d. General imflammation of the eye

10. Blisters on tongue, lips, cheeks, claws of feet and on the teats and udder

11. Painting with iodine once or twice for two days--followed by applying
castor oil--or use of va ,tine

12. Pasty, white feces

13. Sulfas and antibiotics
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Infectious Diseases
(Answer Sheet continued)

14. Oval, scaly areas around the sides, neck, eyes, and back

15. Abortion

16. Fever, depression, loss of appetite, loss of production - -milk may
turn yellow and become thick, sometimes bloodymay be blood in
urine

17. Animals that are questionable should be given a blood test, Antibiotics,
especially penicillin, are effective in treating animals if started during
early stages.

i
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Mastitis

932-VH-3
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1. Mastitis is an inflammation of the mammary gland and generally is
caused by one of several different organisms.

2. Acute mastitis is the type which results in a sudden inflammatory
swelling of the udder and the cow going off feed.
Chronic mastitis, which affects an udder over a period of time, is
characterized by the production of flaky milk, a decrease in production,
and the development of lumps in the secretory tissue.

3. Streptococci and staphylococci

4, Streptococcus

5. a. Follow good milking procedures
b. Use a strip cup at every milking
c. Prevent udder injuries
d. Provide adequate bedding
e. Prevent exposure of cows to drafts and damp beds
f. Breed and select for desirable shaped udders
g. Follow a routine testing program under the supervision of a

veterinarian.

6, Dairymen innocently inject antibiotics with an unsterile needle into the
udder without sterilizing the ends of the teats.

7, a. Penicillin
b. Ty rothy ric in
c, Streptomycin
d. Furicin

8. Those having molds and yeast

9. a, The California Mastitis Test or Milk Quality Test
b. The Hotis Test
c. The Blood Agar Plate
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Other Non-Infectious Diseases and Nutritional Disorders

932-VII-4
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I. Chlorinated naphthalene, which is present in some types of grease
used on farm and feed-mixing machinery.

2. Thought to be caused by a rapid change in the balance of the blood calcium
due to the inability of the blood calcium regulatory mechanism to
meet the sudden demand made by milk production.

3. Mineral mixture including calcium, phosphorus and salt available at
all times. 20 million units per day of Vitamin D, 5 to 7 days before
calf is born.

4. Good rations with plenty of high quality hay and silage.

5. Bloat is a condition in which the rumen becomes filled with gas so that
the animal is unable to expel. Caused by feeds that ferment rapidly,
causing Large amounts of gas to form.

6. Puncture the rumen--the puncture should be made in the center of
a triangle formed by the last rib, the hip bone, and the transverse
processes of the backbone.

7. a. Walk to induce belching
b Tie stick in mouth
c. Stomach tube
d. 2/3 cup--oils such as soybean oil, mineral oil administered

through tube.

8. Develop prussic acid

9. Founder

10, Thyroid

11 Lack of either calcium, phosphorous or Vitamin D
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UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC: Insecticides and Pesticides

932-VII-5
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1. Failure 0 follow the precautions and directions for use indicated on
the label.

2. Fed after the specified waiting perie.i.

3. Toxicity

4. See information sheet

5. Growth regulators
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Health and Sanitation Program

TOPIC !njection Procedures

I. Cubic centimeters- -"cc"

2 Body temperature er lower but never higher.

3 a Boil for ten minutes
b 71:19 solution alcohol

932-'VII-6
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4 Follow instructions on bottle
a Shake bottle before using
b Fill syringe barrel with air by pulling the plunger out
c Push needle through the disinfected stopper
d. Invert the bottle and force air from the syringe by depressing the

plunger
e, Pull out plunger slowly until barrel is filled to desired level,
f. Remove from bottle and while holding syringe with needle up
g. Force any air bubbles from the barrel

5 Veterinarian

6 Heat, sunlight age
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Individual Cow Records

932-V111-1
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I. They can serve as the basis for developing a profitable enterprise, Lack of
records can result in mediocr e success or business failure.

2. Positive identification of each and every animal in tzie herd.

3. a. Ear tag with a number on it
b- Numbered plastic disc attached to the ear
zt - Horn chain in the numbered metal plate
d. Neck chain with ninntiered meta/ plate

4. a. Dates of freshening
b. Beat periods

t, ... c. Breeding
d. Abnormal conditions

5. a_ Purebreds vs. grades
b. Sale of breeding stock
c. Level of production of herd
d. Type of milk market
e. Size of herd
f. Financial resources of dairyman
g. Interest and ability of dairyman

6. The supervisor visits each farm once a month to weigh and test for butterfat
one day's milk production from each cow. He also records calving, breeding,
and drying off dates, and concentrate and forage consumption. This data is
used by the supervisor to calculate monthly milk and fat production, amounts
of feed consumed, the cost of feed, and the return over feed cost. A
running total is kept for the testing year

7. They are accurate and provide considerable information not furnished by the
older DHIA program, The herd owner has a more sound basis for measuring
the efficiency of his dairy enterprise.
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DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Principles of Reproduction

Scrotum
Testicles
Epididymis
Vas deferens
Spermatic cord

f. Seminal vesicles
g. Prostate gland
h. Cowper's gland
i. Urethra
j. Penis

932-VIII-2
Page 2

2. A male hormone for development and function of male reproductive organs,
male characteristics , and sexual drive.

4. a<

b.
c

Ovaries
Fallopian tubes
Uterus
Vagina

e. Clitoris
f. Urethra
g. Vulva

Produce eggs , or ova
Secrete female hormones, estrogen and progesterone
Form corpora lutea (plural form of corpus lateum)

5. Progesterone
a. Causes uterus to implant and nourish the embryo
b. Prevents other eggs horn maturing, preventing heat
c . Maintains pregnant condition
d. Assists in development of mammary glands
Estrogen
a. Development of female reproductive system
b. Heat period of female
c. Development of mammary glands
d. Development of femminity in the cow

6. The union of the male (sperm) and female (egg) germ cells. In the
Fallopian tube

7. a.
b.
c.
d.

Pituitary gland
Ovarian follicle
Corpus lateurn
Placenta
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Laws of Inheritance

1. a. Color of hair
b. Conformation of the body
c. The type

2. a. Homozygous - when both genes or factors are alike
b. Heterozygous - when both genes or factors are unlike

932-VIII-3
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3. a. Phenotype - what we ac utally see in an animal (or in the ways it performs)
b. Genotype - the actual genetic composition of the animal which cannot be seen

4. Sex cells

5. Refer to Figure 21, page 75, Milk Production and Processing
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding r,nd Management

TOPIC: Systems of Breeding

1. a. Upgrading
b. Outcrossing
c. Linebreeding
d. Crossbreeding
e. Inbreeding

2. Using purebred bulls of a certain breed on their original cow herds

932-VIII-4
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3. Since it involves the mating of bulls from distantly related strains with cow
herds of the same breed, they believe that outcrossing brings together
the factors in the two strains that produce high production and the desired
type.

4. The mating of two individuals that trace in pedigree to the same individual
or line of breeding.

5. The mating of individuals of separate breeds

6. a. Decreased fertility
b. A lack of vigor
c. Poor growth
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Management

TOPIC: Artificial Insemination

1. See list of 11 advantages on pp. 28-29 in reference.

2. Number of females detected m heat

3. Skilled technicians with training and eperience

4. a. Restrain animal with hobbles if necessary
b. Clean and wash area around vulva
c. Rinse away all soap or detergent if used.
d. Place of insemination should be free of dust

5. Just before ovulation

6. 10-12 hours after the end of heat period

7. During the latter half of heat

8. Cleanliness of instruments, hands of operator , and animals

9. Cows - uterus - .5 to 1.5 nil.

10. See list of eight limitations on pp. 29 and 30 in reference

1

932-VIII-5
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Breeding and Manage.oent

TOPIC: The Cow Herd

932-VIII-6
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1. Only when h: has spent considerable time working with and observing dairy
cattle.

2. The order they go to the pasture, water tank and enter the dairy barn.

3. Cows are creatures of habit, leisure, and comfort. Once the routine of
feeding, milking, and care has been established, it sEluld be maintained
in approximately the same order.

4. Food nutrients are used for body maintenance that would ntherwise go into
milk production.

5. Cows kept confined for long periods with only limited exercise tend to
develop long, uneven hoofs that crack and become sore, causing lameness

6. For the health of the animal
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

931-IX-I
Page 2

UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Breed Identification

I. Holsteia, Guernsey, Jersey, Ayrshire, and Brown Swiss

2, 1821

3. Red and white, shapely udder, general symmetry, balance, and
smoothness of body

4. Milk, meat, draft

5. Emphasis put on decraasing the amount of fat in Vie human diet

6. de Jersey
b. Holstein

7. a. Mak market
b. Personal preference
c. Predominating breed in the community
d, Climate
e, Beef value of animals
f . Carly maturity
g, Efficiency in digestion and utilization of feed
h. Vigor of calves

I.

.

OP
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

932-IX-2
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UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Physical Appearance

1. See reference, Milk Production and Processing, page 72, Fig. 20

2. To encourage the breeding of dairy animals that are both functional
and beautiful.

3. See reference, Dairy Production, pp. 80-81

4. a. Excellent
b. Very good
c. Good plus
d. Good
e. Fair

5. The classification is not a comparison of one animal with another but
of each animal with the ideal type of the breed.
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Produchon Records

932-IX-3
Page 2

1. a. Refer to Figure 43 page opposite 160 in reference - cow 15 (Len:ta)
current month test day data.

b. D. H. I. A. supervisor

2. Refer to Figure 44 page opposite 161 in reference - cow 15 (Lena;

3. When the supervisor makes his next visit to the farm.

)
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Pedigrees

932 -IX -4
Page 5

1 A record of an animals' ancestry along with certain pertinent informa-
tion as production records, type classification and show ring winnings

2. Records for all daughters should be given.

3. a. Milk production
b. Type
c. Pedigree

4. Twice-a-day milkings

5. a. The daughter average
b. The daughter-dam difference
c. The equal-parent index
d. The daughter-contemporary .nerd difference
e. The daughter-contemporary herd index

6. 2-1-3-4
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Selecting Foundation Stock

TOPIC: Fitting and Showing Dairy Cattle

1. 2-3 months

932 -IX- 5
Page 2

2. Feeding, housing, breaking to lead, exercising, training to stand,
blanketing, washing, clipping, horn training and polishing, feet trimming
and polishing, and grooming

3. 6 weeks or 2 months before show

4. Very small amount of feed, reduce amount of water

U5. May cause cow to be restless

6. Affects the way a dairy animal stands or walks

7. Tension on the horns causes horns to grow the direction of breed
recommendation.

)
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Marketing Milk

TOPIC: Federal Milk Marketing Orders

932-X-1
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1. a. It requires that dairy farmers regularly supplying the market
be paid not less than certain minimum prices established in
accordance with the way or form in which the milk is used.

b. It requires that payments for milk be pooled and paid out to individual
farmers on the basis of a uniform or average price.

2. To stabilize market conditions

3. See section three of reference 1

4. See section four of reference 1

5. Blend of 60% of Class I milk and 40% of Class 11

6. Program set up and sponsored by the various state dairy associations

7. Improves the marketing of dairy products.

8. Used in promoting dairy products, advertising,merchandising, public
relations and research.
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT, Marketing Milk

TOPIC: Dairy Marketing Cooperatives

I. Profit is determined by the economy of production and selling price.

2. a. Planning production so that large quantities of milk can be
marketed during the seasons of high price

b. Select the form in which to sell the products that will yield the
largest net return.

c. Improve the quality of the products to be sold

3. April, May, and June

4. a. Density of population in the area
b. Quantity of milk produced
c. Cost of transporting the dairy products to market

5. They have been effective in increasing the income to farmers from the
sale of dairy products and have helped to improve the quality of the
dairy products available on the consumer market.

6. a.
b.
c,
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

k.
1.

m.
n.
o.

Guarantee a market
Verify weights and tests
Bargain with handlers
Obtained federal order
Pay producers
Allocate milk for highest Class I use
Provide market-wide information
Protect members from price wars
Process or handle "surplus" milk
Handle "off grade" milk
Deliver milk to other markets for increased Class I usage
Operate manufacturing plants
Operate transportation facilities
Operate milk bottling plants
Supply management programs



Dairy Marketing Cooperatives
(Answer Sheet continued)

7. a. Provide field service
b. Provide credit union
c. Hospitalization insurance savings
d. Saving on supplies, feed, and equipment
e. Magazine with free advertising
f. Regular business newsletters
g. Public relations program
h. Support beneficial legislation
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DAIRY FARM WORKER
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Painting Procedures

1. To preserve and to make buildings and rooms more attractive, more
sanitary, and lighter.

2. The number of square feet of surface area, the kind of paint, kind of
surface, and number of coats.

3. Quicklime, boiling water, salt, cement, and ultra-marine bluing

4. a. The right kind of paint for the job
b. A high quality paint

5. Warm - red, orange, yellow, cream, buff, peach, light tan
Cool - green, blue, and violet

6. As soon as possible with primer and with paint as soon as primer is
dry (usually at least 48 hours)

7. Before finish starts to check, crack, or peel

8. a. Remove all dirt, plaster, etc.
b. Remove cracked, peeling, or loose paint
c. Smooth rough places
d. Cover knots and sappy spots with shellac
e. Fill holes and cracks
f . Remove grease if present

9. Paint removers, blow torch, scrapers, wire brush, and sandpaper

10. Paint thinner, turpentine, or kerosene for oil base paint
Soap and hot water for water or rubber base paint
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Fence Building Principles

1. Type of animal to be confined

932-XI-2
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2. By numbers as 1155, 1047, 832, and 726
The first one or two digits give the number of line (horizontal) wires.
The last two digits give height in inches.

3. 6" spacing and 12" spacing

4. No 9, U, 12-1/2, and 14-1/2 (wires other than top and bottom line wire)

5. Woven - 20 rod rolls
Barbed - 80 rod spools

6. Last longer, require less storage space when not in use, require less
labor, and may give some lightning protection.

7. 3-1/2 to 4 feet

8. Pasture oz Zield - 12-16-1/2 feet
Corral - 8-12 feet

9. Setting and bracing corner, end, and gate posts

10. Size of tension curves in the line wires

11. About three-fourths the height of the animal
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DAIRY FARM WORKER
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Mixing Concrete

1. By volume proportion of cement, sand, and gravel

2. Th-, amount of water and amount of cement

3. Six gallons of water to each sack of cement

4. Moisture in the sand will require less water to be added to the mix.

5. By squeezing in the hand. Damp sand falls apart; wet sand forms a
ball; very wet sand glistens and leaves excess moisture on the hand.

6. Cement - Sack (1 cubic foot)
Sand and Gravel - Cubic yard

7. a. Selecting suitable materials
b. Thoroughly mixing in the right proportions
c. Correctly placing, finishing, and curing

8. By varying the amounts of aggregates (sand and gravel)

9. Cement - 6-1/4 sacks (cubic feet)
Sand - .52 cubic yard
Gravel - .70 cubic yard

10. Sand and cement

11. Should be protected from drying out for at least five days

12. Number of sacks of cement per cubic yard of concrete
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for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: k arm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Controlling Rodents and Birds

I. a. The; spread diseases and parasites
b, Damage feeds and buildings
c. Decrease profits

932-XI-4
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2. They are multiple-dose poisons that cause internal hemorrhaging.
Warfarin, pival, tumarin are examples.

3. 5 to 14 days of continuous feeding

4. Board tunnels, open floored box, log tunnel, tile, or pipe tunnel

5. Daily for first week and then every other day

6 By sifting white flour around station and check for tracks

7. a. Removal of trash, rubbish, and junk
b. Ripping out dark, enclosed places that are not needed
c. Storing lumber, firewoo'l, pipe. posts, and other materials on

racks 18 to 24" off the ground
d. Store feed in rodent-proof barrels or bins and cleanup spilled

gain--rain

8. a. Concrete curtain wall around foundation
b. Seal cer . rways with concrete
r. Close foundation openings with metal collars, screens, or masonry
d. Screen broken basement windows
0 Cover rotted doors with metal flashings

9. a. Smallc.r amount of bait in tray with no more than I/4" lip
b. More bait station c. Longer feeding pt riod

10. P.soning or trapping
,

11. Strychnine or calcium cyanide

V. Engliei s' arrows, starlings, or pigeons
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UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance
TOPIC: Controlling rodents and Birds
(Answer Sheet continued)

13. a. Screen all windows and openings
b. Kill by shooting
c. Poison with strychnine-poisoned grain with proper precautions
d. Trap the birds
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Answer Sheet
for

DAIRY FARM WORKER

UNIT: Farm and Building Maintenance

TOPIC: Weed and Brush Control

1. A plant growing where it is not wanted

932-XI-5
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2. A plant that completes its life cycle in one season (produces seed and
dies)

3. Plant that lives longer than two years

4. a. Choosing the right chemical
J. Applying the herbicide properly

5. a. Read and follow label directions and precautions
b. Chemicals may kill or injure desirable plants
c. Do not allow drift of mist or vapors to desirable plants
d. Do not breathe, swallow, or allow chemicals to contact skin

6. Broad-leaf plants

1. Brush, prickly pear, and othcr plants resistant to 2, 4-D

8. Perennial grasses such as John3ongrass, Bermudagrass, and
Quackgrass

9. a. Boron compounds
b. Carbon bisulphide
c. Chlorates (Sodium Chlorate)
d. Divron (Karmex)
e. Erbon
f . Monaron (Telvar)
g. TCA
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Topic Test
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:
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1. What role does milk play to the present generation?

2. How does the dairy industry stand in marketing its products?

3. In what class is a majority of all milk sold?

4. How is market milk classified?

5.

6.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

School:

Score:
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I. produce more edible solids
in relation to the amount of food they consume than other farm animais.

2. Name ten basic personal qualifications for a successful career in the
dairy business,

3.

4,
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on

DAIRY PRODUCTS AND HUMAN NUTRITION

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:
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1. How does milk protein rate with protein from other foods?

2. Why Is the intake of fat and carbohydrate important to the diet?

3. What two minerals are needed in larger amounts than any other mineral?

4. Cheddar cheese is one of the best foods available as a source of
what mineral?

5.

6.
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Date:

Topic Test
on

SAFETY ON THE DAIRY FARM

School:

Score:
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Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

1. All employees are interested in production.

2. A bad accident record can very readily hinder your chances for

3. The wise worker learns the hazards of his job and follows the
necessary to reduce the chances of an accident to a

minimum.

4. All electrical power tools should be safety

5. Use protective devices such as
on cows requiring them.

6.

7.

and
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INFLATIONS
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. List eight enemies of rubber.

2. Name five physical properties of rubber that appear to be the most
satisfactory for the inflation body and mouth parts.

3.

4.
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PIPELINES MD OTHER MILKING SYSTEMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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1. What is the most frequent and most serious malfunction in a pipeline
system?

2. Normally a pipeline should drop at least one inch every
to feet.

3. What is the importance of a ItBleederhole on the claw type milker?

4. What would be the results of milk and air going into the milk pipeline?

5. List six of the major items to look for in pipeline installations.
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VACUUM PUMPS AND AIR FLOWS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:
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1. Why is the control of vacuum in the machine extremely important?

2. How should all pumps be rated?

3. For all practical purposes, reading at inches of vacuum
will give the operating efficiency of the milking machine.

4. Give the first essential in the maintenance of the vacuum pump efficiency.

5. A 1 1/4 inch galvanized pipe will carry pipeline
milking units.

6. As a preventative measure in mastitis zontrol the use of a pipe size
larger than normally used is recommended because of the build-up
of dirt in pipes. True or False

7. It is preferable that the exhaust pipe be one pipe size larger than the
discharge fitting on the pump body in order to reduce back pressures.
True or False

8. Back pressures will not reduce pump capacity and volume of air flow.
True or False

9.

10.
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Topic Test
OD

PULSATORS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

1. What is the prime function of pulsation?

2. What two basic parts of the pulsator are to be lubricated?

3. What procedure can be followed to prevent moisture in
vacuum bellows?

4. How ran "actual" pulsator ratio best be determined?

5. How will worn pulsator pistons affect the milking cycle?

6. How can milking time be changed without changing the pulsator ratio.

Answer the following True of False:

7. Back-flow through the streak canal may allow bacteria to enter the
udder when the vacuum drops.

8. Pulsator speed always increases the speed in which the cows are milked.

9. The rest phase of a pulsator can be increased by showing the
pulsator speed, narrowing the open-close ratio, or opening the pulsator
air ports.

10.

11.
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VACUUM GAUGES AND REGULATORS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:
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1. Which gauge is used to check the vacuum in the milking cluster or
inflation?

2. What is the main cause of inaccuracy in the Bourdon gauge?

3. What is function of the regulators?

4. List two causes of "vacuum drop" during the milking operation.

5. What would,be the results if the regulator is installed in the air lines
too far from the receiver jar?

True or False:

6. The most valuable use of the vacuum gauge assembly is in bucket
installations.

7. A fluctuation in vacuum at the teat indicates an inadequate vacuum
level.

8. It : s always best to use the hypodermic needle to check the vacuum with
the stability gauge.

9. A metered vacuum controller should be installed in every dairy barn.

10.

11.
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BUM TANKS AND COOLING EQUIPMENT
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Student: School:

Date: Score:..---

1. How long should the life of a tank be for the dairyman to feel justified
in buying?

2. Give the rule-of-thumb guide to follow in buying a bulk tank.

3. The agitator speeds should vary between to
R. P. M.

11MIMMIIM

4. AU bulk tanks should meet the nationally recognized
-4,---

Standard'.

5. Will bulk transportation hurt milk quality?
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Topic Test
on

ELECTRICAL WIRING, MOTORS, CONTROLS, AND SAFETY

Student: School:

Date: Scot

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

., . ..r.-^r- .7."."^-.

1.

2.

National Electric Code and local electrical codes are for the protection
of and .

Some local codes require a_ eiectrician
to install the wiring system.

3. The total load should be computed in .

4. Each circuit should be fused

5. General purpose circuits should have a maximum of
outlets per circuit. \

6. Provide individual circuits for motors Hp
and larger.

7. All equipment should be properly .

8. Circuit breakers will always protect a motor. True or False.

9.

10.
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Date:

Topic Test
on

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

School:

Score:
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1. The best way to meet a power failure is to have a standby

2. Most dairy farms require a generator of ?a

kilowatt capacity.

3. In case of injury or disease outbreak, what would be your first step?

4. If a major disease outbreak a. Ad occur and the employer is not
available, what would be the first step to follow?

5.

6.

,..........-..,
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THE MILKING PROCESS
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Student: School:

,gate: Score:

1. What two things stop the manufacturing of milk in the udder?

2. The manufact"re of milk is essentially a process whereby the chemicals
of the are converted into milk.

3. What is the normal stimulation that is responsible for "let-down"
of milk?

4. When the lcwer udder and teats of a dairy cow are stimulated properly
by the machine operator
pass into the central nervous system to a gland at the base of the brain.

5. What is the result if the chemical, or .iormone, which causes milk let-
down is destroyed in the blood strean and the milk is not withdrawn
as soon as possible after it has been let down?

6. If the cow is upset or frightened, this chemical hormone. oxytocin will
be neutralized by another chemical called
and the cow will not let down her milk properly.
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The Milking Process
(Topic Test continued)

7. On this drawing name the parts Ilat control the let-down of milk.

A. E.

B. F.

C. G.

D. H.
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MILKING MACHINE PRINCIPLES

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

1. The average dairyman uses his

932-111-2
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...1101
more hours per year than any other -muipment on his farm.

2. Progress in the milking machine procedure can be credited largely to
the himself.

3. When the tea eup is put on the teat, the
creates li vanium inside the
and between the liner and the

liner

4. of the teat cup liner is the most important
zction of the entire mechanical system.

5. Pulsation rate should not exceed , and inflation

6.

7.

should not exceed inches in diameter.
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Date:

Topic Test
on

MILKING MACHINES AND OTHER
CAUSES OF MASTITIS

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.
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I. The quantity of stripping will depend noon the of the
teat cup inflation and the of the teat cup assembly.

2. What is the advantage of hand stripping cows after the milking machine has
already overmilked the cows?

3. Careful and skilled preparation of the cow for proper
is far more important than thoroughness of in
maintaining high milk yields.

4. To insure strippits4 to a minimum, the total weight of the teat cup assembly
should be about pounds.

5. What happens if the claw is flooded with milk or milk backwashes to the .law
from the milk hose?

6.

7.
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BARN MANNERS

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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1. Treat a cow and maintain an environment of

2. A cow is a creature of , and breaking routine
is probably the worst thing you can do to her.

3. Involuntary reaction of the nervous system due to the cow hePring the
milking rc"..-.:hines and milking utensils rattle may cause some cows to
leak milk. True or . Ilse

4. Easy-milking cows should be placed last in milking order. True or False.

5. Without good let-down you'll find it difficult to obtain more than 50%
of the milk production in the udder at the start of the milking operation.
1 rue or False

6. Most cows can be milked out in
minutes.
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CLEANERS AND SANITIZERS
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Date: Score:
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1. When should the sterilization process begin?

2. Why is sanitation important in the control of mastitis?

3. Which of the detergent chemicals is best for cleaning pipeline systems?

4. How long should equipment be left in the chlorine solution?

5. Why are the synthetic detergents not desirable to use in cleaning the
pipeline?

6. Which cleanirg agent is considered the best for removing milkstone?

7.

8.
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C LEANING -IN -PLACE
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

I. The and cleaning
methods are both being used.

2. Will flooding the milking equipment with a detergent solution sufficiently
clean the system?

3. The two methods of circulating systems for cleaning are the
system and the

system.

4. In the circulating system, what causes good cleaning?

5. What is the basic importance of the CIP system to the dairyman?

6.

7.
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on

HAND CLEANING EQUIPMENT

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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1. How soon after milking should the milking equipment. be rinsed?

2. Why should soap not be used in cleaning milking equipment?

3. and

4.

0

are the two methods used to clean milking equipment.

gb

-,7E1S,1;
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CLEANING AND SANITATION IN THE BARN
AND HOLDING PEN

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. The )cation of the cow barn should be away from
surroundings.

2. A system or or
windows should be used for ventilation.

3. The gutter should be to inches
deep.

4. Why is it suggested to have a concrete floor for the holding pen?

5.

6.
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RESIDUES IN MILK

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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1. In human beings about percent of the
population is sensitive to penicillin.

2. The milk from cows with , whether or not

3.

4.

it is pasteurized, can be a potential public health hazard.
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Topic Test
on

MILK FLAVOR

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Except for minor defects in the flavor of milk that can be removed
by treatment such as aeration and pasteurization, the flavor of milk
can not be improved upon after it leaves the

2. Warm storage temperature may cause a bacteria flavor. True or False

3. Feed flavors always taste or smell like the feed causing the flavor.
True or False

4. How long does it take the stink of the stable or smell of old silage to
reach the milk by way of the lungs and blood stream?

5. Abnormal milk having almost any of the undesirable flavors may be
found near the end of a cow's period.

6. Exposure to copper milking equipment is known to contribute to
flavor.

7. What is one of the greatest offenders to ideal milk taste?

8.

9.
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Topic Test
on

MILK SAMPLING AND TESTING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. It is obviously essential that the and
be thoroughly mixed before sampling.

2. Because is lighter than the other parts
of milk, it is brought into the neck of the test bottle by centrifugal
force in the Babcock Test.

3. The butterfat premium depends on the market price of

0 4. Watering will lower the per cent of S. N. F. True or False

5. What is the suggested maximum number of bacteria which should be
allowed for Grade A raw milk by the plate count?

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

COOLING AND AGITATION

School:

Score;
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1. Bacteria that cause souring and undesirable flavors in milk grow
times as fast at 90° as at 50°.

2. The cooler should lower the temperature of milk to or
degrees within an hour.

3. The two methods of refrigeration are
cooler and cooling tanks.

4. How does agitation aid in taking samples of milk?

5. coolers are more costly than
coolers.

6. Milk picked up every-other-day should be stored at
degrees and below.

7. The new milk chilling machine can drop milk temperature from
degrees to degrees in a few

minutes.

8.

9.



Date:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

Student:

Teaching Materials Center
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DIGESTIVE SYSTEM OF CATTLE

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

Page 3
Agricultural Education 932-VI-1

I. The four compartments of the ruminant animal are

4. The storage capacity of the rumen is from

3. In very young calves, the

P

is considered the true stomach of a cow.

is not developed.

to .... gallons.

2. The

5. The
strong

or third compartment of the stomach, consists of
walls.

6. ,which are necessary in protein digestion,are secreted in th

7. are the most common example of single

the abomasum.

-stomached
animals found on farms.

8.



4. Name the nutrient of feed 1.t contains nitrogen.

6. Name four excellent sources of vitamin A.

7.

8.

Teaching Materials Center Page

Date;

1. The body of the mature cow contains approximately what per cent water?

3. What are carbohydrates primarily used for ?

Student!

Z. Milk contains about what per cent water?

5. List the five most needeo .erals, other than salt.

FOOD NUTRIENTS

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

932-VI-2
Pa 3
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0
Topic Test

on
CLASSIFICATION OF FEEDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The two general classes of feeds are and

2. Feeds containing large amounts of or materialsare called roughages.

3. are higher in nitrogen than most other plants.

4. Nitrogen is essential in the manufacture of

5. Protein concentrates may be derived from orsources.

6.

7.
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Topic Test

MEASURING VALUE OF FEEDS

Student:

Date:

Part I: Fill in the blanks

School:

Score:

932-VI-4
Page 3

1. When we want feeds to furnish large amount of energy and fattening
value, we are interested in the -
or carbohydrates.

2. When certain feeds are usedto increase the protein percentage in
the ration, the cost should be determined by

3. Dairy cattle receiving a full feed of good quality forage
and an ample amount of seldom suffer from a mineral or
vitamin deficiency.

4. Molasses adds to the dairy ration.

Part U: True or False

5. Rye (grain) is not very palatable to the dairy cow.

6. Yellow corn is lower in carotene and Vitaman A than white
corn.

7. Leafy legume forages contain high percentages of minerals
and vitamins.

8. No single method of determining the value of feeds is accurate
enough for all purposes.

9.

10.

O
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

FEED FOR THE DAIRY COW

School:
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Page 3

Score: --...-. 1111. .3,,,.1.,1M11=0

1. What forage leads the field as a roughage for dairy cattle?

2. Name four legumes fed for dry roughages.

3. Under most conditions for profitable production, what per cent of the
total digestible nutrients should be provided by roughages?

4. Name the natural feed for dairy cattle .

5. What do concentrates primarily consist of?

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

BALANCING AND COMPUTING RATIONS FOR
ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

932-VI-6
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I. Name three factors you should know before you can determine the protein
and T.D. N. required for a given cow.

111,

2. What should you consider wh'n buying the different feeds and combinations
of feeds that provide the necessary amounts of protein and T.D. N. ?

3. The so-called is one of several methods that
may be employed to balance rations.

4. What does T.D. N. stand for?

5. When the dairyman reaches the point where the value of the increased
production is less than the cost of the feed, he is not getting
production.

6. Successful dairymen usually provide some good dry and
for high producing caws on pasture.

7.

8.
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Student:

Date:
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Topic Test
on

FEEDING DAIRY CALVES UNDER SIX MONTHS OF AGE

School:

Score:

1. The of the calf does not develop and b-gin to function for several
days after birth.

2. While the rumen of the mature cow is % the rumen and
reticulum of the If only makes up % of the entire stomach size.

3. Why is it important for the calf to nurse the cow the first three days?

4. What are the two methods used to supply the colostrum milk to the calfU for the first three days?

5. What is meant by feeding the calves with the li-aeral milk system?

6. A calf should not be fed more than ..10. to pounds of milk per day.

7. What age will the calf start to eat dry feeds?

8. What is the advantage of using a nurse cow?

9. Calves will start to eat hay at about days of age.-
10. calves should be the maximum number raised in one group.

11. Minimum pen size for individual calves is square feet. Minimum
pen size for calves in groups with no outside run is square feet.-

U 12.
13.
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Topic Test
on

FEEDING DAIRY HEIFERS FROM SIX MONTH,: TO FRESHENING

Student: School:

Date:, Scorc:

1. At what age can the dairy heifer be turned on pasture?

2 The total amount of grain should not exceed lbs. for heifers
turned on pasture.

3. If the forage for heifers on dry lot is low in protein, the concentrate
should contain from to % protein.---

4. A good pasture can provide all of the nutrient needs of heifers
or months of age to months before freshening.

5. Heifers should be fed from to
about two months before freshening.

pounds of fitting ration for

6. A few days before and after freshening the heifers should be fed the
same type and quantity ration as recommended for cows during the same
period. True or False.

7. The average gestation period of dairy cows ranges from to
days.

8.

9.
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Student:

Date ;

Topic Test
on

MINERALS AND VITAMINS FOR DAIRY COWS

932-VI-9
Page 3

Score:

1. Supplying more of the adequate mineral elements already available may
aggravate the need for those elements in short supply. True or False.

2. What is a mixture of sodium and chlorine called?

3. There is less likely to be a shortage of calcium in dairy rations than
phosphorus. True or False.

4. All legume roughages are rich in calcium. True or False.

5. Name three suitable calcium supplements.

6. When steamed bone meal is fed, both calcium and phosphorus are supplied.
True or False.

7. Why is vitamin A needed for dairy cows?

8. What is vitamin E needed for?

9-

10.
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Topic Test
on

FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT OF THE HERD SIRE

School:

Score:

1. The mature bull should be fed according to his size and to the extent
he is being used for breeding. True or False.

2. To insure good quality semen, Vitamin A must be supplied in the young
bulls ration. True or False.

3. The roughage ration for the bull should be controlled to keep the paunch
to minimum size. True or False.

4. The herd bull should not be exercised because of his activity during breeding.
True or False.

5. Why is it not recommended to tie the bull for long periods of time?

6. Bulls should not be used regularly before they are to-
7. One bull for cows is adequate if the cows are bred to freshen

largely during one season of the year.
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On

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL PARASITES
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F zdent: School:

Date: Score:

1. Even though you send screw worm specimens to the state laboratory,
what other precaution should you take to treat screw worms?

2. The most effective control for cattle grubs is

3. Cattle lice are most abundant during the
months.

lug. 4. Only two sprays from - to
days apart are generally required to free cattle from lice.

5. Lindane is a good insecticide to use for controlling ticks and mites.
Tree or False

6. Use powder at the rate of one ounce per
100 pounds of body weight up to 500 pounds.

7.

8.



0

15.

10.

11. Calf scours usually affects calves from 6 to 8 months of age.

12. Leptospirosis was first discovered in the United States in 1944.

13. Pneumonia affects mainly young calves weakened by scours.

14.

Student:

Date:

4. Baby calves should be vaccinated at the age of 2 to 3 months because

1. How is undulant fever transmitted to man?

2. At what age should calves be tested for brucellosis?

3. What testing procedure should be followed in your dairy herd for

7. What age animals does pink eye usually attack?

8. Sulfa powder blown into the eyes is helpful in controlling pink eye.

9. Warts on calves are caused by a tiny germ known as a

5. Anthrax infected animals may be cured by

6. Shipping fever is a

of their immunity the first 2 months. True or False

tuberculosis?

treatment if given during the early stages.

cattle.

True or False

dairy calves.

True or False

True or False.

True or False

INFECTIOUS DISEASES

Topic Test
on

is one of the worst diseases of young

disease mostly affecting young

Score:

School:

Agricultural Education 932 -VU -2
QTeaching Materials Center Page 4
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MASTITIS

School:

Score:

1. What disease probably produces a greater loss to the dairy industry
than any other infectious disease?

2. The two types of mastitis are d

3. Name three ways many dairymen have almost eliminated mastitis as
a disease problem.

0 4. If a dairyman treats a cow when she goes dry and gambles on the
type of antibiotic, there is chance out of

, even with the most effective antibiotic, that there
will be no recovery.

5. Each type of antibiotic will kill a specific type or group of bacteria.
True or False

6. Antibiotics kill bacteria in the same way disinfectants do. True or False

7. What are the two best tests we have to use in the dairy barn as an
indicator of the presence or absence of inflammation in the udder?

8.

9.

0
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Topic Test
on

CTHER NON-INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND NUTRITIONAL DISORDERS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. X-disease has a rather slow course, sometimes as long as three months.
True or False

2. affects many high producing cows.

3. is thought to be caused by a shortage & sugar
in the body.

0 4. Intravenous injections of calcium borogluconate will generally check
milk fever. True or False

0

5. can be treated standing the animal in a cold
water bath.

6. Big neck is the most characteristic symptom of .

7.

8.
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Topic Test
on

Student:

Date: Score:

4. What are the pesticides called that we use on unwanted vegeta

5. Name the pesticide used to protect growing and stored crops, people,

1. All insecticides and pesticides should be considered

2. Do not allow dairy animals to feed on plants or drink water contaminated
by drift of

3. Besides following the directions for the use of the pesticides, what other
precautions should be taken for safe use.

tion?

to man and animals.

and animals from insects.

6.

7.

INSECTICIDES AND PESTICIDES

School:
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INJECTION PROCEDURES

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

I. The abbreviation, cc, is an abbrevaition for

2. The temperature of injection materials, syringes, and needles should
never be than body temperature.

3. It is important not to force
into the animal's body.

4. Needles that are should be and

5. The steps in properly filling a syringe include forcing
from the barrel before making injection.

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Some injections can be given at cold temperautres.

2. Clipping or shaving is never needed for a simple injection.

3. There is no reason to change needles between injections
of animals in the same herd.

4. In filling a syringe, the bottle of material is never inverted.

5. It is not necessary for the veterinarian to direct or supervise
a simple injection.

6.

7.
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INDIVIDUAL COW RECORDS
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Page 3

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Because tattoos are hard to read, name four more popular methods of individual
cow identification.

2. Why is it necessary for a dairyman to keep good breeding records?

3. A breeder of purebreds has to maintain accurate breeding records for the purpose
of animals and writing

4. Why is production testing easily justified?

5. What does DHIA stand for?

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

PRINCIPLES OF REPRODUCTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

- we., fl..PIVOSIIIN
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1. The reproductive cells of the male and female are called and
.

2. The maintains the testicles at temperatures lower
than body temperatures.

3. The testicles produce sperm and the male hormone ,

4. The new individual formed by the union of the sperm and egg is called the

5. The process of a Graafian follicle rupturing and discharging an egg is
known as .

6. The egg-containing follicle secretes the female sex hormone

7. The heat period in cows normally lasts to

8. Sperm live only to hours in the female reproductive
tract.

9.

10.
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Topic Test
on

LAWS OF INHERITANCE

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

9.32-VIII-3
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1. The goal in animal breeding is to pass on the largest possible number of
desirable genes to the next generation. T or F.

2. The amount of milk acutally produced by a cow is the result of an interplay
of and factors.

3. What per cent polled animals would you expel , by crossing two heterozygous
horned parents?

4. The closer different genes are to one another on the same chromosome, the
more likely they are to be ta,wsmitted together to the next generelon. T or F.

5. The pnetic ability of a cow to produce milk is determined solely by factors
she inherited from her sire and dam. T or F.

6. Along the chromosomes are located units of inheritance called .

7.

8.
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SYSTEMS OF BREEDING

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:
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1. When using the upgrading system of breeding what crosses will increase the
production the greatest?

2. What type of breeding is more adaptable to the breeders of purebreds?

3. Where is the value of crossbreeding?

4. What are three disadvantages of crossbreeding?

5. Name the type of breeding that cannot be aed effectively by the inexperienced
dairyman.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Artificial insemination increases the use of outstanding sires.

Careless procedures may spread disease.

3. Females need no special preparation for insemination.

4. All animals ovulate at the same time duringthe heat period.

5. Cows should be inseminated soon after the end of the heat period.

6. The highest rate of conception is obtained when semen is deposited in
the cervix or uterus.

7. A catheter is usually used with cows.

A veterinarian should examine females that have been bred three times
without conception.
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on

THE COW HERD

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:
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1. The successful management of the dairy herd depends upon an intimate
and of the animals.

2. How is the Social Order generally determined in the dairy herd?

3. Give the results that may happen when changing operators.

4. Dairy cows need exercise.

5. What will help the prevention of the accumulation of filth on the diary cow?

6.

7.
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Date:

Topic Test
on

BREED IDENTIFICATION

School:

Score:
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1. Brown Swiss cows weigh about pounds.

2. The color of the Brown Swiss varies from to a

3. Red and white Holstein animals can be registered in the United
States. True or False.

4. Guernsey cattle are known for their " " milk.

5. Personal preference has very little to do in selecting a dairy breed.
True or False.

6. Everything else being equal, one probably selects one of the
breeds for hot climate and one of the breeds for cold
climates.

7. Beef value is a poor basis for selecting a dairy breed. True or False.

8. All breeds are about equally efficient in the digestion of feed. True
or False.

9.

10.
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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Label the parts of the dairy cow below.



Physical Appearance
(Topic Test continued)

9324X-2
Page 4

2. In general, animals with higher type ratings produce more milk. True
or False.

3. Name the four major factors indicated on the score card for the selection
of dairy cows.

4. Name the five type classifications for dairy cows.
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Date: Score:

Topic Test
on

PRODUCTION RECORDS

932-IX-3
Page 3

_School:,

1. The Weigh-A-Day-A-Month is still a more economical form of testing a
dairy herd. True or False

2. The Owner-Samplers plan is used only by the herd owner for herd
improvement purposes. True or False.

3 Records found on the Dairy Herd Improvement record prepared
by the D H LA, supervisor can be used to cull low producing cows.
True or False

4. The D. H. I. A supervisor usually comes to your herd when it is
most convenient for him. True or False.

4. What do the letters D.H.I. A, mean?

How does the D. H.I.A. supervisor take samples from the dairy herd?
How many rnilkings?

7.

8.
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Date:

Topic Test
on

PEDIGREES

School:

Score:
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1. Winnings at minor fairs should not be shown on pedigrees because they
may be misleading. True or False.

2. All type classification ratings should be given in a pedigree. True or
False.

3. What is a proved-sire?

4. Place the following class of Holstein cattle according to performance
records.

CLASS I

1. AGTEX PABST PRINCESS
MILK TEST
9,467 3.6

10, 590 3.4
11,630 3.6

2. AGTEX BEAUTY SEGIS
9,837 3.3

13,331 3.4
15,331 3.0

3. AGTEX BEAUTY PERFECTION
7,910 3.7
9, 334 3.7

11,030 3.6

4. AGTEX BURKE MAIDEN
9,467 3.6
9, 700 3.5

10,864 3.5

BUTTERFAT
341
362
419

330
457
512

293
346
397

341
337
377

(2X-305-Actual)
H H II

If 11 1/

(2X-305-Actual)
11 fI 11

it If 11

(2X-305-Actual)
If ff II

II fI II

(2X-305-Actual)
II U If

(2X-305-M. E. )
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Pedigrees
(Topic Test continued)

1. TEXAM ADVANCER ASTRID

4. TEXAS SLEEPING PRINCESS

Place the following class of Jersey cattle according to performance records.

9060-5.2-471 (2X-305-M. E.)
8648-5.0-432 (2X-305-M. E. )

2. TEXAM VOLUNTEER JUNE

4-05 305d 10785-5.2-561

3. TEXAM SYBIL EDNA

10525-5.0-526 (2X-305-M.E.)
11479-5.1-585 (2X-305-M.E. )
12367-5.0-618 (2X-305-M. E )

2-02 305d 8887-5.2-462

10374-5.1-529 (2X-305-M. E. )

3-04 305d 9247-5.1-472

4-06 305d 12664-5.3-671

2-06 305d 10072-5,3-534
3-06 305d 10986-5.4-593

CLASS II

(1)

.......

K,;,1-
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FITTING AND SHOWING DAIRY CATTLE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

932-IX- 5
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I. Blanketing helps the animal to shed, protects it from flies, and helps to
produce a coat of hair.

2. Show animals should be washed every or

3. What is meant by bagging?

4. Instead of pushing the animal back two or three steps, make a circle
and stop where animal will show best. True or False.

5. While at show, how often should animals be exercised?

6. Animals should be led into the show ring as fast as animal can move.
True or False.

7.

8.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

FEDERAL MILK MARKETING ORDERS

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False:

932-X-1
Page 3

1. Federal orders do not substitute for producer cooperatives.

2. Federal orders prices are set to reflect supply and demand
conditions.

3. The marketing orders are issued by the Governor of each
state.

4. Milk handlers are required to submit monthly reports to
the market administrator.

6. The "pooling" plan will insure that each producer will
receive a uniform price.

6. Funds in the Amercian Dairy Association are used in promoting
only public relations for the association.

7.

8.



Student:

Date:

DAM MARKETING COOPER. IVES

Topic Test

School:

on

Score:

0 Agricultural Education 932-X-2
Teaching Materials Center Page 4

About what percent &Jac feed make up of the cost of production?

2. Name the three months that milk prices are normall:: the highest.

3. How many federal milk marketing order areas are there in Texas?

4. Name the three months milk prices are normally the lowest

3. Give two factors that determine the profit from dairy production.

6.

7.



0

10. Many paints contain lead which is poisonous to animals.

12_

7. For best results. it is best to follow the recommendations on

8. It is usually better to apply one thick coat than two thin coats,

i11.1.0L

410==4.

41.si

Date

incbc ate by each of the following statements True or False

Student

11.

9. All paints should be cleaned from breshes with hot wa` .r and

6 Mo.:sture ruins pant jobs by making them blister and peel.

1. Doors, windows, and other openings are deducted when figurin,

4. New wood and I-Petal should be primed before pa; rating.

2. Whitewash should contain salt and cement.

5, Old 3urfaces must be properly prepared for a durable ps..nt job_

Dark colors telt' to give impression of greater size.

soap,

the paint container,

total surface area to determine quantity of paint,

PAINTING PROCEDURES

Topic Test
on

School

Score

9P3a2g-eX3I-1
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FENCE BUILDING PRINCIPLES

School:

Score:
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PART I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

I. A No. 1155 woven wire means that it is in height.

2. A No. 9 wire is than a No 11 wire.

3. Barbed wire is usually gauge.

The amount of fencing needed is determined by the and
of the area.

5. When usirl wood posts, a
is preferable to a brace.

PART II: Indicate by each statement True or False

I. Woven wire should be stretched until the tension curves are
straight.

2. There is no possibility of an electric fence being dangeroue.

corner arrangement

3. An electric fence for cattle or horses should be 30 to 40 inches
high.

4. Dog-proof fencing requires a minimum height of six feet.

5.

6.
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CONTROLLING RODENTS AND BIRDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

L Anticoagulants are

2. Anticoagulants kill by causing

poisons.

3. trays make the best poison containers for rats.

4. A bait container should not be empty for more that

5. Baiting for rats should continue at least

6. In addition to poisoning rats, the premises should be
and buildings

7. A feeding period is required in controlling mice.

8. To control mice, bait stations are needed than for rats.

9. The same poison bait may not work for all

10. To control birds,

11.

12.

should be the last resort.

M11.1
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Student:

Topic Test
on

WEED AND BRUSH CONTReL.

School:

Date: Score:

,11S-Mq1=

Indicate by each statement True or False.

I. The top growth of perennials is never killed during the winter.

2. Biennials do not produce seed.

3. One chemical can usually be selected to control all weeds.

4. Grasses are never considered to be weeds.

5. Directions and precautions on the herbicide container label
should be followed.

---- 6. Drift of herbicide v- -ors or mist may damage desirable plants.

7. Herbicides should not be inhaled, swallowed, or allowed to
contact the skin.

8. All herbicides are poisonous and toxic to animals.

9. The herbicides 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T are growth regulating
substances.

10. Carbon bisulphide and the chlorates are flammable.

11.

12.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

932-1-1
Page 5

1, Absolutely essential to the growth of the young and welfare of the
human race.

2. There is an unlimited market.
3. Class I
4. According to its uses
5.
6.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

1. Dairy cows
2. A. Good health

B. Honesty
C. Clean habits
D. Promptness and regularity
E. Job interest
F. Cooperativeness
G. The why and how
H. Cost mindedness
I. Originality
J. Company policies

3.
4.

932-1-2
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

DAIRY PRODUCTS AND HUMAN NUTRITION

1. Superior
2. Aid in break down of protein
3. Calcium and phosphorous
4. Calcium
5.
6.

Answer Sheet :0 Test
on

SAFETY ON THE-DAIRY FARM

1. Efficient
2. Advancement
3. Safe practices
4. Grounded
5. kickers

hobblers
6.
7.

932-1-3
Page 4

932-1-4
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

INFLATIONS

93241-1
Page 4

1. Butterfat, tension and stress, light, brushes, milkstone, chlorine
solutions, contact with brass or copper, heat, knocks and punctures.

2. A. Rubber should be fat resistant
B. It should be relatively soft
C. Have as low a permanent set as possible
D. Should be able to stretch
E. Inflation bore should not exceed 7/8 inch in diameter

3.
4.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PIPELINE AND OTHER MILKING SYSTEMS

932-11-2
Page 5

1. Blockage of the air flow or unstable vacuum at the teat end
2. 8 to 10 feet
3. To stabilize the vacuum
4. Vacuum will drop.
5. A. Milk valves above milk flow line

B. Adequate vacuum reserve
C. Vacuum stability during milking operation
D. Proper drainage or slope
E. Adequate milk pipe diameter
F. Lines at lowest level possible
G. Receiver Jars with separate inlets for each pipeline
H. An efficient washup system
I. An adequate vacuum reserve tank near the receiver jar

6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
OR

VACUUM PUMPS AND AIR I. Lows

1. To obtain milking efficiency and mastitis control
2. According to bow many cubic feet of air they will remove from the system

in one minute
3. 15
4. Regular lubrication with the right grade of oil.
5. Four
6. True
7. True
8. False
9.

10,

932-11-4
Page 5

Answer Sheet to Test
On

PULSATORS

1. Prevents discomfort to the teats.
2. Bearings and gears
3. Rapid pumping
4. Measuring the pressure at the pulsator hose near the pulsator.
5. Prevent complete rest on the teat end.
6. Decreasing cr increasing the closure time
7. True
8. False
9. True

10.
13..
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

VACUUM GAUGES AND REGULATORS

93241-5
I' .ge 5

1. Stability gauge
2. Corrosion
3. Lifting a weight or tension to open an air inlet when vacuum exceeds

the chosen level.
4. A. Pump is not big enough.

B. Pump running too slow.
5. Prevent closure of the regulator valve before the vacuum drops too low.
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. True

10.
11.

932-II-6
Page 5

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BULK TANKS AND COOLING EQUIPMENT

1. 10 to 15 years
2. Buy a tank that will hold three rankings on every-day pick up

Five milkings on every other day pick up
3. 30 to 50
4. 3-A
5. No
6.
7.
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932-11-7
Page 8

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ELECTRICAL WIRING, MOTORS, CONTROLS, AND SAFETY

1. A. Lives
B. Property

2. Licensed
3. Amperes
4. Separately
5. Eight
6. 1/2
7. Grounded
8. False
9.

10.

1. Electric generator
2. 10 to 15
3. Call employer
4. Isolate animals
5.
6.

u

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

932-114
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
CM

THE MILKING PROCESS

932-111-1
Page 6

1, High pressure in udder and the ending of the lac .t period.
2. Blood
3. The sucking calf
4. Nervous impulses
5. All the milk cannot be squeezed out
6. Adrenalin
7. Fig. 1-1 The way let-down of milk is controlled, Mechanics and

nroduction of Quality Milk, p. 28

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILKING MACHINE PRINCIPLES

1. Milking machine
2. Dairyman
3_ a. Vacuum pump

b. Teat cup
e. Shell

4. Pulsation
5. 50-13/16
6.
7.

032-111-2
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILKING MACHINES AND OTHER
CAUSES OF MASTITIS

1. a. Design
b. Weight

2. None
3. a. Let-down

b. Stripping
4. 5
5. Milk wail be sucked back into the teat, causing teat damage
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BARN MANNERS

1. Gently
Contentment

2. Habit
3. Tric
4. False
5. Try.
6. 3-1/2 to 4
7.
8.

932-111-3
Page 4

932-111-4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANERS AND SANITIZERS

1. As soon as possible after the equipment has been used.
2. Killing of bacteria
3. Alkaline
4. 2 minutes
5. Foamfig action
6. Acid type cleaners
7.
8.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANING-JR-PLACE

4

1. 4-1tep and 3-step
2.
3. Vim,. pressure
4 : Violeutligitation (turbulence)

: 5. Labor. and time saver

.

932-IV-1
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

HAND CLEANING EQUIPMENT

1. Immediately
2. Causes greasy film
3. a. Chemical method

b. Heat method
4.
5.

0 Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANING AND SANITATION IN THE BARN
AND HOLDING pEN

1. Contaminating
2. Flue

Tilting
Sliding

3. 14 to 16
8 to 10

4. Cleaning and sanitation
5.
6.

C.)

932-IV-3
Page 4

932-W-4
Page 4
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1 Cream
Skim milk

2 Butterfat
3 Butter
4 True
5 200,000
6
7

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILK SAMPLING AND TESTING

Answer Sheet to Test
on

COOLINC AND AGITATION

1 10
2, 50 to 55
3. Direct expansion and ice bank
4 Keeps milk evenly mixed
5- Direct expansion, ice bank
6 40 degrees
7. 90 to 40 degrees
8

9

U

932-V-3
Page 4

932-V-4
Page 4
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1. a. Rumen
b. Reticulum
c. Oma sum
d. Abomasum

2. Abomasum
3. Rumen
4. 40 to 60
5. Omasum - muscular
6. Gastric Juice
7. Hogs
8.
9.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM OF CATTLE

Answer Sheet to Test
PP

FOOD NUTRIENTS

1. 70 per cent
2. 87 per cent
3. Energy
4. Protein
5. a. 'Calcium

b. Phosphorus
c. Magnesium
d. Sodium
e. Chlorine

6. a. Immature pasture
b. Hay -crop
c. Silage
d. Green, leafy hay

7.
8.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLASSIFICATION OF FEEDS

1. Roughage. - concentrates
2. Fiber - undigestible
3. Legume
4. Protein
5. Animal or vegetable
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MEASURING VALUE OF FEEDS

I. Nitrogen-free extract
2. Digestible protein
3. Legume - grain
4. Very palatable and inducer cows to consume more feed5. T
6. F
7. T
8. T
9.
10.

932-VI-3
Page 4

932-VI-4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEED FOR THE DAIRY COW

1. Legumes
2. a. Alfalfa

b. Clover
c. Lespedeza
d. Soybeans

3. 60 to 70 per cent
4. Pasture
5. Grains and by-products of grain or oil seed
6,
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BALANCING AND COMPUTING RATIONS FOR
ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION

1. a. Weight of cow
b. Daily milk production
c. Butterfat per cent of the milk

2. Lowest possible price
3. Square method
4. Total digestible nutrients
5. Economical
6. Forage

Grain
7.
8.

932-VI-5
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
for

FEEDING DAIRY CALVES UNDER SIX MONTHS OF AGE

1.
2.
3.

Rumen
80%t 30%
To get the colostrum milk

4. a. Leave calf with cow
b. Freeze enough colostrum to last for four days

5. Whole milk at the rate of one pound to each eight to ten potinds body ., -weight - for first three to four weeks -
.

-6. 14 to 18 pounds
7., 10 .days-
8. Grown out rapidly for early sale 7.:

9...10 da..ys
10. 10
H. 24; 30
12. -

13.

Answer Sheet to Teat
. on

FEEDING DAIRY HEIFERS FROM SIX MONTHS TO FRiSHONnstO .

n
- 4

./2-4--
- .

. 4113211744E47*

- Page
_

.

1. 6 montls
2. 4 pounds
3. 12-to._15%
4. 11 or 12
5. 6 to I0
6. True
7. 265 to 295
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

MINERALS AND VITAMINS FOR DAIRY COWS

1. True
2. Common salt
3. True
4. True
5. a. Ground limestone

b. Ground oyster shell flour
c. Steamed bone meal

6. True
7. To remain healthy, to produce milk, and to reproduce
8. Reproduction
9.

10.

932-VI-9
Page 4 _

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEEDING AND MANAGEMENT OF THE HERD SIRE

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. He becomes sore and stiff
6. One year to 15 months
7. 30
8.
9.
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:Is.,

4.4g'z'
4.47:2;

1. Mastitis.
-471k-n"- 2. a. Acute

. b. 'Chronicr
3._ a. Testing

: o; Good management
r: .

t 4. . One,-_four

False
California Mastitis Test
Milk Quality Test

-8;
r*

_
=047: ;

b-. Treatment

Answer LIMO to Test
on

MASTITIS

932-VIP4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

INSECTICIDES AND PESTICIDES

932-WI-5
Page 6

I. Toxic
2. Insecticides
3. Careful disposal of empty pesticide containers and surplus pesticides
4. Herbicides
5. Insecticides
6.
7.

Part I:
1. Cubic centimeter
2. Higher
3. Unwanted
4. Sharp

Cleaned and sterilized
5. Air bubbles

Part II:
1. True
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. False
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

INJECTION PROCEDURES

932-VII-6
Pug: 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

INDIVIDUAL COW RECORDS

1. a. Ear tag with a number on it
b. Numbered plastic disc attached to the ear
C. Horn chain with lumbered metal plate
d. Neck chain with numbered metal plate

2. For a complete reproductive history of each cow in the herd

3. Registering, pedigrees

4. It is important that every cow in the he'd make a reasonable profit.

5. Dairy Herd Improvement Association

6.

7.

1. Sperm and egg
2. Scrotum
3. Testosterone
4. Embryo
5. Ovulation
6. Estrogen
7. 16 to 20 hours
8. 24 to 30
9.

10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PRINCIPLES OF REPRODUCTION

932-VIII-1
Page 4

932-V111-2
Page 4
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1. True
2. Genetic and external
3. 25%
4. True
5. False
6. Genes
7.
8.

Answer Sheet to Test
On

LAWS OF INHERITANCE

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SYSTEMS OF BREEDING

1. First and second crosses
2. Outcrossing
3. First cross
4. a. Lose control of the factors that affect milk production

b. Butterfat test
c. Size of calves

5. Inbreeding
6.
7.

932-VIII-3
Page 4

932 -VIII -4
Page 4
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1.. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. True
9.

10.

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

Answer Sheet to Test
on

THE COW HERD

932-VIII-5
Page 4

932-VIII-6
Page 4

1. Knowledge, understanding
2. Physical combat
3. Reduced production
4. Limited
5. The clipplug of the long hair from the udder, hind legs, and the rear flanks

of the cow.
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

BREED IDENTIFICATION

1. 1, 400 lbs.
2. Silver to dark brown
3. False
4. Golden Guernsey
5. False
6. Lighter, heavier
7. True
8. True
9.

19.
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932-LX2
Page 5

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

1. Parts of a dairy cow. 23. Flank
1. Bridge of nose 24. Rear udder
2. Forehead 25. Hack
3. Poll 26. Switch
4..- Horns 27. Dew claw
5. Neck 28. Pastern
6. Heart girth 29. Hoof
7. Withers 30. Teats
8. Crops 31. Fore udder
9. Ribs 32. Fore udder attachmart
10. Barrel 33. Mammary veins
11. Chine 34. Milk wells
12. Back 35. Sole
13. Loin 36. Heel
14. Hip 37. Knee
15. Thurl 38. Chest floor
16. Rump 39. Brisket
1 i Tail head 40. Point of elbow
18. Pinbones 41. Dewlap
19. Tail 42. Point of shoulder
20. Rear 'adder attachment 43. Throat
21. Thigh 44. Jaw
22. Stifle 45. Muzzle

2. True
3. a. General appearance

b. Dairy character
c. Bo 'y capacity
d. Mammary glands

4. a. Excellent
b. Very good
c. Gocd plus
d. Good
e. Fair
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932-IX-3
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PRODUCTION RECORDS

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. Dairy Herd Improvement Association
6. Once P month. Two millings
7.
8.

932 -IX -4
Page 8

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PEDIGREES

1. True
2. True
3. Sire must have production records for five or more dam-and-daughter

pairs.
4. Class I 2-1-4-3

Class U 4-3-2-1
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Answer Sheet to Test
for

FITTING AND SHOWING DAIRY CATTLE

1. Glossy
2. Week or two
3. Having the milk left in the udder for six or more hours
4. True
5. At least once a day
6. False
7.
$.

932-IX-5
Page 4
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1 True
2, True
3, False
4, True
5- True
6. False
7.
8

Answer Eaeet to Test
on

FEDERAL MILK MARKETING ORDERS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

DAIRY MARKETING COOPERATIVES

1. 50 percent
2. October, November, and December
3. Seven
4. April, May, and June
5, Economy of production

Selling price of milk
6.
7:

932-X-1
Page 4

932-X-2
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PAINTING PROCEDURES

I. F
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6. T
7. T
8. F
9. F

10 . T
11.
I2.

Answer Sheet to Test
cn

FENCE BUILDING PRINCIPLES

PART I:

1. 55 inches
2. Larger or heavier
3. 1.2-1/2
4. Size and shape
5. Double span

Single span

PART II:

I. F
2. F
3. T
4. T
5.
6.

932-XI-1
Page 4

932-XI-2
Page 4
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10 a.
6 b.
9 c.
5 d.
1 e.6f.
4 g.
2 h.
3 i.
7 j .

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MIXING CONCRETE

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CONTROLLING RODENTS AND BIRDS

1. Multiple dose
2. Internal bleeding
3. Shallow

Open
4. 24 hours
5. 14 days
6. Cleaned up

Rat-proofed
7. Longer
8. More
9. 1- ocket gophers

10. Poisoning
11,
12.

932-XI-3
Page 4

932-XI-4
Page 5
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1. F
2. F
3. F
4. F
5. T

7. T
8.F
9. T

10. T
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WEED AND BRUSH CONTROL

932-XI-5
Page 4
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Technical information needed in the milk processing industry is

presented for use by vocational agriculture teachers in preparing
students in cooperative trainingsprograms for milk processing
plant employment. It was prepared by vocational agriculture
teachers, subject matter specialists and a state advisory
committee. The unit titles are (1) Milk Processing Industry, (2)

Nutritional Properties of Milk (3) Microbiology and Sanitation,
(4) Milk Quality and Control, (5) Milk Processing Equipment, (6)
Milk Processing, (7) By-Products and Specialties, (8) Plant
Equipment Maintenance, (9) Electrical Power and Refrigeration, (10)
Plant Management, and (11) Plant Maintenance. Assignment sheets
within, each unit contain objectives, references, and questions or
activities. Information sheets, answers to assignment questions,
6opic tests, and test answers are' included. The suggested time
allotment is 200 hours. Students should be at least 16 years old,
in grade 11 or 12, and have occupational objectives in dairy
processing employment. This document is' available for $4.50 from
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center, Texas Agriculturil
and Mechanical University, College Station, Texas 77843. (A)
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COURSE OUTLINE FOR MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

Unit I Milk Processing 1. Scope, Trends , and Opportunities
Industry 2. Job Training and Acceptance of Job

Supervision
3. Plant Layouts
4. Accident Prevention and First Aid

Unit II Nutritional Properties
of Milk

1. Secretion, Composition, and
Properties of Milk

2. Milk Fat
3. Milk Proteins
4. Milk Sugar
5. Minerals and Water in Milk
6. Vitamins in Milk

Unit III Microbiology and 1. Microbiology of Dairy Products
Sanitation 2. Milk and Diseases

3. Antibiotics, Pesticides, and Radioactivity
4. Housekeeping Principles
5. Cleaning and Caring for Equipment
6. Sanitizing Dairy Equipment
7. Cans and Can Washing
8. Bottle Washing
9. Insect and Rodent Control

Unit IV Milk Quality and Control 1. Grades and Classes of Milk
2. Flavor and Physical Defects
3. Sampling
4. Bacteriological Tests
5. Butterfat Tests
6. SNP Tests
7. Aci city Tests
8. Min clisneous Tests
9. Stan4arilizing - Dairy Arithmetic

10. Graz 313 uf Cream

Unit V Milk Processing 1. Equipment Layout
Equipment 2. Materials for Dairy Equipment

3. Sanitary Pipe and Fittings
4. Sanitary Pumps
5. Receiving Equipment
6. Milk Tanks
7. Filtera and Clarifiers
8. Separators and Homogenizers
9. Beating, Holding & Cooling Equipment



Milk Processing Plant Employee
(Course Outline continued)

Unit VI Milk Processing
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Page 2

10. Sanitary Thermometers and Gauges
11. Automatic Controls
12. Fillers and Sealers
13. Conveyors

1. Receiving, Filtering, and Clarifying
Milk

2. Common Pasteurization Methods
3. Other Methods of Pasteurization
4. Homogenization of Milk
5. Filling Containers
6. Milk Storage

Unit VII By-Products and 1. Cultures - Fermented Milk Products
Specialties 2 Skim and Buttermilk

3. Special Milks and Drinks
4. Cream
5. Concentrated Milk Products
6. Ice Cream and Related Products
7_ Dry Milk Products
8. Butter and Margarine
9. Cheeses

10. Cheddar and Cottage Cheese
11. Process and Swiss Cheese
12. Other Varieties of Cheese

Unit VIII Plant Equipment
Maintenance

0

1_ Uses of Steam and Hot Water
2. Hot Water Requirements
3 Boilers
4. Water Sources and Conservation
5_ Water Impurities
6 Filters, Chlorination, and Corrosion
7. Corrective Water Treatments
8. Pumps and Piping
9. Air Compressors
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Milk Processing Plant Employee
(Course Outline continued)

Unit IX Electrical Power and 1. Terminology and Requirements
Refrigeration 2. Wiring Materials and Controls

3. Electric Motors
4. "Sweet Water" and Brine Refrigeration

Systems
5. Mechanical Refrigeration Systems
6. Maintenance of Refrigeration System

Unit X Plant Management 1. Product Losses and Records
2. Operating Efficiencies and Production

Schedules
3. Container Losses
4. Waste Prevention
5. Waste Disposal

Unit XI Plant Maintenance 1. Painting
-._ 2. Floor , Roof, and Walls

3. Lighting, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
4. Lubrication
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UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Scope, Trends, and Opportunities

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the size of the dairy industry, current
trends, and opportunities in the industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern ligu Products Lampert, pp. 1-10

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the most important, single food during early childhood?
2. What other single food can substitute for milk in the diet?
3. What does the use of milk in the human diet depend upon?
4. How many pounds of whole milk is consumed per capita in:

a. Ireland
b. Canada
c. United Kingdom
d. United States

5. How many pounds of butter is consumed per capita in:
a. New Zealand
b. United Kingdom
c. Canada
d. United States

6. What other kinds of animal milk are used for human consumption
other than that of the cow?

7. In the United States , in 1960, how many pounds of milk were used
for coffee creaming?

8. Is raw milk equivalent to pasteurized milk?
9. Why is milk pasteurized?

10. What place does the dairy industry rank in the United States?
11. How many dairy cattle were in the United States iv!. 1961?
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Job Training and Acceptance of Job Supervision

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the procedures *ask training the plant
employee.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Job Training and Acceptance of Job Supervision"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the initi.91 steps taken to train new plant employees?
2. What are some tips for management teams to follow when training

new plant employees?
3. What are the two types of instruction in in-plant training programs?
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What Initial Training Covers
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Initial training on the job should cover all those aspects of the job necessary to
its successful accomplishment. It is apparent, therefore, that the content of
the program will depend on what the job is. Its scope will depend on what the
company puts into it and what it expects to get out of it.

Steps in Initial Training

1. Explain the nature of the job, find out what the employee already knows
about it, put him in a correct learning position, and build up his interest.

2. Tell the new employee why he is performing the job as he does.
Example - "When dumping milk, be sure to smell it in the can. We don't
want off -flavor or off -odor milk in our plant, for it could affect all the
milk and lose customers for us."

3. Explain the job to the new employee List in order of performance exactly
how he is to do each part of his job.

4. Let the new employee explain the job to you. Then you can tell if he truly
understands what he needs to do.

5. Let the new employee see how the job is performed by other employees.
6. Let the new employee try the job himself. Let him make his own mistake

and then explain why each is wrong, and how he can correct his mistake.
7. Motivate him continually in order to improve his efficiency.
8. Follow up as often as necessary to see that the job is being performed as it

should be.

Tips and Techniques for Initial Training of the Employee _tiie Management Team

1, Create a desire to learn
2. Make safety a habit
3. Let the employee develop know-how on the job
4. Encourage the development of accuracy in performing work
5. Develop and encourage patience in the employee
6. Assist the employee in being at ease and free from tension.
7. Set goals for the employees
8. Don't confuse the new employee with too many bosses.
9. Don't attempt to train too slow or too fast.

10. Build confidence in the employee and make him feel part of the team.

In-Plant Training Program

There should be regular training programs set up in the modern dairy plant where
individual and group instruction should be held to keep your employees acquainted
with new developments and techniques in the processing of milk.
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UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Plant Layouts

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the principles of plant layout for efficient
operation.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operations , Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 3-13

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the things to consider for changes, enlargement or construction
of a new plant?

2. How is the plant's functional ability determined?
3. How should facilities be designed to provide for future expansion?
4. What determines the flexibility of plant design?
5. What is the general direction of product flow in the milk plant?
6. Diagram, label, and indicate the product flow line in the plant where

you work.
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UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Accident Prevention and First Aid
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OBJECTIVE: To learn common principles of accident prevention and simple
first aid practices.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 857-873

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are some sound reasons for preventing accidents?
2. What does accident prevention mean?
3. Why should accident records be a part of the safety program?
4. What are some accident prevention steps to be taken by the milk plant?

00
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UN'T: Nutritional Properties of Milk

" JPIC: Sect 2tiOn, Composition, and Properties of Milk
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles of milk secretion and the components
and properties of milk as they affect the milk processor.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, p. 488
2. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 10-21

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List four reasons for acquiring knowledge of the components of milk
and their properties.

2. What is the legal definition of milk?
3. Where and when is milk secreted?
4. How does frequent milking affect milk production?
5. List the average composition of milk from cows.
6. What are six factors that affect the composition of milk?
7. Name five factors that affect the color of milk .
8. Why is milk from Guernsey and Jersey cows more yellow than

that from other breeds?
9. How many calories will one pint of milk of average composition furnish?

10. How many pounds of 3. 5% milk are needed to prepare one pound of
butter?

AGNICVL
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Milk Fat

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics and the importance of milk fat in
nutrition.

REFERENCE:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 25-33.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Distinguish between fats and oils.
2. The term "globules" refers to what?
3. How does mechanical agitation affect the fat globules?
4. What causes the rancid flavor and odor in milk products?
5. What are other compounds associated with milk fat?
6. Compare the digestion and absorption of milk fat with other common,

edible fats.
7. What types of foods contain saturated fats?
8. What are sources of unsaturated fats?
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Milk Proteins

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics and importance of milk proteins in
nutrition and how they affect the milk processor.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert,

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

pp. 34-44.

1. The word "protein" was derived from what?
2. What are considered to be the "building blocks" of proteins?
3. How many amino acids are considered indispensable to nutrition?
4. The value of proteins is based on what?
5. What is the principal protein of milk?
6. How may casein be precipitated or coagulated?
7. Casein is manufactured commercially from what?
8. 100 pounds of skim milk will yield how much casein?
9. List the uses of casein.
10. After the fat and casein are removed from milk, the resulting liquid is

called what?
11. What are the proteins retained in whey?
12. How is milk albumin coagulated?

01/06,4011.
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Milk Sugar

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics and importance of milk sugar in
nutrition and how it affects the milk processor.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 45-50.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the main carbohydrate in milk?
2. Lactose is a complex sugar made up of what simple sugars?
3. What is the average content of lactose in cow milk?
4. What is preferred for commercial production of lactose?
5. What are the two commercial forms of lactose?
6. List two disadvantages of alpha-lactose.
7. List uses of lactose other than being consumed in milk and milk products.
8. Compare the effect of lactose to other sugars consumed by grown animals.
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Minerals and Water in Milk

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics and importance of minerals and
water in milk and how they affect the processor.

REFERENCE:
Requirezl:
1. Modern Dairy Products' Lampert, pp. 52-65.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. The mineral content of milk is usually referred to as what?
2. What are some influences of minerals in milk upon processing dairy

Qproducts?
3. What metals are re tistant to the dissolving action of milk?
4. How much does the calcium content of milk vary?
5. How does pasteurization effect the availability of calcium to the body?
6. The absorption and utilization of calcium by the body is favored by what?
7. Why is milk not fortified with iron or copper?
8. What is the printipal constituent of milk?

..-1- -,
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Vitamins in Milk

OBJECTIVE: To learn the vitamin content of milk and its importance in
nutrition and to the precessor.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 67-68

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. The Vitamin A activity of plant materials is due to what?
2. Most of the Vitamin A in milk is associated with what?
3. The Vitamin A content of milk depends on what?
4. What vitamins are referred to as the water-soluble vitamins?
5. Vitamins in the B complex include what?
6. What affects the Thiamine content of milk?
7. What affects the Riboflavin content of milk?
8. How does processing affect the Vitamin C content of milk?
9. How is milk fortified with Vitamin D?

10. Milk is a poor source of what three vitamins?

amouncuLymaL
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!MIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Microbiology of Dairy Products
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of microbiology of dairy products as it affects
the processor and consumer.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 90-114

Supplemental:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation,

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

(,) 1. How is the sanitary quality of milk usually judged?

PP. 512-533

2. What are the two most common forms of bacteria found in milk?
3. The naming system for bacteria gives what Information?
4. What is the principle method of controlling bacterial growth in milk?
5. Why are some bacteria both beneficial and detrimental in the processing plant?
6. Pasteurization destroys what organisms?
7. How can the contamination that causes ropy milk be prevented?
8. When are yeasts and molds desirable in dairy products?
9. Why should the enzymes in raw milk be considered in handling the milk?

10. What effect does pasteurization have on enzyme action?
11. Milk must be pasteurized before rr immediately after homogenization to

prevent the action of what enzyme':
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Milk and Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of proper milk production and processing in
preventing disease transmission.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern D Products, Lampert, pp. 122-132

Supplemental:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 533-541

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. The contamination of milk with bacteria begins where?
2. What has reduced the possibility of contamination from external sources?
3. What are accepted means for preventing the spread of diseases through

milk?
4. What is the most common source of milk-borne disease?
5. How do most milk-borne diseases originate in people?
6. List diseases transmitted from milk infected while in the udder.
7. The organism causing Q Fever requires what pasteurization time and

temperature?
8. List diseases transmitted from milk contaminated by Duman source.
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Antibiotics, Pesticides, an.' Radioactivity

OBJECTIVE: To learn the effects of antibiotics, Pesticides , and radioactivity
upon milk and milk products, and their importance to the processor.

REFERENCE:
Required:
1, Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, PP. 135-150

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

361-111-3
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1. What are sources of antibict4f3c in milk?
2. How n-, Antibiotics in milk affect the consumer?
3. Hew may antibiotics in milk affect he processor?
4. What are the time requirement, for using milk after treatment of udders

with antibiotics and after intramuscular injection?
5. What is the tolerance for pesticides in milk as required by the Food and

Drug Administration?
6. What pesticides are of special interest to the dairyman?
7. Other than from natural sources, most radiation received by people comes

from what?
8. What government agency operates sampling stations to protect the public

from radioactivity in milk?
9. The "half-life" of a radioac ive element means what?
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Housekeeping Principles

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and principles of good housekeeping in the
processing plant

REFERENCE:
Required:
1 Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 722-728

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES'

1. The first impression of housekeeping in a dairy plant indicates what?
2 What are two things that make good / usekeeping an important factor in

consumer confidence?
3. How can plant tours by the public affect the dairy plant?
4. Wt,.' is the first essential of good housekeeping?
5. How does the plant condition affect the milk producer?
6. Maintaining order and cleanliness is the responsibility of whom?
7. How does housekeeping affect plant safety?
8. List points in maintaining personal health and cleanliness of plant

personnel.
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Cleaning and Caring For Equipment

OBJECTIVE To learn the importance, methods, and procedures of properly cleaning
and caring for dairy plant equipment,

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 729-777

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1. Milk or milk products may leave what residues on dairy equipment?
2. What is usually required to remove mi neral deposits, usually referred to

as milkstone?
3. Lis: six ways to keep milk film formation on equipment to a minimum.
4. What will usually give satisfactory abrasive action in cleaning equipment?
5. Wi sat may a cleaning operation involve?
6. Into what four groups can dairy cleaning chemicals be classified?
7. The removal of milkstone with acid should be followed by what?
8. What is the recommended temperature of water used for cleaning and

how is it determined?
9. Clean;is-in-place (CIP) by recirculation has what advantages?

10. Proper 'It-place cleaning depends upon what?
11. What is meant by the term "O-R cleaning"?
12. List general steps in hand cleaning most dairy plant equipment.
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UTZ1T Micro} (logy and Sanitaio.i

TOPIC: Sanitizing Dairy Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance, methods, and procedures of sanitizing
equipment .

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 114-119
2 Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 778-792

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What does sanitizing mean 1k1 the dairy industry?
2. Name the three steps in sanitizing milk-handling equipment.
3. Who determines the specifications for dairy plant equipment construction?
4. List the temperature and time for sanitizing eattipment with hot water.
5. The successful use of a sanitizer depends upon what?
6. Pathogenic organisms are destroyed by moist heat at what temperature and

time?
7. What are disadvantages of using live steam?
8 What are common chemical sanitizers in the milk plant?
9. How do chlorine compounds affect dairy metals?

10. List the methods of applying chemical sanitizers.
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Cans and Can Washing

OBJECTIVE: To learn the characteristics of common types of cans, their uses,
and methods of washing cans.

REFERENCE:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators , Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 793-802

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the common uses of milk cans.
2. What are the common types of cans?
3. What are the disadvantages of aluminum cans?
4. Regulations for bulk milk dispensers often require what type of can?
5. How should empty cans be stored?
6. Bulk dispenser cans may require hand washing because of what?
7. List steps in hand washing cans.
8. List successive steps in mechanical can washers.
9. The solution best suited for washing cans depends upon what?

10. List steps in cleaning the can washer.
11. What are causes of mechanical difficulties of the can washer?
12. What may cause heavy scale deposits in the can washer?
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Bottle Washing

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and procedures of proper bottle washing.

REFERENCE&
Required:
1. Masud For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 803-823

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List three methods of bottle washing.
2. When is hand washing usually used?
3. What is usually used in washing bottles by hand?
4. Pressure type washers are used in what type of plants?
5. What is used to descale the pressure type bottle washer?
6. What is the first step in using soaker type washers?
7. What are requirements in Texas for bottle washing solutions?
8. What provides efficient sterilization of bottles?
9. What is the purpose of testing the caustic solution?

10. Why is chlorine treatment of the finpl rinse on the bottle washer used?
11. What parts of the bottle washer are lubricated with oil or grease?
12. What is used to lubricate the conveyor between washer and bottle filler?
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Insect and Rodent Control

OBJECTIVE: To learn the fundamentals of preventing and controlling insects
and rodents in the dairy plant.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk industry Foundation, pp. 843 -856

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the "Preventive Concept" of insect and rodent control?
2. Of what significance is the "mayhave" clause in the Federal Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act?
3. Who is held responsible for the presence of rodents and insects in the

plant?
4. What are the common insects and rodents found in the milk plant?
5. What are the basic procedures for preventing a fly problem?
6. How are flies kept out of the buildings?
7. Where should the milk plant operator obtain information on the best

kinds of insecticide to use in his plant?
8. What are the basic procedures for preventing a roach buildup?
9. Can environmental and insecticide control give satisfactory roach control?

10. What are the 6 essential practices to give effective rodent control?
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Grades and Classes of Milk
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the grades and classes of milk as applied to processing
plants.

REFERENCES;
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 153-161

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES

1. What are the two general types of milk?
2. Why is cream permitted to have a higher bacterial count than milk?
3. Milk regulations are designed for what purposes?
4. The marketing of milk and milk products is regulated by whom?
5, What is "Certified Milk"?
6. What are the maximum bacterial counts for raw and pasteurized Certified

Milk?
7. List requirements for Grade A Raw Milk.
8. What sr` the three grades of raw and pasteurized milk?
9. The most expensive form of milk is what?

10. Classes II and III milk are used for what durposer?
11. Federal Milk Marketing Orders set what prices?
12. What are advantages of Federal Milk Marketing Orders?
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Flavor and Physical Defects

OBJECTIVE: To learn factors that affect the flavor of milk and cause other
defects.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 162-167
2. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 542-560

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

I. What substances affect. the taste buds?
2. How does the flavor of milk affect the nutritive value?
3. Defects may be divided into what four groups?
4. How can feed flavor defects be controlled?
5. Name off-flavors due to biochemical change.
6. What off-flavor may be caused by processing procedures?
7. A salty flavor may be due to what?
R. What pasteurization temperatures cause a cooked flavor?
9. What are two physical defects in raw milk?

10. Li :t physical defects caused by processing procedures.
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Sampling
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and proper procedures of sampling and
judging milk.

REFERENCES:
Required.
1. Modern Lair Products, Lampert, p. 371
2. Manual for Milk Plant Operators Milk Industry Foundation,

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

PP. 562-569

0 1. What is required for any accurate test of milk?
2. What is the first requirement in obtaining a representative sample?
3. What is a composite sample?
4. What determines the amount to obtain when taking single samples for a

composite sample?
5. What is probably the most commonly used method of sampling milk?
6. Why should a preservative be added to the composite sample bottle?
7. How should frozen or partly frozen milk be thawed ?
8. What quantity of milk should be obtained for a test?
9. List steps in judging milk for off-flavors.

0
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Bacteriological Tests

OBJECTIVE: To learn the methods and procedures of conducting bacteriological
tests in the milk processing plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern l'Ir_Products Lampert, pp. 358-370

Supplemental:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 574-577

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

0 1. Health departments and control laboratories usually use what bacterio-
logical test?

2. What is agar?
3. What is a colony?
4. List the three common dilutions of the milk sample for the standard

plate count.
5. A colony count of 330 in 1:100 dilution plate is reported how?
6. What causes "pin-point" colonies?
7. What are objections to the agar plate count?
8. List modifications of the standard plate count.
9. Name four stains that may be used in the Direct Microscopic Count.

10. Why is the Direct Microscopic Count not useful in examining fresh
pasteurized milk?

11. Dye Reduction Tests indicate what?
12. What are advantages of Resazurin over Methylene Blue Reduction?

0
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Butterfat tests
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the methods of testing for butterfat and the procedures of
each method.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy.Products Lampert, pp. 371-380

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What is usually used to determine the price of milk to the dairyman?
2. What is the most commonly used test for butterfat?
3. List the steps in the Babcock test.
4. What may cause dark-colored fat columns or columns that contain charred

materials?
5. Pale-colored fat columns are caused by what?
6. What is needed to test skim milk or buttermilk by the Babcock method?
7. A modification of the Babcock method to test skim milk is called what?
8. Why is cream weighed for the Babcock test?
9. List other methods of testing for butterfat.

10. What test is used for an exact determination of fat in evaporated milk,
ice cream, cheese, and dry milk?
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OBJECTIVE; To learn the principles, methods, and procedures of determining
the solids and solids-not-tat content of milk.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 380-384

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. How is the content of total solids or solids-not-fat usuali., determined?
2. How is the specific gravity determined?
3. List two crmmen types of lactometers and the temperature of the milk

for each.
4. Define lactc.meter degree.
5. The graduations on a Quevenne lactometer are read how?
6. How is the Watson lactometer graduated?
7. List stens in taking a lactometer reading.
8. List the Babcock formulas for SNF and Total Solids when us'y a

Quevenne lactometer at 60°F.
9. What is the usual minimum specific gravity of normal milk?

10. What test is used in determining the total solids in milk products?
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Acidity Tests

LIIJECTISTE: To learn the importance and principles of tests for acidity in
milk.

REFERENCES:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 384-386

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. The degree of acidity of milk is a rough measure of what?
2. Acidity measured in percent is expressed as what?
3. How is acidity measured in percent determined?
.. What is the standard alkali solution used in titration?
5. What is used as the indicator for titiation?
6. Give the formula for determining percent acidity by titration.
7. A pli value of 7, below 7, and above 7 means what'
8. List two methoti5 used to measure pH.
9. What effect do buffers have?
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Miscellaneous Tests

OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and procedures of miscellaneous tests
used in the processing plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 386-391

,71ESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Why are tests for sediment important?
What !s the purpose of the test for phosphatase?
The testing of butter usually includes what?
What is the most accurate means of detecting added water in milk?
What is the freezing point of milk?
What is used for testing the freezing point of milk?
What effect does the breed of the cow or her feed have upon the
freezing point of milk?
The test to distinguish goat's milk from cow's milk is based upon what?
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Standardizing-Dairy Arithmetic

OBJECTIVE: To learn the applications of arithmetic in the dairy processing
plant and the procedures in standardizing milk and milk products.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 391-396

Supplemental:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 586-92

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. How is the average percentage of fat coittained in two or more lots
of milk, cream, or other products calculated?

2. What is meant by standardization of milk and cream?
3. The Pearson Square Method is used for what purpose?
4. The results on the right hand side of the Pearson Square mean what?
5. Give the ratio-proportion formula to use in determining a definite

amount of desired product.
6. Using the Pearson Square, determine the amounts of 38% cream and

1% skim milk to obtain 900 lbs. of 18% cream.
7. Give Jacobson's formula used in estimating the composition of milk.
8. 600 lbs. of 4% milk contains how many lbs. of fat?
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Grades of Cream

OBJECTIVES: To learn the standards for the grades of cream.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, NIIF, p. 895
2. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, p. 212

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

961-IV-10
Page 1

1. What are the three grades of cream and their fat requirement?
2. What is "gravity -separated" cream?
3. How is "plastic cream" prepared and what is its fat content?
4. What is the fat content of half-And-half?
5. Why is the cream line important to the consumer market?
6. What is the cream plug?
7. What additive is used to reduce feathering of homogenized cream?
8. How does the consumer judge the quality of cream?
9. What is the kind of gas used in pressurized containers of whipping

cream?
10. What is the increamt in yields from whipping cream in pressurized

containers?
11. How is sterilized cream produced?
12. What is manufacturing cream and its use?
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Equipment Layout

OBJECTIVE: To learn the fundamentals and importance of proper
layout of plant equipment.

961-V-1
page 1

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 224-231

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is usually the key to overall plant operation?
2. The methods of packaging are influenced by what?
3. What determines the sizes and rates of processing equipment?
4. What is the objective of a layout in a plant?
5. List the 3 basic flow plans.
6. Why is the laboratory usually located near the receiving room?
7. What may determine whether cylindrical or rectangular storage

tanks are used?
8. Processing area arrangement should permit what?
9. Access to the building on two or three sides reduces what?

10. Layout is subject to what 3 general restrictions?
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Materials for Dairy Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of selecting and using the proper
metals for dairy equipment.

961-V-2
Page 1

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators] Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 232-257

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are requirements for processing equipment?
2. What is the purpose of zinc or cadmium as a coating for mild steel?
3. What metal is the most satisfactory in meeting requirements of

metals for contacting milk and products?
4. What are disadvantages of tinned copper for product contacting surfaces?
5. How is pure nickel or chromium-plated nickel used?
6. What is the most common use of tin?
7. What are two disadvantages of aluminum in processing equipment?
8. What type of solders are preferred for dairy equipment?
9. What is meant by 18-8 stainless steel?

10. Why should steel wool never be used in cleaning stainless steel?
11. Typical applications for plastics in dairy processing equipment can

be divided into what two categories?

. -

- LC
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Sanitary Pipe and Fittings

OBJECTIVE: To learn the fundamentals of installing and using the various
types of sanitary pipe and fittings.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 258-270

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Upon what does the size of piping depend?
2. Why is proper supporting of pipe lines necessary?
3. At what intervals should straight runs of piping be supported?
4. Improperly handled cleaning solutions can cause what damage to

stainless steel piping?
5. What is one of the most important advantages of welded pipe lines?
6. What is probably the most important advantage of glass piping?
7. Where is plastic tubing used in the processing industry?
8. List the types of sanitary fittings.
9. What type of threaded fitting is recommended for vacuum lines?

10. Name the types of actuators that are available in air-operated valves.
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TOPIC: Sanitary Pumps
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OBJECTIVES: To learn the types of sanitary pumps, their use, care, and
maintenance.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MIF, pp. 271-292

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are sanitary pumps used for in the milk plant?
2. Name the two kinds of sanitary pumps available for use in the

milk plant.
3. What is the principle of operation of the Centrifugal pump?
4. What advantages do Centrifugal pumps have?
5. What are the types of positive displacement pumps?
6. Where are piston pumps usually used in the milk plant?
7. Describe the two types of gear pumps used in the milk plant .
8. Describe the operation of the impeller type of positive displacement

pump.
9. What are two advantages of the impeller type of positive displacement

pump for use in the milk plant?
10. How should positive displacement pumps be cleaned?
11. Why should cleaning solutions not be recirculated through the

pump?
12. Why should pumps never be pried or hit with metal bars or

wrenches?
13. Why are rubber rotor positive pumps very desirable for handling

of products?
14. What are the advantages of the flexible impeller pump?
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Receiving Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with methods of receiving milk and
the equipment used in processing plants.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , pp. 293-302

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

961-V-5
Page 1

1. What are the two methods of receiving milk?
2. What were the revolutionary changes in equipment made from

handling can milk to bulk milk?
3. Where is the quality of inspection of bulk milk made?
4. How is the amount of bulk milk received determined?
5. How is bulk milk moved from the farm to the plant?
6. Why is a two-weight-tank system desirable in a tank weighing

operation?
7. What are 5 things to consider when using weigh cans?
8. Why should the receiving tank have adequate capacity?
9. How are butterfat samples taken?

10. What are some important things to consider when selecting conveyors?
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Milk Tanks

OBJECTIVES: To learn the importance of bulk milk handling and storage,
and to become familiar with the various types of bulk tanks.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , MIF, pp. 303-332

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES;

961-V-6
page 1

1. What two services do bulk storage tanks provide the milk plant?
2. What does the basic milk storage tank consist of?
3. What type of stainless steel is used in bulk milk storage tanks and

what degree of finish must the metal have?
4. What kind of insulation is used in the bulk storage tank?
5. Where is the milk sampling valve usually located?
6. Why are agitators necessary on the bulk milk storage tank?
7. Describe a "silo" type milk storage tank.
8. Ho.. is the "silo" type storage tank cleaned?
9. What are the two ways milk can be agitated in the "silo" type

storage tank?
10. What are some of the problems involved in construction and

design of "silo" type storage tanks?
11. What are some of the problems of venting "silo" type tanks.
12. What are the results of overfilling a "silo" type storage tank?
13. At what temperature should milk be stored in the storage tank?

...

* d77
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Filters and Clarifiers

OBJECTIVES: To learn the principles of operation, use, care, and
maintenance of filters and clarifiers.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators MIF, pp. 333-337

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

961-V-7
Page 1

1. What is the purpose of using filters in the milk storage operation?
2. Why is it important to leucocytes?
3. How are leucocytes removed from milk?
4. What are the two general types of filters used in the filtering process?
5. Why should the pressure on the milk line be kept under 10 pounds?
6. Why is it good to install two filters in a kine with a by-pass?
7. What is the principle of operation of the clarifiers?
8. What is the length of time a clarifier may be used on cold milk?

Warm milk?
9. A self-cleaning clarifier was introduced in

10. What is the capacity in pounds of milk which the clarifier can
clean per hour?

11. What is the average amount of slime discharge per 2 hours of running?
12. What types of lubricants should be used on clarifiers?
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: S.parators and Homogenizers

OBJECTIVES: To learn the principles of operation of separators and
homogenizers and the steps in using, caring for, and maintaining them.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, MIF, pp.337-256

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the difference between clarifiers and separators?
2. What are the two general types of separators?
3. What temperature should cooled milk be heated to for warm separation?
4. To what percent fat by the Babcock test shoula skimming be done?
5. What is the capacity of the self cleaning separator per hour?
6. At what temperature does the cold milk separator operate?
7. To what percent fat will the cold milk separate skim. milk?
8. Why may it be necessary to heat milk to 45-50° F. if it has

been cooled over 36 to 48 hours?
9 What is the fukction of the standardizing clarifier?

10. What are the basic locations of the standardizing clarifier in the
milk plans

11. Who' s the purpose of the tri-process or all-purpose centrifugal?
12. What are homogenizers designed to do?
13. How is the pressure commonly known es "the homogenizing pressure"

developed?
14. "voriat is the 4 ange in size of fat globules afore homogenizacica?
15. What are the steps for starting a homogenizer?
16. What are the rroceI ores f .. operation of the homogenizer?
17. What is the procedure for closing down the 1.)mogenizer?
18. What are the problems in operation of the homogenizer?
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TOPIC: Heating, Holding, and Cooling Equipment
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OBJECTIVES: To become familiar with the types, uses and operation of
heating, holding, and cooling equipment.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Manual for Milk flant Operators , MIF, pp. 357-375

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, Wbat are the six major types of heat and cooling exchangers?
2. Name the principal types of continuous-flow heat exchanges.
3. What type of metal is used in the flow coils of heat exchangers?
4, What is the principle of operation of the continuous-flow heat

exchangers?
5. What principle of operation allows the use of high-temperature

in the high temperature-short time pasteurizer?
6. What is the required temperature for high temperature-

short time pasteurizing?
7. What advantage does steam heating and vacuum treating have

on the consumer market?
8. How is milk cooled after the steam heating process?
9. Under what conditions is the Batch method of pasteurizing

practical?
10. What is the operating temperature of the ultra-high

temperature pasteurizer?

#

k
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC. Sanitary Thermometers and Gauges

OBJF.CTIVES To study the various types of temperature and other measuring
instruments and controls and their principles of operation.

REFERENCES
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators MIF, pp 376-394

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What is the reason for using instruments and controls in the milk
plant operation?

2. What is the definition of an instrument?
3. What are the various kinds of recorders available for 'Ise in the

milk plant?
4. What are the various kinds of controls available for use in the milk

plant?
5 What are the seven kinds of temperature sensing devices used

in the milk plant?
6 What are the uses for pressure gauges in the milk plant?
7- What are Cie two types of sanitary gauges used in the milk plant?
8. Mow are pressure gauges usually calibrated?
9 What are manometers used to measure?

10. What is the hydrostatic type level sensor used for?
11. What are the various kinds of flow measurement meters?
12. What are the three kinds of weight measurement devices?
13 What services do flow meters provide to the milk plant?

11,

.
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UNIT' Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC Automatic Controls

OBJECTIVES: To learn the various types of automatic temperature and pressure
controllers, and their use and operation

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Oerat,ors, MIF, pp, 395-417

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What are the two general types of automatic temperature controls?
2, What is the method of action of the self-acting temperature control?
3. What are some general maintenance requirements of the

self-acting temperature controls?
4. What are the two general types of air-operated diaphragm valves?
5. What are the general maintenance problems of air-operated

valves when the valve stern has a jerky motion?
6. Where are the automatic temperature controls used?
7. What are the uses of the pressure control in the milk plant?
8. What are the routine maintenance checks of the HTST controls?

i

0
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Fillers and Sealers

OBJECTIVES: To become familiar with the types of fillers and sealers,
their care, operation, and maintenance.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
I. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , MIF, pp, 443-466

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What are fillers and sealers used for in the milk plant?
2. What two general types of filler are used?
3. What are the six parts of the gravity flow filler?
4. How is the milk level kept constant in the bowl?
5. What is the limitation of the gravity flow filler?
6. Describe the procedures of the vacuum-type filler.
7. What are the two types of paper container fillers available for use

in the milk plant?
8. How many made-up quart containers can be stored in a

20 x 20 x 10 room?
9, What are paper cartons usually coated with?

10. What are some problems of handling filled cartons?
11. What are the basic divisions of the all-plastic package?
12. Can bottle filling machines be used for filling all-plastic containers?
13. In what size container can bulk, single-service containers

for dairy products be produced?
14. What advantages do the bulk, single-service container have?
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Conveyors

OBJECTIVES: To become familiar with the types of conveyors and case
stackers, their use and maintenance, and safety practices.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , MIF, pp. 467-486

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the two general types of conveyors used for handling
milk cartons?

2. What causes non-lubricated conveyors to frequently fail?
3. What do gravity conveyors generally carry?
4. To get best results from gravity conveyors, what are some

important facts to consider?
5. What are the reasons for the use of power conveyors in the

milk plant?
6. What are the various types o: drag-chain conveyors ur'd in the

milk plant?
7. What are the three general types of drive units used on conveyors?
8. What are the three types of conveyor systems?
9. What do marshalling or accumulating devices do in the milk plant?

10. What are some accessories to conveyors?
11. What parts of the conveyor system should be lubricated?
12. What kind of lubricant is best for use on conveyor chains?
13.
14.
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UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Receiving, Filtering, and Clarifying Milk

OBJECTIVES: To learn important considerations in receiving, filtering, and
clarifying milk.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern Dam Products, Lampert, pp. 168-170
2. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, M1F , pp. 293-296

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the two methods of receiving milk from the farm?
2. At NV.Lat temperature must the milk be maintained during transportation?
3. What ate the two types of receiving docks used for bulk tank delivery?
4. How is bulk milk taken from the transport truck?
5. Where is the bulk raw milk pumped to from the transport truck?
6. What is the reason for filtering milk on the receiving line?
7. What does an excess of dust and sediment in the milk sample indicate?
8. What do some milk plants use in place c:: filters?
9. Does the clarifier lower the bacterial count of milk?

10. What is a standardizing clarifier?
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the common methods of pasteurizing
milk and milk products.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MIF, pp. 596-606
2. Modern Dairy Products Lampert, pp. 170-178

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. As applied to milk and its products, what does pasteurization mean?
2. What is the difference between pasteurization and sterilization?
3. What is the difference between slow pasteurization and flash pasteuri-

zation?
4. After pasteurization, what temperature should the milk be stored at?
5. What are the methods of pasteurization?
6. What is the temperature and time range on UHT pasteurization?
7. What is the reason for sterilization of milk?
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UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Other Methods of Pasteurization
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OBJECTIVES: To become familiar with the less-common methods of pasteur-
izing milk nd milk products.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MIF, pp. 606-608
2. Modern Dairy Products Lampert, pp. 179-184, 188-190

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the procedure for aseptic processing?
2. What tempe:ature does the can reach in the aseptic processing procedure?
3. What are the two ways of pasteurization by radiation?
4. Are there any toxic potentials in irradiated milk processing?
5. What are some problems other than toxic potentials in irradiated milk?
6. What is the reason for a lack of use of pasteurization by ultraviolet light?
7. What does the ultraviolet light do to vitamin D content of the milk?
8. What is the reason for treating milk with hydrogen peroxide?
9. How can the hydrogen peroxide be removed from the milk before it is

consumed?
10. What is the bactofuge method of pasteurization?
11. Where may the bactofuge have its best application?
12. How is milk pasteurized by electricity?
13. How is in-the-bottle pasteurization done?
14. What are the difficulties of in-the-bottle pasteurization?
15. What is the uperisation process for sterilizing milk?
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UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Homogenization of Milk

OBJECTIVES: To learn the principles of and the steps in homogenizing milk.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MIF, pp. 608-612
2. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 192-197

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What is homogenized milk?
2. Why is milk homogenized?
3. How is milk homogenized?
4. How much pressure is required to homogenize milk?

skefio," 5. why do we wish to remove the cream line from milk?
. 6. What are the advantages of homogenizing milk at a high heat?

7. What results if milk is homogenized raw or heated at less than 140°F. ?
8. Why shorld homogenized milk be kept out of direct light?
9. What is the normal cause of sediment in homogenized milk?

10. When and how is the best way to remove the sediment from homogenized
milk?

11. What does the second homogenization at a low pressure do?
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UNIT: Mies Processing

TOPIC: Filling Containers

OBJECTIVES: To learn the methods of filling containers and the important
principles in using each common method.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MM, pp. 443-466

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

I. What are the two common methods of filling containers?
2. Which method of filling containers is the fastest?
3. Describe the filling operation of the gravity-flow filler.
4. Describe the filling operation of the vacuum filler.
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UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Milk Storage
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OBJECTIVES: To learn the importance of cooling milk and the proper
procedure in storing fluid milk.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manua I for Milk Plant Operators, MiF, p. 633
2. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 178-179

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How long can milk be kept between pasteurizing and consumption?
2. What causes the spoilage of milk when kept for several days?
3. Are these bacteria which cause spoilage of milk destroyed during

the pasteurization process?
4. What are some ways of contamination of milk after pasteurization?
5. What are the results if storage temperatures rise above 45° F. ?
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UNIT By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC. Cultures - Fermented Milk Products

OBJECTIVE. To learn the principles and methods of manufacturing
cultured milk products,

REFERENCES.
Required:
L Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MW, pp. 614-628.
2.

QUESTIONS

Modern Dairy Products. Lampert. pp. 220-223, 224-228.

OR ACTIVITIES:

t. ) 1, What are the cultured milk products produced at the milk plant?
2. What does the production of cultured products depend upon?
3. What are cultured milk products manufactured from?
4. What do the bacterial starters produce?
5. How are starter cultures obtained for the fermentation process?
6. What are the essentials for making and maintaining good starter

cultures?
7., What are the two products which may be found in milk which will

inhibit the culturing process of the milk?
8, What causes "burst" cells and a slow or dead culture?
9. How do bacteriophage cause the slow or dead culture?
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC. skim and Buttermilk
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OBJECTIVE; To learn the principles of processing skim and buttermilk.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern 2aLu12aslucts,' Lampert, pp. 199-201, 223-224
2. Manual for Milk Plant 0 ei:aters, MIF, pp. 628-631......

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is skim milk defined as?
2. What nutrients are taken ;rom skim milk when the cream has

been removed?
3. What are the uses of skim milk?
4. What percent protein does skim milk have?
5. What are the vitamins which skim milk is sc'netimes fortified

with?
6. What portions of the milk does whey contain?
7. What is buttermilk defined as?
8. What is the protein content of buttermilk?
9. What is churned buttermilk defined as?

10. How is flake buttermilk made?
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with thc procedures in processing
special milks and drinks.

REFERENCES:
Required-
1. Modern lioaiLL- Products, Lampert, pp. 202-209.
2. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, MD', pp. 659-672.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

0 I. List the special products which the milk plant may consider producing.
2. What has caused the emphasis on fortified milk?
3. How is soft-curd milk produced?
4. What is the value of soft-curd milk?
5. What are the five ways of producing soft-curd milk in the plant?
6. What is the difference between chocolate milk and chocolate drink?
7. What products are added to milk to make chocolate milk?
8. What do markets look for in a desirable chocolate milk?
9. What is fresh concentrated milk?
10. What are the uses of sterilized milk?
11. How should frozen milk be proceased ?
12. What is the average life of frozen milk?
13. What is the keeping period of egg Log drink?
14. How much sodium is in a quart of low- sodium milk?
15. What are the differences between human milk and cows milk?
16. Why is goats milk often recommended for infants use?

0
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Cream

OBJECTIVE: To learn the proced4res in processing cream.

REFERENCE&
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , WY, pp. 607-608
2. Modern Dai , Lampert, pp. 212-218

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

961-VII-4
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1. What are the standard grades of cream?
2. Why does cream rise to the top in unhomogenized milk?
3. How is cream removed from the milk in the milk plant?
4. How does the cream separator work?
5. What percent fat will be left in the skim milk?
6. What are the smallest size fat globules that can be separated

efficiently?
7. At what temperature should warm milk be separated? Cold milk?
8. At what temperature should cream be lasteur" zed?
9. What will be the results of rough handling or handling practices

that have a partial churning effect on the cream?
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the various forms of concentrated
milk products and the procedures used in their mc.nufacture.

REFERENCES:
Required;
I. Modern Dai Products, Lampert, pp. 230-243
2. Manual for Milk Pant Operators , MIF, pp. 664-666

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What are the three classes of concentrated milk?
2. How is fresh concentrated milk produced?
3. How much of the water is removed from evaporated milk?
4. What is another term for evaporated milk?
S. Explain the procedures for manufacturing evaporated milk?
6. How is evaporated milk kept from coagulating during sterilization?
7. What kind of salt is added to keep the evaporated milk from coagulating?
8. When is the evaporated milk sterilized?
9. What is the keeping time of sterilized, canned evaporated milk?

10. What is filled milk?
11. How is sweetened, condensed milk manufactured?
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT' By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Ice Cream and Related Products

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the methods employed in producing
the cream and related products

REFERENCE:
P equired:
1 Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp 245-261

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What ingredients make up the ice cream mix?
2. What gives ice cream the rich flavor?
3 Where does the fat come from?
4 W'iere do serum solids come from?
5. What do the serum solids contribute to the product?
6 What are two reasons for adding sugar to the mix?
7, What are the steps in the manufacturing process of ice cream?
8 What temperature and time is required for ultra-high-heat

pasteurization?
9: Why is the mix pumped into a vacuum vaporizing cylinder?
10. Why is the mix aged?
11: What are the two methods of freezing ice cream?
P To what t mperature is ice cream frozen?
13 Why are stabilizers added to ice cream mix?
14 Why are emulsifiers added to the ice cream mix?
15 Why is air whipped into the product during freezing?
16. What does the word "shrinkage" imply?
17. What causes "sandy ice cream"?
18. What is the basic difference between ice cream and mellorine?
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Dry Milk Products

OBJECTIVE: To learn the methods and principles of drying milk and milk
products

REFERENCES.
Required:
I, Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp_ 262-260

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1, What are the two methods of producing dry milk?
2. What is the reason for producing dry milk?
3. What are the various dry products produced by the milk manufacturing

platit?
4. What was the first successful dry milk produced?
5 What are the two types of drum or roller dridrs used for drying

milk
6. Describe the operation of the drum or roller driers?
7: What is the drying time and temperature of the drum process of

drying milk.'
8 What is the procedure for spray drying of milk?
9, How good are the keeping qualities of dry whole milk?
10 What percent milk fat does +ley cream have if it was 18% milk fat

cream?
11, Why is dry skim milk referred to as non-fat dry milk?
12. Where is most of the non-fat dry milk?
11, What are the two steps involved in the manufacturing of malted milk?
14, What is malt :made from?
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and procedures in manufacturing
butter and margarine.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1, Modern Dairy Products, Lampe-A, pp. 282-305

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is butter a mixtur.' of?
2, What are the steps in the manufacturing of butter ?
3. Describe the modern churn,
4. How long does it take to churn a drum of cream?
5. What does the term break refer to in the churning process?
6 What does the term "working of butter" mean?
7. Describe the Fritz process of manufacturing butter.
8. What does the term overrun in butter making mean?
9, What does the yellow color in butter come from?

10. How many calories are in a pound of butter?
11. Nhat are the body characteristics which detract from the quality

of the butter?
12, What causes some of the defects in butter?
13. At what temperature is butter stored?
14. How is margarine manufactured?

i
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and procedures of manufacturing
cheeses.

REFERENCES
Required:
1 Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 307 -?22

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 How many different kinds of cheeses are listed by processing
procedures in our book?

2. What are two other methods of classifying cheeses?
3_ What percent moisture does soft cheese have?
4. What part of the milk is retained in the rl.eese?
5. What cheese is +/lade from pasteurized milk?
6. Whet kind of cheeses are mad:.) from cow milk?
7_ Why is a six day ripening set on raw milk cheese?
8. Why is hydrogen peroxide added to milk used for cheese manufacturing?
9. Explain the ripening process.
10. What does rennin do to milk?
11, Why is rennin added to the ripening milk?
12. Why is the method and way of removal of whey from the curd important?
13. Why is the manner in which the surface or rind is treated important?
14 What are some methods of adding salt to cheese?
15. What is the term given to fresh or unripened cheese?
16. What does the ripening process do to cheese?
17. What are some of the off-flavors detected in cheese?
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UNIT. By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC Cheddar and Cottage Cheese
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OBJECTIVE: To kern the procedures used in manufacturing cheddar and
cottage cheese.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Modern paiLy Products, Lampert, pp. 323 -324
2. RI 711a for Milk Plant Operators, MIT' pp. 636-6FE

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What was the first factory made cheese?
2 Describe the process for manufacturing cheddar cheese.
3. What are sv.-ne of the modified cheddar cheeses?
4. How many types of bacteria are predominate in cheddar cheese?
5. What may happen to cheddar cheese stored for eight months or

mare?
6. What are the two methods of making cottage cheese?
7. How long does the acid cured method take?
8. When is the whey drained off the curd to make cottage cheese?
9. Why is the cottage cheese curd washed after removal of the whey?
10. When is the cottage cheese ready for packaging?
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the procedures used in manufacturing process and
Swiss Cheese.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. ModeEnducts, Lampert, pp. 334-340

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is processed cheese defined as?
2. What are some of the kinds of processed cheeses commonly used?
3. What is the procedure used in making processed cheese?
4. Why are emulsifiers added to processed cheese?
5. What is added to the processed cheese to control the acidity of the

product?
6, What temperature must processed cheese be heated to during the

processing of the cheese?
7. What is added to processed cheese to make it a processed cheese

food?
8. How much moisture does processed cheese spreads have?
9. What is a visual characteristic of Swiss Cheese?

10. What is the characteristic flavor of Swiss Cheese?
11. What improvements in the final product are made by u..,rification

of the milk before processing for Swiss Cheese?
12. Where is the milk heated for processing into Swiss Cheese?
13. Why are starter Cultures added to the milk when making Swiss

Cheese?
14. What is added to the acid milk to make it coagulate?
15. What gas causes the eyes to develop in Swiss Cheese?
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the terminology and principles in
manufacturing other varieties of cheeses.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Modern Dairy Products, Lampert, pp. 341-356

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What is blue cheese defined as?
2. What is the origin of Brick Cheese?
3. What kind of milk is used to make brick cheese?
4. How is brick cheese made?
5. Where was Brie Cheese originated?
6. What is the odor and flavor of Brie Cheese?
7. What kind of mold grows on Camembert Cheese?
8. What causes the ripening of Camembert Cheese?
9. How is cold-pack cheese made?

10. What are the two types of whey cheeses?

1=11
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REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Manual for Milk PlantOperators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 794.3

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What is the use of steam in the milk plant?
2. How many pounds of steam are used to wash a milk can?
3. How is steam produced for use in the milk plant?
4. What is the most important item in selecting a steam boiler?
5. What is one BTU?
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UNIT. Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Hot Water Requirements

OBJECTIVE. To learn the requirements for hot water in the dairy processing
plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 104-108

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the principle uses of hot water in the milk plant?
2. Where is the most economical place to locate the hot water supply tank?
P. During what part of the day are the hot water requirements the greatest?
4. Why is hot water storage necessary?
5 How many gallons of hot water are required per wash basin per hour ?
6. How many gallons of hot water are required for low pressure hose

outlets per hour?
7. How is most hot water produced in the milk plant?
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Assignment Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT; Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Boilers

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the types of boilers and their care,
operation, and maintenance.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 83-104

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the two classes of boilers?
2. How is water heated in the water-tube type boiler?
3. How is water heated in the fire-tube type boiler?
4. What are the three ways heat is expended from the boiler furnace?
5. What determines boiler efficiency?
6. What are some things to do before filling a boiler for service?
7. Before starting the fire what precautions should be taken?
8. What procedure should be taken when cutting-in a boiler?
9. What should be done if water level gauges show an unusual difference?

10. What should the plant "log" indicate about each safety valve?
11. What determines the frequency of boiler cleaning?
12. Why should oils not be allowed to get into the boiler?
13. How often should the fusible plug be replaced?
14. What kind of repairs can be made to the boiler or piping while operating?
15. What do "pock marks" indicate?
16. What is the best method of determining need for tube cleaning, nozzle

cleaning, and other cleaning processes?
17. Why is it necessary to "treat" boiler feed water?
18. What determines the correction of the feed water?
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UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Water Sources and Conservation

OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance of the water source and the principles
of water conservation.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 48-50

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is an ideal water supply?
2. What are the original sources of water?
3. What happens to water as it forms and falls to earth?
4. What is the bulk of all water "hardness"?
5. What is usually the best source of water forthe milk plant?
6. Under what conditions would a private water well be recommended?
7. Why is water conservation becoming important to industry?
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TOPIC: Water Impurities

OBJECTIVE: To determine the effect of water impurities on milk plant
equipment.
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REFERENC1 :

Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 50-54

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is it necessary to analyze the water?
2. What will determine the kind of cleaning compounds needed in the

milk plant?
3. What is the Grade "A" Pasteurized Milk Ordinance requirement for water?
4. What may cause objectionable taste in water?
5. What may cause objectionable odor in water?
6. How can odor be removed from water?
7. How can suspended matter be remcved?
8. What do excessive dissolved solids lead to?
9. Why are sulfide compounds undesirable in water?

10. What determines the degree of hardness in water?
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UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Filters, Chlorination,and Corrosion

OBJECTIVE: To learn the ways water impurities may be removed to protect
the efficiency of the milk plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 55-65

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is it necessary to backwash the filter when the pressure difference
becomes five pounds?

2. At what rate should the filter bed be washed?
3. What is the general rate of flow of the water filter?
4. What causes the formation of a "mud ball" in the filter sand?
5. What does a "polishing" filter do to the water" ?
6. What are the tube filters wound with in the "polishing" filter?
7. What is used to remove taste, odor, and chlorine from water?
8. How does the activated carbon remove the odor and flavor from water?
9. Why is water chlorinated?

10. What are the three forms chlorine can be added to water?
11. What are the chief factors causing corrosion in water cooling equipment?
12. How can gas be removed from water to prevent corrosion?
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the correct ways to treat water for purification.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 68-78

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What will determine the most economical treatment of water?
2. What should the water hardness be for most efficient heat transfer in

the boiler?
3. What is the advantage of chemical precipitation of hardness salts for

softening water?
4. What is the material most often used in the chemical softening of water?
5. What is the most effective and practical softening method for water?
6. What is the degree of hardness of zeolite softened water?
7. What is the bed arrangement in the zeolite filter?
8. Why is a brine solution slowly passed through the zeolite bed?
9. What does hydrogen zeolite remove from the water?

10. How is water dealkalized?
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Pumps and Piping

OBJECTIVE: To determine the types of pumps and pipe used in the milk plant
and procedures for maintenance.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 108-112

and 113 to 124

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the three classes of auxiliary pumps used in the milk plant?
2, Why can the centrifugal pump handle dirty liquids well?
3. What are the two types of turbine pumps?
4. How can high pressures be obtained from the use of impeller pumps ?
5. Why are rotary pumps limited to clear liquids or emulsions?
6. What will result if dirty liquids are pumped through the reciprocating

pump?
7. What is the cause of pump cavitation?
8. What damage will result to the pump if pump cavitation is allowed to

continue?
9. When are auxiliary pumps used in the milk plant?

10. What will provide a long life and good service from the auxiliary pumps
used in the milk plant?

11. What are the two kinds of pipe used in the milk plant?
12. How can heat classes be reduced when water is piped long distances?
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UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Air Compressors

OBJECTIVE: To learn the basic kinds of air compressors, their application,
installation, and operation.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual For Milk Plant Operators, Milk Industry Foundation, pp. 124-133

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the types of air compressors?
2. What is the difference between single and multi-staged compressors?
3. Why are non-lubricated or oil-free compressors popular for Wry

plant use?
4. Why are air storage tanks needed?
5. Why is a large air storage tank with a wide pressure range desirable?
6. Why are aftercoolers used on the compressed air lines?
7. Where is air pressure used in the milk plant?
8. When compressed air comes in contact with the product, what kind of

compressor is needed?
9. What are the maintenance requirements of the air compressor?
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Terminology and Requirements

OBJECTIVES: To learn the requirements and terminology used in electrification
and refrigeration.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, M. I. F. , pp. 134-136, 146-146

QUESTIONS OR A CTIVITIES:

1. What is generally the best source of power for the milk plant?
2. What are some other sources of power?
3. What are the three main points when considering a source of electrical

power?
4. Define the following electrical terms:

(a) Ampere (1) Ohm
(b) Demand (g) Phase
(c) Kilowatt (h) Volt
(d) Kilowatt hour (kwh) (i) Volt-ampere
(e) Load (J) Watt

5. What four factors in the electrical contract will influence the type of
electrical equipment in the milk plant?

6. What are some of the characteristics of the power supply?
7. Define the following refrigeration terms:

(a) British Thermal Unit (a) Ice melting equivalent
(b) Compression ratio (I) Latent heat
(c) Convection (g) Sensible heat
(d) plash gas (h) Spoic heat
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC; Wiring Materials and Controls

OBJECTIVES: To learn the kinds of electrical conductors anc' electrical controls.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk P1- Operators, M. I. F. , p. 142
2. Information Sheet, "Wiring Materials and Controls"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES;

1, What are the basic requirements of a well-planned wiring system?
2, What does the National Electric Code provide?
3. What label should all electrical equipment bear?
4, What is the purpose of control panels?
5. What is an electrical circuit?
6. What kind of insulation should general circuits have in the milk plant?
7. When should rigid conduit be used in the milk plant?
8. Why should all equipment be grounded?
9. What are motor relays used for?

10. Why should a time delay fuse be used in the motor circuit?
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WIRING MATERIALS AND CONTROLS

A. General Requirements of a Wiring System
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1. All wiring umterials and electrical equipment used should bear the
"Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc " (UL) label.

2. All wiring and installations should meet the minimum standards set by
the National Electric Code and any local electrical code that applies.
Such codes are for the protection of lives and property,
a, Local code requirements are usually greater than, or in addition to,

the National Electric Code requirements.
b Some local codes require a licensed electrician to install the wiring

system.
c. Others require a wiring permit and most require inspection by local

authorities before the system is energized.

3. The basic requirements of any well-planned wiring system are that it
shall be safe, adequate, expandable, and efficient,

4, Only the first requirement, safety, will be achieved by compliance with
the National Electric Code The others depend on careful planning.

B. Control Panel

1, The fused distribution panel or circuit breaker panel should have a
rating not less than the load to be carried. The total load should be
computed in amperes (amperes = watts ;. volts)

The conductors feeding or energizing the panel should be selected to
carry the load (in amperes) safely and to provide adequate service to the
house
a. Compute total load in amperes (amperes = watts s volts). Use

Safety Table No 1 for minimum wire size.
b. Determine maximum load likely to be on at one time under normal

operations (in amperes) Use Tables No II, III, and IV to select
wire size to maintain proper voltage for distance involved.

3, The number of circuit positions (fuses or breakers) will depend on size of
building and equipment to be used,
a, One position is needed per 120 volt circuit.
b, Two positions are needed per 240 volt circuit,
c. Each circuit should be fused separately.
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1. .ring Materials and Controls
(Information Sheet continued)

C Number and Kind of Circuits

1 General lighting circuits should have a maximum of 8 outlets per circuit,

2 Outlet circuits (grounded type)
a General purpose circuits should have a maximum of 8 outlets per

circuit
b Motor circuits

(1) Provide one 120 volt circuit for each two motors 1/3 Hp and
smaller

12) Provide inaividual circuits for motors 1/2 Hp and larger.
c, Special purpose circuits

(1) Individual 240 volt circuits should be provided for each heater.
(2) Individual circuit should be had for pump motors if pumping system

is needed.
(3) Individual circuits for motors 1/2 Hp and larger.
(4) Individual circuit for electric hot water heater,

D Size of Wire and Type of Wire

1 General purpose circuits
a, Minimum wire size for general purpose circuits should be No. 14

with 15 ampere protection
b No 12 with 20 ampere protection is recommended for general pur-

pose circuits
c Underground feeder (U F), Rcmex, or TW in conduit is recommended in

a building Conductor with safety ground wire or grounded conduit
system should be used

d, For distances over 30'. larger wire sizes may be required to maintain
proper voltage, The proper wire size can be determined from Tables
II, III, and IV.

2. Special purpose circuits
a Determine proper wire size from Tables II, III, and IV, according to

voltage, load in amperes. and distance involved,

E Grounding Equipment

1 Proper electrical wiring and grounding will help to prevent electrical shock,
excessive operating costs, and unsatisfactory operation of equipment.

2 All outlet circuits should have safety grounded type outlets and a safety
ground provided
a Safety ground wire from the outlets should be attached to the neutral

bar in the control panel.
b. An approved grounded conduit system may be used as the safety ground.
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Wiring Materials and Controls
(Information Sheet continued

All equipment should be properly grounded If equipment does not have
a three-prong ipolarized) plug and three-wire cord to automatically
ground the frame when plugged in, a wire should be attacned from the
metal case of the appliance to the neutral bar in the central panel.

4. The distribution panel should be properly grounded
a. Many local codes specify required grounding methods,
b. In the absence of local code requirements, the panel can be grounded by

clamping to a cold water line if it is a good ground.
c Supplement this ground by clamping to an 8' x 1/2" copper rod, 5/8" iron

or steel rod, or 3/4" galvanized pipe Top of rod or pipe should be at
least 12" under soil surface

d Grounding conductor to panel should be at least No 6 copper.
e All connections should be made with approved ground connectors or

ground clamps

F. Circuit Installation

1 All installations should be made to meet the National Electric Code and
any local code requirements

2. Wiring diagrams of various common installations are included in this
lesson

G Motor Protection

1, Unless motors have built-in thermal relay protection (Example: Thermo-
guard Type), they should be protected with a time delay device.

2, To properly protect a motor from too many amperes due to overload, worn
bearings short in windings, or low voltage, a time delay fuse (fusetron)
or thermal relay switch should be used in the motor circuit.
a Fused outlets to plug in small motors and fused switches are avail-

able to use in protecting motors
b. A common fuse will not protect a motor because it cannot be fused

closely enough
c. In most cases, circuit breakers will not protect a motor because the

smallest rating available is 15 amperes

IL Electric Controls

1 Factors to consider in selecting controls include:
a. Type of power - voltage and phase



Wiring Materials and Controls
(Information Sheet continued)

b. Amount of load - amperes and horLepower
c. Type of load - motors, lights, or heaters
d. Control function - safety, comfort, or convenience
e. 17., .ver supplier or local code requirements

961-IX-2
Page 5

L Po Lable motors, 1/3 Hp or less, may be connected and controlled by a plug
and receptacle

3- Stationary motors, 2 Hp or less, may be controlled by a snap switch if motor
amperes do not exceed 80% of ampere rating of switch.

4, Controls needed may include simple two-way switches, three-way and four-
way switches, thermostats, humidistats, time clocks, solenoid valves,
relays, photoelectric cells, and transformers.

5. Schematic diagrams for installing common equipment and controls follow.

CONDUCTOR INSULATORS

TW - Thermoplastic Water Resistant
RU - Latex Rubber
RUW - Latex Rubber-Water Resistant
RUH - Latex Rubber- Heat Resistant
UF - Underground Feeder
WP - Weatherproof
USE - Underground Service Entrance
SEU - Service Entrance Unarmored
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AVG
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14

12

10

6
4
3
2

1
0
00

000
0000
250
300
350

400
500
600
700
750

SAFETY

TABLE I

Allowable Current-Carrying Capacities
of

Insulated Copper and ,Aluminum Conductors in Amperes

961-IX-2

Page 6

A

Not more Than Three Conductors in
Racewa or Cable or Direct Burial

8

Single Conductors in Free
Air

1 2 3 4
Rubber Insulation,

Type R4 RV, RU, RUW
Type RR4W in Vet

Locations
Thermoplastic

Rubber Insulation,
Type RH, RIM Weatherproof Thermoplastic

Insulation,
1. T 111

Type RH-10/ in Dry

Locations
Insulation,

WP
Insulation,

, TH
Egon A ujsim Cosner, Aluminum Win A wait= Sum Alum

15 .. 15 xx .x sac roc

20 15 20 15 xx .. xx xx
30 25 30 25 55 45 40 30
40 30 45 40 70 55 55 45
55 40 65 50 100 80 80 60
70 55 85 65 130 100 105 80
80 65 100 75 150 115 120 95
95 75* 115 90* 175 135 140 110
110 85* 130 100* 205 160 165 130
125 100* 150 120* 235 185 195 150
145 115* 175 135* 275 215 225 175
165 130* 200 155* 320 250 260 200
195 155* 230 1e0* 370 290 300 230
215 170 255 205 410 320 340 265
240 190 285 230 460 360 375 290
260 210 310 250 510 400 420 330*

280 225 335 270 555 435 455 355
320 260 380 310 630 490 515 405
355 285 420 340 710 560 575 455
385 310 460 375 780 615 630 500
400 320 425 385 810 640 655 515

If bare conductors are used with insulated conductors, their allowable current-
carrying capacity shall be limited to that permitted for insulated conductors of the
same size.

* For three -wire, single-phase service and sub-service circuits, the allowable
current-carrying capacity of RH, RHURW, RHH and RIM aluminum conductors shall be for
sizes No. 2-100 amp, No. 1-110 amp, No. 1/0-125 amp, No. 2/0450 amp, No. 3/0-170
amp and MO. 4/0-200 amp.

xx No. 10 is minimum permissible in overhead spans up to 50 ft. in length. :or
spans over 50 ft. in length, No. 8 is minimum permissible. See 1956 HE Code, Sec-
tion 7314b.
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SYMBOLS USED IN TABLE II

a. Type RH or RHW in cable or raceway; all types in air. For other types of wire
in cable or raceway refer to Table I for minimum size permissible.

b. Weatherproof or Type TW in air. For wires in cable or raceway refer to Table
for minimum size permissible.

c. Weatherproof wire in air. For all other conditions refer to Table I for minimum
size permissible.

*M - thousand circular mils.

NOTES: Conductors in overhead spans must be at least No. 10 for spans up to
50 feet and No. 8 for longer spans. See 1953 NE Code, Section 7314b.
Feeder conductors must be at least No. 10. See 1953 NE Code,
Section 2201.
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SYMBOLS USED IN TABLE III
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a. Type RH or RHW in cable or raceway; all types in air. For other types of
wire In cable or raceway refer to Table I for minimum size permissible.

b. Weatherproof or Type TW in air. For wires in cable or raceway, refer to
Table I for minimum size permissible.

c. Weatherproof wire in air. For all other conditions refer to Table I for
minimum size permissible.

*M - thousand circular mils

NOTES: Conductors in overhead spans must be at least No. 10 for spans up to
50 feet and No. 8 for longer spans. See 1953 NE Code, Section 7341b.
Feeder conductors must be at least No. 10. See 1953 NE Code,
Section 2201.



CI
TABLE C)

Wire Sizes for Individual Single-Phase Motors, Based on 3% Voltage DL op on Full Load Current

Motor
Horse
Power Volts

Approx.
full load
Amps. 50 75 100 150 200

Length of Run in Feet

500 600 760 800 900 1000250 3C0 350 400

1/20 115 2.4 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 6
1/12 115 2.6 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 5 6 6
1/8 115 2.8 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 6
1/6 115 3.2 14 14 14 14 12 10 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 6
1/4 115 4.6 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 6 4
1/3 115 5.1 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 6 4 4
1/2 115 7.4 14 14 12 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 4 4 4 4 2
3/4 115 10.2 14 12 12 10 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 2 2 2 2

1/6 230 1 . 6 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 12 10 10 10
1/4 230 2.3 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 12 10 10 10
1/3 230 2.6 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 12 10 10 10 10
1/2 230 3.7 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 10 10 8 8 8
3/4 23L 5.1 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 10 10 8 8 8 8

1 230 6.5 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6
1-1/2 230 9.2 14 14 14 12 12 111 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 6 4
2 230 12 14 14 14 12 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 4
3 230 17 10 10 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 4 2 2
5 230 28 10a 10a 10 a 8 6 0 6 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 0
7-1/2 230 40 b

R 8 b
8

b 6 6 4 4 2 2 2 1 0 0 00 00
0 230 50 6a 6a 6a 61) 4 4 2 2 2 1 0 00 00 000 000

a. Type RH or RHVT in cable or raceway; all types in air. For other types of wire in cable or raceway use next size larger.

b. For wires in cable or raceway use next size larger.

'IM = thousand circular mils.

NOTE: Conductors in overhead spans must be at least No. 10 for spans up to 50 ft. and No. 8 for larger spans.
See 1953 NE Code> Section 7314b.
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The following problems will illustrate how these Tables may be used:

Problem 1:

We have a 1/2 horsepower electric motor on a water pump located 300 feet from
our load center panel.

a. What size wire should we use if the motor is wired to operate on 115 volts?
Answer: No. 8 wire - From Table IV

b. What size wire would be required if the motor was wired to operate on
230 volts? Answer: No. 14 wire - From Table IV

c. What size wire would we need if the distance to the well was &O feet and
the motor was wired to operate on 115 volts? Answer: No. 14 wire -
From Table IV

Problem 2:

We plan to install a 3000 watt dairy water heater in the milk room on our dairy
farm. It is designed to operate on 230 volts. The distance from our load
center panel to our water heater will be 80 feet. What size wire would we use?
Answer: No. 12 wire - From Table III
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Fuse or breaker box

120 Nr.hti2ricircuit

Fuse or breaker box

,.. 240 v. circuit

1

L
(neutral is safety ground)

Ml 4.1=1M1 1. -4



SPST Switch

120v. powerx.xi ply.

motor
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Single Pole Single Throw Switch to Control Circuit

efiert

-fr--__
Switch

120v. power supply
OINNw .11.0.10 Ml

Switch with over-load Protection device to control
Circuit

0



neutral

120v: power supply

neutral

124, power supply

r

Two 3-way and 'me 4-way switch to control circuit from 3

is needed. )
locations. (for each addition control point, a 4-way switch

I Two 3-way switches (SPDT) to control circuit from two locations

hot

hot

4-way switch
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Thermostat or
Huaddistat

m=a. iiIMIN .n. WIMM. ...m,

SPEC Relay acivate:. by thermostat or humidietat

120r, power euppl
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Line leads
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Leads to time clock motor
I

1

Time clock to aloes
circuit during the day
and to open it at night.

610111111111 Eight
Thermostat

Day theriaostat

Two thermostats and 24 -hour time clock to automatically
switch between different day and night temperatures.

120v. Power Supply

I

1

1111,.. =lk

Thermostat

MT Switch
I

Heater

511 T Thermostat to control both cooling and heating circuits.
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Lighting circuit

Time Clock or repeat cycle timer to control lighting or other loaa
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Photo Relay
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L
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Electric Motors

OBJECTIVES: To learn the various kinds of motors and their place of application.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operatorst M. I. F. , pp 142-144

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What should a motor specification include?
2. What housing is recommended for milk plants on small motors?
3. What housing is recommended for large (5 Hp and up) motors in the milk

plant?
4. Why is it important to have spare motors on hand?
5. What do speed reducers elita.inate?
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: "Sweet Water" and Brine Refrigeration Systems

OBJECTIVES: To determine and evaluate the difference between "Sweet Water"
and Brine refrigeration systems

REFERENCES:
Required!
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, M. I. F. , pp. 172-175

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the reason for using refrigeration in the milk plant?
20 When is water cooling practical?
3. What is a "Sweet Water" cr- ging system?
4. How is the "Sweet Water" system cooled below room temperature?
5. What is the advantage of the Brine cooling system over the "Sweet Water"

cooling system?
6, Which Brine solution is best for the milk plant?
7. How is the Brine water cooled?

0
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(D

UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Mechanical Refrigeration Systems

OBJECTIVES: To learn the operative principles of mechanical refrigeration systems.

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

0

0

Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, M.1. F. , pp. 175-183

Assignment Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

1. What does the simple mechanical refrigeration system consist of?
2. Why should a shut-off valve be located on each piece of equipment?
3. What kind of protection shut-off switches should the compressor have?
4. What kind of eve- ators can be used on the mechanical refrigeration

system?
5. In a liquid recircualting system, where is the liquid stored for plant use?
6. What happens when the warm, high pressure liquid passes the control valve

to the low pressure side?
7. Where are low temperature systems required in the milk plant?
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Maintenance of Refrigeration Systems

OBJECTIVES: To learn the procedures of proper refrigeration system maintenance
to provide efficient plant operation.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, M.I. F. , pp. 186-193

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the first requirement for an efficient plant refrigeration operation?
2. What happens when modifications are done to the refrigeration system?
3. Why is it important to check and readjust operating controls on the refrig-

eration systems?
4. What is the only way to determine what is occurring within the system?
5. Why is good maintenance important to the milk plant equipment?
6. What is the main duty of maintenance personnel?



Agricultural Educ..tion
Teaching Materials Censer

Assignment Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT:. Plant Management

TOPIC: Product Losses and Records

OBJECTIVE; To learn how records can keep losses at a minimum.

REFERENCES;
Required.
1 Manual for bilk Plant Operators, M, I. F. , pp. 673-693

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

961-X-I
Page 1

1, What is the only way to keep product losses under control?
2, Why is butterfat accounting the most convenient means of evaluating

efficiency?
3. What is the only reliable way of determining actual losses in the milk plant?
4. What are some things that cause milk losses?
5. What are the three Wks of accounting generally accepted by the industry

today?

0

TA
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UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC% Operating Efficiencies and Production Schedules

OBJECTIVES T1 point out the need for efficiency in the milk plant operadon.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Oper_a M. I. F. 9 pp. 705-720

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are some reasons for losses?
2. When used in conjunction with lowering of production costs, what does

efficiency mean?
3 What is the concept of unit cost savings?
4 Whr.: will increase labor efficiency?
5 What are some personnel factors that influence efficiency?
6 What are some plant and equipment areas that can be mace more efficient

for operating conditions?
7. What are the utilities inv,Aved in efficient production?
8, In the area of supplies, what causes a loss in operating efficiencies?
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UNIT° Plant Management

TOPIC; Container Losses

OBJECTIVE: To locate the causes of container losses for greater plant efficiency.

REFERENCES
Required;
1. Manual for Milk plant Operators. M 1, F, 7 pp, 693-704

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1 What is the greatest glass milk bottle loss caused by?
9 What are flaws in new milk bottles called?
;.1. How shout) new milk bottles be purchased to insure quality?
4. Under what conditions should bottles be stored?
5, What will bottle washing operations do to the bottle?
6 What are the three distinct types of breakage bottles are subjected to?
7 What is the most serious cause of breakage while in transit?
8 What should be done if the breakage is excessive?
9. How are paper container losses reflected?

10. What happens if paper containers are exposed to sunlight?
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC: Waste Prevention

OBJECTIVE: To learn the procedures for keeping milk plant wastes to a minimum
for greater plant efficiency.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators, M.I. F. , pp. 194-199

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the three important stakes the milk plant has in waste prevention?
2. What is the most important factor in preventing waste?
3. What is a large portion of the waste in the plant due to?
4. What will result from moving of ground surfaces on sanitary fittings and

and valves?
5. What will result from power breakdowns or inaccurate temperature controls?
6. What should be done to leaky milk cans?
7. Why should foam be kept out of the sewers?
8. Why should all bottles be inspected after washing?
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Assignment Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT Plant Management

TOP1C Waste Di6posal

OBJECTIVE To learn the procedure of disposing of waste products

REFERENCES
Requi red
1 Manual for Milk Plant 92erators M I F pp 199

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

0 1 What should be the cardinal rule about dumping spoiled milk or milk
products?

2. What are the three excessive products found during the flush season?
3 What are the three ways of handling excess milk products?
4 What is a "weir notch" used for?
5 Why is it important that waste sampling be done in proportion to flow?
6 Why is an automatic sampler best for collecting waste samples?
7 What are the common tests made on waste liquids?
8 How should floor waste be pre-treated?
9 Why is a skimming baffle in front of the screen desirable?

10 How much land can be irrigated from waste liquids from the milk plant?

0
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Painting

OBJECTIVE° To learn the values of a properly painted milk plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Manualof Milk Plant Operators,

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

PP. 23-29

961 -XI -1

Page 1

1. What are the two reasons for keeping the milk plant well painted?
2. Why does paint deteriorate rapidly in the milk plant?
3. What must painted areas be able to withstand in the milk plant?
4. What are the preparations that must be made before painting?
5. What are the two methods of applying paint?
6. What are some of the kinds of paint used in the milk plant?
7. What is code A-137
8. Why should milk-proof paints be used?
9. Why are color conditions important in the milk plant?
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Assignment Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Floor, Roof, and Walls

OBJECTIVES: To learn the value of proper maintenance of the floor, roof,
and walls in the milk plant

REFERENCES;
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , M. I, F. , pp. 30-32

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES'

1. What are the kinds of floor materials used in the milk plant?
2. Why should concrete not be used where chemical corrosion will

occur?
3. What is recommended for the processing floors?
4. What materials are industrial roofs made from?
5. What is the best method of periodic maintenance for the roof?
6. What kind of paint should rusting frames be painted with?
7. What should be done for masonry wall cracks?
8. When should refinishing of walls be done?
9. What should be done to expansion joints every several years?
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To learn the value and procedures for proper milk plant lighting,

0

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

Required:

ventilating, and air conditioning.

8.
9.

1. Manual for Milk Plant Operators , M. I. F. , pp. 36-42

1.

7.

What economic gains will good lighting provide the milk plant?
2. How much light is needed in the milk plant?
3. What are the sources of light for the milk plant?
4. What areas should be considered for lighting?
5. What is the purpose of good ventilation?
6. How much fresh air does each person require per minute?

What must the ventilation system remove from the air?

How much air conditioning is required per square foot of space?
11. What areas can be air conditioned in the milk plant?

Why is good ventilation important in the dairy plant?
How is heating done in the milk plant?

10.

---momp--
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Assignment Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Lighting, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: aibrication
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OBJECTIVES: To determine the value of proper lubrication of the milk
plant equipment

REFERENCE&
Required:
1. Manual for Milk Plajlt rates. M. I. F. , pp. 824-840

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES-.

1. Why is lubrication of machinery necessary?
2. What does proper lubrication mean?
3. What is the meaning of viscosity?
4. What are the kinds of lubricants used in the milk plant?
5. What are the essential properties of fluid oils?
6. Why do greases afford better protection against rust?
7, Where are solid lubricants useful?
8. What are the types of bearings that need lubrication in the milk plant?
9. What happens when different kinds of greases are mixed when

greasing ball bearings?
10. What equipment needs lubrication in the milk plant?
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Scope, Trends, and Opportunities

1. Milk

2. No other food

3. Availability, economic cost, and cultural attitudes

0 4. a. 1,448 lbs.
b. 894 lbs.
c. 835 lbs.
d. 653 lbs.

5. a. 43.4
b. 18.8
e. 18.2
d. 7.9

6. Buffalo, goat, sheep, reindeer, and water buffalo

7. 11.3 billion

8. Yes

9. To kill any pathogenic organisms that may be in the raw milk

10. Fourth

11. 18,679,000

u
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Job Training and Acceptance of Job Supervision

1. a. Explanation of job
b. Duties of new employee
c. Order of performance of job duties
d. Explanation of job by new employee
e. Demonstration of job to new employee
f. Demonstration of Job by new employee
g. Motivation of new employee for efficiency
h. Follow-up of job supervision

2. a. Create a desire to learn
b. Make safety a habit
c. Help employee develop job "know-how"
d. Encouragement of accuracy of work
e. Develop patience in work procedures
f. Assistance in de-idoping an attitude of ease for employee
g. Set goals for employee
h. Don't confuse employee with too many bosses
i. Train employee at proper speed
j. Build confidence in employee

3. Individual and group

961-1-2
Page 3
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Plant Layouts
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1. a. Function, expansion, and flexibility of plant and related facilities
b. Determination of plant program requirements
c. Site selection
d. Building layout
e. Building construction
f. Economic justification
g. Professional services

2. Do facilities meet the requirements of the company involvement.

3. So expansion can occur without requiring construction changes , or
interference with daily production

4. So that changes in processing, warehousing of supplies, and storage, and
distribution of finished goods can be made without excessive cost when
technical progress or economic conditions require them

5. A "U" shaped design from receiving dock, througr processing, and back
to the dock for merchandising

6. Diagram of local milk plant.
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Industry

TOPIC: Accident Prevention and First Aid

1. a. Moral responsibility on part of management
b. Maintains good relationships
a. Promotes goodwill with the buying public
d. Reduces cost of insurance rates
e. Less cost to plant in:

1. Labor turnover
2. Damage to equipment
3. First aid and medical expenses
4. Delays il deliveries
5. Reduced overhead expenses

f. Prevention costs are less than accident costs
g. Safety increases efficiency

2. It means the controlling of men, machines, and materials.

3. To provide a means of tracking down the causes of accidents

4. a. Provide a good plant layout
b. Establish safe working conditions
c. Provide first -.id facilities
d. Provide personal, protective equipment
e. Study accident records
f. "Ike a plant inspectOn for hazardous conditions
g. Investigate accidents

961-1-4
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT; Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Secretion, Composition, and Properties of Milk

961-11-1
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I. (1) To be able to discuss milk with producers and consumers
(2) TO understand and meet standards
(3) To understand the effect of changes in composition oil processing and

products
(4) To understand effect of components on defects

2. The whole, clean, fresh, lacteal secretion obtained by the. complete milking
of healthy cows, properly fed and housed, excluding that obtained within
fifteen days b tore and five days after calving. (Plus local standards for
fat and total solids and bacterial standards)

3. Most milk is secreted in the alveoli continuously between milkings.

4. 1 requent milking decreases the pressure withir. the alveoli and udder,
resulting in more secretion.

5. Water - 87.29%, Protein - 3.42%, Fat - 3,66%. Lactose - 4.92%, and
Ash - .71%.

6. (1) Breed (2) Time of milking (3) Seasonal variation (4) Age of cow
(5) Disease (6) Feed

7. (1) Amount of fat (2) Amount of solids-not-ie. (3) Size of fat globules
(4) Breed (5) Feed

8. Higher content of carotene and fat and larger fat globules

9. About 323 calories

10. Abo 23 pounds
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Milk Fat

L Fats - solid at room temperature
Oils - liquid at room temperature

2, Very small particles that make up the milk fat

3. Causes teze membrane film around the glohule to break, enabling the globules
to con' bine

4. ReleaPe of fatty acids during the decomposition of milk fat

5. Phosphatides, sterols, tocopherol (Vitamin E), carotenoids, and Vitamins
A and D

6. Milk fat is more easily digested and larger amounts of it can tt absorbed
without producing a digestive disturbance.

7. Meat fat, egg fat, milk fat

8. Vegetable oils (cotton seed, soybean, or corn oil)
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Milk Proteins

1. The Greek word "proteios", meaning "holding first place".

2. Amino acids

3. Eight

4. The number and amount of essential amino acids present

5. Casein

6. a. By addition of acid to change pH
b. By addition of enzyme such as rennin
c. By souring of milk by bacterial action

7. Skim milk of as low a fat content as is practical

8. 2. 5 to 2. 9 pounds

961-11-3
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9. (1) Health foods (2) Media for bacteria (3) Foodstuff additives (4) Glues
(5) Paper coating (6) Plastics (7) Textiles (8) Insecticide sprays
(9) Medicine and (10) Dairy feed additive

10. Whey

11. Lactalbumin (milk albumin) Lnd lactoglobulin

12. By heat (above 160 degrees F)
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Answer Sheet
for

WA( PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOY 4:E

UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Milk Sugar

1. Lactose (milk sugar)

2. Glucose and galactose

3. 4.92%

4. Whey from hydrochloric (muriatic) acid casein

5. Alpha-lactose and beta-lactose

6. (a) Solubility in water is low (17.8% at 77°F.)
(b) About one sixth as sweet as cane sugar

961-11-4
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7. (a) Infant foods, (b) Medicines, (c) Bakery products, (d) Candies,
(e) Coffee cream substitutes, (f) Medium for mold growth, (g) Military
smoke screens, (h) Mirrors, and CO Lactic acid

8. Lactose does not have the fattening effect of most other sugars.
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Minerals and Water in Milk

1. Ash content

961-II-5
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2. (a) Calcium influences action of rennin and the production of evaporated
milk.
(b) Copper and iron may be associated with undesirable flavors.

3. Aluminum and stainless steel

4. It is remarkably constant. Removing the mineral from the feed or adding
it to the feed of a cow does not alter the calcium content of the milk.

5. Ten to twenty per cent of the calcium becomes less available.

6. (a) Acid medium in intestinal tract, (b) pressure of milk fat, and
(c) presence of Vitamin D.

7. Because they cause milk to develop undesirable flavors.

8. Waer (87%)
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UNIT: Nutritional Properties of Milk

TOPIC: Vitamins in Milk

1. Content of carotene and related yellow pigments

2. Milk fat

3. The content of carotene in the ration of the animal and the fat content of the
milk.

4. B complex vitamins

5. Thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, pantothenic acid, folic acid, biotin, pyridoxine,
vitamin B12

6. Thiamine context is constant until processing. Pasteurization destroys about
10 to 20% except when the short time-high temperature process is used, then
only about 3% is lost.

7. (a) Feed the cow consumes
(b) Exposure to light

8. Most of the Vitamin C is lost in processing and storage.

9. (a) By adding materials rich in Vitamin. D to feed.
(b) Irradiating of milk with ultra-violet light
(c) Adding Vitamin D concentrates directly to the milk.

10. Folk acid, vitamin C, and vitamin E.
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation
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TOPIC: Microbiology of Dairy Products

1. By it! bacterial content

2. Bacilli and cocci

3. a. First part of name gives the genus
b. Second part of name gives the species

4. By controlling the temperature

5. Certain bacteria may be useful in producing one product, and yet be undesirable
in another product.

6. All disease-producing organisms , but some harmless bacteria survive.

7. By sterilizing milk cans and equipment and by washing the cow's udder with a
disinfectant before milking.

8. Yeasts - To ripen certain types of cheese and fermented milk.
Molds - Certain molds are essential in producing some special types of cheeses.

9. They may influence undesirable changes in flavor.

10. It inactivates most enzymes.

11. Lipase that causes development of rancidity
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Milk and Diseases

1. In the cow's udder

2. a. Care of cows on the modern dairy farm
b. Use of milking machines, pipe lines, and refrigerated holding tanks

961-111-2
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3. Modern sanitary measures, milk inspection, medical examination of milk handlers,
pasteurization, and use of certified milk

4. Contamination by an infected milk handler

5 Through the use of raw milk

6. Tuberculosis, brucellosis, leptospirosis, and Q Fever

7. 145 degrees F for 30 minutes or 160 degrees F. for 15 seconds (16°
typographical error in reference)

8 Typhoid fever, paratyphoid fever

F. is
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Antibiotics , Pesticides, and Radioactivity

I. a. When infused into the udder of a cow
b. Use of feed containing antibiotic supplements

2. a. People sensitive to the antibiotic may develop a severe allergic reaction.
b. Pathogenic bacteria may develop a tolerance for the antibiotic.

3. a. Inhibit growth of bacteria; affect the grade of milk
b. Inhibit growth of lactic acid organisms, affecting starter cultures

4. Infusion into udder - 72 hours
Intramuscular injection - 96 hours

5. Zero

6. DDT, TDE, lindane, chlordane, heptachlor, dk:drin, aldrin, and endrin

7. Use of X-rays and radium in medicine and industry

8. The Division of Radiological Hear? of the United States Public Health Service

9. Length of time in which its radioactivity is reduced by one-half
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Housekeeping Principles

I Health of the enterprise . product quality, employee morale, costs, and
efficiency of operation

2. Rising standard of living and concepts of cleanliness

3. Increase good will and sales if the public has good impression of the plant.
Tours can harm business if housekeeping is not good.

4 A sound. well-designed plant building, painted, and in good repair

5. The producer is not encouraged to maintain a clean barn, healthy herd, and
spotless milkhouse if his product is handlea in a rundown, poorly kept processing
plant

6 Management, supervisors. and employees

7. Leads to safer worizing conditions- prevents falls and other accidents

a Pre employment and periodic examinations by physician
b Absence from work if commonicable disease is contracted
c Personal cleanliness - especially hands
d Clean uniform and cap ever; day
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC. Cleaning and Caring For Equipment

1. Milk sugar, butterfat, proteins, and mineral salts

2 Acid solution

,..______..m......,,,.,--...._..-,..rxr,-....ban.,

3_ a. Heating at minimum temperature for minimum time
b Cooling milk heating surfaces before and during emptying of vats
c Rinsing equipment immediately after use
d. Keeping film on equipment moist until ready to clean
e. Rinse with warm water
f. Using sodium (not calcium) hypochlorite for sanitizing

4. Stiff-bristled brushes and rapidly recirculated solutions

5. a Wetting and penetration
b. Emulsification
c. Saponification
d. Deflocculation
e. Solution
f. Sequestering and chelating

6. a. Alkalies
b, Acids
c Polyphosphates1and chelating chemicals
d. Wetting agents

7. With an alkaline rinse to neutralize acid

& 115 to 120 degrees F. , melting point of milk fat and temperature at which
casein will coagulate and "cook" on equipment

9. a. Equipment receives uniform treatment
b. Saves 25% or more of clean-up cost
c. Improves plant appearance
d Reduces possibility of contamination through human error

10. a Propet engineering and installation
b Temperature of cleaning solution
e. At:equate velocity of the detergent solution
d. Lie of detergents designed for recirculation cleaning
e. Sufficient cleaning time

961-M-5
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation
TOPIC: Cleaning and Caring For Equipment
(Answer Sheet continued)
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11. Acid is circulated w.th an alkali cleaner added directly to acid solutbn until the alkali
"over-rides" the acid, making the solution alkaline.

12. a. Rinse with tempered water (115 to 120 degrees F.)
b. Scrub all surfaces with brush and cleaning solution after disassembly if needed.
c. Rinse with hot water
d. Drain
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT i:MPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Sanitizing Dairy Equipment

1. Cleaning equipment and destroying as many micro- rganisms as possible

2. a. Rinsing equipment with warm water
b. Cleaning with alkaline or acid solution , and rinsing
c. Sanitizing with heat or chemica!

3. Sanitary Standards Committee

4. At least 170° F. for at least 5 minutes

5. Surfaces must be free of organic material

6. 160° F. for 16 seconds

7. a. Requires much steam to heat all surfaces to 160° F.
b. Temperature of steam may drop after it leaves the hose and become

ineffective
c. Requires heavy, costly hose
d. Cost is high
e. Safety hazard
f. May cause distortion of equipment if improperly used

8. Chlorine, iodine, and quaternary ammonium compounds

9. Cause corrosion if left in contact with metals

10. a. Flushing
b. Spraying and brushing
c. Fogging
d. Submersion

961-111-6
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Cans and Can Washing
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1. Receiving milk from farms, inter-plant transfer, storage, and containers for
products in wholesale trade

2. Aluminum, stainless steel, and tinned steel

3. Pit easily and are difficult to clean

4. Stainless steel

5. In inverted position with cover off, in a clean, dry place that is free from
dust.

6. Because of their special outlets

7. a. Pre-rinse with warm Rater
b. Immerse can in warm alkaline solution and scrub instie and out.
c . Rinse in clear, hot water
d. Steam or immerse in quaternary ammonium solution for two minutes
e. Invert to store and dry
f. To remove milkstone, use acid solution instead of alkaline solution every

fourth day.

8. Water , cleaner solution, hot water, steam, hot air

9. On hardness of the water

10. a. Drain and rinse tanke
b. Remove and Wean spray nozzles
c . Rinse pipes and nozzles
d. Remove and clean pump strainers
e Leave shields off to allow drying

11 a. Lack of regular, proper, and sufficient lubrication of the moving parts
b Failure to make adjustments for wear
c Failure to replace worn-out parts

12 a. Improper or inadequate daily cleaning
b. Use of hard water
c Use of a wash solution which causes the formation of hard water deposits
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Botee Washing
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1. Hand washing, pressure washing, and sesker washing using the brush or hydro
type machine.

2. Ir. case of breakdown of the bottle washer.

3. Hand brush or motor-driven brush and a mild alkaline solution

4. In small plants

5. Strong acid solution

6. Careful inspection of the bottles and removal of all damaged or broken bottles

7. 2.3% alkali, 1.6% caustic

8. Proper time, temperature, and caustic concentration

9. To determine the sodium hydroxide concentration - measure the sterilizing
power of the soaker solution

10. As an added safeguard to proper sterilization

11 Motor, pumps, drive chains , and gears

12. A special soap
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UNIT: Microbiology and Sanitation

TOPIC: Insect and Rodent Control

1. The "preventive concept" is the attempt to keep the plant clean of attractive odors
which will attract insects and rodents.

2. The "maybavdt clause as interpreted by the Federal Food and Drug Adminiz.tration,
and upheld uy the courts, means that if the inspector tads conditions existing
whereby product contamination could take place, he can condemn the products
being produced.

3. Under provisions of the Federal Law management is held responsible.

4. Houseflies, roaches, rats, mice

5. Destroy their breeding places such as manure piles, garbage dumps, and
drainage areas.

6. Flies are kept out of the buildings by protecting openings with fine mesh
screens, high speed air curtains , double-swinging, double doors and
a vestibule trap with a sprayer containing a suitable insecticide.

7. Entomology Department of State College of Agriculture

b. Eliminate all dark and moist places . Places such as cracks, crevices, hollow
walls, and objects under which they can hide and brePS should also be eliminated.

9. Yes

10. a. Elimination of harborage and breeding places around the outside of the plant.
b. Rodent-proofing of all buildings
c. Perimeter baiting in weatherproof lock-boxes
d. Elimination of all harborage and hiding places inside the plant, forcing the

rodents to live in the open
e. A continuous trapping program inside the plant that is waiting constantly

for the rodent that may get by the program intended to prevent entry
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Grades and Classes of Milk

1. Maeket milk and manufacturing nilk
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2. Because, in its separation, bacteria are carried mechanically from the milk
into the cream.

?,. To prevent fraud and adulteration, and cover factors that affect sanitation
and public health

4. Federal, state, and local laws and ordinances

5. The copyrighted name given to raw and pasteurized milk produced under
the rides and regulations published in the "Methods and Standards for the
Production of Certified Milk".

6. Raw- 10, 000 bacteria per milliliter
10 coliform organisms per milliliter

Pasteurized- 500 bacteria per milliliter
1 coliform organism per milliliter

7. (a) Dairy must conform to sanitation regulations of local and state author-
ities.

(b) Bacterial count not over 50, 000 per millilit,z
(c) Milk Liust be from cows free of tuberculosis and brucellosis
(d) Nli lk cooled to 50 F. or lower immediately after milking and held below

500F. until delivery

8. Grade A, Grade B, Grace C

9. Fluid market milk, or Class I milk

10. Class II- Cottage cheese, ice cream, and cultured milk products
Class III- Evaporated milk, dried milk products, hard cheeses, and butter

11. Minimum prices paid to the producers by processors

12. (a) Provide a stable and orderly market for producers
(b) Regulate competition among processo -s
(c) Assure consumers of a dependable anti adequate milk supply
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Flavor and Physical Defects

1. Substances that are in solution

2. Affects it very Utile if any

3. (a) From feed (c) From condition of cow
(b) From biochemical change (d) From environment

4. By cows having no access to feeds for at least four hours before milking

5. (a) Sour or acid
(b) Oxidized or cardboard

I ._,1 (c) Rancid

6. Cooked flavor

7. A cow in poor health or in a late stage of lactation

8. 158o
o

to 1610F. for 30 minutes
168 to 172 F. for 20 seconds

9. Ropy milk and mastitis flakiness

10. (a) Sour or clabbered milk (c) Partially churned milk
(b) Shallow cream layer (d) Foaming

u
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Sampling

1. A sample that is representative of the milk

2. Thorough mixing or agitation

3. Mixture of single samples from different lots of milk

4. Amount in proportion to the amount of milk sampled

5. Tht dipper method

6. To prevent bacterial growth during the sampling period

7. Slowly-- at room temper attire is best

8. At least 150cc.

961-IV-3
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9. (a) Warm samples to 70° - 73°F.
(b) Rotate container and smell of sample
(c) Taste small amount (15 nil.) and roll around mouth. Exhale through the

nose; do not swallow the milk; spit out and notice any after - Taste.
(d) Record the flavor
(e) Rinse mouth with warm water after a strong flavor is detected
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Bacteriological Tests

1. The Standard Plate Count ef

2. Substance that serves as medium for growth of bacteria

3. A mass of bacteria in a fixed position on the medium that is visible to the eve

4. 1:10, 1:100, and 1:1, 000

5. Standard Plate Count of 33, 000 per milliliter

6. (a) Bacteria that do not grow well at the temperature or on the particular
medium used

(b) Over-crowding of plates

7. (a) Requires much equipment
(b) Results not obtained until after two days

8. (a) Micro plate
(b) Oval tube
(c) Roll tube

9. (a) Acid and water-free stain
(b) Aniline oil methylene blue stain

(c) Newman-Lampert stain
(d) Standard methods (Levowitz-

Weber) stain

10. Because the dead organic 'Is are stained aid counted

11. The degreeof activity of eertain types of bacteria

12. (a) Gives results in 3 hours
(b) Permits detection of colostrum and of milk from diseased udders
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Butterfat Tests

1. Price is usually based on the fat content.

2. The Babcock fat test

961-117-5
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3. (a) Put 17. 5 ml. of milk into milk test bottle with milk pipet
(b) Add 17. 5 ml. of sulphuric acid slowly
(c) Mix with smooth rotary motion until all curd is dissolved
(d) Whirl test bottles in centrifuge for 5 minutes
(e) Add hot water to fill the bulb of the bottl _

(f) Whirl in centrifuge for 2 minutes
(g) Add hot water to bring fat column near the top of the neck of the bottle
(h) Run in centrifuge for 1 minute°
(i) Place bottle in water bath (130 -140 F.) for 3 minutes
(j) Measure fat column with dividers

4. (a) Acid too strong
(b) Too much acid
(c) Milk or acid too warm when mixed
(d) Allowing milk and acid to stand in bottle before mixing
(e) Improper shaking to mix milk an acid

5. (a) Weak acid (c) Acid or mill, too cold
(b) Too little acid (d) Insufficient mixing

6. A special test bottle with smaller graduated neck

7. Butyl alcohol test

8. Cannot be measured accurately by vol "me

9. (a) Gerber or Fucoma Fat Test
(b) Combined Acid and Detergent Test
(c) Detergent Tests (BDI and TESA or Banco Test)
(d) Ether Extraction (filojonnier Method)

10. Ether Extraction (Mojonnier Method)
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC. SNF Tests

1. From the fat content and specific gravity

2. By using a lactometer

3. (a) Quevenne lactometer- milk at 60°F F.

(b) Watson lactometer- milk at 102 °F.

4. 1000 times the specific gravity minus 1000

5. 15 to 40- read as 1.015 to 1.040

6. 26 to 37

961-IV-6
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7. (a) Put well mixed milk in cylinder large enough to float fir lactometer
and with a diameter larger than the bulb of the lactometer

(b) Container should overflow when lactometer is placed in it
(c) Allow lactometer to float freely for one-half minute before taking

reading
(d) Blow bubbles from surface and read at the highest point of the meniscus

8. % Fat Corrected lactometer reading
SNF= 5 + 4

Corrected lactometer --le.
Total Solids= 1.2 x Fat % + 4

9. 1.030 at 60°F.

10. Gravimetric test
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Acidity Tests

1. Age and bacterial activity

2. Percent ctic acid

3. By titration

4. 0.1% normal sodium hydroxide

5. 1% solution of phenolphthalein in alcohol
ml. 0.1 N alkali x 0.009

6. % acidity = weight of sample x 100

7. pH of 7- Neutal reaction
pH above 7- Alkaline reaction
pH below 7- Acid reaction

8. (a) Electrical apparatus
CO Colorimetric determinations with indicator solutions

°. x at a change of pH- Tend to maintain a constant pH

961-IV-7
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Miscellaneous Tests

1. (a) Foreign matter is objectionable
(b) Indicates carelessness in processing
(c) Indicates that non-visible foreign matter has gone into solution

961 -IV -8
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2. To determine whether the product has been properly pasteurized or
whether it contains a detectable amount of raw product

3. Content of fat, moisture, and salt

4. Measure the freezing point of the milk sample

5. 31°F.

6. An apparatus called Hortret cryoscope

7. No significant effect

8. The relative insolubility of the protein in goat's milk as compared to that
of cow's milk when dissolved is an alkaline solution.
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Standardizing- Dairy Arithmetic
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1. Multiply pounds of each product by its percent of fat to obtain total
pounds of fat. Divide total pounds of fat by total weight of products
alio multiply by 100.

2. Adjusting the percentage of fat to a definite amount for uniformity.

3. To make calculation for standardizing milk or cream

4. The proportion of each ingredient to use

5. Number of parts of one product is to the total number of parts of total
product as X is to total pounds of product desired (multiply means
and extremes)

6. 3

1

17 parts of cream

20 parts of skim milk
37 total parts

17: 37 :: X : 900 (multiply means and extremes)
37X = 15300

X = 413.51 lbs. of cream

20: 37 :: X 900
37X = 18000

X = 486.48 lbs. of skim milk

413.51 lbs. of cream
486.48 lbs. of skim milk

Total 899.99 lbs. of 18% cream

7. Solids-not-fat % = 7.07 plus 0.4 times fat %

8. 600 x 0.04 = 24.00 lbs. of fat
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Answer sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Quality and Control

TOPIC: Grades of Cream

1. (a) Light, coffee, or table - 18 to 20% fat
(b) Light whipping - 30 to 36% fat
(c) Heavy whipping or pastry - minimum 46% fat

2. Cream that has naturally risen to the top

3. By a special type separator; 65 to 85% fat

4. 10% to 12% fat

5. The consumer considers a deep cream line indicative of rich milk .

6. Large fat globules which rise to the very top of the cream line

7. Sodium citrate

8. By its thickness

9. Freon C-130

10. 6 to 8 times

11. Sterilized cream is produced by adding 0.10% to 0.30% sodium alginate,
a gelatinous gum from seaweed, to prevent coagulation during steriliza-
tion. It is then flash - pasteurized at 2800-300 F. or by adding steam
under high pressure at 2b0 to 280 F. for 4 minutes. The cream is
then homogenized at 2000 pounds pressure and again at 500 pounds
pressure.

12. Cream obtain' from other than Grade A milk used for making butter,
ice cream, and cheese
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Equipment Layout

1. How the products are to be packaged.

2. System of product distribution.

3. Rates and volumes of the packaging system.

4. To provide the most economical use of available floor space with
equipment arranged to obtain the maximum processing volume per man-hour.

5. A. Straight-through plan

0 B. The "U" plan
C. The "T" plan

6. So testing of samples can be done readily.

7. Space limitations

8. As much CIP (cleaning in place) cleaning as possible.

9. Congestion of trucks

10. A. The available site
B. Regulations of various controlling agencies
C. Operation limitations
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Materials for Dairy Equipment

1. Str gth, function, economy, durability, and sanitation.

2. To prevent corrosion

3. 18-8 stainless steel

4. It is soft, its tin coating wears off quickly, and the exposed copper affects
the flavor of milk products.

5. For cylinders of ice cream freezers.

6. For tinning steel milk cans.

7. It is porous and is affected by alkaline cleaners.

8. High tin or silver solders.

9. Contains 18% chromium and 8% nickel

10. Particles of steel become imbedded and will rust and discolor the
stainless steel.

11. (a) Those requiring flexibility and elasticity
(b) Those requiring hardness, rigidity, impact resistance, and high

and low temperature resistance.
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UNIT. Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC. Sanitary Pipe and Fittings

1 The amount of product to be pumped through it in a given period of time.

2. To achieve maximum service life and proper functioning of piping, valves,
and fittings,

3 Every 10 feet,

4 Corrosion

5. 'hey offer a closed system less susceptible to contamination and
easier to clean.

6 The ability to visually inspect it for physical cleanliness.

7 For bulk tanker unloading and on farm pick-up trucks.

8. (a) Threaded fittings
(b) Clamp type fittings
(c) Butt weld fittings.

9 Gasket seat fitting

10 Direct or reverse-acting types in single or double position.
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Sanitary Pumps

1. For the moving of milk and dairy products

2. Centrifugal pumps and positive displacement pumps

3. A high speed impeller pumps the product
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4. Flexibility and ability to handle all kinds of liquids even if the liquid
contains suspended matter, variations in flow may be obtained, and
the valve may be shut off without injury to the pump.

5. Piston, gear, and lobe for impeller)

6. Where high pressure is needed, generally in homogenizers.

7. The internal gear teeth type--the milk is forced between the teeth
and then discharged_ In the external gear teeth type the milk flows
between the gear teeth and the housing.

8. Impellers are dynamically balanced and do not mesh.

9. Rotation may be reversed and a smooth, virtually non-pulsating flow

10. Completely taken apart and cleaned

11. Because of abrasive materials removed from the lines which may cause
excessive wear.

12. Any nick to covers, rotors, or body may change the clearances
causing a loss of pump efficiency.

13. Rubber rotors are less subject to damage during the cleaning operation.

14. Operates through a wide range of temperatures, handles gases and
solids well, and is self priming.
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Receiving Equipment

1. Bulk and cans.

2. The elimination of can washers, weigh cans, receiving vats, and scales.

3. On the farm

4. Weighing, volumetric measuring, and meter flow pumps

5. By tank trucks

6. To make possible a continous receiving operation

7. Permit speed, sufficient capacity, rapid drain, 3-A sanitary standards,
provide proper mixing of milk

8. To avoid delay and prevent overflow of milk

9. By hand or vacuum sampler

10. Simple, direct, free from trouble, proper elevations, correct speed,
easy to clean, and easy to lubricate
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Milk Tanks

1. Cooling and storing

2. Stainless steel inner shell, a layer of insulation, an outer jacket, and
necessary fittings for inspection, control, and cleaning.

3. 18-8 (18% chromium and 8% nickel) with a No. 4 mill finish.

4. 2" thickness of cork, styrofoam, fiber glass or equivalent type insulation.

5. Man hole cover

6. Improve cooling efficiency, uniformity of composition of the milk

7. A large vertical cylinder, consisting of an inner stainless steel liner,
insulation, and outer jacket of carbon steel. It resembles the large
type common farm silo.

8. By mechanical cleaning-in-place system.

9. Air and mechanical

10. Effective and efficient circulation cleaning, expansion of walls, wind
load, inner tank must support internal pressure of product, all parts
free of distortion, tank supports carry load of tank and product.

11. A. Inadequate venting
B. Failure to open man hole door before cleaning
C. Freezing of vent lines
I). Overfilling tank and creating pressure

12. A continuous filling will cause excessive pressures inside the tank.

13. .4e F. , or lower.
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Filters and Clarifiers

1, To remove dirt and other extraneous matter.

2. Will contribute to sediment in homogenized milk.

3. By clarifiers

4, Cold milk and warm milk filters

5. To keep fine sediment from being forced through.

6. So that frequent shutdowns to change filters are eliminated

7. Centrifugal force

8. 2 to 8 hours on cold; 1 to 4 hours on warm

9. 1963

10. 60,000 pounds per hour

11. 1 to 2 gallons

12. Non-gumming light oil
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UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment
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TOPIC: Separators and Homogenizers

1. Clarifi"rs remove dirt and extraneous materials; sew ,ators separate
cream from the milk

2. Warm milk and cold milk

3. 110-120° F.

4- .01% fat

5. 25,000 potmds per hour for warm milk

6. 40° F.

7. .01%, Babcock

8. The smallest fat globules are so cold that their specific gravity is
near that of skim milk and will not separate out.

9. To clarify and standardize the fat content of whole milk.

10. A. Between two storage tanks
B. Between tank truck and storage tank
C. Between storage tank and vat
D. Between storage tank and balance tank of high temperature-short

time pasteurizer
E. Between regenerative and heating sections of HTST pasteurizer

11. Clearifying, standardizing, or separation of milk

12. To product homogeneous emulsions of the product.

13. By restricting the product flow area.

-..-
14. From very small to 16 microns in size
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Separators and Homogenizers
(Answer Sheet continued)

15. 1.
2.
3.

Turn on water to lubricate and cool
Check pressure control for proper idling position
Note if product is available

4. See that product is diverted until prope pressure is obtained

16. 1. Start motor
2. Adjust to proper pressure
3. Check for leaks

17. 1. Divert liquid flow before pump is dry.
2. Release pressure
3. Stop motor
4. Shut off piston-lubricating water

18. 1. Excessive leakage
2. Fluctuating pressures
3. Knocking sound
4. No or intermittent flow
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: M4IIE Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Heating, Holding, and Cooling Equipment

1. a. Continuous-flow beaters and coolers
b. High-temperature short-time pasteurizers
c. Steam beating and vacuum treating equipment
d. Batch pasteurizers
e. Ultra high temperature pasteurizing equipment

2. a. Barrel type tubular
b. Internal tubular
c. Surface
d. Plate type

3. Stainless steel

4. The product is either pumped through or over heated coils.

5. The product is under pressure.

6. 161° F.

7. Uniform milk flavor through the year

8. Low-pressure evaporation of water in the vacuum chamber

9. Low volume operatirns

10. 200° F.

961-V-9
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Sanitary Thermometers and Gauges

1. They act as extensions of human sensing and provide accurate accounting
of physical properties_

2. A device which senses a physical condition of a process and produces a
useful signal

3. A. Circular chart recorders
B, Strip chart recorders
C. Multi-point recorders

4. A. On-off
B. On-off differential gap
C. Proportional
D. Proportional pulse reset

5. A. Mercury thermometers
B. Bimetal thermometers
C. Capillary type thermometers
D. Recording thermometers
E. Thermocouples
F. Resistant type elements
G. Thermistor type elements

6. Safety protection and process control

7. A Direct actuated sanitary gauge
B Filling system sanitary pressure measurement

8. Dead weight tester

1 I
...-/

9 Low pressure tank gauging

10. Determines liquid levels of the product



Sanitary The mometers and Gauges
(Answer Sh at continued)

11. A. Mechanical scales
B. Electronic tank scales
C. Conveyor scales

12. A. Positive displacement meters
B. Turbine meters
C. Float type meters
D. Timed flow meters
E. Magnetic meters

13. Flow measurements, flow rates, or flow totalizing

961-V-10
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Automatic Controls

1 I. Direct operated (self acting)
2. Compressed air

961-V-11
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2. A bulb partly filled with a volatile liquid, when heated or cooled,
produces pressure within the bellous, causing the free end to move,
operating the valve,

3. Keep packing in good condition, keep valve stem well lubricated, keep
corrosion off exposed parts, keep connecting tube free of sharp bends,
keep strainer in air line clean.

4. A. Air-to-open
B. Air-to-close

5. A. Leaking rubber diaphragm
B. Loose packing
C. Leaking around valve disk
D. Lubrication of valve stem

6. Bottle washers, milk pre-heaters, water jackets, vat pasteurizers,
and cooling tanks.

7. Steam pressure lines and pasteurizer milk flow lines

8. I. Clean air filters daily
2 Clean air relay valves
3. Check accuracy of safety thermal limit recorder
4. Check condition of rubber ringer in flow valve
5 Check diaphragm-operated valve
6, Air supply pressure is correct
7. Examine all pipe for leaks
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Fillers and Sealers
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1. Fill containers with the product and seal the product in the container

2. Gravity flow, and vacuum

3. Drive, bowl, filler valves, carrier, capper, and starwheels.

4. By a float valve

5. Slow filling speed

6. 1 pipe supplies milk to a sealed bowl with a float valve. Air is drawn
from the sealed bottle, drawing milk into the bottle. Milk and foam
in the vent tube are drawn into the tank when the contact to the bottle
is broken.

7. "Made-up" and "form and fill"

8. 100,000

9. Paraffin or plastic

10. Must be kept cold to prolong life of container; rough handling will
cause leaks.

11. Returnable and non-returnable

12. Yes, with some modifications

13. 2, 3, 5, and 6 gallon capacity

14. A. High sanitation
B. R Auced weight of container
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing Equipment

TOPIC: Conveyors

1. Gravity and power-chain driven

2. Moisture causing rust

3. Cases, cans, and similar items

4. A. Select proper conveyor
B. Proper pitch
C. Use of water-repellent grease
D. Keep conveyors clean

961-V-13
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5. Overcome difficulties in grade, suitable levels for various operations
of inspection, filling cases, washing bottles, dumping cans, loafing
and unloading of trucks, and providing necessary timing for coordination
of the plant

6. A. Pin type
B. Ball and socket type
C. Slat type
D. Chain type

7. A. Side driven
B. Overhead
C. Underneath

8. A. Drag stack
B. Pallet
C. Unitized

9. They combine two lines into one for accumulation of 6 to 8 stacks.
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Conveyors
(Answer Sheet continued)

10. A. Case stops
B. Mechanical 2 into 1 combiners
C. Sorting devices
D. Pusher devices

11. Conveyor chains, gear reducers, and drive units.

12. Soap

13.

14.
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Receiving, Filtering, and Clarifying Milk

1. Can and bulk

2. 40
o
F. and below
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3. "Drive-through" and "back-up"

4. Pumped through lines

5. Into weigh tanks

6. To remove dust or sediment from the milk

7. Unsanitary conditions

8. Mechanical clarifier

9. No

10. One which removes dirt and sediment and a portion of the cream to give all
the milk a constant butterfat test
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Common Pasteurization Methods

1. Exposure to heat to kill all pathogenic organisms
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2. Pasteurization kills 95% to 99% of all bacteria; sterilization destroys com-
pletely all living organisms present.

3. Slow requires 140°F. for 30 minutes
Flash requires 161°F. for 15 seconds

4. 40°F.

5. Batch, high-temperature short-time, steam heating and vacuum treating,
and ultra high temperature

6. 3 to 8 seconds at 265°-285°F.

7. It provides a longer shelf life for fluid milk.
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UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC: Other Methods of Pasteurization

1. Canning the milk in a high temperature, short-time sterilization process

2. 425°F.

3. Electron beams from a Van de Graaf generator, and gamma rays from a
radioisotope, such as cobalt 60

4, In most tests, there were none. In one, rats did develop heart lesions.

5. Changes in flavor, color change, texture changes, milk jells in storage, and
destruction of vitamins

6. Slow and not adaptable to large scale operations

7. Increases the Vitamin D content

8. In remote countries where milk quality is very poor, a grade of hydrogen
peroxide, free of the poisonous metal barium, is used as a preservative.

9. By heating the milk

10. Removal of bacteria by centrifugal process

11. Where raw milk reaches more than 20 million bacterial count

12. The milk flows between mo carbon electrodes, completing the electrical
circuit, and heat is liberated directly into the milk.

13. Milk bottles are heated and steam sterilized; previously heated milk it
added, the bottles are capped and then placed in 147°F, water for 30 minutes.

14. Difficulty of heating and cooling adds to cost of pasteurization and possibly
not all the milk is heated to the proper temperature

15. Milk pre-heated to 173°F. is pumped into a high-pressure unit where steam is
injected into the milk, raising the temperature to 302°F. It is cooled to 170°F,
by a vacuum chamber voilere excess water and foreign odors are removed.
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UNIT: Milk Processing

TOPIC; Homogenization of Milk

1. Milk that has had the fat globules broken into smaller globules so they will
not rise to the top

2. To keep a cream tine from forming on the milk

3. By forcing the milk through a small valve opening under high pressure

4. 2000 to 3000 pounds per square inch p. s, i, )

5. (a) makes the milk smoother and taste richer
(b) needs no mixing
(c; has a lower curd tension making 't more suitable for infant use
(di seems tl g._, ether in cooking
(e) rarel:,- develops oxidized flavor
(1) free of cream plug and churned fat

Low bacterial count, lowered curd tension, and improved keeping quality

7 Becomes rancid in flavor very quickly

8, Develops "activated" flavors

9 Foreign miterial, leucocytes, and cells

10 Clarification after homogenization

11 It reduces the viscosity by disrupting the clumps of fat first formed
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT! Milk Processing

TOPIC: Filling Containers

1. Gravity-flow and vacuum filler

2- Vacuum

961-VI-5
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3, The circular bowl receives the milk, and filling valves attached to the bottom
of the bowl release the milk when the star wheel brings the bottle under the
valve:

4. A sealed bowl has a 13 inch vacuum on the milk. When the bottle comes in
contact with the valve, it seals off the bottle and milk is pulled into the
bottle.
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UNIT. Milk Processing

TOPIC Milk Storage

1 5 to 6 days

2 Presence of psychrophilic bacteria

3 Yes

4 Water and unsanitized equipment

5 Organisms multiply ti.ore rapidly and contribute to early spoilage,
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Cultures - Fermented Milk Products
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I. Buttermilk, cultured (sour) cream, half and half, cottage cheese,
cream cheese, yogurt, and acidophilns milk, vulgaricus milk,
kafir, kumiss

2. Careful control of fermentation through the use of lactic cultures

3. Whole milk, skim milk, cream or mixtures thereof in combination
with bacterial starters

4. Lactic acid

5. From commercial laboratories as liquids or powder

6. I. Use high quality milk
2. High solids content not-fat
3. High activity of culture
4. Clean, sterile utensils
5. Clean isolated rooms for mother cultures
6. Clean operating personnel
7. Strict control of temperature and acidities
8. Extreme care to avoid contamination

7. Quaternary ammonium compounds and antibiotics

8. Bacteriophage

9. By attacking and destroying the bacteria cells
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC Skim and Buttermtlk

1. That portion of milk that remains after the cream has been removed

2, Fat and fat soluble vitamins
.

3, Used as skim milk, manufacture of cheeses, casein, sugar milk,
non-fat dry milk, for baking, confectioners, and ice cream

4, 3.68%

5. A lk D

6.. Albumin, lactose, mineral

7_ Liquid that remains after the removal of the fat in the churning of
butter

8. 3 45%

9- That product obtained by churning sour cream or milk; it contains
particles of butter

10 By spraying melted butter on the surface of agitaged buttermilk
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC Special Milks and Drinks
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1, Fortified skim milk, soft-curd milk, chocolate milks and drinks,
fresh concentrated milk. sterilized milk, frozen milk, egg nog
drink, low sodium milk, multi-vitamin milk, and immune milk

2:. Dietary authorities and medical professions

3. By additior of enzymes such as rennet

4. More readily digested than high tension milk

5 (a) Heat treatment
(3) Homogenization
ic) Base-exchange treatment
(di Enzyme treatment
(e) Addition of salt

6 Chocolate milk must meet the minimum butter fat requirements,
chocolate drin. zan be made from skim milk not having a butter
fat content

7, Sugar, cocoa or chocolate, suspending agent or stabilizer, vanilla,
and salt

8. Milk chocolate flavor, no sediment, no ragged dark colored cream
layer, low to medium to high sweetness

9, Milk that has been condensed 3 to 1. homogenized, and pasteurized
for immediate consumption,

10. Stertlzed milk is used in remote areas when refrigeration is a
problem
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties
TOPIC: Special Milks and Drinks
(Answer Sheet continued)

11. Pasteurized at 155°F for 30 minutes, homogenized at 3, 000 to 3, 500
pounds per sq. in. , cooled to 40°F. and packaged in paper container.

12. Six weeks

13. 10 to 14 days

14. 50 mg. per qt.

15. Human milk is higher in lactalbumin, lactose, amylase, has a higher
calcium to phosphorus ration, is lower in casein, fatty acids, and
proteins content.

16. Forms smaller and more flocculent curds in the stomach
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Cream

1. a. Light table or coffee cream 18 to 30% butterfat
b. Light whipping 30 to 36% butterfat
c. Heavy whipping or pastry - minimum 36% butterfat

2. The butterfat is lighter than the milk solids.

3. By the cream separator

961-VII-4
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4. Conical-shaped discs traveling at 3,000 to 20,000 r.p.m. force the
lighter cream to the center of the bowl to flow out throagh a bole
while the skim milk is pulled outward by centrifugal force and flows
out.

5. 0.02 to 0.05%

8. Down to two microns in diameter

7. a. 90°F.
b. 500 to 60°F.

8. 170-175°F. for 16-20 seconds

9. Rough-textured cream showing a cream plug in the bottle, or "oiling-
off" in coffee
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Concentrated Milk Products

1. Fresh concentrated, evaporated, sweetened condensed
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2. Grade A milk is clarified, standardized to 3,5% butterfat, pasteurized
at 1800F. for 16 seconds, homogenized at 2500 pounds pressure,
cooled to 125°F. and evaporated to 3:1 concentration. It is then
repasteurized, cooled and bottled.

3. 60%

4. Unsweetened condensed milk

5. Clarify or filter milk. standardize to desired ratio of solids to fat.
Beat to 190° to 210°F. , increase temperature to 248° to 284°F. for
25 seconds, draw into a vacuum pan where the water is condensed off,
then homogenize at 4000 pounds pressure.

6. Adjust the "salt balance, "

7. Disodium hyd'ogen phosphate or calcium chloride

8. After it is canned and sealed

9. Indefinitely

10. oicim milk that has had coconut fat or other vegetable fat added in
.?lace of milk fat

11. Quality milk is fore-warmed for 15 to 30 minutes at 1800 to 200°F. ;
a syrup containing 65% sucrose (sugar) is added at 190° F. The
mixture is then evaporated to a ratio of 2.5:1. The milk is then cooled
to 80°-86°F. for 15 to 20 minutes and seeded with a small amount of
dry skim milk powder to form a nuclei to develop small sugar crystals.
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC. Ice Cream and Related Products

1 Cream, milk, sugar, flavoring, stabilizer, emulsifier, egg yolk and
condensed or dry non-fat milk solids

2- Fat

3- Cream, milk, sweet butter, butter oil or frozen cream

4. Milk, condensed skim milk, cream or dry non-fat milk

5. Flavor

6. Sweetness, lower freezing point

7. a. Pasteurizing
b. Homogenizing
c Aging the mix
d. Freezing

8. 220 to 300°F. for 30 seconds

9. To remove foreign flavors and odors

10. To permit clumping of fat globules to increase viscosity for quicker
freezing and better body and texture

11, Batch and continuous ice cream freezer

12. 21° to 24°F

13. To form a gel which improves the body and allows formation of large
ice crystals

14. Influence body and texture, made product dry and stiff, and reduce
whipping time

15. To keep from freezkng to a hard or soggy mass

16, Loss of air and decrease in volume
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Dry Milk Products

1. Drum or roller drying and spray drying

2. Preserve the milk for future use

961-VII-7
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3. Malted milk, milk, skim milk, buttermilk, cream, whey, ice cream
mix, and chocolate malted milk

4. Malted milk

5. Open (atmospheric) and vacuum

6. Internally heated drums turn, picking up a thin film of the evaporated
milk placed in the trough; as the drum revolves, the thin film drys on
the heated drum; a scraper blade removes the dry product which falls
into a hopper where it is ground into powder.

7. 6 to 30 seconds at 200° to 300°F

8. A fine stream of condensed milk is sprayed through a stream of heated
air (1500 to 380°F) and the vaporized water is carried off leaving a
tiny, hollow sphere of dry milk which falls to the bottom.

9. They are limited

10. 72%

11. People have unfavorable reactions to the term skim milk.

12. Baking industry

13. a. Preparation of malt extract
b. Mixing and drying of extract with milk

14. Barley and wheat
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Butter and Margarine

1. Milk fat, butter milk, water, salt and added color

2. a. Cream is graded
b. Neutralized if sour
c. Standardized and filtered
d. Pasteurized
e. Cooled
f . Churned

961-V11-8
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3. Stainless steel cylinder, rotated on a horizontal axis, with shelves
on the interior walls to provide necessary working of cream

4. 40 to 45 minutes

5. The quick forming of the butter near the end of the process

6. A kneading process to force the butter granules into a compact mess

7. Pasteurized cream of 40 to 45% fat enters a 45-50°F. cooled cylinder
where high-speed dashers churn it into butter in about 1.5 seconds
making it a continuous operation.

8. Weight of butter from a given lot of cream exceeds the amount of t
in the cream due to the presence of water, salt, and cure in the butter.

9. Carotene

10. 3,400

11. numbly, gummy, leaky

12. a. Contamination by yeasts and molds
b. Flavor and aroma
c. Bacterial defects
d. Surface taint

13. -100 to -20°F.

14. Vegetable fats are mixed with ripened skim milk to obtain an emulsion;
this emulsion is chilled and kneaded in high-speed machines to a solid mass.
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Cheeses

1. 18

2. Texture and manner of ripening

3. 45 to 805 moistul e

4. Most of the fat end protein

5. Cheddar

6. Hard and semi-hard

7. Pathogenic organism will not survive the aging process

8. Used as a bactericide

9. Acidity formation by desirable organisms causes coagulation and inhibitsgrowth of undesirable organisms

10. Causes curdling

11. Causes milk to "set" with a firm curd

12. Whey determines the amount of acidity which controls the kind of cheesethat will be produced.

13. Influence the activity of organisms and moisture of the cheese
14. During processing, during curd, rubbc.1 on surface and soaked in brine water.
15. "Green" or "uncurd"

16. Changes flavor, body, textt z., and color

17. Bitter, acid, salty, fruity, and sulfide
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Cheddar and Cottage Cheese

1. Cheddar

961-VII-10
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2. Milk is heated to 87%1., and , 5 to 2. 5% volume of starter is added
to obtain growth of lactic acid-forming organisms. When 0. 2%
acid, rennet is added to coagulate the milk. (Color is also added)
When the milk "sets" into a solid curd it is cut into 1/2 inch cubes which
are kept floating in the whey. It is t:-en heated to 1000F and the whey
is drained off. The spongy mass is cut by milling, and salt is added
which hardens and shrinks the curd. The curd is then cooled and
bandaged for ripening.

3. Colby, granular, pineapple ?, monterey, high -moisturc. jack, washed
curd, rindlr ss.

4. 6

5. Oxidation of fat, giving a tallowy flavor

6. Acid curd and rennet curd

7. 5-6 hours

8. Two hours after cutting

9. To remove the acid and increase its firmness and mild flavor

10. After it has been washed and creamed
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UNIT: By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Process and Swiss Cheese

1. The mixing and grinding together of different lots of cheese with the
aid of heat and an emulsifying agent.

2. Cheddar, Swiss, Limburger, Brick, Camembert

3. The cheese is ground and heated in a steam cooker, where water, color
and an emulsifying agent is added.

4. Prevent separation of fat and provide desirable melting and :licing
qualities of the product

5. Acetic, citric, lactic, or phosphoric acid

6. 150°F. for 30 seconds

7. Food products, such as, cream, milk, skim milk, whey, fruits, vegetables,
and meats.

8. 44% to 60%

9. "Eyes"

10. Sweet, milk, nut-like flavor

11. Rethction of "set" or number of "eyes" that develop

12. Copper kettles

13. To form acid and make the "eyes"

C)
14. Rennet

15. Carbon dioxide
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPIAYEE

UNIT; By-Products and Specialties

TOPIC: Other Varieties of Cheese

1. Roquefort type made in the U. S.

2. America

3, Fresh, pasteurized milk

4, The "set" milk is cut and heated to 115°F. , the whey is drained and the
curd is placed in a square mold to drain, The cheese is then rubbed
with salt and cured at 60 °F, during which time a reddish-brown growth
develops on the surface. After two weeks it is dipped in paraffin and
wrapped in parchment for ripening.

5. France

6. Sharp

7. Penicillium camemberti

8. Enzymes from the molds

9. By grinding and mixing together varieties of cheese without heat

10. Mysost and iacotta
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Uses of Steam and Hot Water

1. Processing, cleaning and sanitizing, and space heating

2. Two to eight pounds

3. Heating of water in a steam generator

4. Determination of all the load conditions

5. The amount of heat required to raise one pound of water 1° F.

961 -VIII -1
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equ4pment Maintenance
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TOPIC: Hot Water Requirements

1. Cleaning equipment and wash rooms

2. Near the steam boiler

3. During cleaning operations

4. To provide load equalization and hot water when generators are shut down

5. Twelve g. p. h.

6. 300 g.p.h.

7. Ina tank with steam coils
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UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Boilers

1. Water-tube and fire-tube

2. Water is heated inside the tube by application of heat on the outside of the tubes.

3. Water is heated inside the shell by applying heat to the outside of the shell
and to the inside of tubes within the shell.

4. a. Conveyed to water in boiler
b. Lost in waste gases through the chimney
c. Dissipated by radiation into the installation

5. a. Boiler design and cleanliness of heating surface
b. Burner design and adjustability for proper air-fuel ratios.

6. Remove all scale ,oil, foreign matter, and be sure gaskets are in good condition
and properly sealed.

7. Be sure all damper and draft doors are open, and furnace is well ventilated.

8. Cut-in only when pressure is exactly equal with steam main. Shut off if
unusual jar is heard.

9. Determine and remove cause even if it is necessary to cool the boiler.

10. Date and operating pressure of each test

11. Quality of water

12. Cause over heating and bulging of furnace plate

13. Each year

14. None

15. Corrosion from flue gases

16. Daily log



UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance
TOPIC: Boilers
(Answer Sheet continued)

17. To prevent formation of scale, corrosion, pitting, foaming, priming and
brittleness.

18. impurities in the water

982 -VIII -3
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Water Sources and Conservation

1. Soft, cold, free from impurities

2. Rain and snow

3. Collects foreign materials

4. Calcium bicarbonate

5. Municipal water furnished by the city

6. Public supply too expensive

7. Increasing cost of water and the cost of disposal of liquid wastes

961-VIII-4
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
ip

UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Water Impurities

1. To determine the kind of treatment needed to provide ideal water

2. The kind of water available

961-V111-5
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3. Properly located, protected, operated and easily accessible, adequate, safe and
sanitary

4. Wastes, sulfides, algae

5. Marsh water, algae, gases

6. Filtered through activated carbon

7. Sedhnentation, gravity or pressure type filters

8. Hard water, water spots and fast build up in boiler tank

9. Undesirable color and flavor, and tend to discolor and corrode metals

10. Calcium, magnesium, and other metal salts present in water
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Filters, Chlorination and Corrosion

1. To prevent "fouling" of the filter

2. 12 gallons per minute per square foot

3. Two to three gallons per minute per square foot

4. Sand grains becoming coated and cemented together with silt

5. Removes the last brace of suspended matter

961 -V111-6
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6, Cellulose acetate or special material such as cotton, glassfibre, Dynel.
Orlon, Nylon

7, Activated carbon

By a surface contact phenomenon where the surface of the innumerable
pores in the carbon particles trap the taste and odor producing particles

9, Disinfection of the water

1.0. Gas, liquid, powder

11. Dissolved gases, temperature, Ilelocity, galvanic couples, and dissolsed
minerals

12. Aeration and combining with other :materials to form inert compounds
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Corrective Water Treatment

1. Its usage

2. Zer"

3. Lower operating cost

4. Lime-soda

5. Base exchange through a bed cx seolite

6. Zero

7. First layer - bottom of coarse gravel,
Second layer - Fine gravel
Third layer - Coarse sand
Fourth layer - Zeolite bed

961-37111-7
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8. Re-formation of the spent zeolite

9. Calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium

10. Cation exchange (sodium cycle) followed by anion exchange (chloride
cycle)
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UNIT: Plant Equipment Maintenance

TOPIC: Pumps and Piping

1. Centrifugal, rotary, reciprocating

2. There are no close clearances

3. Regenerative and diffuser

4. By putting the product. through a series of impellers

5. Particles of dirt w!tl wear the close fitting parts

6. Wear of close fitting parts

7. Vapor bubbles forming when pump operates beyond Its critical capacity

8. Destruction of the pump

9. Fresh water, milk sweet water, brine circulation, hot water circhlation,
cleaning solutions, waste water, srwage, boiler feed water , condensation
return, gasoline, and other movements of liquids

10. Periodic, Inspection, and replacement of worn or clogged parts

11. Steel and copper

12. Inshlate pipe

it
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for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Equipiwnt Maintenance

TOPIC: Air Compressors

1. Centrifugal, axial, positive - displacement, rotary, or reciprocating

2. Single stage compress final discharge pressure in one step; multi-stage require
two or more steps to reach discharge pressure

3. They keep out oil vapors and odors.

4. To take care of demand without sharp pressure drops

5. To reduce the number of motor starts needed per hour

6. To reduce moisture in the compressed air

7. Operation of lifts, grease guns, and tools, and operation of spraying paint,
insecticides and sanitizing solution. Operation of bottle or carton fillers
and copper pasteurizer and control instruments, agitation of products,
movement of liquids, blowing out milk lines and providing overrun in con-
emus freezers.

8. Oil-free

9. a. Change crankcase oil
b. Drain air storage tank
c. Clean compressor valves
d. Clean intake filters
e. Any other special precautions applying to your compressor
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Answer Sheet
for

MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Terminology and Requirements

1, Electrical power from local service company

2. Home generator powered by gas, steam or diesel engines

3. (a) Dependability
(b) Quality of service
(C) Adequate capacity

4. (a) Amount of current sent by a pressure of one volt through a resistance of
one ohm.

(b) Maximum or peak requirement in kilowatts of the whole plant
tc) One kilowatt equals 1000 watts
(d) Kwh is one kilowatt supplied to a load for one hour
(e) Kilowatts of power required by the plant
(f) Unit of resistance - one ohm will allow the flow of one ampere when one

volt of pressure is applied
(g) The type of alternating current
(b) Unit of electro-motive force
(i) The product of volts and amperes in an alternating current circuit
0) Unit of electrical power

(a) Characteristics of power supply
(b? Electrical rates
(c) Demand-charge provisions
(d) Power factor provisions

6. Voltage, number of cycles, number of phases, and number of wires of the
available supply

7. (a) Amount of heat required to raise the temperature 4 one pound of water
one degree Fahrenheit

(b) Sum of she gauge pressure plus atmosphere pressure
(c) Transfer of heat by movement of a gas or liquid
(d) Gas resulting from instantaneous evaporation of refrigerant
(e) Amount of heat absorbed oy melting one pound of ice
(f) Heat given off or absorbed while a change in physical state of a material

takes place
(g) Heat given off or absorbed during rise or fall of substance without change

in physical state
(h) Ratio between the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of a

given weight on any substance 1°F. and 1 B. T. U.
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Wiring Materials and Controls

1. Safe, adequate, expandable, and efficient

2. Safety

3. "Underwriters Laboratories" (UL)

4. Provide safety

S. Wiring from the control box to the outlet and back

6. RW

7. When wire is subject to damage

8. Safety, prevent electrical shock, excessive operating cost, and unsatisfactory
operation of equipment

9. Overload protection

10. Overload protection
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Electrical Power

TOPIC: Electric Motors

1. Voltage, phase, cycles, power

2. Splash-proof

3. Fully enclosed, fan-ventilated

4. For immediate replacement

5. Exposed gears, chains, and belts

*$
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UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: "Sweet Water" and Brine Refrigeration Systems

I. Cool the products

2. Available at the proper temperature, is plentiful, low cost

3. Water which is reused in a closed water cooling system

4. Mechanical refrigeration or ice storage

5. Brine can be cooled below freezing point of water

6. Propylene glycol

7. Refrigeration compressor
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Page 2
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Mechanical Refrigeration Systems

1. Compressor, condenser, evaporator, liquid control valve

2. So it can be isolated for maintenance

3. High pressure, low pressure oil pressure failure

961-IX-5
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4. Water or Brine chiller, ice builder, milk cooler, air cooler, freezer or
other types of freezers

5. In the low pressure receiver

6. Liquid will fla-h to a gas reducing the capacity of the control valve and
affects the performance of the evaporator

7. Ice cream operation
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Electrical Power and Refrigeration

TOPIC: Maintenance of Refrigeration Systems

I. A thorough knowledge of the system and its characteristics

2. Operation characteristics change

3. To avoid undue wear on the system or avoid inefficient operation

4. Use of pressure gauges and thermometers

5. Prolong the life and minimize expenditures for repairs

6. Protect equipment

961-IX-6
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UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC: Product Losses and Records

1. Daily, constant aUention

2. It is the most costly component of milk

3. Flow measurement, sampling in proportion to flow, analysis of floor waste

4. Inaccuracy in weighing, sampling, testing, separating, standardizing, leakage,
spillage, drainage, breakage, theft, spoilage, evaporation, and employee use

5. (a) Total purchased versus total accounted for
(b) Total purchased versus standards
(c) Usage versus daily production
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC: Operating Efficiencies and Production Schedules

1. Lack of thought, misinformation, and carelessness

2. More effective application of available resources and facilities

3. Savings realized from remodeling or building a new plant

4. Manpower reduced or proiluction increased

5. Supervision, selection and training, employee suggestion system, working
condi.ions and work simplification

6. Equipment layout, milk receiving operation, processing, filling, case handling,
switches and hoss, hot water supply, cleaning operations, maintenance,
schedulin7), accounting, and others

7. Water, electricity, refrigeration, and steam

8. Storage and handling, cleaners and sanitizers, bottles, containers, caps and
miscellaneous supplies
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC: Container Losses

1. Breakage

2. Stones and blisters

3. On the basis of an inspection

4. Dry and little temperature fluctuation

5. Scratching And etching of the glass

0 6. Heat, Pressure, Impact

7. Bottles piled on top of full cases

8. Inspect broken bottles

9. Number sold from number purchased

10. Weakens container wall to point of leakage

U
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC: Waste Prevention

I. (a) Savings in dollars
(b) Compliance with stream pollution regulations
(c) Municipalities charge for waste disposal

2. Personal factor

961-X-4
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3. Poorly maintained equipment, inadequately trained and poorly supervised
personnel

4. Leakage

b. Produ t loss or spoilage

6. Repair or replace them

7. It contains a large amount of milk solids

S. To keep cracked bottles out of the filling line
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Management

TOPIC: Waste Disposal

1. Not be dumped in the sewage system or into a stream

2. Skim milk, churn buttermilk, whey

3. a. Feeding to livestock
b. Evaporated to condensed products
c. Dryed

4. To measure the flow of a liquid

5. Because the waste strength is variable

6. It provides a continuous sampling

7. a. Temperature
b. pH
c. Dissolved oxygen in ppm
d. 5-day BOD
e. COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand)

961-X-5
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8. Passed through a combination of sand trap, fat trap, and screen tank

9. To catch fat and paraffin wax before it hits the screen
t

i
f 10. 3,600 to 30,000 gallons per acre per day

Ft
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UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Painting

1. Keep plant attractive and protect building investment

2. Exposure to moisture, acid, and alkali

3. Acids, alkalies, moisture and abrasions

4. Dry ceilings and walls, remove dirt, rust, grease, scale, loose paint,
and brush clean

5. Brush and spray

6. Oil enamel, synthetic enamel, and vinyl plastic

7. Scheme for the identification of piping system

8. To protect the quality of the product

9. Improve visual condition, safety, and efficiency
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MILK PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Floor, Roof, and Walls

1. Concrete and tile

2. Concrete will p!t and blemish

3. Acid-proof brick

4. Composition paper, metal, gravel, and cement

5. Application of high quality asbest6.--asphalt roof coating

6. Rust-resistant paint

7. Cleaned and painted with mortar

8. When need develops

9. Recaulked and smoothed into place

961-XI-2
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UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Lighting, Ventilating, and Air Concl'tioning

1. Reduced breakage, improved cleanliness, better utilization of floor
space, reduced eye strain, and increased safety

2. Such that the work van be done with ease, speed, and accuracy

3. Incandescent, fluorescent, or mercury vapor lights

4. Storage, loading, filling, refrigerator, receiving, laboratories, offices,
storage tanks and vats, pasteurizers, instruments, and transportation_

( t tank areas need lighting

5. Provides pure air, of required standards to the various plant areas

6. 30 cubic feet

7. Smoke, gases, fur, feathers, fungi, insects, and insect parts

8. Stale air can affect the quality of the milk

9. Heating is part of ventilating and airnonditioning system

10. . 003 tons per square foot

11. Offices, laboratory, retail store, and driver's quarters

.
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UNIT: Plant Maintenance

TOPIC: Lubrication

1. To reduce friction

2. Use of the right lubricant, at the right time, in the right way

3. Resistance of a fluid to flow

4. Oils, greases, solids

5. Proper viscosity, oiliness, resistance to vaporization, oxidation,
acid and sludge formatioi., anti-rust, and foaming

6. Cling to and do not drip off of surface

7. Where temperatures are higher than the limits for grease and oils.

8. Sleeve and anti-friction

9. A "soup" will form and leak out

19. Motors, speed reducers, conveyors, chain drives, pumps, air compressors,
refrigeration systems, clarifiers, separators, homogenizers, filling
machines
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Topic Test

OR

SCOPE, TPENDS. AND OPPORTUNITIES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or Faise

1. Honey and milk are the only two foods whose sole function i.ce. to serve
as a food.

2. Milk is considered by all nutritionists as nature's most nearly
perfect food.

3. No other single substance can substitute for milk in the diet_

4. Cow's milk is the only kind of animal milk used for human food.

5. The United States ranks first in consumption of whole milk per capita
in the world

6. Pasteurized milk loses one half of its food value.

7. Milk is pasteurized to kill any pathogenic organisms that may
be present.

8. The dairy industry ranks tenth in the United States in importance.

9. One-half of the milk produced in the United States is from farms in
the southern part of the U S

10. Nearly all of the veal produced in the United States comes from the
sale of dairy calves.

11.

JO

12.
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JOB TRAINING AND ACCEPTANCE OF JOB SUPERVISION

Student; School:

Date: Score .

961-1-2
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1. What should initial training on the )ob cover?

2, Why is it necessary for a new employee to be trained in his new job?

3. Why is it necessary to have job supervision in the milk plant?

4. Why is it necessary to provide in-plant programs?
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

PLANT LAYOUTS

Indicate by each statement True or False.

961-1-3
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School:

Score:

1. The three most important considerations of plant layout are
function, expansion, and flexibility.

2. Professional service advice is not usually considered in plant layouts.

3. Plants are generally designed on the "U" product flow mLthod._

U

4. Future productios. should be considered when planning a plant
expansion program.

5. Parking requirements and truck traffic should be considered when
planning the building program.

6.

7.
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Date
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Topic Test
on

ACCIDEAT PREVENTION & FIRST AID

Indicate by each statement True or False.

School.

Score:

1 Plant safety does not increase plant efficiency.

2 Accident prevention is more costly than accident treatment.

3 Accident records are of little value in preventing accidents.

4- Regular inspection for accident hazards is a good s-fety step,

5. Adequate lighting and ventilation are safety steps.

6. Improper handling of milk can cause back injuries.

7_ The use of conveyors for handling empty cases will help to avoid
back strain

8. Incoming cases need not be cleaned before storage_

9 Splash-proof goggles provide good protec.ion from caustic_
chemicals

10 It is not necessary to stop machinery to make adjustments.

11

12.



Agricultural Educ ation
Teaching Materials Center

Tup.t Test
Ito

SECRETION, c;omposynoN, AND PROPERTIES OF M.I.LK

Student:

Date:

indicate by each statement True r.r False:

41=1111a1MIL71.:

School:

Score:
10.1".. .0111l7irriGa,IN.

96i IA I
Rtge 3

1. Most mi3k sec reron takes p!ace -n -located at the end of
each branch of the duc stem.

2. M.lk secretion may be slowed stripped pressure of the mAk -n
the Alveoli and udder.

3. Hormones control rrijk ":et

4. Corti,' small amounts of bliod pass.ng through the udder are needect fry
high milk product. on.

S. Malk is not a complete food for -ncst afier they have grown pl.st
the sucking stage.

6. There Is :ittle the cetmpost:bn 01 rn.ik horn va.r...ous
mammals.

7. Milk from diseased cow mav gre.it.:)- frcirri normal milk.

8. The mjnerai content of milk as fairly (oust:1M.

9. it is pra :ticai to change the color of milk by cnanging the cow's fee.d.

JO. Compared to some other foods, the energy value of milk is low
because of the high content of water.

11.
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0

Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

MILK FAT

Student: School:

Date.

Match the following

Score:

961 -fl. 2
Page 3

41001..IMEIV

1, Fatty acid a, Milk fat

2 Vitamin E b, Butyric

3., Higher digestibility c -

d.

Fat

Large globulesLiquid

5-
Lower digestibility e, Lecithin

6. Jersey and Guernsey milk f. Low melting point

7 Cholesterol g- Oil

8 Solid h. High melting point

9.. Globules i. Tocopherol

10. Phospholipide j. Sterol

11, k.

12. 1.
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Teac tang Ivlateri-tis Center

Student;

Date:

Topic Test
un

WU( PROTEINS

=a ..mal..arslem 41.

w.r.mAma.ra. ..=.s .-=w, SC,3 a

St h«01

Score

F.11 .n the bi- nks with the correct word or words:

961-11.3

Page 3

1. Proteins c onta3.n ca.rbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and

2. The number of present deterrn,ines the quaLi.y of proteins.

3. The principal protem of m.11k is

4. CaseAi :s coagulated c orrimerc 411 y by add.ng or
made.. 'MS L11.1MIC

skim rn.tik.

5. The desirable temperature range of the sk:m m,lk for rennet-case'n is
to degrees F0

6. Rennet-casein As used 5n the manufhc tore cif

7. The principal commercial use of casein is ;.n the manufacture of coating for
0

8, The proteins and are retained in whey.

9. Unlike casein, lactalbumin is not coagulated by

10. There is a high content of globulins axe

11.

12.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MILK SUGAR

School:

961-II-4
Page 3

Score: .
Indicate by each statement True or False:

1. Lactose is found in milk and in other natural foods.

2. The lactose content of cow milk is constant.

3. Lactose is usually prepared from whey.

4. Whey from sulphuric acid casein is ideal for lactose.

5. Crude lactose needs no further refining to be edible or to meet
pharmaceutical standards.

6. Lactose is completely water soluble.

7. The formation of large crystals of lactoie causes "sandiness" in
some dairy products.

8. Lactose is used to modify cow-milk for infant feeding.r

9. Fermentation of lactose is the only commercial method of producing
lactic acid.

10. Lactose is sweeter than sucrose.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

M2NERALS AND WATER IN M1LK

Student: Sc hoof
=1.1mmas IM .IMR

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False:

".....im:3110

..111

,1:-/

961.11- 5
Page 3

1. The ash of milk always alkalme rear tAtin.

2. Two major minerals in milk are calcium and potassium.

3. Milk has the ability to dissolve small amounts of many metal

4. Milk contains more calc.aim per unit of dry matter than most other
foods.

5. The calc.um content of mAlt can be Inc reared by feeding the cow a
ration high in calc.lum

6. it is generally sa:.d that one quart of milk per day will supply the
calcium required by a growing child.

7. Milk from cows with diseased udders usually has a high salt content.

8. Copper and iron are soluble in milk.

9. Milk is high in iron content.

10. Zinc is readily dissolved by sour milk products,

11.

12.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date;

Topic Test
on

VITAMINS IN MILK

School:

Score:

Match the following

I. Water soluble

2.

3.

4.

50

...
Niacin

Vitamin C

Cobalt content of feed

Off-flavor of milk

6. Carotene...10111=

7 May retard oxidized flavor

8. RiboflavinwIM....

9. Vitamin D

10. Milk is poor source

11.

12.

961-1I-6
Page 3
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

slICROBIOLOGY OF DAIRY PRODUCTS

Indicate by each statement True or False.

School'

Score

961-III-1
Page 3

1. A high bacterial count may be due to the milk being held at a warm
temperature.

2_ The bacterial count is usually expressed as the number of bacteria
per milliliter.

3. Rapidly cooling milk as it is produced and storing under refrigeration
retards the growth of most micro-organisms

4. All bacteria are harmfug.

5. All bacteria are destroyed by pasteurization.

6. Yeasts are readily destroyed by pasteurization.

7. The presence of body cells in milk is normal

8. The organisms that cause mastitis are not harmful to man and cannot
be destroyed by pasteurisation

9. Milk normally contains several enzymes.

10. Certain processing operations make raw milk susceptible to lipase
action and rancidity.

11-

12.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

MILK AND DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Scot e

Match the following:

0

U

961-111-2
Page 3

1 Prevents diseases A._

2. Raw milk B

3. Air, dust and manure C

4, Whey test D.

5, Typhoid fever E

6. Common source of contamination F

I Associated with Salmonella G

8, Brucellosis H

9 Clostridium I

10. Leptospirosis J

--_-_-_-_-__

Infected milk handlers

Br ucellosis

Infectious jaundice

Pasteurization

Botulism

Source of diseases

140 degrees F for 2 minutes

Source of bacteria

Food poisoning

Undulant fever
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

ANTIBIOTICS, PESTICIDES, AND RADIOACTIVITY

Student:

Date:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

School:

Score:

961 -III -3
Page 3

The use of feed containing antibiotic supplements will not cause
antibiotics to appear in the milk.

Some pathogenic bacteria may develop a tolerance for an antibiotic.

Antibiotics in milk do not affect processing procedures.

Milk containing any trace of an antibiotic is considered to be adulterated.

. The heat treatment given milk during processing destroys all antibiotic
activity.

There are quick, reliable, simple tests for detecting antibiotics in milk.

7. Any trace of a pesticide in milk constitutes adulteration.

8.

9.

The chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides have been given the most
attention in the dairy industry.

Pesticides are not transferred to the milk when consumed on forage that
has been sprayed.

10. Radioactive materials are of little concern to the milk processor.

11.

12.



Agricultural Education

4 The appearance of driveways. lawns , and shrubbery has little effect

Student

Date.

Teaching Materials Center

2. Good housekeeping is necessary for customer confidence in the plant

5 The receiving room is usually expected to be in poor condition

6. An old building and poor equipment are valid reasons for poor

8 Window sills are a good location for small, often-used equipment.

9 Good housekeeping leads to safer working conditions.

10 Every employee should have a clean uniform and cap every week.

11.

12.

1 Poor housekeeping is usually an indication of carelessness in plant

7. Cleanliness should be the sole responsibility of the plant supervisor.

on plant housekeeping

because of the traffic

operations

housekeeping

and its products

Lighting is not important in plant housekeeping.

HOUSEKEEPING PRINCIPLES

Topic Test
on

School:

Score;

9;1-111-4
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Student:

Date;

Topic Test
on

CLEANING AND CARING FOR EQUIPMENT

961-III-5
Page 4

School:

Score:

1. Dissolve milk proteins A. Acid solution

2. Rinse and wash water B. Detergent

3. O-R Cleaning C . Clean sanitary fittings

4. Dissolve milkstone D. Alkali added to acid

5. CIP E. Storage tanks

6. Homogenizer F. 115 degrees F.

7. Wetting agent G. Alkaline solution

8. Spray cleaning H. Handle parts carefully

9. Metal sponges I. Recirculation

10. Motor driven brush J. Should not be used



C)

Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

SANITIZING DAIRY EQUIPMENT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Sanitizing should destroy all pathogenic organisms.

2. To be most effective sanitizers should be used just prior to use o
the equipment.

691 -TT.I-6
Page 3

f

3. The type of consti action of equipment does not affect proper sanitizing.

4. Only a small amount of hot water that is above 170° F. is requir
sanitize equipment

ed to

5. Live steam is always practical as a sanitizing agent,

6. The sanitizing efficiency of chlorine compounds is high.

7. Milk will neutralize chlorine solutions.

8. Chemical sanitizers will destroy organisms imbedded in organic matter.

9. A hypochlorite solution should have a strength of not less than 50 p.p.m.

10. Chemical sanitizers should never be brushed on equipment.

11,

12.

.-..-.-1-,.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

CANS AND CAN WASHING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False,

961-111-7
Page 3

1. The sanitary condition of cans has little bearing on the quality of
milk and milk products

2. Aluminum cans are easily cleaned.

3. Stainless steel cans eliminate many common problems.

4. Cans with open seams can be properly cleaned.

5. Empty cans should be stored with the cover in place to prevent dust
from entering the can.

6. Chlorine should not be used to sanitize cans.

7. There are two main types of can washers.

8. An acid or alkaline cleaning compound may be used in a mechanical
can washer.

9. Most mechanical can washers are self-cleaning.

10. Using acid to remove scales from can washers should be practiced
every other day.

11.

12.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

BOTTLE WASHING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Match the following

961-ll1-8
Page 3

1.. Caustic A. Uneconomical

2. Soaker-type washer B. Hard water

3, Remove scale C. Sterilizing power

4. Nand washing D. Chlorination

5. Gear lubrication E. Continuous run to filler

6. Sodium hydroxide concentration F. Oil or grease

7. Pressure -type washer G. Special soap

8 Conveyor 1-brication H. Bottle washing solution

9 Scale formation I. Strong acid

10. Extra safeguard J. Small plant



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or wo"ds.

1. The
the plant.

961-111-9
Page 3

is responsible for keeping insects and rodents out of

2. The clause in the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act which allows the
inspector to condemn the product without seeing the insect or rodent is
called the " " clause

3.
plant.

and are the two common insects around the milk

4. All openings should be covered with
to prevent entry into the milk plant by insects.

5. By the use of a vestibule with an
doors may be prevented.

, entry through

6. The Department of the State College of Agriculture
will make recommendations of the proper insecticides to use at the milk plant.

7. Most insects can be satisfactorly controlled by control of their
and by the use of .

8. For control of rodents all buildings should be

9. Baiting of rodents should be done around the of the milk
plant.

10. Rodent poisons are never used inside the plant because the rodents are
likely to anywhere in the plant causing contamination of the
product.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

GRADES AND CLASSES OF MILK

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

961-IV-1
Page 3

1. The bacterial count is the only factor used to establish the sanitary
quality of milk.

2. Most city health departments have sanitary codes which cover the
grading of milk.

3. Inspectors supervise sanitary conditions in milk processing plants
and on dairy farms.

4. Milk and cream usually have the same bacterial count standards.

5. The production of Certified Milk does not involve medical examina-
tion of the employees.

6. Grade A Raw Milk for pasteurization may have a higher bacterial
count than Grade A Raw Milk.

7. The only difference in Grade B and Grade A Pasteurized Milk is
the bacterial-count standard.

8. Grade C milk meets all requirements of Grade B milk except the
bacteria-mmt standard.

9. Federal Milk Marketing Orders set prices paid to producers and
resale prices.

10. Federal Milk Marketing Orders are a government price support
program.

0 11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

FLAVOR AND PHYSICAL DEFECTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

961-IV- 2
Page 3

PART I: Indicate by each statement true or false.

I. The sense of touch is not important in appraising flavor of milk.

2. Milk will not absorb odors or off-flavors from the environment.

3. Exposure of milk to sunlight may induce an oxidized flavor.

4. Temperatures needed to properly pasteurize milk will cause a
pronounced cooked flavor.

5. Foam in milk has no effect upon efficiency of pasteurization.

PART II: Match the following:

1. Bacterial origin a. oxidized flavor

2. Malty flavor b. feathering

3. Salty flavor c. sour or acid

4. Chemical change d. advanced lactation

5. Cream physical defect e. bacteria

6. f.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

SAMPLING

School:

Score:

961-IV-3
Page 3

PART I: Indicate by each statement true or false,

1. Careful testing will make up for inaccurate sampling.

2. Each lot of milk should be sampled and tested separately.

3. Curdled, churned, or partially churned milk cannot be accurately sampled.

4. Milk from producers is usually tested each day.

5. Milk samples for judging flavor should be cold.

PART II: Complete the following:

1. For representative samples, the milk must be or

2. Milk for a composite sample should have a added.

3. Automatic milk samplers work on the same principle as the

4. Frozen or partly frozen milk should be thawed before sampling.

5. The milk judge should rotate the container rapidly and quickly
the contents.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

BACTERIOLOGICAL TESTS

961-IV-4
Page 3

Student: School:

Date: Score

Indicate by each statement true or false.

I. The Standard Plate Count gives reliable results on milk that contains
either many or few bacteria.

2. A colony may have developed from one organisr

3. Only one sample examination is needed to judge the quality of a
given milk supply.

4. Pasteurization usually destroys less than 9:% of the bacteria in raw
milk.

5. The Standard Plate Count results are obtained within three hours.

6. The Direct Microscopic Count may be made without staining the
slide film.

7. Dead microorganisms may be stained and counted.

8. The microscopic count may be used to check for the presence of
thermophilic organisms.

9. Dye Reduction tests measure the number of bacteria in the milk.

10. The Resazurin Reduction Method will detect the presence of colostrum.

11.

12.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

BUTTERFAT TESTS

School:

Match the following:

Score:

1. Price to producers a.

2. Meniscus b.

3. Cream test c.

4. Butyl alcohol test d.

5. Charred fat column e.

6. 3lymol f.

7. Test bottle for cream _...g.
8. Skim milk h.

9. Gerber Test i.

10. Ether extraction _i.
11. k.

12. 1.

961-IV-5
Page 3

improper shaking

levels off meniscus

small graduated neck

butyrometer

fat content

evaporated milk

weight in grams

larger neck

skim milk

fat column
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

SNF TESTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

961-W-6
Page 3

PART I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. The lactometer is a special form of

2. The Quevenne lactometer is used with milk at
()F.

3. The Watson lactometer is used with milk at oF.

4. Corrected readings of the Quevenne lactometer can be made at tempera-
()

tures between F. to o F.

5. A lactometer reading of 32 is a specific gravity of .

PART II: Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. A given milk sample will always have the same specific gravity.

2. A lactometer is read below the meniscus.

3. Total solids and solids-not-fat can be calculated by a formula or
by using a nomograph.

4. A lactometer can be used to detect milk which has had water
added to it.

5. The Gravimetric Test involves evaporation of the moisture
content.

6.

7.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

ACIDITY TESTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

961-IV-7
Page 3

Indicate by each statement true or false.

I. Fresh milk usually contains 0.30 lactic acid.

2. Acidity expressed as % lactic acid is measured by titration.

3. An alkali solution, 0. I normal sodium hydroxide, is usually used to
neutralize acid in titration.

4. Phenolphthalein is colorless in alkaline solution.

5. Phenolphthalein is pink in acid solution.

6. A formula is not necessary to determine the percent acidity in
titration.

7. Lactic acid is formed by bacterial fermentation.

8. A pH of 7 is neutral in reaction.

9. A pH of 5 is alkaline in reaction.

10. Milk contains substances that act as buffers.

11.

I2.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MISCELLANEOUS TESTS

1.=........emsal.11eMilMErag School:

Score:

961-IV-8
Page 3

.0
Match the following;

1. Enzyme a. atr pressure or vacuum

2, Moisture evaporation in butter b. titrgion

3. Freezing point c. fat content in butter

4. Sediment test d. phosphatase

5. Ether extraction e. freezing point of milk

6. Phoephatase test f. amber-colored fat

7. Sodium hydroxide g. dietetic milk products

8. Sucrose tlst h. proper pasteurization

9. Salt test in butter I, detect added water

10. 31°F. 1. protein solubility

11. k.

12. I.
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Topic Test
on

STANDARDIZING - DAIRY ARITHMETIC

Student: School:

Date: Score:

961-1V-9
Page 3

1. Standardization is necessary to obtain a uniform

2. A simple method of standardizing milk or cream is called the

3. Total solids and protein content have a definite relationship to the

4. What proportions of 28% cream and 3% milk are needed to prepare milk
that contains 4% fat?

5. How many lbs. of 32% cream and 3% milk are needed to prepare 600 lbs.
of 4% milk ?
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Topic Test
on

GRADES OF CREAM

Student: School;

Date: Score:

961-1V -10
Page 3

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. The three grades of cream are light whipping, light or coffee,
and heavy whipping.

2. Plastic cream is cream containing 65% to 85% fat.

3. Half-and-half is a mixture of 50% milk and 50% butterfat.

4. Feathering of cream is when thick cream floats on top of the cream
bottle.

5. The cream line is the depth of the layer of unhomogenized cream.

6. The cream plug consists of the large fat globules which have floated
to the surface of the cream line.

7. Slightly sour cream will feather very easily.

8. Sterilized cream has been available for arning only recently.

9. Manufacturing cream is made from Grade A milk.

10. During the sept Ilion of cream from milk, the line of dirt and scum
collects inside 14_ i drtlm known as "separator slime. "

11.

12.

1
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Student:

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

School: _ 1

Agricultural Education 961-V-1
Tea oiling Materials Center Page 3

Topic Test
on

Date: Sem._ :

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1.

2.

3.

Pactaging is influenced by the system of product distribution.

The processing equipment is not influenced by the packaging system.

Two feet is the generally accepted minimum Gistance between
equipment and walls.

._ _

4. Limaed access will influence * oiling and unloading.

5. Milk weighing facilities will always te required in the receiving
room of all plants.

6. Storage tanks for raw milk should be close to the processing area.

7. Rectangular storage tanks are more costly than cylindrical tanks.

8. Standards of quality for by-products are not as important as
for fluid milk.

). The same dock should be uses for receiving returned bottles,
receiving milk, and loading out milk and products.

10. Crossing conveyors will not present any problem.=1........

11.

12.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MATERIALS FOR DAIRY EQUE/MENT

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Metals for surfaces that contact milk and milk products should
be easy to clean and keep bright.

2. Nickel has excellent heat transfer characteristics

3. Tin is not affected by milk.

ImM 4. The flavor of milk is affected by aluminum.
.1!....1...,

5. .the use of solder in dairy equipment is increasing.

School:

Score:

961-17-.2
Page 3

ti

(,)

6. Stainless steel with higher finishes (highly polished) is easier
to clean than that with lower finish.

7. Stainless steel will not corrode.

8. Acid or alkaline cleaners of high concentration may cause
pitting of stainless steel.

9. Chlorine compounds should be used on stainless steel just
before the equipment is to be used.

10. Rusty or pitted areas of stainless steel should be polished
out with a scouring powder.

11.

12.

1
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Topic Test
on

SANITARY PIPE AND FITTINGS

Student. School,
=4 COM irm.arwrnm.

Date: Score.=ilika ism/SaIMI.a.o.. ,a-sa..lamc :000'. AI =7.16W=1

Indicate by each statement True or False

MIMIMIMMIMMIIMIMMAImo

IMI11=1.1Mai

961-V-3
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1 Stainless steel sanitary pipe is used universally
throughout the industry.

Straight runs of piping should be supported every 10 feet.

3 Stainless steal pipe will not corrode.

Cleaning solutions will not harm stainless steel pipe<
0

Glass piping will not withstand temperatures up to 212 F.

Glass piping has the ability to absorb excessive vibration,

7 Plastic tubing has proven adaptable for use on bulk tanker
unloading

8, The :airy industry was the first to develop sanitary pipe and
fitting:

9. Sanitary fitting threads are wide and easy to clean.

10. Very little maintenance is required for air-operated
valves

12.
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Student:

Date.

Topic Test
on

SANITARY PUMPS

School:

Score:

Sei-W-4
Page 3

1. What types of motors are generally used on centrifugal sanitary pumps?

2. What typo of metal are sanitary pumps made of?

3. Why is it important not to have air pockets when using the centrifugal pump?

4. What is the one disadvantage of the gear pump?

5. Diagram the positions of the lobe or impeller sanitary pump.

6. Why is temperature of the product an important factor where rubber rotor
pumps are used?

Pi. In what direction does the flexible impeller pump operate?

8. Why is it necessary to clean the sanitary pumps daily?

9. Why should pumps not ly_ &Imaged during cleaning?

10. How should 0-Rings be lubricated?
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Topic Test
on

RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

Student: School;

Date Score.

Multiple choice

961-V
Page ::

1. Most people favor the (a) drive-through, (b) back-up type
of handling of tank trucks

2. Most people favor the (a) one-weigh tank, (b) two-weigh tank
system for continuous receiving of milk.

3, Most plants favor the (a) bulk handling (b) can handling of milk.

4. Sampling of bulk milk is done on the (a) receiving deck
(b) farm.

5. Ventilation is (a) needed (b) not needed in the receiving room.
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Topic Test
on

MILK TANKS

Student: School:

Date: Score..

Indicate by each statement True or False.

wil=1=111Im

1. The two basic types of bulk storage tanks are horizontal and
"silo,"

2. Fittings need not have smooth inner surfaces for cleaning
because stainless steel will not rust.

3. Most tanks are not insulated because they have cooling coils in
the inner wall.

4. It is not necessary to provide manholes in mechanically cleaned
tanks.

5. Where manholes are located any contents that may collect
should drain to the outside of the tank.

6. Milk storage tanks generally have thermometers to indicate
the temperature of the product.

7. It is desirable to have a level indication gauge on the tank to
keep from overfilling the tank.

8. Load cells are weight sensing elements used to determine the
amount of product in the tank.

9. Agitation of storage milk is not important because the milk
is not sampled in the storage tanks.

ID 10. "Silo" type storage tanks are not constructed under the
protection of a building.



961-V-6
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Milk Tanks
(Topic Test continued)

11. "Silo" type storage tanks are agitated by air or mechanical means.

12. "Silo" type storage tanks must be vented with filtered air.

13. Expansion of the inner walls of large storage tanks should be
of concern when constructing the tank.

14.

15.
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Topic Test
on

FILTERS AND CLARIFIERS

Student: School

Date: Score:

Multiple choice.

1 Milk should always be filtered (a) before, (b) after pasteurization.

2. There (a) should, (b) should not, be a large ratio of cloth_
area to milk flow.

3, Leucocytes (a) can, (b) can not be removed by filters.

4. Pressure on filter lines should not exceed (a) 4 (b) 6 (c) 8
(d) 10 pounds of pressure.

5. Clarifiers remove (a) heavy (b) light materials from milk.

6 Clarifiers (a) do (L) do not remove leucocytes and other types of
cells from milk.

7. The self-cleaning clarifiers (a) can (13) ean not be cleaned
in place



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

SEPARATORS AND HOMOGENIZERS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

961-V-8
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1. Warm milk separators operate at a temperature of

2. What percent fat should the Mojonnier test result in for proper skimming?

3. Can the self-cleaning separator be cleaned in place at the end of the
separation process?

4. What is the capacity per hour of Vie cold milk separator?

5. To what temperature should cold milk be heated for best results?

6. What is the capacity of the standardizing clarifier?

7. What are the major purposes of the standardizing clarifiers?
and

8. How many processes can the Tri-Process centrifugals carry on at one
time?

9. What is the accomplishment of the homogenization procedure?
.-e.

10. What is the diameter size of fat globules after homogenization takes
place?

11. What generally causes a "wild" gauge on the homogenizer?

12.

13.
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Topic Test
on

HEATING, HOLDING, & COOLING EQUIPMENT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. What is the purpose of heat exchange equipment in the milk plant?

2. What is the reason why copper or aluminum is not used in the flow
coils of heat exchangers?

3. What do the letters HTST represent?

0 4. what is the range in production output size of HTST pasteurizers?

U

5. What is the holding time of the product at proper temperature of
161° F. in the HTST pasteurizer?

6. what do the letters UHT represent?

7.

8.
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Topic Test
on

SANITARY THERMOMETERS AND GAUGES

Student

Date

Indicate by each statement True or False

School.

Score.

961-V-10
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1 The reason for using instruments and gauges in the milk
plant is for extension of human sensing.

2, Recorders provide a 24-hour record of from one to four
variables in recording physical properties of the product.

3

4

The on-off differential gap control provides two decisions.

Temperature sensing devices provide the operator with an
accurate means of measuring the temperature of the product.

5 Gauges are used to provide safety protection and temperature
readings

6 Gauges are calibrated by dead weight testers.

7 Weighing of the product is usually done on the farm by
"dipstick" readings and weighing of the tank trucks at
the milk plant

8 Manometers are used to determine the level of solids in
batch tanks

9 Manometers work on the U-tube principle.

10 Many kinds of scales are used in the dairy plant to provide
accurate weights of the product

11 Flow measurements can be accurate to 0 25% in some
metering devices



Sanitary Thermometers and Gauges
(Topic Test continued)

961-V-10
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12. Automat sanitary valves permit remote automatic control of product routing.

13.

14.
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Topic Test
on

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
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Student- School:

Date. Score.

Indicate by each statement True or False:

1. The two general types of automatic temperature controls are
self-acting and compressed air

2 Self-acting type automatic temperature valves work on the
volatile liquid principle.

M. a 111111

0 3 Daily check maintenance for automatic controls is very important.

0

4 The air operated ^ontrol valves are very accurate and generally
trouble-free.

5. Air operated controls wol:;. on the vacuum line principle.

6.

7.
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Student:

Date.

Tcpic Test
on

FILLERS AND SEALERS

School:

Score,

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words,

1. The two types of glass bottle fillers are

2 Paper and glass milk containers range in size from
to

and

3. The advantage of the vacuum filler is that it "pulls" the milk
into the bottle for a filling operation.

4, Paper containers are lined with or

5. Ppaer containers require special handling to avoid cracks in
Cie container which will allow

6. Once filled, paper containers must be kept

--

7, All-plastic containers are of two basic divisions, the
and ..==

8. On the vacuum filler the vacuum must be
to fill plastic containers

%OW

9. Bulk, single-service containers are used both
and

10 Bulk, single-service containers come lined with a
bag,

11.

12.
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Student

Date

Topic Test
on

CONVEYORS

a.,,w..a.,=1111.F.oNII=I.PPVPIMI..IIMNff.

Indicate by each statement True or False

School;

Score:
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1 Gravity conveyors are no longer used in modern milk plants.

Gravity conveyors need to be lubricated frequently with
water repellent grease

3. Gr mity conveyors are used to move bottles, dumping cans,
and paper cartons-

4 A conveyor system should be simple, direct, flexible, and
free of trouble spots

5. Power conveyors are used to provide proper timing to coordinate
the plant.

6. Power conveyors should never be lubricated to avoid the
build-up of dirt around moving parts

7 Po-..er conveyors use pins, ball, slat, and chain type means
of movement for the product

8 The drag-stack system is where drag chains are embedded
in the floor to convey products

9 A palletized system involves the mo-_ament of stacks of products
on a pallet which is moved by a lift truck

10 The marshalling of a product means the accumulation of
it in stacks

11

12
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

RECEIVING, FILTERING, AND CLARIFYING MILK

School;

Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.
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1. All milk is received from the farm by bulk tank trucks.

2. The temperature of milk should be kept under 32° F. during transpor-
tation and storage.

3. When bulk milk is received, it is pumped into a bulk receiving tank
and weighed.

4. When milk is received in cans, the milk is put in a holding vat and the
cans must be washed before returning them to the farmer.

5. When can milk is received, it is a good practice to check each can
for quality of milk.

6. All milk must be filtered or clarified before it is pasteurized.

7. Clarification will remove leucocytes (body cells) from the milk which
will cause sludge in homogenized milk.

8. Filters are made of cloth and are placed in pipe lines carrying milk
to filter the dirt and sediment from the milk.

9. Milk should be pumped at 30 p. s. I. for best filtering.
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Topic Test
on

COMMON PASTEURIZATION METHODS

Student: School:

Date. Score.:

Multiple Choice.
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1: Pasteurization destroys all yeasts and mold and (a) 80% (b) 90%
(c) 95% of all bacteria in the milk.

2. Sterilization destroys (a) 90% (b) 95% (c) 100% of all living
organisms in milk.

3. Batch pasteurization requires a temperature of 140°F. for (a) 30
seconds (b) 30 minutes (e) 30 hours.

4 In the HTST method of pasteurization, the temperature requirement
is 161°F. for (a) 15 seconds (b) 15 minutes (c) 15 hours.

5- In the UHT method of pasteurization, the temperature requirement
is 265°-285°F. for (a) 3-8 seconds (b) 3-8 minutes (c) 3-8 hours.

6.

7.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

OTHER METHODS OF PASTEURIZATION

Student: School:

Date: Score:
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Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Aseptic canning of milk allows the product to be stored without refrig-
eration.

2. Aseptic canned milk is not sterilized.

3. Sterilized milk may contain live yeast and molds.

4. Sterilized milk can be produced in paper containers.

5. Radiation is a means of pasteurization of milk.

6. Irradiated milk will jell in storage.

7. Irradiated milk products turn in color.

8. Ultraviolet light will pasteurize milk.

9. Pasteurization by ultraviolet light is a fast process.

10. Hydrogen peroxide acts as a preservative of milk and is used in many
European countries.

11. Germany used hydrogen peroxide to preserve milk during WW II.

12.. Hydrogen peroxide treated milk may be used in the U.S. in the
manufacturing of cheese,

13. There has not been any success at pasteurizing milk by use of electric
current.

14. England pasteurizes some of its milk in the bottle.

15. Pasteurization of milk in-the-bottle is not a costly process.

16.

17.



2- In the homogenizer, milk is forced through small openings under

4 Milk should be homogenized after the

6 Homogenization of raw milk will cause the milk to become

7.

Student:

1. Homogenized milk is defined as milk in which the fat globules are not larger

3. Fat globules will not

5. Milk should be homogenized at a temperature above

Date:

Teaching Materials Center

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

than

pounds of pressure per square inch

very fast.

milk.

HOMOGENIZATION OF MILK

will remove most of the sediment from homogenized

Topic Test

microns in size,

for

School;

to the top in homogenized milk.

Score;

process.

0F.
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Agricultural Education
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

FILLING CONTAINERS

School:

Score:

961-VI-5
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Tidicate by each statement true or false.

1. Milk contairers are made of glass, paper, or plastic.

2. Gravity-flow fillers are used to fill paper containers.

3. Vacuum fillers cannot be used to fill all-plastic containers.

4. All bottles must be sterilized before filling.

0 5. Paper containers are lined with plastic or paraffin to keep milk from
leaking out of the paper container.

U

6. There are non-returnable plastic bottles used for milk.

7. Paper cartons must be handled carefully to avoid damage to the carton.

8. Bulk single-service containers come in 2, 3, 5, and 6 gallon sizes.

9. Bulk single-service containers are reusable.

10. Paper containers are heat sealed by the filling machine.

11.

12.
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Student

Date

Topic Test
on

MILK STORAGE

IllmriMrI=V/MMIiS=P

School:

Score:
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Page 3

1 Why is rapid cooling after pasteurization important?

2 Why is warm milk not cooled in vat agitated by paddle or coils?

3 What is the usual method of cooling pasteurized milk?

4. When milk is refrigerated what is the general length in days of its
keeping quality?

5. What causes the spoilage of milk after pasteurization?

6

7.
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Student

Date:

Topic Test
on

CULTURES - FERMENTED MILK PRODUCTS

School:

Score:
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Indicate by each statement True or False:

1, Cottage cheese is a cultured product.

2, Cultured milk products are high in butter fat.

3, Cultured products have a sour flavor caused by lactic acid
produced by the bacteria culture.

Ad

4. Some cultural products have as high as 3% alcohol produced
by yeasts.

5. It is very important to keep the culture free of foreign bacteria.

6. Starter cultures may be kept and used over and over for weeks
if kept clean.

7 Bacteriophage destroy the culture bacteria causing slow or dead
starters.

It is a good practice to have three people make cultures so if one
person has to leave the other two can keep the culture clean.

9. Antibiotics used by the farmer may get into milk making the
milk a poor culture product.,

10. Yogurt is not a milk cultured product.

11.

12 .

U
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Topic Test
on

SKIM AND BUTTERMILK

Student: School:

Date Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False:
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1_ Buttermilk may or may not be cultured.

2. Buttermilk is the liquid that remains after the removal of
fat from the cream by churning.

3. Buttermilk is easily digested and is often recommended by
doctors,

dt Buttermilk does not have the protein value of whole milk.

5, Churned buttermilk may have flakes of butter present.

6> Skim milk is very low in food value.

7 Skim milk is used to manufacture cottage cheese.

8. Condensed skim milk is about 1/3 its original volume.

19 Non-fat dry milk is made from skim milk.

10. Whey is the product left after the removal of casein and fat
from milk.

11.

12.
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Student

Date

Topic Test
on

SPECIAL MILKS AND DRINKS

School:

Score:
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Indic ate by each statement True or False:

1.. Fortlfied milks include "vitamin D" milk.

2. Skim milk can be fortified and sold as fortified skim milk.

3, Soft 'curd milk is more readily digested than whole milk.

4- Soft -curd milk can be made by addition of salts to milk.

Irml.,......mr

0

5. Chocolate milk is nut required to meet the minimum butterfat
requirement.

Chocolate milk should be free of sediment.

7. Fresh cone entrated milk har lacked large public sales.

8. Frozen milk provides a way to store fresh milk for longer
periods of time.

9, Human m.:11k is higher in protein than cows milk.

M. Human milk .is more readily assin dated by the infant than
cow's milt .

11,

3 2.
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CREAM

Student: School:

Date:

Multiple Choice:

Scare:
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1. The cream rises to the top of milk because it is (a) more eanse,
(b) thicker, (C) lighter. (d) thinner than milk solids.

2.

A=IM

Cream ie separated from milk by a cream (a) pasteurizer,
(b) separator, (c) bactofuge, (d) evaporator.

The cream bowl travels at the rate of (a) 300, (b' 3,000,
(c) 30, 000, (d) 300,000 r. p. m.

4. Cream goes to the (a) inside, (b) outside of the bowl during
the separation process.

5. Cream separated at 50°F. has a better (a) keeping quality,
(b) cream-line, (c) homogenizing quality, (d) viscosity than
cream separated at 9P°F.

6.

7.
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Student:

Date.

Topic Test
on

CONCENTRATED MILK PRODUCTS

Indicate by each statement true or false ;

1 Fresh concentrated milk is reduced by one-half its volume.

2: Fresh concentrated milk is made from grade "B" milk,

3 The fat content of fresh concentrated milk is 10%.

4. Water is simply evaporated from milk to produce fresh
concentrated milk.

5. Evaporated milk has had about 60% of the water removed.

=1111111MI

School:

Score:
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6. Evaporated milk is not sterilized.

7. Evaporated milk can be stored only 1 year.__ ....
8. Evaporated milk is homogenized.

9. Evaporated milk can be stored at room temperature.

10. Sugar acts as the preservative in sweetened condensed milk.

11.

12.
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Student

Date

Topic Test
on

ICE CREAM AND RELATED PRODUCTS

School:

Score:
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Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words:

1 Surveys indicate ..=...-. c..InsOk ..11Mulm- .=.1.m
is the favorite American food.

2 The combtnation of '.ce cream ingredients is known as the "

3. gives ice cream the rich flavor,

4 and are important steps in
the manufacturing of Ice ci eam

5. Ice cream is frozen to OF

6 The process of whipping air into the ice cream is known as

7. Stabilizers are used to form a which improves the body of the
product

8. Shrinkage involves the loss of from the ice cream.

9 The name for tatu ice cream is

10 lmitatzon .ce cream is made from

11

12.

fat,

.
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Topic Test
On

DRY MILK PRODUCTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Multiple Choice:

..1111e
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1. The first successful dry milk product was (a) buttermilk, (b) skim
milk, (c) cream, (d) malted milk.

2. The drum rolling method of drying milk is done under (a) pressure,
(b) vacuum, (c) gas, (d) heated air.

3. The drum method of drying milk will produce (a) sheets, (b)
crystals, (c) ho,low spheres, (d) balls of dry milk.

4. The spray drying method will produce (a) sheet, (b) crystals
(c) hollow spheres, (d) balls of dry milk.

5. In the spray method of drying milk, the milk is sprayed in a fine
stream into (a) cold air, (b) hot air, (c) steam, (d) a vacuum,
to remove the water.

6. Dry whole milk has (a) an unlimited, (b) a limited, (c) a
short, (d) a poor keeping quality.

7. Dry whole milk is used mainly in the (a) baking industry,
(b) home, (c) export business, (d) candy industry.

8. 18% cream will produce dry cream of (a) 7%, (b) 27%, (c) 57%,
(d) 72% butterfat.

9. Non-fat dry milk is made from (a) whole mill:, (b) whey,
(c) malt, (d) skim milk.

10. Dry whey is a valuable component in the manufacturing of
(a) paint, (b) cosmetics, (c) poultry feed, (c) cheese.

11.

12.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

BUTTER AND MARGARINE

True or False:

1. Margarine is fortified with vitamin A and D to give it a yellow
color.

Z. Margarine has about the same amount of calories as butter.

3. Margarine contains some milk content.

4. Butter should be stored at 40°F_

5. Surface taint of butter is caused by bacterial contamination of
butter.

6. Mottling and streaking due to insufficient working is a color

School:

Score:

961-VII-8
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7.

8.

defect of butter.

There are only two grades of butter, U. S.A. and U. S. B.

Butter is manufactured in butter products of whey butter, whipped
butter, butter oil, and dry milk fat.

9. Overrun is caused by whipping air into the butter.

10 Butter cannot be processed in a continuous operation.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
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CHEESES
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School

Score.

Indlcate by each statement True or False

1111MEGIIIIMIWIRM,
I. The story of the first cheese made is lost in unrecorded history.

2 There are 18 different ways to process cheese.

...___3 Some kinds of hard cheese may require two years to ripen properly.

4 Cheese Is manufactured from skim milk.

. _5_ All cheese in milk is pasteurized

-____6 Ripemng of milk is brought about with a bacterial starter.

7. Rennin is used to curdle the ripened milk.

8. Rennet :s the commercial extract from rennin.

-,--9 Rennet will cause the vat of ripened milk to "set",

10 The method of removal of whey w.A1 determine the kind of cheese
be.ng produced.

11 All cheese rinds are allowed to grow molds for the ripening
process.

12 Salt s added to cheese as a preservative only.

13 Enzymes, bactena, molds and yeasts bring about the ripening of
cheese

15
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CHEDDAR AND COTTAGE CHEESE
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Schoolchool:

Date Score!

F:31 in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1 was the first kind of cheese manufactured for commercial user

2 M-lk .s heated to °F for good growth of the starter organisms.

2.. ...:.--- . s added to coagulate the acid-formed milk in making cheddar
cheese

4 After the curd has "set' it is cut into small, in making cheddar
cheese

5 The .bould be drained from the curd

6 The curds are pressed for 32 to 24 hours to remos-e excess

7 Cheddar cheese should be cured for to months.

8 Cottage cheese s not rn.3k

9 cheese .s not cured

10 The two types of curd used to make cottage cheese are and

11

12
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Topic Test
on

PROCESS AND SWISS CHEESE

Student:

Date:

Indicate by each statement True or False:

School:

Score:
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1. Process cheeses are made by mixing and grinding together
different lots of cheese.

2. Cheddar is the most commonly processed variety of cheese.

3. Processed cheeses must be heated to 150°F. for 30 seconds.

4. Emulsifying agents cause processed cheeses to be lumpy.

5. All process cheese food will have other foods added to the cheese.

6. Processed cheese spread is 40 to 60% water.--
7. There are no sweetening agents added to process cheese spreads.

8. Milk is pasteurized before Swiss Cheese can be made
from the milk.

9 Swiss Cheese is made in copper kettles.

10 , Gas is added to the cheese with a high pressure gas hose
to make the "eyes" in Swiss Cheese.

11. Swiss Cheese needs to ripen about 6 months.

12. A good Swiss Cheese will have holes 1/2 to 1-1/2" in diameter.

13. Swiss Cheese will keen only 6 months.

14. Swiss Cheese is made in "wheels" weighing from 60 to 200 lbs.

15. There is a Swiss Cheese made in the U S: that does not
have th-, eyes nor the rind.

16.

.1.7.
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OTHER VARIEITES OF CHEESE

Student: School;

Date. Score

Indicate by each statement True ur False;
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1 Brick Cheese is not rubbed with salt.

2. Brick Cheese is perishable and must be refrigerated.

3. Caciocarrallo Cheese is pulled into long rope-like pieces
and dried in a figure-8.

4. Coon Cheese has a sharp, tangy flavor and a crumbly body.

5. Cream Cheese is a soft unripened cheese made of milk and
cream.

6 Edam Cheese is not allowed to form acid and is not salted.

7- Feta Cheese is made from ewe's milk.

8. Limburger Cheese has a sweet mild flavor.

9. Pickled Cheese is ripened in a brine solution.

10. Roquefort Cheese has a marble blue-green appearance.

11.

1.2
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Topic Test
on

USES OF STEAM AND HOT WATER

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.
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1. Steam is used for 1 and

2. to pounds of steam are required to pasteurize 1.000 lb.
of milk by the batch process.

3. The letters BTU mean

0 4. One BTU will rese the temperature of 1/2 pound of water ° F.

5. Fifty BL J will raise the temperature of one pound of water

6.

7.

0
F.
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Topic Test
on

HOT WATER REQUIREMENTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Multiple Choice.
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1. Steam is used in most plants for (a) power, (b) washing, (c) steam
driven pumps (d) heating cheese.

2. Hot water is usually made by (a) direct-fire hot generators, (b) steam
coils in a tank (c) condensed steam (d) electrically heated tanks.

3. Showers use (a) 100 (b) 150 (c) 225 (d) 300 gallons per hour.

4. The largest hot water requirement will be during (a) noon (b) morning,
(c) beginning of day (d) clean up.

5. Hot water should be (a) 140° F. (b) 110° F. (c) 100° F. (d) 200° F.
for washing rooms.

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

BOILkRS

':, School:

Score:
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Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. There are five classes of boilers.

2. Fire-tube boilers are the most efficient type of boiler.

3. Boiler tubes are made of stainless steel

4. Clean heating surfaces reduces the cost of heating.

5. Boilers should not be filled while hot.

6. Boilers should be filled with hot water if available.

7. It is not necessary to ventilate the heater before lighting.

8. Safety valves should be hand opened to be sure they will operate.

9. A plant "log" should be kept of cleaning operations.

10. "Do Not Open" signs should be used to prevent the scalding of workers.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

WATE1. SOURCES AND CONSERVATION

Student: School:

Date. Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Soft, cold, clean water is ideal for a milk plant.

2, Cities that use surface water will supply a water high in minerals
and trash,

3. All well water will be "soft " .

4- City water is too costly to use in the milk plant.

The milk plant should adopt a definite water conservation program.

6_ The milk plant should have studies made to locate ways of
saving water.

7- Whenever possible it is best to return condensation and overflow
water to the boilers for reuse,

8,

9
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on

WATER IMPURITIES
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Student: echo II:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.,

1. It is not necessary to analyze /ater for use in the milk plant.

2. Hard water f s caused by dissolved metal salts in the water.

3. Water that has dissolved gases in it may be harmful and corrosive.

4. Sulfides give water a sweet flavor.

5. Sulfides tend to discolor the water.

6. A slightly acid water is best for washing cottage cheese curds.

7. Dissolved solids can be removed from water by deionization which
is an expensive operation.

8. Rotting vegetation will discolor water.

9.

10.
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FILTERS CHLORINATION, AND CORROSION

Student: School:
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Date; Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correc. word or words

1. Typical water filters will cot tain several grades of

2. The bed should be at least 20 inches thick.

3. The filter should be back washed to prevent"

4 Activated is use; to remove odor from water .

5. The " " filter will remove all traces of suspended matter.

6. All the maintenance required of the water filter is repair of and
periodic

7. The needs to be charged when "mud balls" form.

8, gas is used for disinfection of water.

ft.

9 Corrosion may be controlled by removal of dissolved and

10 One of the best ways of preventing corrosion is by a
coating of paint,

11.

12,
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Topic Test
on

CORRECTIVE WATER T'REATME'NTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

ONO

1. Cooling water should not be allowed to deposit hardness scale on
piping or equipment.

2. Water softening equipment will pay for itself by increasing the
life of the plant equipment.

3. Lime-soda treatment accuracy is hard to control to maintain a
uniform &offered water.

4. Lime-soda treatment of water will reduce the sediment of water.

5. Lime-soda treated water need n..)t be filtered for removal of
sediment.

6. Zeolite is the product used in the base exchange method of
softening water.

7. The zeolite bed should be 30 to 72 inches thick.

8. Zeolite can be cleaned with a Ever so:ution.

9. Zeolite can remove all minerals and produce a zero hardness
water.

10. In most plants the zeolite softener will do the most efficient job.

11.

12.

r
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Topic Test
on

PUMPS AND PIPING

Student: School:

Date: Score.

Fill in the proper letter:

961-VIII-8
Page 3

(A) Centrifugal pump. (El Rotary pump (C) Reciprocating pump

1. Which pump operates with a piston?

2. Which pump will handle dirty liquids best?

3. Which pump uses the impeller?

4. Which pump uses the gear principle of operation ?

5. Which pump will develop the highest pressure?

6. Which pump will carry the largest volume?

7. Which pump handles medium pressure ranges best?

8. Which pump has a pulsating flow?

111

9.

10.
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Date;

Indicate by each statement True or False

Student:

Teaching Materials Center Page 3

1 The air compressor is not an important item of equipment in the

2 Oil-free compressors are used when in contact with the pr )duct.

Multi-stage compressors usually cool the air between stages.

milk plant

AIR COMPRESSORS

Topic Test
on

School:

Score.

-

Mr compressors should operate between 400 and .500 psi.

5. A wide operating range reduces the number of starts needed to be
made during the day.

6. The multi-stage compressor is most desirable for low pressure usage.

7, Air receivers should be large enough to avoid abrupt pressure drops.

8 Aftercoolers need to be placed close to the compressor for best results.

9.

10,
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Topic Test
on

TERMINOLOGY AND REQUIREMENTS

Student. School:

Date- Score.. =eM..,.

961-IX-1
Page 3

L Matching

1. Maximum electrical c'irrent re;uirement

2. Equals 1000 watts

3, kwh

4. Amount of current
11-av-1=1

5. Unit of resistance to current

6. Type of alternating current

IL Matching

a. Phase

b. Ohm

c. Kilowatt hour

d. Kilowatt

e. Demand

f. Ampere

1, Absolute pressure after and before
compression

a. Convection

2. Measure of heat b. Latent heat

Movement of heat by gas or liquid c. Compression ratio

IMPRIMOMIN.

3,

4. Instantaneous evaporation of refrig-
erant

d. Ton of refrigeration

5. When water changes to steam e. Flash gas

6. Extract 288,000 B. T. U. in 24 hours f. B. T. U.

J
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

WIRING MATERIALS AND CONTROLS

School;

Indicate by each statement true or false.

961-IX-2
Page 22

Score:

1. It is not important to ground electrical motors.

2. General lighting circuits sho'ild have a minimum of four (4) outlets
per circuit.

3. When grotnding conductor to a panel, at least No. 6 copper wire should
be used.

4. The size of wi "e is not important in wiring a building.

5. Wire insulation is not important in wiring a building.

6. Voltage drop is not affected by wire size.

_. 7. Safety is stopping accidents before they take place.

8. Fuses are used for protection of the electrical circuit.

9. Each circuit should be fused separately.

10. A. V. C. wire is needed when temperatures are over 125°F.

11.

12.
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Student;

Date:

961-IX-3
Page 3

Topic Test
on

ELECTRIC MOTORS

ow.-.".. School,

Score.-=1111mIINAMIIVNINI.illrm.a.14 .11171...101MM

Indicate by each statement true or false

1. Splash-proof motors are desirable in the milk plant.

2. All small motors should run at 1800 rpm to reduce the number or spare
motors needed.

3. All large motors should have magnetic starters.

4. It is not necessary to provide overload protection on large motors<

1..)
5. Three phase motors should always be used whenever possible.

6.

7.

*

i
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Topic Test
on

"SWEET WATER" AND BRINE REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

Student School:

Date. Score:__MAJdO -MMIMY1.Mel

Fill in the blank with the correct word or words,

961-1X-4
Page 3

I The "Sweet Water" cooling system should not operate under F.

2 Refrigeration is needed to the product in the milk plant.INIumblYsa=1.M.MI=NN IM:

3 Well water will have a temperature range of F. to

4 "Sweet Water" can be cooled by passing it through an

5 Brine cooling systems can be cooled below the
water

6 Salt Brine cooling systems can be cooled below

7

8

F,

storage tank.

F.

point of
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION

School:

961-IX-5
Page 3

Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Refrigeration systems must have a compressor.

2. Compressors should be protected with shut-off switches.

3. The high pressure side of the system should never be modified.

4. Ammonia is soluble in oil and losses in ammonia will result.

0 5. Automatic liquid control valves will never leak.

6. Warm, high pressure liquid will flash to a gas on the low pressure
side.

7. Low temperature refrigeration systems are used for making ice cream.

8. In a compound system, it takes several stages to compress the refrig-
erant gas.

9.

10.

0
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MAINTENANCE OF REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False

1.

961 -IX -6
Page 3

It is not important for plant personnel to know the characteristics of
ae refrigeration system

2. The cost of a ton of refrigeration is high when the compressor is not
operating at full capacity,

3. Changes in group routines can affect the operating efficiency of the
refrigeration system.

4. Operating logs are nice, but not necessary.

5. Automatic controls need not be checked continually.

6. The maintenance of refrigeration equipment is the responsibility of the
plant owner.

7. It is good to consult a refrigeration specialist to review operation
procedures,

8. Schools are conducted .to train personnel in proper refrigeration main-
tenance by equipment manufacturers.

9.

10.
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Topic Test
on

PRODUCT LOSSES AND RECORDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

961-X-1
Page 3

1. Crash programs to stop product losses will give only short period
results.

2. The main interest in determining product losses is not in what is lost
but the difference between what the plant buys and sells.

3. The butterfat is not salvaged from route return products.

4. It is not necessary to agitate milk before sampling.

_5. Too much cream left in the milk during the separation process will
result in losses to the plant efficiency.

6. Poor drainage of bulk tanks will result in losses to the plant efficiency.

_7. Over-filling of bottles and paper containers will result in losses of
product.

8. Lack of movement of the finished product will not result in losses
because milk can be powderz,

_9. Evaporation is so slight that it need not be considered as a loss.

10. Systematic allocation for employee use should be used to control losses.

11.

12.
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Date

961-X-2
Page 3

Topic Test
on

OPERATING EFFICIENCIES AND PRODUCTION SCHEDULES

4.. ...tom.mmimmum ,m........ Score.

Fill 'n the blank with the correct word or words.

1 Production cost can be high because someone did not stop to

2 Remodeling or rebuilding can reduce production

3 Supervisors should be convinced that a high degree of
is necessary

MI11= .IMELNIMMM=Mx1=011411...

4 Proper 1..gliting, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning are important for
good 11 .aaamollMrMMMMNAII1IMI Iwo a., ma

conditions_

5 Automatic carers can increase the

6 All electrical

7 A simple work

8 A

costs

-11.m...1...6111

operation,

should be located close to the equipment.

system is of great value in cutting costs.

valve at the end of the water hose will save on water

9 Lights should be at night.

10 Storage rooms should be kept

11

12

and clean.
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Topic Test
on

CONTAINER LOSSES

Student. School:

Date: Score,

961-X-3
Page 3

e=.1..= ..II. allowaW...r RIOSII.m.ma.

smIE1111Iambas MIMI-m.4.aapwafgVmue-,...1illI1J1MVPR

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. "Stones" are flaws in new bottles.

2. All new bottles should be inspected.

3. Bottles should not be stored in dry conditions.

4. Bottle washing may cause etching and scratching of the bottle.

5. Capping causes a large percentage of breakage in the milk plant.

6. Transit breakage is low because the bottles are kept in cases.

7. Heat will not cause breakage to milk bottles.

8. Impact breakage will cause percussion cones on the bottle.

9. Stacking too high will warp made-up paper containers.

10. All paper containers should be kept cold during transit with wet ice.

11.

12.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

WASTE PREVENTION

School:

Score;

Z1M

961-X-4
Page 3

,,,,..,/ody,.

Indicate by each statement true or false.

I. Waste prevention will not save money for the dairy plant.

2. Waste prevention is practiced only to comply with strict regulations.

3. The biggest factor in waste prevention is the personal factor.

4. Poor equipment will cause waste.

5. It is a good practice to mark the directions "otf" and "on" on all
valves to avoid waste.

6. Be sure to place the proper fitting on the proper way to avoid leakage.

7. Do not boil products to cause evaporation losses.

8. Separators do not need to be air tight.

9. Milk loss is greater with tank-trucks than with cans.

10. Dry products should be washed down the drain.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

WASTE DISPOSAL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

961-X-5
Page 3

.. The most important step in waste saving and waste disposal is
complete utilization of the product

Milk waste should be used for livestock feed, evaporated, or dried.

3 It is not important to measure or sample dairy plant wastes.

4 You should always let the municipal sewer operator know when you plan
to dump large quantities of waste.

5. Dumping milk waste into streams is good fish food.

6_ Crops can be irrigated from milk plant wastes.

A good place to dump waste is in a closed, company owned pond.

Trickling filters will help remove solids from the waste.

9. Anaerobic treatment of wastes in lagoons is a cheap method of treating
wastes,

10. Using chemicals to precipitate solids out of the waste is a good treat-_
11,

12_

meat method.
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Topic Test
on

PAINTING

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

961-X1-1
Page 3

....===1,.,1,

Indicate by each statement True or False:

1. Paint will protect the value of the equipment.

2. Well-painted equipment will relate milk quality to the customer.

3. Paints selected should be able to withstand acid.

4. Everything should be painted white.

5. Walls need not be dry when painting with oil based paints.

6. Spray painting will provide the fastest method of painting.

7. Vinyl based paints are not practical for milk plant use.

8. Paints should be smooth and mold resistant.

9.

10.



Student:

Date:

Indicate by each statement True or False:

Teaching Materials Center

10.

Wood floors should be used in the dock area for ease of

Wood walls are not usually practical in the milk plant.

Concrete floors should be used where acid is likely to spill

on the floor.

Metal roofs are not practical in the milk plant.

handling carts.

Asbestos-asphalt roof coating material will increase the

life of the roof.

Masonry wall cracks should be caulked once a year.

Gasketed doors should loe checked regularly for air leaks.

Tile floors chip too easily to be used in the milk plant.

FLOOR, ROOF, AND WALLS

Topic Test

on

School:

Score:

Agricultural Education 961-X-
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Topic Test
on

LIGHTING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each Statement True or False:

1. Good lighting will reduce bottle breakage.

2. Good lighting will not affect the utilization of floor space.

3. The quantity of light is determined by daylight illumination,
and color of the room.

4. Good lighting will not affect cleanliness of the plant.

5. Good lighting will result in fewer accidents.

6. Proper ventilation will increase worker output.

7. Moisture cannot be controlled by the ventilating system.

8. Proper humidity will increase worker efficiency.

9. Heating of the plant is in the csntral venting and air conditioning
system.

10. The entire milk plant should be air conditioned for best
results.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

LUBRICATION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

961-XI-4
Page 3

.11116 ,

Indicate by each of the following Yes or No:

1. Can ma,:iiinery operate successfully without proper lubrication?

2. The primary function of lubricants is to reduce friction.

3. Do all liquids possess the property of viscosity?

4. Graphite is a solid lubricant.

5. Greases wilt not prevent the entrance of dust and dirt.

6. Oils can be used on open housed parts.

7. Sleeve bearings should be lubricated with graphite.

8. Do anti-friction bearings need lubrication?

9. Always use gasoline to clean chains and other parts before
repacking with grease.

10. A lubrication schedule should be made and followed for
best results.

11.

12.
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1. True
2. True
3 True
4. False
5 False
6. False
7. True
8. False
9, False

10. True
11
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SCOPE, TRENDS, AND OPPORTUNITIES

Answer Sheet to Test
on

JOB TRAINING AND ACCEPTANCE OF JOB SUPERVISION

961-I-1
Page 4

961-1-2
Page 5

1. All those aspects of the job necessary to its successful accomplishment.
2. To provide him with an understanding of his job, the responsibilities of

his job, and what the employer expects Him to produce while on the job
3. To provide plant efficiency
4. To keep up with new developments and techniques in the processing of

milk.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PLANT LAYOUTS

1, True
2_ False
3. True
4. True
5. True
6.
7'

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ACCIDENT PREVENTION & FIRST AID

1. False
2 False
3. False
4 True
5 True
6 True
7. True
8, False
9. True

10. False
11,
12

961-1-3
Page 4

961-1-4
Page 4
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1. T
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. T
6. F
7.. T
8. T
9. F
10. T
11.
12.

0

1. b
2. i
3. j
4. g
5. h
6. d
7. 3

8. c
(3 9. a

10. e
li.
1L

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SECRETION, COMPOSITION, AND PROPERTIES OF MILK

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILK FAT

961-11-1
Page 4

961-11-2
Page 4
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../

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILK PROTEINS

1. Nitrogen
2. Amino acids
3, Casein
4. Acid or rennin
5:, 95 to 100
6. Plastic s
7. Paper
8. Lactalbumin and lactoglobulin
9, Rennin
10. Colostrum
11:
12,

1, F
2, F
3. T
4. F
5. F
6. F
7. T
8. F
9. F
10, F
11,
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILK SUGAR

961 -11 -4
Page 4
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I. T
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. T
9. F
10. T
U.
12.

1. d
2. f
3. i
4. j
5. g
6. a
7: e
8. b
9. h
10. c
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MINERALS AND WATER IN MILK

Answer Sheet to Test
on

VITAMINS IN MILK

96141.5
Page 4

96141-6
Page 4
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1. ' rue
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. True

10. True
11.
12.

1. D
2. F
3. H
4. B
5. G
6. A
7. I
8. J
9. E

10. C

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MICROBIOLOGY OF DAIRY PRODUCTS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILK AND DISEASES

961-111-2
Page 4
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0
Answer Sheet to Test

OR

ANTIBIOTICS, PESTICIDES, AND RADIOACTIVITY

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. False

10. False
11.
12.

0

Answer Sheet to Test
OR

HOUSEKEEPING PRINCIPLES

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. False
6. False
7. False
8. False

(0)
9. True

10. False
11.
12.
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1. G
2. F
3. D
4. A
5. I
8. H
7. B
8. E
9. J

10. C

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. True

10. Fat _1

11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANING AND CARING FOR EQUIPMENT

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SANITIZING DAIRY EQUIPMENT
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1. False
2. False
3. True
4. False
5. :liaise
6. :'rue
7. True
8. True
9. False

10. False
11.
12.

1. H

2. E
3. I
4. A
5. F
6. C

7. J
8. G

9. B
10. D

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CANS AND CAN WASHING

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BOTTLE WASHING
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL

1. Management
2. "Mayhave"
3. Flies and roaches
4. Fine mesh screens
5. Insecticide spray
6. Entomology
7. Environment, insecticides
8. Rodent-proofed
9. Perimeter

10. Die
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

GRADES AND CLASSES OF MILK

1. F 7, T
2. T 8, F
3. T 9. F
4. F 10. F
5. F 11.
6. T 12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FLAVOR AND PHYSICAL DEFECTS

PART I: PART m
1. F 4 a
2. F 5 h
3, T 1 c

3 d4. F
5. F 2 e

f
g

961-1V-1
Page 4

961-1V-2
Page A
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

SAMPLING

961-1V-3
Page 4

PART I: PART II:
1. F 1. Thoroughly mixed or agitated
2. F 2. Preservative
3. T 3. Dipper
4. F 4. Slowly
5. F 5. Smell

6.
7.

961-1V-4
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BACTERIOLOGICAL TESTS

1. T 7. T
2. T 8. T
3. F 9. F
4. F 10. T
5. F 1L
6. F 12.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

BUTTERFAT TESTS

5 a 3g
6 b 7 h

8 c 4 1

9 d l j
1 e k

10 f 1

PART I:

1. Hydrometer
2. 6000
3. 102
4. 500 to 700

5. 1.032

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SNF TESTS

PART II:

1. k
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. T
6.
7.
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1. I'
2. T
3. T
4. I'
5. I'
6. I'
7. If
8. T
9. I'

10. T
11.
12.

Ansixer Sheet to Test
on

ACIDITY TESTS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MISCELLANEOUS TESTS

4 a. 8g,
9 b. 6 h.

5 c. 3 i..

1 d. __LL j.

10 e. k.

2 f. I.

961-1V-7
Page 4

961-IV-8
Page 4
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Ammer Sheet to Test
on

STANDARDIZING - DAIRY ARITHMETIC

1. Fat content

2. Pearson Square

3. Fat content

4. 1

124

5.

1 part cream to 24 parts milk

1 part cream

parts milk
29 total parts

961-IV-9
Page 4

1: 29 :: X : 600
29X = 600

X = 20.69 lbs. of 32% cream

28::_0 :: X : 600
29X = 16800

X = 579.31 lbs. of 3% milk

961-IV-10
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

GRADES OF CREAM

1. T 7. T
2. T 8. T
3. F 9. F
4. F 10. T
5. F 11.
6. T 12.
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Answer Sheet for Topic Test
on

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

1. True 7. True
2. False 8. False
3. True 9. False
4. True 10. False
5. False 11.
6. True 12.

Answer Sheet to Topic Test
on

MATERIALS FOR DAIRY EQUIPMENT

1. True 7. False
2. True 8. True
3. True 9. True
4. False 10. True
5. False 11.
6. False 12.

961-V-1
Page 4

961-V-2
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Topic Test
on

SANITARY PIPE AND FITTINGS

1. True 7. True
2, True 8. True
3 False 9. True
4. False 10. True
5. False 11.
6 False 12.

Answer Sheet to Topic Test
on

SANITARY PUMPS

1 Splash proof motors
2 Stainless steel
3. The rapid action will whip the air into the product.
4. Quality damage to product due to excess pressures
5,

obst. 4ortear $46874.

961-V-3
Page 4

961-V-4
Page 4

6. To provide adequate clearances for the rotor.
7. Either (answer is on page 290, Manual for Milk Plant Operators)
8 To keep them sanitary
9. To avoid pump efficiency loss

10. Place a little cream, milk, or Orange oil on inner surface of the seal.
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0

I

Teaching Materials Center Page 4

1. A
2. B
3, A
4. B
5 A

Answer Sheet to Topic Test
on

RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

961-V-6
Page 5

Answer Sheet to Topic Test
on

MILK TANKS

I. True 9. False
2. False 10. True
3, False 11, True
4, False 12, True a

5 True 13. True
6, True 14,
7. True 15.
8. True
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1. a
2. a
3. b
4. d
5. a
6. a
7. a
8.
9.

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

FILTERS AND CLARIFIERS

...,

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

SEPARATORS AND HOMOGENIZERS

1. 80-85° F.
2. . 06 to .10% fat
3. yes
4. 10,000# per hour
5. 45-50° F.
6. 40,000# milk per hour
7. Standardize fat content and clarify milk
8. one
9. Breaking of fat globules into small particles

10. Less than 2 microns in diameter
11. Air in the line
12.
13.

L.)

961-V-7
Page 4

961-V-8
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
On

HEATING, HOLDING, & COOLING EQUIPMENT

961-V-9
Page 4

1, Pasteurization and recooling of milk
2, Produces off-flavors, corrodes, and is not strong enough and too expensive
3. High - temperature short-time
4. 2, 000 pounds per hour to 65,000 pounds per hour
5. 15 seconds
6. Ultra high temperature ....

961-V-10
Page 6

Answer Sheet to Test
On

SANITARY THERMOMETERS AND GAUGES

1. True 8. False
2. True 9, True
3. True 10. True
4, True 11, True
5. False 12, True
6. True 13,
7, False 14.
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1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False
6.
7.

Answer Sheet for Topic Test
on

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS

Answer Sheet for Test
on

FILLERS AND SEALERS

1. Gravity-flow and vacuum
2. 1 gallon to 1/2 pint
3. Faster
4, Plastic or paraffin
5. Milk leakage
6. Cold
7. Returnable and non-returnable
8. Reduced
9, Commercially and in the home

10. Plastic
11.
12.

P 961-V-11
Page 4

961-V-12
page 4
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1. False
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. True

10. True
11.
12,

I.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CONVEYORS
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961-VI-1
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

RECEIVING, FILTERING, AND CLARIFYING MILK

1. F 7. T

2. F 8. T

3. T 9. F

4. T 10.

5. T 11.

6. T

1. C

2. C

3. 8

4. A

5. A

6.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

COMMON PASTEURIZATION METHODS
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

OTHER METHODS OF PASTEURIZATION

1. T 9. F
2 F 10. T
3. F 11. T
4 T 12. T
5. T 13. F
8. T 14. T
7. T 15. F
8. T 16.

17

Answer Sheet to Test
on

HOMOGENIZATION CF MILK

L 2

2 2000 to 3000 psi

3. Rise

4, Pasteurization

5- 140° F.

6 Rancid

7. Clarification
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

FILLING CONTAINERS

1. T 7. T

2. T 8. T

3. F 9. F

4. T 10. T

5. T 11.

6. F 12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MILK STORAGE

1. To prevent the growth of surviving bacteria.
2. Agitation of warm milk favors separation of the fat globules.
3. With surface-type coolers
4. 5 to 6
5. Bacterial contamination
6.
7.
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1. True
2. Fa1se
3. True
4, True
5. True
6. False
7. True
8: False
9. True
10, False
11_

12_

1. True
2, True
3, True
4, False
5. True
6 False
7, True
8 True
9. True
10 True
11

12,
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CULTURES - FERMENTED MILK PRODL TS

An Ner Sheet to Test
on

SKIM AND BUTTERMILK
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1. False
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False
6. Tame
7. True
8. True
9. False
10. True
11.
12 .

1.

2. b
3. b
4. a
5. d
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

SPECIAL MILKS AND DRINKS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CREAM
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CONCENTRATED MILK PRODUCTS

1. False 7. False
2. False 8. True
3. True 9. True
4. True 10. True
5. True 11.
6. False 12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ICE CREAM AND RELATED PRODUCTS

1. Ice cream
2. Mix
3. Butterfat
4. Pasteurization and homogenization
5. 21 to 24°F.
6. Overrun
7. Gel
8. Air
9. Mellorine

10. Vegetable
11.
12.
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Page 4

961-VII-6
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

DRY MILK PRODUCTS

I. d
Z. b
3. a
4. c
5. b
6. b
7. a
8. c
9. d
10. c
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BUTTER AND MARGARINE

I. F
Z. T
3. T
4. F
5. T
6. T
7. F
8. T
9. F
10. F
11.(j 12.
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Answer Sheet to Test

on
CHEESES

1. T 11. F
2. T 12. F
3. T 13. T
4. F 14.
5. r 15.
6. T
7. T
8. T
9. T
10, T

0

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CHEDDAR AND COTTAGE CHEESE

1. Cheddar
2. 87
3. Rennet
4. Cubes
5. Whey
6. Moisture
7. 3 to 12
8. Whole
9. Cottage

10. Acid and rennet
11.

U 12.
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Page 4

961-VII-10
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PROCESS AND SWISS CHEESE

1. True 10. False
2. True 11. True
3. True 12. True
4. False 13. False
5. True 14. True
6. True 15. True
7. False 16.
8. False 17.
9. True

961-VII-12
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

OTHER VARIETIES OF CHEESE

1. False 7. True
2. True 8. False
3. True 9. True
4. True 10. True
5. True 11.
6. False 12.
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1. False
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. False
8. True
9. True

10. True
11.
12.

1, True
2. False
3, False
4, False
5 . True
6. True
7. True
8,
9.

. Answer Sheet to Test
on

BOILERS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WATER SOURCES AND CONSERVATION

961-VIII-3
Page 5

961-VIII-4
Page 4
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g

1. True
2. True
3, True
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. True
8. False
9. True

10. True
11.
12.

0

1. C
2. A
3, A
4. B
5. C
6. A
7. B
8. C

tok'l
9.

10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CORRECTIVE WATER TREATMENTS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PUMPS AND PIPING

961-VIII-7
Page 4

961-VIII-8
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

TERMINOLOGY AND REQUIREMENTS

I. Il.
1. E 1. C
2. D 2. F
3. C 3. A
4. F 4. E
5. B 5. B
6. ii

6. D

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WIRING MATERIALS AND CONTROLS

1. F 7. T
2. F 8. T
3. T 9. T
4. F 10. T
5. F 11.
6. F 12.

961-IX-1
Page 4

961-IX-2
Page 23
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I. T
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. T
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ELECTRIC MOTORS

961-IX-3
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

"SWEET WATER" AND BRIM: REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

I. 38 °F.
2. Cool
3. 55° - 65 °F.
4. Ice
5. Freezing
6. zero
7.
8.

4 _
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

MECHANICAL REFRIGERATION

1. T
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. T
9.

10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MAINTENANCE OF REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS

1. F
2. T
3, T
4. F
5, F
6. F
7 1
8. T
9.

10,

961-IX-5
Page 4

961-IX-6
Page 4
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1. T
2,T
3. F
4. F
5. T
6. T
7. T
8. F
9. P

10. T
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PRODUCT LOSSES AND RECORDS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

OPERATING EFFICIENCIES AND PRODUCTION SCHEDULES

1. Think
2. Costs
3. Efficiency
4. Working
5. Filling
6. Switches
7. Order
8. Shut-off
9. Cut off

10. Nest
11.
12.

961-X-1
Page 4

961-X-2
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CONTAINER LOSSES

1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. F
6. 51

7. F
8, T
9, T

10. F
11.
12,

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WASTE PREVENTION

1. F
2. V
3. T
4, T
5, T
6. T
7, T
8. F
9. F

10, F
11,
12.
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1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. T
9. T

10. T
11.
12.

Topic Test
on

WASTE DISPOSAL
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Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PAINTING

1. True
2, True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. True
7. False
8, True
9.

10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FLOOR, ROOF, AND WALLS

1. False
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. True
6. True
7. False
8. True
9.

10.

961-XI-1
Page 4

961-XI-2
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

LIGHTING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
5. True
6. True
7. False
8. True
9. True

10. False
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Teo`
on

LUBRICATION

1. Yes
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. No
6. No
7. No
8. Yes
9. No

S 10. Yes
11.
12.

961-3a-4
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*TEXTBOOKS, REFERENCE MATERIALS, UNITS OF STUCY (SUBJECT FIELDS),
*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *CATTLE, *ENTOMOLOGY, HIGH SCHOOLS, POST
SECONDARY EDUCATION,

Designed for use by high school and adult students as text or.
reFerence material, this document presents technical information
needed in raising cattle. It was prepared by subject matter
specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and an advisory
committee of teachers. Major sections are the description and life
cycle of cattle grubs, and control measures for cattle grubs. The
suggested time allotment is 1 hour. Teachers with a background in
general agriculture may use this material with students of both
Gexes. who have average ability, an interest in agriculture,
and occupational objectives in production agriculture. This document
is available for five cents from Vocational Agriculture Service,
434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
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1. Description and Life Cycle of Cattle Grubs
2. Control Measures for Cattle Grubs

The control of cattle grubs (also known
as warbles, wolves, or grubs) continues to be
an important insect problem with cattle breed-
ers. The total loss in this country from at-
tacks by cattle grubs or heel flies has been
estimated at one hundred million dollars an-
nually. Despite such heavy losses, in most
communities no general or systematic effort
has been made to control or eliminate the
pest.

There are several types of injury caused
by the flies and grubs. The flies terrorize
cattle in the spring. The activity of a single
heel fly, attempting to lay its eggs on the
legs of the animals, is sometimes enough to
stampede an entire herd. Cattle excited by
heel flies run frantically about the pasture
with their tails in the air; or stand in water
or mud holes, or huddled in the shade in an
attempt to escape the fly. Where heel flies
are numerous, the animals are reluctant to
graze, resulting in a decrease in milk pro-
duction and beef gains.

The grubs accumulating in the back cause
a swelling which is sometimes followed by a

pus formation and occasionally death. The
carcasses of cattle slaughtered before the
grubs have reached the back have yellowish
or watery patches in the infected areas. These
parts have to be trimmed away and discarded,
disfiguring the carcass and reducing its Balk.-
bility. Another loss to packers is caused by
the presence of the young grubs in the gullet
or esophagus. They have to be trimmed off,
and many gullets which otherwise would be
used for sausage casings are punctured and
are of no value for this purpose.

Grubs also cause losses to the hide and
leather industry. Often 20 or 30 and occa-
sionally 100 or more grub hales are found
in a single hide. Even after the grubs leave
the back, the scars remain for several months,
reducing the quality of the hide for leather.
According to trade custom, if a hide has as
many as five grub holes, it is graded No. 2
and is subject to a discount of one cent a pound.
A hide with many grub holes is not considered
worth tanning and is sold for by-products.

I. DESCRIPTION AND LIFE CYCLE OF CATTLE GRUBS

Cattle grubs are whitish or, when full
grown, dark-colored grubs or maggots that
develop from the eggs of heel or warble flies.
In the midwestem states there are two species,
the common and the northern. The common
species is found all over the United States,
whereas the northern is found only in the north-
ern half. Both ar3 found tc some extent in
Illinois.

The common heel f13 , the adult of the
cattle grub, measures about one-half inch in
length. It is dark in color and has a wing-
spread of nearly one inch. Most of its body is
covered with black hairs banded in yellow
and orange. The front, sides, and back of the
head are covered with yellowish-white hair.

In the fly stage, the northern species is con-
siderably larger and stouter than the other.
and the colored bands of hair are somewhat
broader and paler.

The mature grub or larva of the common
species is about one inch long and slightly over
one-third inch wide at the thickest part of its
body. The northern species is somewhat
larger. Aside from this difference in size
and color, the general appearance of the two
kinds of grubs is very similar.

Because the habits of the two species of
cattle grubs are similar, we shall discuss
only the common species in detail, and note
the important differences between it and the
northern species.

VAS 1035
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During the summer months, the heel flies
attack cattl '-r the purpose of laying eggs.
A single female may lay as many as 300 or
400, cementing them skilfully to hair close
to the skin of the animal, usually low on the
legs and especially just above the hoof (hence
the name "heel fly"). The tickling and buzzing
of the fly is quickly noticed by the animal
which usually tries to shake or kick it away.
As the fly continues, the animal gets nervous
and soon runs for such protection as shade or
water. At other times the adult fly may ap-
proach the animal when it is lying down, and,
without disturbing it, attach many eggs to the
hair on the udder, along the escutcheon, or
on the animal's sides.

Egg stage
The eggs are yellowish-white and have a

smooth, shiny surface. They are slender,
egg-shaped and about one twenty-fifth of an
inch long. The basal portion of each egg is
provided with a clamp, which attaches it se-
curely to the hair of the animal. The common
heel fly places one egg immediately above the
other in a straight row along the hair.

The northern species attaches only one
egg to a hair. '.:aese eggs are not often seen
by stockmen because they are attached close
to the skin and are therefore usually concealed.

Larva stage
The eggs hatch in three to four days. The

small, spiny maggots then crawl down the hair
and begin to burrow into the skin, producing an
irritation, causing the cattle to kick, stamp,
and lick the affected parts. When tf.. young
grubs penetrate the skin, a small quantity of
serum usually oozes out, matting the hair to-
gether and causing a small scab. The young
grubs work their way upward between the
muscles and a month later may be found in
the abdominal and chest cavities of the ani-
mal. During the following six or seven months,
they burrow in the surface of the paunch, in-
testines, spleen, nd other crgans. Grubs
of the common species are especially num-
erous between the muz.;ular and mucous layers
of the esophagus or gullet. At this stage they
are very slender and from one-tenth to two-
thirds of an inch long.

In late winter and early spring the grubs
migrate through the muscular tissues of ti.e

VAS 1035
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animal's back and in a short time reach the
undersurface of the skin. Immediately after
reaching the undersurface of the skin, it cuts
a small hole through to the surface. By this
time it has molted twice and is about two-
thirds of an inch long. It is slender, white,
and smooth except for small spines at each
end. Within one to five days, it molts its
skin for the third time. The body of the ani-
mal now begins to isolate the invading para-
site by forming a pocket or cyst around it.
From this time on the growth of the grub is
rather rapid and a fourth molt occurs in about
25 days. In this last stage its color gradually
darkens, first becoming yellow, then brown,
and finally almost black.

As growth proceeds, the breathing hole
is kept open to the surface. The grub lies
with its two breathing pores rather close to
the opening in the skin.

Pupal stage
At the end of this period of development

in the animal's back, which requires from 35
to 89 days, growth is completed and the spiny
grub works its way out and falls to the ground.
On the ground it seeks some sort of protec-
tion, or it may burrow one-half inch or more
into the soil. Within 12 to 48 hours after it
leaves the animal, its skin becomes bard and
blackish, forming a protective case or pupa
inside of which the change to the adult takes
place. The time required for this transfor-
mation varies with the temperature, ranging
from 18 to 77 drs.

Adult stage
The adult fly emerges from the pupal

case through a kind of hinged flap at one end.
Within half an hour after emerging, the fly is
able to use its wings, and a few minutes later
it can fly freely and is ready to mate. Within
20 minutes after mating, or only slightly more
than an hour from the time it 'merges from the
pupal case, the female may begin laying fertile
eggs.

When the adult emerges from the pupal
case, its abdomen is distended with food stored
up from the grub stage. This food ta sufficient
to carry it through its short span of life. Be-
cause the adult lives on this stored -up food and
doesn't eat, it cannot be controlled through
the use of stomach poisons.
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Cattle Grubs

2. CONTROL MEASURES FOR CATTLE GRUBS

. There are. three methods of controlling
cattle grubs: use one of the organic phos-
phates, either given orally as a bolus or as
a spray on the body surface; squeeze them
out by hand or forceps; and use 5-percent
rotenone on the back, in the form of dust,
wash, or spray.

Us' or aaas.*tes
'Much:_experimenting.has been done over

the-las 15 years to find a chemical that would
.destroy. tae grubs during their early develop-
ment in tithe tissues of an animal. At first
phenothiazin.,showed much promise as a dual
treatment for cattle grubs and. stomach worms.
-Later studies, however, did not show that it
provided adequate grub control.

- Phosphate compounds, ronnel (Trolene)
and Co-Ral have given good kill to cattle grubs,
before they entered the region of the back, in
tests conducted by the U. S. Dept. Agr. Ron-
nel is used ae a bolus. The dosage is one
37.5 gram bolus per 300 pounds body weight
of the animal. Give the boluses with a balling
gun. Co-Ral is a spray to be directed on the
body surface. To get proper absorption through
the skin, it must be applied at the rate of 150

<.> to 350 pounds of pressure. The dosage of Co-
Rd is 0.5 percent spray, made by adding 16
-pounds of 25 percent wettable powder to 100
gallons of water.

Either of the phosphate treatments should
be given as soot as convenient after the egg
laying season (June to September for Illinois)
While the larvae are moving through the body
but before they migrate to the back. With
-either treatment, the drug is absorbed by the
bloodstream and kill the larvae as they suck
the blood. In one trial an 80- to 98-percent
kill was made within a few hours after the
treatment was given. This type of treatment
should not be used on young calves, lactating
dairy cows, and cattle that will be slaughtered
within 60 days.

-,Squeezing out the grubs

If the grubs have not been killed before
they reach the back, they may be extracted

(3)

with forceps or squeezed out by hand in small
herds and in lightly infested cattle. Care,
however, should be taken to remove the grub
intact. If the grub is ruptured, anaehylactic
shock may result. Cattlemen, however, usually
prefer one of the other methods because a
greater number of cattle can be treated. Spray-
ing is the most practical method to use in
large herds. Dusting or hand-washing is set
isfactory if the number of animals involved
is not too large.

Using rotenone

Rotenone treatment, over the years, has
been considered best for grubs. However,
most of the damage to the animal has already
occurred by the time this treatment can be
given. If the grubs have not been killed before
they reach the back, rotenone will help pre-
vent them from maturing.

If dusting is the method selected, the
following dust may be used in a shaker top
can with 1/4 inch holes:

Finely-ground derris or cube root....1 pound
(5-percent rotenone)

Pyrophyllite or wettable sulfur 2 pounds
(325-mesh)

Apply it to the entire back of the animal after
first ruffling the hair with the hand or with a
stiff brush. The powder should be rubbed in
thoroughly with the fingers.

A wash is made of 1 gallon of water, 4
ounces of soap, and 12 ounces of derris pow-
der containing 5-percent rotenone. Apply it
to the animals' backs with a sponge, cloth, or
brush, or pour it on with a glass jar with
holes punched in the cap. As the liquid flows
from the jar along the middle line of the back
of the animal, spre 1 it with the brush into
the hair and onto the Amin of the back and upper
part of the sides of the animal. One pint of
wall usually is enough for an average -sized
animal.

VAS 103'4
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Sprays are prepared from finely-ground
cube or derris root and are applied to the backs
of the cattle with a power-operated spray pump
having a pressure of 400 pounds per square
inch at the nozzle. Pen the cattle to restrict
their movement and allow you to get fairly
close to the animals with the sprayer. One
hundred gallons of either of the following rec.-
ommeriled formulas will treat alolut 200 head
of cattle:

Finely-ground cube or derris. . .7 1/2 pounds
powder (5-percent rotenone)

Water 100 gallons

or
Finely-ground cube or derris

powder (5-percent rotenone

Wettable sulfur
Water .

I

5 pounds

10 pounds

100 gallons

If used properly and at the right time,
one application of the derris or cube wash or
spray can be depended on to kill 90 or 95 per-
cent of all the common grubs that have reached
the backs of the cattle. The proper time for
spraying is just alder grubs appear under the
skin of the animals. For native stock in Illi-
nois, this is usually in January and February.
One treatment is usually not enough to get all
the grubs; for a thorough job, two or three
applilations will be needed, 20 to 30 days
apart.

The control of cattle grubs, to be most
effective, must be a community project rather
than that of an individual farmer. Heel flies
do not fly great distances but can easily mi-
grate to neighboring farms. Becausc, of this,
the efforts of one individual to clean up the
infestation of his nerd is an endless task if he
doesn't have the support of neighboring farm-
ers.

University of Illinois - College of Agriculture - Vocotionol Aviculture Service - Urbana, Illinois
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Designed for use by high school and adult students as text or
reference material, this document presents technical information
on air compressors. It was prepared by subject-matter specialists,
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AIR COMPRESSORS

A. Selecting An Air Compressor

2. Installing An Air Compressor

3. Servicing An Air Compressot

4. Practical Appthlations

Compressed air, one of industry's oldest
sources of power has become an e'onomical
servant of the homy owner, farmer, hobbyist,
and small shop owner. This useful tool has
a history that dates back to 2000 3.C. At
that time bellows were used to start tires and
provide air blasts.

The low cost, portable and stationary air
compressors have become valuable tools for
doing many modern jobs faster, easier, and
better.
PULLEY -MOTOR
MOTOR

CONDUIT
TUBE- RELIEF
VALVE- SAFETY
SWITCH- PRESSURE-
VALVE- RELIEF
GAUGE-PRESSURE
VALVE- TANK

Some of the easily recognized applications
for compressors include (1) spraying pesti-
cides on house, lawn, garden and livestock
pests, (2) iobricating tractors, automobiles,
and farm implements, (3) spraying paint,
(4) inflating tires, (5) cleaning workbenches,
power tools, farm machinery, gren tanks
and bins, and (6) pruning trees.

MUFFLER

CONNECTOR

PUMP

AFTERCODLER

GAUGE-OIL

CONNECTOR

VALVE- CHECK

CONNECTOR- TUBE

NAME PLATE

DRAIN -OIL

PLCG
INSPECTION

TANK ASSY.

ADAPTER !

ADAPTER IN TUBEt
- DRAIN

VALVE- GRAN
(60 GAL. IN LAR4SER

RAIL -MOTOR

-TUBE-VENT
GONNEC TOR -CONDU IT

VALVE-DRAIN
(30 GAL. 8 SMALLER)

I. SELECTING AN AIR COMPRESSOR

For you to intelligently select an air com-
pressor, you need to have some insight into
the technical aspects of one. You must give
some consideration to both present and future
needs (to which the compressor will be ap-
plied) and think about new applications of com-
pressed air that may affect the two factors
listed above.

Air compressors may be broadly grouped
into two classifications: (1) diaphragm-type
that develop pressure throw!' the reciprocating
action of a flexible disk, and (2) piston-type
that develops pressure through the action of a
reciprocating piston.

VAS 3018
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(2) Air Compressors

The choice of power used will depend upon
whether or not electricity is available. Com-
pressors can be operated by electric motors
or gasoline engines. If a compressor is to be
used primarily away from a source of elec-
tricity, then it should be purchased with a
gasoline engine capable of operating it at the
speed necessary t deliver the required volume
of air. Compressors can be equipped with
both types of power so they may be used where
electric current is available as well as in lo-
cations femovod from a source of electricity.

Size of compressor
Choose a compressor that is big enough

to do the job of handling peak loads without
undue strain and waiting for the ecmpressor
to pump to the required pressure.

Select a compressor that will do the job
and allow time brAween pimping cycles to per-
mit ample cooling.

Consult Table 1 for air requirements
of various equipment and use this as a guide to
select the size of compressor needed. Table 2
will Five approximate air requirements for
spray painting.

Type of compressor
The diaphragm-type compressors are

simple in construction and compress air by
ihe reciprocating action of a flexible diaphragm.

The choice between single- and two-stage
piston-type compressors depends on such
factors as use, size, speed, etc. In general,
the choice between a single- and a two-stage
Table 1. Approximate Cubic Feet Per Minute Required

to Operate Var!ous Equipment

Equip. Air
Pressure

Range

70.100
120.150

70.100

Device

Dusting (blow) gun
High press me

grease gun
3/8" impact wrench

Av. Free Air
Consumption
in cu. ft. /min.

2.5

3.0
4. - 20.

70. 90 1/4" screw driver 9.

70- 90 1/4" drill
70.100 Spark plug cleaner 5.

70-100 Spark plug tester .5

70.100 Engine cleaner 5.

70.100 Production paint
spray gun 8.5

VAS 3018
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Table 2. Air Required for Spray Painting

Operation

Touch-up
Production
Heavy Material

Air
Pressure

P.S.I.

40. 70
40. 10
40- 70

Air
Required

c.f.m.

2.5
8 -15

14 -30

compressor may be based as follows: (1)
For pressure less than 100 p.s.i., use a
single-stage compressor. (2) For pressure
of 100 p. s.i. at capacities less than 300 c.f.m.
use single-stage and two-stage above 300
c f. mg

Single-stage compressors have one or
more cylinders. They take air into their
cylinder s at atmospheric pressure and com-
press it with a single stroke of the piston
directly to the desired pressure. The air is
then passed through a cooler, called an after-
cooler, which removes most of the heat of
compression, or it passes directly into the tank
assembly or air receiver (Fig. 1). This type
of compressor is most commonly used for
applications where the pressure requirements
are not in excess of 100 p. s.i. At high pres-
sure (abore 130 p.s.i.) the efficiency of a
single-stage compressor falls off rapidly and
a two-stage compressor should be used.

Two-stage compressors have a minimum
of two cylinders, a low-pressure cylinder

Fig. 1. Typical single stage compressor and air receiver
with automatic switch.
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(larger) and a high-pressure cylinder (smaller)
(Fig. 2). The low-pressure cylinder takes in
air at atmospheric pressure, compresses it,
and discharges it through an intercooler to the
high-pressure cylinder. Here it is further
compressed and discharged into the air re-
ceiver. Normal operating pressure of a two-
stage compressor is 175 p.s.i. Two-stage
compressors are recommended where the
operating pressure exceeds 100 p. s.i. since
they operate more efficiently with lower dis-
charge temperature at high pressures.

Second Stave First Stage

Fig. 2. The second stage piston is never useci :n figuring
the piston displacement of a two.stoo air compressor

Elia hr riNessors provide
clean oil-free air and are relatively inex-
pensive (Fig. 3). They are widely used in
light-service applications where they are
operated constantly without an air receiver.
They are lightweight which makes them easily
portable. They deliver cooler air than piston-
type compressors. They are simple to repair
and recent improvements in materials have
reduced the maintenance necessary to keep
the diaphragms working properly.

Fig. 3. Diaphragm type compressors are popular sources
of compressed air for lobs that require o small volume of
compressed air at low pressure.

Special equipment
Voctric Motor. Select an electric motor

for the compressor that has the same electri-
cal characteristics (voltage, cycles, and
phase) as the line to which it is to be con-
nected.

(3)

If the compressor is portable, then the
motor should have a thermal overload pro-
tector because some circuits may not provide
adequate protection to the motor (Fig. 4).
Most new motors are guaranteed against fail-
ure of materials and workmanship but they are
not guaranteed against low voltage, phase
failure, or abusive treatment.

I

i
4

...r

we 1

- ....-.1

Fig. 4 This inexpensive thermal protector may prevent
damage to the motor caused by low voltage.

I

Safety Valve. A safety valve should be
provided for the compressor,or the air re-
ceiver (Fig. 5). Some safety valves are ad-
justable and others are preset to release at a
specified pressure. Safety valves should be
checked periodically to see that they are op-
erating at the correct pressure.

Fig. S. A safety valve for an air compressor.

Belt Guard. A belt guard should be used
to prevent accidents caused by unguarded
belts on the motor pulley and the ccompressor
flywheel (Fig. 6). These are usually sold as
accessories and must be ordered separately.

VAS 3018
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Pg. 6. belt guard is designed to permit free circula-
:ion of air to the compressor and motor and still provide
effective protection.

Belt guards are inexpensive Laurance against
painful and disabling injuries.

Mr Gauges

These gauges are available for back or
bottom connection (Fig. 7). They should be
ordered for the connection and pressure de-
sired. The gauges should be located where
they can be easily read and easily cleaned and
where they are protected from damage.

A

Fig. 7. An air compressor must operate at o pressure as
greet as the highest pressure needed. A reliable oir
guage eliminates the &vigorous practice of estimating
correct pressure, Type A is for back connection while
type B is kr bottom connection,

Shut-off valve

Install a quality air-line valve that has
positive seating and will remain tight over a
long period of time (Fig. 8). Never install a
shut-off valve in a discharge line or on an air
VAS 3018

Fig, 8. A good quality shut-off valve, installed between
the air receiver and the air line or air hose, makes if
ecsier to service the air line*. jr i hose.

receiver without a safety valve of the proper
size and type between the shut-off valve and
the compressor (Fig. 9).

Moisture control
Atmospheric air contains moisture. The

amount of moisture air holds depends in part
on its temperature and pressure. Moisture in
compressed air can affect the use of air in
several ways. It may wash the lubricant out of
air-powered tools. In cold weather it freezes
at the tool's exhaust port and reduces its nor-
mal efficiency. It may mix with paint or any
material being pumped or sprayed. It can in-
crease air consumption and maintenance costs.

SHUT-OFF VALVE

SAFETY VALVE

SAFETY VALVE

1

RECEIVER

DISCHARGE

Fig. 9. This installation shows the correct placement of
safety valves when shut-off valves ore used.



Air Compressors

An oil and water extractor should be lo-
cated at least 25 ft. from the compressor or
:A the point of use (Fig. 10). As the temper-
ature of the air drops, its ability to hold water
decreases. The farther the extractor or con-
densor is removed from the compressor the
cooler the air will be and the more effectively
the extractor will work.

Compressor unit

r

Oil and water
extractor

Drain

1011b..- 25 Fla OR MORE

Fig. 10. lie oil end water extractor should be installed
near the point of use.

An automatic tank drain is c signed to
automatically discharge condensation from
the air receiver. Many compressor service-
men feel that this accessory causes more
trouble than it is worth.

Tank (air receiver)
A container into which compressed air

is discharged from the compressor is an air
receiver. It is sometimes called an air-supply
tank, storage tank, or air reservoir. They
are available in a variety of sizes (Table 3).

An air receiver permits start and stop
compressor operation. If one is not used,
the compressor must operate continuously to

(5)

supply compressed air. It also serves as a
surge tank to smooth the flow of air since
compressors produce an intermittent or pul-
sating flow of air.

s* Lb not use just any tank as an air receiver.
It should b3 one especially made for compressed
air and factory tested and approved for the
desired operating pressure. The air receiver
should be made scicording to ASME (American
Society of Mechanical Engineers) and National
Board Codes for Unfired Pressure Vessels.
It should be equipped with a reliable safety
valve set at a pressure not more than 10%
higher than the working pressure of the air
receiver. In addition to the safety valve, ft
should have a pressure gauge and a drain cocli
er valve.

As the compressed air cools in the air
receiver, some of the vaporized oil and water
condenses and f.tollects in the bottom of the
tank. The drain should bP easily accessible
to allow frequent draining.
Control descriptions

For manual control, the operator must
start and stop the compressor. This type of
control is seldom used except with some port-
able compressors.

In automatic operation (stop-start) ttie
compressor stops whet the pressure in the
air receiver reaches a predetermined upper
pressure (called the cut-out pressure) and
starts when the pressure in the air receiver
falls to a predetermined lower or minimum
pressure (called the cut-in pressure) (Fig. 11).
This intermittent type of operation should be
used when the demand for air is infrequent
and varied. It should not be used if the de-

.ble 3. Capacity of Air Storage Tanks

Capacity in Gallons 10 20 30 60 80

Cubic Feet Capacity 1.35 2.7 4.0 8.0 11.8

Cubic Feet Capacity
At 100 p.s.i. 10.5 21.0 31.0 62.4 84.0

Cubic Feet Capacity
At 125 p.s.i. 13.3 26.1 38.0 76.0 106.4

Cubic Feet Capacity
At 150 p.s.i. 15.0 30.2 45.0 89.6 120.8

VAS 3018
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PRESSURE
SWITCH

RECEIVER

Air Compressors

Fig. 11. A pressure switch starts and stops the compres-
sor at predetermined pressures.

mand for air exceeds 50% of the compressor's
capacity.

In continuous operation (constant speed
control) the compressor continues to run
constantly without pumping air after the cut-
out pressure has been reached (Fig. 12). This
is done through either a suction-valve unloader
which opens the suction valve or a discharge
unloader valve and prevents pumping after
compression. This type of control is most
widely used where the requirements for air
are constant for a long period of time. The
compressor runs constantly but it only com-
presses air between preset pressures.

A dual control is a combination of auto-
matic (start-stop) and continuous (constant-
speed) control. A selector permits the use

of either control type depending on air re-
quirements (Fig. 13).

PRESSURE CONTROLLER

AUXILIARY
V VE

RECEIVER

Fig. 12. One type of constant speed control Oat uses an
unlooder and an remake? valve.

PRE ESSUR
S ITCH

WWI

PRESSURE CuNTROLL R

RECEIVER

Fig. 13. The use of pressure switch with a release valve
and some additional tubing permits the operator to select
between constant speed control and stop-start operation.

2. INSTALLING AN AIR COMPRESSOR

Remove and read carefully all instructions
sent with the compressor. Be sure you un-
derstand the instructions for all accessories
as well as the basic unit. File the instructions
and owner's manual where it will be available
when you need it for future r Terence.

Check a new air compressor for possible
damage in transit. Report any damage to
dealer or delivering carrier at once.

Mountie

Remove shipping skids and packing ma-
terials from the compressor. Rotate the
compressor fly wheel by hand several times
(Fig. 14). Make certain both compressor and
motor turn freely. Direction of rotation should
be as indicated by an arrow on the fan blade.
Fill the crankcase with oil and start the cow-
VAS 3018

Fig. 14 This checI assures you that both compressor and
motor turn freely.

pressor and make certain the direction of ro-
tation of fan blades forces the air against the
compressor.

If the compressor is not portable, locate
it nearthe point where the compressed air is to
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Air Compressors

be used; where it can obtain an ample supply
of cool, clean, dry air; in a location free
from excessive dust with ample light and room
for inspections and service; and in a clean,
dry location away from sources of heat such
as a stove or heater. The pulley side should
be toward the wall (for safety), but at least
12 inches away from it to assure circulation
of air for cooling. Be sure to allow sufficient
space for cranking when gasoline engines are
used. Good ventilation is important for gas-
oline engine-driven compressors since ex-
haust gases contain carbon monoxide.

It may be advisable to put the intake out-
doors and pipe air through a wall in order to
obtain sufficient clean air. To avoid excessive
restriction of the air intake, the distance from
the compressor to the filter should not exceed
2-3 feet. The pipe should be at least equal in
diameter to the nipple attaching the filter to
the cylinder head. Use of the next larger pipe
is recommended. If the intake is located out-
doors, a hood or other device should be used
to prevent rain, snow, etc. from being carried
into the compressor by the suction of the in-
take strokes (Fig. 15).

H000

(1
0

.0.? tis

Fig. 15, An inexpensive hood
intake.

can

r
AIR
CLEANER

be built over the air

Bolt the compressor securely and evenly
to a level base. Place support shims -ander
any foot that does not rest on a foundation
before tightening the bolts. it should be sup-
ported equally on all its feet. The compressor
should be both level and plumb.

(7)

Installing electrical service
The electrical service should be installed

by a qualified person. The electrical service.
provided should be the correct voltage and
phase for the motor being used (Fig. 16).
The motor should be protected against burn
out from excessive heat generated by an over-
load or by low voltage. The use of a discon-
nect switch equipped with a thermal overload
is recommended. It is a good safety precaution
to open the electrical circuit or unplug the
compressor when it is not in use so a con-
venient disconnecting means should be provided
(Fig. 17).

The wire size should be in accordance
with those shown in Table 4, Do Lot use long
extension cords unless they are the proper
wire size.

MOTOR
NAMEPLATE

Fig. 16. Check the electrical service and motor name-
plate to be sure the correct current is supplied.

Fig. 17, This hand switch is conveniently located above
the compressor.

Electric motors can be easily reversed.
Check the direction of ro'.ition and see that
the compressor does not run backwards. At
the time of installation, check the motor tag
for lubrication information. The bearings
should be lubricated in accordance with man-
ufacturer's recommendations.
Air receiver

Do not install any kind of stop valve be-
VAS 3co 1 e



Air Compressors

Table 4. Recommended Wire Size--B. & S.
Gauge No.

Motor
H. P.

Max. Length
of Line (Ft.)

Si..gle Plisse
and DC

115 230
1/3 100 14 14
1/2 i0 14 14
3/4 50 14 14
1 50 12 14
1-1/2 50 10 14
2 70 8 12
3 70 6 10
5 100 2 6
7-1/2 150 00 4
10 150 0000 2

tween the air compressor and the air receiver
uniess a safety valve is provided to protect
the compressor (Fig. 9).

If the tank opening is smaller than the
compressor outlet, run the pipe full size to
the tank and reduce it at the tank.

Install the air receiver so the tank drain
is easily accessible to facilitate regular drain-
ing

Pipelines

Compressed air pipe lines must be as
short and straight as possible. Use as few
fittings as possible. To avoid excessive drop
in pressure because of the frictional loss in
the pipeline system, never use pipe of a smaller
diameter than the tank outlet. See Table 5
for loss of pressure in pipe line.

Use only galvanized pipe or copper tubing.
Use fittings no smaller than 3/8". Where
f 3 line is 75' tong, use pipe size shown in
Table 6. Use as few ells as possible. When
determining length of pipeline, consider each
fitting equivalent to five feet of straight line.
Use pipe joint compound on all pipe joints.
Test joints with soapy water to detect leaks.
Support the pipe to prevent strain on pipe
threads.

Install the main pipeline so that condens-
ation will drain back into the air receiver.
Branch pipelines should be taken from the top
of the main line. A low point in an air line
acts as a water trap. Install a drain at each
low point in the line (Fig. 18).

When operaticgis require clean, dry air,

Table 5. Friction of Air in Pipes
Loss of Pressure in in 1000 ft. Lengths Pipe

(in p.s.i. in 1000 ft. of pipe*, 100 lb. gage initial pressure)

c. f. m.
Free Equivalent c.f.m. Nominal Diameter in Inches
Mr Compressed Mr 1/2 3/4, 1 11/4_ 11/2 2 21/2 3 3 1

10 1.28 6.5 .99 .28
20 2.56 25.9 3.90 1.11 .25
30 3.84 58.5 9.01 2.51 .57 .26
40 5.12 16.0 4.45 1.03 .46
50 6.41 25.1 6.96 1.61 .71 .19
60 7.68 36.2 10.0 2.32 1.02 .28
70 8.96 49.3 13.7 3.16 1.40 .37
80 10.24 64.5 18.7 4.14 1.83 .49 .19
90 11.52 82.8 22.6 5.23 2.32 .62 .24
100 12.81 27.9 6.47 2.86 .77 .30
125 15.82 48.6 10.2 4.49 1.19 .46
150 19.23 62.8 14.6 6.43 1.72 .66 .21
175 22.40 19.8 8.72 2.36 .91 .28
200 25.62 25.9 11.4 3.06 1.19 .37 .17
250 31.64 40.4 17.9 4.78 1.85 .58 .27

*For longer or shorter lengths of pipe the friction loss is proportional to the length, i.e. for
500 ft., one-half of the above; for 4000 ft., 4 times the above etc.

VAS 3018
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Air Compressors

Table 6. Pipe Size to Use in Compressed
Air Lines

Volume Air Length of Pipe Lines in Feet
c.f.m. 50 100 200 300

1 1/2 1/2 1/2 .1/2
2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
3 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
5 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2

10 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
15 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2
20 1/2 1/2 1/2 3/4
25 1/2 1/2 3/4 3/4
30 1/2 3/4 3/4 3/4
35 1/2 3/4 3/4 3/4
40 3_ 3/4 3/4 1

50 3/4 3/4 1 1

60 3/4 3/4 1 1

70 3/4 1 1 1

filters or water traps should be installed to
remove water, oil, and other foreign matter.

Pilch pip. bock reword Sir receiver
dif

Cwopressor unit

(9)

WWI drain at
wary low polar

011 and woo
extractor

Drain

141-- Is FEET on MORE --01

Fig. 18, Drains should be placed in oh low places in the
air line,

Place the filters or traps as close as possible
to the point where the compressed air is to be
used.

Bury underground lines below frost line
and avoid pockets where condensation can
gather and freeze. Make certain all joints
are free from leaks by applying pressure be-,
fore underground lines are covered.

3. SERVICING AN AIR COMPRESSOR

V Belts

-01- The belt should be in perfect alignment
d should not be excessively tight nor loose

enough to slip.
Tb. It will require tightening after ex-

tensir:. ,

It is important that the belts are properly
adjusted. A belt that is too loose will slip
and cause heating and wear. A belt that is
too tight will overload the bearings. Check
the slack side of the belt for a slight bow when
the unit, is running. If a slight bon, is evident,
the belts are usually adjusted satisfactorily
(Fig. 19).

MOTOR

PULLEY
SLIGHT BOW

COMPRESSOR

PULLEY

Fig. 19. A slight bow indicates the belts ore cehusted
correctly.

A more accurate method of checking
tension is by uaing a spring scale as follows:
Measure the belt span (t) as shown (Fig. 20).
At the center of the span apply a force by
attaching a spring scale. The force applied
to the spring scale should be sufficient to de-
flect the belts 1/64" for every inch of span
length (t). The deflection of a 24-inch span
should be 24/64 or 3/8 Inch. When the belt is
deflected the necessary distance, compare
the spring scale reading (in lbs. of force) with
these figures. Normal tension is 1 1/4 lbs.

r(t) BELT SPAN -8.1

Fig. 20. This illustrates th method of checking belt
tension with a spring scale.

VAS 3018
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and 150% normal tension is 1 7/8 lbs. A read-
ing below the value for normal tension in-
dicates that the belt tension should be.increased.
A reading exceeding the value of 150% normal
tension indicates the belt tension should be
reduced.

When installing new belts or replacing
belts, do not pry the belts over the pulley
grooves. The proper method of removing
and installing belts is to loosen anchor nuts
and slide the motor toward the compressor
(Fig. 21). When retensioning the belt, be
sure the motor pulley is perfectly aligned with
the compressor pulley.

TIGHTENING
CLIP
NUT

ANCHOR NUTS

Fig. 21. Some compressor bases hove a tightening nut to
use to position the motor offer the anchor 'bolts ore
loosened.

Leaks

Check for leaks in the pipeline with soap
suds.

Test all service lines and other con-
nections with soapy water applied with a
brush.

Leaks in pipeline, hose, valves, air
chucks, etc. will lower the pressure in the
air receiver abnormally and cause the com-
pressor to run a larger percentage of the
time than is necessary.
Regulate ...seism

Set pressure regulator to gauge reading
desired. _Set it for the lowest pressure that
will take care of various jobs.

After the compressor is in running con-
dition, check the cut-in and cut-cat pressure.
If these are not correct, contact the dealer
VAS 3018

or serviceman to make the necessary adjust-
ments pr replacements.

Lubrication

Before starting the compressor remove
oil filler cap and fill the crankcase (Fig. 22).
Most compressors are shipped without oil.

Be sure the compressor pump base has
the correct amount of the proper grade and
type of oil as recommended by the manufac-
turer.

Fig. 22. Most compressors ore shipped without oil. Fill
the crankcase before starting the compressor.

In the absence of manufacturer's instruc-
tions, fill the compressor with a good grade
of non-detergent oil with a rust inhibitor as
suggested below.

Grade Temperature

SAE 30 over 55° F
SAE 20 32 to 55°
SAE 10 0 to 32° F

Change the oil when it becomes dirty.
Be certain the motor bearings are lub-

ricated in accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations .

Daily operation

Stop, look, and listen for any unusual
noise, failure to compress, overheating, vi-
bration, or belt slippage. Correct any mal-
function before damage of a serious nature
can develop.

The compressor should not be run at a
slower speed than the minimum stamped on it
to insure both proper lubrication and adequate
delivery of air.

Drain accumulated moisture from air
tank if used daily.

Check oil level daily.
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Air Compressors

Check oil pressure when starting ii com-
pressor is pressure lubricated.

Weekly service

Examine air intake filter element and if
it is dirty, remove and clean or replace 4.

Check the oil level and if necessary add
sufficient oil to bring it to the desired level.

Keep the outside of the compressor clean
of dust, dirt, and foreign material for ef-
ficient operation as well as appearance (Fig.
23). Wipe off cooling fins of cylinder and
cylinder head frequently. Clean fins on in-
terCooler for maximum cooling efficiency.
Keep oil and grease off the flywheel. The
dirt will absorb,moisture and over a period
of disuse, may become corrosive.

.140,t;

-t l
Fig. 23. Use a knife and o wire brush to clean the dirt
from the cooling fins.

Drain accumulated moisture from air
receiver and other collecting parts at least
once a week.

Check belt tension.
Check safety valves manually to see that

they are in operating condition.

Monthly service

Check and tighten all bolts as required.
If a torque wrench is available tighten bolts
according to the manufacturer's recommenda-
tions. In the absence of manufacturer's in-
structions, the following readings will serve
as a guide:

Head bolts 10 ft. lbs.
Base bolts 18 ft. lbs.
End cover 5 ft. lbs.

Check air connections and joints for leaks.
Tighten if necessary.

Compressors subject to daily use should
have the oil changed monthly.

Service every three months
Drain the crankcase and refill with new

oil.
Inspect the exterior for signs of wear

and breakage .

Lubricate electric motor if so equipped
in accordance with manufacturer's recom-
mendations.

Off-Season storage

When the air compressor is not to be
used for an extended period of time, the fol-
lowing steps should be taken to prevent dam-
age while the unit is in storage.

1. Clean the outside of the entire com-
pressor of dust and other foreign material.
Dirt will absolo moisture and over a period
of time may become corrosive. so

2. Inspect the exterior for signs of wear 44
or breakage.

3. Clean all intake and exhaust valves. =-

4. Drain compressor crankcase of oil and
refill with clean new oil.

5. Clean compressor intake filters. Oil-
bath filters should be emptied, cleaned with
kerosene, and filled with clean oil (Fig. 24).
Metal dry-type filters should be disassembled
and cleaned with kerosene. Foam element
dry-type filters should be disassembled and
the element washed in warm water with de-

s

141

Fig. 21. Air cleaners of this type need to be flushed with
solvent before being refilled with clean oil.

VAS 3018
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tergent. Paper element dry-type filters may
be blown clean from the inside out or if too
clogged, replaced.

6. Lubricate the motor unit. If gasoline
engine powered, follow manufacturer's recom-
mendations for storage. If electric motor
powered, follow normal maintenance schedule,
and open the power disconnect switch.

Trouble Shooting

What can be done if the compressor fails to operate properly?

7. If service adjustments or replace-
ment parts are required, they should be or-
dered prior to storage.

8. Drain air receiver of all moisture.

9. Store portable compressors in dry,
clean location.

SLOW PUMPING OR INSUFFICIENT PRESSURE

Cause

1. Clogged filter element
2. Leak in air line valves, fittings

3. Compressor too small for equip-
ment being operated.

Remedy

1. Clean or replace filter element.
2. Locate with soapy water. Replace or

tighten parts using pipe joint compound on
threads.

3. Check air requirements and add to com-
pressor capacity. Consult dealers or
service representative.
Remove valve assemblies from head, dis-
assemble and inspect components for scar-
red valve seats, broken valves, weak valve
springs. Replace defective parts and re-
assemble.
Adjust belt to correct tension.
Check number of elbows in intake line.
Reduce the number if compressor operates
normally with intake line disconnected.

Check operation of oil pump and pressure
gauge.

Replace faulty gaskets.
Check for worn rings and cylinder walls.
Replace rings or rebore cylinder to over-
size and install new piston assemblies.

4. Leaking valves 4.

5. Slipping belts 5.

6. Restricted air intake 6.

7. Unloader mechanism not operating. 7.

8. Blown gaskets 8.

9. Low compression 9.

EXCESSIVE BELT WEAR

Cause

1. Pulley out of alignment

2. Belt too loose or too tight
3. Belt slipping
4. Pulley wobbles

VAS 3018

Remedy

1. Realign motor pulley with compressor
pulley.

2. Adjust to correct tension.
3. Adjust to correct tension.
4. Check for bent pulley. Check for bent or

worn crankshaft. Check for worn keyway
or pulley bore.



Cause

Air Compressors

COMPRESSOR WILL NOT START

Remedy

Check for low line voltage. Check length of
extension cord that may cause voltage drop
due to cord being too long.

Check pistons. Free with solvent if stuck.

Bleed pressure from line or compression
chamber. A centrifugal unloader and check-
valve assembly must be used if starting
against pressure is required.
It may be necessary to replace the stator
in the electric motor.

1. Lcw ;Lk. voltage 1.

2. Frozen pistons 2.

3. Starting against pressure 3.

4. Motor burned out 4.

NOISY OPERATION (KNOCKING)

Cause Remedy
1. Loose compressor pulley 1. Tighten pulley clamp bolts.
2. Loose motor pulley 2. Tighten motor pulley set screws.
3. Low oil level in crankcase 3. Check dipstick (bayonet oil gauge) for proper

level. Check for damage to bearings.
4. Oil pump not functioning 4. Have serviceman check functioning of oil

pump.

5. Worn connecting rod inserts 5. Inspect inserts
Replace, if worn or damaged.

6. Piston hitting head 6. Inspect for carbon deposits or foreign mat-
ter on top of piston. Replace with new head
gasket. If piston still hits, add base gas-
kets not additional head gaskets.

7. Loose piston 7. Rebore cylinder to oversize and install
oversize pistons and rings.

8. Loose valve assemblies 8. Remove valve assembly and valve-
assembly gasket. Replace valve-assembly
gasket with new one. Examine for possible
damage. Tighten hold down screws care-
fully. Reassemble.

9. Worn or burned bearing 9. Replace worn or burned-out bearing
Remedy cause of failure.

10. Worn piston pin bushing 10. Inspect piston pins
Replace excessively worn piston pins or
bushings.

11. Excessive crankshaft end play 11. Disconnect rods from crankshaft
Properly adjusted bearings will have slight
drag when turned over by hand. Correct
with bearing shims.
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Cause

I. Poor ventilation

2. Dirty cooling surfaces

3. Incorrect pulley rotation
Pump running backwards

Air Compressors

EXCESSIVE HEATING

4. Blown head gasket

5. testr tion in head, aftercooler or
check valve

6. Lack of oil

7. Head valve fail to seat properly

Cause

I. Overloaded motor

Remedy

I. Relocate compressor intake. Provide
source of cool, clean, dry air to intake.

2. Clean the cooling surfaces of the cylinder,
intercooler, and aftercooler.

3. Check arrow on pulley for correct rotation.
If incorrect, have a competent electrician
check for the possibility of reversing the
motor.

4. Clean head and cylinder. Replace with
new gasket.

5. Remove head and clean
Remove aftercooler and clean
Remove check valve and clean

6. Check oil level. Check for restriction
in oil feed hole.

7. Remove head, clean, reseat, or replace
valves.

STALLING

Remedy

I. Have competent electrician examine motor
and wiring. Follow his recommendations or
have serviceman check internal combustion
engine. Follow his recommendations.

EXCESSIVE OIL CONSUMPTION

Cause Remedy,

I. Using wrong type or grade of oil.

2. Worn or stuck piston rings.

1. Use oil according to manufacturer's
recommendations.

2. Remove old rings and clean grooves in pis-
ton. Replace rings, check end gap of new
rings. If necessary file to give correct
clearance.

When you order repair parts, always specify the compressor model number and serial num-
ber. This is important if you want to receive prompt service and the correct parts.

4. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

1. Several compressor manufacturers list 1/2 hp. compressors for sale at competitive
prices. All compressors are rated at 100 lbs. pressure and operate at 580 rpm.
Brand A requires 2.13 cu. ft. free airpiston displacement 2.88
Brand B requires 1.73 It II It II

1 ttIt 2.80
Brand C requires 1.92 " ti It "' it it 3.25
Brand D requires 2.2 . " It It ft p ft II 3.10
Which brand of compressor has the highest volumetric efficiency?

VAS 3018
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2. What size motor pulley needed on a 1/2 hp. 172 5 r.p.m. electric motor to drive a
compressor 958 r.p.m. ? The compressor has a 9 inch p.d. pulley.

3. At what speed will a compressor operate that has a 1/3 hp. motor operating at 1720
r.p.m.? The compressor pulley has an 8 inch p.d. and the motor pulley is 4" p.d.

4. What size compressor pulley must be ordered for a compressor to operate at 575
r.p.m. when driven by a 3/4 hp. motor (1725 r.p.m.) with a 4 inch p.d. pulley?

3. A compressor is said to have a volumetric efficiency of 72% and the piston dis-
placement is 2.7 c. f. m. at 150 lbs. What is its free air capacity?

6. What is the piston displacement in cu. ft. of a compressor with a 1-1/4" stroke,
2-1/2" cylinder diameter at 760 r.p.m.?

7. What is the piston displacement in cu. ft. of a compressor with a 2" stroke 2-1/2"
cylinder diameter at 510 repeal. ?

8. If the speed of a compressor with a 2-1/2" bore and a 2" stroke is increased from 410
r.p.m. to 850 r.p.m. will the cu. ft. of displacement be cioabled? How many cu. ft.
of air will be displaced at each speed?

9. How many cu. ft. of air will a 12 gal. tank hold?

ABBREVIATIONS

r.p.m. Revolutions per minute p.d. Piston Displacement
c.f.m. Cubic feet per minute o.d. Outside diameter (in case of a pulley)
v.e. Volumetric efficiency p.d. Pitch diameter of a pulley
p. s.i.
h.p.

Pounds per square inch
Horsepower

f .a. Free air

USEFUL FORMULAS

1. Compressor r.p.m. motor pulley p.d. x motor r.p.m.
comp. pulley p.d.

comp._adley p.d. x comp. r.p.m.2. Motor Pulley p.d. motor r.p.m.
3. Compressor Pulley p.d. = motor pulley p.d. x motor r.p.m.

comp. T .p m.
comp. pulley p.d. x comp. r.p.m4. Motor r.p.m. motor pulley p.d.

5. Free Mr = piston displacement x volumetric eff. (%
6. Required Piston Displacement fr air

vol. eff.
sykL ..bare area in A x stroke in inches x r.p.m.7. Piston Displacement in Cu. Ft. 1728

8. Piston in Ft. Per =
2 x stroke _fin inches) x r.p.m.

12

9. Gallons = cu. ft..134
10. Cu. Ft. = gsllons x .134

FDi re

sep
A i11. Volumetric Efficiency = Piston Displacement

VAS 30111
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DEFINITIONS

AIR COMPRESSOR - A machine for compressing air from atmospheric pressure to a
higher presEgre.

RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR - A compressor using one or more pistons which
travel alternately back and forth within a cylinder.

SINGLE-STAGE COMPRESSOR - A compressor is which compression from atmospheric
pressure to final pressure is completed in one stroke of the cylinder.

TWO-STAGE COMPRESSOR - A compressor in which compression from atmospheric
pressure to final pressure is completed in two distinct stages. Two-stage com-
pressors have two or more cylinders.

AIR RECEIVER - A container into which the compressed air is discharged from the
compressor.

PISTON DISPLACEMENT - This is the volume created in the cylinder as the piston
travels from the top to the bottom in a cylinder and is usually expressed in
cathic feet per minute.

DISPLACEMENT OF COMPRESSOR - Arcs of piston by length of stroke by number of
strokes per minute.

FREE AIR - Air at atmospheric pressure or intake conditions.
COMPRESSED AIR - Air under pressure as delivered from the compressor.

CAPACITY - The quantity of air compressed and delivered by the compressor, ex-
pressed as cubic feet of free air at the pressure and temperature of the compressor
intake.

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY - This is the ratio of the actual capacity or air delivered by
the compressor to the piston displacement and is expressed as percent.

INLET VALVE - A valve for admitting air into the cylinder and preventing its escape
when air is being compressed.

INTERCOOLER - A device on a two-stage compressor for removing the heat of com-
pression from air passing between low and high pressure stages.

AFTER COOLER - A device for removing the heat of compression of the air after the
final compression is completed.

mourn= TRAP - A location for the collection of moisture from the air during the pro-
cess of cooling. Provision should be made for the removal of this moisture.

VAS 3018
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CHECK LIST ON INSTALLATION

Can the compressor obtain an ample supply of cool, clean, dry air?
Dees the location afford ample light and room for inspection?

Is the location dry and free from excessive dust And heat?
Does the location provide adequate room for service?

Is the belt side of the unit toward the wall?
Is the compressor lugged or bolted to a substantial foundation?
Is the unit level, plumb, and equally supported on all its feet?
Is the fan blade pulley at least 12 to 18 inches from the wall to allow air
circulation?

If the intake is out of doors, is a hood provided to prevent the entrance of rain
and snow?

Is main pipeline installed so it drains back into the air tank?
Is air pipeline supported to prevent strain on tank threads?
Are all pipe connections tight?

Is discharge pipe same size as discharge part of compressor or air receiver?
Is electric power supply adequate and of same characteristics as the motor?
Is the electric motor protected against burn-out with a thermal switch?
Are drains in the air receiver and air line easily available?
Is piping arranged to prevent moisture from draining into compressor?
Are air lines protected from freezing temperatures?
Are branch pipe lines token from the top of the main line?
Have all joints been checked with soapy water to detect leaks?

Are operator's manuals on file as a reference for servicing and ordering parts?
Is a separate circuit provided for stationary compressors?

VAS 3018
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CHECK LIST ON CARE AND OPERATION

Are the cooling fins and surfaces cleaned periodically to keep them free of
dust and foreign matter?
Is the air filter cleaned as needed under operating conditions?
Is lubricating oil of grade and viscosity recommended for the compressor?
Is the crankcase drained and refilled when oil becomes dirty?
Are the motor and compressor pulleys in perfect alignment?
Is the belt tension correct?
Are U-belts free of oil and grease?
Is power disconnected before servicing ot. working on compressor?

Is air bled from air receiver before working on it?
Is the motor lubricated according to manufacturer's recommendations?
Is oil maintained at proper level?

Is.nicist}tr8c,41;Ftined from the air receiver periodically?

Does t4e,palety valve work?

Is the compressor operated at its rated capacity in rep.rn. and pressure?

4:.-E .
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MAINTENANCE CHART

CHECK DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY YEARLY

1. Check ou pressure -- maintain at recom-
mended pressure X

2. Check oil level -- maintain recommended
level. Caution: DO NOT OVERFILL X

3. Drain drop legs and traps in air distribu-
tor system X

4. Give compressor overall visual check X

5. Drain moisture accumulation from air
receiver X

6. Check air distribution system for air
leaks X

7. Clean cooling surfaces of compressor.
intercooler and aftercooler X

8. Operate safety valves k
9. Replace or clean intake filter element **

10. Inspect oil for contamination and change
if necessary X

II. Check belts for correct tension X

12. Check pulley clamp bolts and set screws
for tightness X

13. Inspect pressure switch diaphragm and
contact points

14. Inspect contact points in motor starter
15. Lubricate electric motor or engine in

accordance with manufacturers
recommendations

** Check more often if extremely dirty conditions exist.

The information and illustrations used in this unit were provided by Alemite Division, Stewed Werner Corp., Mee., III.,
Bell & Gossett Co., Morton Grove, III., Champaign Pneumatic Machinery Co., Princeton, Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co,
New York, N. Y., Compressed Air end Gos Institute, Cleveland, Ohio, Curtis Manufacturing Co., No, The Dayton
Air Compressor Co., Dayton, Ohio, Emgle Products Corp., Johnstown, Penn., Ingersoll.Rend Co., Phillipsburg/ N. J., Johnson
Service Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Kellogg.American Inc., Odtmount, Penn., Quincy Compressor Co., Quinert_Illw 3P4ndworf Mow
lecturing Co., La Grange Park, III., The United States Air Compressor Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and Tole Wayne Pump Co.,
Salisbury, Md.

VAS 3018
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*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *TEXTBOOKS, REFERENCE BOOKS, UNITS OF
STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *FARM STRUCTURES, *CONSTR4CTION COSTS,
*EVALUATION,

Textual and reference material for high school vocational
agriculture and adult farmer students on the appraisal of farm
buildings is presented. It was prepared by a teacher educator
in consultation with subject matter specialists, teacher educators,
supervisors, and teachers. The two principal sections concern
problems and methods of appraisal. The age-life annual rate method,
straight-line depreciation, and current evaluation method of
appraisal are discussed. Typical building costs are presented in
tabtelr form on a per unit basis. Rating scales are included for
evalwting rural houses,' implement sheds, small-grain storage
units, ear corn cribs, beef or dairy open -front shelters, dairy
barns, farrowing houses, finishing houses, and poultry-laying
houses. A competent vocational agriculture teacher may use this
material with youth at least 14 years old and adults of average
ability who have an agricultural interest and an occupational
objective in appraisal. The suggested time allotment is from 2 to
8 hours. This document is available for 30 cents from Vocational
Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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1 FARM BUILDING APPRAISAL .

1. Problems of Appraising Farm BuLdifts
2. Methods of Appraisal

1. PROBLEMS OF APPRAISING FARM BUILDINGS

A farm building appraisal is a carefully
prepared estimate of present worth or value.
Building values are constantly changing. As
a building gets older, its value from a struc-
tural standpoint should become lower. How-
ever, during a period when construction costs
are increasing, the building may not actually
depreciate in value. It is even possible for it
to appreciate (increase in value) although this
seldom happens.

Appraisal values are often different for
different purposes. For income tax deduc-
tions, a fair valuation should be set in order
to establish a basis for depreciation. The
same valuation must be continued until the
depreciation allowance has written off the in-
vestment. For costs of production, farm
management records, and settlement of estates,
the same valuation may be used as for income
tax purposes. For insurance, in order to
offset replacements in case of loss in periods
when construction costs are increasing, the
coverage may be based on a higher figure than
the one used above. For property .taX, a low
valuation favors the owner; Wwever, assessors
attempt to equalize values within an area.
Condemnation valuation is as high as the owner
can get it (Fig. 1).

Even more important than the above con-
siderations is the fact that many structurally
sound buildings become obsolete from a use

standpoint because new methods and practices
are adopted or an entire enterprise is dropped.

Effect of modern technolosy on farm building
values

Ebr several years the change from the use
of horses to tractor power caused concern about
the use of the old horse barn. Horse barns,
as such, became obsolete. Some were con-
verted to other uses so that al/ value was not
lost. Grade "A" milk regulations made ob-
solete many so-called dairy barns. Bulk
handling of milk and pipeline milkers made
obsolete many milk houses built for can cool-
ers (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Belt handling of milk and changing Grade "A"
relliiloCons have made many dairy hams absoleta

Fig. 1. if o building is condoned to maks way for a new highway or cm industrial or housing &whipsaw.% not even!, _tries to
secure the greatest value passible for the building.

VAS 3017
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Specialization in farming has made many
buildings obsolete that were used for other
livestock enterprises. When a farmer spec-
ializes, he usually increases his size of oper-
ation and makes use of new ideas, methods,
and equipment. Many times the buildings
used previously do not fit into the new plan,
and their value is changed.

The whole farmstead must be analyzed to
see how much the various buildings contribute
to the entire enterprise. A farmstead pro-
vides many things to the farm family and the
farm business, but its chief function must be
to in farm income. To fulfill this pur-
pose, it mast perform its functions effectively
and economically over a long period.

The quality and value of farm crops are
often affected by types of storage. Silage can
be stored in stacks or in upright conventional
or oxygen-free structures. The higher initial
costs of certain storage structures over others
may be offset by the greater reduction in
storage losses. However, ease of Ellin_ and
emptying silos and iheir adaptability to mech-
anized feeding operations are also important
considerations. Corn, as grain, is another
example of a crop that offers a wide choice
in facilities. To justify its higher cost, a
structure need save only what it costs above
the least cost method. This assumes that an
appropriate charge has been made for the
additional capital investment.

The same thing is true of other structures,
such as livestock buildings. Research shows
that environment control is effective in main-
taining quality of product and in obtaining
higher production with less feed in livestock
enterprises.

The specialized enterprise is sometimes
carried on with very little land other than the
farmstead. Other farmsteads are being aban-
doned as farms are combined. On the one
hand we have too many buildings that do not
contribute to income, and on the other we have
new types and designs of buildings that con-
tribute much more to income than the older
buildings. The older building is thus worth
less on a comparative basis even though the
cost of construction might be the same. We
have an estimate based on experimental re-
sults of finishing hogs in traditional housing
compared to controlled environment. These
figures give a fair comparison of the costs

assuming price and cost ratios as they are
at present.

Traditional
housing

Controlled
environment

Labor 10% 7%
Feed 75% 60%
Buildings and

equipment 10% 20%
Miscellaneous 5% 4%
Extra profit 1 9%

100% 100%

This same comparison *add be made with
poultry. A small flock is no longer econom-
ically sound. A person may need 6,000 to
10,000 layers to have an adequate size of
enterprise. Therefore, what good is a small
poultry house unless it can be converted to
another use for which there is a need?
Remodeling possibilities

Many farm buildings are structurally
sound but do not meet the requirements ci
modern farming. It is sometimes possible
to remodel them at less cost than to build a
new structure. The possible lower cost is
the only real reason for remodeling unless
there is some sentimental value to be pre-
served--and this is not usually true on com-
mercial farms. For a home, the rule of thumt
is that if it costs 50 percent as much to re-
model as to build new it would be better tc
build new. When an ear corn crib is to be
converted to shelled corn storage, about the
same figure is used. The reason is teat, in
remodeling, some compromises must be made
and the building is still an old building Fig. 3).
Financing is sometimes easier to obtain fox
new construction than for remodeling.

It is good business to remodel when con-
ditions are favorable. Location and structural
condition must both be favorable. Livestoci
enterprises should be located to the north ox
east of the house so that odors are carried
away from the house. This point is very im-
portant where divest ck is raised in confine-
ment. Sometimes a poultry house could be
converted to a swine building, but it is lo-
cated too close to the house. Unless a building
is in exceptionally good condition and can be
converted with little expense, it is usually nol
feasible to move it to a new location.
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Fig. 3 When on or corn crib is remodeled for shelled cone storage it is still an old building,

Some buildings can be remodeled to bring
them up to date (Fig. 4). Changes in live-
stock housing during the past five years have
made parts of some relatively new buildings
obsolete. For instance, slotted floors in
swine buildings have become popular in the
past five years. The long, narrow pen, 4' x
16', with 4 feet of slotted floor over a gutter
has almost become a standard. If an existing
structure meets requirements for location
and structural condition, the floor can be re-
placed. Such things as insulation, ventilation,
heat, etc. , can be added at no greater cost
than in a new structure.

Some poultry houses or old barns can be
converted to farrowing and nursery buildings,

Fig. 4. Some buildings con be remodeled to bring them up
to date.

but they do not %totally Meet the requirements
for a finishing house. Hogs in a finishing
house eat a lot of feed and produce.a lot of
manure, and they need. good ventilation. Un-
less the br41ding is properly designed, it is
difficult to meet these requirements and the
labor requirement is higher than it should be.

Dairy barns Can be converted to beef
barns in many cases by opening up a south .r
east wall and removing as much of the inside
equipment and framing as possible (Fig. e.

It is not profitable to remodel unless
there 1, a need for the remodeled building.
U this need does not exist, the value of the
building will be questionable.

Fig. & Dairy barns can be converted to beef horns by
opening up a south or cost well and removing as much of
the inside equipment es possible.
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Towlenor t o-place high values on old buildings,

There' are some forces that tend to en-
courage high: valuationi.on buildings. They
are not.batied on the contributions the build-
ings maket.toriaid the theme of the farm. For
instance; -a relator likes to point to the high
valuation on buildings when selling a farm

(1),. gorat,biiyers think of it as a higher
deducfioq, due' to depreciation. Lenders and
owners *4-10 have buildings heavily insured
fez' ObviOan'realions. Tax assessors and in-
suiakeagentsare note against high valuations
either;:. Therefore; when anyone suggests that
a buildglemay be worth leis than the customary
replacement Value, there can be some opposi-
tion.

Farm Budding Appraisal

4

Fig. 4 A :salter likes to point is oho high valuation on
%endings when silting a fem.

2. METHODS OF APPRAZit T.

The purpose _of building appraisal as we
use it here is to-appraise the buildings sep-
arate from the land, not necessarily for a
buyer of both land and buildings.

On. Many firms, buildings are difficult
to appraise, because they are not sold sep-
arately but as a part of the whole farm, and
they do not produce a clear-cut income be-
cause ii and output records cannot be ob-
tabled. rever, on some specialized farms
this is not true.. A confinement hog.plant, for
example, does lend itself to record-keeping.

Wbuilding value is to have-much 111139AM,
a systematic procedure should be used
twin it.it. our procedures. are_available: (I)
income 'capitalization, (2) sale or market
value estimates, (3) replacement cost less
depreciation, and (4) the residual procedure.

If a building does not have a definite in-
come, capitalization is difficult. This pro-
cedure also is not of much use if there is no
market for the buildings separate from the
land. However, when a farm is to be pur-
chased; building appraisal from the buyer's
viewpoint should include some estimate of the
building's contribution to the farm business.

Sometimes 'appraisers figure the building
value on the basis of the whole farm value.
The whole farm value is first obtained by de-
termining the income or sale value, and then
splitting this value between buildings and land.
Often the initial estimates of building value
plus bare-land value are higher than the whole

VAS 3017

value of the farm. Then adjustments have to
be made in building values.

Replacement cost less. depreciation has
its limLations, because buildings are usually
replaced with different buildings. However,
this procedure can be used as an apprmdma-
tion. This cost can be subtracted-from the
whole farm value to get the bare-land value.
If the result checks with an income or sale
value estimate, then the building values can
be' accepted.

Insurance inspectors, tax assessors, and
appraisers are called on to value farm build-
ings separately from the land. Agricultural
engineers are called on to evaluate buildings
when farmsteads are engineered into highly
productive systems. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to have methods of appraisal that apply to
these cases and that can be used to place a
relatively accurate dollar- value on the but/d-
ings. This task is not ail easy as it may seem,
because most farm buildings that are ten years
old would probatly be replaced with a more
modern type.

Two methods are commonly used to obtain
building values independently of land:

I. Age-life annual rate -sthod (straight-
line depreciation).

2. Current evaluation method.
The age-life method is used for new build-

ings or for older buildings that are still modern
and that, if replaced, would likely be replaced
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Farm Building Appraisal

with an identical building. It involves esti-
mating the remaining useful life and depreci-
ating the value when new on a straight line
(Chart 1, Line A).

The straight-line method is not really
accurate for farm buildings unless the building
is separated into its many components and
each component is depreciated at a rate based
on its life. For instance, the foundation lasts
longer than the roof, doors, and windows.
Pen partitions and built-in equipment may
depreciate faster than other parts of the build-
ing. If a building is kept in serviceable con-
dition, some of the components must be re-
placed before the whole unit is fully depreci-
ated, and instead of a straight line as shown
in Chart 1, Line A, a line similar to Line B
would be more accurate. The abrupt increase
in value represents an expenditure for repairs
or replacement of some components in the
building. However, replacement cost less
depreciation is the method used by many to
appraise the value of buildings. During a
period of radical design changes in farm
buildings there are apt to be serious draw-
backs to this method.

The replacement cost less depreciation
method rf valuation can be explained best by
using two different situations.

1. A set of new buildings.
2. A set of old buildings that exhibit both

physical deterioration and obsoles-
cence. These two combined factors
represent what is generally recog-
nized as depreciation.

Cost--new buildings

The value of a new building is generally
.t Igarcied as not more than its cost. This cost
figure can be regarded as the ceiling or upper
limit. Few people would be willing to pay
more than cost for a building if more were
available at the same price. But there are
periods during a war or other periods of short-
age when a higher value might be justified.

Cost, however, is not the lower limit to
value, because a new building may not be
worth what it costs. Too much gingerbread,
overdesign, and expensive materials do not
usually add to the value of a farm building.
Poor planning c omission of details that will
increase efficiency may reduce the value of a
new structure below its cost of construction.

(5)

Chart I. Amortization

1/2

Useful Life - Years

Chart I. Line B I. mere accurate since it shows abrupt
increases in value as repairs or improvements are added.

This consideration is important for a com-
mercial farmer who must consider a building
as a tool of production.

It is true that the new cost of buildings
can vary from one area to another as well as
within the same area. it is important to shop
to obtain favorable bids (Fig. 1). However,
obtaining a low first cost is not as important
as obtaining an efficiently engineered build-
ing. This building should be in service many
years, and its effect on quality, feed con-
version, production efficiency, and labor
over a 20-year period is very important.

New building costs are more consistent
today than they have been in previous years,
because specialized builder-dealers are now
erecting fabricated buildings over wide areas.

Fig. 1. It is important to secure on eificiently planned
building and to shop for favorable bids.

VAS 3037
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These. builders and the companies behind them,
manufacturing the components, are very com-
petitive and are establishing prices for many
types of buildings that local builders must
Wet. Also, many of the buildings today are
utility-type buildings, and one frame can be
used for several buildings regardless of name.

Cost estimates
Three methods are in use for obtaining

cost estimates:
1. Material cost plus labor cost.
2. Cost of material plus a percent for

erection.
3. Cost per square foot, per animal

housed, or per bushel.
Contractors use the first method to ob-

tain detailed costs. Past records help them
calculate labor and overhead costs on the
basis of 1,000 board feet of framing lumber,
cubic yards of concrete, squares of shingles,
square feet to be painted, and many other
units of materials.

Fabricated steel buildings are often erect-
ed on the basis of cost of steel plus a percent
for erection. Past experience of the builder
with his own crew and equipment makes this
method.very reliable and easy to estimate be-
cause he. has price lists for complete buildings.
Any concrete work, plumbing, heating, and
electrical installations must of course be added
to the estimate.

'Because of the detail and time required,
appraisers and assessors do not generally use
either of the first two methods. They rely
mostly on No. 3. Since new buildings are
mostly single story and are similar in con-
struction of the frame, it is becoming easier
to apply this method.

Builder-dealers offer these buildings in
several variations to meet specific needs.
Once such a pricing system is set up, the labor
of getting a price on a specific building is
practically nil. Also, we do not have the
variety in types of buildings that we used to
have. About 20 years ago there were over 30
state experiment station plans for a family-
sized laying house. Today the family-sized
flock is a dead issue, and housing for large
flocks is becoming the standard. Swine hous-
ing also has been reduced to a few basic plans.

VAS 3017

Clear-span utility-type building frantei
are being used for most farin service buildings
Differences occur mostly-in size, amount ol
insulation, interior lining; floor . construction
ventilation, heating, cooling, wall and' roa
covering, size of openings, etc. Therefore
costs of utility building shells can be appliec
to many buildings regardless of name or use
and costs of other details or components may
be added for any particular use.

As more of these commercial system
are built, total costs can be obtained on-i
basis of cost per square foot, cost per bushel
or cost per animal housed. We have reachei
this point now in the farm-buildiaig field.! 'We
can list the requirements and can obtain total
costs based on competitive Willis. Thew
costs may vary from year to year, andrit-ie
therefore necesk ary to keep abreast of the
costs in your particular area (Table 1). _

Old building values

We must recognize that we are in a perioe
of change. Old buildings are not being re-
placed with the same type of buildings. There-
fore, we are talking about costs of present-
day buildings and not about costs of repro-
ducing old buildings. Some -old buildings can -be
replaced with modern buildings at less .coal
than reproducing the cld. Other new buildinge
contain so many more features which add tc
cost and value that the old and new muet-be
compared feature by feature. Depreciation
for the old building must be estimated on the
basis of physical deterioration and obsoles-
cence. Obsolescence includes all factors,
except a fall in prices, that cause a building
to decline in value.

To measure obsolescence, it is necessary
to study the building in detail to evaluate each
feature in comparison with similar necessary
features in a new structure. The difference
in usefulness of the two buildings, outside of
effects of physical deterioration, gives a good
idea of the loss in value through obsolescence,
This method is beat described as the "Current
Evaluation Method."

The current evaluation method lumps many
factors together. An appraiser may like to
know when the building was built, what types
of materials were used, what the estimated
remaining life is, etc. , but these things are
not necessary. The most difficult part of this
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Table 1. Typical Erected Building Costs -- 1963

Utility Bollards (shells onlvt
Lumber rigid frame. 2 end doors
Steel rigid frame, haulier putts
All steel rigid frame
Concrete rigid frame, concrete walls and root

(7)

$.90 - $1.25 per sq. E.
61.26 -$2.52 per sq. E.

$2 00 pen sq. ft.
$2 $5 Per eq'.

All steel arch, concrete foundation
Laminated wood arch, concrete foundation

Pole or post with trusses
Open-front implement
Closed implement
31 plank foundation, open-front livestock

Steel post with clear span roof, dosed
Lumber panels on pole and plank foundation trusses, closed
Lumber panels on concrete foundation, dosed
Tikup concrete. trusses, open front

. . . $ .$5 per eq. ft.
$1 50 per sq. ft;

$ .10$ Per IR. ft.
$1 00 per sq.- ft:
$1.10 per sq. E.
$1.00 per sq. ft.
$1 25 per sq. ft.
$1.50 per sq. E.
$1 25 per sq. E.

Swine Buildings
Farrowing, slotted floor stalls and equipment $350 - $400 per sow
Finishing, including feeding equipment $40 - $50 per hog

Cap. 8 K. $. /hog

PotHouses
Cage:

5,000-bird Bile 0 .8 sq. ft. / bird, mechanical but not automatic. with egg room . . . .$3. 50 - $3.75 Per bird
10,4)00-bird size, automatic - egg belts, cleaners, etc $4.75 - $5.00 per bird

Floor (1.5 eq. ft. per bird), automatic equipment $6.00 - $6.50 per bird

2-story arch rafter, equipped, milk room

Grain

Dry grain:

$5 00 per sq. ft.

Flat storage (large volume) $.20 - $.25 per ho.
Upright circular, perforated floor, fan, beater $ 55 per bu.
Upright concrete stave $ 41 per bu.
Upright steel $ 45 per bu.

High moisture:
Concrete stave
Gas tight, steel or fibreglass
Gas tight, glass coated

Ear corn:
Pole and wood. center air duct
Wire crib, good quality
Double crib and overhead bins, Ind& elev., steel siding
(1.000 bu. erg and 4,500 bu. small grant)

$.45 per big No
6.50 $.45 Pr 'xi') =loaders

8.97 Per bu.)

$ 50 per bu.
$ 55 per bu.

$1.05 per bu. used on small
grain and ear cant capacity)

Building Components

Floors:
4" concrete, non-reinforced $ . 50 per sq. ft. it place
4" swine floor, two gutters $1.25 per sq. In place

Slotted (not installed)

5" wide concrete $ $0 Per sq. ft.
5/8" wide steel $1 00 per sq. E.

1 1/4" wide steel $1 30 per sq. E.
Oak wood 6.60 per sq. E.

Insulation En place):

1" asbestos blown on $ . 25 per sq. ft. of surface
1 1/2" blanket vinyl facing $ 25 Per sq. ft. of surface
1" expanded polystyrene $ 20 per sq. ft. on walls

6.25 per sq. E. on ceiling
2" polyurethane (not installed) 6 20 per bd. E.
3" fibreglass with tai -ply vapor barrier $ . 18 per sq. E. on ceding

VAS 3017
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Method is knowing what features are important
and evaluating them on a realistic basis. Un-
less a person is up to date on farm buildings,
he could not do this intelligently without the
help of a check sheet for each specific build-
ing. ft simplifies the job to be able to score
a building on the basis of 100 for the ideal
building. If the cost of the ideal building is
known, then dividing the score by 100 and
multiplying by the cost of the new ideal build-
ing world give a value for the old building.

This method does not meet all require-
ments, since it does not provide an annual
depreciation charge for buildings, which is
needed to figure net income and deductions
for income tax purposes. Therefore, the age-
life or straight-line depreciation method is
used for this purpose. This method is ex-
pressed in the following equation:

Vp = Vnd (1 - I!) + salvage value, if any.
in which Vp = present value

Vnd = depreciable value (value new
less salvage value at end of use-
ful life)

x = number of years of life utilized
to date

n = estimated years of total useful
life

When the current evaluation method is
used, a building must be rated on the basis of
its use and not according to the purpose for
which it was built. For instance, if an old
barn is being used for implement storage, it

should be evaluated as an implement storage.
If a building is not particularly suited for its
present use but it is needed for another use,
the building could be scored for, this alternate
use.

There is always a possibility that some
buildings will become useless for some out-
side economic reason. Therefore in addition
to structural condition and obsolescence, this
economic reason must be considered. In fact,
if an economic analysis is made and it is un-
favorable, the actual condition of the building
doesn't matter too much.

Table 2 lists nine points that should be
considered in appraising buildings. Perhaps
there are others that also should be considered
when a detailed appraisal must be made.

Steps in evaluation of individual buildings

1. Score each building, using the eco-
nomic analysis form.

2. If the scores for Items 5 and 6 are
favorable, fill out an engineering an-
alysis form for thepresent use of the
building--not the original use fog
which it was built if the enterprise
has been changed.

3. If the building scores low for the
present use and there is an alternate
use, fill out both forms for this use.

4. The final score is based on100points
and can be considered as percent.

5. Determine new replacement costs for
the size or capacity of a building re-

Table 2. Economic Amlysie of Farm Buildings

I.' The building cite is deiirable in relation to roads and use requirements of associated land (if
located so far away that lbuii..irg must be moved, a negative value could be oven)

2. The building site is such that no major changes in use of associated land, such as urban ex-
pansion or interstate highways. are likely to occur

3. The building is likely to continue to enjoy an adequate land base which it serves and from which
it drawe economic support

4. The use of the building is or can be quite independent of a land base beyond the farmstead area .
5. The enterprise for which the building is being used le likely to continue to be part cf the farm

operation V
G. The building is capable of rendering a service that results in a higher income from the enter-

prise than would be obtained without it y
7. The building le large enough for the desired eize of enterprise

8. The building is being used to its hill capability
Note: This is largely a management item and should be based on such things as size of litters,

feed conversion, labor efficiency, quality of product, cost of utilities, year-round use, etc,
9. Income prospects for the enterprise are favorable for the life of the building

ECONOMIC TOTAL

1/ A high score or a yee answer ie required in order to justify further analysis.

VAS 3017

Score Bldg.
Value Score

10

5

10

10

10

10

20

20

100



Fenn Bulking Appraisal

quired to do the same job as the old
building is doing.

6. Use the following formula to obtain a
realistic value of the building:

(Economic score in %) x
Value of building = (Engineering score in %)

x (Cost of new building)

Farmhouse evaluation

Many farm operators are demanding high-
quality housing. Although some owners still
have to put up with old houses, these facilities
do not compare in function, convenience, com-
fort, and appearance with a new modern home.
Also, many farm homes that were built years
ago are too large for today's needs and a re-
placement, if built, would be much smaller.

When farms are combined and farmstead
operations are moved to another farm, the
old farmhouse is no longer required by the
farm operator and the owner must decide what
it is worth. Insurance companies are asked to
insure it for the maximum amount. Some old
houses are good risks; others are undesir-
able.

There are two approaches to placing a
value on a farmhouse. U the house is needed
by the farm operator, its good and bad points
should be analyzed to see how well it compares
with a new house that might be built to replace
it. This analysis may show that remodeling
could be done economically to provide a house
that would compare favorably with a new one.
It might be assumed, then, that if an old house
plus $4,000 worth of remodeling equals a new
$10, 000 home, then the old house is worth
about $6,000.

A score sheet, "Farmhouse Improve-
ment Analysis, " prepared by the late Keith

Hinchcliff and Catherine Sullivan, can be used
to make a detailed analysis of a farmhouse.
The statement is made that a farmhouse 50
years or more old that has never been re-
modeled is not likely to score more than 150
points out of a possible 260. In general, if
remodeling costs as much as 50 percent of
the cost of a new house, it would be a ques-
tionable thing to do. Therefore, a detailed
analysis must be mo.de to determine the short-
comings of the present house and the cost of
correcting them.

The seoond approach to placing a value on
the house must be used when the house is no
longer needed for the farming operation. The
house is then worth whatever someone will
pay for it or if it can be rented, the net rental
income would establish its worth. In either
case the house must compete openly widt other
houses that are available, and a buyer or renter
will evaluate it against the standards and cost
of a good new house in a desirable location. A
score sheet can be used to evaluate such a
house. The total score divided by 100 gives
a value in percent of the value of the ideal
house.

Building costs vary somewhat, but for
many areas the cost of a good house will run
about $10 to $12 per square foot plus the lot.
This estimate is for minimum, but adequate
construction standards. For a particular
area, it can be checked with figures from
local builders and realtors.

The approximate value of a house is then
date, lined by multiplying the (square feet of
livable area) x (the cost per square foot new)
x (score in percent) x (percent of houile used).
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Farm Building Appgaisal

Bedrooms

1. Ruon...1 are at least 100 square feet in size
2. Thereon at least three bedrooms
3. Them ar3 at least two wimlovnt (24 sq. ft. in area)
4. Each room is accessible without pass*, through another room
5. Ara room has one wall closet with 5 Met of rod oar person .
6. Storage closet for linens is near by .
7.

aemeanampe

Bedroom total
k 21

Soon Homo
Value Score

1
1

1/2

1
1/2

Bathrooin

1. Bathroom is provided .. 1 .

2. There is at least 35 more feet of floor urea, including tub 1/2
3. Equipment includes lavatory, closet, tub, or shower ... 1/2
4. Bathroom is accessible from all bedrooms without passing through any other room 112
5. Door is not visible from living or dining room 1/2
O. Fixtures are modern 1/2
7. Medicine cabinet is prarided . . 1/2
8. Floor and walls are water-rosistant and in good condition 1/2
9. Bathroom hap outside ventilation 1/2

10.

Bathroom total

Miscellaneous

1. Ceilings are insulated with at least 3 inches of insulation with vapor barrier
2. Outside walls have at least 2 inches of boulatIon with vapor barrier
.... Attic is ventik 441 by louvers
4. All walls have electrical outlets about 12 feet ar
5. Interior walls -.e xe in good condition
6. Finished floors are in bowl condition
7. Wiring is safe sp s4 adequate
8. .1=111

Miscellaneous total

1
1

1/a
1/2
1/2
1/2

1

5

RURAL HOUSE EVALUATION,
TOTAL 100

7:1Z
1;4

414162r:rf".
le..;
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02)
Fan* Building Appraisal

IMPLEMENT SHED ENGINEERING ANA LINO

Location

I Score
L Value

Bldg.
Score

4
3
2
2

.1 Parilding is near farm headquarters
2. Buie. ig has easy access from surfaced drive .
S. Drainage is away from building
4. Level turn- around area is adjacent to buikling (50 to 80 feet desirable on main side)
S.

Location total 10

Allmarasee
1. Exterior of building is well maintained 4
2. Workmanship is good 4
S. Building adds to attractiveness of farmstead 2
4. -

Appearance total 10

Struts.: LI Cokiition
51. Plato line is straight, ismicating that foundation or poles have not settled

2. Ridge Lae is straight, indicating that sidewalls have not spread 5
3. Wails are plumb, indicating that bracing is adequate 5
4. Salo are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation, or poles are in good condition . . . . S

5. Framing and connections are in good condition 5
6. Roofing is in good condition S

7. General information (do not score): Type of wall framing ; roof frarning;
siding ; roofing year built ; or approx. age
Open Brant - Closed with doors

8.

Strnctur' .ttal 30

Env'-onmental Control

A. Insulation
1. Workshop area has insulated walls and ceiling (equivalent to 2-inch bait minimum) a
2. Insulation is protected at least 4 feet t from floor 3
3, Windows have storm sash a

B. Ventilation
1. Shop area has windows that will open (equal to 15 to 20% of floor area) 3
2, Storage area has ridge or roof vents and eave or gable end louvers
8. .. a

Environmental total I 15

Utilities
S1. Adequate electric power is available for shop operations

2. Frostproof water hydrant is installed 5
S. Shop area can be heated when needed 5
4.

Utilities total 15

Functional Planning and Equixolant

51, Bulldog Is clear spin
2. Best width of building for

an open-front type is 28 to S2 feet
a drive-through is 36 to 40 feet
a combination type is 40 to 45 feet

4

3. One optoing into building is at Least 18' x 12' 4
4. Sop area has concrete floor 2
5. A concrete repair floor is adjacent to shop 2
6. Floor in storage area is surfaced to eliminate mud and dust 2
7. Location and building plan permit expansion 1
8, Sze: Width ; length ; eave height
9.

Functional planning total r 20

IMPLEMENT SHED ENGINEERING
TOTAL1..., 1

k
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Farm Buntline Applaud

SMALLGRAIN STORAGE ENGDMERING ANALYSIS

(13)

idMe

Score
Value

CI;

1. Bin is on well-drained sits 2
2. Turn-arotmd space is ample for Ellin and unloading (50 to 80 feet) 3
3. All-weather drive serves the site ...

.a
2

4. On a livestock farm. ibis is near feed-processing center or point of me. On pain farm,
it is located for 001riedenCe and safety .. 3

5. -
Location otal 10

Appearance
41. Exterior of building is well maintained .

2. Worttananship is good 3
3. Building adds to attractiveness of farm , 3
4.

Appearance total .0

Structural Condition
31. Plate line is straight, indicating thai foundation or poles have ad settled .

2. Ridge line is strafed. indicating that side walls have not spread 3
3. Walla acre plumb, Indicating that bracing is adequate I 3
4. Sills are not rotted and are firmly anchored to tomadation. or poles are to good condition . . . S
5. Framing and coanactioas are in good condition 3
6. Roofing is is good condition ........ 2
7. Walls are weather-tight .. .. .. '1
8. Floor is dry and structurally sound .. 1..9. Din le vermin-proof . ...... 1

10. General infonnaibm (do noi score): Type of wall framing : roof framing .
sidleg_; roofing; year buili; or approx. age_

11. ............
Structural total

Environmental Control

1. Bin wails are air-tighi and sealed to foundation or floor ..... 4
2. Perforated floor is installed . . . . . . ................. 4
3. A concrete floor is Metalled on ground undermidir oerforated floor 4
4. Drying ha is installed that provides at Mut Sou. ft. of air per min. per tau. of grain beingdried .... - .. ..

.........d
5

5. A safe supplemental heater is v;ith humidistat which is factory matched with fen.
( H e a t e r s a r e m a d l y c a p a b l o of ra i s i n g a i r t e m p e r a t u r e 10° t o 3 0° F.) . . . 4

8. Fan is connected to bin with duel which is not restricted at fmmdation area of duct should
equal fan area) . . . .. ...... 3

7. Rod openings, for **aping air daring tan operation, are ample to prevent back pressure.
(Pressure on the door ..divates insufficient opening) 3

8. Maratha eiquipmed is zetsiled so that long-term storage is possible. (Bins equipped with
drying fans do not need special aeration fen. Other bins *bald be equipped with systems
which provide at Iasi lin c.i.m. of sir per btu) ... .

9. ..
tavirormasatal total

Utilities

1. Adequate electric power is available for fen operation ... 6
2. Gas is available for beater operation
3.

Utilities total 10

Functional Planning_ and Eauirsnent

81. Storage is an integral part of a livestock or grain eiterprise
2. Materials handling and processing equipment is included to the facility ...... 8
3. Plan provides for mansion ..... 4
4. ......

Fluactional planning total

SMALL-GRAM STORAGE
ENGINEERING TOTAL 100

VAS 3017



(14) Farm Buntline Appraisal

EAR CORN CRIB ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Location

TEMA
2
2
2

4

1. Crib is on well-drained site
2. Turn-around space is ample for filling and unloading (50 to 80 feet)
3. All-weather drive serves the site
4. On a livestock farm, crib is near feed-processing center or point of use. On a grain farm. it

is located for convenience and safety
5.

Location total 10

Appearance
41. Exterior of building is well maintained

2. Workmanship is good 3
3. Building adds to Mtn( _tonnes@ of farm 3

Appearance total 10

Structural Condition
61. Plate line is straight, indicating that foundation or poles have not settled

2. Ridge line is straight. indicating that side walls have not spread . 6
3. Walls are plumb, indicating that bracing is adequate 6
4. Sills are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation, or stud anchors are used and studs

are firmly anchored 6
S. Floor is in sound condition (includes_ Joists for wood floor) and ties base of studs to prevent

spreading S
6., Cross ties are not broken or missing and are firmly fastened to stud--preferably bolted . . . . S
7. Studs are not rotted. split. or badly damaged from rodents, and still hold nails firmly S
8. Siding is new , 2
9. Roofing is new 2

10. Driveway doors and tracks are in good condition 2
11.

Structural Condition total *

Environmental Control

4
1. Width of crib permits normal air drying if fan is not used (Recommended: 6' to 9' from

northern to southern states)
2. Crib is equipped with air duct and fan for drying bigh-moisture corn 4
3. Siding and roof exclude rain and snow 2
4.

Environmental Control total 10

Utilities

31, Electric power Is adequate for lights and necessary handling ant processing equipment . . . .

Utilities total 3

Functional Planning and &ailment
1, Crib is an integral part of a livestock or pain enterprise 5
2. Materials handling and processing equipment is included in the facility S
3. Floor is built with drag tunnel for unloading 5
4. Foundation and framing are designed for conversion to shelled corn (see Illinois Circular 775) . 4
5. Crib is designed for drying, with central air duct and not more than 20 feet of corn Around duct. 3
6.

Functional Planning and Equipment total 22

EAR CORN CRIB ENGINEERING
TOTAL 100

VA:. 3017



Form &MAIO Appraise!

BEEF Oft DAIRY OPEN-FRONT SHELTERS ENGDME11116 ANALYSIS

Location

Score
Value

Bldg.
Score

1. Building is on a well-drained site (410 6% slope to south or east) . 3
2. Building Is oriented to avoid continuous shadows In the lot and thus permit thawing In winter . . 3
3. Open aide of building is away from prevailing wirier winds *moonily south or east openings} . . 3
4. Building and Iota are not south or west of house 2
6. Building co* lots are at least 300 feet franc house 3
6, Building is properly located with respect to other unite in the enterprise 3
7.

Location total 16

4Ii2

I. Beerier of building is well maintained 3
2. Worlananship is good 3
3. Building adds to attractiveness of farmstead 2
4.

Appearance total a

Structural Condition
61. Plate line is straight, indicating that fouizdation or poles have not nettled

2. Ridge line is straight, indicating that sideman have act spread 6
3. Walls are plumb, indicating that bracing is adequate- 4
4. Sills are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation. or poles are In pod condition. . . . 6
6. Framing and commotion* and In pod coadition 3
6. Roof is in good condition 3
7. General Information (do not soon*: Type of wall framing; roof frazning;

siding ; roofing ; floor ; Year built or approx. age
8.

Structural total 25

Environmental Control

A. &Motion
1. At least one inch of waterproof insidation is under roofing 1

B. Vendetta*
1. A continuous ridge ventilator or one 20 -Inch roof vent' is Installed every 30 feet 2
2. Back wall doors can be opened In summer. Door openings at leant 1/4 of wall area . . . . 3
3. At least 1/3 of frost is open In winter and 1/3 to 1/2 open In sunimer 3
4. Cross partitions are installed at about 40-foot intervals to reduce excessive drafts . . . . 2
6.

Environmental total 11

.I
1.1tilities

71. Water under pressure is available for drinking and cleaning
3. 100 welts of light are Installed per 500 sq. ft. of floor 2
3.

Utilities total 9

Functional Planning and &raiment
31. Haildirg is clear 'pan

2. Width of building is at least 30 feet 4
3. Building has concrete floor 3
4. Foundation permits a manure pack. 3
6. Floor slopes about 1/4 inch per foot to drain 3
6. Building meets code requirements 6
7. ',nation and plan permit expansion 4
8. Door heights are at least 9 feet for animals and 12 feet for hay storage area 4
9. Sias: Width : length ; save height

10.

Functional Rennin total 31

BEEF OR DAIRY OPEN-FRONT
SHELTERS ENGINEERING TOTAL 100

VAS 3017
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VAS 30 17

Farm Building Appraisal

DAIRY BARN ENGINE...MG ANALYSE
(Stall Barns and Milk Plants)

I

Location

Score 1 Eds.
Value I Score

1. 1s 011 well-drained site . . ....... 2
2. Is at least 200 feet Omni house 2
3. lit not southwest of house 2
4. Is not between house and road 2
5. Is adjacent to lots that slope 4 to 696 to south or east 2
6. Is eavviced by all-weather drive 1

7. 50 30 feet of turn - around area la provided for milk pick-up 1

8, Is properly located with respect to other units in *demise .. 2
(Milk plant may be separate from other buildings.)

9.
Location total 1 14

aileaM
1. Exterior of building is well maintained 2
2. Workmanship is good 3
3. Building adds to attractiveness of terra ...... 2
4.

Appearance total 8

Structural Condition
41. Plate line is atheight, indicating that foundation or poles have not settled

2. Ridge line la straight, Indic-sting that sidewalla have not spread. 4
3. Walls are plumb, indicating that bracing is adequate 3
4. Sills are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation, or poles are in good condition . 4
5, Framing and connection are in good condition 3
6. Roof is In good canditloa 2
7. Concrete floor is sound aid not cracked 2
8. General information (do not score): Type of wall framing ; roof framing ;

siding roofing ; year built ; or affray. age_;

9. _

Structural total - = 22

Environmental Control

A. insulation
1, admits babe die equivalent of at least 2 inches of bait insulation 2
2. Ceiling As insulated with at least 3 inches
3. A vapor barrier is placed on inside of insulation -

2
2

4. A durable sanitary lining protect, the insulation 1

S. Windows are double sash and weather stripped 1

6.
B. Ventilation -- Stall Barn

1. Thermoslatioally oontroUed fans are installed, capable of prodding two sir floes of
40 end 80 e.t.a:. per 1,000 pounds of cow 4

Normal Fan Omuta.'
Pan Fan Fan
dia. RPM HP CFM
13.. 1550 1/35 500
13.. 1725 1/8 1500
19" 1740 1/6 2600
244 1140 1/3 4340

2. Fresh air inlets (8 to 12 eiu in. per 100 e.t.a.) no closer than 10 feet to a fan are
spaced to distribute air uniformly

or
4

E. Ventilation -- Milking Plant

1. Minding room is ventilated with an exhaust fan capable of moving 6 times the room
volume per hour in winter and 12 thump In etonmsr 4

2. Milk room Is ventilated with an intake fan (pressurized system) with the same ca-
2putty as for milking rooms ..

3. Attics are vented 2
4. ..

C. Heating
I. Milking room, milk room, toilet, and utility room are heated to prevent freezing and

to provide operator comfort . 4
(50° temperature should be maintained during milk-room operations in winter)

2.

Environmental total 20

a



Farm Building Appraisal (17)

utilities

Score
Value

Bldg.
Score

1. An adequate pressure water supply is available that complies with local codes
3. Hot water is available in ndlldng room, adik room, toilet, end utility room

Dan. capacity
Bulk tank up to 460 pl 50 pl. heater
Bulk tank over 500 pl 80 gal. heater
With automatic pipeline washer 80 gal.

3. Milk plant has 100-watt incandescent or one 40-watt fluorescent lamp to light each
cow'a udder

4. Adequate electric service is available
5. Fuel supply for heating is available
6.

Utility total

Functional Planning and knuintnent

1. Plant and equipment meet local code requirements 8
3. Cleaning is done mechanically 2
3. Feeding is done mechanical& 2
4. Watering m done automatic illy 3
5. Rigging is done mechanically 2
6. Balking plant is complete with milk room, cone ate feed storage. utility ream. toilet

and washroom, and holditg pea 3
7. Buildings and equipment are of durable, sanitary materials 3
8. Location and buildings permit tcpansion 1
0. Size: Length ; width t ceiling height

10. I

Functional pbmnbg total

DAIRY BARN
. ENOTNEERDIG TOTAL 100

_ ___

VAS 3017



(18) Farm Building Appraisal

FARROWING HOUSE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Location

Score
Value

Bldg.
Score

1. Farrowing house is at least 100 ft. from farmhouse 2
2. Farrowing house is not southwest of house 2
3. Yard does not elope from farrogng house to house or well 2
4. Farrowing house is not located between house and main road 2
5. Farrowing house is close enough for good management 2
6.

Location total 16

Appearance
21. Exterior of building is well maintained .....

2. Worlmuutship is good 2
3. Building adds to attractiveness of farmstead 2
4.

Appearance tetai l 6
..=...m...-.

Structural Coalition
1. Plate Has is straight, :adleating that foundation or poles have not settled 5
2. Rides line is straight, indicating that sidevntlla have not spread 5
3. Walls are plumb, indicatlag that bracing is adequate 5
4. Sills are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation, or pt lea are in good condition . . . . 6
5. Framing and connections are in good ocnditioa .... ti
6. Roofing is in pod condition ... 1
7. General information (do not score): Type of framing: Wails roof

Type of siding ; roofing ; Boor ; Ye lit or sie
S. .

Struclam: total

Environmental Control

A, Insulation
1. Bidwells have the equivalent of at least 2 inches of insulation (insulation board has only

1/2 of this value per inch) . . . 3
2. Ceiling is insulated with at least 3 in' hes of hundation. 3
3. A vapor barrier is placed on the inside of the insulation 3
4. Insulation is protected by an inside lin* . 1
S. Windows are double gosh and weather stripped . 1
6.

0. Ventilation
1. Thermostatically controlled fans are installed, capable of providing air flows of 0 to 50

cu. ft. per minute (c.f.m.) per sow and litter 3

Normal Fan Capacities

Fan Fan
dia. RPM HP CFM

13" 1550 1/35 500
13" 1725 1/8 1500
19" 1740 1/6 2500
26n 1140 1/3 4340

2. Fresh air inlets (0 to 12 sq. in. per 100 c.f.m.) no closer than 10 feet to a fan are spaced
to distribute air uniformly . . 1

3. Wall openings or windows provide additional summer ventilation . . . 1
4.

C. Heating and Cooling
.,

1. Floor heat, beat lamps, or inks-red gas heat li provided for baby pip 3
2. Space heat is provided to control air temperature (infra-rod gas provides both 1 and 2) . . . 3
3. Snout cooling is provided for ewes in hot weather . . . 3

Environmental total 25

VAS 3017



Farm Building Appraisal

Utilities

Score '
Value

Bldg.
Score

1. Water under pressure is available for drinking and cleaning 4
2. At least 5 amps of service are provided per sow for electric beat lamps or floor heating cable . 4
3. Gas is available for gas brooders and space heaters 4
4. Electric or gas outlets are provided throughout the house 3
5.

Utilities total 15

.

Functional Planning and Equipment
31. Partially slotted farrowing crate floors are installed with crates

2. A liquid manure system is being used to reduce labor and eliminate bedding ... 3
3. Pig crew feeding is provided 2
4. Sows are automatically watered 3
5. Location and building plan permit expansion 2
0. Size: Length ; width ; ceiling height
7. Building and equipment permit higrt agree of sanitation
8. Building is clean span
a.

4 .
3

Functional Planning total 20
4,

FARROWING HOUSE ENGINEERING
TOTAL _

100

VAS 3017
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r

Farm Building Appraisal

FINISHING HOUSE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Location

Sarre
Value

Bldg.
Score

1. Finishing house is at least 200 ft. from farmhouse 4
2. to not located southwest of house 2
3. Yard does not slope from finishing house to house or to well ... 2
4. Finishing' house is not between house and road 3
5. Finishing house is near a satisfactory site for a lagoon .. 2
6. Finishing house is near the feed supply 1

7. Site is well drained 1
8.

Location total 15

Appearance

31. Exterior of building is well maintained
2. Worbnanship is good 2
3. Building adds to attractiveness of farmstead 3
4.

Appearance total 8

Structural Condition

51. Plate line is straight, indicating Hui foundation or poles have not settled
2. Ridge line is straight, indicating that sidewalls have not spread 5
3. Walls are plumb, indicating that bracing is adequate 5
4. Sills are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation. or poles are in good condition . . 5
5. Framing and connections are in good condition 3
6. Roofing is in good condition 1
7. General information (do not score): Type of wall framing : roof

Type of siding ; roofing__; Year built or approx. age
8.

Structural total 24

Environmental Control

A. Insulation
1. Sidewalls have the equivalent of at least 2 inches of insulation (insulation board has only

1/2 this value per inch) 3
2. Ceiling is insulated with at least 3 inches of insulation . 4
3. A vapor barrier is placed on the inside of the insulation 3
4. Insulation is protected by an inside lining 2
5. Windows are double sash and weather stripped 2
6.

B. Ventilation
1. Thermostatically controlled fans are installed, capable of providing air flows in increments

up to 100 cu. ft. per minute (c. Lm.) per market hog 4

Normal Fan Capacities
Fan Fan
dia. RPM HP CFM
13" 1550 1/35 500
131, 1725 1/8 1500
19" 1740 1/6 2500
26" 1140 1/3 4340

2. Wall openings are provided for additional summer ventilation Q. 2
3. Fresh air inlets (6 to 12 sq. in. per 100 c.f.m.) no closer than 10 feet to a fan are spaced

to distribute air uniformly . 2
4. Sprinklers controlled by automatic timers are installed for cooling 2
5.

Environmental total 24

VAS 3017
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Farm Building Appraisal

. Score
Value

Bldg.
Score

Utilities
1. Water under normal pressure is provided for drinking 4
2. Water for cleaning is available at 75 to 100 p. e. I. preasure and at least 10 gallons per nib. per

nozzle
3. Electric service is adequate for lights and feeding equipment 2
4. Either electricity or gas is available for brooders !flame is used for small pigs 2
5. **

Utilities total

Functiocal Planning and Ettaipment
1. Fully or partially slotted floors are used 3
2. A liquid manure system is being used to reduce labor and eliminate bedding 3
3. Automatic feeding equipment is installed 2
4. Automatic waterers are installed 2
5. livrable partitions are installed 1

6. Building and equipment permit high degree of sanitation 2
7. Location and building plan permit expansion z
8. Building is clear span 2
S. Siam Length ; width ; ceiling beight_

10.

Functional Planning total 17

FINBIEING HOUSE ENOINEEBINO .
TOTAL 100

VAS 3017

:4=4-



(22)
Farm Builditsg Appraise,

POULTRY LAYING HOUSE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Location

1. Is at least 200 feet from farmhouse
2. Is not located southwest of house

,
. 3. Is on well-drained site

4. Site does not drain toward house or well
, . 5. li served by all-weather drive

. : 6,. Iit 9otbetween house and main road
T.

Location tarsi

4

Score `Ands.
Value Score

4
4
1

2
2
1

14

Appearance

1. Exterior of building is well maintained
2. Workmanship is good
3. Building adds to attractiveness of farmstead
4.

Appearance total

2
2
2

structural Condition

1. Plate line is straight, indicating that foundation or poles have not settled
Z., Ridge line is straight, indicating that stdewalls have not spread
3. Walls are plumb, *deaths that bracing is adequate
4. &Hs are not rotted and are firmly anchored to foundation, or poles are in good coalition
S. Framing and connections are in good condition
6. Roofing is in good condition
7. General information (do Mt score); Type of wall framing ; roof framing

Siding ; roofing ; Year built or 1113Prot. age
8.

Structural total

3
2

25

Environmental Control

A. Insulation
1. Sidewalls have the equivalent of at least 2 inches of insulation (insulation hoard has only

1/2 the value of bats type per inch)
2. Ceiling is insulated with at least 3 inches of insulation
3. A vapor barrier is placed on the inside of the insulation
4. Insulation is protected by an inside lining
5. Windows are double sash and weather stripped
6.

1
Ventilation

1. Thermostatically controlled fans are installed, capable of providing air flows in increments
LIP to S e.t.a). per bird

Normal Fan Capacities
Fan
dia. RPM

Fan
HP CNA

13" 1550 1/35 SOO
13" 1725 1/8 1500
19" 1740 1/6 2600
26" 1140 1/3 4340

2. Fresh air inlets (6 to 12 sq, in. per 100 c.f.m.) no closer than 10 feet to a tan are spaced
to distribute air uniformly . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. Wall openings for summer ventilation total from 4 to 10% of floor area ...
4.

4
4
3
2
2

3
2

Environmental total 20

1 VAS 3017



Fenn Building Appraisal
(23)

Utilities

Score
Value

Bldg.
Score

1. Water under normal pressure is available for drinking fountains 4
2. Electric service is available for lights (equal to 25 watts at least per 100 eq. ft. of floor) and for

3 frictional HP motors . 5
3. For large buildings, a standby gener.sor is available for power outset. 4
4.

Utilities total 13

Functional Planning_ard Equipment

31. Building is clear spat
2. Building is designed and equipped for ate- %tale housing or cages to reduce time and labor in

care and cleaning 6
3. Hours of lighting and amount of lighting can be controlled automatically 2
4. Site of house justifies the investment hi labor-saving equipment (from 6,000 birds up). For

loose holieln, about 6,000 eq. R. of floor area; for cages, about 1,200 eq. ft.) 4
5. Location and plan permit equonaion 3
6. Cleaning can be dome t--Ith power equipment or water 5
I. Elise: Width ; length ceiling height;
S.

Functional Planning' -' 1

POULTRY LAYING HOUSE ENGINEERING
TOTAL 100

, -

yr-

This subtect matter uni, was prepared by E. t. Hansen, Professor, Agricultural Engineering Deportment, University of Illinois.
Urbana, 14.

VAS 3017
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VT 003 995
riTM71g7r.verytock to the Farm.

Illinois Only., Urbana. Vocational Agriculture Service
VAS-201U
Pub Date - 65
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 15p.

*TEXTBOOKS, REFERENCE MATERIALS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, UNITS OF
STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *LIVESTOCK, *FARM MANAGEMENT, HIGH SCHOOLS,
POST SECONDARY EDUCATION,

Designed for use by high school and adult students at text or_
reference material, this document presents technical informt.ton
needed in planning livestock production. It was prepared.bii
subject-matter specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and-an
advisory committee of teachers. Major sections are (1) Why keep
livestock on the farm, (2) What resources are used by different.,
livestock enterprises, (3) Which enterprises and combinationt give
the most profit, and (4) Livestock enterprises for the problem farm.
The suggested time allotment is 1-3 hours.. Teachers with a'
backgrotAnd in general agriculture may use this material with
students of both sexes who have average ability, an interest in
agriculture, and occupational objectives in production agriculture.
Tehular data on livestock feeding, farm facilities, and labor :and
capital proportions are included. This document is available for
15 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall,
Urbana, Illinois 61801. (4)
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POSITION OR POLICY.

FITTING LIVESTCCK TO THE FARM

1. Why Keep Livestock on the Farm?
2. What Resources Are Used by Different Livestock Enterprises?
3. Which Enterprises and Combinations Give the Most Profit?
4. Livestock Enterprises for the Problem Farm.

In VAS 2011 we considered the system
of farming to follow. Certain combinations
of resources suggest one or more systems
that may prove profitable. If a livestock
system is one of the alternatives you wish to
consider, it will be necessary to plan the num-
bers and kinds of livestock that are best suited
for your farm. This must be done in some
detail in order to obtain the balance of enter-
prises that will make the best use of your
resources. The problem is one of fitting the
livesto : to the farm and all its resources.

Before you can
livestock enterprises
be familiar with the
perform in our total
the individual farme

1. WHY KEEP LIVESTOCK ON THE FARM?

intelligently select the
for the farm, you should
functions that livestock
economy as well as for
r.

Convert feed into food

One function that tivestock perform is to
convert feed into food and you are interested
in realizing some profits from the livestock
as they perform this function. Some of the
feeds that livestock eat cannot be used as food
by man; others could be eaten by humans but
are not n arty as palatable as the livestock
products.

We, in America, are extremely fortunate
in having large supplies of livestock and live-
stock products available per person. In
countries such as China an Japan, where the
population per square mile is very great, the
diet is composed rather largely of crops and
crop products. This is because crop products

WI supply more calories when eaten as such than
when converted into livestock or livestock

003 products.
O.0

The importance of the livestock industry
in American agriculture is a result of the
numerous resources available in relation to
the population. As long as we can produce
enough feed that consumers can have con-
siderable amounts of livestock and livestock
products in their diets, the 'ivestock industry
will be of major importance for eorverting
feed into food. Your problem as a farmer
then is to select and manage livestock that
can efficiently and profitably convert these
crops into food.

Convert waste material into usable products
Another function of livestock is to con-

vert materials that have no direct food or
industrial uses, such as cornstalks and other
crop residues, into livestock and livestock
products. Such farm products are not waste
materials in a strict sense of the word, be-
cause they have some value for soil improve-
ment. They are waste products only in the
sense that they are not ordinarily marketed
in their present forms. Utilization of these
byproducts or waste materials is an extremely
important function of livestock on some farms.

VAS 2012o
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Make complete use of resources
In a very broad sense, this may be con-

sidered an overall function of livestock. It
is by marketing the products from resources
used in the farm business that profits are
realized. The more resources used and the
more fully they are utilized, the greater will
be the returns to the business. If it is profit-
able to use a resource, the more of it used
the greater will be the profits. Livestock ef-
ficiently handled serve this purpose very well
with respect to the use of labor, capital (feed
is a form of capital and usually a product of
the land), and managerial ability.

Concentrate bulky feeds for shipment and sale

Bulky materials, such as hay, are costly
w transport. Livestock convert such bulky
feeds into a concentrated form that can be
shipped long distances.

The advantage for livestock production
(except dairy products) increases as the
distance from market increases, and the
bulkier the feeds the greater the advantage.
If the land-use program produces a large
volume of bulky feeds, livestock will prob-
ably have a very important place on the farm.
This &motion of livestock is one of the causes
for type-of-farming areas of Illinois and the
farming regions of the United States.

Help maintain soil fertility
Frequently livestock are given credit for

helping maintain soil fertility. Basically,
livestock simply slow down the rate at which

soil fertility is removed from the farm. In-
stead of selling the crops with all the plant-
food nutrients and organic matter contained
in them, some of those materials are re-
turned to the soil to be used again, and some
additional ones are obtained from purchased
feeds. The method of handling manure is
important in determining whether livestock help
maintain fertility. Sometimes it may be more
economical to use lagoons than to distribute
the manure over the fields. However, re-
member that livestock do not help to maintain
fertility under those conditions.

While helping to maintain soil fertility is
a valuable function of livestock, it is seldom
the primary reason for following a livestock
system of farming. Conditions may be such
that livestock farming is profitable and also
the most economical method of maintaining
soil fertility.

Provide frequent income
Certain classes of livestock, such as

poultry and dairy, provide regular income at
frequGut intervals while long-fed cattle, for
example, provide infrequent income. If it is
important that you have a regular income to
meet living costs and other financial obliga-
tions, this may be an important consideration.

Provide a variety of food

Meat, dairy products, and eggs are im-
portant foods in a high-quality diet. You may
want to keep livestock on the farm to furnish
part of your family's food supply.

2. WHAT RESOURCES ARE USED BY DIFFERENT LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES?

In selecting the livestock enterprises
for the farm, one of the basic problems is to
coordinate the resources used by the livestock
with those available on the farm. In 4.rder to
do this it is important to have a knowledge of
the importance of the various resources for
different enterprises.

Land and its products

One of the first and most important func-
tions of livestock is to convert the bulky feeds

VAS 2012o

and byproducts of the cropping system into
marketable forms. The cropping system de-
termines the proportions of roughages and
feed grains that will be produced. A Imow-
ledge of theiproportions of grain and roughages
consumed by different classes of livestock is
needed to select the enterprises that can best
utilize the feeds produced. The following
farm-record data based on the dollar value
of feeds fed, indicee the percentages of the
total rations made up of concentrated feeds
(grains, proteins, and minerals):
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Poultry
Hogs
Feeder cattle
Dairy-cow herds
Beef-cow herds
Native sheep

F!

Fitting Livestock to the Form

100 percent
99 percent
78 percent
47 percent
30 percent
34 percent

Different systems of feeding result in
variations in the proportions of concentrates
and roughages used in the ration, as shown in
Table 1. These data indicate that the value
of concentrates varied from 63 to 84 percent
of the ration for the selected steer feeding
systems shown.

Even within a given system of feeding
cattle, the percentage of total ration made up
by concentrates shows considerable variation.
The amounts of feed fed to five droves of

(3)

good-choice, long fed, yearling steers are
shown in Table 2. The value of concentrates
composing the total ration varied from 81 to
91 percent even within the same general sys-
tem of feeding.

It is evident, therefore, that you can plan
your livestock system to utilize various com-
binations of feed grains and roughages. You
can select livestock enterprises that will
utilize grains and roughages in the approxi-
mate proportions in which they are produced
on your farm or vary the system of feeding
so as to use the grain and roughages produced.
The extent to which this can be done varies be-
tween different enterprises, and the profit-
ableness of such adjustments will depend on
the price of grain compared to the price of
roughage.

Table 1. Amount of Feed Required and Percentage Made Up of Concentrates for
Selected Steer Feeding Programs, Without Silage 1/

(tons) (da.)

62 300
57 240

Yearlings, good-choice;
bought at 650; sold at 1050:

Dry lot 48 180

Yearlings, good-choice;
bought at 650; sold at 1150:
Dry lot 60 200
Pasture 54 150

.9 .- 84
1.0 50 76

.8 Ma 82

1.1 - -- 80
1.0 40 75

Yearlings, medium;
bought at 700; sold at 1000:

Dry lot, liberal grain 36 150
Dry lot, high roughage 25 90

1/ Adapted from Illinois Mimeo. AE-4025.
V At prices of $1.10 per bushel for corn, $4.50 per cwt. for supplement, $17.00 pt? ton of

hay equivalent; and $.13 per pasture day.
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Table 2.

-

Fitting Livestock to the farm

Feed Consumed and Percent Made up of Concentrates by Five Droves of
Good-Choice, Long-Fed Yearlings Receiving No Summer Pasture 1/

Drove Amount fed per 100 lb. rain Percent of total value
made up of concentratesCorn Supplement Hay equivalent

bu. lb. lb.

No. 1 10.9 68 424 81
No. 2 11.4 82 407 82
No. 3 13.7 19 379 83
No. 4 14.2 72 326 87
No. 5 15.9 59 222 91

y Adapted from Illinois Mimeo. AE 3991.
At prices of.$1.10 per bushel for corn, $4.50 per cwt. for supplement. and $17.00
per ton of hay equivalent.

Other considerations can well be kept in
mind. It is not essential that all feed crops
produced be fed. The excess can often be
sold. There are also times when it may prove
profitable to sell a feed that is high in price
and bur another that is relatively less ex-
pensive. Also, grain is purchased on a num-
ber of livestock farms where large livestock
enterprises require more than that produced
on the farm.

Labor

In- addition to utilizing feed, livestock
provide a means of employing available labor.
on many farms. If your farm is so small thAt
Crop production requires only a small portion
of your time, it may be advisable to raise
livestock to keep yourself employed and it-
crease earnings. On the other hand, if you
are operating a large farm with little time
other than for crop production, you may wish
to select livestock enterprises carefully to
avoid such a large labor load that it cannot
be properly accomplished. A wise selection
depends on a knowledge of the labor require-
ments of the different livestock enterprises.
Average labor requirements for crop and
livestock enterprises are shown in Table 3.

The hours shown in Table 3 include only
the direct hours. Indirect hours (allowances
for time spent in repairing buildings and ma-
chinery and equipment, general farm upkeep,
etc.) amount to about another 30 percent in
addition to amounts shown in the table.

The figures are given as an indication of
labor requirements and not necessarily for
VAS 2012o

figuring your own labor needs. There is
considerable variation from farm to farm in
the amount of labor used in producing the
same kind of crops or livestock. Usually a
medium to large size enterprise results in
greater labor efficiency than a mall enter-
prise. In planning the labor needs for your
farm , refer to tables which list labor re-
quirements according to size of livestock
enterprises. The kind and amount of equip-
ment used, and the arrangement of equip-
ment, buildings, and feedlots can also be
major factors affecting labor efficiency.

Capital

The capital needed for different livestock
enterprises varies greatly and is of several
forms. Investments must be made in the live-
stock themselves. Feed must be purchased
or produced; equipment and buildings must be
provided; and cash operating expenses must
be met.

The original investment or cost of the
livestock is one of the very important capital
items for a livestock enterprise. The building
and equipment investment is also an important
consideration. The length of time it takes for
the investment to be returned is very important
to operators who are short of capital; this is
often referred to as the rate of turnover.

Table 4 shows the initial investment in
animals, buildings, and equipment for various
livestock enterprises. Also shown is the re-
lationship between these initial investment
items and the annual gross value of production.
This relationship may be considered to be the
rate of turnover. Hogs return about $1.30 or
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Table 3. Average Direct Labor Requirements for Crop and Livestock Enterprises 1/

(5)

Unit Annual hours per unit

Crops:
Corn
Soybeans
Wheat
Oats
Hay (.5 to 1.2 tons per cutting)
Hay (Over 1.2 tons per cutting)

1 acre
1 acre
1 acre
1 acre
1 ton
1 ton

LiVestock:
Dairy (25 cows or more) 1 cow
Poultry (Commercial flock over 750 hens) 100 hens
Feeder cattle (long fed, 40-120 head) 1 feeder
Hogs (30 litters or more) 1 litter
Beef cow herd (Calf fed, 40 cows or more) 1 cow

6.0
5 . 0
3.5
3.0
3.0
2.0

100
100

10
20
22

1/ Prom Planning Your Farm Business.

Table 4. Investment in Livestock, Buildings, and Equipment Compared With Annual Value of
Production 1/

Livestock (units)

Initial Investment

Total Annual
value of
production

Animals Bldgs.
&

EquiP.
Dairy cattle (one cow) $320 $350 $670 $420
Beef cattle (one cow):

Calf fed 285 100 385 168
Calf sold 220 60 280 96

Hens, commercial flock (100):
Pullets raised 56 400 456 546

2/
Pullets purchased 175 300 475 425 2/

Feeder cattle (1 feeder):
Steer calf, good-choice 122 60 182 123 V
Yrlg. steer, good-choice 163 60 223 1252/

Sheep flock (one ewe) 23 25 48 22
Hogs (one litter):

Central housing 33 150 183 237 .

Portable housing 33 90 123 237
Feeder pigs (one animal) 12 15 27 42 2/1/
1/ Calculations based on figures
2/ Cost of livestock deducted.
5/ Based on two groups per year.

in AE-3792, September 1964.

more in gross production annually per $1.00
of initial investment; thus the investment has
a rapid turnover. Beef cows return $.30 or
$.40 in gross production annually per $1.00
of initial investment; this represents a slow
turnover of the initial investment.

Annual gross
turnover per
$1.00 of initial
investment-

$ .60

.40
.30

1.20
.90

.70

.60

.50

1.30
1.90
1.60 V

Investment and rate of turnover depend
somewhat on the individual situation. For
example, the initial investment in livestock
may be low for dairy cattle if you start with a
few heifers and build up a herd. However, by
the time a complete herd is established, the

VAS 2012o
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total investment will be high and the rate of
turnover will have been slowed up during the
early years of the enterprise. If you are short
of capital, you may prefer to concentrate on
livestock enterprises having a low initial in-
vestment and a rather rapid rate of turnover.

The relative importance of inputs of feed,
labor, and capital for livestock enterprises
is indicated in Table 5.

Capital items (other than feed) include
buildings, equipment, power, machinery,
interest on investment, cash expenses, gen-
eral farm expenses, and other miscellaneous
expenses. If it is important that you keep
capital requirements low, select enterprises
which have a low percent of total inputs made
up of capital, such as hogs. If you wish to
minimize the use of labor, select feeder cattle
or hogs.

The use of capital, or making an invest-
ment, involves a certain amount of risk. You
should give this careful consideration in se-
lecting livestock enterprises. If you are op-
erating on borrowed capital, you may prefer
to avoid high-risk enterprises because a heavy
loss may ruin you financially. In general,
the purchase of feeder livestock involves more
risk than raising your own because you must
make a cash outlay for the livestock and then

run the risk of death losses or lower prices
at the time of sale. However, the profits are
sometimes great enough to pay a good wage
for bearing the added risk.

Management
The livestock system provides a means

of bringing the farm business into balance
with the management you have available. The
kinds and amounts of livestock should be
adapted to your management ability. You
may be able to profitably add a large amount
of livestock to your farm if you have a high
level of managerial ability, but with poor
management, livestock may reduce the profit-
ableness of your farming operations.

Since there are several enterprises well
adapted to the use of feed grains and also
several that make good use of roughages, you
have an opportunity to select the enterprises
best adapted to your training, ability, and
personal preferences. You may have the
ability to do well with hogs but may fail with
poultry, or vice versa. Your experience will
be a factor in choosing the livestock enter-
prises and there are advantages of working
with kinds of livestock you like. However,
the enterprises you choose should be adapted
to the resources available and success will
be difficult unless they are so adapted.

Table 5. Percent Distribution of Inputs of Feed, Labor, and Capital for Livestock
Enterprises

Feeder Dairy Beef Feeder Sheep LayingHogs pigs cattle cow herd cattle flock flock

Feed 70 70 45 56 75 44 48
Capital (other than

feed) 21 22 28 30 18 35 32"
Labor 9 8 27 14 7 21 20

100 100 100 100 100 100 100'.

Data from Economics for Agriculture, FM-20

3. WHICH ENTERPRISES AND COMBINATIONS GIVE THE MOST PROFIT?

A knowledge of the resources used for
different livestock enterprises is very im-
portatt, b.gt your problem is usually not one
VAS 20124

of selecting a single enterprise. If livestock
are to help maximize profits, it is important
to select the best combination of enterprises
for the individual farm.
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Fitting Livestock to the Farm

Profitable livestock enterprises
What is the most profitable class of live-

stock? This question is difficult to answer
and may vary from time to time depending
upon livestock price relationships and upon
costs of such items as feed, labor. and equip-
ment used in production.

Over a long period of years, livestock
may just pay for all costs of production, in-
cluding a wage for the operator, average rates
of interest on investment, and something for
unsalable roughage. In one sense you might
consider that they "break even. " However,
if you are paid for all costs of production,
you can stay in business and will add some to
the family income from these enterprises.
On the other hand if you are not being paid
for all of these costs, there may be an alter-
native enterprise which would pay all costs
and leave additional "profits. "

Farm records show that hogs may be an
exception in regard to "break even" consid-
erations. That is, hogs have been above the
"break even" point during more years than
they have been below it. Thus with hogs,
operators have been able to have "profits"
left over during most years even after being
paid a return for their labor and investment.

Combining the enterprises

Production relationships need to be con-
sidered as they exist between crop and live-
stock enterprises and also between the dif-
ferent livestock enterprises.

Competing enterprises are those that
use the same resource or resources at the
same time. The most serious competition
between crops and livestock is for labor. If
livestock enterprises can be selected and
planned so their labor needs are greatest
when crop-labor needs are least, a good dis-
tribution and full use of labor can be realized.
Feeding cattle during the winter months and
raising fall pigs on a grain farm would help

(7)

provide year-round employment for the farm
labor.

A rule for selecting livestock enterprises
on the basis of competitive relationships would
be--select those that offer the best opportunity
to make complete use of the resources on the
farm and increase farm earnings the most. If
the competitive enterprises add the most to
farm profits, expand them as resources per-
mit.

Complementary enterprises are those in
which one enterprise contributes something to
or makes it possible to increase production
from another enterprise. Feed crops can be
considered complementary to livestock pro-
duction. Beef cattle are complementary to
hog production when hogs get feed by following
the cattle. Byproducts or "waste" products
of crops make them complementary to live-
stock enterprises.

After the competing enterprises have
been selected, enterprises should be chosen
and expanded to use the resources available
from the complementary enterprises ciljtomer
far as farm resources permit.

Supplementary enterprises can be
scribed as noncornpeting, or independe
other enterprises on the farm. They
compete with other enterprises for re
neither do they benefit by the production from
other enterprises. Their function is simply
to make use of farm resources not used by
the competing and complementary enterprises.
A poultry enterprise which uses family labor
that would not be otherwise employed is a
supplementary enterprise.

Thus in selecting enterprises you should
first select from the competing enterprises
those that will add most to farm profits. Next
select enterprises to which the competing
enterprises chosen are complementary. Fi-
nally select supplementary enterprises to
make use of resources not used by the com-
peting and complementary enterprises.

4. LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES FOR THE PROBLEM FARM

At this time we can briefly consider the
resources available on the problem farm and
the livestock enterprises that may make the
best use of them.

Using the products of the land
The cropping system of the problem farm

has been planned in earlier VAS units. We
now need to consider which kinds of livestock
are adapted to using the products of the land.

VAS 20126
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(8) Fitting Livestock to the Farm

Roughage. The new cropping system
includes 28 acrea of hay and pasture. It is
evident that under the new plan some roughage
consuming livestock can be kept. In recent
y ears, the only livestock kept on the farm has
been a small flock of hens.

In VAS 2007a, production was estimated
at 3 tons of hay equivalent per acre of forage.
This amount was based on half the forage
yielding 3.5 tons per acre as hay and the
other half yielding 2.5 tons as pasture. The
forage is to be produced in the 2-1-2 rotation
of corn, corn, oats, alfalfa, alfalfa.

The operator's and his son's managemAnt
abilities suggest hogs and beet cattle as two
kinds of livestock that should definitely be
considered for this farm. The operator pre-
fers to keep his capital investment low and
provide for flexibility if he should later wish
to change the enterprise. Thus, he considers
using a pasture system of hog production as
part of his livestock operations.

The operator does not wish to have hogs
two years in succession.on the same field, so
he considers 14 acres as being the only pasture
available for the hogs. If he has an all-hog
system, he will be limited to the amount he
can produce on the 14 acres. Remeniber that
hay equivalent- yields of.pasture should be
figured at about 30 percent less than if the
crop were cut for hay. The 2.5 tons per acre
for this situation will mean a total of 35 tons
of hay equivalers from the 14 acres. At .4

Table 6. Requirements of Various Live

ton per litter of hogs, as shown in Table 6,
Farmer Brown can produce 88 litters under
the pasture system.

I

If only the second year's production of
alfalfa is used as hog pasture, the first year's
production can be used as hay. At a yield of
3.5 tons of hay per acre, the hay production
would amount to 49 tons. Calculations based
on Table 6 indicate that the 49 tons of hay
will sufficient for about 45 steer calves
or 38 yearlings on a drylot program; that
amount will be sufficient for only about 35
calves or 27 yearlings on a pasture program.
Brown can have 88 litters of hogs and 45 steers
if he selectr the largest number of steers-that
can be fed with the available hay.

If he were to use all 28 acres as hay, he
would produce 98 tons of hay at the yield of
3.5 tons mentioned previously. This would
be enough for 90 steers.

The use of half the forage as hay and half
as pasture gave an estimate of 84 tons of hay
equivalent: T his .umndd.te- enough 'for-only-.
about 14 beef cowaror.12 dairy cows-. A:*
course, additional forage-lxmld'be obtained,
from corn-silage and perhaps- from Stalk'
pasture. However; not-considera
beef or dairy herd-further becausesizialva
small number can be supported by the forage
production planned for the farm and Brown and
his son have not had experience With dairy
cattle.

1/.`'stock Enterprises for Hay and uram

Kind of livestock Hay equivalent Corn equiyalez
tons bushels

Hogs - per litter, pasture program 2/ .4 110
Steers, drylot programs:

Steer calf (550 lb. gain) 1.1 55
Yearling (500 lb. gain) 1.3 55

Steers, pasture programs:
Steer calf (550 lb. gain) 1.4 48
Yearling (500 lb. gain) 1.8 46

Beef cow, calf sold 1/ 6.0 10
Beef cow, calf fed 2/ 6.8 40
Dairy cow 1 7.2 60
Sheep, ewe and lamb 2/ .8 2.5

1 From Planning Your Farm Business.
2/ Figures include amounts for breeding and replacement stock.

VAS 2012e
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Fitting Livestock to the Farm

The number of ewes that can be fed with
the estimated forage production is 105 ewes.
However, it seem:. unlikely that sheep would
be the major livestock enterprise on land of
this high productivity, except as a means of
utilizing resogrces that would not be used by
other kinds of livestock.

Feed grains. The estimated corn pro-
duction shown in VAS 2007a is 11,430 bushels.
If you add to this the 1, 860 bushels of oats,
which are converted to corn equivalent at the
rate of two bushels of oats to one of corn, you
get a total of 12, 360 bushels of corn equiva-
lent.

This amount of corn equivalent is suf-
ficient for feeding the livestock enterprises
discussed so far in regard to utilizing rough-
age. The major livestock enterprises con-
sidered, along with the bushels of corn equiv-
alent needed are:

88 litters of hogs, 9,680 bushels
90 steer calves in drylot, 4,950 bushels
88 litters and 45 steer calves in drylot,

12,155 bushels

The largest combination of steers and
hogs for which-forage is available will thus
require 12,155 bushels of corn equivalent.
This is very close to the estimated feed grain
production for the farm. The additional 200
bushels of grain can, of course, be sold. If
the farm would produce less than the 12,155
bushels of corn equivalent, you could Justify
purchasing extra feed grain for livestock
enterprises that had good prospects for suc-
cess, if sufficient capital would be available.
There is still a question of whether other
resources, such as labor and capital, will
permit the sizes and kinds of livestock en-
terprises that can be supported by production
from the cropping system.

Enterprises to use labor
Our inventory of labor in VAS 2002a, In-

ventory Your Resources for Farm Planning,
indicates that up to 22 months of lab^ . are
available on this farm. However, 3 months
of that amount represent labor of the wife and
daughter. Outside the home, their work will
be limited to such things as gardening, pos-
sibly a small poultry enterprise, or hauling
in grain. Brown wants to allow only 19 months
for regular farm work. He is hesitant to

(9)

figure the full 19 months as being available
because the labor May not be distributed fav-
orably throughout the year. Thus, he finally
decides to use 18 months as the maximum
amount of labor available for the regular
farm ing operations .

You can "11 v up to about 240 hours per
month of ava le labor. A total of 4,320
hours of labol is available for work on the
Brown Farm. By referring back to Table 3,
you can find the hours of labor needed for
crop production. In addition, there will be
overhead or indirect labor that cannot readily
be allocated to a specific crop or livestock
enterprise. An estimate for the number of
overhead hour s' can be found in Planning Your
Farm Business. The acreages of the various
crops planned for the problem farm are shown
in Table 7, along with crop labor and overhead
labor needed on a farm of this size and type.

From Table 7 you can see that an esti-
mated 2,274 hours will be available as direct
labor for livestock production. You can check
whether this is enough to carry on the major
livestock systems that have been proposed for
this farm.

Table 3 lists 20 hours per litter for hogs
and 10 b -urs per steer as the labor needed
per unit. An all-hog program of 88 litters
would thus require 1,760 hours of labor; an
all-steer program of 90 steers would require
900 hours. A program of 88 litters and 45
steers would require 1,760 hours for hogs and
450 hours for steers, or a total of 2,210
hours. Thus sufficient labor is available for
each of the 3 major programs that have been
considered.

Capital needs

We have found that sufficient amounts of
roughage, feed grains, and labor are avail-
able for any of the following livestock pro-
grams: 88 litters of hogs, 90 steer calves in
drylot, or 88 litters and 45 steers. A questiou
that still needs to be answered is whether suf-
ficient capital can be obtained for getting
started with these kinds of livestock.

VAS 2002a indicated that Farmer Brown
would have $24,500 to invest in expanding his
farming operations. We will assume that the
entire amount can be used to purchase live-
stock and the buildings and equipment they
need.

VAS 2012o
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Table 7. Labor Available and Amounts Needed for Crop Production am] Overhead Labor
on the Problem Farm

Total labor available
- Overhead labor for a 240-acre livestock farm
Direct labor available for crops and livestock
Amount needed for crop production:

Corn, 127 acres @ 6 hours per acre
Soybeans, 25 acres @ 5 hours
Wheat, 25 acres @ 3.5 hours
Oats, 31 acres @ 3 hours
Hay, 14 acres @ 7 hours
Pasture, 14 acres

Total labor needed for crop production

4,320 how
880

3,440 hours

762 hours
125

88
93
9R

IMIMIM..1111.,.

1,166 hours - 1,166 hours

Direct labor available for livestock production 2,274

Present buildings on the farm are in-
adequate for housing the kinds of livestock
being considered. Thus, we will need to con-
sider the cost for furnishing new buildings
and equipment. The Farm Management Man-
ual; AE-37f , lists $90 per litter for buildings
and equipment needed for hogs under a port-
able housing system and $60 as the amount
needed per steer for buildings and equipment.

If we assume that gilts or sows will cost
$80 each and p-oduce two litters per year, the
capital needs for purchase of breeding stock
will be $40 per litter raised the first year.
We will assume that this amount is large
enough to also include a share for boars.
Thus, the capital needed for the initial in-
vestment for hog production wi'l be $130 per
litter ($90 for buildings plus $40 for share
of breeding stock).

A 450-pound ste at $27 per hundred-
weight will cost $12. An additional $60 for
buildings and equipment will bring the amount
to $182 per steer.

T,.c capital igesqls for ii._;lal investment
:-Ir the livestock programsbeing considered
are as follows:

88 litters @ $130 per litter
90 stems @ $182 per Meer

88 litters $11,440; and
45 steers ($8,190)

$11,440
$16,380

$19,630

The aboire fir,-....:ei:, indicate that the amount
of $24, 500 anilaiiie for initial investment :n

VAS 2012o

livestock will be sufficient for any of the three
programs being considered. We should also
point out that if forage or labor wk._ . not lim-
iting, Brown could have a total of 188 litters
or 132 steers, based on the amount of capital
available. However, if hogs would be raised
in a central system (confinement), capital
requirements for initial investment would be
about $190 per litter. Thus, $24,300 would>,
be sufficient for about 130 litters in confine-
ment.

Managerial ability

Brown has had experience with cattle and-
hogs on another farm previous to-moving to
his present farm. His son is studying agri-
culture and has carried on hog and beef en-
terprise projects in connection with his farta-
hig program. They both feel that the added-
returns likely from the proposed livestock
operations will be great enough to offset the
added risk that may go along with the expanded
operations. They are also aware that an ad-
ditional expansion beyond the proposed plan
%Jill like" be advisable if the farm business
would later be called on fc, support two fpm-
ilies under a father-son partnership.

Brown Leis that he can give favorable
answers to the questions listed under "Man
agement Inventory" in VAS 2002a. His son
is also making progress in this respect. All
in all, they feel they can do a reasonably good
job k managing the proposed livestock oper-,
ations.

i

1

1
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Considering all resources
In this unit we have shown that the re-

sowres of the problem farm seem well adapt-
ed to the following kinds of livestock enter-
prises: 88 litters of hogs on pasture, 90
steer calves in drylot, or 88 litters and 45
steers. As long as the steers can be fed at a
profit, you can eliminate the first enterprise
i88 litters) from consideration; Farmer Brown
can have 45 steers in addition to the 88 litters.

We have also shown that, if forage and
labor were not limiting, the amount of capital
available for initial investment would be suf-
ficient for 188 litters on pasture, 130 litters

in confinement, c 132 steer calves in drylot.
Howeve, since forage and labor are limiting,
you will need to stay within the limits set by
these factors.

You can plan on either 90 steer calves in
drylot or 88 litters of hogs on pasture and 45
steers, unless more labor becomes available
an you change your cropping system to pro-
vide more forage or go to a confinement hog
system. You will want to consider the esti-
mated amounts that livestock will add to net
income before msling the final decision. We
will leave the further consideration of income
and the final selection of the livestock system
for a later subject matter unit.

4.

VASea leo
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COURSE OUTLINE FOR POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

Unit I Introduction 1. The Poultry Processing and Distributing
Industries

2. Opportunities in the Industry
3. The Poultry Processing Employee
4. Plant Safety and First Aid
5. Capital Outlay in the Processing Plant
6. Market Terminology
7. Poultry Promotional Organizations

Unit II Inspection and Grading 1. Inspection
2. Grading
3. Grading Standards

Unit III Care and Use of 1. Operating Mechanical Equipment
Equipment 2. Equipment Variation

3. Chilling Equipment
4. Knives and Scissors

Unit IV Sanitation 1. Sanitizers
2. Cleaning Equipment
3. Cleaning Plant
4. Bacterial Control
5. Insect and Rodent Control

Unit V Steps in Processing 1. Selection of Live Birds
2. Processing Poultry Principles
3. Handling Birds Prior to Dressing
4. Bleeding Practices
5. Dry Picking, Debraining, Roughing, and

Scalding Practices
6. Drawing or Full Dressing
7. Chilling Methods
8. Packaging Methods and Materials
9. Storing

Unit VI By-Products 1. Removal From Plant
Utilization 2. Rendering Plant and Methods of

Rendering

Mat VII Distribution 1. Containers
2. Wholesalers
3. Retailers
4. Displays
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(

Poultry Processing Plant Employee
(Course outline continued)

Unit VIII Plant Operation
Economics

1. Quality Control
2. Line Speeds
3. Cost Per Shackle
4. Water Volume

963
Page 2
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Required References
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

1. Bundy and Digging , Poultry Production, Prentice-Hall , Inc. , Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey.
(State Adopted)

2. Mountney, Poultry Products Technology, The AV, Publishing Company, Inc. ,
Westport, Connecticut. $12.00

3. "Costs and Economies of Scale in Turkey Processing Plants," Marketing Research
Report No. 627, United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Marketing Service , Washington, D. C.

4. "List of Chemical Compounds Approved for Use Under USDA Poultry and Poultry
Products Inspection and Grading Service," United States Department of Agricul-
ture, Marketing Service , Poultry Division, Washington, D.C.

5. "Merchandising Turkeys ," B-163, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
College S+:.tion, Texas ,

6. "Methods and Equipment for Eviscerating Chickens," United States Department
of Agriculture, lvarketing Research Report No. 549, Washington, D.C.

7. "Processing Poultry," B-859, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, College
Station, Texas.

8. "Processing Texas Broilers," B-859, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
College Station, Texas.
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1. Ziegler, P. Thomas, The Meat We Eat, The Interstate Printers and Publishers
Inc. , Danville, Illinois. $6.00

2. ',Labor Efficiency in Broiler Processing Plants in the South," Southern Cooperative
Series Bulletin No. 112, January, 1966. Secure from: Texas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, College Station, Texas.
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: The Poultry Processing and Distributing Industries

OBJECTIVE. To become familiar with the pou_Uy processing industry's size, scope,
and organization and its relationship to the total agricultural picture.

INTRODUCTION: The poultry industry has seen tremendous changes in recent years,
and continues to lead in efficiency of meat production. It is a highly specialized
and competitive industry. However, the rapid growth and expansion in production
has not exceeded the developments of processors.

Cooperatives and private processors have made giant strides toward
the year-round marketing of turkeys , Turkeys are now being processed every
month in the year. Processors faced with labor problems on seasonal operations
are now cutting up and boning turkeys, and furnishing further processed turkey
prod!. Its during the slack season.

This has resulted in increased consumption of poultry, especially
turkey, and it is no longer a holiday or seasonal part of the American diet.

Some processors have specialized to handle only chickens
or turkeys. Even here they have several different classes, or kinds, of poultry
requiring a large variety of Jobs in the processing line.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp 1-21
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 21-32

Supplemental:
1. "Marketing Research Report No, 627," USDA, p. 14
2. "Labor Efficiency in Broiler Processing Plants in the South," pp. 3-5

Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin No, 112, January, 1966
(Texas Agricultural Experiment Station)

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What changes in methods of processing poultry during thirties resulted
in poultry being marketed in ready to cook form today?

2. What effect did mandatory inspection laws have on the poultry received by
consumers?

3, What changes in the processing industry resulted from mandatory inspection
requirements?

4. Is it possible to process 30,000 birds in an eight hour day?
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Opportunities in the Industry

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the studert with the various job opportunities in the poultry
processing industry.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. Information sheet, "Opportunities in the Industry"
2. Poultry Products Technology, George J. Mountney, pp. 21 -24
3. "Processing Texas Broilers," Bulletin 857, Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station, 11. 5-6

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the different jobs involved in the slaughtering and defeathering phase
of processing.

2. Look at the job description examples on pages 5 and 6, "Processing Texas
Broilers." How many different job descriptions do you find in each of
the four examples that require man power or man operated equipment?
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JOBS INVOLVED IN TURKEY PROCESSING
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kill
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OBJECTIVE: To develop art understanding of the responsibilities of a processing

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

TOPIC: The Poultry Processing Employee

-3
Teaching Materials Center

UNIT; Introduction

plant employee.

Required:

1. Why is the choice of an occupatiev important?
2. What does good grooming inch._ t

4. What do employers look for in employees?

1. Information Sheet. "The Poultry Processing Plant Empl,yee"

3. List some signs that would indicate an undesirable attitude.

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT ETPLOYEE

Assignment Sheet
for

963-1
Page 1
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One of the most important decisions you will make in your lifetime is the choice
of an occupation It determines to a great extent the friends you have, where
you spend most of your waking hours, the home you make, the community in
which you will live, the standard of living that you will maintain, and the
environment in which your children will be reared.

Good phyf ical health Is a must. You are expected to do physical labor, and unless
you are able to do it properly, you cannot hope to be successful. Also, you are
handling food which requires the utmost care and sanitation.

Just as important is the ability to get along with fellow workers. The first
step to take la this direction is to take a good look at yourself.

What you eay may be important, but the way you say it goes a long way toward
dc...termining its effectiveness Someone has said "what you do speaks so loud
that I cannot hear what you say." So, carefully guard the tone of your voice
and the expression on your face when you speak to others.

Good grooming is essential to your appearance, and goci appearance is essential
to getting and keeping a job Good grooming includes not only cleanliness of body
and cleanliness and neatness of clothes but also cleanliness in mental attitudes.
your attitude is as much a part of good grooming as your clothing, your body,
and your haircut You may make a poor impression if your mental attitude
is below par. even though you are physically well groomed. Hands in pockets,
gloomy disposition, and slumped shoulders are some if the indications of an
improper attitude. If you job requires special work clothes, they should be
as neat and as clean as possible

You may have halitosis or "BO" and not be aware of it, but your fellow workers
will be Yet. it is unlikely that they will have the courage to tell you. Even
your closest friends will probably be too modest to mention it. Keep your shoes
shined Even the heels are seen by those behinfl. you.

Non Physical Qualities

Of equal importance are your non-physical qualities. You will be working with
people from all walks of life You may have few things in common, but you are
expected to do the same things and that requires getting along.

Empiowrs. foremen, and supervisors look for and expect basically the same
things from employees Some of these desirable characteristics are: enthusiasm,
honesty. and dependability, initiative, sense of humor, loyalty, industry and
ambition, tact and courtesy. friendliness and cheerfulness, willingness to
!ooperate, punctuality: self-confidence, self-control , business-like behavior,
and a willingness to work.
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lnorderto achieve success you must have a sincere desire for success. You
will find what you look for and the satisfactior yu get from going a good job
will be one of the most regarding experiences you will ever have.

Employment of Diseased Persons

Any plant involved in good processing is subject to Federal, state, and local
la::s governing the health of its employees. In general these laws include
the following:

"No establishment snail employ, in any department where any product is
handled or prepared, any person affected with tuberculosis or other
communicable disease in a transmissible stage."

Employees who come it contact with poultry products should wear proper
clothing that is neat and clean. Food handers should be free of infected
cuts, boils, and open sores. All food handlers are required to have health
certificates from a medical doctor.
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Plant Safety and First Aid

OBJECTIVE; To develop an understanding of the importance of plant safety
rules.

REFERENCES:
Requii ed:
I. Poultry Products Technology, Mountn.4-, pp. 108-111
2. Information sheet, "Plant Safety and Fizst Aid".

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES-

1. How does the poultry industry compare with other food industries
in rate of accidents ?

2. What safety precautions should be taken around machinery with
moving parts?

3. Where should fire extinguishers be located in the plant?
4. What should be done when a loose or damaged electric wire is

found?
5. What harm might come from trash or rubbish in the plant?
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In processing plants the floor is often wet creating several problems. First it
may be slick, unless special precautions have been taken such as supplying
floor mats or rubber sole shoes. Second it provides an excellent ground for
faulty electrical wiring or poorly grounded electrical equipment.

When working on the line you must use knives, scissors, shears, etc. that
are kept sharp and in good working condition. Regardler- of whether tools are
manual or power operated, strict safety precautions should be followed. Since
the type of tool varies with individual plants; safety precautions will be different,
but all are extiamely important and should be learned immediately.. Pay
particular attention to instructions on the proper use of tools and equipment.
An improperly used tool will not work as well, and becomes a potential safety
hazard.

Chemicals used for cleaning purposes and hot water are both common causes
of injury. It is impossible to be too careful with the use of chemicals (even
floor cleaners). Always read and follow instructions on the label.
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Capital Outlay in the Processing Plant

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of, and an appreciation for the
capital investment in the processing plant.

963-1-5
Page 1

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Costs and Economies of Scale in Turkey Processing Plants" USDA

Marketing Research Report No. 629, pp. 29-30

QUESTONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the estimated rt-sge of capital investment in processing plants?
2. What is the range in cost per square foot of-building space of turkey plants?
3. What makes up the total capital outlay of a plant?
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UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Market Terminology

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with terminology used in the processsing pant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information sheet, "Market Terminology"

QU"STIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Read, study, and familiarize yourself with the information sheet.
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1 Marketing ter ms for turkeys
a. Heavy young hens - 13 lbs
b Heavy young toms - 22 lbs.
c. Breeders - 16 lbs.
d, Fryer-roasters - 7 lbs.
e Ready to cook poultry - Whole or cut-up poultry that has been dressed,

eviscerated, inspected, washed, graded, and packaged
2 Classes of dressed chickens

a Broilers - Young chickens of either sex of marketable age but not
weighing over 2 1/2 lbs.

b. Fryers - Young chickens of either sex weighing between 2 1/2 and 3 1/2 lbs.
c Roasters - Young chickens of either sex weighing over 3 1/2 lbs.

3. USDA Grade - Certification of specific quality by a technically trained
government grader

4, Blast freezing - Freezing with a continuous blast of cold air moving around
the meat

5. Liquid freezing - Freezing after packaging by dipping in a series of super-
cooled solutions until an outer layer of ice is formed then moving to a
conventional freezer.

6. Edible coating - Liquid coatings applied to maat which dry or harden quickly
and help lengthen shelf life

7. Bulk container - One of several differently designed containers that hold
60-70 pounds of chicken and 20-30 pounds of ice. (Examples: wooden
wire -bound crates , corrugated paraffin lined containers, polyethylene coated
cardboard containers, and wire baskets or sheet metal containers)

8. Freezer burn - Discoloration of the skin caused by irregular temperature,
low humidity, poor air circulation, and (,ombinations of these.

9. Tears - Breaks in tF' skin of birds causing them to be graued down
10. Shrinkage - The loss in weight of live birds from the time they are picked

up at the farm and delivered to the processing plant
11. Poor bleeding - Improper slaughtering can cause incomplete bleeding and

prolonged breathing so that the bird inhales water from the scalding tank.
12 Overscalding - Generally caused by stopping the conveyor line when carcasses

are moving through the scalder
13. By-Products - All parts of the birds not sold as cut up or whole birds,

but which are used in other ways. )Feet, head,feces, feathers, entrails,
fat, ets. )

14. Dry picking - Picking birds that have not been scalded. This is done when
sticking or braining is used.

15. Braining - The act of piercing the back lobe of the birds' brain causing
muscles controlling feathers to relax.

16. Dressed poultry - Poultry that has been killed, bled and plucked (commonly
known as New York dressed)
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MARKET TERMINOLCGY
(Information Sheet continued)

17. Sticking - The act of cutting blood vessels to bleed the bird
18, Disjointing - Cutting the bird into pieces
19. Halving - Cutting the bird into halves
20. Quartering - Halving then dividing the half into two pieces, one to contain

the back, thigh and drumstick; the other part includes the wing and breast
21. Trussed - Drawn bird bound tightly
22. Plucking - Removing the feathers from tne bird
23. Singeing - Burning the hair-like feathers on the bird
24. Giblets - Liver, heart, and gizzard
25. Broker - The middle man between shippers and buyers
26. Drawn - Head, feet, viscera, and oil sac removed
27. Undrawn - Bled and plucked only
28. Dry packed - Packed dry and cooled without ice coming in direct contact

with the carcasses
29. Iced - Packed in direct contact with ice
30. Label - A mark of identification showlag processor and origin
31. Deformities - Bird having a hunchback or other serious condition unnatural

to a normal healthy bird
32. Rejects - Any bird which does not meet the minimum USDA grade of

"C" or better
33. Retailer - Places of business that sell directly to the consumer
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OBJECTIVE: To 1-ecome familiar with the organizations whose purposes are to
promote the poultry industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Poultry Promotional Organizations"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What is the basic purpose of all the poultry promotional organizations?
2. What is the difference between state and national organizations so far as

the service each offers and who they work with')
3. Write at least one national and one state organization to find out how they

finance their organization. Explain that you are a vocational agriculture
student and are working in a processing plant.



a federated organization of the regional and national producer organizations
in the poultry field. The Federation represents a combined individual bona
fide membership of approximately 25,000, this being one of the largest
agricultural organizations of the country in membership.

Agricultural Education

National Broiler Council
1155 Fifteenth St- , N. W. , Washington, D. C. 20005

1A Rutgers Place, Trenton, New Jersey 08618

American Poultry and Hatchery Federation

The National Poultry Producers' Federation

521 E. 63rd St. , Kansas City, Missouri 64110

American Poultry Association, Inc
Crete, Nebraska, Organized 1873

Teaching Materials Center

Object To foster, promote, improve, and protect the hatchery industry

Object: The national organization representing the country's broiler indus-
try

retail food and food service markets; with efforts for expansion of

Ojject: The National Poultry Producers' Federation, organized in 1937, is

business in all its phases; to revise standards for poultry; to encourage the
breeding of standard bred poultry; to promote the poultry business and the

with standard-bred r oultry, to promote legislation beneficial to the poultry

and all allied branches of poultry husbandry. A variety of services is
offered members, including monthly newspaper on hatchery activities,

confidential credit information, record sheets, federal tax calendar, un-
employment tax summary.

and use of chicken; with merchandising aids and services designed for use by

market research projects by both government and land grant colleges; and with
Washington-based headquarters to exert whatever is required in the field
of public affairs.

Object; A North American organization of poultry breeders to develop the

holding of shows; to encourage government and state experimental work

complaint adjustments, special bulletins, year book for hatcherymen,

try with promotional programs aimed at increasing consumer acceptance

industry
Publishes; "American Standard of Perfection, " poultry show supplies, and
large size Standard breed photos,

POULTR V PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Information Sheet
on
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Poultry Promotional Organizations
(Information Sheet continued)

All affiliate organizations are located at the same address as Texas Poultry
Federation.

Additional information may be obtained by writing:
Poultry and Egg National Board
8 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago 3, Illinois
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Poultry Promotional Organizations
(Information Sheet continued)

All affiliate organizations are located at the same address as Texas Poultry
Federation.

Additional information may be obtained by writing:
Poultry and Egg National Board
8 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago 3, Illinois
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UNIT: Inspection and Grading

TOPIC: Inspection

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of Federal Inspection
of poultry and poultry products.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, George J. Mountney, pp. 40-42

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Briefly explain the Poultry Products Inspection Ac..
2. How does the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act apply to poultry and

poultry products?
3. When is poultry considered to be diseased?
4. Why should sick birds be condemned before slaughter ?
5. What is meant by the term ante-mortem inspection?
6. What is the main purpose of the ante-mortem inspection?
7. List the conditions that the inspector should be on the alert for when

looking for possible suspects.
8. Under what conditions should live birds be condemned?
9. What is meant by the term post-mortem inspection?

10. What does the inspector look for in the post-mortem inspection?
11. List the internal conditions on which carcasses should be condemned .
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UNIT: Inspection and Grading

TOPIC: Grading

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how grades are determined.

RE FERE LACES:
Required:
1. Po Zr Products Technology , George Mountney, pp. 38-40

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

96341-2
Page 1

1. What are the USDA grades of ready-to-cook poultry?
2. What are the individual quality factors that determine grade?
3. Define the following terms as they apply to ready-to-cook poultry:

a. Conformation
b. Fleshing
c. Fat
d. Pinfeathers
e. Defects

4. What is meant by freezer burn?
5. When more than one factor is involved, which factor will determine the grade?
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UNIT: Inspection and Grading

TOPIC: Grading Standards

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the standards required for the various
grades.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, George Mountney, pp. 35

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What three factors determine conformation in ready-to-cook poultry?
2. Describe fleshing on the A quality bird.
3. Describe fleshing on the B quality bird.
4. Describe the fleshing on the C quality bird.
5. Briefly describe the fat covering on the A, B, and C quality, ready-to-cook

carcass .
6. Describe the pinfeather condition on the A, B, and C quality bird.
7. What are the maximum cuts, tears, and missing skin defects allowed on

A, B, and C quality birds?
8. Describe the amount of discoloration allowed on the A, B, and C quality

carcass.
9. How many disjointed bones are allowed on the A, B, and C quality bird?

10. How many broken bones are allowed on the A, B, and C quality?
11. How many missing body parts are allowed on the A, B, and C quality ?
12. Describe freezer burn on the A, B, and C quality.
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UNIT- Care and Use of Equipment

TOPIC Operating Mechanical Equipment

OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of the importance of properly
servicing equipment.

INTRODUCTION. The wide range of poultry processing equipment makes
it almost impossible to cover the full maintenance for each. The
intention of this topic is to create an awareness that maintenance is
very important Each piece of equipment in a poultry processing
plant has an operator's manual that supplies the necessary information
for servicing

REFERENCES.
Required-
1, Poultry Products Technology, George Mountney, 1966, pp. 112-115

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES-

1. What three daily maintenance jobs should be done on conveyor belts?
2, What weekly maintenance should be done on conveyors?
3. What monthly maintenance should be done on conveyors?
4. Give four possible yearly maintenance jobs that need attention.
5. What daily maintenance should be done on scalders?
6 List the weekly maintenance jobs that need to be done on scalders.
7. What maintenance jobs should be done monthly on the scalders?
8. Give the yearly maintenance check for scalders.
9. Give the daily maintenance care for pickers,

10. List the weekly maintenance jobs for the picker.
11. Give the monthly maintenance for pickers.
12 What yearly maintenance should be given attention on pickers?
13. List the Inaintenance jobs that need attention on the washer.
14. What general service should be given to electric motors?
15 What maintenance should be given to the shackle cleaner and

sanitize r?
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UNIT: Care and Use of Equipment

TOPIC; Equipment Variation

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the various types of equipment
that are available fer use_

INTRODUCTION: It is impossible to see all of the many types of equipment
in use today. So in this topic we will write to some of the companies
manufacturing different equipment and ask for information. The list
here includes only a few of the many companies. You may wish to
write others also.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Equipment Variation

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Write to the educational division of each company. Explain that
you are a vocational agriculture student studying the Poultry
Processing Plant and training as an employee. Tell them you
would like to have any educational material about the equipment
hey manufacture for this industry.

2. When you receive this information compare them and also compare
them with that used where you work.
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List of manufacturing companies:

1. Big Dutchman/Barker; Zeeland, Michigan

2. Gainsvilie Machine Co. , Inc. , 670 Main St. , S. W. Gainsville, Ga.

3. Gordon Johnson Industries, 2519 Madison Ave. , Kansas City 8, Missnuri

4. Kent Co. , 814 W. 75th St. , Chicago, Illinois 60621

5. Hydrahone Equipment Division, John Mohr & Sons, 2048 N. 31st St. ,

Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin
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UNIT: Care and Use of Equipment

TOPIC: Chilling Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understan:-.ing of the processes used in chilling
poultry carcasses.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, George Mountney, pp. 132-133

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Fully describe how poultry carcasses can be chilled.
2. What are the temperature chill requirements for poultry carcasses?
3. What process is used for preliminary chilling of poultry carcasses ?
4. Why will crushed ice and water chill faster than crushed ice alone?
5. Briefly describe the four kinds of continous on-the-line chillers for

poultry carcasses.
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A dull knife is inefficient and not suitable for use - it will often lead to injury
Those of us who marvel at the speed and dexterity of men or women working
in the poultry dressing room must remember that these people have acquired
this skill with a great deal of practice, proper use, e.nd care.

The manufacturers of knives usually do not ro- At_st them sharpened for
immediate use. When it is necessary to grind a knife to get extra thinness
to the cutting edge, before honing, either a sand stone or an emery stone may
be used , In either case 0.,e .. ne should be water or oil cooled to avoid
heating the knife.

After the grinding process , it is usually necessary to hone a knife on a fine
C'Irborundum stone on which water or oil is used to maintain a scum-free
abrasive surface. The honing process rbmoves a portion of the rough edge
that was created during the grinding.

The final process in sharpening a knife is steeling. A steel that is 8 to 14 inches
lo-ig is usually suitable for this process. Steeling is the process of lightly
passing the blade over the steel , one side then the other, in order to remove the
rough edge. Properly sharpening a knife will only come about with a great
deal of practice.

Knives are used effectively for removing shanks , but considerable care must
be taken to avoid injury to the operator and to execute the cut properly. One
prJcaution used to avoid injury is to wear a wire mesh glove on the hand that
holds the shanks. Even though a knife of good quality is used, the cutting edge
soon becomes dull; this calls for a reserve of two or three knives.

In additir ' to removing shanks with knives , other jobs are done. Removal
of oil glauds, opening cuts , vent removal , removing pin feathers, sticking,
bleeding, braining, cutting, boning and disjointing.

Safety is a very important factor to be considered when using knives. Knives
should never be carried loose in the pocket; a pouch of some kind should be used.

Cleaning and storing knives is essential for safety and longer life of the knife .

It is better to clean knives in hot water than to (Av.,' them with steam since
excessive heat tends to damage a wooden handle . knives should be kept clean
and dry when not in use. Store all surplus knives in a dry place.

Scissors are an important hand tool in the poultry processing industiy. In some
instance g they may be referred to as shears. The term shears usually will sug-
gest a heavier tool used to make larger cuts. Scissors and shear:4 have
several uses in the poultry processing plant.
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KNIVES AND SCISSORS
(Information Sheet Continued)

Shears are used to remove vents and to make abdomen incisions. Scissors are used
for heart and liver removal, bile sac removal , trimming the viscera away from
the gizzard, and splitting gizzards.

Safety must be observed when working with the shears and scissors also. Scissors
can be sharpened by properly passing the blade over a fine stone. Scissors and
shears should be properly cleaned and stored in order to prolong their life as
well as keeping working conditions safe.

A portion of this information was taken from - The Meat We Eat - Ziegler.
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UNIT: Sanitation

TOPIC: Sanitizers

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of tI-e importance of sanitizers.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, Moutney, 1966, pp. 111-119

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How should processing equipment be sanitized each day before
processing starts?

2. Why is chlorine an ideal sanitize- for use in food processing
plants?

3. How has chlorination increased the efficiency of processing plants?
4. What percent does chlorine reduce bacteria count on equipment

and working surfaces?
5. What problems are encountered in using chlorine solutions above

the 20 P. P. M. level?
6. What are the two classes of detergents?
7. Give an example of a common alkaline detergent.
8. What are acid detergents used for?
9. What are sanitizing compounds used for?

10. Name some of the more common sanitizing compounds.
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of plant
sanitation.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1, Poultry Product Technology, George Mountney, pp. 111-117.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. Describe how the premises should be kept around the processing
plant.

2. How often should the batteries and dropping jars be cleaned?
3. How often should the scalding tanks be emptied and cleaned?
4, How often should all equipment and utensils be cleaned?
5. What is meant by the thorough cleaning?
6. What kind of cleaning compounds should be used?
7. How can alkali or acid residues be detected as a result of using

cleaning agents?
8. How often should chilling and defrosting tanks be emptied?
9_ When should conveyor trays and belts be washed and sanitized?

10. Describe the dress and personal sanitation of all personnel that
handle poultry or poultry products.
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UNIT: mitation

TOPIC Cleaning Plant

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the necessity for proper cleaning
of the plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Cleaning Plant"

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1, Explain how to clean porcelain fixtures in the toilet and dressing room
facilities.

2. Name two types of sanitizing solutions that are used in the processing
plant.

3. What a-e the hypochlorite solutions used for?
4. Give a good use for the chloramines in the plant sanitation program.
5. What is the recommended concentration for cleaning metal equipment?
6. How much 5% stock solution would be required to make 75 gallons of

100 P. P. M. rinse solution?
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Toilet Facilities and Dressing Rooms
Toilet rooms in the processing plant should not open directly into any room where
poultry products are in the open. Toilet and dressing rooms should be kept clean,
sanitized, in good repair, and free from insects and rodents. There should be
plenty of containers for refuse as well as having signs to remind employees to wash
their hands before they go back to work. Lavatory basins should be located at
convenient spots, with both hot and cold running water. Each basin should contain
a soap dispenser with a_t ample supply of soap. Sanitary towels should be available
for drying hands - a common towel is not suitable.

Lavtdories, toilet bowls, water fountains, and other porcelain fixtures can be
cleaned with a good household abrasive cleaner and a damp cetiulose sponge or
fiber brush, then rinsed with fresh water. A special prepared acid cleaner is
available for removing stains and scale deposits from porcelain.

Receiving Room
The platform used to unload live birds coming into the plant is usually separate
from the handling or storage room of poultry products. The receiving and
unloading area is cleaned regularly. Batteries and coops should be cleaned after
each use. Dead birds should be dropped into covered metal containers marked
"Inedible" or "Dead Birds. "

Feeding Station
Keeping the feeding station clean isn't the easiest thing in the processing plant,
but it is important. Keeping the feeding station clean cuts down on housekeeping
chores in the rest of the plant, especially because it controls the dust from
feed and feathers. The use of lime on floors will help keep them sanitary and
controls odors.

Battery Washing Room
The battery washing room is usually located away from the processing operation
for sanitary reasons. This room should have plenty of hot and cold water and
good drainage. Some plants use steam and cold water for cleaning, Good
pressure is important in this cleaning process; some plants have drains that can
deliver from 60 to 250 pounds of pressure. Battery pans should be scraped before
they are washed. They should first be washed with cold water, then rinsed with
hot water - 1400-180 F.

Killing_Area
The blood from the killing operation is confined to a relatively small area, which
prevents splashing all over the killing room and walls. Blood troughs are long
enough to catch the blood while the birds are bleeding and are pitched toward a
metal catch basin that is big enough to take care of a day's operation. The
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Cleaning Plants
(information Sheet continued)

bleeding trough should be cleaned every day as well as the walls, floors, and all
equipment and utensils used in the killing operation.

Scalding Area
The scalding equipment is made of metal that has smooth surfaces that can be tho-
roughly washed and cleaned. The scalding equipment should be emptied and cleaned
every day, and more often if needed.

Roughing_A rea
The mechanical pickers are placed so they can be easily cleaned. Adequate space
around the picker is essential so the feathers can be removed without any trouble.
Safety guards around the moving parts are essential, but should be removable for
easy cleaning. Mechanical pickers should be thoroughly cleaned every day by
scrubbing and hosing.

Cleaning Compounds
A good quality, general purpose, alkaline cleaner commercially compounded is
suitable hr most cleaning jobs. The best results are obtained when the manufac-
turer's directions are followed. Cleaning materials and compounds should be
stored in a safe, dry place.

Preparing and Storing Sanitizing Solutions
Two types of compounds are generally recommended as bactericides: one is the
hypochlorite type, the other is the chloramine. The hypochlorite solutions are used
to kill bacteria, mold, and yeast. Hypochlorites lose their sanitizing effect easily
when they come in contact with small amounts of organic matter like viscera.
Hypochlorite solutions are very suitable on certain stainless steel, but will eat into
ether metals.

Chloramines are more stable, act slower, and are not so hard on metal. They do not
lose their sanitizing power on organic matter as much as hypochlorites do.

The following concentrations of hypochlorite and chloramine sanitizing solutions are
recommended:

For metal equipment . . . 200ppm
For soaking wooden equipment . . . 203 ppm
For spraying wooden equipment . . . 1000 ppm
For spraying walls and ceilings to hold down mold and slime . . . 1000 ppm

The following formulas can be used to calculate the amount of stock solution needed
to make any amount of chlorine rinse water needed to any strength desired.

Strength of rinse Gallons of rinse
desired (ppm)
Strength of stock
solution (percent)

X
desired
Factor 75

411110. Ounces of stock
solution to be

used
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Problem:
To prepare /5 gallons of rinse containing 100 ppm from a stock solution testing
4% available chlorine. The formula would work in this manner:

D0 p ipn 75 25 ounces of stock
4% Factor 75 to be used

Material for this information sheet was taken from the "Poultry Plant Sanitation
Manual" by the Institute of American Poultry Industries.
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UNIT. Sanitaticn

TOPIC. Bacterial Control

OBJECTIVE. To develop an understanding of the importance of bacterial control
in the processing plant.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 82-93

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES.

1. What are the two general groups of microorganisms found on poultry?
2. Give two examples of pathogenic organisms that cause infection.
3. Give two examples of types of organisms which cause disease by pro-

ducing toxins when consumed with contaminated food.
4. What is the most important group of bacteria found in poultry that causes

food poisoning?
5. List some of the bacteria diseases other than Salmonella that are trans-

missible to humans from poultry.
6. What are the two general non-pathogenic groups of organisms?
7. What are the main sources of bacterial contamination during processing?
8. List some of the precautions to be observed in poultry processing in order

to keep down the bacteria count.
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the necessity for having a good

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

7. What two methods are most commonly used to control rodents?
8. Why is poisoning for rodents not used in some processing plants?

3 What does a good insect control program consist of?
4. Give the commercial preparations that are used to prevent the development

5. List three steps in a rodent control program.
6. Give the requirements of good plant sanitation as it applies to rodent

control.

1. What should a good insect control program include?
2. What insect is the greatest problem in and around the poultry proceising

Required:
1,1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 19-121

insect and rodent control program.

of fly larvae.

plant?
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TOPIC: Selection of Live Birds

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of selecting
high quality live birds and the basic methods used.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Processing Poultry", B-149, Texas Agricultural Extension Service
2. _Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 30-38

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is it important to select good quality live birds?
2. What factors should be considered in selecting birds for processing?
3. What is the difference between fleshing and fat?
4. Describe the appearance of a bird in good health.
5. What causes a bird to be rejected?
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UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Processing Poultry Principles

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the principles involved in processing
poultry.

INTRODUCTION: In order to understand fully the specific jobs in a processing
plant, it Is necessary to know something about the overall plant operation.
This begins with assembling or buying the live birds and ends with selling
the processed meat and all by-products. It may include transportation to
its final destination. Probably no other segment of the agricultural industry
has seen as much progress and as many changes in recent years as the poul-
try processing industry, and there is no indication of a slow-down in the
near future.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology Mountney, pp. 21-24, 49-50, 123-135
2. Information Sheet, "Identification of Tools and Equipment's

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the different phases involved or that may be involved In processing
plants.
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B - Heart and liver shear
D - Gizzard shear
F - Hand clipper
H - Gauntlet rubber glove
J - Rust-proof metal mesh glove

I - Electric stunner
K E-Z Kleen scraper

K

4.

L Wil-Gard latex glove
N - Rubber apron
P - Lung and kidney remover
R - Plastic apron

M - Pinning knife
O - Pinning knife
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A - Drawing and disjointing knife E - Drawing and disjointing knife
C - Chicken and turkey sticker G - Two piece knife

Q - Auto lite dial thermomen.
S - Pocket thermometer
U - Hand thermometer

W - Perforated false-bottom pan
Y - Hand-operated singeing nozzle
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Q - Electric sharpener
S - Butcher steel
U - Electric sharpener

14114

e

-

1.
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B - Chicken-turkey dressing shackle - L - Head hook
D - Chicken dressing shackle N - Chicken "el" hook for wing sus-
F - Chicken eviscerating shackle pension
II - Stationary cut-up shackle P - Swivel snap
J - Stationary cut-up shackle R - Heavy "S" hook
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J -800 - Multi-matic fingers GR-3 - Manual picker finger
J-700 - Multi-matic fingers J-11 - Short rocking finger
J-800 - Multi-matic fingers J-5 - Stripper bar
J-9 - Dual rocking finger

Alf.
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UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Handling Birds Prior to Dressing

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with different methods of handling birds and
their importance.

INTRODUCTION: Turkeys are now being loaded into coops built on trucks without
having to be caught and loaded by hand. Birds are driven onto a conveyor belt
that elevates them to the coop with a side opening. They then drop onto a metal
plate, causing them to squat. When this happens, they are pushed into the
coops by someone standing beside the loader.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 47, 123
2. "Processing Texas Broilers, " B-857, pp. 7-8

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What are the advantages to loading poultry at night?
2. Who is generally responsible for seeing that birds are properly crated and

loaded and that they arrive on schedule?
3. What is meant by shrinkage?
4. What procedure is generally used for weighing bulk loads of poultry?
5. How should poultry be fed and watered prior to slaughtering?
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OBJECTIVE: To understand the importance of good bleeding and the methods used
to get proper bleeding.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 49, 125
2. "Processing Poultry," B-149, Texas Agriculture Extension Service

Supplemental:
1. The Meat We Eat Ziegler, p. 206

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How does improper slaughtering affect the bird?
2. What effect does rough handling of birds before slaughtering have on

bleeding?
3. Explain the methods used in bleeding poultry.
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UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Dry Picking, Debraining, Roughing, and Scalding Practices

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with methods used in removing feathers from
poultry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Tezhnologv, Mountney, pp. 124-130
2. "Processing Poultry ,11 B-149, Texas Extension Service, pp. 7-13

Supplemental.
1. The Meat We Eat Ziegler, pp. 207-213

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why are birds sometimes stunned before bleeding?
2. What is debraining for feather release?
3. What is the advantage and disadvantage of semi-scalding?
4. What are the steps involved in line picking?
5. How does water temperature affect feather release and the carcass quality?
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UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Drawing or Full Dressing

OBJECTIVE: To understand the steps involved in dressing pGtlitty.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Po. Products Technology, Mountney, pp, 130-132
2. "Processing Poultry, " B-149, Texas Extension Service

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. After washing. what is the "text step before eviscerating?
2. What is meant by positioning?
3. Why is the viscera left intact when removed from the cavity?
4. What organs make up the giblets?
5. What methods are used to remove the lungs?
6. Why is it preferable to chill before stuffing?

963-V-6
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UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Chilling Methods

OBJECTIVE: To become acquainted with the different methods of chilling that may
be used.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Processing Technology, Mountney, pp. 132-133

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the methods that may be used to chill carcasses.
2. What is the chilling temperature required by U. S. D. A. ?
3. What are the classes of continuous~ on-the-line chillers?
4. Alttlugh chillers are different at some respects, what are the two things they

each have in common?
5. Why will crushed ice and water cool faster than crushed ice alone?
6. How is the slush ice capacity to cool increased in some tanks?
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Assignment Sheet
for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Packaging Methods and Materials

963-V-8
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OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the methods and materials used in
packaging poultry products.

REFERENCES:
Required:

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

2. Poultry Produc`s Technology, Mountney, pp. 137-14?

2. Why is proper drainage of ready-to-cook poultry important at the

4. How are most turkeys packaged?

6, List the different types of bulk containers used.

3. What is the most commonly used method of packaging chilled

7 How are frozen poultry carcasses usually packaged?
8. What other methods are used to package frozen poultry?
9. What method is used where you work?

5, What is the main disadvantage of cutting up and packaging meat at

1. "Processing and Marketing Farm Poultry," U.S.D.A. Bulletin No. 7,

1. Why is an attractive package important to the processor?

pp. 23-25

time of packaging?

processed poultry for shipping?

the processing plant?
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UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Storing

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the different types and methods of
storage being used.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, p. 148

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. How has storage helped the poultry industry as a whole?
2. What is the difference between cool and frozen storage, and what are the

temperature ranges?
3. What are the requirements for proper refrigeration? -
4. What is the main difference between sharp freezing and quick freezing?
5. What are some of the things that affect carcass color?
6. Name the different factors that affect tenderness and flavor.
7. What are some of the different kinds of poultry plant freezing equipment in

use today?
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products Utilization

TOPIC: Removal From Plant
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OBJECTIVE: To develop ....n understanding of the necessity of disposing of
poultry processing by-products

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technoloiy, Mountney, George, pp. 246-56

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What does offal consist of?
2. What does inedible viscera consist of?
3. How can poultry blood be utilized?
4. What are some of the uses of offal?
5. Why should offal be cooked before it is fed?
6. What are some of the uses for poultry manure?
7. Name some of the uses of feathers.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: By-Products Utilization

TOPIC: Rendering Plant and Methods of Rendering

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of how poultry
by-products are utilized.

REFERENCEs:
Required:
1. Poultry Technohogy, Mountney, George, pp 246-56

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Give the practices that are generally used in processing pot .t...
by-products.

2. What recommendations have been made by renderers for increasing
the value of poultry hy-products?

3. What are the five general categories of rendered poultry by-
products?
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Distribution

TOPIC: Containers
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OBJECT. VE: To develop an understanding of the various types of bulk containers
used to pack poultry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultr,y Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 138-140

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What balk containers are commonly used for handling chilled poultry?
2. How many pounds of poultry do these containers usually hold?0 k -b3. G.. the advantages of the wire wood crates.
4. List the disadva:atages of the wire-bound wood crates.
5. What are flu, three different designs o: fiberboard boxes available?
6. Discuss tie use of wire baskets and sheet metal container' for poultry

packing ..

0
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UNIT: Distribution

TOPIC: Wholesalers

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the wholesale packing process.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 142-145

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What type of container does the wholesaler pack the individual frozen
poultry carcass in?

2. Give one mnthod that is used to draw air from the plastic bag before
sealing.

3. Why is the wrapped carcass immersed in hot water?
4. What is the best temperature for immersing the carcasses?
5. How does the wholesaler ship the individual packages?
6. What method have some of the wholesalers resorted to in order to prolong

the shelf-life of poultry?
7. How does the wholesaler ship the fresh-dressed poultry carcass to the

retailer or consumer?
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UNIT: Distribution

TOPIC: Retailers

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the retail packing process.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 140-142

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How is cut-up poultry packaged for retailing?
2. What is meant by the term tray packs?
3. In 1958, what percent of the chickens were marketed as cut-up tray-packed

fryers or parts?
4. Explain how cut-up poultry is packaged.
5. What tray sizes are used for cut-up frying chic:Kens and baking hens?
6. What two kinds of film are used to package retail cut-up poultry?
7. List some of the reasons why packaged poultry has to be removed from

the retail display case.
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UNIT, Distribution

TOPIC: Displays
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the necessity of neatly displaying
poultry products in order to increase sales.

REFERENCES:
Required;
1, Information Sheet, "Displays"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List two methods that will increase the sale of poultry and poultry products.
2. What is the importance of neat, attractive displays?
3. What causes the housewife to purchase one item in preference to another

with quality being equal?
4. In your opinion, why is little thought often given to erecting a neat display?
5. In your opinion, what can food storm do to increase the sale of poultry

products, in addition to erecting neat, attractive displays?
6. Go to a local food store and observe the method of displaying poultry pro-

ducts. Submit a report on your observations.
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Promotion, advertising, and attractive displays are very important in the market-
ing of poultry products. It is very important to tell the consuming public what
you have to sell. Attractive signs, neat displays, and newspaper advertisements
all help promote the sale of poultry products.

Brand names, methods of preparation, and attractive designs on containers all add
to the neatness of poultry displays. The general public purchases largely by appear-
ance the first time, but by quality and satisfaction from that point on. Even though
the product is well displayed, there is no substitute for good quality. The housewife
purchasing a brand item that is well displayed and finds it of outstanding quality will
look for that same well-displayed brand again and expect it to be of similar quality.

The poultry industry is doing more than ever before to advertise the use of poultry
products. Along with the poultry industry, promotional organizations and foodchains are promoting such things as chicken-of-tomorrow contests and erecting
displays end demonstrations aimed at increasing the per capita use of the products.

.=.
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UNIT: Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Quality Control

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of maintaining
quality on an economic basis.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 44-51

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are some of the causes of loss in quality to poultry in the market
channels?

2. Other than having a whole carcass condemaed, what can happen that
results in monetary losses?

3. What factors influence shrinkage?
4. What parts do most bruises occur on? Why is this so important?
5. What are some causes of downgrading that occur during processing?

During storage?
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Assignment Sheet
for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Line Speeds

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the importance of having line speeds
adjusted to get maximum production from each work station.

REFERENCES:
Required:

0

0 1. What is meant by " birds per man-hour"?
2. What are benefits derived from good work station layouts?
3. What height is it most comfortable for hands to work?
4. What is the best horizontal distance from worker to the hand operation

determine5. What should determine line speed?
area?

1. "Methods and Equipment for Eviscerating Chickens, " U. S. D. A. Marketing
Research Report No. 549, pp. 41-52

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

-_7-:,--
--_- .-1--__ -
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UNIT: Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC. Cost Per Shackle

OBJECTIVE To become familiar with some of the management problems as
they riate to employee efficiency

INTRODUCTION: In this unit, you should take a look at your place of employment
from an overall view. This is how your manager has to evaluate the efficiency
of each individual and each piece of equipment If he can cut the cost of
processing one bird by 1/10 (one tenth) of one cent, it may or may not be
worthwhile As little as it may seem, it adds up fast in a large operation.
A plant processing 3,000 birds per hour for 10 hours would save $30.00 per
day If it averaged operating five hours per day for two hundred work days a
year, it could save $3, 000.00

REFERENCES.
Required:
1, "Costs and Economics of Scale in Turkey Processing Plants," Market

Research Report No 627
2. Information Sheet, "Cost Per Shackle"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1, Fixed costs are expenses that remain the same regardless of how many
birds are processed. List these fixed expenses or costs. (pp. 4-7)

2. (a) 'Looking at Table 2, p 7, which of the plant sizes was most efficient
(cheaper) ?

(b) Which item of expense cost the most?
3: (a) Page 8, Table 3: What would be the building and equipment costs of

a plant with a 1000 bird capacity?
(b) According to this table, what is the approximate investment in your

plant?
4. Which phase of the processing operations requires the most man labor?

(dressing, eviscerating, packing, and boxing)
5. What are the things which make up capital investment?
6. Will increasing the size of a plant or the number of birds that can be pro-

cessed increase the efficiency of the plant?
7 Study Table 3 on the Information Sheet, paying particular attention to the

fact that the number of employees does not increase in proportion to the
increase in number of broilers processed.
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on

COST PER SHACKLE

Table 3. Broiler output per worker, by station of operation, in
relation to size of operation, 81 plants in the South, 1964

963-VIII -3
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Actual operating plant capacity in birds per hour

Item
400
to
600

601
to
1800

1801
to
3000

3001
to
4200

4201
to
5400

5401
to
6600

6601
to
7800

Over
7800

Plants surveyed 7 13 13 7 14 9 7 11
Birds per plant per hour 510 1208 2538 3516 4755 5967 7403 11211
Total birds per hour all plants 3573 15709 32995 24610 66573 53700 51800 123326

Output per worker,
by station of operations

1. Receiving Employees 15 41 64 45 114 92 80 201
Birds pr ,r hour 238 383 516 547 584 584 648 614

2. Dressing Employees 43 97 149 112 216 201 184 408
Birds per hour 83 162 221 220 308 267 282 302

3. Eviscer- Employees 96 269 480 367 855 743 707 1650
ating Birds per hour 37 58 69 67 78 72 73 75

4. Cooling Employees 7 14 19 14 31 28 21 60
Birds per hour 510 1122 1737 1758 2148 1918 2467 2055

5. Packing Employees 16 82 123 92 219 148 161 366
Birds per hour 223 192 268 268 304 363 322 337



1
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Cast Per Shackle
(Information Sheet continued)

6. General Employees 8 32 68 61 155 131 113 305
services Birds per hour 447 491 485 403 430 410 458 404

7. Adminin- Employees 13 37 66 33 80 60 43 98
tration Birds per hour 275 425 500 746 832 895 1205 1258

Groups 1 to 7b Employees 198 572 969 724 1670 1403 1309 3088
Birds per hour 18.0 27.5 34.1 34.0 39.9 38.3 39.6 39.9

Groups 1 to 6c Employees 185 535 903 691 1590 1343 1266 2990
Birds per hour 19.3 29.4 36.5 35.6 41.9 40.0 40.9 41.2

`Output per worker in birds per hour was derived by dividing the total number of birds processed per hour, all plants, by
the total number of t,mployees used at a station of operation. Example for Receiving, Column 1, 3573 .15 = 238.

bOutput in whole birds per man-hour.cOutput
in whole birds per man-hour, excluding administrative employees.

f247 7RT 05.5, Trislli tem" era v rev
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UNIT: Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Water Volume

OBJECTIVE: To understand the importance of quality water in a large quantity.

REFERENCES:
Reqt" d
1. Poultry Products Technology, Mountney, pp. 98-105

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List the things water is used 'r in processing plants.
2. Give the advantages and disa,:vantages of surface water.
3. What causes water to be bard?
4. How is quality of water determined and why is it important?
5. Why is it desirable to separate feathers from waste water?
6. How much water is required per 1000 birds in plants which have disposal

systems that carry solid waste with water?
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: IntroOuction

TOPIC: The Poultry Processing and Distributing Industries

1. a. Use of ower driven overhead conveyors
b. Brain sticking
c. Scalding with agitated water
d. Eviscerating poultry at the processing plant
e. Freezing

2. It improved the quality of it.

3. a. Plants were witernized
b. Improved quality of processing
c. Ai pted better sanitation practices
d. Adopted strict quality control programs

4. Yes, some plants average more than 4,000 per hour,

U

963-1-1
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Introduction

TOPIC: Opportunities in the Industry

1. a. Hanging
b. Stunning
c. Bleeding
d. Scalding
e. Picking
f. Washing
g. Inspecting

2. D - 31
E - 21
B - 28
I - 31
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for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Introduction

TOPIC' The Poultry Processing Employee

963-1-3
Page 4

1. It determines to a great extent the fr;rnds you have where you spend
most of. your waking hours, the home you make, the community in which
you will live, the standard of living that you will maintain, and the
environment in which your children will be reared.

2. a Cleanliness of body
b. Cleanliness and neatness of clothes
c Cleanliness of mental attitudes

3. a. Hazes in pockets
b. Gloomy disposition
c. Slumped shoulders

3. a. Enthusiasm
b. Honesty and dependability
c. Initiative
d. Sense of humor
e Loyalty
f. Industry and ambition
a . Tact and courtesyg.
h. Friendliness and rheerfulness
i Willingness to cooperate
J. Punctuality
k: Self-confidence
1. Self-control
m. Business-like behavior
n. Willingness to work
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT Introduction

TOPIC Plant Safety and First Aid

1 It has one of the highest accidert rates.

963-1-4
Page 3

2 They should hate adequate guards 4..o prevent injury to personnel and emergency
switches should be located within easy reach

3 At strategic locations throughout the plant within easy reach, and
conspicuously displayed

Ti should be replaced or corrected immediately by a qualified repairman.

5 It could be the source of a fire, or harbor insects and rodents.
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IOULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLCYEE

UNIT Introduction

TOPIC Capital Outlay in the Processing Plant

1 From less than $200,000 for the smallest to more than $2,000,000

2 $4 85 to $4 10

963-1-6
Page 2

3 Building
Line equipment
Land. office equipment, ice machinery, handling equipment, frozen storage,
and utility equipment
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UNIT, Introduction

TOPIC: Poultry Promotional Organizations

963-1-7
Page 5

I. To get people to buy more poultry or to make the poultry industry more
profitable

2, They perform much the same with the difference being that state associa-
tions promote or represent their members on the state level, and national
organizations on a national level.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Inspection and Grading

TOPIC: Inspection

1. The Poultry Products Inspection Act is an Act of Congress which requires
mandatory inspection by the USDA of poultry and poultry products which
move in interstate or foreign commerce.

963-11-1
Page 2

2. The provisions of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act prevent the sale
of adulterated food, including poultry.

3. Poultry is considered to be diseased if organisms contain toxins dangerous to
the consumer, or the poultry contains morbid tissue caused by inflammation,
or the birds show evidence of a general systemic disturbance such as fever.

0 4. Sick birds should be condemned if possible before slaughter to prevent -

contamination of scald and chill water, processing equipment and other carcasses.

U

5. Ante-mortem inspection is the inspection before slaughter.

6. Ante-mortem inspection is to observe any evidence of disease before slaughter.

7. a. Dirty ruffled feathers
b. Swelling about the head and eyes
c. Swelling of the wattles
d. Lack of alertness or brightness of eyes
e. Gaping or sneezing
f. (1ff -color diarrhea
g. Skin lesions about the head and neck.
h. Sores on body surface
i. Markedly lacking in flesh.
j. Lameness
k. Enlarged bones
1, Birds that emit a:anormat eickly squawks

8. a. Birds unable to stand
b. Doughy feeling of the skin and flesh
c. Partial paralysis
d. Greatly enlarged abdomen
e. Reddish pt.rpie or pale comb
e,
A. :extremely thin birds
g. Difficult respiration
h. Enlargements of bones.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Inspection and Grading

TOPIC: Grading

1. Grades A, B, C. (No. 1, No.2, No. 3)

2. a. Conformation
b. Fleshing
c. Fat
d. Pinfeathers

963-11-2
Page 2

3. a. Conformation- refers to birds that have good flesh and fat covering.
b. Fleshing-refers to the amount of meat on the breast, thighs, and drum sticks.
c. Fat-refers to the amount of fat over the breast, back, hips, and pinbones.
d. Pinfeathers-pinfeathers are classified as protruding and non-protruding.

Non-protruding pinfeathers are not through the skin whereas protruding
pinfeathers are.

e. Defects- Common defects are such things as breast blister, heavy
callouses, bruises, insect bites and discolorations caused by picking
or scratches.

4. Freezer burn is a discoloration and pock marking of the skin caused by
dehydration of the skin during frozen storage.

5. The final quality of the bird will be determined by the individual factor
applied to it which has the lowest rating.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Inspection and Grading

TOPIC Grading Standards

1. a. Breastbone
b. Back
c. Legs and wings

2_ Well fleshed, moderately long and rounded breast

3. Fairly well fleshed on breast and legs

4. Poorly fleshed body

5. A quality -
B quality -
C quality -

6. A quality-
)3 quality -
C quality -

7. A quality -
B quality -
elsewhere
C quality -

8. A quality -
B quality -
C quality -

9, A quality
B quality
C quality -

10. A luality -
B quality -
C quality -

11 A quali'..y -
B quality
C quality -

Well covered on entire body
Fairly well :leshed on ;yeast and legs .

Poorly fleshed on entire body

Non-protruding-practically free, protruding pins - tree
Non-protruding - few scattered, protruding pins- tree
Non-protruding few scattered, protruding pins - free

963-11-3
Page 2

Cuts, Wars and missing skin on breast and legs-free, 1 1/2" elsewhere
Cuts, tears and missing skin on breast and legs 1 1/2" long; 3" long

No limit

Discolorations - breast and legs , 1" allowed - elsewhere 2
Breast and legs 2" - elsewhere 4"
No limit (as long as it is edible. )

Disjointed bones - 1 allowed
Disjointed bones - 1 or 2 (not broken)
Disjointed bones - No limit

Woken bones -
Broker bones -
Broke.' bones -

Missing parts
Missing parts
Missing ),arts

none allowed
1 non-protruding
no limit

- wing tips and tail
wing tips, second wing joint and tail

- wing tips, wings and tail
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UNIT: Inspection and Grading
TOPIC: Grading Standards
(Answer Sheet continued)

12. A quality - Freezer burn - few small 1/8" diameter
B quality - Freezer burn - moderate - not in excess of 1/2 ' diameter
C quality - Numerous pockmarks and large dried areas art allowed.
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UNIT Care and Use of Equipment

TOPIC- Operating Mechanical Equipment

1 a Synchronization of speed
b Replace missing shackles
c Replace defective shackles

2 a Check oil levels
b. Lubricate unit
c. Check belt tension
d- Check drive lugs
e Oil rollers if needed

3 a Check and replace drive lugs
b Remove excess conveyor chain
c Replace drive legs if needed
d Steam clean if necessary
e Clean and grease where needed

4 a Change oil in gear box
b. Clean track and chain Re-oil
c Clean drive unit

5 Clean pump impellers and check agitators

6 a Check belts
b Check pump packing for leaks
c. Check controls and thermometers

7 Check pulleys, impellers, rollers, and bearings for wear

8 a Replace belts if needed
b. Check controls
c Service steam valves

9 Grease reel bearings
Replace wo-n and broken fingers

963-111-1
Page 2



UNIT: Care and Use of Equipment
TOPIC: Operating Mechanical Equipment
(Answer Sheet cons...n34

10. a. Lubrication
b. Reel speed adjustment
c.. Belt tension

11. a. Check pulleys
b. Grease

12. Replace belts and pulleys when needt:d

13. Lubrication, belts, fingers, chains, and sprockets

14. a. Visual inspection
b. Keep clean
c. Check for overheating
d. Lubricate if required

15. Flab tank after use
Grease lift gear box
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UNIT Care and Use of Equipment

TOPIC. Chilling Equipment

963-111-3
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1, Chilled in cold running tap water, crushed ice, slush ice, slush ice
agitated with compressed air or a circulating pump, or in an on-the-line
chiller

2 400 internalnternal temperature - USDA regulation

3. Cold running water

The carcasses are completely immersed in the cooling medium

5. a. "Drag" chillers - The carcasses are dragged on suspended shackles
through the cooling media

b. Parallel - flow tumble system - A cylindrical revolving drum tumbles
the birds in the coolant.

c. Counterflow tumble chillers - The water flows in one direction
and the carcasses flow in the opposite direction

d. Oscillation vat chillers - Consists of two tanks - one for precocling
with tap water and the second tank !s cooled to 330-350.
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UNIT Care and Use of Equipment

TOPIC- Knives and Scissors

1 Safety and more efficient work

Grinding. honing, steeling

3 To prevent the metal from overheating

4 Shank removal, remove oil glands, carcass orening, vent removal, removing
pin feathers, sticking, bleeding, braining, cutting, boning, and disjointing

963-111-4
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5 By using a wire mesh glove on his hand.

6. Knives should be cleaned in hot water and stored in a safe place when not
in use .

7, Heart and liver removal. bile sac removal, trimming the viscera away
from the gizzard and splitting the gizzard

8 Vent removal, abdominal splitting
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UNIT- Sanitation

TOPIC, Sanitize r s

1, By spraying the surface with a 200 PPM chlorine 5olution.

2. It deteriorates rapidly when t comes :;n contact with organ2c matter
and It leaves no residue or food products.

3. It dect eases the number of bacteria on carcasses 2"-..d ectlipment,
eliminates slime, corrosion, plant odors, and reduces clean-up
time and labor by approximately one-third.

4, As much as 90%

5. Causes eye and nasal irritation

6. a, Alkaline
b; Acid types

7.. Sodium Carbonate

8. To remove scale caused by the minerals found in hard water

9. To kill bacteria, fungi, and other microorganisms which remain on
the surfaces of equipment after it has been cleaned

IO_ Chlorine, hydrogen peroxide, iodine, and quaternary ammonium
compounds
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Sanitation

TCPIC: Cleaning Eanipment
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Page 2

1. Premises should be kept free from refuse, waste materials, and all
other sources of objectional odors and conditions.

2. They should be cleaned reguarly and the manure removed from the
plant daily.

3. At leay.it once . .ach day

4. Daily

5. Removal of soil, grease, and other debris by use of water, steam,
J or hot water

6. Use only those that have received prior approval. Example: Alkaline
detergent

7. Litmus paper

8. After each use

9. After each use

10. Shall wear clean garments, suitable head covering, keep hands and
fingernails clean and be free of infected cuts, boils, or open sores
on hands
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UNIT Sanitation

TOPIC Cleaning Plant

I Clean with a good household abrasive cleaner, rinse with water, use a special
prepared acid solution for removing stains and Scale deposits

2 la) Hypochlorite type
4b) Chloramine type

3. To kill molds, bacteria, and yeast

4 They are used where organic matter is present, and where eating into the
metal is a problem

E 200 ppm

6. 20 oz
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Sanitation

TOPIC: Bacterial Control

I. (a) Pathogens - can produce disemses in humans
fib) Non-pathogens - not associated with a recognized disease

2_ (a) Salmonella
(b) Streptococci

963-IV-4
Page 2

3. (a) Staphylococcus
(14 Clostridium

4, Salmonella

5. ta) Botulism
1b) Tularemia
(c) Tuberculosis
(d) Brucellosis
(e) Leptospirosis

6. (a) Those that cause food spoilage
(b) Those that do not cause spoilage

7. (a)
(b)
(c)
id)

Soil and fecal material on the feet and feathers
Intesfaal contents
Scalding operations
Method of chilling carcasses

8. (a) Proper storage temperature of poultry carcasses
(b) The scalding operation
(c) Carcass chill method
(d) Cleanliness of processing equipment
(e) pH of chilling media
(f) Use of preservatives
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY PROCLMING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT- Sanitaticn

TOPIC: Insect and Rodent Control

I (a) Proper construction of building and equipment
(b) Elimination of attractants
(c) Contzol of stored items
(d) Temperature and moisture control
(e) Control of surroundings

2. VIP !louse fly

963-IV-5
Page 2

3 Control consists of eliminating all breeding areas such as drainage, manure,
offal, blood, stagnant water, and other organic matter.

4 Chlorate, polybrate and borax - as dust or sprays

5. (a) Bar entry
(b) Remove source of food and shelter
(c) Destroy animals that have entered

6. Requires prompt disposal of refuse, viscera, blood, and other waste material

7. Trapping and poisoning

8. Increase chance of accidental contamination of food material
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for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT Steps in Processing

TOPIC Selection of Live Birds

963- V-1
Page 2

I. The quality of the processed bird can only be as good as the live bird_

2 Age, fleshing, fat. waste. deformities health

3 Fleshing refers to the lean meat portion of the body ana fat is the outer
covering of fat over the body.

4 He is alert bright eyed, vigorous, bright comb of good texture glossy
plumage, and clean dry feathers around the vent and close fi+ting around
the body

5 Any defect causing a bird to be unfit for human consumption.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT. Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Processing Poultry Principles

1 (a) Buying
(b) Assembling
icy Weighing - shrinkage
(d) Slaughtering and defeathering
(e) Eviscerating
(I) Sorting carcasses
(g) Chilling
(h) Ice packing
(i) Packaging
(j) Storage
(k) Additional processing and preservation
(1) Removal or utilization of by-products
(m) Marketing of products

963-V-2
Page 6

-
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT Steps in Processing

TOPIC Handling Birds Prior to Dressing

1 (at Easier to catch
'IA Struggle less
(c) Settle down in coops faster
o'd; In the summer, the weather is cooler . t night

2 The truck driver

963- V .3
Page 2

3 Shrinkage is the weight lost in travel from the farm to the processing plant

4 The truck with empty coops is weighed at the nearest public scales to the farm
before going to the farm After loading, the truck returns to the scales, is
reweighed and the difference determined for the weight of the poultry

5- They should be taken off feed, but given all the clean water they want
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for

MOVIE it' PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Bleeding Practices

963-V-4
Page 2

1. It can cause incomplete bleeding and prolonged breathing with the bird inhaling
water from the scalding tank. The bird is then contaminated and may be
rejected. Other signs of poor bleeding are red over the neck, shoulders,
wings, and feather follicles, and visceral blood vessels filled with blood.

2. Birds become excited, hot and nervous. They then bleed slower and not as
completely.

3. (a) "Modified Kosher" killed birds are those where the jugular vein is severed
just below the jowls so that the windpipe and esophagus remain uncut.

(b) Decapitation is the cutting off of the head. This is seldom used.
(c) Severing the veins in the roof of the mouth.
(d) Sticking the brain with an electric knife.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT Steps in Processing

TOPIC Dry Picking, Debraining, Roughing, and Scalding Practices

I. Stunning relaxes muscles preventing birds from flopping on the line thus
reducing bruises and splattering of blood.

2. Debrai.ng is a term used when the brain is stuck with a knife to relax the
muscles controlling the feathers. Birds can then be scalded at a lower
temperature.

3. It leaves the skin intact and permits different methods of chilling and packing
A disadvantage is that birds are harder to pick and require more hand -
pinning or more pickers on the processing line .

4. Scalding, machine picking, hand pinning, singeing, and washing

5. Higher temperature water makes feathers easier to remove arid lowers
the quality of the carcass.
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT'. Steps in Processing

TOPIC. Drawing or Full Dressing

1. Removing shanks and oil glands

2. Positioning refers to the methods used in moving birds through the eviscerating
lines and the way they are suspended by the shackles.

3. To avoid contamination, to facilitate inspection, and to retain the identity.

4.. Heart, liver , gizzard

5. Hand rake, a vacuum system

6. It helps to increase shelf-life.

---,
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT Steps in Processing

TOPIC` Chilling Methods

1. Cold running water; crushed ice; slush ice; slush ice agitated with compressed
Or or a circulating pump or in an on-the-line chiller

o
2. 40 °F.

3. cap "Drag'' chillers
(bp Parallel-flow tumble chillers
(c? Counter-flow tumble chillers
pd) Oscillating vat chillers

4 The birds are first placed in water for cooling, and then placed in a slush ice.

5. With water, the carcasses are completely covered with the cooling medium and
with ice, only parts of the carcass are in contact with the ice.

6. By pumping the water and by agitating the carcasses
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for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT; Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Packaging Methods and Materials

1, It helps to increase tales if it is attractive.

2. So bloody water from the free water and ice will not drain into the
i:e or packing material

3. The wire-bound box (inside dimensions - 22" x 16" x 10")

4. Frozen and sealed in plastic bags

5 The rate of dehydration is higher, thus a loss in pounds of meat.

6 (a) Wire-bound wood crates
(b) Plastic and wax implegnated, fiberboard containers
(c) Corrugated container with polyethylene interior liner
(d) Wire baskets and sheet metal containers

7. Usually placed in heat-shrinkable plastic bags, all air is removed,
the bag is sealed and trimmed, then dipped in water at 195°400 F.

8. Waxed cardboard boxes, aluminum containers, and edible coatings

9
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for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Steps in Processing

TOPIC: Storing

963-V-9
Page 2

I. It has helped equalize the supply and demand for poultry products and makes it
possible to provide consumers with a much larger variety of fresh and prepared
food.

2. Cool storage - above freezing (32- 45°F)
Frozen storage - 0°F. or below ( -40°- 0°F.)

3. (a) Controlled temperature (little or no fluctuation)
(b) Proper air circulation - maintain a uniform temperatur i throughout the

storage area to help control mold growth
(c) Proper moisture control - to prevent undue losses of moisture
(d) Control air composition - maintain reasonably high humidity at low temper-

atures and provide fresh air free of odors and undestructible gases

4. Sharp freezing produces larger ice crystals

5. Color is affected by scalding - Hot scalding will cause skin to peel and the
meat will be darker when frozen. Slow freezing also causes a dark carcass.
Fast freezing produces a lighter colored carcass.

6. (a) Length of time held before freezing,
(b) Aging
(ci Freezing
(d) Thawing

7. (a) Still-air freezing
(b) Blast freezing
(c) Liquid freezing
(d) Freezing with liquefied gases
(e) Plate freezing
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: By-Products Utilization

TOPIC: Removal From Plant

1. 'leads, feet, and inedible viscera

2. Intestinal tract, lung, spleen, windpipe, preen gland, and the reproductive
organs

3. Fish bait, fertilizer, rendered for blood meal; in many cases it is
donated to renderers for the hauling.

4, Domestically grown fur-bearing animals, pet foods, fish hatcheries,
hog food

5. Remove the danger of transmitting pathogenic organisms

6. Fertilizer, litter

7. Bedding, ornaments, sporting equipment, fillers for chemical fertilizers
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: By-Products Utilization

TOPIC: Rendering Plant and Methods of Rendering

963-VI-2
Page 2

1, a. First a large portion of the water is evaporated in a dry-rendering
cooler.

b. The material is further reduced to about 8% moisture
c. The dehydrated material is then pressed to remove excess fat,

to about 10%.
d. Then ground to 8-12 mesh screen size

2. a. Keep water content of offal to a minimum
b. Keep feathers out of offal
c. Keep crop and gizzard contents separate
d. Clean viscera to remove impurities
e. Use chemicals to keep down odors

3. a. Blood meal
b. Dry rendered by-products such as heads, feet, intestines, etc.
c. Dry feathers
d. Mixed poultry by-products
e. Fat
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT; Distribution

TOPIC! Containers

1. a.) Wooden wire-bound crates
(bi Corrugated paraffin -lined containers
(cl Polyethylene coated, cardboard containers
(do Metal containers

2. 60 to 70 pounds of poultry and 20-30 pounds of ice

3. (a) Easy to handle
(b) Easy to stack
(c) Ease of packing
(d) Good drainage and ventilation of melted ice from the crates
(e) Crates are resistant to moisture damage

4 (a) Water may drip into the crates below
(b) It requires a paper liner
(c) Ice must be removed before broilers are
(d) Disposal of wooden boxes

5 (a) One-piece regular container
(b) One-piece container with interlocking top
(0 The full telescope container

963-V11-1
Page 2

6. They are usually lined with disposable polyethylene liners; main advantage
is low cost and can be reused .
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT'. Distribution

TOPIC: Wholesalers

1. Plastic bags that are heat shrinkable

2. By use of a vacuum

3. The package shrinks up to 50% in size and molds itself to the contour of the
product, making a neater display.

0 0
4. 195 - 200 F.

5. Packed in bulk containers in ice then shipped on refrigerated trucks to the
) retailer

____,

6 By applying edible coatings

7. By packing them in moisture-proof bulk containers

i )
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT Distribution

TOPIC Retailers

1 It is packaged in trays made from fiber backing board, pulp cardboard, or
plastic trays, or in rectangular cardboard boxes

2. Packed in fiber or plastic trays, then overwrapped with a plastic film

3. 80%

4. In packing cut-up poultry, the neck, giblets, and back are placed in the
bottom of the tray; wings are placed parallel to the front sides of the tray
and the breast is placed over the back; the thighs are placed along each
side of the breast toward the back of the tray.

5. Fryers - 5-1/2" x 8"
Baking hens - 5" x 10"

6. Pliofilm and cellophane represent about 98% of the film used.

7. (a) Discoloration
(b) Unattractive packages
(c) Broken film
(d) Spoilage
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT: Distribution

TOPIC. Displays

1. (a) Displays
(b) Advertising

2. To increase sales

3. The most attractive displayed poultry product is likely to be purchased first.

4. Lack cf time, the item is en special and the manager often looses interest in
the commodity because of low profit, lack of display space, etc.

5 It has been suggested that the consolidation of all poultry products to one area
in the food store would increase the sales.

6.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

UNIT: Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Quality Control

963-VIII-1
Page 2

I. (a) Handling live birds before slaughter
(b) Damage to the carcass during p....;...ossing
(c) Loss of quality becpuse of poor or prolonged storage conditions

The yield and/or g - e may be reduced if the carcass has to be trimmed or
parts removed.

3. (a) Time in transit from loading to market
(b) The ration fed
(e) The sex (males lose more than females)
(d) Changes in temperature and humidity
(e) Crowding in coops

4. On the breast and legs; the fleshy parts are the most expensive.

5. Tears, poor bleeding, overscalding, disfigurement, contamination.
Freezer burn, rancidity, off-flavors, pink meat in cooked poultry.
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT. Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Line Speeds

1 The number of birds processed in an hour is divided by the number of workers
on the line,

2, (a) Increased productivity
(b) High quality performance
(c) Better sanitation (employees wash their hands more often)
(d) Reduced worker fatigue

3 At or slightly below elbow height

4 12 to 15 inches in front of the worker

5. The methods and equipment yielding the highest production rate per worker
consistent with good workmanship, rather than striving for the greatest
total production,
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UNIT: Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Cost Per Shackle

I. Repairs and maintenance, rent depreciation, interest, taxes, and insurance

2, (a) 900 - 1,499 capacity

3 (a) Building: $224, 000

4. Eviscerating

5. Land, buildings, line equipment, office and handling equipment, ice machinery ,

6. Not unless it allows you to process the birds cheaper

(l3) Wages and salaries

(b) Building

and frozen storage and utility equipment

Equipment: $224, 000

Equipment:

POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE

Answer Sheet
for

96963 - VIII --3Agricultural Education
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POULTRY PROCESSING PLANT EMPLOYEE
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UNIT_ Plant Operation Economics

TOPIC: Water Volume

1 Scalding, washing carcasses and equipment, making ice, sluch ice chilling,
cooking, carrying waste, and use by plant personnel

2, Advantage. Hardness is not a problem in most cases, and it is more readily
available.
Disadvantage: Contamination (mud, organic matter, chemicals* sewage, man-
ufacturing plant wastes)

3 The presence of minerals such as calcium and magnesium salts

4. Quality is determined by chemical analysis to identify any microorganisms,
organic matter, colors and undesirable flavor, and odors that should not
come in contact with food

5 Feathers become a problem in drainage systems when not separated because
they clog and stop normal water flow,

6 8.000 gallons for each 1000 birds
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6.

5.

4. As a result of the many changes and developments in the processing industry

3. It is possible to process more than birds per hour in some

2. is a method used to kill poultry that causes

1. Processing plants are providing the consumers with a high quality food as a
direct result of

,-...:

Date:

processing plants.

it has become highly

the feathers to be relaxed.

THE POULTRY PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTING INDUSTRIES

Stude

Topic Test
on

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

School:

and competitive.

laws.

Page 3
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
OD

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INDUSTRY

School:

Score:

1. Are there opportunities for advancement to supervisory jobs?

2. Do workers normally have more than one Job to do, or are they specialized?

3. Do processors have additional work in slack seasons for some workers who
prove to be good employees?

4. Using the trends of recent years as a guide , do you think the poultry industry
will grow? Why?

5.

6.
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THE POULTRY PROCESSING EMrLOYEE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

963-1-3
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1. The vocation you choose can determine the community in which
you live.

2. The beginning salary is the most important thing to consider about
a job.

3. Attitude is an important part of good grooming.

4. Enthusiasm about your work is a desirable characteristic
looked for by employers , foremen, and supervisors.

5. In order to achieve success you must have a sincere desire for
success.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

PLANT SAFETY AND FIRST AID

Student: School:

Date: Score:

963-1-4
Page 4

Indicave by each statement True of False.

1. A nurse will always be available in the plant.

2. Only sharp knives are dangerous.

3. The supervisor will be able to operate the fire extinguisher so there
is no reason to know where it is.

4. All modern equipment has safety guards to make it impossible for
the user to get hurt.

5. It's not necessary to follow instructions when using such chemicals
as floor cleaners.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

CAPITAL OUTLAY IN THE PROCESSING PLANT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

963-1-5
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1. Does capital outlay include salaries to personnel?

2. What makes up the total capital outlay?

3.

4.
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Topic Test
on ..

MARKET TERMINOLOGY

School:

Score

963-1-6
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Match the following:

1. USDA Grade A. Freezing with a continuous blast
of cold air around the meat

2. Tears B. Drawn bird bound tightly

3. Retailer C. Removing the feathers from
the bird

4. Sticking D. Liver, heart, and gizzard

5. Plucking E Head, feet, viscera, and oil
sac removed

6. Undrawn F. Bled and plucked only

7. Singed G. Places of business that sell
directly to the consumer

8. Trussed H. The act of cutting blood vessels
to bleed the bird

9. Giblets I. Burning the hair-like feathers
on the bird

10. Drawn J. Breaks in the skin of birds
causing them to be graded down

11. K. Certification of specific quality
by a technically trained government
grader

12. L

M.
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Topic Test
On

POULTRY PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

963-1-7
Page 6

1. Who does the "National Broiler Council" represent?

2. Who does the "National Turkey Federation" represent?

3. Do some of the promotional organizations have "overlapping" or the same
objectives?

4.

5.

A
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Topic Test
on

INSPECTION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

963-II-1
Page 4

1. The Ibultry Products Act is an Act of Congress that sets the standards for
mandatory inspection of poultry and poultry products that move in interstate
or foreign trade.

2. The provisions of The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act are designed
to prevent the sale of adulterated food including poultry.

3. Ante- mortem is the inspection process before dressing or slaughter.

4. Post-mortem examination takes place after the dressing or butchering
process.

5. Sick birds should be condemned before slaughter to prevent contamination
of scald and chill water, processing equipment and other carcasses.

6.

7.

s

4
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on

GRADING

Student: School:

963-11-2
Page 3

Date: Score:

Fill

I.

2.

in the blanks with the correct word

Dressed and ready-to-cook poultry
and .

or words.

are graded for ,

are: , andThe grades of ready-to-cook poultry

3. refers to the amount of flesh and fat covering.

4. Pinfeathers are classified as and

(_..) 5. The final quelity
to it which has the

the bird will be determined by the individual factor applied
.

6.

7.

0
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Topic Test
On

GRADING STANDARDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

963-11-3
Page 4

1. The A quality bird is well fleshed with a moderately long and rounded
breast.

2. The C quality bird can have a seriously crooked back and a poorly
fleshed body.

3. Fat covering is only considered on the breast on the A quality bird.

4. The A quality bird must be free of pr ruding pinfeathers on the
entire body area.

5. The-1 is no limit to the cuts , tears, and missing skin parts on the C
quality bird.

6. Disjointed bones are not allowed on the A quality bird.

7. The B quality bird is allowed one non-protruding broken bone.

8. There is no limit to the number of broken bones in the C quality bird.

9. On the B quality bird wing tips ,second wing joint and tail can be missing.

10. Freezer burns are not to be considered when determining the quality
of ready-to-rook poultry.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

OPERATING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Student: School'

Date: Score.

Indicate by each statement True or False:

963-111-1
Page 4

1. The shackles on the conveyors should be checked daily
for missing and defective parts

2, Checking oil levels and lubrication are very essential
maintenar ce jobs in the use of conveyors.

3 Pump imp3llers on the scalder should be cleaned daily.

Worn and broken fingers should be repaired daily on the
picking machine.

5. Belt tension, belt 'Alignment, pump packing glands, and
roller guides should be checked daily in the overall
maintenance program

6. Eic:;:tric motors should be checked periodically for over-
heb..tm

7

8.
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7.

Student:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

Date:

Teaching Materials Center

4. External carcass temperature is the most important consideration

5. Continuous on-the-line chillers have been developed to speed

6.

2. Poultry carcasses should be chilled to at least 33° F.

3. Cold running tap water is a very satisfactory method for preliminary

I. Poultry carcasses can best be chilled with crushed ice alone.

chilling.

when chilling poultry carcasses.

up the operation of carcass chilling.

CHILLING EQUIPMENT

Topic Test

_

on

School:

Score:

963-III-3
Page 3
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Student:

Date:
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Topic Test
on

KNIVES AND SCISSORS

Indicate by each statement True or False.

School:

Score:

1. A sharp knife is safer to use and can be used more efficiently.

2. Steeling a knife is the final process of putting a cutting edge on
a knife

3. Water or oil should be used when sharpening a knife to prevent
overheating and changing the temper in the blade .

4. Knives should be cleaned with live steam in order to get them
properly cleaned.

5. Knives should be carried loose in the pocket for quick use.

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

SANITIZER S

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False

L Chlorine is an ideal sanitizer for use in food processing
plant'i because it deteriorates rapidly when it comes in
contact with organic matter and it leaves no residue in or
on food products,

2. Chlorine reduces bacteria counts by as much as 90% on equip-
ment and working surfaces.

3. Chlorine in concentrations above the 20 PPM will cause eye
and nasal irritations.

4. Chlorine breaks down in the presence of organic matter,
therefor.: it is a good substitute for cleanliness.

5. Detergents are classified as alkaline or acid types.

6, Acid detergents are used primarily for removing scale caused
by the minerals found in hard water.

7. Sanitizers are compounds used to kill bacteria, fungi, and
other microorganisms which remain on the surface of equip-
ment after it has been cleaned.

8. Chlorine is a good example of a commonly used sanitizer.

9.

10.
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Topic Test
on

CLEANING EQUIPMENT

Student, School.

Date: Score:

Indicate by each of the following either True or False

L Chilling or defrosting tanks shall be emptied after each use.

2 Rubbish in the plant and surrounding areas and weeds should
all be eliminated since they are not only a source of fire but
because thcy also harbor insects and rodents.

3 The use of litmus paper is an effective means of determining
the presence of alkali or acid residue resulting from the use
of cleaning agents.

4. Scalding tanks should be cleaned at least once a day when in
nse and more often if necessary.

5, Only acid detergents should be used in a poultry plant to clean
equipment.

6.

7,
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CLEANING PLANT

School:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

Score:

963-IV-3
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..1. A cold water pre-rinse should be used to get Wood off.

2. A good general purpose alkaline cleaner is a suitable compound for
most cleaning Jobs.

3. Hypochlorite solutions are good sanitizera where organic matter is
a problem.

4. A 200 ppm sanitizing solution is ideal for soakitig wooden equipment.

5. Metal sponges and wire brushes should not be used on equipment
because of damage.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

BACTERIAL CONTROL

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

I. Salmonella is the most important group of bacteria found in poultry
which can cause human illness.

2. Tularemia is another example of a bacterial disease transmissible
to humans from poultry.

3. Soil and fecal material on the feet and feathers of birds and their
intestinal contents are the main sources of bacterial contamination.

4. The scalding operation is one area where bacterial contamination is
spread during processing.

5. The effect of chilling on bacterial populations depends to a large extent
upon the conditions under which the carcasses are chilled,

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL

Student: School:
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Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Continuous preventive control is the best way to control rodents.

2. Birds that show evidence of disease should be medicated Just before
being slaughtered.

3. Chlorate, polybrate, or borax can be dusted or sprayed on breeding
places to prevent development of fly larvae.

4. Label directions should be followed very closely when adding a drug
to poultry drinking water.

5.

6.
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Topic Test
OR

SELECTION OF LIVE BIRDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or False.

963-V-1
Page 3

1. Methods and skills used in processing can lower the quality and
grade of the carcass, but they cannot improve upon that which
the live bird possessed.

2. The age of a bird has nothing to do with the quality of its carcass.

3. A crooked breast is a deformity.

4. Fleshing can be checked by feeling the size of the breast, thighs,
and legs.

5. Broken bones may cause a bird to be rejected.

6.

7.

4
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

HANDLING BIRDS PRIOR TO DRESSING

School:

Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

963-V-3
Page 3

1. Birds loaded at night are more excitable.

2. Turkeys can be loaded without catching individually by hand and
lifted into coops.

3. Turkeys are usually loaded on trucks the evening before they are to
be processed.

4. The truck driver is responsible for birds until they are safely
unloaded at the plant.

5. The only damage done by birds flopping their wings is that you may
get slapped in the face.

6.

7.

L)
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Topic Test
on

BLEEDING PRACTICES

Student: School:

763 V 4
Page 3

rate: Score:

1. How does bleeding affect the keeping quality of birds?

2. How can improper bleeding cause a bird to be re:pected?

3. After picking, if the bird has red spots over the
by poor bleeding?

wings, could it be caused

4. Will bruises affect the bleeding?

5.

6.
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Student

Date:

Topic Test
on

DRY PICKING, DEBRAINING, ROUGHING, AND
SCALDING PRACTICES

School:

Score:

963-V-5
Page 3

I. Do you have to scald poultry before they can be picked?

2. Does hard-scald cause the skin to peel?

3. What is the ad rantage of dry-picking?

4. What is the purpose of singeing?

5. Does stunning loosen the feathers?

6.

7.

0
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4. How are the carcassem sorted?

li

7.

5. Why aren't giblets stuffed before chilling in tumbling type chillers?

S.

Student:

Date:

2. Why is it necessary to identify the viscera with the bird it came from?

3. How are the lunge removed?

1. When is the vent removed?

Teaching Materials Center

DRAWING OR FULL DRESSING

Topic Test
on

School:

Score:

963-V-6
Page 3

4
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Teaching Materials Center Page 3

Topic Test
on

CHILLING METHODS

Student: School:

Date : Score:

1. What is the purpose of agitating water in the vat?

2. What is the difference between parallel-flow tumble chillers and counter-flow
tumble chillers?

3. What is the U. S. D. A. regulation on chilling temperature of the internal car-
cass?

4. What method of chilling is used where you work?

5. How long does it take to chill carcasses where you work?

6.

7.

''..IMII.0,
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Agricultural Education 963-V-8
Teaching Materials Center Page 3

Topic Test
on

PACKAGING METHODS AND MATEIIIA-.S

Student: School:

Date. Score:

1. What does tray packing refer to most often?

2. Why is it important to be sure all air is removed from plastic bags
containing frozen poultry before sealing?

3. Are broiler chickens packaged and shipped to retailers fresh or
frozen most often?

4. Which type of bulk container has been most popular for handling
chilled poultry?

5. How are whole frozen turkeys usually packaged?
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Topic Test
on

STORING

Student. School:
M.M.IMI10,wra-11111PliMINIMr.INWMMIL

Date, Score;

Indicate by each statement true or false

=111=-

963-V-9
Page 3

1. Poultry can deteriorate in quality during freezing or during frozen
storage.

Color of the carcass, drip and bone darkening are not influenced by
the conditions under which the carcasses are frozen.

3 Poultry can be frozen in air, or liquid, or on refrigerated plates.

4. Mechanical refrigeration can be used for either cool storage or fro-
zen storage.

5. The size and shape of a package will not affect the time required to
freeze if you keep the air moving.

6. There are several disadvantages to liquid freezing.

7. Plate freezing is used primarily for freezing packaged poultry such as
poultry pies and dinners.

8. A large storage area is necessary to store poultry in comparison to
the space required for the line operation.

9.

10.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

REMOVAL FROM PLANT

Indicate by each statement True or False:

School:

Score:

963-VI-1
Page 3

IMMONNIM.

1. Poultry offal should be cooked before feeding to remove the
danger of transmitting pathogenic organisms.

2. Poultry offal consists of heads, feet, and inedible viscera.

3. Blood can be utilized for fish bait, fertilizer, or rendered
for blood meal due to its high protein content.

4. Fertilizer is the most important use made of poultry manure.

5. Feathers make good fertilizer because they decompose and
release nitrogen slowly.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

RENDERING PLANTS AND METHODS OF RENDERING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

963-VI-2
Page 3

1. What use is made of blood at the poultry processing plant where you work?

2. What disposition is made of the poultry fat at your training station?

3. What use is made of the head, viscera, and shanks at your training station?

4. How are feathers utilized at your training station?

5. How are dead-on-arrival birds disposed of?

1,:
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student

Topic Test
on

COTTA 'NE RS

School:

Date; Score:===.== 4==== ,=..,=====1========s=0====1 =

963-V11-1
Page 3

MIRMINM11111111.0011111Milm-

1. Outline the procedure that is used at your training station for bulk handling of
broilers or turkeys.

mm=1.M46.11= IM4===a.

===y=r=f6=11====eO.4=1======aMbiloss.

2. What kind of bulk containers are used at your station?

3. How many birds do you pack per container?

-1==n1=1.1

4. How much ice is used at your station to pack each container?

-Avartilvanam. :=11M1m11.1.. ..
IMWIlt

5. How long is poultry generally packed before it reaches the consumer?

=:======m=111.1=.
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Student:

Date.

11=e=11MINfaMmualMlb

Topic Test
on

WHOLESALERS

School:

Score:

963 -VII -2
Page 3

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. The wrapped poultry carcass is immersed in 195° - 200°F. water to
remove air pockets and wrinkles.

2. The vacuum method is the only process that is used to draw air from
the bag before sealing ready-to-cook poultry.

3. One way of extending the shelf-life of poultry or turkey carcasses is
the application of an edible coating.

4. Packaging and freezing will improve the quality of poultry.

5. Aluminum containers have found widespread use for packaging pre-
cooked, frozen poultry products.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

RETAILERS

963-VII-3
Page 3

Student: School:

Date. Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Eighty percent of the broilers in 1958 were marketed as whole carcasses.

2. Unattractive packages is the number one cause for having to remove
cut-up poultry from the display case.

3. When wrapping cut-up poultry, as much air as possible should be
excluded in order to maintain quality.

4. The manner in which a retailer packages cut-up poultry will largely
determine whether or not the housewife will purchase it.

5. Most cut-up poultry is retailed in the frozen state.

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

DISPLAYS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

963-VII-4
Page 4

i.... Even though a product is neatly displayed, quality is not of importance.

2. Promotion, advertising, and attractive displays are very important in
the marketing of poultry products.

3. Poultry promotional o* .nizations are of the opinion that the sale of
poultry products could oe increased if food stores would display all
poultry items in one place.

4. The lack of space, time, and interest are the main causes of pa
displays.

5. Neat displays should be of interest to tt retailer only.

6.

7.
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Topic Test

on
QUALITY CONTROL

Student: School:

963-VIII-1
Page 3

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement true or false.

1. A breast blister is an open sore and must be removed from the
carcass,

_2,, Tears that occur during 1..he picking operation will not lower the
grade

3. Shrinkage refers to weight lost between the time the birds are picked
up at the farm and the time they arrive in the pro.:assing plant.

0 t. The length of time birds are immersed in hot water for scalding has
no effect on the quality of the carcass

5: Contamination may t the result of oil from the equipment usea
coming in contact with the carcass,

11111111 High humidity in freeze :s will hi.lp reduce freezer burns.

7. It does not matter if the temperature fluctuates considerably in the
freezer as long as it is below 32°F.

8.

9.

0
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Topic Test
on

LINE SPEEDS

963-VIII-2
Page 3

Student: School:

Date Score:

indicate by each statement true or false.

1. Birds per man-hour can be mere important thin total production.

2. Worker fatigue can be reduced by good wo.4.c station layout.

3. Work station layout has no effect on total production.

4. W ricers should be elevated so that their hands work at about elbow
level or below.

0 5. Distance between work. r and his work was not a factor in production
performance tests.

0

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

COST PER SHACKLE

Student: School:

Date: Score:
ml.,.111111001M1 1111.11110 Mlml.r

Inixwmi....- .......ib

963 VIII -3
Page 5

1, What is the line rate or number of birds processed at your plant? Give the
number according to classes of birds slaughtered.

1111111ft M....1,

2 What Is the difference between capital investment and fixed costs?

1.1

_
_ ...
3. If you increase the size of a plant to double the number of birds that you can

11111y

process, will it automatically double the number of employees?

t What is the highest expense item in a processing plant?

5. Will the cost of processing always be lowered by replacing man-power with
equipment? Why?

6.

7.
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Student.

Date-

Topic Test
on

WATER VOLUME

j........yromar....

School:

Score:

1.1111,

963-VIII-4
Page 3

. Liot the different uses of water where you work,

2 What type waste disposal system does the plant in which you work have?
Describe it briefly,

4,
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

THE POULTRY PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTING INDUSTRIES

I. Mandatory inspection
2. Brain sticking
3. 4,000

Specialind

Answer Sheet to Test
on

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INDUSTRY

Page 4

963-1-2
Page 5

1. Yes
2. They are specialized,
3. Yes
4 Yes. It has shown rapid growth and development, and -,th these developments

there shr.Ild be increaced demands for poultry products.
5.
6.
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1. Tree
2. False
3- True
4. True
'5. True
6.

1. False
2. False
t,.) rAige
4. False
5. False
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

THE POULTRY PROCESSING EMPLOYER

Answer Sheet to Teat
on

PLANT SAFETY AND FIRST AID

963-1-3
Page 6

963-1-4
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
On

CAPITAL OUTLAY IN THE PROCESSING PLANT

1. No
2. Building

Line equipment
Land, office equipment, ice machinery, handling equipment, frozen
storage, and utility equipment

3.
4.

Answer Sheet to Test
On

MARKET TIRMINOLOGY

1. K
2. J
3. G
4, H
5. C
6. F
7. I
8. B
9. D

10 E
11.
12.

963-1-5
Page 4

963-1-6
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

POULTRY PROMOTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

1. Broiler industry
2. The turkey industry of the nation
3. Yes

963-1-7
Page 7
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1. True
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. True
10. False
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

GRADING STANDARDS
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1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True
6. True
7.
8.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

OPERATING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

963-111-1
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

SANITIZ ER S

L True
2. True
3. Trite
4, False
5. True
6: True
7. True
8. True
9.
10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANING EQUIPMENT

1. True
:t. True
3, True

True
5- False
6.
7.

963-IV-1
Page 4

963-IV-2
Page 4
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1. True
2. True
3. raise
4. True
5. True
6.
7.

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANING PLANTS ".

Answer Sheet to Test
on

BACTERIAL CONTROL

963-IV-3
Page 7

963-IV-4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

INSECT AND RODENT CONTROL

I. T

2. F

3. T

4. T

5.

6.

963-IV-5
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

SELECTION OF LIVE BIRDS

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. True
5. True
6.
7.
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1. F
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. F
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

HANDLING BIRDS PRIOR TO DRESSING

"'Answer Sheet to Test
on

BLEEDING PRACTICES

963-V-3
Page 4

963-V-4
Page 4

1. If properly and thoroughly bled, the carcass will have better keeping quality.
2. It may still be breathing when it goes into the scalding tank and inhale some

water, becoming contaminated.
3. Yes
4. Yes, the bruised area will be darkened , indicating the presence of blood.
5.
6.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

DRY PICKING, DEBRAINING, ROUGHING, AND
SCALDING PRACTICES

1. No
2. Yes
3. The skin keeps its natural color.
4. Singeing is to remove the hair frim the carcass.
5. No
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

DRAWING OR FULL DRESSING

963-V-5
Page 4

963-V-6
Page 4

1. After opening the body cavity
2. In case of contamination, disease, etc. , the bird from which it came could

be identified and rejected.
3. With a hand rake or vacuum pump
4. According to weight
5. The giblets will fall out when tumbling.
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CHILLING METHODS

963-V-7
Page 4

1. It increases the rate of cooling.
2. Parallel-flow pumps water in the direction carcasses are moving.

Counter-flow pumps water in the opposite direction of carcass movement.
3. 40oF.
4.
5.
6.
7.

963-V-8
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PACKAGING METHODS AND MATERIALS

1. Cut-up, ready-to-cook chickens are most often the meat packaged in this
manner.

2. The presence of air will cause the meat to deteriorate.
3. Fresh
4. Wire-bound wood crates
5. In plastic bags with air se. '.ed out and with the bag heat-shrunk to the

carcass.
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
- on

STORING

I. T
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. F
6. T
7. T
8. T
9.

10.
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I. True
2. True .

3. True
4. True
5. True
6.
7.

.-
Answer Sheet to Test

on
REMOVAL FRC M PLANT

Answer Sheet to Test
on

RENDERING PLANT AND METHODS OF RENDERING

963-VI-1
Page 4

963-VI-2
Page 4

Answers to questions will depend upon indivi..ual situation at training school.
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1. T
2. F
3. T
4. F
5. T
6.
7.

1. F
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. F
6.
7.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WHOLESALERS

Answer Sheet to Test
on

RETAILERS
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

QUALITY CONTLOL

1. F
2. F
3. T
4. F
5. T
8. T
7. F
8.
9.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

LINE SPEEDS

1. T
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. F
6.
7.

983-V111-1
Page 4

983-VIII-2
Page 4
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11570----r-try,rarm Worker, Egg Production, Teacher's Copy.

Skiles, S.E.
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical Univ., College Station
Pub Date - 67
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 391p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *STUDY GUIDES, *POULTRY, *FARM OCCUPATIONS,
FARM MANAGEMENT, GRADE 11, GRADE 12,

Technical information needed in the commercial poultry laying flock
industry is presented for use by vocational agriculture teachers in
preparing students enrolled in cooperative training programs for the
occupation of poultry farm worker for commercial laying flocks. It
was developed by vocational agriculture teachers, subject matter
specialists, and a state advisory committee. Unit titles are (1)
Introduction to the Poultry Industry, (2) Safety on the Poultry
Farm, (3) Records for the Laying Flock, (4) Management Practices,
(5) Selection Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment, (6)
Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices, (7) Prevention and
Control of Diseases, (8) Controlling Internal and External
Parasites, (9) Controlling Insects and Pests, (10) Feeding the
Laying Flock, (11) Gathering and Processing Eggs, (12) Marketing,
and (13) Miscellaneous. Assignment sheets within each unit
Contain objectives, references, and questions or activities.
Information sheets, answers to assignment questions, topic tests,
and test answers are included. The suggested time allotment is 260
hours. Students should be at least 16 years old, in grade 11 or 12,
and have occupational objectives of becoming poultry farm workers
with commercial laying flocks. This document is available for $4.50
from Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center, Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical University, College Station, Texas
77843. (WB)
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Page 1

COURSE OUTLINE FOR POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

Unit I Introduction to the I. Poultry as an Industry
Poultry Industry 2. History of the Poultry Industry

3. Trends in Production and Mechanization
4. The Size, Value, and Contribution to

Human Nutrition of the Poultry Industry
5. Exploring Occupational Opportunities
6. Developing a Poultry Vocabulary

Unit II Safety on the Poultry I. Using Electrical Derices Safely
Farm 2. Using Farm Chemicals Safely

3. Using Cleaning Equipment and Cleaning
Compounds Safely

4. Safety in Using Poultry Farm Equipment
5. FDA Regulations

Unit III Records for the Laying Flock I. Importance of Records
2. Egg Production Records
3. Feed Records
4. Flock Inventory Records
5. Medication Records and the Recording of

General Observations

Unit IV Management Practices I. Capital Outlay for Commercial Laying Flock
2a. Physical Facilities Required for Floor

Housed Laying Flock
2b. Physical Facilities Required for Commercial

Cage Type Laying Operation
3. Care and Maintenance of Buildings, Equipment,

Supplies, and Maintaining Adequate Inventory
Control

4a. Selecting and Handling Laying Hens
4b. Economics of Securing Replacements (Floor

Plan)
4c. Economics of Securing Replacements (Cage

Plan)
4d. Culling Caged Layers
5. Caring for Laying Facilities
6. Cage Construction and Management
7. Types of Laying Operatioas

0

0
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aage 2
Course Outline for Poultry Farm WorkerCommercial Laying Flock continued

8.
9.

10a.

lob.

Controlling Cannibalism
Artificial Lighting
Feeding Practices in Developing Pullet
Replacements
Feeding Laying Hens

11. Watering Practices
12. Pullet Replacement Program
13. Vaccination Schedule

Unit V Selection, Care, and
Maintenance of Mechanical

la. Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls,
Equipment, and Safety

Equipment lb. Economy of Selecting and Using Mechanical
Equipment

2. Lighting Equipment and Materials
3. Feeding Equipment
4. Watering Equipment
5. Ventilation and Insulation Systems
6. Starting, Stopping, and Storing Gasoline

Engines

Unit VI Cleaning, Sanitation, and 1. Methods of Cleaning Houses
Health Practices 2. Disinfectants, Isolation, and General Health

Practices
3. Disposal of Dead Birds

Unit VII Prevention and Control 1. Disease Problems and Vaccination Program
of Diseases 2. Newcastle

3. Bronchitis
4. Fowl Pox
5. Epidemic Tremors
6. Leukosis
7. CRD
S. Pullorum
9. Typhoid

Unit VIII Controlling Internal and 1. Roundworms
External Parasites 2. Cecal Worms

3. Tapeworms
4. Coccidia
5. Lice
6. Mites
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Course Outline for Poultry Farm WorkerCommercial Laying Flock continued

Unit IX Controlling Insects and I. Flies and Mosquitoes
Pests 2. Controlling Rodents and Birds

Unit X Feeding the Laying Flock I. Feed Digestion in the Laying Hen
2. Feed Nutrients
3. Classes of Feeds
4. Production and Feed Consumption
5. Antibiotics and Arsenicals in the Laying

Ration

Unit XI Gathering and Processing
Eggs

Unit XII Marketing

Unit XIII Miscellaneous

I. Gathering and Transportirg Eggs
2. Cleaning Eggs
3. Grading Eggs
4. Cooling Methods
5. Packaging

I. Market Channels
2. Wholesale and Retail Marketing
3. Integration of Market Egg Production and

Markets
4. Prices of Market Eggs

I. Maintenance and Painting Procedures
2. Mixing Concrete
3. Weed and Brush Control
4. Fence Building Principles
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: Poultry as an Industry

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of the poultry industry.

INTRODUCTION: Poultry production is big business in America. Birds raised for
meat and eggs are called poultry. The kinds cf poultry are chickens, turkeys,
ducks, guinea, geese, pigeons, peacocks, ostriches, and such game birds as
quail, partridge, pheasant, and grouse. Many people regard the meat of game
birds as a delicacy,

The most important kinds of poultry are chickens, turkeys, ducks,
and geese. Farmers in America r-'se nine times as many chickens as all other
poultry combin3d. Chicken eggs and meat account for about $90 of every $100
earned by American poultry farmers. Turkeys bring in about $9, and ducks,
geese, pigeons, and guinea fowl about $1 of every $100. Duck production is more
important in the Mid-Atlantic states and the Midwest than in other parts of the
United States. Most geese are raised in the Midwest, and most guinea fowl in
the Midwest and South. Other kinds of poultry have little importance in the
United States.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on "Poultry as an Industry"

Supplemental:
1. Poultry Projuction, Bundy and Diggins, Ch. 1
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 5-9

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How does poultry farming compare with other branches of agriculture in
regard to getting established?

2. How long does it take for broilers to reach their required weight?
3. At what age do pullets usually start laying?
4. What major influence has the commercial incubator exerted on the poultry

industry?
5. What percent of the cash income from poultry is derived from chicken eggs?
6. What percent of the national farm income is the poultry industry contributing?
7. How many billion dollars a year has the poultry industry reached in the

United States?
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0Poultry as an Industry
(Assignment Sheet continued)

8. Why did the poultry industry become so important in the United States in the
1930's and during World War II?

9. How does poultry rank in the United States as compared to beef and pork?
10. How many pounds of poultry, on an average, does each person in America

consume annually? How many eggs?
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The poultry industry is an important branch of the total agriculture program. A
study c other branches of agriculture will convince one that you can become estab-
lisher in poultry farming in a shorter time than would be possible in other areas of
fern- ag. Broilers are produced to reach their required weight in 9-12 weeks.
Laying pullets usually start producing at about 5-6 months of age, and a complete
financial turnover should be possible in that time.

Commercial incubators in hatcheries of breeders and non breeders of chicks have
made possible large scale production in the poultry industry. Chicken eggs make
up approximately 60% of the cash income from poultry. The poultry industry is con-
tributing nearly 14% of our national farm income, and has reached a 4 billion dollar
a year business. The industry is still growing and becoming highly specialized.

Poultry raising became an important industry in the United States during the 1930's.
Greater expansion was realized when the ration of beef, pork, and lamb during World
War II occurred. Until that time poultry and egg production was a minor farm enter-
prise used largely for family consumption, with poultry found on 71% of the farms. The
demand for broilers has encouraged farmers to put into operation large units for mass
production. 'Because of large scale production, low cost for poultry was realized by
the consumers. This afforded poultry an opportunity to compete with other meats in
the market. As a result, poultry products, and especially broilers, have greatly in-
creased in popularity.

Poultry ranks behind beef and pork as the third most important meat in the United
States. Each person eats an average of 30 to 35 poukZa of poultry and about 365 eggs
in a year.

We can now visualize the scope of the poultry business in America and realize the im-
portance of the industry to the economy and the total farming program.
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: History of the Poultry Industry

OBJECTIVES: To become better acquainted with the evolution in the poultry industry.

INTRODUCTION: The poultry industry in the U. S. has experienced both rapid expan-
sion and severe growing pains.

The expansion that has taken place in producing poultry in the past
30 years is one of the more amazing episodes in the history of livestock produc-
tion. Before this expansion in the poultry industry, we ...iust realize that a number
of advances took place in animal genetics, nutrition, and disease control as a
result of years of research. Those advances brought about increased production,
which in turn, made transportation, processing, and marketing more economical .

One advancement depended upon the other, which brought about an overall rapid
growth of the poultry industry.

The poultry industry was in a unique position to take advantage of
these improvements, many of which strengthened the poultry industry's ability to
compete with other forms of livestock .

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "History of the Poultry Industry"

Supplemental:
1. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, ch. 1
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, ch. 1
3. Yearbook of Agriculture USDA, 1962, pp. 304-309
4. Livestock and Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, ch. 29

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What major experiences has the poultry industry encountered in the U. S. ?
2. In what area of the poultry industry has the greatest expansion taken place?
3. How long ago did the poultry industry start expanding?
4. What advances took place in the poultry industry before the expansion to

allow for its rapid growth?
5. What assisted the advances in genetics, nutrition, and disease cont_ ;1 in the

poultry industry?
6. What were some economic areas of advancement in the poultry industry?
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History of the Poultry Industry
(Assignment Sheet continued)

7. Do you feel that any one of these advances could have contributed to the growth of
the poultry industry without the other? Why?

8. What do you feel put the poultry industry in a uaique position to take advantage of
these improvements?

9. What effects did these improvements have on the poultry industry?
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Before 1930, most poultry in America was produced in small flocks as a sideline
farm enterprise. Chicken meat was considered as a by-product of egg production.
It consisted of hens culled from laying flocks and of cockerels from replacement
flocks. Most of the revenue from farm flocks was obtained from eggs. The house-
wife tuved the revenue from the eggs to make the necessary week's purchases.

The poultry industry now is the third largest farm enterprise in the United States.
The production of poultry and eggs is highly commercialized and intensified and
operates as large units.

North America and Western Europe are the world's principal egg-producing areas.
Due to the fact that chickens can be raised in a small arei makes it possible for
farmers in a cramped country like Korea or Japan to still raise chickenb where they
could not keep a dairy cow or a beef animal.

In 1954, the following states grossed the highest income from chickens, broilers,
turkeys, and eggs: California, Pennsylvania, Iowa, Texas, Minnesota, Georgia,
New Jersey, Indiana, Ohio and New York.

Poultry and poultry products have become highly competitive with other meats in the
market. It has been estimated that chicken appears in the diet of more people
throughout the world as a source of meat than the meat from any other animal.
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: Trends in Production and Mechanization

OBJECTIVES: To develop an understanding of the trends in production and mechan-
ization in the poultry industry

INTRODUCTION: The trend toward commercial production of young chickens and the
production of turkeys on a year-round basis has greatly increased the supply of
poultry meat. Since World War II the poultry industry has taken advantage of mass
production techniques mechanical devices, and other technological aids to strength-
en the economics of operation.

Industrial techniques and assembly-line methods are used in hatch-
ing millions of baby chicks and feeding and watering the growing and laying flocks.
These methods have influenced he rate at which broilers and eggs pass through
the processing plants to the consumers. To these methods have been added elec-
tronic data-processing machines, made necessary by today's large and compli-
cated breeding programs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. In lirmation Sheet, ''Trends in Production and Mechanization in the Poultry

Industry,'

Supplemental:
1. Yearbook of Agriculture, USDA 1962, p. 304
2. "Vertical Integration in Texas Agriculture " L-433, Texas Agricultural

Experiment Station

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What are some trends of the poultry industry?
2. how did these trends affect the industry?
S. What influence did these trends have on th:. market?
4. Wheit advancements has the poultry industry taken advantage of since World

War II?
r:.,. li'w did he advancements in the poultry industry a Tect the general operations?
6. What methods and techniques have been utilized by he poultry industry?
7. What were some o the areas of poultry production in which these techniques

and methods viere used?
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(Assignment Sheet continued)

B. What influence did these methods and techniques have on the industry?
9. What recent technique has been added to assist the poultry industry?

10. How can you account for the latest development of using the electronic data-
processing in the industry?
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Since all agriculture has speeded up in its movements, the poultry industry has been
one of the fastest moving. The search to produce more meat and eggs per pound of
feed has been most intensive. Years ago it took 13 weeks to produce a 3-pound broiler.
Now the flock can be marketed at 3.5 pounds per bird in about 9 weeks. Instead of
requiring 4.5 pounds of feed per pound of broiler produced, less than 2.5 pounds of
feed are now needed. Egg production has increased from 135 eggs per hen per year to
more than 250. In the past it took 7 pounds of feed to produce 1 dozen eggs; today only
4 pounds are required. Turkeys used to require 4.5 pounds of feed per pound of gain
to about 24 weeks of age; now about 3.5 pounds of feed is enough.

The invention of the forced-draft incubator, which can incubate more than 50 thou-
sand eggs at a time, has assisted in making this fast pace possible. The art of
breeding has become the science of genetics. Trap nests, pedigree information and
accurate records of production have been very valuable to the poultry industry.

Amrng the reasons people have for starting any business are: love for the activities
of the business, desire to be of service to others through this business, and the
belief in the opportunity for a livelihood and a profit from the business. Many people
place security of income at the top. The poultry business has shown a trend toward
integration, which is placing several different types of operations under one manage-
ment. The broiler business with its tremendous growth has probably been the biggest
stimulating factor in the integration process, which can take place at any level of the
production-marketing phases. However, many farmers start with the hatcheryman
to the consumer. It is estimated that nearly 90% of the broilers in the U. S. are pro-
duced under some type of contract agreement between the producer and feed dealer,
or manufacturer. This should bring about a voduct of higher quality, lower the cost
to the consumers and allow greater earnings to all segments of the business. Some
of the types of agreements used are: open account, no-loss, feed conversion, flat fee
and labor contracts.

Since almost all the poultry now raised is hatched by commercial hatcheries, the mat-
ter of selecting and buying baby chicks is very important. The way the incubators are
handled has much to do with the quality of chicks produced. The cleanliness of the
hatchery is a factor in disease and parasite control. Therefore, the hatcheryman is
probably the most important person in the poultry field today.
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TOPIC. The Size, Value, and Contribution to Human Nutrition of the Poultry
Industry

OBJECTIVES. To acquaint the student with the extent of size, value and contribu-
tion to human nutrition of the poultry industry.

INTRODUCTION: In the United States, poultry farms are increasing in size as well
as in numbers. They are following the general trend of increase in size of farms.
Operating a farm is becoming a bigger business all the time.

In some states the value of poultry and eggs is more than that of
any other agricultural product. On a national basis, poultry and eggs constitute
the third largest source of farm income.

Meat of all kinds is a valuable source of many nutrients. Poultry
and eggs contribute several nutrients valuable to human needs.

REFERENCES.
Required.
1. Information Sheet, "The Size, Value, and Ccntribution to Human Nutrition

of the Poultry Industry"

Supplemental:
1 Yearbook of Agriculture USDA, 1962, p. 306
2. "Consumers' Image of Broilers," B-989, Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station
3. poultu Productic. Bundy and Diggins, ch. 6

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What is the trend of poultry farms in the United States as to size?
2. What is the trend in regard to the number of poultry farms?
3. Is the operation of a poultry farm becoming a bigger business or a smaller

business?
4. How does the value of poultry and eggs cmpare with other agricultural

products in some states?
5. How do poultry and eggs compare to other agricultural products as to income

Ci on a national basis?
6. Do all meats contain some sources of nutrients that are valuable?
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The Size, Value, and Contribution to Human Nutrition of the Poultry Industry
(Assignment Sheet continued)

7. Why is poultry included in the meat group?
8. What the consumer imsg.. of poultry as a meat?
9. How does poultry rank as a meat compared to beef with the average consumer?

10. Poultry is considered very rich in which vitamin?
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THE SIZE, VALUE, AND CONTRIBUTION TO HUMAN NUTRITION
OF THE POULTRY INDUSTRY

The production of poultry has become an industry that grosses several billion dollars
a year. It is no longer considered a seasonal operation. It has been an industry in
which the production practices and the economic factors have changed rapidly. The
industry has been enhanced by selection, feeding, and management into a highly spe-
cialized machine for the conversion of raw materials into human foodstuffs. Poultry
is more efficient in this respect than any other farm animal, except the dairy cow.

Poultry and poultry products have made many contributions to the nut itional needs
of humans. The changes in the ideas of the nutritional value of poultry and eggs have
had their influence on the poultry industry. With the exception of beef, chicken ranks
as the first choice meat of many households. The trends in eating habits of people
have changed greatly. The consumption of poultry has doubled in recent years. It is
anticipated that consumption will continue to inci _use in the years ahead.

Poul-ry and poultry products are excellent sources of many of the classes of nutrients
desirable for 1-_Ixian needs. Nutrient means any class of food, or group of like foods,
that aids in the support of life. Nutrients are divided into five classes: carbohydrates,
fats, proteins, minerals, and vitamins . Carbohydrates and fats produce heat and
energy. Proteins are made up of amino acids and are used to make muscles. Minerals
are needed to build bones. Vitamins are needed for maintenance of life, growth, and
reproduction.

Poultry is included in the meat group because of its high-quality protein and simila4
ity in other nutritive values. It has less fat; and, therefore, it is lower in caloric
value than most meat. It is nearly twice as rich as beef in niacin and about equal to
beef in B vitamins. Because of its low calories in relation to other nutrients present,
poultry is a good foodstuff for weight control diets, convalescents, people who are not
physically active, infant', young children, adolescents, adults, and old people. It is
determined that broilers contain 151 calories per 100 gm. of meat, roasters 200, hens
302, and medium fat turkeys 286 calories.

Proteins are of two types: animal proteins and plant proteins. Animal proteins are
derived frort animals or animal by-products. Plant proteins are derived from plants
or by-products of plants. We depend heavily on fariA animals to convert plant protein
into animal protein for us, although most animals, too, must have some animal protein
supplied to them. The kind and amount of amino acids in a protein determine its nu-
tritive value. Once they are eaten, these proteins are digested into smaller units and
rearranged to form many distinct proteins which we need.
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beings.

Poultry meat contains more protein than red meats do. Poultry contains from 25-27% protein;
pork, 23-24%; beef, 21-27%; and lamb, 21-24%.

The consumer's image in regard to poultry being economical, quick and easy to prepare and
serve, having a number of desirable nutritional properties, and containing several important
classes of nutrients, leads to its outstanding contributions to nutritional needs of human

The Size, Value, and Contribution to Human Nutrition of the Poultry Industry
(Information Sheet continued)
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities

OBJECTIVES: To develop an understanding of opportunities and some qualifications of
a poultryman, and consideration of factors in selecting an occupation. .

INTRODUCTION: This lesson is designed to assist you in making some basic decisions
in regard to opportunities, qualifications, and factors in selecting the poultry in-
dustry as an occupation. . .

Some of the questions you might ask are: Am I enthusiastic about this
occupation? What are the requirements? Will I be able to advance myself in it?
These and other questions should be given serious consideration. The best way to
answer self-appraisal questions or to take personal inventory concerning certain jobs
is to work on the job.

The poultry business, like other businesses, will require the hest
efforts of an individual to become successful. The poultry industry is becoming
highly specialized and will require continuous training to meet the qualifications
needed to manage and be successful.

Poultry farms in America raise more chickens than any other kind of
birds.. Of every 100 farm birds, about 90 are chickens, 8 are turkeys, and two are
ducks, geese, or other poultry. Poultry and eggs bring in about $20 out of every
$100 of farm income from livestock and livestock products in America. In recent
years, the need for trained workers in the area of poultry farm occupations has in-
creased greatly. Many opportunities are available to those who are sincerely in-
terested and willing to train and work to acquire the necessary knowledge and skills
to be successful.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet," Exploring Occupational Opportunities"

Supplemental:
1. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, Ch. 1.
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 26-27.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are some of the questions that should be considered in selecting an occupation?
2. What is the best way to answer self-appraisal questions concerning certain jobs?
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Assignment Sheet continued)

3. Since the poulgty business is like other businesses, what basic requirement
should you possess to be successful?

4. Inasmuch as the poultry industry is becoming highly specialized, what will
be required of the individual who operates a poultry enterprise?

5. What is the percentage of chickens raised on poultry farms as compared to
other birds?

6. How do poultry and eggs compare with other livestock and livestock products
as to income?

7. Does a need exist at the present for employees in the poultry industry?
8. Visit successful poultry breeders, producers, and processors in your area.
9. Study the history and progress of the successful poultry enterprise.

10. Secure and study all poultry outlook material that is available to you.

71177- -
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There are several fields of poultry farming which offer 9 variety of opportunities for
employment. Sometimes their operations are highly specialized diversified, or a
combination of both. Some of the fields include poultry farm employee, poultry hatch-
ery employee, poultry breeder employee, Ind poultry products employee. In each
of the 'eve fields, there are several jobs Ind opportunities for employment.

Some of the specifice areas of employment, cr jobs. are is follows. manager;
forem an or semi-skilled blue collar; laboratory assistant or technichn, credit agent;
disease, insect, and pest control worker; poultry and egg buyer; poultry and egg
salesman; egg grader; egg inspector; live-car caretaker; truck driver; and poultry
processing plant employee.

Because or the tremendous growth in the poultry business, trends in poultry occupa-
tions are becoming mere mechanized and specialized_ Therefore, it is necessary to
acquire is much training and experience as possible in zhe occupation you are most
interested in

I: is most desirable for an individual to review some basic factors or qualifications
to determine his intc _st in the occupation. Some of the basic qualifications ( r factors
to consider are: Are you really interested in theyoultry industry? IN you feel you
would like to make poultry your life work? Dc you like poultry and do you enjoy work-
ing Lit poultry flocks? Are you willing to stay with poultry when the going gets tough?
Are you willi.ig to work long hours with poultry in order to be successful? Are you
willing to develop the necessary "chicken sense" - that ability to anticipate the needs
of your flock at all times and to it'mnd them promptly? Have you had enough experi-
ence with poultry to give you a good chance to succeed? Will your health permit you
tc make the choice you want? De you like working with growing things? Do you like to
wcrk %%4th people? Whit are ...ne educational and training requirements for the occu-
pation? What financial earnings can you expect? What security and benefits are offered
in Jr- occupation? What are the educational and social opportunities for your family?
Would your family be satisfied with poultry is an occupation?

.; poultry business, like other businesses will require the mmn in management in
order to be successful in its ( perttion. There is no substitute for efficient management.
This will involve wisdom, skill, and virtue.

Wisdom - consists in knowing what to do
Skill - consists in knowing how to do
Virtue - consists in doing it

These and UMW other factors should be considered in selecting poultry as an ( ccu-
pition.
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: Developing a Poultry Vocabulary

OBJECTIVE. To develop the student's ability in the understanding of words and terms
of value in communicating effectively i.: working with poultry.

INTRODUCTION: This assignment contains an information sheet with some of the de-
finitions of words and glossary of terms that are valuable in working wish poultry
A student studying poultry occupations should be familiar with the words and terms
in order to communicate effectively concerning various problems of the poultry in-
dustry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. 'information Sheet, "Developing a Poultry Vocabulary"

Supplemental:
1. Poultry Laboratory Manual Staff Members, Poultry Science Department,

Texas A &M University, 1965, pp. 2, 3, and 49.
2. A Manual Of Poultry Diseases, B-1031. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.

pp. 45-46.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is it important to be familiar with words and terms related to the poultry
industry?

2. What are baby chicks?
3. What are poults?
4. What is a broiler or fryer?
5. What is (... pullet?
6. What is a hen?
7. What is a cockerel?
8. What is a cock?
9. What b meant by a class of poultry?

10. What is meant by a breed of poultry?
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ACTIVE IMMUNITY - immunity of resistance to disease that has been acquired by
having a disease and recovering or by vaccination.

ACUTE - as applied to disease, one which has a short acid relatively seitere course.

ANEMIA - a condition In which the blood is deficient in quantity or quality. if
deficient in quality, there is a reduction in the hemoglobin content of the blood or
in the number of circulating red blood cells, or both. Anemia is characters ed
by paleness of skin and mucous membranes and loss of energy.

ANTIBODY - an immune substance found in the blood produced in response to stun-
illation by an antigen.

ANTIGEN- a suspension of microorganisms. A substance which, when taken or
injected into the body, will stimulate antigen production. "Diagnostic Antigen"
used to detect the presence of specific antibodies in the blood of an animal; used
in serologicai tests.

ANTISERUM - serum containing specific antibody used to treat a specific disease.;

ANTITOXIN - a specific kind of antibody that will neutralize toxin.

BABY CHICKS - newly batched offspring of chickens.

BABY POULTS - newly hatched offspring of turkeys.

BACTERIA - microscopic, single-celled plant forms widely distributed in nature.
Those capable of producing disease are referred to as pathogenic bacteria.

BACTER1N - killed suspension of bacterial organisms used as an immunizing agent.

BIPOLAR - as applied to a bacterial cell, one which will stain deeply at the cell
ends and takes little stain centrally.

BIVALENT - as applied to antigens or bacterins, one which is made up of two
strains of organisms.

BREED - a subdivision of poultry within a class usually based on body shape or
other distinguishing characteristic.

BROILER or FRYER - young chickens of either sex, usually under 12 weeks of age;
tender-meated, with soft, pliable skin, and flexible breastbone cartilage.
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CAPON - surgically castrated male usually under 10 months of age but may be older,
tender-meated with soft, pliable skin. Hormone treated birds that resemble capons
but are classed as "caponettes" are not to be called capons.

CARRIER - an apparently healthy animal that harbors disease organisms and is capable
of transmitting them to other susceptible animals.

CATARRHAL - describes an inflammatory process involving the mucous membranes
characterized by an increased flow of mucous.

CHRONIC - as applied to disease, one of long duration.

CLASS - a large subdivision of poultry, based either on country of origin (Mediter-
ranean, English, American, or Asiatic), or on purpose served to industry (eggs,
meat, or dual purpose).

COCCI - bacterial forms which, when fully developed and free, are spherical.

COCCIDIOSTAT - drug incorporated into the feed at low levels and fed continuously to
prevent coccidiosis.

COCKEREL - a male chicken under one year of age.

COCK or OLD ROOSTER - a mature male chicken, coarse skin, somewhat toughened
and darkened flesh, hardened breastbone cartilage.

COMB - the fleshy protuberance on top of the head of poultry, usually red in color.
Standard comb types include: single, rose, pea, buttercup, cushion, strawberry, and
V-shaped.

CONDITION - the state of a fowl in regard to health, including cleanliness and bright-
ne ,i head parts, legs, and feet; also relates to degree of finish in market birds.

CONGESTION- excessive accumulation of blood in a part.

CGOTAGIOUS - as "contagious" disease - refers to an infectious disease that may
be transmitted readily from one individual to another.

COVERTS - those feathers which cover the base of the primary and secondary wing and
main tail feathers.

CULTURE - used as a verb, to attempt to isolate a causative organism from a diseased
bird. Used as a noun, a population of microorganisms propagated in artificial media.
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CYANOSIS - bluish discoloration of the skin, particularly the comb and wattles in
birds.

DEFECT- anything short of perfection.

DIFFUSE - as applied to hemorrhage, one which is spread over considerable area.

DISEASE - any departure from a normal state of health.

DISQUALIFICATION- a severe deformity or other serious defect that would debar
a bird from winning an award in a show or from being used in a breeding pen.

DOWN - the first, soft, fine, fluffy plumule -like covering of baby chicks.

DUBBING - the surgical removal of comb, wattles, and earlobes.
.

EAR-LOBES- the fleshy patch of bare skin below the ears, varying in size and
shape with color either red, white, blue, or purple, according to breed., .

Q
ECCHYMOTIC - as applied to hemorrhage, a rather large hemorrhagic spot. _

ETIOLOGY - study of the causes of disease.

EXUDATE - fluid associated with an inflammatory reaction.

FACE - the skin around and below the eyes on either side of the head of a fowl;
may be red, white, or purple in color according to breed. .

0.

FLAGELLATED - an organism, bacterial or protozoan, having slender whip-like
processes.

FOMITE - inanimate object that may harbor disease organisms.

FOREIGN COLOR - plumage color that differs from that prescribed for a breed or
variety. A disqualification In some breeds; a defect In others,

FOWL, HEN, or STEWING CHICKEN - a mature female chicken, usually Over-10
months of age, meat less tender than that of a roaster; nonflexible breastbone car- .

tilage.

0 FRIABLE - easily pulverized or crumbled.

FUNGI - low order of vegetable organisms; some are capable of producing disease.- r

.-it 7... -Tr ='t F

t
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GROSS - as applied to tissue, changes which can be seen with the naked eye.

HACKLE - the rear and side neck plumage of a fowl.

HEMORRHAGE- escape of blood from the vessels, bleeding.

HEN - a female chicken one year of age or older.

HOCK - the Joint between the lower thigh or drumstick and the shank.

HORN- term commonly used in describing various shades of color in the beak of some
breeds of fowl. (Rhc!a !island Reds, New Hanipshires, Blue Andalusian, and Speckled
Sussex).

HYBRID- the offspring of two parents unlike one another in one or more heritable
characters. (2) a heterozygote.

IMMUNE - resistant to a particular disease.

IMMUNITY - condition of being immune.

INBRED - animals produced by a mating composed of individuals of known relation-
ship.

INCROSS - the result of crossing inbred lines within a breed.

INCBOSSBRED- the result of crossing inbred lines of different breeds or varieties.

INFECTION-invasion of the tissues by pathogenic organisms resulting in a disease
state.

INFECTIOUS - as applied to disease, one produced by living organisms. As applied
to living organisms, those which are capable of producing disease.

INFLAMMATION- response of tissues to an injury or other irritant.

"ITIS" - suffix denoting an inflammatory state, such as enteritis - inflammation of
the intestines, air sacculitis - inflammation of the air sacs.

KIND - refers to the different species of poultry such as chickens, turkeys, ducks,
geese, guineas, and pigeons. The "kinds" are further sub-divided into "classes"
such as broilers, fowl, and so on. Carcasses within a class are sub-divided into
grades based on quality factors.
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LESION- visible change in size, shape, color or structure of an organ.

LISTLESS - indifferent to surroundings.

LOPPED COMB - a comb falling over to one side; usually found in single, rose, and
pea combed varieties. A disqualification in male birds, and in the females of most
varieties.

MICROSCOPIC - invisible to the naked eye, visible only by the aid "f a microscope.

MORBIDITY - incidence of disease in a flock, the percentage of diseasf'l individuals
in a population; percentage affected.

MORTALITY - death rate.

NECROSIS - death of a circumscribed portion of tissue.

NEOPLASM - abnormal growth such as a tumor.

PARASITE - an animal form that lives on or within a bird to the detriment of the
bird.

PARBOILED- having a boiled or cooked appearance.

PARENTEVAL - as applied to drug or vaccine administration, to inject as subcu -
taneously, intramuscularly.

PATHOGEN - as applied to organisms, one capable of producing disease.

PATHOGENICITY - disease-producing capability of a disease organism.

PATHOGNOMONIC - as applied to symptoms and lesions, one which is specific or
characteristic for a particular disease.

1. _:;ACUTE - excessively acute, as applied to disease that has extremely sudden
onset and a short, severe course.

PETECHIAL - as applied to hemorrhage, characterized by small hemorrhagic spots.

PIGMENT - coloring matter in shanks and skin of poultry which is of two main types;
xanthophyll, or yellow pigment; and melanin, or dark pigments. Presence or absence
of pigment is of value in judging for egg production and in identifying breeds and
varieties.
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PLUMAGE COLORCOLOR - the color of the feathers which may be solid colored (black,
buff, white, red), or parti-colored (various combinations A. black and white, black
and red, or others).

POLYVALENT - tis applied to antigens and bacterins, one made up of se7eral strains
of organisms.

PREDISPOSE - to confer a tendency toward disease.

PROTOZOA - unicellular animal forms, some of which are parasitic.

PUBIC BONES - the thin, terminal portion of the hip bums thaw forins part of the
pelvic arch. Of importance when judging hens for egg production.

PULLET - a female chicken under one year of age.

RALE:: - abnormal respiratory sound; rattling, wheezing.

RICKETTSIAL - a group of m:lroorganisms intermediate between the bacterin and
the viruses, some of which are pathogenic to man and animals.

ROASTER - young chickens of either s,-4x but usually male, usually under 8 months
of age, breastbone cartilage less flexible than for broilers.

ROD - as applied to bacteria, a cylindrical shaped organism.

SEROLOGICAL TEST - test performed on the serum of an animal to determine if
specific disease antibodies are present.

SEROTYPE- as applied to microbial organisms, 9 strain of microorganisms as
determined by ser,ilogical methods.

SIGN - any objective or discernible evidence of disease; symptoms and lesions.

SPORADIC - as applied to disease outbreak, those occuring here and there; not
widely diffused.

SPORE - as applied to bacteria .rd fungi, a reproductive element capable of resisting
unfavorable environmental conditions.

STAG - a.iaale chicken, usually un,ler 10 months of age, with coarse skin, somewhat
toughened and dari.ened flesh, ,considerable hardening,of the breastbone cartilage.
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STRAIN - usually a subdivision within .1 variety for breeding stock bearing a given
name (Arbor Acres, Ghost ley, Meal, H & N ) produced by a breeder through at
lestA 5 generations of closed flock breeding.

STR/ IN-CROSS - the result of crossing two non-inbred lines within a breed.

STRESS - factor tending to lower resistance of an animal to disease, such as
chilling, moving, etc.

SYMMETRY - perfection of proportion in all sections of 3 bird A-hen viewed as a
whole. Applies to shape only.

SYMPTOM - detectable signs of disease.

TOM - a male turkey.

TOXIN - poison produced by microorganism.

TUMOR - neoplasm; a miss of new tissue which persists and grows independently
of its surrounding structures, and which has no physiologic use.

VACCINE- suspension of large amounts of live disease organisms used to produce
immunity in the animals to which it is administered.

VARIE11 - subdivision within a breed usually based on plumage color, comb type,
or other body characteristic. IShape usually determines breed; color or comb
type, the variety.)

VIRULENCE - as applied to a pathogenic microscopic organism, its lability to
overcome the body defenses of the host.

VIRUS ultramicroscopic microorganisms; some capable of producing disease....
ot.

s .0 k

Material for this information sheet was taken from: Poultry Laboratory Manual,
roultry Science Department, Texas A&M University, 1965, pp. 2,3, and 49.
A Manual of pc, tltff Diseases, B-1031, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,
pp. 45-46.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: Using Electrical Devices Safely

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the student with safety practices in using electrical
devices on the poultry farm.

INTRODUCTION: Electricity is considered to be one of man's greatest blessings.
The use of electricity has reduced drudgery and made possible the doubling
of production per man-hour of labor.

The substitution of automatic devices and controls for human
supervision is one of the important principles of farm technology and mechani-
zation. The poultry enterprises have expanded greatly because it is possible
to utilize electrical devices to replace much of the manpower formerly
required for chore work.

Electrical devices can be very hazardous to the operator
if they are not used in a safe manner.

What is safety? It's stopping accidents before they take
place. It is an integral part of every activity and job in our daily lives.
It is in part an individual's personal awareness. It is merely doing things
correctly to avoid accident or error that may cause injury.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Using Electrical Devices Safely"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are some of the general uses of electricity on the poultry fan..?
2. Why is it necessary for all electric wires to meet the National Electioic

Code?
P. What are the basic requirements of a well-planned wiring system?
4. What is the purpose of a relay?
5. What label should all wiring materials and electrical equipment bear?
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1. All wiring materials and electrical equipment used should bear the
"Underwriters' Laboratories , Inc." (UL) label.

2. All wiring and installations should meet the minimum standards set by
the National Electric Code and any local electrical code that applies.
Such codes are for the protection of lives and property.
a. Local cede requirements are usually greater than, or in addition to, the

National Electric Code requirements.
b. Some local codes require a licensed electrician to install the

wiring system.
c. Others require a wiring permit and most require inspection by local

authorities before the system is energized.

3. The basic requirements of any well-planned wiring system are that it
shall be safe, adequate , expandable, and efficient.

4. Only the first requirement, safety, will be achieved by compliance with
the National Electric Code. The others depend on careful planning.

B. Control Panel

1. The fused distribution panel or circuit breaker panel should have a rating
not less ,than the load to be carried. The total load should be computed
in amperes. (amperes=watts t volts.)

2. The conductors feeding or energizing the panel should be selected to
carry the load (in amperes) safely and to provide adequate service to the
house.
a. Compute total load in amperes (amperes = watts f volts) Use Safety

Table No. 1 for minimum wire size.
b. Determine maximum load likely to be on at one time under normal

operations (in amperes). Use Tables No. II, III, and IV to select
wire size to maintain proper voltage for distance involved.

3. The number of circuit positions (fuses or breakers) will depend on size of
building and equipment to be used.
a. One position is needed per 120 volt circuit.
b. Two positions are needed per 240 rolt circuit.
c. Each circuit should be fused separately.
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1. General lighting circuits should have a maximum of 8 outlets per circuit.

2. Outlet Circuits (grounded type)
a. General purpose circuits should have a maximum or 8 outlets per

circuit.
b. Motor circuits

(1) Provide one 120 volt circuit for each two motors 1/3 Hp and smaller.
(2) Provide individual circuits for motors 1/2 Hp and larger.

c. Special purpose circuits
(1) Individual 240 volt circuits should be provided for each heater
(2) Individual circuit should be had for pump motors if pumping

system is needed.
(3) Individual circuits for motors 1/2 Hp and larger.
(4) Individual circuit for electric hot water heater.

D. Size of Wire and Type of Wire

1. General purpose circuits
/- Minimum wire size for general purpose circuits should be No. 14

with 15 ampere protection.
b. No. 12 with 20 ampere protection is recommended for general

purpose circuits. , s

.c., Underground feeder (UP), Romex, or TW in conduit is-recommended
in a building. nonductor with safety ground wire -or grounded
conduit system should be used.
For distances over 3010arger wire sizes may be required. to maintain
proper voltage. The proper wire size can be determined from Tables
II, DI, and IV.

2. Special purpose circuits
a. Determine proper wire size from Tables II, III, and IV, according

to voltage, load in amperes, and distance involved.

E. Grounding Equipment

1. Proper electrical wiring and grounding will help to prevent electrical
shock, excessive operating costs, and unsatisfactory operation of
equipment.
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2. All outlet circuits should have safety grounded type outlets and a safety ground
provided.
a. Safety ground wire from the outlets should be attached to the neutral bar

in the control panel.
b. An approved grounded condytit system may be used as the safety ground.

3. All equipment should be properly grounded. If equipment does not have a three-
prong (polarized) plug and three-wire cord to automatically ground the frame when
plugged in, a wire should be attached from the metal case of the appliance to the
neutral bar in the central panel.

4. The distribution panel should be properly grounded.
a. Many local codes specify required grounding methods.
b. In the absence of local code requirements, the panel can be grounded by

clamping to a cold water lino if it is a good ground.
c. Supplement this ground by clamping to an Eit x 1/2" copper rod, 5/8" iron

or steel rod, or 3/4" galvanized pipe. Top of rod or pipe should be at least
12" under soil surface.

d. Grounding conductor to panel should be at least No 6 copper.
e. All connections should be made with approved ground connectors or ground

clamps.

F. Circuit Installation

1. All installations should be made to meet National Electric Code and any local code
requirements.

2. Wiring diagrams of various common installations are included in this lesson.

G. Motor Protection

1. Unless motors have built-in thermal relay protection (Example - Thermoguard
Type), they should be protected with a time delay device.

2. To properly protect a motor from too many amperes due to overload, worn
bearings, short in windings, or low voltage, a time delay fuse (fuseon) or
thermal relay switch should be used in the motor circuit.
a. Fused outlets to plug in small motors and fused.switches are available

to use in protecting motors.
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b. A common fuse will not protect a motor because it cannot be fused closely
enough.

c. In most cases, circuit breakers will not protect a motor Lecause the swallest
rating available is 15 amperes.

H. Electric Controls

1. Factors to consider in selecting controls include:
a. Type of power - voltage and phase
b. Amount of load - amperes and horsepbwer
c. Type of load - motors , lights , or heaters
d. Control function - safety, comfort, of convenience
e. Power supplier or local code requirements

2. Portable motors , 1/3 Hp or less , may be connected and controlled by a plug
and receptacle.

3. Stationary motors, 2 Hp or less, may be controlled by a snap switch if motor amperes
do not exceed 80% of ampere rating of switch.

4. Controls needed may include simple two-way switches, three-way and four-way
switches, thermostats, humidistats, time clocks, solenoid valves, relays,
photoelectric cells, and transformers.

5. Schematic diagrams for installing common equipment and controls are included
in this topic.

CONDUCTOR INSULATORS

TW - Thermoplastic-Water Resistant
RU - Latex Rubber
RUW - Latex Rubber-Water Resistant
RUH - Latex Rubber-Heat Resistant
OF - Underground Feeder
WP Weatherproof
USE - Underground Service Entrance
SEU - Service Entrance Unarmored
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Allowable Current-Carrying Capacities
of

Insulated Copper and Aluminum Conductors in Amperes

Not more Than Three Conductors in
Racewa or Cable or Direct Burial

B

Single Conductors in Free
Air

1 2 3 4
Rubber Insulation,
Type R,RW,RU, RUW
Type RH.RW in Wet

Locations
Thermoplastic

Rubber Insulation,
Type RH, RHW Weatherproof Thermoplastic

Insulation, Type RH.RW in Dry Insulation, Insulation,

A. T TV L. tions ,- VP TWgm= tmiti Copper, Aluminum,

15

,.-_--11Pe
Co s Aluminum CEer 7ATeminum

15 .. xx xx xx xx
20 15 20 15 xx xx xx xx
30 25 30 25 55 45 40 30
40 30 45 40 70 55 55 45
55 40 65 50 100 80 80 60
70 55 85 65 130 100 105 80

80 65 100 75 150 115 120 95
95 75* 115 90* 175 135 140 110
110 85* 130 100* 205 160 165 130
125 100* 150 120* 235 185 195 150

145 115* 175 135* 275 215 225 175

165 130* 200 155* 320 250 260 200

195 155* 230 180* 370 290 300 230
215 170 255 205 410 320 34C 265
240 190 :33 230 460 360 375 290

260 210 310 250 510 400 420 330
280 225 335 270 555 435 455 355

320 260 380 310 630 490 515 405

355 285 420 340 710 560 575 455

385 310 460 375 780 615 630 500
400 320 425 385 810 640 655 515

Zf bare conductors are used with insulated conductors, their allowable current-
carrying capacity shall be limited to that permitted for insulated conductors of the
same size.

* For three.wire, single -phase service and sub- service circuits, the allowable
current- carrying ca/,/lefty of RH, RHW, RHH and RIM aluminum conductors shall be for

) sizes No. 2-100 amp, No. 1-110 amp, No. 1/0-125 amp, No. 2/0.150 amp, No. 3/0-170
amp and No. 4/0-200 amp.

xx No. 10 is minimum permissible in overhead spans up to 50 ft. In length. For
spans over 50 ft. in length, No. 8 is ;minimum permissible. See 1956 NE Code, Sec-
tion 7314b.
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0

0

0

a.

b.

c.

Symbols used in Table It

Type RH or RHW la cable or raceway; all types in air. For other types of wire
in cable or raceway refer to Table I for minimum size permissible.

Weatherproof or Type TW in air. For wires in cable or raceway refer to
Table for minimum size permissible,

Weatherproof wire in air. For all other conditions refer to Table I for
minimum size permissible.

00
8

*Id - thousand circular mils.

NOTES: Conductors in overhead spans must be at least No. 10 for spans
up to 50 feet and No. 8 for longer spans. See 1953 NE Code,
Section 731b. Feeder conductors must be at least No. 10. See
1953 NE Code, Section 2201.

aS.
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Using Electecal Devices Safely
(Information Sheet continued)

Symbols used in Table III

a. Type RH or RHW in cable or raceway; all types in air. For other types
of wire in cable or raceway refer to Table I for minimum size permissible.

b. Weatherproof or Type TW in air. For wires in cable or raceway,
refer to "-Ale I for minimum size permissible.

c. Weatherproof wire in air. For all other conditions refer to Table I
for minimum size permissible.

*M - thousand circular mils

NOTES: Conductors in overhead spans must be at least No. 10 for spans
up to 50 feet and No. 8 for longer spans. bee 1953 NE Code,
Section 7314b. Feeder conductors must be at least No. 10. See
1953 NE Code, Section 2201.
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TABLE IV 0

Wire Sizes for Individual Single-Phase Motors, Baaed on 3% Voltage Drop on Full Load Current

Motor
:Morse

Power Volts

Approx.

full load

Amp 50 75 100 150

Length of Run in Feet

400 500 600 700 800 900 1000200 250 300 350

1/20 1i5 2.4 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 6

1/12 i;.: 2.6 1- 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 6

1/8 115 2.8 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 8

1/$ 115 1.2 14 14 x4 14 12 10 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 8

1/4 115 4.6 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 * 8 6 6 6 6 4

1/3 115 5.1 14 4.4
., 14 12 12 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 6 4 4

1/2 115 7.4 14 14 12 /0 10 8 8 8 6 6 4 4 4 4 2

3/4 115 10.2 14 12 12 10 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 2 2 2 2

1/6 230 1.e A 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 12 10 10 10

1/4 230 2.3 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 1t 12 12 12 12 10 10 10

t/S 230 2.6 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 12 10 10 10 10

1ri 230 3.7 _4 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 10 10 8 8 8

3/44 L30 5.1 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 12 10 10 8 8 8 8

1 230 6.5 14 14 14 14 14 12 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6

1-1/2 230 9.2 14 14 14 X2 12 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 6 4

2 230 12 14 14 14 12 10 10 10 8 8 8 6 6 4 4 4

3 230 17 10 10 10 10 10 8 8 6 6 6 4 4 4 2 2

5 230 28 10a 10a 10a 8 6 6 6 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 0

7-1/2 230 40 gb 8b 8b 6 6 I 4 2 2 2 1 0 0 00 00

0 230 50 Ca 6a 8a 6b 4 4 2 2 2 1 0 00 00 000 000

az

1 1

,; a. Type RH or RHW in cable or raceway; all types in air. For other types of wire in cable or raceway use next size larger. 1 §
N .-

0 ,1

u-sI-. 4,
b. For wires in cable or raceway use next size larger.

*M = thousand circular mils.

NOTE: Condi' Cora in overhead spans must be at least No. 10 for spans up to 50 ft. and No. 8 for larger spans.

See 1953 NE Code, Section 7314b.
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Using Electrical Devices gafely
(Information Sheet continued)

The following problems will illustrate how these Tables may be used:

Problem 1:

We have a 1/2 horsepower electric motor on a water pump located 300 feet
from our load center panel.

a. What size wire should we use if the motor is wired to operate on
115 volts ? Answer: No. 8 wire - From Table

b. that size wire would to required if the motor was wired t' operate
on 230 volts ? Answer: No. 14 wire - From Table IV

c. What size wire would we need if the distance to the well was 50 feet
and the motor was wired to operate on 115 volts ? Answer: No. 14
wire - From Table IV

We plan to install a 3000-watt dairy water heater in the milk rnm on our
dairy farm. it is designed to operate on 230 volts. The distance from our
load center panel to our water heater will be 80 feet. What size wire would
we use? Answer: No, 12 wire - From Table M
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240 volts

........y.y...

Service entrance cable
1

i

I
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Fuse or breaker box

1

120 v. grounded
outlet circuit

G 1

1... . ... 122 Y.A. lighting sirauitJ

Fuse or breaker box

240 v. circuit

neutral is safety ground)

U

=0............
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SPST Switchz 4

120 v. powerApgra.,_...

MMINE

aMIM aMOM 411111OP

.a1
Single Pole Single Throw Switch to Control Circuit

heater
120 v. power supply

100.0WO ml 4=1=11.
I

Switch

Switch with over-load Protection device to control
Circuit

1.11 ONINI
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I

1

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

120 v. power supply

SS s! S So S i SP
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Two 3-way switches (SPDT) to control circuit from two locations

neutral hot

1 WPM S

I

1

i

i

I

i

I

I

120 v. power supply

neutral hot

SD S S S

4-way switch

Two 3-way and one 4-way switch to control circuit from 3
locations. (for each additional control point, a .^ -way switch
is needed.)
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Hot
120 v. power su

SPST
Switch

,z,wazik,israsZWiS
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Lighting circuit

,IIMOr claw al MEM WIIMIM 4MM =NM - - IMMO MOM ONES WNW CAI

Neutral

Time Clock or repeat cycle timer to control lighting or other load
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Hot 1 ok

120 v. power supply 1

MMIliMM. MM, MI =IIMM MOOPMM OMPM MM - IM. MOM IMMO COM WO IMMO COMM MOM= I

To load

Neutral

Photo Relay to Control Lighting or Other Load
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Hot

120 v. Power Supply

Neutral

DPST Relay

ael
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- -erm,--1 5.-10

DPST Relay to open or close circuit

SPST Relay

Thermostat or
Homidistat

SPST Relay activated by thermostat or htunidibtat

M
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Relay with Leads to time clock motor
line leads i

Time clock to close
0 circuit during the day

and to open it at night.

Furnace
Night

Thermostat
Day thermostat

Two thermostats and 24-hour time clock to automatically
switch between different day and night temperatures.

120 v. Power Supply

1

1

I

1

i
a

I

1I

Thermostat

Heater

SPDT Thermostat to control both cooling and heating circuits .



Start Button
(normally open)...

Stop Button
(normally
closed)

Neutral

I

I

Line
Hot Hot

SO

IM=MM

a

Solenoid is energized to
close magnetic switch.

Thermal relay
(over-load protection)

IIP 0111, qump im NI g! / will glaall ND

MAGNETIC STARTER ACTIVATE]) WITH
PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL STATION

0oa
1
I
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: Using Farm Chemicals Safely

OBJECTIVES: To develop an understanding of the use of farm chemicals safely
cn the poultry farm.

INTRODUCTION: Chemicals are invaluable in protecting crops, poultry, and live-
stock against the many enemies that affect their production. 'there are many
farm chemicals in use in the agricultural industry. Some of these chemicals
are used as pesticides, insecticides, rodelticides, nematocides, molluscides,
soil additives, fertilizers, and plant regulators.

Farm chemicals have met standards of safety and effectiveness.
Directions for use of chemicals are designed to prevent harm to animals, plants,
and man, and to achieve the purposes for which they are intended. 'therefore,
proper use of chemicals is very important.

The ourpose of this lesson is to acquaint you with some general
safety precautions in the use of chemicals.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Information Sheet, "Using Farm Chemicals Safely"

Supplemental:
1. Yearbook of Agriculture, USDA, 1966, pp. 352-363

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is if necessary to use farm chemicals in a farming operation?
2. In what physical forms can farm chemicals be purchased?
3. What are some of the farm chemical names?
4. Why is it important for farm chemicals to meet certain standards":
5. Why do all farm chemicals have a direction of uoe of the chemical?
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The 1966 yearbook of agriculture points out that "we have to fight or combat 10,000
kinds of insects, 1,500 plant diseases, and 250 animal diseases in order to produce
agriculture products." In many instances it will be necessary to use farm chemicals
for these purposes. Safety in the use of these chemicals is the most important ar-
antee for the individual.

Tremendous progress has been made with chemical warfare against man's pests. The
development of organic phosphates, systemic insecticides, selective herbicides, ster-
ilants, attractants, repellants, plant growth regulators, and other chemicals are all
new advancements in man's attempt to sontrol his environment.

There are many types and forms of agricultural chemicals to combat diseases of plants
and animals, internal and external parasites of animals, and to regulate growth of
plants and animals. These chemicals can be purchased in the form of solids, liquids,
and gases. Many of the chemicals are poisonous to humans, and cautions should be
used in raixing and applying.

Some of the farm chemical names and uses are as follows:

1. BACTERICIDE - used to destroy bacteria of plants and animals
2. FUNGICIDE - used to protect plants from fungus infections or to cure

fungus infection
3. HERBICIDE - used for killing or inhibiting the development of growth of

plants
4. INSECTICIDE - used to control insect pests
5. MOLLUSCIDE - used to control snails tnd slugs
6. NEMATOCIDE - used to control nematodes
7. PlaTICIDE - used for controlling plant or animal life that is considered

to be a pest
8. RODENTICIDE - used to kill rodents

The common agricultural chemicals harmful to handle or breathe are: insecticides,
herbicides, fungicides, rcdenticides, molluscides, and nematocides.

Listed below are some general safety practices in using farm chemicals:

1. Keep chemicals away from children, pets, and irresponsible people.
2. Read and interpret the labels on containers in determir. ag the chemicals'

uses and specific needs. Follow all directions.
3. Do not breathe spray mist c r dust.
4. Do not get harmful chemicals int( dyes or on skin or clothing.
5. Use protective clothing and a respirator if label directions on chemical

advise it.
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Using Farm Chemicals Safely
(information Sheet continued)

6. Do not smoke or partake of food while using combustions and poisonous chem-
icals.

7. Store chemicals in a secure place in their original labeled containers.
8. Dispose of empty containers so they pose no hazard to humans, animals, or valu-

able plants.
ilk)

Agricultural chemicals are tested before they are put on the market. It is very impor-
tant that proper instructions and recommendations are followed when mixing and ap-
plytng. To use less than the recommended amount, the results are not likely to be sat-
isfactory. To use more than the recommended amount ma. produce harmful effects.
There is a tremendous saving that will occur to farmers through proper use of agricul-
tural chemicals in their farming operations.

Remember these key rules for safe use of agricultural chemicals. Read the label;
apply with care; store materials in a safe place; and carefully dispose of empty
containers.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC. Using Cleaning Equipment and Cleaning Compu ds Safely

OBJECTIVES: To acquaint the student with cleaning equipment and compounds and how
to use them safely on the poultry farm.

INTRODUCTION: Safety is an integral part of every activity and job in our daily lives.
Since cleaning compounds and equipment are us3d to prevent, destroy, or kill
bacteria and to control diesases, they could be harmful to the individual using them.
Safety practices in the use of cleaning compounds and equipment should always
be observed while being used on the poultry farm.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Using Cleaning Equipment and Cleaning Compounds Safely"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES,

1. What is the basic use of cleaning compounds?
2. How can safety be practiced in the use of cleaning compounds and equipment?
3. What are the two main divisions of cleaning agents?
4. Sanitizers are used for what purpose?
5. Name some of the more common sanitizer compounds.
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USING CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND CLEANING COMPOUNDS SAFELY

Cleanliness is one of the most important phases of any poultry operation. Safety
in using the compounds and equipment to do the job with is equally important.

These cleaning agents are referred to as detergents and sanitizers. The United States
Department of Agriculture defines detergents as "milures of chemicals that change
the characteristics of dirt and soil so that they can be separated from the surface of
equipment with a solvet.t, usually water." Sanitizers are core -nounas used to kill bac-
teria, fungi, and other microorganisms which remain on the surface of equipment
after it has been cleaned. The more common ones are chlorine, hydrogen peroxide,
iodine, and quaternary ammonium compounds. Disinfectants and/or germicides are
used after a thorough cleaning of the po'ltry house and equipment. Good disinfectants
destroy germs that cause disease as il as external parasites, and some of the eggs
of external parasites.

Care should be exercised in using mechanical equipment in removing old litter.
Other equipment such as automatic feeders and waterers should be elevated or re-
moved, washed, and sprayed with a germicide solution. The entire poultry house
should be washed or cleaned thoroughly with cleaner and allowed to dry before disin-
fectants are used.

During the rearing period -- between the brood time and between each group of
layers -- many disease problems are related to general management of cleanliness
and sanitation. Poultrymen know that cleanliness and sanitation reflect themselves
directly in the profits of the poultry business. Disinfectants should not be used to
cover up careless sanitation. There is no substitute for plain cleanliness. Along
with cleanliness should go the proper use of the right kind of disinfectants, applied
as they shculd, so that they can do their job in the most effective manner. They
should be worked into all the tracks and crevices. A good application of disinfectants
gives a true sense of security to the poultryman in eliminating many disease and
pest problems that might occur.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: Safety in Using Poultry Farm Equipment
.

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the student with the safety practices involved in using
poultry farm equipment.

INTRODUCTION: People are the most important element in any farming operation.
Their safety wLile performing their tasks is as equally important as producing
the food and fiber for man's needs. Equipment of all kinds has greatly aided
man in accomplishing the ohjective of producing food and fiber.

In the poultry industry you will have an opportunity to use and
operate some of the equipment necessary for performing many of the required
jobs. Your practice of safety in using the equipment will assist in eliminating
many accidents and will assure you of continuous service in the poultry industry.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Informaeon Sheet, "Safety in Using Poultry Farm Equipment"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. List some poultry farm equipment.
2. What is the most important elemelit in any farming operation?
3. How can one assist in eliminating accidents?
4. Do you consider safety to be as important as the production of food and fiber?
5. What can one do to practice safety around machines?
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The leading challenge now is accidc:-.: nrevention, and education plays a major role.
Since an on-the-job training program is a part of your educational experienc .:, you
have numerous opportunities to develop those attitudes and practices that can pre-
vent injury and death. Safety is not really learnel until it is put into practice.

With the advancement of science and technology, the poultry industry has developed
into larger units of production with more processing and marketing A poultry and
poultry ?roducts. Equipment, such as incubators, brooders, automatic waterers,
feeders, egg graders, mechanical and automatic litter removers, and other mechan-
jct.'_ and electrical equipment, has contributed to the progress in labor-saving de-
vices. It is man's responsibility now to see that he does not become a victim of
progress in the use of the equipment. Habits, skills, knowledge, and attitudes are
safety characteristics which one must possess and put into practice.

Listed below are some general safety principles to keep in mind and to practice while
working in the poultry industry:

1. Know what your job is and how to do it safely.
2. Always play safety first.
3. Safety does not cost you anything until you forget.
4. Keep in mind that safety is stopping accidents before they happen.
5. Make a survey of the hazards in the poultry industry area ir_ which you work.
6. Use the right tools and equipment for the job, and keep tools and equipment

in good repair.
7. Make sure the ladder is in good repair and is the right one for the job to

be done.
8. The operation of machines and vehicles, such as tractors, trucks, and other

self-propelled equipment, is meant for serious wcark. Stay away from them
unless your work requires them.

9. If your job requires work with and around machines, fi. i out bow to do it
safely.

10. Avoid wearing loose, floppy clothes around machinery moving parts.
11. Make sure all permanent electrical equipment cases and all portable electri-

cal tools are grounded.
12. Replace all frayed insulation.
13. Make repairs today - not tomorrow.
14. See that all tools are stored in the proper place when not :n use.
15. Always include safety in your work to protect yourself against liability.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: :FLA Regulations

OBJECTIVES: To acquaint the student with the FDA regulations and to show how
they protect the consumers of poultry products.

INTRODUCTION: The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) tasks are many and varied.
The principal job of the FDA is to enfo:ra the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Azt and, thereby, carry out the purpose of Congress to insure that foods are safe,
pure, wholesome, and made under sanitary conditions. The poultry industry is
affected by the FDA reg;.ilaticns in that poultry and poultry products are produced
as food for human consumption. We can conclude that the FDA is science working
through law to protect consumers.

REFERENCE&
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "FDA Regulations"

Supplemental:
1. Yearbook of Agriculture, USDA, 1966, pp 281-298
2. "FDA, What It Is and Does,' FDA Publication No. 1, Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, Revised February, 1965.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the FDA?
2. How is the poultry industry affected by the FDA?
3. What is the principal job of the FDA?
4. How is the FDA helpful to the poultry industry?
5. How can the poultry Industry assist the FDA in carrying out its responsibility?

0
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The FDA provides safety measures regarding wholesome products for the consumer
and renders valuable services to the poultry industry. The round stamps or marks
of Federal inspection found on poultry products are the consumer's guarantee of
wholesomeness. The inspection mark also certifies that the poultry products came
from healthy birds and passed the high standards of the Federal Goverasment for
wholesomeness, cleanliness, and truthfulness in labeling.

The Poultry Products Inspection Act consists of these essential functions: sanitation
of the establishment; inspection of birds before slaughter; careful in-nection of the
carcass and internal organs at time of slaughter; processing inspection; disposal of
condemned material; marking and labeling; and inspecting imported poultry products.

The FDA is primarily a law enforcement agency and, as such, is in cons;;ant contact
with Federal, state, and local agencies carrying on similar or related activities.
In carrying out its responsibility for protecting the purity, quality, and labeling of
food, FDA performs many se) Aces after the product leaves the plant including the
following;

1. Makes periodic inspections of food establishments ane examines samples
from interstate shipments of these products.

2. Assists industry in voluntary compliance with the law and in setting up con-
trols to prevent violations

3. Sets up standards of identity, quality, and capacity of containers for food
products in line with congressional mandate to "promote honesty and fair
dealing in the interest of the consumer. "

4. Passes on the safety of food additives Lnd checks to see that safety rules
are followed.

5. Passes on the safety cf colors for use in foods.
6. Checks imports of foods to make sure they comply with U. S. law.
7. Cooperates with state and local officials in the inspection of foods contami-

nated by floods, hurricanes, explosions. and fires and assists in removal
of damaged items from the market.



QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIE,

4. When does a flock owner inventory his laying operation?

6. What information sho*'ld be available to the flock owner about hits operation?

1. Why should a commercial laying operator have records?
2. How would the laying operator's system of records compare to a

3. What does a specialized laying operator depend upon for his profit?

5. What items art. included in the business expenses of the commercial flock?

8. How complicated should a set of records be for a commercial laying

2. Livestock and Poultry Production, Bundy and Digging, pp. 593-596

7. How should receipts from the flock be kept?

operation?

merchant's records?

..1
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UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Importance of Records

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of records for the
laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production , Bundy and Diggins, pp. 332-347
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UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Egg Production Records

OBJECTIVE: To determine the types and k!nds of records necessary for an
efficient laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and aiggins, Chapter 14.
2. Livestock and poultry Production_, 2nd Edition, Bundy and Dz_ggins,

pp. 593-7.
3. "Purina Commercial Layer Program", Ralston Purina Company, 1966,
4. Profitable Poultry Production, E, D. Parnell, page 257.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

ge

1. What information do daily egg recordr provide?
2. What factors are reflected generally by the differences in rate of lay?
3. Why is flock depletion of importance in determining per cent of egg production
4. How are feed costs evaluated?
5. Haw may a flock owner reduce the cost of production of a dozen eggs?
6. What should be a goal for egg production?
7. What is the principal objective of keeping egg records?
8. How should egg records be kept?
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UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Feed Records

OBJECTIVE: To determine the need and v: 'ue of proper feed records and how they
may be used.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Pouf Production, Bundy and Diggins , Chapt. 14
2. Livestock and Poultry Production, Second Edition, Bundy and Diggins

pp. 588 and 596
3. Profitable Poultry Production, E.D. Parnell , pp. 263-263

Supplemental:
1. "Caged Layer Management," Bulletin B-1060, Texas A&M University

Extension Service , p. 4
2. "Economics of Laying Flocks in Texas ," Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station, MP 293, Table 5, p. 5
3. "The Laying Flock," Circular 503, University of Wisconsin, Madison ,

Wisconsin
4. "Purina Cc.mmercial Layer Program," Ralston Purina Company,

St. LOUIP , Mo.

QUESTIONS OR ACMVITES:

1. Why keep an accurate feed usage and cost record?
2. What should feed records include?
3. What proportion of the total operating cost should be represented by the

value of feed?
4. How does the weight of laying hens affect feed consumption?
5. What is the influence of caged birds on the consumption of feed and cost

of production?
6. What is a desirable feed conversion per dozbn eggs?
7. How may feed records be used to control egg quality?
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UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Flock Inventory Records

OBJECTIVE: To stimulate a need for developing a functioning inventory control
program.

REFERENCES.
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, Chapter 9 and 14.
2. Profitable Poultry Production , E D. Parnell, pp. 262-263
3. Livestock and Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, Second Edition

pp 513 and 596

Supplemental:
1. Your Future in Farming, Goodman and Tudor , Prentice Hall, Inc.

Englewood Cliffs , N.J.
2. "Caged Layer Management", Texas Agricultural Extension Service

Bulletin B-1060

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How may a flock inventory depreciate?
2. Why is flock inventory important?
3. How would you establish a flock inventory?
4. How often should inventory numbers be tabulate,.,.
5. What are the causes of high mortality?
6. How do caged operations affect mortality rate?
7. Compare mortality rate of an all pullet operat ion to that of an all old

hen operation.
8. Give the advantage of "old hen" operation as an aid to inventory control.
9. What percent of the inventory may safely be held over for a second year's

production? Depending on what?
10, What percent of the flock should be on hand at the end of a lay period?

6601111111011
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UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Medication Records and the Recording of General Observations

OBJECTIVE: To develop a proper medication program and to create a need
for receding of information.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Livestock and Poultry Production Bundy and Diggins, pp. 627-642
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, p. 133
3. Profitable Poultry Production Parnell, chapter 8
4. Sample medication record

Supplemental:
I. "Commercial Layer Program," Ralston Purina Co. , St. Louis, Mo.

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

I. What factors should be considered in the developn ent of a good medication
program?

2. How much medication should be practiced in the laying flock?
3. What are coccidiostats?

When should flocks be immunized?
5. When should the laying flock be "wormed" for the control of internal

parasites?
6. What materials may be used in worming poultry?
7. What general observations may warn a commercial flock owner of approach-

ing troubles?
8. What materials may be used in a sanitation program?
9. How should antibiotics fit in to a medication program?

10. What is "low level" and "high level" feeding of antibiotics?
11. Develop a plan for recording medication records.

iroefOrA/4, iT;74.."-;
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Newcastle Disease
1st Vaccination
2nd Vaccination
3rd Vaccination

Bronchitis
1st Vaccination
2nd Vaccination
3rd Vaccination

Fowl Pox

Laryngotracheitis

Coccidiostat
Worming

Other Medication

Information Sheet
on

SAMPLE MEDICATION RECORD

How Type of
Date Administered Vaccine

934-11I-5
Page 2

Cost

Total Vaccination and Medication Cost . . .. $

OTHER EXPENSES

Fuel Oil Date Cost

Miscellaneous

Total

Total Other Expenses $

Total Feed Costs

. 444'4;r,
':*'-'ft-t3.$2tWV2` ,40/#,;" .'"F"

$
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Capital Outlay for Commercial Laying Flock

OBJECTIVE: To determine the needed capital to set up an efficient commercial
laying flock.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
1. "Economics of Laying Flocks in Texas," Texas Agricultural Experiment

Station, p. 293
2. Profitable Poultry Production Parnell, pp. 11, 249-257
3. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 332-347, 234-235
4. "Caged Layer Management," Texas A81114 University Extension Service,

B-1060

Supplemental:
1. Purina Replacement Pullet Program_, Ralston Purina Co.
2. Purina Commercial Layer Program, Ralston Purina Co.
3. Egg Production, Clark and Scoggin, State Board of Vocational Education,

Mississippi State University
4. "Farm Poultry Management," Farmers Bulletin, No. 2197, U.S. D. A.

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the total of cash and non-cash items per pullet going into the
laying house?

2. Give two types of operations that are generally observed in Texas.
3. How many pounds of feed are required to bring a pullet up to housing in

the laying flock?
4. Give the usual dimensions for laying house cages.
5. Give the approximate cost of new equipment and houses per layer housed.
6. How much feed is required per bird per year? Oyster shell? Grit?
7. Approximately how much weekly depreciation may be charged to houses and

equipment per 1000 birds?
8. What is the average range of depletion price for (light) commercial laying

flocks?
9. What is the deciding number of birds where an operator should go to bulk

delivery on feeds?
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10. How many eggs should be produced per hen housed annually?
11. Give the characteristics common to low profit flocks.
12. Give approximate costs of a commercial lay operation.
13. Compare the square feet rewired baween cage and flcor housed birds.
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OBJECTIVE: To determine proper facilities required on buildings, equipment, and
supplies.

RE FERE NCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 208-222
2. "Farm Poultry Management, Is Farmers Bulletin 2197, U. S. D. A.

Supplemental:
1. Profitable Poultry Production Parnell, pp. 238-243

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What determines the type of care and maintenance on facilities of a laying
flock?

2. What determines floor space needed per hen?
3. What are the essential building features that must be maintained in order

to secure efficient levels of production?
4. What are the basic considerations for all poultry houses?
5. What features should be considered in selection of equipment?
6. What determine the type of waterers to use?
7. What is the essential equipment of commercial laying houses?
8. How much feeder space should be nrovided?
9. How much space should be allowed for calcium supplement and grit?

10. Give the amount of roost space required for floor type operations? How
wide apart?

11. How deep should dropping pits be for practical cleaning?
12. State the types and amount of nesting space required.
13. How much water is required per 100 birds?
14. Why is proper ventilation necessary?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Physical Facilities Required for Commercial Cage Type Laying Operation

OBJECTIVE: To determine necessary facilities required for an efficient cage lay-
ir flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 234-235
2. "Farm Poultry Management," Farmers Bulletin 2197, U. S. D. A.
3. "Caged Layer Management, " Texas A &M University Extension Service,

B-1060

Supplemental:
1. Purina Commercial Lm Program, Ralston Purina Co. , St.
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

Louis, Mo.

I. What are the most satisfactory types of laying houses?
2. What are the most common roof types for laying houses?
3. List the advantages for a cage type operation.
4. How much artificial light is provided for cage boluses?
G. How often should cage houses be rested?
6. How does the cost of feeders and waterers compare between cage and

floor housed birds?
7. What are the two greatest problems of a caged laying flock?
8. How much water should waterers provide per 100 birds?
9. What are proper sizes for cage houses?

10. What is the proper age for housing pullets in cages?
11. Should waterers be level? Why?
12. What are the types of waterers for a caged operation?
13. How "long" is "too long" for a water trough?
14. What is the proper feed trough space per cage?
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TOPIC: Care and Maintenance of Buildings, Equipment, Supplies, and Maintaining
Adequate Inventory Control

OBJECTIVE: To establish a proper care and maintenance program coupled with
an adequate inventory control.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 212-221
2. "Caged Layer Management, " Texas A&M University Extension Service,

B-1060
3, Profitable Poultry_ Production Parnell, p. 193

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 How should a laying house be prepared for layers?
2. How often should dropping pits be cleaned?
3. How may dampness be kept down in poultry houses?
4. How often should waterers be cleaned?
5. What precaution should be observed where all-metal siding is used in house

construction?
6. What materials may be used in disinfecting equipment and houses?
7. What is inventory control?
8. What is the approximate overhead and del reflation per week per 1000 layers?
9. What is excessive mortality?

10. How often should inventory numbers be ba Inc id?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Selecting and Handling Laying Hens

OBJECTIVE: To properly select quality laying birds and encourage rper
handling.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 114-115 and 223
2. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, p. 228
3. "Caged Layer Management, " B-1060, Texas A&M University

Extension Service
4. Purina Commercial Layer Program, Ralston Purina Company,

St. Louis, Missouri

Supplemental:
1. "Farm Poultry Management, " Farmers Bulletin No. 2197, U.

S. Department of Agriculture

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the most practical size hen for a commercial laying flock?
2. What should be the minimum goal for egg production per year?
3. What qualities should be considered in selecting birds for a

commercial layer flock?
4. How often should culling be practiced?
5. How has the high cost of replacement pullets influenced the culling

procedure?
6. What is meant by stress?
7. What factors determine when pullets should be moved into the

laying house?
8. Do antibiotics tend to reduce stress?
9. What factors are considered in selecting layers?

10. What is meant by "handling qualities"?
11. Define pigment.
12. How may stress be reduc3d?
13. Where does laying bird selection begin?
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OBJECTIVE: To determine the need for and financial considerations in
securing replacements.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Management Practices in Securing

Replacements (Floor Plan)"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What determines the number of replacements needed?
2. What are the most common seasons for brooding replacements?
3. In pullet flocks of over 70% production, what is the customary

profit and return per man hour?
4. How long should a flock owner generally keep light laying flocks?
5. What factors influence mortality rate?
6. What is a good level at which to keep mortality?
7. What determines the cost of replacements?
8. Is addition of pullets to a floor plan considered to be a good

practice ? Why?
9. How many replacements wilt need to be started for each 1000

layers brought into the laying house?
10. What is the approximate age for vaccination of pullets?
11. Why should there be two ages of birds in production at all times?,
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Information Sheet
on

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN SECURING REPLACEMENTS (FLOOR PLAN)

The number of replacements needed will be influenced by (1) the replacement
pal.tern tall pullet flock, partial pullet flock, or no replacements for two
years), 4 2 o breed of layer used, 43) rate of culling. 44i mortality of layers,
45) ihe cost of rearing replacements, and 46) size of flock

The practice of brooding multiple replacements is common among commercial
egg producers When all the replacement chicks are started at the same
time each year, they will likely begin to lay while the old hens are still
producing enough eggs to be profitable With multiple brooding, the income
from liens already in production should more than pay the cost of rearing
pulleis Brooding is practical at all times of the year; however, for market
egg producers December-Vebruary, March-May, and September-November are
the most commonly used seasons

Experiments have been reported where all-pullet, light-breed flocks, although
producing eggs at a lower cost returned a lower egg price, nating a profit
of 2.4 a dozen, while flocks having 70 to 99% pullets yielded a profit of
3 7C a dozen, and 8 4 more per man hour of labor. Generally, it is not
considered profitable to keep light breeds longer than about 15 months.

Rate of culling will vary with the breed or strain, from yePr to year, from
farm to farm, and will be influenced by management practices In a floor
unit of 504 commercial layers at the Northeast Mississippi Experiment Station,
75 pullets were added as replacements at the end of six months Calculated
on a percentage basis this is a total of 15% for the six months period or at
a rate of 2-1/2% per month.

Mortality varies with the breed or strains, sanitation and disease prevention
practices, etc. In the production summary of all entries in U. S Official
Egg Laying Tests for 1955-56, the percent mortality ranged from 0 to
15.38%. The average mortality for 6,370 birds was 10 78%. U a producer
keeps his mortality down to an average of 1 to 1.5% per month, this is
considered good

The cost of rearing replacement pullets depends upon the size of the operation;
cost of chicks; cost of feed, labor, and fuel; percent mortality; and season
during which they were brooded Studies conducted in many parts of the country
show costs to range for spring brooding from $1.62 per pullet to $2.04 for
fall brooding. A predominantly pullet flock will lay more eggs of higher
quality on less feed than older birds
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A leghorn's second year production is about 87% of its first year's production.
Heavy breeds will usually lay only about 50% of their first year's production. A
pullet flock can sustain a high rate of egg production with comparatively little
mortality Most commercial poultrymen replace their entire flocks every
12 to 15 months

Size of flock is a determining factor on the number of replacements needed
and whether or not to use the multiple replacement system Flocks of about
500 birds or less might be replaced to better advantage annually, while
larger flocks should generally use the multiple system of replacements.

It should be emphasized that adding pullets to a floor unit is not considered a good
Practice. Floor units should be replaced 100% rather than adding !Pullets to
keep the house full.

When you begin the multiple replacement system, keep at least two ages of
birds in production This will require that you have two laying houses of
the same type and size

Assuming that each house is 1,000 capacity, about 1,430 pullet chicks
would need to be started. To calculate the number of pullet chicks to start,
estimate that about 70 pullets out of every 100 sexed pullets will reach the
laying house. Approximately 30% will fall by the wayside because of disease,
miscellaneous deaths, and rigid culling program

When straight-run chicks are used, double the number used where sexed pullets
are purchased. For each 100 pullet replacements needed, start about 285
straight-run chicks Surplus pullets, if vv. nay be sold as meat or housed
in temporary quarters and need to replace losses during the first few months
of pullet production.

If started pullets are used for replacements, the number to be purchased
will depend on their age and losses to be expected from mortality and culling.
Pullets should remain on the pullet grower's farm until after the vaccination
program has been completed. This will usually be from 14 to 16 weeks of
age. Only strong, well-fleshed pullets should be purchased. Between the
age of 14-16 weeks and age 20 weeks. the approximate age at which they
should be in the laying house, the loss should be practically none.

(
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Management Practices in Securing Replacements (Floor Plan)
(Information Sheet continued)

In order to have at least two ages of hens in production at all times, one
brood of replacement chicks could be started Descember-February and aoused
May-July, and another brood started September-November and housed in a
second house March-May. This helps to maintain an even supply of large eggs.

***************

Materials for this information sheet was taken from Egg Production , Clark and
Scoggin, State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with the
I gricultural Education Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi
state University.
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OBJECTIVE. To determine the need for replacements and to establish
a schedule for securing replacements in cage houses.

REFERENCES:
Required,
1. Information Sheet, "Management Practices of Securing Replacements

(Cage Plan)"
2, Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp 114-116
3. "Caged Layer Management," B-1060, Texas A&M University

Extension Service. p. 8

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES.

1. What factor in a large measure determines the success of a caged
bird operation?

2. What are the desirable qualities of replacement pullets?
3 Does time of year affect the brooding of chicks?
4. When should the depopulating of a house take place?
5. How soon should pullets be housed?
6. What is the "Mehrhof Formula" used in determining where culling

should begin?
7. What should be the approximate real estate value of the poultry

operation to include brooding, laying, and feed houses?
8. Using the plan suggested in the Information Sheet, develop a

plan for replacement of cage layers to fit local needs on a
three year basis-
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Information Sheet
on

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OF SECURING REPLACEMENTS CAGE PLAN)

The success of the cage plan is dependent in a large measure upon the
pullet replacement program It is essential that healthy, vigorous pullets
capable of laying at a high rate and at top feed efficiency be available
throughout the year to take the place of those birds removed from the cages
through mortality or culling.

Proper scheduling of replacement chicks offers a real challenge to the cage
operator. Programs vary widely from area to area and from farm to farm.

A replacement program recommended by Beacon Milling Company, Cayuga, New
York, and used here with their permission follows.

"The following is a replacement schedule 'hat has been set up to work over
a three-year period starting with a I, 000-bird capacity.

REPLACEMENT PROGRAM - 1,000 CAGED LAYERS
(Three-Year Program Starting in 1960)

1960 1981 1962
Chicks
Started

Pullets
Into Cages

Chicks Pullets
Started Into Cages

Chicks
Started

Pullets
Into Cages

January 1176(1)* 91345) 90(3) 732(9) 152(7)Fe bnw______,
March
Aril 106(2) 170(e) 90(4) 228(10) 152(8)
May
June 100011)*
July 106(4) 179") 7730) 228(11) 622(0)
August
September
October 10614) 002) 179(8) 152M 228(1z) 194(10)
November
December

* The number in brackets under the column headed "Chicks Started" designates
the series number of the flock of chicks started. The corresponding number
in brackets under the column headed "Pullets Into Cages" identifies
the same series of birds at the time of being placed in cages.
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This schedale is based on these assumptions: (1) Mortality plus culling
to housing is 15% of the started, sexed chicks (2) Replacement pullets
will be placed in cages at about six months of age, except for the initial
batch which can be placed in cages at five months since plenty of space
will be available. (3) Mortality plus culling rate of layers is 3% of the
layer population per month. (4) All birds that have bee, in production for
12 months are removed (5) Chicks are started every third month: January',
April, July, and October.

"In following the above program, it is necessary to brood chicks so that
replacement pullets will be available at the end of the 12-month production
year of a given population. This means that when first starting with the
cage program, a large majority of the chicks will be brooded at one time.
After a number of years, however, the cage operator will find that the
replacement rate evens itself out so that more nearly the same number of
birds are brooded at each three-month brooding interval.

"If good management is employed, the time of the year during which the
chicks are brooded will make little difference in their production per-
formance as layers. Some operators follow the practice of brooding chicks
each month. From time to time, brooding months may be skipped - when
operators foresee a pullet oversupply in the months ahead.

"Any program in which the bulk of the replacement birds are brooded at
one time has the disadvantage of using the starting and rearing facilities
for only a fraction of the year However, if there is some likelihood of
the need for depopulating (because of a disease buildup), it is best to
have the layer population scheduled so that depopulating can take place when
the majority of the birds would go out of production anyway. Such
scheduling can be accomplished only if the bulk of the replacement pullets
are brooded so that they go into the cages, and therefore out of production,
as a group.

"Some operators, just starting in the cage system, prefer to "ease" in.
That is. they start with only a small number of cages, calling for only
a small number of replacement birds. If they find the operation successful,
more chicks are brooded--and additional cages are obtained when they
are needed to house the pullets.
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Management Practices of Securing Replacements (Cage Plan)
(Informatio- Sheet continued)

"Still other cage operators prefer to do no brooding at all. Replacement
pullets are purchased from other poultrymen.

"Transferring pullets - Under farm conditions, the time of transferring
the birds to cages will depend on the vacant cages available for the
replacement birds. If possible, replacement pullets should be placed in
cages about one week before the first egg is laid. This allows them to
become accustomed to their new environment before the onset of lay.

"When insufficient cage space is available for ready-to-lay pullets, some
operators follow the practice of putting two birds in a single cage. This
program can be followed successfully if the cages are sufficiently large,
(10-12 inches). Preferably, only birds of the same age and from the same
growing pens should be placed together.

"Some poultrymen follow the practice of keeping all birds of a given age
in the same section of the cage house. With this program, the procedure
sometimes followed is to "close ranks" by removing the older population
down to fill in a "hole" left empty by a culled bird. The pullet replacement
is then placed in the vacancy at the end of the line, proviciPd by closing
ranks."

**************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Egg Production, Clark
and Scoggin, State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with the
Agricultural Education Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi
State University.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Culling Caged Layers

OBJECTIVE: To determine and apply practical selection and culling to caged
bird operations.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Culling Caged Layers"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is a rule of thumb guide such as "14 eggs in 28 days"
impractical in culling caged birds?

2. What is meant by a probation period?
3. What factors determine a producer's culling rate?
4. What term is applied when a hen is culled and a new layer

is placed in the cage?
5. What is one rule in culling that never varies?
6. Using Table 79 in the Information Sheet, calculate necessary

production to pay feed cost if: Feed is $4.25 per cwt. and
price of eggs is 351 per dozen.

7. What are the general rules for cage culling?
8. What has been the result of bad culling practices or losses?
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cull caged layers is probably the most perplexing problem in caged
layer management On first thought, it appears simple because you know the
exact rate of laying and the persistence of egg production of each hen with
out examination of her physical characteristics, since the eggs are picked
up directly in front of each cage Yet the general recommendation that any
hen not laying 14 eggs in 28 days should be culled, has proven to be imprac-
tical and unsound, causing serious losses to many cage operators, particu
larly during the early part of the laying period

The Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station has conducted a test that
probably provides the best information available on culling caged layers.
This research was reported by Dr E P Roy in the October, 1959. issue
of Poultry Tribune, Southeast Edition, as follows

"Culling records should not be started until the bird enters her third month
of production Then tou can use a 28-day period satisfactorily plus a
28-day 'probation' period You should use the 'probation' technique where
you give a layer. below the culling point during any 28-day period, another
28-day chance before culling her

"Here are four important factors in determining your cull rate: (1) Your
feed cost per pound 12) Your net egg price per dozen (Si Your loss when
replacing a culled layer with a new pullet 14) 'our calculation of how
much the new pullet will have to lav over the present laying rate of the old
hen

"Table 79 shows the production percentage a h1141 must lay with a given feed
price and egg price per dozen For example, if your feed costs $3.50 per
hundred pounds and your net egg price at the lam is 35 cents per dozen, then
the two lines cross at the 30 percenf cull rate which is nine eggs in 28 days
If your feed costs $5 per hundred pounds and eggs bring (30 cents per dozen,
the two lines cross at the 25 peicent cull fate or seven and one-half eggs
in 30 days

"Table 79 shows the percent rate of lav required to cover feed costs and
the number of eggs required per month to cover feed cost Cull all layers
which do not cove r reed cost
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TABLE 79 THE BREAK-EVEN POINT AT VARIOUS EGG PRICES AND FEED PRICES
.01WIMIw.mod....wwftlIMPW 411m.m......Mmmill.mwrmimu,.rmAMI611MOMMO.MIMMlimlb

Price of
Eggs Feed Cost per cwt. (Se

(Cents per 3 25 3 50 3 75 4 00 4.25 4.50 4.75 5.00
Doz I No of Eira2 Required Month-

ep.rimm .1a=11
30 98 105 113 120 128 13.5 14.2 1.0
35 83 90 96 103 109 11 6 12.2 12.9
40 73 79 84 90 96 101 107 11.3
45 6 5 7 0 7.5 8 0 8 5 9 0 9.7 10.0
50 5 8 6 3 6 7 7 2 7.6 8.1 8,5 9.0
55 5 3 5 7 6 1 6.6 7 0 7.4 7.0 8.2
60 49 53 56 60 6.4 68 7.1 7.5
65 45 48 52 55 5.9 6.2 66 6.9

IIMMI.W.M.M.mrm.wpmMr.M...MTIMMO.Owe......A.MIRMIMMIWOY

Assuming 7 5 pounds of feed consumed per bird per 28-day period

"When a layer is culled and a new layer put into the cage, you increase
).our costs by the cost of the new layer minus the returns from the sale
of the culled layer We will call this amount 'replacement cost

"The next question facing a poultryman is, 'Will the new layer exceed
the old layer by enough to pay this replacement cost?' This question
can be answered by the use of Table 80 For example, you may suffer a
$1 loss when replacing a layer $2 new pullet cost minus $1 salvage value
of old layer equals $1 loss) with egg prices at 40 cents Look at the top
or T-ble 80 and find the 40 cents per dozen egg price Then look at the
left of the table under 'replacement cost' and find $1 By going across
from $1 and down from 40 cents you will find the figure 2, S. This is
how many eggs per month the new Layer must out-produce the old layer
to break even
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Culling Caged Layers
(Information Sheet continued)

"Now, figure the average number of eggs laid by your flock for the past
month. For example, if the flock average is 17.5 eggs for the past
month, then the culling rate will be 17.5 minus 2.5 or 15 eggs. With a
replacement cost and an expected egg price of 40 cents per dozen, you
would cull birds laying 15 eggs or less.

"This culling rate will change when replacement cost or egg prices change.
For example. if your replacement cost was $1.50, egg prices were still
40 cents and your flock average is 60 percent or 18 eggs, you will cull
birds laying 14 eggs per month or less. If a bird were laying 15 eggs
per month, then you would not gain by culling.

TABLE 80. NUMBER OF. EGGS PER MONTH THAT NEW PULLET MUST LAY
OVER OLD LAYER TO BREAK EVEN WITH VARIED EGG PRICES AND
REPLACEMENT COSTS Ic .

Replacement
Cost**

($ per Bird)

Average Replacement
Cost per Month

(Cents'

Egg Prices (Cents per Dozen)
30 40 50 60 65
No. of Eggs Required per Month

.25 2.1 .8 .6 .5 .4 .4
.50 4.2 , 1.7 1.3 1.0 .8 .8
.75 6.3 2.5 1.9 1.5 1.3 1,2

1.00 8.3 3.3 2.5 2.0 1.7 1.5
1.25 10.4 4.2 3.1 2.5 2.1 1.9
1.50 12.5 5.0 3.8 3.0 2.5 -2.3
1.75 14.6 5.8 4.4 3.5 2.9 2.7
2.00 16.7 6.7 5.0 CO 3.3 3.1

* Assume, equal prices of eggs produced by old and new bird and 12
months length of lay for new bird.

*A, Cost of new pullet minus recOpt from sale of culled layer.

- -^



Culling Caged Layers
(information Sheet continued)

"A few general rules in cage culling are:

1 Do not cull until after the third month of production. Then use a
28-day record keeping period with a 28-day probation period.

2. Cull all layers which do not cover feed cost.
3. After you have done this, take your egg prices and replacement cost

and find the number of eggs required to pay for the added cost of
replacement.

4. Figure how many eggs your flock averaged per bird fov the past
28 days.

5. Subtract the figure you get in number 3 above from the figure you
get in number 4. Cull all layers which do not lay this amount in a
28-day laying period or probation period.

"While these recommendations may not be absolutely perfect, they have
been tested sufficiently and found to be a great improvement over the
hit-and-miss culling now in use. Some poultry experts have stated that
it was the bad calling recommendations being made which slowed down the
cage egg business.

"It was not unusual for a caged layer operator to cull a pullet costing
$2.25 which did not lay seven eggs in 14 days during her first few weeks
of production. This practice caused so much loss to poultrymen that
some went to the other extreme - no culling at all. This research may
bring more balance into operations."

1,itrAdAlt********

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Egg Production_, Clark
arid Scoggin, State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with the
Agricultural Education Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi
State University.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC-, Caring for Laying Facilities

OBJECTIVE: To develop a program for caring for laying facilities.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production , Bundy and Diggins, Chapter 9
2. Profitable Poultry Production , E, a Parnell, pp. 228-257
3. "Farm Poultry Management," Farmers Bulletin No. 2197, U.

S. Department of Agriculture

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Should pullets and old hens be mixed in housing?
2. What are the essential differences between floor housed and

caged operations?
3, How often should nests be cleaned?
4. Bow may dropping pits be made easier to clean?
5. What materials make satisfactory litter?
6. What is a deep or built-up litter syelAm?
7. What are the essential features of good nests?
8. Bow may placing of waterers over dropping pits help?
9, What steps should be followed in cleaning a floor-type laying

house prior to incoming pullets?
10. Should litter be retained in house for next lay inventory?
11. What is the maximum temperature rang. inside of the laying house?

-.11=main
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Cage Construction and Management
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OBJECTIVE: To create an awareness of cage construction and gain knowledge
essential to management of the cage laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Cage Construction and Management"

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the most common arrangement of cages?
2. What are the common widths used in cages?
3. What is the primary disadvantage of placing a multiple of birds

in cages?
4. What are the most critical problems in a cage operation?
5. Why do cages require close supervision and management?
6. What is the necessary lighting for caged birds?
7. How should cages be arranged?
8. Why are cage houses usually narrow in width?
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Cages may be single-decked or double-decked. kiletieraily, single deck,.
single bird cages have proven the most popular. Cages may be 8, 10,
and 12 inches wide and 12 to 18 inches deep. The height of cages usu-
ally varies from 16 to t8 inches. Most cages are placed back to back
in single, double, or triple rows, depending on the width of the houses.

The 10 by 18 inch cages are used where two birds of the Leghorn type are
placed in .2. single cage. However, you lose the advantage of accuracy of
production claimed for cage operations.

Colony or multiple-bird cages may be used to confine four to six birds
but cannibalism sometimes results,

Generally, wages should provide a minimum of 1/2 sq. ft. floor space,
three inches of feed trough space, and one inch water space per bird.
The greater the number of birds caged together, the larger the amount
of floor space per bird,

Maintaining flock inventory is critical in most cage operations. Cage
laying operations have a higher initial investment; thus, cost becomes
a factor,. In order to reduce cost,of production, you must have total
cages in 'operation. Cages requirt. closer. management and supervision
programs as flies, parasites, ventilation, and manure disposal become
n -ch more a part of the total laying nrogram. Feed and water require-
ments must also be more accurately, measured.

Location of cages to insure proper amount of lighting per bird -
Usually in the beginning, a minimum of 14 hours lighting is requires,
and even higher levels may be needed toward the middle and end of the
lay period.

Arrangement of cages should be such as to provide maximum capacity of
the house and at the same time provide for convenience and saving of
labor in doing th,. routine chores of feeding, egg gathering, cleaning,
and servicing. Most cage houses are relatively narrow, about 24 to
32 feet wide. With cages arranged back to back, some saving in fec...1.er
and watering equipment required may be made.
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Cage Construction and Management
(Information Sheet continued)

The bottoms of the cages should be at a convenient height above the floor
level for convenience in caring for hens and gathering eggs. They pref-
erably should be suspended from the roof rather than sitting on a plat-
form or other obstruction.

Some of the most common agreed advantages of cages are:

1. More positive culling program
2. Reduction of mortality
3. Higher rate of lay
4. Less danger of parasitic infestations after wig' .3*-0
5. Less danger of cannibalism
6. Reduction of the amount of feed needed to produce one dozen eggs
7. Egg quality tends to improve.
8. Cage laying operation fits well into automation of chore routines.

* *** ** ****** ** * ** *** **

Taken in part from Egg Production , Clark and Scoggin, State Board of
Education in cooperation with the Agricultural Education Department, Subject
Matter Service, Mississippi State University; and "Caged Layer Management,"
B-1060, Texas A &M University Extension Service.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Types of Laying Operations

OBJECTIVE: To show the various types of laying houses that lend themselves
to efficient management.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 249-253
2. "Caged Layer Management," B-1060, Texas A&M University Extension

Service
3. "Farri Poultry Management," Farmers Bulletin No. 2197, U. S.

Department of Agriculture
4. Poultry Production, Bundy and Digging, pp. 214-215

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Compare cost of cage to floor plan poultry laying flock.
2. List two *.ypes of laying houses.
3. What are the essential features of any laying house, regardless

of the operation?
4. What types of feeders and waterers are adapted to laying houses?
5. What recommendations should be followed in automatic feeders

and waterers?
6, What are the general feeder and waterer recommendations for

floor plan housing?
7. What are the requirements for feeders and waterers for cages?
8. What is the desirable ratio for construction of colony-type cages?
9. What is meant by bird density in colony-type cages?

10. To achieve quick roll -out of eggs in colony cages, what is the
desired slope of the floor?

11. What are the common dimensions of nests?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Controlling Cannibalism

OBJECTIVE: To develop a program for prevention of cannibalism as an
aid in reducing mortality.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 70, 162 , 249
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 232-233

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the principal causes of cannibalism?
2. Do feeding and management play a major role in the prevention

of cannibalism?
3. What is the most effective method of control for "peck-outs"?
4. Does debeaking decrease feed intake?
5. Give management guides for prevention of cannibalism.
6. Now does debeaking affect the level of feed required in feed troughs?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Artificial Lighting

OBJECTIVE: To determine the amounts of, reasons for, and value of
artificial lighting in laying flocks.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Artificial Lighting"
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 221-222

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. When should artificial lights be used?
2. Why should lights be used?
3. What are the lighting requirements?
4. What is considered as adequate window spacing requirements?
5. Will artificial lighting increase a bird's capability to lay eggs?
6. What benefit comes from lighting during winter months?
7. Should lighting simulate normal morning and evening natural lighting?
8. What are the lighting requirements for cage operations?
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Hens must have about 14 hours of light, either natural or artificial, to
sustain a profitable rate of egg production. The enterprising poultryman wants
his flock to lay well the year around. To achieve this goal, he must use
artificial lights during the fall and winter to supply a minimum light day of
13 to 14 hours.

How Lights Stimulate Egg Production - The principal hormone responsible for
egg development is produced by the pituitary or "master" gland. The
pituitary is activated by light rays that reach it through the nerves of the eye
and surrounding tissues. The less light there is, the less hormone is
secreted by the pituitary. Egg production decreases as a result. Artificia't
illumination is needed during the fall and winter months when the natural day
provides less than 14 hours of light.

The use of artificial lights will not increase the total number of eggs a
bird is capable of laying. They will stimulate a bird's inherited rate of
production during those months when egg prices are most favorable.

Morning Lights = In the fall, begin by having the lights switched on about
30 minutes befciref sunrise and leave them burning until daybreak. After
the first week, set them back another 30 minutes. Continue this procedure
until the artificial day begins at 3:00 a. m. When days are rainy or overcast ,

leave lights on. Discontinue artificial lighting in the spring when 13 or 14
hours of natural daylight again occur.

Evening Lights - These are turned on about dusk and continued until a
14-hour day hai been provided. For flocks that show premature molting,
all-night lights may be indicated during the summer months. Once started,
however, all-night lights must be continued until the completion of the egg
production cycle.

Morning and Evening Lights - The morning lights are usually started about
4:00 a. m. and left on until sunrise. Lights are used again from dusk until
6:00 p. m. Instead of cutting lights off abruptly at night, dim them gradually
to simulate normal conditions. When the birds have found their way to the
roosts, the lights are switched off. This system requires a dimmer circuit.
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Artificial Lighting
(Information Sheet continued)

Points to Remember:
1. place lighting fixtures so, they are 5 to 6 feet from the floor.
2. Place lights no more than 10 feet apart.
3. Provide one 40 or 60-watt bulb for every 200 square feet of floor

space.
4. Test lights at daily intervals and replace burned out bulbs.
5. Keep bulbs and reflectors free of dust and dirt.
6. Allow a minimum light day of 14 hours
7. Never change lighting schedule abruptly.
8. If all-night lights are used, continue until flock is disposed of.
9. Keep feed hoppers supplied and water available.

10. A dependable time switch should be used and checked and timed
correctly daily.

Lights for Caged Layers - A 14-hour day is 3esirable. One light bulb
every 10 feet down a row of back-to-back caps supplies adequate lights for
the hens. If three rows of cages are placed in the house, the center row
of lights should be staggered so that the bull's in this row will be located
midway between the bulbs on the two outaidr: rows of cages One 25-watt
bulb per socket will provide enough intensity of light. If winter production
lags, the use of 40-watt bulbs may be used to increase the light intensity.

******************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Egg Production , Clark
and Scoggin, State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with the
Agricultural Education Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi State
University.
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OBJECTIVE: To develop a practical approach to feeding and developing
pullets.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 75-79, 157, 165,

238
2. Po_t2117 Production, Bundy and Digging, pp. 129-131., 147-150

Supplemental:
1. "Economics of Laying Flocks in Texas," MP -29S, Texas A&M

University Experiment Station

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the basic feeding systems for pullets on the range?
2. What are the advantages of a feed restriction program for pulleis

on the range?
3. What are the advantages of confinement rearing?
4. Give feed requirements for producing a ready-to-lay pullet.
5. What determines the amount of feed per dozen eggs?
6. What qualities should be considered in using commercial feeds?
7. What is quality in reference to feed for pullets?
8. What procedure should be followed for pullets in laying houses?
9. What determines the amount of feed per bird?

10. How much of the total feed is required for egg production?
11. Are small hens more efficient in conversion of feed?
12. What protein is required in rations for pullets?
13. How much feed (approximately) does it take per pullet housed?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Feeding Laying Hens

OBJECTIVE: To secure and develop a practical feeding program for the
laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 129-131, 147-150, 208,

226-229
2. "Farm Poultry Management," Farmers Bulletin No. 2197, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, pp. 14-15

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the systems of feeding for laying hens?
2. What percent of the total ration should be salt?
3. How much Vitamin A is needed per pound of mash?
4. Why should several sources of protein be included in the ration

for laying hens?
5. How much of the total protein of a ration should come from an animal

protein source?
6. Do hens on an all mash ration need grit?
7. Does the feeding of antibiotics improve egg production? What is

high level feeding of antibiotics?
8. What vitamins are necessary for egg production?
9. Hens laying at 200 eggs per year require what amount of minerals?

10. How much feed, on the average, is required per year per layer-
type hen?

11. What feed efficiency should be attained in egg production?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Watering Practices

OBJECTIVE: To determine the type of waterers and amount of waterer
space needed by laying hens.

REFERENCES:
Require&
I. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 214, 229
2. "Caged Layer Management," B-1060, Texas A&M University

Extension Service, p. 11

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. Approximately how much water will be consumed per year per 100
birds?

2. How much water is contained in a dozen eggs?
3. Where should waterers be located?
4. What are the daily requirements of water per 100 birds?
5. What are the types of waterers for cage houses?
6. What is the recommended maximum length for water troughs in

cage houses?
7. What should be the water depth for debeaked birds?
8. Using automatic waterers, give the amount of linear feet needed per

100 birds (floor plan).
9. With hired labor, which is cheaper - automatic or manually filled

waterers?

0
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OBJECTIVE: To develop a practical pullet replacement program.
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REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Economics of Replacement Costs," MP-293, Texas A &M

University Experiment Station
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Digging, pp. 207-211

3. Profitable Poultry Production, E. D. Parnell, pp. 228-236

Supplemental;
1. "Feeding Flock Replacements," L-393, Texas A&M University

Extension Service

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1 What is a common practice in repopulating floor plan laying houses?

2 How do cage operators maintain inventory?
3, What are the approximate total costs per layer housed for the

production of market eggs?
4_ How much feed should be consumed per pullet housed?
5. How long should a laying house be rested prior to housing pullets?

6. How may the stress of changing from growing to laying mash be

reduced?
7, What stress factors may affect pullets?
8 How may stress be reduced?
9. How should the pullet program be graded as to desirable efficiency

levels?
10. What is the proper age for housing pullets?
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Vaccination Schedule

OBJECTIVE: To develop a desirable vaccination and disease prey Won
program.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 289-307
2. Profitable Poultry Production, E. D. Parnell, pp. 73, 115-116,

192-213

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases, " B-1031, Texas A&M University

Extension Service, pp. 10-11

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the diseases that cause the most damage to laying flocks?
2. What management practices tend to prevent diseases?
3. What are three phases of any good vaccination program?
4. What is a vaccination program for growing chicks?
5. What is the proper age for revaccinating for Newcastle Disease?
6. What are the two principal types of vaccines available to poultrymen?
7. What is a good program of disease prevention?
8. What should a poultry worker do when disease breaks out?
9. What are two methods of vaccination?
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UNIT: Selection Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, Equipment, and Safety

OBJECTIVi To develop e understanding of a proper electrical installation
for poultry laying flocks.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Electrical Wiring, Motors, Controls, Equipment,

and Safety

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the stanoard for all wiring and electrical equipment?
2. What are thi- basic requirements of a central control panel?
3. What factors influence the number of circuits needed on a control

panel?
4. Should each circuit be independently fused?
5. How many 1/3 Hp motors may be carried by a 120 v. circuits
6. How many light outlets should be on a circuit?
7. What is the proper fusing for a No. 12 wire circuit?
8. What protection should be provided for an electric motor?
00. Why should circuit breakers not be used as motor protectors?

(3
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Information Sheet
on

ELECTRICAL WIRING, MOTORS, CONTROLS, EQUIPMENT, AND SAFETY
COMMEA.CIAL LAYING FLOCK

All wring and electrical equipment on poultry farms should bear the
Underwriters I aboratoms (UL) label. All light systems and electrical
installations should meet the minimum requirement standards set by the
National Electric Code or local codes. Such codes are for the protection
of lives and property. Any well-planned wiring system should be safe,
adequate, efficient, and s6t up for possible future expansion.

There should be a central control panel of fuse type or circuit breaker
type, adequate in rating for not less than the expected load. Total load
in amperes must be calculated. (Figure amperes equals watt r volts)
Also the maximum load under normal conditions should be known, in order
to propc-iy determine wire size. Distance from control panel to load also
is a factor in the size of wire, in order to secure proper voltage to load
(i. e.. motor, lights, fans, etc. ).

The number of circuits required on the central control panel will depend on
size of building and amount of equipment being used. One circuit breaker
is used on a 120 v. line, with two fuses or circuit breakers being used on
240 v. lines. Each circuit should be independently fused. Lighting circuits
should hew P. -maximum of 8 outlets per circuit.

Outlet circuits (grounded type specified) should not have more than 8 outlets.
Two 1/3 horsepower motors are a maximum on a 120 v. circuit or individual
circuits for each 1/2 Hp motor or greater.

Where multi-motor installations are required, probaT)ly 240 v. circuits
would be most feasible.

For gener5,1 purpose circuits, No. 14 wire is adequate with 15 ampere
load breaker or fuse, or No. 12 wire with 20 ampere protection. Wire
size is 6enerally determined by voltage, load in amperes, and distance
involved. For a building, Romex, TW in conduit, or OF underground
feeder is recommended. Lines in conduit should have a safety ground.

All electrical systems should ba g._ a...m.a an order to prevent shock,
excessive operating cost, and unsatisfactory operation o: equipment.
All outlet circuits should be installed with a grounded type outlet and
ground provided. Safety ground wire from outlets should be attached to
the neutral bar in the control panel.
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A gromded conduit system may be used as a safety ground. All equipment
(motors) should be properly grounded. The motor should have a three-prong
(polarized) plug and three wire cord with the third wire grounded to the
frame, or a wire connected to the natal case of the motor and tied in to the
neutral bar in the control panel. Grounding of the control panel is essential,
with the bottom of the grounding pipe, or rod, extending into ground surface
12 inches or more. No. 6 copper wire should be used for grounding the
control panel.

Motor.. unless equipped with thermal relay protection, should be protected
with a time delay device (fusetron) built into the motor circuit. C4rcuit
breakers should not be used as motor protection because they cannot be
fused (Breaker 15 aunps) closely enough to protect the small motors.

Electric controls should be selocted on the basis of type of power, amount
of load, type of load, control function, and power supplier and code requirements.
One-third Hp motors or less may be controlled by a plug and receptacle,
while motors of 2 Hp or less may be controlled by a snap switch if load
does not exceed 80% of ampere load of switch. The types of controls
include two-way, three-way, and four-way switches, thermostats, humidistats,
time clocks, relays, photoelectric cells, and transformers.
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OBJECTIVE: To determine the practical installation costs and economy
of mechanical equipment.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Economy of Selecting and Using Mechanical

Equipment

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the major items of cost in producing a dozen eggs?
2. What factors affect installation of mechanical equipment?
3. What is the difference in mechanical and hand feeding?
4. What is the critical break between hand and mechanical feeding?
5. What are the possibilities of each of the two methods of feeding

the laying flock?
6. How is most mechanical feeding equipment controlled?
7. What are two types of mechanical feeders?
8. Where is it most profitable to handle bulk feed for a laying flock?
9. What are the principal advantages of bulk storage?
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Information Sheet
OD

ECONOMY OF SELECTING AND USING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENi

The main question in the minds of most commercial laying flock owners
is how to produce a dozen eggs at the lowest cost. As this question arises,
most thinking centers around cutting feed or labor costs, since these account
for 65 - 80% of the total cost of producing eggs. It is rather obviOus that
feed costs are not affected by the installation of mechanical equipment other
than bulk storage and handling. So this leaves the main coneidetation as
being the labor supply in relation to the size of operation. Other considerations
are the way machine and hand feeding systems compare on different size.fiecke,
different size houses and pens, and different wage rates. It is understtioti
that mechanical feeders and other automatic equipment require greater "
initial capital outlay. However, labor costs have risen sharply in recent
years.

-
Recent teats by Texas A&M University' and others have found an average cost
of 300 pet month for electricity per 1000 hens. Tests have oleo shown
that there was only a $2.00 per year diffr :nee when all costs were considered
for each 1000 birds. To compare hand and machine feeding, it is necessary
to compare cost of the two methods. Hand feeding requireimore labor;

.macbine feeding .requires .more capital outlay.

Hand feeding required 1.08 minutes per 100 birds km a man to feed with
pails in troughs.' Feeding time decreases as flock size increases. tome_
tests have shotivn hand feeding is cheaper, except where flOck-sizetivaii ''
over 3600 hens and labor cost was $1.20 per hour, or more. In 'these
same tests with 2000 birds in a pen, it was cheaper to hand feed, and with
4000 birds in a pen it became cheaper to machine feed.

The lifetime costs of the wooden troughs were 600 per running foot and
they lasted 20 years. Mechanical feeders last approximately 15 years.
It has also been found that feed distribution with mechanical feeders costs
$136.81 per year for 2000 birds compared to hand labor costs of $122.03
per year for 2000 birds. Where capital is limited and labor is available,
a poultryman can gain more by putting capital into flock expansion rather
than mechanical equipment. However, mechanization of operation makes
flock expansion easier with limited labor.

't

...CP r:
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Most mechanical feeders and other automatic equipment are regulated by
a time clock, or paddle type switch. Actual operating time of feeders
usually averaged three hours per day or more.

Mechanical feeders are of two general types. They are the chain type,
powered by an electric motor that transmits its rotation speed to a speed
reducing transmission which, in turn, drives a chain belt assembly along
the bottom of the trough. The chain passing through the feed bin carries
feed along the trough.

The shaker type feeder uses an electric motor as a power source. Motor
rotatt-tn is transmitted into an oscillation by a special drive assembly.
The drive assembly shakes the trough back and forth. The feed moves along
the trough 8 to 12 feet per minute. This works on a calibrated feed consumption
basis.

Mechanization also involves the question of bulk storage. Flock size again
seems to be a major factor. It is vitally important that, regardless
of the type storage, fresh, high quality feed be available at all times to
the laying flock. Feed, whether bought in sacks or stored in metal birs,
should be convenient to the laying house. Feed bought in sacks presents
such problems as a place to stock, how to prevent dampness, and rodent
control. Sacks, if properly handled may be reused, if made of fabric
or sack cloth.

With flocks of 2000 birds or more, metal or weather-resistant bins provide
more economical storage. Bulk feed can usually be bought $4.00 to $5.00 per
ton cheaper than sacked feed. Bins may also be equipped with mechanical
devices to carry feed to mechanical feeders in the laying house.

****************

Material for this information sheet was taken from Egg Production , State
Board of Vocational Education in cooperation with Agricultural Education
Department, Mississippi State University.
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UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Lighting Equipment and Materials

OBJECTIVE: To determine a program of maintaining adequate light for
the laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Requried:
1. "Lights for More Winter Eggs," Leaflet No. 377, U. S. Department

of Agriculture
2. "Caged Layer Management, " B-10030, Texas A&M University

Extension Service

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How much may lights increase production?
2. How much lighting is required?
3. What should be the wattage for (1) Floor plan, (2) Cage plan?
4. What is the average cost per hen for wiring a poultry house?
5. How should lights be controlled?
6. What is a general pattern for turning on and turning off lights?
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OBJECTIVE: To determine investment and practical application of mechanical
feeders.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Feeding Equipment

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the basic cost of a single drive 600# capacity feeder?
2. What is the general cost per linear foot of feeders?
3. What is the average investment per 100 hens?
4. What should a poultryman do before purchasing a mechanical

feeder?
5. Is it poor economy to purchase too small equipment?
6. How much feeder space is desirable?
7. What type motor should be used?
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There are several types of mechanical feeders. The two principal types
are the chain type and shaker type.

The average investment in hand-feeding systems is not affected much by'
size of flock. Trough feeders for 100 hens cost about $28 to $35. Conntion
types of large capacity drum feeders can be bought for about $10 to "
$12 each; since three of these feeders are needed for each 100 hens, the
average investment comes to about $30 to $36.

A mechanical feeder is rather expensive fora small flock. A basic unit
. ,

single drive, holding 300 pounds of feed costa about $200; one holding 600
pounds costs about $250. Feeders equipped with 2 drive', Chet about :$50
more. A mechanical feeder usually costs about $1.25 to $1.50per linear
foot of trough--an average investment of $139 per 100 hens for flocks as
small as 250 hens. But since the feeder' will service up to 600 feet of
trough space with a 1/2 Hp motor, the average investment drops rapidly
for larger flocks to aboUt $40 per 100 hens in 2,000 biidliOcks:

Before installing a hiethanicatfeeding system a rough
building should be sent to the 'engineering service departMent of tie nistinfacttirer
of the feeder you might consider purchasing. The engineering service
will send you a'detailid engineering dritiiing. which shows abet'-fit's`

.will work beat.

One error which is fairly common is to purchase mechanical feeder
troughs which are too shallow. Reaelitclivoit publishedbilelifiber Perms;
Inc. , Niles, California (The Kiniber Chick:Nevis, Attpiet,'1053) shows``'
a comparison of feed *wastage using three different sine' of nest anteitt'
feeder troughs. The calculated feed wastage per bird per year for the
three different size troughs of practically the same *design waif Itif followo:'
(1) 4-3/8" deep -=4.2 pound; (2) 3-1/2" deep--6.1 potthds; and (3) 24/8"
deep-12.8 pounds.

. .

On this basis the unnecessary waste` of 50 to more than 100 Olinda of mash
per linear foot of the shifilow trough peryear may be eiPected for Paying
hens with normal management It is pOor e_ conothi-to purchaii a -feeder
which is too small. Some pounfryinen Who have had 'considerable
experience with automatic feeders recommend that approximately-40 -feet

1
: 1 911

-- il-.:1;;;;:,f-4..;A 'to
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Feeding Equipment
(Information Sheet continued)

of actual hopper space per 100 birds of light egg breeds be provided for best
results and preferably 48 feet or more for the big meat breeds. Motors
should be totally enclosed against dust and should be adequate in size for the
feeding system. A guide to the size motor to use with reference to capacity
follows:

1/4 H. P. Up to 200 feet feeding system
1/3 H. P. Up to 400 feet feeding system
1/2 H. P. Up to 600 feet feeding system
3/4 H. P. Up to 1000 feet feeding system

1 H. P. Up to 2000 feet feeding system

It is a mistake to overload a motor, better underload.

Feed handling and feed distribution is a phase of production that has received
much attention in recent years. Mass production of broilers speeded up
the improvement of mechanical feeders and their use. Once the mechanical
feeder was perfected it was a logical step to bulk feed handling on the farm.

Whether to add a machine to do farm work is a many-sided question.
Numerous studies havo been conducted for the purpose of determining
under what conditions it will pay to use mechanical feeders.

Bressler, et all, found in 1949 that a mechanical feeder would not be
practical for less than 8,000 layers. He found that on a 1,000 layer
farm, machine feeding would save $19.55 over hand feeding in ten years.

The mechanical feeder saved 9.19 minutes per 1,000 birds per day.
Bressler's study of mechanical feeders showed no significant difference
in feed consumption or eg lay between hand fed and mechanically fed layers.
Montfort and colleagues found that the cost of operating a mechanical
feeder for layers was 300 per month per 1,000 hens. Dahl, a New
York Poultryman, reported that mechanical feeders saved him 25 minutes
per day on 6,000 hens. The reduction of time requirements was from an
original 30 minutes per day down to 5 minutes a day.

1

2

Automatic Feeding of Poultry , Bulletin 522, Agricultural Experiment
Station, University Park, Pennsylvania, 1950.

Progress Report, Texas Farm Electrification Committee, Department
of Agricultural Economics, College Station, Texas, May 1953.
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When to mechanize is determined by wage rates, interest charges, and
size of flocks. Table 43 gives guides to the size of flocks that will justify
a switch from trough feeding to mechanized feeding at seN..iral different
wage and interest rates.

TABLE 43. WHEN TO MECHANIZE FEEDING In
If an Hour of

Labor Is Worth:
The Number of Hens Needed to Justify a Switch From
Hand to Mechanical Feeding at an Interest Rate of:
2 -12% 5% 10% 20%

$0.25 1,750 1,750 2,000 Over 2,000
$0.90 650 700 750 900
$2.00 350 350 400 450

With labor at 90 cents an hour and interest at 5 per cent, a flock of at
least 700 hens is necessary to justify mechanizing a hand-fed trough
system. At the same rates, it is not worth replacing self-feeders with
a mechanical feeder for a flock of less than 1,000 hens.

To compare hand and machine feeding it was necessary to determine the coat
of both methods. Hand feeding requires more labor; machine feeding
requires more capital investment.

*It*** ************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ent Production , State
Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with Agricultural Education,
Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi State University,

EN.
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OBJECTIVE: To determine necessary watering equipment and approximate
costs.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Watering Equipment
2. "Caged Layer Management," B-1060, Texas ABM University

Extension Service

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How does temperature affect water consumption?
2. How many linear feet of water troughs are needed per 100 birds?
3. How much depth should continuous flow troughs have for debeaked

birds?
4. What is the cheapest of all watering systems?
5. How often should continuous flow troughs be cleaned?
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Daily requirements of water for laying birds may vary from 5 to 8 gallons
per 100 birds. Requirements will increabe as the temperature rises above
80 degrees. When automatic troughs are used, a minimum of 8 linear feet
per 100 birds is necessary to adequately water the birds; therefore, one
four-foot trough open on both sides will suffice. Running water type troughs
should have a water depth of 1/2 to 1 inch. Galvanized sheet metal is a
suitable material for trough construction. Automatic valves should be
such that they will close automatically if trough is knocked off. They
should avoid splash, which may be partially corrected by design. Waterers
should be protected from freezing. Regardless of flock size automatic
waterers are the cteapest method of supplying water. Water should be
available In all arers of the house hot more than 10' from feeders.

***-**********A***70 ****Ile

Material for this Information Sheet taken from Egg Production , State
Board of Vocational Agriculture in cooperation with Agricultural Educatic 1
Department, Mississippi State University.
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an adequate and operable ventilation system
to be complemented by proper insulation.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. poifl. Prod-action, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 215-221
2. "Caged Layer Management," B-1060, Texas A&M University

Extension Service

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How much moisture is given off by 100 hens daily?
2. What are the common types of ventilation systems?
3. What are the requirements of forced ventilators ?
4. What are the types of forced ventilation?
5. What are general requirements of a fan system?
6. What materials may be used in insulation?
7. Why should you have a vapor barrier?
8. What are the window requirements for gravity ventilated houses?
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OBJECTIVE; To develop an awareness of the importancc of gasoline
powered engines, their care and maintenance.

INTRODUCTION; The poultry farm worker, in the course of daily work,
may be called on, or have cause to operate a gasoline powered ergine.
These engines may include chain saws, lawn mowers, post hole
Jiners, gasoline engine powered augers, or powered carts or wagons.
These may be essential to daily routine in a particular flock. A great
majority of the people who buy or operate powered equipment do not
take the trouble to understand simple directions necessary to proper
operation of the engine.

A few minutes spent learning to properly check, start,
stop, and store may save many delays or wasted time, additional
cost, and criticism.

E ATRENCES:
Required:
I. Information Sheet on Starting, Stopping, and Storing Gasoline

Engines

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES..

I. What is the greatest problem of owners or operators of small
gasoline engines?

2. Why should the sparkplug always be removed when working on
an engine or repairing it?

3. What i ,eight oil should be used in summer?
4. Give directions for filling the crank case.
5. What are 2 of the common types of starters?
6. Why should the shroud be removed?
7. Normally, how often should oil be changed in the crank case?
8. How would you check the compression in small gasoline engines?
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Information Sheet
on

STARTING, STOPPING, AND STORING GASOLINE ENGINES

In preparing to start a gasoline engine the operator should always check
the oil level in the crank case, fuel in the tank, type of starter, stop position,
and freedom of machine from obstructions. , .

The crank case should be filled to the point of overflowing, or full mark on
the dip stick. Always use high quality detergent oil which includes A, P, I. ,
(American Petroleum Institute) classification of M. S. Detergent oils
keep engines cleaner and retard gum and varnish deposits. During the
summer months, SAE-5W-20 is used if available. If not available, SAE-
10W-30 is used. Nothing should be added to recommended oils. Always
tighten oil-filled cap tightly.

Most engines will be equipped with an oil foam or oil bath air cleaner.
These should be serviced daily under dusty conditions. Oil bath type cleaner
should have a constant supply of oil to the indicated level.

Pill engine with regular gasoline and always buy fresh gas. Do not use
gasoline left in can over a long period of time.

On manual choke engines, the choke will be located below the air cleaner
on the carburator. With remote control engines, choking may be accomplished

. sby pushing the remote lever to "start" or "choke" position.

Starting may be accomplished on most engines by either of two systems,
which include the starter rewind system and a shock free windup :tarter.
The rewind starter may start s:th a quick full arm stroke; if not, hold
onto starter rope and allow to rewind, then repeat quick stroke. On the
shock free windup starter, turn knob to crank oosition. Lift crank handle
and wind clockwise; when wound, turn down crank handle and release
knob to start position.

To stop remote control choke-a-matic engines, move control lever to
stop. Other types have a switch lever that may be flipped against spark
plug shorting the ignition system.
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Starting, Stopping, and Storing Gasoline Engines
(Information Sheet continued)

When working on engines, cleaning under deck, working on blade, or coupling
always have sparkplug removed. The shroud should periodically be removed
so the fins and screens may be cleaned to prevent engine overheating.
It must always be remembered that these engines are air-cooled and therefore,
depend on air circulation around engine to remain cool. Oil should be
changed after 25 hours of operation, and a new engine should be drained
after 5 hours operation.

For winter storage, the fuel tank and carburetor should be drained.
Engines properly cared for will last longer and give more satisfactory
performance.

Many complaints concerning engine operation can be classified as one
or a c.mbination of the following:

1. Will not start
2. Hard to start
3. Kick back in starting
4. Lacks power
5. Vibrates
6. Erratic operation
7. Overheats
8. High oil consumption

CHECK COMPRESSION

Spin the flywheel against compression. It should rebound sharply.

NOTE: If engine is equipped with "Easy-Spin" starting system, spin flywheel
in reverse rotation (counterclockwise) to obtain accurate compression check.
If compression is poor, look for- -
I. Loose spark plug
2. Loose cyliader head bolts
3. Blown head gasket
4. Burnt valves and/or seats
5. Insufficient tappet clearance
6. Warped -vlinder head
I. Warped valve stems
8. Worn bore and/or rings
J. Broken connecting rod
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CHECK IGNITION
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Remove the spark plug. Spin the flywheel rapidly ,with on end
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CHECK CARBURETION
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Starting, Stopping, and Storing Gasoline Engines
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If plug is dry, look for- -
1. Leaking carburetor mounting gaskets
2. Gummy or dirty screen or check valve (Pu lso-Jet and Vacu-Jet carburetors)
3. Inlet valve stuck shut (Flo-Jet carburetors)
4. Inoperative pump (Pulsa-Jet carburetors)
A simple check to determine if the fuel is getting to the combustion chamber
through the carburetor is to remove the spark plug and pour a small quantity
of gasoline through the spark plug hole. Replace the plug. If the engine
fires a few times and then quits, k* for the same condition as for a dry plug.

EQUIPMENT - EFFECTING ENGINE OPERATION
Frequently, what appears to be a problem with engine operations, such
as hard starting, vibration, etc. , may be the fault of the equipment powered
rather than the engine itself. Since many varied types of equipment are
powered by Briggs and Stratton engines, it is not possible to list all of the
various conditions that may exist. Listed below are the most common
effects of equipment problems, and what to look for as the most common cause.

HARD STARTING, KICKBACK, OR WILL NOT START
1. Loose blade--Blade must be tight to shaft or aday.ar.
2. Loose belt--a loose belt like a loose blade can cause a back-lash

effect which will counteract engine crar,king effort.
3. Starting under load--See if the unit is disengaged when engine is started;

or, if engaged, does not have a heavy starting load.
4. Check remote Choke-A-Matie control assembly for proper adjustment.

VIBRATION
1. Cutter blade bent nr out of balance--Remove and balance
2. Crankshaft bent--Replace
3. Worn blade coupling--Replace if coupling allows blade to shift, causing

unbalance
4. Mounting bolts ioose--Tighten
5. Mounting deck or plate cracked--Repair or replace

POWER LOSS
1. Bind or drag in unit--If possible, disenage engine and ope:ste unit

mane :ally to feei for any binding action.
2. Grass cuttings buiid-up under deck.
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NOISE
1. Cutter blade coupling or pulley--An oversize or worn coupling can

result in knocking, usually under acceleration. Check for fit, or
tightness.

********************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from (1) Scripts and slides
on Start, Stop, and Store, Briggs and Stratton Story and (2) Briggs and
Stratton Company, Repair Instructions II , Form MS4750 -54
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UNIT: Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices

TOPIC: Met:lode of Cleaning Houses

OBJECTIVE: To assure clean, sanitary houses for the laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production , Bundy and Diggins, pp. 208-224

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

934-VI-1
Page 1

1. How does the size or shape of buildings affect cost of operation?
2. How would type of floor affect cleaning?
3. How does the inclusion of a vapor barrier on the inside wall affect

house conditions?
4. When should poultry houses be cleaned?
5. What are ventilation requirements and how does proper ventilation

help maintain bird health?
6. How much moisture is given off by 100 laying hens daily?
7. How should littfst be properly cared fer in the laying house?
8. How may nest litter be kept clean?
9. How may feed wastage be prevented and what damage occurs to

birds from it?
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UNIT: Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices

TOPIC: Disinfectants, Isolation, and General Health Practices

OBJECTIVE: To establish a practical approach to maintaining good flock
health.

REFERENCES:
Required:
I. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 189-195

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. W!-__. are good disinfectants?
2. What is a good concept to general flock health?
3. What should be the type of program for a commercial layer operation

in bringing en replacements?
4. What general practices aid in control of disease problems?
5. What general recommendation as to vaccination for diseases should

be followed?
6. What are the common changes that may be noted in the flock preceding

a disease outbreak?
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UNIT: Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices

TOPIC: Disposal of Dead Birds

OBJECTIVE: To develop an adequete system of disposing of diseased and
dead birds.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 194-195
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins

Supplemental
3. "Poultry Manure Disposal Pits," Texas A&M University Extension

Service, L-401

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What type disposal units are considered adequate?
2. What should a poultry farm worker do when he finds a dead bird?
3. What is the most effective means of disposal?
4. Are dead birds a primary source of infestation?
5. What are the most effective types of disposal incinerations?
6. What is the common practice in bird disposal?
7. Ave disposal pits considered adequate for bird carcass disposition?
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Disease Problems and Vaccination Program

OBJECTIVE: To develop a program of disease prevention and effective control.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production Bundy and Digging, pp. 289-306
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 191-226

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas A&M University Extension Service,

B-1031, pp. 5-7

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. Why should poultrymen be familiar with causes and symptoms of diseases
and parasites?

2a Can diseases break out in flocks where good management is practiced?
3, What are the common laying flock diseases?
4. Define acute. Infectious.
5. Should live vaccine be introduced to a farm?
O. How does "poor" environment effect disease outbreaks?
7. What are the types of immunity?
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UNIT. Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Newcastle

OBJECTIVE. To effectively prevent and control Newcastle in laying flocks.

RE FE RE NOES:
Required..
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, p. 292
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 212-213

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas Mal University Extension Service,

B-1031

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES.

1. What is the proper age to vaccinate chicks for Newcastle that are to be
used in the pullet flock?

2. What methods may be used to vaccinate for Newcastle?
3. What are the common symptoms of Newcastle disease in laying hens?
4. Can vaccinated birds spread the disease?
5. Can antibiotics help in Newcastle disease outbreaks?
6. Give a total vaccination program from the chick to the laying house.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Bronchitis

OBJECTIVE: To develop and maintain effective controls and preventative
techniques for bronchitis.

RE FERENCES:
Required:
I. Poultry Production, Bundy and Biggins, p. 294
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 209-210

Supplemental:

f.,..ew,...v w.,.....ftsaw.v............bam

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

4. What is the vaccination schedule for bronchitis?

6. What specific instructions should be followed by the farm worker when

7. Is bronchitis a live virus vaccine?

What type of a disease is bronchitis?
2. What diseases does it resemble?
3. What are the ways a vaccine can be administered?

5. Should laying hens be vaccinated?

1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas A&M University Extension Service,

vaccinating for bronchitis?

B-1031
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Fowl Pox

OBJECTIVE: To adequately i revent losses in the laying flock due to fowl pox.

REFERENCES:
Required
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 298-299
2. Profitable Poultry Production. Parsell, pp. 211-212

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases, " Texas A&M University Extension Service,

B-1031

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. What causes chicken pox?
2. Define infectious.
3. What are the types of fowl pox?
4. What are the symptoms of pox?
5. When may potential laying birds be vaccinated?
6. What are two methods of giving "pox" vaccine?
7. Describe the wing-web method of vaccinating.



OBJECTIVE: To encourage selection of disease-free stock as a preventative to

UNI'i: Prevention and Control of Diseases

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

TOPIC: Epidemic Tremors

Agricultural Education V
Teaching Materials Center

Bdquired:

4. May outbreaks in hens go unnoticed?

6. Is there an effective treatment for epidemic tremors?

the disease.

2. Profitable Pc gtu Production, Parnell, pp. 208-209

Supplemental:

2. What are the manifestations of epidemic tremors?
3. Is epidemic tremors transmitted through the egg?

5. What is the normal loss in eg- production that accompanies an outbreak?

1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, chapter 12

L "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas A&M University Extension Service,

1. What type of infection is epidemic tremors?

B-1031
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseescl.

TOPIC: Leukosis

OIVECTIVE: To create an awareness of the problem of leukosis.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Pouf Production, Pundy and Diggins, pp. 29?-298
2. Profitaole Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 199-200

934-VII6
Page 1

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases, " Texas A&M University Extension Service,

B-1031, pp. 3031

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. Why is leukosis spoken of as a complex?
2. What are some of the more commonly recogntzed forms?
3. Bow is leukosis transmitted?
4. What are the most important steps in control or prevention?
5. What is the nature of the disease?
6. Is there a relationship between leukosis and pullets from old hen coatings?
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: C R D (Chronic RE syt.ratory Disease)

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins,
2. Profitable Poultry Productio.i. Parnell.

pp.
Pp.

294-295
214. 215

934-VII-7
Page 1

Supplemental :
1. "A Manual ( f Poultry Diseases." Texas A&M University Extensio-

Service, B-1031

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

1. When was CRD first recognized?
2. What causes the disease?
3. How is it transmitted?
4. If the disease is transmitted through the egg, when does it

usually appear?
5. What are the principal symptoms in the laying flock?
6. How may it be prevented?
7. Is the disease affected by feeding antibiotics?
8. What is the recommended procedure for infected flocks?
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Pullorum

934-VII-8
Page 1

REFERENCES:
R equired.
1_ Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 289-290
Z. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 202-205

Supplemental;
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas A&M University Extension

Service, B-1031, p. 14

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES:

I, How is pullorum disease classified?
2. Where may pullorum bacteria be found?
3. What are the principal sources of infestation?
4. How may pullorum be detected in adult birds?
5, How may the disease be eliminated from flocks?
6 In young chicks being raised as pullet replacements, what is

the treatment?
7 Does pullorum affect the rate of lay?
8 Nhy should a producer of market eggs secure pullorum-clean

replacements?
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Typhoid

OBJECTIVE. To eliminate typhoid from laying flocks.

Page 1

REFERENCES.
Required.
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 299-300
2, Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp 205408

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of a oultry Diseases," Texas A&M University Extension

Service, B-1031, p

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1.. What age poultry is affected by paratyphoid?
2. How is typhoid spread?
3. What are tne two forms of typhoid?
4. What are the firei noticeable symptoms of typhoid?
5. How may typhoid be prevented?
6. What are the sanitary steps to follow after an outbreak?
7. What treatment helps?
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Roundworms

OBJECTIVE: To effectively control roundworms in the laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 303-304
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp 218-219

Supplemental:
1. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas Atilvs University Extension

Service, B-1031, p, 44

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What Li the approximate length of a mature roundworm?
2. How long does it take for a roundworm to complete a life cycle?
3. Do disinfectants affect roundworm eggs?
4. What is the drug of choice for roundworm control?
5. How do birds become infested with roundworms?
6. How may infestation of birds be prevented?
7. When should birds be wormed?
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Cecal Worms

OBJECTIVE: To control cecal worms as a _means to increased egl
production.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1, Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. ?04-305
2. Profitable Poultry Production, Parnell, pp. 219-2Z0

Supplemental:
1, "A Manual of Poultry Diseases," Texas MEM University Extension

Service, B-1031

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Where are cecal worms found in laying birds?
2. Why is it important to get rid of cecal worms?
3. What are two important phases of cecal worm control?
4. What is the treatment for cecal worms?
5. How long does it take for cecal worms to become infective?
6. Why should a poultry farm operator occassionally post several

birds?
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UNIT. Controlling Internal and E3...ernal Parasites

TOPIC: Tapeworms

OBJECTIVE. To develop an unders,anding of the damage done by tape-
worms to poultry, and the need for specific prevention.

REFERENCES:
R equired:
I. Profitable Poultry Production Parnell, pp. 217-218

Supplemental:
1. "Tapeworms of Poultry - How to Control Them," U. S. Department

of Agriculture Leaflet 415

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1. Give the approximate size of tapeworms.
2_ How are tapeworms different from other internal pests?
3. How may heavy infestations affect young birds?
4. What is the most effective control for tapeworms?
5. How do tapeworms differ from roundworms in the laying hen's

digestive tract?

0
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Coccidia

OBJE'. LIVE: To provide for the prevention and control of coccidiosis as it
affects laying flocks.

RE FERE NCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production Parnell, pp. 197-198
2. Poultry Production. Bundy and Diggins, pp. 290-292

Supplemental:
1. "Cecal Coccidiosis of Chickens " U.S. D. A. Leaflet 393
2. "A Manual of Poultry Diseases, " Texas A&M University Extension Service,

B -1031, p. 37
3. "Antibiotics and Arsenicals, " Texas A&M University Experiment Station

B-871

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How is coccidiosis classed and what causes it?
2. Is coccidiosis contagious?'
3. Give specific symptoms of coccidiosis.
4. What is the specific control?
5. Does feeding of low level antibiotics help in control of the disease?
6. What is sulfaquinoxaline?
7. Give a good specific treatment for coccidiosis.
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Lice

OBJECTIVE: To combat lice infestations in the laying flock.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production Bundy and Diggins, p. 305
2. Profitable Poultry Production Parnell, p. 220

934-VIII-5
Page 1

Supplemental:
1. "Texas Guide to Controlling External Parasites of Livesto-ck and Poultry,"

Texas A&M University Extension Service, M. P. 691
2. "Chicken Lice, How to Control Them, " U. S.D.A . Leaflet 474

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How many species of lice are there that attack poultry?
2. Where are lice commonly found?
3. How long is the life cycle of chicken lice?
4. What are the common materials used in control of lice?
5. How are most materials used?
6. How many treatments are usually effective for laying birds?
7. What recommendation should be strictly observed?
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Mites

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, p . 305
2. Profitable PouPur Production, Parnell, p. 220

934-VIII-6
Page 1

Supplemental:
1. ''Texas Guide for Controlling External Parasites of Livestock and Pou.cry,"

Texas A&M University Extension Service, M, P. 691

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Row does an infestation of mites differ from one of
2. What type insects are mites?
3. Where do mites lay their eggs?
4. What materials may be used in controlling mites?
5. Where are mites seldom a problem to laying flocks?
6. What is a good residual spray for mites in laying houses?
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UNIT: Controlling Insects and Pests

TOPIC: Flies and Mosquitoes

OBJECTIVE: To provide a program for the prevention and control of flies
and mosquitoes.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production, E. D. Parnell, pp. 221-222
2. Purina Commercial Layer Program, Ralston Purina Company,

St. Louis, Missouri

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What damage is caused by flies in cage houses?
2. What steps will aid in fly control?
3. What is the fly population directly related to in cage houses?
4. How should insecticides be used in laying houses for fly control?
5. What precautions should be used with insecticide in laying houses?
6. What commerlial materials may be used in fly control?
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UNIT: Controlling Insects and Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Rodents and Birds

OBJECTIVE: To learn principles and effective methods of controlling rodents
and birds in and around the laying house.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 355-362

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Why should rodents and birds be controlled?
2. What are anticoagulants and what are some examples?
3. How long does it take anticoagulants to kill rats?
4. How can children, pets and animals be protected from the poison

bait?
5. How often should bait stations be checked for refilling?
6. How can the presence of rats at bait stations be detected?
7. Cleaning up the premises to control rats includes what?
8. List methods of rat-proofing buildings.
9. What are differences in doing anticoagulants to control mice?

10. What are the two methods of controlling pocket gophers?
11. What poison manta are used to control ground squirrels?
12. Most bird problems will be caused by what types of birds?
13. List methods of controlling birds.

No. Ir.
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

Tif AC: Feed Digestion in the Laying Hen

OBJECTIVE: To better understand the digestive system of the laying hen.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 146-147
2. Information Sheet on Digestive System

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES :

1. How does digestion in poultry differ from that of other forms of
animals?

2. Properly label all parts of digestive system (as provided)
3. What is the function of the crop?
4. Where does most of the digestion take place?

.....r 'AP
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Courtesy Merck & Co. Inc.,

Chemical Division, Rahway, New 'Terse)
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Feed Nutrients

OBJECTIVE: To determine classes of feeds, nutrients, and their value
in laying rations.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry Production, Bundy and Digging, pp. 128-154
2. Profitable Poultry Production, E. D. Parnell, Chapter 6, pp. 137-167
3. Information Sheet on Feed Nutrients

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What does "nutrient" mean?
2. What are the classes of nutrients?
3. Give the sources that supply nutrients needed in laying rations.
4. What is meant by calorie-protein ratio?
5. Why is calorie-protein ratio important?
6. What does "T. D. N. " mean?
7. What are the deficiencies of corn?
8. What determines the value of fish meal?
9. What nutrients are meats and bone scraps rich in for laying rations?

10. How much salt should be added to a poultry ration?
11. What does manganese do in a poultry ration?
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FEED NUTRIENTS

NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS OF THE LAYING HEN*

934-X-2
Page 2

Nutrient Amount in Feed

Total Protein

Vitamins
Vitamin A
Vitamin D
Riboflavin
Pantothenic Acid
Niacin

Minerals
Calcium
Phosphorus
Salt
Manganese

15%

2000 U. S. P. Units/lb.
225 1. c. u. of D3/1b.
1.0 mg/lb.
2.1 mg/lb.
**

2.25%
0.60%
0. 37%
**

* Nutrient requirements for poultry. National Academy of Sciences- -
National Research Council publication 827.

** Requirements have not been determined.
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Classes of Feeds

OBJECTIVE: To learn the classes of feed and the value of their uses to
laying rations.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Poultry_P..oduction , Bundy and Diggins, pp. 134-154
2. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 143-147

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the best source of energy to poultry rations?
2. What are the common feeds used to supply protein?
3. What are the basic minerals in rations?
4. What are trace minerals?
5. Is vitamin A content of a feed usually stable?
6. In preparing rations you should give prime considerations to

what qualities?
7. How much Vitamin A is needed in a laying ration?
8. What is the normal range for feeding of aureomycin in laying rations?



OBJECTIVE: To determine the relationship

Agricultural Education

n feed consumption and

UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

REFERENCES:

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

TOPIC: Production and Feed Consumption

Teaching Materials Center

production.

Required:

4. How is protein level affected by low egg production?
5. What is calorie-protein ratio?

2. What do hens use nutrients for in the laying house?

1. Information Sheet on Production and Feed Consumption

3. How do energy levels affect egg production?

6. What is desired level of calorie-protein ratio kr cage hens?

1. How much feed is required per dozen eggs?

COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK
POULTRY FARM ER

Assigiunent Sheet
for

9p3a4ge-X1-4
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Hens laying at a rate of 210 eggs per year should consume approximately
4# of feed or less per dozen eggs. Hens have specific requirements that
must be met if they are to mainta : lqgh levels of production. They use
feed nutrients as sources of energy for maintaining body temperature and
carrying on body processes, as well as building materials for bones,
muscles, eggs, r...4,- feather replacement.

In duplicate tests, hens fed high-energy rations consistently maintained
higher levels of production than birds fed low-energy level rations. Body
weights of birds on high - energy rations were significantly higher. Less
feed was required to proauca a dozen eggs. Tests also indicated that
protein need not be as high in low-energy rations. Birds fed a 13% protein
ration produced cheapest eggs in rations with energy levels ranging from
740 to 815 calories. So this would indicate that lower protein values may
be used with limited production per bird. Cage layers producing at a high

0 rate of 70% or above and weighing 4 to 5# should be fed a ration containing
a calorie-protein ratio of 60:1 (sixty to one), Since cage operators are
continually replacing birds with pullets that are expected to lay at a high
rate, they should feed a ration that supports high egg production.

Floor operators who replace their flock once ea..th year could profit by
feeding a lower protein ration when birds begin to lay at a reduced rate and
a calorie-protein ratio of 67 to 1 when production reached 65%. This
would mean an approximate drop in protein of one percent (1%).

High efficiency rations could cost from $5 to $10 more Per ton and still
be a gond buy for the poultryman.

The size of the bird, rate of lay, temperature, activity of bird, and energy
level all affect nutritive requirements of laying hens. The actual amount
of feed required is determined largely by the size of the birds and number
of eggs produced. This may be noted in test Leghorns. A pullet used
7.7 to 8.7 lbs. of feed per dozen eggs when laying at 100 eggs per year,
compared with 3.2# to 3.6# of feed when laying at 300 eggs per year. This
test was carried on using birds of the same weight.

As a general rule, small birds bred to lay at a high rate (.4 production generally
return the greatest profit. Most hens should consume hum 80 to 110 #Ufeed per year depending on weight or size.

***4*44******).**A*

Materials for this Information Sheet were taken from Egg Production ,

State Board of Vocational Education in cooperation with Agriculttlral
Education Department, Mississippi State University.

,-W4- -
ILA
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OBJECTIVE: To determine the value and proper use of feed additives,
such as antibiotics and arsenical compounds in the laying ration.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Antibiotics and Arsenicals in the Laying

Ration

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What benefits may come to the laying flock from use of antibiotics?
2. What would be the expected results of feeding a laying ration

fortified with Vitamin B12 and penicillin?
3. Are antibiotics equally effective in floor plan as well as cage plan

laying houses?
4. What are the normal results of antibiotics in the laying flock?
5. What are the economic results ..)f the use a" antibiotics?
6. What is meant by the term "high level" feeding of antibiotics

and when is it used?
7. What are two common arsenicals that may be used in laying rations?
8. How may soluble Neo-Terramycin powder ',..)e given?
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The discovery of growth-promoting action of antibiotics has opened up
new areas of research as to the possibilities of their use in laying rations.
They may be a means of reducing effects of stress and control of sub-.
clinical infections in laying hens. Vitamin B12 was initially, isolated
in 1948. Initial work done by Lederle Laboratory proved that aureomycin
would improve feed efficiency and stimulate growth. Concurrent studies
proved that Vitamin B12 was essential to egg production and hatchability
of eggs. However, the addition of liver and fish solubles to rations apparently
met the needs of birds for Bitamin B12 after 9 to 11 weeks of age.
Penicillin stimulated egg production 12 percent where it and Vitamin B12
injections were used in all-vegetable protein diets of laying hens. In
addition tests have shown increases, both in floor plan and cage plans,
in egg production from the addition of aureomycin, penicillin, bacitracin,
terramycin, streptomycin, 3 nitro-4 hydroxyphenylarsonic acid and
arsonilic acid. Aureomycin produced the following effects on egg production
and feed efficiency. The control group (receiving no auroemycin) average
as compared to the group receiving auroemycin (50 mg per pound) showed
an approximate average differential of 10 to 20% in egg production. They
also showed an average differential of from . 3 to 5 feed pounds per one
dozen eggs. This was the approximate range of benefits received. However,
as a general recommendation antibiotics are believed to improve egg
production from 3 to 10 percent.

The use of from 100 grams to 400 grams of antibiotics per ton of feed,
during periods of high stress or severe disease outbreaks helps to maintain
production. This is spoken of as "high level" feeding in the use of antibiotics.
Two arsenicals, 3 nitro-4 hydroxyphenylarsonic acid and arsonilac acid,
produced beneficial results when added to the laying rations. Both egg
production and feed efficiency were improved.

Neomycin is probably the most widely used of the presently available
antibiotics. In the dry state it is stable for at least 2 years. Neomycin
In solution is compatible with Terromycin (oxytetracycline). Ant,oiotics
benefit laying hens in two ways. They destroy or inhibit certain bacteria
that consume ingested nutrients and they stimulate favorable bacteria
to increase synthesis of the nutrients.



Antibiotics and Arsenicals in Laying Rations
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Neo-Terramycin soluble powder concentrate may be used in drinking water
for laying hens. Each level tablespoon provides approximately 1600 mg.
of Terramycin and 1120 mg. of neomycin sulfate. It is available in 4 oz.
packages, each containing 12.5 level tablespoonsfr11. Neomycin and
Terramycin are also available in pre-mix form.

TI



Directions for adding Neo-Terrarnycin soluble powder concentrate to drinking water of chickens.

Provide the indicated level of medication per gallon of drinking water.

PREVENTION CONTROL
CHICKENS-TURKEYS

Disease
Oxytetracycline

HCl
Neomycin

Base
Oxytetracycline

HCl
Neomycin

Base
Diseases caused by oxytetra-
cyc line and neomycin susceptible
organisms in periods of stress 100 mg. 70 mg.
Early mortality due to oxyte-
tracycline susceptible organ-
isms (Chicks first two weeks,
Potato first four weeks of life) 100-200 m& 70-140 mg.
Blue Comb (Mud Fever, Non-
specific Enteritis) 100-200 mg. 70-140 mg. 200-400 mg. 140-280 mg.
Fowl Cholera 200-400 mom. 140-280 mg.
Chronic Respiratory Disease
(CRD, Mr-Sac Infection 200-400 mgr 140-280 mg. 200-400 mg.

200-400 m..
140-280 mg.
140-280 .. ._Infectious Sinusitis Turke s

Infectious Synovitis 200 -400 .mg. 140-280 mg. 400 mg. 280 mg.
Hexarnitiasis (Turkeys) 100-200 mg. 70-140 mg. 200-400 mg. 140-280 mg.
Treatment of Bacterial Enter-
itis* 400 mg. 280 mg.
* If symptoms persist after using this preparation 2 or 3 days. consult a veterinarian.

**************************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from (1) Antibiotics and Arsenicals in Poultry Nutrition,
B-871, Texas A&M University, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, and (2) Technical Information
Bulletin 103, Chas. Pfizer Company, New York, New York.
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Gathering and Transporting Eggs

OBJECTIVE: To develop a good procedure of quality control for eggs on
the farm.

INTRODUCTION: Most freshly laid eggs are of high qt- lty, if the birds
have been bred for proper egg size, shell quality, albumin quality,
and interior quality. Most breeders are currently furnishing such
quality of birds to commercial laying flock owners.

From the purchase of quality layers and into the production
cycle quality rests with the flock owner. The lwner must gather,
clean, and cool eggs as quickly as possible in order to maintain
quality. Flock owners must also package and market eggs regularly.

The three greatest enemies of eggs are temperature (heat),
humidity, and age. Eggs should be held at a temperature range of
45 to 55° and humidity of 70 to 80 percent.

Emphasis on gathering, cleaning, cooling, packaging, and
proper selection thru the market channel will ultimately mean increased
profits to the commercial laying flock owner.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, Chapter 10, pp. 22-27
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 84-86, 312-313

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. Where does egg quality control begin?
2. How often should eggs be gathered?
3. How often should eggs be delivered to the initial market?
4. How does egg size affect price received?
5. What factors affect the quality of freshly laid eggs?
6. What are the standards that layers must meet in order to be pv -table?
7. How should eggs be gathered to maintain quality?
8. How may eggs be transported?
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Cleaning Eggs

OBJECTIVE: To determine the value, methods, and cost of cleaning eggs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. "Cleaning Eggs--Methods, Costs, Value," MP 576, Texas A&M

University, Extension Service
2. Profitable Poultry Production_, E. D. Parnell, pp. 245-249
3. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 312-314

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the two concepts concerning production of clean eggs?
2. How may "soiling" of eggs be reduced?
3. What are 2 methods of cleaning eggs?
4. Which method of cleaning costs the most?
5. When eggs are cleaned mechanically, what factors determine the cost?
6. What temperature of the solution is most desirable for cleaning

of eggs?
7. What advantages come from the use of warm water in cleaning?
8. What type of detergents should be used when cleaning eggs?
9. What determines the efficiency of the "clenaing job" on eggs?

10. What precaution should be taken when washing precooled eggs?
11. What returns may be expected from a 1000 bird flock due to

cleaning of eggs?
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Grading Eggs

OBJECTIVE: To develop an appreciation of egg quality and how to maintain it.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production, E. D. Parnell, pp. 267-269,

272-289
2. Poultry Production, Bundy and Diggins, pp. 310-131

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the three greatest enemies of egg quality?
2. Where does temperature become critical in egg quality?
3. How often should eggs be marketed?
4. What is the most desirable humidity level for the holding of

market eggs?
5. What does the term "fresh" mean in the egg trade?
6. What are the grades of market eggs?
7. What are the weight classes of eggs?
8. Wiiat is meant by the term "current receipt" eggs?
9. What is the purpose of egg grading laws?

10. What tolerance is allowed in AA quality eggs?
11. What weakness affecting egg quality can be traced back to breeding?
12. What size eggs pack and ship better?
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Cooling Methods

OBJECTIVE: To develop a knowledge of cooling and storage of eggs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 248, 264, 265, 2872. Information Sheet on Cooling Methods

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is the most important step in maintaining egg quality?
2. What is the temperature of a freshly laid egg?
3. When should "dirty" eggs be washed?
4. What is the desirable humidity for egg storage?
5. What practice in packaging assists in maintaining correct temperature

of eggs?
6. What is the most desirable type of cooler for eggs?
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The cooling room should be as nearly square as possible to reduce construction
costs, and also allow for more efficient cooling. Wall height should be at
least 7 to 8 feet, as this permits cases to be easily stacked. The cases
may be stacked five or six high, but it is recommended to stack them only
four high. Shelves should be placed to allow a straight path to the door.
Shelves should be-spaced to accommodate cooling baskets and should be
made of slats for air circulation.

The maximum number of layers and their maximum percent production
are the two factors that largely determine cooler size. It should be built
to allow efficient storage of cases. It is necessary to allow 2.6 cubic feet
per case. Cases should not be stacked against the wall. Aisles should be
left about 30 to 36 inches in the cooling room.

Regular 2 x 4 studs on 24" centers is an excellent type of framing. Ceilings
of coolers should be flat with ventilation between ceiling and roof. All
walls should be insulated. There should be approximately 4 inches of
insulation in the ceiling.

A "vapor" barrier of a suitable moisture resistant material is ordinarily
applied to outer, or warm, sides of the walls of refrigeration rooms.

Inside walls and ceilings should be covered with pressed fiber board or
similar material. Painting of inside walls of cooler is undesirable.

Exterior walls may be tongue and groove, plywood or other building material.
Vapor barrier shou!:, be in place before applying outsi le walls.

*******************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Environment Affects
Market Value of Eggs , B-810, Texas ABM University Extension Service.
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Packaging

OBJECTIVE: To determine the methods of packaging and their influence
on marketing.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E. D. Parnell, pp. 279
2. Information Sheet on Packaging Eggs

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. How are eggs normally packaged?
2. What materials may be used for the egg case?
3. What is the normal retail package?
4. What is the package for wholesale trade?
5. What determines packaging costs?
6. What determines carton costs?
7. What does an average carton cost?
8. How does carton cost compare with case cost per 30 dozen

eggs sold?
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Packaging costs are somewhat of a fixed cost per case or carton and
generally do not decrease with increases in volume. However, some
volume discounts may be made. Packing costs depend on what the producer
has to pay for cases, fillers, flats, sealing tape, and cartons. Cartons
vary depending on egg size and carton design. The average cost from
56 wholesalers was . 02570 per carton. The per case cost of 30 dozen
eggs was 480 while the cost for 30 dozen eggs packaged in cartons was
971. The average total cost of packaging of eggs could depend on the
percent of eggs that were cartoned.

*****************

Material for this Information Sheet was obtained from Marketing Practices
and Costs of Texas Egg Producers Wholesalers , B-1011, Texas A&M
University Experiment Station
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QUESTIONS 0/Et ACTIVITIES:

UNIT: Marketing

OBJECTIVE: To determine the market channels that are available to egg

TOPIC: Market Channels

4. Should a producer develop a retail outlet for his eggs?

Required:

2. What are "current receipt" eggs?
3. What is meant by egg grade yield basis?

5. How much would the retail price of eggs have to be over wholesaler-

producers.

2. Information Sheet on Mrrke'. Channels
1. Profitable Poultry Production , E D. Parnell, pp. 282 -285

1. What market outlets are available to producers with commercial laying

wholesaler -
dealer price in order for a producer to retail his eggs?

flocks?

COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK
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The main economic reason for a producer processing and delivering his
eggs is the difference in price between dealer, wholesaler and retailer
and/or consumer outlets would be large enough to justify the additional
cost per dozen. The opportunities for market outlets are varied.

Small producers can more easily develop a retail outlet type market, such
as door to door sales, than a large producer, as costs tend to rise as
volume sales increase.

Individual producers may develop a specialty market if they can get a
12 to 13 cent bonus over wholesaler-dealer price.

*****************************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Market Practices and
Costs of Texas E Producers -- Wholesalers , B-1011, Texas A&M
University Experiment Station
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the methods of selling market
eggs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Wholesale and Retail Marketing

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are two genoral types of markets for eggs?
2. What are two main problems of the retail marketing of eggs?
3. When .viii zi customer be willing to pay a premium for eggs off

of 2 retail route?
4. coat are the types of retail outlets?
5. W: »t size of eggs are usually sold from vending machines?
6. What is the capacity of most vending machines for eggs?
7. What precautions should be taken by a producer when selling

to a wholesaler?
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In order to market eggs efficiently, a producer needs to understand the
different methods of selling market eggs. The main methods of selling eggs
are: (1) Retail--Producer selling direct*, to the consumer. Eggs may be
sold retail by the producer to home consumers, bakeries, and restaurants.
(2) Wholesale--Producer selling to middleman. Eggs may be sold wholesale
by the producer to retail stores, produce houses, truckers, hucksters,
country dealers, and supermarkets. In some areas eggs are sold wholesale
through egg marketing cooperatives.

A producer whose farm is located near thickly populated residential areas
or on a much-traveled highway may find a good retail outlet for a large
volume of eggs. There are two main problems that must be overcome to
successfully market eggs at retail prices. The first is to produce top-
quality eggs for which consumers are willing to pay a premium. You must
have labor available to do your own selling. Material which has been presented
elsewhere in this job gives suggestions on how top quality in eggs may be
obtained and preserved. The second problem is to convince the prospective
consumer that the eggs you produce are top quality. Once this has been
done, the consumer will be more willing to pay premium prices for your
eggs. Also, when a customer is convinced that the eggs you sell are
always reliable in quality and that you are dependable, you have a steady
retail customer.

If a producer plans to retail part or all of his eggs to regular customers,
he will need to work out an effective method of selling. Selling is easy
when the product being sold is of high quality ..nd something that the consumer
really wants. After consumers are educated on quality eggs, they will buy
no other kind.

There are various methods of demonstrating egg quality to the consumer.
The story is told of how one producer did this. He took a basket of attractively
cartoned eggs to the nearest city and called on the leading homes to take
orders for regular delivery. He told his prospective customers about his
healthy, high-producing flock; how they were cared for and fed scientifically
balanced feeds in order to produce eggs that were rich in food value.
Then he would ask the prospect to furnish him a saucer into which he
would break an egg and say, "Mrs. Jones, please notice the firmness of the
white, and just look at that medium-yellow yolk. See how it stands up,
round as a marble and clear as a spring. " This method of demonstrating
quality takes dme, but it may win a regular customer.
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Wholesale and Retail Marketing
(Information Sheet continued)

In retailing eggs in a roadside stand, egg displays and advertising increase
sales. Displays should show only clean, uniformly-graded eggs. It is
helpful to state the grade, weight or size and selling price of eggs displayed.
Large numbers of eggs should not be displayed as deterioration may start if
eggs are not kept cool. Keep the main supply of the eggs in a cool, properly
humidified room or in a refrigerator. Ed' cational materials designed to
promote the use of eggs may be secured from the Poultry and Egg National
Board, 308 W. Washington St. , Chicago 6, Illinois Producers who plan
to retail eggs or are already retailing eggs should obtain this material and
display it where customers and prospective customers can see it.

Egg vending machines, similar in principle to other vending machines,
have been developed. These vending machines are mechanical retailing
equipment designed to sell eggs with less labor. Egg vending machines
have been developed which have temperature and humidity control. These
machines provide self-service any time of day or night, holding approximately
100 dozen eggs in any standard egg carton for medium or large eggs. The
customer inserts the required coins and a carton of eggs is delivered at the
glass doorway in front of the machine.

If the producer is not in a good location for retailing eggs, he will have to
sell wholesale. Even in areas where eggs can be effectively retailed, many
producers prefer to sell eggs wholesale. Producers having a large volume of
eggs to market usually favor selling to produce houses where there are
facilities for handling a large volume of eggs regularly and efficiently. The
availability of labor is a big factor in how a producer may market his eggs.
If a producer has to employ extra help to grade, package, and sell, or
deliver his eggs in the retail trade, it may be more profitable to wholesale the
eggs, and let the distributor perform grading, packing, and other services.
Each producer who decides to wholesale his eggs would do well to follow the
suggestions below:

Sell only to registered buyers; it will pay in the long run.

Keep complete records of all transactions.

17,
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Wholesale and Retail Marketing
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* If eggs are shipped or are being trucked to a dealer, advise
the dealer as to quantity and quality being shipped.

* Make a practice of shipping high-quality eggs at all times.

* If paid by check, deposit or cash it immediately.

* If the financial responsibility of produce dealers and others who
buy eggs wholesale is not known, find out A list of licensed
commission merchants, produce dealers, and registered
merchant truckmen can be secured from your State
Agricultural Marketing Service.

**************************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Egg Production ,

State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with Agricultural
Education Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi State University.
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OBJECTIVE: To discover the strength and weakness of integration of
production and markets.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. 'Information Sheet on Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

I. What is integration in egg production and markets?
2. Where eggs are producbd under contract, who assumes the most

risk?
3. Why would a produce,' enter into a contract to produce market eggs?
4. What determines whether a producer would want to enter a

marketing contract?
5. Illustrate one type of contract.
6. Do most contracts offer some incentive plan?
7. What is a common incentive on market egg contracts?
S. What arc he main variables in payments to producers under

most contracts?
9. What were Lie variables in contracts demanded of the producer?
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In recent years new methods of handling eggs, in which production and
marketing are coordinated under a single management, have spread

firm. The producer is paid a specified price per dozen eggs, or a certain

Another variation of contract egg production is where the producer rents

upon prices received for the eggs. The pullets, all feed, and medications
or similar items are supplied hy the contractor. In most instances,

production and marketing programs require specific housing, facilities,

has made the production of high quality eggs from a dependable source

Contract egg production involves a contract to produce eggs for a specific

number of dollars per 1,000 hens hy the =nth, for supplying the facilities

the hens from the contractor for specified amounts per dozen eggs, depending

quality-control requireme.,ts are similar to those of contract quality-
control programs of the U. S. D. A. Eggs produced under most contract

and management details.

In most cases where eggs are produced under contract, the contractor

try to spread production risks hy contracting with a large number of producers.

If a producer desires to shift the marketing risk to someone else, he can
do this hy entering into some type of contract production. However, it
must be noted that the producer gives up the right to make major decisions

upon satisfying the consumer. As supermarkets have become more
prevalent, the impersonal relationship between store personnel and customers

more important.

Teaching Materials Center

rapidly.

and labor of producing eggs. All eggs produced orb the property of the
contractor. The contractor is the program developer and owner of the hens.
The producer in this case is the person on whose farm the eggs are produced.

carries most of the marketing and production cost risks. Many contractors

concerning the operation of the business.

The success of any egg production and marketing operation is dependent

INTEGRATION OF MARKET EGG PRODUCTION AND MARKETS

Information Sheet
on

934-XII-3
Page 2
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Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets
(Information Sheet continued)

It is the opinion of some egg marketing specialists that contract egg production
and marketing will increase unless open-market trading arrangements can
be perfected that will permit cost savings, as well as assure quality eggs
with seasonal regularity for the supermarkets. Contract marketing and quality-
control programs accounted for about 10 per cent of the nation's eggs in
1958. Contract production programs accounted for about 5 per cent of the
total.

Determining what method to use in selling eggs will depend on many factors.
The most important of these are: (1) focal market outlets; (2) producer's
ability to assume price risk; (3) producer's ability to finance an independent
integrated operation large enough to find and hold a year-round market;
and (4) the availability of firms an agencies who contract.

If a producer decides to produce eggs on contract, he should study the
advantages and disadvantages of the system as well as the terms of the
contract.

In 1958, Mr. Ralph L. Baker, Agricultural Economist of the Marketing
Research Division, U. S. D.A. , made a study of 29 firms carrying on
coordinated egg production and marketing programs. His findings on
the payment bilis for individual contract production programs are as
follows:'

"In program A, in which the producers received $200 per month per
2,000 hens for all months except the first one, the units were either

000 or 4,000 hens. The producer provided the laying house, equip-
ment, refrigeration facilities, bulk bins for feed, ei actricity for refrigeration
and lights, litter, nest material, water, and alt farm labor. Producers
also delivered eggs to the plant.

'The owner furnished ready-to-lay pullets, feed, medications, and cigg
cases and materials. The eggs were graded in the plant. Field supervisors
were furnished by the company from which the feed was purchased.

1
Integrating Egg Production and Marketing Agricultural Marketing
Service, U. S. D. A. , Marketing Research Report No. 332, June 1959.
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Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets
(Information Sheet continued)

"No special incentive payment was included because it was believed
that the best incentive for the producer to do a good job was his desire
to be retained on the program in order to receive the added income.

"Program B furnished producers with day-old chicks and all feeds and
medications for the chicks and the laying hens. Eggs were picked up at
the farm in the owner's cases and materials and graded by the owner.
Field supervision was supplied by the owner.

"The producer furnished all housing and equipment necessary to grow
the chicks and produce the eggs. He also furnished electricity for brooding
and lighting, fuel, litter, nest material, water, and all farm labor.

"The producer received a base payment of 60 per dozen for clean eggs
and 30 per dozen for dirty eggs in 1958. Bonuses were' provided for low
mortality, high egg production, and low feed consumption per hen.

"A bonus of 20 per dozen was earned if mortality from day-old to liquidation
of hens was less than 15 per cent. The bonus was decreased a half cent
per dozen for each 5 per cent increase in mortality over 15 per cent.
Thus, no bonus for low mortality was paid if death loss reached 30 per
cent.

.
"An egg production bonus of a half cent per dozen was paid for an-average
of more than 220 eggs in 12 months per hen housed. An additional half
cent per dozen was paid for each increase of 10 eggs per hen above this
level. A bonus of 20 per dozen was paid for an average production of more

than 250 eggs per hen.

"A bonus of 20 per dozen eggs could also be earned by using less than 115
pounds of feed per hen housed from day-old to liquidation. This bonus
decreased a half cent per dozen for each 5-pound increase in feed consumed
per hen. No bonus was paid unless feed consumption per hen was less than
130 pounds.

"The manager reported that most producers received 9 to 10 cents per
dozen eggs.
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Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets
(Information Sheet continued)

"When this program was started, producers were paid 12 cents per dozen
for all eggs produced. The operator believed it would be necessary to
reduce the producer payment by about 20 in 1959.

"In program C, the owner furnished day-old pullets, feed for chicks and
laying hens, medications, two men to assist in vaccination of the chicks,
and field personnel. The eggs were picked up at the producer's farm by
two buyers. These buyers furnished cases and materials and graded the
eggs.

"The producer furnished houses and equipment for the chicks and laying
hens. He also furnished fuel, litter, water, nest material and electricity
for lighting and all production labor except that furnished by the owner
for vaccinating birds.

"The producer was paid 91 der dozen for Grade A large eggs and 50 per
dozen for all other eggs. The owner kept a running account of costs and
returns. Each producer was presented a copy of his account at the end
of each month. After total costs were covered, the producer and owner
shared equally in profits. In computing costs, feed was billed at regular
retail prices and a markup taken on the chicks which were purchased through
a nearby hatchery. Most producers did not receive a bonus.

"The payments to producers on this program had also decreased. In
1956, 100 per dozen was paid for all eggs. In 1957, payments were 100
per dozen for large and medium Grade A eggs and 51 per dozen for all
others. The 1958 payments were one cent per dozen lower for large Grade
A eggs and 50 per dozen lower for medium Grade A eggs than in 1957.

"In program D, the operator furnished 16-week-old pullets, feed, medication,
egg cases and materials, and sanitation-detergent. He also furnished
field personnel and graded the eggs in his plant.

"The producer furnished laying houses and equipment, egg washer, litter,
nest material, water, refrigeration facilities, and electricity for lights
and refrigeration. It was also specified that he should provide good driveways,
unloading facilities, all production labor, and deliver the eggs to the owner's
plant.
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"Producers were paid 5v per dozen for all eggs delivered In addition,
a bonus based upon the best fifty-two consecutive weeks of production
was paid. Under this arrangement it was possible for the producer to
earn a maximum bonus of 2 7C per dozen. The bonus was b. ..ed on a
combination of eggs produced per hen housed and average number of
pounds of feed consumed per dozen eggs The maximum bonus was paid
for a production of 252 or more eggs per hen and a feed consumption
of 3.74 pounds or less per dozen eggs The minimum bonus of 0.70
per dozen was paid for an average production of 209 or less eggs and feed
consumption of 5 0 pounds per dozen eggs

"The pullets were grown by the program operator on his oval farms.

"In program E, the operator furnished 10-week-old pullets, feed, medications,
sanitizer-detergent, and field personnel. Eggs were picked up at the farm and
graded by the buyer Cases and materials were furnished by the buyer.

"The producer furnished houses and equipment. litter, nest materials,
refrigeration facilities. egg washer, water and electricity.

"The producer was paid 1-1/2v per pullet per week for growing the
pullets from 10 to 20 weeks. Grade A large, medium and small
eggs were paid for at 6V per dozen The producer received 3C per
dozen for all other eggs.

"Producers were paid a feed conversion bonus based on the period
from when the birds reached 30 per cent production until the flock
was sold. The payments were;

Number of Pounds of
Feed Per Dozen E s

Bonus in Cents
Per Dozen

4.51 to 5.0 1

4.01 to 4.5 2
4 0 or less 3
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1. In order to communicate effectively concerning varioas problems of the poultry
industry.

2. They are newly hatched offspring of chickens.

3. They are newly hatched offspring of turkeys

4. A young chicken of either sex, usually under 12 weeks of age.

5. A female chicken under one year of age

6. A female chicken one year of age or older

7. A male chicken under one year of age

8. A male chicken one year of age or older

9. It is a large subdivision of poultry, based either on country of origin (English,
American, Mediterranean or Asiatic), or on purpose served to industry (eggs,
meat, or dual purpose, ).

10. A subdivision of peul:ry within a class usually based on body shape or other dis-
tinguishing characteristics.
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Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets
(Information Sheet continued)

"In program G, the operator furnished 20- to 24-week-old pullets, feed,
medications and supervisory personnel. Eggs were picked up at the
farms by the operator. Cases and ma:Aerials were furnished by the beyer
who also lid the quality grading. The operator also built a ceMentbloek
egg room in each producer's laying house and equipped it with a 'tooting unit,

"The producer furnished the laying house and equipment, litter, nest`
material, water, and electricity and all production labor.

"The produce). was paid 60 per dozen for All except dirty, checked or
bloodspot eggs. He received no payment for the latter. If the producer
hand-shed the eggs he received an additional 1-1/2 cents per dozen.

"There were no bonus payments in this program.

"Pullets were grown on thc'operatoits farina.

"Comparison of payment bases--A more detailed study would be needed
to make precise comparisons of returns to producers in the various programs.
As can be noted from the description of the programs, the major_.varianles
were the age of pullets supplied, farm grading practices, ogg
and refrigeration requirements. The major variables in payment were
amounts paid and the kind of eggs for which the payments were Made.
Estimated annual returns to producers per 1,1100 hens are shown in . oh

Table 90 for each of the programs. An assumed production of 20 dozen.eggs
per ben was used for computations except for programs A and.D. '4'

In program A, producers returns were not based on the number of eggs
produced. In program D, a production of 19 dozen eggs per hen was
used because producers received 18-week-old pullets, _

"Because of differences in services provided, direct compariiins can
be made only between program. " and between A and D."

-ra --FrA

:5:411

,

L.
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TABLE 90. Estimated Average Returns to Producers for Providing Labor,
Facilities and Materials in Contact Production Programs, 1958.

Estimated Major Facilities or Services
Average Annual Which Were Provided by

Retur.is Per Producers But Not Included
Program ..l., 000 Hens in All Programs

Dollars
A 1,175*

B 1,800**

C. 1,520**

D 1,290**

E 1,490**

F 1,080**

G 1,395**

Refrigeration, delivery of eggs.

Labor and facilities .:*--)r growing
day-old pullets.

Labor and facilities for growing
day-old pullets. e,

Refrigeration, delivery of eggs.

Labor and facilities for growing
10-week-old pullets, refrigeration.

Refrigeration, size grading.

Size grading.

* Actual amount.
** The following assumptions were made for programs B through G:
L. Mortality between 20.0 and 24.9 per cent, 20 dozen eggs per hen, and

average feed consumption per hen of 115.0 to 119.9 pounds.
C. 65 per cent Grade A large eggs, 20 dozen eggs per hen, and no bonus

payment.
D. 19 dozen eggs per hen, bonus based on 12 consecutive months' production

of 240 to 245 us per hen and feed consumption of 4.5 to 4.7 pounds
per dozen eggs.
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Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets
(Information Sheet continued)

E. Separate facilities for growing pullets from 10 weeks to laying age,
90 per cent Grade A large, medium, and small eggs, 20 dozen eggs
per hen, and feed consumption of 4.51 to 5.00 pounds per dozen eggs.
Fifteen cents per hen was added for the payment made for growing
pullets.

F. 88 per cent Grade A large and medium eggs and 20 dozen eggs per hen.
G. 93 per cent clean, sound shell nonbloodspot eggs, 20 dozen per hen

and producer sizing of the eggs.

*********************

Material for this Information Sheet was taken fromEgg Production
State Board for Vocational Education in cooperation with Agricultural
Education Department, Subject Matter Service, Mississippi State
University.
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OBJECTIVE: To determine the factors that influence the price received
for market eggs.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Information Sheet on Prices of Market Eggs

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

Who is affected by changes in the market price of eggs?
What factors affect the price of eggs?
How do price and production of eggs affect each other?
What primarily affects the total supply of eggs?
What causes seasonal variation in prices received for eggs?
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Most poultry producers know that the price of eggs fluctuates widely
during the year and from year to year. The consumer has also observed
that during some seasons eggs are cheaper than other seasons. These
are seasonal fluctuations. Seasonal fluctuations are due to changes in
supply and quality of eggs available on the consumer market.

Egg prices are affected by the supply of eggs, consumer demand for
eggs, and the general price level and egg size and quality.

The price of eggs generally moves inversely with production. Excluding
eggs carried over in cold storage or frozen eggs, the bulk of the total
years egg supply for any given year is that year's total production.

When production and consumption are almost equal in any commodity, a
slight increase or decrease of production may have a marked effect on the
price. This is true with eggs.

Demand generally is closely related to consumer dollars available, but
with eggs there is little relationship between disposable income, eggs consumed,
and price of eggs.

The price of eggs is influenced also by the general level of prices for
other products. The same general price level that raises the prices of
eggs also influences the increase in cost of feed, thus reducing the profit
to the producer.

Seasonal variation in egg prices are not only due to change in the total
supply of eggs but also to the relative supply of different grades of eggs.

Egg quality and size of eggs produced will determine the price received
for eggs. Eggs are graded according to weight and the size such as Extra
Large, Large, Medium, Small, and Peewees.

Todays consumers want good quality eggs and will usually pay a premium to
get them.

*****************
Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Egg Production , State
Board of Vocational Education in cooperation with Agricultural Education
Department, Mississippi State University.
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Maintenance and Painting Procedures

OBJECTIVE: To learn common principles and methods of maintenance
and painting procedures.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 417424

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What are the purposes of painting?
2. What determines the amount of paint needed?
3. List ingredients for a whitewash.
4. What are two requisites of a durable paint job?
5. What are considered to be warm and cool colors?
6. When should new lumber be painted?
7. Repainting old work should be done when?
8. List steps in preparing surface for painting.
9. How can old paint be removed from a surface?
10. What should be used to clean paint brushes?
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Mixing Concrete
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the importance and methods of properly mixing
and placing concrete and the measurements and terminology used.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockznants Handbook, Enszninger, pp. 404.408.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVZTIM:

1. How are concrete mixes designated?
2. What two ingredients determine the quality of concrete?
3. What is the general recommendation of water cement ratio for

most jobs?
4. Why is the amount of moisture in the sand important?
5. How is the moisture content of sand determined?
6. How are cement, sand, and gravel measured?
7. How is quality concrete produced?
8. How should adjustment of the mix be made?
9. Each cubic yard of concrete with a six gallon water-content ratio

requires how much of each ingredient?
10. When mixing by hand, what two ingredients are mixed first?
11. What is needed for proper curing of concrete?
12. How is the cement content specified in ready mixed concrete?
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TOPIC: Weed and Brush Control
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the principles and methods of weed and brush
control with emphasis on chemical control.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 349-355

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What is a weed?
2. Define an annual plant.
3. What is a perennial?
4. What does the success of using a chemical weed killer depend on?
5. List precautions in using chemicals.
6. What type weeds will 2, 4-D control?
7. What type plants will 2, 4, 5-T control?
8. Delapon is used effectively on what plants?
9. List chemicals that are soil sterilants.
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Fence Building Principles

OBJECTIVE; To learn the common principles and methods of constructing
fences.

REFERENCES:
Required:
1. Stockman's Handbook, Ensminger, pp. 408-417

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES:

1. What should be considered in determining type of fencing to use?
2. How are the standard woven wire fences designated?
3. What size meshes are available in woven wire?
4. What gauges of woven wire are available?
5. What are the standard size rolls or spools of woven and barbed wire?
6. What are advantages of metal posts over wood posts?
7. How deep should corner and gate posts be set?
8. List spacing of line posts for pasture or field fence and corral fence.
9. What is the most important requirement of a neat and long-lasting

fence?
10. What can be used to determine if woven wire is stretched properly?
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1. You can become established in poultry farming in a shorter time than in other
branches of agriculture.

2. 9 to 12 weeks

3. In about 5 to 6 months

4. The commercial incubator has made it possible for large scale production by
breeders and non-breeders of chicks.

5. Sixty percent of the cash income is derived from chicken eggs in America.
a,

6. Nearly 14% of the national farm income is contributed by the poultry industry.

7. The poultry industry in the United States has reached a 4billion dollar a year
business.

8. The poultry industry became more important in the 1930's and during World War
II because of rationing of beef, pork, and lamb.

9. Poultry ranks third in the United States as compared to beef and pork.

10. Each person eats an average of 30-35 pounds of poultry and consumes about
335 eggs a year.
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UNIT: Intro.;action to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: History of the Poultry Industry

I. The major experiences have been rapid growth and growing pains

2. In the area cf producing poultry for meat

3. Thirty years ago

4. The advances in animal genetics, nutrition, and disease control

5. Years of research

934-1-2
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6. Some of the economic advancements were increased production, transprtatiol,
processing, and marketing

7. No. Because they are so closely intermeshed that one would not ht. -s been full;
effective without the ether

8. The poultry industry could be geared to thy assembly line of production more than
that of other livestock.

9. The improvements strengthened the competitive position of the poultry industry.
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UNIT: Introduction to Poultry

TOPIC: lrends in Production and Mechanization in the Poultry Industry
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1. Some of the treads are production and mechanization.

2. They influenced the industry to produce chickens and turkeys on a year-round basis.

3. It greatly increased the supply of poultry meat in the market.

4. The industry has taken advantage of mass production techniques, mechanical de-
vices and technological aids in producing poultry

0 5. It strengthens the economics of operation.

6. The industrial technique and assembly-line methods

7. The areas of hatching, feeding and watering the growling and laying flocks

8. Speeded the broilers and eggs througa the processing plant to the consumers

9. rata-processing machines

10. Sf7.e and complexity of today's breedinc programs

0
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: The Size, Value, and Contribution to Human Nutritinn of the Poultry Industry

1. They are increasing in size.

2. The number of poultry farms is increasing

3. The operation of a poultry farm is becoming a bigger business

4. In ome states the value of poultry and eggs is more than that of other agricultural
products

5. Poultry and eggs constitute the third largest source of farm income on a national
bas is

6. Yes, all meats contain some source of nutrients that are valuable

7. Poultry is included in the meat group because of its high-quality protein and sim-
ilarity in other nutritive values.

8. The average consumer image of poultry as a meat is excellent, according to many
studies.

9. With the exception of beef, poultry rar'-.13 first choice in many households

10 Poultry is considered very rich in Vitamin B
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities
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1. Some questitans arc: Am I enthusiastic about this occupation? What are the
requirements ? Will I be able to advance myself ia it?

2. To work on the job

S. Your best efforts

4. He will need continuous training

5. The percentage is 90 chickens to 10 other birds

6. Poultry and eggs bring in about $20 out of every $100

7. Yes, there is a need for employees in the poultry industry

8. Have student list the poultry industry observed.

9. Let student make report on points of interest observed from visit.

10. Have student rev!ew materials And start a file or poultry library for his personal
use.
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UNIT: Introduction to the Poultry Industry

TOPIC: Developing a Poultry Vocabulary
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1. In order to communicate effectively concerning various problems of the poultry
industry.

2. They are newly hatched offspring of chickens.

3. They are newly hatched offspring of turkeys

4. A young chicken of either sex, usually under 12 weeks of age.

5. A female chicken under one year of age

6. A female chicken one year of age or older

7. A male chicken under one year of age

8. A male chicken one year of age or older

9. It is a large subdivision of poultry, based either on country of origin (English,
American, Mediterranean or Asiatic), or on purpose served to industry (eggs,
meat, or dual purpose. ),

10. A subdivision of peul:ry within a class usually based on body shape or other dis-
tinguishing characteristics.
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TOPIC: Using Electrical Devices Safely

1. some of the general uses of electricity on the poultry farm are power for
lights, heat, and cooling.

2. The code is for the protection of lives and property.

3. The basic requirements of a well-planned wiring system are that it shall
be safe, adequate, expandable , and efficient.

4. The purpose of a relay is to open and close the circuit.

5. They should bear the "Underwriters' Laboratories, iilc." (UL) label.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm
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TOPIC: Using Farm Chemicals Safely

I. It is necessary to use farm chemicals in protecting crops, poultry, and live-
stock against many enemies that affect their production.

2. They can be secured in the form of liquids, solids, and gases.

.3. Some of the farm chemical names are pesticides, insecticides, herbicides,
fungicides, bactericides, rodenticides, nematocides, and molluscides.

4. It is important to the individual user in order to assure effectiveness and
safety in using properly.

5. Directions of use of farm chemicals are designed to prevent harm to animals,
plants, and man; and to achieve the purposes for which they are intended by
the individual.
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTItY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: Using Cleaning Equipment and Cleaning Compounds Safely

I. Cleaning compounds are used to prevent, destroy, or kill bacteria.
.

2. Safety can be practiced in the same manner as using farm chemicals.

3. Cleaning agents are referred to as deterrents and sanitizers.

4. Sanitizers are used to kill bacteria, fungi, and other microorganisms.

J 5. Some of the more common sanitizers are chlorine, hydrogen peroxide, iodine,
and quaternary ammonium compounds.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: Safety in Using Poultry Farm Equipment
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I. Incubators, brooders, automatic waterers, feeders, egg graders, mechanical
and automatic litter removers, and other mechanical and electrical equipment.

2 People are considered to be most important element in the poultry farm opera-
tion.

3. One can assist by practicing safety at all times.

4. Yes, safety is equally as important as producing the food and fiber for man's
needs.

5. First, you can practice safety by knowing your work and how to perform it we!!.
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UNIT: Safety on the Poultry Farm

TOPIC: FDA Regulations
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I. The FDA is primarily a law enforcement agency working to protect consumers
from unsafe and impure foods.

2. The poultry industry is affected by FDA regulations because it produces food
for consumer use.

3. The principal job of the FDA is to enforce the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act and carry out the purpose of Congress to Insure that foods are safe, pure,
and wholesome, and produced under sanitary conditions.

4. The FDA is helpful to the poultry Industry in that it provides free services and
assure: ;hem that they are producing products of high standards for the consumer.

5. The poultry industry can assist by self-policing and by voluntary compliance with
the regulations which will contribute greatly to consumer protection.
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UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Importance of Records

1, To summarize and analyze his operation

2. Essentially the same. Each must know if he is operating at a profit.

3. Cost per dozen eggs and volume

4. At the beginning of lay period and close of lay period for that group
of birds

5. a. Total feed purchased
b. Value of feed purchased
c. Amount of labor and costs
a. Fuel or electricity costs
e. Depreciation of equipment
f. Cost of medication
g. Litter cost

6. a. Inventory values
b. Expenses and receipts
c. Feed
d. Labor
e. Depreciation values

7. Price per dozen and number of dozen sold

8. Simple, accurate, and in usable form

934-111-1
Page 2
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Egg Production Records

1. A clue to what is wrong when egg production becomes unprofitable.

2. a, Feeding practices
b. Weather or temperature:variations
c. General health of birds

934-III-2
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3. Flock depletion numbers Should be recorded to accurately reflect the per
cent total egg production. Flock mortality is higher in pullet flocks, but
pullets lay at a higher per cent.

4. By the cost of production of a cozen eggs. Feed cost should represent
approximately 60% of the total cost of production.

5. Reduce major items of coot
a. Feed cost
b. Labor
c. Inventory cost - placing flock in laying house

6. 70% on a hen day basis, or 240 eggs per hen with 1/4 being grade A or better

7. To cut the cost of producing eggs

8. By the day, month, and lay period
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/ newer Sheet
for

POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Records for the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Feed Records

1, To determine the cost of producing a dozen eggs.

Feed tecords should include.
4119=1- a Jeed on hand at beginning of Inventory and value used

'L-_;.!.Pounds of feed purchased and value.
Amount and value of farm grown grains used

:3,, Acx1mateiy

_

60 percent

Vier.birds consume approximately 40 percent more feed

lead to produce More eggs, thus increasing feed consumed, but
cast of producing a dozen eggs.

lely -4 lbs. -of feed to produce a dozen eggs., .

should Indicate the type of feed being fed, so that the producer
ck out the source of a change in yolk color.

1
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Records for the Laying nock

TOPIC: Flock Inventory Records

1. By (a) Mortality
(13) Culling
(c) Consumption at home

2. It is essential in order to analyze production cost factors?

3. By determining:
(a) Beginning numbers
(b) Number depleted.
(c) Ending inventory numbers

934 -III -4
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4. At least once a month

5. Causes of high mortality are temperature, cannibalism, and general
health problems.

6. Decreases mortality rate if properly managed.

7. Old hen mortality is generally higher

8. It reduces the depreciable value of inventory.

9. Approximately 25 percent to 35 percent depending on rate of lay and general
health

10. 80 percent to 85 percent of the inventory should be on hand at close of lay period
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Records for the Laying Flocks

TOM: Medication Records and Recording of General Cis 3rvations

1. (a) Know the need for medication
(b) Know proper material
(c) Correctly use material

..

934-111-5
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2. There are two approaches to medication. They are:
(a) Continuous low level
(b) High level - for treating serious outbreak; but otherwise, use little or nc

medication

3. Medications that are used in building immunity and/or for treatment of cocci
diosis

4. They should be immunized for more prevalent diseases prior to placing them in
the laying house.

5. As symptoms appear

6. Phenothiazine, piperzine, and on laying flocks, "non-shocking" nicotine
compounds

7. (a) Loss of appetite or low feed consumption
(b) Droopy birds
(c) Abnormal eggs (aza shells, watery albumens)
(d) Mortality
(e) Loss in egg production

8. They are of 3 types:
(a) Coal-tar compounds (Lysol)
(b) Chlorine
(c) Hot lye water

9. Antibiotics may be used on low levels continuously or high levels for treatment
of serious outbreaks.

10. Low level - 14 grams per ton and under
High level - 50 to 100 grams per ton and sometimes even more

11. See sample attached.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Capital Outlay for Commercial Laying Flock

1. Approximately $2.00 per pullet

2. Cage and floor operated commercial flocks

3. 22.9 pounds

4. 10 inches wide, 16 inches high, and 12 inches deep

5. $3.92

6. 101 pounds of feed plus 2 to 5 pounds of oyster shell and 1 pound of grit

7. $15.00 per week

8. The average depletion for light laying type commercial flocks is 600 to 65c.

9. Approximately 2000 birds

10. 20 dozen or 240 eggs

11. (a) Produce less than 210 eggs per bird
(b) Mortality high labove 10%)
(c) High investment per hen
(d) High cost per dozen eggs produced
(e) Usually feed cheaper feed, poorer balanced rations

12. Feed costs - 61%
Replacement - 13.4%
Housing - 4.7%
Interest - 6%
Labor Returns of 14 to 16%

13. Cage birds require 1.5 square feet compared to 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 square feet for
floor housed birds.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Managernen1 Practices

TOPIC: Physical Facilities Required for Floor !loused Laying Flock

1. Type of operation such as caged and floor housed birds

2. Average bird size and temperature

3. Clean, dry, and a temperature range of 45
o

to 80oF

934-IV-2 a
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4. (a) Floors easily cleaned (di Fireproof and rodent proof
(b) Walls easily cleaned (e) Efficient water system
(c) Veutilation system tf) Electricity

(1) Gravity ig) Efficient and conveniently located
(2) Forced incinerators

5. Equipment must be safe to use, convenient, and easy to clean.

6. Labor costs and flock size

7. Feeders, waterers, electric lights, nests and roosts for floor operations with
dropping pits

8. Five inches of feeder space per bird with f4eders lot more than 19 inches off
of litter level

9. About one linear foot per 100 birds for calcium supplement, and 1/2 of a
linear foot for grit

10. 7 to 8 inches per bird. 13 to 16 inches apart

11. 16 to 18 inches deep

12. Community and single nests, but should prov!de 1 square foot of nest space
for each 4 birds

13. 8 to 9 gallons daily depending on temperature

14. It is necessary to remove moisture, as 100 hens give off 3-4 gallons of
moisture daily.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC. Physical Facilities Required for Commercial Cage Type Laying Operation

1. Pole, frame, tile, or metal

2. Gable and shed

3. fa) Increased egg production
(bi Lowered mortality
(c) Production records easier kept
(d) Mere effective culling
(e) Reduced feed per dozen eggs
(f) Diseases and parasites easily controlled

(g) More birds may ,e housed
pe' house area

(h) Eliminates cannibalism
(i) Egg quality and size controlled
(j) Bird competition decreases
(k) Eggs are cleaner

4. 13 or 14 hours per day

5. Each year between inventories at least a 2 week period

6. They cost more in caged operations since each linear foot serve& less birds.

7. Higher initial cost and excessive overhead

8. 5 to 8 gallons per 100 birds

9. Approximately 25 feet wide and 100 to 150 feet long

10. Approximately 22 weeks of age

11. No. Level troughs tend to sag and overflow.

12. (a) Continuous flow
(0) Drip nipples
(c) Automatic fountains or cups

13. Length should not be more than 200 feet

14. One caged bird should Lave 3 inches of feeder space, provided feed flow is of
adequate depth.
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TOPIC: Care and Maintenance of Buildings, Equipment, and Supplies, and
Maintaining Adequate Inventory Control

1. It should be thoroughly cleaned, disinfected. and rested for two weeks after
removal of layers.

2. At least once a year during the summer

3. Proper ventilation and drabs under waterers

4. From 2 to 3 times weekly

5. Protect metal siding from manure

6. (a) Coal-tar compounds (Lysol)
(b) Chlorine compounds
(c) Hot lye water

7. Inventory control involves keeping records of feed used, daily egg production,
and mortality.

8. In some flocks, it averages $15.00 per week.

9. Above 10% to 12% per year

10. At least monthly
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Answer Sheet
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Selecting and Handling Laying Hens

I. Should not generally exceed four to six pounds.

2. At least 210 eggs per hen per year

S. a. Bred to lay at a high rate
b. Minimum body weight consistent v.ith viability and satisfactory

egg size
c. Good livability (88 - 90%)
d. High feed efficiency (four lbs. feed per dozen eggs)
e. Good egg size (at least 24 ounces per dozen by three months)
f. Produce good white eggs of good quality (not to exceed 3% low

grade eggs)

4. Constantly but also when housed and again at six to ten months

5. If pullets are bred to lay at a high ..ate, it has reduced culling.

6. Stress is any sudden change or adjustment that a bird has to make,
such as in handling, blood testing, vaccination, etc.

7. a. Price of eggs
b. Rate at which old birds are laying
c. Method and availability of securing replacements

NOTE: However, most operators house before pullets reach
5% production.

8. Yes

9. a. Health and vigor
b. Condition of comb and wattles
c. Brightness of eye
d. Body capacity
e. Handling qualities
f. Condition of vent
g. Amount of pigment
h. Stage of molt
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Commercial Laying Flock
(Answer Sleet continued)

10. It means space between pubic bones and from pubic bones to keel bone.
A Layer is soft and pliable in abdomen, non-Layer is not.

11 Coloration in shanks and skins of many common breeds of chickens

12. Stress may be reduced by:
a. Handling gently
b. Feeding of antibiotics to reduce effects of stress
c. Vaccinating prior to housing
d. Medicating and worming p or to housing
e. Avoiding sudden changes after housing

13. Clean, healthy birds
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Economics of Securing Replacements (Floor Plan)
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I . Replacement pattern (all pullet, partial pullet flock, or using layers
for second year)

2 a December-February
b. March-May
c. September-November

Profits of 3 7c per dozen and a labor return of b. 8c per man hour

4. Generally, not over 15 months

5 a Breeds or strains
b Sanitation and diseases
c Prevention practices, temperature control, etc.

6 About 1% per month or less, an average of 10% total

7 a. Size of operation
b. Cost of chicks
c. Cost of feed
d Labor
e Fuel
f Percent mortality
g Season chicks are brooded

8 No, because of danger of introducing diseases, parasites, and could
start cannibalism

9. Approximately 1,430 pullet chicks brooded

10. Approximately 14-16 weeks

11 To maintain an even production of eggs
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UNIT Management Practices

TOPIC: Economics of Securing Replacements (Cap. Plan)

1 The pullet replacement program and the maintenance of a full inventory
O.

2. a, Healthy and vigorous
b. Bred to lay
c. Utilization of feed efficiently

3 It makes very little difference if good management is practiced.

4 When diseases are prevalent or generally at the end of a lay period

5 About one week prior to first eggs

G. Mehrhof Culling Formula.
Price per 100 lbs. of feed. divided by the price per dozen eggs (x)
times 3 equals the percent necessary to pay for the feed used.
Example: Cost 100 lbs of feed

X 3 = Percent required for feed
Price per dozen

I About 45% of the total poultry investment

8 As suggested in the Information Sheet
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Culling Caged Layers

934-IV-4d
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1, This causes serious losses during early part of lay period since
replacement costs are high and most birds of laying type are bred to
lay.

2. It means giving a hen a second chance to come into production.

3. a. Feed cost per pound

(..)
b. Net egg price per dozen
c. Loss for replacing cull with a producing pullet
d. Amount new layer will have to lay over the present hen's rate

of production

4. Replacement costs

5. Cull all birds that do not pay their feed bills.

6. 10.9 f- 30 = 30% approximate production

7 a. Cull after three months production, Then use 28-day .6

keeping with a 28-day probation period.
b. Cull all layers that do not pay feed costs.
c. Take price of eggs and replacement cost then figure added cost

for additional replacement.
d Know production you have averaged per bird per month (28 days).
e. Subtract added replacement cost ("c" above) from production

("d" above). Cull all birds that do not lay this amount.
(Use Table 80 on Information Sheet for "c," "d," and "e" estimates.)

8. To cause some operators not to cull at all

V
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Caring for Laying Facilities

1. No.

934-IV-5
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2. Floor housed must be uifferent in that they requl'e nests, litter,
dropping pits, and different type feeders and waterers.

3. As often as is needed to maintain quality eggs and between inventory
or lay periods.

4. By constructing in sections with openings to outside of house

5. a. Chopped straw
b. Shavings
c. Ground corn cobs
d. Sometimes combine ground cobs and whole cobs

t is kept dry6. A!' '.nr titter to build up from 8 to 12 inches deep so long as I

and7. Inside of nest dark, easy to clean, easy to gather eggs, sturdy
can be closed at night.

8. By reducing moisture or overflow in litter, thus preventing dampness

9. a. Clean house thoroughly.
b. Spray floor, walls, and equipment with disinfectant.
c. Clean and disinfect dropping pits and place new litter in house.
d. Clean and disinfect feeders and waterers.
e. Clean and disinfect nest, and replace nesting material.

10. No. It is not recommended.

11. It should not exceed 80°.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Cage Construction and Management

1.. Single deck, back to back with aisles between rows

2. 8 inches, 10 inches, and 12 inches

3. Cannibalism sometimes develops and the loss of production records
necessary to culling

4. Maintenance of buildings and inventory control

S. a. Flies prevalent
b. Parasites harder to control
c. Ventilation more critical
d. Manure disposal always a problem

6. 1.4 hours

7. To provide maximum house capacity and to provide convenience in
doing routine chores

8. Narrow because of convenience in cleaning, better ventilation, etc.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC Types of Laying Operations

1. Approximately $8 00 per bird as to $5 00 per bird or 2 to 1 ratio

2. Floor plan
Cage plan
a Single-bird - 1 bird
b Multiple-bird - 2-6 birds
c. Colony-type - 16-30 birds

3 a Floors easily cleaned
3) Walls that can be cleaned
c. Adequate ventilation system
d. Fireproof and vermin proof
e. Water piped into house
f. Electricity
g. Central location for egg, feed, and equipment storage

4. Manually filled and automatically filled feeders and waterers

5. Should follow specific manufacturer's recommendations

6. a Feeders. approximately 5" feeder space per hen within 10' of
waterers

b. Waterers Five to eight gallons per 100 birds daily placed
above wire mesh or over dropping pits

7. Feeder space - 3" per bird
Waterers - 1" per bird
Both should be automatic or of adequate depth to maintain supply

8. Should not be more than 1 foot in depth to 1 foot in width, or 1 to
1 ratio

9. Number of birds per colony cage Space per bird should not be less
than 1 sq. ft per bird

10. One and one half inches per foot of depth of colony cage

11, 10 to 12 inches wide, 12 to 14 inches high, 12 inches deep
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COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Problems

TOPIC. Controlling Cannibalism

934-IV-8
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1. There is much doubt, but it is believed that improper feeding, method
of feeding, discomfort, crowding, and inheritance all play a part in
causing it.

2. Yes.

3. Debeaking

4. No, if done properly,

5. it. Debeak properly 41/4 to 1/2 of upper beak).
b. Attach metal blinders for floor plan hens.
c. Allow adequate feed and watering space.
d. Provide adequate ventilation.
e. Provide fresh green feeds.
f. Feed whole oats to pullets and hens
g. Darken windows and nests.
h. Delouse birds and clean quarters.
i. Place layers in cages.

6. Feed level must be kept deeper in the trough
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Artificial Lighting

1.. When daylight hours fall below 13 or 14 hours or in climatized houses

2. To stimulate egg production

3. One 60-watt light bulb for each 200 square feet of floor space. Each
light should have a 16-inch reflector 4 inches deep placed 6 to 7 feet
above floor level directly over the feeders.

4. One square foot of window space per 20 to 25 square feet of floor space

5. No.

6. Stimulates production of more eggs during periods of normally high
egg prices

7. Yes.

8. 14-hour day. One light bulb of 25 to 40 watts, depending on level
of production, every 10 feet down ba3k -to -back cages.
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC Feeding Practices in Developing Pullet Replacements

1. a. 11 feeding tall mash)
b. Full feeding (mash and grain)
c Restricted feeding of mash and/or grain

2. a. More use of range grasses
b Bigger bodies on pullets
c. Pullets seem to live better
d Delays production slightly

3. a Less money in land
b Fewer parasites
c. Less labor
d. Eliminates varmints and other losses
e. Eliminates expense of ranges (planting, etc

4. Develop a ready-to-lay pullet on 25 pounds of feed or less

5. Size of bird and rate of lay

6. Best quality at a good price

7. Use of fresh, properly balanced, and palatable rations

934-IV-10a
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8. Give laying mash free choice and grain mixture (equal parts of corn,
oats, and mito) free choice until 30% production is reached.

9. Body size, production, breed, and environment

10. Approximately 1/4 of total feed consumed

13. Yes.

12. 18 to 20%

13. 22.9 pounds of feed, approximately

d +or n".s. .
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COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Feeding Laying Hens

1. a. All mash, 16% protein
b. Grain and Mash Feeding, 20% protein
c. Grain and Protein Concentrate, 26%

2. About 1/2 to 1%

3. About 2,000 I. U. per pound

4. To be sure hens receive enough essential amino acids, as most feeds
vary in amino acid content

5. At least 25%

6. No.

7. Yes, 50 grams or more per ton

8. Vitamins A, D, E, K, and Vitamin B12 Complex

9. 40 ounces, mostly calcium

10. 101 pounds of feed per year

11. 4 pounds of feed per dozen eggs produced

.......serrr
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UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Watering Practices

1. From 5 to 7 tons per year

2. About a pint

3, On a stand above litter or over the dropping pits

4 5 to 8 gallons per day and more if temperature rises above 80 degrees

5. a. Continuous flow troughs
b. Drip nipples
c. Automatic cups

6. Should not exceed 200 feet with 1 inch fall every 40 feet

7. 1/2 inch in depth

8. Approximately 8 feet or one 4-foot waterer per 100 birds open on
both sides

9. Automatic waterers
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Pullet Replacement Program

1. To replace an entire house at one time on floor plan houses

2. By starting, usually, 2 to 4 groups a year

3. Approximately $200 each

4. 22.9 pounds

6. Two weeks

6. By making the change gradually over a two-week period

7. a. Vaccination
b. Debeaking
c. Blood testing
d. Worming
e. Change in rations
f. Change from range to houses or cages

8. By not completing all Jobs necessary to housing pullets at one time

9. a. Secure at least 73% production in first quarter of production period.
b. Maintain 85 to 87% of original birds in flock.
c. Produce a dozen eggs on 4 pounds of feed or less.
d. All eggs graded 80% Large A quality
e. Maximum use of equipment or facilities for 80% of the year
f. Each farm worker handles approximately 2500 laying hens or more.

10. At 20 to 22 weeks of age
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COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Management Practices

TOPIC: Vaccination Schedule

1. a. Newcastle Disease
b. Chronic Respiratory Disease (CRD)
c. Bronchitis
d. Fowl Pox
e. Blue Comb
f. Typhoid
g. Cholera

2. a. Selection of healthy replacements
b. Adequate housing
c. Feeding adequate rations
d. Practicing strict sanitation

3. a. Protecting the chick
b. Protecting growing stock
c. Protecting laying hens

934-IV-13
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4. a. Give milk strain Newcastle vaccine at one day of age (in eye or
drinking water).

b. Vaccinate for Bronchitis between second and fourth week.
c. Give Fowl Pox vaccine one week after Bronchitis vaccine.

5. At 16 to 20 weeks of age, just prior to housing

6. a. Live virus vaccines
b. Mixed bacteria (killed organisms)

7. a. Quarantine new pullets.
b. Keep visitors away.
c. Use sunlight, fresh air, and disinfectant's.
d. Properly dispose of dead birds.
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Management Practices
(Answer Sheet continued)

8. a. Notify owner.
b. Isolate sick birds.
c. Kill very sick birds and burn.
d. Clean and disinfect all houses and equipment.
e. Get a proper diagnosis.
f. Use precaution to prevent the spread of disease.

9. a. Mass vaccination by drinking water, dust, or spray
b. Individual vaccination by intranasal, intraocular, wing-web,

feather follicle, and subcutaneous

. . . 1 . 1 1 6 E i g Y h a im i r r .axa.lerva&411AaRMLS..M ... . .. , , - --
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UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

934 --V -la
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TOPIC: Electrical Wirmg, Motors, Contra..., :::quipment, and Safety

1. All wiring and electrical equipment should bear the UL (Underwriters
Lrboratories) label.

2. It should be of fuse type or circuit breaker type, with adequate ampere
rating for not less than expected load. Amperes should be calculated.

3. Size of building and the amount of equipment to be used

4. Yes.

5 Not more than two

6. Not more than 8 light receptacles per circuit.

7. Twenty ampere fuse or circuit breaker would be maximum.

8. The circuit should be properly grounded at the control panel. The
motor should be equipped with a three-prong (polarized) plug and
three wire cord with the third wire attached to the frame of the motor,
or a wire attached to the frame of the motor and tied to the neutral
bar in the control panel. It should be equipped with a time delay
(his' .ron) device built into the circuit of the proper amperes. Thermal
relay protection is adequate if built into the motor.

9. They cannot be fused closely enough; smallest breakers are 15 amperes.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Economy of Selecting and Using Mechanical Equipment

1. Feed costs and labor costs

2. a. Labor or wage rate
b. Size of flock
c. Size of houses
d. Availability of labor

934-V-lb
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3. Hand feeding requires more labor and mechanical feeding needs
more capital outlay.

4. Where flock size is over 3600 birds and labor costs are $1.20 per
hour or more

5. Where capital is severely limited and labor is available a poultryman
can benefit more by putting capital into expanding flock size. However,
mechanization of operation makes flock expansion easier when labor
is limited

6. By a time clock or paddle type switch

7. a. Chain belt type
b. Shaker type

8. About 2000 bird size flock

9. Reduces cost per ton and may fit into a mechanized feeding system
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Lighting Equipment and Materials

934-V-2
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1. Twenty to thirty percent

2. At least 14 hours for laying flocks

3. Floor plan--one 60 watt bulb for each 200 square feet of floor space
10 feet apart

Cage plan--Space 10 feet apart, one 40 60 watt light bulb staggered
spacing on more than one row of cages

4. Approximately 200-250 each for initial housing.

5. By time clock and by a dimming switch for evening lights

6. Turn on 2-5 hours before daybreak and turn on at sundown long enough
to provide 14 hour day.
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UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Feeding Equipment

1. About $250.00

2. It ranges from about $1.25 to $1.50 per linear foot.

3. About $40.00 per 100 hens in 2,000 bird flocks

4. Send a rough sketch of his building to the authorized dealer of prospective
equipment. They will develop the type of installation most feasible.

5. Yes.

6. 40 feet of actual feeder space per 100 birds.

7. Total enclosed motor
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UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Watering Equipment

1. As temperature rises water consumption increases

2. One 4 foot trough, or 8 linear feet.

3. 1/2 to 1" depth

4. Automatic

5. Daily

934-V-4
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Ventilation and Insulation Systems

1. Three to four gallons daily

2. a. Slot ventilation
b. Roof ventilation
c. Forced ventilation

3. a. Maintain house temperature from 40 to 60 degrees F.
b. keep humidity below 75%

Keep floor litter dry
d. Prevent concentration of ammonia fumes
e. Prevent moisture accumulation
f. Prevent drafts or sudden changes in temperature.

4. a. Exhaust systems
b. Air intake

5. See reference 1 page 218

6. a. Commercial insulation
b. Blanket insulation
c. Corn cobs (Ground)
d. Sawdust
e. Others

7. To prevent moisture condensation on walls and ceilings

934-V-5
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8. One square foot of window area for each 25 to 30 square feet of floor
space
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Mechanical Equipment

TOPIC: Starting, Stopping, and Storing Gasoline Engines

1. Failing to take time to understand aimple directions for checking,
starting, stopping, and storage of gasoline engines

2. For safety to prevent accidental starting or compression kick-back

3. S. A. E. 30 with M. S. classification (detergent)

4. Fill to point of overflow or to "full" position (level) on dip stick.
Tighten oil filler cap.

5. a. Starter rewind system
b. Shock free windup starter

6. Should be removed occassionally to clean fins and screens to allow
air to circulate.

7. Every 25 hours

8. By spinning the flywheel and determining amount of rebound.

1
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Answer Sheet
for

POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices

TOPIC: Methods of Cleaning Houses

1. Longer buildings require more cost of materials; wider buildings
tend to reduce labor in caring for the birds, but the trend is toward
longer, narrow buildings to reduce cleaning costs.

2. Concrete floors are more easily cleaned and disinfected. Floor drains
are more easily installed. Less moisture accumulates as a result of
waste or overflow water.

3. It prevents the accumulation of additional moisture inside of the laying
house.

4. When depopulating a house or as often as is needed to keep down flies.

5. In narrow buildings, slot ventilation may be used; in wide buildings
usually one 12 inch roof ventilation for every 125 birds is sufficient.
Proper ventilation assures dryness and prevents ammonia fume
accumulation which is often associated with respiratory diseases.

6. Usually 2 or 4 gallons per day.

7. Litter must be kept dry. Stir frequently and remove all caked and wet
litter. Litter may be allowed to accumulate 6" to 8" deep. Water
fountains placed over the dropping pits or wire mesh covered stands
also helps to keep litter dry.

8. By closing the nests at night to prevent hens from roosting in them.

9. Feed wastage may be prevented by filling troughs only 1/2 to 1/3 full.
Overflow feed spoils when in contact with moisture in droppings and
occasionally may cause digestive disturbances, odors, and flies.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices

TOPIC: Disinfectants, Isolation, and General Health Practices

1. a. Lysol
b. Chlorine compounds
c. Hot lye water
d. Ammonia products

934-VI-2
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2. Make visitors "off limits" to your flock, and avoid outside sources of
disease contamination such as feed trucks, sacks, etc.

2. Isolate all new pullets before adding to cage laying house, and completely
depopulate floor plan houses before pullets are added.

4. a. Secure healthy birds
b. Provide clean dry quarters
c. Feed well balanced diets
d. Practice strict sanitation
e. Grow young stock isolated
f. Rotate range for pullets
g. Vaccinate for prevalent diseases

5. Avoid vaccinating for several diseases at once, and only then vaccinate
for prevalent diseases.

6. Listen for sneezes and coughs; watch egg production daily, decline in
feed intake, and condition of droppings.
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UNIT: Cleaning, Sanitation, and Health Practices

TOPIC: Disposal of Dead Birds

1. Any type that will effectively control any air borne diseases or organisms.

2. a. Place number dead on inventory control sheet
b. Determine cause, if possible
c. Notify owners
d. Get a definite diagnosis
e. Burn immediately.

3. Burning is most effective

4. Yes

5. Preferably oil or gas burning type

6. Allowing birds to be thrown on top of lay houses

7. They may be if constructed properly, but incinerators are preferable
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Disease Problems and Vaccination Program

934-VII-1
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I. To be able to act swiftly to prevent serious outbreaks. Disease outbreaks are
accompanied by serious drops in egg production.

2. They may but outbreaks are apt to be more easily controlled.

3. (a) Newcastle
(b) Bronchitis
(c) Fowl pox
(d) Chronic respiratory disease (CRD)
(e) Blue comb

(t) Typhoid
(g) Cholera
(h) Leukosis
(i) P P LAY

4. Acute means a relatively short, severe case. Infectious is applied to diseases
as one caused by living organisms.

5. No, unless there has already been an outbreak of that type.

6. It is said to sometimes trigger infections.

7. (a) Heritable
(1) Species
(2) Strain or breed

(b) Acquired
(1) Active
(2) Passive
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Newcastle

1. One day of age to four days of age

2. (a) Nasal or ocular
(b) Dust
(c) Drinking water

3. (a) Rapid drop in production
(b) Watery eyes and nostrils
(c) Sneezing or coughing
(d) Egg albumen turns weak and watery

934-VII-2
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4. Yes, all birds on the place must be vaccinated as vaccine is live virus.

5. No, antibiotics are not effective against viruses.

6. Vaccinate at one to 4 days of age, again at 8 to 12 weeks of age, and again at
16 to 20 weeks, just prior to housing in laying house
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Bronchitis

1. it is a respiratory type disease.

2. Newcastle disease, laryngotracheitis, and coryza

3. (a) As a dust
(b) In drinking water
(c) Nose drop method

934-VII-3
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4. Birds should be immunized by 4 days of Pip and again about 16 to 20 weeks,
but before birds stilt to lay.

S. No

6. (a) Burn all empty vaccine bottles
(b) Vaccinate, following manufacturer's specific instructions

7, Yes

u
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of D. vases

TOPIC: Fowl Pox

1. A virus that is very infectious

2. In relation to diseases, it is one that is caused by a live organism.

3. Two types are commonly called "wet" and "dry" pox. Wet pox affects the
throat, and the dry form affects the skin and comb.

4. Small blister -like spots appear on face, comb, and wattles, with the diph-
theritic form having pus-like patches in the mouth and throat.

5. From 6 to 16 weeks

6. They may be gi, %.1 by the feather follicle and wing-web method.

7. Use a double-pronged needle dipped into liquid vaccine and then thrust
through the web of the chicken's wing. It is the faster of the two methods.

I
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Epidemic Tremors

1. Viral infection

2. (a) Incoordination
(b) Nervousness
(c) Jerky or irregular gait
(d) Tremors in head and neck

3. Yes

4. Yes

5. 6% to 10% loss

6. No

)



4. During or after periods of stress (vaccinating, debeaking, etc.)

UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

2. A pleuropneumonia-like organism

3. By direct contact and through the egg

6. (a) Provide adequate rations

7. May be desirable as a preventative measure

8. Dispose of old birds, thoroughly clean and disinfect before other

TOPIC: C R D

5. (a) Birds appear to have colds

Teaching Materials Canter

1. In 1943

(b) Production decreases

birds arrive

(c) Inflammation of sinus and trachea

(b) Proper sanitation
(c) Proper ventilation
(d) Careful timing of vaccinations and other stress periods
(e) Buy chicks from resistant strains

COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK
POULTRY FARM WORKER

Answer Sheet
for

Page 2
Agricultural Education 934-VII-7
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UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Pullorum

1. As a bacterial disease

2 (a) In recovered birds
(b) In the soil
(c) In contaminated equipment

3. (a) Through the egg
(b) Incubator
(c) Chicks
(d) Adult birds
(e) Equipment and houses

4. By testing

5. Eliminate carriers (adult birds)

6. Medicate with NF 180 or Sulfaquinoxaline

7. No

934-VII-8
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8. To assist in the complete eradication of pullorum from the poultry
industry, the National Poultry Improvement Plan has such objec-
tives. This would reduce average cost of replacements.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Prevention and Control of Diseases

TOPIC: Typhoid

1. Any age

2. Through egg, hatcheries, droppings, or equipment

3. Acute and chronic

4. (a) Birds droopy with a temperature
(b) Greenish-yellow diarrhea
(c) Liver has discolored spots or may be enlarged

934-Vn-9
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5. (a) By the practice of rigid sanitation
(b) Purchase of disease-free replacements or resistant strains

6. (a) Kill and burn very sick birds
(b) Disinfect hou --s and equipment
(c) Remove rubbish from around buildings
(d) Exclude vermin, rodents, etc.
(e) Confine sick birds to one house. Do chores last in this house.

7. Use NF 180 according to directions. Mix 2 pounds of NF 180
per ton of feed and give to sick flock for 2 weeks. This may
reduce mortality rate.
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COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Roundworms

1. From 2 to 5 inches

2. Approximately 2 months

3. No

4. Piperazine , following manufacturer's instructions

9 34-V1I1-1
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5. Eggs of roundworms are eaten by floor-raised or range-reared
pullets. Roundworm eggs must incubate out of the bird's body to
become infective.

6. (a) Strict sanitation
(b) Rotating ranges
(c) Cleaning of houses and equipment
(d) Use of dropping pits
(e) Good clean litter

7. Immediately before placing in the Lying house

U
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Cecal Worms

1. In the cecum or blind gut

2, They reduce feed efficiency and also are hosts to blackhead
disease

3. Sanitation and rotated ranges

4. Two principal treatments are:
(a) I pound of phenothiazine per 100 pound?. of feed kr each 1000 birds
(b) Use of piperazine according to directims

5. About two weeks or more

6. To look for damage of diseases or presence of pests and parasites
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Tapeworms

I. They vary in length from 4 inches to 24 inches.

934-VIII-3
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2. They are segmented, with each segment capable of producing man-)
worms. They must also have an intermediate host (such as grass-
hoppers, snails, flies, etc. ) to complete their life cycle.

3. Paralysis may occur with serious infestation.

4. Prevention of infestation and a good fly control program, with
controlled housing. Range rotation is also helpful. Some tin
compounds seem to be effective.

5. Tapeworms elongate by addln; segments and they attach themselves
to lining of digestive tract; roundworms do not.
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Coccidia

934 -VIII -4
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I. It is classed as a protozoan disease and is caused by coccidia, of which there
are many types.

2. Yes

3. (a) Birds passing blood in droppings
(b) Unthrifty birds
(c) Death loss variable from a few to a high percent
(d) Usually an outbreak is accompanied by dirty, damp, filthy conditions

4. Use a commercial coccidiostat

5. Yes, aureomycin helps keep it in check.

6. It is one of the sulfa drugs that may be used to combat a serious outbreak of
coccidiosis.

7. Treatment: per ton of feed
3-1/2 ounces of aureomycin
2-1/2 pounds of sulfamethiazine
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POULTRY FARM WORKER
COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Lice

I. Seven known species

2. On the body and feathers of the bird

3. May be as short as 3 weeks

4. (a) Sodium flouride
(b) B. H. C. (Benzene Hexachloride)
(c) D. D. T.
(d) Sevin dust() (e) Malathion as dust or spray

C)

934-VIII-5
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5. They may be used in one of tvo ways: as a roost paint or spray, or applied
directly to the birds.

6. Two treatments approximately 2 to 3 weeks apart

7. Follow specific recommendations on use of any material as a roost spray or
bird application
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UNIT: Controlling Internal and External Parasites

TOPIC: Mites

1. Mites spend most of their time on roosts, in litter, and equipment areas.

2. They are blood-sucking insects.

3. About the poultry house in cracks and in equipment such as nests

4. (a) Malathion as dust or roost spray
(b) Carbolineum - roost spray
(c) Sevin - dust or spray
(c) Lindane - spray
Avoid contamination of feed and water.

5. Where clean birds have been placed in thoroughly clean houses

6. Lindane on floor operations
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UNIT: Controlling Insects and Pests

TOPIC: Flies

1. Flies speck the eggs on roll trays and flies carry or spread diseases.

2. a. Keep litter clean and dry
b. Avoid overflow water or moisture accumulation
c. Keep droppings spread where they will dry.
d. Treat droppings in cage houses regularly with chemicals, 2.5% Malathion

or . 5% Lindane emulsion
e. Provide good ventilation

3. Fly population most times a related directly to amount of moisture in
the stacks of droppingl

4. They may be used as reaidual sprays on walls and equipment, as baits,
space sprays, tug:. sprays in dropping pits.

5. Do not spray birds directly
Collect eggs before using space spray
Provide adequate ventilation
Avoid breathing spray mist
Avoid contamination of feed and water
Keep bait poison out of reach of birds
Fa ,o, specific directions on containers.

Q. Adult fly
a. Residual sprays

1. Malathion
2. Lindane
3. DDT

b. Birds in cages
1. Malathion
2. Cygon
3. Pyrethrins

c. Dropping under cages on pits
1. eirgon
2. Ronnel

3. Diazinon
4. Malathion
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UNIT_ Controlling insects and Pests

TOPIC Controlling Rodents and Birds

1. a They spread diseases and parasites
b, Damage feeds and bAldings
c. Decrease profits

934-IX-2
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2 They are multiple-dose poisons that cause internal hemorrhaging.
Warfarin, pival, funiarin

3 5 to 14 days of continuous feeding

tt Board tannels, open ileored box, log tunnel, tile, or pipe tunnel.

5. Daily for first weex and then every other day

6 By sifting white flour around station and check for tracks

7 a. Removal of trash, rubbish, and junk
b. Ripping out dark, enclosed places that are not ....eeded
c. Storing :umber, firewood, pipe, posts, and other materials on

racks 18 to 24" off the ground
d. Store feed in rodent-proof barrels or bins and clean up spilled

grain.

8. a. Concrete curtain wall around foundation
b. Seal cellarways with concrete.
c. Close foundation openings with metal collars, screens, or masonry.
d, Screen brolica basement windows
e. Cover ratted doors with metal fleshings.

9. a. Smaller amount of bait in tray with no more than 1/4" lip
b. More bait stations
c. Longer feeding period

10. Poisont--.g or trapping
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Controlling Insects and Pests
(Answer Sheet continued)

11. Strychnine or calcium cyanide

12. English sparrows, starlings, or pigeons

13. a. Screen all windows and openings
b. Kill by shooting
c. Poison with strychnine-poisoned grain with proper precautions.
d Trap the birds

nee, le e r.
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Feed Digestion in the Laying Hen
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1. They can not be classed as simple stomach animals, yet they are similar.
Very little digestion takes place by bacterial action, and they digest
less fiber.

2. Drawing provided on separate page

3. To moisten and store food

4. In the small intestine. However, some takes place in the large intestine.
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Feed Nutrients
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1. Nutrient is any class of food or group of foods that supports life and
makes possible the production of eggs and meats when applied to poultry.

2. They are
a. Carbohydrates and fats
b. Proteins
c. Vitamins
d. Minerals
e. Feed additives (not as a nutrient but a compliment to other nutrients)

3. a. Carbohydrates and fats
(1) Cereal grains

b. Proteins
(1) Animal protein--tankage, milk, etc.
(2) Plant protein--soybean meal, corn gluten meal, cotton seed

meal, etc.
c. Minerals

(1) Bone meal, ground oyster shell, ground limestone and salt.
d. Vitamins

(1) Vitamin A--Green feed, alfalfa, yellow corn meal
(2) Vitamin C --(Usually synthesized by birds)
(3) Vitamin D--Sunligh4, fish oil meals
(4) Vitamin E--Wheat germ oil, alfalfa meal
(5) Vitamin K--Alfalfa meal, green grass
(6) Vitamin B complex (water soluble group)--Dried milk,

brewers yeast, fish meal, alfalfa meal, soybean meal,
wheat bran tankage

e. Feed additives may be antibiotics or arsenicals which stimulate
growth or production
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Feeding the Laying Flock
(Answer Sheet continued)

4. It is the relation between high energy feed (calorie) as corn and protein
values of ration.

5. Because increased emphasis is being placed on high energy-low fiber
diets. The calorie-protein ratio for the laying bird is about 60 to 1.
This probably will mean the addition of 5% added fat to a laying mash
of 17 to 19% protein.

6. T. D. N. means the total digestible nutrients that are available from the
ration to the laying hen.

7. Corn is low in protein and minerals.

8. The amount of protein, kind of fish it was made from, and how it was
manufactured.

9. B vitamins, calcium,' and phosphorous.

10. One half of one percent

11. Assists in prevention of perosis or slipped tendon.
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Classes of Feeds

1. Cereal grains--yellow corn, milo, wheat, oats

2. Fish meal, dried milk products, meat and bone meal, soybean meal,
cottonseed meal, corn gluten meal, and alfalfa meal.

3. Calcium, phosphorous and sodium and chlorine (salt)

4. They are other minerals that are needed in minute amounts to assure
high level production.

5. No. It breaks down in hot weather and in.long storage.

6. Should prepare rations from fresh high quality ingredients that will
give you the desired nutritional qualities.

7. Approximately 3300 I. TJ. (International Units)

8. 9 to 14 grams per ton of feed
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UNIT: Feeding the Laying Flock

TOPIC: Production and Feed Consumption

I. About 4 pounds

2. a. Maintenance and carrying on body processes
b. Building bone, muscle, eggs, and feather development

934-X-4
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3. Hens fed high energy rations consistently lay at higher rat Is than those
fed lower energy rations.

4. Lower protein may be fed safely with lower egg production.

5. Energy value of ration as compared to the protein value.

6. Approximately 60:1
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UNIT: Feeding Laying Flock

TOPIC: Antibiotics and Arsenicals in the Laying Ration

1. They may be effective in reducing the effects of stress and aid in
control of sub-clinical diseases or infections.

2. Normally it should stimulate production around 12%.

3. Yes, results have shown increases in both types of laying houses.

4. From 3% to 10% increase in eggs laid.

5. Improved feed efficiency and increased egg production

6. "High level" is feeding of antibiotics from 100 to 400 grams per ton
of feed during periods of stress or infections

7. They are 3 nitro-4 hudroxyphenylarsonic acid and arsonilac acid

8. Soluble means water soluble, so it can be added to drinking water
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Gathering and Transporting Eggs
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1. With feeding and management, but mostly with the producer after the
egg is laid.

2. Depending on the temperature; as temperature rises, the frequency
of gathering should be not more than three or four hours.

3. Daily is preferable, but at least twice weekly, depending on volume.

4. Birds should be bred so that young pullets mature early and good egg
size is achieved quickly, as small eggs sell for a lower price per
dozen.

5. Breeding, feeding, diseases, and to some extent, climatic conditions

6. Bred to lay at a high rate; high livability in laying house; small bodies;
high egg production; large egg size; and good vigor; efficient in use of
feed; attain good egg size quickly; lay high quality eggs.

7. a. Gathered at least every 3 to 4 hours
b. Use plastic flats or wire baskets
c. Clean and cool immediately, at least 3 to 4 houra before candling.
d. Maintain eggs at a temperature of 45 to 5e until packed and

delivered
e. Be sure to pack eggs with small end down.

B. They normally leave the farm in cases (30 doz each) made of either
wood or card board, and in one dozen cartons, or wire baskets and/or
plastic flats if the haul to initial market is short.
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Cleaning Eggs
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1. One is preventing eggs from being soiled and the other is the cleaning
of soiled eggs properly.

2. a. Gather more frequently
b. Maintain adequate number of clean, dry nests
c. Keep litter dry
d. Control flies in cage houses to prevent fly specks on eggs
e. Keep layers in confinement

3. Dry and wet methods

4. Dry cleaning because they are cleaned by hand labor

5. a. Type of machine
b. Cost and capacity of machine
c. Labor efficiency
d. Price paid per hour for labor
e. Depreciation on equipment

6. It depends on temperature of the egg. Egg temperature at 70 to 80
degrees should have a water temperature of 115 to 120° F. When
egg temperature is from 45 to 55° water may be a little less than 115
to 120 degrees.

7. a. Eggs dry more rapidly because of evaporation
b. Evaporation of moisture helps cool the eggs
c . Quick removal of moisture helps retard growth of bacteria

8. There are several approved detergents on the market but specific
directions should be followed on each.
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Cleaning Eggs
(Answer Sheet continued)

9. a. Amount of detergent used
b. Time allowed for cleaning
C. Kind -a detergent
d. How often cleaning solution is changed.
e. Density of foreign material
f, Volume of foreign material
g. Type of machine used
h. Chemical properties of the foreip material

10. Be sure to allow egg temperature to rise to normal room temperature
or lower temperature of the cleaning solution

11. Approximately $1000 to $1, 500 per year, depending on labor and cost
of machine used in cleaning and so on.
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

TOPIC: Grading Eggs

1. a. Age
b. Heat or high temperature
c. Humidity

2. At any temperature of 70° F. or higher

3. Two to three times wr...ekly

4. 70 to 80 percent

5. It means top quality

6. They are
a. AA
b. A

c. B
d. C

7. Jumbo - :3°) 1Z. per ctn.
Extra large - 27 oz. per doz.
Large - 24 oz. per doz.
Medium - 21 oz. pc doz.
Small - 18 oz. per doz.
Peewee - 15 oz. per doz.

S. They are eggs sod on an uugraded basis.

934-XI-3
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9. a.. Laprove quality to conmer
b. Assure producer a fair market value for egg quality 1 oduced

10. Not mere than 15% tc 20% of A grade eggs allowed and not riiore than
5% B grade allowable or lower. Ai least 80% must be of Grade AA.



Grading Eggs
(Answer Sheet continued)

11. a. Weight and size of egg
b. Shell quality
0. Firmness of albumin
d. Freedom from blood or meat spots
e. Shell color--most markets prefer white shells

12. 23 to 26 oz. eggs per dozen

934-X1-3
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a.
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UNIT: Gathering and Processing Eggs

tOPIC: Cooling Methods

1. To cool the egg as soon as possible after it is laid.

2. 105° to 1080

3. As soon as gathered

4. 70 to 80 percent

5. Precooling cases, fillers, and flats

6. An electrical refrigerant type of cooler that is controlled automatically,
as to temperature and humidity
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UNIT: Gathering and "P:ocessing Eggs

TOPIC: Packaging

1. In 1 dozen cartons or in 30 dozen cases

2. Fiber or wood cases

3. Usually a 1 dozen carton

4. The 30 dozen case

5. Packing costs depend on the cost of:
a. Cartons
b. Cases
c. Fillers
d. Flats
e. Binding tape

6. a. Size of egg to be packed
b. Carton design

7. Approximately . 02570 each

934-XI-5
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8. 30 dozen eggs cartoned recently :vat 970 as compared with 30 dozen
In a case costing 480
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Market Channels
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1. Primary source of market has beer retail and/or chain stores.
Other outlets include hotels, restaurants, hucksters, produce buyers,
egg packers, and cooperatives.

2. Eggs suie on an ungraded basis.

3. Sale of eggs on the Insis of USDA grading system as their value
on grade

4. It depends on average price differential between wholesale and retail
eggs, and the cost and nearness to an avail 'e retail outlet.

5. Approximately 12 to 130 margin

- -
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Wholesale and Retail Marketing

1. Wholesale and retail

934-XII-2
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2. First is to produce top-quality eggs for which consumers are willing
to pay premium prices. Second is to have adequate labor and equip-
ment (trucks, etc.) to operate a retail route.

3. When convinced that (a) eggs are of good quality (b) retailer is reliable
and dependable.

4. Types of retail outlets:
a. Stores, restaurants, etc.
b. Consumer routes
c. Roadside stands
d. Egg vending machines

5. Mediu- .t to large

6. 100 lozen

7. a. Sell only to registered dealers
b. Keep complete records of all transactions
c. When shipping, advise dealer as to quantity and quality.
d. Ship only high-quality eggs
e. If paid by check, deposit or cash it immediately
f. Know the financial responsibility of the dealer
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Integration of Market Egg Production and Markets
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1. Integration involves the making of a contract to produce eggs for a
particular firm. The producer is paid by price per dozen or a specified
number of dollars per 1000 birds by month for his facilities and labor.
The contractor is the owner of the hens. There are several variations
from this type.

2. The contractor

3. When the producer desires to shift market risk to someone else.

4. Depends on:
a. Producers ability to assume risk
b. Local market outlets
c. Producers ability to secure and hold a year-round market
d. Availability of contracting firms and terms offe-ed.

5. See information sheet.

6. Yes.

7. Approximately 9 to 10 cents per dozen but largely depends on the plan
followed.

8. Amounts paid and kind of eggs for which payment was made.

9. They were:
a. Age pullets supplied
b. Farm grading practices
c. Egg delivery
d. Refrigeration
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UNIT: Marketing

TOPIC: Prices of Market Eggs

1. Both the producer and consumer

2. a. Supply of eggs
b. Consumer demand for eggs
c. General price level
d. Egg size and quality

3. They usually move inversely to each other

934-XII-4
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4. That year's total production excluding frozen, or cold storage eggs

5. Caused by variation in total supply of eggs and the supply of eggs at
various grade levels.
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Maintenance and Painting Procedures

1. To preserve the buildings al i make them more attractive and sanitary

2. The number of square feet of surface area the kind of paint, kind of
surface, and number of coats

3. Quicklime, boiling water, salt, cement, and ultra-marine bluing

4. a. The right kind of paint for the job
b. A high quality paint

5. Warm - red, orange, yellow, cream, buff, peach, light tan
Cool - green, b1,-.., and violet

6. As soon as possible with primer and with paint as soon as primer is
dry ( usually at least 48 hours )

7. Before finish starts to check, crack, or peel

8. a, Remove all dirt, pla ste r, etc.
b. Remove cracked, peeling, or loose paint
c. Smooth rough places
d. Cover knots and sappy spots with shellac
e. Fill holes and cracks
f . Remove grease if present

9. Paint removers, blow toich, scrapers, wire brush, and sandpaper

10. Paint thinner, turpentine, or kerosene for oil base paint
Soap and hot water for water or rubber base paint
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Mixing Concrete

1. By volume proportion of cement, sand, and gravel

2. The amount of water and amount of cement

3. Six gallons of water to each sack of cement

4. Moisture in the sand will require less water to be added to the mix

5. By squeezing in the hand. Damp sand falls apart; wet sand forms a
ball; very wet sand glistens and leaves excess moisture on the hand.

6. Cement - '-ck (1 cubic foot)
Sand and Gravel - Cubic yard

7. a. Selecting suita,le materials
b. Thoroughly mixing in the right proportions
c. Correctly placing, finishing, and curing

8. By varying the amounts of aggregates (sand and gravel)

9. Cement - 6-1/4 sacks (cubic fret)
Sand - .52 cubic yard
Gravel - .70 cubic yard

10. Sand and cement

11. Should be protected from drying out for at least five days

12. Number of sa...zs of cement per cubic yard of concrete

-,........
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Weed and Brush Control

1. A plant growing where it is not wanted

934-XIII-3
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2. A plant that completes its life cycle in one season (produces seed and
dies)

3. Plant that lives longer than two years

4. a. Choosing the right chemical
b. Applying the herbicide properly

5. a. Read and follow label directions and precautions.
b. Chemicals may kill or injure desirable plants.
c. Do not allow drift of mist or vapors to desirable plants.
d. r..a not breathe, swallow, or allow chemicals to contact skin.

6. Bioad-leaf plants

7. Brush, prickly pear, and other plants resistant to 2, 4-D

8. Perennial grasses such as Johnsongrass, Bermudagrass, and
Quackgrass

9. a. Boron compounds
b. Carbon bisulphide
c. Chlorates (Sodium Gt_lorate)
d. Divron (Karmex)
e. Erbon
f . Mon%ron (Telvar)
g. TCA
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UNIT: Miscellaneous

TOPIC: Fence Building Principles

1. Type of animal to be confit.ed
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2. By numbers as 1155, 1047, 832, and 726
The first one or two digits give the number of line (horizontal) wires.
The last two digits give height in inc:hes.

3. 6" spacing and 12" spacing

4. No. 9, il, 12-1/2, and 14-1/2 (wires other than top and bottom line wire;

5. Woven - 20 rod rolls
Barbed - 80 rod spools

6. Last longer, require less storage space when not in use, require less
labor, and may give some lightning protection

7. 3-1/2 to 4 feet

8. Pasture or field - 12-16-1/2 feet
Corral - 8-12 feet

9. Setting and bracing corner, end, and gate posts

10. Size of tension curves in the line wires
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MN,

Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Birds raised for meat and eggs are called poultry.

2. The most important kinds of poultry are turkeys, ducks, and pigeons.

3. Farmers in America raise nine times as many chickens as all other
poultry combined.

4. Poultry and egg production was at one time a minor farm enterprise.

5. One man can care for 10,000 or more broilers when adequate facilities
are provided.

6. Chicken eggs and meat account for $80 of every $100 earned by American
poultry farmers.

7. Income from a laying flock and from broiler production is not distributed
throughout the year.

8. Poultry production is a science which involves knowledge and proven
practices.

9. The poultry industry has had slow growth since World War II.

10. Through improved breeding, feeding, management, anu medication, egg
production per layer has not shown an increase.

11

12.
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Indicate by each statement True or False.
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1. '. Most poultry in America was produced ad 9 major source of income
before 1930.

2. Before 1930, chicken meat was considered A by-product of egg prod c..
tion.

3. Until just recently most of the revenue from farm flocks was obtained
from eggs.

4. The poultry industry is the third largest farm enterprise in the United
States.

5. In the history of the poultry industry, the housewife used the revenue
from eggs to make the necessary week's purchases.

6. The production of poultry and eggs is highly commercialized and intensi-
fied and operates as large units.

7. North America and Western Europe are not the world's principal egg-
producing areas.

8. In 1964, Texas was not considered as one of the states having the highest
income from chickens, broilers, turkeys, and eggs.

9 . Poultry has not become very competitive with other meats in the market.

10. It has been estimated that chicken appears in the diet of more people
throughout the world as a source of meat than the meat from any other
animal.

11.

12.
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Student School:

Date: Score:

Indicate by each statement True or Fa Isl.

1. Poultry has been one of the fastest growing industries in agricii:utre.

2. The search to produce more meat and eggs per pound of feed has aided
the poultry industry in growth.

3. Egg production has gone from . eggs per hen per year to more than
250.

4. Turkeys used to require 3 pounds of feed per pound of gain.

5. The art of breeding has become the science of genetics.

6. The pedigree information regarding chickens has not assisted in pro-
duction of poultry.

7. Many people do not place security of income at the top when considering
a business venture.

8. Integration in the broiler business has not assisted in production of
broilers very much.

9. It is estimated that 90% of the broilers in the U. S. are produced under
some type of contractual agreement.

10. Since the hatcheryman only hatches chicks to sell to the grower or pro-
ducer, he is not considered as an important person in the poultry busi-
ness.

11.

12.
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Student: School:
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Part I: Fill in the blank with the correct word or words.

1. The production of poultry has become an industry that grosses several
dollars a year.

2. Poultry and poultry products have made many contributions to the
needs of btiraans.

3. With the exception of chicken ranks first choice meat of '1E
households.

4. The consumption of poultry has in recent years.

5. Poultry is included in the meat group because of its high- quality
aad similarity in other nutritive values.

Part II: True and false

1. Proteins are made up of amino acids and are used to make muscles.

2. Nutrient means any class of foods that. aids in the support of life,

3. The five classes of nutrients are carbohydrates, fats, proteins, minerals,
and vitamins.

4. Poultry is considered very rich in Vitamin C.

5. Poultry has more fat, and is lower in caloric value than most meat.

6. Poultry is nearly twice as rich as beef in niacin.

V. Poultry and poultry products have not made many contributions to the nu
tritional needs of humans.

8. Proteins are of three types.

9. Poultry meat contains more protein than red meats.

10. We depend heavily on farm animals to convert plant protein into animal
protein for us, because animals do not need animal protein.
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1. List four major fields of opportunity in the poultry it iustry.

2 List ten specific jobs in the poultry industry.

3. Whit is the trend in poultry occupations?

4. What are some of the basic factors or qualifications that should be considered
in selecting poultry as an occupation?

5. What is meant by "chicken sense"9

6. Should the family's attitude toward poultry occupations be considored?

7. What is your opinion of the statement that the poultry business is like other
businesses that require the man in management?

8. What is wisdom in poultry management?

9. What is skill in poultry management?

10. What is virtue in poultry management:
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

Part I: Fill in the blank with the correct word or words.

1. is a detectable sign of disease.

2 A hybrid is the of two

)

5. A fowl, hen, or stewing chicken is a very young immature female chicken.

7. Chronic, as applied to disease, is one of long duration.

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False

under twelve weeks of age.

5. "Kind" refers to the different species of

heritable characters.

3. A male turkey is called a

4. A y

10. Strain is usually a subdivision within a breed for breeding stock bearing a
given class.

6. Immune is the resistance to all diseases.

2. A cock oi. old rooster is the same.

3. A stag is a male chicken, usually under 10 months of age.

4. Capon is a surgically casterated male under 10 months of age, but may
be older.

8 Immunity, a condition of not being immune.

9. Pigment is the coloring matter in shanks and skin of poultry.

1. Condition refers to evidence of any disease, or other condition which mar'
not render the birds unwholesome or unfit for human food.

or is d young chicken c.f either sex, usuall

unlike one another in one er mo:e

such as chickens, tur-
keys, clucks, geese, guineas, and pigeons.

II
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Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-11-1
Page 22

Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Electricity is considered to be one of man's greatest

2, Electrical devices can be very to the operator if they are not
used in a safe manner

3. Amperes = 1,- volts .

4 One circuit position is needed per volt circuit

( 5. All electrical equipment shou'a..1'..e properly for safety.
i )

i

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. General lighting circuits should leave a minimum of four (4) outlets
per circuit.

2. Proper electrical wiring f....a.i grounding will help prevent electrical
shocks

3. Grounding conductor to panel should be at least No. 6 copper.

4. Factors to consider in selecting a control would not include control
function_

5. The size of wire is not too important in wiring buildings.

6. Voltage drop is not considered in selecting sizes of wire.

7. Safety is stopping accidents before they take place.

8. Fuses are used for protection of the electrical circuit.

(...) 9. Each circuit should be fused separately.

10. The poultry industry has not benefited greatly from the use of electrical
devices.

11.



Agricultural Education 934-11-2
Teaching Materials Center Page 5

Topic Test
on

USING FARM CHEMICALS SAFELY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Prv-t I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. We have to fight or combat kikds of insects in order to produce
agriculture products.

2. There are 1,500 that we must combat to obtain agri-
culture produce.

3. There are animal di eases known to be harmful to animal health.

4. In order to control or prevent many plant and animal diseases and insects, it
is necessary to use farm

5. in the use of these chemicals is the most important guar-
antee for the individual.

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Fertilizers are not considered as farm chemicals.

2. Pesticides are used for controlling plant or animal life considered to be
pests.

3. Rodenticides a used to kill insects.

4. Safety in the use of farm chemicals is an important guarantee to the
individual user.

5. Many farm chemicals are poisonous to humans, and caution should be
observed in mixing and applying.

6. Some of the farm chemicals harmful `o breathe are: insecticides, herbi-
cides, fungicides, rodenticides, molluscides, and nematodes.

7. A molluscide is a farm chemical, but it is not good to use to control
snails and slugs.

....... - ...... ..- v... .... ....-.... 0 -.O.



934-11-2
Page 6

Using Farm Chemicals Safely
(Topic Test continued)

4.,

8. It is wise to use inore chemicals than the instructions give on the label.

9. Chemicals should be stored in their original containers.

10. The following rules are not good to follow in regard to safety:
Read the label; apply with care; store materials in a safe place; and care-
fully dispose of empty containers.

11.

12.
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934-11-3
Page 4

Topic Test
on

USING CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND CLEANING,COMPOUNDS SAFELY

Student:

Date:

School:

Score-

..ma.,....0.Masf.=

Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Safety is an integral part of every activity and in our
lives.

2. Safety practices in the use of
should always be observed.

-ompounds and

3. Disinfectants should not be used to cover up careless

4. Care should be exercised in using
old litter.

5. Good

equipment in remov';,-

will destroy germs that cause diseases.

Part IL Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Cleaning compounds are used to prevent, destroy, or kill bacteria.

2. Care should be exercised in using mechanical equipment in removing
old litter in the cleaning process.

3. Cleanliness is ri:It as important as many of the other management prac-
tices in the poultry industry.

4. Sanitizers are compounds used to kill bacteria, fungi, ana other micro-
organisms.

5. When a thorough cleaning job has been accomplished, there is no need
to use disinfectants.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

SAFETY IN USING POULTRY FARM EQUIPMENT

School:

93441-4
Page 4

Score: ......_._

Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. One should keep in mind that is s-,apping before
they happen.

2. You should always use the right and for the job to be
performed.

3. does not cost you anything entil you

4. You should avoid wearing , ri..=4.. clothes around machinery.

5. All electrical repairs should be made and not .

2. Safety characteristics do not include habits and attitudes.

4. Safety is learned when practiced.

5. It is not necessary to practice safety on most modern equipment.

3. To know your job well is a good safety practice.

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False.

1. Accidents can be prevented.

0
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

FDA REGULATIONS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-II-5
Page 4

Part I: Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1.

2.

The FDA checks imports of to make sure they comply with
*..,MI

FDA is an abbreviation for

3. One can conclude that the FDA is working through
protect the consumer.

4. The FDA sets up of identitiy, quality, and capacity of cot:tattle:7s
for products.

5. The FDA passes on the of for use in foods.

Part II: Indicate by each statement True or False.

I. The FDA does not assure the safety of foods,

V. The poultry industry is not affected by FDA regulations.

3. The FDA has authority through an Act of Congress.

4. The FDA does not pass on the safety of food additives.

5. One can conclude that the FDA is science working through the law to pro-
tect the consumer.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

IMPORTANCE OF RECORDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-111-1
Page 3

1. Why should a flock owner keep records ?

2. Compare a merchants records with a laying flock operator's records.

3. When should records begin and end on an operation?

4. What information should be available to the laying flock operator about his
business?

5. What are 3 essentials of a good set of records?

6.

7.
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Agricultura: Education
Teachng Mater.als Center

Top_c Test
On

EGG PRODUCTION RECORDS

Student School:

Date Score

1 What .nformat:on should egg records show a flock owner?

Page 3

2 Why should a commerc al laying flock crterator be concerned with rate of I

3 Define flock depleton

r?

4 How ks feed cost related to egg product.on 0

li=1,15.

5- What 4s a satisfactory goal for egg product.lon?

M11011,1110

6. What s the princpal reason for keeping egg records?

7 On what basks should egg records be kept?

.01



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Cent 1r

Topic Test
on

FEED RECCRDS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

---.........----,-- - ---

934-III-:)
Page 3

1. Why should the commercial laying flock have feed records?

2. What information should be included in feed records?

3 . Feed cost should represent (1) 60C (21 75%, or (3) 35% of total operating cost .

4. How does the placing of birds in cages influence cost of production?

5. Is it possible to increase feed intake yet decrease the cost of production?

6. What is a desirable feed conversion rate?

7. Does the type of feed fed the laying flock affect egg quality? How?

8.

S.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student.

Date:

Topic Test
on

FLOCK 1NVENTCRY RECORDS

School:

Score:

Fill in the blanks with the correct word or words.

1. Flock inventory depreciates by
and

934-111-4
Page 3

2. The flock inventory is important in

3

records.

, , and
are used in establishing flock inventory.

4. Inventory numbers should be calculated by

5. High mortality rate is caused by
and .

6. A caged bird operation causes a in mortality rate.

7 . Old hens tend to have a mortality rate than a pullet operation.

8. of the inventory may be retained for second year production
depending on and

9.

10.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
On

MEDICATION RECORDS AND
RECORDING GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Student: School-.

Date: Score:

934-III-5
Page 4

1. Give three factors that a commercial flock operator should keep in mind about
a medication program.

a.

b.

c.

2. What materials are classed as coccidiostats?

3. What are three materials used in worming poultry?

a.

b.

c.

4. By observation, how may a flock owner prevent or anticipate trouble?

a. d.

b. e.

c.

5.

6.



10.

9.

4. What is the total feed, oyster shell, and grit required annually per layer housed?

5. What is the approximate cost for new equipment and houses per bird housed?

6. When should an operator change to bulk feed deliverit s?

7. How many eggs should be produced per bird housed?

8. What characteristics are associated with low profit operations?

=.O.P

Agricultural Education 934-IV-1
Teaching Materials Center Page 4

Topic Test
on

CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

Student: School.

Date: Score

1. Give approximate cost per pullet housed..

2. What are two most common types of commercial layer operations?

3. What are the average dimensions for layer cages?



L)

0

4. List the essential equipment of a laying house.

5. Give nest space requirements.

6. Why is ventilation a critical factor?

7.

8.

laying house?

Agricultural Education 934 -IV -2a
Teaching Materials Center Page 3

0
Topic Test

on
PHYSICAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR FLOOR HOUSED

LAYING FLOCK

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. What are the two most common types of laying flock operations?

2. Give the essential features or conditions that should be achieved in laying
houses.

C.) 3. What are the main characteristics of the equipment to be installed in the



0
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

PHYSICAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR COMMERCIAL
CAGE TYPE LAYING OPERATION

Student: School:

934-IV-2b
Page 3

Date: Score:

1. What materials may be used in poultry house construction?

2. Give the amount of light needed in cage houses.

3. What rest period should be given cage houses?

4. What are two basic problems for cage houses?

5. Give water requirements per 100 birds.

6.

7.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT,
AND SUPPLIES. AND MAINTAINING ADEQUATE

INVENTORY CONTROL

School:

Score:

934-IV-3
Page 3

I. How should a laying house be properly prepared for housing layers?

2. Waterers should be cleaned

3. Inventory control consists of

4. Mortality should not exceed

to times

* f

to per cent.

5. How often should inventory controls be balanced?

6.

7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

SE LEC l'itit's AM) HI A` Ill..;Ntf LA WING HENS

Sludeat: School

Date: Score

934-IV-4a
Page 4

=.0. .. .4.1....1.11...111. an...1mM .1.1m...14.1......m.MM

1. What is the most desirthle weight foi la: ing hPrls?

2. Ai what levels shoukl ;)irds produce for a profit?

1. When slum Id a producer cull?

4. Define:
ka) Cull
,.)1 Si ;: -s
(C) V4,01'
01) Pigmentation

. How iria3 stress problems be reduced?
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Agrituttural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

ECONOMICS OF SECURING REPLACEMENTS (FLOOR PLAN)

Student:

Date:

School.

Score:

934-IV-4b
Page 6

.
1. The most common broodii: seasons for replacements are

, , and

2. The customary profit in all pullet flocks producing over 70% is
approximately .

3. Light laying breeds should not be kept in flock over (24 months, 15
months, or 10 months)

4. For each 1,000 birds, (1,430; 1,640; or 1,820)
chicks will need to be brooded.

5. When should pullets be housed?

vaccinated?

6. Should a flock owner maintain either an all pullet flock or an all old
hen flock at all timea?

7.

8.

...,,.
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934-IV-4c
Page 6

Topic Test
on

ECONOMICS OF SECURING REPLACEMENTS (CAGE PLAN)

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1, How important is the pullet replacement program?

2. What are the essential qualities of replacement birds in a cage plan?

a.

b.

c

3. When should laying houses be completely depopulated?

C When is a desirable time to house birds for ekes?

5. The real estate value of the poultry operation should not exceed
(35%, 65%, or 45%) %.

6. Using Mehrhof formula for culling, calculate necessary break even
percent production if ; Feed cost $4.20 per cwt. and eggs are 44
per dozen.

7.

8,



Agricultural Education 934-IV-4d0 Teaching Materials Center Page 7

Topic Test
on

CULLING CAGED LAYERS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Why should there be a probation period for caged layers?

2. What four factors affect the culling rate for caged layers?

a.

t b.

c.

d.

3. The term applied to the placing of a new layer in a cage where a cull
has been is

4. One rule of culling is to cull all hens that to pay
costs

5. Faulty culling practices in the past have tended to cause producers
to practice (much, little) culling.

6.

7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

CARING FOR LAYING FACILITIES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-W-5
Page 3

1. Why should old hens and pullets not be mixed in the houses?

2. Dropping pits may be made convenient to clean by

and

3. Deep litter system allows litter to
to inches before cleaning.

4. What are the qualities of good nests?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

up about

5. How may waterers' location assist poultry house management?

6.

7.



Agricultural Education 934-IV-6
CTeaching Materials Center Page 5

Topic Test
on

CAGE CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. How may cages be arranged?

2. When two hens are placed in a cage, what are the usual dimensions?

)
3. The primary disadvantages of multiple birds in cages are

1 j

and

4. The critical management problems in cages are

and

5. How much light is required for caged layers?

6. What is the proper height of cages from floor?

7.

8.

,..,



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

TYPES OF LAYING OPERATIONS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-IV-7
Page 3

1. Two common types of laying houses are and
plan.

2. List types of cages used in laying facilities.

a.

b.

c..

3. What is the most economical type of housing per bird housed?

4. How should water systems be arranged or controlled in cages?

5. What are the dimensions of community nests?

6. How much feeder space is used per 100 birds on floor plan housing?

7.

8.



Agricultural Education 934-IV-80 Teaching Materials Center Page 3

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING CANNIBALISM

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. Several causes of cannibalism are

, and

2. "Peck-outs" may be controlled by

3. How much of the beak should be cut off when debeaking layers?

t j 4. Does debeaking affect production?

5. At what ages may birds be debeaked?

6. Is cannibalism habit forming among layers when it gets started?

7. What procedure should be used in debeaking?

3.

9.

)



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. How does artificial lighting help production?

934-IV-9
Page 5

2. What is the minimum "daylight" requirement for laying hens?

3. How should lights be controlled?

4. What are the essential points to remember in lighting?

5.

6.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g-
h.
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Teaching Materials Center

934-IV-10a
Page 3

Topic Test
On

FEEDING PRACTICE IN DEVELOPING PULLET REPLACEMENTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

I. What nutrients are needed for growing birds?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2. What percent of the total ration should be protein?

3. What are the feeding systems of rearing pullets?
a.
b.
c.

4. What mineral is greatly required by laying hens?

5. What percent protein is needed by growing birds?

6.

7.

. .-1.-- - ^ -- --**""--



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

FEEDING LAYING HENS

1. The systems of feeding laying hens are
, and

School:

Score:

934-1V-10b
Page 3

2. What percent protein is needed in an all mash ration?

3. Most rations for laying hens need percent salt.

4. What percent of the total protein in the ration should come from an
animal source?

5. Are antibiotics considered an essential nutrient?

6. What is the best ration for layers?

7. Using references as a guide, develop a local, reasonable priced ration.

8. What amount of feed is required per 100 layers per day (light breed)?

9.

10.
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

JI.pg.r.

Topic Test
on

WATERING PRACTICES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-IV-11
Page 3

1. Why is water important to the laying flock?

2. As temperature increases above 80 degrees, the
for water goes .

3. Desirable length of cage waterers is about

4. How does debeaking affect watering systems?

feet.

5. The linear foot waterer requirements for floor plan laying hens is
feet per 100 birds.

6.

7.
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9.

2. House inventory (is, is not)

4. Give a procedure for preparing a laying house for pullets.

Student:

Date:

3. Estimate total cost of a replacement pullet.

5. How should one change from a growing to laying ration?

6. How may stress be reduced?

7. When should pullets be placed in growing and developing houses?

8.

Teaching Materials Center

1. Floor plan poultry houses repopulate houses

b.

cage houses.

a.

e......+...... ........+11.-

PULLET REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

Topic Test

basis.

on

School:

Score:

on

a critical problem in

a (complete or incomplete)

934 -IV -12
Page 3

Agricultural Education
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

VACCINATION SCHEDULE

School:

Score:

9344V-13
Page 4

1. What are two methods used in administration of vaccines?
a.
b.

2. When should tile prospective laying hens be vaccinated for Newcastle
Disease?

3. What is the danger involved with live vaccine?

-.7

4. When a poultry farm ;orker suspects a disease outbreak, what should
he do first?

5. How may a poultry farm worker keep down disease?
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

934-V-la
Page 5

Topic Test
on

ELECTRICAL WIRING, MOTORS, CONTROLS, EQUIPM2NT, AND SAFETY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. What are the qualities of a well-planned wiring system?

2. What are two basic types of control panels?

3. How are amperes determined?

4. How many circuit breakers are needed on a 120 v. circuit?

5. How many light receptacles may be used per circuit?

6. How should a control panel be grounded?

7.

8.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

934-V-lb
Page 5

Topic Test
on

ECONOMY OF SELECTING AND USING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. What percent of the total cost of producing a dozen eggs is represented
by feed and labor?

2. When does it become practical to mechanize flock operation?

3. Where labor Is limited, how can an operator increase flock size?

4. What are the two types of mechanical feeders?

5. When do hulk bins pay in relation to flock size?

6.

7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-V-2
Page 3

1. What advantage comes from the use of lights?

2. What advantages have come about by use of electricity in laying flocks?

3. What size reflectors are needed for proper light distribution?

4. May fluorescent lamps be used in the poultry laying house?

5. Why should a dimming switch be used?

6.

7.

)



4. Where should mechanical feeders be used?

5. Mechanical feeders may reduce labor required from
to per day on 6000 birds.

6.

7.

Student:

Date:

I. What does it cost for a basic unit feeder with single drive?

2. How much feeder space is desirable?

3. What size feeder best controls feed waste?

Teaching Materials Center

FEEDING EQUIPMENT

Topic Test
on

Score:

School:

Page 6
Agricultural Education



Agricultural Education

( ) Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

WATERING EQUIPMENT

Student: School:

934-V-4
Page 4

Date: Score:

I. Where should waterers be located?

2. How may overflow be avoided in cage houses?

3. How may floor plan houses avoid wet litter around waterers?

(7) 4.0
5.

3



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

VENTILATION AND INSULATION SYSTEMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-V-5
Page 3

I. What does a well-insulated wall consist of?

2. What is an adequate exhaust fan capacity?

3. One hundred hens will give off
per day.

gallons of moisture

4. What should be optimum temperature conditions for a laying house?

5. What are the requirements for pad and fan cooling of cage houses?

6. How much electricity will be needed per day for pad and fan systems?

7. What are pad and fan installation costs?

8.

9.
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Teaching Materials Center

934-V-6
Page 8

Topic Test
on

STARTING, STOPPING, AND STORING GASOLINE ENGINES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

I. In new engines, when should oil be changed?

2. What are three of the many causes of poor compression?

3. How may a Chok- A -Matie retrote controlled engine be stopped?

4. Row would you store a small gasoline engine?

5. What are major complaints of small gasoline engines?

6.

7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

METHODS OF CLEANING HOUSES

934-V1-1
Page 3

Student: School:

Date: Score:

I. How may roost construction make cleaning of a house easier?

2. Longer buildings cause labor but
cleaning labor.

3. What type floor is most desirable?

4, How much fall is desirable on the floor of a laying house?

5. One hund..ed hens give off gallons
of moisture daily.

6. What should be the key worc3 in the keeping of a laying house?

7,

8. .



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

934-VI-2
Page 3

Topic Test
on

DISINFECTANTS, ISOLATION, AND GENERAL HEALTH PRACTICES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. How should waste be disposed of and utilized?

2.

3.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

DISPOSAL OF DEAD BIRDS

School:

Score:

1. What is adequate bird carcass disposal?

2 The most practical approach to bird disposal uses
types.

3.

4.

934-V1-3
Page 3

or
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

DISEASE PROBLEMS AND VACCINATION PROGRAM

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-VII-1
Page 3

I. What is meant by general symptoms and specific symptoms?

2. What are two primary types of vaccines?

3. Which gives most active immunity, vaccines or bacterins?

4. What is the closed flock concept of disease prevention?

5. What is a chronic disease?

6.

7.



Agricultural Educr ion
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

NEWCASTLE

Student: School: .11.111

934-V11-2
Page 3

Date: Score:

1. Give the proper ages for immunizing chickens for Newcastle.

.........

2. When vaccinating for Newcastle, should all birds be vaccinated?

-

3. WLE. is generally the first symptom of Newcastle in the laying flock?

4. What is meant by "mass" vaccination?

.1i1=11,

5.

6.

Li

....... .....=a- ,... ........I.o........44..vaatWa.s. '..........111,
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

BRONCHITIS

School:

Score:

934-VII-3
Page 3

1. May bronchitis vaccine be administered with other vaccines?

.r.ml

2. How may bronchitis be transmittee?

3. Is bronchitis spread through the eggs?

4. How long does it take for a bronchitis outbreak to run its course in an
infected not*?

5. PA there a tree tment for bronchitis after an outbreak occurs?

6. Does bronchitis effect egg quality?

7.

8.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

FOWL PDX

School:

Score:

934-V11-4
Page 3

1. Can an outbreak of fowl pox be effectively treated?

2. If there has never been a pox outbreak on your farm, should you vaccinate?

3. Where pox breaks out in a laying flock , what should the poultry farm worker
do?

4. When may birde be vaccinated?

5. What are two methods of giving vaccine?

6.

T.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

EPIDEMIC TREMORS

School:

Score:

934-VII-5
Page 3

1. How may losses from epidemic tremors be kept to a minimum?

2. What is the economic less due to epidemic tremors?

3. How is epidemic tremors transmitted?

4.

5.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

LEUKOSIS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. How should leukosis in a flock be handled?

934-V11-6
Page 3

2. What is the treatment for leukosis?

3. What is probably the most important step the prevention of leukosis?

4.

5.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

?-

Page 3

Topic Test
on

CRD

Student: School:

Date: Score:

I. How may antibiotics be used in an outbreak of CRD?

2. What is the best treatment?

3. What is the duration of CRD outbreak?

4. When is it most noticeable?

5

6.
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Topic Test
on

PULLORUM

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-V11-8
Page 3

1. What are the symptoms of pullorum in the laying flock?

111.

.11M11...11

2. What is the most common loss caused by pullorum in the laying
flock?

3. How is pullorum being systemically eliminated from the poultry
industry?

4.

5.
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J

Topic Test
on

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

I. What precaution should be taken when selling eggs through vending mach;.r_63?

2. How does location affect type of market outlet selected for eggs?

3. What determines whether to sell eggs wholesale or retail?

4.

5.

.
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934-XII-3
Page 12

Topic Test
on

INTEGRATION OF MARKET EGG PRODUCTION AND MARKETS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

1. Define integration of markets.

2. Why does a producer agree to a market ea contract?

3. Most marketing contracts offer incentive to producers.

4. What are the main variables in payments to producers under most
contracts?

5.

6.
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Topic Test
on

PRICES OF MARKET EGGS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

1. What does the consumer desire in market eggs?

2. How are eggs sold by weight and size?

3. As the production increases usually the

4. What affects the total supply of eggs?

5.

6.

9p3ag4-e4X11-4

moves
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Topic Test
on

MAINTENANCE AND PAINTING PROCEDURES

934-XIII-1
Page 3

Student: School:

Date:., 40. Score: .E.

Indicate by each of the following True or False.

I. Doors, windows, and other openings are deductee when figuring
total surface area to determine quantity of paint.

Whitewash should contain salt and cement.

_...3. Dark colors tend to give impression of greater size.

4. New wood and metal should be primed before painting.

5. Old surfaces must be properly prepared for a durable paint job.

6. Moisture ruins paint jobs by making them blister and peel.

7. For best results, it is best to follow the recommendations on the
paint container.

8. It is usuall-r better to apply one thick coat than two thin coats.

9. All paints should be cleaned from brushes with hot water and
soap.

. .10. Many paints contain lead which is poisonous to animals.

11.

., 1 2.



Date:

Match the following:

Student:

Teaching Materials Center

MIXING CONCRETE

Topic Test

-..,

on

School:

Score:

Page 3
Agricultural Education 934 - XI".1-2

1. 1 Cubic Yard a. Cement and water

2. Moisture in sand b. 94 pounds

3. Rough finish c. OA ied

4. Aggregates d. Reinforcing

5. Rod or mesh e. 27 Cubic feet--
6.

7.

1 Sand of cement

Placing

f .

g.

Stee? trowel

Sand and gravelgravel

8. Smooth finish h. Squeeze in hand

9. Forms .; , wcod float or broom

10. Constant in each mix j. Elirmnate a;r pockets

11. k.

12. 1.

OWM.1. ---
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

WEED AND BRUSH CONTROL

=1
S c h oool
score:

Indicate by each of the following True or False>

mImmi

.
9 34-XIII- 3
Page 3

I. The top growth of perennials is never killed during the winter.

2. Biennials do not pl:oduce seed.

3. Ore chemical f:an usually be selected to control all weeds.

4. Grasses are never considered to be weeds.

5. Directions and precautions on the herbicide container label
should be followed.

6. Drift of herbicide vapors or mist may damage d, sirable plants.

1. Herbicides should not be inhaled, swallowed, or allowed to
contact the skin.

R. All herbicides are poisonous and toxic to animals.

9. The herbicides 2, 4-D and 2, 4, 5-T are growth regulating
substances.

M. Carbon bist.,phide and the chlorates are flammable.

l2.
14MAMlina

......._ _
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Topic Test
on

FENCE BUILDING PRINCIPLES

Student: School:

Date: Score

934-XIII-4
Page 3

PART I: Fill in the blanks to make true, complete statemfis:

1. A No. 1155 woven wire means that it is in height,.
IMII!

2. A No. 9 wire is than a No. 11 wire.
I1.1Mlo

3. Barbed wire is .isually gauge,

4. The amount of :enzing deeded is determined by o.le and
of the area. w...,..Me

=1M1=1m.

5. Wien using wood posts, a corner arrange:vie-A '.r.preferable to a brace.

PART II: True or False:

I. Woven wire should be stretched until the tension curves are
straight.

2. Dog-proof fencing requires a minimum height of six feet.

3.

4.
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Topic Test
on

TYPHOID

Student 7 School:

Date: Score:

914- VII- 9
Page 3

. What ai-e the most important means of reducing typhoid infections?

#

Z. Have mixed bacterins proved successful. in preventing typhoid?

3. What materials aid birds in recovering from typhoid outbreaks?

4.

5.
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Topic Test
on

ROUNDWORMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934 VIII-1
Page 3

I. Do available drugs remove roundworm eggs or immature worms
from poultry?

2. What is a good house disinfectant for roundworms?

3. What is the most effective drug to kill roundworms?

4. Where should the emphasis be on the roundworm problem?

5.

6.

.11e.miko..
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Topic Test
on

CECAL WORMS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934V111-2
Page 3

1. What apparent damage to a laying hen may be done by cecal worms?

2. What is meant by infective cecal worm eggs?

3. What is the most effective treatment?

4. When should birds be treated for worms?

5. How should birds be wormed?

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

TAPEWORMS

School:

Score:

934-VIII-3
Page 3

I. Why is it said tapeworms have an indirect life cycle?

2. What are considered to be the best controls for tapeworms?

3.

4.
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Topic Test
on

COCCIDIA

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934 -VIII -4
Page 3

1. What precautions should be observed in the treatment of laying flocks with sulfa
drugs?

2. Can poultry flocks build some immunity to coccidia?

3. What are two common forms of coccidiosis?

4. What is a good control for coccidiosis?

5. What is meant by the term "coccidiostat"?

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

LICE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-VIII5
Page 3

1. How would you use malathion as a building and equipment spray?

2. When should birds be treated for lice?

3. What are the three most common types of lice?

4. How do lice affect birds?

6.
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Topic Test
on

MITES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. What effect do mites have on lad ng hens?

934-VIII-6
Page 3

2. When do mites attack the laying hens?

3. What is the best method of control for mites?

4.

5.
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Topic Test
on

FLIES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934-1X-I
Page 3

1. What are the two essential phases of any fly control program?

2. What common materials are used in fly and mosquito control?

3. What precautions should be used in the use of sprays?

4.

5.
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Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING RODENTS AND BIRDS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

934 -IX -2
Page 4

1. Anticoagulants are poisons.

2. Anticoagulants kill by causing

3. , trays make the
best poison containers for rats.

4. A bait container should not be empty for more than

5. Baiting for rats should continue at least

6. In addition to poisoning rats, the premises should be
and buildings

7. A feeding period is required in controlling mice.

8. To control mice, bait stations are needed than for rats.

9. The same poison bait may not work for all

10. To control birds, should be the Last resort.

11.

12.
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Topic Test
on

FEED DIGESTION IN THE LAYING HEN

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934 X -1
Page 4

I. Name parts of digestive system and give principle function of each.

2.

3.
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Staden

Date:

Topic Test
Or:

FEED NUTRIENTS

I. Nutrients are essential M order to

School:

Score:

934-X-2
Page 5

life and production.

2. Why is fat ntore valuable than other carbohydrate-type feeds ?

3. What functions do proteins perform in rations?

4. How many amino acids have been identified as needed in poultry rations?

5. What is calorie-protein ratio?

6. What is a favorable calorie-protein ratio for layers?

7.

8.



)
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Topic Test
on

CLASSES OF FEEICS

Student: School:__

Date: Score:

934-X-3
Page 3

1. What percent protein is needed in laying rations?

2. Why do nutrient values of feeds vary?

3. What percent of total protein should be supplied by an animal protein?

4. How may oyster shell and/or calcium supplement be fed?

5. What are the prime considerations for a ration?

6. Is vitamin A content of feeds stable?

7. What are the qualities of a good ration?

8.

9.
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Topic Test
on

PRODUCTION AND FEED COIsSUMPTION

Student: School:
...W.L.,.....14014....P

Date: Score%-----.--

934-X-4
Page 4

l, What is the most economical bird for a laying flock?

2. How does rate of lay affect feed conversion?

3. What is a "high energy" feed?

4.

5.
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Topic Test
on

ANTIBIOTICS AND ARSENICALS IN LAYING RATIONS

Stud Ant: School:

Date: Score:

934-X-5
Page 6

I. Penicillin and Vitamin B12 stimulated egg production up to what percent?

2. Are antibiotics equally effective on floor plan and cage plan layers?

3. What common antibiotics are beneficial when added to laying rations?

4. What is "high level" feeding of antibiotics?

5,
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Topic Test I
on

GATHERING AND TRANSPORTING EGGS

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

934-XI-1
Page 3

.

I. Where does egg quality begin?

2. What qualities should the laying hens have in order to be profitable?

3. What temperature should eggs be held at on the farm?

4. How often should eggs be gathered?

5.

6.



(
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Topic Test
on

CLEANING EGGS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

934 -XI -2
Page 4

1. Give 2 concepts that are followed in the production of clean eggs.

2. What factors determine the cost of mechanical egg cleaning?

3. U eggs were just gathered, what temperature of water would be needed
in cleaning?

4. What are two methoas of cleaning eggs?

5.

6.
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Topic Test
on

GRADING EGGS

934-XI-3
Page 4

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. What is another surce of dirt to an egg after cooling and cleaning
process?

2. When does an egg lose the term "fresh"?

3. What is best holding temperature for eggs?

4. Do egg grading laws tend to improve egg quality on the market?

5. In what forms may eggs be stored?

6.

7.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

COOLING METHODS

1. What are the greatest enemies of eggs?

2. What is the most desirable type of cooler?

3. How long may eggs be stored?

School:

Score:

934-XI-4
Page 4

4. What 2 factors affect -he size of a cooler th't is need?

5. How much cooler space is needed per case?

6.

7.
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Topic Test
on

PACKAGING

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

934-XI-5
page 4

1. How do costs of "casing" eggs compare with those

2. How high would you stack cases of eggs for short term storage?

3. What factors affect packing costs?

packed in cartons?

4.

5.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

MARKET CHANNELS

School:

Score:

934-xn-1
Page 4

Jimlm=10

1. What type of stores are commanding most of the attention from producers
and wholesale dealers in the sale of egg,_ ?

2. How much should retail price exceed wholesale price of eggs for a
producer to retail his eggs?

3. How have egg grading laws affected egg production?

4.

5.
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1. T
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. T
6: F
7. F
8. T
9. F

10. F
11.
12.

1. F
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6. T
7. F
8 F
9. F

10. T
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

POULTRY AS AN INDUSTRY

11

Answer Sheet to Test
on

HISTORY OF THE POULTRY INDUSTRY

934-1-1
Page 6

934-1-2
Page 6
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Part I:

1. Blessings
2. Hazardous
3. Watts
4. 120
5. Grounded

Part II:

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. False
7. True
8. True
9. True

10. False
11.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

USING ELECTRICAL DEVICES SAFELY

934-11-1
Page 23
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

934-1-5
Page 6

1. They are poultry farm employee, poultry hatchery employee, poultry breeder
employee, and poultry products employee.

2. Ten of these jobs are: foreman; disease, insect, and pest control worker;
poultry and egg buyer; poultry and egg salesman; egg grader; egg inspector;
live-car caretaker; truck driver; laboratory assistant; and poultry processing
plant employee.

3. The trend in poultry occupations is toward becoming highly specialized and
mechanized.

4. Some of the basic factors or qualifications that should be considered are: Are
you really interested in the poultry industry? Do you feel you would like to
make poultry your life work? Do you like poultry and do you like working with
poultry flocks?

5. It is the ability to anticipate the needs of your flock at all times and attend them
promptly.

6. Yes, the family's attitude should be considered.

7. To be successful there is no substitute for man and efficient management.

S. Wisdom consists of knowing what to do.

9. Skill consists of knowing how to do.

10. Virtue consists of doing it.
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING A POULTRY VOCABULARY

PART I:
1. Symptom
2. Offspring, parents
3. Tom
4. Broiler, fryer
5. Poultry

PART II:
1. F
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. F
6. F
7. T
8. F
9. T

10. F

934-1-6
Page 11
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

USING ELECTRICAL DEVICES SAFELY

Part I...

1. Blessings
2. Hazardous
3. Watts
4. 120
5. Grounded

Part II:

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False
6. Pals°
7. True
8. True
9. True

10. False
11.

934-II-1
Page 23
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Answer Sheet for Test
cn

USING FARM CHEMICALS SAFELY

934-11-2
Page 7

Part I Part ll
1. 10,000 1. F 7. F
2. Plant diseases 2. T 8. F
3. 250 3. F 9. T
4. Chemicals 4. T 10. F
5. Safety 5. T 11.

6. T 12.

934-11-3
Page 5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

USING CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND CLEANING COMPOUNDS SAFELY

Part I Part II
1. Job, daily 1. T
2. Cleaning, equipment 2. T
3. Sanitation 3. F
4. Mechanical 4. T
5. Disinfectants 5. F
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

SAFETY LKT USING POULTRY FARM EQUIPMENT

Part I Part II
1. Safety, accidents 1. T
2. Tools, equipment 2. F
3. Safety, forget 3. T
4. Loose, floppy 4. T
5. Today, tomorrow 5. F

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FDA REGULATIONS

Part I Part II
1. Feiod, U. S. , law 1. F
2. Food and Drug Administration 2. F
3. Science, law 3. T
4. Standards, food 4. F
5. Safety, colors 5. T

934-11-4
Page 5

934-11-5
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

IMPORTANCE OF RECORDS

934-111-1
Page 4

1. To summarize and analyze his operation
2. Essentially the same. Each must have an operating margin.
3. At the beginning of the lay period and at the end of the lay period for that group

of birds.
4. Inventory values

Expenses and receipts
Feed costs
Labor costs
Depreciation values

5. a. Simple
b. Accurate
13. Useable

Answer Sheet to Test
on

EGG PRODUCTION RECORDS

1. They give the laying flock operator a clue to the problems if production
Is low.

2. Rate of lay reflects changes in production levels due to feed changes ,

weather variation, and general health of the birth,
3. Flock depletion is the reduction of inventory i gun hri re by mortality, culling ,

or consuming birds at home.
4. Feed cost is the major item of expense and sit ule be related to egg

production by the amount of feed it takes to pi, .dice one dozen eggs.
5. A satisfactory goal for flock production would ne approximately 70 per cent

on a hen day basis.
O. To try to reduce the cost of producing them.
7. By the day, month, and lay inventory period.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEED RECORDS

934-111-3
Page 4

1. It aids in determining the cost of producing a dozen eggs and the feed conversion.
2 Feed records should include

a. Feed on inventory and value used
b. Total amount of feed purchased and cost
c. Amount and market yak'es of farm grown grains used in the operation

3. 60%
4. It tends to reduce the cost of production per dozen eggs.
5. Yes
6. Four pounds of feed to produce a dozen eggs
7. Yes. Cottonseed meal tends to produce darker yolks.
8.
9.

934-111-4
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FLOCK INVENTORY RECORDS

1. Mortality, culling, and consumption at home
2. Analyzing
3. Beginning inventory numbers. numbers depleted, and ending inventory numbers
4. Months
5. Temperature, cannibalism, and general health problems
6. Reduction
7. Higher
8. 25 to 35%. rate of lay, and general health
9.

10.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

MEDICATION RECORDS AND
RECORDING GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

1. (a) Recognize need for medication
(b) Use proper material
(c) Use according to directions

2. Materials that control coccidiosis
3. (a) Phenothiazine

(b) Piperazine
(c) "Non-shocking nicotine comp°. ds

4. (a) Low feed consumption
(b) Droopy birds
(c) Abnormal eggs
(d) Mortality
(e) Loss in egg production

5.
6.

94-111-5
Page 5
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR COMMERCIAL LAYING FLOCK

934-IV-1
Page 5

1. Approximately $2.00
2. Floor housed, caged bird
3. 10 inches wide, 16 inches high, and 12 inches deep
4. 101 pounds of feed, 2-5 pounds of oyster shell, and 1 pound of grit
5. $3.90 to $4.00
6. At 2000 birds
7. 20 dozen
8. (a) Produce under 210 eggs (d) High cost per dozen eggs

(b) High mortality (e) Usually feed clw.aper, improperly
(c) High investment per hen balanced rations

9.
10.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PHYSICAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR FLOOR HOUSED
LAYING FLOCK

934-IV-2 a
Page 4

1. Floor housed and caged bird o o
2. Clean, dry, and temperature range between 45 and 80 F.
3. (a) Safe to use

(b) Convenient
(c) Easy to clean

4. (a) Feeders (e) Nests
(b) Waterers (f) Roosts
(c) Ventilation equipment (g) Dropping pits
(d) Electricity

5. One square foot for each 4 birds
6. Because of amount of moisture given off by the birds (3 to 4 gallons daily

per 100 birds)
7.
8.
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Answer Sheet to i est
on

PHYSICAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR COMMERCIAL
CAGE TYPE LAYING OPERATION

1 Pole, frame, tile, and metal
2. Approximately 13-14 hours daily
3. Two weeks
4 High initial cost, a constant excessive overhead
5. About 5 to 8 gallons daily
6.
7>

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT,
AND SUPPLIES, AND MAINTAINING ADEQUATE

INVENTORY CONTROL

1. Thoroughly cleaned, disinfected, and allowed to rest two weeks
2. 2 to 3 times weekly
3. Feed costs, mortality, egg producuo
4. 10 to 12 per cent
5. At least once a month
6.
7

934-IV-2b
Page 4

934-IV-3
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

SELECTING AND HANDLING LAYING HENS

934-IV-4a
Page 5

1. Four to six pounds
2. Produce at least 210 eggs per year
3. All the time, but ithuaily prior to housing and again at six months

produc Lion
4. (a) Cull - bird that is out of production and should be removed from

the flock
(b) Stress - expressed as extreme change or adjustment from regular

routine
(c) Vigor - vitality of bird expressed as outward appearance
(d) Pigmentation - coloration in shanks and skins of most birds

5. a. Handle gently
b. Vaccinate prior to housing
c. Medicate and worm prior to housing
d. Avoid sudden changes after housing

934-IV-4b
Page 7

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ECONOMICS OF SECURING REPLACEMENTS (FLOOR PLAN)

1. December to 'February, March to May, and September to November
2. 3.70 per dozen
3. months
4. 1, 430
5. Approximately 20 to 22 weeks

Vaccinated 14 to 16 weeks of age
6. No. Two ages of birds should he kept in order to maintain an even

supply of eggs for market.
7.
8.
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954-IV-4c
Page 7

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ECONOMICS OF SECURING REPLACEMENTS (CAGF PLAN!

1. Very important, as the success of the replacement program determines
largely the success or failure of the cage operation

2. a. Healthy and vigorous
b. Bred to lay
c. Efficient feed conversion

3. When there is a disease buildup or at end of lay period
4. About one week prior to first eggs
5. 45%
6. $4.20

420 X 3 = 30% production required
7.
8.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CULLING CAGED LAYERS

934-IV-4d
Page 8

1. Because most birds are bred to lay and replacement -oats are high.
2. a. Feed cost per pound

b. Net price of eggs per dozen
c. Loss from replacing cull with a producing pullet
d. Amount new layer must lay over present hen's rate of production

3. Replacement costs
4. Fail, feed
5. Little
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

CARING FOR LAYING FACILITIES

1 To reduce incidence of disease
2. Building in sections

Outside removal opening
3. Build, 8 to 12
4. a. Dark

b, Easy to clean
c. Easy to gather eggs
d. Sturdy
e. May be closed at night

4. By locating over dropping pits, houses tend to remain dry.
5_

6.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CAGE CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT

934-IV-5
Page 4

934-IV-6
Page 6

1. Single deck or double deck in single, double, or triple rows
2, 10 by 18 inches by 16 inches deep
3. Loss of accuracy of production

Possibility of cannibalism
4. Maintenance of buildings

Inventory coiitrol
5, A minimum of 14 hours and probably more as laying season progresses
6. Any convenient working height for gathering eggs, feeding, and

cleaning houses
7,
8.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

TYPES OF LAYING OPERATIONS

934-IV-7
Page 4

1. Floor
Caged

2. a. Single-bird cages
b. Multiple -bird cages
c Colony-type cages

3, Colony-type but other problems become critic-I.
4. They should be automatic or flow continuously, but adequate drainage

should be provided.
5. 8" square opening by 2' by 6' long per 50 birds
6, 40' feeder space per 100 birds
7.
8,

934-IV-8
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CONTROLLING CANNIBALISM

L Improper feeding
Method of feeding
Overcrowding
Discomfort
Inheritance

2. Debeaking
3, At least 1/4 but not more than 3./2 of upper beak
4. No.
5 As chicks, as growing pullets, and as laying hens
6 Yes.
7. Use electric debeaker set to take same amount off of each bird.
8,
9
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING

1. 3y stimulating a bird's inherited ability to produce eggs, which comes
from light stimulating the pituitary gland

2. 14 hours

3. By a time clock, preferably equipped with a dimmer switch

4. a. Lights 5 to 7 feet above floor level
b. Not more than 10 feet apart
c. One 40 to 60-watt bulb per 200 square feet of floor space
d. Test and replace light bulbs daily.
e. Keep lights and reflectors clean.
f. Never change light schedules abruptly.
g. Keep feeders and waterers properly supplied and filled.
h. Check time clock switches and sequence daily.
i. Alliw 14 hours of light daily.
j. If using all-night lights, continue until house is depopulated.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEEDING PRACTICES IN DEVELOPING PULLET REPLACEMENTS

1, a, Carbohydrates and fats
b. Proteins
c, Fiber
d. Minerals
e. Vitamins
1. Water

2. 15%
3. a. All mash (Full fed)

b. Mash and grain (Full fed)
c. Restricted mash and/or grain

4. Calcium
5. 18-20%
6.
7,

934-IV-10b
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEEDING LAYING HENS

1. All mash, grain and mash, and grain and concentrate
2. 16%
3. 1/2 to 1% salt
4. Approximately 25%
5. No, but they help stimulate production when it is low.
6. One that will produce a dozen high quality eggs for least cost of feed
7. Use reference guides
8. 24 lbs. of feed daily
9.

10.
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934-IV-11
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

WATERING PRACTICES

1. Both hens and eggs are about 65% water.
2. Need, up
3. 200 feet
4. Water should be deeper, or about 1/2 to 1 inch in the trough
5. 8 feet
6.
7.

934-IV-12
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PULLET REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

1. Complete
2. Is
3. $2.00 per bird
4. a. Clean and disinfect house and walls.

b. Clean aid disinfect feeders and equipment.
c. Have all equipment in working condition.
d. Rest it for two weeks.

5. Feed gradually over a 2-week period.
6. By having a systematic program and by not trying to do all jobs

at one time
7. Approximately 8 to 12 weeks of age
8.
9.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

VACCINATION SCHEDULE

934-1V-13
Page 5

1. a. Mass vaccination
o. Individual vaccination

2. At a day old and again at 16 to 20 weeks of age
3. May cause spread of disease onto the farm or to birds that have not

been vaccinated
4. Notify the owner or manager.
5. a. Remove very sick and dead birds immediately and burn.

b. Isolate sick birds.
c. Change clothing; disinfect shoes.
d. Do routine chores on the house in which outbreak has occurred, last.
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934-V-la
Page 6

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ELECTRICAL WIRING, MOTORS, CONTROLS, EQUIPMENT, AND SAFETY

I. a. It should be safe
b. Adequate
c. Efficient
d. Planned to accomodate future expansion

c,
..i. Fuse type and circuit breaker type
3. Find amperes by dividing watts by volts
4. One
5. Not more than 8
6. By connecting a No. 6 wire to a pipe or rod driven at least 12 inches

or more in the ground with the other end tied to the neutral bar.
7.
8.

934-V-lb
Page 6

Answer Sheet to Test
on

ECONOMICS OF SELECTING AND USING MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

I. 65 to 80% of costs
2. When flock size reaches 3600 birds and labor costs reach $1.20 per

hour or more
3. By using mechanical equipment
4. a. Chain belt type

b. Shaker type
5. They pay when flock size reaches 2000 birds.
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

934-V-2
Page 4

1. Increased production
2. a. Eliminates fire hazard (practically)

b. Can be installed to operate automatically
c. Requires less labor
d. Reasonable in cost

3. 12 inch
4. Yes
5. To simulate natural conditions and warn birds of approaching darkness
6.
7.

934-V-3
Page 7

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEEDING EQUIPMENT

1. About $250
2. 40 tine:w feet per 100 birds
3. 4-3/8" deep feeder--4.2# feed wasted per bird per year
4. The breaking point seemr to be a flock of 1000 birds.
5. 30 minutes to 5 minutes
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

WATERING EQUIPMENT

934-V-4
Page 5

1. Throughout the house, within 10' of feeders,
2 By having a drop of 1-1/2" per 40 feet of trough with no trough over

?O0' long
3. Placing waterers on protected stands or over the dropping pits.
4.
5.

934-V-5
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

VENTILATION AND INSULATION SYSTEMS

1. Outer wall, insulation fill, vapor barrier, and inner wall.
2. Should exhaust 3 to 4 cubic feet of air (C FM) per 5# bird weight.
3. 3 to 4
4. Temperature should be maintained at a 40° to 60° range
5. See Reference 2 page 14

a. One change of air per minute
b. Air velocity of fan through pad of 150 C FM
c. Water flow through pad of 1/3 to 1/2 gallon per minute per running

foot of pad
d. Pad area is determined by dividing vc ane of air by 150.

This equals the number of square feet of pad needed,
6. 16 to 48 kilowatts for 3000 square feet of floor space.
1 From 35c to $1.00 per bird

9,
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934-V-8
Page 9

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

STARTING, STOPPING, AND STORING GASOLINE ENGINES

1. After five hours operation
2. a. Loose spark plug

b. Burnt valves and seats
c. Worn bore and/or rings

3. By moving remote control lever to "stop" or "choke" position4. Be sure all gas is removed from carburetor and fuel tank , or is
consumed by running until engine dies

5. a. Will not start
b.. Hard to start
c. Kick back in starting
d. Lacks power
e . Vibrates
f. Erratic operation
g. Overheats
h. High oil consumption
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934-V1-1
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
nn

METHODS OF CLEANiNG HOUSES

1. By building them in hinged sections that rai _ 3
2. More; reduce
3. Concrete floor is more easily cleaned
4. 1 inch fall to 4 ft.
5. 3 to 4 gallons
6. Clean and dry, well ventilated
7.
8.

934 -VI -2
Page 4

Answer Sheet '1 Test
on

DISINFECTANTS

1, All dropping, litter, and waste should be scattered out so as to dry and
plowed under as soon as feasible.

2.
3.
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934-VI-3
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

DISPOSAL OF DEAD BIRDS

1. Any type that eliminates the danger of spreading disease
2. Oil or gas burning types
3.
4.

1.. I.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

DL!"ASE PROBLEMS AND VACCINATION PROGRAM

934-V11-1
Page 4

1. General may be ruffled feathers, diarrhea, and loss of appetite.
Specific may be grey eye, or certain types of lesions.

2. (a) Live virus vaccines
(b) Bacterins

3. Live virus vaccines
4. To raise all birds on the farm, not bring in any new birds, and control access

to the farm
5. A disease that reoccurs in flocks periodically without serious consequenc:sF
6.
7.

934_x_
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

NEWCASTLE

1. One to 4 days of age, 8 to 12 weeks, and again at 16 to 20 weeks or prior
to housing

2. Yes, it is a live virus vaccine.
3. Serious drop in egg production
4. Vaccinating groups of birds by spray, dust, or in drinking water
5.
6.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

BRONCHITIS

934-V1I-3
Page 4

1. Yes, with Newcastle, but it is not generally recommended due to stress on
the bird.

2. It can "jump" unknown distances, and may be spread on clothing, shoes, and
feed trucks during active outbreaks.

3. No, it is a filters:Lae virus.
4. About. 10 to 14 days
5. None
6. Yes, egg quality is usually lowered following an outbreak.
7.
8.

934-VII-4
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
On

FOWL PDX

1. Treatment is of doubtful value.
2. It is doubtful, because fowl pox is caused by a live virus and once you bring

it on the place, then probably vaccination is a must.
3. Vaccinate other houses, allow the "pox" to run its course, provide optimum

conditions on feed, water, and temperature to maintain comfort of birds.
Avoid other stress.

4. From 6 to 16 weeks, before placing in laying house
5. (a) Feather follicle

(b) Wing-web or wing-stab method
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

EPIDEMIC TREMORS

1. By practicing good management
2. Five to ten per cent loss in production
3. Mostly through the eggs
4.
5.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

LEUKOSIS

1. (a) Market all birds with specific symptoms immediately
(b) Practice rigid sanitation
(c) Maintain a vigorous healthy flock by management

2. There is not one.
3. Buying resistant strains from a reliable hatchery
4.
5.

934-V11-5
Page 4

934-V11-6
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

C R D

934-VII-7
Page 4

1. Streptomycin-penicillin injected nto muscles may offer some
relief. High level feeding of antLbiotics above 50 grams per
ton may help.

Z. Prevention and securing resistant strains
3. May linger for many weeks
4. Late evening and early morning
S.

6.

934-V11-Z
Page 4

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PULLORUM

1. None, but birds may be carriers
Z. An increased cost in replacement birds average cost.
3. Under the direction of the National Poultry improvement Plan, and

the testing and elimination of reactor birds in breeding flocks. As
we reduce death losses in chicks, we will ultimately reduce cost of
replacement pullets.

4.
5.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

TYPHOID

934-V11-9
Page 4

1. (a) Sanitation
(b) Testing of breeder flocks

2. Tbey have not proven successful, generally speaking.3. (a) NF 180
(b) Sulfa drugs (Caution: Sulfa drugs must not be used where

hemorrhagic conditions exist in the flock.)
4.
5.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

ROUNDWORMS

934-V111 -1
Page 4

1. No, nor do they affect the eggs of roundworms.
Z. Hot lye water. The heat destroys the egg and :he lye loosens

dirt on walls and floors of houses.
3. Piperazine
4. It should be on prevention rather than c,:introl.
5.
6.

934-V1L1-a
Page 4

A:.swer Sheet to Test
on

CECAL WORMS

1. No visible damage, but they can inflame cecum and act as hosts
for blackhead disease.

2. They are eggs in which germ development has taken place. This
must be accomplished at a lower temperature than the bird's body,
so they pass out in droppings and become infective, embryonated
eggs.

3. Use piperazine compounds
4. Before being placed in' the laying house
5.. It is more economical to use mass worming in feed or water to

avoid undue stress. .
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

TAPEWORMS

,934-V111-3
Page 4

I. Because they must have an intermediate host . An insect must
eat tapeworm eggs for their incubation period before they become
infective.

2. Strict sanitation, range rotation, and a good fly control program
with controlled housing.

3.

4.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

COCCIDIA

_-.--
934.V111-4
Page 4

_- -

I. You should be sure that there is no hemorrhagic condition existingin the flock. In combinations, it is harmful and lowers egg, production. --.2 ,2. Yes, where low level outbreaks occur, coupled with low leveranti-
biotics in ration to prevent severe outbreak.
Intestinal and cecal form. Cecal form shows less positive symptomsfor diagnosis.

4. 3-1/2 ounces aureomycin
- per ton of feed2-1/2 pounds Sulfamethiazine

5. "Coccidiostat" is any drug used to control coccidia.

-sfk
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

LICE

934-VIII-5
Page 4

I. One part 50% malathion concentrate to 49 parts water
2. Any time infestation occurs, but more properly, at least two times prior to

placing in a clean laying house
3. Head, body, and shaft lice
4. Cause them to be unthrifty, feathers usually ruffled, production decreases,

and causes undue stress on the bird.
5.
6.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MITES

934-V111-6
. Page 4

I. Lower egg production; increase stress on hens
2. Primarily at night or when the mites need to feed or suck blood
3. Mass control by cleaning houses and equipment with a residual type spray
4.
5.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

FLIES

934-IX-1
Page 4

1. a. Prevention--Eliminate moisture and breeding places
b. Treatment--Using space sprays, residual sprays, bait and maggot

control sprays
2. a. Malathion

b. Lindane
c. Cygon
d, Pyrethrins
e. DDT

3. a. Avoid spraying birds directly
b. Gather eggs before spraying
c. Avoid breathing spray mist
d. Avoid feed and water contamination
e. Follow specific r'3 commendations on each container

5.

Answer Sheet for Test
On

CONTROLLING RODENTS AND BIRDS

1. Multiple dose
2. Internal bleeding
3. Shallow

Open
4. 24 hours
5. 14 days
6. Cleaned up

Rat proofed
7. Longer
8. More
9. Pocket gophers

10. Poisoning
11.
12.

934-IX-2
Page 5
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934-X-1
Page 5

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEED DIGESTION IN LAYING HENS

I. See reference 1, Page 146
2.
3.

934-X-2
Page 6

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FEED NUTRIENTS

I. Support
2. Because fat furnishes 2-1/2 times more energy than carbohydrates
3. Build muscles, feathers, skin, and internal organs and their repair
4. Nineteen
5. It is the relationship between high energy feeds and protein in the ration
6. Approximately 60 to 1
7.
8.
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Answer Sheet t- Test
on

CLASSES OF FEEDC

934-X-3
Page 4

1. From 15 to 19% normally
2. Nutrient values depend on:

a. Soils
b. Varieties
c. Stage of maturity at lowest
d. Length of storage
e. Locality

3. At least 20% to 25%
4. May be suppliefl free choice on feeders as well as mixed in laying mash.
v. Fresh, and of high quality with tha desired nutritional levels°
6. No
7. a. Availability

b. Nutritive value
c. Cost per pound of T. D.N.
d. Palatability
a. Ease in feeding

8.
9.

Answer Sheet to Test
OD

PRODUCTION AND FEED CONSUMPTION

934X-4
Pabe 5

1. Small bird that is bred to lay at a high rate
2. The higher the rate of lay, the lower consumption of feed per dozen

eggs pr3duced.
3. Greater portion of nutrients in rat: In come from grains and other

energy producing foods.
4.
5.
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APqwer Sheet to Test
in

ANTIBIOTICS AND ARSENCIALS IN LAYING RATIONS

934-X-5
Page 7

1. 12%
2. Yes
3. BaJitracin, penicillin, terranycin, aureornycin, streptomycin, neomycin
4. Feeding 100 i 400 grains per ton
5.
6.

1011...111111M=M
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

GATHERING AND TRANSPORTING EGGS

I. With breeding and feeding
2. a. Bred to lay st high rate

b, High livability
c. Attain good egg size quickly
d. Efficient in use of feed
e. Small bodies
f. Lay high quality eggs

3. From 45 to 55°
4. Every 3 to 4 hours at least.
5.
6.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

CLEANING EGGS

I. a. Pre-...nt eggs from being soiled
b. Properly cleaning soiled eggs

2. a. Type of machine
b. Cost and capacity of machine
c. Labor efficiency
I. Price per hour for labor
e. Depreciation on equipment

3. From 115 to 120° F.
4. Dry methodsandpaper, etc.

Wet method- -using water and detergent
5.
6,

934-XI-1
Page 4

934-X1-2
Pr..ge 5
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&tower Sheet to Test
on

GRADING EGGS

1. Placing eggs in dirty cases, fillers, and flats.
2. When it goes off grade or deteriorates below grade.
3. 45 to 550
4. Yea
5. a. Shell

b. Frozen
c. Egg solids (dried)

6.
7.

Answer Sheet to That
on

COOLING METHODS

934-X1-3
Page 6

934-XI-4-
Page 5

1. Temperature, humidity, and age
2. A refrigerant type, automatically controlled
3. Two to three months, if temperature and humidity are controlled

accurately
4. Maximum number of layers and their maximum percent productIon

largely determine cooler size
5. 2.6 cubic feet per case
6.
7.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

PACKAGING

934-XI-5
Page 5

1. The cost of packaging eggs in cartons is approximately twice the
cost of packaging eggs for sale in cases.

2. Not more than four high in storage
3. Cost of:

a. Cartons
b. Cases
c. Fillers
d. Flats
e. Binding tape

4.
5.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

MARKET CHANNELS

8.34-X11-1
Page 5

1. Chain stores and other affiliated stores
2 Retail outlets should exceed wholesale cost by 12 to 1U per dozen in

order to justify additional costs.
3 Egg quality tends to improve and market prices tend to be higher

on _a grade yield basis.
4
5.

111

Answer Sheet to Test
. on

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETING

Always maintain quality. Temperature and humidity must remain--
deeilie4 levels.
Neak a'large population area, retail marketing o eggs may be desirable.
HOWesier,-9:premium'retail price must be received over wholesale

11s_ricii of 'egg's
. -Volume- of eggs and labor :Supply

p34-vi--2
Page 7

7.^
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

INTEGRATION OF MARKET EGG PRODUCTION AND MARKETS

934-X11-3
Page 13

1. Integration of markets is the production of eggs on contract to a particular firm for
given returns.

2. Because he is unwilling or unable to assume all risks.
3. Some
4. Amounts paid (per dozen, case. or 1000 birds) and kind of eggs for which payment is

made
5.
6.

Page 5

Answer Sheet to Test
on

PRICE OF MARKET EGGS

1, The highest quality even if he has to pay a premium to get them.
2. Sold as Extra Large, Large, Medium. Small and Peewees
3. Price moves down.
4. Mostly that year's production
5

6.
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

MAINTENANCE AND PAINTING PROCEDURES

1. F
2. T
3. F
4. T
5. T
6 T
7. T
8. F
9. F

10. T
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

MIXING CONCRETE

10 a.
7-6b.

9 c.
5 d.
1 e.

6 f.
4 g.
2 h.
3 i .
7 je

k.
1.

934XIII-1
Page 4

934-lag-2
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

WEED AND BRUSH CONTROL

I. F
2. F
3. F
4. F
5. T
6. T
7. T
8. F
9. T
10. T
11.
12.

Answer Sheet to Test
on

FENCE BUILDING PRINCIPLES

PART I:

1. 55 inches
2. Larger or heavier
3. 12 - 1/2
4. Size and shape
5. Double span

Single span

PART 11;

1. F
2. T
3.
4.

934-XM-3
Page 4

934-XM-4
Page 4
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Designed for use by high school or adult students as text or
reference material, this document presents technical information
needed in the poultry and egg business. It was designed by
subject-matter specialists, teacher educators, supervisors, and an
advisory committee of teachers. Major sections are judging
production birds, selecting breeding stock, grading live market
birds, and grading eggs. Judging and gradir; in contests is
emphasized and sample scoring cards used in both national and state
contests and tables of standards are included. Teachers with a
background in general agriculture may use this material for
students of both sexes, who have average ability, agricultural
interest, and occupational objectives in judging and grading poultry
and eggs. The suggested time allotment is 2-8 hours. This document
is available for 35 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434
Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. (16)
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The first step in becoming a good judge 0 poultry Is to learn the right names of the im-

INTRODUCTP)N

will know it too and is iikely to become excitAd and try to get loose, p3rikaps injuring itself.

portant parts of a chicken. If you call a chicken's hock its "kidiee, " anyone familiar with
poultry will know you are new.

the wrong way and any good poultryman will spot you at once as a tewlerfout. The tltricken

Handle the bird correctly and it will be completely under your cont:vi. It will feel that it
is safe, will allow you to turn it around in various positions astf. only rarely will it try

In handling chickens, there is a right way wad a wronc way to do it. Handle a c;iickm-,

escape.

Hackle
Swtep of ba

Breast

gMi MM

Wing

Mom toil
feathers Saddle Main toil

feather;Cushion
Sickles

Saddle/
M,

_. feathers Lesser
Abdomen sickles

..1, 1I, 11. olg

Spur

Pupie
Iris
(coortlocedp;
Beak /
Nostril

Wattles

Fluff

Hock
Shank

OM I
Toes

Points of comb
Blade of comb

1"Eyering
-=\40,

MALE filiRL;

Secirdo4y wing feathers
i4sig1 feather

I 1

ers,rn°rY
ping
feathers

S.

Earlobe

WING

These Mustratitini provide you with the nomenclature of fowl.



JUDGING PRODUCTION BIRDS

In judging birds for egg production, consider three things: (a) Their present produc-
tion, (h) Their past production, and (c) Their rate or intensity of production. This can
be rather accurately determined by closely checking the appearance and condition of certain
parts of the bird's body. U is best to handle the birds when juicing for egg production, but
this is not allowed in many contests.

Present Production

elia:valy easy to deter.rnine whethar or not a hen is in production at the time she is
Irzing jiidged. All y(1".: need to do IR to study the condition of the comb, wattles, eyes, pubic

v Fes, ahlorAer.., and vent. If a hen is laying, her comb and wattles will be large, bright
red, soft and wa.ly; he eye..i will b9 bright and prominent; her pubic bones wITI be well
spread and fief tble; the abdomen will be full, soft and pliable; ant the yr..* will be moist,
bleached and enlarged.,

When a hen is not laying, the comb and wattles will be small, pale and scaly; her eyes
will be dull and sunken; her pubic bones will he rigid and close together; t' abdomen will
be hard and compact; and her vent will be yellow (in yellow skinned breeds), dry and con-
tracted.

Past Production

It is generally a little more difficult to accurately judge hens for past production than it
is to judge them for present production. Breed and environment affect, to some extent, the
appearance and condition of those parts of the bird's body which tell past production.

A hen's past production is determined mainly by the amount of yellow_pigment that is
left in her body, and the time of her 12211. If a hen has produced a large number of eggs

before .,Lte is examined, the yellow pigment will be bleached from her body; her beak,
shanks, etc., will appear white; her feathers will be close and somewhat soiled, and she
wir probably not molt until late fall.

If she has produced only a few eggs, her body will contain more pigment; and her beak,
shanks, etc., will appear almost yellow; her feathers will look nice and she generally will
molt sometime between midsummer and early fall.

Before starting into production, all healthy yellow skinned birds will have yellqw shanks,
beaks, earlobes, eyerings and vents. As production progresses, these parts bleach and
gradually appear white. The yellow pigment, however, is bleached from the various parts
of the bird's body in a very definite order, thus giving you some fairly accurate information
about the bird's put --auction. Bleaching is first noticeable at the edge of the vent where
the color disappear' just a few days after the bird starts into production. The edges of the
eyelids, commonly called the "eyerings," will bleach next. This is followed by a bleaching of
the earlobes and beak. The yellow color fades first at the base or corners of the beak, and
C011tiIILdS out to the tip of the beak. From four to six weeks is needed to bleach the entire
beak. The feet and shanks are last to lose their color. This normally takes 20 to 30 weeks
of prodution (See illustration on next page).

Take's primarily from Florida 4H-44, "Poultry Judging Manual," University of Florida.
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Vent

ORDER OF BLEACHING AND TIME
REQUIRED TO FULLY BLEACH

1. Vent-one week
2. Eye Ring-seven to 10 days
3. Ear Lobe-seven to 10 days
4. Beak, from corner of beak to tipfour

to six weeas
S. Shanks-four to six months

a. Front o f shanks bleaches first . . .
b. Rear of shanks next, then
c. Tops of toes;
d. Hock faint is last area to bleach

HEALTHY READYTOLAY PULLET-comb
and wattles are large, but eye ring, ear
lobe and beak show yellow pigment
(shaded)

PULLET INDICATING TWO TO THREE
WEEKS OF LAY-Pigment has bleached
from eye ring and ear lobe. Busk has
bleached from corners of mouth about
halfway toward tip. Outer half of beak
still shows yellow pigment (shaded)

THIS PULLET HAS LAID FOR SIX WEEKS OR
MORE-All yellow pigment is bleached
from eye ring, ear lobe and beak

PULLET THAT STOWED LAYING TWO TO
THREE WEEKS AGO-Yellow pigment
(shaded) has returned to eye ring, ear lobe
and inner half of beak. Tip of beak is still
bleached

When a hen stops laying, the pigment returns to the various parts of the body in the same
order in which it leaves, but much faster. It first returns to the vent, to the eyerings, ear-
lobes and beak, and last, the feet and thanks.

A hen generally stops laying when she starts to molt; therefore, a hen that molts :a
July or August will not have laid as long as one that molts in September or October. Hens
that molt late in the fan also generally molt more rapidly, and come back into production
sooner than the e.n.lier molters, which generally take a longer vacation.
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Rate of Production

A bird's rate of production is indicated by the shape and refinement of her head, the
width and depth of her body, her abdominal capacity, the softness and pliability of her ab-
domen, the thinness of her pubic bones, the thinness and pLability of her skin, and the shape
of her shanks.

If a hen's rate of production is high, she will generally have a well balanced head that
is moderately broad and deep, a lean clean-cut face that is free from wrinkles and coarse-
ness, and comb and wattles of a fine, smooth texture. She will have a deep body and a broad
back that carries its width out well to the rear; she will have a deep abdomen .that measures
four fingers or more between the pubic bones and the tip of the keel; her abdomen will be
soft and pliable and her pubic bones will be thin and somewhat flexible; her skin will be
soft, thin, and pliable, and her shanks will be rather flat or wedge shaped.

If a hen's rate of production is low, she will generally have a head that is long and shal-
low, and her back will be nth& narrow and tapering. She will have a relatively small or
shallow abdomen that may measure only two or three fingers between the pubic bones and
the keel; her abdomen will be rather hard, tight and fatty; her pubic bones will be thick and
stiff; her skin will be thick, tight and rather coarse; and her shanks will be more or less
round and ::,omewhat rough.

A Sunonary of Mints to Consider When Judging Birds for Egg Production

Head

GOOD LAYER

Well Balanced. Moderately Broad and Deep

Face Lean, Clean Cat, Free From Wrinkles and
Coarseness

Wattles

Eyes

Pubic
Bones

Medium Length, Well Curved. White, Com-
pletely Bleached

. _

Large, Bright Red, Soft and Waxy. of Fine.
Smooth Texture

Brigh. Alert, Prominent
~ __ -I -

Well Spread. Thin and Flexible. (2 or 3
fingers spread between bones)

Tent Moist, Bleached, Enlarged

Skin

-"Feet

Piiiiiige

POOR LAYER

Long and Shallow or Short and Deep

Puffy, Coarse

Long, Sharp, Yellow .

Deep (4 fingers or more between pubic bones
and tip of keel). Soft, pliable

Deep Body, Broad back with width carried
out well to the rear

Soft. Thin and Pliable --
Bleached or partly bleached, smooth, flat or
wedge Amped

Brittle, rough, broker, soiled. Late in Molting
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Pale, Scaly, Sometimes Shriveled and
of Coarse Texture

Dull, Listless, Sunken

Rigid, Thick. Close Together

Yellow. Dry. Small

Shallow (2 or 3 fingers spread between pubic
bones and tip of keel) Hard, tight. and fatty

Shallow body, narrow tapering back

Tight, :hick and rather coarse

Yellow, round, rather rough

Smooth, more attractive, possibly new plum-
age, early in molting



Placing Cards

The p!oning cards shown on this page are reproductions of those used in the national and
state contests. The upper one the national and the lower one the state.

EGG PRODUCTION
Placing Card

Class Name Class No

Form 10

Cobtestant Name Contestant No.

Placings: 1st_ 2d______ 3d 4th________
Tabulator's Score___

Note: When selecting hens, consideration will be given to vigor, health, haiialing
quality, conformation, pigmentation, molt, and laying condition. Perfect
score is 60 points.

MO
IMMO

SSITUAIST OM
MIMIMOSSO

DIRECTIONS- DELON ARE AU. THE POSSIBLE FLACON FOR A RING OF 4 INDIVIDUALS. DRAW A
CIRCLE AMMO THE PLACING TOWN YOU CONSIDER CORRECT FOR THE RING YOU ARE JUDGING

A =1-2-3-4 G = 2-1-3-4 M =3 -1 -2 -4 S = 4-1-2-3
8 = 1 -2-t-3 H 2-1-4-3 N = 3-14-E T .= 4-1-3-2
C = F3-2-4 I = 23-1-4 0 = 3-2-1-4 1.12 4-2-1-3
D = i-3-4-2 J : 2-3-4-1 ID = 3-2-4-1 v = 4-2-3-1
E =1-4-2-3 K = 2-4-1-3 Q = 3-4-1-2 W = 4-3-1-2
F =1-4-32 L 2 2-4-3-1 R = 3-4-2-1 X = 4-3-2-1



SELECTING BREEDING STOCK
(Keep or Cull Class)

The cull or keep class in poultry judging contests is designed to train students in recog-
nizing poor producers and birds with defects serious enough to warrant removal of the bird
from the flock.

It will be necessary to refresh your memory on all that you have learned on judging
production birds and to learn how to recognize disease, deformities, and disqualifications.

Kinds of birds to keep:

Good weight
Good body development
No sign of disease
No serious deformity
Hens that are laying now
Young pullets showing normal pigmentation and good maturity for age

Kinds of birds to cull:

Excessively thin or underweight
Poor body development
Indication of disease such as:

Leucosis eye
Tunxr.s or sores on the skin
Tumor L abdomen
Marble bone shanks
General lack of vitality

Serious deformity such as:
Badly crossed beak
Severely crooked keel or back
Crooked toes or legs that interfere with normal walking

Hens out of production now or showing signs of poor past production. Pullets small
immature for their age or with abnormal paleness of shanks pr beaks.

Development and Maturity of Pullets

Fast growing, well developed, early maturing pullets usually make the best layers. Cull
the birds that are decidedly behind the rest of the flock in size and maturity. Keep those
pullets with good growth: deep, broad bodies; sturdy legs; fill breasts and early maturity.

Table 1, Indications of maturity (readiness to lay eggs) in young
pullets.

tiken primarily from Pv,

Full, red, waxy
Near three
finger spread
Faded, or starting *3
fade at corners of mouth

Small, undeveloped
Less than two
finger spread
Yellow

ue, Ind. Ext. fr. 431, "How to Judge
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A palenei.is in the beak and shanks of young pullets is sometimes the result of disease or
parasites. It must not be confused with the normal fading of healthy, well pigmented pullets
that are laying. It is often accompanied by a dull eye, sunken face and poor weight.

Indications of Disease

Leukoeis eye, A misshaped pupil is a fairly definite indication ofone type of 'submits.
In a chicken, the normal pupil is a near perfect circle with a clear cut, smooth edge. With
leukoeis, the edge may become jagged or waving in outline; the pupil may become oval or
irregular in shape, even spindle shaped. It may become very small. The ability to expand
and contract is often lacking. Gray eye, or other discoloration of the normal reddish bay
iris, usually accompanies the misahaped pupil but of itself can not be considered definite
leukosia.

Marble bone shanks. Another type of leukosia. The shanks are soarged, sometimes
as much as an inch in diameter, and are abnormally shaped and hard.

Tumors or sores on skin. A bad blood tumor at a feather folicle, infected skin tears,
or other infected sores on any part of the body should justify culling the bird from the flock.

tumble foot. This will not normally justify culling unless It is causing lameness or is
swollen and feverish. The presence of bumble foot indicates unsanitary conditions in the
chicken house or yard.

Water tumor in abdomen. This can often be detected because of the extreme and un-
natural fullness of the abdomen. It often has the feel of a full rubber hot water bottle.

Gre 1 enla ed cro . This is evidence of a crop bound condition. Sometimes the crop
is fa a hard. In other mess it may be stretched so that it swings like a pendulum.

Mitdicatione of disease. A bluish comb, scabs on comb and wattles, watery eyes,
running nostrils, sneezing, or a general lack of vigor and N?ftality, should be familiar to
anyone actually culling a fats, flock, but should not be included in a contest. There is the
possibility of carrying infections back to the home flocks. Lack of vigor is hard to detect in
contest birds because all birds get worn-cut from the contest handling.

Deformities

Badly deformed birds should be culled from ars? flock because they are handicapped. A
biskxcroPak interferes with proper eating. A severely crooked back or keelmay inter-
fere with normal workings of the internal organs.

A slightly crooked beak, a slight crook in the breast or back, or crooked toes that cause
no trouble in walking, often do bterfere with production aed do not necessarily justify
culling.

In hatcaiery flocks, since any deformity may be inherited, culling can be justified on even
slight deformities. Standards vary with hatcheries.

U. S. approved hatcheries will cull any deformity except allghtly crooked toes, a slight
crook or curve in the breast bone, or a somewhat crossed beak.



Disqualifications

Standard disqualifications for the various breeds are listed in the American Standard
of Perfection, published by the American Poultry Association, Inc. This publication con-_
tains further explanation and, in many instances, illustrations of tile disqualification terms
used below. Table 2 lists the major disqualifications to watch for.

Body part Disqualification Body part Disqualification

Comb

2. Eye

Side sprig
Split comb
Comb type other than singe
Lopped comb (males)

Irregular pupil or faded
iris, indicating leucosis

Blind in both

3 Beak Deformed

4. Earlobes

5. Face

6. Back

7. Tail

8. Body

9. Wings

Enamel white in NH and RIR
Red in Leghorn

more than one-third in
cockerels and pullets
more than one-half in hens

Enamel white in face of
Leghorn cockerels and
pullets

Crooked, roached, or
deformed

Permanent absence of all
main tail feathers

Twisted main tail feather
Twisted sickle feather
Split tail in hen
Squirrel tail
Wry tail

Tumor affec.ing health or
market value

Twisted primary or secondary
feather

Split wing
Slipped wing

10. Shanks and toes

11. Plumage color

/Z. Weights

Bow legs
Knock knees
Deformed foot and foot

joint
Duck foot
Web foot
Enlarged and misshapen

shank or hock
More or less than four toes
Stubs on shank, foot, toe,

or web
Foreign color in shank,

foot, or toes

Black in quills of primaries
and secondaries (WL)

Foreign color (black, red,
etc.) except slight gray
ticking (WL,)

One or more white feathers
showing in outer plumage
(NH and RIR)

More than 2 pounds ever
standard weight (all)

Miles more than 1 1/2
pounds under and females
more than 1 pound under
standard (WL)

Mort than 2 pounds under
standard (NH and RIR)

Standard Weights (Pounds)
Cockerel Hen Pullet

WL rrn 4--
NH and R1R 7 1/2 6 1/2 5 1/2

13. General dis- Lack of breed characteristics
qualifications Indication of disease

Trueness to Breed Type

The color or breed shape of a chicken has nothing to do with its productivity so long as
it it well leveloped. However, for the sake of recog&tion of good breeding is stock rur-
chased, all flock owners should be familiar with important breed characteristics. When you
buy purebreds, ym should expect to get purebreds. You should not expect perfectioll but
the birds should be reasonably true to type.

In hatchery flocks, standards of trueness to breed type vary with hatcheries, just as
standards about deformities vary. Usually, only birds decidedly not true to breeci will be
culled.
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Birds should be culled for such conditions as a New Hampshire or other heavy breed
with the shi. of a Leghorn; a White Leghorn with a salmon colored breast; White Rock
with dark green shanks; Rhode Island Red with many white feathers; or other major vari-
ations from breed characteristics.

The minor Standard disqualifications such as side sprigs, stubs or down between the
toes, white in red ear lobes, or slipped wings do not usually justify culling from commercia
hatchery gooks.

Breed Types

Each breed of chickens has a characteristic ideal breed shape that differs somewhat
from the idol shape of any other breed. Each variety within a breed has its ideal color or
kind of comb. In addition, certain other physical characteristics such as color of ear lobe,
color of skin or shanks, presence or absence of feathers on the shanks, are definite for the
breed but the same characteristic may be common to several breeds.

Rpm 14a. Plyuseeth Recks:rheir
body shape is somewhat like an in-
verted derby hat. The back is long,
nearly horizontal, but with a slight
concave sweep to the tail. Comb is
single and small; earlobes are red.
In plumate White Rocks often
show scattered gray flecks. Barred
Rocks should show no red.

Figure 14d. Leghorn*.
Their bodies are oval or
egg shaped with long,
sweeping curves, and are
carried somewhat higher
in front than in the tear.
Legs, neck and tail are
moderately long in rela-
tion to body. The comb
is single, large, and
lopped in females. Rose
comb varieties are not
abIlmon. Earlobes are
white and plumage fits
close to the body.

Figure 14b. New Neeepekwee.Their
body shape is similar ttl, that of
Plymouth Rocks, the tail is carried
higher. The comb is single, me-
dium size, and often lopped over in
the females. Earlobes are red and
the plumage is chestnut red la
light shade of color is preferred
'spec ;ly in the undercolor i The
main tail feathers are black, and
there's some black in the wings.
White showing in the outer plum-
age is undesirable,

Figure 14e. Cull this
kind. Note the flat

breast, shallow body and
lack of body capacity.
When handled, this bird
would also how a nar-
row back, pinched tail
and little spring of ribs.
Contrast with full, well-
rounded breasts anc Jeep
bodic_ of the ideal
shapes.
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Figure 14c. 'eked. Islaed Rea.
Their body shape is rectangular and
brick shaped. The back is long and
horixontal, and the tail is carried at
a low angle to the back. The comb
is single, small; some birds have a
rose comb. Earlobes are red. Dark
red feathers of the plumage are
Carried close to the body Main tail
feathers are black with come black
in wings. White that shows in
outer plumage is uulesirable



Keep or Cull Plaoing Cards

The cards shown here are the ones used.in the national and state contests. in giving rea-
sons for culling do not simply write, "not laying." tatted, write what you observed that
made you think the hen was not laying, such as, "Yellow at corner of mouth", "Two fingers
between pelvic bones", or "Shrunken abdomen." In pullets, reason for culling may be stated
as, "Immature, " "Small comb, " "Undersize for age, " or "Leukosis eye, "

SELECTION OF POULTRY BREEDING STOCK
Grading Cud

Class Name Class No.

Contestant Name Contestant No.

Fora 9

Blip
Nubians

APPROVED RSUBLIED RgasoN IpRinacm
(2 or 3 Worth)

TABULATOR'S
BOORS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

19.
. ,

Tabulator's Total Score

Selection of breeding stock will be on the basis of requirements for U. S. Ap-
proved flacks. The contestant will approve or reject 10 birds and write a brief
season only for the reiections. Birds with standard disqualifications, seem
defects, or low egg production should be rejected. For each rejected bird the Pigg-
ing is 3 points and the correct reasons 2 points. For approved birds the correct
placing is 5 points. Perfect score is 50 points.
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GRADING OF LIVE MARKET BIRDS

Life poultry is graded for condition and quality. The purpose of this leaflet is to discuss
the ir,dividusl grading factors that are combined to determine the final grade of a group of
live birds.

Determining Condition

Condition refers to evidences of disease or other condition whit': may render the birds
unfit for slaughter for human food. The term "Reject" is not a standard of quality; however,
a live poultry grader may use this term with respect to an individual live bird to indicate that
it is affected by, or shows evidence of any disease or condition (including but not being lim-
ited to large flesh bruises, severe discolorations, severe injury, and emaciation) whicro. may
render the bird or any part of it, unfit for human food.

In general, the following Symptoms should be watched for: Definite discolorations of
comb and wattles; lameness and droopiness; greenish, yellowish, brownish, or bloody diar-
rhea; gap;ng, sneezing, or rattling in throat; nasal discharges; swelling of sinuses or dis-
charges from the eyes; fever; abnormal growths or swellings; er ;reme emaciation; and a
general lack of vigor and vitality as shown by the actions of the bird. Birds with fever will
show one or more of the following characteristics: (1) Skin and flesh darker than normal,
(2) comb and wattles shrunken or may be engorge with blcad and have an unnaturally bright
red or purplish color, (31 the shanks may be pinched or shrunken, (4) the skin and flesh
may have a doughy consistency, ?end (5) the skin may appear thin because of lack of subcut-
aneous fat.

The fact that a bird has some condition which causes it to be classified as a "Reject"
does not necessarily mean that it must be destroyed. Prrts or all cf the bird might be
found, upon evisceration and inspection, to be suitable for human food.

Standards of Quality for Individual Birds

Quality' refers to the inherent properties of any product which determines !ta relative
degree of excslience. The following factors are considered in determining the quality of an
individual bird: (1) Health and vigor; (2) Feathering- (3) Conformation; (4) Fleshing;
(5) Fat; (6) Degree of freedom from defects.

1Jr.:re are three standards of quality for live poultry. They are A Quality; B Quality;
and C Quality. The final quality designation given to each bird is made after rating each of
the factors listed above. A bird might have the requirements for A Quality in five of h e se
factors but be lacking in one to the extent that it would have to be designated as B Quality or
C Quality. The requirements for each factor and quality are as outlinecrbelow:

A Quality

To be of A Quality the live bird:

Is alert, has bright eyes, and is of good health and vigor.

Is well feathered, with feathers showing luster or sheen and quite thoroughly covering all
parts of the body; and may have a slight scattering of pinfeathers.

Copied from "Poultry Grading Manual," U. S. D.A. Handbook No. 31 of the Poultry Branch of
the Production and Marketing Administration.
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Is of normal physical conformation. (Slight defects which do not affect the normal dis-
tribution of the flesh and do not detract from the appearance of the carcass are permitted.)

Has a well-developed, moderately broad and long breast sufficiently well-fleshed so that
the breast has a rounded appearance with the flesh carrying well up to the crest of the breast-
bone; and has legs that are well-fleshed.

Has a well-developed covering of fat in the skin considering the class, age, and sex of
the bird.

May have .,light scratches, slight skin bruises, and slight callouses (i. e. , slightly
thickened, hardened, and darkened areas of skin over the brf itbone), if these conditions
do not mmerially affect the appearance of the bird, especialh he breast; and may also have
slightly scaly shanks; but is otherwise free from tears, brokee bones, and breast blisters.

B SlitL
To be of B Quality the live bird:

Is of good health and vigor.

Is fairly well feathered (i.e., some feathers may be lacking on some parts of the body);
and may have a moderate number of pinfeathers.

May have moderate abnormalities in conformation such as a dented, curved or crooked
breast, crooked back, or misshapen legs or wings which do not seriously affect the distri-
bution of the flesh or the appearance of the carcass.

Has sufficient flesh on the breast and lege so as to prevent a thin appearance and a
definite breastbone crestline.

Has noticeable fat in the feather tracts of the breast and has sufficient fat in the skin on
the breast and legs to prevent a distinct appearance of the flesh through the skin.

Is free from tears, broken bones, flesh bruises, severe breast blisters, heavy callouses
(i. e. , thickened, hardened, and darkened areas of skin over 'she breastbone) and seriously
scaly shanks; but it may have moderate skin bruises and scratches.

C Quality

Any live bird, other than those classed as rejects, that does not meet the requirements
of A or B Quality may be of C Quality. Such birds may:

Be lacking in vigor.

Have a large number of pinfeathers over all parts of the body and complete lack of plum-
age feathers on the back.

Have definite, but not pronounced deformities (including, but not being limited to, a
crooked breastbone, hunchback, and slight crippling).

Be poorly fleshed, but not emaciated.

Have only a small amount of fat in the feather tracts and be completely lacking in fat on
back and thighs; and

Have serious skin bruises and moderate flesh bruises, and more severe breast blisters
than allowed for B Quality. -12-
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"Jtejeet"

The term "Reject" is not a standard of quality; however, such term may be used with
respect to an indivieual live bird to indicate that it is affected by, or shows evidence of,
any disease or condition (including, but not being limited to, large flesh bruises, severe
discolorations, severe injury, and emaciation) which ma; render the bird unfit for human
food.

Determining Quality

Health and vigor

A bird of high vitality usually has t. strong, well proportioned head with full, round,
bright, alert eyes. The comb will be by ight and of good texture. The plumage is usually
glossy and clean due to the bird's natural desire to preen itself. The oil gland will be fu'! of
oil. The feathers around the vent will be clean and dry. The feathers on the body fit closely
even on laying fowl which lave been in production for some time id rney have lost feathers
due to partial molting.

A bird would be classified as having gor_id health and vigor even though it was somel'tLt
lacking in the conditions listed for a bird of high vitality. It should not be listless. The
body feathers should be reasonably dope. The feathers around the vent may show some
soiling. The comb should be reasonably ...right.

Birds lacking in vigor may be listless. The comb may be dark or pale. The feathers
may be loose and ruffled. A considerable amount of soiling may be in evidence around the
vent.

Feathering

The primary concern with the feathering of a bird is the presence of pin feathers, par-
ticularly those just coming through the skin, and with bare, discolored areas and areas con-
taining broken quills. Well feathered birds are those which can be readily processed into
ready-to-cook birds meeting the requirements of A quality. Pinfeathers and areas which may
be discolored because of broken quills or sunburn resulting from inadequate feathering lower
the quality of the bird.

Conformation

The ideal shape of a meat bird approaches that of a rectangle. Such structure allows
ample room for the digestive organs and circulatory system. Properly fed, a bird of this tyre
is more apt to take on good flesh and fat cover. Some of the common defects a thorough ex-
amination will reveal are Breasts that are dented, crooked, knobby, V-shaped, or slab
sided; backs that are narrow, crooked or hunched; legs and wings that are deformed or
swollen; and, bodies that are definitely wedge shaped.

Fleshing

The amount and distribution of flesh on the bird determines to a considerable degree its
attractiveness or sales appeal. The drumsticks, thighs, and breast carry the bulk of the
flesh and these parts should be examined closely. The common defects in fleshing are
Breasts that do not carry width well back to the end ofthe keel; breasts that are V-shaped
or concave rather than full and rounded; legs and drumsticks which are thin; and backs that
are not moderately well fleshPd along the vertebrae and around the hip bones.
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A
A bird of normal develorenese for the variety (A) will mire nearly [ill a rectangle than will a bird of low vitality

(D Aloe body more closeh, approaches the shaPe of a triangle.

Fat
One of the first things market men look for is the amount of fat in the skin. Without a

good fat cover, a well fleshed bird loses a great deal of its eye appeal. The most common
defects found in this factor are: Lack of fat cover in the skin between the heavy feather
tracts; lack of fat in the collar of the wishbone I chickens; lack of fat where the thigh skin
joins the breast; and thin skin over the abdomen. The web of the wing is indicative of the
degree of fat cover. The skin of the abdomen.when pinched between the thumb and fingers
furnishes a good indicator.

Degree of freedom from defects,

Tears and broken or disjointed wings, while of a serious nature, are found infrequently
in live birds. The wings and breast should be examined carefully for skin and flesh bruises.
Most of these defects are caused in handling the birds. Tt. e graaer should take pains to see
that the method of getting samples and his handling of the birds is such that bruising aid
breaking of bones will be minimized.

Common defects which are apt to be prevalent in some flocks and entirely absent in
others are: Watery breast blisters, heavy callouses on the breast; insect bites which may
be slightly reddened or may have become infected (such as chiggers or red hugs); and dis-
colorations due to broken quills and picking such as 'bare backs" and "hlue.tail" or 'blue
backs" due to normal pigment substance collected in concentration in given skin areas.
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Combining all Quality Factors

In placing a bird in its proper quality classification, it is important to remember that
each individual quality grading factor has to be evaluated and that the final quality of the bird
is established on the hash; of the lowest quality grading factor. The fact should not be over-
looked that defects, within the limits allowed by the standards of quality, constitute one of the
individual quality factors. Any defects which would make the bird unfit for slaughter for
human food are not included in the standards of quality.

Bird Examination

With the factors of class, condition, and qual.ty in mind, the student grader should
have considerable practice in examining birds. The usual procedure is for the grader to
determine the health, vigor, and class by observing the general appearance 43'. the birds in
the flock or batteries and then determine the quality ..ad condition as he is examining the in-
dividual bird. The bird should be removed from the coop, cage, 02 battery as gently as
possible. One hand should be placed under the bird with the bird resting on the palm of the
hand and the legs held between the fingers. The other ham should be placed on the back and
wings of large birds to assist in holding, lifting, and keeping the wings from flapping. The
bird is removed head first from the coop, cage, or battery. During the examination the bird
should be held with the head toward the side of the grader.

The bird should rest on the palm of one hand with the fingers around the hock joint and
the head against the erariPr, while he ie perfcrzning Cie examination. The other hand should
be free to explore the body structure, muscle development and to turn back the feathers.
The breast is examined first and then the drumsticks. While examining the breast and drum-
sticks for fleshing, the feathers are turned back by moving the free hand through them against
their natural direction. This provides art opportunity to observe the presence of fat deposits
under the skin before the feathers fall back in place. In some varieties the grader must aug-
ment his motions with slight puffs of his breath to briefly move back a short dense fluff like
feathering next to the skin. As the fleshing Is being determined and the amount of fat is ob-
served the grader also notes the presence of bruises, cuts, tears, blisters, callouses, broken
or dislocated bones and the state of development of pinfeathers. Pinfeathers that are still un-
cle* the skin or that just barely protrude through the skin ire considered as quality penalties.
After examination of the breast and drumsticks the same procedure is followed for the back,
hips, and wings. In turkeys, the degree of freedom from pigment in the base of the tail
feathers and wing quills is generally ineicative of the stage of development of the pinfeathers.
When examining this kind of poultry, the grader should be particularly on the alert for severe
wing tip bruises and tears or severe scars on the sides and oack of the bird.

Regardless of whether the grader is handling lug.: or small claw. ..0, care should be ex-
ercised to prevent the wings from flapping and the birds from struggling, in order to avoid
bruises and other types of injuries.

Grading Cards

The cards shown on the next page are the ones used in the national and state contests--
the upper one in the national and the lower one in the state.



LIVE MARKET POULTRY

Grading Card

Chao Name_ Class No.

Form U

Contestant Name Contestant No.

BIRD
NUUBER

A or No. 1

QUALITY

B or No. 2 C or No. 3 . Rejects

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

TABULATOR'S
SCORE

9.

10.

Tabulator's Total Score
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GRADING OF DRESSED MARKET BIRDS

Dressed and ready-to-cook poultry are graded for class, condition, and quality. The
purpose of this section is to outline the individual grading factors that are combined to deter-
mine the final grade of an individual bird, and to call the attention of the grader to the prac-
tical application of standards and grades.

The United States standards of quality for dressed and ready-to-cook poultry contained
in this section are applicable to individual carcasses of ready-to-cook poultry, to parts of
ready-to-cook poultry, and to any other poultry product prepared in a manner approved by
the Administrator of the Agricultural Marketing Service as well as individual carcasses of
dressed poultry.

Carcasses or parts found to be unsound, unwholesome, or unfit for food in whole
part may not be included in any of the quality designationb, but listed as a reject. If the
carcaas is dressed poultry, determination of unsoundness or unwholesomeness will be based
on external characteristics only. No part other than wing tips, of a dressed poultry carcass
may be rernot ed.

The following factors are to be considered in determining the quality of an individual
larcass or part: (1) Conformation; (2) fleshing; (3) fat covering; (4) the degree of free-
dom frcm pinfeathers and vestigial feathers (i.e. , hair or down, as the case may be); 5)
the degrea of freedom from tears and cuts (exclusive of normal processing cuts); (6) the
degree of freedom from disjointed bones and broken bones; (7) the degree of freedom from
discolorations of the skin and a he flesh and from blemishes and bruises of the skin and
flesh; and (8) the degree of freedom from freezer burn.

Standards of Quality for Dressed Birds

A.gualit

Conformation. The carcass or part is free of deformities that detract from its appear-
ance or that affect the normal distribut!on of flesh. Slight deformities such as slightly
curved or dented breastbones and sightly curved backs may be present.

Fleshing. The carcass or part has a well-developed covering of flesh. The breast is
moderately long and deep and has sufficient flesh to give it a rounded appearance with the
flesh carrying well up to the crest of the breastbone along :t.s entire length.

Fat Covering. The carcass or part, considering the kind, class and part, has a well-
developed if er of fat in the skin. The fat is well distributed so that there is a noticeable
amount of fat in the skin in the areas between the heavy feather tracts.

Defeatherinii The carcass or part has a clean appearance, especially on the breast.
The carcass or part is free of pinfeathers, diminutive feathers, and hair which are visible
to the inspector or grader.

Cuts,_ Tears and Missing Skin, parts arc free of cuts, tears and missing skin (other
than slight trimming on the edge). The carcass is free of these defects on the breast and
legs. Elsewhere the carcass may have slight cuts, tears, or missing skin areas providing

Copied from "Poultry Grading Manual," U.S. D.A. Handbook No. 91 of the Poultry Branch of
the Production and Marketing Administration.
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the aggregate of the areas of flesh exposed thereby does not exceed the area of a circle of
the following diameter, respectively: (1) On chickens, ducks, guineas and pigeons, 1 1/2
inches; (2) on turkeys and geese, 3 inches.

Disjointed and Broken Bones and Missing Parts. Parts are free of broken bones. The
carcass is free of broken bones and has not more than one disjointed bone. The wing tips
may be removed at the joint and the tail may be removeJ at the base. Cartilage separated
from the breastbone is not considered as a disjointed or broken bone.

Discolorations of the Skin and Flesh. The carcass or pa.1 is practically free of such
defects. Discoloration due w bruising shall be free of clots (discernible clumps of red or
dark cells). Evidence of incomplete bleeding, such as more than at. occasional .lightly
reddened feather follicle, is not permitted. Flesh bruises and discolcrations of the skin
such as "blue back" are not permitted on the breast or legs of the carcass or on these in-
dividual parts and only lightly shaded discolorations are permitted elsewhere. The total
a eas affected by flesh bruises, skin bruises and discolorations such as "blue back" singly
or in any combination shall not exceed one half of the total aggregate area of permitted dis-
coloration.. The aggregate area of all discolorations on a part shall not exceed that of a
circle 1/4 inch in diameter. The aggregate area of all discolorations on the breast and legs
of a carcass shall not exceed the area of a circle I inch in diameter. Elsewhere on the car-
cass the aggregate area of all discolorations shall not exceed that or a circle having a di-
ameter of 2 and 3 inches respectively.

freezer Burn. The carcass or part may have an occasional pockmark due to drying of
the inner layer of skin (derma)t avided that none exce.:1 the area of a circle 1/8 inch in
diameter.

B Quality

Conformation. The carcass or part may have slight abnormalities, such as a dented,
curved or crooked breast, crooked back, or misshapen legs or wings which do not mater-
ially affect the distribution of flesh or the appearance of the carcass or part.

The carcass or part has a moderate covering of flesh considering the kind,
class and part of the bird. The breast has a substantial covering of flesh with the flesh
carrying up to the crest of the breastbone sufficiently to prevent a thin appearance.

Fat Covering. The carcass or part has sufficient fat in the skin to prevent a distinct
appearance of the flesh through the skin, especially on the breast and legs.

Defeathering. The car ass or part may have a few nonprotruding pinfeathers or ve,stig-
ial feathers which are sca red sufficiently so as not to appear numerous. Not more than
an occasional protruding pinfeather Or diminutive feather shall be in evidence under a care-
ful examination.

Cuts, Tears, and Missing Skin. Parts may have cuts, tears and missing skin, provided
that not more than a moderate amount of the flesh normally covered by skin is exposed. The
carcass may have cuts, tears and misfiring skin, provided that the aggregate of the areas of
flesh exposed thereby on the breast and legs does not exceed the area of a 1,1/2-inch circle.
Elsewhere on the carcass the aggregate area -A flesh exposed shall not be greater than the
area of a 3-inch circle.

Disjointed and Broken Bones and Missing Parts. Parts may be disjointed but are free of
broken bones. The carcass may have two disjointed bones or one disjointed bone and one
nonprotrieing broken bone. Parts of the wing beyond the second joint may be removed at a
joint. The tail may be removed at the base.
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Discolorations of the. &in . Flesh. The carcass or part is free of serious defects.
Discoloration due to bruising shall be free of clots (discernible clumps of red or dark cells).
Evidence of incomplete bleeding shall be no more than very slight. Moderate areas of dis-
coloration due to bruises in the skill flesh and moderately shaded discoloration of the skin
such as "blue back" are permitted, but the total areas affected by such discolorations singly
or in any combinat. __I may not e-ceed one-half of the total aggregate area of permitted dis-
coloration. The aggregate area of all discolor licr.3 on a part shati not exceed the area of a
circle with a 1-inch diameter. The aggregate area of all discolorations on the breast and
legs of a carcass shall not exceed that of a circle having a 2-inch diameter. Elsewhere on
the careass,the aggregate area of all discolorations shall not exceed that of a circle having a
4-inch diameter.

Freezer Burn. The carcass or part may have a few pockmarks due Al drying of the inner
layer of skin (derma), provided that no single area exceeds that of a circle 1/2 inch in di-
ameter.

C utoglAt

A part that does not meet the requirements for A or B Quality may be of C Quality if the
flesh is substantially intact.

A carcass that does not meet the repdranents for A or B Quality may be of C Quality.
Both wings may be removed or neatly trimmed. -Trimming of the breast and legs is permitted,
b,..... not to the extent that the normal meat yield fn materially affected.

Reject

When'grading-poultry, a carcass with any of the &Mowing conditions shall be excluded
from any grade:

1.. 'Decomposed

a. Slippery or slimy condition of the skin, noticeable first between the wing and body;
leg and body, or, in the neck area.

b. Greenish cast over the back and between the thigh and rib. This greenish cast
should not be confused with green or blue green color which is a result of sun-
burn (turkey blue backs), or pigmentation that may 'show through the skin (Jersey
Giants).

c. Mold growth anywhere on the bird; note especially around the vent and between
the legs or on the head.

d. Putrid off-odor.

e. Green vent or green area surrounding vent.

in excess of that which is permitted in C Quality.

The akin and flesh
of such birds are darker than normal. The comb and wattle may be shrunken or may be
engorged with blood and have a bright red or purplish color. The shanks may also appear
shrunken. The skin may appear thinner (loss of subcutaneous fat), and the skin and flesh
may have a doughy consistency.
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5. Birds with tumors (internal or external) or with sores or exterior scabs (includes
breast blisters). A breast blister sac may be removed, provided the entire sac is remove 1,
and the carcass considered for B or C quality.

6. Anemic (the abnormally pale carcass).

7. Cadavers (birds that died a natural death prior to bleeding).

8. Carcasses with abdominal accumulations (cavity filled with fluid or cheesy-like
substances

Determining Quality

Conformation

The structure of the bird determines to a consider able degree the distribution and amount
of meat. Certain defects in structure detract from the sales appeal of the carcass. Some of
the defects that should be noted are: Breasts that i e dented, crooked, knobby, V-shaped,
or slab sided; backs that are narrow, crooked or hunched; legs and wings that are deforrnet
or swollen; and bodies that are definitely wedge shaped.

Fleshing

The drumsticks, thighs, and breast carry the bulk of the meat. There is, however a
definite correlation betwe.m the covering of the flesh over the back and the amount of flesh
on the rest of the carcass within a particular flock of poultry. Females almost invariably
carry more flesh over the back and will generally have a more rounded appearance to the
breast, thighs and legs. The common defects in fleshing are: Breasts that are V-shaped
or concave, rather than full and rounded; breasts that are full near the wishbone but taper
sharply to the rear; legs and drumsticks which are thin; and backs that have insufficient
flesh to cover the vertebrae and hip bones.

Fat

Some markets have a preference for birds 'AL\ white or light colored fat, others prefer
yellow fat. The color of the fat is not a part of the fat factor in grainy. As pointed out earl-
ier, fat in poultry is judge' entirely on the basis of accumulation wider the skin. This is
true even in the case of chicken parts. Accumulations occur first around the feather follicles
in the heavy feather tracks. Poorly tatted birds may have some accumulation of fat in the skin
aiong the heavy feather tracts on the breast. As the bird progresses, in "finish" accumu)a-
lions will be noted at the juncture of the wishbone and keel and where the thigh skin joins the
breast skin. At the same time accumulations will be noted around the feather follicles be-
tween the heavy feather tracts and over the back and hips. Well finished older birds will

-

have sufficient fat in these areas and over the drumsticks and thighs so that UP: flesh is dif-
ficult to see. Fowl which have stopped laying have a tendency to take on excessive fat in the
abdominal area. Well finished young birds will have less fat under the skin between the heavy
feather tracts on the breast and over the drumsticks and thighs than mature birds. It should
be noticeable, however.

Freedom from pinfeathers

It is a well known fact that the housewife looks at the pinfeathers on the bird ,largely from
the standpoint of the amount of work involved in the final preparation for the table. Proces-
sors try to eliminate the problem of pinfeathers, particularly those just coming through the
skin, by timing their purchases to coincide with completed feathering cycles. There is, for
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instance, a very short period within which the slaughtering of ducklings must be done. With
other classes, the period is longer and attention is given primarily to noting if the bulk of
the pins have sufficient brush on them to facilitate picking.

There are two types of pinfeathers to be considered in grading. They are: (1) Pro-
truding and (2) non-protruding. Protruding pinfeathers are those which have broken through
the skin and may or may not have formed a brush. Non-protruding pinfeathers are those
which are in evidence but ...:rich have not pushed their way through the outer layer of skin.

In dressed poultry the total number and location of both types are considered as one.
Ready-to-cook poultry is first examined for evidence of protruding pinfeathers, Such poultry
must be free of protruding pinfeathers before a quality designation can be assigned. In this
connection, the regulations define the words "free from protruding pinfeathers" to mean that
the carcass ir free from pretryling pinfeathers which are visible to an inspector or grader
during an examination of the carcass at normal operating speeds. However, a carcass may
be considered as being free from protruding pinfeathers if it has a generally clean appearance
(especially on the breast), and if not more than an occasional protruding pinfeather is in evi-
dence during a more careful examination of the c Tease.

Freedom from cuts, tears, and broken bones

Cuts, tears, missing skin, and broken or disjointed bones detract from the appearance
of the bird and, in addition, lower the quality because of bruises and blood clots which occur
frequently with broken bones. Tears and missing skin permit the flesh to dry out during the
cooking process, thus, lowering the eating qurlity of the bird. The number and extent of
such defects that are permitted depend on their location, whether on the breast or elsewhere
on the carcass. No sewn tears are permitted in any quality of bird. However, the wing tips
may be removed. In the lower qualities the se and or third joint ch. the wing and the tail may
be removed.

Freedom from discolorations of skin and from flesh blemishes and bruises

When poultry was dry chilled and dry packed, abrasion or removal of the outer skin was
a serious matter and good processors took every means to avoid damaging the outer layer
of skin that caused discolored areas as the skin dried. Today most pcniltry is sold either
ice-packed or wrapped in a water resistant material. Either method prevents air from
raching and drying out the areas from which the cuter cuticle has been removed. The re-
sult has been that much of the poultry is scalded at temperatures around 140° F., and all of
the cuticle is removed. This facilitates removal of pinfeather,- sir 1 -uts down operating
costs. Abrasions as a consequence do not become a nrobleu -ii. .be poultry has been
exposed to the air, in which case the abrasions dry out and become discolorations. If this
has occurred at the time of the examination, the size of the areas are taken into considera-
tion under the heading of discolorations.

Bruises in the flesh or skin are permitted only to the extent that there is no coagulation
or clotting (discernible clumps of red cells). Small clots in the skin or on the surface of the
flee': may be cut to allow them to leach out in the chilling process. Such cuts would be taken
into consideration in determining the quality.

Freedom ft .,m freezer burn

The discolorations and drying out of the skin of poultry carcasses during storage is com-
monly called "freezer burn," This defect detracts from the appearance and sales value of the
carcass and also lowers the quality either in the case of moderate or of severe freezer burn.

The skin of frozen poultry often shows a condition known as "box burn." This shows up
as a white area where the shin has come in contact with the lining of the bac. The outer
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Summary of standards for quality of dressed and ready-to-cook chickens'
(minimum requirements and maximum defects permitted)

Fader A Quality II Quality C Quality

CONFORMATION: Normal Practically normal May be abnormal If fairly
Sr attbone
Back

May have slight curve, Ye" dent
Normal (except slight curve)

Dented, curve J, slightly crooked
Modena* crooked

Seriously crooked
Seriously rooked

well

Legs and Wings Normal Moderately misshapen May be misshapen fleshed

FLESHING: Well fleshed, moderately long
and broad breast

Fairly well fleshed on breast and
legs

May be poorly fleshed

Breastbone Not prominent Not prominent May be prorn;n

FAT COVERING.. Veil coveredsome fat under Sufficient fat on breast and legs Lacking in fat covering over all
skin over entire carcass to prevent distinct appearance

of flesh through skin
parts of carcass

Broilers or fryers only moderate
covering

PINFEATHERS:
Dressed:

Pins and hair

Ready-ft-cook
Nonprotruding pins
Hair
Protruding pins

Breast and Legs Elsewhere

Pract. free Pram free

Pract. free Pratt. free
Pract. free Pratt. free
Free Free

Breast and Legs Elsewhere

Relatively few Slight scat-
tering

°ew scattered Few scattered
Few scattered Few scattered
Free Free

May be numerous

Scattering
Few scattered
Free

CUTS AND TEARS) Free 11/2" 1 1/2" 3". No limit

Missing skin? None 3 areas total-Tail to hop
ing not more bones width
than ka inch of feather

tract

No limit

DiSIC.dC 2 No limit So long as there is no
Broken E uses None (except 1 nonprotruding evidence of a related

wing bone if fryer) 1 Nonprotruding No limit bruise or blood dot

Missing parts Wing tips Wing tips and if R-to-C 2nd
wing joint and tail

Wing tips and if R-to-C wings
and tail

DISCOLORATIONS

Flesh bruises 1/2* 1 1/26 No limit So long as no part of
Skin bruises 1/26 Va" VI" 1 van No limit :ha carcass is made
All discoloration 1" W 1 1/2" 3" No limit unfit for food

FREEZER BURN: Few small f Ye" d iamete r Moderate-dried areas not in ex- Numerous pockmarks and large
pockmarks cosi of 1/2" in diameter dried areas

Prepared by The Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S.D.A., March 1, 1955.

1 Total aggregate length of all cuts and tears including incision for removal of the crop or its contents.

2 Tote to be included in total Permitted cuts and tears.

* Maximum diameter of aggregate areas of all flesh bruises, skin bruises, and discoloration.
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the upper one in the national and the lower one in the state.

would be given a quality designation of "reject. "

par-
ticular quality or relative degree of excellence of the bird. The defects to be considered

where cross-traffic and distracting noises are at a minimum. 'The grader should have the

wet feathers are particularly hard to see on white feathered birds.

the quality. The usual procedure is to decide on the fleshing and fat cover factors first.

tions of skin and from flesh blemishes and bruises, and (7) freedom from freezer burn.

burn. In grading, "box burns" would be included under discolorations.

The final quality rating of the bird will be based largely on the factor with the lowest rating.
Thus, if a bird meets the requirements for A Quality in all factors, except that it has num-
erous nonprotruding pinfeathers, it would ha "e a final quality designation as "C." A ready-
to-cook bird meeting the same requirements, except that it had protruding pinfeathers,

are: (1) Discolorations (2) bruises (3) pinfeathers and (4) freezer burn. The tolerance
in each quality for each defect is the maximum permitted. The intensity, aggregate area,

be used and yet have the bird retain a relative degree of excellence for the quality assigned.

bird at a distance from his eye approximating that used for reading. Graders who require
glasses for reading should use them in grading since minute pinfeathers, hairs, and small

because of dark bruises or other condition. The student grader will do well, however, to

cuticle is the only part affected. This condition should not be confused with that of freezer

intensity, aggregate area and location of defects must be evaluated in determining the par-

location, and number of the defects present will determine if the maximum tolerance can

This makes it easier to decide on the other factors. As an example, a poorly fleshed bird
needs to be examined only for portions of the carcass which might be unfit for consumption

compare each of the following factors with the summaries to be found later in this part:

freedom from cuts, tears, and disjointed and broken bones, (6) freedom from discolora-
tions

Conformation, (2) fleshing, (3) fat covering, (4) freedom from pinfeathers, and (5)

The cards shown on the next page are the ones used in the national and state contests

When the class and condition has been determined, each quality factor must be evaluated.

The grading area should be illuminated by at least 50-foot candles and should be located

In interpreting the respective requirements for A quality, B qudity, and C quality, the

It is necessary to have examined all parts of the bird before a final decision is made on

Combining All Grading Factors

Examining the Birds

Grading Cards
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Form 12

READY-TO-COOK POULTRY

Grading Card

Class Name Class No.

Contestant Name Contestant No.

BUM
NUMBER

QUALITY
TABULATOR'S

A B C No Grade
SCORE

1.

2.

3.
1._

4.

6.

8.

7.

8.

9. .

10.

Tabulator's Total Score

I .

A
1

.

el 016 0
IM
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GRADING EGGS
(Interior Quality)

On the basis of internal quality, edible eggs are divided into four groups as shown in
Fig. 1. * All eggs whose candled characteristics fall between the top line and point 1 on the
chart are in the best quality class or AA, those berzc.cr. i and 2 are in the next quality or A,
between 2 and 3 are in B, and between 3 and 4 are in C. Those at and below point X are in-
edible or loss..

It is relatively easy to place eggs properly if they are midway between the various points
on 'quality hill, " but judgment and skill are required to place in the correct group the eggs
that are at or near the quality division points. It becomes increasingly difficult when brown
eggs or mixed whit& and browns are being candled. The real knack in candling is to have a
clear mental picture of the dividing line between the various quality classes, so that the eggs
may be properly placed in their respective quality groups.

In acquiring skill in judging egg quality it is helpful to break the classification down into
steps, considering separately the various quality factors--air cell, yolk condition, and con-
dition of the white. The operator can concentrate with greater ease when each factor is con-
sidered separately. Later, all factors should be considered in combination.

QUALITY

gt
Highest

EGG QUALITY DECLINE
NORMAL NEW-LAID EGG

High

Intermediate

Low ------- ---------

U. S DEPART41ENT bf AGRICULTURE

I

4
PO, (2)

a (3)

(4)
LO

TIME x
NEG. 646-Sill ) AGRICULTURAL SARICETING SERVICE

FIGURE 11.-Rlnge of quality in official grades.

*In the State mid National Contests, AA and A quality eggs are classified as A quality.
Copied from "Egg Grading Manual," U.S.D.A. Handbook No. 75 of the Agricultural Mar-
keting Service.
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Air Cell

As already stated, when the egg is first laid it has no.air cell at all or only a small one.
Its temperature is about 105° F. and as the egg cools to room temperature the liquids con-
tract more than does the shell. As a result of this contraction, the inner shell membrane
separates from the outer to form the air space.

Further increase in the size of the air cell beyond that resulting from contraction is due
to evaporation of water from the egg. The rapidity with which this takes place is due to
many factors, such as age, shell texture, temperature, and humidity. The air cell is nor-
mally at the large end of the egg and is one of the first factors observed in candling.

The air cell is perhaps the one quality factor that is easiest to evaluate as it can be
judged objectively by a simple measuring device--the air-cell gauge. In candling, the air
cell is considered by many as a relatively unimportant quality factor for determining the
broken-out quality of an egg.

However, the air cell is one of the factors of the U. S. standards and, therefore, it can
be the determining factor in classifying the individual egg as to quality. There are two
measurements of the air cell to be considered, namely, the depth and the amount of move-
ment.

The following terms are descriptive of the air cell:

Practically regular. An air cell that maintains a practically haw, position in the egg and
shows a fairly even outline with not more than 2/8-inch movement in any direction as the
egg is rotated (AA and A quality).
Free air cell. An air cell that moves freely toward the uppermost point in the egg as

the egg is rotated slowly. The shell membranes are intact but the air cell moves freely
in any direction between them (B Quality).

Bubbly air cell. A ruptured air cell resulting in one or more small separate air bub-
bles usually floating beneath the main air cell (B or C Quality).

The size and movement of the air cell which are permitted in the various qualities are
as follows:

Quality Depth Movement

AA 1/8 inch 2/8 inch
A 3/16 inch 2/8 inch
B 3/8 inch May be free

or bubbly
C No limit No limit

Yolk

The appearance of the yolk as the egg is twirled in candling is one of the best indicators
of the interior quality of shell eggs. The characteristics of the yolk are determined by the
shadow that it casts upon the shell before the candling light. The appearance of the yolk is
dependent on the condition of the albumen; however, there are three factors about the yolk
itself that are considered in judging egg quality by the yolk. These are:

1. Distinctness of yolk shadow outline.
2. Size and shape of yolk.
3. Defects and germ development. -26-



Distinctness of Yolk Shadow Outline

The distinctness of the yolk outline or sh9dow outline is governed by three factors:

(1) The thickness and consistency of the albumen. The thicker the albumen the less
distinct the outline appears, because the yolk is prevented from moving close to the shell.

(2) Condition of the yolk. This condition is determined by the presence of blemishes
that show up before the candling light as dark shadows in the yolk, or the absence of these
blemishes; and the presence or absence of an off-colored yolk appearance which shows as a
grayish or greenish shadow.

(3) Color of the yolk. It is difficult to determine the color of the yolk before the can-
dling light except off-color. However, extremes in yolk color may influence the candler's
judgment of the egg quality. An extremely deep-colored yolk, under some conditions, would
cast a darker shadow before the candling light fuan would a lighter yolk.

By ,.....)ncentrating on the yolk outline instead of the depth of the yolk shadow, therefore,
the grader will minimize the influence of yolk color on his quality determinations. The color
of the yolk and the firmness of the albumen are two interacting influences that affect the dis-
tinctness of the yolk shadow outline; therefore, a grader cannot be even reasonably certain
which is the more important factor in any specific case.

The principle of judging distinctness of the outline rather than the depth or darkness of
the shadow can be illustrated by holding a ball close to a wall so its shadow falls on the wall,
and then holding it a little farther away from the wall. At the greater distance, the outline
of the shadow is less distinct.

The terms used to define the four degrees of distinctness of yolk shadow outline in the
U. S. standards of quality for shell eggs are:

Outline slightly defined. A yolk outline that is indistinctly indicated and appears to
blend into the surrounding white as the egg is twirled (AA Quality),

Outline fairly well defined. A yolk outline that is discernible but not clearly outlined
as the egg is twirled (A Quality).

Outline well defined. A yolk outline that is quite definite and distinct as the egg is
hi/tried (B Quality).

Outline plainly visible. A yolk outline that is clearly visible as a dark shadow as the egg
is twirled (C Quality).

Size and Shape of Yolk

The yolk in a new-laid egg is round and firm. As the yolk ages it absorbs water from the
albumen which increases its size and causes it to stretch and weaken the vitelline membrane
and to assume a somewhat flattened shape on top and an "out-of-round" shape generally, re-
sembling a balloon partially filled witb water. Yolk size and shape are mentioned only in the
lower quality classifications for eggs--B and C--where these factors becOme apparent. The
terms used in the U. S. 'standards of quality for shell eggs to describe yolk size and shape are:

Slightly enlarged and slightly flattened. A yolk in which the yolk membranes and tissues
'have weakened somewhat causing it to appear slightly enlarged and slightly flattened
(B Quality).

Enlarged and flattened. A yolk in which the yolk membranes and tissues have weakened
and moisture has been absorbed from the white to such an extent that it appears definitely
enlarged and flat (C Quality). -27-



Defects and Germ Development

Relatively little is known about the exact causes of most yolk defects other than those
due to germ development. Sor...-.. of the causes which have been advanned are: Irregular de-
posits of light and dark yolk; blemishes from rubbing; and development of accumulations or
clusters of the fat and oil in droplets, The relative viscosity of the albumen has a direct
bearing on the accurate determination of defects on the yolk before the candling light. Un-
less yolk defects are very prominent, detection of them is difficult particularly when the
egg has a thick albumen. Germ development is visible before the candling light and can gen-
erally be detected as a circular dark area near the center of the yolk shadow. If blood is
visible, the egg must be rejected as inedible.

The terms used to doecribe yolk defects are;

Practically free from defects. A yolk that shows no germ development but may show
other very slight defects on its surface (AA and A Quality).

Definite but not serious defects. A yolk that may show definite spots or areas on its
surface but with only blight indications of germ development or other pronounced or
serious defects (B Quality).

Other serious defects. A yolk that shows well-developed spots or areas and other ser-
ious deflects, such as an olive yolk, which do not render the egg inedible (C Quality).
Clear; 7 visible germ development. Development of the germ spot on the yolk of a fertile

egg that has progressed to the point where it is plainly visible as a circular area or spot
with no blood in evidence (C Quality).

Blood due to germ development. Blood caused by development of the germ in a fertile
egg to a point where it is visible as definite lines or a blood ring. Such an egg is classi-
fied as inedible.

'..elite

Practically all new-laid eggs contain four layers of albumen--chalaziferous, inner thin,
thick, and outer thin. The appearance of tbe egg before tbe candling light is governed largely
by the relative proportions of tbe thick and outer thin layers of albumen. The white and yolk
are very closely associated and any discussion of either factor, of necessity, involves the
other. However, there are two important considerations about the white which are included
in standards of quality: Condition of viscosity and clarity.

Condition of the White

The condition of the white is determined in candling 1 y ti e intensity of the yolk shadow
and the freedom of movement of the yolk as the egg is tve :lee before the candling light. These
factors are related to the viscosity of the white. Thick whites permit only limited movement
of the yolk and an indistinct shadow results.

The reverse is true of thin whites which permit free movement of the yolk and a distinct
shadow results. The grader must judge from the behavior of the yolk, how the white will ap-
pear when the egg is broken out.

The following terms are descriptive of the white:.

Clear. A white that is free from discoloration or from any foreign bodies floating in it.
'Prominent chalazas should not be confused with foreign bodies such as spots or blood
clots (AA, A, B Quality).
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Ferri A white that is sufficiently thick or viscous to prevent the yolk outline from being
more than slightly defined or indistinctly indicated when the egg is twirled. With respect
to a broken-out egg, a firm white has a Haugh unit value of 72 or higher when measured
at a temperature between 45° and 60° F.

Reasonably firm. A white that is somewhat less thick or viscous than a firm white. A
reasonably firm white permits the yolk to approach the shell more closely which results
in a fairly well defined yolk outline when the egg is twirled. With respect to a broken-
out egg, a reasonably firm white has a Haugh unit value of 60 to 72 when measured at a
temperature between 45° and 60°F.

Slightly weak. A white that is lacking in thickness or viscosity to an extent that causes
the yolk outline to appear well defined when the egg is twirled. With respect to a broken-
out egg, a slightly weak white has a Haugh unit value of 31 to 60 when measured at a
temperature between 45° and 60° F.

Weak and watery. A white that is thin and generally lacking in viscosity. A weak and
watery white permits the yolk to approach the shell closely, thus causing the yolk outline
to appear plainly visible and dark wbqn the egg is twirled. With respect to a broken-out
egg, a weak and watery white has a Haugh unit value lower than 31 when measured at a
temperature between 45° and 60° F.

Blood clots and spots (not due to germ development). Blood clots or spots commonly
called meat spots may be found on the surface of the yolk or floating in the white. U
they are small (aggregating not more than 1/8 inch in diameter) the egg may be classed
as "C Quality." U larger, or showing diffusion of blood in the white surrounding them,
the egg shall be classified as loss.

Bloody white. An egg, the white of which has blood diffused through it. Such a condition
may be present in new-laid eggs. Eggs with bloody whites are classed as loss.

Inedibles

Inedible eggs are described in the U. S. standards to include black rots, white rots,
sour eggs, eggs with green whites, musty eggs, and moldy eggs. These types of inedible
eggs are usually caused by the growth of bacteria or mold on or in the egg. Other types of
inedible eggs are those showing blood rings, and those. containing embryo chicks (at or be-
yond the blood ring stage) which result from germ development in fertile eggs. Two addi-
tional types of inedible eggs are mixed rots and eggs with stuck yolks.

The freshly laid egg is usually free of bacteria on the inside and is well protected from
bacteria by the shell, shell membranes, and several chemical substances in the egg white.
U subjected to warm temperatures or moisture, or both, bacteria are able to penetrate the
egg and overcome the egg's defense. When bacteria grow inside the egg they may form
byproducts or cause the contents of the egg to decompose, or both. These conditions result
in the characteristic colors, appearance or odors from which the rots take their name.

StuclY.9.1 occurs when the yolk membrane becomes attached to the shell membrane. It
generally occurs in older eggs that have been left in a fixed position for a long time. When
the thick white becomes thin, the yolk floats close to the shell and becomes attached to the
shell membrane.

Before the candling light the yolk appears attached to the shell and snaps back to its at-
tached position when the twirling motion of the egg is stopped. U loosened from its position,
the yolk membrane usually breaks, permitting the yolk content to seep into the white. The
first stage of this condition is generally referred to as "seeping yolk"; later "mixed rot"
or "addled egg," -29-



Mixed rot (addled egg) occurs when the vitelline membrane of the yolk breaks and the
yolk mixes with the white, resulting in a murkinc 15 throughout the interior of the egg when
viewed before the candling light.

Sour egg is often difficult to detect by standard candling methods. Generally, eggs in
this conditicra show a weak white and murky shadow around an off-center swollen yolk. The
bacteria, causing sour egg, belong to a group named Pseudomonas. The organisms pro-
duce a material which fluoresces under ultraviolet light giving off a green sheen. The
adoption of ultraviolet light in candling (black light) has made the detection of this type of
loss easier .

Eggs with green whites, can be detected by experienced graders using the standard can-
dling light. This type of loss is caused by the Pseudomonas group of bacteria. Like sour
eggs, eggs with green whites will fluoresce under the ultraviolet light when broken out. Eggs
with green whites may or may not have a sour odor.

In early stages the white rot may be detected by the presence of threadlike shadows in
the thin white. In later stages the yolk appears severely blemished when viewed before the
candling light, and when broken shows a crusted appearance. The content frequently gives
off a fruity odor.

Musty eggs, frequently appear clear and free from foreign material when viewed before
the candling light and can generally be detected only by the characteristic musty odor eman-
ating from the egg. It might have been caused by exposure to musty odor in the case or in
nesting material. Another source of contamination may be the presence of this odor on the
shell itself from previous contamination.

It is said that certain bacteria that occasionally invade the egg give off this character-
istic odor also. Due to the fact that this type of loss is impossible to detect by visual ob-
servation, it is of utmost importance that the grader note the odor emanating from the case
and packing material immediately upon opening the case.

MolcyAge may be detected by observing mold spots on the shell or by mold growth in
checked areas of the shell, or by mold growths (the odor of mold or must may or may not be
present) inside of the egg itself when viewed before the candling light. The use of dirty water
for washing eggs and dirty processing oil cooler than the egg, and the storage .of the egg in
unusually high humidity encourage mold growth and mold penetration through the shell. Ad-
vanced stages of mold growth throughout the entire egg might have an appearance similar to
that of black rot.

Black rots are generally opaque (with the exception of the air cell) when viewed before
the candling light. When broken the content has a muddy brown appearance and gives off a
repulsive, putrid odor. The bacteria most frequently causing this type of loss belong to a
group named Proteus. However, when any rot is at an advanced stage, it may appear "black"
before the candling lamp.

Cooked eggs axe eggs which have been subjected to heat resulting in coagulation of the
contents. Cooked eggs, when held before the candling light may be identified by the pres-
ence of threadlike shadows in the albumen indicating a slightly cooked egg, or a dark, opaque
appearance indicating complete coagulation of the contents.

Blood riks and embryo chicks are caused by germ development, occurring in fertile
eggs held at incubation temperatures. At a rather early stage in incubation (after 24 hours)
the embryo develops a circulatory system. If at this stage the embryo dies the blood drains
to the outer edge of the germ disc, causing the blood ring. Before the candling light, it ap-
pears as a brilliant blood-red circle from one-eights to three-eights inch in diameter, de-
pending on the stage of development.
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If incubation temperatures are maintained for a longer period, the embryo chick is
formed by about the third day and eventually fills most of the egg. This can be observed
before the candling light as an actual outline of the embryo, in the early stages.

Form 13,

ECG GRADING CARD

Individual Shell EggsInterior Quality
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Soundness of Shell

The shell of an egg may be sound, checked or cracked, leakiag, or smashed.

Following are definitions of these shell factors:

A sound egg is one whose shell is unbroken.

Check. An individual egg that has a broken shell or crack in tie shell but with its shell
membranes intact and its contents do not leak.

Leaker. An individual egg that has a crack or break in the shell and shell rombranes
to the extent that the egg contents are exuding or free to exude through the shell. An egg
which has a portion of the shell missing (in excess of an area 1/4 inch square) is considered
a leaker even though the shell membrane is intact.

A smashed egg is one whose shell is crushed or shattered.

Leakers or smashed eggs are considered as loss in the USDA Regulations.

Checks may range from a very fine, hairlike check (blind check) that is discernible only
before the candling light or by "belling, " to plainly visible dented checks. "Blind checks"
are the most common and frequently the most difficult to detect in rapid candling. Such eggs
will not keep well or stand even moderately rough handling, hence they should be diverted to
immediate use.

"Belling!' is the practice of tapping two eggs together gently to assist in the detection of
"blind checks" by sound. Candlers follow this practice by candling the eggs in order to veri-
fy and complete the findings arrived at by sound.

Shell Cleanliness

Freedom from stains and foreigni material on the shell of eggs must be considered in
assigning a quality designation to an individual egg. The following terms are descriptive
of shell cleanliness:

Clean

A shell that is free from foreign material and from stains or discokrations that are
readily visible. An egg may be considered clean if it has only very small specks or stains,
if such specks or stains are not of sufficient number or intensity to detract from the gener-
ally clean appearance of the egg. Eggs that show traces of prow.osing oil on the shell are
considered clean unless otherwise soiled (AA and A Quality).

Slightly stained

A shell that is free from adhering dirt, but which has slight stains which do not appreci-
ably detract from the appearance of the egg. When the stain is localized, approximately 1/32
of the shell surface may be slightly stained, and when the slightly stained areas are scattered,
approximately 1/16 of the shell surface may be slightly stained (B Quality).

Eggs having more than 1/16 of the shell surface slightly stained may be classified as C
Quality.
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Moderate stains

A shell that is free from adhering dirt, but which has Mains of moderate degree covering
not more than 1/4 of the shell surface (C Quality).

The ahell, must be unbroken sod it hap adhering
dirt, promineststains, or nioderat stains covering
more than 1/4 of the &ell surface.

The drawing at left is *ended as sr guide and not
to be used as an actual measurement In grading.
Graders should learn to determine the area that con-
stitutesthese measurements and then judge eggs
-hexing soiled shells against this mental picture.

It is difficult to visualise the gathering together
of soiled areas and apply them against s scale. How-
ever, lithe grader keeps in mind that the total area
of a normal 2-ounoe egg is about 10 1/2 square Wheel
1/32 of the -shell surface of a 2-ounca egg would measure
*PProxlmatelY 3/8" x 3/8"; 1/16 would'measure about
13/16" a 13/16'.!; and 1/4 of the shell surface would
measure a little more than 1 1/2" x 1 1/2".

Shell ..olor

In giving consideration to shell color, it should be borne in mind that thiiifactor does
not affect the quality of the egg and for this reason it is not considered In the V:-S. stand-
ards of quality or grades.

For many years consumers in some areas of the country have preferred White eggs,
thinking, perhaps, that the quality is better than that of brown eggs, while coasumers in
other areas have preferred brown eggs, thinking that they have greater food value. These
minions do not have any basis in fact, but it is -recognized that brown eggs are more diffi-
molt to classify as to interior quality than are white eggs. It is also more difficult to detect
small blood spots in brawn eggs. Then,: tooi,ocnsumer preference is an important factor
in marketing.

In recognition of the shell color preference factor, consideration should be given to sep-
aration of eggs according to color in at least the two top qualities. In general, three packs
are necessary In this procedure: "Whites, " in which light cream-tinted to chalk white eggs
are packed together; "Browns, " in which dark cream and dark brown eggs are packed to-
gether; and "Mixed Colors, " in which unsegregated whites and browns are packed together.

Much can be said for the sales value through added eye appeal of a pack of eggs care-
fully grouped as to color. Furthermore, a carton or ease of eggs in which white and brown
eggs (even though of high quality) are mixed tends to give the impression to the uninitiated
that the lot is heterogeneous in other respects as well as color.

Grading Cards
The grading cards shown here are reproductions of those used In the national and state contests--

0g of the national on this page and that of the state on next page.
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This study guide is for student use in acquiring related technical
information on jigs and fixtures in high school, post-high school,
or apprenticeship machine trades technology programs. it was
developed by a statewide committee of teacher educators, state and
local supervisors, and instructors. Assignment sheets, based on the
textbook "Jig and Fixture Design," give the assignment objective,
textbook reference, and study questions. Some of the 29
assignment sheets are (1) Jig and Fixture Design, (2) Simple Drill
Template - Design Problem (3) Plate Type Drill Jigs with Clamping
Screws, (4) Straddle Milling Fixtures, (5) Angle Plate Tapping
Fixtures, and (6) Angle Plate Tapping Fixtures -- Problem. The
material is to be used by individual students in group or
individual instruction. The teacher should be a skilled tradesman,
and the students should be planning to enter or presently working in
a machine trades occupation. Supplementary materials include
foldout drawing paper for the design problems a list of study
techniques, and a student progress record. This document is
available for $1.23 from Ohio Trade and Industrial Education
Service instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio State
University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (HC)
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The mac.hine trades area constitutes a large portion of the Trade and Industrial Education programs
in the State of Ohio. The Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service as far back as 1949, under
the direction of John Dougbman, Consultant, Instructional Materials Laboratory, developed a series
of mimeographed units consisting of assignment sheets for the learner and units of instruction plans
for the instructor. The members of the committee who worked on this material included_ P. R.
Anderson, L. Ilorosage, R. H. Desgrange, C. A. Felker, L. R. Hillier, M. F. Hughes, C. B.
Hurst, W. C. Kelly, E. E. Kistler, H. B. Outman, and F. E. Stewart. These materials were used
effectively throughout the state and greatly facilitated the improvement of both manipulative and
related Instruction. Evaluating committees of machine trades instructors have been called upon
frequently to make concrete suggestions for the improvement of the materials.

Dwindle summer of 1954, a group of fourteen machine trades instructors, who represented a com-
plete coverage of the state, were assembled at the Instructional Materials Laboratory on the campus
of The Ohio State University, to make revisions and clatifications in light of the past five years'
evaluation. This special Machine Trades Instructional Materials Advisory Committee worked under
the direction of Carl J. Schaefer, then Instructional Materials Consultant, and consisted of E. A.
Bonsor, L. R. Hillier, H. James, Jr., G. H. Leffel, A. E. Judd, A. E. Moody, R. C. Neal, C. W.
Nichols, C. H. Rensch, A. L. Rader, T. J. Speier, G. R. Weiler, A. L. Rhodes and G. H. Schwarm.

It was the decision of this committee that Jigs and Fixtures should be a separate unit from Machine
Trades I and II Learner's Manual.

The actual writing of the Jigs and Fixtures Learner's Manual was done by C. L Sherrick, Machine
Trades Instructor, Lancaster, Ohio. Dr. G. L. Brandon, former Teacher Educator, Trade and In-
dustrial Education, The Ohio State University, worked with Mr. Shenick in giving directions in the
writing. W. L. Scott, Metal Trades Coordinator, TOledo, Ohio, helped in checking course content.

HaftbJ. Laney/11e, Supervisor, Tool Design, and Sheldon W. Cox, Special Courses Instructor, North
American Aviation, Columbus, Ohio, assisted by reviewing and suggesting improvements in
the course.

Special mention is also extended to the State-Wide Instructional Materials Committee for their guid-
ance in recommending that continued emphasis be directed towards this area of instructional mater-
ials development . This Committee was composed of Dr. G. L. Brandon, former Teacher Educator,
Trade and Industrial Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus; W. W. Chambers Supervist ,
Trade and Industrial Education> Lima: F. M. Dannenfelser, Principal, Macomber Vocational High
School, Toledo; 0. M. Gwinn, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Portsmouth; T. Johnson,
Assistant Executive Secretary, Ohio Manufacturers Association, Columbus; C. A. Meister, Super-
visor, Trade and Industrial Education, Ashtabula; G. G. McMahon, Coordinator, 'Dade and Indus-
trial Education, Massillon; C. D. Pierson, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Middletown;
Dr, R. M. Reese, former State Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Cllumbus; R. L. Wagner,
Educational Director, Ohio Federation of Labor, Columbus; and C. J. Schaefer, former Consultant,
Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial Education, Columbus.

Grateful acknowledgment for the development of this manual is extended to all the aforementioned
persons and to Merle E. Strong, Head of the Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial
Education Service, The Ohio State University.

ifi

Byrd R. Shoemaker, Supervisor
nada and Industrial Education Service
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Machine Trades 1

PART I CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:

Bench Work
Drilling Machine Work
Engine Lathe Work
Turret Lathe Work
Power Saw 'Work

Machine Trades H

PART 11 CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:

Shaper Work
Milling Machine Work
Planer Work
Grinder Work
Heat Treating
Gears and Gearing

The above Machine Trades Learner's Manuals are
available from the Ohio Trade and Industrial Educa-
tion, Instructional Materials Laboratory.
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This ae:mers manual is primarily intended for students who have had previous machine
shop training and possess an understanding of tools, and a reasonable amount of skill in
mechanical drawing.

A word about the textbook used The text upon which this manual is based, &and Fix-,
tune Desigi..",, is divided into three sections, Volume I contains the Introductory Section,
which consists of the principles and practices common to all branches of jig my Fiume
design. included aleo in Volume I are five cerr...letA, instructional units, which consist of
three parts; Basic Principles Series, Demonstration Series, and an Assignment Series.

Basic Principles Series - provides general information about the
use, the construction, and the features of design which form a
Lass for using basic principles in a typical tooling problem.

Demonstration Series - explains how the basic principles of
deign are applied to a tooling problem by the we of engineer-
ing or part drawing. production plan, and tool dimIngs.

Assignment Series - provides the student with an assignment in
asign and furnishes the d'recaons for the student to follow in
devei a Jig or Fixture needed for the manufacture of a
specified part.

Volume II Supplementary Section includes six appendices of related technical information;
Suggestions for the tool designer; Steels common to tool construction; Heat Treatment of
Steels used in Tool Construction; Drill Jig Bushings; Component Parts of Jig and Fixtures,
and Tolerances and Allowances. These appendices should be referred to as often as the
text gives reference co them and when the student works out the design assignment.

Volume 11 includes five folders which contain all of the part drawings, production plans,
and t al drawings which are discussed t the basic principle and demonstration series and
are put to use by the student in the assignment series.

MAKING USE OF THIS LEARNER'S MANUAL - By making use of the text and this
learner's manual you, as ',he instructor, should be able to present the best possible group
or individual instruction. The assignment sheets themselves (as fc nd in this manual)
should be used as the basis for preparing your group instruction lesson plans. ?or indi-
vidual insruction, this, of course, is not necessary and each learner inerely proceeds in
the learner's manual at his own rate of speed.

By making proper use of this material, tl._e class will have a challenging experience which
will not only develop ingenuity and resourcefulness, but be as self teaching as possible.

1. Lid Fixture Desip, 1947, Delmar Publishers, Albany i, New York.
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This rtmnue contains a series of assignment sheets to assist you in the mastery of the
related knowledge or theoretical part of your training. These assignments have been
written to make your class work as individual and self-teaching as possible.

To accomplish individual instruction, you as a member of the class must assume the
responsibility of completing each s d every assignment to the best of your ability. To
do careless work or to skip material will result in your own shortcomings and possible
failure. In zealitY, how much you get out of this course will depend on how much you are
willing to put into it.

HOW TO SWDY:

Proper study techniques have to be practiced. Study can otherwise become a time con-
suming task with very little results. It is, therefore, suggested that the following pro-
cedure be practiced when studying the assignments in the manual:

fs Read the entire assignment sheet. Pay particular attention to the
questions for which you must find the .tswers.

Secure a copy of the text which is called for under the assignment.
Rood the required pages.

SP. While reading, concentrate on the material, refer to the pictures
and diagrams, and attempt to grasp the meaning of definitions
and terms.

SP. Lay the text aside and answer as many of the assignment questions
as you can. Write legibly, and keep your drawings and assignment
sheets neat. Take your time.

Refer to the text if you cannot answer all the questions.

SP. Never copy answers directly from the text itself, but write the
answers in your own words. Such a procedure will be of great help
to you in mastering this material.

If there is information that you do not understand, do not hesitate
b ask your instructor for help.

Hand in your assignment sheet for checking.

When your assignment sheet is returned, check it over for errors,
and make sure you understand all corrections.

Your success or failure in this course depends vainly upon your ability to study; therefore,
the preceding steps should be followed and practiced to the best of your ability.

4 ,
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WOKK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

°

Objective: To study the purpose of tool design and how quantity of the product affects
the advantages in the use of jigs and fixtures.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 1-10.

%2stions: 1. a. What is the general purpose of tool design?

b. Name at least five specific purposes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2. Name some advantages of using specially designed tools.
a.
b.
c.

3. Name etane advantages of using jigs and fixtures.
a.
b.
a.
d.
e.

4. What is die ptupose of a jig?

5. What is the purpose of a fixture?
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

6. Name the two classes of jigs.
a.
b.

7. Name two general types of drill jigs and how each are used.
a.

b.

8. What are index or rotary jigs used far?

9. When a number of different operations are to be performed, what kind of a jig
do we use?

10. For what purpose is a boring jig used?

2



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study the design of jigs and fixtures, the efficiency and economy elements
of design, and why the characteristics which govern jig design should be taken
into consideration.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 11-18, Appendix D, p.239,
Appendix E, pp. 247-257, 276-298.

Questions: I. Name three major factors involved in the design of jigs and fixtures.
a.

e

,+-.0r -

b.

c.

2. Of the three major factors which one governs the other two?
State briefly why.

3. In designing a jig or fixture, why is efficiency so important?

4. What determines the design of a jig or fixture in regards to its accuracy?
a.

b.

c.

d.

/*



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet 412

5. Why is the cost important in determining the design of a jig or fixture?

6. In designing a jig or fixture why should one always consider standard Porta and
stock parts first?

7. What is the function of drill jig bushings?

8. Name thr3e classifications of drill bushings and briefly state how each is used.

a.
b.
c.

9. Name two types of press fit bushings. Which is used more widely?

a.

b.

c.

10. Name two classes of renewable bushings.

a.

b.

11. Why is the inside corner at the top of a plain bushing ground to a radius?

12. Why must slip bushings be held down during machining operation?

4



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment &est #2

13. Briefly state why work must be properly located.

14. Name at least four types of internal locating devices and briefly state how
each is used.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

15. Name five types of externa1 locating devices and briefly state bow each is
used.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

16. In designing a clamping device for a jig or fixture there axe three major
considerations that govern selection. Name the three.

a.

b.

c.

17. Name at least ten different types of clamping devices and briefly state how
each is used.

a.

b.

c.

5



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #2

d.

e.

I.

g.

h.

i.

is

18. Of the ten eiroxping de-ices listed alvve wbich five are the most vtandazd?

19_ HOW are jigs suppztrwd?

6



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #3 Name Date Gracie

k_ve: To learn how to etiercise and develop ingenuity and inventiveness in
planning and designing jigs and fixtures.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, jig and Fixture Design! pp. 18-34.

riLtions: 1. What are the three major steps the designer should follow?

a.

b.

c.

2. State briefi, what analysis of the part means.

3. In the planning of a drill jig, what must one do before starting
to build the jig?

4. In developing the design of a drill jig, what are the seven factors
that should be remembered?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

w
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #3

5. Why is the positioning of the work piece in the jig so important?

6. What determines the position of the drill bushings?

7. Why should the location of the work piece be considered?

8. In Figure 3; page 21, what are the names of the two locators used on this jig?

9. What determines the design of the body?

10. Briefly state the procedure in developing the design of a fixture.

a.

b.

c.

d.

8



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK.

Aseisament Sheet #3

U. In what way does a Jig differ from a fixture in clamping arrangement?

12. Why should one check the design of the fixture for clearance?

9



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name

Objective:

Assignment:

Questions:

Date

To study different types of tool drawings, their dimensioning, notes and
a description of drafting practices used on tool drawings.

Delmar Publishers, jig and Fixture Design, pp. 35-46, Appendix F, p. 316.

1. What is the purpose of a tool drawing?

2. Name five types of tool drawings and briefly state what each does:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

3. Which one of the five types is most used?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #4

4. What is the make-up of a standard tool draw.'ug?

a.
b.
C.

d.

S. What is found on the title form?

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.
f.
8
h.

6. What should nne look for on a chine record?

7. What does the =aerial list cottain?

8. What is meant by each company having their own standard notations?

9. When are hidden'' -,313 omitted?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #4

10. Briefly state wily dimensioning is important on drawings.

11. What has tolerances to do with accuracy of the part?

12. What do the following signs indicate on a drawing:

a. ± .000

b "

c: t 1/2 0

12. How is the size vg the drill bushing determined?

14. Define the following finish marks F.:V.; and tit.

IS. On castings how much stock is allowed for finishing?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #4

16. Define each of the following:

a. Engineering or Part Drawing -

b. The Production Plan -

c. Tool Drawing -

14



To learn the description; purpose and use; features of design and some
advantages and disadvantages of drill templates.

6. What are some of the factors that determine the kind of drill template
to be used?

a.
b.
c.
d.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #5

7. Briefly state some ..1 the advantages and disadvanta:-,s In using a drill template.

ai.A.,.... oi... daft%

16



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name Date

Objective: To study the pmcedures in designing T-21462 drill jig.

signment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 53-67, Appendix D, p.239,
Production Plan Part * 11347, Tool Drawing T-21462, Part Drawing 11347.

TO THE LEARNER:
In studying this chapter have the above three sheets in front of you. Look
over each sheet so you will become familiar with each step.

Questions: 1. Briefly state how each step was planned for drill template T-21462
for Part 11347.

a.

b.

c.

e.

2. What are the diameters of the two holes to be drilled?

3. What is the center to center distance of these holes?

4. Why did they select the "headless" bushing to be used on this jig?



liGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #6

5. Which Part of the drill Jig will the nest be in?

6. Which part will be called the recess?

7. How does one figure what the diameter of the nesting recess will be?
a.
b.
c.
d,

8. How does the bushing wear effect the nesting diameter?

9. Why does the position of the holes affect the nesting diameter?

10. Briefly state the conclusions that are found in determining the nest
diameter.

11. What three factors determine the loading and unloading of the part?
a.
b.
c.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #6

12. How is the thickness of the top plate figured?

13. For what purpose Is the hale drilled in the center?

a.

b.

19



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date

Objective: To design a drill jig for Part Drawing 11348.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, jig and Fixture Design, pp. 67-68, Part Drawing 11348,
Production Plan 11348.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read the above pages before starting to design T-21464.

You are to design a drill jig for Part #11348. Use T-21462 as a sample
to follow.

Grade

After sketching design for Part #11348, check with the instructor before
putting it on the attached drawing paper. Use the remainder and back of
this sheet to make rough sketches.

-94
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment sheet 58 Name

Objective:

Assignment:

Questio..

Late Grade

To learn how simple angle plate milling fixtures are used; what set blocks
are for; and advantages and disadvantages of angle plate fixtures.

Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 69-73.

1. In what ways can you hold work on a milling machine to be milled?

2. For what purposes s angle plate milling fixtures used?

3. Name two reasons why steel is better than cast iron for angle plate
fixtures.

a.

b.

4. How are milling fixtures aligned oy it mill?

5. What governs the r-thod of locating the work piece in the fixture?

23
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JIGS AP'') 17):XTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #8

6. Briefly explain what a "set nlock" is.

7. How is this used to set the cuter?

S. In Figures 13 and 14 of your text, what are the names of the quick clamping
devices used?

9. As a disadvantage of an angle plate milling fixture, what is meant by "still
retain rigidity"?

24
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet *9 Name Due

&

Objective: To learn how T- 21463 we: designed and developers to meet the need el
Part * 11347.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 74-82. Appeudix E,
pp. 288 -295, Tool Drawing T-21463, Parr Drawing 11347.

Questions: 1. Briefly explain how the fixture for T-21463 was planned.
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

2. How many pins are used to locate the work on the fixture?

3. What is the diameter of the pins used on this fixture?

4. How much do .hey allow for clearance?

5. Briefly explain what is meant by "pins must be concentric"?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #9

6. What is this kind of clamp called?

7. Where are the set blocks located on fixture?

What is cite isaeon for the use of the feeler gage?

9. What ie the common tolerance for toolmakers?

10. In what direction should the cutter run newt the work?

11. How should one select the arbor to be used?

12. Htw much clearance should there be between arbor and fixture?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Date

0 &119: To design a milling fixture for Part Drawing #11348.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, &and Fixture Design", pp. 82-84.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read the above pages before starting to desiga fixture T-21465. Have rough
sketch checked by instructor before proceeding. Use the remainder and back
of this sheet to make rough sketches-

2
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Objective: To study the difference between plate type and the template type drill
jig, and how the plate type was used for Part Drawing #11349.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 85-96, Appendix C, p. 229,
Drill Jig Tool #21466, 2 of 2 sheets, Part *11349. Production Plan #11349.

2. What is the purpose of using a plate type jig?

4. Cif what parts doer drill jig T- 21466 consist?

;frt/.1:,



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet *11

5. How does this jig load and unload?

6. What kind of bushings were used on this jig?

7. What kind of steel is used for the stops?

8. How is the length of this jig determined?

9. How is the thickness determinedr

IQ. Whatprovisions are provided for clearance for the drill and chips?

11. What part of the drill jig is relieved to reduce the area which might rest on
chips and cause work to be tilted?

30



Read pages 97-98, compare Part Drawing 11350 with Parr Drawing 11349
and notice similarities and differences. Use Tool Drawing T-21466 as
a basis for the design. Use the remainder and back of this sheet to make
rough sketches.
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #13 Name Date Grade

,Oblective: To study how the milling machine vise can be adapted for use as a fixture;
and how Tool #21467 was designed for this purpose.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 99-111, Part #11349,
Production Plan 11349, Tool #T- 21467.

Questions: 1. Name three quick clamping vises used on milling machines.
a.
b.
c.

2. What is the purpose of special jaws in a milling machine vise?

3. Briefly state some of the features of design when using the special jaws.
a.

b.

c.

4. The rotation of the cutter should be against what jaw?

5. What are the five features zsed in designing T- 21467?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #13

6. In using a vise for a fixture, on what jaw should the work be located?

7. What part will the work piece set on?

8. For what purposes is the undercutting of the pad?
a.

b.

9. Why is an equalized stud used?

10. How should the cutters be set for this design?

b.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Meet #14 Name Date Grade

Objective: To have student design and Inditi a vise Jaw milling fixture for Part #11350.

Assignment: De/mar Publishers, it and Fixture Design, pp. 112-114.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read over the production plan and study the part drawing . Then design a
vise fixture for Part #11350. Use the mu:Wider and back of this sheet
to make rough sketches.
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15

Objective: To study plate type di jigs with pressure against the clamps; jig legs;
type of bushings commonly used and the advantages and disadvantages of
the leg type plate jig.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Is and Fixture Design, pp. 115-118, Part Drawing
11351, Appet.iix D, p. 239, Tool Drawing T-21469, Appendix E, p. 257,
Production Plan Appendix E, p. 282.

Questions: 1. How are the workpieces held in the drill template and plate jig?

;

2. Give two reasor, , why the workpieces were not firmly clamped to the
plate?

a.

3. What factors are used in determining selection of this kind of jig?
a.
b.

4. In Figure 1, the pressure of the drill is against what part?

5. In Figure 2, the pressure of the drill is against what part?

6. In Figure 2, what kind of bushings are used on this plate jig with legs?

7. In Figure 2, why do the legs extend out on both sides of the plate jig?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #15

8. Briefly explain the purpose of plate jigs.

9. Briefly explain the features of design for plate jigs.
a.

b.

C..

4.

10. What axe the three types of jig lezce used?
a.

b.

c.

11. Briefly state the advantages and disadvantages of plate jigs with legs.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #16 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study the leg type plate jig, method of locating, using adjusitable stops,
centralizing devices, and leatures of design in three point clamping as used
in design Part Drawing, #11351.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, kand Fixture Design, pp. 119-130, Tool Drawings
T- 21469, Appendix D, p. 239, Production Plan 11351, Appendix E,
p. 266, Part Drawing #11351.

gueotions 1. Name the four operations to be performed with this jig.
a.
b,
c.
d.

1 The drill jig consists of how many parts? Name these.

a.

b.

3. Name the eleven features of desigl introduced in this unit.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

$
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #16

4. Briefly state how the design was planned.

5. Of what kind of material is the workpiece made?

6. Briefly explain the following: liner hushing, renewable businAgs, and locking
screw.

Renewable bushings -

Liner bushing -

Lock screws -

7. How are the holes to be finished in the jig?

8. Where is the locking screw located?

9. In Figure 5 of your text which of the three locating devices are used?

10. Briefly explain what is meant by locating on three points .

40



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #16

11. Briefly explain what a "centralizer" is.

12. Explain how the V block works on this jig.

13. Why is there clearance ground on the '3 degree part of the V block?

14. How is the height of the V block determined?

15. Briefly explain the factors to be taken into consideration in using jigs
in tool desig .1.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

16. Briefly explain the clamping arrangement used.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #16

17. Briefly explain how the body of the jil was designed.
a.

b.

c.

18. What is meant by "base live dimensionings"?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Asvignment E et #17 Na!e Late Grade

Objective: To design a drill jig for Part #11352.

i2siliant: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 131-132.

TO THE LEARNER:

You are now going from the simple jig and fixture design to a more detailed
and complex design.

It will be to your advantage to re-read pages 115 to 130 as well as
studying the prints before trying to design drill JP; T-21470. Use
the remainder and back of this sheet to make rough sketches.
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #18 Name Date Grade

Objective: To learn how Co design a straddle milling fixture; its purpose; the use of
set blocks; cutters and arbor clearance; sad some types of work that can
be straddle milled.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Desftn, pp. 133-137.

NOTE: Refer to page 183 for size of milling collars and arbors.

Questions: L. Define straddle milling.

2. Why should the base plate of the holding devices for a part re-
quiring a straddle milling operation include locators and clamps?

3. Why should a milling fixture have keys or tongues set into the bottom?

4. Briefly explain what a simple straddle ro4"4.1 --lure is.

5. What are work-gaging blocks used for?



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #18

6. Why is it sometimes necessary to provide an enlarged or elongated
hole in the clamps?

7. What are the features of design that must be considered when straddle
milling?

8. How should the thrust of the cutters in straddle milling be exerted?

9. Briefly explain the features of design in straddle milling fixture bodies.
a.

b.

10. How accurate is the operation of straddle milling?

46
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #19 Name Date Grade

Objective: To study how a milling fixture was designed for Part #11353; features of
design used; and the design features that were i'.aken into consideration
for the straddle milling operation.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, i and Fixture Desi , pp. 138-144, Production Plan
Part # 1i353, Alternate Production Plan #11353, Tool Drawing T-21471,
Part Drawing 11353.

Questions: 1. What are the seven features of design used on this fixture?
a.
b.

d.
e.
f.
g.

2. How is the workpiece located on the mining fixture?

3. How is the step block used in this case?
a.

b.

4. Briefly explain how the cutters are to be set.

5. Briefly explain the clamping arrangement used on this milling fixture.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

Assignment Sheet #19

6. How is the accuracy of the milling checked?

7. Why should the work be checked frequently?
a.

b.

c.

d.

8. Of what parts does the fixture body consist?

48



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #20 Name

4'

Date Grade

Objective: To design a milling fixture for Part #11354.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 145-146.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read pages 145-146. Compare Part drawing 11354 with Part drawing
11353, notice similarities and differences. Sketch work on paper
using the procedures explained in Chapter 5, pages 29 to 34, as
an aid in remembering the factors which must be considered in de-
signing fixtures. Use the remainder and back of this sheet to make
rough sketches.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #21 Name Date Grade

beat

Objective: To study about channel type jigs; their purpose and use; construction;
features of design and, advantages ana disadvantages.

&Lir:meat: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 146-150.

mite -dons: 1. Briefly explain how the leg type drill jig differs from the channel
type drill jig.

2. How may some parts be adapted to channel type jigs?

3. What is the purpose of channel type jigs?

4. Briefly explain the features of design for channel jigs.
a.

b.

c.

5. What are some of the factors to be considered when contemplating using
channel type jigs?

a.

b.

c.
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\ s signment STivet it? i

6. Briefly explain the advantage and disadvantage of this type ig.
a. Advantages are -

b. Disadvantages are -

7. How era' channel type jig bodies be constructed?
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Objective: To study the procedure in designing a channel type drill jig for T-21472,
and the features and factors of design taken into consideration for Part
# 11353.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design. pp. 151-158, Production Plan
Part #11353, Tool Drawing T-21472, Part Drawing 11353.

Questions: 1.. Of what parts does the drill jig consist?
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Assipraent Sheet #22

4. Briefly explain how the design was planned from Part #11353.

5. How many different kinds of bushings are used on this Jig?
a.
b.
C,
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

6. Briefly state how the workpiece is located in the Jig.

7. What keeps the workplace centered in the Jig?

8. The body of the Jig is composed of what parts?
a,
b.
C.
d.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGI
Assignment Sheet #23 Name ante_ Grade

Objective: To design a drill jig for T-21475, 'Part #11354 using T-21472 as a sample.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, 14juid Fixture Desie, pp. 159-160.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read pages 159-160 first, keep in mind the hints and suggestions the
book has to offer, then proceed to sketch a tentative design of your own.
Use the remainder and back of this sheet to make rough sketches.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #24 Name Date Grader--,

014ective: To learn how an angle plate fixture can be designed for tapping and counter-
iinieing; and how it can be adapted for use in designing T-21473 for Part
drawing #11353.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 161-169, Production Plan
Part #:-353, Tool Drawing T-21473, Part Drawing 11353.

Questions; 1. What is the purpose of a.;igie plate tapping or countersinking?

2. Briefly explain the features of design for this type fixture.
a.

b.

c.

3. What factors determine the use of anengle plate tapping fixture?
a.

b.

4. Briefly state the advantages and disadvantages of the angle plate
tapping fixture.

a. Advantages are -

b. Disadvantages are -

5. What are the features of design used in desiping tool drawing T-21473?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #25 Name Date Grade

Objective: To design a tapping fixture T-21476 for Part #11354.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Viand Fixture Desi la, pp. 170-172.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read pages 170-.172, using the hints and suggestions offered along
with your ideas in making up a design for Part #11354. Use the
remainder and back of this sheet to make rough sketches.
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #26 Name . Date

b active: fo learn about a milling fixture that can be held in a vise for light duty
work; and how milling fixture T-21477 was designed for Part #11355.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 173-181, Tool Drawing
T-21477, Production Plan Part #11355, Part Drawing 11355.

Questions: 1. Why does a fixture of this type often cost less to build?

2. How can vibration and chattering be kept to a minimum?

3. What is the purpose of a vise-held milling fixture?

4. Briefly state the advantages and disadvantages in using this type
fixture.

a. Advantages are -

b. D4sadvantages -

5. Briefly state the features of design used in vise-held milling fixtures.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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Assignment Sheet #26

E. Briefly explain how the design was planned for this type fixture.

7. How is the workpiece located in the fixture? What holds the part in
place so the key slot won't vary?

a.

b.

8. What type of clamp was designed to meet the need in this particular
woripiece?

9. What factors are taken into consideration when the strap clamp is
designed?

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

10. Briefly explain how the cutter is set.



JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #27 Name Date

Objective: 1b design a milling fixture T-21479 for Part #11356 which is held in a
milling mac!!te vise.

Assignment: Dehnar Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 182-183.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read pages 182-183. Notice the similarities and differences. Using
the hints and suggestions offered and your own ideas, design a fixture
for Part *11353. Use the remainder and back of this sheet to make
rough sketches.
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JIGS AND FIXTURE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #28 Name Grade

Objective: To learn the uses of combination drill and assembly jigs; their features
of design; and the advantages and disadvantages of this type jig. To learn
how this jig (T-21478) was designed for Part #11355.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 184-198. Part Drawing
11355, Production Plan Part #11355, Part Drawing 11355A, Production
Plan Part #11355A, Tool Drawing T-21478.

Questions: 1. For what other operations are drill jigs used besides locating and holding
workplecea while holes are drilled?

2. Briefly state the purpose of this type jig.

3. Briefly explain the features of design for combined drill and assembly
jigs.

a.
b.
c.

4. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of thir, jig.

- Advantages:

Disadvantages:

-

dy)4
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Assignment Sheet #28

S. What type of drill jig is T-21478 ?

6. Briefly state the features of design for this jig.
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.
f.
g.
h.
i.
1.
k.

7. Briefly explain how the design was planned for Part # 11355

8. Explain how the workpiece is clamped.

9. Briefly state how the clamping arrangement was designed for this jig.

10. For what is the driving punch used?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #29 Name Date Grade

.Objective: To design a combination drill and assembly jig for Part #11356.

Assignment: Delmar Publishers, Jig and Fixture Design, pp. 199-200. Production
Plan Part #11356, Production Plan Part #11356A, Part Drawing 11356,
Part Drawing 11356A.

TO THE LEARNER:

Read pages 199-200, and review the last chapters. Refer to Tool
Drawing T-21478 when help is needed in designingdrill jig T- 21480.
Use the remainder and back of this sheet to make rough sketches.
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The machine trades area constitutes a large portion of the Trade and Industrial Education programs
in the State of Ohio. The INhio Trade and Industrial Education Service as far back as 1949, under
the direction of John Doughman, Consultant, Instructional Materials Laboratory, developed a series
of mimeographed units consisting of assignment sheets for the learner and units of instruction plans
for the Instructor. The members of the committee who worked on this matelai included, P. R.
Anderson, L.korosage, R. H. Desgrange. C. A. Felker, L. R. Hillier, M. 7 Hughes, C. B.
Hurst, W. C. Kelly. E. B. Kistler, H. B. Oatman, and F. E. Stewart. These materials were used
effectively throantout the state and greatly facilitated the improvement of both manipulative and
related Instruction. Evaluating committees of machine trades instructors have been e;11ed upon
frequently to make concrete suggestions for the improvement of the materials.

During the summer of 1954, a group of fourteen machine trades instructors, who represented a
complete coverage of the state, were assernitecl at the instructional Materials Laboratory on the
campus of The Ohio State University, to make revisions and elarificeUons in light of the past five
years evaluation. This special Mt dthie Trades Instructional Materials Advisory Committee work-
ed under the direction of Carl J. Schaefer, then lamractlonal Material:: C:onstdtant and consisted of
E. A. Bonsor, L. R. Hillier, H. James, Jr., G. H. Leffel, R. E. Judd. A. E. Moody, R. C. Neal,
C. W. Nichols, C. H. Rensch, A. L. Rader, T. J. Saeier, G. R. Weiler, A. L. Rhodes and
G. H. Schwarm.

During the summer of 1955, three machine trades instractors, L. R. Wilier, R. A. Miller and
C. H. Bausch spent one week each work :lag with Merle Strong, Instructional Mateilala Consultant,
to complete the writing of the materiale.

Special menthe...Ina also extended to the State -Wide inetr:.ctional Materials Cemmittee for their
guidance in reeommerding that continued emphasis be directed rewards this area of instructienal
materials development. This Committee was composed of Dr. G. L. Brandon, former Teacher
Educator. Trade and Industrial Education, The Ohio State tkiveraity, Columbus; W. W. Chaaibers,
Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Education, Lime; F . M. Daneenfolmne Priacipsi, Macomber
Vocational High School, Toledo; O. M. Gwinn, Super vino:. Trade and Indestrial Fatication, Ports-
mouth; T. Johnson, Assistant Executive Secretary. Ohio Manufacturers Association, Columbus;
C . A. Meister, Supervisor Trade and Industrial Education, Aslazirala; G. G. McMahon, Coordi-
nator, Trade and Industrial Education, Massillon; C. D. Remo; Stieervieor, Trade and indus-
trial Education, Middletown; Dr. R. M. Reese, former State Supervisor; Trade and Industrial
Education. Columbus; R. L. Wagner, Educational Director. Ohio Federation of Labor, Columbus;
and C . J. Schaefer. former Consultant, Instruetional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Industrial
Education, Coltanbus.

The following matufacturers supplied pictures and other valuable information used in this publica-
tion: Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Company, Providenc. , Rhode Island; The L. S. Starrett Company,
Athol, Massachusetts; The Hisey-Wolf Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio; The Warner and Swasey Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio; The National Twist Drill and Tool Company, Rochester, Michigan; South Bend
Lathe Works, South Bend, Indiana; Shell Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio; The Lufkin Rule Company, Sagi-
naw, Michigan; The Bullard Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut; Racine Hydraulics and Machinery, Inc.,
Racine, Wisconsin; Thor Power Tool Company, Aurora, Illinois; Capital Sales Company, Incorporated,
Columbus, Ohio.

Grateful acknowledgment for the development of this manuel is extended to all the aforementioned per-
sons and to Merle E. Strong, United States Office of Education.

Harty F. Davis, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Service
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The Machine Trades I and II Learner's Manuals have been designed to assist you, the instructor, with
the teaching of the related technical knowledge for the machine trade.

The Learner's Manual will be of assistance when using group instruction methods. It will be of even
greater value when using individual instruction procedures A comprehensive objectiv' -review, or test,
follows each unit to provide a "check" on individual progress and ability.

in general, the course is based on the first three assigned texts listed. Any one of these three will
answer most of the questions. However, hick of information on some units in the assigned texts made
it necessary to write related information for some assignments and to add additional assigned texts in
a few cases. It is suggested that copies of the assigned texts, which are in addition to any one of the
three assigned texts, along with the books listed as additional references be made a part of the class
library.

Neatness as well as accuracy should be stressed throughout the related course. The progress chart in
the back of the manual will aid in keeping an accurate record of each student's progress.

ASSIGNED TEXTS

Burghardt, H.D., Axelrod, A., and Anderson, James, Machine Tool Operation, Part i and H,
New York: McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1959.

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, Milwaukee, Wisconsin: The Bruce Publishing
Company, 1952.

Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C.H., Lascoe, 0.D., Machine Operations and Setups, Chice;A
American Technical Society, 1954.

Nicholson, Fred., Shop Theory, 4th Ed., Nov York: McGraw-Hill, 1955.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

Jones, F.G., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. i and Vol. 11, New York: The Industrial
Press.

Sfqde, S., and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and Vocational Schools, New York: John
Wiley and Sons.

Felker, C.A., Shop Mathematics, Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Bruce Publishing Company.

Williams, W.A., Accident Prevention Manual for Shop Teachers, Chicago: American
Technical Society, 1963.

Oberg, E., and Jones, F.D., Machinery's Handbook, New York: The Industrial Press.
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Colvin, F.H., &'d Stanley, F.A., American Mpchitalts' H tndbook, New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company.

Baker, Warren and Kozacka, Joseph S., Carbide Cuttialaols, Chicago, Illinois: American.
Technical Society, 1949.

Wilkie brothers Foundation, Fundamentals of Band Machining, Albany, New York: Delmar
Publishing Company.

Cleveland Twist Drill Compcny, Use and Care of Twist Drills, Cleveland, Ohio.

Cleveland twist Drill Company, Use and Care of Reamers, Cleveland, Ohio.

The Warner and Swasey Company, How To Get The Most Out of Your arret Lathe,

Cleveland, Ohio.
and

The Warner and Swasey Company, Production Kandbook for Turret Lath...s, Cleveland, Ohio.

Selected Commercial Citalogs.
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This manual contains a series of assignment sheets designed to assist you in the
mastery of the related technical knowledge for the machine trade. ',tech assign-
ment sheet has been written to provide you with a study guide to the most import-
ant and essential infonration. In general, the course is based on the first three
,ssigned texts listed. Any one of these three will answer most of the questions.
However, lack Vi ir_frirmation on some units in the assigned texts made it necessary
to write r Aated information for some assignments and to add additional assigned
texts in a few cases. Books listed as additional references will give supplemental
information.

How to Study - Preper snxiy techniques have to be practiced in order to get the
most kern ally c mrse Study can otherwise become a time-consuming task with
very little rrfs,_,:ti 6-uggcsted, therefore: that the followmg procedures be prac-
ticed when corrlAeti_nE, tae assignments in this manual:

Read he entire assignment sheet and get clearly in mind wn-t
taformation is needed to answer the questions.

Ili- Next, tilt assigned reading in the textbook should be studied.

1r Lay lie textbook aside and answer as many of the assignment
questions as you can. Write legibly, keep your sheets neat,
and pay particular attention tc the drawings and diagrams.
Do =tot lull,.

Refer baci- to the text if you cannot answer all of the questions.

1 Never copy answers directly from the text itself, but write the
auFwerE your own words.

10. Any potits feat are not fully understood should be reviewed again
or Irougkt t.. fo5 discussion at the next class meeting.

orp -eferences to give a broader depth to
;,:tedge 'if the subject.

Your success= or n_ast2.,17 of fi,is material depends greatly upon your
Pbility to study tierefile, ats. steps should be followed and practiced to the
best of your chili





BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade

LAYOUT AND SCRIBING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with how to lay-out by marking or scribing
center points, circles, arcs or straight lines upon meta~ surfaces,
either curved or flat, for the guidance of the worker.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 147-160,

or

Porter, H.W. , Law she, C. H. and Lascoe, O.D. ,
Machine Shoa Operations and Setups. pp. 77-79

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A.. American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Niche -ion, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, 'pp. 3, 32-39

Related Information:

It is accepted practice in layout to coat or cover a metal surface of a work-
piece with prussian blue, blue vitro! or whiting. This is done before laying
out or scribing lines to be followed while working on the part. The choice
of coating is determined largely by the kind of iiictal <and the condition of its
surface. As an example, whiting is used for castiron or rough surfaces.
Metal coating compounds can be purchased commercially. The surface to
be coated must be free of grease so that the applied coating will adhere.

Surface Plates are an important part of the layout equipment in the shop.
They must be protected from surface scars, rust or any clE . ;e to the
surface. It is best to keep them oiled and covered with a wooden cover
when not in use.

Questions: 1. Name eight tools used for laying out and scribing lines.

2. What type steel i.s used in making a scriber?

3. What part of the scriber should be hardened?

4. Why are some scribers bent on one end?

3



BENCH WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

To what angle it the point of a center punch ground?

14. Explain the setting and use of dividers as a layout tool.

15, Explain thy. use of hermaphrodite calipers for layout work.

12. What instrument s used to layout angular lines?

16. Explain the value of a good surface plate.

17. Where are Vee blocks used for layout work?

18, Describe three methods used to center round

10. How do you blue a steel surface by the heat-treat method?

11. Why should the surface be free from grease before coating is applied?

7. Why are double lines useless for accurate work?

8. Name two kinds of mixtures which will produce a white coating?

;lowow do you make a copper sulphate solution for surfaces that have

6. Why is it necessary to coat the surface 4.2 :natal before laying ou lines?

A prick punch?

been machined?

a. Of what kind of material is a surface plate made?

b. How is the top of a surface plate finished?

c, How may the working surface of a layout surface plate be protected?

stock, Name tools used.

4

5. Should a scriber always have a sharp point?
Give reason.

ry



BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name

JIG BUTTONS

Date Grade

Objectives To study the purpose and use of jig buttons. To study methods of spacing
holes in circles.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Pan I,
pp. 481-483, 158-159, 203-204.

Of

Felker, C. A., Machine Sho Technology pp. 32-34,

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinisti Handbook.

Related Information: TOOL MAKER'S BUTTONS

Tool Maker's buttons, sometimes called Jig buttons, are steel bushings which may be
tightened in exact positions on the work for locating purposes. The hole in the bushing
is usually 3/16" and the screw only 1/8" in diameter.

(a) (b)

111111111"111111111(c)
Toolmakers' buttons- (a) Button in place (b) setting with parallel and micrometer and,
(c) setting with height gage.

These buttons may be placed on work in the exact position of the holes to be machined. The
work may then be mounted accurately on a face plate by indicating up to each button in turn.

Setting the Buttons and the Work.

1. Make a careful layout of intersecting lines to indicate the centers of the holes.
2. Make prick punch marks at intersections.

5



Assignment Sheet #2

3. Make larger indentations with center punch and drill and tap for the jig button
screw.

4. Fasten the No. 1 button (only fairly tight so that it may be adjusted to exact
position).

5. Adjust No. 1. button to exact position. Tighten and check.
6. Proceed in the same way to adjust and tighten the No. 2 button, then No. 3

and so on; each in its proper relation to the base and to the side or to the other
buttons as the case may be.

7. Mount the work on the faceplate so the indicator runs true on button No. I.
8. Remove the button and machine hole No. 1. Do the srme with the rental: lag

buttons and holes.

Questions: 111. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What is the purpose of tool makers buttons?

2. Where are the buttons located on the world

3. What instrument or instruments could be used in setting the buttons?

4. Why are the screws of the buttons not tightened firmly when they are first
set?

5. What instrument is used to locate the button centrally with the spindle of
the machine?

6. When are the buttons removed from the work?

7. Calculate the length of chord for laying out five equally spaced holes on
a 10" diameter circle.

8. Calculate the length of chord for laying out eleven equally spaced holes as
an 8" diameter circle.

9. Calculate the length of chord for laying out eight equally spaced boles on
a twelve inch diameter circle.

6



BENCH vvui it

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment She:-.1 #3 Name Date Grade

SINE BAR

Objective: To study the methods and uses of a sine bar for checking accurate
angles, bevels and tapers, pertaining to templets, gauges, and other
angular work.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 91-98.
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine Shop
Operations and SetupL3. p . 45.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition. p. 264.

Note: Request your instructor to show you a sine bar, surface plate, angle plate,
and a set of Johanson gauge blocks.

SINE BAR

Related Information:

041
774.L_Limillmunri-2771:7,111r.1:11

JGAGE
BLOCKS

+ 0005
-0005

The sine Lar is a precision measuring tool. It must be made accu-
rately within the tolerances specified by the user. The plugs of the
sine bar must be hardened and ground to extreme accuracy so that
the center distance of the sine bar can be held to the required accuracy.

Questions: 11,- Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What is the purpose of the sine bar and how is it used?

2. a. What kind of steel is used to make the sine bar and plugs?

b. How are they finished?

7



BENCH WORK

Assignment Sheet # 3

3. Name six articles that can be checked for accurate angles with a
sine bar.
a. d.
b. e.
c. f.

4. How is a sine bar usually held against an angle plate?

5. Make a sketch showing a surface plate, a two-inch Jo-block,
and an angle plate mounted with a five-inch sine bar.

6. Make a sketch of a right angle triangle and indicate the trigo-
nometrical functions of the angles. State the formula for
setting a sine bar.

7. Illustrate the sine bar setting to obtain an angle of 29°. State
the height from the center of one plug to the center of the other.

8. What is the setting on a five-inch sine bar for a 30° angle?
30° angle 45° angle
37° angle 40° 30 angle

9. State the advantage of an adjustable angle plate in machining
or grinding angles.

10. Which provides the more accurate method of setting an angle,
the bevel protractor or the sine bar? Explain.

11. Why is it important that the two plugs on a sine bar be of the
same diameter?

12. Why should the distance between the centers of the two plugs
on a sine bar preferably be an even dimension?

8



BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 4t4 Name Date Grade

BEVEL PROTRACTOR

Objectives: To study the purposes and the uses of the bevel protractor.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part!, pp. 415-416,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 243-247.

or

Porter, H. W. , Lavishe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. ,
Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pp 39-40.

Related Information: BEVEL PROTRACTOR

A bevel protractor is a measuring device used to check and layout the
angular relation of lines or surfaces to one another. In layout that
relation must often be produced on the work to an accuracy of 5 minutes.

." '.;r-j:F.' :.
"...4..r.',-.9Z716.'.i'''

.. Mt :,.. tla iii,s4,-,.3ie 7,3 - ;2..
Xt4;:5' .."..321,,,,,,,ej...

A9."-' .. ,Ir x 17 _ 4 7 ,.... r- - r _',7,"`ci'-:,1*I ..j` -'1' 11.7'
A ,-7---,,,.., .z. , ,.,k2A,... r

74",,,,,_ _..444r.

.7wN

$'

ril' . .

,,,4*, , .- ,_- at-- 7Vr _ . . .. 1 ,.._-,.. 4 r .,.r....! :-
.,:'...... : -Y..

Universal Vernier Bevel Protractor
Courtesy of Brow & Sharpe Manufacturing Company

9
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Assignment Sheet #4

4. Where would the 0 reading on the vernier be when the relation

6.

5. What is the highest reading on the scale?

3. What is the value of each division on the vernf.ir scale?

1. What is the greatest distance that a bevel protractor

on each side of the 00?

How are angles greater than 90° measured with a bevel protractor?

7. Why is the dial on the protractor graduated to 900

Directions; Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

have that a standard bevel r-otractor does not have?

can be _evoled?

Z. What does the universal bevel protractor shown here

of the blade and head is 40° ?

1^

Questions: IP-



BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignamt Sheet #S Name Date Gide

STEEL Mk E

Objectives: To study the types, care am. a of the steel rule or scale.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part 1, pp. 59-63,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shoff Thcbnoilasi, pp. 22-31,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lay:she, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 12-14

Additional References:

Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 32-34.

Related Information:

It should be noted that some texts use the expression "six inch rule"
while others refer to a "six inch scale". Both of these expressio.4
have the same meaning and a machine shop may use either term.
This terminology is determined by the men working in the sbnp.

CLuestkag: 11. Directions: Answer the following questions an briefly as
possible.

1. Name 3 types of scales or steel rules.
a.
b.
C...

. 2. Why are the graduations on ectles of varying lengths?

3. Explain the use of a short length rule.

4. What e the graduations on a standard #4 graduated
steel scale?

5. What is the purpose of the hook rule?

6. What are the standard sizes of the short length
rule?

11
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Assignment Sheet 415

Questicm_ 7. What is the difference between 9/32" and 17/64r?

B. Add 19/64" + 1/16"

9. Add 5/32" + 1/8"

10. What are the readings at the points A, B, C, D, E?

IITI' 11 1 'I TII

A

I 2 3
odailiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiimill i

,

C

/
111111119171

4 5

It It
D E

12



BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name

THE MICROMETZR

Gradu

Objectives: To inform the learner of they t-;.;.,--zi,cotistrnctitict i...nci use
of the micrometer .1.:.-> oLcain ::.i:,-;ur...t.t.- Ineasurernente on
outside and inside diameters. t= ;reads. ti,..pth. . i,,i'f,1: i,.51.:1

surfaces.

A8 d LITezt.s: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod. A.., , .eblite Tool Oofbro";:..,
Part I, pp. 67-76, 81-P.3, 522-

or
Felker, C. A., Machine St!92:TecheioIciy, pp, 161-163,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C H. and i .?..9.CGC 3, 11. Machiie
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 23-33, 195-196.

Additional References:
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theozx. 4to. Edition, pp. 43-47.

Related Information:

The screw thread microme4.r is a special type micrometer used to measure
the pitch diameter of a thread. A major change in the size of the thread pitch
makes it necessary to have different size micrometers for measuring screw
threads. Because ox the shape of the anvils the screw thread microvieter is
limited to the measuring of the threads.

Many regular micrometers come equipped with a ratchet stop and a lock. The
locking is usually accomplished by a clamp ring offsetting a pin on the barrel
of the tool. The ratchet gives each one using the tool a better opportunity to
achieve the same pressure and it permits increased speed in revolving the
thimble. Care must be taken in using this precision instrument not to apply
too much pressure, this may damage the cool and give an inaccurate reading.
Forcing the micrometer on and off the work will cause excessive wear on the
anvils, however, carbide anvils or anvils with a high chrome finish reduce the
chances of wear.

In todays requirements for highly accurate measurements it is important to
keep in mind that temperature has a definite effect on the accuracy of the
instruments used. Most shops having an inspection room keep a constant
temperate re of 68° F to assure the needed accuracy of all precision instru-
ments.

Request your instructor to secure various types of outside
mic rometer s , inside mic romete rs . and micrometer depth
guages for use in the classroom. Practice taking measure-
ments with them for accurate reading. In order to get the
correct feel of the micrometer, secure several diameters
of steel to be measured.

13
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Assignment Sheet #6

111b Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

I. Name 4 different types of micrometers
a
b 1

2. What the major afference between a standard
micrometer and a screw threw micrometer?

3. Can one screw tl-ead mit-rometer be used to measure
all pitches of threads? nzplain.

4. Can a screw thread micrometer be used as a standard
mic rometer ?

5. Name two advantages of the micrometer ratchet stop.

a.
b.

6. Why is a delicate sense of touch necessary when measuring
with a micrometer?

7. What will happen to the micrometer anvil and spindle if the
micrometer is continually forced on and off the wort?

8. Nam? two new types of materials which are used on the anvil and
spindle to prevent wear.

a.
b.

9. What is the standard room temperature when fine precision
measuring instrummts ate being used?

14



Assignment Sheet #6

10. Name the 1,arts of the following one-inch micrometer.
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Micrometer
Courtesy of Brow. & Sharpe Manufacturing Company

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I

K.
L.
M.

il. What is the pitch of the screw threads on the concealed
part of the spindle ?

15
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Assignment Sheet if 6

Practict:

Set the micrometer at the following dimensions.

I. . 025 6. .7925 approx.
2. .250 7. .948
3. . 187 8. .9995 approx.
4. .216 9. .P:3
5. .863 10. .021

16



MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name

THE VERNIER SCALE CALIPER AND MICROMETER

Date Grade

Objectives : To study the use of a vernier scale as applied to the above
measuring devices.

Assigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 76-84,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine (:to Technology, y, pp. 165-167,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 33-43.

Additional Raferences: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, p 45.

estions: is Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. Into how many divisions is the vernier scale divided?

2. How many &visions on the main scale does the 25-part
scale correspond to?

3. Into how many parts will this 25-part vernier scale divide
any one of the small divisions on the main F Ile?

4. How many of these small divisions are there between 2
and 3 on the main scale?

5. 1 /40 of an inch is how many thousandths of an inch?

6. What is the reading on the scale below?



Assibliment Sheet #7

Questions: 7. How many parts on the vernier scale on a vernier
micrometer?

8. What value have the divisions on the :nimble of a
micrometer?

9. What is the value of each division on the vernier scale
on a vernier micrometer?

10. Find the vernier micrometer readings in the following
figure.

THIMBLE THIMBLE

0- II 4
1L,,11

jiiiiii
i

SLEEVE SLEEVE

a C

Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett Compaq

a.

b.

c.

Practice:

Set tk e Vernier at the following dimensions.

1. .0373 5. .2487
2. .0645 6. .37a9
3. .0983 7, .8402
4. .1471 8. . 9864

i8



MArtlINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name Date Grade

DIAL INDICATOR, CENTER TESTER, AND SPEED INDICATORS

Objectives:. To inform the learner how to use an indicator to set up
and inspect work for roundness, concentricity, straight
and parallel surfaces.

To acquaint the learner with the use of the speed indicator
for checking the revolutions p.,:r minute (R.P.M.) of pulleys,
gears, and spindles. Use of center tester or wiggler
to locate holes on face plate or chuck in lathe.

A.ssigned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine ionoo,
Part 1,96-103, Part 11, pp. 48-49, 266-267, 378-379,

Or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 196, 307,

Or
Porter, H. W. , Law she, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0. D. M2.::hine
Shop O erations and Setups, pp 41-45.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.

Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp 199-205.

Related Information:

Wiggler or Center Finder

Courtesy of The L. S. Starrett ',:or..pany

The above illustrati.:.as show a center `'ins_ .T or wiggler as they are sometimes
called. This tool is use to line up a hole scribed on the work to be bored or
drilled.

A center punch rn....rk is usv..1 to find the cchnter of the hole to be cut in the
wcrkpiece. The advantage of the wiggler is that the point can be moved to
locate cr position the outside diainet,... of N ions size hc:es as well as a
center ?unch mark. The center tester shown -.L.ses the tail stock center of a
lathe to indicate when "he wo-k is running true.

19



BENCH WORK

Assignment Sheet #8

ONote: Request your instructor to show you a dial indicator, center
tester, and speed indicator.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. why le a dial test indicator essential in machine shop work?

2. Name three different graduations that are commonly found on a
t.aal indicator.

a. b. c.11.

3. Why is it important that the work should not be. struck while the
indicator is against it?

4. For what purpose is a center tester used?

5. Explain the purpose of the speed indicator.

20



MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Ass .gent Sheet #9 Name Date

JOHANSSON GAGE BLOCKS, RING, PLUG, AND SNAP GAGES

Objectives:

Grade

To study the uses of precision gage blocks in making
accurate measurements, an= the checking and using
of tapered ring, plug and sna gages.

AAftned Texts: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 67, 87-94, 402-403,

or
Felker, C . A., Machine ohine , pp. 235-237, 277

or
Porter, KW, , Lavishe, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Ship Operations and Setups, pp. 45, 196, 207-208, 222.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F . A., American
Machinists' Handbook.

Jones, F . D., Vol. I, Machine Shop TrAinis Course.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handboak.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 68-69,
197-198, 206-213.

Related Information:

Series Is

GAGE BLOCKS

One Tempthoesandtb In*: 9 blocks

0.1001 0.1002 0.1003 0.1004 0.1005 0.1006
0.1008 0.1009

0.1007

Ser s 20 One- thousandth Inch 49 blocks

0.101 0.102 0.103 0.104 0.105 0.106 0.107 0.108 0.109 0.110

0.111 0.112 0.113 0.114 0.115 0.116 0.117 0.118 0.119 0.120
0.121 0.122 0.123 0.124 0.125 0.126 0.127 0.128 0.129 0.130

0.131 0.132 0.133 0.134 0.135 0.136 0.137 0.138 0.139 0.140

0.141 0.142 0.143 0.144 0.145 0.146 0.147 0.148 0.149

Series 3: ?UV Thousandths Inch 19 blocks

0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300 0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500

0.550 0.600 0.650 0.700 0.750 0.$) 0.850 0.900 0.950

Series 4: Inch Series 4 blocks

1.00(1 2.000 3.000 4.000

21
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Assignment Sleet 49

Here is an maniple illustatin, die combination.orblocks to choose to get the desired
dimension. Example: 3.1466 inches.

1. Write the dimension and underscore.

0

2. To eliminate the last number to the right, select 0.1006 from
series 1.

3. To eliminate the next two figures (.046) choose .146 from series 2.
If the lac: two figures are more than .050, subtract .050.

Exaniple: 1.3685 select .118
1.3446 select .144
1.6823 select .132

4. and 5. Select the blocks from series 3 and 4 necessary to complete
the size.

6. Check your selections by adding all blocks (the result should equal the
figure in step 1).

(I) 3.1466 1.3685
(2) .1006 .1005
(3) .146 .050
(4) .900 .118
(5) 2.000 .no,
(6) 3.1466 1.6ob

1.3685

Questicess: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Use the blocks in an 81-block set as shown above, and set up the
blocks necessary for the following dimensions:

a. 2.0976

b. 3.1166

Ar

22
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Assignment Sheet #9

c. 4.2864

d. 2.8500

e. 3.6842

f. 4.3268

2. Explain how to check the accuracy of a micrometer using precision
gage blocks.

3. Explain how to check taper when using a taper guage.

4. Work having .600 taper per foot would have how much taper per inch?

1"5. U work having .600" taper per foot protruded ; from the taper Paget
how much would its diameter be oversize? ''

6. What would the "no go" dimension be on a): "go" "no go" snap pap
having a tolerance of .002+? 2

23
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MACHINE TRADR TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #10 Name Date Grade

HAND HACK SAWS

Objective : Ti acquent the learner with the care and use of hand hack saws,
types and sizes of blades.

Assigned Text: Burgharcit, H. D., and Axelrod, Machine Tool Operation,
Part 1, pp. 114-118

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 3-6,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and L,ascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 68-72.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. , American M.kchinistsi
Handbook.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 6 19.

Note: Request your instructor to show you the various types
of hand frames and blades from the machine tool crib.

Questions; Directions; Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why should you test material with a file before sawing?

2. Why does the number of teeth per inch vary for different types of
work?

3. Why should the blade be tight in the frame?

4. Why should the work be held firmly in the vise?

5. Why should thin pie:es of metal be held between wood end be cut
at an upward angle?

25
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Assignment Sheet #10

6. Why should you always retain the layout line when stewing?

7. Why should you saw with a slow even stroke?

8. What happens if the blade is given too much pressyse .

9. Why should you release the .ssnre on the return stroke?

10. Why should a new blade never be entered in an old ,aw cut?

IL Why should you always take a full stroke when cutting witn a
hack saw?

12. What is the average =liber of strokes per minute with a
hack saw?

13. Why are some hack saw frames adjustable for length?

14. What is the number of teeth per inch most commonly used
in hand sawing?

15. What is the average thickness of a hand hack saw blade?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name

ABRASIVES

Objective:

Date Grade

To inform the student abour the use of abrasives and lapping
compounds to obtain a fine and smooth srtface on hard or soft
meral.

Assigned Text: Burgbardr, H. 0. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, p. 350-351. Part Ii, pp. 427.

or
Felker, C. A. Machin' Shop Technology, pp. 13, 192, 448.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machirl
Shop Operations and Setip2 pp. 123, 177-180.

Additional References: Colvin F. H. , and Stanley, F. A. A__.erican Machinists'
Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machiner ts
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 61-62,
232-233.

Use C.Jmmercial Supply Catalog.

Related Information:

There are many kinds of abrasives on the market but few them are made of
emery. The machinist will ask for emery cloth at the tool room but he is
getting a man -made product such as alundum, crystolon or crocus. True
emery is one of natures products and is not used as extensively as one would
think. The term "emery cloth" is a misnomer but is used almost exclusively
by men in the machine trade.

Note: Reqtiesr your instructor to secure the following for your inspection:
various grades of abrasive emery cloth, lapping compound, exter-
nal and inremal laps, etc.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is an abrasive?

2. Name three kinds of abrasives, natuiz.l or manufactured.

3. Why should laps be made of sofr material?

4. What kinds of materials are used for laps?
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5. Is it easier to lap a hard piece or a soft piece?
Why?

6. Why should all laps be scored or grooved?

7. Explain how flat surfaces are lapped.

8. Why should the work always be held with a clamp or vise?

9. What is meant by 60- or 90-grade emery cloth? Which
one Is more coarse?

10. What is butting?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #12 Name

FILES

Date Grade

0)._?..tctive: To study the types, sizes, selection, care and use of files.

Assigned 'Text: Burgt ardt, H. D., ,nd Axelrod, A., Machil'od Operation,
Part I, pp. 128-141,

or
Felket, C. A., Ivlachine Otis Technology, pp. 6-12,

or
Porter, H. W. , J..a.wshe, C. H. and Lascoe 0. D., Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 49-55.

Additional Referen...e:

Questions: PP

Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4rh Edition, pp. 20-27, 223.

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE, place a circle wound the T. If it is
FALSE, place a circle around the F.

r.

T F 1. The teeth on a single cut file are parallel.

T F 2. File teeth have rakf ani clearance.

'f F 3. The faces on most files are slightly concave.

T F 4. A half round file is ion a circle.
2

T F 5. The teeth of a file should point away from the operator.

T F 6. The tang on a file slould not be covered.

T F 7. A "file card" is an indexing card for i ;adentification purposes.

T F 8. A double cut file cuts faster than a single cut file.

T F 9. A "safe edge" file is an excellent safety feattire.

T F 10. The tang is included in the length of a file.

III Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. Pressure when filing should be applied on the stroke.
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2. The smaller the area of contact of the file, the
the applied pressure stymild be.

3. When the teeth of e file become 14aded, it is called

4. Rusty teeth on a file mean a file.

5. The portion of a file next to the tang is called the

6. The surface chodid be tested for flatness with a
or

7. The terms, "bastard", "smooth", and "second cut", have
to do with the of files.

8. When filing Ili: to a right angle corner, use a file having a

9. The correct posture in filing should be watched in order to
maintain of the file.

10. "Crossing the stroke" helps to determine when the work is
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #I3 Name Date Grade

SCRAPING METALS

Objective:

Assigned Text:

To help the student know more about scraping flat and curved
bearing surfaces for making smooth running machine parts and
surface plates.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp 141-148.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop pp.47-50,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe,
Shop Operations and Setup pp. 45,75.

Additional References: Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th
Use Industrial Supply Catalog

O. D. , Machine

Pdition, p . 11

Note: Requectt your instructor to secure different types of scrapers from
the machine shop for your inspection.

Questions: in. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Name two kinds of materials used for surface plates.

a. b.

2. Why is scrapir:.; necessary?

3. Why is a straight edge used during the scraping operation?

4. What kinds of materials are used for making scrapers?
Are they hardened?

5. Name three types of scrapers according to shape.
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6. What kinds of marking materials are used in scraping?

'Ns

7. Why does a surface plate usually have ribs on the underside?

8. What is the list price of a cast-iron surface plate 18"
square?

32
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MACHINE TRADE TBCHNOLvGY
Assignment Sheet #14 Name

HAMMERS AND SCREW DRIVERS

Date Grade

Objective: To inform the student of the safety, care, and use of a hammer and
screw driver for hand bench use.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part 1, pp. 105-110,

or
Felker, D. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 51-55.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0.E). , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups.

Additional References!

Nicholson, Fred: 51.3pLI 1 zieor . 4th Edition, pp. 1-4.

estions: IPP Directions: Answer the followi*.,: questions as br'efly as possible.

1. Name the three main parts of a machinist's hammer.
a. b.

c.

2. Why is a hammer with a loose head dangerous?

3. What is the purpose of a hammer with its head made of a soft material?

4. Name six different types of hammers.
a. b._

d.
e. f .

5. What kinds of wood are used in making hammer handles?

6. Why should a screw driver never be used as a chisel?
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7. Explain the correct way to grinds screw driver.

8. How does a Phillips screw driver differ from the standard
screw driver?

9. Why shouldn't a screw driver be used as a pinch bar?

10.: What should you do U the screw driver does not fit the
slot or screw head?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15 Name

WRENCHES

Date Grade

Objective; To study the types, sizes, care, and use of wrenches.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool eration
Part I, op. 110-114,

Additional References:

or
Felker, C. A. , Machine Shop Technology, pp, 55-57,

or
Porter, K W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D, , Machine
Sho 0 ersp 313, pp.57-60.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F.A. , American Machinists'
Handbook .
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. DpTiyteor . 4th Edition, pp. 5-8.

*: Aar:4".r."vate:.o
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Questions: ir Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Safety must be a part of all job planning.

T F 2. A good machinist will be resourceful enough to "get by" even though the
proper hand tools are not readily available.

T F 3. Some wrenches are identified by their use.

T F 4. An adjustable wrench is applied with the jaws pointing in the direction
of *he moveable jaw.

T F 5. The leverage of a solid wrench is proportionate to its size.

T F 6. A wrench widuld not be considered a very hazardous tool.

T F 7. A square nut in P. position of limited swing of the handle requires a
221/2° offset head.

T F 8. The holding nut and the check nut bear against opposite sides of the thread.

T F 9. The holding nut goea on first.

T F 10. There is no way of determining how tight a nut has been applied.

T F 11. A solid wrench has more sensitivity than an adjustable wrench.

A sudden jerk on the handle of a wrench is not as effective as a steady pull.

T F 13, The most prevalent cause of accidents with wrenches is the incorrect selec-
tion of size.

T F 14. A hex nut, in a position of limited swing of the handle requires a 22 1/2°
offset head.

T F 15. A spanner wrench is used on nuts having notches to receive the pins on the
spanner wrench.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #16 Name

BENCH VISES AND CLAMPS

Date Grade

Objective: To teach the learner the usefulness of the vise to clamp and grip
materials while bending, chipping, polishing, filing, etc.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 127, 135 and 500,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 2,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
S.L3p)erations and Setups, p. 48.

Additional References:

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 8 -10.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name five types of vises.

2. Name two kinds of metals that compose a vise.

3. Of what materials are the false protective jaws made?

4. Name the parts of a bench vise.

5. How is a vise fastened to the bench?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #17 Name

CHIPPING

Date Grade

Objective: To study the methods, purposes and tools used in chipping.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 1,
pp. 121-128,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 14-16,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D., Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 55-57.

Additional References:
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Raining Course, Volume 2.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 12-15.

estinns: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. What should the included angle be between the facets of a cold chisel?

2. Should you begin chipping at the middle or the ends of the work?

3. Will removing the chisel between strokes help you gain or lose control?

4. Is a canvas chipping guard for the protection of the operator
or his fellow worker ?

4. Should a keyway be chipped with a flat or a cape chisel?

6. Which is more powerful, a broad flat chisel or a cape chisel?

7. What should be done to a chisel with a mushroomed
bead?
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8. When chipping should you watch the head or the cutting edge of the chisel?

9. When shearing in the vise should you hold the facet flat with the vise jaws
or slightly higher?

10. Should more or less than I/32" be left for a finishing cut?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #18 Name Date Grade

HAND TAPS, DIES AND HAND REAMERS

Obilve: To inftian the learner of the proper use of hand taps, dies and hand reamers,
of the importance of threaded holes and shafts, also the sizing of holes with
hand reamers.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Pan I,
pp.211-221, 214-218, 226-230, 234-237,436-437

or

Felker, C. A., Machine ShoTeclmology, pp. 36-40 and 42-45,
or

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C.H. and Lascoe, O.D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 60-68

Additional References:

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinists'
Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition. pp. 61,72-74.

Note to Student: Request your instructor to secure several sizes and standards of taps,

Questions:

dies, and hand reamers from the machine shop for inspection.

The same procedure is used when using hand, taper, expansion, pin
or pipe reamers.

This illustration shows a method to check a tap for square
alignment with the drilled hole. Accuracy of 2.lignment of
the tap in the hole will reduce the chance of tap breakage.
Lubricate the tap and be sure to reverse the tap at regular
intervals to break the chip. Clean the chips from the bottom
of a blind hole as you proceed with the tapping and breaking
of the chip. Failure to do this and to use correct lubricant
may cause the tap to break. Removing a broken tap froin
the drilled hole is a difficult task. A broken tap can render
the work piece useless.

Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the advantage of the :7ational Fine (N. F.) threads
on bolts over the National Coarse (N. C.) for automobile
work?

2. What is the reason for the taper on pipe taps? Explain.
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3. When is a bottom tap used?

4. What are the names of the three taps in a tap set?

5. What lubricant is used when cutting threads on steel with a tar, or die?

6. Which tap of the set is used for ..dinary tapping?

7. When tapping, is it advisable to turn the tap backward occasionally?
Explain.

8. How could you. determine if a tap is starting square?

9. Explain the use of the hand tap.

10. When is a taper tap used? When is the plug tap used?

II. What is a blind hole?

12. How is the tap checked to determine if it is started
straight?

13. List at least three (3) parts of a hand tap.

a b c

14. When is a pulley tap used?
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15. '.',n;..t is a tap drill?

16. What is the formula for finding tap drill sizes ?

17. Apply this formula to find the tap drill size for:
5/16-18, 3/8-16, 9/16-12, 7/8-9

18. List 5 conditions which cause tap breakage.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

19. Name three methods of producing a thread on the
outside diameter of a rod?

3.

20. Explain the fo,Lowing terms.

a. Threading dies
b. Solid threading dies
c. Adjustable die
d. Die stock

21. Why should a rod be chz.tife-ed before threading with
a die?

22. Why is a lubricant used when threading with a die?

23. Is the outside diameter of a threaded rod the major or
minor diameter?
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Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
U the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it is
FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The body size drill is the same as the tap drill.

T F 2. Breakage is caused by the hole being drilled too small.

T F 3. A dull tap will cause breakage.

T F 4. lacidequate lubrication, hitting bottom will cause tap
to chin.

T F 5. The pulley tap is used for blind holes.

T F 6. Machine screw taps are hand taps over 1/4 in. diameter.

T F 7. The plug tap is chamfered about three or four threads.

T F 8. The taper tap is chamfered at least six threads.

T F 9. The bottom tap is backed off on the end teeth only.

T F 10. The four fluted tap is more eft-ieEnt than the gun tap.

T F 11. To prolong the life of a tap it is reconunended to
lubricate freely on all steels and alloys.

T F 12. The center head is used in aligning your tap.

T F 13. The machine screw tap is usually selected when
more than 85% of a full thread is required.

T F 14. All taps should be stored in the same bin to
speed selectIon.
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Assignment Sheet #19 Name Date Glade

Assigned TSxt: None

all manipulative processes, the use of these portable power tools is discouraged wherever
possible; consequently, very little instructional material is available in our three basic
texts.

hazard of a portable power tool.

Since it is considered good instructional practice to eliminate all possible hazards from

Small portable power tools are available to do liffat drilling, polishing, rotary filing,
chipping and grinding.

They are driven either by electricity or air And sometimes by a flexible shaft.

In addition to the usual hazards that accompany each of these operations, there is the

Additional References :

Related Information:

In view of the fact that all of us are involved in safety and recognizing the

of these portable machines should not be attempted before long and thorough
attitude of industry toward accidents and accident prevention, the operation

instructions have been studied on each of these individual machines.

To discuss the hazards involved in the use of these portable power tools.

Commercial Industrial Supply Catalogs

PORTABLE POWER TOOLS
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MACHINE TRADE TECINOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #20 Name

ASSEMBLING AND FITTING

Date Grade

Objective: To be able to make a drive, sliding, running and shrink
fit for outside and inside measurements, for gears,
pulleys, bushings, shafts, spindles and threads.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool aeration, Part 1,
PP. 402-403, 470-475 and 518-519,

or
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook,

pp. 732-737, 738-754, 835-839 and 923.

Additional References:

Jones, F.D. , Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. anci Jones F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition. pp 34.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. By accepted practice, which is maintained as standard, the hole or the shaft?
Explain.

2. Why is stantard shafting and cold drawn steel usually
made .001 of an inch undersize.

3. What is the essential precaution when making a press fit?

4. Whal: determines the allowance for different kinds of running fits.

53 What should be the allowance fe a shrink fit when shrinking a steel band on
a 10" steel wheel?

I
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Assignment Sheet #20 Name

ASSEMBLING AND FITTING

Date Grade

Objective: To be able to make a drive, sliding, running and shrink
fit for outside and inside measurements, for gears,
pulleys, bushings, shafts, spindles and threads.

Alqicec1Text: Burghardt, H D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool yration, Part 1,
pp. 402-403, 470-475 and 518-519,

or
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook,

pp. 732-737, 738-754, 835-839 and 923.

Additional References:

Jones, F. D. , Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. ar.ci Jones F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, :Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition. pp 34.

Questions: PP. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. By accepted practice, which is maintained as standard, the hole or the shaft?
Explain.

2. Why is standard shafting and cold drawn steel usually
made .001 of an inch undersize.

3. What is the essential precaution when making a press fit?

4. What determines the allowance for different kinds of running fits.

5. What should be the allowance for a shrink fit when shrinking a steel band on
a 10" steel wheel?
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6. Define the following fits:

a. Loose fit -

b. Free fit -

c. Medium fit -

d. Snug fit -

e. Wringing fit -

f . Tight fit -

g. Medi v force fit -

h. Heavy force and shrink fit -

Note: Refer to American Mach:nista' Handbook.
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Assignment Sheet #21 Name Date

SCREWS, BOLTS AND NUTS

Objective: To study the types, sizes and use of screws, nuts and
bolts, commonly known as fasteners.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod- A., Machine Tbol Operation, Part I,
pp. 419-431 and 533,

Of

Felke', C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 38, and 482,

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinists'
Handbook.
Jones, F_ D. , Machin_e Shop Training Course, Vol. 1
Oberg, E and Jones, E. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. bi_op Theorem 4th Edition, pp. 84-86
Use Commercial Supply Catalogs

--Related Information:

It is important that the learner know something about the difference between
a cut screw thread and a rolled screw thread. This information is available
in the additional references suggested on this page. Look in index for "Thread
rolling".

estions: MP. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name three important measurements when inspecting screw threads.

2. Name three ways that screw threads are usually cut on machine screws.

3. What is the included angle of the standard V thread?

4. Name nine types of machine screws and bolts.
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5. For what purpose is an eye bolt used?

C. Explain the advantage and use of an Allen set screw.

7. Explain the process of rolling a thread on a machine screw.

8. Name six different forms of screw threads.

9. What are two advantages the rolled thread screw?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #22 Name

THREAD, CENTER, FILLET AND RADIUS GAGES

Date Grade_

Objective: To study the purpose and use of thread, fillet and radius gages to be used
in machine shop work for accurate gaging.

Assigned At: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool operation, Part I,
pp. v45-447, 451-453, 461-463, 471475 and 522-523,

or
Felker, C. A. , Machine Shen Technology, pp. 187, 261-262,
271-278, and 285.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 180-188, 195-198.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. , and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinists'
Handbook.
Jones, F. D. , Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 'L.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 79-80,
89, 204.

Questionp: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Explain the meaning of allowance or tolerance on
threads.

2. Describe three methods of measuring screw threads.

3. Explain the three wire method of gaging threads.

4. Of what kind of steel are thread gages made?

5. Describe the use of a screw thread micrometer.
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6. Name six different types of threads.

7. Explain the use of a fillet gage.

8. Explain the use of a radius gage.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 23 Name Date

LUBRICANTS AND GREASES FOR MACHINE MAINTENANCE

Grade-
Objectives: To acquaint the learner with greases and lubricants used in

drilling machine care.

Assigned Text: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook,
(See Index under lubricants) pp. 573-580, 14th Edition.
Use Commercial Supplier Catalogs.

Note to Student: In many shop the bench-work man or shop helper is
responsible i =r maintaining the equipment, particularly
the greasing and oiling of the shop machines. The
machine operator usually takes care of oiling or greasing
many movable parts and bearings of the machine he is
working on but the general machines in shop use such as
grinders, saws and special machines do not reccive proper
attention. The responsibility for maintaining their proper
lubrication is assigned to a particular individual in the shop.
It is important that you know something about lubricants and
the devices used to apply them.

Questions: 111. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is grease?

2. What are the three general types of greasing devices?
a.
').
c.

3. What type of lubricant is used when the motor is in a vertical
position?

4. What type of lublicant is used when the motor is in a horizontal
position?

5. What is meant by the term "viscosity" of oin
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6. Name two factors which will cause a bearing to overheat.
a.

b.

7. Name and describe 4 types of lubrication systems.

8. Why are drip and wick feeds used?

9. List three reasons for overheated bearings.
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Assigned Text: Oberg,E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.

Note to Student: The responsibility for the repairs necessary to the equip-
ment

some shops it is the responsibility of the machinist to

proper operation.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. American Machinist
Handbook.
Manufacturers Manual, Specific Machines.

keep the machines in good repair. In other shops, a mill-
wright or machine repairman may have this responsibility.
However, it is important to the learner that he know some
of the methods necessary to diagnose the trouble, remove
and replace the damaged part ar.d check the machine for

it come from the manufacturer of the machine. A complete

a requirement in all shops. Experience b-t working with

include some of this experience.

It is advisable to proceed with caution when disassembling
parts and mark them in relation to reassembly. Place all

To acquaint the learner with the need for repairing equip-
ment in the shop.

ment the shop differs in the various industrial plants.

The most valuable source of information for the nomen-
clature of the machine and tips on how to adjust and repair

file of specification and maintanence instruction should be

the best source of information. Your job in bench work may

The assigned texts are very general and can be used as a

dis-
assembled for any length of time. Be careful of bearing

broad and general coverage required in machine repair.

someone who has repaired the damaged machine is probably

reference for lubricants, bearings and general machine

or gasketed surfaces, use soft faced hammer and do not
force or drive shafts into bearing surfaces that slide or
revolve. Keep all parts clean ar lightly oiled on reassembly.

No questions will be asked on this assigment because of the

specifications.

small parts in a container if you leave the machine dis-
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 24 Name Date Grade

MACHINE MAINTENANCE GENERAL SHOP REPAIRS

Objective:



BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 25 Name

SAFETY IN BENCH WORK

Objective:

Date Grade

To remind the learner of his obligation in safety practices
to himself and his fellow workers. To give an understanding
of the hazards of working with hand tools and portable power
tools.

Assigned Text: Burghardt , H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine i Tool :exr,
Part I, pp. 23-57.

or
Porter; H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0.D. , Machine .

Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 124-156, 260, 299, 348, 368,
388, 427.

or
Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 12, 113,
148, 224, 229, 254, 259, 274, 282.

State Safety Code Publications.

Additional References:

Williams, William A. , Accident Prevention Manual for
Shop Teachers., American Technology Society.

Note. to Student: No questions will be asked in this assignment. It is felt
that safety is a part of every assignment even if no questions
are included. To be sure you have acquired knowledge in
safety practices, write from memory a three or four para-
graph paper on safety practices involving bench work tools
and operations. Your instructor will grade you on your
understanding of the assigned text information.

REMEMBER: The laws of the State of Ord° require all
personnel in our school shops to wear goggles at all times.
There is no exception for this law. See that you obey it.
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BENCH WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 26 Name

REVIEW

Date Grade

Objective: To review information about bench work.

Assigned Text: },o textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: Directions: Each statement needs a word, a figure or a phrase to make it
correct. Only one of the choices listed is correct. Place the
number of the choice you make in the space provided at the
right edge of the sheet.

1. A general purpo 'ie hack saw blade may have (1) 120 teeth per Inch,
(2) 30, (3) 40, (4) 14, (5) 18. ( )

2. A hammer handle should be grasped (1) firmly, (2) at the end, (3) in
the middle, (4) loosely. ( )

3. When hand tapping turn the tap backward occasionally (1) to avoid chatter,
(2) to release the chips, (3) to make it tum easier, (4) to break the chips ,
(5) to cool the tap , ( )

4, Hand portable power tools: (1) should not be used, (2) are more hazard-
ous than stationery tools,(3) are lese dangerous than hand tools, (4) are
used extensively, (5) are too light. ( )

5. The term "second cut" indicates (1) the second cut to be taken, (2) the
second size, (3) the distance apart of the teeth, (4) the number of teeth
per inch, (5) the size of the file. ( )

6. To layout angular lines use (1) A T square, (2) a beve-L protractor,
(3) *height gauge, (4) dividers, (5: a chalk mark. ( )

7. Which thread is obsolete (1) square thread, (2) USS, (3) N.F., (4) N.C.,
(5) Acme. ( )

8. False protective jaws of a machinist vise are usually made of (1) Tin,
(2) Vanadiurn,(3) Copper, (4) Tool Steel, (5) Wood.

9. The average number of strokes per :-.1mute when using a hand flack saw
is (1) 120, (2) 300, (3) 50, (4) 90, (5) 24. ( )
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Assignment Sheet # 26 REVIEW

10. To check the R,P.M. of a spindle use a (I) dial test indicator,
(2) speed indicator, (3) center tester, (4) test indicator,
(5) center gauge. ( )

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around their' if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F I. A prick punch is ground to have an included a.agle of 600.

T F 2. A reading of 1/32" less than a half is a legitimate reading.

T F 3. Personal injury always results from an accident.

T F 4. When, chipping you may lose control of the chisel by watching the
head of the chisel.

T F 5. The selection of the size of an adjustable wrench i3
proportionate to the size of the nut.

T 17 6. A sudden jerk on the handle of a wrench is more effective than a steady
pull.

T F 7. The readings on the main scale of a bevel protractor run from 0 to 180°.

T F 8. The length of the chord is the divider setting for lag out equally
spaced holes on a circle.

T F 9, A scriber should always have a sharp paint.

T F 10. Double lines are useless for layout work.

T F II. The chec -tut prevents the damping nut from slipping.

T F 12. The check nut is usually the larger of the two.

T F 13. When chipping in sharp corners use a cape chisel.

T F 14. The graduations on the scale of a steel rule are of varying lengths.

T F 15. A reading of a scant 1/32" is poor practice.
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Assignment Sheet 4 Z6 REV1,2:W

T F 10. A solid wrench has less rigidity than an adjustable wrench.

T F 17. A machined surface is much better for a blaring surface than a
scraped surface.

T F 18. The bevel protractor provides the most accurate method of setting
an angle.

T F 19. Material to be scraped should fir 4 b, ground.

T F 20. Angles greater than 900 can be measured on a oevel protractor.

Directions: Match the following by placing the proper letters in the
blank spaces provided.

1. Plug A. Chisel
2. Tang B. Angles
3. Center gage C. Screw
4. Cape D. Anvil
5. Accurate Measurements E. Snap gauge
6. Peen F. # 2 Tap
7. Bevel Protractor G. File
8. Phillips Head H. 60° Included Angle
9. Micrometer I. Vernier scale

10. tlgo ft _ino go., J. Hammer

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. When filing, taking the correct posture, helps to maintain

2. When threading a blind hole all the way, use a
tap.

3. To start a tap straight use a

4. To file up to a square comer use a ; :le with a .

of the file.

S. Ten divisions on a ve.i:ier scale is equivalent to divisions on the main scale.

6. To facilitate the reading of a scale the graduati ms are made

7. 'Three fourths plus 2/16 equals - .
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BENCH WORK

Assignment Sheet # 26 REVIEW

8. To locate wonc on a face plate when the holes must be machined accurately,
use .

9. The tap most used in a set of taps is the

10. The difference between 9/32" and 17/64" is

11. To test a scraped surface use Prussian blue as d a

tap.

12. A 60 grade of emery cloth is than a 90
grade of emery cloth

13. When the abrasive is placed on a rotating cloth wheel and this wheel is rotated
.. against the work the process is called

14. The screw in a micrometer has threads per inch.

15. The standard room temperature when fine precision measstring instruments are
being used is .
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date

DRILLING MACHINE CONSTRUCTION

Objectives:

Assigned Text:

Additional

Questions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,

8.

10.

11.

12.

13.

9.

14.

Grade

To acquaint the learner with the types, nomenclature and range
I work on a drilling machine.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 161-172.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 68-75,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0.D. Machine
Shop Operations and Setups,. pp. 88-93.

References:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory, 4th Edition, pp. 63-66.

Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What are the principal parts of the upright drill press?
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

2. Name four classes of drill presses.

3. How i8 the capacity of a radial drill press determined?

4. List the advantages of a gear driven drill press over the belt driven
drill press.

5. In the radial type drill press, is the work centered under the drill?

6. What are the advantages of a radial drill press over an upright drill
press?

7. Why, in some drilling machines, is provision made for raisin or
lowering the spindle head on the front of the column?

8. When are the back gears used? Why?

9. State one major advantage of the hand fed sensitive drill press.
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #1

ia Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F.

T F I. The sensitive drill press is used on smaller work.

T F 2. The radial drill press has a square solid column.

T F 3. A gang drill press is strictly a production machine.
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK.

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name Date_
SAFE PRACTICES AND WORK PRECAUTIONS

Grade

Objective: 'r- acquaint the learner with the safety practices and work
precautions on a drilling machine.

AsslEed Tex.c.._. - Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , M," -hire Tool
Operation, Part I, 35-36,38, 49.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
ShooOperations and s, p. 124.

Related Information:
Note to Student: It is important to learn from the be that you are
responsible for the quality and accqracy of your work. One of the work
precautions recommended for using a drilling machine is that you always
check accurately the size of the drill bit before you drill a hole with it.
Once you have accepted the tool from the tool crib it becomes your res-
ponsibility to see that it is the correct size, properly ground, and clean.
It should be returned to the took crib in The same condition- If you damage
it during use, report this to your instructor or s=tep foreman.

Caution: The drilling machine is one of .he roost cnzistant accident causing
piece of equipment in the entire shop. Lt careful and follow the rules of safe
practice.

It is good safety practice to wear a cap when operating a belt driven drill
press. Always use a vise, clamping device or table stop when operating
the drill press. Do not touch the chips or cuttings as they come from the
drill bit. Stop the machine to remove them or to inspect the drill bit and work.

estions; P.- Oil ,coons: Answer the follo"ing questions as briefly as possible.

I. Name five accepted safe practices in operating a d till press .
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2. Why are you cautioned to remove rings and watches, neckties,
and to roll up sleeves when operating a drill press?

3. Why should you back your drill out as soon as you quit feeuing
die drill?
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DRILLING MACH!NE WORK

Assignment Sheet #2

4. Why should you always check the size of the drill or reamer
each time you get one from the tool crib?

to. Directions: The following statements ,.re pier TRUE or FALSE - if
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE, place a circle around ttre F.

T

3. It is very danzerous to dial brE,ss -without ..avelig
a negative .-r.ke ..an the drill bit..

4. Never drill thin stock v;;:thour ptoper support.

T F S. It is best to 13i someone else kiliarper. you- drills,
that way you will never ,Pitke mistake.

F 1. OD a large drill press, fasten trap work with clamps.

2. 'The feed should be incz,eastc wren th fir id bra9.1-.8

through the work .

6. File or scrape al' burrs from drilled holes.

What are the safety hazatda in the following pizture?

tor.0*';'h
`,VAr-

,e1/2.00

Lftrar fei

1.

3.

4

,=11.. =11

11171
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet g3 Name Date Grade

WORK-HOLDING DEVICES AND SET UPS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the types of work-holding devices.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 195-204,

Or
Felker, C . A. Machine Shop Technology, pp. 91-94,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe , O. D. Machine
Sj1.-ations and Setups, pp. 1 13-11? .

Note: Always check to be sure you will not drill into the table
of the machine. Use parallels to prevent this.

uetg_a_ions: Directions: Answer the fallowing questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the most common work - holding device?

2. Is it necessary to fasten the drill press vise to the drill press table?

3. When are parallels used?

4. When are V-blocks used?

5. List two (2) important factors, when clamping work to the
drill press table. Note: Check the text illustrations on
clamping methods.
a.
b.

6. Give at least two (2) reasons why a student should not hold work by
hand when drilling.
a.
b.
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #3

0.. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE . If
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. When bolting or fastening work to the table, the bolt should
be as far away as possible from your work.

T F 2. It is advisable to have the clamp parallel to the table .

T F 3. Parallels are made of hardwood.

T F 4. An angle plate is used when long cylindrical pieces are
to be drilled.



DRILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name

DRILL BIT HOLDING DEVICES

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the drill bit hot 'ling devices
used on the drilling machine.

Assigned Text: Burgh:.rdt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 1,
pp. .73 -183,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 83-85,

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
SI___is and Setups, pp 111-113.

Additional References:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory, pp. 54-56.

DRILLS AND DRILLING 175

c.
,

9 . z K

..r--...r

a b

Fig. 84. (a) Drill -press Becket and (0 sleeve. Cutting took with taper shanks
that are too small to fit the taper hole in the spindle of the machine are held in a
small taper hole in a socket, the shank of which fits the spindle hole. If the
socket makes too long an extension, a sleeve may be used. Sockets and sleeves
are made in all necessary sizes, No. 1 to No. 2; No. 1 to No. 3; No. 3 to No. 4,
etc., the first number denoting the size of the taper hole and the second number,
the size of the taper shank. If a suitable socket or sleeve is not at hand, a conk
bination of socket and sleeve or of two sockets or two sleeves may be used.

The use of the terms skleve and socket may mean the same
thing in many shops. However, texts make a distinctior as
evidenced by the above illustration.

Note to Student:
Caution: Never use a damaged sleeve or socket in the drill
press. Be careful not to damage the internal or external
tapered surface of the sleeve or socket. Be sure to wipe
off the inside and outside surface of the taper before using.
The gripping efficiency of the taper and the accuracy of the
concentricity of the drill bit in the machine is determined
largely by the proper contact of the male and female tapers.
Do not put a taper shank drill in a drill chuck. Do riot put
a straight shank drill in a tapered sleeve or spindle.
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

Assignment Sheet #4

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is a drill chuck? What kind of shank has it? Why are
tapered shanks provided with a tang?

2. If the taper shank of the drill is of a smaller size than the hole in
the spindle, how is the drill held?

3. What is a drift or key used for?

4. Is the grip of the taper alone sufficient to keep the drill from
turning in the socket? What two things hold the drill from turning?

5. What fallts in the setting of the drill might result in the tang
being twisted off?

6. How do you make sure the chuck is securely held in the spindle ?

7. How is a straight-shank drill held in the drill press?

8. List at ieast four (4) devices for holding drills in a , ill press.

9. Why must the taper of the drill, sleeve or socket be ex-
ceptionally clean ?
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name

DRILL

Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the types, sires and nomenclature of
drilis.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. O. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool noeration, Part I,
pp. 174-183,

or
Felker, C. A. Machined Technolom pp. 75-85,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Op,r, tions and Setups, pp. 93-97.

Additional Rclerencest
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory, 4th Edition, r- 53-55.
"Use and Care of the Twist Drill", Cleveland Drill
Company pamphlet.

Note to Student: The responsit)ility or using the correct size , rill bit
belongs to the drill press operator and is not the responsi-
bility of the toolroom attendant. Check your drill with
a gage or micrometer when you receive it from the tool-
room- Be sure the taper or shank is clean and undamaged
when you receive it and when you return it to the toolroom.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly ae possible .

1. List at least four (4) parts of a twist drill.
a.
b.
C.

e.

2. What types of shanks may be found on the twist drill?

a.
b.
c.

3. What is the Durpose of the flutes on the drill?
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Assignment Sheet *'S

4. Twist drills are made in many sizes to drill the many different
sizes of holes encountered in drilling work. List at least three
(3) size clasafications or categories.

a.
b.

C.

Si What is the best method of checking a drill for its correct size?

6. If a urill bit is ground with lips of two different
lengths, what effect will it have on the size of the
drilled hole?

7. When is the oil-bole drill used?

8. Wh does the web of the drill become larger as it
tt sha.:-_oened.

9. ,,'hat is an acceptable lip angle for a drill uses: in
;',;ene,tal shop work.

10. What are tIA o purposes of the tang?
a

7.741.i.111.1M.12.11...A I

11- What tool is used to remove a taper shank drill
t-rom the press spindle?

12- Explain the- abbreviations RPM and FPM as they apply
to drilling,

110. Direction,- The fo:_lowittg &e.aternents are either TRUE or FALSE. if
the staterrti-: tr. TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it
is P'AL013, 7.1!,tce e circle around the F .

T F I. Tap4x 1115 are made to the Brown and Sharpe taper.

T F 2. The 7a1.1-.2 is ,Ised In checking the angle of the drill.

T F 3. Sleevi:s ant' soc.;ets- p- 0 taper shanks only.

T F 4. Most taper siia-0. ,ave a ang:

T F S. The drill Taatii more :d by an increase in the
thiciza.ess of e swa.-1 the
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DRILLING MACHINE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name

CUTTING FEEDS AND SPEEDS

Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with drill feeds and speeds.

Assigned Text: Bure.ardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., tolooaeI- rathin ion, Part I,
pp. 190-192, and 526,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 100-102, 479,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 99-105.

Additional Reference:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 60-61.
"Use and Care of the Twist Drill" Cleveland Twist Drill
Company Pamphlet.

Note to Student: Text book information on drill bits will iz,dicate that there
are two kinds of steel used in the production: of a twist drill
oh. One type is called a carbon steel drill and the other a
high speed drill. The high speed drill will have the initials
KS, somewhere in the legend on the drill. The legend is
information stamped or cut into the neck on the shank of
the drill. Generally speaking high speed drills can be run
at twice the speed of the carbon drill. It might be well
to note that a guide for figuring the speed to set the
drilling machine for a high speed drill bit is as follows:

4 times the cutting speed divided by the diameter
of the drill.

4 xCS
D

The cutting speed can be found by checking the
proper chart in the recommended texts. By
dividing the speed acqui..eci in the above formula
by two, you can arrive at the speed for a carbon
drill of the same size.

The feed of the drill bit into the metal varies according
to the hardness or softness of the material being drilled.
Too _ such feed can cause a damaged drill or work piece.
On a power operated down feed drill press the feed can
be set to a certain depth per revolution and charts in the
text books on recommended feeds from drill manufacturers
are available. The feed is expressed in feet per minute
(FPM), The speed is expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM).
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Questions: i Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

,

1. What factors determine the feed for drilling?

2. What general formula can be used to calculate the speed
when drilling with a carbon drill?

3. What general formula can be used to calculate the speed
when drilling with a high speed drill?

4. What approximate speed in feet per minute should be used
with high speed drill for steel alloy, machine steel, cast
iron and brass?

5. What is meant by the speed of a drill?

6. What is the feed of a drill?

7. Why is it difficult to set a rule for the speed and feedof
a drill for all types of drill work?

8. If the cutting speed is 120 feet per minute, calculate the
RPM for the following letter size drills: (See table of
letter size drills).
A K F
H P W

9. Calculate the diameter of a drill whose cutting speed
is 120 feet per minute at 320 RPM.

10. Calculate the cutting speeds obtained from a 1 1/8"
drill making the following RPM.
170 509
272 102

11.

40?
11.1111

Calculate the approximate number of RPM to run a
drill 1/2" in diameter at a cutting speed of 120 fi,!et per
minute.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name

PRINCIPLES OF DRILLING

Ob actives:

Assigned Text:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the principles of straight drilling on
the drilling m3chine.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operalion, Part I,
pg. 173-208,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technolo , pp. 75-102,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. ,Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 117-120.

Additional References:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 59-61.
"Use and Care of the Twist Drill", Cleveland Twist
Drill Company Pamphlet.

uestions: I Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is drilling?

2. When is a pilot or lead hole used in drilling?

3. What is the rirpose of scribing a circle on the work
piece when drilling a hole?

4. Name two kinds of steel used to make drill bits.

5. What determines the speed of the drill? (List 3 factors. )
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Assignment Sheet #7

6. What determines the feed of the drill? (List 3 factors.)

7. What is the recommended cutting lubricant for cast iron?
For high carbon steel?

8. What should you do before putting a taper shank drill
into the spindle of the machine?

9. Why is it best to feed by hand until you are sure the drill has
started to cut?

10. What is indicated when the extreme outer corners of the cutting
edges of the drill wear away rapidly?

11. What will happen if the above condition is not immediately corrected?

1 2. Either mie of two faults may cause the lips to chip. What are thew.
two faults?
a.
b.

13. What is meant by "drawing or pulling a hole?"

14. How is a twist drill ground for drilling brass? Why?
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Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. U
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T. If it
is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F I. High speed drills will last longer than carbon tool steel
drills.

T F 2. A straight shank drill has more driving power than a taper
shank drill.

T F 3. The tang assists in holding and driving your drill bit.

T F 4. Soluble oil is used in drilling cast iron.

T F S. A pilot or lead hole is used when larger holes are drilled.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name Date Grade

COOLANTS AND CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with coolants used when drilling and reaming.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 192-193,

Or
Felker, C. A., Machine T h_rlioloizzec pp. 477-481

Or
Porter, H. W. Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0, D. Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 105-106.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, E . D., Machinery's Handbook.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory. 4th Edition, p. 60.

Note to Student: The related information for this assignment sheet is
not complete in the assigned texts. They deal mostly
with the coolants recommended for certain kinds of
metal. Additional information for answering some of
the questions can be found only in "Machinery's Hand-
book's or "American Machinist Handbook". It is re-
commended that you refer to the index of these hand-
books under the title "cutting oils and compounds".

uestions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. State two advantages of using a cutting compound when drilling steel.
a.
b.

2. When is turpentine used as a cutting lubricant?

3. What is the advantage of an oil tube drill? When is it used?

4. How are cutting oils reclaimed?

5. In producing an emulsion for general machining operations,
what ingredients are used?

6. Where should the stream of cutting fluid be applied in drilling.
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7. Select a formula for makine. a coolant for drilling and reaming.

8. What cutting compound is used in drilling aluminium?

9. What cutting compound is used in drilling carbon steel?

10. What cutting compound is used in drilling cast iron?

11. What cutting compound is used in drilling brass?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #9 Name Date Grade

GRINDING AND CARE OF DRILLS

Objective: To study the various principles of drill grinding and the proper
care of drills.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 183-190,

or
Felker, C. A., Mac hine StopTecltolo , pp. 79-82, 85-90.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 93-97, 105-104.

Additional References:
Oberg , E. and Jones, F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Handbook for Drillers, Cleveland Twist Drill Company.
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 55-59.

"Use and Care of the Twist Drill", Cleveland Twist Drill
Company Pamphlet.

Thinning the Web
en a Round-Faced
Emery Wheel

Related Information:

Reading assignments and questions in assignment sheet # 5 have discussed
the nomenclature or parts of the drill bit. The structure of the drill bit is
such that the web of the drill increases as the drill is ground to shorter
lengths. This creates a problem of the point of the drill having a web that is
to large and therefore difficult to center with a center punched layout. To
overcome this the web is ground as shown in the illu.+ration. This must be
done carefully so that the cutting edge or lips of the drill will not be damaged.
The smaller the drill bit, the smaller the radius of the grinding wheel used
to reduce the web size. Many off-center holes are drilled because the ;:eb
of the drill is too big.

Note to Student: Accurate measurement of the drill bit is taken at the
margins of the drill as close to the point of the drill
as possible. Never measure the shank of the straight
drill or near the shank of the tapered shank drill.
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Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible

I. Why is it important to have both cutting edges of
equal length and angle?

Z. What is the recommended lip angle for drills used in general work?

3. What is urie recommended lip-clearance angle for drills used in general
work?

4. What causes an over-size drilled hole?

5. What is the effect of insufficient tip clearance?

6. What is another name for the lip of the drill?

7, What is the effect of too much lip clearance?

8. Has the drill any clearances other than lip clearance?
What are they?

9. On what part of the drill bit is the full size measured?

10. Why must the shank of a tapered drill be thoroughly clean
before using?

11. What does a squeaking drill bit indicate?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. In order to cut properly, the drill must have a lip
clearance of 8 degrees to 12 degrees.

T F 2. An over-size hole is the result of unequal cutting edges.

T F 3. Insufficient lip clearance causes the drill to split.

T F 4. Point angles as large as 150 degrees are used to drill
the tougher metals.

T F 5. Point angles as small as 60 degrees are used to drill
soft materials.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # ',...1 Name

TWIST DR1L GI IGES

Date Grade

Objectives: To present a basic knowledge of gauges in 1 drill grinding.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
p. 181,

or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 78-80,
or

Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
SJE.ataois and Setu s, pp. 99, 106.

Additional References:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 55-56.

Note to Student: The use of the word gage or gauge by the texts and trade
catalogs may be confusing. They are both correct words
in the terminology of machine shop practice. The de-
finition is identical for each word.

TWIST DRILL GAGE

DRILL POINT GAGE

.59 Degrees

StafferMIMICS' HIND OIA5OIMI6 loots and PREVSION INSTIONOIS
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guestions: e.. Directions: Paswer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the purpose of the drill gauge?

2. What information is found on the drill gauge?

3. When is a drill grinding gauge used?

4. List the advantage of using the drill grinding gauge.

5 . What angle is checked with the drill grinding gauge?

lim Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the

statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it is FALSE,
place a circle around the F .

T F 1. The drill grinding gauge has an angle of 59 degrees
and is graduated in fractions of an inch.

T 10 2. The twist d:ill gauge is used in checking the size
of the drill, (diameter of drill).

T F 3. The drill grinding gauge has the fractional, number
and decimal equivale: .ts stamped on it for reference
to drill sizes.

T F 4 Tte universal drill grinding gauge may be set to various
ar list.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name

W.I. GRINDING MACHINES

t17 ark

Objective; To acquaint the learner with the &ill grity:Icz machine.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. kelacialiT TrPOi Operatic-01,
pp. iti3-184,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shopiechnology. p_

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe. , sviachine
Shop Setup:, pp. 105-107

Related Information: In shops where any considerable amount of drilling is done, it
is economical to have a drill grinder like or similar to the pieta=
shown below.

Courtesy of The Hisey-Nralf Machine Compaq
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This machine may be quickly adjusted to support a drill of any
length or diameter in a wide range of sizes and is so designed
that it is a very simple matter to grind the dill properly.

Questions: i Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1.

9

If your shop has a drill grinding machine, will- is it nec-
cssary tn letarn to rind by hand?

List the advantages of the drill grinding ma; Mine ov-... -.hat of hatir!
g=in rag.

How much skill is required to operate a drill grinding machine?

4. Is there an attachment made that can be attached to a regular
pedestal grinder to aid in grinding drills?
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MAO-ME TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 12 Name Date Grade

MACHINE REAMERS

Objectives:

Assigned Text:

L'o study the sizes, types, nomenclar.l.re, specifications, selection
and storage of machine reamers.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 213-219,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology: pp. 103-10L,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
Shop Operations and Setups. pp. 108-110.

Additional References:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory.. 4th Edition, p. 61.
"Use and care of Reamers", Cleveland Twist Drill
Company Pamphlet.

uestions: ii. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. List at least three types of machine reamers.
a. b. c.

2. What is the purpose of a taper reamer?

.3. What is the difference between an expansion reamer a-d the shell
reamer?

N

4. What is the advantage of the expansion reamer over the rose reamer?

5. Give at least two (2) parts of the rose reamer.
a, b. c.

6. What is the purpose of carbide-tipped reamers?
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7. What is the purpose of a spiral fluted reamer?

The shell reamer consists of how many parts?

9. How is a taper shank reamer held?

10. How is a straight shank reamer held?

U. What will be the result if reamers are dropped P. placed on metal
bench tops Cr machine tables or beds?

12. How Aould reamers be stored?

Or Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if i:
is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. The rose reamer should never be operated by mechanical
power.

T F 2. The expansion reamer may be adjusted to any size within
its range.

T F 3. The spiral fluted reamer will always have a taper shank.

T F 4. The carbide-tipped reamers are used mostly in
production work.

T F 5. The drill bit used to drill a hole before reaming is
always less than the size of the reamed hole.

T F 6. The speed t.,. the reamers should be slow..tr than
the speed of the same size drill.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 413 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF MACHINE REAMING

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the ftmdamentalo f:f machine reaming.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
PP 219-2Z1,

or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp . 103-107,

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C.H. and Lascoe O. D. Machine
Shop Operations and Setups. pp. 109-110, 121-122.

Additional References:

Note to Student:

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., M2chinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.

"Use and Care of Reamers", Cleveland Twist Drill
Company,

Speeds and feeds for drilling was discussed in assign-
ment sheet # 6. However, the speed for reaming is
slower than that recommended for drilling. Reamers
are available in carbon steel and high speed steel. It
is recommended that the iJrmula used for a high speed
reamer be one-half of the weed used for a high speed
drill and that the s,eed for a carbon steel reamer be
one -half of the speed used for a carbon drill. Cutting
oil and compounds can be used in reaming the same as
for drilling. Keep in mind that a reamer run dry and
one run with coolant may produce a different size hole
in the same metal causing a spoilage of the work piece
or the duplicate Darts being produced.
Fermulas:

H. S. Drill H. S. Reamer

4 "-z S
D

4xCS
D

2

Questions: 01. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What is reaming?

2. What are the purposes of reaming?
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3. How are reamers classified?

4. How are machine reamers classified?

5. How is a rose reamer identified?

6. What is the difference between a rose reamer and a finishing reamer?

7. How much stock is usually removed with the rose reamer?

8. How can you tell the difference between a hand reamer and
a machine reamer?

9. What is a shell reamer? What are its advantages?

10. What is the drill size used '.- prepare a hole for reaming
with a rose reamer, followed by a finishing reamer la the
sketch below?

l REAM
8

4 HOLES

11. What is the size of the drilled hole when only a finishing reamer
as used?
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12. At what speed should a machine be run in relation
to the same size drill if both are high speed steel?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE, place a circle around the F .

T F 1. Reamers are made with taper shanks only.

T F 2. The morse taper is standard for a tapered shank
rose reamer.

T F 3. The hand reamer has a square tang on its shank.

T F 4. The rose reamer is generally used in finishing the hole.

T F 5. The cutting speed of a finishing reamer is faster
than the speed used for a drill of the same size.

T F 6. Increment cut reamers reduce chattering .

T F 7. A good grade of lard oil is recommended when reaming
cast iron.

T F 8. Use a lubricant for reaming steel.
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MACHINE TRADE TECI-NOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #14 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF BORING AND COUNTERBORING

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with drilling machine counterboring.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Macnine Tool Operation, Part 11,
pp. 174, 222-224,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 109-'12,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations and Setups, pp. 108, 120-121.

Additional References:

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.

Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, p 63.

Note for Student: It is important that the machine operator allow for
the spring of the boring bar. It may be necessary
to take light cuts in the final sizing of tl- .. hole.

Questicns: p Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

Fly Cutter

1. What is the difference between boring and counterboring?

2. Why is it sometimes necessary to bore a hole
instead of reaming?

3, What are the steps required to produce a straight
and accurate hole using a drill press?

4. What is the name given the adjuFtable single point
boring tool?
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T F 1. 'ale guide or pilot of the counterbore should be larger

8. What ;s the purpose of the guide or pilot on the counterbore?

T F 2. The counterbore should have at least two cutting edges.

T F 3.

9. What advantage does the removable blade counterbore have over

T F 4. Cutting oil should be applied freely when counterboring

io Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.

the solid cow , erbore?

cold rolled steel.

If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around he T,
if it is FALSE, place a circle around the F.

in diameter than the hole of the counterbore.

Fast speeds in counterboring will produce a
better =inish with less chance for chatter.
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5. What is counterboring?

6. List two types of counterbores.

7. Name the four main parts of the countelbore.

C /-- D

NATiAriAL

Courtesy of The National Twist Drill and Tool Company

A

B D
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #15 Name

PRINCIPLES OF SPOT FACING

Date Grade

Objective: T`o acquaint the learner with the drilling machine spot facing operations.

A$ signed ext: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
p. 174,

Porter, H. W.
Machine Shop

Felker, C. A.,

, Lawshe , C. H. and Lascoe, O. D.
Operations and Setups , pp. 108, 121.

or
Machine Shop Technology, pp. 111-112.

Additional References:
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition. p 63.

Definition: Spot facing is an operation on the drill press that uses
a spot facing tool or counter boring tool to surface the
work piece at a place above the drilled hole so that a
washer, nut or bolt :id ad will have a flat place to seat
itself during the assembly of the article being produced.

Questions: iii. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the difference between counterboring and spot facing?

2. %at is the purpose of spot-facing?

3. Could you use the spot-facing tool for counterboring?

4. What important factor must be considered when r?ot-facing
cafit-iron castings?
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P Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE . U
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE, place a circle around the F .

T F I. The :-..ounterboring tool may be used for spot-facing.

T F 2. Spot-facing enables the washer, nut or bolt head to seat itself
properly.

T F 3. High -peeds are recommended for spot-facing.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #16 Name Datea Grade

PRINCIPLES OF COUNTERSINKING AND CENTER DRILLING

Objective:

Assigned Text:

To acquaint the learner with the principles of countersinking on the
drilling machine.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Ozratjat, Part 1,
pp. 174, 224, Z25.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Melia° logh pp. 113-114,

or
Porter, H. W., Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D.
Machine Shop Operations and Setups, pr. 107,120.

Additional Reference: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp. 62-63

Questions: to- Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What ii the difference between counterboring and countersinking?

2. What is the purpose of countersinking?

3. Countersinks are made with varicus ang14s for various types of
screws. List at least two angler .
a. b.

4. What causes chattering in countersinking°

5. How is chattering prevented?
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6. What is the difference between a center drill and the countersink?

7.

b.

Why is the angle of the center drill countersink 600?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE .
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE, place a c :le around the F .

T F I. The countersink is usually made of high speed steel.

T F 2. Too slow spec will cause countersink to chatter.

T F 3. Cutting oil should not be used when countersinking
cast iron.

T F 4. A sta...dard flat head machine screw has an included angle
of 82 degrees.

60°

Illustrated above is a combination center drill and 60° countersink. Many times
it is necessary to drill center holes in stock for setting up work between centers
on the lathe. Center drilling on the drill press is common practice in all shops.
Center drills are easily damaged if the speed is too fast or too slow. The work
must be held rigid under the spindle and if the material requires coolant or
lubricant for regular drilling should also be used for center drilling. The
small end of a dull center drill may break off and spoil the work piece.

The speed of the center drill is calculated more to the size of the small
straight drill than to the 60° countersink size.

Be sure the drilled center hole is smooth and proper depth. A center
hole with chatter marks will cause the lathe center to heat up quickly when
turning between centers.

-..
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #17 Name

TAPPING IN A DRILL PRESS

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the necessary information
to tap with power in the drill press.

Asked Text: Burgbardt, H. D. aad Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Part I
pp. 226-237,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technolom pp. 36-40,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe. C.1-1 and Lascoe, O. D.
Mactiine Shop Operations & Se-ups, pp. 61-63, 122-123.

Additional References: °berg, E. and Jones, F. D., Mach_ ary's Handbook.

gle Related Information: Taps should be stored in separate containers or bins, and
should nev- "e dropped or placed oa hard surfaces to prevent
chipping or ..filling the cutting edges.

Note to Student: It might be advisable to review assignment # 18 in bench
work.

.guestions: ar. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. A tap set usually consists of how many taps? Name them.

2. What tap of the standard set is used most in power
tapping?

3. What is a blind hole?

4. What cutting lubricant is recommended for tapping steel?

5. Why is it easier to start a tap straight in power tapping
than in hand tapping?
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6. What are the advantages of the gun tap over the regular hand tap?

7. Is the gen tap adaptable tor power tapping?

8. What are the advantages of tapping by power?

Q. What is a tap drill?

10. What is the formula for finding tap drill sizes?

11. Obtain the tap dill size for the following taps:
1/4-20, 1/2-13, 7/16-14, 5/8-11, and 3/4-10.

12. State four advantages of tapping by power.
a.
b.
c.
d.

13. List fiv'e (5) conditions which cause tapping trouble .

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 4 18 Name Date Grade

Objective: To resiew inforanal-n about drilling machir work.

Assigned Text; No text is ...c, be used in the review.

questions: si. Directions: Answer the iollowing questions as briefly as possible.

1. Name four classes of drill presses.
a. c.
b. cl.

2. What are the advantages of the radial drill press over the upright
drill press?

3. Why are ye-i. cautioned to remove rings, watches and neckties and
to roll up sleeves when operating a drill press?

4. Why should you Always check the size of a drill or reamer each time
it is taken from the tool crib?

5. List two (2) important factors, when clamping work to the drill
press table.
a.
b.

-01.11.

6. Give at least two (2) reasons why a bcadent should not hold work
by hand when drilling.
a.
b.

7. If the taper shank of the drill is of a smaller size than the hole
in the spindle, how is the drill held?

8. List at least four (4) methods of holding a drill in a drill press.
a. d.
b.
c. ......4MNINoyIMO
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9. List at least three (3) size classifications or categories of drill
sizes,
a. c.

b.

10. What is the purpose of the drill tang?

11. What does a t.queak indicate in drilling?

12. Calculate the approximate number of R.P.M. to run a drill 1/2"
diameter at a curing speed of 120 feet per minute.

13. When is a pilot drill used in drilling?

14. Why is it best to feed a drill by hand until you are sure the
drill has started to cut 7

15. What factors determine the proper cutting speed for
the drill?

16. State two (2) advantage.; of using a cutting compound wh.:x
drilling steel.
a.
b.

17. Where should the stream of cutting fluid be applied in drilling?
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Assignment Sheet #18 - REVIEW

18. What is the effect of to much lip clearance on the drill
bit?

19. Why must the shank of the tapered shank drill be thoroughly
cleaned before using?

20. What is the purpose of the 'twist drill gauge ?

21. What angle is checked with the drill point or grinding gauge?

22. List at least three (3) types of machine reamers.
a. c.
b.

2! . How can you tell the difference between a hand reamer and the
machine reamer?

24. Nail-:- the standard tap most used in power tapping.

25. Explain the advantage of power tapping.

Directions: The fellowiag statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE, p!ace a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE, place a circle around the F .

T F 1. A gang drill press is strictly a production machine.

T F 2. It is very dangerous to drill brass without having a
negative rake on the drill bit.

T F 3. The feeu should be increased when the drill breaks
through the work.

T F 4. An angle plate is used when long cylindrical pieces
are to be drilled.

T F 5. Taper shank drills are made to the Brown and Sharpe
taper.
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T F 6. The drill is made more rigid by an increase in the
thickness of the web toward the shank.

T F 7. High speed drills will last longer than carbon tool
steel drills.

T f 8. A straight shank drill lase more driving power than
a taper shank drill.

T F 9. An oversize hole is the result of unequal cutting edges.

T F 10. Point angles as small as 60 degrees are used to drill
soft materials.

T F 11. The drill gauge is used in checking the size of the
drill (diameter of drill).

T F 12. Reaniers are made with taper shanks only.

T F 13. The cutting speed of a finishing reamer is faster than
that of its reamer 4 ill.

T F 14. Fast speeds in counterboring will produce a better finish.

T F 15. Spot-facing enables the nut or bolt head to seat itself
properly.

10. Directions: Each statement needs a word, a figure, or a phrase to make
it correct. Only one of the choices listed is correct. Place
the number of the choice you make in the space provided at
the right edge of the sheet.

1. The main cause of chatter in countersinking is (1) too much speed,
(2) no heel clearance, (3) point angle. ( )

2. The it-pose of spot facing is to (1) prepare surfaces for bolt heads
or washers, (2) countersink holes, (3) spot the work for drilling.( )

3. The principal advantage of the shell reamer is (1) a fester spindle
speed may be used, (2) to cut the initial tool cost (3) to ream
cored holes in castings. (

4. The standard lip clearance of a drill should be (1) 3 to 5 degrees.
(2) 8 to 12 degrees, (3) 59 to 60 degrees. ( )

5. Soluble oils are used when grilling (1) cast iron, (2) bronze or
brass, (3) annealed tool steel. ( )

6. The feed of a drill is (1) R.P.M. o" the spindle, (2) stock removed
per revolution, (3) pressure exerted at the drill pint. ( )

7. The R .P.M;. required to rua a 1,16" high speed drill to cut SO feet
per minute is (1) 46n, (2) 2230, (3) 5120. ( )
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ENGINE LATHE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1 Name Date Grade--._
SAFE PRACTICES AND PRECAUTIONS FOR ENGINE LATHE WORK

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the hazards of lathe operation.

Assigned Text:

Note to Student:

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 28-30, 38-39, 247-248

or
Porter, H. W. , awshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations and Settrns, pp. 156.

Do not touch the chips or (-flings as they come from the
cutting tool. They will cut and burn your hand.
Always file left handed, _lever with your arm ever the
lathe chuck 3r dog.
If you wear an apron, be sure it is tied in the back with
string ar cloth and never ,,ith wire or heavy rope.
Do not walk away from the lathe while it is running or
leave the chuck wrench in the chuck at any time.

Questions: 110. Directions : Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why are safety rules and practices so important in machine shop work?

2. Why should your sleeves be rolled up when operating an engine lathe?

3. Why should finger rings avJ wrist watches not be worn while operating
an engine lathe?

4. Why wear goggles when operating machine tools?

5. Why is good housekeeping a safety practice in machine shop work'

6. Why shoulu files never be used without handles?

7. Why should a board be placed on the ways of a lathe %%hen
changing the chuck?
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OP- Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the correct
word or words .

1. Machine tools should not be operated unless all of the
are in place .

2. Machine tools should never be while in motion.

3. Always file when fi'ing on an engine lathe.

4. Never grind or chip without wearing

5. Chips and shavings shoulci not be removed with the . Use
a brush.
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MACHINE TRADE TECINOLCIY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name Date Grade

ENGINE LATHE, TYPES AND SIZES

Objectives:

Assigned Text:

To acquaint the learner with different types, sizes and nomenclature
of engine lathes.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 239-277, or

Felker, C. A. , Machine Shop Technology, pp. 116-132,
or

Porter, H. W. , Lawsbe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop O & Setups, pp. 125-136

Additional References: Nicholson, Fred. .Shop Theory. pp. 129-133.

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.

Note to Student: Production requirements have iacreased tremendously
in the past decade. Automation has become a key word
in industry. Automatically operated machine tools have
become a necessary part of our economy. This assign-
ment is for the purpose of aquailiting the learner with the
basic tools of the machine trade. The knowledge you
acquire in this lesson will help you to understand the more
complicated automatic machines that you may work with
in the future.
It is interesting to note that the lathe is the only machine
capable of reprodrcing itself. So it is the predecessor of
all machine tools, basic or automatic.

Q4.iestions: PP Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. How is the size of an engine lathe determined?

2. What are the three types of lathes?
a. b. c.

3. Why are lathes made in various sizes?

4. What is the primary function of the lathe?

5. What is the purpose of the head-stock?
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6 Indentify the right and left of the lathe in relation to the
operators position.

7. What is the difference between a standard geared lathe and
a quick change geared lathe?

8. Name 5 operations that can be performed on the lathe.

9. Explain why lathe centers are called the "live center" and
"dead center".

10. What part of the lathe is used to accurately gage the depth
of cut of the tool into the work.

11. Explain why the standard change gear lathes have been
replaced by quick change gear lathes.

IP. Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the correct
word or words.

I. The is used to turn angles.

2. The head-stock the work and
the feed mechanism.

3. The lead screw is used for cutting .

4. Identify the parts indicated on the adjacent picture of a South Bend
Lathe.

A N
B 0
C P
D Q
E R
F S
G T
H U
I
J
K _
L
M
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ENGINE LATHE WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet 03 Name

WORK.HOLDING DEVICES

Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the various holding devices.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part 1, pp. 317-318, 363-366, 370-373, 476-477.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop'lfecimology. pp. 193, 197-198, ZOO,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop ORerations & Setups, pp. 147-156.

Additional References: Nicholson, Fred, Shop Thsaii, 4th Edil.'on. pp. 135-138.

Related Information: Lathe Dogs and Chucks

Illustration courtesy South Bend Lathe Narks

Questions: Directions: Answer the questions as briefly as possible.

1. Nair' A four work-holding devices.
a. c.
b. d.

2. What is an independent chuck?

3. What are the advantages of an universal chuck?

4. What are "reversible" jaws?
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5. What are the advantages of a collet chuck?

6. Co!iets are made to hold various shaped bar stock. Name
three.

7. How is work held and driven between centers?

8. What is the difference between a drive plate and a face plate?

OP- Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the correct word
or words.

1. When would you use an independent chuck?
. A universal chuck?

2. A chuck in which all the jaws move in unison is called a
chuck.

3. A live center
centers.

4. A drill chuck is held in the tail stock by means of

with the work held between the lathe

5. A
stock.

6. Irregular shaped work is held in an chuck.

chuck is useful in holding small round pieces or bat

7. A plate is used to hold work clamped on it for machining in
a lathe.

8. A work piece with a hole in it can be pressed on a
set up between and a cut taken on the outside surface.

9. All chuck threads should be thoroughly before
being placed on the spindle.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name

CUTTING TOOLS

Objectives

Assigned Text:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the fondamentals of cutting tools and
their holding devices.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
pp. 278, 304, 355

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop TechnologY, pp. 168-172,

184-187, 205-206
or

Porter, H. W. Lawshe, C.H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 136-147.

Additional References: Jones, F. D.; Machine Shop Training Course. Vol. I
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition, pp 134-135.
Colvin, F. 11. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Baker, Warren and Kazacka, Joseph S. , Carbide Cutting
Tools.

Related Information:

How to Run a Lathe, South Bend Lathe Work.

CUTTING TOOLS

NOTE: Chip Break*: Groove

TYPICAL OUTSIDE TURNING TOOLS
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TYPICAL BORING AND FACING fOOLS

tomissussultilltIntiftttl
rt11.111111Lrinn -- /71/vww _

TYPICAL THREAD CUTTING TOOLS

Typical lathe tools. Arrows indicate the direction in which the tools
are fed. (The Shell Oil Company)

a

"atm° rake
; 3'to5 for krffse tools
:12`Vol5 for planer toots

Cemented carbide-tipped tool s.(n) Turning tool, angle"
marked 0 are clearance angle" and i. is the lip angle;
(b) shows how an interrupted cut in lathe work (or the
beginning of a cut in a shaper or planer) strike' the
tool having negative take; the impact is some dietetics
behind the no"' and is Immo likely to break the tip.

Questions: IP. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. Make a simple sketch of a right-hand tool holder.

2. How does a right-hand tool bit differ from a left-hand tool bit?

3. What is the purpose of tool holders?

4. Name five common lathe oo bits.

5. What are the advantages of tool bits over forged tools?

6. Name 3 standard size tool bits.

7. Identify a right and left hand tool holder by the way they
are bent.
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Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the proper word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. A tool which is !nserted in a holder is commonly called a

2. The bar which carries a tool to enlarge a hole is called a
bar.

3. A left band bent tool is used to turn close to the

4. A right itard cutting tool is used to face a shoulder.

lb. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE o: FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the
T, if it is FALSE, place a circle around-the F.

T F 1. A boring tool can be all tool steel or a holder with an
inserted tool bit.

T F 2. Side rake and back-rake angles on a tool bit permit
the chips to slide freely over the top of the tool bit.

T F 3. Brass cutting tool bits work better with side and
back rake.

T F 4. Carbide cutting tools are made of solid tool steel.
T F 5. Tool bits are heat treated to give extra hardness.

T F 6. A tool bit for threading is ground accurately to the
thread form.

T F 7- Carbide and stellite tool bits are used in rapid-
production work.

T F 8. Carbon steel is better for fast cutting than high-
speed steel.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF TOOL GRINDING

Object iles : To acquaint the learner with the principles of tool grinding.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 278, 304.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 168-172, 179, 184,

186, 205,
or

Porter, H. , Lawshe, C.H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 136-147, 418-419.

Additional Refetences: Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory, 4th Edition, PP. 134-135.

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'llaininsourset Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
How To Rim a Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Note to Student: In many shops an experienced tool grinder will
grind all tools but it is important that the
beginning machinist learn the principle of
tool grinding.

Questions: lo Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What i s the purpose of grinding lathe cutting tools?

2. What governs eta shape of a tool?

3. What is 'rake"?

4. What is meant by cutting angle?
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Assignment Sh Let #5

5. Name the five clearances on a cutting off tool.

6. Give six safety rules proper to observe in tool grinding.

PD. Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the correct word.
or words.

1. For rough turning cuts a tool is used.

2. The on the grinder should be kept close to the wheel

3. The tool should be back and forth across the face of the
wheel.

4. Tool bits are made of steel.

5. The contour of the work to be turned governs the tool .

6. A tool without and clearance will not
cut.

7. When ising hard tipped tools, the machine can be run
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #6 Name Date Grade

MEASURING TOOLS

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the measuring tools.

Assiped Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool eration, Part I,
pp. 59-86, 98-102, and 153,

Of

Felker, C. A., Mace SMiTechnology` pp- 57-61, 161-168,
177, 215, 217, 261-262, 275.

Of
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C.H. and Lascoe, O.D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 18-37.

Additional References: Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition,pp. 32-47.198.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'braining Coursed Vol. I.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
How to Run a Lathe, Saudi Bend Lathe Works.

estions Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.....:

1. Would you use a caliper to measure to .001? Why?

2. What is the principle involved in rotating the thimble of the
micrometer?

3. Where may snap and plug guages be used to advantage?

4. What is the length range of steel rules?

5. Why should the machine be stopped before nu....suring with a micrometer?
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6. Name the 4'31lowing common measuring tools used on a lathe:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Courtesy of The Lufkin Rule Company
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Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

I. A screw pitch guage is used to check the
of threads per irch.

2. _,. is used to measure to .001 of an
inch.

3. guages are used as measuring tools in pro-
duction work.

4. The graduations most commonly used on steel rules are
, and .

s IP

5. For accurate measurement of round stock you would use a .
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #7 Name Date Grade

ATTACHMENTS

Objectives:

Assigned fext:

To study the attachments used on lathes.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 356-361, 403, 409,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 202-204, 227-231,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 152,156.

Additional References: Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory, 4th Edition 138-143.
How to Run a Lathe, South send Lathe Works.

Questions: IP. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. List three attachments used on the lathes.
a.
b.
c.

2. Where is the center rest mounted on the lathe?

3. What attachment is used when turning long, slim work?

4. How is a follower rest attached to the lathe?

5. How many jaws does a center rest have?
A follower rest?

6. What is the purpose of a taper attachment?
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lo. Directions : Complete the folloding sentences by placing the proper
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. A is used when threading a
long screw.

2. The is bolted on the lathe saddle
and moves with the tool.

3. A may be used when drilling and
boring holes in the end of a long shaft in a lathe.

4. A taper attachment is graduated in on one end,
and on the other.

5. Tapered work pieces can be duplicated with speed and
accuracy after the had been
properly adjusted and tightened.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #8 Name

CU'! TING SPEED AND FEED

Date Grade

Object es: To acquaint the learner with the formulas for determining the
cutting speed and feed when doing engine lathe work.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 304-309,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 133-138,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe , C. H. and Lascoe , O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 224-225.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'Raining Course, Vol. I.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational Schools.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Autchinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
How to Run a Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Questions 10. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the formula for cutting spid?

2. What is the meaning of feel?

3. What is cutting speed?

4. What is the formula for the circumference of a circle?

5. Why do cutting speeds vary?
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6. How many R.P.M.'s should a 12" pulley turn to attain a cutting
speed of 60' per minute?

Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the proper
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The number of feet per minute a spot on a shaft travels in a
minute is known as feet per minute.

2. '110 distance a tool travels per revolution of the work is known
as

3. The surface speed of work depends on the of the
material.

4. The cutting speed and feed detem. 3 the life of the .

5. For rough turning a speed and a, feed are
the best practice.

6. The cutting speed for boring is detendined by the of
the bore.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #9 Name

DETERMINING THE R. P. M.

Objectives:

Assigned Text:

nate Grade

To acquaint the learner with h-lw to find the R.P.M. for a known
cutting speed, rim speed, or surface speed on the engine lathe.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. Z! 309,

or
Felker, C. A., 1,.4' ^hine Shop Technology, pp. 133-138,

or
Porter, H.- . , Lawshe, C. H. & Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Opera..ons & Setups , pp. 224-225.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational Schools.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
How to Rim a lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following question as briefly as possible.

1. Give the formula to find R.P.M. of a lathe, given the cutting speed
and diameter of work.

2. Find the R.P.M. of a 2" shaft to be cut at 90' per minute.

3. Find the R.P.M. of a 3/8" drill necessary to drill a hole at 60' per
minute.

4. Given a 4 1/2"diameter shaft to be cut at 70' per minute, how many
R.P.M. must the lathe revolve?
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5. In machining an 18" pulley at 60' per minute, how many R.P.M.
must the work revolve?

6. What is surface feet per minute? When would surface feet per
minute be the same as R.P.M.?

Directions: Complete the following statements.

7. The Greek letter "i" is used as a in formlas
for circumference.

8. The of the wcrk x R.P.M. determines the surface

peeo

feet per mblute.

9. As the diameter of piece of work is decreased the surface sl

ould be10. To finish turn a piece of work in a lathe, the surface speed sh

ce11. Tungsten carbide tools may be used at a surfs
speed than high speed tools.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sleet #10 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF CENTERING STOCK

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the principles of centering stock.

Assigned Thxt: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Mach!? Tool Part I,
pp. 317-327,

Additional References:

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 138, 142-144, 208,

or
Porter, H.W. Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, G. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 163, 212-213.

Jones, F. D. Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F.A. , American Machinists'

Handbook.
How to Run A Lathe South Bend Lathe Works.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why is it necessary to use various sizes of combination center drills?

2. Give five methods of locating center holes.

3. What is the standard angle for center holes?

4. Why should work be faced square before centering?

5. Why is the drilled hole deeper than the center?

6. After both centers have been located, how may the work be tested for
trueness?
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7. How would you find the centers of an irregularly shaped
piece of work?

8. Why must the centers be in alignment before center drilling in a
lathe?

100 Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the proper word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. Short, round pieces may be center drilled to advantage in an
chuck.

2. The chief cause of center drilling Inealcage is that the lathe centers
are not before drilling.

3. The speed to rim a combination countersink and center drill is
determined by the diameter of the drill and hardness
of the material.

4. The center of a piece of square stock may be found by drawing
lines from corner to corner.

S. A piece of work should be checked for after
re-centering.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #11 Name

PRINCIPLES OF FACING

012&ti eve .

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the principles of facing.

ARsigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 329-335.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 173-180.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp 159-167

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
How to Run a Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why is it important to face a piece of work to length before turning?

2. Why should the work be measured
before facing?

3. How can you determine whether
the tool is cutting a square lace?

4. Why must the lathe centers be in line? What will be the result if
they are not?

5. Should the carriage be locked when facing? Why?
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Drections: Complete the following statements by placing the
proper word or words Li the blank spaces.

1. Facing is the operation of the ends of shafts to
length.

2. The squaring of shoulders is called

3. The squareness of the faced surface can be checked with a steel

4. The should be clamped when facing to produce
a surface square with the axis.

5. The first cut when facing a casting should be enough
to get under the scale.

6. To face all the way across a piece of stock, the cutting
tool must be positioned on
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Assignment Sheet # 12 Name Date

PRINCIPLE.; OF STRAIGHT TURNING AND TURNING TO SHOULDERS

Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the principles of straight
turning and turning to shoulders.

Assigned Te .ets: Barghardt, H D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool OLatLon,
Part!, pp. 336-361,

Felker, C . A. , Machine Shoyjec hitojogL, pp. 152 -154,
185-187.

Porter. H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe. 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. , pp. 167-172.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones F. D. , Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'
Handbook.
Jones, F. D. Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. , I.

Note to Student. The operation of stz a i.gat turning and turning to a shoulder is
performed on work :ces which have been set up in various ways in nib lathe.
Setups can inelde work between centers, in chucks, on face plates and on jigs.
This assignment will not become involve,' any more than necessary in the type
of work holding device used in the straight turning ope ration.

Questions: 1. Two kinds of cuts are taken on a work piece. What are
they called?

2. How muQ.h stock should be left for the final cuts on the
work?

3. Describe briefly now the too! holder should be set to
prevent it from "digging" into the work.

4. Explain the difference between the general shape of a
roughing tool and finish cutting tool.

5. How many cutting angles are ground on a snouldering
tool?
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6. A round nose roughing tool leaves stock at inside of
the shoulder of the cut. What is the name given to this
surface?

7. Undercutting the stock at a shoulder is sometimes
necessary. What is the name given thi. -)Deration?

8. Name three types of shoulders or corners.

a.
b.
c.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #13 Name Date Grade

CHUCKS

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the types, sizes, nomenclature,
specifications, selection and storage of chucks.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machin, Part 1,
pp. 371-381.

or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 193-199,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. , pp. 159-161.

Additional References: Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.
Chuck Manufacturers' Catalogues (for sizes and specifica-

tions).
How to Run a Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Questions: IPP. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Name the various types of chucks commonly used.

2. %tot determines the type of chuck to be used?

3. What is a draw collet chuck?

4. How should clucks be handled? Why?

5. What type of chuck would you use for square bar stock?
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Note:

IP- Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the proper
word or words in the blank spaces.

I. The universal chuck is used to hold and
work.

2. A chuck in which the jaws move independently and together is
called a chuck.

3. Independent chucks have jaws.

4. If a lathe is to have only one chuck it should be an
type chuck.

5. A chuck has only three jaws, which are
adjusted simultaneously.

6. 1/2" round drill rod is best chucked in a
chuck for quick setup and concentricity.

The turning steps in finishing to an accurate size are as follcws:

1. Rough to caliper size + 1/32 .031
2. Rough to mic. size + .010
3. Finish to mic. size + . 000
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #1.4 Name

PRINCIPLES OF CHUCKING

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles of chucking on engine
lathes.

1isAlacrl Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 371-376,

or
Felker. C. A., Machin. Shop Technology, pp. 193-195,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. , and Lascoe, O. D., Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 159-161.

Additional Reference: Jones, F. D., Machine Sho2Training Course, Vol. I.
How To Run a Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Related Information: Finished work when being chucked should always have its
surface protected by having copper or some other soft metal
inserted between it and the chuck jaws.

uestions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why are grooves cut into the face of most independent chucks?

2. How is chalk used to indicate the trueness of the work
piece setup?

3. What is used to set up a work piece to a .0005 or less degree
of accuracy?

4. How is finished work protected from the chuck jaws when
rechucking?
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5. How does the combinaiion chuck differ from the independent chuck?

lo. Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
proper word or words in toe blank spaces.

1. A piece of work 6" in diameter may be held in a 6" chuck by
the jaws,

2. A chuck wrench which fits loosely in the chuck screws will 130011
the screws.

3. If the high spot is indicated between two jaws, both jaws must be
to true up the work.

4. Thin work must be carefully chucked to prevent .

5. Work must be securely chucked to prevent it fro-n being
out of the chuck by cutting pressure.

6. Large, heavy work should never be chucked in a chuck which is
not strong enough to hold the work

7. -Vhen removing or placing a chuck, the lathe ways should
be protected with a
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Assignment Sheet # 15 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF FORM TURNING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the operation of form turning.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
part 1, pp. 355.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones. F. D, , Machinerys HandBook.
Colvin, F, H, and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinist
Hand Book.
Jones, F. D. , Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. L

Related Information: Free 11;$.nd form turning requires the development of
special skill in manipulating the carriage and cross feed of the lathe. The
free hand forming of a lithe handle or knob is not easy, The operator must
be able to visualize the shape of the article he is turning and move the lathe
cutting tool into the work with coordination of hand and eye. Sometimes form
turning can be accomplished with a tool ground to the desired shane, but in
most cases, the work must be roughed out first.

With instructions from an experienced worker, one
can le-A-LTA to free the compound of the lathe and turn
a round knob or ball. Some lathe compounds are
equipped with a wc,rre and ..vcrrrn wheel to assist
form turning. There a-ee attachments; manual,
electrical and :tydraulic on luthas that make form
turning relatis::4 easy. The latest producti..vt
lathes are operated by tapee v..hich take all of the
skill out of the actual producing of a formed part.
The skillful man with the modern machine is the
one who designs and sets up or programs the
operation of the tape machine so that a semi-skilled
worker ccm operate it profitably. This is automation.

T a major concern of the learner should be to un-
derstand tool bit o. cutter clearances and be able to grind his own forming
tools to shape the work.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
pos Bible.

I. What hand feeds are used in free hand form turning?
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2. What is a gage or template?

li... What material can be xitsti to rnai(e a t:age or tcroplate?

4. Why is the use of a 'spring too";." 1-innorta-.1,?

5. Why should the ...tiding speed be slove, for form turning?



Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,

01. josc212:

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol . I.

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #16 Name

FACE PLATE WORK

ENGINE LATHE WORK

ENO MEASURING ROD

SQUAIE 64EAD BOLT

Peter, H. W. , Lawshe, C.H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 162-163.

To acquaint the learner with the principles of face plate work and the
accessories used.

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 198-200,

pp. 476-483,

3
U CLAMP

How To Run A Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works

Accessories for Faceplate Work
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Questions: 111. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly Is possible.

1. What classes of work are machined on a face plate?

2. How is the work held on a face plate?

3. How is the work trued up on a face plate?

4. Why is it necessary to counter-balance some work on face plates?

5. Why must work be carefully clamped when machining on a face
plate?

6. How would you keep work from slipping when held on a face plate?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The same machining operations can be performed on work held
on a face plate as in a

2. It is sometimes necessary to counter-balance work held on a face
plate to keep it in

3. Holes may be accurately spaced while held on a face plate by
means of tool makers' and a dial indicator.

4. A mounted face plate should be tested for
using.

5. The circles on the face of the face plate can be used to
the work approximately.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOu
Assignment Sheet #17 Name

DRAW-IN COLLETS

Date Grade

Objectives: To study the principles and uses of collets.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 372-374,

or
Felker, C. A. Machine ShopTechnology, pp, 197-198,

mem 4.

Porter, H. W. ,

or
Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0, D. , Machine

Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 148-151.

Additional References:

Related Information:

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machine Vol. I.
How To Run A Lathe, South Bend Lathe Works.

Draw Sr r

sa

Hand
Wheel

z/iffic-

1111 Collet
Sinn

I

aCollet

ooa
Cap

Cr0004oceloo
Colof

Ruk
Chocdd**

filosidomat Coostroctioa of Drimia
let Attocis

Illustration courtesy South Bend Lathe Rorke

Whei. placing the collet chuck into the adapter (which
fits into the main spindle) make sure the pin in the
adapter coincides with the keyway in the collet chuck.
Always be sure the threads on the collet match the
threads on the draw bar. Do not force or drive the
collet into the lathe spindle.
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Questions: fro Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are the advantages of draw-in collets?
a.
b.
c.
d.

2. How are collets held in a lathe?

3. What shaped work is held in collets?

4. What advantage is there in having a hollow draw bar?

5. What keeps the collet from revolving in the collet sleeve
when tightening?

III. Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the proper
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The draw-In collet is used for the production of parts.

2. By using different size the draw-in collet chuck can
hold much smaller work than can be held in a chuck.

3. The draw-in collet chuck automatically the work.

4. The collet sleeves are to allow for contraction.

5. The extends through the lathe spindle and
is used to expand and contract the collet.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #18 Name_ Date Grade

PRIACIPLES OF DRILLING

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the pri:::!.1 .s of drilling on a lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Madame Tool Cieration, Part I,
pp. 384-390,

or
Felker, C. A., Mackie Shop Technology, :T. 207-211.
Porte'r, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operitions & Setups, pp 213-214.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machineu's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
How To Run A Lathe, South Bend Lathe Work..

Not -o Student: Use extreme caution when drilling with the drill holder and
drill.

Related Information:
Drill holder, fits the taper shanks of
drills and machine reamers. Has a large
center hole at "A" and $ provided
with a suitable haaf!le.

Questions: iv. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

I. What is the usual method of drilling a hole in work in a lathe?

2. Why shculd work to be drilled be faced and center
:potted before drilling?

3. Ho-,v is a tai"-Ar shank drill held in an eriginl lathe?

4. What determine the proper speed for drilling in a lathe?
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5. -There does the handle on the dril: holder rest while
drilling with a large drill?

6. How s4ould a taper shank drill be removed from a drill holder?

7. When using a drill holder, at what points must the most
care be taken for safe operation?

Diyections: Complete the following statements by placing the pi-to,
word or words in the blank spaces.

Sir all and se ,:pight shank drills are held in a

2. shank drills can be held by men of a drill

3 The sellers must be in line when drilling in a lathe or a
drill mfy result.

Work to be drilled in a lathe should be before drilling.

3. When drilling a large hole with a lathe, it is best to drill a
hole to rzlieve the pressure on the drill point.

6. Cutting r.:-)rnpv.ines are used when drilling in a lathe to carry away the
aad keep the drill

7. To di.;.! 1.1 ;101P 4,ith a small drill, a high speed and a
fee sb id be axed to avoid drill breakage.
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MACHLNE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #19 Name G rade

MACHINE REAMERS

Objectives: To study the types, sizes, nomenclature, selection, and
storage of machine rea.aers.

Assigned Text Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 211-222.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 42-46, 103-105,
211-213. or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shr ;Operations & Setu- p 214.

Additional References: Oberg, R. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H., and Stanley, F. A., American

Machinists' Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machi ne Shop Cainin curse.

Cleveland Twist Drill Co. , Use ap.vd Care of Reamers

siions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as
possible.

1. Name four reamers commonly used in machine reaming.

2. What is an adjustable reamer? What are its advantages?

3. What are the advantages of a shell reamer?

4. What are the flutes of a reamer? What is their purpose?

5. What are the advantages of spiral flutes?

6. What is a chucking reamori
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7. Name the parts of the above machine reamer.
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f. -.fi

Directions: Comriete the following statements by placing the proper word or words
in the blank spaces.

1. A, reamer cuts on the angular face of the flutes.

2. reamers are used to ream oversize. _ewes.

3. A fluted reamer is used to overcome chatter.

4. Reamers should be handled and stored carefully to prevent
to the cutting edges.

5. A small machine reamer is made with a shank.

6. reamers are held on a tapered arbor.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #20 Name

PRINCIPLES OF REAMING

Date Grade

01Aective: To acquaint the learner with the principles of reaming on the engine
lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Ouration, Part I,
pp. 388-389,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp 211-213.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. p 214.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Train) Course, Vol. I.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists

Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Cleveland Twist Drill Co. , Use and Care of Reamers

Related Information:

NATIONAL

.1111.1w.

NATIONAL

Courtesy of The Nations/ heist Drill mid loot OxlignY
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Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What is the purpose of reaming?

2. How is a machine reamer held in a lathe?

3. What speeds and feeds should be used when reaming in a lathe?

4. Should a lubricant be used when reaming cast iron?

5. How much stock should be left for reaming a hole to size?

6. How are small machine reamers held in a lathe?

7. Why must the tail stock spindle be properly aligned
when reaming with the tool in the tail stock?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

I. A reamer should never be turned to remove it
from a hole.

2. Cast iron should be reamed
..1.71...

3. The general allowance for reaming in a hole is .

4. The diameter of the reamer and the kind of material to be reamed
determine the to use when reaming.

5. When machine reaming in a lathe the must be in
alignment.

6. Wheu reaming steel a good grade of cutting oil is used as a

7. A hole that has been drilled off center will ream off
center if the reamer is held solid in the
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLCGY
Assignment Sheet #21 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF BORING

Objectives: To study the principles of baring and boring tools.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 390-396.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 214-217.

or
Porter, H. W. Lawshe, C. H., and Lascoe, O.D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. pp. 215-219.

Additional Reference : Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as postale.

1. What is boring?

2. Give two methods of measuring a bored hole.

3. When is it necessary to bore drilled holes to size?

4. Explain why a boring tool properly ground for a 2" hole would
not be correct to bore a oneinch hole.

5. The forged boring tool is different from the boring bar holder.
How?
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Directions: lls. Complete the following statements by placing the proper work or words
in the blank spaces.

1. Bell-mouth in bored holes is caused by the
of the bar.

2. The speed for boring is determined by the
of the bore and the to be machined.

3. The boring rod should be set on .

4. The bore of a piece of thin-walled work will often be out of round
after removing from the chuck due to being chucked too

5. Boring tools are the same general shapes as tools.

Note: The steps for boring a I" hole to an accurate size are as
follows:

1. Drill 1/8" of finish size.
2. Rough bore caliper size 1/32.
3. Rough bore mic size .010.
4. Finish bore mic size + . 000.

Caution: Be careful and allow for possible spring in the
boring bar.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #22 Name

MANDRELS

Date Grade

Objectives: To study the types and uses of mandrels.

As_ Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 363-366.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technologx, pp. 200-202.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 166-167.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop 'Mining Course, Vol. I.

Questions: 1P Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is a mandrel?

2, How would you determine the large end of a mandrel?

3. What precautions should you take before pressing a mandrel in a hole?

4. Name two types of expanding mandrels.
a.
b.

5. Why are the ends of mandrels undercut smaller than the
body?

. Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. A mandrel is often wrongly called an
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2. Mandrels should be pressed into a work piece and not
in.

3. Mandrels should be cleaned and before pressing into
a piece of wodc.

4. 'lb avoid breaking the spokes of a pulley when inserting or
removing a mandrel, the work should be blocked under the

5. A mandrel is used to hold a number of pieces while
turning or milling.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #23 Name

PRINCIPLES OF KNURLING

Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the kinds of knurling tools and how to use
them.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp . 361-363.

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 187-190.

Or
Porter, a. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O.D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 172-174.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.

estions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

Raerlias Tea ter Ledo

COARSE MEDIUM ma
Sample el Raerlisit

Courtesy of South Bend Lathe brigs

1. What is knurling?

2. What precaution should be taken before
starting a knurl?

3. What feed should be used when knurling?

4. What effect does knurling have on the diameter of the knurled portion?

pi. Directions: Complete the following statemei.:2 by placing the proper
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. When knurling small diameter work, care must be taken to avoid
the work.
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2. Some knurling tools have Reis of knurls of
different coarseness.

3. Knurling is primarily used #) prepare surfaces for
by ham

4. The knurling tool must be and on
or a poor job of knurling will result.

5. Two distinct patterns of knurls are
and

6. Knurling can improve the appeartiiice of the
of the work.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLuGY
Assignment Sheet #24 Name

PRINCIPLES OF CUT OFF

Date grade

2121ectives: To study the principles of cutting off.

AssieitText: 3urghardt, H. D. and Axel rod, A., Machine r2313, Part I,
pp. 381-383,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Sho L...__ELezhnolo, pp. 205-206,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0.D, Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 174-175.

Adiitional Reference : Jones, F. D., Machine ShorainingCotEss, Vol. I.

2ysitials: to. Dtiections: Answer the following questions as briefly as possibxe.

1. 16 the cut-off tool limited to use on bar
work only? Explain other uses.

2. What is the proper height to set a cut-off
tool in relation to the work?

3. What is the advantage of an off set
cutting-off tool in chuck work?

4 W tt Inbricants sold be used whc.n cutting off steel
on t lathe -?

Why shot 41 you never hold work between centers when cutting off?

Directior3: TIT_IIPti he followinn statements by liachag the
correct word or wor4s ir. tiie blank spaces.

breakzgc when cutting off is usu!!y due to insufficient
clearance.
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2. A cut-off tool shrii-2:i Le -,:e- s.-.;_aztly un

3. It is best practice to use sn
cutting off.

AIMA.....r.C.........

fezPil 714. c.,

4. Chattering is caused by the vi%r,iti,)n of the
work or lathe headstock.

01,411,111112./ air,

5. When the cut-off tool Is set below cent r, the work will tent' to
over the tool as the diameter gets smaller.

6. The cut off tool should not be ground heavily on the .-
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assighrnent Sheet #25 Name Date Grade

THREADS AND THREAD CUTTING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with threads and thread cutting devices.

A.:mimedieast; Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 237-258, 1'7-419, 437-445.

or
Felker, C21., Machine Shot , pp. 248-249, 254-256,

.P# 7.,6.':.

Porter, H. W.. 1-awshe, C. F-1,. and LAscoe, 0. 0- ,. Macl...ne
S-2222S3erations & Setups: pp.lZ 181-183-

Addidmal Reference: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Course, Vol. I.

Oberg. E. and Jones, F. D. , iviachinezys Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. , American Machinists'
Handbook.

atEstiats: lo. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What governs the carriage movement in relation to the spindle?

2. What parts of the lathe, when moved, will cut the thread
..11......UGGpet:

3. When cuttine, the thread on a long screw what attachment_
is used to support the shaft?

4. Give examples of how a thread may be used to:

a. transmit power.

b. control accurate movement.

c. convey material.

d. hold parts together.
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5. Name four standard thread systems.

2.

3.

4.

What is the advantaga of a carriage threadstop screw?

7. Explain briefly the unified thread system.

8. Why are graduated collars important in thread turning?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. When cutting a thread the carriage moves a certain distance
equal to the pitch for each revolution of the lathe

2. This relation between the carriage and the spindle is controlled
by a or of gears.

3. The controls the movement of the carriage.

4. The of the threading tool is determined by the
form of thread to be cut.

5. The threading tool is at 90° to the of the lathe.

6. The tool is fed into the work at an angle of or-
whet' cutting an American Form of thread.

7. The use of the makes il un-
necessary to reverse the lathe to return the carriage in
the same thread lead.

8 Pip threads are
sively tighter fit in assembly.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #26 Name Date Grade

THREAD L.-FINITIONS AND IDENTIFICATION SYMBOLS

Objective: To study thread terms and parts.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Toe- O9eration, Part 1,
pp 417-474

or
Felker, C. A., Machue Shop Technology, pp. 248-252,

or
Shuman, J. T., yashineS 2_10Work, pp. 177-183.

Additional References: Oberg, E. a n d Jones, 1.D., Machine. 's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.

19.1tLons: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Define major diameter. Show on drawing.

2. Define pitch. Show on drawing.

3. Define root and crest. Show on drawir.q.

4. What is the pitch diameter of a thread? Show on drawing.
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5. Show the identification symbols for a 1/2" American
National Course thread series, three fit. Show on drawing.

6. What is the helix angle? Show on drawing.

7. What is the depth of a thread? Show on drawing.

41
It

A

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The of a thread is the distance a thread advances
in one complete revolution along its axis.

2. The and are the same in a single threaded
screw.

The American Standard thread has an included angle of

4. All fits and allowances for the American Standard thread a--
based on .;te diameter.

S. A thread of 1/8" pitch has threads per inch.

6. The root diameter of a thread equals the major diameter minus
the .,11.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet =27 Name Date Grade

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL THREAD STANDARDS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the American National Thread form and
its features .

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machineion, Part I,
pp. 417-426,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 248, 257-260.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O.D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 183-188.

Note to Student: The terms American National and American Standard have the
same meaning.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., dachine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Slade, S., and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and

Related Information.

Vocational Schools.
Oberg, E., and Jones, F . D., tvlachineg's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F . A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Felker, C . A., Shop MPthematics.

AMERICAN NATIONAL THREAD STANDARDS
lbw/

angle S
%yowl

IAtoh 1 ogle A/

141 \40/ Depth H

ITt1-
341/61 Ci

i i I
V V

WIT
E gf
ii

Crest Side Root Depin H

Width of not P

The National Screw Thread Cvrninission was established in 1928 I.-, Congress to
determine a standare system for screw threads. This commission established the Ameri-
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can National Screw Thread system which was later approved by Congress and is now used
in all manufacturing throughout the United States.

As a result of the Commission's study, the standard locking thread form in the
United States is the American Thread Form. This form is similar to the Sharp V Thread
in every respect except the top and bottom of the thread is flat. This perm its the thread
to withstand more abuse without injury and enables the tools, taps, or dies used to produce
the thread to hold their cutting edge much longer. Another advant ge of this thread is that
its cross section can be held to a more accurate dimension than practically any other thread
falai. This is possible due to the fact dim: it has an included angle of 600 , thus making the
flat crest and root 1/8th the pitch. This enables the tool to be fed at an angle when the
thread is being cut and the flat end area of the tool is broad enough to withstand the forces
of cutting without breaking.

qaessti ; ID. Directlims: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are the advantages of the American National form of thread?

2 . Why has the National form of thread been adopted as a standard?

- 3. What is the included angle of a National form thread?

4. Name the various series of National form threads.

5. What is the largest size of a National form of thread called?

6. Wiiat is we smallest diL--neter of a National form of
thread ...ailed?
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Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The distance from the top of one thread to the top of the next is
called the

2. The symbols used in specifying the American Standards threads are
and ..111=0 ....=

3. The flat at the top of an American Standard thread is called the

4. The S.A.E. Standard series of screw threads has the same
as the American Standard series.

S. The distance a thread advanced axially in one complete revolution
is called

6. In the Coarse and Fine thread series, as the diameter
increases the threads per inch .

7. In the 8 thread, 12 thread, and 16 thread series, as the diameter
increasessthe threadr per inch ._

8. The American Standard form of threads was adopted due to its
ease of
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #28 Name Date Grade

AMERICAN NATIONAL OR AMERICAN STANDARD THREAD FORM

Objective: To study the computations of the Amerit.,.in National Thread Form.

Assigned Text_ Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 426, 532, 533,

or
Shuman, J. T., Machine Shop Work, pp. 180-182,

Or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technoym pp. 257-259, 272-273.

Additional References: Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Oberg. E. and Jones, P. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Felker, C . A., Shop Mathematics_.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L ., Mathematics for Technical an

Vocational Schools.

Questions: liw r-rections: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Complete the formula for the depth of the American National Thread.

Depth = Pitch

2. Complete the )rmula for the double depth of the American National
Thread.

Double depth a.. 2 x

3. How is the root diameter of an American National Thread figured?

4. Why does the depth of an American National Thread vary with the
pitch?
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Practice:

64.4- -

5. Compute the root diameter of a 1" - 8 N.C. thread.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing
the correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The root diameter is found by subtracting the
from the basic diameter.

2. The
thread.

of the thread determines the depth of the

3. The formula for the depth of an American National Thread is

4. The fit of an A.7_-.arican National Thread is determined at
the

5. The used to determine the depth and
double depth of an American National Thread is .6495 X
pitch.

With for,nulas already given in text, compute the following
specifications for 5/8" - 11 N.C. American National form
thread.

a. Pitch

b. Pitch diam---ter

c. Major diameter

d. Minor or Root diameter.

e. Root and Crest flats

f. Single depth

g. Double depth
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #29 Name

SHARP VTHREAD

Date Grade

Objective: T1 acquaint the learner with the sharp V-thread form and its forniulas.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axe hoc A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
p. 425.

Additional References! Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training_Course, Vol. I.
Felker, C. A., Mathematics.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L ., Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schools.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F . A., American Machinists'

Handbook.

Questions: il. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

%read
are* A

X-604,/ Path

tell

Crest
Side Root

1. What is the formula to determine the pitch of a char" V-thread?

1 7"
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2. Wha: is the formula for depthof a sharp V-thread?

3. What is the formula for the double depth of a sharp V-thread?

4. What are the reasons for the lack of use of the sharp 3i - threads?

5. What is the shape and included angle of a sharp V-thread?

I,. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. In practice it is
V-thread.

2. The American Standard thread is
than the sharp V-thread.

to produce a true sharp

3. The formula for the minx: diameter of a sharp V-thread Is

4.

%

The formula for the tap drill size of a sharp V-thread is
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #30 Name

ACME THREAD

Date Grade

Objective: To study the nomenclature, cutting formula, sizes and use of the acme
thread.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machu Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 418, 426 -42 ?, and 461-463

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop 'technology, pp. 2P4-285.

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. ;.nd Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop2 Operations andSekv 1, pp. 187,199-200.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. American Machinists' Handbook.
Jones, F. D. , Machine Sho Tra Course, Vol. 1
Oberg, 0. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Felker, C.A., Shop Mathematics.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and Vocational

Schools .

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why is the Acme thread replacing the square thread?

2. What is the purpose of the Acme thread?

3. Give the formulas for the pitch, depth, and width of an Acme thread.

4. Where is the fit between an Acme screw and nut?

5. What is the included angle of an Acme thread?
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6. On what part of an Acme &dead are the formulas dependent?

7. Give an example of a device using an Acme thread.

11.-- Di Feel:Rm.,: Complete tie following statements by placing the proper word
or words in the blank spaces.

I. The Acme screw arc nut tits on the sides of the thread.

2. Each different
size cutting tool.

of Ac.ae thread require_ a different

3. Acme thread tools must be grouna accurately using an
Acme .1

4. The minor diameter of an Acme thread equals the outside diameter minus

5. An Acme thread is
increased width at the bottom.

than a squar, thread because of the

6. The compound rest is set at an angle of degrees when cutting
an Acme thread on a lathe.

7. The use of the .....101=1.
cutting long Acme screws.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #31 Name Date Grade

ACME TAP AND TAP DRILL SIZES

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the formulas and uses of Acme taps and tap drills.

Assigrie4. Text: Buighardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 461-462,

or
Felker, C. A.,Machine ShozTechnolou, pp. 284-285.

Porter, H. W. L.--wshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. pp. 198, 200.

Additional Refermces:
()berg, E. and Jone$, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Felker, A., Shop Mathematics.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematr:s for Technical and Vocational

Schools.

Questions: Is Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the formula to determine the outside diameter of an Acme tap?

2. What is the formula for tap drill size for an Acme thread?

3. Why are Acme taps made in sets of three?

4. Why is an Acme tap made oversize?

5. How much clearance is there between the tap wilt size and the root
of an Acme thread?
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Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the correct
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The tap drill size an Acme thread is larger than the root
diameter of the screw.

2. ACMC, taps are made in sets. :.,-1- three to progressively
the thread.

3. The clearance is added to the outside and root diameters because an
Acme thread bears only on the of the thread.

4. A tap drill is used to produce a hole of tne correct size for .

5. Compute the correct tap drill size for a 2" diameter four-thread
Acme nut.

6. Compute the correct tap drill size for a 1 1/2" diameter five-
thread A--;me nut.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #32 Name

SQUARE THREAD

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the formulas and uses of the square thread.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., tviachine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 427, and 457-462

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 282-284,

or

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 200-201.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
Jones, F. D.. Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook,
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schcols.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. How is the thickness of a square thread determined?

2. Give the formulas for pitch, width and depth of a square thread.

3. For what purpose are square threads used?

4. Why cannot square threads be successfully cut with a die?
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Directions: Complete the following sta.,ments by placing the correct

4. As the helix angle of a square thread varies with eacti

5. Why must particular attention be paid to the clearance angle on a

6. In what position must the threading tool for a square thread be set?

3. The thickness of thread and width of space are each one-half the

5. The square thread is cut slightly deeper than one-half the pitch to allow

2. When cutting a square thread it is good practice to rough out the thread

1. The fit of a square thread is on the

necessary to have a tool for each different thread.

with a tool

for

square threading tool?

word or words in the blank spaces.

of a square thread.

than the correct width.

,it is

ENGINE LATHE WORK

6. The width of the pace on an internal square thread is several thousandths
of an inch wider than the width of the external thread to give a
fit.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #33 Name

FITS OF SCREW THREADS

Objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the classes of fits of screw threads.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A
pp. 421-423.

., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,

or
sPorter,

OperationsiW jaEa wSetupsh C.

.H. , and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
194-195.

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinea's Handbook.
Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F . A., American Machinists'

Handbook.

Questiot s:

1.

41111=1.

Directions: I swer the following q;ac,,tions as briefly as possible.

Identify the different classes of thread fits.

2 . Why is it necessary to have different classes of thread fits?

3. What class of thread fit is recommended for general work?

4. How ar the different classes of thread fits identified on a

5. What diameter is the basis for the tolerances in all the classes
of thread fits?

Directions: Complete the fo..owing statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The class 3 fit is recommended as a fit.
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2. Class 4 fits are specified for thread fits.

3. A 3/4" 10 thread screw. class 3 fit is specified on a drawing as

4. The allowances and tolerances for all classes of threw! fits is
based on the diameter.

5. The c' ass
all thread fits.

186
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #34 Name Date Grade=m..._mma.

THREAD PITCH CAGE CENTER GAGE PLUG AND RING THREAD GAGE

Objective: To acquaint the learners with gages used to check or
inspect threads.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation.
Part I. pp. 445-446, 470-475.
Felker, C. A. , Machine Shop Technology, y2 pp. 274-278.
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H, , and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. i ,,. 195-196.

Additional References: Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory.

Questions: jp Directions: Answer the following as briefly as poszible.

1. The certer gage has several applications to the threading
operation. Name 3.

a.
b.
c.

Z. Describe the thread pitch gage and its purpose.

3. Why are thread plug and thread gages importam to industry?

4. Are ',ere "go and no go" thread ring gages?

5. Can plug an ring gages be purchased?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #35 Name

THREAD MICROMETERS

Objective:

Ass Text:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the use of thread micrometers for
measuring Sharp V and American National Threads.

Felker, C. A. , Machine Shop Technology. pp. 275-276.
or

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. , and Lascoe, 0. D. , Machine
Shop Operations iltSstp_i s. pp. 195-196.

Additional References:

Related Information:

ssa

111.111

Jones, F. D,, Machine Shop
Oberg, E. and Jones, F F. D
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley,

Handbook.

Courtesy of The Lufkin Rule Company

Training Course, Vol. I.
., Machinery's Handbook.
F. A., American Machinists'

THRE/ D MICROMETERS

A thread micrometer is a measuring tool which
may be used for measuring or checking pitch
diameters (see figure). The spindle and anvil
ends of this micrometer are shaped to conform
to the standard angle of threads. Thus this
micrometer gives the pitch diameter which
equals the outside basic diameter less the depth
of one thread.

The thread znicrom, _, however, does not give
an absolutely accurate pitch diameter measure-

ment because of a slight error which depends upon the lead angle of the screw thread. Usual-
ly this error is so slight that it is of no particular importance. In fact, this error can be
eliminated completely by setting the thread micrometer to a standard thread gauge of the
plug type and then using it to measure screw threads having the same pitch diameter as the
gauge

Another type If screw thread micrometer which is not as accurate as the one pictured, is
the thread comparator. This measuring tool is equipped with conical points on both the
anvil and spindle faces. It is especially suitable for making quick comparisons in cutting
screw threads.
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Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. At what point is the thread measured using a thread micrometer?

2. What is the most important dimension in measuring a thread?

3. What is the reading of a thread micrometer when the spindle is in
contact with the anvil?

4. Is there a formula for determining the reading of the thread
micrometer?

5. Is he thread micrometer accurate for all pitches of threads? Explain.

6. Can an accurate thread be cut on a blank, whose outside diameter is
undersize? Explain.

7. How may the thread micrometer be used without any error?
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"---"--1----A. - z--"Z"-..

lik Directions. Complete the following statements by writing the proper
word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The is the most important
dimension in measuring a thread.

2. The of some thread micrometers is changed to
accomodate different pitches.

3. The constant for measuring Sharp V-threads is

4. The class of fit of ,t thread is determined by the

5. The constant for measuring American National threads is

6. The American National thread is not intended to bear upon the
or of the thread.

7. The pitch diameter test should always be used when
in a thread is desired.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #36 Name

THREE WIRE METHOD

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the three wire method of measuring
screw threads.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
p. 383,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 275-278,

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 196-198.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Oberg, E., and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.

Related Inrormation: WIRE SIZE

Largest and smallest wires - the largest
wire diameter for all American Standard
threads equals 0.90 x pitch; the small-
est wire diameter equals 0.56 x pitch.
"Best wire" equals 0.57735 x pitch.

11. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. When is the three -wire system used in measuring threads?

2. What is the formula for measuring threads using the three-wire method?
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3. How is the diameter of the wires obtained for each pitch?

4. What diameter of the thread is measured using the three-wire method?

5. Give the formula to determine the largest and smallest size of wires to
measure threads using the three-wire method.

11. Directions: Complete the following statements by placing *lie correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. The wires used in measuring a thread by the three-wire method must be of
the same .

2. A thread should be measured in more than one place to insure
with the three-wire method.

3. The three-wire method is also used to measure the
of the thread.

4. The. formula for the pitch diameter of a ti-read using the three-wire method is
ipplIr

5. The diameter of the wires is approximately .6 of the of the thread
to be measured.

6. Threads of forms other than the American National may be
by the three-wire method using a different

formula for each tt,,, dd form.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #37 Name Date Grade

CUTTING THREADS, EVEN-GEARED LATHE

Objective:

Assigned Text:

To acquaint the learner with the formulas And computations necessary
for cutting threads with change gears.

13urgtardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. Machine Tool ration, Part I,
pp. 437-445,

or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 249-254,

Additional References: Jones, F . D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Felker, 131 . A., Shop Mathematics .,

Oberg, E E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook .
Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schools.

Related Information:

estions:

Present day lathes are even geared, which means that the
stud gear runs at the same speed ari the headstock spindle.
When the screw gear and the stud gear are of the same size,
the lead screw and spindle revolve at the same speed and the
same number of revolutions.

11 Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is meant by an even geared lathe?

2. What is the formula or rule for calculating change gears on an even
geared lathe?
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3. If the number of threads to be cut exceeds the number of threads
on the lead screw, where is the largest gear placed?

4. How woe:pd you determine if a lathe is even geared?

5. How can the number of threads on the lead screw be determined?

6. (a) Can you cut a left hand thread on an even geared lathe?

(b) Why?

OP. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. A lathe which has a gear with 24 teeth on the stud and a gear
with 24 teeth on the lead screw is geared.

2. The formula for change gears for an even geared lathe is

3. The spindle of a lathe which is even geared is connected to the
lead screw by a change gear.

4. A lathe is even geared when it will cut the same number of
threads as the lead screw when there are gears
an the stud and screw.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHIq'LOGY
Assignment Sheet ii38 Nate Date Grade

CUTTING THREADS, WHEN LATHE IS NOT EVENGEARED

Objective: To study the formulas and computations for thread cutting with change
gears when lathe is not even geared.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 441-442.

Felker C. A. Machine Shop Technology. pp. 249-254.

Additional References: Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and
Vocational Schools.

FeWcer, C . A., Shop Mathematics.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Give the formula for change gears to cut a thread when the lathe is
not even geared.

2. Explain the meaning of even-geared.

3. How would you determine if a lathe we: not even - geared?

4. What is the lead number?
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5. What are change gears?

6. What effect does inserting an idler-gear in a gear train have on
the ratio between the driver and the driven gears?

le Directions: ('omplete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. When a lathe is uneven-geared the ge8r on the stud is
than the spindle gear.

2. Fractional threads may be cut on an uneven-geared lathe by
obtaining the gears necessary.

3. The lead number is the number of threads per inch a lathe will
cut when the gear and the gear are equal.

4. The tumble :: -gars are used to direction of the
lead screw to cut left-handed threads.

5. Change-gears are used to obtain different between
the gears on the stud and screw.

6. The lead number is the for all calculations for change-
gears.
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MACHINE, TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #39 Name

CUTTING THREADS WITH COMPOUND GEARING

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with compound gearing and its formulas
when thread cutting on a lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 1,
pp. 443-444,

or
Felker, C . A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 252-254.

Additional References; Jones, F. D., Machine ShokTrainingCoLIrse, Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F . H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
Slade, S., and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schools.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why is it necessary to compound gears to cut threads?

2. Complete the formula for compound gearing used to cut threads.

No. of Threads

3. What are compound gears?
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4. When compound gearing must be used, how would you determine
the size of the gears to be used?

5. What is a 2 to I compound?

6. How would you calculate the gearing for a fractional thread?

7. Calculate the compound gearing necessary to cut a thread of
.750 lead with a lead screw having four threads.

1 Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

I. Two gears, usually of different sizes, keyed together 'are called
gears.

2. Compound gearing is used when the or
distance does not permit the use of large gears.

3. Compound gearing is also used when
are to be cut.
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MACHINE TP DE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #40 Name Date Grade

CUTTING THREADS, QUICitCHANGE GEAR LATHE

Objective: To study the method used in cutting threads on a quick-change gear
lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 243-245,

or
Felker, C. A. Machine Shop Technology, pp. 254-256.

Additional Reference: jor_es, F. D., Machine Shop Training,. Vol. I.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. (a) What is a thread and feed plate?

(b) Where is it usually found?

2. What is the purpose of a thread and feed plate?

3. What is the meaning of quick-change gears?

4. What are the advantages of quick-change gears for cutting threads?

5. What operations are necessary to set a lathe to cut threads using
quick-change gears?
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6. What formulas are required to cut threads using a quick-change
geared lathe?

7. (a) Are the quick-change gear cl.,,rts tl- ! same on all makes
of lathes?

(s% Why?

lo. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

I. A thread may be cut on a quick-change gear lathe by moving the
levers to the as indicated on the chart.

2. The should be studied carefully
before setting the lathe to cut threads.

3. Be sure the levers are all in their correct
before engaging half nuts to start cutting threads.

4. The half nut should be opened and closed

5. The thread and feed chart reads directly in
per inch and , I --- -.volution.. A'

6. To cut a thread alxpressed as lead with a quick-change gear box,
transform the lead to 1.11111.11. MIIMINI,MI, ,
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #41 Name Date Grade

MULTIPLE SCREW THREADS

Objective: To inform the _earner about multiple lead screw threads.

Assigned Text: Barghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation.
Part I, pp 467-469.

or
Felker, C. A. , Machine Shop Technology, pp 279-281.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O.D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. p 183.

Questions: Directii-,1s: Answer the following as Lriefly as possible.

I. Define a multiple lead screw thread.

2. Is the pitch and lead the same on a
a. Single lead screw?
b. Double lead screw?
c. Triple lead screw?

3. Is the lead constant on all multiple thread screws?

4. Is the pitch constant on all multiple thread screws?

5. When are multiple thread screws used?

6. How many degrees apart are the leads G-ia double lead screw?
A triple lead screw?

7. Give an example of a use for a double lead screw.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment S!-eet #42 Name

CUTTING LEFT HAND THREADS

Grade Date

Objective: To inform the learner how to cut left hand threads.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. Lnd Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation`
Part I, pp 456.

or
Felker, C.A. , Machine Shop Technology, pp. 278-279.

or
Porter, H. W. , 1..tz:vishe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 191-192.

Additional References: Oberg, E. , and Jones, F. D. , Machiner is Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is the only lathe hange necessary to cut a left hand thread?

2. What symbols are used to designate a left-hand thread? Write
out the symbols for a 1/2" National Course, number three fit,
left-hand thread.

3. At what end of the lathe does the tool bit enter the work when
cutting left hand threads?

4. Why is it necessary to neck a shaft when threading left hand?

5. Are there left hand dies and taps? II sc, how do they differ
from the right hand tap and die
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #43 Name Date Grade

DETERMINING A TAP DRILL SIZE

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the formula for figuring tap drill sizes.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, ti. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 1,
p.433,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 38-39 and 281-282,

or

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. at- Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, p 223.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. U.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schools.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.

Questions: Directions: Answer the questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is a tap drill?

2. Give the formula for determining the tap drill size of an American
Standard screw thread?

3. Why is only 75% double depth of the thread utp-A when determining tap
drill size?

4. What causes a large portion of tapping troubles?

5. When selecting a tap drill if the a. ill size falls between two sizes
--1

which size would you select, the la,;:er or the smaller?
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IP. Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. Tap drill sizes may be varied for machine screw sizes according to the
to be tapped.

2. The tap drill size is governed by the of the thread.

3. The tap drill size for a 1/2" nut may vary according to the
number of .

4. A great number of taps are broken because of a
tap drill.

5. The formula for tap drill size for an American National Screw Thread
is .
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Assignment Set #44 Name Grade Date

PRINCIPLES Cr INTERNAL THREADING AND TAPPING IN THE LATHE

Objectives:

Assigned Texts:

Note to Student:

Questions:

To acquaint the learner with the principles of internal
threading and tapping.

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Toal2EILation,
Part I, pp. 432-436,

or
Felker, C.A. , Machine Shop Technology, pp 270-271.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups,

Review Hand Tapping Assignment in Bench Work.
Caution: When threading in side be sure to mark boring bP,1- to
show when to stop the machine.

Directions: Answer the questions as briefly as possible.

1. What two kinds of steel are used to make taps?

2. What tool holder is generally used to cut an internal thread
on the lathe ?

3. What angle is the compound rest set to cut a 600 internal thread?

4. Should a lubricant be used when tapping a thread? What kind for
soft steel?

5. Where can the center gage be placed when setting the threading
tool for internal threading?

6. What must be done inside the bore of the work before threading
a left handed blind hole?

7. What is the relation of the toot setting to the axis of work?
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8. What is the greatest danger when cutting a thread into a
blind hole?

9. What can cause chatter while threading internally? Name
five causes.

1.
2_

3.
4.
5.

10. Explain ti- use of the graduated collar for internal
threading.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #45 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF TAPER TURNING AND COMMON TAPERS

Objectives: To acquaint the student with common tapers and principles
involved in taper turning.

&_: .iis ell Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 397-399,

or
Felker, C. A., MachineShc Technology, pp. 218-221, 227, 241.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and- La scoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp 201-204.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H., and Stanley, F. A., American
Machinists' Handbook.

Felker, C. A., as) Mathematics:
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition.

Related Information: The applications of tapers are very common in machine
shop practice. Examples are found in the lathe headstock, tail
stock, drill press spindles and milling machine arbors. The
ability of the tapered shank of a drill or reamer to seat itself in
the spindle of the machine is determined by the accuracy of the
mating parts. If there is dirt or burrs on either the internal or
external surface of the tapered piece, it will not seat properly
and therefore will slip or fall out of the machine. Care must be
taken not to damage the tapered surface and to be sure surfaces
are :Jean before putting them together. Total surface contact
is the principle of taper efficiency. Pressure against the tapered
surfaces will cause them to grip tighter. However, a sharp blow
will drive them apart quickly as in the case of striking the tang
of the drill bit or machine reamer with a drift.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. Give three common methods of turning a taper on r lathe.
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2. List four terms used to identify the specifications of a taper.

3. List the common commercial tapers used on machine tools.

4. Why must the shank and holes of tapers be kept free of dirt,
chips, nicks or burrs?

5. Why is the tang added to the tapered end of a drill bit or drill
chuck? Two reasons.

6. Explain why the taper grips or holds a tool firmly in a machine.

is Directions: Complete the following statements by placing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

1. A piece of work which increases gradually in diameter assuming
a conical shape is called

2. A taper of 0.600 in. per ft. is standard for the
system.

3. The most impartant rule in tl-.e use and checking of tapers is t;
keep them

4. A taper of approximately 3 l/2" per foot is common to the
standard machine.

5. An oily tapered shank will not properly.
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Assignment Sheet #46 Name

COMPUTING THE TAPER

Date Grade

Objectives: To study the computation on taper work.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A. Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 397-416,

or
Fellr;;, C. A., Machine ll'edinolo , 218-247,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. pp. 205-211.

Additional References: Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.
Oberg, E. and !ones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational Schools.

Nicholson, Fred, Shop Theory. 4th Edition.
Questions: il Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Complete the formula for finding the taper per fcot.

2. Complete the formula for length of taper when given the taper
per foot and the two diameters.

3. Write the formula when given the taper per ioot. Find the
taper per inch.

4. Given the large diameter as 3", the small diameter as 2-3/4",
and the length of taper as 4", what is the taper per foot?

5. Given the taper per foot, find the amount of taper in a certain
length given in inches.
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6. What dimensions are necessary to be able to turn or bore a taper?

7. Compute the large diameter, small diameter and length of a
#10 jarno taper.
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Assignment Sheet #47 Name Date Grade

MEASURING SHORT OR ABRUPT TAPERS

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the measurements of short or
abrupt tapers.

Assigned Tact: Burghardt, H. D., and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 412-416 ,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Teclmolout pp. 232 -241,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. p 211.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A. American Machinists'
Handbook.

Jones, F. D., Machine Shop_Training Course, Vol. I.
Slade, S., and Margolies L. Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational NIA Schools.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.

Questions: 10. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Define a right angle, acute angle and obtuse angle by degrees.

2. How are abrupt tapers usually dimensioned on mechanical
drawings?

3. What is the use oa a vernier bevel pri..tactor?

4. Can tapers be accurately measured with the use of a sine bar?

5. What is the formula for determining the angle of a taper when
it comes to a sharp point?
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6. What is the formula for determining the angle of a taper
where the taper per foot is given?

7 What are the sub( ..sions of a degree?

8. Define the vertex of an angle.

Angles may be measured _,, and

10. Abrupt Doerr. and angles are measur.--4 accurately by
means oi 44

11. The angle wish the center line is one-half the
angle.
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MACHINE TRADE TFr'HNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet /#48 Name Date Grade

GAUGING INSIDE AND OUTSIDE TAPERS

Objective: To acquaint the le rner with the methods of gauging inside and outside
tapers.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Opel -*ion, Part 1,
pp. 402-403,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 235-236,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 207-208.

Additional References: Oberg, E .and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F H. and Stank' F . A ., American Machinists'

Handbook.

Questions: Pi- Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

Courtesy of the Brown and Sharpe Company

Taper Ring and Plug Gages

1. Does the gauging of tapered parts or bores require actual
measurement?
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2. Why are gauges used for checking tapers?

3. If gauges are not available, what can be used?

4. What type of gauge is used to gauge taper holes?

5. What type of gauge is used to gauge external tapers?

6. What tool is used to accurately check angles?

7. What two materials can be used on a tapered surface to
check or test the taper for accuracy?

1.
2.
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #49 Name Date

CUTTING TAPER BY OFFSETTING THE TAILSTOCK

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the principles and techniques of
offsetting the tailstock.

Asggned Text: BurgFardt, H. D. and UArod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 399-402,

or
Fencer, C. A., Mac e Shop Technology, pp. 221-227,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. pp. 204-207.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machinot Shop 'flaming Course, Vol. 1.
Felker, C. A., Shop Mathematics.
Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical

and Vocational Schools.

fficnn: lop Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the formula for tail stock set over to turn a taper?

2. Why is the entire length of the work used in the formula and not the
length of the taper?

3. If the taper is given as taper per foot, how would you adapt the
formula?

4. What effect does the length of the work have on the amount of
offset?

5. is the offset method better for long or abrupt tapers?
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ii. Directions : Complete the following statements by placing the
proper word or words in the blank spaces.

1. The entire length of the work determines the amount of

2. If the tool is not set at the height of the lathe centers, the
will not be truly conical.

3. The amount of tailstock set over may also be gaged by
the dial on the crossfeed screw.

4. If the tailstock is offset towards the operator the
diameter will be on the tailstock end.
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Assignment Sheet #50 Name Date Grade .

CUTTING A TAPER WITH THE COMPOUND REST

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the principles and techniques
of cutting a taper with the compound rest.

A6signed Text: Burghardt, H. D. and .Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 413-415.

or
Felker, C, A. , Machine Shop Technology, pp. 241-243.

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups. pp. 210-211.

Additional References: Colvin, F. H. and Stanley. F. A. American Machinist
Handbook_ .
Felker, C. A. , Shop Mathematics.
Jones, F.D. Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. I.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Why L 'uld the cutting tool be set on center when turning tapers?

2. The compound resrmethod is most adapatable to what kind of
taper, long or abrupt?

3 How is the tool fed when using the compound rest?

4. The position of the zero on the compound rest graduations may
be in two different places. What are these positions?
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Assignment Sheet #51 Name Date Grade

CUTTING A TAPER "1TH THE TAPER ATTACHMENT

otiective: To study the cutting of a taper with the ter attachment.

Ate Aped Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 1,
pp. 403-409,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shopiechnology, pp. 227-231,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C.14. , and Lascoe, 0. D. Machine
Shop Op! rations & Sett. pp. 208-210.

Additional Reference: Slade, S. and Margolis, L., Mathematics for Technical and
Vocational Schools .

Nicholson, Fred. Shop Theory, 4th Edition.

Questions: OP Directions: Azgwer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are the advantages of turning and boring tapers with a
taper attachment?

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. How is the swivel bar gradua;_ed?

3. Alter the swivel bar has been set, how is it locked in position?

4. Why must "lost motion" be eliminated before the cutting tool
contacts the work?
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1.

Directions: Complete the following statements by writ2ng the c'ocrect
word or words it the blank spare:.

Care must be taken to he sure the rwivel bar is 8v;14%1N1 to ;Ix right
tr turu or bore a torer.

2. The toyer should be afore takirg 167 fin skiing cut
4o insure the correct taper.

3. Too much depenVence sh,)uld noz be piked the
of the swivel ::tar; it is beat ti take a trial out arid ct.eck the taper,
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #52 Name Date Grade

BORING OR TURNING INTERNAL TAPERS

Objective* To learn how to set the compound rest for boring or turning inside or
outside taper angles.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
p. 409,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 238-246,

or

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.
Stade, S. and Margolis, I. Mathematics for Technical and

Vocational Schools.
Felice', . A., Shop Msthematics.

Nicholson, Fred. She. Theory. 4th Edition.

tLeskolts: la' Directions: Answer the followin7 questions as briefly as possible.

I. What too'_ is used to cut a long internal taper?

Z. Can all three methods for taper turning be used for boring
tapers?

3. is lost motion or back lash an important factor in boring with
the taper attachment?

4. Can there =1e lost motion when boring with the compound rest?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

I. The tool for boring small tapered holes must have more
clearance.
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2. The cutting tool for boring tapers must be set exactly on

3. The angle should be carefully before the
finishing cut is taken.

4. If the angle with the center line has the following values,
determine the number of degrees to swivel the compound rest
clockwise.

40°

63°

48° 50'

5. The best method to test or check an internal taper is with a
gage.

6. Standard internal tapers can be finished with a
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #53 Name Date Grade

COOLANTS AND CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the use of coolants and cutting compounds.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part 1,
p.192,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, p. 480,

or
Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. wad Lascoe, O.D. Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 105,432-433.

Additional References: Jones, F. D., Machine Shop Training Course, Vol. 1.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists'

Handbook.

Baker, Warren, and Kozacka, Joseph S., Carbide
Cuttinl Tools.-----

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are the functions of a cutting compound?

1.

2.

3.

2. What is an emulsifying or soluble oil?

3. What cutting compound would you use for drilling and turning
soft steel?
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4. Where should the coolant be applied on a lathe tool?

5. Should a coolant be used when cutting with a hard tipped tool?

PP. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the
correct word or words in the blank spaces.

I. In machining stainless steel, a should be used.

2. Cutting compounds are used for and
the cutting tool.

3. Cast iron is always machined with coolant being
applied.

4. Brass may be turned or with a coolant of
oil.

5. The coolant used for aluminium is
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #54 Name

LUBRICANTS

Date Grade

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with be uses of lubricants and greases used
on the engine lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D, and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation,
Part I, pp. 246-247.

Oberg, E . an Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook, (Use Index).

Note to Student: ASK your instructor for lubricating specifications for your
machine,

2sstfons: Directions: Answer the following questions as nrieflv as possible.

1. What causes wear on machine tools?

2. What are the properties of a good lubricating oll?

3. Where and under wnat conditions are greases used on engine lathes?

4. What type of lubricant should be used for ball and roller bearings?

5. What is a one-shot lubr!zation system? What are its advantages?

6. What is viscosity?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #55 Name Dat Grade

REVIEW

Objective: To review information about engine lathe work.

Assigned Text: No textbook is to be used for this review.

questions: Directiors: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Can ,.ad remove a universal chuck from one lathe and mount
it or. arto!her? Why?

2. What !s the purpose of g.incling lathe cutting tools?

Villa is meant by negative rake?

4. attaclement is used to support long, slim work between
:entra?

5. what is sr :face feet per minute? When would surface feet
:)er minute be the same as R.P.M.?

6. 'Name two types of lathes in relacicn to the method of _riving
the spird/.

2.

7. Why 3hou.;;-. l)e laced square before centering?

3, the c ar 1-toirs a:e not drilled the correct angle xliat will
bemeen centers?

9. c lockPi when facir;g? Why?
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10. What is the difference between a "mandrel" and an "arbor"?

11. What precaution should be taken before starting a knurl?

12. Give at least two examples of form turning which you can perform on a
lathe.

13. What determines the type of chuck to be used on any given job?

14. Why should you never hold work between centers when cutting off?

15. Why is it necessary to counter-balance some work on face plates?

16. What method of dimensioning tapered parts will insure accuracy?

17. What is a taper?

18. When turning or boring a taper, what is the proper height to set the
tool?

19. What is the purpose of reaming?

20. What allowance should be left in a hole for rough reaming? For finish
reaming? For hand reaming?

21. Why are some holes bored before reaming?
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22. What causes chattering when boring?

23. Why should a casting or other wen-lc be spotted before drilling?

24. What determines the proper speed for drilling in a lathe'?

25. If it is necessary to grind the tool before the thread is finished, how is the
thread groove re-caught?

Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct word
or words in the blank spaces.

1. The different types of lathes used in industry today are
and .

2 . The size of a lathe is Jased upon two measurements: (I)
(2) .

3. The compound rest is essential in performing such operations as

.1 , and

4. Such attachments as
, and

almost constant use on the machine shop lathe.
are in

5. The two plates used extensively on the lathe are: (I)
(2) .

6. The dead center is supported in the

7. When taking a

with the work.

pointing in the direction of

and does not

cut, do not have the cutting tool

8. Cast iron has a very hard
caused by the iron becoming

on the outside
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9. Four methods that can be used to produce tapers are. (1)
(2)
(4)

, (3)

10. To make sure that you have the correct number of threads per inch, use
a

11. Use a and
if you wish to remove a large amount of stock on the end of a
long shaft.

12. The lead screw is used for cutting

13. A
lathe centers.

is used to drive work held between

14. A cutter which is inserted in a tool holder is commonly called
a

15. A tool without
clearance will not cut.

16. The graduations most commonly used on steel rules are
, , and

17. A taper attachment is used to and
tapers.

18. The of the work x R.P.M.
determines the surface feet per minute.

19. The threading to .l is set at 90° to the
lathe.

of the

20. The chief cause of center drill breakage is that the lathe centers are
not In before drilling.

21. The root diameter of thread equals the major diameter minus the

22. Left hand threads are cut by reversing the
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23. The formula for finding the tap :1 1!! ;.=_. flr an American National screw
thread is

24. The compound rest is set at an angle of when cutting an
acme thread on a lathe.

25. A threaded hole is often roughed with a threading ton! and finished with a

Ir Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE, place a circle around the T. If the statement is
FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Frequently the corner of the compound is run into the lathe chuck.

T F 2. The taper attachment is never used in thread cutting.

T F 3. The universal chuck should only be used on round smooth stock.

T F 4. Keep the dead center well lubricated.

T F 5. An external thread cannot be chased with a die on a lathe.

T F 6. Much time can be saved on a job with a large amount of stock to be
removed by taking a heavy cut and a coarse feed at a slow speed.

T F 7. The correct cutting speed for cast iron is 115 R.P.M.

T F 8. The lead screw is used only for thread cutting except on a lathe that
does not have a feed rod.

T F 9. The lead of a single thread is equal to the pitch, while the pitch of a
double thread is one-half the lead.

T F 10. Set the center line of the tool at 90 degrees with the center line of the
taper when cutting pipe threads.

T F 11. The safest method to check the correct number of threads to the inch
is by using a screw pitch guage.

T F 12. The correct mr hod of computing the diameter of a piece of round
stock from which a hexagon is to be milled is 1.1347 x distance aci.oss
flats of the hexagon.
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T F 13. A double thread having 1/4 inch lead and 1/8 inch pitch means a
thread having 4 and 8 threads to the inch respectively.

T F 14. Never take a shallow cut on cast iron unless the size of the stock is
almost down to the size of the job.

T P 15. The feed screw collar on the compound rest is graduated differenly
from the cross feed dial.

T F 16. The smallest diameter stock from which a 3/4 inch square can be
cut is 1.0606.

T F 17. All Brown and Sharpe tapers have .500 TPF except #10, which is
slightly more.

T F 18. When the tool bit becomes short, you may grind it by holding
it in the tool holder.

T F 19. The pitch diameter determines the fit of the thread.

T F 20. All pipe threads should taper 3/4 inch to the foot regardless
of where they are to be used.

T F 21. The single depth of an American Standard thread can be obtained by
dividing the number of threads per inch by 1.299.

T F 22. You should not leave less than .010 of stock in any tapered hole to
obtain best results for taper reaming.

T F 23. A quick change gear plate is a control lever.

T F 24. Lathe attachments increase the usefulness of a lathe.

T F 25. Always oil the lathe in the same order so that no oil holes will be
missed.

Directions: Place the correct number in the brackets that corresponds to the
statement.

1. The correct setting of the compound rest In cutting a V-sharp thread is:
(1) 14-1/2°; (2) 300; (3) 60°; (4) 29°. ( )
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2. The taper attachment is adapted to cut: (1) abrupt angles (2) long
slenaer tapers (3) chamfers (4) bevels. ( )

3. When turning or boring a taper, the proper height to set the cutting tool
is (1) slightly above the center (2) exactly on center (3) below center.

( )

4. The work should always be faced square before centering because:
(1) prevents irregular depth of center hole (2) center drill breakage
(3) irregular turning (4) prevents excessive friction. ( )

5. A cutting tool which has been ground with a negative rake will best cut:
(i) aluminum (2) steel (3) cast iron (4) brass. ( )

6. A 1-inch reamed hole in steel requires a drill size of (1) 7/8 inch
(2) 31/32 inch (3) 1 inch (4) 63/64 inch ( )

7. The principal function of the lead screw on the lathe is to (1) move the
compound rest (2) to cut threads (3) cut a taper (4) regulate depth of
cut. ( )

8. The correct cutting speed for any given metal depends on : (1) its
diameter (2) R.P.M. (3) its ingredients (4) diameter, RSA., and
kind. ( )

9. The tap drill size for any National Coarse Series tap can be determined
by: (1) taking 75 per cent of the double depth (2) subtracting the minor
diameter from the major diameter (3) subtracting the pitch from the
major diameter. ( )

10. The proper speed for drilling in a lathe depends on (1) size of the jab,
(2) diameter of drill (3) kind of material and drill size, (4) method
of holding drill. (

11. When filing the work in a chuck or on centers, hold the file in the
(1) right hand (2) left hand.

)

( )

12. The length of a lathe is given as the (1) overall dimensions of the machine
(2) the greatest distance between centers (3) the length of the rack. ( )

13. The tail stock center should be kept will lubricated at all times. The
best lul,cicant is (1) kerosene (2) white lead and machine oil (3) sow?
and water (4) turpenthie. ( )
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14. In order that a center may run true in the hole, the hole and the center should
should be (1) rubbed with chalk (2) wiped perfectly clean (3) rubbed
with oil. ( )

15. The tail of the dog which is fastened to a piece of work in the lathe (1) must
work freely in the slot of the face plate (2) must be tight in the slot of the
face plate. ( )

16. When polishing a job with the use of polishing sticks, the emery cloth should
be coated with (1) chalk and oil (2) soap and water (3) kerosene and lamp
black. ( )

17. When a hand reamer is being used on the lathe, the machine (1) should be in
motion (2) should not be in motion. ( )

18. When finishing brass, It is always advisable to set the tool (1) well above the
center (2) at the center (3) below the center . ( )

19. When taking the first cut on a forged steel shaft, be sure that the first cut
(1) gets under the scale (2) just scratches the surface (3) takes a deep
full cut. ( )

20. A piece will get hot from action of the tool and will tighten between centers .
This is prevented by (1) pouring oil on the centers (2) loosening the dead
censer as required (3) slowing down the speed of the work. ( )
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NOTE TO THE INSTRUCTOR:

We are grateful to Warner 3,nd Swasey Company

of Cleveland, Ohio for their permission to use

the related information in the turret lathe

section of the "Turret Lathe Operator's Manual,"

written by 3. R. Longstreet and W. K. Bailey

(now out of print). If you can acquire a copy or

copies of that operator's manual you will find

them invaluable as basic information for

machine shop classes. Pamphlets published

by various turret lathe producers should be

made available to the student in your related

library.
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Assignment Sheet iq Name Date Grade

TYPES, SIZES, SPECIFICATIONS AND NOMENCLATURE

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the ;s, sizes, speci-
fications and nomenclature of the ...irret lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operation, Part 1, pp. 274-277.

Additional Reference: How to Get the Most Out of Your Turret Lathe,
The Warner Swasey Company,

or
Production Handbook for Turret Lathes, The Warner
Swasey Company

The chief vaii of the engine lathe is its adaptability to
machining va.. ous workpieces. The turret lathe sacri-
qces this adaptability for specialization. The main
difference between the engine lathe and the turret lathe
is that the tailstock is omitted from the turret lath, and
a square and hexagon turret is added. This permits
many tools and many operations and specializes the
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A.

-

4.

Courtesy of The Ballard Company

Vertical Turret Lathe

-
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machine to the production of multiple work pieces.

7.1ere are two types of tn.-Pet lathes; the ram type, so
nam;,d because the indexii.g turret is moiinted on the
ram whi-h is guided by a saddle clamped to the
bed; the saddie type designed -vithout thz use r4 an
intermediate rz_m and tie hex turret mounted directly
on the &Addle. The lathe received its name from the
2'-Aritation at the turrets to ::.ne standard engine lathe.

There ave. rnapy &peciai leatures on tie turret lathe.
Artawig 5 4'. availability e: the "trip feed" and
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Note to Student:

"stop screws, trir; fv.teci is u=--7.31:1 re!eae
feed and stop zut at the proper stop
screws control the Iougitud1),aA the ram r
saddle. An effici.siii. or.q-11.,,.....t must lea Ft: to 11:3t, all
the special de-iites built 1,_1:-.1) the ma: liine V) I.Jrc.dttc*,
the materials required tc r.t.,.,7,1-1; day
needs at a cost that make his .:,ompetitivc
in todays' market.

To use this machine efficiently the operator -,1-2s1 be
qualified to setup and perforrq mars operations with
skill and accuracy. Turning, boring, reaming, th.read-
ing, taper turning, form turning and driiiieg, t.)x-ne

of the operations that must be learned. All of these
operations will be studied in detail in subsequent
assignments of this section on the turret lathe.

There are two distinctive classifications of turret lathes, the
vertical and the horizontal. The vertical turret lathe is operated
and set up in the same mauner as is the horizontal turret lathe.
Therefore, the following assienments will be confined to the
horizontal turret lathe orly.

Questions: to. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

I. What are the two distinctive types of horizontal turret lathes?

2. Why is it called a turret lathe ..nd when is it used in the shop?

Compare the advantages of the ram type with the advantages
of the saddle type.

4. Name six parts of the turret lathe that are similar to the
engine lathe.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6,
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5. Name five parts of the turret lathe that are not on the
engine lathe.
1. 4.

5.
3,

a. How does the, cross slid dater from the cross feed on
an engine lathe?

7, What is a feed trip?

8. What are the names of the turrets and where are they
located?

9. List six types of work that can be performed by the
turret lathe.
1. 4.
2. 5.
3. 6.

10. What device is used to control the longitudinal travel
of the ram?

11. How many spindle speeds are usually available?
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Assignment Sheet #2 Name Date Grade

SAFE PRACTICE AND WORK PRECAUTIONS FOR THE OPERATOR

.Oblectives- To acquaint the learner with the safe pracdces and hazards of turret--_,
lathe operation:

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operation, Part I, pp. 23 - 58.

-'1:-.:-A m4.--:-n1:14,:inn: The turret lathe can be a dangerous machine
i.f.. Chet careless operator. The speed at which
it travels attributes to the danger. Sometimes
guards must be placed on the machine to prevent
injury from flying chips. Removal of any safety
guard from the machine, by the operator, to
speed up production or for the convenience of
the operator is risky practice and can have serious
consequences.

Note to Student:

Safety on the turret lathe begins with the planning
of the work procedure and must be given constant
consideration. Interfezence with the rnachine
while it is in operation, chip removal by hand, resting
c.,n machine during operation, wearing improper
clothing and distraction by other workers add to
the safety hazards that go airing with the operation
of the turret lathe.

The safety precautions to be observed wiLen working
on a turret lathe are generally the same as those
applied to the engine lathe. Work or Review Assign-
ment #1 - Engine Lathe.
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Questions: Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle around the T if it is
FALSE, place a circle around the F.

T F 1. Keep fingers away from all moving parts.

T F 2. Wipe moving parts with waste or rags.

T F 3. Always allow the machine to stop of its own accord .

T F 4. Always have the machine running when setting C. tools.

T F 5. Remove the chips wila a brush or a stick of wood.

T j 6. Stop the machine amore measuring the part.

T F 7. It is a good practice t..) rest your feet on the chip pan as this will
tend to keep your legs from becoming tired.

T P 8. k is best to wait until a machine is stopped before speaking to its
operator.

T F 9. :Joggles are never necessary in tuzet lathe work,

T F 10. Always leave the wrench in the chuck so it may readily be f^imd.

T F 11 Safety guards may be used on a turret lathe.

T F 12. The machine may be stopped at anytime without danger to the
operator or work piece.
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Assignment Sheet #3 Name Date Grade

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the care and maintenance of the turret lathe.

Assigned Text: None

Related Information: With machines designed e, they are today, an
operator does not spend much time in servicing and
taking care of his turret lathe, but the few things that
he does have to do are very important. The care of a
turret lathe must begin as soon as it gees inside the shop.

Once a machine has been properly set up and put into
operation, there are only five things that an operator
has to do:

1. Keep the machine clean.
2. Keep it properly lubricated.
3. Keep it level.
4. Adjust clutches.
5. Adjust gibs to take up w -Ian

Many shops have a definite rule that a machine must
be cleaned at least once a week. This will take only a
few minutes and will prevent the lacquer paint from
becoming stained and the bright metal parts from
becoming rusted. Wipe the machine thoroughly with a
clean rag soaked with kerosene. If the machine is in an
atmosphere where bright parts rust quickly, wipe them
with a rag soaked with clear mineral oil. Never use
caustic clean,rs or cleaning compounds on the machine.
They will ruin the finish. Chips should be remove
frequently, and they should not be allowed to pile up in
the pail or c working parts cf the machine. When
cleaning ci-Lips from the machine, use a hand brush or a
rag, do not 1.3e compressed air. Compressed air v ill
drive small ..nip particles into the bearings and cause
very serious trouble. The coolant reservoir should be
cleaned out at least once a month to remove the dirt
a.,d fine chips that settle in the bottom of the reservoir.
This will prolong the life of the coolant pump.
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Never operate turret lathe until it has been completely
oiled and greased. This applies to machines that have
been standii-g idle for any length of time as well as to new
machines. Before any of tLe slides or units are moved,
and before p-)wer is applied, all bearing surfaces should
be wiped with a clean rag and the machine carefully
oiled and greased according to the manufacturer's
instructions. When starting the machine for the first
time after it has been completely oiled, move all slides
and turrets by hand. By doing this, you will be sure
that all units are free and in proper condition before
applying power. After the machine has been put into
operation, it must be lubricated regularly, and the
operator should follow a schedule.

If the machine has a splash lubricated headstock, the
oil level in the head should come to the level indicated
on the gauge glass.

Drain all oil from the head or from the headstock
oil reservoir if your machine is so equipped. Flush
out with clean oil and refill with the correct amount
of turbine oil. If the machine has an oil filter, drain
and clean the filter. Do t "is twice a year.

Any modern type turret lathe must be leveled to
bring it into proper alignment after placing it on a
foundation. The accuracy of the machine is blilt into
it at the facto, with the bed aligned in a certain pOsi-
tion. If the operator is to obtain the same accuracy
and alignment :n his machine, he must see that the bed
is placed in the same position as when the machine was
being built. When we refer to the leveling of a turret
lathe, we k..re actually referring to the removal of the
..-wist in the bed. This twist results from setting the
machine on four legs on an uneven foundation. The
lel;eling of the machine is accomplished by ad,- .sting
one or more or the legs to remove the twi in the bed
so that it is straight and parallel with the spindle.

Even though a machine is properly installed, it must
be recheck._ I and relevs.led occasionally bec=lise build-
ings and floors settle due to changes in temperature and
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changes in seaso;4. A machine that is out of line or
twisted is difficult to operate and will not bore or turn
true. Also the bearings will wear unevenly, and if
operated in this condition for some time, it may
become impossible to relevel it so that it will produce
accurate work.

The original leveling of the machir,. and the checking
of the machine after it has been installed may be done
by the operator, but ordinarily this work is performed
by the maintenance or the millwright department. When-
ever your machine cuts taper with cutters held in either
the square turret o- the hexagon turret, it should be
checked, and, if found out of alignment, should be
releveled.

Wooden floors form a very poor foundation for machine
tools. They warp and compress too easily under heavy
weight. It is difficult to keep a heavy machine resting
on wood in proper alignment. For this reason, the wood
overlays on concrete floors should be removed, and the
space filled with concrete, ant: the machine set directly
on this concrete. Regardless of the type of floor used,
the machine should always be bolted down solidly with
lag screws. Do not under any circumstances embed the
fPAt of a turret lathe in concrete. If the feet of the
turret lathe are equipped -with leveling screws, set the
machine on 1/4" or 1/2" steel plates that have holes
drilled through them so that the lag screws can go through
th° plates into the floor. Never set a machine that has
adjustable leveling screws directly on wood or concrete.
If the machine does not have leveling screws, use fiat
metal shims to adjust when leveling. Do not '.ise shingles
or wooden shims, because they will compress and allow
the machine to go °L.. of line.

All clutches in the mach:.--e should be adjusted so that
when engaged they will p_.11 e heaviest load that is
:cequire -1, and when rtisengac-,d they will be completely
free. Clutches that are .-lowed to slip will quickly wear
and require replacement. -re have been many types
of clutches IA S d in turret and they are provided
with a means of adjustment. If the method of adjuscnent
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is not described in a service manual, a careful study of
the parts will usually show how an adjustment should be
made.

All sliding units on turret lathes are provided with
gibs, so that as the bea.A.ng surfaces wear, adjust-
ments can be made to keep the machine tight and
acc rate. Most of these gibs are tapered and can be
adjusted by means of screws at tl.e end of the gib.
If the gibs are not tapered they will be adjusted by
a series of screws along the side of the gib.

Gibs should be adjusted so that the sliding units are
tight enough to get the accuracy required. If they
are too tight, the slides will be hard to operate, and
if they are too loose, the accuracy of the machine
will be lost. When adjustment of the gibs to provide

Prcbob ly no port to the aorta lathe is more important than aLe lockboit *ring.
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accuracy causes the slide to bind in one position and
to be free in another, the sliding units have worn
and should be refitted. This, of course, is a job for
the maintenance crew rather th?n the operator.

The operator should know that loci alts and turret
clamps must operate properly to oi, ain accuracy.
The lockbolts in the square turret and hexagon
turret must work freely, and -he spring that operates
these bolts and forces them into the lockbolt bushings
must be strong enough to position the turret before
the clamping ring operates. Probably nv part in the
turret lathe is more important than the lockbolt
spring, because all of the accuracy of indexing
depends upon the proper operation of this spring.

If the lockbolt moves slowly due to a weak spring,
or because the oil has gummed due to dirt that has
worked into the lockbolt mechanism, the turret will
Lot repeat its index accurately, and the machine will
not cut the same size on different pieces.

Just as the operator should take pride in keeping his
machine clean and properly oiled and adjusted, he
should also take pride in taking care of the many
tools and items of equipment that are used on his
machine. Most plants provide each turret lathe operator
with a tool stand, so that he has a place for his tool box
and so cutters, collet bushings, tool holders, etc. not
in use at the mement, can be arranged in an orderly
manner.

Questions: llo Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible

1. What are the five things a turret lathe operator must do, once the
machine has been set up?
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2 . What cleaning fluid is used on tags to prevent rust on the machine?

3. What harmful effects can be caused by using compressed air to clean
a machine?

4. How often should the coolant tank be cleaned?

5. Why is clutch adjustment important?

6. What is a gib?

7. Where is the lock bolt spring located?

8. What is the purpose of a tool stand?

lo Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE .
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE place a circle around the F .

T F 1. Never operate a turret lathe unless it has been properly oiled
and greased.

T F 2. When you first start the machine move all slides and
turrets with power feeds.

T F 3. Lubricate the machine only when you have run out of
a job.
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T F 4. Change the head stock oil twice each year.

T F 5. The gauge glass should be filled to the top of the glass .

T F 6. Excessive oil may cause overheating.

T F 7. Vibrations will cause buildings to settle and will throw
h.achines out of alignment .

T F 8. Whenever the machine cuts a tanei, the machine should
be checked with a level.

T F 9. Wooden floors are the best foundation for machine tools.

I F 10. The feet of the turret lathe should be imbedded in
concrete.

T F 11. Never set a machine with leveling screws directly
on a wooden or concrete floor.

T F 12. All tools should be kept clean and should be stored
close to the machine.
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Assignment Sheet #4 Name Date Grade

WORK HOLDING DEVICFS COLL ETS AND ARBORS

Objectives: To acquaint the learner with the various bar holding devices and their
uses.

Assigned Text: None

Related Information: The greatest advantage in the use of the turret
lathe is that many basic operations can be done
on a piece of work in one setup, a id that two or more
cuts can be taken at the same time, either from
the hexagon turret or by combining the operations
of the square turret and the hexagon turret.

Work-holding devices, the connecting links
between the machine and its tools, are one of the
first and most important items to be considered.
If the work isn't held accurately, the finished job
will be inaccurate; if it isn't held rigidly, the
proper cuts cannot be taken. If the method of hold-
ing the work isn't as simple as possible, or if
the holding device is not easily and quickly
operated, it is impossible to do the work cozrectly
from the standpoint of time.

Standard equipment should be used whenever
possible because of its flexibility and lower cost.
The standard equipment for holding bar work is
the Collet Chuck, and for chucking work the Three
or Four-Jaw Chuck.

Collets - Collet chucks used for smaller sizes of
bar stock - up to 2 1 / 2" - are of the spring collet
type, Collet chucks for the larger sizes of bar
stock are the parallel closing type. With both types
of collets the bar stock can be fed through without
stopping the spindle. Since most bar stock is
smaller than 2 1/2", the spring type of collet is
the more common.

A bar chuck of the parallel closing collet type is
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PARALLEL CLOSING COLLET CHUCK

shown. Various sizes of round, square, and
hexagon bushings are made to fit the master jaws.
For heavy duty work, for close-to-capacity sizes
and for special shapes and sizes, solid chuck jaws
are used. Round bushings or solid jaws above
2 1/2" in diameter are serrulated to insure a firm
grip on the bar stock. Square bushings or solid jaws
will also hold hexagon stock. Th.! Parallel Closing
Type Collet Chuck is adjusted by means of an
adjusting nut. The range of this adjustment is
1/16" above and below the standard size, or 1/8"
total adjustment. One of the basic reasons for the
desir of the Parallel Closing Type Collet Chuck
is that it permits a larger range of adjustment to
accommodate greater variations in bar diameters.
Large bars are usually h't rolled and vary
in diameter more than small cold finish bars.
This type of chuck should be used for first
operation work when gripping on the rough bar,
but on second operation work when the concentricity
from first to second operation must be within five
thousandths (tin thousandths indicator reading),
spring collets should be used.
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Spring Type Collets are of three types - (1) Pusltout,
(2) Drawback: and (3) Stationary. The first two types -
pushout and drawback - are very similar in their opera-
tion.

PLUNGER HEAD FINGER HOLDER
A

SPINDLE HOOD
B p

Pm' nit Type Collet Chuck Mechanism.

Illustration shows the pushout type where the plunger
"A," when moved to the right, forces the partially
split tapered end of the collet "D" into the taper of the
hood "C, ' which causes the collet to tighten around
the stock. The hood is screwed on a ..breaded type
spindle "B," or, in the case of a flanged type
spindle, is bolted to the face of the spinLle.

Power-Operated Collet Chucks - In addition to
the collet chucks already mentioned, several
chuck manufacturers offer power-operated
collet chucks.

These chucks are operated by air cylinders,
hydraulic cylinders, or by electric motors
mounted on the back end of the spindle. They are
used for high production jobs on second operation
work, or on first operation work which has a
smooth uniform surface to be chucked. Many
aluminum and brass forgings and some types of
die castings are sufficiently smooth and uniform
in size to be gripped in the power-operated collet
chucks.
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An Expanding Bushing Type Arbor. An Expanding Plot Type Arbor.

LOCKED POS111 UNLOCKED POSITION

PowerOperated Threaded Arbors should have a locking mechanism.

Arbors are not used for holding bar stock, they
are operated ty the same mechanism as Spring
Type Collet Chuck .c.;. There are three types of
arbors: (1) Expanding Bushing Type, (2)
Expanding Plug Type, and (3) Threaded Arbors.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are the two types of standard equipment for holding b work?

2. What are the two types of collet?
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3. Bars of leas than 2 1/2 " 0.D. are usually held by,what type of collet?

4. What is the principal advantage of the parallel type collet?

5. What are three types of sirins collets?

6. Name the parts of the pushout type collet mechanism.

7. What are three types of power used on power operated
collet chucks?

8. Give three types of expanding arbors.

9. In what way 13 the arl-ol. similar to the spring type collet?
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Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

WORK HOLDING DEVICES CHU:KS AND POWER OPERATED HOLDING DEVICES

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the chucking operations on ihe tercet

Assigned Text: None

Related Information: Choosing a aolding device for chucking work
presentE a great variety of problems because of
the many shapes, E i ze s, materials, quantities and
accuracies Involved in the variety of pieces to
be machined. In ?py chucking problem the
object is to hold the piece rigidly, yet acc:.lately,
load and unload quickly, and to use a holding
device .ilat is as nearly standard as possible and
therefore low in cost and quickly obtained.

Always try to use a standard chucking device. Whether
this is a hand-operated scroll chuck, a power-operated
air chuck or a fixture depends on the quantity to be pro-
duced and also of problems connected with the particular
installation. When a special holding device is necessary,
it will often be feasible to use a standard item, such as
a chuck or face plate as a base, thereby lowering the
cost of the special holding device.

Chucks form the basis of the largest group of holding
devices used on turret lathes. There are three general
classes of chucks:

1. Universal Chucks of the Geared Scroll, Geared Screw
or Box Chuck type, where all jaws move at the same
time.

2. Independent Chucks, where each jaw is operated
independently.

3. Combination Chucks, where each jaw may be
operated independently but where all jaws can be moved
as a group, as with the Universal Chuck.
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A Two-Jaw Universal Box Chuck. A Revolving Jaw Universal Chuck.

In Idditon to these standard chucks which are
manufactured and carried in stock by several
manufacturers, there are also standard Power-
Operated Universal and Combination Chucks.
These power-operated chucks may be operated by
air, hydraulics, or an electric unit. In the case
of 4-4e wrenchless chuck, operation is by a
combination of hand lever, gearing and cam action.

The Two-Jaw Box Chuck of the universal type,
is used f,r holding small work of irregular shape.
The jaw screw, which is operated from either
end of the chuck gives a rapid movement to the
jaws because of its coarse pitch and moves both
jaws at the same time.

Chuck jaws are mule to fit the shape of the work
and are attached to the master jaws with an adapter
of the dovetail, cross key, or other form, depending
upon the standard in use in any particular shop.

The Revolving Jaw Chuck is used for holding small
wort- of irregular shape which has several faces
to be machined, and when those faces are in the
proper relation to each other so that they can be
indexed from one face to the next. Valve bodies ,

elbows, and various angular fittings make up the
largest part of the work for this type of chuck. The
index plates are regularly furnished with a 913°
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spacing, but special plates can be made. This type
of chuck is used for work having ordinary commer-
cial limits of accuracy of index and alignment.
It is not meant to fulfill the exacting requirements
of specially designed indexing fixtures.

The Three-Jaw Universal Type Geared Scroll Chuck is
used more than any other type of chuck. With standard
jaw equipment it holds work of regular shape, and with
special jaws it is easily adapted to holding work of
irregular shape. For turret lathes these chucks should
)rdinarily be of the heavy duty, steel body type, with
r3movable and reversible top jaws.

The Independent Chuck is used for holding parts of
irregular shape when the quantities are small and
expense of special jaws for universal chucks would be
prohib-Live. It is also use for work that must be trued
up and for extremely heavy duty gripping where the
gripping surface is short and the work is long in rela-
tion to its diameter. The Independent Chuck is more
powerful than the Geared Scroll Chuck, because wL,h
the four-jaw chuck the power is applied directly through
the screw to each jaw, and the full power is applied to
ear,..11 jaw instead of being divided among three jaws.
This difference in power applied to the jaws can be par-
tially overcome by tightening each of the three pinions
in the Geared Scroll Chuck. Tests show that this will
increase the gripping pressure of the Three-Jawed
Geared Scroll Chuck by 15% to 20%.

Wth the Four-Jaw Independent Chuck there is also the
vantage that the space between the jaws is less than

on the three-jaw chuck and, therefore, when the cut is
taken, there is less chance of pulling the work out of
the chuck jaws.

Four-Jaw Independent Chucks for turret lathes should
have the same type of removable and reversible stepped
top jaws as are Lsed on the Geared Scroll Chucks. This
allows the use of sFacial jaws in some cases, but also
makes possible the use of one set of top jaws for both
internal and external gripping.
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To sum up the advantages and disadvantages of the
Independent Ch tck, it can be sai,! that the Four-Jaw
Independent Chuck grips the work tighter than a corre-
sponding Geared Scroll Chuck, and provides a chance
for truing up the work. It is, however, slower to oper-
ate, due to the fact that each jaw must be operated in-
dependently.

On Combination Chucks master jaws are of two-piece
construction, with an independent jaw screw between the
sections. The master or bottom part of th-_, jaw is moved
by the scroll, and the top part is moved by the independ-
ent jaw screw. Top jaws are ordinarily of the removable
and reversible type so that they can be used fin. external
or internal gripping and so that t "ey can be removed and
special jaws substituted. Combination chucks are fur-
nished with either three jaws or four jaws.

These chucks are used when holding irregular-
shaped pieces or when a jaw needs to be offset
from a true circle. -:hey are also a value for
chucking castings having a characteristic runout
requiring the same amount of offset for each
piece. The independent adjustment is then used to
make a ccprrection for this runout and then the
universal feature is used for operating the jaws.
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The Combination Chuck also provides a means
of truing up the work on First chuckings by
using the independent movement of the jaws. Then
the same chuck can be used for second operations,
using the geared scroll to operate the jaws when
gripping on a finished true diameter.

The object of any power-operated chucking device
is either to relieve the operator of physical strain
or to cut down the loading and unloading time of
the operation, or both.

The Power Chuck Wrench, applies power operation
to a standard hand-operated chuck. This attach-
ment, which may be applied to any standard machine,
makes available the advantages of hand-operated
chucks, and in addition relieves the operator of
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physical strain and speeds up loading and unloading
of the work. The spindle hole is unobstructed and
can be used up to its full capacity for boring bars
or bar stock.

Chucks operated by air cylinders, hydraulic
cylinders or electric motors through the spindle
of the machine are all of the same type. This
type of chuck is quirk-acting and requires no effort
on the part of the operator beyond the moving of the
valve handle or switch control. The total jaw move-
ment varies from 3/4" tc 1 114" on the diameter,
depending upon whether the chuck used on the job
is of the three-jaw type or the two-jaw type.

When mounting a chuck to a spindle, always be sure
that the spindle nose and the inside of the chuck are
scrupulously clean. Then apply a thin coating of
red lead and machine oil which will prevent sticking
of the chuck to the spindle even though it is left on
the machine for a long time.

In order to prevent any damage to the machine or to
the chuck, place a boars: across the bed ways and
rest the chuck on the board. Chucks that are too
heavy to be easily lifted by hand should be lifted
by a hoist. Most large chucks are provided with
a tapped hole into which an eyebolt can be placed.
If the chuck is not equipped for an eyebolt, a leather
belt rig is recommended.

Tn the operator, the selection of air. proper type of
chuck jaws for holding work in the chucks is very
important. The time to load the work into the chucks,
the accuracy of the finished piece, and .the cuts that
can be taken may all depend upon the jaws. Many
jobs can be gripped quickly and satisfactorily with
standard top jaws.

Jaws for gripping rough surfaces are hardened
and provided with corrugations or serrulations
on the gripping surfaces. These serrulations
bite into the rough, uneven surfaces of the work
and prevent it from slipping under heavy cuts.
To be effective, the serrulations must be sharp
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enough so that the point actually embed themselves
in the work. These jaws .re called first operation jaws.

Second Operation Jaws - The most common type
of second operation jaw for gripping work on
finished diameters i$ ;he standard soft jaw. Soft
jaws are fastened to the base jaw in the same manner
as the hardened jaw , but the gripping power of these
jaws depends upon a broad gripping surface instead
of upon serrulatione The jaws are bored or
turned in place on the chuck so that they will
accurately fit the finished surface on which they
are to grip. Thus, they grip over a wide area and
hold the work piece more accurately and firmly.

When machining fail work, the problem is to
provide jaws which will grip the work firmly but
without distorting. The jaws for this class of work
use either broad ripping surfaces mnich reduce
the pressure at any one point or are designed so
that the work is "pinched" across a solid section.
In the latter case the chuck is used to operate the
jaws for centering or locating the work, while
the driving is obtained by pinching or clamping
through solid sections.

The broad gripping jaws will hold frail work without
distortion. The jaws provide six contact areas,
two on each jaw, and all three _. e of the rock-
ing type, to permit a small amo.iit of compensation
for irregularities in the casting. These jaws are
rather expensive, but they will grip the work quickly,
securely, and without distorting.
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Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. State the three general classes of chucks used on the turret lathe.

2. What is the use of the two jaw box chuck?

3. Which has the most powerful holding power, the independent chuck
or the three jaw gear scroll chuck?

4. What are the advantages of a power operated chuck over a wrench
type chuck?

S. What are the three main sources of power for automatic chucks?

6. When a spindle has been thoroughly cleaned, why is it advisable
to apply a thin coat of red lead or machine oil?

7. Why is the selection of the proper type of chuck jaw
important?

8. What is meant by "first operation jaws" and "second operation jaws"?

9. What type of chuck jaw is used to hold frail work?
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Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE.
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE place a circle around the F .

T F 1. For rigid gripping, chuck jaws should not be too wide.

T F 2. Centering plugs are sometimes used to aid in chucking
a part.

T F 3. A universal chuck mounted on the hex turret can be used
to aid in centering long work.

T F 4. Soft jaws are generally used on a four jaw chuck.
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WORK HOLDING DEVICES SPECIAL FIXTURES AND STEADY RESTS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with special holding de -ices for specific jobs .

Assigned Text None

Relates: information: Special fixtures instead of the standard holding
devices are often used when the work is of irregular
shape; when difficult jobs have to be very rigidly held
for extremely accurate or heavy cuts; or, when, as
on high-production jobs, their use will save enough
time to justify their expense because the work can be
loaded and unloaded faster. While the time saved by
loading the work faster in special fixtures is impor-
tant, it is not any more important than the time that
is saved by taking heavy cuts when work is properly
held.

To classify all the different types of fixtures would
be very difficult because they are usually designed
to fit particular jobs. Some fixtures are designed to
be mounted on standard chucks and used in connection
with chuck Jaws; some fixtures require indexing; some
fixtures hold work before it has been machined, and
others are designed to accurately locate work on pre-
viously machined surfaces.

Standard face plates are ordinarily used to adapt fix-
tures to the spindle noses of turret lathes. These
face plates, or face plate adapters, as they are some-
times called, can be purchased as standard items and
are furnished in types to fit either threaded or flanged
spindles, and they may be of either the plain or tee-
slotted type. When designing fixtures to be adapted
to flanged -type spindles by means of face plates, they
should always be arranged so that the face plate and
the fixture can be removed as on piece.

Pot fixtures provide an excellent method of holding
work securely so that heavy cuts can be taken.
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Angle type fixtures are used when it is necessary to
machine a diameter in exact relation to a previously
machined flat surface. The parts are clamped against
hardened and ground locating rails or plates. The
location of the part may also be accomplished by means
of pins set in the locating plate and projecting into
previously machined holes in the casting.

The rotating indexing fixture consists of a two-jaw chuck
mounted on an indexing plate which in turn is mounted
on a face plate.

When parts, such as stop dogs, have to be machined
in two positions that are only a slight distance apart,
swinging or sliding indexing fixtures car be used.
These fixtures are less expensive than the rotary
indexing fixtures, but ordinarily they cannot be run
at as high speeds. The question as to whether a
rotating or a swinging or sliding type fixture should
be designed, will have to be decided on the basis of
the number of pieces to be made and the time per
piece. Generally, the swinging type fixtures cost
less to design and build than the rotary type, but they
cannot be operated at as high a speed.

Occasionally, work requires indexing to several
positions and locating on different center lines, for
this a combinatior -type indexing fixture is used.

.Turret lathes may be equipped with steady rests so
that extra long parts, such as shafts, tubes, mandrels,
cylinders, etc. , can be machined. By using a turret
lathe instead of a lathe for this work, heavier cuts
can be taken, and several operations on the inside
and the ouside of the work can be machined. The
result of the heavier cuts and repeated operations
will in many cases produce savings sufficient to
justify the expense of the steady rests.

The standard Self-Centering Type Steady Rest may
be obtained in several sizes and adapted to turret
lathes by means of a special adapter. These Self-
Centering Steady Rests are used for light work up
to about 3" in diameter.
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Questions: Di*-vtions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is a fixture? What is its purpose?

2. Name six (6) types of fixtures used on turret lathe work.

3. What is the use of the combination type indexing fixture?

4. How does a face plate aid in many fixture set-ups?

5. What type fixture is used for stop dog production?
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TOOLING PRINCIPLES

012jecti_ve: To acquaint the learner with some of the standtrd tools and holding
devices .

Assigned Text: None

Related ormation: The aim on every turret lathe job is to tool up the
machine and operate it so that the job can be turned out in as short a time
as possible, provided that the savings resulting from special equipment
or complicated setups justify their cost.

The total production time to do any job is made up of the following four
elements:

Setup time is the time it takes to set and adjust all tools and cutters and
to arrange holding devices.

Work-handling time is the time required to load and unload the work into
and out of the machine.

Machine-handling time is the time required to start and stop each cut,
index and move the turrets, slides and attachments,and to change the
speeds and feeds.

Actual cutting time is the time it takes to actually remove the metal.

Since the whole purpose of the job is to remove metal, it might seem at
first that the cutting time is the most important consideration. However,
setup time, work-handling time, and machine-handling time may be just
as important as actual cutting time. It is the sum total of all these four
elements which makes up the total production time, and basically, we
are only interested in the total time to complete a given number of parts.

In the average shop, producing small quantity work, the best method of
reducing setup time is to use Universal Tooling Equipment and to keep a
Permanent Setup of tools on the Machine. The machiae should be equipped
with standard tools which will handle a large variety of work and which are
quickly adjustable. Experience has developed two sets of Universal Tool-
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Permitted Setup* Bar Work.

ing Equipment; one for bar work and one for chucking work.

A permanent set-up of the Universal Tooling Equipment can be arranged so
that the large and heavy tools of the flanged type are permanently mounted
in their logical order on the machine. If necessary for certain jobs, the
tool stations can be back-indexed, or skip-indexed, to suit the require-
ments of the job, but the flanged tools themselves are not changed from one
turret face to the other. Ordinarikr, the extra machine-handling time
required to skip-index is less than the time that would be required to
remove these tools from the machine or to change their position on the
turret.

Tim lighter tools in the Universal Set can ix az ranged in various combina-
tions to adapt the tools in the Permanent Set 9 it each particular job as it
comes along. These lighter tools are of the I ha. k type, which can be
quickly mounted in the turret or holder.

The adjustable features of the tools in the Universal Tool Setup will allow
you to set cutters quickly to accurate size and to charge quickly from one
job to another. Having the larger tools arranged in a Permanent Setup
does away with the constant changing of these tools.

The reduction of work-handling time depends chiefly on the selection of
chucks and fixtures to hold the work.
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1

STANDARD TOOLS AND HOLDING DEVICES

1
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1. Single Cutter Turner
2. Multiple Cutter Turner
3. Combination End Fazer

and Turner
4. Quick Acting Tool Slide
5. Center Drilling Tool
6. Adjustable Knee Tool
76 Die Heads
136 Tool Bits
9. Tool Holder
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10. Floating Tool Holder
11. Combination Stock Stop

and Starting Drill
126 Combination Stock Stop

and Center
136 Tapered Drill Sockets
146 Flanged Tool Holder

(Short and Long)
15. Drill Chuck
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For the average shop, producing small and medium quantit; work, the
best equipment is usually of standard design and to which special jaws,
arbors, and simple fixtures can be added. Naturally, savings on quantity
production will justify special fixtures designed for one specific job.

To reduce machine-handling time, take multiple cuts and thereby reduce
the number of turret indexes. In other words, place as many cutters in
one tool station as is practical. The tools in the Universal Tooling Equip-
ment provide holders for taking these multiple cuts.

It is also important to select the proper size machine far the job because,
the larger the machine, the more time is required to change from one
tool to the next.

The element of cutting time offers the greatest possibilities of reducing
the total production time. There are many factors that affect cutting time,
but when planning a setup on a job, the following four factors are most
important and should almost always be considered before the setup is
actually made. Ask yourself these questions:

In Multiple Cuts - which cuts should be taken from the hexagon tiirra-t, and,
which cuts can be combined in one tool station?

Permaang Sett* for Chucking Work.
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In Multiple Cuts - which cuts should be taken from the cross slide, and,
can more than one cut be taken at the same time?

In Combined Cuts - which cuts to be taken from the cross slide can be
combined with cuts taken from the hexagon turret?

In Rigid Tooling - which speeds and feeds can be used?

The ability to take Multiple Cuts will depend very largely upon the
rigidity of the machine and tool holders. Also, the feeds that can be used
will depend upon the rigidity of the machine and tools. In order to gain
the full advantage of Combined and Multiple Cuts, they must be taken at
about the same feed and speed that would be used when these cuts are
taken individually. Care should also be taken to provide the proper tool
holders so that the machine can be run under the heaviest feeds possible.

The rigidity of the setup can be increased in three ways: (1) by the use
of rigid tool holders that are designed not only to allow the combining of
cross slide and hexagon turret cuts, but are also designed for taking
heavy cuts; (2) by keeping the overhang of the tools to a minimum, and
(3) by the use of overhead and center piloting.

The use of overhead and center pilot bars increases the rigidity of the
tools and the machines on chucking work.

In connection with general tooling principles, here are three important
"dontts."

(1) Don't block off stations on the square turret.

(2) Don't clamp the saddle of a ram type machine in such a position that
all of the stations cannot be indexed. When setting the saddle on the bed,
the longest tool on the turret will usually govern the position of the saddle.

(3) Don't take any tooling setup for granted. Almost every job can be done
in several different ways. Study the work and see how the setup can be
improved.

Let us emphasize these high spots.

(1) Total time for the job should be kept at a minimum by balancing setup
time, work-handling time, machine handling time, and actual cutting
time -- rememberiAg always to keep the cost of the tools at a reasonable
figure.
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(2) Reduce setup time by using Universal Tooling Equipment and by
arranging the heavier flanged type tools in a logical order and keeping
them in a permanent setup.

(3) Keep work-handling and chucking costs down by selecting proper
standard equipment and by using special equipment when it is justified by
the quantity to be produced and the savings to be made.

(4) Reduce machine-handling time by using the right size of machine for
the job and by taking as many Multiple Cuts as is possible.

(5) Reduce cutting time by: (a) Taking Multiple Cuts -- that is, take two or
more cuts at the same time from one tool station. (b) Combining ...tuts --
that is, tike cuts from the hexagon turret and the cross slide at the same
time. (c) Increase feeds by making setups as rigid as possible. This can
be done by keeping overhang at a minimum, by using rigid too' holders
designed for modern nigh speed cutters and by using overhead and center
piloting on chucking work.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are the four (4) elements of total production time?

2. What are the four (4) factors to consider to reduce cutting time?

3. How may the rigidity of the set-up be increased?

4. Give three "Don'ts" of tooling principles.
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5. OP Directions: Identify the tools pictured above.

6. 11....11

2. 7. 12.

3. 8. 13.

4. 9. 14.

5. 10. 15.
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6. What is the value of the overhead and center pilot bar?

7. What is a combining cut?

8. What is a multiple cut?

9. What equipment can be used to reduce setup time?
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TOOL GRINDING AND SETTING CUTTERS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with a few principles of tool grinding.

Assigned Text: None

Note to Student: Review or work Assignment #5 Engine Lathe.

Additional Reference: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A, , Machine Tool
Operation, Part I,

Related Information: Two outstanding things mark a good turret lathe
operator. He runs his machine at the correct speed
and feed, and he knows how to grind and set cutters.
Such an operator is in demand wherever turret lathes
are used.

There are five types of material that are commonly
used for cutters: carbon tool steel, high-speed steel,
Stellite, carbides, and diamonds.

Until about 25 or 30 years ago, carbon tool steel was
the most common cutting metal. Carbon tool steel
can be easily ground and hardened. It is inexpensive
and it will take a keener edge than any other type of
cutter. Because it will produce a very smooth finish,
carbon tool steel is still preferred for fine finishing
work on brass.

T-ligh-speed steel is today used more than any other
material for cutters. Generally speaking, high-speed
steel can run at twice the speed of carbon tool steel.

There are three types of high-speed steel: (I) standard,
or what is known as 18-4-1, (2) molybdenum high-
speed steel, and (3) super high-speed steel. The
symbol 18-4-1 means that the steel contains approxi-
mately eighteen per cent tungsten, four per cent chro-
mium, and one per cent vanadium. Molybder.am high-
speed steel has a high percentage of molybdenum and
less tungsten. Super high-speed steel has a fairly
high percentage of cobalt.
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The first two types, 18-4-1 and molybdenum, are
used for general machining cuts. Both are especially
good for free-cutting steels. Super high-speed steel
is used for machining the harder and tougher grades
of steel.

Stellite is an alloy made of several metals, mostly
chromium and cobalt. It is made in several grades
for cutting different materials and is used either
as solid bits or as cutter tips. Stellite is used
extensively in the machining of cast iron, malle-
able iron, and hard bronzes because of its wear-
resistance and because it can be used at high tem-
peratures without losing its hardness. In roughing
operations on cast iron, for example, Stellite can
be run 50% faster than high-speed steel.

Stellite is used in some cases to cut steel, but as
a rule it is applied to steel only as the result of
experiment.

Carbide cutters are neither a steel alloy like 18-4-1
nor a non-ferrous alloy like Stellite. Carbide cutters
are made of a mixture of very small, hard metal
particles embedded in a mass of softer but very tough
material that gives body to the whole mixture. The
very small, hard metal particles, which do the actual
cutting, are composed chiefly of carbides of tungsten,
tantalum, or titanium.

Carbide cutters are made in a number of grades. Two
principal grades are normally used -- one for cast
metals and one for steel. High production shops use
refinements of these grades for specific purposes
after experiments to determine the grade.

Carbide cutters have the highest compressive strength
of any metals known. They can be run from one and
a half to four times faster than high-speed steel and
are almost as hard as diamonds. Carbide cutters wear
a long time without regrinding, give good finishes, and
produce work of uniform accuracy.
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However, carbide cutters break ve.-y easily if they are
bent. For that reason they are used only in the form of
small tips, usually brazed to large steel shanks. They
must be rigidly supported and used only on machines
that are free from vibration.

Diamonds are used as cutters for light cutting opera-
tions on small high-speed turret lathes. They are used
on high production jobs for machining hard rubber,
bakelite, pressed carbon, aluminum, and brass. Dia-
mond cutters are used only for light cuts, but they can
be run at very high speeds -- up to 5,000 surface feet
per minute. As in the case of carbides, diamond cut-
ters must be rigidly supported.

The diamond is put in the end of a steel tool bit and
held in place by brazing. The surrounding material
is ground away to expose the tip of the diamond which
is ground and lapped to regular cutting angles.

Size of Cutters -- Cutters should always have the
largest cross-sections the work and the holder will
allow. The turret lathe is designed to remove large
quantities of metal very rapidly, and to get out of the
machine all that is built into it, large cutters should
be used.

Large cutters increase the rigidity of the setup so
that speeds and feeds can ;..e increased. If necessary,
overhang of a large cutter can be increased to get a
betie.r combination of cuts. Also, large cutters con-
duct the heat away from the cutting edge more rapidly
than small cutters, and, as a result, higher speeds
can be used.

Small cutters should only be used for light finishing
cuts.

Cutters must be ground to correct angles to obtain
not only sufficient clearance and rake, but also
sufficient strength.

If the only consideration in grinding cutters was to
get the greatest strength at the edge and to tarry
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away the heat as quickly as possible, all cutters
would have the wedge angle pretty close to 90 degrees.
Actually they do not. The reason is that the larger the
wedge angle, the more power required to push the
cutter past the work. You therefore have two opposing
considerations -- one says to keep the cutting angle as
wide as possible; the other says to keep the cutting
angle as small as possible. The result is that all
cutters are designed as a compromise of the two.

In general, for hard, brittle materials, such as
cast iron and brass castings where the chips break
or crumble easily, the cutting or wedge angle should
be very large. For softer and more ductile metals,
such as copper and alumina where the chips do
not break off easily, the cutting or wedge angle must
be smaller.

The angles recommended are figured with the cutters
operating "on center" w'th the work. This means that
the angles given for the cutter are based on the assump-
tion that the body of the cutter is held parallel to a line
drawn through the cutting edge and the center of the
work.

Having the cutters "on center" is especially important
when working on small diameters.

On larger diameter work, keeping the cutter on center
is not so important.

In learning to grind cutters, operators must always
be cautioned about forcing the grind; that is trying to
grind off too much material in a given time. Forcing
the grind burns the cutter and causes surface cracks,
which when once started, will eventually cause the
cutter to fail.

Some cutters are ground dry; others are ground wet.
High-speed steel, for instance, is generally ground
wet; Stellite and carbides dry. But whatever method
is used, you must be consistent.

When you grind dry, keep the cutter entirety dry.
Never dip the end of the cutter into water, as sudden
cooling will cause cracks. When you grind wet, keep
the cutter flooded to prevent heating. Don't hold the
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cutter in such a way that the water can't get to the
area in contact with the wheel. It is also important
to keep the cutter moving Inck and forth across the
face of the wheel. Nothing will ruin a cutter quicke
than a dry grinding that is partially wet or a wet
grinding that is partially dry.

The grinding of carbides requires a different type of
equipment and a different technique.

Best practice in grinding carbides is to first rough
off the cutte- LA., an angle 5 degrees more than the
finish grind angles, and semi-finish to an angle 2
degrees more than the finish grind angles. Then,
when the finish grinding is done, it is only necessary
to grind on the tip. Carbide cutters should be ground
by hand, using adjustable angle rests so that the
cutters are ground to the proper angles. Best prac-
tice is to hold the cutter in such a position that the
grinding wheel will be pushing the tip toward the
body of the cutter so that the wheel will grind away
from the cutting edge. For this purpose carbide
cutter grinders rotate in either direction.

Questions: 10. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Name the five basic materials used for cutting tools.

2. Why are carbon steel cutters sometimes still used?

3. What is meant by the symbol 18-4-1?

4. What is the cutting speed relationship between carbon and high-speed
cutting tools?
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5. What is the advantage of the carbides over other types of tools?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE .
If the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T,
if it is FALSE place a circle around the F .

T F 1. Cutters should always have the largest cross-section the
work and holder will allow.

T F 2. Speeds and feeds may be increased when larger cutters
are used.

T F 3. The larger the clearance angle, the longer the cutter
will wear.

T F 4. Cutter clearance angle and rake angle are the same.

T F 5. If the wedge angle is pretty close to 90° the cutting
pressure will be decreased.

T F 6. A grind should be forced to save set-up time.

T F 7. Setting a cutting tool above center will decrease the
actual front clearance.

T F 8. Stellite and carbide tools are generally ground dry.

T P 9. Sudden quenching will often fracture the tool.
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10. Directions: Give the names of the different clearance angles of
the following diagrams.

WEDGE OR
CUTTING ANGL

TURNING CUTTER

A 0-

I DIRECTION
+ OF FEED

CUTTING EDGE

NOSE RADIUS
E

(A) (D)

(B) (E)---.
(C) (F)
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FACING CUTTER

G

DIRECTION
OF FEED

NOSE RADIUS
L

J

WEDGE OR
CUTTING ANGLE

BASE

(G) (3)

(H) (K)

(1) (L)
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CUTTING SPEED AND FEED SELECTION

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the factors involved in selecting spindle
speeds.

Assigned Text: None

Additional References:

Related Information:

Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation,
Part I.

Having discussed the classification of turret lathes
and the principal parts of typical machines, we come
to the problems in connection with the operation of
turret lathes.

The most difficult problem is to determine the proper
speeds and feeds as a setup is being made. On every
job the operator must answer the question "What
speeds and feeds should be used?"

This question has to be answered thousands of times
in thousands of shops every day. Yet there is no
simple answer to the question. Scientists and engineers
have cut tons of metal experimenting on turret lathes
and making tests to dote.kmine proper theoretical speeds
and feeds. What they have found is of great value as a
guide in planning work. but still no one can put down a
few simple rules or *poeifie instructions that will tc-.11
an operator, estimator, or time study man exactly
what speed and feed should be used for every cut. The
reason for this is that there are many items that affect
both the speed and feed.

The first principle is to run each cut at as high an
r. p.m. and at as coarse a feed as the cutter and job
will allow. To help determine the r.p.m, P,-nd the feed
there is a table which lists different materials and the
average surface speeds and the feeds that can be used.
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CONDMSED TABLE OF SPEEDS AND FEEDS FOR TURRET LATHES

The following speeds and feeds are for broad general use, and are sub- of machine used, condition of machine, type of cutting tool used, including

ject to change with variables occurring in tools and material. brand of steel, method of mounting tool, lubricant used for cutting, if any,
Hard and fast rulescannot beset without exact information as to the type and a complete analysis of the material being cut and method of bolding.

Material H. S. 5.4

Rough Finish

SURFACE FEET PER MINUTE

Stellite J Carbide

Rough Finish Rough Finish

FEEDS

Ram Type Machine Saddle Type Machine

Rough Finish Rough Finish

Gist Iron 50-60 80.110 90-120 130.160 180.200 350-400 016026 416025 .032,060 .032.126

Semi Steel Hard. 40-50 65.90 75400 100.130 140.160 250.300 .016.025 .01635 .023.060 .032,126

Malleable Iron 80.110 110-130 120.140 150200 250.300 400-500 .016026 .016025 .032,060 .032060

Steel Casting

(.35 Carbon) 4640 7040 7080 90.130 150480 200.250 .010..020 .012020 -018-030 .018445

Brass (Commercial

8644) 240-300 200300 6004000 6004000 Maximum Feed of Machine
Bronze (8040-10) 110160 150-190 600 1000 .016030 .010..016 416-060 .010-430

Aluminum 400 700 800 1000 Fine Feeds To Produce Good Finish
SAE 1020 (Coarse Feed) 6080 Goa 300 300 .020,030 4204130 .024-444 .024,014

(Fine Feed) 100.120 100.120 450 450 .007-.020 .007-420 .010-.030 .010,030
ME 1035 75.90 90.120 250 250 .020.030 .020-.030 A24044 .024444
SAE-X1315 175-24)0 175-200 400400 400.500 .010.015 .010.015 .010-1115 .010-1115

SAE 1060 6040 100 200 200 412-420 412-A20 426-.000 415,045
SAE 2315 30.110 90110 300 300 .012.020 .012-.020 .025490 415,045
SAE 3160 5040 7040 200 200 .012.020 412020 .026-A90 414,0411
Stainless Steel*

(Selenium Content) 100420 100.120 240300 240.300 .010,015 .010..015 .010-.015 .010.015

Water Soluble Oil Lubricant. Kerosene Lubricant. 3 Cobalt 18-44.

Notice two things aboat this chart. First, a range of
speeds and feeds is given.

Second, the speeds are given in surface feet per
minute.

A range of speeds and feeds is gi--en because there
are many factors affecting the exact speeds and feeds
that may be used. Speeds are given in trims of sur-
face feet per minute rather than r. p. m. because the
important thing in cutting metal is the speed at which
the surface of the work travels past the cutter.

Surface speed, which is expressed in surface feet per
minute, is the speed at which the surface of the material
passes the cutter.
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90 FT PER MIN
O7 RPM.

90 FT. PER MIN
344 RPM

Relation of R.P.M. to surface speeds on different dimple:as.

The speed and feed table is a guide and a starting
point. The operator will start his machine on a cut
somewhere in the range of surface speeds and feeds
given and watch the cut for a few turns. Two things
will determine whether he should increase or decrease
the speed or .ed or leave them where they are. The
first is the color of the chip, and the second is the
"feel" of the machine. Experience shows that the speed
for cutting steel Is rretty close to correct when just a
little color can be seen in the chip. This is a straw or
a light yellow color. When the chip begins to turn blue
it shows that it is too hot, and the speed or feed, or
both, should be decreased.

If the rad-line vibrates and seems to be laboring under
the cut, or if the tools spring under the cut, the machine
or tool is obviously overloaded and the feed should be
cut down. On he other hand, if the machine is taking
the cut without difficulty, the feed can probably be
increased.

The chip color, the "feel" of the machine, and a
glance at the cutter after a few revolutions to see if
it is losing its edge or building up, cit...ermine for the
operator the final speed and feed.

The first important factor, obviously, is the work
piece. Is the material alloy steel, cast ron, or
brass, and what kind of heat treatment has it had?
Each material can be turned at speeds as shown in
the table. The type of chips produced is important,
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because if the chips hang or build up on the cutter,
you cannot cut as fa ,t as when they flow freely.
When chips break off they carry the heat away with
them. Another important question: Is the material
so .abrasive that it will wear the cutter as the chips
leave the work? If so, the cutting speed must be
reduced or the wearing action will break down the
cutting edge.

Next to the work piece the most important factor is
the cutter, which may be made of carbon tool steel,
high-speed steel, Stellite, or carbide. Carbon tool
steels lose their temper at fairly low heat and are
seldom used except on brass. High-speed steels will
stand more heat and therefore they can be run at
higher speeds. Stellites can be run at a red heat
without losing th.,4r hardness. Carbides will staid
up under even greater speeds.

Rigidity is the third important consideration that
affects speeds and feeds. The rigidity of any par-
ticular setup is determined by the type of machine
used, the condition of the machine, the work-holding
device, the work piece itself and the tooling.

If you are using a small ram type machine built for
light work, you cannot take as heavy cut.. as wit the
job is on a more rugged machine. The condition :)f
the machine also affects the feed that can be taken,
and it is not possible to take as heavy feeds on old
machines as on new machines that are rigid and
accurate.

The type of finish required is important. If the piece
is to be finished by grinding, heavy cuts and coarse
feeds can be taken on the turret lathe; but if accurate
sizes are to be held, then the finishing cuts must be
taken with finer feeds to obtain a smooth finish.
Every shop has its own standards of requirements
as to finish.

Most materials can be run at a hie r speed for
finishing than for roughing cuts. The gears in the
head provide for these increases in speeds. Ordi-
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narily, the finishing cut can he taken at least one
speed faster than the roughing cut.

It is also important to consider the number of pieces
to be made in a lot. On a production job the speeds
and feeds will be increased to obtain a maximum
production, but on small quantity work it may be
practical to work with conservative speeds and feeds
to be sure that grinding and resetting time does not
increase the total time for the quantity to be produced.

Drills are usually run at the same or slightly higher
speed as turning cutters, provided they are made of
the same material.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What are two principles to follow in selecting speeds and feeds?

2. What is the meaning of "surface speed"?

3. Give we formula for determining the R.P.M. for a given surface
speed.

4. (a) Does the size of the work piece influence the cutting speed?

(b) How?

5. How does overhang of the tool affect the speed?
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Directions: Answer the following questions by consulting the
charts on pp. 40-41 of Longstreet.

6. What is the surface feet per minute for roughing cast iron using
(a) High speed steel, (b) Stellite, (c) Carbide ?

7. What is the surface feet per minute for finishing cast iron using
(a) High speed steel, (b) Stellite, (c) Carbide ?

8. What R.P.M. range is recommended for (a) roughing 1 1/2" dia.
S.A.E. 1020 using H.S.S., (b) finishing 3/4" dia. brass using
H. S. S. , (c) finishing 6" (ha. S.A.E . 3150 using carbide?

9. Using the formula 4S1 compute the R.P.M. to the nearest whole
D

number for the following.

(a) Surface speed 40 feet per minute, Diameter = 1/4"
(b) Surface speed 65 feet per minute, Diameter = 5/8"
(c) Surface speed 80 feet per minute, Diameter = 1"
(d) Surface speed 120 feet per minute, Diameter = 6 1/2"
(e) Surface speed 200 feet per minute, Diameter = 21"

10. When using H. S.5. cutters, what color should the chip be for the
best results?

11. Name three (3) main factors to consider when taking a finish cut.
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COOLANTS AND CUTTING COMPOUNDS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the use of coolants and cutting compounds
used on the turret lathe.

Assigned Text: None

Additional References: Oberg, E. and Jones, F . D., Machinery's Handbook, (See
Cutting Oils and Compounds in Index).

Related Inforrnatiou: The use of coolants makes it possible to get more
work out of turret lathes. They cool and lubricate
the cutter, and with a coolant you can run at higher
speeds, take heavier cuts, and use cutters for
longer periods without regrinding. Coolants also
flush away the chips, protect machined parts against
corrosion by covering them with a film of oil, and
give a better finish on the work.

A coolant makes for greater accuracy by keeping the
work from getting hot and changing size.

In order to cool the chip and to lubricate the cutter,
it is important to keep the work properly flooded.

Make sure that the coolant gets to the

Incorrect and correct method of applying
cutting oil.
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place where it will do the most good.

A drill should never be flooded with
lubricant immediately after with-
drawing it from the hole. Sudden
cooling of a hot drill causes very
fine checks, which materially
weaken the tool. It should be
remembered that all drilling on
turret lathes is done with the drill
in a horizontal position. The
deeper the hole the more difficult
it is to get lubricant to the point
of the drill.
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Questions: IP.-

I.

The following lubricants are recommended for
cutting and threading different materials:

Cast Iron Soluble Oil or cut dry
Malleable Iron Soluble Oil
Wrought Iron Soluble Oil
Steel 20% Mineral Lard Oil
Aluminum Kerosine Oil
Brass or Bronze Casting Dry
Brass or Bronze Bar Paraffin Oil

Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly
as possible.

What is the primary reason for using coolants in
turret lathe work?

2. How does a coolant affect the accuracy of the part?

3. Where should a coolant be directed upon a cutting
tool?

4. What harm may be caused if a drill is flooded with
coolant immediately after withdrawing it from a hole?

5. List five reasons for using coolant.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

...a.
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6. Name the proper lubricants for the following materials.
(a) Cast iron, (b) Malleable iron, (c) Drags or Bronze,
(d) Aluminum, (e) Steel, (f) Wrought iron.

OF- Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the proper
word or words.

I. Emulsif'ring or soluble oils are mixed with

2. Straight cutting oils may be either k the class
or in the class.

3. Aqueous solutions will cause of both work and
the machine.

4. Mixt-owes of mineral and lard oil will have a much greater
value than a straight mineral oil.

5. Ir terms of cost, mineral oil is than lard oil.
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PRINCIPLES OF FACING

Ob To acquaint the learner with the principles a lacing.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machke Tostl Okeration, Part I,
pp. 329-335,

Additional Reference: Felker, G. A. , Machineqhsa Technoloo:

Note: Facing on a rarret lathe is the same as facing on an engine
lathe.

Questions: PP Directions: Answer the folic:wing questionza as briefly as passible

1. Wbat is facing?

2. What type of tool is used for facing?

3. In what direction should finish facing be done?

4. What is another word for facing?

5. Why must a facing tool be on center and the point
slightly in toward the work?
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6. Why is the tool bit rounded slightly for facing
opeTations?

7. What causes a wavy or chattered face?

8. What turret is normally used for rough facing cuts
in the turret lathe?

9. Give two reasons why a piece is faced.

10. Can the same tool be used for both turning and
facing?
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Assignment Sheet #12 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF FACE PLATE WORK

Objective . To give a working knowledge of face plates and their uses .

Assigned Text: None

Additional Reference: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operation, Part I

Related Information: Very little is printed about the face plate and the work it does in
turret lathe set-up and operation. Actually the face plate is a very

important accessory in many machine set-ups . Some face plates are
mounted on the spindle nose of a turret lathe by means of bolts drawing
the plate tight against the tapered spindle nose, while others are of the
threaded spindle type similar to those found on small engine lathes.
The third type is the cam lock whereby fingers with recesses which are
attached to the lace plate are inserted into holes in the outer part of the
spindle and are drawn tight against the tapered spindle nose by use of
a cam.

Face plates are of various sizes and designs,depending upon the
size of the machine swing over the bed, and the size of the work it is to.. hold. Most face plates are slotted at quarters to allow "T" bolts to be
used in the bolting of various fixtures and parts. This is called the
"T" slot type lace plate.

Another type of face plate is smaller and has only one slot which
is designed to drive a dog. This plate is generally termed a dog plate
and is used to drive work held between centers. This plate is more often
used as an engine lathe accessory but it has some use in turret lathe work.

Standard face plates are ordinarily used to adapt fixtures to the
spindle nose of turret lathes.

Often indexing fixtures can be mounted on a face plate or plates
can be bored to fit secondary machining operations. The main advantage
is that the face plate may be removed without disturbing the location of
the fixture.
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Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. How is the face plate mounted on the spindle nuoe?

2. What is a 'T' - slot face plate?

3. Vinat is one advantage of mounting fixtures upon face plates?

4. Why is it important to clean the spindle face before
mounting the face plate?
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PRINCIPLES OF FORMING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with some of the common tools, practices and
principles of forming.

Assigned Text: None

Related Information: A good motto is, "Form it if possible." Forming is
one of the fastest methods of producing a finished
diameter or shape, and when planning a setup, the
work should be studied to see if form tools can be used.

It is often possible to combine two or more cuts into
one by using a specially designed forming cutter.
Besides combining two or more cuts i-to one, forming
cutters are also used for producing irregular and
curved shapes that are difficult to produce in any
other way.

Forming cutters can be very simple, such as the one
shown, which is nothing more than a wide necking
tool. They can also be quite complicated, such as the
one, which produces in a single operation a number of
surfaces that otherwise would require three straight
turning, one taper turning, one chamfering, and two
facing cuts.

There are three types of forming cutters: (1) forged
cutters, (2) dovetail or straight forming cutters,
(3) circular forming cutters.

Forged cutters are ordinarily mounted directly in
the square turret or tool post and are the least
expensive of all forming cutters to make. On the
other hand, they have the shortest life.

Dovetail forming cutters are held in the tool holders.
These holders are mounted on the cross slide. The
cutters are held in holders by means of a dovetail
and the cutter is supported by a screw in the holder.
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ii

A simple Forming Cutter. A more complicated
Forming Gutter.

A typical Fc.ged Forming Clatter for forming
one diameter and 'son "dii.

Dovetail or straight forming cutters have their shape
or contour machined and ground the full length of
their face, and they are set in the holder at an
ai.gle to provide front clearance. When the cutter
weal3, only the top is reground. In order to adjust
for any slight inaccuracies in the cutter or holder,
the tool holders have a swivel or rocker adjustment
in the base.

Although dovetail forming cutters cost more to make
than forged forming cutters, they have. a considerably
longer life. Other important advantages are:
(P they are set up more easily; (2) the form
is maintained after grinding; (3) they are more
rigid and can be operated under heavier feeds.

Cil.cular forming cutters have a life even longer
than that of the dovetail or straight forming cutters.
The shape or contour is ground on the entire circum-
ference; and, as the cutting edge wears, the top sur-
face is reground, and the cutter is moved up to the
cutting position by simply rotating the cutter about
its axis.

The circular type of forming cutter has a long life,
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CUTTER

(t. OF
SPINDLE

HOLDER IS USED ON
FRONT AND REF'
OF CROSS SLIDE BY
TURNING ECCENTRIC
BUSSING ISO'

FRONT REAR

Caller diagram for Circular Forming
Cutter :_'older.

and is properly designed and handled,
will produce very accurate work. The
cutter cannot be as wide as the dove-
tail forming cutter because I.'. is an
overhanging tool. It usually costs a
little less than the dovetail type of
forming cutter.

Just which type of forming cutter
should be used in any particular case
depends, of course, upon the job. The
advantage of the time saved by use of
a form cutter must be weighed against
the cost of the tool. The larger the Jot
to be produced, the more you can
afford to spend for special tooling of
this type.

The matter of proper tooling, with detailed compari-
son of various tooling methods, is taken up at wngth
later.

Elscept as in the case of very simple shapes, turret
lathe operators should never regrind forming cutters.
They should be reground on tool room grinders where
they can be rigidly supported and ground at the proper
angle.

The design of a forming cutter to get the proper
clearance and the proper relief down the sides,
especially on complicated shapes, is a difficult
job.

Since it is important to .naintain the original shape
of forming cutters; and, to keep them sharp, finish
fo7rring cutters should never be used on rough sur-
faces, such as cast iron, cast steel, forged, or hot
roiled steel. These materials should always be
roughed before they are formed. Ordinarily, finish
forming should be done at lower speeds than rough
forming. The cutting edge of form tools should
usually be --et --.. enter; and except when cutting
bras3, tilt, work should be well flooded wiat coolant.
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Do not attempt to form with the cross slide when
you are taking an accurate finishing cut from the
hexagon turret. The pressure of the forming cut
will spring the work and make it impossible to
take accurate finishing cuts from the hexagon turret
at the same time.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Gig A three types of fount/1f_, cutters.

2. Which type has the shortest life?

3. On what surface are dovetailed or straight cutters sharpened?

4. How is the tool adjusted to center?

5. Give three important advantages of these cutters.

6. What type of cutter has the longest life?

7. (a) On what surface are circular cutters ground?

(a.,) How are they adjusted to center?
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8. Why is the circulzr cutter less rigid than the dovetail cutter?

9. (a) Should a forming cutter be made and used for a very few pieces?

(b) Why?

10. (a) Should the operator grind most forming cutters on the common
tool grinder?

(b) Why?

11. (a) Should form cutters be used on rough finish work such as cast
iron or steel forgings?

(b) Why?

12. (a) Should finish cuts be taken with the hexagon turret while
forming with the cross slide?

(b) Why?
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PRINCIPLES OF TURNING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with common turning practices, tools and
procedures.

Assigned Text: None

Related Information: The setting and grinding of bar turner cutters is the
same in principle as the setting and grinding of cross
slide and multiple turning head cutters, but due to
the fact that bar turner cutters are usually held in a
semi-vertical position, the cutting angles are ground
on the top end rather than on the side. Also, the
positioning and adjusting of the rolls presents an
additional problem.

Bar Turners (sometimes called Box
Turners or Box Tools, or Roller
Turners) are held on the hexagon
turret, and they combine in one unit
a cutter holder and a steady rest
that travels with the cutter and sup-
ports the work. This steady or roller
rest holds the work against the cutter,
permitting the taking of deep cuts at
heavy feeds.

A Single Culler Bas Turner.

The steady rests on most bar turners
are built with rollers to eliminate
wear and to make it possible to run
them at high speeds. However, some
bar turners are built with "V" back
rests. The back rests are double

ended, and three sizes can be obtained with each set.
The roller rest can be operated at high speed and under
heavy cuts, and is used when cutting steel or other
continuous chip metals. "V" back rest tools are used
for turning brass and other free - cutting materials
where there is no problem of wear and where small
chips are produced that might get under rollers and
mark the work.
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A Universal Bar Turner.

A Single Culler Box Turner.

Roller Bar Turners - The rolls on the turner are
independently mounted in slides. These slides make
it possible to adjust the rolls over a wide range from
small diameter to large diameter work. On turners of
smaller capacity and of smaller range, the rolls are
mounted on swinging arms which can be moved in and
out to precede or follow the cutter.

With bar turners designed to hold only one cutter at a
time, the cutter is held in a vertical position and
tilted slightly toward the cut and toward the center of
the work. The vertical position of the cutter provides
for greater rigidity and also reduces the width of the
turner. The pressure of the cut is downward through
the shank of the cutter and through its strongest cross
section.

The rollers may either be ahead or behind the cutter.
If the rollers are behind and follow the cutter, there
is the advantage that they burnish the work. The pres-
sure of the cut forces the work against the rolls with
the result that tool marks are rolled or burnished to
an accurate, smooth finish. This smooth rolled finish
is often important, as it may eliminate the need for
polishing or grinding operations.

When a diameter must be turned accurately concentric
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with a previously finished diameter, the rolls are run
ahead of the cutter on the previously finished surface.

In connection with the use of bar turners, there are
some tips that operators have found worth remembering.

Always use the withdrawal lever before the return stroke
of the turret. It prevents marking the work as you bring
back the turret.

With rolls following the cutter, it is usually true that
the heavier the cut, the better the finish. The heavier
the cut the greater the pressure against the rolls, and
the greater the rolling or burnishing action.

With light cuts which do not force the work against the
rolls with great pressure, special rolls with a steeper
taper will sometimes produce a better finish. (Standard
rolls for bar turners are made with a slight taper -- the
larger diameter at the front.) Surface finish may be im-
proved by stoning drag on the front of the cutter and
increasing the angle formed by the cut and axis of
rotation.

INCLUDED INCLUDED
ANGLE "F" ANGLE "G"

BACK

Cutter Grinding Gage.

Grinding Cutters - Ordinarily, it is
good practice to turn with cutters
ground to an oblique angle, and then
square the shoulder with a facing or
necking cutter on the cross slide.
Operators can grind and set their
bar turner cutters to produce square
shoulders, but the cutters must never
be set so that the shoulder is under-
cut because this will cause the cutters
to dig into the work.

Grinding gages are furnished for the
grinding of cutter angles.
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Note to the Learner: Turning in the turret lathe is very similar to
engine lathe turning except for bar turning.
Therefore, this assignment is confined to bar
turning only.

Questions: No Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Give three (3) common names for bar turners.

2 . Why are box or bar turners used instead of a side turning tool?

3. Why are rollers used instead of sliding surfaces as in a steady or
follower rest?

4. What other type bar tool is commonly used?

5. Which type is used for brass turning and why?

6. (a) Where are the rollers placed to give a better finish?

(b) Why?

7. When are the rolls set ahead of the tool?
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8. In setting a box tool, how far, in general, should the point radius of
the tool lead the rolls for diameter up to 1" ?

9. When is the withdrawal lever used?

10. (a) In general, what is the relationship of the cut to the finish
produced?

(b) Why?

11. Surface finish may be improved when taking light cuts by what two
methods?
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Assignment Sheet #15 Name

PRINCIPLES OF DRILLING

Objective:

Date Grade

To acquaint the learner with the care and use of drills
on the turret lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operations, Part I, pp 183-193, 526

Additional Reference: Cleveland Twist Drill Pamphlet

Related Information: Drills are one of the commonest forms of tools en-
countered on turret lathes. A few simple rules and
observations on drills and drilling of holes are given
to outline the bare fundamentals of drilling practice
on turret lathes.

To produce accurate holes it is necessary to, (1) hog
out the bulk of the material in the hole, (2) true up
the hole, (3) take a sizing cut. Usually the hogging is
done with a drill, the trueing of the hole with a boring
tool and the final sizing with a reamer. Sometimes on
especially accurate work the hole is bored twice be
tween drilling and reaming.

The accuracy of a drilled hole is determined by its
start in the work. Since the drill is usually long in
proportion to its diameter, it is easy to create a
weave of the tool when the drill is starting in the
work, especially if the end of the work is rough.

To overcome this, starting drills, are used. Starting
drills are always short and very rigid in order to be
able to stand up under heavy feeding pressure. They
produce a true cone in the metal so that the cutting
edges of the second drill will have a clean, true start.

Drills are held in taper socke-s or bushings in holders
in the hexagon turret. They are made in various forms,
including core drills and straight fluted drills, but the
most common form is tne two-lip twist drill. A twist
drill is divided into three principal parts: the "shank,"
the "body," and the "point." The term "point" refers
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to the entire cone-shaped end of the drill. Since the
s" _ape of the shank and the body are not destroyed by
use, the operator is concerned only with the "point. "

Hints on Grinding Drill Points - In grinding the point
of a drill, three things must be carefully considered:
1. Lip Clearance
2. The Length and Angle of the Lips.
3. The Location of "Dead Center" on the Central Axis

of the Drill.

Lip clearance is the relief which is given the cutting
edges in order to allow them to enter the metal without
rubbing.

Remember that clearance is not merely ground on the
outside diameter, or circumference of the drill, but
must be applied to the whole cone-shaped surface of
the point.

The angle measured at the circumference should be
about 12 degrees, and this angle should be gradually
increased as the center of the drill is approached. If
the angle is too great, the cutting edges will not have
enough backing to support them, and the sharp corners
will break down. If the angle of lip clearance is too
small -- if sufficient relief has not been provided --
the drill may split up the center when the feed is
applied.

The thickness of the web of a twist drill increases
towards the shank end. Therefore, as a result of
repeated sharpening, the web becomes thicker as the
drill get: shorter, and it becomes necessary to thin
the web at the point. If the web is too thick, the end
pressure required becomes excessive and imposes
heavy strains on drill and machine.

As with other types of turret lathe cutters, spindle
speeds and turret feeds should be varied for drilling
different materials and for different diameters. In
actual practice, it may be necessary to vary these
speeds and feeds to fit the particular work require-
ments. The type and condition of the machi:le, the
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point-grind of the drill, the quality of hole desired,
the depth of hole, and the lubricant used are some of
the many factors which make i r -.essary to change
these speeds and feeds to suit . litions.

Indication of too much speed:

1. When the extreme outer corners of the cutting
edges wear away rapidly, the speed is too high.

2. If the margin wears away when drilling cast iron,
the speed is too high.

Indication of too much feed:

1. If the di '1 chips at the cutting edge, the feed is
too heap; or there is too much lip clearance.

2. If the drill splits up the web, the feed is again
too heavy, or there is too little lip clearance.

In drilling very hard materials, or if a hard spot is
encountered and the drill , amot be made to penetrate,
the use of turpentine or kerosene on the drill point is
usually helpful.

To drill brass, a heavier feed should be used to help
give the chips enough body to escape easily from the
hole. It is usually also necessary to alter the point
grind for brass by increasing the rake angle to about
90 degrees.' When this is carefully done, the tendency
to "grab" or "hog in" on such soft materials is
eliminated.

In the case of large diameter holes produced on small,
light machines, it is good practice not only to use a
starting drill, but also to drill a small diameter hole
the full lenge- of the piece. The smaller drill can be
run at hie- speed and the large following drill requires
less feeding pressure, and therefore can be run at
normal feeds even on light duty machines.

Note to Student: For basic information on drills and their use work
or review Assignment Sheet #18 - Engine Lathe.
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ug_eEI'-ons: 101. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What is the primary use of a drill on a turret lathe?

2. What determines the accuracy of the drilled hole?

3. What is a starting drill?

4. How are the drills held in the turret lathe?

5. What are the three principal parts of a twist drill?

6. Three things 'Aunt be considered in grinding a drill. What are they?

Ir. Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the proper
:t word or words.

1. It ie an indication of too much when the cutting edges
year away rapidly .

2. If the irill chips at the cutting edge it is an indication of too much
Mil01 1.1./INIMES

-, . The tern refers to the czAire cone...ma .. mi
shaped end 4...f the drill.

4. Generally, the lip clearance should be from to degrees.

5 When drilling large boles it Is a good practice to first use a
di ...II

=Os....-........mm.Iolirp101Ipro-Imt
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PRINCIPLES OF BORING

Date Grade111.10*,

Objective: To acquaint the learner wit,* the prhiciries, practices and tooting used
in boring.

Asst Text: None

Add: Joni References: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tooi
Operation, Part I.

Related Information: Boring cutters are used to: true up or enlarge drilieo
holes; to machine rough holes, such as cored holes in
cast iron or pierced holes in drop forgings; and some-
times, instead of reamers, to finish holes to an accu-
rate size.

Drilled holes should be bored when possible before
reaming to overcome the 'eccentricity of the rough
drilled holes. Also, it is often necessary to enlarge
a drilled hole to a reaming or finish boring size.

Boring cutters are used instead of drills to machine
cast holes because they are less expensive than large
core drills, and because one cutter can be adjusted
for size to cover a wide range of diameters. However,
on production work core drills are often more econom-
ical for the first rough b...ring operation because they
remove metal faster.

On small le work, boring cutters are often used instead
of reamers to finish bore holes to size instead of ream-
ing to size. Baring bars are quick to set up and easy to
adjust to odd size holes, or holes for which you do not
have the proper size reamer.

There are two general types of boring cutters -- tool
bits held in boring bars, ano solid forged boring cut-
ters. Tool bits held in boring bars are most commonly
used because this combination is cheap and provides
g: eat flexibility as to sizes and types of work produced.
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Solid forged cutters are used to bore small diameter
holes that are too small to be bored with a boring bar
and inserted cutter. Forged cutters can be reground
only a limited number of times, and when the cutting
edge is gone, they must be reforged to renew the
cutting point.

There are two types of boring bars -- Stub Boring Bars,
cba Piloted Boring Bars.

A heavier cut can be taken when the borint
bar is supported at both ends.

Ac the na:--le suggests, the stub boring
bars axe short. TLe Straight Cutter
Bar holds the cutter at right angles
to the bar, and the Angular Cutter
Bar has the cutter extending beyond
the end of the bar and at an angle.
Having the cutter extend beyond the
end of the bar mak_s it possible to
bore up to shoulders and in blind
holes. The Angular Cutter Boring
Bar has the added advantage of z.n
adjusting screw behind the cutter
Cutters for both types of boring
bars are very inexpensive and are
simple to grind.

When using a stub boring bar or a forged boring cutter,
the overhang should be as short as the hole and the set-
up will allow. Never extend a boring cutter farther than
is required and always select a large size bar in c. Eder
to give the cutter the most rigid mounting possible.

To increase the rigidity of small stub boring bars,
sleeves can be used. These sleeves can be used to
regulate the amount of overhang. The resulting in-
creased rigidity gives you more accurate work and
allows heavier feeds.

Boring bars that are supported in a pilot bushing in
the spindle are more rigid than stub boring bars.
With the boring bar rigidly supported at both ends, a
heavier cut can be taken, and accuracy can be main-
tained under heavy cuts.
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A dota:le end cutter in a boring bar. Multiple cuts .. . whenever possible a bor-
ing cut should be constined with another cut or: the

hexagon turret.

Ora a turret lathe, boring cuts are ordinarily taken
from the hexagon turret, although, if necessary, bor-
ing tools can be held on the cross slide. There are at
leant three important advantages in taking a boring cut
from the hexagon turret: (1) while the boring cut is
being taken, turning or facing cuts can be made with
the cross slide at the same time; (2) boring cuts can
be combined with turning cutters held in the Multiple
or Single Turning Heads, and (3) a boring cutter on
the hexagon turret is held in a fixed position and does
not have to be adjusted for size each time a cut is
taken.

Stub boring bars and forged boring cutters held in
Slide Tools, can be adjusted to size by means of a
screw which has a large graduated dial. The slide
tool makes it possible to quickly and accurately set
a cutter to any position required. Al: o, it makes it
possiLle on very small lot production to use the same
cutter or bar for a number of different diameters on
the same piece.

For small and medium lot production, the Slide Tool
is probably the most important of all turret lathe
tools. In addition to boring cuts it can also be used
for recessing, grooving, and backfacing. When equip-
ped with a stub boring bar it provides a setup which
can be adjusted to bore any size hole in any piece of
work that can swing over the cross slide of the machine.

The Adjustable Boring Cutter Holder, is a less exp, ..-
sive tool than the Slide Tool and can be used for adjust-
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ing forged boring cutters over a small range of sizes.
Like other standard boring tool holders, it is held in
the hexagon turret. The adjustment is not as fine or
as quickly made as the adjustment on the Slide Tool,
but it has the advantage that it can be used in a Mul-
tiple Turning Head and Single Turning Head.

Despite the great advantage in setup time of being
able to quickly adjust a boring cutter when held in a
slide tool, there are many cases where the boring
cutter should be held in a solid holder in order to
take multiple cuts. The saving in production time
resulting from boring and turning at the same time
will quickly offset the increase-' setup time.

Double-end cutters held in boring bars, can be used
to advantage on quantity work. With this arrangement
you removs the metal with two cutters instead of one,
and the feed can be increased.

The principle of grinding boring cutters is the same
as that of grinding turning cutters, but there is a
difference in the angles due to the fact that the boring
cut is on the inside instead of the outside of the work.
This results in a need for greater side or front
clearance angles in order to prevent rubbing.

Questions: 10. Directions: Answer the following questiont as briefly as possible.

1. Give three reasons for boring.

2. Give two types of boring cutters.

3. (a) Which one is used more often?

(b) Why?
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4. Name two types of boring bars.

5. Why should all boring bars be mounted with as short an overhang
as possible?

6. What is the advantage of the piloted type?

7. Give three advantages of boring from the hexagon turret.

8. What sire two advantages of the slide tool?

9. What type of boring bar is usesd in an adjustable boring cutter holder?

10. (a) Piloted boring bars are usually used in what
type machine, saddle or ram?

(b) Why?

11. Why are double end cutter boring bars used?
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PRINCIPLES OF REAMING

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the use of reamers and
their holding devices.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operation, Part I, pp 211-221

AdditionalReference: Cleveland Twist Drill Pamphlet for Reamers.

Related Information: Reamers are used to smoothly finish and accurately
size holeb.

Sometimes two reamers, a roughing reamer and a
finishing reamer, are used but, in most cases, only
the finishing reamer is necessary. The finishing
reamer is designed to remove only a small amount of
stock -- from .003" to . 005" total -- from the bore.

A finishing reamer tends to follow the previously
bored hole which it is cutting to size. To enable the
reamer blade to follow the bored hole, the reamer is
held in a floating type of holder that provides slight
angular and parallel float. This corrects for slight
misalignment of reamer shanks, holders, and machine.

The success of a reaming operation depends largely on
the way a rcarmt is started in the bore. Always pro-
vide a machined face or chamfer to give all the blades
an even start.

Lift the weight of the reamer even when it is of small
size and start the chamfer or lead of the blades evenly
in the hole. A reamer should n3t be forced to pick up
its OW11 weight at the start.

In the case of large diameter holes the best procedure
is to stop the spindle, cater the chamfer or lead angle
of the reamer into the hole by hand, engage the feed
and then start the spindle.
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Block type and two-bladed reamers should be central-
ized by hand on their chamfer or lead angle for best
results.

Reamers should be examined for burrs. If grinding
burrs are not stoned off, they will spoil the work.

Reamer shanks should indicate straight and true
when tested on centers.

Cutter blades sluaild indicate to the same height when
the reamer arbor is rotated on center. The width of
the lands on blades shouli be equal and the chamfer
and lead angles of all blades should be the same.

If a reamer must strike a bottom face (a condition to
be avoided whenever possible), the front ends of the
reamer blades must be ground to alignment and
backed off.

Failure to maintain the above conditions will result
in rough, inaccurate holes, washboard and bell-mouth
effect.

The four major factors in producing smooth, accurate
holes, are: Proper preparation of the bored hole prior
to reaming, (a hole should be straight and true and
free from chucking distortion); alignment of the
reamer to follow the prepared bore; grind the reamer
to suit the material; start the reamer evenly in the
bore.

Questions: ili. Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as pnssible.

1. What is the purpose of reaming on a turret lathe?

2. How much stock is removed from a hol-e by reaming?
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3. What operations usually precede a reaming operation on a turret lathe?

4. What method is used to hold reamers in a turret lathe?

5. What is the pure _se of a floating holder when reaming holes on a
turret lathe?

it Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the proper
word or words.

1. Reamers should be examined carefully after grinding and all
should be removed by stoning before use.

2. Large diameter multiple - bladed reamers will cause

holes unless properly supported.

3. A finished should be provided to start the reamer

straight.

4. Block type and two-bladed reamers shuld be

by hand on their chamfer or lead angle for best results.
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Assignn t Sheet #18 Name Date Grade

PRINCIPLES OF TAPER TURNING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and prac-
tices of taper turning.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operation, Part I, pp. 397-416

Related Information: There are three general methods of producing tapers
on turret lathes: with forming cutter s, with Roller
Rest Taper Turners (for bar work), and with Taper
Attachments. The method to be used will depend upon
the work itself, the accuracy required, the equipment
available, and the quantity to be produced.

Forming cutters of the forged, circular, or straight
dovetail type are used to produce tapers when the work
is rigid enough, or can be supported well enough, to
withstand the heavy forming cut. Many taper jobs are
formed to a high degree of accuracy and finish. When
work can't be formed, other methods described later
are used.

When planning to use a forming cutter to produce a
taper, three questions must be answered: first, "Will
the work support the forming cut without chatter, and
if not, can the work be supported on a center?";
second, "Will the finish be smooth enough to meet
the requ -ements?"; and third, "Will the angle of the
taper to sufficiently accurate?". If the answer to any
one of these questions is, "No," a different method
must be used.

Bar jobs with long tapers can be produced with a
Roller Rest Taper Turner. This tool is designed
specifically for producing locomotive frame bolts
but can be applied to other types of work. It can be
quickly set for size by means of the graduated dial,
and the angle of the taper is accurately controlled
by the taper guide bar. As the tool advances toward
the headstock, the cu*ter and the rolls recede to
produce the proper taper.
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This type e-: tool produces the same burnished fin.` ;h
that is obtained with Single Cutter Turners, and it is
ideal for long tapers that must be produced very
accurately.

Taper Attachments can be provided for the cross
slides of all universal turret lathes of both the ram
z_nd the saddle type. They can also be provided for
the cross sliding hexagon turrets on saddle type
machines. These attachments can be quickly set
to produce internal or external tapers, and when
not in use, do not interfere with the normal opera-
tion of the turret lathe.

When the attachment is not being used to cut tapers,
it travels with the cross slide or cross sliding hexa-
gon turret unit, and does not affect their operation
in any way. When the attachment is to be used, the
cross slide or the cross sliding hexagon turret saddle
moves along, the bed, while the attachment is clamped
to the bed, thereby producing the taper.

Taper Attachments all have a pivoting guide plate
which can be adjusted to the angle of taper required.
For example, the guide plate is numbered. It pivots
on a base plate which slides in the carrier bracket.
When the attachment is to be used, the extension rod
is clamped to the machine with the setscrew, and the
binder screw is loosened. With attachments of this
type, tapers can be cut at any desired point along the
bed of the machine.

When the guide plate is adjusted to the proper angle,
and the taper attachment. is fixed at the desired posi-
tion along the bed, the attachment guides the cross
slide and the cutter mounted on the cross slide along
the angle desired and thereby produces the pi -Ter
taper.

The cutters on the cross slide can be used for straight
turning as well as for taper turning, provided that the
extension rod has been unclan.ped and the binder screw
has again been tightened. The taper attachment then
travels with the. cross slide unit, and does not affect
its normal operation. It is important. however, that
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before unclamping the extension rod, the cross slide
be centered on the taper attachment to bring the slid-
ing block, directly over the pivot point of the guide
plate. In this position, the heavy cutting strains on
the carriage during other turning or facing cuts will
not disturb the accurate setting of the taper guide
plate. If the Taper Attachment is not to be used for
some time, it can be left on the machine, and the
extension rod may be removed.

There is always a certain amount of looseness in
any free-turning screw. This looseness is called
"backlash," ant: unless care is taken to eliminate
the effect of this looseness before a cut is started,
it well affect the accuracy of the cut. This is particu-
larly true when operating the Taper Attachment where
the backlash of the screw will affect the travel of the
cutter. Taper Attachments are provided with Back-
lash Eliminator Nuts for the slide screws. The tighten-
ing of this Backlash Eliminatcr Nut against the feed
screw nut removes all play between the feed screw and
the nut.

There will also be a certain amount of looseness at
two other points: at the point where the screw is at-
tached to the slide or saddle; between the sliding block
and the guide plate of the Taper Attachment. The; loose-
ness at both these points can be taken up by bringing the
cutter to a. point 1/4" to 1/2" beyond the start of the
taper cut and then bringing the cutter back to the start-
ing point before engaging the feed.

To determine the proper direction of feed for a taper
cut, we must consider twit factors: the direction of
the back pressure from the cutter resulting from the
cut taken; and the movement of the cross slide re-
quired to produce the taper.

The cross movement of the cross slide must be in a
direction opposite to the direction of the beck thrust
from the cutter. When you have this mdition, both the
pressure from the cut and the longitudinal movement of
the slide will force the sliding block in the taper attach-
ment against one Ada of the guide plate. If you do not
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have this condition, the back pressure of the cut will
pull the slidinz block to one sid: of the guide plate and
then the longitudinal movement will pull it to the other,
Oxus causing the steps so commonky round on taper work.

To maintain and to duplicate accurate sizes when
using the Taper Attachment in connection with other
tools in a setup, it is absolutely necessary to do
three things: first, the attachment must be accurately
located in the same position in relation to the cross
slide each time it is used; second, the cross slide
unit must be located in exactly the same spot on the
bed when the extension rod is clamped with the set-
screw and when the binder screw is loovnled; third,
when the binder screw is tightened and the extensions
rod is loosened, the cross slide must be in exactly
the same position as in the first step mentioned above.

To accurately locate the attachment in relation to the
cross slide it is good practice to make a simple bar
gauge and lay it between the clamp screw and the
cross slide. Move the slide along the attachment
until pressure against the end of the gauge holds it
firmly in place. Using this gauge will assure you
that the slide is always in the same position in rela-
tion to the attachment. This gauge should remain in
position at all times except when you are cutting a
taper.

To accurately locate the cross slide before clamping
the extension rod, and unclamping the binder screw,
a machine stop may be used. Bring the cross slide
carriage stop firmly against tile stop rod, release all
pressure on the hand wheel, clamp the carriage to
the bed, and clamp extension rod, then loosen the
binder screw. The cross slide carriage will now be
accurately positioned. Unc!amp the carriage so that
it can be moved lengthwise, rnove the carriage a
small amount to release the bar gauge, remove the
gauge, and you are ready to set up for cutting the
taper.

To accurately locate the cross slide after the taper
cut has been taken, insert the bar gauge between the
clamp screw and the cross slide, bri-ig the cross slide
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"EEO

CUTTING
PRESSURE

BLOCK

CUTTING
PRESSURE

Direction of bac! pressure from cutter and movement of tie cross slide, determine
the proper direction of feed for a taper cut.

up against the bar gaugt, clamp the binding screw, and
loosen extension rod. You are then in position to do
straight turning and facing work.

It is necessary to follow this procedure in order that
you can use dial clips to duplicate sizes. Obviously,
if the sliding block is not in the same position in re-
lation to the guide plate, the cross slide is not in the
same position, and therefore a reading on the dial
will not produce the same diameter. It is necessary
to maintain a fixed relation between the sliding block
and the guide plate in order to duplicate sizes on the
taper turning, as well as on straight turning.

To summarize: it is necessary to locate the cross
slide e...... the same point along the bed before starting
the taper cut in order to duplicate sizes On taper
work. When the taper cut is completed, it is neces-
sary to again accurately locate the cross slide at its
original position in relation to the guide plate so that
dial readings will be correct for straight turning.

To produce taper threads, either internal or external,
the Taper Attachment can be used in connection with
a Leader and 'rollower or with a Lead Screw Thread
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Chasing Attachment. Both external and intzrnal taper
threads can be cut with the cross slide unit, although
internal threads are usually cut by tools on the cross
sliding hexagon turret

Special contours can be produced by using contour
plates in place of straight guide plates in Taper At-
tachments. Contour plates are special, but with them
two or more angles or radii can be produced. The
design of contour turning plates requires consider-
able s:-udy, but this method provides a fairly simple
menoca of producing d4.fficult contour jobs.

Note to Student: For computation of tapers work or leview, Assign-
ment Sheet #46, Engine Lathe.

Questions: Directions: Am:river the following questions as briefly as possible .

I. What ..re three methods of turning taper on the turret lathe 2

2. What three questions will have to be ar iwered before deciding to turn
a taper by the form cutter method?

3. What are two advantages of the roller rest method of producing tapers?

4. What are the six main parts of a taper attachment?

5. What two steps are taken to change from taper turning to straight
turning?
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6. Mat are three sources of "back lash" in the taper attachment?

7. How are the effects of "back lash" eliminated?

8. What two factors must be taken into consideration when determining
th proper direction of feed for a taper cut?

9. What three things are necessary in order to duplicate accurate
sizes of taper with the same hand wheel setting while alternating
with straight turning?

10. Where is the taper attachment located on rem type machines?
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11. Can the taper attachment be used in connection with a lead screw
to cut taper threads?

12. How is it possible to cut some special contorts with a taper
attachment?
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PRINCIPLES OF CHAMFERING, GROOVING AND CUT-OFF

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the principles and
practices of chamfering and grooving.

Assigned Text: None

Note to Student: For cut-off information work or review, Assignment
Sheet #24, E vine Lathe.

Related Information: CHAMFERING AND GROOVING

Criamferhtg on the turret lathe may be done in the same manner as on an engine lathe. In
many cases, however, it is even easier. Most i..quare turrets on the cross slide may be
indexed to a 450 position without the aid of setting with a protractor. Some square turrets
may include 30° and 600 setting. Therefore, most chamfering can be done by the use of a
turning or facing tool already set for another operation. In cases where the turning tool's
cutting edge is not parallel with the chuck or the facing tool's leading edge is not parallel
with the center line of thz lathe, this method will not give accurate angles for chamfering .
In such cases an accurately ground and set tool may be placed in another station of the
square turret or mounted in a suitable holder in the hexagon turret. Such tools are ground
and set by a protractor. With the use of stops both in facing and chamfering the same size
and ang'., can be rapidly and accurately machined in production runs .

Chamfering tools may be set in conjunction with other turning or facing tools to give multiple
and/or combined cuts. In set-ups where a cut-off tool is used in the square turret it may be
used to chamfer by simply indexing to the required angle. If the cut-off tool is ground in
front to a slight angle to cause the work to cut off or break through first, this angle will have
to be considered where the angle of chamfer is important. Threading tools are often used to
chamfer prior to threading as they are accurately ground and set to the usual chamfering angle.
Care must be exercised, however, so that the point is not broken or the work nm at too high
speed to burn or dull the tool. Some cut-off tools are ground to include a chamfering operatic .
when nearing the end of the cut-off operation. CHAMFER

The operation of such a tool may be seen from
the illustration shown at right.
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Grooving may also be called "necking" or "recessing". Cut-off tools are often used to per-
form this operation where their width at the end does not exceed the width of the groove to
be machined. On jobs where the cut-off tool is narrower than the groove to be machined it
may be used by machining a series of grooves to the required width. Its disadvantages are;
(1) It is seldom the right width to do the operation in one plunge. (2) It may be too long,
thereby creating excessive overhang and lack of rigidity. (3) It may require grinding on
the sides which will reduce its v-i.dth of cut. Where groove width is important this would
be objectionable from the standpoint of speed and accuracy.

Inside grooving or recessing is usually done by meals of a cutter ground to the correct width
and supported by a boring bar held in either the square turret or the slide tool head mounted
on the :iexagon turret. Stops or clips may be set to the required e-pth of cut for accurate
control. Forged boring bars may be used in the same way when suiably ground.

First Chucking for Rotary Guide Skeor,

Courtesy of The Ramer and &misty Company
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f2rittei a groove in the top /dee of the cutter
tip to break chips

The cut-off tool is an important tool in the
operation of the turret lathe. If property
ground and mounted in the cross slide on
rear tool holder it will perform its opera-
tion in an efficient manner. To increase
the effectiveness of the tool, a chip breaker
should be ground on top to curl the chips. A
plentiful amount of coolant should be applied
to the tool while in operation. It should be
set slightly above or directly on center.
Proper feed and speed is of major impor-
tance.

Quebtions: 0- Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Name three commonly ground tools that may double as chamfering
tools.

2. (a) Whist type tool gives the most accurate results?

(b) Why?

3. How may chamfering tools be controlled to give accurate
tr nining piece after piece?

4. (a) May chamfering tools be used to take multiple or combined
cuts?

(b) Why?
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5. How may cut-off tools ie used in chamfering?

6. Describe or draw a picture of a combination cut-off and
chamfering tool.

7. When may a cut-off tool be used for chamfering?

8. (a) Can a cut-off tool be used to form a groove which is
wider than the tool?

(b) How?

9. Give two disadvantages of using cut-off tools for grooving.

10. How are inside grooving or recessing tools mounted?

11. How are chamfering tools ground and checked?
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Directions: Complete the following statements by adding the
proper word or words.

1. The cut-off tool is usually mounted in the cross slide turret
but it, is often used in the tool holder.

2. The cut-off tool is often used for the combined cuts of cutting
off and

3. Cut-off tools used for steel are ground with a
on top to curl the chips.

4. Cat-off operations on steel require a plentiful
of coolant.

5. The cut-off tool should be set slightly above center to prevent
the work from
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #20 Name Date Grade

THREADING

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the different methods of
internal and external t reading on the turret lathe.

Assigned Text: Burghard, H. D. , and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool
Operations, Part I, pp. 417-475

or
Felker, C.A. , Machine ShoLlechnology, pp. 248-286

Related Information: Dies and taps have been used on turret lathes for the
cutting of threads for many years. Certain types of
chasing attachments have also been in use for a long
time.

In thread cutting, just as in the case of most turret
lathe operations, thc: best method for any particular
job depends upon the job itself. With small-lot work
you cannot very well afford to use expensive equip-
ment unless you already have it in your shop. With
higher production work, on the other hand, the first
cost of the equipment is not so important. In the same
way, the time it takes to set up a job is a very impor-
tant consideration of smalllot work, but not so impor-
tant on production work.

Dies and taps provide a means r - %{ threads
easily and quickly and usually in ..._.,y one pass over
the work. For most production jobs, even small-lot
production jobs, if you have the necessary tools,
cutting threads with a die head is by far the best
and least expensive method. However, die heads and
taps have certain limitations. In large sizes they are
rather expensive to buy and their cost goes up very
rapidly with their size. Also, they are difficult to
use for cutting long threads that must have a very
accurate lead.

Threads are cut with single-point cutting tools when
the work is of large diameter or when the work must
be extremely accurate. Single-point cutting tools
aril also used: on odd lot jobs when you don't have
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the necessary dies or taps; on jobs which require a
special type oc thread for which standard taps and
dies are not available; on jobs where dies cannot be
used because of the unusual shape of the work; and
on jobs with extra long threads, when the work will
not pass through the die head.

In order to cut extremely accurate threads, dies
and taps are sometimes led on by means of various
types of leading-on attachments. In this way the
time saving advantages of taps and dies are com-
bined with the precision advantages of single-point
chasing attachments.

Types of Taps and Dies - Taps and dies for turret
lathes are divided into three general types: Solid;
Solid Adjustable; Collapsing or Self-Opening.

Solid Taps and Dies are usually held in holders.
This type of holder has a positive drive, but when
the feed is stopped, an automatic release allows
the tap or die to revolve with the work until the
spindle is reversed for b.-Acking out. A longitudinal
floating action is provided to allow the tap or die to
follow the natural lead of the thread so that the drag
of heavy turret mechanism will not affect it, and
the operator does not need to depend upon a delicate
"feel" to produce accurate threads. This type of
holder for solid taps or dies should not, however,
be confused with the floating tap or die holder. It
is called a "clutch" type holder.

Solid dies should be used only when the thread to
be cut is too coarse for a Self-Opening Die Head
or a Solid Adjustable Die Head, or when tool inter-
ference of the setup will not permit the larger Self-
Opening or Solid Adjustable type of heads.

The Solid Adjustable Taps and Dies, should be used
only in place of Collapsing Taps and Self-Opening
Die Heads when speed and production is low, and
when the time required for backing out is not im-
portant.

Within their range, Solid Adjustable Taps and Die
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Heads are recommended in place of the solid types
because they can be quickly adjusted to an exact
size, and the removable chasers can be easily
sharpened or replaced.

Collapsiog taps are used for internal threading
and save time because it is not nez:easary to re-
verse the spindle to withdraw the tap. They are
collapsed with a trip ring.

Self-Opening Die Heads can be obtained in many
styles and makes, and with several different
types of chasers. Some have flanged backs for
bolting directly to the turret face; others have
shanks to fit suitable holders.

All types of die heads are available with either a
longitudinal float or with a rigid mounting, and
they may be of the pull-off, outside, or inside
trip type. The Floating Type Die Head should be
used for heavy duty turret lathe work, for fine pitch
threading, or for finishing cuts on threads that have
already been roughed out with another die head. For
these conditions, if a Floating Die Head is not avail-
able, a rigid_ type die head may be used in a floating
tap or die holder.

gloating 7'b or Die Holder for rigid type
die heads.

The Pull-Off Type Die Head is most
common. It is preferred because it
can be opened at the end of the cut
by simply stopping the feed. The for-
ward motion of the chasers causes
the die head to open.

The Outside-Trip Type of Die Head
is recommended for threads of fine
pitch and short length, and also
when threading soft materials where
it is important to relieve the chasers
from all of the stress in tripping.
When using the Outside-Trip Die
Head, it is necessary to add a stop
which will trip the die.
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11000000I ;110

Threading with a Threadingwith an Ad- Threading by straight.
CnorPound Cross Slide. juslabk Threading Tool Holder. in feeding from the square turret.

On some work it is necessary to take both roughing
and finishing cuts. Roughing and finishing cuts are
made: when threading a tough material; when a
smooth finish is required.

Some types of die heads are equipped with a rough-
ing and finishing attachment whereby both cuts can
be taken with the same tool. If such equipment is
not available, separate dies or taps should be set
up on different turret stations for roughing and
finishing cuts.

When using die heads or taps it is not possible to
state the definite limits of concentricity of threads
with other turned diameters. However, in a normal
setup a concentricity of .002" can be expected if
the machine and tools are in good condition and have
proper alignment. A lead accuracy equal to the
specifications for a class No. 3 fit, as set up by
the National Screw Thread Commission, can be
expected of Self-Opening Die Heads or Collapsing
Taps. If more accurate led are required, or if
the pitch is so fine that tht: weight of the floating
parts of the die or tap affects the lead, a leader
and follower attachment should be used to lead-on
the die or tap, and the die or tap should be of the
rigid type.
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Note to Student:

Speeds for threading vary with the pitch of the
thread and the type of the material being cut. In
general, dies may be run at slightly higher speeds
than taps because it is easier to flood the outside
diameter of the work with lubricant, and because
the chips are more easily eliminated.

For information on thread forms, fits and
measurements work or review Assignment Sheet
#28 and #33 Engine Lathe.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. What type of threading tool is generally used for long or large diameter
threads?

2. What are the three main classes of taps and dies used on the turret
lathe?

3. In what type of holder are solid taps and dies usually held?

4. What are the two reasons why the solid adjustable tap and dies are
preferable to the solid tap and die?

5. (a) Can faster operation be obtained by use of collapsing taps
rather than solid taps?

(b) Why?

6. What two types of mountings are found on self-opening die heads?
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7. What are the two types of trips on the self-opening die heads?

8. How is a collapsible tap released?
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Assignment Sheet #21 Name Date Grade

REVIEW

Objective: To review information alx,ut turret lathe work.

Assigned Text! No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: pl. Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If
the statement is TRUE place a circle around the T, if it
is FALSE place a circle around the F .

T F 1. Keep fingers away from all moving parts .

T F 2. Always have the machine running when setting the tools .

T F 3. Stop the machine before measuring the part.

T F 4. Goggles are never necessary in turret lathe work.

T F S. Never operate a turret lathe unless it has been properly oiled
and greased.

T F 6. The gauge glass should be fined to the top of the glass.

T F 7. Whenever the machine cuts a taper, the machine should be
checked with a level .

T F B. The feet of the turret lathe should be imbedded in concrete.

T F 9. Centering plugs are sometimes used to aid in chucking a part.

T F 10. Cutters should always have the largest cross-section the work
and holder will allow.

T F 11. The larger the clearance angle, the longer the cutter will wear.

T F 12. When sharpening a tool the grind should be forced to save set-up
time.

T F 13. Stellite and carbide tools are generally ground dry.
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T F 14. Small abrupt tapers are often cut by plunging with a
square nose tool.

T F 15. Taper attachments are found only on the engine lathe.

T F 16. Generally there is no lost motion in a taper attachment.

T F 17. A short abrupt taper is used to locate the part or arbor.

T F 18. A thread ring gauge is used to test internal threads.

T F 19. One thread micrometer will measure all pitch diameters.

T F 20. Threads are classified according to fit as Class I, 2, 3,
etc .

low Directions: Answer the following questions as briefly as possible.

1. Where is the hexagon turret located?

2. Why should a wooden block be placed under the chuck before removing
it?

3. Why is it good practice rover to use a file
without a handle?

4. What are the two types of standard equipment for holding bar work?
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5. Give two reasons for using power chucks and arbors.

6. What is meant by -first operation jaws" and "second operation jaws"?

7. What are the four factors to consider to reduce cutting time?

8 . What advantage is gained by having the backer rolls behind the
cutter instead of in front of it?

9. What is the advantage of the carbides over other types of tools?

10. Using the formula 4CS compute the R.P.M. to the nearest whole
D

number for the following:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Sur `ace speed 40 feet per minute,
Surface speed 65 feet per minute,
Surface speed 80 feet per minute,
Surface speed 120 feet per minute,
Surface speed 200 feet per minute,
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11. Where should a coolant be directed upon a cutting tool?

12. Mixtures of mineral and lard oil will have a much greater
value than a straight mineral oil.

13. When facing work between centers, why must the centers be
aligned?

14. Can the same tool be used for both turning and facing?

15. How are dovetailed or straight cutters sharpened?

16. Why are box or bar turners used instead of a side turning tool?

17. (a) In general, what is the relationship of the cut to the
finish produced?

(b) Why?

18. What are the three principal parts of a twist drill?

19. If the drill chips at the cutting edge it is an indication of too much
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20. (a) Which one is used more often, tool bits in bars or forged
boring bars?

(b) Why?

21. What are two advantages of the slide tool?

22. What operations usually precede a reaming operation on a turret
lathe?

23. For what other operations are cut-off tools used on a turret lathe?

24. Cut-off tools used for steel are groundwith a

25. What are two methods of turning taper on the turret lathe ?

26. What two steps are taken to change from taper turning to straight
turning?
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27. How is it possible to cut some special contours with r taper
attachment?

28. What is the easiest way to check a taper to give good results?

29. (a) What type tool gives the most accurate results among
those that may double as chamfering tools?

(b) Why?

30. Describe or draw a picture of a combination cut-off and
chamfering tool.

31. What does the term "thread pitch" mean?
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POWER SAW WORK

MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet # 1 Name

THE POWER CUT-OFF SAW

Objective:

Assigned Text:

Date Grade

To learn types, size., construction, specifications, nomenclature and
range of work.

Burghardt. H. D., and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 119-110,

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C H. and Laacoe, O. D.
Machine Shop Operations & Setups , pp. 72-75.

or
Felker, C. A.. Machine Sho 'technology, pp. 62-66.

Additional References:
Colvin, P. H. and Stanley, F. A. American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Note to Student: Review or work Benchwork assignment # 10.

Related Information; POWER CUT-OFF SAWS

A power cut-off saw has its size determined by the opening of the vise as 6" x 6" which in-
dicates that its vise will had a piece of material 6" in diameter or 6" square. Other models
range up to 20" x 20".

aortesy of Racine Hydraulics and Machinery Inc.

The cut of the blade is accomplished
on the forward stroke of the saw and
the teeth point in a forward direction
with forward being defined as toward
the fixed jaw of the vise.

When using a power hack saw it is
necessary to keep the material tight
in the vise and the saw blade tight
in the frame. Any give in either
blade or -Nod( will likely-break the
blade. Never at any time saw thb
material held in an edgewise posi-
tion, Place such material in a flat
position so more teeth will contact
the surface of the piece to be cut,
thereby eliminating excess strain on
the saw blade.

Dull or damaged blades will not cut a straight line. A curved cut indicates a
change of blade is necessary. After replacing a saw blade, never start it in
an old cut as a worn blade is thinner because the set of the teeth is dulled ik
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cutting and will cause excess strain with the possibility of breaking the new blade.
Always wear goggles to safeguard your eyes against pieces of broken blade.,.

Questions: IP. Directions. Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Which is the cutting stroke of a power hack saw?

2. How is the saw size determined?

3. Identify the forward direction of a power saw.

4. What causes a saw to cut crooked?

5. Give four causes of blades breaking
a
b
c
d
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #2 Name

SAFE PRACTICES AND WORK HABITS

Date Grade

Objective: To study safe practices and good work habits when doing power saw work.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. , Machine Tool Operation
Part I, pp. 39, 42.

Related Information: SAFETY REMINDERS

Guards covering all moving belts and pulleys should be kept in place.
Never wear gloves or sweaters or loose .lothing around machinery.
Short pieces of stock are diffucult to hold in the saw vise and should
not be cut except with extreme care and proper clamping methods.

O

00.

Questions: 1111. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. Why must the belts and pulleys of a power saw be guarded?
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2. Should short pieces of stock be cut with a power cut-off saw?

3. Why not cut in old cut with new blade?

4. -.lien is it unsafe to use a power hack saw?

S. Suggest any other safe practice for use of a power saw.

6. It is dangerous to have stock extend beyond the saw.
What must be done to prevent injury to someone?
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Assignment Sheet #3 Name

WORK HOLriNG LIEVICES FOR CUTOFF SAW

Date Grade

Objective: Tc study the different types of work holding devices for the power saw.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 114-120,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 62-66.

Porter, H. W. , Lawshe, C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, pp. 72-75.

Note: The general information concerning hand sawing also applies
to power sawing.

Additional References:

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., Ameri,,-n Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. In what position should a piece of flat stock about 1/ 4" x 1" be placed
in the vise for cutting?

2. Explain the importance of holding work in the vise correctly.

3. Why should the work be clamped securely in the vise during the cutting
operation?

4. Is it permissible to cut more than one piece at a time?

5. Cal the vise on the power saw in your shop be swiveled so that
angular cutting can be done?
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MACHINE TRADE TECHNOLOGY
Assignment Sheet #4 Name

SAW BLADES FOR CUTOFF SAW

Date Grade

Objective: To learn the types, sizes, specifications, nomenclature, selection and
care.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I,
pp. 115-119,

or
Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 62-64.

Porter, H. W. , C. H. and Lascoe, O. D. , Machine
Shop Operations & Setups, p. 74.

Note: The general information concerning hand sawing also applies
to power sawing.

Auditional References:

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.

Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Commercial Catalog - Simmonds, Starrett and Others.

Related Information: HACK SAW BLADES

Hack saw blades are made with different numbers of teeth per inch. To cut thin material
a blade would be used with fine teeth, perhaps 32 teeth per inch. This blade would be
spoken of as a blade with fine pitch.

Hack saw blades may be "all hard" or "flexible back". An "all hard" blade is one in
which the entire blade is hardened. A flexible back blade has only the teeth hardened.

The teeth of a hacksaw blade are set one to one side of the blade and the alternate tooth
to the other side of the blade to give the necessary clearance so the back of the saw blade
does not bind.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following a- briefly as possible.

1. Which way should a saw blade be placed in a frame? Why?

2. What makes the hacksaw blade rather brittle?

3. What is meant by "pitch"?
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4. What general rules or principles can you give for selecting blades of proper
pitch?

5. What is meant by "flexible back" and "all hard" blades?

6. What is meant by the "set" of a saw blade?

7. Why should a blade with the correct number of teeth per inch be used on a
particular job?
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Assignment Sheet #5 Name Date Grade

SPEEDS, FEEDS AND COOLANTS FOR CUT-OFF SAWS

Objective: To study the cutting feeds, speeds and coolants when doing power saw work.

Assigned Text: Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 62-66.

Additional References:
Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information: COOLANTS AND SPEEDS

Power hacksaws may be used without coolant, however, the cutting speed can be
increased from fifty strokes per minute to seventy to one hundred strokes per minute
if coolant is used. This also increases saw blade life. It is supplied by pumping
a solution to the point of contact, which fumishes a wetting or flushing action. Oil
should not be used as a coolant on power hacksaws.

On power hacksaws, cutting speed is given in strokes per minute. Cutting feed is given
in feet per minute.
Check speed recommendations given by manufacturer of the saw.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What is a fair cutting speed for a power hack saw blade, without coolant?

2. What is a fair cutting speed for a power hack saw with coolant?

3. What is the relationship between feet per minute and strokes per miautA

4. Why should a saw without coolant be operated slower than a saw with
coolant?
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S. What is the advantage of a coolant on a power saw blade?

6. What is a coolant?

7. How is coolant applied on most power hack saws?

8. Should oil be used as a coolant?
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Sheet #6 Name

POWER SAW WORK

Date Grade

STRAIGHT AND ANGULAR SAWING ON THE CUT-OFF SAW

Objective: To study the principles of straight and angular sawing on the power cut-off
saw.

Assigned god: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part I
pp. 119-120,

or

Felker, C. A., Machine Shop Technology, pp. 62-66.

Note: The general information concerning hand sawing also applies
to power sawing.

Additional References:

Colvin, F. H. and Stanley, F. A., American Machinists' Handbook.
Oberg, E. and Jones, F. D., Machinery's Handbook.

Related Information:

The power back saw is a required machine tool in every shop. The blades used
are expensive and expendable. Care should be taken to understand fully the
operation of this machine. Often it is placed in the shop tool room and operated
by one person who cuts off stock for the entire shop. If it is used by all per-
sonnel in the shop, problems will occur. It is best if it becomes the respon-
sibility of one person but all students should learn to use it because it is a
basic tool of the trade.

Each operator should know the mechanics of proper operation of the power hack
saw. They should know that a certain amount of stock should be added to the
length or width of the work piece when cutting off. Usually 1/16 to 1/8 is
sufficient for cleaning up the ends or sid, of the stock if the blade is cutting
straight. A dull blade will cut on an angle and give problems.

Angle cuts are accomplished by setting the stock on saw vise on an angle. Care
must be taken when angling the vise of the saw. Be sure that the stroke of the
blade does not jam the frame at either end of the cut on the stock.

Questions: IP. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Why should a new cut be started after replacing a worn blade with a
new one?
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2. When sawing, how much extra stock length should the operator leave?

3. When sawing a pipe or tube, what is the purpose of sawing a piece
of bar stock at the same time?

4. How can you tell when the saw needs a new blade?
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Assigmneitz Sheet #7 Nt me

METAL BAND SAW

Date Grade

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the various types of metal band saws empleved
in industry, and some of the basic ranges of work.

Assigned Text: Burghaidt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Qperation, Part II,
pp. S41-562.

Additional Reference: Band Tool Manual, The Do All Company.

Questions: Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. List several makes of metal cutting band saws.

2. What materials may be cut by the meti.: cutting band saw?

3. W"at operations may be performed on the metal cutting bane. saw?

4. How is the feed of metal cutting band saws operated?

5. ',That is the worx caracity of some of the metal cutting band saws?
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Assignment Sheet (1 Name Date Grade

COOLANTS AND LUBRICATING AGENTS FOR BAND SAWS

Objective: To acquaint the learner with the impurtance of using coolants and
lubricating agents when using the band saw.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 558-559.

Additional Reference: Band Tool Manual, The Do All Company.

Related Information:

Many saws have as attachment that supplies air to remove chips from the
layout lines and cool the blade. This replaces the coolant pump used on
production saws.

Questions: Directions.: Answer the following "3 briefly as possible.

1. What is the purpose of coolants or lubricants?

2. How is the coolant directed to the point of cutting?

3. On what materials' can cutting lubricants be used advantageously?

4. On what materials are diamond tooth band tools used?
Is a coolant generally used?
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Assignment Sheet #9 Name Date Grade

SAW BLADES FOR METAL BAND SAW

Objective: To acquaint the leamer with the various types of saw blades used and their
method of selection.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A. Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 550-554.

Additional Reference: Band Tool Manual, The Do All Company.

esticis: 110. Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

I. What determines the type of blade to be used?

2. List several types of blades manufactured for industrial purposes.

3. Precision blades are used on what materials?

4. Where is the friction sawing blade used?

5, 11.rnen is the buttress blade used?

110. Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
words in the blank spaces.

I. The claw-tooth blade is used for cutting metals and

2. The knife edge blade is used for cutting and materials.

3. The spiral-edge blade permits sawing in any without the
necessity of the work.
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Assignment Sheet #10 Name

.

Date Grade

CUTTING FEEDS AND SPEEDS FOR BAND SAW

Objective: To acquaint the learner with cutting feeds and speeds and the importance
of c-irect feeds and speeds.

Assigned Text: Burghardt, H. D. and Axelrod, A., Machine Tool Operation, Part II,
pp. 557-558.

Additional Reference: Band Tool Manual, The Do All Company.

Questions: IP Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. What are the speed ranges of a Do-All?

2. How much pressure should be applied on the work?

3. What are the results when using incorrect speeds?

1100 Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
words in the blank spaces.

I. The table is drawn by a hydraulic piston actuated by pressure.

2. The rate of feed can be varied by arning the pressure
knob.
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Assignment Sheet #11 Name Date Grade

REVIEW

Objective: To review basic information about power saw work.

Assigned Text: No textbooks may be used for this review.

Questions: Directions: Complete the following statements by writing the correct
words in the blank spaces.

1. Very short pieces of material should be cut in a power saw.

2. The size of a power cut-off saw is determined by the opening of the

3. Feet per minute of a saw is called the

4. Strokes per minute of a saw is called the

5. The purpose of a coolant on a power saw is to increase
and

6. The speed ranges of a Do-All Metal Cutting Band Saw are

7. The pressure feed on soma metal cutting saws is by

Directions: Answer the following as briefly as possible.

1. Name the types of operation which may be performed on a metal cutting
band saw.

2. List several types of metal cutting band saws manufactured for
industrial purposes.

3. Give the results of incorrect saw speeds.
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4. The pressure applied to the work depends on what factors?

Directions: The following statements are either TRUE or FALSE. If the
statement is TRUE place a circle rround the T if it is FALSE
place a circle around the F.

T F 1, Never wear goggles when using a power saw,

T F 2. The forward stroke on a power cut-off saw is toward the fixed jaw.

T F 3. A piece of flat stock is laid flat to cut, so more teeth rest on the work.

T F 4. A saw should be operated at 50 strokes per minute with a coolant and
70-100 without a coolant.

T F 5, Steel, scone, rubber, iron, plastic and asbestos may be cut with a metal
cutting band saw.

T F 6. A metal cutting band saw will cut from 8" to 24" in thickness.

T F 7. Diamond toothed band saws are used for cutting soft metals.

T F 8. The result of incorrect saw speeds is excessive wear on saw and slow
cutting operation.

T F 9. Very short pieces should not be cut on a power saw.
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Progress Char*

NAME

BENCH WORK

Assist.
No.

Grad. i Dot.
Comp.

Assist.
No. Grads Dote

Comp.
Assist.

No.
Grad. Dot.

Comp.
Assist.

No.
0,

°
d

4'

Dot.
Comp.

Assist.
No. .Grads'

Dot. '
Comp.

Assist.
No.

Grad.' Dote
Comp. 1

1 6
t

11 16
0

21 - 26

2 7 1:1 17 12

3 8 13
.

18
,

23
,

.
4 9 14

f
19 24

.

I.-

5 10 : 15 20 25
...

.../......ssme.

DRILLING MACHINE WORK

Assist.
No. Grad.' Dote
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No.
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Dot. Assist.

Comp. I No. Geed i Dot.
° Comp.
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No.

Grad. Dot.
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No. Grad* Pat.Comp.

1 4 7 10 r
i 13 , 16

2

3

MIMIMI 5
6

11 14
1

17
I

12 3 15 18 .

ENGINE LATHE WORK

Assist.
No.
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"
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No.

0_,_
"`"
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Ass; ot. I
Ns.

el.a, Date Assist.
".a.. iCerne No.

.._,
" "°11
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Comp.
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Ass1 t.g

No. .
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1 2! 1 31 41 51

2 12 : . 32 ' I 61 52

3 13 23 1 33 43 j 53

4 14 I 3 24 34

35 I 4 44

4546

I 1i

54

55

1

I
5 15 1 1 25

6 16 26 36 --+
e 1

7 17 27 1 37 . 47 El=MIMIMEE8 18 28 I 30 1 1
1 48

9 19 29 39
49 == MIIMI

10 20 1 30 I 40 50 j

TURRET LATHE WORK

Assist.
No. Grads' Dote

Comp.
Assist.

No.
c.ad. Dots

Comp.
Assist:

No. mus
Grads Dots

Comp.
Assist.

:to. Grade"I". Dots
Comp.

Assist.
No.

Grads"/". Dom
Cam

Assist.
No.

Grad. cDots

1 5 9 13 17 21

2 6 10 14 18

3 7 11 15 19

12 16 20

POWER SAW WORK

Assist.
No.

Grad. Dot*
Comp.

Assist.
No.

Grad. Dote
Comp.

Assist.
No.

Grads Dot. ;Assist.
Comp. No. Grad.' Dots

Comp.
FAssigt.

No.
Dot.

Comp.
Ass19

No.
Grad. Dot*

Comp.

1 3 5 7 9 11

2 4 6 0 10
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This manual of advanced production-type machine trades jcs is for
teacher use in preparing student assignments in vocational high
school, post-high school, or apprenticeship machine trades
preparatory programs. It was deveoped by a statewide committee of
teacher educators, state ano local supervisors, and instructors. The
jobs procress from the simple to the more complex and cover the
complete range of basic operations in the machine trade. Each job
consists of detailed working drawings and Job sheets which
provide completc information about the job inc/uding tools and
procedures or steps. The drawings are printed on vellum paper so
that blueprints can be made for shop use. Some of the 26 Jobs
are (1) Tap Wrench, (2) Adjustable Boring Head, (3) Gear killer,
(4) Ball Bearing Grinder, (5) 8-Inch Wood Lathes, (6) Utility
Vise. and (7) 10-Inch Woodworking Vise. The bound copy of this
manual is intended for instructor use only. Individual copies of
each job are available packaged in separate envelopes. The
instructor must be a skilled tradesman, and the students should be
those enrolled in a training program with access to laboratory
equipment. Supplementary materials include information on
purchasing required castings, an operational chart for Jobs, an
individual student progress record, and notes to the instructor.
"Machine Trades Jobs and Job Sheets, Series 100" (VT 000 699) is
available. This document is available for $6.40 from Ohio Trade
and Industrial Education Service, Instructional Materials
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Training in the machine trades area constitutes a large T§ortion of the Trade and In-
dustrial Education programs in the State of Ghio. Vr.r.kt. . Instructional materials,
for both the learner and the instrtIctor, have been provided through the Instructional
Materials Laboratory for this trade since 1949.

One specific type of instructional material made available to local machine trade pro-
grams in the past were the instructor procedure sheets, including assembly and detail
drawings. This teaching aid was prepared and made available over a period of years,
especially for:nstructors in the in-school program. In order to improve the selection
of machine trades jibs included lathe original set, acommitteewas organized in 1958
to revise cad expand the Jobs that would provide a wider and more representative group
of operations involved in the new Jobs to he made available.

This committee, workingunder the directional Merle E. Strong then the Instructional
Materials Consultant, consisted of the following machine trades instructors: J. M.
Blythe, Zanesville; F. B. Drake, Toledo; C. H. Hive, Lima; E. J..:b, tier, Warren;
D. B. Neimeister, Marion; and C. H. F.ensCh, Canton. Grateful acknowledgment is
extended to these machine trades instructors for their efforts and cooperation in com-
piling and selecting the revived listing of Jobs and Job sheets to be included in this
new publication.

Acknowledgment is extended to the following staff members of the Trade and Industrial
Education Services who reviewed the Jobs and Job sheets, namely, G. G. McMahon,
C. W. Nichols and G. E. Williams, working with William M. Berndt, In_ motional
Materials Consultant, during 1959 and 1960.

ISpecial mention is also extended to the State-wide Instructional Materials Advisory
Committee who over a period of several years provided guidance and made recom-

1

mendations regarding this teaching aid.

Sped commendation is extended to the supervisors and instructors In the various
local schools who submitted one or more of their machine trades Jobs and Job sheets
to the selectio- committee for inclusion In this publication.

I Special mention 13 extended ..o Elton B. Kistler, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation, Norwood, Ohio, for the many Jobs which he provided and particularly for his
cooperation in making the castings required for certain Jobs available to any local
program. Mr. Kistler has ci.... aced considerable time and effort in making this teach-
ing aid a successful one. He developed many of the Jobs and the patterns fo. those
requirint; castings. In addition, he made or had may the matched plates required'

iii



for the making all of the castings. Considerable time and effort was devoted by aim
in dealing with foundries, storing the numerous castings, filling orders, invoicing,
and making shipment of castings upon requests front local schools.

A4laiowledgment is extended to H. R. Seaman, Supervisor, Trade and Industrial Ed-
ucation, an to R. E. Crabbe, foundry instructor, Springfield, Ohio, for making
some of the wood patterns for some of the added jobs which required castings.

Acknowledgment is extended to H. L. Berger, Massillon, Ohio, for his cooperation
in providing some of the drawings of certain of the new Jobs added to the original set.

Acknowledgment is also extemied to C. H. Rensch, Canton, Ohio, for reviewing and
checking the drawings and joi) sheets on all the Jobs and developing the Job abbots
for certain of the jobs.

acknowledgment for the development of this manual is extended to William
M. geradts Head IA the Instructional Materials Laboratory, Trade and Indust.:11 Ed-
ucation Services, College of Education, The Ohio State University, and to the capable
stati of thl Laboratory of the composition ano production of 'his manual.

Earl C. Fowler, Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education Services
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TO THE INSTRUCTOR
OPERATIONS CHART

Job No.

201
202 . . . . .
203 . . .

204
205 .

iii
vi
ix

Name of Job

Boring Bar Holder
. . . - . . . TTap Wrench

TTap Wrench
. . - . . . Tap Wrench

. . . . , . . . . Adjustable Boring Head
206 . . . . Die Stock (Holder)
207 Center Drill Chuck
208 . . Gear Puller
209 . . Hand ICnurl. .g Tool
210 Planer Jack
211 . . . . Machine Screw Jack
212 Ball Bearing Grinder
213 Screw Jack
214 .. Screw Jack
215 8" Wood Lathe
216 Grinding and Polishing Arbor
217 Milling Machine Jack
218 4" Machinist Vise, Round Beam
219 5" Sine Bar
220 . . Ball Bearing Live Center
221 Utility Vise
222 Surface Gage
223 Step Block
224 2-1/2" Machine Vise, Round Beam
225 10" Woodworking Vise
226 4" Machinist Vise, Square Beam
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7. AfC foormetve

The two Machine Trades Jobs and Job Sheets manuals, Series 100 and Series 200,
have been prepared to assist you, the instructor, in the machine trade, especially
in the in-school program. In trade education, students are usually assigned one or
more production skills (operations) in the form of Jobs, which necessarily are less
complex for the beginning student and gradually becoming more complex as the stu-
dent gains skill and technical knowledge.

The Jobs and Job sheets contained in the two manuals are of great value to the instruc-
tor. They will be of great aid, particularly in starting new students on the more el-
ementary skills at the start of the school year, and will be of great assistance in
classes where different levels of instruction are being given at the same time. They
will alsogreatly assist the instructor in facilitating the assigning of work to students
throughout the school year.

The references made herein, regarding the use of these Job sheets, in no way implies
that a student will complete all operations on one particular Job as one assignment. In
order to develop the desired level of skill on any one operation, the student assign-
ment may well include the performance of only one or a few operations within the
total Job on a pre-determined number of pieces. This will provide the repetitive
practice necessary to develop the required skill by utilizing the production method.

A Job sheet, with its accompanying drawings, is a sheet containing the necessary in-
formation and instructions for carrying out one of the aforementioned complete trade
Jobs. It consists of the steps and key points in a procedure upon which the student
must place special emphasis to properly complete the Job. As such, the Job sheet
is one of the family of instruction sheets. The Job sheet, as used in a training sit-
uation, is designed to help the student learn how to perform the c- r-tions within the
Job. Job sheath complete in all aspects, are a must for all beg.. n.ag students, but
as the student advances the Job sheet can gradually assume a simpler and less de-
tailed form. Eventually, it may approach that of a Job ticket, work order, or simple
shop print.

As stated before, beghmingstudents may work from prepared Job sheets, but as soon
as practical and when skills and knowledge are gained, students should be required to
develop their own Job sheets for each Job. Later on they may be required to develop
only a Job plan sheet, after the student has acquired sufficient ability to plan his own
work. The student should definitely not be permitted to use the prepared Job sheets
throughout his learning period. Instructors permitting this to occur would be deny-
ing the students the very important experience of planning assignments in a logical
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and sequential order, which is so necessary for success on-the-job. The previous
statements cannot be emphasized too strongly.

The prepared detailed job sheet will serve as a check sheet for th;t, instructors use in
approving the job plan sheet prepared by the student or when giving oral instructions
to the student on a particular assignment.

Some form of job sheet should be prepared by the instructor for each assignment con-
tained in the course of study. A complete set of job sheets (covering the operations
and skills to be learned) constitutes the working outline of your course of study. They
offer an efficient and practical way of making assignments and are generally used in
the trade for the same purpose.

Thejobscontained lathe Series 100 and Series 200 manuals progress from thesimple
to the more complex and cover the complete range of basic operations in the machine
trade. Bach job consists of drawings and job sheets which provide detailed informa-
tion about the job. The drawings are printed on vellum paper so that blueprints can
bemade for shop use. The bound copies of these manuals are intended for instructor
use only. Individual copies of each job are available packaged in separate envelopes,
eliminating the necessity of removing same from the bound copies due to the difficulty
of replacing them. The individual copies are recommended for student use or for the
purpose of making reproductions for student use, thus permitting the original individ-
ual copy to be retained as an original master copy.

The following jobs require castings which are available from our supplier:

mj-no MJ-122
MJ-114 MJ-123
MJ-115 MJ-124
mj-121

NV-211 NV-218
NV-212 NV-221
NV-213 NV-224
NV-215 NV-225
NV-216 NV-226

The Series 200 jobs make excellent advanced production type jobs. Requestinforma-
don for purchasing the castings required in the above listed jobs by writing to: Con-
sultant, Instructional Materials Laboratory, 1885 Neil Ave., Columbus 10, Ohio.

The following jobs require round or square (bar stock) castings, but our supplier can-
not furnish them:

MJ-108 MJ-111
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These can be securred through a local foundry or ma& in your school foundry.

Prior to assigning a job which reauires the use of castings, it is suggested that the
drawings be studied carefully before starting the ivt'o to make certain that dimensions
and related parts of the job will work-out properly. This precaution should be taken
to avoid ruining the castings.

Only the drawings are provided for the following jobs, job sheets are not included:

MJ-115 Mj- 123
MJ-121 MJ-124
MJ-122

Mj-212 Mj-225
MJ-224 Mj-226

The following page contains an Operations Chart for the particular set of jobs con-
tained in this manual. It indicates the operations which are included in each job and
will assist the instructor in selecting the most suitable job to meet the needs of an
individual student, thus providing the student a well-rounded training in the variety
anti frequency of operations leading to success on-the-job. Many operations may be
performed on more than one machine, depending on the machines available in the shop
or bypreference of the instructor and/or student for the purpose of learning a specific
type of operation. It is realized that each instructor may not completely agree with
the operations as specified in the Operations Chart, due again to personal preference
and to equipment available. Please note that there are additional spaces on the Op-
erations Chart for you to add some of your own jobs and also space provtied to add
additional operations under each of the major headings of machine shop work.

It is suggested that both the job sheets and drawings to be used by students in the shop
should be protected by some suitable means, such as, mounting on cardboard or sheet
metal and a protective coating applied or placed in a cellophane or vinyl envele.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 201
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 201 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 4 Pages

BORING BAR HOLDER

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This boriTig bar holder is used on a lathe to hold small forged boring tools
and will support the tool close to the end of the holder.

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel. Select stock as per drawipg.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Do not extend boring tool longer than necessary.

2. Do not clamp tool post screw on base "V".

3. Roll sleeves up above the elbows.

4. Keep hands away from moving parts, cutters, and tools.

5. Observe all safety rules.



Job No. 201

Item 2 - Cla

STOCK:

C .R .S .

TOOLS:

Layout fluid
Center punch
Hammer
Scriber
Combination square set

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock.

2. Layout slot.

3. Drill 5/8" hole

4. Face ends .

5. "Ira small diameter.

6. Form 3/16" radius.

7. Drill and tap 3/8" - 16 NC hole.

8. Form 1/4" radius.

9. Drill and ream 3/8" hole.

10. Machine slot.

11. File sharp edges.

Job Sheet and Drawing No 201 A2

Page 2

mp

Steel rule

Tap wrench

23/64" Drill
O. D. Calii.er 3/8 ' Reamer
5/6" Drill 5/8" Drill
3/8" - 16 N C Tap File



Job No. 201 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 201 A2
Page 3

STOCK:

C.it .5 .

TOOLS:

File
Steel rule

Item 3 - Pin

Hacksaw

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Saw 3/8" x 1" bar stock. C.R.S.

2. File small crown on .,Ch ends.

3. Polish all over.



Job No. 201 job Sheet and Drawing No. 201 A3
Page 4

Item 4 Base

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Layout fluid 3/8" Reamer File
Scriber No 7 Drill Steel rule
Center punch 1/4" - 2G NC Tap Tap wrench
Hammer 23/64" Drill Bevel protractor

Combination square set

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock as per drawing (Allow stock for machining).

2. Machine one side.

3. Machine top.

4. Square one end.

S. Layout 30° angle, center line for 3/8" hole and center line
for the milled slot on the finished side.

6. Layout 900 "V" slot and 1/4" s'rew hole on squared end.

7. Machine to thickness.

8. Machine :MP angle.

9. Drill and ream the 3/8" hole.

10. Machine the two side grooves.

11. Machine the 90° "V" slot to layout lines.

12. Cu; rei-.4 groove at bottom of "V",

1.;.. Drill and tap 1/4" -- ZO M C. *sole.

14. Form radius e ends.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 202
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 202 Al
Machine Manipulative
Page 1 of 6 Pages

T TAP WRENCH

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The T - tap wrench or socket wrench is essential to get into hard-to-tap places.
It is not as sensitive as the regular tap wrench and the handle can be moved back and forth
when tapping close to a shoulda on the work.

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Always make sure that drills are sharp when using.

2. Observe all shop safety rules.



22

Job No 202 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 202 A2
Page 2

STOCK

TOOLS:

C. R. S.

Item 5 - Body

6" Steel rule 17/32" Drill
Center drill Thread center gage
1/4" Drill 1/8" Drill
Vee block File
1" Micrometer Emery cloth and oil

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 13/16" diameter x 3-5/16" long.

2. Place in lathe collet, face one end and crown other end.

3. Center drill ; 3/16" diameter.

4. Drill 1/4" x 1-3/8" deep hole.

5. Reverse in collet, turn .748" diameter and 19/32" diameter.

6. Drill 17/32" x 1-1/4" deep hole.

7. Thread in lathe 3/4" - 16 NP x 3/4" long.

8. Drill 1/8" cross hole as per drawing.

9. File and polish surfaces.



Job No. 202

STOCK:

TOOLS:

C. R. S.

Item 7 - Collet

1. D. Caliper
6" Steel rule
11/16" Drill
Center drill
3/4" - 16 NF Tap set

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 202 A2
Page 3

1/2" Drill
Forming reamer
File
Emery cloth and oil
0. D. Caliper

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 15/16" diameter x approximately 4" long.

2. Chuck in lathe collet, face end.

3. Center one end, support work with tail center.

4. Medium knurl as per drawing.

5. Drill 5/8" hole x 1-3/8" deep.

6. Bore hole to 11/16" x 1-3/8" deep.

7. Tap hole 3/4" - 16 NF x 1" deep in machine.

8. Drill through with 1/2" drill, approximately 2" deep from edge.

9. Use forming reamer fur 301 inside bevel of hole.

10. Bevel out side diameter, nose 11/16" diameter at small end x 30° taper.

11. File and polish.

12. Cut-off to 1-7/8" length.

.is



Job No 202

STOCK:

C. R.S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No 202 A3
Page 4

Item 3 - Handle

6" Steel rule Emery cloth
0. D. Caliper Oil
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/16" diameter x 4-5/8" long, C. R. steel.

2. Chuck in lathe collet. Turn both ends to 3/16" diameter x 3/8" long.

3. Groove center of handle with round nose tool x 1/4" wide.

4. Polish all over. (Iolish enough for handle to fit 5/16" reamed hole.)



Job No. 202

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 202 A3
Page 5

item 4 Handle Ball

6" Steel rule Countersink
File 3/16" Drill

Emery cloth

Oil
Ball peen hammer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 3/8" diameter C. R. steel (2 required).

2. Place in lathe collet, machine and file 3/16" radius.

3. Drill 3/16" hole x !/4" deep.

4. Countersink edge of hole.

5. Cut-off to 5/16" length.

6. Polish with emery cloth.

7. Rivet to handle.
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Job No. 202

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS.

Item 8 - Chuck

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 202 A3
Page 6

6" Steel rue 3/16" Drill 1/16" Mill saw

Center drill File 3/16" Mill saw

0.D. Caliper Emery cloth Oil

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 5/8" diameter x approximately 4" long.

2. Place in collet, center drill small hole, support with center.

3. Turn 1/2" diameter x 1-7/8" long.

4. Cut-off to 2-3/8" length.

5. Place in 1/2" collet, center drill.

6. Dril. hole A as per drawing x 7/16" deep.

7. Bevel end 1/2" diameter x 140.

8. File and polish.

9. Place in mill divicatng head chuck, saw the 1/16" slots x 1-3/4" long.

10. Saw slot in other end 3/16" wide x 1/4" deep.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 203
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 203 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 4 Pages

T - TAP WRENCH

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The T-tap wrench is a necessary tool for the machine °hop. It does nut take
the place of the straight handle tap wrench, but it is used mostly for hard to fit at
places where threaded holes are down in cavities or against steps or shoulders,

STOCK:

Cold rolled or machine steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. I not handle steel chips with your hands.

2. Always wear eye protection.

3. Do not use a file without a handle.

4. Always grind the mushroom head off a chisel.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.

33
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Job No. 203

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 203 A2
Page 2

Item 1 - Handle

File Emery cloth Hacksaw

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/16" diameter x 5-1/4" long, C.R. steel.

2. File 5/32" radius on both ends.

3. Polish all over.



Job No. 203

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:
...

Item 2 - Body

job Sheet and Drawing No. 203 A3
Page 3

Center drill 19/64" Drill Centerpunch Scriber
No. 1 Drill 5/16" Machine reamer Hammer Steel rule
Comtgnation square set File Layout fluid Calipers

PROCEDURE:" ti! STEPS:

1. Cut stock 3/4" diameter x 4-1/16" long.

2. Face. center drill and round corners - one end.

3. Face other end.

4. Turn both 5/8" diameters as per drawing - two locations.

5. Turn 14° taper.

6. Chase 3/4" - 16 NF threads.

7. Drill No. 1 hole.

8. Saw 1/16" slot.

9. Layout and drill 19/64" hole.

10. Ream 5/16" hole.

11. File and polish all over.



Job No. 203

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 203 A4
Page 4

Item 3 - Collet

Center drill 13/16" Counterbcre Emery cloth
3/8" Drill 3/4" - 16 NC Tap Calipers
11/16" Drill File Steel rule

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 15/16" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Face and center drill one end.

3. Medium knurl 7/8" long as per drawing, support work with tailstock center.

4. Drill 3/8" hole x 2" deep.

5. Drill 11/16" hole x 1" deep - from c aside edge.

6. Drill 13/16" counterbore x 3/8" deep.

7. Taper inside hole 140.

8. Cut I. D. threads.

9. Turn 0. D. taper 5/8" snail diameter x 150.

10. File all sharp corners and polish:

11. Cut-off 1-3/4" length.
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Ohio Trade and industrial Education Service Job No. 204
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 204 At
Machine - Manipulative
Page I of 5 Pages

TAP WRENCH

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This is a straight handle tap wrench. They are made in various sizes and
should be selected according to the size of the tap. Thread taps are hardened,
therefore, care must be exercised in their use because they may easily be broken.

STOCK:

Tool steel, Machine steel and Drill rod.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Keep fingers away from steel chips.

2. Never leave a machine while it is operating.

3. Always report all accidents at once.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No 204 Job Sheet and Drawing No 204 A2
Page 2

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item - 1 Body

M. S.

Steel rule 3/8" Driu 3/8" - 24 NF Tap set
Center drill 7/16" End mill 3/32" Drill

Layout fluid File Emery cloth
Scriber 21/64" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Use 1-1/4" diameter x 7-7/8" long. machine steel.

2. Chuck true in lathe, face and center both ends to 7-3/4" long.

3. Turn handle and body as per drawing.

4. Mill 7/16" flat on body as per drawing.

S. Layout slot to 7/16" wide x 1-1/2" long.

6. Drill series of 3/8" holes in slot.

7. Mill slot with 7/16" end mill.

8. File two square corners.

9. Drill 21/6e hole for 3/8" screw.

10. Tap hole 3/8" - 24 NF for screw.

11. Drill 3/32" hole for pin at assembly.

12. File and polish.

.



Job No. 204 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 204 A2
Page 3

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

Item 2 - Handle

Steel rule Thread center page Emery cloth
Cemer drill 3/16" Drill Hacksaw
O. D. r .-.Iiper File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" x 5-7/8" long, C. R. steel.

2. Chuck in lathe collet, face both ends and center drill, allow 3/8" to

later cut out center on small end.

3. Turn handle as per drawing.

4. Chase threads in lathe, 3/8" - 24 NP x 1-1/4" long.

5. Notch small end 1/8" diameter x 1/8" wide.

r*,e and polish.

7. Drill 3/16" hole.

8. Saw off 3/8" on small end at surplus center.



Job No. 204 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 204 A3
Page 4

Item 3 - Movable Jaw

STOCK:

T. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule 1/8" Drill File
Layout fluid 1/4" Drill Square
Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Use 7/16" x 7/16" x 5/8" long, tool steel.

2. Layout j/4" and 1/8" holes also 450 and 900 V.

3. Drill 1/4" hole x 3/8" deep.

4. Drill vr hole through block.

5. Mill 450 and 900 angles to layout lines.

6. File all sharp corners.



Job No. 204 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 204 A3
Page 5

Item 4 - Fixed Jaw

STOCK:

T. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule Square
Layout fluid Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Use 7/16" x 7/16" x 3/4" long, tool steel.

2. Lay off 900 angle and 3/32" hole.

3. Mill 90° angle "V".

4. Drill 3/32" hole at assembly.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Felucation Service Job No. 205
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 205 Ai
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 6 Pages

AJUSTABLE BORING HEAD

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

An adjustable boring bar is a valuable tool in the machine shop. It is used on the
milling machine, drill press and vertical boring mill to bore holes before reaming in
line with the spindles of the machines, the boring bar usually has a high speed tool bit
inserted in the end of the bar which is held with a set screw.

STOCK:

C. R. steel and machine steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Clamp all work securely while machining.

2. Keep sleeves rolled above the elbows.

3. Always wear eye protection.

4. Use copper jaws on bench vises to keep from damaging the work.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 205

STOCK:

TOOLS:

C. R. S.

Item 1 - Body

Combination square set
Layout fluid
Centerpunch
Hammer
Dividers

job Sheet and Drawing No. 205 A2
Page 2

Scriber
1" Micrometer
No 7 Drill
1/4" - 20 NC Tap
Steel rule

1/2" Drill
3/4" Counterbore
13/32" DriU
1/2" Counterbore

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock as per drawing. (Allow stock for finishing all surfaces)

2. Machine flat surfaces.

3. Layout all holes, cavity and angle.

4. Machine cavity to dimension.

5. Machine angle.

6. Drill and counterbore the two holes.

7. Drill and tap the two 1/4" - 20 NC holes.

8. Machine 1/8" shoulder.

9. Turn the shank.

10. File all sharp edges lightly and polish.



Job No. 205

STOCK:

TOOLS:

C. R. S.

Item 2 - Tool Holder

Combination square set
Machinist square
Layout fluid
Scriber
Centerpunch

Hammer
0. D. Caliper
3/8" Drill
Tap drill
Center drill

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 205 A3
Page 3

1/2" - 40 NS Tap
No. 7 Drill
1/4" - 20 NC Tap
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock as per drawing. (Allow stock for finishing to size)

2. Machine flat surfaces.

3. Machine angle as per drawing.

4. Turn 0. D. to correct diameter and length.

5. Drill 3/8" hole as shown on drawing.

6. Drill and tap the two for 1/4" - 20 NC threads.

7. Drill and tap hole for left hand thread 1/2" - 40 NS.

8. File sharp edges lightly and polish.



Job No. 205 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 205 A4
Page 4

Item 3 Adjustable Screw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Thread center gage 1/4" - 20 NC Tap
Center drill 3/16" Drill
No. 7 Drill '716" Hex broach
Drill chuck

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure stock as per drawing.

2. Turn 1/2" diameter.

3. Turn 13/32" diameter.

4. Chase threads.

5. Center drill end to be tapped.

6. Drill and tap 1/4" - 20 NC hole.

7. Cut-off to correct length.

8. Turn chamfer.

9. Drill 3/16" hole to be hexed.

10. Form hexagon hole.

11. Set-up in dividing bead and graduate the notches.



Job No. 205 job Sheet and Drawing No. 205 AS
Page 5

Item 4 - Clamp

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Layout fluid Hammer
Scriber 1/4" Drill
Center punch Steel rule
Countersink File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure stock as per drawing. (Allow stock for machining)

2. Machine surfaces needed.

3. Layout for holes, step and angle.

4. Machine angle and surface adjacent to angle.

S. Drill and countersink holes.

6. File all sharp edges lightly and polish.



!ob No. 205

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

1" Micrometer

job Sheet and Drawing No. 205 AS
Page 6

item S Lock Screw

Thread center gage Steel rule

PROCEDURES Olt STEPS:

1. Select stock as per drawing.

2. Tura small diets, ter.

3. Cut chamfer on end of small diameter.

4. Chase threads.

3. Form radius.

6. Cut off.

7. Cut slot.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 206
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 206 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page ' of 4 Pages

DIE STOCK (HOLDER)

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This die stock holder is used to hold a die for cutting threads of small sizes.
It holds button dies to cut threads while holding the work in a bench vise. These threads
are not as accurate as when they are cut in a lathe.

STOCK:

Machine or cold rolled steel . Select stock as per drawing.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Observe all shop safety rules.

2. Always check chart for tap drill size.

3. Check all dimensions for accuracy.

4. Protect the knurl when chucking.

4

73



Job No. 206

STOCK;

TOOLS:

C.R.S.

Center drill
1/2" Drill
3/4" Drill
File
5/16" - 24 N F Tap

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 206 A2
Page 2

Item 1 - Body

Combination square set
Scriber
Hammer
Center punch
1/2" Counterbore

Layout fluid
#20 Drill
17/64" or letter I Drill
10 - 32 N F Tap
Steel rule

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1-3/4" diameter bar stock, machine steel.

2. Face one end.

3. Center drill.

4. Drill 1/2" x 1" deep hole.

5. Drill 3/4" x 1" deep hole.

6. Bore 1.002" x 3/8" deep - square inside corner.

7. Reverse in lathe and bore .814" diameter x 1/4" deep hole.

8. Turn outside diameter to 1-5/8".

9. Medium knurl as per drawing.

10. Cut off to 25/32" long, file corners to 1/32" radius.

11. Layout two holes for *10 - 32 N F screws.

12. Layout for two 5/16" holes.

13. Drill two holes with #20 drill, tap #10 32 N F.

14. Drill two holes with 17/64" or I drill, tap 5/16" - 24 N F.

15. Counterbore 1/2" diameter x 1/32" deep.



Job No. 206 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 206 A3
Page 3

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item 2 Handle

C.R.S.

Center drill Hammer Scriber
File Centerpunch Steel rule
Hacksaw Combination square set Calipers

1/8" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" diameter bar stock C. R. steel, two required.

2. Face and center drill one end (Allow 3/8" longer for center).

3. Turn diameters and lengths according to drawing.

4. Turn taper.

S. Knurl end of handle to length of 1-1/2".

6. Cut 5/16" - 24 NF threads.

7. Cut-off handle to 5" length (Allow enough to saw off the 3/8" allowance for
center).

8. Saw off 3/8" length on center end.

9. File crown on handle at knurl end.

10. Lay out and drill 1/8" cross hole at knurled end.

11. File and polish.
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Job No. 206 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 206 A3
rage 4

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Center drill
File

Item 3 - Guide

Drill for hole "A"
Calipers

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1-1/8" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Face one end.

3. Center drill.

4. Drill hole "A" as per chart x 3/4" deep.

5. Turn 1.000" diameter.

6. Turn .812" diameter x 1/4" long.

7. Cut off to 5/8" long and file sharp corners.

8. File or machine 1/4" flat on side.

9. File and polish.

Micrometer
Steel rule
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Ohio Trade and Induste..1 Education Service Job No. 207
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 207 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page I of 2 Pages

CENTER DRILL CHUCK

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION

The center drill chuck is used in the lathe tail stock and holds the center drill
eliminating the use of the drill chuck. It also prevents breakage of center drills.

STOCK:

C. R. steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Stop machine when cleaning work with a rag.

2. See that .21 guards are on machines.

3. Remove finger rings, gloves, loose fitting clothing, or loose neck ties.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.

5. Check chart for Morse taper.
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Job No. 207 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 207 Al
Page 2

Item 1 - Center Drill Chuck

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule 9/32" Drill Layout fluid
0. D. Caliper 5/16" Reamer Scriber
Morse No. 3 taper gage 3/16" Drill Hammer
Emery cloth File Center punch
1/4" - 20 NC Tap

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock as pet drawing. (Allow stock for machining)

2. Face end.

3. Turn taper to gage fit and correct length.

4. Undercut as per drawing.

5. Turn small diameter to dimension and chamfer.

6. Mace shank in taper sleeve In the head stock.

7. Turn latitt. diameter to dimensions.

8. Face to length.

9. Cut the two grooves.

10. Drill and ream hole as per drawing.

11. Layout, drill and tap for the 1/4" - 20 NC threads.

12. File and polish.





Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

Job No. 208
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 208 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 4 Pages

GEAR PULLER

This gear puller is a very handy tool for the machinist. It is adjustable
for different lengths and diameters to pull gears, pulleys and collars off shafts
and spindles.

STOCK:

Machine or C. R . steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. All notches on the arms must be machined accurately for spacing, width and
depth.

2. The 5/8" thickness on the base should be to size and pakallel.

3. Keep hands, fingers and tools away from moving cutters.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.

SY



Job No. 208 lob Sheet and Drawing No. 205 A2

Page 2

Item 1 - Arm

STOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Steel rule Layout fluid Center punch
Center drill Scriber File
0. D. Caliper Hammer Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 2" diameter x 5-3/4" long, machine steel, 2 required.

2. Place in lathe chuck, face and center drill both ends to 5-5/8" long.
Note: Centers must he laid off 9/16" from one edge of the 2"

diameter for the 5/8" diameter shaft.

3. Turn 7/8" diameter x 5-1/8" long, allowing for the 10° angle.

4. Turn the large 1-3/4" diameter.

5. Turn the two angles on large end.

6. Cover 7/8" diameter with layout fluid.

7. Lay off all notches according to drawing and the 9/16" flats.

8. Mill the three 1/2" notches with 5/8" end mill to layout lines.

9. Layout and mill two flats 9/16" thick.

10. File and polish all surfaces and sharp edges.

a



Job No. 208 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 208 A3

Page 3

Item 2 - Screw

STOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Steel rule File Hacksaw
O. D. Caliper Center thread gage

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 3/4" diameter x 5-3/4" long, C. R . steel. (Allow 3/8" to cut out centers)

2. Chuck in lathe, turn 5/8" diameter t -3/4" long, plus 3/8".

3. Notch 1/8" wide x 1/2" diameter at head end.

4. Chase 5/8" - 11 NC threads in lathe.

5. Place on mill dividing centers, machine 5/8" square head.

6. File all sharp corners.

7. Saw off the 3/8" surplus center stock.

8. Turn end of screw to 45° and 5-3/8" length over all.



job No. 208 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 208 A4
Page 4

ltem 3 - Base

STOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Steel rule Centerpunch 17/32" Drill
0. D. Caliper Scriber 5/8" - 11 NC Tap set

Layout fluid Center drill Pile
Hammer Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-3/8" thick x 2" wide x 7" long, Machine steel.

2. Lay off for center hole on one side.

3. Place in lathe chuck and turn one side and 1-1/4" x 5/16" high.

4. Center drill.

S. Drill 17/32" hole through work for 5/8" screw.

6. Reverse work in chuck, true up with 17/32" hole.

7. Face to 5/8" thickness and turn lug to 1-1/A'' diameter x 5/16" high.

8. Tap by hand in machine to 5/8" - 11 NC for screw hole.

9. Layout two 1/2" slots as per drawing.

10. Mill the two slots with 1/2" end mill.

11. File beveled edges and sharp corners, polish all over.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 209
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 209 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 6 Pages

HAND KNURLING TOOL

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This band knurling tool can be used on a machine or while work is clamped in a
bench vise. The three knurl wheels have an advantage over two knurl wheels because they
relieve the pressure on small diameter work.

STOCK:

Machine or coiled rolled steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Clamp work secure while drilling.

4. Never bold work by hand while drilling.

3, Keep fingers away f-xoni steel chips.

4. Always remove chuck keys and taper drifts before starting drill press.

S. Observe all shop safety rules.
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Job No. 209

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

Item 1 - Base

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 209 A2
Page 2

Layout fluid Centerpunch 1/4" Reamer
S'ombination square set Scriber 1/4" Drill
Hammer File 1/8" Drill

"D" drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock as per drawing.

2. Machine both ends.

3. Layout all holes, slot .end 3/8" radius on ends.

4. Center punch lightly. lay out Ones on slot.

S. Machine 13/32" slot to lilies, tile out square corner'.

6. Drill two side holes wail "0" (.246") drill, one side only.

7. Ream two side holes 1/4" on one side.

8. Drill two bo!t holes on ends 1/4" diameter.
Note: These boles must line up with boles in items 2 and 3.

9. File or machine 3/8" ratting on both ends,

10. Drill 1/8" cross pin holes at assembly.

11. File or machine 1/4" x 3/8" notch between boles.

12. File surfaces, sharp corners and polish.



Job No. 209

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

Item 2 - Clamp

7ob Sheet and Drawing No. 209 A3
Page 3

Layout fluid Scriber 3/8" Drill

Centerpunch Letter "D" Drill File
Hammer 1/4" Reamer 15/64" Drill
Combination square set 9/32" Drill Steel rule

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock as per drawing.

2. Machine both ends.

3. Layout all holes, slot and 3/8" radius on ends.

4. Drill we center side hole with "D" drill, through both silos.

5. Ream one side only with 1/4" reamer.

6. Drill two bolt holes on ends 9/32" diameter.

7. Spot drift 3/4" surface with 3/8" drill at assembly.

8. Slot groove with 13/32" x 1-1/4" radius cutter.

9. Machinc 1/4" x 15/16" steps on top surface.

10. File or machine 3/4" radius on each end.

11. File surfaces, sharp corners and polish.

101
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job No. 209 job Sheet and Drawing Nd. 209 A3

Page 4

Item 3 - Fixed Nut

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

Layout fluid Scriber "U" or 23/64" Drill
Centerpunch Center drill 7/16" - 14 NC Tap

Hammer 9/32" Drill File
Combination square set Steel rule

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Select stock.

2. Machine both ends.

3. Layout all holes and 3/8" radius on ends.

4. Drill two bolt holes on ends.

5. Drill center hole with "U" or 23/64" drill.

6. Tap center hole 7/16" - 14 NC.

7. Mill or shape 1/4" x 15/16" steps on top surface.

8. File or machine 3/4" radius on each end.

9. File surfaces, sharp corners and polish.



Job No. 209

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Jai) Sheet and Drawing No. 209 A4
Page 5

Item 6 - Bolt

File Emery cloth
1/8" Drill Steel rule

PROCEDURE OR STEPS:

1. Select stock.

2. Round one end and bevel other end.

3. Cut 1/4" 20 NC threads x 1-1/4" long.

4. Drill 1/8" hole at assembly.

5. File and polish all over.



Job No. 209 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 209 AS
Page 6

hem 9 - Handle

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

File Hammer 1/4" Drill
Layout dle Centerpunch Emery cloth
Combination square set Scriber Steel rule

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select stock.

2. Turn 7/16" diameter x 3" long.

3. Turn 30° taper on handle.

4. Cut 7/16" - 14 NC threads in lathe.

S. Bevel end of screw to 600 (Cut off surplus 3/8" end).

6. Round end to 7/16" radius.

7. Layout for 1/4" cross hole.

8. Drill 1/4" cross hole in handle.

9. File and polish handle.
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Ohio Trade and Ir4ustrial Education Service

M,

Job No. 210
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 Al
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 11 Pages

PLANER JACK

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This is a versatile type of face and was designed to combine the betzel :Natures
found in several jacks that were available . It is of a practical size, stnrdy and well
constructed. The general appearance is pleasing, and although the knurling may be
omitted, the knurling does increase its attractiveness. The several extension bases
give this Jack a wide working range under almost any condition. This job should chal-
lenge the best efforts of the learner and when the job is completed in will have an
excellent tool. This jack would make a very good production job for a turret lathe.

STOCK:

C. R. S.

ASSEMBLY PRECAUTIONS:

1. Place swivel cap in position and peen in four paces.

2. Insert screw in base by hand.

3. Check auxiliary parts to see that they stack properly.

4. All caps and extension parts must fit together like a telescope.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Exercise care in peening swivel cap in position.

2. Use utmost care when indicating work in lathe.

3. Use clamp fixture to hold caps in place while milling.

4. Observe all shop safety rubs.
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job No. 210

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
Center drill
Facing tool
Cut-off tool
Dial indicator

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 A2
Page 2

Item 1 - Swivel Cap. Serrated

7/32" Spherical radius drill (special)
1/16" Radius cutter
90° Angular cutter
Outside caliper
10" Mill file

PROCEDURES OR STEIS:

1. Hold 3/4" diameter C. R. S. bar stock in collet.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 7/16" hole as per drawing (or forming tool with 7/32" radius).

4. Tan taper as per dray.-7.ng.

5. Cut off to 7/16" length.

6. Machine 1/16" radius as per drawing.

7. Mill 900 serrations in mill dividing head chuck.

8. One and 'creak all sharp edges.

9. Case harden if desired.



job No. 210 job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 A3
Page 3

STOCK;

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
Center drill
Facing tool
Cut off tool

Item 1A - Swivel Cap

7/32" Spherical radius drill (special)
900 Cutter
R. H. Turning tool
Dial indicator

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Hold 3/4" diameter C. R. S. bar stock in collet.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 7/16" hole as per drawing.

4. Form with a 7/32" radius forming tool.

5. Turn taper as per drawing.

6, File and polish.

7. Cut off 3/8" long.

8. Cu: serrations as per drawing in mill dividIn, head chuck .075" wide x 1/32"
deep with 90° angle cutter.

9. Case harden if desired.



Job No. 210 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 A4
Page 4

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
1" Micrometer
1/4" Radius forming tool

Item 2 - Handle

10" Mill file
Emery cloth

PROCEDURM OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 3/16" diameter C. R. S. 3" long.

2. Form 1/4'' radius on both ends.

3. Polish all over if desired.



job No. 210 job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 AS
Pap 5

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steal rule
1" Micrometer
Threading tool
7/32" Radius forming tool

Item 3 - Screw

1/8" Necking tool
3/16" Drill
Center drill
10" Mill file

PROCEDURES:

1. Secure 5/8" square C. R. S. 2-5/8" ions.

2. Face end.

3. Turn 7/16" diameter x 1/2" long.

4. Form 1/16" radius and 7/32" radius.

S. Reverse, face to length and center drill.

6. Turn 1/2" diameter and cut 1/8" relief.

7. Chamfer and chase threads.

8. Lay out and drill two holes.

9. Break all edges.



Job No. 210 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 Ab
Page 6

STOCK:

C. ft. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule

1" Micrometer
Dial indicator
Facing tool
Knurling tool

Item 4 - Base

Center drill
27/64" Drill
3/4" Drill
1" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 1-1/4" diameter C. R. S 1-7/8" long.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 27/64" hole through piece.

4. Drill 3/4" hole 3/4" deep.

S. Bore 1" hole 1/3" deep,

6. Turn 1-7/32" diameter x 1/16".

7. Tap 1/2" - 13 NC thread through.

8. Hold piece on 1/2'' - 13 NC thread mandrel,

9. Face end holding 1-3/4" over-all length.

10. Turn 3/4" diameter x 3/8" long.

11. Turn 23/32" diameter x 1/8" long.

12. Turn taper as per drawing.

13. Knurl as per taming.

14. r_ e all sharp edges and polish,

1/2" - 13 NC Tap

1/2" - 13 NC Thread
mandrel

10" Mill file

Tap wrench



Job No. 210 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 21017
Page 7

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
1" Drill
1" Micrometer
Center drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

Item 8 - Extension Base

Knurling tool
23/32" Drill
3/8" Drill
3/4" Reamer

3/4" Mandrel
10" Mill file
Dial indicator
2" Micrometer

1. Cut off 1-1/4" dia. C. R. S. to the length of "B" plus 1/16" on each end
to allow for facing, a total of 1-7/32" long.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 3/8" hole through.

4. Drill 23/32" through.

5. Ream 3/4" through.

6. Bore 1" hole 1/8" deep.

7. Hold piece on 3/4" mandrel, face end holding over all length to 1-3/32"ur

8. Turn 31/32" diameter x 3/32" long.

9. Knurl as per drawing.

10. Turn 1-7/32" diameter x 1/16" long, both ends.

11. Break all sharp edges and polish.



Job No. 210 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 A7

Pigs 8

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule

1" Drill

1" Micrometer
Center drill

Item 6 - Extension Base

Knurling tool

23/32" Drill

3/8" Drill

3/4" Reamer

3/4" Mandrel

we Mill file

Dial indicator

2" Micrometer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 1-1/4" diameter C. R. S. to the length of "B" plus 1/16" on each

end to allow for facing, a total of 2-7/32" long.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 3/f " hole through.

4. Drill 23/32" through.

S. Ream 3/4" through.

6. Bore 1" x 1/8" deep.

7. Hold piece on 3/4" mandrel, face :ad holding over-all length 2-3/32" at "B".

8. Turn 31/32" diameter x 3/32" long.

9. Knurl as per drawing.

10. Turn 1-7/32" diameter x 1/16" long, both ends.

11. Brbak all sharp edges and polish.



Job No. 210

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

o" Steel rule
1" Micrometer
Facing tool
Knurling tool

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 A8
Page 9

Item 7 - Extension Base, Cone Point

Dial indicator
R. H. Turning tool
1" 2" Micrometer
9/16" Radius forming tool

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-1/4" bar stock.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 3/4" hole.

4. Turn 31/32" dia. x 3/ 2" long.

5. Knurl as per drawing.

6. Turn 1-7/32" diameter x 1/16" long, both sides of knurl.

7. Form 9/16" radius.

8. Cut off holding over all length to 15/16".

1/8" Parting tool
4/4" Drill
Center drill
Fine mill file

12$



job No, 210 job Sheet and Drawing No. 210 A9

Page 10

STOCK:

C. R, S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
1" Micrometer
1" - 2" Micrometer

Facing tool

Item 8 - Extension Base Wedge

Turning tool
Knurling tool
1-1/8" End mill
3/4" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Cut off 1-1/4" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 3/4" hole x 1/4" deep.

4. Turn 31/32" diameter x 3/32" long.

5. Knurl as per drawing.

6. Turn 1-7/3r diameter x 1/16" long as per drawing.

7. File all sharp Ages and polish.

8. Cutoff to 15/16" length.

9. Mill 9/16" radius.

Center drill
Dial indicator
Fine mill file



job No. 2V^ job Sheet and Drawim No. 210 A10

Page 11

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
1" Micrometer
1" - 2" Micrometer

Item 9 - Extension Base "V"

Facing tool
Cut-off tool
120° Angular mill cutter

R. H. Turning tool

Fine knurling tool

Dial indicator

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-1/4" diameter x 3" to 6" long, C. R. S. bar stock.

2. Face end.

3. Clamp in holding fixture and mill 120° angle.

4. Turn 31/32" diameter.

S. Kate as per drawing.

6. Turn 1-7/32 diameter.

7. Cut off holding over all length to 5/8".

8. File all sharp edges.
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job 2)
job sheer and prawi".."^
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41'
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CK.,. ONIP

the advantage this cast ironbase screw jack is OA it can b, amped and
bolted in place to the "T" slot of the mill planer table while supporting work. Tre
s..vLvel bead will sup1 -rt flat or round oforp and can locked in place a lock _lit.

STOCK:

Cast iron rasting, machine or C. R. steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

le Cap must have swivel motion.

2. Line 1/4" thread hole in cap with groove on screw.

3. Clamp all work securely while machining.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.
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srmes.WA

211

Itia.VE, = Q47-.

Cast iron casting for base

Wr%S
,160.7=i auLa

kft,Ai

2

layout fluid Centerpunch 5/8" - 11 NC Tap and tap drill
Scriber Kammer 414" -4.111

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. secure the cast iron casting for base.

2. Machine 1/8" off Wttont.

3e Machine rap boss to 2 high.

4, lvfaeline 1/16" Ai bolt pad.

Locate hole for 5/8" screw.

6. Drill and cap for 5/8" - 11 NC thread.

7. Drill 3/4" hole x 15/16" deep.
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STOCK.

1-(...1,1 5'

211

R ST:

Thread center gage
Cep er drill

PRneEDURgg - STEMS'

F
2.-e x atit-. A ca.rwei ae3

Drill chuck
43St-1 %Arl- a a ti

Secr,*e 7187 x 3-5/8" hexagon C. R. S,

s Face end.

Turn 1/2" diameter.

4. Turn groove 1/8" x 1/15 deep.

5. Reverse, face and cegter drill.

6. Turn 5/8" diameter and chase threads.

tla a -4

P tr,43
nsee42,.



STOCK:

TOOLS.

Center drill
Droll cnuck
17/32" Drill
5/3" - 11 NC Tap
Steel scale

rcgmlA nrgi we; Im.rm
..*41t7-7-4

PROCEWRES OR STE

1. Select 7/8" hexagon cold rolled steel.

2. Face and center drill.

3. Drill 17/32" z 1/2" deep for threads.

4. Tap in machine by hand to 5/8" - 11 NC threads.

5. Cut-off to 3/8" wide and bread edges.
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AirICK!

TOOL e:

"11

C. R. S.

itnyt, - rAL, EL:
A

a r i a UraWin.r h 21 1 3
p e 5

MAD chuck Layout fluid
Center drill Crunch
31/64" Drill Hammer
1/2" Reamer *1 drill
Pile 1/4" - 20 NC Tap

PROCEDI2RES OR STEPS:

Select 1--1/4" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Face and center drCl.

3. Drill 31/64" hole x 1" deep.

4. Ream 1/2" hole.

S. Cut-off to 3/4" length. File and polish.

6. Layout 1/4" thread hole.

7. Drill hole 13/64" for screw.

8. Tap 1/4" - 20 NC for screw.

9. Machine 90 x 3/8" - "V".

151
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Job - 212
BALL BEARING GRINDER
(No job sheets included)
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SC ESA !ACK

INTRODUCTORY INFCAMATION:

Screw incics are used for suPPorting, raising and elevating objects when machin=
ing large work. The great value that a student gets out of this job is cutting square
threads and grinding tools for the same.

STOCK:

Cast iron casting, machine or C. R . Steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Wear eye protection L. shop and while grinding.

2. Never wear finger rings, wrist watches, loose fitting clothing, gloves
or neck ties.

3. Do not touch a lathe chuck while it is in motion.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.
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Item - Swivel :Alp

Combination square set File Scriber
O. D. Caliper Telescope gage Center punch
Center drill 1" Micrometer Steel rule

9/16" Drill Layout fluid Hammer
1/R" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 1-) /1" x 1-1/2" square x 15/16" long C. R. steel.

2. True up surfaces in lathe chuck and face end.

3. Turn 1-3/8" diameter 7/i6' long.

4. Cent r drill, drill 9/16" hole x 11/16" deep.

5. Bore to .625" dia. x 11/16" deep, flat bottom hole.

6. Reverse piece and face to 13/16" tong.

7. Layout and drill 1/8" hole through cap.

8. Place in mill dividing head chuck, 6.it cross grooves, 3/16" arise 3/64"
deep with a 900 cutter.
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STOCK:

Bronze

TOOLS:

Steel rule
0. D. Caliper
Center drill

. 2 2
..zis 0 Urill
File

PROCEDURES OR S1EPS:

I. Secure 1-5/8 diameter bronze bar stock.

2. Face one end.

3. Turn diameter 1-1/2" x 1/4" long.

4. Center drill.

5. Drill 5/8" hole x 1/4" deep.

6. Cut off to length and file sharp edges.
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STOCK:

ft. S

er-eas1..4,40 14S

Steel rule
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Select 3/6 1 diameter x 7" long.

2. Form radius on each end.

3. Polinh all over.

Ogg

I _ , fv. _ _, m.,-.==sr ...L,es s sw,s iv i nry rj, 213...,:, t_ALV.ZL .'lf...Z Leh..1-4... a ...,, .. -,.1
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Emery cloth
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STOCK:

D
3 1A

:SK

Jai

Steel rule 1" Micrometer Scriber
nter drill File Center pranch

0. D. Caliper Emery cloth 3/8" Drill
I. D. Caliper Layout fluid Hammer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-5/8" diameter x 6-7/8" long C. R. S.

2. Face and center drill both ends.

3. Turn 5/8" diameter x 3/4" long and cut groove.

4. Turn 3/4" diameter 4-7/8" long. chamfer end.

5. Turn groove at shoulder .550" diameter x 1/8" Cle.

6. Chase square threads.

7. True 1-1/2" x 3/4" surface and knurl.

8. File and polish surfaces, break sharp edges.

9. Layout and drill two 3/8" holes.
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STOCK:

..4

.... e. k I'7. . 4 ,- An = a 2

TOOLS: >_

ii
stect; r.i,--- 0. D. capper
1/2" Drill 2" Micrometer
T,;:luscove gage File
r Micrometer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I: Secure 1-1/4" diameter by 1-5/9" long, C. R. S.

2. Face both ends and center drill.

3. Drill 1/2" hole through work.

4. Bore hole to .550" diameter.

5. Chase 3/4" diameter x 5 square threads per inch, fit to screw.

6. Screw nut on Item 4 - screw.

7. Turn diameter to 1.127".
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Screw lacks are nqpri orintrily for r.vo purposes lifting and lc velim,. Their
use demands s.Trength and sturdy construction and these factors are important in the
design of a screw tack. The square thread ce -Imonly used. There are a great
many ugc.. s for screw jacks, requiring a variety of sizes. This one is a junior size,
hnving over-all height of 7 1/4" and a vertical lift 3" It is suggested that the
screw be made first it can he used a thread gage when chasing the internal threads
in the base and as a mandrel for ma.:hining The external contour of the base.

STOCK:

Machine or C. R. steel

ASSEMBLY PRECAUTIONS.

I. Inspect parts carefully at the bench before attempting assembly.

2. Assemble the base and screw, screwing these parts firmly together.

3. Place the cap in positg:n. With solid punch and ball pein hammer, pein
end of screw in three or four places. Then pein the end carefully, work-
ing around the entire edge.

4. Final inspection, 100% as per drawing.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Extreme care should be exercised in peining the end of the screw into the
chamfer :Df. the (.:ap. so as not to tighten the cap against the shoulder of
the screw.

2. R_c,vohq; the ounch around end of screw slowly so as to get a smooth peined
surface.

3. as shop safety rules.



Job No. 214 job Sheet and Drawing No. 214 A4
Page 4

Item 3 - Screw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Hammer Layout fluid
Center punch 3" Caliper - oatside
1" Micrometer 6" and 12" Steel rile
1" to 2" Micrometer Dial indicator

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

IN

1. Select 2" diameter C. R. S. stock 7-1/8" tong.

2. Indicate face and center drtli both ends to length.

3. 1..irn 1-1/4" diameter 7/8" from end and turn .990" diameter to sir length.

4. Reverse piece and turn to 1-1/4' diameter to 5-1/8" length,

S. Chamfer 3/16" x 450.

6. Use 5!16" slotting toot aild cut neck to .990 diameter av per drawing.

7, True the 2" diameter.

8. Knurl, using a coarse knurling tool.

9. Chase 1-1/4" - 4 square threads,

10. Break all sharp edges.

11. Lay out and drill two 9/16" holes.

I



Job No. 214 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 214 A3
Page 3

I'm 2 - Handle

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

12" Steel rule
1" Micrometer

Fine mill file
Radius tool - right hand

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 9/16" diumeter C. R. S. 12-1/16" long.

2. Form radius on each end.

3. Polish radius on each end.



Job No. 214 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 214 A4
Page 4

Item 3 - Screw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Hammer Layout fluid
Center punch ;:" Caliper - ow.side
1" Micrometer 6" and 12" Stec( rule
1" to 2" Micro Teter Dial indicator

PROCEDURES OR STEB:

I. Select 2" diameter C. R. S. stock 7-1 /8" long.

2. Indicate face and center dr:11 both ends to length.

3. 1 ara 1-1/4" diameter 7/8" from end and turn .990" diameter to S/8" length.

A. Reverse piece and turn to 1-1/4' diameter to 5-1/8" length.

S. Chamfer 3/16" x 450.

6, Use 5/i6" slotting toot amd cut neck to .990 diameter as per drawing.

7. True the 2" diameter.

8. Knurl. using a coarse knurling tool.

9. Chase I-1/4" - 4 square threads,

19$

10. Break all sharp edges.
0

11. Lay out and drill two 9/16" holes.



Job No. 214 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 214 AS
Page 5

Item 4 - Base

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

12" Steel rule
6" Steel rule
Center drill
1-1/2" Drill

1-1/4" Drill
3" Caliper - outside
Dial indicator

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 4" diameter C. R. S. stock 5-3/8" long.

2. Face end of stock to clean up.

3. Center drill and drill 1-1/2" hole 3-1/4" deep.

4. Reverse piece and indicate.

5. Face to length.

6. Center drill and drill for 1-1/4" - 4 square threads.

7. Chamfer 3/16" x 45°.

8. Chace. internal square threads.

Note: Use screw made from Job Sheet 214 A4 as the thread gage for
this job. Remove piece from chuck.

9. Screw base on the screw made from Job Sheet 214 A4. Using the screw
as a mandrel, place between centers and turn outside of base. Follow
contour of piece as shown on the drawing.

10. Break all sharp edges.
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MACHt.NE - Manipulative - Special instruction Sheet Job No. 2L5 A21
Page 1

Nut, Spindle Lock and Bushing, Spindle. Drawing No. 215 -:em - 38 and 31

1. Make nut and bighing as one piece, mill 3/8" radius then saw apart
with 1/16" V. mill saw.

Hand Wheel. Drawing No. 215 A23 Item - 34

1. The 3/8" reamed hole must be square and concentric with face and
0. D. of hand wheel.

2. Hold 1/4" reamed hole square with face.

Tai 'stock. Drawing No. 215 B6 Item - 36

1. Drill 33/64" hole as first operation, to be used as construction
hole; this hole can also be used to clamp tailstock on angle plate
or holding fixture.

2. Drill and ream spindle hole, tap 7/8" - 14 NF thread and spot
face both ends of tail stock while in one position.

Key, Tat 'stock Spindle. Drawing No "5 A25 Item - 38

1. Flats of key must be parallel with center line.

Base, Tai 'stock. Drawing No. 215 B7 Item - 39

1. File bottom of base to sit flat on surface plate.

2. Hold 2.250" between centers of 1" reamed holes.

3. 1" reamed holes must be parallel with bottom of base.

Face Plate, Screw. Drawing No. 215 A27 Item - 41

1. Hold 7/8" - 9 NC threads square with face.

Center, Ima Drawing No. 215 A28 Item - 43

1. Hold 3/16" reamed hole concentric with taper shank.

2. Note 30° angle to be milled on back side of spur lips.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 215
Special Instruction Sheet
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 3 pages

8" WOOD LATHE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The 8" wood lathe was designed to fulfill a two-fold purpose. First, to attract
the attention and hold the interest of the learner because of the usefulness of the
finished product. Second, to provide a range of work experience from the simple to
the complex machine operations done in the shop.

This lathe has been f:und to be rugged, practical in size, and has sufficient
capacity for the home work shop. The between center capacity can be varied to suit
the requirements of the user by varying the length of the bed rails. However, between
center capacities greater than 36" are not recommended.

his InstructPm Sheet was prepared as a further teaching aid and lists those
"key points" upon which special emphasis must be placed by the ---tudent when making
the lathe. k should also serve as a check sheet to the instructor when approving the
Job Plea Sheets pre-pared by the learner.

KEY POINTS, IMPORTANT STEPS OF PROCEDURE:

Headstock. Drawing No. 215 133 Item - 8

1. Mill bottom of head stock holding 5-1/4" from spindle hole center line.

2. Hold 3/4" dimension from bottom to center of 1" reamed holes.

3. Use extreme cue when locating three 1" reamed holes holding 1.125"

between center line of spindle hole and 1" reamed hole in bottom.

4. Hold 2.250" and 4.500" between centers of 1" reamed holes.

S. All holes must be parallel with bottom surface of head stock.

Face Plate. Outboards Drawing No. 215 A9 Item - 10

1. Note: 3/4" - 10 NC LH thread.

2. Hold counterbore to .755" +010
-.000

x 3/16" deep.



MACHINE - Manipulative - Special Instruction Sheet Job No. 215
Page 2

laimix. Drawing No. 215 A10 Item - 11

1. Hold concentricity between I. D. & 0. D. to .I.. .0005".

Spindle. Head Stock. Drawing No. 215 B4 Item - 12

1. Hold concentricity to .0002" between .749" 0.0., threaded ends
and #1 Morse taper hole.

Face Plate, Inboard. Drawing No. 215 Al2 Item 15

1. Note: 7/8" - 9 NC thread.

2. Hold 7/8" - 9 NC threads square with face.

Base, Headstock. Drawing No. 215 B5 Item 17

1. File bottom of base to sit flat on surface plate before milling
top surface.

Tool Rest. Drawing No. 215 A13 Item - 18

1. Hold 1/2" reamed hole square with top and parallel with side of
tool rest .

Bracket, Tool Rest. Drawing No. 215 A14 Item - 20

1. Note: 1/2" reamed hole must be square with bottom of bracket.

Clamp Bar. Drawing No. 215 A17 Item - 23

1. Hold 2-1/4" dimension between 90° grooves.

2. The 1/2" - 13 NC tapped hole must be in center of 900 grooves.

Center, Dead. Drawing No. 215 A18 Item - 27

1. Taper shank must be concentric with 3/16" reamed hole and 60°
angle on cup end.

Spindle, Tailstock. Drawing No. 215 A19 Item - 28

1. Morse taper hole and 1/2" - 13 NC threads must be concentric
with 0. D. of spindle.

2. Hold 1/8" x 1/16" keyway parallel with center line of spindle.



MACHINE - Manipulative - Special instruction Sheet Job No. 20 A21
Page 3

Nut, Spindle Lock and Bushing, Spindle. Drawing No. 215 Item - 30 and 31

1. Make nut and bushing as one piece, mill 3/8" radius then saw apart
with 1/16" V. mill saw.

Hand Wheel. Drawing No. 215 A23 Item - 34

1. The 3/8" reamed hole must be square and concentric with face and
0. D. of hand wheel.

2. Hold 1/4" reamed hole square with face.

Tailstock. Drawing No. 215 116 Item - 36

1. Drill 33/64" hole as first operation, to be used as construction
hole; this hole can also be used to clamp tailstock on angle plate
or holding fixture.

2. Drill and ream spindle hole, tap 7/8" - 14 NF thread and spot
face both ends of tail stock while in one position.

Key, Tailstock Spindle. Drawing No. 915 A25 Item - 38

1. Flats of key must be parallel with center line.

Baselstock. Drawing No. 215 B7 Item - 39

1. File bottom of base to sit flat on surface plate.

2. Hold 2.250" between centers of 1" reamed holes.

3. 1" reamed holes must be parallel with bottom of base.

Face Plate Screw. Drawing No. 215 A27 Item - 41

1. Hold 7/8" - 9 NC threads square with face.

Center,awa Drawing No. 215 A28 Item - 43

1. Hold 3/16" reamed hole concentric with taper shank.

2. Note 30° angle to be milled on back side of spur lips.

213
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Serice job No. 216
job Sheet and Drawing No. 216 B1
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 8 Pages

GRINDING AND POLISHING ARBOR

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION,

A grinding or polishing ..:tor is very useful in the school or home shop. Emery,
wire or polishing wheels can be mounted or the spindle. A variety of skilled operations
are required for advanced students to complee this job.

STOCI-

Cast iron casting. for frame and pulley, bronze, machine steel and C. R. steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Have negative rake on tools when drilling or boring bronze.

2 Keep thread tool sharp and on center line with work.

3. Report all accidents to your Instructor, use first aid.

4. Never leave wrenches in drill or lathe chucks.

S. Never permit anyone to start or stop machines or throw electric switches for
you.

6. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 216 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 216 B4
Page 2

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS;

0. D. Caliper
1/2" Drill
Mill file

Item 2 Flange

Center drill
39/64" Drill

Drill chuck
5/8" Reamer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 2" dia. x approximately 4" long 7, R. S. or M. S.

2. Chuck tn.se in lathe chuck, face and center drill.

3. Drill 1/2" x 3/4" deep hole.

4. Drill 39/64" hole (same depth as Step 3).

S. Ream with 5/8" reamer.

6. Turn outside dia. 1-7/8" x 3/4" long.

7. Recess 1-1/4" dia. x 1/16" deep.

3. Start cut-off tool and turn 45° angle.

9. Finish cutting off piece.

10. File sharp edges.

11. Four flanges are required, repeat nec ssI .y operations.



Job No 216 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 216 84
Page 3

STOCK:

C. a . S.

TOOLS:

Center drill
5/8" Drill
Mill File
Hammer
Scriber

Item 3 - Collar

Drill chuck
47/64" Drill
Layout fluid
Center punch
5/16' - 18 NC Tap set

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select i -1/2" dia. bar stock.

2, Chuck true in lathe chuck. face and center drill.

3, Turn outside dia. 1-1/2" x 1-1/4" long, file and polish.

4. Drill 5/8" hole x 1-1/4" deep.

5. Drill 47/64" hole,

6, Ream 3/4" hole.

7. Cut-off 1/2" long file sharp edges, two required.

8, Spot with layout fluid, lay off 5/16" screw hole.

9. Drill with 1/4" drill.

10. Tap 5/16" - 18 NC screw hole.

O. D, Caliper
3/4" Reamer
Combination square set
1/4" Drill
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Job No. 216 Job Sheet and Drawitig No. 216 B4
Page 4

Item 5 - Bushing

STOCK:

Bronze

TOOLS:

Center drill Drill chuck 11/16" Drill
3/4" Reamer 3/4" Mandril Layout fluid
Combination square set 1" Micrometer Scriber
Hamner Center punch

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-1/8 dia, x 1-7/8" long, two required.

2. Hold in lathe chuck, face one end, center drill.

3. Drill 11/16" hole through bustling.

4. Bore hole to .740".

5. Ream with 3/4" machine reamer.

6. Place on 3/4" lathe mandril, face opposite end to 1-3/4" long.

7. Turn outside dia. to 1.000" + °Mil

8. Layout and drill 3/16" hole at assembly.

9. Saw 3/32" slot at assembly.



Job No. 216 job Sheer and Drawing No. 216 B4
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Item 6 - Pulley

STOCK:

C. I.

TOOLS:

Center drill Drill chuck 5/8" Mill
47/64" Drill 3/4" Reamer 3/4" Mandril
Layout fluid Dividers Mill file
1/4" Drill 5/16" - 18 NC Tap set

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select cast iron casting.

2. Hold in lathe chuck, center and face one end.

3. Drill 5/8" hole through casting.

4. Drill 47/64" hole.

5. Ream 3/4" hole.

6. Press on 3/4" lathe mandril.

7. Turn outside dia. to 3".

8. Cover surface with layout fluid, lay-off for V's.

9. Use cut-off tool and groove V's to drawing diameter.

10. Set compound rest to 170 and machine V's or use V forming tool.

11. Set compound 170 and machine the other side of V (or use the V forming tool).

12. File all sharp corners and polish.

13. Layout fin- two 5/16" screws.

14. Drill with 1/4" tap drill.

15. Tap two holes 5/16" - 18 NC threads.
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Job No 216 Job She and Drawing No. 216 B4
Page 6

Item 13 - Pin

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Scriber
Mill file

PROCROURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure C. R. S. 1/8" dia, x 1-1/16" long, 2 required,

2. Hold in lathe chuck, face one end.

3. Reverse in chuck, face end to length.

4. File sharp corners.



job No. 216 job Sheet and Drawing No 216 133
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STOCK:

C.. R. S.

TOOLS:

Center drill
Mid file
Threat; center gage

Item 7 - Shaft

Drill i:huck
Eery cloth

1" Micrometer
1/4" End mill

PROCEDURES OR STEP`

1. Secure 7/8" dia. x 12-1/4" long C. R . S. stock.

2. Chuck true in lathe, face one end, center drill.

3. Face other end tc 12-1/8" long, center drill.

4. Turn .625" dia. x 2-1/8" long, chamfer 45° x 3/32".

5. Turn .730" dia. x 7-7/8" long.

6. Reverse on centers and turn .625" dia. x 2-1/8" long.

7. Chamfer 4S° x 3/32", file and polish.

8. Cut R. H. the ads in lathe 5/8" - 11 NC x 1-3/16" long.

9. Cut L. H. threads on other end, 5/8" --11 NC x 1-3/16" long.

10. Mill four flats 1/4" wide x .021" deep as per drawing.
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Job No 216

STOCK:

C. T

TOMS:

Layout fluid
Scriber
15/16" Drill

1/4" Drill

21/64" Drill

Job Sheet z._rbd Drawing No. 216 82
Page 3

kern 8 - Frame

Combination square set
Hammer
1" Re..mer
5/16" - 18 NC Tap set

PROCEDURLS OR STEPS:

1. Secure casting for frame.

2. Machine 1/16" off base.

3. Lay off 1" spindle holes and length of two lugs.

4. Clamp on mill table, line up with center of lugs.

5. Center drill one lug, drill 15/16" hole through both lugs.

6. Use boring bar, bore holes to .990".

7. Ream two holes to 1" diameter.

8. Use fly cutter in boring bar, face luds to 1-3/4" length.

9. Layout flanges on lugs for 5/16" screws.

10. Drill top with 21/64" drill, bottom half with 1/i" drill.

11. Tap 5/16" - 18 NC, two holes.

12. Drill 1/8" holes, pin bushings and mill 3/32" saw slots.

13. Drill hole and thread for two oil cups.

Center punch
Surface gage
3/32" Mill saw
Tap wrench
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 217
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 217 Al
Machine Manipulative
Page 1 of 4 Pages

MILLING MACHINE JACK

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

There are several styles of miniature jacks and all may be used for the same
purpose. This jack has merits of its own and deserves the attention and consideration
of the apprentice. It is a well designed tool upon which good workman3hip is required.
There are a variety of machining operations to be performed. A larger size of this
jack may be made if desired.

STOCK:

Machine or C. R. Steel.

ASSEMBLY PRECAUTIONS:

I. Examine parts carefully.

2. Place the nut in position and insert the screw.

3. Inspect 100% as per drawing.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Wear eye protection.

2. I-Told work securely.

3. File all sharp edges

4. Observe alp :;pop safety :Ades.
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job No. 217 Job Sheet and Drawing No, 217 Al
Page 2

hem I - Screw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule Prick punch Center drill
1" Micrometer 3/16" Drill Scriber

3" Dividers 1/8" Necking tool Layout fluid
3" Outside caliper 60° Threading tool

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 5/8" square C. R. S. bar stock 2-1/2" long.

2. Hold piece in 4-jaw chuck, check to run true.

3. Face approximately 1/16" off end to clean up.

4. Turn 600 angle as per drawing.

5. Turn 13/16" diameter on corners of square.

6. Turn piece end for end, check to run true.

7. Face end holding 2-3/8" over all length.

8. Center drill.

9. Hold piece between centers with the 60° angle end in female center in head stock.

10. Turn 1/2" dia- eter.

H. Cut 1/16" x 45- chx.-ifer.

12. Cut 1/8" neck as per drawing.

13. Chase 1/2" 13 NC threads.

14. Lay off 3/16" holes as per drawing.

15. Drill two holes using #10 drill.

16. Break all sharp edges.

17. Case harden.

18. Inspect 100% as per drawing.



job No. 217 job Sheet and Eir2Win& Mr, 217 43
Page 3

Item 2 - Nut

STOCK:

C.

TOM:

6" Steel rule
Ccnter drill
Fine knurling tool

27/54" Drill
3/16" Drill
1/2" - 13 NC tap

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cot of 7/8" round C. R . S. bar stock 5/8" loni3.

2. Hold piece in collet, face approximately 1/16" off end to clean up.

3. Tura piece end for end, face -v.:: holding .520" over-all iength,

4. CPT:ter drill.

5. Drill 27/64" hole through piece.

b. Tap 1/2" - 13 NC threads. Tap by hand in lathe.

7. Hold piece on 1/2" - 13 NC thread mandrel, cut .015" x 450 chamfers
as per &awing.

8. Knurl as per drawing.

9. Case harden.

10. Grind approximately .010" o::f one side.

11. Grin,' ether side holding .495" thickness.

12. Inspect 10C% as per drawing.
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job No 217 job Sheet and Drawing No. 217 A.
Page 4

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

6" Steel rule
3" Dividers
Center drill

Iter_l :3 Base

33/64" Drill
7/8' Drill

1/2" Side mill cutter

1" & i Micrometer
15° Forming tool

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut off 2" round C. R. S. 2-5/8" long.

2. Hold piece in 4-jaw chuck, indicate to run true withir .005" full indicator reading.

3. Face approximately 1/16" off end to r!ean up.

4. Turn 1-1/4" diameter.

5. 0.1.1/16" x 450 chamfer.

6, Turn piece end for end, indicate to run within .005" full indicator reading.

7. Face end holding 2-1/2" over-all length.

8. Form 150 angle as per drawing.

9. Cut 1/16" x 45° chamfer.

10. Center drill end.

11. Drill 7/3" hole 1" deep.

12. Bore 15° angle inside.

13. Break all sharp edges.

14. Lay off and drill 33/64" hole.

15. Mill .500" slot as per drawing.

16. Break sharp edges on slot.

17. Case harden.

18. inspect 100% as per drawing.
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Ohio Trade and Industriai Education Service job No. 218
joo Sheet and Drawing No. 218 Al - A2
Machine Manipulative
?age 1 of 17 Pages

4" MACHINIST VISE, ROUND BEAM

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This 4" round beam machinist vise is of excellent design which includes a multi-
tude of operations and skills for fundamental machine experience. The hardened jaws will
hold up under strain and harsh usage, the screw and nut is covered to protect them from
grime and dirt, and the swivel base can be rotated to any desired angle for special work.

STOCK:

Cast iron castings, east iron, machine and C. R . Steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. All parts must be held to accurate drawing sizes.

2. Clamping screw must line up with thread nut.

3. Swivel base should turn without friction.

4. Do not lay tools, files, work or oil cans on the blue prints.

5. Never use a file without a handle on the tangent.

6. Observe all shop safety rules.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 21S
Joo Sheet and Drawing No. 218 Al - A2
Machine Manipulative
Page 1 of 17 Pages

4'. MACHINIST VISE, ROUND BEAM

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

This 4" round beam machinist vise is of excellent design which includes a multi-
tude of operations and skills for fundamental machine experience. The hardened jaws will
hold up under strain and harsh usage, the screw and nut is covered to protect them from
grime and dirt, and the swivel base can be rotated to any desired angle for special work.

STOCK:

Cast iron castings, cast iron, machine and C. R. Steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. All parts must be held to accurate drawing sizes.

2. Clamping screw must line up with thread nut.

3. Swivel base should turn without friction.

4. Do not lay tools, files, work or oil cans on the blue prints.

5. Never use a file without a handle on the tangent.

6. Observe all shop safety rules.



Job No. 218 job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A3
Page 2

Item 1 - Screw

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Center drill Emery cloth 5/8" Reamer
Steel rule Layout fluid Centerpunch
Micrometer Combination square set Scriber
File Acme thread gage Hammer

39/64" Drill

PROCEDURES AND STEPS:

1. Secure 1-1/2" diameter x 15-5/16" long, C.R. steel.

2. Chuck true, face and center drill one end.

3. Reverse in chuck, face to 15-3/16" long.

4. Turn 7/8" diameter x 12-3/4" long, bevel thread end 1/8" x 45°.

5. Neck 1/4" wide x 13/64" de.p.

6. Cut 7/8" - 4 Acme threads.

7. Layout, drill 39/64" and 5/8" ream cross hole.

8. File and polish, break sharp corners .



Job No. 218 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A4
Page 3

Item 2 - Handle

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule File
Micrometer Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 5/8" diameter x 11-1/4" long, C. R. steel.

2. Face end, turn i/2" diameter x 1" long.

3- Reverse piece and turn other end t; 4" diameter x I" long.

4. File and polish
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Job No. 218 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A5
Page 4

Item 3 - Knob, Handle

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule 60° countersink
Center drill File
31/64" Drill Emery cloth
1/2" Reamer 5/8" radius gage.

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-1/8" diameter bar stock.

2. Place in lathe chuck, face, center drill on end ( 2 required).

3, Drill 31/64" hole x 2-1/4" deep.

4. Ream 1/2" hole x 2-1/4" (Imp.

5. Countersink edge of hole 60°.

6. Form 5/8" radius on ball.

7. File and polish.

8. Cut-off to 15/16" length (2 required).

I

,
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Job No. 218 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A6
Page 5

STOCK:

C.I.

TOOLS:

Steel rule
2-3" micrometer
Indicator
Boring bar
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

Item 5 Jaw, Movable

Emery cloth
#7 Drill
1/4" - 20 NC Tap
Layout fluid
Combination square set

1. Secure cast iron casting for jaw

Scriber
Hammer
Centerpunch
Dividers
Center drill

2. True up in four jaw lathe chuck, support cored hole at end of beam with
tail stock pipe center, face end.

3. Turn beam 2.497" diameter x 8-1/8" long.

4. Reverse in chuck> use indicator, bore recess 1.510" x 13/64" deep.

5. File and polish beam.

6. Mill 3/8" wide x 11/16" deep step in jaw at assembly.

7. Transfer two 1/4" - 20 NC screw holes from Vise Jaw, Drawing 218 A7 -
Item 6.

8. Drill and tap 2 holes 1/4" - 20 NC.

9, Mill .500" x .187" x 7-11/16" long slot in bottom of beam.
Note: Slot must line up centrally with beam and square with vise jaw.

10. Lay out bolt circle, drill and tap 3 holes 1/4" - 20 NC.



Job No 218 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A7
Page 6

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Item 6 Jaw, Insert

Steel rule Center punch
Layout fluid Center drill
Combination square set 17/64" Drill
Scriber 3/8" Counterbore
Hammer File

PROCEDURES OR :3TEPS;

1. Select 1/2" x 3/4" x 4-1/8" long, C. R. steel (2 required).

2. Machine ends to 4" length.

3. Layout two 17/64" holes.

4. Drill two 17/64" holes.

S. Counterbore 3/8" x 5/16" deep.

6. Place in shaper vise, set vise at 450 angle. cut .070" wide x .030" deep x
90° grooves.

7. File sharp edges.



Job No, 218

STOCK:

C. 1.

TOOLS:

Steel rule
Layout fluid
Combination square set
Hammer
Centerpunch

PROCEDURES OR STEPS.

1.

Job Sheet one Drawing No. 218 A8
Page 7

Item 8 - Body, Vise

Scriber
Dividers
17/64" Drill
3/8" Counterbore
33/64" Drill
31/64" Drill
1/2" Reamer

Select casting for vise body.

Drill and reamer for 47 taper pin
#7 Drill
1/4" - 20 NC Tap
1-1/8" Spotfacer
File

2. Place in shaper vise, machine 1/8" off bottom.

3. Lay-out 2-1/2" hole as per drawing.

4. Clamp on mill table, bore and ream cored hole to 2.500".

5. Lay-out and mill slot through bottom. 1/2" x 2-1/2" long.

6. Mill step cavity 1" wide x 2-1/2" long x 5/8" deep.

7. Drill two 17/64' holes x 5/8" deep, 3/8" counter bore x 3/8" deep:
Note: Drill when key drawing #218 A 15 Item 15 is assembled.

8. Lay-out and drill two 33/64" bolt holes in base.

9. Lay-out and drill 31/64" x 1/2" deep, center hole in base.

10. Ream 1/2" x 1/2" deep, center hole.

11. Lay-out and drill hole for tt7 taper pin at assembly.

12. Mill 3/8" wide x 11/16" deep, step in jaw at assembly.

13. Transfer two 1/4" - 20 NC screw holes from vise jaw,
Al - Item 6.

14. Drill two No. 7 holes.

15. Tap two 1/4" - 20 NC holes for screws.

16. Spot face two 33/64" bolt holes.

Drawing #218



Job No. 218 job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A9
Page 8

item 9 Nut, Support

STOCK:

C. I.

TOOLS:

Steel rule 1 1/4" Drill 1-5/8" Reamer
Center drill Insid2 micrometer 2" Reamer
3" Micrometer Center punch Emery Cloth
Drill and reamer File Lay out fluid

(for taper pin hole) Hammer Scriber

PROCEDURES OR '3TEPS:

1. Secure casting.

2. Place in lathe chuck, face and center drill.

3. Drill 1-1/4" hole through piece.

4. Bore hole to 1.615" diameter.

5. Ream 1-5/3" hole.

6. Bore front hole to 1.99U" x 13/16" deep.

7. Ream hole with 2" reamer x 13/16" deep.

8. Chamfer 1-5/8" hole 1/16" x 450.

9. Press on lathe mandrel, face to 1-15/16" long.

10. Turn 2.498" diamewr x 5/8" long.

11. Turn contour as per drawing, file and polish.

12. Drill No. 7 taper pit pole wfrm assembled, see drawing.

13. Chuck its mill dividing head, use 1/2" end mill for half circles, according
to drawing.



Job No. 218 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 Al0
Page 9

Item 10 - Washer, Swivel Handle

STOCK:

C.R.S.

TOOLS:

Steel ride
O.D. c''liper

1/8" Drill File
60° Countersink Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 1/2" diameter bar stock C. R. steel.

2. Face end.

3. Centfa drill 1/8" hole and countersink 7/32" diameter.

A Start cut-off tool, file 1/16" radius, polish.

5. Pin: sh cutting off (four required).



Job No. 218

STOCK:

C. R. S.

100LS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 All
Page 10

Item 11 - Nut, Swivel Lock

,-

Center drill File Layout fluid
Drill chuck 1/2" 13 NC Tap 17/64" Drill
27/64" Drill Scriber Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Select 7/8" hexagon stock, C. R. steel -

2. Center drill arid chamfer end 450.

3. Drill 27/64" hole x 1-1/16" deep.

4. To 1/2" - 13 NC threads 3/4" deep.

5. Cut-off 1-5/16" long.

6. Reverse and machine 3/4" diameter x 13/16" long.

7. Chamfer 300.

8. File radius on end and polish.

9. Layout and drill 17/64" pin hole (2 required).



Job No. 218

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule
Micrometer
File
Emery cloth

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 Al2
Page 11

Item 12 - Handle. Swivel Nut

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 1/4" diameter x 3-3/4" long, C. R. steel.

2. Turn 1/8" diameter x 5/32" long on one end.

3. Turn opposite end to 1/8" diameter x 5/32" long.

4. File and polish (2 required).



Job No. 218

STOCK:

TOOLS:

C. R. S.

Steel rule
Center drill
2-3" Micrometer
Pilot drills
1 1/8" Drill

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A 13
Page 12

Item 13 - Ring, Thrust

Layout fluid
Combination square set
Dividers
Hammer

Centerpunch
Dividers
17/64" Drill
3/8" Counterbore
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 2-3/4" diameter bar stock.

2. Face and center drill.

3. Turn 2-5/8" diameter x 3/8".

4. Drill 1-1/8" hole x 3/8" deep.

5. Cut-off 1/4" wide, file sharp edges and polish.

6. Layout three 17/64" holes and the 1-1/8" slot.

7. Drill three 17/64" holes, counter bore 3/8" x 1/8" deep.

8. Cut out 1-1/8" slot.

9. File and polish surfaces.



11
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Job No. 218

STOCK:

C. I.

TOOLS:

Item 14 Base, Swivel

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A 14
Page 13

Layout fluid 1/2' Reamer File
Centerpunch Hammer Steel rule
31/64" Drill 9/16" Drill Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select the casting for swivel base.

2. Hold in four jaw lathe chuck face 1/8 ' off bottom.

3. Reverse in chuck, face to 11/8" thick.

4. Drill 31/64" enter hole x 1/2 deep.

5. Ream 1/2" c nter hole x 7/16" deep.

6. Lay out four 9/16" bolt holes as per drawing.

7. Drill four 9/16" holes.

8. File sharp edges.



job No. 218

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Item 15 - Key

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A 15
Page 14

Steel rule Combination square set
Layout fluid Hammer
Scriber File
Centerpunch Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1" wide x 1-1/4" thick x 2-5/8" long. C. R. steel.

2. Machine ends to 2-1/2"" length.

3. Machine height to 1-3/16".

4. Lay-out 1/2" tongue and radii.

S. Place in mill vise, machine 1/2" x 9/16" tongue.

6. File or machine two 1/2" radii and 1/4" radii.

7. Mill 17/64" holes and counterbore 3/8" x 3/8" deep.
Note: Layout with assembly piece 218 - A 8, hem 8 in position.

8. File sharp edges and polish.



job No. 218

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

File
Steel rule

Item 17 - Pin, Swivel

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A 16
Page 15

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Secure 1/2" diameter x 1" long, C. R. steel.

2. Face end and bevel edge.

3. Face opposite end t 7/8" long and bevel edge.

4. File and polish.

31 1



Job No. 218

STOCK:

C. I.

TOOLS:

Item 19 - Nut

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A 17
Page 16

Center drill Pilot drills File
Drill chuck Acme thread gage O.O. caliper
1" Drill I. D. calipers Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select cast iron casting for nut.

2. True up in lathe chuck, face large end and center drill.

3. Drill 1" bole x 5" deep.

4. Turn 1-31/32" diameter x 3/8" long.

5. Reverse in chuck, using blocks under jaws to hold casting.

6. Face to 7-5/8" long and center drill.

7. Drill and bore for 7/8"-4 Acme threads 2-5/8" deep.

8. Chase 7/8"-4 Acme threads, to fit screw, Item 1, Drawing 218 A 3.



Job No. 218

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Steel rule
2-3" Micro-leter
File

Item 20 - End Cap

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 218 A 18

Wage 17

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 2-3/8" diameter bar stock. C. R. steel.

2. Face one end.

3. Turn contour 2-1/4" diameter x 11/16" long.
(To fit Item 9, Drawing 218 A 9 Fik.und polish).

4. Use cut-off tool, turn to 2.003" for drive fit.

5. Cut-off to 13/16" length.
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INTRODUCTOR7 INFORMATION:

5" SINE BAR

The sine bar is an instrument of precision used by the toolmaker in layirig out,
setting, testing, and otherwise dealing wish angular work which requi--:s a close
degree of accuracy in its dimensions. It consists of a bar of steel wi,.h two rulers
of equal diameter secured near the ends of the bar and having their cec_ters on line
exactly parallel with the edge of the sine bar. The bar and bushings are made of car-
bon cool steel hardened and ground.

STOCK:

Tool steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Clamp work securely while --tac_zini- g or drilling.

2. See that all tools are sharp before using.

3. This is a precision tool; hold length between bushings an.i bushing size
to drawing specifications.

4. The sine bar body must be ground square all over .

5. Observe all shop safety rule ;.

6. Wear eye protection.

35i



Tr,,) No 219i "" '

item 1 Body

STOCK:

T. S.

TOOLS:

_ob S'leet aal Drawing No. ,1- A9
Page 2

Hammer 7/52" Cuunterbcre Layout fluid
Center punch 5/16", 3/8", and 7/16" Drills Comoination

3/_6" Drill 436 Drill square set
6-32 NC Tap File Bevel protractor
Scriber

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1" n l-i/8" x 6 -3/3" long, T. S.

2. Machine one side, top an.: :, _e end.

3.. Lay out .875" x 1.000" x 6.250" lines, two screw and six relief holes.

4. Machine to lay out lines, plus .025" for grinding all over.

5. Drill 'two 3/16" screw hules. counter bore 7/32" and tap 8 - 32 NC.

6. Drill two each 5/16", 3/8", and 7/16" holes, coun'er sink 1/16" both sides.

7. Drill *36 hole, tap 6 - 32 NC threads for screw on the one end.

8. File all sharp corners.

9. Harden and draw temper.

10. Grind all over as per drawing.



.. ; j 2 1 ..,

1.f.....rn

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Jul-- N:... 2i,-;
?a (.3- 3

,

1" Micrometer Layout fluid
3/16" Drill Comoination square set
8 - 32" NC Tap Scriber
Ruler

PROC.-,rJURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 9/16" diameter drill rod.

2. Face ano center drill each end.

,:,.J T an grinding .:learance on one end. (1/4" dia. x 5/16" long)

4. Layout, drill and tap hole.

5. Notch with cut-off tool: two places 1-1/32" long x 1/4" diameter.

6. Turn outside diameter of the two rollers to .525" diameter.

7. Harden z.nd draw :_emper.

8. Grind diameter of the two rollers .500" f-.0001"
-.0001"

Note: You may leave .0002" for lapping outside diameter.

9. Grind the small end at center, break the two rollers apart.

10. Grind length of rollers to .375".

Note: Rollers must not extend beyond the sides of the sine bar.

11: Stone off sharp corners.



Job No. 2!9 job Sheet and Drawing No. 21; :ir,I
Page 4

Item 3 - Clamp

STOCK:

T. S.

TOOLS:

Layout fluid Ruler
Center punch Combination square set
#26 Drill Scriber
File Layout fluid
Hammer

PROCEDURES Oa STEPS:

1. Sec-re 1/4" x U' x 1-1/8" longs tool steel.

2. Machine all over to 716" x .875" x 1.C.,,, _ .1 tong.

Note: Leave .030" for grinding all over.

3. Layout and drill two #26 holes.

4. File all sharp corners.

5. Harden and draw temper .

6. Grind all over to .1875" x .870" x 1" tong.
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Servioo job No. 22)
job Sheet and Drawing No. 220 Al
Machine Manipulative
Page 1 of 4 Pages

BALL BEARING LJ "E CENTER

'INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT:

The ball bearing center l-k-s many advantages for turning work on centers in a
lathe. It takes up the end thrust as well as the cylindrical motion caused by expansion
of thf work when turnik, due to friction and heat. The ball bearings must be kept
lubricated at all times.

STOCK:

Tool steel, rr thine or C. R. steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. Never leave any machine while it is running.

..,... Keep center hobs clean and free from chips when turning.

3. Be sure to lock tail spindle when turning work.

4. Always wear eye protection in the machine save.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.

301
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Job No. 220 lob Sheet and Drawing No. 220 A3
Page 3

Item 2 Thrust Bearing i3ushing

STOCK:

C. R . S.

TOOLS:

Center drill 31/64" Drill
7/16" Drill File
1/2" Reamer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1-3/8" diameter x 3/4" length, M.S. or C.R. eteel.

2. True in lathe chuck, face one end and center drill.

3. Drill 7/16" hole through piece.

4. Drill 31/64" hole.

5. Ream 1/2" hole.

6. Press on lathe mandrel, face other end to 11/16" long.

7. Turn outside diameter 1.280" x 11/16" long.

8. Turn .780" +.0000 diameter x 9/16" long, fit to bearing.
-

9. File sharp corners and polish.



Job No. 220 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 220 A3
Page 4

hem 3 - Center

STOCK:

T.S.

TOOTS:

Center drill
Steel scale
Center gage

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-1/8" diameter x 3-7/8" long, tool steel.

2. Face one end, center drill.

3. Reverse in lathe chuck, face other end, center drill.

4. Turn one end 5/16" diameter x 5/16" long. (Surplus end.)

5. Turn 1" diameter x 1' long, plus .025" for grinding.

6. Turn 60° taper end, down to 5/16" diameter.

7. Reverse on centers, turn .664" diameter plus .025" for grinding.

8. Turn .501" diameter plus .025" for grinding x 11/16" long.

9. Groove at the two shoulders in the 'orners 1/16" wide x 1/32" deep.

10. Harden all ove and draw temper.

11. Grind 1" diameter.

12. Grind .664" "C*5 diam''er x 1" long.
0000

+. 00013. Grind .501" diameter x 11/16" long.-.000

14. Stone sharp corners.

15. Rough grind end of surplus center.

16. Grind center to 600, stone and polish.
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Olha Trade and Industrial Education Service Job No. 221
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 Al A2
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 10 Pages

UTILITY-VISE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The utility vise is universal in its use and is portable, to be used mostly in the
wood working trade, can be clamped on benches, tables, stands and trestles while sawing,
planing and drilling wood.

STOCK:

Cast iron castings machine or C. R.. Steel.

SAF ETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. Always file burrs and sharp corners.

2. Never hold work by hand, use clamp or vise.

3. Keep fingers away from steel chips and moving parts.

4. Observe all shop safety rules.
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job No. 2a

STOCK:

C. I.

TOOLS:

job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 A3

Page 2
Item 1 Fixed Jaw

Layout dye Hammer Combination square set
Scriber 1/2" Drill 3/8" - 16 NC Tap
Centerpunch 5/8" Acme Tap .3125" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select casting for fixoti jaw.

2. Place in shaper vise, machine 1/16" off bottom.

3. Share 1/16" off one side.

4. Machine top surface to 1-3/16" thick.

5. Layout for screw and pin holes as per drawing.

6. Drill and tap 3/8" - 16 NC hole.

7. Drill and countersink for wood screws.

8. Drill 1/2" hole and tap for 5/8" - S Acme thread.
Note: 5/8" - 11 NC threads can be used instead of Acme threads if

desired.
5/8" screw and 1/2" guide rod hole must be drilled together
when the two jaws are assembled.

9. File all sharp edges.



Job No. 221

STOCK:

TOOLS:

C. I.

Job Sheet and Drawing No 221 A4
Page 3

Item 2 - Moveable jaw

Layout dye
Center punch
Hammer
Combination square set
5/16" Drill

7/8" Spot face
1/4" Drill
3/8" Countersink
33/64" 'Drill
1/2" Reamer

3/r - 16 NC Tap
39/64" Drill
5/8" Reamer
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select casting for movable jaw.

2. Place in shaper vise, machine 1/16" off bottom.

3. Shape 1/16" off one side.

4. Machine top surface to 1-3/16" thickness.

5. Layout for screw and pin hole as per drawing.

6. Drill and countersink for wood screws.

7. Drill 39/64" hole and ream 5/8" diameter. (Spot face as per draulag.)

8. Drill 31/64" hole and ream 1/2" for guide rod.
Note: The 5/8" screw hole and 1/2" rod hole must be drilled

together when the two jaws are assembled.

9. Drill 5/16" hole, tap 3/8" - 16 NC for set screw.

10. Drill 3/16" hole for 1/2" rod when assembled.

11. File all sharp edges.



Job No. 221

STOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 AS
Page 4

Item 3 Vise Screw

File 11/32" Drill

Thread center gage Center drill with chuck

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1" diameter x 7-3/8" long, C. R. steel.

2. Face and center drill one end.

3. Face to 7-1/4" long and center drill.

4. Turn 5/8" diameter 5" long, file rounded corners on screw end.

5. Groove 3/16" wide x 1/2" diameter, mark groove at assembly.

6. Turn 13/16" diameter x 3/16" wide.

7. Turn 5/8' diameter x 1-5/16" long.

8. Form 15/16" ball on end.

9. Drill 11/32" hole.

10. File and polish all over.

11. Chase 5/8" - 8 Acme thread.
Note: 5/8" - 11 NC threads can be substituted for Acme threads U desired.
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Job No. 221

STOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Drill chuck
Center drill

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 A6
Page 5

Item 4 - Clamp Screw

1/4" Drill
Center punch

Hammer

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1/2" 4. neter x 3-1/2" long, C. R. steel.

2. Face end, use small center drill.

3. Turn end 9/32" diameter x 3/16" long.

4. Turn to 3/8" diameter x 2-7/16" long.

5. Chase threads in lathe, 3/8" - 16 NC x 2-7/16" long.

6. Cut-off head 3/8" Ion file crown on end.

7. Layout and drill "D" hole for drive pin.
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Job No. 221

MOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 A6
Page 6

Item S Clamp Swivel

_Drill chuck 9/32" Drill

Center drill File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1" diameter x approximately 2" long.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 9/32" hole x 1/2" deep.

4. Bevel end 3/16" wide x 3/8" diameter.

5. Cut off 3/8" wide, file surfaces and polish.

6. Place in collet and counterbore 3/8" x 3/16" deep.

I



Job No. 221

STOCK:

Machine steel

TOOLS:

Job Slit__t and Drawing No - 221 A6
Page 7

Item 6 Washer

Drill chuck 11/64" Drill
Center drill File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

4

1. Select 3/8" diameter, C. R. steel .

2. Face and center drill.

3. Turn O. D. to 23/64".

4. Bevel edge 1/32" x 450.

5. Drill 11/64" hole x 1/4" deep.

6. Cut off 1/8" wide, file and polish.

377



Job No. 221 job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 A7
Page 8

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel

TOOLS:

Item 7 - Clamp Pin Handle

File Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/4" x 2-1/4", C. R. steel.

2. Round ends and polish.



jr.b No. 221

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel

TOOL'

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 A7
Page 9

Item 8 - Guide Rod

File Emery cloth 3/16" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" diameter x 5-1/8" long, C. R. steel.

2. Face ends to 5" long. file and polish.

3. Lay out and drill 3/16" hole at assembly.



Job No, Lc'

STOCK:

Cold rolled steel

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 221 A7
Page 10

Item 9 - Vise Screw Handle

File Radius gage
7/32" Drill Steel scale

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 5 /16" diameter x 4-3/8" long C. R. steel.

2. Turn both ends to 7/32" diameter x 9/16" Ion,

3. Use 1/2" diameter C. R. S., drill 7/32" hole, form 1/2" ball, file,
polish and cut-off 1/2" long. (2 required)
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Ohio Trade and Ine-strial Education Service Job No. 222
Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 Al - A2
Machine - Manipulative
Page 1 of 17 Pages

SURFACE GAGE

INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION:

The surface gage is used for laying nut work and often includes the scribing of
lines at a given height from some face of the work or phase of the work ox the continuation
of lines around several surfaces. This layout tool has been devised for holding a scriber
and is usually placed on a cast iron surface plate for laying out work.

STOCK:

Drill rod, Machine or C. R. steel.

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

1. ale all sharp corners.

2. Use the proper wrench when tapping holes.

3. Wear eye protection the machine shop.

4. Keep sleeves rolled up above your elbows.

5. Observe all shop safety rules.



395

396

Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A3

Page 2

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item 1 - Base

C.R .S .

Layout fluid
Combination square set
Scriber
Hammer

Steel rule
#7 Drill

#36 Drill

5/32" Drill
1/4" - 20 N C tap

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1-3/8" x 1-7/8" x 3-1/8" C. R. S.

2. Square stock to size.

2. Layout as per drawing.

4. Machine 1/2" x 1-1/4" angles.

5. Machirte 5/16" radius on bottom.

6. Mae._ Lt. 1/4" x 3/4" slot.

7. Drill #7 hole.

8. Drill #36 holes.

9. Drill hole 5/32" diameter x 1/8" deep.

10. Tap 1/4" - 20 N C holes.

11. Tap 6-32 N C holes.

12. Machine slot 3/8" x 3/4".

13. Break all :harp corners.

6 - 32 N C Tap
File
Center drill
Centerpunch



Job No. 222

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item 2 - Rocker

C. R. S.

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A4
Page 3

Layout fluid Centerpunch 1/8" - 40 NS Tap
Combination square set Steel rule 1/4" Drill

Scriber 5/2" Drill File
Hammer 82 Countersink Center drill

#38 Drill

EitOCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/4" x 1-3/8" x 3-1/8" C. R. steel.

2. Layout all lines and holes.

3. Machine to outside of layout lines.

4. Drill No. 38 hole, tap 1/8" - 40 N S threads.

5. Drill 5/32" hole, counter sink both sides 1/16" x 82°.

6. Drill 5/32" x 1/8" deep hole.

7. Drill 1/4" hole.

8. Break edges, file and polish.



Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A4
?age 4

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item 3 - Scriber Snug

C.R.S.

Layout fluid Hammer 15/04" Drill
Combination square set Centerpunch 1/4" Reamer
Scriber Steel rule Center drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 3/8" x 3/8" square x 15/16" long.

2. Square ends to 7/8" long.

3. Layout two 1/4" holes.

4. Drill two 15/64" holes and ream 1/4".

5. Place in mill vise, saw 1/16" slot.



Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No 222 AS
Page S

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Drill Rod

Steel rule

Item 4 - Scribe

PROCEDURES OR STEPS;

1. Secure 1/8" diameter x 5-1/2" long, Drill rod.

2. Taper both ends to point x 15/16" long.

3. Bend one end as per drawing.

4. Harden both ends and draw temper.



Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A5
Page 6

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Drill Rod

Steel rule
#29 Drx!1

Item 5 - Spindle

8 - 32 Tap

PROCEDURES OR STEPS.

I. Secure 1/4" diameter x 6" long, Drill rod %

2. Pace one end.

3. Hold in lathe collet, drill No. 29 hole x l/2" deep.

4. Tap 8 - 32 threads ft.)r screw.

5. Machine VS" radius, neck and polish.

Emery cloth
Center drill



Job No . 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 AS
Page 7

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Drill Rod

Steel rule

Item 6 Rocker Stud Screws

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

I. Secure 1/4" x approximately 3" :_mg. Drill rod.

2. Face one end.

3. lioid in lathe vtvlet, turn 8'2° point

4. Cut 1/4" 20 N C threads x .7/8" lor.g.

S. Cut off 5/16" long an sloc 1/16" x 3/32k' deep.



I

[ Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A5
1

Page 8

Item 7 - Rocker Stud Screw

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Drill Rod

Steel rule

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 1/4" diameter x approximately 4" long, Drill rod.

2. Face one end.

3. Hold in lathe collet, turn 82° point.

4. Cut 1/4" - 20 N C threads x 5/8" long, (measure from point).

5. Cut off 1-3/8" long and slot 1/16" x 3/32" deep.



1

Job No. 222 .;ob Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A6
Page 9

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Item 8 - Spindle Sleeve

Steel rule 15/64" Drill
Center drill 1/4" Reamer
23/64" Drill File
3/8" Reamer Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 1/2" diameter 3/4" long C. R. steel.

2. Face both ends to length and center drill.

3. Drill 23/64" and ream 3/8" hole.

4. Face to 5/8" long, file burrs and polish.

5. Drill 15/64" and ream 1/4" cross hole.



Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No 222 A6

Page 10

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Item 9 - Scrt.ber Sleeve

Steel rule 7/64" Drill

Center drill 1/8" Reamer
19/64" Drill File
5/16" Reamer Emery cloth

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut stock 3/8" diameter x 5/8" long, C. R. steel.

2. Face end and center drill.

3. Drill 19/64" and ream 5/16' hole.

4. Face to 1/2" long, file burrs and polish.

5. Drill 7/64" and ream 1/8" cross hole.



Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No, 222 A6
Page Ii

STOCK:

C. R., S.

TOOLS:

Item 10 - Slotted Spindle Washer

Steel rule 3/16" Drill

Center drill File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Cut stock, C, R. steel.

2. Face 1/2" "V" bar and center drill.

3. Bevel edge 1/16" x 450 .

4. Drill 3/16" hole.

S. Cut off 5/16" long.

6. File hole to 3/16" wide x 1/4" long, file and polish.



Job No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No 222 Ab
Page 12

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item 11 - Scriber B31t

C. R. S.

Steel rule Centerpunch 1/8" Reamer
Layout fluid Scriber File
Combination square set Center drill Emery cloth
Hammer 7/64" Drill Calipers

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/16" bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Hold in lathe collet, turn 3/16" diameter x 19/34" .ang.

3. Turn 1/4" diameter x 11/32" long.

4. Cut 10 - 24 N C threads, cut off to 1-13/32" long.

5. Drill 7/64" and ream 1/8".

6. File and polish.



t-b No. 222 Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A6
Page 13

STOCK:

Item 12 - Spindle Bolt

Steel rule Centerpunch 1/4" Reamer
Layout fluid Scriber File
Combination square set 15/64" Trill Emery cloth
Hammer Caliper

PROCEDURES UR STRPS

Use 3/8' diallieter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Hold is turn 3/16" dit.-eteter x 3/4" long.

3. Turn 1/4" diametei: x 1/4" long.

4. Olt 1,3 f2L1 N C threads x 1/2" long.

5. C.1-.....ttf to t- 19/32" long.

6. anci file sides 3/16" x 1/4".

7., Driu 15/64" h:s"le aid ream 1/4".

flit and pnlisti.

407



Job Hg. 222 Job Sheet and Drawrng No. 222 A7
Page 14

STOCK:

TOOLS:

Item 13 - Snug Friction Ring

C. R. S.

Steel rule 3/16" Drill
Center drill File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 3/8" diameter har stock, C. R. steel.

2. Face end.

3. Hold in lathe collet and drill 3/16" hole 1/4" ut?o.

4. Cut off 1/16" thick. (2-required).



job No. 222

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A7
Page 15

Item 15 Scriber Nut

Steel rule #26 Drill Caliper
Center drill 10-24 NC Tap File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 5/8" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Hold in tile collet (allow 1" to extend beyond face of collet).

3. Face end.

4. Turn 1/8" radius 5/32" from faced end.

S. Knurl as per drawing.

6. Drill hole with #26 drill.

7. Tap hole with 10-24 NC tap.

8. Part and contour the 1/16" crown. (Hold length to 11/32").



1

Job No. 222

STOCK:

C. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A7
Page 16

Item 14 Spindle Nut

Steel rule #26 Drill Caliper
Center drill 10-24 NC Tap File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 3/4" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Hold in lathe collet (allow 1" to extend neyond face of collet).

3. Face end.

4. Turn 3/16" radius 1/4" from laced end.

5. Knurl as per drawing.

6. Drill hole with #26 drill.

7. Tap hole with 10-24 NC tap.

8. Part and contour the 1/16" crown. (Hold length to 13/32".)



job No. 222

STOCK:

(..:. R. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 222 A7
Page 17

Item 16 - Rocker Adjusting Screw

Mic rometer Me stock
Steel rule 5-40 NC D.

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Select 1/2" diameter bar stock, C. R. steel.

2. Hold in lathe collet (allow 1-1/2" beyond face of collet).

3. Turn 1/8" diameter.

4. Cut threads on 1/8" diameter. (Use 5-40 NC hand die.)

5. Knurl as per drawing.

6. Part and contour the l/16" crown. (Hold length to 15/16".)
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Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Snrv.cr-

INTRODUCTORY Ir_tIFORMATION:
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.f T-a. r4awing Nrj- 223 Al
Ytnch,:,,4 = MagisilatiVe
P.Me 1 ui 4 Pages

STEP BLOCK

The step block is adjustable for height and is used for camp aiwort while
clamping work on a drill press, planer, shaper, or rrit1;ins a-bine table..

STOCK:

Machine steel

SAFETY AND PRECAUTIONS:

I. ',lever use your hand to brush off chips.

2. Stcp the machine before making measurements.

3. Make sure the work is tight in vise %elm starting.

4. Never leave a machine while it is operating.

S. Observe all shop safety rules.



427 418

Job No. 223

STOCK:

M. S.

TOol g:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 223 Al
Page 2

kern 1 Large Block

Layout dye Cvnteipuncb 1" Drill
c-::::.-.,;:i- Combination square set File

Hamtner

PROCEDURES UK 4-3 cps:

1: Secure 1-1/8" x 2-5/8" x 3 7/0 long ..tat_i.tne steel two re,euired.

2. Square bock to size.

3. Layout as per drawing.

4. Cut into two pieces.

5. Center drill and drill 1" holes.

6. Lay out step angles and machine !nn shaper with 57° forming tool.

7. Pile sharp edges and polish.

8. Case harden.



Job No. 223

STOCK:

M. S.

TOOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 223 A2
Page 3

item 2 - Medium Stock

Layout dye Centerpunch
Scriber Hammer

5/16" Drill

Combination square set
File

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Use 1-1/8" x 1-5/8" x 1-13/16" long machine steel - two required.

2. Square block co size.

3. Lay out as per drawing.

4. Cut into two pieces.

5. Center drill and drill 5/16" holes.

6. Lay out step angles and machine in shaper with 67° forming tool.

7. File sharp edges and polish.

8. Case harden.



Job No. 223

STOCK:

M. 1'.

TGOLS:

Job Sheet and Drawing No. 223 A2
Page 4

Item 3 - Small Block

Layout dye Centerpunch File
Se: riber Hammer Combination square set

1/8" Drill

PROCEDURES OR STEPS:

1. Secure 5/8" x 13/16" x 1-1/8" long, machine stoel.

Square block to size.

3. Lay out as per drawing.

4. Cut into two pieces.

5. Center drill and drill 1/8" holes.

6. Lay out step angles and machine in shaper with 670 forming tool.

7. File sharp edges and polish.

8. Case harden.
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Job - 224
2-I/2" MACHINE VISE, Round Beam

(No job sheets included)
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Job - 226
4" MACHINIST VISE, Square Beam

(no job sheets included)
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Horticultural Occqpations, Teacher's Copy.

Irick, Billy F.
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical Univ., College Station
Pub Date - 65
MF AVAILABLE IN VT-ERIC SET 373p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE
OCCUPATIONS, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS, TESTS, *ANSWER
KEYS, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

Technical information needed in ornamental horticulture occupations
is presented for teacher use in preparing vocational agriculture
students enrolled in cooperative training programs for employment
in the field. It was prepared by subject matter specialists,
vocational agriculture teachers, teacher educators, and members of
of the Texas Nurserymen's Association. The unit titles ars (1)
Introduction to Horticulture, (2) Plant Growth and Classification,
(3) Constructing, Maintaining and Using Structures that Aid Plant
Growth, (4) Plant Growing Media, (5) Plant Propagation, (6) Nursery
Plant Protection, (7) Floral Crop Production, (8) Establishing and
Caring for Lawns, (9) Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and
Other Pests, (10) Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment,
(11) Developing and Maintaining the Landscape, and (12)
Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies. The suggested time
allotment is 150 hours. Assignment sheets contain objectives,
introduction, references, and questions or activities. Information
sheets, answers to assignment questions, topic tests, and test
answers are included. This document is available for $4.50 from
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center, Texas Agricultural
and Mechanical University, College Station, Texas 77843. (W8)
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COURSE OUTLINE

DEVELOPED BY STATE ADVISOFV COMMITTEE
ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

Unit I Introduction to Horticulture 1. Horticulture as an Industry
2. Exploring Occupational Opportunities

Unit II Plant Growth and 1. Introduction
Classification 2. Photosynthesis

3. Respiration
4. Water Absorption and Loss- -

Nutrient Absorption--Movement
of Water and Nutrients in the Plant

5. Plant Food
6. The Plant Kingdom

Unit III Constructing, Maintaining, 1. Types of Greenhouses
and Using Structures that 2. Size and Arrangement of
Aid Plant Growth Greenhouses

3. Cooling the Greenhouse
(Summer and Winter)

4. Heating the Greenhouse (Space
and Bench Heating)

5. Winter Protection Structures
6. Structures for Summer Heat

Protection
7. Humidity and Watering
8. Ventilation
9. Lighting

10. Wiring and Electrical Controls

Unit IV Plant Growing Media 1. Origin, Composition and
Importance of the Soil

2. Soil Moisture
3. Soil Mixtures
4. Mulches and Their Use
5. Fertilizer Nutrients
6. Soil Organisms
7. Soil Sterilization
8. Growing Media Other Than Soil



Unit V Plant Propagation 1. Introduction to P opagation
2 Propagation from Cuttings
3. Propagation by Layering
4. Propagation by Division
5. Propagation by Grafting and

Budding
6. Propagation from Seed
7. Developing a Plant Breeding

Vocabulary
3. Plant Selection and Fundamentals

of Plant Breeding
Heredity

10. General Breeding Techniques

U _VI Nursery Plant Production 1. Transplanting Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs

2. Care and Maintenance of Plants

Unit VII Floral Crop Production 1. Introduction to Floral Crop
Production

2. Growing Annuals
3. Perennials
4. Bulbs
5. Characteristics . Identification,

and Use of Important Pot Plants
6. Poinsettia
7. Chrysanthemum
8. Geranium
9. Hydrangea

Unit VIII Establishing and Caring 1. Turf Grasses for Texas
for Lawns 2. Establishing a New Turf

3. Managing an Established Turf
4. Turf Problems

Unit IX Controlling Plant Insects 1. Causes of Plant Diseases
Plant Diseases , and Other 2. identifying Plant Diseases
Pests 3. Application and Safety Precautions

of Horticultural Chemicals
4. Controlling Stem. Branch and

Trunk
6. Controlling Root Diseases
7. Controlling Diseases Affecting

the Entire Plant



Unit IX Controlling Plant Insects, 8 Controlling Lawn and Ttlk t Diseases
Plant Diseases , and Other 9 Identifying Plant and Sol! Insects and
Pests (continued) Methods of Control

10. Nematodes
11. Control of Moles, Gophers, Birds,

Deer , and Ants
12. Controlling Weeds

Unit X Operating and Maintaining 1. Principles Used to Prevent Personal
Horticultural Equipment Injury and First Aid Principles

2. Selecting and Maintaining
Horticultural Hand Tools

3. Maintaining Small Power Equipment
4. Operating and Maintaining Lawn

Mowers Safely and Effectively
J. Operating Rotary Tillers Safely

and Effectively
6. Operating Garden Tractors Safely and

Effectively

Unit XI Developing and Maintaining 1. Introduction to Home Landscaping
the Landscape 2. Se' ^ting the Site

3. Seri, ..cling Landscape Development
and Beginning Plans

4 Analyzing Problems and Determining
Needs

5. Developing the Landscape Plan
6 Selecting Plants
7. Grading, Drainage and Landscape

Structures

Unit XII Merchandising Horticultural 1. Developing Personal Traits
Pants and Supplies 2. Displaying

3. Advertising
4. Labeling and Pricing
5. Understanding Customers and

Making Sales

i
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REQUIRED REFERENCES

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

1. Basic Gardening Illustrated, Lane Book Company, Menlo Park, Calif., $1.95

2. Klingman, Glenn C., Crop Production in the South (State Adopted Text),
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957, New York

3. Nelson, Kennard S., Flower and Plant Productiou in the Greenhouse, The
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc.. Danville, Illinois, 1966, school
price (single copy) $4.20, two or more $3.80 each

4. Staff of George J. Ball, Inc., The Ball Red Book, U.S.A. 11th Edition, George
J. Ball, Inc., West Chicago, Illinois, 1965, $3.50

Texas Agricultural Ey*.nsion Service Bulletins

5. DeWerth, A.F., "A Planning Guide For Home Landscaping", B-980, College. Station,
Texas

6. DeWerth, A.F., "A Selected List of Woody Plants for Texas", MP-455, College
Station, Texas

7. DeWerth, A.F., 'Modern Pruning Methods", B-997, College Station, Texas

8. Horne, Wendell C., "Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants",
MP-574, College Station, Texas

9. Horne, Wendell, C., and Harlan E. Smith, "What You Should Know About Plant
Diseases", B-995, College Station, Texas

10. Newton, W.H., P.J. Hammen, and M.J. Meisch, "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects
on Ornamental Plants", L-199, College Station, Texas

11. Novosad, Albert C., "Home Lawns", B-203, College Station, Texas

12. Smith, Harlan E., "Identifying Plant Diseases", MP-512, College Station, Texas

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletins

13. DeWerth, A.F. and R.C. Jaska, "Greenhouse Cooling", MP-163, revised, College
Station, Texas

14. Sorensen, H.B., A.F. DeWerth, and E.R. Jensen, "Production Methods and New
Markets for Texas Florist Crops", B-900, College Station, Texas

Others

15. But' ', J.D. and N.F. Oebker, "Plant Breeding As A Hobby", C-817, Extension
Service in Agriculture and Home Economics, Univ. Ill, Urbana, Illinois

16. Cathey, Henry M., "Growing Annuals", Home and Garden Bulletin No. 91, USDA

17. DeWerth, A.F., "Horticulture Perlite", Texas Agricultural Progress, TAP-256,
College Station, Texas
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UNIT. Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC. Horticulture as an industry

OBJECTIVE To become aware of the importance of Horticulture and to develop
an understanding of the fields of study involved

INTRODUCTION: Horticulture is an important branch of agriculture The first de-
finition of horticulture limited the field to cultivation of gardens Flowers. vege-
tables, fruits. and ornamentals that were grown primarily in gardens soon acquir-
ed the name of "horticultural plants" in contrast to "field crops" such as corn and
cotton We now think of horticulture as the production of flowers, vegetables, fruits.
and ornamentals in the garden on a large scale basis It aiso includes the many ser-
vices which are auxiliary to the production and marketing of horticultural crops.

REFERENCES Required
1 Information Sheet, "Horticulture as an industry"

QUESTIONS 1 With what type of crop is the olericulturist concerned?
or 2 With what type of crop is the pomologist concerned?

ACTIVITIES 3 What four major types of crops tie included in horticulture?
4 in which group of fruits do grapes belong?
5 In which group of fruits do apples belong?
6 What caused the expansion of vegetable growing?
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There are three major fields of horticulture Floriculture is the cultivation and manage-
ment of ornamental and flowering plants Landscaping has also become an important func-
tion of the floriculturist Pomo logy is the science and practice of fruit growing Oleri-
culture is the production, processing and distribution of vegetable crops

Floriculture was well developed thousands of years ago by the civilizations of Asia Their
beautiful gardens required much knowledge and skill A landscape designer must ha.v?, a
knowledge of the principles of design along with a thorough understanding of plants Plant
breeding has become very popular in the floriculture field. Patience and care are needed
in this tedious task of developing new and improved plants

Pomo logy is a very demanding field Fruit trees are under constant attack from diseases
and insects The fruit producer must be able to control these pests effectively. The po-
mologist also has to have a thorough understanding of plant growth There is a great deal
of specialization in the field of fruit growing Many choose to work only with citrus, others
concentrate on small fruits such as grapes, and still others deal with deciduous tree fruits
such as apples There are countless jobs to be found in the field of pomology

Olericulture is a gigantic enterprise that is quite distinct from any other phase of plant
production. The annual farm value of vegetable crops in the United States is well over a
billion dollars The big expansion in the vegetable industry v. As due primarily to an in-
crease in production of out-of-season vegetables in the South and West The production,
processing, and marketing of this huge crop requires a great number of personnel

As we can readily see, horticulture is a giant inOtstry. If you are interested in plant
growing and are willing to work hard in gaining new knowledge. a good future awaits you.
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the requirements of some specific
occupations and to determine the factors to consider in selecting an occupation

INTRODUCTION: This lesson is designed to help you decide upon an occupation in the
field or horticulture In this lesson we will explore only five major occupations, all
of which are available to cooperative part-time students in agriculture. In addition.
instructional materials have been prepared for these occupations to assist you in de-
veloping into a skilled worker with potential for advancement in your chosen occupation

In recent years the need for trained workers in these occupations has ii.-
creased greatly. If you like the work and apply yourself on the job and in your studies
a world of opportunity awaits you

REFERENCES: Required.
1 Information Sheet, "Exploring Occupational Opportunities"

Supplemental
2 Handbook of Agricultural Occupations", Hoover

QUESTIONS L List the steps of advancement in a horticulture career
or 2 If possible, what is the :Jest way co answer self appraisal questions

ACTIVITIES: concerning a certain job?
3 If you wanted a horticultural job which allowed you to work both in-

side and outside. which would you choose?
4 1,-,pare a. list of businesses in your community which raise G sell

horticultural products
5. Study the 18 factors to consider in selecting a job and be prepared

to apply these factors in selecting your occupation
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The selection of a vocation in horticulture is similar to that of other fields Basic questions
arise in the mind of the person who is trying to select a vocation These questions or factors
must be dPolt with before a satisfactory selection can be made The following list points up
some of these questions

Factors One Should Consider in Selestiigi a Job

1 What is the nature of the work? What kind of jobs will I be expected to do?
2 Does the occupation require chiefly mental or physical effort? Will my health allow

me to do this work?
3. Is the work inside or outside work, or both?
4. What are the working conditions? With whom will I be working?
5 Wnat personal qualifications are required for entry into the occupation?
6. What are the educational and training requirements for the job?
7 Is there opportunity for doing a variety of jobs?
8. Will the work require considerable travel and time away from home?
9 What financial earnings can one expect?

10. Are any fringe benefits provided by the business?
11 is there a great deal of risk involved in performing the job?
12. What security and benefits are offered in the occupation?
13 Are there opportunities for advancement and self-betterment?
14. Is the employment on a regular or seasonal basis?
15. Does one work regular hours? Eight, ten, or twelve hour day? Day or night shift?
16. Is there stability of residence or must one make fi4quent moves?
17 Will the job necessitate that one get along well with others or will one work pretty

much alone?
18 How much personal expense is involved in clothing, transporation and meals?

Another very important question in the select. ,n of a vocation is that of advancement
L'Qually a person who cannot advance in his chosen field will become unhappy and fail to
do his best. This question should be investigated before choosing a vocation in the field
of horticulture.

The opportunity for advancement is fairly good in this field The following sketch demon-
strates an example of the possible steps in the advancement of the horticulturist who applies
himself to his work

Advancement in Horticultural Occupations

1 Labor, r 3 Assistant Manager
2 Foreman or Supervisor 4 Manager or Owner
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Exploring Occupational Opportunities
(Information Sheet continued)

As you can see from this example, application, education and experience car. determine
the speed and degree of advancement

Probably the most important question of all is, "am I personally suited for a career in
horticulture"? It can only be answered after you have investigated the field and have a
good knowledge of what it is and what it offers The answer probably lies in self appraisal

This self appraisal can be achieved by asking yourself the following questions
1 Do I prefer working with things?
2. Do I prefer working with facts, figures, and ideas?
3. Do I have a love for growing things?
4 Do I like to work with people?
5. What kind of work experiences have been most enjoyable to me?
6 What kind of work would I like to be doing five, ten, or fifteen years from now?
7 Will my health permit me to make the choice 1 want?

Probably the best way to determine the answer to these questions is by actually working on a
job for a while However, this cannot always be done Circumstances do not always permit this

There are other good ways to determine some answers Your fondness for certain subjects
in school, your interest in certain activities. study of the field of horticulture, talks with
your teachers, guidance counselors and others may indir:ftte interests and abilities that will
help you to partially answer the questios Such things as cooperativeness, willingness to
work, dependability, willingness to assume responsibility resourcefulness and self-reliance
are all basic qualifications that you will need in ornamental horticulture as well as other
occupations

A close look at some of the jobs in horticulture will reveal many opportunities and require-
ments As you look at each job try to decide if you are interested and qualified

Job Title - Greenhouse Worker

Job Descriat

A greenhouse worker grows plants in an artificially heated glass or plastic greethouse
The plants grown may be vegetables Or flowers, and the work may include the propaga-
tion of trees or ornamental shrubs from seeds of cuttings. Greenhouse specialties in-
clude prod._ .3ing out-of-season %,-,getables such as tomatoes. cucumbers, or leaf lettuce,
producing cut flowers or pot plants, growing bedding plants for sale, or starting plants
for outdoor nursery beds In many cases a greenhouse is a part of a nursery operation
In such cases, a worker may be performing the duties of a nursery worker as well as
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those of a greenhouse worker. An ernployeo in the greenhouse screens, MiraS.
sterilizes soil, and places it in growing ccntn4nors He sows seeds. starts cuttings,
and transplants seedlings and plants Ile water_ . iceds, weeds, thins prunes, and
sprays growing plants He may control the gicenhouse temperature and humidity.
He also maintains the greenhouse structure and equipment He should know ),:_e names
and the culture of the plants with which he works.

Job Title - Nursery Worker

Job Descriotion

A nursery worker grows seedlings and plants for landscaping, fruit farming. and forest
replanting. He may work in one of several kinds of nurseries. Some nurseries specia-
lize in produ "ing fruit trees and smaJ1 fr,:it transplants, some in ornamental trees and
scrubs, and som" 'Pi forest replanting materials Some nurserymen operz.::e greenhouses
and produce their (.,,vn seedlings and plants from cuttings Some produce planting stock of
two or more niajor lines of plants, trees or shrubs

A nursery worker prepares seedbeds, plants seedlings, weeds, cultivates, fertilizes,
waters, prunes, and performs other cultural practices such as spraying and grafting
He digs, grades and packs plants for shipment He may cut, lift, and lay sod He
transplants shrubs and trees, and in a tree nursery, gathers and processes forest tree
seeds He helps with the maintenance and repair of buildings and equipment

A nursery employee assists customers in selecting plants for home landscaping. He
also makes recommendations on mail 'enance to the customer and may work at a nur-
sery where he will be required to make periodic checks on customer's lawns and to
maintain the beauty of the landscape

Job Title - Garden Center Employee

Job Descriptioa

A garden 'enter employee performs many jobs including caring for ornamental plants,
moving plants and supplies into selling areas, arranging plants and supplies for display
purposes, and selng the various products handled by the garden c triter A garden
center may be part of a large retail store, a part of a nurs,iry or greenhouse operation,
or a retail establishment separate from any other business
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The work of a ga:den center worker includes cleaning, stocking, and arranging garden
supplies on shelves, counters, and in windows He cares for ornamental plants by
watering, feeding, trimming, spraying, and controlling temperatures -:!-_P worker un-
loads and unpacks supplies as they arrive from wholesalers. loads orders on trucks,
makes deliveries, and loads orders into customer's cars, He gives information to
customers on care of plants, care of lawns, plant varieties. and merits of different
garden supplies and equipment

Job Title - Assistant Groundskeeper

Job Desert ,tion

An assistant groundskeeper cares for the area surrounding an industry or business,
church, school, airport apartment building, private estate, cemetery, or shopping
center. The employee plants and cares for lawns and ornamental planes. The work
involves mowing grass. reseeding, controlling weeds, and planting and spraying or-
namental plants_ He rakes and disposes of leaves and other refuse Year round em-
ployment is provided through maintenance and repair of walks, drives, and equipment
The work may also involve making minor repairs to buildings.

Job Title - Parks and Landscape Employee

Job Description

A parks and landscape employee performs the work necessary for proper maintenance of
landscapes and park area

The work of this occupation includes mowing grass, trimming, the edges of walks and
driveways, planting, pruning and caring for trees, shrubs, hedges, lawns, and flower
beds; controlling insects, diseases, and weeds; and caring for the soil. The work may
also include such jobs as removing trash or snow, maintenance of swimming pools, care
of boating faciliaes, general maintenance of buildings and equipment, and repair of road-
ways and drives.

Material for this information sheet was partially taken from Ornamental ,..3rticulture for
Vocational Agr,zulture in klabama
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the importance of studying the prop-
erties and life phenomenon exhibited by a plant

INTRODUCTION. There are over 350,000 different kinds of plants in the world No
one person can know all of them, but he can learn the characteristics that are com-
mon to all of them. Without a knowledge of botany a plant grower is lost If he does
not know how plants grow, how can he possibly be successful in raising then?

REFERENCE; Required:
Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 13-19

QUESTIONS 1 What is botany?
or 2 How many different kinds of plants are known to exist?

ACTIVITIES. 3. Name two carbohydrates.
4. What is the major difference between plants and animals other than

the ability to move and to think?
5. What was the wrong conoulsion that Van Helmont made after his

experiment concerning plant growth?
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INTRODUCTION; Van Helmont failed in Ins experiment to determine why plants grow
He thGught that water alone was responsible for the growth. Van Helmont did not
know about photosynthesis; so his conclusion was wrong

REFERENCES; Required.
Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp. 19-24

QUESTIONS 1 What does photo mean?
or 2 Define synthesis

ACTIVITIES; 3. What is a more complete definition of photosynthesis?
4. What is a calorie?
5 What is a molecule?
6. What is the term used to describe the movement of gas or liquid

from an area of high concentration to an area of low concentration?
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UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC. Respiration

OBJECTIVE To learn about the process of respiration and to study its relation to
photosynthesis

INTRODUCTION. All cells must carry on re _piration in order to stay alive Most of us
understand less about the process of respiration in the plant as compared to our know-
ledge of respiration in the animal. Yet the processes are very similar in the animal
and plant cell

REFERENCE. Required.
Crop Production in the South, Klingman, pp 29-32

QUESTIONS 1 Define respiration
or 2 What two materials are formed when food is decomposed with the

ACTIVITIES addition of oxygen?
3. How much do the chemical equation for photosynthesis and respiration

differ?
4. What gas do plants release at night?
5 What are the raw materials needed for respiration?

". ....... - . "."....,....... A
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TOPIC Water Absorption and Loss- Nutrient Absorption- Movement of
Water and Nutrients in the Plant

OBjECT.I.VE To understand how water and nutrients are absorbed by the plant to
understand how water is lost and to study the transportation syste of the plant

INTRODUCTIO'.1 One of the necessary functions of plants is to absorb water and nu-
trients from the soil For proper .nanagement one must understand these absorp
lion processes and also trar4sporting of these materials by the plant

REFERENCES Required
cyop. Production in the South Kingman pr, 32.35

QUESTIONS What will happen to a plant its inside pressure is greatly re
or duced?

TiV1T1 ES 2 What is th, term used :o describe cells that are filled tight and
result In plants standing straight?

3 Explain how an over supply of fer:illzer around a plant's roots
affect its water absorption process

4 What is transpiration?
5 What are nutrients?
6 What two conductive tissues make up a vascuiar bundle?
7 Explain why girdling a tree causes it to 'lie
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UNIT Plant Growth and Classification
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OBJECTIVE. To learn the different plant foods and their functions.
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INTRODUCTION A food is any substance which can he used as a source of energy for
carrying on the life processes To really untlorstand plant growth, one must under-
stand the basis for ,ife --- food

RE FERENC E. Required.
Crop Productif,n in the South , Klingman, pp- 24-29

QUESTIONS

-...___
1 What is food?

or 2. What are the 2 foods used for energy and growth?
ACTIVITIES What n3 ern ents make up carbohydrates?

i__,, 4 What is the primary function of fats?
5. Where in the plant are fa i-s most commonly found?
6. What is the process called by which hydrogen is added to oils?
7. What are the components of protein?
8. What 4 elements make up arming t:7% of the dry weight of most. plants?
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INTRODUCTION_ People in West lext,s may cr'11 a certain pialt "dove weed" while an
East Texas farmer may call it "croon" Names vaa..y c4 :ft lt.callikte 'nit, ,-_,n)y wny
to solve this, prciblerrt was to develop a unified "rwtheci (A ciassilicc.,11

REFERENCE Required.
.(2.2. production in the Sou 1:1-. , KI:nginan, pp 3t:-40

QUESTIONS i What Is talzenomy?
Of 2. What a.re the lour divisions t.l. plants?

ACTIVITIES: 3. In which division do we ft.nd most of ...ne Oisease ezittaing plants?
4. What are some t:xa.ntple;, of beneft,:ial 1-: actelia?
5. What plant causes smut, rust, inilae ,!.. and scab?
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UNIT Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Types of Greenhouses

OBJECTIVES. To learn how greenhouses are constructed, used, and maintained,

INTRODUCTION. Greenhouse production of horticultural plants is an enormous industry
Driving a few miles across Texas, one can usually count several greenhouses that are
in full operation It is interesting to note the various shapes of these structures and
the different materials used in construction

REFERENCES Required:
Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson,pp, 19-32

QUESTIONS 1 What are the two most used materials for greenhouse coverings?
or 2. What time of year is best for repairing or replacing slipped or broken

ACTIVITIES glass?
3 What properties should an ideal greenhouse plastic possess?
4 What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of polyethylene and

vinyl?
5. How is the ventilation problem handled in greenhouses where there

are no ventilators?

..,... .....,_. ...,,, .
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UNIT- Constructing, Maintaining -Ind Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC. Size and Arrangement %.f Greenhouses

OBJECTIVE To learn how to select the proper size and arrangement before construct
ing the greenhouse

INTRODUCTION! A careful study of greenhouse arrangement should be made before con-
struction begins The bench arrangement for the crops to be grown should be consid-
ered first. Then the greenhouse that fits this arrangement should be built. If these
factors are done in reverse and a structure is erected before working out bench plans,
many inconveniences and headaches will be the result

REFERENCE:

QUESTIONS
or

ACTIVITIES:

Required>
Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse Nelson, pp, 33-38

1- What should be considered first in deciding the size and type of
greenhouse?

2 Why should boiler rooms be centrally located?
3. What are the requirements of good greenhouse benches?
4. What is the best height for pot plant benchez,?
5. What should be the minimum depth of cut flower benches?
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Constructing. Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

Cooling the Greenhouse

OBJECTIVE To learn the different methods of cooling the greenhouse and how to use
these methods most effectively

INTRODUCTION The weather in Texas during the summer months is usually very hot
This presents a problem to the greenhouse owner A successful producer must have
an effective coolirg system or he may well lose every plant he owns

REFERENCES Required:
"Greenhouse Cooling", Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,
MP-163

Supplemental
2 Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse Nelson, pp 44-48

QUESTIONS 1 What is plant respiration?
or 2 How many CFM should be exhausted for a greenhouse which is 40'

ACTIVITIES wide and 70' long?
3. How many square feet of pad area wo-ald be needed in the above

greenhouse? (nearest tenth)
4 How can debris and trasn be kept out of the drip conductor and return

gutter?
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UNIT Constructing, Maintaining and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC. Heating the Greenhouse

OBJECTIVE To become aware of the problems involved in heating the greenhouse
and how to handle these problems

INTRODUCTION There are two major systems of heating a gre ihouse Each system
has its advantages All factors involved should be considered before a choice is made

REFERENCES. Required
1 Information Sheet. "Heating the Greenhouse"
2 Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson, pp 39-14

QUESTIONS 1 What is the oldest and most conventional type of greenhouse heating
or system layout?

ACTIVITIES_ 2 Wtat are the two sources of heat used in this system?
3 Where are the coldest spots in a greenhouse?
4 What are the two classifications of heaters according to the type of

heating unit?
5 What are the two classes of heaters based on direction of air flow?
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A dependable heating system 's second only in impoi4-^ice to the efficient design and
structural soundness of a greenhouse Any heating a. tam employed in a greenhouse
must be economical, efficien:, and of sufficient size to 7naintain desirable greenhouse
temperatures during anticipated extremes in eutdooi temperatures.

An important consideration for any greenhouse operation is to operate the heating
system at the lowest possible cost consistent with maintaining the temperature de-
sired. This requires that the heating system be designed correctly for the purposes
intended, tilat it be operated properly , and that careful and intelligent maintenance of
the system be pro7ided

GREENHOUSE HEATING DESIGN STANDARDS_

The standard practice followed in the past has been to specify the design of a greenhouse
beating system on the basis of a requirement to maintain a giver temperature within the
greenhouse at some given outdoor water temperature It is conip, ratively simple to
specify such a differential.

Today the temperature required for the production of various crops grown in the green-
house is general knc wledge and is usually readily available.

Recorded temperatures in historical records in nearly every climatic area are available
and will provide considerable information on the outdoor winter temperatures. including
both the extreme winter temperatures that have occurred in that parti .ular area, and
those that should be considered in regard to the type of design that is economically
feasible for the greenhouse heating system.

The acceptable standard for the design of a greenhouse heating system should go beyond
this basic requirement, however. A clarification of the greenhouse temperature require-
ments of the crop to be grown is very necessary

Greenhouse temperature requirements for the crop should not mean the temperature pre-
vailing in I:1-e aisle space

The common practice that now prevails in determining the temperature requirements of
the crop is to measure the temperature at the point where the crops are growing. One of
the lequirements of a veil-designed greenhouse heating system should be the provision
of a uniform temperature ithin allowable variations throughout the plant-grAviag area.

These requirements are rather complex and the rv:Irage greenhouse operator is usually
not well enough versed in 11,, engineering to make sure he is going to have the type of
nearing system that meets his requirements In most cases he does not have the skill,
nor the Vine to plan such a system and he should depend upon someone well versed in
this field
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The most logical approach to the installation of a modern, up-to-date, economical and de-
pendable greenhouse heating s,ysi.em is to seek the kmwledge and experience that is avail-
able f om a dependable greenhouse manufacturer Heating greenhouses is a specialized
field which varit-3 greatly from heating standards used for other type buildings

The National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association, a newly formed organization com-
prised of most of the rv.ajor greenhouse manufacturers in the country has recognized this
need on the part of the i-f:3 age greenhi.pise operator, and has been spending considerable
time, effort, ar ". furt.!s raid utiPzinr, the best knowledge and experience available from it's
various member org-.olizatiGns, to establish standards of design that will insure the green-
house owner of the 21 _)pe :nstalltItions to meet his particular reauirements

CF EERHOWE HEATING LAYOUTS

The most corn-rt.oi,,?..1 art.; the *deter'., type greenhouse heating system layout and the one
most commonly accepted lay --..aenilouse growers is the pipe coil system

This system eliryo-i s tilt:: use standard pipe which carries either steam or hot water.
The pipes are laid c,,.t around the greenhouse in various patterns to ciistribute the heat.

In recent T-esl-ci. 1.-se 0. ;tended surface pipe has been introduced This pipe is com-
monly re.,,,,Treo tc as "finned pi:le" This uses t he extended skrface or fins on 4..e pipe
for greater Lat transfer from ',ny given length of pipe The pattern of behavior, how-
ever, is sirn,;:,.7- to that of plain pipe coils. which makes the layout patterns fall into the
same catego

The proper la5-_-ut of a pipe system is dependent upon an understanding of the
basic laws of r -tural air t-) insure uniform temperature distribution throughout
the greenhoi-se Any pip t; sapplies the heat from a concentrated heat source in
the immcd'.ate :alea of pic th,,pends upon convection currents of air moving past the
pipe to pi -k up tnis 1%', t t%) all parts of the greenhouse

The coldest spots in ri t-fr,*111-.; P6( arc the ga7le ends and the exterior side walls, so pipe
coi.s are suspender ire Th., warm air emitted from the pipe coils raises and
sweeps along the glas con err _ ;ttc_ Ldpid loss of heat through the glass This move-
ment sets up the hasiz:. convc .:iaverr: of warn-air movement throughout the greenhouse
for uniform heat distribution
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In narrow greenhouses coils located on the side and end walls may be sufficient to provide
the uniformity needed In wider houses. however, additional piping is required across the
house

Experience over the years has proven that pipe coils suspended overhead provide the
uniform temperatures required

The standard practice followed is to suspend the pipe coil overhead, with one line of pipe
running lengthwise over each bench The coil should be placed high enough so that the tips
of the tallest plant to be grown will not come in direct contact with the pipes The rule of
thumb standard used by most greenhouse operators, is to suspend one third of the number
of lines of pipe required overhead and one third of the number along each side In general
this has given a satisfactory uniform heat distribution

Ah older method of installation, still preferred by many coi.:,nercial growers, is to dis-
tribute the cress house piping by installing the pipe lines under the benches Such instal-
lations keep tile soil in the benches warmer, and for this reason may 13e desirable for those
crops which require warm soil for optimum growth

The amount of heat pro Tided by a pipe coil depends in part upon the temperature difference
between the air and the pipe surface and the rate of air movement past the pipe. These
basic facts should always be kept weli in mind when pipe coils are suspended along green-
house side Avails The pipe should be suspended far enough away from the wall so that air
can move up freely on both sides of the pipe When side benches are installed it the green-
house they should be spaced at least six inches from the wall to allow free upward move-
ment of the wi .n air without "boxing" it in under the bench.

The bottom pipe of a pipe coil should be placed a minimum distance of four to six inches
above the ground to permit the free flow of the cooler air in and under the coil. A pipe
buried in the ground or covered with soil is practically ineffective as a heating' unit

Waon pipe coil heating systems are installed it is ubually necessary to stack the pipes
vertically to obtain the necessary number of coils This installation makes each pipe 1,.ss
effective than it would be if installed separately or alone This, of course, results in less
temperature difference between the air and the pipe surface for transmitting heat There-
fore, when the pipes can be spaced as far apart as possible in the coils this reduction of
heating effect can be :ept at a minimum

When finned. or extended surface pipe is installed these rules of spacing, height of pipe
from the ground surface. and spacing of side benches from the walls become even more
important

I
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A finned pipe has the concentrated heat effect of several lines of bare pipe so that any restric-
tion of air movement or reduction of temperature difference is magnified_

Unit Heater Systems

In recent years the use of unit heaters for heating greenhouses has increased considerably
Most of these unit heaters are so designed that they not only take care of the heating require-
ments but air movement as well.

One reason for the increase in popularity of unit heaters has without a doubt been the in-
creasing interest in air movement within greenhouses Many greenhouse operators are
of the opinion that the movement of air in the plant zone in the greenhouse (providing that
the air moves at a low veloc.ty) has the effect of preventing the building of excess humidity
within the foliage that leads to the development of certain conditions. Air movement brings
in and replenishes the supply of carbon dioxide At the present time also, there is consider-
able interest in installations to activate air movement and break up air stratification,

Many types of unit heaters are available Basically they all contain some type of heating
device and a fan to force the air across the heating surface and out into the area to be heated.

These heating units are classified as direct-fired or indirect-fired, dependent upon the type
of the heating unit Direct-fired units are those which contain a combustion unit right in the
unit itself in which fuels such as oil or gas are burned Then this type of unit is used for
greenhouse heating, the combustion chamber should be totally enclosed and should be vented
to the outside air for the products of combustion

Indirect-fired unit heaters utilize steam or hot water circulated through coils as the heating
elements.

Unit heaters are also classified according to the direction of air flow This flow is designated
as vertical blow or horizontal blow

In vertical blow heaters the shaft i..: vertical and the fan blade is horizontal and the warm air
is blown downward. Deflectors suitable for this purpose spread the air out in a horizontal
direction in a complete circle Normally these units are mounted up near the peak of the
sidewalls This of course is against the natural direction of warm air flow, and the distance
of flow is limited Frequently the warm air does not move down along the side walls where it
is required When this type of unit heater is installed a line or two of perimeter piping along(
all walls exposed to the outside should be installed to insure unife m heat distribution,
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Heating The Greenhouse
(Information Sheet continued

In horizontal blow heaters the shaft is horizontal and the fan blades are in a vertical
position The air is blown out of the face of the heater in a horizontal direction When
several of these units are used in the same greenhouse they should be mounted so they
are suspended overhead near the side walls of the greenhouse The units on one side
should face toward one end and those on the other side should face toward the opposite
end This will establish a pattern of air movement around the greenhouse Adjustable
horizontal louvres should be installed on the face of each heater so the direction of air
movement can be a ljusted upward or downward to prevent direct drafts or air blasts
on the plants and to provide proper warm-air distribution.

Temperature control with unit heaters in the greenhouse is normally accomplished by
leaving the fans operating continually and turning the heat on and off so that there is a
continuous movement of air Whenever the fans are operated only intermittently when
the fans are off the air can become stratified This will result in conditions detrimental
to good plant growth.

Automatic Control Systems

The trend toward the use of automatic controls in greenhouse operations to reduce costs
and increase efficiency has led to the wide - spread adoption of automatic controls on
greenhouse heating systems

Automatic systems also perform better than manual controls since they control tem-
perature constantly rather than intermittently

To perform the job effectively, however; the control system must be properly de -
signed to fit the individual heating system or they may do more harm than good. There-
fore, in any installation the location of automatic valves and thermostats should be left to
the discretion of a greenhouse engineer who has the competence to adjust the controls to
the system being employed

HEATING ACCESSORIES

The accessories installed are important features in properly operating and maintaining
an efficient heating system

Pipe hangers should be installed so that the proper grade can be maintained in the pipes to
prevent pockets or sags that reduce the flow of steam or hot water

Traps of the proper size and located in the correct place are essential to the efficient
operation of a steam heating system
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Air vents must be strategically located in the system to prevent air locks

The more extensive the heating system the more the list of accessories could be extended
When automatic controls are used the importance of proper accessories and their location
increases

EFFICIENCY AND MAINTENANCE

Unless a sound, sensible and almost constant program of proper maintenance is installed
as soon as a greenhouse is put into operation, all of the time and money invested in the
design and the installation of an efficient greenhouse heating system may be lost Main-
tenance of heating systems is an item of greenhouse operation that is most often neglected.
Traps must be kept in working order, pipe hangers kept tight to prevent pipe sagging and
air vents must be kept cleaned out or operating costs will increase and the heating system
will become very inefficient A sound maintenance program should be instituted in the
overall greenhouse operation program and should be adhered to in a very consistent man-
ner.

.71 t AA

Material for this information sheet was taken from short course mimeograph prepared
by Floriculture Section, Department of Soil and Crop Science, Texas k &M University
and presented by A F DeWerth
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UNIT. Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC. Winter Proctection Structures

OBJECTIVE. To learn the various techniques involved in preecting plants from
winter damage

INTRODUCTION. A hard freeze can ruin a whole year's work- Plants that have been
cared for and protected all year can be killed in just a short period of time by the
freezing winds of winter.

REFERENCES. Required
Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp 72-73

QUESTIONS 1 What should you notice luring the first couple of light flosts?
or 2 Wby should soil be kept L:1-flip during a frost?

ACTIVITIES. 3. How do notcaps work?
4 How do you arrange outdoor heaters in a small orchard?
5- What are four telltale signs of a coming frost?
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UNIT. Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Structures for Summer Heat Protection

OBJECTIVE. To learn how to protect plants from damage by summer heat.

INTRODUCTION; The subject of :hade for plants is often neglected by beginning horti-
culturists,- Many people who are said to have a "green thumb" are excellent plant
producers because they properly care for their plants during the summer months.

REFERENCE: Required:
Basic Gardening Illustrated pp. 70-71

QUESTIONS 1, What are the 3 main functions of shades?
or 2. Which direction should a permanent shade structure face in hot

ACTIVITIES summer areas?
3. What are 2 good materials that can be stretched over lath frames to

lean against walls to protect seedlings in flats?
4. What direction should the laths run on a sunscreen?
5. How can you stiffen the frame when making a lath screen?
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UNIT Constricting Maintaining and Using Structures That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC. Humidity and 'Watering

OBJ'E'CTIVE To become familiar with the effect of humidity on the development of
plants and to learn how to determine water requirements

INTRODUCTION Humidity, moisture found in the air, and the amount of t c il water
can greatly affect the growth of plants Overwatered plants will be stunted, yellow
in color and defective in root development The amount of humidity can reduce the
food production process of the plant or cause excessive wilting

. :1EN:..7.

Required
1 The Ball Red Book George J Ball, Inc pp 111-114

CUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES

1 What means of watering is best for commercial not plant crops?
2 How are the majority of be -ling plants watered?
3 What are three disadvantages of an overhead watering system in a greenhouse?
4 Explain how a Rainbird-type nozzle system operates?
5 Explain how the Skinner irrigation system operates
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UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Ventile"on

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with the importance of proper greenhouse ventilation
and to understand the methods of moving air in a greenhouse.

INTRODUCTION: Greenhouse ventilation :s designed to provide a change of air to
growing plants and to prevent overheating on clear daye. Overheating can be
disastrous or result in the production of low quality plants,

REFERENCES
Required;
L Electrical Applications for Greenhouses, Foy Page; pp. 31-3:s

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIE&

1. Why would a greenhouse operator not use exhaust fans in cooling systems during
the winter without convection tubes?

2. Describe the characteristics of a good ventilation system.
3. What is the purpose of circulating air wfth turbulators during the beating season?
4 How may exhaust fans in cooling systems be -,sed during the winter months?
5. What are two advantages of using a humidistat for fan control?
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UNIT Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Struc+ures That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC Lighting

OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of how light .netts plant growth, and how to
control this light

INTRODUCTION. With electric light and control of wave length, intensity, and photoperiod,
it is now possible to hasten or retard growth, cause germination to begin and stop,
control time of flowering, and influence zaber size It is economically feasible to grow
and control electrically certain plants

REFERENCES
Required.
1, Resource mate -ial for Lesson Plans in Greenhouse Management - Electrical

Applications for Greenhouses, Foy Page, pp. 40-47

QUESTIONS or ACTIVITIES

1. In regard to light, which direction do roots and stems grow?
2. What should be the maximum number of hours per day that plants should receive light
3 What hap 9ns to chlorophyll when light is too bright?
4_ Research studies have shown that plants use mainly two wave lengths of the light

spectrum What are they?
5 What does photoperiod mean?
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UNIT: Constructmg, Maintaining. and Using Structurei That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Wiring and Electrical Conti:01s

OBJECTIVE' To understand how electricity is used and controlled in a greenhouse

INTRODUCTION. The use of single and groups of controls make electric greenhouse
production and management easier and more profitable

REFERENCES.
Required.
I Electrical Ap_plications fc Lireenhouses, Foy Page, pp. 48-65

QUESTIONS or ACTIVIT:E&

1 What does U L indicate?
2 What should be the maximum number of outlets per circuit on general lighting

circuits?
3 Which tables in the required reference would you use to determine the proper wire

size? (Indicate your answer by listing the i able numbers-I
4 How many two-horsepower motors should be put on one circuit?
5 What are the basic requirements of any well-planned wiring system?
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OBJECTIVE. To develop an unde..ssta-_ding of how .oil is formed, what it is made up of,
and its importance to horticultural plants

INTRODUC ZION: Froto ancient times man has strived to understand more about soil.
No doui the reason for this is that man's very existence depends upon the soil. Look
around you Probably you will see that not many items in your room came from any-
where other than the oil. Even this sheet of paper you are now reading is a product of
the forestry industry which depends on soil for tree growth

Once we take time to learn how soil is formed, what it is gde up of,
and how it affects plants, we can do a better job of making it work for us.

REFESNCES: Required.
1 Information Sheet, "Origin, Composition, and Importance of the Soil"

Supplemental:
2 Our Land and It's Care, National FL A Food Institute, pp. 6-13
3. Home Ga ;den Leaflet No. LA 8. Department of Floriculture and

Landscape Architecture, A8;14/1 University
4 Crop Production in the South, Klingrnan, pp. 43-51

QUESTIONS I. Name the three layers of soil
or 2. What causes these three horizons to develop?

ACTIVA IES: 3 Which of the three layers is usually darker in color?
4 When does young soil begin to collect its plant nutrients?
5. What factors are responsible for the difference in soil colors?
3. What three components does a good soil provide to plants?
7. What are the three types of soil in regard to particle size?
8. Vi -Itch is the large.st of the three soil particles?
9. V *- t governs the rate of soil i'clvelopment?

10. What ie ciganic matter?

. . IMMMIESWOIMINIIIMPRIIREM...
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The climate, especially rainfall anc! terrp- ature, z!untrols the rate of on
development. The climate =is slowly. taking thousaivis uk yaars fo-; th
a stage of balanet with its environment

A soil that has reached this degree of development usual': 'Jai; three distiTler
horizons As you dig downward in soil, you can 1-:otice differ:410es in oolPr
and texture of the soil This is especir.113r noticeable along :;11=_s

The topsoil is the first layer It is usually richer and is of greater imporrnIc.-,'
growth This layer contains most of the organic m, ',ter artd usuall:- darker izi colo

Next, we come to the subsoil This layer does not contain as many nutrients al-- topst-,11,
but it is still important b,cause of root development.

The third -.layer is the parent material and is generally less important to plant growth
lt usually is below the area of heavy root growth and is seldom tilled

These three lavers are developed from weathering or wearing down of rocks Wind;
water, and ice break and crush the rocks Eventually, a small plant begins to grow in
this young soil When the plant dies, it decays and gives the soil its first nutrients:

Other plants begin to grow and finally a rich soil is developed Once the soil becomes pro-
(Naive, it provides three important components to a plant These are fertilizer elements,
air for the roots, and an adequate water supply

You have noticed probably that there are several different soil colors, These a2e caused
by different amounts of air being present as the soil is formed, the amount of organic
matter, (decayed plant or animal matter), and the types cf rocks from which the soil is
formed.

You may have also noticed the different textures in soil This is caused by the size of the
soil particles Sand is the largest and, therefore. is course to the touch. Silt and clay
are the other two with clay being tha smallest it feels like flour when rubbed between
the fingers
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OT:JTC-iivi.: To zind(.E..iiand thc 'importance of moisture to plants and how this
-.11,,7..a:;,.1;;.:coines available from the soil

INTRODUCTION, boil moisture can be a limiting factor in ;.ant growth No matter
1-Lo3 y'ii:any minerals the soil contains, it will not be prolictive ,...-...ss it hol0s an
atlewtate buppiy of water for optimum best. giant r_leveiopmerit. It ..-liould be kept
in mind that too much moisture can be as harmful as ti.io little. By learning more
about soil moisture, one can use his knowledge to change the en' !.onment of plants
in small areas such as in the horticulture industry

REFERENCES: Required;
1, Information Sheet, "Soil Moisture"

Supplemental:
2. Soil Yearbook of Agriculture, 1957, USDA, pp, 49-60

QUESTIONS 1, What part of the plant takes in water from the soil?
or 2. The process by which water leaves the plant in the form of vapor

ACTIVITIES: is called what')
3. What material helps soil hold water?
4, When is water holding capacity of vital importance?
5. What affects the speed at which capillary water can move through

the soil?
6. Why does it harm soil to work it when it is wet?
7, What can be added to soil to make it hold more water?
8. Why will overwatering a plant kill the root system?
9, What happens to rainfall which falls to the earth's surface?
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The moisture in the soil represents an important part of the plant environment It is
common knowledge that many plants tend to wilt when lacking in water If water is
not supplied to the plants soon after the wilting point is reached, they often die. Water
is used by the plant in many ways The needed water is taken from the soil by the roots.
If plants are to remain healthy and grow weli, water must be made constantly available
to the plants The type of soil in which the plants grow has a definite influence upon the
frequancy of watering

Soil water is very important
1 Lame atituunt5 --,1 water lost by plants in transpiration must be replaced.

(Transpiration - hss of water in the form of vapor )
2 water acts as a solvent for dissolved minerals.
3 Water affects soil aeration (Movernant of air through the soil. )
4. Water affects soil temperature

What happens to rain which falls to the earth's surface?
1 Runs off
2 Soaks in
3 Evaporates

Water absorption is very important to the growth of plants

Rain water is absorbed and rapidly passes downward through a porous soil. When the
upper surface of the subsoil has a slope, such of the water flowing over its surface
seeps out of the hillsides in springs and quickly contributes to stream flow.

Why do different soils have different capacities to hold or "soak up" water? When
organic matter is used up. soil packs together Thus a cloddy :oil has fewer air
spaces, its particles do not cling together in granules. and the lack of organic mat-
ter meris that it weighs more than an equal volume of crumbly soil from a well-
managed plot

A crumbly soil can take in water faster than a cloddy one, and it can hold more water.
The thoroughly decomposed soil organic matter (humus) in a crumbly soil, Jan hold
lots of water Organic matter acts as a sponge in holding water In addition, to the
water held by the organic matter itself. is the water held in the pores between the soil
particles and between the soil granules Hundreds of very fine soil particles re glued
together by the organic matter to form granules or crumbs

The increased water-holding capacity of soils high in organic matter under r-4A1--11
conditions makes a big difference in the intake of water This is extremely iwt-..,,tant
during droughty seasons
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Moisture moves through the soil in all directions even against gravity by r:anillary move-
ment This movement is caused by the attraction water molecules have for each other as
well as the attraction between water molecules and soil particles TT: at e r molecules cling
together and form droplets in tt,:. air or on a greasy surface where there is nothing to inter-
fere But when a drop of water falls on soil particles, it spreads out as a thin film over the
soil particles, because the attraction between the soil particles and the water molecules them-
selves Water that moves through the soil in this way is known as capillary water

How far r--icl how fast capillary water will move in a soil depends on the size of the soil par-
ticles ant the condition of the soil If the spaces around the soil i, 'rticles are large, the
attraction between the water molecules and the soil particles will not be enougli to overcome
the weight of the water Lid it will not rise too much The movement that does take place
however. will be rapid because there is little friction This is true in sandy soils

Jn fine-t,:txtured soils, the particles are closer together and the attraction between soil and
water is greater Water may be expected to rise more slowly, 'but higher in soils of fine
texture

Under field conditions, moisture moves from wetter soil to drier soil The difference is not
always great, therefore, capillary water moves slowly and not far Even so, even moisture
moves a short distance to the roots of growing plants to make it an important plant-soil
relationship

Much soil moisture can be lost when capillary water moves to the surface and evaporates

c

All living cells carry on respiration Root: are made of living cells In order for respiration
to occur, oxygen mist be present Oxygen is normally formed in the air occupying the pore
snace of soils having good aeration As water fills the pore s ice of these soils, however,
th4 air is forced out (no two things can occupy the same space at the same time) and con-
sequently, the supply of oxygen in the soil is lost This means that root cells die and the root
system decays away

Some principles of understanding of soil-water relationships for the horticulture service worker
1 Many soils .annot he worked when wet except at the expense of desirable .100 structure

Th.s is more true for heavy clay-i___^ soils, and is less important for sand; soils
Structure is the ar:--ngerneut of the soil particles

2 Plants can bk- easily overv-i.tered or underwatered Sandy soils requi-e more frequent
waterir-s than heavy clay soils especially during perio& ,-.; prolonged sunny days-

., If soils oo not haw, desirable moisture-holding capacities. they shoui6 be modified to.,

ina!::: them more desirable
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4 It is more critical to overwater plants growing in heavy soils during periods of
prolonged cloudy weather than it is to overwater plants growing in light soils,
during this type of weather condition. Sc:' 1 type and the amo--at of sunlight affect
plant-watering practices

5, Loose, porous soils having a good structure soak up and hold more water than
hard, compact soils. This has an important influence on plant-watering practice -L.

6. Overwatering causes decreased aeration and subsequent root decay and death of
the plant_

7. Underwatering causes wilting, dehydration, and subseq--ent death of the plant.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational
Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 79-81.
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UNIT Plant Growing* Media

TOPIC Soil Mixtures

OBJECTIVE' To learn some of the most widely used soil mixtures and to become
familiar with the methods used to produce soil mixes for growing horticultural plan:s

INTRODUCTION. Not all plants grow best in the same type of soil mixture, Water-
holding capacity, aeration, and drainage of the soil often determines a plant's value.
By studying the different types of soil and how to increase their productivity, we can
grow healthier and more profitable plants

REFERENCES! Required
1, Information Sheet, "Soil Mixtures"

Supplemental.
2 Plant Propagation, Hartman & Kester, Prentice Hall, N, J. , 1959,

pp 26-30

QUESTIONS 1. What are the advantages of mixing organic matte: and other soil
or "lightening" materials with loam soils?

ACTIVITIES: 2 Name the characteristics of a- ideal soil mix-
3 Why is soil screened before mixing':
A What equipment is re-;uired for large scale mixing operation3?
5. What would be a good mixture for general container-grown nursery

stc.ck?
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The _Significance of Soil Mixtures_
1 Loam soils by themselves are generally unsatisfactory for growing plants for

various reasons
a Often "heavy"
b Often poorly aerated
c Often tend to become sticky after watering
d Often have a low moisture-holding capacity
e Often tend to shank upon drying

_ Advantages of incorporating organic matter and soil "lightening" materials with0

loam soils inciude
a Better aeration c. BetttIr drainage
b Greater ease of working d Better moisture- holding capacity

Some Tvoical Soil Mixtures.
1 For potting rooted cuttings and young seedlings;

1 or 2 parts sand
1 part loam soil
1 part peat moss (or leaf molm

2. For gzIneral container grown nursery stocks;
1 part sand
2 parts loam soil
1 part peat moss or leaf mold
1/2 part dried or well-rotted manure

3 .., For plants which do best under acid soil conditions;
2 parts sand
2 parts loam soil
2 parts peat rr- 36
1 part leaf mold
1/2 dried or well-rotted manure

4 The University of California (U C ) mix
50% sand
50% peat moss
Fertilizer additives 'a or I))
a if the mix is to 1-.- stored fo : an indeiinite period before usiog, This furnishes

a moderate supply of availablo nitrogen, out the plants will soon require sup-
plernentai feeding To each cubic yard -_i the mix add:
4 oz potassium nitrate 2-1/2 lb. single superphosohatc
4 oz potassium stfate . --,`2 lb dolomite lime

2-1/4 J::: calcium z...r: rate lime
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b if the mix is to be planted within one week of preparation, This furnishes avail-
able nitrogen as well as moderate nitrogen reserve. For each cubic yard of the
mix add
2-1/2 lb horn and hoof or blood meal 4 1 3 % nitrogen)
4 oz potassium nitrate
4 oz potassium sulfate
2-1/2 lb single superphosphate
7-1/2 lb dokmite lime
2-1/2 lb calcium carbonate lime

5 in making the U C mix for.
a Bedding plants and nursery container-grown stocks use --75% sand, --25% peat moss
b Potted plants use 50% sand, 50% peat moss

This mixture, including the fertilizer, can be safely sterilized by steam or chem:eals
without resulting in the subsequent harmful effects to the plants that often occurs
when other soil mixes are sterilized

The Ideal Soil Mix has These Characteristics
a Uniformity
b Freedom from disease
c. Low soluble satts
d Good drainage

e. Good moisture retention
f. No shrinkage
g Ease of preparation an storag
h. Conr availability

Em.iznst Used in _prezaskai Soil Mixtures Includes
1 Soil screen !may be a powered rotary screen. 4 Scoop shovel
2 Soil shredder:either gas or electric powered) 5 Cement mixer
3 Wheel barrow 6. Water hose

&i...psLin PreoritASoil Mixture.
.....rrom.ry wmsalam.sa.-wa.

1 Screen the soil to make it uniform and to eliminate large particles,
2 Slightll moisten extremely dry materials (especially peat)
3 Mix small-r quantities by putting the ingredients in a pile in layers, and turn the

pile with .:* sh-_...7e1 u-ttil uniformity of the mixture is attained.
4 For large scale mixing operations, nse a power driven cement mixer or shredder..
5 l'repa-ce the imyture at least ()Pe day in advance of use so that the moisture will tend

to becot equalized throughout the mixture. The soil mixture should be slightly
moist at the rime of use so That it forms a ball when squeezed in the hand at the time
of use

Material fc. - this information sheet was takt n from Ornar:..-atal Horticulture f c. -
VocationalAtgrictilture in A)' bar.' -I, pp 81. 34
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To learn more about the kinds of mulches and how they are used.
some common mulches and how to apply them.

There are many places in the landscape where mulches can and should
and flower beds, trees and shrubbery, and newly seeded lawn areas are
of where mulches are needed.

Required,
1 !nformation Sheet, "Mulches"

Supplemental_
! Soil 1957 Yearbook of Agriculturet U, S, D. A. , pp. 151-156

1 What are two basic kinds of mulches?
2. What is the disadvantage of asphalt paper mulch?

What fertilizer should be added to corncob mulch?
4 When should mulches be applied to established garden plants?
5. What is the most common mulch?
6. What can be used as a mulch in areas where organic material is

scarce?
7 List the effects of mulches in the soil mix,
8. What is t :nulch?
9 What is the disadvantage of straw mulch?
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The landsca ?. or greenhouse worker needs to know how to use mulching materials
What kinds of materials are used as mulches? Which kinds of materials make the best
mulches? What are mulches used for? How deep should mulches be applied? When
should mulches be applied? A mulch is any material applied to the surface of a soil
primarily to conserve moisture, maintain a uniform temperature, and to help control
weeds

Effects of mulches in soil mix
Dilutes the soil and usually increases root growth
Promotes soil granulation
Improves and stabilizes structure (surface mulch)
Affects soil pH slightly
Adds some fertilizer materials
Leads tc nitrogen deficiency in cases where carbonaceous materials are added
Serves as food to micro-organisms
Introduces weed seeds in the soil in some cases

Two basic kinds of mulches<
Inorganic or processed
Organic

Inorganic or rpocel mulch material_
I Aluminum Foil - Used to some extent in vegetable planting Research work shows

that growth of plants is increased markedly
2. Asphalt - A light spray is used commonly by landscape contractors to hold soil in

place on steep banks.
3 Asphalt Paper - May be used but hard to keep in place Can become unsightly
4 Crushed Stone - Gravel Chins - Pebbles - This is a common mulch in areas where

organic mulch is scarce Good in plantings for effect. May be colored to blend in
with the features or the home, patio or landscape.

Black Polyethylene - Becoming a popular mulch especially in areas which are not part of
the foundation planting This mulch is used in commercial vegetable plantings

Organic 11111Ich Material
1 Crushed Corncobs Excellent mulch material May be colored for use in land-

scape plantings Usually quite inexpensive Additional nitrogen should be applied.
2 Corncobs (wholes - Used to limited extent in farm gardens where the material is

available Can be used in utility gardens where appea_ ance is not the main objective-
_

3 0 Lawn Clippings - This material is used to a limited extent It should be applied
loosely because it mats Heat must be produced during decomposition

4 Leafmold Obtained from compositing fallen leaves in the fall of the year Thi s
partially decomposes by the spring. Good mulch but hard to apply evenly and is
not partir_lilarlv neat looking
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Mulches and Their Use
(Information Sheet continued)

5 Leaves - Used rather extensively in areas with many trees The most inexpensive
material available

6 Peanut Hulls - Can be obtained in some garden centers or in areas where peanuts
are processed. This is an excellent mulLa and usually quite attractive.

7 Peat Moss - This is probably the most common mulch. It is quite rich looking when
used correctly The cost of this material is usually p hibited when large areas
are mulched.

8, Sawdust - Very commonly used in areas where readily available. Nitrogen deficiency
is almost certain if fertilizer is not applied regularly. Reports of toxic materials have
not been substantiated by experiment stations

9. Shredded Bark - In recent years, this material has become a popular item in garden
stores. The material makes an excellent mulch and is very attractive in landscape
plantings_ Shredded bark lasts as long or somewhat longer than peat moss and adds
valuable organic matter to the soil.

10, Stra-- - Used for winter protection and as a summer mulch This material is highly ",
inflammable so should riot be used where a cigarette could be carelessly flipped into the \--,
mat erial.

11. Wood Chips or Wood Shavings - In recent years this material has become available tn
large quantities Wood chips decompose slowly and may be the cause of nitrogen de-
ficiency if additional fertilizer is not applied

When to Apply Mulch:

The time to apply mulch to the garden on established plants is in mid- .prirg when the soil
has warmed -ip sufficiently for active root growth If it is applied before this time, the mulch
will keep the ground too cool and root growth may be slow If you are applying mulch to newly
planted material, do so after the plants are put into place and watered it well, If you are
planting material in the late summer or early fall, apply the mulch immediately after watering
so that the soil temperature will be kept warmer in tile cool nights of autumn. It is important
that there is sufficient root growth in fall planted stork so that the material does not heave due
to freezing and thawing dr-2ing the winter tricaiths

How Deep to Apply Mulch:

For best results, the mulch should be at least 2-3" deep over the rtic.de area during spring,
summer, and early fall, Tender plants which need winter protecil, may require rf.n addi-
tional 1-2" during the winter months arou_i the crown ,-,r base of the plant In the spring this
additional material should be fanned out away from the stems or crowns of the plants before
additional material is added for summer mu;.,zhing

a..6.1r)ir

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for 7-icatimi 1
Agriculture in Ale;ama up. 84-86

1

j
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OBJECTIVE. To learn about the fertilizer requirements of plants, the function of
different minerals. and how to apply these minerals

INTROrUCTION. Many of the materials used for mulching require an addition of fertilizer
to reduce the chance of nitrogen deficiency cr starvation of the growing plant material:
Whodchips. sawdust . crushed corncobs and shredded bark neee additions of nitrogenous
fertilizers A report from the USDA suggests that 1/2-11b. of ammonium nitrate
or ammonium sulfate be added to each bushel of mulch material added to the plants.
Remember, without the proper amounts of fertilizer a lot of hard work can go to waste_
Plants can not thrive with an improper balance of nutrients

REFERENCES. Required
I Information Sheet, "Fertilizer Nutrients"

Supplemental
I Cros, Production in the South, pp 65-77
2 Soils and How to Improve Them- Texas Agricultural Extension

Service Bulletin B-189

QUESTIONS I What are the three primary elements?
or 2 What Orimary element gives the dark green color to plants?

AC?IVITIES- 3 What primary element is missing when leaves become mottled, spotted.
streaked, and curled?

4. What are three sure ways of mis-using fertilizer?
5. When is the best time to fertilize a lawn?
6 What are the three nutrients obtained mostly from air and water?
7. What are the two lime elements?
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NUTRIENTS USED BY PLANTS

larm_Arriounts Needed
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Rather Small Amounts Needed

Nutrient Obtained
Mostly From Air &
1Water___

Nutrients
Obtained
From Soil

ma.a.wmwsa

Nutrients Obtained Front Soil

Karbon Nitrogen Iron Zinc
Hydrogen Phosphorus Manganese Chlorine
Oxygen Potassium Boron f Mole, bdenum

Calcium Copper
Magnesum
Sulfur
Hydrogen

L.Mtelaeliaa.M110e1=Mr=-Lilir

SOME CONVENIENT NUTRIENT GROUPINGS

Grog in

Primary Elements

econdary Elements

Nutrients

Lime Elements

Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium Potash

Calcium
Magnesium
Sulfur

Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium Potash

Calcium
Magnesium

!Trace Elements Iron
or Copper

icro-nutrients Zinc

Iermr 411,-..=ar.s......

Boron
Chlorine
Manganese
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Nutrient Sr
Chemical

Symbol

HOW PLANT NUTRIENTS AFFECT PLANTS

Form in Which
Available to

Plants ole in rant Growth
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Deficiency Symptoms

Nitrogen(N) NH +4 I
1

---,,----..
Gives dart green color to plan is A sickly yellowish green colo

1

NO2- 1

I

=1.1rr
Induces rapid growth Improves
quality of leaf c,:ops

.

A distinctly slow and dwarfe
growth

I

fNO3-

1

I

I

I

Increases pm--in content of food
and feed crops A constituent of I

all proteins (Note an over abun-
dance of nitrogen leads to rank
vegetative growth and tends to re-
Lard the date of plant maturity. )

Drying up or firing of leaves
which starts at the bottom c
the plants and proceed upwit
The firing starts at top of the
b.-Atom leaves and proceed do
one center along the mid-rib:

Phosphorus
(P)

PO4-
HPO4-

H2PO4-

Stimulates easy root formation
and growth. Gives a rapid and
vigorous start to plants Hastens
maturity Stimulates blooming
and aids in seed formation Es-
sential to the transformation of
insoluble carbohydrates to soluble
carbohydrates a constituent of all
proteins

Purplish leaves, stems, and
branches. Slow growth and
maturity.

i

I

'Potassium
(K)

I

I

K+

1
I

Imparts increased vigor and dis-
ease resistance to plants In-
creases plumpness of grain and
seed Essential to the formation
and transfer of starches, sugars,
and oils Imparts winter hardiness

Mottling, spotting, streaking
curling of leaves. Leaves a
scorched or burned on the m
gins and tips. Firing starts
tip of leaf and proceeds do
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Nutrient & Form in Which
Chemical Available to

Symbol Plants Role ili Plant Growth__ -r
Calcium(Ca;

1
Promotes early root formatiori
and growth. Improves general!

Ca++

940-IV-5
Page 4

Deficien toms

Young leaves in terminal

plant vigor Influences the injt
take of other plant nutrients.

1

1

i

t
I

I I
1 AssvI.,.,- M:Ailw.clasz.4 .wee.0
I

IMagnesiuin(Mg)1 Mg++

I

A component of the chloro-
phyll molecule Essential to
the formation of fats, aids in
the transport of phosphorous
from older or younger parts
of the plant Essential to
fruit production. Influences
uptake of other l 1ant nutrients
Plays a role in the transloca-
tion of starch

ulfu r(S) SO4= Essential to the formation of
SOf proteins Essential to all

divisions and fruit develop-
ment, Promotes root growth.
Stimulates seed production.
Encourages more vigorous
plant growth.
Os.,. rn.ut.arawmar-mmO

bud become hooked in ap-
pearance and then die
the tips and along the
margins Leaves ha%e a
wrinkled appearance. In
cases the young leaves re-
main folded. There is a
light green band along the
margin of the leaves.
Roots are short and much
branched.

A general loss of green
color which starts in the
bottom leaves and later
moves up the stalk. The
veins of the leaf remain

i1

green The plant stem is
slender and weak with long
branched roots. Leaves are
mottled or chlorotic with
dead spots The leaf tips
are turned or cupped up-
wards

The young plant leaves are
light green in color and have
even lighter veins. .:he
stalks are short and slender
Plant growth is slow and
stunted. Fruit is immature
and light green in color.
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Nutrient &
Chemical

mbol

ron(B)

Form in Whieh
Available to

Plants hole in Plant Pzowth
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DeficielnLaLEn tom s

A deficiency of this nutrient
is associated with a decreased
rate of water absorption and 1

translocation of sugars in
1

plants 1

Fe++
Fe++-

.".=NIMIIORNI.=mww.a=IM

The young leaves of she
terminal bud become light
green at the base, with final
b_vakdown here, In later
growth the leaves become
twisted and the stalk finally
dries back to the terminal I

bud

Essential to chlorophyll
production acts as an
electron carricr. ir, enzyme
systems which bring about
oxidation reduction reactions
in plants Essential to the
synthesis of proteins contained
in chloroplasts

inc(a.) Zn-1--r Zinc is believed to be concern
ed with the formation of some
growth hormones and in re-
production processes of cer-
tain plants The element also
functions in enzyme systems
which are necessary for im-
portant reactions in plant
metabolism.

The young leaves are chloro-
tic with the principal veins I

are short and slender.
remaining green. The stalks

Generalized leaf spots which
Evidly enlarge involving
Areas between veins and even
tually involvang secondary an
even primary veins. The
leaves are thick and the sta
have shortened internodes.
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Nutrient &
Chemical

S mbol

Form in Which
Available to

Plants Role in Plant Growth
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Deficiency S m toms

IManganeseMn Mn--* This element functions in
enzyme systems which are
necessary for important re-
actions in plant metabolism

pots of dead tissue are
. cattered ever the lea;,

he small -- veins tend
o remain green produt.-

The element is also essential
for certain nitrogen transfor-
mations in plants

'ng a checkered effect

Molybdenum Mo4 Acts as an electron carrier in
(Mo) t enzyme s7stems which bring

about oxidation reduction re-
actions in plants Oxidation
reduction reactions are es-
sential to plant development
and reproduction and do not
take place in i he absence of
micro-nutrients The dement
is also essential to certain ni-
trogen transformations in plants

If plant nutrient elements are to be available to plants, three basic conditions must be met.
1 The nutrient must be in a chemical form that the plant root can absorb
2 The nutrient must be in a position where it can be absorbed by the plant root
3 The nutruelt must occur in the soil in proper proportions

Soil fertility then, does not depend only upon the supply of nutrients in the soil, but upon
the form in which the nutrients are found

Some fe-tilizers harm seeds and foliage if the material is placed in direct contact with
them inorganic fertilizers harm plant foliage more than organic fertilizers. Often
organic fertilizers are called non-burning fertilizers
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Fertilizer Nutrients
(Infcrmation Sheet continued%

If you are to avoid harming seeds and foliage with fertilizers.
DO NOT

1. Apply dry fertilizers (particularly inorganic fertilizers when the foliage is wet).
2. Plant seeds directly on a band or la'er of fertilizer.
3. Spill the container of fertilizer contents and fail to remove the material from the

foliage by scattering or leaching. 'Many times lawn readers are filled on the
law'. and spillage is not properly cared for. It is best to fill the spreader on the
sidewalk.

DO

1> Fertilize just before a rain. (Lawns for example)
2. Place the fertilizer below and to the side of the seed:
3 Mix fertilizer materials thoroughly in the sGil before planting.

Fertilizers can be applied to the soil , of the greenhouse or the landscape as:
I Liquid fertilizers

a, Hozon proportioners or fertilizer injectors (foliar or base application)
b Applied in water solution with a sprinkling can (foliar application)
c_ Applied as a water solution arou1d the base of the plant

2. Dry fertilizers
a_ Broadcast over the soil surface by means of a spreader.
b. Broadcast over the soil surface hand for small quantities). This is not the

most accurate method for applying fertilizers, however.
c. Deep drilling
d. Side dressing
e. Banding along the row

)1(4,0**

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational
Agriculture in Alabama_ pp. 86-92.
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UNIT Plant Growing Media

TOPIC; Soil Organisms

OBJECTIVE To learn some of the major soil organisms, their importance, and
their effect on soils

INTRODUCTION Soils are composed of broken and weathered rocks, organic matter,
water, and air This material serves as a home for many kinds of plant and animal
life These plants and animals are both large and small in size- Some of these rants
and animals are even so small that a microscope must be used to see them. Even
though these organisms are small, they play a vital role it the health of our plants.

REEERZNCES. Required.
1. Informatio- Sheet, "Soil Organis,..s"

Supplemental
2. Soil, 1957 Yearbook of Agriculture, U S D_ A

QUESTIONS 1 Name three small forms of plant life that are found in the sal .

or 2 How much of the soil consists of organisms?
ACTIVITIES 3 What damage to plants can a nematode cause?

4 What harm to a plant may fungus cause?
5 In what way do bacteria help supply the plant with fertilizer nutrients?
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Small plant life in the soil may be bacteria fungi, or algae. The small animals in the
soil include one-celled animals, and tiny, round worms called nematodes The larger
animals in the soil include worms_ ants, sna'ls, spiders, and insects. Some of these
animals, especially the earthworms help to make the soil better by 13L._ :owing through
the soil, mixing it and making it possible for water and air tc move easily through the
soil. Also, some of the organisms in the soil a-2e able to take nitrogen from the air and
change it into a form that plant roots can absorb Other organisms in the soil are not so
helpful and actually do harm to plants by eating parts of the plant and causing various
plant diseases.

Soil organisms make up about 1/1000 of the weight of an acre foot of soil. The living
things in the soil use soil minerals for living activities, The minerals available to
the plant then, are those that remain after the soil organisms have consumed a cer-
tain quantity for their life processes

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SOIL ORGANISMS

Beneficial to Harmful to
4142margsm Major Activity_ Plant Growth Plant Growth
i

'Earthworm Mixes soil Increases the

I

1

; availability of plant nutrients

1 aeration, Promo'..es drainage,
(Especially nitrsgemIncreases

X

t4ematode Penetrates plant tissue, es-
1 pecially roots, and causes

extensive damage

1

1

i

1

X Only about 50
of the thousands o
nematodes known
are harmful to
plants.

Aid bacteria and fungi in the
decomposition of plant tissue,
in making nutrients available
to plants, and in the synthesis
of humus

X
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Soil Organisms
'Information Sheet continued

Beneficial to Harmful to
Organism Major Actiyity___ Plant Growth Plant Growth

Xi Fungi ? Decompose organic residues I X
i Promotes the formation of

i humus. Causes many plant
diseases i

4

tr.

;Actinclnycetes; Decompose organic matter
releasing plant nutrients,

I
!
, especially nitrogen. Causes

t
! plant disease

!--_____.,,...__...............__-_-_-_......m.-.4-
4

I BaCteria Decomposes organic matter
releasing plant nutrients;
convert nitrogen from the air
into a form availaMe to plants
only certain bacteria are able

to do this. Cause many plant
diseases.

X

X

The soil organisms which are beneficial to plant growth can be encouraged by adding organic
matter. lime, and moisture to the soil

The soil organisms harmful to plants need to be controlled. It has been estimated that the
yearly loss in farm crops in the United States is five billion dollars. The cost of pesticides
and required application of these expenditures is used to control harmful soil organisms.

Basically, there are three ways to control soil organisms which are harmful to seeds and plants:
1. Soil sterilization with steam
2_ Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals
3 Seed treatment

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational
Nric9Ityrein Alabama, pp 92 94

1
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UNIT Plant Growing Media

TOPIC. Soil Sterilization

OBJECTIVE To learn the advantages and disc vantages of steam sterilization
Ipasteurizino and chemical treatment

INTRODUCTION. The soil organisms harmful to plants need to be controlled. It has
been estimated that the yearly loss in farm crc 33 in the United States is five billion
dollars The cost of pesticides and required application equipment amounts to almost
$350 million a year A considerable amount of these expenditures are used to control
harmful soil organisms

REFERENCES. Required.
1 Information Sheet, "Soil Sterilization"

Supplemental:
2 Soil, 1957 Yearbook of Agriculture, USDA pp. 157-164

QUESTIONS 1 Why are soils treated?
or 2 What are four sources of steam

ACTIVITIES. 3 Why will soil that is too dry heat up slowly?
4 What is used to measure the soil temperature?
5 How can ammonia build-up in the soil affect plants?
6 What are the seven factors to consider when fumigating soil?
7 What are the three precautions to observe in using soil fumigants?
8 What is the cheapest method of sterilizing soil?

-_"71.7""
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SOIL STERILIZATION

This control measure is highly effective and is wisely used in the greenhouse for con-
trolling the various soil-borne pests. Steam sterilization is also used to some extent
in outdoor areas and for steaming bulk soils prior tc use in growing plants.

Why are soils steamed?
1 To kill soil-borne insecAs
2. To kill all of the bacteria, fungi, and virus organisms that are harmful to com-

mercial crops
3. To destr-, weeds
4. To promote soil granulation

Sources of steam:
1. Existing steam boilers
2. Portable oil-fired steam boilers

Preparing the soil for steaming:
1. Add humus or organic matter.
2.

3. Package steamers
4. Bricked in permanent-type boilers

Water the soil lightly. Soil that is too dry will heat up slowly because of poor heat
conductionand distribution, Soil that is too wet will also heat up slowly because it
requires considerable heat to heat a large quantity of water.

3. Keep the soil moist a week prior to steaming so as to encourage weed-seed germina-
tion. This will make the weeds easier to kill

4. Rototill or otherwise loosen the soil. Be sure all soil is loosened and that all lumps
are broken up.

S. so'l in raised benches is being sterilized, unroll the canvas steaming hose down the
01,1 of the bench. (Ground beds may have burie4 tile for steaming purposes.)

6. Cover the bench with a suitable cover. The cover may be draped over the bench,
weighted down with pipe or held in place with "C" clamps.

The soil should be steamed at 180°F. for thirty minutes.
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Organism

KILLING TIME FOR VARIOUS SOIL ORGANISMS
WHEN USING STEAM STERILIZATION

Time to Kill

940-111-7
Page 3

Temperature

1Nematodes Instantly 140°F,

Soil Insects
j

Soil Fungi
instantly 140°F.--

10 minutes 140° - 160°F.

Soil Bacteria 10 minutes 140" - 160°F.

Weed Seeds 10 minutes 140° - 160°F.

roil Virus 30 minutes 180°F.

The soil temperature during steaming is registered on a soil thermometer.

After steaming, it is often found that there are other problems which could develop.
1 Nitrifying and other beneficial soil organisms are killed
2. Ammonia build-up in the soil which may cause root burn.

Solving after-steaming problems:
1 Use high quality, long lasting kinds of peat such as German or Canadian sphagnum,

peats or other forms of organic matter that break down slowly.
2. Avoid sterilizing in hot water.
3 Don't feed the previous crop after it shows color, and leach it during the last waterings.
4. Keep soils cultivated during critical periods to encourage air to enter the lower soil.
5. Keep soils medium dry when steaming: sterilizing wet soils encourages the build-up of

ammonia,
6. Adding t lbs, of gypsum or 40% superphosphate per 100 sq. ft, of soil immediately after

stearnit,ff geom.., to help tie up free ammonia.
7. Leach ueavily after steaming.
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Soil Sterilization
(Information Sheet continued)

Soil Fumigation

Conditions under which chemicals are most extensively used fox .3oil pasteurization:
1. Situations in which overhead costs are so low that the time required for aeration

is not expensive
2. Situations where weeds and soil-borne insects are the main reasons for sterilizing.
3. Sit.tations in which steam boilers are not available for sterilizing.

Chemical fumigants effective against fungi, bacteria, and nematodes are:
1, Chloropicrin (Tear Gas) 4. Vapam or VPM 7. Formaldehyde
2, Methyl bromide 5. Vorlex
3. Mylone 6- Trizone

Chemical fumigants effective against nematodes are:
1. Dichloropropene-dichloropropane mixtures
2. Ethylene di-bromide

Other fumigants include:
1. Bedrench
2, Zinophvs

3. Trapex
4. Nemes

Factors to consider in fumigating soil:
1. Soil temperature 4- Soil Texture
2. Soil moisture 5. Seals needed
3. Organic matter content 6. Soil type

5. Brozone

7. Depth of application

Forms in which chemical fumigants are applied:
1. Tractor-mounted equipment which lays a plastic film and injects the fumigant

under the plastic cover.
2. Lictuid water-miscible materials which are metered into sprinkler irrigation systems.
3, Gianules, liquids. and powders which can be worked into the soil from equipment

mounted in front of a rototiller.
4. Tractor-mounted chisel-tooth injection shands can be used.
5, Materials in pressure cylinders can be released under plastic covers.
6. Hand-operated needle point injection guns can be used.

No plants should be planted into a fumigant-treated soil for a pt-riod of two to three weeks.

Precautions to be observed in using soil fumigants:
1. Avoid inhaling the material.
2. Avoid contact of the fumigant with the skin.
3. Allow sufficient time for aeration after the material is applied.
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Treatment

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
STEAM AND CHEMICAL SOIL STERILIZATION

Advantages Disadvantages

940-IV-7
Page 5

.

reaming A very effective job Cost
I of treatment is less per acre

than for chemicals ($350 -
500 per acre)

High initial cost_ Edges of benches and
growing areas may not receive steam.
After steaming, problems frequently
occur.

I

(Fumigation

I

Useful when a source of
steam is not available
Gives good control of in-
sects, weeds, and nen- itodes

Cost of treatment per acre is high. Not
very effective against hard-to-kill organ-
isms. A great deal of time is required
for aeration after treatment.

4C ir

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational
griculture in Alabama pp. 94-98

:Z7
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UNIT. Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil

OBJECTIVE: To become familiar with growing media other than soil, to study their
merits, and to learn how to use these media in growing horticultural plants.

INTRODUCTION. Every plant grower has his own opinion on which plant growing media is
best. There are several very good additives and experience is the best method of se-
lection.

REFERENCES Required.
1. Information Sheet, "Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil"
2 "Horticulture Per lite for Texas Gardens", Bulletin TAP 256, Texas

A&M Extension Service

QUESTIONS 1. What is the most widely used media for reproduction of plants?
or 2 What type of peat is most widely used in the United States?

ACTIVITIES: 3. How much water will sphagnum moss absorb?
4. What happens to vermiculite when heated?
5. What leaves, when in a molded state, make the best growing media?
6. What three media are probably the most readily available for use by

the horticulturist in the South?
7. Why have many people witnessed failures in plant growth in a median

of sawdust?
8. What are the advantages of perlite?
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Many different growing media may be used for rooting cuttings taken from desired plants-
These may be used alone or in mixtures with soil

SAND
Sand is probably one of the most widely used growing media in the reproduction of plants,
lt consists of small grain or rocks ground into a fine texture by weathering This sand
must be of a good quality and must not contain silt. The recommended sand for use in root-
ing cuttingo is of the quartz type and should be wailed lt can be the same quality sand used
in mason'

PEAT
Peat, commonly referred to as peat moss. is a material that has resulted from the de-
caying of the remains of thick vegetation in wet. marsh, swamp areas lt has been pre-
served over the years by being under water in a partially decomposed state Peat varies
widely in its state of decomposition, acidity, mineral content and origin- Light brown peat
has been normally produced by a type of vegetation that results in a quite acid state. Brown
to black peat is of the type that is alkaline This is the type that is desirable and most used
in the United States it has a very high water-holding capacity and contains approximately
1% nitrogen This nitrogen assists in the decomposition process which results after peat has
been placed in use When peat is used, it should be broken apart and moistened well before
adding to the growing media or mixture

SPHAGNUM MOSS
Commercial sphagnum moss is a material that has been produced by dehydrating certain
acid-bog plants The dehydrating results in a relatively sterile material. It is very light
in weight and has a very high water-holding capacity lt has been said that it will absorb
10 to 20 times its weight in water After dehydrating the plant materials have been shredded
in order to make it more usable This material contains such small amounts of minerals
that plant growth in it for any lengih of time will need additional fertilizer.

VERMICULITE
This is a material that is micaceous in nature and is therefore a mineral It is composed
of thin layers that expand or explode when heated lt is heated in order to dehydrate it for
use in horticultural mixtures. lt is light in weight and has a very high-water-holding capaci
Expanded vermiculite should not be pressed or compacted in any way when wet. If this is
done the desired porous structure of the material will be destroyed.
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LEAF MOLD
Certain leave can be decayed and placed into a growing media or mixture and will serve
a very good purpose Maple, oak sycamore, and elm are among the most suitable leaves
for this purpose. In preparing such a compost the layers of leaves should be alternate-I
with thin layers of soil Small amounts of nitrogenous fertilizer should be used between
the layers of leaves and soil This nitrogen assists in the decomposition of the leaves
The mixture should be protected from the weather so that leaching of the mineral elements
will not result during heavy rain storms To prepare suitable leaf mold, 12 to 18 months
should be allowed for proper decaying of the leaves A disadvantage of leaf mold is that it
may contain nematodes, weed seed or noxious insects and diseases It should be sterilized
before being used as a growing media for horticultural plants.

SHREDDED BARK SAWDUST AND WOOD SHAVINGS

In the South these materials are probably the most readily available for use by the horti-
culturist They are by-products of the lumber industry and can be obtained readily at very
low cost They are usually of the hardwood or pine variety Decomposition of these materi-
als is slow and one should be sure that they are decomposed before using them for plant
propagation Usually it is advisable to add nitrogenous fertilizer to these materials during
the decaying process

USING SAWDUST

Sawdust may be used to improve the physical conditions of soils and as a mulch. As a
mulch it insulates the soil against wide fluctuations in temperature, discourages weed
growth and reduces evaporation of soil moisture However, there is a difference of
opinion as to its merit Some operators have long used this easy-to-get forest by-product
it large quantity with complete success Others have hat ueortunate experiences with
sawdust and have discarded it as unsuitable to their needs

Possibly a lack of understanding as to how to handle sawd. it has caused some of these failures.
When sawdust is incorporated with the soil--used in place of peat--it requires large quantities
of nitrogenous fertilizer if the plants growing in the soil are nut to suffer from nitrogen starva-
tion The organisms in the soil which break down cellulose require appreciable amounts of
nitrogen and will use up all available supplies of this element

It has been estimated that 24 lbs of nitrogen are required per ton of sawdust from some specie
of pine to bring the nitrogen content up to 1 2 to 1 5%. the values needed for decomposition wi
out inducing nitrogen deficiency in plants This would equal 115 lbs of ammonium sulphate or
72 lbs of ammonium nitrate per ton of sawdust during the period of its decomposition, which
may be 2 or 3 years A 4inch layer of loose dry sawdust over a space 20X30' Weighs a little
over a ton A bushel of sawdust .10 to 15 lbs ) requires 0 8 lbs of ammonium sulphate or 0.5
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lb, of ammonium nitrate When the sawdust is used as a mulch, nitrage fertilization is
not required to the exient that it is when the material is incorporated with the soil.

Sawdust is widely employed as a plunging material in heel beds in retail sales yards, for
which it has unanimous approval, despite the fact that research showed that it is very
poor for this use, vastly inferior to peat The need for frequent watering is the chief
disadvantage of sawdust as a filler for nursery heel beds_ Because of the rapidity with
which it dries, it is necessary to soak thoroughly and often.

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational
Agriculture in Alabama pp 98-100
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Introduction to Propagation

OBJECTIVE; To develop an understanding of the basic types of reproduction in plants
and to learn the facilities, media, soil mixtures, and containers used in plant propagation.

INTRODUCTION: Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants in order that
man can have selected plants which are of specific value to him. Today with the many
new advances in science the propagation of plants has become one of the most fasci-
nating aspects ornamental horticulture.

REFERENCES;
Required:
1. Information Sheet. "Introduction to Propagation"

Supplemental:
1. Handbook on Propagation, #24, Brooklyn Botanic Garden
2. "Plant Production"; B-178, Florida
3 Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hartmann and Kester
4. "Controlling Environment with Plastic Structures for Plant Propagation", TAP-387,

Texas Agriculture Extension Service

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES;

1. What is meant by plant propagation?
2. Give two methods by which plants may be propagated.
3. Give three structures used for the reproducation of plants.
4. List three requirements of the ideal plant propagation structure.
5. Give three requirements of a good media or mixture used in propagation.
6. List five of the most common types of media.
7. What is used for chemical sterilization of soil?
8. Give three types of containers used in the propagation of plants.
9. What is the purpose of plant hormones?

10. What is a flat?
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Plant propagation is the controlled reproduction of plants in order that man can have
selected plants which are of specific value to him

Plants may be propagated by two methods -- sexual or asexual.

Seed reproduction in plants is basically a sexual process because it involves the union
of sperm and egg cell before the seeds are formed. The seed has a supply of food suf-
ficient for establishing a plant in a new location,

The vegetative methods of propagation such as layering. division, cutting, grafting, and
budding are the asexual types of plant propagation.

There are a number of types of facilities and propagating structures for the reproduction
of plants

Many stypes of greenhouses are used; they are usually made of glass, plastic, or
similar material.

The hotbed is used for propagating. but it is generally smaller and less expensive. Heat
is provided by fermenting manure or electric heating cables.

Many growers use a propagating case made of plastic to start young plants. This case
may have mist spray in it to control the environment.

The ideal structure for plant propagation should have the proper amount of ventilation,
temperature, and shade or light

There are several media and mixtures used in propagation. All media should be locse and
of a light mixture so that the excess water will drain. It should be free from seeds, nem-
atodes, and disease organisms.

Some common types of media are sand, peat, sphagnum moss, vermiculite, and perlite.

If soil is used, sterilization is a must It may be treated by steam or chemicals. If
chemicals are used methyl bromide is an excellent chemical to use.

Flats are small rectangular containers used for germinating seeds or rooting cuttings.
Many types of containers such as clay pots, peat pots, and plant bands are used.

Many plant propagators use a synthetic plant hormone to promote rooting of cuttings.
Various methods are used in applying these root-inducing substances, but the most
common is to dip the cutting in the hormone powder, which is a chemical mixed with
powdered talc at suitable concentrations, Many of the rooting hormones contain a
fungicide to give protectioi. against diseases,
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC. Propagation from Cuttings

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the methods of reproducing plants from
cuttings

INTRODUCTION, Cutting is one of the most important methods of propagating ornamental
plant:- Many plants can be started from cuttings in a limited amount of space. This is
an inexpensive. rapid. and simple method of starting plants.

Cutting may be defined as the process of propagating plants by the use of
vegetative parts. which when placed under suitable conditions, will develop into complete
plants.

REFERENCES.
Required;
1 Information Sheet, "Propagation from Cuttings"
2. Basic Garden Ix Illustrated,L Sunset, pp 17-19

Supplemental:
Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse. Nelson, pp. 113-123MilYMM mow uaawar.s.

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVI TIES:

1 List three reasons for producing plants from cuttings.
2 When are hardwood cuttings usually made?
3. List three plants which would be considered as herbaceous.
4 When are softwood cuttings made?
5. What temperature is necessary to root cuttings?
6 List three characteristics of a good cutting.
7. What is the function of the callus grove on cuttings?
8 What are the requirements of a good rooting medium?
9. Give four types of rooting media

10 When are cuttings ready to transplant?
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Producing plants from cuttings is often cheaper and faster than producing them from
seed, by budding or by grafting The use of cuttings a' so helps maintain the character-
istics of the original plant Many types and varieties of plants will not produce the
same quality or type of plant from seed and must be reproduced by cuttings, budding,
or grafting.

Commercial plant producers use cuttings tr .^:.ure large numbers of plants faster
than securing the same plants from seeds Cuttings are also used because they are
easier and simpler to make than various budding or grafting operations.

Cuttings are classified and ..._med according to the part of the plant from which they
come; stem cuttings, leaf cuttings or root cuttings

Stem cuttings are most important and more commonly used They are made by
cutting a segment or piece of a growing limb or shoot from the parent plant These
cuttings are further classified or named by the type of wood or growth period from
which the cuttings are made

1 Hardwood cuttings are usually made in the winter months (or dormant stage)
from plants or trees which shed their leaves. Plants propagated by hardwood
cuttings include Junipers and Yews.

2. Semi-hardwood cuttings are usually made from evergreen plants and are cut
from newer growth on the plant after it has finished the rapid summer growth.
Plants propagated by semi-hardwood cuttings include euonymus, evergreen,
azaleas and holly

3, Softwood cuttings are made from new growth in spring or early summer while that
part of the plant is growing rapidly Plants propagated by softwood cuttings include
pyracantha, magnolia and spirea

4. Herbaceous cuttings are made from plant materials which are soft, rapidly
owing and relatively high in water content, Plants propagated by herbaceous cut-

tings include coleus, chrysanthemum, geranium, and carnation.

The following environmental conditions are necessary for rooting cuttings; high humidity,
air temperature of 60° to 70° at night and 75° to 85° during the day. The temperature o:
the rooting medium should be as close to 70 to 75° as possible- Others are adequate light
and a good rooting medium.

After cuttings have been made and placed under en--ronmental conditions favorable for
rooting, a callus layer may develop at the basal end of the cutting The callus serves as
a protective layer which retards the development of decay on cuttini:..-. that are fairly slow
to root The formation of callus and the formation of roots are indcpendent of each other,
although they often occur at the same time
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The plant from which cuttings are taken should be healthy and moderately vigorous The
cuttings should come from average growth from portions of the plant in full sun. The
cuttings are usually three. to five inches long with two or more nodes. The cuttings should
be made with a sharp knife, making the basal cut at about a 450 angle just below a aide. It
is best to take cuttings in the early morning and keep them moist, cold and turgid (swollen)
by wrapping in damp burlap or plastic bags until they are stuck in the propagating bed

The lower 1/3 to 1/2 of the leaves should be removed from the cuttings. Dip the base of
the cutting in a rooting hormone and insert in the rooting medium, spacing so that the leaves
barely overlap The depth of sticking the cuttings is generally1/3 of their length. After the
cuttings are stuck. the medium should be thoroughly watered to wash the particles closely
around the base of the cuttings.

During rooting the medium must be kept uniformly moist, but never soggy. Until the cut-
tings begin to root, they should be kept under partial shade After rooting, the shade should
be removed for increasing periods of time until it is left off completely

A good rooting medium is one which can be kept uniformly moist. but which also provides good
drainage and aeration. Some satisfactory ones are; clean sharp sand (builders grade), ver-
miculite (horticultural grade, sand and peat moss mixture, equal parts of each, peat moss
and perlite, equal parts of each

The propagation box should be at least three to four inches deep. Usually they are wooden boxes
or flats with slatted bottoms Standard size nursery flats are usually about 15" wide by 22" long
by 3-1/2" deep This size is convenient to handle when filled with the rooting medium and cut-
tings

To maintain the high humidity needed for rooting softwood cuttings, the top of the flat may be
covered with plastic This may be done byplacing a wire or wooden frame over the flat to
support the plastic 8 to 12" above the rooting medium. After the cuttings have been stuck and
thoroughly watered, the flat is covered with a sheet of plastic, which should be tucked under
the bottom of the flat or tacked to the sides and ends to hold it in place

Cuttings should be properly managed after they have rooted, When the cuttings have roots 1/2
to 1" long, they are ready to transplant either into pots or directly to outdoor beds. If transplan
into pots, 2-1/4 to 3" pots are used The potting mixure should contain about 1/3 organic matter
such as peat or leaf mold, and 2/3 sandy loam soil. The cuttings should be partially shaded for
7 to 14 days after the cuttings are established By fall the cuttings will be ready to plant in thd
field to grow to a size suitable for landscape use If they were rocited late in the season, they
should be carried over the first winter in a covered cold frame

ammorm.11,-/..-www
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Material for this information sheet was partially taken from
1. State Department of Education, Agricultural Education Service, Montgomery,

Alabama. Ornamental Horticulture for Vocational Agriculture in Alabama.

2. The Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vocational And
Technical Education. The Ohio State University. "Propagating Horticultural
Plants"
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INTRODUCTION Many plants can be reproduced by layering. This is the development of
roots on a stem while it is still attached to the parent plant. The rooted plant is then
detached or cut after it has developed roots and becomes a new plant.

REFERENCES-
Required.
1. Information Sheet, "Propagation by Layering"

Supplemental.
1 "Propagation of Ornamental Plants", B-816-(1), Agricultural Extension Service
2 Plant Propagation, Principles and Practices Hartmann and Kester
3 "Plant Propagation". B-178. Florida

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES_

1. Why do we wound plants that are to be layered?
2 What type of plants can be layered in a simple way?
3. What type of plants are air layered?
4. Why do we air layer plants?
5 What materials are used in air layering plants?
6 When is the best time to air layer plants?
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The production of a new plant by layering is one of the surest methods. It is commonly
used to p- pagate plants which are difficult to root

A simp way of layering is performed by bending a branch of a plant to the ground and
covering it with soil or a rooting medium, but leaving the terminal end exposed.

It is usually best to wound branches that are to be covered with soil, This helps to
induce root formation Many plants such as ivy, philodendrons, blackberries, and
strawberries will root by this method.

Air layering is a method used to increase many plants such as croton, hibiscus dracaena,
and rubber plants Many tropical plants get "leggy" and shed their lower leaves; they
cannot be sold as choice plants_ This is a method of securing good plants at a minimum cos

Air layering is an excellent way to produce plants which do not come true from seed. In
some cases. a layered plant can be produced in a shorter time than by other methods of
propagation

One method of ell' layering is to select a spot just below the joint or node of the plant to be
propagated. It may be necessary to remove a few leaves in order to do this. Make a slant-
ing cut upward. Be careful not to cut all the way through Take a toothpick or other small
piece of wood and place it in the upper end of the slit to keep it from sealing. Then sprinkle
the area which is to be propagated with a hormone. This will stimulate the root growth.
Wrap a small handful of moist spahgnjm moss around this area to keep the roots moist while
in formation Cover the moss with a small piece of plastic film, polyethylene, or kitchen-
grade aluminum foil to seal in the moisture Tie the plastic with two pieces of garden wire
plastic tie. In a few weeks, under ideal conditions, the roots should be in formation and
the stem may be cut from the part nt plant and placed in a pot.

Air layering is best practiced during the spring and slimmer months when high temperature
and high humidity contribute toward quicker rooting
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INTRODUCTION The propagation of plants by division is an easy and sure way of
increasing plants such as chrysanthemums, daylilies, and some shrubs

REFERENCES.
Required.
1 Information Sheet, "Propagation By Division"
2 Sunset Basic Gardening :llustratect pp 14-16

Supplemental.
3 prozzation of Ornamental Plants. Texas Agriculture Extension Service, pp 816
4 Plant Propagation Principles and Practices. Hartmann and Kester, pp 419

QUESTIONS OR ACTIV:TIES

1 List four plants that can be propagated by division.
2 When is the best time to divide shrubs?
3 Why do you divide perennials?
4. When should you divide perennials?
5 How should you divide a daylily or other bulbous plants?
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Division is a simple form of plant propagation, Some plants which can be propagated
by division are daylilies, iris, chrysanthemums, geraniums, sanservieria, and shrubs
such as primrose, jasmine and fig trees

Most of these plants can be dug and shaken free of soil Then the clumps can be divided
into units or small plants. each having roots, stems, buds, and leaves. They can be
planted in containers or as idividual plants where they are to grow permanently.

Plants are best divided after their season of blossoming, but with care they may be E.3
increased at any season of the year Larger shrubs may be divided in the same method
as smaller plants, but in most cases they will have to be separated with a shovel or hatchet.
They should be divided when the shrubs are dormant for best results.

/
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UNIT. Plant Propagation

TOPIC Propagation by Grafting and Budding

OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of the methods and types of grafting and budding

INTRODUCTION. Budding and grafting is usually performed when certain plants cannot
conveniently be reproduced by cutting, layering, or division Also, it is used when
seeds do not reproduce the characteristics of the parent variety.

Experience is necessary to be successful at grafting and budding. One
d of the best ways is to study all you can about grafting and budding and then practice until
tchet. you become skilled

i

REFERENCES
Required
I Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated:. Lane Book Co. , Menlo Par, Calif, , pp 20-25

Supplemental:
I "Propagation of Trees and Shrubs", Bulletin No 1567 U 5 D A_
2 "Topworking Pecan Trees by Inlay Grafting", B7.1son, T A P. - 93 - Texas

Agriculture Experiment Station
3 Plant Propagation Principles and Practices, Hartmann, Hudson, and Kester, pp.

266-398

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1 Explain the meaning of stock and scion
2 What is the cambium layer?
3 When do you graft deciduous trees and shrubs?
4 Why should you have a sharp knife in grafting?
5 List two kinds of budding.
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INTRODUCTION The production of plants from seed is commonly used by horticulturists.
Many ornamental plants are produced by planting seeds in flats or other containers using
the proper cultural methods.

Producing good plants from seed requires great skill and knowledge. The
grower must be able to determine the requirements for many different plants. He must
know when seeds should be planted. how much space should be allowed for each type of
seed how deep to plant them and the proper cultural methods.

REFERENCES
Required
1 Information Sheet "Propagation From Seeds"

Supplemental
1 "Propagation of Ornamental Hants", B-816, Texas Agriculture Extension Service,

pp 2-3
2 The Ball Red Book, pp 3-12
3 "Plant Propagation for Florida Homes". B-178, pp 34-37

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1 Where does the average grower secure good seed?
2 What characteristics does a good growing media possess?
3 What is the proper temperature to germinate seeds?
4 What will happen when a grower attempts to germinate seeds at a cool temperature?
5 What is the best temperature to grow plants?
6 Why do you use a sterile moisture-holding material in planting seeds?
7. What information should the label on a seeded flat contain?
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There are several basic principles that the grower must observe if he is to get good
germination of his seeds and thereby be successful in producing new plants. These are

I Use good seeds For the average grower good seeds can be obtained from the
commercial producer of seeds These are growers who are not growing plants
for the purpose of getting a flower but for the purpose of collecting and processing
the seeds for sale to plant propagators

2 The grower must always use the best of growing media for germinating the seeds.
A wide variety of materials can be obtained for this purpose, The media, whateve_
his choice. must possess certain characteristics It must be finely screened. porous
loose and have a good water-holding capacity :t should be sterilized and in most cas...
low in nutrients necessary for plant growth. These nutrients can be added after gef-
mination and after the plant begins its growth

3. The germinator or grower must maintain the proper temperature if the seeds are to
germinate properly Different plant seeds require different temperatures, however,
there are general principles that will be helpful to the grower that will apply to most
plants. Most of the common plants mat the retail grower will deal with require a min-
imum of 650 for proper seed germination. n most cases the temperature should be
about 700F This is very important because the grower who attempts to germinate
seeds at a cool temperature will find that the seed will rot before having a chance to
germinate

4 The proper moisture level must be maintained and must be kept uniform. If this is
not done after the seed germinates or sprouts the plant will die

5. After germination occurs most species of plants grow better in a slightly lower
temperature and in a cooler house The best temperature is usually between 50 to 600.

To sum up these general principles you could say that if you start with good seeds sow
them in a good growing medium keep them warm and moist until after germination, success
is most likely to occur

Reasons For Failures In Germination.
wen eft... ..a-bray..,...-44.

If the seed is good and there are proper amounts of heat, moisture and air, nearly all the
seed will germinate. However, some factors are responsible for seeds not germinating.
The more important factors are

I Damaged Seed Seeds with broken seed coats insect or rodent damage or heat
damage will not germinate properly or else will fail to germinate at all

2 Old Seed Seeds which are more than one year old will not germinate as well as
fresh seed especially if the old seed was n,:.t stored properly.

3. Soil or Media Too Wet Too much water keeps air oxygen from moving around
the seed causing it to rot before the plant can emerge
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4 Temieratures Too Cold - When soil and/or air temperatures are low, the emerging
plant develops slowly and uses up the stored food before it can manufacture its own
food Cold temperatures also slow down the absorption of water needed to start the
germination process

5. Hard Seed - Some plants produce seed with a tough coat which will not allow moisture
to enter the seed. In such cases, it is necessary to use a special process to weaken
the outer seed coat This special process is called scarification , and is used to
weaken the outer seed coat so that water may be absorbed to begin the process of ger-
mination

6 Disease - Many diseases which affect plants are caused by bacteria or fungi carried
to the young plant by air, water. or insects These pests are present on the seed it-
self or are present in the soil_ Damping off is one of the more common diseases af-
fecting new plants Many of these diseases can be controlled by using various seed
treatments and through sterilization of the soil or media in which the seeds are planted

7. palijy:Sit Of Soil Or Media - It is necessary to keep the soil or media well watered
after seeds are planted Care must be taken to keep the soil or media moist enough
so that the seed have a continuous supply of moisture, but not so much as to encourage
damping off or reduced aeration of the media

8. liUrlinDes2- Seeds which are placed too deep in the soil or media may fail
to produce a plant. These seeds will use all of their stored food and energy before
reaching the surface and die before they can begin to make their own food. A good
rule to follow is to plant heed no deeper than 3 times the smallest thickness or size
of the seed. Most small seeds should be planted from 1/8" to 1/4" deep with a
covering of a loose moisture- holding medium

Seeding In Flats

Starting plants by seeding thickly in flats is a common practice. The seed may be broadcast
or planted along marked rows. The seed should be placed at a depth which allows for easy
emergence of the seedling. If the seeds are broadcast, little covering is needed. Some
propagators may use a layer of a sterile moisture - holding material such as sphagnum moss
as a seed bed to reduce the chances of damping off developing However, care must be
taken that the sphagnum moss is not soggy wet.

A flat 2" x 4" board made to fit inside the flat or a brick can be used for filming the top of
the soil. In general, the smaller the seed, the less covering is needed. For example,
celery seed would require less covering than either bean or corn

Small seeds are often hard to handle and plant. To help distribute the smallest seed, you
can mix them with a small amount of sand or other inert material.
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Propagation From Seeds
(Information Sheet continued

After the seed are planted in the bed and covered, water the seedbed gently To prevent
washout of fine and small seeds. use fine misting nozzles. subsurface irrigation or
place burlap bagging over the seedbed and soak the bed thoroughly When misting nozzles
or sub-surface irrigation is used to moisten the seed and media, the usual practice is to
cover the flat with a piece of glass or place the entire flat ki a plastic bag to converse
moisture until germination occurs After the initial watering no additional watering is
usually required prior to germination

All seeded flats should be labeled The label should include the following information:
1 Name of plant or variety
2 Date seeded
3 Student's name
4 Special treatment. if any

Using pot labels
1. Always start entries at the blunt end of the label
2 Allow the lower 1/3 of the label to remain free of entries for insertion into the soil

of the flat for pots This will permit reading of the information on the label without
lifting and wiping off the label

3 The students should be taught that the seeding job is not complete until the label
containing the required information pertaining to the seeding is in place in the
container-

Material for this information sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for
VocationalAnculturein Alabama, page 54, and also from "Propagating Horticultural
Plants, Module No 3 Ohio E 'e University

1
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UNIT Plant Propagation

TOPIC Developing A Plant Breeding Vocabulary

OBJECTIVE To become familiar with the words uset. when discussing plant breeding

INTRODUCTION it is next to impossible to understand any subject if one does not iiave
a working knowledge of the terms involved Reading will be meaningless if you have'
skip every thir.1 or fourth word because you are not familiar with it

R EFERENCE
Required
1 "Plant Breeding as a tiobbyT , Circular $17, Univers.,y of Illinois, College of

Agriculture page 32

QUESV.ONS OR ArTIViTc.ES

1 What is the process called by which stamens or anthers are removed to prevent
self-pollination?

2 What is a perfect flower?
3 What are the three parts of the female portion of a plant?
4. Where do seeds develop?
5 }Iow are generations numbered?
6 What part of the plant bears pollen?
7 Is it possible for one plant to pollinate itself?
8 What part connects the stigma and ovary?
9. Ask your science or biology teacher to explain D N A. (Desoxyribonucleic acid)

to ou The discovery cf D N A hE revolutionized the field of plant breeding.
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UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC' Plant Selection an' Fundamentals of Plant Breeding

OBJECTIVE To become familiar with selection processes and to develop an
understanding of pollination and fertilization.,

INTRODUCTION In order to breed plants successfully it is important to understand
the principles of plant reproduction A person does not have to be a scientist to
understand and do plant breeding Many people make a hobby of this field, Plant
breeding, of course is much more than a hobby_ It is the foundation for develop-
ing new and better plants

REFERENCES Requi red
1 "Plant Breeding as a Hobby". Circular 817 University of

Illinois, pp. 3-8

Supplemental.
2 Practical Plant 13reecki , W. J. C Lawrence, London, 1951

QUESTIONS 1 What is meant by natural selection?
or 2 What are the two ways in which plants reproduce?

ACTIVITIES' 3. in what general section of a plant are reproduction processes
carried out?

4, What is the name of the total male reproduction system?
5 What are flowers called that only contain the male reproductive

organs?
6 What is the major difference between pollination and fertiliza-

tion?
7 Learn the parts of the perfect flower (figure 17 on page 5).

.
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OBJECTIVE To understand how traits are passed on from generation to
generation

INTRODUCTION The study ci heredity is not only one of the most rewarding studies
of man, it is one of the most interesting Heredity. like a tot of subjects, seems
complicated and dull at first. but with knowledge comes interest Once you under-
stand basic concepts you will want to loth further into the subject. You will
find it interesting to actually try some of th^ plant breeding experiments suggested
in your reference material

REFERENCES Required
1 "Plant Breeding as a Hobby" Circular 817, University of

Illinois pp 8-13

Supplemental
2 Handbook on Breeding Ornamental Plants, Brooklyn Botanic

Garden Brooklyn. N Y 1959

QUESTIONS 1 If a dominant gene and a recessive gene come together. which
or gene will show up in the outside appearance?

ACTIVITIES 2 What is usually necessary to develop new varieties?
3 '-tow man) genes does a germ cell contain?
4 In genes be determined by looking at a plant's color?
5 What is meant by segregation as it applies to plant breeding?

vrwrza-wese,se,:- 7..rmf
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Plant Propagation

General Breeding Techniques

To become familiar with the equipment and techniques necessary
plant breeding

Successful plant breeding iT. almost impossible unless the proper
used It takes only a little while longer to do the job right.

Requir ed
1 "Plant Breeding as a Hobby" Circular 817, University of

Illinois pp 14-20

Supplemental
2 Simple Practical HvbridizinijorBeginners, D. Gourlay

Thomas, John Gifford, Ltd , London, 1957

1 Make a list of the equipment which is useful in plant breeding,
2 When should prepollination steps generally begin?
3 At what time of day does pollinating work best? Why?
4 If you want to cross pollinate a perfect flower, what must be

done to guard against self-pollination?
5 List the proper steps for labeling the seed parent after

pollination
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OBJECTIVES To develop an understanding of the major factors involved in the
proper planting of ornamental trees and shrubs.

INTRODUCTION; Since trees and shrubs are an ii..portant part of landscaping, it is
essential to know how and when to plant them_

Proper cultural practices will provide the desired effects alter
your careful selection of plants These practices include the care of the plants,
preparing the soil, setting the plants, and providing proper care immediately
alter planting-

REFERENCES: Required>
1. Information Sheet on 'Planting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs"
2. Sunset Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 31-32, 34-35

Supplemental,
3 Approved Practices in Beautifying the Home Grounds, Hoover,

pp, 143-171

QUESTIONS 1. When should bareroot shrubs and trees be planted?
or 2. What size hole should be dug for the correct planting of shrubs

ACTIVITIES: and trees?
3. When planting a bareroot shrub or tree, how much of the top

should be pruned?
4_ What does the nursery term B&B mean?
5. What size tree usually needs guy wires?
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Proper planting will benefit both the plants and you If they are w.irth planting, they
are certainly woi in the time and trouble to do it correctly. Care and attention from
the very beginning will be of value

Container grown plants and those balled and burlapped (BB) can be planted anytime,
Early fall is a good time to plant as they should be well established before summer.

Bareroot plants such as pecan and fruit trees, some shrubs. and roses need to be
planted as soon as they begin to arrive at the nurseries. This is usually in late fall
or early winter

The size of the hole into which the plant is to be placed is very important it should
be at least one to two feet wider and at least six inches or a foot deeper than the roots
of the plant,

The soil in the bottom of the hole should be worked well and mixed with organic matter,
Unless barnyard manure is well rotted, avoid using it Do not fertilize newly set out
plants, especially bareroot (BR) ones

After the hole has been dug, you can fill it with water and allow it to soak into the
surrounding soil Place -"me of the soil mixed with organic matter into the bottom
of the hole; set the plant on this Fill in around the roots with more topsoil and pack
welt You could water again and complete filling the hole with soil. The plant should
be placed at the same level at which it was originally growing

If the shrub was bareroot. you can prune about me-third of the top to compensate for
the roots lost in digging Generally, balled and bagged will need some pruning also,
but container grown do not

If the plant was in metal, paper, or plastic container, this should be removed before
planting If it was wrapped in burlap, this does not need to be removed, It can be
loosened around the top near the base of the plant Plants in containers may need to
be watered before removing to prevent the soil from crumbling.

Newly planted trees or very tall shrubs will usually need to be staked especially if they
are in a windy area. A stake :tan be placed on the side of the prevailing wind. This
stake can be put in before planting if the plant is bareroot.
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Transplanting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
(Information Sheet continied)

If the tree is over five inches in diameter, it may need guy wires The wooden stakes
would be placed some distance from the base of the tree and drivenabout IS" into the
ground Wires can be used from Jle tree to the stakes, The wire should not be tied
directly to the plant Rubber hose protectors may be used around the wires If the
plant is not too large, plastic ties may be used
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the modern meth ids 14 pruning
ornamental shrubs and trees

INTRODUCTION. Pruning of plants is the cutting off of enttuig baelc of parts of a
plant for better shape or more fruitful growth.

Trees and shrubs may need to be pruned in order to remove
dead, chseased, or inured wood Pruning may be needed to rernove a branch
that overlaps another or to remove fobage right after plants are transplanted
in order to make up for the loss Fit toots

Pruning also helps to II-giro:7e the nbape of the plart and makes
it fit into the general iatterri c,1 the landscape

RE FE RE NCES Requi red
1 information Sheet on "Care and Maintenance of Plants"
2 "Modern Pruning Methods": B-997, Texas Agrioiltural

E xtension Se r- vi ce

QUI:STIONS 1. Whza is the cardinal rule to follow in pruning ornaracntal
or i.,:anie?

ACTIVITIES; 2. 'Jive three ehacatiensties of pnming tools.
9. Wileal can trees be pruned?
4. What two factors are important in rruning ornamental shrubs

and smaa trees?
5, How much top growth should be removed from bareroot dug

plants?
6. Why do rose plants need to be pruned?
7, When should deciduous plants be pruned?
8. When is the proper time to prune shrubs which bloom in the

spring?
9. When should climbing roses be pruned?

10. Why is a rounded or pointed top hedge preferred over a flat
top hedge?
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Take stock of your yard and check on an important chore - pruning. Are your
sidewalks and driveways covered by overgrown, sprawling shrubs? Are your
doorways crowded and your windows hidden? Then you should do some pruning.

Pruning, the removal of surplus or undesirable parts of the plant to improve the re-
maining parts, re.luces the leaf surface or buds that grow in-Lk) leafy shoots. This
diverts the plant food from root production to shoot production and increases the
leaf growth

Deciduous plants. those which lose their leaves during cold weather, should be
pruned between leaf drop and first spring growth The skeleton is exposed and the
plant is easier to work with After pruning, the plant should have a framework of
well-shaped. uncrowded branches.

Many evergreen shrubs need annual pruning These might include wax-leaf
ligustrum, pittosporum, eleagnus, yaupon, and viburnum. They may be pruned
into midsummer as they have no dormant period.

Sometimes coniferous evergreens such as arborvitaes need to be pruned to keep
them within a certain size. This can be done by shearing the main branches and
end branches with sharp hedge shears. Gradually clip from the outside to almost
where the brawn foilage begins This foliage will turn green when the light reaches
it

The average pruning is from about one-fifth to one-third of the entire shrub Many
shrubs should be primed by thinning out rather than be severe pruning. If a shrub
is badly out of proportion to its surroundings, you can cut it back to within a foot
of the ground Fertilized, watered, and allowed to grow naturally, you will have
an attractive shrub again.

Shrubs grown for formal hedges need frequent cutting to keep them closely sheared
wilt definite dimensions if a hedge is informal, it can be allowed to grow more
or leot. at will it can be controlled to some extent,

Shwas which bloom in the spring should not be pruned until after their flowering.
Severe pruning can be done then as the flowers are produced on wood grown the
year before the blooms,

Pyracantha or other berry-bearing shrubs should be pruned before the blooms ap-
pear in the spring. The berries for next fall and winter will be lessened by late
or severe priming.
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Care and Maintenance of Plants
(Information Sheet continued)

Rose bushes produce flowers on wood formed the same season. Therefore, the
more of last year's wood you prune, the better for your rose bushes Cut back
old, non-productive canes Remove any dead or diseased wood.

Climbing roses should be pruned after flowering Flowers this spring will be
produced on canes grown last season; they will be much greener looking and not
as old appearing as the canes produced the season before Branches which are
too long may be cut back about one-third of their total length.

Use the proper tools when pruning. Be certain they are clean and sharp_ Make
a clean, smooth cut and leave no jagged edges, bruised bark, or stubs.

Always remove any dead, diseased, or broken branches from plants. If branches
are rubbing, crowded, weak, or growing downward, they should be removed,
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UNIT Floral Crop Production

TOPIC- Introduction to Floral Crop Production

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the field of floriculture and to
learn about sources of information on the subject.

INTRODUCTION; Floral crop production in the United States is a comparatively
young business which probably started during the early part of the nineteenth
century in Pennsylvania At that time, Philadethia was considered the social
center of the country The need for floral arrangements for speciasions
brought about the beginning of the production of floral crops., Today the pro-
duction of flowers to one of America's largest industries,

REFERENCES! Required.
Flower and Plant Production, Nelson, pp. 3-15

QUESTIONS 1 Why is it necessary for flowers to be produced throughout
or the year?

ACTIVITIES: 2 What are +.1.2 three most widely grown cut flowers?
3. Where do most retailers of pot plants acquire their plants?
4. What is the motto of the Society of American Florists?
5. What magazine on the floriculture industry is available to

the southern producer and can be obtained from Ft. Worth, Texas?
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UNIT- Floral Crop Production

TOPIC. Growing Annuals

OBJECTIVE t To develop an understanding of how to successfully grow
annual plants

INTRODUCTION: Annuals are temporary plants in that they grow for only one
year. Beginners and professionals alike enjoy working with annuals.

REFERENCES. Required
Basic Gardening Illustrated, Sunset, pp 102-103

QUESTIONS 1. When do most annuals bloom?
or 2. Which small seeded annual is simplest to grow?

ACTIVITIES: 3- Give three examples of large seeded annuals hich are easy
..1 for beginners to grow

4: What is the general rule for watering annuals?
5, What should be done to most annuals after they are through

blooming?
6. When do morning glories bloom?
7. Do hollyhocks produce blue flowers?
8. What color blooms are produced by the scarlet sage?
9. Where can the portulaca be used effectively?

10. What is one disadvantage of asters?
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UNIT Floral Crop Production

TO PIC . Perennials

OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of how to successfully produce
perennial flowering plants

INTRODUCTION Perennials are long-time favorites of gardeners everywhere.
Unlike annuals. they continue to flower year after year. During the winter the
play* goes into a period of re.it called dormancy: The following season it be-
gins growth and starts to bloom

REFERENCES Required
Basic Gardening Illustrated , Sunset, pp. 100-101

QUEnIONS l What is probably the best plant for a new garder r ) grow?
or 2 What is one of the most common uses of the large mum?

ACTIVITIES- 3 How often should primrose clumps be divided?
4 How can rine cause polyantha primroses to repeat bloom in

the fall?
5. If peonies are properly planted, how often will they need

dividing?
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OBJECTIVE. To develop an understanding of how to properly use bulbs tn the
floric.ilture indastry.

INTRODUCTION A bulb is an underground bud that sends down roots and has a
very short stern covered with leafy scales such as lilies and onions:

It is both interesting and rewqrding to plant a bulb and obtain
a beautiful flowering plant

RE FERENCES Re:Fired:
LialLeGard;,:1....Liin Illustrated, Sunset, pp,, 104-107

QUESTIONS 1 When do tuberous begonias bloom?
or 2 Why should first foliage not be cut until it turns )ellow?

ACTIVITIES! 3 What can be used to protect bulbs from soil insects and rot?
4 What is a true bulb?
3 What is a rhizome?
6, Study the rrnr, on page 107-

1
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UNIT' Floral Crop Production

TOPIC. Characteristics Identification, and Use of Important Pot Plants

OBJECTIVE . To learn the characteristics. identification, and use of twenty
important pot plants

INTRODUCTION. This assignment contains an information sheet with some of the
characteristics, uses, and cultural requirements of twenty plants that are grown
in many greenhouses an 1 garden centers in Tees. A student studying for a
horticultural occupation should be able to identify the important pot plants and
give their characteristics and uses:

REFERENCES Required:
1. Information Sheet on "Important Pot Plants"
2 Seed catalogues

QUESTIONS i Locate pictures in catalogues and other references and study
or the picture as you study about each plant listed on the infor-

AC TIVITIES mation sheet
2 As you study each plant, list it on the attached form and

determine its most important identifying characteristics and
use
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Bright flowering plant from mid-December through May Requires
acid soil or peat moss as growing medium, ample moisture tut good
drainage 60-65° temperature

Grown for foliage and flowers. Grown in soil that is porous and
slightly acid Top soil should become dry before watering. Water
thoroughly, In winter requires full sunlight, in spring and suf.nmer
place in filtered sunlight

Thrive in humid air and do well in a temperature of 60-70° Keep
foliage dry

3 BROMELIAD-- --Exotic looking plant with showy spikes of blooms which may be
attractive for several months. Most store an emergency supply of
water within a natural vase-shaped center formed by their durable
foliage in leaf base cups. They are easy to grow and do well in
shade or sunny locations. The color patterns in the foliage and
unusual growth habits make the Bromeliad an excellent and inter-
esting plant for the home or office.

4. CALADIUM- Colorful decorative foi.4e plant grown from tubers which are sold
in grades expressed in inches of diameter

Plant in loose, well-drained soil. Need high humidity and ample
water. 80-85° best temperature to start Caladiums,

Require light but not full sun. Fertilize with complete plant rood
about once a month

The fancy-leaved Caladiums offer a variety of form_ color, and
leaf patterns that few plants can match. Grow to 2 - 2-1/2'. Can

7es.

be used as house plants or for outdoor planting

5. CHENILLE Bright green. broad foliage. Flowers in hanging cattails up to a
foot long of a deep red color. Needs semi-light and ample moisture.

6. DIEFENBACHIA Large decorative foliage plant. Needs well-drained soil high in
organic matter. Filtered light, Commonly propagated by cutting
stems into sections containing one or more e
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Important Pot Plants
(Information Sheet continued)

7. CHRYSANTHEMUM - (Mum) - Grows best in porous, well-drained sterilized soil.
Rooted cuttings should be planted as shallow as possible. They
are heavy feeders and need a regular supply of fertilizer. Dis-
ease and insect control is very important. They have special re-
quirements such as timing, pinching, lighting, and shading. Dis-
budding produces larger flowers.

8. COLEUS Outstanding foliage plant which is tender; requires frequent pinch-
ing during growing season to produce attractive, compact plant.

9. CROTON

Needs loose, well-drained woil with ample moisture, Requires
partial shade in hot, dry areas of Texas. Occasionally threatened
with aphids and mealy bugs. Easily rooted from cuttings.

Bright glossy leaves of many different colors on a single plant.
Leaves are various shapes, Require strong sunlight to retain their
color Needs high humidity. Propagated usually by air-layering.

10. DEVIL'S IVY ---- Variegated yellow-splashed green leaves. Filtered light for beet
coloring. Requires high humidity, but do not keep constantly wet.
If on totem, moisten for humidity Needs rich loam soil, Feed
with complete fertilizer about once a month.

11. DRACAENA

12. FERNS

13. FICUS

A versatile plant of various types. Most varieties are large and
showy; most have leaves that are long and striped. Shade or fil-
tered light. Moderately moist, but good drainage, and high
temperatures.

Various assortments usually called table ferns. All like cool,
moist shady conditions. Rich compost soil and moisture, but
well drained. Will provide cool greenery background for other
plants.

Many varieties excellent for basket growing,

(RUBBER I LANT) - Commonly used as large specimen plants,
so they do need space. Have glossy green foliage. Will tolerate
dry air, and do well at 70 to 80°, Do not overwater.

Filtered light ideal, but will take a great deal of sun.

Propagated mostly by air - layering.
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14. GERANIUM - - - -- Dusty, green foliage, succulent stems Large clustered flowers
in many colors Require plenty of sun to bloom properly Allow
to become quite dry between waterings Sandy loam high in organic
matter is best Temperature from 60-70° is ideal

15 GLOXINIA - - - - -- Showy, velvety foliage and large bell-shaped blooms in assorted
colors Light high humidity, moisture, rich, well-drained soil
Water spots foliage and flowers. so avoid getting water on them
They need filtered light, and proper spacing

16. HYDRANGEA----Showy broad dark green foliage Long lasting flowering plant
commonly grown for Easter and Mother's Day Flowers in pink
blue. or white Plant requires regular water during flowering
and likes high humidity

17 PHILODENDRON-Most important tropical decorative plant family Tropical condi-
tions best. but will tolerate dry air and low lighting in homes
Needs loose. porous soil, sufficient water to keep soil moist
Many varieties and types Some used on totems and are strong
climbers

18, POINSETTIA----Seasonal plant most popular at Christmas Small yellow flowers
surrounded by striking colorful bracts in red. pink, or white
Keep warm, chills easily Requires moisture and strong light

19. SANSEVIERIA---(Snake Plant or Mother-in-law's tongue) - Among the sturdies of
the foliage plants Will do well in shade areas or in sunlight Do

need porous soil, adequate drainage Do rot overwater

20. SCHEFFLERA---Attractive, fast growing umbrella-shaped foliage plant Glossy /
green foliage Filtered light Needs good drainage, and don't
overwater Large plant, needs space. Usually propagated from
seed.
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UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Poinsettias

OBJECTIVE, To develop an understanding of the cultural procedures in Poinsettia
production

IN7RODUCT1ON; The Poinsettia is an important blooming plant which is very popular
at the Christmas season They are a native of Mexico and the tropical American
countries

The beauty of Poinsettias lies in the brilliant bracts below the cluster
of flowers. They are now being produced as reds, whites, and pinks.

Cultural practices are more important in growing Poinsettias than most
crops because they have to be timed for the Christmas season only. The day after
Christmas the prices decline rapidly,

REFERENCES
Required;
1 Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse Nelson, pp. 272-279

Supplemental,
1_ The Ball Red Book, pp. 299-310

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES

1, What nutrient should be supplied if cuttings are made under a mist
2. List three poinsettia colors.
3. What is the most common pest on Poinsettias?
4. What are the most common causes of leaf drop on Poinsettias?
5- What is the reason for poor root development in Poinsettias?
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UNYT. Floral Crop Production

TOPIC Chrysanthemums

OBJECTIVE' To develop an understanding of some important cultural practices in
chrysan'hemum production

INTRODUCTION: The Chinese began hybridizing or crossing varieties of Chrysanthemums,
or mums as they are more commonly called, over 2,500 years ago. In the years since,
plant breeders from many lands have done much to improve existing varieties. The
Oriental growers tried to win the approval of royalty; European growers concentrated
on magnificent showblooms; the American hybridizers have improved mums for florist
trade

In recent years. much has been done to cause mums to flower on a
year round basis. This is accomplished in greenhouses by controlling temperatures,
shading, lighting, diseases and insects

REFERENCES;
Required:
1 Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson, pp. 237-244

QUESTIONS OR ACTIVITIES,

1 What is the natural blooming season for mums?
2 What is the most persistent pest of pot mums?
3. What is the correct night temperature for raising mums?
4. What is the most popular color in mums?
5 Why is black cloth placed over mum plants?
6. How and when do you pinch mums?
7 What may happen when mums are planted 2 to 3" deep?
8. What is the proper schedule for misting of mums?
9. How long does the mum season last?

10 What should be done to the soil before planting mums?
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OBJECTIVE Tc develop an understanding of the cultural procedures in
geranium production

INTRODUCTION Few plants can equal the geranium for color, long period of
bloom, and simple care They make a fine showing as a pot plant or as a
bedding plant

Geraniums were once considered an old-fashioned plant: today
they are one of the most popular plants for gardeners, indoors or outdoors

REFERENCES Required
1 Flowers and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelsim.

pp 256-264

Supplemental
2 The Ball Red Book, pp 247-251

QUESTIONS 1 Why must geraniums be shipped so rapidly?
or 2 What is done to the plant several weeks before the

ACTIVITIES cutting harvest is to start?
3 What color of geraniums is most in demand?
4 What system of watering has proved to be excellent for

geraniums?
5 Give two good management activities in the sanitation program

to prevent diseases from developing and spreading
6 What is the second most popular color in geraniums?
7. What is the night and day temperature preferred by geraniums?
8 How are most geraniums shipped from California?
9 In what size pot are most geraniums produced?

10 Why have geraniums not been widely grown from seed?

u
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Hydrangeas
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OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of the cultural methods in raising
hydrangeas

INTRODUCTION The hydrangea is usually raised as an Easter and Mother's Day
plant It is an excellent long lasting flowering plant for late winter and spring
season

REFERENCES

QUESTIONS
or

AC TIVITIES!

Required
1 Flower and Plant Production in the Greenhouse, Nelson,

pp 264-267

Supplemental
2, The Ball Red Book . pp 259-269

1 What insect must be controlled on hydrangeas?
2. What will happen to hydrangeas if they are not frequently

watered?
3, When are stem tip or leaf bud cuttings made?
4, For which two occasions are hydrangeas commonly shown?
5, What disease causes severe loss to hydrangea buds in storage?
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Establishing and Caring for Lawns

Turf Grasses for Texas
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OBJECTIVE To develop an understanding of planning the lawn and the proper
selection of turf grasses for Texas

INTRODUCT: .;19 A beautiful lawn is the foundation for a pleasant home landscape No
matter how expensive the home, how beautiful the trees shrubs, and flowers. they
will not show up to the best advantage with an unattractive lawn

A lawn is a living thing consisting of thousands of tiny living plants or
grasses Each plant needs food, water, sunshine and soil It is largely dependent
upon you for many of these

The lawn is a -ialuabi...! part of the landscape design and should provide
the proper setting foi the house, trees. shrubs, and other buildings It should be
established properly in order to provide a beautiful area which will be easy to keep
attractive

REFERENCES Required
"Home Lawns", B-203, Texas Agrici rural Extension Service. pp l- 5

QUESTIONS 1 Give five factors to consider in the selection of a turf grass
or 2 List two ways turf grasses are classified

ACTIVITIES 3 Give three points about bermuda as a turf grass
4 Give six points about St Augustine grass as a turf grass
5 Why does Zoysia grass make an e- :3ellent turf?
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Establishing and Caring for Lawns

Establishing a New Turf

To develop an understanding -I the plincipies in the establishment of

INTRODUCTION The lawn is a valuable part of the landscape design and should provide
the proper setting for the house trees, shrubs, and other buildings It should be
established properly in order to provide a beautiful area which will be easy to keep
attractive.

REVERENCES: Requi red
"Home Lawas" B-203 Texas Agricultural Extension Service pp 5-7

QUESTIONS 1. List three distinct steps ne ;essary in the establishment of turf
or 2 List five types of organic matter which can be added to a new turf

ACTIVITIEE 3. How should fertilizer applications be determined?
4. What are the factors to consider in determining whether a yard

will be seeded sprigged, or sodded?
5. Why is the frequency of watering reduced as the lawn begins to

take root and grow?
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Establishing and Caring for Lawns

Managing an Established Turf

940 -VIII-3
Page 1

To develop an understanding of the printrzplcs ani practices in7tollied
an established turf.

After the lawn has been properly established it is -important to know
rate of fertilization. when to water and to have a working knowicage
lawn beautiful

Required
"Home Lawns" B= 203 Texas Agricultural Exten,:ion Service pp 812

1 List four major factors invoNed ir, maintainirg turf
2 Why is Nitrogen the key element in turf production?
3 Why is Phosphorous important Lo the lawn?
4 Explain what a lz-sn looks like when it has a nitrogen deficiency
5 What does a plant look like whe.l. it has a phosphorous deficiency?
6 Describe an iron deficiency in tae turf
7. When should the turfed areas receive an application of complete

fertilize r?
8 How may chlorosis be corrected?
9. Why are light. frequent sprinklings harmful?

10 Why the aeration of the soil in a turf important?
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Establishing and Caring for Lawns

Turf Problems
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oBJErTIVE to develop an onderstaAding of the problems which occasionally
arise to the -11.-ianagement of a lawn

INTRODUCTION. Many problems may arise in the successful management of beautiful,
well-kept lawns_ The horticulturist should be able to identity the important lawn
diseases and insects and have a working knowledge of lie control of the problems.

REFERENCES< Required
1. "Home Lawns", B-203. Texas Agrienitural Extension Service,

pp 12-14.
2, "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects on Ornamental Plants".

Texas Agricultural Extension Service, L-199.

Supplemental
3- "Lawn Insects. How to Control Them", B-53, USDA

QUESTIONS 1 List four problems which occasionally arise in the production of
or a turf.

ACTT 2 What is the best way to control weeds?
3, What chemical is commonly used to control broad-leaved annual

weeds in the lawn?
4: Describe the appearance of a lawn which has Brownpatch.
5. What is a good fungicide for controlling Brownpatch?
6. List eight dusts or sprays which are effective for controlling

most lawn insects,
1. Why is renovation of old lawns necessary?
8. List four dusts that are recommended for the control of chiggers.
9, Give three good sprays for the chinch bug,

10. give the mixture for controlling the 7,ermuda grass mite,
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OBJECTIVE: To learn what causes plant disease and to learn to recognize
these diseases
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INTRODUCTION. There are probably about as many diseases as there are plants-
Man must constantly strive to ward off these diseases. If all research stopped. it
is pobbible. that zman 1.voilld be living in a world of famine and hardship

REFERENCES; Required
1 "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", B-995, Texas

Agricultural Extension Service

Supplemental
2. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects and Diseases", L-245$

Texas Agricultural Extension Service

QUESTIONS 1 What are the four most important causes of plant disease?
or 2. What is photosynthesis?

ACTIVITIES. 3 What is a vector?
4 What is the best approach to controlling canker disease?
5, What are fungi?
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying, Plant Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn to identify plant diseases and to become familiar with the
terminology used in connection with plant diseases.

INTRODUCTION: Better quality and higher yields at lower cost are possible with
better disease control - Diseases cost producers millions of dollars each year A

large part of this expense can be prevented by learning more about diagnosing and
checking plant disorders,

REFERENCES: Required:
1. "Identifying Plant Diseases", MP-512, Texas Agricultural

Extension Service.

Supplemental:
2. "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", B-995, Texas

Agricultural Extension Service,

QUESTIONS 1. What is the key to effective control of plant disease?
or 2. What is meant by blasting?

ACTIVITIES: 3. What is exudate?
4. What is the best way to check nematode damage?

Activity:
1. Study the terms that describe plant diseases on page 7 of

reference no. 1.
2. Collect all the publications on plant diseases from your

county agent.
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Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural Chemicals

OBJECTIVE To learn the safe use of the important horticultural chemicals and
procedures for effective application

INTRODUCTION There are numerous methods of applying pesticides, fungicides
and other horticultural chemicals The purpose is to completely cover the plant
or pest with the proper amount of control material The first factor to consider
is the welfare of the people using the material, second is the welfare of the plants
and then the effectiveness of the material in controlling the pest or diseases

REFERENCES Required
1 Flower and Plant Production Nelson pp 302-311
2 Basic Gardening illustrated page 81

QUESTIONS 1 What is the first factor to consider when using chemicals?
or 2 What is the second factor to consider?

ACTIVITIES. 3 What is the third factor?
4 What is one of the most commor means of applying pest or

disease control materials in the greenhouse?
5. &w should you store a water hose to prevent spreading of

diseases?
6 What are the safety rules that should be followed when a

person is working with pest control chemicals?
7 Why should a plant be completely covered with contact

poisons?
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TOPIC Controlling Leaf Diseases

OBJECTIVE To learn how to identify and control the major leaf diseases.
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INTRODUCTION A customer who wishes to buy a plant is usually looking for one
which has a lot of healthy leaves A plant will not sell if its leaves have wilted
and turned brown This will result in decreased profits on the part of the producer:

REFERENCES' Required
1 "Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants",

MP-574 Texas Agricultural Extension Service, pp, 10-13

Supplemental
2 "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", B-995, Texas

Agricultural Extension Service

QUESTIONS 1 How does one treat leaf scorch or scald?
or 2 What causes sooty mold?

ACTIVITIES: 3. What causes oedema?
4 What two chemicals are good for treating mosaic or leaf curl?
5 When do you spray azaleas and camellias for galls?
6 How often would one spray to control bacterial leaf spots?
7_ What usually causes chlorosis?
8 What type of disease is a;thracnose?
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UNIT; Controlling Plant Insects Plant Diseases. and Other Pests

TO PIC . Controlling Stem Branch and Trunk Diseases

OBJECTIVE. To learn the major diseases that affect stems branches, and trunks
of horticultural plants and how to control these disorders_

INTRODTTCTION. The stems branches. and trunks of plants are necessary for plant
growth They are the transportation system for the plant since water and food
move through them A disease affecting these systems can cause a definite decrease
in plant vigor

REFERENCES Required
1 "Diseases on Ornamental Plants", MP-574, Texas Agricultural

Extension Service. pp 14-16

Supplemental
2 "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases", B-995; Texas

Agricultural Extension Service

QUESTIONS 1 How does a person treat a plant that has gall?
or 2 What is the control for a dodder infestation?

AC TIVITIES 3. How does moss damage a plant?
4 What part of a plant does green scurf attack?
5 What causes wood rot?
6 What is the treatment for slime flux?
7 How is mistletoe spread?
8 What causes lichens?-..._.
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Root Diseases

OBJECTIVE: To learn to detect root diseases and how to control them

INTRODUCTION: Roots are the storage organs of plants If a disease is present in
the roots of a plant, growth and vigor will be greatly affected.

REFERENCES: Required.
"Diseases on Ornamental Plants", MP-574, Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, pp 17-21

QUESTIONS 1 What is a good treatment for mushroom root rot?
or 2 What is a good treatment for crown gall and hairy rot?

ACTIVITIES: 3 What is the first step when planning to fumigate for
mushroom root rot?

4. What is the minimum distance from live plants that it is
permissibie to use carbon bisulfide as a soil fumigant on
mushroom root rot?

5 In what sections of Texas is southern blight most common?
6. What temperature is required for southern blight development?
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Diseases Affecting the Entire F ,rit

OBJECTIVE; To learn the causes. symptoms. and control of diseases affecting
the entire plant.

INTRODUCTION: Many diseases are not localized in the stems, ro-As, or leaves
they damage the plant in all parts There are various controls for these diseases:
but one must first be able to make a proper diagnosis. Never assume that because
a plant shows a symptom of a known disease that you have diagnosed the disease
properly. Many diseases have seine common symptoms. Don't make the mistake
of diagnosing a plant disease without studying all symptoms of all diseases common
to the paifticular plant.

REFERENCES! Required
1, "'1 exas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants",

MP-574_ Texas Agricultural Extension Service, pp, 22-23

Supplemental:
2. B- sic Gardening Illustrated. page 80

QUESTIONS 1, What symptoms would a chrysanthemum exhibit that had aster
or yellows that would not be present if it was affected by verticillium

ACTIWTIES: wilt?
2, What is an effective control for aster yellows?
3, What is an effe Live control for verticillium wilt?
4. In what section of Texas is verticillium wilt most common?
5. Who are the only people that should handle chloropicrin?
6, What is a chemical called that controls mites?
7, What are two effective treatments for botrytis blight?
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UNIT. Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC . Controlling Lawn and Turf Diseases

OBJECTIVE. To learn the major lawn and turf diseases and how to control them

INTRODUCTION- It has been said that a landscape can be no better than the appearance
of its lawn A house can be made into a beautiful home by maintaining a nice green
lawn There are several diseases which can severely damage the appearance of the
turf if they are not controlled

REFERENCES Required.
"Texas Guide for Controlling Diseases on Ornamental Plants".
MP-574 Texas Agricultural Extension Service, pp. 24-26

QUESTIONS I What is the control for fairy rings or mushrooms?
or 2 What is the treatment for chlorosis?

ACTIVITIES: 3 What are the symptoms of fading out?
44 What is the treatment for slime mold?
5. What is the treatment for Piricularia leaf .spot?
6_ When should treatment for brownpatch be applied?
7. When should treatment for rust on bluegrass be applied?
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant and Soil Insects and Methods of Control

OBJECTIVE To learn how to recognize the major insects of horticultural plants
To understand the various cv_trols for these insects.

INTRODUCTION: On any given day, a producer may walk through his plants and see
numerous insects. Some of these insects and pests are taking money from his
pockets by damaging his crop A person who is depending on the proper growth
and development of plants needs to know which insects are of economic importance
and how to control them.

REFERENCES: Required
1 Basic Gardening Illustrated, section to study: "Insect Pests",

pp 78-79
2. Information Sheet, "Identification of Plant Insects and Methods

of Control"
3. "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects on Ornamental Plants",

L-199, Texas Agricultural Extension Service (Study list of
insects, descriptions, and types of damage.)

Supplemental:
4 "Texas Guide for Controlling Insects and Diseasea", L-245,

Texas Agricultural Extension Service

QUESTIONS 1 What is the difference between a snail and a slug'.
or 2 At what time of year do grasshoppers hatch?

ACTIVITIES: 3. What are the best methods of controlling borers?
4, What part of the plant do grubs damage?
5- In what type of soil are nematodes most active?
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Eternal vigilance and timely applications of effective controls will reduce losses to a
minimum Weeds in aisles or under benches ai o breeding places for a number of
pests and cleanliness is imperative A generally overlooked area is that outside the
greet 'louse Weeds harbor many pests which can enter through side or top vents and
open doors at the ends of the greenhouses Cleanliness and proper attention to the
outside areas as well as under glass will reduce the sources of infestation

Great nhanges have occured in the field of insecticides and there is a wide array 4
materials which are useful in combating pests New materials are constarfly being
added, and the horticulturist must keep informed as better insecticides are introduced

Aerosol bombs have radically changed certain pest-control practices. Specific direc-
tions for their use canot be given in general terms because they vary; and directions
oh the bombs should be followed closely Alternation in the use of materials is sug-
gested to avoid the rapid build-uo of resistant strains of pests

Resistance of mites to insecticides is believed to occur by mutation which establishes
populations that survive normal effective doses This resistance is inherited and does
not retrogress. Purchasing plants or cuttings infested with resistant mites can lead
to considerable trouble

Sprays and dusts are still used because in many instances they are just as effective
as aerosols and may be cheaper for local applications Many insecticides are deadly
poisons. and precautions regarding their use will be found on the container and should
be followed
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UNIT Contro!ling Plant Insects. Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC Nematodes

OBJECTIVE To dew:lop an understanding of nematodes as a serious pest

940-IX-10
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INTRODUCTION When leaves of plants are wilting drying and falling off for no
apparent reason nematodes may be the cause Nematodes are small slender
worm-like parasites which cannot be readily seen by the naked eye These pests
are small but they can completely destroy a pk.nt

REFERENCES Required
1 "What You Should Know About Plant Diseases". B-995 Texas

Agricultural Extension Service. page 3. pp 13-14
2 "Identifying Plant Diseases" MP-512. Texas Agricultural

Extension Service

QUESTIONS 1 List the steps involved in preparing a small plant specimen as
or illustrated in bulletin MP-512

ACTIVITIES 2 , What is the most common type of nematode?
3 What should be determined before a large amount of money is

spent on nematodes?
4 Knots arid galls found on plant roofs do not always indicate root

knot nematodes Give at least two exceptions
5 Name two plants that are very good hosts for root knot nematodes
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Control of Moles Gophers. Birds Deer, and Ants
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OBJECTIVE To become familiar with animals and biros that are a nuisance to
the producer of horticult.ural plaits

INTRODUCTION Plant damage by animals and birds can become quite costly: The
rural nurserymen usually have a big problem with animals, and tea small town
producers are plagued by flocks of birds

REFERENCES Required
Basic Gardenia- Illus*rated. page 82

QUESTIONS 1 How cal a person detect the presence of moles?
or 2 What are the two most effective means of destroying moles?

ACTIVITIES 3 Why snould trans be used with caution?
4 How do gophers and moles differ in their digging habits?
5 How do many gardeners who live in the Jountry protect plant

roots from gopher damage without using poisons or traps?
6_ What birds have no friends and should be eliminated?
7. What is the best way to protect young seedlings from birds?
8, What is the best long term control for deer?
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

Controlling Weeds

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to get rid of weeds and to prevent their recurrence.

INTRCDUCTiON: Weeds grov well without proper water and fertilizer. If you add
these two ingredients, they .vill flourish and this produces a great deal of trouble.
If not ccntrolled, they can crowd out annuals and perennials and even small shrubs.
Chemical, hand, and mechanical methods of control are all effective if you start
early and are per3istent

REFERENCES: Required.
Basic Gardening fllustrated, pp. 84-86

QUESTIONS I. If you are planning to pull up weeds in a bed, what should you
do to the soil several days before starting?

ACTIVITIES: 2 What has been the gardener's most useful tool for over
4,000 years?

3. What is a good device for weeding between paving blocks?
4 How does encouraging shrub growth reduce weed population?
5 After weeds have been cleared, what can be done to prevent

recurrence?
6 What precaution should be taken when mixing and applying

chemical solution whe'v handing is required?
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UNIT OperE Ling and tviti..taining Horticultural Ec,-.1pment

TOPIC: Principles Used to Prevent Personal Injury

OBJECTIVE To learn the techniques and principles involved in horticultural
work that will prevent personal inwy

INTROIJUCTION Gardening and growing horticultural plants can be hard work. Li
many instances a little time spent constructing a labor saving device can save
several hours of back-breaking work

REFERENCES; Required
Basic grariin Illustrated. pp 90-93

QUESTIONS 1 What part of the body should do the lifting when you are picking
or up an object from the ground?

ACTIVITIES. 2 What effect does one pulley have on the force when you are
attempting to straigaten up a tree?

3 What can be used to remove a stump if no heavy equipment is
available?

4. What preparation should be made to clay soils before attempting
to do a lot of digging?

5- Tell how to make a handy device tor blasting post holes and
planting holes

.41
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UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Selecting and Maintaining Horticultural Hand Tools

OBJECTIVE: To learn to select the right tools for a job and to keep these
tools in good repair.

940-X-2
Page 1

INTRODUCTION: No situation is quite as distressing as trying to complPt, a job
when the proper tools are not at hand.

REFERENCES: Required:
Basic Gardening Illustrated, pp. 88-89, 94

QUESTIONS 1 Why will asing; different gardeners for a suggested tool list
or be of little value?

ACTIVITIES: 2, "That type of shovel is effective for moving sawdust, manure,
and other light materials?

3. What is the most common size of hoe?
4, How often should one sharpen a hoe if the cutting is not too hard?
5. What type of hoe is used by a pushing motion rather than a

chopping motion?
6, What are the two most common shapes of lawn rakes?

j
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UNIT: Operating and Maintaining horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Maintaining Small Power Equipment

OBJECTIVE: To develop the ability to maintain small power equipment.

JNTRODUCTION: Value of small power equipment quickly decreases if proper
maintenance practices are not diligently followed_ Preventing a breakdown
is usually much easier than repairing one.

REFERENCES: Required:
Information Sheet, "Maintaining Small Power Equiprent"

940-X-3
Page 1

QUESTIONS 1, What are the two factions of preventive maintenance?
or 2. What should an operator of equipment do at the end of each

ACTIVITIES: work_ day?
3. Why shesld the fuel tank be filled at the end of the day?
4- What 'may be used to clean the air filter?
5. What two factors should be considered when clIctrking a bel::.?
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Small engine-powered equipment quickly loses its value if it is not carefully maintained.
Profitable use of the equipment depends on trouble -free operation on the job, While no
equipment, no -.patter how well maintained can be guaranteed not to break down on the
job, "down time" can be extremely short :f a careful maintenance program is followed.
Human and livestock health care is of a preventative nature Equipment maintenance
should be similar

Pieventive maintenance can be described as consisting primarily of two things:

1. Periodic equipment inspection to discover situations which may lead to
equipment breakdown.

2, Upkeep 0 minimize wear or to remedy potential trouble,

Regularly used evipment should always be checked by the operator. Should he notice
any slight malfunction he sh .ild correct it before ii.,,-ther trouble develops. The
operator should see that field maintenance is carried out regularly.

Usually not enough horticultural equipment is operated by a horticultural business to
warrant hiring a full -time field mechanic or serviceman. The operator has the re-
sponsibility to check oil. apply grease. and perform other maintenance when needed.
In some instances, this may be required every few hours, At the end of the day, the
operator should make an overall check and properly service his equipment. This will
make the equipment ready to use the next day or on any future date it may be needed,

A regular program of shop maintenance should be carried out on each piece of small,
engine-powered equipment. Small engines have prescribed periods of operating time
after which oil should be drained and replaced. At that time a general check of the
equipment is in order.

Before beginning operation of a small. engine-powered piece of equipment, the following
should be checked:

1. F'iel
1 Engine oil level
3. Oil level and air filter
4. Belt tension
5. Chains, oil if' necessary
6, Moving parts requiring frequent applications of grease or oil
7. Gearboxes
8, Implement adjustments
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Maintaining Small Power Equipment
(Information Sheet continued?

During operation, the operator should constantly watch for any slight malfunction, Often
a change in the sound of the machine when in operation will indicate the beginning of
trouble, A skilled operator can tell by the sound of the machine if everything is in good
working order. If equipment is used for long periods during the day, regular shutdowns
fcr preventive maintenance practices are advisable.

When equipment has been shut down for the day, it should be carefully checked and
readied for the following day's operation,

1, Fuel - Fill the fuel tank. Moisture condenses more rapidly in a partially empty
tank as the air cools,

2. Oil - Check the oil level and add oil as required. The oil shr..ild be changed
periodically.

3. Transmission case - Check the lubricant level, adding or changing the lubricant
as necessary.

4. Oil filter - Clean and check the oil level:
5: Chains - Apply oil to chains at regular intervals, Check the condition of the

!inks.
6. Belt condition - Check belts for excessive wear and for proper tension.
7. Moving parts - Grease all moving' parts,
8, Cutiing surfaces - Clean and check cutting surfaces of plows, cultivator tines,

mowers for sharpness, Cover cutting surfaces with used oil or grease if the
machine is to sit out in the weather or not be used aver a period of time,

9. Adjustment - Check machine to be sure that all operating parts are in correct
adjustment,

10. Bolts - Inspect the machine for missing and/or loose bolts.
11. Damaged or broken parts - Determine if any parts have been damaged to the

extent that machine operation will be impaired. Replace these and all broken
parts to insure proper lieration.

12. Machine cleanliness - Clean off accumulated dust and dirt regularly.

When small, engine-powered equipment is put away for the off -season, give special
care to provide the maintenance necessary to insure rapid starts the following season.

Small, engine-powered equipment is most valuable when operating properly. Proper
preventative maintenance helps insure proper operation.

The following general procedure should be used. However, check the operator's manual
for specific maintenance procedures which may be needed for a particular piece of
equipment.
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Maintaining Small Power Equipment
(information Sheet continued:

1 Before beginning the cheek disconnect spark plug wire 1-,o eliminate a
possible accident

2 Using wire brushes. scrapers. rags and chemical de-greasers clean the
entire machine Use chemicals only outdoors

3 Clean air filter Rinse with gasoline or other solvent, wipe dry. and refill
with oil !f the air filter has a dry element, replace with new element re-
cording to manufacturer's recommende,..ons

4. Check carburetor for sediment Remove and check if necessary.
5 Re-connect spark plug wire and run engine for five minutes. Stop the engine,

remove the spark plug wire and dran. the crankcase oil. Fill with new oil
as recommended by the manufacturer

6 Drain gas tank Reconnect spark plug wire, start the engine, and run until
the tank and carburetor are free of gasr."ne

7 Remove spark plug and pour a teaspoonful of oil into the cylinder Turn the
flywheel to distribute oil Replace the spark plug with a new one.

8 Adjust and/or sharpen any blades or implements
9: Grease or oil any moving parts

10 Wipe a light coating of oit over bare metal parts
11. Store in a protected. dry place

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Module 10, "Operating. Repairing,
and Maintaining Small Power Equipment. r Center for Vocational and Technical
Education. The Ohio State University Co lrmius, Ohio
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UNIT Operating ard Maintainmg Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers safely and Effectively

OBJECTIVE To learn how to properly operate and to care for a lawn mower

INTROD1UCTJOIC A well mowed lawn can greatly increase the beauty of a home.
There is more to operatmg a lawn, mower t- in filling it with gasoline and mowing
the grass

REFERENCES Required
I Basic tiardenilgiltustrated page 94, "Lawn Mowing"
2 Information Sheet "Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers

Safek. and EilcctivelV'

QUESTIONS I What are the three general categories of power mowers?
or 2 What is meant b.. sca!prig a lawn?

ACT:MIES. 3 What is the ilrat step in adjusting the cutting height of a power
mower?

4 A sickle bar mower consists primarily of what two parts?
5 Win should extremek, long grass clippings I:01 removed from

the lawn?
6 Explain why grass leaves should never be clipped too short.
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Power mowers can be divided into three general categories: (1) reel, (2) rotary, or
(3) sickle bar.

Reel Mowers. A reel mower is basically a common hand push mower pc-..ered by a
small gasoline engine. As the mower moves forward, the revolving blades slide past
the bed knife *Ind cut the grass blades.

Reel mowers used on bluegrass and similar grasses have five revolving reel blades.
Reel mowers used on el bent type grasses have seven or nine blades to provide a
smooth, even cut on these fine-bladed grasses

Reel mowers minimize the tendency of scalping, or extremely close cutting on the high
spots of an uneven lawn. Repeated scalping will result in a weak turf at those spots,

The procedure for adjusting height of cut varies for each make of reel mowers. In
general, the following procedures apply:

1. Disconnect the spark plug wire from the spark plug and place it in a position
where it is impossible for a spark to jump an air gap to the plug, possibly
causing accidental starting

2. Place mower on a perfectly flat, hard surface, such as a concrete walk or
solid workbench.
'djust the bed knife to the proper height by manipulating the height adjusting
set screws or by adjusting the wheel height,

4. Check to see that the adjustment procedure has not distorted the bed knife,
Rotate the reel and check the clearance between reel blades and bed knife for
the entire length of each of the reel blades. This clearance should be uniform
along the length of each blade. If this cannot be achieved through adjustment,
it will be necessary to utilize special equipment to grind the blades to obtain
the desired clearance.

Rotary Mowers. Rotary mowers have a vertical shaft engine mounted on a housing
which encloses a horizontally revolving blade. The blade may be mounted on the
engine shaft or one or more blades may be mounted on vertical jackshafts. As the
mower moves forward, the blade revolves at very high speeds lifting and cutting off
the grass blades. Rotary mowers are generally simpler in construction than reel
mowers.

scalping, or extremely close cutting of high spots on uneven turf, can easily occur
through careless operation. Because the rotary mower is relatively square in design,
the wheels may pass over a high spot and drop into a lower area during mowing and
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(Information Sheet continued)

cause the blade to crop near to or hit the soil surface, Excessive scalping may severely
damage the turf.

Rotary mower adjustment varies in detail according to the make, but the following gen-
eral procedures usually apply:

1. Place mower on a perfectly flat, hard surface, such as the concrete walk or a
solid workbench Remove spark plug wire so as to prevent the possibility of
accidental starting which might result in serious injuries.

2. Adjust mower blade to proper height by adjusting wheel height in relation to the
housing. Be sure to check the blade height and not the housing height since the
blade is not level with the lower edge of the housing.

3. Adjust mower handle height to suit operator

Rotary mower blades should be sharpened regularly since a dull blade lips instead of
cutting the grass, Before removing the blade for sharpening, disconnect the spark
plug wire. The blade may be sharpened by grinding or by filing. Prior to remounting,
the blade must be balanced. The blade is mounted on a rod which is the same diame-
ter as the hole in the blade. Place the ends of the rod on a hard, perfectly flat surface
with room for the blade to revolve freely. Two short pieces of 2" x 4" hariwood
would work. After resting the ends of the rod on the 2 x 4's, the blade should remain
level. If the blade is not balanced, grind or file the heavier end until perfect balance
is achieved,

Individual knives mounted on a base plate should be weighed after grinding to check
their balance. If necessary, metal may either be ground off the back of the knife or
holes may be drilled in the back of the knife to remove excess weight so that perfect
balance can be achieved.

Sickle Bar Mowers. Sickle bar mowers are used to cut overgrown turf or heavy
weeds. They generally do not cut neatly enough for use on home, industrial, or
recreational lawns.

Sickle bar mowers consist primarily of a cutter bar and knife. The knife is a narrow
steel bar k Lich sf3veral triangular-shaped, sharp, knife sections are riveted. The
knife is driven by a pitman rod through a series of guards and over numerous wear
plates. As the cutter bar moves forward, grass blades are cut by a scissor-like
action as the knife moves rapidly back and forth over the wear plates. The sickle
cutter bar is usually mounted on and powered by a garden tractor or is permanently
mounted and powered by a specially designed power unit.
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Height -of -cut adjustment is not present on some sickle bar mowers. On other makes,
height adjustment is made by raising or lowering a steel "foot" which rides on the
ground and keeps the mower at a set level

Correct mowing techniques greatly influence the health, vigor, and appearance of a
lawn Leaves of the grass plant are essential to producing food for plant growth
When vat off too low, the food producing section of the leaf is lost and turf vigor
quickly declines Grasses similar in height to the bluegrasses should be cut to a
height of 1 1/2 to 2 inches. Low growing grasses of the creeping bent types should
be wowed to a height of about 1/2 to 3/4 inches

If the lawn is mowed frequently enough, clippings need not be removed- They filter
down to the surface of the soil and act as a beneficial mulch for the turf. If the
clippings are excessively long, they must be removed since they may smother the
grass Under certain conditions, some lawns develop excessive "thatch", dense
mats of dead grass and clippings, at the soil surface. Under such circumstances,
al t clippings should be removed

The mowing pattern should be varied each time the lawn is mowed to eliminate low
spots, corrigations, and some matting The changed lawn pattern created by
changing mowing directions also enhances the overall landscape appearance.

Overlapping each opposing cut improves the lawn appearance. Mowing in the oppo-
site direction of the previous cut and overlapping past the wheel mark of the previous
cut can raise grass that may have been matted down by the wheels and permit it to be
cut

Safety should be foremost in the mind of any equipment operator; He should know
his mower and its capabilities and should attempt only jobs for which the equipment
is designed. Except for adjusting the carburetor, he should lever place his hands
In or near moving parts nor allow anyone else, especially children, to be nearby
when the engine is running. When the engine is stopped for cleaning or repairs,
the spark plug wire should be removed to eliminate the hazard of accidentally start-
ing the engine: The operator of a rotary mower should be constantly on guard
against running over articles such as glass or stones which could be thrown by the
blades of the mower, since such debris can cause severe injury to people or pets.

Material for this Information Sheet was partially taken from Module No 10,
"Operating, Repairing, and Maintaining Small Power Equipment," Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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INTRODUCTION: A rotary tiller can be a handy piece of equipment. It can also be
dangerous. One should exercise extreme caution in the operation of these ma-
chines. If cautions are heeded, a tiller can be used by even the inexperienced
gardener to loosen soils and in preparing soil mixtures.

REFERENCES: Required:
Information Sheet, "Operating Rotary Tillers Safely and Effectively"

QUESTIONS 1. What are the two categories of rotary tillers?
or 2. Which type Ls used only for light work?

ACTIVITIES: 3. On front tine tillers, what moves the tiller forward?
4. If the front tine tiller digs too far into the ground and does

not move forward, what should you do?
5. What should be done before starting any tiller?

L.)
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Rotary tillers are classified into two categories according to the arrangement of the
tilling tines. Front tine tillers are those which have the fines located in front of the
wheels. Rear tine tillers have the tines located behind the wheels.

Front tine tillers are generally designed for light-duty work and are often used fee
cultivating. In a loose soil they may do a satisfactory job of tilling to a depth of
several inches. The machines usually are not heavy enough to till deeper on loose
soils or to till heavy clay-packed soils with heavy vegetative cover.

Front tine tillers do not have power wheels. The rotation of the tines causes the
tiller to move forward. Some control can be exerted over rate of forward motion
by adjusting the depth bar. If the tiller must be held back to do a proper job of
tilling, the depth bar should b lowered to cause the tines to dig deeper and slow the
rate of forward speed. If the tiller digs deeply and does not move forwaixi, determine
the adjustment of the depth bar,

Rear tine rotary tillers are designed for medium to heavy work. Excellent tilling
can be done to depths of about eight inches in a variety of soils having various amounts
of vegetation or organic matter. This type of tiller can thoroughly mix organic matter
into the soil.

Rear tine tillers have powered wheels and usually a reverse gear. Power can be
transferred to either the wheels or the tines Rate of forward speed is controlled by
selection of proper gear and throttle setting.

Tilling depth on rear tine tillers is also adjusted by a depth bar which is usually lo-
cated behind the tines. The bar is raised for increased tilling depth and lowered for
decreased depth,

Since rear tine tillers are often used on heavy or packed soils, several points of
operation should be noted. The following operational procedures should be observed:

1. Rotary till when soil moisture is correct Use standard method of squeezing
a handful of soil to determine moisture content, When the soil ball flakes
and cracks, soil has the correct moisture content for tilling.

2, First run tilling depth should be no more than one to two inches,. Increase
depth for each additional pass.

3. Final tilling passes should be at right angles to previous ones to break down
lumps further,
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The handling procedures for front and rear tine tillers are considerably different.
Each type can pose safety hazards to careless operators. Before starting any
tiller, check to see that all clutches or belt tension pulleys are disengaged. The
load on the engine may be great enough to prevent the engine from starting if these
clutches were engaged If the engine should start while the clutch is engaged, the
machine may g-A away from the operator and cause personal injury or property
damage. Eve if the engine does not start while the clutch is engaged, a sharp pull
on the starting rope may upset the machine or injure the operator.

Rear tine tillers present added hazards to the operator. Power to the tiller tines
should be disengaged whenever the tiller is not being used for tilling. This includes
turning the machine around when moving it from one site to another.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Module 10, "Operating and
Maintaining Small Power Equipment, " Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
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UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Opera:mg Garden Tractors Safely and Effectively

OBJECTIVE: To learn how to operate a garden tractor safely and effectively.

INTRODUCTION: The sale of garden tractors has Increased steadily in the past few
years. These tractors are used in a nuir"-ler of horficulhiral enterprises as well
as by homeowners and hobby gardeners.

REFERENCES: Required:
1. Information Sheet, "Operating Garden Tractors Safely and

Ef:ectively"

Supplemental:
2. Literature from manufacturers of garden tractors

QUESTIONS 1. If one is planning to buy a garden tractor and a sickle bar,
or what should he keep in mind in regard to tractor size?

ACTIVITIES: 2. What is the usual horsepower range of small riding tractors?
3. Where should one attach pulled equipment to avoid tipping a

tractor backwards?
4. What is the major difference ')etween small riding type garden

tractors and riding lawn mowers?
5. What are the two most widely used types of transmissions on

garden tractors?
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The small walking or riding type garden tractor is used in a number of horticultural
enterprises as well as by homeowners and hobby gardeners.

Walking type tractors have had the same basic design for a number of years, but
moderate improvements such as rubber tires have been introduced.

The basic design consists of a small gasoline engine mounted on a set of wheels attached
to a pair of handles. Power is usually transmitted from the engine through a reduction
gear arrangement to a jackshaft. An idler, or belt tension pulley, is mounted for the
belt between the gear box and jackshaft. This provides the clutch for the tractor. The
power is transmitted from the jackshaft to the wheels by a chain or belt arrangement.

Extra pulleys may be mounted on either the gearbox shaft or the jackshaft to permit the
use of implements requiring power. A number of implements are available for walking
tractors. Those requiring power, such as sickle bars or snow blowers, demand engines
of high horsepower and tractors of heavier design. Many implements are simply pulled
or pushed by the tractor and often can be used with tractors of lower horsepower and
lighter weight.

Implements are attached to the walking tractor in two basic ways with minor modifica-
tions according to the various manufacturers. Implements which are pulled are attached
by a vertical rod or "pin" which secures the tool to the tractor frame behind the engine.
Implements which are pushed by the tractor are rigidly secured to the frame in front of
and under the engine with several bolts or pins.

The following implements are available for most walking tractors:
Cultivator Sickle bar mower Lawn roller
Plow Cart Rotary roller
Disc Seeder Sulky
Reel mower Fertilizer spreader Grader blade

The tractor engine can also be used to power a number of other stationary pieces of
equipment, such as a small rotary cement mixer, saw, compressor, compost or soil
shredder, and others.

The walking tractor is a versatile piece of equipment which, in many horticultural enter-
prises, can supplement heavy equipment. Operators of small walking tractors should,
however, be familiar with the equipment since too often the tractor is damaged and the
operator injured where it is used for too heavy work. Quite often the walking tractor is
not properly maintained since it is relatively inexpensive and possibly not used as often
as larger equipment. Because regular maintenance schedules are often neglected,
premature equipment failure may result,
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Within the past decade, a small type of riding tractor has been developed. Most are
scaled-down versions of the larger types. Horsepower ranges from 3 1/2 to 10. Due
to the heavier weight of the machine and the added rider weight, the unit can handle
somewhat heavier jobs than most walking tractors.

While all small riding tractors can handle mower attachments, they are not riding
mowers, Riding mowers are quite different from small garden tractors in that
riding mowers are built to be used for mowing grass only. The high interest in small
riding tractors by homeowners with large lots has resulted in scores of different models
produced by various manufacturers.

The construction varies considerably in type as well as quality. For example, some
models have automotive type clutches, some centrifugal clutches, and others a belt-
pulley type clutch. Transmissions also vary considerably; some have an automotive
type while others have a belt type.

The teacher should obtain a variety of manufacturers' literature giving detailed speci-
fication of the various types of tractors.

The list of equipment available for small riding tractors is the same as that listed for
small walking tractors,

Since the small riding tractors are basically a small-scale, standard tractor, several
similar rules of operation should be kept in mind. All pulled equipment should be at-
tached properly below the rear axle level to avoid timing the tractor backwards if the
load is too great. Care should be taken when operating the tractor on uneven or sloping
ground to avoid turning over. The operator of a walking tractor can usually move out
of the way quickly in the event of an upset, but the operator of the riding tractor is in a
more precarious position.

Both walking tractors and small riding tractors can be valuable tools for a horticultural
business or for the homeowner with a large lot. For maximum value, however, they
should be used only to the rated capabity of the unit, on jobs for which implements are
available, and in situations where their use can be justified economically.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from "Operating, Repairing, and Main-
taining Small Power Equipment," Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,
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INTRODUCTION. By properly landscaping a home its value can be greatly increased.
The landscaping industry has grown in leaps and bounds during recent years. This
growth is probably caused by the great number of people moving to the urban and
suburban areas. It seems that everyone tries b. have a better landscaped lawn than
his neighbor. Another factor which has contributed much to the landscaping business
is the greater amount of leisure time now enjoyed by American people. Many have
found that working in a flower garden or watering the lawn is quite enjoyable and
provides a form of relaxation which is very refreshing in this hurry-up world in
which we live

REFERENCES: Required:
1. "Home Landscaping", B-980, Texas Agricultural Extension

Service. pp 3-4

Supplemental.
2. Approved Practices in Beautifying the Home Grounds. Hoover.

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three basic fields of endeavor involved in
or landscaping?

ACTIVITIES. 2. List the folly main types of homeowners.
3. Why can gardens no longer be entirely naturalistic?
4. Why do landscaping plants vary so greatly from one side of

Texas to the other?
5: How do some large nurseries which provide "free" landscape

plans get their money back for the time and expense which
they provide?
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UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting a Site

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the considerations to make when
purchasing a home.

INTRODUCTION: Many people forget about landscape design when they are shopping
for a new home. After the house is purchased, the owner then looks at his land-
scape potential. Many times. to his dismay, the landscaping will present
special problems which require considerable expense,

REFERENCES: Required:
"Home Landscaping", B-980, Texas Agricultural Extension
Service, pp, 4-5

QUESTIONS I. What should be the first consideration as to homesite?
or 2. What is meant by zoning?

ACTIVITIES: 3, Can most families afford to spend one-half of their annual
income on a lot?

4. List some disadvantages of a corner lot.
5. List two disadvantages of sites that are too far above the

street,
6, What direction should outdoor living areas face? Why?

I
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UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the 'Landscape

TOPIC: Scheduling Landscape Development and Beginning Plans

OBJECTIVE: To develop an underst9nding of how to sakeduk your landscape
development and to learn how to begin the landscape plan.

INTRODUCTION: Succeeful landscapes are a result of proper scheduling and
planning Few begik rs can see all of the problems which will arise in land-
scaping a lawn. It is wise to spend considerable time in reading materials written
by specialists before drawing the plans,

REFERENCES. Required:
"Home Landscaping", B-980, Texas Agricultural Extension
Service, pp 5-9

QUESTIONS 1. Describe a well-planned garden.
or 2 What are the most essential elements of the plan that should

ACTIVITIES: be constructed first?
3. Why are trees so important in Texts landscapes?
4, What are the purposes of hedges, screens, walls, and fences?
5, What ire the two important steps involved in solving a land-

scape problem?
6 What is meant by "site"?
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the specific problems which will be
encountered on certain sites and to become aware of the four basic considerations
which should be included in successful 'andscape development.

INTRODUCTION: Four basic considerations should be included in successful landscape
development. These are suitability, function, economy, and beauty.

REFERENCES: Required:
"Home Landscaping", B-980, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
pp. 9-12

QUESTIONS 1. List the four basic considerations which should bk.; included in
or successful landscape development.

ACTIVITIES: 2: What is the basic step in the preparation of a program?
3. What three questions should you ask yourself in regard to

outdoor surroundings?
4. What are the three economies to keep in mind in the development

of a homesite?
5. What two factors determine beauty?
6. Can a beginner usually obtain simplicity in a landscape design?
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UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Developing the Landscape Plan

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the steps involved in developing the
landscape plan.

INTRODUCTION: Planning is the means of accomplishing an objective through an
arrangement of steps. A properly designed and executeu plan will result in a
landscape of a desirable nature.

REFERENCES: Required:
"Home Landscaping", B-980, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
pp 12-15

QUESTIONS 1. When should planni begin?
or 2. What scale is used on the sketch survey on page 13?

ACTIVITIES: 3- What are the four main functions that all homesites and farmsites
must provide?

4. What area should occupy the largest portion of the property?
5. Around which area of the house should private areas be developed?
6. What were the two approaches to landscaping which were followed

in years past?

Activity:
Study the areas in Texas where plants vary.
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UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting Plants

OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of how to select the proper plants to
be used in a landscape.

INTRODUCTION: One must be very careful in selecting plants for a landscape,
Otherwise, he may plant a monument to his igno-..rice. An example would be
planting a tree that would grow high enough to damage the roof of the house.

The completed plantings are the final mark of distinction in any
landscape, These are the elements that provide beauty and enrichment to the
solution of the landscape problem.

REFERENCES: Required:
"Home Landscaping", B-980, Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
pp, 20-26

QUESTIONS 1, How tall are large shrubs or small trees when they are full grown?
or 2. How tall do medium shrubs get?

ACTIVITIES: 3, How are shrubs classified that do not grow higher than three feet?
4. What is the danger involved in planting trees with deep, wide-

spreading roots?
5. What type of tree is desirable for the warmer regions of Texas

where year-round shade is needed?
6, What duties are required for proper lawn maintenance?
7, Give two examples of fast growing hedges that require frequent

clipping
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OBJECTIVE: To develop an understanding of the grading and drainage factors and
to learn how landscape structures should be constructed.

INTRODUCTION: Every homesite will require some grading to permit proper
drainage. There are many factors to be considered before grading. It must be
kept in mind that water directed to certain areas could cause damage to plants.

The construction of sidewalks and drives is expensive, Be sure of
your planning before the concrete is poured.

REFERENCES: Required:
"Home Landscaping", B-980. Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
pp 27-30

QUESTIONS 1_ Although not the most desirable, what is the most inexpensive
or way of preventing water from downspouts from washing away

ACTIVITIES: soil?
Does lowering the grade around existing trees damage trees as
much as filling in around them?

3. When you need to save a valuable tree, what method will least
disturb the tree?

4. What is the most common mistake when constructing sidewalks?
5, What should be the minimum width of a front entrance sidewalk?
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OBJECTIVE; To understand how to increase sales To develop the proper personal
habits and techniques required to make a sale

INTRODUCTION: No salesman is better than his personality. Act enthusiastic and you
will be enthusiastic. Think happy thoughts and you will be cheerful, Smile, even
though you don't feel like it Before long these will become habits and your per-
centage of sales will increase

REFERENCES: Required:
1 Infcrmation Sheet on "Developing Personal Traits"

Supplemental:
2, Sales Horizons, Haas and Perry

QUESTIONS 1. What are the three basic ingredients of a salesman?
or 2_ What are the two best ways to learn how to sell?

ACTIVITIES: 3. What are two ways in which good habits pay off?
4. How does a person become a "scientific salesman"?
5. What is required for a would-be salesman to become a tough,

aggressive, and effective salesman?
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The three basic ingredients of salesmanship are knowledge of self , knowledge of people
and knowledge of the product to be sold A person who wants to become a salesman must
learn to use each of these basic divisions to its fullest potential Before anyone can
understand others fully, he must have a good understanding of himself and how he relates
to others Then it is necessai-y to understand the product or service fully

There are two basic ways of learning t- s'ell after you have studied the basic knowledge
of the product First, and probably the best, is to apply some FFA training and learn
by doing This means learning from experience To do this, it is necessary to gain
employment in a retail store such as a feed, seed. and horticultural supply store and
make direct sales to the customers

The second way to learn to sell is to learn from others This makes it necessary to
observe very closet- the methods used on you while you are having a product sold to
you Observe what the salesman says during the sale He will get your interest by
saying or doing certain things Observe how well he knows his product Observe his
mistakes These can be very valuable to you

A salesman must develop a good sales attitude. This is very important. It involves
knowing oneself It means knowing if you have the "mind" for selling.

A good attitude means that the salesman recognizes his responsibility to the company
It means becoming a part of the company and growing progressively more loyal to it as
time goes on

A mod attitude means proving that you are growing and coming up with new ideas for the
company_ This involves keeping up to date on new developments Agricultural supplies
are changing each day and a good salesman keeps up with these things

A good attitude means good sales habits. Old habits must be changed, When the sales-
man learns good habits, they are his alone No one can share them. Good habits pay
off in promotions and dollars.

A good attitude means selecting the right learning methods. These methods are study .

experience, and a combination of the two. Study means lessons at school or constant
review of materials in the business, Experience means practice_ With each successful
sale, the salesman grows When study and experience are combined, the result is a
good salesman with a good attitude

Constant analysis of the sale makes a "scientific salesman" This analysis is done by
getting the facts, analyzing the facts, drawing conclusions from the facts, and applying
the conclusions Thi., means planning and executing the sale inch by inch It means
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reviewing the sale after it is made It means applying what you have learned to the next
sale

A good salesman realizes that salesmanship provides a mutual benefit to himself and
his customer This makes it necessary to get the customer's viewpoint and help him
get the most for his money A good salesman speaks the customer's language U
possible, he determines the customer's needs, problems. business, and what the
product will do for him This is easily done by a salesman of agricultural products.

Develo in the Ri t Sales Personal

In salesmanship as in any field of work the personality of the salesman is of utmost im-
portance. His ability to sell himself will be directly related to his ability to sell a
product. Even before selling himself to others he must sell himself to himself, This
means being sure of what he can do Strong sales personality enables the salesman to
apply scientific training to the sale of the product.

Diligence and perseverance are necessary for a would-be salesman to become a tough,
aggressive, and effective salesman

There are several qualities that make up the sales personality Each will be discussed
briefly

1. Sincerity - Sincerity is a quality that creates an atmosphere of confidence
on the part of the customer in the salesman Insincerity does just the
opposite. Sincerity is, in the final analysis. the total of the salesman's
attitude toward his work The correct attitude causes the salesman to
apply himself to his training and do his job

2. Tact - When a salesman meets a customer the opportunity for conflict or
differences of opinion is great Tact is the quality of personality that can
smooth out these conflicts and bring about the proper atmosphere for mak-
ing a sale. It means that the salesman will not contradict. The injured
pride of a customer will prevent him from making a purchase. If the
salesman wins an argument, he will still lose.

3 Enthusiasm - This is the quality of the personality that means putting
everything you have into it. It involves the whole body - the face, the
voice, and the actions. To have enthusiasm, a salesman must be tho-
roughly familiar with the merchandise to be sold and he must appreciate
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it. The more the salesman knows about the product. the more enthusi-
astic he will become

4. Courtesy - One could never say too much about the importance of
courtesy to the salesman Courtesy is simply good behavior and good
manners It is the quality that gives good first impressions Many
times that good first impression makes the sale.

5. Cheerfulness - It has been said that we are what we think we are If
we think cheerful thoughts, we are cheerful The cheerful salesman
will meet his customers with a smile, whether he feels like smiling or
not Cheerfulness can be measured in important sales.

6 Initiative - This characteristic is most vital to the sales personality of
the successful salesman The alert mind of the salesman who possesses
this quality will cause him to get new sales on his own and will cause him
to operate without any prodding from his employer.

7, Friendliness - Many a sale has been won by the friendly salesman His
friendly personality puts the customer at ease, The feeling of the cus-
tomer can be described as a certain good friendly feeling: The unfriendly
salesman can be sure that his customers will never buy his products.

8, Persistence - This quality can suggest that in some cases a salesman can
become obnoxious. This is not what is meant by being a persistent sales-
man This quality causes a salesman to try again after failing to sell a
potential customer. He does not admit defeat quickly_ It simply means
trying again to make a sale, using a different method

9. Memory - A quick memory of the information involving the product is very
important to the good salesman, A quick memory involving the name and
other facts about the potential customer is also very important. It has
been said that forgetting a person's name may mean the loss of a sale. To
gain memory, the salesman will practice concentration, association, and
repetition. Concentration on the facts association of these facts to some-
thing familiar, and the repetition of these facts will cause the mind to
grasp them,
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10. Application - Nothing is ever truly learned until it is put into practice. The
applying of any idea to making a sale is putting that idea into practice. The
only sales idea that is important is the one that works. The wise salesman
will try hard to improve himself by applying what he has learned, Other
attributes that help a salesman make a sale are a good vocabulary, a pleas-
ant voice, shaking hands with the customer, and being vigorous and poised.
All good salesmen are recognized as having these qualities.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for
Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 229-231.
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UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Displaying

OBJECTIVE : To learn how to increase sales of horticultural plants and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: A grower may have an outstanding selection of plants and supplies;
but if the public does not see these items, profits will be greatly reduced. No
business will succeed without a market. In most cases, the grower must create
or improve his market. One of the more effective ways of increasing sales is
to properly display items and create a desire on the part of the buyer.

REFERENCES: Required:
Information Sheet, "Displaying"

QUESTIONS 1. Where should point-of-purchase displays be placed?
or 2. What is the basic reason for displays?

ACTIvITIES: 3. What types of items are handled best in bin displays?
4. What items should be placed at eye level?
5. What are three characteristics of a good floor display?
6. What is the purpose of a sales floor window display?
7. Why should a single item not be displayed?
8. What should one consider when arranging different displays

around the store?
9. What is the most practical way to display nursery stock?

10. What should be the maximum width of a die2lay bed?
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Point-of-purchase displays normally consist of tri-plane and peg board tables, special
display racks, bins, display floor windows and floor displays These must be located
where they will be seen by the greatest number of customers The basic reason for
di splays is to put merchandise where customers can see it and serve themselves

Special racks, tri-plane and peg board tables are excellent for displaying impulse
items and other small competitive items Much of the fast turnover merchandise is
adaptable to display selling Customers like to handle the merchandise they buy; they
find it interesting These displays are easy to set up and maintain. They enable the
salesman to handle a larger volume of sales

Bin displays are more successful when used for familiar products, bulk seeds, and
other seasonal items It is a good idea to put reminder items where they command
the customer's attention The items that are to be pushed should be placed on shelves
at eye level.

Most businesses find floor displays are best for large items such as barrels of spe-
cial fertilizer packages or for large quantities of small items in a special promotion.
A floor display should be well stocked, safe, and at a convenient height.

Sales floor window displays have one definite purpose This is to stop customers and
bring them into the place of business They must be appealing and attract attention
by action. This necessitates the use of special signs, background, lighting, and dis-
play cards. Window displays are most effective for whole goods or for tie-ins with
advertised promotions

Some Prov^n Princieles of Effective Dispky.1

In point-of-purchase display merci:-ndising

1. Display in quantity - A single item does not attract customers. Bulk attracts
attention and gives the impression of demand

2, Use proper arrangement - Consider the traffic pattern Locate displays where the
greatest number of people will pass them Each table and shelf should have a rela-
tion to the others Establish a "theme" for the entire area Keep all displays well
stocked; remove a few items from the cartons, and do not make the display so
orderly that it will discourage the customer from picking up items
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3 Change display freuently - As customers need change, so do displays Many
dealers establish a rule to change displays after a g. -ten number of weeks This
practice permits more items to be displayed and helps keep them current with
the season Even displays of non-seasonal items should be changed because cuq-
towers do not like to see the same thing on each visit The change takes very
little time, but it improves the appearance of the department and pays of in addi-
tional sales.

4. Keep displays clean and neat - This is a problem in many businesses, but all
agree that good housekeeping is necessary

Point-of-sale display advertising takes advantage of the customer's presence in the
store Plant displays so that they will act as silent salesmen

Displaying Plants To Be Sold

The most practical way to display nursery stock or other plants to be sold is to arrange
them in beds This should be done whether the plants are under a lathhouse for shade
or whether they are in the open The beds should be rectangular in shape and not more
than eigiA feet wide A walkway adjoining the bed should be at least three feet wide.
The plants in the beds should all be the same type They are arranged according to
size and the balls are c;vered to prevent krying out,

When arranging me rchandise other than plants in the sales room, use the same prin-
ciples involved in displaying plants_ Small 2isplays of similar items should be
al ranged The customer should have access to these displays at all times, He should
he encouraged to browse Above all. these displays shiald be kept neat and stocked
with merchandise.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for
yoe.Loigal A multure in Alabama, State Department of Education.
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OBJECTIVE: To learn the different methods of advertising horticultural plants
and supplies. Also, to learn the effective use of each method and to inome
aware of the importance of advertising.

INTRODUCTION: If a business is making money, it can afford to advertise_ if it
is losing money, it cannot afford to under advertise. This statement is often
made to show the importance of advertising. It has been said that advertising
is the key to sales. If customers are not motivated to buy, sales will drop and
profits will decrease.

REFERENCES: Required:
I. Information Sheet, "Advertising"

Supplemental:
2. Fundamentals of Advertising, Rowse and Nolan

QUESTIONS I. What is the most rewarding type of advertising?
or 2. In most cases, what type of advertising will take up most of

ACTIVITIES: the advertising budget?
3. In what section of the newspaper will advertising do the most

effective job?
4. What is the most important factor in direct mail advertising?
5. What three factors should be considered in selecting a

method of advertising?
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Experience has shown that most salesmen get the most out of their advertising budget
through point -of-purchase advertising, outside advertising, and special promotions

Point-of-Purchase Advertising consists of displays within the plae,.. of business
Items well displayed are half sold Impulse buying results in millions of dollars'
worth of sales annually as the growth of supermarkets shows Good displays re-
mind the customer of things he wants If properly grouped they will often result
in sales of related items There should always be a tie-in with the various specialties
and service sales programs and seasonal items should be displayed several weeks
ahead of season

The trend in modern retailing is increasingly toward self-service merchandising on
a supermarket scale People are naturally interested in products If it is easy for
them to satisfy their curiosity, it will also be easy for them to buy Farm businesses
have always used bins tri-plane tables windows counters and peg boards to dis-
play items Now however it is realized that these devices deserve to be the central
theme in merchandising planning_ Businesses who have tried self-service merchan-
dising have been highly successful Originality and ingenuity in displaying merchandise
will be reflectea in increased sales and profits

Outside Advertising, in most cases. will take up the bulk of the advertising budget
It includes newspaper radio, T V handbills, direct mail, and road signs The
basic problem is selecting the most effective media to use. The medium that is se-
lected must prodize !,oticeable results in the cash register Don't be satisfied with
anything less

In selecting the media, consider effectiveness_ cost, and coverage The salesman
must have knowledge of all media, incluling their advantages and limitations

Newspaper Advertising includes both the display and classified When you prepare
display ads, make sure that the layout is attractive and that the headline will arouse
interest Usually, the most successful advertising is done in the classified section.
A skillfully prepared personalized classified ad in the newspaper will get results
because classified readers are a voluntary audience Be sure to identify the business
so there is no doubt who is doing the advertising. Many equipment dealers include in
all their newspaper advertising a "Special for the Week" This is a promotion in
which one item is featured at a special price This takes very little space in an ad,
and the results are gratifying
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Direct Main Advertising can be directed toward a given group of prospects, The key
is the mailing list. It must be up to date and broken down by specific groups interested
in specific items New names must be steadily added and old names dropped when
mail pieces are returned undelivered Salesmen should feed the list with names and
addresses of new prospects and customers

In a letter, postcard, leaflet, or sales flyer, personalize the message to the cus-
tomer. Make the story as detailed as ye wish because space is not a factor.

Radio and T V. have some definite advantages They convey fast, hard-hitting mes-
sages T, V, is high in .?.ost but has the advantage that a machine or plant can be
demonstrated to the viewers. For both radio and T. V. , the time of presentation is
vitally important_ It should be when a large percentage of the prospects may be
listening or viewing; it should be tied into weather and news forecasts, or other home
audience programs. Many businesses use spot announcements and obtain good results.

Rord Signs on main roads leading to the store help in picking up transient business.
Signs should be erected in a solo location and kept clean and well painted,

Many dealers have found handbills to be an effective, low-cost way to advertise promo-
tions, and parts and service specials A handbill must have an eye-catching layout
and a timely: interesting message.

Special Promotions is an area of merchandising that is almost unlimited, Use the
imagination and you will promote sales. In planning these slow-season specials,
consider advertising through the newspaper, by direct mail, or with handbills, The
purpose is not only to announce the special but also to use reduced pricing to get the
customer to purchase immediately:

Again, these specials must be tied into promotional advertising and put on display to
get attention, Even though a special event is held primarily to advertise whole goods,
there is no reason why you can't advertise parts and accessories at the same time_

Plan your merchandising program so it will attract buyers. Make them come to your
store Include displays that will act as "sales clinchers". Finally, broaden your
market with special promotions.
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Selling Plants

We have discussed what is needed by the salesman in the way of personal knowledge
of the product and his own personal ability to sell. These are just as important in
selling plants as in any other field. In selling, first of all, the customers must be
induced to call upon you This is commonly called "getting traffic".

Many methods have been used to "get traffic". Advertising is one of the best ways.
Of course, advertising also takes many forms. One of the best ways of advertising
to sell plants is by the use of attractive well-placed signs. They should be placed
along the approaches to the sales yard. These signs should be kept in good repair
and the paint job should be fresh. In some cases these signs may be landscaped
themselves. Remember the principle involved in the use of signs is that too much
information will not be helpful.

Another practice used by salesmen in nurseries or retail rooms where plants are
sold is for the salesmen to be dressed in attractive uniforms.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for
Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, pp. 236-239.
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OBJECTIVE: To learn how to effectively label and-price horticultural plants
and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: The very best of plant growing techniques and practices will not
pay off unless items are properly labeled and priced. A short time studying
this phase of merchandising could pay off in largeivi4fte, to the plant and sup-
ply businessman.

REFERENCES: Required:
Information Sheet, "Labeling and Pricing"

QUESTIONS 1, What is the common fault of most beginners when pricing
or plants?

ACTIVITIES: 2. What costs are involved in producing plants?
3. What percent mark-up do most nurserymen use?
4. "..'hat items will not sell at a high percentage mark-up?
5. Upon what is the percentage mark-up based?

ei.
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All plants should be well-labeled so that the customer can tell what it is without asking
questions Tags of various shapes and sizes have been used for this These are at-
tached to the plants or plant containers by the use of small When plants can be
grouped together, the variety and size may be identified by the use of a single sign
placed in a conspicuous spot. By all means, if possible, use color photographs on the
labels. The price of the merchandise may also be placed on these descriptive labels

When pricing plants and other merchandise for the first time, the beginner normally
prices his plants too low. Much of the cost of production is hidden in the production
of plants, transplanting, sr-lesman's salary, unsold stock, shrinkage in volume, and
overhead These costs mi.st be absorbed in the selling price

There is no rule to follow in pricing nursery stock, but to understand the proper
method of determining the mark-up on the plant will be helpful. The percentage
mark-up is based on the selling price not on the :ost For example. if an item costs
the operator 75 and is sold for $1 50, the mar i%-up would be 50% rather than 100%
This common misconception has caused many retailers to sell their plants too low
Normally, a. mark-up of 50% on plants is too lov' An average mark-up used by many
retailers is 66 2/3%. However, high-priced merch,indise will not sell at this high
percentage. An example of this is that a $1 00 item that costs only 30 or 40 will
sell and a $15.00 item will not sell if it is nrieed at $30 or $40

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for
Vocational Agriculture in Alabama, page 242
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UNIT Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Understanding the Customer and Making Sales

OBJECTIVE. To understand customers and to increase sales of horticultural
plants and supplies.

INTRODUCTION: Without a market for the final product. no b-asiness will succeed.
Beautiful plants or excellent supplies are useless. if th ey are not sold Production
and storing cost will become so great that the business will operate ot a 1063 if
the products are not bought and paid for by the customer

Usually the amount of sales depends upon the salesman. E;rer".; one
working in a business shoul.:1 understand custerrwrs and know how to make sales

REFERENCES Required,
1 Information Sheet, "Underatanding the Cat-Am-Ler and .:caking

, ,x
t i Sales"

Supplemental
2 hpular Sales Teehi....2.12.tes, Series, Iraernational Harwster

Co . Chicago, Illinois

QUESTIONS 1. What is the first thing for a salesman to think about after
or losing a sale?

ACTIVITIES- 2 Which party should bring up the subject of finaming?
0. Why do customers buy products I
4, Why should high pressure not be used in taking sales?
5. What is the first problem of a salesman when 4paling with

a customer?

e'
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We generally come in contact with two distinct types of customers. The first type ..,s
the customer who first has to be sold on the item or need for the product you are sell-
ing. He may be a potential buyer of a piece of equipment or a new and different type
of fertilizer or a new and different service which your organization can perform for
him

The second type of a prospective customer differs from the first type in only one
aspect he has already decided he needs your type product. He may be undecided
about buying your brand or buying a similar product from another salesman. In a
case of this kind the customer must be sold on the superior features of your product
This can be done by pointing out a person in the area who is successfully using the
product which you are selling Seeing is believing

The buying interests that cause customers to buy products are

1 Owner's comfort and convenience
2 Performance
3 Safety - This implies safe,/ of the operator and protection of the equipment

or product
4. Appearance
5 Length of life
6 Economy - This implies saving time, money, and labor.
7 Service
8 Prestige - This interest implies that a new owner is proud of his purchase

Ma.ip:AEe A 21:c,ch to the Sale

Before a sale can be made, a plan has to be developed for getting the attention of the
potential customer in point-of-purchase selling. This approach is not as difficult as
i' -1 -In making a sale outside of the store Farmers who come into your store are
n....rnally in search of a particular product; and if given the chance by a salesman
witn a pleasing personality, he will ask about the product he has in mind. if he comes
ir, with no particular product in mind but just to browse, the salesman will need to
make a sales approach if he hopes to make a sale.

A salesman should put first things first. His first problem is to get me attention of
the customer. This is done in many ways and it is usually done at the same time the
salesman is selling himself It is not enough to say that the salesman must get a
customer's attention, he must get his "favorable attention" A salesman who is
friendly, alert, courteous, and has a confident approach to the customer will usually
get his favorable attention immediately However, his personality must be bolstered
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with a reasonably conservative and well-groomed appearance. This appearance should
never be underestimated in getting the attention of the customer especially in the agri-
cultural business, It is true appearance does not make the man but it does make that
part of the man that the customer sees first Many times this forms the total impres-
sion that the customer has of the salesman

Enthusiasm plays a definite part in making a successful approach and sale. It has been
said that enthusiasm is contagious If the salesman displays the idea that he is "sold"
on the product, this enthusiasm is likely to carry ovee to the customer.

The first few seconds of the sale are very important In getting the attention of the
customer, the salesman has only obtained his temporary interest. During these first
few seconds the salesman in some way should reach the customer by indicating what
the product can do for him If this is done the customer's attention or interest is
aroused You are then in a good position to hold his interest long enough to present
your product.

Holding the customer's attention or interest can be done in several ways. Usually the
best way is by doing something This means showing the product or demonstrating
the product to him. The customer's normal reaction is to look, to listen, and, if
pleased with the product and presentation, to buy

Making and Closiiii a Sale

Although most salesmen would like to close every sale, it isn't possible to get that
high a batting average After losing a sale though, a salesman should become con-
cerned about the reason he failed. Some of the reasons for his failure to close may be
found in this section on the do's and don'ts of closing sales

Be Sincere

Make certain that statements and actions are sincere when dealing with prospects. If
you make factual statements during your sales presentation, your customers will have
confidence in your recommendations and will be more inclined to buy -

If you believe a customer is purchasing equipment or supplies that will not perform
his job satisfactorily, you are obligated to tell him so Part of your job as a salesman
is to recommend to the customer the equipment that is matched to the job, Customer
satisfaction will result from sincere opinions and efforts on your part in leading him to
a wise and correct buying decision. He will gain confidence in what you say only if you
are sincere.
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Don't Huh Pressure

People object to being pressured into buying They like to believe that they make up
their own minds Closing a sale without using high pressure tactics is one of the
greatest challenges of salesmanship

It is easy to fall into the habit of speaking quickly, concentrating on key points, and
then attempting to force the prospect to make up his mind There is such a note of
urgency in presentations of this type that the prospect feels he is being high-pressured
into something he is not sure about His natural reaction is to feel that something is
wrong or that he should be cautious

Most people will buy when the salesman has convinced them sufficiently that the prod-
uct will fill their needs. The prospect must be led to believe that the decision is
entirely his own. The skilled salesman implants his ideas carefully He presents
his proposition in such a way as to give the impression that he is helping the prospect
solve his problems

Sell When the Customer is Ready to Buy

In any favorable sales presentation, there are certain times when it is logical to ob-
tain the order: Experience indicates that there are certain times when an opportunity
to close seems to present itself naturally One of these times is the point when the
salesman and the prospect have reached substantial agreement and the prospect ap-
pears to be reasonably satisfied with the product At this time. a "psychological
moment" exists and the salesman should ask for the order

Don't Oversell

Many salesmen have talked themselves out of an order because they continued to sell
after the prospect has decided to buy Many times silence is the best tool

Certain questions or reactions will indicate that the prospect is seriously considering
the proposal These indications are signals for the salesman to try to close regard-
less of when they occur in the sales presentation Here are some typical indications
that the prospect is ready to buy:
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1 Favorable response to the reasons given for buying now.
2. Favorable attitude toward the benefits described on a special trade allowance

that is about to expire
3. When he asks, "Is thts the best price you can give ine?" or "Do you have a

machine already set up and ready to ga?" or "Can you supply this product in
a large enough quantity?"

Recognizing these and similar indications and answering to the prospect's satisfaction
may induce him to buy. Don't be so absorbed in the sales presentation that you miss
buying signals. Remember, main a salesman has lost an order because he didn't
know when tostoppresentilifeatures and ask for the order.

Be Honest About All of Your Commitments

The surest and quickest way to lose a sale is to misrepresent the facts. You can make
this mistake without being conscious of doing so. For this reason, you need to have a
thorough knowledge of both your product and your competitor's product so that the pos-
sibility of error or misrepresentation %All be reduced to a minimum.

If you come to points in your feature-by-feature selling and the customer asks you a
direct question to which you do not know the answer, don't bluff your way through.
Bluffing will kill any confidence he may have in you regardless of how superior your
product may be The proper thing to do is to be perfectly frank with your prospect.
Tell him that you are not too sure about the information he is requesting, but that you
will obtain it for him immediately, Make sure you answer the prospect's quest s
as soon as possible. The answer can skillfully be used as a reason for calling b..4.ck
on a customer who is offering stiff sales resistance..

Don't let a question keep you from continuing your feature-by-feature selling.

Be Persistent

Many sales have been lost because the salesman was not persistent. Sales
Mari42eritm magazine, March 2, 1962, in an article entitled. "Giving Up Too
Quickly", states;

1.. Almost half of all salesmen - 48 percent - quit cold after a single call on a
prospect.

2. Another 20 percent make two calls before quitting,
3. Seven percent make three, and five percent make four calls.
4. The rernammg 20 percent -make five calls or more, and these are the men

who get from 75 percent to 80 percent of the business.
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This same article points out that. "Discouraganent is a luxuanosgesman can
afford "

It is necessary to qu.lify each prospect and "sense" in your own mind how near you
are to closing the sale If you feel an individual is going to buy stay with him until
you sell him Many sales are lost because the salesman quits too soon Customei s
admire a salesman who has developed a degree of persistence Persistence quite
often rears (town resistance Persistent salesmen make it easier for customers to
buy

Don't Sell Price Sell Benefits and Advat_itues_

A dangerous practice that many salesmen fall into is trying to ar )use interest by
overstressing price The weak salesman will quote price argue pi ; and cut
price at the drop of a hat What he fails to realize is that many customers are
interested only in a fair price and that more times than not they are more concerned
with quality and service than lrice

Your job is to convince your prost.ects of the true value of your product People
will buy the most expensive items if they are convinced that they will receive their
money's worth If you sell a high quality product that is priced higher than that of
competition, take every opportunity to describe the features in a way that 'utstifies
the higher price Sell the benefits that make your product worth its price

Make It Easy for Pros ectstolty

There are many things you can do during the selling process that will make it easy
for the prospect to buy You should practice all of them whir making a sales pres-
entation A few methods of making it easy for the prospect to buy are

1 Know your product so that you are not required to secure additional informa-
tion The lack of product information may cause you to make an extra trip
to see the prospect By that time. he may be out of the mood to buy

2 KLow your prospect so that you can fill his needs and anticipate the sales
resistance you think 11- -might bring up during your sales story

3 Offer available financing Do not make him ask for financing arrangements
1 addition, offer him a =1. vmem schedule that is possible for him to complete
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Summarize all agreements of the sale with him so that there will I: e no misunder-
standing on the part of either you or the buyer.

5. Leal the prospect a decision or an agreement at every opportunity. Many
prospects .weed assistance in making a decision; you can guide them into makikig
a decision in your favor

6. Stay with your equipment and the prosp3t.::, while demonstrating to make certain
the equipment is working properly, You can answer any questions he might have
while using it. it is important %when making a demonstration to have the prospect
operate the equipment as soots as possible> Let him operate it and he will soon
feel that the equipment is his or that he would have a difficult time getting along
without it.

7. Make sure that ycki always have order forms, finance "harts, literature, arl
other pertinent facts that you will need to close the sale:

8> Be ready to close at any time (.luring your sales presentation.

There are many more techniques that make it easy for the prospect to buy. Avoid
statements, questions, or procedures that make it difficult for him to br.y.

Material for this Information Sheet was taken from Ornamental Horticulture for
Vocational Agriculture in Alabama. pp. 231 -236.
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

LNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Horticulture as an Industry

I. Vegetables

2. Fruits

3. a. Fruits
b. Vegetables
c. Flowers
d. Ornamental plants

4. Small fruits

5- The out-of-season production in the South and West.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Introduction to Horticulture

TOPIC: Exploring Occupational Opportunities

1. a. Laborer
b. Foreman or Supervisor
c. Assistant Manager
d. Manager or Owner

2. To work on the job

3. Garden center employee
Probably others which are diversified in operation

4. This answer depends on the local situations.

940-1-2
Page 6

5. No written answer required. Coordinator should stress the importance of the
student becoming thoroughly familiar with the 18 factors to consider in selecting
a job.

I
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-II-1
Page 2

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classificat ion

TOPIC: Introduction

1. Study of plants

2. Over 350,000

3 Sugars and starches

4. Plants have the ability to produce food from carbon dioxide and water.

5. Van Helmont concluded that plants produced wood almost completely from water.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-11-2
Page 2

UNIT_ Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC. Photosynthesis

I. Light

2. To combine or to put together

3. The combining of carbon dioxide and water by the chlorophyll of living plants in the
presence of light

4. Amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a gram of water one degree centigrade

5. A combination of atoms

6 Diffusion
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT. Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Respiration

1. The release of chemical energy

2. Carbon dioxide and water

3. They are just the opposite.

4. Carbon dioxide

5. Food and oxygen

.. . .... ..... . -

940-II-3
Page 2
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

940-11-4
Page 2

TOPIC Water Absorption and Loss--Nutrient Absorption--Movement of Nutrients and
Water in the Plant

1. The plant will wilt.

2. Turgid

3. If you add too much fertilizer around the roots, water absorption is slowed down be-
cause most fertilizers, chemically speaking, are salts. This can cause the plant to
wilt,

4, Loss of water from the plant as a vapor

5- Elements, or groups of elements, needed for plant growth

6. Xylem, Phloem

7. If you girdle a tree properly, you remove the phloem and leave the xylem intact.
In this way water and soil nutrients continue to move up to the top of the tree, but
you prevent the movement of plant foods from the leaves to the roots. After six
months to two years, the tree will usually have used up its stored food supply in
the roots and it will die.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-11-5
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UNIT, Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: Plant Food

1 Any substance which can be used as a source of energy for carrying on the life process.

2. a. Carbohydrates b Fats c. Proteins

3 a Carbon b. Hydrogen c Oxygen

4 Energy

5. Seeds

6. Hydrogenation

7. a Carbon c. Oxygen e. Sulfur
b Hydrogen d. Nitrogen f. Sometimes Phosphorous

8 a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen

c.
d.

Oxygen
Nitrogen
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Growth and Classification

TOPIC: The Plant Kingdom

1 Study of the cla.sification and naming of plants

2, a. Thallus plants c. Ferns and club mosses
b. Mosses and liverworts d. Seed plants

940-11-6
Page 2

4. Thallus plants

5. The helpful soil organisms and the nitrogen-fixing organisms found in legume nodules

6. Fungus
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Types of Greenhouses

1 Glass
Plastic

2. Fall

3. a. The clarity of glass
b, Easily installed
c. Inexpensive
d. Last for several years

940-111-1
Page 1

4. Advantages. a Inexpensive Disadvantages: a. Not too durable
b. Easily installed b. Moisture collects on under-

side and a vibration or gust
of wind makes the drops fall
into the greenhouse

5 Exhaust fans
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT; Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structure ... Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Size and Arrangement of Greenhouses

1 Bench arrangement .,-

940-III-2
Page 2

2 So that the minimum length of mains and returns are needed between the greenhouses
and "_e boilers

3. Provide nearly level but freely draining units that can be sterilized efficiently. not be
recontaminated, and be the right height and width for working with the crop

4. 2-1/2 feet

5. At least 6"
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-111-3
Page 2

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Cooling the Greenhouse

1. Breaking down of the foods manufacture(' by the plant

2_ 19.600 CFM n.Jeded for this greenhouse.
(70' x 40' -- 2800 sit ft_ in greenhouse, 2800 x 7CFM needed per sq. ft. =19, 600 CFM)

3 130,6 sq. ft. of pad area
(19,600 150) 1 sq ft_ of pad area needed for each 150 CFM

4. Screens can be used.
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Teaching Materials Center

Answe 'e Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATI0i48

UNIT; Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Struetuves that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Heating The Greenhouse

I. Pipe coil system

2. Hot water and steam

3, Gable ends and exterior side walls

4 a. Direct-fired
b. Indirect-fired

5. a. Vertical blow heaters
13. Horizontal blow heaters

940 -111-4
Page 8
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-111-5
Page 2

UNIT Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Wintet Protection Structures

1 strc.0 should notice where the frost v,'11 do the moat damage by checking the pattern
of nipping.

9. Damp soil holds and releases more heat than dry soil.

3. Allows sin to penetrate soil in daytime and traps this heat.

4. Every side of a tree should "see" a heater.

5_ a. Trees are still (no wind)
b. Stars out
c Temperature around 450
d. Dry windshields or windows



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
fo r

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT. Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures that Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC. Structures for Summer Heat Protection

I a. Protect foliage
b. 'Keep roots cool
c. Consume moisture

2. Last.

3 Cheesecloth, Saran

4. North and South

5. Nail each lath to a diagonal brace beneath.

4

940-111-6
Page 2
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-M-7
Page 2

UNIT, Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC' Humidity and Watering

1, Mechanical (Chapin)

2. Hand watered

3, a. All plants get watered.
b, Personnel will get wet
c. May ruin colored displays

4. This equipment mechanically rotates itself around a continuously 360° circle. so
that each nozzle, - -ith fair pressure, will adequately cover an area with a diameter
of roughly 20 feet_

5. Skinner's system is a long line of pipes with nozzles drilled at regular intervals.
The pipe rotates from right to left and back to right again, thus covering an area
the length of the pipe and a width of 15 to 25 square feet, depending on pressure.
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-111-8
Page 2

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Structures That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC: Veatilation

1. Because of danger of damaging plants with the direct cold outside air.

2. Should produce a uniformly distributed, non-turbulent, air flow pattern without cold
drafts on the plants in winter,

3. Prevents condensation and dripping of moisture.

4. May be used in winter in connection with convection tubes.

5. a, Cuts down on the problem of excessive humidity.
b. Decreases the disease problem.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-111-9
Page 2

UNIT: Constructing, Maintaining, ar I Ushig Structures That Aid Plant Growth

TOPIC. Lighting

1 Roots grow away from the light. Stems grow toward light.

2 16 to 18 Hours

3 Chlorophyll is destroyed

4_ a Red bands
b. Blue bands

5 Length of day or period in which light is present



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

1. U L means "Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc."

2. Eight

3. U, HI, IV

4. One

5. a. Safe
1 Adequate
c. Expandable
d. Efficient

940-HE-10
Page 2
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Origin, Composition, and Importance of the Soil

1 Topsoil
Subsoil
Parent layer

2. Climate

3. Topsoil

4. When its first plant grows, dies, and decays

5. a Different amounts of air present when soil is formed
b. Amount of organic matter present
c Types of rock from which soil is formed

6, a Fertilizer elements
b. Air
c. Adequate water

7. a. Sand
b Silt
c. Clay

8 Sand

9 Climate, especially rainfall and temperature

10. Decayed plant or animal material

940-IV-1
Page 3
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT Plant Growing Media

TOPIC Soil Moisture

i Roots

2 Transpiration

3 Organic matter

4 During droughts

5 Size of soil particles and condition of the soil

6. Structure of soil particles is damaged.

7 Organic rriO4-ter

8 Air cannot get to the roots

9 Soaks in, runs off, evaporates.
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT. Plant Lowing Media

TOPIC: Soil Mixtures

I. a. Better aeration
b. Greater ease of working
c_ Better drainage
d Better moisture-holding capacity

2 a, Uniformity
b. Disease free
c Low soluble salts
d Good drainage
e Good moisture retention
f, No shrinkage
g. Ease of preparation and storage
h. Complete availability

3. To make it uniform and to eliminate large particles

4. Power driven cemmt mixer or shredder

5 1 part sand
2 parts loam soil
1 part peat moss or leaf mold
1/2 part dried or well-rotted manure
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
foi

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT Plant Growing Media

TOPOC Mulches and Their Use

1 a. Inorganic or processed
b. Organic

2, Hard to hold in place and can become unsightly

3 Nitrogen

4. Mid-spring

5. Peat moss

6. Crushed stone, gravel chips, pebbles

940-1V-4
Page 4

7. a. Dilutes the soil and usually increases root growth
b. Promotes soil granulation
c. Improves and stabilizes soil structure
d. Affects pH slightly
e. Adds some fertilizer materials
f. Leads to nitrogen deficiency in cases where carbonaceous materials are added
g. Serves as food for micro-organisms
h. Introduces weed seeds in the soil in some cases

Any mate dal applied to the surface of a soil primarily to conserve moisture,
maintain a uniform temperature, and to help control weeds

9. Highly inflamable
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT Plant Growing Media

TOPIC: Fertilizer Nutrients

1 Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Potassium (Potash)

2 Nitrogen

3 Potassium

4 a Applying dry fertilizers when leaves are wet
b Planting seeds directly on a layer of fertilizer
c Spilling fertilizer in heaps on the lawn

5 Before a rain or watering

6 a- Carbon
b Hydrogen
c Oxygen

7. a Calcium
b Magnesium
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT. Plant Growing Media

TOPIC Soil Organisms

1. a Bacteria
b Fungi
c Algae

940-IV-6
Page 4

2. 1/1000 of the weight of an acre foot of soil

3. Penetrate plant tissue and cause riot damage.

4, Causes a great number of diseases

5 Convert nitrogen in the air to available nitrogen for plants (only certain bacteria)

6 a Add organic matter
b. Add limn'
c Add moisture

7. a. Soil sterilization with steam
b. Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals
c. Seed treatment
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOPIC. Soil Sterilization

1 a. To kill soil-borne insects
b. To kill harmful bacteria, fungi, avi virus organisms
c, Destroy weeds
d. Promote soil granulation

2. a. Existing steam boilers
b. Portable oil - fires: steam boilers
c. Package steamers
d. Bricked in permanent type boiler;

3, Because of poor heat confliction and distribution

4 Soil thermometer

5, '1p-err= roots

6. a. Soil temperature
b. Soil moisvire
c. Soil texture
d. Organic matter content
e. Seals needed
f. Soil type
g. Depth of application

7. a. Avoid inhaling the material,
b. Avoid contact to the skin,
c. Allow sufficient time for aeration after the material is applied.

8, Steam
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Answer Sheet
ft:.

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Growing Media

TOFIC: Plant Growing Media Other Than Soil

1. Sand

2. Frown to Black

3. 10 to 20 Times its own weight

4. Expands or Explodes

5. a. Maple
b. Oak
c. Sycamore
d. Elm

6. Shredded bark, sawdust, and wood shavings

7. They failed to add nitrogen.

8. a. Safe and easy to use
b. Chemically inert
c. Completely sterile
d. Excellent water retention
e. Long lasting
f. Specially graded
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT. Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Introduction To Propagation

940-V-I
Page 3

1. Plant propagation is the controllel teproduction of plants in order that man can have
selected plants which are of specific value to

2. Sexual or asexual

3. Greenbc.rses, hotbeds, and propagating case

4. Ventilation, temperature, shade and light

5. Loose, light, free from seeds, nematodes and Jisease organisms

6. Sand, peat, sphagrum moss, vermiculit6 and perlite

7. Methyl bromide

8. Clay pots, peat pots, and fiart bands

9 To promote rooting of cuttings

10. Small rectangular containers used for seed germination
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC; Propagation From Cuttings

1. Cheaper, faster, maintains the characteristics of the original plant

2. Winter months or dormant season

3. Coleus, chrysanthemum, geranium, and carnation

4. From new growth in spring or early sumr--er

5. 60-70° at night, 75-850 curing the day.
Rooting medium 70-75°

6. a. Should come from a healthy and moderately vigorous plant
b. Should come from average growth from portions of a plant in full sun
c Should be 3 to 5" long with 2 or more nodes

940-V-2
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7. Serves as a protective layer which retards the development of decay on cuttings that
are fairly slow to root

8. One which can be kept uniformly moist, provide good drainage at_d aeration

9, a. Clean-sharp sand
b. Vermiculite
c. Sand and peat moss mixture, equal parts of each
d. Peat moss and perlite, equal parts of each

10. When they are 1/2 to 1" long
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-V-3
Page 3

UNIT, Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Layering

1. To induce root formation

2, Ivy, philodJndrons, blackberries, and strawberries

3. Plants such as crotons, hibiscus, dracaenas, and 1,,ober plants

4 To prod-me plants which do not produce true from seed, also the., may be pro.iuced
quicker

5. Knife, toothpick or small piece of wood, growth hormone, spahgnum moss, and
plastic film or aluminum foil

6, Spring and summer months when high temperatures and high humidity contribute
toward quicker rooting
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Propagation by Division

1. Primrose Jasmine Chrysanthemums
Fig Trees Sansevieria
Iris Geraniums

940-"-4
Page 3

2. Dormant season

3. They get too big for their space or they become weakened due to competition.

4. Divide in autumn or early spring when plants are dormant.

5. Divide with a hand fork, knife, or hatchet, if clumps are large. Some can be soaked
in water to loosen dirt from around roots. Pull apart and cut old leaves back about
1/2 and be careful with young growth.
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCL'UPATIONS

UNIT. Plant Propagation

TOPIC Propagation by Grafting and Budding

940-V-5
Page 2

1 Stock is the name for the plant on which you graft The scion is the piece of stem whici
is grafted to the stock alid becomes the new plant.

2 It is the soft layer of tissue on a stem or root that lies between the balk and the wood.

3 Any time during the growing season
Usually it is more satisfactory if done before buds begin to swell in late winter or early
spring

4. A sharp knife makes a clean slice, thereby insuring Maximum contact of cambium layers.

5 "T" budding and Patch-budding
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-V-6
Page 5

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC. Propagation From Seed

1. From commercial producers of seeds

2. It must be finely screened, porous, loose, and have a good water-holding capacity.
Also, it should be sterilized and in most ca-'s low in nutrients.

3 In most cases 70°F.

4. The seed will rot

5 50-60°

6. To reduce damping of

7 a. Name of plant or variety
b. Date seeded
c Student's name
d. Special treatment, if any
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Developing A Plant Breeding Vocabulary

1. Emasculation

2. A flower having both stamen and pistil

3. Stigma
Style
Ovary

4. Ovary

5. F1, F2, etc.

6. Anther

7. Yes

8. Style

9. Ask the student what he has learned about D. N. A. (desoxyribonuclelc acid)

940-V-7
Page 2
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Plant Selection and Fundamentals of Plant Breeding

940-V-8
Page 2

I. The process that occurs in nature whereby strong and well-adapted plants survive
while weak and poorly adapted plants eventually die out.

2. Asomally and sexually

3. Flower

4, Stamen

5. Staminate flowers

6. Pollination is the transfer of pollen. Fertilization is the union of the germ cells.
In other words, pollination is the trip over and fertilization is the actual joining
of the male and female germ cells-
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT Plant Propagation

TOPIC: Heredity

C-----11, Dominant

2. Cross-pollination

3. One

4. No

5. When a self-pollinated plant produces plants unlike itself
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A/ swer Sheet
far

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Plant Propagation

TOPIC: General Breeding Techniques

1. List of equipment:
Magnifying glass (10 or 15 power)
Tweezers
Small sharp-pointed scissors
Camel-hair brush
Small containers or vials
Tags
Alcohol
Rubber bands
soft we
Paper or cellophane bags
Paper clips
Notebook

2. Just before the flower opens

3. Morning, as it is cooler

4. Stamens must be removed.

940-V-10
Page 2

5. Steps in labeling:
Write: a. The number that you have assigned or the variety name of the seed parent.

b. The letter X .
c. The number or variety name of the pollen parent.
d. The date the cross was made.

Example on page 19 of reference
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

940-VI-1
Page 4

UNIT; Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Transplanting Ornamental Trees and Shrubs

1, As soon as they begin to arrive at the nurseries or in late fall or early winter

2. It should be at least one to two feet wider and at least six inches to a foot deeper
than the roots of the plant:

3. One-third

4. Balled and burlapped

5, One which is over five inches in diameter

1
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Nursery Plant Production

TOPIC: Care and Maintenance of Piamts

940-VI-2
Page 4

1. If you have no good reason for pruning a plant, put the tools away without using
theia.

2. High quality, sharp, and well adapted to the job on hand

3, At any time

4, Growth habit and blooming characteristics of the plant

5. About one-third

6. To tidy up their appearance, to control size and to improve their health, growth
habits, and blooms

7. They should be pruned between leaf drop and first spring growth,

8. After they flower

9. After they flower

10, A flat top hedge is more difficult to maintain and clip and is more easily
broken down by weather and other causes.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Introduction to Floral Crop Production

1. Flowers cannot be stored for long periods of time.

2. a. Chrysanthemum
b. I se
c. t...itrnation

3. Directly from the producer

4, "Say it with flowers."

5. Southern Florist and Nurseryman
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Growing Annuals

1. Summer

2. Alyssum

3. a. Marigold
b. Nasturtium
c Zinnia

940-VII-2
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4. Water annuals enough to keep the roots from drying out, but do not "drown" them_

5. Pulled up and thrown away

I i. 6. Summer

7. No

8. Fiery red

9. Rock gardens, banks

10. Often subject to wilt

C,
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Perennials

1. Chrysanthemum

2. Corsages

3. Every two years

4, Cut them back after spring bloom and give them a feeding.

5. About every twenty years
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT. Floral Crop Production

TOPIC.. Bulbs

1 Summer

2 The foliage is needed to restore energy to the bulb.

3 Fungicides and insecticides

940-VII-4
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4. Short underground stem on solid basal plate, surrounded by fleshy leaves that
store food for future growth

5 A creeping underground stem often thick with stored food
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Poinsettias

1. Nitrogen

2. Red, white, and pink

3. White Fly

4. Lack of nitrogen or lack of water

5 Poorly aerated soil

940-VII-6
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Chrysanthemums

1. Fall

2. Aphids

3. :.-#1$' (Some varieties need 65°. )

4. Yellow

5. To make a short day which helps regulate blooming

6. All pinches must be made into the soft growth, usually 7 days after planting.

7. A slow start, often trouble with rotting of cutting

8. They should be sprayed overhead lightly the first 3 or 4 days.

9. Entire year with proper day length control

10. Sterilized

940-VII-7
Page 2
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC. Geraniums

1. They are poor shippers and will lose iwage.

2, Pinched

3. Red

4 Plastic tube system

5. a, Use a fungicide on cutting
b. Sterilize propagating materials.
c. Use disease-free cuttings
d Sterilize soil

6. Light pink

7. 60 degrees night, 65-70 degrees day

8, Air freight

9. Four inch

10. The seed for most desirable varieties has not been available.

940-VII-8
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Floral Crop Production

TOPIC: Hydrangeas

1- Two spotted mite (red spiders)

2. Wilt severely

3. March to May

k Easter, Mother's Day

5. Bud rot

.."

t

940-VII-9
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC Turf Grasses for Texas

940-VIII-1
Pag 2

1. Geographic location, the amount of water available for irrigation, the degree of shade
present, the time and money the home owner is willing to spend for establishment,
and the expected usage

2. Warm-season and cool-season

3, a. Does not grow in shade
b Turns brown after frost in the fall
c. Is more of a nuisance than other turf grasses

4 a is susceptible to certain diseases
b Is more susceptible to iron chlorosis
c Is attacker' by insects
d Needs more water for survival
e. Will not survive at as low temperatures as will Bermuda
f, Is a broad-leaved coarse-textured plant

5. a Is attractive and wear-resistant
b, Is not ;nvaded by weeds
c. Is subject to little damage from insects and diseases
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Agricultural Education
47 Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC: Establishing a New Turf

1. Preparation of the soil, establishment of the grass, care and maintenance.

2. Peat, compost, gin trash, sawdust. and leaf mold.

940 1.71.a-2
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3. Fertilizer applications should be made at rates and in combinations suggested by
soil tests.

4. The type of grass used and the rapidity of cover desired.

5. In order to develop a deep root system.



Agricultural Education
, Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC: Managing an Established Turf

1. Feeding, watering, aerating, and moving

2. It produces vegetative growth and gives the plant a deep green color.

3. It stimulates development of a good root system.

940-VIII-3
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4. Stunted growth of the entire plant. The leaves are relatively small, thin, and
yellowish-green to yellow, They show yellow to brown color at the tip of the
leaf and down to the midrib.

5. Slow growth of the entire plant, leaves are an unhealthy dark green, roots are
stunted.

6. Pale, bleached leaves

7. Spring and early fall

8. Applying iron sulfate or iron chelate

9. Produce shallow, weak root systems, which does not allow efficient utilization
of plant food or moisture in the soil,

10. It allows air or oxygen to get into the soil, water to move into and through the
soil, and the soil to hold more water.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Establishing and Caring for Lawns

TOPIC: Turf Problems

1. a, Weed
b. Disease and insect control
c. Clover in the turf
d. Renovation of old lawns

2, By proper turf grass management

3. 2-4-D

940-VIII-4
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4. Brownpatch occurs as irregularly shaped brown areas, usually circular, 4 to 48
inches in diameter. The fungus gives the grass a blue, water-soaked appearance.
As the disease spreads, the dark areas turn light brown.

5. A fungicide containing PCNB

6. a. Chlordane
b. Dieldrin
c, D. D. T.
d. Toxaphene
e, Malathion
f. Aldrin
g, Heptachlor
h. Lindane

7. When the old turf is run down, weedy, and in a generally undesirable condition, or
when a new species is to be introduced.

8. a. Chlordane
b. Lindane
c. Sulfur
d. Toxaphene

9. a. Diazinon
b. Ethion
c. Trithion

10. Five gallons of spray mixture per 100 square feet of lawn area.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Causes of Plant Diseases

1. a. Fungi
b. Bacteria
c. Viruses
d, Nematodes

2. The manufacture of sugars from carbon dioxide and water with the aid of
sunlight and chlorophyll.

3 An agent that transmits disease-producing organisms.

4 Prevention by careful pruning,

5. Tiny, thread-like plants, commonly called molds.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant Diseases

1. Proper identification.

2. Failure to produce seed or fruit.

3. Liquid discharge from diseased tissues.

4. Microscopic examination of roots.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT- Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC. Application and Safety Precautions of Horticultural Chemicals

1, Welfare of the people

2. Welfare of the plant

3 Effectiveness of the material in controlling the pest or disease

4, Hydraulic sprayers

5 Hang the hose on a rack with nozzle pointing upwards

6 a. Read label precautions
b. Keep chemicals locked up when not in use.
c. Keep children away while using.
d. Don't smoke while spraying.
e. Don't spill material on skin or clothing
f. Wash exposed areas of skin immediately after job is completed.
g Never spray when windy.
h, Spray edible plants with great caution.

7 The chemical must touch the insect before death occurs.

940-IX-3
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Leaf Diseases

1. Water and fertilize properly and remove dead limbs

2. Caused by fungi which live on secretions from aphids and immature stages of
white fly

3. Caused by excess rain or over watering

4. a. Malathion
b. Lindane

5. Just before buds open and after flowering

6. Two to four weeks or as needed

7 Most often caused by lack of iron

8. Fungus disease
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Stem, Branch, and Trunk Diseases

1. Prune infected portions sterilizing shears between each cut.

2. If little dodder is present, remove by hand. Destroy badly infected plants.

3. Reduces the amount of sunlight for trees

4. Twigs and limbs

5. Fungi

6, Install in the infected parts of tree to drain the excess fluid and relieve pressure.

7: r.:3, birds

8. Fungi and algae
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Root Diseases

1. Carbon bisulfide soil fumigation

2, Methyl bromide soil fumigation

3. Removing and destroying diseased roots

4. Ten (10) feet

5, East and southeast Texas

6. 75-95 degrees
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICri.,TURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insec4s, Plant Diseasr. and Oiler Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Diseases Affecting the Entire Plant

940-IX-7
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1. Symptoms exhibited by aster yellows that are not exhibited by verti..tillium wilt:
a. Bushy with numerous secondary shoots
b. Leaves may develop a slightly reddish, brownish, or purplish tinge in later

woo..stages.
c. Flower parts may develop into leafy structures

2. DDT

ChloropicAn

4. West

5. Commercial growers or trained personnel

6. Miticide

7. Zineb, CM-19
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Lawn and Turf Diseases

1, Handpick and destroy mushrooms or toadstools.

2, Iron sulfate or iron chelate

3, Irregular-shaped dead areas from a few inches to more than several feet in
diameter

4. Wash off with water applied as a spray with 20 to 30# pressure,

5. Zineb, Captan

940-1X-8
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6. °he to two weeks before disease usually appears and a second application after
disease appears. Then apply as needed.

7. Apply chemicals as needed in early stages of disease.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Identifying Plant and Soil Insects and Methods of Control

I. Slugs have no shells

2, Spring

3, Spray before eggs hatch and prune

4, Roots

5, Sandy soils
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Nematodes

1, a Select a plant that is partly alive
b. Dig the plant instead of pulling it.
c. Wash the soil from the roots ^ld allow a few minutes for drying.
d. Place the specimen in a polyethylene container and tie it securely.
e. Fill out form D-418, available from your county extension agent.
f, Place bag and D-418 in a box and send it to the research center.

2: Root knot nematode

940-IX-10
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3: Before spending a large amount of money for chemicals, determine if nematodes
are causing a significant amount of damage to justify the expense and labor.

4, a. Crown gall
b. Nodules from nitrogen fixation

5. Tomato, okra
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS
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UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Control of Moles, Gophers, Birds, Deer, and Ants

1. By conical mounds of dirt pushed up from their main run

2. Baiting and trapping

3. Serious injury might occur to small children or dogs.

4. Gophers open their tunnels; moles do not.

5. Place chicken wire at the bottom and sides of planting holes.

6. Starlings

7. Portable bird protectors made of scrap lumber, chicken wire, or cheesecloth.

8. Fencing
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Controlling Plant Insects, Plant Diseases, and Other Pests

TOPIC: Controlling Weeds

1. Water should be applied.

2. Hoe

3, Ice pick or screwdriver

4. Shrubs form a shade in which weeds do not thrive.

5, Apply organic mulch two to three inches deep.

6. Wear gloves.

940 -IX -12
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultura7 Equipment

TOPIC: Principles Used to Prevent Personal Injury

1. Legs

2. One pulley only changes direction of force,

3. Jack

4. Wet the scAil 4 to 5 days before digging.

940-X-1
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5. Hook a 1/2" pipe onto a hose and beat the bottom end into a flattened or pointed
opening. This will enable you to stick the pipe down into the hole where the force
of the water through the small opening will loosen the soil.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Selection and Maintenance of Horticultural Hand Tools

940-X-2
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1. Tools are very personal pieces of equipment and all experienced gardeners have
their favorites.

2. Scoop

3. 611

4. Sharpen the hoe each time you take it into the garden,

5. Se Atfile hoe

6. a. Fan-shaped
b, Rectangular

e
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Maintaining Small Power Equipment

1. a. Periodic equipment inspection to discover situations which may lead to
equipment breakdown

b. Upkeep to minimize wear or to remedy potential trouble

2. Make an overall check and properly service equipment.

3. Water condenses more rapidly in a partially filled tank.

4. Gasoline or other solvents

5. Tension and wear

940-X-3
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Agricultftral Education
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating and Maintaining Lawn Mowers Safely and Effectively

I. a. Reel
b. Rotary
c. Sickle bar

2, Mowing too close

liwnilit,...
3. Disconnect the spark plug wire so that a spark cannot Jump.

4. Cutter bar and knife

5. The clippings will smother the grass.

940-X-4
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6. Leaves produce food for the plant. If leaves are cut too short, the health and
vigor of the lawn will be greatly reduced.

r



Agricu!turai Education
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating Rotary Tillers Safely and Effectively

1. a Front tine
b Rear tine

940-X-5
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2 Front tine

3. Rotation of the tine

4 Raise the depth bar

5 Check to make sure that all clutches and belt tension pulleys are disengaged.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Operating and Maintaining Horticultural Equipment

TOPIC: Operating Garden Tractors Safely and Effectively

1. The tractor must have enough horsepower to operate the power sickle bar.

2. 3 1/2 - 10 horsepower

3. Below the rear axle level

4, Riding lawn mowers are designed only for mowing Small tractors are
designed for several types of attachments,

5, a. Automotive
b, Belt type

940-X-6
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Agricultural Edcation
Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Introduction to Home Landscaping

1. a. Art
b Engineering
c. Horticulture

940-XI-1
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2. ti. Homeowner:; who purchase subdivision or housing development homes
b. Families who buy new homes already designed and constructed with no

specific client in mind
c. Familiez who purchase a lot, have their home especially planted and con-

structed for them on the lot
d. Families who now live M older homes and desire to remodel or redesign

their gardens

3. They do not fit into our mechanized way of living.

4. Climate varies.

5. The cost is included in the price of plants.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCU2ATIONS

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting the Site

1, General I )cation

2, Zoning pre- ants businesses from moving into a residential section.

3. No.

4. a. Privacy is difficult.
b, Require insallation of additional utilities, walks, and drives.
c. Outdoor space is limited,
d. More noise from traffic

5. a. Drives Ef-,d sidewalks are too steep.
b. Lawn is more difficult to keep.

6. South. Sunlight can be better controlled,

940-XI-2
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Scheduling Landscape Development and Beginning Plans

940-XI-3
Page 2

1. A well-planned garden is one that is livable, interesting, beautiful, easy to maintain,
and where relationships between outdoor and indoor areas are coordinated properly.

2. Drives and walks

3. Trees are essential for shade in Texas.

4. Provide privacy and assist in temperature control

5. 1. There intost be a program for site and landscape development.
b. There must be a plan.

, 6. A piece of 1 eal estate which may be merely a lot or one with a home on it.
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Analyzing Problems and Determining Needs

1. a. Suitability
b. Function
c. Economy
d. Beauty

2. Deciding and analyzing specific problems of a chosen site

3. a. Do you prefer them to be beautiful and pleasant?
b. Do you want them to make you feel comfortable?
c. Do you care whether they fit together well and serve their purpose?

4. a. Space
b. Garden development
c. Maintenance

5. a. Individual taste
b. Past environment

6. No. It is even hard for professionals.

940-XI-4
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT; Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Developing the Landscape Plan

I. Before the property is purchased

2. 1 inch equals 10 feet

3- a, Entrance
b General living area
c. Work space
d. Place for private living

4. General living area

5. Bedroom area

6. a. Formal
b. Informal

940-XI-5
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Selecting Plants

I. 12-25 feet

2. 6-8 feet

3. Dwarf shrubs

4, The roots may clog drain pipes.

5. Broadleaf evergreen

6 a. Watering
b. Mowing
c Edging
d. Clipping
e, Weeding
f. Fertilizing
g. Controlling insects

7. a, Privets
b, Arborvitae
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS
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UNIT: Developing and Maintaining the Landscape

TOPIC: Grading, Dra%age, and Landscape Structures

I. Using splash blocks

2. No

3. Building a wall around it and leaving the grade unchanged in the immediate area.

4. Making them too narrow

5. 4 feet
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Teaching Materials Center

Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATION S

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Developing Personal Traits

1 a, Knowledge of self
b. Knowledge of people
c. Knowledge of product

2. a. Experience
b. Observing others

3. a. Promotions
b. Dollars (profits)

4. Analysis of sales

5, Diligence and perseverance

940-XII-1
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Displaying

1, Where they can be seen by the greatest number of people

2. To put merchandise where customers can see it and serve themselves

3 Familiar products, bulk seeds, or other seasonal items

4, Items that are to be "pushed"

5 a Well stocked
b. Safe
c At a convenient height

6, To stop the customer and bring him into the place of business

7. It does not attract customers,

8. The traffic pattern of the customers

9 In beds

10, Eight feet

940-XII-2
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC. Advertising

1 Point-of-purchase

2. Outside

3, Classified

4 Keeping the mailing list up to date

5 a. Effectiveness
b Cost
c Coverage

940-X1I-3
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AIISM t r Sheet
for

HOETICU1 nit i RA 1, OCCUPATIONS

UNIT! Merchandising llortiQultural Plants and Supplies

TOW: Labeling and Pricing

1, Price plants too low

2. a. Transplanting
b. Salesman's salary
c, Unsold stock
d. Shrinkage in volume

n0. 66 2/3 percent

4. High cost items

5. Selling price of the item
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Answer Sheet
for

HORTICULTURAL OCCUPATIONS

UNIT: Merchandising Horticultural Plants and Supplies

TOPIC: Understanding the Customer and Making Sales

1. MI he failed

2. The salesman

3. a. Owner's comfort and convenience
b. Performance
c. Safety
d. Appearance
e. Length of life
f. Economy
g. Service
h. Prestige

940-XII-5
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4. People like to think they have made up their own minds. Also, the customer may
think something is wrong with the product.

5. Getting the customer's attention



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

Student: School:

Date Score:

940-1-1
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Place a check under T for True or under F for False:

F

1. Pointlogy is the science of producing cut flowers.

2_ Olericulcurists are concerned with vegetables.

3. The annual production_ of vegetables exceeds one billion dollars.

4. Apples are classed as small fruits.

5. Cotton is a horticultural crop.

11111...... .11.11111

WoJel =101111

.11OMIRs

, Grapes are classed as &trim fruits.

7. Floriculture has developed in the past ten years.

8. Out-of-season production cf vegetables is an important industry in the
West and South.

9. Ornamental plants are considered as horticultural plants.

10. Olericulturists are not concerned with marketing vegetables They deal
only with production.



Agricultt.ral Education
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Student.

Date

Topic Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

School_

Score

940-1-!
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1 List at least 10 factors, in your own words, which one Fhc-414.1 consider in selcctink,
an occupation
a

b

c.

d

e

g

n

2 List the five job Titles for which descriptions were provided in the assignment
a

b

d

e

.7:7 =MINIM=
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION

Student: School:

940-11-1
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Date: Score:

FlU in the mar,k5=,

1. ;s the study of plants......._..
2. There are over kinds of plaits found in the world.

1

3. and are carbohydrates.

4. Val, iielmont did an experiment to determine what made plants grow. His conclusion was
tliat alone produced growth.

5, Plants differ from animals in that they produce food from and



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Student: School:

Date: Score:-
Fill in the blanks:

940-11-2
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1, is the process by which liquids and gases move from an area of
high concentration to an area of low concentration.

2, means light.

3. All substances are made up of .

4. Photosynthesis requires four components. They are

5. When atoms are combined, we call them a

, and
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

RESPIRATION

School:

Score:

940-11-3
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Fill in the blanks:

I. Raw materials for respiration are and .

2. Energy is during photosynthesis.

3. Respiration dry weight. (increases or decreases)

0 4. Plants release at night. (what gas?)

5. is the release of chemical energy.



Agricultural Education
' eaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

WATER ABSORPTION AND LOSS- -
NUTRIENT ABSORPTION- -

MOVEMENT OF WATER AND NUTRIENTS IN TIM PLANT

Student: School:

Date: Score:

940-11-4
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Fill in the blanks:

1. are elements, or groups of these elements, needed for plant growth.

2. Eash vascular bundle has two types of conductive tissues called the
and .

3. occurs from plant injuries.

4. is the loss of water from the plant as a vapor.

5. The principal water-absorbing structure is the.



Agricultural Educatior,
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

PLANT FOOD

Student: School:

940-11-5
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Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. Examples of the carbohydrates include the sugars, starches, and

2. A pound of has about 2-1/4 times as much stored energy as a pound of
sugar.

3. is the principal part of lean meat.

4. , and
make up abol_ 97% of the dry weight of most plants.

5. The "
survive.

A

elements" are those which the plant must have in order to



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

THE PLANT KINGDOM

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

940-11-6
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1. plants cause many diseases of higher plants by attacking, multiply-
lily, and living in or on the higher plants.

2. The botanist classifies the seed-producing plants according to their

3. Helpful soil organisms and the nitrogen-fixing organisms found in legume nodules are
examples of bacteria.

4.
water.

forms a green scum on ponds and lives in both fresh water and sea

5. The plant world has been divided into divisions,



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

TYPES OF GREENHOUSES

Student: School:

Date; Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

940-111-1
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1. handles the ventilation problem in greenhouses
with no ventilators.

2. The is the season for repairing greenhouse coverings.

3. It is necessary to provide a good means of exchanging the greenhouse air with out-
door air in order to regulate the greenhouse temperature, Adjust the
provide air movement around the plants, and introduce new supplies of
and carbon dioxide.

PART II: True or False

1. Vinyl film is more durable than polyethylene.

2 The exterior of a greenhouse does not need to be painted more often than
seven years.

3 Film plastic eliminate:: the problem of dripping water in the greenhouse.
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Topic Test
on

SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

Student: School:

Date. Score

940-111-2
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True or False.

I. The depth of a bench for cut flowers needs to be at least twelve inches.

2. The best height for pot plant benches is 2-1/2 feet.

1

3. Before the type of greenhouse is chosen and built, a careful study should
be made of the best bench arrangement for the crops to be grown

4. Wood contracts when it is wet; so boards must be fitted close together
whe making wooden benches.

One of the best bench making materials for drainage and air circulation
is one inch by one inch welded wire fabric.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date.

Topic Test
on

COOLING THE GREENHOUSE

Problems:

School:

Score:

940-111-3
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1, If a greenhouse was 100 feet long and 40 feet wide, how many square feet would it
contain? (answer)

2. How many C FM would need to be exhausted for a greenhouse containing 1000 square
feet? (answer)

3, How many square feet of padded area will be needed in a greenhouse that requires
7500 CFM to be exhausted? (answer)

Work here;
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Topic Test
on

HEATING THE GREENHOUSE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

True or False:

940-111-4
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I. In vertical blow heaters the shaft is vertical and the fan blade is horizontal.

2. Direct-fired units are those which contain a combustion unit right in the urit
itself.

3. In recent yJars the use of unit heaters for heating greenhouses has decreas-
ed considerably.

4. The oldest and most conventional heating system is the pipe coii.

5. The coldest spots in the greenhouse are the exterior side walls and gable
ends.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
c:

WINTER PROTECTION STRUCTURES

School:

Score:

940-111-5
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Fill in the blanks:

1. gardens often have definite thermal belts and artic regions.

2. The most dangerous spots for frost damage are stretches of open ground exposed on
all sides, particularly to the sky.

3 Regardless of what kind of shelter you use, keep soil around plants.

4. soil holds and releases more heat than soil.

5. , made of double strength glass and available in several sizes, are
set side-by-side to protect large areas.
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Topic Test
on

STRUCTURES FOR SUMMER HEAT PROTECTION

Student Scho 1l,

Date Score..mweimai- . d a ...rumelma.....ssulm...rai....ts mow am....111110,111,.a.

Fill in the blanks

..1egas ...tarz....

940-111-6
Pare 3

....NMm m...-

1. A lath sunscreen should be placed sc, .ne laths run in a
ibe AIM

and
emeNaMmw.PMr

direction///./OrdWmIllyillmelliNm..simemm.

2 If you like to grow loving flowers such as tuberous begonias and-....i.-C
cyclamens, you may want a permanent e.:,play structure

3 From sunrise to -- - o'clock in the morning there is very little heat ac-
cumulation

4. The subject of in the garden is frequently ignored or misunderstood
particularly by the beginner.

5. A struz+t)re facing an
hot summer area

.arm1-- direction is ideal, especially if you live in a
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Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Tcpic Test
on

HUMIDITY AND WATERING

Student: School.

Date

True or False:

1. The majority of bedding plane are hand watered-

2. Them is no equipment available for the purpose of watering pot nlants

111M0100=111

Score:

940-111-7
Page 3

..

3 Watering of greenhorse cut flower crops by mechanical means is a
well-established, oven practice

-... 4 Rainbird -type nozzle systems consist of long lines of pipe with holes
drilled iii each end

5 Most growers use pipe systems for water ag bedding plants
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Student.

Datc.

Tr Le or False.

..,,,mMm, s,,rum..

raMo ay .1101.1,

..r...11.

Topic Test
on

VENTILATION

School-.

score-

940-111-8
Page 3

1 The disadvantage of using humidistats to control fans is that the
problem of excessive humidity becomes greater.

2 Thermostatically - Controlled systems respond quickly to changing
outdoor temperatures.

3 The thermostat controlling the first stage fans should be set several degrees
above the setting of the heating thermostat

4 Motorized roof ventil2tors can be controlled automatically

5. Exhaust fans in cooling systems may be used during the winter months
if a convection tube is attached.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Student

Date:

Topic Test
on

LIGHTING

True or False:

School:

Score:

940-III-9
Page 3

1. Certain kinds of seed require light in order to germinate.

Plants are classifies into two groups in regard to light intensity, low-
energy and high energy.

3. Long day plants require from 8 to 12 hours of light per day.

4. Research studies show that plants utilize chiefly three different wave
length regions of radiant energy, the green, orange, and yellow.

5, White light is a mixture of all colors but white light of incadescent lamp
is rich in red.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

WIRING AND ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score;

940-111-10
Page 3

1. The basic requirements of any well-planned wiring system are that it shah be
, , , and efficie 'it.

2. Only the first requirement, , will be achieved by compliance with
the National Electric Code. The ott,2-s depend on careful planning.

3. General lighting circuits should have a maximum of outlets per circuit,

4. Provide individual circuits for motors horsepc,,-,.-er and larger.

5. Minimum wire size for general purpose circuits should be with 15 ampere
protection.
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Topic Test
on

ORIGIN, COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOILS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

940-IV-I
Page 4

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

I. The largest of the soil particles is

2. r. cayed plants and animal material is called

3. and determine the rate of soil formation.

4. Clay feels like rubbed between the fingers.

5. The difference in tveure of soils is caused by the different sizes of soil

PART IT: List:

I. Three (3) layers of soil from top to bottom:

a.

b.

c.

2. Tn..-ee (3) factors that are responsible for differences in soil color:

a.

b.

c.



Ag-icultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

SOIL MOISTURE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

940-IV-2
P ze 6

I. Moisture moves through the soil in all directions,even against gravity by
movement.

2. In textured soils, the particles are closer together and the attraction between
soil and water is greater.

3. Much soil moisture an be lost when capillary water moves to the surface and

4. All living cells carry on

5. Movement of air through the soil is called

PART IL Check T for true or F for false:

T F

I. Soils should be worked while in a wet condition.

2. It : possible to change water-holding capacity of soil.

3. Underwatering causes decreased aeration.

4. Sandy soils require more frequent watering than heavy clay soils.

5. Oxygen must be present for respiration to occur.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

SOIL REXTURES

School:

Score:

940-IV-3
Page 5

Fill in the blanks.

I suils are a mixture of sand, silt, and clay

2. increases aeration of soil.--
3. Loam soils become after watering_

4 For large scale mixing operations, use a power driven cement mixer or

5 Loam soils often after dying

List.

6 The characteristics of a good mixture.

a.

b.

d

e.
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Topic Test
on

MULCHES AND THEIR USE

Student -- School

Date. Score

940-1V-4
Page 4

PART L Fill in the blanks:

1 The most common mulch is

2. The time to apply mulch to the garden on established plants is it

3 Additional should be applied to a crush-.Pi corncob rat;IL:h

4 may be produced tiring decomposition of lawn clippings.

b. A light :pray of may be used by contractors to liold soil in place
on steep slopes

PART II; Multiple choice.

The cost of this material is usually prohibited when large areas are mulched.
a, crushed corncob b . peat moss c wood chips

This material should not be used in areas where a cigarette may be dropped.
a. corncobs b asphalt c straw

Any mulch should be at least this deep:
a. ,t/4" - 1/2" b 1" - 2" c. 2 " -3"
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Student

Date.

Topic Tost
on

FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

.,11mIIMI=Ire,...._.

=..r.mwr
Fill in the blanks.

School

Score.

940-IV- 5
Page 9

1 is responsible for : e dark green color in plants

2 The two lime elements are and magnesium

3 Do not apply dry fertilizer to plants when the foliage is

4 Place fertilizer and to the side of the seed

5 Dry fertilizer can be (how applied) over the soil surface by
means of a spreader

List.

1 Three primary elements

a

b

c

2 Three secondary elements

a.

b

t.,
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SOIL ORGANISMS
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Student: School:

Date: Score:COlilIMMOsftmr.m mk...r.ar...... Or. ..m.m......rwmra,..

Fill in the blanks:

I. converts nitrogen in the air to available plant nitrogen.

2. Moisture, lim- . and can be added to the soil to stimulate
soil organism.

3. feed on soil bacteria and contribute to organic content of the soil.

4. decompose organic residues and promote formation of humus.

5. The mixes soil and increases aeration. Also it promotes
drainage,

List:

6. Three ways to control harmful soil organisms:

a.

b.

c.
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Topic Test
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SOIL STERILIZATION

Student: School:

Date: Score:

940-IV-7
Page 7

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

I. sterilization is cheaper than using chemicals.

Ethylene di-bromide is especially effective against

No plants should be planted into a fumigant-treated soil for a period of
to weeks.

2.

3.

4.

i
1 } 5._,..:

Ammonia build-up in the soil may cause

Nematodes are killed when exposed to 140°F. steam heat.

PART II: List:

I. Reasons for sterilizing soils:

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. Three precautions to observe when using fumigants:

a.

Li.

c.
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Student:

Date;

Topic Test
on

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN SOIL

School.

Sere

940-IV-8
Page 6

Fill in the blanks:

1 i s the most widely used medium for reproduction of plants.

2. Sphagnum will retain to times its own weight in water

3. expands or explodes when heated

4. Shredded bark, sawdust, and wood shavings are most commonly used in the
part of the United Stated

5, When sawdust is used, must be added to the medium.

6. Brown to black peat contains approximately 1%

7 results from decayed remains of thick vegetation in swampy condition.
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Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO PROPAGATION

Student; School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. Two methods by which plants may be propagated are , and

2. Three requirements of the ideal plant propagation structure are
, awl

940-V-1
Page 4

3. is used for chemical sterilization of soil.

4. A good propagation media should be free of
and

5. Many types of containers are used in plant propagation such as
and

,

PART II: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the following
statements:

T F

1. If soil is used, sterilization is a must.

2. Many plant propagators use a plant hormone to promote rooting of seeds.

3. Seed reproduction in plants is basically a sexual process
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Student.

Date.

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

School

Score

940-V-2
Page 6

11.,11111

PART I. Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the following
statements

T F

_.- I. Many types and varieties of plants will not produce the same quality and
type of plant from seed and must be reproduced by cutting. budding. or
grafting- 2 Cuttings are more difficult to make than budding_

3 Cuttings are classified and named according to the part of the plant from
which they come

4 Herbaceous cuttings are made from plant materials which are hard

5 Low humidity is necessary for rooting cuttings

PART H Fill in the following blanks to make complete true statements

I. The temperature of the rooting medium should be close to

2 Thr-?,e requirements of a good rooting medium are

a

b

c

3 Cuttings are ready to transplant when roots are

4 Softwood cuttings are made (when)

5 During rooting the medium must be kept uniformly moist but never
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Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

940-V-3
Page 4

PART E Place a check under T for true and under F for false in each of the following
statements:

T F

.MIMIMIN.i. ..,.
IMINlia.,,, ..11

111111. .1=1111111M.

I. The production of a new plant by layering is one of the slowest methods.

2. Air layering is an excellent way to produce plants which do not come true
from seed.

3. Air layering is best practiced during the spring and summer months.

4. A growth hormone may help to stimulate root growth.

5. Under ideal conditions, plants should root in a few months when they are
air layered.

PART II: List:

1. List four plants which can be air layered:

a.

b. .

c. .

d.
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Topic Test
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PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

940-V-4
Page 4

Student: School:

Date: Score:

J

T F

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Plants are best divided after their season of blossoming.

Larger shrubs should be divided when they are dormant for best results.

Each root segment or division is actually a plant in itself or is capable of
becoming a new plant.

Division is a slow way of increasing your supply of perennials_

Deciduous and semi-deciduous perennials may be cut back to about four
inches from the ground when you transplant,

.111,

ollmiml,,M,

emomP

41110.

..
, , .111/IM
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Student:

Date:

940-V-5
Page 3

Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING AND BUDDING

PART I: Answer the following questions.

1. Define stock.

2_ What is the cambium layer?

3. List two kinds of budding

School.

Score.

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the following
statements:

T F

In all grafting methods, the tight union between stock and scion must be
sealed off from air with some kind of sealing agent.

2. Evergreens can be grafted in early spring, just before plants begin to
grow actively.
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Topic Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM SEEDS

Student: School;

Date: Score.

940-V-6
Page 6

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the following
statements:

T F

1. There are no bargains when obtaining good seeds.

2. A good growing media for germinating seeds should be high in the
nutrients necessary for plant growth

3, The minimum temperature for seed germination is 70°F...=1. 11.111MIN

PART IL Fill in the following blanks to make true, complete statements.

1. Some propagators use a layer of a sterile moisture-holding material as

2. A can be used for firming the top of the soil:

3, To help distribute small seed, mix them with a small amount of

4. The 'Abe! on a seeded flat should contain:

a.

b.

c.
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING A PLANT BREEDING VOCABULARY

Student School:

940-V-7
Page 3

Date: Score;

Fill in the blanks.

1. The is the part of the stamen that develops and bears pollen.

2. A is a small flower in a composite flower, having stamens and a
pistil.

3. A is the unit that carries hereditary traits.

4. The is an enlarged base of a pistil in which the seed develops.

5. A is a small flower in a composite flower, having a pistil but
no stamens.
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Teachi g Materials Center

Topic Test
on

PLANT SELECTION AND FUNDAMENTALS

Student° School:

Date: Score:

940-V-8
Page 3

PART I! Fill in the blanks:

is the transfer of pollen.

2, is the union of germ cells.

3. A perfect flower contains both and

4. The which are often green cuplike structures support the petals
and the floral parts.

PART II: Label the parts of the perfect flower;

5

6.

7.



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

HEREDITY

Student: Echool:

Date:

Fill in the blanks:

Score:-
940-V-9
Page 3

I. If a plant that i. self-pollinated produces offspring identical to itself, it is said
to breed

2. If the first-generation offspring are not all identical to the parent plant, then it
is said that has occurred.

3. When the red and yellow genes come together and both are incomplete, the re-
sulting color of the flower will be

4. Hybrids are results of crosses between two .

5. When the male and female germ cells unite in the each contributes
one gene for each .



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

GENERAL BREEDING TECHNIQUES

Student:

Date:

School:

Score:

940-V-1.0
Page 3

Place a check under T for true or F for false for each of the following statements:

T F

I. Only those composite flowers containing both disc and ray florets
can be self-pollinated.

MIY

.111MliiIIIMIr

ii11.111,.
2. Prepollination steps generally should begin after the flower is

well opened.

3. Extremely high temperatures or moist conditions .Li e harmful to
pollen.

4. Some breeders use chicken bands for marking the parent plants.

5. Composite flowers can be easily closed with a string or soft wire.
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Topic Test
on

TRANSPLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

940-VI-1
Page 5

I. The hole which the plants are to be set in
wider and deeper

should be
than the roots of the plant.

2. The plant should be set at the at which it was growing.

3. When planting a bareroot shrub or tree,
pruned.

of the top should be

4. Trees usually need guy wires.

5. The nursery term B&B means and
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Topic Test
on

CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF PLANTS

Student: School:

Date: .111=.1i. Score:

940-V1-2
Page 5

PART it Place a check under T for true or F for false:

T F

IMIN21M.

.11111=

1. Trees may be pruned at any

2. Climbing hybrid-tea roses look best when old blooms are cut off
just above the second bud in the axil of a leaf.

3. Many shrubs should be pruned by thinning out rather than by
severe pruning,

4. Shrubs which bloom in the spring should be pruned in the fall.

5. Climbing roses should be pruned after flowering.

PART II: Answer the following to make true complete statements:

1. -.'in; ornamental shrubs and small flowering trees depends on the
1111..OS C.-TMZIi. and of the plant.

4. Anody plants are dug without a ball of soil around the roots, they are said
ara,=es ..111111.--211GMLICKEil

5, .7).7' ma plants should be pruned between and

4. Many shrubs should be pruned by rather than by
severe pruning.

5. Pruning of plants is the cutting off or cutting back of parts of that plant for
or more
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Teaching Materials Center

Topic Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL CROP PRODUCTION

St lent: School:

ate: Score:

Fill in the blanks.

940-WI-1
Page 3

1. The three most widely grown cut flowers are roses, chrysanthemums, and

2 The cultivation and selling of flowers is known as

3. Many greenhouses have been located in a particular area because of the great
amount of during the winter or the mild climate

4. Most cut flowers are sold to the retail flower shops through wholesale
houses

5. The U S. D. A does research in many phases of floriculture at
Maryland

r-P
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Topic Test
on

CROWING ANNUALS

School

Scot es=tivomAmpsram MrI:=111sa.t. /1.a ,mwas

Pla,:e a cHck under T for true or F for false

T F

1 Annuals grow only one year or less
11110

2 Morning glories bloom only in the wher=W =0,

3. Asters are res;stant to wilt

4 There are many varieties of zinnias

5 Some annuals take only six weeks from seed to flower
41 MatM e/M.-s.

6 Annuals can be produced in flats

7 Pansies are biennials
WIMP. eli

8 Asters make good cut flowers

9. Annuals do best in well-prepared soil

"!ol4hocks are blue in color

4
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Student.

Date:

Topic Test
on

PERENNIALS

Fill in the blanks-

School:

Score:

940-VII-3
Page 3

1. Primrose clumps need di-siding every years, after blooming season

2, Primroses like most soils, but rich is ideal._
3. The is probably the best perennial for beginning gardeners.

4. Polyantha primroses will repeat bloom in fall if you them back after spring
bloom and give them a

5. is a favorite season for dividing and replanting as well as for planting
newly purchased perennials,
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Topic Test
on

BULBS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

940-V11-4
Page 3

1. The term is one that is loosely applied to any plant that has a swollen or
thickened basal portion.

2. A is a creeping underground stem, often thick with stored food.

3. Bulb lets grow larger each year until it is time to and replant them.

4. In early spring, cool air and high humidity enables young plants to tolerate more .

) 5. In mild-winter regions, tulips will if not dug.

0
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940-VII-5
Page 6

Topic Test
on

CHARACTERISTICS, IDENTIFICATION AND USE OF IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

1. The Azalea requires or
medium.

2. Rooted mum cuttings should be planted as

3. Coleus root easily from

4. The Poinsettia is a seasonal plant most popular at

5. The best temperature to start Caladiums is

PART II: Underline the most appropriate answer.

as growing

as possible.

1. Exotic looking plant with showy spikes of blooms which may be attractive for several
months. (a) Azalea (b) Bromeliad (c) Hydrangea (d) Poinsettia

2. Bright glossy leaves of many different colors on a single plant.
(b) Azalea (c) Ficus (d) Sanse,,ioria

(a) Croton

3. Showy; velvety foliage plant with large bell-shaped blooms in assorted colors.
(a) Geranium (b) Caladium (c) Gloxinia (d) Begonia

4. Flowers in hanging cattails up to a foot long of a deep red color. (a) Ferns
(b) Hydrangea (c) Croton (d) Chenille

5. Most important tropical decorative plant family. (a) Philodendron (b) Dracaena
(c) Devil's Ivy (d) Schefflera
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Student.

sate.

Topic Test
on

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

rs mftwwwws,r

School:

Score

.1alid11....
.11...1,

PART I. True or False.

l The most popular color mum is yellow

2 The ideal night temperature for mum is 95°

Page 3

.101=1=111.11.

3 The pot mum grower can keep diseases under control by using disease free
stock and doing a good job of sterilizing potting soil and handling equipment

4. The grasshopper is the most persistent insect on mums

PART II: Fill in the blanks.

l The method of propagation for mums is by

2. The most persistent pests on mums are

3 naturally bloom in the Irm.11m.1sww.-

......1112111,

4 'hr. began hybridizing varieties of mums more than 2, 500 years ago.
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Topic Test
on

GERANIUMS

Studer;.; School:

Date: Score:

940-VII-8
Page 3

PART I: Place a check in the blank under T for true or F for false:

T F

- --
. ,,Iill.go
.11INII 111

1 Geraniums are not commonly grown from seed because the seed of
the most desirable varieties are not available.

2 Geraniums are notoriously poor shippers,

3. Never pinch geraniums.

4, Blue is the color of geraniums most in demand.

PART II: Fill in the blanks:

1. Geraniums are several weeks before the cutting harvest is to
start.

2. is the most popular color in geraniums

3, is the second most popular color in geraniums,

4. There are several serious diseases of geraniums, and some of these can be
transmitted with the
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

HYDRANGEAS

School:

940-VII-9
Page 3

Score:
moOmres

Fill in the blanks:

1. The is the most common insect enemy of the hydrangea.

to2. Stem tip or leaf bud cuttings are made from

3. The hydrangea is forced for and

.IMmm

4. causes considerable damage during storage.

5. Hydrangeas are grown outdoors in the
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Topic Test
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TURF GRASSES FOR TEXAS

Student: School:

Date: --,... S -)re.

940-V111-1
Page 3

Place a check under T for True or under F for False for each of the following s*atements:

1. Many of the 550 species of grass in Texas are suitable for turf.

2. Bermuda is the turf grass most wi-ely adapted in Texas.

3. St. Augustine is not as cold hardy as Bermuda.

4, St. Augustine is ousceptibie to certain diseases, notably brown patch
and leaf spot.

5. St. Augustine will not live in low, wet areas.
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Teaching Materials Center

Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

ESTABLISHING A NEW TURF

School:

Score:

940- VIII -2

Page 3

Place a check under T for True or under F for False:

T F- -
el.1.110

111Mi ...

.1=1.1.
1. In all instances, the character of the soil needs to be altered considerably.

2. Terraces should be avoided if possible because of the difficulty of estab-
lishing and maintaining turf on terraces.

3. A complete fertilizer shoul :ie plowed or spaded under to supply the
plant nutrients needed for deep root development.

4. Low-priced seed often are the most costly.

5. Sprigging or sodding must be used for establishing grasses which cannot
be propagated by seed.
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Topic Test
On

MANAGING AN ESTABLISHED TURF

Student: School:

940 -VIII -3
Page 3

Date: Score:

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false:

T F

Nitrogen is the key element in turf production.I..1111m..

2. Potassium deficiency causes the leaves to be an unhealthy dark green.1111111Ma

3. Iron chlorosis occurs on soils high in lime.

The root system develops during the fall and early spring.

=,..mail

.1111.1..... 4.

,)
5. Mowing too close encourages thinning of the turf.,......

PART IL Fill in the following blanks:

1. Four major factors in maintaining a turf are
, and

2. %:..'alciurr. d.- ficiency causes growth.

3. Ciliorihsis illay be corrected by applying or

4. A soil in good physical condition for plant growth is a mixture of
. and

5. Aerifying the soil is a means of the soil.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

TURF PROBLEMS

School:

Score:

940-VIII-4
Page 3

PART I: Place a check under T for true or under F for false:

T F- 1. Proper turf grass management is the best means of controlling weeds.- 2. Brownpatch is a fungus disease that attacks only St. Augustine grass

3, Fungicides which contain PCNB are terraclor and captan:.1.11.

4. If clovers are not removed from the lawn, they should be kept under
control by frequent mowing.

IME111.1.11.

5. Dusts generally are more effective in the control of chiggers than are
sprays.

PART II, Fill in the following blanks:

1, Three good sprays for the chinch bug are . , and

2, Tlh -, applications days apart may be necessary for most effective control
3; ba::muda grass mites

3. Four problems which occasionally arise in the production of a turf are
, , and

)

4. Brownpatch is a fungus disease that often attacks and

5. Brownpatch may be controlled by spraying the affected and immediate surrounding
areas thoroughly with a fungicide containing .
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Topic Test
on

CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill iu the blanks:

940-1X-1
Page 3

1. The four most important causes of plant disease are
, and

'llit:770.

t

2. An agent that transmits disease-producing organisms is called a

3. is the best approach to
controlling canker disease.

4. A is a plant on (in) which a parasite lives and obtains its food.

5. The smallest form of a plant disease is the
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Student.

Date:

Topic Test
or.

IDENTIFYING PLANT DLQt1ASES

Fill in the blanks:

1. The key to disease control is proper

School:

Score:

940-IX-2
Page 3

2.
AIM.PFD

is a rust-like disease lesion; a disease in which scab is a prominent
symptom.

3, A is an open wound or dead spot, often sunken, in a stem or branch
surrounded by living tissue.

4. A is an outgrowth, often mere or less spherical, of organized cells.

5. Knots on roots usually indicate that are present.

6. A is a dried, shriveled fruit, caused by certain fungus diseases,



2
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Topic Test
on

APPLICATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS OF HORTICULTURAL CHEMICALS

Student: School:
*I 11

Date. Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. A sprayer is one of the most common means of applying pest or
disease control materials in the greenhouse.

2. Some chemicals only on , therefore the entire plant should be
covered.

3. Always the label before using a chemical

4. Many of the control materials are to human beings and they
must be used in such a way that they do not endanger anyone.

5. For an aerosol application the pesticides are purchased in a ready-to-use container
commonly called a
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING LEAF DISEASES

Fill in the blanks:

t.

SC11001: ,._,....
Score:

940-IX-4
Page 3

.....s....ftraIsm..m.......

live on secretJons from aphids and ;ennia,aire stages of the white
tly and cause sooty mold.

2. Lack of causes chlorosis.

3. Oedema is caused by e::cess

4. and

Cat" .gl.1=1.1101Mogrow MNIMM. ie.,=....:===

aMsmwou.me
treating mosaic or leaf curl.

ars two chemicals good ior

5. Proper and are the hest treatments for--
scorch and scald.
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Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING STEM BRANCH, AND TRUNK DISEASES

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. and cause lich6us.

2. Plants that have gall are treated by

3. Plants badly infected by dodder should be

-=1

940-IX-5
Page 3

4. Plants that have are treated by installing tubes in the infected
parts of the tree to drain excess fluids and relieve pressure.

5, Two chemicals used to control green scurf are
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Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING ROOT DISEASES

Student. School.

Date: Score

Fill in the blanks

940 -IX-6
Page 3

.11=1,11.M.

1. A soil temperature of to degrees is necessary for development of
southern blight.

2, soil fumigation is an effective treatment for crown gall
and hairy rot.

3, Mushroom r3ot rot can be effectively controlled by fumigation with

4. Root knot is caused by

0 5. Always the soil where damping-off and seedling blight are a
problem.
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Student.:

Date:

Topic Test
On

CONTROLLING DISEASES AFFECTING THE ENTIRE PLANT

School:

Score:

940-IX-7
Page 3

Fill in the blanks:

1. is an effective treatment for aster yellows.

2. can be used to control verticillium wilt.

3. The part of Texas is affected mostly by verticillium wilt

4. and CM-19 are both effective controls for botrytis blight.

5. The general name for a chemical used to combat mites is a

! 0
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Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING LAWN AND TURF DISEASES

940-IX-8
Page 3

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

I. Lack of causes ehloros2s.

2. and are controls for Piricularia leaf spot.

3. For control of rust on bluegrass apply chemicals as in early stages
of disease.

4. The control of mushrooms is to and destroy them.

5. The symptoms of fading out are dead areas from
a few inches to several feet in diameter.
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Topic Test
on

IDEI,ITIFYING PLANT AND SOIL INSEr7TS AND METH(' S OF CONTROL

Student: School:

Date: Score:-

94O -1X -°
Page 4

als

Fill in the blanks:

1. of plants are damaged by grubs.

2, rolls into a ball when disturbed.

3. are microscopic worms that attack roots r .1 cause galls.--
4. Leaf rollers are small that wrap leaves around themselves

for shelter and food.

5. Aphids are sometimes called

6. are small, attached insects covered with shells or armor that suck--
sap from the plant.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

NEMATotEs

Fill in the bltz.nks:

School:

Score:

940-1X-10
Page 3

1. The nematode is the most common type in Texas.

2. Tomatos and are very good hosts for nematodes.

3. Before speiLding a large amount of money for chemicals, determine if nematodes
are causing a significant amount of damage to justify the and

4. and nitrogen nodules are often confused with knots caused by
nematode s

5. Nematode-affected plants have less ability to withstand lack of
lack of water, or any adverse condition.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CONTROL OF MOLES, GOPHERS, BIRDS, DEER, MD ANTS

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

940-IX-11
Page 3

1. Conical mounds of dirt pushed up from their main run indicates the presence
of .

moles.
are the most effective means of destroying

3, A bird that has no friends and should be eliminated is the

4. 1101111=111 is the best long term control for deer.

5. Moles are unlike gophers because they have tunnels.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

CONTROLLING WEEDS

School:

Score:

940-3X-12
Page 3

Fill in the blanks:

1. should be worn while mixing and applying chemical solution.

2. The has been the gardener's most useful tool for over 4, 000 years.

3. Peat moss and other organic mulches are applied to soil in weed control to
cut off

4. In areas where regrowth of persistent perennial weeds require frequent hoeing,
use a recommended weed killer.

5. should be applied to the soil several days before trying to pull
up weeds.
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Topic Test
on

PRINCIPLES USED TO PREVENT PERSONAL INJURY

Student School.

Date. Score

940 -X -1
Page 3

Fill in the blanks;

1, The should do the lifting when a person attempts to pick up a heavy object
without using equipment.

2. One pulley only direction of force

3, A 1/2" pipe hooked onto a hose makes an effective device for
post holes

4, A wall rack for lumber and pipe keeps the materials completely off the ground and
away from and

5, When you build rock walls and luck gardens, a system suspended
from a tripod is very helpful-
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Topic Test
on

SELECTION AND MAINTENANCE Ots- HORTICULTURAL HAND TOOLS

Student.. School.

Date. Score.

Fill in the blanks.

L A
materials

2. The scuffle hoe works best on packed,

3. The two most common shapes of lawn rakes are

940-X-2
Page 3

shovel is handy for moving sawdust, manure, and other light

4. The most common hoes have a inch blade

ground

and

5. The rake is a good tool for leveling soil or gravel and
collecting earth clods
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Topic Test
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWER EQUIPMENT

940-X-3
Page 6

Student: School.

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

1. d should be checked when inspecting a belt.

2. Regularly used equipment should always be checked by the

I Cover cutting surfaces with used or if a machine is to sit out-
in the weather for a long period of time.

4, or other solvents may oe used to clean ail air filter

5, maintenance consists of periodic equipment inspection and
upkeep.
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Topic Test
on

OPERATING AND MAINTAINING LAWN MOWERS
SAFE LY AND EFFECTIVELY

940-X-4
Page 6

Student: School:

Date: Score:

1. The three main categories of power mowers are:

a.

b.

c.

2. What is the general term used to describe the practice of mowing a lawn too close?

3. A sickle bar mower consists primarily of what two parts?

4. What part of plant produces food?

5. How can long clippings damage a lawn?
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Topic 'rest
on

OPERATING ROTARY TILLERS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

Student: School

Date: Score

Fill in the blanks.,

940-X-5
Page 5

I, The part of a tiller that turns and actually does the digging is called the .

2, Normally, front tine tillers do not have wheels,

3. If the front tine tiller must be held back to do a proper job- of tilling, the
should be lowered to cause the tines to dig deeper.

4. rotary tillers are designed for medium to heavy duty
work and can thoroughly mix organic matter into the soil.

5, Before starting any tiller, check to see that all clutches or belt tension ptii.,:j.t..
are
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Topic Test
on

OPERATING GARDEN TRACTORS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

Student: School:

Date: Score:

940-X-6
Page 5

Fill in the blanks:

1. The usual horsepower range for garden tractors is to II, P.

2, The two most popular garden tractor transmissions are the type and
the type.

3. Extra pulleys may be mounted on either the gearbox shaft or the
to permit the use of implements requiring power.

4, Walking type tractors have had moderate improvements such as
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

iNTRODUCTION TO HOME LANDSCAPING

Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

940-XI-1
Page 3

1. Gardens can no longer be entirely naturalistic because they do not fit into our
way of living.

2. A good landscape development results only -.vhere plants and architectural materials
are .

3. When landscape plans are obtained from a nursery without charge, they may be of
little value or you may pay for them indirectly through the purchase of

4. The word refers to the entire property.

5. The main problems of designing or arranging elements on the land lie in properly
organizing and using the available
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Topic Test
on

SELECTING A SITE

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fil" :n the blanks:

1. The
consideration.

940-XI-2
Page 3

of the homesite should be your first

2. Proper will -.vent intrustion of industry in residential sections.

3. If streets arid sidewalks have not been paved or do not exist, part of the future cost
will no doubt be borne by the

4, lots are often though preferable but they make privacy difficult.

5. A lot that is slightly above street level pro, Iles and offers a
good setting.
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Topic Test
on

SCHEDULING LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT AND BEGINNING PLANS

Studeat° School:

Date:

Fill in the Wanks:

1. and
construct them first.

..=11:1211M1,... 771=s .111RIMMIO

940-XI-3
Page 3

Score: --.

are the most essential elements and you should

2,
=1,

are important especially in Texas areas where shade is desirable.ililElm.lii!.1=

3. Hedges, scrLens, walls, and fences provi'e and assist in-----
conzol around the home.

4, Few gardens can be planned, constructed, and planted in one year without
considerable

5. is the term used for a piece of real estate which may be merely a lot
or one with a home on it.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
oil

ANALYZING PROBLEMS AND DETERMINING NEEDS

Si.:liool:.....immlb..

Score:-

940-XI-4
Page 3

Fill in the blanks:

I. is largely a question of individual tgste and past orii irotiment.

2. The basic step in the preparation of a program is to decide and analyz.:. ailecific
problems of a chosen .

3, The four basic considerations that should be included in successful landscape
development are:

a,

b,

c.

d.

4. From an artistic standpoint, everything varies in , , and

5. Good landscape development always resul4 in an increase of
values,
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Siudent:

TN ---44:A -: -
1..., ....,1

Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING THE LANDSCAPE PLAN

.rmO, ..m..1Irmime

School:

Score:

940-XI-5
Page 3

List:

1, Pour main functions which homesites and iarirsites must provie

a.

to,

c.

d.

2. Six areas of Texas in which plants vary:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Mer=:'.."-, ^ 7.1-..21: "^t1.11==.:17 - -
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Topic Test
on

SELECTING PLANTS

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

940-XI-6
Page 3

1. and flowering shrubs are not as permanent as
woody plant materials and usually do not provide as good covering for garden areas.

2. Most native plants require little or other care when they have
become established after transplanting.

3. Plants from the Mediterranean regions and often have similar
cultural and moisture requirements to our native plants.

4. Large shrubs or small trees are to feet tall when full grown.

5. shrubs attain a height of 6 to 8 feet at maturity.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

GRADING, DRAINAGE , AND LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES

School:

Score:

940-XI-7
Page 3

Place a check under T for true or under F for false for each of the following statements:

T F

4ersaml .1..1=m

.1111M.

1. The minimum width for an entrance sidewalk is eight feet.

2. Walks should always be as direct as possible.

3. Landscape planners with a minimum of design experience should
avoid curved walks:

4, The use of splash blocks is the most desirable method of preventing
downspouts from eroding soil,

5. Lowering the grade around existing trees does not disturb their
normal functioning nearly so much as does filling.
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Topic Test
on

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

Student: School:

Date; Score:

940-XE-1
Page 7

1 What are the three basic ingredients of a salesman?

a.

b.

c.

2 What are two ways in which good habits pay off?

a,

b.

3. What are the best two ways to learn selling?

a.

b.

4. How can a person become a "scientific salesman"?

5. What is required for a would-be salesman to become a tough, aggressive, and
effective salesman?

b.
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Topic Test
an

DISPLAYING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Fill in the blanks:

940-XII-2
Page 5

1, displays are designed to stop the customer and bring
him into the store.

2. attracts attention and gives the impression of demand.

3, Each table and shelf should have a to the others.

4. Special racks, tri-plane and peg board tables are excellent for displaying
items and other small competitim items.

5. displays are more successful when used for familiar products.
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Student:

Date:

Topic Test
on

ADVERTISING

PART I: Fill in the blanks:

School:

Score:

940-XR-3
Page 6

1. advertising consists of displays within the place of
business.

2. buying results in millions of dollars' worth of sales annually,
as the growth of supermarkets shows

3, advertising is high in cost but is effective because the product can be
demonstrated.

PART IL List:

1. Three factors to consider when selecting an advertising medium are:

a,

b.

C.

2. Three methods of "outside of the store" advertising are:

a.

b.

C.

411-?...m.,1

11,1IMM.
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Topic Test
on

LABELING AND PRICING

Student: School:

Date: Score:

Problem:

940-XII-4
Page 4

What would be the percent mark-up of a plant if the production cast was $1.00 and
selling price was $2.00?

Work:

Answer:
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Topic Test
on

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES

Student; School:

Date: Sec re:

Fill in the blanks:

940-XII-5
Page 9

1. The first problem of a salesman is getting the of the
customer.

2. A dangerous practice that many salesmen fall into is trying to arouse interest by
overstressing .

3. percent of all salesmen quit cold after a single call on a prospect.

4. " is a luxury no salesman can afford."

5. The surest and quickest way to lose a sale is to
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True or False:

1 False
2 True
3. True
4_ False
5. False
6 False
7 False
8 True
9 True

10. False

Answer sheet for Test
on

HORTICULTURE AS AN INDUSTRY

Answer Sheet for Test
on

EXPLORING OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

940-I-1
Page 5

940-1-2
Page 8

1. Refer to the 18 factors listed in the information sheet. The student should have listed
at least 10 factors, in his cwn wards, which should be considered when evaluating the
desirability of an occupation

2. a. Greenhouse Worker
b. Nursery Worker
c. Garden Center Employee
d. Assistant Groundskeeper
e Parks and Landscape Employee
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I. Botany
2. 350,000
3. Sugars, starches
4. Water
5. Carbon dioxide and water

1. Diffusion
2. Phot
3. Atoms
4. (In any order)

a. Carbon Dioxide
b. Water
c. Chlorophyll
d. Light

5. Molecule

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION

Answer Sheet for Test
OR

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
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1. Food, oxygen
2. Stored
3. Decreases
4. Carbon dioxide
5. Respiration

Answer Sheet for Test
on

RESPIRATION

Answer Sheet for Test
on

WATER ABSORPTION AND LOSS -- NUTRIENT ABSORPTION- -
MOVEMENT OF WATER AND NUTRIENTS IN THE PLANT

1. Nutrients
2. Xylem, phloem
3. Bleeding
4. Transpiration
5. Root hair
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. .

Answer Sheet for Tc3t
on

PLANT FOOD

940-0-5
Page 4

1.
2.
3.

Cellul-se
Fat
Protein

4. a. Carbon
b. Hydrogen
c. Oxygen
d. Nitrogen

5. Essential

940-11-6
Page 4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

THE PLANT KINGDOM

I. Thallus
2. Flowering parts
3. Beneficial
4. Algae
5. Four
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Fill in the blanks:

1. Exhaust fans

2. Fall

3. Humidity, oxygen

Answer Shot for Test
on

TYPES OF GREENHOUSES

940-111-1
Page 4

,

True or False:

1. True

I. False - It
every tuo

3. fal:e - It
in houses

needs to be painted about
years.

is difficult to loevent dripping
const_cted from film plastic.

940-111-2
Page 4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF GREENHOUSES

1. False - 6 inches

2, True

3. True

4. False - Wood expands when wet.

5. True
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

COOLING THE GREENHOUSE

1. 4000 sq. ft. (100' x 40')

2. 7000 sq. ft. (1000 sq. ft. x 7 CFM)

940-IR -3
Page 4

3. 50 Ga. ft. (one square foot of padded area needed for each 150 CFM)
(7500 CFM required

150 :TM)

1. True

2. True

3. False

4. True

5. True
N

Answer Sheet for Test
on

HEATING THE GREENHOUSE

940-111-4
Page 10
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1. Hillside

2. North

3: Damp

4. Damp, dry

5. Cloches

Answer Sheet for Test
on

WINTER PROTECTION STRUCTURES

Answer Sheet for Test
on

STRUCTURES FOR SUMMER HEAT PROTACTION

1. North, south

2. Shade

3. 10

4. Shade

5. East

940-111-5
Page 4

940-111-6
Page 4
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Answer Sheet to Test
on

HUMIDITY AND WATERING

I, True
2, False
3. True
4, False
5. False
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1. False

2. True

3. True

4. True

5. True

1. True

2. True

3. False

4. False

5. True

Answer Sheet to Test
on

VENTILATION

Answer Sheet to Test
on

LIGHTING

940-H1-8
Page 4

940-111-9
Page 4
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*r

1. a. Safe
b. Adequate
c. Expandable

2. Safety

3. Eight

4. One-half

5. No. 14

N. #

Answer Sheet for Test
on

WIRING AND ELECTRICAL CONTROLS

-X,

940-III-10
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

ORIGIN. COMPOSITION, AND IMPORTANCE OF SOILS

PART 1
1 Sand
2 Organic matter
3 Temperature and rainfall

PART II-
1 a. Topsoil

b Subsoil
c. Parent layer

4. Flour
5- Particles

2 a. Different amounts of air present when soil is formed
b, Different amounts of organic matter
c Different rocks from which soil is formed

PART I:

1 Capillary
2 Fine
3 Evaporates

PART 11.

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL MOISTURE

4: Respiration
5, Aeration

1, False - This would tear down structure,
2, True - By adding organic matter
3. False - Overwatering does this.
4, True
5: True

940-1V-1
Page 3

940-IV-2
Page 7
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL MIXTURES

940-IV-3
Page 6

I. Loam List: e. Good moisture retention
2, Organic matter a, Uniformity 1. No shrinkage
3, Sticky b. Disease free g. Ease of preparation and
4, Shredder c. Low soluble salts storage
5, Shrink d. Good drainage h. Complete availability

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MULCHES AND THEIR. USE

PART I:

I. Peat moss
2. Mid-spring
3. Nitrogen
4. Heat
5. Asphalt

PART IF

I. b
2. c
3. c

940-IV-4
Page 5
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47.mver Sheet for Test
on

FERTILIZER NUTRIENTS

1, Nitrogen
2. Calcium
3. Wet
4. Below
6. Broadcast

List:

1. a. Nitrogen
b. Phosphorus
c. Potassium

2. a. Calcium
. b. Magnesium

c. Sulfur

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL ORGANISMS

1. Bacteria
2. Organic matter
3. Protozoa
4. Fungi
6. Earthworm

List:
6. a. Soil sterilization with steam

b. Soil fumigation or drenching with chemicals
c. Seed treatment

940-IV-5
Page 10

940-IV-6
Page 6
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

SOIL STERILIZATION

PART I: PART II:

1. Steam
2. Nematodes
3. Two to three weeks
4. Root burn
5. Instantly

I. Sand
2. 10 to 20
3, Vermiculite
4. Southern
5. Nitrogen
6, Acid
7. Peat

940-N-7
Page 8

I. a. To kill soil-borne insects
b. To kill harmful bacteria, fungus
c. To destroy weeds
d. Promote soil granulation

2. a. Avoid inhaling the material.
b. Avoid contact of fumigant with skin.
c. Allow enough time for aeration after

material is applied.

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANT GROWING MEDIA OTHER THAN SOIL

940-1V-8
Page 7
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940-V-1
Page 5

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO PROPAGATION

PART I

1 Sexual or asexual
2, Ventilation, temperature. shade, and light
3. Methyl bromide
4 Seeds, nematodes, and disease organisms
5. Clay pots, peat pots. and plant bands

PART II:

I. True
2. False
3 True

PART I:

I.: True
2. False
3. True
4 False
5 Fal.ae

940-V-2
Page 7

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM CUTTINGS

PART II:

1. 70-75 degrees
2. a. One which can be kept uniformly moist

b. Provide good drainage
c. Aeration

3, When roots are 1/2 to 1 inch long
4 From new growth in spring or early summer
5. Soggy
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION BY LAYERING

PART I

1 False

2 True

3 True

4. True

5 False

PART II-

I a Croton
b:, Hibiscus
c. Dracaenas
d. Rubber plants

940-V-3
Page 5
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I True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. True

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION BY DIVISION

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION BY GRAFTING AND BUDDING

940-V-4
Page 5

940-V-5
Page 4

PART I:

I, Stock is the name for the plant onto which you graft.

2. The cambium layer is the soft layer of tissue on a stem or root that lies between
the bark and the wood

3. "T" budding and patch-budding

PART II:

I True

2, True

1
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PROPAGATION FROM SEEDS

PART I:

1. True

2. False

3. False

PART II:

1. Sphagnum moss
2. Flat 2" x 4" board or brick
3. Sand or other inert material

4. a. Name of plant ot variety
b. Date seeded "-`.
c. Student's name I' -
d. Special treatment, .if.any

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING A PLANT BREEDING VOCABULARY

1. Anther

2. Disc floret

3. Gene

4. Ovary

5. Ray floret

940-V-6
Page 7

940-V-7
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

PLANT SELECTION AND FUNDAMENTALS OF PLANT BREEDING

940-V-8
Page 4

PART I: PART II:

1. Pollination 1. Anther
2, Filament

2. Fertilization 3. Petal
4. Sepal

3. Star m, pistil or male and female parts 5. Stigma
6. Style

4. Sepals 7. Ovary
8. Ovule

, ,
'. 4,

Answer Sheet for Test
on

HEREDITY

1. True

2. Segregation

3. Mauve

4. Pure lines
A lik

laP 5. Ovule, trait

940-V-9
Page 4
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1. True

2. False

3. True

4. True

5. False

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GENERAL BREEDING TECHNIQUES

Answer Sheet for Test
on

TRANSPLANTING ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS

1. One to two feet wider, six inches to one foot deeJer

2. Same level

3, One-third

4. Five inches or over in diameter

5. Balled and burlapped

940-V-10
Page 4

940-VI-1
Page 6
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PART I:

1. True

2. False

3. True

4. False

5. True

wo

940-VI-2
Page 6

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF PLANTS

PART II:

1. Growth habit, blooming characteristics

2. Bareroot

3. Leaf drop, first spring growth

4. Thinning out

5, Better shape, fruitful growth

Answer Sheet for Test
on

INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL CROP PRODUCTION

1. Carnations

2, Floriculture

3. Light

4, Commission

5. Beltsville

940-VII-1
Page 4
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1. True
2. False
3. False
4. True
5. True
6. True
7. True
8. True
9. True

10. False

1. Two

2. Loam

3. Chrysanthemum

4. a. Cut
b. Feeding

5. Fall

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GROWING ANNUALS

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PERENNIALS
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

BULBS

1. Bulb

2, Rhizome

3, Divide

4 Sun

5 Rot

940-VII-4
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

CHARACTERISTICS, IDENTIFICATION, AND
USE CF IMPORTANT POT PLANTS

PART I: PART II:

1. Acid soil or peat moss 1. (b)
2. Shallow 2. (a)
3. Cuttings 3. (c)
4. Christmas 4. (d)

5. 80-85 degrees 5. (a)

1. True

2. True

3. True

4. True

5. True

a

Answer Sheet for Test
on

POINSETTIAS
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

PART I:

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False

PANT II:

1. Rooted cuttings or cuttings
2. Aphids
3. Fall
4. Chinese

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GERANIUMS

PART I:

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False

PART II:

1. Pinched
2. Led
3. Light pink
4. Cuttings

940-V11-7
Page 4

940-V11-8
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

HYDRANGEAS

1. Two spotted mite or red spider

2 March, May

3. Easter, Mother's Day

4. Bud rot

5. Summer

Answer Sheet for Test
on

TURF GRASSES FOR TEXAS

1. False

2. True

3. True

4. True

5. True

940-VII-9
Page 4

940-VIII-1
Page 5
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

ESTABLISHING A NEW TURF

1. Fa1st

2. True

3. True

4. True

5. True

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MANAGING AN ESTABLISHED TURF

PART I:

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. True
5. True

PART H:

1. Feeding, watering, aerating, and mowing
2. Stunted
3. Iron sulfate or iron chelate
4. Soil solids, water, and air
5. Loosening

940-VIII-2
Page 4

940-V111-3
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

TURF PROBLEMS

940 -VIII -4
Page 4

PART I: PART /I:

1. True 1. Diazinon, Ethion, Trithion

2. False 2. 10-14 days

3. False 3. a. Weeds
o. Diseases

4. True c. Insects
d. Clover

5. False
4. St. Augustine and bermuda grass

5. PCNB

940-IX-1
Page 4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CAUSES OF PLANT DISEASES

1. Fungi, bacteria, viruses, nematodes

2. Vector

3. Prevention by careful pruning

4. Host

veby
5. Virus



Agricultural Education
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I. Ide- bification

2. Scab

3. Canker

4. Gall

5. Nematodes

6. Mummy

Answer Sheet for Test
on

IDENTIFYING PLANT DTSEASES

Answer Sheet for Test
on

APPLICATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
OF HORTICULTURAL CHEMICALS

1. Hydraulic

2. Contact

3. Read

4. Toxic or poisonous

5. Bomb

940-IX-2
Page 4

940-IX-3
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING LEAF DISEASES

1. Fungi

2. Iron

3. Rain or overwatering

4. Malathion and Lindane

5. Watering and fertilization

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING STEM, BRANCH, AND TRUNK DISEASES

1. Fungi and algae

2. Pruning

3. Destroyed

4. Slime flux

5. 50% fixed copper and Bordeaux mixture

940-IX-4
Page 4

940-IX-5
Page 4
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I. 75 - as degrees

2. 7ifethyl bromide

3, Carbon bisulfide

4. Nematodes

5. Sterilize

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING ROOT DISEASES

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING DISEASES AFFECTING THE ENTIRE PLANT

1, DDT

2. Chloropicrin

3. Western

4. Zineb
4 I.

VW 5. Miticide

940-1X-6
Page 4

940-1X-7
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING LAWN AND TURF DISEASES

1, Iron

2. Zineb, Captan

3. Needed

4, Handpick

5. Irregular-shaped

940-IX-9
Page 5

Answer Sheet for Test
On

IDENTIFYING PLANT AND SOIL INSECTS AND METHODS OF CONTROL

1. Roots

2. Pillbug

3. Nematodes

4. Caterpillars

5. Plant lice

6. Scales
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

NEMATODES

940-DC-10
Page 4

I. Knot root

2. Okra

3. a. Expense
b. Labor

4. Crown galls

5. Fertilizer

940-DC-11
Page 4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROL OF MOLES, GOPHERS, BIRDS, DEER, AND ANTS

I. Mole

2. Baiting
Trapping

3. Starling

4 t. 4. Fencing
'11- 0

5. Closed



Agricultural Education
Teaching Materials Center

1. Gloves

2. Hoe

3. Sunlight

4. Chemical

5. Water

Answer Sheet for Test
on

CONTROLLING WEEDS

Answer Sheet for Test
on

PRINCIPLES bSEI3 TO PREVENT PERSONAL ItZURY

1. Legs

2. Changes

3. Blasting

4. Moisture, insects

5. Pulley

940-DE-12
Page 4

940-X-1
Page 4
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940-X-2
Page 4

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SELECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF HORTICULTURAL HAND TOOLS

L Scoop

2, Level

3. Fan-shaped and rectangular

4. 6"

5. Metal bow

Answer Sheet for Test
on

MAINTAINING SMALL POWEA EQUIPMENT

1, Tension, wear

2. Operator

3 Grease, oil

4. Gasoline

5. Preventive

940-X-3
Page 7
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

OPERATING AND MAINTAINING LAWN
MOWERS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

1, a. Reel
b. Rotary
c. Sickle bar

2. Scalping

3, Cutter bar and knife

4. Leaves

5. Smothers the grass

Answer Sheet for Test
on

OPERATING ROTA ' TILLERS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

1. Tine

2, Power

3: Depth bar

4. Rear tine

5. Disengaged

940-X-4
Page 7

940-X-5
Page 6
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

OPERATING GARDEN TRACTORS SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY

1. 3 1/2 - 10

2, Belt, automotive

3. Jackshaft

4. Rubber tires

I

1. Mechanized

2. Balanced

3, Plants

4. Garden

5, Space
1% P

Answer Sheet for Test
(

INTRODUCTION TO HOME LANDSCAPING

)

940-X-6
Page 6

940-XI-1
Page 4
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1. General location

2. Zoning

3. Homeowner

4. Corner

5. Drainage

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SELECTING A SITE

Answer Sheet, for Test
on

SCHEDULING LEINDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT AND BEGINNING PLANS

1. Walks, drives

2. Trees

3. Privacy, temperature

4. Expense

5. Site

940-XI-2
Page 4

940 -XI-3
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

ANALYZING PROBLEMS AND DETERMINING NEEDS

1. Beauty

2. Site

3. a. Suitability
b. Function
c. Economy
d. Beauty

4. Mass, color, texture

5. Property

Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING THE LANDSCAPE PLAN

1. a, Access to property
b. General living area
c. Work space
d. Place for private living

2. a, East Texas
b. Coastal Plains
c, Central Texas
d. Texas Plains
e, Southwest Texas
f. Western Texas

940-)a-4
Page 4

940-XI-5
Page 4
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1. Annual, perem.Aal

2. Watering

3. Australia

4. 12, 25

5. Medium

1. False

2. False

3. True

4. False

5. True

Answer Sheet for Test
on

SELECTING PLANTS

Answer Sheet for Test
on

GRADING, DRAINAGE, AND LANDSCAPE STRUCTURES

940-XI-6
Page 4

940-XI-7
Page 4
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Answer Sheet for Test
on

DEVELOPING PERSONAL TRAITS

1. a. Knowledge of self
b. Knowledge of people
c. Knowledge or product

2. a . Promotions
b. Dollars (profits)

3. a. Experience (let.rn by doing)
b. Observing others

4. Analyze each sale or failure

5. a. Diligence
b. Perseverance

1. Floor window

2. Bulk

3. Relationship

4. Impulse

5. Bin

Answer Sheet for Test
on

=PLAYING
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Answer Sheet fc Test
on

ADVERTISING

940-XII-3
Page 7

PART I: PART II:

1. Point of gale 1. a. Effectiveness
b. Cost

2. Impulse c. Coverage

3. T. V. 2. Any three of these:

Answer Sheet for Test
on

LABELING AND PRICING

Work:

a. Newspaper
b. Television
c, Radio
d. Handbills
e. Direct mail
f. Road signs

940-XII-4
Page 5

To the teacher: Mark-up is based on selling price. In other words, $1.00 is 50% of
$2, 00. Therefore, the percent mark-up is 50%.

Answer: 50%

A

NIP
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Answer Sheet for Test
On

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER AND MAKING SALES

1. Attention

2: Price

3. 48

4 Discouragement

5, Misrepresent the facts

940-XII-5
Page 11
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Designed for use by high school and adult students as text or
reference material, this document presents technical information
on soil color. It was prepared by subject matter specialists,
teacher educators, supervisors, and an advisory committee of
teachers. Major sections are (1) How do soil colors differ, and
(2) How can I determine the color of soil. The suggested time
allotment is 1-2 hours. Teachers with a background in general
agriculture may use this material with students of both sexes
who have average ability, an interest in agriculture, and
occupational objectives in production agriculture. Photographs
and soil color charts are included. This document is available for
10 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. (WB)
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1. How Do Soil Colors Differ?

2. How Can I Determine the Color of Soil?

As you look around at a group of people,
you are able to recognize different ones by
the color of their hair, the color of their
eyes, the shape of their nose, and other
physical features. When you recognize some-
one by the features which you associate with
him, you call him by name.

Soils too have different physical features.
We learn to recognize different soils by such
physical features as texture, structure, depth
of lAgrizes, and color. Soils are given names
on the basis of these characteristics. Soils
with the same general characteristics are
given the same name.

Color is perhaps the easiest of these
characteristics to see. The colors of a
profile are most easily observed in the field
or by bringing a soil monolith (a section of a
soil profile) into the classroom, but even i.jr
looking at a Slack and white picture, we can
see that there are striking differences in
soil colors (Fig. 1).

Color in itself is of minor importance in
a soil, but it serves as an indicator of other
soil conditions that are extremely important.

PP sirrmfi S

Fig. 1, Each of the ow monoliths represents a sec-
tion of soil taktat at a different location Even In this
black and white photo the wide variation In soli colors
Is evident.

1. HOW DO SOIL COLORS DIFFER?

. Dark-brown to black soils are generally
regarded as being the most productive.
Organic matter is associated with both color
and productivity. The organic matter not
only c-qes the dark color of some soils but
also ht. , to give the soil a favorable structure
(see VAS 4028)and adequate supplies of avail-
able mraients, such as calcium and nitrogen.

Red or reddish-brown soils are usually
less fertile than black or dark-brown soils
but more productive than gray or yellow
soils. Red soil color is caused by the iron
oxides in the soil. Just as a nail is oxidized
and turns a rusty reddish brown when in con-
tact with oxygen (and moisture) so iron com-
pounds in soils also become oxidizedand turn
a rusty color, ranging from bright yellow to
a reddish brown (Fig. 2).

P
i

Yellow colors in soils are usually caused
by imperfect drainage. Such soils often have
low inherent productiveness.

Gray colors may be found in soils when
(1) there is not enough organic matter present
to cause a darker color, (2) when the soil
does not contain iron which can be oxidized
to reddish browns, or (3) when there has not
been enough oxygen present in the soil to
oxidize the iron compounds ',resent.

Surface soil colors. As a rule, the
surface is darker than the subsoil since it
contains more organic matter. The amount
of organic matter, and therefore the degree
of darkness, depends largely on the kind of
native vegetation which has grown on the
soil.

VAS 4029



(2) Sod Color

Fig. 2. When a nail rusts, oxidation Occurs and the nail
changes from gray **-6 reddislibrown color. Similar
color changes occur when seas ore oxidised.

Under forest cover, a shallow layer of
partially decayed leaves, twigs, and fallen
logs has accumulated on the surface,
decayed rapidly, and left only a shallow
residue. Undisturbed forest soils therefore
have a thin, moderately dark top layer of
about 2 to 3 inches. When these "timber"
soils are plowed, this dark material is
mixed with the light-colored soil underneath
to produce a gray color, as shown in Figs. 3
and 4.

Most prairie soils on the other hand,
have a dark surface layer that is much deeper
(Fig. 3). Wild prairie grass andother plants,
including native legumes, covered vast areas
of Illinois before the land was broken by the
plow. These native prairie grasses and le-
gumes had abundant roots which tilled the top
of the soil to a depth of I. or 2 feet or more
(Fig. 5). Partial decay of these roots over
a long period of time gave the high organic-
matter or humus content to our prairie soils
and, along with it, the brown to black color.

The prairie soils of southern Illinois are
older than the prairie soils farther north,
have undergone more weathering, and contain
less organic matter. They have lost much of
their natural darkness because of this wea-
thering, and their surface and subsurface
horizons are quite gray.

Subsoil colors are less affected by organic
matter than are surface colors. Subsoil
VAS 4029

rr.,

.1;It

Fig. 3, On the right is a section from o timber soil.
Note the light colored surface soil. The leases follies
on the surface of the soil formed only a shallow laver of
organic matter. On the left is a prairie soil with o dock
colored surface soil dim to the organic matter tidied by
the prairie vegetation.

4. The trees hew been cleared from this timber
soil in the foreground so that it can be cultivated. Note
the light.colorad surface.

colors are associated with natural drainage
of soils, as illustrated in Fig. 6. By natural
drainage we mean the drainage condition
which existed while the soil was forming
"when the Indians were here." A gray sub-
soil indicates that the soil formed under
conditions of poor drainage. The soil was
full of water much of the time and air con-
taining oxygen could not enter to oxidize the
iron in the soil to brown or reddish colors.
After the early farmers settled, drainage
ditches were dug and tile lines were laid to
drain much of the land. Although the land
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Soil Colo

Fig. S. The wild prairie grosses and other plants, i
eluding native legumes, had abundant roots which filled
the top of the soil to a depth of l or 2 feet or more.

may now be well drene t.aese man-made
improvements, sufficient dm: has not passed
for the colors to change from the original
gray. Thus a gray subsoil often indicates
poor drainage years ago and may or may not
indicate poor drainage now (Fig. 7). The
relationship of color to drainage may be gen-
erally summarized as follows:

Color of subsoil Drainage condition

Red
Reddish brown

or brown
Bright yellow
Pale yellow
Gray
Dark (black)

Excellent

Good
Moderately well to well
Imperfect to fair
Poor
Variable

(3)

I .11. E

LIf FtREtic,E IY N4Tuf/AL DRAINAGE

VA U.

PANNED

NO I4 SAIOR001(

,41/ 14 L-

V1.41Per 0

ria a tHON
I_4ht

NO 152 DRoARR

Fig. 6. Color of the subsoil often tells us how good the
natural drainage of a soil has beau The well drained
subsoil on the left is bright. The imperfectly drained
subsoil in the center is mottled. The poorly drained sub.
soil on the right is dull.

Pig. 7. A peorly.drained soil such es this usually has a
gray-colored subsoil.

Imperfectly drained soils utrially have
mottles or mixtures of gray, ).low, and
brown. The word "mottled" means marked
with spots of color. Mottled coloring indi-
cates that the soil has been saturated at
certain times of the year and was compara-
tively dry at other times.

Spots or streaks of darker color in the
lighter subsoil are sometimes due to bur-
rows of crayfish or animals. When these
burrows are filled with top soil, darker spots
,m streaks are often evident.
Other factors affecting soil color

We have seen how organic matter and
drainage affect soil color. Parent material,
age, and slope also affect soil color.

VAS 4029



(4) Soil Cele,

Parent material. The color of a soil is
associated with the kind of material from
whit: the soil formed. If the soil developed
from 'sand or light-colored rock, such as
limestone, it is probably lighter than if de-
veloped from darker materials such as peat
cr muck. Fig. 8 shows alight-coloredunder-
lying layer in Warsaw silt loam.

.4
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1.

2.
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*444

ANAL'

Pig. IL This soil profile has a light colored underlying
layer duo to the type of parent material. The parent
material shown here is light colored till or gravel
which was eorriod In by a glacier. On top of this time
has been depositad c darker layer of loess which is made
cz of fin27 particles blown in by the wind.

AR. Soils of northern Illinois are said
to be younger than those of southern Illinois
since glaciers passed over the nortLern part
of the s ate more recently, Even though
southern-Illinois soils may once have been
dark, much of this dark color has been lost
cr.s to weathering processes. Fig. P indi-
cates that as a soil matures the organic
matter decreases, and the soils become
lighter.

Slope, You have probably --%dced that
soil on top of hills is usually lighter than the
soil in depressions or on the level. This is

VAS 4029

Soil*. With Time

Oft AMIIM
Milt NNIM

Fig. 9. As a soil matures, due to weathering processes,
the organic motto may decline and the gales twaasaa
lighter.
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Fig. N. When the Ls& topsoil is removed from the hist:
by

ft expo
erosion, the lighter colored subsurface or subsoil islesed.

partly due to the darker topsoil being washed
off the hills, leaving thelighter subsurface or
subsoil exposed (Fig, 10). Also much of the
water has run off the hills onto the lower
land, providing more moisture for more
abundant growth of plants in the lower areas.
Thus more organic matter has built up in th3
lower areas, giving a darker color to these
soils.



Son Color

2. HOW CAN I DETERMINE THE COLOR OF SOIL?

. Color classification. The colors of the
surface and subsoil may be classified as fol-
lows:

Surface - Dark, moderately dark, light,
very light

Subsoil Dull, mottled, bright
These are broad groupings or classifi-

cations which are often sufficient to convey
information regarding soil colors. Gray
subsoils with poor drainage would be classed
as dull. Well-drained, reddish-brown sub-
soils would be classed as bright.

More specific standard color names are
often more useful and accurate for describing
a soil. For example, when you are working
in the shop and ask for a saw, you may not
receive the right one unless you designate
the kind you want, such as cross cut, rip,
or hack. The terms "black, " or "very dark
brown" convey a better picture to our minds
than the term "darlr"

Making comparisons

Soil colors are moat conveniently deter-
mined by comparing the sample in question
with other soil samples of known color or by
comparing the soil sample with a color chart
(Fig. 11). Color &ails, such as the Kaman

flo. 11. Sal Gofer ohortr are helpful is deter oloing the
eofor of toll.

soil-color chat to, may be used for soil-color
comparisons. Each color chart contains a
number of different colored chips (Fig. 12).
(The aciral colors do not show up in the black
and white picture.) Most of the colors of
Illinois sot's are located on three charts
referred to as the 7.5 YR, 10 YR and 2.5 Y

(5)

charts. Only one the three is illustrated
here.

A brief explanation of the organization of
the colas charts will help you to understand
the numbers on the charts. The three varia-
bles that combine to make up a color are hue,
value, and chroma.

Hue refers to the "rainbov" colors, such
as red, yellow, green, and blue. The figures
in the upper right-hand corner of the color
charts (7.5 YR, 10 YR, and 2.5 Y) refer to
the rainbow colors (hues). YR stands for
yellow-red and Y stands for yellow. The
colors on the charts become more yellowish
as they go from the 7.5 YR to the 10 YR t4.
the 2.5 Y chart. That is, of the three charts,
the 7.5 YR has the most red and the least
yellow.

Value refers to the lightness or darkness
of the color. Value ranges from black at the
bottom of the color chart to white at the top
as shown by the numbers at the left-hand
sine of the chart in Fig. 12 at "0" chroma.
Here the value 5 is gray.

Chroma refers to the intensity or tsnount
of the rainbow color (hue). Chroma ranges
from 0 to 8 from left to right as indicated on
the bottom of each collr chart. "0" chroma
means there is no rainbow color, while 8
chroma means the rainbow color is more
intense.

These three factors, hue, chroma, and
value, (the rainbow color, intensity, and
lightness or darkness) combine to make up any
one color.

The following procedure may be used to
determine the color of a soil with the use of
soil-color charts.

1. Moisten the soil. Be sure the spec-
imeu is fully moist but without visible
moisture films.

2. Compare the moistened soil with the
colors on the charts and find the color
chip that most nearly matches your
sample.

3. Determine the location of the color
chip corresponding to the soil by
noting the symbol in the upper right.
hand corner of the color chart, the
number to the left of the matching
color chip, and the number below the

VAS 4029
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To determine soil color use o chart with actual colors.

;.) .7, ,-c"3r chip. For example,
a soil with a hue of 7.5 YR (top right
corner), a value of 5 (left side), and
a chroma of 4 (bottom) would have a
numerical notation of 7.5 YR 5/4.

4. Find the same location on the white
rinted card by using these numbers.
You will find the name of the soil
color in the same blocked off section
as the number. A complete color
description should include both the
color name and the numerical nota-
tion such as brow (7.5 YR 5/4).

When interested only in determining
whether a soil is very light, light, mod-
erately dark, or dark, the white chart on the
left need not be used. A direct reading may

VAS 4029

7.5YR

be made on the right-hand chart by using a
clear plastic overlay with the four broad
divisions outlined.

Making accurate observations and descriptions

The color of a soil should be determined
when the soil is moist. If the soil is not
moist, the color of the soil will appear con-
siderably lighter.

Break clumps of soil to determine whether
the color is uniform throughout. The surface
color of a structural aggregate often differs
from the color within the aggregate, espe-
cially in the subsoil, due to a thin coating or
skin of clay on the outside of the aggregate.

Use standard Color names as given on
the soil-color charts. Such names as rusty
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brown, mouse gray, lemon yellow, and
chocolate brown should not be used.

When describing a soil profile, name the
color before the texture description. For
example, a soil may briefly be described as
having a dark-brown silt loam surface and a
gray silty clay subsoil.

NAME . MARPSTER SILTY CLAY LOAM

Location in state Centro/ find north

T*PoOtaPhY rilepressiosat to Ready level
Native vegetation Vet prairie old swamp grasses
Potent material Loses and silty wash material

CHARACTEPSTICS OF SURFACE
Color Black to very demi gray
Tenure Clay loam or silty cloy loam
Thickness to 12 inches
Physical catditioe Sticky when moist, fro when dry

CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBSURFACE
Color Durk gray to grayish brown
Tenure Clay loam to silty cloy loam
Thickness 6 to 8 inches
Physical condition Sticky whew wet, dray tales dry

CHAR/KTERISTICS OF SUBSOIL
Color Dark gray molded with yellowish brace
Tenant Clay toast to silty clay loam
Thickens /5 to 20 inches
Physical condition Sticky takenwet, Pa whet dry

SUBSTRATA Nature and composition
Usaally calcareous gray silty or loamy material (loess, wash or MO web, as how as silty clay loam nor
as light as sandy loam is testate

GENERAL FEATURES
Surface drainage Very slay to none
Pameability Moderate Artificial drainage needed Tile function well
Suaceptatility to erosion Nate
Resistance to crash Very good
Variability Depth and color of strface and content of snail shells or shell fragments vary
Adaptation Graf with a good rotation'
Productivity (Refer to glossary for description of the poductivity indexes below/1

Crop yield+. bu. per acre Productivity indexes
Mod. High level of Low level of Mod. fish level of mgt. Timber
Corn Oats Wheat Grain crops Grain craps Forage crops Deciduous Conifer

(7)

a more detailed
to codlopriionrofeaansodiltextuyriez

is

given including numerical Munson color
notations, such as 7. 5 YR 5/4, and other soil
characteristics. such as thickness of horizon,
physical condition, structure, and reaction
(pH). A detailed description of a soil type is
shown in Fig. 13.

NUMBER 67

Mee at Soil Association Map E. N. K.
Slopes 0 to .5 percent

Organic matter High
Reaction" Alkaline
Available phos." Variable Low to high
Available potash" Low to high

Structute Granular
Reseda:too Alkaline
Available Otos." Variable
Available potash" Variable

Stowage Blocky
Reactions* Alkaline

65 44 21 25 85 110 1W

Yielased longtime farm records exempt those followed by an asterisk CI *kith are estimated on
the basis of soil channeristics and yields from similar soil types.

Associated types:

Remarks:

Mapped in anode** with Isaacson 'Ovid and terrace soils bat
especially the dark brows and black, newly lewd, wet prairie and
swampy types.

Areas that are not extremely high its lime and low is potash have a low level of manage-
meat productivity index of about 85. Areas very high In lime and lay its available potash
may have a low level ofmanagement index as low as 65.

This type is mapped in loess. outwash and till regions where the underlying material
moderately permeable. The surface is often similar in color and texture to the eased
wed clay loam or silty clay lows .soil except that it usually has snail shells and sbell
fragments present which may give a a more grayish appearance. The swime is always
calcareous and the rest of the profile to a depth of 3 (cot or more is usually high in lime.

Average unmated condition in cultivated fields

Department of Agronomy. University of Illinois. Agricultural Expetierant Station. 1930

Note especially how the soil colors hove been desert for this soil typo.

VAS 4029
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*REFERENCE BOOKS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION,
PRODUCTIVITY, *STANDARDS,

Farm production efficiency standards are provided in this document
assist vocational agriculture teachers in supervising student

farming programs. It was developed by a teacher educator in
consultation with other teacher educators, subject matter
specialists, supervisors, and teachers. Specific measures of
efficiency are provided for (1) beef breeding, dairy, and feeder
cattle, (2) poultry, sheep, and swine, and (3) corn, soybeans,
oats, and wheat. A schedule of land values by soil productivity
rating and preliminary reports on corn, soybean, wheat, and oat
yields by counties for 1966 are provided. Information is presented
in list and tabular form. The material can be used as a text or
reference for high school or adult students with average ability
and agricultural interest and occupational objectives. This document
is available for 60 cents per package of 10 from Vocational
Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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The following standards have been estimated by using current prices and costs along
with production and physical inputs from previous years. The material was prepared in
cooperation with the Agricultural Economics Department. The atandavde are based on
results obtained by account-keeping farmers. Teachers may wish to have this informa-
tion as a means of comparing students' results ith standards.

No results are given here for measures of size of enterprise. P....ch comparisons
can be made among students having enterprises of the same kinds.

Teachers should, of course, use their judgment as to how many of the measures of
efficiency to expect individual students or classes to complete.

These standards should also be useful for comparison with results obtained by young
farmers or adult farmers enrolled in classes on record-keeping.
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STANDARDS FOR MEASURES OF EFFICIENCY FOR 1966
(Prepared by Vocational Agriculture Service)

Efficiency Measure
Beef Breeding:

1. Percent calf crop
2. Weight produced per cow (lb.)
3. Returns/$100 feed
4. Average price received
5. Feed cost/cwt. gain
6. lb. feed per cwt. gain

a. Grain
b. Protein and minerals
c. Total concentrates
d. Hay and dry roughage
e. Hay silage
f . Corn and other slip
g. Pasture (days)

7. Death loss: % of weight produced

Dairy:
1. Milk per cow (lb.)
2. Butterfat per cow (lb.)
3. Returns above feed per milk cow
4. Returns/$100 feed
5. Average price of milk (per cwt.)
6. Feed cost/unit production
7. lb. feed per unit production (1,000 lb.

milk or 100 lb. weight)
a. Grain
b. Protein and minerals
c. Total concentrates
d. Hay and dry roughage
e. Hay silage
f . Corn and other silage
g. :."'asture (days)

8. Death loss: % of weight produced

Calves
sold

90
520

$140
23.50
16.50

75
20
95

635
45

160
55 da.
5.9

Average
farms

11,500
420

$270
200
$4.20
17.75

260
60

320
340
320
670

8 da.
7.0

Calves
fed out

90
780

$140
24.25
17.50

270
30

300
510
90

220
37 da.
4.7

High
farms

12,500
480

$335
225
$4.60
17.00

230
60

290
370
250
700

10 da.
7.0
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Feeder Cattle Enterprises:
1. Gain per animal per day (lb.)
2. Returns/$100 feed

Steer Calves
(Purchased Under

500 lb.)

1
$128

.8

3. Average price received 25.00
4. Average price paid 27.00
5. Feed cost/cwt. gain 18.50
6. Lb. feed per cwt. gain

a. Grain (corn - -on basis of shelled
weight) 570

b. Protein and minerals 55
c. Total concentrates 625
d. Hay 220
e. Corn and other silage 200
f . Pasture (days) 4.5 da.

7. Death loss: Percent of weight produced 1.5
8. Returns above feed cost per head $30.00

1.8
$125

25.00
24.00
21.00

620
55

675
250
310

5.5 da.
1.5

$25.00

Poultry: (Laying flocks)

100-299 Hens 300-999 Hens

1. Eggs per hen 185 200

2. % egg production 52 55
3. Returns above feed per hen $ .90 $ 1.45
4. Returns/$100 feed $125 $135
5. Average price of eggs .33 .34
6. Average price per pound .11 .10
7. Feed cost per wit

(1 doz. eggs or 1.5 lb. weight) .23 .22
8. Lb. feed per unit

Total concentrates 6.7 6.2
9. Death loss: % of weight produced 30 30

Average
Farms

Steep: (Native flocks)
1. % lamb crop
2. Returns /$100 feed
3. Average farm price for wool (ex-

120
$145

cluding goy% payment) .47
4. Average price for sheep 23.00
5. Feed cost/cwt. produced le.75
6. Lb. feed per cwt. produced

a. Concentrates 250
b. Hay 520
c. Pasture (days) 40

7. Death lose: % of weight produced 14

High
Farms

135
$160

.53
24.50
16.00

200
500
40
10
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Swine:
1. Pigs farrowed per litter
2. Pigs weaned per litter

Average
Farms

9.2
7.4

High
Farms

9.5
7.7

Feeder Pigs
(Averages)

==M

MPG.=

3. Returns above feed per litter $165 $200 N-
4. Returns/$100 feed $185 $220 $155
5. Average weight of hogs sold (lb.) 235 233
6. Average price received $ 23.00 $ 24.00 23.50
7. Feed cost/cwt. gain 11.90 10.90 12.00
8. feed per cwt. gain

335 300 355a. Farm grains
b. Commercial feeds 65 60 70
c. Total concentrates '.00 360 425
d. Pasture c); .9 da. .8 da.

9. Death loss: Vdweight produced 1.2 1.1 1.8,
10. Average price paid (per cwt.) 41 $ 39.00
11. Average weight purchased 55

1. Yield per acre
2. Hours per acre

Corn

Average High
Farms Farms

7.0 4.0

Soybeans Oats

Average
Farms

Wheat

High Average High Average High
Farms Farms Farms Farms Farms

See pages 5 and 6
6.0 4.0 I 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5

3. Multiply above hours by average rate
4.

$14.50 $12.00 $10.00 I $9.00
Multiply yield standard by price

Same as above. Differences in actual records occur when
inventory changes affect "crop returns per acre."

7. Average Illinois Farm prices:
Year $1.24 $2.97 $.68
June-Aug. .68
Oct.-Nov. 1.25 2.82

Labor cost per acre
Machinery cost/A.*

$17.50

5. Crop returns/A.
6. Value of production/A .

used per hour

$7.001 $9.00 $7.00

$1.63
1.75

*Figured on the basis of detailed costs.

Note: Hours on crops include both direct land indirect labor. Indirect hours are those
used for such things as repairing machinery and cribs, care of machinery, haul-
ing manure, and general farm upkeep. Indirect hours usually make up about 30
percent of total hours.



SCHEDULE OF LAND VALUES BY SOIL PRODUCTIVITY RATINGS -- 1966

The following estimates of land value are for bare 1 .. that is values for buildings,
fences, tile, and location of site are not included. Theo, .lines can be used to determine
the interest charge on land used for crop enterprises. The soil productivity ratings are
those for a low level of management. These land values are for record analysis purposes
only and have been adjusted to a 1958-1959 basis. The 1958-59 base values were multi-
plied by 1.36 in estimating the 1966 values.

Soil
ratings

1958-59
Base values

1966
Values

Soil
ratings

1958-59
Base values

1966
Values

100 $505 $687 45 $199 $271
95 487 ,62 40 178 242
90 465 632 35 158 215
85 440 598 30 143 194
80 412 560 25 130 177
75 380 517 20 120 163
70 345 469. 15 112 152
65 311 423 10 .104 141
60 280 381 5 98 133
55 251 341
50 223 303

LAND TAXES: An estimate to determine this part of the land charge for crop
enterprises can be made by multiplying 1.3% by the above land
values.



ILLINOIS PRELIMINARY REPORT ON CROP YIELDS BY COUNTIES - - 1966

Corn

Northwest

9.5

Carroll 92

Henry 90
Jc Daviess 90
Lee 86
Mercer 99
Ogle
Putnam

86
80

Rock Island 31

Stephenson 92

Whiteside 82

Winnebago
District

87
88

Northeast
Boone 85
Cook 71

DeKalb 90
DuPage 71

Grundy 86
Kane 88
Kendall 90
Lake 56

LaSalle 84
'McHenry 75

Will 74
District 82

West
?arms 73
Brown 71

Fulton 73
Hancock 79

Henderson 85
Knox 87
McDonough 81

Sch..:er 8:

IvArren 84
District 81

beansbeans WheaZ Oats

Bushels

41
24
32'

24
27

30
28
30
29
27

30
23
29

Li
21

29

24
28
25
29
19

29

21

23
26

27

24
27

JO

t9

33
31

27
31

29

Soy- -

Corn beans Wheat Oats

Central

37 64 bigiW 88
34 62 Logan 92

38 62 McLean 80

54 Macon 87

36 68 Marshall 95
33 54 Mason 68
35 62 Menard 89

34 51 Peoria 86
35 58 Stark 92

34 68 Tazewell 79

40 64 Woodford 93
34 60 District 85
36 62

East

38 63 Campaign 83

39 56 Ford 80

44 68 Iroquois 87

44 58 Kankakee 84

42 63 Livingston 83

41 66 Piatt 85
43 58 Vermilion 78
41 50 District 83
35 66
41 60 W.S.W.
39 5c 011Fri- 51

40 61 Cdhoun 77

Cass 80
Christion 85

34 52 Greene 77

33 42 Jersey 71
30 60 Maccdpin 71

32 59 Madison 61

36 61 Montgomery 73
36 61 Morgan 72

36 67 Pike 68
34 52 Sargemon 81

36 67 Scott 60
33 61 District )3

34 44 56

34 39 64
32 37 58
29 45 55

32, 35 57
26 29 52

31 39 48
33 37 63
32 35 59

32 34 60

34 33 61

32 37 59

27 45 63
27 41 52
29 42 54

28 39 54
29 36 58

32 42 59

2/ 45 57

28 43 56

20 42 40
27 36 43
30 34 63
28 42 55

33 38 53

30 39 59

30 42 44
25 42 55

28 41 63

32 40 52

28 33 40

32 45 63

28, 35 52

29 40 52



E.S.E.

rlirr
Clay
Coles
Crawford
Cumberland
Douglas

Effar

ingham
Fayette
Jasper
Lawrence
Marion
Moultrie
Richland
Shelby

District

Southwest
Al uiflwier

Clinton
Jackson
Johnson
Monroe

Soy-
Corn beans Wheat Oats

Bushels

69 24 46 44
48 20 43 40
71 24 45 59

62 22 45 40
67 21 49 53

78 26 47 56
77 . 26 44 66
59 23 44 39
56 20 41 48
59 22 49 48
55 18 41 45
49 18 43 42

80 27 46 58

49 17 45 35

69 24 45 51

66 22 45 52

45 24 34 36
44 17 42 51
54 24 40 36
53 19 29 34
52 24 44 54

soy-
Corn beans What Oats

Southwest (cont*
Perry 56
Pulaski 51
Randolph f0
St. Clair 58
Union 62
Washington 44
Williamson 47

Distract 51

Southeast
rgiai-- 57
Franklin 42
Gallatin 57
Hamilton 55
Hardin 49
Jefferson 47
Massac 50
Pope 52
Saliae 61
Wabash 64
Wayne 52
White 50

District 53

STATE 78.0

19 42 48
24 32 38
18 36 41
25 44 51

25 34 39

18 43 34
18 30 39
21 41 45

22 47 43
16 40 33
23 40 33
20 44 45
23 --

20 44 39
27 34 40
20 29 35
23 33 40
22 44 48
21 43 34
21 41 45
21 42 40

26.5 41.0 60.0

NOTE: These data are taken from preliminary estimates for 1966 from the Illinois
Cooperative Crop Reporting Service, Springfield, Illinois
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Designed for use by high school and adult students. as text or
reference. material, this document presents technical information
on soil structure. It was prepared by subject matter specialists,
teacher educators, supervisors, and an advisory committee of
teachers. Major sections are (1) How call I recognize soil
structure, (2) What holds aggregates together, (3) Why is
aggregation desirable, (4) How do farming practices affect soil
structure, and (5) HOW can I maintain and improve soil structure.
The suggested time allotment is 1-2 hours. Teachers with a
background in general agriculture may use this material with
students o, ooth sexes who have average ability, an interest in
agriculte.e, and occupational 'objectives in production
agriculture. Photographs and drawings are included. This document
is available for 10 cents from Vocational Agriculture Service:
434 Mumford Hall, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
(01B)
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1. How Can I Recognize Soil Structure?

2. What Holds Aggregates Together?

3. Why Is Aggregation Desirable?
4. How Do Farming Practices Affect Soil Structure?
5. How Can I Maintain and Improve Soil Structure?

Soil structure refers to the arrangement
of the individual soil particles--the way the
soil plrticles are held together in clusters
or peds of various shapes and sizes. The
individual particles of sand, silt, and clay
may be joined into groups or clusters just
like bricks may be joined with mortar to
make buildings of various sizes and shapes.
These groups or clusters are called soil

aggregates or peds.

Tlw size, shape, and arrangement of the
soil aggregates give some indication of the
ability of the soil to (1) allow air and water
to move into and through the soil, (2) allow
plant roots to pass through and make use of
the soil, and (3) hold enough water in a form
available for plants to use.

1. HOW CAN I RECOGNIZE SOIL STRUCTURE?

Kinds of soil structure
We can use descriptive terms to describe

the shape of soil aggregates just as we use
terms such as blocky, compact, leggy, and
arched to describe livestock.

Surface soil commonly has a crumb or
granular structure. Crumb and granular
aggregates are somewhat rounded but have
many irregular surfaces as do crumbs of
bread and dried pea seeds.

Crumb structure. The aggregates are
smaleakly held together, and porous like
crumbs of bread (Fig. 1). Crumb structure

Fig. 1. Crumb structure. Note how the aggregates ore
small, weakly held together, and porous like crumbs of
Mead.

may usually be found in soil from a pasture
or fence row.

Granular structure is similar to crumb
structure the aggregates are harder, not
as porous, and the individual soil particles
more strongly held together (Fig. 2). Aggre-
gates with granular structure might be com-
pared with dried peas which are more or less
round but have many sides or surfaces.
Granular structure is often found in fields
which have been cultivated extensively.

Platy aggregates are flat or plate-like,
similar to pages in a book with horizontal

Fig. 2 Granular structure. Note that the eggragater
appear herder and less porous than those in Fig. 1

VAS 4028



(2) Soil Structure

Fig. 3. Platy structure. Note the horizontal plates of soil
which overtop making it difficult for air, water, and plant
roots to penetrate the soil ((Courtesy R. 1%.. Simonson, Soil
Conservation Service, U.S. D. A.).

dimensions greater than the vertical (Fig. 3).
Platy structure, when present, is usually
found in the subsurface and sometimes in the
lower subsoil.

Block like structure may be divided into
two subclasses--angular blocky and sub-
angular blocky. Angular blocky aggregates
have angular corners and appear as blocks
or cubes with all three dimensions (width,
length, depth) about the same (Fig. 4). When
the term hillocky" is used alone, it refers. to
angular blocky. Subair blocky aggre-
gates are similar to angular blocky but the
corners are rounded (Fig. 5). The aggre-
gates are shaped more like English walnuts

, .

Angular blocky aggrogotes having sharply ovular
co .ere (Courtesy Soil Conservation Septic., U.S.D.A.).
VAS 4028

Fig. 5. Subangulor blocky aggregates with rounded
corners (Courtesy Sod Conservation Service, USDA).

than ice cubes. Ti.e term "nut -like" is
sometimes used for subanguiar blocky but
maybe misleading since aggregates may vary
in size.

Prism-like aggregates are longer than
they are wide (the vertical axis is greater
than the horizontal axis). They may be
divided into two subclasses--prismatic and
columnar. Prismatic aggregates have flat
tops (Fig. 6) while columnar aggregates have
rounded tops (Fig. 7). Prism-like aggre-
gates sometimes break apart into block-like
aggregates.

Structureless soils
If a soil has no observable aggregation,

it is said to be strucbureless. Structureless

4.,rJ- :

F19. 6. Prism- is aggregates are longer than wide with
flat loos (Courtesy Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.).
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Soil Structure

Fig. 7. Columnar aggregates ore longer than wide with
rounded tops (Courtesy Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A.).

soils may be massive or single grained. A
massive soil is one that does not break into
aggregates easily but occurs in large masses
somewhat like a chunk of concrete. Spaces
for water and air movement are limited or
lacking. Single grain refers to the condition
existing when the individual soil particles
exist separately and a.e not combined into
aggregates. Sand is usually single grained.

Soil structure is most strongly expressed
and most easily observed when the soil is
nearly dry or only very slightly moist.

Size

It should be remembered that aggregates
vary in size.

(3)

Terms used to describe aggregate sizes
are: very fine, fine, medium, coarse, and
very coarse. Blocklike aggregates for example
which are 1/4" in size would be very fine and
2" aggregates would be very coarse with other
sizes ranging in between.

Degree of development

Aggregates also vary in their distinctness
or degree of development. Aggregates form
over a period of time and may also break down
with time. Some aggregates are not very
strongly developed and may be broken down
easily by crushing with the hand while others
are more strongly developed and resist
crushing.

Degree of development is described by
grades--weak, moderate, or strong. If the
aggregates withstand jostling around in the
hand and can be subjected to considerable
pressure between the thumb and finger with-
out breaking, the grade is strong. If they
break easily and fall apart under slight pres-
sure, the grade is weak.

Weakly developed aggregates are not as
easy to recognize as the more strongly de-
veloped ones because the distinct lines of
weakness (lines separating one aggregate
from another) have not formed.

Degree of development, size, and kind
of aggregates found in a profile may be de-
scribed in a short phrase such as "weakly
developed, ,:oarse, angular blocky."

2. WHAT HOLDS AGGREGATES TOGETHER?

Surface films. When you break some
aggregates apart you may note that the out-
side is often a darker color than the I icicle.
The outside of such an aggregate has a thin
dark- colored surface film called a "clay
skin."

Chemical compounds from decomposing

organic matter or synthetic soil conditioners,
such as Krilium, may act as "glues" to help
bind individual soil particles together to fo-11
aggregates. Prices of synthetic sin elonai-
tioners are usually too high to permit use of
them on a large scale, but it is to your ad-
vantage to return adequate organic matter to
the soil to aid in the aggregatior. proce. 4.

VAS 4072
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KINDS OF SOIL STRUCTURE

Crumb Granular

e v

Platy

Angular Blocky

Prismatic

0 0

Sub angular Blocky

Columnar

Fig. 8. These diagrams represent the major kinds of soil structure. Crumb or granular structure ore commonly found in ibts
surface soil. Platy structure is found in the subtwrface. Angular bloey, subangulat blocky, prismatic, and columnar aro
found In the subsoil (Courtesy Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.).
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Soil Structure

3. WHY IS AGGREGATION DESIRABLE?

When small individual soil particles exist
separately, the spaces between them are
small. If we combine many of the individual
particles into aggregates, the spaces between
them will be larger because the larger aggre-
gates can not fit so closely together.

A similar situation might be illustrated
with coolies. Cookie dough, made up of
many fine particles of flour and sugar mixed
together, does not have many pore spaces.
If we make cookies from the dough and put

(5)

them in a jar, there will be quite a bit of
pore space between the cookies.

It should be kept in mind that not only
the kind of structure but also the size of the
aggregates and the degree to which they are
developed are important in determining the
amount and size of pore spaces in the soil.

An "open", well-aggregated soil allows
moisture, air, and plant roots to penetrate
easily through the soil. Such conditions are
favorable for crop growth.

4. HOW DO FARMING PRACTICES AFFECT SOIL STRUCTURE?

Cropping system

Structure, especially in the surface soil,
is greatly affected by the cropping system
and tillage practices. The use of rotations
with a high percentage of intertilled crops,
such as corn and soybeans, tends to destroy
the aggregates. Rotations inclaling legumes
and grasses or the addition of manure and
organic matter promote the formation of
aggregates and cause them to become more
stable (Fig. 9).

When soil does not have a growing crop
or a residue cover (Fig. 10) and is exposed
to the bombarding action of raindrops (Fig.

Fig. 9. The above photographs are of two samples of soil
token just across the fence from each other: IZight, this
well oggre:ated soil was taken from an orchard which Lod
been in bluegrass sod for a number of years; left, this
compact soil COTO from a field that had been in culriva
Non for mere than 40 years. The well aggregated soil on
the right is more desiroble (Courtesy Soil Conservation
Service, U.S.D.A.).

11), the impact of the raindrops smashes the
soil aggregates into separate soil particles.
During a rain these soil particles mix with
the water and wash into depressions and
waterways. The soil particles settle out in
layers, with the heavier sand partici es sett ling
on the bottom and the lighter silt and clay on
top. (The settling of clay, silt, and sand
into layers may be illustrated in the labora-
tory by shaking a sample of well mixed loam

Fig. 10. Com srover broken dawn on the surtace is an
effective means of protecting the soil from the bombarding
action of raindrops (Courtesy W. F. Purnell. Dept. of
Agronomy. U. of l.).

VAS 4029
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(6) Soil Structure

Fig. 11. A raindrop, magnified three times, hitting the
surface of a cultivated field. Such blasting soon seals
over the surface, if organic matter is low (Courtesy Naval
Research Laboratory).

soil in a bottle of water and allowing the soil
particles to settle.) As the soil dries, the
silt and clay form a crust on top of the layer
of sand which will crack badly as it dries
(Fig. 12). Even level silt loam soils, that
are low in organic matter, tend to crustbadly
because of the bombardment of raindrops.
Figs. 13 and 14 show what happens when
poorly aggregated and well aggregated soils
are mixed with water and shaken 50 times.

,e7; -atwo 400.04',

itildIMAGE/gl!

Fig. 12. This is an extremesexample of soil crusting.
Note that the soi! structure has been destroyed by the
action of water (Courtesy Soil Conservation Service,
USDA).

14111(11411a

Fig. 13. A sample of virgirl surface soil (Flanagan silt
loam) was ehaken in water 50 times and then dumped on r
piece of paper. Note how the soil held together keeping
its original shape (Courtesy Soil Conservation Service,
USDA).

VAS 4028

Fig. 14. Soil was taken from a field strenuously cropped,
placed in a bottle of water and shaken 50 times, then
dumped out on a piece of paper. Note how the soil ran
together. This else happens in the field after heavy
rains causing crusts to form (Courtesy Soil Conservation
Service, USDA).

Cultivation

Soil aggregates may also be destroyed
by excessive cultivation of the soil. A fine
seedbed is not necessarily desirable if the
structure is destroyed in preparing it. Per-
haps you have noticed after a rain that a
crust forms much easier on a fine seedbed
than on a coarse one or on plowed ground.
After crusts form, it is difficult for seed-
lings to emerge (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. The bean seedling in the top picture is having
difficulty coming through a crusted soil. The bean seed.
ling in the bottom picture is emerging easily through a
soil with good structure (Courtesy American Cyanamid
Company).



Soil cture

5. HOW CAN I MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE SOIL STRUCTURE?

Good structure of the surface soil may
be maintained and poor structure improved
by not overworking the soil, by protecting
the surface from the beating action of rain-
drops, and by adding organic matter to provide
chemical cementing agents to form aggregates.

You should stri 3 for well aggregated
crumb structure in the surface soil since
crumb structure is porous and will allow
water, air, and roots to enter the soil most
freely. Good granular structure is less de-
sirable but is also suitable if the other is not
possible.

It is not so easy to change the structure
of the subsurface and subsoil since the trouble
usually lies below plow depth, but knowing
the kind of structure and its effect on the
soil's capability will help you in managing
the soil correctly.

If the structure indicates that you have a
"tight" subsoil, your drainage, cropping, and
erosion-control programs should be different
than if you have a soil with an open porous
structure (Fig. 16). For example, a platy
structure, as sometimes found in timber and
claypan soils, does not allow water, air, and
roots to penetrate as easily as other types of
structure since the plates overlap. When
water falls on such a soil- much of it may

run off the surface. Tile drains are not
effective if the water can not get down to
them and it is often necessary to rely on
surface drainage. If less water soaks into
the soil and more runs off the surface, it is
necessary to use a cropping system and con-
servation practices which will prevent erosion.

Fig. 16. Left: woter and oir have o difficult time enter
in soil with poor structure, making conditions unfaver
able for good crop growth. Right: water and oir con
enter soil with good structure more easily, making
conditions favorable for good crop growth.

VAS 4028
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THE SPARK PLUG -- OPERATION, SELECTION, AND MAINTENANCE ,

NO How Is A Spark Plug Constructed?

AA 2. What Factors Affect Spark Plug Operation?
sN, 3. What Should I Consider in Selecting Spark Plugs?

4. What Can Be learned by Examining the Spark Plugs from an Engine?e 5. What Service Do Spark Plugs Need?

Changes in the design and operating con-
ditions of modern engines are placing increas-
ingly heavy demands on the spark plug and its
electrical supply system. Peak horsepower
and engine speeds have been raised by means
of higher compression ratios and better engine
breathing. At the same time, crowded con-
ditions of suburban highways cause more low-
speed driving with frequent accelerations.
Farm tractors are, likewise, being operated

for tong hours at peak load during plowing and
seedbed preparation, and, then, at partial load
for most of the rest of the year for chore work,
planting, cultivating, and harvesting. As a
result, modern engines are operating at smaller
fractions of their rated output for substintiil
periods of time, and spark plugs mui3t-function
dependably through a wider range' of operating
pressures, temperatures, and engindCpeeds.

1. HOW IS A SPARK PLUG CONSTRUCTED?

Each time it is necessary to replace a set
of plugs, or even a single plug that has been
broken, it seems that the cost of spark plugs
is higher than it should be. Actually, the con-
sumer cost of spark plugs is about the same
today as it was 30 years ago. Yet, continuous
research and experimentation must be carried
on by the industry to provide a spark plug that
will perform satisfactorily under the conditions
outlined above.

The spark plug provides an electrode gap
fe. r the spark that is necessary to ignite the

,mpressed mixture of fuel vapor and air in
the combustion chamber. It must also provide
a gas-tight conducting path from the high-
tension lead wire to the electrode gap.

The electrical energy supplied to the
center electrode is under a pressure of sev
eral thousand volts. This energy must build
up at the electrode gap without leakage to
ground. This process is repeated several
times per second at moderate engine speeds
and about 40 times per second at high speeds.
Besides this, the electrodes and the insulator
tip are alternately being exposed to a rela-
tively cool, fresh air-fuel charge and then to

hot, corrosive combustion gases. The temp-
erature in the combustion chamber may exceed
4, 000° F and the pressure may reach 800
pounds per square inch. The spark-plug ac-:
>embly must maintain a gas-tight seal under
alese conditions.

Basically, a spark plug consists of three
parts: the insulator, the electrode, and the
threaded metal shell. The center electrode,
insulated by a highly specialized ceramic
body, is assembled into the shell of .the plug
with gaskets, cement or dry powder seals .to
provide a lei.k-proof unit (Fig. n.

Insulator
The insulator is probably the most critical

single part of the spark -plug assembly. The
expansion of the insulator material due to heat
is critical because mechanical stresses will
occur in any assembly of materials that expand
or contract at different rates with changes in
temperature. Therefore, the rate of expan-
sion of the insulator material must be approx-
imately the same as that of the center electrode.

High heat conductivity is desirable in order

VA$ 3026
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erature and corrosive gases, one of their most
important requirements is resistance to wear or
electrode erosion. Electrode materials should
also have good heat conduc+ivity in order to
prevent the temperature of-the electrode tip
from becoming too high. Good electrical con-
ductivity is also important, but a material having
good heat conductivity usually has good electri-
cal conductivity.

"he electrode should have a high melting
pots since center electrode stu face temper-
atur-_-,s can average 1,2500 F under normal
operating conditions. Uniform sparking voltage
is essential in order to eliminate unusually high
random voltage requirements.

TENON&

CENTER
ELECTRODE

CENTER
SEAL

SNELL

ET
UREA
REACN

UPPER
INTERNAL
GASKET

LONER
INTERNAL

SK ET

INIULATO
TIP SIDE

ELECTRODE

Fig, 1. The ports of the spark plug are &sown here.

to minimize the heat build-up at the insulator
f tip and thus maintain relatively low tip temp-
eratures even with a long insulator nose. The
heat range of a spark plug is contrllled by the
length of the insulator nose and other factors.

The insulator material must be mechan-
ically strong in order to resist the for,.--,:s im-
posed when the spark plug is assembled, when
it is handled or accidentally mishandled during
installation or removal from the engi-e,-.and
when it is subjected to the temperatures and
pressures o; combustion.

The insulator material should have a min-
imum ilorosity in order to limit absorption of
combustion gases.

The insulator must resist high temper-
atures without softening, fusing, or under-
going other changes. Insulators for standard
spark plugs are cured in a kiln at about 3000° F.

Since insulators must prevent leakage of
the high-voltage charge, they must have high
resistance. This property is important at both
atmospheric temperature _aid at operating
temperatures.

Today most insulators contain aver 95
percent of aluminum oxide. 'This material has
been found to have the desired properties
mentioned above and also resists fouling caused
by the attack of compounds deposited after
combustion.

Electrodes

Because spark-plug electrodes are sub-
jected to high sparking voltages, high temp-

VAS 3026

This leads to heavy deposit formation and
cir-

culation in the spark-plug cavity, one line
of engines uses spark plugs with extra large

rather than the more common 14 mm thread.
Another design has extended the insulator nose

spark-plug failure. To promote gas cir-

bores (Fig. 2). These require 18 mm thread

which carries the electrode gap out into the

within the combustion chamber.

of the spark-plug shell and bent at about 90
degrees to just cross over the end of the center

the requirements of the engine in which they

com-
bustion gases around the electrode gap and

partial combustion within the spark-plug cavity.

rela-
tive to the center electrode is sometimes re-
ferred

engine speeds and loads depends to a great
extent on (1) electrode-gap geometry, (2) gap

the ground electrode butt welded to the rim

the electrode ga.- -can be adjusted by bending
the ground elect: -ode. Gaps in new plugs vary
from .025 inc! to .040 inch, depending on

are to be used.

insulator tip, even to the full depth of the
cavity surrounding the insulator. A recessed

sur-
rounding the insulator gives, at best, only

ferred to as electrode-gap geometry.

size, and (3) the location of the electrodes

electrode. The ,;pace between the electrodes- -
the

to develop free circulation of com-

spark-plug gap or too narrow a space sur-

The cross section shown in Fig. 1 shows

The position of the ground electrode rela-

Recent spark-plug modifications are de-
signed

ignition throughout the range

Electrode position and spacing
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Fig t A larger cavity around the firing end of the insula-
tor is used to encourage gas circulation and reduce deposit
formation,

combustion space (Fig. 3). A third design
uses a skirt on the insulator nose to provide
a slender, clean-burning tip in the open gas
space (Fig. 4). These modifications indicate
the importance of producing an adequate spark
in an unshielded area and having the best pos-
sible scavenging of the burned 'gases during
every cycle of engine operation.

Shell

The shell, which is not subjected to heavy
stress, is usually made of a low carbon steel

Fig, 3, The insulator nose is extended into the combustion
chamber to promote gas circulation mound the insulator,

(3)

Fig, 4, The insulator nose forms a skirt around the tip to
reduce fouling,

that can be readily machined or extruded and
will withstand the forming processes during
manufacture. The seal between the insulator
and the shell must be gas-tight, since gas
leakage will increase the insulator temper-
ature beyond the normal level, causing pre-
ignition. The shell seal is obtained by ma-
chine crimping the shell over the shoulder of
the insulator, thereby forcing the shell against
suitable gaskets placed above the insulator
shoulder (Fig. 4) or by providing a container
for a dry powder seal (Fig. 2).

The size is determined by thread di-
ameter. Most engines use plugs with 14 mm
threads; a few use 10 mm plugs; and at least
ozwe manufacturer users spark plugs with 18 mm
threads. The 14 mm plugs also are supplied
in four "reaches" or thread length: 3/8 inch,
7/16 inch, 1/2 inch, and 3/4 inch. It is es-
sential that the correct size be installed as
shown in the plug manufacturers' recommend-
ation chart.

Other features
The automotive ignition system is one

source of radio interferenc . Spark-plug
manufacturers install a resistor is the center
electrode assembly to prevent this. Some
claim that this also reduces the rate of elec-
trode wear.

VAS 3026
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2. WHAT FACTORS AFFECT SPARK-PLUG OPERATION?

Spark plug firing has been compared to
the heart beat el' a man. The spark plug is an
essential part-of a modern engine but it is

"often taken for granted. It is advisable to
1 review ignition fundamentals to understand

the conditions under which ts.e spark plug
operates.

Ignition fundamentals
The spark plug has just one purpose in

the ignition system, to provide a spark gap
inside the cylinder.

A high-voltage pulse is delivered to the
spark plug by a supply system composed of
either a 6- or 12-volt battery, an ignition
coil, and a distributor. The major parts of
die distributor include cam-operated breaker
points for controlling the flow of electrical
current- from the battery to the primary winding
of the ignition coil, a condenser to store elec-
trical energy momentarily and thus to reduce
arcing at the breaker points, a rotor for dis-
tributing the high-voltage current from the
secondary winding of the coil to the spark
plugs in the proper sequence, and an ignition-
timing control for advancing or retarding the
spark in accordance with engine requirements.

When the engine is running and the breaker
points are momentarily closed, current flows
through the primary winding of the coil and
builds up a magnetic field. This magnetic
field collapses when the breaker points are
opened by the cam, thereby inducing a high
voltage in the secondary winding of the coil.

Ignition of the air-fuel mixture in the
combustion chamber takes place when the
high voltage in the secondary circuit ionizes
the gas within the electrode gap. This creates
an electrically conductive path between the
electrodes, causing a spark to occur in the
gap. However, a spark plug will misfire
and fail to ignite the air-fuel mixture when
the voltage available at the electrode gap falls
below the minimum required to produce a
spark.

Spark plug misfiring causes poor acceler-
ation, rough engine operation, reduced power,
and high consumption of fuel. Severe mis-
firing is apparent to the average operator.

VAS 3026_

However, moderate or light misfiring may
not be recNolized, although it still affects
engine performance adversely. For efficient
operation, it is essential that a safe margin
be maintained between available and required
voltage during all operating conditions (Fig. 5).

MINIMUM AVAILAS1E MINIMUM AVAILABLE
VOLTAGE-6 VOLT

SYSTEM
VOLTAGE-12 VOLT

SYSTEM

3

t 2

Ii 4 MAXIMUM REQUIRED
Plugs)/VOLTAGE (UsedI

El RIM, I

Z221..._41114417

0 T
maw

I..
MAXIMUM REQUIRED

VOLTAGE(New Plugs/ k 1-146
70

I

I I I
10 20 30 40 SO 0

a III I ,i.
MILE PER HOUR

Fig, 5. Average available voltage may be higher than
shown here, The curves for required voltages show the
maximum voltage required at the instant of acceleration.

Many factors work together to affect both
available and required voltages. Some of
these are controlled by the design of the en-
gine, electrical supply system, or spark plug,
while others are a function of operating con-
ditions.

Factors affecting required voltage
The voltage requirements of different

engines are not necessarily the same, and
the requirements of a given engine will vary
throughout its operating range. The major
factors influencing the voltage required at
the electrode gap of the spark plug are the
density, temperature, and air-fuel ratio of
the mixture within the gap, the temperature
of the spark plug, and the design and condition
of the spark plug.

The density of the air-fuel mixture directly
affects the voltage required to produce a spark
across the spark-plug gap at the time the
spark is needed. Any change in engine oper-
ating conditions that raises this density will,
therefore, boost the voltage requirement.

In recent years, the gas density or pres-
sure has been raised throughout the speed
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range by the use of higher compression ratios.
This has required a rise in voltage require-
ment of about 8 percent for each unit in com-
pression ratio. This density has been further
increased in the middle-to-high speed range
by the improved volumetric efficiency (breathing
capacity) made possible through the adoption
of larger valves, longer valve -open periods,
higher valve lifts, improved manifo design,
and larger or more carburetor throats. Since
volumetric efficiency is a measure of the
breathing capacity of an engine, improved
efficiency means that for a given throttle
opening, a greater quantity of mixture is
delivered to the combustion chamber in each
cycle, thereby, increasing the gas density
within the cylinder.

A comparison of typical voltage require-
meigs at full throttle and part throttle is shown
in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the full-
throttle voltage requirement decreases 1.,;th
increasing engine speed. This is due to three
factors. First the gas density becomeb lower
as engine speed approaches lilted output, due
to decreasing volumetric efficiency. Second,
the automatic advance of ignition timing with
increasing engine cpeed causes the spark to
occur at an earlier time in the cycle, and
hence at a lower gas density or pressure.
Finally, the voltage requirement decreases
due to rising spark-plug temperature, as
described in the following section.

Fig, 6. The voltage requirement at full throttle decreases
as engine speed increases due to reduced gas pressure in
the combustion chamber and increased spark plug tempera-
ture,

The temperature of the air-fuel mixture
within the gap and that of the spark-plug elec-
trodes affects the voltage requirement. This
is primarily due to the fact that the hotter
gases are more readily ionized (converted
into electrically-charged atoms), while hotter

(5)

electrodes accelerate ionization.
Spark advance has a marked influence

on spark-plug temperature, which rises as
the spark is advanced. For example, the
insulator temperature of a spark plug in a
modern V-8 engine rose from 1150° F to
1540° F when the spark was advanced from
10° to 30° BTC with the engine operating at
2000 rpm and wide-open throttle. Thus, for
a giv,vSpeed, increasing the spark advance
lowers the voltage tequiremet!. by affecting
both temperature and gas density at the time
the spark occurs.

Air-fuel ratio also influences spark -plug
temperature. The temperature decreases
when the richness of the mixture is increased
with respect to the maximum power mixture
for complete combnativii. This temperature
effect is relatively small within tae range of
air-fuel ratio encolIntered in normal operation.
However, very rich mixtures will substantially
reduce spark-plug temperature.

A major factor affecting spark-plug temp-
erature is the design of the plug. Spark plugs
are designed for various beat ranges to meet
differeni. requirements. Thus, a "cola.' plug,
which usually has a short insulator, firing tip
length, will operate at a lower tip temperature
than a "hot" plug with its longer insulator.
Since spark-plug temperature reflects the
rate at which fuel is used, plug temperature
increases with power output and engine speed.

The air-fuel ratio also has a direct in-
fluence on the required voltage. Laboratory
tests have established that lean air-fuel mix-
tures require higher voltages for ignition than
rich mixtures.

Coil polarity, or more accurately voltage
polarity, is often overlooked as an important
factor affecting required voltage. In conve.itional
spark plugs, the center electrode operates at a
hotter temperature than the side electrode.
Since it is easier to move electrons frcm a
hot surface, negative polarity is used on the
center electrode (Fig. 7). If the polarity is
reversed (by interchanging primary leads on
the ignition coil), the positive polarity on the
center electrode will increase the required
voltage approximately 40 percent.

Design features materially affect the
voltage required at the electrode gap. Of
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D NE GAY IvE POLARITY
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1

r
NO LOAD . FULL LOAD

1750 RPM

Fig 7 Coil polarity affects required voltage.

these the most important is the size of the
spark-plug gap. In recent years there is a
trend to larger gap sizes Twenty years ago
a pp of -.025 inch was common but in modern
V-8 engines a gappf .935 inch is often recom-
mended. Large; spark Ow gaps were adopted
to insure a smooth idle, the ignition of exhaust
diluted mixtures during part-throttle operation,
and ignition of the lean air-fuel charge used for
maximum fuel economy. These larger spark-
plug gaps increase the voltage requirement
throughout the operating sped range. Too
wide a gap may cause missing at high speed
while too narrow a gap may cause a rough low-
speed or idle operation.

Electrode gaps increase in size during
engine operation as the electrodes are corroded
and eroded by theot combustion gases and
electrical.discharge at high temperatures.
Erosion further increases the voltage re-
quirement by changing the electrode shape.
The electrodes of new spat.. plugs have sharp
edges to facilitate spark discharge. Under
use, however, these electrodes become rounded
which makes it more difficult for the spark to
occur. As a result of the combined effect of
gap growth and changed electrode shape a used
plug may require 50 percent more voltage than
a new plug. Effective servicing and recon-
ditioning of used plugs should in4lude the re-
newal of electrode surfaces that have been
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dressed with a point file as well as resetting
the gap to the proper size.

Factors affecting available voltage
Considered in general terms, the voltage

available at the spark-plug electrodes depends
on engine speed and the design and condition
of the ignition system, including the battery,
distributor, coil, and spark plug.

Th:?. ignition coil output lioltale is basic-
ally determined by the (1) ratio of primary to
secondary windir2,-s in the coil, (2) the amount
of current flowing through the primary winding,
a-el (3) the length of time of the primary-cur-
rent flow. The ratio of primary to secondary
windings has probably reached the economic
and practical ..:mit in modern ignition coils.
The primary cur ent to the coil is essentially
limited by available materials for the breaker
points in the distributor, since excessive cur-
rent will result in oxidation and pitting of the
points. This leaves the third factor--time
duration of current flow--as the remaining
variable.

The magnetic field built up in the ignition
coil, and thereforelhe vc ltage output of the
coin; depends on the length of time the current
flows through the primary winding. The time
available for coil saturation (primary coil
current flow) in turn, depends upon the engine
speed and the dwell angle (the angle of cam
rotation during which the breaker points are
closed). Because a portion of the potentially
available cam angle is consumed by the closing
and opening of the breaker points, the dwell
angle in a single-breaker distributor is lim-
ited to a maximum of about 42 degrees on
six-cylinder'engines (Fig. 8) and 33 degrees

MINTS OPEN rotas OrelBREAKER

. CAM ANCA1 If)/
.......

BREAKER POINTS IDIRECTION
OF ROTATION

CAM

Fig, 8, Moving the oreaker-point assembly closer to thoi
cam reduces the dwell angle.
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on eight-cylinder engines. A somewhat greater
dwell angle can be achieved by decreasing the
breaker-point gap. Such action, however,
would increase the possibilities of arcing,
especially at low engine speeds. Another
means for increasing dwell angle up to 40°
is the double breaker distributor, which is
currently used on some V-8 engines.

The largest single gain in providing max-
imum available voltage has resulted from the
adoption of,12-volt ignition systems in place
of the previous 6-volt systems. The 12-volt
system supplies electrical energy to the pri-
mary ignition circuit at twice the electrical
pressure of the 6-volt system, thereby mini-
mizing the need for compromises in coil or
distributor design.

The engine is designed to provide maxi-
mum available voltage by attention to such
features as: installing the coil close to the
distributor and providing for short, well sep-
arated leads from the distributor to the spark
plugs, to reduce induction 1-Nsses and "cross
firing". Cross firing is moot likely to occur
when high tension leads run parallel and close
together. Adjacent cylinders in line or on the
same bank are the worst offenders when they
fire consecutively in the firing order. Other
losses in the ignition system pre due to ox-
idized breaker points, poor wiring connections,
leaky spark-plug leads, a partially-shorted
ignition coil, or a faulty condenser will, of
course, lower the voltage a 'ailable at the
spark plug and these must be checked by the
operator in periodic maintenance service.

Considerable loss of voltage sometimes
occurs after ignition cables have been sprayed
with paint. Tests have shown the voltage of
pL.ated leads to be abo 5 kilovolts less than
standard leads when the.. paint was grounded.
The loss seems to be worse with aluminum
paints and others with high concentrations of
metallic compounds.

Spark plug deposits from compounds formed
by the burning of fuel, lubricating oil, and other
additives are deposited on the spark-plug in-
sulator. These deposits provide an alternate
path for the high-tension current (Fig. 9).
Electrically speaking, the voltage pulse from
the ignition coil never rises instantaneously;
it takes about 1/20,000 of a second to reach
peak value. Therefore, if the resistance of the
spark-plug deposits is sufficiently low, the

1 I

Jt
DEPOSITS
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Fig, 9. Combustion deposits form a conductive path on the
insulator,

loss of electrical energy through the deposits
may prevent the voltage from rising to that
required to fire the plug. Since the same
effect could be achieved by installing a re-
sistance in parallel with the electrode gap,
this type of failure is known as a shunt-resist-
ance failure.

Spark plug fouling
Spark plug fouling, due to combustion

products which collect on the plug's insulator,
can be basically classified as two types--carbon
fouling and deposit-compound fouling.

Carbon fouled plugs will normally miss
throughout the engine's speed range. Carbon
deposits primarily tend to form during pro
longed low-speed, part-throttle operation of
the engine, and are greatly aggravated by rich
idle mixtures and excessive oil consumption.
Under these conditions, the low temperature
of the spark plugs promotes deposit of carbon
produced when the fuel and lubricating oil are
not burned completely. Tests show that
commercial lubricating oils vary considerably
in their deposit-forming characteristics.

Carbon fouling has been reduced in modern
engines through improvements in engine and
spark-plug design. These include improved
control of oil passing the piston, improved
carburetion and manifold design, careful at-
tention to spark-plug location, and the design
of spark plugs to secure better circulation of
the gases and scavenging in the space between
the insulator and the shell.

In the field, spark-plug temperature (and
spark-plug fouling) can be partially controlled
by selecting plugs with the proper heat range.
A plug selected to discourage carbon for-
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nation during light load operation may, how-
ever, become too hot at high speeds and cause
preignition and excessive ei_ectrode erosion.

Trac4 r operators and automobile drivers
have often noticed a 'clean up" effect when
carbon fouling is burned off by operation of
the engine at high speeds for a period of time.

Deposit compounds are formed by the
small fraction of combustion products other
than carbon remaining in the combustion cham-
ber. Misfiring from deposit compounds will
usually be encountered at high engine speeds

or during acceleration in the middle-speed
range. A major factor influencing the for-
mation of these compounds also is the oper-
ating temperature. A high temperature tends
to lower the ra+c of deposit formation. As
previous', indicated, spark-plug temperature
depends on many factors, including power
output, engina speed, spark advance, and the
plug's heat range.

As indicated in the section on spark-plug
design, ;onsiderable progress has been made
toward controlling fouling through design.

3. WHAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN SPARK PLUG SELECTION?

Manufacturers of farm tractors, trucks,
and automobiles recommend spark plugs of a
particular heat range, reach, and thread size for
their equipment. These recommendations should
be followed closely when selecting spark plugs.

Heat range

The recommendations for a particular
heat range is based on normal engine opt,r-
ating conditions. These recommendations
nre based on engine tests and should be fol-
lowed. Some manufacturers recommend spark
plugs of a cooler heat range for heavy-duty
conditions.

The heat range refers to the temperature
of the spark-plug insulator. Insulator temp-
erature plays an important role in spark-plug
operation because, to provide proper perfor-
mance, spark plugs must operate within a
certain temperature range. If the insulator
temperature is too low (cold) products of in-
complete combustion will deposit on th in-
sulator tips. These deposits have low elec-
trical resistance an" may cause a spark plug
to misfire by permitting current to leak away
to ground.

If plugs run too hot, the insulator may be
damaged and electrodes will burn away rap-
idly. In extreme conditions, hot plugs cause
premature burning (preignition) of the air-
fuel mixture. This reduces power, wastes
fuel, and may damage the engine. Hot plugs
have been known to shut off under load. This
condition is often treated as a carburetor
problem and the engine will operate better
when the carburetor is choked. The richer
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mixture, however, s!-Avs down the IN ning
rate and reduces the preignition problem.

During combustion of the air-fuel mixture,
the pressure may be as great as 800 psi and
the tempe:ature may exceed 40000 F. T.)
avoid preignition at full load and excessive
fouling at light loads, the temperature of the
spark-plug tnsulator must remain between
700° F and 1700° F.

The insulator temperature depends on
many factors including engine power ard speed,
spark advance, and the spark plug's heat
range. Thus, the optimum heat range is
selected on the basis of engine design and
operating conditions. The heat range or the
temperature of the insulator nose and elec-.
trodes is controlled by the length the insulator
extends below the inside seating gasket. The
only path for the heat to escape is through the
insulator tip, spark-plug shell and gasket,
through the cylinder head to the cooling liquid
in the engine. By varying the length and shape
of the insulator and shell, the manufacturer is
able to produce spark plugs with different heat-
range characteristics and thereby control their
operating temperatures. If the path is short,
the heat escapes rapidly, and the insulator
remains cool. This is called a "cold" plug.
If the path is long, the insulator runs hotter
and is called a "hot" plug (Fig. 10).

It is a fallacy that "hot" spark plugs are
used to improve engine operation by raising the
operating temperature of the engine. This idea
probably originated because a "hot" plug can
operate longer under fouling conditions. If
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hOT PLUG COLD PLUG

Fig. 10. In o cold plug the heat escapes quickly to the
-),Ionder head.

too hot a spark plug is used in an engine that
operates at or near rated horsepower for long
periods of time, such as an engine operating
an irrigation pump, preignition may occur, Ii
too cold a spark plug is used in an engine
used for light service, the plug tends to collect
deposits and the engine will misfire. Engines
that are operated under heavy-duty conditions
may require a cooler than normal plug. Those
that operate under light-duty service usually
require a hotter plug.

In general, the plug must be hot enough
during operation to prevent fouling and cool
enough to avoid preignition and rapid erosion
af the electrodes.

(9)

Reach

This refers to the thread reach or length
of the plug from the gasket seat on the shell to
the end of the threads (Fig. 11). If the reach
is too long, the threaded portion may enter
the combustion chamber. Here it may bt struck
by the piston or valves causIng serious damage
to the engine. The threads extending into the
combustion chamber may heat up and cause
preignition. If the plug reach is too short,
the electrode tips may be recessed in a pocket
in tine head containing an air-fuel mixtm zt
which will not ignite when the spark occurs.
Corrosion of the exposed threads in the cylinder
head can result when a long reach plug is
placed in a short reach head.

Fig. 11. If the plug reach is too 'ong, the threaded portion
rneY enter the combustion chamber. If it is too short, the
engine may lose power.

,i. WHAT CAN BE LEA!riNIED BY EXAMINING THE SPARK PLUGS FROM AN ENGINE?

A spark plus= can be a valuable Judicator
about what is bs.ppening when your engine is
operating ".-s insight into your engine gives
a bra, .. ,. general indication of certain mal-
functions, Thy ...e ca n be pin-pointed more
ac( ately by thorough, detailed testing.

If you have performed the compression
.osts or the cylinder-leakage test, you have
already removed tine spark plugs and are ready
to analyze them. If not, they must be care-
fully removed,

Spark plug removal
Remove the spark-plug wire by grasping

it at the terminal or by pulling on the spark-
-Aug terminal boot. Do not pull on the wire
itself. A sharp pull may break the internal
wire strands. Some spark-plug wires are
not wires at all but a specially treated con-
ductor that has a specific resistance to cur-

fent flow. If this conductor is stretched, the
resistance will be increased and the spark
plug may not fire properly.

If you are not sure that you will be able
to replace the ignition wires on the correct
spark plug -,, use some system to identify
the wire with a certain plug. The firing order
can be used for this purpose. The No, 1 cyl-
inder is usually next to the radiator and on
V-8 engines it may be the front cylinder on
either bank. Locate the wire in the distri-
',utor cap that leads to the No. 1 cylinder
..,nd then follow the firing order around the
distributor cap to iden' fy the cylinders. A
beginner may wish to use numbered spring
clothespins to clip on the spark-plug wires.

Use a deep-well socket with preferably
a rubber or magnetic spark-plug retainer
inside, to remove the spark plug. You may
wish to use a flexible ratchet handle to loosen
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the plugs a turn or two (Fig. 12). Reconnect
the spark plug wiiv, start the engine and
accelerate to approximately 1000 fpm to blow
out loosened carbon flake, in case you wish to
run a compression test.

Fig. 12. These items are useful when removing spark
plugs.

Blow any accumulated dirt or foreign ma-
terial out of the spark-plug recess with com-
pressed air. This will keep dirt from falling
into the cylinder when the plugs are removed.
If compressed air isn't available, use a brush
to clean the dirt away.

After each plug is removed, place it in a
numbered rack so it may be identified with the
correct cylinder (Fig. 12). If no rack is handy,
use a grease pencil or felt tipped pen to mark
the plugs on the shell or insulator.

Sparkplug inspection

Much vital information can be obtained
from the inspection of spark plugs as they
are removed from the engine. These illus-
trations show what to look for, the cause,
and suggestions for correcting the malfunction.

Normal spark plug conditions shown in
Fig. 13, indicate few deposits on the plug.
The color is light tan or gray. The gap in-
crease will be slight. Cleaning and regapping
plugs in this condition will restore engine per-
formance.

If a plug has been used far beyond its
expected service life, it will look like Fig. 14.
A plug in this condition may fire except under
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one, the rest of the combustion chamber is coated also.
Fig, 15. If the spark plug is coated with carbon like this

is still usable.

Fig. 14. This plug has been used until the electrodes are
eroded away.

extremely high compression. A plug this
should be replaced.

Carbon fouling appears as dry sooty black
carbon deposits, shown in Fig. 15. If only

t

Fig. 13. A normal spark plug with few deposits. This plug

s',10
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one or two plugs in a set are fouled like this,
check for sticking valves or bad ignition leads,
faulty breaker points, or weak coil or con-
denser. If all spark plugs are in this con-
dition, a dirty air cleaner or faulty choke
may be indicated. This condition may be
caused by excessive idling, slow speeds, or
stop and go operation. These deposits usually
mean that the next hotter plug should be used

Oil fouling is indicated by oily, black,
"sludgy" deposits on the pkgs (Pig. 16). In an
old engine this may indicate worn piston rings
or excessive cylinder or sleeve wear. In
overhead valve engines, oil may be coming
in past the valve guides.

... .111.1111.01....
..,

Fig. 16. An oily, black, sludgy appearance indicates that
the spark has drowned in oil, There are several causes for
this condition.

Ails type of wet fouling may occur during
"break in" of a new or recently overhauled
engine, before normal oil control is obtained
by proper seating of rings. In this case the
plugs can usually be cleaned and reinstalled
with good results.

The use of hotter plugs in engines with
excessive oil fouling usually permits longer
periods of service before the problems re-
occur but hotter plugs will not take the place
of a needed engine overhaul.

To clean plugs with wet, oily deposits,
wash them in solvent and dry with compressed
air before using the abrasive blast air cleaner.
If these "sludgy" deposits are not washed off,
a large amount of the abrasive may stick to
the sludge and be introduced into the.com-
bustion chamber, causing severe wear.

flashed fouling is the name applied to
plugs that have splotchy deposits on the in-
sulator (Fig. 17). This condition occurs on
new plugs installed after a long-delayed tuneup.
The deposits, accumulated during a long period
of misfiring or inefficient operati_a, are loos-
ened when normal combustion temperatures
are reached with new ignition points and adjusted
timing. These materials are thrown off the
piston and against the hot surface of the in-
sulator during high speed operation. Cleaning
andregapping should restore engine perform-
ance as the engine has cleaned itself by this
time .

4..........
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Fig, 17. Spark plugs in this condition are usually found
after a lor.g-delayed tune.up,

Core bridging shown in Pig. 18, and Lap
bridging shown in Fig. 19, are due to the same
conditions that caused "splashed fouling".
These are.relatively rare defects. Particles
of combustion deposits are usually loosened
during rapid acceleration or high speed oper-

Fig, 18, Core bridging,
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Fig. 19. Gap bridging is caused by a particle of material
from combustion deposits lodging between the electrodes,

atica. The loosened pieces of the accumulated
deposits from the combustion chamber are
thrown against hot electrodes (gap bridging),
or between the hot insulator and shell (core
bridging), and fused on contact to short out
the plug. The excessive combustion chamber
deposits are most common when oil control is
poor, or when slow speed, start-stop oper-
ations are prevalent.

Overheating of plug is characteriz 34:1 by a
white or yellow glaze, a burned or bl. stered
insulator nose, and badly eroded elec trodes
(Fig. 20). This damage may indicate incor-
rect plug heat range. Insufficient cooling,
caused by inoperative or partially clogged
cooling system; using too lean a fuel mixture;
using octane fuel; or operating with the
ignition timing over-adva Iced may cause this
condition. It may indicate engine conditions
which cause excessive C 3mbustion chamber
temperature. Continuc As heavy loading of
an engine may keep engil e temperatures too
high for the plug being used.

If a single plug, or just a few, have this
condition, the failure may be due to improper
installation, where dirt or distorted gaskets
prevented the transfer of heat to the cylinder
head. Isolated burning may also be caused
by valve and intake manifold leakage, and by
v --"tion III the distributor cam lobes. (This
may be checked with a timing light.) If vari-
ations of more than two or three degrees are
found between cylinders, the distributor must
be serviced or replaced.

To correct overheating, check the heat
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Fig, 20. High temperature glazing may cause misfiring
under full throttle or heavy loads,

range of the plugs against that recommended for
the engine. Make any changes indicated in
fuel, cooling system, and timing and install
proper spark plugs.

Initial preignition damage is caused by
high temperature which melts the center elec-
trode and later the ground electrode. The
insulator is blistered and .there may be a
small amount of aluminum or metallic deposits
on it, but the insulator is relatively free of
deposits. The causes and corrections given
for the "overheated" condition apply for this
spark plug condition also. The plugs cannot
be restored to service.

Sustained pre - ignition will melt away the
ceramic firing tip. Since it requires approx-
imately 1700° F to melt the insulators, other
components of the engine may be damaged.
The causes are the same as those given for
"overheating" except that the pre-ignition has
been allowed to continue for a long time. The
corrections are the same as for "overheating".
The plugs cannot be restored to service.

Chipped insulator shown in Fig. 21, is
caused by excessive center electrode temp-
erature, severe detonation, or from bending
the center electrode while adjusting the gap.
Check the timing of the engine and correct it
if it is wrong. Be careful when gapping plugs.
A plug Mae this should be replaced.

A broken insulator (Fig. 22) is sometimes
caused by a foreign object in the combustion
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Fig. 21. A chipped insulator is probably caused by bending
the center electrode when adjusting the gap.

Fig. 22. A broken insuloter is usually caused by a foreign
object in the combustion chamber.

chamber, plug with too long a reach, or a
cylinder head that has been planed too much.
If a foreign object is suspected, check other
cylinders since objects may travel from one
cylinder to another. This is a good reason
fc- cleanliness when working on an engine.
Clean cylinders of foreign material and replace
the damaged spark plugs.

Scavenger deposits are white, yellow, or
light tan in color. They look bad, as seen in
Fig. 23, but they are normal with certain
fuels. They are the products of combustion of
various additives that oil companies use to
improve the performance of their fuels. While
sometimes startling in appearance, the de-
posits generally will not cause problems, and

,
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Fig. 23. These depostts look bad but they are normal with
some fuels

the material can easily be removed with regular
servicing.

Reversed coil polarity causes a condition
known as dishing (Fig. 24). r -Al polarity
refers to the direction of the high tension,
high-voltage circuit. Polarity can be changed
by improperly connecting the battery or by
reversing the primary leads to the coil. Re-
versed polarity may cause a rough idle and
misfiring due to electrode erosion.

Fig 24 Reversed coil polarity causes this condition.

One check of polarity is r ade by re-
moving the plug wire, holding ;, a short dis-
tance from the center electrode (Fig. 25) and
placing a lead pencil in the gap and noting on
which side the spark "fans" when the engine
is runni-,2;, The fanning should be toward the
center electrode. It requires some practice
to do this. A better system is to use a coil
tester for this purpose. Correct the polarity
if it is found to be reversed.
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Fig. 25. Coil polarity may be checked this way.

Notice that the ground electrode is eroded
away when reversed polarity is continued over
a long period of time, but the center electrode
is not badly worn. Check the spark-plug gap.
Restore the plugs to service after routine
cleaning and reconditioning.

Flashover is a condition caused by the
built-in resistance of the plug (Fig. 26). It is

I

Fig. 26. Flashover is sometimes caused by poor contact
between the plug and cylinder head.

encouraged by high engine operating temper-
ature and poor contact between the plug and
the cylinder head and improper installation
of the cable boots. The cable should be re-
placed if it was damaged by overheating. Clean
and rcgap the plug and restore it to service.
Use a new plug gasket and carefully clean the
plug seat to obtain good grounding of the plug.
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Gutterin,tof the seat and gasket (Fig. 27)
is caused by seating the plug and gasket on a
piece of dirt or sand. The resulting jets of
high temperature combustion gases channel
out the gasket and the spark-plug body. In
severe caoes the cylinder I ad may be ruined.
This illustration shows the great importance
of cleanliness in spark plug servicing.

i

Fig. 27. This condition is caused by improper seating of
the plug.

Gasket inspection
The spark-plug gasket should perform a

two-fold purpose: seal the spark plug against
compression loss and provide a heat path over
which accumulated heat within the spark plug
can be dissipated in the circulating water of
the cooling system.

Place a new gasket by the ones removed
from the engine for a standard with which to
compare them.

If the gasket is not compressed sufficiently
there will be compressionloss causing over-
heating and preignition. This condition shortens
spark-plug life and causes excessive "pinging".
If the gasket has been compressed too lightly,
it will fail and-loss of compression and over-
heating will result (Fig. 28).

If the gasket is flattened too much, the
spark-plug shell may be distorted and possibly
cracked by unnecessary torque.

If it is properly installed, it will have
bright contact surfaces. If the installation
was faulty, discolored or corroded gasket
surfaces indicate either insufficient torque
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Fig, 28, When a gasket is properly installed, it will seal against compression losses andprovide a path
for heat to travel to the cylinder head,

or uneven seating. This ts usually due to
damage or an accumulation of dirt. If the sur-
faces are clean, but the gasket is entirely
flattened, it indicates thzt excessive torque
was used when the plug was installed. Other
damage such as broken insulator, cracked or

5. WHAT SERVICE DO

Routine spark-plug service should be a
regular part of the maintenance program for
all engines. Manufacturers give different
recommendations in the specification charts
for their engiries.

A common recommendation is to clean
and adjust' the gap of spark plugs every 5000
miles of operation. It is also suggested that
spark plugs be replaced after every 10,000
miles of operation. In tractors and other
power units, the plugs should be serviced every
150 to 300 hours of operation.

Cleaning is necessary because fuel addi-
tives have a tendency to form a brownish oxide
on the insulated firing tip. This oxide is a
conductor and may cause misfiring if it is not
cleaned off from time to time.

After a spark plug has been operating in
an engine, the shape of the electrodes changes
from sharp edged to rounded. This is due to
several factors including intense heat, pressure,
corrosive gases, and spark erosion. The
spark-plug electrodes should be filed flat
periodically, because current is emitted from
a sharp corner much more easily than from a
blunt surface. If this maintenance is neglected
up to 30 percent more voltage is required to
fire the spark plug.

Servicing spark plugs
Since spark-plug servicing should be per-
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stretched threads, or a cracked shell may
have resulted.

If the gasket is seated properly it will
perform the functions of sealing the cylinder
and providing a path for heat conduction.

SPARK PLUG NEED?

formed frequently, there are only a few tools
needed if you Nish to do this yourself. If it is
done by a service station or garage, be sure
that it is done properly, or more harm than
good may be done to your engine by, this process.
Cleaning consists of washing, abrasive cleaning,
filing, adjusting the gap, and testing.

Washing the plug tips with solvent is the
first step if an abrasive cleaner is to be used.
Even if the tip is only slightly oily, the abrasive
will pack itself in the cavity around the in-
sulator. If the plug is reinstalled in the engine
these particles will drop out of the plug into
the canhistion chamber and damage the cylinder
wall or piston. The solvent will also help die-.
solve the deposits and remove rust from the
threads. Clean the threads with a wire brush
(not a power wire brush) so it is easier to tell
when the plug is properly tightened (Fig. 29).
After washing, dry the plug with compressed
air before abrasive-blast cleaning.

If you do not have an abrasive cleaner,
many service stations or garages will let you
use theirs without charge.

Abrasive-blast cleaning the plug fo about
five seconds, while rotating the plug in the
machine is the best way to clean it. Examine
the tip and reclean if necessary. If you do
not have access to a cleaner, scrape the de-
posits away with a knife. Do not clean the tip
on a power wire-brush because metallic de-
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Fig. 29. Wash the plug tips with solvent and wire brush the
threads. Dry the plugs with compressed or before blast
cleaning.

posits on the insulator will cause misfiring and
the brush will round the electrodes.

Before filing, bend the ground electrode
open with a bending tool that is usually a part
of a spark plug gap gauges. File the tip of the
center electrode and the ground electrodes
until they are flat and square and bright. Use
an ignition point file for this purpose. Use
the bending tool again to adjust the ground
electrode until it is parallel to the tip of the
center electrode.

Adjusting the gap is the next step in serv-
icing the spark plug. The adjustment should
always be made on the side electrode and never
on the center electrode. Be careful not to
apply pressure to the center electrode or the
insulator because it may chip or crack, and
inter drop into the engine and damage it.
Sometimes a mechanic will reduce the gap by
tapping the spark plug electrode on a solid
surface. This is a bad practice and should
not be followed.

The correct spacing of the spark-plug
gap is important because it influences the
entire range of engine performarce; starting,
idling, acceleration, power, and top-speed.
Uniformity of the gaps of all spark plugs in
the engine is extremely important for smooth
engine operation.

Gaps in new plugs vary from .022 inch to
.040 inch according to specifications estab-
lished by each engine manufacturer to give
the best performance for that engine. If the
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gap is too narrow (below specifications), the
engine may run roughly (misfire) at low speeds
and have uneven power at all speeds. If the
gap is too wide, the engine will be hard to
start and will misfire more readily at high
speeds.

The gap width should be checked with a
round, wire-type gauge since the surfaces are
slightly rounded (Fig. 30). The gap is prop-
erly adjusted when there is a slight drag on the
gapping tool as you slide it between the two
electrodes.

Fig, 30, A plain flat feeler gouge cannot accurately
measure the electrode gap,

Testing spark plugs is a simple process
if you follow instructions on the tester. Many
good spark plugs are discarded because of an
incorrect interpretation of information from
the pressure-type tester. The final test of a
spark plug is how it operates in the engine re-
gardless of the pressure-test results. To get
a true reading from the tester, follow these
steps:

I. Be sure the electrodes are clean and
filed so they have sharp corners.

2. Be sure the insulator is clean and dry.
3. Note the operation of a new spark

plug with the same gap distance as the one
being tested. Note especially the pressure
at which it no longer fires.

4. Check the pressure at which the re-
conditioned plug no longer fires.

5. Compare this pressure with that of
the new plug.

If the difference does not exceed 30 per-
cent, the reconditioned plug is suitable for re-
use.
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Do not be alarmed by a glow or "corona"
above the shell at ti._ base of the insulator.
This is caused by elearical stress in the air
around the insulator. Do not condemn a plug
because of "flashover", (sparking from the
terminal down the insulator to the shell).
This really proves that the insulator is in
good condition and doesn't have any cracks
or pin holes to cause misfiring.

Installing spark plugs
lithe spark plugs are installed incorrectly,

a plug may overheat. Careless installation
may strip the threads of the plug or cylinder
hole. Excessive torque may break the in-
sulator or damage the shell. Follow these
steps for correct spark-plug installation to
insure satisfactory performance:

1. Be sure the cylinder-head threads
and plug threads are clean and free of dirt,
rust, and combustion deposits. They must be
clean to dissipate heat from the plug to the
cylinder head.

2. Check the gap setting, even on new
spark plugs. Be sure they are correct for
the specifications of your engine. The same
spark plug may fit several engines so the
factory gap setting will not be right for all
engines .

3. Always install new gaskets (except
with plugs that do not require gaskets). New
gaskets can be purchased in boxes of 100 and
they are inexpensive. Failure to replace the
gasket with a new one will affect the heat
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plugs should be installed properly.

tension wiring for faulty insulation, or in-
correct

regapped aixl reconditioned regularly. The

the distributor, condenser and breaker point
surface and gap, coil condition, and high

correct spacing.

Thread

of the ignition system, the engine design, and
the engine-operating conditions. Most of
these factors are beyond the control of the
owner or serviceman.

and the most favorable heat range for the
engine operating conditions. The plugs should

range of the plug. Tighten the plugs down
on the gaskets as tight as possible by hand.

to manufacturer s recommendations. Some
general torque recommendations follow:

7/8 in.

spark plug terminals. Be sure they fit snugly.

of the spark plug are the design and condition

dependable spark plug operation that the me-
chanic or owner can control. The spark plug
should be selected to have the correct reach

10 mm
14 mm
18 mm

Size

Other maintenance checks should include

4. Use a force wrench to tighten the plugs

Some of the factors that affect the operation

There are many factors that will assure

5. Slip spark-plug cable clips over the

Aluminum

22 ft. lbs.
25 ft. lbs.
30 ft. lbs.

10 ft. lbs.
Heads

25 ft. lbs.
30 ft. lbs.
35 ft. lbs.

12 ft. lbs.

Cast Iron
Heads

VAS 3026
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LABORATORY EXERCISES

Be prepared to complete these laboratory
exercises or demonstrations:

1. Assemble the necessary materials and
equipment for spark plug servicing including:

operator's manual for vehicle
compressed air supply and air chuck
abrasive spark plug cleaner
clothes pins or tags to mark wires
deep sockets, (magnetic or rubber spark

plug-holding)
flexible ratchet handle
spark plug rack (numbered)
spark plug gapping tool (wire)
ignition file
spark plug reference sheets
brush, solvent, pan for washing plugs '
supply of spark plug gaskets
torque wrench
wire brush
2. Remove spark plugs from an engine

using the correct procedure.
3. Wash spark plugs with solvent and dry

with air blast before cleaning.
4. Clean threads on spark plug.
5. Abrasive clean spark plugs according

to manufacturer's recommendations.
6. Dress electrodes with an ignition file.
7. Adjust and check spark plug gap.
8. Test spa rk plugs in commercial tester.

9. Compare used spark pluggaskets with
a new one.

10. Analyze engine condition based on used
plug condition.

11. Demonstrate the check for reversed
coil polarity.

12. Show the difference between hot and
cold spark plugs.

13. Install plugs correctly with correct
torque.

14. Identify type of fouling on a collection
of spark plugs from different engines.

Information and illustrations used in this unit were furnished by Ethyl Corporation, Chicago. III,; International Harvester Co.,Chicogo, III.; Deere & Co., Moline, Ill; Sun Electric Corp., Chicago, III.; Champion Spark Plug Co., Toledo, Ohio; and AC
Spark Plug Division, General Motors Corp., Flint 2, Michigan.
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SYSTEM--TESTING AND ANALYZING TEST RESULTS

What are the Components of a Battery Ignition System? /?°/
What is the Function of an Ignition Coil?

d.\) 3. What Service Does the Ignition Coil Need?
/N
N.0

4. How Does a Condenser Function?

5. What Tests Are Made on Ignition Coils and How Are They Tested?
6. What Tests Are Made on Condensers and How Are The, Tested?
7. What Other Tests Can Be Made With the Coil Condenser Tester?

8. How is Cranking Voltage Tested?

9. How is Distributor Resistance Tested?
10. How Are Dwell and Dwell Variation Checked?

11. How is Engine Speed Measured?

12. How is Ignition Timing Tested?

13. How is Distributor Advance Tested?

14. How is Secondary Resistance Tested?

15. How is Ignition Output Tested?

16. What Other Tests Can Be Made With the Volts-Ignition Tester?

The internal combustion engine oper-
ates through forces created by the expand-
ing gases in the combustion chamber.
These gases burn and expand when ignited
by a high voltage spark.

The ignition. system has the job of
producing and delivering high voltage surges

1. WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS

The battery ignition system consists
of the battery, ammeter, ignition switch,
ballast resistor, ignition coil, distributor,
sparkplugs and high and low tension wiring.
These parts can be divided into two sepa-
rate circuits (Fig. 1). The primary low
tension circuit carrying battery voltage
consists of the battery, ammeter, ignition
switch, ballast resistor, primary winding
ifndthe coil, distributor contacts, condenser

the primary wiring. The secondary
high tension circuit includes the coil
secondary wiring, distributor cap and rotor,
?Spark plugs and high tension wiring.

e

)

of about 22,900 volts to tbli correct spark
plugs, at the correct intervals and with the
correct timing to the engine. Each hied
voltage surge produces a spark at the spark
plug gap to which it is delivered, so that
the mixture of air and fuel in the cylinder
is ignited.

OF A BATTERY IGNITION SYSTEM?

1tWion Eastern comments
The battery supplies the voltage for

producing current flow through the ignition
circuit.

The ammeter indicates the amount and
direction of current flow.

The Ignition switch is an "off and on"
switch.

The ignition coil,consists of two wind-
ings, a primary winding and a secondary
winding and is atransformer to increase the
voltage high enough to jump a spark gap at
spark plug.
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of o battery ignition system.

A ballast resistor has been added to
the majority of 12-volt ignition systems.
The resistance is in the circuit when the
engine is running, but it is shorted out of
the circuit during starting so full battery
voltage is applied to the switch side of the
coil during cranking. Thee purpose is two-
fold: it limits to a safe maximum the
primary current flow through the coil and
the distributor points, thereby protecting
the points during slow speed operation
when they are closed for a longer period of
time. Second, the resistor protects against
excessive build-up of the primary current
when the ignition switch is closed with
engine stopped and the contact points closed.
This resistance actually reduces the voltage

to approximately 8 volts. At low speeds,
the resistor is hotter due to longer col. :act
time, and less current flows through the
primary. At high speeds the resistor is
colder due to shorter contact time and more
current flows through the primary. This
feature provides higher voltage at top speed.

The condenser provides a place for
the current to flow momentarily until the
distributor points are safely separated in
order to reduce arcing.

The distributor interrupts the primary
winding current in the ignition coil and dis-
tributes the high tension current to the
correct spark plug at the correct time.

The contact_(breakeii Points function
inside the distributor as an intermittent
switch. Current flows only when the
breaker points and the ignition switch are
closed and it returns by the ground through
the engine or frame. The resistance of the
primary winding of the ignition coil controls
the primary current flow.

The spark plugs provide a spark gap
in the combustion chamber. The compressed
air and fuel is ignited when the high voltage
jumps across this gap.

The 192aLt2112121LiadinfirLAMIL COn-
uucts battery current through the ignition
coil and distributor contacts (breaker
points).

The hi Aftwatassinairmbinacon-
ducts the high voltage, produced by the
ignition coil,to the distributor cap and from
the distributor to the spark plugs.

2. WHAT IS THE FUNCTDN OF AN IGNITION COIL?

The ignition coil is a pulse transformer
that steps up the low voltage from the,: ttery
or charging system to a voltage high enough
to jump a spark gap at the spark plug.

iCoil construction

The ignition coil is made of a con-
tainer with a cap of molded insulating ma-
terial and two windings gig. 2). The
primary winding consists of a few (200-300)
turns of relatively heavy wire which is in-
sulated with a coat of special varnish. The
secondary winding . is wound inside the

primary and consists of a great many
(15,000-25,000) turns of very fine insulated
wire. These windings surround a soft iron
core, usually made of thin, soft iron strips
or laminations. The purpose of the core is
to in-crease the efficiencir. and output of the

Thi soft h n aiie iiiaby Conducts
magnetic lines of force so less energy is
used than if these lines of force had to travel
through an air core. The purpose of the
laminations is to reduce eddy currents
which lose energy and increase heating.
The windings and core are enclosed in a
soft iron shell.
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Fig, 2. Constvection details fora typical ignition coil.

This assembly is inserted into a
metal case which is filled with high quality
oil. The oil helps provide additional in-
sulation and dissipate heat created by the
transformation of battery voltage. The
dissipation of heat is very important in an
ignition cones heat tends to weaken insula-
tion. If an insulation breakdown occurs,
sparks will jump to ground or to adjacent
windings. This results in partial or total
coil failure. The coil is hermetically
sealed (airtight) to prevent the entrance of
moisture by a cap molded of insulating ma-
terial. The cap contains the primary and
high tension terminals.

A coil is built to withstand moisture,
heat developed in the windings, and the
corona effect and stresses resulting from
the high, induced voltages.

Coil operation
When the ignition switch is turned on

and the distributor contact (breaker) points
are closed, a current flows through the
primary circuit. As this current flows
through the primary winding of the coil, a
strong magnetic field is produced. This
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field is concentrated by the iron core and
the meta shell. The current and magnetic
fields do not increase to their peak or full
value instantly. It takes a small fraction
of a second, called the "build up" time, for
the current flow and the magnetic field to
reach their maximum. The value finally
reached is thus determined by either the
resistance of the coil winding or by the
length of time the breaker points remain
closed. Normally, the current does not
have time to reach the maximum deter-
mined by the resistance of the winding
because the points remain closedfor such a
short time.

When the breaker points begin to open,
the current flowing in the primary tends to
continue to flow and create an arc across
the points as they separate, If it were not
for the ignition condenser, the induced
voltage causing this current flow would
establish an arc across the points as they
separated, and the energy in the coil (stored
momentarily in the form of a magnetic
field), would be consumed by this arc. This
would cause burning and pittingof the points
and normal ignition performance would be
impossible.

The condensertends to prevent an arc
from forming because it momentarily
provides apiece for the current to flow, thus
bringing the flow of current to a quick, con-
trolled stop. Because of the condenser
action, the magnetic field, produced and
sustaine,1 by the current flow, quickly col-
lapses. It is this quick collapse of the
magnetic fieldwhich induces high voltage in
both the primary and secondary windings of
the ignition coil. The voltage induced in the
primary may be as high as 250 volts and the
secondary voltage may go as high as 25,000
volts. The voltage actually used in opera-

. tion will only reach the value required to
cause the spark across the plug gap, usaally
between 4,000 and 10,000 volts. The avail-
able voltage at the spark plug, tends to fall
off at high engine rpm due to the shorter
time the breaker points remain closed for
build up of a magnetic field. Variations in
required voltage (firing voltage) are due to
such factors as engine compression, speed,
mixture ratios, width and shape of spark
plug gap, spark plug temperature, etc.
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After the spark is produced, the
energy in the coil -- stored in the form of
magnetic flux -- begins to drain from the
coil through the secondary, sustaining the

spark at the spark plug gap. The spark is
sustained for several degrees of nrankshaft
rotation.

3. WHAT SERVICE DOES THE

Ignition coil servicing
The coil should be kept reasonably

clean. It does not normally require any
service other than keeping the terminals and
connections clean and tight. The coil should
not be subjected to steam cleaning or similar
high pressure cleaning methods that may
cause moisture to enter the coil.

When making periodic service checks
on the engine, follow this procedure when
checking the coil:

1. EX113111110 the top of the coil for
carbon tracks or cracks in the
molded cap. Clean the top of
the coil with a cloth and solvent.
The accumulation of oil, ,girt and
moisture on the coil cap will cause
carbonized piths and breakdown
of ignition unless the area sur-
rounding the terminals is kept
clean and dry.

2. Check the high tension wire in the
tower to make sure it is all the
way down and tight in the tower
insert. If the wire is loose or not
fully bottomed in the insert,
remove it and examine it for
damage. Examine the tower to see
that it has not been eroded by the
poor connection. Replace the coil
if the tower is cracked or eroded
by sparking.

3. Be sure coil polarity is the same
as the battery. Incorrect second-
ary system polarity can result in
up to 40% more voltage being re-
quired to fire the spark plugs.
This causes misfire and erratic

IGNITION COIL NEED ?

engine operation. The battery
post that is connected to the frame
or engine is the ground polarity
for the vehicle. To determine if
the coil is connected properly,
check the wiring to the primary
terminals of the coil. A negative
ground system should have the
primary lead connected from the
negative terminal of the coil to the
distributor. The lead from the
positive terminal should be con-
nected to a resistor or to the
ignition switch. On a positive
grounded system, the distributor
primary lead should he connected
to the positive ignition coil primary
terminal.

4. Check the connections for the pri-
mary leads to be sure they are
tight at the coil, distributor, and
resistor or ignition switclIdepend-
ing on where it is attached. The
insulation on all leads should be in
good condition.

5. If the coil must be removed, note
theposition of all leads in relation
to the polarity of the coil.

6. Loosen the bracket screws, re-
move the coil and perform neces-
sary service functions. Discard
defective coil if necessary.

7. Replace the coil and check polarity.
Tighten bracket screws, replace
leads and boot. The sealing nipple
or boot should he used on the high
tension terminal of every ignition
coil. Its use may prevent the
leakage of current to a primary
terminal.

4. HOW DOES A CONDENSER FUNCTION ?

No standard battery ignition system
could function properly without a condenser.
The condenser prevents arcing at the
breaker points when they begin to open, by

providing a place for current to flow until
the points are safely^ separated, and it
speeds up the collapse of the magnetic field
in the ignition coil.



Condenser construction

The construction of an ignition con-
denser (sometimes called a capacitor) is
very simple. Two strips of tin foil of
specific length are wound together into a
tight cylinder with insulating strips of
waxed paper separating them (Fig. 3a).
One layer of tin foil extends beyond the
paper at one end, while the other layer
extends beyond the paper at the opposite
end (Fig. $b). Condenser action requires

A
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Fig. 3, (a) Waxed paper insulation separates the strips
of foil.

(b) One layer of foil extends beyond the paper at
one end, while the other layer extends beyond
the paper at the other end.

high quality insulation between the two foil
strips of the winding, since high voltage is
impressed on the condenser as it brings the
current flow to a quick stop. One strip of
foil contacts the container at the bottom
while the other contacts a disc connected to
a terminal wire projecting through the in-
sulated cover on the case. Electricity
cannot pass through a condenser since
there is no direct connectien between the
strips. A condenser is defective if the
layers of foil are touching or there is a
hole in the insulation so a spark can jump.

In the past the electrical breakdown
of ignition condensers caused numerous
ignition failures and replacements were
frequently required. Investigation of these
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failures proved internal moiabtre to be
responsible. Tests show that a very small
amount of moisture has a damaging effect
on the insulating (dielectric) 'Arena* of
the paper insulation. Predrying of the
paper and hermetic (airtight) feeling of the
condenser has been adopted to prevent this
cause of trouble. This has virtually
eliminated electrical breakdown as a reason
for condenser replacements.

leakage is one form of condenber
failure as current leaks through the insula-
tion to ground.

In the sealing process, the condenser
can is crimped down against* the outer
gasket (Fig. 4). This compresses the

POISSON CONTACT

Fig. 4. Condenser construction details.
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heavy spring at the bottom of the can with a
40-pound pressure to guarantee an effective
seal at inner and outer gasket surfaces.
This pressure also provides a solid, per-
manent contact at both ends of the condenser
winding, over the full area of the end. The
strong pressure contact at both ends of the
sealed container reduces series resistance
because it prevents movementand oxidation
cannot take place in a sealed container.

Resistance is a condition o* the
property of a substance which impedes the
flow of electricity. A condenser must be
able to absorb electrical energy quickly
so it must have low resistance. High
series resistance is another form of con-
denser failure and it is usually caused by
loosening or corrosion of the connections.
High series resistance causes a condenser
to be slow in taking a charge and results in
higher voltage at the separating contact
points. Arcing and rapid wear of points,
+along with misfiring during starting and
low-speed operation may be indications of
this condition. Series resistance up to .5
ohm does not affect ignition performance.
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Capacitance is the capacityor amount
of electrical energy a condenser can store.
For most ignition condensers it is approxi-
mately .20 microfarads. The unit of
measure for measuring capacity is a farad.
A microfarad, abbreviated mfd, is one
millionth of a farad. The capacity of a
:ondenser is controlled by the area and
closeness of the foil sheets. For standard
operation, two sheets of insulation are
assembled between foil strips making a
small container possible. The heavy-duty
condensers have three sheets of insulation
between the foil strips and, because of the
greater foil area required, are housed in
larger containers.

Condenser operation

When the contact points break, the
inertia of the direct current flowing through
the primary circuit would have a tendency
(were it not for the condenser) to. arc across
the points and burn them rapidly (Fig. 5a).
With the condenser in place, the excess
direct current builds up an electrostatic
charge on the insulated strip of the condenser
(Fig. 5b). In other words, the condenser

A

B

Fig, 5, (0)
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With no condenser in the primary circuit,
current would continue to flow causing an arc
across the points.
With a condenser in the primary circuit,
current flows into the condenser and reduces
arcing across the points

absorbs the electrical energy that would
otherwise arc across the breaker points.
This causes a sudden collapse in the
magnetic field so the lines of force cut
through the windings of the coil with great
speed. The voltage produced in the second-
ary windings forces current to jump at the
sparkplug gap. The charge in the condenser
is greater in potential voltage than any other
portion of the primary circuit, and for this

reason will immediately reverse itself and
set up a current flow back through the pri-
mary circuit. Since the breaker points are
still open, the only complete circuit avail-
able is through the coil primary winding
across the battery to ground. The current
follows this circuit and builds up on the
opposite plate (strip of foil) of the condenser.
The potential on the ground side is now
higher than on the insulated side and the
direction of current flow again reverses and
charges the condenser once more in the
original direction. Each time the condenser
discharges, part of the energy is lost in
overcoming the resistance of the circuit so
that the oscillating current will die out, or
nearly so, before the contact points close
for the next "build up." Each time the
current is reversed, through the primary
winding of the coil, it collapses the former
magnetic field andproduces another field in
an opposite direction. The above sequence
of events occurs each time the distributor
cam opens the breaker points. At full engine
speed,over 120 of these sparks occur every
second.

Condenser selection
A condenser should have the correct

capacity for the ignition system in which it
functions. Condenser. specifications give
capacity in a range such as .18 to .23
microfarads, .25 to .28 mfd, etc.

When condenser capacity matches the
requirements of a given ignition system,
there is very little transfer of metal from
one ignition point to another. An over-
capacity condenser causes metal to transfer
to the negative ignition point, leaving a
crater on the positive point. An under-
capacity condenser causes a build-up of
metal on the positive point and a crater on
the negative point. This can be remembered
as follows: 'The minus, minus, minus rule."
This means minus capacity causes minus
metal on the minus point (grounded point).
In other words, if the condenser does not
have enough capacity, this will cause a
crater or an absence of material on the
negative point. The opposite is the result
of an over-capacity condenser. An over-
capacity condenser will cause a crater to
form on the positive point. On most
vehicles today, the electrical system has a
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negative: ground. This makes the movable
point positive. On positive ground systems,
the movable point is negative.

Since condenser capacity is so closely
linked to operating conditions of the engine,
it is advisable to examine breaker points
before you discard them. This will help you

select a condenser that is tailored for the
individual ignition system and operating
conditions of the engine. If the vehicle is
used for stop-and-go operation (chore work
or city driving) the condenser should be
rated near the high end of the microfarad
rating. If it is used for high speed opera-
tion it should be near the lowest mfd rating.
It is, therefore, important that you know
the exact capacity of the old and replacement
condensers by checking them on a suitable
tester.

The specifications for condenser
capacity in a given ignition system are
based on the requirements of that partic-
ular system under average operation
conditions. This requirement depends
chiefly upon the design of the primary
ignition system coil. Considerable re-
search has been conducted so the system
is made of components that work together.
Do not use low quality replacement parts
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because they may not match together for
efficient operation. There are also other
factors that influence the function of the
condenser. Excessive primary and second-
ary resistance will upset the balance of the
ignition system so that the points will pit
even though the specified capacity condenser
is used. If a replacement coil, having dif-
ferent electrical specifications from the
original is used, the original capacity of the
condenser is no longer suitable. A high
voltage regulator setting will upset the bal-
ance of the ignition system, resulting in
point pitting in addition to the overheating
and burning that is caused by the increase
in primary circuit current draw. U the
point dwell is not maintained within speci-
fications, the specified condenser capacity
will not be suitable. If the engine is con-
tinuall, Iperated above average speeds, it
maybe necessaryto install a condenserwith
slightly less than specified capacity. How-
ever, it is advisable to eliminate all other
causes of point pitting before changing con-
denser capacity.

More reliable test results maybe ob-
tained if you test operational equipment with
the components warm. Tests for starting
problems may be more indicative if the
components are tested when cold.

5. WHAT TESTS ARE MADE ON IGNITION COILS AND HOW ARE THEY TESTED?

The ohmmeterthat is a part of the coil con-
denser tester inlay be used to check circuit
conthiuityin the vehicle's electrical system.
Some typical applications include checking
for broken wires, open resistors and short
circuits.

When using the coil condenser tester
(Fig. 6) as an ohmmetex do not connect the
test leads across any source of voltage.
For accurate readings, the portion of the
circuit or component of the system to be
tested must be electrically isolated or dis-
connected from the rest of the system. An
ohmmeter should never be applied to a air-

()cult or unit that has voltage applied to it.
Always disconnect the voltage source from
the circuit or unit being tested'.

Coil tests

The primary resistance test is made
with an ohmmeter set on a low scale. A
reading higherthan manufacturer's specifi-
cati6ns indicates high resistance in the
primary circuit of the coil. This will
reduce the amount of current flow in the
primary ignition circuit which will reduce
the ampere-turn value of the coil. A meter
reading lower than the values specified by
the manufacturerindicates shorted primary
turns which again reducPss the ampere-turn
value of the coil. The tali of any reduc-
tion in this value of an 1.,; Pion coil is a de-
crease in available coil output.

If resistance tests of coils are to be
made while the coil is mounted in the
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whether or not an ignition coil is in satis-

factory condition.for engine operation when

used in conjunction with a coil secondary

determine the voltage producing ability of a

coil and the condition of its insulation. The

the ignition coil's insulation withstands this

occur under normal operating conditions.

coil tester permits the operator to simulate
an actual operating condition in which the

wil is stressed to its maximum output. If

stressed condition, it is reasonable to
assume that an insulation failure would not
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Fig. 6. Lo.cotion of controls on the coil condenser tester,

vehicle, the coil must be electrically iso-
lated from the vehicle's electrical system
by disconnecting the primary leads from the
coil terminals and removing the secondary
lead from the coil tower.

The coil secondary_re istance test is
made to determine the conditiou of the
secondary windings of the coil. A reading
higher than manufacturer's specifications
will indicate an open or high resistance
sec Adary circuit. A reading lower than
the values specified by the manufacturer
will usually indicate shorted turns in the
secondary circuit. Coils with secondary
resistance valuzs other than normal will not
be capable of producing normal output.



Preparing for coil testing

If resistance tests are to be made with
the coil in the vehicle, the coil must be
electrically isolated from the vehicle elec-
trical system by disconnecting both primary
leads from its terminals and removing the
secondary lead from the coil tower.

1. Plug the power cord into the proper
AC outlet.

2. Turn TEST SELECTOR switch to
OHM position. (Fig. 6)

3. With the OHMS switch set in the
Xi position, clip the test leads
together (Fig. 7) and calibrate the
meter by adjusting the CALI-
BRATOR until the meter pointer
reads zero on the ohmmeter scale.

(9)

Testing_for primary resistance
Connect one of the test leads to each

coil primary terminal as shown in Fig. 8.
Observe the meter readings on the ohm-
meter scale (switch set in X1 position) and
compare with specifications.
Testing for secondary resistance

1. Calibrate the ohmmeter with the
OHMS switch in the X1000 posi-
tion.

2. Install pickup extension in coil
secondary tower.

3. Connect test leads, one to either
coil primary terminal, the other
to the pickup extension as shown
(Fig. 9).

4. Observe meter reading and com-
pare with specifications.

ci

TO CALIBRATEI

Fig, 7. To calibrate..clip the test leads together and adjust the calibrator until the meter pointer reads zero on the &meter
scale. a

l'Iir
Fig. & To test resistance of the coil primary circuit, connect test leads to primer/ coil terminals.
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1:111111111DP

SECONDARY
RESISTANCE
TEST

=O.

N.,111010

Fig. 9. To test resistance of the coil secondary circuit, place o pickup extension in he coil tower. Clip anslead to either
coil primary tenninal and the other to the pickup extension.

Testing for primary ground

1. Connect test leads, one to either
coil primary terminal and the other
to the coil case.

2. Turn OHMS switch to X1000 posi-
tion.

3. Observe ohmmeter. Any move-
ment will indicate a grounded
primary winding. The ohmmeter
should show no meter movement:

Testing for coil capacity
This test may be performed on or off

the vehicle. For the on-the-vehicle tests it
will be necessary to electrically isolate the
coil from the rest of the system by discon-
necting both primary leads and removing the

high tension lead from the coil tower.
1. Plug the power cord into proper

AC outlet.
2. Set TEST SELECTOR switch to

OHM position.
3. Connect test leads, one to each

coil primary terminal. Observe
polarity, red to +black to - (Fig.
10).

4. Insert COIL PICKUP into coil
secondary terminal and connect
ground lead to good ground.

5. Set COIL TYPE switch to STAN-
DARD for standard coils and to
TRANSISTORIZED for the coil
from transistorized ignition sys-
tems (Fig. 6).

TEST
LEAD

TEST
LEAD

COIL PICKUP

Fig, 10. To test coil capacity, connect die test leads end die cod pickup as shown.



6. Rotate CALIBRATOR fully counter-
clockwise to provide low initial
input to the coil being tested.

7. Turn TEST SELECTOR switch to .

the COIL TEST position and ob-1
serve the pattern on the scope.

While the coil is under test, the input
to the coil may be varied by adjusting the
CALIBRATOR. In this manner the insula-
tion of the coil may be stressed to the de-
gree desired by the operator or specified by
the manufacturer. The secondary output of
the coil can be measured in kilovolts (1000
v.) by noting the vertical height on the 32
KV scale of the pattern observed.

8. Rotate CALIBRATOR until high-
est portion of the waveform
reaches 20 KV. Do not exceed 25
KV unless specified by manu-
facturer or coil may be damaged:

Interoreting the results
A normal waveform height is 20 KV

or more and the oscillations resemble those
shown in Fig. 11a. Notice that the first
oscillation extends upward and several (5
or 6) oscillations can be seen.

Reversed polarity, is indicated if the
first oscillation extends downward instead
of. up as shown in Fig. lib.

Shorted, windings or internal insula-
tion breakdown is indicated when the wave-
form height is less than 20 KV and few
oscillations are shown as in Fig. 11c.

Own primary windings are shown by
Fig. 11d.

Internal insulationbreakdown is shown
by a waveform height that reaches 20 KV or
more but the pattern is unstable or "jittery,"

Fig. 11. (a A normal waveform height is 20KV or mere and the oscillations reserabl this pattern.
(b) When polarity is reversed, the first oscillation extends dounword insteed of upward.
(e A lefeetive cod due to shorted windings or internal insulation breakdown hasohort weee.forrn height and few

oscillations.
(41) An open coil will test like this on the screen.

6. WHAT TESTS ARE MADE ON CONDENSERS AND HOW ARE THEY TESTED?

Condenser tests
To insure good ignition performance,

condensers should be tested for series re-
sistance, capacity and leakage. The resist-
ance test reveals the presence of any loose

.or high resistance connections in the case
or terminal wire which will affect coil out-
put. Thecavacitv test checks the microfarad
capacity of the condenser which affects arc-
ing and pitting of breaker points. The leak-
age test (insulation lest) stresses the insula-
ting material while the test meter indicates
the presence of current leakage through the
insulation. Condensers that fail one or
more of these tests should be discarded.

The testing of a condenser will reveal
the presence of any defects but it cannot

measure the amount of useful life left in the
condenser Some engine manufaututers
recommend that all new condensers be
tested before they are installed.
Pr for the condenser tests

1. Plug the power cord into a proper
AC outlet.

2. Turn the TEST SELECTOR switch
to COND. position (Fig. 6).

3. Clip red and black test leads to-
gether (Fig. 7).

4. Allow approximately one minute
for the tester to warm up.

5. Adjust CALIBRATOR until meter
pointer rests on the sot line.

6. Separate test leads and proceed
with tests.
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Ignition condensers may be tested in
or out of the vehicle. If a condenser is to
be testedin the vehicle, the condenser must
be electrically isolated from the rest of the
system. Disconnect the distributor primary
wire from the coil and block the ignition
points open with clean dry paper.

Testing for condenser resistance
1. Connect the test leads, one to the

primary terminal of the distribu-
tor, and the other to the ground on
the distributor body (Fig. 12) . If
the condenser is removed from the
distributor, connect one lead to the
pigtail, the other to the condenser
case.

2. With the COND. TEST switch in
SERIES RESISTANCE position,
the meter should read in the black
bar at the right end of the scale.
Move the condenser terminal wire.
If a deflection of the meter is noted,
the terminal wire is making poor
contact and the condenser should
be replaced. If the reading isout-
side the black bar, move the
grounded lead to the condenser
body. If the reading improves, the
condenser is not properly grounded
to the distributor housing.

Testing for leakage

1. Turn the COND. TEST switch to
LEAK position.

2. The meter should now read in the
black bar at the left end of the
scale if the condenser insulation
is satisfactory.

3. If the meter reads, outside the
black bar, the condenser insula-
tion is not satisfactory and the
condenser should be replaced.

TestWaor capacity

1. Turn the COND. TEST switch to
CAP. Position.

2. Read the red scale of the meter (0
to 1.0) for the microforad capacity
of the condenser betqg tested.

3. Refer to manufactdrer's specifica-
tions for recommended condenser
capacity.

4. If tester reading in microfarads
does not fall within' tolerances
specified, the condenser should be
replaced.

If the condenser does not meet speci-
fications while mounted in the distributor,
remove the condenser and retest it. Follow
the same procedure. If the condenser tests
'bad" in the distributor on the engine but
'good" on the bench, there is a short or
ground in the distributor primary circuit.
Inspect the insulation of the distributor
primary terminal and the internal circuit
of the distributor.

Pig 12, To test resistance with the co looser in the distributor connect the test lead in this winner.



7. WHAT OTHER TESTS CAN BE MADE WITH THE COIL CONDENSER TESTER ?

Using the tester as an ohmmeter
The four ohmmeter ranges provided

may be used for testing the condition and
continuity of the ignition system and the
electrical system components. The ohm-
meter scale reads from right to left and is
graduated from 0 to 100. With the OHMS
switch set in the X1 position, resistance is
as indicated on the meter. When the OHMS
switch is in the X10, X100, X1000 position,
meter, readings are multiplied by 10, 100,
and 1000 respectively (Fig. 6).

CAUTION Do not connect the test
leads across any source of voltage. For
accurate readings, the portion of the
system being tested must be electrically
isolated or disconnected from the rest of
the system.

1. Plug the power cord into the
proper AC outlet.

2. Turn the TEST SELECTOR switch
to OHM position (Fig. 6).

3. Turn OHMS switch to desired ohm-
meter range.

4. Connect test leads together.
5. Adjust CALIBRATOR until meter

pointer reads zero on the ohm-
meter scale.

6. Disconnect teat leads and connect
them, one to each end of circuit or
component being tested.

7. Read ohmmeter scale, (blue) for
resistance values of circuit being
tested,

Other application 4 the ohmmeter
are tie follows:
(1) Testing circuit continuity for locating

broken wires or poor connections in
such circuits as lights, signals, horns,
etc.

(2) Bench testing of relays, switches, and
solenoids.

(3) Checking generators for circuit con-
tinuity and field coil resistance, both
on and off the vehicle.

(4) Locating open resistors or shunt wind-
ings in regulators (on or off vehicle).

(5) Checking for shorts or grounds in radio
antennas, checking tubes for open fila-
ments.
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(6) Checking ignition suppressor resistors,
distributor caps, rotors, spark plugs,
or spark plug wires for continuity.

Magneto coil testinc

Magneto type coils may be tested
using the basic procedures followed in
ignition coil testing. In most cases, how-
ever, the magneto must be partially dis-
assembled to permit making the necessary
test connections. Adapters are provided to
assist in making these connections. The
coil must be electrically isolated, or dis-
connected from the rest of the system. The
various types of coils found on marine and
small engine applications will differ greatly
in physical appearance, but the function in
all cases is to provide voltage sufficient to
cause an electrical spark at the spark plug
gap. The test procedure and connections
will be basically the same for all coils be-
cause the operating principles are alike.

The test procedure is as follows:
1. Plug power cord into proper AC

outlet.
2. Set TEST SELECTOR switch to

OHM position.
3. Connect one test lead to each end

of the coil primary circuit.
4. Connect COIL PICKUP to second-

ary lead of the coil. Connect
ground lead to good ground. On
some small engine coils with iso-
lated secondary windings (Harley-
Davidson), connect a jumper wire
from one secondary terminal to
either primary terminal (Fig. 13).
This connection provides a path
for secondary current so that the
secondary pattern can be viewed
on the scope screen. Make all
other test connections as outlined
in preceding instructions.

5. Rotate CALIBRATOR fully counter-
clockwise to provide low initial
input to coil being tested.

6. Turn TEST SELECTOR switch to
COIL TEST position and observe
pattern on scope. If first oscil-
lation points downward, coil teat
polarity is incorrect. Reverse
test leads for proper polarity.
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SECONDARY
TERMINALS

PRIMARY
TERMINAL

Fig. 13. For coils with an isolated secondary use a jumper wore as shown here.

When the coil is under test, the CALI-
BRATOR may be rotated to vary the stress
to the desired degree. It is important, how-
ever, that the manufacturer's recommenda-
tions as to upper limits of stress voltage be
followed, or permanent damage maybe done
to the coll.

Interpreting V.A. results

Due to the variations in coil osign
(different ratio of windings, different
intended usages) the patterns observed will
differ. The pattern observed should be
bell-shaped and steady but the number of
oscillations and height of the pattern will
vary with the type of coil being tested.
When the correct pattern is not [mown, the
following procedure is recommended: (1)
Test three known good coils of the same
4ype as tae coil to be checked. (9) Record

oscillation heights and numbers of oscii:
tions at 20 KV stress. (3) Test coil wInks
is suspected of being defective. (4) Com-
pare the results. In this way the perform-
ance of a suspect coil may be compared to
that of coils which are known to be good.

Testing secondary instlation

In order to make these tests, the coils
should have been tested and found to be good.

1. Make a hookup to the coil as shown
in Fig. 14. Connect test leads t.)
primary terminals, observing
polarity: red to +, black to - .

2. Install COIL PICKUP in coil second-
ary terminal.

3. Yf tests are to be made on the
vehicle, connect ground lead to a
good ground.

HIGH TENSION
JUMPER WIRE
WITH ALLIOATCIR
CLIP

COIL PICKUP

Fig. 14. To test coil secondary insulation, connect the tester on this manner.



4. Rotate CALIBRATOR fully counter-
clockwise for low initial input. .

5. Turn TEST SELECTOR switch to
COIL TEST position and observe
pattern on scope screen.

6. Attach high tension jumper lead
with alligator clip in COIL PICK-
UP adapter.

7. With TEST SELECTOI switch in
COIL TEST position, and pattern
displayed on screen, remove dis-
tributor cap and touch jumper
(from COIL PICKUP) to rotor
blade. Observe scope pattern for
test result.

While usinga good coil as a high volt-
age source, the waveform on the coil scope
will remain normal if the secondary insula-
tion under test is in good condition. If an
insulation breakdown exists, the pattern size
will diminish greatly and change in shape,
as if the coil were shorted (Fig. 11).
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8. Remove rotor and replace cap.
Touch jumper to wire in center
tower of cap. Observe scope
pattern for test result.

9. Remove one spark plug wire from
a spark plug and touch juniper to
plug end of the wire. Replace the
wire and repeat for all other plug
wires. Observe the scope pattern
for test results for each wire.

The insulation may be "stressed" by
rotating the CALIBRATOR to provide a
higher KV output from the coil. In some
cases, insulation may test 'wood" at low
KV, but defective at higher KV.

If the units tested are off the vehicle,
the tests may be performed by grounding
the units with the ground lead of the COIL
PICKUP. The tests may then be com-
pleted as outlined above.

8. HOW IS CRANKING VOLTAGE TESTED?

This test quickly determines whether
or not sufficient voltage is being delivered
while the engine is cranking. A normal
reading confirms the condition of the battery,
cables, starting system and the circuit to
the ignition system is satisfactory. An un-
satisfactory reading indicates that further
testing is required in this area.

In the majority of 12-volt ignition
systems, a ballast resistor has been added
to the primary circuit. On some vehicles
the resistor is in the form of a separate
component connected LT the primary circuit,
while on other vehicles a specific ohmic
value is built into the lead wire itself. On
certain systems, this resistor is removed
from the circuit during cranking and the
ignition cog is connected directly to the
battery, thus maintaining the ignition volt-
age as high as possible during cranking.
When conducting the cranking voltage test,
it is necessary to attach the voltmeter
leads to the coil primary terminals to ob-
tain the correct readings.

When there is no by-pass circuit, and
the ballast resistor is located at "A" in Fig.

15a, the voltmeter is connected from the
insulated battery post to ground. With the
resistor located at 'B," the voltmeter is
connected from the battery terminal of the
coil to ground.

When the by-pass Is in tl- switch,
battery voltage is conducted dire-Ay from
the ignition switch to the coil terminal using
a separate lead, thus by-passing the resistor.
The voltmeter is connected from the battery
terminal of the coil to ground as shown in
Fig. 15b.

When the by-pass is in the solenoid,
battery voltage is conducted directly from
the solenoid switch to the coil terminal
using a separate lead, thus by-passing the
resistor. The voltmeter is connected from
the battery terminal of the coil to ground
( ig: 15c).

Testing cranking voltage

1. Connect tc ker leads of volts-igni-
tion tester in accordance with type
of primary circuit used on vehicle.
Observe propel: polarity (Fig. 16).
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NO ITPASS CIRCUIT
"A" or "1" RESISTOR LOCATION SY-PASS IN SWITCH SY-PASS IN SOLENOID

IGNITION
SWITCH IGNITION

SWITCH

A s C

Fig. 15. When conducting the cranking voltage test, attach the voltmeter leads as shown here.

Fig. 16 Connect the voltignition tester this way for
the cranking voltage test,

2. Turn tester switch to either 8- or
16-volt position, depending. upon
vehicle voltage.

3. Connect the jumper lead from the
distributor primary terminal to

ground to prevent the engine from
starting, and to give a steady flow
of current.

4. Crank the engine with the ignition
switch "on."

5. Observe cranking voltage, crank-
speed, and evenness of cranking.

Interpretinx the results
If the meter reads specified voltage

or higher, cranking speed is normal and
even, this indicates battery, starter, cables,
switch and ignition circuitto coil are operat-
ing satisfactorily. A reading of 10 volts
with the engine warm is good.

If the meter reads less than speci-
fied voltage (9 volts), then a weak battery,
defective cables, connections, switch or
starter by-pass circuit or ignition circuit
to coil is indicated. If the cranking speed
is below normal, then excessive resistance
in cables, starting motor, or excessive
mechanical drag in the engine is indicated.
If cranking speed is uneven, then uneven
compression, defective starter or starter
drive is indicated.

9. HOW IS DISTRIBUTOR RESISTANCE TESTED?

Excessive resistance in the ignition
primary circuit from the distributor side of
the coil, through the points to the distribu-
tor ground, will prevent the coil from pro-
ducing sufficient output for good over-all
ignition. Any resistance in this portion of

the ignition system will be indicated on the
dwell meter of the tack- dwell tester.
O jkl rating the tack -dwell tester

The meter should read on zero when
the tester switch is "off." To zero the



meter, turn the zero corrector button
located on the front of the meter. Once
adjusted, this adjustment will not change
unless jarred or otherwise disturbed.

1. Set tester switches to DWELL and
CALIBRATE positions with the test
leads disconnected from the
vehicle

2. Adjust the DWELL CALIBRATOR
until the meter pointer reads on
the set line. If the tester cannot
be calibrated to the set line, its
battery cell should be replaced.
The tester's battery is accessible
when the side panel is removed
from the tester case.

Testing distributor resistance...fa
1. Observing proper polarity, con-

nect test leads, one to distributor
primarylead at coil, and the other
lead to ground (Fig. 17).

2. Turn vehicle's ignition switch "on."
3. Observe tester meter with engine

stopped.
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If meter reads zero, crank the engine
a fraction of a revolution to close the breaker
points. It may be necessary to check this
several times in case the points are riding
up on the distributor shaft.

Interpreting the results
If the meter pointer reads within range

of the black bar, then the distributor resist-
ance is within normal tolerances. If the
meter pointer is not within black bar, then
high resistance is indicated at the distrib-
utor contact points (breaker points),
internal distributor connections, external
distributor connections, or the distributor
mounting.

To locate excessive resistance, trace
the primary circuit by moving the tester lead
step by step through the distributor town*
the ground lead. All excessive resistance
must be eliminated before proceeding with
dwell, dwell variation or other ignition.
system tests.

Fig. 17, Connect the tachdweil tester in this way for a negative ground system. Reverse the leads for a positive ground.
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10. HOW ARE DWELL AND DWELL VARIATION CHECKED?

Dwell is an abbreviated term for
dwell angle which is the number of degrees
of cam rotation in which the contact points
remain closed. The dwell angle must be
properly set so the ignition coil has time to
build a magnetic field and so there is also
adequate time for magnetic field decay.
Dwell angle is extremely important at high
engine speeds because a precise dimension
of the time that is available must be made
for build up and decay.

At low or high speed operations,
dwell angle (point gap) must be correctly
set to provide good all - around ignition
system performance. There is a definite
relationship between point gap and point
dwell angle. When the point dwell angle is
increased, point gap is decreased, and vice
versa. The distributor is designed so that
when dwell is properly set, the gap should
also be properly set. However, it is not
sufficient to check only the dwell or only
the gap. Several items can cause insuf-
ficient gap eventhough the dwell is properly
adjusted. Among these are improper or
incorrectly posiiioned rubbing block, worn
cam lobes or rubbing block, or using wrong
type breaker point assembly (other than
original replacement parts or equivalent
quality).

The most accurate method of checking
the dwell angle is with a dwell meter or an
oscilloscope. Most dwell meters will not
have a 3 -lobe position (for 3 cylinder
engines). Therefore, it will be necessary
to use the 6-lobe position. The specified
350-380 dwell angle will read 700-760 when
using the 6-lobe position.

Ignition point dwell angle is normally
determined by point gap. Ignition points that
are not adjusted properly will cause extended
or retarded dwell and subsequent misfiring.

The dwell meter, electrically meas-
ures this period when the points remain
closed for each ignition cycle. It registers
the average for each cylinder in terms of
degrees of distributor cam rotation.

The total number of degrees for each
ignition cycle is 360 degrees, divided by the
number of cylinders. The illustration in
Fig. 18 for a 6-cylinder engine shows 60

06 °

Fig. 18, Can Ins six cylinder engine showing dwell angle.

degrees (between the dotted lines) for each
cylinder, and 36 degrees (the shaded area)
as the dwell. A study of this illustration
shows that a wider point setting will result
in less dwell and a closer point setting will
increase the dwell.

Testing dwell angle
1. Calibrate the tack -dwell tester

and connect the engine as for the
distributor resistance test (Fig.
17).

2. Turn selector switch to the lobe
position corresponding to the num-
ber of lobes on the vehicle's dis-
tributor cam.

3. Note the reading on the dwell meter
with the engine operating at idle
speed.

Interpreting result,
If the dwell reading is within the speci-

fied tolerances then the ignition points are
operating normallyand are spaced properly.
If the dwell reading is not within specifica-
tions, this indicates improper point spacing,
wrong point assembly, point rubbing block is
defective, point rubbing block is misaligned,
or the distributor cam is worn.

The following items should be con-
sidered when adjusting point dwell angle:

1. Points that are pitted or corroded
cannot be adjusted properly.



2. Anexcessively worn rubbing block
will prevent proper point adjust-
ment.

3. The distributor shaft must be
properly aligned. A bent distrib-
utor shaft will cause a distorted
dwell angle measurement.

4. ". sae cam must be properly lubri-
cated to allow proper travel of the
rubbing block.

Testing dwell variations

Dwell variation is determined by not-
ing the dwell change as the engine is operat-
ing atdifferent speeds. Excessive variation
indicates a change in noint opening that can
result from shaft or bushing wear, or from
the distributor plate shifting because of wear
or looseness.

1. Measure distributor dwell at idle
speed.

11. HOW IS ENGINE

The ignition timing test calls for
specific engine speeds in order to obtain
correct indications. For this test the
tach-dwell tester must be connected to the
vehicle.

1. Connect the tach-dwell tester to
the vehicle as illustrated in Fig.
17.

2. Set the TEST SELECTOR switch
in the proper lobe position. Set
the RPM switch to 800 RPM posi-
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2. Set RPM switch to 10,000 RPM
position and increase speed to
1500 rpm.

3. Turn switch to DWELL position
and note dwell reading.

4. Slowly reduce speed to idle while
ol:serving dwell meter. Dwell
reading should not change more
than 3 degrees on most vehicles.
Refer to vehicle's specifications
before condemning the distributor:

Interpreting the results
If the dwell variation is within manu-

facturer's specified tolerances, then the
distributor is in sound mechanical condition.
If the dwell variation exceeds the manu-
facturer's maximum specifications, then a
worn distributor shaft, loose distributor
shaft, worn bushings or a worn breaker
plate is indicated.

SPEED MEASURED ?

non for all idle and low speed
testing. Read the speeds on the
lower tacit scale. Set the RPM
switch to 10,000 RPM position for
alltesting at speeds above 800 rpm
and read the speed on the upper
tach scale.

3. Cranking speed may be measured
on the 800 RPM scale providing the .
ignition is "on" and a jumper lead
is connected from the coil second-
ary tower to ground.

12. HOW IS IGNITION TIMING TESTED?

One method of testing ignition timing
is with the electronic distributor tester.
This instrument is designed to test ignition
timing and ignition advance on the vehicle
with the engine running. The tester is
powered directly from the vehicle's battery,
either 6 or 12 volt.

Testing initial ignition timing
Initial ignition timing is the mechan-

ical adjustment establishing the exact point
in the engine cycle at which the plug will
fire at a specified engine speed. Timing is
established and specified by the manufac-

Curer for the exact point in the engine cycle
at which the fuel charge should be ignited.
The strobe light flash of the tester is simul-
taneous with the firing of the No. 1 spark
plug, and when timing is properly set, the
specified mark will appear to be aligned
with the pointer when the strobe light flash
occurs.

1. Connect the tester's battery leads
to the vehicle's battery (6 or 12
volt).

2. Connect the tester PICKUP into
circuit. of No. 1 spark plug (Fig.
19).
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CONNECT PICKUP
AT NO. 1 SPARK PLUG
USE EXIENSION LIAO

IF NECESSARY

6 OR 12 VOLT
BATTERY.

Fig. 19. To test initial ignition timing, connect the elect
tronic dystributor tester in tie, s manner.

3. Connect tach-dwell tester to the
engine. Set TOGGLE SWITCH to
'bn" position and turn advance con-
trol to TIMING position.

4. Start engine and adjust speed to
rpm indicated bymanufacturer for
initial timing adjustment. Any
other speed will cause a different
centrifugal advance and an im-
proper check of the setting. (Dis-
connect distributor vacuum line if
specified).

5. Use light flash to obse rve the po si-
tion of the timing mark in relation
to the timing pointer. Refer to
manufacturer's specifications.

Interpreting the results
If the timing mark aligns with the

pointer at specified speed, then the ignition
is properly timed.

If timing mark is not aligned with
pointer at idle according to manufacturer's
specifications, then the ignition is not
properly timed (Fig. 20). If the position
of the timing mark is not steady, this indi-
cates pitted or misaligned breaker points,
incorrect breaker point spring tension,
worn or loose breaker plate or worn dis-
tributor shaft or bushings.

CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
METHOD

FLYWHEEL METHOD
Fig, 20, The timing mark should be steady and aligned
with the pointer.

13. HOW IS DISTRIBUTOR ADVANCE TESTED ?

. .

After the initial taming has bean
properly adjusted, the neat step is to deter-

. mine whether the advance mechanisms are
functioning in a manner to provide proper
ignition timing at speed and load conditions
other than idle. This is extremely important
for both performance and economy.

By using the electronic distributor
tester, the exact degree of ignition advance
can be measured at almost any speed. If
the degree of advance is found to be within
the specified tolerances at the correct
engine speed, the advance mechanism is
operating properly.

.

With the vacuum line disconnected,
only the action of the mechanical advance
will be indicated.

As engine speed is increased, the dis-
tributor advance mechanism causes the plug
to fire earlier in the engine cycle. As a re-
sult, the timing mark moves away from the
pointer when viewed with a timing light.
Through the use of the electronic distrib-
utor tester, at a specified test speed, the
timing mark can be electronically realigned
with the timing pointer. When the timing
mark is aligned with the pointer, as shown
in Fig. 21, the meter will indicate the num-



ADVANCE TEST

PURR SEEN ME WITH
ADVANCE CONTROL IN
PROPER POSITION.

MARK SEEN ME WITH
SWITCH IN
TIMING POSITION

WITH ENGINE SPEED ABOVE IDLE

FAN PULLEY
OR FLYWHEEL

Fig. 21. The ignition adJance is read on the meter as the
mark and the painter are aligned electronically at specified
speeds.

ber of degrees the plug is firing ahead of the
initial ignition_timing.
Test distributor advance

1. Disconnectthe distributor vacuum

14. HOW LS SECONDARY

Excessive secondary circuit resist-
ance uses up energy which is needed to
maintain good ignition under all conditions.
This resistance severely reduces ignition
system reserve and, consequently, results
in poor performance under severe operat-
ing conditions.

Testing secondary resistance
1. To prevent the generator from

operating, disconnect the lead
from the field terminal.

2. With the tachometer connected,
start the engine and adjust the
speed to 1500 rpm.

3. Set volts4gnition tester switch to
SECONDARY RESISTANCE posi-
tion.

4. Place spark plug extensions on
Plugs.

5. Connect red tester lead to engine
ground, and black test lead to each
spark plug terminal in turn (Fig.
22).

6. Observe readings on 0-8 second-
ary scale.
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line, if the vehicle has one. With
the vacuum line disconnected, only
the action of the mechanical ad-
vance will be indicated. Most
tractors do not have a vacuum ad-
vance.

2. Adjust the engine to specified speed
or speeds.

3. With the strobe light directed at
the timing pointer, rotate the
tester advance control clockwise
until the timing mark appears in
its original position.

4. Note the degrees of advance on
teeter meter, and compare with
manufacturer's specifications.

Ini,entlic results
If the advance readings are within the

range at specified rprotthen the mechanical
advance is operating satisfactorily. If the
advance readings are not within range at
specified rpm, then a faulty mechanical
mechanism is indicated.

RESISTANCE TESTED?

Interpreting test results
Lower than specified readings (less

than 3) in all of the secondary circuits indi-
cates faults such as corroded coil lower
terminals, poorly connected or broken coil
wires, burned rotor tip or burned center
electrode in the distributor cap, hurled
points or other problems in the primary cir-
cuit, or an open secondary in the coil.

If justone or more readings are lower
than average for the make and type of cir-
cuit being tested, then broken or poorly
connected spark plug wires, burned or
corroded cap terminals, or gouged elec-
trodes inside the cap may be indicated.

When suppressiontype ignition cables
are used, the test readings will normally be
somewhat uneven with the lowest readings
on the longest cables. Although suppression
causes readings to be slightly lower, normal
suppression does not impair ignition.

The indication for a cross-fire is if
two or more readings are higher than
average. Cross-fire can be caused by
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fig. 22. Connect the tester in this manner to cheek

cracks or carbon tracks in the distributor
cap or by faulty insulation on adjacent.
spark plug cables.

If the meter reads off scale to the left
when the test is performed, reversed coil
polarity is indicated. Reversed coil
secondary polarity cgn be caused by coil
primary wires connected in reverse, the
wrong coil being used on thft vehicle, or
the battery being installe t in the vehicle

her SECONDARY
RESISTANCE TEST
Always graved RED
NM lest hod sp.
wordless of Malay
wood poky*.

secondary resistance.

backwards. With the coil's secondary
polarity reversed, it has been established
that much higher voltages are required to
fire the spark plugs, which for all practical
purposes means that the vehicle's ignition
reserve has been considerably reduced.

Following any repair or replacement,
the circuits should be retestedto make sure
they are now functioning as specified by the
vehicle manufacturer.

15. HOW El IGNITION OUTPUT TESTED?

Efficient, dependable ignition syitem
operation can be expected only whei suf-
ficient ignition output is available and the
:secondary insulation is in satisfbctory
condition. A defector malfunction anywhere
in the ignition system will result in lower
than normal ignition output.

Defective, cracked or deterioratedin-
sulation on any component or in any portion
of the ignition secondarycircuit may permit
the high voltage impulses from the coil to
leak off to ground and thus result in misfire
or an overall reduction in the engine's
operating efficiency.

Testing ignition output

1. To prevent the generator from
operating, disconnect the lead
from the field terminal.

2. Start the engine and adjust speed
to 1500 rpm using the tachometer
to be sure engine speed is correct.

3. Set volts-ignition tester to IGNI-
TION TEST position.

4. Connect tester leads to each pri-
mary terminal of the vehicle's
ignition coil (Fig..23).

5. Adjust ignition test calibratoruntll
meter reads on proper set line.

6. Using insulated pliers, remove one
spark plug wire from its plug, and
observe meter readings. For a
complete secondary insulation test,
note tester reading as each spark
plug wire is removed in turn.

Interpreting results
If the meter reads in GOOD band when

each plug wire is lifted off, then both the
ignition output and the secondary insulation
are satisfactory. If all readings are low,
or if ignition calibration cannot be adjusted
for the set line, this indicates high resist-
ance in primary circuit, defective distrib-
utor points, defective coil or condenser,
coil tower wire, rotor or distributor cap.

Low readings when only certain plug
wires are lifted off indicates defective in-



IGNITION OUTPUT & LEAKAGE TEST

GENERATOR
HELD

CONTROL
(Open Position)
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TA01061111111
MUST SI

COMICS
FOR THIS TEST

Fig. 23. To check ignitton output connect the volts-ignition tester leads to the coil primary terminals.

sulation on those wires, cracks or carbon
tracks in the distributor cap.

Errors may be introduced if coil is

16. WHAT OTHER TESTS CAN BE MADE

Testing charging voltage

The charging voltage. test provides a
good overall indication of the voltage
available to the vehicle's entire electrical
system. The voltage applied to the ignition
system is an important factor to be con-
sidered in cases of distributor point burn-
ing, and when abnormal operating life of
other electrical components is encountered.

In cases where abnormal charging
voltage readings are encountered, it is sug-
gested that each component in the charging
system be tested, using a volts-ampere
tester to determine exactly where the mal-
function lies within the charging system.

1. Set the volts-ignition tester switch
to 8 or 16 volt position, depending
on the vehicle voltage.

2. Connect the tester leads to the in-
sulated post of the battery and to
ground, observing polarity. If the
regulator is more accessible, then
connect the tester to the battery
post of the regulator unit and to
ground.

not at operating temperature, improper
engine speed or ignition test set line is
used, or distribitor point setting is not
within specified limits,

WITH THE VOLTS-IGNITION TESTER?

3. Connect the tachometer, if one is
not on the vehicle, and operate the
engine at a speed of 1500 to 2000
Wm.

4. Note the voltmeter reading after
the meter pointer stops climbing.

Internretingthe results
If the charging voltage is within

specified charging voltage range for a
vehicle being tested, this indicates the
charging system and voltage regulator are
operating satisfactorily.

If the charging voltage is below the
specified voltage range, this indicates a
defective generator, or generator drive,
defective or incorrectly adjusted voltage
regulator, or high resistance in the cir-
cuits.

If the charging voltage is above the
specified voltage range, this indicates a
defective or incorrectly adjusted voltage
regulator, high resistance in the regulator
ground circuit or defective field circuit.
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Testing battery cables
Defective or undersize battery Cables,

loose or corroded connections or excessive-
ly long cables can easily be the cause of
inefficient starting system operation, 'charg-
ing system operation, or malfunction in
many parts of the vehicle's electrical
system. Defective cables and/or connec-
tions result in excessive voltage loss
(voltage drop) during operation of the
cranking motor. The battery should be
fully charged and the starter amperage
must be within normal limits when conduct-
ing battery cable tests. If any doubt exists
concerning the condition of the battery or
the starting motor, these components should
be tested with a battery starter tester with
an adjustable it-kid resistance.

The first sten in these tests is to re-
move the wire from the center of the dis-
tributor and ground it with a jumper lead:
This lead from the secondary terminal
(tower) of the coil to ground will prevent the
engine from starting.

The inaBbig portion of a cranking
circuit may be tested in one operation or
each individual portion nay be tested sepa-
rately.

I. Set tester switch in the 8-volt
position.

2. Connect one voltmeter clip to the
center of the insulated battery post,
and the other to the input post of
starting motor, observing proper
polarity (Fig. 24). The meter will
at' Impt to read battery voltage
until the starter switch is closed.

3. Operate starting motor, and
observe voltmeter. Generally, on
most vehicles, the voltmeter read-
ing should not exceed 3/10 of a volt.
Refer to specifications if available.

The ground cable is tested in a similar
manner.

1. Set the tester switch to the 8-volt
position.

2. Connect one voltmeter clip to a
ground on the engine block, and the
other to center of the ground post
of the battery, observing proper
polarity.

3. Crank the engine while observing
the voltmeter. Generally the volt-
meter readings should not exceed
2/10 of a volt._

esel"...
olsse semi m ow im am mom mosiBSIrisaraia.

441.
.44._

Nir
100 .11.

NO*
GROUND IGNITION PRIMARY
AT DISTRISUTOR wolf JUMPS*
1,1040 TO PREVENT ENGINE
PROM STARTING

Fig. 24 Tester connections for insulated and ground battery cable test.



Interpreting the results
if the voltmeter readings are within

specified limits, this indicates cables,
connections, etc. , are in good condition.

If the voltmeter readings exceed the
specified limits, high resistance is indi-
cated in the cables, switch contacts, cable
connections, etc. When acessive readings
are obtained, retest each portion of the
circuit to determine the exact location of
the fault. Correct the fault by cleaning or
tightening the connections, replacing cables ,
or other necessary components and retest.

Testing battery leakage

Electrolyte, dirt, moisture, and
foreign material on the surface of the
battery cell covers usually results in a
continual battery discharge, because this
foreign material provides a path for battery
current to flow. Twelve-volt batteries are
more susceptible to energy loss of this
nature than 6-volt batteries 'due to higher
voltages involved.

1.. Set the tester switch to the 8-volt
position.

2. Connect the negative voltmeter
lead to the negative post of the
battery.

3. Move the positive voltmeter lead
around the surfaces of the battery,
being careful not to touch the cell
connecting straps or the positive
battery post.
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4. Observe the voltmeter for any
indications.

Results
Any deflection of the voltmeter indi-

cates an energy loss due to dirt, moisture,
or electrolyte on the surfaces of the
battery. When this condition exists, it is
recommended that the battery he removed
from the vehicle, thoroughly cleaned with a
solution of baking soda or ammonia and
water, and thoroughly dried before reinstall-
ation. It is also suggested that all dirt,
moisture, corrosion, etc. , be removed
from the battery carrier, as well as thor-
oughly cleaning the cable ccanections. For
dependable ope: A-ion, make sure that the
battery is in a full state of charge before
reinstalling it in the vehicle.

Testing ignition primary circuit resisvtnce

Excessive voltage loss (voltage drop)
in the ignition primary circuit between the
vehicle's batt_ ry and the ignitio.1 coil can
reduce the secondary output of the ignition
coil to the extent that hard starting and poor
performance can result. Remember that on
some vehicles, a special type of resistance
wire re built into the wiring harness to serve
the purpose of a separate ballast resistor.

1. Turn voltmeter selector switch to
the 8-volt position.

2. Connect voltmeter (Fig. 25) leads

BALLAST
RESISTOR

TO
STARTER

DIAGRAM SNOWS
NEGATIVE ND.

REVERSE LEADS FOR
POSMVE ORD.

Fig. 25. Connect test leads as shown for primary circuit resistance.
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as follows observing proper polar-
ity: Connect from 'A" to '13" for
coils equipped with an external
ballast resistor. Connect from
"A" to 'C" for coils not equipped
with an external nallast resistor.

3. Use jumper lead to ground primary
terminal of distributor as shown in
Fig. 25, Grounding the distrib-
utor primary terminal with the
jumper lead makes it unnecessary
to spot the engine so the breaker
points are closed and also elimi-
nates the possibility of false test
readings dae to reduced current
caused by defective points, wiring,
and coinections to the distributor.

4. Be sure all lights and accessories
are turned off.

5. Turn ignition switch "on" and ob-
serve voltmeter. Voltmeter
should not read more than .5 volts.

6. Test ignition switch by turning it
'WV and 'bn" several times. Volt-
meter should read the same each
time the switch is turned on.

7. Test all wires fortight connections.
Move them about and note any
change in meter rearing.

Interpreting the results
If the voltmeter reading is within the

specified limits, this indicates that con-

PRIMARY WIRING INSULATION TEST

nections, wiring, switch contacts, etc. , are
in satisfPttory condition.

If the meter readings exceed the speci-
fied maximum, this indicates loose or
::.i.rroded connections, undersized or faulty

ing, damaged or worn ignition switch
cantacts, etc.

If the voltmeter readings exceed the
specified maximum, isolate the point of
high resistance by placing the test leads
across each connection and wire in turn.
The reading across a connection should be
zero. The reading across any one wire
should be proportionate to its length as
compared to the length and allowable
voltage drop of the entire circuit.

Testing ignitt..n wiring insulation

The test of primary wiring insulation,
using a voltrnetAr, can detect leakage in the
insulation to: ay tall to be located with a test
ammeter.

I. Disconnect the ground battery
cable from the battery post.

2. Turn off all switches, close all
doors on automobiles, trucks,
etc. , to prevent operation of the
courtesy lights. Disconnect the
under-hood light if used.

3. Turn tenter selector switch to
position corresponding to the
system voltage of the vehicle.

Fig. 25. Tester connections for primary wiring insulation test.



4. U vehicle is equipped with an
electric *lock, touch the battery
cable to battery post just prior to
conducting the test to rewind the
clock.

5. Connect the voltmeter in the cir-

cuit, one lead to the battery cable
and one lead to battery post as
shown in Fig. 26.

6. Note voltmeter reading.

Interpreting the results

U the voltmeter reads zero, this indi-
cates that the insulation in the vehicle's

electrical primary circuits is normal, awl
no leakage exists.

(27)

If the voltmeter reads above zero, .
this indicates an insulation leakage exists
in one or more of the vehicle's primary
electrical circuits. To locate a leakage or
short in the primarywiring circuits, remove
thebattery wire from each of the components
in the order in which they are listed. Retest
the primary circuit for leaks after discon-
necting each item.

Condensers may be located on the
light switch, the regulator battery terminal,
generator armature terminal, etc.
Stop light switch
Courtesy light switch
Horn relay and wire
Starter switch
Overdrive relay
Light switch

Ignition switch
Regale'
Spotligh, ,switch
Heater switch
Condensers
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AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT--PRINCIPLES THAT AFFECT PRODUCTION

1. What Are Some Resources and Products of Agricultural Businesses?
2. How Do the Principles of Diminishing Returns, Equimarginal Returns, and Opportunity

Cost Apply to Agricultural Businesses?

3. What Is the Concept of Fixed and Variable Costs?
4. What Is Meant by Resource Substitution and Product Substitution?

5. Shall We Specialize or Diversify in Production?

This subject matter unit discusses some
of the economic principles that can be applied
to agricultural business management. The
examples given will include nonfarm agri-
cultural businesses, such as those that supply
farmers with feed, fertilizer, and machinery.
However, usually the first example will be
from farming so as to relate the material to
that field. k is usually important that persons
working in nonfarm agricultural businesses
also have ad understanding of farm manage-
ment.

There are four major areas to which the
nonfarm agricultural businesses manager will
need to give attention -- production management,
marketing management, financial management,
and personnel management. This publication
will discuss the principles as they apply to
production management.

In order to get a better understanding of
the principles, first look at resources and
products as they apply to agricultural busi-
nesses. Then you will have a background to
use in studying the principles.

1. WHAT ARE SOME RESOURCES AND PRCDUCTS OF AGRICULTURAL BUSINESSES?

An understanding of the meaning of "re-
sources" and "products" is essential before
studying much about economic principles.
These terms have very definite meanings
regarding their use in business management
and economics. You should learn thoroughly
the distinction between the two terms.

Resources and products
What are resources and products? A

resource is an item used in the production
of a product. The product results when sev-
eral resources are combined in production.
The necessary resources include land, labor,
capital, and management.

Something that is a product at one time
may become a resource at another. In corn
production, the nitrogen fertilizer is a re-
source and the corn is the resulting product.
Then when the corn is fed to hogs, the corn
becomes a resource and pork is the product.

Another example would be the resources
and products of a feed manufacturing plant.

Some of the resources are corn, oats, soy-
bean meal, vitamin mix, antibiotics, miner-
als, labor, machinery, and management.
The products might be hog supplement, dairy
supplement, and poultry supplement for use
by farmers. When used by the farmers in
feeding livestock, these items become re-
sources.

Resources . fertilizer plant may be
ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, super-
phosphate, triple superphosphate, and muriate
of potash. Products might be 12-12-12 ferti-
lizer, 0-2 0-2 0 fertilizer, and ammonium
nitrate handled for resale. When these items
are later used by farmers, they become re-
sources used in crop production.
Classification of resources

A brief discussion of the four major re-
sources used in production is necessary for
a background for discussing the principles.
It will also help you to see just what resources
are used in farming and in nonfarm agricultural
businesses.

VAS 2040
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pany or a steamship line differ from those

differ considerably. You can readily see how
the capital items needed by a railroad com-

kinds of feed, large specialized machinery,

degrees of environmental control. Put your-

businesses that produce and sell these items
to farmers will need fertilizer mixing facil-

machine tools for manufacturing machinery,
trucks for providing services to farmers,

needed on a farm. Although the differences
may not be quite as extreme as compared to
farming, the capital items for feed manu-
facturing, fertilizer mixing, and selling and
servicing of machinery also differ from those
needed on the farm.

ing. New technology has increased the amount
and kinds. Examples include such items as
fertilizer and other chemicals, improved

and specialized building' providing various

self on the other side of the picture. The

and tools for manufacturing parts of buildings.

Capital is often described as stored wealth.
In order to have capital, saving is necessary.
Thus, capital results from land, labor, and
management producing a surplus above present
requirements for living. The accumulation of
capital is a prime requisite for all businesses
that wish to grow.

Labor is mainly physical energy used in

ities, feed grinding and mixing facilities,

production. It is distinguished from manage-
ment, or mental energy of the kind used in
decision making. In farming, labor is per-

The actual kinds of buildings, equipment,
and other capital used in a given business may

Many forms of capital are used in farm-

Land includes all wealth that occurs in
nature and is used in production. It was
created without the use of human labor and
includes soil, native trees, wild animals,
and minerals. In a broad sense, sunshine
and air might be classed as land. However,
they are not land in the strict sense of the
word because they do not satisfy all of the
criteria of wealthscarce, useful, material,
and transferable.

The value of many natural resources is
increased when labor and capital are applied
to them. For example, the productivity of
land can usually be increased by fertilization,
drainage, and pezbaps the use of conservation
practices. Sometimes land merely furnishes
a site upon which to locate a factory. Farming
usually utilizes large amounts of land directly
In production, while nonfarm businesses usually
require a relatively small amount of land.
The value of the land is affected both by lo-
cation and soil producti.rity. For nonfarm
uses, location is likely to be the more im-
portant of the two.

Capital is wealth used in production but
differs from land in that it is man-made rather
than found in nature. Any satisfaction that
occurs through the use of capital goods is
purely coincidental; that is, capital goods
are produced for the purpose of being used in
further production, not to satisfy the user
directly. A tractor operator may get some
satisfaction from driving the machine and a
factory worker from using a drill press, but
those are not the reasons why these machines
were manufactured.

VAS 2040
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formed by the operator, other members of
the family, and hired labor. In other busin-
esses, some labor may be performed by the
managers but most of it will be supplied by
hired workers.

The farmer, as well as the nonfarm bus-
iness manager, should keep in mind that con-
siderable differences will exist among the
various workers that are available. Some
will be well-trained for specialized jobs,
while others presently can do only manual
labor. The productivity of labor is important
in all businesses. Productivity is determined
in part by the amount of mechanical equipment;
some additional items are the skill of the
workers and their initiative, creativeness,
and willingness to work.

Nonfarm businesses are affected more
by government regulations regarding labor
than is true for farmers. Regulations some-
times apply in regard to wages, hours, and
working conditions. Also, workers may be
members of labor unions whose agents repre-
sent them in negotiating with the firm's man-
agement on wages, working conditions, ano
other benefits.

Management is concerned with decision
making regarding the organization and oper-

NEWQive.
ation of a business to provide highest 'et in-
come, consistent with other objectives. Man-
agement is involved in planning, directing,
and controlling the organization and opera-
tion of a business.

A farmer usually furnishes most of the
management in his business, though pro-
fessional farm managers and landlords also
provide this resource. While labor and man-
agement are often performed by the same
man in farming, these resources are separ-
ated in many industries. Just tts labor is paid a
wage, persons working in management receive
a wage, or they may receive a share of the
profits. Differences in the success of many
businesses can often be traced to differences
in management.

2. HOW DO THE PRINCIPLES OF DIMINISHING RETURNS, EQUIMARGINAL RETURNS,
AND OPPORTUNITY COST APPLY TO AGRICULTURAL BUSINESSES?

Economic principles have been worked out
to provide short-cuts in decision making. They
are intended to serve as guides and will usually
be concerned with maximizing gross or net
income or with minimizing costs. We usually
assume that a certain set of conditions will
prevail during the time period studied. Yields,
prices, and product per unit of input are usually
assumed to remain constant in an elementary
study of principles. We also usually assume
that the manager wishes to maximize income
or minimize costs. By making these assump-
tions and holding them constant, you are in a
better position to study the principles, just
as you would hold a number of factors constant
in a chemistry or physics experiment.

When you have applied principles to a
4.) given situation and studied the consequences

of different actions, you still need to use

judgment in regard to applying the results.
For example, you may not be able to accurately
predict yields and prices and may want to
take this into account before taking action.
In the second place, Maximizing net earnings
may not be the only consideration. In the
short run, the creation of good will may be
more important so that net earnings can be
maximized in the long run. Of course, bus-
iness managers may also get satisfaction from
providing desirable services to society; on
the other hand , earnings must be favorable
or the business will go out of existence. The
principles discussed here should be very
helpful toward suggesting the kind of action
to take to provide favorable earnings.

In this section three principles will be
discussed. The assumption will be that one
resource, or set of resources, varies and
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the others stay the same. The principles to be
covered are diminishing returns , equimar-
ginal returns, and opportunity cost.
Diminishing returns

This principle is concerned with the' use
of varying amounts of one resource, added to
fixed resources in producing a product. The
principle can be said" to be "economic" only
when a dollar value is placed on the variable
resource and the product. Consider first the
law of diminishing physical output, which de-
pends on biological, or engineering data rather
than on economic data. This law was "bor-
rowed" by economists and managers from
other professional persons.

The law of diminishing output states that,

Bushels
of corn *4--

60

30

10
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as a variable resource is added to fixed re-
sources, marginal output declines immediately
or after an initial stage of increasing marginal
returns. Total output may increase at.an in-
creasing rate for a time but then increases at
a decreasing rate until it reaches a maximum;
after that, additional units of resources result
in a decrease in output (see Fig. 1).

The law of diminishing physical output
can be illustrated in many ways, but here are
two examples in farming. First, consider the
response of corn to nitrogen fertilizer. A
seed-corn company reported results from
applying five different rates of nitrogen ferti-
lizer to fifth-year corn at the same plant;ng
rate. The approximate results were r- fol-
lows:

S.

Stage 11

Morginolf
product

4

Adjusted
total product

Adjusted
oysters
product

Units of fertiliser

rig. 1. Stages of diminishing physical output.
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Pounds of Yield
nitrogen of corn
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Additional corn
from 50 lb. N

20 117 MOM!

70 149 32
120 156 7
170 159 3
220 161 2

Notice that the yield of corn increased
with each application. However, the yield
increases became less from each additional
50-pound increment of nitrogen. If another
50 pounds of nitrogen above 220 pounds would
be used, you would probably get no additional
corn and maybe even less.

Another example would be feed as the
variable resource and pork as the product.
You have probably heard that an animal re-
quires more feed per unit of gain as it gets
heavier. Several years ago, the University
of Illinois provided the following data to help
farmers decide when to sell hogs. We derived
the third column from the second.

Weight Feed required
of for 50 pounds
(pounds) of gain

(pounds)

Gain from 50
pounds of addi-
tional feed

(pounds)

75-124 167 15
125-174 190 13
175-224 206 12
225-274 223 11
275-324 252 10

These figures show that 50 pounds of feed
produced 15 pounds of gain when the hogs
weighed 75-124 pounds. However, as the
weight increased, the gain dropped to 13
pounds, then to 12, 11, and finally to I.O.
From these data, then, hogs apparently gain
only about two-thirds as much on a given
amount of feed when they weigh 300 pounds as
when they weigh 100 pounds. Above 225
pounds, there is more of a possibility that
the added returns may not cover the added
feed cost.

The examples cited show that the added
product per additional unit of variable resource
diminishes as more units of the variable re-
source are added. Results were similar forO the product, corn, in relation to the fertilizer
resource and for the product, pork, in rela-
tion to the feed resource.

(5;

Now let us take a lock at an example from
a nonfarm business. Say that you have a
small feed processing plant and cannot enlarge
it in the near future. Also, you have a given
set of machinery which you will need to keep
for several more years. You want to add more
of the labor resource so as to increase output.
At the present time, three men are employed
directly in the feed processing work. This is
not enough for capacity use of the equipment
during an eight-hour work day.

You add a fourth man and have almost
reached the capacity of the equipment. How-
ever, production does not go up proportionately;
it may increase by only 20 percent. There are
certain jobs connected with getting the equip-
ment into operation and certain stops neces-
sary regardless of the number of workers.
Thus, the output of the fourth man's labor is
less than that of the third man's labor.

You decide to add a fifth man to increase
output further. By this time, the capacity
of the equipment has been reached and only a
ten percent increase in output occurs. A
sixth man is able to change off with other
workers and thereby increases output slightly.
The use of a seventh worker would result
in a still smaller increase in production.
Perhaps we would have a pattern something
like the following in going from 3 to 7 workers
on a single shift:

Number of Daily output
workers of feed

(tons)

Additional Average,
output per man

(tons) (tons)

3 50 Mil=o 16.7
4 60 10 15.0
5 66 6 13.2
6 68 2 11.3
7 69 1 9.9

The figures used in the above example
are hypothetical, but they illustrate the gen-
eral pattern that might be expected by varying
the labor resource but leaving the plant and
equipment the same. Of course, the feed
ingredients going into the finished product
would also need to be increased, but the il-
lustration does indicate diminishing returns
to the labor resource in a nonfarm business.

Notice that these relationships apply with-
out reference to the price of the resource or
of the product. That is why the law is a physi-
cal law--the law of diminishing physical out-
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put. Without knowing the price, the farmer
or manager does not know how much of a re-
source to use except within a broad range.
This range can be shown by a hypothetical
example in which the amounts of nitrogen are
varied in corn production. The data are shown
in Table 1.

The data from Table 1 are plotted in
Fig. 1.. The term "total product" may be used
to refer to the total yield of corn. Marginal
product refers to the additional yield obtained
by adding an additional unit of fertilizer. Sub-
tract the 60 bushels of corn obtained with no
fertilizer from the total yield to find the ad-
justed total product. Then by dividing this
adjusted total product by the number of units of
fertilizer, you get an adjusted average product
per unit of fertilizer.

P4. 1 is divided into three parts or stages.
Stage I starts at the origin and goes to the
point where the marginal product crosses the
average product at the peak of the average
product. If the farmer or manager knows the
probable results and wants to maximize his net
returns or minimize his losses, he will not
operate within this stage. He knows that he
should increase production at least to the end
of Stage I because each successive unit of in-

put would result in a greater average product
per unit of fertilizer than the one before. If it
is profitable to apply the first unit of nitrogen,
then, as shown in the table, it would be even
more profitable to apply the second.

Stage III is that part on the right of the
peak of the total product, or the point where
the marginal product is zero. No one wants
to operate in Stage III because more total
product could be produced by using less of the
variable resource.

Eliminating Stages I and III leaves Stage
II as the decision-making area. You know
that the point of greatest net returns or least
loss will occur in this stage. You do not
know the most profitable point of operation
in Stage II unless you also know the prices
of the resource and the product. Before going
further, you should make some observations
about the relationships between total product,
average product, and marginal product. Check
back to Fig. 1 to see that these relationships
exist.

1. The average product increases as long
as the marginal product is above it.

2. The marginal product crosses the
average product at the peak of the average
product.

Table 1. Yields of Corn From Varying Amounts of Nitrogen Fertilizer

20-lb.
unit

Pounds of
nitrogen

Corn
yield

Marginal
product

Adjusted 1/total product
Adjusted 2/average _product

(bu.) (bu.) .(bu. ) (xt.)

0 0 60 0 0
1 20 70 10 10 10.0
2 40 83 13 23 11.5
3 60 98 15 38 12.7
4 80 111 13 51 12.6
5 100 122 11 62 12.4
6 120 131 71 11.8
7 140 138 7 78 11.1
8 160 143 5 83 10.4
9 180 146 3 86 9.6

10 200 147 1 87 8.7
11 220 147 87 7.9
12 240 146 -1 86 7.2

I/ Calculated by subtracting 60 bushels (yield with no fertilizer).
2/ Adjusted total product divided by the units of fertilizer.
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3. When the average product is falling,
the marginal product is below it.

4. The marginal product is at zero when
the total product is at its peak.

A study of these relatio:.--ships will help
you to better understand diminishing physical
output. Also, it will help you to determine
into which stage--I, II, or certain situ-
ation would fall.

Special cases exist where you might want
to operate at one extreme or the other in
Stage IL If the variable input would be free,
you would want to operate at the peak of the
total product. For example, rainwater is
free and you hope to get the amounts of rain
that will give the highest yield. If the variable
input is very scarce, you might want to oper-
ate at the left -hand boundary of Stage H. For
example, a seed producer with very small
amount of seed of a new variety may want to
seed it thin enough to get highest production
per bushel of seed (using more acres) rather
than to get highest profit per acre on a smaller
number of acres.

To find just where to operate in Stage II,
consider the law of diminishing economic
returns. To do so, you will need to assign a
value to the prices of the input and the product.

(7)

In our example of fertilizer in corn produc-
tion, the price of corn is $1 per bushel and
fertilizer $2 a unit.

The cost of an additional unit of input is
called "marginal cost." Thus, the marginal
cost of fertilizer, as used in this illustration,
is $2. Net returns will be the highest, or
losses the lowest, where the marginal cost
is equal to the marginal return. Keep adding
variable units (fertilizer here) as long as
the marginal return is above the marginal
cost. When it equals the marginal cost, the
last two units will show equal net returns.
However, at this point you have gone as far
as you can in getting highest possible net in-
come. The data for such a situation regarding
fertilizer use are ehown in Table 2.

Notice that the point of highest net return
in Table 2 is at the ninth unit where the mar-
ginal returnof $3 is about equal to the marginal
cost of $2 but still above it. You do not get as
high a net return ($68 per acre) if you apply
less fertilizer or if you apply more. If you
assume that these units are not divisible, you
do not find a point where the marginal cost
is exactly equal to the marginal return. The
ninth unit is as far as you can go because, if
you go further, the marginal cost will be
greater than the marginal return.

Table 2. Returns from Varying Amounts of Fertilizer per Acre of Corn

20-1b.
units of

fertilizer
'1 otal
yield

Marginal
product

Marginal
return at

$1 per bu.

Value of
crop at

$1 per bu.

Total cost
at $2 per
unit/

Net return
per acre

(bushels)

0 60 alb $60 $60 $ 0
1 70 10 $10-b/ 70 62 8
2 83 13 13 83 64 19
3 98 15 15 98 66 32
4 111 13 13 111 68 43
5 122 11 11 122 70 52
6 131 9 9 131 72 59
7 138 7 7 138 74 64
8 143 5 5 143 76 67
9 146 3 3 146 78 68

10 147 1 1 147 80 67
11 147 0 0 147 82 65
12 146 -1 -1 146 84 62

a/ Plus $60 per acre for fixed costs (all costs besides fertilizer in this example).
b/ Keep going down this column to find out where the marginal return is equal to

the marginal cost of $2 or just above it.
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You should not add the tenth unit, as the
marginal return for that unit is only $1 com-
pared with the marginal cost of $2. A corn
price of at least $2 per bushel would be nec-
essary bafore the tenth unit should be added.
Of course, the eleventh or twelfth units would
never be added profitably in the situation shown
here.

You could have found the point of highest
net return without looking for the point where
marginal cost is equal to marginal return.
However, this optimum point can be found
much faster by the method shown, than by
c-7.culatIng the income for each of the ferti-
lizer units.

The figure of $60 fixed costs per acre
includes a charge for everything except ferti-
liter. In this example, you have this cost no
matter what you produce or he much nitrogen
is applied.

When anticipating a poor crop season, you
may not want to go this far in applying ferti-
lizer. You may want to stop somewhat short
of the point that would represent the optimum
in an average year. You may also stop short
of such a point if you have limited funds and
a more profitable place to put your money.
Notice, however, that in going from the 7th
to the 8th unit, the returns would increase
$5 for $2 spent on extra fertilizer. This is
$3 above the cost of the fertilizer or a return
of 150 percent on the additional investment.

Now let us look at a hypothetical example
of diminishing returns for a feed business.
We will start with the same example of labor
in a feed mill that was used earlier in illus-
trating diminishing physical output. We will
assume that feed is worth $20 per ton above
the cost of the ingredients and labor costs

$25 per worker per day. The results are
shown in Table 3.

By placing a value on labor and its re-
sulting product, you can find the point of op-
er 44 1 where profit is highest or loss is the
log .. Payment of wages of $25 must result
in Licreased returns of at least that amount.
However, if you stop short of the point where
the marginal return is equal to the marginal
cost, you do not obtain the highest profit. Six
workers represent the most profitable point of
operation in Table 3. At that point, marginal
return of $40 is still above the marginal cost
of $25. However, you cannot add another
man because it would cost $25 to get a return
of $20. If you hire only five men, you lose
the chance to spend another $25 to get $40.

The feed-mill operator may stop short of
the point that would normally represent the
highest profit for the same general reasons
that the farmer may stop adding fertilizer.
One is risk and another is the possibility of
higher returns from some other use of the
money. There may ii.". a risk that the feed
cannot all be sold at the price needed to give
the returns that were indicated. Also, the
manager of the feed mill may feel that other
uses for money pay a higher return than hi -ing
all six men.

Equimarginal returns

You have considered how much of a vari-
able resource to use, with remaining re-
sources fixed, in order to get highest net re-
turns. The best point at which to operate is
the point where the marginal ret..rn is equal
to or just above the marginal cost. However,
a farmer or other agricultural businessman
may not have sufficient capital to operate at

Table 3. Hypothetical Production, Marginal Output, Returns, and Costs from Adding
Labor in a Feed Mill

Number of Daily out: .t. Marginal Value of
workers of feed output feed above

(tons) (tons) ingredient cost
Marginal
returns

Marginal
cost

3 50 .M, $1,000 ill 00 OP $25
4 60 10 1,200 $200 25
5 66 6 1,320 120 25
6 68 2 1,360 40 25
7 69 1 1,380 20 25
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this point for all parts of his business. A
fume: may not have enough capital for using
the most profitable amount of fertilizer, the
most profitable amount of feed, and the most
profitable amount of machinery. The question
then is: How much of the variable resource,
such as capita!, should be used when the
amount of the resource is limited and there
are sever0 ways that you can use it.

The principle of equimarginal returns
says to allocate a resource among several
alternative sees in such a way that the mar-
Onal returns ars...sual in all its uses. For
an example, "se a $1,600 investment in ferti-
lizer in three different fields of corn. The
returns from the investment are shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Returns From Investing, in Fertiliier on Three Fieldsan
Fertilizer per acre

Bushels of corn Der field
Field A
klIA.1

Field B
NO A cl

Field C
NO A.)

0 60 70 80
$ 4 82

a 90 95 102
102 106 111

16 112 116 119
20 120 124 126
24 125 128 131
20 128 130 134
33 130 129 134

How should you invest the $1., 600 to get
the highest return? According to the principle
of equimarginal returns you should invest in
fertilizer in such a way so that its marginal
returns from different uses tend io be equ-d.
First, you must find what the marginal re-
turns are. Do this by finding the difference
in returns, as compared with the amount just
before the investment was made. In Table 5
$1 a bud:el was used for corn to calculate thf
marginal return.

Table 5. Iburginsi Returns Erma Investing in Milliner on
Three Fields

Units of fertilizer
faer acre)

,higettt- .'inveignent ter
441id A
HO A.

Field B FieldC-
010 Awl

First 44 unit 5151 $13' 81
&mod $4 mit 1S 21 12-Y-
Third $4 unit 12.a 111 9
Fourth $4 unit 101 10i 8
Fifth $4 unit 8 8 7
Slr.th 84 unit 5 4 5
Seventh 04 unit 3 2 3
Rigida $4 mit 2 0

Rotor. s from in-
vesting eight alma
on same field

$70 x 40A,
n $2,906

$61 x 49A.
$2.440

$54 it 40 A.
= $2,100

(9)

The figures in Table 5 are for 40 acres
of land in each case, but the results would be
the same for individual acres. The amount
needed for a 40-acre field will be $11/4... if
$1,600 of fertilizer are available, you would
have enough fertilizer for 10 units, each of
which covers 40 acres.

Where should the 10 units be invested?
To achieve equimarginal returns, invest the
first unit on corn in Field A, and get $15
return for $4 spent. The second unit should
also be used on Field A because another $15
will be received for $4 spent. The third unit
should be used on Field B because $13 will be
returned fov each $4 spent. The fourth, fifth,
and sixth units can go cn Fields A, B, and C
to return $12 for $4 spent. Each time the
investment is being put where the marginal
returns are 'highest, and would tend to equal-
ize them for all uses of the f llizer. When
all 10 units have been used up, it means that
4 units ($160 per acre) have been spent on
Field A, 4 or. Field B, and 2 on Field C. In
this way a limited amount of money and ferti
lizer has been used where it will give the
highest possible returns.

The re erns of the 4 units added to Field A
($52 per acre x 40 acres) would be $2,080.
Returns on Field B from the 4 units would be
$46 per acre x 10 acres or $1,840, and the
2 units on Field C would add $22 x 40 acres
= $880. Adding these figures together, $2,080
+ 1,840 + 880, gives a total of $4,800 returns
from $1,600 of fertilizer. This is the highest
possible income you can get from the situation
shown.

Find the difference in income if you had
put fertilizer on Field A to the limit shown
in the table and then put the remainder of the
10 units on Field B. You would have 8 units
to invest on Field A and 2 units on Field B.
Mt 3 units on Field A would return $70 x 40
acres = $2 800. The two units or: Field B
would return $25 x 40 acres = $1, 000. Thus,
returns would be 43,800 from $1,600 worth
of fertilizer, as compared to $4,800 by investing
according to the principle of equimarginal
returns.

Of course, it should be pointed out that
you would lose money on the last unit invested
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at any time when the marginal returns were
less than the marginal cost. Thus, you should
not invest the last two units for fertilizer on
any of the tin ee fi3lds. Neither Fhould you
invest the sixth unit on Field B because the
$4 return from $4 of cost would allow nothing
for interest on investment.

As an illustration of the principle of equi-
marginal returns for an off -farm agricultural
business, consider a machinery dealer, who
is willing to spend money to expand his busi-
ness. He considers investing $100,000 in
hiring more men for service and sales work
and in enlarging and improving the shop. The
anticipated returns for $10,000 units of invest-
ment are shown in Table 6. How should he in-
vest the $100,000?

Table G. Hypothetical Returns From Investing $10,000 units in a
Machinery Business

.==

Cans of invratment
Returns from Investment

More Shop More
service men improvements salesmen

First $10,000 unit
Second $10, 300 rift
Third $10,000 unit
Founn $10.6.0 unit
Fifth $10,000 unit
Sixth $10,000 unit
Seventh $10,000 rnit
Eighth $10,000 =it

8$14,0007
13.600;
13,000i
12.4011-
11.600
11,00
10,400
9,800

$16,0001
I5,604
15,000
14,0005
13, 00
11,500
10,000
9,000

4$15,0001,
12, 000=-'
10,500
9,600
8.800
b, 000
7,200
6.600

The first $10,000 should go to shop im-
provements, for here the return is highest,
$16, 000. This is also the place for the second
$i0, 000 unit ($15,600 of returns) and third
($15, 000 of returns). The fourth unit can go
toward more salesmen for the same return
as the third unit for shop improvements. The
sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth units bring
in highest returns when invested in hiring more
service men, and the highest return for the
tenth unit is for more salesmen.

From the situation given in Table 6, you
can see that the highest possie returns from
$100,000 would be obtained when $40,000 is
invested in hiring more service men, another
340,000 in shop improvements and $20,000 in
hiring more salesmen. Even if this dealez
could get all of the money be wanted for addi-
tional investment, he could not afford to invest
more than seven $10,000 units in hiring service
men, 6 in shop improvements, and 3 in hiring
more salesmen.

This indicates how to allocate investments
so as to obtain equimarginal returns. By
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doing so, you have obtained the highest incume
under a given set of conditions.

Opportunity cost

The principle of opportunity cost tells you
that the cost of using a resource in one way
is the return that would be obtained from using
it in its most profitable alternative use.

Such a cost is not deductible on income
tax report% but nonetheless is very important
in mal.ing decisions in regard to highest net
returns. If you grow oats on a 40-acre field,
you cannot grow corn there; if you work on
the far-a, you cannot work in town; and if you
invest money in machinery, you do not have !t
available for investing in fertilizer.

A few specific examples should help you
understand this principle. 7o find the oppor-
tunity cost of using land for producing oats,
assume that you can get a net return of $50 an
acre from using it in corn production, $45 from
soybeans, and $35 from wheat. The opportunit,
cost of using the land for oat production is $50
an acre.

The opportunity cost of labor used for
constructing an item of hog equipment is $3.00
an hour if the labor return would be $3.00 au
hour in preparing land for wheat or $2.00 an
hour in a part-time selling activity. However,
the opportunity cost would be zero if Vie hog
equipment would be built when Were would be
no other use for the labor.

As another example, suppose you have a
choice of investing money in fertilizer or in
machinery. You estimate that you can get
$3,000 in returns from $2,000 invested in
fertilizer. The opportunity cost of spending
$2,000 for machinery would be the $3,000
you could get from using the money for ferti-
lizer.

This principle has many applications and
is very important in deciding where to invest
capital for greatest returns. It can be used
along with the principle of equimarginal re-
turns in making such decisions. Let us see
how this principle can be applied to the data
shown in Table 6. What is the opportunity
cost of investing the first $10,000 in shop
improvements? The opportunity cost is
$15,000 because that is the return that would
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have been made in the next best use hiring
more salasmen. What Is the opportunity cost
of investing the ninth unit in hiring more serv-
ice men? The answer is the $12,000 of returns
from investing the unit in its next most profit-
able use.

Try to think of other examples of the
principle of opportunity cost. Many others
could be given. We charge for our labor in
productive enterprises of our farming pro-
grams t.ecause the labor could have been
used elsewhere to bring in a return. We
also charge interest on the investment because
the money could be weed elsewhere, and it
would bring in a return. An off-farm agri-
cultural businessman may be selling ferti-
lizer, feed, and equipment. The opportinity

cost of labor and capital put into equipment is
the return that could have been obtained from
using these resources for feed or fertilizer,
whichever would have been the most profitable
alternative use.

What is the opportunity cost of going out
for basketball when in high school? The cost
is the return from using your labor in chore
work at home at that time. What is the op-
portunity cost of doing chore work at home ?
The cost is the satisfaction you would get from
going out for basketball, or it may be the re-
turn that you would get from using :hat time
for study. Thus, you can look at the principle
of opportuaity cost from a business view or
from a personal view.

3. WHAT IS THE CONCEPT OF FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS?

This concept is very important in farming,
as well as in other businesses. It can help
you plan production for the future or analyze
past results.
Definition

Fixed costs, sometimes called overhead
costs, are the costs that do not change when
dioduction changes. They go on just the same
whether you produce anything or not. Depreci-
ation, interest, and taxes are costs that are
usually fixed.

Since the fixed costs for the year remain
the same, the fixed costs per unit of pro-
duction decrease as more units are produced.
Let us say Mat the fixed costs of producing
corn on 100 acres of land are $4,000. This
will include a charge for interest and taxes
on the land plus depreciation on the minimum
amount of equ!....lent plus the minimum amount
of labor to rt corn production from the tract
of land. The fixed costs for the year, re-
gardless of the amount of production, are
Illustrated in Fig. 2.

The fixed costs per bushel are illus-
trated in Fig. 3.

Remember, that this production is on a
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Fig, 2. Diagram illustrating annual fixed costs of pro-
ducing corn.
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Fig. 3, Fixed costs per bushel of corn on Fig. 2,
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fixed amount of land, 100 acres. In an extreme
drouth year, this land might produce only 20
bushels of corn per acre. The 2,000 bushels
of corn from the 100-acre tract would then
have a fixed cost of $2.00 per bushel. At
8,000 bushels, the fixed cost would drop to 50
cents per bushel and at 14,000 bushels, it would
drop to 29 cents.

Variable or operating costs, on the other
hand, do change with production. The total
annual operating cost will increase with each
increase in production, but the increases per
unit are often quite similar. However, the
variable costs per unit sometimes go up con-
siderably if more and more units are pro-
du cad.

Examples of variable costs are fertilizer,
fuel, seed, and hired labor. Sometimes it
is difficult to determine whether a cost is
fixed or variable. Machinery repairs usually
vary with production, indicating the char-
acteristic of a variable cost. However, ma-
chines may rust with age, and that aspect il-
lustrates a fixed cost characteristic. That
portion of a farmer's labor committed to farm
work is a fixed cost, but his labor tends to be
a variable cost item if he is willing and able to
get part time work off the farm.

Detailed illustration of fixed and variable costs

The discussion that follows will be on the
fixed and variable costs of producing 100 acres
of corn. Assume that the fixed costs amount
to $4,000 per year, as shown in a previous
example, and that they include such things as

VAS 2040
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interest and taxes on land, and labor and
fixed costs of machinery for the minimum pro-
duction shown. The variable costs will include
added labor and machinery costs, as well as
fertilizer, for getting higher production. We
will think of these variable costs in terms of
costs per bushel of corn produced, rather
tLan costs per unit of input used as was done
in Section 2. These costs are shown in Table 7.

If you assign a price of $1.10 per bushel
to corn, the 12,000-bushel level of production
will be the most profitable point of operation.
We can determine this by inspecting the mar-
ginal cost column. At the 12,000-bushel
level, the marginal cost is 75 cents, still
below but nearest to the $1.10 price of corn,
which is the marginal revenue In this illus-
tration.

The data from Table 7 have been plotted
in Fig. 4. Fixed cost declines throughout
the range of production. Variable cost de-
clines first and then increases. Total cost
is a combination of fixed and variable costs;
it decreases first and finally increases. Mar-
ginal cost first decreases gradually, then
increases gradually, and finally increases
sharply. The most profitable point of oper-
ation is where the marginal cost is equal to
the price of corn or marginal revenue. Fig.
4 treats the inputs and outputs as being di-
visible; the point where marginal cost equals
marginal revenue appears to be at about 13,500
bushels. The point of lowest total cost per
bushel may not be the most profitable point
at which to operate. The point of lowest cost

Table 7. Examples of Fixed, Variable, and Marginal Costs in
Producing Corn

Total
Total variable

production costs fixed-1/
(bushels)

Costs per bushel
-57--

Variable Total Marginal--

2,000 $1,500 $2.00 $.75 $2.75 $ .75
4,000 2,500 1.00 .62 1.62 .50
6,000 3,200 .67 .53 1.20 .35
8,000 3,900 .50 .49 .99 .35

10,000 4,800 .40 .48 .88 .45
12,000 6,300 .33 .52 .85 .75
14,000 8,700 .29 .62 .91 1.20

a/ Based on total fixed costs of $4,000.
b/ Change in variable costs divided by change in production.
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Price of
corn

C

Total iVasrable
co

cost at
point B

ti
No,r
Marginal
cost Fixed cost

E

2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000 14000

Bushels of corn

Fig, 4, Fixed, variable, and marginal costs and price of corn.
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$8.00
Fixed

4.57
4.00

6.40
5.33

3.55
3.20

percent for each increment above 7,000 tons
per year. Data for such an example are shown
in Table 8.

the 9,000-ton level would be most profitable,

of feed in order to answer the question. If
the management can get $100 per ton for feed,

because the marginal revenue of $100 is about
equal to the marginal cost at this point but is

may affect the feed price in this situation, you
may need to use different prices for different
volumes, rather than the same price as you
did in the example on corn production. How-
ever, the illustration shows that fixed and

well as farming, and that this concept can help

decreased from $8 down to $3 as the output
increased. Notice also that the lowest total

ume, where it is $84.57; beyond that volume,

most profitable point of operation with this

still above it. Since the volume of production

variable costs apply to other businesses as

to choose. Remember that our figures here

operations in order to gather actual data.

Break-even analysis

that his annual fixed costs will amount to 16

cost per ton is reached at the 7,000-tai vol-

cost per ton increases. Where would be the

set of conditions? You must know the price

in the decision as to which volume of production

are hypothetical; we have not studied plant

analysis for determining the volume needed in
order to pay for all costs. Suppose that a
lawnmower repair man has $5,000 invested
in a building and equipment, and he estimates

for a business, von can work out a break-even

Notice that the fixed cost per ton in Table 8

$80

If you know the fixed and variable costs

80

83
85

80

80
81

is 85 cents at 12,000 bushels. Judging from
the graph in Fig. 4, it appears that the total
cost in this illustration is 87 cents at the most
profitable point. This point is C, where the
marginal cost of producing corn is equal to the
price of corn.

The total dollar volume of corn in Fig. 4
is represented by the rectangle, OECD. Total
cost is repiesented by OEBA. Thus, the profit
is represented by ABCD. Subtracting the total
cost of 87 cents from the price of corn of $1.1d
gives a profit per bushel of 23 cents. Multi-
plying 13,500 bushels by 23 cents gives a
profit of $3,105 from the 100-acre corn oper-
ation.

We have shown the profit above all costs,
but the farmer will tend to operate in the
short run as long as he can cover variable
costs and has no better alternative. However,
in the long run, he must cover all costs be-
cause he needs to pay for the new "plant" and
equipment. The same is true for any other
business man.

Now, let us look at a feed mill example
to get an idea as to how fixed and variable
costs might apply to an off-farm agricultural
business. Supposing that the total investment
in the plant and equipment is $160,000. As-
sume that the annual fixed costs can be esti-
mated by taking 20 percent of the total in-
vestment. Fixed costs would then amount
to $32,000 a year, no matter how much feed
was processed. Then assume that variable
costs, such as labor, repairs, power, and
raw materials, amount to $80 per ton of feed
processed and' that these costs increase 10

Table 8. Costs of Processing Feed at Various Levels of Output,
$32,000 of Fixed Costs

Output
(tons) Variable costs
4,000 $320,000
5,000 46G,000
6,000 480,000
7,000 560,000
8, OW 648,000
9,000 745,000

10,000 852,000

VAS 2040
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percent of the investment.. He has arrived at
this percentage by combining the following
items:

Depreciation
Interest

Taxes awl
insurance

Repairs and
maintenance

Total

10 percent of investment
3 percent (or 6 percent of

value at beginning of
each year)

1.5 percent

1.5 percent
16.0 percent

His annual fixed costs would then amount
to 16 percent x $5, 000 or $800. Supposing that
he averages $8 per lawnmower serviced, and
that $4 of this amount is made up of parts and
labor cost; the remainder is made up of fixed
costs. How many lawnmowers would he need
to service each year to break even? The fol-
lowing formula can help in the solution of such

Annual fixed costsa problem: No. of units (lawnmowers)+ Var-
iable costs per unit = Sales value or service
charge per unit.

We can substitute x for the number of
lawnmowers and work the problem:
$800 $4 =

$800 = $8 - $4 = $4.

$800

(15)

x = $4. Crossmultiplying givei us: 4x

$800. Then x = 200 lawnmowers.

He would need to service 200 lawnmowers
per year in order to break-even on his invest-
ment. When we say "break-even", we mean
that all costs are paid for. Presumably some-
thing for his labor was included in the $4 vari-
able cost per lawnmower. If this amounts to
$2.00 per mower, he would be getting $4,000
for his labor. If he services less than 200
mowers, he will not be paying for all fixed
costs plus his labor. If he services more than
200, he will have money remaining beyond
these costs.

This example has been simplified in order
to get across the principle of finding a break-
even point when estimates are available for
fixed and variable costs. A number of other
items should, of course, be considered in
connection with a business of this nature.
Some of them are: uses for labor when not
doing this job, seasonal aspect of the work,
cost of Darts, and different prices charged
for different jobs done. However, you should
get the general idea of how a break-even an-
alysis can be helpful in deciding the volume
of business needed in order to pay for all
costs.

4. WHAT IS MEANT BY RESOURCE SUBSTITUTION AND PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION?

Up to now you have considered changes
in one variable resource or the entire group
of fixed or variable resources. The princi-
ples of diminishing returns, equimarginal
returns, and opportunity cost were concerned
with decisions about how muci of a single
resource to use and where invest that re-
source. The discussion of fixed and variable
costs considered all fixed resources as a
group and all variable resources as a group.

Now consider what happens when two or
more resource can be used in varying mounts
to produce a fixed amount of product aredalso
when one resource will substitute entirely
for another. Cctisider, too, what happens
when one product substitutes for another.

Resource substitution
We will illustrate the substitution of two

resources in varying amounts by an example
of different amounts of hay and concentrates
for feeder cattle. Results have shown that
farmers sometimes use different combina-
tions of grain and hay in reed" the same
general kind of cattle. Le:. us assume that
100 pounds of gain on long-fed yearlings can
be obtained by any of the feed combinations
shown on the next page.

Which combination would y fec.d if you
knew you could get 100 pounds of tl.. same
quality of beef at the same price with any
combination? The answer will, of course,
depend on the prices of hay and concentrates
(grain and supplement).
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Combination If ly Grain and supplement
(pounds) (pounds)

A 250 800
B 300 730
C 350 680
D 400 645
E 450 615
F 500 580
G 550 560

We will figure the cost by using prices
of 1 cent per pound of hay 020.00 per ton)
and 2.5 cents per pound of grain and supple-
ment mixture. (Hereafter we will use the
term "grain" to mean concentrates, including
both grain and suppleinent.) The cost of each
feed combination follows:

Combination

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Cost

$22.50
21.25
20.50
20.12
19.88
19.50
19.50

The preceding figures show that Com-
binations F and G are lowest in cost, $19.50,
per 100 pounds of gain. Considerable. cal-
culations are needed when using this method.
A shorter method can be used, and it will
also better illustrate the principle of re-
source substitution. In this problem we cau
think of hay substituting for grain. Table 9
shows the rate at which substitution takes
place. First, 1 you of hay replaces 1.4
pounds of grain; then it replaces 1 pound of
drain; then .7, .6, .5, and .4. This is known
as a decreasing rate of substitution. Notice

680)
645)
61P
580)
560)

that, in changing from F to G, a pound of hay

the lowest cost feed combination.

price of hay _ change in grain

prise of ly____ia l. .

replaces .4 pound of grain, and this gives

combination by the use of ratios in the right-

makes this possible. The lowest cost is reached
when:

price of grain change in hay

Whenever you use this formula, be sure that

with the other. At a price of 1 cent per pound

price of grain 2.5
that Combinations F and G have the lowest

hand column of Table 9. The following formula

one aide is fr, inverse order as compared

for hay and 2. 5 cents per pound for grain,

ton) and 2.5 cents per pound of grain, the ratio

this ratio matches the change between Com-
binations

of any of the combinations listed.

of grain/hay price is .6. By looking in the
right-hand column of Table 9, we find that

D and E. If you were to calculate
the costs of all the combinations at these
prices, you would find that D and E are lower
than any others listed.

of grain and hay is .7. In that situation, we
cents per pound of grain, the ratio of prices

find that Combinations C and D have the low-
est costs of any others in the table.

either to farming or an agricultural business,
but think in terms of a manager of an off -

and business. Starting from where he is
now, he can either add more labor or more

At 1.5 cents per pound of hay ($30.00 per

You can also find the lowest cost feed

At 1.5 cents per pound of hay and 2.2

Now, look at an example that can apply

35
30
25
20

4 This tells us

Table 9. Illustration of Substitution of Hay for Grain in Feeding
...11711.1.i

Feed
combination

Hay
unds

A 250
B 300
C 350
D
E 450

400

F 500
G 550

wINImir...s.
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machines to his operation. If he adds ma-
chines, he will have certain fixed and vari-
able costs connected with the operation. If
he adds 1 or mere workers, he will have ad-
ditional labor charges. We will think in terms
of being able to divide his machinery, as
well as the added hired labor, into units, and
that $4, 000 worth of product can be produced
with any of the following combinations:

Combination Capital Labor
(units) (units)

A 1 8.0
B 2 4.5

C 3 3.0

D 4 2.0
E 5 1.5

F 6 1.2

The manager can get the additional $4,000
worth of product by use of any of the combin-
ations indicated. Which combination should
he choose? Here again, the answer depends
on the prices of the two resources, capital
and labor. For ease of figuring, assume that
a unit of labor is opal to one month and that
it is worth $400. Also assume that capital
costs $200 per unit. You could use these
figures to find the cost for each combination
and choose the lowest cost. However, you
can also find the price ratios as you did in
the earlier example and match up the price
ratio with a substitution ratio. Table 10 shows
the substitution ratios for this situation. The

price of capital 200ratio, iprice of lal,or ' s $400 .5. You
will need to match this ratio with the sub-
stitution ratio, change in capital' Iv,

The substitution ratio of .5 represents
the change from Combination D to Combin-

ation E. These two combinations will be the
lowest of any in the table. Thus, to get the
$4,000 of product, the manager should use
either 4 units of capital and 2 of labor, or 5
units of capital and 1.5 of labor. Either of
these combinations do the job at the lowest
cost of any that are listed. Of course, you
could also compare the added cost of capital
with the value of the labor saved in going
from one combination to the other. It would
pay to go from C to D because you would spend
$200 for an extra unit of capital and would
save 1 unit of labor costing $400. In going
from D to E, you would spend $200 for a unit
of capital but would save the same amount of
money; that is, half a unit of labor,- worth
$200; thus, D and E are equal in cost. It
would not pay to go to F because you would
spend $200 for 2 unit of capital and would
save only .3 unit labor worth $120 ($400 x .3).

We have illustrated how to handle a prob-
lem when one resource substitutes for another
at a decreasing rate. There is also the pos-
sibility that one resource will substitute for
another at a constant rate. Suppose that Ma-
chine A does 11/2 times the work of Machine
B. This is true no matter how much Machine
A is used; its capacity is 1 1/2 times that of
Machine B. If you have enough work to make
full use of A, it will pay to buy A as long as it
costs less than 1 1/2 times as much as B. If
Machine A costs more than 1 1/2 times as
much as B, it will pay to buy B. 11A costs
exactly 1 1/2 times as much as B, it makes
no difference which we choose.

Now let's look at a slightly different situ-
ation. Say that Machine D can do the same
work as Machine C; that is, they substitute
at a 1:1 ratio. Then you merely compare
prices and buy the cneaper one.

Therefore, when you have a choice of
buying two items, whether it be for business

Table 10. Illustration of Substitution of Capital for Labor

Combination
Capital
(units)

Labor
(units)

A 1 8 )
B 2 4.5)

C 3 3 )
D 4 2 )
E 5 1.5)

F 6 1.2)

Change in labor per
unit of capital added

3.5
1.5
1.0

.5

.3
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or persona! use, it is a matter of comparing
. advantages of one in comparison with the
advantages of the other. If you can translate
these advantages into dollar terms, you can
make a decision as to which is the more eco-
nomical to buy at the prices given.

Product substitution
One of the most common examples given

for product substitution in farm management
information is substitution of forage for grain
in the cropping system. We will illustrate
this example and also give one applying to an
off-farm business.

Let us say that you use only limited ni-
trogen on rolling land that needs a forage
crop for conservation purposes and perhaps
also for maintenance of tilth and organic mat-
ter. You tend to get more grain production,
as well as more forage, over a period of
years by putting some of he land in a forage
crop instead of having only continuous grain.

For a time you would increase total grain
production by increasing the acres of forage
in the rotation. The yield of grain increases
more than its, acreage decreases. However,
if yr- keep increasing the acres of forage, a
point is reached where each increase results
in a decrease in grain. Then the acres of
grain are replaced by acres of forage to the
extent that yield per acre is not increasing
as much as grain acreage is decreasing. See
Fig. 5 for an illustration of this situation.

The portion of Fig. 5 where both grain
and forage are. increasing is called the com-
plementary stage. The k -.age crop is furn-
ishing advantages for grain production. The
next stage is called the supplementary stage
where grain remains the same while forage
continues to increase. The right-hand portion
is called the competitive stage becz.tise grain
and forage are competing with each other.
Grain is sacrificed whenever forage is gained
in the latter stage. In the extreme right-hand
portiot the dotted line shows what might
happen if the forage variety is not resistant
to disease or winterkilling. The land tends
to produce more forage if some grain is grown
rather than having all the land in forage.

Where does the farmer operate in order
to get highest value of production? He does
not operate in the complementary stage be-
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Fig. 5. Production relationships assumed to exist between
forage and groin with limited fertilizer use and land
subject to erosion.

cause he can add forage and also get more
grain; thus he will not stop before he reaches
the end of the complementary stage. Of course,
if forage has any value at all, he will keep
adding acres of forage until he reaches the
end of the supplementary stage and gets into
the competitive stage of production. There-
fore, the normal range of operation is some-
where within the competitive stage, and the
point that gives the highest value of production
will depend on the prices of grain and forage.

Table 11 shows some data which roughly
approximate the illustration in Fig. 5. The
figures have been converted to a "rotation
acre" basis in Table 12. For example, the
C-C-C-O-A sequence has 60 percent of the
land in corn. Corn production on 100 acres
of cropland would be 60 acres times 84 bushels
(.5,040 bushels). Multiplying this by 56 pounds

per bushel and dividing by 100 gives 2,822

pounds of corn per rotation acre. Oat pro-
duction per rotation acre is

20 A. x 56 bu. x 32 lb' - 358 pounds.
100 A.
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Table 11. Percent of Land in Grain and Hay and Yields Assumed With
Only Limited Use of Commercial Nitrogen on Sloping Land

Rotation If
Percent of land in

Crop yields per acre
Corn
(bu.)

Oats
(bu.)

Hay
(tonsLGrain Hay

1.. C 100 0 53 MI MI OIMM

2. C-C-C-C -0-A 83 17 79 55 3.2
3 C-C-C-O-A 80 20 84 56 3.2
4. C-C-O-A 75 25 93 58 3.2
5. C-C-O-A-A 60 40 94 59 3.2
6. C-O-A-A 50 50 96 61 3.2

1/ C = con); 0= oats; A = alfalfa.

Corn, 2,822 pounds, plus oats, 358 pounds,
gives a total of 3, 180 pounds of grain per
rotation acre. Hay production is
20 A. x 3.2 tons x 2,000 lb. - 1,280 pounds.100 A.

If you have the set of conditions shown in
Table 12, what rotation will give the highest
value of production? One way to find the
answer is to compare the value of grain sacri-
ficed with the value of hay gained. No matter
what the prices are for grain and hay, it sill
pay to go at least to Rotation 2, because you
get more of both grain and hay than for No., 1.
Assign a value of 2 cents per pound to grain
and 1 cent per pound for hay and find whether
it pays to go to Rotation 3 at those prices.
You will give up 6o pounds of grain at 2 cents
per pound, $1.30, and will gain 220 pounds
of hay at 1 cent per pound, $2.20. There-
fore, you would go to Rotation 3. Another
calculation can tell whether to go to Rotation 4.
You will give up 112 pounds of grain at 2 cents
per pound, $2.24, and will gain $3.20 of hay.

(19)

Therefore, you would go to Rotation 4. How-
ever, you would rot go to Rotation 5 because
you would give up 584 pounds of grain worth
2 cents per pound, or $11.68, in order to gain
$9.60 worth of hay. Therefore, for tho situ-
ation shown in Table 12, you would choose
Rotation 4, C-C-O-A, if hay was worth 1 cent
and grain 2 cents per pound.

The illustration was for rolling land where
the forage crop was needed for conservation
purposes. At first, forage and grain were
complementary; the increase in hay pro-
duction also brought an increase in grain
production. Then a stage was reached where
the hay production was supplementary; it
increased while grain remained the same.
Next, the substitution of the products, hay
and grain, took place at an increasing rate;
that is, the amounts of grain given up became
larger each time hay production increased.

On level land with substantial nitrogen,
desirable tilth, and adequate organic matter,
we would not expect complementary and sup-

Table 12. Data From Table 11 Converted to Production per Rotation
Acre and Change From Previous Rotation

Rotation

Production per
acre in cropland
Grain Hay

Change in production 1/
from previous rotation-1
Grain Hay

(pounds)

1. C 2,968 al.. ma. alb m

2. C-C-C-C-O-A 3,245 1,060 +277 +1,060
3. C-C-C-O-A 3,180 1,281, - 65 + 220
4. C-C-O-A 3,068 1,600 -112 + 320
5. C-C-0-A-A 2,484 2,560 -,84 + 960
6. C-O-A-A 1,832 3,200 -652 + 640

1 Rotation just above this one in the table.
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plementary stages. That helps explain why
we have had continuous corn on many level
fields in recent years. Farmers realize that
whenever hay is added to the crops eng system,
the production of grain tends to decrease.
This is expected over-a period of years, as
well as for a single year. We would expect
hay to substitute for grain either at an in-
creasing rate as before, or at a constant rate.
Substitution at an increasing rate would look
like this:

a
i

to

Forage

Substitution at a constant rate would look
lik^ the following:

An example of substitution of hay for grain
at a constant rate can be given as follows: A
farmer has 40 acres of a legeme that he can
either plow and plant to corn or leave for a
hay crop. He can get 100 bushels per acre ox
corn or 4 tons per acre of hay. No matter how
much he leaves in hay, whether it be 10 acres,
20 acres, or all 40 acres, he must give up
100 bushels of corn for every 4 tons of hay
he gets or 25 bushels of corn for every ton of
hay. Thus, hay substitutes for grain at a
constant rate in this illustration.

Understanding substitution 43_ one crop
for another helps considerably in deciding on
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croft- to give highest value of production, but
it can also help a nonfarm agricultural business
manager to decide what products or services
to offer and how much of each. The most
profitable system of production has enough
volume of an activity that it will compete with
other activities for resources, such as plant
space, labor, or capital. If the manager is
operating with two major activities in the
complementary or supplementary areas, he
has not increased production of one or both
enough to obtain highest income. He needs
to increase production until the products or
servioes are competing for available resources.
After increasing the most profitable activities
to this volume, he may add supplementary
activitles which do not compete with the major
activities, or he may add other activities to
decrease risk. However, we will discuss di-
versification to reduce risk in the next sec-
tion.

We will consider an example of comple-
mentary products or services in a nonfarm
agricultural business. Theservicing and
assembling of machinery are two activities
that may be complementary to each other.
The training of labor for servicing would likely
also make the workers more proficient in al-
sembling machines. The addition of an as-
sembling activity would be expected to increase
worker proficiency in servicing. By perform-
ing both activities, a machinery company would
likely have a larger total dollar volume of
product from a given amount of labor.

Say, for example, that the machinery
company is now servicing machines but is not
assembling them. As the assembling activity
is added, the company obtains money for as-
sembling as well as for servicing. The work-
ers, being better trained, are able ea perform
the service jobs in less time than before.
While the income from servicing and the income
from assembling are both increasing, the
company is operating in the complementary
stage.

As the assembling activity is increased,
a point may be reached where money from
servicing o longer increases. This is because
the labor resource is then inadequate to in-
crease returns from both activities. While
servicing returns remain constant and as-
sembling returns increase, the company is
operating in the supplementary stage.
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Finally, an increase in the assembling
activity takes so much labor away from ser-
vicing that income from servicing will decline.
Then the company is operating in the com-
petitive stage. This is the stage of highest
gross returns, just as it was in the farm
example mentioned earlier. 'he management
must decide whether the gains fro= increasing
the assembling activity are great enough to
offset the lesser income from the servicing
activity.

You may better visualize the activities of
servicing and assembling machinery by study-
ing a diagram as we did for forage and grain.
Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 6. Of course,
you realize it is difficult to tell exactly where
to operate ir. the competing stage, but the
general idea of expanding.production of both
products until they become competing is in
itself quite important toward obtaining highest
net income.

We ha've not attempted to give all of the
details of product choice in this unit but have
merely illustrated the principle of substitution
and the three types of relationships mentioned.
After you have learned the elementary princi-
ples applying to production, extra study is

Stoge of
highest
income

Com*
memory

5. SHALL WE SPECIALIZE OR
The preceding material on product sub-

stitution has some bearing on this question,
but two other items should be discussed. These
items are: advantages of specialization and
diversification as a means of reducing risk.

Advantaq ts of specialization
Specialization refers to the production

of only one or a few lines of products. Two
major advantages of specialization stand out.
One is the spreading of fixed costs over more
units of product, and the other is the regional
specialization advantage indicated by Law of
Comparative Advantage.

Spreading fixed costs over more units.
In these days of new technology, the fixed costs
of getting into a new line of production are
usually quite high. To specialize, you need
only one set of machinery and can spread the
fixed costs of that machinery over many units
of the same product.

C.)
A simple example can be given of a grain

farmer who needs a large combine for har-
vesting 360 acres of corn and soybeans. If he
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Competing

I

Assembling of stockinet),
Fig, 6. Production relationships assumed to exist between
machinery assembling and machinery servicing.

advisable regarding the choice of products or
services for a business.

DIVERSIFY IN PRODUCTION?

calculates the annual fixed costs for the com-
bine and divides by the bushels of grain, his
cost per bushel tends to be low. We would
say that he is specializing in grain production.
However, if he has only 280 acres of grain
and 80 acres of hay, he will also need hay-
making equipment. Thus, he can spread the
fixed costs for harvesting grain over only 280
acres. Over a period of time he will also have
to recover the fixed costs of the hay-making
equipment. He will have higher fixed costs
per unit of product because he has fewer units
of the same kind c: products than if he spec-
ializes in grain production.

We can illustrate a similar example for
livestock production. Say that a farmer wants
to set up facilities for 80 litters of hogs, 30
dairy cows, and 80 steers. His fixed costs
may get out of hand if he attempts to have a
mechanized operation for each livestock en-
terprise because one investment will be borne
by hogs, another by dairy cows, and another
by steers. The volume of each kind of live-
stock would not be large. The farmer can
probably not afford a modern confinement set-

VAS 2040
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up for 80 litters of hogs. A more likely number
would be 150 litters or more. The fixed costs
would then be divided by the production repre-
sented by that number of litters. However, it
would be unlikely that he could afford to carry
on a second livestock enterprise with a high
investment ani very unlikely that he could
carry on a third one.

Think of the investment in facilities for a
fertilizer plant. This may be quite high; how-
ever; putting through a large volume will likely
result in a low cost per ton or other unit. On
the other hand, think of the same total volume
of sales divided up between fertilizer and feed.
This would reduce the units of fertilizer, and
the units of feed processed would be so low that
the fixed costs per unit would be much higher
than if only one of the commodities with the
same total sales volume would be handled.

On the other side of the picture, we might
point out that seasonal products would provide
different results. Where we have products
or services performed during only a part of
the year, two types of production might use
some of the same resources. Thus, some
of the same management, labor, and plant
storage space may be used, even though a
different set of machinery may be needed for
processing. Thus, if orc,duction is seasonal,
two types of products may have an advantage
over one type.

We have illustrated a very important
advantage of specialization, the spreading of
fixed costs over more units of production. We
still need to look at another important ad-
vantage.

Law of Convarative Advantai This law
says that an individual, firm, region, or
country tends to produce what he or it is best
able to produce and then trades these products
for those which another individua:, firms
region, or country is better able to produce.
If we think about this law, it seems simple
enough, but it encompasses a great many
factors which influence both the cost of pro -
duc ing the product and the demand for it.

Extreme examples can be given to il-
lustrate the operation of the law. For example,
coffee and bananas cannot be grown in the
Corn Belt without environmental control. These
products are not produced here, but certain
tropical areas produce them to advantage.
Therefore, we must rely on trade if we are
to have the products available for consump-
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tion. However, we can give examples of other
crops that can be grown here but for which we
do not have an advantage. For example, oats
are at a disadvantage when compared with
corn in central Illinois. The soils and cli-
mate favor the latter crop.

Besides soil, climate, and other natural
factors, lie should also consider factors af-
fecting demand. A favorable demand must
exist if a pre-Net is to have a favorable com-
parative ath itage. The markets nevi riot
necessarily bt. in the area, but transportation
facilities must exist to take ;hem to the area
where the demand exists. These transporta-
tion costs enter the picture regarding the
prouucts that can be produced to best ad-
vantage.

We bave already said that corn is a prod-
uct that is favored in Illinois. Another one is
hogs. Plenty of available corn exists for
use in producing hogs, and the markets and
transportation facilities are available for
getting pork to consumers.

We might also point out that the simplest
test for comparative advantage for a product
is the income test. The product for which
the advantage is greatest will tend to give the
highest net income of any product that can be
produced.

We have mentioned some farm products
which can be produced to advantage in Illinois.
Now we will give an example:to illustrate the
principle but will use nonfarm products. Let
us say that there are two regions; one is
along the seacoast and the other is near lakes
but is located inland from the sea. The one has
facilities and skilled labor available for building
boats, while the other has these resources
favoring the manufacture of trucks. During a
production period of a certain length, each
region can produce boats or trucks as follows:

Boats Trucks
Region A 100 150
Region B 200 400

As can readily be seen, Region B has an
absolute advantage over Region A both for the
production of boats and trucks. That is, Reg-
ion B can produce more of either product.
However, if these regions are the only ones
involved, and if both boats and trucks are use-
ful to people in both areas, Region B should
specialize in trucks and Region A in boats. If
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B uses all of its productive facilities for trucks
and A uses its facilities for boats, there will
be more of both of these items for every 100
persons after the regions trnde with each other
for these products. Also, producers in each
area will make highest net incomes by pro-
ducing in the manner mentioned.

Perhaps we can look at this situation
another way in order to see it more clearly.
When Region A produces boats, it gives up the
production of 150 trucks for every 100 boats,
or 1 1/2 trucks for every boat. However,* if
Region B were to produce boats, it would
give up 400 trucks for every 200 boats, or 2
trucks for every boat. Thus, boats are pro -
duced relatively cheaper in Region A and trucks
in Region B.

When we think of regional or area dif-
ferences, we begin to see why machinery

production may have advantages in one area,
machinery sales in another, and perhaps
feed production and feed sales in still an-
other. The volume of sales based on the po-
tential market in an area is quite important
to off -farm agricultural businesses, but we
cannot discuss determining the market for(3 specific products at this time. However, you
should now understand that certain products
tend to have advantages in certain areas and
that the resources available to an individual
operator or firm will tend to give advantages
to certain products.

Diversification as a means of reducing
risk. Whenever we set up to produce a product
or provide a service, a number of uncertainties
exist. If it is a farm product, we do not know
if the weather will permit a high yield. There
is uncertainty of the price that will prevail for
most products at the time of sale. We do not
know for sure the quantity that people will be
willing to buy at a price favorable to *ate pro-
ducer. There is also the possibility that
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technological changes.will make our produc-
tion method obsolete. if we rely on only one
product, we nay have a large loss if that
product fails for some reason or another.
Risk can be reduced somewhat by producing
more than one product, but just huw effective
is it to produce additional products in an at-
tempt to reduce risk?

We will first look at an example where a
single product is produced. Over a five-year
period, the following income is obtained:

First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth 5k.ar

$2,000
0

1,000
4,000

500

Average $1,500

The average income is $1,500, but the
range is from 0 to $4, 000. One way to measure

lability is to take the difference between the
._ gh and low figures. Thus, the variability
from producing one product over the five-year
period is $4,000. Now we will see how much
we can reduce variability if we add a second
product with the same variability but with
the highs and lows comf--.g in different years
than for the first product. Also, we will
adjust the figures to give the same total in-
come as before by taking 1/2 of A and 1/2 of
B and adding them together. The results are
shown in Table 13.

The right-hand column of Table 13 Shows
the range in income from the two enterprises
to be from $500 to $2,500; thus, the varia-
tion is $2,000. The income variation of $4, 000
for one enterprise has been reduced to $2,000,
a reduction of 50 percent.

Now let us see what happens if we add a
third enterprise with the high and low at a dif-
ferent time than for the first two. We will

Table 13. Income Variability When Producing Products A and B

Income from
Year A B 112A l /2B 1/2A + 1/2B

First $2,000 0 $1,000 0 $1, 000
Second 0 $2 , 000 0 $1,000 1,000
Third 1,000 4,000 500 2,000 2,500
Fourth 4,000 1,000 2,000 500 2,500
Fifth 500 500 250 250 500

VAS 2040
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Table 14. Income Variability When Producing Products A, B, and C

Year A B C 1/3A

First $2,000 0 $4,000 $ 667
Second 0 $2,000 500 0
Third 1,000 500 1,000 333
Fourth 4,000 1,000 0 1,333
Fifth 500 4,300 2,000 167
1110..111.1111= =0

1/35 VIC
0 $1,333

$ 667 167
167 333
333 0

1,333 667

1/3A + 1/35 + 1/3C

$2,000
834
833

1,666
2,167

adjust the income for each one so that the
total will be the same as before. The results
are shown in Table 14.

Table 14 shows he range in incwne, in the
right-hand ealumn to be from $833 to $2167.
This is a variation of $1,334. Thus, the
variability for the two enterprises, $2, 000,
has been refluce.1 to $1,334 for three enter-
prises. The reduction of $666 amounts to only
1/3 of the variability for two enterprisea.

We can make the same kind of calculations
for four products and find the variability re-
duced to $1,000. The reduction Of $334 is
only 1/4 of that for three enterprises. Thus,
we would expect to reduce variability con-
siderably by producing two products instead
of one and somewhat, more by producing three
products instead of two, but the reduction
would be less each time an enterprise is
added.

An example of a farmer with four enter-
prises is one who produces corn, soybeans,
hogs, and beef. Some farmers may not want
to diversify to that extent, and very little

would be gained by diversifying more than
that. Four enterprises for a nonfarm agri-
cultural business might be storiag grain,
selling grain, processing and selling feed,
and selling IL estbck supplies. Some non-
farm businesses will not diversify to that
extent.

Another point to remember is that, if
one product or service is more profitable
than others, we sacrifice income by having
less of that product in oz der gz.o diversify
produc;ion. Some diversification may be
advisable in order to make use of resources
that would not otherwise be fully aced. How-
eve, from the standpoint of reducing risk you
can expect to gain very little by having more
than three or four major activities.

The principles presented should be help-
ful to you whenever you have a part in the
management of a farm or other agricultural
business. If you are a worker with no part
in the management, they should also help
you understand the problems faced by the
z anagelaent. In either situation, under-
standing the principles should better enable
you to be an asset to an agricultural business.

Un;ersity of Illinoi s
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THE SOIL FERTILITY PROGRAM -- ECONOMIC CONSIDERATION, BUILD-UP, AND
REMOVALS (A unit in the series on Farm Planning)

1. What Are the Important Economic Considerations?
2. What Is a Fertility Build-Up r:ogram?
3. What Are the Costs of Plant-Food Nutrients?
4. The Fertility Build-up Program and Plant Food Removals for the Problem Farm

The problem of fertilizer use is very
difficult and complicated, and we must look
to the agronomists for many of the technical
answ _rs. However, the economics of ferti-
lizer use should be carefully considered by
tho farm operator in planning his farm bus-
iness and carrying out operations from year
to year.

Many changes have occurred in the knowl-
edge of fertilizers and their use. Soil testing
as a guide for wise use of fertilizers has in-
creased very rapidly, and there has been a
great increase in the use of fertilizer ma-
terials and mixed fertilizers. However, on

) some farms, intensive cropping systems have
been followed and only a limited fertilizer
program practiced. Consequently, some

soils are seriously deficient in certain plant-
food elements. On such soils a build-up pro-
gram is necessary in order to replace large
quantities of specific nutrients.

A rather definite plan or fcrt.ity system
is a necessary part of a good farm plan. Like
the cropping system, it can be varied from
year -",o year and adjusted at different times,
but at least a general overall plan should be
made to attain the objectives you have in mind.

This unit will present some of the basic
problems to consider and suggest some proced-
ures to follow in making decisions about a
fertility program. The soil fertility plans
cannot be completed until the method of dis-
posing of crops has been determined and the
maintenance program completed.

1. WHAT ARE THE IMPORTANT ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS?

Crop production is a basic business of
most farmers, and to be really successful, it
should be considered I. science as well as a
business. Farm income is highly dependent
on success in crop production. The level of
production attained, and the cost and returns
from that production are all very important.

In VAS 2003a, the soil was compared to a
factory in which the plant-food nutrients were
the raw materials; the crops, the products
of the factory; and the soil, the warehouse
in which the raw materials were stored. The
former, like the manufacturer, must decide
on the size of inventory to maintain and how
rapidly to use it up and replace it.

Fertilcers are a form of capital and
represent an investment in the farm business.
They are classified as "materials" or capital

items which are used up in the process of
production. They are comparable to feeds
and fuel in this respect, in contrast to ma-
chines which are used over and over. The
land or soil is used repeatedly but the plant-
food nutrients are taken from the soil as they
are used and must be replaced if production
is to be maintained in the future.

There are several economic problems to
consider. What costs other than materials
must be incurred? What are the returns and
benefits from fertilizer? How much should
be invested in fertilizer? Is fertilizer the
most profitable investment? How soon will
the returns be realized? What is the most
economical form of fertilizer to use?
Fertilizer costs

The total costs involved are often more
VAS 20104
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than the cost of the fertilizer alone. The
labor required for application is a cost, as
long as that labor is actually paid or has an-
other use that will bring in a return. This is
true, regardless of whether the fertilizer is
spread as a separate field operation, applied
in fertilizer attachments, or the labor cost
included with that of materials spread on the
field.

If the farmer spreads the fertilizer him-
self, the additional labor and equipment used
should be charged to the fertilizer program.
This will include charges for depreciation
and repairs on any special equipment pur-
chased and for power to move the equipment
through the field. It is important that all
costs be properly charged to the fertility pro-
gram when cs;culating or estimating net re-
turns.

Returns and benefits
The returns that can be credited to the

fertilizer program may take several forms.
The most important one, of course, is tEe
increased production. This type of return
is usually easiest to figure in doll ors and
cents. Keep in mind, however, that all re-
turns from increased production do not nec-
essarily come the first year, but some are
spread out over a few years.

The increased production may result
from stimulation of small plants by ferttizer
to help offset unfavorable growing conditions,
give the crop a start over weeds, and enatqa
plants to better withstand attacks of root in-
sects. Hastening the maturity of a crop may
be another example of effectively increasing
production.

Higher quality crops can also be a benefit
from fertilizers. The result may be higher
value feed crops for use on the farm or pos-
sibly higher grades of grain for sale on the
market. If the increased quality is in chem-
ical composition only, the producer r.:..yr not
realize a higher market price for the higher-
quality grain he sells.

The two major benefits, however, from
systematic and intelligent use of fertilizers
are the Increased production resulting in
direct financial gain and the maintenance of
the in a condition suitable for producing
high yields.

VAS 2010o

Amount to invest
The amount to invest in fertilizers will

be considered from two points of view. First,
we will consider the amount that will give
highest net returns if you can get all the money
you need. Second, we will consider that you
have only a limited amount of money to invest
in fertilizers.

Diminishing returns. The principle of
diminishing returns tells us that the product
resulting from each additional unit of a variable
resource will decline as we add more and more
units, with other resoarces remaining the
same. It is possible to ac13 so many units
of the resource that total yield will diminish,
but even bef -:e that occurs, the later units
may not pay for themselves.

The following figures ;llustrate the dim-
inishing returns principle Jr connection with
nitrogen applied for corn on soils below av-
erage in fertility.

Pounds of Corn Extra corn from
nitrogen yield additional 20-

(bu. ) pound unit of N

0 50
20 65 15
40 77 12
60 85 8
80 92 7

100 96 4
120 99 3
140 101 2
160 103 2
180 104 1

The preceding data serve as an illustration
and may not apply exactly to your conditions.
However, this is the patterr_ we expect when
increasing amounts of a single resource, such
as fertilizer, are added. We would expect the
same general type of happening to occur if we
added more and more units of the same kind
of mixed fertilizer.

By referring back to the figures, you would
probably. conclude that higher applications than
180 pounds under those conditions would be
unlikely to increase yield, at least not very
much. A question just as important, however,
is whether it will pay you to get the top yield.
A unit of fertilizer, which is 20 pounds of
nitrogen in this illustration, costs $2.40 at
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The Soil Fertility ProgramEconomic

a price of 12 cents per pound. You will there-
fore need at least $2.40 worth of corn to pay
for the additional fertilizer.

If corn is worth $1 per bushel, the most
profitable yield in the illustration will be 99
bushels. In going from 120 pounds of nitrogen
to 140, you are spending $2.40 more for ferti-
lizer but getting only 2 bushels more of corn
(increasing from 99 to 101 bushels). If you
stop short of 120 pounds of nitrogen in the
illustration, you would not be making as much
net income as you could make.

Equimarginal returns. This principle can
help you decide where to invest money when
funds are limited. You may not have sufficient
capital to invest in fertilizers to the point
where each crop will return the amount that
will give the highest net income. Should you
put all your money in fertilizer for one crop
and leave the others unfertilized? A system-
atic procedure can help provide the answer.

Circular 855, Choosing the Most Profitable
Fertilizer Program, of the College of Agri-
culture, .University of Illinois, shows a method
of determining where to use fertilizer when
the amount of capital is limited. That circular
illustrates how you might arrive at the added
amounts needed for various yield levels of the
different crops. However, in this unit we will
show,. through the.use of tables, how you can
arrive at the highest return if you already
have an idea of the yield increases you would
get from an additional dollar's worth of ferti-
lizer.

Table 1 was developed by using some of
the illustrations from Circular 855 as a base.
The total costs of fertilizer at various yield

(3)
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levels were first listed; then additional figures
were added and adjustments made to show a
pattern of diminishing returns with $4 repre-
senting' a "unit" of fertilizer. Assume you
have four fields of 20 Peres each in a corn,
coats, soybeans, wheat (catch crop) rotation
where you are considering applying fertilizer.
You want to apply it in suci a way as to get
the highest returns possible from the amount
of money you have to invest, $800 in this
situation.

First, you will need to determine the
bushels of increase from each additional unit
of fertilizer. Multiply the difference in bushels
times the price (corn, $1; soybeans, $2; and
wheat, $1.50) times the number of acres (20) to
find the increase in value. Each $4 unit of
fertilizer will require $80 worth to be used on
a 20-acre field.

Table 2 shows the results of the calcut,.
tions suggested in the preceding paragraph.
The problem originally prFsented was: Where
would you put $800 worth of fertilizer to get
the most out of it? You have 10 of the $80-
units to divide up in such a way as to get the
most out of them.

The highest return from fertilizer in this
situation is from applying it on Field 4, wheat,
where an $80-application returns $300. The
next highest return is from Field 3, soybeans,
where $280 is returned. The third and fourth
units should be applied to Field 2, corn, and
to Field 4, wheat, where the return amounts
to $240, The fifth highest return available is
$210 from Field 4, wheat. A return of $200
is obtained from corn on Fields 1 and 2 and
from soybeans on Field 3 from the sixth,
seventh, and eighth units. A return of $180

Table 1. Hypothetical Yields From Fertilizer Applied to Four 20-Acre Fields
of a C-C-S-Wx Rota'. Ai

Fertilizer cost
per acre

Bushels per acre
Field 1-corn Field 2-corn Field 3-soybeans Field 4-wheat

0
$ 4

8
12
16
20
24
28

80
90
98

105
110
115
120

60
72
82
91

100
108
115
120

24
31
36
40

..

20
30
38
45
Me MI

.011
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Table 2. Increases in Crop Value From Additional Units of Fertilizer in Table 1

Additional fertilizer
cost on 20-acre field

Field 1
Corn

Field 2
Corn

(Returns per

Field 3
Soybeans

acre and per field)
($280) i(VI
($200) 1"
($160) 10

1st $80
2nd $80
3rd $80
4th $80
5th $80
6th $80
7th $80

$10
8
7
5
5
5

($200) (l)
($160)
($140)
($100)
($100)
($100)

$12
10
9
9
8
7
5

($240) (132
($200) ,Inv
4180) 1,71
($180) uv/
($160)
($140)
($100)

$14
10

8

Field 4
Wheat

$15
12

1/2

($300) t($ 240) I
($210) 17/

MIMPAIIM

Owl.=

111.110

is obtained from the ninth and tenth units on
Field 2, corn.

Field 1 should thus receive 1 uuit of ferti-
lizer, Field 2, 4 units; Field 3, 2 units; and
Field 4, 3 units. The $800 used in this way
will return the highest possible amount. We
have assumed, of course, that no other use
for money on the farm would return more
than fertilizer for the $800 available. Funds
may be badly needed in another part of the
business and the return may be greater in
some other use.

Remember that these data do not neces-
sarily apply to your farm; however, they can
help illustrate how to go about making your
decision on where to invest limited funds
available for fertilizer.

Itedv..ed costs per unit of product
The use of fertilizer can be very important

in reducing the cost per unit of production.
As igher yields are obtained, other costs
besides fertilizer may increase; however,
they are not likely to increass as much as total
yield. Table 3 shows costs and returns for
producing corn on five high yielding and five
low yielding farms in Central Illinois in a
recent year. These data were taken from
Farm Business Adjustments, published by
the Department of Agricultural Economics,
University of Illinois.

Table 3 indicates that costs of producing
a bushel of corn decreased from 87 cents to
72 cents as the yield went up from 63 bushels
to 95 bushels, despite an increase of ferti-

Table 3. Costs and Returns per Acre for Producing Cern at High and Low
Yield Levels

Reim
Av. of 5 farms
with highest
corn yields

Av. of 5 farms
with lowest
corn yields

Yield, bushels 95 63
Soil productivity rating 73 71
Land cost: interest and taxes $ 19.50 $17.80
Labor cost (hired and operator's) 8.50 7,
Capital costs (other than fertilizer) 30.20 23.70
Fertilizer cost (annual fertilizer,

depreciation, and manure charge) 10.70 6.30
Total costs 69.00 55.00
Total returns (@, $1.10 per bushel) 105.00 69.00
Returns for management and profit 36.00 14.00
Total costs per bushel .72 .87
Returns per bushel--for management

and profit .38 .23

VAS 2010o
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lizer costs from $6.30 per acre to $10.70
per acre. At the same time, the returns per
bushel for management and profits went up

(5)

from P3 cents to 38 cents. Also, there were
32 additional bushels from which to obtain
these returns on the high-yielding farms.

2. WHAT IS A FERTILITY BUILD-UP PROGRAM?

The build-up phase of a fertility program
is the increasing of the inventory of plant-food
nutrients stored in the soil to a point at which
they will not be a limiting factor in crop pro-
duction. This means that the deficiencies
shown by soil tests are corrected, and the
supply of nutrients is built up to a high level.

A procedure for planning the build-up
program would be: first, consider previous
soil treatments; second, tcst the soil; third,
determine the quantities of fertilizer ma-
terials needed as shown by the soil tests;
foIrth, decide what forms of fertilizer to
use; fifth, estimate the costs; and sixth,
decide where and when in the rotation to ap-
ply the materials. The previous treatment
and some of the soil tests of the problem farm
have already been considered. In this unit we
will consider the amounts of nutrients needed
to supply these deficiencies and work out the
remaining steps of the program.

Nutrients needed
The build-up program is practical for

the plant-food nutrients that can be stored in
the soils. Phosphorus and potassium losses
from leaching are very minor on most Illi-
nois soils, but are high on a few of the sandy
ones. For the latter soils, a build-up pro-
gram may not be economically sound. General
consideration should be given to the nutrients
used in a build-up program.

Limestone contains the plan:.-food ele-
ment, calcium, and also neutralizes soil
acidity. The latter item is essential in order
to grow clovers satisfactorily. Soil tests for
acidity indicate the amount of limestone needed.
More calcium than other mineral elements is
lost through leaching. Applications of a suf-
ficient amount of limestone to correct acidity
will usually provide enough calcium to meet
crop needs.

Phosphorus needs can also be determined
by soil tests. Since there is little danger of
leaching losses on most Illinois soils, phos-
phorus fits into a build-up program very well.

Potassium is the other major mineral
plant-food element which may be deficient.
Certain types of soils are naturally low in
this element, and others have become de-
ficient through time. Potassium, like phos-
phorui suffers practically no losses from
leaching and for that reason also fits into a
build-up program very well.

Nitrogen. The supply of nitrogen in the
organic form can be built up or maintained
by growing legumes. However, the more
available forms are subject to leaching and
adequate supplies cannot be built up. These
forms are included in the maintenance pro-
gram.

Minor elements. Minor or trace ele-
ments sometimes limit crop production. Ex-
amples of such elements are boron, mag-
nesitmi, iron, and manganese. If a deficiency
of trace elements is suspected, a soils spec-
ialist should be consulted.

Other factors
Once the build-up program is complete,

the supply of storable plant-food elements in
the soil will be adequate to realize the max-
imum yields possible for the conditions ex-
isting in any year. This does not, however,
mean that 120 bushalr -1 corn per acre will
be produced ever Production is lim-
iter by many factors such as, lack of mois-
ture, unfavorable climate, insects, diseases,
and rate of seeding, but for the conditions
existing, the supplies of storable plant-food
elements are such that they will not limit
production.

After completing the build-up program,
the problem becomes one of maintenance or
of replacing the plant-food elements removed
from the farm and providing adequate amounts
of those that cannot be stored in the soil. The
net removals cannot be calculated until the
method of crop disposal has been decided,
so that will have to be deferred until the live-
stock system has been planned.

VAS 2010e
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3. WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF PLANT-FOOD NUTRIENTS?

Experimental evidence and farmer ex-
periences indicate that high returns are usually
realized from fertilizers in a carefully planned
fertility program. As the investment in ferti-
lizers is increased, the return per dollar in-
vested will decrease, but most farms have
not reached the point where fertilizer invest-
ment is unprofitable. For some materials it
may take several years before the full returns
are realized. It is important that you give
some thought to the source of fertilizers and
the cost of them in iferent forms.

Sources of fertilizers
Local fertilizer dealers are generally

distributed throughout the state. Farmers
who buy in small lots rely chiefly on them.
If you are a large operator or are under-
taking a program involving the use of large
quantities, the possibility of buying in carload
or truckload lots should be investigated as a
means of reducing costs.

Costs of materials
A complete fertilizer program may call

for a very large outlay of money for the build-
up program. A continuous annual investment
fo. the maintenance program will also be
necessary in order to get highest net income.
Therefor 1; .., important that you give con-
sideratioi. to .he sources and forms of ma-
terials that will provide plant-food nutrients
at the lowest cost. Some prices for common
fertilizer materials are shown in Table 4.

Phosphorus. The costs per pound of
phosphorus in rock, super-, and triple super-
phosphate are compared in Table 5. The per
ton prices used in Table 5 came from Table 4.
The phosphorus content is expressed both as
P and P2O5. (P2O5 is converted to P by
multiplying by .44).

On the basis of a direct cost comparison
per pound of phosphorus, rock phosphate was
a more economical source than superphosphate
or triple superpbosphate. However, the figures
do not include the cost of waiting for returns;
such a consideration would increase the cost
of rock phosphate. Also, cost alone is not the
only consideration. Superphosphate is im-
mediately available to crops whereas rock
VAS 2010o

phosphate is not, and superphosphate gi-cs
better results than rock in cases where the
soil is slightly alkaline. These may be major
factors in determining which to use. The
phosphate build-up program may be accom-
plished in several ways.

Heavy expenditures are usually required
at the outset when rock phosphate is used as a
build-up material. If a build-up program is
necessary, it may be advisable to use more
available forms at the same time, or use rock
phosphate in combinations with mixed ferti-
lizers containing phosphorus.

Another factor to consider is that it may
take considerably more of one kind of phos-
phorus fertilizer than another. This means
more labor and cost in applying it. For ex-
ample, it takes 2.3 times as much 20 percent
superphosphate to add the amount of phosphorus
contained in 46 percent triple superphosphate.

Potassium. Potassium (K) is available in
muriate of potash (KC1) and in mixed ferti-
lizers. The potassium content is expressed
as the percent of K or of K20. (K2O can be
converted to K by multiplying by .83.) Mur-
iate of potash usually contains 60 percent
K2O. A ton of this material contains 1200
pounds K2O or 996 pounds K. At a price of
$50.00 per ton, the cost of the K2O is 4.20
per pound, car 50 per pound of K.

Nitrogen. Nitrogen (N) is available in
numerous forrns both chemically and physically.
The costs per pound of nitrogen (N), based on
Table 4, are shown in Table 6. Bag prices
were used for the dry materials and bulk prices
for anhydrous ammonia and Uran 28.

These prices show some differences in
costs per pound of N from various sources.
Anhydrous ammonia was 3.9 cents cheaper
than "average", considering material cost
alone; ammonium sulfate was 2.1 cents higher.
You can use this method to determine the situ-
ation in your area.

Application costs should be considered.
The first, second, and fourth items in Table 6
are dry materials. The other two are liquids;
anhydrous ammonia is applied beneath the sur-
face and changes to a gas. The cost rates for
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somewhat due to such factors as distance to the farm or size

lb. P205 lb. P
per ton per ton

$42.00 37.00 $1.00-1.25 per acre 1/
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81.00 76.00

55.00 50.00

76.00
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Table 4. Prices of Fertilizers in Champaign County, Illinois, December, 1963

Price per tonPercent of nutrients In bags in bulk Application charges

Fertilizer materials and limestone
Limestone

% 13205 % P
Rock phosphate 31.0 13.6
Superphosphate 20.0 8.8
Triple superphosphate 46.0 20.2

% K2O % K

Muriate of potash 60.0 49.8

904
Ammonium nitrate 33.3
Ammonium sulfate 21.0
Anhydrous ammonia 82.5
Urea 45.0
Uran 28.0

Mixed fertilizers MD/
12-12-12
16-8-8
7-28-14
0-25-25
5-20-20
6-24-24

Mixed fertilizers (liquid)

4-10-10
4-12-8
6-18-6
8-24-0
12-8-4
16-8-4
7-10-10

1/ Application charges varied
of field covered.

Table 5. Cost of Phosphorus from Various Sources (Based on Table 4)

Source P2O5

Rock phosphate
Superphosphate
Triple superp,

31.0 620 272 $19.00 $.031 $.070
20.0 400 176 37.06 . 092 .210
46.0 920 404 76.00 . 083 .188
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Table 6. Cost of Nitrogen from Various Sources (Based on Table 4)

Source %
N

lb. N
per ton

Ammonium nitrate 33.3 666
Ammonium sulfate 21.0 420
Anhydrous ammonia 82.5 1650
Urea 45 45.0 900
Uran 28 28.0 560

Price
Per Per lb
ton

$ 76.00 $.114
56.00 .133

120.00 .073
115.00 .128
63.00 .112

Average cost of these 5 materials .112

applying anhydrous ammonia were higher than
for the other materials. This fact would tend
to reduce somewhat the material cost advantage
shown for anhydrous ammonia; however, this
form should still have an advantage as far as
total cost is concerned.

Choosing a form which you can readily
apply or can have applied at a reasonable
cost may at times be as important as the
cost of the materials. Also the fact that some
forms are temporarily less subject to leaching
than others may be an important consideration.

Mixed fertilizers. Mixed fertilizers are
prepaied by mixing materials to get various
combinations of the nutrient elements. The
formula for a mixed fertilizer is always written
in the same order, for example, 5-20-20. The
first number refers to the percent of N, the
second to the percent of P205, and the third
to the percent of K20 in the mixture.

Besides making economic decisions on
how much fertilizer to use, you also need to
decide whether to use mixed fertilizer or
materials. You can either buy the materials
and put them on individually or have them mix-
ed. We will illustrate a few examples.

Problem No. 1. Should I apply materials
arately or have them mixed before applying?

The cost of the materials will not affect the
decision; the only cost differences are the
mixing charge and the cost of application.
The use of mixed materials will reduce the
necessity of extra trips across the field.

Assume a charge of $2.00 per ton for 2
materials and $3.00 per ton for mixing 3 or
more. The application charge is $1.00 per
acre. What will be the total mixing and ap-
plication charges when 400 pounds are ap-
plied per acre (200 pounds each of Materials
A and B) on 10 acres?

VAS 2010a

Materials applied separately

(Application charge of $1.00 per
2,000 pounds of Material A on

10 acres
2,000 pounds of Material B on

10 acres
Total

Materials mixed

Mixing charge: $2.00 x 2 tons
Application charge: $1.00 x

10 acres
Total

acre)

$10.00

$60.00

$ 4.00

10.00
STEFO

The total mixing and application costs were
$6.00 less for the 10 acres when the materials
were custom-mixed before being applied. The
rate of application may affect this figure but
at common rates and costs it will pay to have
the materials mixed, rather than make ad-
ditional trips across the field.

Problem 2. Should I apply a mixed fer' L-
ifter or buy and apply the ingredients
arately?

The first example concerns the use of a
two-ingredient fertilizer. Prices in Table 5
indicate that any savings due to applying sep-
arate ingredient- equivalent to 0-25-25 ferti-
lizer would be slight. Calculations to find the
cost of applications equivalent to 200 pounds
of 0-25-25 per acre are as follows:

Price of 0-25-25, $76.00 per ton
Cost of 200 pounds
Plus $1.00 per acre,

once over
Total

$7.60

1.00
lar)
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200 pounds contain 0-50-50.
50 46 = 1091b. of 0-46-0
50 60 = 83 lb. of 0-0-60
Cost of 0-46-0 @ $81 per ton
Cost of 0-0-60 @ $55 per ton

Cost of equivalent of 200
pounds of 0-25-25

Plus $1.00 per acre,
twice over

Total

$4.41
2.28

$6.69

2.00
$8.69

Allowing $1.00 per acre for an extra trip
across the field leaves no cost advantage for
using each material separately. The use of
a planter attachment may eliminate one trip
with a fertilizer spreader but would require
additional time and labor.

An example using three ingredients will
also be given to help determine any cost ad-
vantages for materials applied separately.
Calculations follow to show the cost of ma-
terials equivalent to 200 pounds of 12-12-12
fertilizer:

Price of 12-12-12, $71.00 per ton
Cost of 200 pounds $7.10
Plus $1.00 per acre, once over 1.00

Total $1371171

200 pounds contain 24-24-24.
24+ 33.3 = 72 lb. of 33.3-0-0
24:46 = 52 lb. of 0-46-0
24 60 = 40 lb. of 0-0-60
Cost of 33.3-0-0 @ $76 per ton
Cost of 0-46-0 @ $81 per ton
Cost of 0-0-60 @ $55 per ton

Cost of equivalent of 200
pounds of 12-12-12

Plus $1.00 per acre, three
times over

Total

$2.74
2.11
1.10

$5.95

3.00
$8.95

If the 12-12-12 fertilizer is used, two
trips across the field will be saved. At $1.00
per acre per trip, the cost of materials and
separate applications will be more than for
using a mixed fertilizer.

(9)

Calculating the cost of the plant-food
nutrients in the various forms of fertilizer
is an important step in arriving at a decision
as to the kinds of fertilizers to use. Gen-
erally speaking, the more concentrat Al the
material or mixed fertilizer the less the cost
per unit of plant food. In the bulk form it is
usually cheaper than in bags. If you know the
plant-food nutrient content and price of the
various forms of fertilizer, you can calculate
and compare the costs of the elements in them.

Methods of applying

There are three general methods of apply-
ing fertilizers. Top dressing is simply spread-
ing the fertilizer on top of the ground. This is
used in pasture fertilization. When applied to
the seedbed it may be worked in as the seed-
bed is prepared.

If the fertilizer is applied before the
ground is plowed, the method is often re-
ferred to as plowed down.

The third method is side dressing, which
is placing the fertilizer in the soil alongside
the seed or plant. This practice is frequently
combined with the seeding or cultivating op-
eration.

The amount of fertilizers that dealers
have available in the bulk form has increased
considerably in recent years. The availability
and cost of the various materials may some-
times affect the decision as to the method of
applying the fertilizer, as well as affecting
the costs of the plant-food nutrients.

From an economic standpoint, there are
several important questions to be answered.
Which method of application gives the greatest
response in crop production? Which method
of application is least costly in terms of labor
and equipment? Will the use of a particular
method of application make it possible to
purchase plant-food nutrients at a lower price
than by some other method? The answers to
those questions vary from time to time and
from farm to farm . No attempt to answer
them will be made here, but they should be
given careful consideration when you work
out the details of your fertility program.

VAS 2010a
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4. THE FERTILITY BUILD-UP PROGRAM AND PLANT FOOD REMOVALS FOR THE
PROBLEM FARM

The fertility prog_ am of the problem
farm w Al now be considered. This is the
same farm discussed in VAS units 2002a-
2007a and slidefilms in the No. 370 series.
Both the build-up and maintenance programs
will be planned, but the completion of the
latter will have to be deferred to a later date.

The build-up program
Table 1, VAS 2002a shows that all of the

fields have been tested within the last few
years. Field No. 2 (old plan, Fig. 2, VAS
2002a) needs 2 tons limestone per acre to get
the soil up to a pH of 6.5. Fields 1 and 3 of
the old plan need the equivalent of about 800
pounds of rock phosphate to bring the P2 test
to a desirable level.

By comparing Fig. 2, VAS 2002a with
Fig. 3 of VAS 2007a, you will see that Field 1

CORN 40 A.

MO M. mP MEW - .YM . .M. mM. MID M

CORN 40 A.

of the old plan corresponds to Fields 1 and 2 of
the new plan. Also, Field 2 of the old plan
corresponds to Fields 3 and 4 of the new plan;
Field 3 corresponds to Fields 5 to 9 under the
new plan. Fig. 5 of VAS 2005a is shown as
Fig. 1 of the present unit.

Farmer Brown has recently discovered
that one area of his farm needs potash in
build-up amounts. That area is Field 2 of
the new plan. A summary of needs arranged
according to fields of the new plan is shown
in Table 7. The crops shown for each field
for the next 5 years will be an aid in working
out the build-up program.

Limestone. Table 7 shows that limestone
is needed on Fields 3 and 4 of the new plan.
To be most effective limestone should be ap-
plied 6 months to 1 year ahead of the seeding
of the legume crop.

N

i
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CROP

CORN
SOYBEANS
WHEAT
OATS
ALFALFA

ACRES

126
25
25
32
28

236

C-Ox
FIELDS 1-4 C-CAS _wx

FIELDS 5-9 C-C-O-A-A

CORN 18 A.

SOYBEANS 25 A.

OATS 18 A.

WHEAT 25 A.

ALFALFA E
14 A.

® 14 A.

ALFALFA

mM. AM&

MM M,

OATS 14 A.
M., 4.M. - mq

CORN 14 A.
mM.M

C
a M. a

CORN 14 A.

Fig. I. First year of final field plan (from Fig. S of VAS 20050).

F. S.

A.M11.
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Table 7. Summary of Build-Up Needs for Fertilizer on the Problem Farm

Acres Build -U) Needs Crop each Year
First Second Third Fourth Fifth

C-15 rD1 0-15
S -25 W-251 40 800 pounds rock phosphate*

2 40 800 pounds rock phosphate
250 pounds inuriate of potash

3 43 2 tons limestone

4 43 2 tons limestone

5 14 800 pounds rock phosphate

6 14 800 pounds rock phosphate

7 14 800 pounds rock phosphate

8 14 800 pounds rock phosphate

9 14 800 pounds rock phosphate

Corn Corn

C-15Corn (K) 5 -25(P)

C -18 0-18
S-25`' W-25

0-15
W-25

Corn

Corn (K) Corn

Corn Corn

0-18 C-18 0-18
W-25 Corn S -25 44 W-25

Alf. Corn Corn (P) Oats Alf.

Alf. Alf. Corn Corn (P) Oats

Oats Alf. Alf. Corn Corn (Pi

Corn (P) Oats Alf. Alf. Corn

Corn Corn (P) Oats Alf. Alf.

C-18
S -25

Corn

n *Or equivalent (60 pounds P205 in the more soluble forms).
(L) (P) and (K) stand for limestone, phosphate, and potash, the symbol shows where in the ro-
tation the material is to be applied.

Farmer Brown decides to apply the lime-
stone before planting the corn or soybean
crops that are Just ahead of wheat and oats.
Legumes will be seeded in these small grain
crops. Field 3 will be in corn and soybeans
Just ahead of small grains during the first
year of the new plan. Field 4 will be in corn
and soybeans Just ahead of small grains during
the fourth year.

Each of these fields contains 43 acres and
needs 2 tons of limestone. At the price of
$4.25 per ton, as shown in Table 4, $365 will
be needed each year during the first and fourth
years. If enough cash is available, limestone
will be applied on the entire area of each field
needing it at the time that field is at the desired
point in the rotation.

Phosphorus. Fields 1 and 2 cf the 4-year
rotation and Fields 5 to 9 of the 5-year rotation
in the new plan need the equivalent of 800

(J pounds of rock phosphate. The test results
were obtained through the use of the P2 test.
Farmer Brown has the alternative of applying

phosphate in more available forms in order
to get more rapid responses from grain crops
as the phosphorus content of the soil is being
built up. Sixty pounds of P205, such as sup-
plied by 130 pounds of triple superphosphate,
0-0-46, are needed if the latter method is
used.

Superphosphate and triple super are more
readily availabk: for grain crops, especially
for wheat. The pH level for the 4-year rota-
tion area may be above 6.5. Because of these
reasons, the more available forms of phos-
phate will be used on this area. Triple super-
phosphate will be broadcast ahead of oats and
wheat on Field 1 during the third year and
on Field 2 during the second year of the rota-
tion. The rate used will be 130 pounds per
acre. At a price of $76 per ton, plus $1.00
per acre for application, the fertilizer cost
will be about $5.90 per acre. This means
that about $236 will be needed on a 40-acre
field. Of course, the build-up may not be
fully accomplished during the first rotation

VAS 2010a
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period by this method of usin7, soluble phos-
phates.

The 5-year rotation of C-C-O-A-A does
not contain wheat and the pE content is no
higher than 6.5. Also, legumes are usually
better suited than grain crops to rock phos-
Oate. Thus, Farmer Brown plans to use
rock phosphate in the build-up for this part
of the farm. This material is most effective
when applied 6 months to a year ahead of the
legume seeding. It will be applied to the corn
crop that precedes oats.

Fields 5 to 9 contain 14 acres each and
need 800 pounds of rock phosphate. By re-
ferring to Table 7, you will find it easy to
tell which field should receive the material
each year. It is appropriate to apply the
phosphate before the corn crop just ahead of
the oats. Thus, Field 5 will receive 800 pounds
per acre during the third year. Field 6 will
receive the same amount the fourth year;
Field 7 will receive it the fifth year; Field 8
will receive phosphate the first year; and
Field 9 will receive it the second year. The
800 pounds at the price of $22 per ton applied
will amount to $8.80 per acre. This will call
for about $123 per year on a 14-acre field.
This amount will be needed during each of the
first five years under the new plan on the area
containing Fields 5 to 9.

As an alternative, Farmer Brown could
use more available forms to build up the phos-
phorus content of Fields 5 to 9. However,
the large amount of legumes, along with the
slightly lower level of the pH reading on this
area, should mean that rock phosphate will be
well-suited for use. He should not need phos-
phate in build-up amounts again for several
years.

Potassium. Only Field 1 needs potassium
in build-up amounts. About 250 pounds of
muriate of potash, 0-0-60, are required.

Potash fertilizers give best results when
applied at such a time that they will be avail-
able to the crops needing the most. In the
C-C-S-Arx rotation, these crops would be
corn and the legume catch crop. Since the
total amount of potash needed is over 200
pounds, two separate applications will be
made.

About 125 pounds of muriate of potash
will be applied to Field 2 during the first year

VAS 2010a

under the new plan. This will be applied ahead
of the corn crop. The fertilizer will be applied
on plowed ground and will be disked in thor-
oughly. The 125 pounds of muriate of potash,
at the bulk price of $50 per ton in Table 4, will
cost about $3.10 per acre, or $4.10 including
$1.00 for application. The 40 acre-field will
need $164 of expenditure during the first year.

Farmer Brown decides to apply the re-
maining 125 pounds of muriate of potash to
Field 2 ahead of corn during the fourth year.
Here again, the material will be applied to
plowed ground and disked in thoroughly. The
cash outlay will again amount to $164.

An alternative might be to apply the potash
in the form of mixed fertilizer. After the
maintenance program is worked out, some of
the build-up needs might be met along with the
maintenance needs. However, we will illus-
trate the build-up needs as being met separ-
ately.

Bu et for the build-up program. Mr.
Brown is fortunate that the build-up materials
can be applied over a period of several years.
Certain points in the crop rotation seem bet-
ter adapted than others to application of these
materials; thus, the need for cash is evened
out. Table 8 shows the complete budget for the
build-up program.

Table 8 shows that the highest costs for the
build-up program will come during the first
and fourth years when about $650 will be need-
ed. The annual amount for the second and
third years will be about $360. Only about
$125 will be seeded the fifth year. U Farmer
Brown ii short of cash the first or fourth
years, he mit'at delay the application of part
of the lim ssti me ; however, he may forego
some incc me !n the form of added crop pro-
duction a Lew years later by doing so.

The build-up program on this farm calls
for about $2, 150 during the next 5 years.
However, when the plan is completed and a
good maintenance program is put into effect,
additional cost for build-up programs should
be very small. Additional phosphate in build-
up amounts may be needed for another rotation
period on Fields 1 and 2 but this should amount
to only $236 per field for a 5-year rotation.
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Table 8. Budget for the Build-Up Fertilizer Program on the Problem Farm

Material
Field
No. Acres Amount

per acre
Cost

per acre*
Total
cost

Total
annual cost

First year
Limestone 3 43 2 T. $8.50 $365.50
Rock phosphate 8 14 800 lb. 8.80 123.20
Muriate of potash 2 40 125 lb. 4.10 164.00

$652.70
Second year
Triple superp. 2 40 130 lb. $5.90 $236.00
Rock phosphate 9 14 800 lb. 8.80 123.20

$359.20
Third year
Triple superp. 1 40 130 lb. $5.90 $236.00
Rock phosphate 5 14 800 lb, 8.80 123.20

$359.20
Fourth year
Limestone 4 43 2 T. $8.50 $365.50
Rock phosphate 6 14 800 lb. 8.80 123.20
Muriate of potash 2 40 125 lb. 4.10 164.00

$652 . 70
Fifth year
Rock phosphate 7 14 800 lb, $8.80 $123.20 $123.20

$2147.00

*Includes a charge for application.

Maintenance program

The fertility maintenance plan can be
developed only to the point of measuring the
total removal of plant-food elements from the
soil. The net removals can be calculated
only after the livestock system has been plan-
ned.

The plant-food nutrients removed from
the soil by some of the common crops are
shown in Table 9. Mineral elements are
removed by all cross when harvested. Ni-
trogen is removed by all nonleguminous crops
as shown, but the addition or removal by leg-
umes depends on how they are used.

Since two different rotations are to be
used on the problem farm, the crop produc-
tion will be estimated for each rotation area.
The plant-food removals will be calculated
separately for each rotation. This will be a
help in planning a sound fertility maintenance

jprogram for each area. The plant-food re-
movals for the 2 rotation areas are shown
in Table 10.

Separate totals for plant-food removed
by grain crops, as well as total removals
under systems of selling all hay, were cal-
culated. Thus, adjustments for forage use
can be readily made after the livestock pro-
gram has been planned. At that time plant-
food nutrients returned in the form of ma-
nure can also be calculated.

,.C-0
The td-C,s %IF rotation contains 166 acres

and the C-C-0-A-i-rotation, 70 acres. The
figures shown for the first rotation in Table 10
were divided by 166 and for the second ro-
tation by 70 to get the per-acre figures for
Table 11.

Besides enabling us to make comparisons
of the two rotations, the figures also indicate
that the use made of the forage crops is a very
important consideration in helping maintain
fertility. The C-C41rx rotation is at adis-
advantage if only the plant-food nutrient re-
movals are considered. If all the hay is sold,

VAS 2010a
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Table 9. Plant-Food Removed From Soil in Harvested Crops

Crop
UnitCrop Nitrogen

Lb.

Phosphorus
(P205)

Lb.

Potassium
(K20)

Lb.

Corn, grain 1 bu. .92 .37 .24
silage 1 t. 7.00 2.80 7.20

Soybeans, grain 1 bu. * .85 1.10
Oats, grain 1 bu. .61 .25 .18

straw 351b. ** .22 .09 .52
Wheat, grain 1 bu. 1.22 .53 .32

straw 100 lb.** .54 .18 .86
Alfalfa hay 1 t. 11.00 32.40
Red clover hay 1 t. 9.60 35.30
Lespedeza 1 t. 11.90 19.20
Bromegrass hay 1 t. 29.80 7.80 53.20
Timothy hay 1 t. 23.20 7.80 28.30
Grass sie--3 tons remove the same amount of s lant food as one ton of ha .
Adapted from Planning Your Farm Business, P. 16. P2O5 can be converted to P
by multiplying by .44; K20 can be converted to X by multiplying by .83.

* Legume crops. Nitrogen balance depends upon the use of the crop.
** Straw production for one bushel of grain on fertile soil.

Table 10. Gross Plant-Food Removals on the Problem Farm

Crop
Total production
from Table 2, N P2O5 K2O
VAS 2007a

C-CS-C-Cbx rotation:Vfx

lb. lb. lb.

Corn 9,000 bu. 8,280 3,330 2,160
8ybeans 900 765 990
Wheat 950 1,159 504 304
Oats 1,050 640 262 189

Total removed by grain crops 1/ 10,079 4,861 3,643

C-C-O-A-A rotation:

Corn 2,430 bu. 2,236 899 583
Oats 810 494 202 146

Total removed by grain crops 2,730 1,101 729

Alfalfa hay 84 t. 924 2,722.111IMINI

Total removed if all hay is sold 2,730 2,025 3,451

1/ No credit has been given for legume catch crop at this time.

VAS 2010a
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the C-C-O-A -A rotation is at a disadvantage
in regard to potash removed.

Nitrogen returned through legume crops
has not been shown because the use of the leg-
umes is not yet fully known. The entire growth

C-Oxof the catch-crop legume of the C-C's'' ro-
tation will likely be plowed down; however,
the use of the forage of the C-C-O-A -A rota-
tion has not been worked out. Legumes serve
other benefits but their effect in adding nitrogen
may depend more on how they are used than
on the fact they are included in the rotation.

(15)

The calculation of plant-food removals is
as far as the fertility maintenance plan can
be developed at the present time. It will be
completed after the livestock system and the
methods of crop disposal have been planned.
It should be apparent at this point that any
system of crop production alone will deplete
soil fertility. The supply of plant food in the
soil will eventually be exhausted, unless plans
are made for replacing it.

Table 11. Comparison of Per-Acre Gross Plant-Food
Removals Under the Two Rotations of the
Problem Farm*

Rotations

Removals by grain crops:

N P205 K20
lb. lb. lb.

C-OxC-C"' rotation
x

C-C-O-A-A rotation

Removals, if hay in C-C-O-A-A

61

39

61

39

29

16

29

29

22

10

22

49

rotation is sold:
C-OxC-C rotation

x
C-C-O-A-A rotation

VAS 2010o
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THE SWINE ENTERPItibs

1. What Are Some Characteristics of the Swine Enterprise?
2. What Part of the World Grow the Most Hogs?

3. What Parts of the U. S. Grow the Most Hogs?
4. How Can I Adapt the Swine Enterprise To My Farm?
5. What Returns May i Expect From A Hog Enterprise?

The swine industry is still one of the
major farming enterprises of this country.
Although it does not rank as high in percent
of total cash farm income as it did tea years
ago, it still ranks first in livestock returns
in Illinois, or about 22 percent the total

(Table 1). Income from field crops is, of
co:rse, close to double that of either hogs
or cattle. In the United States, swine ranks
third in cash livestock returns to the farm-
er - being surpassed by cattle and dairy prod-
ucts.

1. WHAT ARE SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SWINE ENTERPRISE?

fogs have a n-amber of characteristics
that make them popular on most farms, and
some that are not so favorable. Somme of
these characteristics are discussed briefly:

Hogs are efficient converters of farm
grains into meat and meat products. The
following figures give a comparison of the
amounts of feed required to produce 100 pounds
of gain during the finishing period for steers,
lambs, and pigs:

Grain Legume Hay
lbs. lbs.

1000 - lb. steer 700 400

6C - lb. lamb 300 420

175 - lb. pig 378

Table 1 - AN rage Yearly Income Received
by Illinois Farmers From Various Products
(1954 - '58 Inc.)

Income Percent
Product (Million dollars) of total

Cattle and Calves
Hogs
Dairy Products
Poultry
Sheep. lambs, & wool
Field Crops

#.,C1? Horticultural products
N Other products
gra.V Total

419 21.8
424 22A
164 8.6
19s 5.4

,
_ 0.8

720 37.6
37 1.9
35 1.8

1917 100.0
a The Farm Income Situation
e...
:o.

.../M1111

Also when you consider the fact that part
of the grain may be replaced by extra dairy
by-products, undigested corn in cattle ma-
nure, and damaged grain, the efficiency of
hogs is more pronounced.

Hogs are an outlet for large quantities of
farm grains, especially corn. If hogs are
efficiently produced, corn returns are greater
per bushel when fad to hogs than when sold
on the market.

The investment for buildings and equip-
ment is relatively small. Unless early pigs
are produced, the buildings and equipment
for hogs need not be extensive ar expensive.
In extreme cold, they require dry quarters
that are not drafty. Other than that they are
not too particular. Hogs are susceptible to
hot weather but require nothing more than a
make-shift shade and plenty of drinking wat-
er.

Hogs are prolific. No other meat-prod-
ucing animals regularly produce young more
than once a year, nor as many young at a
time as hogs. An average-size litter of pigs
is 7 to 8 but litters often run to 10 or 12 and
higher.

They produce !mid returns. Pigs can
be marketed in five to sf:c months after far-
rowing or about nine to ten months after the
sow is bred. Hog production can be increas-
ed more rapidly than either cattle or sheep
production.

VAS 1029
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Labor costs can be ke t at a minimum.
Hogs are adapted to self-feeding and full-
feeding, so labor can be kept at a minimum,
especially during the rush farming season.
The greatest labor requirement is at farrow-
ing time. Special attention at this time is
necessary for a good production record.

Prices for most weights and grades of
market hogs are a:Agreatly different. There
is generally a wide range of weights that will
bring top price. In fact the price even of old
sows is comparatively high. Variations in
prices between Weights and grades are usu-
ally less for hogs than for cattle.

Periods of low prices that are due to
overproduction are of short duration. The
entire hog production cycle is completed in
three to five years.

Hogs have a a igh dressing percentage
and are usually in demand as meat animals
(Table 2).

Fencing needed for swine is more expen-
sive than for some types of livestock and
systems of farming. Electric fences are
not very suitable for hogs.

Table 2 - Edible Meat Obtained From
Different Classes of Animals

Dressing Inedible
shrinkage material

perct. perct.

Edible
material
perct.

Hogs 20.50 3.75 75.75
Poultry 28.24 9.52 62.24
Cattle 29.60 10.30 60.10
Sheep 30.30 . 15.90 53.80
Tenn. Agr. Ed. Mimeo. 24

2. WHAT PART OF THE WORLD GROWS THE MOM' HOGS?

Swine are grown to some extent all over
the world. The leading producing areas,
however, are in Asia, Europe, and North
and South America, where they are found in
or with three major types of farming (Fig. 1).

Corn-Producing areas. In most areas
where corn is a major farming enterprise,
hogs are grown extensively and fed a high

percent of the crop. The world's three major
corn belts are located in the central part of
the United States, east-central South Amer-
ica, and the Danube basis of southern Europe.

Dairy and small-grain producing areas,
Hogs are produced extensively in dairy and
small-grain producing areas, because they
are able to make good use of much low-qual-

Fig. 1. The leading hop - Producing trees of the world ore In Europe, Ade, North Americo, end South Americo.

VAS 1029
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ity and damaged grain and such dairy by-
products as skimmilk, buttermilk, and whey,
that would otherwise be of minor commer-
cial value. The dairy and small-grain prod-
ucing areas of the world are located in the
nortliwPst-ecillTa. rt of the 171; ited States,
and in Canada. Ire lard, Uchtnark, lIc.)11and,

Mid' :,:kern states

and the southern part of Sweden.

General farming areas. Hog-raising in
general farming areas is also an important
part of the total swine production of the world.
In general, though, swine production with
this type of farming is of minor importance.

. 'M UT PARTS i.TIF THE U.S. CROW THE MOST HOGS?

Abut 50 percent of the hug proiluctim
ift 111,-, rutted States is in five of the (.0i

1-tinely Iowa, Illinois,...i i
o ; cot- motir

ing ilk titetic

.140fi
. .

The combination dairy and grainprod-
ucing region of the nertinvest-e: ir4 sl.-te;;

is also 1.:ognized as a hog-production area.
The dairy byproducts and the cereal grains
(especia:ly barley and oats) grown in the area
produce good gains, and hogs provide a means
of marketing these products.

Southern states

In the diversification of crops in the south-
orn states, more farmers of this area are
3.14.;:t.li.v, hogs in their farming enterprises
th:In ever before. The corn crop is small,
hut ()titer crops, such as milo, soybeans,
cowpeas, and peanuts, may be used to sup-
plement it for fattening purposes. The warm

2.1

d S. Total, 52,207t
u,ig. I thou, strI

-4' I 't
A tr ^ USDA Croi 1,A7

Fig. 7. The f,vc corn 1,cir stare; pr.14G,:e about thr hogs of the United States.
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Tend for OW., 7,390

(All inures in thousand%)

Minos.. Agricuthael Stoustleg. i460

Fig. 3. The enalor hog producing area of Illinois is in the
western 43110 northwestern port of the state.

,raiffly.rsel7:1111111

temperature is also an advantage to hog rais-
ing in tht area. In many localities hogs can
be kept on pasture crops 10 or 11 months of
the year and the buildings and equipment need
not be as elaborate as in cooler climates.

Western states

At the present time this area does not
produce enough hogs to supply the needs of
the packing houses of the mountain and Pac-
ific-coast states. The small grains pro-
duced extensively in this area, along with
the large acreages of alfalfa, make hog rais-
ing a profitable business. It is possible that
in the future hog production will be increased
in this area.

New England states

Many of the hogs grown in this area are
fed primarily on garbage from the nearbr
cities. These hogs do not gain and grow ou:
as rapidly as corn-fed hogs, but most of the
pork is of good quality and the method of feed-
ing quite economical.

4. HOW CAN I ADAPT THE SWINE ENTERPRISE TO MY FARM?

Regardless of the section of the country
in which you live, you must decide for your-
self whether to raise hogs and what the size
of your swine enterprise will be. If you do
not have a liking for hogs, or if conditions on
your farm are not suitable for them, you had
better leave them out of your farming pro-
gram entirely. On the other hand, some
farmers who are doing an efficient job of
raising hogs could profitably expand their
hog enterprises and thus increase profits.

What resources are necessary for hog prod-
uction?

VAS 1029

The number of hogs to raise depends, to
some extent, upon the resources available on
the farm.

Capital. Feed costs are approximately
75 percent of the total cost of producing hogs.
About 85 percent of the feed is concentrates
(grain and protein and mineral supplements)
and 15 percent hay and pasture. Thus hog
and feed-grain production go hand in hand
(Table 3).

capital items other than feed, such as
investments in livestock, buildings, and equip-
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The Swine Enterpnse

3 - Relation of Hog and Corn Pro-
duction in the Eight Leading Hog
States, 1956 and 1957

Corn Production Hogs on farms
State bushels, 1956 Jan. 1, 1957

(% of U. S. ) (% of U. S. l
Iowa 15.0 20.7
Illinois 17.5 12.2
Indiana 8.4 8.7
Missouri 5.7 7.0
Minnesota 9.4 6.1
Ohio 6.4 5.1
Nebraska 3.4 3.5
Wisconsin 4. 3.4
Data adapted from U.S.D. A.
Crops and Markets (1957

me. and operating expenses. are also nec-
essary . Compared with :ost other classes
of '.i_vestock, tlogs require a low initial iti-
;esi.inent: they na.ve a rapid. rate of tte-nover
of eri.)ital invastea, aad the equipm%_;it >:.--
vestment is low to mediur.

Land. Space is necessary for raising
hogs and probably for producing grain, past-
ure, and a small quantity of hay. If all feed
is to be purchased, space for feedlots and
shelter is still necessary.

Labor. A study of a group of 11 Dotal-
ern Illinois farmers, raising an average of
80 litters of pigs per year showed that 11
hours of labor was used la produch.g 1,000
pounds of pork, while another group, raising
an average of 42 litters aer year. used 14
hours per 1,000 pounds produced. These
amounts of labor compare favorably with 18
hours to produce 1, 000 pounds of gain on
feeder cattle, 105 hours per cow in dairy
herds, and 192 hours to take care of 100 hens
and the necessary flock replacements.

The total labor charge per 00 acres on
northern Illinois hog farms in 1956 was about
$1,460, compared with $1,220 on grain farms,
$1.290 on mixed livestock farms, $1,490 on
beef farms, and $1,870 on dairy farms. The
labor cost on hog farms compares favorably
with that of most other classes of livestock.

Management. Success in any enter-
prise depends very largely on the manager-
ial ability of the operator. The labor char-
ges cited are averages for groups of farmers.

(5)

Results on individual farms will probably
vary considerably from the average or from
that of neighboring farms. Success in com-
bining and using land, labor, and capital for
hog production depends on how well the re-
sources available are suited to hog produc-
tion and the ability of the operator to carry
out the operations.

be
available to the operator may

not be considered a resource, but they are a
factor in hog production. Without a suitable
market available, it is questionable whether
a swine enterprise woald ever be profitable.
Baiancinohe resources and the enterprise.

In planning the swine enterprise for your
farm, several questions may need to be con-
sidered. First, what kind and size of swim,
en terpi Ise can i. .onducted on your farm
.-:;h the resources available but not used
for ;)the: purposes? The answer to this ques-

=nv.Ives planning an enterprise that can
use otherwise idle or unused resources, es-
pecially feed and labor.

Another question is, "What additional
resources can I acquire?" If you include a
swine enterprise as a part of your farm bus-
iness, can you acquire additional goods in
the form of hogs, feed, buildings, and equip-
ment? Do you have or can you acquire the
capital needed? Will it be necessary for
you to hire additional labor? If so, is such
labor available? Consider also certain re-
sources that have been used in other ways
on your farm. Using some of these resources
in hog production may give higher returns.

Finally, an extremely important ques-
tion is, "Do you have the managerial ability
to successfully produce hogs?" Do you like
raising hogs? Have you had enough exper-
ience and education in hog raising so that
you can produce pork efficiently?

Usually we think of fitting an enterprise
to the resources available on the farm. How-
ever, this usually means that some additional
resources, especially feed and equipment,
may have to be acquired from off the farm.

It is generally advisable for the Ileginner
to start with a few sows and increase the
size of enterprise as he gains experience
and is able to balance the enterprise and the
resources available.

VAS 1029
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5. WHAT :RETURNS MAY I EXPECT FROF A HOG ENTERPRISE?

Cost of raising hogs

Some of the costs of producing 100 pounds
of pork in northern Illinois in 1956 axe shown
in Table 4.

No charge for management is included
in the above figures. Costs of production
will vary from time to time as prices of feeds
and costs for capital change.

Returns to expect

In the Illinois farm account reports, the
returns per $100 worth of feed fed are used
as an indicator of efficiency in producing
hogs. The returns per $100 worth of feed
for each year from 1940 to 1960 are shown
in Table 5.

There were seven years in the twenty
in which hogs on the average failed to return
enough to pay the cost of production. (Returns
of about $135 for each $100 worth of feed are
necessary to pay all costs of production.)
Averages for the last 12 years indicate a
return of about $12 above the cost of each
$100 worth of feed fed. This does not mean,
however, that hog production was profitable
on all farms.

The fact that hog production has been
profitable in the past does not guarantee that
it willbe in the future. One indication of
the profitableness of hogs at a particular
time is the hog-corn ratio (the number of
bushels of corn equal in value to 100 pounds
of market hogs.) The 1940-60 average ratio

VAS 1029

Table 5 - The Hog-Corn Ratio and Returns
per $100 worth of Feed Fed,
Illinois 1940 - 1960

Per $100 worth
Year of feed fed.

Hog-Corn
ratio

1940 $118 10.0
1941 193 14.8
1942 201 17.4
1943 136 14.4
1944 125 12.6
1945 138 13.4
1946 154 13.2
1947 150 13.6
1948 131 13.2
1949 144 15.9
1950 152 13.5
1951 127 12.2
1952 116 11.0
1953 178 15.2
1954 154 15.0
1955 109 12.0
1956 142 11.3
1957 172 15.7
1958 180 18.1
1959 114 12.9
Twenty year
average $147 13.8
Data from Farm Accounts Reports and
Ill. Agr. Statistics.

for Illinois was 13.8 (Table 5). A high ratio,
one above the average, means relatively high-
priced corn and a low market price for hogs.
Hog production is a profitable business for
most farmers when the ratio is 14 or higher
and unprofitable when the ratio is 11 or below.

Table 4 - Costs of Producing 100 Pounds of Pork, Northern Illinois, 1956
Farms Producing:

Item 20-59 litters 60-99 litters Over 100 litters
Number of farms studied 14 11 7
Feed $10.61 $10.92 $10.46
Other capital 3.43 2.64 2.49
Labor 1.32 1.00 .92

Total $15.36 $14.56 $13.87
Data from Ill. Research Report AERR-21
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THE SHEEP ENTERPRISE

1. What Are Some Characteristics of the Sheep Enterprise?
2. What Parts of the World Grow the Most Sheep?

3. What Parts of the U. S. Grow the Most Sheep?
4. What Returns Can I Expect from Sheep?

The sheep enterprise in Illinois is small
as compared to cattle, hogs, and poultry and
yet is fairly well scattered over the state.
On January 1, 1959 there were 587,000 sheep
on farms, varying from a few hundred in some
of the southern counties to 21,000 in McLean

and LaSalle Counties. During 1958, sheep
made a cash return of 13 million dollars for
lambs and 2 million for wool to Illinois farm-
ers or about 3/4 percent of the total income
(Table 1).

1. WHAT ARE SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SHEEP ENTERPRISE?

Sheep have a number of characteristics
that make them popular on many farms as an
extra enterprise, especially where the farmer
wants diversified operations.

The two crops, lambs and wool, add extra
dollars to the farmer's income if there are
extra pasture and labor available on the farm.
Lambs are the only animals that can be sold
At pasture at top price. Choice wool is al-
ways in demand and has never yet been over-
produced In America.

First costs can be reasonable. A start
in sheep raising may be made on a small in-
vestment. Many of the profitable farm flocks
of Illinois are 25 le 40 ewes in size.

Table 1. Income Received by Farmers in
Illinois from Various Products in 1958

Product
Income

(lion dollars)
Percent
of total.

Cattle and calves 520 25.3
Hogs 501 23.9
Dairy products 165 8.0
Poultry and eggs 93 4.4
Sheep and wool 19 0.7
Other livestock &

products 7 0.3
Crops 710 33.9
Horticultural

products 36 1.7
Other 39 1.8

Total 2,086 100.0
The Farm Income Situation, 1959

Expensive sheds and barns are neithei
necessary nor advisable. Often the buildings
on hand will provide the dry, clean quarters
needed for sheep. As long as dry bedding and
shelter from storms are furnished, cold offers
no great problem except during the lain.bing
process. The equipment needed--feeding
racks, salt boxes, and troughs- -may be built
of inexpensive lumber.

Lambs consume pasture that would other-
wise be wasted. Sheep, including their lambs
before ey go market, can be turned onto
second cutting hay fields and grain stubble,
where they clean up hay and grain left in the
field and eat the weeds and grass along the
fencerows. Feeder lambs may be turned into
cornfields to eat the lower leaves and weeds
between the rows. Ewes will break down the
corn, so sh:A.Ild not be turned into cornfields
until after harvest.

Labor requirements are low. Most of
the labor required by sheep is during the winter
at lambing time, which is normally a slack
time on a farm. Periodic checking of the flock
during the rest of the year is about all that is
required. R is estimated that not over 5 to 7
hours of labor are required per year for each
ewe of the flock.

Sheep need only simple home -grown ra-
tions. Adding a flock of sheep does not mean
extensive changes in cropping practices. Sheep
make very efficient use of roughage crops and
corn or small grains, all of which are nor-
mally produced on most Illinois farms.
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The Sheep Enterprise

Some characteristics of the enterprise
that are not so favorable are:

Wool has always been in politics and prob-
ably won't change much in the future. This
makes wool prices quite unpredictable over a
long period of time.

Sheep are quite susceptible to parasites
and numerous predator_ animals, including
dogs.

Sheep have little resistance to fight off
disease or injury. Consequently, death losses
are often quite high.

2. WHAT PARTS OF THE WORLD GROW THE MOST SHEEP?

Although sheep production is world wide,
it is found on, a larger scale in those countries
that have a temperate climate and large, sparse-
ly settled areas (Fig. 1). Australia leads all
other countries in both sheep and wool pro-
duction. In 1957 it had about 150 million head,
which was about one-sixth of the world's sheep
and one-fourth of the wool. This was about
50 sheep per square mile as compared to 10
in the United States or about 15 sheep per
person as compared to about one-fifth sheep
per person in this country.

Russia ranks second in sheep production
but is closely approaching Australia's pro-
duction. In 1950 Russia's production was
about three-fourths that of Australia. The
other high - producing countries, in order of
production, are China, Argentina, New Zea-
land, India, and Union of South Africa, ahead
of the United States (Table 2).

In wool production, the United States
ranks fifth, behind Australia, New Zealand,
Argentina, and Russia. The Australian and
New Zealand sheep average better than 11
pounds per animal as compared to 41/2 pounds
for the Russian. sheep or 9 pounds for the sheep
of this country.
Table 2. Ten Leading Countries in
Sheep and Lamb Numbers by rank, 1957

Country Number of Sheep

Australia 149,802,000
Russia 129,879,000
China 53,400,000
Argentina 45,738,000
New Zealand 42,382,000
India 39,246,000
Union South Africa 37,462,000
United States 30,840,000
Turkey 27,974,000
Uruguay 23,303,000
World total . . . . . . . . 936,900,000

Fig. 1. Numbers of sheep in the

different countries of the world.

3. WHAT PARTS OF THE U. S. GROW THE MOST SHEEP?

Sheep production in the United States
should be divided into the range and farm-
flock production. The range area being 12

VAS 1031

mountainous states of the western part of the
country, while the farm-flock area includes
all of the rest (Fig. 2).
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The Sheep Enterprise
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Fig. 2. Number of sheep on fens: by states, January, 1959.

Range area production (Table 3)

Almost 60 percent of the sheep produced
in this country are produced in this 12-state
area. In general the production in this area
is from flocks of 1000 to 1500 ewes which are
herded on unfenced land. Since half or more
of this land is public domain, very little of it
is enclosed. However, the scarcity and high
cost of labor is getting to be such a problem
that more and more of the private holdings,
especially in the southern states where year-
around grazing is possible, are ben fenced.
The public lands will probably no it fenced
to any great extent for some time ...t least.

Due to differences in topography, rain-
fall, and vegetation, sheep production in this
area is a migratory-type of enterprise. By
moving from the deserts, plains, foothills,
and mountains in the winter, spring, and sum-
mer and reversing the sequence in the late
summer, fall, and winter, the herders are
able to get about year-around foraging. Sup-
plemental feeding is usually necessary at
lambing time and on occasions when the range
is covered with snow.

(3)

Table 3. Eight Leading Range-Area States
in Sheep and Lamb Numbers by Bank, 1959

State Number of Sheep

Texas 5,355,000
Wyoming 2,256,000
California 1,893,000
Colorado 1,829,000
Montana 1,786,000
Utah 1,382,000
New Mexico 1,295,000
Idaho 1,174,000
Range-Area total 19,037,000
United States total 32,644,000

In general pasturing in the southern states
of this area is not sufficient to produce fat
lambs at weaning time. Consequently, more
emphasis is put on wool and feeder-lamb pro-
duction than is true in the north. Rambouillet-
type sheep predominate.

In the northern states, where the vege-
tation is more abundant than in the south,
special emphasis is put on producing fat mar-
ket lambs at weaning time. Sometimes a
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(4) The Sheep Enterprise

predominance of feede. lambs are sold from
this area during prolong drouths, but that is
usually about the only time. Since the em-
phasis in this area is en lamkproduction,
larger, coarser-wooled sheep-are produced
than in the, southern states.

Farm-flock uctiooa n

Farm -flock production includes that of
the remaining 36 states (Hawaii and Alaska
not being considered) where production varies
from 25 to 30 head per farm up to seldom
larger than 400 to 500 head.

The corn-belt si,ates have about the larg-
est production of the area. The 6 states of
Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana,
and Ohio produce (.bout 16 percent of the na-
tion's sheep, or 40 percent of the 36-state
production. If South Dakota were included
with the 6 mentioned, the 7-state production
is abut 20 percent of the nation's production,
or 50 percent of the 36-state production (Ta-
ble 4).

Table 4. Number of Sheep on Farms in
Corn Belt States, Jammu 1, 1959

State Number

Iowa 1,613,000
Ohio 1,276,000
Missouri 910,000
Nebraska 784, ooe
Illinois 76: ,000
Indiana 521 000

Total 5,871,000
South Dakota 1 592,000

Total 7,463,000
United States total 32,644,000
U.S. D.A. Crop Reporting Service, 1959

Most of the flocks of this area are in-
cluded only as a minor enterprise of the farm
and are often '.ally neglected. In general they
are more heavily infested with parasites and
the fleeces lack the care and uniformity of
those of the range flocks.

4. WHAT RETURNS CAN EXPECT FROM SHEEP?

On the basis of the 1960 Illinois Sheep
Production Project, involving 685 flocks from
83 counties, the average gross return per
ewe was approximately $24.00. There were
40 sheep In the average flock, 33 of which
were breeding ewes. The average ewe pro-
duced 8 2/3 pounds of wool and 91 pounds of
lamb by September . Although about 50 per-
cent of the lambs had not been marketed ye.
by September 1, this estimate does not include
any weight increase of lambs after that date.
Table 5 shows the gross income of 16 flocks.
in Illinois in the 25 to 50 flock size in which
90 percent or more of the lambs had been
marketed by September 1. Here the lambs
returned $25.63 ($21.32 + $4.24) and the wool
$5.22 ($4.26 + $0.96) per ewe.

Costs of production of lambs vary con-
siderably between farms. On the basis of
some Illinois studies, $12.00 is about average
for feed costs per ewe, $4.00 for labor, and

Table 5. Income per Ewe in 25-50 Ewe
Flocks

Av. wt. of lambs sold, per ewe, lb 87
Lamb returns, per ewe $21 39
Av. wt. of lambs on hand

(Sept. 1) lb 80
Value of lambs on hand, per ewe . $4.24
Wool produced per ewe, lb. 8.2
Wool returns per ewe $4 26
Anticipated incentive payment . . . $ .96
Gross returns per ewe $29 80

$3.75 for buildings, interest, shearing, and
supplies, making a total df $19.75. Expected
income per ewe then we-ld be between $5 and
$10. Management of the flock, however, can
change the income derived from the sheep,
probably more than any other type of livestock
(excluding poultry). Good management can
swell the $10 while poor m. nagement can even
show a loss over the expected income.

University of Illinois College of Agriculture
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FOREWORD

Most educators will agree that one of the basic directions
education should take is in that area which prepares individuals for
successful economic citizenship, which is basically taken to mean
success in procuring and maintaining a job. The area of vocational
training is of such paramount importance that massive bodies of
curricular materials have been developed to meet the wide variety
of vocational needs of the individual; institutions specifically
designed to train students in certain vocational areas have been
built to further implement vocational preparedness.

It is generally recognized that vocational preparation in
business should come early at the high school level. One course in
particular in the business curriculum that is specifically designed
to provide a general exposure to career opportunities in business
is that of business orientation, also known as general business,
introductory business, elementary business, and junior business train-
ing. The Business Orientation Course is one of the pilot programs
under the Vocational Education Act of 1963, Serial No. 33.5. This
program is designed to provide the important link between the chain
of studies by permitting the student to try on a variety of vocational
"hats" in business by exposing the student to the nature of different
job skills and by helping him to become more fully aware of his indi-
vidual strengths and weaknesses in certain occupational areas with
the purpose of motivating the student to plan for further training
in business. Coupled with appealing to the average and the above
average student, a valuable outgrowth of this program is that which
can be done with the disadvantaged child and the potential "drop out"
if early in the child's high school training he has the opportunity
to become an active participant in a learning experience which seems
to make sense to him and to which he is capable of responding, even
with his limited abilities.
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GENERAL STATEMENT

Business Orientation is a new and interesting approach to social
business training. Emphasis is placed on developing a kind of business
"aptitude" and on evolving an early cognizance of vocational direction.

The prime function of this guide is to provide a suggested treat-
ment of the course and to present aids which can be adapted to
individual teacher preferences.

While it is hoped that this teachers guide will be of some value
to other schools. in the main it is being developed to meet a need on
a very local level. References are made throughout the guide to specific
teaching aids that are to be incorporated in lesson preparations. Gen-

erally, the subject matter content of the course will be about the same
regardless of the textbook or the workbook used; the field trips into
the adjacent community can easily be adapted to other school situations,
depending on what is locally available.

The general philosophy of this teachers guide for the Business
Orientation Course is to develop a program of study that will provide
better horizontal and vertical articulation--enriching and more compre-
hensively developing the already existing course offerings, in an
effort to prevent wasteful over-lapping of course work; and creating a
new impetus by providing for student exposure to the basic business
occupations of selling, bookkeeping, office occupations, and shorthand.
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INTRODUCTION

Business Orientation is a course that attempts to orient the
student to business--a liaison between the theory of subject-matter
training and its relative application to the student in his preparation
for life.

The effectiveness of the approach to business orientation will,
of course, depetd very much on the effectiveness of the instructor.
He will have to bring to this course, along with all the very fine
contemporary teaching aids at his disposal and the backlog of educa-
tional philosophies, a real zest and enthusiasm in performing the
teaching function.

This guide is divided into two cycles of emphasis to be used
with two basic teaching sources. The first teaching cycle covered
is that for a textbook source; the second-teaching.cycle covered is
that for a workbook source. The learning experiences from the text-
book source are arbitrarily grouped and correspond to the objectives
of the course. The topics treated include the following ten major
learning units:

Economic Literacy
Money and Banks
Savings and Investing
Communications Services
Travel Services
Budgeting and Wise Buying
Credit
Insurance
Filing
Employment

Each of these units is divided into several parts. Each part
represents a significant phase of the subject matter and is presented
in outline. Since the teaching aids do represent an invaluable part
of the learning experience, they too accompany the outline. It is
suggested that this first cycle of emphasis be completed the first
twenty-four weeks of the school year.

The use of the business occupations workbook is introduced the
latter twelve weeks of the school year, covering the four most common
areas in business--selling, bookkeeping, office occupations, and
shorthand. Each lesson contains a variety of interesting work assign-
ments designed to appeal to the masculine and feminine interests.
Basically, in this cycle of emphasis the student is given the chance
to develop a vocational "awareness" which, it is hoped, will encourage
him to realistically plan for additional business training in the
advanced subjects.



THE OBJECTIVES OF BUSINESS EDUCATION*

1. Training for intelligent participation in
business life as a consumer.

2. Providing social and economic understandings
in order to utilize our human and material
resources for the best interests of our
nation.

3. Offering specialized training in a useful
and marketable skill as a beginning worker
in certain business areas.

4. Establishing a foundation-for retraining
and further training for the promotional
opportunities which stimulate the ambi-
tions of the businessman.

*New Jersey State Department of Education,
Vocational Division



OBJECTIVES FOR COURSE IN BUSINESS ORIENTATION

1. To develop economic literacy and an understanding of the
American business system and of business procedurec, to
foster an appreciation for our free-enterprise economy
and to arouse a realization of our responsibilities as
citizens in a free society.

2. To show the importance of and the proper handling of
money in a sophisticated society and to further an under-
standing of the importance of money and banks in our
business system.

3. To emphasize the need for developing a systematic savings
program and to show the importance of investing one's
money intelligently.

4. To acquaint students with some of the basic communications
services and to broaden their understanding of how these
services can be effectively used in their personal and
business lives.

5. To familiarize the student with the basic travel accom-
modations and to show how these services are used.

6. To encourage the develop.dent of careful budgeting and
wise buying habits and apprising the student of the aids
and consumer service agencies that are available to him
for further assistance.

7. To create an awareness of how credit serves business
and consumers and to emphasize the importance of using
credit judiciously.

8. To expose students to the various kinds of insurance
programs and to show how protection against economic
losses is provided by insurance.

9. To provide the basis for an understanding of filing and
filing procedures.

.v. To arouse a student awareness of his marketable "self"
and to stimulate student self analyses; to help the
student to improve his physical grooming and his mental
attitude pursuant to employment.

11. To orient students to the advanced, specific business
education courses for job training in basic business
occupations.
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PROCEDURE FOR ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES IN

BUSINESS ORIENTATION

1. Use individual classroom instruction, indiN-4ual research,
committee projects, library facilities.

2. Use vocabulary builders to develop and promote an under-
standing of the lauguage of business; use study guides,
outlines, and fact sheets to facilitate student compre-
hension.

3. Use of individual notebooks or permanent folders in which
to keep working Peers for references purposes.

4. Use instructional pamphlet materials and periodical liter-
ature to supplement the textbook and the workbook.

5. Use films, filmstrips, transparencies, bulletin displays,
dramatizations (teletrainer, situation role-playing),
field trips.

6. Use problem solving exercises in learning units to
strengthen decision making processes and arithmetic
skills.

7. Use of a business occupations workbook to explore the
nature of the advanced business subjects.



SUGGESTED TEACHING PROCEDURES

At the outset of the course it is advisable to check the reading
skills of the students by having them read a paragraph or paragraphs
of a lesson quietly, and then having them interpret extemporaneously
or to respond to questions directed by the teacher. If there appears
to be little comprehension of the text, the teacher should outline or
graphically illustrate the key ideas brought out by the paragraphs.
As a further aid in developing reading skill the teacher should ex-
plain hov the table of contents, topical headings, and illustrations
give a brief survey or overview of the lesson. Quite often the
problem is that the student is unable to understand business terms.
Vocabulary exercises are a valuable device for clinching the business
concepts developed in the course. It is suggested that the student
be encouraged to use the dictionary and otht- reference sources to
check on words he does not understand, for without an understanding
of terms comprehensioa will be impaired considerably. It is also
suggested that the teacher hold the student responsible for spelling
and for legible handwriting.

Equally important is the student's computation skills and the
care with which figures are written. Students will need to accur-
ately complete business forms and records in the course and it is
highly important that figures be accurate and legible.

Continually stress the importance of being businesslike in the
quality of work produced, in study habits, and in getting required
work assignments in on time. A good policy to follow is to set
specific deadlines for work assignments and to expect that such
deadlines be met.

Teaching aids should be generously used throughout the entire
course to facilitate the learning process.



BUSINESS ORIENTATION COURSE OUTLINE

UNIT A-- ECONOMIC LITERACY

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 15 days (3 weeks)

Purpose

This unit of work presents certain basic economic concepts and
business principles in a very general way. The intent is to foster
a basic understanding of and an appreciation for the American busi-
ness system, to convey what earning a living means and why people
work, and to show the relationship between government, business,
and the consumer.

Topic Outline,

-. The nature of business
Our business and economic world

III. The role of government

Topic I. The nature of business

A. Understanding the nature of business
1. What business is
2. What business does

B. The concept of the constmer
1. Meaning of consumer
2. Who the consumers are
3. Consumer needs and wants
4. Factors influencing conaumer demand

C. The concept of production
1. The relationship between consumer demand and production
2. Meaning of production
3. Factors affecting production
4. Utility in goods

D. The business transaction
1. Everyone performs business transactions
2. Business transactions are contracts
3. The natut of contracts
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Topic II. Our business and economic world

A. The concept of economics
1. Economics defined
2. The fundamentals of capitalism

B. Methods of mass production
1. Sources of power for production
2. The meaning of mass production
3. The factors of mass production

C. Measuring our country's economic growth
1. The Gross National Product
2. Inflation and Depression
3. The flow of money
4. National Debt

D. How businesses are organized
1. The sole proprietorship
2. The partnership
3. The corporation
4. The cooperative

E. The worker and how the worker is organized
1. The worker's economic responsibility
2. Why people work
3. What is the labor force
4. The methods used by labor

Topic III. The role of government

A. Government as a regulator

B. Why governments need money

C. How governments obtain the money needed



Topic I. The nature of business

Understanding the nature of business

Basically, business is the activity which results when a single
individual or a group of people get together to provide there with

the goods and services they require. Generally, the 2Lyit motive
is the prime incentive that stimulates business activity. However,

most businessmen recognize that a business activity should aim to
supply the community with its needs and wants.

Can you imagine the difficulty we would encounter if each of
us attempted to supply our own needs by imitating the zeal and mettle
displayed by the early, self-sufficient frontiersman and raised our
own food, made our own clothing, built our homes, and fashioned the
tools and artifacts, and all of the other things needed to maintain
life? We know that such a way of life for most of us today would be
extremely hard and virtually impossible to bear. No longer do we
rely entirely upon the home as the nucleus of manufacture activity.
We look to formal business activity to produce and make available to
us the economic goods and economic services we need. Today, business
has become quite specialized because of certain social changes and
technological innovations in order that our many needs for material
goods and services be met.

Business provides us with the economic goods we require.
,Economic goods, refer to those tangiblr ar material goods such as food,
clothing, homes, automobiles, refrigerators, television sets, and many
other similar items that we use in our everyday lives for which we
must pay--this is opposed to the free goods of air, sunshine, and in
most instances water, which are not made by man, but are supplied to
us by nature in such quantities that anyone can obtain all he wants
with little or no effort or cost. Those goods which are not supplied
to us by nature we look to business to supply.

Business also provides us with the economic services we require.
Economic,services are taken to mean those things which others do for
us which we would normally be unable to do for ourselves because of a
lack of specific training or "now-how, such as those services offered
by the beautician, the dentist, the lawyer, the real estate broker,
the mailman, and the teacher. In most instances compensation for
these services is made directly to the individual from wages; in some
instances services are paid for indirectly through the taxes we pay.

The concept of the consumer

When individuals or businesses attempt to satisfy their needs
and wants they become consumers. A consumer is anyone who uses goods
and services to satisfy his needs rather than to resell them or pro-
duce other goods and services with them. We are all consumers of
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goods and services from the "cradle to the grave." The human infant is
a consumer from the moment of his birth to the instant of his death in
later years. You and everyone you know is a consumer. If you were to
make a few observations in your home, you would see that everyone in
the family is engaged in certain consumptive activities. Food is eaten
regularly during the day, clothes are worn by the members of the family,
a home is resided in and household furnishings are provided for the
family, fuel is bu-...ned in the furnace to keep the house warm, gas or

electricity is used to cook food, automobiles or public transporting
services are used, the telephone is frequently used, and on and on . In

other words, you and other members of your family use many commodities
and services to satisfy their needs and wants. They want these commodities
or goods because they are useful to them, for if they were not useful
the family would not have paid money for them.

Human beings have wants for a great variety of things. These wants
may be classified into two large groups: (1) wants for necessities,
such as food, clothing, and shelter, and (2) wants for things other than
necessities. Wants for necessities are called primary wants. They are
things we must have if we are to sustain life and carry on our daily
activities. Most of us today are not merely content to satisfy our pri-
mary wants. We desire to improve our living conditions, social standing,
and economic position. We want better food and more of it, better homes
and household furnishings, labor saving devices about the home,
recreational outlets and the opportunity to travel and see the world,
more educational training--in other words, we desire a higher standard of
living.

It is a normal inclination for most people to want to live better
and acquire certain worldly possessions. There is no limit to our
wants, and our wants can never be completely satisfied. We know that
consumer wants are numerous and various, but what is needed is to make
these desires effective by purchasing the thing desired. A desire is
nothing more than a longing for things we see or hear about. There must
be something more than desires if you are to enjoy consumption and
achieve production. When you express your desire with a willingness to
buy the article desired, a consumer demand is created. Demand is the
desire for an article accompanied by the ability and the willingness to
pay for it. When this demand is made apparent to manufacturers, the
goods the consumer desires are produced for him. Consumer demand is in-
fluenced by the following prime factors: custom and tradition, income
and standard of living, education and occupation, and style and advertising.

Consumer spending has long been influenced by custom and tradition
from earliest times. Customs are established practices that are passed
from one generation to another. Some of the items we use in the home
today migLt have been used by a great grandparent. Customs and traditions
have been deciding factors in matters of food, dress, house furnishings,
the practice of sending birthday cards, and so forth. Some customs have
developed in more recent times - a watch,for example, is customarily worn
on the wrist instead of hanging from a chain at the waist.
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The amount of income received and the way it is spent determines
ones standard of living. Standard of living is taken to mean the scale
or the level upon which one lives, the amount and the kinds of goods
one is accustomed to consume. Everyone does not live on the same standard
of living. The executive secretary may earn more than a clerk-typist,
and might therefore have selquired a more expensive automobile, more ex-
clusive fashions, and might have done extensive traveling. Some live on
a level of poverty; some on a comfort level; and others on a luxury
level. Whatever the level one lives on, one's standard of living deter-
mines not only the kind of goods demanded, but what will not be demanded.
Low-income families, as an illustration, choose mostly necessities and
the cheaper goods because they must spend fewer dollars. And because of
their peculiar needs manufacturers produce furnishings and ap ?liances
that they can afford and which will appeal to them.

The extent of our educational training, in part, determines one's
occupation. And the kind of work one does has much to do with the kinds
of goods that will be in demand. A day laborer demands a type of food
different from that of a lawyer. The policeman or the fireman needs
things that are not needed by the teacher or the bank clerk. Consumer's
choices are affected by the occupation in which he is engaged. Usually,
education has a way of making us see how inadequate are the many things
to which we accustom ourselves; it creates a desire for new things, and
it is a powerful influence affecting consumer demand.

A most obvious factor affecting consumer demand is that of style.
As styles and fashions change, most of us would like to think of our-
selves as being cosmopolitan and keep abreast with the current vogues.
As soon as a new fashion in dress or a different manner of furnishing
houses appears, there are many consumers ready to adept it. When the
latest model appears with its new gadgets and accessories, sales at once
increase because so many buyers are influenced by the desire to follow
fashions and be in style. Advertising usually tells us of these changes
in styles. Good advertising tells us about the articles that are new
and useful and tells us in such a manner that it is difficult for us to
resist the appeals. A great many consumer products have been bought as
the direct result of advertising.

The concept of production

Consumer spending is very important because it is the basis of pro-
duction. Economic goods and services are provided because the consumer
has a demand for them. The demand is met when the producer, supplies the
goods or services ws want.

You have probably heard about "demand" and "supply", for these words
are used in everyday conversation and in the newspapers and magazines.
Demand means how much of an item people will buy at various prices and
supply means how much of that item will be put on the market at these
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different prices. The archaic Law of Supply and Demand means basical-
ly that generally, consumers will buy less of an item that is priced
high and will buy more of an item that is priced low; generally, pro-
ducers will supply more of an item when it is priced high and will supply
less of an item when it is priced low. Consumer demand not only sets
price trends, but it also determines which goods will be produced.

Some people have the idea that production means turning out products
like cameras, cars, radios, and dresses. This idea is not entirely
incorrect. In a real sense, production means more than turning out goods.
What about the dentist who checks your teeth, the mechanic who works on
your car, and the people who clean your clothes? They don't make things,
yet they are productive. They provide your basic need for certain ser-
vices- Production includes the furnishing of services as well as the
providing of goods.

The producer is not actually creating goods, but uses nature's
gifts and shapes them to his desires. A producer is one who creates
utility in goods. He does that with the help of other factors which we
refer to as the factors of production: natural resources, labor, capital,
management, and government.

Natural resources is a term that is applied to nature's part in the
process of production. It means land or earth from which we obtain much
of our food and upon which we build our houses and factories; minerals
the earth yields, such as coal, iron, silver, copper, and others, which
make it possible to have heat and power as well as tools and machines;
trees in the forest from which we obtain lumber for our houses and furni-
ture; water power, which supplies us with a very essential product;
fertility in soil; and even sunshine and climate. In other words, all
the resources and conditions that have been freely supplied by nature and
which aid man in producing the things he needs.

Labor is the human effort directed to the creation of utility. It

refers to the physical or mental effort of man to make the goods he needs..

Capital is a term that generally means money, when it is invested
in plant and equipment with the idea of producing something.

Management, sometimes called "business enterprise" the factor
that organizes, coordinates, and manages the productive process so that
the proper kind and amount of goods may be produced. This is the group
that is given the responsibility for operating the business in an efficient
manner so that it might yield a profit.

Government is the referee of business to insure fair play. Unfair
business policies must be prevented, and some monopolies must not be Per-
mitted to take advantage of the public. There must be rules for playing
the game in order to protect producers, consumers, and workers. There
must be some authority to establish weights and measures, to see that
agreements are kept, to protect workers against exploitation, and to
see that people are not cheated by poor goods and bad business practices.
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This explains why government has become an increasingly important
factor in the process of production.

Consumption is the process of using up or destroying the utilities
in goods or services in order to satisfy our wants. Production, on the
other hand, is the process of adding utilities to goods to make them
more useful. A person buys and uses commodities and services because
they are usable in some way; they possess some quality that makes them
desired. This useful quality in goods is called utility.

Utility, in goods is the want-satisfying power of an object or a
service. in order that anything may satisfy a want it must possess
the required physical properties. Form utility is the utility added
to a commodity because of the particular shape or form that has been
given to it. People take the raw materials furnished by nature and
turn them into more useful forms. Any completely manufactured article
has form utility. A good must be at the place where it is wanted.
Place utility is the utility a commodity possesses when it is where it
is wanted. A tire wrench has place utility if it is in your car at the
time you are called upon to change a tire. A good must be available
when it is wanted. Time utility is the utility a commodity possesses
when it is ready for use at the time it is wanted. Coal in a Pennsyl-
vania mine has no time utility for anyone, but when it is placed in
your cellar in the winter when it is needed, it has place utility. And,

a good must be under the control of the one who desires to use it.
Possession utility is the utility that is added to an article because it
is owned by someone.

The business transaction

We have explored the process of creating the utilities that con-
sumers demand. These utilities, consumer goods and services, must be
disposed of. There must be exchange of the products of different pro-
ducers. Goods are produced in anticipation of demand; if these goods are
to, be sold, there must be a market for them. Not only must there be
markets, but there must be many other agencies to see that the exchange
is a continuous one--using media such as money, credit, banks, middlemen,
transportation, and communication systems. When these media cooperate,
commodities and services are exchanged smoothly and speedily.

Specialization is a prominent feature of our modern industry.
Individuals specialize in some kind of work and produce standardized
goods. In primitive society the individual produced the goods he needed
and depended entirely upon himself. Today very few people make use of
the goods they themselves produce. They hope to exchange them for the
goods made by others. When the ownership of goods is transferred from one
person to another an exchange is made; when this exchange is made for
money consideration or the promise to pay money at a later date, a
business transaction occurs. Everyone has completed a business transaction
at one time or other. When we pay the paper boy, when groceries are pur-
chased, when the rent is paid, when salary checks are received, when
contributions are made, when taxes are paid--business transactions are
being pxformed.



Business transactions are contracts and contracts arid* basis for
business transactions. In order that business functions well, there must
be some way to bind the parties involved. A contract is the binding ele-
ment--it'is an agreement that is enforceable at law.

To illustrate the point. Suppose Robert Jones, who wished to buy an
overcoat, went to the Overbrook Men's Store. There he found a coat that
he considered to be suitable for his use. It was priced at $55. Jones
told the salesman to charge the coat to his account and to deliver it to
his home. The salesman agreed to deliver the coat on the following day.
A contract was made.

Although Jones and the sales clerk at the store merely held a con-
versation about the purchase of a coat, they formed an agreement that
was binding upon the store as well as the customer. The Overbrook Men's
Store was under an obligation to deliver the coat and Jones was under an
obligation to make payment for the coat once awes delivered. If either
party failed to carry out his part of the agreement, one or the other of
them would have grounds for legal action, unless there was a mutual
agreement to dissolve the contract.

Not everyone can complete a contract, although practically anyone
can complete a business transaction. We know that contracts are based
on agreements, but not all agreements are contracts. For example, if two
people agree to attend a party on a certain evening, no contract is in-
tended and no contract is formed. If one of the parties does not show
up, the other party has no legal remedy, that is, a remedy that the courts
will enforce. Even when agreements, or statements that seem to be
agreements are made with the intention of forming contracts, no contracts
are actually formed unless these agreements meet the requirements of the
law. Under the law five elements must exist in order that an agreement
may be enforceable: mutual agreement--there must be some obvious or
implied indication of the intentions of the parties; competent parties- -
the law limits the power of certain people under certain conditions to
make enforceable agreements (the insane, infants, drunkards, in some
states married women, and corporations within charter restrictions);
legal requirements - -an agreement must be made within the framework of

the law, for an arrangement that is illegal or criminally wrongful to
others cannot be enforced; consideration - -there must be a mutual exchange
of values, for the law will not enforce an agreement to give something
for nothing; required form--some contracts must be in writing to be en-
forceable. In early English history there was enacted what is known as
the Statute of Frauds. According to this statute or law certain con-
tracts could not be enforced unless they were in writing and signed by
the involved parties. It was called the Statute of Frauds because its
purpose was to prevent people from committing fraudulent acts against
others by establishing contracts on the basis of false testimony. Con-
tracts that are required by law to be in writing include those involving
the transfer of real estate or the leasing of property, the creation of
trusts, the promise to pay debts for large sums of money, the bequeath of
property to someone under the terms of a will, and those contracts that
cannot be completed within a year.
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Not all contracts are in writing. Some contracts are created by
word of mouth. Such contracts are referred to as being oral contracts
because they are made by the spoken word--verbal communication. An
implied contract is created when an individual, through his actions or
response to certain forces, indicated by his gestures or his action his
intention to create a binding agreement. When one walks up to a news-
paper stand and picks up a paper an agreement is made. The clerk will
expect that the customer pay for the commodity since it is in the cus-
tomer's possession.



Topic II. economic.

The coocaztgi economics_

Economics say be defined as the systematic study of matters re-
lating to the effort* of individuals to satisfy their w its by the use
of goods and services. The term "economics" is deriA mom the Greek
wordsgamaesnins "house" and sou meaning "managet_At". Literally
it means "household Osnagedent." But the scope of economics is not
limited to the basic business of managing the income and expenditures of
a home. However, if we could conceive of the nation as an enlarged
household with many branches and subdivisions, and think of the manage-
vent of this vast household, we should have a fairly clear idea of the
present meaning of economics. Household management basically concerns
itself 14"h two processes -- getting and using. The "getting" requires
the expenditure of the human effort of work and the"using0 requires the
exercise of wisdom and judgment in consumption. These two words,
getting and usinsopretty well summarize economic activity.

Practically all peoples of thi. world carry on some form of economic
activity. The way in which the ,plc carry on this economic activity
is termed an economic system. An economic system is the organised plan
by which people of a nation engage in the production, distribution and
consumption of goods and services. This organised plan can be as simple
and uncomplicated as those of primitive societies, or as complex and
sophisticated as those of present-day times. We here in the United
States call our economic system "capitalism". 1141sw nations use this
kind of economic system or variations of it; othe nations have adopted
economic systems that are directly opposed to ours. We know that our
system pf doll* business is not a perfect one--nothing in this world is.
However, it works best for us end we are able to make it work.

Basically, capitalism has as its premise "free-enterprise", as
opposed to centralised toveroment control of ecOdoMic activity. It is
this spirit of freedom of choice that has enabled our economy to function
well for us in our democratic political structure. This is not to say,
however, that our economic form will necessarily work well for other
nations. Capitalism flourishes best in a country with a democratic form
of goVernekt.

in our system individuals, with comparative freedom, produce goods
and services for public consumption under conditions of competition and
with profit as the principal motivating force. The following are considered
to be tie factors of capitalism;

The agrassum, a Preach ter, which is taken to mean the "enter-
priser". The entreprenuer is On( oho has the necessary capital with which
to go into business. in a senile, he is the financial backer. The en-
trepreneur may be a sole proprietor, two or more partners, or a corpora-
tion of stockholders. Hi brings the bdsiness into being and operates it
because heleels there is financial gain in eo_doing.



Prit:gate enterprise is a basic precept of capitalism which means
that most business ventures in this country are owned by individuals who
have invested their own funds in businesses of their own choosing, from
the operation of which they hope to realize a gain.

Management refers to those individuals who are given the responsibility
of operating businesses at a profit. Management comprises a group of
salaried persons whose incentives for efficient operation come from ex-
pectation of higher salaries and job security.

Capital, refers to all of those things needed in the production of
material goods and services; it may consist of cash, credit, tools,
machinery, equipment, fixtures, patents, copyrights, buildings, land, and
so on.

The production of goods, the distribution of goods, the price at
which commodities are bought and sold, competition in business, profit,
consumption, and the risk involved in such business operation are all
considered to be those elements of which capitalism 11 comprised.

Methods of mass _prodnction

Capitalism is nothing more or nothing less than a system under which
individuals are permitted to own capital. Capital began to play a larger
and more Important part in industry when there began to be more of it.
Thee began to be more of it when inventors began to &lege new and
larger machines and engines and to develop large-scale production. Mn
then came to rely less ou his muscle and more on the power supplied by
nature.

The first source of power man utilized on a large scale was that of
mamas which he domesticated and ensla-ied. Later in the history of man's
use of power was the invention of the steam engine, efficient to operate
with inexpsasive deposits of coal of the north temperate zone. Water, one
of nature's most precious bounties, is the source of generated electricity.
However important water is it provides less than 5Z of the power that man
uses. Most of man' power sources come from the fulls coal, petroleum,
and natural gas. Today our scientists are exploring the possibilities of
solar energy and are currently striving to develop ways of transforming
chemical energy into mectanical power by freeing the atom and finding ways
try .ontrol and use this 'ergy produced by tbe atop. Scientists, engineers,
and other techwlogists are continually trying to ...nd more economical ways
of producing poar and of applying it to manufacturing prcossses.

Cheap power and efficiency in production methods uave been the winn-
ing combinations for making goods available twit the consumer can afford.
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In earlier times when goods were made by hand, they were _ore costly to
produce and therefore were more of a cost to consumers. The use of power
in industry makes it possible to operate all kinds of machinery for
:stye-scale production. This large-scale production is called Imans
production. Mass production means something more than producing massive
quantities of goods--it means producing large quantities of goods in an
efficient manner so that they are cheaper for the consumer. Efficient
production benefits everyone because manpower, machines, and natural
resources are used in the best possible way. This gives people the
largest quantity of %pality goods and services from the nation's limited
resources.

In mass production, no one person does all the work or is singly
responsible for the completion of a commodity item. There are many
workers involved and each worker is responsible for completing a special
part of the production process. This kind of specialization in work is
referred to as division of labor. Interchangeable parts is an important
aspect of mass production, for without it there would be no mass pro-
duction. If a part of an automobile becomes damaged, the part can easily
be replaced by another part. Automation in production means increased
output. Automation implies the automatic control of machine production
by other machines, so that a part of the productive process is completed
without direct human aid or control.

Measuring_ our country's economic growth,

Understanding the mystery of our country's oaterial progress is
complicated to say the least. Even the nation's so-called experts are
at ends to explain the combination that adds to our nation's prosperity.
However, there have been certain yardsticks of measurements that the
nation's economists feel help to explain our country's economic growth.
Prominent among them is the GNP - or. Gross National Product. This may be
defined as the money value of everything produced in one year for final
demand, including all goods (houses, cars, clothing, food, and so on)
and ail services (medical care, entertainment, education, laundry, and
the like). A brief interpretation assumes that when the GNP is on the
upgrade the country is enjoying economic.development. Since the end
purpose of economic activity should be to serve the wants and needs of
an increasing population, increases in Gross National Product should be
at least sufficient to cover the needs of a growing population. There-
fore, meaningful economic growth requires an increase taper capita,
gross national product.

Other factors which add to a nation's growth are its educated,
technically trained labor force and the generated savings which can be
invest:d in plant and equipment. What does an increase in the GNP mean
to ust It means that more goods and services are available for each
person in our po ?ulation.
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inflationary trends may have an effect on our country's growth.
Inflation lz a change in the circulation medium, tending to reduce the
purchasing power of the dollar, which results from an increase in the
volume of money and deposit currency. Inflation develops when the govern-
ment attempts to create a great deal of purchasing power before goods of
equivalent value have been produced. This occurs when the government
prints or coins large quantities of money or issues large amounts of se-
curities and sells them to banks, with extension of bank credit as a re--
sult. Here we could apply the principles of supply and demand: money
is made too readily available and the buying power of this money is reduced
because vices tend to rise.

Depressions affect us in other ways. Instead of high and rising
living standards less goods are produced and consumed. Workers find
themselves out of jobs or doing work they don't want. But small ups and
downs in business have had good as well as bad effects. When things
begin to look good there is an incentive to expand; and when things look
bad, efficiency is improved and costs are reduced.

Our country's income depends on the quantity of money in circulation
and on.how fast it changes hands. Money that people have is a part of
cur country's money supply. However, unless this money is spent it has
little effect on the national income. But if this money is spent in a
store and the store in turn passes this money on to a jobber f-,y merchan-
dise, the same denomination of money has passed hands twice and has
provided twice the amount of income. We can control the amount of money
in our economy but the speed with which money is spent -- called the
"circular flow of money"--depends on how people spend their money.
Dollar turnover is important in relation to inflation or depression.

Wars also have resulted in spurts of national growth. The necessity
to turn out munitions in great quantities encouraged rapid improvement
in production processes. Our government began its career in 1789 with an
indebtedness of about $78 million. The end of the Civil War in 1865 saw
the indebtedness of the government rise to $2,678 million. World War I
raised the Cebt to a high point of $15,482 million in 1919. Wars have
always increased the national debt. Our National Debt is so large that
if we should pay off $284.5 billion (the estimated debt for the fiscal
year 1960-61) at the rate of a billion dollars a year, it would require
nearly three centuries to pay it off. Some analysts, however, regard the
National Debt as something useful, that government deficit spending
promotes recovery from a recession and stimulates economic growth.

One of the real dangers of the National Debt is that we will come to
regard it to.. lightly, and come to lose our respect for sound financial
principles. Spending tomorrow's income for today's goods and services is
a legitimate and valuable practice. Effective use of credit has done
much to bring about America's present standard of living.
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How businesses are organized

In practically all phases of human existence, some form of organiza-
tion exists. The way in which a business is organized is determined
mainly by who owns and manages it.

The sole proprietorship is the most common form c: business organiza-
tion. The business is owned and managed by a single individual. He
invests his own funds in the business and has the sole responsibility for
its activities. The sole proprietor is entitled to ownership of all the
profits of the business; this organization of business is easy because
there is little or no cost involved; he has a great deal of freedom in
his actions because he is his own boss; he enjoys'certain tax savings be-
cause of hi.s organizational structure; the proprietor can dissolve his
business easily because he has no need to consult others; and, he has the
personal satisfaction of knowing that through his initiative, maximum
effort, and time devoted to his business he can make it a success. How-
ever, in the sole proprietorship there are certain disadvantages. The

owner's liability is unlimited and extends to whatever personal possessions
he might have acquired through the years; he is limited in funds that can
be invested in his business, and is therefore limited in size; he is
limited to his own knowledge and experiences and whatever he does not
know about managing, bookkeeping, purchasing, personnel, and so on can
influence the success of his business; and, if the proprietor becomes ill,
or if he should die, become insane, get:1 imprisoned, or file:, for bank-
ruptcy, his business Is usually terminated unless heirs try to continue
the business in the event of his death.

A partnership, a business organization of two or more persons, has
many of the advantages of the sole proprietorship. Other advantages in-
clude the increased funds each brings to the business, a higher credit
standing, and the combined judgment of the partners. Although the partner-
ship form of ownership has many advantages that attract businessmen, it
does have certain disadvantages. The greatest of which is the unlimited
liability of the partners. Also, if one partner dies, the business is
usually dissolved. It is most desirable that the agreement between the
parties involved in a partnership write out the terms of their agreement- -
this is a contract known as the articles of _partnership. The common
provisions of a partnership cover the following items:

1. The name of the firm
2. The location and the type of business
3. The length of the life of the partnership agreement
4.' The names of the partners and the investment made by each
5. The distribution of profit and losses
6. A provision for the salaries of the partners
7. A limitation on withdrawals
8. A provision for an accounting system and a fiscal year
9. A statement of procedure for the admission of a new partner

10. The method that will be followed in case of the withdrawal
of a partner and other causes of dissolution
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Corporations dominate the business scene in the United States today.
A corporation is a type of business organization that is made up of a
number of owners but authorized by law to act as a single individual.
The owners are called stockholders, or shareholders, and this ownership
interest is reflected by their owning a part of the business--stock. A
share of stock is a certificate or printed form that shows part owner-
ship of a corporation. The owners of voting stock elect a board of
directors to represent them in the general management and policy making
of the corporation. The directors elect the necessary officers and
these officers are the ones who are responsible for the daily operation
of the corporation and are answerable to the board.

The corporate form of business organization offers the owners the
following advantages: limited liability of the stockholder to only the
amount he invested in the corporation, increased size because of the
availability of capital, ease in transferring ownership interests by
simply selling stock certificates, continued and indefinite life of the
business, and a greater degree of efficiency in management because it is
possible to assign managerial duties to a great many work,0,:s. The dis-
advantages are basically monetary in nature to include the corporate taxes
and other organization expenses.

A cooperative is the organization of a group of p in a business
venture for a common purpose that will benefit all of chem. The follow-
ing are fundamental principles that set cooperatives apart from other
business organizations:

1. The cooperative is owned by the members of the group
2. Each member has one vote regardless of the number

of shares he owns

3. There is a limit to the number of shares a member
may own

4. The capital is subscribed only by the members
5. Interest is paid on the investment to each member

stockholder
6. Dividends are paid on a patronage basis in propor-

tion to the amount of goods that each member has
bought or sold through the cooperative

The worker and how the worker is organized

Many workers are needed in every phase of our economy to perform
many different tasks. The major occupational groups in the United States
include the following: professional and technical, agricultural,
managerial, clerical, selling, craftsmen, operatives, service workers,
and laborirs. Some of us have already shared some of the experiences of
the worker. If you have ever- performed a task for which you received
coapensation,then in word you were a worker. We each have the obliga-
tion to assume the responsibility of our share in the economic world. And
the way in which we carry our part of the loan is that we become responsi-
ble, producing citizens.
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Why do people work? A rather obvious answer is that they might
provide for the necessities and enjoy some of the luxuries of life.
And some of us work to achieve the personal satisfaction of a job well
done; some work to attain a higher level of living and personal aggrandize-
ment; some work for emotional security.

Most of us at some time or other in our lives, will be a part of the
labor force. The labor force includes all persons of 14 years of age or
older who are working or who are in the process of looking for work. It
includes the employed, the unemployed, as well as the self-employed. It

excludes, however, all persons engaged in incidental unpaid family work
(less than 15 hours per week) and all persons engaged exclusively in house-
work in their own homes or attending school, the insane, minors, and
persons who are in prison.

Most workers today are organized in some manner. Organized labor
resulted primarily from the abuses heaped upon it by management. The idea
of having a strong group to speak for the individual members, collective
bargaining, allowed labor to bring about certain reforms in labor and
management relations, working conditions, and wages. The craft or trade
unions and the industrial unions restrict membership to trades or indus-
tries and are therefore able to more effectively represent labor.

The labor-movementirk-the United States may be divided into the
following periods: From colonial times to 1850, a period characterized
by the formation of local unions composed of craft or skilled workers;
from 1850 to 1866, a period marked by the growth of national unions; from
1866 to 1881, the formation of political unions; from 1881 to 1933, when
federations of national unions became very important and the American
Federation of Labor dominated the labor scene; and from 1933 to the pre-
sent, which brought the erergence of large-scale industrial unionism and
favorable lat,r legislation.

Quite infrequently, are all of the demands labor presents to manage-
ment Vet. When this occurs labor employs certain pressuring tactics
to achieve certain gains. A strike is a temporary refusal by employees
to continue their work until their demands have been granted. Picketing
or mass picketing occurs when a group of people assemble in front of the
business with which they have some grievance and try to pursuade or pre-
vent people from crossing the picket lines. A boycott takes place when
workers refuse to buy products from companies whose employees are on
strike or where some condition prevails to which the union is opposed.
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Topic III. The role of government

Government as a regulator

Although we operate our economy on the concept of private or free-
enterprise, business is not without some restrictions. These restrictions
are the regulations government imposes in order to insure fair play in
business activities. When government regulates the services supplied by
industry and prices they charge for their goods, it necessarily interferes
with private enterprise; and when government tells us what goods may be
had and what may not be had, it necessarily interfers with the personal
freedoms of the individual. The federal government is given this power
to regulate through the " interstate powers" given to it by the Constitu-
tion. The state governments regulate under what is known as "police
power". The basic responsibility of government is to regulate any busi-
ness that affects the general public welfare--trusts, big businesses,
public utilities, transportation, labor standards, control over money,
credit, and banking,enforcement of contracts, and protection of property
rights.

Government regulation is not an entirely new thing in the United
States. We have always had some regulation of our economic activities.
The Constitution provides for the regulation of interstate commerce.
Trade has always been subject to some regulations, and tariffs have been
is effect since 1792. When the corporation grew in prominence it be-
came necessary to exercise controls over their activities through
legislation; railroads were compelled to submit to regulations, as were
public utilities and banks. Monopolistic practices wer3 curved by anti-
trust laws and consumers were protected by such laws forbidding false and
misleading advertising and the adulteration of foods. Restrictions were
placed on employers in their dealings with their employees.

Why governments need money

Government has assumed an increasing significance in business life
as well as our personal lives. It is obtaining and expending huge stirs
of money that come out of the pockets of every citizen of the country.
These sums are enormous, and are used .or many different services and
for all kinds of goods. This money is used to pay the expenses of the
war, for the usual and unusual operations of our government, for the
operation of various bureaus and agencies that regulate and control
prices, wages, railroads, etc.; this money is used for expenses of re-
lief, pensions, social-security benefits, unemployment, and a great many
other services. Government exrinditures are continually increasing be-
cause there has been an ever increasing demand for governments to perform
services which formerly were provided by private agencies; there has
peen an increasing demand that governments provide certain forms of edu-
cation that were once provided without the aiA of government; governments
now provide much of our recreation facilities as part of their program
of safety and crime prevention; huge sum, are spent by governments for
slum clearance, fo,: better housing, and for food purchase and distribution.
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M2E...governments obtain the money needed,

Governments on all levels need money to carry on their functions and
perform the services demanded of them. The United States government has
always obtained a part of its revenues from the levying of tariffs or
customs duties. Tourists returning to this country from abroad are re-
quired to pay a duty or tax upon some of the articles they bring in with
them, although they are allowed to bring in a certain amount duty free.
Considerable revenue is obtained from the duties levied upon foreign
good7 brought into this country for resale here. That is one reason why
foreign trade is considered important. State governments and more local
government units obtain a part of their funds through licenses fees, and
assessments--for the operation of a car, for the registration of a deed,
for certain imporovements that have increased the owner's lead value. All
units of government find it necessary to borrow money. Local and state
governments borrow money to build schools and highways, to develop water-
works, to develop dams, and to make up deficits in annual revenues. The
national government borrows money to wage wars, to strengthen defenses,
and for public improvements. Taxation is a principal source of income
for all units of government. Paying taxes is another way each of us
shares in the operation of government. Taxes are the compulsory charges
imposed upon persons and businesses by the government for public purposes.
Of the more common fornis of taxes the following are included.

The property tax is levied chiefly by local and sometimes by state
governments upon both real estate and personal property. No tax is
levied upon the property of religious, educational, and charitable organi-
zations since they render services for the common welfare. Real property,
such as land and all fixtures attached to it such as buildings and all
improvements, is taxed by the district in which it is located. It is the
main source of revenue for towns and cities. Personal property consists
of all possessions other than real estate. This includes household goods,
money, stocks, bonds, livestock, automobiles, and jewelry. Personal
property is taxed at the place of reEtdence of the owner. The property
tax is seemingly a very unpopular tax even though it brings in much re-
venue that will be purposefully used. These taxes are usually levied
upon a certain valuation of the property. These valuations are deter-
mined by elective officers knowtas assessors. Assessed values differ
at different times and in different communities.

The income tax is used by the federal government and by many states.
It is a tax levied upon the income of individuals and businesses based
on their ability to pay. Since 1913 Congress has had the power to levy
a tar on incomes and has enacted a number of laws applying to incomes.
The general principles of the tax are that it is a progressive tax that
is based on an individual's ability to pay; the tax is paid in two parts,
a normal tax (a tax at the same rate regardless of income} and a surtax
(a tax whose rate increases as income increases). Before calculating the
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tax, the individual is permitted to subtract from his income certain
deductions and exemptions. In 1944 Congress simplified the income tax
law, under which payment of income taxes were placed on a "pay-as-you-
earn" basis during the year and at the end of the year it was necessary
to file another form so that any additional amount might be collected
or any overpayment be refunded.

Social security taxes, also called payroll taxes because they are
based on the wages paid to employees, are levied upon employers and
employees to provide funds for the old-age pensions to retired persons,
a nation-wide system of unemplojment insurance, and grants-in-aid to
the states for crippled and lependent children and other forms of child
welfare, vocational rehabilitation, aid to the blind, and public health.

Death duties and gift taxes--estate taxes are levied on the value
of the estate as a whole before it is passed on by inheritance; the
inheritance tax is levied on the estate after it has been broken into
smaller shares; and the gift tax is placed on property transfers which
are sometimes made by a living person in anticipation of his death.

Sales and excise taxes are levied on the sale of some commodities
or services to consumers. They provide the largest single source of
revenue for state governments. Selective taxes on one or more items,
such as gasoline, cigarettes, liquor, cameras, furs, cosmetics, and
jewelry are known as excise taxes.



,Supplementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Films:

Whut is business? (Motion Picture--Sound--Black and White- -
11 mins.) Coronet Instructional Films

This comprehensive film takes students around he world
of commerce to see haw familiar services and goods are
produced and distributed to satisfy consumer demand in
our profit - motivated economic system.

Capitalism (Motion Picture - -Sound - -Black and White-- 11 mins.)
Coronet Instructional Films

Students see some important aspect of the capitalistic
system -- private property, profit, competition, freedom
of contract, and free enterprise. A high school radio
forum provides an oppo&tunity to listen to the con-
flicting opinions of several people, each of whom tries
to tell what our system means to him.

2. Pamphlets and Periodicals:

The Mystery of Economic Growth, a pamphlet supplied free of charge,
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

This pamphlet treats in an interesting and elemen-
tary manner those prominent factors affecting the
economic growth of our country.

4 "Do the signs read inflation?" Business Week, Number 1903
February 19, 1966), pp. 27-29.

"The Anatomy of Inflation," Newsweek, Volume MIL (March 28, 1966),
pp. 66-68.

"Production: Information becomes a hot item." Business Week,
Number 1915 (May 14, 1966), pp. 164 166.

3. Walking field trip to a local business. Gayner Glass Works of Salem
is very cof orative in this respect with the high school.

Students can get firsthand experience in seeing
people at work and get some idea of how a business
operates. Here they can come to realize the need
for many workers to do jobs of varying descriptions
and classifications.
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4. Supplementary learning devices:

a. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Business
Profit Motive
Consumer
Corlodity
Service
Producer
Consumer Demand
Utility
Business Transaction
Contract
Economic System
Capitalism
Capital
Mass Production
Automation.

Gross National Product
Inflation
Depression
Sole Proprietorship
Partnership
Corporation
Cooperative
Labor Force
Labor Organization
Strike
Boycott
Picketing
Tax
Tariff
Monopoly

b. Suggested Topics for Discussion or Individual Reports

(1) What business means to me and how
business serves me

(2) The development of capitalism as
we know it today

(3) What the GNP means to us in our
community

(4) The affect of the Industrial Revo-
lution on business

(5) Automation in business

c. Student Practice Exercises

You are-a consumer. Make a list of ten local businesses,
identify them as being businesses that deal primarily
with a service, a goods, or both; tell what the business
does, makes, or sells. Indicate the kind.of ownership if
you think you know, and make a list of the products and
services which that business itself consumes from other
businesses.

d. Related ArithmetiC Problems

Acquaint the students with the operative techniques of the
ten-key adding machines in the classroom. Encourage the
use of these business machines with a formal lesson, but
preface your delivery with a statement to the effect that
the machine is a tool to assist4not take the place of-
arithmetic skills. Show the student that he mu't have some
degree of proficiency in making computations. Use the re-
lated arithmetic problems given in the textbook or formulate
a set of problems to give the student practice in doing
arithmetic problems.
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SUGGESTED

BULLETIN

DISPLAYS:
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The basic topic is that: Business provides the goods
and services we want. Stencil letteriag on construc-
tion paper for the hold effect - -using the larger

size letters for the major words and smaller letters
for the picture captions. Mount on sheets of con-
struction paper pictures that are appropriate for
each of the picture captions. Substitute ception
headings for more desirable ones if necessary.
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Many WOrKers Are

Nee.: leci

Business...

This display points out a very simple ides of the

importance of the worker in business. Mount a

series of pictures depicting people working. Use

compatible colors of construction paper. Use

large pictures that can be seen by everyone in the

room.
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This display can be done on a single cardboard sheet
of about three feet wide and four feet long.
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This display can be placed pp a single cardboard sheet
of about three feet wide ataqour feet long.
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UNIT B--MONEY AND BANKS

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 15 days (3 weeks)

Purpose,

In this unit of work the student is given certain background
information on the function of money and banks and their impor-
tance to business and the individual.

laic Outline

I. Money
II. Banks and banking services

Topic I. Money

A. Development of money

B. The main functions of money
1. Medium of exchange
2. Measure of value
3. Standard for postponed payments
4. Storehouse of value

C. The qualities of good money

D. The careful handling of money

Tapia II. Banks and banking services

A. Kinds of banks

B. The national banking system

C. Services provided by the commercial bank
1. The checking account
2. Other banking services
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Topic I. Money

Development of money

Money, can loosely be regarded as anything that others will accept
in payment for goods and services. Many odd and curious items have
been used in the exchange of values during the course of history, in-
cluding such things as slaves, 4unpowder, stone, feathers, the jawbones
of pigs, shells, leather, and so forth. This exchange of valuesgoods
for goods--was called barter.

Bartering was practical so long as there were not too many items
to trade and goods did not have tc be carried far. But, as oukeconomy
expanded, something had to be used as a medllm of exchange. Barter
worked fairly well so long as the economy was simple; but as it became
more complex the more precious metals of gold and silver began to be
used as money.

Gold and silver were accepted as a medium of exchange because 0e3e
were durable, easy co carry, easily recognizable, and relatively scarce.
When some people: accumulated more gold than they wanted to keep around
the house, they began storing it with a goldsmith, who charged a
storage fee. The goldsmith kept each persor's gold separate, and each
depositor got back the same gold he brought in. Goldsmiths discovered
that people were not interested in getting back the same gold provided
they got back as mach gold as they had brought in. Nor did everyone
want his gold at the same time. If goldsmiths kept enough cn hand to
meet normal demands, they could lend out the rest at a profitable rate
of interest. This was the beginning of commercial banking.

The next stage came when the reputation of goldsmiths was so well
established that they could give depositors a receipt for gold, and the
receipt could be used as money. That is how pa.ler money came into use.
Checks later came into use when owners of gold started to sign notes
telling their banks or goldsmiths to pay so much money or gold to the
bearer of the note. As government won the people's confidence, they
issued paper money to represent sold and silver in their mints. They
promised to pay whatever gold or silver the paper money called for in
exchange. This was called convertibility. The .,aper currency could
be converted into hard currency on the demaic of the owner When people
had confidence in their government's ability to convert paper money
into gold or silver, it became the most widely deed medium of exchange.

The main functions of money

Money acts as a medium of exchange because it is accepted as pay-
ment for goods and services. Imagine how clumsy trade would be without
money. Workers would be paid in tie goods they produced, and for them
to exchange values the worker would have to find someone who was willing
to accept these goods.
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Money provides generalized purchasing power--something everyone
accepts in exchange for gocds or services. Without money we would not
have the present degree of specialization, and each family or neighbor-
hood unit would have to pr vide its own food, clothes, and shelter. Our
standard of living would drop accordingly. When money functions as
medium of exchange, it makes it possible for people to specialize in -,
production and to receive in return something they can use to buy other
goods or services.

Under the barter system it was difficult to make a satisfactory
exchange )f goods because there was no reliable way of measuring the
value of the goods exchanged. When money came into use, it was possible
to make any exchange desired. Money acts as a measure of value. Money
makes it possible for us to Quote prices for all commodities and
services. We can compare goods a,A1 services in dollars and cent.0 Ln an
effort to determine relative values.

Money serves as a standard for postponed payments. All goods are
not paid for as soon as they are delivered. It is quite usual to work
for someone for a week or a month before receiving wages, or to buy a
watch aud-pay for it some time later. There must be someway to measure
the value of these future payments. Money performs this service-- it
acts as a standard for postponed payments as well as the measure of
value in the present.

Money serves as a storehouse of value. When we save money, we can
use it later for buying goods and services. Money contains within it-
self value in a convenient form for carririmgabout from place to place.
This makes it possible for people who wish to, to put money away. When
you put money in a savings bank, you are storing its value for future
use. .If prices change, however, the money we have saved may not have
the same buying power--inflation.

The qualities of _good money

The functions which money is called upon to perform suggest that
money must possess certain qualities if it is to perform these functions
satisfactorily. For money to act as a satisfactory medium of exchange it
must be something that everybody wit' accept. Unless it is something
that people want for its own sake because it has value in itself, it will
not make for good money. It should be durable; it must be able to
withstand wear and tear for long periods of time. It should be stable
in value. It should be something that can be divided into smaller units
without destroying its value. Money should be, easy to carry about in
reasonable quantities. And a good money medium should be recognizable as
to we-Ight, color, or form--unless it can be distinguished easily from
cheaper substitutes it will be too easy to counterfeit.
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The careful handling of money

Money, in the form we know it today, is very important to con-
sumers--businesses and individuals alike. As we have pointed out, this
is the medium we use in everyday business activity that facilitates the
exchange of values. We all want our dollars to go as far in buying
goods and services as they possibly can. However, the dollars that we
do have should be widely spent and carefully handled.

We all think we know how to count--but do we know the proper way
to make change? The most widely used method in business is that of the
"addition" method. It is popularly used because a customer can see the
change being given to him, which leaves very little room for misunder-
standing. To illustrate this method: Assume you want to buy a $3.82
bock. You hand a $5.00 bill to the clerk; the clerk keeps the bill in
plain view on top of the register drawer and counts the change aloud
as he gives it to you. First he shows the amount of the purchase by
saying, "three dollars, eighty-two cents"; he gives you three -ennies
and says, "three dollars, eighty-five cents"; he gives you one nickel
and says, "three dollars; ninety cents"; and he gives you one dime
and says, "four dollars"; and he gives you a one dollar bill and says,
"five dollars". This is called the "addition" method because the
clerk adds rather than subtracts.



Topic II. Banks and banking services

Kinds of banks

A bank is a place that handles our money matters - -an institution
that creates credit and makes exchanges possible.

Every bank in the United States is either a state or a national
bank, depending upon whether it operad;es under a charter granted by
the state or by the national government. From the standpoint of function
there are five kinds of banks--the commercial, the savings, the trust,
the investment, and the cooperative.

The commercial bank is the bank with which we all are most concerned.
It receives our deposits, cashes our checks, and lends to businesses
and consumers. It is from these loans that banks get all or almost all of
their' profits.

The savings bank performs a most important function. It offers a
safe form of investment to the individual who has small sums to invest
for a limited time at a st-ted interest rate.

Trust companies were originally formed, as their name implies, to
act as trustees; that is, they would take care of valuable papers such
as mortgages and other securities, collect interest on them, pay obliga-
tions wbsn due, handle estates for people who needed or desired to be
relieved of the work, and perform a great many other similar tasks.

An investment bark is usually a private institution which is in-
terested in doing banking on a larger scale than that generally under-
taken by a commercial bank. Its business is to finance large-scale
enterprises, make foreign loans, and sometimes loans to governments.

Cooperative banking recently came into wide use in the United States.
They do not do a check and deposit business after the falbion of the
commercial banks but are organized to make small loans to people whom
the larger banks are r organized to serve. Instead of receiving de-
posits subject to witLcawal by check, a cooperative bank borrows on a
long-term note on which it pays interest. It lends the money thus
borrowed to its own members at a rate of interest only slightly above
that which it pays. There are various forms of cooperatives, such as
credit unions, savings and loan associations, and others.

The national bankingAllm

In 1863 the foundation of our pres-nt banking system was laid, and
a series of national banks were created, partly as a means of making a
market for the bonds which the federal government was offering for sale
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in order to get money with which to carry on the Civil War. Any bank
chartered ur 2r this act was permitted to deposit bonds of the United
States with the Secretary of the Treasury, and in return for these de-
posits it was permitted to circulate its own notes up to 90 per cent
of the value of the bonds deposited. Thus, if a bank failed, the
government had possession of enough of the bank's property to redeem
all the notes which it had issued. In a sense the bank had pawned
valuable property (government bonds) and received in return a kind of
pawn check called a bank note which it was permitted t. circulate. This
is essentially the characteristic of our bank notes at the present day.
Subsequent acts have made some changes in the system, particularly the
act of 1908, which permitted a national bank to deposit certain other
securities besides United States bonds as a basis for circulatica.

The most important piece of banking legislation in this country
since the National Bank Act of 1863 was the Federal Reserve Act of
1913. Under this act there was created under the Treasury Department
of the United States a Federal Reserve Board consisting of a Board
of Governors, twelve federal reserve district banks, and about 6,300
member banks. The board was charged with the general administration of
the national banking system. The country was then divieed into twelve
districts, and within each district a city was selected to be called a
federal reserve city. The cities chosen were Boston, New York, rhila-
delphia, Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis. Minneapolis,
Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco. In each of these cities was
organized a federal reserve bank. This bank was to be the central
bank of the federal reserve system, the bankers' bank, in the district
within which it was located. Under the new law all national banks; and
all state banks meeting certain requirements were permitted to become
members of the federal bank in their district and thereby of the federal
reserve system. The federal reserve bank thus became, in a sense, the
bank of the member banks of its own district. It does no business
directly with private individuals, aside from the purchase of bills of
exchange in the open market, and stock is owned by the private
banks who are members of the system. It is a requirement that the
reserves of the member banks be deposited with their district federal
reserve bank. Member banks can use these reserves in the same way you
use your checking account.

Some important clnges were made in 1933 and 1935. There has been
created a Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, whose function is to
insure deposits. All banks that are members of the Federal Reserve
system must join this corporation. Other banks may join. In order to
provide this corporation with the necessary funds, the federal government
makes contributions and each bank that joins the system pays a certain
percentage on the amount of its deposits. Out of these funds the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation reimburses--up to $10,000 which
amount is subject to change--any depositor in a member bank that fails.
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The Federal Reserve has four main powers that affect the supply of
money: (1) setting discount rates, (2) open market operation, (3)
selective credit control, and (4) fixing reserve requirements for member
banks.

Discounting at a Federal Reserve Bank works like this When a
neighborhood bank makes a loan to a person or business, it may feel
that its reserves in cash and securities are getting too low in relation
to its deposits. If the bank is a member of the federal reserve system,
it can go to the federal reserve bank for a loan to increase its own
reserves. The neighborhood bank receives interest on its loan, and it
pays interest for its loan from the federal reserve. The intereif rate
the federal reserve charges is called the "discount rate." This rate
is usually low because a function of the federal reserve is to help banks
that have a legitimate need for new reserves The federal reserve has
the right to set its own discount rate. When its rates are low, member
banks are encouraged to borrow. This allows banks to make more loans to
business and individuals, thereby increasing the supply of money. When
discount rates are high, banks are discoura_sd from borrowing from the
federal reserve. Fewer bank loans are made to individuals and business,
and the money supply is decreased.

The federal reserve can increase or decrease the supply of money by
"open market operations." This means it can buy securities (primarily
government bonds) from individuals and companies in the open market.
The person or basic wto sells bonds to the federal reserve receives a
check in return. When the check is deposited at the bank, the deposit
forms the basis for a new series of bank loans. If the federal reserve
wants to reduce the supply of money, it sells securities on the open
market, draining off money ln the process and reducing the probability
of inflationary trends.

The federal reserve has the power to'impose selective credit controls
if it feels there is an unhealthy amount of speculation in the trading
of securities, real estate, or commodities. it can also restrain consume:
borrowing to certain goods.

The federal reserve, within broad limits set by Congress, determines
the minimum amount a member bank must keep in reserve. This amount i3
expressed as a percentage of the bank's deposits. By raising reserve re-
quirements, a federal reserve can increase the lending power of banks
and thus increase the money supply.

Another important function of the federal reserve banks is that they
act as clearinghouses for checks drawn on their member banks. The vast
increase in the use of bank checks in the making of payments created the
necessity for a special place where checks could be exchanged and accounts
settled. At the close of each day's business every bank finds itself in
possession of a number of checks of other banks. Originally messengers
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were sent the rounds car=ving bundles of checks - -a cumbersome and an
expensive process. From this it was an easy transition to the organi-
zation of a regular clearinghouse to which all those checks were sent.
This eventually became the heart of the whole financial district. The
old-fashioned ciearing house is now largely disappearing and most of
the bank clearings in this country are done through the federal reserve
banks.

SeryLemmmkivilly the commercial bank

According to the services provided, t_nks are given a certain
classification. We have already briefly mentioned a few of those. The
hest knownof all financial institutions and the most important one for
both consumers and business is the commercial bank, and so we will get
into a more involved discussion of this kind of bank.

Commercial banks are chartered and regulated by the federal govern-
ment or the state in which the bank operatesthey are therefore identi-
fied as national banks or state banks.

From the viewpoint of its customers, the chief function of the
commercial bank is to accept money for deposit and to pay out these funds
on order of the depositor. If it were necessary to keep large amounts
of currency on hand, either at home or in business establishments, the
risk and cost of providing adequate protection would beeoe a serious
matter. The commercial bank provides c solution to this problem for the
depositor--a checking account. One completes the necessary requirements
of filling out a signature card and making an initial deposit along
with any other requirements the bank may impose. Currency and checks
are the usual items deposited. These are Listed on a deposit slip or
ticket and taken to the bank. The deposit slip shows the amount that
is being deposited and itemizes the deposit. A place is provided on
the slip for listing the amount of paper money, coins, and checks that
will be put into the bank. Checks may be listed on a deposit slip in
one of three ways. A check on an out-of-town bank is usually listed
under the name of the city in which the bank is located, vhereas a check
on a local bank is listed under its own name. Both . .town and local

checks may be listed by the identifyini, bank number is assigned by
the American Bankers Association {ABA) and is usually found on a check
immediately after the name of the bank. These bank numbers are useful
in clearing checks.

The bank teller accepts the deposit and stamps or initials some
c4rm of a duplicate deposit slip and returns it to the bank customer.
After money is on deposit, that amount may be withdrawn or used to pay
debts by the use of checks. A check is a negotiable instrument signed
by the Sank customer directing that the amount of money specified be
paid by the bank to the payee or his order. Checks are an essential
form of money substitute, for they are used for the settlement of practi-
cally all business transactions of individuals and business. One should
exercise extreme care in maintaining an accurate checking account balance. The
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check stub or checkbook record shows the checks that have been drawn and
the deposits made into the checking account. Checks should be written
with care. The following are a few guides in writing checks.

1. Checks should either be typewritten or written in
ink or ballpoint pen to assure permanency and
prevent alteration.

2. Never erase on a check. If an error is made,"void"
the check or destroy it.

3. Try to avoid post - dating checks.

4. Try to avoid writing checks for amounts less than
a dollar, and if you find it necessary to do so,
write the ch--tck in a special way--encircle the
amount that is written figures and be certain to
use the word "only" in front of the written amount.

5. Write the name of the payee and the amount for
which the check is prepared close to the beginning
of the left end of the line on the face of the
check-fill in blank space with a wavy or a dis-
connected line to prevent the addition of a name
or the raising of a figure.

6. Sign each check in exactly the same way in which
your signature appears on your signature card at
the bank.

1,-.; should you do with the checks you receive from others? These
cite-As Jhould be disposed of as soon as possible. They can either be
converted into cash, transferred to another in payment of an obligation,
or they can be deposited into one's checking account. Before the payee
can dispose of his check, he must make it transferable with an endorse-
ment. An endorsement is customarily placed on the back at the left end
of the check. It is a written acknowledgement of the fact that payment
was received by the person whose name appears in the endorsement, or
that his right to receive payment was transferred to someone else. The
endorsement of a check obligates the endorser to pay the check if, when
the check is returned to the bank on which it is drawn, there are in-
sufficient funds in the drawer's account to cover it.
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There are several kinds of endorsements that perform different func-
tions: The blank endorsement simply consists of the endorser's name.
This endorsement is most practical when one is right at the place where
he wants the check to be cashed, deposited, or transferred to someone else.
A blank endorsement makes the check payable to the bearer; therefore, any-
one who has possession of it can cash it after it has been endorsed. The
special or full endorsement makes it a little more difficult for just any-
one to cash a check. This endorsement makes a check payable to one
particular person by including the words "Pay to the order of" followed
by the name of the individual who is to receive the check, and then by
the endorser's name. This endorsement should be used when the check is
being sent through the mail or by messenger. A restrictive endorsement
limits the use to which a check can be put. It consists of writing the
words "For Deposit Only", "For Collection" or some similar instructions,
together with the endorser's signature. This endorsement is frequently
used when check deposits are sent to the bank by messenger. A aualified
endorsement transfers the holder's title or ownership of the check and
limits his legal responsibilities as the endorser of the check to make it
good if it should "bounce". In a qualified endorsement the words
"without recourse" always precede the signature of the endorser. Checks
endorsed in this way should be refused as one may have no legal remedy
in a court of law.

When we use the checking account services of a commercial bank our
checkstub record indicates to is the condition of our account at the
hank according to our records. However accurate we are with this check-
stub record, it may not reflect the same balance the bank has. Therefore,
at the end of the month or less frequently a bank statement, is prepared
for the depositor. This bank statement lists the deposits made during
the period, the checks drawn against the account that the bank received
whicL are included with the statement, and any charges which the bank
made against the customer's account. After receiving the batik statement
the depositor can compare his record against that of the bank. All too
frequently the two will not be in accord, in which case they must be
made to agree. This process of getting the balances to agree is called
reconciling the bank statement. The differences in the checkstub record
and the bank statement record may be due to a service charge the bank
deducted from the account balance, outstanding checks -- checks that have
not been presented to the bank for clearance and payment, a late deposit,
or an error in bookkeeping on the part of the customer or the bank.
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Aside from providing checking account services, the commercial
bank does the following:

1. Provides safe deposit boxes for rental.

2. Sells money substitutes--bank drafts, cashier's
checks, bank money orders, travelers checks,
and certified personal checks.

3. Maintains a savings department.

4. Renders investment and business advice.

5. Collects notes, time drafts and similar items
for collection and deposits it into the
customer's account.

6. Supplies credit information to retail mer-
chants for individuals who desire to
establish credit.

7. Completes the payrolls of business concerns.

8. Handles the conversion of United States
currency into the proper amount of foreign
currency, or vice versa.
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Supplementary Instructional Aids and Su&gested Student Activities

1. Films:

Money on the Move (Motion Picture - -Sound - -Color - -35 mins.)

Federal Reserve of Philadelphia

In this film students see how the federal re-
serve bank functions in our business economy.

Federal Reserve System (Motion Picture- -Sound - -Black and

White - -25 mins.) Salem County Educational Audio-Visual
Aids Commission

This film traces the history of the es-
tablishment of the federal reserve.

2. Transparencies for use with the overhead:proiector:

A. Check Form
B. Deposit Form
C. Bank Reconciliation
D. Endorsement Samples

3. Pamphlets and Periodicals:

The Story of Checks, a pamphlet supplied free of charge by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

This is a comic-book type of pamphlet that
traces the history of the check to present
times in caricature.

Now to do your banking, a pamphlet supplied free of charge by
the Salem National Bank and Trust Company

As the title implies, students are given
additional practice in performing basic
banking-exercises. Two practical test
sheets for each student accompany the
pamphlet.

The Federal Reserve System, a brochure supplied free of charge
by the Federal Reserve of Philadelphia

This brochure presents a synopsis of how the
Federal Reserve System is organized and operated.

Related Articles from Periodical Sources

Banking, Business Week, Newsweek, Times
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4. Walking field trip to the Salem National Bank

5. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Money
Barter
Money Substitutes
Negotiable Instrumeut
Depositor
Deposit Slip
Check
Checkstub
Payee
Maker

Bank
Commercial Bank
Bank Reconciliation
Outstanding Check
Canceled Check
Endorsement
Forgery
Bank Draft
Certified Check
Cashies Check

B. Suggested Topics for Discussion or Individual Reports

(1) The history of money
(2) The importance of money in an

economy
(3) The Federal Reserve - -what it is

and what it does
(4) The development of banks
(5) The story of checks

C. Additional Work Exercises

(1) Change-making exercises

Suggested Approach: Make a simulated
cash drawer from a shoe box lid or
any other large, shallow container and
section it off into compartments for
currency denominations and coins. From
construction paper of appropriate colors,
make a sufficient amount of the denomi-
nations of money needed. Allow the
students to act out store situations in-
volving the purchase of merchandise and
the making of change. Rotate the store
clerk and the customer so that each
student has a chance to make change.

(2) Learning whose portrait appears on the denomi-
nations of money for oral or written evaluation
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George Washington $1

Thomas Jefferson $2

Abraham Lincoln $5
Alexander Hamilton $10
Andrew Jackson $20
Ulysses C. Grant $50
Benjamin Franklin $100

William McKinley $500
Grover Cleveland $1,000

James Madison $5,000
Salmon P. Chase $10,000
Woodrow Wilson $100,000

For this to be a meaningful learning
experience, require that the student
know something about these men.

(3) Practice exercises in determining the
exchange rate of foreign currency.

(4) Banking exercise giving practice in
handling a checking account.

(SEE THE ACCOMPANYING BANKING EXERCISE)



NAME

DATE 1
GENERAL BUSINESS: BANKING EXERCISE

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Write the check stubs, the checks, and the deposit tickets for the
following transactions (begin numbering stubs and checks with
No 43) (Use 6 numbers for your bank account number on your de-
posit ticket).

2. Reconcile the check stub balance with the bank statement balance.
(The bank statement that you received at the end of the month
showed a balance of $503.27. A service charge of 77 cents for the
month was on the statement. Checks Nos. 48 and 50 were outstanding.)

You completed the following transactions during the month of October
of this year: (Do not erase on your checks; such a check would be no
good, invalid.-think the problem through before you begin to write.)

October
3 Your checkbook balance brought forward was $452.30

3 Gave Check No. 43 for $56.33 to Cooper and Knox for
furniture

4 Gave Check No. 44 for $28.50 to Dr. R. M. Blythe for
medical work

4 Deposited currency, $57; coin, $8.63; a check on the
Farmers State Bank, Wichita, Kansas, 40-8, $35.79

5 Gave Check No. 45 for $15 to F. D. Carroll, Treasurer,
for club dues

8 Gave Check No. 46 for $24.14 to L. M. Strong for groceries

11 Gave Check No. 47 for $8.75 to the Whilehorse Dairy for
dairy products

12 Deposited currency, $82; coin, $11.40; deck on the
First City Bank, Chicago, 2-53, $36.15

19 Gave Check No. 48 for $30 to the Community Chest for a
contribution

20 Gave Check No. 49 for $46.51 to Ernie's Hardware Store for
electrical fixtures

26 Gave Check No. 50 for $9.35 to Walnut Street Garage for
repairs on the car
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No.

Date:
To

For

Bal. bret forld
Amt. Deposited

TOTAL
Amt. This check
Bal. card for'd

THE SECURE BANK OF SALEM

Salem, New Jersey

Pay to the
Order of

Dollars
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THE SECURE BANK OF SALEM

ACCT.

Deposit Ticket

DATE:

Currency

Coin

Checks

THE SECURE BANK OF SALEM

Deposit Ticket

ACCT.

DATE

Currency

Coin

Checks

BANK RECONCILIATION

Bank Balance Checkbook Balance

Avail. Bank Funds

g

Correct Chbk. Bal.
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ENDORSEMENTS: On the forms provided, endorse the backs of the checks
for the following situations in the most appropriate manner.

1. You are at the Acme Supermarket and you want to cash a
check that you have for $24 which you received from
Michael Brown.

2. You are sending a check that you got from Joseph Smith
for $15 through the mail to the Salem National Bank
for deposit.

3. Ellen Jones is taking your check for $32 to the bank for
you to be deposited.

4. You are passing a check on to Jim Williams who is
presently in the same room with you.

5. You are mailing a $15 check on to Bob White who is
presently in New York City and you want to limit your fi
nancial responsibility.

6. You are sending Jane Green a check for $20 through the
mail.
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I

SUGGESTED
BULLETIN
DISPLAYS Functions of Money in Our Economy

Medium of Exchange

1---Standard of Value

Postponed Payments

Storehouse of Value

I



iFEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM]

rmEmk
Board of Galvernors

Of The Federal Reserve System

EDERAL R DER
BANK OF
BOSTON

FEDERAL RESERVr
BANK OF
NEW YORK

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF

PHILADELPHIA

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF
RICHMOND

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF
ATLANTA

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF

MINNEAPOLIS

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF

KANSAS CITY

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF
CHICAGO

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF
CLEVELAND

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF

ST. LOUIS

This entire display can be placed on a wall
chart with the lettering stenciled.
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Wall demo chart of a check - -the form can be made
from any commercial bank check.

On the reverse side of this wall chart prepare a
simple bank reconciliation form.
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This display simulates the back of checks showing
endorsement types. The endorsement is written on
a large 81/4 by 11 or 14 inch white sheet of paper

which is mounted on colored construction paper.



UNIT C--SAVINGS AND INVESTING

Time Required,

Class: 50 mins. daily for 10 days (2 weeks)

Ptrpose,

This unit emphasizes the importance of planned savings and
investment practices.

Topic Outline

I. Savings Programs

II. Investment Programs

Topic I. Savings Programs

A. Principles of saving

B. coals for savings

C. Savings facilities

Topic II. Investment Programs

A. Bonds and Stocks

B. Investing in a home



Topic I. Savings Programs,

Principles of saving

Our economic wants are unlimited, but our income is limited. It
therefore becomes necessary for us to use this limited income to the
best possible advantage in satisfying our unlimited wants. Some of our
economic aims are immediate and terminal and can be quickly paid for,
others require long-range planning and more money than we have at our
immediate disposal. Budgeting is the key to savings because our spending
is planned. Saving does not necessarily mean penny pinching and doing
without some of the essentials. It does mean, however, giving up some
of the foolish or unnecessary things we spend our money on. When we get
in the habit of systematically setting aside regular amounts of money
in the bank, we can then begin to see our savings working for us by earn-
ing interest. Principles we can learn to follow in setting up a savings
program are:

1. Budget the spending of income.
2. Spend less than you earn.
3. Invest savings carefully.
4. Reinvest the income from savings promptly.

Goals give us the necessary incentive to save.

Goals for savings

Planning a program of saviugs becomes more effective when we set
definite goals for ourselves. Some of the morewmtlivihnegoals include:

1. Further education.
2. Marriage and furnishing a home.
3. Buying a home.
4. Starting a business.
5. Buying insurance for protection and

future income.
6. Investments in securities for future

income.
7. Buying major comforts and luxuries

for better living.
8. Unemployment, hospital bills, and

other emergencies.
9. Paying cash to save on the purchase

of important items instead of buying
on the installment plan.

10. Retirement.
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Savings facilities

There are many ways to save. We might pw: our money in a piggy -
bank or behind a loose brick, but some people who have tried such
methods have had their savings stolen or destroyed by fire. Even if
money stays intact, it won't increase as money does when it draws in-
terest. The most common ways to save are through the facilities of the
commercial bank, savings bank, savings bonds, savings and loan associa-
tions, and credit unions.

When savings are placed on deposit in the savings department of a
commercial bank or are put into a savings bank, it is safe, for it is
protected by government insurance, regulation, and supervision. It is

available whenever it is needed, since withdrawals may be made on any
weekday. An account can be started with a small amount, and additional
deposits may be made at any time. Money in a savings account earns com-
pound interest--interest on both the principal and the interest previ-
ously earned. Interest is usually compounded either quarterly or
semiannually. The rules of a bank are usually printed in the passbook
each depositor receives when he opens his account. Each bank has its
own rules subject to government., regulations.

Many people put some of their savings into United States Series E
savings bonds. This investment is safe; and at any time after two
months from the purchase date, a bond may be cashed in. In contrast to
bank savings accounts, bonds may be purchased only in certain denomina-
tions; the smallest is a $25 bond that is purchased for $18.75. On the
back of each bond is printed a table of ,Redemptive Values, or the cash
value of the bond at any time up to the maturity, date, 7 years and 9
months after the issue date. The redemptive values represent the amounts
of the investment at an interest rate of about 3 3/4% compounded semi-
annually.

Savings and loan associations are organized to accept savings from
consumers and make loans in the form of mortgages to people purchasing
homes. Savings and loan associations have open accounts, which are
operated like bank savings accounts. They also have installment-type
accounts for systematic savings. Under this plan depositors invest a
certain amount each week or each month over a period of years; for this
regularity, they are paid a higher rate of interest.

Credit unions are a form of cooperative. They make loans to their
members and accept funds for deposit. A credit union may be organized
as part of a labor union or by any group of people with a common interest.
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Topic II. Investment Programs

Bonds and Stock

Savings represent an investment. And a good investment is safe,
earns an income, and liquidates or is converted into cash easily. In-
vesting savings in bonds is safe so long as the issuing organization
is safe. A bond is a type of security that is a debt of the issuing
orgartzation that matures at a stated future date and on which interest
is paid. There are many different kinds of bonds used by corporations
in order to appeal to as wide a group of investors as possible. The two
most common types of bonds are the mortgage bonds and the debenture
bonds.

Mortgage bonds are promises to pay which are backed by a claim to
some definite property of the corporation, such as land, buildings, or
machinery. Debenture bonds are promises to pay which are not backed by
a claim to any specific property of the issuer. Their security lies in
the earning power of the corporation, its credit standing, and the faith
the investor has in the issuer. Most government bonds are of this type.
They are sometimes called "income" bonds.

A coupon bond and a registered bond are terms that are used to refer
to the manner in which interest on bonds is paid. Coupon bonds are those
which have attached to them small certificates representing the interest
which will be paid at a specified time. The oiler of such a bond merely
needs to clip the coupon on the proper date and cash it. If the coupons
are lost, they are difficult to reclaim. If the bond is lost it may be
somewhat difficult to trace. Registered bonds contain no coupons. The
name and address of the owner are listed on the books of the corporation
and he receives his interest in the form of a check on the specified date.
If a registered bond is lost it is easier to trace and the owner is
assured that his interest will come to him.

A large amount of the capital used by corporations is raised by
selling shares of ownership to the public. These shares are called "stock"
and differ from bonds in that the corporation does not agree to pay back
to stockholders the money they invest because stockholders are not
creditors. Stock may be of two kinds--common and preferred.

Common stock is the kind of stock that most nearly represents owner-
ship. The owners of this kind of stock are the last ones paid in case a
corporation fails and then only if there is enough left to pay them some-
thing. Holders of common stock assume the greatest risk, and so expect
to get the greatest profits if the enterprise is successful. They usually
have a voice in the management of the corporation even though they may
not express it.
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Preferred stock resembles a bond in that it carries a definite rate
of return. However, the return is not guaranteed, and the owners are
among the last to be paid off in case the corporation fails. Preferred
stock gets its name from the fact that it has certain preferences over
common stock. Owners of preferred stock receive their dividends before
the common stockholders in case of failure of the corporation. Preferred
stockholders usually have no voice in the management. There are two
kinds of preferred stock--cumulative and participating. Cumulative pre-
ferred stock is the kind in which the failure to pay dividends in any one
period means that they will accumulate as an obligation to be'paid later.
Until these accumulated dividends have been paid in full, no dividends
will be paid on the common stock. Participating preferred stock is the
kind that shares in some way with the common stock in the earnings over
and above the rate that has been specified.

Dividends are payments from profits made to the owners of the cor-
poration and stockholders. Preferred stockholders receive a designated
rate of return, but common stockholders never know just what they will
get or if and when they may get dividends. Dividends on stock are not
guaranteed, nor is there any assurance that all the earnings will be
paid out as dividends. Dividend policies depend upon the vote of the
directors; dividend possibilities depend on earnings. Dividends may be
paid in cash or in additional shares of stock. The latter is called a
stock dividend, and occurs when the corporation decided to give an
additional share of stock for the shares already owned.

There are other terms with which the student should become familiar
among which are included:

Par value and no-par value are terms used to designate whether or
not the stock has a face value. Today par value really means very little.
It is merely the value printed on the stock ccrtlficate. When stock is
first issued, it may be sold at a par valua. it does not mean that the
stock will ever be worth this amount on the books or in the market. Par
value is commonly $100, but it may be any fractional part of this amount.
No-par value means that there is no value printed on the certificate,
and the corporation that issues it does not estimate any value for it.
Many corporations now issue stock with no-par value.

Book value is the amount that each share would be worth if the cor-
poration were dissolved and its assets sold.

Market value is what stock is worth from day to day in the markets
where securities are bought and sold. It is the value that interests
most stockholders because it determines how much they can get for their
shares if they wish to sell them or how much they must pay if they wish
to buy more it may be more or less than the par value or the book value.
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Investing in a home

The source textbook treats this area rather comprehensively and
provides suitable related student exercises.

Basic Information Areas

1. Why families invest in a home -- advantages and

disadvantages.

2. Why some families prefer to rent.

3. How the cost of owning a home is estimated- -
taxes, insurance, upkeep, depreciation, interest,
payment on a loan.

4. Determining the value of a house and lot.

5. Investigating ownership rights.



Supplementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Films:

Your Share in Tomorrow (and) What Makes Us Tick (Motion
Picture--Sound--Color--25 mins. each) from Laird, Bissell,
and Meed of Salem.

These films depict the operation of the stock
exchange during the course of a regular
business day. Theysahow how we each share in
the future development of our nation through
investments.

2. Filmstrips:

The Stock Exchange- -Part I "Its nature and function"
(and) The Stock Exchange--Part II "How it operates"
from the Salem High SchoOl filmstrip library.

3. Pamphlets and Periodicals:

Dividends over the years from Laird, Bissell, and Meed of
Salem.

A brochure-type pamphlet that gives supple-
mentary information of stock investments.

"How to buy stocks". Changing Times, Vol. 19, No. 10
(October, 1965), pp.7-11.

"Easy & practical way to buy stocks". Changing Times,
Vol. 20, No. 2 (February, 1966) pp. 16-20.

"Some stocks most people overlook". Changing TimeL0 Vol. 19,
No. 12 (December, 1965) p. 16.

"Wall Street: How to Gauge Stock Prices". Newsweek,
Vol. LXVII (February 28, 1966), p. 78.

"Buying a house: the 9 most common questions". Changing...

Times) Vol. 20, No. 2 (February, 1966), pp. 13-15.

"How home loans are guaranteed". Changing Times, Vol. 19,
No. 12 {December, 1965), p. 26.
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4. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Saving
Investment
Income
Compounded Interest
Bond
Maturity Date
Coupon Bond
Registered Bond
Stock Certificate
Common Stock

B. Suggested Project Exercise
.

Preferred Stock
Stockholder
Dividend

Market Value
No-par value
Par Value
Book Value
Assessed Value
Depreciation
Title Insurance

An imaginary purchase of shares of stock- -
following its course of development in the
stock market quotations section of the
newspaper and preparing an index scale on
graph paper of its rate of growth or de-
cline.



This suggested oulletin display can be drawn on the
chalkboard or on a large cardboard sheet. The main
theme is: Which road to the best investment? The
direction arrows pol. to the roads: (1) to sound
investment, (2) to speculation, (3) to fraud. The
$3000 represents the basic investment.



PILWITS

;-;

PROFITS
SIGNAL
WHERE TO
INVEST

1

A

PROTITS

7

This suggested bulletin display can be drawn on the
clialkboard or on a large cardboard sheet. The main
theme is Profits signal when to invest. The ani-
mated traffic lights direct the investor to where
the greater profits are made.
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UNIT D-- COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 15 days (3 weeks)

'Impose

This unit introduces the students to some of the basic communi-
cations services that most of us use in our everyday lives, and tit.:
unit attempts to broaden their understanding of how these services can
be used effectively in their personal and business lives.

Tonic Outline,

I. Telephone Communication

II. Telegraph Communication

III. Letter Communication

Topic I. Telephone Communication

Basic Inforation Areas

A. Proper telephone usage in receiving and placing calls.

B. Using the telephone directory.

C. Kinds of telephone services (person-to-person and
station-to-station calls).

Topic II. T-iograph Communication

Basic Information Areas

A. Kinds of domestic telegraphic services (Fall -rate, day
letter, night letter telegrams) and when each is used
to best advantage.

B. Kinds of international telegraphic services.

C. Writing concise telegraphic messages.

D. Determining the chargeable words of a telegraphic message.

E. Methods of delivering telegrams in business and by consumers.

F. Other services provided by telegraph companies.
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Topic II/. Letter Communication

Basic information Areas

1. Letter communication and human relations.

2. General nrinciples of effective business-letter writing.

A. Proper selection of paper and envelope size
and color (81/2 by 11 inch white paper and a
regular business envelope).

B. Correctness of form and arrangement of parts.
C. Plannitg an effective message--clear, correct,

concise, complete, and considerate.
D. Kinds of personal business letters--congratu-

latory, inquiry, job application, reference,
resignation, and so forth.



1. Films:

A Manner of Speaking (and) For Immediate Action (Motion Picture- -
Sound-- Color - -25 mins. each) from Bell Telephone Company of Salem.

Proper telephone usage in conducting business
effectively over the telephone is the principal
theme of the films.

2. pamphlet;

"Win more friends by telephone..." supplied by the Bell Telephone
Company.

This booklet gives helpful tips on how one can improve
his telephone technique.

3. Walking field trips:

Bell Telephone Company of Salem
Western Union Telegraph Office
Salem Sun Bean Newspaper Office

4. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Telephone Directory Alphabetic Section
Telephone Directory Classified Section
Dial Telephone
Manual Telephone
Collect Call
Local Call
Person-to-person Call
Station-to-station Call
Collect Telegram
Day Letter Telegram
Full-rate Telegram
Night Letter Telegram
International Messages
Telegraphic Money Order
Letterhead
Salutation
Heading of a Letter
Signature
Complimentary Closing
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B. Suggested Student Activities

(1) Telephone training using the tape recorder and the
teletraining equipment. Along with the teletraining
equipment, the Bell Telephone Company pr(vides a
teacher's guide and role-playing student supplement
booklets, which enable the students to act out tele-
phone situations while developing a realistic ap-
proach to building effective telephone usage. Even
though the dramatizations may be limited to a few
people at a time, all the members of the class can be
made to participate in the activities through their
written critiques. Conversations may be recorded as
a means of demonstrating to the class at the end of
their training the degree of progress that was
accomplished.

(2) Telegram and business letter writing exercises.
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The main captions of this display can be stenciled
on separate sheets of construction paper and arranged
about the telephone. The telephone, which is the
focal po4n*, is cut from construction paper-- the
detailed and shaded areas can be put in with crayon
or magic marker.
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This display should be made on a large sheet of cardboard
to be placed on the wall. The letter should be about
four times the normal size of a regular business letter.
The heading should be stenciled in bold letters.
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DEMONSTRATION CHARTS:

"Five C's of Business Letter Writing"

SAMLIE

Is your letter clear1 Did you plan what you wanted to say and
then did you say it as clearly as possible? Did you use simple
language? Can your letter be understood easily?

,Concise

Is your letter concise? Did you explain yourself as briefly
as possible? Did you tat* into consideration that your reader's
time is valuable and that you should not take too much of it for your
letter?

cmpate

Is your letter complete? Although you sought to make your letter
brief, ire you sure you did not omit any important facts?

ConsideratA

Is your letter considerate? Is your letter friendly? Is it
tactful? Will the reader be offended by anything you have written?

Correct

Is your letter correct? Is it correct in form and attractive in
arrangement? Did you use correct English, spelling, and punctuation?
Were all corrections neatly made?
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UNIT E -- TRAVEL SERVICES

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 5 days (1 week)

Purpose

This unit attempts to give the student exposure to and practice
in making travel arrangements in an effort to become more familiar
with the commonly used travel accommodations.

Topic Outline,

I. Travel by private means - -the automobile.

nimmwt,

II. Travel by public means -- train, airplane, bus, or ship.

III. Services and accommodations for travelers.

Topic I. Travel by private means--the automobile

Basic Information Areas

A. The advantages and disadvantages of travel by
automobile.

B. Items for consideration in planning a trip by
automobile (distance to be traveled, points of
interest, accommodations for eating, sleeping,
and so forth, and the expense involved in
taking the trip and so on).

C. The importance of driving carefully and obey-
ing motor vehicle laws.

Topic II. Travel by public means--train, airplane, bus, or ship

Basic Information Areas

A. Reading and understanding transportation timetables.

B. Understanding the classes of travel and types of
travel accommodations.

C. Exposure to the procedure of planning a trip abroad.
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Topic III. Services and accommodations for travelers

Basic Information Areas

A. Selecting hotel or motel accommodations.

B. Services provided by the Travelers Aid Society.

C. Using the travelers' check.



Supplementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Periodical Articles:

"Good maps & where t.. get them". Changing 'Names, Vol. 19,
No. 10 (October, 1965), pp. 21-23.

Changing Times Family SuLcess Book, 99 nest ideas on your
money, lob and living, 1965.

"What will your vacation cont?", pp. 87-89.
"Like to buy a vacation home?", pp. 90-92.
"A trip abroad: Plan it to enjoy it", pp.93-94.
"Go by freighterfun, different, a bargain", pp.95-96.

2. On any major field trip to Wilmington, Philadelphia, or Washington
students can take in a side tour to a major terminal and see the
business of making travel arrangements and the variot.; job operations.

3. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Accommodations Visa
Directory Air Coach
Tourist Pullman Accommodations
Timetable American Hotel Plan
Pasnport European Hotel Plan

B. Suggested Student Activity

Planning a vacation trip using private or public
transportation services. Require that the
arrangements be as authentic as possible by using
the references Official Guide of the Railways and
the Hotel Redbook. The local travel agencies and
gasoline service stations can provide us'ful
brochures and roadmaps

4. Suggested Bulletin Display:

An arrangement of tricrel bro-hures about the bulletin board around
a focal point of words such as: "Planning a Vacation?", "Where
to Vacation", and "Travel Ideas".
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UNIT F - -BUDGETING AND WISE BUYING

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 10 days (2 weeks)

Purpose

This unit attempts to encourage the development of careful
budgeting and wise buying habits and apprises the student of the aids
and consumer service agencies that are available.

Topic Outline,

I. Protections for consumers

II. Guidance in consumer spending and imIdgeting

Topic I. Protections for consumers

Basic Information Areas

1. How goods reach the consumer--distribution of goods and the agents
of distribution.

2. Aids for thiA consumer

A. How to interpret and understand advertising

B. Standards, grades, and labels as guides in buying

C. Getting the most from the dollar

(1) Planning your buying
(2) Comparing values
(3) Comparing suitable features--price,

quality, guarantees, and services
(4) Consulting specialists

(a) The retail merchant
(b) Private agencies

(1) Better Business Bureau
(2) Legat Aid Societies

(3) American Medical Association
(4) National Board of Fire Underwriters
(5) American Standards Association
(6) Consumers' Research Organization
(7) National Canners Association



(c) Government agencies
(1) U.S. Dept. of Commerce

(a) National Bureau of Standards
(b) Patent Office
(c) The Bureau of the Census
(d) The Office of Business Economics
(e) The Weather Bureau

(2) U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
(a) Human Nutrition and Home

Economics Research
(b) Agricultural Marketing Service
(c) Federal Food and Drug Administration

(3) Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare
(a) Public Health Service
(b) Federal Food and Drug Administration

(4) Federal Trade Commission

(5) U.S. Dept. of Labor
(a) Bureau of Labor Statistics
(b) Consumer Price Index

Topic II. Guidance in consumer spending and budgeting

Basic Information Areas

1. Planning expenditures through budgeting

A. Plan to live within your income

B. The elements of wise money management

2. The structure of a budget for a student and a family

3. Keeping records of personal income and expenditures



Supplementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Film:

Home Management: Why Budget. (Motion Picture--Sound--Black
and White-- 11 mins.) from the Salem County Educational Audio-
Visual Aids Commission.

This film shows how a family of modest income
plans its spending in order to be able to
afford those things the family will later
want to enjoy.

2. Manual:

Family Financial Management from the South-Western Publishing
Company.

This manual is designed primarily for the
teacher's use in preparing budget exercises for
the student to supplement textbook exercises.

3. Periodical Articles:

"What is a Better Business Bureau anyhow?" Changing Times,
Vol. 19, No. 10 (October, 1965), pp.17-19.

"News behind the Ads". Changing Times, Vol. 19, No. 10
(October, 1965), pp. 41-42.

"So you think you don't need a budget". Changing, Times,
Vol. 19, No. 10 (October, 1965), pp.33-35.

"Family budget: get a fresh start". Changing Times Family
Success Book, 99 new ideas on your money, job and living, 1965.

4. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Distribution of Goods
Middleman
Advertisement
Caveat Emptor
Fraud
Goodwill
Guarantee
Label
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Retailer
Wholesaler
Impulse Spender
Thrift
Budget
Expenditure
Budget Allowance
Income



B. Suggested Project Exercises

(I) Trace the channels cf distribution of
specific consumer commodities.

(2) Research the opportunities for the high
school student in distributive occupat ,ns.

(3) Analyze the problems of buying.

(4) Prepare a personal budget and keep actual
records of income and expenditures.

5. Suggested Bulletin Display:

An arrangement of celorful advertisements mounted on construction
paper and placed about a theme such as: "Advertisements--What
do they mean?", "What Advertisements Tell Us", "Understanding
Advertisements" and so on.



UNIT G-- CREDIT

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 15 days (3 weeks)

Purpose,

This unit attempts to create a student awareness of how credit
serves business and consumers, and emphasizes the importance of using
credit judiciously.

Topic Outline

I. What is credit

II. Kinds of credit

III. Determining the cost of credit

Topic I. What is credit

A. The meaning of credit

B. Purposes of credit

C. Wise use of credit

Topic II. Kinds of credit

A. Commercial credit

B. Public or government credit

C. Corporation or investment credit

D. Agricultural credit

E. Personal credit

1. Charge Account
2. Installment Buying
3. Cash Loans

a. Bank loans
b. Small loan company loans
c. Industrial bank loans
d. Credit union loans
e. Life insurance policy loans
f. Loans crom pawnbrokers
g. Credit cards
h. Real estate loans

Topic III. Determining the cost of credit
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Topic I. What is credit

The meaning of credit

Very few people pay cash for everything they buy today. Rent is
paid at the end of the month or in advance; the piano and the automobile
are paid for in installments; the doctor and the dentist eve paid after
they have rendered their services. In all these cases someone has re-
ceived what was wanted but has postponed payment for the commodities and
services. Credit is receiving something of value for a promise to pay
for it in the future.

Credit could not exist if it were not for certain ccnditions that
are present. The primary condition that must exist in every credit
transaction is capacity--the ability to pay an obligation based on earn-
ings or other income. Another essential condition is the willingness of
people who receive goods now to pay for them later. This implies charac-

ter. A person who succeeds in obtaining goods upon his statement that
he will pay for them later and then fails to meet his obligations, finds
it difficult to obtain further credit. The third essential for credit
is capital, or things owned by the individual that are free from debt.
Such properties constitute additional assurance that the obligation will
be repaid and, in some instances, they are pledged as security for
credit. These three essentials are often referred to as the three C's
of credit: character, capacity, capital.

Purposes of credit

Credit is extended for uses in production and for satisfying personal
needs. When a manufacturer borrows a sum of money from a bank in order
to purchase raw materials for use in producing a finished article,or
when he borrows money to purchase a new machine or to enlarge his plant,
he has made use of credit for productive purposes. When an individual
buys a house, a refrigerator for the home, or an automobile for personal
use, agreeing to pay for it at intervals for a period of time, he is
using credit for the satisfaction of personal needs.

Credit makes possible greater production and easier exchange of goods.
Because it is possible through credit arrangements for manufacturers to
obtain large quantities of raw materials, machinery, tools, and laborers,
they can produce goods in large quantities in anticipation of demands.
Without credit facilities it is doubtful if large-scale production could
continue to be carried on. Likewise, credit makes it possible to ex-
change goods that have been produced. This is accomplished through the
extension of time for payment of the goods. Without credit this could
not be done; cash would be required, thus slowing down exchange of goods.
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Credit makes it easier to make distant payments. It frequently
happens that goods are bought from a distant producer or that an indi-
vidual has occasion to make a payment to someone in another city. It

might not be safe to send large sums of money through the mails. Of

course, a money order could be obtained, but this is expensive and often
--not convenient. By means of checks or drafts, any quantity of money can

be sent anywhere with safety and ease.

Credit makes it possible for individuals to enjoy many high-priced
articles while paying for them. Because of credit few people now wait
until they have the cash before buying something that will add to their
comfort or advancement. The salesman needs an automobile but seldom is
able to pay cash for it. Credit enables him to have it while paying for
it. This is also true of many articles which save labor in the home and
which add to the happiness of the family. Thus credit makes it possible
for us to have many things that would otherwise be difficult to obtain
promptly.

Credit makes it possible for large corporations to exist. We live
in an age of big business, with corporations the prevailing form. Corpo-
rations are possible because they are able to obtain large sums of money
through the sale of bonds and stocks. A business that had to depend
upon cash entirely for its operation and expansion would remain rather
small.

Credit makes it possible for governments to perform their functions.
Corporations and individuals are not the only ones that are able to
Carry on because of credit. The various forms of government would find
it impossible to function efficiently if they had to depend wholly upon
the cash they could obtain from taxes. They have to borrow much of
their money. Credit enables governments to perform many services that
people demand and to anticipate future needs.

Wise use of credit

Like everything else credit has its good points and its bad points.
Experience has shown that the abuse of credit has caused harm to indi-
viduals and to business in general. It is very important and necessary
that credit be used only when needed and not in excess of one's poten-
tial to repay the obligation. Unwise use of credit often leads to ex-
travagance and debt. It is so easy to obtain goods now for a mere
"charge it IV or for a relatively small down payment and "easy payments"
spread over a period of time, that many are induced to buy more than
they should or things that they cannot afford.
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Topic II. Kinds of credit

Commercial credit

This is one of the commonest forms of credit in use today. It is

the kind of credit that is extended by one businessman to another in

the process of exchanging and marketing goods. The manufacturer or-

dinarily sells to the wholesaler or jobber on credit. The wholesaler

sells to the retailer on credit. Very few business concerns have the

necessary surplus funds with which to carry on their credit, which is

extended usually for a relatively short period of time, such as thirty,

sixt', ninety days, or six monthv.

Public or government credit

This kind of credit is represented by the borrowings of governments- -
local, state, and national. It arises upon the faith people have in the

stability of their government, plus its ability and willingness to repay
the money borrowed. You have heard of United States notes, municipal

bonds, and United States Savings bonds.

Corporation or investment credit

This kind of credit is represented by corporation bonds and notes,
which are written promises to repay borrowed money. Corporation credit

is used to obtain funds needed for permanent capital and thus is long-

term credit. The ability to borrow money in this way depends upon the

general credit of the firm issuing the bond. It is a very common form

of credit in the United States. Bonds are issued by public utilities,
railroads, and industrial corporations.

Agricultural credit

This is the kind of credit needed by those who are engaged in

agricultural pursuits because of the peculiar nature of their occupation.
After crops are planted, several months must pass before the farmer can
harvest them and obtain money. In the case of those who breed livestock,

a longer time than usual is required before any cash can be obtained for

the product. Credit is needed for periods varying from nine months to a
year or more. Agricultural credit is based upon mortgages on farm
property or on promissory notes running for several years.

Personal credit

Most of the forms of credit just described are used by corporations
or governments for purposes of industrial production or public service.

Personal credit is used by individuals for purposes of satisfying personal

needs. Whenever an individual buys commodities or services and promises

to pay for them later, he is using personal credit.
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The charge account is a form of credit whereby a consumer may
purchase any kind of goods with the understanding that he will pay for
it at the end of a stipulated period in one lump sum. The period varies
with the city and the store concerned. The charge account has several
advantages for the consumer: (1) It enables him to enjoy the use of the
goods before he is required to pay for them. This is especially conven-
ient at such times as Easter and Christmas. (2) He may pay for purchases
made from time to time throughout the mouth in one lump sum soon after
the end of the month. This is convenient for those whose salaries are
paid monthly and whose families need certain articles during the month.
(3) Those who maintain charge accounts may be given the opportunity to
select goods offered in a special sale before the general public is
notified. This enables them to make a better selection and perhaps to
get better value for their money. But charge accounts can be a disad-
vantage to consumers if they do not make a wise use of them: (1) It

is so easy to have articles charged without having the money with which
to pay that many are tempted to purchase more than they need and even to
buy unnecessary articles. This means that the money cannot be used for
essential purposes. (2) Charge customers frequently abuse the privilege
of returning goods that are unsatisfactory. This leads them to order
articles which they have not seen or which they are not sure they want.
Stores lose money through this practice although they do not feel that
they can refuse the privilege. Consumers must pay the costs which their
abuse entails.

Installment buying is a method used when buying articles that are
expensive and usually quite durable. These articles are often spoken of
as luxuries although many of them have become necessities to thousands
of people. When installment buying is unrestricted, it is possible to
purchase goods by making a small deposit and stretching the payment of
the balance over a long period of time. If wisely used, installment
buying has certain advantages: (1) The consumer has the use of the
article at once and enjoys its use while paying for it. (2) This plan
makes it possible for those on small incomes to enjoy a few luxuries.
(3) It may even develop habits of thrift and saving. But like everything
else, installment buying has been abused. Certain disadvantages include:
(1) The consumer may be induced to buy more than he can afford. As
dealers are anxious to sell their goods,and know that they are protected
when they sell on this plan, they frequently bring pressure to bear upon
buyers to purchase their goods by stressing the ease with which payments
can be made. (2) Few consumers stop to figure Alt the real cost of the
article they buy in this way.

Making cash loans is another method by which consumers can buy
goods in advance of their ability to pay for them. Commercial banks are
prepared to loan money for relatively short periods of time to the good
credit risks. Most borrowings are for one to four months, although some
loans may extend over one, two, or even three years. The procedure for
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making a bank loan involves a conference with a bank official during
which the borrower explains the reason for requesting a loan and his
ability to make repayment. Assuming that the bank is willing to ap-
prove application, the customer signs a note in favor of the bank, and
the proceeds of the loan are added to his checking account if he so
desires, or the proceeds of the loan are paid in cash.

Small loan companies, or personal finance companies as they are
frequently called, cater to consumers who wish to borrow small sums,
usually less than $1,500 and smaller. The interest rate on these loans
varies between companies and on the amount borrowed, with a lower rate
for larger loans. On amounts of $100 or less, thr. interest rate may
run as high as 3 per cent a month or 36 per cent a year.

Industrial bank loans are made by industrial banks, or Morris Plan
banks as they are sometimes called, to individuals either in their
capacity as consumers or as businessmen. Most of these banks operate or
handle the making of loans on the same basis as commercial banks.

Credit union loans are sponsored by credit unions that are organized
and operated by and for the benefit of their employees. If a prospective

borrower is on the payroll of one of these firms, he can secure a cash
loan by signing a note in favor of the credit union. Because these
financial organizations are operated as cooperatives and because loans
are made only to employees who are drawing a wage or salary from the firm,
the interest charge is less than that charged by small loan companies.

Practically all adults carry life insurance, policies on their own
lives, and most of these policies have what is known as a cash surrender
va3ue, which is the amount the insurance company will pay the insured
if he cancels his policy. This value can be used as security for a bank
loan, or the loan can be negotiated directly with the life insurance
company that issued the policy. The amount that can be borrowed is
limited to the cash value of the policy on the date of borrowing. In-

terest rates on such loans are usually low. One of the reasons for the
low rate of interest is that the life insurance company is fully pro-
tected against loss on this type of loan. If the borrower stays alive,
the loan equals only the cash surrender value of his insurance. If he
dies, the debt can be subtracted from the face of the policy before the
insurance company makes payment.

A source of funds used by individuals, and also by a few businessmen,
is the pawnbroker. In this instance the credit standing of the borrower
is unimportant, as he must turn over personal property as security for
the loan. The pawnbroker makes an appraisal of the property and usually
is willing to loar from one half to three fourths of the sale value of
the merchandise pledged as security. He issues a pawn ticket to the
borrower that states the length of time in which the individual can re-
deem his property by the repayment of the loan together with interest,
which is usually at a rather high rate. If the borrower fails to redeem
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the property within the time limit, the pawnbroker sells the pledged
property, often for more than the value of the loan.

The credit card is a new type of charge account--it permits the
holder to charse goods and services purchased at any one of thousands
of hotels, restaurants, gasoline stations, and many r businesses.

Another type of personal finance is the loan of money to individuals
with which to purchase real estate. The amount borrowed is repaid by
a series of standard monthly payments extending over the life of the
loan. This amount includes interest, payment on the principal, and some-
times taxes and insurance.



Topic :II. Determining the cost of credit

Basic Information Areas

1. How interest is determined on notes.

2. Finding the maturity date of cotes.

3. Finding the proceeds oL a note.

4. How to find the cost of buying on installment.
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Supplementary Instructional Aids and Su ested Student Activities

1. Films:

Banks and Credit (Motion Picture--round--Black and White--
11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional films.

An explanation of how many transactions relate to
the bank's extension of credit, this film brings out
the essential part a commercial bank plays in the
economic life of a community and the important part
credit plays in our economic system.

Installment Buying, (Motion Picture--Sound--Black and White--
11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films.

Here are some of the pitfalls of installment buying
in a film that encourages a complete investigation.
of installment credit, contracts, and interest rates.

2. PamphlquLmajeriodicals:

Using Installment Credit frim the Commercial Credit Company of
Baltimore.

This booklet presents a positive program which may
assist the consumer in using installment credit
intelligently.

Related articles from:

Barking,

Changing Times
Consumer Reports

3. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Credit Credit Rating
Charge Account Creditor
Credit Card Principal of a Loan
Character Loan Proceeds
Maturity Date Promissory Note
Interest Installment Loan

B. Suggested Student Activities

(Related problem-solving and arithmetic exercises from
the source textbook)
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Ca pa c;+y

C kar otter

Ca p;+.1

Three C's of Credit

This display is very simple in design and quite easy
to prepare on a cardboard sheet. The message pre-
sents the elementary principles upon which credit
is based.

IM, IM, II

Another interesting display is that of presenting
copies or specimens of various instruments of credit- -
check, bond, stock, promissory note.



An Interim Activity

AL helpful student activity before or after a long
vacation break, such as that before or after the
Christmas holidays or between semesters, is a simple
learning activity such as the following crossword
puzzle for the BUSINESS ORIENTATION COURSE.

NA IITIAriv. m U

,E A I A E U NC A,

RUIN N W S YD F 0 V

T D CHARACTER G L N

I 0 G R E A 0 N

F I T LE E OWN T TM G
I R INT D N I I S

E A I ENTIFY 0 CF

D N ROFI R GNP 0

S R L AD R

P H I L A D E L P H A 0 D r C G

E TNN RTER 0 ONEY
S TITLE A IC 0 I R

WE Y CURRENCY
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INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1. Our economic system is called . . .

4. A written order made by a depositor to his bank is a
7. An economic activity that involves people making and supplying

goods and services is called . .

11. A person who buys too much on credit faces the possibility of
financial destruction or .

13. This is one of the Three C's of Credit that refers to an indivi-
dual's reputation for paying his bills when they are due . . .

15. Every individual and family should prepare a budget to . . their

needs
17. Possess
18. To . . is the process of making coins
19. Signature cards are used by the bank to . depositors' signatures

on checks
21. Abbreviation for Consumer Finance
24. Anyone in business wants to make a
25. Abbreviation of Gross National Product
27. Short way of saying advertisement
28. Salem's Federal Reserve Bank City is
32. To trade goods for goods is called
33. Anything that is used as a medium of
34. When one has possession or ownership

clear or good . . to it

35. Debt
36. Another term for paper money is . .

DOWN

.

exchange is called .
of property he should have a

1. A guaranteed personal check is . .

2. When one Treats a financial obligation, he has . . his debt
3. This President's portrait appears on the five dollar bill
5. If a job is done with little effort, it is done with . .

6. "Planning" is a ". . to efficient buying"
7. A plan for the spending of income is called a .

8. This is a situation that occurs when there is too much money in
circulation and the result is a decrease in the buying power of
the dollar

9. An . . system is a plan by which people of a nation make, supply,
and use goods and services

10. A place where customers can deposit their money and draw interest
is called a . bank

12. One's salary is sometimes called hie
14. . . occurs when one buys now and pays later
16. Bank numbers are sometimes called . . numbers
17. Washington's portrait appears on the dollar bill
20. Exchange
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22. The crime of signing another's name without his permission
23. This President's portrait appears on the fifty dollar bill
24. Abundance
26. Employment
28. The dollar unit of Mexico
29. Abbreviation of American Bankers Association
30. One who cannot afford the barest necessities is considered . . .

31. A dime is a . . .



UNIT H-- INSURANCE

Time Required,

Class: 50 mins. daily fot 15 days (3 weeks)

Purpose

This unit of study attempts to familiarize students with the
concept of insurance and to show how protection against economic losses
is provided by exposing students to the various kinds of insurance plans.

Topic Outline

I. Concept of Insurance

II. Property Insurance

II. Personal Insurance

Topic I. Concept of Insurance

A. What is insurance

B. Principles underlying insurance

C. Terms used in insurance

Topic II. Property Insurance

A. Automobile insurance

B. Other property insurance

Topic III. Personal Insurance

A. Life insurance

B. Other personal insurance
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Topic I. Concept of Insurance

Whet is insurance

Insurance is a method of spreading over a large number of persons a
possible financial loss too serious to be conveniently carried by an
individual.

iliaskles underlying insurance

One of the primary principles upon which insurance is based is that
of rink. Risk is usually defined as the chance of lcss. The character-
istics of a risk that can be shifted to a company formed fox this purpose
are as follows:

1. The annual loss must be predictable. The number of
people who will die each year or the number of
houses that will burn each year can be predicted with
amazing accuracy.

2. The risk must be spread over a wide geographical area.
A fire insurance company could not afford to insure
all the houses in one city only. A disastrous fire
such as occurred in Chicago in 1871 would bankrupt the
company.

3. Risks must be selected. No company can afford to
insure only people who are seriously ill, have heart
trouble, or make their living testing new airplanes.

4. The risks must be numerous enough as a group to make
the law of averages work. Insuring one life for a
small annual premium could not be dine on a
scientific basis, but insuring the lives of 100,000
people can.

Each person insured contributes to a fund, from which sums are taken
to relay those who suffer a loss. The sum that each insured person pays
for protection is called a premium and is collected at stipulated in-
tervals by the insurance company. It is collected from a large number
of persons year after year, but in the case of property insurance only a
few of those who contribute evert suffer a loss requiring payment.
Through premium payments insurance companies are able to accumulate
funds that enable them to meet demands made upon them.

Most insurance companies are conservative in the risks they assume.
They insist that, before a person is permitted to insure property or a
life, he must prove that he has an insurable interest.. This means that
the person desiring to buy insurance must be able to prove that he will
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suffer some financial or other loss if certain things happen to the
object or, in the case of life insurance, that the beneficiary will
suffer financial loss at the death of the person insured. In this way
insurance companies protect the public interest against those who
might be dishonest and seek to gain at the expense of the policyholders.

Terms used in insurance

The person who buys insurance is known as the 4nsured; the insurance
company is called the insurer. The agreement between the insured and
the insurance company is called a policy. This contains all the terms
under which the insuranc is sold. The amount that 06 insured pays at
stated intervals for insurance is a oremium. This premium may be paid
annually, semiannually, quarterly, or monthly. The one who is to receive
the insurance money in case property is damaged, or in the case of the
death of a person, is called the beneficiary. Some insurance companies,
usually referred to as mutual companies, return to their policyholders
the portion of the premium not needed in the light of actual experience.
These are called dividends.



Topic II. Property Insurance

Automobile Insurance

The usual types of automobile coverage include fire and theft,
bodily injury liability, property damage, and collision insurance. If

the policy covers fire and theft, the amount paid the insured in case
of total loss is the value of the car at the date of the fire or theft.
Within recent years automobile insurance companies have offered com-
2rehensive coverage, which is a contract that covers practically all
damage to the insured's automobile, including fire and theft, except
that resulting from collision and upset. For example, claims have been
paid for accidental damage to upholstery and for windshields broken by
flying stones.

Bodily injury liability insurance will pay the policyholder's
legal liability for injury to one person or to a group. If a driver
hits a pedestrian or causes injury to persons in another car, the in-
surance company will pay damages up to the amount of coverage carried.
A common policy fixes a maximum of $5,000 for liability resulting from
the death or disability of one person, and $10,000 for similar reasons
to more than one person. This type of policy is frequently identified
by the fraction 5/t0. Higher maximum coverages than 5/10 can be ob-
tained in amounts such as 10/20 or 20/40 by paying a higher premium.

A medical payments endorsement can be purchased that will pay
hospital and doctor bills up to a specified maximum for each occupant of
the insured's car who is injured in an accident, including the policy-
holder. In many states legislation that relieves the driver of a car
from liability for injury to his passengers arising from an accident
has been enacted. Such "guest laws", as they are called, were passed to
prevent friendly suits against the car owner with the knowledge that the
insurance company would finance the settlement.

Property damage liabilit' insurance is stated at a single amount,
such as $5,000. If the insured car damages another car, or runs into a
house, or damages any property not belonging to the insured, the insur-
ance company will settle the claim up to the amount of the policy. It

will not pay anything for damages to the policyholder's car unless
collision or upset insurance is carried. This type of coverage protects
the car owner against any damage to his automobile, but it is relatively
expensive unless he purchases collision insurance with a deductible
allowance, such as $50 or $100. In this event the insurance company pays
for damages t. t are in excess of the stipulated deductible amount.
Many drivers do not carry collision insurance because of the relatively
high cost, although cars purchased on the installrent plan are so covered
in order to protect the finance company.
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Many states have passed financial responsibility laws. These

usually provide that the driver of a car at fault in an accident must
show evidence that he_has assumed his financial obligation in order
to merit his continued right to operate his automobile. Ownership of

an insurance policy covering bodily injury and property damage li-
ability is the preferable method of demonstrating financial responsibility.

Other property insurance

Basic Information Areas

A. Kinds of property insurance
1. Fire
2. Fire and extended coverage
3. Homeowners policy

B. How to select a personal insurance policy for
property (real and personal property)

C. Property insurance is based on an insurable
interest

D. How the policyholder obtains payment for losses

E. How the cost of property insurance is determined



Topic III. Personal insurance

Life Insurance

Wage earners and other individuals purchase insurance to protect
their dependents against loss of income through their death, and them-
selves against loss of incomein old age. This kind of insurance is
called "life insurance" and exists in many forms. Usually a person
must take a physical examination and provide other evidence that he is
a good risk before he can buy a life insurance policy. As in the case
of other forms of insurance, life insurance is based on the law of
averages. No one can predict whether a particular individual will die
during any given year, but the number of persons living at the beginning
of a year who will die within twelve months can be computed within
narrow margins. The annual premium on a life insurance policy is re-
lated to statistics covering deaths. Although insurance companies rely
on more than one table, many states require the use of a mortality
schedule or table (shows the death rate at each age level, or the number
of deaths that may be expected to occur during a given period among a
given number of persons of a certain age) compiled by the National Asso-
ciation of insurance Commissioners, an organization of state insurance
commissioners.

Term insurance is a type of insurance that gives protection for a
limited period, usually, five, ten, or twenty years. it is temporary
insurance and is purely for protection. The face value of the policy
is payab:a only if death occurs during the term specified. if the in-
sured is alive at the end of the perioci specified, he is no longer in-
sured, unless he renews the policy or changes it to a life or endowment
policy. Such insurance is good for those who wish to provide funds to
pay off unpaid debts, to protect a new business while it is being es-
tablished, or to provide for the education of children. This type of
insurance has the lowest premium rate of any type of policy and can be
converted into whole life or endowment without another physical examina-
tion. The conversion must be made before the term expires. Most term
insurance policies have no cash surrender value; but some long-term
policies have a cash value and can be used as aecurity for a :13an if the
lender is willing to accept it as security. All whole-life and endow-
ment policies have cash or loan values which may be helpful in emergencies
but which should not otherwise be used.

Ordinary, sometimes called whole-life, straight-life, life insurance
is probably the commonest form of life insurance sold. It gives protec-
tion over a period of years. It is the kind that a person buys who
wishes primarily to protect his dependents. The premium rate for this
type is the lowest of all kinds of permanent insurance. it pays the face
amount of the policy, either in cash or income, to the beneficiary upon
the death of the insured. Premiums are usually paid throughout the life
of the insured although, in the case of participating policies, dividends
are paid and arrangements may be made by which they may b used to-reduce
the length of time one has to pay. Or, they may also be used in other ways.
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If a person does not wish to pay premiums all his life, he may
purchase limited-payment life insurance, which becomes paid up at the
end of a specified period of years, such as ten, fifteen, twenty, or
at a certain age, such as sixty or sixty-five. At the end of the speci-
fied period the insured does not have to pay any more premiums but the
insurance protection continues in effect until his death. Upon the
death of the insured 4he insurance company will pay the beneficiary the
face amount of the policy either in cash or income. This type of policy
is excellent for those whose incomes permit larger payments for a short
period of years and for those who know that their earnings will be less
in later life. The premiums on limited-payment policies are higher than
on ordinary life oolicies but they are paid up in a shorter time.

Endowment insurance combines insurance with a method for accumulat-
ing a fund of money over a definite period of time. A person buys en-
dowment insurance usually for two purposes; to protect his dependents
against loss of income in the event of his death aad to create a reserve
fund on which he can draw if he is still alive when the policy matures.
If the insured is living at the end of the specified period, he receives
a specified sum. If he dies before the end of the period, the face
value of the policy or its equivalent in income is paid to the benefici-
ary. The premium rate is higher than whole-life policies because it
must pay the cost of protection and enough more to accumulate a fund
with interest to pay the face value at the end of the specified period.
The insured has no more actual protection in an endowment policy than
he has in a whole-life policy. He pays more for it because he has a
life investment as well as death protection. The insured, if alive at
the end of the period, may tura it in and receive its maturity value, or
he may convert it into an annuity.

An annuity provides for the payment of money by the insurance
company in equal installments over a period of time, usually the remain-
ing lifetime of the person who buys the annuity, who is called the an-
nuitant. Annuities are usually bought because the purchaser thinks he
may outlive his earning period and so wants to make sure that he will
have a steady income during his remaining years. Many persons wish to
retire at a certain age and so buy an annuity that will provide income
after this time. The cost of an annuity varies with the age at which it
begins to operate and with the amount of income desired.

Annuities are of several kinds. They can be purchased by the pay-
ment of a lump sum or by the payment of premiums over a period of years.
A straight-life annuity guarantees to pay an income to the annuitant as
long as he lives. When he dies, the income ceases. An installment-
refund life annuity pays an income for life but in addition guarantees
to make payments until the original principal sum has been paid back,
should the annuitant die before that time. A cash refund annuity pays an
income for life but in addition provides for the payment in cash of the
balance of ois original principle, should the annuitant die before he has
received this amount in installments.
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An insurance program should be set up to provide for dependents in
the event of an early death. It can also be used to supplement Social
Security payments by taking the cash value of the policies after retire-
ment. A good way to plan an insurance program is to figure out what can
be expected from Social Security and the company's pension. Then esti-

mate how much must come from other sources. Investments in securities

and property can be used to supply this additional income, or a suitable
insurance program can be set up. You should ask yourself the following
questions before planning your insurance progr:

A. How much wilt your Social Security benefits be?

B. What can you expect from the company's pension plan?

C. How much more will you have to get from investments
or insurance?

D. How much would your dependents need if you died
unexpectedly?

E. How much life insurance is provided under your
company's plan?

By considering these questions and more carefully, you can develop
an investment and insurance program tailored to meet your needs.

Other personal insurance

Basic Information Areas

1. Health and accident insurance

2. Liability insurance

3. Social insurance

A. Social Security--Old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance

B. Unemployment insurance

C. Workmen's compensation
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Supplementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Films:

Sharing Economic Risks (Motion Picture--Sound--Black and
White--11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional rilms

This film shows how insurance works and defines
insurance terms. Students will learn the reasons
for insurance and see the need for the sharing of
economic 1:isks.

Life Insurance (Motion Picttre--Sound--Color--25 mins.)
from Institute of Life Insurance of New York

2. Pamphlets and Leaflets:

Automobile Invirance from the Institute of Life Insurance
of New York

Thisleaflet provides brief statement of
facts about insurance _or the home and offers
a questionnaire for testing student compre-
hension of these basic facts.

A family guide to property and liability Insurance from the
Institute of Life Insurance of New York

This booklet presents rather comprehensively
those facts related to the various kinds of
liability insurance plans for various pro-
perties.

Policies for Protection from the Institute of Life Insurance
of New York

This is an excellent supplementary aid in
presenting, at a level the student is able to
understand, certain facts about personal in-
surance --life and health. A teacher's
manual accoppnies the booklet.

Life Insurance Fact Book from the Institute of Life Insurance
of New York

This paperback book is designed primarily for
teacher use as a reference source.
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3. Related Periodical Articles:

"What the new social security means to you" Changing Times,
Vol. 19, No. 12 (December, 1965), pp. 19-23.

"Insurance for dental bills" Changing Times, Vol. 19, No. 10
(October, 1965), pp. 13-14.

"Those little auto accidents cost plenty" Changing Times,
Vol. 19, No. 10 (October, 1965), pp. 45-46.

"Row to buy life insurance" Changing Times, 99 new ideas on
your money, job, and living, (1965), pp. 23-29.

4. Transparencies for uze with the overhead reector:

A. A portion of a mortality table.

B. An analysis of the different premium rates
ud four different policies of a certain
face value taken at different ages.

C. An analysis of premiums and cash surrender
value of four different policies bought at
a certain age.

5. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Economic Risk
Insurance
Policy
Policyholder
Premium
Insurable Interest
Beneficiary
Mortality Table
Proof of Loss
Inventory
Real Property

Personal Property
Bodily Injury Insurance
Property Damage Insurance
Collision-Upset Insurance
Comprel,nsive Insurance
Endowment Life
Term Life
Limited-payment Life
Ordinary Life
Annuity
Liability Insurance

B. Suggested Student Activities

(Related problems and exercises from source textbook)
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This display is prepared on sheets of construction
paper and simply lists some of the basic kinds of
automobile insurance plans.



LIFE INSURANCE.]
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This display is prepared on sheets of construction
paper (white paper for the charts) and graphically
illustrates the four basic kinds of life insurance.



COMPLETED AGE
NUMBER LIVING
AT EACH AGE

DEATHS IN EACH
YEAR

YEARS EXPECTED
TO LIVE

1 1,000,000 5,770 62.76
5 983,817 2,715 59.76

10 971;804 1,914 55.47
15 962,270 2,069 50.99
16 960,201 2,103 50.10
17 958,098 2,156 49,21
18 955,942 2,199 48.32
19 953,743 2,26" 47.43
20 951,483 2,312 46.54
25 939,197 2,705 42.12
30 924,609 3,292 37.74
35 906,554 4,161 33.44
40 883,342 5,459 29.25
45 852,554 7,340 25.21
50 810,900 9,990 21.37
55 754,191 13,560 17.78
60 677,771 18,022 14.50
65 577,882 22,907 11.55
70 454,548 26,955 8.99
75 315,982 28,966 6.82
80 181,765 15,185 5.06
85 78,221 6,063 3.66
90 21,577 1,193 2.58
95 3,011 885 1.63
99 125 125 .50

A PORTION OP A STANDARD ORDINARY MORTALITY TABLE



UNIT I-- FILING

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 10 days (2 weeks)

?ramose,

This unit provides the basis for an understanding of filing
and filing procedures.

Topic Outline

I. General Information

II. Indexing Information

Torte I. General Information

A. The meaning and purpose of filing

B. Kinds of filing storage equipment

C. Filing systems that are commonly used

Topic II. Indexing Information



Topic I. General Information

The meanips_and purpose of fill&

Filing is the process of arranging and storing papers and other
records in an orderly way/sD that they can easily be found when they
are needed. A filing system not only providei a permanent and safe
place for these materials, but it permits the storage of Information
we would normally not be able to remember over a long period of time
to which later reference can be made.

Kinds of filing st=age equipment

Spindle file--the simplest form of spindle file consists of a
nail driven through a board so that papers can be kept by "punching"
them onto a nail; there is no real system in the use of this equityment.

Box file--this is a flat-type file that resembles a box and was
one of the first used in filing papers according to a system.

Bellows file--this filing equipment takes the shape of a bellows
and fans out as it opens into separate slots for keeping papers.

Vertical file--this type of file equipment consists of two or more
drawers placed qn top of one another and in which the material is held
upright; this equipment is frequently used in business because it
saves space, can be added to easily, and is easily referred to.

Card file--this is an arrangement of box-like drawers stacked on
top of one another; this eouipment is commonly used by libraries for
recording reference information about tteir books and periodicals.

Visible-index file--this consists of cards which are fastened to
trays that easily lift and slide out for quick and easy reference and
the addition of more information.

Microfilm--in this process a business keeps a photographic record
of certain business papers on film which may later be shown on a screen
or reprinted on paper as needed.

Filing_ systems that are commonly used

The filing system used in business for arranging papers will de-
pend upon the kind of business it is and the way in which that business
wants its correspondence classified. In any filing system there must
be some rearrangement of names to facilitate quick storing and easy
locating of these business papers. This process is called indexing.
Indexing is the rearrangement of names for filing purposes in determining
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the name under which an item is to be filed. The manner in which
names may be indexed or some of the filing systems Ore as follows:

Alphabetic indexing--a system whereby business correspondence and
other papers are indexed and filed by name according to the order of
the alphabet:

Anderson, David G.
Auburn, Clifford
Bartell, E. J. Company
C (&) R Transmission

Subject indexing--a system whereby the material to be indexed is
given a name based on the subject of the material, and then indexed
under the name of the material:

Airplanes
Art
Automobiles
Books
Hardware
Synthetics

Numeric indexing--a system whereby each correspondent is assigned
a number and correspondence to or from him is filed by that number
rather than by his name. An alphabetic card index is necessary with
such numerical filing to facilitate finding the number assigned to the
correspondent:

8 Jones, Ralph
15 Matthews, Alfred
89 Parker, Susan

Geographic indexing--a system e arranging geographic divisions
such as cities, states, and countries in alphabetic order and filing
material in the folders of these geographic divisions:

IDAHO
Poise
Lewiston
Twin Falls

Sounder indexing--a system that is designed to bring all names
that sound alike but are spelled differently into one section of card
index file which prevents a duplication of names that might result from
different spellings:

Berke
Birk
Burke
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Topic II. Indexing_Information

Basic Information Areas

A. Knowledge of alphabetic sequences

B. Reading ability--reading details quickly and accurately,
especially the names of people firms

C. Familiarity with abbreviations--easy recognition of
abbreviations for a geographic division and for a
person's name

D. Knowledge of the rules for alphabetic indexing:

I. Order of indexing units
2. Surnames

3. First names
4. Middle names
5. Surname prefixes
6. Compound surnames
7. Hyphenated names and words
8. Unusual names
9. Initials and abbreviations

10. Titles
II. Seniority
12. Names of married women
13. Disregarded words
14. Single letters
15. Numbers
16. Firm or company names
17. Federal government offices
18. Other political subdivisions



Supplementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Film:

Filing procedures in business (Motion Picture--Sound--Black and
White-- 11 mins.) From Coronet Instructional Films

A typical filing system in actift bridges the gap
between theory and practice. Students will see a
large efficient central filing system functioning
as an integral part of a well-run business organization.

2. Filmstrips for use with the Educational Development Laboratories
Controlled Reader:

The EDL Filing Filmstrip Course is intended for
use in developing automatic reactions to filing
problems after the filing rules for indexing
have been introduced. This filing series con-
tains twenty-five filmstrips with a wide
variety of exercises. My experience has been
that a sampling of these exercises a few minutes
each day for but a few days of a week can ac-
complish our rather limited purpose of providing
a basis for an understanding of filing.

3. Transparencies for use with the Overhead Projector:

A set of transparencies that the teacher can
develop which Rxemplify the rules for in-
dexing. This positive approach sets correct
procedures firmly in mind.

4 -pplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Filing

Indexing
Alphabetizing
Geographic Indexing
Subject Indexing

Numeric Indexing
Vertical File
Microfilm
Visible Index-File
Soundex

B. Suggested Student Activities

(Teacher-prepared filing exercises and related
problems and exercises from source textbook)
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These two basic displays for filing are prepared
on construction paper and are arranged in a
manner suitable to the space allowed by the
bulletin board.



UNIT J--EMPLOYMENT

Time Required,

Class: 50 mins. daily for 10 days (2 weeks)

Purpose,

This unit attempts to arouse a student awareness of his market-
able skills and to help the student improve his physical grooming
and his mental attitude.

Topic Outline

I. Job opportunities in business

Il. Preparing for employment

Topic I. Job opportunities in business

Basic Information Areas

1. Planning for your future

A. The importance of staying in school

B. The value of vocational guidance in the school

2. A look at some of the basic business occupations for the
beginning worker and job trends and needs

A. The store -- salespersons, stock clerks, clerical

workers, stenographers, file clerks, secretaries,
bookkeepers, bookkeeping-machine operators,
voice-machine operators

B. The office--messengers, clerical workers, re-
ceptionists, file clerks, stenographers,
bookkeepers, secretaries, voice-machine operators,
typists, switchboard operators

C. The bank-tellers, bookkeepers, file clerks, state-
ment clerks, stenographers, secretaries, business- -
machine operators, messengers



Topic II. Preparing for employment

Basic Information Areas

1. Educational preparation required for your chosen vocation

2. Developing certain desirab'e personal qualities

A. Work on the personality

B. Appropriate dress and good grooming

C. The importance of being able to work well
with others

3. Applying for a job

A. The letter of application

B. The application form

C. The personal data sheet

D. Tests

E. The interview



elementary Instructional Aids and Suggested Student Activities

1. Films:

Earning money while going to school. ()lotion Picture-- Sound --

Black and White--11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films

This film shows how work after school can be
undertaken if it does not interfere with
school work and recreation. It also shows
that part time work is valuable in many
other ways: increasing responsibilities,
understanding the relation between the job
work and school work, and learning new
skills and how to get along with people.

How to investigate vocations (Motion Picture--Sound--Black
and White--11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films

This film will motivate students to in-
vestigate and determine the vocations for
which they are best suited. How to in-
terpret vocational guidance tests, how to
apply this information to different voca-
tions, how to raise questions related to
a specific job, and how to gain actual
job experience are all effectively portrayed.

How to keep a iob (Motion Picture--Sound--Black and White- -
ii mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films

Job success is dependent upon more than
a wise selection of vocation, more than
the right attitude toward work itself,
more than the wise selection of a par-
ticular position. Job success means
getting along with fellow-workers,
conduct of work, and several other
factors in the film.

2. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Vocation Interview
Personality Human Relationships
Ability Personal Economics
Aptitude Security
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B. Suggested Student Activities

(Related exercises and problems in the source
textbook)

3. Suggested Bulletin Display:

"Careers in Business", a wall chart 18" x 24" from
South-Western Publishing Company



UNIT K--EXPLORING BASIC BUSINESS OCCUPATIONS

Time Required

Class: 50 mins. daily for 60 days (12 weeks)

Purpose

This unit of instruction is designed to orient students to the
advanced, specific business education courses for job training in
basic business occupations.

Topic Outline

I. Selling

II. Bookkeeping

III. Office Occupations

IV. Shorthand

General Information

This unit of work is geared to a specific source workbook and is
therefore directed by the material that it presents. This is not to say
that teacher flexibility in presentation is impaired in any manner; how-
ever, too much deviation from the source workbook can defeat its basic
purpose. The BASIC AREAS OF INFORMATION section identifies the lesson
or lessons to be presented daily. The information in each lesson is
presented in simplified, easy-to-take doses in sufficient quantity to
give students a basic understanding of these specific course areas. It

might be well to not permit the workbooks to be taken out of the class-
room, as students have a tendency to sometimes forget to bring their work
materials to classes regularly. This step will then necessitate that
work on the lessons in the workbook be compl.te0 during the normal class
period. Each lesson should be previewed by the teacher and certain
key-idea responses solicitated from the studett 'efore actual work on the
lesson begins--this helps to build up interes. it the continuity of the
lessons. The reading assignment can be complmec by having students
read silently or to the group, followed by a discussion of the lesson.
Even though the teacher and students are guided ty the workbook, try to
avoid a "sterile" question-and-answer session. Keep the talks dynamic
and active by encouraging students to share their experiences as they
relate to the lesson.
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Emphasize legible writing and correct spelling in the workbook when
work on the written exercises is being completed. It might be well to
require a sharp No. 3 pencil be used rather than a pen when completing
the written exercises--changes and corrections can easily be made. When
the written work is completed, review the lesson and discuss the responses
to the questions. Frequently you will find some lessons will carry over
to the next day. Develop a student routine of getting workbooks from the
storage area and continuing work on uncompleted lessons before the class
period begins. All back lessons are to be thoroughly completed.

Whenever needed, supplementary work assignments on duplicated sheets
can be given to students for further practice and study. This will be
especially helpful in the areas of filing, bookkeeping, and shorthand.

This workbook may be used by other members of the business faculty
for diagnostic evaluation of a student's potential capability in cer
tain areas of business; for this reason it might be well to keep the
workbook pages intact.



Topic I. Selling, (8 days)

Basic Areas of Information

1. Introduction to Selling (and) Kinds of Jobs in Selling

2. The Sales Personality (and) Qualities of Good Salespeople

3. Your Own Personality (and) Factors in the Salesman's Job

4. Self-Reliance and Poise (and) Kinds of Customers

5. Knowing Your Product (and) The Five Buying Decisions

6. Steps in Selling--The Approach (and) Steps in Selling--The
Demonstration

7. Steps in Selling -- Convincing the Customer (and) Choosing
the Right Words

8. Your Own Store (and) Finding a Selling Job



Topic I/. Bookkeeping (14 days)

Basic Areas of Information

1. Introduction to Bookkeeping

2. Personal Cashbook

3. Keeping Records for the Dramatic Society

4. The Elements of Ownership

5. Preparing the Balance Sheet

6. Keeping Records for the Sundown Motel

7. Keeping Accounts with Customers

S. Keeping Records for a Doctor

9. Using the T Account

10. Recording Transactions in the Journal

11. Posting Procedures

12. Preparing the Trial Balance

13. Preparing the Income Statement

14. Working for the Modern Beauty Salon



Topic III. Office Occupations (15 days)

iic Areas of Information

1. Introduction to Office Occupations (and) Receiving Visitors

2. Using the Telephone

3. Handling the Mail

4. Filing Business Papers

5. Keeping the Petty Cash Fund

6. Ordering Office Supplies

7. Handling Sales Records and Reports

B. Processing Charge Sales

9. Keeping Customer Accounts

10. Comparing Shipping Papers

11. Preparing Voucher Checks

12. How Employees Are Paid

13. Determining Payroll Deductions

14. Preparing a Payroll Summary

15. Payroll Distribution
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Topic IV. Shorthand (23 days)

Basic Areas of Information

1. Writing Code for A, E, S-Z, F, V

2. Writing Code for N, M, T, D

3. Writing Code fer H, 0, R, L

4. Writing Code I, and Special Signals

5. Measuring Your Decoding Skill

6. Writing Code "hr left S-Z, P, B

7. Writing Code SH, CH, J

8. Writing Code for 00, K, G

9. Decoding the Sounds of A and E

10. Decoding the Sounds of 0

11. Decoding the Sounds of U

12. Using the W Code

13. Blending Two or More Symbols

14. Measuring Your Decoding Skill

15. Forming Additional Blends

16. Joinftg Two Vowel Sounds

17. Writing Word-Beginning and Word-Ending Shortcuts

18. Using Slant-Line Blends

19. Using Additional Word Endings and Blends

20. Writing Straight-Stroke Blends

21. Writing Shorthand Code in Abbreviated Form

22. Coding Additonal Words in Abbreviated Form

23. Measuring Your Decoding Skill
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Supplementary Instructional Aids and SuRnested Stulent Activities

1. Films:

Selling as a Career (Motion Picture--Sound--Black and White- -

11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films

This film explains the functions and duties of the
salesman to aid thoseinterested in selling as a
career. We watch a typical salesman fill out cus-
tomer reports, schedule his itinerary, make calls,
present his product, handle a complaint, and
promote good relations for his company.

Bookkeeping and You (Motion Picture - -Sound - -Black and White- -

11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films

The actual business transactions of a grocery store
are show' with the accepted procedure for their
recording. The film impresses all students with the
value of bookkeeping in business and professional
life and in keeping a record of personal finances.

Do I want to be a Secretary (Motion Picture--Sound--Black
and White--11 mins.) from Coronet Instructional Films

This film describes the skills, personal quali-
ties, educational requisites, and principal
duties of a secretary. A girl enrolled in a
beginning secretarial course is assisted in her
choice of vocation by her typing teacher and
guidance counselor, taking vocational tests,
reading about secretarial work, and visiting an
office.

2. Transparencies for use with the Overhead Projecors

A. Cashbook page

B. Balance sheet (account form)

C. Accounts receivable account

D. General T Account

E. Bookkeeping equation of A is L + NW (or P) exemplified
in T account form

F. Trial Balance

G. Income Statement

H. Shorthand symbols to correspond with daily lessons
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3. Use of calculating machines

4. Supplementary learning devices:

A. Suggested Business Vocabulary

Selling
Specialty Store
Department Store
Interest
Initiative
Resourcefulness
Enthusiasm
Perseverance
Consumer Consultant
Sales Talk
Bookkeeper
Assets
Liabilities
Net Worth
Proprietorship
Expenses
Creditor
Proving Cash
Business Transaction
Inlmntory
Balance Sheet
Fiscal Period
Debtor
Charge Customer
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable Schedule
Income
Debit and Credit Concept
Account
Double-entry Bookkeeping
Temporary Income Account
Temporary Expense Account
Journal
Journalizing
Ledger
Posting

B. Suggested Student Activities

Trial Balance
Account Balance
Profit
General Ledger
Subsidiary Ledger
Receptionist
First-class Mail
Second-cliss Mail
Third-class Mail
Parcel Post
Special Delivery
Registered Mail
Certified Mail
Special Handling
Mail Clerk
Filing
Indexing
Petty Cash Fund
Petty Cash Voucher
Invoice
Bill

Sales Slip
Free on Board (FOB)
Stock Clerk
Posting Clerk
Ledger
Receiving Clerk
Credit Memorandum
Voucher Check
Payroll Clerk
Payroll Summary
Currency Requisition Form
Shorthand
Stenography
Decoding
Transcription

(1) Selling
(a) Sales demonstrations by students on familiar

products

(b) Mock job interviews
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(2) Bookkeeping (supplementary work exercises)
(a) Balance sheet
(b) Accounts receivable account
(c) General T account
(d) Combination cash journal
(e) Trial balance
(f) Income statement

(3) Office Occupations
(a) Demonstrating the proper use of the telephone
(b) Supplementary exercises on filing
(c) Additional work in preparing business forms:

petty cash, purchase orders, invoices, time
cards and payroll, and sales slips

(4) Shorthand (work assignments to supplement classwork
and fortify shorthand principles)

5. Suggested Bulletin Displays:

A. Careers in Business: Selling, Bookkeeping, Office Occupations,
and Shorthand

B. Bookkeeping Equatica (A = L + NW)

C. Bookkeeping Forms: Balance Sheet, T Account, Trial Balance,
Income Statement

D. Shorthand Symbols



APPENDIX A--SAMPLE LESSON PLANS

Lesson Plan No. 1 (Spcimen)

Subject: Business Orientation Textbook:

Prriod: Lesson:

date: Supplies and
Equipment:

General Business,
Crabbe, et. al.
Unit D, Part 39, PP.
371-375

Tape recorder, tele-
trainer, role books,
message pad

Learning Unit: Communications Services

Major Objective:

Lesson Objective:

PreviouP Learnings:

To expose students to some of the basic
communications services and to train
students to use them effectively

Proper use of the telephone in placing
and receiving business calls, receiving
and leaving messages

(Pamphlet--"How to win more friends by
telephone") (Film--"A Manner of Speaking")

1. The proper way to answer the telephone
2. What a telephone message should contain
3. How to successfully complete one's business over the telephone
4. How to courteously terminate calls

Procedure: (Lesson Presentation)

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Preliminary Question and Answer Session:

A. How are face-to-face and voice-
to-voice conversations different?

B. Why is it so important to plan
one's telephone conversation?

C. What does business regard as the
proper way to answer the tele-
phone-- demonstrate.

D. What information should be con-
tained in a telephone message?
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Individual student re-
sponse to questions.



"To help us become more familiar with
proper telephone techniques, we will
be using the teletrainer equipment in
the classroom for the next few days.
This equipment is on loan to the
school by the Bell Telephone Company."

Further explain how to use the two
activated telephones and the "sounding"
equipment. Demonstrate the use of the
equipment with the aid of a student.
Allow the student aide to be the first
operator of the "sounding" equipment.

Jot on the board an evaluation list
that each student can be observing
of the participants in the role-
playing skits:

A. Identification of caller and
person called

B. Message
C. Commitments made
D. Follow-up necessary
E. Telephone manner
F. Tone of voice
G. Choice of words

Participating students:
Pair off and quickly
review assigned skits
in role book. Nonpar-
ticipating students:
Prepare an evaluation
sheet on each of the
participants which will
be discussed after each
practice conversation.
Taped conversations will
be played back for analysis.

Assignment: Each student is to prepare a two-minute telephone con-
versation dialogue for two people, using any kind of
personal or business situation. Example: Cancelling a
club meeting, getting a homework assignment, applying
for a part-time job, pricing merchandise at various
stores, making an appointment, and so forth.

Evaluation: This practical experience on the teletrainer equipment
has enabled the student to put into practice the theory
of properly handling and using the telephone. It is
hoped that these practices will be carried into the home
for further development.
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Lesson Plan No. 2 ,Specimen)

Subject: Business Orientation

Period:

Date:

Textbook: General Business,
Crabbe, et. al.

Lesson: Unit II, Part 8, pp. 69-75

Supplies and
Equipment: 10 icey adding machines

are available, "Banking
Exercise" projects

Learning Unit:

Major Objective:

Lesson Objective:

Previous Learnings:

Money and Banks

Instruction in handling money properly and
in using banking services efficiently

Individual practice in handling a personal
checking account

1. The money services provided by commercial banks
2. Opening a checking account
3. Writing checks, endorsing checks, filling out deposit slips
4. Reconciling the bank statement

Procedure: (Lesson Presentation)

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Pass out "Banking Exercise" projects,
(To be completed in class) Introduce
the project.

"Today we are going to put into
practice what we have learned re-
garding maintaining a checking
account by working on a banking
project. Read the instructions to
yourself while I read them aloud."

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Follow the reading of the
instructions relating to
the "Banking Exercise".

Begin work on the project- -
to be completed during
class period.

Check students for thorough under-
standing of what is expected of them.

Assignment: Read Part 10, pp. 89-95 in the textbook; answer the
"Check what you have read" questions, p. 96.

Evaluation: This initial exposure to keeping ones personal checkbook
record is an excellent way to dramatize the need for
accuracy in records; The project gives them practice in
writing some of the commonly used endorsement styles.
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Lesson Plan No. 3 (Specimen)

Subject: Business Orientation Textbook:

Period:

Date:

Lesson:

Supplies and
Equipment:

Learning Unit:

Major Objective:

Lesson Objective:

Previous Learnings:

Filing

General Business,
Crabbe, et. al.
Unit I, Part 45, pp.
438-447

EDL Controlled Reader,
Filing Filmstrips
(Nos. 1 6 2), "Filing
Job No. 1" sheets

To provide the basis for an understanding
of filing and filing procedures

Successful application of rules for in-
dexing and alphabetizing a series of proper
names

1. The value of a good filing system
2. Some of the different kinds of filing systems and when each system

or a combination of two or more systems is best used
fling purposes3. Indexing is the rearrangement of names for f

4. Some of the rules for indexing names (identifying indexing units)

Procedure: (Lesson Presentation)

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Preliminary question and answer period:

A. What is the value of filing?
B. How can we use this knowledge

of filing in our personal lives?
C. What is meant by the term in-

dexing? Why do we index names?
J. Identify a few of the rules you

remember for indexing names.

PresentatIonlathe EDL Controlled
Reader and the filing filmstrips.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Individual re-

sponse to questions.

Students focus their
attention on the screen
and in unison express
whether or not the names
are correct or incorrect.



"Class, this equipment is called the
Educational Developmental Laboratories
Contr ',lled Reader. It flashes a
series of names on our screen, thus
enabling us to exercise our knowledge
of indexing by our being able to
quickly determine whether or not the
names have been properly indexed or
correctly alphabetized."
(The speed of the frames can be set
on automatic control or regulated
by the teacher--show filmstrips 1
and 2. Respond with students.)

(To break the monotony of the drill,
have rows or individual students
express the answers for a short time
and have the students at their seats
do the correcting.)

Pass out class exercise sheets
"Filing Job No. 1". This work is
to be completed for homework- -
textbooks may be used as a refer-
ence source. Encourage students to
learn the rules for indexing.

Students begin work on
the filing assignment.

Assignment: Complete "Filing Job No. 1" as homework.

Evaluation: These exercises in indexing and alphabetizing proper
names are designed to give students practice through
application of the rules for inJexing.



"FILING JOB NO. 1"

NAM

Index and alphabetize the following proper names on a separate sheet
of paper, then put the final copy of the names on this sheet; write in
the space provided across from the name very briefly, the indexing rule
or rules that apply:

Name to be Indexed
and Alphabetized

Indexed and
Alphabetized Names Indexing Rule

Father O'Reilly 1. 1.

5th Avenue Store 2. 2.

Dr. Albert Omar 3. 3.

Mrs. O. M. Askim 4. 4.

Omei Meshi 5. 5.

Mr. Charles Brown 6. 6.

Madame Curtis 7. 7.

Mack O'Reilly & Sons 8. 8.

Board of Health of Salem 9. 9.

CBS Radio Network 10. 10.

New Jersey Dept. of
Public Safety 11. 11.,

0 & M Stores 12. 12.

The Jackson & Jones
Dress Company 13. 13.

Mrs. Anna Jackson 14. 14.

Professor Roberts 15. 15.
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Lesson Plan No. 4 (Specimen)

Subject: Business Orientation

Period:

Date:

Workbook: Exploratory Business,
Dame, et. al.

Lesson: One, pp. 33-34

Supplies and
Equipment: Vocabulary Builder Sheet

Learning Unit:

Major Objective:

Lesson Objective:

Previous Learnings:

Bookkeeping

To orient students to the advanced busi-
ness education courses for specific
vocational training

To establish the foundation for an under-
standing of the elements of ownership

NONE --new learning unit

Procedure: (Lesson Presentation)

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Preliminary lecture:

A. What is the need for keeping records?
B. Explain what is meant by the follow-

ing terms: bookkeeping, assets,
liabilities, expenses, creditor.

C. What personal qualities enhance one's
chances for getting and keeping a
job in the area of bookkeeping?

D. Explain what is meant by the thaw-
ing terms: dependability, efficiency,
initiative, cooperation.

Assign the reading of lesson one.

Evaluation: A self test in the workbook
followed by a discussion of
the test.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Individual student
response.

Oral reading by indivi-
dual students.

Assignment: Class--workbook exercises. Homework--surplementary work
exercises designed to reinforce student understanding of
the elements of ownership.

Evaluation: This first lesson not only lays the foundation for basic
understanding of bookkeeping principles, but it stresses
the personal qualities one must possess for vocational
success.
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Lesson Plan No. 5 (Specimen)

Subject: Business Orientation Workbook:

Period: Lesson:

Date: Supplies and
Equipment:

Exploratory Business,
Dame, et. al.
One, pp. 119-121

Overhead Projector and
Shorthand Transparen-
cies, "Programmed In-
struction on Shorthand"
sheets

Learning Unit: Shorthand

Major Objective:

Lesson Objective:

Previous Learnings:

To orient students to the advanced busi-
ness education courses for specific
vocational training

To introduce the sound-code system of
shorthand and present the symbols for the
alphabetic letters A, E, S-Z, F, and V

NONE--new learning unit

Procedure: (Lesson Presentation)

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Lecture: "Shorthand is a way of writing
sounds of words in code." Certain sounds
are expressed by certain symbols. These
symbols, which repres-,t a part of the
alphabet, are in a se formed from
the alphabet.

(Use the overhead projector and a set
of transparencies to demonstrate the
writing techniques.)

After the demonstration and sufficient
practice on the part of the students,
they may begin to write the practice
exercise in the workbook--encourage
fluent movements. Do not let them
draw their shorthand outlines.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Students follow the lec-
ture and practice writing
along with the instructor
on practice paper and
later in the workbook. A
mistake in a shorthand
outline is to be X'd out,
not erased.



assigned "Programmed Instruction on Begin work on the "Pro-
Shorthand" sheets for additional grammed instruction on
practice Shorthand" sheet - -com-

plete for homework.

Assigment: Review an study shorthand outlines in this day's lesson;
practice writing the symbols; complete the supplementary
shorthand assignment.

Evaluation: This easy, progressive approach to the principles of
shorthand will facilitate a more rapid comprehension in
later lessons.
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APPENDIX B - -SAMPLE TEST

The following is a combination of tests for Business Orientation in
Final Examination form:

TRUE- -FALSE (Write out the cAtire word.)

1. Business is an activity of people working together to
supply the goods and services that are in demand.

2. The contract is the basis for most business transactions.

3. Money can be anything that passes freely from one person
to another as a means of payment.

4. Inflation is an economic situation that occurs when the
GNP increases to a great extent.

5. A check is a substitute for money.

6. Barter is exchanging goods for goods.

7. The face value of money refers .o the value of the paper
used in printing the money.

8. Forgery is the crime of making counterfeit money.

9. uae who puts money into a bank is called a payee.

10. A certified check has payment guaranteed by the drawer.

11. The portrait of Abraham Lincoln appears on the ten dollar
bill.

12. Andrew Jackson's portrait appears on the twenty dollar bill.

13. Thrift refers to the careless use of one's time and money.

14. A debtor is one who allows another to get into his debt;
merchants who sell on credit.

15. Labels should give information about the quality of
merchandise.

16. A budge'. shows how money has actually been spent, while
records show how money should be spent.

17. A credit rating is a reputation one has for paying his bills.

18. A form sent to consumers to show charges made for services
received (such as gas, electricity, telephone, water, etc.)
is called an invoice.

19. The credit card allows one to rake purchases without im-
mediately p-ying cash.
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20. A character loan occurs when an individual can borrow
money on just his signature.

21. One of the three C's of credit that has to do with the
security one possesses is capacity.

22. Credit occurs when one buys goods on a cash basis.

23. The principal is the amount of money borrowed plus the
interest.

24. The maturity date of a note is the date the note is issued
to the borrower.

25. Durable goods (such as televisions and refrigerators) are
generally bought on the installment plan.

26. Insurance prevents one from suffering losses or having
accidents.

27 The one who carries insurance protection is called the
beneficiary.

28. Economic risks can be eliminated if one is very careful.

29. One can get practically any kind of insurance to cover his
car, except that fur the wearing out of the automobile.

30. An insurable interest in property need not exist at the
time a claim is made to the insurance company.

31. An insurable interest in another's life need not exist at
the time a claim is made to the insurance company.

32. Term is not a permanent kind of life insurance.

33. The straight-life insurance policy is sometimes called the
entire-life insurance policy because it protects the in-
sured for his entire life.

34. Social security taxes are voluntary payments to the govern-
ment for old-age benefits.

35. Workmen's compensation laws provide income benefits for
workers who are injured on the job.

36. it is the responsibility of the worker to buy the workmen's
zompensation insurance.

37. Savings in the bank represent an investment.

38. Interest that is calculated annually is called compound
interest.

39. A good investment is a liquid, investment.

40. No-par-value stock is stock that is offered for sale to
the public with no stated value.

41. Both checking and savings accounts accumulate interest.

42. Funds up to $10,000 are protected in most savings and loan
associations by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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43. The assessed value of property is the depredated value
of that property.

44. A visa is a kind of passport "booklet" that must be obtained
for travel to foreign countries.

45. In the United States, most of the hotels and motels operate
under the American Hotel Plan.

MULTIPLE CHOICE

46. The operator of a retail store is called a:
(A) Producer (C) Consumer
(B) Manufacturer (D) Middleman

47. The following is an example of what type of contract: A
man places a dime on a news-stand counter and walks off
with a newspaper...
(A) Written Contract (C) Implied Contract
(B) Oral Contract (D) None of those mentioned

48. Which of the following is not a basic industry:
(A) Farming (C) Forestry
(B) Freighting (D) Fishing

49. The number of jobs listed and classified in the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles is more than:
(A) 2,000 (C) 20,000
(B) 200,000 (D) 2,000,000

50. Money aids in business transections in many ways. Which
of the following illustrates these ways:
(A) A medium of exchange (C) A standard of value
(B) A storehouse of value (D) All of the mentioned

51. Whose portrait appears on the twenty dollar bill:
(A) Alexander Hamilton (C) Abraham Lincoln
(B) Andrew Jackson (D) Thomas Jefferson

52. Paper money is available in denominations up to:
(A) $ 100 (C) $ 10,000
(B) $1,000 (D) $100,000

53. Checks that banks supply to their depositors for withdrawls
of money while they are at the bank are called:
(A) Cashier's checks (C) Cancelled checks
(B) Counter checks (D) Certified checks

54. Currency and checks to be put into a savings account or a
checking account are listed on a:
(A) Bank Statement (C) Deposit Slip
(B) Withdrawal Slip (D) Signature Card

55. The following is an example of a:
(A) Blank Endorsement (C) Restrictive Endorsement
(B) Full Endorsement (D) Qualified Endorsement

014.1"94) 4111:411)
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56. The following is an example of a:
(A) Qualified Endorsement (C) Restrictive Endorsement
(B) Full Endorsement (D) Blank Endorsement

57. The following is an example of a:

(A) Full Endorsement (C) Blank Endorsement
(B) Qualified Endorsement (D) Restrictive Endorsement

AA. A/tea* CSit

,A4n141, 2vidri

58. The following is an example of a:
(A) Restrictive Endorsement (C) Full Endorsement
(B) Blank Endorsement (D) Qualified Endorsement

59. Which of the following money substitutes is most
appropriate if you want to wire money to another:
(A) Postal Money Order (C) Express Money Order
(B) Telegraph Money Order (D) Bank Money Order

60. Which of the following credit forms is used to
describe a credit customer's account with reduced

balance because of returned merchandise:
(A) Invoice (C) Credit Memo
(B) Receipt (D) Bill

61. On an invoice received by a business, the terms were
as follows: 2/10, n/30. This means that
(.4) A 10% discount is allowed if the invoice is paid

for by the 30th of the month
(B) No discount is allowed if the invoice is not paid

within 30 days after receipt
(C) A 2% discount is allowed if the invoice is paid

for by the 10th day after receipt
(D) No discount is allowed if the invoice is not

paid within 2 days after receipt
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62. Which of the following is not a "C" of credit:
(A) Capital (C) Competence
(B) Character (D) Capacity

63. A life insurance policy that offers temporary protection
for the insured:
(A) Term (C) Endowment
(B) Ordinary (D) Limited-payment

_64. A table that life insurance companies use to determine
the cost of life insurance:
(A) Morality Table (C) Mortuary Table
(B) Morbidity Table (D) Mortality Table

65. Which of the following policies would cover the losses
resulting to a person's own automobile if while turning
a corner the drive: struck a post and damaged the front
!ender of the car:
(A) Comprehensive (C) Collision and %et
(B) Bodily Injury (D) Property Damage

66. Which of the following policies would cover the losses
resulting to an individual's car if while driving the
automobile the engine got extremely hot, exploded, and
caused the automobile to become completely destroyed by
fire:
(A) Comprehensive (C) Property Damage
(B) Bodily Injury (D) Collision and Upset

67. Which of the following is a kind of personal health
insurance:
(A) Medical Payments (C) Annuity
(B) Bodily Injury (D) Major Medical

68. Which of the following is an example of an economic risk
that might directly result in the loss of earnings:
(A) Stolen Jewels (C) Damaged Automobile
(B) Home destroyed by fire (D) Death of head of house

69. The comprehensive insurance for the male driver under 25
costs:
(A) Less than it does for male drivers over 25
(B) More than that for female drivers under 25
(C) The same as that for male drtV4es over 25
(D) Less than that for female drivers over 25

70. The comprehensive policy will cover the insured's car if:
(A) It hits a tree (C) It turns over
(B) It is damaged by a (D) It is damaged by a

falling object hit and run driver
71. Which of the following policies protect one from paying

for damages to his property that result from water leakage:
(A) Property Damage (C) Fire and Extended Coverage
(B) Fire (D) Homeowners' Policy
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72. Which of the following is an example of real property:
(A) Automobile (C) Furniture
(B) Garage (D) Jewelry

73. Which of the following life insurance policies would best
fit the needs of one who does not want his premium pay-
ments to increase in later years:
(A) Term (C) Endowment
(B) Limited-payment (D) Straight-life

74. Which of the following health policies cover operations:
(A) Hospital Expense (C) Major Medical
(B) Surgical Expense (D) General Medical

75. Which of the following insurances may merchants require
when a customer buys merchandine on time:
(A) Group (C) Credit
(B) Industrial (D) Old-age

76. What kind of insurance protection is most important when
there are young children in the family:
(A) For the home (C) For the father's income
(B) For the automobile (D) None of the mentioned

77. Which of the following is not a denomination in travelers'
checks that can be purchased:

$ 5 (C) $ 20
(B) $10 (D) $100

78. In which of the following time zones is New Jersey:
(A) Mountain (C) Central
(B) Pacific (D) Eastern

79. In a timetable, the time from 12:01 a.m. to 12 o'clock
noon is expressed in:
(A) Dark-face type (C) Light-face type
(B) Symbols (D) Capital letters

80. When it is 4 p.m. in Los Angeles, California, the time in
Salem, New Jersey is:
(A) 1 p.m. (C) 12 p.m.
(B) 8 p.m. (D) 7 p.m.

81. The "Capitol" is the name for a:
(A) Bus (C) Train
(B) Plane (D) Steamship

82. The slot, !st telegraph service:
(A) Night Letter (C) Full-rate Telegram
(B) Day Letter (D) Telegram

83. Which of the following is the correct way for you to
answer the telephone at your home:
(A) Hello! (C) Yes?
(B) (D) None of these

84. Which of the following indicates you may place your tele-
phone call:
(A) Ringing Signal (C) Dial Tone
(B) No such number Signal (D) Busy Signal
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85. The message of a letter is called the:
(A) Body (C) Heading
(B) Letterhead (D) Salutation

86. The polite ending of a letter is called the:
(A) Heading (C) Signature
(B) Salutation (D) Complimentary Close

87. A filing system that uses as its basis major headings
placed in alphabetic order is called:
(A) Alphabetic Filing (C) Subject Filing
(B) Numeric Filing (D) Geographic Filing

88. In geographic filing, New Jersey follows:
(A) New Hampshire (C) New York

(B) Nevada (D) New Mexico
89. Which of the following names shoald be filed first:

(A) James Madera (C) Louis Madas
(B) Madame Lucile (D) Robert Madara

90. Which of the following business names should be filed
first:

(A) A (to) Z stores (C) Acme Market
(B) Ace Dress Shop (D) ABC Stores

91. Which of the following prefix names should be filed first:
(A) DuPont (C) DuMont
(B) DuBerry (D) DuCompte

92. Which of the following title names should be filed first:
(A) Professor Adams (C) Father Jones
(B) Madame Smith (D) Sister Davis

93. Of the following names, which is not properly indexed for
filing:
(A) Mrs. Robert O. Jones--Jones, Robert O. (Mrs.)
(B) Boxwood Cleaners--Boxwood Cleaners
(C) Salem Board of Health--Health (Board of) Salem (City of)
(D) ?rofessor Davis--Professor Davis

94. Of the following names, which is wit properly indexed for
filing:

(A) New Jersey--New Jersey
(B) The King Fabric Shop- -King Fabric Shop (The)
(C) Dr. Margaret Leighton--Leighton, Margaret (Dr.)

(D) Father Michaels- Michaels, Father
95. A business organization that has stockholders as owners and

whose investment return is called a dividend:
(A) Sole Proprietorship (C) Corporation
(B) Partnership (D) Cooperative
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COMPLETIONS

96. The economic system of the United States is called

97. A is any organization that supplies us with the
goods and services we want.

98. When we make or manufacture goods, we become

99. Most of us become of goods and services when we use
them.

100. The entire process of constantly making goods available to
people is referred to as our marketing system or the
of goods.

101. The Latin phrase, caveat emptor, means

102. The financial incentive or motive which encourages one to go
into business is called

103. is the process of exchanging goods for goods.

104. Money that has been illegally made is referred to as being

105. A money is anything that takes the place of money,
such as a personal check or postal money order.

106. is the unauthorized signature one places on a ne-
gotiable instrument such as a check.

107. The portrait of, appears on the fifty dollar bill.

108. There are federal reserve districts in the United
States.

109. Salem is in federal reserve district number

110. Salem's federal reserve bank city is

111. A is a written order drawn on a bank by a depositor,
ordering the bank to pay money to a payee.

112. The are the initials of an insuring organization for
the protection of depositors' funds in commercial banks up to
$10,000.

113. Checks that have been paid by the bank and sent bc.,:k to the de-
positor along with a bank statement are called checks.
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114. When one signs his name on the back of a check, this process
is referred to as the check.

115. The is the one to whom a check is made payable.

116. If the checkbook balance and the bank statement balance do not
agree, they must be

117. A central place where banks exchange checks drawn on them is
called a

118. A personal check that is guaranteed by the bank is a
check.

119. The or the maker is the one who writes out the check
and signs it.

120. A is a definite plan for the saving and spending of
income.

121. Money paid for the use of money is called

122. A mortgage is given on property such as a business,
factory, or a home.

123. A mortgage is given on personal property such as
furniture or an automobile.

124. A written promise to pay a certain sum of money on a definite date
is called a note.

125. When one makes a down payment, signs a contract to pay a certain
amount each month, and receives immediate possession (but not
ownership) of the merchandise, one is buying on the, plan.

126. Deductions from customers' bills to encourage prompt payment are
called

127. When two or more people sign a note they are called

128. is one of the three "C's" of credit that refers to a
person's reputation for paying his debts when they fall due.

129. A "C" of credit that refers to security one has to back a debt
is

130. The date on which a note comes due is called the due date or
the date of the note.



131. is a "C" of credit that has to do with a person's
having a job.

132. Having is a means of sharing economic risks.

133. The cost of insurance protection is referred to as the

134. is a decrease in the value of anything because of
old age, usage, or a change in style.

135. The life insurance policy is any kind of insurance
that is sold in small amounts and for which premiums are
collected weekly or monthly.

136. A policy that does not allow one to share in the earnings of
an insurance company is referred to as being

137. The serves as a proof of loss of personal property
in the home.

138. The insurance is the contract between the insurance
company and the insured.

139. is an automobile insurance policy that protects the
insured if he dies damage to another's car.

140. is an automobile insurance policy that protects the
insured against claims of injury to other people who are outside
of the car.

141. Shares of indicate part ownership of a corporation.

142. The is the return the stockholder of a corporation
receives on his investment.

143. The plan of hotel operation is a system whereby a
single amount is paid that includes both meals and the cost of
the room.

144. The classified section of a telephone directory is sometimes
called the because of the color of the paper that is

used.

145. When two or more subscribers are connected to the same telephone
line, it is called a line.

146. A call occurs when one reverses the charges of a
long distance telephone call.
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147. Messages sent over the ocean from ship to shore are ',Ailed
messages.

148. are telegraph messages sent to another continent
through underwater cables.

149. Standard rates for day letter and night letter telegrams are
based on messages of words.

150. Standard business stationery size is 81/2 inches wide and
inches long.

151. is the process of preparing or arranging names for
filing purposes.

152. Filing by various sections of the country is called
filing.

153. The process of arranging and storing materials systematically
is called

154. file cabinets contain drawers with materials placed
in different folders which stand on end.

155. The system of filing is generaly used by companies,
such as insurance companies, that generally assign numbers to
their clients.

PROBLEM SOLVING (Use the inserted sheet of math paper to do your
figuring)

The cashier in the Supreme Supermarket is instructed to give each
customer his change in the largest possible denominations of coins and
bills. (Two dollar bills are not being used.) On the following form
record the number of coins and bills of different denominations given
to each customer. The first item is solved for you as a sample.

°;MPLE

156.

157.

158.

159.

160.

Amount Amount
Received of Sale

CHANGE
1; Sc 10; 25; 50; $1 $5 $1C

I

$10.01/÷A3.58 2 1 1 1 1

1.00 .53 , I L

5.00 1.33

--_-20.0P----

10.00

4.87

.28 _

5.00 1 4.26 I
-

I

-.,
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One day travelers in five foreign countries exchanged United States
money for fureign currency at the following rates. "3suse that in
each country $140 in United States money was exchanga for the currency
of that country. In each case, how much money in the units of that
country was received:

161. Great Britain $2.80 a !_ouad

162. Mexico .08 a 1K'so

163. Germany .25 a deutsche mark

164. Italy 620 lire a dollar

165. France 5 francs a dollar

166. At the and of May, George Wilson received a bank statement that
showed a balance of $515.00. His checkstub recor0 shows a
balance of $520.75. He made a late bank deposit of $50.00 that
was not received in time by the bank to be included on his bank
statement. The bank made a service charge of 75c. Mr. Wilson
had the following outstanding checks:

No. 93. . .$15.00
Nc. 98. . . 2.00
No. 99. . . 28.00

Reconcile the bank statement on the following form:

BANK STATEMENT RECONCILIATION

Bank Balance Checkbook Balance

The Supreme Supermarket received a supply of canned goods it had
bought on credit valued at $100. The invoice was dated May 4; the
terms on the invoice were 6/5, 4/10, 2/10, n/30.

167. Haw much would the discount be if the merchandise were paid for
on May 9?

168. In problem N- 167, for what amount should the check be written
by the Supreme Supermarket in payment of the invoice?
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169. How much would the discount be if the merchandise were paid for
on May 21?

170. If the invoice were paid on June 15, for what amount should the
check be written?

Use either the Formula Method or the 60 day, 6% Method to find the inter-
est on the following notes:

171. A $150 note, issued for 60 days at 62

172. A $225 note, issued for 3 months at 42

173. A $110 note, issued for 1 year at 5%

174. A $50 note, issued for 60 days at 62

175. A $100 note, issued for 4 months at 3%

176. A $300 note, issued for 2 years at 42

177. A $400 note, issued for 1 year at 14

Find the maturity date on the following notes:

178. Note issued May 15 for 6 months

179. Nota issued June 1 for 90 days

180. Note issued June 5 for 100 days

181. Note issued June 5 fay 3 months

182. Note issued May 20 for 30 days

Discount the following notes and find the proceeds (principal minus

the interest):

183. A $30 note for 60 days at fa

184. A $120 note for 60 days at 6%

185. A $250 note for 60 days at 62

186. A $50 note for 60 days at 6%

187. A $100 note for 60 days at 6%

..1



The yearly cost of premiums for periods of 3 years and 5 years for
property insurance is less than the cost of premiums paid for only
one ye4r. The premium for 3 years is only 21/2 times that f.or 1 year,
and the, premium for 5 years is only 4 times that for 1 year

188. If Mk. Smith must pay $35 for a one-year fire insurance policy
on his home, what would he have paid for five one-year fire
insurance policies at the end of the fifth year?

1

189. At an annual premium of $35, what would Mr. Smith have paid
for a single policy that was to last for five years if the
insurance company charged him four times the annual premium?

Jim Smith is considering the purchase of a house and lot for 815,500.
Of this amount, the house is worth $12,500 and the lot is worth
$3,000. Mk. Smith has $4,000 that he could use for the down payment.
The balance of the purchase price would have to be borrowed at the
rate of 6%. He estimates that the annul cost of owning the property
would be as follows:

Taxes, 2% of the cost of the property
Insurance, k% of the cost of the house
Upkeep, 11/2% of the cost of the house

Interest on the loan, 6%
Interest on the investment, 4% of the down payment

190. What is the total estimated annual cost of owning the
property?

191. At the present time Mr. Smith is paying rent of $150 per month.
If he buys the house, by what amount will his expenses have
decreased or increased?

192. If the loan is to be repaid at the rate of 3/4% a month, what
is the amount of each monthly payment?

193. How much of the first monthly payment is interest?

194. How much of the first monthly payment is applied on the loan?

195. How much of the second monthly payment is interest?

196. Row much of the second monthly payment is applied on the
loan?
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Determine the combined compounded interest plus the principal for each
accounting period in the following savings account problems:

197. $500 at 6% compounded annually for 3 years

End of first year
End of second year
End of third year

198. $1,000 at 4% compounded semiannually for 1 year

End of first six months $

End of second six months $

199. $600 at 4% compounded quarterly for 1 year

Eud of first quarter
End of second quarter
End of third quarter
End of fourth quarter

200. $800 at 3% compounded annually for 4 years

End of first year
End of second year
End of third year
End of fourth year



APPENDIX C--CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT

1. Individual chairs and desks which can be grouped for committee
work, projects, and other classroom activities

2. Counter space for adding machines, vertical file cabinet,
storage cabinets.

3. Bulletin boards and displays for bulletin boards and walls.

4. Audio-Visual Equipment

A. Movie Projector (16 MM.)
B. Filmstrip Projector
C. EDL Controlled Reader
D. Overhead Projector

5. Teletrainer

6. Ten-Key Adding Machines
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PREFACE

Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical
Education (AIM) and the companion piErMRMMETWE;75FTiiiiRrihd
Reba Materials in Vocational and Technical EaThiCiaror ARM
Tsramturty of documents acqufgna processerE the ERIC Clear-
inghouse on Vocational and Technical Education. AIM includes abstracts
of materials typically designed for teacher use or student use in the
classroom, and annotations of bibliographies or lists of instructional
materials. It will be of particular interest to teachers, curriculum
specialists, supervisors and administrators involved in Vie use of
instructional materials in the teaching-learning setting, or in cur-
riculum development. ARM incorporates abstracts of research and other
materials which are useful to a wide audience of users such as research-
elJ, supervisors, teacher educators, education specialists, adminis-
trators, teachers and others who have an interest vocational and
technical education. These publications prepared by the ERIC Clearing-
house on Vocational and Technical Education are published quarterly be-
ginning with Fall 1967 issues.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education is a
division of the Center for Research and Leadership Development in Vo-
cational and Technical Education located at The Ohio State University
and is one of the clearinghouses c° the Education Resources Infor-
mation Center ERIC- USOE). With the growth of vocational education
programs, there is an increasing need for accessible information that
can be used in developing logical chains of reasoning for research
activities, for improving school practices and shortening the theory -
practice gap. This Clearinghouse is striving to provide a useful and
vital fnction in dissemination of information on vocational and tech-
nical education through these publications.

Since this Clearinghouse is a component of a larger information
system, ERIC, it is logical that certain similarities among publica-
tions exist. In this regard the format of AIM and ARM is similar to
that of Research in Education , the primary publication of the Educa-
tional Resources Information Center (ERIC -USOE). The abstracts of
materials reported in AIM relate specifically to the education field
of vocational and technical education and constitute a segment of ERIC,
the national information system far American Education.

In addition to the quarterly publications, Abstracts of Instruc-
tional Materials in Vocational and Technical EdtiNT377(7allair-----

1Research in Education is published 12 times a year. Subscription:
Domestrirrar737:ai=eign, $2.75 additional. Single copy: Do-
mestic, $1.00. Send check or money order (no stamps) to the Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
20402.



Abstracts of Research and Related Materials in Vocational and Tech.
nical Educatia (ARM), other publications will be issue from time
to time. These will typically concern themselves with reviewing and
aiynthesizing information in specific areas of vocational and tech-
nical education, e.g. Review and Synthesis of Research in Technical
Education; Agricultural Education; Home Economies, etc. Other reviews
may focus on specific problems.

We are indebted to our colleagues within the profession for their
cooperation in forwarding materials to the clearinghouse and for their
suggestions and comments which have materially assisted in the develop-
ment of this program. We anticipate further refinement and improved
procedures with the continued assistance of our advisory committee.

Robert E. Taylor
Director
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INTRODUCTION

Organization of
ABSTRACTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical
Education relies upon two basic formats -, resumes and indexes .. to

7serFTET browser and those seeking specific information. The resumes
are organized according to vocational service groupings in the first
section of the document. Under each grouping, the resumes are arranged
by Vocational Technical (VT) number which is an identification number
assigned to reports as they are processed. Resumes contain an abstract
which indicates the contents of a document in two hundred words or less.
Additional components of a resume are explained in a diagram on page ix
immediately preceding the resume section.

Several indexes are located after the resume section to provide
specific approaches to documents reported in the resume section. The
indexes, which allow one to quickly find pertinent information, are
arranged according to the groupings of:

personal and institutional authors

document accession numbers

conversion of document numbers (VT to ED, ED to VT)

subjects.

All of the indexes refer to page numbers in this publication to
enable the reader to locattquickly any resume of interest.

Availability_of Materials Reported

Part of the ERIC program is to make known the availability of the
full text of materials cited. Some of the materials are available
through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) and some are
available through other sources (e.g. Government Printing Office).
Guidelines to availability are shown on the next page.



Availability Key

VT NUmber supplied
and ED Number supplied.

Availability

ERIC Document Reproduction
Service

or
Source shown at end of
abstract for items not
available through EDRS.

VT Number supplied
and ED indicated
without a number.

Unavailable from EDRS (at
time of printing) until an
ED number is assigned.
Facsimile copy available
at cost from ERIC Clearing-
house for Vocatiegal and
Technical Educatln until
ED number is assigned.
Assignments of ED numbers
are listed in each issue
of this publication.

or
Source shown at end of
abstract for items not
to be available through
EDRS.

VT Number supplied.
only.

Available on microfiche
or facsimile copy at cost
from ERIC Clearinghouse
for Vocational and Tech-
nical Education

or
Source shown at end of
abstract.

It is important to direct inquiries to the proper source aid tc
use full citation (author, title, publisher, date, pagination, report
number, catalog or order number) in requesting materials. The excel).

tion to this rule is that ERIC Document (ED) numbers only are to be
used to order items from EDRS, and Vocational Technical (VT) numbers
only are to be used to order items from ERIC Clearinghouse for Voca-
tional and Technical Education.
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Text of materials obtained from EDRS, or the ERIC Clearinghouse
for Vocational and Technical Education is reproduced on facsimile
and/or microfiche copy. Microfiche is a 4-inch by 6-inch film card
that contains up to 70 pages of the original text. The size of a
hardcopy reproduction will vary depending on whether it is obtained
from EDRS or from the Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical
Education. The price of microfiche is considerably less than fac-
simile copy. Persons interested in obtaining either microfiche or
hard copy reproductions of EDRS designated documents which are
available through EDRS should obtain an order form from:

ERIC Document Reproduction Service
Bell and Howell Company
1700 Shaw Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44112

Prices of items from the ERIC Clearinghouse for Vocational and
Technical Education will not be identical to the prices given for
EDRS, due to different processess used in duplication of microfiche
or facsimile copies. Order blanks may be obtained from:

ERIC Clearinghouse
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

A number of instructional laboratories and agencies have printed
copies of materials for sale. This kind of availability is indicated
at the end an abstract. A cumulative list of these sources with
names and addresses follows the index section.

Availability of
ABSTRACTS OF

INSTIZEBIAIA-"--IFERIALS

All issues of this publication (AIM) will be reported in Re-
search in Education and will be available on microfiche or facsimile
copy ERIC Document Reproduction Service. A short time lag
will occur between the time this document is printed and the time it
is available through EDRS, t)ntents of this publication may be re-
printed freely without requesting permission, giving appropriate
credit to the Clearinghouse. A limited number of subscriptions at
cost will be accepted. For further information contact:

ERIC Clearinghouse
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education
980 K nnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212
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Scope of The Clearinghouse

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education
is responsible for research reports and other documents related
to the general field of vocational and technical education. In-
eluded are reports on the specific fields of agricultural education,
business and office occupations education, distributive education,
health occupations education, home economics education, technical
education, trade and industrial education, training in new sub-
professional fields, and the related fields of industrial arts
education, manpower economics, occupational psychology, and oc-
cupational sociology. Specifically included are subject categories
such as administration, curriculum development, employment oppor-
tunities, evaluation, facilities and equipment, historical studies,
individuals with special needs, innovative and experimental programs,
instructional materials and devices, learning processes, manpower
economics, occupations (jobs), philosophy and objectives, research
methods, student personnel services, students (characteristics),
teachers, and teacher education and teaching methods when related
specifically to vocational and technical education.

Acquisitions

The adequacy of information in this pqblication, as well as
other services of this clearinghouse, is directly related to the
extensiveness of the information acquired and processed into the
system. This Clearinghouse has assumed the initiative in obtain-
ing as much of the available information as possible. However, it
is impossible for any organization to achieve complete and com-
prehensive coverage of a field is vast as vocational education with-
out the cooperation and assistance of the profession. The growth
and ultimate effectiveness of the system require supplemental efforts
of its users. Any person in the vocational or technical field is
invited to forward to the Clearinghouse two copies of items re-
lating to vocational - technical education for possible inclusion in
the system. Questions relating to this endeavor should be dirent-
ed to the Acquisitions Specialist at The Center.
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Michigan,

As a result of the experiences of and study by the staff of three
Michigan public schools participating in a research project
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and planning local vocational education programs. It explains the
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VT 000 062

Insurance in Agriculture. A Resource Unit.

Norton, Robert E.

New York State Coll. of Agr., Ithaca. Agr. Educ. Div.

66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 43p.

*AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, *INSURANCE, *RESOURCE UNITS,

Material has been selected to provide basic reference for
developing teaching units on (1) Property Insurance, (2)
Motor Vehicle Insurance, (3) Liability Inusrance, (4) Life
Insurance, and (5) Health Insurance. The material is appropriate
for farming and agricultural business. (34)
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VT 000 619 ED

Course Outline for Horticulture - Service Occupations.

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.28 32p.

*COURSES, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE
OCCUPATIONS, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, EMPLOYMEWT OPPORTUNITIES,
*ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, *PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,

The publication of this and other documents in the series on
off-farm agricultural occupations was the result of an effort to
assist state and local leaders in developing training programs.
Prime consideration was given to data from several state studies
and development was by a national task force. The purpose of the
course is to assist high school students to develop competence for
occupati^nal entry as service workers in nurseries, garden centers,
greenhouses, golf courses, and ground maintenance departments. It
is uniquely appropriate for disadvantaged students interested in
horticulture. It describes the occupations, persons to be served,
teaching modules included, nature of the course, and the personnel
and setting involved in course development. Teaching modules,
published separately, include (1) occupational opportunity, (2)
plant identification, (3) propagation, (4) growing, (5) so:ls
media, (6) plant pests, (7) plant growing structures, (8)
salesmanship, (9) lawns and turf, (10) small power equipment, (11)
ornamental plant materials and landscape structures, and (12) human
relations. Suggested time allotments, supporting education, methods
for introducing the course, use of course materials, evaluative
criteria, instructional materials, and references are included.
This document is available for a limited period as part of a set
(VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 620 ED

Exploring Occupational Opportunities in Ornamental Horticulture.
(Horticultur., - Service Occupations, Module no. 1).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.24 31p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES, *OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE, HIGH SCHOW.S, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The major objective of this module is to develop student
understanding of occupational opportunities available in ornamental
horticulture. It is one of a series designed to prepare high school
students for horticulture service occupations. It was developed by
a national task force on the basis of research from state studies.
Suggestions for introducing the module are given. Subject matter
areas are ornamental horticulture enterprise and job dentification,
local ornamental horticulture businesses, and available national
employment opportunities. Suggested subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities, instructional materials and
references and means for evaluation are included. Suggested time

Iallotment Is 11 hours of class instruction and 4 hours of laboratory
experience. A teacher with a background in ornamental horticulture
may use this material to plan for less able high school students
with an occupational goal in ornamental horticulture service
occupations. This document is available for a limited period as
part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 621 ED

Identifying Horticultural Plants. (Horticulture - Service
Occupations, Module no. 2).

Chio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ.

Aug65

EDRS Price MF -$0.C9 HC-$1.44 71'3.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, VOCABULARY,
*PLANT IDENTIFICATION, *HORTICULTURE, NIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The major objective of this guide is to develop the ability to
identify common plants that are important to the ornamental
horticulturist. It was developed by a national task force on the
basis of data from a number of state studies. It is one of a series
designed to prepare high school students for horticulture-service
occupations. Suggestions for introducing the module are given.
Subject matter areas are (1) vocabulary (2) scientific
nomenclature, and (3) plant identification. Each area includes
suggested subject matter content, teaching-learning activities, and
instructional materials and references. Several suggestions for
evaluating educational outcomes are also given. The module is
scheduled for 85 hours of class instruction. A teacher with a
background in horticulture may use it to plan a unit for less able
high school students with an occupational goal in ornamental
horticulture. This document is available for a limited period as
part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 622 ED

Propagating Horticultural Plants. (Horticulture - Service
Occupations, Module no. 3).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price Mr-S0.09 HC-$2.32 58p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *PLANT
PROPAGATION, *HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLICMAPHiES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture service occupe-' ns, this guide has as its major
objective to develop an undt-standing of various plant propagation
methods and an abiliq to carry out certain propagation procedures.
It was developed by a national task force on the basis of data.
from state studies. Subject matter areas are (1) producing plants
from seeds, (2) producing plants from cuttings, (3) producing
plants from layerage, (4) propagating by budding and grafting
methods and (5) building propagation container, and equipment.
Suggestions for introduction of the module, specific unit
objectives, subject matter content, teaching-learning activities,
instructional materials and references, and evaluative criteria
are included. The module is scheduled for 30 hours of class
instruction, 70 hours of laboratory experience, and 50 hours of
occupational experience. Teachers with a background in horticulture
may use it as a guide for developing a unit for less able high
school students with an occupational goal in ornamental
horticulture. This document is available for a limited period as
part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus; Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 623 FD

Growing Horticultural Plants. (Horticulture - Service Occupations,
Module no. 4).

Ohin State Olive Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

FOSS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$2.12 53p.

kTEACHAG GUIDES, UNI1S OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *HORTICULTURE,
HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture servica occupations, this guide has as its major
objective to develop the understanding:: and abilities required to
grow high-quality horticultural plants. It was developed by a
national task force on the basis of data from state studies,
Subject matter areas are (1) economic and aesthetic values of
flower, fruit, and vegetable plants, (2) plant growth, (3) plant
parts, (4) plant life processes, (5) plant environment control, (6)
transplanting and (7) cultural practices. Suggestions are
included for introduction of the module, specific unit objectives,
subject matter content, teaching-learning activities, instructional
materials aAd references, and evaluative procedures. This module is
scheduled for 40 hours of class instruction, 57 hours of laboratory
and 70 hours of occupational experience. Teachers with a
background in horticulture may use it to plan a unit for less able
high school students who have an occupational goal in ornamental
horticulture. This document is avlilablt for a limited period as
part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 6:.1) for $7.25 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 624 ED

Using Soil and Other Plant Growing Media Effectively.
(Horticulture - Service Occupations, Module no. 5).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center fcr Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.18 HC-$4.76 119p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *SOIL SCIENCE,
*HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture service occupations, this module has as its major
objective to develop the appreciations, understandings, and
abilities needed to use plant growing media in growing horticultural
plants. It was developed by a national task force on the basis of
data from state studies. Subject matter areas are (1) origin,
composition, and importance of soil, (2) suitability of various
soils for plant growth, (3) watering practices related to soil
structure, (4) recognition and use of soil conditioners, (5) soil
mulch use, (6) soil fertility maintenance, (7) soil organisms, (8)
soil erosion control, and (9) soil preparation. Suggestions are
included for introduction of the module, subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities, instructional materials and
references, and evaluative criteria. The nodule is scheduled for 35
hours of class instruction, 70 hours of laboratory and 25 hours of
occupational experience. Teachers with a background in horticulture
may use it to plan a unit for less able high school students with an
occupational goal in ornamental horticulture. This document is
available for a limited period as part of a et (VT 000 619 - 000
631) for $7.25 from The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State University, 980 :qnnear Road, Columbus,
Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 625 ED

Recognizing and Controlling Plant Pests. (Horticulture - Service
Occupations, Module no. 6).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.76 44p.

*TFACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCA)iONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *ENTOMOLOGY,
HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticultural service occupations, this module has as its major
objective to develop the abilities necessary for the effective
control of plant pests. It was developed on the basis of data from
state studies by a national task force.. Subject matter areas are
need for plant pest control, plant pest symptoms in horticultural
plants, plant pest identification, and pest control measures.
Suggestions are included for introduction of the module specific
unit objectives, subject matter content, teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials and references, and evaluative
criteria. The module is scheduled for 14 hours of class instruction,
41 hours of laboratory and 100 hours of occupational experience.
Teachers with a background in horticulture may use it to plan a unit
for less able high school students who have an occupational goal in
ornamental horticulture. This document is available for a limited
period as part of a set (V7000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. OM)
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VT 000 626 ED

Constructing, Maintaining, and Using Plant Growing Structures.
(Horticulture - Service Occupations, Module no. 7).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

FORS P.-ice MF-$0.09 HC-$1.00 25p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUOY (SUBJEC. FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *PHYSICAL
FACILITIES, *HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture service occupations, this module has as its major
objective to develop the ab4lities needed to construct, maintain
an operate plant growing structures. It was developed on the basis
of data from state studies by a national task force. Subject matter
areas are (1) plant growing structures and equipment identification
and use, (2) plant growing structure construction, (3) paint
selection and application, (4) glazing, and (5) greenhouse crop
growing. The module is scheduled for 21 hours of class instruction,
102 hours of laboratory, and 50 hours of occupational experiences.
Suggestions are included for introduction of the module, specific
unit objectives, subject matter content, teaching-learning
activities, instructiona' materials and references, and evaluative
criteria. Teachers with a background in horticulture may use the
material to plan a unit fc. less able high school students with an
occupational goal in ornamental horticulture. This document is
available for a limited period as part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000
631) for $7.25 from The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State Univerety, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus,
Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 627 ED
-

Agricultural Salesmanship. (Horticulture - Service Occupations,
Module no. 8).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.04 26p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *SALESMANSHIP,
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for employme.t in horticulture occupations, this module
aims to develop student ability to meet customers, present supplies
and services to customers, overcome resistance, and close a sale.
It was designed by a national task force on the basis of research
in state studies. Suggestions are included for inttducing the
module. For each competency, subject matter content,
teaching-learning activities, reerences, instructional materials,
and Pccupational experiences are suggested. The time allotment
suggested is 30 hours of class instruction and 36 hours of
occupational experience. Teachers should have experience with
horticulture, and students should have an occupational goal in
horticulture. Suggestions are included for evaluating outcomes.
The sources of supplemental materials are listed. This document is
available for a limited period as part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000
631) for $7.25 from The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus,
Ohio 43212. OM)
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Establishing and Caring for Lawns and Turf. (Horticulture - Service
Occupations, Module no. 9).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.04 26p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *TURF
MANAGEMENT, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture service occupations, this module has as its major
objective to develop the ability to establish and maintain lawns
and turf. It was developed on the basis of data from state studies
by a national task force. Subject matter areas are new lawn
establishment, lawn mainteanance, and poor lawn repair or
renovation. nuggestions are included for introduction of the module,
specific unit objectives, subject matter content, teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials and references, and criteria
for student evaluation. The module is scheduled for 15 hours of
class instruction, 30 hours of laboratory experience, and 55 hours
of occupational experience. Teachers with a background in
horticulture may use this guide to prepare a unit for less able
high school students with an occupational goal in ornamental
horticulture. This docment is available for a limited period as
part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. OM)
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VT 000 629 ED

Operating, Repairing and Maintaining Small Power Equipment.
(Horticulture - Service Occupations, Module no. 10).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.56 39p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *ENGINES,
*EQUIPMENT, REPAIR, MAINTENANCE, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture service occupations, this module has as its major
objective to develop a proficiency in the operation, maintenance,
and repair of small power equipment used in horticultural
enterprises, It was developed by a national task force on the basis
of data from state studies. Subject matter areas are (1) small
gasoline engine adjustment, maintenance, and repair, (2) small
power equipment maintenance, (3) lawn mower operation, (4) rotary
tiller operation, (5) soil shredder operation, (6) aerifier
operation, (7) sod cutter operation, (8) garden tractor operation,
(9) pesticide applicator operation, and (10) chain saw operation.
Suggestions are included for introduction of the module specific
unit objectives, sublect matter content, teaching-learning
activities, instructional materials and references, and criteria
for student evaluation. The module is scheduled for 25 hours of
class instruction, 75 hours of laboratory experience, and 50 hours
of occupational experience. Teactiers with a background in
horticulture may use this guide to prepare units for less able
high school students with occupational goals in ornamental
horticulture. This document is available for a limited period as
part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 630 ED

Using and Caring for Ornamental Plant Materials and Landscape
Structures. (Horticulture - Service Occupations, Module no. 11).

Ohio State Oral', Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.18 HC-$2.60 65p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *VOCATIONAL
AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, LANDSCAPING,
*ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to prepare high school students for
horticulture-service occupations, this module has as its major
objective to develop the abilities needed to use, care for, and
maintain ornamental plant materials and landscape structures. It
was developed on the basis of data from state studies by a national
task force. Subject matter areas are (1) plant wound treatment,
(2) woody plant support, (3) safoty in climbing trees, (4) poisonous
plant recognition and avoidance, (5) basic first aid, (6) physical
fitness and labor efficiency, (7) concrete preparation and use, (8)
paint applicators and paint, (9) fence construction and (10)
masonry construction. Suggestions are included for introduction of
the module, specific unit objectives, subject matter content,
instructional materials and references, and evaluation criteria.
The module is scheduled for 45 hours of class instruction, 116
hours of laboratory experience, and 60 hours of occupational
experience. Teachers with a background in horticulture may use
this guide in preparing a unit for less able high school students
with an occupational goal in ornamental horticulture. This document
is available for a limited period as part of - (VT 000 619 - 000
631) for $7.25 from The Center for Vocation 1, technical
Education, The Ohio State University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus,
Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 631 ED

Human Relations in Agricultural Occupations. (Horticulture - Service
Occupations, Module no 12).

Ohio State Univ, Columbus. Center for Vocat and Tech Educ

Aug65

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.64 41p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE OCCUPATIONS, *HUMAN RELATIONS,
*COMMUNICATION (THOUGHT TRANSFER), POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

One of a series designed to help teachers prepare post-secondary
students for the horticulture occupations, this guide aims to
develop in the student the personal qualities necessary for
advancement in a business. It was developed by a national task
force on the basis of research from state studies. Subject matter
includes employment opportunities and personal qualities,
communications, and human relations problem solving.
Teaching-learning activities, occupational experiences,
instructional material, references, and evaluating educational
outcomes are suggested. Teachers should have experience and students
should have an occupational goal in horticulture. Suggested time
allotment is 24 hours class Instruction and 12 hours of
occupational experience. This document is available for a limited
y!.:41 as part of a set (VT 000 619 - 000 631) for $7.25 from The
Atr for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State

University, 980 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212. (JM)
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VT 000 659

A Guide for the Preparation of Objective-Type Test Questions for
Examinations in Agriculture.

New York State Education Dept., Albany

65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 18p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *TEST CONSTRUCTION, TESTING PROBLEMS,
QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES, ACHIEVEMENT TESTS, GROUP TESTS,

The purpose of this guide is to assist teachers in developing
objective-type test questions that measure important goals in
agricultural courses. Sections include (1) the Question, (2)
Classification of the Question, (3) Difficulty Level, (4) Item
Construction, (5) The Problem, (6) Common Technical Errors, (7)
Group Questions, and (8) General Precautions. Examples illustrate
appropriate item construction and common errors. (JM)
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VT 001 134

Garden Center Employee. (Teachers Copy).

Fitts, James * Johnson, Johnny

Texas Agr. and Mechanical Univ., College Station

Texas Education Agency, Austin

66

Mr AVAILABLE BY SUBSCRIPTION FROM VT ERIC 397p.

*STUDY GUIDES, TESTS, ANSWER KEYS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE,
*GARDEN CENTER EMPLOYEES, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS,
*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

This guide is for use in a vocational agriculture cooperative
education course for garden center employees. It was designed by
subject matter specialists and teachers in consultation with a
teacher committee. Units for student use are (1) introduction
which includes importance, scope, and occupational opportunities,
(2) plant growing structure, construction, maintenance, and use
(3) plant growing media, (4) plant growth and classification, (5)
plant propagation, (6) nursery plant production, (7) floral crop
production, (8) lawn establishment and care, (9) plant insect,
disease, and pest control, (10) equipment operation and maintenance;
(11) landscape development and maintenance, and (12) plant and
supply merchandising. Each unit includes information sheets and
assignment sheets which contain topic, objective, introduction,
references, and questions or activities. Topic tests and answer
sheets for tests and assignments are included. Teachers should be
qualified in vocational agriculture, and students should be juniors
and seniors at least 16 years old who desire to become garden
center employees. Time required is 180 hours. This document is
available for $4.50 from Agricultural Education Teaching Materials
Center, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University, College
Station, Texas 77843. (JM)
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Feed Sales and Serviceman. (Teachers Copy).

Wiggs, J. T.

Texas Agr. and Mechanical Univ., College Station

Texas Education Agency, Austin

66

ERRS Price MF-$0.27 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM ERRS 191p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, *FEED INDUSTRY,
*AGRICULTURAL SUPPLY OCCUPATIONS, OCCUPATIONS, *STUDY GUIDES,
TESTS, ANSWER KEYS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

The purpose of this document is to provide a guide to study for
vocational agriculture cooperative education students preparing for
employment in feed sales and service. The material was designed by
subject matter specialists on the basis of state advisory committee
recommendations, tested in operational programs, and refined. Units
in the course are -- (1) Agricultural Salesmanship, (2) Feed
Business Organization and Function, (3) Business Procedures, (4)
Service Functions, (5) Regulations, (6) Ration Formulation, (7)
Feed Preparation, and (8) Related Agricultural Supplies and Service.
The course is designed for 175 periods of 50 minutes, for male and
female students, 16 to 20 years of age, who are employed part-time
in the industry. Supplemental textbooks, bulletins, and commercial
data are necessary, and lists are provided in the document. The
printed document is looseleaf. This document is available in
limited numbers for $2.50 each from Agricultural Education Teaching
Materials Center, Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University,
College Station, Texas 77843. (JM)
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Outlines fog Preparing. 1. A Course of Study in Vocational
Agriculture, 2. A Teacher's Unit Plan. (Teacher Education Series,
vol. 4, no. 6).

Love, Gene M.

Pa. State Univ., University Park. Dept. of Agr. Educ.

63

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 8p.

*CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *RESOURCE UNITS,
*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE,

Responsibilities of the teacher in developing a course of study are
outlined and suggestions are given for incorporating general
objectives, scientific content area, enterprise, and unit problem
areas. Specific directions are given for the writing of a teacher's
unit plan which includes the current community situation, advance
teacher preparation, and student learning objectives and
activities. OM)
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An Aid to the Identification of 60 Ohio Plants.

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agricultural Educ.

Ohio State Dept of Educ., Columbus. Vocat. Agr. Service

66

)CUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 29p.

*REFERENCE BOOKS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *FARM OCCUPATIONS,
FORAGE CROPS, WEEDS, *PLANT IDENTIFICATION, GRADE 9, GRADE 10,,
UNIT OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS),

Ninth and tenth grade vocational agriculture students who are
interested in farming or agronomy in the Midwestern United States
can use this in learning to identify 60 common Ohic plants. It was
developed through modification of a teacher's initial work after
student use and consideration by teachers and agronomists. The
varieties of legumes, weeds, and grasses are each described by
common name, botanical name, distinguishing features, and a sketch
of the plant. It is intended for about 10 hours of study. A
glossary of plant parts is included. A study guide, "Fundamentals
of Plant Identification," and a series of 79 color slides, "Some
Common Crop and Weed Plants," are necessary for efficient
utilization of this material. These are available for $12.00 from
Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional Materials Service,
The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
This document is available for 75 cents from the same source. OM)
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Livestock Marketing.

Hartsook, Paul W.

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agricultural Educ.

Ohio State Dept. of Educ., Columbus. Vocat. Agr. Service

66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 124p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *LIVESTOCK, *HIGH
SCHOOLS, *MARKETING,

The purpose of this curriculum guide is to provide the teacher with
assistance in planning lessons for a 30-hour livestock marketing
unit for high school production agriculture classes. The material
was developed by a vocational agriculture teacher after trial in
classes and consideration by livestock industry representatives and
extension specialists. The objectives of the unit are to
develop -- (1) understanding of marketing services, (2) realization
of the need for marketing grades and standards, (3) knowledge of
price-influencing factors, (4) familiarization with types of
marketing systems, and (5) knowledge of loss-reducing livestock
handling practices. Lesson materials include introduction, beef
cattle, swine, sheep, livestock losses, and market reports
divisions. Standards, seasonal price patterns, and futures trading
are covered for each class of livestock. Supplemental materials:
presented in four colors, include reference assignments and
marketing problems. A list of teaching aids, a glossary, and a
bibliography are included. A packet of related pamphlets for
student use is available for $1.25. This document is available
for $2.40 from Ohio Vocational Agricultre, Instructional
Materials Service, The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43210. (JM)
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Mowers.

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agricultural Educ.

Ohio State Dept. of Educ., Columbus. Vocat. Agr. Service

66
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*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *STUDY GUIDES, *AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY,
*HARVESTING, *FORAGE CROPS, HIGH SCHOOLS, FARMERS,

A vocational agriculture teacher revised an earlier study guide
developed by an agricultural engineer after he consulted educators
and engineers and used the material with students. Sections in the
study guide include (1) Value of good mowing, (2) Mower types
and designs, (3) Cutting principles, (4) Principles of the law of
moments, and (5) Mower register. Requiring 10 hours, the material
is for use with vocational agriculture students interested in
farming. Recommended supplemental materials include a book,
"Selecting and Maintaining Field Mowers," mowers, and operator's
manuals. This document is available for 75 cents from Ohio
Vocational Agriculture, Instructional Materials Service, The
Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
(JM)
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Veterinary Assistant. (Teachers Copy).

Page, Foy

Texas Agr. and Mechanical Univ., College Station

Texas Education Agency, Austin

66

EDRS PRICE Mr-$0.72 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 486p.

*STUDY GUIDES, ANSWER KEYS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *VETERINARY
SCIENCE, *VETERINARY ASSISTANTS, HIGH SCHOOLS, *COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION,

This study guide was developed for use by male and female vocational
agriculture cooperative education students, 16 to 20 years old,
preparing to become veterinary assistants. It was designed by
subject matter specialists on the basis of state adviscry committee
recommendations and refined after being tested in operational
programs. Units, to be covered in 175 periods of 50 minutes,
include (1) Introduction, (2) Office Management, (3) Kennel and
Cage Management, (4) Assisting with Examinations and Treatments,
(5) Man and Animal Health, (6) Principles of Disease Control, (7)
Methods of Disease Control, (8) Sterilization and Disinfection
Procedures, (9) Restraining Animals, (10) Professional Assistance,
(11) Laboratory Aids, (12) Clinical Signs of Common Diseases, (13)
Animal Nutrition, (14) Miscellaneous, and (15) Research Problems.
Each unit includes information sheets and assignment sheets.
Assignment answer sheets, topic tests, and test answer sheets are
included in the teacher's copy. Textbooks, bulletins, and commercial
data are recommended as supplements. The document is looseleaf.
This document is available for $5.50 in limited numbers from
Agricultural Education Teaching Materials Center, Texas
Agricultural and Mechanical University, College Station, Texas
77843. (JM)
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Know Your Land. (44 Color Slides and Script).

Hutson, David

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agricultural Educ.

67

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 11p.

*FILMSTRIPS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICUTURAL, *LAND USE, SOIL CONSERVATION,
LAND JUDGING, HIGH SCHOOLS,

The purpose of this series of 44 color slides is to help vocational
agriculture students understand land Judging and land use. It was
developed by state-level Soil Conservation Service and agricultural
education personnel after conferences with other educators and soils
specialists. Concepts covered in the slide series are -- (1) soil
mapping, (2) land Judging, (3) land management problems, (4) land
capability classes (5) conservation practices, (6) land judging
factors, (7) land Judging techniques, and (8) land use. The series
is appropriate for use in high school production agriculture classes
for students preparing for occupations in farming or soil
conservation. Adaptable to areas throughout the United States, the
series should be used with the "Land and Soil Conservation Judging
Score Card," available from the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources. Suggested time allotment is 4 hours. The slide series is
available for $6ge.75 from Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional
Materials Service, The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43210. (JM)
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Soils Unit, The Chemical Properties of Soil.

Vice, Billy J.

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instr. Materials Lab.
HS -3

Oct66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 22p.

*VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *CurRICULum GUIDES, *HIGH SCHOOLS, *SOIL
SCIENCE, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS),

Developed by an agricultural specialist, this unit on the chemical
properties of soil fDr high school vocational agriculture classes
has been used by Kentucky vocational agriculture teachers and
revised. The objectives of its four components are to develop
competency in -- (1) understanding the function of essential
chemical elements in plant growth, (2) understanding the elementary
chemistry necessary for effective use of fertilizers and lime for
high yield, (3) using fertilizers economically, and (4)
understanding the chemical principles involved in using lime to
correct soil acidity. The knowledge and skills to be developed,
teaching-learning activities, references, instructional materials,
and evaluation methods are suggested. A qualified teacher should
be able to use the unit to plan 12 to 15 class periods for
third-year students. (JM)
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Maize Dwarf Mosaic. (24 Color Slides and Script).

Williams, L. E.

Ohio State Univ., Columbus. Dept. of Agricultural Educ.
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*FILMSTRIPS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *CORN, *PLANT PATHOLOGY,
HIGH SCHOOLS, tl:ALT FARMER EDUCATION,

Maize Dwarf Mosaic,

The purpose of this series of color slides is to help vocational
agriculture students and adult farmers identify maize dwarf
mosaic and understand the search for its prevention. The 24 slides
and accompanying script were developed by the Ohio Agricultural
Research and Development Center. They explain the disease's
diagnosis, spread, interaction with the fungus root rot,
intermediary hosts, and possible prevention and control. It is
recommended for use over a 2-hour period. Bulletin 460, "Maize
Dwarf Mosaic," is recommended for use with the slide series. Copies
of the slides are available for $4.80 from Ohio Vocational
Agriculture, Instructional Materials Service, The Ohio State
University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, Ohio. 43210. (JM)
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Horticultural Slide Series I, Floricultural Crops. (60 Color Slides
and Script).

Henley, Richard
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*FILMSTRIPS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE
OCCUPATIONS, *FLORICULTURE, HIGH SCHOOLS,

Designed for 18 hours of presentation time, this series of color
slides introduces high school horticulture students, occupationally
interested in floriculture, to the major floriculture crops. It was
developed by horticulture specialists after conference with
educators, horticulturists, and industry representatives. A script
p-ovides narration for the 60 slides which illustrate (1) Cut
flowers including carnations, chrysanthemums, gladiolus, roses, and
snapdragons, (2) Potted plants including azaleas, chrysanthemums,
Easter lilies, foliage plants, hydrangeas, and poinsettias, and (3)
Growing-on-stock including bedding plants, root cuttings, and
others started on dormant plants. The slides are available for
$9.50 from Ohio Vocational Agriculture, Instructional Materials
Service, The Ohio State University, 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus,
Ohio 43210. (JO
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Electric Motors for Farm Use.

Illinois Univ., Urbana. Vocational Agriculture Service

62

EDRS PRICE MF-$0.09 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 35p.

*TEXTBOOKS, *VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE, *ELECTRIC MOTORS,

Between 2 and 8 hours are required for use of this textual or
reference material on electric motors. It was developed by an
agricultural education-agricultural engineering specialist on the
basis of conferences with subject matter specialists, teacher
educators, supervisors, and teachers. The objectives and subject
matter center around the following questions -- (1) What are the
Advantages of Electric Motors, (2) What Factors Should I Consider
in Selecting an Electric Motor, (3) How Can I Identify and Select
the Proper Type and Size of Electric Motors, (4) How Should I
Install the Motor Properly, (5) What Care Should I Give an Electric
Motor, (6) How Can I Determine What is Wrong When a Motor Will Not
Operate, and (7) What are the Important Principles of Electric
Motors. Demonstrations and shop exercises are suggested.
Illustrations are included. Designed for both high school and
post-high school use, the material is appropriate for those
students who have average ability, agricultural interest and an
occupational objective. This document is available for 45 cents
from Vocational Agriculture Service, 434 Mumford Hall, University
of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. (JM)
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Guide for Course of Study for Farmer General.

McDonough, Frances S.

Tennessee State Dept. of Education, Nashville

67

MF AVAILABLE BY SUBSCRIPTION FROM VT ERIC 152p.

which include a less-than-$1,200 annual net income. They should be

A training plan for upgrading farm owners with substandard income is
outlined in this Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) study

curriculum development and MDTA instructors, reviewed by MDTA and
agricultural education personnel, and tested on small groups.

efficient farm management, safety and factors affecting farming.
jUnits are -- (1) Project Orientation and Farm Safety, (2) Records,

and the Community. Lists of suggested references and instructional
aids, a glossary, and a farm management workbook are included.
Teachers of the course should have agricultural competency and

over 20 years of age and should commit themselves to remain in the

copy only for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. (JM)

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *WORKBOOKS, AGRICULTURAL EDUCATIONS *FARMERS,
*AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, POST SSCONDARY EDUCATION, BIBLIOGPAPHIES,
GLOSSARIES, *MDTA PROGRAMS,

guide. It was prepared for instructor use by a supervisor of

Objectives of the program include the development of skills,
knowledge, interest, understanding, and attitudes needed for

for the course is 1,440 hours. This document is available in single

Planning the Farm Program, (7) Farm Business, and (8) The Farmer

teacher training. Students should meet MDTA selection criteria

training program for one cycle of farm production. Time required

(3) Soils, (4) Crop roduction, (5) Livestock Production, (6)
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A Guide Cooperative Business Education in Florida High Schools.
(Bulletin 73H-4).

Florida State Dep of Educ, Tallahassee. Bistro Coop, Bus

Jul65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 139p.

*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, *BUSINESS EDUCATION, *OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
EDUCATION HIGH SCHOOLS UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS) PROGRAM
COORDINATION, *ADMINISTRATOR GUIDES, EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES,
*CURRICULUM GUIDES, PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, REC-OS (FORMS),
COORDINATORS,

Florida,

Some of the superior practices which characterize outstanding
business education programs in Florida are described in order to
assist teacher coordinators in organizing and conducting effective
programs. Section I gives the purpose and objectives of the program
and advantages to students employers, and the school. Section si,
Organization of a Cooperative Business Education Program, covers the
selection and qualifications of a teacher - coordinator, the use of
community and student surveys, the role of advisory comndttees,
facilities and equipment, curriculum, and teacher and student
schedules. Section III on Coordination Activities includes duties
of the coordinator, selection of students and trabing agencies,
visits, work evaluation, club participation, baneoets state
leadership conferences, and a typical calendar of activities.
Section IV, Related Study, outlines units of study designed to
improve the work habits and development of the student in
preparation for his role in the business world -- Orientation,
Your Appearance -- Health, Grooming and Dress, Communication
Services, Etiquette -- Social and Business, Parliamentary
Procedure, Personality, Dictation and Transcription, Duplicating
Processes, and Employer-Employee Relations. Section V gives
examples of forms to be used for community and student surveys,
student applications, visitation reports, and permanent records.
Also included are job classification codes. (PS)
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Audio-Visual Aids for Automation. Book 7.]

Gibson, E. Dana * and others

San Diego State Coll, Calif. Bur of Bus and Econ Res.
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*AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS, FILMSTRIPS, *AUTOMATION,
TRANSPARENCIES, *BIBLIOGRAPHIES, DATA PROCESSING,

Audio-visual materials on data processing, computer systems,
numerical control, and other areas related to automation and
computerization are listed in alphabetical order and annotated in
most cases. The listing from 72 sources in the United States
includes 100 films, 84 filmstrips, and 31 slide sets. A separate
list of 12 assorted aids from foreign sources is given. Complete
access to the titles is possible by use of an alphabetical list of
distributors and a topical index. Most items are less than 5 years
old, and all are under 10 years old. (EM)
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Business Education Curriculum Implications of the Effects of
Technology on the Types of Office Machines Used by Selected
Connecticut Businesses.

Clow, Cletus A.

Connecticut State Dep of Educ, Hartford. Div of Vocat Ed.

Central Connecticut State Coll., New Britain

Apr67

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$1.00 25p.

*OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *SCHOOL SURVEYS, *CUROCULUM
PLANNING, *OFFICE MACHINES, *BUSINESS, QUESTIONNAIRES, HIGH SCHOOLS,

Connecticut,

The purpose of the study was to ascertain the types of office
machines used in selected businesses of Connecticut, the number of
employees using this equipment, and the implications of this
information for business education. Responses to questionnaires
were received from 3,168 Connecticut businesses in the 17 labor
market areas of Connecticut. They represented 59 different types of
businesses. Responses were obtained from 124 public high schools
in Connecticut which offered instruction in office machines.
Findings indicated that -- (1) Twice as many businesses used the
10-key adding machine as the full-keyboard type, (2) Use of the
rotary and printing calculator is increasing and use of the
key-driven calculator is decreasing, (3) Many job opportunities
exist for card punch verifying, and transcribing machine

education departments do not reflect these rends. (PS)
percent use the offset process, and (6) The programs in business
(5) Of the 1,434 businesses who use a type of office duplicator, 35
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Supervising Occupational Experience in Business Education, A
Report of a Workshop on Supervising Occupational Experience in
Business Education, Held at Carlsbad Branch, New Mexico State
University, Carlsbad, New Mexico, August 8-24, 1966.

Woodin, Ralph, ed.

New Mexico Occup. Res. and Develop Coordg. Unit, Santa Fe

Oct66

EORS Price MF-50.18 HC -$3.20 80p.

*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, *OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, HIGH SCHOOLS,
*PROGRAM PLANNING, *PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT, SUPERVISION WORKSHOPS,
OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS, PUBLIC RELATIONS, ADMISSION CRITERIA,
ADVISORY COMMITTEES, OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE, INSTRUCTOR COORDINATORS,
EMPLOYERS, CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, STUDENT EVALUATION, PROGRAM
EVALUATION, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

The ideas and suggestions of 17 New Mexico vocational education
teachers for developing occupational experience programs in
business education are presented. Working as six committees, the
group produced reports on (1) Importance of Occupational
Work-Experience, (2) Cooperative Vocational Education Programs for
High School Students, (3) Types of Occupational Work-Experience for
Cooperative Office Education Programs (4) Making Community
Surveys (5) Public Relations, (6) Initial Student Selection, (7)
Organizing and Using Advisory Councils, (8) Securing Administrative
Assistance and Developing Local Policies, (9) Role of the
Teacher-Coordinator in Guidance for Career Selection, (10) The
Selection and Establishment of Training Stations, (11) Supervision
of the Student on the Job, (12) Development of Courses of Study,
(13) Related In-School Instruction for Cooperative Education, (14)
The Evaluation o Student Achievement, (15) Continuing Education,
and (16) Evaluating the Total Program. (PS)
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Office Machines.

Hill, Marcella P.

New Jersey State Dep of Educ, Trenton. Div of Vocat Educ.

Rutgers State Univ., New Brunswick, N.J.

Jan67

EDRS Price MF-$0.36 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 254p.

*OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *OFFICE MACHINES, *STUDY GUIDES,
GRADE 11, *DEAF EDUCATION, *SPECIAL EDUCATION, RETARDED CHILDREN,
CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS,

Designed for students' reading in the junior year of high school,
this manual presents an introduction to the variety of positions
held by clerical workers and an idea of the machine skills,
knowledge, and attitude that will be expected in business. It was
developed by the author and school faculty following the course of
study approved by the Board of Education and was tested in various
classrooms. The material was designed for one year of shop work at
a low level in a school for deaf or retarded students. The
instructor should be certified. Units are -- (1) The Meanie of
Office Practice Class, (2) Typewriters, (3) Mimeographs, (4 Fluid

/Duplicators, (5) Flexowriter, (6) Photocopying Machines, (7 Adding
Machines, (8) Calculating Machines, (9) Bookkeepins Machines, (10)
Varityper, and (11) Job Titles. An 'ichievement test, projects, and
a vocabulary follow each unit. Each esson gives objectives, topic
information, assignments, illustrations, ano a vocabulary. This
document is available for $2.00 from Vocational-Technical
Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers University, 10 Seminary Place, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 089D3. (PS)
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Business Letter Writing for "Practical Business Correspondence for
Colleges," Third Edition, Robertson and Walker, Southwestern
Publishing Company, 1966, Instructor's Guide.

Louisiana Vocat. Curriculum Develop. and Research Center

67

EORS Price MF-$0.18 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 89p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TESTS, *ANSWER KEYS, *OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION,
BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

Objectives of the post-secondary course are (1) to help students
analyze problems and think in terms of a functional rather than a
literary approach in the use of business messages, (2) to humanize
written messages through a natural psychological approach, (3) to
cultivate habits of accuracy and correctness, (4) to develop a
writing style fitted to the purpose of the message and adapted to
the reader. The materials were developed by a committee of
teachers at the state level. The guide includes a pretest, 14
units with assignments and instructions for the students, study
guide questions, tests, and teacher answer sheets for study guide
and test questions. Examples of units are Human Relations in
Effective Letters, Letters That Secure Employment and Letters
That Sell. Supplementary references are listed. Single copies are
available for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Development and
Research Center, P.O. Box 657, Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (PS)
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Business Training Course, Full-Keyboard Adding-Listing Machine.

Louisiana Vocat. Curriculum Develop. an Research Center

63

ERRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 43p.

*STUDY G1'IDES, *OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *OFFICE MACHINES,
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

This post-secondary preparatory course is dt..igned to develop a
high degree of ability in operating the full-keyboard adding
machine. Twenty joo sheets provide instructions and numbered
spaces for recording answers to assigned problems. The references
is "Full-Keyboard Adding-List4ng ,Machine Course," Third Edition, by
Agnew and Pasowarko South-Wes44rn Publishing Company, Cincinnati
27, Ohio. The. toterial was developed by a committee of teachers at
the state level. This document is available in single copy only
for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Development and Research
Center, P.O. Box 657, Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (PS)
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Traffic and Transportation. (Business 7achnology).

North Carolina State Board of Education, Raleigh

OlFeb66

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC-$0.56 14p.

*CURRICULUM, *BUSINESS EDUCATION, TRANSPORTATION, TECHNICAL
EDUCATION, .
The preemployment, 6-quarter curriculum is for use in technical
Institutes and community colleges. Its purpose is to provide
training in new techniques and understanding of the latest State
and Federal regulations applicable er4 traffic and transportation.
Graduates of this curriculum may see< career opportunities as
traffic representatives, claims representatives, dispatchers, rate
analysts, and operational supervisors. The material was developed
by a curriculum committee on traffic and transportation, evaluated
by teacners and revised. The teacher should have both a major and

Iexperience In transportation. Course descriptions for each quarter,
and possible electives are given. (PS)
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Office Practice Unit -- Checker, Cash Clerk and Cashier Training
(Use of the Cash Register and Related Activities). (BOE Office
Practice 1-1).

Sparks, Mavis C.

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Materials Lab.

Jan67

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 56p.

UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *TEACHING GUIDES, OFFICE
OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, CASHIERS, HIGH SCHOOLS, DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION, TRANSPARENCIES,

The unit is designed for teacher use in the high school office
practice course to develop student attitudes, understandings, and
skills necessary for entry into and advancement in the direct
money handling and direct customer contact positions of checker
cask clerk, or cashier. The material was developed by a specialist
in business and office education at the state level. Each lesson
provides suggested content, teaching-learning activities,
references, and supplementary instructional materials. Subject
matter areas are - (1) Character of cashier positions, (2)
Human Relations, (3) Protective procedures and techniques of
money handling, (4) Correct cash register procedures, and (5)
Special problems associated with cash handling, checking, and
customer relations. A minimum of 6 hours of instruction Is
required. (PS)
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A Guide -- Cooperative Distributive Education in Florida High
Schools. (Bulletin 74H-4).

Florida State Dep of Educe Tallahassee, Oistr, Coop, Bus

Nov63

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 151p.

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, *CURRICULUM
GUIDES, *ADMINISTRATOR GUIDES, GROUP INSTRUCTION, INDIVIDUAL
INSTRUCTION, ORIENTATION, PUBLIC RELATIONS, RESOURCE MATERIALS,
STUDENT PLACEMENT, HIGH SCHOOLS, COORDINATORS, *PROGRAM
COORDINATION, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), REPORTS (FORMS),

Florida, Oistributive Education Clubs of America,

The handbook was prepared by a special workshop committee at the
University of South Florida in June, 1961, to assist coordinators
and administrators in establishing and operating successful programs
in cooperative distributive education. Sections 1 and 2 give
definitions, characteristics of employment in distribution, and an
outline for the organization of the high school distributive
education program. Section 3 deals with classroom
activities -- group instruction, teaching methods, material sources,
individualized instruction, and assignment sheets. Section 4
considers subjects specifically related to a student's work
experience in the training agency -- standards for placement of
students, examples of recommended and nonrecommended training
stations, procedures and standards for training plans, evaluation
of the training agency, advisory committees, and labor laws.
Section 5 suggests methods and media for promoting, recruiting, and
publicizing the program. Section 6 lists objectives and activities
of the Distributive Education Clubs of America. The appendix
includes a group instruction unit on orientation, an outline of
group instruction topics, visual aids, survey forms, student rating
sheets, layout of a distributive education laboratory contest
certificates, job and standard industrial classification codes, and
professional reading suggestions. (PS)
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Individual Assignments Based on "Your Attitude is Showing," by
Elwood F. Chapman.

Burbrink, Pauline W.

Texas Univ., Austin. Oept. of Distributive Education

Aug65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 28p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *EMPLOYERS, *HUMAN
RELATIONS, ATTITUDES, ORIENTATION MATERIALS,

This manual was developed to help the distributive education student
gain positive attitudes through an understanding of human relations.
Reading assignments and questions based on the booklet, "Your
Attitude is Showing," constitute the 20 assignments. The topics of
the assignments range from You Can't Escape Human Relations to When
Other Pastures Look Greener. The complete package consisting of a
separate answer booklet (VT 000 149) student assignment booklet
(VT 000 148), and textbook (VT 000 437, AIM FALL 1967) are available
for $5.65 from Instructional Materials Laboratory, Distributive
Education Depa4-ment, Division of Extension, The University of
Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (SL)
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Selected Methods of Instruction in Distributive Education.

Levendowski, J. C.

California State Dep of Educ, Sacramento. Bur of Bus Ed

63

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 21p.

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, BULLETIN BOARDS, *TEACHING METHODS,
CONFERENCES, ROLE PLAYING,

The following methods and devices are discussed -- (1) Role Playing
Method, (2) Brainstorming Method, (3) Case Method, (4) Bulletin
Board Device, and (5) Conference Methods. Each procedure is
explained, and advantages and disadvantages are listed. (SL)
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Career Development Unit, Job Interview.

Chancey, Gilbert E.

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Materials Lab.

Oct66

EDRS Price MF-$0.09 HC$1.56 39p.

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, *EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS, *HIGH SCHOOLS,
*UNIT OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), *TEACHING GUIDES,

This 15 to 20-day unit was developed by a specialist in
distributive education for use by a qualified high school
distributive education teacher near the time the students will be
applying for jobs. The major teaching objective is to develop in
the students the effective ability to be successful on a job
interview. The subject matter to be taught, teachinglearning
activities, and suggested references and instructional materials
are given for the sections (1) Understanding the importance of
selecting the right type of employment, (2) Understanding the
importance of self-analysis and attitude toward work, (3) Preparing
for the interview, (4) Exhibiting good grooming and proper dress
for the interview, (5) Knowing yourself for the interview, (6)
Locating sources of information on employment opportunities, (7)
Using effectively prior training and preparations in a Job
interview, and (8) Identifying questions frequently asked during
employment interview. (PS)
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Salesmanship Individual Study, A Course of Study Designed for
Students Preparing for or Presently Employed in Distributive
Occupations.

Karnas, James B., ed.

Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dept. of Industrial Education

Missouri State Dep of Educ, Jefferson City. Vocat Ed Div.

Feb66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 159p.

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION, GRADE 11, *STUDY
GUIDES, *SALESMANSHIP, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

Designed for individual study, this manual presents the related
information necessary for salesmanship training in grade 11 in
preparatory distributhe education programs. The 180-hour course
was developed by an advisory committee and an inservice teacher
education class, refined by research assistants, and field tested
by subject matter specialists. Each of the 20 assignment sheets
contains information, references, and an objective-type test.
Job training activities and related information are coordinated
with assignments in 2-column form. Examples of subjects are (1)
Personal Characteristics Important in Selling (2) Store Policies,
(3) Presentation of Merchandise, (4) Merchandising, and (5)
Mathematics for Retailing. Progress Record forms for use by
instructor, employer, and student are included. Mimeographed copies
are available for $1.50 from Industrial Education, 103
Industrial Education Building, University of Missouri, Columbia
65201. A separate instructor's key (VT 002 057) is available for
50 cents from the same source. (SL)
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Merchandising Individual Study, A Course of Study Designed for
Students Preparing for or Presently Employed in Distributive
Occupations.

Karnes, James B., ed.

Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dept. of Industrial Education

Missouri State Dep of Educe Jefferson City. Vocat Ed Div.

Nov65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 103p.
"ft*.

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION, GRADE 11, *STUDY
GUIDES, *MERCHANDISING, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

Related information is presented for individual study by grade 11
students in preparatory and cooperative distributive education
programs. The 180-hour course of study was developed by an advisory
committee and an inservice teacher education class. Each of 11
assignment sheets contains information references, and
objective-type tests. Job training activities and related
information are coordinated with assignments in 2-column form.
Examples of the subjects are -- (1) Buying for Consumer Demand,
(2) Negotiating for Price, (3) Handling Incoming Merchandise, (4)
Advertising and Displaying Merchandise, (5) Keeping Records and
Controlling Stock, and (6) Observing Government Regulations.
Progress Record forms for use by teacher, employer, and student
are included. Mimeographed copies are available for $1.50 from
Industrial Education, 103 Industrial Education Building
University of Missouri 65201. A separate answer key (VT 002
071) is available for 50 cents. (SL)

.
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Course of Study for Marketing II.

Tennessee State Board for Vocational Educ., Nashville

Tennessee Vocational Curriculum Lab., Murfreesboro

66

00CUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EORS 420p,

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, GRADE 12, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *TEACHING
GUIDES, *MARKETING,

Developed by distributive education teachers for the senior level
of a 2-year distributive education curriculum, Marketing II has the
same format as the companion manual Marketing I (VT 002 931). With
the instructional outline and teaching suggestions for each major
subject area are a list of materials and equipment needed,
suggested hand-out sheets, a bibliography, and a glossary of terms.
The major sections are -- (1) Career Planning for Professional
Growth, (2) Sales Promotion and Public Relations, (3) Advertising,
(4) Visual Merchandising, (5) Merchandising, (6) Economics, and (7)
Business Psychology. The material is in looseleaf form. Mimeographed
single copies are available for $5.00 each from Vocational
Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. (SL)
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Course of Study for Marketing I.

Tennessee State Board for Vocational Educ., Nashville

Tennessee Vocational Curriculum Lab., Murfreesboro

66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 379p.

*DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION, GRADE 11, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *TEACHING
GUIDES, *MARKETING,

This first of a 2-year distributive education curriculum in
marketing was developed and field tested by distributive education
teachers for high school juniors. Although it was d_signed for use
with the project method of instruction it may be adapted for use
in the cooperative method. For each major subject area are a
topical outline with teaching suggestions, a bibliography, a list
of materials and equipment needed, suggested handout sheets, and a
glossary of terms. The major sections are -- (1) Introduction to
Marketing I, (2) Sales Supporting Activities, (3) Salesmanship,
(4) Sales Promotion, (5) Business Organization, and (6)
Opportunities in Marketing. The material is in looseleaf form.
Mimeographed single copies are available for $5.00 each from
Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee 37130. (SL)
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Merchandise Information Unit -- Need for Merchandise Information.

Chancey, Gilbert E.

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Materials Lab.
DE-81

Nov66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 30p.

*SALESMANSHIP, *MERCHANDISE INFORMATION, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION,
*TEACHING GUIDES TRANSPARENCIES, GRADE 11, GRADE 12, UNITS OF
STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS),

Designed for teacher use, the unit aims to develop in students an
appreciation of and the desire to obtain the mercnandi'e information
required for becoming a resourceful sales person. 119 first of six
in the series, it was developed by the Instructional Materials
Laboratory for use by junior or senior students in distributive
education programs Suggestions for introducing the unit are given.
Subject matter topics are The Importance of Reliable Merchandise
Information, The Necessity of Translating Merchandise Information
Clearly and Authoritatively to Customers, Determining the Product
Information, and Using Merchandise Information as Selling Points.
Accompanying each topic are introductory information, a summary,
suggested teaching-learning activities, and suggested references
and instructional materials. Thirteen transparency masters are
included. (SL)
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Merchandise Information Unit -- Labels and Attached Descriptive
Materials,

Chancey, Gilbert

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Instructional Materials Lab.
D'r-84

Oct66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 22p.

*SALESMANSHIP, *MERCHANDISE INFORWTION, *DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION,
*TEACHING GUIDES, UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS), GRADE 11, GRADE
12, TRANSPARENCIES,

The objective of the unit is to help the teacher develop student
understandings and abilities required to obtain interpret, and
translate to customers the merchandise information contained on
product labels and attached descriptive materials. It was developed
by the Instructional Materials Laboratory for junior or senior
distributive education students. Suggestions for !ntroducing the
unit are liven. Subject matter topics are -- Under3tanding How
Merchandise Informatics Cra be Obtained from Product Labels and
Attached Descriptive ;abets, and Interpreting and Translating
Information Obtainable from Product Labels and Attached Descriptive
Materials. Accompanying the topics are introductory information, a
summary, suggested teaching-learning activities, and suggested
references and instructional materials. Six transparency masters
are included. This unit is one of six of a merchandise information
course of study. (SL)
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Advanced Medical-Surgical Nursing for the Licensed Practical Nurse.

North Carolina State Board of Ed, Raleigh. Curriculum Lab.

May66

00CUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 22p.

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *PRACTICAL
NURSES, NURSING, HOSPITALS, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, *INSERVICE
COURSES,

The course outline was designed to familiarize the licensed
practical nurse (LPN) with recent technological advances in
nursing. Emphasis is given to the concepts of progressive care,
rehabilitation responsibilities and techniques, and factors
affecting the role of the LPN. The outline was developed by a
staff curriculum specialist for health occupations and a
committee of nurses at the state level. The lessons are (1) The
Role of the LPN in Complex Nursing Situations, (2) Emergency Care,
(3) Intensive Care, (4) Intermediate Care, (5) Convalescent Care,
(6) Self-Care, and (7) The LPN with Advanced Medical-Surgical
Nursing Skills. The course can be presented in approximately 11
weeks, two to three hours per week. The teacher should be a
registered nurse with experience in patient-centered nursing.
Suggested references are listed. (PS)
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Geriatric Nursing for the Licensed Practical Nurse. Extension
Course Outline.

North Carolina State Board of Ed, Raleigh. Curriculum Lab.

Jan66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 31p.

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION, *PRACTICAL
NURSES, NURSING, *AGED, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, INSERVICE COURSES,

The outline for 11-week, 2-3 hours per week, course outline was
designed for upgrading licensed practical nurses and builds on the
preparation received in the basic program which preceded licensure.
The fundamental principles of geriatric nursing, as derived from
the effects of aging on the individual, the needs of the aged,
common disabilities and disorders of the aged, and fundamentals of
safe and effective nursing practice form the basis for the
outline. The material was developed by a staff curriculum
specialist for health occupations and a committee at the state
level. The teacher of the course should be a registered nurse with
geriatrics experience. The lessons are (1) Introduction to
Geriatric Nursing, (2) The Aging Process, (3) Behavior Patterns
Among the Aged, (4) Providing for Sociopsychological Needs of the
Aged, (5) Providing Diversional Activities, (6) Physical Needs
Resulting from Aging, (7) Nutritional Needs of the Aged, (8)
Observing the Aged for Changes in Condition, (9) Protection of the
Aged, (10) Administration of Drugs to the Aged, and (11) Becoming
a Competent Geriatric Nurse. (PS)
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Practical Nursing IV, Course Outline - Teaching Aids.

North Carolina State Board of Ed, Raleigh. Curriculum Lab.

Jun64

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 133p.

*CURRICULUM GUIDES, TEACHING GUIDES, *HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION,
*PRACTICAL NURSES, *NURSING, POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, ASSIGNMENTS,
BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

For presentation during the fourth quarter of the 1-year Practical
Nurse Education program, this post-high school course is a sequel
to Practical Nursing I (VT 000 131), II (VT 000 130), and III (VT
000 129). The materials were developed by individual teachers at
the local level, trial tested, and revised. A teacher plan sheet
covering objectives, references, and materials needed and a lesson
outline including suggested clinical activities and assignments are
given for each unit. Units are -- (1) Needs of the Acutely 111
Child, (2) Complex Situations in Maternity Nursing, (3)
Administration of Drugs by Injection, (4) Needs of Patients in
Immediate Postoperative Period, (5) Needs of the Seriously 11!
Patient, (6) Needs of the Patient with Psychosomatic Illness, (7)
The Practical Nurse in Community Disaster, and (8) Assuming the
Role of Graduate Practical Nurse. The suggested time allotment is
11 weeks, 103-148 hours. The teacher of the course should be a
registered nurse with teaching and nursing experience. A
bibliography is included. (PS)
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Practical Nursing III, (Course Outline - Teaching Aids).

Milliken, Mary Elizabeth

North Carolina State Board of Ed, Raleigh. Curriculum Lab.
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Students enrolling in this course must have satisfactorily
completed Practical Nursing I (VT 000 131) and Practical Nursing II
(VT 000 130). This outline was desigoed for presentation during the
third quarter of the 1-year, post-high school practical nurse
education program covering a period of 11 weeks in 146-211 hours of
instruction. The materials were developed by a curriculum
consultant and individual teachers at the local level, trial tested,
and revised. Lesson outlines are given for (1) Needs of Children
with Common Illnesses, (2) Needs of Maternity Patients with
Complications and Newborn Infants with Common Disorders, (3) Needs
of Patients with Altered Respiratory Function, (5) Needs of Patients
with Altered Gastrointestinal Function, (6) Needs of Patients with
Altered Musculoskeletal Function, (7) Needs of Patients with Altered
Genitourinary Function, (8) Needs of Patients with Altered
Endocrine Function, and (9) Needs of Patients with Altered Nervous
System Function. The teacher should be a registered nurse with
nursing and teaching experience. The appendix contains assignment
sheets, sheets for analysis of instructional hours, and a
bibliography. (PS)
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Students wishing to take this course must have satisfactorily
completed Practical Nursing I (VT 000 131). The outline was designed
for presentation du ring the second quarter of the 1-year
post-high school practical nurse education program covering a
period of 11 weeks in 149-213 hours of instruction. The materials
were developed by a curriculum consultant and individual teachers
at the local level, trial tested and revised. Lesson outlines are
given for nine units -- (1) Nursing Needs Related to Altered Body
Function, (2) Therapeutic Methods, (3) Care of the Sick Child, (4)
Maternity Nursing, (5) Medical-Surgical Nursing, (6) Needs of,
Surgical Patients, (7) Administration of Oral Medications, (8)
Needs of Patients with Long-Term Illness, and (9) Needs of Patients
with Communicable Disease. The teacher should be a registered nurse
with teaching and nursing experience. Assignment sheets and a
bibliography are given in the appendix. (PS)
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Designed for presentation in 330 hours, this outline covers the
first quarter of a curriculum developed for the 1-year post-high
school practical nurse education program in North Carolina. The
materials were developed by a curriculum consultant and individual
teachers at the local level, trial tested, and revised. The outline
is made up of seven units devoted to promoting the knowledge and
understanding, appreciations, and beginning skills needed in
practical nursing. The introductory unit is presented in narrative
form to show the care with which a teacher should introduce the
program and to demonstrate the detailed planning. Other units,
presented in outline form with narrative introductions and summaries
for each lesson, are (1) Understanding Self and Others, (2)
Becoming a Health Worker, (3) The Patient's Environment, (4) The
Nursing Plan, (5) Needs of the Dependent Patient, and (6) Observing
and Reporting. The teacher should be a registered nurse with
teaching and nursing experience. Complete instructions concerning
use of text, bibliography, films and other visual aids, and
materials for duplication and handout are given in a separate
manual of teaching aids (VT 000 132). (PS)
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This manual contains the supplementary materials and teaching aids
required for effective use of the Practical Nursing I course
outline (VT 000 131). It was developed by a curriculum consultant
and individual teachers at the local level, trial tested, and
revised. Included are (1) an analysis of instructional hours
which indicates time allotment for subject topics and laboratory
and clinical practice, (2) a list of suggested films for each unit,
(3) a list of pamphlets and folders that may be ordered for handout
to students, (Li) samples of handout materials, and (5) materials
which can be used with an opaque projector or can be used to
prepare negatives or positives'for the overhead projector. Materials
for duplication include assignment sheets, information sheets,
hypothetical patient situations, laboratory procedure and reports,
clinical practice reports, and performance criteria. (PS)
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The related instruction material in this guide was developed for
cooperative training programs in area vocational or technical high
schools. It was organized by a coordinator and reviewing committee
from an analysis of the occupational content and experiences in
supervisory activities. The major areas of study are (1) General
Office Procedures, (2) Operation of X-Ray Machines, (3) Darkroom
Procedures, (4) Techniques, (5) Positioning and Making Radiographs,
(6) The Lower Extremity, (7) The Trunk and Vertebrae, (8) The Skull,
(9) Contrast Examinations, (10) Urinary Tract, and (11) Special
Procedures. Assignment sheets giving the lesson subject, aim,
introductory information, references, and questions guide individual
study by grade 11 and grade 12 students enrolled in the 2-year
program for X-ray technician assistants. Study is to be supervised
by a related subjects teacher or teacher-coordinator. Information
sheets contain materials which are not available or not suitably
presented in the references. Line drawing illustrations are
provided. A progress record for use by teacher and student is
included. The bibliography contains required and supplementary
reference books. The study guide and unit tests (VT 000 237) are
available for $4.35 from Industrial Education Department,
Division of Extension, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712.
An answer book for written assignments and unit tests is
available for $1.55. (HC)
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Opportunities for the s4_4ent to learn about dental materials and
to develop beginning skids in manipulating them are provided in
this outline for a 1-quarter (two class and nine laboratory hours
per week) preemployment, post-high school course. The material was
developed at the local and state levels by a committee of teachers
and a curriculum specialist for health occupations. Topics
include -- gypsum products, impression materials, dental waxes and
organic base materials, restorative materials in operative
dentistry, inlay investment and castinc procedures. The teacher
should be a certified dental assistant with work experience and
aptitude for teaching. A suggested text and references are listed.
(PS)
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Guides for Developing Curricula for the Education of Practical
Nurses. (Jocational Division Bulletin, no. 274, Trade and Industrial
Education Series, no. 68, Practical Nurse Education Series, no. 2,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Orem, Dorothea E.
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The :Jlatively unchanging factors underlying nursing and its
practice are presented and applied in the development of
curriculums for the education of practical nurses. The guide for
developing curriculums were prepared by a registered nurse in
cooperation with several groups and many individuals, including two
program specialists of the Practical Nurse Education Section of the
U.S. Ofeice of Education zit-id the National Advisory Committee on
Practical Nurse Education. Some of the topics are (1) The Art of
Nursing, (2) The Roles of the Practical Nurse in Nursing Patients,
(3) General Characteristics of Education for Nursing Practice, (4)
Elements of Nursing that Cor,dition Nursing Education, (5)
Qualifications of Those Who Desire to Become Practical Nurses, (6)
Guiding and Teaching Student Practical Nurses, (7) Nursing
Situat.ons, (8) Designing a Curriculum, 0) Curricula for the
Education of Practical Nurses, and (10) Development of the Areas
of Learning of the Curriculum. Selected readings and illustrations
are it.luded. This document is availLble as GPO Number FS
5.285-85004 Jr 50 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Relates' occupational information is presented for individual
student use in high school or post-secondary cooperative part-time
programs. The material was developed by subject matter specialists
and research assistants in consultation with a committee and
revised after several years use. Job training activities and
related information are correlated with 24 assignment sheets each
of which gives information, references, and objective-type
questions. Some assignment sheets are -- (1) Nursing as a Career,
k2) Personality and Personal Hygiene, (3) Care of Hospital
Equipment, (4) Care of Patient's Unit, (5) Admission and Discharge
of Patients (6) Daily Care and Personal Service, (7) Comfort and
Rehabilitation, (8) Body Mechanics and Moving Patients, (9)
Shampooing Hair, (10) Recreational Diversions for Patients, (11)
Charts and Records, (12) Examination Procedures, (13) Administration
of Medicines, (14) Dressings and Bandages, (15) Isolated Patient,
and (16) Care of the Mother and Her Baby. Time allotment is 180
hours. The student should be a senior in high school and have
prerequisite courses in basic health occupations. An instructor's
answer key (VT 002 074), 50 cents each, and this study guide, $1.50
each, are available from Industrial Education, 103 Industrial
Education Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
65201. (PS)
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A brief outline is presented for a 1-quarter, 2 hours per week
preemployment, post-high school course which provides opportunities
fcr the student to learn about the dental health team, the role of
the dental assistant, and the legal aspects of dental assisting.
The material was developed by a committee of teachers and reviewed
by a curriculum specialist for health occupations at tha state
level. The teacher of the course should be a certified oental
assistant with work-experience and aptitude for teaching. A
suggested text and references are listed. (PS)
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The 22-hour course outline for basic training (upgrading) of
employed ambulance personnel was designed for teacher use at the
post high school level. The material was developed by a state
educational consultant for health occupations, evaluated by an
advisory committee, revised, and evaluated by teachers and students
after use. Lessons are (1) Care of Patients With Respiratory
Interference, (2) Care of Patients With Head and/or Back Injuries,
(3) Fractures and Dislocations, (4) Management of Patients With
Hemorrhage Shock, and Common Types of Injuries, (5) Management of
Patients With Common Medical Conditions, (6) Management of the
Obstetrical Patient, (7) The Emotionally Disturbed Patient, and (8)
The Ambulance Attendant as a Member of the Medical Team. Each
lesson gives objectives, lesson time, outline of instruction,
equipment list, suggested films, and topics for informational
handouts. The teacher should have a medical or rescue squad
background. References, equipment list, film list, and assignment
sheets are given in the appendix. (PS)
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Mother and Infant Care, Practical Nurse Training Program, Lesson
Plans, Prepared by Practical Nursing Instructors During Conference,
August 14-18, 1961, Held at The University Student Center,
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
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Practical nurse instructors, in conference, compiled this
individually planned and tested material to be used
in practical nurse education. Thirty-two lesson plans on the
subject of mother and infant care cover topics ranging from the
reproductive system to complications involving the newborn. Each
plan includes aim, references, materials, instructional aids, and
evaluation suggestions. Because these plans are to serve only as
guides for instructors in the preparation of daily plans, there is
no specific time allotment for the course. The teacher should be a
registered nurse who is certified to teach. The student should be
a high school graduate or the equivalent. A talk, "Childbirth and
Civilization," by Dr. Sam C. Cowan, Sr., Nashville obstetrician, is
included. Ten or fewer copies are available for $3.00 each from
Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee 37130. (MS)
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Basic information from bacteriology, anatomy and physiology, and
oral and dental anatomy is presented for teacher use In developing
lesson plans for post-high school training of dental assistants.
The course outline was developed by a committee of teachers from
locally developed course outlines and edited by a state curriculum
consultant for health occupations. The objective of the course is
to provide opportunities for the student to learn -- (1) principles
of bacteriology in relation to oral hygiene, oral pathology, and
dental practice (2) the general structure and function of the
human body and its major parts, (3) the structures of head and
neck, development of the teeth, and the characteristics and
structure of each tooth, and (4) methods of carving teeth as
related to carving of inlays and crowns. The three instructional
units are to be scheduled concurrently or sequentially during three
class hours and three laboratory hours each week for one quarter.
The teacher should be a certif:ed dental assistant Oth work
experience and an aptitude for teaching. This mimeographed document
includes a bibliography of a suggested text and references. (HC)
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A 1-quarter (three class and two laboratory hours per week)
preemployment, post-high school course is presented in outline
form. It covers the fundamentals of accounting as applied to dental
office procedures and includes -- (1) Basic ;,ccounting
Relationships, (2) Accounting Procedures, (3) Accounting for Cash,
(4) Payrolls and Taxes, (5) Periodic Summary, and (6) Special
Problems of the Dental Office. The material was developed at
local and state levels by a committee of teachers and a curriculum
specialist for health occupations. The teacher should be a certified
dental assistant with work-experience and aptitude for teaching.
Suggested texts and references are listed. (PS)
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The units -- (1) Roentgenology, (2) Dental Equipment, Instruments,
and Sterilization Techniques, and (3) Chairside Procedures
comprise the 1- quarter (five class and nine laboratory hours per
week) preemployment, post-high school course outlined. The material
was developed at local and state level by a committee of teachers
and a curriculum specialist for health occupations. The teacher of
the course should be a certified dental assistant with work
experience and aptitude for teaching. A list of suggested texts and
references is included. (PS)
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One quarter (five class hours and six laboratory hours per week)
is the time allotment for this preemployment, post-high school
course for dental assistants. The material was developed by a
committee of local teachers and reviewed by a curriculum specialist
for health occupations. The course provides an overview of various
dental specialties and includes management of children and
pedodontic aspects of each specialty. Units outlined are (1)
Advanced Oral Surgical Procedures (2) Endodontia, (3) Periodontia,
(4) Orthodontia, (5) Crown and Bridge Prosthodontia, and (6)
Prosthodontia. The teacher should be a certified dental assistant
with work experience and aptitude for teaching. Suggested texts
and references are listed. (PS)
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The role of the dental assistant in the dental office or clinic is
emphasized in this outline for a 1-quarter (12 laboratory hours per
week) preemployment, post-high school introductory course.
Opportunities for the student to apply classroom theory are
provided. The materials were developed by a committee of local
teachers and reviewed by a curriculum specialist for health
occupations. The units outlined are (1) Business Office, (2)
Chairside Procedures, (3) Radiology, (4) Laboratory, and (5)
EvaLation of Student Performance. The teacher should be a
certified dental assistant with work experience and aptitude for
teaching. Suggested texts and references are listed. (PS)
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A one-quarter (21 laboratory hours per week) preemployment,
post-high school course for dental assistants is outlined. Practice
is provided for experience in office management, the dental
laboratory, and the operatory, with major emphasis on chairside
assisting. The materials were developed by a committee of local
teachers and reviewed by a curriculum specialist for health
occupations. Units are -- (1) Office Management, (2) Chairside
Assistance, (3) Laboratory Procedures, and (4) Evaluation of
Student Performance. The teacher of the course should be a certified
dental assistant with work experience and aptitude for teaching.
Suggested texts and references are listed. (PS)
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The Care of Infants and Youlg Children, A Program to Prepare
Personnel for Group Care of Young Children.
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Content is outlined for post-secondary, preemployment or upgrading
cou.ses to prepare child care workers to work in day care or child
development centers, nursery schools, kindergartens, camps, etc.
The development group consisted of a committee and subject matter
specialists at the state level. Courses are The Nature and Scope
of Day Care for Young Children, Health and Safety of Young
Children, Creative Activities for Young Children and Field
Experience in Child Care Facilities. Suggested time allotment at
the preemployment level is 330 hours. The teacher should be a
specialist in child development with a background in home economics,
psychology, pediatric nursing, or preschool education. The student
should possess the basic skills needed to profit from the
instruction and have an interest and personal qualities necessary
for working with young children. The cooperating employer in the
child care centers should be involved it, the evaluation of all
students. The appendix includes a listing of books, pamphlets,
pur"xlicals, and films. (MS)
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Supervised Food Service Workers A Suggested Training Program.
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Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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Resource material for the development of training programs for
supervised food service workers will need to be adapted to the
needs of the students and the community. The supervised food service
worker prepares and serves food under the direction of the food
service supervisor, in institutions such as hospitals, nursing
homes, homes for the aged, and child care centers. Some purposes
of the program are to prepare the trainee to (1) assist the head
cook in institutions, (2) learn to prepare correctly all types of
food for institutions, (3) follow good management practices in all
phases of food work, (4) learn specific institutional food skills in
preparation and serving to clients and (5) learn sanitary practices
in cleaning up after food preparation. The trainee should be able to
read, write, and follow directions and be in good physical and
mental health. The teacher should be a college graduate in
Institutional Management, with successful experience both in
teaching adults and in institutional food service. The course is
suggested for 240 hours with five basic units. References and
suggestions for planning and evaluating the experiences are
included. Criteria are given for judging trainee readiness for
employment. This document is avOlable as GPO Number FS
5.287-87004 for 20 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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Companion to an Elderly Person, A Suggested Training Program.
(Manpower Development and Training Program, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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Although resource material 'or the development of a program for
training companions to elderly persons is provided in this
teaching guide, it will need to be adapted to the needs of the
trainees and the community. The Companion to an Elderly Person
relieves family members or others responsible for the well-being
of the elderly person. The program objectives include ,avelopment
of an understanding of common characteristics of older persons,
increased competencies in caring for an elderly person, and
qualities for successful employment. The course consists of four
units to be presented in 150 hours. A trainee should be a high
school graduate, healthy, mentally alert, with good sight, hearing,
and ability to read and speak effectively. The teacher should be
trained in home economics or social work and have an understanding
of the needs of the elderly. References are listed with each unit,
and suggntions are given for planning the lessons and learning
experiences, evaluating achievement, and planning facilities.
Criteria are included for judging trainee readiness for employment.
This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.287--870D6 for 20
cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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Family Dinner Service Specialist, A Suggested Training Program.
(Manpower Development and Training Program, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).
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The purpose of this guide is to provide resource material to develop
a local 240-nour program for training a family dinner service
specialist to prepa7e and serve dinners for employed people, retired
persons, or families desiring such service. Program objectives
include preparing trainees to plan menus and do family shopping
for dinners, to plan and carry out work schedules, to prepare food
using basic skills necessary for a variety of commonly cooked foods,
to set tables pnd serve food correctly, to follow hygienic practices
with food, and to use sanitary methods in taking care of dishes and
the kitchen after a meal. Included are five subject matter units,
with additional suggestions for planning the lessons and learning
experiences and evaluating achievement. The teacher should be a
home economics graduate who has had teaching experience, preferably
with adults. The trainee should have had ,ractical experience in
home food preparation and be a high school graduate or equivalent.
Criteria are listed for judging trainee readiness for employment,
and references are included with each unit. Facilities must be
well-equipped foods laboratories to provide practical experiences.
This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.287- -87007 for 20
cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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Hotel and Motel Housekeeping Aide, A Suggested Training Program.
(Manpower Development and Training Program, U.S. Government
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A local training program to prepare hotel and motel housekeeping
aides can be developed from resource material in this guide.
Program objectives are to prepare trainees to perform the jobs
involved in keeping hotel or motel rooms clean, to follow correct
procedures in using equipment and supplies required in caring for
bedrooms and bathrooms, and to use other skills needed in checking
rooms for customer readiness. The course suggested for 60 hours
with units planned to meet the program objectives. Suggestions are
included for planning experiences, evaluating achievement, and
acquiring facilities. The teacher should have a high school
education or more and have some ability to teach. The trainee
should be functionally literate, in good health, and able t. work
under supervision. Criteria for judging trainee readiness for
employment are listed. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.287--87003 for 20 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (MS)
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Guide for Course of Study for Waiter, Waitress, Informal, Waiter,
Waitress, Counter Attendant, Food Service Worker.

McDonough, Frances S.

Tennessee State Dept. of Education, Nashville

67
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*CURRICULUM GUIDES *HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION, *FOOD SERVICE
WORKERS, FOOD SERVICE, ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, MDTA PROGRAMS,

Material in this guide is for teacher use in training programs for
food service workers. It was organized and written by a curriculum
development specialist for Manpower Development Training (MDT)
assisted by instructors in the field. The general objective is to
develop abilities, understandings, attitudes, and interests needed
for entry level employment and advancement. Major content areas
are -- (1) Orientation and Safety, (2) Sanitation, Health, and
Hygiene, (3) Types of Food Service, (4) Foods and Nutrition, and
(5) Related Instruction. Units :n each area are keyed to lecture,
discussion, demonstration, practical application, and test
methods of instruction. The guide is primarily for use in the
MDT classes and students should meet MDT regulations. Of the 560
hours suggested for the course, 140 hours are devoted to basic
and/or remedial education. The teacher should have occupational
competency with teacher training. Suggested references including
books, periodicals, agencies, filmstrips, pamphlets, and a
glossary are included. This document is available for $1.50
from Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee 37130. (MS)
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VT 000 508

Industrial Arts Programing for the High School. (Bulletin, no.
2148).

Clack, Edward * and others

Michigan State Dept of Public Instruction, Lansing.

65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 18p.

*INDUSTRIAL ARTS, *CURRICULUM PLANNING, LEARNING LABORATORIES,
*SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS,

Objectives for senior high school classes in industrial arts relate
to citlzenship, craftsmanship, cultural appreciation, consumer
knowledge, worthy home membership, guidance and exploration,
occupaticnal knowledge, and Avocational experiences are discussed.
Broad areas and activities are (1) woodworking and laminates,
electricity, metal forming, metal-working, drafting, graphic arts,
and power mechanics for grade 10, (2) woodworking, electricity,
metalworking, drafting, welding, power mechanics, auto mechanics,
foundry, and graphic arts for grade 11, and (3) woodworking,
electricity, electronics metalworking, drafting, welding, auto
mechanics, and new materials and processes for grade 12. Guidelines
for shop planning and shop organization are included along with a
bibliography. (EM)
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VT 000 226

Supervised Study Guide, Small Gasoline Engine Repair.

Dalrymple, L. T. * and others

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Industrial Education

Texas State Dept. of Educ., Austin. Industrial Educ. Div.

Ju165

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 117p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *SMALL ENGINE
MECHANICS, *ENGINES, HIGH SCHOOLS, STUDENT ACORDS, *COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION, INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION,

Information and assignment sheets are used in this guide to direct
individual student study in cooperative education programs. The
guide was developed by three coordinators and an advisory committee.
The units of instruction are titled -- (1) Internal Combustion
Reciprocating Engines, (2) Shop Safety and Precautions, (3) Hand
Tools, (4) Types of Engines, (5) Basic Engine Parts, (6)
Lubrication, (7) Cooling, (8) Ignition, (9) Fuel Systems, (10)
Engine Accessories, (11) Servicing, (12) Trouble Shooting (13)
Routine Care, Maintenance, Storage, (14) Engines in Use, (15)
Outboard Motor Fundamentals, (16) Drive-Unit Fundamentals, (17)
General Maintenance, and (18) Service Fundamentals. Assignment
sheets in each unit provide lesson subject, aim, introductory
information, references, and study questions. Information sheets
are used for material which is not available or which is not
suitably presented in the references. Study of this material by
area vocational or technical high school students is to be
supervised by a related subjects teacher or teacher-coordinator. A
progress record is provided for checking the student's progress
through a series of 1)1anned work experiences and related technical
study over a 2-year period. Required and supplementary references
are listed in the bibliography. Unit tests (VT DOD 228) are
available. An answer book (VT 000 227) contains answers to the study
guide questions and the unit tests. This document, with unit tests,
is available for $3.15 from Industrial Education Department,
Division of Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas
78712. (HC)
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VT DOO 229

Supervised Study Guide in Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Industrial Education

Texas State Dept. of Educ., Austin. Industrial Educ. Div.

Dec64

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 124p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *REFRIGERATION,
*REFRIGERATION MECHANICS, *AIR CONDITIONING, GRADE 11, GRADE 12,
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

The related technical information in this guide is for use by
junior and senior students in 2-year cooperative training programs
in area vocational or technical high schools. It was developed by
an instructional materials specialist and a committee at tie state
level. Assignment sheets cover (1) Principles of Refrigeration,
(2) Fundamental Service Operations, (3) Temperature Controls, (4)
Refrigerator Cabinets, (5) Conventional Systems (6) Refrigerant
Controls, (7) Hermetic Units, (8) Charging Refrigeration Units,
(9) Major Repairs, (1D) Automatic Defrosting Systems, (11)
Commercial Refrigeration Service, (12) Commercial Refrigeration
Installation (13) Multiple Installations, (14) Air Conditioning,
(15) Absorption Systems, and (16) The Service Shop. Each sheet gives
subject, aim, introductory information, reference, and questions or
problems. Information sheets contain material not available or not
suitably presented in references. A bibliography lists required and
supplementary references and films. Tests are availabl- 1
VT 000 230 with test answers in VT ODO 231. Both, wit e.

are available for $5.90 from Industrial Education Department,
Division of Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas
78712. (EM)
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VT 000 232

Supervised Study Guide, Auto Partsman.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Industrial Education

Texas Education Agency, Austin. Industrial Educ. Div.

Apr64

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 130p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION *AUTOMOTIVE
PARTS MEN, MOTOR VEHICLES, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, HIGH SCHOOLS,

The related technical information in this study guide is for use by
students in cooperative training programs in area vocational or
technical high schools. It was written by a training specialist
and reviewed by a committee of teachers. Assignment sheets
cover (1) Stockroom Organization, (2) Receiving, (3) Shipping,
(4) Discounts, (5) Inventory Control, (6) Shipping Regulations,
(7) Routine Counter Service, (8) Catalogs and Pricing, (9)
Salesmanship, and (10) Effective Display. Each sheet presents
subject, aim, introductory information, reference, and questions.
Information sheets cover topics not given in references. A progress
record form coordinates Job and class experiences. The guide is
intended to cover 360 directed-study hours or two years for a
part la secondary or adult student. A bibliography of texts and
othe. .. .rences is included. Unit tests are available in VT 000 234
and text and assignment answers in VT 000 233. Both, with the guide,
are available for $3.75 from Industrial Education Department,
Division of Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas
78712. (EM)
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VT 000 247

Supervised Study Guide, Appliance Servicing.

Self, Oscar A.

Texas Univ., Austin. Dept. of Industrial Education

Texas State Dept. of Educ., Austin. Industrial Educ. Div.

Nov65

DOCUMENT WIT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 168p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCE SERVICEMEN, *HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES, ELECTRICITY, HIGH
SCHOOLS, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

The related technical material in this guide is for use, on a
supervised study basis, by junior or senior students in a
cooperative training program in an area vocational or technical
high school. It was developed by an instructor in a special
workshop under the direction of a specialist and an advisory
committee. Information and assignment sheets cover -- (1) Basic
Electricity, (2) Tools, Testing Instruments, and Shop Technique,
(3) Elementary Troubleshooting, (4) Heater-Type Minor Appliances,
(5) Fractional Horsepower Motors, (6) Motor-Operated Minor
Appliances, (7) House Wiring, (8) Heater-Type Appliances, (9)
Motor-Operated Major Appliances, (10) Gas-Fired Appliances, and (11)
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration. Each assignment presents
subject, aim, introductory information, references, and questions.
A progress orm coordinates job and class experiences. The content
was designed for 360 hours of directed study or a 2-year part-time
program. A bibliography includes required and supplemental
references. Unit tests are available in VT 000 249, and assignment
and test answers in VT 000 248. Both, with the guide, are available
for $6.25 from Industrial Education Department, Division of
Extension, The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (EM)
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VT 000 305

Handbook for Shop Teachers.

Bowler, Earl M.

Texas Univ., Austin. Industrial Education Dept.

Texas State Dep. of Educ, Austin. Industrial Educ. Div.

Oct6)

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 125p.

*TEACHING GUIDES, *SHOP MANAGEMENT *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION,
*TEACHING METHODS, *TEACHING TECHNIQUES,

Much scattered information has been brought together in this
handbook. Topics covered are -- (1) the place of the instructor in
the organization, (2) objectives of day-trade classes, (3) advisory
committees, (4) analyzing Jobs into "Do" and "Know" elements, (5)
care and mainteoance of machines, tools, and equipment, (6) shop
class organization, (7) shop rules and regulations, (8) accident
prevention and reportin, (9) getting ready to teach, (1D)
determining training objectives, (11) the course of study, (12)
lesson plans, (13) shop management, (14) teaching plans and
devices, (15) techniques, (16) class routine, (17) teaching
activity, and (18) records and reports. The appendix includes
report forms, safety legislation, suggested readings, authorized
text books, sample Job sheets and illustrations of tool storage
ideas. This document is available for $2.50 from Industrial
Education Department, Division of Extension, The University of
Texas, Austin, Texas 78712. (EM)
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Occupational Work Experience Program.

Reese, Robert M.

Ohio State Dept. of Educ., Columbus. Div. of Vocat. Educ.

Oct64

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 20p.

*TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, HIGH
SCHOOLS, *EDUCABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED, *ADMINISTRATOR GUIDES,
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,

Objectives and operating procedures are described for a 1- or 2-year
occupational work experience program to assist the limited-ability
student 0.9. 75-8D) to find a place in employment at the
unskilled or operator level. This program is available to schools
which already operate at least one approved standard vocational unit
at the skilled or technical occupational level for each 300 students
in grades 1D-12 and which recognize the need to serve the less able
student. Schools considering this program must have guidance and
testing services from grades 7 through 12 so that they may be able
to identify and refer students. Examples of approved occupations
are listed. Details of organizing a program cover such items as
(1) acquainting the school faculty with the program, (2) advantages
to students, school, and employers, (3) school-employer relations,
(4) selection and qualifications o teachers, (5) student
placement, (6) facilities, and (7) program standards. This
document is available for $1.00 from Ohio Trade and Industrial
Education Service, Instructional Materials Laboratory, The Ohio
State University, 1885 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210. (PA)
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VT 001 250

Commercial Cooking, A Study Guide and Progression Record for
Commercial Cooking Students in a Cooperative Training Program.
(File, no. 1425) .

Alabama Univ., University. Dept. of Trade and Ind. Educ.

Jul66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 138p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *COOKS, *FOOD
SERVICE, HIGH SCHOOLS, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

Related instructional material and a progress record form are
provided for use by students in grades 10, 11, and 12 in a
cooperative program in area vocational or comprehensive .ligh
schools. The guide was developed at the state level by a committee
of Trade anl Industrial Education Coordinators who were subject
matter specialists and teacher educators. It was tested in high
schools for 30 years and is now being used in all states.
Assignment sheets, information sheets, and references are
coordinated with the 56 jobs which are listed on the progress
record and include -- (1) prevention of food-borne diseases, (2)
maintenance of physical fitness and cleanliness, (3) use and care of
kitchen equipment, (4) meat cookery, (5) pastry cookery, and (6)
fruit and vegetable cookery. One period per day for 2 years, or 360
hours, Is the required instructional time. This document is
available for $2.25 from Trade and Industrial Education, Box 2847,
University, Alabama 35486. The answer booklet, VT 000 852, is
available for $1.00 from the same source. (MS)
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A Guide for Use in Developing Training Programs in Drafting and
Design Technology.

Mississippi State Univ, State College. Curriculum Lab.

May65

EDRS Price MF-$0.27 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 158p.

*TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *TECHNICAL EDUCATION, *CURRICULUM
GUIDES, CURRICULUM, *DRAFTING, *DESIGN, PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,

Initial course outlines were prepared by instructors. Individual
courses were then expanded and coordinated with other courses. The
curriculum laboratory staff reorganized and edited the material.
A committee of industrial representatives reviewed and personally
endorsed it as being appropriate and adequate for training drafting
and design technicians. The curriculum guide covering 72 semester
hours is arranged as course outlines which include content topics,
class and laboratory hours, and student activities. Listed are 95
suggested texts, dated from 1943 to 1964. Students should be high
school graduates in the upper one-third of their class with
technical aptitudes and a math and science background. Instructors
should be no less than technical school graduates with occupational
experience. Courses include (1) Fundamentals of Drafting, (2)
Descriptive Geometry, (3) Machine Drafting, (4) Electrical, Piping,
and Sheet Metal Drafting, (5) Architectural Drafting, (6)
Structural Drafting, (7) Map and Topographic Drawing, (8) Algebra,
(9) Trigonometry, (10) Statics and Strength of Materials, (11)
Properties of Matter and Mechanics, (12) Analytical Geometry and
Calculus, (13) Surveying, (14) Electricity and Magnetism, and (15)
Heat Light, and Sound. This document is available for $4.00 from
Curriculum Laboratory, Box NU, State College, Mississippi 39782.
(EM)
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A Guide for Use in Developing Training Programs in Electronics
Technology.

Mississippi State Univ., State College. Curriculum Lab.

Mississippi State Dept. of Vocat. Educ., Jackson

64

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 177p.

CURRICULUM, *TEACHING GUIDES, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *TRADE AND
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS, ELECTRONICS,
TECHNICAL EDUCATION, JUNIOR COLLEGES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PROGRAM
PLANNING,

The purpose of this curriculum guide is to provide a curriculum,
course outlines, laboratory activities, and textbook bibliographies
useful in developing technician training programs in electronics
at the post-secondary level. It was developed by a committee of
electronics teachers from junior colleges in Mississippi and was
endorsed by an industrial committee. Course outlines are given
for (1) Basic Electricity - Direct Current, (2) Alternating
Current Fundamentals, (3) Vacuum Tubes, (4) Transistors, (5) Basic
Electronic Circuits, (6) Advanced Electronic Circuit Analysis, (7)
Industrial Electronics, (8) Computers, (9) Drafting for
Electronics, (10) Graphics, (11) Technical Math - Algebra, (12)
Shop Processes - Electronics, (13) Technical Math Trigonometry,
(14) Technical Math - Analytical Geometry and Calculus, (15)
Physics - Property of Matter and Mechanics, and (16)
Physics - Heat, Light, and Sound. Each outline correlates
instruction and laboratory activities in two columns and lists
suggested texts and references. Two sample expuiTents are
included. This document is available for $4.25 fr-m Curriculum
Laboratory, Box NU, State College, Mississippi 39.52. Orders
larger than 10 copies are printed only by spec al request. (EM)
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Peacetime Radiation Hazards in the Fire Service, Basic Course,
Resource Manual. (Circular, no. 657, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.).

Berndt, William

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
0E-84019

Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, 0.C.

63

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 132p.

*TEXTBOOKS, *FIRE FIGHTERS, *RADIATION, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION,

For use by firemen and other emergency personnel who may have to
deal with fires or similar emergencies involving radiation hazards,
this manual is correlated with the following instructional materials
for the 15-hour course -- (1) An Instructor's Guide (VT 002 117),
(2) A Student Study Guide (VT 001 878), and (3) A set of twenty-two
20- by 28-inch charts (OE 84002). Content includes -- (1)
Beneficial Uses of Nuclear Energy, (2) Locating Nuclear Energy
Hazards, (3) Basic Principles of Atomic Structure and Radiation,
(4) Problems of Radiation (5) External Radiation, (6) Protection
From External Radiation, (7) Principles of Radiation Measurement.
(8) Internal Radiation and Protection, (9) Contamination, (10)
Fission Process and Nuclear Reactor Principles, (11) Fire Service
Problems, and (12) Fire Department Responsibilities in the Nuclear
Age. A bibliography and a glossary are included. This document
is available as GPO Number FS 5.284-84019 for $1.00 from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Physics and Chemistry for the Automotive Trades.

Worthing, Robert

New Jersey State Dept. of Educ., Trenton. Vocat. Div.

Rutgers State Univ., New Brunswick, N. J.

Jan67

EDRS Price MF-$0.36 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 253p.

*STUDY GUIDES, TEXTBOOKS, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION,
*AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS (OCCUPATION), *PHYSICS, *CHEMISTRY, TECHNICAL
EDUCATION, HIGH SCHOOLS, MOTOR VEHICLES, LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS,

Designed for student use, this manual presents related information
and laboratory experiments for a 1-year course in applied physics
and chemistry. It was developed by Essex County automotive teachers.
Content headings are -- (1) Matter and Its Properties (15
experiments), (2) Mechanics (4 experiments), (3) Heat (3
experiments), (4) Electricity (8 experiments), (5) Sound, and (6)
Light. Each experiment lists the necessary materials, procedures,
and conclusions. Numerous illustrations are provided, most of
which are photographs or line drawings. Students may be either
high school or post-secondary level. The teacher should be certified
and have a science-automotive background. This document is available
for $2.00 from Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers
University, 10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. (EM)
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Welding, A Study Guide and Progression Record for Welding Students
in a Cooperative Training Program. (File, no. 467-R).

Alabama Univ., University. Dept. of Trade and Ind. Educ.

Sep66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 98p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *WELDERS, *WELDING,
HIGH SCHOOLS, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, STUDENT RECORDS,

The purpose of this guide is to provide direction for related
study and a means for checking class and on-the-job progress of
high school students in cooperative training programs. It was
developed at the state level by a committee of trade and industrial
coordinators. The contents include a 72-item trade analysis,
safety regulations, a daily progress record, and study questions
for each analysis item. The essay-type questions are keyed to five
references. Units are General Information, Oxy-Acetylene Welding
and Cutting, Arc Welding, and Tungsten Inert Gas Welding. The time
required is 1 period per day for 2 years. The bibliography cites
two supplementary references and two films. Answers (VT 001 652)
are available for $1.50. Both this guide and the answer key are

sit
available for $3.25 from Trade and Industrial Education, Box
2847, Univery, Alabama 35486. (EM)
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Electronic Technology, A Suggested 2-Year Post High School
Curriculum. (Technical Education Program Series, no. 2A, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Brooking, Walter J.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
0E80009A

Apr66

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 112p.

*TRADE 4ND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *CURRICULUM GUIDES, *TECHNICAL
EDUCATION, FLECTRONICS, CURRICULUM, *PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT,
*ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS, EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, ORGANIZATIONS
(GROUPS),

The purpose of this revised curriculum guide is to aid
administrators, supervisors, and teachers to plan, develop, and
evaluate programs. The basic materials were prepared by the
Technical Institute Division of the Oklahoma State University
pursuant to a U.S. Office of Education (USOE) contract. The final
draft was prepared by USOE personnel. Technical accuracy was
checked by nine engineers, industrialists, and educators. The
contents include suggested course outlines sequence of technical
education procedure, laboratory layouts, lists of laboratory
equipment and costs, suggested texts and references, a discussion
of library facilities, and a selected list of scientific and
technical societies. The course outlines include hours required,
course description, major divisions (outline), texts and references,
and visual aids. The appendix also contains examples of
instructional materials and report writing standards. Instructors
should be technically proficient and have industrial experience.
Students should have one year of high school algebra, geometry, and
physics as a prerequisite. The 196D edition of this document is
"Electronic Technology, A Suggested 2-Year Post High School
Curriculum" (VT oo(t 596). The 1966 edition is available as GPO
Number FS 5.280--80009A for $1.DO from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washir,ton, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Auto body Repair, A Course of Study Designed for Cooperative
Part-Time Students Employed in Auto Body and Repair Shops.

Karness James B., ed.

Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dept. of Industrial Education

Missouri State Dep of Educ, Jefferson City, Ind Educ Sect

Mar65

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FRun EDRS 170p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *AUTOMOBILE BODY
REPAIRMEN, MOTOR VEHICLES, HIGH SCHOOLS, *COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

This analysis of job training and related information in this
course is for use by secondary or postsecondary students in a
cooperative or preparatory trade and industrial program. It was
deigned by graduate research assistants in cooperation with trade
teachers and an advisory committee. Twenty-one assignment sheets
cover 157 units and present introductory information, assignment,
references, and objective type questions which are kejed to a
reference. Job training and related information are coordinated
for each assignment. Some assignment sheet subjects are Power Tools
and Equipment, Body and Frame Construction, Door Repair, and
Refinishing Procedures. Information sheets present additional
material on The Auto Body Repair Business, Hazards, Body Repair
Procedures, and Job Management and Pricing. The 180 hours of
related instruction should be supervised by a qualified coordinator
or trade teacher. Progress records for use by the student, employer,
and instructor and a bibliography of six references are included.
Answers to assignment questions are available in VT 002 033.
Answers id this guide are available for $2.00 from Industrial
Education, 103 Industrial Education Building, University of
Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201. (EM)
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Pattern Making and Design.

Colicchio, Antoinette J.

Rutgers State Univ., New Brunswick, N. J.

New Jersey State Dep. of Educ., Trenton. Vocat. Div.

Jan67

EDRS Price MF-$0.45 HC-NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 313p.

*STUDY GUIDES, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *CLOTHING DESIGN,
*PATTERNMAKING, HIGH SCHOOLS, NEEDLE TRADES,

Skills in patternmaking are important to all employed in the
designing room in women's garment manufacture. The objective of
this course of study is to acquaint the student with the tools and
symbols of patternmaking and to help him master the basic
fundamentals of pattern development. It follows the course of study
approved by the Board of Education and was tested in various
classrooms. Theory and principles are combined with practical and
creative application in costume design. Units are -- (1)
Introduction to Patternmaking and Design, (2) Slopers, (3) Waists,
(4) Necklines, (5) Closings and Extensions, (6) Collars, (7)
Sleeves, (8) Skirts, (9) Pockets, and (10) Belts. Each unit includes
objectives, related information, assignments, and illustrations.
The course requires three periods per week for 11 years. Students
should be of high school age with aptitudes and goals for the
needle trades. The teacher should be a needle trades instructor.
Included are objective and performance tests, illustrations, and
a bibliography. This document is available for $2.00 :rom
Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers University,
10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. (MS)
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Electrical Technology, A Suggested 2-Year Post High School
Curriculum. (Area Vocational Education Program Series, no. 1,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.).

Arnold, Walter M.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
0E-80006

60

DOCUMENT NOT AVAILABLE FROM EDRS 128p.

ELECTRICITY, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, *TECHNICAL EDUCATION,
*CURRICULUM GUIDES, *CURRICULUM, *ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS,
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,

The purpose of this curriculum guide is to aid administrators,
supervisors, and teachers plan, develop, and evaluate programs.
Technical materials were prepared by the staff of the Technical
Institute Division of the Oklahoma State University pursuant to a
U.S. Office of Education (USOE) contract. Other portions were
prepared by the staff of the Area Vocational Education Branch,
USOE. Technical accuracy was checked by five electrical engineers.
The curriculum is presented and discussed, and course outlines
give -- (1) Hours Required, (2) Descriptions (course), (3) Major
Divisions (outline), and (4) Texts and References. The appendix
includes -- (1) examples of instructional materials, units,
laboratory experiments, report writing standards, and reports, (2)
floorplans, and (3) lists of equipment and supplies with costs.
Instructors must have technical competence, industrial experience,
and professional acumen. Students should have a good general
education background with one or two years of mathematics and
science. This document is available as GPO Number FS 5.280--80006
for 75 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (EM)
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Peacetime Radiation Hazards in the Fire Service, Basic Course
Study Guide. (Circular, no. 659, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.).

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
0E-84021

Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.

61
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*STUDY GUIDES, *FIRE FIGHTERS, *RADIATION, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION,

The assignment shcets included are correlated with the Instructor's
Guide (VT 002 117), the Resource Manual (VT 001 337), and a set of
twenty-two 20- by 28-inch charts (OE 84002). The material is
designed to be presented to firemen in a 15-hour course as a part of
their basic fire training and is concerned with the hazards
resulting from the presence of radioactive materials. Each of the 12
assignment sheets covers a chapter of the Resource Manual. Each
gives objectives, reading assignment, and questions to be answered
by the trainees. This document is available as GPO Number FS
5.284--84021 for 30 cents from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Designed for students in the electrical and electronic technology
curriculum, the basic information and 20 laboratory experiments In
this manual are for use in a preemployment type of program at
post-high school level. The manual was prepared by teachers and a
teacher educator on the basis of their classroom experience. Each
experiment includes -- (1) Title, (2) Objectives, (3) Materials,
(4) References, (5) Introduction, (6) Experimental Procedures, (7)
Problems, and (8) Conclusions. Some experiments are -- (1) Splicing
Conductor, (2) Parallel Direct Current Circuits, (3) Temperature
Coefficients, (4) Internal Resistance of Power Supplies, (5) Meter
Shunts and Multipliers, (6) Meter Loading, (7) Capacitors, and (8)
R-C Time Constants. Criteria for evaluating laboratory performance
and reports are listed. (EM)
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Materials are provided for a 2-session unit to acquaint firemen with
the problems of radiation hazards and to prepare them for more
specialized training. The unit was developed jointly by the Trade
and Industrial Education Branch of the U.S. Office of Education and
the Office of Industrial Relations, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
It includes location of nuclear energy hazards, problems of
radiation, the fire department's responsibility, and special
firefighting techniques. Each instructor should have had a prior
course in instructor training, have received training in radiation
hazards through the intensive short-term instructor course provided
by the Atomic Energy Commission, and be an instructor in basic fire
service training. A student manual, "Peacetime Radiation Hazards in
the Fire Service -- Orientation Unit," (VT 002 067) and a set of
20 x 28 illustrations are available. A glossary of key terms and 29
illustrations are given. This document is available as GPO Number
FS 5.284-84014 for 35 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Electrical Appliance Servicing, Individual Study, A Course of
Study Designed for Cooperative Part-Time Students Employed in
Electrical Appliance Service Shops.
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The related instructional materials in this course of study are
for use by secondary or post-secondary students in cooperative or
in-service trade and industrial programs. The course of study was
originally developed by a graduate student, field tested, and
refined in cooperation with subject matter specialists and a
consultant committee. The present revision, the fourth, was
prepared by a research assistant. The major objectives deal with
the mastery of skills, technical and related information, and
personal-social traits which are essential to a successful worker.
Each assignment sheet presents introductory paragraphs, assignments,
references, and objective-type questions for one of the 21 subjects,
some of which are Fundamental Principles of Electricity, Home
Electrical Wiring, Electric Ironers, and Air Conditioner. Job
units and related material are coordinated in 2-column form. The
student should be at least a junior in high school with basic
mechanical and electrical prerequisites. This guide serves as a
basis for 180 hours of related instruction by a qualified
coordinator or teacher of in-service programs. Progress report
forms for the student, employer, and instructor are included. The
answers to assignment questions are available in VT 002 048. An
instructor's guide is available for 50 cents. Answers and this
guide are available for $1.50 from Industrial Education, 103
Industrial Education Building, University of Missouri, Columbia,
Missouri 65201. (EM)
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Drafting Technology, Design Technology,

The purpose of this tentative course of study is to serve as a guide
for teacher development of a course or curriculum in technical
education for grade 12 or post-secondary education. It was developed
by research assistants with advisory committee consultation and had
a 1-year field trial by selected teachers. The content objective is
to prepare individuals to function in an employment situation.
Major sections are -- (1) Prerequisite Technical Knowledge, (2)
Textbooks and References, (3) Teaching Plan, which coordinates
suggested activities, demonstrations, topics for class discussion,
assignment, and instructional aids, (4) Assignment Sheets (5)
Organizing Testing and Evaluation Materials, (6) Instructional Aids
for Drafting and Design Technology, (7) Catals, Pamphlets,
Handbooks, and Engineering Data, (8) Films, (9) Materials and
Supplies for Drafting and Design Technology, (10) Sources of
Materials and Supplies, (11) Unit Examinations, ane (12)
Instructor's Guide. The course requires at least 360 hours of
related instruction and laboratory practice. Students should have
had basic drafting courses and the teacher should be competent in
technical designing. Assignment sheets and unit tests can be
duplicated. This document is available for $2.0D from Industrial
Education, 103 Industrial Education Building, University of
Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201. (EM)
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Oesigned to be used by firemen trainees in a two-session, intensive
orientation unit, this manual acquaints them with the problems of
radiation hazards in general and prepares them for more specialized
training. It presents 29 captioned illustrations which serve as a
summary of the materials covered in the unit which was developed
jointly by the Trade and Industrial Education Branch of the U.S.
Office of Education and the Office of Industrial Relations, U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission. An instructor's guide, "Peacetime
Radiation Hazards in the Fire Service, Orientation Unit," (VT 001
989) and a set of 20- by 28-inch charts made up of 12 illustrations
are available. A glossary of key terms is included. This document
is available as GPO Number FS 5.284--84015 for 30 cents from
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Genera! Mechanics, A Course of Study Designed for Cooperative
Part-Time Students Employed in General Mechanics Shops.

Karnes, James B., ed.
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The purpose of this combination cmwse of study and study guide is
to provide material for job skills and procedures, technical
information, and persona development. Use in grade 11 or above is
recommended for cooperative or preparatory courses. It was
originally.written by a research assistant, revised by a research
assistant In a university setting, with advice from an advisory
committee and specialists, after extensive use. Course content is
presented as "What the Workers Should Be Able to Do" and "What the
Worker Should Know." Covered are such areas as (1) Small Gas
Engines, (2) Chain Saw Sharpening, (3) Outboard Motors, (4)
Bicycles, and (5) Duplication of Keys. Assignment sheets, tests,
and information sheets comprise the study guide. Progress records
for the instructor and employer are provided. Related instruction
requires 18D clock hours. A qualified coordinator or competent
generRi mechanics instructor is necessary. The students should be
at least high school juniors with mechanical aptitude. Listed are
11 references, 17 sources of materials, and two publishers. An
answer book (VT 002 082) is available. Reproduction of this 81 by
11 inch guide is by mimeograph. This document is avai.able for
$1.50 from Industrial Education 103 Industrial Education
Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201. (EM)
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Chemical and Metallurgical Tennologies, Suggested Techniques for
Determining Courses of Studs in Vocational Education Programs.
(Circular, no. 682, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,

Peterson, Clarence E.
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The purpose of this publication is to help states organize and
operate programs under Title VIII of the National Defense Education
Act of 1958 for the training of chemical and metallurgical
technicians. Suggested is a rationale for curriculum development
which includes -- (1) identification of individual occupations,
(2) analysis of job characteristics such as work performed,
ability required, worker characteristics, tools, and materials,
(3) clustering of occupations by common training requirements, and
(4) construction of a curriculum based upon the requirements of
the occupational cluster tempered by institutional considerations.
Descriptions are given for 11 jobs in chemical and metallurgical
technologies and include assistants, analts, and technicians. Ar
job factor comparison chart shows the chem4 al and metallurgical
activities in each of the 11 occupations. A training requirements
analysis form is included as a specimen of a method of determining
curriculums for the two technologies. This document is available
as GPO Number FS 5.280-80016 for 25 cents from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. ( JM)
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Peacetime Radiation Hazards in the Fire Service, Basic Course
Instructor's Guide. (Circular, no. 658, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C.).

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
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Atomic Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.

61
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*TEACHING GUIDES, *FIRE FIGHTERS, *RADIATION, *TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION,

The 12 teaching guides included are correlated with the "Resource
Manual" (VT 001 337), "Study Guide" (VT 001 878), and a set of
twenty-two 20- by 28-inch charts (0E84022) designed to be presented
to firemen in a 15-hour course as a part of their basic fire
training. They are concerned with hazards resulting from the
presence of radioactive materials. The instructional materials were
developed jointly by the Division of Vocational Education of the
U.S. Office of Education and the Office of Industrial Relations,
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. The instructor of this course should
receive training in radiation hazards as it relates to firemen
through the intensive short-term instructor course offered by the
Office of Industrial Relations, Atomic Energy Commission. Each
guide gives objectives, teaching aids, references and the four
step method of instruction -- (1) Introduction, (2) Presenting the
Lesson (subject matter included ) (3) Application (learner's work
assignment sheets), and ( Checking and Followup. Motion picture
film titles and descripti ; and answers to assignment sheet
questions are included. This doc-Jment is available as GPO Number
FS 5.284-84020 for 35 cents from Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. (PS)
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Automobile Body and Fender Repair and Refinishing, A Study Guide
and Progression Record in Autor.obile Body and Fender Repair and
Refinishing. File, no. 316).

Alabama Univ., University. Dept. of Trade and Ind. Educ.
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REPAIRMEN, *MOTOR VEHICLES, GRADE 11, GRADE 12, STUDENT RECORDS,
*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

Job sheets are used in this individual study guide to direct grade
11 and grade 12 students in cooperat''fe education programs in area
vocational or comprr'-msive high schools. The guide was developed
by a state committee of trade and industrial coordinators, subject
matter specialists, and teacher educators, and has been used in high
school programs for 30 years. The Job sheets contain the Job title,
related study references, questions, and a chart for recording
completion of correlated laboratory performances and related
references. Trade analysis and progress record forms for teacher
and student use include a list of the Job sheets and spaces for
recording progress on the job and in related study. Also included
is a student's daily record form. Time allotment is 1 hour per day
for 2 years or 360 hours. A bibliography includes required texts
and supplementary references. Tnis document is available for $1.25
from Trade and Industrial Education, Box 2847, University, Alabama
35486. An answer book (VT 002 388) is available for $1.00. (HC)
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Electrical and Electronic Technologies, Job Descriptions and
Suggested Techniques for Oetermining Courses of Study in Vocational
Education Programs. (U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C.).

Peterson, Clarence E.

Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
OE-80004, Misc-3570-2

66
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OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS, *OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION, TRADE AND
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EDUCATION, *ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS, ELECTRONICS, ELECTRICITY,
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS,

The purpose of this report is to help the States organize and
operate programs under Title VIII of tne National Defense Education
Act, P.L. 85-864. The basic occupational information resulting from
up-to-date Job analysis studies is used to determine relationships
between Jobs and to identify the skills and abilities required for
successful Job performance in the electrical and electronic
technician occupations. This information can be used to establish a
well-balanced and integrated course of study to prepare students for
a cluster of closely related Jobs or for a soecific occupation
within the cluster. Topics included are -- (1) The Fields of Work,
(2) Job Relationships, (3) Job Descriptions, (4) Training
Requirements, and (5) Developing the Curriculum. A Training
Requirements Analysis Form illustrates the method for recording
knowledge and ability required for each occupation. A list of
reference materials for determining Job descriptions and job
relationships is provided. This document is available as GPO
Number FS 5.280-80004 for 30 cents from Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. (HC)
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SPECIAL EDUCATION, *DEAF EDUCATION, *SEWING INSTRUCTION, *STUDY
GUIDES,

Although the primary purpose of this study guide is to provide a
text in power sewing for deaf pupils, it can also be used for
students with reading or learning difficulties. Developed by an
instructor with faculty help, the text follows a course of study
approved by the Board of Education and has been tested in various
classrooms. Units are -- (1) Let Us Learn About the Power Sewing
Machine, (2) The Single-Needle Lockstitch Machine, (3) Primary
Sewing Operations (4) Single Needle Sewing Projects, (5) The
Zig-Zag Machine, (6) The Two-Needle Lockstitch Machine, (7) Special
Machines, and (8) Miscellaneous. The text is illustrated with
cartoons and drawings, and the instructions and information are in
simple language. Terms or new words are defined and written
phonetically for ease in pronunciation. Most tests are of practical
nature, asking the stAents to perform what they have learned.
Safety is emphasized, and the development of basic skills is
stressed for this course which is recommended for 10 - 15 periods
per week for 1 year. The teacher shold be certified in the
needle trades. The students are selected from among those who are
deaf or have reading or language difficulties. A power sewing shop
would be required. This document is available for $2.00 from
Vocational-Technical Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers University,
10 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. (MS)
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As a source of technical information, this handbook is to be used
by professionally educated local coordinators in the development
and operation of programs in secondary schools. Th. original
material was developed in 1948 by 25 coordinators, It was revised
by trade and industrial education teacher trainers, coordinators,
and state supervisory personnel in 1954 and 1958. Section one
includes a summary of Mississippi State Plan, report forms, legal
material, and other information necessary for the administration
and operation of the programs. The areas of responsibilities and
duties of the coordinator as they relate to the student, employer,
school administrator, parents, and the community are discussed.
Section two contains methods and techniques for conducting classes
in directly and indirectly related subjects, for correlating class
instruction with Job experiences, and or evaluating the student
and the program. Information on securing and using reference
materials, supplies, and instructional aids, and suggestions for
the selection and layout of the necessary physical facilities are
given. The document is mimeographed. This document is available
for $4.00 from Curriculum Laboratory, Box NU, State College,
Mississippi 39762. (HC)
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The purposes of this guide are to direct the study and record the
progress of students in cooperative high school classes. It was
developed by a committee of Trade and Industrial Coordinators. The
content includes -- (1) an 80-item brickmason trade analysis, (2)
study questions and problems for each of the items, (3) reading
assignments for seven references, and (4) forms for recor:ing
student progress. Most of the questions require essay answers.
Suggested time allotment is one hour per day for two years. This
document is available for $1.25 from Trade and Industrial Eoucation,
Box 2847 University, Alabama 35486. An answer key (VT 001 401) is
also available for $1.25 (EM)
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The information in this study guide was developed for use in the
related technical classroom instruction phase of the auto parts
man apprentice training program. The material was planned under the
direction of the State Educational Advisory Committee for the
Automotive Trade. The units are (1) Scope and Opportunity, (2)
Areas of Responsibility, (3) Cataloging Systems, (4) Inventory and
Control, (5) Counter Sales, and (6) Displays that Sell. Each unit
contains study topics which have an introduction of background
information with an outline of the major points in question form,
a section of related information, a study guide of exercises to be
completed; and a test' for student self-evaluation. Photographic and
line drawing illustracions are included in the related information.
A record of topics completed may be kept in the study guide index.
The study of this 144-hour course by indentured apprentices on a
group or individual basis is to be directed by a qualified
ourneyman of the trade. A list of required instructional materials
is provided. Testbooks and final examinations are available to the
instructors. This document is available for $2.DD from Bureau of
Industrial Education, California State Department of Education, 721
Capital Mall, Sacramento, California 95814. (HC)
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This instructional material is for use by persons who conduct
conference leader training programs. Specifically, its purpose is
to train vocational trade and industrial education people to conduct
training conferences for industry. It is intended for use in area
vocational schools in the promotion and development of supervisory
personnel department. The material was developed by a committee at
the state level. The session titles are (1) The Conference, (2)
The Conference Leader, (3) Preparing for a Conference, (4)
Conducting a Conference, (5) The Conference Report, (6) Scope of
Supervisory Personnel Development, and (7) The Forty-hour Workshop.
Information is to be presented by lecture to groups of 12 to 15
people in 6 hours. Approximately 34 hours are to be used by
students for conducting practice sessions. Each student is to
compile handout material into a notebook for future use. Source of
handout material is given. The teacher should be a trained
conference leader, and students should be mature adults who are
in or plan to be in supervisory positions. References and an
extensive list of films are included. This document is available
for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Development and Research
Center, P.O. Box 657, Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (MM)
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Meat Cutting, A Study Guide and Progression Record for Meat
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*COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,

Q.Jestion-type Job sheets in this guide direct related study for
students in 2-year cooperative training programs for meat cutting
and merchandising. The guide was developed by trade and industrial
coordinators, subject matter specialists, and teacher educators and
was tested by use in high school programs. Instructional areas
are -- (1) Cutting Pork, (2) Cutting Lamb and Mutton, (3) Cutting
Beef, (4) Cutting Veal, (5) Smoked Meats, (6) Sausage, (7) Poultry,
and (8) Merchandising. The job sheets are keyed to selected
references and provide space for recording completed laboratory
performance and related readings. Trade analysis progress record
forms are provided for teacher and student use in recording Job
performance and reference readings. The material was developed for
students in grades 10, 11. and 12 in area vocational or
comprehensive high schools. This mimeographed document includes a
bibliography of correlated references and supplementary bulletins.
This document is available for $1.25 from Trade and Industrial
Education, Box 2847, University, Alabama 35486. An answer book
(VT 003 107) is available from the same source for 75 cents. (HC)
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question -type job sheets in this guide are for use in directing
related study for students in a 2-year cooperative training program
in printing. The material was developed by trade and industrial
coordinators, subject matter specialists, and teacher educators
and was tested by use in high school programs. Units are -- (1)
Type, (2, Composition, (3) Commercial Composition, (4) English, (5)
Linotype, (6) Press, and (7) Bookbinding. Job sheets are keyed to
selected references and contain spaces for recording completed job
experiences and related readings. A trade analysis progress record
forms are provided for teacher and student use in recording
composite Job performance and reference readings. The material was
developed for grade 10, 11, and 12 students it area vocational and
comprehensive high schools. This mimeographed document includes a
bibliography of correlated references. This document is available
for $2.25 from Trade and Industrial Education, Box 2847, University,
Alabama 35486. An answer book (VT 003 111) is available from the
same source for $2.00. (HC)
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Designed for use by high school students in a cooperative training
program, this guide prcvides study questions and a form for
recording progress through a 111-item auto mechanic trade analysis.
It was developed by a committee of trade and industrial coordinators
on the state level. Examples of analysis items are Engine
Construction Time the Engine, Repair a Radiator, Balance Wheels,
and Check Primary Circuits. A job sheet for each item is keyed to
selected references and contains spaces for recording completed job
experiences and related readings. The time allotment is 1 hour per
day for 2 years. The mimeographed document includes a bibliography
of four texts and five references. This document is available for
$4.25 from Trade and Industrial Education, Box 2847, University,
Alabama 35486. Answers (VT 003 113) are available from the same
source. (EM)
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Question-type job or assignment sheets in this guide direct the
student's related study in cooperative training programs. The
material was developed by trade and industrial coordinators,
subject matter specialists, and teacher educators. It was tested
by use in high school programs. The 61 job sheets are keyed to
three related reference books, but coordinator may supplement the
student's study with additional material. Completed job experiences
and related readings are to be recorded on the job sheets which
cover the history of barberirg, ladies' haircuts, the voluntary
muscles of the head, acne facials, etc. A trade analysis progress
form for teacher and student use is provided for recording composite
Tob performance and reference readings during the 2-year program.
he material was developed for grade 11 and grade 12 students in

area vocational or comprehensive high schools. This mimeographed
document includes a bibliography of related references and
supplementary materials. This document is available for $1.50 from
Trade and Industrial Education, Box 2847, University, Alabama,
35486. An answer book (VT 003 115) is also available, $1.00 each.
(HC)
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Sheet Metal, A Study Guide and Progression Record For Sheet Metal
Students in a Cooperative Training Program. (File, no. 324).
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Question-type job sheets in this guide direct the student's
related study in cooperative training programs. The material was
developed by trade and industrial coordinators, subject m.tter
specialists, and teacher educators. It was tested by use in high
school programs. The 53 Job sheets are keyed to selected reference
books but the coordinator may supplement the student's study with
additional material. Completed job experiences and related
readings are to be recorded on the job sheets. Examples of jobs
are Prevent Accidents in the Shop, Flange Edges, Measure with
Micrometer Calipers, and Solve Sheet Metal Problems with Equations.
Trade analysis record forms for teacher, and student use are
provided for recording composite job performance and reference
readings during the 2-year program. The material was developed for
grade 11 and grade 12 students in area vocational and
comprehensive high schools. This mimeographed document includes
a bibliography and a student equipment list. This document is
available for $1.25 from Trade and Industrial Education, Box
2847, University, Alabama 35486. An answer book is available
from the same source for 75 cents. (HC)
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Auto Service Specialist, A Study Guide and Progrenio Record for
Auto Service Students in a High School Cooperative Training
Program. (File, no. 1489).
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Job sheets in this guide direct individual study in a cooperet-e
education program for auto mechanics. The study guide was dev,:Ji:ped
by train. and industrial coordinators, subject matter specialists,
and teacher educators and has been used in high school programs for
many years. Each of the 72 Job sheets contains the job title,
related study references, and essay-type questions. A trade analysis
and program record form provides for recording progress in job
experiences and related study. The major areas are -- (1) Engine,
(2) Cooling System, (3) Transmissic', (4) Brakes, (5) Fuel and
Ignition Systems, (6) Accessories, (7) Front End and Tires, (8)
Crankcase and Exhaust System and Ventilation System, and (9)
Electrical System. For use by students in grades 10, 11, and 12 in
area vocational or compremnsive high schools, this material
requires 1 hour per day for 2 years. Reference books are listed in
the bibliography. This document is available for $1.50 from Trade
and Industrial Education, Box 2847, University, Alabama 35486. An
answer book (VT 003 121) is available for $1.00 from the same
source. (HC)
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Photography, A Study Guide and Progression Record in Photography
for Use in a Cooperative Training Program. (File, no. 311).
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Job sheets in this guide direct individual study in cooperative
education programs in photography. The study guide was developed
by trade and industrial coordinators, subject matter specialists,
and teacher educators and was tested by use in high school programs.
Each of the 86 job sheets contains a job title, related study
referenced, and essay-type questions. A trade analysis and progress
record form provides space for recording student test grades, job
experiences, and completed related study. Representative job sheet
titles are -- (1; Operate a Twin-Lens Reflex Camera, (2) Calibrate
a Lens, (3) Calculate Depth of Field, (4) Use Developer:, (5)
Glaze Prints, (6) Make Large Prints, and (7) Hand Color o Print or
Enlargement. The material is designed for use by high school
students for 1 hour per day in a 2-year program in area vocational
or comprehensive high schools. Two correlated texts and
supplementary reference materials are listed in the bibliography.
This document is available for $2.25 from Tr-Ae and Industrial
Education, Box 2847, University, Alabama 35486. An answer book
(VT 003 123) is available from the same source for $2.00. (HC)
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*MD-4 PROGRAMS,

The course outline in this guide is for teacher use in entry level
instruction in (1) troubleshooting, (2) repair, (3) replwement of
parts unit assemblies, and circuits (4) disassembly and assembly,
and (5) use of floor tools, test equipment, and machines, with
emphasis on safety. The material was developed by trade and
industrial education instructors and organized by a technical
writer for training auto mechanics in Manpower Development and
Training programs. The sections of instruction are -- (1)
Introduction which includes Orientation, Safety and Survey of
Shop and Equipment, (2) Tools, Tool Room, and Miscellaneous Parts,
(3) The Automobile Chassis, (4) Automotive Electricity and Electric
Service, (5) The Engine and Associated Systems, (6) The Power
Train (Drive Train), (7) Wheels, Tires, and Brakes, (8) The
Automotive Body, (9) Automobile Accessories, (10) General
Lubrication, and (11) Related Math. The sections are divided into
units which contain the objectives and instructional outlines. Each
unit is keyed to lecture, discussion, demonstration, practical
application, and test methods of inttruction. The course was
developed for 1,440 hours of instruction with 360 hours devoted
to pre-vocational and remedial education. The time allotment and
sequence of the sections and units may vary according to trainee
ability. The teacher should be a skilled auto mechanic with teacher
trainino. The appendixes are Suggested Tool List and General
Review of Course (Test). Suggested references, 7ilms, bulletins,
and resource programs are included. Single copies are available
for $3.00 from Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. (HC)
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The basic fundamentals of small engine repair are presented in this
study guide designed for trade school preparatory programs. The
materials were developed by an individual author and tested in shop
programs. Units of instruction include (1) Basic Repair Skills (2)
Engine Fundamentals, (3) Fuel Systems, (4) Magneto Ignition, (5)
Starting Systems, and (6) Engine Overhaul. Related study assignments
within each unit provide background information, instructional
material with illustrations, related study references, and reference
study questions. Tests to follow each assignment are available.
Job experiences are directed by job sheets which include an
introduction to the Job references, a list of tools and materials,
job procedures, precautions, and questions for reviewing the job
performed. Related mathematics instruction and problem sheets are
provided as needed. The course was designed for post-secondary
students who are seeking employment as small engine mechanics. The
instructor should be skilled in small engine repair. Required
textbooks are listed in the bibliography. Fundamentals for the
repair of equipmer't using small engines is presented in "Small
Engines Mechanics, Units VII-XIII" (VT 003 159). Unit tests for
both volumes are given in "Small Engines Mechanics, Units I-XIII,
Tests" (VT 003 157). Answers for the unit tests are given in VT 003
158. The study guide is available in single copy only for $1" 13^ from
Vocational Curriculum Development and Research Center, P.O. C57,
Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (HC)
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Basic fundamentals for the repair of equipment related to and using
small engines are presented in this study guide. The materials were
prepared and tested in shop situations by an individual author for
use in trade school preparatory programs. Units of instruction
include (1) Clutches and Drive Mechanisms, (2) Grass Cutting
Equipment, (3) Refinishing, (4) Chain Saw, (5) Pumps, (6) Outboard
Engine Fuel Systems, and (7) Outboard Engine Ignition. Related
study assignments within each unit preIde background information,
instructional material with illustrations, related study references,
and reference study questions. Tests to follow each assignment are
available. Job experiences are directed by job sheets which include
an introduction to the Job, references, a list of tools and
materials, job procedures, precautions, and questions for reviewing
the job per ormed. The course was designed for post-secondary
students who are seeking employment as small engine mechanics.
Required textbooks are listed in the bibliography. Fundamentals
for the repair of small engines are presented in "Small Engine
Mechanics, Units I-VI" (VT 003 156). Unit tests for both volumes
are given in "Small Engines Mechanics, Units I-XIII, Tests" (VT
003 157). Answers for the unit tests are given in VT D03 158.
The study guide is available in single copy only for $2.00 from
Vocational Curriculum Developmtnt and Research Center, P.O.
Box 657, Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457. (HC)
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The purpose of this outline is to serve as a guide for training
power saw operators by developing knowledge, skills, and attitudes
needed. It was prepared by a technical writer and instructors.
Contents of the guide are -- (1) a course outline, (2) time
allotment, (3) methods of instruction, (4) bibliography of
references and films, and (5) a glossary. Units include -- (1)
First Aid, (2) Care and Maintenance of Power Saws, (3)
Felling, Limbing, and Bucking, (4) Loading, Hauling, and Marketing,
and (5) Related and Remedial Training. Time needed for the course
is 320 hours less 50 hours for remedial education. Subject matter
is applicable in pulpwood industrial areas. Students should be
selected on the basis of Manpower Development and Training Act
criteria. The teacher should be occupationally competent and
have teacher training. The bibliography includes eight references
and ten 16 mm films. Single copies are available for $1.00 from
Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114, Murfreesboro,
Tennessee 37130. (EM)
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The purpose of this guide is to assist teachars in training
upholsterers for entry employment in either job or customer shops
in industry. It was developed by a supervisor for curriculum
development aided by instructors. Content includes a course
outline, time allotment, instruction methods a bibliography, and
a glossary. Major units are -- (1) Introduction to the Upholsterer's
Trade, (2) Shop Procedures, (3) Upholstering Basics, (4) History of
Furniture and Upholstery, (5) Color, and (6) Related and Remedial
Training. The course requires 640 hours of instruction of which 160
hours should be devoted to prevocational and remedial education.
The guide is intended for use in Manpower Development acid Training
Act (MDTA) classes and students should be selected on the basis of
MDTA criteria. Teachers should be occupationally competent and
have teacher training. This document is available in single copy
only for $2.00 from Vocational Curriculum Laboratory, Box 1114,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130. (EM)
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Handbook for Diversified Cooperative Training.
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de.
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Florida,

This handbook was written to aid the school administrator and
coordinator in establishing and operating a Diversified Cooperative
Training (DCT) program. The OCT program involves the training of
high school students in three general occupational groups -- trade
and industrial, distributive, and office occupations. If specialized
programs in cooperative distributive education and cooperative
business education are operated within a school, all students
training in marketing or merchandising goods or services should be
enrolled in the distributive education program and students
training in office occupations should be enrolled in cooperative
business education instead of the DCT program. OCT is an integral
part of the high school curriculum, utilizing the business and
industrial establishments of the community as training agencies.
Included in this guide are (1) factors and steps to be taken in
establishing a program, (2) legal responsibilities involved in
operating a program, (3) the school's responsibility, (4)
responsibilities of the employer, (5) securing and maintaining good
public relations, and (6) club activities. The appendix includes
sample forms, sample outline of general related study, the
constitution of the Cooperative Education Clubs of Florida, the
constitution and by-laws of the Cooperative Education Association of
Florida, and job classification codes for cooperative education
programs. (PS)
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Floristry, A Course of Study Designed for Cooperative Part-Time
Students Employed in Florist Shops.

Karnes, James B., ed.

Missouri Univ., Columbia. Dept. of Industrial Education
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POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, *STUDY GUIDES,

Analysis of the work of the florist together with assignment
sheets covering the related occupational information to be taught
by the school, made up this course of study prepared for teaching
florist work on an individual basis in a part-time cooperative
occupational education program. Developed by research assistants
and an advisory committee after conslutation with personnel in the
florist industry, this 180-hour related instruction is for use on
the secondary and post-secondary levels. One information sheet and

1

23 asstassignment sheets, each with references and a test, are provided.
Unit db ectives are listed under job training and related
informs ion. Examples of the units are -- (1) Location and Layout
of the Florist Shop, (2) Fixtures, Equipment, and Utilities, (3)
Types, Care, and Treatment of Cut Flowers, (4) Supplies, Buying,
Pricing, the Grower and Wholesaler, (5) Interior Display and
Window Decoration, (6) Soils and Gravel Culture, and (7) Greenhouse
Production of Potted Plants. This mimeographed document is available
for $1.50 from Industrial Education, 103 Industrial Education
Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri 65201. Separate
instructor's keys (VT 002 034) are available from the same source
for 50 cents each. (SL)
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Pre-Technical Physics, Course Outline.

North Carolina State Board of Education, Raleigh
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Teachers developing lesson plans for a course in basic principles
and concepts of physics can use this outline. It was developed by
a committee of teachers and was based on experience and classroom
use. The objective of the course is to help students acquire an
understanding of the scientific approach and a working knowledge
of basic laboratory procedures and equipment through units -- (1)
general laboratory procedures, (2) properties and relationship of
matter and energy, (3) systems of measurement (4) force and
motion, (5) friction, and (6) power transmission. The 48-hour
course is for students entering post-high school pretechnical
education programs without basic high school physics. The teacher
should be qualified to teach physics. This mimeographed document
lists two suggested texts and two references. (HC)
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Materials Laboratory.
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Materials include -- (1) teaching units in agricultural production
for use with high school students, young farmers, and adult
farmers, (2) teaching units and t.ansparency masters for business
and office education, and (3) teaching units for distributive
education, health occupations, home economics, and trade and
industrial education. (EM)
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Textbooks, reference books, project plan books, handbooks, and
manuals are lis*ed in this biblography. These materials are
suggested for a reference library to support the industrial arts
courses in high schools. The publication dates are from 1936 to
1962. The subject areas included are -- (1) Automation, (2)
Crafts, (3) Crafts -- Ceramics and Pottery, (4) Crafts -- Leather,
(5) Crafts -- Metal, (6) Crafts -- Weaving and Braiding, (7)
DeMgr, (8) Drafting, (9) Electricity, (10) Graphic Arts, (11)
Industry, (12) Mechanics, (13) Metal, (14) Technology, and (15)
Wood. Prices are given. (HC)
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Tennessee,

The purpose of the handbook is to assist incoming guidance
personnel to become cognizant of background information and areas
for emphasis as they function as Manpower Development Training
(MDT) counselors. It suggests an overall guidance and counseling
program deemed suitable for MDT projects. The topics includes
are -- (1) Introduction, (2) Orientation, (3) MDT Guidance
Records, (4) Guidance Services, (5) Consulting Services, (6)
Community Activities and Relations, (7) Correlation of Job Placement
and FollowUp by Staff Personnel and Employment Security, and (8)
Evaluation of the Total Program. The appendix contains samples of
some forms used in counseling, suggested references and films, and
a glr'sary. Single copies are available from Director of Manpower
Development Training, Cordell Hull 3uilding, Nashville, Tennessee
37203. (SL)
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The purpose of this resource unit is to aid guidance functions of
the homeroom and planned group guidance program. The ultimate
objective is to help the student to understand himself by focusing
in group situations on problems common to teenagers and then to
seek additional counseling when necessary. It was developed by the
Guidance Department at the Essex County Vocational-Technical High
School in New Jersey. Units are -- (1) Educational Guidance, (2)
Personal Guidance, (3) Social Gvidance, (4) Vocational Guidance,
and (5) Civic Guidance. The organization of each project includes
objectives, an outline of information, suggested procedures and
activities, and some resources for the teacher and the student.
The material is for use by certified teachers with any high school
homeroom group, especially those in a vocational program. A general
outline for the course and teacher references are included. This
document is available for $2.00 from Vocational-Technical
Curriculum Laboratory, Rutgers University, 10 Seminary Place, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08903. 06)
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School Cooperative Training Pro.
gran.

VT 003 122 301
Photography, A Study Guide and Pro.
gression Record it Photography for
Use in a Cooperative Training Pro.
gram.

VT 003 143 302
Guide for Course of Itudy for Auto-
mobile Mechanic.

292 VT 003 156 303
Small Engines Mechanics, Units I-
IV, Related Study Assignments, Job

Sheets.
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VT 03 159 304
Small Engines Mechanics, Units VII-
XIII, Related Study Assignments,
Job Sheets.

VT 003 164
Guide for Course of Study
bolsterer.

306
)r Up.

TURF MANAGEMENT
VT 000 628 ED 185

Establishing and Caring for Lawns

and Turf.

UNITS OF STUDY (SUBJECT FIELDS)
VT 000 630 ED
Using and Caring for Ornamental
Plant Materials and Landscape
Structures.

187

VT 001 513 ED 220
Career Development Unit, Job Inter-
view.

VT 001 989 ED 281
Peacetime Radiation Hazards in the
Fire Service, Orientation Unit, In-
structor's Guide.

VETERINARY ASSISTANTS
VT 002 303 ED
Veterinary Assistant.

VETERINARY SCIENCE
VT 002 303 ED
Veterinary Assistant.

VOCATIONAL AGRICULrJRE
VT 000 619 ED
Course Outline for Horticulture -
Service Occupations.

196

196

176

VT 000 620 ED 177
Exploping Occupational Opportuni-
ties in Ornamental Horticulture.

VT 000 621 ED 178
Identifying Horticultural Plants.

VT 000 622 ED 179
Prop-gating Horticultural Plants.

365

Page

VT 000 623 ED 180
Growing Horticultural Plants.

VII 000 624 ED 181

Using Soil and Other Plant Growing
Media Effectively.

VT 000 625 ED 182

Recognizing and Controlling Plant
Pests.

VT 000 626 ED 183

Constructing, Maintaining, and Us-
ing Plant Growing Structures.

VT 000 628 ED 185

Establishing and Caring for Lawns

and Turf.

VT 000 629 ED 186

Operating, Repairing, and Maintain-
ing Small Power Equipment.

VT 000 630 ED 187

Using and Caring for Ornamental
Plant Materials and Landscape
Structures.

VT 000 659 189

A Guide for the Preparation of Ob-
jective -Type Test Questions for Ex-
aminations in Agriculture.

VT 001 134 190

Garden Center Employee.

VT 001 195 ED 191

Feed Sales and Serviceman.

VT 001 263 192

Outlines for Preparing. 1. A Course
of Study in Vocational Agriculture,
2. A Teacher's Unit Plan.

VT 001 539 193
An Aid to the Identification of 60
Ohio Plants.

VT 001 659
L'vestock Marketing.

vT 002 275

Mowers.

VT 002 303 ED
Veterinary Assistant.

194

195

196
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VT 002 390 197
Know Your Lani.

VT 002 787 198
Soils Unit, The Chemical Properties
of Soil.

VT 002 993 199

Maize Dwarf Mosaic.

VT 002 994 200
Horticultural Slide Series I, Flor-
icultural Crops.

VT 003 004 ED 201
Electric Motors for Farm Use.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
VT 000 073 ED 309
Handbook for Diversif!ed Coopera-
tive Training.

VT 002 416 ED 315

Materials Developed by or Available
Through tte Instructional Materials
Laboratory,

VT oce 844 ED 311
Pre-Technical Physics, Course Out-
line.

WELDERS
VT 001 671 274

Welding, A St67. Guide and Pro-
gression Reer: far Welding Stu-
dents in a Cooperative Training
Program.

WELDING
VT 001 671 274
Welding, A Study Guide and Pro-
gression Record for Welding Stu-
dents in a Cooperative Training
Program.

WORKBOOKS
VT 003 166 20e
Guide for Course of Study for Farm-
er General.
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SOURCE LIST1

ALABAMA
Trade and Industrial Education
State Department of Education
P. 0. Box 2874
University, Alabama 35486

CALIFORNIA
Bureau of Industrial Education
California State Department of
Education
721 Capital Mall
&memento, California 95814

ILLINOIS
Vocational Agriculture Service
434 Mulford Nall
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801

LOUISIANA
Vocational Curriculum Development
and Research Center
P. 0, Box 657
Natchitoches, Louisiana 71457

IUSSISSIPPI
Curriculum Laboratory
Box NET

State College, Mississippi 39762

lasso=
Industrial Education
103 Industrial Education Building
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201

NEW JERSEY
Vocational-Technical
Curriculum Laboratory
Rutgers University
10 Seminary Place
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

OHIO
The Center for Vocational and Taub-
nical Education
The Ohio State University
980 Kinnear Road
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Ohio Trade and Industrial Education
Service
Instructional Materials Laboratory
The Ohio State University
1885 Neil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Ohio Vocational Agriculture
Instructional. Materials Service
The Ohio State Tinirsity
2120 Fyffe Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

TENNESSEE
Vocational Curriculum Laboratory
Box 1114
Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37130

WAS
Agricultural Education Teaching Ma-
terials Center
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical
University
College Station, Texas 77843

Industrial Education Department
Division of Extension
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

Instructional Materials Laboratory

Distributive Education Department
Division of Extension
The University of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Superintendent of Documents
U. S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D. C. 20402

1
A cumulative list of instructional laboratories and agencies that have

printed copies of materials for sale.
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Publications of
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education

RESEARCH SERIES

no. name of publication

1 A National Survey of Vocational Education Programs
for Students with Special Needs. April, 1967
894.e14, p.

2 The Demand for and Selected Sources of Teachers in
Vocational and Technical Education, State Directory.
January, 1967. 31+01, p.

3 Research and Development Priorities in Technical
Education. May, 1967. 34 p.

4 Review and Synthesis of Research in Agricultural
Education. August, 1966. 140 p.

5 Review and Synthesis of Research in Business and
Office Occupations Education. August, 1966.
128 p.

6 Review and Synthesis of Research in Distributive
Education. August, 1966. 212 p.

7 Review and Synthesis of Research in Home
Economics Education. August, 1966. 104 p.

8 Review and Synthesis of Research in Industrial
Arts Education. August, 1966. 88 p.

9 Review and Synthesis of Research in Technical
Education. August, 1966. 69 p.

10. Review and Synthesis of Research in Trade and
Industrial Education. August, 1966. 76 p.

no.

LEADERSHIP SERIES

cost

$2.00

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

1.50

name of publication cost

Report of A National Vocational Education Seminar
on the Administration of Research, May 24 to 27,
1965, 1965. 109 P.

* limited supply available
o out-of-print



no. name of publication

1 Report of a National Seminar on Agricultural
Education, "Program Development and Research,"
August 9 to 13, 1965. 1965. 176 p.

2 Guidance in Vocational Education. Guidelines for
Research and Practice. 1966. 181 p.

3 Guidelines for State Supervisors of Office
Occupations Education. 1965. 84 p.

4 National Vocational-Technical Education Seminar
on the Development and Coordination of Research
by State Research Coordinating Unit. 1966. 72 p.

S 4 Report of the Business and Office Education Research
Planning Conference. 1966. 116 p.

6 Program Development for Occupational Education.
A report of a National Seminar for Leaders in
Home Economics Education, March 28-31, 1966. 1966.
118 p.

7 Report of a National invitational Research Planning
Conference on Trade and industrial Teacher
Education, May 23-27, 1966. 1966. 197 p.

A Report of a National Seminar, "Evaluation and
Program Planning in Agricultural Education,"
Jun. 27-30, 1966. 1966. 129 p.

10 Guidelines for Cooperative Education and selected
Materials from the National Seminar held August
1-S, 1966. 1957. 2SS p.

11 Systems Under Development for Vocational Guidance.
1966. 60 p.

12 Compilation of Technical Education Instructional
MaterialsSupplement I. April, 1967. 203 p.

13 Compilation ir:7 Technical Education Instructional
Materials..-Sopplemant II. April, 1967. 242 p.

* limited supply available
out-of-pribt

Cost

1.7S

2.00

2.00

3.00

3.50


